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INTRODUCTION
Brief Chronology/Timeline of Development of Soybean
Cultivation / Culture

270 BCE – Fairly specific information about soybean
cultivation is given in the Shennong shu (Book of Shennong)
in China. The section titled “Discourse on the eight types of
grains” states that soybeans (dadou) grow among the locust
trees (hui; Sophora japonica). They live among the marshy
valleys. They flower in 90 days and mature 60 days after
that; so one can harvest them 150 days after planting.
544 CE – The Chinese book Qimin Yaoshu (Important
Arts for the People’s Welfare), by Jia Sixie, gives early
information about planting and harvesting soybeans.
1767 May – Samuel Bowen of Georgia is the first to note
that soybeans (Chinese vetches) may be made into hay. He
says: “These vetches are also of great use in warm countries
where grass is scarce, as you may soon raise most excellent
fodder for your cattle, which may be given to them either
green or made into hay, and not thrashed” (Gentleman’s
Magazine (London)).
1854 Jan. 21 – T.E. Wetmore, says of harvesting the Japan
pea [soybean]: “But there is another drawback which would
debar its general cultivation as a field crop. Its stems are
quite large and hard as wood, so that to harvest a field of
Japan Peas would be about as easy as to harvest a field of
brush” (Moore’s Rural New Yorker).
1874 Feb. – The American Agriculturist recommends
“plowing under” soybeans for use as green manure.
1874 May – The American Agriculturist describes storage
of soybeans. “To save seed, the top of the plant is taken
as it ripens first, and it must be stored in an airy place
immediately after cutting, else the sun will pop open the
pods.”
1877 March – The term “green manuring” is first used in
connection with soybeans (American Agriculturist)
1879 March 15 – W. Hecke, writing in German, is the first
to mention the soybean as part of a crop rotation.
1880 April 1 – E.-A. Carriere in France is the first to write
that the soybean can be made into silage. He states: Mr.
Jules-Robert of Seelowitz, in Moravia, cultivates it on a very

large scale (30 hectares or more each year). He lets some of
the plants ripen / mature for harvest as seeds (soybeans); he
cuts the others before they mature and mixes them with corn
(maïs), then ensiles the mixture in a semi-dry state (Journal
d’Agriculture Pratique. p. 479-83).
1880 – Earliest document seen that mentions intercropping
in connection with soybeans is published in German in the
Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift. However
the practice is said to have been practiced centuries earlier in
East Asia
To intercrop is to grow a crop among plants of a different
kind, often in the space between the rows.
1900 – The term “cover crops” (or “cover crop”) is first used
in connection with soja beans. Cover crops are typically
planted to prevent erosion, as in orchards.
1918 Oct. – “The production of soy beans in North Carolina
exceeds a million bushels a year. To harvest the crop, special
machines have been invented by the farmers themselves.
“The harvesters thresh the beans from the vines as
they stand in the field. Five types of harvesters are made
by farmers in North Carolina, but a beater with fingers is
common to all the machines. The beater gathers the beans
from the growing stalks. Its operation varies according to the
type of harvester. Some beaters revolve parallel to the row;
others at right angles to the row. Some harvesters are carried
on mowing-machine wheels and others on common cartwheels. In some the beaters are driven by chains; in others by
gears.
“L.S. Gordon, a farmer of Elizabeth City, invented the
first one…” (Popular Science Monthly, p. 84).
1941 – “… it was not until 1941 that as many acres of
soybeans in the U.S. were harvested for seed as were grown
for forage” (Edgar Hartwig, personal communication, 2 Nov.
1981)
1950 Sept. – In “Soybeans for hay and beans” (Farmer’s
Bulletin No. 2024), Morse, Cartter and Hartwig write:
“Soybean hay is a little more difficult to cure than hay from
other legumes but may be handled successfully by practically
the same methods. It requires thorough curing before being
stacked, housed, or baled, since danger of molding occurs
when the hay is stored too soon after a rain or baled too
green.”
1955 Aug. – Ruth Stout, an organic gardener, is the first to
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describe how to grow soybeans organically. Also that year,
J.I. Rodale, who started the organic gardening and farming
movement in America, describes in more detail how to grow
soybeans in his book Organic Gardening.

introduces the earliest known commercial soy
product, Eden Soybeans, in which organically grown
soybeans are in a commercial product. These yellow
soybeans were grown in Michigan.

1957 Dec. – The term “minimum tillage” is first used in
connection with soybeans. This is the earliest document seen
about reduced tillage and soybeans (Soybean News, p. 1, 4).
Farmers used to till fields before planting soybeans to
loosen the soil for planting and to bring weed seeds to the
soil’s surface, where they could sprout. But this process
caused extensive erosion. In the various minimum tillage or
“no-till” systems, plowing was replaced by use of herbicides.
In no-till, runoff of herbicides into water can be a problem.

1975 – Whereby We Thrive: A History of American Farming,
1607-1972, by John T. Schlebecker, includes an excellent
history of soybean cultivation and equipment such as the
tractor and combine.

1967 Jan. – The terms “mulch till” and “conventional
tillage” are first used in connection with soybeans (Agronomy
Journal, p. 31-33).

1976 Sept. – The term “reduced tillage” is first used (Bulletin
of the Entomological Society of America, p. 289-91).
1981 Feb – The term conservation tillage” is first used in
connection with soybeans (Soybean Digest, p. 11).
1981 Dec. – The earliest known document that mentions
sustainable agriculture in connection with soybean
production is published in Slovenia (Stele, Dec. 6).

1967 Nov. – “Flame weeding” is a new method of destroying
weeds. It was developed by “William F. Lalor and Wesley
F. Buchele, agricultural engineers at Iowa State University”
(Soybean Digest, p. 7).

1987 Jan. – The term “global positioning system (GPS) is
first used in connection with soybeans, and with it the new
field of precision agriculture (Soybean Digest).

1968 April – The terms “no till” and “no tillage” are first
used in connection with soybeans (Soybean Digest, p. 26).

1988 Jan. – The term “ridge till” is first used in connection
with soybeans.

1970 Aug. – “The U.S. soybean economy expanded
phenomenally during the 1950’s and 1960’s. Output and
usage increased at an average annual rate of about 9%, more
than double the average growth rate for all U.S. industries.”
“Soybean production rose from about 300 million
bushels in 1950 to 1,117 million in 1969 – an increase of
273%. Most of the gain reflected the tripling of harvested
acreage from 13.8 million to 40.9 million. Yields increased
only gradually from 21.7 bu/a to 27.3 bu/a.
“The farm value of soybean production rose from $700
million in 1950 (ranking sixth among cash crops) to $2.6
billion in 1969 (ranking second only to corn). Soybeans have
been second among cash crops since 1964” (Soybean Digest,
p. 102).
Note: Soybean yields rose slowly compared with those
of grain during the 20th century. This is largely because the
soybean devotes much of its metabolic energy to fixing
nitrogen in the soil and to producing large amounts of highquality protein. Grains use their metabolic energy to produce
mostly carbohydrates.

1989 June – Earliest known mention of USDA’s Low-Input/
Sustainable Agriculture (LISA) program.
1997 Dec. – “For the first time, conservation tillage has
passed conventional tillage in total U.S. acres” (Soybean
Digest, p. 34).
Note: This statement applies to all crops, not just
soybeans.

1970 – Modern Soybean Production, by Walter O. Scott and
S.A. Aldrich is published. Both are professors at the Univ.
of Illinois. It soon comes to be widely used. A 2nd edition is
published in 1983.
1971 July – Eden Foods, Inc. of Ann Arbor, Michigan,
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ABOUT THIS BOOK
This is the most comprehensive book ever published about
the history of soybean cultivation. It has been compiled,
one record at a time over a period of 42 years, in an attempt
to document the history of this ancient and interesting
subject. It is also the single most current and useful source of
information on this subject.
This is one of more than 100 books compiled by William
Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi, and published by the Soyinfo
Center. It is based on historical principles, listing all known
documents and commercial products in chronological order.
It features detailed information on:

•

155 different document types, both published and
unpublished.

•

5,686 published documents - extensively annotated
bibliography. Every known publication on the subject in
every language.

•
•

598 unpublished archival documents.

•
George Strayer

593 original Soyinfo Center interviews and overviews
never before published, except perhaps in our books.
1381 commercial soy products.

Thus, it is a powerful tool for understanding the development
of this subject from its earliest beginnings to the present.
Each bibliographic record in this book contains (in
addition to the typical author, date, title, volume and pages
information) the author’s address, number of references
cited, original title of all non-English language publications
together with an English translation of the title, month and
issue of publication, and the first author’s first name (if
given). For most books, we state if it is illustrated, whether
or not it has an index, and the height in centimeters.
All of the graphics (labels, ads, leaflets, etc) displayed in this
book are on file, organized by subject, chronologically, in the
Soyinfo Center’s Graphics Collection.
For commercial soy products (CSP), each record includes
(if possible) the product name, date of introduction,
manufacturer’s name, address and phone number, and (in
many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging and price,
storage requirements, nutritional composition, and a
description of the label. Sources of additional information on
each product (such as advertisements, articles, patents, etc.)
are also given.
A complete subject/geographical index is also included.
Copyright © 2020 by Soyinfo Center
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS BOOK
A&M = Agricultural and Mechanical
Agric. = Agricultural or Agriculture
Agric. Exp. Station = Agricultural Experiment Station
ARS = Agricultural Research Service
ASA = American Soybean Association
Assoc. = Association, Associate
Asst. = Assistant
Aug. = August
Ave. = Avenue
Blvd. = Boulevard
bu = bushel(s)
ca. = about (circa)
cc = cubic centimeter(s)
Chap. = Chapter
cm = centimeter(s)
Co. = company
Corp. = Corporation
Dec. = December
Dep. or Dept. = Department
Depts. = Departments
Div. = Division
Dr. = Drive
E. = East
ed. = edition or editor
e.g. = for example
Exp. = Experiment
Feb. = February
fl oz = fluid ounce(s)
ft = foot or feet
gm = gram(s)
ha = hectare(s)
i.e. = in other words
Inc. = Incorporated
incl. = including
Illust. = Illustrated or Illustration(s)
Inst. = Institute
J. = Journal
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Soc. = Journal of the
American Oil Chemists’ Society
Jan. = January
kg = kilogram(s)
km = kilometer(s)
Lab. = Laboratory
Labs. = Laboratories
lb = pound(s)
Ltd. = Limited
mcg = microgram(s)
mg = milligram(s)
ml = milliliter(s)

mm = millimeter(s)
N. = North
No. = number or North
Nov. = November
Oct. = October
oz = ounce(s)
p. = page(s)
photo(s) = photograph(s)
P.O. Box = Post Office Box
Prof. = Professor
psi = pounds per square inch
R&D = Research and Development
Rd. = Road
Rev. = Revised
RPM = revolutions per minute
S. = South
SANA = Soyfoods Association of North America
Sept. = September
St. = Street
tonnes = metric tons
trans. = translator(s)
Univ. = University
USB = United Soybean Board
USDA = United States Department of Agriculture
Vol. = volume
V.P. = Vice President
vs. = versus
W. = West
°C = degrees Celsius (Centigrade)
°F = degrees Fahrenheit
> = greater than, more than
< = less than
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HOW TO MAKE THE BEST USE OF THIS DIGITAL BOOK - THREE KEYS

1. Read the Introduction and Chronology/Timeline
located near the beginning of the book; it contains
highlights and a summary of the book.
2. Search the book. The KEY to using this digital book,
which is in PDF format, is to SEARCH IT using Adobe
Acrobat Reader: For those few who do not have it, Google:
Acrobat Reader - then select the free download for your
type of computer.
Click on the link to this book and wait for the book
to load completely and the hourglass by the cursor to
disappear (4-6 minutes).
Type [Ctrl+F] to “Find.” A white search box will appear
near the top right of your screen.
Type in your search term, such as China or HarvesterThresher.
You will be told how many times this term appears, then
the first one will be highlighted.
To go to the next occurrence, click the down arrow, etc.
3. Use the indexes, located at the end of the book. Suppose
you are looking for all records about tofu. These can appear
in the text under a variety of different names: bean curd,
tahu, doufu, to-fu, etc. Yet all of these will appear (by record
number) under the word “Tofu” in the index. See “How to
Use the Index,” below. Also:
Chronological Order: The publications and products in this
book are listed with the earliest first and the most recent last.
Within each year, references are sorted alphabetically by
author. If you are interested in only current information, start
reading at the back, just before the indexes.
A Reference Book: Like an encyclopedia or any other
reference book, this work is meant to be searched first - to
find exactly the information you are looking for - and then to
be read.
How to Use the Index: A subject and country index is
located at the back of this book. It will help you to go
directly to the specific information that interests you. Browse
through it briefly to familiarize yourself with its contents and
format.
Each record in the book has been assigned a sequential
number, starting with 1 for the first/earliest reference. It
is this number, not the page number, to which the indexes
refer. A publication will typically be listed in each index in

more than one place, and major documents may have 30-40
subject index entries. Thus a publication about the nutritional
value of tofu and soymilk in India would be indexed under
at least four headings in the subject and country index:
Nutrition, Tofu, Soymilk, and Asia, South: India.
Note the extensive use of cross references to help you:
e.g. “Bean curd. See Tofu.”
Countries and States/Provinces: Every record contains
a country keyword. Most USA and Canadian records also
contain a state or province keyword, indexed at “U.S. States”
or “Canadian Provinces and Territories” respectively. All
countries are indexed under their region or continent. Thus
for Egypt, look under Africa: Egypt, and not under Egypt.
For Brazil, see the entry at Latin America, South America:
Brazil. For India, see Asia, South: India. For Australia see
Oceania: Australia.
Most Important Documents: Look in the Index under
“Important Documents -.”
Organizations: Many of the larger, more innovative, or
pioneering soy-related companies appear in the subject
index – companies like ADM / Archer Daniels Midland Co.,
AGP, Cargill, DuPont, Kikkoman, Monsanto, Tofutti, etc.
Worldwide, we index many major soybean crushers, tofu
makers, soymilk and soymilk equipment manufacturers,
soyfoods companies with various products, Seventh-day
Adventist food companies, soy protein makers (including
pioneers), soy sauce manufacturers, soy ice cream, tempeh,
soynut, soy flour companies, etc.
Other key organizations include Society for
Acclimatization (from 1855 in France), American Soybean
Association, National Oilseed/Soybean Processors
Association, Research & Development Centers (Peoria,
Cornell), Meals for Millions Foundation, and International
Soybean Programs (INTSOY, AVRDC, IITA, International
Inst. of Agriculture, and United Nations). Pioneer soy protein
companies include Borden, Drackett, Glidden, Griffith Labs.,
Gunther, Laucks, Protein Technologies International, and
Rich Products.
Soyfoods: Look under the most common name: Tofu, Miso,
Soymilk, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Cheese, Soy Yogurt, Soy
Flour, Green Vegetable Soybeans, or Whole Dry Soybeans.
But note: Soy Proteins: Isolates, Soy Proteins: Textured
Products, etc.
Industrial (Non-Food) Uses of Soybeans: Look under
“Industrial Uses ...” for more than 17 subject headings.
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Pioneers - Individuals: Laszlo Berczeller, Henry Ford,
Friedrich Haberlandt, Artemy A. Horvath, Englebert
Kaempfer, Mildred Lager, William J. Morse, etc. SoyRelated Movements: Soyfoods Movement, Vegetarianism,
Health and Dietary Reform Movements (esp. 1830-1930s),
Health Foods Movement (1920s-1960s), Animal Welfare/
Rights. These are indexed under the person’s last name or
movement name.
Nutrition: All subjects related to soybean nutrition (protein
quality, minerals, antinutritional factors, etc.) are indexed
under Nutrition, in one of more than 70 subcategories.
Soybean Production: All subjects related to growing,
marketing, and trading soybeans are indexed under Soybean
Production, e.g., Soybean Production: Nitrogen Fixation,
or Soybean Production: Plant Protection, or Soybean
Production: Variety Development.
Other Special Index Headings: Browsing through the
subject index will show you many more interesting subject
headings, such as Industry and Market Statistics, Information
(incl. computers, databases, libraries), Standards,
Bibliographies (works containing more than 50 references),
and History (soy-related).
Commercial Soy Products (CSP): See “About This Book.”
SoyaScan Notes: This is a term we have created exclusively
for use with this database. A SoyaScan Notes Interview
contains all the important material in short interviews
conducted and transcribed by William Shurtleff. This
material has not been published in any other source. Longer
interviews are designated as such, and listed as unpublished
manuscripts. A transcript of each can be ordered from
Soyinfo Center Library. A SoyaScan Notes Summary is a
summary by William Shurtleff of existing information on
one subject.

[23* ref] means that most of these references are not about
soybeans or soyfoods.
Documents Owned by Soyinfo Center: Lack of an *
(asterisk) at the end of a reference indicates that the Soyinfo
Center Library owns all or part of that document. We own
roughly three fourths of the documents listed. Photocopies of
hard-to-find documents or those without copyright protection
can be ordered for a fee. Please contact us for details.
Document Types: The SoyaScan database contains 135+
different types of documents, both published (books,
journal articles, patents, annual reports, theses, catalogs,
news releases, videos, etc.) and unpublished (interviews,
unpublished manuscripts, letters, summaries, etc.).
Customized Database Searches: This book was printed
from SoyaScan, a large computerized database produced
by the Soyinfo Center. Customized/personalized reports
are “The Perfect Book,” containing exactly the information
you need on any subject you can define, and they are now
just a phone call away. For example: Current statistics on
tofu and soymilk production and sales in England, France,
and Germany. Or soybean varietal development and genetic
research in Third World countries before 1970. Or details on
all tofu cheesecakes and dressings ever made. You name it,
we’ve got it. For fast results, call us now!
BIBLIO: The software program used to produce this book
and the SoyaScan database, and to computerize the Soyinfo
Center Library is named BIBLIO. Based on Advanced
Revelation, it was developed by Soyinfo Center, Tony
Cooper and John Ladd.
History of Soybeans and Soyfoods: Many of our digital
books have a corresponding chapter in our forthcoming
scholarly work titled History of Soybeans and Soyfoods
(4 volumes). Manuscript chapters from that book are now
available, free of charge, on our website, www.soyinfocenter.
com and many finished chapters are available free of charge
in PDF format on our website and on Google Books.

“Note:” When this term is used in a record’s summary, it
indicates that the information which follows it has been
added by the producer of this database.

About the Soyinfo Center: An overview of our
publications, computerized databases, services, and history is
given on our website.

Asterisks at End of Individual References:
1. An asterisk (*) at the end of a record means that
Soyinfo Center does not own that document. Lack of an
asterisk means that Soyinfo Center owns all or part of the
document.
2. An asterisk after eng (eng*) means that Soyinfo Center
has done a partial or complete translation into English of that
document.
3. An asterisk in a listing of the number of references

Soyinfo Center
P.O. Box 234,
Lafayette, CA 94549 USA
Phone: 925-283-2991
Fax: 925-283-9091
www.soyinfocenter.com
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HISTORY OF SOYBEAN CULTIVATION
(270 BCE TO 2020)

1. Shennong shu [The book of Shennong, the Heavenly
Husbandman]. 270? BCE. China. Passage on soy reprinted in
C.N. Li 1958 #22, p. 44; #286, p. 213. Undated. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Shên Nung Shu. Probably
late Zhou dynasty. The section titled “Discourse on the eight
types of grains” states that soybeans (dadou) grow among the
locust trees (hui; Sophora japonica). They live among the
marshy valleys. They flower in 90 days and mature 60 days
after that; so one can harvest them 150 days after planting.
The phrase “cereals and beans” (dou) is repeated three times
in this section; azuki beans (xiaodou) are also mentioned.
(See Li 1958 #355). (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Nov.
2001; Dec. 2002). Dr. Huang adds: The locust tree is a large
leguminous tree which grows in north China. The character
for “beans” presumably refers to soybeans. This book, which
is not particularly important, is attributed to Shennong, who
was a mythical Chinese figure. The author is unknown and
the book was compiled long after Shennong was supposed to
have lived. By contrast, the Shennong Bencao Jing (Classical
pharmacopoeia of Shennong) (100 CE), though later and
attributed to the same mythical figure, is a very important
work.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions or is attributed to Shennong (W.-G. Shên
Nung)–note that it mentions soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that gives specific, useful information about soybean
cultivation.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions soybeans in connection with locust trees.
Note 4. This is the earliest Chinese-language document
seen (Aug. 2017) that uses the word xiaodou by itself to refer
to azuki beans.
Bray (1984, p. 629): The Book of the Heavenly
Husbandman. Probably late Zhou [between the 5th to 3rd
centuries BCE]. Author unknown. No longer extant, but
quoted extensively in later agricultural works, particularly
the Lüshi Chunqiu (Master Lü’s Spring and Autumn Annals)
(239 BCE).
Li (1958): The compiler is unknown. According to
the original commentary on the Yiwenzhi (bibliographical)
section of the Hanshu (Probably: History of the Former Han
dynasty, by Ban Gu, 76 CE), the Shennong Shu was a work
of the Six Kingdoms (5th to 3rd centuries BCE).
2. Lüshi chunqiu [The annals of Lü Buwei]. 239? BCE.
China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #19, p. 42.

Undated. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Lü Shih Ch’un Ch’iu.
C.N. Li (1958) estimates the compilation date as 3rd century
BCE. Eastern Zhou dynasty–Warring States period. This
book is not related to the “Spring and Autumn Annals,” even
though both have the term Chunqiu in the title. In Chapter
26, the soybean (shu) appears in two sections. The section
titled “Usage of the earth” mentions the soybean and hemp.
The section “Determining the proper time for planting”
mentions dashu (soybeans–”large legumes”) and xiaoshu
(“small legumes / beans”). Note: Xiaoshu (small + shu)
probably refers to azuki beans (See Zhang Zilie 1627), but
it might refer to small soybeans. If it refers to azuki beans,
this is the earliest Chinese-language document seen (May
2014) that uses the word xiaoshu to refer to azuki beans.
(Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Nov. 2001).
Dr. Huang adds: We are not told when soybeans should
be planted. Master Lü was the chancellor to the first emperor
of China. This work was attributed to him but not written by
him, but rather by his scholars and attendants.
Wilkinson (2000, p. 469, 474, 627, 638): “The annals
of Lü Buwei.” Circa 239 BCE. This is “one of the first
ancient works that appears to have been conceived from
start to finish as a complete ‘book.’ It is an anthology of
excerpts on many subjects apparently written by several
scholars employed by Lü” (who served at the end of his life
as chancellor of the Qin dynasty). One part is an agricultural
calendar, which links phenological observations with the
seasons. The “Benwei” chapter lists dishes from southern
China.
Bray (1984, p. 626-27, 629): Master Lü’s Spring and
Autumn Annals. A compendium of natural history. From
the Chou (Ch’in) 239 BCE. Written by a group of scholars
gathered by Lü Pu-Wei. Translated by Richard Wilhelm
(1928). Chung-Fa Index, no. 2.
Hagerty (1917, p. 3, 19, 29. Translation of Wu 1848):
“The ruler of the Chih state, a Marquis, came and presented
the Jung with other booty to the emperor. Ku Liang’s
commentary on the Spring and Autumn Annals also makes
mention of the Jung shu.” “In the 10th month of the first year
of the Duke of Ting (509 BCE) the shu (soybean) crop was
killed by frost.” “The terms ta (big) shu denote a bean which
is round, while the name hsiao (small) shu [azuki?] denotes a
bean which is round and fragrant. The soybean is more round
than the small bean. Those beans which are perfectly round
are called Wan tou.” Brief chronology record of major events
in court of state of Lu from 722–481 BCE. Terse and factual.
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fact.
3. Liu An of Huai Nan’s court scholars. 120? BCE.
Huainantzi [The book of the Prince of Huai-nan]. China.
Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #27, p. 46-47.
Undated. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Huai Nan Tzu. In the
chapter on “Teachings of astronomy” (Tianwen xun), the
soybean (shu) and barley (mai) are mentioned many times
as crops that should be cultivated. Shu is also mentioned in
several other chapters.
The chapter on “Teachings of the spirit” (Jingshen xun)
refers to soup made from soybean leaves (huo). This same
soup made from soybean leaves is also mentioned in two
other chapters: Qishu xun and Renjian zun. (Translated by
H.T. Huang, PhD, Dec. 2001). Dr. Huang adds: Liu An was
a real person; his title was Prince of Huai-Nan. This is a
very important work. It was written by a group of scholars
gathered by him, but he might have written some of it
himself; it’s not known. He could be considered as the editor
or compiler.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
which mentions Liu An of Huai Nan in connection with
soybeans–but it does not mention tofu.
Huang (2000, p. 134): The section titled “Classics of
Materia Dietetica” states that according to legend, Shêng
Nung was the inventor of agriculture and of herbal medicine
in ancient China. The Huai Nan Tzu (The Book of the Prince
of Huai Nan), ca. 120 BCE notes (Chapter 19): “Anciently,
the people lived on plants and drank water, collecting the
wild fruits from the trees and eating the flesh of grubs and
mussels. They often got ill and were hurt by poisonous
things. So Shên Nung, the emperor, began to teach them how
to sow (and reap) the five staple grains (wugu)... He tested
the properties of the hundred plants, and the quality of the
water, whether sweet or bitter; and thus he caused the people
to know what to avoid and what to accept. At that time in a
single day he met with seventy plants with active principles”
(Translated by Joseph Needham, SCC Vol. VI, Part I, p.
237). Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (May.
2014) that mentions Shennong (W.-G. Shên Nung).
The prince is the legendary inventor of tofu, but neither
the word “tofu” (nor its alternative names li ch’i or lai ch’i)
are mentioned in this work (Huang 2000, p. 300). A poem,
written during the Song dynasty (960-1279) and based on
legend, attributed the invention of tofu to him (Huang 2000,
p. 299). He was later exiled (for fomenting rebellion in 173
BCE against his brother, the Han emperor Wên-ti), then
killed. Liu An should be referred to as a prince rather than as
a king, since he did not have kingly powers; the Emperor had
all the power. Liu An came from today’s Anhwei (pinyin:
Anhui) province, which is located directly east of Shanghai
and is traversed by the Yangtze River. The people of Anhwei
province still believe that tofu originated there. Several years
ago they had a large international celebration to celebrate this

Bray (1984, p. 625): The Book of (the Prince of)
Huainan. A compendium of natural philosophy. Early Han,
c. 120 BCE. Written by the group of scholars gathered by
Liu An, Prince of Huai-Nan. Partial translations by Morgan
(1933), Erkes (1918, Chapter 4, in German), Hughes (1942),
Chatley (1952), and Wieger (1930).
Ho Ping-ti (1969): This was an eclectic work of the
second century BCE, compiled by scholars employed by the
Prince of Huai-nan. It was one of several works compiled
under the auspices of the Prince of Huai-nan.
Shih Shêng-han (1962), in his translation and
interpretation of the Qimin Yaoshu, includes a lengthy
analysis of the sources from which it is drawn. On pages
13-14 is a discussion (with five excerpts) of this book
(Huainantzi) and its author. One excerpt mentions soy: “Sow
spiked millets when Chang (one of the 28 hsiu or lunar
mansions) culminates at dusk; sow glutinous panicled millet
and soya (shu) when Ta Huo (Antares) [does]... harvest and
gather the fields when Mao (Pleides) does so...”
Reischauer and Fairbank (1960, p. 105): The thought
of Han times is syncretic rather than specifically Confucian.
This eclectic tendency is clear in the Huai-nan-tzu, which
was compiled under the patronage of the King of Huai-nan,
a grandson of Kao Tsu. This work, while predominantly
Taoistic, is full of omen lore, cosmological speculations, and
concepts from other diverse philosophical sources.
Hagerty (1917, p. 25. Translation of Wu 1848) states:
“The Huai Nan Tzu says: ‘When that Ta huo, or planet Mars,
is in its zenith, it is time to plant the Shu, or Millet, and the
Shu, or Bean.’”
Hagerty (1917, 30): “Huai Nan-tzu, says: ‘The Shu, or
Bean plant, lives in the summer and dies in the winter. This
is mentioned among the Nine grains, and is harvested very
late in the season.’”
Hagerty (1917, p. 80): “Tou fu (2 Cc), or Bean Curd:
The Pen ts’ao kang mu, a Chinese Herbal by Li Shih-chên,
says: ‘The earliest mention of the method of making Tou
fu, or Bean curd, is found in the Han Dynasty Taoist work
entitled Huai Nan Tzu, or Writings or Liu An, (a Prince of
Huai-nan, died BC 122). According to this work, the Hei, or
Black, Huang, or Yellow, Pai, or White, beans, and the Ni,
or Mud or clay been, Wan, or Garden pea, and Lu, or Green
varieties or beans were all used to make Tou fu, or Bean
curd. The following directions are given. Wash the beans and
macerate them in water, filter this substance so as to obtain
and throw away the sediment or dregs. Heat thoroughly in
a vessel, adding an alkaline solution of rock salt and water,
or from the leaves of the Shan fan (2 Cc) (a tree grown
in Honan province which Stuart’s C.M.M. identifies as
Symplocos prunifolia), or by using sour vinegar. Pour the
whole into a cauldron containing powdered gypsum. As
a rule this mixture now has a salty bitter sour acrid taste,
and the substance which congeals upon the surface of the
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compound is taken off and dried in the sun. This substance is
called Tou fu p’i [yuba], or Bean curd, and is regarded as an
excellent delicacy among the foods.’
Note: Tou fu p’i [yuba] is a very different food from
Bean curd, although both are made from soymilk.
4. Xiaojing wei [Extensions to the Book of Filial Piety]. 50
BCE. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #40,
p. 55. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Hsiao Ching Wei. Former
/ Western Han dynasty. The chapter on “Helping the spirits”
states that red earth is good for planting soybeans (shu).
(Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Jan. 2002). Dr. Huang
adds: The author of this book is unknown. It was compiled in
the late Western Han.
5. Liu Xiang. 20 BCE. Shuoyuan [Garden of discourses].
China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #31, p. 4950. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Shuo Yüan, by Liu
Hsiang. Former / Western Han dynasty. The chapters have no
numbers. The chapter titled “Establishing origins” (Jianben)
mentions that people eat soybean leaves. The chapter
titled “Establishing rules (Lijie) refers to soup made from
soybean leaves. The chapter on “Proper administration /
admonishment” (Zhengjian) mentions that the soybean (shu)
is a crop.
The chapter titled “For the common good” (Zhigong)
states that both the soybean (shu) and millet are food crops.
The chapter titled “Discriminating materials” (Bianwu) says
that you can plant the soybean (shu) as a crop. (Translated
by H.T. Huang, PhD, Dec. 2001). Dr. Huang adds: These
references tell us that the soybean and millet are important
food crops, which are planted widely.
Hagerty (1917, p. 25. Translation of Wu 1848) translates
the title as “Anecdotes from ancient Chinese history.” In
the summer season when the planet Mars (Ta huo), is in
its zenith, we may plant millet (shu) and [soy] beans (shu).
This is the fifth month (See Bretschneider 1882, Botanicon
Sinicum, vol. 1, p. 190).
Bretschneider 1882. (Vol. 1, p. 190). “765. (2 Cc), Shuo
yüan. A collection of anecdotes from ancient Chinese history,
by Liu Hiang (see No. 211).–P. 25.–S.K.K. IX. 2.–Reprinted
in H.W.”
6. Fan Shengzhi. 10 BCE. Fan Shengzhi shu [The book
of Fan Shengzhi (on agriculture)]. China. Passage on soy
reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #34, p. 51-52; and #288, p. 214-15.
[Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Fan Shêng-Chih Shu,
by Fan Shêng-Chih (also titled Chung Chih Shu). Former
/ Western Han dynasty. This is the earliest Chinese book
by an individual author devoted solely to agriculture. Very
interesting and important, it is a summary of dry-land

farming experiences in an arid district of the middle Yellow
River region–the Guan Zhong region. The original book
was lost in antiquity. Only excerpts are preserved in later
agriculturistic treatises, especially in the famous Qimin
Yaoshu of the 6th century CE.
The numbered text below is based on the following
excellent English-language translation with facing Chinese
text: Shih, Shêng-han. 1959. On “Fan Sheng-chih shu”: An
agriculturistic book of China written by Fan Shêng-chih in
the first century B.C. Peking, China: Science Press. (Kexue
Press). 68 p.
2. Selection of date and varieties for planting. 2.1 Azuki
beans (xiaodou) are ill-suited with mao (the 4th in the set
of every twelve)... and soybeans (dadou) with shen (8th in
12). All the nine cereal grains have their respective ill-suited
days. If planted on these days, there will surely be crop loss
or failure. This is no idle talk. It is rather the consequence
of nature. Footnote: Ten characters called “celestial stems”
and 12 characters called “terrestrial branches” were used in
alternative combinations to form a hexacodenary cycle, used
to denote the days, months, and years from the 18th century
BCE onward. The passage above warns against planting
azuki beans and soya beans on particular days.
4. Cultivation of certain crop plants... 4.6 From
soybeans, a good crop can be easily obtained even in adverse
years. Thus, it is quite natural for the ancient people to grow
soy as protection against famine. Calculate the acreage to
be covered by soybeans for members of the whole family
according to the rate of 5 mou (3,045 square yards or 0.65
acres; 1 mou = 609 square yards or 0.13 acres) per capita.
This should be viewed as basic for farming.
4.6.1 In the third month, when elm-trees are fruiting,
plant soybeans on upland fields whenever it rains. Use 5
sheng (3.5 cups) of seeds per mou when the soil is mellow
and not cloddy, but more seeds if the soil is not so. As late
as twenty days after summer solstice soybeans may still be
planted.
4.6.2 Soybean seedlings break ground as though with
a helmet on top, so it is not necessary to plough very deep.
Don’t cover the seed with too much soil after planting.
Too thick a cover renders the bean-stalk bent-necked;
the seedlings may never break ground and instead die
(prematurely) underneath.
4.6.3 Dropping of soybeans ought to be uniform and not
too dense.
4.6.4 Soybean flowers dislike sunshine; direct exposure
causes their yellowing and scorching.
4.7 From azuki beans, a good crop cannot be safely
secured; they are hard to grow.
4.7.3 Both soybeans and azuki beans should not be
excessively defoliated (Footnote: Soybean leaves were
widely gathered for use as green vegetables in earlier times).
In former times, defoliation was rather restrained, because
people knew that leaves produce nourishment (for the plants
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themselves). Excessive defoliation means disrupting the
nourishing process and causes losses in harvest. Nowadays
people defoliate too much and thereby often suffer loss of
seeds. Hence the saying: ‘refrain from defoliating beans
excessively.’
4.7.4 With proper care, the yield [of soybeans] from
a good field may attain 10 shi per mou [equivalent to 36.5
bushels/acre or 2.7 metric tons/hectare] from poor land up to
5 shi (1 shi = 16.7 liters). Note: This is the earliest document
seen (May 2014) concerning soybean yield.
7. Cultivation in shallow pits. 7.4 Cultivation of
soybeans in shallow pits: Dig pits 10.5 inches or 26.4 cm (1
chi and 2 cun) apart. One ditch thus holds 9 plants, and one
mou (609 square yards or 0.13 acres) contains 6,480 plants.
7.4.1 To plant soybeans in shallow pits: Make pits 5
inches or 11 cm (6 cun) across and deep, and 17 inches or
44 cm (2 chi) apart. Thus one mou holds 1,680 pits. After
making a pit, take 0.7 cup (1 sheng) of well ripened manure,
mix well with earth from the pit, then return the mixture to
the pit. Just before planting, pour 2.1 cups (3 sheng) of water
into every pit, then place 3 beans therein. Cover with earth,
but do not make the layer too thick. Press down with palm
of hand to insure close contact of seeds with soil. Use 1.4
cups (2 sheng) of seeds and 74 gallons (16 shi and 8 tou)
of manure per mou. Hoe when 5 or 6 leaves have appeared
fully. Water if drought occurs; 3 sheng (2.1 cups) of water
per pit. A full-grown man works 5 mou (0.65 acres). In the
autumn, the yield may attain 16 shi per mou (= 67.7 bushels/
acre).
H.T. Huang (2000, p. 117, 120, 293n, 615, 670).
Bray (1984, p. 512): The modern term for soybean is
dadou [characters given], ‘greater bean,’ a term which first
appears in the 1st century BCE Fan Sheng-Chih Shu.” Also
called Chung Chih Shu. The Book of Fang Sheng-Chih
on Agriculture. Former Han, late 1st century BCE (c. 10
BCE). Translated by Shih Sheng-Han. The book also gives a
detailed description of hemp cultivation (p. 535).
Ying-shih Yü (1977, p. 71-72): “Based on these
archaeological finds, we can now say with confidence that
the major categories of grains accessible to the Chinese in
Han times included millets of various kinds, rice, wheat,
barley, soybeans, lesser beans, and hemp. It is particularly
noteworthy that this archaeological list matches very closely
the ‘nine grains’ recorded in the agriculturist book by Fan
Sheng-chih of the first century BCE... Fan was a professional
agriculturist and had actually taught people in the vicinity of
Ch’ang-an the art of farming (S.H. Shih 1959, p. 8-11, 4244).”
Shih Shêng-han (1962), in his translation and
interpretation of the Qimin Yaoshu, includes a lengthy
analysis of the sources from which it is drawn. On pages
15-21 is a detailed discussion (with 14 excerpts) of this book
(Fan Shengzhi shu) and its author.
Shih Shêng-han (1959): An excellent English-language

translation. The section titled “A brief analytical survey of
Fan Shêng-Chih Shu” (p. 40-41) states that Fan Shêng-Chih,
an eminent agriculturist of China, flourished in the later half
of the first century BCE. His book, Fan Shêng-Chih Shu, is
the earliest Chinese book of individual authorship devoted
solely to agriculture that we can have access to. It exists only
as fragmentary quotations in some later books. So far as we
can discern, the fragments extant consist of directions on
the system of dry-farming prevailing about 2,000 years ago
in an arid district of the middle Yellow River region. They
typically represent the level of attainments in scientific and
technological knowledge concerning agricultural production
at that time.
Hagerty (1917, p. 13-14. Translation of Wu 1848):
“Fan Shêng-chih’s Chung chih shu, says: ‘This bean is a
staple (pao sui–2 Cc) crop, which may be stored and kept to
provide against famine and is easily made suitable for food.
In ancient times it was used as a food in times of scarcity.
Count the number of persons in the family and plant five
acres of beans for each person. This is a fundamental rule in
farming. In the third month, about the time when the seed
pods appear on the elm trees, and after a rain has fallen; the
uplands may be planted with the Ta tou seed. The soil should
be fine and free from lumps of earth. To each acre plant five
shêng or pints of seed, or if the soil is not favorable, then
add more. Plant the seed of the Ta tou at the ‘Hsia chih.’ or
summer solstice (June 21). Within twenty days of this date
the seed may be sown with assurance that it will bud and
grow. Best results are obtained when the earth has not been
plowed too deeply. The Ta tou thrives best when planted
evenly and not too closely. The blossom of this bean cannot
stand exposure to the sun. If it should be constantly exposed
to the sun, it turns to a yellow color and withers away, and its
roots also dry up. The method of harvesting the Ta tou bean
is as follows: When the pods are black and the stems azuregreen, there is no further doubt that they may be harvested.
Unless this is quickly done the beans will fail and be wasted
or lost. This is the reason for saying:–’When the bean is ripe,
hurry into the fields and gather them. The green pods are
above and the black pods are below’” (Continued).
7. Fan Shengzhi. 10 BCE. Fan Shengzhi shu [The book of
Fan Shengzhi (on agriculture)] (Continued–Document part
II). China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #34, p.
51-52; and #288, p. 214-15. [Chi]
• Summary: Hagerty (1917, p. 14-15. Translation of Wu
1848): “Fan Shêng-chih’s Chung chih shu states under the
heading of ‘Method of Cultivating the Ta tou’: ‘Dig holes
for seeds about six inches deep and about two feet apart. In
one acre, sixteen-hundred and eighty holes should be made
for planting seed. When these holes are all made each should
receive a pint of good manure mixed with earth, and filled.
When about to plant the seed, irrigate each hole with three
shêng or pints of water. Sow three seeds in each hole and
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spread the earth over the hole, but not very thick, using the
hand to pat it down, bringing the seeds and earth in mutual
contact. For each acre use one shêng of seed and sixteen
shih, or piculs, and eight tou, or pecks, of manure. When the
seed has germinated and grown five or six leaflets the plant
should be cultivated with a hoe. When the soil becomes dry,
irrigate, using three shêng, or pints, of water to each hill of
beans. One man can take care or five acres up to the time of
fall harvest. Each acre planted with seed, will yield sixteen
shih or piculs of beans. The field should now be cleared of
the bean stalks.’”
Hagerty (1917, p. 18): “Fan Shêng-chih’s Chung chih
shu, says: ‘In the third month when the Yü, or Elm tree,
is bearing its seed pods and after a rain, the Ta tou may be
planted on the elevated fields. Within twenty days after the
summer solstice the seed may be planted. There is an early
and a late variety of Shu. The late variety is planted in the
fifth month at the latest.” Hagerty (1917, p. 27): “Fan Shêngchih’s Chung chih shu, says: ‘In the third month when seed
pods of the elm tree appear, and after a rain, the uplands may
be planted with the Ta tou, or Large bean [soybean]. Within
twenty says after the summer solstice, the seed may still be
planted.’”
Bretschneider (1882, p. 164): The term “ta tou” first
appeared in this work. “Plant 5 acres of soybeans for
each member of the family.” “Soybeans guarantee a good
harvest.”
Note: This early document gives considerable details
about the cultivation of soybeans. And it is the earliest
document seen (July 19) that uses the word “irrigate” (or
irrigation, irrigating, etc.) in connection with growing
soybeans.
8. Za yin yang shu [A miscellany of divinations]. 0-99 CE.
China. [Chi]*
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Tsa Yin Yang Shu.
Former / Western Han dynasty (202 BCE–23 CE). Capital at
Ch’ang-an.
Tells when soybeans begin to grow, in the 4th month.
Favorable and unfavorable planting days. Note: This work is
no longer extant, except in a few quotations in the Ch’i-min
Yao-shu.
9. Zayinyangshu [A miscellany of divinations (yin-yang)].
50? CE. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958
#289, p. 215. Undated. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Tsa Yin Yang Shu. Author
unknown. First century CE; Later / Eastern Han dynasty.
This book is lost but the following passage is preserved in
the Qimin Yaoshu (Important arts for the people’s welfare)
(544 CE): Soybeans (dadou) live / grow among the locust
trees (hui; Sophora japonica). On the 90th day they are
beautiful (Note: Probably refers to flowering) and they
mature 70 days after that. There follows a description of the

soybean’s life cycle, given according to celestial stems and
earthly branches. (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Dec.
2002).
Bray (1984, p. 631-32): “A miscellany of divinations.”
Han dynasty. No longer extant except in a few quotations, for
example in the Qimin Yaoshu (544 CE).
10. Cui Shi. 160 CE. Simin yueling [Monthly ordinances for
the four classes of people]. China. Passage on soy reprinted
in C.N. Li 1958 #45, p. 56. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Ssu Min Yüeh Ling, by
Ts’ui Shih. Later / Eastern Han. A detailed description, lunar
month by month, of the activities of a well-to-do household.
An early and important agricultural treatise of the late Han
dynasty (2nd century CE). The following is based on the
translation by Hsu Cho-yun (1980, p. 217-23). 1st month
[February]: The first day of the first month is called the
New Year. One can make various sauces (or pastes). During
the first ten days of the month, roast / fry soybeans (dou);
in the second ten days, boil soybeans. Chopped soybeans
(or groats) are made into modu (W.-G. mo-tu) (a type of
jiang–apparently fermented, salted soy paste), which, by
the conjunction of the 6th and 7th month, should be used
for making pickled melons, fish sauces, meat sauces, and
basic [liquid / clarified] soy sauce (qingjiang; W.-G. ch’ing
chiang).
2nd month: On the day of the spring equinox [March
20], thunder will be first heard. One can plant spiked millet,
soybean (dadou), female hemp (which does not yield fiber),
and sesame (huma; “foreign hemp”). One can sell millet,
panicled millet, soybeans, hemp, and wheat seed.
3rd month: When it rains, it is time to plant hemp
and sesame. When the mulberry turns red, one can plant
soybeans.
4th month: One can plant millet, spiked millet, soybeans
and lesser [azuki] beans (daxiaodou), and sesame.
5th month: On the day of the summer solstice [June
21-22], present wheat and fish to ancestors and deceased
parents; offer sacrifice and follow the procedures for food
preparation, purification and cleansing. When timely rains
fall, one can plant sesame and male hemp. One can prepare
elm sauce and minced meat sauce. One sells [soy] beans,
lesser [azuki] beans (daxiaodou), and sesame.
6th month: One can sell soybeans, buy oats and wheat,
and collect plain white silk.
7th month: On the sixth day, the five grains (wugu) and
the mill should be ready. One can sell lesser [azuki] beans
and [soy] beans, buy wheat, and collect raw silk and white
silk.
8th month: One can make mo-tu preserve [perhaps
fermented soybean] paste and collect leaves of beans.
9th month: Soy is not mentioned.
10th month: One harvests the five grains. One should
purchase spiked millet, [soy] beans and lesser [azuki] beans,
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and hempseed.
11th month: The winter solstice arrives. Buy spiked
millet, [soy] beans, lesser [azuki] beans, and hempseed.
12th month: Soy is not mentioned. (Translated by H.T.
Huang, PhD, Feb. 2002).
H.T. Huang adds: The four classes of people (in
descending order of importance) referred to the scholars
/ government officials, farmers, artisans / laborers, and
merchants. Scholars were the highest class because they ran
the country. The merchants were the lowest class because it
was felt they did not produce anything. This system lasted
from antiquity until about 1949. Ordinances, usually issued
by a high official (up to the emperor or king), were executive
orders, suggestions, or exhortations as to what the people
should or should not do, often in connection with food,
crops, or daily living.
H.T. Huang (2000, p. 347, 359, 362-64, 371-72) argues
convincingly that the qingjiang (clear chiang or “clarified
soy sauce”) made during the 1st month is a liquid soy
condiment, similar to today’s soy sauce, obtained as a
by-product of chiang. Mo-tu has also been interpreted as
fermented soybean paste by Miao Ch’i-Yü ed. (1981, p. 23)
and Hung Kuang-Chu (1984, p. 93).
Fukushima (1989, p. 3). This document describes the
first liquid soy sauce. “The liquid products which belong
to the category of soy sauce did not appear in the literature
before the later Han dynasty (about 25-220 CE). There
is a description of the liquid product which was made by
separating the liquid portion from the chiang in Ssu-ming
Yüeh-ling (Shimin-Getsurei in Japanese), published by
Ts’ui Shih (Sai Shoku in Japanese) in the later Han dynasty.
This liquid was called chiang ch’ing, which means ‘clear
chiang.’”
Bray (1984, p. 56, 630): Monthly Ordinances of the
Four Sorts of People. Later Han, c. 160 CE. By Ts’ui Shih.
Translated by Herzer (1963, in German). Our present version
of this book is based almost exclusively on passages cited in
the Qimin Yaoshu (544 CE).
Bo (1982): This work states, “On New Year’s Day, make
various types of chiang, meat chiang and ch’ing chiang.” The
term “ching” means “refined” or “clear.” This ch’ing chiang
must be today’s filtered soy sauce. In the Ch’ing dynasty
(1644-1912) this same term was used to refer to soy sauce.
Even today a lot of people along the Yellow River or in the
countryside of eastern north China still refer to soy sauce as
“ch’ing chiang.” Also, up until recently, in restaurants and
hotels in Beijing, there were typically two white ceramic
pots. On the one containing soy sauce was written “ch’ing
chiang” and on the one with vinegar, “kao ts’u.” Also, in
Korea they used to call soy sauce “ch’ing chiang.”
Bray (1981): Almanac of agricultural practice,
household management, and ritual for landowning class.
With planting instructions. Based on a reconstruction of the
text by Shi Shenghan. Also parts appeared in the Ch’i-min

yao-shu. The original work is lost.
Shih Shêng-han (1962), in his translation and
interpretation of the Qimin Yaoshu, includes a lengthy
analysis of the sources from which it is drawn. On pages
21-23 is a detailed discussion (with one long excerpt) of this
book (Simin Yueling) and its author. The excerpt states that
in the 5th month, one may sell soybeans and azuki beans
(daxiaodou), and sesame, and buy barley and wheat.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions soy sauce, which it calls qingjiang.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that clearly mentions sesame seeds, which it calls huma.
Bray (1984, p. 425) says that “sesame did come to China
from the West in or just after Han times.” Address: Anhui
province, China.
11. Jia Sixie. 544 CE. Qimin yaoshu [Important arts for the
people’s welfare]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li
1958 #66, p. 66-67, and #295, p. 216-20. Translated by Shih
Sheng-han 1958, 1962. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Ch’i Min Yao Shu
(QMYS) by Chia Ssu-hsieh. Northern dynasties–Northern
Wei (386-534 CE; established by nomadic people from the
northern steppes). This is the world’s earliest encyclopedia
of agriculture. H.T. Huang (2002) adds: “This is the most
important book on agriculture or food technology ever
published in China. At a remarkably early date it gives
both general information and great detail about agriculture
and food processing.” The QMYS is divided into 10
books / fascicles (juan), and subdivided into more than 91
consecutive parts.
In his Preface, Jia Sixie states that the material in his
book comes from four sources: (1) The Chinese classics;
(2) Contemporary books, proverbs, and folk songs; (3)
Information gathered from experts; and (4) His personal
experience (“original material”).
A partial English-language translation of the “original
material” and commentary by Shih Shêng-han was published
in 1958 (2nd ed. 1962). The numbered text below is based on
the 1962 translation titled “A preliminary survey of the book
Ch’i Min Yao Shu: An agricultural encyclopaedia of the 6th
century.” 2nd ed. Peking, China: Science (Kexue) Press. x +
107 p.
Book 2. General comments. The best time to plant
soybeans (dadou) and oilseed hemp (youma) depends on the
climate and soil condition. “Realization of the importance
of proper choice of season and soil.” These two factors are
the key to agricultural success. A table (p. 33) shows: Best,
medium, and latest time for various operations: Planting
spring soybeans: Best time–First ten days of the 2nd month.
Medium–First ten days of the 3rd month. Latest time–First
ten days of the 4th month. Also gives such times for azuki
beans, male and female hemp, and sesame seeds. For making
jiang: Best time–12th and 1st month. Medium–2nd month.
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Latest–3rd month. Making shi (fermented black soybeans):
Best–4th and 5th month. Medium–20th day of 7th month
until 8th month. Latest–None. In addition: Large dark-red
beans (da chidou) should be planted in the 3rd lunar month,
and harvested in the 6th month (See Li 1958 #385).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen hat uses the
verb “harvest” as a verb in connection with soybeans.
Note 2. The scientific- and common name of dark-red
beans is unclear; it may well be another name for azuki
beans.
Chapter 4. Millets. It is best to plant millets on new
fields (without a previous crop), or on a field where the
previous crop was soybeans. Best, medium, and least suitable
soil / ground for planting various crops. Spiked millet: Least
suitable–Following turnips or soybeans. Panicled millets–
Medium soil–Following soybeans. 1.3 Amount of seeds to
be sown at different seasons: Soybeans: Best time–8 sheng/
mou (= 220 ml/508 square meters). Medium time–10. Latest
time–12.
Chapter 6, “Soybeans” (dadou):
Note 3. The first third (approximately) of this
section is quotations from four early Chinese works and
commentaries on them: (1) The Erya (Literary expositor)
(ca. 150 BCE) says: “rongshu is the same as renshu.” Sun
Yan’s commentary on the Erya explains that rongshu is the
soybean (dadou).
(2) According to the Guangya by Zhang Yi (Ancient
dictionary: Enlargement of the Erya) (230 CE), soybeans
(dadou) are called shu; azuki beans (xiaodou) are also called
da. Hudou is jiangdou. Dr. Huang adds: The true identity of
hudou is unknown.
(3) The Guangzhi by Guo Yigong (Extensive records of
remarkable things) (390 CE) says: When you plant the azuki
bean (xiaodou), you can get three crops a year. The flavor
is good. Baidou (“white bean”) is coarse, large, and edible.
Cidou (“prickly bean”) is also edible. Judou (“millet bean”)
has a seedling which is like that of the azuki bean (xiaodou).
The flowers are purple. It can be used for flour (mian). It
is grown in a place called Zhuti within Jianin (in today’s
Sichuan). Of soybeans (dadou), we have the yellow luodou
(“drop bean”), the yudou (“imperial bean,” in which the bean
is elongated), the yangdou (“poplar bean”), whose leaves
are edible, and the hudou (“foreign bean”), which comes in
green (qingdou) and yellow (huangdou) varieties.
(4) According to the Bencao (probably Shennong
Bencao Jing; Benjing) (Classical pharmacopoeia of
Shennong, the Heavenly Husbandman) (100 CE), when
Zhang Qian (W.-G. Chang Ch’ien) traveled to foreign lands,
he brought hudou (“foreign bean”) seeds back to China.
Note 4. Zhang went west along what is now called the
Silk Road during the Former / Western Han dynasty, was
gone for 11 years, and returned to China in 126 BCE. The
hudou is now generally thought not to be a soybean.
The Qimin Yaoshu then begins: So now (i.e., Later

Wei), we have two kinds of soybeans (dadou), black and
white, as well as changshao (“long tip”) and niujian (“cow
path”) varieties. There are three kinds of azuki beans
(xiaodou): The green (ludou), the red (chixiaodou), and
the white (baixiaodou) varieties. There are also the yellow
Korean bean (huang gaolidou), the black Korean bean (hei
gaolidou), the yandou (“swallow bean”) and the bidou; all
are varieties of soybeans (dadou). Then there are wandou,
jiangdou, and laodou; all are varieties of azuki beans
(xiaodou).
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions Korea in connection with soybeans.
Note 6. This is the earliest Chinese-language document
seen (May 2014) that uses the word baixiaodou to refer to
white azuki beans.
Spring soybeans (dadou): Plant them at the same time
as the early grains; the middle of the 2nd lunar month is best.
Use 8 sheng of seeds per mou. The second best planting time
is the first third of the 3rd lunar month; use 10 sheng per
mou. The latest you can plant them is the first third of the
4th lunar month; use 12 sheng per mou. If you meet with late
germinating weather, you can plant in the 5th or 6th lunar
month, but you must increase the amount of seed used.
The soil should not be overly fertile. After land has
been harvested in the previous autumn, it can be planted
sparsely. If the soil is too rich, you may get luxuriant growth
but fewer pods. Harvest the crop late. The pods do not drop.
If you harvest too early, the seeds will not be full. Use a
drill to plant, so the seeds will be placed deep in the soil.
The seedlings will be sturdy and have deep roots to reach
the moisture in the soil. Pierce (?) once, plow once, and hoe
several times.
Mow / cut when all the leaves have fallen. When some
leaves are left, it is harder to cut the stems. After mowing,
quickly plow stubs under the soil. The soybean stubs dry out
easily. If you do not plow them under, the soil will not retain
moisture.
To produce [soybeans] for animal feed (jiao), use a
wheat field as a base, and plant 3 sheng of seeds per mou.
Broadcast the seeds and use a plow to form a narrow and
shallow channel; level it plane. If the weather is dry, the
stems will be coarse and sturdy, and the leaves sparse. If
there are too few seeds, the seedlings will not grow tall; if
the seeds are placed too deep, the seedlings will not be able
to emerge from the soil.
If the soil is too damp, first plow deeply, then broadcast
the seeds away from the plowed furrows and level the soil.
Do not do this if the soil is not too damp.
In the 9th month, if you see leaves close to the ground
turning yellow and about to fall, immediately harvest the
crop. Even if the leaves do not turn yellow, they can easily
start to rot. If you do not harvest, the wind will quickly strip
the leaves, and the rain will rot the stem. The crop will be
ruined.
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Book 2, “Cultivating cereal grains.” The best way
to improve the soil is to plow under green beans (lüdou,
probably Dolichos species rather than mung beans or green
gram). Azuki beans or sesame seeds (huma) are next (Note
7. Sesame seeds are not a legume and do not enrich the soil).
It’s best to broadcast these densely in the 5th or 6th month,
then plow them under [as green manure] in the 7th or 8th or
eighth month. In the yield of spiked millet planted the next
spring should be 10 sheng per mou. The effect is as good
as adding the excreta of silk worms or well-rotted compost.
Varieties of crops. The Chinese and English names of 7
cereal crops and the number of varieties of each recorded in
the QMYS are given; soybeans are not in this list. Fertilizing
the ground: Succession of crops. This table is similar to a
previous one but: For soybeans: Most favorable forerunner–
Spiked millet. For azuki beans the best forerunner is spiked
millet or wheat. The QMYS was the first book to state
that using green manure is “the best thing to do.” The best
preceding crops for plowing under as green manure are
Dolichos beans (lüdou) or azuki beans. The next best crops
are hemp, foxtail millet (su; Setaria italica), or sesame seeds.
The least desirable are rapeseed / colza (wujing) or soybeans
(dadou).
Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
worldwide that mentions rapeseed.
Harvesting and storing crops. Soybeans: In the 9th
month, when the lower leaves become yellow and fall, reap
quickly. Different harvest dates are given for azuki beans and
sesame seeds.
Chapter 8 (Li 1958, p. 217)–Hemp: Be careful not to
plant soybeans (dadou) mixed with hemp.
Chapter 10–Barley or wheat: Upland (high) fields are
good for cultivating cereal grains or beans.
Note 9. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that gives basic formulas for fermented soyfoods or soy
condiments such as jiang, soy sauce, etc.
12. Jia Sixie. 544 CE. Qimin yaoshu [Important arts for
the people’s welfare (Continued)]. China. Passage on soy
reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #66, p. 66-67, and #295, p. 216-20.
Translated by Shih Sheng-han 1958, 1962. [Chi]
• Summary: Continued: Book 3, “Culinary vegetables.”
Chapter 14 (3.2.31 Li 1958, p. 217)–To plant melons, make
a pit as big as a bowl. Place 4 melon seeds and 3 soybean
seeds in the sunny side of the pit. After several leaves
have expanded on the melon vine, pinch off the soybean
seedlings. (Melon seedlings are too weak to break through
the ground, so one should take advantage of the pushing
force of germinating beans. Yet if the soybeans were allowed
to grow, they would shadow the melon vine to disadvantage.
Bean stalks when pinched give off a sap that moistens the
soil. Never pull out the bean stalks, lest the ground become
loosened and dry).
Method #2 for growing melons (from Li 1958 #66): Use

the raised fields method with raised rows. After the rains in
the 6th month (July), plant Dolichos beans. In the 8th month,
plow them under. Plow again in the 10th month, then start
to plant melons. Every two steps, make a small pit the size
of a plate with a mouth about 5 inches in diameter and a
flat bottom. Then plant melon and soybean (dadou) seeds,
ten seeds each, in the pit. Add manure and soil, and cover it
gently. Tamp it down with your feet. Pull out the beans and
thin the melons as usual. When the spring grasses appear,
the melons will come up and the leaves will grow quickly. In
the 5th month (June) the melons will be ripe and their leaves
luxuriant. They are not harmed by drought.
Note 1. We are not told when to pull out the soybeans.
3.4 Preservation of garden vegetables. 3.4.2. Perishable
vegetables can be half-dried then conserved in jiang; they are
called jiangcai. The QMYS recommends 6 vegetables to be
preserved in this way.
6.1 Fiber crops. The only plant discussed is hemp.
Female hemp plants are cultivated mainly for their oil-rich
seeds, are cropped for both their fiber and their function in
pollination. Use of wild kuzu (Pueraria) is mentioned in
passing. 6.2 Tinctorial plants include indigo. Note 2. This is
the earliest document seen (Aug. 2017) that mentions kuzu /
kudzu.
Book 7, “Animal husbandry,” discusses domesticated
animals including horses, cattle, donkeys, mules, sheep,
goats, pigs, geese, Chinese ducks, and other fowl.
Chapter 45–On mulberry: Mentions azuki beans.
Chapter 58 (7.3)–On rearing baby pigs: For feeding
baby pigs, nursing is the best. If you must feed them some
other way, using artificial feeds, they may not grow fat, so
leave the baby pig with its mother in the same pen. Using
foxtail millet (su) and soybeans (dou) may not be sufficient.
Bury some cartwheels (vertically) in the pen to form a
feeding enclosure, enabling you to separate the baby pig
from its mother. Scatter foxtail millet (su) and soybeans
(dou) therein. The piglets will be able to go in and out freely
and get enough to eat, so they will grow quickly. But the
mother pig will not be able to reach the feed. Note 3. This
is the earliest document seen (May 2014) concerning the
feeding of soybeans or soybean products to pigs.
Chapter 17, titled “Planting mallows,” advises to plant
lüdou in the 5th or 6th month, and to plow it under [for use
as a green manure] in the 7th or 8th month. Chapter 21, titled
“Planting onions” (cong) recommends planting plant lüdou
in spring and plowing it under in the 5th month. (See Li
1958, #416).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions lüdou.
Chapter 57–Raising sheep. If you raise 1,000 sheep,
within 3-4 months you should plant a batch beans [to help
feed them].
Chapter 60–Raising geese and ducks: Take the female
ducks (hens) and do not mix them with the males (drakes).
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Feed the female ducks with foxtail millet (su) and soybeans
(dou) until they are satiated. You should get 100 eggs from
each female duck. Dr. Huang notes: They are raising the
ducks for the eggs, not the meat. Note 5. This is the earliest
document seen (May 2014) which mentions that ducks (or
geese) are fed or eat soybeans.
13. Jia Sixie. 544 CE. Qimin yaoshu [Important arts for the
people’s welfare (Continued)]. China. Translated by Shih
Sheng-han 1958, 1962. [Chi]
• Summary: Continued: Wade-Giles reference: Ch’i Min
Yao Shu, by Chia Ssu-hsieh. This is the world’s earliest
encyclopedia of agriculture.
Letter from Dr. H.T. Huang, 1991. Aug. 4. In the
inestimable classic of the 6th century CE, the Ch’i Min Yao
Shu, which describes the making of every conceivable type
of processed food (even the making of yogurt) that was of
importance, tofu is not mentioned at all. This indicates that
tofu had not yet gained the stature of one of the “useful arts”
for the people’s welfare by the 6th century CE (See also
Huang 2000, p. 313-14).
Fukushima (1989, p. 2-3). “The first document in
which soybeans appeared as a substitute for meat in chiang
was the Ch’i-min Yao-shu (Saimin-Yojutsu in Japanese) by
Chia Ssu-hsieh (Ka Shikyo in Japanese), the world’s oldest
encyclopedia of agriculture, published in 535 CE in China.”
Note 1. The above statement is not true; as of May 2014,
five Chinese documents, from 166 BCE, mention soybean
jiang before the Ch’i-min Yao-shu. Two processes for making
shih (fermented black soybeans) are described in the Ch’imin Yao-shu. One is the process described earlier in the Shiching by Hsie Feng (which survives only in the Ch’i-min
yao shu). In the second process, first described in the Ch’imin yao-shu, soybeans are winnowed, cooked, drained, and
cooled. They are piled, the temperature is measured, and then
they are stirred. The last 3 steps are repeated 3 times until
they are spontaneously molded. They are then spread and
furrowed to make soybean koji. This is winnowed, washed,
drained, dried, moistened, piled, fermented, and dried to give
unsalted soybean shih (p. 8).
Yu (1987, p. 25): Discusses skills of farming, crop
rotation, plowing, care of livestock, fish culture, and food
processing in the middle and lower reaches of the Yellow
River.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that discusses fish culture (fish farming, aquaculture);
however soybeans were not used as fish feed.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that mentions “crop rotation.
Wang and Fang (1986): In this 6th century book
on Chinese technology, the product chiang-ching was
mentioned. The characters show that the product was related
to chiang and was probably the origin of chiang-yu (soy
sauce). But the method of preparing soy sauce was first

described in the 16th century Pen-ts’ao kang-mu by Li Shihchen.
Note 4. For an excellent discussion of the much earlier
origins of soy sauce in China, see Huang, 2000, p. 358-74.
Also in this book more than 20 methods of preparing tsu
(Chinese-style vinegar made from grains such as millet, rice,
or sorghum) are discussed. The grain is cooked, mixed with
ch’ü (koji), packed in a sealed container, and allowed to
ferment for 3 weeks.
Yokotsuka (1986, p. 198) cites this as the earliest
document seen that mentions a liquid soy sauce. He states
that the Chi-Min Yao-Shu (532-549) discussed ch’ü (moldcultured cereals made from crushed wheat or wheat flour
made into balls or cakes, or cooked rice), Chiang (made from
soybeans or wheat), Shi (mold-cultured soybeans with or
without salt), and Shi-tche (the saltwater extract of shi).
14. Jia Sixie. 544 CE. Qimin yaoshu [Important arts for the
people’s welfare (Continued)]. China. Translated by Shih
Sheng-han 1958, 1962. [Chi]
• Summary: Continued: Wade-Giles reference: Ch’i Min
Yao Shu (QMYS), by Chia Ssu-hsieh. Francesca Bray
(1984) in her superb book on agriculture in China (Science
and civilisation in China. Vol. 6, Biology and biological
technology. Part II: Agriculture. Joseph Needham series)
offers many important insights into the QMYS. She cites it
as: Essential Techniques for the Peasantry. Northern Wei, c.
535 CE. By Chia Ssu-Hsieh. Textual references are to the
1957 ed. of Shih Sheng-Han. Bray devotes a long section (p.
55-59) to discussing this work and its context in detail. It is
the “earliest Chinese agricultural treatise to have survived
in its entirety. It is a long and impressive work, logical and
systematic in its arrangement, comprehensive and detailed
in its treatment, and a model for all subsequent Chinese
agronomists.” She translates the introduction. A long work,
it is divided into ten books comprising 92 chapters and over
100,000 characters. It quotes from more than 160 other
works, sometimes at great length. Our present versions
of the Fan Shengzhi Shu [The book of Fan Shengzhi (on
agriculture)] (10 BCE) and the Simin Yueling [Monthly
ordinances for the four classes of people] (160 CE) are
based almost exclusively on passages cited in the Qimin
Yaoshu. “Almost half of the book consists of quotations,
but the main body of the text is from” Jia Sixie’s own hand.
“Little is known about the author except that he served as a
middle-ranking official; however it is generally assumed that
his agricultural experience was based on conditions in the
Shantung area.” The work describes in depth “the practical
details of running an agricultural estate, cultivating both
subsistence and commercial crops and directing a number
of household manufactures and culinary preparations.” The
book also gives a detailed description of hemp cultivation
(Bray, p. 535).
Adzuki beans are also referred to frequently, especially
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in connection with cultivation of green manures. With the
development of printing in China in the early Song dynasty,
it was one of the first agricultural works to be printed by
imperial order (Bray, p. 53).
Concerning soybeans (Bray, p. 514-15): “The soybean
was probably the most important legume grown in China,
but it was by no means the only one. ‘Lesser beans’ (hsiao
tou or ta) came, according to the Ch’i Min Yao Shu, in three
varieties, red, green and white (Fig. 239). The term hsiao tou
can probably be identified with the adzuki bean, Phaseolus
angularis (Willd.) Wight, which is native to China and
Japan.”
Bray (1981): Northern Chinese agricultural methods and
crops, with extended sections on preserving, brewing, exotic
plants, etc. With the Nongshu perhaps the most fundamental
work. This document, which arrived in Japan during the late
700s, was a key link in the transmission from China to Japan
of food preparation techniques. It described how to make
fermented black soybeans. Lists varieties of soybeans and
how to grow them. It says Chang Chien brought soybeans to
China.
15. Jia Sixie. 544 CE. Qimin yaoshu [Important arts for the
people’s welfare (Continued)]. China. Translated by Shih
Sheng-han 1958, 1962. [Chi]
• Summary: Continued: Wade-Giles reference: Ch’i Min
Yao Shu (QMYS), by Chia Ssu-hsieh. Bo (1982): This is
the world’s earliest document describing techniques for
processing agricultural products. The production methods
for soybean chiang and shih (fermented black soybeans)
are described in detail. In these descriptions, the author
frequently used the terms “tou-chiang-ch’ing” (literally
“soybean chiang refined”) and “chiang ch’ing” (literally
“chiang refined”), but unfortunately he didn’t describe how
these products were made. These terms are almost surely
related to the term “ch’ing chiang” used in the Ssu Min Yüeh
Ling by Ts’ui Shih of the Later Han. Shih was made from
soybean koji. Using only soybeans (instead of soybeans and
wheat, as for chiang) hydrolyzes the protein more efficiently,
and was thus well suited for making fermented black
soybean sauce (kuki-jiru). Thus this book contains about 70
recipes for using fermented black soybean sauce, many more
than for soy sauce. Yet the book does not explain how to
make fermented black soybean sauce.
The Ch’i-min yao-shu quotes from an even earlier nonextant work, the Shih ching (The Classic of Food; date and
authorship unknown), giving the Shih ching’s recipe for
making “one thousand year bitter soy wine.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014) that
mentions “one thousand year bitter soy wine.”
Sato (1963, p. 9), in his book titled “Documents on
Fermented Black Soybeans, Chiang, Miso, and Shoyu,”
cites this as the third earliest Chinese document seen on
the subject. Called the Seimin Yojutsu in Japanese, it was

translated into Japanese in 1959 by Nishiyama Kakekazu and
Kumadai Yukio. It is written entirely in Chinese characters
(Kanbun).
Shih Sheng-han (1958). The first English-language
(partial) translation of this book; revised 2nd ed. in 1962.
For details see these two works. The section titled “Fishpond” (1958 and 1962, p. 72) states: “There is a whole
chapter (62) on fish-pond management... But the source and
the calculations of the quotation are dubious. Anyhow we
can infer from this chapter that fish-pond management was
started in China earlier than the 6th century.”
16. Chen Fu. 1149. Nongshu [Agricultural treatise]. China.
Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #101, p. 78-79.
[Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Nung Shu, by Ch’en
Fu. This famous agricultural treatise of the Southern
Song dynasty is difficult to understand. In the chapter on
“Preparing the land,” section 3 discusses various crops,
including soybeans (dou). In the chapter on “Time of
planting,” section 5 mentions planting soybeans (dou) in the
fourth month (probably May). In the chapter on “Harvesting
for use as feed,” section 1 states: When the old grass starts
to decay and the new grass has not yet emerged, take some
fresh hay and cut it fine. Mix it with wheat bran, or other
kinds of brans, or some soybeans (dou). Wet the mixture,
place it in the trough, and feed it to the animals. If the bean is
broken, it can still be used.
The hay should be sun-dried so that it will not decay. If
the weather is too cold, it should be placed in a warm spot
[indoors]. You can also cook some grain to make congee, and
feed it. That will strengthen [the animals]. You can also use
of the stems of soybeans (dou) as well as the leaves, or the
leaves that have fallen. And you can pound them together.
When the weather is cold, you can use the chaff and the bran
from the grain. Mix them all up, then use as feed.
In antiquity / ancient times, when it was cold, they
covered the oxen / cows (niu) [as with woven straw or cloth]
to keep them warm until morning. If you feed the oxen /
cows, they will become fat. If the oxen / cows are thin, you
should feed them with soybeans (shu) and setaria millet (su).
Cover them with a woven fiber covering and feed them with
soybeans (shu) and setaria millet (su).
Why do the ancients treat the livestock with such care?
Because they are the root of our livelihood [providing
clothing and food]. (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Aug.
2002).
Wilkinson (2000, p. 629) cites this as Cheng Fu. 1149.
Nongshu (Agricultural Treatise). “Based on paddy rice
farming and sericulture in southern China.” The author, Chen
Fu, lived 1076-1154.
Note: This may be the earliest document seen (May
2014) concerning soybean straw.
Bray (1984, p. 628): “Agricultural treatise.” Song
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dynasty. 1149.
17. Lu You. 1175? Lu You shiju [Poems of Lu You]. China.
Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #107, p. 81-82.
Undated. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Lu Yu Shih Chü, by Lu
Yu, who lived 1125-1210 in the Southern Sung dynasty.
Brief passages are cited from eleven poems in which beans
are mentioned. Since each poem has a complex title that is
hard to translate, we will refer to them here by number only:
#1. Mentions soybeans cooked into granules like a cereal
grains (doufan), i.e., like rice. Dr. Huang adds: Fan means
“cooked rice.” It is interesting that even at this late date,
Chinese people still cooked soybeans like a cereal grain. #2,
#3, and #4. Three poems in a row mention beans in the pods
(doujia = beans + pods). Dr. Huang adds: It is very possible
that this is an early Chinese term for edamamé. That would
be a big discovery. But we have to be careful here, in part
because these are verses in poems; dou could refer to other
types of beans, although that is very unlikely. And there is
no mention of green pods, although the pods probably were
green since it would be senseless to cook any legumes (beans
or peas) in their dry pods.
Note 1. This is the earliest Chinese-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that mentions doujia, which probably refers
to green vegetable soybeans cooked and eaten in the pods (in
Japanese: edamamé).
#5. Mentions that rice is eaten with thick soybean soup
(dougeng) and autumn mallows (Malva verticillata, an
important vegetable).
Note 2. This is the earliest Chinese-language document
seen that mentions thick soybean soup (or soybean soup)
(dougeng).
#6. Mentions (for the 4th time) beans in the pods
(doujia). #7. Mentions newly harvested soybeans (shu) and
setaria millet (su).
#8. Mentions (for the 5th time) beans in the pods
(doujia) and water celery. Dr. Huang adds: Since doujia is
mentioned so many times, it must have been fairly common.
The fact that doujia is mentioned in conjunction with water
celery sprouts in this poem, gives added weight to the
conjecture that it was used as a vegetable.
#9. Mentions (for the 2nd time) soybeans (shu) and
setaria millet (su).
#10. Mentions (for the 2nd time) soybeans cooked like a
cereal grain (doufan).
#11. Mentions (for the 3rd time) soybeans (shu) and
setaria millet (su). (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Aug.
2002).
Gai & Guo (2001, p. 44-45–Second International
Vegetable Soybean Conference), in the section titled
“Historical textual research of maodou in ancient China,”
quotes at length from this work, and includes Chinese
characters: “Lu You (1125-1210 CE), a distinguished scholar

and official in the Southern Song Dynasty, mentioned several
times about picking and eating green pods, e.g.: ‘On the
market bridge, the velvety water shield fills baskets; in the
village shop, big and fleshy soybean green pods pile up in the
trays.’ Adopted from On the Water Route in Early Summer.
This indicates that the green pods were for sale. ‘Pick pods
near the bamboo fence, and collect water celery from the
pond.’ Adopted from Come Back from the East in Early
May. ‘It makes me pleased that you picked pods diligently;
especially since we can share together the rice and soybean
meal with gumbo soup.’ Adopted from To Show Children
in a New Sunshine Day. This indicates that they ate green
beans and matured beans at the same time. ‘The thing that
makes me happy in autumn is to have new season soybean
and millet to fill up my storage.’ Adopted from Writing in
an Autumn Evening. This indicates that in addition to eating
maodou, the matured soybeans were also harvested for
storage.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2020) that
mentions soybean storage.
18. Dong Wei. ed. 1190? Jiuhuang huominshu [Book
on saving lives during famines]. China. Passage on soy
reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #109, p. 82. Undated. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Chiu Huang Huo Min
Shu, by Tung Wei. This undated book was written during the
Southern Sung dynasty at the end of the 12th century. The
section titled “Zheng Xiang plants beans over water” states
that Zheng Xiang was the head of a county / magistrate. The
fields were flooded. He had 10 bushels (shi) of soybeans
(dou) which he had borrowed from the granaries of wealthy
families [probably in his county]. He loaned these soybeans
to the people, who broadcast them into the water. When the
water subsided, the soybeans germinated. Thus were the
people able to get a crop. (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD,
Aug. 2002). Dr. Huang adds: It is not clear whether or not
money was involved in any of these transactions. Zheng
Xiang might have forced the wealthy families to loan him
their soybeans. Everyone who loaned soybeans to someone
else probably hoped to at least get that quantity of soybeans
back after the famine–if all went well.
Bray (1984, p. 623): “The rescue of the people; a treatise
on famine prevention and relief.” Southern Song dynasty.
Late 12th century CE or later.
19. Wang Mao. 1201. Yeke congshu [A collection from
strangers (those outside of China)]. China. Passage on soy
reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #110, p. 82-83. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Yeh K’o Ts’ung Shu, by
Wang Mao. Southern Song dynasty. Chapter 2 states that the
writer, who owns 130 mou of land (1 mou = 0.0667 hectare
= 0.1647 acre), has very little bran and soybeans (dou).
(Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Aug. 2002).
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20. Meng Qi. ed. 1273. Nongsang jiyao [Fundamentals of
agriculture and sericulture]. China. Passage on soy reprinted
in C.N. Li 1958 #127, p. 89-90. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Nung Sang Chi Yao,
probably edited by Mêng Ch’i. This important work was
published during the Yuan (Mongol) dynasty. The section on
crop plants describes different crops (including soybeans)
grown in China’s nine provinces, quoting the Zhouli (Rites
of the Chou dynasty; 300 BCE). It reiterates information
from Part II of the Heavenly Officials chapter, the section
on the duties of the Director of Regions (Zhifangshi; W.-G.
Chih Fang Shih), stating that soybeans (shu) were grown in
several northern provinces in antiquity. It also contains new
information about soils. (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD,
Sept. 2002).
Huang (2000, p. 621) also gives date as 1273 CE and
states: Preface by Wang P’an. Imperially commissioned and
produced by the Board of Agriculture (Sinongsi). Probable
editor: Meng Qi (W.-G. Mêng Ch’i). Probable later editors:
Chang Shiwen (c. 1286 CE) and Miao Haoqian (1339 CE)
(W.-G. Ch’ang Shih-Wên and Miao Hao-Ch’ien). Textual
references are to photo reprint Shanghai Library, 1979.
Wilkinson (2002, p. 629) cites this as Essentials of
Agriculture and Sericulture (1273). This comprehensive,
imperially sponsored work is the earliest official agricultural
treatise that survives. It consists mainly of quotations from
previous works, some of which have been lost.
Bray (1984, p. 71-72): According to the preface by Wang
P’an written in 1271, the Yuan emperor established a Board
of Agriculture (Sinongsi) “to be solely responsible for the
teaching of agriculture and sericulture; one of its tasks was
to produce a special handbook that could be used throughout
the Yuang kingdom (which until 1279 consisted only of the
northern Chinese provinces and parts of Sichuan).” In 1273
the Board of Agriculture presented this book to the throne;
it was immediately printed and distributed throughout the
country. The text consists of about 60,000 characters divided
under ten headings–which are given. Chapter 3 includes new
material on new crops whose cultivation the government
wished to encourage, including cotton from Central Asia,
ramie from South China, sugar-cane and water melons. Silk
production was expanded to pay for increasing imports of
tea, and the government encouraged substitution of cotton
for silk. This government campaign was largely successful;
silk production in northern China increased, and cotton soon
became an important economic crop in the North (p. 7172). Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
concerning the soybean crop. It is also the earliest document
seen (May 2014) that mentions both cotton and soybeans.
Chapter 10 is “animal husbandry” which includes
pisciculture (fish farming) and apiculture (bee keeping).
Morse (1941, p. 6): “... the Nung Sang Chi Yao quotes
the Chi Min Yao Shu and says that the Ta tou should be
planted in the spring following the planting of the grain. That

which is to be harvested late in the season can be planted in
the fifth or sixth month. When planted in the fifth or sixth
month additional seed should be sown.”
Hagerty (1917, p. 17. Translation of Wu 1848): “The
Nung sang chi yao (Footnote: See Bretschneider, Botanicon
Sinicum [1882], 1:82) (Work on Agriculture and Sericulture,
AD 1273)... state that the Ta tou bean [soybean] was one
of the staple crops (?), easy to make suitable for food. In
ancient times these beans were grown in order to provide
against famine.”
Hagerty (1917, p. 22-23): “The Nung sang chi yao
quotes Fan Shêng-chih as saying that the Ta tou is a crop
which may be kept from season to season and is very easily
made suitable for food. In olden times it was looked upon as
a preventative against famine. The Hsiao tou, or Small bean
[azuki], could not be kept from season to season. If it were
difficult to obtain the Ta Tou for food, it was impossible to
fill its place entirely with the Hsiao tou, because the Hsiao
tou has many leaves and takes away the fertility of the land.
If you plant the Hsiao entirely it destroys the fertility of the
land, then you will fail to obtain a good harvest.”
Bretschneider (1882, 1:82): “The (4 Cc) Nung sang tsi
yao, another work on the Agriculture of the Yüan period,
in seven books, was drawn up by order of Kublai Khan, in
1273. It was then considered a treatise of great importance,
and has been several times republished. There are ten
divisions on the following subjects: Precepts, Ploughing,
Sowing, Planting Mulberry-trees, Rearing Silkworms,
Vegetables, Fruits, Bamboo and Forest Trees, Medicinal
plants, and Breeding Cattle (See Wylie l.c. 76). The preface
of the work is by (2 Cc) Wang P’an.”
21. Wang Yun. 1288. Yutang jiahua [Auspicious words from
the jade pavilion]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li
1958 #128, p. 90. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Yü T’ang Chia Hua, by
Wang Yün. Yuan (Mongol) dynasty. Li (1958) cites one short
paragraph. The seven waters are suitable. When the water
is muddy, it is good to plant soybeans (shu). (Translated by
H.T. Huang, PhD, Sept. 2002).
22. Wang Zhen. 1313. Wangzhen nongshu [Wang Zhen’s
agricultural treatise]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in
C.N. Li 1958 #131, p. 92-93, and #307, p. 222-23. Illust.
Also published in 1956 by Zhonghua Press, Beijing. (Pinyin:
Wang Zhen. Nongshu). [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Wang Chên Nung Shu,
by Wang Chên. The title of this illustrated Yuan (Mongol)
dynasty book is also given as simply Nongshu, since Wang
Zhen is the author. There are three numbered sections titled
“Principles of agriculture and sericulture;” soy is mentioned
in each.
No. 1. The subsection titled “Annual agricultural
activities” states: In the second month, plant soybeans. In
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the eighth month, mow the soybean stems (yi doujiao; i.e.,
harvest the soybeans). In the ninth month, when you might
get frost, it is time to harvest soybeans (dadou).
No. 2. The subsection titled “Methods of planting #6”
lists all the common seeds that can be planted in a field; these
include panicum millet, setaria millet, paddy rice, hemp,
barley, wheat, soybeans (dadou), and azuki beans (xiaodou).
It then describes four different planting methods: (1)
Broadcasting (manzhong), drill planting in rows (louzhong),
guazhong, and planting in difficult places ouzhong. For
broadcasting: Carry a container of 2,000 cc (2 dou) capacity
containing the seed grain under your left arm. Using your
right hand, take a handful of seed from the container as
you walk and, every three steps, scatter it over the prepared
field, trying to get even distribution, so that the young plants
will be neither too crowded nor too sparse. This was the
method used in northern China during the Qin, Han, and
Jin dynasties (221 BCE to 420 CE). Another method more
often used in northern China was drill planting in rows,
which is described in the Qimin Yaoshu (544 CE). A special
machine (perhaps pulled by oxen) was used to compact the
earth, while drilling holes in it. A person walked behind and
stamped the holes with his feet. Today (1313 CE) they use
a seed-drill (see Bray 1984, p. 256-57) which automatically
plants the seeds in rows. “One man is needed to lead the ox
and one to hold the drill, shaking it as he walks so the seed
falls by itself.” The ouzhong method is used near the hilly
areas, where there are steep rocky hillsides or city walls. You
apply fertilizer and irrigate [by hand].
No. 3. The subsection titled “Organic fertilizers #8”
quotes the Qimin Yaoshu: To enrich the field, mung beans
(lüdou) are best. Next best are azuki beans (xiaodou) and
sesame seeds (huma). It’s best to plant in the 5th to 6th
months. In the 7th to 8th months you kill them [probably by
plowing under as green manure]. In the spring, if you plant
cereals [after the legumes], you will get 10 piculs per mou.
It’s as good as using the droppings of silkworms, as well as
other excreta [from both farm animals and humans]. Note 1.
Shows Chinese awareness of growing legumes before cereal
grains to increase the yield of the cereals. (Translated by H.T.
Huang, PhD, Sept. 2002).
The section titled “Soybeans” (dadou, also called bidou)
states: There are three kinds of soybeans (dadou): white,
black, and yellow. The Guangya (230 CE) says the soybean
(dadou) is shu. The Erya (200 BCE) says that “rongshu is
the same as renshu.” Then comes a long quotation about
when to plant soybeans. Black soybeans are good for
relieving hunger and also as a reserve against famine years.
In years of abundance you can use them as fodder / feed
(liaoshi) for cattle and horses. Yellow soybeans (huangdou)
can be used to make tofu (doufu), and to make jiang and
related materials [perhaps such as fermented black soybeans
and soy sauce]. White soybean congee (baidouzhou) can be
used as a supplemental food. The three soybean varieties

(sandou) have different colors and different uses, but they
are all beneficial grains.
Huang (2000, p. 441-57) states that this is the earliest
Chinese document seen which contains a description of an
oil press (youzha; used to press oil from seeds–in this case
sesame seeds). He translates the long passage describing the
wedge press, notes that the illustration which accompanies
it bears no relationship to the description, then examines
why the oil press was developed so much later in China than
it was in Mediterranean civilizations–where olive oil was
being pressed by the 6th century BCE. The most common
wedge press was made from large tree trunks, slotted and
hollowed out. The seeds were roasted in a large pan over a
stove, crushed, then pressed, using wedges hit by a hammer
or mallet. A photo (p. 449, from Hommell 1937, p. 91)
shows a wedge press. Note 2. This is the earliest document
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions a wedge press–but not in
connection with soybeans.
Bray (1984, p. 628) cites this as Nung Shu (Agricultural
Treatise). Published in Yuan, 1313 CE. By Wang Chên.
Textual references are to the 27 chüan Palace ed. of 1783,
prefaced 1774. However it is indexed under Wang Chên
Nung Shu and refers to many ingenious early Chinese
agricultural implements. Concerning woodblock printing (p.
49): The development of printing during the Song dynasty
enabled the Chinese government to disseminate both old
and newly commissioned agricultural works. Thus, the
number of agricultural works published in China increased
exponentially from the Song on. Woodblock printing also
made possible the use of illustrations, yet relatively few
Chinese agronomists used this new technology. The great
pioneer in this field was Wang Chên, author of this book
in 1313. Sadly, “most subsequent authors were content
to simply crib their illustrations, if any,” from this book.
The book devotes a special section to the preparation and
weaving of hemp (p. 535).
Concerning soybeans (Bray 1984, p. 514): “Black
soybeans are a food for times of dearth; they can supplement
[cereals] in poor years, and in good years they can be used
as fodder for cattle and horses.” Of the various kinds of
soybeans, “although some were thought to be fit only for
fodder except in times of famine, others were considered to
make wholesome porridges and gruels.”
Concerning kaoliang, Bray says (p. 449) that the
word kao liang (literally “tall millet”) first appears in this
document, but the plant was more commonly known in premodern times as shu shu (“Szechwan millet”).
Bo (1982): This work states, “Soybeans are the grain
that helps the world. Tofu and chiang ryo? are made from
them. The latter product, used in the recipes in the book,
must be soy sauce.”
Bray (1981): A practical handbook on the essentials of
agriculture and sericulture in south China. With the Qimin
Yaoshu perhaps the most fundamental work. The text (except
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for capitalization and commas) is identical to that in Hagerty
1917.
Perkins (1969): Beancake is not mentioned in the 1313
edition of this book.
Needham (1965), in Science and civilisation in China.
Vol. 4, Physics. Part II: Mechanical engineering, in the
section on oil mills (p. 206-10), states that Wang Zhen first
describes the horizontal wedge press used for pressing
oil from Chinese oilseeds. However soybeans are not
specifically mentioned.
Hagerty (1917, p. 17): Cited as “Nung Shu (Treatise on
Husbandry), by Wang Cheng.” “The Ta tou bean includes
three varieties, Pai, or White, Hei, or Black, and Huang, or
Yellow. The Pai tou, or White bean, is utilized for making
congees or gruels, but all kinds may be mixed and used for
food” (See: Bretschneider, E. 1882. Botanicon Sinicum.
1:81).
23. Lu Mingshan. ed. 1314. Nongsang yishi cuoyao
[Selected essentials of agriculture, sericulture, clothing and
food]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #132,
p. 93, and #308, p. 223. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Nung Sang I Shih
Ts’o Yao, by Lu Ming-Shan. Title sometimes shortened to
Nongsang Cuoyao. Yuan (Mongol) dynasty. The section
titled “In the third month plant soybeans” (dadou) states:
When apricot tree flowers bloom profusely, its a good time
to plant soybeans. Plant sparsely in fertile soil and densely
in poor soil. Note: This is the earliest document seen (May
2014) that contains the planting advice given in the previous
sentence. It will be repeated often in later documents.
The section titled “In the ninth month collect soybean
stems” (dougan) says: In the winter, use them to feed cattle
and horses.
The section titled “Planting black soybeans” states:
When you plant black soybeans (heidou), the plowed land
should be ripe (shu) and level. Hold the seeds in one hand;
each time you take a step, broadcast the seeds. The beans
(dou) will be good for making jiang, or for feeding horses.
The stems can be used as fuel. (Translated by H.T. Huang,
PhD, Oct. 2002; Jan. 2003).
Huang (2000). Red ferment (Red rice koji; Jap: Benikoji), made with a species of the red Monascus mold, is cited
as an ingredient in the preparation of rice vinegar (p. 194).
In the first stage of the process for making shi (fermented
black soybeans), cooked soybeans are usually incubated
(without additives) in the air, however in some cases they
are mixed with wheat flour. The earliest description of the
use of wheat flour is found in this book (see Huang 2000,
p. 342): Clean black soybeans and cook thoroughly. Drain
the beans, mix evenly with some flour, and spread on a mat
until cool. Then cover with paper mulberry leaves to make
huangzi (yellow molded seeds [soybean koji]). When beans
are completely covered with a yellow coat [mycelium], dry

them in the sun. The second stage of the fermentation takes
place in the sixth month as follows: Take 2 catties of sliced
melon and eggplant. For each catty of vegetables, add 1 oz of
clean salt and suitable amounts of finely cut ginger, orange
skin, perilla, cumin, pepper, and licorice. Mix them together
and allow to stand overnight. The next day, winnow molded
beans to remove free mycelium. Mix beans and vegetables in
an urn and blend in any free vegetable juice. Top with a layer
of bamboo leaves. Press with a brick or stone. Seal mouth
of vessel with paper and mud, and allow to stand in the sun
for a month. Then remove beans, melon and eggplant from
vessel, and expose to the sun until dry. Collect and store.
Huang also reports (p. 352) that the Nongsang Yishi
Cuoyao contains a detailed recipe for making jiang; the
following is based on his complete translation: Starting
with one tan (100 catties) of soybeans, stir-fry (chao) until
cooked. Mill to remove hulls, boil until soft, and drain off
water. While beans are still hot, mix them evenly with 60
catties of white wheat flour. Completely line a low table with
bamboo leaves. Spread bean-flour mixture on leaves to a
height equivalent to the thickness of two fingers. When cool,
cover with mulberry leaves or cocklebur. Wait until a yellow
coat [mycelium] forms around the particles. Remove leaves
and cool for a day. The next day sun the material [jiang
substrate] until dry. Break up any chunks and winnow until
clean.
Blend [jiang substrate] with about 40 catties of salt
and 2 tan of rain water. If mash is too thin, stir-fry some
white wheat flour, cool, and add an appropriate amount (to
attain desired consistency). On the night of a ‘fire’ day, load
ingredients (in an urn) for incubation with the aid of light
from a lamp. This will discourage the development of grubs.
Add cumin, anise, licorice, scallion and pepper. The product
will be fragrant and rich in flavour.
Huang then comments (p. 352) on the above: We
may note several innovations introduced in this process.
First, the beans are stir-fried and milled to remove the
hulls. This should facilitate microbial growth during the
first fermentation. Second, spices are added to the second
fermentation to enhance the flavor of the finished jiang. But
the author gives no detailed instructions on how the second
fermentation should be carried out. We can only surmise that
the conditions are similar to those described in the Qimin
Yaoshu and the Sishi Zuanyao cited earlier. Based on these
assumptions, we can construct a flow diagram of the process
as shown (See p. 353, Fig. 79).
Wilkinson (2000, p. 630). The Essentials of Agriculture,
Sericulture, Clothing, and Food was “compiled by a Uighur
official, Liu Mingshan. Important because written as an
actual handbook for magistrates in their role as agricultural
instructors. Arranged in agricultural calendar style.”
Bray (1984, p. 628): Title. Yuan, c. 1314 CE. Ed. Lu
Ming-Shan (Uighur).
Bo (1982): Mentions a type of chiang.
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Fukushima (1979, p. 4-5): “The first record indicating
use of all the raw materials to prepare koji for soybean
chiang appeared in the Nung-sung I-shin Ts’o-yao (NosoIshoku-Satsuyo in Japanese) by Lu Ming-Shan (Ro Meizen
in Japanese), published in the Yuan (Gen in Japanese)
dynasty (1271-1368 CE). The flow sheet of this soybean
chiang is shown in Fig. 3.” In this process, soybeans are
roasted, dehulled, cooked, then mixed with wheat flour and
spontaneously molded to form koji. The koji is dried in the
shade, winnowed, and pounded, then mixed with spices and
salt water to form a mash, which is insulated and aged to
make the soybean chiang.
24. Yu Zhenmu. 1401. Zhongshushu [Book of tree planting].
China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #135, p. 94.
[Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Chung Shu Shu, by
Yü Chên Mu. A well-known Ming dynasty work. The
section titled “Grains” discusses the weeding and planting
of soybeans (dou). You can still weed the field when the
soybeans have started to flower. You can plant wheat and
soybeans at the same time in the 12th month (winter); the
soybeans will germinate in the spring of the next year.
(Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Oct. 2002).
This section also discusses hemp (dama, used for fiber)
and sesame seeds (yuma or “oil hemp,” used for oil and
food).
Other sections discuss natural forms of insect control,
including the use of ants to control insects.
Bray (1984, p. 624): “Book of tree planting.” Ming
dynasty.
25. Kuang Fan. ed. 1502. Bianmin tuzuan [Everyman’s
handy illustrated compendium (or the Farmstead manual)].
China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #310, p.
224. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Pien Min T’u Tsuan,
edited by K’uang Fan. Ming dynasty. The section titled
“Planting soybeans” (dadou) states: Prepare rows, dig holes,
and plant. Plant the early varieties in the 2nd month; they
will be ready for eating in the 4th month (Note: Only if they
are eaten as green vegetable soybeans). These are called
“plum beans” (meidou). Plant other varieties in the 3rd and
4th months. The ground should not be fertile, and any grass
that exists should be cut / eliminated.
The section titled “Planting black soybeans” (heidou)
says: Plant them in the 3rd and 4th month. The beans (dou)
can be used to make jiang, or as feed (liao) for horses.
(Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Jan. 2003).
Huang (2000) states: One of the food canons and recipe
books in premodern China, this work, although usually
classified as an agricultural treatise, is also a rich source of
information on food processing (p. 129-30). It mentions red
ferment (hungqu, p. 126 [Jap. beni-koji]), crabs preserved in

zao (W.-G. tsao; wine residues, which are also mentioned
in other works for making fermented tofu or doufuru, p.
413), and crabs preserved in jiang (p. 414n). This work was
reprinted in 1552 CE and 1593 CE.
26. Feng Yingjing; Dai Ren. 1601. Yueling guangyi
[Expanded explanation of monthly ordinances]. China.
Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #149, p. 97-98, and
#313, p. 226. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Yüeh Ling Kuang I, by
Fêng Ying-Ching. Ming dynasty. This book was compiled by
Feng Yingjing (who did not finish it), then completed by Dai
Ren.
“Second lunar month ordinance:” Plant soybeans
(dadou). “Third lunar month ordinance:” Plant soybeans
(dadou) and yellow soybeans (huangdou). Plant black
soybeans (heidou) in ground that has been previously
cultivated. To plant: Take one handful of the beans. Take one
step, then broadcast the beans by tossing them out. As soon
as the seedlings come up, kill the weeds. You can also plant
black soybeans in the fourth lunar month.
“Fourth lunar month ordinance:” Plant soybeans
(dadou), yellow soybeans (huangdou), and/or black soybeans
(heidou). “Fifth lunar month ordinance:” Plant the late
varieties of soybeans.
The section titled “Summer ordinance” states: Late
planting for soybeans and azuki beans (daxiaodou). Eighth
lunar month: Harvest beans. (Translated by H.T. Huang,
PhD, Nov. 2002, Feb. 2003).
27. Zhou Wenhua. 1620. Runan pushi [An account of
the vegetable gardens at Runan]. China. Passage on soy
reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #314, p. 226. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Ju Nan P’u Shih, by
Chou Wên-hua. Written near the end of the Ming dynasty
(1368-1662). The section titled Maodou (“hairy beans”)
begins: Yellow soybeans (huangdou), Zhi Lo beans, black
soybeans (heidou), mung beans (lüdou), and dark-red / azuki
beans (chidou) are all in the “grain” category [grown as field
crops]. They are not easy to grow in a garden. Therefore they
are not included in this natural history.
Maodou has green, hairy pods. It is also called qingdou
(“green beans”). It is mentioned in the Bencao [materia
medica] literature [we are not told which book], which
states that it has a sweet flavor, is neutral, and nontoxic. It
can be used medicinally mainly to “kill bad / evil chi.” It
stops bodily pain, eliminates water [reduces edema], dispels
heat in the stomach, reduces bad blood, and is an antidote
to poisonous drugs. Uncooked maodou, if eaten, can induce
vomiting.
Two types of maodou are known: summer maturing and
fall-maturing cultivars. They are planted from the 2nd lunar
month to the 4th lunar month, and grow from the 4th lunar
month to the 8th lunar month. The best seeds to plant are
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those which are large and sweet. Maodou can grow under
normal conditions without extra watering. It will deplete the
fertility of the soil, so you may find it difficult to grow other
crops. Harvest when the plants are young and green. They
can be used to make soup. Boil the beans in the pods until
done, then remove the beans from the pods and eat them. The
flavor will be sweet and fresh. Or you can remove the beans
from the pods before cooking, then cook the beans in lightly
salted water. Or the beans can be placed on a metal screen
over a charcoal fire to roast or dry them. They are called
qingdou (“green beans” [green vegetable soybeans]), and can
be served with tea or fruits, as a snack.
To get seeds for future planting, wait until fall to harvest
the beans, when the beans are dry and mature. (Translated
by H.T. Huang, PhD, July 2001). Dr. Huang adds: It appears,
from the opening sentence, that Chinese consider maodou to
be a different plant from regular field-type soybeans (such
as yellow- or black soybeans), just as the Japanese do. They
see it as a horticultural plant. That’s why they gave it a
different name. These gardens are vegetable gardens, located
in Henan (Wade-Giles: Honan), a city and province in east
central China, bounded on the north by Shanxi, Hebei, and
Shandong provinces. The last character of the title of this
work is shi, which can mean either “history” or “natural
history” in Chinese.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that clearly mentions green vegetable soybeans in China,
or that uses the word maodou or qingdou to refer to green
vegetable soybeans.
Note 2. It is not clear why green vegetable soybeans
deplete the soil; perhaps because the plants are uprooted
before the root nodules have had time to fix much nitrogen in
the soil.
Gai & Guo (2001, p. 45): The term “maodou” first
appeared in this work, which states: Maodou with green
pod shell, also called Qingdou (green bean). To eat the raw
uncooked maodou makes one vomit. Different varieties
which can be planted from April through August to create
continuous production, but among them, the large seeded
varieties with sweet taste are the elite ones... To make soup
with the beans and other materials, or just boil the fresh
pods in water, all taste delicious. To shell the young seeds,
boil with salt, then remove from the water, put them in an
iron sieve, and smoke to dry; this dried immature soybean is
called dried qingdou and can be consumed as a snack. The
mature seeds are harvested for the next planting.
28. Wang Xiangjin. ed. 1621. Qunfang pu [The assembly
of perfumes, or Monographs on cultivated plants]. China.
Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #154, p. 99, and
#315, p. 227-28. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Ch’ün Fang P’u, by
Wang Hsiang-Chin. Li (1958) and Bray (1984) give the date
as 1621; Needham (1986) and Huang (2000) give the date as

1630. Ming dynasty. “Heavenly perfumes:” During the 8th
month rains, it rained soybean flowers (douhua).
In the part titled “Assembly of cereals,” section No. 1
is about fertilizing the soil. Green beans are the best; azuki
beans and sesame seeds are next best. It is advantageous to
plant them before planting cereals. In the 7th or 8th month,
plow them under. They are as effective as the droppings
of silk worms or fresh manure, and are especially good for
planting wheat.
Note 1. This passage describing green manuring is found
in the Nongsang Cuoyao (Selected essentials of agriculture,
sericulture, clothing and food) (1314), and even earlier in the
Qimin Yaoshu (Essential techniques for the subsistence of
common people) (544 CE).
Section No. 3 titled “Black soybeans” (heidou) states:
Dou is the general name for beans in the pod. The large ones
are called shu. The little ones are called ta. The leaves are
called huo.
Third lunar month: Plant black soybeans (heidou) and
regular soybeans (dadou). Fifth lunar month: Plant the late
varieties of regular soybeans, black soybeans, and yellow
soybeans (huangdou). Ninth lunar month: Harvest the
various mature soybeans.
Black soybeans (heidou): They are widely grown and
the young plants (miao) grow to a height of 3-4 feet. The
pods are several inches long, and may contain 5 or 6 beans.
Some pods contain only 1-2 beans. They mature by the time
of the first frost. The smaller ones are used medicinally. The
larger ones can be eaten; they are used for making fermented
black soybeans (doushi) or feeding animals. The flavor is
raw (sheng) and neutral. When fried, it is considered to be a
“hot” (re, or “heating”) food, but when boiled it is considered
to be a “cold” (han, or “cooling”) food. It can be used several
ways. Children 10 years old or younger should not eat the
fried beans together with pork; they might suffocate and die.
Do not eat hemp seeds together with fried black soybeans.
The leaves are called huo [and can be eaten]. Planting: A
good time to plant soybeans is when the locust trees are free
from insects. Plant sparsely in fertile soil and densely in poor
soil.
Yellow soybeans: There are two varieties–large and
small. You can harvest the seedlings (miao), the leaves, and
the pods–just like the black soybeans mentioned above.
The leaves are slightly lighter in color and the pods are a
little fatter than those of black soybeans. The beans can be
eaten as whole soybeans (dou), or they can be made into
jiang (fermented soybean paste), fermented black soybeans
(doushi), soy oil (douyou), or tofu (doufu). The residue (zhi,
Jap: okara) from the tofu can be used to feed pigs. In times
of famine, people also eat this residue. The presscake (zhi,
“residue”) that remains after pressing out the oil (you) can
be used as a fertilizer. The stems can be burned for fuel. The
leaves are called huo, and when these leaves are young, they
can be eaten. (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Nov. 2002).
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Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
concerning the use of soybean presscake (or cake–the residue
from pressing the oil from whole crushed soybeans) as a
fertilizer.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions okara, the residue of dietary fiber that is a
by-product of making soymilk or tofu, which it calls zhi
(meaning “residue”).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
concerning the use of okara (residue from tofu) as a feed for
pigs or other animals.
Talk with H.T. Huang, PhD, expert on the history of
Chinese food and agriculture. 2001. July 10. What is the
difference between eating (doumiao) and (huo)? In antiquity
in China, soybean leaves (hou) were sometimes used to
make soup. These leaves were typically picked when the
plant was still green but fairly large and mature; the plant
was probably not uprooted, but continued to grow. On the
other hand, the soybean seedlings (doumiao) were uprooted
when they were still quite young, and the leaves were more
tender. These tender leaves were prepared differently and
eaten as a succulent vegetable. (Doumiao) is served today
as a dish in Chinese restaurants, yet Dr. Huang has never
seen it mentioned for use as a vegetable the early Chinese
food literature–say before the year 1500. By contrast, Dr.
Huang has never seen soybean leaves (huo) served as a dish
in Chinese restaurants but they are mentioned in the earliest
Chinese literature (Book of Odes / Shih Ching, 7th to 10th
century BCE).
H.T. Huang (2000, p. 456n) states that the sunflower
(xiangri kui) originated in North America and was introduced
to Europe in about 1510. In China, it first appeared in this
1621 book.
Wang Lianzheng (1987, p. 246) states that the sunflower
is first mentioned in China in this book, where it is called
wenju (“gentle chrysanthemum”) and ying yang hua (“facing
sunlight flower”). Today, sunflowers are an important oil
crop in northern China.
29. Song Yingxing. 1637. Tiangong kaiwu [Exploitation of
the works of nature]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N.
Li 1958 #160, p. 103-08. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: T’ien Kung K’ai Wu,
by Sung Ying-Hsing. Ming dynasty. For English-language
translations of the entire book see: (1) E.-Z. Sun and S.-C.
Sun (1966), and (2) Li Chiao-P’ing et al. (1980).
In the section titled “General names” the soybean (shu)
is mentioned as one of the “five grains.”
The long section titled “legumes” (shu) notes that one of
the many types of Chinese legumes is the soybean (dadou)
of which there are two colors: black (heidou) and yellow
(huangdou). Different varieties, their time of planting and
harvest, and uses are discussed. North of the Huai River,
black soybeans are fed to horses and mules that are used

on long journeys. All types of jiang, sauce, and curds [tofu]
made from beans are made from the soybean.
The chapter on “Vegetable oils and fats” notes that the
oil of yellow soybeans is one of the best for eating; from
each tan of yellow soybeans, 9 catties of oil is obtained.
In Jiangsu (W.-G. Kiangsu) soybean oil is used as food for
humans, and the meal cakes are fed to pigs. For more details,
see the two English-language translations cited above.
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Aug.
2016) that mentions soybean cake or meal.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2016)
that describes the feeding of defatted soybean cakes to
livestock–in this case pigs.
Huang (2000, p. 197-200, 444-45, 447, 450-52) cites
and quotes from this book. See also Bray (1984, p. 513n,
518, 631, 707).
In Huang 2000 (p. 197-203) the section titled
“Preparation of red ferment in the T’ien Kung K’ai Wu,” uses
the term dan qu to refer to this cinnabar / red koji, which is
prepared with regular (non-glutinous rice) and is twice as
expensive as regular koji. A detailed translation is given with
three illustrations and two photos. The photos show grains
of red rice koji from Foochow. The illustrations show: (1)
Two men, each carrying two baskets filled with regular rice
to a stream using a shoulder pole. (2) Inoculated steamed rice
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piled on a mat and spread on round woven bamboo trays in
wooden racks. (3) Mixing cinnabar / red koji into a pile of
steamed rice on a mat to inoculate it.
Note 3. These are the earliest illustrations seen (May
2014) that show clearly the koji-making process for regular
or red koji. The new koji is used not so much for its ability
to turn foods red, but for its ability to keep them from
spoiling. The passage in this book on making cinnabar koji
begins: The process for making cinnabar / red koji is a recent
innovation. It works by extracting wondrous powers out of
the rank and putrid, and by transforming and distilling the
essences [of grains]. When spread thinly on fish or meat–the
foods that spoil most easily–the red koji will enable them to
retain their freshness even at the height of summer. No flies
will come near them for up to 10 days, and their color and
flavor will remain as fresh as before. It is indeed a marvelous
medicament (Huang 2000, p. 197).
Other illustrations show: (4) A winnowing machine at
work, separating seeds from hulls and chaff. (5) Oil seeds
being steamed (left) and roasted (right).
Letter from H.T. Huang, PhD, expert on the history of
Chinese food and agriculture. 1994. May 10. This famous
work on Chinese technology is one of the few post-Han
Chinese documents that contains information about Li, the
early Chinese forerunner of Japanese amazake. It states in
Chapter 17, “Yeasts”: “In ancient times, qu (rice koji) was
used for making wine (jiu) and nie (malt) for making sweet
wine (li). In later times the manufacture of sweet wine was
discontinued because its flavor was thought to be too weak,
and the art of using malt [to make li] was consequently lost.”
(Dr. Huang’s translation).
Perkins (1969) says in a footnote on p. 71: “Beancake is
not mentioned in the Nung shu (1313 ed.). The first reference
of which I am aware is referred to in the Ch’en Tsu-kuei
(1958, p. 99). It is also mentioned in Hsu Kuang-ch’i, 1628,
and in the T’ien-kung k’ai-wu [p. 216 of 1966 ed.] both
seventeenth-century publications.”
E.-Z. Sun and S.-C. Sun, trans. and ed. (1966). T’ienKung K’ai-Wu, Chinese Technology in the Seventeenth
Century. University Park & London: Pennsylvania State
University Press. Chapter 12, titled “Vegetable oils and
fats” states (p. 215-16): “For eating, the oils of sesame
seeds, turnip seeds, yellow soy beans, and cabbage... seeds
are the best.” Next in quality come perilla and rape-seed
oil. The yield of oil (in catties per tan) is given for many
Chinese oilseeds. The two oilseeds with the lowest / worst
yields of oil are: cotton seeds 7, and yellow soy beans 9. By
contrast, sesame, castor, and camphor seeds yield 40 and
rape seeds yield 30-40. Some of the illustrations shows here
are also found in this 1966 edition as follows: (a) “Washing
fermented rice in a mountain stream” (p. 291). (b-c) “Using
air to ferment steamed rice in bamboo trays” (p. 293).
Platt (1956, p. 835) notes: The second volume of this
1637 work “is devoted to oils and fats. From this work it

may be deduced (according to information supplied by Dr.
G.D. Lu) that the soya bean was grown for its oil as early as
the third century CE. The yield of oil reported at this time
was 9 catties per picul of oil seeds; since a picul is a hundred
catties it means that, using a simple press, 9% of oil was
extracted. [Note 4. 1 picul = 133.3 pounds weight. This is
about as much as one man with a yoke can carry]. It may be
of interest to those concerned with animal nutrition that the
press cake at that time was fed to pigs, or used as fertilizer...
The fighting horses and donkeys had to be fed with the black
soya bean in order to increase their endurance and muscular
power.”
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (July 2016)
that mentions cotton seed oil.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions both rapeseed (or rapeseed oil, chaiyou) and
soybean oil. See also Huang 2000 (p. 447-53, 456).
30. Song Yingxing. 1637. Tiangong kaiwu [Exploitation of
the works of nature]. China. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: T’ien Kung K’ai Wu, by
Sung Ying-Hsing. Ming dynasty. The following translation
is by M.J, Hagerty from the section on “The beans” in the
Imperial Encyclopedia (T’u shu shih ch’eng. Published,
1728). See p. 10-17 in Hagerty. See also Bretschneider.
Botanicon Sinicum 1:198. “(Second edition published in
1637). Under the heading of Shu, or Beans, says: ‘In the
Shu class of grains there are as many varieties as there are
among the T’ao, or Rice, and Shu, or Millet. The Shu may
be planted and harvested in all four seasons, and is a real
substantial grain which may be utilized as a food and drink
without satiation. There is one variety called the Ta tou, or
Large bean [soybean], which grows in two colors–black and
yellow. Those black and yellow beans must be planted about
the time of the ch’ing ming season (April 5-19). The yellow
been includes three kinds, as follows: Wu yueh huang tou,
or Fifth month yellow bean, Liu yueh pao, or Sixth month
bean, and Tung huang tou (3 Cc = 3 Chinese characters
given), or Winter yellow bean. The Wu yueh hung tou, or
Fifth month yellow bean, yields few grains in its pods,
while the Tung huang tou, or Winter yellow bean, yields
at least double those of the preceding. The Hei, or Black
variety [of soybean], is harvested in the eighth month. It is
customary when taking a long journey north of the Huai
river, to feed the horse with black beans in order to make it
strong. The abundance or scarcity of the Ta tou [soybean]
crop depends, first, upon the fertility of the soil, second,
upon diligent weeding and cultivation, and third, upon
sufficient rain and dew for moisture. Shih, or Bean relish,
Chiang, or Bean sauce, and Fu, or Bean curd, are all made
of the Ta tou, or Large beans, as they contain the elements
necessary (?). Kiang-nan also has the Kao chiao huang tou,
or High foot yellow bean. This is planted in the sixth month
in a field from which an early crop of Tao, or Rice, has been
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harvested, and is harvested in the ninth or tenth month. The
people of Chi-chun, a locality of Kiangsi province, practice
a very good method in cultivating these beans. This consists
of using the fields from which a harvest of rice has been
gathered, and instead of plowing the land a hole is scraped
out of each clump of the rice stalks with the finger, and in
this hole is planted three or four seeds. When the dew falls
upon the stumps of the rice plant, it will flow down to the
seeds, nourishing them. Owing to the nature of the bean, it
is very easy to grow, and when the stumps or roots of the
rice plant are thoroughly saturated with moisture, they rot
and act as fertilizer to the bean plant. If after the seeds send
forth their shoots, there is no fall of rain to provide moisture,
thereby producing a droughty condition, water should be
drawn from a well and the field irrigated, using one sheng
or pint to each plant. The field should now be cultivated
in order to assure a very large harvest. When the Ta tou,
or Large beans, have been planted and do not send forth
shoots in the proper season, care must be taken in order to
prevent injury by pigeons and swallows (eating the seed?).
One variety which is called the Lu tou (2 Cc), or Green bean
[mung bean], is a round, small variety shaped like a pearl.
The Lu tou bean must be planted during the Hsiao shu, or
slight heat season (July 7-22), if it is planted before that time,
the sprouts will creep along the ground, extending a number
of chih, or feet, and the pods will be very few. If planted after
the Hsiao shu season at any time up to the Ch’u shu, or Limit
of heat season (August 23- September 7), the plants will
blossom in proper season and while pods will form, they will
contain few seeds or grains. This plant includes two varieties,
one of which is called Chai lu chia tou, or Pick green pods
bean. These are picked as fast as they mature and may be
gathered from day to day. Another is called Pa lu tou, or Pull
green Beans. When these are old and sufficiently matured,
the whole field is harvested once only. The Lu tou, or green
beans [mung beans], are ground, washed to purify the grain
and then dried in the sun, after which they are made into
flour. This flour is used to make tang pien, a thin sheet-like
cake, and Ts’o su, a somewhat similar preparation but made
into strips which are narrow and thick. The people regard
these articles of food as luxuries and they are considered
valuable. Even the water which was used to wash the bean
grains may be spread upon the fields, making the soil fertile.
To preserve the seeds of the Lu tou, they are mixed with ti
hui (2 Cc), or Earth lime (?)Shih hui (2 Cc) or stone lime
(?),Ma liao (2 Cc), or Pologonum (the straw, chaff, etc. (?)),
or huang tu (2 Cc) or yellow earth (clay? loess?). If this is
done, there need be no fear of damage by worms around the
fourth or fifth months. If a period of dryness should ensue,
causing a drought, the plants will also be free from worms
or bugs. When the Tao, or rice crop has been harvested,
either in the summer or winter, the earth, in the fields which
are to be planted with Lu tou beans, should be broken up
fine, using a long club like an axehandle for this purpose.

If there should be a heavy rain within one day after the Lu
tou has been planted, which causes the earth to become hard
and solid, thereby preventing the beans from growing, steps
should be taken to prevent too much water coming onto
the fields, and to provide an outlet for the surplus water.
Cultivate the Lu tou and Ta tou beans [soybeans] with plow
and spade, but this cultivation should be shallow, as the plant
does not benefit by deep cultivation and the roots should be
short and the stalks straight. If the soil is plowed deeply, the
loose earth will cover the beans and half of them will not
grow. Deep plowing or cultivation is not suitable for plants
of the Shu class [legumes], but the farmers of ancient times
were not aware of this.
“’One variety, called the Wan tou, has beans which are
black and speckled in color and round in form like the Lu
tou, but larger. This variety is planted in the tenth month, and
in the fifth month of the following year, the crop is harvested.
These beans may also be planted under deciduous trees,
the foliage of which, is of slow growth (thereby allowing
moisture to penetrate to the bean plants). One variety, which
is called Tsan tou, or Silkworm bean, has a pod which is
similar in form to a silkworm. The bean seeds are larger
than those of the Ta tou, or Large bean. These are planted in
the eighth month, and in the fourth month of the following
year they are harvested. These beans are found in Chekiang
province, and are usually planted around the Sang, or
Mulberry tree. If the foliage of the mulberry tree is so dense
that it covers the growing bean plants, thereby intercepting
the dew, they will not grow. At the time when the Tsan tou
and Wan tou have very bushy stalks and dense foliage, the
pods of the other varieties have already formed and are filled
with ripe mature beans. The region around the upper part of
the Hsiang and Han rivers (in Hupeh) produce very many
of these beans. They are also cheap and are regarded as
satisfactory an article of food as Shu, or Glutinous millet, and
Chi, or Non-glutinous millet.
“’One variety which is called Hsiao tou, or Small
bean [azuki], or Chih hsiao tou, or scarlet bean, is utilized
medicinally and has remarkable merit. The Pai hsiao tou,
or Small white bean, also known as the Fan tou (2 Cc), is
suitable to eat and is a very good nourishing grain. This bean
should be planted after the Hsia chih, or summer solstice
(June 21 to July 6) and is harvested in the ninth month.
This variety is found growing abundantly in the region of
Yang and Huai (usually means region of Kiangsu and Anhui
province). One variety which is called Lu tou (2 Cc) was
found growing wild in all the fields in ancient times and
at present is extensively grown in the northern section of
China. For the manufacture of bean curd, the bean rivals the
Lu tou (2 Cc). This preparation was sold daily by peddlers
in Peking, and was commonly called Lu tou p’i (3 Cc).
Judging from this statement there must have been many
of these beans produced. One variety, which is called the
Pai pien tou, or White flat bean, is a creeping kind which
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grows around fences. It is also called O mei tou, or Beautiful
eyebrow bean. Others of this class are the Chiang tou (2
Cc) (Dolichos sinensis), Hu pan tou (3 Cc), or Tiger’s stripe
bean, Tao tou (2 Cc), or String bean, and the Ta tou (2 Cc),
or Large bean [soybean]. All are classified into either greenskinned or gray-colored classes. There are many varieties
found growing profusely, only in certain localities, which
are too numerous to describe here. All beans may be used
as a vegetable or as a substitute for ku, or grain, and provide
all the people with food. The naturalist must not neglect the
study of these kinds of beans.
“’When the beans which are harvested are few, it is
customary to use a flail to separate the grains from the
chaff, and in this way save the strength of the farmer. The
usual method is to spread them on the surface of the field
(thrashing floor?), letting them dry in the sun, and having an
ox draw a heavy stone over the surface of the bean stalks, the
pressure causing the bean grains to fall out of the pods. It is
also customary to beat the bean plants with a flail, the handle
of which, is made of stout bamboo, having at the end a crank
or swivel-like arrangement with a ring, to which is attached
a wand more than three feet in length. The beans to be flailed
are spread upon the ground and beaten with this implement.
After the beans are separated by beating, they are shaken in
the wind, which blows away the pods and leaves, after which
they are sifted in order to remove everything but the good
bean grains, and finally they are removed to the granary.
The Ch’ung mo (2 Cc), or pestle and mortar (?), is not used
in grinding Ma, or hemp seeds, and the Wei nien (2 Cc), or
millstone (?), is not used for grinding the Shu, or bean.’”
Bretschneider 1882 (Vol. 1, p. 198). “885. (4 Cc). T’ien
kung k’ai wu. A treatise on Technology by (3 Cc) Sung Ying
sing. Second edition in 1637.–Stanislas Julien has translated
many articles from this work.”
31. Xu Guangqi. ed. 1639. Nongzheng quanshu [Complete
treatise on agricultural administration]. China. Passage on
soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #155, p. 100, and #317, p. 228.
[Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Nung Chêng Ch’üan
Shu, by Hsü Kuang-Ch’i. Late Ming dynasty. The author,
a native of Shanghai, lived 1562-1633. The work was
composed from 1625 to 1628 and printed in 1639. This is an
important work.
The section titled “Classical references” states that
vegetables and soybeans (dou) are fed to cattle / bullocks
/ water buffaloes (niu) before they prepare the ground for
planting.
The section titled “opening up new fields,” which is
about reclaiming land in northern China, says that soybeans
(dou) are recommended as feed for cattle and horses.
The section on “Seasonal recommendations” lists the
seasons and months in which many different types of beans
are planted and harvested. Soybeans (dadou) should be

planted in late spring, early summer, or mid-summer (late
soybeans). “Stem beans” (qidou; perhaps soybean plants,
including their stems) are harvested in the mid-fall and late
fall. Soybeans and azuki beans (daxiaodou) are harvested in
early winter [Note 1. They are usually harvested in the fall].
Red beans (azuki) should be planted in early fall.
The section titled “Six types of livestock” (liuchu)
describes a formulated livestock feed for pigs consisting of 1
dou (about 20 liters) of yellow soybeans (huangdou), 1 sheng
(about 2 liters) of hemp seeds, plus various other feeds and
herbs. After feeding it to pigs for 12 days, they will become
fat. (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Feb. 2003).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that describes a formula feed containing soybeans used
in a feedlot-type system for fattening animals. Dr. Huang
adds: The various herbs may be the traditional equivalent of
antibiotics and other drugs in modern formulated feeds.
Wilkinson (2000, p. 630) translates this as
Comprehensive Treatise on Agricultural Administration, by
Xu Guangqi (lived 1562-1633), compiled 1639. A collated
and annotated Chinese-language edition (3 volumes) by Shi
Shenghan was published in 1979 by Shanghai Guji [Classics
Press]. “Important because it summed up the state of the art;
it was highly popular in Tokugawa, Japan. Xu was friendly
with some Jesuit scholars and has included excerpts from
European works on hydraulics.
Letter from Dr. H.T. Huang, expert on the history of
Chinese food and agriculture. 1994. Oct. 3. Hsü Kuangch’i is the name of a famous official and scientist who lived
toward the end of the Ming dynasty [1368-1662]. The work
Perkins refers to is probably the Nung Chêng Ch’uan Shu
(Complete Treatise on Agricultural Administration).
Bray (1984, p. 64-70, 627): Complete Treatise on
Agricultural Administration. Ming, composed 1625-26,
printed 1639. Hsü Kuang-Ch’i; editor. Ch’en Tzu-Lung.
Textual references are to 1843 reprint of the Palace edition;
a new annotated Chinese-language edition was published
in Shanghai in 1979 by Shih Sheng-Han. This was the last
of the great traditional agricultural treatises, written at the
end of the Ming dynasty. Hsü “was one of the outstanding
figures in Chinese history, a principled politician, a first-rate
scientist, a friend and protector of the Jesuits as well as one
of their first converts.” His scientific achievements have been
described in three sections of earlier volumes in this series.
He was “an able administrator with a keen perception of his
country’s needs, and consequently he applied his scientific
talents to agriculture, to irrigation and fertilisers, as well
as to astronomy and chemistry.” The driving force in his
career was his patriotism; he lived in troubled times as the
Manchus awaited their chance to conquer the Ming. Table 5
(p. 66) gives a translation of the table of contents. This was
an enormous work of 700,000 characters, about seven times
as long as the Qimin Yaoshu (544 CE). By far the greater
part consisted of quotations (not always entirely accurate)
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taken from 299 sources. The book advocates the expansion
of the relatively new cotton and ramie industries. The great
originality and strength of this work lies in its emphasis
on the role of administration in agricultural development.
Sadly, however, Hsü did not live to finish his great book.
The Ming dynasty fell in 1644, eleven years after his death
and the Manchus, who resented Han patriotism in any form,
neglected his work–so his grand plan was never put into
practice.
Perkins (1969) says in a footnote on p. 71: “Beancake is
not mentioned in the Nung shu (1313 ed.). The first reference
of which I am aware is referred to in the Ch’en Tsu-kuei
(1958, p. 99). It is also mentioned in Hsu Kuang-ch’i, 1628,
and in the T’ien-kung k’ai-wu, both seventeenth-century
publications.”
32. Dai Xi. comp. 1640. Yangyu yueling [Monthly
ordinances for superabundance]. China. Passage on soy
reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #163, p. 109-10, and #320, p. 229.
[Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Yang Yü Yüeh Ling, by
Tai Hsi. Ming dynasty.
The section titled “Third lunar month [about April],
first half, planting” states: Soybeans (dadou) are suitable
for planting. They can also be planted in the summer. Plant
sparsely in fertile soil and densely in poor soil. As soon as
the seedlings come up, remove any weeds. In years when
there are no insects on the locust trees, soybean yields will be
good. Avoid planting on shen days; plant on mou days. Note
1. These are two of the 12 “stem days.”
Black soybeans (heidou). Plant in fertile soil. Take a
handful of seeds, then broadcast one handful as you take
each step. Remove weeds as soon as the seedlings emerge.
Be sure there are no weeds. You can also plant black
soybeans in the fourth lunar month.
The section titled “Fourth lunar month [about May],
first half, planting” states: Plant dark-red beans (chidou),
soybeans (dadou), azuki beans (xiaodou), yellow soybeans
(huangdou), and black soybeans (heidou).
The section titled “Fifth lunar month [about June],
first half, planting” states: Plant sesame seeds (zhima) and
soybeans (dadou). Till the soil twice before planting. For
panicum and setaria millets (shu, su), till the soil three
times. The earlier the better. You can also plant red beans
(chidou), mung beans (lüdou), and late varieties of soybeans
(wandadou). (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Nov. 2002).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions early- or late-maturing varieties of soybeans.
Note 3. This is the earliest seen (May 2014) that
recommends double tilling / digging of the soil.
Note 4. Planting instructions are also given for other
varieties of beans in other months.
Bray (1984, p. 632): “Monthly ordinances for
superabundance.” Ming dynasty. 1633.

33. Yangming yueyi [Monthly activities to nurture the
people]. 1640? China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li
1958 #321, p. 229-30. Undated. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Yang Ming Yüeh I.
Author unknown. Probably late Ming dynasty. Some of the
information on soybeans is quite similar to that in the Yangyu
Yueling (Monthly ordinances for superabundance) (1640); it
is not clear which appeared first.
The section titled “Third lunar month planting
soybeans” states: Plant early in the third month, when the
apricot (xing) flowers are in bloom and the mulberry leaves
are just starting to turn red. You can plant until the 20th day
of summer. Plant sparsely in fertile soil and densely in poor
soil. Remove weeds as soon as the seedlings emerge. When
the pods (jia) turn red [reddish-brown at maturity] and the
stems are white, then its time to harvest. Plant the soybeans
when there are no insects on the locust trees. Avoid planting
on shen days; plant on mou days.
Note 1. Shen and mou are days in the Chinese calendar
following the 10 Celestial Stems and 12 Earthly Branches
System.
The section titled “Planting black soybeans” (heidou).
Plant in fertile, well-plowed soil. Take a handful of seeds,
then broadcast one handful as you take each step. When
the seedlings emerge, remove weeds. It’s best if there are
no weeds. You can also plant black soybeans in the fourth
lunar month. The beans can be used for making jiang and
as feed for horses. The stems can be burned for fuel. The
beans can be sold by the company named Guo in the city.
(Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Feb. 2003). Dr. Huang adds
(half jokingly): The scholar who wrote this book is probably
related to or employed by the owners of the Guo company.
We are not told in what city this company exists.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions a commercial outlet for whole soybeans (used
as a cash crop) or that gives the name of a company which
resells soybeans.
34. Chen Yi. 1675? Wulanyuan suibin [Random words
from the orchid-housing pavilion]. China. Passage on soy
reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #173, p. 114. Undated. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Wu Lan Yüan Sui Pi, by
Ch’ên I. Qing dynasty. The section titled “Times for people
to act” discusses suitable times for planting various crops,
including millet and soybeans (shu). (Translated by H.T.
Huang, PhD, Dec. 2002).
35. Aizu-nôsho [Aizu-nosho]. 1684. Japan. [Jap]*
• Summary: Goto (1984, p. 136) states: “Aizu-nôsyo
(1684)... described in detail the characteristics of many
cultivars, and various cultivation practices, namely ridging
and intercropping with barley.” Address: Japan.
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36. Hyakushô-denki [Farmers’ record]. 1688. Japan. [Jap]*
• Summary: Goto (1984, p. 136) states: “Hyakusyô-denki
(around 1688) described in detail the characteristics of many
cultivars, and various cultivation practices, namely ridging
and intercropping with barley.”
Note: Recent editions have apparently been published in
Japanese in 1970 and 1977. Address: Japan.
37. Nôgaku-zensho [Complete book of farming]. 1697.
Japan. Reprinted in 1979-81 by Sôgô Shinteiban (Tokyo; 7
vols). [Jap]*
• Summary: Goto (1984, p. 136) states: “Nôgaku-zensyo
(1697) outlined the principles and practices of soybean
management already widely applied, and mention was made
of vegetable beans (Edamame) [green vegetable soybeans].”
Address: Japan.
38. Pu Songling. 1705. Nongcanjing [Manual of agriculture
and sericulture]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li
1958 #187, p. 120-22. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Nung Tshan Ching, by
P’u Sung-Ling. Qing dynasty. The section titled “Fourth
month” gives directions for planting beans (dou).
The section titled “Eighth lunar month” states that when
planting wheat, you can use roasted black [soy] beans as
manure.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions this way of using soybeans; it seems like an
unusual and inefficient way of adding nitrogen to the soil.
The section titled “Miscellaneous mix” mentions the
use of about 3 quarts (3 sheng) each of yellow soybeans
(huangdou) and black soybeans (heidou) as manure with
larger amounts of wheat. (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD,
Dec. 2002).
Huang (2000, p. 618) translates the title as “Miscellanies
about Kuang-Yang” and gives the date as 1695 CE.
39. Kôka-shunjû 1707. Japan. [Jap]*
• Summary: Goto (1984, p. 136) states: “Kôka-shunjyû
(1707) described special types of soybeans, such as boiled
soybeans (Nimame). This book also described how to grow
soybeans on dikes or levees between paddy fields.” Address:
Japan.
40. Rumphius, Georgius Everhardus. 1747. Herbarium
Amboinense. Vol. 5 [The flora of Amboina. Vol. 5].
Amstelaedami (Amsterdam). See p. 388-89. Illustration, pl.
140. [Lat; Dut]
• Summary: See also next page. Liber IX. cap. XXXI
[Book 9, Chap. 31]. The left-hand column, titled “Cadelium.
Cadelie.” is written in Latin. The right-hand column titled
“De Cadelie-Plant” is written in Dutch. This is a Phaseolus
niger, in growth and shape similar to the Katjang Kitsjil,
although a smaller bush, about a foot high, with most

branches located up high, a little tipping down. The lower
stem is round, the top rough. The leaves are ordered threeby-three, on long branches, thinner and smaller than the
average Katjang, and almost similar to the Lagondi, but
somewhat peaky, with yellow flowers like the little Katjang.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
that refers to the soybean as Cadelim, Cadelie, or De
Cadelie-Plant.
The fruit are short pods, more than a finger length long
and half a finger wide, rough on the outside and flat, hanging
together in groups. Inside are 2-3 little beans, looking like
lentils, maybe a little longer but bigger, and very black. The
multiple roots are long, thin and fibrous with some swellings
or warts [root nodules] here and there.
Names: Latin: Phaseolus niger, & Cadelium. Malay,
Javanese, and Balinese: Kadelee. Flemish (Belgice): Zwarte
Boontjes. Chinese (Sinice): Authau [au-tau?].
Occurrence: On Amboina [or Ambon, an island of the
Moluccas in today’s Indonesia] they are rare, but they are
more abundant on Java, Bali, and other Malaysian islands.
Cultivation: If scarce, they were pushed into the soil, but
the Javanese and Balinese, who have large fields of them,
sow them since the birds do not eat the bitter seeds. The
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ripe bushes are pulled out completely, the leaves rubbed off
(since not a lot of leaves are left on the ripe bushes), bound
8-10 together and hung up. When people want to eat them,
they are put in warm water (bush and all), the pods open up
and the beans are taken out. Or the dried beans are taken out
of the pod and cooked into something special.
When they are sown on plowed land, the rows are
covered using a broom of the stiff leaves of the Goemoetoe
tree or Sagueers / Sagueri tree. To keep the birds from eating
the ripe seeds, the young white leaves of the aforementioned
tree are cut into thin strips, attached to long ropes and hung
over the Katjang field. The wind moving the strips scare
away the birds or a boy is assigned to do so.
Utilization: These little beans were cooked and eaten
like other beans, although they are not widely consumed that
way because they are harder and bitter. Most were sold to the
Chinese, who use them to make flour, which is in turn made
into low-quality noodles (Lara in Latin, Laxa in Dutch),
called Tautsjiam. These are long, flat strips, resembling
vermicelli, which they cut out of rolled-out dough, then dry
in the sun and bind together into bundles. These noodles are
cooked with meat or poultry, and thinly cut cabbage, which
creates a special (although in our nation considered to look
disgusting) and delicious tasting food, easy to digest, and
allowed to be served to all sick people. But the real noodles
of this type (Lara, Laxa) are made from rice- and wheat flour,
which are thick round strips like vermicelli. The noodles
from the little beans are very thin and small flat strips since
the flour of the Kadelee makes a flexible but tough dough,
which can be rolled out very thinly since of all beans the
Kadelee have the toughest substance.
The beans are first roasted a little over a fire until the
black skin opens or puffs up, then they are pounded steadily
in a mortar (Dutch: Rystbloek) until the hulls come off;
then one can run and grind the dehulled beans into a sticky
substance. From this flour the Chinese also make another
food called Tahu (tofu), because the dough, which is about
as thick as one’s thumb, and spread out on a table, they cut
squares or marbles, which they then cook in bacon fat with
spices and coriander, just like our cooks make certain balls
from flour, sliced bacon, and spices.
A superb, large illustration (pl. 140) shows a soybean
plant with leaves, pods, and roots (but no nodules). In the
lower left-hand corner is a close-up illustration of one
soybean pod attached to a stem, and two soybean seeds.
Rumphius did not draw this himself. Since he was now blind,
a scribe drew it following his description (see below).
In summary: Rumphius reported soybeans (Cadelium,
Malay name = kadelee) in Amboina in 1747. He also
reported many food uses (tofu, roasted soy flour made
into noodles, green vegetable soybeans, black whole dry
soybeans) and use as green manure. However he did not
mention soy sauce (kecap / ketchup), which by 1747 had
been exported to Europe as “ketchup” for about a century by

the Dutch East India Co. and Dutch traders.
Brief biography of Rumphius: Georg Eberhard Rumpf
(lived 1627-1702; Latinized name Georgius Everhardus
Rumphius), born in what is today Germany, was a naturalist.
Germany was not a country until 1871. In late 1652 he
enlisted as a midshipman in the Dutch East India Co. In
Dec. he left Texel island in Holland and in June 1653 he
arrived at Batavia, the chief Dutch city on Java in the Dutch
East Indies. On 8 Nov. 1653 he was sent by the company to
Amboina (now Ambon Island in the Maluku Archipelago
[Spice Islands, Moluccas], in eastern Indonesia). In Feb.
1662 he was given a salary and permission to work as a
naturalist on Amboina. By 1663 he had been at work for
some time on his first book, a flora (Amboinsch Kruidboek,
Herbarium Amboinensis). Most of his writing on this book
is thought to have been done between 1653 and 1670. In late
1690 the manuscript for the first six of twelve books were
ready to be sent to Batavia. In mid-1692 the text was sent
on to the Netherlands with the ship Waterland. But on Sept.
12 this ship was sunk by the French and all the text was lost.
Fortunately a copy had been retained. But by the spring of
1670 Rumphius had gone blind through overuse of his eyes.
So he was given scribes and artists by the company to be his
hands and eyes. In 1673, aided by his wife, he commenced
to translate the Latin text of his work into Dutch. On 17
Feb. 1674, his wife and youngest daughter were killed in
a violent earthquake that devastated Amboina. In 1687 a
huge fire destroyed his library, many of his manuscripts,
and his illustrations to the book. Although 60 years old,
blind, and feeble, Rumphius was undaunted. He started
all over describing to scribes and artists the multitude of
plants he had written of and illustrated. He, of course, never
saw these new illustrations. On 8 Feb. 1696 the remaining
manuscript chapters were sent on the ship Sir Janslandt to
the Netherlands. When, in 1696, the Herbarium Amboinensis
finally arrived in the Netherlands, the directors of the
Dutch East India Co. “decided that it contained so much
sensitive [valuable] information that it would be better not
to publish” the work, which was later edited by J. Burmann.
The magnificently illustrated work was finally published in
six folio parts in Amsterdam between 1741 and 1750–more
than 39 years after Rumphius’s death (compiled from many
sources). Vol. 5 of 6, which mentions the soybean was
published in 1747, after Kaempfer, Hermann, and Linnaeus
had published their description of the soybean.
Rumphius gave a good description of the soybean plant,
called it Cadelium, mentioned that the native Amboinese
name was kadelee (now spelled kedele), said that it grew
most abundantly in Java, Bali, and other Malayan islands,
and included a remarkably good illustration of the plant.
Only the position of the pods is incorrect. (Piper & Morse
1923; Hymowitz 1981).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning soybeans in today’s Indonesia, or the cultivation
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of soybeans in Indonesia. This is the earliest written
botanical description of the soybean, though the fourth
earliest one to be published. He wrote this 20 years before
Englebert Kaempfer went to Japan.
Note 3. To determine the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Indonesia, we must look at Rumphius’s life. From the
above we can say that he had probably seen soybeans
in Amboina by 1670, and definitely by 1696. These are
also probably the earliest dates seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in Indonesia. The source of these soybeans is
unknown. However, it seems very likely that soybeans were
cultivated in today’s Indonesia long before they were seen or
reported by Rumphius.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning soybeans in Southeast Asia, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Southeast Asia. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Southeast Asia, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Southeast Asia (1747).
Note 5. This is the earliest Latin-language or Dutchlanguage or document seen (April 2013) that mentions tofu,
which it calls Tahu.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
stating that green soybean plants can be plowed under as
green manure to enrich the soil.
Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
stating that a type of vermicelli or noodles is made with
soybeans.
Note 8. This book also contains early references to
Dolichos sinensis (p. 375; the yard-long bean or asparagus
bean) and to Phaseolus niger (p. 388).
Note 9. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
describing work with soyfoods or soybeans outside China;
yet people must have been working with soyfoods in many
countries outside China centuries earlier. Address: Amboina,
Dutch East Indies.
41. Le, Quy Don. 1777. Van-dai loai-ngu [Encyclopedia of
Vietnam. 9 vols.]. Vietnam. Reprinted in 1972-73 in Saigon
in 3 vols. Reprinted in 1987 in Garden Grove, California, in
1 vol. (557 p.; in Vietnamese). [Vie]*
• Summary: In this book soybean cultivation in Vietnam is
mentioned (Tran Van Lai 1993, p. 143).
Note 1. Le Quy Don (lived 1726-1784) was an 18thcentury Vietnamese philosopher, poet, encyclopedist, and
government official. His pseudonym was Que Duong. He
was a native of Duyen Ha village in present-day Thai Binh
Province. He is considered one of most outstanding and
prolific savants of the Vietnamese middle ages. In 1760,
Le Quy Don went to China with an embassy mission. He
later served as a government official in the ministries of
war, finance and public works. He also served as the rector
of the National University situated in Van Mieu in Hanoi
and as Director of the Bureau of Annals. Le Quy Don was
responsible for a large number of encyclopedic, historical,

bibliographical, and philosophical works. It is estimated
that he has the largest volume of works among the old
Vietnamese savants (about 40 series with hundreds of
volumes). The encyclopedia Vân Dài Loai Ngu (9 volumes)
is Vietnam’s largest encyclopedia, a landmark in Vietnamese
science in the middle ages (Source: Wikipedia, Aug. 2008).
According to OCLC, a microfilm of the original is in the
L’École française d’Extrême-Orient, Saigon. Twenty-three
libraries worldwide (incl. 12 in the USA) own the 197273 edition (3 vols., published in Saigon), and 18 libraries
worldwide (incl. 15 in the USA) own the 1987 ed. (557 p.,
published in Garden Grove, California).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2010)
concerning soybeans in Vietnam, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Vietnam. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Vietnam, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Vietnam (1777). The source of these soybeans is
unknown.
42. Buconjic, Andrija. 1804. Monografija Dubrovnika
1800-1810 godina [Monograph of Dubrovnik, 1800-1810].
Dubrovnik. See p. 126-28. Handwritten. Unpublished
manuscript. [Scc]*
• Summary: Prof. Ted Hymowitz of the University of
Illinois reads the following (20 Dec. 1994) from a translation
he had made of this undated hand-written unpublished
manuscript written in Cyrillic characters. It was sent to
him by Bogdan Belic (a real scholar) who found it in the
library of a monastery. The scene takes place in Dubrovnik:
“Sister Lucia was in charge of providing victuals for the
Holy Church. Each day she would go the marketplace
accompanied by Sister Angela and they would bring in foods
that we did not grow in our garden. One day she brought
yellow beans that were different from those we had. The next
day I went with Sister Lucia to the marketplace to hear with
my own ears of the qualities of the yellow beans. We soon
found Donna Maria and talked to her. She told me she had
grown yellow beans for years, and she served them every
Friday when the entire family fasted and on church holidays.
She instructed me to fry or boil the yellow beans, mix them
with barley or corn grain, and feed the mixture to chickens.
They would then lay those beautiful eggs, even two a day,
like those from her basket.”
Donna Maria then told friar Bucojnic: “I was given
the seeds by captain Luca, our neighbor in the village of
Konavlje, and he had brought the seeds from a long journey
to a far-away country called China. Ask captain Luca; he will
tell you more. He calls the seeds ‘soybeans’ and in Konavlje
we call them ‘yellow beans.’ So the next day the friar visited
captain Luca, who said: “These seeds are called soybeans
in China. I brought some in 1804 and planted them in my
garden, the way my friends from China advised me. I gave
a handful of seeds to my marriage witness, who lives in the
town of Capljina, and he planted them in his garden the same
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year. ‘In 3 months the plants grew that high,’ said captain
Luca with pride.
“In the year of our Lord 1805 I [captain Luca] brought
three sacks of soybean seeds from China, yellow, black, and
red, and gave them to my friends in Konavlje, Ploce, and
Capljina. They planted them after my instructions and fed
them to chickens and other poultry belonging to members of
their households. In 4 years the people multiplied soybeans
and traded one oki [an old unit of volume] for 3 okis of
barley, and 3½ to 4 okis of corn. In the year of our Lord 1808
there was enough soybean seed to plant the entire Konavlje
field, spoke captain Luca exaltingly.”
“The captain’s house was full of various seeds from all
over the world, because on his travels he would collect any
seeds he could get. I took for myself and my church garden
several kinds seeds, including 3 soybeans, black, yellow,
and reddish. I planted them right away and attended them
strictly as captain Luca had instructed me. I watered the
soybeans the way I used to water common beans, tended and
cared for them, and around the time of Assumption [August
15, observed in commemoration of the Assumption of the
Virgin Mary] I noticed very nice flowers of white and pink
on the plants. The black-seeded kind, the one that captain
Luca called fajolla, was the first to flower, followed by the
yellow kind, and finally the reddish one [these could be azuki
beans].
“The Holy Father, Dominic, took notice of my frequent
goings to the garden. And when I explained to him the
reason why, he said that it was a gift of God to this world,
and that I should preach from the altar and direct the people
to plant soybeans and teach them how to use them. I acted
accordingly, and in the first week of October I prepared
an hour-long lecture to explain to the people how to tend
soybeans. I also informed the village chiefs of that novelty
and bid them to teach their people about soybeans. They
accepted and spread the word of the gift of God. Captain
Luca instructed the villagers enthusiastically how to tend
these seeds because it was on his own merit that now our
chickens lay two eggs a day instead of one, as they used to.”
Note 1. I. Kolak et al. of Zagreb (1992, p. 76) state
the following about this document: “Soybean seed was
introduced from China by sailors from Dubrovnik for
the first time in 1800 and, the same year it was planted
in Dubrovnik, Konavle, Slano and Ston under the name
“Chinese yellow beans.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
concerning soybeans in Croatia or Eastern Europe, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Croatia or Eastern Europe. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Croatia or Eastern Europe, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Croatia or Eastern Europe (1800). The source of these
soybeans was China.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning the feeding of soybeans or soy products to

chickens.
Note 4. Dubrovnik, a center of art and literature in the
Middle Ages, is the site of a 15th century palace and a 17th
century cathedral. It was an independent republic until it was
conquered by Napoleon in 1808. It was part of Napoleon’s
Illyrian Provinces from 1809-1813, then passed to Austria
in 1814. Croatia helped Austria put down a Hungarian
Revolution in 1848-48 and as a result Croatia was set up
with Slavonia as a separate Austrian crownland named
Croatia and Slavonia, which was reunited to Hungary as part
of Ausgleich in 1867 and set up as a Hungarian crownland.
In 1918, with the collapse of Austria-Hungary, it became part
of the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. In 1931
the name was officially changed to Yugoslavia. In June 1991
Dubrovnik became part of Croatia, when Croatia declared
independence from Yugoslavia. Address: Friar, Church of St.
Luka Marunic, Dubrovnik.
43. Shimazu, S. 1804. Seikei-zusetsu [Illustrations. 30 vols.].
Japan. 26 cm. [Jap]*
• Summary: Nagata (1960, p. 75) states that Shimazu has
pointed out in Seikei Zusetsu (1804-1806) that summer
soybeans were sown in April preceding the autumn in the
western provinces.
Goto (1984, p. 136) states: “Seikei-zusetsu (1804)
outlined the methods of soybean production as recent
practices.” The book was apparently compiled, authored and/
or illustrated by Senshun Sô (1751-1834) and Kunihashira
Shirao (1762-1821).
Wikipedia: In the entry for kongnamul (the Korean
word for soy sprouts) is an image of one page containing an
illustration for soybean sprouts. Address: Japan.
44. Roxburgh, William. 1814. Hortus bengalensis, or a
catalogue of the plants growing in the Honourable East India
Company’s botanic garden at Calcutta. Serampore: Printed
at the Mission Press. v + xii + 104 p. See p. 55. 23 cm.
Facsimile edition was reprinted in 1980 by Boerhaave Press,
Leiden, Holland.
• Summary: In the section on Diadelphia Decandria is a
listing for Dolichos Soja. It is a native of China, donated
by Dr. C. Campbell. The symbols for duration and habit,
explained on pages iv-v, indicate that the plant is an annual,
of erect habit. The time of flowering is the cool season, from
the beginning of November to the end of February. The
ripening of the seed and maturation take place during the
same season. Footnote 23 (p. 55) explains that in the garden
are growing “Two varieties, one with white seed and yellow
flowers, the other black seed and purple flowers.”
Note 1. In 1832 Roxburgh stated in his Flora Indica;
or, Descriptions of Indian Plants that Dolichos Soja was
“Reared in the Honourable Company’s Botanic Garden, from
seeds received from the Moluccas in 1798.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010)
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that clearly refers to soybeans in India, or the cultivation of
soybeans in India. Note that Roxburgh resided in Calcutta,
in the northeastern part of India, near the route by which
the soybean probably entered India from China, carried by
traders, down the valley of the Brahmaputra River which
flows along the center of Assam from northeast to southwest.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2007) that clearly refers to black soybeans.
Note 4. According to Stafleu & Cowan. 1976-88.
Taxonomic Literature Roxburgh (lived 1751-1815) was
a British (Scottish) botanist and physician. He received
his M.D. degree from Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1876. He
was with the East India Company in the Madras Medical
Service from 1776 to 1780, superintendent of the Samalkot
(Samul Cattah) botanical garden from 1781 to 1793, and
superintendent of the Calcutta botanic garden from 1793 to
1813. He was in London 1806-1813. He traveled to the Cape
of Good Hope in 1798, 1799, 1813-14, and to St. Helena in
1814. He died in Edinburgh in 1815. His major publication,
Flora Indica was published by his sons James Roxburgh
(1802-1884) and Bruce R. Roxburgh (1797-1861).
Note 5. Also on page 55, Roxburgh states that Dolichos
tetragonolobus [winged bean] was introduced in 1799 to the
Botanic Garden of Shibpur, Calcutta (which at the time was
12 years old). Footnote 10 states: “Cultivated for our table.”
He gives no native name or place of origin.
Note 6. Sesamum orientale and Sesamum indicum are
mentioned on page 47. Gingelly is not mentioned here.
Note 7. Arachis hypogœa and Arachis fruitcosa are
mentioned on page 54. Address: London, and Superintendent
of the Calcutta Botanic Garden, India (1793-1813).
45. Hamilton, Francis Buchanan. 1819. An account of the
kingdom of Nepal: And of the territories annexed to this
dominion by the House of Gorkha. Edinburgh: A. Constable
and Company. vii + 365 p. See p. 228. Introduction by Marc
Gaborieau. 22 cm.
• Summary: In the chapter on “Nepal Proper,” under
“Agriculture,” we read: “The Seta, and Cala Bhot Mas of
the Parabatiyas, are called Musa and Gya by the Newars.
They are two varieties of the Dolichos soja, the one of which
has yellow flowers and white seeds, and the other has black
seeds, and purplish flowers. The former is ripe about the 1st
of November, the latter about the 1st of September. Their
seed and produce are equal to those of the mung.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012)
concerning soybeans in Nepal, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Nepal. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Nepal, or the cultivation of soybeans in Nepal
(1819). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “mung”–probably to
refer to mung beans.
The author, a medical doctor (M.D.), lived 1762-1829

and wrote several books about Nepal. A facsimile reprint of
the original 1819 edition was published in 1986 by Asian
Educational Services, New Delhi, India.
46. Memoires de la Societe d’Agriculture de
l’arrondissement d’Etampes. 1822. Compte rendu par M.
de Brun des Baumes, chevalier de Saint-Louis, docteur en
la Faculté des sciences de l’Université royale de France,
membre titulaire de la Société, de quelques essais de
culture faits par lui en 1821 sur dix espèces de plantes
céréales [Report by Mr. de Brun of Beaumes, member of
the Agricultural Society of Etampes, knight of Saint-Louis,
doctor on the faculty of sciences at the Royal University of
France, titular member of the Society, on some agronomic
trials conducted by him in 1821, on ten species of cereal
grains]. 3:60-88. See p. 84. Public meeting of Sunday 6 Oct.
1822. [Fre]
• Summary: He begins (p. 60-61) by thanking the Society
for the honor of being able to communicate to them the
results of cultural trials, conducted in 1821, on some annual
plants whose seeds are useful for nourishing both humans
and animals, and which were chosen for this reason over
other cereal grains. He then lists the names of the 10 plants:
1. Talavera wheat. 2. Egyptian wheat. 3. Wheat of the
Kalmucks [Russia] (kalmouc). 4. Red wheat from Siberia. 5.
Chinese wheat. 6. Egyptian barley. 7. Small white sorghum.
8. Rice from Xian [China] (sinanguen). 9. Binulaan rice
[from Southeast Asia?]. 10. The niouelle from Senegal.
He then discusses them in order. At the end of the 10th
one he adds: “Note: The heat of the summer of 1822 has
been so favorable to exotic plants that this year at ChampRond, near Étampes, in my fields full of crops (cultures en
pleine terre), I have seen the following plants bear fruits
abundantly: The dolichos from China (le dolichos de la
Chìne), the soybean (le dolichos soja), the lablab bean (le
dolichos lablab),...
“Signed (p. 87-88), De Brun des Beaumes, proprietor
at Champ-Rond,... doctor at the Faculty of Sciences, Royal
University of France docteur en la Faculté des sciences de
l’université royale de France.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April
2015) concerning soybeans in France, or the cultivation of
soybeans in France.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2015)
that mentions Étampes / Etampes in connection with the
soybean.
Note 3: This is the earliest document seen (July 2020)
that contains the term “agronomic trials” (or “agronomic
trial”).
Note 4: This is the earliest document seen (July 2020)
that contains the term “cultural trials” (or “cultural trial”).
(Continued). Address: Champ Rond, near Étampes, France.
47. Nuttall, Thomas. 1829. Soy bean (Letter to the editor).
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New England Farmer 8(14):105. Oct. 23. Friday.
• Summary: In this front-page letter dated Oct. 14, Nuttall
writes: “As this plant thrives well in this climate, and
perfects its seeds, it may not, perhaps, be amiss to say
something of its use and history. It is an annual Bean, not
much unlike those we commonly cultivate, with an erect
stem, showing a slight tendency to twine at the summit
only; the flowers are very small for the germs, and reddish
in axillary clusters; the legumes are pendulous, hispid with
brown bristly hairs, with which the whole plant is more or
less clothed–these pods contain 2 or 3 beans when mature,
almost of a chocolate brown, and somewhat smaller than
any generally cultivated in this country.” It belongs to the
genus Dolichos (D. Soja), which also affords us several
other edible legumes. It is said to be indigenous to India
and Japan, where as well in China and Cochin-China, it is
very generally cultivated for food and probably preferred
for its great productiveness. A single bean produced, and
perfectly ripened with us at the Botanic Garden, 182 pods
with 2 to 3 beans in each. Whether in this country, where so
many fine legumes are cultivated, it might be esteemed for
food, is doubtful; the experiment may easily be made. But
its principal recommendation at present in [sic, is] only as a
luxury, affording the well known sauce called Soy, which at
this time is only prepared is [sic, in] China and Japan–that
of the latter country being usually preferred. The mode of
obtaining this sauce, is said to be as follows: “After the seeds are boiled until they become soft, they
are mixed with an equal weight of wheat or barley flour
coarsely ground. This mixture is fermented, and a certain
proportion of salt and water being added, the whole is
allowed to stand for two or three months, care being taken
to stir it every day; and by the end of that time it is ready for
use. Its composition then appears to be perfectly harmless,

which cannot be said of many other sauces; and among the
Asiatics it is considered beneficial in promoting an appetite.
“Yours, respectfully, Thomas Nuttall.”
Note 1. Unfortunately Nuttall did not indicate where
he obtained his seeds. In 1831 a person known only as “H.”
received a few soybeans from Nuttall and grew them in
Milton, Massachusetts. Nuttall lived 1786-1859.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2019)
concerning soybeans in Massachusetts, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Massachusetts. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Massachusetts, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Massachusetts (1829). The
beans were probably planted in about May-July 1829. The
newspaper was published in Boston.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language publication
seen (Oct. 2019) with the word “soy bean” (or “soy beans”)
in the title.
Note 4. This letter was reprinted in the American
Farmer (Baltimore, p. 260-61) on 30 Oct. 1829 (Vol. 33, No.
11).
Note 5. This small color photo of Nuttall comes from
another source (Wikipedia entry for Thomas Nuttall).
Address: Botanic Garden, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
48. H. 1831. Dolichos soja or soy bean plant (Letter to the
editor). New England Farmer 10(19):145. Nov. 23. [1 ref]
• Summary: In this letter dated Nov. 1, Mr. “H” writes:
“Having received a few of these beans, described by Mr.
Nuttall in the New England Farmer, vol. viii. p. 105, I
planted eight of them. They yielded a wine pint of beans
in the Autumn, weighing 11½ ounces; 110 beans, taken
promiscuously, weighed half an ounce; so that at this
proportion, my eight beans offered me more than 2530 or
more than 316 for one. I do not know whether they have
been yet introduced into domestic use as a culinary pulse;
but, should their qualities be good, they cannot fail of being
generally cultivated on account of their great productiveness.
Their stems grow to the height of about two feet, and require
the support of a few sticks or brush.
“Milton, Nov. 1, 1831.” Address: Milton, Massachusetts.
49. Qi Junzao. 1836. Mashou nongyan [Farming precepts
of Horse-Head District (Shaanxi)]. China. Passage on soy
reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #337, p. 237-38. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Ma Shou Nung Yen, by
Ch’i Chün-Tsao. Qing dynasty. Shaanxi (W.-G. Shensi) is a
province in northwestern China. The section titled “Planting”
is all about planting black soybeans (heidou) in this district.
It goes into detail, however it is a reiteration of information
from earlier documents.
The section titled “Agricultural almanac” states: In the
midst of summer, do not plant black soybeans. On the 8th
day of the 4th month, freeze black soybean pods [like green
vegetable soybeans?]. The black soybean is shameless; in the
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summer it will flower as if it is autumn. If you plant black
soybeans, you will have a harvest in 9 years out of 10; in
only one year will you have no harvest. You will be able to
exchange your harvest for one dou of rice [meaning unclear].
If you plant black soybean seeds (heidouzi) and then plant
a cereal grain, you may have no harvest [meaning unclear].
Black soybeans have no shame; plant them in a shallow
furrow.
The section titled “Proverbs” or “Common sayings”
notes: Black soybeans harvested in the autumn are called pu.
Black soybean pods, removed from the stems by hand, are
called kou.
The section titled “Diseases of the five grains” states:
Fire lantern (huolong) is a disease of young soybean plants
(doumiao); they wilt as if burned by fire. Sweating oil
(youhan): this is a disease in which the young soybean plants
look as if they are sweating oil. (Translated by H.T. Huang,
PhD, March 2003).
Bray (1984, p. 627): “Farming precepts of Horse-Head
District [Shensi].” Qing dynasty. 1836. Reprinted by Wang
Yü-Hu.
50. Grant, Alexander. 1844. A diary of Chinese husbandry,
from observations made at Chusan in 1843-44, illustrated by
drawings of the implements of agriculture. Agricultural and
Horticultural Society of India, Journal (Calcutta) 3(Part I,
No. 3):119-42. See p. 126-27.
• Summary: The entry for 31 Oct. 1843 states (p. 126-27):
“There are also large fields of a small species of French bean
[probably the soybean], much used in the preparation of bean
curd [tofu]. In the interspaces of these, trefoil is being sown.
The land in this double cropping system seems supported
only by assiduous irrigation with water and liquid manure,
and the small allotment of vegetable ashes and pulverized
earth already referred to, in which the seeds are sown. The
young plants are occasionally sprinkled over with the same
preparation and its stimulating effects are soon observable in
the deep green colour of the leaf.”
The entry for 21st November 1843 (p. 127) states:
“During last week much of the low paddy ground has been
drained, ploughed, and collected by the heavy 3-pronged hoe
into beds... Of each little farm, about one-fourth is thus laid
out in a crop of mustard; another fourth with trefoil, and the
remaining two-fourths in wheat, barley and beans, leaving
only a very few fields uncultivated... Nearly the last sheaf
of the second rice crop has been housed, and old and young
are now busily employed in getting up the sweet potatoe
crop, and cutting and tying up in bundles the species of
bean already mentioned, and which after being dried in the
sun is afterwards used to prepare bean curd, a very favorite
article of diet among the natives. “The soy bean is also much
cultivated here. On such patches as had been under cotton
cultivation, the plants have been pulled up and the ground
sown with trefoil. The cotton is of inferior quality here, and

less attention appears to be bestowed upon it than in other
details of the farm.”
Note 1. Chusan (pinyin: Zhoushan, W.-G. Chou-shan) is
an archipelago in the East China Sea off the northeast coast
of Zhejiang province, in eastern China, at the entrance of
Hangzhou bay, consisting of about 100 islands. The capital
is Dinghai, on Zhoushan Island, the largest one, located
about 50 miles east of Ningbo (W.-G. Ning-po). For several
centuries, it was a base for trade with foreign governments,
especially Japan and Great Britain.
Note 2. At the end of this article are 9 plates on
unnumbered pages showing various agricultural implements.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “ bean curd” by itself
(with a space before the word “bean,” and where it is not
preceded by the words “soy,” “soya,” “soja,” etc.) to refer to
tofu. The second reference to “bean curd” in this document
seems more accurate than the first.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (July 2020)
that mentions “double cropping.” We are not told which
crops are being double cropped. Address: Esq., Bengal
Medical Service.
51. Xi Cheng. comp. 1852. Gengxin nonghua [Thoughts
and words on plowing and farming]. China. Passage on soy
reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #340, p. 240-41. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Kêng Hsin Nung
Hua, compiled by Hsi Ch’êng. Qing dynasty. The section
titled “Method of planting trees” is mostly about planting.
Soybeans (dadou) are mentioned twice peripherally.
The section titled “On cotton” states that when you are
growing cotton, if you have spare land, you can also plant
soybeans (dadou). (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, March
2003).
Bray (1984, p. 638): “Thoughts and words on ploughing
and farming.” 1852.
52. Lea, John. 1853. Japan pea (Letter to the editor). Western
Horticultural Review (Cincinnati, Ohio) 3(8):389. May.
• Summary: “Dr. Warder:–When I introduced the “Japan
Pea” to the Horticultural Society of this city, in November,
1851, I advised its being planted about a foot apart in the
row, and the rows about two feet apart. Your last number of
the Horticultural Review (for April) recommends planting
“four feet each way.” This makes a great waste of ground,
and the error should be corrected. Perhaps eighteen inches
apart in rows two or three feet apart, is the proper distance.
I did not recommend this pea “as a food for stock,” but for
domestic winter use [as food]. As a pea for summer use, it is
not suitable. It requires the full length of our season to ripen,
and flourishes under great heat and drought. This “pea,” so
called–in fact a bean–is self-supported by a remarkably hard,
wood-like stem, about three feet high. It is very productive.”
John Lea, April 20, 1853.
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53. Wetmore, T.E. 1853. Letters received [by B.P. Johnson,
Corresponding Secretary, concerning Japan Peas]. J. of the
New-York State Agricultural Society 4(6):50-52. Oct. Dated
31 Aug. 1853.
• Summary: “My Japan peas have made a vigorous growth;
have been in blossom but a short time; no pods appear yet. I
planted them on the third of May.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2017)
concerning soybeans in Michigan, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Michigan. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Michigan, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Michigan (3 May 1853). Address: North
Cannon, Kent County, Michigan.
54. Briggs, J.W. 1853. Letters received [by B.P. Johnson,
Corresponding Secretary, concerning the Japan Pea]. J. of the
New-York State Agricultural Society 4(7):59. Nov.
• Summary: Letter is undated. “Hon. B.P. Johnson: Dear
Sir–I ought, ere this, to have written you, in relation to the
seeds you were so kind as to send me last spring.
“1st. The ‘Japan Pea,’ (or more properly a bean,) I have
found to be very prolific, requiring a long season to mature,
producing over a thousand fold; they are not yet sufficiently
dry, though I think ripe enough for seed. I did not plant as
early as I might have done with safety by about two weeks.”
Note: This is one of the earliest documents seen (June
2007) concerning cultivation of soybeans in New York.
Address: West Macedon, New York.
55. Anderson, Wm. 1853. Japan pea, Buena Vista bean,
Poland oats and Oregon potato seed (Letter to the editor). J.
of the New-York State Agricultural Society 4(8):63. Dec.
• Summary: Letter to B.P. Johnson (Corresponding
Secretary). “W. Anderson, Ann-Arbor, Michigan, writes us
December 6th:
“’Mr. B.P. Johnson: Dear Sir–Enclosed are two pods of
Japan Pea, you so kindly sent me; whether it will vegetate
is yet uncertain. Last spring, even in May, it was cold and
very rainy weather, and the pea and bean were not planted
until the last week in May... The pea is very late coming
to maturity. It requires all season to mature. We had three
hard frosts the last week in September, and notwithstanding
I drove stakes around the pea, and covered it with a thick
comforter, the cold affected it so badly that it grew no more;
but the peas appeared to get hard, and may possibly grow,
but they are only about half grown.’”
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Michigan, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Michigan (May 1853; one of two documents). Address: Ann
Arbor, Michigan.
56. Burgess, Volney. 1853. Japan pea, Buena Vista bean,
Poland oats and Oregon potato seed (Letter to the editor). J.

of the New-York State Agricultural Society 4(8):62-63. Dec.
• Summary: Letter to B.P. Johnson (Corresponding
Secretary). “Mr. Volney Burgess, Chatham, Columbia county
[New York], writes us: ‘Hon B.P. Johnson:
“’Dear Sir–Agreeable to my promise, I ought, ere this,
to have written you in relation to the seeds you had the
goodness to send me last spring.
“’1st. The Japan Pea, I found to be very prolific,
requiring a long season to mature. I planted it the twentyfifth of April; it grew very fine, but did not blossom until the
last of July; it finally matured the first of October, producing
eleven hundred fold. I pulled off the branches and send you
the main stalk. I have nearly a half pint of peas besides those
I send you. I think they are ripe enough for seed.’”
Note: This is one of the earliest documents seen (June
2007) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in New
York. Their source was the New York Agricultural Society.
Address: Chatham, Columbia County, New York.
57. T.E.W. [Wetmore, T.E.]. 1854. The Japan pea. Moore’s
Rural New-Yorker 5(3):22. Jan. 21.
• Summary: “I received last spring a few seeds for trial–
planted them as early as the nature of the ground would
admit. They came up well and made a stout growth. Being of
an upright, bushy growth, in my ignorance of them, I planted
and permitted them to grow too thickly.–They have large,
bean-like leaves, small, axillary, inconspicuous flowers–
which appeared so late that but a very small portion matured
seed sufficiently to plant again. The plants were crowded
with short, downy pods–one plant, standing somewhat apart,
having over 200 well formed pods, whilst the least in the
thickest part of the drill had 65. I see in the journal of the
New York State Agric. Society, those who have reported their
success to the secretary, speak of its great prolificness. From
this fact, if it can be sufficiently acclimated, it would seem to
bid fair to be an important addition to our leguminous crops.
But there is another drawback which would debar its general
cultivation as a field crop. Its stems are quite large and hard
as wood, so that to harvest a field of Japan Peas would be
about as easy as to harvest a field of brush.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English language document
seen (June 2020) concerning the harvesting of soy beans;
they are difficult to harvest. It is also the earliest Englishlanguage document seen (June 2020) that uses the word
“harvest” as a verb in connection with soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2003)
concerning quantitative research conducted on soybeans.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2003) that uses the word “trial” (or “trials”) in
connection with soybean research. Address: [Michigan].
58. Wetmore, T.E. 1854. Chidham wheat, chicory, Japan pea
and alfalfa (Letter to the editor). J. of the New-York State
Agricultural Society 4(12):96. April. Under dates of March
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18 and 15.
• Summary: “Japan Pea.–I made some report to you in
reference to my Japan Peas while they were growing. They
podded very full. From my ignorance of the nature of the
plant, I got them too thick in the drill. One plant, which stood
at the end of the drill and some six or eight inches from the
others, branched considerably, and showed over 290 pods,
having two or three peas in each, or the rudiments of them,
for but a small proportion of them matured.
“The thickest of the plants had, none less than 60
pods on each plant. A few matured sufficiently, I think, to
germinate; and I have distributed small samples to a number
of my correspondents in Pennsylvania, Michigan, NewJersey, Tenn. [Tennessee], Ohio, &c, and shall try them again
this season. If suited to our climate, or if it can be acclimated,
it must be an acquisition, though its stout wood-like stems
will prove a drawback upon it, as a field crop.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2017)
concerning soybeans in Tennessee. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Tennessee (April
1854)–or perhaps spring 1853. The source of these soybeans
is Mr. Wetmore.
Note 2. It seems fair to assume that the soybeans
Mr. Wetmore sent to his correspondents in Pennsylvania,
Michigan, New Jersey, Tennessee, and Ohio arrived in those
states. However, we cannot be sure that any of them were
grown. Address: North Cameron, Michigan.
59. American Agriculturist. 1854. Japan pea or bean.
13(11):120. Nov. 1. Note from George Haywood of NewRochelle, New York.
• Summary: “We have just received from Mr. George
Haywood of New-Rochelle, a stalk of this new pea, or, as we
should term it, bean, since it more resembles the latter. This
can be examined in our office, by those interested.
“This stalk is about an inch in diameter at the bottom, is
about 2½ feet high, with branches upon two sides only–east
and west, in the growing position. We counted on this one
stalk 308 pods, containing two and three beans in each, in
all somewhat over 700. Some others have raised twice this
number from one stalk. Mr. H. informs us that he planted
it in ordinary soil, well manured, in the latter part of June.
They should usually be planted much earlier.” Address:
New-Rochelle, New York.
60. Ernst, A.H. 1854. The Japan pea. Report of the
Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. p. 224-25. For the
year 1853.
• Summary: “The Japan Pea, in which so much interest has
been manifested in this country for a year or two past, from
its hardihood to resist drought and frost, together with its
enormous yield, appears to be highly worthy of the attention
of agriculturists.
“This plant is stated to be of Japan origin, having been

brought to San Francisco about three years since, and thence
into Illinois and Ohio. Its habit of growth is bushy, upright,
woody, and stiff, branching near the ground, and attaining a
height of three or four feet. The leaflets are large, resembling
those of an ordinary bean, occurring in sets of three, with
long quadrangular stems. The flowers, which are small and
white, but rather inconspicuous, sometimes having purple
centres, grow in thick clusters, nearly covering the principal
branches of the plant, are succeeded by downy pods, from an
inch to an inch and a half in length, each containing from one
to three compressed oval beans, when green, but unmarked,
and of a buff color, resembling peas when dry. The stalks
appear to be too woody for fodder in a dried state, though
they may be used as such, together with the large thick
leaves, when green. The excellency of the seed, at maturity,
when properly cooked, for winter food, both for man and
animals, has been fully tested, notwithstanding contradictory
statements have been made.
“This product will grow well on moderately fertile,
as well as on rich soils, and may be planted in the latitude
of Washington [probably D.C.], one seed in a place, at the
distance of three feet apart, from the last of April to the first
of July. It seems to be well adapted to plant, as an after-crop,
on land which has been cultivated with early potatoes or
peas, or to supply the vacancies in a corn-field caused by
birds or worms.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2003) that uses the term “habit of growth” (or
“growth habit”) in connection with soybeans. Note that the
habit of growth was described as “bushy, upright, woody,
and stiff,...” rather than viny.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2002)
that uses the term “bushy” to describe the soybean plant.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2007) indicating that soybeans are a droughtresistant plant. Address: Cincinnati, Hamilton County, Ohio.
61. Bartlett, Levi. 1855. The Japan and Oregon peas–rape.
Granite Farmer (Manchester, New Hampshire). Vol. 6. No.
7. Feb. 17.
• Summary: “The last Patent Office Report contains a notice
of the Japan pea, by A.H. Ernst of Cincinnati, O [Ohio]. As
also, a very flattering account of the Oregon Pea, by A.B.
Rozell of Tennessee. The glowing account given of this pea,
by Mr. R. will be read by thousands of farmers, here at the
north, and doubtless many of them will be anxious to obtain
seed, even at very high prices. In Tennessee and Ohio, these
peas may be fully entitled to all the praise they have received
in the P.O. Report. But in New Hampshire they are of no
more agricultural value, than the cotton plant or the sugarcane.
“Last spring we received from the Patent Office a
package of each kind, accompanied by a printed circular,
stating their good properties, manner of cultivation, &c.
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“The two kinds were planted on the 12th of May [1854],
in a warm, deep, loamy soil, and well sheltered from rains.
They were frequently hoed; and about the 20th of September,
they had grown some three feet in height. The Japan pea
produced many clusters of short, hairy pods, from an inch
to an inch and a half in length, each containing from one to
three compressed oval beans... We think that but a few if any
of the seeds of the Japan pea matured sufficiently to vegetate.
Very similar results attended the cultivation of both kinds
in western New York, and Michigan, as we learned by the
Rural New Yorker...
“Accompanying the pea, we received a paper of Rape
seed, (a plant of the cabbage tribe) with a printed circular,
giving the method of cultivation, use, &c. of the plant and
seed.” There follows a long description of his successful trial
and high evaluation of the rape. “The seed is distributed in
small packages from the Patent Office...” “When rape seed
is exhausted of its oil, it comes from the press in the form of
hard (rape) cakes, which crushed to powder, forms a valuable
manure,...”
“[We distributed scored of packages of the peas referred
to, and requested our friends to experiment with them in
various ways. The result in no case was favorable, and
we readily came to the same conclusion expressed by Mr.
Bartlett.–Ed.]”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2016)
concerning soybeans in New Hampshire, or the cultivation
of soybeans in New Hampshire. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in New Hampshire, or the
cultivation of soybeans in New Hampshire (12 May 1854).
Note 2. This may be the 2nd earliest document seen
(Feb. 2017) concerning soybeans in Tennessee, or possibly
even the cultivation of soybeans in Tennessee, but this is not
completely clear.
Note 3. Piper (1914, p. 551) states that an early name
for the mung bean in the USA was the “Oregon pea under
the erroneous idea that it came from that region.” Address:
Warner, New Hampshire.

in good soil.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
concerning soybeans in Canada or in Texas. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Canada or
Texas (April 1855). These soybeans may well have been
grown in Canada and/or in Texas, but we cannot be certain of
that.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (June 2009) that mentions green vegetable
soybeans; it notes “They are inconvenient to use green, being
so difficult to hull.”
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that uses the word “cultivator” in connection with soybean
production.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (July 2002)
concerning the feeding of soybeans or soy products to
chickens in the United States.
Note 5. Letter from Ted Hymowitz. 1994. May 18. He
says this man’s full name is T.V. Peticolas. He probably
received his soybean seeds from A.H. Ernst. His evaluation
of soybeans as a potential new crop was amazingly astute
(Hymowitz 1987, p. 31). Address: Mount Carmel, [Clermont
Co.], Ohio.
63. Agricultural Division of the U.S. Patent Office. 1855.
Letters and reports of the Agricultural Division of the Patent
Office, 1839-60. Letters and Reports of the Agricultural
Division of the Patent Office, 1839-60. Source: Washington,
DC: National Archives of the United States. Record Group
16. Series 1. Vol. 7. 21 bound volumes.

62. T.V.P. [T.V. Peticolas]. 1855. Japan pea. Country
Gentleman 5(15):232. April 12. Whole no. 119. Also
published in The Cultivator 3(5):159. May. Series 3.
• Summary: “... on the subject of the Japan Pea, or rather
Bean. I have cultivated it for the last three years, and
have disseminated it from Canada to Texas. It produces
abundantly in common corn ground, planted six inches apart
in the row, and the rows from 18 inches to two feet apart–
wide enough to hoe or use a small cultivator. When eaten
a few times they are pleasant enough, but have very little
flavor–better when mixed with other beans. Before cooking,
they must be soaked at least twenty-four hours. They are
inconvenient to use green, being so difficult to hull. Chickens
are very fond of them, and hogs devour them with great
gusto. I think they would do for a field crop sown broadcast
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• Summary: Includes early letters written by U.S. farmers
describing their experiences growing (and in some cases
eating) soybeans (often called “Japan peas”). Some of these
letters are the earliest documents seen that mentions the
soybean in the state where the writer lived.
Why and how did the U.S. Patent Office get involved
with soybeans? In 1836 Henry L. Ellsworth was appointed
commissioner of the newly reorganized Patent Office of
the U.S. State Department. His subsequent influence on
American agriculture and plant introduction was immense.
On his own initiative, he began to distribute seeds and
plants of foreign origin (which were sent to him in
abundance, probably mostly by U.S. foreign consuls) to
American farmers, using the franks (postage paid marks) of
congressional friends. Hauled on the congressional carpet
for such conduct, he used this opportunity plus his 1837
report to urge the creation of a central agency to receive and
distribute new seeds, plants, and information concerning
them, as well as to encourage agriculture in other ways.
His appeal was successful and such an agency was set
up in the Patent Office in 1839 with an appropriation of
$1,000 for the plant distribution work and for gathering
agricultural statistics. This was the first appropriation ever
made for agriculture by an American congress; it marked the
beginning of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA).
Ellsworth’s annual reports, an innovation, dealt mostly
with agriculture rather than with patents. By 1843 his office
was distributing free of charge 12,000 packets of seeds a
year. He resigned his position in 1845 with a government
policy of plant introduction firmly established and supported
financially–though meagerly. Subsequent commissioners
continued Ellsworth’s work, making the Patent Office the
center of governmental agricultural activity from 1836
to 1862. In 1847 more than 60,000 packets of seeds were
distributed.
In 1849 the Patent Office was transferred from the
State Department to the newly created Interior Department.
From this time on the annual report, titled Report of the
Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture, was separate, but still
done by the Commissioner of Patents.
In 1852 congress gave the Patent Office special authority
for the purchase of seeds and in 1854 included cuttings.
From June 1853 to 1860 Daniel J. Browne was in charge
of the Agricultural Division of the Patent Office. Browne
emphasized the importance of the of the “introduction and
naturalization of new and useful vegetable products, hitherto
unknown in the United States.” In 1854-55 Browne collected
plants and seeds in Europe as the first U.S. governmental
plant explorer.
It was during Browne’s term of office that the Office
first distributed soybeans. The first soybeans were received
in 1852 from A.H. Ernst of Cincinnati, Ohio. He (and many
subsequent writers during the mid-1800s) called soybeans
“Japan Peas” since the ancestors of the seeds he sent had

come from Japan via San Francisco, California, in March
1851, and thence into Illinois and Ohio. During 1853 the
Patent Office distributed a few soybeans which it called
“Soja beans” or “peas from Japan.” The next year, in the
Report of the Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture for the
year 1853 (published in 1854), Ernst wrote a 2-page article
on the Japan Pea, describing and praising the new plant,
telling how it came to the U.S. from Japan, and giving
instructions for its cultivation. This article, plus preliminary
remarks on pages v-vi of the Report, elicited many requests
for soybean seeds, which were distributed to farmers starting
in early 1854. Letters from 3 farmers who tried growing
(and sometimes eating or feeding) the seeds were published
in the next year’s Report (published in 1855), and letters
from 4 more farmers were published in 1856. Many other
letters from farmers concerning soybean trials were received
by the Agricultural Division of the Patent Office but never
published–though they are still stored in the National
Archives. Many of these reports from farmers contained the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in various
U.S. states.
An illustration shows Henry Leavitt Ellsworth. Address:
Washington, DC.
64. T.V.P. 1855. Japan pea. Cultivator (The) 3(5):159. May.
Third Series.
• Summary: Reprinted from The Country Gentleman.
1855. April 12. p. 32. “... on the subject of the Japan Pea,
or rather Bean. I have cultivated it for the last three years,
and have disseminated it from Canada to Texas. It produces
abundantly in common corn ground, planted six inches apart
in the row, and the rows from 18 inches to two feet apart–
wide enough to hoe or use a small cultivator. When eaten
a few times they are pleasant enough, but have very little
flavor–better when mixed with other beans. Before cooking,
they must be soaked at least twenty-four hours. They are
inconvenient to use green, being so difficult to hull. Chickens
are very fond of them, and hogs devour them with great
gusto. I think they would do for a field crop sown broadcast
in good soil.” Address: Mount Carmel, Ohio.
65. Munch, Frederick. 1855. [Japan peas]. Letters and
Reports of the Agricultural Division of the Patent Office,
1839-60. Vol. 7. p. 1228-29. Nov. 25.
• Summary: “The Japan pea is one of the finest looking
vegetables in the garden, grows prolific [sic], bears well, is
not injured by insects, & requires but moderate attention; our
season is just long enough to have it fully matured.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2018)
concerning soybeans in Missouri, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Missouri. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Missouri, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Missouri (Nov. 1855). First cited by Graff 1949.
Address: Marthasville, Warren County, Missouri.
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66. Herndon, Jno. [John] B. 1855. To the editors of the
Louisville Bulletin: The Japan pea. Louisville Bulletin
(Kentucky). Nov. Letter dated 1 Nov. 1855.
• Summary: “Gentlemen: I obtained from the Commissioner
of Patents last spring two seeds of this fruitful vegetable
(reported to be a native of Japan), from the product of which
we raised this season one gallon of peas–or one thousand
pods, containing aggregately three thousand seeds. Its habit
of growth is bushy, upright, woody, and stiff, branching
near the ground, and attaining a height of three or four feet.
The leaflets are large, resembling those of an ordinary bean,
occurring in sets of three, with long, quadrangular stems. The
flowers, which are small and white, but rather inconspicuous,
sometimes having purple centers, grow in thick clusters,
nearly covering the principal branches of the plant, and are
succeeded by downy pods, from an inch to an inch and a
half in length, each containing from one to three compressed
oval beans, when green, but unmarked and of a buff color,
resembling peas when dry. The stalks appear to be too
woody for fodder in a dried state, though they may be used
as such, together with the large thick beans, when green. The
excellency of the seed at maturity, when properly cooked, for
winter food, both for man and animals, has been fully tested.
“This product may be planted in this latitude, one seed
in a place, at the distance of three feet apart, from the last of
April to the first of July.
“In short, taking this plant altogether, it is one of the
finest productions I ever saw; and I am satisfied, from its
hardihood to resist drought and frost, together with its
enormous yield, that it will prove a great acquisition to the
farmers of the Valley of the Mississippi.
“Jno B. Herndon, Mayslick, Ky., Nov. 1, 1855.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2016)
concerning soybeans in Kentucky, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Kentucky. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Kentucky, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Kentucky (spring 1855, at Mayslick).
Note 2. Talk with Heather Pritchard, Library Technician,
Periodicals and Microforms, William T. Young Library,
University of Kentucky at Lexington. 2004. Jan. 14. This is
a rare newspaper, published once daily except Sundays. The
official title printed on each issue is the Louisville Evening
Bulletin, but almost all letters to the editor are addressed
to the Louisville Bulletin. During the 1980s the Kentucky
Newspaper Project made every effort to locate as many
issues as possible; when they could find no more, in Dec.
1985, they created a microfilm of the surviving ones. About
half of all issues in 1855 have been lost. Each issue in 1855
consisted of 6 pages, of which 3 were advertisements, with
only a few letters to the editor in each issue. Today Heather
looked very carefully, twice, through every non-ad page
of every existing issue in November and December 1855,
paying special attention to the letters to the editor. The issues

for Nov. 1, 3, 6, 8, 13, 14, etc. are missing. She could not find
the original published letter. Fortunately Soyfoods Center
has a photocopy of the original that still exists at the National
Archives in a letter that Herndon wrote to the Agricultural
Div. of the Patent Office in 1856.
Location of that letter: Letters and Reports of the
Agricultural Division of the Patent Office, 1839-60. Vol. 10.
p. 779-80. Feb. 14, 1856. Address: Mayslick, Kentucky.
67. Pratt, S.D. 1855. The Japan pea. Report of the
Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. p. 194. For the year
1854.
• Summary: “The Japan peas sent to me last spring, eight
in number, were planted on the 3rd day of June. The ground
was made mellow with a hoe, and the peas were planted
about one foot apart, like garden beans. Six of them came up
within a week and presented a thrifty, vigorous appearance.
The season was the dryest [sic] within the recollection of our
oldest inhabitants; and when the garden plants were drooping
and wilting from excessive drought, they retained a fresh,
healthy appearance.
“These peas were planted so late that they did not
mature before the last of October, after several frosts, and
two or three of the plants were broken down by accident; but
with all these things against me, I harvested about half a pint,
which will be distributed among farmers in this vicinity who
may be desirous to cultivate them. The plant in its growth
was not troubled with insects, and the downy covering of the
pods will prevent the fly or bug from inserting its ovipositor
into the green pea, and leaving there a rudimentary bug to
revel on the farmer’s toil and blast his hopes. The pea should
be planted at least two feet apart, about the time of cornplanting. That they can be successfully cultivated in Central
New York there is no doubt.” Address: Pompey, Onondaga
County, New York.
68. A.C. 1856. Japan and Oregon peas–Vineyards, etc (Letter
to the editor). Southern Cultivator 14(4):116. April.
• Summary: “Editors Southern Cultivator–Did you plant any
of those Japan peas? If you have not, take my advice and
leave them alone. A friend made me a present of a half pint
last spring, and I planted them very carefully; they grew very
luxuriantly, bore a fine crop of hairy pods, each containing
two peas, which, by the way, are very difficult to shell out.
I was induced to try a dish of them. When they came on the
table each pea was like a buck-shot. I have since tried them
by boiling from breakfast until dinner, with very little better
success; in flavor they are no better than our common cow
pea. As fodder they will not compare with that valuable
plant; for the stems are like young hickories, and the pods
like sheet iron with wool over it. The pea is not unlike the
ordinary marrow-fat pea; the pods grow thickly and closely
along the main stem.
“With the Oregon Pea I am well pleased.”
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Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2018)
concerning soybeans in South Carolina, or the cultivation
of soybeans in South Carolina. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in South Carolina, or the
cultivation of soybeans in South Carolina (April 1856). The
source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: Woodward,
South Carolina.
69. Country Gentleman. 1856. The Japan pea. 8(22):352.
Nov. 27.
• Summary: “We published an inquiry in relation to
this pea, two weeks since. Mr. C.W. Pusey, of Chester
county, Pennsylvania, writes to the New-York Tribune as
follows:–’The Japan pea, though a native of the East Indies,
is perfectly adapted to our climate and soil, and its great
productiveness, its excellence and wholesomeness as an
article of diet, and its easy cultivation, render it worthy of
cultivation. They may be planted about the same time as
corn, are well adapted to field culture in rows two or three
feet apart and about a foot apart in the rows; they do not
require a very rich soil, and forming a stiff bushy stem, they
need no poles to support them. They are also free from the
bug [insect] so common among other peas, and are fit for
house use [as food] all the year round; they appear well
adapted for ship’s stores, for which they are used by nations
that cultivate them, and I would recommend a trial of them
for the use of the military and naval departments of the
Government, as occupying much nutriment in a small space,
and requiring no other preparation for cooking them soaking
about 24 hours in cold water.’”
70. Richmond Daily Whig (Virginia). 1856. The Japan pea.
Dec. 27. p. 3, col. 1.
• Summary: “The Japan pea is much recommended by Mr.
Thomas Maslin, of Moorefield, Hardy county, Virginia. He
says that from six Japanese peas sent to him in 1854, which
were not cultivated in a way to give much hope of success,
the product first season was 7,350, or an average of 1,225
to each stalk. The next year he planted two ounces of the
beans, many of which were destroyed in their growth by the
cut-worm, but the product was about five bushels, after the
family had used what had been wanted in the green state. He
further remarks:
“They grow up in a stiff stalk about the size of a man’s
finger, and throw out branches from the ground up, and every
branch is completely covered with pods, which contain three
or four peas, and form a bush nearly as large as a flour barrel.
When green, they are about the size and shape of a corn
bean. I counted some stalks this fall that had 2,500 to 3,000
peas, and have seen as much as one hundred pods upon
branches not a foot long. I have no doubt that they will yield
five times as much per acre as any other grain or vegetable
I have ever seen. They are fine for table use, either green or
dry, but particularly so when dry, and have no doubt but they

will be valuable for stock, as my fowls and the rats eat them
in preference to corn.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2019) that uses the term “Japanese peas” (or
“Japanese pea”) to refer to soybeans.
71. L. 1856. Japan peas. Cultivator (The) 4:376. Dec. Third
Series.
• Summary: The writer asks how to cultivate the Japan peas
that he received from the Patent Office. “The Japan pea is
a bushy, upright plant, growing 3 or more feet in height,
and branching near the ground. To secure large and showy
plants, the seed should be planted one in a hill at a distance
of about 3 feet. It will not probably ripen its seed as far north
as Ulster, but if it does, you may cook it for your own use, if
fond of peas, or feed it to your pigs.” Address: Ulster County,
New York.
72. Lindsley, W.D. 1856. The Japan pea: Condensed
correspondence. Report of the Commissioner of Patents,
Agriculture. p. 257. For the year 1855.
• Summary: “On the 15th of May last, I planted a parcel of
Japan peas in a rich, loose, sandy soil; but they did not all
ripen before we were visited by frost. I planted others on
the 31st of May and again on the 15th of June. It is almost
needless to say that none of the latter matured their pods.
They should be planted in hills or drills, 4 feet by 3 feet
apart, and one stalk in a place.
“This pea is one of the most productive I have met with,
and is well adapted for field-culture, as it has but one stalk,
which sends forth numerous branches, every part of which
are covered with pods well filled. It is not good for culinary
use; but is excellent for domestic fowls and for stock. Poultry
are remarkably fond of it, and fatten much more rapidly than
when fed on corn.” Address: Sandusky City, Erie County,
Ohio.
73. Luce, John B. 1856. The Japan pea: Condensed
correspondence. Report of the Commissioner of Patents,
Agriculture. p. 256. For the year 1855.
• Summary: “The package I now send, contains a part of
the produce of a tablespoon of Japan peas, planted on the
22d of June last [1855]. They were raised without any rain,
not enough in a single shower to lay the dust, from the time
of planting until after the first few pods had matured. The
yield was half a bushel of choice seed. They were raised in
a cotton-field, being planted singly, in the missing hills, and
received the same treatment as the cotton. The soil was a
rich sandy loam, in the Arkansas ‘bottom.’ I raised others in
a very poor upland, in a peach orchard. They were planted in
drills, worked but once, and suffered much from the shade,
as well as from drought; yet the yield was fair.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2018)
concerning soybeans in Arkansas, or the cultivation of
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soybeans in Arkansas. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Arkansas, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Arkansas (22 June 1855). Address: Fort Smith,
Sebastian County, Arkansas.
74. Weaver, Abram. 1856. The Japan pea: Condensed
correspondence. Report of the Commissioner of Patents,
Agriculture. p. 256-57. For the year 1855.
• Summary: “I planted twenty-three of the Japan peas, I
received from the Patent Office, of which number eighteen
grew. They were cultivated in my garden, on the 20th of
May, and ripened say from the 15th of August to the 15th
of September. I planted them 3 feet apart, two peas in a hill,
and when fully grown, the branches were touching, the main
stalk attaining about 3.5 feet in height. The summer was
unusually dry. They were kept clear of weeds, but were not
watered, except by rain, while growing. I am fully satisfied
that, in an ordinary season, they would attain a height of 4 or
5 feet. I think more bushels of these peas can be raised to the
acre than of corn. I had some of them cooked, while green,
at their largest size, and found them delicious. I am of the
opinion that a few acres, grown for the purpose of turning
hogs in, to feed on them, before commencing to give them
corn, would be a valuable crop. The stalk will stand as firmly
as corn.”
Note 1. This is the 4th earliest English-language
document seen (June 2009) that mentions green vegetable
soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2009)
that describes the cultivation of green vegetable soybeans in
a home garden, and also the first in which the author states
that he likes them. Address: Bloomfield, Davis County, Iowa.
75. American Agriculturist. 1857. The Japan pea. 16(1):10.
Jan. 7.
• Summary: “This we have not yet tried as our first
impressions were not greatly in its favor. We first saw them
cooked, upon the table of a friend, and were not especially
pleased with the flavor. As we have seen them growing, the
large spreading branches, the hard woody character of the
stalks, which unfit them for feeding, and the small number
of peas in the pods, seem to be against their adaptedness to
general cultivation. Others are better pleased with them. Mr.
Thos. R. Joynes of Accomac, Virginia, writes as follows:
‘On the 9th of April I planted a row of about 20 yards in
length, the seed about 3 inches apart in the row... They
were gathered about Oct. 1st, and yielded about 6 quarts of
beautiful plump, rich, yellow or cream-colored peas. I think
they would have yielded more had they not been sown so
thickly...
“’As to their eating qualities, I can only say that I have
just risen from the table at which I made my first trial of
them, and I want nothing better. They make a rich and most
excellent dish–inferior to no bean or pea I have ever seen.’

“We think, on further trial, Mr. Joynes will be less
pleased with their eating qualities–at least such has been the
experience of most of those who have attempted to use them
for culinary purposes... We first saw them cooked, upon the
table of a friend, and were not specially pleased with the
flavor.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2004) that uses the word “cream” or the term
“cream-colored” to describe the color of soybean seeds.
Note 2. It is not clear whether the soybeans were
consumed as green vegetable soybeans or whole dry
soybeans.
Note 3. This periodical was published (in Jan. 1857) by
Orange Judd, 191 Water-st., New York. Terms: One dollar a
year in advance.
76. American Farmer. 1857. The Japan pea. 12:207. Jan.
• Summary: “A correspondent of the N.Y. Tribune,
writing from Chester county [probably in southeastern
Pennsylvania], says: ‘Sir: The extensive circulation of your
paper makes me desirous of calling, through it, the attention
of agriculturists and others to the merits of the Japan Pea,
or Cojanus bicolor [sic, Cajanus bicolor]. It is a native of
East Indies and Japan, and has had but a limited trial among
agriculturists here yet, but still enough to demonstrate
its perfect adaptation to our climate and soil, its great
productiveness, its excellence and wholesomeness as an
article of diet, and its easiness of cultivation. I have sold all
that I have raised the present season at $4.50 per bushel, and
I think they have been more profitable than three crops of
Indian corn.
“They may be planted at about the same time as
corn... they appear well adapted for ship’s stores, for which
they are used by nations that cultivate them, and I would
recommend a trial of them for the use of the military and
naval departments of the government, as occupying much
nutriment in a small space and requiring no other preparation
for cooking than soaking about twenty-four hours in cold
water.’ [Some of these peas can be had at the Farmer
office].”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2003) that
gives a price for soybeans ($4.50 per bushel) in the USA,
including early seed catalogs–worldwide. And the writer is
the earliest known soybean seedsman in USA.
Note 2. Prof. Ted Hymowitz of the Univ. of Illinois
observed (personal communication, 21 Feb. 1997) that this is
the earliest document seen stating that a significant quantity
of soybeans was sold commercially. The author, whose name
we do not know, was therefore the earliest known American
soybean seedsman or seed dealer. Address: Chester County.
77. Lindsley, W.D. 1857. [Japan peas]. Letters and Reports
of the Agricultural Division of the Patent Office, 1839-60.
Vol. 15. p. 1045-46. Feb. 28.
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• Summary: “On the first day of May last, I planted one
acre with the Jappan [sic] Pea, the product of a parcel of
peas I received from the Patent Office in 1856... The pea,
though planted on the same day, and in the same field [as
the corn], came up in good order, but grew slowly owing
to the backwardness of the season and drouth. In fact they
did not all ripen? before the fall of frost, but the yield was
abundant. I harvested 2 square rods & procured sixty lbs.
The yield per acre 4,800 lbs. I planted the peas with my corn
drill in rows 2? ft apart & gave them the same attention I do
my corn. After the pea had become dry, I allowed my hogs
to harvest them at their leisure. I was surprised at the avidity
they ate them. I then turned in my sheep, & finally my cattle
& horses, & all ate them with a relish, that satisfied me, that
it is one of the most valuable plants the farmer can raise. The
main stalk grows from 3 to 4 ft high & remains? erect? for
months after the pea is ripe & not a pea? is lost when sheep
& hogs do the harvesting. The pod does not open like other
peas when ripe, or frosted. I believe them to be superior to
corn for fattening sheep, & equally as good for hogs. I shall
raise acres? the coming season? for my stock to feed upon
the coming winter. Respectfully...”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2002)
concerning the feeding of soybeans or soy products to sheep.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2019)
in the Western world concerning the feeding of soybeans to
cattle, but it is not clear whether these were dairy cows or
beef cattle.
Note 3. First cited by Graff 1949. Address: Sandusky,
Ohio.
78. Sweeny, A.W. 1857. Wyandotte and Mexican corn–Japan
pea, Chinese sugar cane–Orange water melon. American
Farmer 12:282-83. March.
• Summary: “To the editors of the American Farmer... I
received from a friend in Pennsylvania a few seeds of the
Japan Pea, which were planted as directed in a row one foot
apart. The plants grew 3 feet high, and threw out branches on
all sides. Seven plants produced 1 pint of dry beans.”
The grains of Wyandotte Corn were small and hard,
but not “flinty,” and “would, no doubt, make a fine, smooth
meal, but would hardly answer for hommony [hominy]...
The New Mexican White Flint Corn... produced fine ears and
large grains as hard as a gunflint. I had a few ears of it boiled
in a green state for the table, and it proved so delicious that
I carefully saved the entire product of the patch for planting
next year. It will make superior hommony, but is rather too
hard for meal.”
Note: Chinese sugar-cane is sorghum. Address:
Buchanan, Maryland.
79. Lachaume, Jean. 1857. Le pois oléagineux de la Chine
[The “oil peas” (soybeans) of China]. Revue Horticole:
Journal d’Horticulture Pratique (Paris) 6:568-70. Nov. 16.

Series 4. [Fre]
• Summary: Describes the soybean (Soja hispida) and the
correct methods for its cultivation.
The oil pea of China (Le Pois olèagineux de la Chine
[soybean]) has been imported to France by M. de Montigny,
our consul at Shanghai. Having received 20 seeds of this
legume, I planted them on 10 May 1856... 18 of the seeds
germinated and emerged (etaient levés) on May 20th, and
the author harvested his crop on Oct. 25. After the harvest
he presented some of the plants, with the pods still attached,
to Mr. Vilmorin, who analyzed the seeds. Desiring to pursue
his experiment on a larger scale, on 4 April 1857 he planted
half of the seeds harvested the previous fall. There follows a
botanical description of the soybean plant.
A nice illustration (by L. Rouyer) shows: A mature
soybean plant. Close-up illustrations of one pod and one
seed.
Note 1. The Mr. Vilmorin mentioned above is almost
certainly Louis de Vilmorin (lived 1816-1860), head of
Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. This is the earliest document seen
(Jan. 2020) stating that Mr. Vilmorin cultivated soybeans.
Note 2. This is earliest document seen (Jan. 2020) that
mentions M. Lachaume in connection with soybeans.
Note 3. A similar article titled “Sur le pois oléagineux
de la Chine,” by Mr. Lachaume appeared on 15 Jan. 1858
in Annales de l’agriculture francoise (pages 531-34). The
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scientific name of the soybean is given as Dolichos Soja. The
article begins: Having received 20 seeds of this legume [from
Mr. de Montigny, the French consul in China], I planted
them on 10 May 1856. Of these 20, 18 sprouted on May 20...
Address: Arboriculteur [Horticulteur] at Vitry-sur-Seine.
80. Inzenga, Giuseppe. 1857. Sul fagiuolo d’olio della China,
o Soja hispida Moench [On the oil bean of China, or Soja
hispida Moench]. Annali di Agricoltura Siciliana (Palermo)
5:45-48. 2nd Series. [2 ref. Ita]
• Summary: “Among the various seeds sent to me from Paris
last year by the illustrious Baron Francesco Anca, there were
very few of a kind named the oil bean (fagiuolo d’olio),
which I planted with the others this year on the estate of the
Agricultural Institute (Istituto Agrario) which I direct
“This common name of oil bean comes from a particular
fatty oil which is contained by the seeds of this plant and
can be extracted through pressure as is done with all other
oleaginous seeds.
“The seeds were planted in late spring [probably of
1857, in Palermo, Sicily], in calcareous-clayey soil, which is
an arable soil characteristic of this hilly countryside: of the
few put in the ground, only one germinated, but this enabled
me to study the plant in all its vegetative stages and to obtain
a most sufficient yield of seeds.
This new bean thrived profusely all through the summer
under the effect of the periodic watering it received, and
as fall progressed its pods reached fruition. Because it was
already very late in the season, I dried the entire plant,
uprooted from the soil, in a covered place, there no longer
being any possibility of carrying out such drying in the open
air.
“Just as I was about to publish this report, my friend and
colleague Prof. Todaro, Director of the Botanical Gardens of
Palermo, showed me a recent issue of Revue Horticiole, 16
Nov. 1857, No. 22, which reported on the first cultivation of
this legume attempted last year in Paris by Mr. Lachaume, a
grower in Vitry-sur-Seine.
“From the above-mentioned article, one learns that the
seed of this bean was sent some years ago from China by
the renowned Mr. Montigny, with the common name of pois
olèagineux de la Chine (‘oil pea of China’) and the scientific
name of Soja hispida Moench, a genus quite close to the
Dolichos. (Footnote: “Instead of pois olèagineux (‘oily pea’)
they should rather be called haricot olèagineux (‘oily bean’),
the genus Soja being closer to the genus Phaseolus (bean or
haricot) than to the genus Pisum (pea or pois)).
“The noteworthy characteristic of this bean is the
prodigious quantity of seeds that it produces. From what Mr.
Lachaume relates, each plant produces approximately 80 to
100 pods, each containing 2 to 4 whole seeds, which means
that each seed is capable of producing from 240 to 300 seeds.
I can add that the very plant grown this year on the estate
of the Agricultural Institute, aside from the number of pods,

produced around 1,000 seeds: this increased yield in our
favor stems from our climate, which is even more favorable
and suited to the increase of these plants, which come from
hot tropical regions, here in Europe.
“The excellent qualities of the Soja hispida, or oil bean
(as it should commonly be called), having been stated and
discussed, our farmers have every right to ask themselves
whether its cultivation could be economical and profitable
for us. I shall answer this most simple question as fairly and
plainly as I can.
“The benefit we could gain from this plant would be if
the quantity of seeds it produces could be combined with
the requirement that it have good nutritional value and taste
like that of other beans commonly used in cooking. Our
French colleague, in his first report on the cultivation of
this leguminous plant, a small experiment solely intended
to ensure the reproduction of the species, mentions nothing
whatsoever regarding its economic importance. Inspired
by the quantity of seeds obtained, I wanted to put a small
amount to the test by boiling and tasting them for flavor, as
is done with beans. I found that this oil bean develops an
intense bitter taste during cooking and in order to make it
halfway edible, water has to be added to it several times as it
cooks; I do not know, however, whether eating a reasonable
amount is altogether harmless to digestion, as is the case
with other commonly used beans.
“Regarding the other benefit, that of being able to obtain
the oil which they contain, there is no great incentive for us
to do so because in countries where the olive tree thrives so
well, the other oils which can be obtained from plants having
oil-producing seeds can never stand up to the competition
of olive oil. As fact demonstrates, it does not pay to produce
sesame, rape, peanut, or other oils in our countries.
“From these new facts I have set forth, it seems that the
oil bean, despite its admirable yield, will not find such good
fortune among us; however, because of the very limited
scale of the experiment I performed and because the plant
is very much in the news and its economic aspect needs to
be better evaluated, it is the task of further events and other
demonstrations to determine its future with a greater maturity
of judgment.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2015)
concerning soybeans in Italy, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Italy. Note 2. Giuseppe Inzenga lived 1815-87.
Note: This is the earliest Italian-language document seen
(Sept. 2016) that mentions soybean oil, which it calls olio.
Address: Professor and editor of this periodical [Palermo,
Sicily, Italy].
81. W.H.S. 1858. Inquiries and answers: The coffee plant–
Japan bean. Moore’s Rural New-Yorker 9(2):14. Col. 4. Jan.
9.
• Summary: “I desire some information respecting the
Coffee plant, a few seeds of which I obtained from the
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East this spring, and planted in my garden. They grew
exceedingly well, and promised a good yield. But owing
to a heavy hail storm that occurred the 31st of July, it was
badly injured. I managed, however, to save about a pint
of very nice seed. At first I thought it the Coffee bean; but
come to grow it I find it altogether a different plant. Now I
wish to know the manner in which it is prepared for use, if
it is the Java Coffee, and, if not, what it is? Also any other
information respecting its culture, profits, &c., will oblige a
reader of the Rural.–W.H.S., Phoenix, N.Y., 1857.
“Remarks.–It is no use to talk of raising Java Coffee in
this cold climate. We could raise oranges and pine apples just
as well. The specimens accompanying the above are what is
called the Japan Pea, but really a bean, and was brought from
Japan by officers of the Navy. We have raised a few in the
garden only, but we think its principal merit is its scarcity.”
First cited by Hymowitz. 1987. Introduction of the
Soybean to Illinois. Economic Botany 41(1):28-32.
Address: Phoenix, New York.
82. Osmond, A.P. 1858. [Japan peas]. Letters and Reports of
the Agricultural Division of the Patent Office, 1839-60. Vol.
20. p. 26. Feb. 13.
• Summary: “D. Sir: A friend gave me last spring 3
Japan Peas which I planted in my back yard in the city of
Wilmington, Del. They vegetated nicely, but one plant was
by accident broken off. The others grew and matured and
without any cultivation the two peas produced 800 well
formed peas. As this is a better result than I had seen I
thought I would inform you of the result.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2020)
concerning soybeans in Delaware, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Delaware. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Delaware, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Delaware (spring 1857). First cited by Graff
1949. This letter has text on both sides of the page, but bears
the single page number 26. Address: Canterbury, Kent Co.,
Delaware.
83. J.S. 1858. The Japan pea. Valley Farmer (The) 10:81-82.
March.
• Summary: “Messrs. Editors:–In the spring of 1856 a friend
gave me about a gill [½ cup or 118 ml] of seeds of this
plant.” The crop prospered in drought and 144 square yards
[0.0297 acres] produced 6 gallons [0.75 bushels] of peas,
equivalent to 25.3 bushels per acre. In 1857, an even worse
drought year, he planted 1575 square yards, which yielded
7.5 bushels, equivalent to 23.0 bushels per acre. “My opinion
of this pea is that it is a very valuable acquisition to our
agricultural products, principally on account of its capacity
to sustain itself through a protracted drouth... As there is
considerable diversity of opinion respecting the edible
qualities of the Japan pea, I will state that the whole of my
family, together with all persons (with one exception) who

have eaten at my table pronounce them superior to all other
pulse, and I apprehend that the reason why many persons
dislike them is on account of improper or imperfect cooking;
for they require to be cooked much longer than other pulse.
All kinds of graminiverous animals, and all kinds of fowl
eat them with avidity; but whether they possess fattening
qualities equal to corn or other cereals, has yet to be tried.”
First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography of early,
previously uncited publications on soybeans in the United
States. 2 p. Unpublished.
Address: Pomona, St. Charles County, Missouri.
84. Lachaume, J. 1858. Note sur le pois oléagineux de la
Chine [Note on the “oil peas” (soybeans) of China]. Bulletin
de la Societe d’Acclimatation 5:131-33. April. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Lachaume writes: “Independent of its
oleaginous qualities, the pea of China can be used in cooking
as a legume that is delicious. Cooking is very easy. The fresh
green seeds (le grain, à l’ètat frais) are dropped into boiling
water. The skins float to the surface and are skimmed off. In
30 minutes the cooking is done, furnishing a delicate dish,
recalling peas but containing less sugar.”
Note 1. This is the second earliest French-language
document seen (June 2009) that mentions green vegetable
soybeans, which it describes as shown above. Address: Prof.
of Arboriculture and Horticulture, Vitry-sur-Seine.
85. Lachaume, J. 1859. Avantages du Pois oléagineux de la
Chine [Advantages of “Chinese oil peas” (soybeans)]. Revue
Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture Pratique (Paris) 8(8):22224. April 16. Series 4. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: In the Revue Horticole (16 Nov. 1857, p.
568) we have given information about the soybean (Pois
oléagineux de la Chine; Soja hispida, Moench) and about the
type of cultivation that suits it.
New experiments, conducted in 1858, have shown us
that this legume can be very well acclimatized in France.
Thus, on 18 April 1858, some seeds were sown in Vitry-surSeine, a locality whose soil is clay-calcium carbonate and
naturally cold... Until Aug. 1, the time when the plants had
attained 70 cm of height and were showing their first flowers,
the care of the plants was limited to hoeing and weeding.
The rest of the seeds were sown the same day in a nursery
on a flat-band exposed to noonday sun. On April 26, the
cotyledons came up; two weeks later, we replanted them in
lines with the same spacing as before, without watering them
and without the plants becoming fatigued.
On June 16, at a temperature of 30ºC, we planted a third
lot of these beans in a square.
The first beans sown on April 18 and those that were
replanted, bore the drought without any water other than that
which fell from the sky; they came to maturity around Oct.
15.
This success permits us to place in commerce, for
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1859, the quantity of seeds that we have harvested, with the
requirement to keep some for the horticultural societies that
will ask for them.
The beautiful tests that M. Vilmorin did in Feb. 1858
to determine the quantity of oil contained in his seeds, will
encourage amateurs to introduce this new bean into their
gardens and farms. According M. Vilmorin, a first test
showed that the seeds contained 21.32% oil, and a second
21.16%.
Besides the advantage of yielding oil, these beans can
furnish an excellent cheese (fromage; [tofu]) that the Chinese
make by boiling and then crushing the seeds in a mortar. A
very white liquid [sic, curds] is produced that thickens if one
applies pressure to it. One next places the paste in molds,
adding salt in the French manner. The cheeses thus obtained
provide an important source of nourishment for the working
class.
There are numerous varieties of Soja hispida; we have
cultivated some of them experimentally.
To summarize, soybeans from China would be a good
acquisition from many points of view: 1. As an oilseed; 2.
As an edible plant, because the fresh seeds [edamamé] are
easy to cook and furnish a pleasant (agréable) food, such
as the samples from Sept. 1858 have proven; 3. As a forage
plant which can yield a large harvest, when one possesses a
sufficient quantity of seeds to operate on a large scale; 4. As
a plant whose seeds can be used to make cheese [fermented
tofu], a test that M. Vilmorin did not hesitate to make.
Address: Arboriculteur at Vitry-sur-Seine.
86. Durupt, -. 1861. Culture du pois oléagineux de la
Chine [Cultivation of Chinese oilpeas (soybeans)]. Revue
Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture Pratique (Paris) No. 23.
p. 459-60. Dec. 1. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “One of my colleagues, M. Lachaume of
Vitry-sur-Seine, sent me in April 1859, 52 seeds of Chinese
oil peas [soy beans], with advice to sow them in pots in a
greenhouse (sous châssis). I did this and 10 days later almost
all of them had come up. On the 15th of June I transplanted
them in a bed exposed to the sun, in one row with 50 cm
between plants. They grew extraordinarily well and at the
beginning of September I was able to present a stalk of them,
with the almost-mature pods attached, to the Horticultural
Society of Côte-d’Or. In 1860 I tried a different method of
cultivation.”
Details are given. At the end of August he had a perfect
harvest and 30 plants yielded about 5 liters of soybeans. “I
have the strong conviction, cultivated on a large scale, would
give the best results. I will conduct the experiment. I will
let you know my results immediately.” Address: Cote-d’Or,
France.
87. Martens, Georg Matithias von. 1869. Die Gartenbohnen.
Ihre Verbreitung, Cultur und Benuetzung. Zweite vermehrte

Ausgabe [Garden beans. Their distribution, culture, and
utilization. 2nd expanded edition]. Ravensburg, Germany:
Druck und Verlag von Eugen Ulmer. 106 p. See p. 103-05.
With 12 color plates. 28 cm. [94* ref. Ger]
• Summary: The author discusses the soybean under the
name Soja hispida Moench, gives a botanical description of
the species, then and gives a classification of 13 varieties that
he had secured from various sources, of which he apparently
grew but one. He grew that one by his window in Stuttgart,
having obtained it from the village of Daguiga, near the city
of Aigun [or Ai-hun, in northeast Heilungkiang province] on
the Amur River. He planted the seeds on May 23 and they
were ripe by Sept. 24. He describes their area of distribution
in East Asia, from the 50th north latitude in Siberia down
to the Moluccas near the equator, but notes that their center
of cultivation is Japan, where they are made into a type of
butter named Miso, and a famous sauce named Soja that
stimulates the appetite (eine Art Butter, Miso genannt, und
eine berühmte, den Appetit reizende Sauce, die Soja,...).
The name of this sauce was applied by Linnaeus to the
plant that provides it, from which is prepared two so-called
“delicacies” for gourmands which [are] prepared with the
assistance of fermentation and are reminiscent of the garum
from the period of the ancient Roman Empire, and the
latter of which has also found its way into Europe through
the English; the Chinese soy is supposed to be even better,
while in China, the obtaining of oil from the soybeans takes
the place of miso. The lengthy process with the production
of both of them can be found put together in Carl Bryant’s
Verzeichniss der zur Nahrung dienenden Pflanzen, deutsche
Uebersetzung mit Zusätzen [Charles Bryant, Flora diaetetica,
or, History of esculent plants, German translation with
supplements], Leipzig: 1785, volume 8, I, pp. 479-481.
Wichura [probably Max E. Wichura, 1817-1866, a
German botanist] got an original Japanese dish in Jeddo
[Edo, today’s Tokyo], a puree of yellow flower petals of
winter aster, Pyrethrum indicum Cassini, with soy sauce.
In China, these beans are also boiled into a white, thick
porridge, teu hu [tofu], one of the most common foods there.
Since the soybean reaches maturity as far north as
Berlin, 53º N. latitude, with the necessary care, during
the Continental System blockade [first, of the British, by
Napoleon, based on his 1806 Berlin Decree and 1807 Milan
Decree; then in 1807 the British retaliated with their own
sort of blockade], which is still an infamous memory, in
the lands that at that time were part of the French empire,
the soybean was recommended and cultivated for a while
in the countries of the French empire as a coffee substitute
(als Kaffeesurrogat). Later the milk vetch (Kaffeewicke;
Astragalus baeticus L.), the chufa or earth almond
(Erdmandel; Cyperus esculentus L.), and other coffee
substitutes which, taken all together, have long ago lapsed
into oblivion, the only exception being the chicories. The
parchment-like pods are not eaten; as with green beans, they
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elastically pop open as a result of the spiral turning of the
two halves and pop the beans out. They sit like lablab beans
in the pods with their small numbers, which are commonly
reduced even further if things go amiss, so far from each
other that they never touch each other and therefore are never
cut off or crushed at their ends. They have a dull greasy shine
and a small eye that is not indented and is of the same color,
through which they are most certainly differentiated from
other genera of beans.
Martens divides the species into 3 subspecies based on
the form of the seed, under which the varieties are named
according the color and size of the seed. In this, he creates an
entirely new system for classifying and naming soybeans.
I. Soja elliptica Martens. Seeds oval. 1. S. elliptica
nigra. Seeds black and elongated; obtained through his son
from Shanghai and Paris. 2. S. elliptica castanea. Seeds
brown and elongated; obtained from Chefoo (China), Venice
(Italy), and Berlin. 3. S. elliptica virescens. Seeds greenish
yellow and elongated; obtained from Shanghai and Paris.
4. S. elliptica lutescens. Seeds yellow; brought by Mr.
Schottmueller from Chefoo as “true Chinese oilbeans.”
II. Soja sphaerica. Seeds globose/spherical. 5.
S. sphaerica nigra. Seeds black, large; obtained from
Yokohama and Nagasaki, Japan. 6. S. sphaerica minor.
Seeds black, small; obtained from Japan and Sumatra. 7.
S. sphaerica virescens. Seeds greenish; obtained through
his son from Yokohama as “Ao mame” and from Shanghai.
8. S. sphaerica lutescens. (The Soja pallida of Roxburgh).
Seeds pea-colored to pea-yellow, large; obtained from Dr.
Schuebler in Oslo (Christiana), Norway, as “New Japan
peas,” under which name they have been recommended and
popularized in the United States. 9. S. sphaerica minima.
Seeds yellow, small; obtained through his son as “Shiro
mame” from Yokohama.
III. Soja compressa. Seeds compressed. 10. S. compressa
nigra. Seeds black and flat, the largest of all soybeans;
obtained as “Kuro Mame” from Yokohama. 11. S. compressa
parvula. Seeds black, small; obtained via Schotmueller from
Chefoo. 12. S. compressa virescens. Seeds greenish; obtained
from Chefoo and from Berlin as Soja ochroleuca Bouché.
13. S. compressa zebrina. Seeds brown banded with black
like a zebra; obtained from the Berlin Botanic Garden.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Nov.
2012) which states clearly that soybeans have been (or can
be) used as a coffee substitute (als Kaffeesurrogat). It is also
the earliest German-language document seen (Nov. 2012)
that mentions soy coffee.
Note 3. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2013) that mentions tofu, which it calls Teu hu.
Note 4. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term die Soja to refer to soy
sauce.

Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1999)
that divides the species into 3 subspecies based on the form
of the seed, under which the varieties are named according
the color and size of the seed. Martens is the first to use a
number of such terms in connection with the soybean, such
as “nigra” “castanea,” “virescens,” “lutescens,” “elliptica,”
“Soja elliptica,” “Soja pallida,” etc.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2007)
that uses the word “nigra” to refer to black soybeans.
Note 7. Also discusses Psophocarpus tetragonolobus
Dec. (p. 101). Address: Doctor der Naturwissenschaften,
Germany.
88. Slowgo. 1872. Japan pea. Southern Cultivator 30(1):6364. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Editors Southern Cultivator:–’The Japan Pea
is a native of the East Indies and also of Japan, as implied
by the name. The plant makes a strong erect growth, with
numerous spreading branches; the leaves are large, light
green and downy beneath; flowers small, yellow at the
centre–the upper petal purple; the seed pods are small and
downy, and are produced in profuse abundance, growing in
clusters over the entire plant; the seeds are small roundish,
and of a cream yellow color when ripe. It is raised from
seed, which as the plant requires the entire season for
development, should be sown as soon as the ground is warm
and settled. Make drills at 20 inches, and plant at 10 or 12
inches, covering ½ to 3/4 inches. The seeds will be suitable
for use in a green state, from * * * until destroyed by frost–
the crop being seldom fully perfected in the Northern States.
The seeds while young are tender and delicate. The ripe
seeds if soaked for an hour in moderately hot water, take the
form and appearance of the common white bean, become
quite soft and tender, and have a pleasant, melting and oily
flavor. The whole plant with its seeds, is also used for raising
stock.’
“I send the above extract from Burr’s Field & Garden
Vegetables of America [probably 1865], thinking it may
interest some of your readers.
“A gentleman who has tried the pea, writes me that it is
to be planted after the spring fully opens–that the peas are
fine for hogs–especially for stock; and that the bush or vine
is fine for forage, and should be cut when the fruit is in its
last dough state. The pea grows erect, heavy and spreading–
stalk erect and heavy and spreading–foliage thick, leaves
large for the stem, bush growing 3 to 4 feet high.” [Signed,
Slowgo, Port Gibson, Mississippi].
The Editors of Southern Cultivator [which at this time
was published in Athens, Georgia] add: “We are inclined
to think, from trial on a small scale, that the Japan pea
is a valuable plant as a stock pea and for making hay. It
withstands drought well, and is easily cut with a scythe or
mowing machine.” Address: Port Gibson, Mississippi.
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89. Syrski, S. 1872. Landwirthschaft in Japan [Agriculture
in Japan]. In: Karl von Scherzer, ed. 1872. Fachmaennische
Berichte ueber die oesterreichisch-ungarische Expedition
nach Siam, China und Japan. (1868-1871) [Expert Reports
on the Austro-Hungarian Expedition to Siam, China, and
Japan]. Stuttgart: Verlag von Julius Maier. 494 p. Appendix
(Anhang), p. 175-227. See p. 175, 186, 190, 207. Index. 25
cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Page 186 gives the prices of 1 shô (schio =
1.825 liters) of various staples. A Tempo is apparently a
Japanese unit of currency and a kr. [kreuzer] is an AustroHungarian unit of currency: Fava beans (Rossbohnen,
Sora-mame) 4 Tempo (18 kr.), azuki (Adsuki) 10 Tempo (45
kr.), soybeans (Daidsu; Dolichos soja) 6 Tempo (27 kr.),
Kintoki, with red seeds 5 Tempo (22 kr.) [Note 1. Kintoki is
an abbreviation of “kintoki azuki,” which is a large variety
of red azuki beans], barley 3 Tempo (13 kr.), wheat 6 Tempo
(27 kr.), sesame 10 Tempo (45 kr.).
Note 2. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Jan. 2005) that mentions azuki beans, which it calls
Adsuki.
Page 190 notes: The pickled beans (Bohnensulze),
called “Misso” in Japan, is prepared from Daizu, a variety of
Dolichos, together with wheat- and barley meal/flour, plus
some added salt. The seasoning soy sauce (Soia) is likewise
made from soybeans (Daidzu-Dolichos) and wheat meal
with the addition of salt, and sprinkled on many foods...
Essentially the diet of Japanese peasants consists of rice and
the above-mentioned miso, therefore of an easily digestible
carbohydrate (aus einem leicht verdaulichen Kohlenhydrate)
and a strong nitrogenous substance (stickstoffhaltigen
Substanz, protein), which is made easily digestible through
processing. Concerning the nutritional value of their most
important foods, Japanese peasants believe that fish, eggs,
and poultry give the most strength (Kraft). These are
followed by miso and vermicelli made from wheat flour, then
rice and potatoes. They believe that buckwheat gives but
little strength.
The section titled “Legumes” notes: A green Dolichos
variety (Dolichos unguiculatus according to Thunberg,
called Jaenari in Japanese) is planted in the fields of central
Japan in June and harvested at the beginning of October. A
Dolichos variety (Dolichos soia; called Daidsu in Japanese)
is planted in southern Japan in April and harvested in July. In
central Japan this crop is planted between rows of wheat as
they near maturity in May, and harvested in September. The
ground is not manured (nicht gedüngt); the plants make use
of the fertilizer (Düngungsmaterial) already applied for the
wheat. As a rule, 6 shô of seed-beans yield a crop of 120 shô
on a field of 300 tsubo.
Note 3. Rein (1889, p. 57) states: “According to
Scherzer, six Shô of seed-beans of the early-ripening Shiromame are credited with a crop of 120 Shô on 300 Tsubo of
land. This means a harvest of only 20-fold, or, taking account

of the seed lost in sprouting, about 12 pods of two beans
each to every plant.”
“This type of Dolichos, as is well known, is the main
ingredient in the seasoning soy sauce (Soia) and the aspic or
pickle (Sulze) miso (“Misso”).
“A black variety of Dolichos, called Kuro-mame in
Japanese (i.e. black soybeans) is planted in the area around
Nagasaki in April on land fertilized with ashes (auf einem
mit Asche gedüngten Boden), and in central Japan in May
two seeds are laid in a hole between the rows of wheat. It is
harvested in August or September in southern Japan, and in
October in central Japan, and used rather widely as a food.”
Note 4. Scherzer lived 1821-1903.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
concerning soy in connection with (but not yet in) Hungary.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that mentions the use of fertilizers for growing soybeans.
Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014)
that mentions carbohydrates in connection with soybeans.
Note 8. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the word Soia to refer to soy
sauce. Address: PhD.
90. American Agriculturist. 1874. The Japan pea. 33(2):6364. Feb. With one engraving.
• Summary: “The Southern seedsmen have advertised and
southern journals have had articles in relation to the Japan
Pea... we last spring obtained from Mark W. Johnson, dealer
in seeds and agricultural implements, Atlanta, Ga. [Georgia],
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a sample of these peas... This fall we have received a
sample of the same pea from L.L. Osment, Cleveland, Tenn.
[Tennessee], who says they are ‘unsurpassed for table use.’
“The plant grows to a height of three or four feet,
and is hairy in all its parts... Mr. Johnson, who sent us the
seed, wrote ‘not desirable for table use.’ Remembering to
have seen the same thing some years ago in the garden of
a friend near Boston we wrote him for his experience. He
writes: ‘They may be delicious to the celestial palate, but
my wife found them hard to cook and I found them hard to
eat–never getting soft no matter how long they were boiled.’
Thus far we think the weight of evidence is against their
utility as a table vegetable. As an agricultural crop, they are
highly promising, at least in localities where the seasons
are sufficiently long to mature them. Mr. Johnson speaks
highly of the wonderfully prolific character of the pea, and
its excellence as a food for stock. It is so much esteemed
in some quarters that it has received the rather extravagant
name of ‘Southern Relief Pea.’ Mr. Osment claims it to have
produced 200 bushels to the acre. From the manner in which
the pods set upon ours we should judge the yield would be
very large. This pea is deserving the attention of cultivators
as a fodder crop and for plowing in as a fertilizer. As to
what the pea is botanically we are not quite sure; it does
not belong to the proper Pea (Pisum), but is very near the
Chinese Soy Pea, and is probably a form of that or a closely
related species. The Soy Pea (formerly Soja hispida, but now
Glycine Soja) is cultivated in China, Japan, and other parts of
the east, and is used to make the sauce called Soy, which was
formerly more used than at present.”
A handsome illustration (engraving; p. 64) shows “The
Japan Pea” by J.W. Fasel. Note 1. This document contains
the earliest illustration seen (Aug. 1996) of the soybean in
the USA.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April
2017) that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in
Tennessee. This document contains the earliest date seen for
the cultivation of soybeans in Tennessee (summer 1873).
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2015) that uses the terms “Soy Pea” or “Chinese
Soy Pea” or “Southern Relief Pea” to refer to the soybean.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2008) which states that the scientific name of
the Japan pea is probably Glycine Soja, previously Soja
hispida–that is, the soybean.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2014)
stating that a seed dealer in the USA (Mark W. Johnson in
Atlanta, Georgia) is selling soybeans for seed use. Line 1
implies that earlier advertisements exist.
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2020) that describes “plowing in” soybean plants
in the USA for use as a fertilizer [green manure] to improve
the soil.
Note 7. This is the earliest English language document

seen that contains the term “fertilizer” in connection with
soybeans.
Note 8. Starting with this article, and continuing until
after World War II, some writers incorrectly referred to the
scientific name of the cultivated soybean as Glycine soja,
whereas that is actually the scientific name of the wild
soybean.
Note 9. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 1998)
that uses the word “promising” in connection with the
soybean as an agricultural crop–in any country worldwide.
91. Stribling, J.N. 1874. The Japan pea. American
Agriculturist 33(5):169. May. Cols. 2-3.
• Summary: “In reference to this pea, which was described
in the Feb. No., 1874, Mr. J. Niel Stribling, Anderson Co.,
S.C. [South Carolina], writes:–I raise the Japan pea as a field
crop; the yield is much larger than that of any other pea. I cut
the stalks for forage and grain, just before they are entirely
ripe, in order to get the best feed, and thrash in a thrasher.
The finer part I take for hay–my cows are very fond of it. To
save seed, the top of the plant is taken as it ripens first, and
it must be stored in an airy place immediately after cutting,
else the sun will pop open the pods. Cultivation, soil, etc., are
the same as for cotton. Its maturity is the same as that of the
cotton plant. It is a good table pea if soaked twelve hours in
salt water before cooking.”
First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography of early,
previously uncited publications on soybeans in the United
States. 2 p. Unpublished.
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (May
2016) concerning soybeans in South Carolina, or the
cultivation of soybeans in South Carolina. This document
contains the 2nd earliest date seen for soybeans in South
Carolina, or the cultivation of soybeans in South Carolina
(May 1874).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that mentions the use of a thrasher for soybean production.
Note 3. This is the earliest Western document seen (June
2020) concerning storage of soybeans. Address: Anderson
County, South Carolina.
92. American Agriculturist. 1875. Egyptian corn, and Japan
pea. 34(4):158. April. New Series–No. 339.
• Summary: “Both these articles are advertised so
extensively, and in such an extravagant manner, that we do
not wonder that many write to ask whether or not they are
humbugs.” He assumes the “Egyptian corn” is “not a variety
of Indian corn, but a sorghum...”
“The Japan Pea, as stated last year, promises well
as a fodder plant; it is a tall, bushy, hairy plant, does not
run or climb, and bears a great profusion of small, fewseeded, hairy pods. Having had no description of its
character, we planted the seeds too close, and the plant did
not develop properly; but we should judge that the yield
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would, under favorable circumstances, be very large. As a
plant to plow under, or to grow for fodder, it is worthy of
attention, especially in the southern states; it is a mistake to
recommend this as a table pea.”
First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography of early,
previously uncited publications on soybeans in the United
States. 2 p. Unpublished. \
93. Vidal, Dr. 1875. Animaux et plantes utiles du Japon
[Useful animals and plants of Japan]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 22:506-31. Sept. [Fre]
• Summary: These are answers to questions posed by the
Society about the useful plants of Japan. The plants are
grouped alphabetically by family. Includes discussion of
the following: 19–Edible plants: Gingerroot, Kadzoura (a
type of mountain grape from northern Japan; p. 506-07),
sweet potato (Sato imo), mikan orange, yuzu citron (p. 507).
Legumes (p. 512): Cowpea or string bean (sasaghé = sasage,
la feve de marais) [Vigna sinensis], the ordinary white
haricot (Inghi mame), several species of large pea (Pois
grossiers, Mame = perhaps soy beans). Concerning the latter:
“The Japanese make various cakes and some pâtés with these
different seeds. But there is one species of large bean (Pois
grossier) which is cultivated only in the fields for use as a
fertilizer; as soon as it has reached full growth, it is turned
under and left to rot [as green manure].
“Two or three species of Dolichos are cultivated; the
root of one of these, Dolichos bulbosus (Koudzou [probably
kuzu]), furnishes a very good starch, which is widely used by
the Japanese.
Sarassin (Soba) and Patience, Rumex Patentia (Gobo),
apricots (Andzhou), and prunes (Oumé = ume) (p. 513).
Sesame seeds (goma, p. 514) are widely used for oil.
Eggplant (p. 515).
20-22–Medicinal, industrial, and accessory plants:
Ginseng (p. 515), ornamental legumes including two lovely
species of Glycines–Wistaria chinensis and W. brachybotrys
(p. 520). Ginkgo bilboa (p. 524). Warabi (edible fern).
Mushrooms (incl. Shiitake, Matsutake, Samatsu shimeji, etc.
p. 525).
94. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1876. Der Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Soja oder Sojabohne (Soja hispida Moench) [The
cultivation of the coarse-haired soya or soybean]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 26(9):87-89. Feb. 26.
[Ger]
• Summary: Contains a detailed account of Haberlandt’s
first trials and analyses of the oil and protein content of the
soybean’s seeds.
Only the family of the grasses may be capable of
competing with the members of the Papilionaceae family
[Schmetterlingsblüter; family of butterfly-blossomed plants]
with regard to the large and varied use which they grant
people’s households. The grain plants tower above all other

cultivated crops as food plants, and following them in a close
second are the legumes or pulses. The cultivation of the latter
is in a process of constant increase everywhere, in contrast
to which the expansion of grain cultivation has already
experienced limitations in a number of places. The seeds of
pulses are more nutritious than those of the species of grains,
and their growing importance and diffusion are in fact thanks
to this circumstance. But the members of the Papilionaceae
family also surpass all other plant families with the exception
of the Asteraceae family [Compositen: also referred to as the
Compositae family] in the quantity of genera and species
as well as in the manifold usability in medicinal, economic,
and technological respects. Aside from the content of their
seeds of starch, sugar, protein (legumin), fatty oils, many
of them also have tannins; fragrantly resinous, pungent,
purgative, and even narcotic substances; or else they are
rich in important dyes, among which indigo takes first place.
Others follow as the most highly regarded ornamental plants
from the beauty of their form and the blaze of color, or else
as impressive woody plants they provide precious timbers
which distinguish themselves as much through their beauty
as their strength.
In order to become aware of the significance of members
of the Papilionaceae family as edible plants, the genera of
plants that have become local are recalled: Phaseolus (green
beans), Pisum (peas), Ervum (lentils), Cicer (chickpeas),
Lathyrus (winter peas), and Vica (vetch); a similar if not
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more important role is played for the inhabitants of warmer
and hotter lands: Dolichos, Soja, Cajanus, Arachis, Vigna,
Voandzeia, and others. But in dealing with all pulses that
we now designate as our own which originally belonged to
foreign and warmer lands, there are acclimatized strangers,
and therefore the question may indeed be justified as to
whether the selection among the Papilionaceae family that
provides edible seeds in warmer areas has already been
exhausted for the purposes of our plant cultivation and
whether new agronomic trials have to be designated as
hopeless from the very outset? I would like to take the liberty
to answer this question in the negative on the basis of the
success of several agronomic trials that were carried out this
past summer in the Experimental Garden of the ImperialRoyal College of Agriculture (Versuchsgarten der k.k.
Hochschule für Bodencultur) and to direct the attention of
additional circles to a legume of ancient cultivation, namely
to Soja hispida Mönch, the coarse-haired soy or soybean.
It is indigenous on the Malayan Islands, on Java, and in
East India and is cultivated to a great degree specifically
in China and Japan. Its seeds have a pleasant flavor both
in a boiled and roasted state, and they form a component
of the daily nourishment that is almost never missing in
India as well as in China and Japan in that a brown, dense,
pleasantly salty-tasting broth (sauce) is prepared from them,
the so-called soy [soy sauce] which is added to all dishes.
That is also frequently brought to Europe where it is eaten
as a side dish to beef that promotes digestion. The older
it is, the better it is supposed to be. According to Leunis,
though, the soy that is found in trade in Europe is not always
prepared from soybeans, but rather from other vegetables,
specifically from mushrooms. De Candolle classifies the
legume that is under discussion with Phaseolus and Dolichos
in the same subgroup in the system; according to E. Müller,
it finds its position in the subgroup of Kennediinae with
Kennedya [or Kennedia] and Dipogon. The genus Soja, in
particular the species Soja hispida, is characterized by the
stiffly upright growth of the 0.6 to 1 meter long stalk, by
triple pinnate leaves (dreizählig gefiederte Blätter), axillary
unprepossessing blossoms (achselständige unsehnliche
Blüten) which form mostly four pods sitting on shortbranched stemlets (Stielchen). The calyx of the blossoms
basically has two parts with five columns, the inner tips are
straight and pointed, the two upper ones grow past the center.
The vexillum of the blossom (Fahne der Blüte) is oval
and short-stemmed (kurzgestieft), the carina (Schiffchen)
is elongated and straight. Depending upon the variety,
its coloring is white, yellowish, or violet. The stamens
are diadelphous (zweibrüderig), the tenth approximated
(genähert) but clearly separate; the style (Griffel) is short, the
pod is elongated, with two to five seeds, septate (gefächert)
through soft, white membranes. The seeds are spherically
oval, and small-seeded species of green beans are easy
to confuse with them. In terms of color, they are either

brownish-red with a white, bulging hilum (gewulsteten
Nabel) or pale yellow with a chalaza (Hagelfleck) with a
brownish-red edge. The stalk, leaves, and pods are densely
covered with brownish, rust-reddish, rather stiff tiny hairs
(Härchen) which is indicated by the name of the plant Soja
hispida–coarse-haired soy. A picture of the mature plant with
the leaves removed and with numerous pods at a scale that
has been made to look younger (verjüngeten Massstab) is
provided by the accompanying sketch, Fig. 68.
In G. Heuzé’s Les Plantes Alimentaires, I find the
statement that Soja hispida is called “oil pea” (Oelerbsen)
(pois olégineux) and that it was introduced to France from
China by M. de Montigny. He only comments that this
plant was cultivated at some points in the Departements
of Ariège and Haut-Garonne [sic, Haute-Garonne], that it
grows quickly, and that it withstands drought well. In the
nine years of issues of the Zeitschrift für Acclimatisation
from the Institution of the Acclimatization Society (Organ
des Acclimatisationsvereins) in Berlin that are available
to me, I have not found this plant mentioned anywhere as
worthy of acclimatization, and in Austria, it seems thus
far to have been studied just as little as in Germany for its
ability to be cultivated, even though the climatic conditions
of the southern provinces of Austria would have been very
favorable to this.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2019) in
which Friedrich Haberlandt mentions the soybean.
Note 2. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Dec. 2018) that uses the word Oelerbsen to refer to
soybeans.
“Among the seeds which the Chairman of Plant
Cultivation (Lehrkanzel des Pflanzenbaues) acquired
at the Vienna World Exhibition of 1873 was also found
an assortment of different varieties of soybean (Soja)
assembled from the exhibitions of China, Japan, Mongolia,
Transcaucasia, and East India. I then used a total of five of
them in this past vegetation year when the acquisition of an
experimental garden for the purposes of the Imperial-Royal
College of Agriculture made it possible to undertake small
planting experiments outdoors for cultivation experiments,
the results of which may well appear to be worth a report in
further circles. Out of the original samples that were used
for planting, three originated from China and two from
Mongolia. The planting took place at the same time on May
2, 1875 on a plot that had shortly before been deeply plowed
to a depth of 0.6 meters. Within that context, along with
the raw subsoil a great deal of buried wall rubble was also
brought to the surface. With intense fertilizing, which was
done on the occasion of the deep plowing in three layers,
this unfortunate circumstance was somewhat remedied. As
could be foreseen, just the first development of this as well
as many other experimental plantings left something to be
desired. The later growth was very strong, and in spite of
the high yields, it was revealed that the insolation conditions
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of the 0.6 hectare experimental garden turned out to be less
favorable as it was surrounded by tall buildings and at times
also shaded by tall trees.
The plants of every variety covered a bed strip
(Beetstreifen) which was three meters long and 0.3 meters
wide. One variety each from China and Mongolia did not at
all succeed in blossoming, the other three in fact blossomed
as amply as they bore fruit, and specifically the times of
blossoming and of the maturation of the fruit were:
A table follows. The four columns are the number of
the sample, its description, Date of Blossoming, and Date
of Fruit Maturation. The three rows are No. 1 Brownish-red
variety from China, blossoming on June 28, fruit maturation
on September 11, No. 2 Light yellow variety from China,
blossoming on July 1, fruit maturation on September 11,
and No. 3, Light yellow variety from Mongolia, blossoming
on June 29, fruit maturation on September 11. (Continued).
Address: Prof., Wiener Hochschule fuer Bodencultur,
Vienna.
95. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1876. Der Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Soja oder Sojabohne (Soja hispida Moench) [The
cultivation of the coarse-haired soya or soybean]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 26(9):87-89. Feb. 26.
[Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): The stock of: A table follows. The
two columns are the number of each plot and the number of
plants it contained.
No. 1 contained 27 plants.
No. 2 contained 25 plants.
No. 3 contained 15 plants.
Therefore, on average every plant was allocated a
growing area of 4.03 square decimeters. Note: A decimeter is
one-tenth of a meter.
The seeds that were harvested were: A table follows. The
two columns are the number of each plot and the weight in
grams harvested.
No. 1 [yielded seeds that weighed] 249.2 gm.
No. 2 [yielded seeds that weighed] 336.5 gm.
No. 3 [yielded seeds that weighed] 196.9 gm.
According to which, a seed yield per hectare would be
calculated for: A table follows. The two columns are the
number of each plot and the calculated weight in kilograms
harvested per hectare.
No. 1 [yielded seeds that weighed the equivalent of]
2769 kg/ha
No. 2 [yielded seeds that weighed the equivalent of]
3739 kg/ha
No. 3 [yielded seeds that weighed the equivalent of]
2177 kg/ha
From this can be gathered the soybean’s high capability
for yield, of course under the precondition of a uniform stock
in which every plant occupies an area of 4 square decimeters.
This would yield a number of 250,000 plants per hectare and

a requirement of 37.5 kilograms of seeds for sowing if we
assume full germination ability, 1,000 sowing seeds are to
weigh on average 150 grams.
A comparison followed in various directions of the seeds
that were harvested here with the original seeds, and the
precise figures from this are provided below.
The seeds that were harvested in Vienna were much
larger and heavier than with the original seeds from China
and Mongolia, as the absolute weight of 1,000 seeds in
grams amounted to:
A table follows. The three columns are the number of
the sample, [the weight in grams] Of the Original Seeds, and
[the weight in grams] Of the Seeds grown / reproduced in
Vienna, which is equal to an increase in weight of 54.7, 47.1,
and 60 percent, respectively.
But not only were the seeds that were obtained here
larger, their specific weight also consistently increased, as
can be seen from the following determinations in that regard:
A table follows. The four columns are the number of
the sample with the first three rows With Original Seeds and
the last three rows With Reproduced Seeds, the Maxima and
Minima of the Specific Weight of the Seeds, and the Average
Specific Weight
In correspondence to this, the volume weight of the
seeds that were harvested here that became larger was also
higher. Thus one hectoliter weighed:
A table follows. The three columns are the number of
the sample, [the weight in kilograms] With the Original
Seeds, and [the weight in kilograms] With the Reproduced
Seeds
What very especially distinguishes the soybeans is
their curious and rich nutrient content. First of all, their
seeds are provided with an endosperm layer that is already
recognizable to the naked eye which is completely lacking
in the seeds of our pulses, and then the fleshy cotyledons
of its embryo are not filled with starch which makes up the
predominant component by weight of the cell contents with
green beans, peas, and so forth, but rather all of the cells of
the tissue of the seed leaves (Samenlappen) are densely filled
with aleurone granules (Aleuronkörner) which, embedded
in a mass that is rich in fatty oils, reveal both the seeds’ high
content of fatty oil and the valuable nitrogenous [protein]
components. After microscopic study, an unusually high
content could be assumed both of the latter and of fatty oil,
an assumption which was completely confirmed by carrying
out the chemical analysis of both the original seeds and the
reproduced seeds. That was carried out by the Assistant to
the Chairman of Chemical Technology at the College of
Agriculture, Mr. Johann Stua, and once again I would like
to take this opportunity to give him my best thanks for the
attentive investigation. The following table contains the
results that were found in a clear form.
A table follows. The first of the five columns has
no heading, followed by Contained in 100 Parts of Dry
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Substance and Calculated with a Water Content of 10
Percent, each of which is subdivided into In the Original
Seeds and In the Reproduction. The rows are No. 1
Brownish-red variety from China, Water, Protein, Fat,
Nitrogen-free extracts (Stichstofffreie Extractivstoffe), Raw
fiber, Ash components, No. 2 Yellow variety from China,
Water, Protein, Fat, Nitrogen-free extracts, Raw fiber, Ash
components, No. 3 Yellow variety from Mongolia, Water,
Protein, Fat, Nitrogen-free extractives, Raw fiber, Ash
components.
Note 1. This is the first chemical / nutritional
composition of the soybean given by Dr. Haberlandt. Thus,
the soybean is rich in nutrients and gives a high yield.
For example, for the yellow variety from China, the seeds
grown in Vienna contained 34.81% protein and 18.53% fat
(vegetable oil).
What stands out above all is the extraordinarily high
content of all samples that were studied of nitrogenous
substances and fat. That concurs rather precisely with that
which Senff published in the 1872 volume of Der chemische
Ackermann for Chinese oil seeds, and that designation is
indeed to be applied to the soybean. With two analyses in
100 parts of air-dried substance, he found:
A table follows. The four columns are the row names,
First Sample, Second Sample, and Average. The rows are
Water, Nitrogenous substance, Fat, Nitrogen-free extracts,
Raw Fiber, Ash
These samples contained only a little more fat than ours,
were not insignificantly lower in nitrogen-free extracts, and
in that regard in comparison to the varieties that we studied
had more abundant quantities of protein.
But the fact that the three varieties of soybeans that
were studied at the College of Agriculture contained
very substantial quantities of the two valuable organic
compounds is also gathered from the comparison of the
aforementioned six analyses to those which are provided
below for peas, lentils, fava beans, and lupines (footnote:
From Zusammensetzung und Verdaulichkeit der Futterstoffe
[Composition and Digestibility of Feedstuffs] by Dr. T.
Dietrich and Dr. J. König, Berlin: 1874.) The double values
that are presented refer to the minima and maxima of the
components that were found.
A table follows. The title is Contained in 100 Parts of
Weight with Air-dried Substance. The eight columns are
the row names, Peas [with two columns], Lentils [with one
column], Fava Beans [with two columns], Lupins [with two
columns]. The rows are Water, Nitrogenous substance, Fat,
Nitrogen-free extractives, Raw Fiber, Ash
With all of these indigenous pulses, the water content is
by far higher and the abundance of ash is consistently lower.
The amount of fat in them is only 10% that of the soybean.
And the protein content is considerably lower with peas,
lentils, and fava beans, and only with lupines is it equal or
even higher.

What most deserves to be emphasized is the
circumstance that the reproduced seeds did not sustain a
decrease in either fat content or protein, but rather with
all three samples they became richer in fat and nitrogen
[protein]. With this, a reduction in their nitrogen-free
components occurred, which is of less consequence. Their
amount of raw fiber was reduced, which in any case is of
benefit to their quality, while the ash content remained
nearly identical in the original and reproduced seeds and is
distinctly higher than that of the indigenous legumes.
And the fact that deserves to be emphasized as
important is that among the soybeans, there are also those
that extraordinarily differentiate themselves with regard
to their earlier or later maturation. The three varieties of
soybeans whose cultivation was achieved in such a gratifying
way had already completely matured by September 11 and
therefore they could also be harvested on that day. Their
maturation occurred approximately at the same time as that
of the early maturing pole beans and earlier than that of the
runner bean (Phaseolus multiflorus), whose needs for heat
is regularly sufficiently met at our latitude. Among the five
varieties of soybean that achieved cultivation were also two
of them that did not even achieve blossoming or else hardly
reached the stage of the first fruit formation. Consequently,
the agronomic trial was only successful because a plurality
of varieties was available, and the limited selection that was
found fell by chance upon some early maturing varieties. It
is possible that other trials at other locations failed because
of an unsuitable selection of varieties, since only in that
way can it be explained how it could at all be the case that
these highly valuable, high yielding, certain legumes have
thus far remained completely unnoticed in all of Central and
Southern Europe. Address: Prof., Wiener Hochschule fuer
Bodencultur, Vienna.
96. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1876. Der Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Soja oder Sojabohne (Soja hispida Moench) [The
cultivation of the coarse-haired soya or soybean]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 26(9):87-89. Feb. 26.
[Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): It also needs to be emphasized that
the individual plants were covered with ripe pods from top
to bottom, some of which numbered up to eighty that were
filled with an average of two to three seeds. Consequently,
the fertilization of the blossoms is very certain; whether
that is dependent upon the intervention by insects was not
determined with certainty. The unpleasant circumstance
that so often occurs with fava beans that the blossoms that
form continuously always remain unfruitful and infertile
was not even to be perceived with the soybean with one
single plant. The stiffly upright growth of the stalks made
the cultivation substantially easier, the shading of the soil
by the large triple pinnate leaves (die grossen gedreiten
Fiederblätter) is considerable and consequently its influence
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on the maintaining of a favorable physical quality of the soil
is certainly advantageous. Added to this is the fact that as a
small pretrial showed, the transpiration of the coarse-haired
leaves is less than with green beans, which does in fact
completely concur with the experience in France with regard
to the resistance to severe drought.
It is also to be added that the soybean does not have
to fear any enemy at all from the insect world because it
withstood even the attacks by the spider mite (Webermilbe)
(Tetranychus telarius) to which the majority of the varieties
of green beans that were planted in the trial gardens were
subjected, and thus in all that which has been stated, praise
will certainly be seen without any restriction on price for this
stranger which thus far has been unknown with us.
“In any case, I propose continuing the agronomic trials,
both with the original soybean varieties that still remain
left over and with the reproduced seeds, of which in any
case a part is being used for the carrying out of analyses.
Consequently, it may be a long time until the supply of seeds
from our own agronomic trials and those of others may
experience such a substantial increase that the cultivation of
them may take place at a greater scale.
“The goal would be arrived at more quickly if larger
quantities of soybeans were imported directly, perhaps
through the mediation of governments, for the purposes of
trials and, in so doing, attention were expressly drawn to the
fact that the selection of the seeds that were to be purchased
in China or Japan would have to take into consideration
primarily the early-maturing varieties.
Vienna, Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
by Prof. Haberlandt about soybeans or that mentions Prof.
Haberlandt in connection with soybeans. Also subsequently
published in Biedermann’s Centralblatt (June 1876, p. 44145).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
concerning soybeans in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, or
the cultivation of soybeans in the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in the Austro-Hungarian Empire (1873), or the cultivation
of soybeans in the Austro-Hungarian Empire (1875). The
source of these soybeans is the various national expositions
at the Vienna World Exhibition of 1873.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (April 2008)
concerning soybeans in Transcaucasia, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Transcaucasia–which is a region roughly
equal to that occupied in 2019 by the countries of Armenia,
Azerbaijan, and Georgia. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Transcaucasia, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Transcaucasia (1873). The source
of these soybeans is unknown. We cannot be certain that
soybeans were being cultivated in Transcaucasia by 1873,

although Haberlandt says in 1878 that these soybeans were
“from Transcaucasia” so they were almost certainly being
cultivated there–especially since they were seen as being
important enough to take to this Viennese World Exposition.
Moreover, Wuchino (1901) states that soybeans were first
grown in Transcaucasia in the 1870s. We learn later (1878)
that Haberlandt got black soybeans from the Transcaucasian
exposition.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2019)
concerning soybeans in Central Asia (Transcaucasia), or
the cultivation of soybeans in Central Asia. This document
contains the 2nd earliest date seen for soybeans in Central
Asia, or the cultivation of soybeans in Central Asia (1873).
The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen concerning
soybeans in Mongolia, or (probably) the cultivation of
soybeans in Mongolia (one of two documents). It is possible,
but unlikely, that these soybeans came from the nation that
since 1911 has been called Mongolia (formally Mongolian
People’s Republic, also called Outer Mongolia). It is more
likely that they came from what is today called Inner
Mongolia, which is part of China, an autonomous region
in northern China bounded on the north by the Mongolian
People’s Republic.
Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2020)
that contains the following words or phrases: chalaza, or k.k.
Hochschule für Bodencultur.
Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (April 2018)
in which a scientific name is given to an enemy of the
soybean–the spider mite. Address: Prof., Wiener Hochschule
fuer Bodencultur, Vienna.
97. Rauch, A. 1876. Die Soya [The soybean]. Fundgrube
(Die) (Monatschrift fuer die gesammten praktischen
Beduerfnisse und Interessen des taeglichen Lebens, von Dr.
A. Rauch, Bamberg) 3:177-78. Oct. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (Soya hispida or Dolichos
Soya; many German writers use the name “Soja”) is an
entwining bean plant (ein rankendes Bohnengewächs) that
is native in Japan, and in all of southern Asia, especially
in China, is likewise widely cultivated, like the common
bean in Germany. The seeds, which are distinguished by
an especially good taste, are used as very popular food in
the countries where soybeans are grown, which is found
at almost every meal. They are also part of a significant
commercial product, since they are used to make a strong
sauce, which is much sought after in fine kitchens / cuisine.
In England, for example, each year more than 1,344,000 lb
(12,000 Zentner) [1 Zentner = 112 British pounds] of the
beans and significant quantities of the Soya sauce*, which is
made in China, are imported. Footnote: *Some sauces sold
as ‘Soya sauce’ in England do not contain any of the actual
sauce.
In Europe, various attempts have already been made
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to acclimatize the soybean. But these have so far been
unsuccessful, in that the plants, at best, flower, but never
bear seeds. Previously I received several seeds of various
soybean varieties from Japan, from my longtime friend,
honorable [Philipp] v. Siebold, who died at an early age.
However my attempts to cultivate them were unsuccessful.
The plants came up, and some of them bloomed, but so late
(in September) that none ripened seeds.
I was therefore quite astonished to read an article in the
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung, by Dr. Haberlandt,
professor at the Royal College of Agriculture in Vienna
(Wiener Hochschule für Bodencultur) according to which
the cultivation of soybeans at the Agricultural Experiment
Garden (landw. Versuchsgarten) in Vienna, during the
summer of 1875, was completely successful.
At that location, a total of five varieties were planted, of
which the seeds originated primarily from China, Mongolia,
and Transcaucacasia. Those were obtained at the Vienna
World Exhibition of 1873 from Chinese exhibitors. Out of
the five varieties, two of them did not at all reach flowering,
while the other three, two of which were from China (one
light yellow and one brownish-red) and one was from
Mongolia (one light yellow), not only flowered abundantly,
but also just as abundantly bore fruit. With all three varieties,
the flowers appeared toward early July with maturation on
September 11. These varieties therefore behaved completely
like our usual runner beans / pole beans (SchlachtschwertStangenbohnen).
Note 1. Schlachtschwert (literally “broadsword”) is a
variety of Stangenbohnen.
The cultivation occurred in the college’s experimental
garden that was shaded by buildings and in part also by trees,
the soil of which was drained to a depth of 0.6 meters and
was intensely fertilized. The space that was allocated to each
plant amounted to approximately 4 square decimeters; the
yield from the seeds calculated to 1 hectare resulted at 2,769
kilos with the brownish-red variety from China, 3,739 kilos
with the light yellow variety from the same, and 2,177 kilos
with the light yellow variety from Mongolia.
This yield is a very high one, and we doubt whether such
a yield could ever be achieved with our varieties of runner
beans. The seeds that were harvested in Vienna showed
themselves to be larger and heavier than the original seeds
and in no way were second to the latter in the content of the
characteristic nutrients, among which fat plays a significant
role (18%).
When all is said and done, it is still to be emphasized
that the individual plants were covered from top to bottom
with ripe pods, some of them numbering up to eighty,
which contained on average two to three seeds. Another big
advantage of this soybean is that unlike other beans, it is not
susceptible to insects.
These very favorable results are apparently due to the
circumstance that the three varieties that achieved maturity

originated from northern areas whose climatic conditions
bear a similarity with those of Southern Germany. China
has such areas, the climate of which corresponds even to
that of Northern Germany, and the high northern areas of
Mongolia likewise cause expectations that the plants which
survive there will also thrive with us, an assumption which
has been confirmed in actuality with several ornamental
plants that have been introduced from there. (Footnote:
Recently, attention has been drawn to the fact that a variety
of cotton also occurs there which may be suitable for
cultivation in Germany.) The agronomic trials that have
been conducted with soy (der Soya) in Germany thus far
have in any case failed because the seeds were taken from
southern areas that were too warm. It would certainly be
most highly desirable for it to be successful to generally
acclimatize soy with us, even if it were only in southern
areas. In so doing, not only would a new food crop be
obtained, but also an important industrial crop, the value of
which could not be overestimated. (Footnote: Perhaps one
of our larger commercial nurseries (Handelsgärtnereien)
will be successful in obtaining a quantity of seeds from Prof.
Haberlandt and in that way providing the opportunity to
carry out multiple cultivation experiments with them.)
Note 2. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 3. Bamberg is a city in Bavaria, in south central
Germany on the Regnitz River 30 miles west of Bayreuth.
Address: PhD, Bamberg, Germany.
98. Graf H. Attems’sche Samenkulturstation St.
Peter bei Graz. 1876. Culturversuch mit Soja hispida
[Agronomic trial with the soybean (Soja hispida)]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 26(48):552-53. Nov.
25. [Ger]
• Summary: Through the goodness of Prof. Haberlandt,
in early 1876, the station obtained 200 soybean seeds,
in 2 varieties–brown seeds from China and yellow seeds
from Mongolia. These seeds came from the Vienna World
Exhibition. The seeds were planted at the station on May 18.
On 11 October 40 plants of the yellow-seeded variety were
harvested, on 16 October 15 plants of the brown-seeded
variety and on 24 Oct. 18 more of the brown-seeded variety
(total 33 plants) were harvested. Many of these were still
green. Yield: Of the brown variety, 870 gm of ripe seeds and
187 gm of unripe and still soft seeds (only the former can be
counted in the yield). Of the yellow variety, 642 gm of ripe
seeds.
Quality of the harvest: The weight of the seeds harvested
was less than the weight of those planted. 1,000 harvested
seeds of the brown variety weigh 161.7 gm, and 1,000 seeds
of the yellow variety weigh 111.25 gm. As for the planted
seeds, based on the weight of 50 seeds, 1,000 planted seeds
of the brown variety weigh 277.7 gm, and 1,000 seeds of
the yellow variety weigh 234.4 gm. Of the dark brown seeds
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that were planted, less than half were dark brown when
harvested; the rest were lighter in color.
On the whole, these oil beans (Oelbohne [soybeans]) do
not seem to be more delicate / sensitive than the well known
and widely planted varieties. They distinguish themselves
by their high yield, especially on our trial plots when planted
with other legumes. Only yellow and blue lupins gave higher
seed yields. Calculated per 100 square meters (Ar, a square
10 meters on a side) or per Joch (an old unit of land area
equal to about 5,750 square meters), the yield of soybeans
was equivalent to a very good yield of peas: Comparing
soybeans to peas, they yield respectively 16 and 21 kg per
100 square meters (Ar) or 920 and 1,207 kg per Joch. We
are convinced that this bean [the soybean] has a future as a
fodder plant (Futterpflanze). An analysis of its nutritional
value and general usefulness will appear soon.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
concerning quantitative research conducted on soybean
cultivation in Europe, and the second earliest such document
seen worldwide. The data collected are the most extensive
and most interesting seen to date.
Note 2. Graz is the capital of Styria, Austria, on the left
bank of the Mur River, 87 miles south-southwest of Vienna.
Note 3. Count Heinrich Attems is the owner of the a
seed testing station (Samenculturstation) in St. Peter near
Graz.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (April
2020) concerning soybeans in Mongolia, or (probably) the
cultivation of soybeans in Mongolia (one of two documents).
It is possible, but unlikely, that these soybeans came from the
nation that since 1911 has been called Mongolia (formally
Mongolian People’s Republic, also called Outer Mongolia).
It is more likely that they came from what is today called
Inner Mongolia, which is part of China, an autonomous
region in northern China bounded on the north by Mongolia.
Address: [St. Peter near Graz, Steiermark [Styria], Austria].
99. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt
(Vienna). 1876. Sojabohne, eine neue Culturpflanze
[Soybean, a new crop plant]. 2(52):622. Dec. 23. [Ger]
• Summary: At the last meeting of the Farmers’ Club (Club
der Landwirte) on December 21, Prof. F. Haberlandt gave
a very interesting lecture that was approvingly received
on the agronomic trials with a new cultivated plant, the
coarse-haired soy or soybean (Soja hispida Mönch). From
a multitude of soy samples that originated from the Vienna
World Exhibition, the aforementioned researcher was
successful in discovering one variety which matured in
five months and therefore will find certain progress in our
climatic conditions. Its value, which continued to climb even
more in the first and second generations, is best elucidated
from the following analyses in comparison with the analysis
of peas:
100 parts of air-dried substance contain:

A table follows with the column headings: Seeds,
Crude Protein, Fat, Nitrogen-free Extract Substances, Crude
Fiber, and Ash, and with the rows: Peas, Original soy, First
generation soy, Second generation soy, and then the column
heading Straw with the rows Peas and Soy.
The original soybean contained 30.6% crude protein,
whereas the 1st generation soybean contained 34.4%, and the
2nd generation contained 35.0% crude protein.
The original soybean contained 15.8% fat [vegetable
oil], whereas the 1st generation soybean contained 18.2%,
and the 2nd generation contained 18.4% fat.
Pea straw contained 7.6% crude protein compared with
soybean straw, which contained 9.4% [i.e., 23% more].
Prof. Haberlandt is of the view that in a few years, every
farmer will bring the soybean into cultivation to an extent of
today’s grain, potatoes, etc., since with respect to its nutrient
content, the seeds and straw are not surpassed by any other
cultivated plant, with the possible exception of the lupine.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
100. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1877. Neure Erfahrungen ueber
den Anbau der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [Recent experiences
with the cultivation of the rough-haired soybean]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 27(4):32-35. Jan. 27.
[Ger]
• Summary: Based on a lecture presented on 21 Dec. 1876
at the Club of Farmers and Foresters (Club der Land- und
Forstwirthe) in Vienna. Contains a detailed account of the
author’s early soybean trials and analyses of the oil and
protein content of the seeds. This is basically a summary of
the information written by Prof. Haberlandt in Jan. 1877 and
published later that year as “Der Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Sojabohne [The culture of the hirsute soybean]” in
Landwirthschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 20:247-72.
In early 1876 Prof. Haberlandt then sent samples of
seeds to seven cooperators in central Europe, who planted
and tested the seeds in the spring of 1876, with good or fairly
good results in each case. He sent soybeans to: W. Köhler
(Title: Chief-gardener, Obergärtner) in Ungarisch-Altenburg
[Hungarian Altenburg, formerly Magyarovar, today’s
Mosonmagyarovar in Hungary about 22 miles northwest of
Györ]. He was involved in cultivation research. The yellow
and reddish-brown soybean types (rothbraunen Sorten)
ripened at the same time as they had in Vienna. They ripened
even though they had been completely eaten off by rabbits
when younger–which showed their superior viability.
A. Stojics (Title: Owner of a farm estate, Gutsbesitzer)
in Gross-Becskerek in Hungary. He planted yellow soybeans
and harvested them in mid-September.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2019)
concerning soybeans in what is today Hungary (though
Hungary was not officially created until 1918), or the
cultivation of soybeans in today’s Hungary (one of two
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documents). This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Hungary, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Hungary (May 1876). The source of these soybeans was
Friedrich Haberlandt.
A. Tomaszek [Tomasek] (Title: Official / Administrator
for Agriculture, Oekonomie-Beamter / Verwalter) in
Napagedl in Mähren [Moravia, a region in today’s Czech
Republic]. He was involved with agricultural experiment
operation in the domain of Count Stockau, and he harvested
his first soybeans from mid-September until October.
Dr. Nikolaus Dimitriewicz, a former student (Hörer)
at the Royal School of Agriculture in Vienna, and now a
farmer (Oekonom) in Bukowina [Bukovina or Bucovina, a
former Austrian crownland, now divided among Ukraine and
Romania]. He received 100 seeds which he sent to 6 farmers
he knew in four nearby locations in the district of Kotzman
(des Kotzmaner Bezirks).
Note 2. As of 1994, Kotzman is the town and district
of Kitsman in southwestern Ukraine, just north of the
border with Romania. Also spelled Kotzmann, Cotman,
Cozmeni, Kosman, Kozmeny, or Kucmeh, it is located 19
miles northwest of Chernivtsi (also spelled Chernovtsy,
Chernowitz, or Czernowitz).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2020)
concerning soybeans in Ukraine, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Ukraine (one of two documents).
Graf. H. Attems, owner (Eigenthümer) of a seed testing
station (Samenculturstation) in St. Peter near Graz in
Steiermark [today’s Styria, capital of Graz in Austria].
Prof. Dr. Kulisz, a teacher of agriculture in TetschenLiebwerd in Böhmen [Bohemia, now in the Czech Republic].
The soybeans ripened in spite of the unfavorable weather
conditions during the year. He harvested the reddish-brown
variety on Oct. 5 and the yellow variety on Oct. 21.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2019)
concerning soybeans in what is today the Czech Republic
(though it was not officially created until Jan. 1993), or the
cultivation of soybeans in the Czech Republic (one of two
documents).
W. Janig (Title: Prince Rohan’s Privy Councillor, fürstl.
Rohan’scher Hofrath) in Prague in Böhmen [Bohemia]. He
was sent 200 seeds which he sent to 5 locations (including in
Sichrow, Swijan [on the Iser or Jisera River], and Darenic) in
Bohemia [now in the Czech Republic] for planting.
Note 5. The term fürstl. Rohan’scher Hofrath refers
to Louis Prince von Rohan, the first cardinal and bishop
of Strasburg; he lived 1734-1803. This was his property.
A Hofrat was a privy councillor / minister of this prince’s
court.
Note 6. Swijan, as of 2003, is named Svetice and is
located about 18 miles southeast of Prague, the capital of the
Czech Republic. The current names of Sichrow and Darenic
cannot be found.
And A. Schnorrenpfeil, administrator of the farm estate

Gutswirthschaft at the Agricultural Academy in Proskau
(Landwirtschaftlichen Akademie Proskau) [now named
Proszkow, in today’s southwest Poland] in PreussischSchlesien [Prussian Silesia, a Prussian province later divided
into upper- and lower Silesia].
Note 7. Proszkow is a market town located 7 miles
southwest of Oppeln (now Opole), in southwest Poland at
north latitude 50º40’. This is further north than any point
in the continental USA, and even a bit north of Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada.
Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (April
2020) concerning soybeans in Poland, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Poland (one of two documents).
Note 9. This is the earliest European / Western document
seen (Aug. 2006) that mentions rabbits (or any other type
of rodents) as an enemy of soybean plants. Address: Prof.,
Hochschule fuer Bodencultur, Austria.
101. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1877. Der Anbau der
rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [The culture of the rough-haired
soybean]. Landwirthschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 20:24772. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Haberlandt submitted this article in Jan. 1877
from Vienna. The original soybean seeds were obtained at
the Vienna World Exhibition of 1873 then grown out in the
garden of the Royal College of Agriculture (Hochschule
für Bodencultur) in Vienna. The seeds grown in Vienna and
harvested in 1875 and 1876 were larger and heavier than
those obtained at the Exposition.
Among nutritional plants, the rough-haired / hirsute
soybean (der rauhhaarigen Soja) is of the first rank. For no
other legume nourishes so many people, and has such great
nutritional value, and multiple food uses (p. 247).
On p. 248 Haberlandt shows that he is familiar with
the soybean work of the Society for Acclimatization in
France: In France the soybean is known as the oil pea, and
it is cultivated at various points in the departments of Ariège
and Haut-Garonne... Many years ago attempts were made to
grow Soja hispida in Hohenheim [Germany], but the plants
were barely brought to a blooming state. People also had the
same experience in other places. Dr. A. Rauch of Bamberg
[Germany] (see Die Fundgrube von Dr. A. Rauch. III.
Jahrgang. Bamberg 1876), on several occasions, received
seeds of various soybean varieties from Japan. They were
sent by his long-time friend, Colonel [Philipp Franz] von
Siebold, who died at an early age. But every trial by Dr.
Rauch was unsuccessful.
In 1875 Prof. Haberlandt conducted soybean trials at
the Royal College of Agriculture in Vienna. In early 1876
he published detailed results of these trials in the Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. Nutritional analyses of these
seeds were published.
Page 252: The plants of each of the three varieties which
achieved complete development in 1875 each occupied one
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strip of a plot that was 3 meters long and 0.3 meters wide.
The respective times of blossoming and maturation of the
crop were:
No. 1, the brownish-red variety from China: June 28 and
September 11,
No. 2, the light yellow variety from China: July 1 and
September 11,
No. 3, the light yellow variety from Mongolia: July 29
and September 11.
Plot no. 1 contained 27 plants; plot no. 2, 25; and plot
no. 3, 15. Thus each plant was allocated an average of 4.03
square decimeters [equal to .0403 square meters, or about 20
cm by 20 cm] of growing space.
The seeds that were harvested amounted to 249.2 g with
plot no. 1, 336.5 g with plot no. 2, and 196.9 g with plot no.
3, whereby a seed yield per hectare was calculated with
2,769 kilos for plot no. 1
3,739 kilos for plot no. 2
2,177 kilos for plot no. 3.
The high capability for yield of the soybean (Sojabohne)
can be seen from this, of course under the precondition of
uniform conditions in which each plant takes up an area
of 4 square decimeters. This would result in the number of
250,000 plants per hectare and a requirement of 37.5 kilos of
seed for sowing if, with complete germination, 1,000 seeds
to be sown would have a weight on average of 150 g.
In early 1876 Prof. Haberlandt then sent samples of
seeds to seven cooperators in central Europe, who planted
and tested the seeds in the spring of 1876, with good or fairly
good results in each case. These men reported the details
of their agronomic trials (Anbauversuche) to Haberlandt,
who quotes from their reports (p. 253-59). Haberlandt
sent soybeans to: Master-gardener W. Köhler (p. 253-54)
in Ungarisch-Altenburg [Hungarian Altenburg, formerly
Magyarovar, today’s Mosonmagyarovar in Hungary about 22
miles northwest of Györ]. He planted 100 seeds in mid-May,
1876, in a sunny place in the botanical garden, in a bed 5
meters long by 2 meters wide. All the seeds germinated (Alle
Samen keimten) and the plants developed luxuriantly. But
one night, when they were 5-6 cm tall, all the young plants
were eaten by rabbits. However they grew back and yielded
1.6 kg of seeds.
Landowner (Gutsbesitzer) A. Stojics (p. 253-54) in
Gross-Becskerek in Hungary. He planted 100 brownish-red
(braunrothen) and 100 yellow soybeans in mid-April. In
mid-September he harvested 0.33 kg seeds of the former and
0.32 kg of the latter.
Landowner Graf. H. Attems (p. 253-55), owner of a seed
testing station (Samenculturstation) in St. Peter bei Graz in
Steiermark [today’s Styria, capital of Graz in Austria]. On 19
May he planted 50 brownish-red (braunrothen) seeds from
China and 50 yellow seeds from Mongolia. He harvested
the seeds between Oct. 11 and 24, obtaining 0.870 kg of the
brownish-red and 0.642 kg of the yellow.

Mr. A. Tomaszek [Tomasek] (p. 253, 255-56, 260, 263),
farmer and civil servant (Oekonomie-Beamter / Verwalter)
in Napagedl in Mähren [Moravia, a region in today’s central
Czech Republic]. He planted 25 yellow and 25 reddishbrown soybeans on April 29. The yellow yielded 1,400 seeds
and the reddish-brown 1,350 seeds.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
concerning soybeans in today’s Czech Republic (though it
was not officially created until Jan. 1993), or the cultivation
of soybeans in the Czech Republic. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in the Czech Republic, or
the cultivation of soybeans in the Czech Republic (29 April
1876) (one of two documents). The source of these soybeans
was Friedrich Haberlandt in Vienna.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen that mentions
soybeans in Mähren (Moravia). From 1849 to 1918 it was
a separate crownland of Austria, with its capital at Brno. In
1918 it was organized as a province of Czechoslovakia.
Princely Privy Councillor (Hofrath) W. Janig (p.
253, 256-57) in Prague in Böhmen [Bohemia]. He was
sent 200 seeds which he sent to 5 locations (including in
Sichrow, Swijan [on the Iser or Jisera River], and Darenic)
in Bohemia [now in the Czech Republic] for planting. All
but 5% sprouted. In Sichrow, 25 seeds planted in early
May yielded 2,500 seeds in October. Continued. Address:
Mittheilungen aus dem landwirthschaftlichen Laboratorium
und Versuchsgarten der k.k. Hochschule fuer Bodencultur in
Wien [Vienna].
102. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1877. Der Anbau der
rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [The culture of the roughhaired soybean (Continued–Document part II)].
Landwirthschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 20:247-72. [5 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Continued from p. 253. Prof. Dr. Kulisz (p. 253,
257) in Tetschen-Liebwerd in Böhmen [Bohemia, now in the
Czech Republic] planted 150 seeds of 3 varieties. Despite
snow, rain, and frost in May, 98 plants survived, yielding 660
seeds. The tallest plant was not over 50 cm high.
Dr. Nicolaus Dimitriewicz (p. 253, 257-258), a former
student at the Royal College of Agriculture in Vienna,
and now a farmer (Oekonom) in Bukovina [Bukowina or
Bucovina, a former Austrian crownland, now (2020) divided
between Ukraine and Romania]. He received 100 seeds
which he sent to 6 farmers he knew in four nearby locations
in the district of Kotzman (des Kotzmaner Bezirks).
Note 1. As of 1994, Kotzman is the town and district
of Kitsman in southwestern Ukraine, just north of the
border with Romania. Also spelled Kotzmann, Cotman,
Cozmeni, Kosman, Kozmeny, or Kucmeh, it is located 19
miles northwest of Chernivtsi (also spelled Chernovtsy,
Chernowitz, or Czernowitz).
The seeds were planted late, on April 20 or later, and
some were killed by frost. Others, protected from the frost,
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grew fairly well. For example, the second farmer harvested
669 seeds from 19 plants. The 64 plants which survived
yielded less than 2.821 kg of seed. Note 2. This is the earliest
document seen (May 2020) concerning soybeans in Ukraine,
or the cultivation of soybeans in Ukraine (one of two
documents). This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Ukraine, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Ukraine (20 April 1876). The source of these soybeans may
have been Prof. Haberlandt.
And A. Schnorrenpfeil (p. 253, 258), Administrator of
Gutswirthschaft at the Agricultural Academy in Proskau
(Landwirtschaftlichen Akademie Proskau) [now named
Proszkow, in today’s southwest Poland] in PreussischSchlesien [Prussian Silesia, a Prussian province later divided
into upper- and lower Silesia]. He planted 50 seeds of two

varieties in late April.
Note 3. Proszkow is a market town located
7 miles southwest of Oppeln (now Opole), in
southwest Poland at north latitude 50º40’.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen
(April 2020) concerning soybeans in Poland,
or the cultivation of soybeans in Poland (one of
two documents). This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Poland, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Poland (20 April
1876). The source of these soybeans was Prof.
Haberlandt in Vienna.
Joh. Stua (p. 263-64), of the Technological
Laboratory (Technologische Laboratorium)
of the Imperial-Royal College of Agriculture
[der k.k. {kaiserlich-königliche} Hochschule
für Bodencultur] in Vienna, conducted a
detailed nutritional analysis of the yellow
Mongolian, yellow Chinese, and brownishred (braunrothe) Chinese varieties. The first
3 columns of a full-page table (p. 264) show
percentages in air-dried soybeans of (1) the
original soybean seed sample, (2) soybeans
grown the first year, and (3) soybeans grown
the second year. Columns 4-6 show the same
information adjusted as if the soybeans had
a 10% water content. For each variety, data
are given for water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free
extract (Stickstofffreie Extractivstoffe), crude
fiber, and ash (Aschenbestandtheile).
Note 5. This is the earliest Germanlanguage document seen (Oct. 2004) that
mentions red soybeans (actually brownish-red)
or that uses the word braunrothe to refer to the
color of soybeans. In many other documents by
or about Prof. Haberlandt, the term “reddishbrown” (braunrothen) is used to describe the
color of a type of soybean he obtained from
China.
Tomaszek (p. 263) wrote Haberlandt that
he was astonished by the high oil and protein content of
the soybeans he grew and harvested and had analyzed by a
chemist at the sugar factory. So he had the analyses repeated
by Prof. K. Zulkowski of the technical university at Brünn,
and got similar results. Zulkowski found (table, p. 263) that
the air-dried seeds of yellow soybeans from China contained
16.99% fat, 40.19% protein, and 6.43% nitrogen. The
brownish-red soybeans from China contained 16.68% fat,
44.93% protein, and 7.19% nitrogen.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (May 2016)
that mentions Zulkowski.
These analyses are in close accord with those published
by Senff in 1872 (table, p. 265). Soybeans are compared with
lupins and other legumes.
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On pages 270-271 Prof. Haberlandt discusses food uses
of soybeans. “The soy sauces, which were imported from
India and spread from England over Continental Europe,
could in no way awaken a favorable opinion of the flavor
of the soybean, for these sauces have a strong flavor of
browned (gebräuntem) sugar, perhaps also mixed with other
ingredients, so that the soybean’s own flavor is completely
masked (verdekt wird). Because of their complete lack of
starch, soybeans do not become soft through cooking, so
it is necessary to crush and rub the half-soft cooked seeds
before their further preparation... Best would be a use [of
soybeans] which imitates that of corn kernels (Maiskörner),
from whose flour the people of southern Europe prepare
their beloved dish, Polenta [gruel]. Soybeans roasted at
160ºF taste delicious and surpass all other plants that have
heretofore been used as coffee substitutes.”
Pages 271-272: In conclusion, the remark may follow
that it may hardly be successful to find new food plants
at any inhabited point of the earth’s surface among wildgrowing plants. Because even the wild tribes have that which
is suitable for consumption in the plant kingdom: a highly
developed sense which has been sharpened again and again
by frequently returning periods of hunger and which has
certainly tasted all plant products. It is much more likely
to be possible to discover new useful plants for technical
types of uses, for the obtaining of weaving materials, dyes,
pharmaceuticals, and so forth, as this actually occurs in all
those lands that are explored by botanists for the first time.
If the discussion is about new cultivated plants, then that
is to be understood in the sense that they are new for some
regions and countries in which they are to be introduced in
terms of trials. What will then be at issue is whether the food
plant that is concerned has developed a larger number of
varieties in its homelands, among which are early maturing
and late maturing, of which the former have the more likely
prospects of crossing the borders of their former distribution.
The soybean is also a food plant of ancient cultivation.
At the present time, where all progress takes place at a more
rapid tempo than was earlier the case, it will soon show
whether it has a future for Central Europe; whether, as is to
be hoped, it will be capable of posing serious competition to
the potato plant and the corn plant as well as to other food
plants. It can and will achieve significance, not as a result of
an enthusiastic recommendation from some part, but rather
only as a consequence of benefits which are associated
with its cultivation and which are solely in the position to
dispel the mistrust which every newly proposed food plant
encounters in the circles of the practical farmer
that already are so often shrewd.
At the ten trial locations at which the soybean
was planted in 1876, over twenty kilos of seeds
have already been obtained in total. Since that will
be used simply for propagation during this year,
in 1877 a seed yield of up to 2,000 kilos at the

very best can already be counted upon. This seed material
will then in any case ensure a rapid spreading of soy. The
goal would be achieved more quickly if larger quantities of
seeds were to be imported from China or Mongolia, perhaps
through the mediation by governments. In any case, though,
it would be uncertain as to whether with the purchase of
soybeans from those reference locations, the selection would
fall upon precisely the earliest maturing varieties, which
would in fact be the decisive factor for success.
Vienna, January 1877
Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2012) in
which Dr. Haberlandt mentions that roasted soybeans made a
good coffee substitute.
Note 8. Other tables from this article are described
in a separate record. Address: Mittheilungen aus dem
landwirthschaftlichen Laboratorium und Versuchsgarten der
k.k. Hochschule fuer Bodencultur in Wien [Vienna].
103. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1877. Der Anbau der
rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [The culture of the roughhaired soybean: Tables (Continued–Document part III)].
Landwirthschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 20:247-72. [5 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Tables show: (1–p. 260) The weight in grams
of 1,000 original seeds compared with the first progeny
in 1875 and the second progeny in 1876. Yellow soybean
from Mongolia: 81.5, 126.0, and 163.6. Note the significant
increase in seed weight. Yellow soybean from China: 92.5,
148.0, 143.0. Reddish brown soybean from China: 105.0,
154.5, 141.8. Black soybean from China: 101.6, 110.6,–(no
value given).
(2–a full-page table, p. 261) Prof. Haberlandt’s results
in testing 7 different types of soybeans in 1876: Yellow
from Mongolia (progeny), yellow from China (progeny),
reddish-brown from China (progeny), black from China (one
original, one progeny), black from Mongolia (original), and
black from Japan (original). For each variety is given: Size
of the trial plot in square meters (range 4.0 to 11.0), planting
date (April 25 to May 5), successful emergence of sprouts
(May 19 to June 2), first flowering (June 20 to July 3), start
of ripening (Aug. 25 to Oct. 24), date of harvesting (Sept. 26
to Nov. 6), number of plants harvested (52 to 339), weight of
the harvested seeds in grams (570 for black from Mongolia
to 3,710 for yellow from China), weight of the air-dry straw
in grams (1,920 for black #1 from China to 7,270 for yellow
from China), calculation of weight of seeds per hectare (in
kg) (1,111.1 for black from Japan to 3864.6 for yellow from
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China), calculation of weight of straw per hectare (in kg)
(4,062.5 for black #1 from China to 6,025 for black from
Mongolia), number of seeds per plant (40.5 to 124.4 for
black #1 from China), weight of 100 air-dry seeds in grams
(101.6 from black #1 from China to 163.6 for yellow from
Mongolia).
(3–p. 265-66) Seeds grown in 1876 contained 8.73%
water. The ash content of these seeds was 2.87% in their airdried condition and 3.14% when dried at 100ºC. The various
minerals as a percentage of the total ash were:
Potash (Kali) 44.56%
Soda (Natron) 0.96%
Lime (Kalk) 5.32%
Magnesia / magnesium oxide (Magnesia) 8.92%
Iron oxide and clay (Eisenoxyd & Thonerode) Traces
Phosphoric acid (Phosphorsäure) 36.89%
Sulfuric acid (Schwefelsäure) 2.70%
Chlorine (Chlor) 0.27%
Silica (Kieselsäure) Traces
Thus, the two main minerals in soybeans are potash and

phosphoric acid. Prof. Haberlandt then compares
the ash of soybeans with the ash of peas, horse
beans and garden beans.
(5–p. 266) A. Stua gives a nutritional
analysis of the straw of the recent harvest of
soybeans, showing the percentage of each nutrient
when the straw is in the air-dried condition (with
12.44% water) and when it has been dried at 100ºC
until it contains no water. For example, the ash
content is 10.14% and 11.59% respectively.
(6–p. 267) Gives as an analysis of the pure ash with the
same minerals as in table 4. However the results are very
different:
Potash (Kali) 15.41%
Soda (Natron) 2.18%
Lime (Kalk) 44.77%
Magnesia / magnesium oxide (Magnesia) 15.42%
Iron oxide and clay (Eisenoxyd & Thonerode) 0.75%
Phosphoric acid (Phosphorsäure) 9.32%
Sulfuric acid (Schwefelsäure) 6.37%
Chlorine (Chlor) 0.16%
Silica (Kieselsäure) 5.41%
Prof. Haberlandt then compares the ash of soybean straw
with the ash of peas, horse beans and garden beans. He adds:
In almost all cases, the straw of the soybean is more valuable
than that of other legumes mentioned above. This is all the
more important when it is consumed by cows and cattle
with great eagerness. The green soybean plants are preferred
by rabbits to all other leguminous plants (as was found in
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the cultural trials in Hungarian Altenburg). And, in feeding
trials, cows eat even the coarse and woody stems, as well
as the empty, tough-as-parchment pods with relish, leaving
behind only the woodiest main stem. This clearly shows the
nutritional value of the plant as well as the seeds.
(7–p. 268) The total heat units (Wärmesummen) required
for 7 different types of soybeans in 1876 to the start of
ripening and to harvest:
Yellow from Mongolia (progeny) 1824ºC, 2230ºC.
Yellow from China (progeny) 1887ºC, 2253ºC.
Reddish brown from China (progeny) 1699ºC, 2293ºC.
Black from China (original) 2844ºC, 3175ºC.
Black from China (progeny) 2661ºC, 3175ºC.
Black from Mongolia (original) 2905ºC, 3175ºC.
Black from Japan (original) 2954ºC, 3175ºC.
Note that the yellow varieties (the first two) required the
fewest heat units, while the black varieties required the most.
(8–p. 270). This table (2 pages wide) shows reported
temperatures at various places in Austria-Hungary at
different times of year. The places are Vienna, Graz,
Tetschen-Liebwerd, and Proskau. Across the top is the north
latitude of each of these places (between 47º4’ at Graz and
50º2’ at Proskau), the altitude, and the temperature each
month from December to November, and in each of the 4
seasons at each of the 4 places.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013),
worldwide, that contains information on the weight of
soybean seeds. Haberlandt measured the weight in grams of
1,000 soybean seeds.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
that clearly mentions soybean straw, which is the stems,
leaves, and empty pods left after the plants have been
threshed for seed. Soybean hay is the whole dry plants
with the beans left in the pods, cut at any time from the
setting of seed until the leaves begin to turn yellow.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen
(April 2020) that contains the word Wärmesummen
(“heat units”). Address: Mittheilungen aus dem
landwirthschaftlichen Laboratorium und Versuchsgarten
der k.k. Hochschule fuer Bodencultur in Wien [Vienna].

104. Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta. 1877. Iz inostrannykh gazet
i zhurnalov [From foreign newspapers and journals]. No. 6.
p. 89-92. Feb. 5. See p. 89. [Rus]
• Summary: This article is about various crops. A paragraph
(p. 79) about the soybean states: Soja hispida, a newly
cultivated plant. At the Vienna Agriculturists’ Club, Prof.
Haberlandt presented a very interesting report about
cultivation experiments with a newly cultivated plant–the
so-called hirsute Soja hispida Mönch. Haberlandt found that
one variety of Soja, from the many present at the Vienna
World Exhibition, ripens in 5 months, and then reliably
grows in our climate. Its value, which increased during the
two subsequent years of cultivation, can best be seen in
comparison with the composition of peas:
A table shows the percentage of air-dried substance.
The columns are substances, crude protein, fat, nitrogenfree extract, crude fiber, and ash. The substances are both
seeds and straw: Seeds: Peas, initial Soja, Soja after 1 year
cultivation, soja after 2 years cultivation. Straw: Peas, Soja.
Concerning crude protein: Pea seeds had 23.2% vs. 30.6%,
34.4%, and 35.0% for soybean seeds during three years of
cultivation. Concerning fat: Pea seeds had 1.8% vs. 15.8%,
18.2%, and 18.4% for soybean seeds during three years of
cultivation. Soybean seeds also contained almost twice as
much ash and only 77% as much crude fiber.
Soybean straw contained about 24% more protein and
19% more fat that pea straw, plus 2½ times as much ash and
only 86% as much crude fiber.
Prof. Haberlandt believes that in the near future, every
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agriculturist will cultivate Soja hispida in the same quantity
that they now cultivate bread [sic, wheat], potatoes, etc.,
since soya (soya) has the highest nutritional value in its seeds
and straw compared with other plants–the only exception
being lupins.
Translated by Olga Kochan.
Note: This is the earliest Russian-language document
seen (May 2020) that mentions the soybean–which it calls
Soja hispida and Soja.
105. W.H.W. 1877. The Japan pea. American Agriculturist
36(3):87, col. 2. March. New Series–No. 362. [1 ref]
• Summary: “We cultivated this several years ago, and
told all about it, with figure, in February, 1874. Probably
it will be of little or no use to you. In the Southern States
it may be of value as a fodder plant, or as a crop for green
manuring. The advertisement says, it ‘is a new and extremely
valuable vegetable, and is attracting great attention wherever
introduced; is pronounced by all who have grown it to be
superior to any pea grown; is said to be a most valuable
acquisition, as it can be used both in a green and ripe state.’
This conveys the idea that it may be used like ordinary peas.
‘Said to be’ is very safe, but as the pea has been sold in the
Southern States for the last four or five years, why don’t the
chap try it and know? If he were condemned to live upon this
pea for a weak [sic, week], he would have the very positive
opinion that, for whatever other uses it may be valuable,
human food is not one of them, at least to the American.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2020) that
contains the term “green manuring” (or “green manure”).
Address: Reading, Massachusetts.
106. M. 1877. Neue Culturpflanzen [New crop plants]. Neue
Freie Presse (Vienna) No. 4526. April 3. p. 4, col. 1. Evening
edition. [Ger]
• Summary: Even though, as we presented in a first article
(no. 4505 [Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung] of the Neue Freie
Presse), out of twenty newly recommended crops we hardly
arrived at one single result worthy of mention, nevertheless
sometimes one such crop comes up which is completely
worth the many futile attempts and failures. So among the
worthless desert of seed novelties, that is how it was with
one species that has recently become known which deserves
the greatest attention. That is Soja hispida, the hairy runner
bean or Dolichos (rauhe Schmink- oder Heilbohne) from the
line with many branches of the East Asian Dolichos species.
The credit for having introduced this worthy useful plant to
the Occident is due to Professor F. Haberlandt at the College
of Agriculture (Hochschule für Bodencultur) in Vienna. He
found this among the Japanese seeds at the World Exposition
(Weltausstellung) of 1873, cultivated them in complete
secrecy, and has now come forward with the results of his
trials.
Next to rice, the Dolichos or soy beans (Dolichos- oder

Soja-Bohnen) form the main source of nutrition for the
population of the two largest East Asian empires, but they are
also cultivated in countless varieties in all of India, on Java,
Borneo, Sumatra, and all islands of the Indian archipelago
and are treasured as a daily food. Along with chickpeas
(Cicer arietinus), they are among the most nitrogen-rich
of all pulses, which means of all vegetable products, and
thus their extraordinary nutritional value, especially for
the working classes. In Japan, there are four varieties of
runner beans (Schminkbohnen) that are preferably planted
for their nutrition: Dolichos (or Soja) unguiculatus, in
Japanese jaenari, green; D. soja, Japanese daidsu; a black
variety kuromame, and a red one, kintoki [sic, kintoki refers
to a variety of azuki beans]. They are all eaten. One of the
most favorite without which a Japanese could hardly live is
the bean aspic (Bohnensulze) “miso” (“Mieso”), prepared
from the daidsu bean with wheat and barley flour together
with some salt. The seasoning that is expressly called “soy”
(“Soja”)–in Japanese siyau [sic, shoyu], in Chinese sohi yu
or tsiang yu, in English soy–is a fermented soup [sic, sauce]
that is prepared from soybeans (Sona-Bohnen) with different
additions that is served as sauces and forms an important
article of trade. In China, Dolichos sinensis (under which
is certainly also to be included many other species) is the
preferred food after rice; the plant is cultivated everywhere.
According to Scherzer, entire populations are employed there
with the preparation of cakes and preserved foods made from
bean meal for food. Just like with other pulses, the skins
of the beans, after being carefully separated from the meal,
are pressed into cake form in iron wheels and dried. They
are a precious fertilizer, as are the oil cakes, and it has an
extraordinary value on the market; Shanghai alone ships over
a million pieces of it every year, including to the southern
[Chinese] sugar plantations.
On Java, the soybean is preferably called katjang, that
is, “vegetable” (according to Junghuhn). And next to rice,
padi, and corn, djagong (which has only been cultivated for
one and a half centuries), and the roots of yams and potatoes
called ubi, it is the food which is cultivated the most. These
Javanese soybeans, especially the white ones, are regarded
as the best and are sought after as ship’s provisions. Their
botanical name, Dolichos catjang, still originates back from
the old ship’s hull (Rumpf). In East India, the perennial
runner bean, D. lignosus, a climbing shrub (Kletterstrauch)
is very common, along with D. lablab, gladiatus, bulbosus,
tetragonolobus, and many other species. The Egyptian
fellah grows D. lubia; in the West Indies and Brazil, D.
tuberosus provides not just edible pods and beans, but also
a farinaceous (mehlhaltig) root as food that tastes similar
to turnips (rübenartig schmeckend) and can weigh up to a
pound. It is also known that there is a species of Phaseolus
with edible tubers.
In Europe, too, although only in the southern lands of
this part of the world, in Turkey, Greece, Sicily, the Iberian
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peninsula, and specifically in Provence in France (where they
are called banettes or mongettes and have a delicate flavor),
runner beans have long been cultivated, and specifically
preferably D. unguiculatus. They require a light, warm soil,
but aside from that they are specifically treated and used
just like other edible beans (Speisebohnen). They go beyond
the tastiness and nutritional value of the latter, but on the
contrary they have the disadvantage of being afflicted by
insects (weevils) which, as is well known, is not the case
with the Phaseolus beans.
Soja (or Dolichos) hispida, which Professor Haberlandt
has successfully acclimatized, appears to be one of the most
preferred species of its family. It has withstood the climate
very well, even at high degrees of latitude, it has developed
completely in average soils, and it has produced seeds
extremely richly and brought them to maturity at the same
time as with other pulses. Its use seems to be a versatile
one. The seeds provided an extremely pleasant-tasting food
which, when prepared in different ways as with other pulses,
not only did not fall short of them but even exceeded them
in their fineness. When coarsely ground, the beans were also
immediately accepted by animals, which is not the case with
the usual edible beans; those are accepted only by pigs and
in fact only when cooked or when mixed with other fodders.
We do not know whether the green pods can be used as a
vegetable. But the pods that have been dried after the seeds
have been removed as well as the straw–and of course also
the green plant–have proven themselves as an excellent
fodder that is consumed immediately by every type of
livestock with great desire.
Professor Haberlandt very liberally made available the
quantity of seeds of Soja hispida that had been grown the
previous year to a number of farmers who were amenable
to progress in all areas and climates of Austria, so that we
will soon have more and larger agronomic trials about
which to report. In any case, the eagerly researching and
valiant representative of plant cultivation at our College of
Agriculture is due thanks for his successful efforts regarding
the acclimatization and introduction of a new species to what
thus far has been the rather closed series of our crops.
Dr. M.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the word daidsu (the Japanese word for “soybean”).
This word appears in 5 different issues of these newspapers
from 1877 to 1924.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Soja-Bohnen (Soybeans)–spelled
with a hyphen. This word appears in 60 different issues of
these newspapers from 1877 to 1947. Address: PhD.

107. Koehler, W. 1877. Miscellen: Sojabohne
[Miscellaneous: Soybean]. Oesterreichisches
Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt (Vienna) 3(15):174. April
14. [Ger]
• Summary: The agronomic trials with the coarse-haired
soybean (Rauhhaarinen Sojabohne) (Soja hispida) last
summer in the garden of the Agricultural Academy
(Landwirtschaftliche Akademie) provided such favorable
results that the cultivation will be continued this year on
the experimental fields to a greater extent. Last spring, I
received one hundred seeds from Prof. Ferd. [sic, Friedrich]
Haberlandt, and specifically fifty of the variety with brown
seeds originating from China and fifty with yellow seeds
from Mongolia. The cultivation took place at the beginning
of May on five square meters (fifty square feet) in shallow
terraces. All of the seeds were germinable (keimfähig). Once
the plants had reached a height of ten cm., they were for the
most part chewed down in one night by rabbits. Fortunately,
the plants recovered again very soon, and even a more
abundant tillering (Bestockung) was noticeable.
The upright stems with thick foliage reached a height
of 75 to 80 cm., and they only bent with the extraordinary
formulation of pods, as is not to be noticed with any
species of green beans. Complete maturity occurred in midSeptember. The yield from five square meters was 1.6 kilos
of completely well-formed seeds. Consequently, out of all of
the trials, the highest yield was achieved here and thus the
proof was provided that with local conditions, the cultivation
of the soybean has a good future. In order to get genuinely
broad trials up and running in the country, I have provided
twenty portions of seeds for the aforementioned purpose
to the High Hungarian Ministry of Agriculture (das hohe
ungarnische Ackerbau-Ministerium), but I have provided
the larger lots for the obtaining of seeds to the heads of the
experimental field. According to the analyses that have been
provided so far, the straw but especially also the soybeans
have high nutritional value, and they may be excellently used
not only as fodder, but also for human nutrition.
Note: Ungarisch-Altenburg is part of today’s
Mosonmagyaróvár, Hungary.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Head gardener (Obergaertner),
Hungarian-Altenburg.
108. Haberlandt, Friedrich; Koehler, W.; Stojics, A.;
Tomasek, A.; Dimitrievicz, -; Attems, Heinrich; Kulisz,
-; Janig, W.; Schnorrenpfeil, A.; Schwackhoefer, Fr.;
Zalkowsky, K. 1877. Neue Erfahrungen ueber den Anbau
der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [New practical experience with
the cultivation of the rough-haired soybean]. Biedermann’s
Central-Blatt fuer Agrikulturchemie 6:381-87. May. [6 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: This is largely a summary of Haberlandt’s
article titled “Der Anbau der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [The
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culture of the hirsute soybean],” written in Jan. 1877 and
published in Landwirthschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen
20:247-72. Address: 1. Hochschule fuer Bodenkultur,
Vienna.
109. Schuetz, Cosmas. 1877. Die Sojabohne in Kaernten
[The soybean in Carinthia]. Mittheilungen ueber
Gegenstaende der Land-, Forst-, und Hauswirtschaft
(Organ der k.k. Landwirthschaftgesellschaft fuer Kaernten)
34(22):175-76. Nov. 15. [Ger]
• Summary: A cultural trial with the soybean was conducted
the local agricultural school (Landesbaumschule) confirms
the fact that no land is better suited than Kärnten to become a
homeland for the soybean.
Of the 25 seeds, that Prof. Haberlandt gave me to test,
20 were planted on 7 May 1877 in the local agricultural
school in three types of soil: light, medium, and heavy. The
soil was not manured, but it was very fertile (stand aber in
guter Kraft).
Nineteen of these plants developed into strong
specimens with a sturdy taproot. They had 15 leaves and by
the beginning of June they started to bloom. On September
27, in the light soil, ripe soybeans could already be
harvested. In the heavy soil, the plants developed about 14
days later. The beans ripened and were harvested at the same
time, but they were not yet completely developed.
Of the 19 plants that were harvested, the 5,500
completely developed beans weighed 1,100 grams; an
increase of about 275 seeds from each plant.
Since the soybean seems to be insensitive to night frost,
if the seeds are planted in the appropriate soil, its nutritional
content seems to be superior to all other beans cultivated and
tested to date. And its habitat (Standort) is especially suited
to the diluvial soil of central Kärnten, so long as it is well
manured.
We must distribute the seeds to the members of
the Royal Kärnten Agricultural Society (k.k. kärntner
Landwirtschaft-Gesellschaft) for further trial.
Note: Kaernten (Kaernthen or Kärnten) [also called
Carinthia] was an Austrian crownland; now a state of
southern Austria, bordering on Italy and Yugoslavia.
Note 2. Meagan Calogeras gives special thanks to Frau
Nagel of the Bodenkultur Bibliothek for finding this hardto-find document in a separate building from the Institut
für Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzüchtung in Vienna. Address:
Editor, Klagenfurt, Austria.
110. Laibacher Tagblatt (Ljubljana Daily News). 1877.
Aus den Rachbarprovinzen [From the Rachbar provinces].
10(270):3, col. 3. Nov. 23. [Ger]
• Summary: In the Carinthian Provincial Nursery (Kärntner
Landesbaumschule), an agronomic trial was carried out
with a crop that is new to the continent, the “coarse-haired
soybean” (rauhaarige Sojabohne) which is widespread in

various varieties in Asia. With the aforementioned trial, this
plant with a very high yield produced a 275-fold yield. Its
high nutritional content ought to exceed that of all varieties
of beans that have been cultivated thus far, and this plant also
appears to not be susceptible to night frosts. Carinthia ought
to be especially suitable as a new homeland for soybeans.
Note: Laibach is the German-language name of the city
of Ljubljana, which is now the capital and largest city of
Slovenia.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
111. Mittheilungen ueber Gegenstaende der Land, Forst-, und Hauswirtschaft (Organ der k.k.
Landwirthschaftgesellschaft fuer Kaernten). 1877. Zur
Sojabohne [The soybean]. 34(23):183-84. Dec. 1. [Ger]
• Summary: Upon his request, the Inspector of the
Experimental Farm in Ljubljana (Laibach), Mr. Franz
Schollmayr, received in the spring from Prof. Haberlandt 200
seeds of brown soybeans and 200 seeds of black soybeans
from China, and 200 seeds of coarse yellow soybeans
originating from Mongolia, all for experimental cultivation.
These were planted on May 16 in such a way that the
seeds were spaced 10 inches (Zoll) from each other and
approximately 1½ inches deep in rather thin, ordinary
topsoil (diluvial gravel / rubble, Dilluvialschotter) that had
been lightly fertilized with barnyard manure and that had
previously been prepared to be completely even and ready.
In a few days, the young, dark green baby plants shot up
quite superbly without a seed having remained. By the end
of May, approximately 10% of the plants had fallen to the
ground because of voles and moles, and thus approximately
180 plants of each of the aforementioned varieties remained.
During the summer, these plants were cultivated once. Since
the growth of the firm stems with thick foliage is rapid, this
planting soon filled in, adequately shaded the ground, and
allowed few weeds to come up. The plants achieved a height
of 25 inches (65 cm) and were more stocky (full stemmed)
than elongated. They were covered with abundant pods. The
lower pods matured in mid-September, followed by those
further up in mid-October.
After precise counting and weighing, the yield of these
three varieties is as follows: 180 beans of the brown soybean
from China yielded 6,660 seeds weighing 1,061½ grams. 180
beans of the black soybean from China yielded 7,814 seeds
weighing 816½ grams. And 180 beans of the yellow soybean
from Mongolia yielded of 16,731 seeds weighing 1,925½
grams.
In comparison with the yield of our native varieties of
green beans (Fisolenarten), the brown soybean in Ljubljana
yielded 37 times as much; the black soybean yielded 43.41
times as much, and the yellow soybean yielded 90.95 times
as much. This is therefore so high that the soybean must be
very highly recommended for the most extensive cultivation,
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all the more so since, upon chemical analysis, the nutritional
value of the beans and the straw comes to light as being
significant.
As for the yield of straw, the brown soybean weighed 2
Viennese pounds (2 Wiener Pfund), the black and the yellow
soybean also yielded 2 Viennese pounds of air-dried straw.
Mr. Schollmayr is of the opinion that the yellow soybean
is first and foremost to be preferred, followed by the brown
variety, and then the black. He arrives at this conclusion
not only as a result of the yields of the yellow and brown
soybeans, but also because of their preferred colors in
commerce, the full roundness of the beans, and the pleasant
shape of both varieties mentioned.
The black soybean is elongated and flattened, and
furthermore the black color is not desirable in commerce for
the reason that when they are boiled, the beans impart an
unappetizing black color to the soup.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Austria.
112. Graefl. H. Attems’sche Gemuesebau- und
Samenkulturstation in St. Peter. 1877. Zweiter Culturversuch
mit der chinesischen Oelbohne in St. Peter bei Graz [Second
agronomic trial with the Chinese oilbean (Soybean) in St.
Peter near Graz]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 27(49):557. Dec. 8. [Ger]
• Summary: From the preceding year’s harvest of soybeans
(Soja), which was described in issue no. 48 of the Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung of 1876 [Nov. 25, p. 552-53]
and which was attained at Count Attems’ Seed Multiplication
Station (Graf Attems’sche Samenkulturstation) in St. Peter
near Graz, the healthiest seeds were selected for planting in
1877. In doing this with 1,000 seeds, and increase in weight
was achieved amounting to 5 gm with the yellow variety and
8 gm with the brown variety. Note: A Samenkulturstation
(seed multiplication station) exists to sell this seed to
neighbors; it is usually not involved with seed breeding, nor
is it a commercial seed company.
The seeds were planted on May 18 in 32 centimeter
squares on terraces. Exactly 2 seeds were planted per
sowing area, and therefore the quantity of seed per are (1
are = 100 square meters) was 236 gm for the yellow variety
and 260 gm for the brown variety. The field was in its third
planting. The first planting was with cabbage, the second
with winter wheat, then it had been drained in the fall of
1876. The soil consisted of 7 meters of potent, sandy loam
that is deposited upon diluvial debris, and whose topsoil is
rather humus-like. The climate is generally damp. According
to the meteorological observation station in Graz, the
number of heat units (Wärmemenge) from May 1 until the
end of September of the same year amounted to 2,658; the
amount of rain was 611 millimeters. The average monthly
temperature in May, June, and July was from 1 to 2ºC. above
normal. On the other hand, as early as September 17, an

early frost of -2ºC arrived, and was followed by lasting cool
weather until the end of September.
The development of the plants was vigorous as early as
their juvenile period. They closed over to form a canopy as
early as the beginning of July, and therefore the land could
be hoed twice and kept loose and clean thereafter. Flowering
began in the middle of July and continued until the middle
of August. As in the previous year, pod-setting was also
unusually abundant this year. At the time of the early frost,
the beans in the pods were still juicy and beginning to lose
their color. Effects of frost were not noticeable upon them,
except that the uppermost leaves were damaged. Because of
the continuation of the cold weather, the harvest was carried
out at the end of September, and the plants that were still
somewhat succulent were spread out in a ventilated room to
finish ripening. By the middle of November, the beans were
completely ripened and could be threshed.
The yield of good, picked-over seeds amounted to 13
kg of the yellow and 14 kg of the brown variety. The waste
from each type amounted to over 3 kg. The results per are
(1 are = 100 square meters) are similar to those from a very
good harvest of peas. Mr. Pittoni of Gorizia (Görz) has
reported to us that he achieved a 63-fold yield with soybeans
(Oelbohne) there. In the development of its beans, the always
later-ripening brown variety remained far behind that of the
planted seed; 1,000 seeds at harvest weighed only 113 gm.
On the other hand, the yellow variety achieved precisely
the quality [weight] of the selected seed for planting, 116
gm per 1,000 seeds. The soybean straw was eaten by cows
and fattened sheep with great eagerness. Even this year the
soybean (Sojabohne) showed itself to be no more delicate
than the long-cultivated Phaseolus varieties, which is why it
can be expected with certainty that because of its enormous
fertility and richness in nutrients, which in the meantime
Prof. Haberlandt has proven through several analyses, it will
soon be universally accepted among our useful plants.
According to the analyses mentioned, the air-dried seeds
contain (table): 31% proteinaceous materials, 16.6% fat,
32.2% nitrogen-free nutrients, 4.8% crude fiber, 4.9% ash,
and 10% water.
The composition of the straw should be similar to that
of peas. Besides the yellow and brown varieties, we also
brought a black-seeded variety for planting this year–for
which we are also grateful to Prof. Haberlandt for his kind
participation. Under the same conditions, with simultaneous
planting, they only flowered in the first third of August and
remained unripe at the time of the early frosts. A greenseeded variety, which we had received as the “Japanese
bush bean” (Japanische Buschbohne) from another source,
did not flower at all. We therefore consider the yellow and
brown soybeans (Oelbohne) to be a definite achievement and
include them with our estimable plants for cultivation.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: St. Peter bei Graz, Steiermark
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[Styria, Austria].
113. Moreschi, B. 1877. Nuove ricerche sulla coltivazione
della Soja hispida o sul valore alimentare dei suoi semi e
della sua paglia, del prof. Federico Haberlandt [New research
on the cultivation of the soybean {Soja hispida} or on the
food value of its seeds and its straw, by Prof. Friedrich
Haberlandt]. Giornale di Agricoltura, Industria e Commercio
del Regno d’Italia 27:183-84. 14th year. [1 ref. Ita]
• Summary: See Wiener landwirthschaftliche Zeitung,
27(4):32-35, 27 Jan. 1877. An Italian-language summary of
Haberlandt’s early research on soybeans.
Soja hispida Moench, called Dolichos soja by Linnaeus,
is a legume which appears as one of the most important
plants in all of India and East Asia that provide food to
humans. Among the legumes, it without a doubt occupies
first place. With the seeds of this plant, the Japanese prepare
a sauce that is called “soy” (soja) from which, perhaps,
its name is derived. In France, it was introduced by Mr.
De Matrigny [sic, de Montigny], who obtained it from
China. According to Heuzé, they cultivate it a little in the
départements of Ariége and Haute-Garonne, where they call
it pois oléagineux [oil peas]. The acclimatization of this plant
has been attempted various times, including in Germany: in
Hohenheim, for example, and by Dr. Rauch in Bamberg, who
had the seeds of several varieties sent directly from Japan,
utilizing his friend Colonel von Siebold for the purpose. At
Hohenheim, the plants never got beyond blossoming. Dr.
Rauch, on the other hand, observed that some plants did not
even manage to reach that. The few plants that blossomed
showed their blossoms only in September, in a manner such

in 1875 only at the school’s experimental field. In 1876,
they were greatly extended by distributing seeds to many
agriculturalists who had made a request for them. Now, at
a conference that was held in Vienna at the agriculturalists’
and silvicuturalists’ club in Vienna, Prof. Haberlandt has
explained the results that he has obtained which, he says,
provide the proof that Soja hispida may be spread far beyond
the borders of its countries of origin, that it can find the
conditions to flourish in Austria, and that as a result of the
many products that it provides and its nutritional value, it
should have great prospects.
He explained above all else the absence of success
in the first attempts in Hohenheim and in Bamberg with
the fact that the seeds that were used were from Japan,
from the south of China, and from India and thus were
seeds of varieties that were very demanding with regard to
temperature. In contrast, the seeds that originated from the
countries of Central Asia, such as Mongolia and the north of
China, which had been transported to Europe had to provide
good results, and that was because they originated from
countries with a continental climate in which the duration
of the vegetative period was limited to five or six months.
In those places, it is in fact the earliest varieties of soybeans
(soja) that are cultivated, those that are less demanding, and
those that can also mature in Europe, the way that they did in
fact mature, even in those locations where the most modest
varieties of corn for seeds do not hold up.
Given that, this author then proposed the following two
questions: first, can soybeans achieve perfect and regular
maturation? And second, is the product that it provides at the
level both in quantity and quality such that the cultivation

that there was not even any thought that they could mature
into fruit.
The most erudite Prof. Federico Haberlandt, who
teaches at the College of Agriculture (Hochschule für
Bodencultur) in Vienna, has continued the studies regarding
the acclimatization of this plant, and he profited from
an extremely rich collection of its seeds. It appeared at
the World Exposition of 1873 and came to be donated to
that school. There were seeds of different varieties and
the most varied of origins: Mongolia, China, Japan, etc.
The agronomic trials (prove culturali) were carried out

can be considered suitable?
With regard to the first question, after having discussed
the results that were obtained in trials by him and by others
that were repeated in Vienna, in Altenburg (Hungary)
[today’s Mosonmagyaróvár, Hungary], in Gross-Becskerek
[sic–Grosbetschkerek] (idem) [today’s Zrenjanin, Serbia],
in Napagedl [sic, Napajedl] (Moravia) [today’s Napajedla,
Czech Republic], in Bukovina [a region divided between
today’s Romania and Ukraine], in Proskau in Silesia [today’s
Prószków, Poland], in Graz in Styria, etc. he answered with
more or less these words: soybeans may mature even in areas
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where the mean summer temperature barely exceeds 14º R.
[sic, this temperature on the Rankine scale is so far below
freezing that surely 14ºC was meant!] and where neither
grapevines nor corn reach maturity. He then added that in
general, the climatic conditions of a large part of Austria not
only permit this plant to grow and mature, they are even so
favorable as to assure the product from them.
With regard, then, to the first part of the second question,
here are the results obtained from Haberlandt himself, the
results of which were confirmed to him by nearly all of the
other trials. In 1875, he harvested from 67 plants, which
occupied three square meters, 782.6 grams of seeds, which
would give a harvest of 26.09 metric hundredweight (1
metric hundredweight = 100 kg and thus 2,609 kilograms)
per hectare. In the following year, the trial was repeated
over a space of 52.1 square meters. There were 1,324 plants
and a product of seeds of 121.4 kilograms, or 2,354.5
kilograms per hectare. With regard to straw, there was
5,326.1 kilograms, which is very important if its rather
high nutritional value is taken into consideration. In order
to then demonstrate the great prolific property of this plant,
it is necessary to think back to two causes. Above all else,
the extraordinary quantity of blossoms on the axil of the
leaf (often six pods for every leaf axil); secondarily, the
existence of the hermaphroditic flowers which better assure
fertilization, as with wheat and barley. Count H. Attems of
Graz, who also carried out agronomic trials with it, was able
to count 180 pods on a single plant.
Soybeans may be damaged by insects only during the
first period of life. In Altemburgo in Hungary [Altenburg,
today’s Mosonmagyaróvár, Hungary], hares ate the green
plants in the spring, but they matured anyway. The mole
crickets can also cause a little damage.
The chemical analysis of the seeds and of the straw
carried out by Prof. Schwackhöfer indicates how high the
nutritional value of this plant is, especially the seeds. The
figures that follow refer only to the yellow variety, even
though the analyses were also carried out on the others. The
varieties that were cultivated were: the early yellow variety
from Mongolia, the reddish-brown variety from China, a
brown variety of unknown origin, and another black variety
[of unknown origin].
Table 1, titled: Seeds: 100 parts by weight, air dried–
goes here.
One important thing to be noted is that the reproduced
seeds are richer in nitrogenous substances and in fat than
the original seeds from Mongolia and China. On the basis
of that, it can be concluded that this plant is to be classified
among those which have great nutritional value, and that
with respect to their nutritional value, its seeds do not find
any equal in the products of our cultivated plants.
As with the seeds, the chemical composition of the
straw, gathered from the analyses carried out by the same
Prof. Schwakhöfer [sic, Schwackhöfer], compared with that

of the straw from peas, would be as follows.
One hundred parts by weight of straw, air-dried, contain:
Table 2 goes here.
Since the nutritional value of the straw from soybeans
appears to be greater than that of the straw from peas,
then it must cause no wonder that the animals feed upon it
with fondness. Dr. Kulisz says that cows are pleased to eat
the plant in its green state. And the experiences that were
found in Vienna in a barn of dairy cows have furthermore
demonstrated that they also feed very well on the stems and
leaves of the plants that had already matured, and likewise
on the empty pods that had hardened. Even though the
analyses of the ash have not yet been completed, just from
the results that have been obtained up to now, it seems that
it can be concluded that it consists primarily of potash and
of phosphoric acid, and that even the ash from the straw
contains them in rather large quantities.
From all of this, the eminent scientist concluded, it can
easily be deduced what and how much attention a plant this
precious would deserve on the part of the farmer.
The fact, then, that it has served to feed a large
population since time immemorial also has to exclude any
doubt that some cause that has perhaps escaped chemical
research could in some way have a damaging effect upon its
nutritional value. In what way the populations of East Asia
prepare it has not yet been specified exactly with sufficient
precision. That which is certain in any case is that soy sauce
(salsa di soja), which is manufactured in England and which
is also sold on the continent, cannot be a food prepared with
the seeds of this plant. And that is because a great deal of
sugar is found in it [soy sauce], and its flavor is quite far
removed from that which is really the flavor of soybean
seeds that have been subjected to cooking.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: PhD, Italy.
114. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1877. WissenschaftlichPraktische Untersuchungen auf dem Gebiete des
Pflanzenbaues. Zweiter Band [Scientific and practical
investigations in the field of plant cultivation. Vol.
2]. Vienna: Carl Gerold’s Sohn. 239 p. Illust. (with 3
lithographed tables). [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The long subtitle reads: Mittheilungen aus dem
landwirthschaftlichen Laboratorium der k.k. Hochschule für
Bodencultur in Wien [Communications from the Agricultural
Laboratory of the Imperial-Royal College of Agriculture in
Vienna].
The soybean (die Sojabohne) is mentioned on pages
133-34, 209, 210, 214. This information is based on his
soybean trials in centeral and eastern Europe. Address: Full
Public Prof. of Plant Cultivation and Head of the Agricultural
Laboratory (O.Ö. [Ordentlicher öffentlicher] Professor der
Lehrkaenzel des Pflanzenbaues und Vorstand des landw.
Laboratoriums).
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115. Illustrierte Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Leipzig,
Prussia). 1877. Die Sojabohne [The soybean]. 39(31):258. [1
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Issue No. 29 (1876) of this periodical
called attention to the soybean. According the Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung, during the year 1876, cultural
trials with this plant have been conducted in Hungary,
Mähren [Moravia], Bukovina [a crown land in Austria],
Steiermark [Styria], Böhmen [Bohemia], and Proskau
in Upper Silesia (Oberschlesien) [probably in Prussia,
Germany]. It was found that, on average, in Austria-Hungary
and in southern Germany, the beans ripened / matured
completely. Haberlandt obtained 2,354 kg/ha of seeds and
5,236 kg/ha of straw, which has high value as a fodder.
Note: In 1945 the region of Bukovina was divided
between what is today (2020) southern Ukraine and northern
Romania. It is impossible to tell from this 1877 publication
in which of those two countries the soybeans were cultivated.
Moravia is in the Czech Republic. Styria is a state in Austria;
its capital is Graz. Bohemia is part of the Czech Republic; its
capital is Prague. Proskau (Proskowetz, now Proszkow), is in
today’s SW Poland.
Today Leipzig is in Saxony, Germany.
116. Mach, E. 1878. Culturversuch mit Soja hispida an der
landw. [landwirthschaftliche] Landesanstalt in St. Michele
[Agronomic trial with soybeans at the agricultural institute in
St. Michele (in Tyrol, Austria)]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung (Vienna) 28(1):5. Jan. 5. [Ger]
• Summary: Through the kindness of Professor Haberlandt
we received seeds of the Soja hispida [soybean] at the
beginning of this year. There was a yellow, a brown, and a
black variety.
These seeds, which together weighed about 200 gm,
were planted on April 30 by the teacher, Mr. Samek, in one
of our organization’s experimental fields, in a clayish loam
(lehmig), freshly manured, still somewhat raw soil. The
seeds were planted 16 cm apart in rows which were 25 cm
apart. The plants developed with very luxuriant growth (sehr
üppig). The yellow variety stood stiff and upright, as did the
brown. The black variety grew so tall it lodged (fell over),
and required support. The vegetation was not damaged by
insects.
The yellow variety was harvested in full maturity on
Oct. 1. The brown and black were harvested on Oct. 18,
and only some seeds were completely mature, while
some seeds of the black soya (der schwarzen Soja) were
still soft and unripe.
Looking at the climatic conditions, the “heat units”
(Wärmesumme; “warm temperature summation”) from
May 1 to Oct. 1 was 3030ºC, and there were 559.2
millimeters of rain.
The quantitative results of the harvest were

excellent. 252 plants of the yellow and brown varieties
(about 40 grams of seeds) gave a harvest of 3.2 kg of seeds,
thus an 80-fold yield. 504 plants of the black soya yielded
6.7 kg of seed. Per hectare, this was the equivalent of 3,888
kg of the yellow and brown varieties, and 3,333 kg of the
black.
The qualitative results were also very favorable, in
ways better than those of Prof. Haberlandt or the Attems
seed station. The following table shows the composition of
our 3 soybean varieties, based on analyses by the assistant,
Mr. C. Portele, of our station. For example–Yellow soybean:
Specific weight: 1.279. Weight of 1 hectoliter: 76 kg.
Weight of 1,000 seeds: 124.1 gm. Water 8.1%. Ash 5.4%.
Nitrogenous materials: 36.8%. Fat 17.6%. Crude fiber 4.8%.
Corresponding values are given for the brown soybean and
the black soybean.
The yellow variety contains an extraordinarily high level
of protein.
In order to evaluate the suitability of the soybean (der
Sojabohne) for use as food, we tried preparing them in
various ways. We must confess that especially the yellow
and brown varieties (but also the black after dehulling), were
easily cooked and used whole or as a purée, with vinegar
and oil as a salad, were extremely tasty, almost better than
peas or lentils. The black variety with the hulls on gave a
deep, dark sauce or gravy. We must note that long cooking is
required before the beans become soft.
It is interesting to note that the soybean (die Soja), and
especially the brown variety, has long been known under the
name “Coffee Bean” (Kaffeebohne) in South Tyrol, and is
cultivated here and there in small amounts, to be roasted for
use as a coffee substitute. A table shows the composition of a
locally grown soya “Coffee Bean” (38.1% protein).
Also concerning the native soybean, the coffee bean,
samples were subjected to chemical examination and gave
by far the most favorable results, regarding both the weight
of the seeds and their protein content. The seeds of the native
soybean had a specific gravity of 1.274; the weight per
hectoliter was 74.7 kilograms. 1,000 seeds weighed 193.1
grams. Their chemical composition was as follows:
Water 10.1%
Ash [minerals] 5.2%
Proteinaceous substances 38.1%
Fat [oil] 17.8%
These results show us that this plant allows itself to be
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acclimatized with many advantages, and that agronomic
trials should be widely conducted, especially in our southern
provinces. In terms of the soybean’s composition, which in
many ways approaches that of the best oilcakes (Oelkuchen),
it should be regarded as a concentrated feed (Kraftfutter),
especially for calves or heifers. Early in the coming year, we
plan to expand our cultivation of soybeans, and we are ready
to share a small quantity of soybean seeds with farmers who
wish to make their own trials.
Note 1. Translated largely by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT),
Long Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2020)
that contains the word Wäermesumme (“heat units”). This
German word was used as early as 1826 in connection with
other crops. Address: Director, Public Institute of Agriculture
(landw. Landeslehranstalt) at St. Michele [on the Etsch river
in Tirol, Austria].
117. Marc, Franz. 1878. Az indiai szojabab [The Indian
soybean]. Foldmuvelesi Erdekeink (Our Agricultural
Interest; Budapest) 6(1):9. Jan. 7. [Hun]
• Summary: “This year, there is much to be happy about
regarding the introduction of new plants to Hungary, as a
plant has been naturalized that is due to play an important
role in the near future in Hungary both in agriculture and
in industry. This plant is the soybean (soja-bab), native to
the Indies and China, and also widely grown in Japan. It is
used for food and also to prepare a (spicy) dip. The latter
is an important export product and is especially popular
in England, whither it is transported in airtight tin boxes.
The numerous varieties of soybean that can be found from
the Indies to the northern regions of China, as well as in
Mongolia, are proof of just how valuable this plant is and
that it has been cultivated since ancient times.
Soja hispida Mönch belongs to the legume family
(Leguminosae); it is an annual plant that shows exceptionally
robust and quick growth; its growing period is short; and its
seed can be yellow (Mongolian variety) or reddish-brown
(northern Chinese variety). It is characterized by excellent
nutritional contents. The entire plant is covered with velvety
soft hairs, with pods clustered in the leaf axils.
The experiments conducted by the author in the
Budapest Zoo and other field tests conducted not only in
Hungary but in other regions in the Austrian Kingdom and
Europe all prove that soybean provides excellent results in
the climate of Central Europe and wherever the bush bean
(Buschbohne) can be grown.
Despite the fact that the soil is only mediocre and its
orientation is hardly exceptional, the plant grew and tillered
exceptionally quickly in the Budapest Zoo. It flowered in the
beginning of July and had fully ripened by the end of August.
Moreover, the plant continuously grew and flowered. The
yield obtained by the author was equal to 80-100 seeds.
Baron Jeno Nyáry harvested 15 liters of soybean

from an area of 16 square meters (1.6 ares) (equal to
approximately 172 square feet) on deep, sandy, productive
soil rich in humus, which amount is equal to 94 hectoliters
per hectare (87.8 pozsonyi méro per cadastral jugerum) (one
pozsonyi méro equals approximately 62.5 liters and one
cadastral jugerum equals about 1.4 acres).
Some plants grew 0.8 meters high and had total
diameters of 0.5 meters. It is self-evident that these excellent
yields are not sufficient to be used as the basis of large-scale
production, but there is no doubt that the results can be used
to draw conclusions regarding the importance of this crop in
Hungary.
Károly Fazékas sent a soybean (soja) plant from the
vicinity of Fegyvernek (in today’s Hungary) to the Royal
Ministry for Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce. We were
fortunate enough to count 180 pods on this plant which, if we
assume only 2 beans per pod, equals 360 beans.
Dr. Haberlandt, a Professor at the College of Economy
in Vienna, was kind enough to share the chemical
composition of soybeans (soja-bab) with me, which is as
follows, in comparison with that of the pea. A table shows:
Moisture: 8.62% for soya vs. 11.01% for pea
Protein: 34.37% vs. 23.18
Fats [oil]: 18.25% vs. 1.85
Extracts not including nitrogen: 28.32 vs. 52.73
Crude fiber: 4.30 vs. 5.94
Potash: 4.46 vs. 2.57
Note: The composition of potash is potassium 15.41 and
sodium 2.18.
A table shows the composition of soybean straw at airdry humidity:
Moisture: 12.44 Protein: 9.43
Fats 2.51
Extracts not including nitrogen: 36.03
Crude fiber: 29.45
Potash: 10.45 This chemical breakdown is suitable
for showing the large quantities of protein and fat that
soybean (soja-bab) contains, and just how much it is in
the interest of Hungarian farmers to introduce and start the
large-scale cultivation of soybean. Even though soybean
might not be used as a stew because of new, or in certain
respects unpleasant, after-taste, it will play a that much
more important role in providing feed for dairy and beef
cattle. It is also excellent as a source of a coffee replacement
(surrogate), as it provides a similar taste to coffee beans
when roasted.
Because of its high fat content, soybean might even be
suited to replace the peanut (Arachis hypogaea), which is
processed, especially in Marseille [France], for use as soap.
When mixed with sugar, it is also used to manufacture a
chocolate replacement.
We therefore recommend this plant for our farmer
readers and are more than happy to provide any information
regarding its production.
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Note: Translated by Peter Gergay of San Francisco, Aug.
2018. Address: Plant Propagator, Hungary.
118. S., T. 1878. Sojabohne (Soja hispida Moench.) [The
soybean (Soja hispida Moench.)]. Landwirth (Der):
Allgemeine Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Breslau) 14(3):13.
Jan. 8. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This 10-line notice signed by “T.S.” states:
Following the report of the Rustic / Rural Society of
Domslau (Domslauer Rustical-Vereins) [in today’s
Domaslaw, Poland] in issue No. 102 of the Landwirth
from last year [21 Dec. 1877, 13(102):535-36], concerning
soybean agronomic trials, allow me to add that from 4 beans
which Inspector Dotzauer in Schlanz [today’s Krzyzowice,
Poland] planted after May 20 of last year and which weighed
0.2 grams, 136 grams of completely mature beans were
harvested in mid-September, of which two thirds attained
a size twice that of the seeds that were sown. If the beans
that were harvested had been only of the same size, or if the
individual beans had had the weight of the beans that were
sown, then the four beans would have yielded 2,720 beans.
As a result of the frost that occurred early, more than half of
the pods did not attain maturity.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
119. Goethe, H. 1878. Anbauversuch mit Sojabohnen an
der steiermaerkisch Landesobst- und Weinbauschule bei
Marburg [Agronomic trials with soybeans at Steiermark
provincial school for fruit and wine cultivation near Marburg
(Letter to the editor)]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 28(5):49. Feb. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: The organization received from Prof.
Haberlandt in Vienna for its trial 100 seeds of the early
ripening soybean, 50 gm (345 seeds) of the early ripening
yellow soybean, and 50 gm (425 seeds) of the late ripening
black soybean. Address: Director.
120. Thausing, Jul. 1878. Anbauversuch der Sojabohne am
“Francisco Josephinum” in Moedling 1877 [Agronomic
trial with the soybean at the “Francisco Josephinum” in
Moedling, 1877]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches
Wochenblatt (Vienna) 4(8):76-77. Feb. 23. [Ger]
• Summary: The Francisco Josephinum is an agricultural
institute in Mödling, Lower Austria. The 200 yellow
soybeans that were sent to Prof. Thausing from Prof.
Haberlandt were divided among two parcels.
A. Some 140 seeds were planted on 22 May
1877 in a parcel of the experimental field, in
rows about 50 cm apart; the seeds were drilled 6
inches deep. The soil of this field is a lime-rich
loam (containing 20.14% lime). The subsoil is
composed of dense, lime-free clay. The field
was sloping slightly to the east; to the west it is

protected by a ridge of hills. In 1876 this parcel was not
manured and was planted to potatoes; the soybeans were
fertilized with cow manure. On June 4 all the plants had
broken ground, on June 15 they were hoed (behackt), on
July 2 soil was put on top (behäufelt), and on July 12 again
cleared of weeds. On July 22 the plants were in full bloom
and on Sept. 6 the first pods were harvested.
B. At the Institute’s garden, in a field that had been
formerly dedicated to growing vegetables, 60 soybean seeds
were planted (drilled) in a row. This garden soil is a rather
rich is humus and lime / calcium, but it is not as heavy as the
soil in the experiment field. The soybeans were not directly
fertilized.
The seeds were planted on 22 May 1877, and on June
2 the plants had broken ground. On on June 15 and July 10
they were hoed; the plants were in bloom on July 2. From the
middle until the end of August they gradually ripened and
then were harvested.
In spite of having been watered often before germinating
and during the vegetative phase, the plants did not develop as
strongly as they did in the trial fields.
A table shows the shows the following weather
conditions (according to reports from the local
meteorological station) for the last week in May, June,
July, and August, and the first week in September: Three
temperatures in degree Celsius–Average maximum, average
minimum, and overall average–and precipitation (in mm).
July was by far the wettest and August was the warmest
month.
During germination, from May 22 through June 2 and
4 respectively, the average temperature was 15.6 and 15.11
degrees Celsius, and precipitation was 0.6 mm.
Observations concerning the plants: Medium-strong
plants at the time of flowering were 30 cm tall, whereas
strong plants were 40 cm tall. The stems were strongly
branched and showed up to 20 secondary or lateral axes.
The foliage was unusually abundant. Stems and leaves, the
latter especially on the underside, were extremely hairy. The
blooming plants gave off a strong but pleasant aroma which,
from the freshly dried plants, was especially intense.
Measurements taken on one of the medium welldeveloped plants in full bloom (on July 22) showed: Stem
length 30 cm. Taproot length 29 cm. Fifty 3-inch leaves with
a surface area of about 2,475 square cm. The root system of
the soybean was very similar to that of the yellow lupin.
It is especially noteworthy that young soybeans are
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able to tolerate very well the hot, dry weather of the month
of June, which clearly damages broad beans / horsebeans
(Pferdebohnen), peas, vetches (Wicken), chick-peas
(Kichererbsen), lupine, etc. During that period the soybeans
demonstrated a continually fresh, abundant appearance.
There is no doubt that precipitation during the first half of
June would have favorably influenced the growth of the
height of the plants.
The soybean was not damaged at all by any of the
insects, which have caused significant damage on these
experimental fields every year and especially on legumes this
year. Plant parasites were also not to be found on soybeans.
From the 200 seeds, a total of 1.3 liters weighing 1,065
gm was harvested. Without considering the fact that a new
system of measurements was used, the weight of 100 liters of
the soybeans planted here was 81.92 kg.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Prof., hoeh. landw. Lehranstalt,
Moedling, Lower Austria (Nieder-Oesterreich).
121. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Die Sojabohne: Ergebnisse
der Studien und Versuche ueber die Anbauwuerdigkeit dieser
neu einzufuehrenden Culturpflanze [The soybean: Results
of studies and trials on the suitability for cultivation of this
newly introduced crop plant]. Vienna, Austria-Hungary: Carl
Gerold’s Sohn. ii + 119 p. 28 cm. [30 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is the world’s first book written entirely
about soybeans. An extremely important, classic work, it
discusses the introduction of soybeans to Europe, by many
cooperators.
Contents: Foreword. Part 1 (p. 1-15). Introduction:
The possibility of increasing the number of our cultivated
plants from the legume family. Prospects opened to us by the
cultivation of soybeans. Previous soybean agronomic trials
in Hohenheim, Bamberg (by Dr. A. Rauch using seeds from
Japan supplied by Siebold), Hainsberg-Deuben in Saxony
(Sachsen) (by Carl Berndt, a velvet manufacturer), and
Coswig bei Messen (in 1872) in Germany. Acclimatization
of the soybean in France. Sporadic, heretofore unnoticed
occurrences of soybeans in South Tyrol (also spelled Tirol),
Istria (or Istrian Peninsula; now in Slovenia), Dalmatia [now
mostly in Croatia; see Note below], and Italy. The collection
of soybeans, obtained at the Vienna World Exhibition
(Wiener Weltausstellung) of 1873 from China, Japan,
Mongolia, Transcaucasia, and Tunis [North Africa], and their
use in wider agronomic trials. Enumeration of authors who
have cited (anführen) the soybean under different names and
planned for its dissemination. Characteristics of the soybean
plant. Description of the seeds and their anatomical structure.
Their high nutritional value in comparison with ordinary
legumes. Their use in Japan, according to Kaempfer.
Obtaining oil and cake (Oelkuchen) from the soybean.
Part 2. Agronomic trials in the years 1875 and 1876 (p.
16-35; see Document part for details). Source of the supply

of the various soybean varieties used in the original trials.
Trials at the Royal College of Agriculture (Hochschule für
Bodencultur) in Vienna in 1875. Results from 1876 from
Hungarian Altenburg and Gross-Becskerek in Hungary,
in St. Peter bei Graz in Steiermark [Styria], in Napagedl
in Mähren [Moravia; in the Czech Republic as of April
2020], in Sichrow, Swijan, Darenic, Tetschen-Liebwerd in
Böhmen [Bohemia], in Bukowina [Bukovina or Bucovina,
a former Austrian crownland, as of 1994 divided among
Ukraine and Romania], in Proskau [now Proszkow in today’s
Poland] in Preussisch-Schlesien [Prussian Silesia], and in
the experimental garden at the Royal School of Agriculture.
Comparison of the resulting seeds with the original seeds.
Chemical analysis of the seeds and straw. Evidence of
the “heat units” (Wärmesummen; “warm temperature
summation” or “warm sum,” similar to U.S. maturity groups)
which the soybean was able to use for their development in
Vienna, St. Peter, Tetschen-Liebwerd, and Proskau.
Part 3. Agronomic trials in the year 1877 (p. 36-86).
Results of the soybean agronomic trials in Austria-Hungary,
Germany, etc. in 1877. Extracts from 14 reports of various
trial locations in lower Austria, and 11 trial locations in
Mähren [Moravia]. Extracts from 19 reports from Bohemia,
10 from Austrian Silesia (Oesterr.-Schlesien), Galizien
[Galicia; a former Austrian crownland; after World War II
the western half was made part of Poland and the eastern half
was made part of the Ukranian S.S.R. in the Soviet Union],
Bukowina, and Congress Poland (Russisch-Polen [which is
in today’s Poland]), 6 reports from upper Austria, Salzburg,
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and Tirol, 11 reports from Steiermark, Krain [Carniola; now
mostly in Slovenia], and Kärnthen [Kaernten or Carinthia,
an Austrian crownland; now a state of southern Austria,
bordering on Italy and Yugoslavia], 12 from Istria, Dalmatia,
and the Grafschaft [county and earldom] of Görz, 40 from
Hungary and Croatia [formerly part of Yugoslavia], 23 from
Germany, 1 from Switzerland, and 1 from Holland.
Part 4 (p. 87-113). Comparison of the value of the three
different colors of soybeans (yellow, reddish-brown, and
black) used in the trials. Time of planting. Ability of hydrated
seeds to withstand freezing. Width of planting. Condition and
care of the soil. Requirements for light and warmth. Need
for moisture. Time that the harvests took place and general
remarks on the weather in 1877. The quantity of planted
and harvested soybeans in 1877 and the yields. Animals
[incl. insects, especially the so-called Drahtwurm, the larva
of Agriotes segetis] and parasites that damage soybeans.
Chemical composition of the soybeans [by Dr. Mach and
asst. Portele in S. Michele {South Tirol}, and by Caplan in
Vienna]. Feeding trials with the straw and preparation of the

seeds as a food for humans. Retrospective and conclusion.
Note 1. Austria-Hungary is a former “dual monarchy”
in central Europe formed in 1867. It included what is
now Austria and Hungary, Bohemia, Moravia, Bukovina,
Transylvania [now in northwestern and central Romania],
Carniola, Kustenland, Dalmatia, Croatia, Fiume [later named
Rijeka in Croatia], and Galicia. After the treaty of Berlin in
1878, it administered the Turkish provinces of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, which it annexed in 1908. It was a member
of the triple alliance with Germany and Italy from 1882
to 1914. It collapsed as a result of defeat in World War I.
In 1918 it was divided into many independent republics,
including Austria, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia.
Note 2. Dalmatia, a former Austrian crownland, is
a region on the Adriatic Sea, largely in today’s Croatia.
It extends from Zadar on the north to near the border of
Montenegro, and contains a small southern portion of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (Jan. 1993). It is mountainous and contains
many island and good harbors.
Note 3. Carniola (German: Krain) is a region that lies in
today’s Slovenia. The chief town is Ljubljana. It is bounded
on the west by the Julian Alps and on the northwest by
east end of the Carnic Alps. It was a duchy of Austria until
1849, then an Austrian crownland from 1849 to 1918. It was
divided after World War I with 80% of the area going to
Yugoslavia and 20% going to Italy. A 1947 treaty placed it
entirely within Yugoslavia.
Note 4. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Hungary, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Hungary (April 1876) (one of two documents). The source of
these soybeans was Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt in Vienna.
Note 5. Details on parts I and IV are given in separate
1878 “Document Part” records in this database.
Note 6. This book, surprisingly and unfortunately,
contains no illustrations.
Note 7. A portrait of Dr. Haberlandt (oil painting) is
owned by the University of Mosomagyarovar in Hungary.
Soyfoods Center owns a black-and-white photo of the
painting.
Note 8. The Vienna World Exhibition opened on 1 May
1873 and closed on 1 November 1873. So it lasted for 6
months.
Note 9. It is now clear how Haberlandt got soybeans in
1873. He probably obtained all of them from the Japanese
exposition; Heinrich von Siebold, son of Phillip Franz
von Siebold, had advised the Japanese to take soybeans to
Vienna and he accompanied them to Vienna as an interpreter
(J. Vollmann, 2 March 2010, personal communication).
Address: Hochschule fuer Bodencultur [Royal College of
Agriculture], Vienna, Austria.
122. Mittheilungen der Section fuer Acclimatisation des
Landwirthschaftlichen Central-Vereins des Herzogthums
Braunschweig. 1878. Die Soya-Bohne [The soybean].
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2(1):31-32. Feb. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Note: Braunschweig (English: Brunswick) is
a former duchy and capital city in north-central Germany,
about 35 miles east of Hannover (English: Hanover), now
part of Lower Saxony.
This new crop plant, with the botanical name Soya
hispida (literally the hairy soya-bean), creates to an unusual
degree, the interest and the participation of farmers. Prof.
Haberlandt obtained the first seeds from the Vienna World
Exhibition and was the first to plant them. He found there
were a number of different varieties, which flourish in our
climate and bring their seeds to maturity. The high value
of soybeans shows itself in the its high nutrient content.
The seeds contain, on average, 38% protein, 18% fat, and
26% nitrogen-free nutrients [which includes starch, sugar,
gums, etc.]. The seeds also have a much higher content of
nutrients than our other legumes. In its homeland, all of
East Asia, the soybean is widely used as a beloved human
food, according to Leunis [1847, 1877, 1883] it tastes good
and is used in the preparation of a piquant brown sauce
[soy sauce], which in India [sic], China and Japan is used to
season almost all foods. And also in Europe, especially in
England, is sold commercially*. (Footnote: *The fat content
of the soybean is significant; the oil can be pressed out of it
and this oil is almost as good as oil from the 2nd pressing
of olives (Provenceröl). A work just published by Prof. Fr.
Haberlandt, titled The Soybean (Die Sojabohne), gives the
results of cultural trials using this newly introduced plant;
it was published in Vienna by Carl Gerold’s Sohn in 1877.
The price is 2.80 marks. It gives a good overview of this
interesting plant).
Soy sauce is used to improve gravies and as a sauce for
roasted or deep-fried foods.
The soy sauce sold in Germany is not the real thing;
most of the varieties are prepared from mushrooms. Soy
sauce is most widely used in Japan. Whole soybeans, cooked
until they are soft, are then mixed with one part pulverized
wheat or barley and set to ferment with two parts water in
a warm place. The mass is stirred / agitated daily. After 2-3
months (the longer the better) the rather thick liquid is kept
in wooden vats.
One cultural trial with the soybean was conducted by the
head man (Hauptmann) C. Rambousek of Zborow [Austria];
his report follows: “The soybean (Soyabohne) seeds were
of two varieties: Brown seeded (from China) and yellow
seeded (from Mongolia); both came originally from the
Vienna World Exhibition (Wiener Weltausstellung) [of 1873].
On 2 May [1877] I obtained 60 brown and 60 yellow seeds
of Soya hispida, which were planted immediately in rows
spaced 40 cm apart, with 21 cm. between seeds in each row,
in a sandy clay soil relatively rich in humus, over detritus /
diluvium. The climate was quite wet.
“All the seeds sprouted, and the plants developed
quickly and powerfully. Without needing any support, they

grew to a height of 82 cm. Flowering began at the end of
June and seemed to continue without end. The initial stage of
seed-bearing is enormously rich, an often on branches there
were 4-5 pods, with usually 2-3 seeds per pod. The seeds
began to ripen in mid-September, and the plants were cut
toward the end of October. They yielded 1,759 completely
hard brown seed weighing 281 gm, and 2,805 yellow seeds
weighing 536 gm. These seeds were the same size and color
as those that were planted.
“Because of the high nutritional value of the seeds, as
well as the high fodder value of the stems, I am convinced
that this oilseed has a solid future as a forage plant.”
123. Wiener Zeitung (Vienna). 1878. Handel, Industrie,
Verkehr und Landwirthschaft [Trade, industry, transport and
agriculture]. No. 50. March 1. p. 6. [Ger]
• Summary: (The Soybean) In 1875, the first soybeans (SojaBohnen) were brought to seed in Austria-Hungary in the
experimental garden (Versuchsgarten) of the Imperial-Royal
College of Agriculture (k.k. Hochschule für Bodencultur)
in Vienna; in 1876 the number of co-participants in the
agronomic trials was limited to seven; in 1877, they had
already grown to 160; and in 1878, agronomic trials
were carried out by thousands of farmers. The results of
the studies and trials about the merit of the cultivation
(Anbauwürdigkeit) of this new crop that is to be introduced
form the content of a booklet that has just been published (by
the publishing house of Carl Gerold’s Sohn) by Professor
Friedrich Haberlandt which will certainly be accepted with
great participation on the part of the farmers. The author
asks, “What has earned this foreign plant that is hardly
known by name such importance in such a short time, what
may already be able to justify the pronouncement now that a
great future lies before it in Central Europe, in particular in
the great majority of Austria-Hungary?” And he responds to
this, “First of all, the fact that is presented with certainty that
with its northern distribution boundary (Verbreitungsgrenze),
it is capable of ranging beyond that of corn; the high
nutritional value, in particular of its seeds, which far exceeds
all of the other seeds and fruits which we are capable of
cultivating–its good taste, the astonishing fertility which,
where it is still capable of reaching maturity, never fails, its
resistance to slight degrees of frost, its complete immunity
against fungi, and finally its extraordinary ability to adapt to
the soil and climatic conditions.”
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
124. Rambousek, C. 1878. Kulturversuch mit Soja hispida
(Rauhharige Sojabohne) [Agronomic trials with soybeans].
Milch-Zeitung No. 10. p. 134-35. March 6. [Ger]
• Summary: The seeds of the soybean (Sojabohne), which
came from the World Exposition in Vienna, consist of two
varieties: brown (from China), and yellow seeded (from
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Mongolia). On May 2 of last year I received 60 brown and
60 yellow seeds of Soja hispida which I immediately planted
in rows 40 cm apart with 21 cm between seeds, in rather
humus, sandy, clay soil, over a layer of diluvial soil.
The weather was rather moist. All the seeds sprouted
and the plants developed quickly and grew strong. Without
needing any support, they reached the height of 82 cm.
Blooming began at the end of June and never ended. The
initial stages of pod-filling (Fruchtansatz) were enormously
rich; at each leaf-node (Blattwinkel), there were often 4-5
pods with usually 2-3 seeds in each pod.
They began to ripen and mature in mid-September.
The stems (Stöcke) were [cut and] taken away near the
end of October. The brown ones yielded 1,759 completely
hard seeds weighing 281 gm, the yellow ones 2,805 seeds
weighing 536 gm. The harvested seeds were just as big as
those that were planted, and retained the same color; they
remained completely constant.
Because of the extremely high nutritional value of the
seeds, as well as the value of the stems for fodder, I am
convinced that this oilseed (Oelbohne) will find a secure
future as a fodder plant.
Bohemia (Böhmen)–C. Rambousek. Note: As of 2014,
Bohemia (whose capital is Prague) is part of the Czech
Republic.
Long excerpts are then quoted from two other Germanlanguage articles: (1) Lehmann, Julius. 1878. “Ueber den
Anbau der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [On the culture of the
hirsute soybean”]. Zeitschrift des Landwirthschaftlichen
Vereins in Bayern 68:61-64. Feb.–including a table by
Schwackhöfer showing the chemical composition of
soybeans and soybean straw.
(2) Thausing, Jul. 1878. Anbauversuch der Sojabohne
am “Francisco Josephinum” in Moedling 1877 [Cultural
trial with the soybean at the “Francisco Josephinum” in
Moedling, 1877]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches
Wochenblatt 4(8):76-77. Feb. 23. Address: Bohemia
(Böhmen).
125. Wrba, -. 1878. Anbauversuch mit der Sojabohne in
Eibenschitz [Agronomic trials with soybeans in Eibenschitz].
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 28(10):111.
March 9. [Ger]
• Summary: Early last year, the Agricultural College at
Eibenschitz (Eibenschitzer Ackerbauschule) received from
Prof. Haberlandt 300 soybean seeds, weighing 40.23 gm, for
agronomic trials.
Note: According to a German gazetteer from the 1880s,
Eibenschitz (also named Ewancice or Wancice) is a town in
Moravia, in the circle of Znaim, 12 miles west-southwest
of Brno (German: Brünn or Bruenn), on the Iglawa
(Jihlava) River at the confluence of the Ostawa (Oslava)
River. As of 2020 it is located in the southeast Czech
Republic, not far north of the border with Austria. Address:

Director, Ackerbauschule, Eibenschitz (Eibenschitzer
Ackerbauschule).
126. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Offener Sprechsaal:
Massenimport von Sojasaatgut [Open forum: Bulk import
of soybean seed]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 28(14):163. April 6. [Ger]
• Summary: Note: Haberlandt criticizes the direct
importation of soybeans by Mr. Auchmann.
Dear Editor,
As much as it appears to lie within the point of my
efforts if the momentarily very small supply of soybean
(Sojabohnen) seeds (500-600 kilos) which has been attained
in Austria from the distribution that was achieved by me
of the early maturing soybeans in 1877 is expanded by
direct import from Japan, a favorable success of the mass
import that was arranged by Mr. F. Auchmann in Marburg
(today’s Maribor, Slovenia) will in fact only occur under one
particular condition, namely, under the condition that the
variety that is delivered is just as early maturing such that it
can still achieve maturity with us with certainty.
Can this be assumed with certainty or at least just with
a certain probability with the three tons of soybeans that are
being obtained from Japan? I don’t believe so; according
to my experiences and those of others, it is rather highly
probably that the soybean varieties that are widespread in
Japan are late maturing.
The Japanese varieties which I acquired at the World
Exposition were late ripening and I had to give up their
cultivation. And those varieties which Colonel von Siebold
sent from Japan to Europe also did not achieve maturity. It
consequently seems to me that only varieties from Mongolia
and from Northern China would have prospects of being
introduced to us with success.
If, however, as is probable, those original soybeans that
were imported from Japan do not achieve maturity, then the
failure with them will in any case scare away many who
carry out trials. Many seed shops can only get a hold of these
original seeds, and they will end up in the hands of hundreds,
if not thousands. The effect will be one of frightening and
will be all the more lasting in delaying the spread of the
soybean if the seed shops will continue to deal with the sale
of this stock of seed for several years.
For that reason, it would be reasonable if Mr. F.
Auchmann, who is certainly only concerned with the spread
of the cultivation of the soybean in Austria, will have only
been convinced through a trial this year as to whether the
variety that has been acquired is also worthy of being spread,
and in the positive case, if he only contemplates the sale of
his large stock for next year. Such foresight should actually
be viewed as self-evident, and the seed shops should also
view it as a matter of conscience in contributing to the
spread of an as yet unknown variety of which it cannot at
all be known whether they can even achieve maturity in the
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southern part of Austria. In so doing, they damage not only
their own reputation, they may also negatively affect to a
high degree the spread of a crop plant, the esteem of which
would possibly be very much reduced in the broadest of
circles by such risky experiments.
Vienna, March 31, 1878
Prof. Fr. Haberlandt.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: [Vienna].
127. Hansel, Julius. 1878. Anbauversuche mit der Sojabohne
an der Landes- Obst- und Weinbauschule bei Marburg
[Agronomic trials with soybeans at the Agricultural, FruitGrowing, and Wine-Growing School at Marburg]. Steirische
Landbote (Der) (Graz) 11(8):60-62. April 11. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This article was first published in the
Jahresbericht der steirmaerkischen Landes- Obst und
Weinbauschule bei Marburg for the school-year 1877-1878.
Address: Assistant (Adjunkten), Marburg, Germany.
128. Gospodarski List (Farmer’s Newspaper, Zagreb,
Croatia). 1878. Socivica soja [Soy beans]. 26(9):65. May 1.
[Cro]
• Summary: “Having reported about soybeans twice already,
we had not known that a smart and diligent husbandman
had already conducted his own soybean experiments in
Croatia. Recently we received the following letter from Mr.
[Dragutin] Strazimir of Zelina:
“’The esteemed editors mentioned and recommended
in issue No. 8 of this newspaper the legume soybean, which
has been grown due to its high yields and advantages. I
conducted an experiment last year sowing this legume.
After reading in the agricultural journal from Vienna the
recommendation for soybeans, I asked the secretary of
our agricultural society to provide me with some seeds for
the trial. After I had received 19 seeds of each of the three
varieties (yellow, brown, and black) I got the following
results, indicating the plant’s great productivity.
“’At the end of April I planted each variety separately in
three test plots in the garden, at a sufficient distance from one
another. In 10-14 days all the seeds germinated, except for
one of the brown seeds and two of the black ones.
“’So final emergence resulted in plants from 19 yellow,
18 brown, and 17 black seeds. During the season, due to
severe drought in two places, 2 yellow, 3 brown, and 3 black
plants failed to develop, so there remained 17 plants from
yellow soybeans, 15 from brown soybeans, and 14 from
black soybeans. After I noticed the impact of drought on
the development of the plants, I started irrigating up to the
end of August–but not every day. Some plants were very
vigorous and no pests were observed. On only one morning
did I notice some leaflets being damaged by a parasite, which
I could not find. On about September 25, all the plants were
ripe and I got 2,527 healthy seeds weighing over 247 gm

(actually weighing 14.125 lots; 1 lot = 17.5 gm) from 17
plants from the yellow soybeans, 1107 seeds weighing 157.5
gm from the brown soybeans, and seeds weighing about
100 gm from the 14 black soybeans (I forgot to count these
seeds). The brown variety gave very large, healthy seeds, the
yellow variety gave seeds with a lower test weight and some
seeds were wrinkled, perhaps become some plants were
lodging, but in general the seeds were well developed. The
black variety gave oblong depressed seeds–I don’t like this
variety.
“’You can now calculate soybean yields on say a quarter
or half of a jutro [an old unit of area; 1 jutro = 5,755 square
meters]. This trial of mine indicates that the soybean has a
future in our country, so it could be sown here with great
success.* (Footnote: *”’I must mention that the plants in the
southern part of my garden did not develop as vigorously
due to drought and high temperatures. The 3 plants of each
variety grown in the northern shady part of the garden
yielded more than all the other plants in the southern part
of the garden. If all plants had developed like those in the
northern shady part of the garden, the yield might have
doubled.)
“’I hoed my plants three times and, as already
mentioned, I irrigated since the drought last year was too
severe. This spring, I plan to sow all three varieties again,
selecting the largest and healthiest seeds. After this first trial,
I can recommend that everyone grow soybeans, especially
the yellow and brown varieties. It has been reported that
cattle like the soybean straw, but I did not manage to make a
trial. So much for my first trial; maybe some will be able to
make use of this report.’”
“We thank Mr. Strazimir for this letter, which is really a
surprise, since it describes results which were not obtained in
other trials in Europe. Prof. Haberlandt collected a lot of data
about soybean trials and calculated that in Germany one seed
yielded a mean of 34 seeds, and in Hungary 73 seeds, yet we
may calculate that each of Mr. Strazimir’s seeds in Croatia
yielded over 140 seeds.
“In this way we are repeatedly pleased. Our society has
succeeded in obtaining from Mr. Auchman [who imported
soybeans from Japan] enough soybean seeds, which will
arrive in all society branch offices in at least 8 days. We
may point out to everybody intending to grow soybeans that
they should be planted as single seeds, and whoever does
not plant but sows them will have to thin the plants after
emergence and replant double plants, since replanting could
be successful. The soils should not be heavy and cold, but
they should be inclined toward the sun; in other respects
soybeans are not demanding.”
Translated by Dr. Joze Spanring of Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Croatia, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Croatia (May 1878). The source of these soybeans was Prof.
Haberlandt in Vienna. Address: Zagreb (Zelina), Croatia.
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129. Neue Illustrirte Zeitung (Vienna and Leipzig). 1878. Die
Soja-Bohne [The soybean]. 6(35):10. May 26. [Ger]
• Summary: During the past three years, at the urging of
Professor F. Haberlandt, who unfortunately died all too early,
agronomic trials were carried out, in part in the experimental
garden of the Vienna College of Agriculture (Wiener
Hochschule für Boden-Cultur) and in part in various areas
of the monarchy, with several varieties of the coarse-haired
soybean (rauhaarige Soja-Bohne) (Soja hispida Mönch).
These trials yielded very favorable results and have shown
that this useful plant can flourish well in warmer Central
Europe and is worthy of being cultivated at a greater scale.
All of our pulses–which, just as an aside, are almost
completely acclimatized strangers–distinguish themselves
through a high content of important nutrients which are
not even approximately reached by the seeds of the varies
species of grains. But the soybean has these substances in
an even significantly higher degree than all of our pulses
that have thus far become naturalized; for example, the fat
content of soybeans (Soja) is nearly ten times as high as that
of our lentils or broad beans / fava beans (Pferdebohne).
Because of this especially high nutritional value, the
soybean has since long ago taken on a prominent position
among the crops of China, Japan, and a large part of Central
Asia, and it is prepared there in manifold ways, in part as a
dish by itself or as a side dish, and in part as an ingredient in
many dishes; and, in extract form, it is almost as commonly
used as a substitute for butter and has become indispensable
like, for instance, the potato in our kitchens.
“Sooju” or soy sauce (Sojasauce) has in fact also been
brought over to Europe and is used in the finer kitchens
for the improvement of the sauce for roasts. Yet in spite of
scattered agronomic trials that were carried out in earlier
decades, and perhaps specifically because these trials were
so scattered, the plant itself never really became known here,
since for those first trials, it was specifically seeds from latematuring soybean varieties from Japan and from Southern
China which had been used in an erroneous manner and
which of course were no longer able to achieve maturity of
the fruit here, as a result of which it appeared to have been
proven that this plant could not be acclimatized to Europe.
Meanwhile, in France, in the Departements of Arlège
and Haute-Garonne, a soybean variety that was brought there
from China by M. de Montigny has been cultivated there
with good success under the name oil pea (Oelerbse) (pois
oleagineux), and Prof. Haberlandt furthermore showed that
what had already long been cultivated in South Tyrol and
known by the name “coffee bean” (Kaffee-Bohne) is nothing
other than a soybean.
“As a result of this, as well as through the results of
the many agronomic trials during the past three years, it
would now have been satisfactorily proven that at minimum
the early-maturing varieties of the soybean also find very

favorable conditions for existence in Central Europe, and that
they can certainly still be cultivated with success everywhere
that early corn is still brought to maturity.
What it is that recommends the more extended
cultivation of this plant that is so valuable, including as
fodder for our livestock, is not just the high content of
protein and fat, which lend great nutritional value that
approaches meat to the foods that are prepared from soymeal
with a pleasant, piquant flavor, but also the fact that the
cultivation of the soybean (Soja) is recommended because of
the rich yield in seeds and its remarkable resistance against
lasting drought. Because as a result of its curious tillering
(Bestockung), the plant can shade the ground well and can
sufficiently protect it against too much evaporation.
Within that context, the plant is outstanding as a result
of an excellent ability to adapt to the climatic and soil
conditions, and even a light, poor soil is sufficient for it,
upon which the cereals already could no longer flourish well.
The cultivation of the plant requires little effort or cost,
and the degeneration of the seeds is also not to be feared,
since the last cultivation trials have shown that the seeds that
have been harvested here are not only larger and heavier, but
have also become qualitatively better than the original seeds.
Finally, if the circumstance is taken into consideration
that the plant does not allow any weeds to develop and that
it has shown itself to be completely immune to attacks by
both fungi and insects, then it is easy to appreciate what great
importance this stranger may achieve among the European
crops. In what way the seeds can best be used will in fact
only be revealed once the cultivation at a large scale will
have made possible the further dissemination and use of soy
flour / meal (Sojamehl).
However, after the few cooking and tasting trials that
have already been carried out thus far, it can be said that
the soybean will find use not only as a sauce, mush (a la
polenta), puree, etc. but also, when mixed with potato flour,
as an especially flavorful and nutritious bread. And it can
also be said that the seeds will achieve great importance in
industry, such as for the production of chocolate and of a
coffee substitute.
Finally, the soybean will become of special importance
for those classes which are not allowed the regular
enjoyment of a meat diet for economic or other reasons,
since in the foods that are prepared from soymeal, they will
find a fare that is not just cheap and filling for the stomach,
but a real, strengthening food that is nearly equivalent to
meat.
An illustration (line drawing) shows a soybean plant.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojamehl (soybean flour / meal,
usually made from whole soybeans), which might be used
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for baking bread or pastries. This word appears in 368
different issues of these newspapers from 1878 to 1949.
Note 3. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojasauce (soy sauce). This word
appears in 29 different issues of these newspapers from 1878
to 1944.
130. Landwirth (Der): Allgemeine Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung (Breslau). 1878. Proskauer Anbauversuche
[Agronomic trials in Proskau]. 14(48):263. June 15. [Ger]
• Summary: Near the top of column 1 of this article we
read that the following crops were cultivated [at Proskau]
in the year 1877: 33 types (Sorten) of winter wheat, 7 types
of summer wheat, 1 type of wheat that can be planted in
either the autumn or spring (Wechselweizen), 8 types of
winter rye, 1 type of summer rye, 36 types of spring barley
(Sommergerste), 4 types of winter barley (Wintergerste), 26
types of oats, 16 types of maize (Mais), 5 types of millet, 53
types of peas, 12 types of summer vetch, 1 types of winter
peas, 9 types of flax/ linseed (Linsen), 3 types of horse beans
(Pferdebohnen), 7 types of broad beans (Puffbohnen), 2
types of bush beans, 1 type of soybeans (Sojabohnen), 10
types of lupine (Lupinen-Sorten), 24 important types of
grasses, 20 feed herbs (Futterkräuter) and types of clover, 9
commercial fruits (Handelsfrüchte), 19 types of fodder beets
(Runkelrüben) 5 types of carrots (Möhren), and about 350
types of potatoes.
Near the top of column 2, we read: The soybean
(Die Sojabohne) seems to have no future for northeastern
Germany. In any case, it is not a plant that is sure to bear
fruit. Planted at the beginning of May, the plants first broke
ground on May 22, had already bloomed by the end of
August, but the seeds did not ripen on either light or heavy
soil. Despite the good start, only 0.410 kg of unripe seeds
were harvested from about 40 plants. Nevertheless, the trials
shall be continued using these seeds.
Dr. Dreisch (who is mentioned) is from the
Landwirtschaftlichen Akademie Proskau, which is now in
Poland, and called Proszkow. Proskau is a market town in
Prussia, in Silesia, 7 miles southwest of Oppeln (now Opole),
in southwest Poland at north latitude 50º40’. This is further
north than any point in the continental USA, and even a bit
north of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
Note: This journal was published by the
Landwirthschaftlicher Centralverein für Schlesien in Breslau,
which is now Wroclaw, a province in southwest Poland;
before 1945 it was Lower Silesia in Germany. Address:
Landwirtschaftlichen Akademie Proskau, Schlesien.
131. Neuigkeits Welt-Blatt (Vienna). 1878. Geschicten aus
allen Laendern: Ein neues Nahrungsmittel [Stories from all
countries: A new food]. No. 155. July 9. p. 8, cols. 1-3. [Ger]
• Summary: For those classes of the population which

cannot allow themselves the regular enjoyment of a meat
diet, a new crop is recommended that does not simply
provide an extremely cheap food, but also one that is nearly
equal to meat and really fortifying. It is the so-called soybean
(Sojabohne), a pulse that for a long time now has already
played just as important of a role in China, Japan, and
Central Asia as the potato does with us, because of its high
nutritional value.
The attempt was in fact already made here and there in
earlier decades to cultivate the coarse-haired soybean (die
rauhhaarige Sojabohne) in Europe. Just because of the fact
alone that it was specifically seeds from late-maturing plants
from Japan and China that were used for this purpose which
can no longer achieve maturity in our climate, this plant
was considered to not be possible to acclimatize. Through
Prof. Haberlandt, though, agronomic trials were carried out
with several early-maturing varieties of the coarse-haired
soybean (Soja hispida) during the past three years, in part
in the trial garden (Versuchsgarten) of the Vienna College
of Agriculture (Wiener Hochschule für Bodenkultur) and in
part in various regions of our monarchy. These yielded very
favorable results and showed that this crop can flourish well
in warmer Central Europe and is worthy of being cultivated
at a greater scale at places where early corn is still brought
to maturity. Likewise in France, in many locations in the
Departements of Arlège and Haute-Garonne, a soybean
variety (Sojavarietät [Sojavarietaet]) that was brought there
from China by M. de Montigny has been cultivated there
with good success for many years now under the name oil
pea (Oelerbse), and also in South Tyrol, the plant that has
long been known by the name “coffee bean” (Kaffeebohne)
and cultivated there is nothing other than a soybean.
The benefits which an extensive cultivation of this plant
that is so valuable, including as fodder for our livestock,
would bring along with it are so great that they are worthy
of being made known in the broadest of circles. First of all,
the fat content of the soybean is ten times greater than that
of our lentil, and the protein content is a significant one and
lends the foods that are prepared from soy meal (Sojamehl)
an extremely pleasant flavor and a significant nutritional
value. Furthermore, the cultivation of the soybean (Soja)
is also recommended because of the rich seed yield and
its superb capability for resistance against lasting drought,
since as a result of its peculiar tillering (Bestockung), the
plant can shade the soil and can adequately protect it against
evaporation that is too great.
Within that context, the plant thrives on the poorest
soil, it gives rise to less effort and cost, and a degeneration
of the seeds is also not to be feared, since the most recent
agronomic trials have shown that the seeds that we harvested
were not only larger and heavier than the original seeds, but
also got better in terms of their composition.
Finally, if the circumstance is also taken into
consideration that the plant does not allow any weeds
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to come up and that it has shown itself to be completely
insensitive both with respect to fungi and to attacks by
insects, then it will be easily appreciated what a high
importance this stranger may achieve among European
crops. In what way the seeds may best be used will in fact
only be revealed once the cultivation at a large scale has
made a further dissemination and use of soy meal possible.
However, even now, after the few cooking and tasting
experiments that have been carried out thus far, it may
be said that the soybean will find use not only as a sauce,
a porridge (à la polenta), a purée, etc., but also with the
mixing with potato flour as an especially tasty and nutritious
bread, and additionally that the seeds will also attain a
high importance in industry, such as for the production of
chocolate and of a coffee substitute.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German term rauhhaarige Sojabohne (coarsehaired soybean). This word appears in 4 different issues of
these newspapers from 1878 to 1913.
132. Haberlandt, Friedrich; Kaudelka, C.; Rauch, A.; et al.
1878. Weitere Mittheilungen ueber Anbauversuche mit der
rauhaarigen Sojabohne (Soja hispida) und deren Erfolge
[Further communications on agronomic trials with the
coarse-haired soybean (Soja hispida) and its successes].
Biedermann’s Central-Blatt fuer Agrikulturchemie 7:594610. Aug. [20 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a summary of various reports on
soybean cultivation in central Europe during the past 2
years. Friedrich Haberlandt obtained soybeans at the World
Exposition at Vienna in 1873. He first conducted his own
agronomic trials in Vienna and grew out a fairly large
quantity of seeds. Then he sent samples of soybean seeds to
many other agriculturists in Central Europe, who also tested
the seeds. Each of the men whose names are listed below is
also listed below the title of this article as a co-author.
“In Therasburg in Lower Austria (Niederösterreich),
the farmer [Oekonom] Kaudelka harvested from 300 yellow
soybeans 3.8 kg of seeds and 11 kg of leaves and stems.
“In Osterburg in Lower Austria, the tenant farmer
(Gutspächter) C. Rauch harvested from 200 yellow soybeans
3 kg of seeds, and from 200 brownish-red soybeans 5.4 kg of
seeds.
“In Muenchendorf in Lower Austria the clergyman
(Pfarrer) Richl harvested from 100 yellow soybeans 2.38 kg
of seeds.
“In Eibenschitz in Moravia (Mähren) [in the Czech
Republic as of Jan. 1993], the agricultural school director
Wrba harvested from 300 yellow soybeans 3.045 kg of seeds
(see also p. 604).
“In Kwassitz in Moravia, Sir Emanuel von Proskowetz

obtained from 700 yellow soybeans 6.75 kg of seeds and
11.5 kg of straw.
“In Rabensburg in Moravia, the Principality of
Liechtenstein’s estate management (fürstl. Liechtenstein’sche
Gutsverwaltung) obtained from 700 soybeans not less than
41.6 kg seeds and 30 kg chaff and straw. Note: As of 2014
Rabensburg is in central Czechoslovakia, more than 240
miles northeast of Liechtenstein.
“In Kloster-Münchengrätz in Bömen [Bohemia; in the
Czech Republic as of Jan. 1993], the farmer F. Marousek
harvested from 200 yellow soybeans 2.5 kg of seeds.
“In Chrudim in Bömen the agricultural school director
Eckert obtained from 200 soybeans, 1.75 kg of seeds.
“In Zubeza bei Lemberg in Galicia (Galizien), the
forester Praun (Förster Praun) harvested from 50 yellow
soybeans 0.54 kg of seeds, and from 50 brownish-red
soybeans 0.57 kg of seeds.
“In Luka czestie [Lukaczestie] in Bukovina [Bukowina
or Bucovina, a former Austrian crownland, now divided
between Ukraine and Romania], the landowner Kl.
Botkouski obtained from 160 yellow soybeans 1.36
kg of seeds (p. 596). Note: Lukaczestie is a village in
today’s (2020) Bucovina, Romania, 16.5 km east of Gura
Humorului.
“In Ritzlhof in Upper Austria (Ober-Oesterreich), the
agricultural school obtained from 100 soybeans 0.8 kg of
seeds.
“In Salzburg, k.k. [kaiserlich-königliche] Major von
Kempf harvested from 50 soybeans not less than 1.978 kg of
seeds.
“In Planta bei Meran in South Tyrol (Südtirol),
Hauptmann Erttel obtained from 100 yellow soybeans 1.886
kg of seeds, from 100 brownish-red soybeans 2.003 kg of
seeds, and from 100 black-seeded soybeans 2.240 kg seeds.
“In St. Michele in South Tyrol (Südtirol), the director
of the agricultural school (landw. Lehranstalt) Dr. E. Mach
obtained from 252 plants grown from yellow and brownishred soybeans 3.9 kg of seeds, and from 504 plants grown
from black soybeans 6.7 kg of seeds.
“In St. Johann bei Pettau in Steiermark, Hans Graf
Haller harvested from 50 yellow and 50 brownish-red
soybeans not less than 2 kg of seeds.
“In Marburg in Steiermark, the Fruit- and WineGrowing School (Obst- und Weinbauschule) harvested from
345 yellow soybeans 3.2 kg of seeds and from 100 brownishred soybeans 1.25 kg of seeds.
“In Friesach in Kaernthen (Kaernten or Kärnten) [also
called Carinthia], the mayor (Bürgermeister) Fiala obtained
from 300 yellow soybeans 1.75 kg of seeds–despite the fact
that he planted them at 2,012 meters above sea level (versus
the typical 700 meters) and the half-ripe standing crops were
covered with snow.
“In Klagenfurt [in 1992 the capital of Carinthia in
Austria near the Yugoslav border], C. Schütz, secretary of the
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agricultural society (Landwirthschaftsgesellschaft) obtained
from 20 soybeans 1 kg of seed.
“In Capro d’Istria [Capodistria, called Koper in 1992]
in Istria (Istrien; in Slovenia in late 1992), the intermediate
school teacher (Hauptschullehrer) Kristan harvested from
100 yellow soybeans 0.835 kg of seeds, from 100 brownishred soybeans 2.00 kg of seeds, and from 100 black soybeans
3.21 kg of seeds. On single plants he counted 200 to 300
pods containing ripe seeds and another 100 to 400 empty
pods.
“In Rubbia near Gorizia (Rubbia bei Görz; in 1992 a
province in Italy or the capital city of the commune Gorizia
on the Isonzo River in Italy near the border with Yugoslavia),
Freiherr von Bianchi harvested from 50 gm of black
soybeans 7.9 kg of seeds, etc.
“Haberlandt also reported on the favorable results of
soybean trials in Hungary and Germany, as follows.
“In the Neograder Comitat in Hungary, Eugen, Freiherr
von Nyári, obtained (erbaute) from 16 square meters of land
not less than 15 liters of soybean seeds, which would be
equivalent to the amazing yield of 9,400 liters (94 Hektoliter)
per hectare.
“In Schlanz, in the administrative districts of Breslau
(Regierungsbezirke Breslau), Dotzauer obtained from only 4
soybeans, which weighed 0.2 gm and which he planted after
May 20, 136 gm of soybeans, two-thirds of which were twice
as large as the seeds he planted; that is to say, if the harvested
seeds had been the same size as those planted, he would have
harvested 2,720 seeds.
There follows a report on soybean trials from Franz
Schollmayer, Administrator of the experimental farm at
Laibach [Ljubljana] in Austria [since 1991 the capital of
Slovenia].
Then another report from the Count (Graf) H. Attems
Vegetable and Seed Multiplication Station (Gräfl. H.
Attems’schen Gemüsebau- und Samenkulturstation) at St.
Peter by Graz [Graz is the capital of Styria, Austria, on the
left bank of the Mur River, 87 miles south-southwest of
Vienna]. This report includes information from Mr. Pittoni in
Gorizia (Görz).
Then comes a predominantly chemical-analytical report
from C. Caplan, an assistant working under the direction of
Prof. J. Moser at the Royal Chemical Research Station in
Vienna (k.k. chemischen Versuchsstation in Wien).
E. Mach at St. Michel in Tyrol (mentioned above),
received yellow, brown, and black soybean varieties in
early 1877 from Prof. Haberlandt. These seeds, weighing
about 200 gm, were grown out by a teacher (Lehrer) named
Samek. The results were very favorable: 252 plants of the
brown and yellow varieties (from about 40 gm of seeds)
yielded about 3.2 kg of seeds (an 80-fold return), and 524
plants from black soybeans yielded 6.7 kg of seeds. The
respective yields were 3,888 kg/ha for the brown and yellow
varieties and 3,333 kg/ha for the black. A table by K. Portele

gives a nutritional analysis of these seeds and the weight of
1,000 seeds. The brown seeds were the largest (1,000 seeds
weighed 179.1 gm), and the black seeds the smallest (1,000
seeds weighed 106.2 gm). In Tyrol the soybean is called
the Coffee Bean (Kaffebohne) and used to prepare a coffee
substitute. [Question: When, how, and from where did these
soybeans arrive in Tyrol?]
In 1877 soybean trials were conducted at the
steiermärkischen Landesobst- und Weinbauschule at
Marburg. Two excellent reports summarized the results of
these trials, a lengthy one by Julius Hansel, an assistant, and
a shorter one by H. Göthe [Goethe], the director (p. 603).
Emil Bötticher, district administrator in Schabschitz,
reported on soybean trials in the archducal domain of
Seelowitz (p. 605).
Rambousek, the head man (Hauptmann) at Zborow in
Austria (Oesterreich), reported on the results of his trials,
as did administrator Marousek in Kloster Münchengrätz in
Böhmen, and Wolfes, head of the experimental fields at the
agricultural school at Dargun in Mecklenburg.
And an excellent, detailed report was submitted by
Dr. Eugen Wild [sic, Wildt], director of the agricultural
experiment station at Posen (p. 608-09).
Finally, a report on unfavorable results with soybeans
was submitted by Dr. Dreisch, who conducted trials in 1877
at the agricultural academy of Proskau in Schlesien (p. 609).
Address: 1. Vienna, Austria.
133. Rambousek, E. 1878. Auchmann’s Sojabohne
[Auchmann’s soybeans]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung (Vienna) 28(46):525. Nov. 16. [Ger]
• Summary: Dear Editor,
Mr. Auchmann in Marburg (today’s Maribor, Slovenia)
was so kind as to send me in May of this year a small
quantity of his Japanese soybeans (Sojabohne) free of charge
for an agronomic trial.
Since Prof. Haberlandt had expressed doubts with regard
to the early maturity of the Auchmann seeds, it mattered very
much to me to observe whether these Japanese soybeans also
achieve maturity with our climatic conditions.
For that reason, on May 15 I had planted at my seed
cultivation station at Zborow (probably today’s Zborov,
Slovakia) the 132 seeds of Japanese soybeans that were
received from Mr. Auchmann in my trial garden in a
prepared bed in such a way that one row was planted with
early-maturing beans and the other row with Auchmann
soybeans (Soja).
Both varieties sprouted well and flourished excellently,
simply with the difference that those from Auchmann were
significantly stronger and taller than the early-maturing ones;
the former continued to blossom continuously and took on
colossal dimensions in the stalk formation (Stengelgebilde),
in comparison to which those from Haberlandt formed a low
bush and stood completely laden with pods. On October 15,
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the early-maturing soybeans were dug
up, and they were thickly filled with
completely mature pods. In contrast,
the Japanese ones from Auchmann
had to still be left longer because
of their barely half-mature pods.
Unfortunately, on the second of this
month, an unexpected frost and snow
came and as a result of that, the trial
failed.
From the observations that I have
made, it is to be assumed that the
Japanese soybean may in fact achieve
maturity with a normal summer. In order to completely
convince me of that, I shall not miss out on repeating this
trial next summer. E. Rambousek
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Zborow.
134. Wein, Ernst. 1878. Ueber den Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Sojabohne in Bayern. I. Ernteresultate der auf der
Versuchstation angestellten Culturversuche [On the
cultivation of the hairy soja bean in Bavaria. I. Harvest
results from culture trials in agricultural experiment stations].
Zeitschrift des Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern
68:469-74. Dec. [Ger]
• Summary: Professor Haberlandt, who died earlier this year
in Vienna, had successes with acclimatization trials using
the hairy / hirsute soybean in the various crownlands of the
Austrian-Hungarian monarchy. These became the stimulus
for the cultural trials with this plant conducted by Prof. Dr. J.
Lehmann in all the administrative districts of the Kingdom of
Bavaria. Some 69 farmers took part in these trials and most
of them reported their results.
Here the writer would like to report the results of the
cultural trials conducted at the experiment station. Most of
the seeds for these trials came from the Austrian trials, but
a small portion were original seeds from Japan. Planting
took place on April 30, with 10 seeds planted 3 cm deep
per square meter. These were transplanted into 21 square
meters of humus-rich soil in the garden. Two varieties of
seeds were planted, one light-yellow (white) and one brown.
These were of various sizes, so each variety was divided into
small and large seeds. On parcel I were planted 720 small
yellow (white) seeds weighing 94.7 gm. On parcel II were
planted 560 large yellow seeds weighing 93 gm. On parcel
III were planted 420 small brown seeds weighing 47.9 gm.
On parcel IV were planted 412 large brown seeds weighing
75.5 gm. On parcel V were planted 500 yellow original seeds
weighing 69.2 gm. The plants broke ground (emerged) on
May 6. Flowering on the first 4 parcels lasted from July 24
to Aug. 4, which the 5th parcel first bloomed in October.
The plants developed slowly at first due to the cold, moist
weather, but later they developed and grew well.

The average temperature from May 1 to Oct. 1 was
16ºC. The plants showed early on that they had been planted
too densely. Results of the harvest are given for each
parcel. For example: Parcel I. Small yellow variety. Date
of harvest: Oct. 17. Number of plants harvested: 629 (629
seeds weighed 82.7 gm). Number of seeds harvested: 23,498.
Average number of seeds per plant: 37. Weight of the seeds:
2,758 gm. Weight of the pods: 1,212 gm. Weight of the straw
9,142 gm. Total weight harvested: 13,112 gm. One thousand
seeds weighed 117 gm.
A table (p. 473) summarizes the main figures for parcels
I-IV, based on 1000 plants. For each parcel it shows: Number
of seeds. Weight of the seeds. Weight of the pods. Weight of
the straw. Total weight harvested.
Parcel IV gave the best results, yielding 49,429 seeds
which weighed 6,846 gm, etc.
Note: In 1878 the Kingdom of Bavaria was ruled by
Ludwig II (lived 1845-1886; reigned 1864-1886), who
built the beautiful fairy-tale castle Neuschwanstein, was
close friends with Richard Wagner, and was declared mad
and deposed in 1886. Address: Dr., Central Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bavaria, Germany.
135. Gray, John Henry. 1878. China: History of the laws,
manners, and customs of the people. Edited by William Gow
Gregor. 2 vols. London: Macmillan and Co. See vol. II, p.
135-37. Illust. 22 cm.
• Summary: In Vol. II, chapter XXIII, titled “Agriculture–
Arable Farms” (p. 106+), begins with a brief history of
China agriculture and the cultivation of the major cereals. On
pages 135-37 is a discussion, with three large illustrations, of
[soya] beans cultivated in China, and their products–oil, bean
cakes, flour, bean curds [tofu], salted and fermented bean
[fermented black soybeans], and [soy] sprouts. The author
is clearly describing soya beans yet he apparently does
not know their name, for he never uses the word “soya.”
“The [soya] bean farms in the northern provinces are very
extensive; and, as the soil as a rule is a rich strong loam, the
crops are very luxuriant The varieties of this plant which the
Chinese cultivate are the tick and horse beans; they prefer to
sow them in February and March.” He then describes how
the fields are plowed and the seeds are planted. The “[soya]
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beans are drilled or set in rows, either by an instrument or
by hand, with spaces about two English feet apart. These
spaces are regularly hoed, and the weeds in the rows are
carefully removed by hand. Hoeing is so essential a part
of the cultivation of beans that the success of the crop
depends in a great measure upon the manner in which it is
performed.” The plants harvested with a sickle, then taken
to the homestead of each farmer and the beans threshed with
flails. “These extensive crops of beans and peas are grown
for the sake of abundant supplies of oil. For this purpose
the beans are placed in a circular trough, and crushed by
a massive stone wheel drawn by oxen. The fragments are
placed in large presses until all the oil has been expressed
into vats. The bean cake from which the oil has been pressed
is given, in part, to cattle, and, in part, sent to Swatow,
Canton, and the ports of Formosa, where it is regarded as the
best possible manure for sugar-producing lands.
“In Kwang-tung there are also extensive bean and pea
farms. The crops, however, which are produced on these
farms are not crushed for oil, but used as food by the people.
When threshed, they are sold in large quantities, and bought
extensively by persons who gain a livelihood by selling bean
curds. For this preparation the beans are reduced to flour
by the ordinary Eastern handmill. The flour is then passed
first through a strainer of coarse calico [cotton cloth], and
afterwards through one of a finer quality. It is then boiled for
an hour over a slow fire, till it attains the proper consistency,
and can be sold as food. The Cantonese are very fond of bean
curds, which are prepared during the night to be ready for the
morning meal. No sooner has the sun arisen than men may
be seen in almost every street of the large cities and towns
of Kwang-tung, selling the much relished preparation. It
resembles blanc mange [blancmange] so much that for many
months after my arrival at Canton, I quite thought that it was
something of that kind.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April. 2013) that uses the term “ bean curd” by itself
(with a space before the word “bean,” and where it is not
preceded by the words “soy,” “soya,” “soja,” etc.) to refer to
tofu. It is also the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014) that
compares tofu to blanc mange / blancmange.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2001) which gives a detailed description of how
flour is made from [soya] beans in China.
The Chinese also salt beans. For this purpose they place
four catties of beans in a jar, together with one catty of salt,
a half catty of ginger, and a few taels of almonds and other
spices. The jar is then hermetically sealed, and placed in the
pantry. At the expiration of a month it is opened, and the
ingredients [fermented black soybeans] are always agreeable
to the Chinese palate. The most singular use, however, to
which beans are put is yet to be recorded. Great quantities of
them are purchased by a class called N’ga-Tsoi, who subject
them to the following treatment in the large establishments

in which they carry on their occupation. The beans are
deposited in coarse earthen-ware jars, which are filled with
very clear spring water. In a few hours the water is drawn
off by the removal of plugs; and this process is repeated six
times in the twenty-four hours. At the end of seven days the
beans are inspected, and each is found to have produced a
tender shoot. The beans with the shoots [bean sprouts] are
then sold in the vegetable markets as great delicacies. There
is an establishment of this kind at the gate of the old Sam-kai
Miu, a suburb in the western suburb of Canton. There are
two wells in this establishment, containing water which in
point of purity cannot be surpassed.”
The section on boats on the Canton river in China states
(p. 278): “; the Tow-Foo-Teng, or bean curd boats;...”
Note. This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (April 2013) that uses the term “Tow-Foo”
(regardless of capitalization or hyphenation) to refer to
Chinese-style tofu.
Full-page original illustrations (line drawings) show:
(1) “Crushing [soya] beans” (facing p. 135). An ox turning
a large horizontal millstone while a farmer, seated nearby,
holds a whipping stick. His home is in the background and
several containers and simple implements related to the oil
and cake are in the foreground.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2001) that uses the word “crushing” (or any
cognate thereof) in connection with soybeans.
(2) “Crushing [soya] bean cakes” (facing p. 136). One
man uses a wooden mallet to pound wedges between bean
cakes in a hollow log to press out the oil. A second man to
the right drives an ox which is turning the top stone of a pair
of horizontal millstones. These millstones are different than
those shown in the first illustration; their diameter is smaller
and the top stone has two holes in it–similar to the mill
traditionally used to make tofu.
(3) “[Soya] Bean cakes” (facing p. 137). A wealthy
merchant is standing by an attractive brick building. To the
right is a body of water. One man is stacking round bean
cakes (about 12 inches in diameter) to the right of the large
front door. A second man is carrying ten bean cakes using
a shoulder pole. A small boy and a dog are bringing up the
rear.
Both volumes contain 140 illustrations. Pea-nuts
are discussed on pages 137-38. Address: M.A., LL.D.,
Archdeacon of Hong Kong.
136. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Dritte Abtheilung.
Anbauversuche im Jahre 1877 [Part 3: Agronomic trials in
the year 1877. Part I (Document part)]. In: F. Haberlandt.
1878. Die Sojabohne [The Soybean]. Vienna: Carl Gerold’s
Sohn. ii + 119 p. See p. 36-60. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Excerpts from 14 reports of various
trial locations in lower Austria (Nieder-Oesterreich), and 11
trial locations in Moravia (Mähren). Excerpts from 19 reports
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submitted from Bohemia, 10 from Austrian Silesia (Oesterr.Schlesien), Galicia (Galizien) [a former Austrian crownland;
after World War II the western half was made part of Poland
and the eastern half was made part of Ukraine], Bukowina,
and Congress Poland (Russisch-Polen [which is in today’s
Poland]), 6 reports from Upper Austria, Salzburg, and Tyrol
[Tirol], 11 reports from Steiermark, Krain [Carniola; now
mostly in Slovenia], and Kärnthen [Kaernten or Carinthia,
an Austrian crownland; now a state of southern Austria,
bordering on Italy and Yugoslavia], 12 from Trieste (Triest)
[an Austrian crownland from 1867 to 1919, when it was
ceded to Italy by the Treaty of St. Germain], Istria, Dalmatia,
and the Grafschaft [county and earldom] of Görz (Goerz), 40
from Hungary and Croatia [formerly part of Yugoslavia], 23
from Germany, 1 from Switzerland, and 1 from Holland.
In lower Austria soybeans were tested by: Mr.
Zurakowski (Title: Administrator of a archducal farm
estate, erzh. [erzherzoglich] Gutsverwalter. Note: The
archduke was a prince of The House of Austria) in Gmünd
(Gmuend), Mr. Ruzicka in Essling, Baron (Freiherr) von
Tschudi in Jacobshof, Ferd. Ritter v. Erb in Grinzing near
Vienna, Graf Christ. Kinsky in Matzen, Mr. H. Weyringer in
Simmering near Vienna, Mr. Kaudelka in Therasburg, Mr.
von Maygraber of k.k. Major in Altlengbach, Mr. Carl Rauch
in Osterburg, Mr. Pfarrer Engelbert Richl in Münchendorf
(Muenchendorf), Mr. G. Simon in Hirschstetten near Vienna,
Prof. Jul. Thausing of the agricultural teaching institute
in Mödling (Moedling), Dr. F. Leithner in Krems [lower
Austria, on the Danube River, 38 miles west-northwest of
Vienna], and Dr. Ditz (Title: Agricultural Administration
of princely Liechtenstein, fürstl. Liechtenstein’schen
Oekonomieverwaltung) in Wilfersdorf. Note: As of 2015,
Wilfersdorf is in the northeast corner of Austria, about
25 miles north-northeast of Vienna and about 335 miles
northeast of Liechtenstein.
Agronomic trials in Mähren [Moravia] by: J. Hoch of
the Agricultural School in Gross-Meseritsch, Mr. Turecek in
Mistek, Prof. Schmerz of the educational establishment in
Brünn (Bruenn; Brno in the Czech Republic as of 1994), A.
Tomasek in Napagedl, Mr. Vrba [Wrba] of the agricultural
institute in Eubenschitz [Eibenschitz, as of 1994 in the
Czech Republic], Sir (Ritter) Emanuel von Prosskowetz
[von Proskowetz] in Kwassitz, Mr. J.B. Uhlirz director of
the agricultural middle-school in Prerau, Prof. Dr. A. Zöbl
(Zoebl) of the agricultural middle-school in Neutitschein,
farmers of the princely Economic Administration of
Liechtenstein in Eisgrub bei Lundenburg and in Rabensburg
using seeds sent by Dr. Ditz, Norbert von Baratta in
Budischau.
Agronomic trials in Bohemia (Böhmen) by: Mr. A.
Fritsch in Stenonitz, Mr. Friedrich (Title: Agricultural
administrator of a farm estate, Gutsverwalter) in Krizanau
(45 km northwest of Brünn / Brno), the Marquis de
Bellegarde in Schloss Niemes, Jos. Dolzer in Hohenfurt,

Ludwig von Beer in Vojnic, Mr. Rothe (castle-gardener)
in Schönpriesen (Schoenpriesen), Dr. Hanamann Director
of the research station in Lobositz, Mr. Klimetschek of the
princely Schwarzenberg trial-school in Zittolieb, Mr. J. Susta
of the princely Schwarzenberg domain of Wittingau, Mr.
Ferd. Marouschek [Marousek] in Kloster-Münchengrätz
(Muenchengraetz), Mr. Pachmayer in Luzan, Dr. Nickerl
of the Physiokrateum [Faculty of Natural Sciences] in Prag
[Prague], Mr. M. Schlöcht (Schloecht) in Dobrai, Prof.
Dr. Kulisz of the agricultural middle-school in TetschenLiebwerd, Prof. A. Nowoczek of the agricultural teaching
institute in Kaaden, Mr. F. Honilec of the agricultural school
in Klattau, Planic, and Kout, Ad. Eckert Director of the
agricultural school in Chrudim, Mr. A. Svoboda [Swoboda]
(Title: Owner of an estate, Hofbesitzer) of Schnackhof bei
Zamrsk, and the princely Schwarzenberg WirthschaftsDirection in Frauenberg.
Agronomic trials Austrian Silesia (Oesterr.-Schlesien),
Galizien [Galicia], Bukowina [Bukovina], and CongressPoland by: Baron von Tschudi of the Swiss Confederation
in Vienna wrote of trials on his land in Schönbach
(Schoenbach) in Austrian Silesia, Mr. Bischof of the Baron
Brunicki Domain in Zaleszczyki in East Galicia, Mr. Seling
[Seeling] Ritter von Saulenfels in Szdebnik bei Lekawice,
Johann Ritter von Breuer in Suchawola, Mr. A. Praunn (a
forester in Stadt Lemberg) in Zubrza bei Lemberg, Mr. S.
Jakubovszki in Tarnow, Mr. Ritter von Stavinsky in Kleczy,
Mr. Klemens Botkouski (Title: Owner of an aristocratic
estate, Gutsbesitzer) in Lukaczestie (or Luka-czestie,
Bukovina [in today’s {2005} Romania, 16.5 km east of Gura
Humorului]), M. C.W. Ambrosius in Radautz (Bukovina),
Mr. Stanislaus von Trebicki in Kurowice bei Sterdyn
(Congress-Poland).
Agronomic trials in Upper Austria (Oberösterreich),
Salzburg, and Tirol by: Baron von Thysebärt at Schloss
Grünau (Gruenau) bei Ried-Mauthausen in Upper Austria,
Mr. E. Klusak (castle-gardener) in St. Wolfgang bei Ischl in
Upper Austria, Mr. C. Braunbart director of the agricultural
school at the Ritzlhof in Upper Austria, Mr. von Kempf (k.k.
Major) in Salzburg, Mr. Alfr. Erttel in Planta bei Meran in
southern Tirol, Dr. Eduard Mach director of the agricultural
teaching institute of San-Michele in South Tirol.
Agronomic trials in Steiermark, Krain [Carniola], and
Kaernthen [Kärnten, Kaernten or Carinthia] by: Mr. Hans
Graf Haller in St. Johann bei Pettau in Steiermark, Mr. J.
Rothschädl (Rothschaedl) in Reitenau in Steiermark, Mr. Fr.
Auchmann (a maker of champagne and coffee-substitutes)
in Marburg in Steiermark, the seed cultivation station in St.
Peter bei Graz (owned by Graf H. Attems), Ad. Baumgartner
director of the agricultural school in Grottenhof bei Graz
(he cooked the seeds for use in a salad and as a vegetable),
Mr. Goethe director of the Obst- und Weinbauschle in
Marburg, Burgermeister J. Fiala in Friesach in Carinthia,
Mr. Cos. Schütz (Schuetz) secretary of the agricultural
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society in Klagenfurt, Baron von Ankershofen in Klagenfurt,
Mr. J. Mach in Slateneg in Krain [Carniola], Mr. Franz
Schollmayer in Laibach [as of 1994 Ljubljana, the capital of
Slovenia; summary of his 1977 article].
Note: This is the earliest German-language document
seen (June 2009) that mentions green vegetable soybeans,
which it describes as shown above. (Continued). Address:
Hochschule fuer Bodencultur, Vienna, Austria.
137. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Erste Abtheilung [Part 1,
pages 4-6 (Document part)]. In: F. Haberlandt. 1878. Die
Sojabohne [The Soybean]. Vienna: Carl Gerold’s Sohn. ii +
119 p. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Page 4 begins: Even though the soybean has
already found its way to Europe several times, attempts
to cultivate it have failed completely because the seeds
were from Japan, southern parts of China, and from India.
Consequently they were late-ripening seeds. Many years
ago attempts were made to grow Soja hispida in Hohenheim
[Germany], but the plants were barely brought to a blooming
state. People also had the same experience in other places.
Dr. A. Rauch of Bamberg [Germany] (see Die Fundgrube
von Dr. A. Rauch. III. Jahrgang. Bamberg 1876), on several
occasions, received seeds of various soybean varieties from
Japan from his long-time friend, Colonel (Oberst) [Philipp
Franz] von Siebold, who died at an early age. But every trial
by Dr. Rauch was unsuccessful. The plants came up and
some even blossomed, but the blooming happened so late in
the year (starting in September) that it was unthinkable that
the seeds would ripen fully.
Mr. Carl Berndt, who was a velvet manufacturer
(Sammtfabrikant) at Hainsberg-Deuben in Saxony was also
one of the first to conduct agronomic trials (Anbauversuche)
with soybeans in Germany. He had no success. He wrote
to me about it as follows: “I had received 8 piculs of those
beans [Note: a picul is a Chinese unit of weight = 133.33
pounds] (some green and some yellow), which I obtained
through an official order of Governor (des MinisterPräsidenten) Dr. Weinlich of Shanghai via our local consul.
I sent samples of those all over with the request that the
recipient inform me of the results of his agronomic trials.
Unfortunately I have waited in vain and I assume that the
outcome was as unfavorable as it had been in my case and in
my neighborhood. Although some gardeners and I managed
to raise a few plants and harvest a few seeds, they rotted after
being replanted and therefore could not germinate.”
One type of soybean that requires warmer weather
must have been the one which was introduced to France by
M. de Montigny from China. In France it is called oil pea
(pois oléagineux) and is cultivated at several locations in
the districts of Ariège and Haut-Garonne. It is said to have
the capacity for rapid growth and resistance to drought*.
(Footnote: *Gustav Heuzé: “Les plantes alimentaires.” Paris,
p. 382, vol. 2).

During the last German-French war [Franco-Prussian
War, 1870-72, France lost], Otto Wehrhan, captain in the
artillery, found one of those acclimated soybeans in the
botanical garden of Montigny near Metz. He liked the
plant and took four or five seeds back home. On his estate
in Coswig near Meissen [in today’s eastern Germany] he
conducted an agronomic trial in 1872 and harvested 80100 seeds in the fall. He wrote me that in the year 1873 he
did the planting sooner, around mid-April, and obtained a
fairly decent harvest. In the year 1874 he discontinued the
cultivation because he had no use for the harvested beans.
Meanwhile, his neighbors became interested in the soybean,
so he decided to start growing the plant again in 1875. He
harvested 3 liters of seed, which he replanted in April 1876.
As a result of the long drought that year, the plants became
stunted and the majority of pods had not yet full ripened
when early frosts set in and destroyed the crop completely.
The quantity of seeds harvested was smaller than that sowed.
Its quality was far worse, which caused Wehrhan to give up
further trials with this variety of soybean.
Even though the soybean has already spread here and
there in the south of Austria, it still hasn’t become known
in broader circles. Thus, last summer, Dr. E. Mach, director
of the agricultural academy (Lehranstalt) in South Tyrol
[Tirol], sent me a sample of a plant which was supposed to
be already long known in that area, and it was none other
than a soybean plant. In that area it is called “coffee bean”
(Kaffeebohne) and its seeds are used for the preparation
a coffee substitute (Kaffesurrogat). Likewise, Mr. Josef
Kristan, teacher in a primary school in the Istrian Peninsula
(Capodistria in Istrien), reported to me that he had
discovered that the soybean could already be found in Istria
and its seeds are used as a coffee substitute. A friend of his
assured him that there wasn’t any difference between these
and real coffee. He also received several seeds from Albona
[named Labin as of 1988; a commune in western Croatia,
on the Istrian Peninsula, 21 miles northeast of Pula], where
people grow it from time to time in their gardens without
knowing its value. Acquaintances of his stated as well that
they had seen the same plant in Dalmatia and in southern
Italy. All of the above information only came to my attention
after I had been conducting soybean agronomic trials for
two years. I had been in correspondence with the authorities
mentioned above in order to send them small samples so
that agronomic trials could be continued at other locations as
well.
The soybeans which I had used in my first tests in 1875
had been acquired at the Vienna World Exhibition in 1873,
and were in part from Japan and China, and in part from
Mongolia, Transcaucasia, and Tunis [p. 6; later renamed
Tunisia]. There were, in total, no less than 20 types (Sorten)
as follows (table): Five yellow-seeded, three black-seeded,
three green-seeded, and two brownish-red-seeded varieties
from China. One yellow-seeded and three black-seeded
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varieties from Japan. One black-seeded variety from TransCaucasia. And one green-seeded variety from Tunis.
During the first year of trial (1875) it had already
become apparent that among those were several types
that could be recommended for further agronomic trials
because they ripened early. Among these were yellowseeded varieties from both Mongolia and China, and a
reddish-brown variety from China. One black variety each
from China, Japan, and Transcaucasia ripened poorly. The
remaining varieties either didn’t bloom at all or only started
to bloom in the late fall. Still others developed only a small
number of unripe or poorly ripened pods with stunted grains
that couldn’t germinate.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
concerning soybeans in Tunis (Tunisia). This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Tunisia (1873).
The source of these soybeans in unknown.
Note 2. If soybeans from Tunis were displayed at the
Vienna World Exhibition in 1873, they were almost certainly
a crop of some importance in Tunis at that time; that means
they were almost certainly cultivated in Tunis by 1873. If
that is true, this document contains the earliest known date
for the cultivation of soybeans in Tunisia (1873)–yet we
cannot be sure. See letter from Johann Vollmann on 2 March
2010 to Shurtleff. Address: Hochschule fuer Bodencultur,
Vienna, Austria.
138. Leydhecker, Aug. 1879. Vergleichender Anbauversuch
der Sojabohne und der gewoehnlichen Fisole [Comparative
agronomic trials of soybeans with common runner or French
beans]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt
(Vienna) 5(6):61-63. Feb. 8. [Ger]
• Summary: As is already known, in 1875 the cultivation
of the coarse-haired (rauhhaarigen) soybean (Soja hispida
Mönch.) was stimulated anew by Prof. F. Haberlandt (who
unfortunately died too young) since the earlier experiments
that were conducted in France, Bavaria, Württemberg,
Saxony, etc. to introduce this plant into Europe were more or
less unsuccessful or were in fact accompanied by such littlepromising success that further cultivation was given up on.
Of the various soybean varieties that Haberlandt found
in 1873 at the Vienna World Exhibition–some exhibited by
China and Japan, some by Tunisia and Mongolia–and with
those with which he carried out cultivation experiments
in 1875, the ones which turned out to be very suitable and
fitting for the Central European conditions ended up being
primarily early-maturing varieties which have a shorter
vegetation period and which achieve seed maturation the
earliest under nearly the same conditions. Among these was
a yellow-seeded variety from China, one such of these from
Mongolia, and a reddish-brown variety likewise from China.
Further agronomic trials (Culturversuche) have now been
carried out since 1876 with these early-maturing varieties
in the most varied of locations both within and outside

of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. Here in Liebwerd
[today’s Libverda in the city of Decín, Czech Republic], as
well, agronomic trials (Anbauversuche) of that sort were
conducted on the experimental fields (Versuchsfelde). In
the first two years (1876 and 1877), these were directed
by Dr. Kulisz, who received the seeds through Haberlandt
and from whose hand the results were also reported at the
corresponding location.
With the cultivation of the soybean, it is not possible
to indicate whether or not one is satisfied, however, when
it is determined that this plant can be brought to full seed
maturity at this or that location. Rather, what is concerned
here is the question of whether the soybean can also be put
into cultivation everywhere here with the same good, secure
success where the usual French (or green) beans (Fisole)
flourish well and securely, since it is with this very valuable
crop plant that the soybean is to first and foremost enter into
competition. In the agronomic trial that was introduced by
this author in the spring of 1878, there was therefore also the
purpose of comparing these two plant species, the soybean
and the green bean, with each other in their culture and their
culture results.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Tetschen-Liebwerd [later Decin,
northern Czech Republic on Labe / Elbe River].
139. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1879.
Tagesneuigkeiten: Der Bericht ueber die Erfolge der Cultur
der Soja... [News of the day: The report on the results of
soybean cultivation...]. 29(6):53-54. Feb. 8. [Ger]
• Summary: “... which Prof. W. Hecke, government
councillor (Regierungsrath), is preparing, will soon be
published in this newspaper. We ask that all those who have
conducted trials but not yet submitted reports, to please
do so in simple form as soon as possible; send them to our
address.” Address: Prof. [Vienna].
140. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1879. Iz zametok po
opytam kul’tury novovvodimykh v Novorossyiskom
krae rastenii [Notes on experiments of newly cultivated
plants in the Novorossiysk region of southern Russia. III].
Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta. No. 6. p. 82-85. Feb. 10. [Rus]
• Summary: The section on leguminous plants (bobovye
rasteniya) (p. 83-85) begins with a long table which shows
the following for 22 plants that Podoba tested: Collection
No., name of plant, weight planted, weight harvested, net
weight, important notes. The plants included two lentils,
two flax varieties, two horse beans (Pferde-Bohne, Vicia
Faba, one each from Scotland and Algeria), various lupins
and Lathyrus species, and Japanese peas (Japanische Erbse
[possibly soybeans]).
At the end of this table is a section titled Soja hispida
(soya; the soybean) which states: From the family
Papilionaceae, with little flowers. In the spring of 1877,
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along with 25 seeds of Lallemantia Iberica, I received
50 seeds of soybean (Soja) from Professor Haberlandt of
Vienna. Concerning the productivity of this plant, it is
possible to draw the clear conclusion that 45 seeds yielded
20 ounces (40 lot; 1 lot = ½ ounce). The second year’s
harvest was also wonderful, however due to rabbits, which
ravaged the planted area, I was able to obtain only two
pounds of seeds. The yield of pods per plant stalk (up to 2
feet in height) of this Chinese plant surpasses the yield of all
our other leguminous plants. The seeds [of soya] resemble
those of small haricot beans and according to foreign
chemical analyses, soybean seeds contain 34-35% crude
protein (peas have 23%) and 18.2 to 18.4% fat (peas have
1.8%). Thus, according to the composition data, soya is more
nutritious [and better for feeding] than peas (see No. 6 of
Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta, 1877).
I am cultivating two varieties of soybeans: No. 151.
With yellow seeds–more productive and ripens at the end
of July. 152. With dark-red seeds–ripens later and not as
fruitful.
In the previous section B, titled “Oil-bearing and other
industrial plants,” is a numbered list of seeds, which the
author received from various places. The scientific name (in
Roman letters), source, and (usually) a description of the
cultivation and harvest is given. The plants include:
121. Linseed (Linum usitatissium). Sowed in southern
Russia. Description of cultivation.
122. Lallemantia Iberica. “In the spring of 1877, at
my request, Prof. Haberlandt sent me 25 seeds, of which I
planted 22.”
123. Sesame (Sesam orientalis), sent by a Russian
consulate in Persia.
124. Madia sativa. Description of cultivation.
125. Safflower (Carthamus tinctorius). Description
of cultivation and harvest. Plant is successful in southern
climate.
126. Opium poppy (Papaver somniferum). The plant
has been cultivated in southern Russia for a long time, with
favorable results.
127. Camelina (Camelina sativa). Description of
cultivation and harvest.
128. Rapeseed (Brassica Napus oleifera). Description of
cultivation and harvest.
129. White mustard (Sinapis alba). Description of
cultivation.
Page 83: 153. Coriander (Coriandrum sativum).
161. Dyer’s weed / rocket (Reseda luteola).
Under 122. Lallemantia Iberica the author notes: Due to
the absence of this plant from both commercial seed catalogs
and reports of cultural trials, it is assumed that it was first
cultivated in Europe. In 1873, Haberlandt introduced several
varieties of seeds from Persia to the Vienna World Exhibition
for acclimatization. In the spring of 1877, at my request,
Haberlandt sent me 25 seeds, of which I planted 22. After

two harvests, I have 22 pounds of the plant–not including the
amount I gave away.
Note 1. This is a continuation of an article in issues No.
2 and No. 4 (p. 57) of this periodical.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2020)
concerning soybeans in Russia, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Russia. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Russia, or the cultivation of soybeans in Russia
(spring 1877). The source of these soybeans was Friedrich
Haberlandt.
Note 3. Translated by Olga Kochan, Soyfoods Center
intern.
Note 4. This is the 2nd earliest Russian-language
document seen (May 2020) concerning the soybean, and the
earliest document seen (May 2020) concerning the soybean
by I.G. Podoba.
Note 5. Novorossiysk is a seaport city in western
Krasnodar Kray, in southern Russia in Europe, on the
northeast shore of the Black Sea, about 65 miles westsouthwest of the city of Krasnodar. Address: Tavricheskaia
[in Crimea as of 2020].
141. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1879. Iz zametok po
opytam kul’tury novovvodimykh v Novorossiyskom krae
rastenii. D. Kormovaia trava [Notes on experiments of newly
cultivated plants in the Novorossiysk region of southern
Russia. IV. Crops cultivated for use as livestock feed].
Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta. No. 7. p. 103-04. Feb. 17. [Rus]
• Summary: The writer begins by listing 8 fodder plants that
are of potential interest in Russia.
I planted the following fodder plants:
1. Alfalfa
lucerne–Medicago sativa
2. Common sainfoin–Onobrychis sativa
3. Common kidneyvetch–Anthyllis vulneraria.
4. Sanguisorba minor–Poterium sanguisorba
5. Red clover–Trifolium pratense
6. Crimson clover or italian clover–Trifolium
incarnatum
7. Seradella–ornthopus spp.
Spergula arvensis–Spergula maxima
He then briefly discusses 6 other such plants, including
the soybean (p. 104): Soja hispida is an eastern plant, which
has an exceptional capacity to endure drought. But–most
importantly–it has the highest crop capacity and its seeds the
best nutritional value compared to our bean plants.
Also discusses Lallemantia iberica.
Note: Translated by Shelley Fairweather-Vega, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Tavricheskaya Governorate, Russia [in
Crimea and parts of Southern Ukraine as of 2020].
142. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt
(Vienna). 1879. Miscellen.: Anbauresultate mit der
Sojabohne in Baiern [Miscellaneous: Results of soybean
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cultivation in Bavaria (Abstract)]. 5(8):87. Feb. 22. [1 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: A brief summary of a brochure titled On the
cultivation of the hairy soja bean in Bavaria (Ueber den
Anbau der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne in Baiern), by Dr. Ernst
Wein.
143. Braungart, R.; Hagen, -. 1879. Die Cultur der Sojabohne
in Weihenstephan im Jahre 1878. I. Bericht von Professor
Dr. R. Braungart. II. Bericht von dem k. Inspektor Hagen
von Weihenstephan [Soybean culture in Weihenstephan in
1878. I. Report of Prof. Dr. R. Braungart. II. Report of the
Royal Inspector Hagen of Weihenstephan]. Zeitschrift des
Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern 69:60-64. Feb. [1
ref. Ger]
• Summary: The soybean has been cultivated in
Weihenstephan [near Munich] for several years. In the spring
of 1878 Prof. Braungart received 3 soybean varieties from
the central experiment station in Munich, a brown, roundseeded variety from Hungarian Altenburg, and two oblong,
yellow-seeded varieties, one from Ravensburg in Lower
Austria (Niederösterreich), the other from St. Peter near
Graz. These were planted on 4 May 1878, along with 17
other numbers which he received from Professor Haberlandt
in Vienna, in the agricultural botanical garden. Results are
given.
In Part II, Royal Inspector Hagen reports that in the Feb.
1878 issue of this periodical Prof. Dr. Lehmann requested
that farmers in the various districts of Bavaria conduct some
small cultural trials to help determine the properties and
worth of the hirsute soybean (der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne).
He was kind enough to offer to send out the seeds of this
plant. Hagen obtained 350 seeds of two different varieties–
one light-yellow and the other dark-brown (though only
a few seeds of the latter type). He planted them in the test
garden of the royal central school (kgl. Centralschule). The
method of cultivation and results are given. Address: Prof.,
Dr., Bavaria, Germany.
144. Bulletin de la Societe d’Horticulture et de Viticulture
d’Eure-et-Loir (Chartres). 1879. Procés-verbaux des
séances. Séance du 2 février 1879 [Verbal proceedings of the
meetings. Meeting of 2 Feb. 1879]. 11:33-35. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: It is noted that a letter and sample seeds were
sent by Mr. [Anatole] Blavet. There follows the contents a
small note on the same subject by Mr. J. Courtois: The Soja
hispida is a haricot and very good as a vegetable. Although
Mr. Blavet presents it as a substitute for the lentil, I don’t
think it will be accepted as such. It may succeed and replace
the lentil, but not as a substitute.
The house of Vilmorin [seedsmen], in its very complete
catalogue, which will soon appear, for the spring of 1879,
does not mention this plant, at least under the name Soja
hispida. I propose to write them, and to send them some dry

seeds and some that have been soaked in water for 12-18
hours. It is hard to imagine that this plant would be unknown
to them.
Then the seeds were distributed to the garden of the
Society as represented by Mr. E. Paille, and to Messrs.
Garousse (renter), Mathoré (employee), Hurtault (architect
of gardens), Gabriel (who resides at Chartres), Vassort,
Samson (gardener for the widow Mrs. Bonnet, at Mousseau,
commune de Lèves, who has been engaged to report to the
Society on the results obtained from cultural trials with this
plant).
145. Wein, Ernst. 1879. Ueber den Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Sojabohne in Bayern. II. [On the cultivation of the hairy soja
bean in Bavaria. II.]. Zeitschrift des Landwirthschaftlichen
Vereins in Bayern 69:64-68. Feb. [Ger]
• Summary: The author gives detailed nutritional analyses
of yellow and brown soybeans, including the seeds (protein,
fat, ash, nitrogen-free extract including crude fiber, and
water), pods, and straw. He compares the soybean with fava
beans (Vicia Faba, die Saubohne) and with common peas
(Erbsen) in terms of nutritional composition, total yield, and
yield of protein and fat. “Fava beans produce, on average,
2,000 kg of seeds per acre, yielding 497 kg of protein and
33.4 kg of fat. Peas produce, on average, 1,920 kg of seeds
per acre, yielding 436.224 kg of protein and 38.392 kg of
fat. The soybean produces, on average, 3,210 kg of seeds per
hectare [107 bushels/acre!], yielding 1,120.29 kg of protein
and 587.109 kg of fat.” He concludes that the soybean has
the potential to produce a much larger quantity of nutrients
than fava beans or peas. Address: Dr., Central Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bavaria, Germany.
146. Wollny, E. 1879. Anbauversuche mit der Sojabohne
(Soja hispida Mnch.) [Agronomic trials with the soybean].
Zeitschrift des Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern
69:56-60. Feb. [Ger]
• Summary: In the past year, I have carried out several
agronomic trials with the soybean at the agricultural
experiment fields of the technical college, primarily for the
purpose of determining to what extent this useful plant can
be cultivated to an advantage under local climatic conditions
which in fact are not favorable for its flourishing, and for
determining which soil conditions may be most supportive
of its growth. With regard to other questions that concern
the cultivation and the value of the bean as a foodstuff
and a feed, these must unfortunately be refrained from
because the amount of seeds that are available was only a
small one. In the next year, though, I hope that the trials
will take place with a greater extent and I hope to be able
to make contributions about the material composition and
the treatment of this cultivated plant which seems to be
important for Central Europe.
The majority of the soybean seeds were obtained
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from Professor Haberlandt in Vienna, who has since
passed away, and a smaller quantity was obtained from
the Central Agricultural Experimentation Station for the
Kingdom of Bavaria in Munich (die Landwirthschaftliche
Centralversuchstation für das Königreich Bayern in
München).
Within each variety, the largest seeds were sorted out for
sowing, since the seeds of each variety that originated from
different sources of supply had been mixed together out of
an abundance of caution in order to prevent inequalities from
emerging in the capability for development in the beans that
were caused by the vegetation conditions at the cultivation
location.
All in all, four varieties were used for the cultivation,
and specifically with
Yellow seeds
Brownish-red seeds
Black round seeds
Black elongated seeds
The soil in which these varieties were first of all
cultivated consisted of humus-rich diluvial limestone sand,
mixed together with limestone pebbles up to the size of a
hazelnut. The thickness of the topsoil amounted to only
approximately 20 cm. The subsoil, which was limestone
detritus down to a great depth, was extremely permeable for
water.
Since the soil had already been loosened by means
of the spade in the autumn of 1877 and had once again
been worked in April 1878, it was fertilized at the end of
that month with a mixture consisting of 2/3 Peru guanosuperphosphate and 1/3 potassium sulfate at a concentration
of 200 grams on a plot of 4 square meters (10 Zentner per
hectare) and was planted with the beans on May 7. In so
doing, the Dibbelkultur was followed in which through the
use of a pattern, squares of 25 cm on a side are drawn and
the seeds are placed precisely at the corners at a depth of 5
cm, such that every plant receives a standing area of 625 sq.
cm.
In order to also determine the influence of the soil
conditions on the development and the yields of the plants,
in an additional experiment the cultivation was carried out
on plots that were artificially laid out with soils of different
physical properties. In addition to the usual experimental
field soil (humus-rich limestone sand), the following were
used within this context:
Pure limestone sand, of a whitish-gray color, originating
from the Isar, consisting for the most part (84.6%) of calcium
carbonate.
Loam, brick clay from Berg am Laim (near Munich) of a
dark yellow color.
Quartz sand from the area around Nuremberg, in a dry
condition, with a white color, composed exclusively of grains
of quartz from its form as dust to the size of a rapeseed.
Peat from the Dachau-Schleissheim Moor near Munich,

in broken-up, more or less powdered condition, containing
approximately 75% organic substance.
According to the mechanical analysis, these types of
soils demonstrated the following composition:
A table follows with column headings of: Mesh width of
the sieve. Humus-rich limestone sand. Pure limestone sand.
Loam. Mesh width of the sieve, and Quartz sand; and rows
of I. Large gravel. II. Medium gravel. III. Fine gravel. IV.
Large sand. V. Medium sand. VI. Fine sand. VII. Elutriable
portion [Note 1. The portion that can be washed away].
Note 2. The numbers in this table are given as
percentages to three decimal places. The writer basically
filtered the various soils or media using different sized
meshes and analyzed how much of each size each medium
was composed of.
These soils were also worked twice and, in order
to achieve the greatest possible concurrence with the
quantitative plant nutrients, were also fertilized with the
mixture that was described above at the concentration as
indicated.
The cultivation then took place just as in the first trial.
During the vegetation period, the weather was relatively
unfavorable, to the extent that the temperatures were
generally low and a great deal of precipitation occurred
continuously.
At the beginning, the development of the bean plants
proceeded only slowly, but with the increasing temperature,
this carried on very abundantly.
Out of the seeds that were planted, the following came
up: A table follows with these entries:
Yellow Soybeans
Humus limestone sand
Pure limestone sand
Quartz sand
Loam
Peat
Brown Soybeans
Humus limestone sand
Pure limestone sand
Quartz sand
Loam
Black Round Soybeans
Humus limestone sand
Black Elongated Soybeans
Humus limestone sand
The yellow and brown varieties demonstrated stalks
that stood upright with branches that were spread far apart
with numerous leaves, while the black-seeded varieties
developed plants that were more lying and entwining but
likewise richly foliated. Overall, in spite of the relatively far
distance between the plants, the shading of the soil was to
be indicated as superb. The blossoming occurred from late
July to early August. The setting of the pods was a very rich
one. The vegetation extended until deep into the autumn.
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Only the yellow and the round black-seeded varieties became
completely mature in the field, the latter being the earliest
(October 6). On the remaining plots, the pods did in fact
change color, but the majority of the leaves were still green
at the time of the harvest (October 21-30). The plants that
were pulled out of the soil with a portion of the roots were
tied into bundles and, protected against the influences of the
weather, were hung in a shed to continue to mature, which
proceeded superbly.
The cultivation of the soybean as a green fodder plant is
especially to be recommended.
Furthermore, the above table indicates that the size
of the seeds has considerably improved with the local
cultivation. Whether or not the seeds maintain the high
fat and protein content of the original seeds planted and
whether or not the results maintain the general validity of
the previous trials is to be the subject of additional and more
comprehensive experiments in coming years, the results of
which I propose to report in due time.
Note 3. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Professor, Munich, Germany:
Mittheilungen aus dem landwirthschaftlichen Laboratorium
und Versuchfelde der technischen Hochschule in Muenchen.
147. Haberlandt, G. 1879. Ueber die Stellung der Soja
als Culturpflanze [The place of soybeans as a crop plant].
Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt
(Vienna) 5(9):98. March 1. [Ger]
• Summary: Note: Friedrich Haberlandt, author of The
Soybean (Die Sojabohne) and famous for his work with
soybeans in Vienna and central Europe, died on 1 May 1878.
This article is probably by his son Gottleib Haberlandt, an
eminent botanist.
The present discussion was brought about by Prof.
Leydhecker in Tetschen-Liebwerd in issue No. 6 of this
periodical. In this trial comparing soybeans with the usual
French (or green) beans (der gewöhnliche Fisole), the latter
performed better.
The author of this article thinks that this is the first
acclimatization trial to compare the soybean with the haricot
bean, and with favorable results for the latter. This may
answer the frequently-asked question about which of the
two is best in everyday commerce. The soybean, however, is
surely in the first line of the competition.
Does the soybean have a future as a European crop
plant? The results of agronomic trials conducted up to this
time leave no doubt. Because of its unique complex of
valuable attributes, certainly, in a similar way, it inserts itself
in the row of our finest crop plants–just like maize or the
potato. Address: Dr.
148. Grazer Volksblatt (Graz, Austria-Hungary). 1879.
Volkswirtschaftliches. Die Soja-Bohne [Agriculture. The
soybean]. 12(55):6. March 7. [Ger]

• Summary: The bean is a plant with rectangular, straight,
hollow stems and juicy leaves; it blossoms with flowers of
different colors and forms thick pods with large seeds. [The
paragraph goes on to discuss different types of beans and
their uses.]
In more recent times, the soybean (Soja-Bohne) or
Chinese oil bean (chinesische Oelbohne) (Soja hispida
Mönch) has become especially famous. A certain Professor
Haberlandt discovered this bean at the Vienna World
Exhibition (1873) among the products that were being
exhibited from China and Mongolia and selected it for trials
in our climate. Since that time, many trials have already been
carried out with this bean, in particular with the “yellow
early maturing” (Mongolian) and “reddish-brown early
maturing” (Chinese) soybean, and in the process it has been
found that it has a greater value for the nutrition of humans
and animals than the local varieties for food and feed. The
soybean is also extolled as a bean for coffee (Kaffee-Bohne).
As it says in the magazine Natur [Nature], we
are otherwise in the habit of being very cool with the
introduction of new crops, because lengthy experience has
taught us that as a rule, one goes to work with oversized
faith and then the much praised object soon fades away
just as quickly as it arrived. But things seem to be different
with the soybean. In 1875, the first soybeans were sown in
Austria-Hungary in the experimental garden of the ImperialRoyal College of Agriculture in Vienna (k. k. Hochschule für
Bodencultur in Wien). In 1876, the number of participants
in the agronomic trials was limited to seven, but in 1877
it climbed to 160 and the stock of seeds that has been
accumulated is already so big that in 1878, it was possible
for the agronomic trials to be continued by thousands of
farmers. In actuality, Professor Friedrich Haberlandt praises
the great nutritional value of the soybean, which far exceeds
that of all other seeds and fruits of our area of cultivation,
its good taste, its astounding fertility which has never failed
in suitable locations, its resistance to low temperatures and
drought, its complete freedom from parasitic animals, and
finally its adaptation to soils and climate. That is in fact
already enough to draw the greatest attention to the soybean.
This plant belongs to both Central Asia and China and Japan,
from which, as it appears, it already came repeatedly to
Europe to us without gaining acceptance. Outside of China
and Japan, it was also observed on the Amur River, where
the botanist Maximovicz [Carl Johann Maximovich] found
entire fields covered with it at the upper reaches of the river.
The same was true on the Ussuri River, on the Molucca
Islands, and so on. On the latter islands, it is supposedly
cultivated during all seasons of the year and subsequently
blossoms and forms fruit throughout the entire year, even
though it flourishes best in the cooler season. It consequently
has a very regular branching and a lovely pyramidal shape.
It likewise grows leaves very abundantly by developing a
large number of lateral branches and handsome trifoliate
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leaves appearing on short stems. It is extremely characteristic
through the dense, reddish brown hairs on the surface of not
only the leaves, but also of the branches and the stalk. Some
varieties, such as those with pale yellow and reddish brown
seeds, take on a stiff, upright growth; depending upon the
favorability of the soil and the weather, the only slightly
turned stalk grows to a height of half a meter to a meter and
higher. Other varieties, such as those with the black seeds,
reveal the tendency to wind around, even though with their
stiff growth, they need support less than pole beans.
The setting of blossoms, which is always abundant,
begins with the early varieties that were planted toward the
beginning of May as early as the second half of June and
lasts through late summer. All of them have a short-stemmed
blossom bud from the leaf joint, not only from the main
stalk, but also at its first branches. The blossoms themselves
are inconspicuous, whitish purple or pale violet. The seeds
are egg shaped and with some varieties are pressed together
into a kidney shape.
It is a remarkable plant, the introduction of which to
us appears to have been successful and then in any case has
opened up the prospects of a new change in our vegetables.
The beans of the soy (Die Bohnen der Soja) have such
nutritional energy that they even seem to be at the outset of
starting up competition with our own beans. According to
the results that are available, particularly with the yellow
and red soybean (Footnote: To be obtained from Theodor
Fellmann, Reitschulgasse no. 22, Graz, as indicated with
the advertisement in the Volksblatt issue no. 45 of February
23 of this year), that can only be beneficial. (Editor’s note–
There have also been misgivings that have been voiced both
against the high capability for yield at all, since the plant
requires proportionately too much space, and against the
certainty of maturation in our climate.)
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
149. Hecke, W. 1879. Die Sojabohne im Jahre 1878. II. [The
soybean in the year 1878. II.]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung (Vienna) 29(10):97-98. March 8. [Ger]
• Summary: The brief introduction mentions the agronomic
worthiness of the soybean plant (Anbauwürdigkeit der
Sojapflanze) in central Europe.
Then discusses the results of soybean trials in:
Küstenland (Capodistria, Görz, Rubbia bei Görtz). Krain
(Gradatz in Unterkrain). Steiermark (Marburg [Maribor],
Thurnisch, Friedau {an der Drau [Drava]}, Ober Andritz {bei
Graz}), Kärnten, Ungarn [Hungary] (Sandhoraz, Hungarian
Altenburg, Pressburg, Poltar). Siebenbürgen [German for
Transylvania, as of 2005 in Romania] (Kolozs-Monostor
{bei Klausenburg}). Niederösterreich [Lower Austria]
(Rabensburg, Aichhof {bei Altengbach}). Oberösterreich
[Upper Austria] (Ritzlhof). Mähren (Dürnholz {bei
Niklosburg}, Strassnitz, Napagedl, Kwassitz, Meedl,

Mährich-Trübauer). Schlesien (Silesia; Troppau), Böhmen
(Zborow bei Forbes), Bavaria (Baiern), Elsass-Lothringen,
the Prussian province of Schlesien (Silesia; Klein-Tinz bei
Domslau, Proskau).
Note 1. Troppau (the German name), the capital of
Austrian Silesia, was renamed Opava and became part
of Czechoslovakia. As of 2015 it is in the eastern Czech
Republic, on a tributary of the Oder River on the Polish
border.
Note 2. Under Proskau is a long description of die
Sojapflanzen [the soybean plants]; they remained green and
continued to grow, later tolerated intense dryness on that
low ground. Rabbits and mice love the plant, even the sheep
crowded in to nibble on the green leaves. On the 14th of
September the harvest began with the sickle, on the 25th it
was finished; until the 1st of October the S. was in Puppen,
on which day it was harvested. Proskau delivered 72.5
kilograms of seeds, i.e. per hectare 20.53 Mctr. [1 Mctr. =
100 kg], Schimnitz 50 kilograms, i.e. per hectare 22.02 Mctr.
The hectoliter weight rose against the seeds obtained from
Vienna, for it was 76 kilograms, as was the weight of the
individual seeds, which averaged 238 milligrams, weighed
(against the Chinese original seeds 2.5-, against Vienna seed
1.6-times more). The protein and fat content also increased
in 1878, because Weiske found, however, at lower water
content than in the already mentioned analyses.
A table shows the protein, fat and water content of
4 soybean varieties: (1) Brown from Proskau. (2) Brown
from Schimnitz (3) Yellow from Proskau. (4) Yellow
from Schimnitz. The protein content ranged from 35.44 to
41.44%, the fat content from 18.62 to 20.16%, and the water
/ moisture content from 2.29 to 3.84% (very low).
Note 3. Under Krain [Carniola, part of today’s Slovenia]
we read: Gradatz in Unterkrain [today’s Gradac pri Crnomlju
in Metlika, Slovenia], elevation of 170 meters, Krupp estate.
Mr. J. Momatuk carried out a whole series of trials with
yellow, brown, and black s. [soybeans] of different origins.
Planting took place from April 24 to May 6, the yellow
soybeans were harvested in the first days of October, the
brown and black not until toward the middle of October.
2,838 to 2,933º C heat units (Wärmesumme) from planting
until the harvest and 817 to 837 millimeters of rain were
available to the yellow soybeans. So much rain and a clayey
soil (Thonboden) on the whole do not have a favorable
effect. But the yield calculated per hectare on average for
the individual trials with the yellow soybeans was still 21.28
metric hundredweight (= 100 kg.) of seeds, with the brown it
was 21.08, and with the black it was 42.42.
Under Mähren, four lines from the end, the word
Sojabohnen (soybeans) appears
Note 4. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Prof. [Vienna].
150. Leitmeritzer Zeitung (Leitmeritz). 1879. Lokal- und
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Provinzialchronik: Die Soja hispida [Local and provincial
chronicle: The soybean]. 9(21):221. March 12. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (Soja hispida) is an Asian bean
species that has distinguished itself from all other pulses
through its good taste, nutritional value, and high yield.
Since the young plants are very sensitive to frost, in terms
of time the planting may not take place in the [early] spring.
In our areas, for instance [it would be], around late April
or the beginning of May. The soil must be fertile (kräftig)
and loose, the location free and sunny. The beans should be
planted at least a half a meter from each other and not too
deeply. Seeds of the yellow soybean (Sojabohne), which
were cultivated in the past year with very good success
here in Leitmeritz [today’s Litomerice, Czech Republic]
and which because of their useful properties are capable of
great dissemination, are being provided free of charge to
schools [Schulen: nurseries?] and to small land owners for
agronomic trials by Prof. Fr. Tschuschner, Stefansvorstadt
no. 402, Leitmeritz.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. Leitmeritz, today’s Litomerice (German:
Leitmeritz) is a town at the junction of the rivers Elbe
and Ohre in the northern part of the Czech Republic,
approximately 64 km (40 mi) northwest of Prague.
151. Hecke, W. 1879. Die Sojabohne im Jahre 1878. III. [The
soybean in the year 1878. III.]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung (Vienna) 29(11):109. March 15. [Ger]
• Summary: The individual reports that were published in
the previous edition have led the gentle reader gradually
from the coasts of the Adriatic through the various parts of
the Austro-Hungarian monarchy to Germany and over the
Rhine and to the area situated the furthest north of the Oder,
for the latter of which in fact one of the most interesting
experiments was mentioned. The cultivation of the new
plant was granted great attention everywhere, and at several
hundred locations for which reports are not available, the
same thing certainly occurred. The reports make the point
that in all of the warmer areas, maturity occurred without
difficulty and that the view was confirmed which in this case
was placed at the peak of this report. As in earlier years,
the soybean plant (Sojapflanze) has proven that it can bear
frosts. Rabbits and mice go after it in a lively fashion. Insects
and fungi damage it here and there, although not to a great
degree. With the exception of the experiments in the coastal
provinces and those in the Prussian province of Silesia, the
experiments in 1878 had to deal with unfavorable weather
almost without exception. This circumstance for the soybean
plant that loves heat has to be studied in somewhat greater
detail.
Note: After the 1945 Potsdam Agreement, most of the
Prussian Silesia Province became part of Poland. A smaller
western part of the former Silesia Province lies within

modern German states of Saxony and Brandenburg.
The reports that were used did in fact make repeated
statements about the weather conditions of 1878 but only
in the rarest of cases did they provide numerical data. In
general, though, what emerges from the reports that were
received is that the year was cooler and that towards the
autumn, stronger precipitation started, conditions which in
fact could not be accepted in both directions by the soybean
plant. It certainly would have been very desirable to know
precisely the character of the year 1878 with respect to the
average weather conditions for the individual locations of
the experiments. But since the heat conditions were noted
down at the fewest of locations, and since, however, the
investigation and use of the notes of neighboring stations
would have been too laborious for this present work, it will
be necessary to do without any comparison with regard to the
individual cultivation locations.
A certain indication on the characterization of the year
1878, namely with regard to the heat which matters so
much to the soybean (Sojabohne), may however in fact be
provided by the records from Vienna. For the plains areas
that are located to the east in which the most definitive
agronomic trials were specifically carried out, the Viennese
temperatures will not only even be rather precisely parallel,
but at times will not deviate by much at all. Since in the
city of Vienna, the heat is always found to be too high in
comparison to observations out in the open (the winter is
warmer by 0.3º[C.], the spring and autumn by 0.5º, and the
summer by 0.9º than the high observation point), then for
this consideration the following observations of the ImperialRoyal Central Institute for Meteorology and Terrestrial
Magnetism (K.K. Centralanstalt für Meteorology und
Erdmagnetismus) may be used, for which I would like to
thank the director of this institute, Prof. Hann.
A table follows for the months of May through
September 1878 indicating average temperatures and rainfall
for each of those months of the year, the normal averages,
and the deviations from normal.
The total heat units (Wärmesumme) for the months of
May through September, which are primarily the vegetation
period for the soybean plant (Sojapflanze), was therefore
lower in 1878 than corresponds to normal, and specifically
by 2,700–2,635 = 65º. And with the exception of September,
the heat in all of the other months was lower than average,
but especially in the months of June and August that are so
important for the development of the soybean plant. At the
same time, those two months were characterized by the fact
that the amount of rain significantly exceeded the average:
the amount of rain from May to September amounted to a
total of 367 millimeters compared to the normal of 308. This
combination, less heat with more rain, consequently had to
necessarily delay the maturation of the soybean plants in
1878, and in any year with average conditions or with more
than average heat, an earlier maturation has to occur.
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For Klagenfurt, the secretary Mr. C. Schütz reports
that the annual average temperature of 8.19º C was in fact
somewhat higher than the normal of 7.54º. But 1878 was
overabundant with rain, since 1,384 millimeters fell with
respect to the average of 965, and the autumn, with 620
millimeters with respect to the mean of 273 millimeters,
brought such tremendous precipitation that had not been
experienced for sixty-four years.
In Ungarisch-Altenburg [today’s Mosonmagyaróvár,
Hungary], the monthly averages were recorded for the
months of April through September 1878: 10.83, 16.04,
19.09, 19.64, 20.91, and 17.35ºC, with an average for this
period therefore of 17.31º. The average of the last ten years
yielded 17.48º for those months. The soybean vegetation
(Sojavegetations) period of the year 1878 was therefore
somewhat earlier than corresponding to the average of the
decade that ended. The total heat units for May through
September 1878 amounted to 2,846º. The rainfall in the
months of April through September 1878 amounted to 30,
33, 31, 35, 115, and 86, for a total of 330 millimeters, on
average from 1868 to 1877: 32, 44, 59, 45, 55, and 29, for
a total of 264 millimeters. The year 1878 therefore brought
around 25% more precipitation over the summer than on
average and thus, as has already been mentioned, a scanty
insolation [exposure to sunlight]. But the months of August
and September were especially rainy, as a result of which the
maturation had to be considerably delayed.
With the exception of the areas of the Adriatic
coastland, Austria-Hungary complained in general of
cool, damp weather. It was proven repeatedly by means
of figures, and can be mentioned even further that in the
months of June, July, and August, the temperature maxima
of 1878 were in fact lower than the average maxima,
which is certainly of significance with a plant that is as
in need of heat (wärmebedürftig) as the soybean is. With
respect to those complaints and the harvest which in many
cases was delayed, the early harvest in Proskau (today’s
Prószków, Poland) stood out. For that reason, I requested
more information about the weather conditions from the
agriculturalist (Ökonomierath), Mr. Schnorrenpfeil, and
they show that north of the Sudetes Mountains, different
weather prevailed in 1878 than with us. The harvest in
Proskau occurred earlier than the average; with winter rye
by 1 day, with winter wheat by 5 days, with oats by 3 days,
and with broad beans by 7 days, and the quality of the crops,
especially with wheat and potatoes, was better than average,
as in fact corresponds from experience to dry, warm, sunny
years. The data that were provided by the Breslau (today’s
Wroclaw, Poland) Observatory (34 minutes of latitude
further north but 230 feet lower elevation than Proskau)
result in a difference with respect to normal for 1878 of:
A table follows with the columns April, May, June, July,
August, Sept. and the rows Heat +, -, Rainfall +, -, showing
primarily above average heat and below average rainfall.

It was therefore only cooler in July, but in all other
months and very much in particular in September
considerably warmer than on average. In contrast to this,
it was only wetter in April and drier in all other months,
and specifically in June half of the average precipitation
fell, in July not even half, in August a little more than half,
and in September not even one fifth. The early harvest
is consequently completely explained. It is believed that
in Proskau, the soybeans can mature on average in early
October. But the selection of a warm, well-worked (tätig),
permeable soil and a position in the second or third crop
rotation (Tracht) after fertilizing are supposedly in any case
noteworthy factors there (Continued).
Note: This is the earliest Western document seen (June
2020) that uses the word “rotation” or discusses crop rotation
in connection with soybeans. Address: Prof. [Vienna].
152. Wein, Ernst. 1879. Ueber den Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Sojabohne in Bayern. III. [On the cultivation of the hairy soja
bean in Bavaria. III.]. Zeitschrift des Landwirthschaftlichen
Vereins in Bayern 69:98-113. March. [Ger]
• Summary: The author gives details of soybean agronomic
trials by 70 agriculturists and farmers in Bavaria. Of
these, 11 were conducted in Oberbayern (Upper Bavaria),
25 in Niederbayern (Lower Bavaria), 3 in Rheinpfalz, 5
in Oberpfalz, 4 in Oberfranken, 5 in Mittelfranken, 6 in
Unterfranken, and 11 in Schwaben (Swabia). Each of those
participating in the trials received 55 gm of soybean seed,
which was equivalent to about 420-450 soybeans. Of the 70
participants, 63 sent back reports, which are summarized
herein. Of these 63, only 51 were carried through to a
successful conclusion, and most of these 51 gave good
results. The average yield was 2,400 kg/ha of seed and 7,500
kg/ha of straw. Address: Dr., Central Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bavaria, Germany.
153. Haberlandt, G. 1879. Sprechsaal #109: Verwerthung der
Sojabohne [Questions and answers #109: Answer to question
67 on the utilization of the soybean]. Oesterreichisches
Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt (Vienna) 5(15):173. April
12. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is the long answer by Dr. Gottlieb
Haberlandt to question #67 in issue No. 11.
In his father’s monograph The Soybean (Die Sojabohne)
(Vienna, C. Gerold’s Sohn, 1878) various experiments are
mentioned in which the soybean is used as human food. For
example, on page 107 the soybean is prepared as a bean, but
it is too concentrated a food. Therefore it should probably be
served mixed with other foods. Address: [Austria].
154. Neuigkeits Welt-Blatt (Vienna). 1879. Fuer Landwirthe:
eine neue Huelsenfrucht–die chinesische Sojabohne [For
farmers: a new legume–the Chinese soybean]. No. 35. April
12. p. 14, col. 2. [Ger]
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• Summary: Agricultural circles have most recently become
enormously interested in the new, extremely important
legume–the Chinese soybean (Soja), which contains
significantly more nutrients and nearly ten time as many fatty
substances as our peas or lentils and which was imported
approximately three years ago from China to Austria. At
the suggestion of the late Prof. Haberlandt, agronomic trials
were carried out with the soybean in different regions of
Austria. They yielded very favorable results and showed that
this crop thrives in warmer Central Europe in any soil, and
even in light sandy soils, providing such enormous, nearly
unbelievable yields that none of our legumes is capable
of matching them. The soybean (Sojabohne) easily adapts
to all climatic and soil conditions and as a result of this,
it becomes a real blessing not only for flat lands, but also
for rough mountain regions in which no legume that is so
nutritious will flourish. It withstands frost far better than corn
and green beans, its seeds do not freeze, and planting can
already be carried out as early as the second half of April.
The soybean is capable of withstanding the heat of the sun
to a higher degree than the other legumes. Sowing requires a
small requisite of seeds. Only one seed is planted at distances
of 40 to 50 centimeters. The care of the plants is a very easy
one: hoeing the young plants one time per year is completely
sufficient. The soybean is a bush plant, it blossoms
abundantly, has an average of 150 pods, and matures early.
Finally, if the circumstance is taken into consideration that
the plant does not allow any weeds to come up and that it
has proven itself to be completely immune to both fungi
and attacks by insects, then it will be easily appreciated
what great importance the soybean (Soja) will achieve, and
all the more so when it is enjoyed not just as a puree, like
peas, porridge a la polenta, etc., but can also be used as a
tasty and nutritious bread when mixed with potato flour. The
green plants as well as their straw are an excellent livestock
fodder. Secretary E. Melis in Veska near Sezemic (Bohemia)
[today’s Veská near Sezemice, Czech Republic] has been
convinced of the valuable properties of the soybean, and out
the goodness of his heart, he will let any estate that wants
to carry out trials have 20 dekagrams (200 g) at 1 AustroHungarian gulden, as long as his supplies last.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
155. Renner, Gustav. 1879. Ein Beitrag zur feldmaessigen
Cultur der Sojabohne [A contribution to large-scale soybean
cultivation]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches
Wochenblatt (Vienna) 5(16):181-82. April 19. [Ger]
• Summary: Compares soybean and maize. The quantity
of seed needed to plant one hectare is, in furrows 20-24
kg, and 10.4 kg when broadcasting the seed. The crop
should be cultivated during the month of May, until the
beginning of September or October. The crop can be
harvested with a sickle, a scythe, or a grass mowing machine

(Grasmähemaschine), and if this is not possible, the material
must be brought into airy rooms for drying out. If the
harvested crop is wet or damp, be sure not to store it close
together or to heat the storage area, because the seeds would
become discolored and decrease in value. When the plants
are completely dry, they can be threshed immediately with a
threshing machine (Dreschmaschine).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that uses the word “machine” in connection with soybean
production.
Note 2. On the first page of this article, though part of
an adjacent article, are two superb illustrations (side view,
and rear view) of an amazing early steam-powered tractor
or “steam-plow-locomotive” (Dampfpfluglocomotiv), named
“Savage’s Agriculturist;” it looks quite like a steam engine,
with a smokestack, but with large metal wheels in back and
smaller ones in front. Address: Budapest [Austria-Hungary].
156. Bulletin de la Societe d’Horticulture et de Viticulture
d’Eure-et-Loir (Chartres). 1879. Procés-verbaux des
séances. Séance du 6 avril 1879 [Verbal proceedings of the
meetings. Meeting of 6 April 1879]. 11:73-75. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: It is noted that a letter from the president of the
[Horticultural] Society of Etampes [Mr. Anatole Blavet] to
Mr. Courtois was received.
The house of Vilmorin had mailed to Mr. Courtois 10
samples of varieties of Soja hispida; before giving these
samples to the Director of the Garden, so that he would
cultivate these 10 varieties, as requested by Messrs. Vilmorin
and Andrieux. Eight seeds (about 1/3 of the contents) were
taken out of each packet seeds and mailed to Mr. Blavet.
It is to this shipment by Mr. Courtois to Mr. Blavet that
Mr. Blavet responded as follows: Dear Sir,
I have just received your very kind letter and your
precious samples. Some appear to be very close to ours;
perhaps the slight difference would be due only to the fact
that the cultivation was repeated for four consecutive years
in our area. We will undertake with great pleasure to follow
with care the comparative cultivation.
As I told you, ours had been given to us as having come
from Mexico.
Here is how we cultivate it. As for the haricot / bean, we
put 3 seeds in each hole, with a spacing of 50 cm. We offset
the holes in each row from the previous one [so the holes in
two rows form a zigzag pattern]; we plant them in April.
157. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1879.
Verbreitung der Sojabohne in Schlesien [Dissemination of
the soybean in Austrian Silesia]. 29(21):218. May 24. [Ger]
• Summary: To mention briefly: on April 24 of this year,
at the impetus of the institute’s director Staudacher, the
pupils of the Provincial Agricultural School in Kotzobendz
(Landesackerbauschule Kotzobendz) [today’s Chotebuz,
Czech Republic] in Silesia (Schlesien) took up a collection
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of 16 gulden. This amount was used to purchase a batch of
yellow soybeans (Sojabohnen) and to send them, along with
brief instructions for cultivation, to a total of 191 elementary
schools in Eastern Silesia for agronomic trials.
Thus the soybean has been spread throughout the entire
region. If the first culture experiment is successful in their
gardens, then the elementary school teachers will certainly
be the most suitable figures to disseminate this new legume
to small property owners.
Note 1. In 1849 Austrian Silesia was made a separate
crown land. As of 2014, it is located mostly in southwest
Poland.
Note 2. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
158. Bulletin Trimestriel de la Societe des Sciences,
Agriculture et Arts de la Basse-Alsace (Strasbourg). 1879.
M. Fuehrer lit un compte-rendu d’un mémoire qui a été
publié dans la Wiener Landwirthschafliche Zeitung par M.
le professeur Hecke sur la fève soja [Mr. L. Führer reads a
report of an article on the soybean published in the Wiener
Landwirthschafliche Zeitung by Prof. Hecke]. 13(3):355-62.
Meeting of 3 Sept. 1879. M. Rod. Turckheim, residing. [1
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Gentlemen, I should inform you of the report
published in the journal Wiener Landwirthschafliche Zeitung
by Prof. Hecke on the agronomic trials done in Austria,
Bavaria, and Silesia of the bean, introduced following
the Universal Exposition of Vienna and known to former
botanists by the name Dolichos bean of Japan (Dolic du
Japon) [the soybean]. The beans of this plant are used in
Japan to make a type of sauce that is served as a condiment
called Soja. The plant was first placed in the botanical
system in the genus Dolichos, from which it takes its name,
and which is found in Theophrastus, from a variety of beans
having very elongated pods. This genus, differing from true
beans (haricots) only because their carina (carène) is not
twisted in a spiral, contains 60 species, all exotic, including
Dolichos lablab, the famous Egyptian lentil for which the
patriarch Esau had to give up his right of primogeniture [to
his younger brother Jacob]. Our plant had taken the name
of Dolichos soya within the genus, and later, the genus
Dolichos having acquired too many species, it served as
a model for a particular genus known as Soja hispida [the
soybean].
Note 1. In botany, the word “carina” refers to the two
conjoined lower petals of a bean, pea, or other legume flower
that enclose the stamen and style. It is derived from the Latin
word carina, meaning the hull or keel of a boat.
Soy sauce (la sauce du soja) was well known in Europe;
it was even stylish (à la mode) at the turn of the century [ca.
1800] in London and Paris, but no one there had the plant.
It was only after the Universal Exposition of Vienna where
Dolichos beans of all [sic, several] countries figured, that

the attention of some farmers and notably that of Professor
Haberlandt had been called to these beans. Some agronomic
trials were done; it was soon recognized that the species or
varieties coming from Japan and north China were those that
could adapt themselves most easily to the climate of central
Europe, and the yellow variety was recognized as being
preferable to any other.
Let us also recall that at last April’s meeting, our
colleague Mr. Wagner made a rather large distribution of
seeds coming from his own crop. It will be then possible to
obtain exact information on the merit of the new legume.
The journal Isis, which also contains an article on
soybean (soja) cultivation, published a table (shown here)
comparing the composition of different edible beans. It
compares the water, albumin, non-protein extracted material,
and ash content of the soybean, haricot bean, pea, lentil,
broad bean / faba bean (fève), and lupin.
It is certain that a great number of plants have been
extolled for agriculture and we should have expected
marvelous results. Yet very few justified the reputation
that had been made of them, and in the majority of cases
the plants in use for centuries prevailed over their new
competitors. But it is not less true that to agronomic trials
of exotic plants we owe wine, potatoes, tobacco, and many
others. These trials would merit encouragement then, even
if of 50 new plants only one succeeds, and could improve
our agriculture. It is for this reason that I wish to call the
Society’s attention to another plant which I mentioned
earlier–the Dolichos lablab or Egyptian lentil (le lentille
d’Égypte).
Note 2. Mr. L. Führer is a member of this Society and
responsible for publishing the Bulletin and for the “Initiative
/ Information Commission” (commission d’initiative).
Address: Basse-Alsace, France.
159. Simon, G. 1879. Die Sojacultur im freien Felde
[Soybean cultivation in open field (Letter to the editor)].
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 29(48):480.
Nov. 29. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This letter appears in a section titled “short
letters to the editor” (Kleinere Mittheilungen).
In Budischau in Moravia (today’s Budisov, Czech
Republic) (footnote: See “Die Soja im freien Felde” [“The
Soybean in the Open Field”] in no. 45 of this journal), the
planting took place on May 20. But I was able to plant
acclimatized Chinese light yellow and also brownish-red
soybeans (braunrothe Soja) (footnote: The coarse-haired
soy or soybean (Soja oder Sojabohne) (Soja hispida
Mönch) is cultivated in China and Japan at a large scale
because it provides the households of the inhabitants of
those countries with great and varied uses. At meals, it
is always represented in one preparation or another. See
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 1876, no. 9.) from
the commendable professor at the Imperial-Royal College
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of Agriculture (k.k. Hochschule für Bodenculture), Mr.
Friedrich Haberlandt, in the open field (in Hirschstetten
im Marchfelde [formerly in Lower Austria, now a part of
Vienna]) as early as in late April and, at the latest, early
May, both this year and already last year. And this occurred
specifically each time with the best results, such that with
the next planting, I will be able to once again serve the
further dissemination of this valuable new legume with
proportionately many fine seeds.
In order to prevent weed infestation (Verunkrautung)
and then too abundant of growth with the soybean and its
storage, this plant does not reach its state as was the case in
Budischau in freshly fertilized soil. Rather, in consideration
of the characteristics of this broad-leafed, coarse-haired
plant that is organized completely for a great capturing of
atmospheric nutrients, it was provided each time with a
location that was not freshly fertilized. Specifically, the soil
that was used for the soybeans was of the sandy loam type
and had already produced feed beets in the first year with
the most ample fertilizing and summer wheat in the second
year. The soybeans were consequently planted without being
freshly fertilized, and specifically each seed was planted
individually after plowing but no furrow remained empty and
the furrows were dug regularly and of equal size. In the rows
themselves, the seeds were planted 22 cm from each other
(and not as in Budischau at distances of 50 and 30 cm), and
they were not thrown upon the plow pan (Pflugsohle), but
rather they were pressed into the loose furrow that was built
up. The plants appeared in mid-May and were repeatedly
hoed. However, a hilling up is not just unnecessary, but even
disadvantageous.
The damage to the soybean plantings (Sojapflanzungen)
by the hares was not conspicuous and not more significant
than with the other usual plantings, even though the
first imperial court hunting party that took place here in
November yielded the shooting of 680 head of hare.
With regard to the dangers concerning unfavorable
weather conditions, I would mention the fact that in spite of
this year being wet and cold, it has been reported to me that
even in Posen (today’s Poznan, Poland) which lies much
further to the north, the aforementioned light yellow soybean
reached gratifying maturity.
Such results allow it to be presumed that the soybeans
of Prof. Haberlandt which, with their high content of
nitrogenous substances (38 1/3%) and fat (18%) as well as
with their pleasant flavor exceed all of our local pulses by
far, will in the very near future play an important role in
Austro-Hungarian agriculture.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Hirschstetten im Marchfelde,
Austria-Hungary.
160. Znaimer Wochenblatt (Znaim, Austria-Hungary).
1879. Lokales: Die Generalversammlung des Znaimer

landwirthschaftl. Vereines [Local: The General Assembly of
the Znojmo Agricultural Society]. 30(51).3, col. 3. Dec. 20.
[Ger]
• Summary: On the 7th line from the bottom we read that
the members conducted large cultural trials with the soybean
(SojaBohne).
Note: Znaim is the German name for Znojmo which
today is a major town in the South Moravian Region
of the Czech Republic, the administrative capital of the
Znojmo District. It is the historical and cultural centre of
southwestern Moravia. A city in the south-central Czech
republic, on the Dyje River, southwest of Brno, it is near the
Austrian border.
161. Attems, Heinrich. 1879. Die Sojabohne [The soybean].
Hamburger Garten- und Blumenzeitung 35:205-07. [1 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: A great deal has already been written and
printed about “soybeans” (die “Soja”). Nevertheless, the
questions continue to arise, “How are they to be cultivated?”
“How are they eaten?” “When all is said and done, what are
they actually for?”
For those who wish to be more precisely educated, I
would make reference to the report by the late Professor
Haberlandt* (Footnote: *See Hamburger Gartenzeitung,
1878, p. 238. The editors), Die Sojabohne [The Soybean],
Vienna: 1878, C. Gerold’s Sohn. But for those who would
be satisfied with a few indications, I am taking the liberty of
providing that which is essential below in brief form.
Cultivation (Culture): The early-maturing varieties
flourish everywhere that corn still bears good seeds, and
in fact the region of the yellow Mongolian goes beyond
the corn region. For the southern climate (such as Görz)
[today’s Gorica, in Slovenia], the black Chinese variety
is most suited, it is the most capable of producing a crop.
For the wine-growing and corn regions, the brown and the
yellow are equally as good, and the latter even still flourishes
correspondingly at the higher and more northerly locations
when the black does not ripen.
Its culture is in general similar to that of the bush bean,
it is cultivated in fields and without poles. What it best
accepts is a deep, humus-rich, sandy loam soil that lies
warm, which is in the second or third position in the crop
rotation, and was well loosened. It may not be too poor in
nutrients, but no fresh rotted manure! In addition, it is not
very demanding at all and does not suffer much, even if
the soil conditions do not completely achieve this ideal.
Soybeans require light and sun, and therefore they cannot be
cultivated advantageously as an intercrop (in vineyards or
cornfields), and they cannot be shaded by adjacent cultures.
Planting Time: Early May in southern Austria, even
late April, but it is hardier than many beans, and even a not
too severe late frost does not damage it very much. It must,
however, be avoided to plant them with too little soil heat
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(Bodenwärme), since it is known that all legumes will rot in
that case.
Sowing Distance: Depending upon the richness of the
soil–in rich soils at 50 cm in formations (four plants in one
square meter), in poorer soils, less so (35, 30, or 25 cm), but
this is the case only with very mediocre soils, since nothing
does more damage to the maturation and the yield results
than too dense of a position. It goes without saying that
the rows can also be kept further apart, such as 60 cm, and
position the plants can be placed more closely within the
rows, such as 40 or 30 cm. Two beans are planted in each
position, and only one is allowed to develop.
Sowing Quantity: Consequently twenty to fifty
kilograms per hectare. A seventy to 200-fold yield can be
counted upon, but on average 100-fold. It accepts massive
wetness, but it even tolerates drought rather well. Even if it
has fallen behind during the dog days because of dryness,
it quickly catches up if the temperature falls and the
precipitation becomes more plentiful.
Harvest: In the south in August; in the wine climate in
early September, on the borders of the corn region in late
September, even later further north. They are left to mature
well in the field, and it doesn’t harm anything if the tops
that have not lignified succumb to a little frost, no damage
occurs from this to the bean seeds. They are then brought
under cover into an airy, dry place and allowed to ripen in
the pods for a long time on the straw. That is the main thing
for attaining fully ripe, hard seeds that are very capable of
sprouting.
Use Value: It is just as much off the mark if it is alleged
that the “soybean” is only a very productive fodder plant as it
is if one believes that it is a delicacy for the fine table, a view
that has great dissemination today since the praise of it was
so powerfully successful. The “soybean” was so perfectly
invented for the great mass of consumers that are of little
means, for the farmers and laborers, and it is also an ancient
Asian culture plant, and thus thankful future generations will
without a doubt call it the “Haberlandt bean” (HaberlandtsBohne) and greatly appreciate it. It will very soon stand
equally side by side with the potato, corn, and the broad bean
and perhaps outshine the latter, because it contains 30% more
protein and a full six times as much fat as the common broad
bean and is hardier and higher-yielding than it.
Preparation: They are prepared for human consumption
as follows: they are most easily boiled and, just like dried
beans, prepared au gratin as a vegetable, or else treated as a
salad. In that regard, though, it must be noted that it is very
difficult to boil them until tender, and therefore they must be
presoaked for at least 24 to 48 hours. In that way, they will
then taste the same as any good bean. The observation was
made to me from many sides–namely, from the Czernovitzer
Landwirthschafts-Gesellschaft [Czernowitz Agricultural
Society (a town in Austria-Hungary, after 1944 in Western
Ukraine)]–that they are not to be boiled until tender. I

presented this problem to my cook for a solution and can
assure that I now have tender soybeans on my table.
Furthermore, they are superbly suited as a paste, for
instance, the same as pureed peas. These are my experiences
thus far, but there should also be the possibility to conserve
such a paste (the miso of the Japanese) mixed with additional
ingredients for a long time for winter needs–for the
provisioning of ships and in receptacles.
Once this kitchen secret can also be discovered, then
this conserve may play a great role for our rural workers–in
the field and beyond–for tree cutters, and furthermore for our
army, navy, etc.
It goes without saying that a great future also awaits the
soybean as a fodder plant at the point when it has multiplied
to such an extent that the seeds for such a purpose will not
be too expensive. No other legume is so rich in protein and
fat and therefore so nutritious–and also so high-yielding: not
lupine, not broad beans, not sweet peas.
The dry straw can be used for sheep and as litter,
although I cannot recommend its use as green fodder since
we have better things, but it can also be used for that.
These are briefly the essential things about Haberlandt’s
bean, the much-praised “soybean.”
May this valuable acquisition of humanity always be
taken advantage of for greater distribution! Such “new
additions” are a blessing for agriculture and for the various
peoples. I therefore consider it to be a task of the state to
tremendously support the rapidity of its distribution. One
year of an earlier or later increase in the crop harvest is not
immaterial. For three years, my seed culture station has
brought them into all of the valleys of Austria, but those are
just a few drops. The tremendous means of the state have to
bring a nurturing rain; the embassies and consulates should
take responsibility for that. I have already repeatedly stated:
farmers and livestock breeders would be the best diplomats
for Austria. In economic terms, we would soon be shaking
hands with both the Orient and the Occident.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Count (Graf), St. Peter near Graz
[Styria, Austria].
162. Cook, George H. 1879. The soja bean; a new forage
plant. Report of Rutgers Scientific School, the State College,
for the Benefit of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts 15:5458. [1 ref]
• Summary: “When in Munich last year, I saw the soja
bean in cultivation, as a new crop, and probably a desirable
addition to our forage products. It was seen in the grounds
of the Bavarian Agricultural Experiment Station, and was
in very vigorous growth. The gentleman in charge gave
me a few seeds; and seeds of several other varieties of the
same plant were procured at Vienna by my friend Mr. James
Neilson. We have planted them, and gathered crops of the
different kinds this year. The following is a translation of
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the paper sent out from the Bavarian Experiment Station
to those who were growing and testing the capabilities of
the plant.” Note 1. See: Lehmann, Julius. 1878. “Ueber
den Anbau der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne. Zeitschrift des
Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern 68:61-64. Feb.
“On the Cultivation of the Hairy Soja Bean.”–”The
exertions made in the last decade to naturalize foreign useful
plants in Germany, and by their cultivation to increase the
income from farm lands, have so far been without result.
This has been the case with sorghum, ramie, Siberian fodder,
water rice, &c., for each of which great hopes have been
excited; but nothing now remains but the remembrance and
the proof of the difficulties in the way of our agriculture.
“Fortunately the success of this pursuit depends less on
such attempts, than on increasing the quantity of our wellknown crops, by good cultivation and heavy manuring–by
careful selection of seed and proper care of the plant. All
farmers taking these precautions, and using discoveries in
these directions, will surely gain satisfactory profits even
without new plants.
“Yet the progressive farmer will be interested and make
personal experiments, of these attempts at acclimating, if the
plant promises to fill some want. We now seem to have such
a one for our increasing cattle raising. We need a fodder for
young cattle, for milk cows and for bullocks, whose seeds
contain, in proper amount, albumen and fat, with a pleasant
taste. In cereals and their brans, and also in leguminous
seeds, we have fodder containing albumen but not fat
enough. The addition of oil-cake is not entirely satisfactory,
because the proportion of fat in it varies, and its cost is too
great.

“Two years ago Prof. Haberlandt, of
Vienna, an untiring botanical experimenter,
introduced to us a plant whose pleasant-tasting
seeds are rich in albumen and fat, in very
digestible forms. This plant is the hairy soja
bean (Soja hispida, Mönch.) Prof. Haberlandt
found samples of the seed at the Vienna
Exposition among the agricultural products of
China, Japan, Mongolia, Transcaucasia and
India. He says this plant has been cultivated
from early ages. It grows wild in the Malay
Archipelago, Java and the East Indies, and is
cultivated extensively in China and Japan. Its
seeds, boiled or roasted, have a pleasant taste,
and form an almost daily part of the food in
India, China and Japan. The soja is an annual
leguminous plant.”
“In 1876, twenty experiments were made
in various parts of Bohemia, Moravia [both
in the Czech Republic as of Jan. 1993],
Southern Austria, Styria [a state in Austria,
called Steiermark in German], Hungary, and
Upper Silesia [a region mostly in southwest
Poland]. From the well-ripened seeds of these
crops, one hundred and thirty-five trials were made the next
year under various climatic influences. Prof. Haberlandt has
written us that only twelve of the experiments failed, and
most of the results were unusually good.
“According to Professor Haberlandt there are several
varieties of the soja, which vary much in their time of
ripening. For the climate of Middle Europe the early kind
is best. Sown early in May the seeds mature at the end of
September or October. Its time of growth is like that of the
horse bean. (This is the Vicia faba, the horse bean or Windsor
bean of Europe, which is cultivated there for feeding
domestic animals, and, like it, ripens after harvest.) It differs
from this bean in its productiveness and its non-liability
to harm from insects. It has harvested from thirty-three to
fifty-five bushels of seed, and two and one-third tons of very
nutritious straw to the acre.”
“Prof. Schwackerhofer of Vienna, has analyzed the
original and harvested seed [two crops], and the soja straw,
with the following results.”
A table (p. 56) shows that the original seed contained
30.56% albuminoids and 15.81% fat. The first and second
crops contained and average of 34.56% albuminoids and
18.32% fat–both much higher. The soja straw contained
4.43% albuminoids and 2.51% fat.
A second table (p. 58) compares the composition
and comparative value per 100 pounds of 12 feed and
fodder crops. Soja beans were found to contain 4.8% ash,
34.7% albuminoids (second highest value after cottonseed cake (decorticated)), 18.3% fat (the highest), 28.3%
carbohydrates, and a comparative value of 2.55 (the highest,
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with clover hay taken as 1.0).
“In this table the soja bean is shown to have the highest
value of any of the substances named, and by mixing it
with oat straw or cured corn-fodder, it will make a rich and
healthful fodder for cattle, and one which can be afforded in
greater quantity and at less expense than first quality timothy
or clover hay. It would form, too, a proper crop to be in the
rotation between corn and wheat, instead of oats or potatoes,
as now practiced. It is not subject to the same difficulties
in curing as our common field bean, as the beans do not
easily shell out, and coarser stalks enable it to be cured [to
make hay] like Indian corn. And being a sowed crop, it is
cultivated with the minimum of labor.”
Note 2. Prof. George Hammell Cook was instrumental
in establishing the New Jersey State Board of Agriculture at
Rutgers on 7 April 1872; he was appointed its first secretary.
Rutgers thus become one of the early state institutions that
conducted agricultural research. On 10 March 1880 the
New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station was established
at Rutgers College (New Brunswick)–with state funding
only (no federal aid). On 2 March 1887 the Hatch Act
created state agricultural experiment stations with federal
grants. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005)
concerning soybean research by a state research institution or
agricultural experiment station.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016)
concerning soybeans in New Jersey. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in New Jersey (1879). The
source of these soybeans was Bavaria, Germany, and Vienna,
Austria.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016)
by a U.S. land-grant institution or experiment station that
mentions the soybean. Note that this station has not yet
conducted any soybean trials or experiments.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2017)
that uses the word “albuminoids” (or “albuminoid”) in
connection with soy (one of two documents).
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2011) that refers to soynuts. Discussing the
soybean, it says: “Its seeds, boiled or roasted, have a pleasant
taste, and form an almost daily part of the food in India,
China and Japan.” It is also the earliest document seen
(March 2001) concerning the etymology of soynuts.
Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (April 2001)
that uses the term “hairy soja bean” to refer to the soybean.
Note 8. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2012) with the word “soja bean” (or “soja beans”)
in the title.
Note 9. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2002) related to soybeans that uses the word
“forage” in the title.
Note 10. This is the earliest document seen (March
1999) that mentions Mr. James Neilson who, in 1878,
obtained several soybean varieties in Vienna, Austria,

brought them back to the United States, and planted them at
Rutgers University in New Brunswick, New Jersey, in 1879.
Note 11. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2020) that uses the word “rotation” or discusses
crop rotation in connection with soybeans.
Note 12. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2001) that mentions the word “carbohydrates” in
connection with soybeans.
Note 13. This is the earliest annual report seen (Oct.
2001) that mentions soy.
Note 14. This is the earliest document seen (July 2002)
that mentions feeding soybean fodder to milk cows, however
none has yet been fed.
Note 15. This is the earliest document seen (July 2016)
that contains the word “decorticated” in connection with
cotton-seed cake or meal.
Note 16. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the word “cured” in connection
with making soybean hay. Address: New Brunswick, New
Jersey.
163. Cramer, C. 1879. Ueber die Akklimatisation der
Sojapflanze [On the acclimatization of the soybean plant].
Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift (“Die
Gruene”) 7(5):296-302. [Ger]
• Summary: A letter to Prof. Dr. [A.] Krämer. Dear
colleague! I have read your essay on the soybean plant
(Sojapflanze) (Schweizerische landwirtschaftliche Zeitschrift,
Vol. 7, No. 4) with the greatest interest. This plant is so
excellent in terms of its extraordinary yield capability
and the high nutritional content of the seeds, that farmers
indeed cannot be advised too much to give it the attention it
deserves. It is a shame, however, that the seeds take 6 months
to ripen. Must we give up hope that in our climate the helpful
attribute of late ripening can gradually be gotten rid of, and
recommend in some annotations (i.e. p. 164) to the soybean
(die Soja). Above all it is very sensitive to frosts, so it should
be planted relatively early (in the 2nd half of April).
It would mean denying the laws which govern the
formation of plant forms if one wished to assert that under
no circumstances is the soybean capable of already in this
way adapting to the climatic conditions of our areas, as it is
in fact conceivable that as a result of repeated early frosts,
the maturation period could be shortened but as a result of
repeated late frosts, the sowing capability could gradually
be pushed back toward the spring. A success of that sort
of course cannot be considered as a certain prospect. The
plant can also gradually peter out–and in any case, a rather
significant result would require a relatively long period of
time. It therefore seems to me to be advisable that instead
of more or less allowing simple chance to prevail, the
acclimatization of the soybean be taken directly by the hand
and conscious selective breeding be practiced, particularly
since everything that we know about this subject matter in
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general, as with that which has become known about the soy
plant thus far, leads one to presume that the aforementioned
grievance can in this way be remedied or else alleviated
not only with a degree of certainty but at the same time in a
proportionately much shorter time.
All living beings possess to a greater or lesser degree
the capability of varying, all of the individuals of a species
are never completely equal to each other.–Some alterations
of plants are based merely upon external influences, they are
not constant, but rather they already change upon planting
(modifications of location, conditions of nutrition). Other
forms, on the other hand, are conditioned by internal causes,
since just as well, sometimes different varieties of one and
the same species are seen occurring at the same location,
the same cultivated area, even the same garden patch, while
in other cases the specific sport of a plant (Spielart einer
Pflanze) flourishes at the most heterogonous locations or in
the most varied of climates. Such varieties do not change
with planting and can be inherited, and thus are much
more constant.–Most of the heritable varieties come into
existence through sexual reproduction as a result of the
sudden appearance of new characteristics, and from time
to time also as a result of budding.–The varieties can then
vary again in their descendants. Within that context, the
original difference can be blurred or can increase, or a new
difference to the original one may occur. Thus, it can occur
that the descendants of a base form deviate from it more
and more, to the point that in the end, the genetic context
(genetische Zusammenhang) can hardly be recognized
anymore. Furthermore, over the course of time, the specific
plant can fragment into numerous varieties.–The varieties
of cultivated plants are always in a relationship with the
cultivation purpose: ornamental plants vary primarily in
the blossoms and leaves, vegetable plants according to the
circumstances in the roots, stalks, or leaves (radishes, carrots,
cabbage), fruit plants in the fruits, cereals in the seeds
and ears.–The cultivation varieties came into existence
primarily as a consequence of the selection with sexual
or asexual reproduction that was made by man at first
unconsciously and later consciously.–With biennial and
perennial plants, the preferred purpose of the raising and
especially the propagation of valuable varieties in general
has always been the asexual reproduction through tubers,
rootstocks, runners, cuttings, grafts, etc., since they lead
more rapidly to the goal (for example, fruit trees), while
with annual plants, on the other hand, the preference has
been for sexual reproduction for the most part by means of
seeds. In this case, the latter is in actuality recommended
more since, without bringing along a loss of time with it
here, it delivers varieties with greater consistency. It is in
this way that the numerous varieties of our species of grains
and legumes have without a doubt been formed; as a result
of the repeated selection with the reproduction through
seeds, the yellow, brown, and black varieties of soybean

must have also come into existence. And in the same way,
we have to seek to adapt the soybean plant to our conditions
of cultivation. Along those lines, we can and must proceed in
different ways, depending upon the particular task that we set
for ourselves, depending upon our intention to increase the
resistance of the soybean to climatic influences, or to shorten
its vegetation period, or to have an effect in both directions
on the plant.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2018)
that uses the word “genetic” (German: genetische) in
connection with soybeans.
“In 1936 Kaltenbach and Legros wrote: Shortly after
1878, “Professor Krämer made a few soybean trials in Zurich
for three years and published a pamphlet in 1880 giving the
results obtained.”
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. We have translated only the first third of this
article. Address: Zurich, Switzerland.
164. Eugling, Wilhelm. 1879. Bericht ueber die Thaetigkeit
der landwirthschaftlich-chemischen Versuchsstattion des
Landes Vorarlberg, 1879 [Report on the activities of the
agricultural-chemical research station of Vorarlberg, 1879].
Bregenz, Austria: Published by the author. 29 p. See p. 2426. No index. 22 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The section titled “Cultivation of soybeans”
(Cultur von Sojabohnen) (p. 24-26) states:
The soybeans that were newly introduced by the late
Professor Haberlandt, which were received on all sides
with great approval, were also enthusiastically welcomed
in Vorarlberg and have been grown for three years in the
station’s experimental area. Unfortunately, the success turned
out to not be as favorable as was to be expected after the
final results from the other side.
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The condition of the soil certainly could not have formed
any obstacle, since the best cultures had been achieved on
calcareous types of soil [those with high lime content], but
on the other hand, our climatic conditions destroyed the
hopes that were entertained. Samples were given to farmers
in the spring of 1878 and 1879 in all districts of the province
and planted as experiments. The details of these experiments
do not concur among each other, in that some of them report
about poor sprouting, others record poor yields, and yet
others are very satisfied. Precise numerical details were not
kept.
Therefore, what follows are the results of the
experiments that were arranged by the Experiment Station.
One major defect that remains with soybeans is that
in their young state, they are very soft and especially not
capable of withstanding continuous wet weather, which they
appear to tolerate with the greatest difficulty. Later wetness
and in fact even slight overnight frost damage the somewhat
older plants less, since they very soon receive a strong,
resistant exterior. A warm, dry germination period seems to
be essential to the beans, which fit best into the climate of
wine and corn.
Even though in Vorarlberg, the two aforementioned
plant cultures do in fact flourish, the quantities of rain that
fall in the province are indeed more significant than those,
for example, in Vienna and Graz, and especially currently,
stronger downpours fall here, where the cultivation of
soybeans is becoming necessary, after which mostly cold
nights occur. In the three experiment years, the quantity of
rain that fell amounted to 1,600 to 1,800 mm of rain.
The brown variety appears to be especially sensitive. In
every year in which it was cultivated, it decreased both in
the size of the seeds and in the yield and the sprouted plants
that developed. Although the yellow variety is indeed also
sensitive in its early youth, it is in fact somewhat tougher
against harsh weather than the former.
Soybeans, which enjoy high esteem everywhere because
of their workability and their high content of nutrients,
unfortunately did not deliver the results in our province
during the three years of cultivation according to which they
could be continuously recommended as suitable. But some
things are not good for everyone. The yields do not reach
those of the dwarf or bush beans, and the harvest of them
under our climatic conditions is not as secure as those of
these other legumes.
The soybeans that were cultivated on the experimental
field came from Count Attems’ Seed Culture Station
(Gräflich Attems’sche Samenculturstation) in St. Peter. They
were the yellow and brown varieties.
The experimental plots were five square meters in the
first year and ten square meters in the two later years. The
soil–a heavy, loamy calcareous soil, which was fertilized in
the autumn before the first cultivation with cow manure–
was fertilized in the subsequent years with Peru guano, 500

grams per plot. Their location is sunny and protected, and the
plots were carefully worked as garden land. Twenty beans
were planted on every square meter at a depth of three to
four centimeters on May 1 of each year. Those that did not
sprout were replaced. The foliage developed very well, the
replaced beans lagged behind somewhat in growth. Damage
to the plants as a result of external influences never took
place, and an average of two formed seeds were found in one
pod.
One hundred beans at planting and at harvest weighed:
A table shows, for the years 1877-79, for both yellow
and brown soybeans, the weight of one hundred beans
planted each year, the weight of one hundred beans harvested
[Note 1. unit of weight not indicated–if it was grams, it
seems like they were tiny beans if one hundred soybeans
weighed 13.6 grams], and the germination rates.
The harvests in the various years were carried out when
the leaves turned yellow and began to die off. The weight
of one hundred plants was determined by the plants as they
stood being cut off just above the roots, being hung up to dry,
shelled, the plants being counted, and the seeds and straw
weighed, and being calculated at the unit of one hundred
plants.
The yields turned out as follows:
A 2nd table shows for the years 1877-79, for yellow
soybeans, for yellow soybeans as a rotation crop between
corn, and brown soybeans, the weight in grams of both seeds
and straw for one hundred plants.
The harvests were carried out on October 5, 1877,
October 12, 1878, and October 22, 1879. From the yields,
it is apparent that the workability of soybeans here lies far
behind the harvest results that [can be achieved] at other
locations.
A 3rd table (p. 26) gives the chemical composition of
yellow soybeans, brown soybeans, soybean straw, and the
average composition of broad beans (Vicia faba, Mittlere
Zusammensetzung der Ackerbohne).
Note 2. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 3. As of April 2020 Vorarlberg is the westernmost
federal state (Land) of Austria. It is very mountainous and
its capital is Bregenz. Address: PhD, Bregenz [AustriaHungary].
165. Kraemer, A. 1879. Die Soja-Bohne. Ein Cultur-Versuch
aus dem Jahre 1878 [The soybean. A culture trial from the
year 1878]. Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift
(“Die Gruene”) 7(3):149-65. [Ger]
• Summary: . Begins with a long summary of the soybean
research conducted by Prof. Haberlandt in Vienna and his
co-workers throughout central Europe. Contains many tables.
An illustration (line drawing, p. 155) shows a soybean plant
with pods. Address: Zurich, Switzerland.
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167. Wochenblatt des Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins im
Grossherzogthum Baden. 1880. Anbauversuch mit der
Sojabohne (Soja hispida) [Agronomic trials with soybeans].
No. 4. p. 29-30. Jan. 28. [Ger]
• Summary: The trial was satisfying. The first harvest in
1879 took place in the middle of October. The plants must
be hung in an airy granary and allowed to ripen in storage
and dry. 1.5 kg of the yellow-seeded variety yielded 29 kg
of seeds. Address: Grand Duchy of Baden [in southwest
Germany, on the east Bank of the Rhine.
168. Kraus, C. 1880. Die Sojabohne im Jahre 1879
[The soybean in the year 1879]. Zeitschrift des
Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern 70:103-04. Jan.
[Ger]
• Summary: In 1878, while the soybean matured well
under the climatic conditions of Bavaria and gave a good
yield, in 1879 the seedlings did not even break ground. So,
giving the soybean a preliminary recommendation for largescale cultivation is out of the question. Address: Triesdorf
[Germany].
166. Seiheim, G. 1880. Ueber die Kultur der Sojabohne
(Soja hispida) {On the cultivation of the soybean (Soja
hispida)]. Sitzungsberichte der botanischen Section der St.
Petersburger Naturforscher-Gesellschaft. Jan. 17. [Ger]
• Summary: After a brief description of the plant and
demonstration of dried specimens, F. Haberlandt’s results
were detailed. As far as the culture of the soybean in Russia
is concerned, the data relating to it are still very incomplete.
At the beginning of 1879 several pounds of soybean seeds
were sent from Vienna. With the request to make cultivation
attempts with it and to report the results, Haberlandt sent
these seeds to the following places: Bielostock (Western
Russia, in the gov. Grodno), Kieff (on the Dnieper),
Pyatigorsk (Caucasus), Nikita Garden (Crimea) and Sarepta
(Gov. Saratov, on the Volga). In Bielostockthe the soybean
developed in a vegetable garden very nicely, even though the
summer was cold and rainy. As in October, snow fell outside,
the seeds were not yet mature, but mostly in the room they
proved to be perfectly germinable.–In Kiev [in today’s
Ukraine], the plant was in two different gardens and planted
with favorable results. The seeds matured in late September
and many specimens produced over 100 seeds.–Also in
Sarepta, the soybean developed perfectly, as matured its
seeds in large numbers in August. However, the stem reached
a length of only 2 feet, caused by the persistent drought of
the summer. Also in the Taurian (Taurischen) government,
the Soy culture became one of the most successful. Mr.
Podoba planted ¼ pound in the summer of 1879 and
harvested 120 pounds. The culture offered him no problems.
In fact, the writer concludes that the culture of soybeans is
possible at least in southern Russian.

169. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt
(Vienna). 1880. Sprechsaal #81: Cultur der Sojabohne
[Questions and answers: Question #81 on soybean
cultivation]. 6(7):56. Feb. 14. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The most detailed instructions that we know of
for cultivating soybeans are given in the article by Gustave
Renner of Budapest [Hungary] in the 19 April 1879 issue
of this periodical. In addition, a method of cultivation has
been published by the Director of Grain Crops of Count H.
Attems, at St. Peter bei Graz [Steiermark {Styria}, Austria].
Address: Kalladey, Bohème [Bohemia].
170. Schell, Baron. 1880. Miscellen: Sojabohne–Anbau und
Ernte–Resultate [Miscellaneous: Soybean–cultivation and
harvest results]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches
Wochenblatt (Vienna) 6(7):54. Feb. 14. [Ger]
• Summary: On May 17, 1879, I planted 34 dg [sic, most
likely 34 dkg meaning dekagrams, equal to 10 grams,
meaning a total of 340 grams. 34 dg would be 0.34 grams]
in rows that were 65 cm apart with one bean 30 cm away
from the others in a well-fertilized field with deep soil
consisting of sandy loam as a prior crop in the crop rotation
(beets). The sowing sprouted quickly. In the middle of June,
I hoed for the first time, and I did so for the second time in
the middle of July. After that, the plants spread out to 68 to
70 cm and reached a height of 50 to 60 cm, and many pods
set. In early October, I carried out the harvest, had them tied
in small bundles, and stood them up against each other for
fourteen days for after-ripening (Nachreifen) in the field. I
carried out the threshing in the month of January. The result
was a thoroughly favorable one, and the recommendation
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for the cultivation of this plant was a completely appropriate
one. From the 34 dg [sic, 34 dkg] planted, I threshed 12 kg
of pure soybeans capable of germination (keimfähig). And
therefore this year, I will experiment with the cultivation of
at least 3 to 4 kg.
Kalladey [probably today’s Kolodeje nad Luznicí, in the
Czech Republic].
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Kalladey, Bohème [Bohemia].
171. Postelt, A. 1880. Dalji pokusaji “sojom”* [Further
attempts with soybeans]. Gospodarski List (Farmer’s
Newspaper, Zagreb, Croatia) 28(4):26-27. Feb. 20. [Cro]
• Summary: A footnote (p. 26) referring to the title states:
“In accordance with the statement we have repeated so often,
that soybean trials need to be continued, we are publishing
this report of soybean trials kindly received from Mr. Postelt,
who also sent several nice treatises to the German journals.”
“In 1875 the late professor Haberlandt proved with trials
in the experimental fields of the agricultural faculty [Vienna],
that soya (soja [the soybean]), the most important legume in
East Asia due to its good yields and high nutritional value,
also has in our climatic environment, the required minimum
conditions for good growth.
“From that year onward, soybeans began to be planted
in all Austro-Hungarian crown lands, demonstrating that
Haberlandt was not unrealistic in hoping that soya would
establish itself and maybe become one of the leading
agricultural crops in our country.
“Also this report of successful trials with soya in
our country hopefully will be of interest to the readers of
Gospodarsky List and stimulate further testing.
Trials included in this report are from the years 1878
and 1879. These two years, during which there were
extremely different weather conditions, are very appropriate
to demonstrate how this crop adapted itself to cold, moist
weather on the one hand, and to hot, dry conditions on the
other.
“In the spring of 1878 I received soybean seed samples
from 3 donors. First, 100 seeds of an early Mongolian variety
from Prof. Haberlandt, who has regretfully passed away.
Second, 100 seeds of the same kind from a seminary at St.
Peter near Graz. And third, 100 brown seeds of Chinese
origin sent by a friend in Lower Austria; these were seeds
from his own harvest from a sample he had obtained a year
earlier from Prof. Haberlandt.
“Due to the small number of seeds, I decided to start
the trial in our own garden in a place which had not recently
received manure, but still had good fertility power. The
texture of this alluvial soil on undrained subsoil belongs to
heavy loamy clay. In the fall before sowing I cultivated the
plot and the next spring, in March, I leveled it. On 1 April
1878 soybean seeds were planted, one seed at a time, 35 cm
apart, so that the yellow soybeans covered 25 square meters

and the brown soybeans 12 square meters.
“Almost every seed emerged after 3 weeks; young
plants were hoed twice, carefully surveyed, and all weeds
eliminated. The plants were growing exceptionally well,
reaching a height of 1 meter. (Editor: Nowhere else in
Croatia were plants so tall.) By mid-June some flowers
started to appear at each stem node. But due to quick growth,
rainy weather, and too narrow a stand, lodging started, and
the lower part of the foliage started turning yellow, so I cut
strait branches and supported each plant, as is done with
peas.
“By mid-August the yellow variety started ripening,
although the foliage was still completely green. The brown
variety lagged behind by about a fortnight. When all the
plants were ripe, they were harvested, roots and all, dried,
and then threshed.
“The yield was outstanding. The yellow variety yielded
12 kg, which is equivalent to 4,900 kg/ha, and the brown
one yielded 7 kg, which is equivalent to 5,800 kg/ha. The
rest of the plant was given to the cows, which eagerly ate all
parts but the stems, even though they were on good green
forage at that time. Aware that such a small trial could not be
compared with field production, I decided to plant soybeans
next year on an arable field which had the same soil type but
was very poor in nutrients.
The spring of 1879 was extremely wet; water in the
fields with undrained subsoil stagnated in the furrows until
June, which prevented preparation of the soil in time to plant
soybeans. I almost decided to stop the trial on this field that
year, but the desire to see how the new legume would grow
under such bad conditions led me to plant soybean seeds on
June 10th in a roughly prepared seed bed; 200 square meters
were planted with each variety–this time in holes in a grid
pattern 45 cm apart in each direction, with 3 seeds in each
hole.
“Immediately after the soybeans were planted, the
weather switched dramatically from extremely wet to
extremely dry. Not a drop of rain fell, so I guessed that
the crop would fail. Emergence of the plants was uneven,
and especially in the brown variety very poor. The cracked
soil surface did not allow good cultivation, but I barely
managed to hoe half of each plot, leaving the rest unhoed for
comparison to see how the plants would compete.
“The height of the plants reached about 25 cm, but
despite the bad conditions, flowers and pods were abundant,
as if somebody had clustered them on the stems.
“The yellow variety was ripe on Sept. 20, and the brown
on Oct. 3. The seed was so dry that no additional drying was
required for storage. The yellow variety yielded 45 kg, which
is equivalent to 2,250 kg/ha, and the brown one yielded 15
kg, which is equivalent to 750 kg/ha.
“These yields could not be considered normal since the
soils were poor, the planting time late, and weather so bad
that it could not be worse. This is particularly true for the
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brown variety due to poor emergence in such bad soil.
“Taking into account all circumstances of these two
years of trials, I would conclude, regarding the final yield,
that the trials to introduce soya into Croatia have succeeded
completely. Soybeans will tolerate a high degree of excess
moisture as well as extreme drought, while outyielding
all other legumes and being at the same time of higher
nutritional value than all the others. Thanks to an abundance
of proteins and fats, soybean seeds, which are also tasteful,
represent a good source of food for humans and feed for
animals, especially for fattening cattle, swine, and poultry.
Also soybean straw is very good, and better accepted by
other animals than the straw of other legumes.
“Regarding the soil, this crop is not demanding; fresh
manure may be avoided, the number of seeds required
is moderate, and there are no difficulties in fertilization.
Diseases are absent, and the plant is not frequented by
harmful insects. The only enemy is game, especially rabbits,
which are abundant here in Croatia, but against which we are
able to protect the plants. All of these soybean traits support
the conclusion that it pays not to disregard the soybean.
Indeed, more and more of our advanced peasants and farmers
should start to grow it.”
Translated by Dr. Joze Spanring of Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Address: Demerje.
172. E. 1880. Sprechsaal: Anfrage #95 [Questions
and answers: Question 95]. Oesterreichisches
Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt (Vienna) 6(8):64. Feb.
21. [Ger]
• Summary: Question: What spacing of rows and what
quantity of seeds per Hungarian Joch gives the best results in
soybean cultivation trials?
For the answer see the issue of Feb. 28, p. 72. Address:
Hungary.
173. Krizkovsky, Julius. 1880. Erster Anbauversuch mit
der Sojabohne in Syrmien [First agronomic trial with the
soybean in Syrmia]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 30(15):114. Feb. 21. [Ger]
• Summary: Last year, Prince Odescalchi’s Illok estate
(today’s Ilok, Croatia) in Syrmia (in today’s Serbia and
Croatia) cultivated soybeans (Sojabohne) as a trial on their
extensive lands in various locations and under various
conditions under the precise observation of each of the
corresponding cultivation stages, and the undersigned hereby
takes the liberty of reporting the results of this trial below.
Before I provide the details of this agronomic trial, I have to
make some explanatory remarks in advance on the climatic
and soil conditions of Syrmia.
The soil of Syrmia is for the most part a clayey loam
that is full of humus that lies on a chalky or quartzy subsoil.
There is incidentally also the circumstance that members of
the papilionaceae family (Schmetterlingsblütler) thrive there,

provided that they receive the necessary moisture during the
vegetation period. As a result of the protection by the Fruska
Gora mountain from the north wind, the climate of Syrmia is
very moderate, a circumstance which considerably helps the
acclimatization trials of Soja hispida.
Trial by the Frig estate management (Verwaltung): This
was carried out in the home garden of the undersigned, and
specifically within the following time frame: Bed no. 1: 8
square meters, planting on April 24 at distances of 32 cm
in a square. Two seeds were planted per sowing site. The
field held spinach in the previous year, it was deeply turned
over in the spring, and it received a good top dressing of
fertilizer made from decomposed grape pomace compost
(Weintrestercompost). The wet, cold weather alternating with
snow, which lasted until May 12, delayed the germination,
which was only perceived on May 10. On June 16, the entire
bed was in blossom and on August 16, the harvest of the
completely mature pods took place. The vegetation period
therefore lasted 115 days. On average, from this bed of
306 plants, an 89-fold increase was achieved. Within that
context, I need to remark that as a result of the drought that
lasted many months, the harvest results that were achieved
are absolutely not to be considered as the norm for the
harvest potential (Ertragsfähigkeit) of the soybean (Soja).
That also holds true for the other trials.–Bed no. 2: 5 square
meters. Fertilized in the winter with well-decomposed horse
manure. The preceding crop was beets (Runke). Planting on
April 25. Harvest on August 20. Vegetation period 118 days.
The harvest (Fechsung) from 180 plants provided a 55-fold
yield.–Beds no. 3 and 4. Planting on April 28; soil as above.
Blossoming on June 19. Harvest on August 28. Vegetation
period 111 days. 85-fold harvest.–Bed no. 5. Planting on
June 15 (so late as an experiment), blossoming on August 16,
harvest on September 30, vegetation period 108 days. The
harvest could not be determined with certainty here, although
the results were considerably lower than with the other four
beds, and specifically because of the reason that between
sowing and the harvest, this planting did not get rain even
once.
Trial at the Puszta Visnyevcze [no other references
found for this place name]: Two kg of seeds were planted
here on May 1 in an open field on deep, well-fertilized, and
carefully prepared loam soil. The plants developed especially
strongly and promised an especially productive yield. But
then Master Hare showed up with his buddies [rabbits], who
by the way have only a very weak presence here, and in just
a few days wiped out the entire soybean planting. The empty
stalks along with the roots were then presented to the sheep
and were then consumed with particular gusto by them with
nothing left over.
Trial by the forest ranger (Förster) in Grgurevcze:
(today’s Grgurevci, Serbia). Some 675 seeds (approx. ½ kg)
were planted individually on April 15 in the home garden at
distances of 60 cm on an area of 288.7 square meters, and
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the harvest took place on August 9. The quantity achieved
weighed 7 kg. In spite of the good, humus-rich soil and
hoeing twice as a result of the lasting drought, the stalks
only reached a height of 50 cm. The topmost pods were
not able to form completely (ausbilden), since many stalks
already turned yellow in early July and premature ripening
(Nothreife) set in.–On May 29, another ½ kg of beans was
planted in cleared forest land, but the hares (Hasen) also
destroyed the entire planting there. In this case, not even one
stalk was left standing, with the plants being gnawed down
to the roots. Rabbits (Kaninchen) consumed the soybean
plants (Sojapflanze) with the same special liking. Horned
livestock consumed the dried stalks and other waste from the
soybeans with particular greed, rejecting the best hay that
was next to it.
Trial by the Forestry Office (Forstamt) in Erdovégh
(today’s Erdevik, Serbia). On May 10 and 15, 243 square
meters were planted with soybeans by the head forester of
the estate and royal agricultural Landesrat (herrschaftlicher
Oberforster und königlicher Landesculturrath) A.
Martinovitz. The soil was a humus loam (cleared land)
(Rodung). The plants developed only weakly as a
consequence of the drought, they blossomed on June 28, and
were harvested on September 14. The result was 10 liters.–
In the home garden of the aforementioned head forester,
more beans were planted on May 6 on 40 square meters on
a freshly fertilized sandy loam soil. The blossoming began
on June 23, the harvest took place on September 12. The
quantity achieved here yielded 2 liters. In total, 1 kg, or
approx. 0.75 liters, of beans were planted. Here, as well, the
lasting dryness hindered the development of the plants, and
thus hearty pods only developed in the lowermost rachises
(Blattwinkel), while those of the upper ones remained empty.
The greatest success was achieved by the prince’s office
in Ilok (fürstliche Kelleramt in Illok), even though it, too,
suffered from the misery of the drought and with a halfway
better season, a significantly greater success with the harvest
is expected. Here, 1 kg (0.75 liter) of beans were planted,
half on April 28 and the other half on May 17 at a distance
of 40 cm. Those that were planted on April 28 came up
from May 18 to 24, while those planted on May 17 came
up from May 26 to 28. Each of the trial fields was hoed
twice over the summer. Both beds were in blossom in the
second half of July, and the harvest took place in late August.
The result was 76.7 liters, and thus a very great increase in
consideration of the unfavorable weather conditions.–Since
these trials will be continued here, and since as a result of the
experiences that have been collected, this cultivation will be
carried out in a more rational way, it is hoped that this bean
has a future here which is to be expected all the more as the
beans offer an extremely splendid food (provided that some
soda is added to the cooking water, otherwise they remain
hard).
The undemanding nature (Genügsamkeit) of the soybean

and its enormous fertility with respect to other pulses under
the same vegetation conditions ensure that it will have
general attention and, on my part, I can only recommend its
cultivation. Its prolificness with little care and its general
usefulness make it especially valuable in the southern
provinces of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy.
Jul. Krizkovsky, district administrator
(Districtsverwalter)
Note: Syrmia is a fertile region of the Pannonian Plain in
Europe, which lies between the Danube and Sava rivers. The
majority of Syrmia is today located in the Srem and South
Backa districts of the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina in
Serbia.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: District administrator, Syrmia.
174. Schell, Baron. 1880. Sprechsaal #91: Cultur der
Sojabohne [Questions and answers #91: Answer to
question 81 on soybean cultivation]. Oesterreichisches
Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt (Vienna) 6(8):64. Feb.
21. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is the answer to question #81 in issue No. 7
(Feb. 14). The question was: Would someone please tell me
exactly how to cultivate the soybean (Soja hispida), bearing
in mind the harsh climate of Galicia. For soil, I have a fertile
humus, with a base of silt.
Answer: In this publication you will find, under the title
of Miscellaneous, a description of soybean cultivation. It
is often said that this type of bean does well on poor soils,
however I would advise you to plant it in good soil, dug deep
in the fall, for under these conditions the soybean grows
faster and more abundantly, and consequently arrives earlier
at flowering and maturity. The vegetative phase lasts about 5
months.
In any case, the horse bean will provide a more nutrientrich fodder (Futter) than the soybean.
Note 1. Nutritional analyses demonstrate the opposite.
The horse bean contains 30% protein and 2% fat, whereas
the soybean contains 35% protein and 16% fat.
Note. Concerning Galicia: After World War II, the
western half became part of Poland, and the eastern half
became part of the Ukranian SSR. It is not clear where in
Galicia the Baron Schell was located. Address: Kalladey,
Bohème [Bohemia].
175. Schell, Baron. 1880. Sprechsaal #96: Saatmenge und
Reichenweite fuer Sojabohne [Amount of seed and row
width to use in cultivating soybeans]. Oesterreichisches
Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt (Vienna) 6(9):72. Feb.
28. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The following answer is in response to question
no. 95 in the issue of Feb. 21, page 64. Answer: When the
rows are 65 cm (25.6 inches) apart, with 30 cm (11.8 inches)
between seeds, the plants grow until they touch one another
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here and there. I believe that this spacing of rows and seeds
is the best for cultivating soybeans. Address: Kalladey,
Bohème [Bohemia].
176. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna).
1880. Empfehlenswerthe Buecher [Books worthy of
recommendation (Ad)]. 30(19):151, col. 1. March 6. [Ger]
• Summary: Haberlandt, Friedrich, Die Sojabohne
(Soja hispida Mönch) und die Ergebnisse der mit ihr in
Oesterreich-Ungarn und in Deutschland vorgenommenen
Anbauversuche [The Soybean (Soja hispida Mönch) and
the Results of the Agronomic Trials Carried Out with It in
Austria-Hungary and in Germany], octavo, 1.40 gulden = 2
marks 80 pfennigs, ibid. [= Carl Gerold’s Sohn in Vienna].
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This ad also appeared in the March 3 issue (p.
141, col. 1) of this newspaper.
177. Leitmeritzer Zeitung (Leitmeritz). 1880. Wert der
Sojabohne in der Land- und Volkswirtschaft [Value of the
soybean to agriculture and the economy]. 10(21):231-32.
March 13. [Ger]
• Summary: Already in antiquity, people recognized the
high value of legumes and in particular used the lentils, peas
and beans as food. The value of these depends mainly on a
nitrogen-containing body called vegetable casein or legumin.
After chemical investigations, among the legumes, the
legumin content of the soybean was found to be the highest;
hence the great nutritional value of this type of bean.
Professor F. Haberlandt was the first to perform
agronomic trials with various varieties of these legumes from
Asia.
He recognized its value for agriculture and also
prompted intelligent farmers to try to grow it. The results
of these experiments, which were published in his famous
book Die Sojabohne (1878; The Soybean) were generally
favorable.
According to the report from Count H. Attems’ seed
cultivation station at St. Peter near Graz [today’s St. Peter
district of Graz, Austria], such cultivation attempts have been
conducted in the field for several years on a rather extensive
scale and always carried out with equally favorable results.
In the years 1878 and 1879 cultivation trials with the yellow
soybean were also made in Leitmeritz. The results were
favorable, demonstrating that the soil and climate are quite
suitable for the cultivation of this new legume.
Note 1. Leitmeritz, today’s Litomerice (German:
Leitmeritz) is a town at the junction of the rivers Elbe
and Ohre in the northern part of the Czech Republic,
approximately 64 km (40 mi) northwest of Prague.
Last year also a comparative experiment was conducted
with the yellow soybean, the lentil and the nettle-leaved
bush bean (nesselblättrigen Buschbohne). The yield of the

lentil was 15.5 liters per are [1 are = 100 square meters, one
tenth of a hectare], for the bush bean, as well as the soybean
the yield increased to 33 liters per are; therefore more that
double the yield of the lentil.
Also it shows the great economic value of the soybean.
If it is roasted, ground, or generally prepared in the same
way as the coffee bean, you will get an agreeable and goodtasting drink. This soy coffee (Sojakaffee), moreover, would
have many advantages over the Arab one, as it would be
more nutritious, cheaper, and not nerve-wracking.
It is therefore in the interests of agriculture and
economics to pay even more attention to this new crop. It
would be desirable that especially small land-owners would
carry out cultivation experiments with this type of bean;
because testing is still part of studying.
If these cultural trials are carried out on small plots of
equal area with different legumes, the farmer may test by
recording the yields and, in part, determine which of the
grown legumes are the most productive; he can then grow
them to their advantage on a large scale, bearing in mind the
saying: “Test everything, keep the best.”
Footnote: Seeds of the yellow hirsute soybean (der
gelben rauhhaarigen Sojabohne) are for small landowners as
well as for elementary schools with school gardens (growing
experiments in small hands), available free of charge, from
Professor Fr. Tschuschner in Leitmeritz, Stefanevorstadt No.
402.
Note 2. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Note 3. This is the earliest article seen
(April 2020) in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO)
database that contains the German word Sojakaffee (soy
coffee, written as one word). This word appears in 7 different
issues of these newspapers from 1880 to 1940.
178. Hansel, Julius. 1880. Briefkasten: Enthuelsen der
Sojabohnen [Mailbox: Threshing soybeans]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 30(22):179. March
17. [Ger]
• Summary: Answer No. 133 to question No. 102 from Mr.
M.P. in K. (Hungary). At the Marburg School of Viticulture
(Marburger Weinbauschule), last year’s soybean harvest was
threshed successfully last winter using a pronged threshing
machine which was operated manually. The beans were, to
be sure, properly introduced into the thresher and had been
stored in a dry state.
Note: Marburg is a city in Hesse, Germany, on the Lahn
River 46 miles north of Frankfurt. In 1527 Europe’s first
Protestant university opened in Marburg. Address: Prof. Dr.
179. Kuehn, L. 1880. Empfehlt sich die Kultur der
Sojabohne fuer unsere badische Landwirthschaft? [Is
the cultivation of soybeans recommended for our Baden
agriculture?]. Wochenblatt des Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins
im Grossherzogthum Baden No. 11. p. 84. March 17. [Ger]
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• Summary: The hirsute soybean, Soja hispida, has already,
several times, been the object of experiments in Europe.
However, after the late Professor Haberlandt in Vienna
attached a great future and even an economic significance
to its culture, it was still never pursued with such general
participation as in recent years, and now, after the all-around
praise of soy, some farmers are in fact waiting for speedy,
conclusive results in order to be able to also reap the benefits
of this new type of crop (Fruchtgattung) as soon as possible.
In consideration of the praiseworthy properties which
this bean is to possess–in particular, according to its high
nutritional value of approx. 38% protein and 18% fat, etc.–it
also appeared to me to be advisable during the most recently
past year to carry out an agronomic trial with it since I had
already seen and gotten to know its culture being carried out
in 1878 at the Waghäusel sugar factory.
On May 2, the yellow and reddish-brown earlymaturing soybean (received from Graz) was planted, in
correspondence to its needs for light and heat, on three beds
of different soil quality (old soil power) (alte Kraft) in the
manner of bush beans 40 to 45 cm in a unit, each variety
planted by itself, staggered at levels of 2 to 3 beans approx. 4
cm deep.
According to this, the sowing is very low, approximately
14 to 16 kg per hectare. The first seeds sprouted from the
middle to the very end of May. Around 25% did not come
up. Through early July, the development was to be indicated
as stunted and even slow, and the plants had to be freed twice
of the much more abundantly growing weeds through the
use of the hoe. On July 8, they were thinned to individuals
and had some earth hilled up around them. From late July
onward, the plants developed quickly and at that point, the
inconspicuous light purple blossoms also appeared right
away. Some 10 to 12%, but unfortunately especially the
brown variety, suffered from a leaf disease in the months
of June and July which, by its nature, is very similar to the
leaf curl disease (Kräuselkrankheit) of potatoes. The plants
succumbed to it almost without exception. Another 6 to 8%
were destroyed by cockchafer grubs (Engerlinge). From the
middle of August onward, depending upon the soil power
(Bodenkraft), the plants which had remained healthy shaded
themselves even with a somewhat large distance to the soil.
For some of the weak plants, a subsequent top dressing in
early July with relatively fresh cow manure still did them
very well. The more sandy loamy soil that had kept good
power accepted the culture the best. The reddish hairy stalks
of the plants which, depending upon the development, were
more or less greatly branched, achieved a height of 30 to 90
cm and were at times extraordinarily richly filled with pods,
even in bunches.
While many small plants had only 10 to 60 pods, on
one of the nicest plants I counted 256, which contained
614 beans of various size. The pods had 1, mostly 2 and 3,
and even four seeds. The harvest took place on October 26.

The plants were immediately brought indoors for further
maturation. When threshed in January, many beans were still
soft. The yellow and smaller bean was the most mature, the
somewhat larger reddish-brown less so. How it was that the
yield of the two varieties compared with each other could
not be determined. The yellow beans on 50 square meters of
the best location yielded 10 kg 600 g. For 500 g, there were
3,460 of the yellow seeds and 2,660 of the reddish-brown
ones. The size of the harvested seeds is equal to that of the
sowing.
Even though they have very fine husks, for use as food
the beans have to be softened in water twenty-four hours
before, and even then, it is still only very difficult to cook
them without the addition of sodium bicarbonate. Probably
as a result of their very rich nutrients, when they are in the
vegetable or soup form, they have a very intense flavor, and
for that reason I prefer them for this use to our old varieties
of beans.
Only with extraordinarily favorable weather may it
be successful to dry the beans in the field [and not have to
invest in a barn] in such a way that larger quantities could
be brought in without disadvantage. In consideration of this
circumstance, the culture of soy, if it ever is to enjoy more
general cultivation at all, can be carried out without risk only
on a small scale. The possibility is not, however, excluded
that the soybean can be acclimatized with us and, with
continued cultivation, can be brought to maturation earlier
from select local seeds.
I doubt whether soy can be advantageously cultivated
as a green fodder plant in our land, since it does not bear any
intercropping and when purely sown, without being hoed,
it in fact hardly thrives and would even be overgrown by
weeds.
Before a definitive judgment can be reached about the
soybean for our conditions in Baden, it seems to me that the
further conducting of experiments is advisable, although
I believe that in the event that the bean is capable of what
is actually its outstanding nutritional value from a use that
was not exceptional and especially favorable, it would be
necessary to warn that for the time being, a great deal of
money and time will have to be sacrificed for the cultivation
as indicated.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
180. G.P. 1880. I opet povoljan izvjestaj o “soji” [Once
again, a favorable report on “soybeans”]. Gospodarski List
(Farmer’s Newspaper, Zagreb, Croatia) 28(6):46. March 20.
[Cro]
• Summary: Reading the German agricultural journals and
our Farmer’s Newspaper (Gospodarsky List) last year, I
thought the legume soya (soja) would very soon take roots
and start growing everywhere, thus giving humans as well
as our domestic animals good food and feeds. But our
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Farmer’s Newspaper published in this year’s issue No. 2
that soya in our country has been alas quickly disapproved,
has no future, and so future testing and dissemination should
be disregarded–even though in all other Austro-Hungarian
crown lands it is planted and spreading, even in German
Bavaria and Saxony. Since, over the last two years, I have
carefully followed articles at home and abroad about soya,
and made trials myself, I should not like to miss the chance
to report to you about this excellent legume.
In 1878 I got from the Agricultural Society at Zagreb
1 kg of a Japanese soybean variety, imported from Japan
by Mr. Auchman. Interested growers and some advanced
farmers received two-thirds of the lot, and one-third was
sown from May 9 to 13 on the experimental field of the
school. Although in this cold month some common beans
were damaged by frost, the soybean has not been affected.
Flowering started on Aug. 14, at a height of between 2 and
3 feet, and they were harvested on Oct. 31. After 10 days
of drying shelled, they gave 6 kg of pure seeds. Other trials
yielded less and with some growers did not ripen at all, since
they were planted too late (at the end of May). These growers
disapproved of soya, declaring that it was not suitable for our
climate and soils. This Japanese soybean variety from Mr.
Auchman is the main reason that soybeans have so quickly
gotten so much disapproval from so many growers in our
country. In the report of trials from Count Attems in Graz,
and in the agricultural journal from Vienna, all agree that
Auchman’s soybean variety is too late and cannot compete
with the Chinese varieties, which ripen in our country at the
same time as some varieties of common beans. I was pleased
to understand the problem. So last year in March, I got 500
gm each of yellow, brown, and black Chinese varieties from
Count Attems in Graz to use for my own trials.
On 15 May 1879 I planted one plot with Chinese
varieties, and another with the Japanese variety. The Chinese
varieties started to flower on July 15, after only 2 months,
but the Japanese variety didn’t flower until August 15,
a month later and 3 months after sowing. In the second
half of September, the Chinese varieties were ready to be
harvested, but the Japanese variety was still green, and on
Oct. 16 it was covered with snow. About 10 days later it was
harvested; after being dried for 15 days in the barn and being
shelled, it gave only 6 kg of seeds. Only a few pods were
ripe, about half of them developed soft seeds, and the rest
remained green. The test weight was much lower than with
the Chinese varieties, but there was no difference in the taste.
According to this trial, the Japanese variety should be grown
where early sowing (at the beginning of April) is possible,
and where moisture and frosts in October are absent. It has a
much better growth habit and dry-matter weight of the total
plants than the Chinese varieties, so it could give a higher
yield of fodder for our animals.
The rest of the Chinese soybean varieties were divided
among 3 farmers, and half of that sample was sown in

time. They did not expect such results, especially after this
summer’s extreme drought, which killed all common beans–
but the soybean remained green and yielded well. They were
surprised that some plants, damaged in one place by sheep,
and in another trial by an ox, still gave some seeds. Some
plants had between 180 and 200 pods containing 300 to 400
seeds.
I harvested 10 kg of yellow, 4 kg of brownish-red, and 4
kg of black Chinese varieties with the aim of distributing all
seeds among farmers, amateurs, and schools in this [Ogulin]
district so as to spread this excellent legume as quickly as
possible.
Even though this newspaper has published a lot about
planting the soybean, I would like to add my opinion that
it should be sown more densely, about 20 cm apart, if
only every third seed emerged [and survived]. It could be
sown also in rows of thin corn since ripening together, and
cultivation is almost the same, only soybeans should not be
hilled, since many pods are very close to the soil surface and
they may start spoiling due to the high moisture of the hills.
And in regard to nutritional value, no other of our legumes
could compete with the soybean, since as soon as one tastes
the soybean he decides to plant it in his own garden. It can be
consumed without any spices, and what is most important, it
is easily digested, its coat being so thin that it is not a bother
in the mouth, compared with the coats of our beans which
remain undigested even in a stronger stomach. Soybean soup
is also excellent, so it can surpass expensive fasting soup on
many bourgeois tables.
I send you this report with that wish that soya should
take root in our country as soon as possible. I will try to
repeat it also in the coming season and will not forget to
report again after harvest about the new results. (Editor: We
are looking forward to that as soon as possible).
Translated by Dr. Joze Spanring of Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Address: Teacher, Ogulin, Croatia.
181. Het Nieuws van den Tag: Kleine Courant (Amsterdam).
1880. Gemengd nieuws [Miscellaneous news]. April 14. p. 1.
col. 4. [Dut]
• Summary: The agriculturist A. Kuipers, of Steggerda,
during this past year, has planted some soybeans (eenige
sojaboonen gepoot).
Note: This very short article was found by searching
the Dutch-language database http://kranten.delpher.nl/ for
“sojaboonen” using advanced search between 1700 and
1880.
182. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt
(Vienna). 1880. Miscellen: Sojacultur in Frankreich
[Miscellaneous: Soybean cultivation in France]. 6(16):128.
April 17. [Ger]
• Summary: In the Journal d’agriculture pratique, 1880, no.
14, E.A. Carrière writes an essay about the soybean which
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deserves consideration to the extent that in it, regardless of
the efforts to make soy acclimatized in Austria-Hungary,
propaganda is provided for this very promising plant in
France. The conviction is expressed there that soy is capable
of playing a very important role in the warmer parts of the
country. Levallois at the Agronomic Institute [agronomisches
Institute] in Paris also notes the excellent composition of
the soybean seeds there by finding that when air-dried, they
contain 35 percent nitrogenous substances, 13.5 percent fat,
and so on. It is also mentioned that soy is being cultivated in
Hungary–and probably also in Austria–and Mr. Julius Robert
in Seelowitz [today’s Zidlochovice, Czech Republic] is
already growing it at a large scale, since he has dedicated an
area of 30 hectares to it every year.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
183. Bulletin de la Societe d’Horticulture et de Viticulture
d’Eure-et-Loir (Chartres). 1880. Procés-verbaux des
séances. Séance du 4 avril 1880 [Verbal proceedings of the
meetings. Meeting of 4 April 1880]. 11:321-22. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This meeting was held in the pavilion of the
Society’s Garden. It was presided over by Mr. de SaintLaumer. Mr. Barois substituted as secretary.
On the table were deposited the following objects,
represented by: Mr. Samson, jardiner for Mme. Bonnet,
at Mousseau, commune of Lèves, a certain quantity of
seeds of Soja hispida. These seeds, which promise to be a
useful substitute for starchy seeds, such as lentils, would be
remarkably fruitful, for seven seeds have yielded 760 seeds.
The plant will be, thanks to the coarse hairs with which it
is covered–from which it gets the name hispida–respected
by slugs; moreover, we know of no parasites that ravage
its seeds, such as the broad bean beetle (bruche [Bruchus
rufimanus]), which often leaves no lentil seeds intact. This
beetle caused a whole region, the area around Gallardon, to
give up the cultivation of the lentil, which once prospered
there.
Footnote: The seven seeds, which have been multiplied
100-fold, under the cultural care of Mr. Samson, had been
entrusted to him at the meeting of 2 Feb. 1879. They
originated from a shipment by Mr. Blavet, president of the
Horticultural Society of Etampes. This shipment has made
it possible to distribute soybean seeds (graines de Soja
hispida) to the members who were present at said meeting.
They were entrusted to Mr. E. Paille of the Society’s garden,
and to Messrs. Garousse, Mathoré, Eugène Hurtault, Gabriel,
Vassort and Samson, who are now engaged in preparing a
report of the results obtained from the cultural trials of this
plant. Mr. Samson has fulfilled his obligation by presenting
the 760 seeds.
Almost all the agricultural and horticultural publications
have spoken of the Soja hispida as a food for humans and a
forage for animals.

184. K. [Adolf Kraemer]. 1880. Die Soja-Bohne in der
Schweiz [The soybean in Switzerland]. Schweizerische
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift (“Die Gruene”) 8(3):218.
April. [Ger]
• Summary: How eagerly our farmers have taken up the
soybean trials is shown by the fact, among others, that the
editor of the Swiss Agricultural Journal (Schweizerische
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift), which certainly on the
basis of the results of some observations, has contributed
to the knowledge and evaluation of that plant–entirely
without regard to the numerous cases of communication of
information by word of mouth. In response to not less than
120 letters of inquiry from all parts of the country concerning
the source of seeds, the cultivation of the soybean, etc. we
have consulted and given answers to their questions [free
of charge]. Address: PhD, Prof. of Agriculture at the Swiss
Polytechnikum, Zurich, Switzerland.
185. Blaskovics, Edmund v. 1880. Die Sojabohne.
Etwas ueber deren Cultur, Verwendbarkeit und Werth als
Futtermittel [The soybean. Something about its cultivation,
usefulness and value as a feedstuff]. Vienna, AustriaHungary: Carl Gerold’s Sohn. 24 p. 24 x 15 cm (octavo). [1
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Cultivation of the soybean (Cultur
der Sojabohne). 2. The soybean as a feedstuff/animal feed
(Die Sojabohne als Futtermittel).
1. Cultivation of the soybean. The smaller cultivation
trials that were set up in many locations with the soybean
(Sojabohne)–which, in spite of the precision of their
execution, could not provide any sufficient information
about the usability of it as an agricultural crop–moved me
to publish the [results of the] trial that was carried out at a
larger scale at the Archduke Albrecht estate in UngarischAltenburg [today’s Mosonmagyaróvár, Hungary], in order
in this way to contribute to the extent feasible to placing the
value of this plant in the proper light.
Even though just like all other trials, this trial will not be
capable of definitively and finally deciding the question as to
whether the soybean will be suitable as an agricultural crop
and fodder plant, I nevertheless believe that I will be able to
contribute to a solution to this through what follows below.
As early as 1878, agronomic trials were carried out with the
yellow variety of the soybean on two sides, specifically on
diluvial soil (weathered tertiary gravel) and alluvial soil with
a rich sand content and in fact with a subsoil mixed with
scree.
On the former, 1,024 square cm (32 cm square) was
cleared for each cluster as a location, and on the latter, 750
square cm (50 cm distance between rows and 15 cm interval
within the row). In each step, on May 16 and May 22, two
seeds were planted 3 to 6 cm deep. The sowing seeds had a
weight of 165 to 168 grams per 1,000 seeds. The first plants
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came up on May 21, after the sowed seeds immediately
received rain for four days with a precipitation quantity of
26.9 mm, and the last plants came up on June 3. Only a few
seeds did not germinate, and specifically, at the first location,
out of 2,915 seeds, 13 seeds remained unsprouted, and at
the second location, all of them came up. The cool weather
in the first germination period delayed the development of
the plants. From June 13 until the end of July, the plants
were cultivated once and weeded once. The first blossoms
appeared on July 1 and the last blossoms appeared on August
17. Around this time, the height of the plants amounted to
63 to 73 cm. The great heat that was associated with dryness
very much supported the development, and as early as
August 21, the yellowish colored pods and leaves appeared,
and it was possible for the harvest to begin on September 14
and be completed on September 20.
Only 5% of the seeds remained unformed, whereby the
fault for this may in fact be attributed to the great abundance
of leaves on the plants as well as to the at times too small soil
area cleared for the individual plants. The number of pods
on a plant varied between 40 and 119, and the number of
seeds in each pod varied between 1 and 4, although 4 seeds
appeared in a pod only rarely.
The pods were commonly located at a height of 7 to

8 cm above the soil. The rooting (Bewurzelung) of the
plants is weak. The harvest on the diluvial soil amounted
to 17.02 metric hundredweight (22.7 hectoliters @ 75 kg
each) per yoke (Joch) or 29.61 metric hundredweight (39.49
hectoliters @ 75 kg each) per hectare, while on the alluvial
soil, it was 14.88 metric hundredweight (19.2 hectoliters @
77.5 kg each) per yoke or 25.89 metric hundredweight (33.4
hectoliters @ 77.5 kg each) per hectare.
With the crops (Frucht) that were harvested, 1,000 seeds
weighed 156 to 159 grams, and they were consequently
around 9 grams lighter than the seeds that were sown.
With regard to straw, empty pods, and waste, 2,496 kg
were harvested per yoke or 4,338 kg per hectare. These were
not greedily or completely accepted by foals and sheep, but
the softer parts were well accepted by young cattle.
From that which has been stated above, we see that the
harvest results that were obtained concur on average with
those which Professor W. Hecke published in 1879 about
soybeans (Soja) that were cultivated in 1878 in the Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. We also find there an analysis
on the soybeans that were cultivated on the estates of the
Royal Hungarian Academy in Ungarisch-Altenburg in 1878.
The results of this with the yellow variety were:
A table follows: Water 9.50%. Protein 26.10% Fat
(vegetable oil) 15.65%. Nitrogen-Free Extracts 38.95%,
Crude Fiber 4.70%, Minerals 5.10%.
In 1878 no analysis was carried out on the soybeans
that were harvested on the Archduke’s Estate in UngarischAltenburg; however, in order to make comparisons possible
with those that were obtained in 1879, which were analyzed
in the laboratory of this academy, the aforementioned
analysis is listed of the soybeans from the academy’s estate
that were raised under similar conditions in 1878.
The two smaller trials that were carried out in the
previous year appeared to be encouraging enough to repeat
them in 1879 and to extend them substantially, as is visible
from Table I.
The cited cultivation areas of the Altenburg, Wieselburg,
Marienau, and Pfaffenwiese farms [translator’s note:
nineteenth century farm names in German that are probably
now in Hungarian, if they still exist] are located on alluvium
between the Leytha [sic–Leitha] and the Danube and on the
latter, Kaiserwiese and Lehndorf on alluvial bog soil next to
the Hanyság [sic–Hanság, in German Waasen or Wasen, a
moor area on the Hungarian-Austrian border], Albrechtsfeld
on diluvial soil of the moor (moor soil) (Haideboden sic–
Heideboden?), Casimir in part on the same, in part like also
Wittmanshof and Kleylehof on weathered tertiary gravel
(Parndorf Plateau). The thickness (Mächtigkeit) of the soil is
for the most part very small.
With regard to the cultivations at individual properties,
it is to be noted that the Lehndorf and Albrechtsfeld
estates (Prädien) suffered from stagnating moisture, while
Kleylehof was repeatedly afflicted by strong downpours
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of rain. Actually, 1879 was very unfavorable for the
cultivation of the soybean, which in fact requires more
heat than our usual crops with the exception of corn, since
the temperatures during the soybean vegetation period
(Sojavegetationsperiode) were significantly lower than the
average of the past ten years, and in fact lower than in 1878,
which in fact also lagged significantly behind the ten year
average. Also occurring unfavorably to just the same degree
were the precipitation conditions, since as is apparent below,
the precipitation of 1879 exceeded that of the previous year
by 95.3 mm and that of the ten year average by 161.3 mm,
which significantly reduced the harvest results since as it
appears, the soybean requires more dry, warm weather.
Two tables follow: The first shows the temperature in
1878 and 1879 each month from April to September and the
average for each year. In 1878 the average was 17.31ºC and
in 1879 it was 16.75ºC, whereas the average of these months
for the last 10 years was 17.48ºC.
The second shows the precipitation in 1878 and 1879
each month from April to September and the totals for each
year. In 1878 the total was 330 mm and in 1879 it was 425.4
mm, whereas the total during these months for the last 10
years was 264 mm.
Note: For a good description and review of this booklet
see: Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. 1880. 30(39):310,
col. 2. May 15.
The booklet contains many large tables in each of the
two sections. There is no bibliographic reference or footnote
given in the whole booklet except the reference made on p
4 to the short report about the 1878 harvest given by Prof.
Hecke in 1879.
This booklet is owned by Soyinfo Center
Library; Austrian National Library (Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek), Vienna (call# 394.926-D Per); and
Bonn University Bibliothek, Germany. Address: Assistant
at the Royal Hungarian Academy of Hungarian-Altenburg
(Assistent an der koeniglich ungarischen Akademie zu
Ungarisch-Altenburg).
186. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1880.
Die Sojabohne, Etwas ueber deren Kultur. Verwendbarkeit
und Werth as Futtermittel [The soybean, something about its
cultivation, usefulness and value as fodder]. 30(39):310, col.
2. May 15. [Ger]
• Summary: This is a review / discussion of a brochure /
booklet by Edmund von Basklovics, assistant at the Royal
Hungarian Academy in Ungarisch Altenburg (today’s
Mosonmagyaróvár, Hungary) (königliche ungarische
Akademie zu Ungarisch Altenburg), Octavo. 24 pages and
one table as a folio. Vienna: Commissionsverlag von Carl
Gerold’s Sohn, 1880.
This brochure deals with the agronomic and fodder
trials with the soybean (Sojabohne) which were carried out
in 1879 on the Ungarisch Altenburg estate (Domaine). The

cultivation has already been carried out this year on a large
scale. In total, more than 93 yokes (Joch) (approximately
54 hectares) were planted with soybeans, which was in
fact the largest area that was planted on an estate with
soybeans (Soja) last year. The yield per yoke (0.57 hectares)
was on average 919.1 seeds and 822 kg of straw, whereby
the harvest from the Lehndorf [family name?] estate area
(Gutsverwaltung) of (137.1 seeds and 144 kg of straw per
yoke) that was entirely unsuccessful because of the wetness
of the subsoil was included in the calculation of the average.
The maximum yield per yoke amounted to 1,875.1
seeds. The fodder trials extended to trials with soy seed
fodder (Sojakörnerfütterung) with dairy cows and fattened
oxen. With regard to the details of these trials, we have to
refer the reader to the summary tables of this brochure. We
thus wish to be content here with listing the most important
results of both the agronomic and fodder trials.
The ability to cultivate soybeans has been conclusively
established even under the unfavorable climatic and
soil conditions of Ungarisch Altenburg (diluvial and
alluvial soils, then tertiary gravel {Tertiärschotter} with
little strength {Mächtigkeit} to the topsoil {Krume}
throughout). Planting is recommended by machine with
the rows spaced 48 cm apart, and specifically in mid-May.
In normal years, the soybean may be used in the fallow
period. The cultivation of soybeans appears to be indicated
anywhere that the economical procurement of fortifying
fodder (Kraftfuttermittel) that is rich in nitrogen and fat is
impractical. The usability of soybean seeds as fodder was
established through the fodder trials that were carried out. It
turned out that the soybean is to be preferred as a fortifying
fodder over malt sprouts (Malzkeimen) for dairy cows; its
value with the feeding of fattened livestock turns out to be
less favorable, with malt sprouts being put to better use.
With cattle, the straw from soybeans is as good as nothing,
but when the leaves and pods are mixed with liquid fodder
(Saftfutter), it simply is gladly accepted. Seeds that are not
ground, soaked in a weak salt solution for twelve hours,
and mixed in with the fodder are gladly accepted by the
livestock, and only very few seeds went undigested.
Those are the most noteworthy results of the Ungarisch
Altenburg trials of 1879. This year, the cultivation of
soybeans will take place at an even more extensive scale,
and the fodder trials will also be continued. This will in any
case contribute to the general acceptance of the soybean
in the agricultural cultivation in Austria-Hungary and, in
so doing, the Ungarisch Altenburg estate will make an
indubitable contribution. This valuable acquisition from Prof.
Haberlandt, who unfortunately died far too soon, that has
been paid such special care certainly deserves the greatest
attention of all farmers.
t. [the reviewer].
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
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187. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1880.
Fragekasten [Readers’ questions]. 30(39):312. May 15. [Ger]
• Summary: Question No. 185. According to Haberlandt’s
book The Soybean (Die Sojabohne), soy can be transplanted
easily and with certainty. Has the transplanting of it proven
itself by and large? When, or at what stage of development,
should it be carried out? At what stage of development
should the soy be thinned out? Can the plants that have been
pulled out be used for transplanting? Asked by: A. von K.
from M. near N. (Hungary).
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: M. near N., Hungary.
188. Leitmeritzer Zeitung (Leitmeritz). 1880. Konojed,
12. Mai 1880. (Stand der Feldfruechte. Oekonomisches)
[Konojed, May 12, 1880 (The state of field crops.–
Economics)]. 10(40):462, col. 3. May 26. [Ger]
• Summary: We recall having read in the esteemed Leitm.
Ztg. [Leitmeritzer Zeitung] about the soybean (Sojabohne)
and its superb properties with regard to its capability
for cultivation, as well as the item that Professor Franz
Tschuschner, who was tireless in his profession, had carried
out trials with regard to the cultivation at the Imperial-Royal
Teacher Training Institute (k. k. Lehrerbildungsanstalt) in
Leitmeritz [today’s Litomerice, Czech Republic]. We had
the opportunity to see this excellent crop at the agricultural
school (Ackerbauschule) in Kaaden [today’s Kadan, Czech
Republic] that is run in the most splendid manner by its
director, Dr. Schneider, as well as to view its cultivation.
According to the assurances by the aforementioned, it
is of very great benefit. It would be in the interest of the
gentlemen who are our estate managers (Oekonomen) to
carry out a trial with the planting of this crop, since its
cultivation will without a doubt be rewarded in the most
ample manner.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. Konojed is today’s Konojedy, in the Czech
Republic.
189. Harz, C.O. 1880. Ueber Soja hispida Moench, die
rauhhaarige Sojabohne. II. Kulturversuche [About soja
hispida Moench, the hirsute soybean. II. Agronomic trials].
Zeitschrift des Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern
70:247-54. May. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The cultural trials were carried out here in the
Botanical Garden of the Royal Central School of Veterinary
Medicine (Königliche Centralthierarzneischule). The garden
soil is dry, chalky, moderately interspersed with humus, with
sunlight from morning to evening. The plants were a distance
of 1 cm from each other; other artificial care, waterings, and
the like did not take place, in the autumn before (1878) it had
been fertilized somewhat with horse manure. The harvest

took place with all of them in late October.
The results are now the following:
1. Soja hispida olivacea Hrz. The olive-brown soybean.
Seed material: 25 seeds that were the same size as each other,
which demonstrated a weight of 3.351 grams.
Out of those, 12 seeds were used for an experiment;
all of them developed normally and attained a height of
approximately 70-90 cm with a yield of 647 pods. These
contained:
A table follows with the number of pods as a class
and the number of seeds per pod from 4 each to 1 each to
undeveloped, and the total number of seeds per class of pod
In total, 485 fertile pods with 797 seeds.
These seeds had a total weight of only 53.109 grams.
The majority of them had not achieved complete maturity.
The pods weighed 40.753 grams. Out of the fully mature
seeds, 25 of the largest were sorted out. They weighed 2.943
grams, and therefore 0.408 grams less than those that were
used for sowing.
According to that which has been indicated above, one
plant provided:
66.4 seeds of 4.425 grams, which were contained in
40.4 pods of 3.396 grams. If the 162 undeveloped,
youngest, seedless pods are completely excluded from
the harvest, then with the complete maturity of those that
remained, it would be possible to expect a harvest of 93.7
grams instead of the 53.109 grams that were obtained.
Similar trials were conducted and results are given (in
tablular form) for the following soybean types or varieties:
2. Soja hispida olivacea Hrz. (2nd trial).
3. Soja hispida melanosperma Hrz. The longish soybean
with a black seedcoat.
4. Soja hispida melanosperma Hrz. (2nd trial). The same
seeds were used as for trial #3.
5. Soja hispida melanosperma Hrz. (3rd trial). The same
seeds were used as for trials #3 and 4.
6. Soja hispida atrosperma Hrz. (2nd trial). The roundish
soybean with a black seedcoat.
7. Soja hispida pallida Roxb. The roundish soybean with
a pale seedcoat.
8. Soja hispida pallida Roxb. (2nd trial).
9. Soja hispida pallida Roxb. (3rd trial).
10. Soja hispida pallida Roxb. (4th trial).
11. Soja hispida castanea Hrz. The soybean with a
chestnut brown seedcoat.
A half-page table (p. 253) summarizes the results of all
of the trials.
In general, then, I believe I may express the view
that the yields of cultivated plants may hardly exceed in
size the results that were achieved by me, with which the
reports* that were received here in the last year at the Royal
Agricultural Central Experimentation Station for Bavaria
(Königliche Landwirthschaftliche Centralversuchsstation für
Bayern) also seem to concur in part. I believe that the odd
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circumstance that all of my harvested seeds with only one
single exception attained a smaller weight than the sowing
material from which they originated has to be ascribed in
particular to the unfavorable weather conditions of the past
year, and perhaps also to the relatively scanty fertilization of
the soil.
* Footnote: Dr. E. Wein, Zeitschrift des
landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern 1879 [Journal of the
Agricultural Society in Bavaria] 1879.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Prof., Dr., Bavaria, Germany.
190. Sempolowski, A. 1880. Zur Kultur und Verwerthung
der Sojabohne (Soja hispida Mönch.) [On the culture and
use of the soybean]. Fuehlings Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung
29(5):278-81. May. [Ger]
• Summary: It is well known that Prof. Dr. Fr. Haberlandt,
who obtained soybeans in 1873 at the Vienna Exposition
(and unfortunately died at too young an age), conducted
many soybean trials in order to find varieties that yielded
well in Austria and bordering countries. The best varieties
proved to be the yellow-seeded ones that originated in
Mongolia. Later, in other areas many more trials were
conducted.
“I conducted my first trials with soybeans two years
ago [i.e., in 1878] at 53-53º north latitude. The yield was
satisfactory, however I had to let the harvested plants finish
ripening indoors.” Further trials were conducted in former
years in several places in Posen [Poznan; a very old city
and province in west central Poland, part of Prussia 17931918]. A table (p. 279) shows where soybeans were grown
(at Oswiezem, Twno, Zabikowo, Prusinowo, and Zabikowo),
the number of seeds planted, the dates of planting (April 24May 15) and harvest (Oct. 4-16), the seed spacing, yield (in
kilograms and number of seeds), seeds harvested per seed
planted (maximum 146 to 1, minimum 22 to 1), and quality
of the harvested seed. This table shows the extraordinary
fruitfulness of the soybean.
“In China and Japan, soybean seeds are used as food.
Almost daily they are enjoyed as vegetables, like our beans
(beinahe tagtäglich als Gemüse, gleich unseren Bohnen,
genossen wird), or they can be used to prepare various
sauces, which are known as tasty and digestion-promoting
additions to the other dishes and which have been shipped
to Europe.” The process for making soy sauce is described.
Soybeans are used as a source of oil, especially in the
provinces of Newchwang and Cheefo, where there are many
oil mills. The method for pressing out the oil is still very
primitive (see a report on the agricultural part of the Paris
Exhibition of 1878; Berlin 1879, page 57). Soybean cake
is used as fertilizer on sugar plantations. Cooked soybeans
are also tasty, as in a salad with oil and vinegar, or in soup.
It must be noted that it takes a long time to cook soybeans
until they are soft–at least 24 to 48 hours. A table shows

the nutritional composition of soybeans (9.23% water and
33.35% protein). Because the leaves and hulls are also quite
nourishing, the soybean has a great future as a fodder plant.
Address: Dr.
191. Wiener Allgemeine Zeitung. 1880. Die Sojabohne [The
soybean]. No. 135. p. 11, col. 3. July 15. Morning edition.
[Ger]
• Summary: Some five years have passed since Professor
F. Haberlandt carried out the first agronomic trials with
this legume. The abundant yields and the excellent
chemical composition of this new crop have not failed to
attract the attention of farmers such that already in 1877,
numerous agronomic trials were carried out in the most
varied regions of Austria-Hungary and Germany, and this
year, the harvest will already deliver far more than one
million kilos of soybeans (Sojabohnen). In the monograph
Die Sojabohne. Ergebnisse der Studien und Versuche
über die Anbauwürdigkeit dieser neu einzuführenden
Culturpflanze [The Soybean: Results of Studies and Trials
on the Suitability for Cultivation of this Newly Introduced
Crop Plant] (Vienna, Karl Gerold’s Sohn, 1878), Professor
Haberlandt was able to establish with satisfaction that
that the acclimatization of the early-maturing soybeans in
Central Europe can be designated as completely successful.
He also established that the yellow variety, as the one that
is the earliest to mature, noticeably exceeds the northern
boundary of distribution for the corn plant and at the very
least rivals the earliest maturing corn varieties with respect to
its capability for distribution. The results of the latest surveys
were published in the Wiener landwirthschaftliche Zeitung.
They were continued out of the duty of a friend by Professor
Hecke after the demise of Professor Haberlandt. Even though
it emerges from them that the soybean (Sojabohne) has thus
far found use as a food only to a very limited degree, this
plant on the other hand is enjoying general popularity as
fodder. The livestock gladly accept the soybean, and even
large quantities, as are already to be produced soon, can
immediately be reckoned upon as sales. This is because
protein substances and fat, which the soybean contains
to such a high degree, are in fact that which are usually
lacking in the feed of livestock and which specifically are
not to be obtained by us to a sufficient degree with oil cakes
(Oelkuchen). In one area, it is substantial quantities of straw
which, with the additional feeding of soybeans, can find
effective use and exploitation. Elsewhere, with the use of
low protein, low fat residues from sugar production or with
the extensive feeding of root systems (Wurzelwerk), they
can help to bring the feed ratios into the correct proportion
with regard to the protein substances and fat substances that
are usually lacking and difficult to procure. Specifically in
Austria, this new crop may be assured a future because with
the reliance upon the three field system (Dreifelder-System)
which is still greatly predominant and the transition to crop
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rotation agriculture (Fruchtwechselwirthschaft) with the
extensive cultivation of fodder, the most certain means is
present for the improvement of the agricultural industry.
Note 1. The article then goes on to discuss Caucasian
comfrey.
Note 2. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 3. This is actually page 3 of an insert that was
included with an eight page edition of the WAZ, which is
why it appears as page 11 on the website.
192. Vavin, Eugène. 1880. Note sur le Soja hispida ou Pois
oléagineux [Note on the soybean or oil pea]. Journal de la
Societe Centrale d’Horticulture de France 2:429-33. Third
Series. [5 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Presented as a paper at the meeting of this
society on 22 April 1880. Although it generally takes a long
time for new products to spread and be recognized for their
qualities, this was not the case for the soybean, also known
as the small bean from Japan (petit Dolique du Japon). A
few years after our Society for Acclimatization (Société
d’Acclimatation) had one of its members test this crop,
the soybean was common only in the area in and around
Étampes, when the owner of the Brunehaut estate (domaine
de Brunehaut) helped me develop an appreciation for its
culinary qualities. In June of 1879, I hastened to spread the
word about this excellent product among all farmers and
horticulturists. I am extremely glad that I did, because many
heeded my call, and it seems to me that the soybean (Soja) is
now rightly recognized for its potential in human and animal
consumption. I was honored to join with the president of the
Society of Étampes (Société d’Étampes) to respond to the
solicitude of our dear society, which finds it so gratifying
when the products of the seeds it receives and entrusts to its
members live up to its expectations.
Before I expand upon the recognized qualities of the
soybean as a forage crop, which I would also like to call
attention to, I must recall how the Japanese use this bean, and
the culinary resources which it offers us. In his remarkable
work titled Amoenitatum exoticarum... Vol. V, published in
1712, Kaempfer explores the culinary uses of the soybean
(Daidsu), which the Japanese also call Mame. However, the
details he provides on this subject were already printed in the
minutes from the meeting on November 13, 1879 (see this
Journal, 3rd series, I, p. 687).
The soybean grows in Japan, India and the Maluku
Islands [in today’s Indonesia].
Since the beginning of the century, it has been featured
in all botanical gardens, where it seeds very well. A Japanese
book given to me by Dr. Baillon states that there are almost
thirty varieties. The soybean’s stem is straight, 0.5 meters
tall, ribbed on its upper section, and covered profusely
with reddish-brown hairs. Its leaves are hairy and trifoliate,
with ovate leaflets at obtuse angles, supported on common

petioles that are also hairy and ribbed. Its flowers are small
and purplish, located in the leaf axils in straight clusters. The
pods are hairy, 4.5 centimeters long, and they hang down.
They are somewhat tightly packed, pointed, and contain two
seeds.
Cultivation: The soybean is planted between April 15
and May 15, in rows, with 0.15 meters between each plant,
and 0.5 meters between each row, in soil that is neither too
moist nor too dry, but on the dry side; it requires the same
conditions as the haricot bean (Haricot). Three seeds are
placed in each hole, and planted in staggered rows. During
normal years, the seeds can be eaten starting in late August
until October 15, before they are fully mature. Once the pods
are dry, they are beaten with a flail.
When the temperature drops to 3ºC above freezing,
only the leaves are damaged. The pods remain closed during
these cold spells, thus protecting the seeds from any harm.
Under these same conditions, haricot beans are completely
destroyed.
Another noteworthy advantage is that the soybean is left
totally untouched by weevils (Bruche), which cause much
damage to peas, haricot beans, lentils, etc.
Something else remarkable: this plant suffers little from
the absence of light. It grows just as well under the shadows
of trees or neighboring plants.
In 1877, 5,870 kg of seeds were sown in different
locations where professor Haberlandt, from the Royal
College of Agriculture in Vienna (Institut agronomique de
Vienne), was carrying out research on this precious plant.
That same year, over 400,000 kg of seeds were harvested.
The introduction of this plant to central Europe can therefore
be considered complete. The origins of this vegetable are not
certain–it was introduced into Europe around 1790.
The seed is almost round when dried, and is the size
of a small pea. However, when the seed is soaked in water
for several hours, as is done for dried vegetables prior to
cooking, its volume increases to twice the size or larger; its
shape then becomes that of a small, nicely shaped haricot
bean. With this substantial expansion, the seed’s skin
becomes relatively non-existent, and because this skin is
often very unpleasant in certain legumes, this is a significant
advantage. The seeds of the yellow variety become mature
even farther north than the northern limit for maize (Maïs).
Even better, it resists the low temperatures that corn and
haricot beans cannot tolerate. This variety produces many
flowers that set very well, and the pods do not let any seeds
fall to the ground.
Mr. Blavet, president of the Horticultural Society of
Étampes (Société d’Horticulture d’Étampes) noted that of
all the different varieties of this legume, three were of higher
quality than the others. He has informed me that he just
gave the Vilmorin company (maison Vilmorin) 9 liters of
soybeans, which he called the “edible soybean of Etampes”
(Soja comestible d’Étampes) to distinguish it from the fodder
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varieties. He also sent soybeans to several departments,
as well as abroad. He has added that he received the first
seeds from the Society for Acclimatization in 1874, and
that he would be glad if this excellent vegetable received
the popularity it deserves. Meat is certainly delicious, but it
is costly, and not necessary for sustaining life or muscular
strength. The population in Alsace is clearly very strong,
even though the lumberjacks only rarely eat meat. I am
among those who believe that a plant-based [vegan] diet
allows for a freer mind.
The learned chemist Payen, who is unquestionably a
leading authority on the matter, showed that for the same
weight, beans (Fèves), peas and other similar vegetables
contain more protein than boneless meat.
Now that we have explored the use and nutritional
qualities of the soybean as a food product, I will present data
from relevant experts in order to show what can be achieved
by using soybean leaf stems (fanes) and pods as animal feed.
A study was published recently on using soybeans as animal
feed, based on observations made at the Proskau agronomic
station (Station agronomique de Proskau), by Messrs.
Weiske, Dehmel and Schulze. The following is a summary
the results. In the first period, from January 8 to 15, and then
January 16 to 23, 1879, two sheep were fed 1,000 grams of
air-dried soybean pods. Numerous analyses determined that
these two sheep digested on average:
61.83 percent of the dry matter
62.63 percent of the organic matter
44.37 percent of the protein
57.19 percent of the fat
50.74 percent of the cellulose
73.06 percent of the nitrogen-free extract
54.02 percent of the minerals
These figures show that this feed is highly digestible by
sheep. Continued. Address: Etampes, France.
193. Mondes, Les (Le Cosmos. Revue des Sciences et de
leurs Applications). 1880. Le soya ou soja hispida [The
soybean or Soja hispida]. 52(9):302-03. May/Aug. Series 2.
[Fre]
• Summary: “The new oil peas (pois oléagineux), in which
there has been so much interest since last year, have shown
in agronomic trials that they can be easily acclimatized. Mr.
Olivier Lecq, the able agronomist mechanic from Templeuve
(Nord), was kind enough to give us information on these
trials. First, he claims that the name of this legume is soya,
not soja a term used by Dr. Haberlandt in his work on this
subject. Mr. Lecq has submitted the soybean (le soya) to
chemical analysis, which has given the following results:
Nitrogen almost 6%, protein 37.13%, fats 49.70, nitrogenfree organic materials 27.60%, salts 4.3%.
“The soya is therefore one of the most nutritive
materials in the vegetable kingdom. If we can agree that
its products are abundant and that its cultivation is not

overwhelmingly demanding, then agriculture should rejoice
in this new conquest.”
Note: As of 1997, Nord is a department in northern
France; its capital is Lille (130 miles north-northeast of
Paris).
194. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1880.
Briefkasten: Enthuelsen der Sojabohne [Mailbox: Threshing
soybeans]. 30(71):543-44. Sept. 4. [Ger]
• Summary: Answer No. 371 to question No. 271 from
Mr. J.G. in D.S. bei B. (Hungary). Soybeans can be
threshed without difficulty using a threshing machine
(Dreschmachine) however one should leave only 4 baffles
(Schlagleisten) open on the threshing drum (Dreschtrommel)
and not feed in (einlegen) the plants to strongly / quickly (or
feed it too full). The process is described in a good brochure,
published by Carl Gerold’s Sohn in Vienna: The soybean: Its
Culture, Utilization, and Worth as Fodder (Die Sojabohne.
Etwas ueber deren Cultur, Verwendbarkeit und Werth als
Futtermittel), by Edmund v. Blaskovics of HungarianAltenburg.
195. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London). 1880. The cultivation
and uses of the soy bean (Soja hispida). 14:369-70. Sept. 18.
[1 ref]
• Summary: “The cultivation of the Soy Bean (Soja hispida)
is being strongly recommended in France as a green
vegetable.” Planting instructions are given.
“The greatest use to which the plant is put in China and
Japan is in the preparation of soy [sauce] and of food from
the ripe seeds. The manufacture of shoyu, or soy, is thus
described in a descriptive catalog of agricultural products of
Japan exhibited at the late Sydney International Exhibition
[Australia; held in Oct. 1879]. Equal parts of Beans and
Wheat are used...” The koji is made in shallow wooden
boxes. “The mashings are removed to large vats, and kept
there for at least twenty months, but more often for three or
five years, the better qualities being those that are kept for
the longer periods. The best soy is produced by mixing that
kept for five years with that kept for three years. After it
has been kept a sufficiently long time, it is strained through
thick cotton bags, and the residue submitted to pressure.
Before filtering honey is sometimes added. The residue is
again mixed with salt and water and again pressed, the yield
being soy of an inferior kind. Sometimes water is added to
this second residue, and is again pressed. The residue first
obtained is occasionally used as food, and the last residue as
manure.”
Note 1. It seems from the above text (and seems likely
in itself) that both shoyu and the catalog describing the shoyu
were exhibited at the Sydney International Exhibition of
1879. Address: England.
196. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
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chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages [The soybean,
its chemical composition, varieties, culture and uses].
Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation 27:414-71. Sept.;
27:538-96. Oct. 28 cm. [73 ref. Fre]

• Summary: One of the most important and original of the
early publications on soya in Europe. Its in-text bibliography
on soya was the largest of any published up to that time.
Contents: Part I: Introduction and extracts on soybeans
and soyfoods from 30 articles published previously in the
Bulletin of the Society for Acclimatization from 1855 to 1880
(pages 414-430. Note 1. Each of these articles has a separate
record in this database).
1. Soybean botany (p. 430-31). 2. The soybean in
Japan (p. 431-42): Engelbert Kaempfer and his writings
on miso and shoyu, information on soya from a document
titled Japan at the World Exposition of 1878 (Le Japon á
l’Exposition universelle de 1878, written in French by a
Japanese, p. 29-33), recipe for making shoyu in France, tofu.
3. Soya in Cochinchine (French Indochina, p. 442-46): Black
soybeans. 4. Soya in China (p. 446-51): Soy oil (Huile de
Soya), fermented tofu (le fromage de soya, teou-fou), soy
sauce (tsiang-yeou; In London, England, it is sold under the
name of “India Soy” at Cross & Blackwell, Soho-Square {p.
451}).
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term fromage de soya (p.
449) to refer to tofu. 5. Soya in Austria-Hungary (p. 452-71):
Starting with soybeans at the World Exposition of Vienna
in 1873, includes a long, in-depth discussion (with many
excerpts) of Prof. F. Haberlandt’s book Le Soja, published in
Vienna in 1878.
Tables in Part I show: (1) The chemical composition (in
both their normal and dry states) of Chinese soybeans (pois
de Chine), tofu (fromage de pois), and tofu curds (p. 427). (2)

The yield of tofu. 120 gm of soybeans yields 184 gm of tofu
(p. 427). (3) The weight and nitrogen content of the different
components when tofu is made from soybeans (p. 428). (4)
The Japanese names of 23 soybean (mame) varieties and a
very brief description of their characteristics (p. 435-36; e.g.,
1. Go-guwatsu no mame {5th month bean}. 2. Use mame
[sic, Wase mame] {early}. 3. Nakate mame {half season}. 3a.
Okute mame {late}. 4. Maru mame {round}. 5. Shiro teppo
mame {white, like a pistol bullet} 6. Kuro mame {black}.
7. Kuro teppo mame {black, like a pistol bullet} 8. Koishi
mame {small stone}. 9. Awo mame {Ao, green}. 10. Kage
mame {shade, shadow}. 11-15. Aka mame {red; 1 of same
species, two of different species}. 16-18. Tsya mame {Cha,
tea colored}. 19. Kuro Kura Kake mame {black saddled}.
20. Aka Kura Kake mame {red saddled}. 21-23. Fu iri mame
{striped, variegated, mottled; see Uzura mame = speckled
like quail eggs}). This nomenclature was taken from a
Japanese work titled: “Explanation, with figures, of trees and
plants recently determined / identified.”
(5) The romanized Chinese names of six types of
soybeans and a French translation of each (e.g., Houangteou = Soya jaune) (p. 447). (6) Two analyses of soybean
seeds, reprinted from Chemischer Ackersmann, 1872 (p.
458). (7) The chemical composition of three soybean
varieties, including Yellow of Mongolia, Yellow of China,
and Reddish-Brown of China; the composition of the original
seeds and the first generation seed is given for each type (p.
460-61). (8) The chemical composition of reddish-brown,
yellow, and black varieties of soybeans (p. 469-70; data
from M. Schroeder, Mach, and Caplan, published by F.
Haberlandt). (9) Weight of 1,000 seeds for four generations
grown out in Vienna. Original seeds: 81.5 to 105 gm. First
generation: 110.5 to 154.5 gm. Second generation: 141.8 to
163.6 gm. Third generation: 116.0 to 151.0 gm.
Contents (continued), Part II. 6. The Soybean, by Count
Heinrich Attems (p. 538-60): Soybean cultivation, time of
planting, spacing of seeds, quantity of seeds, harvest, uses,
and food preparations made from whole soybeans. Practical
soybean culture trials on a grand scale, in the domain of the
archduke Albert, an extract from a booklet by Edmond de
Blaskovics titled “The Soybean, Its Culture, Use, and Value
as Forage” (Vienna, 1880). Excerpts of six articles on soya
from the Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Viennese
Agricultural Journal) (Jan. 1879 to June 1880) (p. 548-54).
Excerpts of ten articles on soya from the Oesterreichisches
Landwirtschaftliches Wochenblatt (Austrian Agricultural
Weekly) (March 1879 to Feb. 1880) (p. 554-59).
7. The soybean in France (p. 561-76): History (starting
with Buffon, who became director of the Jardin des Plantes
[Royal Garden, also called Jardin du Roi] in 1739), varieties
grown, cultivation, utilization (mainly as forage plant for
livestock and as an oilseed for oil and meal), accessory uses
(miso, Japanese-style soy sauce {shoyu}, Chinese-style soy
sauce {tsiang-yeou}, Japanese-style tofu {tô-fu}, Chinese-
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style tofu {téou-fou}, fermented black soybeans {téouche}, and soy coffee {café de Soja}, white fermented tofu
{fromage blanc}, red fermented tofu {fromage rouge}, green
vegetable soybeans {des graines fraîches, écossées encores
vertes, comme le Haricot flageolet}, whole dry soybeans {les
graines sèches comme le Haricot blanc ordinare}).
8. Conclusion and tables showing French analyses of
soybeans (p. 576-78). Appendixes (p. 579-96): Summaries of
letters to the Society describing 27 cultural experiments with
soybeans conducted during late 1880 at various locations
in France, Switzerland and Algeria. (Note 3. Though the
publication date of this appendix is given as Oct. 1880, some
of the letters are dated as late as 21 Nov. 1880). Reprint of a
2-page letter from Eugene Simon, former French consul in
China, on soybean farming in China (p. 591-93). Reprint of
a description by Eugene Simon, based on the description of a
Chinese, of how tofu is made in China (p. 593-94). A French
translation of a 1781 article by Isaac Titsingh on preparation
of soy sauce in the Dutch East Indies [today’s Indonesia]
(p. 594-95). And some information about soybeans from
the ancient Chinese herbal Pên Ts’ao Kang Mu (p. 595).
Reprints of 2 letters from Eugene Simon in China, on soya
and tofu in China. French translation of a 1781 article by
Isaac Titsingh on preparation of soy sauce.
Note 4. We find it surprising that this superb work
contains no illustrations of a soybean plant, or of any part
of the plant, or of any foods made from soybeans; the only
illustration (p. 569) is a cross section of an empty pit into
which one could put a mixed silage that contained 20%
soybean plants. The distance a-b is 3 meters; f-g is 2 meters;
e-f is 0.5 meters; a-e is 1 meter; i-h is 0.4 meters.
Note 5. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Nov. 2016) that uses the term Huile de Soya to refer to
soybean oil.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (March
2001) that has a bibliography of more than 50 references
concerning soybeans.
Note 7. This is the earliest European-language document
seen (Sept. 2004) that mentions the Japanese soybean types
Nakata-mame or Okute mame.
Note 8. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term tsiang-yeou to refer to
Chinese-style soy sauce. Address: France.
197. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages [The
soybean, its chemical composition, varieties, culture and
uses (Continued–Document part II)]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 27:450-60. Sept. 28 cm. [73 ref. Fre]
• Summary: (Continued): We will limit ourselves in
reproducing here a report by the Society of Horticulture
of Marseilles about two types of Chinese cheese (fromage
chinois) and their manufacture. We will suppress the
recipe for the preparation of the curds, which requires

modifications... At the end of this time, one obtains a solid
mass that is cut into small pieces. These are placed in a jar or
in a bottle, to which one adds salt. The whole is then basted
with rice spirits (distilled San-Cho; rice brandy), then one
hermetically seals the container, and lets it stand for at least
3 weeks. The cheese is done. The brandy may be replaced by
any other similar substance.
It is useful to verify the state of the cheese that we
present to you so that you can compare it later with those that
we will make.
We have two stoneware pots (terrines) covered with
brownish enamel; one contains white cheese [white
fermented tofu], one red.
White cheese (p. 450): This food is in the form of small
morsels cut unequally to a thickness of 2-3 cm. There is a
species of visible white mold on the crust / rind. The interior
of this cheese is creamy / moist; yellowish gray in color; the
body of the cheese is coarse, although rather easily blended.
We notice that this terrine was opened before being received.
Some people compare the flavor of this cheese with that of
a Maroilles [pronounced mar-wahl; a kind of soft fermented
cow’s-milk cheese from northern France], a little advanced
or overripe. We have asked a large number of French people
to taste this cheese, without telling them of the source [the
French, of course, have a great national interest in cheese];
the great majority liked it and don’t hesitate to think that it
will be accepted by the public.
Red cheese [red fermented tofu]: This terrine was
properly closed. On being opened, it gives off a special odor,
resembling that of a strawberry sprinkled with spirits or
brandy, Each piece is about 2 by 4 cm. It is covered with a
red dye [sic, made with red rice koji], and lightly tinctured
with carmine. On breaking open these pieces of cheese, one
finds the red coloring penetrates to a thickness of 1 mm;
the center is yellow and the body is very fine grained, and
in every way very dissimilar to that of the white cheese. As
for the flavor, it is different, saltier and without any known
counterpart.
Opinions are split as to which of the two cheeses (the
red or the white) are preferred; Some prefer the white over
the red that, at first, has a brandy like flavor. Actually, both
cheeses have qualities and tastes that cannot be compared.
Tastings done among more than one hundred persons
of all age groups and all backgrounds lead us to believe that
these cheeses will earn their citizenship in France when they
can be produced locally (p. 451).
Soy sauce (tsiang-yeou) (p. 451). Describes how it is
made in China.
Chapter VI: The soybean in Austria-Hungary (p. 45271). Begins with a history of the soybean in this country,
starting in 1873 with the Universal Exposition in Vienna.
Then quickly proceeds to a chapter by chapter summary (in
French) of The Soybean, by Professor Friedrich Haberlandt
(Vienna: Carl Gerold’s Sohn). Note: An English-language
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book about the life and work of Prof. Haberlandt has been
published by Soyinfo Center; it includes a detailed summary
and translation of this classic 1878 book.
On page 456 is a section from Haberlandt’s book and
its mention of soy coffee, which we have given a separate
record in this database.
Part II, by M.A. Paillieux (p. 538). The soybean (Le
Soja), by Count Henry Attems.
Note: Why are so many French noblemen interested in
botany, plant introduction, gardening and acclimatization.
Louis XIV said that the French nobility and gentry cannot
earn a living. Therefore they have a great deal of leisure
time. Most of them own land (landed gentry), so they can
easily pursue interested related to plants, agriculture, and
gardening.
We have already written and printed much about soy.
Nevertheless, many questions present themselves anew. How
to cultivate it, to eat it, for what uses it is suited? Those who
want to study the subject in depth, I refer to the writings of
the late Prof. Haberlandt. But those who are content with less
may read my brief outline concerning plant culture, usage,
and preparation.
Usage (p. 540): You are equally wrong if you think that
soy is only a good pasture, or if you believe it is only delicate
fare for the tables of the rich. These two extreme ways
of thinking are now popular in praising soy. However we
need a sounder basis. The soybean (Le Soja) has also been
discovered by a large class of less affluent consumers, by
peasants, and by workers and although it is an ancient plant
from Asia, the generations to come will make a big thing out
of it and hold it in high regard. Out of recognition, they may
even call it the Haberlandt Bean (Haricot Haberlandt).
It will soon be on a par with potatoes, maize, and broad
beans. It could be that it will surpass the latter, for it contains
30% more protein, and at least 6 times as much fat as the
common bean, and because it is more hardy and productive
than them.
Preparation (p. 540): For human food, soy (Le Soja)
is prepared as follows. Simply boil it and season it like
green beans, or use it in salads. Soybeans do not soften
easily unless soaked for 24 hours before cooking. Various
people, notably the society of agriculture of Chernivtsi [also
spelled Chernovtsy, Chernowitz, or Czernowitz; a town in
Austria-Hungary, after 1944 in Ukraine] have brought to
my attention that one cannot make them tender by cooking.
I passed this problem on to my cook, and I can assure you
that only tender soybeans appear at my table. It lends itself
particularly to the preparation of a puree, resembling a puree
of peas. According to my experience, one could also mix this
paste, which the Japanese call miso, with other ingredients to
keep them during the winter (miso pickles) in barrels, for use
in the army, on ships, etc.
Once these secrets as to how to properly prepare these
preserved foods become known, they could play a large role

in feeding our workers in our fields and our forests, for our
army, for our marine, etc.
It goes without saying that a big future is open to Soja,
as animal feed, once it will have been multiplied sufficiently
so that the seed would no longer be too expensive and thus
could be used to that end. No other vegetable with pods
[legume] is as productive, nor as rich in protein or in fats
and thus, consequently, is as nourishing. The Lupin is not,
nor is the Faba bean, nor the Vetch. The dried stems can be
used for sheep or for litter. For (green/fresh) forage, I do not
recommend its use as we have better options, but it can be
used in that fashion.
And here it is, in brief, the essential thing that needs to
be said about the Haberlandt bean [le Haricot Haberlandt],
the famous Soja.
May this precious conquest spread further and further,
for the benefit of humanity. Such innovations are a blessing
for agriculture and for the people (p. 541).
There follow many pages (p. 541-60) concerning the
cultivation of soybeans on a large scale in the domain of
the Archduke Albert, from a brochure / booklet titled Die
Sojabohne. Etwas ueber deren Cultur, Verwendbarkeit und
Werth als Futtermittel [The soybean: Its culture, utilization,
and worth as fodder], by Edmund von Blaskovics (Vienna,
Austria-Hungary: Carl Gerold’s Sohn, 25 pages).
The soybean (Le Soja) in France (p. 561-76): See
separate record in this database. Address: France.
198. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages: Conclusion.
Les analyses Françaises [The soybean, its chemical
composition, varieties, culture and uses: Conclusion and
French analyses (Document part)]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 27:576-78. Oct. [Fre]
• Summary: Starting in 1880 (see the Comptes rendus de
l’Academie des sciences {Paris}, 17 May 1880) M. H. Pellet,
chemist of the Compagnie de Fives-Lille, sent the academy
of sciences the following analyses of the soybeans that we
had furnished him. We sent him 3 seeds, one from China,
one from Austria-Hungary, and one from Etampes.
This section continues with several tables that give
chemical / nutritional analyses of soybean seeds: (1) Detailed
analyses of three soybean seeds and their ash by Mr. H.
Pellet (p. 577). (2) An analysis conducted in the agricultural
chemistry laboratory of Mr. P. Olivier Lecq, at Templeuve
(Nord). These soybeans were harvested in Sept. 1879 by Mr.
Jules Robert of Séclowitz [Seelowitz, Seclowitz], Moravia.
The weight of 100 liters of seed was 75.5 kg (p. 578). (3) The
composition of six other legumes according to Boussingault
(p. 578). They are: White haricot (Haricot blanc), yellow pea
(Pois jaune), lentil (Lentille), broad bean (Fève de marais),
horse bean or dried kidney bean (Féverole), and vetch
(Vesce).
The section closes with these thoughts: “If we were
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agronomists, we would preach by example, cultivating soya
on a large scale. If we were chemists, we would be able to
demonstrate scientifically the superiority of these seeds and
their forage for human food and livestock. But we are neither
agronomists nor chemists. And we know nothing but what
we have learned in practice and from the science of others.
We are nothing but simple collectors of documents and
information, but these documents, this information, and our
modest personal experience have formed and fortified our
opinion.
“We believe in soya.”
Appendix (p. 584)–See separate record: Titsing, Isaac.
1824. Bereiding van de Soija [Preparation of soy sauce].
Verhandelingen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van
Kunsten en Wetenschappen 3:159-60. Address: France.
199. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1880. Opyt vozdelyvaniya
maslichnago gorokha (Soja hispida), v Tabricheskoy gubernii
[Experiments concerning the growth of an oil-bearing pea
(Soja hispida) in the Tavricheskaia region {of Ukraine}].
Zapiski Imperatorskago Obshchestva Sel’skago Khozyaystva
YUzhnoy Rossii (Odessa). Oct. Part 4. Unpaginated. [Rus]
• Summary: Contents: Description of soil suited to soybeans.
Conditions of light vs. shade suited to soybeans. Protection
of soybeans from drought and predators. Methods of
harvesting soybeans. Composition of the soybean plant:
number of pods and seeds. Acquisition of soybeans in 1877
from Haberlandt. Benefits and advantages of soybeans.
“In 1877 I received 25 yellow soybean seeds from Prof.
Haberlandt. I have multiplied this until now I have more than
15 lb of seed; I would have more than 600 lb, if rabbits had
not attacked the soybeans. Thankfully, I had more seeds left
from that batch; I planted only one-fourth of the seeds I had,
in fear of my late-spring sowing.”
During the time before summer experiments with
soybean cultivation, Mr. Podoba did not notice any signs
of soybean regrowth [which shows it is an annual plant]. “I
can surely state that this is the best / most worthy member
of the bean family, and that it can be cultivated here and
wherever, for example common beans (Phaseolus), sorghum,
and maize are grown. The soybean needs the same number
of heat units (2,500 to 3,000) as the above-mentioned plants
need.” Address: Tavricheskaya Governorate, Russia [in
Crimea and parts of Southern Ukraine as of 2020].
200. Wollny, E. 1880. Anbau- und Duengungsversuche mit
der Sojabohne (Soja hispida Mnch.) im Jahre 1879 [Culture
and fertilization trials with the soybean in 1879]. Zeitschrift
des Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern 70:674-82.
Nov.; 70:714-21. Dec. [14 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Part 1. Introduction. Agronomic
trials on different types of soil. Fertilizer / manure trials.
Seed cultivation trials. Part 2. Influence of sowing time
on the development and yield of the soy bean. Influence

of the amount of the seed planted on the yield of the soy
bean. Influence of the depth of planting the seeds on the
development and yield of the soy bean.
The soybean belongs to that class of crops which can
be relied on to mature completely only in certain regions.
A large table (p. 680) shows that the following fertilizers
were used separately in trials with yellow, brown, and green
soybeans planted on May 8 in an area of 4 square meters.
The amount of each fertilizer appears to be calculated to
provided equal amounts of nitrogen: Stable manure (20
lb), potassium chloride (57 gm), potassium sulfate (60
gm), potassium phosphate / phosphoric acid potash (Saures
phosphors. Kali; 103 gm), potassium nitrate (Salpetersaures
Kali; 77 gm), ammonium sulfate / sulfuric acid ammonia
(Schwefelsaures Ammoniak; 50 gm), Peru guano
superphosphate (200 gm), unfertilized. The yield of seeds
was greatest by far (792 gm) from the plot fertilized with the
Peru guano superphosphate, followed by potassium sulfate
(528 gm).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014)
that describes a scientific fertilizer trial with soybeans.
Address: Prof., PhD, Landwirthschaftlichen Laboratorium
und Versuchsfelde der technischen Hochschule in Muenchen
[Munich, Germany].
201. Wiener Allgemeine Zeitung. 1880. Saemereien [Seeds].
No. 274. p. 4, col. 3. Dec. 3. Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: Vienna, December 2 [report from Wieschnitzky
& Clauser.]
[Report on the seed prices of many different plants with
a variety of different origins.]
Soybeans (Sojabohnen). This new introduction from
Professor Haberlandt which provides gigantic yields and
is of a high fodder value seems to be on the market in
larger quantities for the first time this year. Estate managers
(Oekonomen) are, however, still accustomed to high prices.
So thus far, there has been all the less of any considerable
business and the agronomic trials in Germany and France
have not provided any positive reports. And it is for that
reason that a lively export business abroad still cannot be
ascertained.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. By Nov. 11 the price has decreased to 14
to 18 Austro-Hungarian gulden (fl. 22-24) per metric
hundredweight (as stated in this newspaper, p. 4, col. 3).
Note 3. This is actually page 3 of an insert that was
included with an eight page edition of the WAZ, which is
why it appears as page 15 on the website.
202. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London). 1880. Cultivation of
the soja bean in Germany. 14:726. Dec. 4.
• Summary: “A series of experiments in Bavaria gives such
results as to discourage further attempts to acclimatise this
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legume. From a report on these experiments in the Zeitschrift
des landwirthschaftlichen Vereins of Bavaria, it appears that
it may yield a fair crop in exceptionally favourable years, but
the climate generally is not suitable.” Address: England.
203. Standaard (De) (Amsterdam). 1880. Proeven, met de
teelt van de soyaboonen [Trials done with the growing of
soybeans]. Dec. 7. p. 2, cols. 4-5. [Dut]
• Summary: During the meeting of the Appingedam chapter
of the Society for Industry in Groningen, on 13 November
recently, Mr. Jentink, of Delfzijl, presented a report regarding
the results of a trial conducted by him of growing a small
quantity of soybean (soyaboon). He concluded, that the bean
has to be planted on a warm spot; that every plant yields 60
to 70 pods, that contain 2 to 3 and sometimes 4 little beans;
that the little beans look very clean [schoon could also mean
“beautiful”] and equal in size, treated and cooked like regular
domestic ones, they are not done quickly, but are very tasty;
that the bean is more suited for growing in a garden and for
the joy of it [as a hobby] than for large cultivation, because
the harvest of the fruits and their shelling take too much
time; that when summers are dry the pods could be threshed
in bulk and can be an economical crop then. Meanwhile the
question remains, whether our summers allow the fruit to
ripen consistently and sufficiently. Mr. Jentink will continue
his trials.
Note 1. The word soyaboonen [soybeans] is mentioned
once and the word soyaboon [soybean] is mentioned once in
this article.
Note 2. This brief ad (near bottom of page) was found
by searching the Dutch-language database http://kranten.
delpher.nl/ for “soyaboonen” using advanced search between
1618 and 1890.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014)
in this database that contains the word soyaboonen.
Note 3. Between 1880 and 1899, about 6 records in this
database contain the word soyaboonen but only this one
record contains the word soyaboon. Address: Netherlands.
204. Anderegg, F. 1880. Verschiedene Mittheilungen:
Soja-Bohne [Various communications: The soybean].
Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift (“Die
Gruene”) 8(1):100-01. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “The undersigned received in the year 1877
from Prof. Haberlandt in Vienna the pleasant assignment,
to establish in our local canton’s experimental nursery,
the first cultivation station in Switzerland for the soybean,
which Prof. Haberlandt had acclimatized from Japan and
China. Subsequently, in the first year, the yields exceeded
all expectations, and the results of other experiment stations
in Austria, Hungary, Steiermark, etc. showed themselves
to be equally favorable. In 1878, in the interest of this new
crop plant and its dissemination, he [Haberlandt] gave
some private individuals and various canton governments

[in Switzerland] small quantities of seeds for experimental
planting in 1879, in places such as: Zurich, Bern, Lucerne,
Glarus, Solothurn, St. Gallen, Thurgau, Aargau, BaselLand (Baselland), Vaud (Waadt), Tessin (Ticino, canton in
Switzerland), and Genf (Geneva).
“In order to establish very definite guiding principles
in the cultivation and profitability, the undersigned [Prof.
Anderegg] would be very grateful if you would send him of
the results of your cultivation for a report [that he intends to
write].
“The plant seems increasingly to be gaining ground,
and is already planted to good advantage in large quantities
in other countries for use as a food- and fodder plant. Thus
it is all the more necessary, based on these local results,
to recommend the general introduction of this plant to our
farmers.
Thur, 16 Jan. 1880, Prof. F. Anderegg. Address: Thur
[Chur], Switzerland.
205. Blavet, A. 1880. Le Soja hispida [The soybean].
Bulletin des Travaux de la Societe d’Horticulture de
l’Arrondissement d’Etampes (Seine-et-Oise) p. 46-50. [Fre]
• Summary: Historical: Cultivation and propagation of
this legume by the care of the Société d’horticulture de
l’arrondìssement d’Etampes from 1874 to 1880.
As indicated by Dr. Baillon on page 687 of the
Journal de la Société centrale d’horticulture de France
(Vol. 1, 3rd series, Nov. 1879), this plant was introduced
to Europe in about 1800. It will be of interest to learn that
when I dedicated myself to research on this subject, I was
fortunate enough to uncover a printed note relating to this
matter. It appears in Vol. 3 of the Société d’Agriculture de
l’Arrondìssement d’Étampes, printed in Paris in 1822. We
read on page 84:
“’The heat of the summer of 1822 has been so favorable
to exotic plants that this year at Champ-Rond, near Étampes,
in my fields full of crops (cultures en pleine terre), I have
seen the following plants bear fruits abundantly: The
dolichos from China (le dolichos de la Chìne), the soybean
(le dolichos soja), the lablab bean (le dolichos lablab), etc.
Signed, Brun des Beaumes, doctor at the Faculty of Sciences,
Royal University of France docteur en la Faculté des
sciences de l’université royale de France.’
“Cultivated as a botanical curiosity, this plant fell into
oblivion.
“We must jump ahead to April 1854 (as we read in the
Bulletin of the Society for Acclimatization of Nov. 1879) to
see it reappear through the care of M. de Montigny, French
consul at Shanghai [China]–although it is said to have
existed in botanical gardens for 50 years.
“In 1858, Mr. Fr. Jacquemart confirmed that the
naturalization of this legume was complete; then Mr. Quihou,
in 1873, declared that he had tried the crop without success.
“It was not until Nov. 1874, as indicated in the same
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bulletin, that I received directly from the Society for
Acclimatization a very small sample of seeds, harvested
at the garden of Hyères. I immediately acknowledged the
receipt with thanks. I distributed this small provision with
the greatest possible discernment, and in March 1876 the
Society’s bulletin published our first results. On p. 226 we
indicated the preferred soil and exposure, as well as the need
to plant the seed directly in the ground [and not in a pot or
flat].
“In July of the same year [1876], in this Bulletin (No.
7, p. 457), I reported to the society, after tasting at home
[soybeans we had grown locally], in a general session, our
satisfaction and our hopes. But we had only begun our task;
it was necessary to expand the cultivation of this bean.
“The Universal Exposition of 1878 [in Paris], in which
our society participated with success, demonstrated to us
that the numerous samples which we had displayed / labeled
(adressés) were appreciated; for not a single pod remained
on the magnificent plants on our plot. Note: Martine Liguori
states: 2007. March 30. This passage is purposely written
in an opaque manner. This article, and another in this same
periodical, imply that the Society grew soybean plants at
its booth in the 1878 Exposition in Paris. Visitors to the
booth came by and stripped off the pods and the seeds they
contained. At the end, all that were left were bare stems.
“In Feb. 1879, better supplied, I introduced this plant
to Mr. Courtois, president of the Society for Horticulture
of Eure-et-Loir, begging him to do an agronomic trial of
the soybean (soja) as successor to the lentil, formerly so
prosperous in Gallardon before falling prey to the weevil.
“I am happy to say here how much Mr. Courtois was
eager to be useful to our cause. In my letter inserted on p. 27
(February 1879), I indicated for the first time the resistance
of this plant to attacks of the cruel beetle. The April bulletin
of the same society contains on p. 68 my very long letter in
which, announcing the honors made to our soybeans at the
universal exposition, I speak on the culinary question, all
the while addressing historical and botanical information
contained in the Belgian Horticultural Monitor (Moniteur
horticole) (No. 1, January 1877, p. 7). I owe them to the
graciousness / kindness (l’obligeance) of Mr. Gillekens,
director of the horticultural school of Vilvorde. Finally, on p.
75 of the bulletin of Eure-et-Loir (May 1879), I indicated the
preferable means of planting that we adopted.
“From this point forward, the shipments addressed
directly or arriving from our farmers are put to use profitably,
and it is thus that the Central Society of Horticulture (la
Société centrale d’horticulture) was happy to be able to
reward three presenters successively in September-October
1879, our secretaries, Messrs. Coffin, Dudouy, and Lavallée.
“Wanting very much to determine the nutritional value
of this soybean, I sent a sample of it to the Agronomic
Institute of France (l’Institut agronomique de France) to be
analyzed at that time, and on November 7 of the same year,

I received by the solicitude of Mr. A. Levallois the analysis
of this plant, to which I join those of several legumes for
comparison. This table, published in a certain number
of copies, appears on p. 695 of the Journal de la Société
Centrale d’Horticulture de France (November 1879).
The results appeared so interesting to me that they should
assuredly decide success.
“From this moment on, the horticultural press occupied
itself with the greatest zeal on behalf of this plant, which is
so generous and productive.
“To the envy of one another, the farmers did me
(ce firent plaisir [sic]) the pleasure of indicating the
extraordinary yield of soybeans when cultivated in suitable
soil.” Continued. Address: President of the Society for
Horticulture of Étampes and environments, France.
206. Blavet, A. 1880. Le Soja hispida [The soybean
(Continued–Document Part II)]. Bulletin des Travaux de
la Societe d’Horticulture de l’Arrondissement d’Etampes
(Seine-et-Oise) p. 46-50. [Fre]
• Summary: (Continued): Thus, our society’s goal had
been attained; we had distributed the seeds of our crops
to 18 departments in France. England, Belgium, Senegal,
Switzerland, and Venezuela had likewise received some
samples. It was now up to commerce to propagate this
product. We could not have done better than to go to one
of our society’s secretaries, Mr. Vilmorin, to whom we
owe being able to study comparatively in our experimental
garden, for two harvests now, 10 soybean varieties. Today
one can certainly obtain this bean, under the name of edible
soybean of Etampes (soja comestible d’Etampes), a variety
with a bright yellow seed coat (testa) and a white hilum (oeil
= eye)–the object of our constant preoccupation since 1874.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2009)
concerning soybeans in connection with Venezuela. The
soybeans probably arrived in Venezuela and they may have
been cultivated–but we do not know for sure.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2009)
that contains the word “testa.”
After having thanked once again, and in first place, the
Society for Acclimatization, we are equally happy to address
our thanks to Mr. Carrière who, in the Horticultural Review
(Revue horticole) of 16 April 1880 [p. 153-57], published
an extremely complete article with illustrations in the text,
depicting the plant in a very faithful fashion.
May Mr. E. Vavin receive as well the expression of
our warm gratitude; we can thank him for one of the most
instructive and detailed notices on this subject, inserted in
the Journal de la Societe Centrale d’Horticulture de France
(Journal of the Central Society of Horticulture of France)
(3rd series, Vol. II, 1880, p. 429-33) receives also the
expression of our humble recognition.
An excellent way of cooking dried soybeans
Dissolve 50 gm of sugar in 1 liter of rain or river water.
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Add ½ liter of beans; allow to soak 24 hours. This [mixture]
will yield 1½ liters after cooking.
The next day, drain the beans, plunge them (like other
dry legumes) into cold water, bring to a boil, and continue
to boil them for three hours. Use a large volume of water in
the pot [as when cooking pasta] (Faire cuire à grande eau.)
Salt appropriately halfway through. At the same time or a
bit later, you can even add some fat such as a pat of butter.
Season them with a fat of your choice or other meatless
seasonings, but avoid excessive use of fat (au gras ou au
maigre).
This issue finished, we shall receive Bulletin No. 9 of
the Society for Acclimatization (September), which contains
the most complete bibliography of soybeans published.
Compiled by Mr. Paillieux, it references works from 1855
onwards (traite la question depuis 1855).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in Senegal. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Senegal (1880 or shortly
before). The source of these soybeans was Mr. Blavet from
Étampes, France. It would be very interesting to know: (1)
Who received these soybeans in Senegal? Where? (2) Were
these soybeans ever cultivated or tested in Senegal at this
early date? If yes, what were the results?
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2012)
that gives the name soja comestible d’Etampes to a soybean
from Etampes, France.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Sept.
2004) that mentions a soybean variety (Soja d’Etampes)
with a white hilum. Address: President of the Society for
Horticulture of Étampes and environments, France.
207. Hansel, Julius. 1880. VIII. Anbauversuche mit der
Sojabohne im Jahre 1878 [VIII. Agronomic trials with the
soybean in the year 1878]. Bericht der steiermaerkischen
Landes- Obst und Weinbauschule bei Marburg a/d Drau p.
14-22. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Note 1. The title page of this volume continues:
“... über die ersten 8 Schuljahre vom 1 März 1872 to 1 März
1880, zugleich als Jahresbericht für das achte Schuljahr.
(Aus Anlass der Grazer Landes-Ausstellung im September
1880). Mit 6 lithographierten Plänen.” Translation: “... about
the first 8 school years from 1 March 1872 to 1 March 1880.
The same as the Yearly Report for the 8 school years. (On the
occasion of the Graz agricultural exhibition in 1880). With 8
lithographic diagrams.
Note 2. Maribor is a city in northeastern Slovenia, on
the Drava River near the Austrian border about 65 miles (105
km) northeast of Ljubljana. Address: Marburg an der Drau
[Slovenia].
208. Schneebeli, H. 1880. Die Soja-Bohne [The soybean].
Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift (“Die
Gruene”) 8(1):74-82. [2 ref. Ger]

• Summary: As the reader of this journal will recall, in the
February 1897 issue of this publication Prof. Krämer offered
to the employees of the journal at that time to send seeds of
this new crop plant that he had bred, without profit and free
of cost, so that they could plant and test them. He hoped to
be able to write a short report concerning the results.
Use was made of this offer to a rather broad extent, and
several reports were sent in. The purpose of this paper is to
compile their contents, and provide a short conclusion and
resume.
1. Mr. A. Kraft in Schaffhausen [in the far north of
Switzerland] made the first planting of his soybeans in midApril, and the second at the beginning of May. Details of the
planting are given.
The black variety became rank (bekam Ranken), grew
tendrils and had to be raised off the ground with twigs. In
mid-October they began to ripen, and at the end of October
the plants were pulled from the ground, roots and all, and
placed in the loft or attic to dry. The yellow variety gave
the best yield of seeds, returning 200-220 seeds for each
one planted. Next came the brown variety, with a 180200-fold return, while the black variety gave a much lower
yield because it did not ripen completely. There were no
significant differences to be observed between the second
and third generations of seeds planted in Switzerland,
although the yields of the latter were slightly larger. After the
pods were removed, there was extensive damage from mice.
Concerning use of the beans, Mr. Kraft soaked them for 12
hours in warm water then cooked them for about 2 hours
until they were completely soft; they made a very delicious
dish. But he placed great value upon it as a coffee substitute;
the taste of the coffee that was made from it was supposed
to be really pleasant. The report closed with the words, “The
cultivation of this plant cannot be recommended highly
enough.”
2. Mr. Seiler-Barth, high school teacher in Stein am
Rhein (canton of Schaffhausen, Switzerland), planted seeds
(which he had obtained from Mr. J. Hansel in Marburg
[Steiermark, Austria]) on April 30. 3. Mr. Heinrich Abt in
Buenzen (canton of Aargau) planted yellow, brown, and
black seeds on May 16. A table shows his yields of seed
and straw for each variety. 4. Mr. D. Eggenberger, a teacher
in Werdenberg (canton of St. Gallen [in far northeast
Switzerland]) planted his yellow and brown soybeans
(Sojabohne) on 23 April and 13 May intercropped with
potatoes and corn (pflanzte die Sojabohne als Zwischenkultur
in Kartoffeln und Mais), and some alone. Yields are given.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2020) that
mentions the use of soybeans for intercropping, in this case
with potatoes and corn.
5. Mr. H. Näff of Felsegg bei Niederuzwyl (canton of St.
Gallen) planted black, yellow, and brown varieties on May
20.
6. Mr. Brunner, a gardener in Niederuzwyl (St. Gallen)
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planted yellow soybeans on May 6. 7. Mr. Leon de Werra
in Leuk (canton of Wallis / Valais [southwest Switzerland])
planted soybeans on April 24 and May 12. 8. The Bernese
E-correspondent of this journal (compare with no. 1 d. F.)
remarked on the fruitfulness of the yellow variety, which
gave a 120-150-fold yield. He recommended this plant
highly. The article concludes with a 2-page summary of the
results. Address: Landwirtschaftslehrer im Strickhof (Zurich)
[Instructor in Agriculture].
209. von Walterskirchen, R. 1881. Kleinere Mittheilungen:
Sojabau (Antwort auf die Frage 427 v. J.) [Smaller notices:
Soybean cultivation (Reply to question 427 from last year)].
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 31(2):11. Jan.
5. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (Sojabohne), earlier known as Soja
hispida, also provided very fine results in 1880 with me (the
Pressburg area of Hungary [Pressburger Gegend in Ungarn])
(today’s Bratislava, Slovakia). In spite of the rainy weather
and the cool summer, they matured completely. Out of
approx. 20 Hungarian yokes (Jochen), according to threshing
samples (Druschproben) (the beans are still in haystacks
(Tristen)), a yield of 15 Metr. [perhaps Meterzentner = 100
kg, but that seems like a very high yield for a trial?] per
yoke (approx. 43 ares) is to be expected. The yield in a more
normal year would certainly have been around 20% higher,
since driving rain (Schlagregen) shortly after sowing, hail,
and wetness had a damaging effect. In addition, the soybean
(Soja) decidedly belongs only in the corn or winegrowing
climate, and so for this one it is a great achievement.–Sowing
with the rows 26 cm apart, with the seeds within the row
spaced at 7-8 cm apart, seems to me to be advisable in order
to achieve earlier maturation.
Baron (Freiherr) R. von Walterskirchen.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. At the end of the foreign title, the letters “v. J.”
stand for “voriges Jahr,” which mean “last year.” Address:
Baron.
210. Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation. 1881. Le Haéteou ou Hei-teou. Graine chinoise nouvellement importee en
France--Projets d’essais de son acclimatation [The soybean.
New Chinese grain imported into France. Trials for its
acclimatization]. 28:173-83. Meeting of Jan. 26. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. To whom we owe
the discovery and sending of two sacks of black soybeans.
2. Latitude and temperature of Chihli province (TchéLy)–Its production, almost the same as ours. 3. Description
of black soybeans.–Its chemical composition.–Its use. 4.
Cultivation and sowing of black soybeans.–How to care
for it as a seedling.–Harvest. 5. Preparation that the beans
ought to receive before being given to horses. 6. High-level
agreements supporting our efforts to do acclimatization

testing. 7. Our sending of the seed and this notice.–Some
recommendations.
Introduction: We have tried to prove in a preceding
article that it was an error to believe that oats were the
only grain suitable to feed horses, and we have cited some
striking examples of its partial and even total replacement
by corn (maïs) and barley. But our true goal was to speak of
a Chinese seed appearing much richer in nutrients than oats
and used in the feed of Chinese horses, two sacks of which
we imported from China itself to test its cultivation and
acclimatization in France. Upon the arrival of the awaited
two sacks, we will publish information about this seed
entirely new to France, and we will distribute the information
and seed after having taken out some beforehand for the
Minister of Agriculture, Minister of War, the prefects (French
government officials) of Saône-et-Loire and of l’Ain, and the
Omnibus Company of Paris, to whom we had offered some
[seeds], and who eagerly accepted our offer. Even further,
we will reproduce the response that we have received from
the Minister of Agriculture and a part of our correspondence
with the Omnibus Company of Paris.
1. In reading a book on Chili published last year by
R.P. Leboucq, a French Jesuit missionary in the region, we
learned of the existence and usage of black soybeans by
the Chinese. We wrote to R.P. Leboucq, who had recently
returned to France for health reasons, to obtain sacks of this
black soybean, and he immediately wrote to his colleague
R.P. de Becquevort in China who purchased two sacks of
choice seed after the last harvest. He sent us these, along
with information on the cultivation and use of the seed
learned from an able Chinese farmer.
2. The latitude of Chihli differs little from Spain’s, but
its terrain is not the same, being an immense plain with sand
dunes. It is colder in winter (-15 to -20ºC) and warmer in
summer (38 to 40ºC). The province, the poorest in China,
produces cereals, exactly the same ones as in Europe,
legumes, vegetables, and fruits.
3. R.P. Leboucq writes in his book that black soybeans
promptly energize domesticated animals and make them
slow to fatigue. He adds: A ration of black soybeans,
provided that they have been lightly steamed beforehand,
suffices to galvanize the least vigorous horse. He further
recommends it for the feed of army horses and for Norman
breeders since it is less expensive and more nutritious than
oats.
Excerpts from the letters of R.P. Leboucq and R.P. de
Becquevort continue: The nutritious qualities of the black
soybean make the Chinese regard it as the best feed for
horses. It replaces oats for them and appears to produce the
same effect. Horses fed these beans have a shiny coat and a
healthy and vigorous aspect.
The Chinese mix the ration of beans with the cut straw
that fills the horses’ manger; they do the same when they
give [wheat] bran and other grains to their other animals.
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The addition of white or red sorghum has no other point than
to augment the ration of black soybeans without raising the
price too much. Red sorghum is less expensive than white:
that’s the only reason it is preferred.
Black soybeans are also used, before complete maturity,
to feed the Chinese, who, in addition, make oil for burning
in lamps (l’huile à brûler) from it. R.P. Leboucq adds: ‘This
black soybean has almost the virtue of coffee; many times
I have grilled and ground some of it. The bitterness alone
prevented me from using it, but I could convince myself of
its stimulating effects. In addition, it is restorative.’
Finally, black soybeans are also used in the feed of oxen.
While in China, R.P. Leboucq himself tested the
preference of horses for black soybeans, presenting some
imported English horses with both a ration of oats and of
soybeans. The horses ate the soybeans and left the oats.
Two tables (p. 177) from a report from 1879 by
Grandeau and Leclerc show the nutritional composition of
oats and establish a rational price for them, based on their
composition, in centimes/kg. Address: France.
211. Wein, Ernst. 1881. Die Sojabohne als Feldfrucht [The
soybean as a crop]. Journal fuer Landwirtschaft 29:1-50.
Supplement (Ergänzungsheft). Also numbered p. 563-613. A
50-page supplement at the end of volume 29. Apparently also
published as a monograph in 1887 in Berlin. [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This work, which draws heavily on the research
of Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt, contains practical instructions
for the farmer who wants to grow soybeans and offers a
compilation of current research findings.
This work (p. 565) is dedicated to Dr. Julius Lehmann,
Royal Professor and Director of the Central Bavarian
Agricultural Research Station.
Contents: 1. Characteristics of the soybean (Soja) and its
varieties (p. 3-5). 2. General suggestions for the cultivation,
growth, care, harvest etc. of the soybeans (Sojabohnen) (p.
5-9). Tables show (for yellow soybeans): Emergence of 100
soybeans at various dates in May and June based on depth of
planting (p. 7). Depth of planting, weight of the seeds of 100
plants, weight of the straw of 100 plants, and weight of 100
seeds (p. 7).
3. Chemical composition of the soybean plant. Tables
give the composition, including maximum and minimum
values, of the following varieties, based in part on earlier
published sources:
(1) Soja hispida tumida, Var. pallida, yellow soybean
(16 sources, including Senff, Schwackhöfer-Vienna {original
from Mongolia & China}, Zulkovski-Brünn, SchröderNapagedl, Portele-St. Michele, Caplan-Vienna, Blaskovics,
Vienna harvested 1878 & 1879, maximum, minimum,
average. Water 9.49% {range 6.69 to 15.20%}. Proteins
34.30% {range 25.94 to 40.19%}. Fat 17.67% {range
16.21 to 20.53%}. Nitrogen-free extracts 28.44% {24.61 to
34.59%}. Crude fiber 4.79% {range 4.37 to 5.58%}. Ash /

minerals 5.31% {range 4.45 to 8.82%}).
(2) Soja hispida tumida, Var. castanea, brown soybean
(8 sources). (3) Soja hispida tumida, Var. atrosperma, black
round soybean (2 sources). (4) Soja hispida platycarpa,
Var. melanosperma, black oblong soybean (2 sources).
Also: (5) Composition of five legumes: peas, beans, lupin,
yellow soybean, brown soybean. (6) Composition of straw
(5 sources, incl. Schwachöfer of Vienna, Caplan of Vienna,
Weiske of Proskau). (7) Composition of soybean pods
(Hülsen) (4 sources). (8) Comparison of the composition of
soybean pods and straw with the composition of wheat hay,
pea straw, bean straw, and lupin straw based on data from E.
Wolff’s tables. (9) Composition of the ash of soybean straw
based on data from Schwachöfer of Vienna.
4. What yields can be expected from the soybean and
which varieties (yellow, brown, or black) are suited to
cultivation? Weight of 100 seeds (those planted and those
harvested): Soja pallida (15.37 gm / 16.39 gm). Soja castanea
(13.81 gm / 13.78 gm). Soja atrosperma (12.26 gm / 11.44
gm). Soja melanosperma (9.19 gm / 7.93 gm). 5. How do
soybean yields compare with those of other legumes? 6.
What fixed position or rank does the soybean claim in the
achievement of maximum yield, and how does one obtain
the best seed stock (as for next year’s planting). 7. Soil and
manuring (Düngung, including fertilizer trials with Chili
saltpetre / saltpeter [nitrate of soda or sodium nitrate from
Chile] {Chilisalpeter} and sulphate of ammonia / ammonium
sulfate {schwefelsaures Ammoniak}). Note: Regular saltpeter
is potassium nitrate.
8. Animals and parasites that harm the soybean. 9. Is the
cultivation of soybeans in Germany to be recommended? 10.
Utilization of soya (p. 42). 11. Summary of the main results
and closing words.
Soya is a superior fodder material. Haberlandt organized
field trials in all parts of the Austro-Hungarian empire and
many surrounding countries. It should be noted that the
introduction of this fodder plant to Germany, primarily
in Bavaria, was undertaken by Professors Braungart in
Weihenstephan [near Munich; planted March 1878] and
Lehmann in Munich. Unfortunately, there was bad weather
during the early years of attempted introduction.
Concerning harvesting: If you can pull out the plants
easily by hand, which is possible when the soil is soft, this
is the best way to harvest them. If that is not possible, you
can take them out with instruments / tools (Instrumenten),
which enable you to cut the plants close to the ground, since
soybeans have very low pods (Früchte)–7-9 cm above the
ground. For this reason you should not use mowing machines
(Mähmaschinen), based on the experience they have had in
Hungarian-Altenburg with large-scale cultivation.
The author gives original analyses of the nutritional
composition of various soybeans, including oblong black
soybeans grown in Munich, Germany, and at the Agronomic
Institute in Paris, France.
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Section headings include: Is the soybean recommended
for cultivation in Germany? Use of the soybean. Miso paste
and a brew, the sooju. Preparation of shoyu taken from
Haberlandt.
Professor Hecke of Vienna gave the following recipe
for the preparation of a puree (Purée): Take 1 part soy
meal (Sojamehl; probably whole soy flour) or soy grits
(Sojaschrot; probably finely cracked whole soybeans or
coarsely-ground whole soy flour) and 2 parts fresh potatoes.
Cook each separately, then mix to form stiff paste. Add salt
and braised (geschmorte) onions. The addition of fat and
milk is unnecessary since the soybeans contain lots of fat
and protein. This dish tastes excellent, like Hecke said (Wein
1881). Franz Mark of Budapest proposed the use of soybean
as a coffee substitute. Blaskovics was a soy bean pioneer in
Europe (Wein 1888).
Note 1. This material was also published as a book in
1881 by Verlag Paul Parey in Berlin. Ted Hymowitz got a
copy from Prof. Dietrich Werner, a German interested in
soybean history.
Note 2. The author uses two words, Soja and Sojabohne,
to refer to the soybean.
Note 3. This is the 2nd earliest German-language
document seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the word Sojamehl to
refer to what is probably whole (full-fat) soy flour. Address:
Munich, Germany.
212. von Kardofs, Adam, Jr. 1881. Sojabau in
Kämme [Soybean cultivation in furrows]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 31(11):77, col. 3. Feb.
5. [Ger]
• Summary: Convinced by a preliminary trial of the
suitability for cultivation of the early-maturing yellow
soybean (Soja) under the local conditions (Bars County
[Barser Comitat] in Hungary) (today’s Tekov region of
Slovakia), last year (1880) I carried out the cultivation
of the aforementioned fruit, once again as a trial, but to
a more extensive degree and with the special taking into
consideration of the newly purchased Bertel cultivation
equipment (Bertel’schen Culturgeräthe).
Because of the fear of a late hard frost that would occur
here, the planting took place on May 24 in furrows (Kämme)
at a distance of 47 cm from each other that were pressed
by rollers that were especially constructed for the purpose.
In the absence of a Bertel sowing machine (Bertel’schen
Dibbelmaschine), the seeds were dibbled (gedibbelt) with
a 13-row Hungaria seed and dibble machine (Drill- und
Dibbelmaschine) upon which, however, only three dibble
plowshares (Dibbelschare) were left, with a cluster width
(Horstweite) of 47 cm. Since, however, the running of the
aforementioned machine that was not intended for furrow
cultivation could not take place along the wheel track, a
marker peg (Markirstift) was attached to the front frame
and the driver (Steuermann) only had to observe that the

marker was kept precisely over the center furrow of the
three that were to be planted at a time. The machine that was
put together in this way was easily pulled by one horse and
worked without any trouble at all. On June 2, all of the plants
had come up; on June 14, the first hoeing work took place
with the Bertel cultivator (Bertel’schen Cultivator) and, at the
same time, the narrow strips between the rows that had not
been touched by the cultivator were hoed with a hand hoe
and the plants thinned. On July 1, hoeing took place for the
second time with the aforementioned cultivator, and at the
same time, soil was hilled up around the plants (behäufelt).
Further work by hand was not necessary. The cultivator
works excellently both here and with beets and poppies and
carrots and carries out the hoeing, weeding, and hilling up in
an impeccable way. On July 12, the planting blossomed, on
August 15, the blossoms had dropped (abgeblüht) and the
soil was completely shaded. Maturity occurred on October
12, and the harvest was begun immediately. But alternately
rainy weather delayed the completion of the harvest to
such an extent that only on October 30 was the last wagon
that was loaded happily brought into the farmyard. Under
continuous consideration and devotion, the soybean, which
is hygroscopic to a high degree, was able to survive the
thoroughly rainy autumn, until the cold that finally occurred
allowed for the threshing. That occurred with a lifting
thresher (Stiftendreschmaschine) and yielded a result of 23.5
hl (hectoliters; 1 hectoliter = 100 liters) of completely mature
seeds per hectare.–The location of the plot was free from
the north and east winds and on a flat area of the valley floor
(300 m. above sea level) (in the Neusohl area of Hungary
{today’s Banská Bystrica, Slovakia}); the soil was a sandy
loam, the topsoil of the field (Ackerkrume) had a depth of 23
cm and had the following chemical composition:
A table follows with the column headings of Content
in percent of: Phosphoric acid, Sulfuric acid, Potassium,
Sodium, Calcium, and Magnesia; and rows of Soluble in
hydrochloric acid and Soluble in 10% acetic acid
In addition to its manifold advantages, the cultivation
in furrows in this case also still had the benefit that the
soybeans–which, it is well known, do not do very well with
hilling up with flat cultivation (Flachbau) because of the low
formation of pods (Schotenansatz)–can be very easily and
well hilled up when planted in this way.
Adam von Kardofs, Jr.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
213. Organov, N. 1881. Soya ili maslichnyi gorokh (Soja
hispida *) [Soybean or oil-bearing plant (Soja hispida
*)]. Trudy Imperatorskago Vol’nago Ekonomicheskago
Obshchestva, St. Petersburg (Transactions of the Imperial
Free Economic Society) 1(2):184-198. Feb. [3 ref. Rus]
• Summary: The asterisk in the title refers to a footnote (p.
184) which states: Some call this plant “Chinese beans”; in
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Austria they call them “Haberlandt’s beans.” Haberlandt
is responsible for the successful cultivation of such useful
soybeans in Germany. Thanks to Haberlandt, soybeans also
became known in Russia. In 1877, Haberlandt sent about
50 soybeans to I.G. Podoba; from these soybeans we have
already (1881) obtained 15 pounds of soybeans. This article
is based on a brochure by Haberlandt [his superb book, Die
Sojabohne, 1878], plus the scarce information from the
Russian agricultural literature.
The origin of the soybean is in Asia (India, China,
Japan, Mongolia). Large quantities of numerous varieties
are cultivated there. Soybeans are also grown in the
Caucasus, Tunisia, and Algeria, as well as in southern and
central Europe. Many attempts have been made to cultivate
soybeans in Europe, but more were unsuccessful. Attempts
were made in: Hohenheim [Germany]–unsuccessful.
Bamberg [southern Germany], by Dr. A. Rauch, who
obtained the seeds from their native country–unsuccessful.
Germany, by Carl Berndt, using seeds from Shanghai–
unsuccessful. France, where soybeans are more commonly
known as pois oleagineux. 1872–During the Franco-Prussian
War [1870-1872, France lost], Sergeant Otto Wehrman found
soybeans in the botanical garden of Montigny near Metz
and brought them to Germany, where in 1875 attempts to
cultivate them were again made.
In 1877 Prof. Haberlandt (Austria) cultivated soybeans
received from Capodistria in Istrien [Istria or Istrian
Peninsula; as of 2003 divided between Croatia and, at its
base, Slovenia]. In Istria, soybeans were used to make coffee.
They were also cultivated in Dalmatia [as of 2003 largely in
Croatia] and southern Italy.
Such methods of cultivation resembled experimental
gardening of horticultural and hothouse plants rather than
scientific research on the acclimatization and growing
capabilities of soybean plants.
The soybean plant has been well known and well
documented by botanists and travelers since the last [18th]
century. Kaempfer called the soybean Daidzu or Mame.
Linnaeus called it Glycine soja. Jacquin–Dolichos soja. Dr.
von Siebold and Zuccarini Soja Japonica, Sav. and Soja
hispida, Mönch. Each name represents a different variety of
soybeans [sic].
A footnote (p. 181) states: The famous essay by
Kaempfer, titled Amoenitatum exoticarum politico-physicomedicarum, describes his travels in Persia and Central
Asia in 1712. The essay includes descriptions and uses of
soybeans in Japan, China, India, and other places.
Knowledge of and interest in soybeans in Europe
expanded during and after the 1873 Vienna World
Exhibition. Twenty varieties of soybeans were obtained
by Haberlandt, who planted them in 1875 in the Vienna
Botanical Garden.
A description of Haberlandt’s studies (p. 186) includes
favorable growing conditions, a description of planting, and

identification of different soybean varieties. In 1876, there
were only 7 interested people or organizations who wanted
to continue Haberlandt’s research on soybean cultivation.
However by 1877 Haberlandt’s successful results interested
more people (up to 160). These people received samples
of soybeans from Haberlandt and reported their results
back to him. Footnote (p. 187): The results of Haberlandt’s
experiments and those of the colleagues to whom he sent
samples were published in the 1878 brochure [sic, book] Die
Sojabohne: Ergebnisse der...
Describes the physical appearance of soybeans.
Page 188 proposes uses for the soybean in Europe,
as food for people, feed for livestock, soybean oil, coffee,
and soy sauce. Quotations from Oken (p. 189-90) discuss
various uses of soybeans, including a description Miso (a
substitute for butter) and Shoyu (a sauce added to fried
meat), and how each is made. In China, soybeans are used
to prepare a soft cheese or cottage cheese (tofu). A footnote
(p. 188) is a reference to a book: Oken. 1841. Allgemeine
Naturgeschichte für aller Staende. Vol. 3, p. 1661. Page
190 continues with comments on the great nutritional value
of soybeans when used as food. A quotation from Dr. F.
Leithner [of Krems, lower Austria, on the Danube River,
38 miles west-northwest of Vienna] describes his positive
experiences in preparing soybeans as dinner for his guests.
Prof. W. Hecke recommended that soybeans be combined
with potatoes to make a kind of porridge. A quotation from
Dr. Eduard Mach [of St. Michele, South Tyrol] describes the
taste of soybeans. Other food uses of soybeans proposed by
Haberlandt: a substitute for peas in pea sausages, chocolate
substitute.
Note 1. What are the ingredients in pea sausages? Do
they contain any meat?
Three tables (p. 191) show the nutritional value /
chemical composition of soybeans. (1) The first analysis of
the composition of soybeans (soybean seeds) in Germany
was conducted by Senff, who obtained the seeds from Japan
[from Mr. Berndt]. Their average chemical composition
is given. (2) Mr. A. Tomaszek / Tomasek [in Napagedl in
Mähren / Moravia, a region in today’s Czech Republic]
gives the following composition percentages for two types
of soybeans from China, grown by him in 1876: yellow
(column 1) and dark red (col. 2). (3) Further analysis by
Tomaszek / Tomasek shows extremely high concentrations
of fat and nitrogen [protein] for the two types of soybeans
shown in table (2).
Three more tables (p. 192) give a more detailed analysis,
by the Technical Laboratory in Vienna, of three soybean
varieties: yellow (from Mongolia), yellow (from China), and
dark red (from China). There are three columns: Original
soybean sample, soybeans grown the first year, and soybeans
grown the second year. For each variety, data are given for
water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract, crude fiber, and ash.
A table (top of p. 193) shows the chemical composition
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of seven types of legumes: Peas, lentils, wild beans, yellow
lupins, haricot beans, broad beans [Vicia faba], Chinese
beans (soya), and soya beans. For each legume, data are
given for water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract, crude
fiber, and ash. The data for the first five legumes come from
Emil T. Wolff. The data for the broad beans and Chinese
beans (soya) come from J. Kuehn / Kühn. The data for the
soya beans come from Zulkowski.
A quotation from Carl Berdt includes details on soybean
composition, and discussion of the uses of soybean oil
(including in bread). A table (p. 193-94), based on the
research of Prof. Völker [Voelcker, of London] gives the
percentage composition of dried soybean oil-cake (Chinese
oilbean cake). A table (2 columns) by Caplan (p. 194) gives
the chemical composition of soybean pods, and of the leaves
and stems. Another table (p. 194-95) gives an analysis by
Zulkowski of the composition soybean straw and chaff dried
at two temperatures: air-dried, and dried at 100ºC. A table (p.
196) shows the mineral composition of soybeans.
Pages 197-98 summarize: (1) Cultural trials and harvest
information by Attems with Mongolian yellow and Chinese
brownish-red soybeans. He was satisfied with the results and
sees a future for soybeans. (2) Harvest results of Tomaszek.
(3) Harvest results of Prof. Kulisz. Continued.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (May
2020) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Russia.
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Russia (1877), or the cultivation of soybeans in Russia
(1881, but perhaps as early as 1877 or 1878). The source of
these soybeans is unknown.
Note 3. This is the 3rd earliest Russian-language
document seen (Nov. 2002) concerning the soybean.
Note 4. This is the earliest Russian-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions soy oil.
Alternate Journal Name entry: Trudy Vol’nogoEkonomicheskogo Obshchestva (Scholarly Works of the Free
Economical Society).
Note 5. This is the earliest Russian language document
seen (May 2020) containing footnotes.
214. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1881.
Briefkasten [Mailbox]. 31(21):155. March 12. [Ger]
• Summary: Answer No. 133 to Mr. A.N. in C.S. bei E.
(Hungary). From Gerold & Co. or Moriz Perles in Vienna,
get a copy of the book by Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt, die
Cultur der Sojabohne (Soybean Cultivation). There you will
find what you are looking for.
No. 134. To our Honorable Colleagues. Since the close
of the last issue we have obtained information on Cultural
trials with the soybean (Soja hispida).
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
215. Attems, Josef. 1881. Culturerfolge mit der

Sojabohne [Cultivation success with the soybean]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 31(22):160. March
16. [Ger]
• Summary: Since it is expected that this year, the Chinese
oil bean (Oelbohne) may be planted with us in Austria on
a larger scale, it will perhaps interest my colleagues in the
field to also learn of my three years of experience with the
cultivation of this crop that is still new to us.
I cultivated the soybean (Soja) as early as 1878 as a trial
in the garden on an area of 6 sq. meters, and with a package
of 10 dg [dg=decigram = 10 gm], I harvested 5 kg of seeds
for sowing. In the following year 1879, I planted those in
the open field and worked approximately 12 ares with it.
The soil was alluvial sand in the riverbed of the Mur with
good fertilizer and having been correspondingly prepared.
After being marked off, the seeds were planted by hand at
distances of 30 cm with rows set 60 cm apart. Unfortunately,
the sowing took place in a very irregular manner and several
empty spaces remained, which I ascribe to the circumstance
that the womenfolk (Frauenspersonen) who were entrusted
with the planting of the beans placed them at times too
deeply. This served as a warning to me to in the future have
the soybeans placed very shallow and at the most 3 cm deep,
and last year I hardly had any empty spots at all. The results
for 1879 were therefore not favorable: I harvested just 180
kg, the vegetation period and maturation were normal.
In 1880, I carried out the planting of the soybeans in
the field, and to do so, I already had one hectare of land
prepared in the autumn as with the cultivation of root crops.
In the spring, a normal fertilizing was provided, harrowed,
and rolled. Thereupon, in early May, 45 kg of soybeans,
and specifically 15 kg of the brown variety and 30 kg of
the yellow variety, were planted with a seed drill sowing
machine with a distance between the rows of approx. 60
cm. The sowing was completed after 14 days and sprouted
evenly. And in spite of the great deal of precipitation
and low temperatures in June, the stems were already so
strong in early July that we were able to carry out the first
cultivation with the horse-drawn hoe (Pferdehacke). The
second cultivation took place on July 20 by hand, as did
the twisting of the stems where they were standing too
densely, whereupon abundant vegetation occurred which
closed itself off completely into a bush and shaded the soil
until mid-September. The setting of the pods began in early
August and was an enormous one. The withering of the
leaves and the maturing of the pods took place at first toward
mid-September with the brown variety and only toward
late September with the yellow variety. In mid-October, the
complete state of maturation occurred and the soybeans were
piled up and left in the field until the middle of November.
We brought six gigantically large cartloads under a roof and
the results of threshing yielded:
1030 kg brown = 69 fold increase from sowing
1840 kg brown = 61 fold increase from sowing
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In addition to this, 90 metric hundredweight [1 metric
hundredweight = 100 kg] of straw remained for livestock
feed and bedding.
After my three years of experience with this new crop,
I have gained the conviction that even in this past year that
was very unfavorable, it completely achieved maturity
in Styria (Stiermark). That means that under our climatic
conditions and with the average number of heat units
(Wärmesumme), this type of bean can be cultivated with
certainty wherever corn still flourishes. With regard to its
nutritional value, unfortunately very few analyses are known
to us. But in that regard, a table according to the analyses of
Dr. König on the nutritional value of the potato with respect
to other crops and with particular consideration of the protein
content may bring clarification. It is to be noted that the
monetary value was determined according to German market
prices, and specifically 1 kg of protein at 35 kreuzer, 1 kg of
fat at 28 kreuzer, and 1 kg carbohydrates at 7 kreuzer.
A table follows with the 5 column headings: (1)
Absolute monetary value per 100 kg in kreuzer Austrian
currency, (2) Absolute monetary value if potato = 1, (3)
Weight relationship for the same protein content, (4)
Total grams needed to contain 120 grams protein, and (5)
Equivalent for each 120 grams of protein if soybeans = 1;
and the rows Potatoes, Rye, Corn, Rice, and Soybeans.
According to the representation above, the absolute
monetary value per 100 kg of soybeans is indicated as 17.11
gulden, and the soybean has a relative value in comparison to
the potato of 7:1.
If the profitability of these two types of crops is then
contemplated, and if it is assumed that that the cultivation
costs are then pretty much the same, and if it is assumed that
the average yield of potatoes is 200 metric hundredweight
per hectare and that of the soybean is 28 metric
hundredweight per hectare, then according to the price
determinations above, it results that the yield per hectare has
a monetary value
with potatoes of 200 metric hundredweight @ 2.32
gulden = 464 gulden
with soybeans of 28 metric hundredweight @ 17.11
gulden = 479 gulden
And what is left with the latter is also
90 metric hundredweight of straw @ 1.20 gulden = 108
gulden
which absolutely has to be taken into account.
In addition, if the several calamities are taken into
consideration which in recent decades have made the
cultivation of potatoes so uncertain, then it must be assumed
that Soja hispida (which is to be considered as completely
acclimatized with us), because of its great acceptability and
its particular value as a food, is suitable to in part supersede
the potato and to take over a prominent place in our root crop
cultivation.
Count Josef Attems

Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Count.
216. Carrière, E.-A. 1881. Chronique horticole [Horticultural
chronicle]. Revue Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture Pratique
(Paris) 53:101-05. March 16. See p. 102-03. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: In the section about soybeans, the author
notes: The numerous and varied advantages offered by the
cultivation of soybeans has excited lively attention. It can be
used domestically [in the home] as a legume, agriculturally
as an excellent feed for animals, and industrially to make a
variety of products, especially from the oil. Therefore it is
a plant with great merit that has been greatly neglected up
until now. This is probably due to the lack of information
about its cultivation, its yield, and the different ways it can
be used. We hope that this lack as now been remedied by
Mr. Paillieux, who has collected all documents that have
been published about this species in France and abroad,
and who has brought them together in a brochure titled Le
Soja, sa composition chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses
usages [The soybean, its chemical composition, culture, and
uses], and which one can summarize in these four words:
“Complete history of Soya.” This brochure is available at
the agricultural library of the Maison rustique, 26, rue Jacob,
Paris.
Finally, to contribute to the dissemination of this crop,
some soybean seeds will be distributed to all subscribers to
Revue horticole who prove their subscription by sending an
issue of the journal. Address: France.
217. Bulletin Trimestriel de la Societe des Agriculteurs
du Nord. 1881. Annexes: Compte-rendu des travaux de
la Société des Agriculteurs du Nord pour l’année 1880
[Appendixes: Report on the work of the Société des
Agriculteurs du Nord for the year 1880]. Jan/March. p. 34.
[Fre]
• Summary: But our Society has not only studied longestablished crops in our department, it has also wanted,
progress willing, to acclimatize others. Mr. Jules Robert,
of Seelowitz (Moravia), associated foreign member of the
Society, advocated this idea, and one of our members, Mr.
Olivier Lecq, aided by the advice of this able agriculturist,
did some agronomic trials of Soya hispida [the soybean] at
Templeuve. Many times during our meetings, Mr. Olivier
Lecq called our members’ attention to the benefit that our
regions could receive from the cultivation of this oil pea
(pois oléagineux, [soybean]); and his younger brother,
Mr. Hippolyte Lecq, student of the Agronomic Institute
(l’Institut Agronomique), later did a remarkable study for us
on the use of this Dolichos bean (ce dolique). It can be said
with certainty that if the Soya becomes acclimatized in our
department, as there is every reason to believe, we will owe
it to Messrs. Olivier and Hippolyte Lecq, members of the
Society of Farmers of the Department of Nord (Société des
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Agriculteurs du Nord).
218. Leitmeritzer Zeitung (Leitmeritz). 1881.
Landwirtschaftliche Betrachtungen über Zucker und Kaffee
[Agricultural considerations about sugar and coffee]. 30:34445. April 16. [Ger]
• Summary: Note 1. The soybean is described as a
convenient alternative to coffee, and its cultivation is
endorsed.
Among the most widespread and saleable delicacies
(Genussmittel) at the present time are indisputably sugar,
coffee, and tobacco.
At the peak of these is tobacco; sugar and coffee are
its loyal confederates. All three of them immigrated to us
over the course of time from other parts of the world, and
especially at the present time they play a very important role
both in national life and in agriculture. The tobacco plant,
whose Fatherland is America, came to Europe after the
discovery of that part of the world, while sugar and coffee
originated in Asia.
In earlier times, all crystallizable sugar was brought to
us from foreign countries through trade. It was obtained from
the juice of the sugar cane.
The chemist Marggraf was the first one to also identify
the presence of crystallizable sugar in beets in 1747. Only
after more than fifty years (1810) did the fractionation of
sugar (Zuckerfrikazion–sic: Zuckerfraktionation) from the
juice of beets occur, which now forms a main branch of the
industry.
In some countries, such as in Bohemia (in today’s Czech
Republic), farmers are currently growing the raw material
for the obtaining of sugar in such significant quantities that
not only is the demand for sugar covered in the country
concerned, raw sugar can even be exported.
In an economic consideration, this fact is a very
welcome one, because the large sum of money which earlier
on was exported abroad for the purchase of sugar currently
stays within the country.
The use of coffee, which was already known as early
as the fifteenth century as a beverage in Arabia, only spread
to us in the last century. Since that time, it has become so
common in all classes of society that this delicacy is almost
counted among the necessities of life.
According to statistical evidence, the consumption
of coffee in Austria-Hungary amounts to approximately
37,250,000 kilograms per year. (Footnote: See Statistische
Monatsschrift VI. Band [Monthly Statistical Journal, Volume
VI.])
As is known, this significant and much sought-after
commodity is still imported to us from foreign countries.
If the price for one kilogram is assumed to be on average
one gulden, then more than 37 million guldens are exported
abroad.
In order to keep this significant sum in the country,

coffee surrogates were already proposed in earlier
years, in part out of thriftiness, in part also out of health
considerations, and in part also for political reasons, with the
raw products being found and being grown in the country
itself, such as rye, wheat, barley, poppy seeds, and milk
vetch (Kaffeewicke), but especially the chicory root, which
is widespread practically everywhere on the market as
chicory coffee. In most recent times, these coffee surrogates
have added one more to their numbers with the soybean
(Sojabohne). It distinguishes itself as a coffee surrogate
above all else by the fact that it eases the nerve-agitating
effects of Arabian coffee and has more of a nutritional effect.
The soybean is already being processed in factories and has
been brought to the market as an industrial product under the
name Echter Chinakaffee [Genuine Chinese Coffee].
Since 1873, it has been shown in practical terms through
agronomic trials by many farmers that this pulse also
flourishes with us with effective cultivation and achieves
maturity. In some areas, it has also already been cultivated
in fields on a large scale, such as in Styria and in Hungary.
And with us, its cultivation on the large scale is also more
and more finding its way in Bohemia. In comparison to other
pulses, the yield of the soybean is much more significant.
The mature fruit provides a very valuable food for people
and, with the proper preparation, a fine-tasting dish.
And this species of bean can also be advantageously
grown even in those areas where, as a result of a less warm
climate, it does not achieve complete maturity by being able
to use it in the green state as a very good and substantial
fodder.
This new cultivated plant deserves the full attention and
acknowledgement in both national economic agricultural
terms.
Perhaps, over the course of time, it may even become
possible to produce not only the raw material for sugar but
also the substitute for Arabian coffee in our own fields.
It would therefore be very desirable for the owners of
small plots of land to experiment with the cultivation of
this species of bean on the small scale. But even for those
for whom the first trial failed as a result of, for instance,
improper cultivation, it would very much be recommended
to carry out a second trial under the observance of the proper
cultivation and care, because if at first you don’t succeed,
try, try again (Ausharren führt zum Ziele [persistence leads
to the goal]). (Footnote: As has been reported to us, seeds
of the yellow soybean will be provided for agronomic trials
on the small scale free of charge to owners of small plots
of land from Professor Tschuschner, Stefanstrasse no. 402,
Leitmeritz (today’s Litomerice, in today’s Czech Republic)).
Note 2. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
219. Ladureau, A. 1881. Culture et composition du
Soya hispida [Cultivation and composition of soybean].
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Association Francaise pour l’Avancement des Sciences
10:944. April. Excerpt from minutes of proceedings. 10th
Session, 17 April 1881, Alger/Algiers. [Fre]
• Summary: “The soya hispida is an oil pea (pois
oléagineux), native to Japan, remarkable for its richness in
oil and protein. It contains 20% oil and 7% nitrogen. This is
a richness of which no other examples are found among all
the other known plants.
“It can be used for human food, but its taste requires
some getting used to. The beans can give very good results in
the feeding of livestock, being fed either when green or after
being soaked.
“The characteristic point in the culture of this plant
is that it requires a large spacing between plants, 30 cm in
fertile soil and 25 cm in poor soil, where the plant doesn’t
develop as well; but this minimum limitation of 25 cm
should never be exceeded.”
“Discussion: Mr. Corweneinder says that the ensilage
(l’ensilage) of soya hispida is very easy; after the seeds begin
to form, one must simply put the plants in a silo. In this
way, one obtains excellent results.” Address: Directeur de la
Station Agronomique du Nord, France.
220. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1881. Maslichnyi gorokh ili
soya (Soja hispida): Svoistva, kultura i sposob upotrebleniya
[Soybean (Soya hispida): Properties, cultivation, and uses].
Odessa, Ukraine, Russia: Printing House of L. Nitche. 14 p.
20 cm. [4 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Toward the cultivation of soybean or oil pea
(Soja hispida)
Soybean (Soya); its botanical features, general
properties, and experience cultivating it in the Taurida
Oblast [Russian: Taricheskaya oblast, a former Russian
administrative subdivision, as of May 2020 in the far south
of Russia included in today’s Crimea].
Among all our cultivated plants, including cereals, the
seeds of the leguminous plants have the highest food value.
We therefore also see that the cultivation of these plants is
becoming increasingly widespread, while the cultivation
of cereals, even abroad, has begun to decline significantly.
Of all of the leguminous plants, soybean ranks first in its
food value and tolerance, and therefore one might hope
that in central Europe soybean will soon represent serious
competition both to potato and maize and to other plants
common among us. Indeed, in 1875 soy (i.e., soja hispida)
was cultivated only in the experimental garden of the Royal
College in Vienna. In 1876, one could count only seven
people engaged in soybean cultivation. In 1877 this number
[page 4] had already risen to 160, but in 1878 thousands of
farms were already trying to cultivate soybean. In general,
the renowned Professor Haberlandt states that there is no
instance in the history of the cultivation of our plants when
any newly introduced plant so quickly became a subject of
general interest among farmers as much as soybean has in

the last few years.
China, Japan, India and other countries of warm Asia are
the home of the soybean. In 1873 it was acquired in the form
of 20 varieties to the Vienna World Exposition, from which
Professor Haberlandt obtained seeds and in 1875 began to
grow them. Of all these varieties, the yellow variety from
Mongolia turned out to be the most suitable to our climatic
conditions. Numerous experiments in soy cultivation were
being conducted in Germany and France even before that
time, but without the requisite success. As a result, seeds
from the southern parts of China and from Japan and India
were acquired. Plants of the soya genus have long been
cultivated in southern Austria, the Tyrol, and Istria, the seeds
being used there as a coffee substitute.
The botanical features of this plant, the most useful of
the legume family, are:
The main root of the soybean (or zoya, the Chinese oil
pea) is rounded and has an average thickness of about 68
millimeters; its length is from 6 to 10 centimeters, and it has
4-6 main branches starting at the lower third of the root, with
numerous root hairs, but soybean takes root poorly. The stalk
is sturdy (it requires no supports) and straight, from 25 to 35
or more centimeters high, and has 5-9 main branches with
2-3 secondary branches. The main branches begin at the very
bottom of the stalk
[p. 5] and are about 1½ to 3 centimeters apart. The
leaves have their own petioles and are arranged three on
a common long petiole. Soybean generally resembles the
bean, from which it differs primarily in that soybean stalk,
leaves (especially the bottom surface), and the pods are
covered with reddish-brown hairs. Soybean begins to bloom
in June and remains in bloom until the end of July or later.
The small flowers, like the leaves, are very numerous and
2-6 are arranged where the stalk begins to branch and at
the beginning of the leaf petioles, both on the stalk and on
its branches. The calyx up to the tubule is 5 millimeters
long and 1.25 millimeters thick and has five leaf serrations
1 millimeter long; the entire calyx is covered with hairs
up to 3/4 millimeter long. The corolla is pale purple, white
on the margins, especially part of the keel; the vexillum is
relatively strong with dark blue strands. There are 9 connate
stamens and 1 free one; tubules of the stamens are up to 2½
millimeters long and enfold a [Illegible] also covered with
hairs; a stile up to 1 millimeter long and a little runcinate.
Mature pods are covered with reddish hairs and contain from
2 to 5 seeds.
Before we survey the cultivation of this plant in the
Taurida governate (Dnieper uyezd), we deem it appropriate
to report on the following relatively common properties of
soybean using data that we have borrowed from the works of
Prof. F. Haberlandt (Footnote: (1). {Die Sojabohne by Prof.
Friedr. Haberlandt, Vienna 1878},
(2) {Die Sojabohne, by Edm. Blaskovits, 1880,
Vienna}).
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The development and formation of mature yellow
soybean seeds requires from 2500 to 3000ºC, that is, the
amount of heat required by corn (2370-3000), sorghum
(2500-3000), tobacco (3200-3600), and bean (2400-3000)
(Footnote: {“Obshch. selsko-khoz. rastenievodstvo, Fr.
Haberlandt” (General Plant Husbandry, F. Haberlandt), pp.
331 and 332, 1879}).
Consequently, where [p. 6] these plants are being
successfully cultivated, there too yellow and even dark red
soybean can certainly be cultivated. It is noteworthy that the
soybean naturalized in Europe is not only on par with, but
even superior to, the soybean from Asia with respect to its
weight and the content of its most important components
(protein and fat).
Among the general conclusions drawn by Prof.
Haberlandt and others, among the numerous and different
places from which they obtained data concerning soybean
cultivation, we will also present the following data. Soybean
seedlings are not as sensitive to morning frost -2º R [Rankine
scale?] as are the seedlings of, for example, bean or corn.
Therefore, it can be sown (without wetting, otherwise the
grains will break in two) in the second half of April or
early May. Soybean does not like fresh fertilizer; wood ash
fertilizer is helpful. The soil should be tilled to 6 inches;
seeds should be planted ½ to 1¼ inches deep.
A growing soybean plant is good at shading the soil
(which suppresses weeds). Therefore, to avoid depriving
the bottom of the stalk and its numerous leaves of light, it
should be sown sparsely: if sown in rows, at a distance of
2½ feet between rows or with a distance of 1 to 1½ feet
between plants or allowing 1 square foot per plant, i.e.,
about 1¼–3 poods [1 pood = 16.38 kg] per desyatina [1
desyatina = 2.7 acres or about 1 hectare] or less, if the area
suffers from droughts. With this seeding rate one can count
on 45,000 to 165,000 plants per desyatina, each of which
has a number of leaves such that they might cover a total
surface area of 4000-8000 square [p. 7] decimeters per plant.
But thanks to the hairs covering the leaves (especially their
bottom surface), which increase in number with the aridity
of the climate (the number of leaves, however, decreases),
the loss of soil moisture to soybean leaf transpiration is
somewhat suppressed, and soybean thereby becomes capable
of withstanding drought better than all other leguminous
plants. In general, soybean easily acclimates to local soils
and climates, which is one of its important advantages.
But soybean suffers from shade, and therefore it cannot be
sown densely or grown in plantings near trees. Soybean
requires no special care. Mounding should be avoided, since
numerous pods are located on the stalk and its branches
close to the ground. Soybean is harvested by tearing it out
with the root or by cutting the stalks as close as possible
to the ground. No special attention to selecting a harvest
time is required, since the pods do not easily dehisce and,
harvested green, easily ripen in sheaves left on the floor.

The latter should be small to avoid heating the soybean. The
harvest could be in July, but in certain locales it might be in
September. In general, the growing period for soybean is up
to 140 days. Soy can be threshed after reducing the number
of beaters. The soybean yield may be calculated at 35-73 sam
[sam refers to the ratio of beans harvested to beans planted]
or more per desyatina; each individual plant may have at
least 200-300 pods with 450 grains. With this yield the
soybean surpasses all other leguminous plants. A chetverik
[1 chetverik = 26.24 liters] of soybean weighs 40 to 45
pounds. The weight of the straw [p. 8] (up to 80-150 poods
or more per desyatina) is almost the same as the seeds and
sometimes double if the grain harvest is poor and, vice versa,
less if a lot of grains are produced. Because the soybean is
rich in phosphoric acid (up to 30% ash) and potassium (up to
45% ash), its harvest severely depletes the soil (Continued).
Address: Tavricheskaya Governorate, Russia [in Crimea and
parts of Southern Ukraine as of 2020].
221. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1881. Maslichnyi
gorokh ili soya (Soja hispida): Svoystva, kul’tura i sposob
upotrebleniya [Soybean (Soya hispida): Properties,
cultivation, and uses]. Odessa, Ukraine, Russia: Printing
House of L. Nitche. 14 p. 20 cm. [4 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Continued [p. 8] Soybean straw and pods
are good fodder, especially for young livestock. Since
soybean seeds are rich in proteins and fat, adding crushed
soybean to straw or the leftovers from beet production can
establish a normal ratio among nutrients. In this way, if
soy is consumed, a huge amount of straw can be used–a
circumstance extremely important on our southern farms,
which do not yet cultivate fodder grass. Soybean seeds in
crushed form mixed with other feeds are also used in the
fodder of dairy animals to increase milk yield and improve
milk quality. In these cases, one can give the animals whole
grains after first wetting them in salt water for 12 hours.
Soybean as green fodder is superior in food value to all
other plants, including even red clover and alfalfa.
Finally, the advantages of soybean must include the
fact that it is not susceptible to disease from parasitic fungi
even in the wettest summer. The soybean’s enemies include
rabbits, which attack green soybean, field mice, which
damage the lower pods, and the larvae of the agrïatis [p.
9] segestis [illegible insect name], which consumes the
seeds, sprouts, and even seedlings. Soybean sprouts are also
attacked by earwigs and the larva of vanessa cardia.
To better explain the advantages of soybean and its
chemical composition and as an indication of its superiority
in this respect over all of our other cultivated plants, we
present the following table (which compares the nutrient
composition of different soybeans varieties with other seeds):
The 6 columns (for air-dried seeds) are: Type of seed or
source of data, water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract and
substances, woody tissue, and ash. Note: Unfortunately no
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units are given.
Soybean seeds:
per Zenef, grains from Japan: 6.91, 38.29, 18.71, 26.20,
5.33, 4.56
per Kaplan, naturalized in Austria: 14, 32.32, 16.76,
26.56, 5.57, 4.76
per Hecke: 9.5, 26.1, 15.65, 38.95, 4.7, 5.1
Soybean varieties:
yellow: 8.1, 36.8, 17.6, -, 4.8, 5.4
brown: 9.4, 31.6, 17.4, -, 4.3, 5.1
black: 9.9, 31.8, 18.1, -, 4.2, 4.8
from Tyrol, red-brown: 10.1, 38.1, 17.8, -, ?, 5.2
Other seeds: Alfalfa: 12.61, 35.4, 5.3, 29.2, 13.8, 3.95
Beans: 15.0, 26.9, 3.0, 48.8, 2.8, 3.5
Lentils: 13.4, 24, 2.6, 49.4, 6.9, 3.7
Horse bean: 16.16, 24.88, 1.67, 47.16 6.85, 3.28
Pea: 13.92, 22.72, 2.01, 54.27, 4.51, 2.57
Wheat: 14.3, 13.2, 1.6, 66.2, 3.0, 1.97 [p. 10]
Rye: 14.3, 11.0, 2.0, 67.2, 3.7, 2.09
Corn: 12.7, 10.6, 6.8, 63.2, 5.5, 4.50
Pods (struchya) (empty) of soybean (104 str. [?]), 14:
4.64, 1.29, 41.87, 30.45, 7.79
Alfalfa: 14.3, 2.7, 2.5, 44.7, 30.0, 2.16
Pea: 14.3, 8.1, 1.5, 33.3, 36.8, 6
Green (dried) soybean (104 str.): 14, 6.08, 2.03. 37.12,
22.79, 9.31
Yellow alfalfa: 15.0, 11.8, 2.9, 28.5, 35.5, 6.3
Red clover: 16, 13.4, 3.2, 28.5, 33.8, 6.83
Alfalfa: 16.4, 14.4, 2.8, 25.8, 34.7, 7.46
Straw yellow, soy (31 str.): 12.44, 9.43, 2.51, 36.03,
29.45, 10.14
Alfalfa: 14.2, 4.9, 1.5, 33.2, 41.8, 4.96
Pea: 14.3, 7.3, 2.0, 32.3, 39.2, 5.13
Winter wheat: 14.3, 2, 1.5, 35.0, 49.2, 5.37
Soy meal (zhmykhi) (14 str.): 12.82, 45.93, 5.32, 24.52,
5.71, 5.70
Sunflower: 10.0, 34.2, 12.2, 22.1, 10.9, 10.6
Flax: 11.5, 28.8, 10.8, 31.5, 11.0, 5.84
As the table shows, soybean seeds are too-concentrated
a nutrient, and it is therefore appropriate to prepare them in
a mixture with other less-concentrated (e.g., where there is a
lot of starch) nutrients.
Because soybean is very hard to boil, it must be
pulverized. A mixture of boiled soybean groats with grated
potato and undercooked rice; with wheat groats boiled in
milk or water; [p. 11] or with wheat flower without milk
all constitute a nutritional and very tasty food. Soy groats
are usually cooked separately and the potato is cooked
separately, then two parts grated potato are used per one part
of soybean groats. Then the appropriate amount of salt, root
vegetables, onion, and other flavorings to taste are added.
Oil is not needed: soybean has enough of it; milk is also
unnecessary. A special bean cheese has long been made from
soybean in China. Stan. Julien et P. Champion (Footnote:

{188 pp. Industries anciennes et modernes de l’Empire
Chinois, Paris, 1860}), describing the method of preparation
and the properties of this cheese, stated that it has an
extremely pleasant taste, especially when fried in oil, like
potato; this cheese could, the authors continue, do a great
service to European foods if we could cultivate the seed from
which it is made.
Haberlandt calls attention to soy as the best food for
the army; its fat can replace the cured fatback consumed
in armies. Its protein provides a great deal of strength. It
may also be important in provisioning ships, fortresses,
and armies with concentrated food and can advantageously
replace peas in preparing pea-based sausage. Soybean can
also be considered the best of all coffee, and even chocolate,
substitutes consumed to date.
[p. 12] With respect to the cultivation of soja hispida
here (in the Taurida governate) one can so far report the
following data generated over three years of experience.
With respect to both the soil and its working, soy is
not demanding, but one must not ignore the fact that, in
the fall, given our droughts, deeply worked soil is more
likely to produce a good harvest. Soybean does not require
fertilizer in our black earth soils. It can be sown in April,
since its seedlings tolerate morning frosts more easily
than, for example, do bean and corn. The number of seeds
per desyatina [1 desyatina = 2.7 acres or approximately
1 hectare] may be no more than 30-50 pounds, although
I ordinarily use even less out of a concern for inadequate
soil moisture. One must also note that soybean is readily
adaptable to droughts. Its leaves have more hairs, which
to a degree delay transpiration by its comparatively large
leaf surface. Because soybean is not particularly fond of
shade, any weeds that appear among soybean plants must be
destroyed. This is especially necessary because numerous
flowers appear on the lower parts of the stalk and its
branches. They require light for their further development. I
mound the soil, although this should be avoided, since one
might easily strew soil on flowers at the bottom of the stalk.
But my misgivings about the consequences of a dry spell
was a strong desire to have more pods. The only concern
during soybean growth is to protect it against rabbits, which
attack [p. 13] green soybean especially voraciously. This is
corroborated by the opinion, established by experience and
study of the chemical composition of green soybean, that
soybean, as green fodder (with little woody material) is still
one of the best fodder plants. Indeed, my soybean was sown
in the medium boxes of a large experimental field with 200
different plants cultivated as an experiment–and the rabbits,
ignoring the alfalfa, green corn, and different varieties of
leguminous and cereals plants, at some risk to themselves
(they would get stuck in the boxes) would make their way to
the soybean by the dozen. So far, I know of no other enemies
of the soybean, although bruchus pisi [a type of bean beetle]
and other insect pests are quite common in our environs.
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Soybean pods ripen in August, and this year (1880) (a late
spring and a rainy summer) they were ripe in September.
Soybean does not break open during harvest as, for example,
do alfalfa or even pea. Harvesting is best done by pulling up
the soybean by hand (which I did) or by cutting the stalks
low to the ground. The yield in our locale could be 30-40
sam. In 1877 I received 25 seeds of the yellow soybean from
the Viennese professor F. Haberlandt, and now I have more
than 15 poods of seeds. I would have, by a modest estimate,
more than 600 poods, had rabbits not devastated the green
soybean in 1878 to such an extent that I barely got seeds, and
if, this year, I had sown all of last year’s harvest, not onefourth out of concern about the consequences of a late spring.
One plant has from 50 to 200 or more pods; most often 100150; I very rarely find empty pods. There are 2-4 seeds in
each pod, but [p. 14] sometimes only one; occasionally there
are 5. Over an entire plant one can count 120-500 seeds or,
by weight, from 1 to 5 lots [1 lot = 12.8 grams]. I still thresh
soybean with flails.
I have not noticed even the slightest signs of soybean
degeneration and can boldly state that this most useful of
the entire family of leguminous plants can be successfully
cultivated here and wherever, for example, bean, sorghum
and corn mature, since soybean, as noted above, requires the
same amount of heat (2500-3000) as do those plants.
Note 1. Translated by Kathy Stackhouse, New York
City.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2002)
concerning the feeding of soybeans or soy products to dairy
cattle. Address: Tavricheskaya Governorate, Russia [in
Crimea and parts of Southern Ukraine as of 2020].
222. Renouard, Alfred. 1881. Sur l’introduction du soja
hispida en Europe [On the introduction of the soybean to
Europe]. Association Francaise pour l’Avancement des
Sciences, Comptes Rendu 10:945-51. April. Session of 17
April 1881, Algiers. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History. Cultivation and
harvest. Soya as a forage plant. The edible soybean [food
uses]. “The soya, or rather the soja hispida is a plant that is
cultivated at many locations in Europe, but whose name is
not well known here, and which has only been cultivated
for several years. Japan has long known the specialties of
its cultivation. There it is well known under the name of
o’mamé and from it is extracted, from the roasted seeds, the
sauce called “japonaise,” which is found in the commerce of
Europe, where it enjoys a good reputation.
History: At the Exposition of Vienna, in 1873, the
Japanese government exhibited, for the first time, the soya as
a forage and food plant. Some Austrian scholars, including
Prof. Haberlandt of the Institute of Agronomy at Vienna,
then studied the composition of this oilseed and perceived
that it would make an excellent forage. In 1877 trials started
in Austria. In 1871 the Society for Acclimatization in Paris

sent several samples of soya seeds to M. Blavet, president
of the Horticultural Society of Étampes. He grew the crop
and sent samples to other departments and abroad. Later the
seed house of Vilmorin coined the name “Soya of Etampes”
(soya d’Étampes). But it does not seem that these laudable
efforts have been crowned with success. Mr. Paillieux of the
National Society for Agriculture, Mr. Saint-André, director
of the Agronomic Station at Montpellier, Mr. Vavin of the
Society for Acclimatization, have all worked with soya and
are still working for the propagation of this useful plant.
“In the region of Nord, it is to a Frenchman, who
actually lives in Moravia, that we owe the actual propagation
of soybean culture: Mr. Julius Robert, who cultivates
nearly 3,000 hectares at Seelowitz. Last year he made a
gift of several hundred liters of soybeans to the Society of
Farmers of Nord. At the instigation of Mr. Corenwinder,
several farmers tried them. The results obtained by the first
experimenters were, in general, satisfying, but we should
not yet make a final judgment as to the plant’s definite
acclimatization. Nearly 30 farmers from around the town of
Lille are proposing to plant soybeans again. Free samples,
provided to our society by Mr. Olivier Lecq (of Templeuve),
an agent for Mr. Robert and those who conducted the first
trials, have been rapidly distributed. Today we can consider
the soybean as definitely well tested in our department.
“Cultivation and harvest of soybeans: Mr. Yossida
[Yoshida], a Japanese man from Tokyo, was sent to the town
of Lille by his government to work seriously on cultivation
and preparation of flax / linseed. He told us that there were
at least 100 varieties of soybean in Japan. A Japanese book
titled Explanation, with Illustrations, of Trees and Plants
Newly Determined, mentioned 25 very distinct varieties of
soybeans. The Chinese herbal only cited five varieties, which
seems to prove that the soybean is native to Japan.
“In France, we barely know 2 or 3 varieties: the yellow
and the brown soybean for temperate climate, and the black
for the warm climate. It is the yellow variety that was tried
in the department of Nord, and also, by the way, the one that
has been cultivated at the Museum since 1790; there we can
observe that it comes up well but it does not produce seeds
every year” (p. 946).
“In the department of Nord the soybean, can be
harvested toward the end of September or during October.
However, in warmer countries or regions, the harvest can
begin in August or September.”
“The harvest ought to be done like that of the like the
dwarf bean (haricot nain), in the department of Nord, in
ripping out the stalks entirely, then suspending them from
poles in an open field, the bundles of soybeans tied just
above the top of the roots [hung upside down]. The plant
thus dries rapidly, if the weather does not pose an obstacle to
it. When the soybeans are well dried out, they can easily be
stored: they are not attacked by weevils (bruches) that cause,
as everyone knows, so much damage to beans, peas, lentils,
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etc.”
In 1879 in Austria trials were conducted by Mr. de
Blackowicz [Edmund v. Blaskovics] under orders from the
Hungarian Ministry of Agriculture. In 1879 he obtained an
average yield of 1,699 liters/hectare (range: 237 to 3,262).
Mature and well dried, the soybean constitutes an
excellent feed for animals in France. On this subject,
comparative experiments on the nutritional value of airdried soybean pods and dead leaves were conducted in 1879
by Messrs. Weiske, Delmel, and Schulze at the Proskau
agronomic station.
In total, 1,000 gm of pods were fed to each of two
sheep, from Jan. 8-15 then from Jan. 16-23. One table shows
percentage of each nutrient in the pods digested by each
sheep (p. 948). A second table shows the percentage of each
nutrient in the dead leaves digested by each sheep (p. 949).
“Finally, the soybean has been fed to animals after
having been ensiled in a mixture with various forages. The
fermentation which these forage crops undergo changes
the composition of each. For example, in mixing soya with
maize (which contains only 4-5% protein), the protein
content of the mixed silage is increased. The following
analysis, made in 1879 at Lobozitz (Bohemia) in the
agricultural laboratory of the prince of Schwartzenberg, is of
a forage composed 80% maize on the stalk and 20% soya on
the branches. A table (p. 949) shows: Moisture 8.62%, fatty
materials 2.33%, cellulose 43.94%, nitrogen-free extracts
27.56%, proteins 8.75%, and ash 8.80%.
On the farm of Mr. Julius Robert, the cattle being
fattened were fed as follows (per head per day). A table (p.
949) shows–in February: Hay 3 kg. Soya and maize ensilage
5 kg. Corn flour 1 kg. Beet peels 40 kg. Chopped straw 6
kg. Salt 80 gm. The amount of soy and maize silage fed in
March and April were increased to 8 kg. The next table (p.
950) shows that the cattle gained (on average) 633 kg in
Feb., 654 kg in March, and 690 kg in April. The increases in
weight gain in March and April must be due entirely to the
marked increase in the amounts of soy and maize silage fed
during those two months.
The article concludes: “To make from the soybean what
the Japanese and Chinese make from it is the least important
part of the question; because we think that Europe will leave
them with their soy butter (mizou [miso]), their sauce (soyo
[shoyu]) and their cheese [tofu]. It is not surprising that
people tried to make cheese; the legumine [a kind of protein]
which the soybean contains in large proportion, is, as we
know, analogous to casein and undergoes the same chemical
reactions. By the way, all these products, except the sauce,
are detestable to the European palate.
“Next year I shall give an account of the results obtained
during three years of trials in the department of Nord” [in far
northern France on the border with Belgium].
Contains eight tables from earlier publications by other
authors.

Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the word soyo to refer to
soy sauce. Address: The Younger (fils), Civil engineer,
manufacturer at Lille, secretary general of the Industrial
Society of Nord [a department in northern France] (Ingénieur
civil, Manufacturier à Lille, Secretaire général de la Société
industrielle du Nord).
223. Wein, Ernst. 1881. Die Sojabohne als Feldfrucht:
Zusammenstullung der vorliegenden Cultur- und
Duengungsversuche fuer den praktischen Landwirth [The
soybean as a crop: Compilation of the available cultivation
and fertilizing trials for the practical farmer]. Berlin: Verlag
von Paul Parey. 50 p. [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This short book is identical in content to
a 50-page article also published in 1881 in Journal für
Landwirthschaft (29:563-613)–which see for table for
contents and details. However a dedication page states
that the book is dedicated to the director of the Bavarian
agricultural research station, Dr. Julius Lehmann. A forward
notes that it was written in Munich, i.e., southwestern
Germany. Address: Munich, Germany.
224. Pott, Emil. 1881. Vom Buechertische: Die Sojabohne
als Feldfrucht. Zusammenstellung der vorliegenden Culturund Düngungversuche für den praktischen Landwirth von
Dr. Ernst Wein [From the book table: The soybean as an
agricultural crop. Compilation of the available cultivation
and fertilizing trials for the practical farmer, by Dr. Ernst
Wein, octavo, 50 pages. Berlin: Verlag Paul Parey, 1881]
by Dr. Ernst Wein]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 31(59):462. July 23. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A positive review by Dr. Emil Pott of Dr. Wein’s
publication about his soybean trials in Bavaria.
To the extent that what is concerned is plants that are
found in the more southern areas, most of the recent attempts
at enriching the number of agricultural crops in Central
Europe have failed in part because of climatic causes and
in part because of other reasons. Among the few newly
introduced crops which have gained general attention in
a short period of time and have quickly been cultivated
repeatedly in practice, even if preliminarily and only on
a trial basis, is the soybean (Sojabohne) that was first
recommended for cultivation by the late Prof. Haberlandt.
The cultivation of this plant can in fact be implemented on
a practical basis, even in more northern areas, whether it
be for the purpose of obtaining seeds or straw, or perhaps
even just for the purposes of obtaining hay. With regard to
the main point within that context, though–the yields that
are to be achieved–the soybean does not lag behind any
other pulse. In both quantitative and qualitative terms, the
soybean delivers completely enormous yields in areas where
it flourishes, whether it be in seeds, in straw, in chaff, and
the like. According to its content of nutrients, the soybean
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is absolutely among the most valuable feed plants, and the
seeds have proven themselves most excellently in particular
as fodder for the fattening of hogs. It can without a doubt
also be used advantageously for all other feed purposes,
specifically with the herb-type parts and the straw and the
chaff (pods) of the soybean plant (Sojapflanze). With regard
to the latter two components of the soybean plant, it is to
be noted at this juncture that exceptionally enough, the
straw of the soybean seems to be richer in nutrients than
the chaff. Finally, the seeds of the soybean are so rich in a
completely excellent oil that they are successfully processed
for the purpose of obtaining oil, after which in their residue
(soy meal cakes) (Sojakuchen) they provide an excellent
concentrated feed (Kraftfuttermittel).
Consequently, it would certainly be a positive idea
to summarize all of the experiences that are available
thus far on the cultivation of the soybean etc. in a unified
presentation, in order in this way to provide the practical
farmer with that knowledge which is necessary to then
set about the cultivation of this new useful plant. The
realization of this idea was undertaken by the author of
the aforementioned quickly written brochure, and he has
consequently provided a service to agriculture that is
certainly worthy of recognition.
After the corresponding introduction to the subject
matter, we then find the characteristics of the soybean
(Soja) and its varieties, followed by general remarks on
the cultivation, growth, care, harvest time, etc. of the
soybean, in an especially detailed and comprehensive way,
the chemical composition of the soybean is then explained
and thereupon the question is answered as to what yields
are to be expected from the soybean and what varieties
are suitable for cultivation. The author designates only the
cultivation of the black, oblong soybean as not worthy of
recommendation and from the relevant experiences that
were known so far, he draws the conclusion that all other
varieties are to be preferred in their capability for yield over
other legumes. That is then followed by the answer to the
question as to how much space soybeans require in order
to achieve the maximum yields and how the best seeds
for sowing are obtained. The next chapter deals with the
demands of the soybean with regard to the composition of
the soil and the fertilizing. That culminates in the sentence
that the soybean thrives on all (?) soils, but best on peat and
calcareous soil. “The phosphoric acid ought to be present
here as biphosphate, the potassium as potassium sulfate,
and the nitrogen in organic form or as nitric acid salt.”–The
author also briefly thinks of the enemies of the soybeans that
have become known so far (damaging insects and parasites).
The question as to whether the cultivation of the soybean is
to be recommended in Germany is answered by Dr. Wein
to the extent that the cultivation in Germany would have
good prospects for success with the exclusion of rugged
and mountainous areas, and that a glittering success would

without a doubt be present anywhere that broad beans
(Saubohnen) and early-maturing varieties of corn achieve
full maturity. Objections could in any case be raised to
this latter expression of an opinion to the extent that broad
beans still thrive even in very northern and rugged areas in
which, however, there could in fact be no discussion of the
cultivation of soybeans for the purpose of obtaining seeds.
Extensive information on the use of the soybean and its
individual components is also found in the brochure, and in
particular, there is the intent along those lines for the use of
the seeds for the purposes of human nutrition. In conclusion,
a summary is offered of the most primary and developed
claims (hauptsächlichsten vorentwickelten Forderungen),
and the author expresses the wish that will certainly gladly
be granted that over the course of time, all of the prejudices
against the soybean may be overcome so that “This shining
achievement in agriculture will find the credit and esteem
that it is due everywhere.”
All those who would like to learn more about the
soybean as an agricultural crop will not miss out on the
brochure by Wein which is not only simply well written, but
also beautifully printed.
Dr. Emil Pott.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojakuchen (Soy cake, which
remains after pressing the oil from the whole soybean). This
word appears in 115 different issues of these newspapers
from 1881 to 2007.
Other soy-related words in this article are: Sojapflanze
(soybean plant), Stroh der Sojabohne (straw of the soybean),
die Körner der Sojabohne (seeds of the soybean). Address:
PhD.
225. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1881. K kul’ture soi ili
maslichnago gorokha (Soja hispida) [Toward the cultivation
of soybean or the oil-bearing pea (Soja hispida)]. Trudy
Imperatorskago Vol’nago Ekonomicheskago Obshchestva,
St. Petersburg (Transactions of the Imperial Free Economic
Society) 2(3):214-16. July. [2 ref. Rus]
• Summary: As a supplement to the article about soybean by
N. Organov published in Works (Trudy), vol. 1, nos. II and
III, we consider it appropriate to display here the following
data, reported on March 11 at a meeting of the First
Division of the I.F.E. Society by I. Podoba, regarding the
cultivation of the yellow variety of soybean in Tavricheskaya
Governorate [today’s Crimea and parts of Southern Ukraine].
[p. 215] Soybean is not demanding either with respect
to soil or to how it is worked; but at the same time, we must
not lose sight of the fact that soil which has been deeply
worked in the fall, in our dry seasons, can to a greater
extent ensure a good harvest; on our rich “black earth” soil,
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soybean does not require fertilizer. Soybean may be planted
in April, as its sprouts can bear morning frost much easier
than can beans or maize, for instance. The number of seeds
per desyatina [1 desyatina is approximately 1 hectare] can
be set at no more than 30 to 50 pounds, although I usually
use even less than that, afraid of insufficient soil moisture; it
should be noted incidentally that soybean adapts excellently
to dry spells; then more hairs appear on its leaves which
restrict transpiration better, to a well-known extent, from
its relatively large leaf surface area. Soybean does not
especially like shade, so weed grasses must be removed if
they appear between the soybean plants; this is all the more
necessary in that multiple flowers can also appear on the
lower parts of its stem and branches which require light to
develop further. I hilled up soybean plants, although this
should be avoided because this can easily cover with soil any
flowers located lower on the stem; but my fears regarding
the consequences of drought were stronger than my desire
to have more pods. My only concern while the soybean
grew was protecting it from rabbits, which attack green
soybean especially greedily: this is confirmed by the opinion,
established through experience and as a consequence of the
chemical composition of the green soybean, that soybean
is one of the best fodder plants, even as green fodder (low
in woody tissue), that we know of at present. As a matter of
fact, my soybean was planted in the middle sections of a big,
mature field with 200 different plants being experimentally
cultivated in it, and the rabbits skipped over the medicago,
green maize, and different varieties of legumes and cereals,
and at a certain risk to themselves (we shot them), they
swarmed the soybean by the dozens. I do not yet know of
any other enemies of soybean, although Bruchus pisi and
other insect pests are very widespread here. The soybean
pods appear in August, and this last year (with a late spring
and rainy summer) in September; when harvested, soybean
does not scatter, like lupine or even like peas. Harvesting is
best done by pulling up the soybean by hand (as I did) or by
cutting the stems low. A harvest in our locale can be around
30-40 sam [percentage of return on beans planted to beans
harvested] or more. In 1877, I received from Professor F.
Haberlandt, of Vienna, 25 grains of yellow soybean [p. 216]
(and 25 red-brown) and now I have more than 15 poods [1
pood = 36.11 lb or 16.38 kg] of seeds; I would have had, by
an average count, over 600 poods if in 1878 the rabbits had
not destroyed the green soybeans to such an extent that I
barely received back my seeds, and if I had planted all of the
previous year’s harvest that year, rather than only a quarter
of it, afraid of the consequences of the late-starting spring.
All in all there are from 50 to 200 pods on one plant, most
often 100 to 150, and I found empty pods only very rarely. In
each pod there were from two to four seeds, and sometimes
just one, though it also happened that there were five; for
an entire plant I counted from 120 to 500 seeds or from 1 to
5 lots [1 lot = 1/32 of a pound, or about 12.8 g] in terms of

weight.
For now I am threshing soybeans with a flail.
Note: Translated by Shelley Fairweather-Vega, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Tavricheskaya Governorate, Russia [in
Crimea and parts of Southern Ukraine as of 2020].
226. Grahl, Hugo. 1881. Anbauversuch mit Bohnen
verschiedener Arten unter besonderer Beruecksichtigung der
geernten Naehrstoffmengen [Experiments on the cultivation
of various kinds of beans, with special regard to the amount
of nutrients produced]. Biedermann’s Central-Blatt fuer
Agrikulturchemie 10:538-40. Aug. [Ger]
• Summary: This article was first published in 1881 in:
Journal fuer Landwirtschaft 29(2):207-15. Address: PhD,
Akademie Proskau.
227. Siroy, -. 1881. Note sur le Soja ou Soya [Note on
the soybean or soya]. Journal de la Societe Centrale
d’Horticulture de France 3:645-46. Third Series. Presented
13 Oct. 1881. [Fre]
• Summary: This article focuses on green vegetable
soybeans. The soybean (Le Soya), which is so widely used
in China and Japan, is a plant that has already been known
for a long time in Europe. But since the cultural trials had
generally failed, the plant has not, until recently, been
granted any importance. Today, however, several European
countries are doing useful work with the soybean–notably
Austria and France. A large variety of applications have been
found, but here we will consider only its use a food plant.
Those who would like more complete information on
this subject should consult a work by our wise and studious
colleague, Mr. Paillieux, which was published last year in the
Bulletin of the Society for Acclimatization.
The soybean resembles the Haricot bean, and like it
originated in the Indies (or India; l’Inde). These plants have
been cultivated since ancient times and, because of that,
have produced a large number of varieties. The soybean is a
native of the south; nevertheless some of these varieties can
be cultivated in our climate. We must choose those which are
distinguished by a relatively short vegetative stage. That is
to say, those whose seeds mature promptly, like those which
were laid upon the table at the meeting of 8 Sept. 1881, by
Mr. Michelin, and which come from the crops of Mr. Née of
Rue de l’Abbaye, No. 44, in Paris. This is, in my opinion,
during the two years that soybeans have been presented to
the Society, the only variety that can be recommended as a
garden vegetable (plante potagère).
The pods are very full, rounded, and they lend
themselves to shelling, whereas the other varieties, whose
pods remain flat, require a great deal of work to remove the
seeds. This is, in part, the reason the plant has been rejected,
because the taste of beans from all the different varieties is
the same. I have been charged with tasting the soybean seeds
(les graines du Soya) by Mr. Née. Our family has given great
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attention to this matter and we have recognized that this is
a good vegetable. Some people prefer the Haricot; it is a
matter of taste.
The soybean has a very unique aroma, which is more
or less pleasing, but cannot be accepted by everyone. The
important thing, therefore, is to obtain a good variety. I have
two varieties in my garden, but they do not merit the care I
gave them, while Mr. Née cultivates a whole field of them
and obtains very good results. His plants are loaded with
pods and give a good yield. Address: Secretary, Committee
on Garden Crops (Comité de Culture potagére), Central
Horticultural Society of France.
228. Bulletin Trimestriel de la Societe des Agriculteurs du
Nord. 1881. Acclimatation du soya hispida [Acclimatization
of the soybean]. p. 323-24. Meeting of Nov. 9. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Victor de Swarte, treasurer general of Jura
[a department in eastern central France, sharing a border with
Switzerland] and a member of the Society, addresses a report
on the agronomic trials of soya hispida that he had done in
his department. He gives successively the results obtained by
Mr. Nel, a farmer in Lond-le-Saulnier, and by Mr. Grant, of
the same town.
It was decided that this report, which is one of the most
interesting, will figure extensively in the Bulletins.
Mr. Standaert, a farmer in Petite-Synthe, sends some
information as well on soya hispida. He planted 15 ares
(1 are = 100 square meters) under good conditions. In the
first days of April, everything came up perfectly, but the
uprooting was only done on October 31, because the autumn
had been too humid. The pods were quite numerous, but still
green and only bearing three or four beans at the most. Mr.
Standaert thinks that soya hispida will have much trouble
acclimatizing in the department of Nord, unless there is dry
weather and heat at the moment of maturation; this result
should hardly be hoped for.
Mr. Corenwinder is of the opinion that we must not
expect a profitable seed from soybeans in our climate and
that its cultivation can only be recommended to obtain
forage for livestock. Soybeans, like corn (maïs), should be
cultivated in our country, not for their beans, that almost
never reach maturity, but as a forage plant. Soybeans should
then be cut when still green, so that the useful materials
[nutrients] that they contain have not entirely entered the
beans.
Mr. Desprez, of Capelle, is of this opinion: he sowed
around 20 ares of soya hispida, and, despairing of ever
seeing it ripen, he harvested it, chopped it up, and placed it
in a silo. He will make the result that he obtains known to the
society.
229. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London). 1881. Soy beans in
China. 16(411):632. Nov. 12. New series.
• Summary: “The Soy Bean (Soja hispida), as is well known,

is very largely used in China as an article of food. A kind
of curd is prepared from them, but they are mainly used
to manufacture an edible oil, and the refuse pulp after the
expression of the oil is manufactured into cakes the size
and shape of large cheeses weighing about 60 lb., which
are used either as fodder for animals, or more frequently as
manure, especially for Sugar-cane plantations in the southern
parts. The beans are known under three distinct varieties,
black, yellow, and green: the yellow are said to be the best,
as producing most oil. It is stated in a recent report from
Newchwang [a treaty port, today’s Yingkou, in Manchuria]
that the natives of that place boast that the oil made on the
spot is much better than that made from the same beans after
their arrival in the South.
“The harvest takes place in August and September, and
the beans from the neighbouring localities are shipped from
Newchwang before the river closes, and during the winter,
when the roads are hard and the rivers can be crossed on the
ice, thousands of carts arrive from the more distant districts
with produce that is shipped away the following spring or
summer. In fact, the shipment of produce goes on all the year
round as long as the port is open. Bean-oil and bean-cake
can be kept any length of time without spoiling; the beans
themselves are more perishable, but will keep for a year or
more if preserved from damp.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2007)
stating that soy bean cakes (or meal) are used as a fodder or
feed for animals.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2007)
describing the transportation of soy beans over roads using
carts or trucks; this takes place in Manchuria. Address:
England.
230. Carrière, E.-A. 1881. Soja d’Étampes [Soybean of
Etampes]. Revue Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture Pratique
(Paris) 53:448-49. Dec. 1. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Under the above name, the Horticultural
Society of Etampes, under the repeated pronouncements and
encouragements of its president, Mr. Blavet, has cultivated
and disseminated, now for several years, with a zeal and a
persistence that we could not praise it too much, a particular
variety of soybean that should not be confused with any of
the others from which it differs, at least by its qualities.
It is because these properties were ignored or denied
that one arrived at completely contradictory conclusions on
soybean plants, even, when on each side, these conclusions
were based on experiments. The reason is that all these had
been conducted on different elements that, all, carried the
same qualifier: hispida.
This specific term, hispida, applied to soybean plants,
has no value, since all or most of the varieties within the
group have hairy fruits. The form hispida per se, the one
that is commonly cultivated, encompasses a great quantity
of sub-varieties that differ in the vigor, the dimensions, the
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earliness or lateness of the plants, the shape, the size and
mostly the color of the pod. Let us add that their relative
quality differs as well. Also most of them–or at least the ones
that we actually saw–have a relatively large hilum (hile)
and always a colored one. The Soja hispida from Etampes,
on the contrary, has a very small, non-colored seed scar
(ombilic), so that one would barely see it, unless one were
paying close attention. As for the vegetative part of the plant
and its appearance, these characteristics are similar to the
characteristics present among certain other sub-varieties.
It is, let us repeat, for not having taken these differences
into account, that we have arrived to expressing opinions
that were so contradictory about soybean plants and that we
still see every day articles appear in which it is proposed to
exclude this plant from the vegetable garden. Thus, recently,
during a meeting of the national and central horticultural
Society of France, within the committee for vegetable
gardening, one of its main members, the committee
Secretary, was stating, referring to soya, “that the plant has
been overly lauded, whose main merit is that livestock gladly
eats it and that it can be of service in large scale cultivation.
As a plant for the vegetable garden, it presents this double
inconvenience: that when young, the pod is difficult to
extract from the shell and when mature, it becomes a rather
coarse food.”
Well, we, who saw and studied the plants in Etampes,
where we ate Soja hispida from Etampes, do not hesitate to
state that these sayings are absolutely contrary to the truth.
And we affirm that this vegetable is delicious and that, as a
food, no other legume can compare to it in terms of flavor,
its silkiness, and fine taste, which is one of the most pleasant.
It cooks rather quickly. As for the shelling, once the pods
had reached maturity, it did not present us with difficulties;
dried, they open up easily and can then be opened with a flail
(fleau) as is done with beans.
Could there be Soja hispida varieties that present
the inconveniences mentioned by the Secretary of the
Committee for vegetable gardening that we reported earlier?
It is probable, indeed even certain. But we do not hesitate to
assert that it is a different matter with the so called Etampes
Soya, that, as a culinary plant, is of first rate. And thus, we do
not hesitate to recommend it.
Does this mean that this soya is the epitome of
perfection and that one could find nothing better? No,
undoubtedly, and when one thinks about this so considerable
amount of beans, peas, Fava beans that we have obtained,
it would not be prudent to maintain that soya plants cannot
be improved and that we cannot procure varieties of higher
merit than the ones we already have even of the ‘Etampes’
variety. The efforts will mostly have to be directed towards
larger pods and longer shells, without prejudice to the other
qualities: earliness, white pods, etc, etc. Towards that goal,
we will have to observe and study the plants carefully and
select for seeds the pods that already present modifications in

the direction of the ones being sought. Address: France.
231. Swarte, Victor de. 1881. Rapport sur la culture du
Soya Hispida dans le département du Jura [Report on the
cultivation of the soybean in the department of Jura]. Bulletin
Trimestriel de la Societe des Agriculteurs du Nord. p. 35758. Meeting of Dec. 7. [Fre]
• Summary: Reports on the cultivation trials of two growers
from Lons-le-Saulnier: (1) Mr. Alphonse Nel, farmer. Mr.
Nel planted seeds of Soya hispida in his garden on 22 June
1881 at 11 o’clock in the morning; the germination time was
168 hours [7 days] (until June 30).
The time required for flowering was 38-41 days; the
flowering stage passed very rapidly. They did not all bloom
at the same time and the flowers succeeded each other within
a period of 4-5 days at the most.
A strong frost on the night of October 4 obliged us to
harvest the seeds before they had matured. We assume that
without this sudden change of temperature, they would have
needed 10-15 more days to reach complete maturity. Soya
hispida tolerated the heat waves much better than all [other]
varieties of haricot beans; the flowers were not scorched
[the edges of the flowers did not turn brown] while those of
the native beans (haricots du pays) scorched as they were
opening.
The number of beans enclosed in each pod varies from
one to three.
The agronomic trial was done in quite poor soil, and in
very fatty / clayey soil.
Only one remark was made by Mr. Nel, and it seemed
worth including in this report: the rats and mice, which do
not attack haricot beans, avidly rushed upon Soya hispida.
Could it be because of the oily nature of this bean?
(2) Mr. Grand, horticulturist. The planting was done
within the first 15 days [from June 22 on], and germination
was slow.
Until June 29, the plants remained puny, but from
this time forth and under the influence of heat waves, their
development was very rapid, despite an extraordinary
drought that Mr. Grand did not remedy by any watering.
The experiment was done in clayey but strongly
manured soil. Everything made us suppose that the product
would have been even more beautiful in a weaker soil.
Several plants produced 100 to 125 beans. Address:
Corresponding member [France].
232. Raveret-Wattel, C. 1881. Extraits des procés-verbaux
des séances de la société. Séance générale du 9 Décembre
1881 [Excerpts of verbal proceedings from meetings of the
society. General meeting of 9 Dec. 1881]. Bulletin de la
Societe d’Acclimatation 28:760-783. Dec. See p. 778-80.
[Fre]
• Summary: “Mr. Mathey of Rouchechouart (Haute-Vienne)
[in west central France] sends several black soybeans (Hei-
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Téou) to the Society, together with the following information
(p. 778): “’The soil in which the seeds, provided by the
Society, were planted was very dry and from elevated
ground; it is of mediocre quality and very clayey. If, as I
hope, the Society is willing next year to put at my disposal
a few black soybean seeds, I shall start planting trials again
with them, but this time I will plant them much earlier.’”
“Mr. Paillieux writes to the secretary general of the
Society... The cultivation of the black soybean is even more
important. This variety of Soya does not even bloom in the
region around Paris, but it would be very interesting to see
it prosper in southern France, particularly in the Vaucluse [a
region in southeastern France], which has been hit by natural
calamities for several years.” (p. 779).
He also sends and describes three varieties of gobo, a
Japanese root vegetable.
“Mr. de Cazenove writes to the president of the society:
‘I have the honor of presenting to you the results of my
planting trials with the various seeds that the Society was
kind enough to give me last year.’ 1. Agua dulce beans were
planted in the spring on strong and deep granitic soil (near
the town of Lyon [capital of Rhône dept. in east central
France at the confluence of the Rhone and Saône rivers]).
The beans grew well but the drought and insects reduced
their seed yield. 2. Rhubarb from Tibet. Planted in June in
the same soil, they did not come up.
“’3. Soybeans (Soja). Planted in the same soil and
terrain, they came up well, and provided about 1-2 liters of
seed harvested at the end of September from about 50 plants.
“’Another portion of soybeans, seeded in a very light
soil, succeeded well on an irrigated, very granitic soil. But
only 12 of these plants produced seeds; I am sending you
half of that harvest. I am keeping the other half to do another
planting on a larger scale’” (p. 780). Address: Secretary of
the meetings, France.
233. Ladureau, A. 1881. Le soja hispida: sa culture, sa
composition [The soybean: Its cultivation and composition].
Bulletin Scientifique du Departement du Nord (Lille) 4:100103. [Fre]*
Address: Directeur de la Station Agronomique du Nord,
France.
234. Cook, George H. 1881. Soja beans. Report of Rutgers
Scientific School, the State College, for the Benefit of
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts 17:54-57.
• Summary: “We made another trial of these beans this year,
planting them very thick in two rows 128 feet long, upon
very good ground. They grew well all season, and ripened
evenly, not being much affected by the extreme dry weather.
The crop of beans from the rows was twenty-two pounds.
They can be easily planted and properly tended in rows two
feet apart. This appears to be a good way of growing them.
Last year we tried to grow them by sowing the seed, but they

were soon overrun and choked by weeds, and the crop was
worthless. This year success is very encouraging. An acre of
ground, at the rate these rows produced, would yield thirtyone bushels.
“The seed was obtained, part in Munich and part in
Vienna, in 1878, and has now been planted three times
without showing any signs of deterioration from our climate
or soil. It has some most valuable properties as a farm crop.
To quote from the paper sent out by the Bavarian Experiment
Station:” Note 1. This same translation appeared in Cook
1879.
“The following is the composition of the beans grown
on the College Farm this year, which is the third year’s
growth with us:” A table (p. 56) shows: “Albuminoids
35.39%, fat 19.01%, carbohydrates 26.17%, fibre 4.96%, ash
4.88%, water 9.64%.”
“The superior value of these beans will be better
appreciated after an examination of the composition of some
of our best-known feeding substances, and a comparison of
the results.” The same table and subsequent analysis of it that
appeared in Cook’s 1879 annual report is reproduced again
here. The article concludes: “We hope in another year to be
able to make some feeding experiments with soja beans.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in New Jersey. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation
of soybeans in New Jersey (1879). The source of these
soybeans was Bavaria, Germany, and Vienna, Austria.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016)
by an agricultural (land-grant) college or experiment station
that describes an experiment growing soybeans. Soybeans
were first cultivated at Rutgers in 1879.
Note 4. Largely through the influence of George
Hammell Cook, “the New Jersey legislature, by an act of
April 4, 1864, designated Rutgers Scientific School as the
State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts and made
it the beneficiary of the Federal Land Grant Act of 1862...
That year a farm of 100 acres was purchased, and field
experiments with fertilizers were begun in 1865... Professor
Cook became vice president of Rutgers College in 1864”
(True 1937, p. 75-76). Address: New Jersey.
235. Jahresbericht ueber die Fortschritte auf dem
Gesammtgebiete der Agricultur-Chemie (Berlin). 1881.
Sojabohnen [Soybeans]. 3:177-78, 182, 184, 186, 189, 191,
202, 204, 270-72. For the year 1880. New series. [Ger]
• Summary: A summary of previously published material on
soybeans is found as follows: Composition of soybeans by
H. Pellet and by A. Levallois (p. 177-78, 184). Analysis of
the ash / mineral content of soybeans (from China, Pressburg
{Hungary}, and Etampes {France}), calculated on a dryweight basis (p. 182, 186). Germination percentages at the
Darmstadt Agricultural Research Station, by Paul Wagner (p.
202). Germination percentages at the seed control station in
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Arendsee (Altmark), by A. Pagel (p. 204). Cultural trials with
soybeans by Edmund v. Blaskovics, by A. Sempolowski, by
C.O. Harz, by C. Kraus, and by E. Wollny (p. 271-72).
236. Leger, Alfred. 1881. Le Soya hispida [The soybean].
Lyon, France: Imprimerie Pitrat Aîné. 7 p. 28 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Read to the Society of Agriculture, Natural
History and Useful Arts of Lyon, at the meeting of 8 April
1881. The paper begins: The Society for Acclimatization
invites you to aid in its efforts to make known and
appreciated a new plant which can augment the cultural,
industrial, and alimentary resources of our country.
Contents: Introduction. Origins [of the soybean in
France]. Botanical characteristics. Varieties. Composition
and analyses. Seeds and cultivation. Harvest and yield.
Food uses (whole dry soybeans, a nutritive soy flour {On
en tirera une farine nutritive qui pourra rendre de plus
grands services que la farine de pois d’un usage si général
en Alemagne}, edible oil) plus meal for livestock. Address:
Lyon, France.
237. Paillieux, Auguste. 1881. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétiés, sa culture et ses usages [The
soybean, its chemical composition, varieties, cultivation and
uses]. Paris: Librairie Agricole de la Maison Rustique (26
Rue Jacob). 126 p. 28 cm. [42 ref. Fre]
• Summary: See also next page. This very important book is
largely a reprint in book form of Paillieux’s excellent article
by the same title published in the September and October
1880 issues of the Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation.
The arrangement of text on the pages is somewhat different
from (and clearer than) the earlier publication, and it contains
small amounts of new information–as on p. 87-88.
Across the bottom of the title page is printed: Extract
from the Bulletin of the Society for Acclimatation.
Note 1. This is the earliest book seen (July 2019) about
the soybean published in French and the second earliest
book seen (July 2019) about the soybean published in the
western world; the first was by Haberlandt in 1878. This
book contains only one unimportant illustration, the same
one found in the preceding articles.
2. In France (Dec. 2019) there is “une Rue Paillieux” at
Crosne. Since it is on the same page on the Web as Nicolas
Auguste Paillieux–http://jacques.colliard.pagesperso-orange.
fr/JournalFamille/Salats_MJEa.html–it is probably the
same Auguste Paillieux. Address: Membre de la Societe
d’Acclimatation, France.
238. Siroy, Mr. 1882. Compte rendu des travaux du Comité
de Culture Potagère [Report of the work of the Committee of
Kitchen-Garden Cultivation]. Journal de la Societe Centrale
d’Horticulture de France 4:115-20. Third Series. [Fre]
• Summary: In this summary report, although no new
information about soy is included, the soybean (Le Soya ou

Soja) is mentioned on pages 116 and 120.
Also in this volume, the soybean is mentioned briefly at
the bottom of p. 37 and the top of p. 38. Address: Secretary
of the Committee.
239. Belfast Morning News (Antrim, Northern Ireland).
1882. Soya hispida. Jan. 16. p. 4, col. 4.
• Summary: “Some of our farmers who are tired of
unremunerative corn-growing, and are yet not too
discouraged to try new experiments, may, perhaps, do
something with a grain not very well known, except in the
East. This is the soya hispida, whose English name we are
ashamed not be able to give, and whose manifold good
qualities were explained a few days ago to the Society of
French Agriculturists. The home of this plant, where it is
cultivated in great profusion, is the extreme East of Asia.
The Chinese make use of it when ripe for the manufacture of
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cooked like the small sort of beans. In other places, the seeds
are set in a very damp, watery soil, and kept in darkness till
they sprout up into a long white stalk, four or five inches
high, which is then cut and served up after the manner of a
salad. Finally, it is possible actually to make out of the grain
a sort of cheese [tofu] which is consumed in huge quantities
by the poorer people both in China and Japan.”

an oil, and, after extracting it, give the remnant of the grain,
together with the stalks and leaves of the plant, as a food for
cattle.
“In Japan the principal use made of it is for the
extraction of a sauce [soy sauce], which they use with all
sorts of viands; and in the preparation this condiment take
very great pains, keeping the grain for months, and even
years, in order to give it a better flavour.
“The growth of the plant is abundant in hot climates,
but it is also well suited to colder temperature, and in the
more northern parts of Asia where it is grown the grain is
mixed with chopped straw, and so given to and cattle. These,
however, are by no means the sole uses to which the soya
hispida is put. Its cultivation has become general in Syria
[sic, Styria] and Dalmatia [a region in western Yugoslavia on
the Adriatic Sea; but in 2014 in Croatia], and has begun to be
common as far west as Hungary. In the two former countries
the grain, after being allowed to ripen, is thrashed [threshed]
out and roasted, and then employed for the making of coffee.
The liquid so produced said to be very like real coffee,
though of inferior strength and flavour.
“In China there are yet other uses found for it. The adult
grains are soaked till they swell and become soft, and then

240. San Francisco Bulletin (California). 1882. The hairy
soja bean. Jan. 25. p. 4.
• Summary: “Among the seeds which were sent last year
to subscribers of the Bulletin was the Soja bean of Japan,
which promises to become a valuable addition to the
resources of the State. The Rural New Yorker [7 Jan. 1882, p.
9-10] furnishes lengthy notes on its culture at experimental
grounds. and its adaptability to fodder purposes is causing it
to be planted extensively in Central Europe.
“So much has been written upon the subject that the
literature of the Soja bean is already quite voluminous. A
writer in La Nature [25 July 1881, p. 115] declares that the
cultivation of the Soja is common in Italy, Austria, Hungary
and France, and that the plant is destined to be as great a
boon to Europe as the potato was. It grows in any soil, and
furnished rich fodder for cattle, besides its utility as food for
man.
“The Soja (or Soya) bean is botanically called Soja
hispida, and analysis shows that the seeds are unusually rich
in fat and albumen [protein]. The plant has been grown in
Eastern Asia for many centuries as one of the most valued
and profitable of crops. India [sic], China and Japan are
especially indebted to this bean, which forms a large part of
the daily food of millions. It is an annual leguminous plant.
There are several varieties sown in May; the earliest kinds
mature in September or October. The plant grows to a height
of two or three feet, shrubby in habit, with pods at all the
joints. The branches and pods are hairy. The beans never
shell out in the field, which is quite an item in favor of this
species. Cattle eat the plant greedily when green.
“The various analyses which have been made in Europe
to test the relative value of the Soja bean as a food, are
valuable contributions to this subject. The first analysis was
made in Vienna, and shows the composition of the bean and
of the Soja straw to be as follows:”
Table 1 shows the nutritional constituents for soja seed
(first crop and second crop) and soja straw. For the first crop
of seed the composition is: Albuminoids 34.37, fat 18.25,
carbohydrates 28.32, fiber 4.39, ash 4.76, and water 8.82.
Note: Since the above figures add up to 98.91 they
almost certainly represent percentages.
The soja straw is mostly carbohydrates (36.03) and fiber
(29.45) plus albuminoids (9.43).
“The following table, if compared with that above, will
exhibit the superior nutritive qualities of the Soja bean for
food and of the Soja straw for fodder, over those from other
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leguminous plants:”
Table 2 shows the nutritional constituents for horse bean
[Vicia faba, now (Sept. 2019) more widely known in English
as broad bean or fava bean], peas [Pisum sativum], and pea
straw. For example, horse beans contain 25.5% albuminoids
and 1.6% fat. Peas contain 22.4% albuminoids and 2.9% fat.
“Still another table has been prepared, tending to show
the comparative value of Soja beans and other foods for the
domestic animals. The result is surprisingly advantageous to
the claims of the Soja. The table is as follows:”
Table 3 shows the nutrients in timothy hay, clover
hay, oat straw, cured corn-fodder, Indian corn, oats, wheat
bran, malt dust, cotton-seed cake (decorticated), brewer’s
grains, horse beans, and soja beans. The nutrients are ash,
albuminoids, fat, carbohydrates and “comparative value
per 100 pounds.” Soja beans have the highest comparative
value per 100 pounds (2.55) followed by cotton-seed cake
(decorticated) 2.43.
“Evidently the Soja bean, mixed with straw or corn
fodder, would give satisfaction and be less expensive. In a
system of rotation, corn, followed by Soja beans, followed
by wheat, would greatly aid to keep up the fertility of
California fields. It is therefore much to be desired that the
culture of this useful plant shall increase.”
241. Monthly Bulletin, North Carolina Department of
Agriculture (Raleigh). 1882. Geological Survey: On Some
Useful Plants (Continued). No. 12. p. 1-2. March.
• Summary: In the last Bulletin some results of investigations
by the Survey in regard to the value to North Carolina of
certain plants, new and old, were reported. Some facts
were presented, which seem to indicate that the Mongolian
Bean (Soja), one of the most important cultivated plants
among the vast populations of Asia for unknown ages, and
recently introduced with signal success in several countries
of Europe, is likely to prove a valuable acquisition to the
agricultural resources of this State. A general statement was
given of the conclusions reached by the eminent agricultural
chemist of Vienna, Prof. Haberlandt.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2017) that
contains the term “Mongolian Bean” (or “Mongolian beans,”
regardless of capitalization) which it uses to refer to the Soja

bean.
“The matter is of sufficient importance to require the
further presentation of the results of Prof. H.’s researches
which, as stated, were carried on for a period of three years,
and in all parts of the empire of Austria, with its various
soils and climates. He gives the results of more than 150
experiments, which were almost uniformly successful.
These are embodied in the following table which shows the
comparative value of this bean and our leading vegetable
food products; the analyses of Soja and of the garden pea
from Prof. Haberlandt, and the others from Prof. Johnson,
except that of the cow pea, which is from Ledoux. I add
at the bottom of each column figures showing the relative
nutritive value, on the usual assumption that the nitrogenous
and fat components are of equal value, (for equal weights,)
and that of carbohydrates, (sugar, starch, &c.,) about onefifth as much:”
A table compares the nutritional value of wheat,
corn, garden pea, cow pea, and soja. For each is given the
nitrogenous matter, fat and carbohydrates, plus the “relative
nutritive value.” Soja has by far the highest relative nutritive
value, 2.71. The next highest is garden peas with 1.56.
“It will be seen that in both the cardinal food elements,
fat and nitrogenous matter, the Soja far surpasses all our
richest vegetable foods, having nearly three times as much
fat as corn, and of protein, as wheat, and more than double
the nutritive value of both, and exceeding in this respect our
familiar species of legumes by about eighty per cent.
“As it took Europe several hundred years and countless
millions of money to learn from China the art of cultivating
the silk worm and making porcelain, so it seems that
Europeans have still much to learn from that wonderful
people, and among other things the lesson which the near
future urges, viz: how to feed themselves economically, so
that many times the present population per square mile may
be supported by its products. She has already made one
contribution towards this end by teaching the art of raising
fish, like pigs and chickens, and the indications are, that the
Mongolian Bean is a still greater benefaction.
“But the story of the value of Soja is not yet complete.
The straw (leaves and stem), of which the yield is very
great, is nearly equal in, value to our best forage plants, as
the following table of analyses
shows:”
A table compares the
nutritional value of the straw
of clover, timothy, cow pea,
and soja. For each is given the
nitrogenous materials, fat and
carbohydrates, plus the “relative
nutritive value.” Clover has the
highest relative nutritive value,
0.99, followed by timothy (0.95),
soja (0.80) and cowpea (0.73).
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“And of course its value as a green crop for improving
the soil, will be of the same order, and determined by the
same conditions.
Prof. Haberlandt sums up the results of his numerous
and exhaustive investigations in a list of valuable qualities of
which the following are the chief, viz:
“1. The Soja will grow well in any sort of soil, of fair
quality.
“2. It stands drought better than all other legumes.
“3. It stands frost better than either legumes or corn;
even freezing does not destroy it.
“4. It is extremely prolific, both in fruit and forage; and
as a green fodder plant it is unequalled.
“5. It not only has the highest value for human food, but
both the seed and fodder are preferred by stock to nearly all
other foods.
6. The labor and cost of cultivation are less than of any
other cultivated crop.
“7. It matures early, surpassing corn in this respect.
“The above is not half the list of notable and valuable
qualities enumerated.
“Such are the results of the domestication of Soja in
Europe.
“As stated in the previous number of the Bulletin, the
tests which have been made in this State promise equally
well.
“Prof. Lane, who has experimented longer and on a
larger scale than any one else, gives? it a place with his most
important plants? He finds that horses and cattle will desert
any other forage for the Soja fodder [?]. And as to yield, he
gathered 50 bushels per acre from his ordinary cotton field,
and has no doubt he could easily [?] 100 bushels, and the
product of for- [?] is proportionally great. Some of the [?]aw
being badly cured on account of [?]in, and thrown into the
stable lot for manure, was pawed up by horses and cows and
eaten, to the last stem.
“Another considerable advantage which this gentleman
found, is that the seed does not shell out in handling, so that
there is no waste.
“Prof. Cook, State Geologist of New Jersey, has had
some experiments made, last year, on the experiment farm
of the N.J. Station, and his results are in accord with those
given above.
“Now if the half of this prove true–and there seems no
reason to discount it in the least–the Soja will be a great boon
to the agriculture of North Carolina, not only directly, but
indirectly as well. For one of the great wants of the State is
a system of crop rotation which will introduce stock raising,
not alone for the supply of our own meat, but chiefly to
furnish manure for the soil; for without this change our soils
and our agriculture will go to ruin
“Soja may be planted like the cow pea, but until seeds
are plenty, it is better to plant 4 to six inches apart in drills
widely enough separated for cultivation.” Address: Director,

N.C. Agric. Exp. Station.
242. von Hamm, Paul. 1882. Die Sojabohne als Pferdefutter
(Antwort auf die Frage 242) [The soybean as feed for horses
(Answer to question 242)]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung (Vienna) 32(51):411. June 28. [Ger]
• Summary: As with any change in feed, when feeding with
soybeans (Sojabohne) a gradual transition must also be
observed if it is to serve as the main concentrated feed. Three
pairs of workhorses were fed with soybeans over five months
and they visibly gained weight. A horse received per head
and per day in the first two weeks:
2 kg oat seeds (Körnerhafer)
1 kg coarsely ground soybeans and
1 kg clover
In the next two weeks:
1 ½ kg oat seeds
1½ kg coarsely ground soybeans and
1 kg clover
In the third period of fourteen days:
1 kg oat seeds
2 kg coarsely ground soybeans and
1 kg clover
In the seventh week:
3 kg coarsely ground soybeans and
1 kg clover etc.
Every mixture was moistened with salt water. In
addition: 6 kg meadow hay and straw as desired. The stems
of the soybeans, which were shaken out of the threshing
machine without leaves, were mixed in with the feed of the
horses at a rate of 1 kg per head per day. After feeding, I
always found empty feed racks. The leaves were fed to the
sheep as chaff and were greedily eaten by them.
The cultivation of the soybeans took place in the
following way: on the field that had been broken up well,
three seeds were planted in each 40 by 40 cm square using
a hand hoe, and specifically at the points of intersection,
after having been marked out earlier. Planting took place on
May 13. After fourteen days, the first little plants showed
themselves. Since the field was free of weeds, it was not
hoed, but rather the earth was hilled up once shallowly
in a cross pattern (seicht kreuzweise) and the second time
deeply across (der Quere nach tief) with the Smyth horse
hoe (Smyth’schen Pfederdhacke) and three hilling plows that
were screwed on which was drawn by a horse. The harvest
took place on October 3, and after lying outside for eight
days with dry, favorable weather, threshing could be carried
out. The yield per hectare turned out to be very favorable,
since 27.2 Meterzentner [= 100 kg = 2,720 kg total] were
harvested. One hectoliter weighed 72.7 kg.
It has been asserted numerous times that the stems and
leaves that were presented were not eaten by the livestock
which, however, as a rule is incorrect and, if that is the case,
there is a substantial reason for it. One practical farmer
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complained to me about his misfortune that his sheep would
not eat the leaves of the soybean. In that case, the surface of
the leaves was covered with spores, which can easily occur if
the soybeans are picked with dew or not completely withered
(abgewelkt), and even though the pods were introduced dry,
the stems and leaves were still moist. The latter is especially
to be observed in order to be able to give the leaves and
stems to domestic animals.
Sir Paul von Hamm [Paul Ritter von Hamm].
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Sir (Ritter).
243. Gilyaranskiy, V.P. 1882. Monografiya Kitaiskago
maslichnago gorokha “Soja hispida” [Monograph on Chinese
oil-bearing pea plant Soja hispida]. Trudy Imperatorskago
Vol’nago Ekonomicheskago Obshchestva, St. Petersburg
(Transactions of the Imperial Free Economic Society)
3(3):269-71. Nov.; 3(4):435-50. Dec. [10 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Part I (Nov.): Soybeans were introduced to
Russia to increase the country’s food production. Discusses
the nutritional value of soybeans. Haberlandt introduced the
cultivation of soybeans to Europe, and his trials proved that
soybeans could be successfully grown in various European
countries. However Podoba was the first who practically /
experimentally proved the success of soybean in Europe.
Podoba also installed a laboratory partner named Fein in
southern Russia. The first popularizer was A.V. Sovetov, who
initiated further projects and data collection.
Gilyaranskiy began his work in 1881 when he received
5 soybean seeds from his director, Nikolai Pavlovich
Ill’inu, who also allowed Gilyaranskiy to use his equipment
and laboratory. In 1880 the Asian Department of Foreign
Ministry (of Russia) obtained soybean samples by demand.
In the same year, crop information about soybeans was
received from the Consulate.
In the text, Gilyaranskiy then cites five documents that
were helpful to him in compiling this article: (1) Organov, N.
1881. Soia ili maslichnyi gorokh (Soja hispida *) [Soybean
or oil-bearing plant (Soja hispida *)]. Trudy Imperatorskago
Vol’nago Ekonomicheskago Obshchestva, St. Petersburg
(Scholarly Works of the Imperial Free Economical
Society 1(2):184-198. Feb.; 1(3):304-325. March). (2) The
publications of Dr. Bretschneider, who was on a mission to
Peking. (3) La Planta Soja hispida, by Geerts, a report from
a mission to Japan. Chapters 3 and 4 from Part 1; Chapters 4
and 5 from Part 2 (translation from French), including much
information about soy sauce and miso. (4) The famous book:
Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Die Sojabohne: Ergebnisse der
Studien und Versuche ueber die Anbauwuerdigkeit dieser
neu einzufuehrenden Culturpflanze [The soybean: Results
of studies and trials on the potential for growing this newly
introduced crop plant]. Vienna, Austria-Hungary: Carl
Gerold’s Sohn. ii + 119 p. (5) Oesterreichische Monatsschrift
für den Orient (Vienna). 1881. Die japanische Sojabohne als

Nahrungsmittel [The Japanese soybean as a source of food].
7(12):204-05. Dec. 15.
Part II (Dec.): Chapter 1. Oil of soybean seeds (Maslo
semian soi). Bretschneider discusses the taste and use
of soybeans in Russia. Karl Brendt is mentioned again.
Gilyaranskiy states: “My yield included 40 zolotnik (1
zolotnik = 4.26 gm) of oil, produced from the variety of
seeds received from Mr. Podoba. The oil was extracted using
sulfuric ether. I had about 4 lb of soybeans, which I ground
in a coffee mill. Then I immersed the flour in ether in a test
tube for 4-5 days. Almost all of the oil was extracted. I also
extracted the oil using carbon bisulphide, but the yield was
1.5% less than with sulfuric ether.
“I also tried to extract the oil using petroleum ether, but
again the yield was unsatisfactory. In addition, the petroleum
ether dissociates from the soybean oil, thus changing the
latter’s smell and taste. The product known as rigolen, which
has a boiling point of 35ºC, would be the best solvent of all,
it is impossible to obtain in St. Petersburg.
“The oil I extracted using sulfuric ether had a clear,
heavy yellow color, similar to olive oil in color and
viscosity... however as time passes, under certain conditions,
it becomes black in color.” Through his experiments,
Gilyaranskiy proved that soybean oil contains nitrogen. Sato
and his experiments are mentioned (p. 436-37).
A table (p. 437-38) gives the percentage composition
of soybean cake (water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract,
cellulose, ash), with two columns based on the research
of Völcker (1872) and J. Küehn (see Pott 1889, p. 490).
Soybean oil cakes, known in English as “bean-cakes,” are an
important export from the port of Newchwang to southern
China, especially to Syamou (?). Discusses the price of
soybeans.
Chapter 2. Uses of soy sauce (in China, as well as
Europe). Methods of preparing soy sauce are described
in numerous Chinese and Japanese publications, but also
in European publications such as: (1) Etude pratique du
commerce d’exportation de la Chine, by N. Rondot (1848,
Renard, p. 188). (2) Chinese Commercial Guide, by W.
Williams (1863, Hong Kong, p. 139). (3) Newspaper article
by K.A. Skachkov in Golos [Voice] (No. 72, 1882). The
main ingredients used in making soy sauce are yellow
soybeans (Soja hispida, Shiro-daizu or Teppo-mamé or
Shoyu-mamé), wheat koji, salt, and water. A detailed
description of the process is given. Amazake is sometimes
added to soy sauce to give variation in the flavor. Kinch’s
analysis of Geerts’ data (p. 443) gives the relative density of
soy sauce as 1.199. The density of soy sauce solids is 359.88
gm/liter. A table (p. 443) gives the density (in gm/liter) of
soy sauce constituents as follows: Ash 195.16. Sugars 31.03.
Albumen 41.00. Acids 6.20.
Chapter 3. Sauce miso or dai-dzu-ko. Describes seven
different types of Japanese miso and how each is made:
1. Original miso or shiro miso–white with little salt. 2.
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Chu-miso–very salty. 3. Aka-miso–red, prepared with koji.
4. Nagoya-miso. 5. Kinzanji-miso–made with soybeans,
eggplant and gingerroot. 6. Mugi-miso–made with barley and
soybeans. 7. Kogane-miso–a type of aka-miso. A table (p.
445) compares the nutritional composition of shiro-miso and
aka-miso.
Chapter 4. Tofu. Chinese name: doufu. English name:
bean-curd. Japanese name: tofu. Yellow soybean varieties
(Gogwatsu-mamé, Wase-mamé, and Natsu-mamé) are widely
used in Japan to make tofu. A table (p. 447-48) gives the
percentage composition of tofu, with two columns based on
the research of Kinch (1880) and Geerts (1876). Tofu is seen
as an excellent alternative for dairy cheeses.
Chapter 5. Preparation and composition of dried-frozen
tofu (kori-tofu) and other types of tofu (dried cheeses). A
table gives the nutritional composition of kori-tofu (based on
Kinch 1880). Also discusses agé-tofu, abura-tofu, and yuba.
Describes the method for preparing yuba, which is eaten in
soups in Japan. Several tables were summarized by Nikitin in
Russian (1900) and German (1901).
Note: This is the earliest Russian-language document
seen (Oct. 2012) that mentions yuba. Address: Russia.
244. Wiener Landwirthschaftlichen Zeitung (Vienna). 1882.
Ueber den Wagner’schen Futterbau [On Wagner Fodder
Cultivation]. 32(98):784-85. Dec. 9. [Ger]
• Summary: Thus all that remains, then, is once again
this extremely important question on fodder, namely, to
recommend it to the leading figures for a test. The Ministry
of Agriculture (Ackerbauministerium) which, for its part,
has done so much, for example, for the soybean (Sojabohne)
ought to direct its fullest attention to this matter and have it
tested in its trial institutes. With that, protein is cheaper, and
it is to be produced with less work and in a form that is more
appealing to the rural population than in any other way.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
245. J. of the Chemical Society (London). 1882. Experiments
on the cultivation of various kinds of beans, with special
regard to the amount of nutrients produced (Abstract). 42:83.
[1 ref]
• Summary: This is an English-language summary
of the following German-language document: Grahl,
Hugo. 1881. Anbauversuch mit Bohnen verschiedener
Arten unter besonderer Beruecksichtigung der geernten
Naehrstoffmengen. Biedermann’s Central-Blatt fuer
Agrikulturchemie 10:538-40. Aug.
“The experimental plots were of two kinds, heavy and
light, and were manured with 40,000 kilos. of stable manure.
The plants grown were varieties of soja, French, and field
beans, and the first two were not found to be greatly different
in yield, whether grown on the light or on heavy land; but
the field beans did the best on the heavy land. As regards

the total amount of nutrients produced, it appears that the
French been is not preferable to the soja as regards protein,
but is lower in fat, and its period of growth is shorter. As the
black variety of French bean gave the highest yield, it is to
be recommended as a fodder. The field bean is far above the
soja bean in protein, but much below in fat; and the author
considers that on good soils the field bean (any variety) will
always yield the largest crops; but on poor soils, perhaps, by
reason of the large amount of fat it contains, the soja bean
ought to be grown. E.W.P.”
246. Renouard, Alfred. 1882. Sur l’acclimatation du “Soja
hispida” [On the acclimatization of the soybean]. Annales
Agronomiques 8:377-80. [11 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article is fairly similar to, though more
detailed than, that written by the author and published in
April 1881 in the Association Francaise pour l’Avancement
des Sciences, Comptes Rendu (10:945-51).
After discussing the early work with soybeans in Europe
by Haberlandt in Vienna (Austria) and Blavet in Etampes
(France), he notes that the variety cultivated in Etampes was
named Soja de Étampes by the house of Vilmorin, to which
we owe the propagation of so many good species of seeds;
but none of the specific trials generated by these diverse
shipments clearly demonstrated that large-scale cultivation of
soybeans had any chance of success in our regions.
There was nothing to retract from what had been said:
the agricultural value of this soybean (pois oléagineux)
[is] among the richest in protein, and [is] capable of being
easily and advantageously distributed, if not as food for
humans, by reason of its quite special and not very agreeable
taste, at least as a forage plant for livestock. The Tramway
Company of Roubaix sent for some last year from Hungary
in large quantities for the feed of its horses and had only to
congratulate itself on this innovation.
Also, when near the end of 1879 Mr. Julius Robert, great
farmer of French origin and maker of sugar in Seelowitz
(Moravia, Moravie [a region in today’s Czech republic]),
proposed to the Society of Farmers of the Department of
Nord (Société des Agriculteurs du Nord). in Lille and to
the Agricultural Board (Comité) of the city, to send several
hectoliters of soybeans to Nord to do some serious trials
of acclimatization with them, several members of these
societies, who knew the high agricultural value of this bean,
eagerly accepted. These are the results of large-scale cultural
trials conducted by various members of the societies, and by
some other farmers of this department, on parcels ranging
from 35 to 50 ares [1 are = 100 square meters], which we are
going to make known.
In 1880 only nine farmers accepted soybeans. The
seeds were planted during the first days of April. The plants
broke ground after nine or ten days, remaining puny while
the weather was wet and rainy, but at the first heat they
developed very rapidly. Flowering took place only at the
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beginning of June. The flowers passed very quickly; they
did not bloom together but succeeded each other every three
or four days. The soybeans were harvested from Oct. 1-15
according the village. There were from 40-150 pods per
plant, and 3-4 beans per pod. These beans were mature, and
one could consider this result as relatively fruitful. Only two
farms did not succeed, but one had planted the seeds too
close together, forgetting that for a plant like the soybean,
which develops much in width, the seeds should be placed
50 cm apart. The other had sown its seeds in a cold and
clayish soil, and it is common knowledge that all seeds with
pods spoil there [in such soil].
The next year, 32 farmers, encouraged by these first
trials, planted soybeans. One of our friends, Mr. de Swarte,
treasurer-general of Jura, wanted to engage several farmers
from his area around Lons-le-Saulnier to do the same. He
later published the results of their tests that agreed with
ours. In 1881 the soybeans were planted over a wide range
of time: from April 15 to June 20. Germination required on
average 170 hours, flowering 38-40 days. But instead of
having, as in 1880, a hot late autumn, we had a rainy one,
as happens only too often in Nord. The soybeans which
were harvested very late did not ripen. (Footnote: A serious
test of soybean agriculture was tried at Grignon in 1881.
The plant developed very well, and one could have hoped
for a good harvest when it was destroyed by an early frost
at the beginning of October. The plant had been judged too
delicate to renew the test.) One could observe, however, that
the terrain lent itself perfectly to its agriculture. On some
plants up to 182 pods were counted, while in the surveys
conducted in 1879 in Hungary upon the order of the minister
of agriculture of that country, only 119 were reported as
a maximum, but these pods [harvested in Nord] remained
green [and thus did not mature]. In a few villages, a frost
that arrived in the first days of October forced immediate
harvest. In others, they were able to wait until Oct. 31 but
without result. Some farmers used green soybeans as soon
as harvested and observed that the cows devoured them
greedily. Most ensiled them in pulp form for winter. But
these, in a very large number, perceived rapidly that they
obtained much less advantageous results than with corn
forage (maïs-fourrage), usually ensiled in the same way,
easily cultivated in our regions. Although much less rich in
protein than soybeans (4-5% against 2.5-2.9%), corn yields a
harvest otherwise quite considerable in weight.
This year, five farmers wanted to begin tests again, but
as we go to press, the plant is green, the pods hardly formed,
and it is certain that the soybean cannot produce seed
suitably. In addition, there will soon be early frosts to fear
that always necessitate an immediate uprooting.
We have intended to publish these results in order
to inform farmers of the possibility or better the ease of
acclimatization of these agricultural plants of exotic origin,
that, like the soybean, are recommended from all points of

view, but whose success is less than certain and that, in the
green state, cannot take the place of other well acclimatized
crops.
It is possible that soybean cultivation may succeed in
the warmer regions of the southern parts of France; in all
cases, the trials for the northern parts of France have been
made: according to our opinion, this crop could not be, in
these northern regions, either remunerative or profitable.
Address: [The Younger (fils), Civil engineer, manufacturer at
Lille, secretary general of the Industrial Society of Nord {a
department in northern France}.
247. Raveret-Wattel, C. 1883. Extraits des procés-verbaux
des séances de la société. Séance générale du 19 Janvier
1883 [Excerpts of verbal proceedings from meetings of the
society. General meeting of 19 Jan. 1883]. Bulletin de la
Societe d’Acclimatation 30:50-60. Jan. See p. 56-57. [Fre]
• Summary: The director of the Marseilles zoological garden
(zoo) reports the results obtained with seeds of soybeans
(Soya hispida) and rice, which were sent to him. “On about
May 11th, I received one liter of each grain. Having prepared
two plots of land (with good garden soil), about 17 square
meters, one, planted to Soya, was laid out as for peas, that
is in four rows. On about May 25th I finished planting these
seeds, which emerged on June 1, after having received their
first irrigation on May 28. Recognizing that the seeds were
planted very close together, but wanting to see the result,
I did not thin them. They came to maturity at the end of
September: height 60-70 cm, yielding about 3½ liters.” The
rice is then discussed. Address: Secretary of the meetings,
France.
248. CHernoglazov, L.A. 1883. K voprosu o Kitayskom
maslichnom gorokhe [On the question of the Chinese
oil-bearing pea plant]. Trudy Imperatorskago Vol’nago
Ekonomicheskago Obshchestva, St. Petersburg (Transactions
of the Imperial Free Economic Society) 1(3):305-09. March.
[Rus]
• Summary: Contents: Soybeans are successful in Russia.
Success in Penza, Russia. Appropriate climate. Soybeans
noted for excellent acclimatization ability. Appropriate soil
for soybeans. Author’s method of cultivating soybeans.
Planting soybeans and their growth. Harvesting soybeans.
Uses of soybeans: Food, chaff, straw, enrichment of soil.
Preparation of foods from soybeans: Soy sauce, miso, soup,
flour, bread, potato pancakes. The writer prepared these
foods from soybeans, then fed them to his co-workers. Note:
He also sent these foods to this periodical to have them
analyzed for their nutritional value. However, before the
analyses could be conducted, the expiration date had passed.
Conclusion: Incl. use of soybeans as a food for the army.
Note: Alternate Journal Name entry: Trudy Vol’nogoEkonomicheskogo Obshchestva (Scholarly Works of the
Free Economical Society). Address: Butenkovskaya Station,
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Poltavskaya region [Ukraine].
249. Prairie Farmer. 1883. The soja bean. 55(19):290. May
12.
• Summary: The Soja bean was first brought before the
Western world at the Vienna exposition in 1878. It was
exhibited there from China and India, and attracted special
attention from Prof. Haberlandt. On his recommendation it
was tested in Central Europe.
“From the annual report of the North Carolina
Experiment Station, we learn the Soja has given great
promise of excellence in that State as a feeding stuff for
stock. It seems adapted to almost all soils. It yields a much
larger amount of feed than the cow pea, so popular at the
South. It can stand cold, damp, or generally unfavorable
weather exceedingly well. In the Southern States, to which
it is best adapted, as it requires a long, warm season for its
development, it should be planted about the first of May,
in ordinary seasons. The beans are sown thinly, in shallow
rows, eighteen inches apart, and covered about half an
inch. The plants will blossom in July, and the beans ripen
in September. A single plant will bear from 80 to 300 pods,
each pod containing from one to five beans. The straw and
bean have both been analyzed at the Station, and regarding
results the report says:
“’These analyses compared with meadow hay and
the fodder from legumes, show that the plant under
consideration yields not only a bean of remarkably favorable
chemical composition, but also a straw and hulls which are
quite nutritious. The matured straw of the Soja resembles
meadow hay in composition, although it is somewhat harder
and rougher in character. The green plant produces a very
nutritious fodder. If it is the purpose to utilize the whole
plant, and to the best advantage, it is suggested by these
analyses that probably the best time to cut them is when the
pods are just fully developed and not yet hard. Out at this
stage the beans will ripen sufficiently, as we saw, and the
straw will be preserved in the most favorable state for hay.
The straw contains, at this stage, a larger amount of proteins
and fat than the fully matured and dead plant. This plan
would render the Soja suitable for cultivation in our most
northern States or the highest districts. “’The conclusions
from this inquiry into the chemical nature of the Soja bean
and its straw must be that,
“’1. The bean itself is one of the most nutritious known
to us, quite unequalled in the amount of fats it contains and
containing at the same time a very large amount of proteins.
“’The ripe plant yields a straw fully equal to common
hay in composition; while owing to the fortunate property
the beans have of maturing and drying after the plant is cut,
a still more superior hay may be made from it by harvesting
the plants just when the pods are fully developed and still
green.’
“Our Southern friends are to be congratulated on this

promising acquisition to their fodder crops. We trust the
Soja will meet these early expectations, and that the region
of its culture may be speedily extended northward as far as
climatic conditions will permit.”
250. Dabney, Charles W., Jr. 1883. The soja bean–Soja
hispida. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 5:116-27. For the year 1882.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the
Soja hispida and its varieties. Cultivation of the soja bean.
Chemical composition of the Soja. Yield of the soja bean.
Soils and fertilizers. Uses of the soja bean.
The introduction begins: “This plant has been tried by
a number of persons in different sections of the State and is
favorably considered by them. It appears to be well adapted
to our climate and soils, and yields very well. It produces
more bushels per acre of beans than can be obtained of cow
peas or any other kind of bean known to us. In feeding value,
the soja bean is also superior to the highly esteemed cow pea.
The plant has made a great reputation for itself in Europe in
spite of decided disadvantages as to climate. Our climate is
exactly suited to it, and it promises to have a useful career
here.
“The soja bean was first brought to the attention of
the agricultural world through the efforts of Prof. Friedrich
Haberlandt, of Vienna, who found it among the products
exhibited from China, India and the East generally, at
the [Vienna World] Exposition of 1873. Haberlandt’s
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investigations showed that this new legume not only
contained a large amount of proteins or flesh-producers, as
was to have been expected in an article of its class, but also
a remarkably large amount of fat, which is so unusual and
which qualified it at once to be an excellent article of food
for animals. His labors to introduce the plant have succeeded
so well, against a climate which did not afford a long enough
growing season, that the Soja bean is now extensively
cultivated and highly valued throughout all central Europe.
“The following description of the Soja bean and its
varieties is condensed from Wein’s [1881] Die Sojabohne als
Feldfrucht:” It begins: “The rough-haired Soja bean, Soja
hispida Mönch, belongs to the family of the legumes.”
This description includes extensive information based on
seed shape and color published by Prof. Harz in the Journal
of the Agricultural Association of Bavaria.
“The two original groups are:
“I. The Soja platycarpa Harz–flat pod Soja bean.
“II. The Soja tumida Harz–swollen pod Soja bean.”
“The yellow bean has been the most popular, however,
and is said to be a little heavier than the other varieties. This
is the variety which we have tried in North Carolina.”
Concerning cultivation: “A single plant will bear 30
to 100 pods; an average of 100 is easily reached with good
cultivation, a fair season, and tolerably rich soil. The pods
contain 1 to 2 seeds most often, not infrequently 3, seldom 4
or 5. We find a bushel yellow beans, variety pallida, grown
near Raleigh, to weigh 58 pounds to the bushel. A fortunate
property of the Soja bean is, that it can withstand cold, damp,
or generally unfavorable weather, very well. It is not liable
to be injured easily thus by a late spring or an early frost. It
requires a sharp cold to kill it.”
Concerning chemical composition. A table (p. 120)
contains two columns. “Under One is given the analysis of
a specimen of the yellow Soja bean, variety pallida, grown
in North Carolina. Under Two, the average of 16 analyses of
the same variety by German chemists.” All values are given
as percentages. Water 10.12 / 9.49. Proteins 34.63 / 34.30.
Fat 17.98 / 17.67. Nitrogen-free [extract] or carbohydrates
30.50 / 28.44. Cellulose 3.69 / 4.79. Ash 3.07 / 5.31. The
“North Carolina grown specimen 1 has a nutritive ratio of 1
to 1.5.
A second table (p. 121) compares the chemical
composition Soja bean seeds with the seeds of the yellow
cowpea, white beans, green peas, and cotton seed kernels.
“According to these figures the Soja surpasses the other
legumes in proteins considerably, in fat very far. These
are the costly ingredients of feeding stuffs... The cotton
seed kernels alone surpass the Soja in combined content of
proteins and fat [cotton seed contains more than twice as
much fat, but only 84.5% as much protein]... the Soja far
surpasses the cotton seed in yield of protein and fat per acre.”
Concerning yield of the Soja bean: In North Carolina
they give 31-53 bu/acre plus 4,500 to 9,000 pounds of straw

per acre.
Concerning soils and fertilizers: “The Soja bean is
adapted to almost all soils. It will grow upon purely sandy
soils, on loams or clay soils. It has done particularly well,
however, upon sandy limestone or marled soils and upon
well drained marshes and peaty soils. It does best of all upon
such swamp soils as have been heavily marled. Prof. Wollny
who has made experiments upon this subject, says: ‘The
Soja bean is especially adapted for cultivation upon drained
bogs or swamps rich in lime (marl).’ We have vast areas of
such soils in North Carolina. The eastern part of the state is
underlaid with marls...”
“As for fertilizers to be used upon the Soja, we find that
sulphate of potash and kainite are as important manures here
as we found they were with peas. The sulphate did much
better than the muriate. Among nitrogenous manures nitrate
of soda and animal nitrogen did much better than sulphate
of ammonia. The precipitated phosphates, the phosphates
of iron, alumina, &c., gave better results than the soluble
phosphates. We have gathered these hints from Wein’s
[1881] compilation on this subject.”
“Uses of the Soja bean: In its native lands this bean is an
important article of food for man. In the East the crushed or
ground bean is made into a kind of mush or soup and eaten
with broiled or roasted meat.
“Owing to its peculiar composition, containing so
much proteins and fat and no starch, it is best prepared with
other things to supply the starch, such as potatoes or rice.
Prof. Hecke of Vienna highly commends a dish prepared by
boiling these beans and potatoes separately, mashing them,
mixing one part of the beans with two of the potatoes and
seasoning to taste. He thinks that the beans contain so much
fat, that no milk or butter needs to be added to this dish.
“The chief interest of this bean is, however, as a feeding
stuff for stock.”
Other tables show: (3) Composition of the Soja bean
plant at four different stages, based on recent research at the
North Carolina station (p. 122). (4) Composition of Soja
straw and hulls (p. 123; empty pods, based on Wein 1881,
p. 13). (3) Composition of the Soja compared with other
fodders: Whole plant, Sept. 1, matured whole straw, hulls,
cow pea hay, meadow hay, English pea hay (p. 124; “The
other analyses are from [Emil] Wolff’s tables”)
Note 1. This is the earliest publication seen on soybeans
from a North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station.
Note 2. This is the earliest agricultural experiment
station publication seen (Aug. 1998) whose sole subject is
the soy bean (soja bean).
Note 3 This is the earliest agricultural experiment station
publication seen (Dec. 2016) with the term “soja bean” in the
title.
Note 4. According to I.O. Schaub’s “North Carolina
Experiment Station: The First 60 Years, 1877-1937,” Dr.
Charles William Dabney, Jr., was director of the station from
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1880 to 1887. A photo (p. 60-61) shows Dabney with other
past directors on the 50th anniversary of the station on 17
April 1927. Dabney left his position as Director of the North
Carolina Experiment Station in 1887 to become president of
the University of Tennessee. He left that position to become
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture under president Grover
Cleveland. For a detailed biography of Dr. Dabney, see R.Y.
Winters (1965).
Note 5. Charles Dabney, the author of this article,
interested Dr. John Harvey Kellogg in meat substitutes and
soybeans in about 1893-97. See: Richard W. Schwarz. 1970.
John Harvey Kellogg, M.D., p. 121-22.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen that mentions
kainite in connection with soybeans. Merriam-Webster’s
Collegiate Dictionary (1998) defines kainite (pronounced
KAI-nait, formerly sometimes spelled kainit, derived from
the Greek kainit or kainos = new or recent), a word first used
in 1868, as “a natural salt [the chemical formula is given]
consisting of a hydrous sulfate and a chloride of magnesium
and potassium that is used as a fertilizer and as a source of
potassium and magnesium compounds.”
Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2002) that mentions the use of “sulphate of
ammonia” or “nitrate of soda” as a fertilizer, or in connection
with soybeans.
Note 8. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2003) that uses the term “cotton seed kernels” to
refer cotton seeds.
Note 9 This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2006) that contains the word “cowpea”
(or “cowpeas”), spelled as one word. Address: Ph.D.
(Goettingen), Chemist and Director of the Station, Raleigh,
[Wake County], North Carolina.
251. Gilyaranskiy, V.P. 1883. Monografiya kitayskogo
maslichnogo gorokha (Soja hispida) [Monograph of Chinese
oil-bearing pea plant (Soja hispida)]. St. Petersburg, Russia:
Printing House of “Obshchestvennaya Pol’za” Union. 48 p.
20 cm. [1 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Part I: Natural history of
Soja hispida. 1. Soybean history (including I.G. Podoba’s
experiments). 2. Plant description. 3. Soybean varieties.
4. Summary table of soy varieties cultivated in Japan. 5.
Cultivation of soybeans. 6. Physical and physiological
properties of soybean seeds. 7. Chemical composition of
soybean seeds.
Part II: Soybean processing and utilization. 1. Soybean
oil. 2. Shoyu [soy sauce]. 3. Mi-so [miso] sauce. 4. Vegetable
cheese to-fu [tofu]. 5. Dried vegetable cheese Kori-tofu
[dried-frozen tofu] and other varieties of tofu. Address: First
Class Technologist/Production Engineer, St. Petersburg,
Russia.
252. Sturtevant, E. Lewis. 1883. Report of the Director. New

York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
1:5-89. For the year 1882. See p. 24, 74.
• Summary: The section titled “Soja bean–Soja Hispida” (p.
24) “Two analyses were made of the whole plant of the soja
bean, and a partial analyses of the seeds. The figures are as
below:” Two tables show: (1) The composition of “Soja bean
plant in fresh state,” made Sept. 19 and Oct. 7, and the same
figures “calculated dry.” “Protein = N. x 6.25” (dry) was
12.75% and 12.74%. “The seed, dried at 212ºF, was found to
contain 5.20 per cent. of ash, 40.37 per cent. of albumenoid
substance, and 15.96 per cent of fat (ether extract).” Note 1.
This is the earliest English-language document seen (Dec.
2017) that uses the word “albumenoid” (or “albumenoids”)
in connection with soy.
In the section titled “Forage Crops” (p. 72-77) we read
(p. 74): “The Soja bean, Soja hispida, was procured of a
seedsman and planted on June 3, but not a bean germinated.
Through Mr. Saze, a Japanese student at Cornell University,
we procured a few beans and planted three rows of ten feet
long, the seed six inches apart in the three feet drills. Planted
June 9 [1882]; these vegetated on June 19, blossomed on
August 13, and were called ripe September 25, although
the pods were not yet turned brown... Blooming disclosed a
very minute white flower. On August 31 we remarked upon
the great vigor of the plant, the tallest plant then being three
feet, the shortest two feet three inches, the foliage abundant
and dense. Pods very abundant, hairy, as is the plant, and
containing two beans each. Of excellent promise as a forage
plant, even if the beans are not acceptable to our palate.
Planted upon unmanured soil, and receiving no pampering
care, the possibility that this plant may develop into use
seems good. A further trial on a larger scale is necessary,
however, to justify positive conclusions.” Also discusses
many varieties of cow pea.
The section titled “Alfalfa and lucerne” (p. 77-78) states:
“On April 19, planted two plats of lucerne and alfalfa. Both
vegetated on May 2, or in 13 days... The growth of the alfalfa
was slightly more vigorous than that of the lucerne, but on
June 30 we record both as suffering from a sort of blight...
The lucerne, of Europe, and the alfalfa, of California, are
the same plant, Medicago sativa. Both have been highly
recommended as a forage plant in those climates and soils
which are adapted to its growth. According to ancient
writers, it was introduced from Media [in what is today the
northwest part of Iran] into Greece in the time of Darius,
and thence into Italy. Columella estimated it as the choicest
of forage plants, because it yielded perennially and afforded
four, five, or six crops in a year. It is now highly esteemed
in the south of Europe, as well as in Chili [Chile], Peru and
Brazil, from whence it was apparently sent to this country
before 1850, under the name of Brazilian clover. The seeds,
under the name of lucerne, reached the United States as early
as 1800, about which time Chancellor Livingstone tried
it at his estate at Clermont, Columbia county, N.Y. [New
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York], and in 1824 some specimens were sown near Boston
[Massachusetts], which maintained themselves for many
years. The seeds of alfalfa, from Chili, were distributed from
the United States patent office in 1853, and alfalfa is now
reported as being the favorite grass of California, and as also
succeeding well in Nevada, Nebraska, Utah, and Colorado.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2004)
concerning the New York State Agricultural Experiment
Station (or Cornell University) in connection with soy.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1999)
that mentions alfalfa. Earlier documents mention “lucerne”
or “lucern,” the British names of the plant. Address: A.M.,
M.D., Director of the Station.
253. Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. 1883. Les plantes potagères:
Description et culture des principaux légumes des climats
tempérés [Garden vegetables: Descriptions and culture of
the principal vegetables from temperate climates]. Paris:
Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. xvi + 652 p. See p. 549-50. Illust.
Index. 25 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “Soja–Soja hispida Moench”
(p. 549-50) describes the soybean. It is a member of the
legume family (Légumineuses).
Synonym: Pois oléagineux de la Chine.
Foreign name: German: Soja-Bohne.
A description is given of this Chinese annual, of its
cultivation and usage.
Two specific types of soybeans are then described and
an illustration (line drawing) shows the live plant of each
type with many pods growing thickly on the stem, plus a
separate enlargement of a cluster of pods: (1) Ordinary soja
with yellow seeds (Soja ordinaire a graine jaune). A cluster
of about 7 pods appears to the upper left of the plant. This
illustration first appeared in 1880.
(2) The soybean of Etampes (Soja d’Étampes). A cluster
of about 3 pods appears to the lower right of the plant. A note
states that the plant is reduced to one-eighth its normal size,
and the pods to one-third.
See also the 1885 English edition.
Note: Both of these illustrations are copied from earlier
publications, as follows: (1) Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1880.
Prix Courant Général de Graines, 1880-1881. See p. 30. (2)
J.R.F. 1882. Garden (The). July 29. p. 93. Address: Paris,
France.
254. Paillieux, Auguste; Bois, D. 1884. Le potager
d’un curieux. Histoire, culture et usages de 100 plantes
comestibles exotiques, peu connues ou inconnues: Soya [The
inquisitive person’s kitchen garden. History, culture, and uses
of 100 exotic, edible, little-known or unknown plants: Soya].
Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation 31:896-916. Nov. See
p. 907-11. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: In this excellent series of articles, the various
plants are listed alphabetically by their French name.

The section titled “Soya” begins with a summary of what
Engelbert Kaempfer said about the soybean. But whereas
Kaempfer knew of only one variety, the authors know of
at least 30, which have seeds of various colors and either a
white or brown hilum. Only a view varieties will grow in
the area around Paris; they have experimented with four (the
rest do better in southern France): (1) a Chinese soybean,
grown in Hungary, imported by M.M. Vilmorin-Andrieux
& Co., which is a good source of seeds. This is the latest
variety they know; (2) The Étampes soybean, which was
distributed in 1874 by the Society for Acclimatization; (3)
A green soybean from Japan; and (4) A pale green soybean
from Japan and China. Instructions are given for growing
soybeans; they should be planted from April 25 to May 10.
The harvest starts in late October for most varieties but in
September for the China/Hungary variety. When the seeds
have attained their full development but before they begin
to dry, they can be eaten as an excellent fresh vegetable. Dry
soybeans are also a good food; cook them with a little soda
(soude; salt wort or kali). The soybean makes unquestionably
the best coffee substitute. In fact soybeans are cultivated in
Tyrol (Tirol, part of Austria since 1814) and in Istria under
the name “Coffee Bean (Fève de café), and this may well
also be the case in Dalmatia and in the south of Italy.
“Heuzé, in his book Plantes alimentaires (Edible Plants)
gives the soybean the name Dolic à café (the coffee bean)
and that it is cultivated in some points in the departments
of Ariège of Haute-Garonne; but we have not been able to
verify this. Quite recently we have been notified by Mr.
Faivre, of Beaune, that about 12 years ago the soybean was
introduced at Allerey, a commune of Saône-et-Loire, by the
abbot Mr. Crétin, and that its seeds have been used to make
coffee by many families in the countryside. Mr. Faivre, and
ardent and generous propagator of soya, has sent us seeds of
the plant cultivated at Allerey. They are brown and identical
to those recently imported by MM. Vilmorin.
“Worldwide the soybean occupies a place of equal
importance with wheat, corn, and potatoes. It yields an
excellent forage. It contains 18% oil. After extraction of the
oil (Après extraction de l’huile), the cakes (les tourteaux)
furnish a powerful fertilizer. In its many forms, the seeds of
the soybean enter into the daily diet of hundreds of millions
of people. They also nourish livestock, especially millions
of horses and mules. They constitute, as numerous analyses
demonstrate, the most rich and complete food that one
can desire.” Address: 1. Member of the Société nationale
d’Acclimatation; 2. Preparateur de botanique au Muséum.
Both: France.
255. H.W. 1884. Der Anbau der Pferde- und Sojabohne
(Antwort auf die Frage 412) [The cultivation of broad
beans and soybeans (Answer to question no. 412)]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 34(101):811. Dec. 17.
Whole number 1875. [Ger]
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• Summary: Broad beans (also called fava beans), Vicia faba,
are more generally planted in Galicia. But also in Eastern
Austrian Silesia [today’s Slanska, Poland], their cultivation
is very widespread and is applied in particular on humus clay
soils. [The cultivation and use of fava beans in this area is
then discussed.]
The cultivation of the soybean (Sojabohne) is not
worthwhile in this harsh area, as has also been confirmed
by the trials at the Agricultural Institute (Kotzobendzer
Ackerbauschule) where the individual plants of this once
very promising legume were only sickly and withered away.
H. W.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
256. Raveret-Wattel, C. 1884. Extraits des procés-verbaux
des séances de la société. Séance générale du 21 Décembre
1883 [Excerpts of verbal proceedings from meetings of the
society. General meeting of 21 Dec. 1883]. Bulletin de la
Societe d’Acclimatation 31:100-08. Dec. See p. 105-06. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Guy, Sr., writes from Toulouse: “An illness
prevented me from responding earlier concerning the results
that I have obtained from the black-seeded soybeans you
sent... I received about 50 grams and divided them into two
equal parts. I planted one part on April 30 in bunches of 3
seeds each, and also in rows spread 40 cm apart in good soil.
The seeds sprouted poorly. No more than one-tenth produced
stems with very short branches. These rose to no more than
30 to 50 cm. and half of these (about 25 gm) produced only
250 gm of seeds.
“The other half was planted in rows, in dry rocky soil.
These seeds germinated well and by May 15th they had all
broken ground. On June 4th I weeded them and heaped some
soil around them. Their stems, well branched and with many
leaves, grew to a height of 110 cm. These 25 gm yielded
about 850 gm of beautiful soybean seeds; I say “beautiful”
because they were larger than those you sent me. I reaped
and harvested these seeds the same day, last Oct. 30. If you
would like to see them, I would be happy to send them to
you. I believe that if I had received and planted these seeds
sooner, I would have gotten better results. Also, this year I
propose to plant them early, in the hope of obtaining a good
harvest, which would then permit me to feed them to various
animals, and to also use them as food for our family.
“I had obtained 50 gm of yellow Soya hispida. This
variety, cultivated under the same conditions, has given a
much larger yield; 50 gm have yielded 2,325 gm of good
seeds, and their stems, well branched, have grown to a height
of 125 cm.” Address: Secretary of the meetings, France.

Russia: Printing House of I.P. Voschinskiy. 24 p. 20 cm. [8
ref. Rus]
• Summary: Professor Garts divided soybeans into two
varieties according to their shape and color: Soja platycarpa
and Soja tumida. Cultivation of soybeans. Uses of soybeans:
Dairy cattle–Podoba says it is already known that soybeans
can be used to feed dairy cattle and recommends it to be used
likewise in the Southern agriculture to enhance the quality
and quantity of the milk.
A full-page table (p. 14) gives the chemical/nutritional
composition of soybean seeds, straw, and pods, and
compares that of yellow soybeans with the composition
of a similar part of other legumes. Values are given for the
following: Water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract, fiber, and
ash (minerals). Under seeds, for example, six types of yellow
soybeans are used individually for comparison: (1) Pallida.
(2) Those grown in Vienna, Austria, in year 1. (3) Those
grown by Podoba in Ukraine in year 3. (4) Castanea [brown].
(5) Atrosperma. (6) Melanosperma. These are compared
with nine other legumes. Average figures are given, but no
individual investigations.
Introduction of soybeans into various regions of Russia
(p. 15): 1. Khersonskaya and Tavricheskaya (Taurida)

257. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1884. Soya i lallemantsiya:
Novye ves’ma poleznye rasteniya, ikh svoystva i kul’tura
[Soya and Lallemantia iberica (dragon’s head): New useful
plants, their composition and cultivation]. St. Petersburg,
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regions (guberniya / governorates). In 1877, fifty seeds were
acquired from Haberlandt. Podoba released his soybean
experiments in his yearly report, and later published them in
the sixth volume of Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta.
Note: Khersonskaya (Kherson) is a region in southern
Ukraine extending north of Crimea from the Sea of Azov to
the Black Sea.
2. Grodnenskaya region (guberniya / governorate)
[today a province in northwestern Belarus]. Experiments not
known and not published.
3. Poltavskaya (Poltava) region (guberniya /
governorate) [part of eastern Ukraine as of 2020]. Positive
results of acclimatization by L.A. Chernoglazov.
4. Penza region (guberniya / governorate). A frost in
May did not damage soybeans, however many other crops
died.
5. Bessarabia region (guberniya / governorate) [part of
Moldova as of 2020]. K. Morkarov successfully produced 5
lb of soybeans.
6. Samara region (guberniya / governorate) Unsuccessful
results due to late harvest which was damaged by frost and
hail.
A half-page table (p. 16) gives information about
people, from different regions in today’s (2002) Ukraine,
who presented each year from 1879 to 1883 at the Annual
Exhibition of the Independent Economic Society (Vol’no
Economicheskim Obschestvom) held on Oct. 31 each year.
In 1879 I.G. Podoba presented from Tavricheskaia. In
1881 Grigorii Ivanov Yaschenko and L.A. Chernoglazov
presented from Poltavskaia, and N. Zhelekhovskii presented
from Kievskaia. In 1882 Gr. Iv. Yaschenko presented from
Poltavskaia and L.V. Illyashevich from Khar’kovskaia. In
1883 Gr. Iv. Yaschenko and L.A. Chernoglazov presented
from Poltavskaia.
A half-page table (p. 17) gives the prices (in rubles)
for which soybeans were sold in 1883. 2.50 per pood
(36 lb) by Gr. Iv. Yaschenko in the Khar’kovskaia region
(today’s Ukraine). 2.50 per pood by the agricultural store
of K.V. Laskari in Kishinev (Chisinau), Bessarabia (today’s
Moldova). 3.00 per pood by L.V. Illyashevich in the
Khar’kovskaia region (today’s Ukraine). 8.00 per pood by
seed-seller Grachev in St. Petersburg (today’s Russia). 0.60
per lb by seed-seller Gol’dring in Warsaw (today’s Poland).
History of Lallemantia iberica (dragon’s head). It is a
plant native to Georgia, introduced to Europe from Persia
in 1873 at the World Exposition in Vienna. Description and
cultivation. History of the spread of Lallemantia throughout
Russia.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2002)
concerning the feeding of soybeans to dairy cattle.
Note 2. Lallemantia iberica (dragon’s head) is an annual
plant with a short vegetative cycle adapted to dry climates,
cultivated for its seeds, from which a drying oil is extracted.
The oilcake is used as a feed for horses, ruminants, and

rabbits. A cow can be fed up to 2 kg/day. Address: Candidate
of Natural Sciences [a degree just below a PhD in the
Russian system].
258. Schmied, Ant. [Anton] Adam. 1885.
Volkswirtschaftliches. Doppelte Ernten [Agricultural. Double
harvests]. Prager Abendblatt (Prague, Austro-Hungarian
Empire) No. 157. July 14, p. 3-4. [Ger]
• Summary: A second way of achieving double harvests
consists of interplanting (Zwischenbau). Root crops such
as potatoes and beets (Rüben) of all kinds are planted
on the field so spaciously that in the spaces in between
(Zwischenräumen), another crop can fit, grow, and thrive
very well without anything happening to the root crop
because of this. Indeed, according to experience, the root
crop thrives much more enthusiastically than without such a
shading. The following are to be named as such interplanted
crops (Zwischenfrüchte): corn, fava beans or broad beans,
sunflowers (Sonnenrose), bush beans, and soybeans
(Sojabohne). If one seed of the aforementioned plants is
placed between the potato plants or beet plants that are each
10 and 13 centimeters or each 13 and 16 centimeters apart
from each other, and specifically soon after the first hoeing,
then they will grow rapidly, specifically if they have been
sufficiently sprouted in advance, and will produce a large
quantity of extremely valuable fodder. Since every single
plant will have proportionately greater space available, the
development is very significant and the mass of the fodder is
very large, such that it is completely disproportionate to the
slight additional work.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This newspaper is a supplement (Beilage) to the
Prager Zeitung. Address: Prof.
259. Official report of the Calcutta International Exhibition,
1883-84. 2 vols. 1885. Calcutta: Bengal Secretariat Press.
See Vol. I, Part I, p. 270. 23 cm.
• Summary: On the title page: “Compiled under orders of the
Executive Committee.”
In Vol. I, Part I (which is 489 pages), page 270 states:
“(6) Glycine Soja, (S. & Z.)–The Soy Bean.
“This is known in the vernacular as Gari-kulay, Beng.
[Bengali]; Bhat, bhatwan, Hindi; Tsu dza, Naga. This plant
is densely clothed with fine ferruginous hairs, is sub-erect;
met with in the tropical regions and the outer Himalaya,
from Kumaon to Sikkim, the Khasia and the Naga Hills to
Upper Burma. Dr. Stewart mentions a field of bhat having
been observed in Bissahir in the Panjab [Punjab; probably in
today’s Pakistan], altitude 6,000 feet. The plant is chiefly met
with in a state of cultivation. Dr. Roxburgh first saw it from
seed received from the Moluccas in 1798.”
Note 1. The reference to “Dr. Stewart” almost surely
refers to John Lindsay Stewart who wrote important books
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in 1867, 1869, and 1874 (plus at least 6 scientific articles)
on the plants of the Punjab and north-west India. Two of
these books have now been scanned in “full view” but we
can find no statement resembling the one above attributed
to Dr. Stewart. In 1864 Dr. Stewart was appointed the first
Conservator of Forests in the Panjab. He died on 5 July 1873
in Dalhousie at age 41.
“De Candolle views it, and apparently correctly, as a
native of Cochin China, Japan, and Java. But he remarks
that “it is of modern introduction into India.” “There are no
common Indian names” for it. This seems to be a mistake;
the plant is well known in India under the names given
above. In Manipur and the Naga Hills it is one of the most
abundant of pulses. Its Naga name is Tsu dza, a name
not unlike Soja, but at the same time it may be viewed as
related to the old Chinese name Shu. The Soya most likely
reached India from China, passing by way of Assam. But
while it cannot be said to be wild on the Naga hills, from
the existence of so large a percentage of Japan and Java
plants on those hills, the Soya might quite probably have
had its most western home on the mountain tracts bordering
on Assam. The importance of these hill tracts in settling
questions of the nativity of cultivated Indian and Chinese
plants has not been fully appreciated, and we might fairly
anticipate that many statements at present accepted as facts
will be considerably modified with an extended knowledge
of the wild and cultivated plants of the Assam and Chinese
frontier. The thorough exploration of this region is very
desirable.
Note 2. This document contains the 2nd earliest date
seen for the cultivation of soybeans in north east India
(1885).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Manipur, or in
Nagaland, both North East Indian states which share a long
border with Assam.
“This pulse is an important article of food in Tibet. It is
made in India into a sauce called ‘Soy.’ The advisability of
extending its cultivation on the Himalayan tracts was pressed
on the Government of India in 1882 by Professor Kinch, and
the attention of local Governments also was called to it.”
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March
2014) concerning soybeans and perhaps the cultivation of
soybeans in Tibet. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Tibet (1885) and perhaps the cultivation
soybeans in Tibet. The source of these soybeans is unknown–
as, unfortunately, is the author’s source of this information
about soybeans in Tibet. Note that in 1885 Tibet was much
larger than it is today (March 2014), extending much further
to the west and somewhat further to the south, for example in
the area named Kham. The temperatures in these western and
southern areas are warmer and the altitudes are lower than in
Lhasa, so soybeans may have been cultivated. The earliest
document seen that clearly mentions soybean cultivation in

Tibet was by Norbu in 1979.
Note 5. Is it possible that soya is really “an important
article of food in Tibet?” If so, what is the author’s source of
information? We have seen no such source? Is it cultivated
there? In what form is it consumed? Roasted soy flour might
be used like tsampa (roasted barley flour).
In the section on “The oils, oil-seeds, soap...” we read
(p. 305): “Very extensive collections of oilseeds were shown,
especially those collected by the Chamber of Commerce,
Bombay... The following may be enumerated as the most
interesting and useful oils:...” Among the 71 oils listed, No.
(36), page 308 is: “Glycine Soja, (Sieb.).–The Soy Bean.
Large quantities of this seed are annually consumed in the
manufacture of an edible oil.”
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2016) that contains the word “oilseeds” (or
“oilseed”).
Other oils include: “(9) Arachis hypogœa, (Linn.).–The
Ground-nut or Earth-nut. This may be described as a modern
industry; the oil, as a substitute for olive oil, having within
the past 30 or 40 years developed in an almost unprecedented
manner.” France is a major importer of the nuts.
On the last two pages of Vol. I, Part I is a “Vernacular
notice,” whose “Translation” is given. It begins: “It is hereby
brought to the notice of the general public that an Exhibition
of all things worthy to be shown from all countries of the
world will be held in Calcutta on the Maidan from the 4th of
December 1883 till the 1st of March 1884.” The frontispiece
shows an aerial view of the Exhibition.
Note 7. Maidan, which means literally “open field,”
is the largest urban park in Calcutta. As of Oct. 2010 it
still exists, is widely used, and is the home to numerous
play grounds, including the famous cricketing venue Eden
Gardens, several football stadia, and the Kolkata Race
Course.
“(26) Cocos nucifera, (Linn.).–The Cocoa-nut.” “(68)
Sesamum indicum, (Linn.).–Gingelly or Sesame Oil.”
Address: Calcutta, Bengal [British India].
260. Paillieux, Auguste; Bois, D. 1885. Le potager
d’un curieux. Histoire, culture et usages de 100 plantes
comestibles, peu connues ou inconnues: Soya [The
inquisitive person’s kitchen garden. History, culture, and
uses of 100 edible, little-known or unknown plants]. Paris:
Librairie Agricole de la Maison Rustique. 294 p. See p. 26165. 2nd ed. 1892. 3rd ed. 1899, p. 575-625. [1 soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: The five-page section on Soya (p. 261-65)
discusses its use primarily as a vegetable. For more about
its broader uses, see Paillieux’s 1881 book titled Le soya, sa
composition chimique, sa culture et ses usages. This section
discusses: Englebert Kaempfer’s writings: “In Japan, this
plant is named Daidsu and surnamed Mame, that is to say
a food grain par excellence.” Cultivation trials with four
varieties conducted by the Society for Acclimatization: (1)
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Soybean from China, cultivated in Hungary, imported by
MM. Vilmorin-Andrieux and Co. The seed color is pale
yellow and the hilum is brown. This is the earliest maturing
variety we have seen. (2) Soybean of Etampes. These seeds
were distributed in 1874 by the Society for Acclimatization.
The seeds are light yellow and the hilum is white. The plant
is beautiful, very strong and very productive, but a little late
in maturing. (3) The green soybean, originating from Japan,
has rather roundish green seeds and a brown hilum. Its is not
as early as the soybean from China, mentioned above. (4)
The light green soybean, with a white hilum, has somewhat
flattened seeds. It has come to us from both Japan and China.
Its pods mature rather late. Vilmorin is importing more
varieties, including a brown one. The variety in their 1880
catalog seemed a bit late.
There follow instructions for planting, cultivating, and
harvesting soybeans (Soya). When the soybeans are fully
developed, but before the pods begin to dry, they should be
picked. At this stage they are as good as fresh flageolets–
though the pods are a bit difficult to remove.
In the dried state, soybean seeds make a good food.
Their taste is sweet and very agreeable. We have prepared
them like ordinary white haricot beans. They should be
soaked for 24 hours before cooking in water that is not hard,
or in distilled water. For best results, add 3 grams per liter of
soda crystals [sodium bicarbonate].
Soya is without doubt the best of all the coffee
substitutes. Many housewives serve a mixture of coffee and
chicory each morning for breakfast. But [ground] roasted
soybeans need not be mixed with anything. It gives a good
coffee au lait whose aroma resembles that of Mocha–though
it is not as strong. The soybean is cultivated in Tyrol [Tirol]
and the Istrian Peninsula under the name of “coffee bean,”
and we suppose this is also the case in Dalmatia and the
south of Italy.
Mr. Heuzé in his book Edible Plants (Plantes
alimentaires) gives the soybean the name Dolic à café (the
coffee bean) and says that it is cultivated in some points in
the departments of Ariège and of Haute-Garonne; we have
not been able to verify this. Recently we learned from Mr.
Faivre, of Beaune, that the soybean had been introduced,
about 12 years ago, at Allery, a commune in Saône-et-Loire
[in east central France] by Father Cretin (M. l’abbé Crétin),
and that its seeds were used like coffee beans by many
families in the country.
Mr. Faivre, an ardent and generous propagator / spreader
of soya, sent us some seeds of the plant cultivated at Allery.
They are brown and identical to those recently imported
by Vilmorin. Finally, the engineer and head of one of our
departments wrote us that he enjoys Soya each morning for
breakfast, and that he prefers it to Mocha. He recommends
roasting the seeds lightly.
If gardeners will set aside a little space for Soya each
year in their gardens, they will obtain, at no extra expense,

the coffee needed each morning by their families.
There is much more we know and could say about Soya.
Worldwide, it occupies a place equal to wheat, corn, and
potatoes. Indeed, it makes an excellent forage. It contains
18% oil. The cake, which remains after the oil is extracted,
makes a powerful fertilizer. Under various forms, these
seeds become part of the daily food of hundreds of millions
of people. They are also used to feed animals, especially
millions of horses and mules.
As numerous analyses have demonstrated, they
constitute the richest and most complete food that one can
desire. We recommend to the reader the recent work, done
with great care by Pettet and Schou, in Revue des Industries
Chimiques et Agricoles (1882).
Contents: Introduction. Discussion of individual plants
arranged alphabetically by their French names. For each
plant is given, below the French name: Scientific name,
early sources, and plant family. Some of the plants discussed
include: Amaranth (Amarantus oleraceus). Glycine apios
(legume family). The peanut (Arachis Hypogaea; Arachide,
Pistache de terre) (p. 20-23). Daikon or Japanese radish
(Raphanus Sativus, L. var; Daikon ou radis du Japon).
Azuki bean (Phaseolus Radiatus; Haricot radié) (p. 10207; The section titled “A Java” mentions seasoning a dish
with Ketjap, which it calls la sauce noire, or “black sauce”).
Glutinous yam (Dioscorea Batatas; Igname). Konnyaku
(Amorphophallus Rivieri; Koniaku). Kudzu (Pueraria
Thunbergiana; Kudzu) (p. 154-64). White melon of Japan
(Cucumis Melo; Shiro uri; Melon blanc de Japon). Myoga
(Zingiber mioga; Mioga). Udo (Aralia cordata; Oudo).
White quinoa (Anserine Quinoa; Chenopodium quinoa;
Quinoa blanc) (p. 242-45). Chufa (Cyperus esculentus;
Souchet comestible, Souchet sultan, Amande de terre) (p.
256-61). Soya (Dolichos Soja; Soja hispida Moench; Glycine
Soja; Soya) (p. 261-65). Bambarra groundnuts (Voandzeia
subterranea; Voandzou) (p. 272-74). Table of contents (by
both French name and scientific name). Address: 1. Member
of la Société nationale d’Acclimatation; 2. Préparateur au
Muséum. Member of the Société Botanique de France.
261. Welch, Adonijah Strong. 1885. Report on the
organization and management of seven agricultural schools
in Germany, Belgium, and England (Continued–Document
part II). Washington, DC: Government Printing Office.
107 p. See p. 73-77. Made to Hon. George B. Loring, U.S.
Commissioner of Agriculture.
• Summary: Continued from page 76: “The following are
means of various analyses made in Japan of food products
obtained from the soy bean, and which are largely consumed
there:”
Table 4, titled “Percentage composition,” shows the
percentage content of the six constituents listed above in four
Japanese food products: White miso, red miso, bean cheese
[tofu], and frozen bean cheese [dried frozen tofu].
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Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “frozen bean cheese” to
refer to dried-frozen tofu.
“The ash of miso consists mainly of common salt, which
is added in the process of manufacture.
“The ash of the soy bean was found, as a mean
of several samples, to have the following percentage
composition. The composition of that of the straw is also
given: Table 5 (untitled) lists the percentage composition of
each of the following constituents in soy bean ash and soy
bean straw ash: Potash, soda, lime, magnesia, ferric oxide,
chlorine, phosphoric pentoxide, sulphur trioxide, and silica.
“The crop takes from the soil a large amount of valuable
mineral constituents, phosphoric acid and potash, as well as a
large amount of nitrogen.
“The results of the German and Austrian experiments
show that where temperature is not too low, the result of the
harvest as compared with that of ordinary beans or peas is
exceedingly satisfactory.
“The kinds most suited for cultivation there are the
yellow, brown, round black, and long black varieties, i. e.,
pallida, castanea, atrosperma, and melanosperma, especially
the first three named. They require a vegetation time of
about one hundred and fifty days, during which the average
temperature must be about 58º F. (14.3 C.), and number of
heat units (the average temperature multiplied by the number
of days) [Wärmesummen] about 2,100 C. They may be sown
the beginning of May and harvested the end of September or
even the beginning of October.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2019) that uses the term “heat units” in connection
with soybeans.
“The seeds should not be sown deeply, not more than 1
to 1½ inches deep, and about eighteen plants to the square
yard may be left after weeding and thinning out. The plants
grow to a small bush about 2½ feet high, and produce pods
with two to five seeds. The most suitable soil is a peaty soil,
or one containing a good deal of organic matter, and the next
most favorable is a calcareous soil. Nitrate of soda has been
found to be a good manure for the crop in Germany and
also potash salts, especially potassium sulphate. Ammonium
sulphate did not give as good a return as the same amount
of nitrogen in the form of nitrate; on soils poor in organic
matter it would probably be better to supply the nitrogen in
some organic combination, such as rape-cake, shoddy, and
the like. Phosphoric acid, especially as a dicalcic phosphate
was a help on some soils.
“Field experiments made by myself on this crop in
Japan showed that wood ashes had a good effect, and that
anything like an excess of nitrogen was very harmful to the
yield of grain. In that country the plants are often sown on
the dividing ridges between the plots of paddy and without
any manure. The yield of seed and straw in the German
experiments compares very favorably with that of peas and

beans grown under the same conditions; from 2,000 to 3,000
pounds of seed and from 5,000 to 10,000 pounds of straw per
acre have been obtained.
“Feeding experiments with the produce have been made
with pigs, sheep, oxen, and milch cows, and with very good
results. The bean is a most excellent addition to other foods,
especially such as are deficient in nitrogenous matter and fat.
The digestion co-effients of the nitrogenous matters of the fat
and of the non-nitrogenous matter of the soy bean, and also
in the cake left after its pressure for oil, closely approximate
to 90 in each case. As a mean of two direct experiments with
soy bean straw, the digestion coefficients were found to be
as follows: Nitrogenous matter 60.8, fat 6.2, fiber 33.6, and
non-nitrogenous extractive matters 69.0. The hulls are rather
less digestible.
“The albuminoid ratio in the bean is about 1 to 2.3,
in the straw 1 to 8.1, in the hulls about 1 to 20, and in the
cake 1 to 1.3. An analysis of the cake shows: Water 13.4%,
nitrogenous matter 40.3%, fiber 5.5%, carbohydrates 28.1%,
fat 7.5%, ash 5.2%. Total: 100.0%.
“In good condition it would be a valuable addition to our
feeding cakes, but it is too highly valued in the East to enable
it to be imported to any extent at a profit.
“The soy bean plant has considerable power of resisting
unfavorable climatic influences, as cold, drought, and wet;
and appears to be particularly free from insect attacks, and,
indeed, from all parasites; this last, if it continues, is by no
means a slight advantage. The soy beans are eagerly bought
by the natives of Southern Italy, an almost vegetarian race;
that they are easily digested I can speak from experience,
having frequently used them on my table, cooked after the
manner of haricots. Taking into account the great richness
of these beans in valuable food constituents, their easy
digestibility, the value of the straw, and the great probability
of some variety being able to be acclimatized without great
trouble, this Soja hispida is worth consideration. The bean
would form an exceedingly useful addition to the food of the
poorer classes, as a substitute for a portion of the animal food
which in the kitchens of the laboring classes is so wastefully
cooked. One use it has already found, not altogether to be
commended, viz., after roasting, as an adulterant of and
substitute for coffee.
“We have procured seeds of several varieties direct
from Japan, and of one variety from Germany, and these are
now being cultivated in the botanic garden. They were sown
rather late, and the month of June has not been favorable
to their growth, but some of the varieties promise fairly.”
Address: LL.D., Ames, Iowa.
262. Khodasevich, V. 1886. Opiti razvedeniya soi [The
experience of soybean cultivation]. Sel’skii Khozyain (Rural
Landowner) No. 23. p. 475-76. [Bel]
• Summary: This article states that soybeans were cultivated
in Belarus in 1885, from May to September. An illustration
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(taken from an article by J.F.K. The Garden of 29 July 1882,
p. 93) shows a soybean plant, with a close-up of some pods
in the lower right corner.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
seen concerning soybeans in Belarus, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Belarus.
263. Church, Arthur Henry. 1886. Food-grains of India.
London: Published for the Committee of Council on
Education by Chapman and Hall, Ltd. 180 p. See p. 14044. Illust. Index. 27 cm. 35 plates, with Fig. 26 being of the
soybean. South Kensington Museum science handbooks.
With 23-page supplement, 1901. Reprinted in New Delhi,
India in 1983 by Ajay Book Service. [17 ref]
• Summary: “The soy-bean. Glycine Soja, Sieb. and Zucc.
Synonyms–Soja hispida (Moench.); Dolichos Soja (Linn.);
Soja angustifolia (Miq.). Hind. [Hindi]–Bhat, Bhatwan.
Punjab [Panjabi]–Bhút. Beng. [Bengali]–Gari-kulay. Naga–
Tsu-dza.
“This important bean is the seed of Glycine Soja, a
small, sub-erect, trifoliate, hairy annual, with pods generally
3 to 4-seeded. It belongs to the natural order Leguminosae,
sub-order Papilionaceae, tribe Phaseoleae, and sub-tribe
Glycineae; 5 genera are included in this sub-tribe. Glycine
contains about 12 species, chiefly Australian, but 3 are
Indian, namely G. javanica, G. pentaphylla, and our present
species.
“The soy-bean forms a considerable article of food in
China and Japan. Since 1873 it has been successfully grown,
as an experiment, in some of the warmer parts of Europe.
It is widely spread in the outer Himalaya, and tropical
regions from Kumaun to Sikkim, and the Khasir [Khasia /
Khasi Hills], and the Naga Hills to Upper Burma. It is often
cultivated, rather largely in Busti and Gorakhpur [in today’s
Uttar Pradesh], Patna, and Purniah [Purnea] Districts [both in
today’s northeast India].
“This crop is generally grown by itself; the seeds are
sown from June to September; the harvesting takes place
between November and January. It is consequently a kharif
crop. The seeds should be placed at a depth not exceeding
1 to 1½ inch; 18 plants may be left, after weeding and
thinning, to the square yard. A peaty soil, or one rich in
organic matter, suits the plants best; a calcareous soil is
also favourable to its growth. Sulphate of potash is a good
manure, nitrogen may be supplied either as nitrate of soda
or, in the case of soils poor in organic matter, in the form
of rape or mustard cake, but it is rarely needed, while
large applications of nitrogenous manure exert a distinctly
injurious effect upon the yield of beans. So far as we know,
this very important, vigorous, and productive pulse is not
attacked by any insect or parasitic fungus.”
A full-page illustration (p. 141) shows the upper part of
a soy-bean plant, with flowers and a lengthwise cross section
of one of the pods.

“Very few vegetable products are so rich as this
bean at once in albuminoids and in fat and oil, the former
constituent amounting to 35 per cent., and the latter to 19.
The cultivation of the pale large-seeded varieties should be
extended.”
A table titled “Composition of soy-beans” (p. 143)
shows that the seeds contain 35.3% protein, 18.9% fat, 4.6%
ash, 11.0% moisture. “The nutrient-ratio is here about 1:2,
while the nutrient-value is 105. Potash forms nearly onehalf, and phosphorus-pentoxide one-third of the ash of the
soy-bean. Ripe soy-beans require long soaking, preferably in
warm water, in order to render them soft.
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“In China and Japan three preparations are extensively
made from the soy-bean. Soy sauce is the best known of
these, but more important are the soy or bean cheeses, and a
kind of paste. The beans are sometimes pressed for the sake
of the oil they yield; the residual cake forms an extremely
rich cattle food, containing as it does 40 per cent. of fleshformers and 7 per cent. of oil. The soy-bean may also be
grown as a fodder plant. If cut just when the pods are fully
formed it makes an excellent hay, superior to that of the
lentil.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “bean cheeses” or (by
implication) “soy cheeses” to refer to tofu.
Webster’s New Geographical Dictionary (1988) defines
Bengal (earlier Bengal Presidency) as a former province in
northeast British India, and now a region encompassing West
Bengal, India, and Bangladesh. The capital was Calcutta,
located on the Hooghly River about 90 miles from its
mouth. Calcutta is now the capital of West Bengal, India.
Dhaka (Dacca) is the capital of Bangladesh. Bangladesh was
formerly East Bengal (part of India, 1700s-1947), then East
Pakistan, 1947-1971. It became Bangladesh in 1971.
This one of the earliest document seen (March 2001)
that clearly refers to soybeans growing in Burma, but it is not
clear whether these are cultivated or wild soybeans.
Page 127 discusses “The Pea-Nut. Arachis hypogaea,
L.” Six local vernacular names are given. “This plant is
probably of American origin, although it has long been
cultivated in India, on the West Coast of Africa, and in many
other tropical countries. There is a similar plant, Voandzeia
subterranea [Bambara groundnut], allied to Vigna, which
grows under the same conditions.” The composition of peanuts (in 100 parts and in 1 pound) is given. “Half the weight
of pea-nuts is oil... Pea-nuts, after the greater part of the oil
has been extracted by pressure, yield a cake well adapted
for feeding cattle.” An excellent full-page illustration (line
drawing, p. 126) shows the pea-nut plant with seeds growing
under ground and details of flowers and seeds.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2001)
that mentions Voandzeia subterranea. Webster’s Third New
International Dictionary has an entry for “voandzeia: [NL,
from Malagasy voandzou]. A genus of tropical creeping
herbs (family Leguminosae) with trifoliate leaves and small
axillary flowers.” We later learn that one species, Voandzeia
subterranea (L.) Thouras, is called the Bambara groundnut.
The Bambara are a Negroid people of Upper Niger.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that contains the term “nitrate of soda” (as a
fertilizer) in connection with soy-beans. It was later renamed
“sodium nitrate.”
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2002)
that uses the word “kharif” to refer to the rainy season in
South Asia.
Note 5. A long, positive review of this book appeared

in the Times of India (25 Dec. 1886, p. 4), which mentioned
that even though Church had never been to India, he derived
his knowledge from reliable sources. The word “soy-beans”
appeared twice in the review. Address: Prof. of Chemistry,
Royal Academy of Arts, London.
264. Iyer, A. Krishna. 1886. Report on the operations of the
Nagpur Experimental Farm during the year 1885-86. Report
on the Nagpur Experimental Farm in the Central Provinces
(India) p. 1-10. For the year 1885-86. See p. 2, 5.
• Summary: A table (p. 2) shows that the “Japan pea” [i.e.,
soya bean] was one of the 13 crops grown during the kharif
season. Details on each of these crops is then given. Page 5
states: “14. Japan pea (Glycine hispida).–A small quantity
of Japan pea seed was obtained from the Botanical garden,
Saharanpur, and sown on the 29th of June on ground which
had been manured with poudrette. The crop grew well
without irrigation, and the plants were thickly covered with
seed pods. The out-turn was at the rate of 180 lbs. to the
acre, but the seed was sown very thinly, and this is no proper
indication of what the crop would yield if grown in quantity.”
Note: Other crops grown in the kharif season include:
Cotton or jari (Gossipum Indicum), juar (Sorghum vulgare),
tur (Cajanus Indicus), maize (Zea Mays), chillies (Capsicum
ammum) [sic, annuum], kurthi (Cyamposis psoraloioides),
til (Sesamum indicum), popat (Lablab vulgaris), san hemp
(Crotolaria juncea), castor (Ricinus communis).
At the bottom of the second page of a table on
unnumbered pages following this article, we read that
poudrette was applied to the land on which the Japan pea
was grown at the rate of 144 cwt per acre [1 cwt (British) =
hundredweight = 112 pounds]. Japan pea was grown on only
0.15 acres that year.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen concerning
the cultivation of soybeans in Nagpur. As of 1992, the city of
Nagpur is the capital of the district and division of Nagpur,
in Maharashtra, India, about 265 miles north of Hyderabad.
It came under British control in 1853.
Note 2. Webster’s Third New International Dictionary
(1963) defines poudrette as dried deodorized night soil mixed
with various substances (as charcoal and gypsum) and used
as a fertilizer.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen that uses the
abbreviation “cwt” which means “hundredweight.” A British
hundredweight is 112 lb but a U.S. hundredweight is 100
lb. Address: Superintendent, Experimental Farm, Nagpur,
Central Provinces.
265. Lanessan, J.-L. de. 1886. Les plantes utiles des colonies
françaises [Useful plants of the French colonies]. Paris:
Imprimerie Nationale. 990 p. See p. 710. [Fre]
• Summary: Dau-nanh is the name of the soybean in Cochin
China. Gives a botanical description of “Dolichos Soia or
Soja L.–Annual, erect, fuzzy stalk, simple with ascending
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branches; ternate, oval velvety leaves; purplish flowers in
simple bunches, axillary; calyx with five sharp divisions,
the upper ones shorter;... oblong wings; slightly carinate;
ten stamens, nine shorter; hispid hanging pod; whitish oval
beans.
“In Japan they prepare with these beans and some
meat broth a sauce of great renown, Sooju or Soja, that the
Chinese and Vietnamese also use to stimulate their appetite.
They also make a white purée resembling coagulated milk,
called Teu-bu [tofu] in China, where it is highly appreciated.
Although it is rather insipid, it is neither disagreeable nor
indigestible.”
Note: Meat broth is not used in preparing shoyu, which
acquires a hearty, meaty flavor through the fermentation
process. Address: Professeur Agrege d’Histoire Naturelle a la
Faculte de Medecine de Paris, France.
266. Rein, Johann Justus. 1886. Japan: Nach Reisen und
Studien, im Auftrage der Koeniglich Preussischen Regierung
dargestellt [Japan: Travels and researches undertaken at the
cost of the Prussian government. Vol. II.]. Leipzig, Germany:
Verlag von Wilhelm Engelmann. 679 p. See p. 5, 65-70,
123-27, 185, 649. Illust. Indexes (1 German and Latin, 1
Japanese). 2nd ed. 1905. [9 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A superb book, showing the high German art
of studying other cultures. The many illustrations are either
beautiful wood engravings (Holzschnitte), real photographs,
or actual samples of paper or textiles (glued in). In the
chapter on “Food plants” (Nährpflanzen), the following is
a partial contents of the section on “Pulse or leguminous
plants” (Hülsenfrüchte oder Leguminosen, p. 65-71):
Introduction to crops cultivated in Japan. 1. The ground-nut
and ground-nut oil. 2. The soybean: “Among the pulse of
Japan (and not the less of China), the soy-bean ranks first
in extent, variety of use, and value; and chemical analyses
prove the empirical judgment is well founded. In point of
nutriment, the soy-bean is of all vegetables the nearest to
meat. It contains nearly two-fifths of its weight in legumin
rich in nitrogen, and nearly one-sixth in fat. The soy-bean is
to the inhabitants of Japan what their garbanzos (chick-peas)
are to the Spanish, and their feijao preto (black beans) to
the Brazilians. The author then describes the characteristics
of the soy-bean, the work of Haberlandt with soy-beans in
Austria, and the yields that he and his co-workers obtained.
“In Japan the varieties of soy-bean are distinguished–
according to colour, as white (more properly yellowish),
black, brownish red, green, and spotted; according to
duration of growth [maturity] as early-ripening, middleripening, and late-ripening; according to form, as spherical,
ellipsoidal, kidney-shaped, and compressed laterally; and
according to use, as to those which serve primarily in making
Shôyu (soy), Tôfu (bean-cheese), and Miso (a sort of sauce),
and those eaten in any plain shape.”
Soy-bean varieties in Japan include: 1. “White (pea-

yellow) soy-beans, Japanese Shiro-mame or Haku-daidzu. To
this division belongs an early-ripening sort with very small
seeds, called Goguwatsu-mame [Go-gatsu], or ‘five-monthskind,’ because it ripens in the fifth month of the old Japanese
calendar, our July; also another small-seeded, early-ripening
variety, the Wase-mame or Natsu-mame, that is, early and
summer-bean. These two are also called Tôfu-mame, because
they are used chiefly in making Tôfu. Another sort serves to
produce Miso. It is called Nakate-mame, ‘middle-late bean,’
its time of maturity occurring half-way between that of the
early and late kinds. Its seeds are round and somewhat larger.
The late ripening varieties, Okute-mame (late-bean), Marumame (bullet-bean), and Teppô-mame (gun-bean), or Akimame (autumn-bean) have, as their names indicate, mostly
bullet-shaped seeds, which become harder and larger than the
early ones. The variety last named is used in making Shôyu,
while Maru-mame is valuable as horse-feed.
2. Black soy-beans, Japanese Kuro-mame or Kokudaidzu. These are eaten boiled with sugar, as an entrée, or
as a relish to rice. There is a middle-late sub-species, with
round, elliptical seeds, Kuro-mame, in short, and another like
it with big, bullet-shaped beans is called Kuro-teppô-mame.
And again there is a late-ripening sort with flat, elliptical
seeds under several names.
3. Brown soy-beans, Japanese Katsu-daizu (thirsty soybean) are much less grown than the white and black subspecies, and are used like the latter. They are distinguished as
Aka-mame, red soy-beans, round, reddish-brown in colour,
in different varieties, and Cha-mame, tea beans, three lightbrown sorts of small extent and significance.
4. Greenish or bluish green soy-beans, Japanese
Ao-mame or Sei-daizu, are eaten mostly boiled and with
sugar, like the black and brown-red varieties. And, with the
brownish sorts, they are much less widely grown than the
black and yellowish. The Japanese distinguish the following
sub-species of Aö-mame [sic, Ao-mame]:–(a) Sei-hito,–
epidermis green, inside a whitish yellow. (b) Nikuri-sei,–
greenish throughout. Both sub-varieties run from roundishellipsoidal to a bullet roundness, are of medium size, and
remind one of green peas. (c) Kage-mame, with pale green,
round beans. 5. Speckled soy-beans, Japanese Fuiri-mame
or Han-daidzu. This group is not important. Its cultivation is
confined to a small area, in a few provinces. Its sub-varieties
are known as:–(a) Kuro-kura-kake-mame, with a black spot
on the saddle (eye), otherwise greenish; flat and with the
outline of an egg. (b) Aka-kura-kake-mame, with a brown
spot on the saddle (eye), otherwise yellowish-green, flat and
drawn out long. (c) Fuiri-mame or Udzura-mame, speckled
or spotted soy-bean, yellowish-green with many dark flecks.
A rare variety, grown only in a few places, especially in
Harima.
“Early-ripening soy-beans are sown as early as April
in Southern Japan, in Central Japan during May. Those that
ripen in autumn need much more warmth, and are sown,
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as a rule, one month later... Late-ripening Daidzu is also a
favourite for planting along the edge of fields and on the
new-built dykes of rice-fields.”
Returning to the work of Haberlandt: “At the end of his
above-mentioned treatise, Haberlandt summed up in five
noteworthy propositions, the results of his experiments with
the soy-bean and of its chemical analysis. His conclusions
are as follows:
“(a) The acclimatization of the early-ripening sorts,
particularly those with yellow and reddish brown seeds,
appeared to have fully succeeded in Central Europe.
“(b) The seeds obtained were larger, heavier, and
handsomer than those from Eastern Asia, the chemical
composition, however, remaining unchanged.
“(c) The soy-plant resists light spring frosts better than
our young beans, and endures greater dryness in summer
than most leguminous plants, though otherwise much like
other kinds of beans.
“(d) It is distinguished by heavy crops, besides
furnishing, in its stems and leaves, either green or dried, a
nourishing feed, of which cattle are very fond.
“(e) In their high percentage of protein and fat, they far
excel all other pulse in nutritive quality; and when properly
prepared are second to none in flavour.
“After such favourable judgments, it might have been
expected that the soy-bean, at least in the warmer regions
of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, would soon become
popular and generally cultivated. The result, however, was
quite otherwise. The hopes which he had aroused in behalf
of this plant seem to have disappeared with Haberlandt, who
died in 1878.
3. Azuki beans (many varieties are named and
described).
Two tables (p. 73-74) show the following: (1) Analysis
of 10 different numbered samples of soybeans, empty pods,
and straw and leaves. Eight are from Haberlandt’s book Die
Sojabohne [The Soybean] (1878), two are from Caplan,
and one each from Mach, Senff, Levallois, and Kinch. (2)
Comparative composition of 9 different legumes, including
soybeans, azuki beans, common peas, broad beans / faba
beans, lentils, yellow lupins, and peanuts. The soybean has
by far the most crude protein, is second in fat (after peanuts),
and is average in (minerals).
Foods made from soybeans (p. 123-27): Shoyu (Shôyû,
die japanische Bohnensauce, auch Soja). Miso (made with
rice koji [Kôji oder fermentierender Reis]). Tofu (Tôfu,
Bohnenkäse, made with Shio-no-nigari (Salzbitter)) incl.
dried-frozen tofu (Kori-tôfu, gefrorener oder Eis-Tôfu).
“Kori-tôfu, frozen or ice-Tôfu, is the spongy, horn-like
substance that remains when common Tôfu is allowed to
freeze and then thawed and dried in the sun, thus getting
rid of most of its water. By Yuba [Yuba] is meant a third
preparation, consisting of brownish, tough skins (Häuten),
made by boiling the dissolved legumine of the Tôfu-process,

with the addition of some wood-ashes, and then taking away
in succession the skins that rise” (p. 126-27; see Rein 1889).
Note 1. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Oct. 2012) that contains the word Yuba.
The section on “Oil plants and their products” (p. 17689) gives details on 13 plants and the oil obtained from them,
including: 1. Rapeseed oil. 2. Mustard oil. 3. Camellia oil.
4. Cottonseed oil. 5. Peanut oil. 6. Sesame oil. 7. Perilla oil
(Perilla ocymoides). 11. Hempseed oil. Soybean oil is not
one of these. However a table (p. 185) gives the average
composition of various Japanese oilseeds (Source: E. Wolff
et al.; Ollech 1884): Rapeseed, peanuts, cottonseed, sesame
(brown and white), hemp seeds, shelled beech-nuts, and
soybeans.
Note 2. Volume 1 was published in 1881. The title of
volume 2 is Land-und Forstwirtschaft, Industrie und Handel.
Johann Justus Rein lived 1835-1918.
Note 3. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “kori-tôfu,” or
“gefrorener Tôfu,” or “Eis Tôfu” to refer to dried-frozen
tofu.
Note 4. Also discusses: Ame, midzu-ame, and barley
malt syrup (p. 121-22). Fu, or baked wheat gluten cakes.
Hemp, hempseed, and hempseed oil (p. 88, 177, 184-85).
Kudzu (p. 75, 199, 217). Peanuts and peanut oil (p. 176-81,
185). Sea-weeds–especially marine algae (p. 93-96). Sesame
seeds and oil (p. 88, 176-78, 181-82, 185). Address: Prof. of
Geography, Univ. of Bonn, Germany.
267. Botanical & Forestry Department, Hong Kong. 1887.
Herbarium specimens. Hong Kong. [Eng]
• Summary: The earliest soybean is a specimen of the
Hong Kong Herbarium, Herb. No. 7742. It is in a standard
herbarium sheet of dried plant specimens, Botanical &
Forestry Department, Hong Kong, Herbarium Number 7742,
is a specimen of a soybean plant, including several sets
of leaves, plus a few small flowers and pods. The caption
reads: “Ex Herb. Hongkong No. (Glycine hispida, Maxim.)
Cultivated in H.K. Bot. Gard., 14-6-87” [14 June 1887].
Under the caption is written: “Soja hispida, Moench.”
This is crossed out, and under it is written “Glycine soja (L.)
S&L.” It has been re-identified as Glycine max.
Note 1. A photocopy of this entire specimen was sent to
Soyfoods Center on 7 Aug. 1997, with a letter of explanation,
by Mr. C.C. Lai, for the Director, Agriculture & Fisheries
Dep., Canton Road Government Offices, 393 Canton Road,
12th floor, Kowloon, Hong Kong. Phone: (852) 2733 2494.
He writes: “The oldest specimen was collected on 14 June
1887 in Hong Kong Botanic Garden which is located
on Hong Kong Island. The second oldest specimen was
collected on 15 Sept. 1911 in Fanling, New Territories, Hong
Kong (where the agricultural field used to be located), being
cultivated. The herbarium is currently located on the third
floor of this building at 393 Canton Road.”
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Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2014)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Hong Kong. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in Hong Kong (14 June 1887). The source of these
soybeans is unknown, but it was probably somewhere in
Asia. Address: Hong Kong.
268. Neuigkeits Welt-Blatt (Vienna). 1887.
Landwirthschaftliches: Tiefe der Saatunterbringung
[Agricultural matters: depth of sown seed placement]. No.
170. Oct. 13. p. 23, col. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: Prof. Wollny in Munich [Germany] has
conducted trials in this regard with winter wheat, winter rye,
summer rye, millet, barley, corn, peas, broad beans, soybeans
(Sojabohnen), vetch, red clover, summer rapeseed, potatoes,
and beets. Although it depends upon the soil and the plant,
in general it can be said that a more favorable harvest is
achieved with a shallower placement of the seeds. Placement
that is too shallow is of course not advisable, since the seeds
are subjected to the risk of drying out, while on the other
hand, seeds that lie too deep will be smothered. Of those
seeds that lie between these boundaries, those at the surface
will arrive at the light more quickly and therefore they can
form the substances by themselves that are necessary for
their structure, while those that lie deeper must draw upon
their reserve materials for these substances. They therefore
reach the surface in an exhausted state, so to speak. Their
assimilation organs, the leaves, are weaker, as are the roots,
as well. It is reasonable that according to this, the cold will
have different effects upon the young seedlings. The deeper
the seeds lie, the more sensitive [the young seedlings will
be]. The more shallow, the more resistant they are.
[The article then goes on to discuss the reaction of
potatoes to different planting depths.]
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Kohlgasse 18, Vienna V.
269. Gaunersdorfer, Joh. 1887. Das Verhalten der Pflanzen
bei Vergiftungen speziell durch Lithiumsalz [The reaction
of plants to poisoning, especially by lithium salt].
Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 34:171-206. See p.
181-83. [Ger]
• Summary: The effects on Soybeans (Sojabohne) are
discussed on pages 181-83.
Soybeans: Starting from July 1, the plants were
subjected to (befanden sich) a lithium solution with a
concentration of 0.1 parts per thousand. On July 3, they
had an average length of 8 cm and already contained traces
of lithium in the hypocotyl element (hypokotyles Glied).
In the stalk and leaves, though, none was detectable yet,
even upon ashing (Veraschen). On July 9, the plants were
completely normal, as with water specimens [it is assumed
that these were a control group without the addition of
lithium], approximately 20 cm long, and one specimen still

had no lithium in the lower leaves that were already rather
large with free detection (bei freiem Nachweis). Only upon
ashing did it demonstrate minimal quantities, and likewise in
the cotyledons. Soybean plants (Soja) consequently absorb
lithium more slowly for some reason (perhaps because of
lower transpiration as a result of the hairiness) than the
plants that were listed above. At higher concentrations of the
solution (0.5 parts per thousand), much was to already be
detected in the leaves of another plant as early as July 7. On
July 17, a larger plant with a length of 30 cm clearly showed
the lithium reaction in the lower leaves that were of a normal
color (5 cm long, 4 cm wide), while those located further up
the stalk only showed it indistinctly, and the tips of the stalk
did not show it at all. The roots had a length of 28 cm. On
July 28, the plant was still fresh, and it died on September
18.
From the same container, a plant was placed in water
on July 7. On July 19, the stalk had a length of 25 cm, with
two trifoliate leaves, and the roots were approximately 15
cm long. In the larger leaves, the lithium is clear, a sign that
sufficient quantities were already present in the stalk on July
7 to then be conducted to the leaves by means of the flow of
water (Wasserstrom). On September 18, the plant was normal
and had seeds (Frucht), and the same was true on October
11.
At the same time as this experiment, individual
specimens were placed in KNOP nutrient solution
(KNOPsche Nährstofflösung) which was subjected to lithium
in concentrations of 0.5, 0.2, and 0.17 parts per thousand. It
was shown that the plant with a concentration of 0.5 parts
per thousand already had leaves that were wilting on the
edges as early as July 7 which contained abundant lithium,
while soybean plants with 0.17 parts per thousand did in fact
still have normal leaves, even though they already contained
lithium. On July 10, the brown coloring of the leaves on the
edges and in the middle was already very advanced, and on
July 20, the first plant already died completely. The specimen
with the concentration of 0.2 parts per thousand was studied
on July 15. The length of the stalk was 19 cm with 4 leaves,
the lower of which were dried from the edges inward with
dark spots and contained a great deal of lithium in the
parenchyma, while the upper, smaller leaves were still green
but already had a lithium content, as did the sprouting leaves
(Sprossende) and the roots. With that concentration of the
sulfuric acid lithium salt [or lithium sulfate] (schwefelsaures
Lithium), that substance collected in the outermost parts
of the plant and it would have died without fail in a short
time. The third plant with a concentration of 0.17 parts per
thousand remained similar, although fresher.
Furthermore, as a comparison, several plants were
subjected to a concentration of 0.066 parts per thousand on
July 1. On July 18, they could not be distinguished from
individuals that had developed in the nutrient solution.
The length of their stalks amounted to 25 to 30 cm. They
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contained lithium in a small quantity in the rather normal
leaves, but on July 14 they did not yet have any there. That is
therefore evidence once again that lithium is accumulated by
the soybean plant more slowly.
The same concentration was also tolerated by seedlings
of the asparagus pea (Spargelerbse) [Lotus tetragonolobus],
in which lithium could already be detected at some quantity
as early as July 19 in the pinnae (Fiederblättchen) and
which, in spite of that, had reached a length of approximately
30 cm on September 18 and still clearly showed the reaction.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Dr., Moedling, Germany.
270. Laurens Advertiser (The) (Laurens, South Carolina).
1888. A bonanza in beans: a practical farmer’s experiments
with a new food and forage crop. March 28. p. 1.
• Summary: From the Greenville News [Greenville, South
Carolina]: “The popular idea of a bean crop is a few rows
of plants in a garden intended to supply the family table
for the vegetable season, and a field of beans would only
be looked for in an immense truck farm. But B.F. Perry has
been experimenting on his Sans Souci farm near the city
with a new variety of bean, which he believes is calculated to
revolutionize the agriculture in this country by furnishing a
wonderfully prolific, valuable and cheap food and feed crop
that can be adapted to any soil.
“The new vegetable is called the ‘Soja Bean.’ It came
from China, whence civilized Europe has captured so many
of its most valuable discoveries. and was introduced in
Europe at the Vienna Exposition. The cultivation of the bean
spread rapidly in Europe, whence it naturally spread to this
country. Mr. Perry saw accounts of its remarkable growth
and general food value, and along with Col. Wash Shell of
Laurens, he ordered last fall a peck of the ‘Soja’s’ from T.W.
Wood & Son of Richmond, Virginia, paying $1.50 a peck.
He planted an acre and last fall gathered 39 bushels exclusive
of eleven bushels wasted, which he sold for $1. a peck or $4.
a bushel, making $156 as a return for the acre.
“Mr. Perry is delighted with the new crop and has great
faith in its possibilities. The bean will grow in any soil, he
says. It does well in low ground, too wet for anything else
and yet it is hardy enough to stand the severest drought. It
requires less cultivation than cotton, being planted in rows
three feet apart and two feet apart in the drill with three
stalks in a hill. The bean are about the size of cow peas,
yellow when dried, and in a pod and the pods grow thickly
on a stalk about like an ordinary cotton stalk. The plant sheds
its leaves, furnishing fertilizing material for the ground equal
to cow pea vines, and the crop is harvested by pulling the
stalks up by the roots and storing them in barn until they are
cured. Then the beans easily shell out and the stalks can be
fed to cattle, making a feed which experts, Mr. Perry says,
consider equal to Timothy hay.
“The great value of the Soja bean, however, comes

in the bean itself. It produces prolifically, making on rich
ground with good cultivation, 100 bushels an acre. The
fruit, according to analysis, contains twice as much nutritive
matter as either corn or cow peas. As a feed for cattle it is far
better, Mr. Perry says, than cow peas, and it makes a splendid
table dish. The beans are so rich that they can be cooked in
water alone, not requiring any butter.
“Mr. Perry expects to plant several acres in the beans
this season. He has had demands for more than last year’s
crop for seed, sending some shipments to Arkansas and
Alabama. He has furnished President McBryde, of the State
College, with supplies of seed for the State Experimental
Stations, and has shipped sample lots to many prominent
farmers in the State. He believes the Soja bean is the coming
crop for this country for farmers who have stock.”
Note: If the soybeans / soja beans that Mr. Perry says he
sent to Alabama actually arrived in that state, (which seems
likely) this would be the earliest document seen (May 2020)
concerning soybeans in Alabama.
271. Levallois, Albert. 1888. Influence des engrais
chimiques sur la composition de la graine du Soja [Influence
of chemical fertilizer on the composition of soybeans].
Comptes Rendus des Seances de l’Academie des Sciences
(Paris) 106:1014-17. April 2. German-language summary in
Chemisches Central-Blatt 1888, p. 639. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Soybeans were planted on two plots in the
same field at the agronomic station at Nice, France. One was
left unfertilized, while the other was richly fertilized with
a complete chemical fertilizer. The yields were as follows
per hectare: From the fertilized plot–2,957 kg of dry leafless
plants (the leaves had fallen) and 749.5 kg seeds. From the
unfertilized plot–512 kg of dry leafless plants (the leaves
had fallen) and 274 kg seeds. Thus the fertilized plot yielded
2.7 times the weight of seeds as the unfertilized plot. But
the seeds from the fertilized plot were much smaller and
less uniform in shape than those from the unfertilized plot.
1,000 seeds from the fertilized plot had a volume of 185
cc and weighed 126.5 gm, whereas 1,000 seeds from the
unfertilized plot had a volume of 252.5 cc and weighed
171.5 gm. In terms of percentage composition, the seeds
from the unfertilized plot were somewhat richer in nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, potassium / potash, and oil. Address:
France.
272. Goessmann, Charles A. 1889. Field experiments.
II. Influence of fertilizers on the quantity and quality of
prominent fodder crops. Massachusetts State Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report of the Board of Control
6:97, 107-14. For the year 1888. Jan. See p. 110-14.
• Summary: 1888.–”It was decided to add the Kentucky
blue-grass (Festuca pratensis) and the Soja bean (Soja
hispida) to the list of prominent crops on trial upon field
‘B.’” Plats 15 and 16 were seeded down on May 18 with
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Soja beans, “in rows 3 feet and 3 inches apart, to correspond
with the rule adopted for grasses and leguminous plants. In
both instances one plat was fertilized in the same way as
heretofore, with fine-ground bones and muriate of potash”
and the other received no fertilizer.
“The Soja bean has been raised during the past season
in different parts of the field, to serve for ensilage. The
investigation of this valuable plant is not yet finished, and a
detailed description has been reserved for a future date.” A
table (p. 112) shows that when Soja bean was cut green on
30 Aug. 1888, the fertilized plat 15 yielded 2,080 lb, whereas
the unfertilized plat 16 yielded 1,560 lb (only 75% as much).
The crop was put into a silo the same day it was cut. No Soja
beans were planted the previous year–1887; Five varieties of
Southern cow-peas were grown instead.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “muriate of potash” (a
fertilizer) in connection with soja beans. It was later renamed
“potassium chloride.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2014) which uses the word “silo” (or “silos”)
in connection with soybeans, or which states that soybeans
were made into silage (one of two documents).
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2003) that uses the word “experiments”
(or “experiment”) or the word “investigation” (or
“investigations”) in connection with soybean research.
Address: Ph.D., Director of the Station and Chemist,
Amherst, Massachusetts.
273. Thompson, J.S.R. (Mrs.). 1889. Soja beans. Southern
Farm (The) (Atlanta, Georgia) 5(3):141. March.
• Summary: “I feel pretty sure that in this plant above named
we have a legume which bids fair to work great benefit to the
farmers of the South, and in a great measure take the place
of the cow pea as a forage plant. I saw it last season highly
endorsed by Mr. Perry, of ‘Ionis Ionci,’ Greenville, S.C.,
and seed offered for sale, determined to test them, with this
result: We find them one of the most vigorous growing plants
it has been our fortune to test; not only a vigorous grower,
but a prodigious bearer of beans. We planted not over half
an acre as an experiment, in May. In September the extra
early frost frightened us into a premature harvesting which
caused us to lose our seed, but the yield in unripened seed
and forage was far beyond our most sanguine expectation.
This plant grows in an upright, compact mass–furnished with
hundreds of beans from the base of its roots to the top. In
rich land, well cultivated, they attain a heighth [sic, height]
of over four feet, growing so compactly the harvesting
is much easier than the straggling cow pea; also, enables
the plow to run between the rows until no further work is
required.
“These beans are also far more edible than the cow pea,
being convertable [sic, convertible] into a flour from which

bread can be made, but boiled as are the cow pea, they are
far more palatable.
“As a seed crop to sell, there is yet to be realized money.
I see a firm in New York advertising them at $15.00 per
bushel. Even here in the South, they sold readily last spring
for $4.00 per bushel.”
First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography of early,
previously uncited publications on soybeans in the United
States. 2 p. Unpublished.
Address: Spartanburg, South Carolina.
274. Vigoureux, Carlos E. 1889. La Soya hispida [The
soybean]. Anales de la Sociedad Rural Argentina (Buenos
Aires) 23(22):614-23. Nov. 30. [Spa]
• Summary: A summary, in Spanish, of early developments
in Europe with growing soybeans, especially by F.
Haberlandt and the Society for Acclimatization in France.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
concerning soya in connection with (but not yet in)
Argentina. Address: Consul Argentino y Director de la
Oficina de Informacion en Ninza, Argentina.
275. Blomeyer, Adolph. 1889-1891. Die Kultur der
landwirtschaftlichen Nutzpflanzen. Bd. 1-2 [The cultivation
of useful agricultural plants. 2 vols]. Leipzig, Germany: C.F.
Winter’sche Verlagshandlung. See vol. 1, p. 352-56. Illust.
Index. 23 cm. [5 soy ref. Ger]
• Summary: See next page. In Vol. 1, Part II titled
“Legumes” (Hülsenfrüchte oder Leguminosen), is a nice
section on “The soybean” (Die Sojabohne, Soja hispida)
(p. 352-56) with the following contents: Cultural value.
Cultivation. Harvest and yield. On the first page is a large,
stunning original illustration of a soybean plant bearing
many pods.
Also discusses: The lupin (Vol. 1, p. 414-43, with 2
large illustrations). Linseed or flax (Vol. 2, p. 324-56, with 6
illustrations). Hemp (Vol. 2, p. 357-68, with 2 illustrations).
Note: Vol. 1 (xii + 604 p., with 113 original illustrations)
was published in 1889. Vol. 2 (xii + 544 p., with 78 original
illustrations) in 1891. Following the death of the author, this
book was completed and published by Dr. Henry Settegast.
Adolph Blomeyer died in 1889. Settegast died in 1901.
Address: PhD, Leipzig [Germany].
276. Patterson, Harry J. 1889. Report of the Chemist.
Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
1:66-69. For the year 1888.
• Summary: Two tables (p. 68-69) titled “Description of
fodder samples” and “Composition of fodder samples” show
that the “soja bean” was planted in rows 3 feet apart. The
plants grew to a height of 2½ feet and were cut for fodder on
3 Sept. 1888, yielding 8,674 pounds of green matter per acre.
The green fodder had the following composition on a waterfree basis: Total dry substance: 18.84%. Of this: Ash 12.42%.
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Protein 15.31%. Crude fiber 37.67%. Nitrogen-free extract
30.76%. Crude fat 3.84%. Total nitrogen 2.44%. Albuminoid
nitrogen 1.59%. Address: Chemist.
277. Brooks, William P. 1890. Division of Agriculture:
General results of a trial of a few Japanese crops.
Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 7. p. 14-17. Jan.
• Summary: The article begins: “At the time of leaving
Japan in October of last year I was unaware that I should be
placed in charge of a department of the Hatch Experiment
Station, and did not, therefore, make arrangements for the
forwarding of any considerable amount of seed of any kind.
I had been located in a section of that country, however, with
a climate having essentially the same range of temperature
as that of Massachusetts; and had become convinced by
observation that some of the crops there cultivated were of
peculiar value. I, therefore, on my own account had the seeds
of a few varieties collected, and left them to be forwarded
with shrubs and trees which were to be taken up after the fall
of their leaves.
“I have thought it best to make these statements in
explanation of the fact that the quantities of some of the

seeds were so small... All these crops were planted on June
3d on a light loam...”
In section IV titled “Varieties of beans” (p. 16-17) are
two subsections on soja beans and one each on red beans and
white beans (Phaseolus radiatus [azuki beans]). “Soja Bean.
Medium Early–Glycine hispida, Jap. Daidzu. This variety
showed its first flowers July 28th, and the crop was fully
mature Sept. 25th, when it was pulled. The area was 880 sq.
ft. and the yield 30 lb of cleaned beans, which is at the rate
of 25 bu. per acre. Should this class of beans prove desirable
here this variety will be superior to most of the kinds offered
under the same name so much earlier. It is well known that
the beans of this class are of remarkable richness, containing
a very unusual proportion of nitrogen, and it certainly seems
desirable to give them a fair trial.
“Soja Bean No. 2, Very Early Variety–Glycine hispida.
Jap. Kurakake Mame. The Japanese name means “Saddled
Bean,” and is given because of the peculiar disposition of
black around the eye and on the sides of the bean, for all
the world to their fancy like a saddle on the back of a horse.
The first blossoms were noticed July 10th and the crop was
pulled fully ripe on Aug. 31st. “In Japan I have cultivated
this variety side by side with some of our earliest sorts and
found it to excel them in earliness, but no comparative test
was made here this year.
“Red beans.–Phaseolus radiatus [red azuki]. The
peculiarity both of this and the following variety in
germination may be of interest. They ‘come up’ like peas, the
bean remaining wholly underground. The pods of both are
unusually long, containing eight to ten small beans, which
are characterized by a very thin and tender skin. This variety
blossomed about the end of July, and was well ripened Sept.
25th, when it was pulled. The area was 440 sq. ft., and the
yield was 23 lbs. of dry beans, or at the rate of about 38
by. per acre. These beans present an unusually handsome
appearance and bid fair to prove an acquisition.
“White beans.–Phaseolus radiatus [white azuki]. This
variety was in full blossom July 27th, and was ripe Sept.
25th, when it was pulled. The area under cultivation, 440
sq. ft., gave 21 lbs. dry beans (weight taken, as in case of all
crops spoken of, Dec. 21st) which is at the rate of about 35
bu. per acre. This variety except in color closely resembles
the preceding; but it is not as handsome. The amount of seed
now on hand is insufficient for a trial of their food qualities,
but another season, if successful in securing crops, we shall
make such a trial.”
Note: The “Red beans” and the “White beans” were
almost certainly red azuki beans and white azuki beans,
respectively; their scientific name at this time was Phaseolus
radiatus. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2005) that uses the term “red beans” to refer to red
azuki beans, or the term “white beans” to refer to white azuki
beans.
Other Japanese crops planted on June 3 were: (1) Millet
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(Panicum crus-coroi [sic, crus-galli]. Jap. Hiye), (2) Millet
(Setaria Italica or Panicum Italicum, Red Headed Variety.
Jap. Mochi awa, or glutinous millet), and (3) Millet (Setaria
Italica or Panicum Italicum. Jap. Awa).
Note 1. The terms “Medium Early” and “Very Early”
used to describe the soja beans are probably just descriptive
terms rather than early varietal names. Address: Agriculturist,
Amherst, Massachusetts.
278. Goessmann, Charles A. 1890. On field experiments.
Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report of the Board of Control 7:148-230. For the year 1889.
Jan. See p. 156-57, 166, 171-72.
• Summary: Section II, titled “Influence of fertilizers on the
quantity and quality of prominent fodder crops. (Field B),”
notes that in 1888 the Soja bean (Soja hispida) was grown on
two test plats on Field B, one fertilized and one unfertilized
(p. 157). A detailed analysis of the soja bean (entire plant,
dry; collected Aug. 30, 1888, unfertilized) is given, with
an analysis of the dry matter (93.88% of the total weight),
which consists of crude ash 6.47%, crude cellulose 20.76%,
crude fat 5.62%, crude protein (nitrogenous matter) 15.87%,
and non-nitrogenous extract matter 51.28%, totaling 100%.
An analysis of the “fertilizing constituents of the above soja
bean,” the minerals, shows that it is rich in calcium oxide,
nitrogen, and magnesium oxide. Its value per ton is $9.51.
The section titled “Statement of crops raised on the
Northern Division of Field C” states that five rows of black
soja beans were grown.
Note 1. Neither soja nor soy are listed in the index of
this early report.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2008) that uses the word “cellulose” in connection
with the soybean. Webster’s Dictionary defines cellulose,
a term first used in 1835, as “a polysaccharide of glucose
units that constitutes the chief part of the cell walls of plants,
occurs naturally in such fibrous products as cotton and
kapok, and is the raw material of many manufactured goods
(as paper, rayon, and cellophane).” Cellulose is a long chain
or polymer of sugar molecules each containing six carbon
atoms. Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Director of the Station and
Chemist, Amherst, Massachusetts.
279. Johnson & Stokes. 1890. Garden and farm manual.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 100 p. 25 cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Selected Farm Seeds,” on
page 74 after three types of buckwheat (new Japanese, silver
hull, and common), this three-line entry appears: “Soja
Hispida (Soja Bean). Grown largely for forage crops and
valuable for green manuring. Packet 10 cents; lb., 50c., postpaid; peck $1.25; bushel, $4.00.” Also on this page are two
types of spring wheat and six varieties of clover: “Clovers
are the foundation of farming.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document

seen (Sept. 2001) that mentions “green manuring” (or “green
manure”) in connection with the soybean.
This catalog is owned by the National Agricultural
Library, Special Collections, in Beltsville, Maryland.
Address: 217 & 219 Market St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
280. National Tribune (The) (Washington, DC). 1890. Our
rural topics. Some practical suggestions for our agricultural
readers. Green manuring. Oct. 9. p. 7.
• Summary: “While the clovers will doubtless prove in
the future as they have in the past, the most valuable of
the legumes for general purposes, the cow pea, soja bean
and vetches are valuable for forage, silage or hay, and the
experiments and observations at the Station and elsewhere
indicate that they are worthy of careful trial.–Storr’s School
(Connecticut) Bulletin.”
281. Gorkom, K.W. van. 1890. Supplement op De OostIndische Cultures, in betrekking tot handel en nijverheid
[Supplement to East-Indian crops: In relation to commerce
and industry]. Amsterdam, Netherlands: J.H. de Bussy. vii +
303 p. See p. 283-87. Supplement to the 1884 publication of
the same title. 25 cm. [2 ref. Dut]
• Summary: The section titled “Kadelé” (Soybeans)
discusses the cultivation of soybeans (also called katjang
djepoen [Japan beans], Soya, Glycine hispida, or kadelé
boontjes) on Java and the experimental culture in Europe.
Interest is shown in the cultivation of soybeans as a food for
diabetics.
Soya is cultivated in Java both for its seed and for its
green leaves which are used as animal feed. The small soy
beans are roasted by the indigenous people or, in the form
of cakes / patties (tetempé [tempeh]), eaten like bean-cheese
(boonen-kaas [tofu]). (“De kadele boontjes worden door de
inlanders geroosterd of, in den vorm van koeken (tetempé),
als boonen-kaas gegeten”).
Note. This is the earliest Dutch-language document seen
(April 2019) that uses the term boonen-kaas to refer to tofu.
The author considers that Indonesian soy sauce (kétjap)
is inferior to Japanese soy sauce. Nutritionally, soya is rich in
proteins (proteïnestoffen) (± 38%) and fat (± 21%), and low
in starch and sugar.
In Germany and Austria, many years have been spent
in developing and cultivating varieties of soybeans adapted
to the European climate. Dr. Haberlandt, professor at the
University of Vienna, distinguished himself for this work,
even to the extent that a variety was named after him. In
the experimental gardens at the National Agricultural in
Wageningen [Netherlands], a field of soya is cultivated,
but the results are not yet satisfactory. Yields are low,
especially during the dry and warm summers, when the
plant flowers abundantly, but the seeds don’t have time to
develop properly. The author hopes that through continued
experiments, a suitable variety will be developed.
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The soya bean has received attention from the medical
profession because of its composition. Dr. Le Cerf of
Paris was one of the first to try using soya with diabetic
patients. He introduced soya bread instead of an almond
bread and was successful with it. Dr. Stokvis, a professor
in Amsterdam, recommended soy bread (see Nederlandsch
Tijdschrift voor Geneeskunde No. 10), and the chemical
analyses published by Mr. L.C.W. Cox in the same journal
(issue No. 19) supported the recommendation. Patients were
content with the bread, although they did not find it very
appetizing. The author states that if rye or wheat flour could
be used together with soy flour (soja-meel), they would yield
a very digestible and nutritious food. For this reason also he
recommended experiments aimed at acclimatizing soya to
Europe.
Dr. Sollewijn Gelpke has published a work titled “The
Yield and Cultivation of Dryland Crops,” in which he writes
that the cultivation of soya is quite easy and in Java takes
place on sawahs (wet rice fields) and clay, in contrast to
peanuts (katjang-tanah), which is grown on tegals and sand.
[Note: A tegal is a dry (not irrigated) field, near the rice
fields, but used for vegetables and other secondary crops.]
Soya beans are sun-dried, soaked in water for 24 hours,
then sown on land that has first been flooded with water.
Otherwise they are sown by poking holes in the ground and
dropping in the seeds. Gelpke says that soya is so appealing
to the indigenous people that, if the soil is hard, he just opens
the surface with a crowbar and sows his seeds. This way of
cultivation is seen especially on the heavy clay soils of Java.
In the Netherlands it is not well known that soya is
cultivated in Java, because it could be imported for less
money than is currently the case. The author has samples
of the beans and has noticed that the seeds from European
experiments are smaller in size than those grown in Java.
Various laboratory analyses are given. It is noted that
soya flour coming from Hungary is used for the production
of soy bread, baked by Mr. Koehler of Amsterdam. Mr. Cox
studied this bread. The author believes that the sugar content
of this bread is high enough to make it unsuitable for diabetic
patients, and notes the presence of starch and dextrin.
Morawski and Harz have confirmed that ripe soya beans
don’t contain starch, whereas unripe beans do.
Note 1. Kempski (1923) says: “see van Gorkom’s OostIndische Cultures, neu herausgeg. von Prinsen-Geerligs,
Verlag de Bussy, Amsterdam, 1913, Vol. III, p. 283/86.”
Note 2. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Jan. 2016) that uses the word proteïnestoffen (or
proteïnestoff) to refer to proteins in connection with
soybeans.
Note 3. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the word soja-meel to refer to soy
flour / meal. Address: Dr., Former Head Inspector of Crops,
Dutch East Indies (Oud-Hoofd-Inspecteur der Cultures in
Nederlandsch Oost-Indië).

282. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1890. Henderson’s American
farmers manual. New York, NY. 26 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Miscellaneous Plants
for Forage, Soiling, &c.,” the soybean appears on page 24,
along with 24 other such plants. The entry reads: “Soja or
Japan Bean. (Glycine hispida.)–A variety altogether distinct
from any other Bean. The haulm is strong and vigorous, and
covered with soft fur. The pods contain four to five small
Beans of a yellowish brown color. This Bean is very suitable
for growing in the South, and is used largely for plowing
under. In Japan the beans are used principally for making
‘Tofu’ or bean curd. Per lb., 20 cts. [$0.20]; per bushel of 60
lbs., $6.00.”
Note 1. This is the earliest listing seen for the soybean
in any seed catalog published by Peter Henderson & Co.
where a description of the plant is given. Sherry J. Vance,
research aide at the L.H. Bailey Hortorium (462 Mann
Library, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853-4301)
wrote to William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center on 22 April
1997: “Per your request, I have checked our catalogs for
Peter Henderson from 1881 to 1890 looking for entries on
soybeans. Despite a thorough search, I was unable to locate
soybeans offered in any of the Henderson catalogs from
1881-1889.”
Note 2. Peter Henderson lived 1822-1890. On the cover
of this catalog are four illustrations of farming scenes. Across
the top is written: “If you have no use for this Catalogue,
kindly give it to some of your farmer friends.” Address: 35 &
37 Cortland St., New York.
283. Lakner, Laszlo. 1890. A szójababról [About the
soybean]. Mezogazdasagi Szemle (Agricultural Review)
8:204-08. [Hun]
• Summary: So few of our farmers recognize the importance
of this valuable crop that it cannot be but advantageous to
discuss some of its features. Soybean has been cultivated for
a long time now in China and Japan, and even in Australia,
and is grown mainly for human consumption, for which
purpose it is roasted as a coffee surrogate; we first noticed
it at the Vienna World Exhibition in 1873, where it stood
out due to its high protein and fat contents. After field
experiments have ascertained that it can be adapted to the
conditions here in Hungary, the crop has been subjected to
large scale production in various manors.
Although the exact results and findings of experiments
involving feed derived from soybean (sója) which might
elevate it above other fodder crops is a topic steeped in
quagmire, the very fact that wherever production has begun
it has not only been continued but has verily forced out
other types of fodder allow us to draw the conclusion that,
in general, it is suitable for the purpose and putting soybean
into large scale production is definitely worth consideration.
Despite the fact that there are some farmers who have
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been deterred from soybean by a bad harvest or a poor
feed experiment, we are willing to believe that the reason
for the former, if not due to soil or climatic conditions, is
incorrect or extensive farming procedures and the reason
for the latter is the extremely sensitive nature of such types
of experiments. An insignificant error can substantially
influence the end result; the nutrients provided in incorrect
ratios, individual tendencies, age, purpose of utilization,
the duration of the experiment, etc. will all lead to different
evaluations of the conclusion. As a result, if one is perhaps
inclined to beneficially view a certain type of fodder crop,
the advantage of the given crop can be easily erroneously
attributed to the wrong subject. This very publication
included an article by a practiced and practical farmer
about a feed experiment which compares soybean with
broad bean. In it, broad bean is made out to be so much
more advantageous than soybean that, if the article were
to be considered true in general, any farmer choosing to
grow soybean instead of broad bean would be considered
ridiculous, even though soybean can be grown wherever
broad bean can and will even provide better results.
Soybean likes strong but not overly rich soils with
a high humus content. As a result, it is seldom sown in
soil treated with manure. However, it does respond well
to fertilizers and, even despite its 30% protein content,
phosphorous fertilizers are the most effective; soybean does
not take up large amounts of nitrogen, and applications of
fertilizers containing potassium nitrate, ammonia, etc. are
usually unnecessary. Soybean can easily be integrated into
crop rotation as it flourishes after any preceding crop. In fact,
when given a small amount of bone meal, it has been shown
by a substantial manor where it has been produced for 10
years on more than 100 jugerums [one jugerum = about 0.62
acres] to provide good yields even when it follows oats. It
is an excellent preceding crop for wheat and leaves the soil
in a clean, mature condition and provides other crops the
favorable conditions offered by root crops. Soybean also
allows for the optimal distribution of manual and horsepowered labor.
As regards its production, it is obviously impossible to
set up general rules. However, in light of the basic principles,
it will be easy to hit upon the right treatment for the
respective conditions.
The soybean harvest in autumn should be followed by
ploughing, deep if possible, and, if phosphorus fertilizer is
required, it should be applied either before ploughing or on
the stubble itself, which is in fact even more advantageous
(e.g. 150-200 kg of bone meal per cadastral jugerum [one
cadastral jugerum = about 1.4 acres]); however, if the
furrows are left uncovered, the bone meal should be applied
in spring, after the first harrowing and 8-9 days before
sowing. It should be worked into the soil with a cultivator,
following which the soil should be flattened with a roller to
ensure that the seeds do not fall on soil that is overly loose.

However, the soil should be suitably loose, which requires
commensurate use of the harrow and roller. A seed drill is
used for sowing, with rows spaced 40-44 cm apart and 3035 kg of seed per cadastral jugerum [= 1.4 acres]. The seeds
should be sown no deeper than 3-4 cm. Sowing takes place
later than cereals and at the same time as sweet corn to avoid
any possible damage caused by late frosts to the fragile
young seedlings.
Germination can be greatly hindered by hardening of the
soil surface, which has to be often dealt with in case of soils
prone to hardening; the roller might be enough to suitably
loosen the soil, but often the harrow must be used in a
diagonal pattern to provide the adequate level of help, unless
the hardened soil surface has covered the just germinated
plant. In this case, there is no other recourse than to have
manual laborers–working intermittently by hand and with
hoes–free the seedlings. Affixing small, triangular strips of
wood to the roller might be expedient.
As germination starts in the rows, thinning and perhaps
transplanting must be performed to ensure that the plants are
of equal distances from each other and thus avoid certain
seedlings from outgrowing others, which would result in
limitations from competition. This is an especially likely
problem due to the fact that soybean suffers from few pests;
the likelihood of losses from discrepancies in distances is
not an issue like in the case of, for example, carrots. This
distance between plants can be 10 or 15 cm, depending
on row spacing. Both the rows and the spaces between
the plants should be hoed manually a few days later, after
which the strong, thinned plants will soon start to grow
energetically and, if there are no weeds present, it will be
sufficient to loosen the soil surface with a mechanical hoe
after rain or if the soil surface becomes compacted, which
both conserves water and ensures an air supply to the plant
roots. It is self-evident that in case of great weed infestation,
the hoeing should be “blindly” repeated along the tracks
of the seed drill as many times as is necessary, including
even before germination. This intensive tilling is essential
for ensuring the best possible results in the case of this
crop, which provides the highest levels of nutritional value.
Expenditures should not be foregone after sowing, as work
should be carried out to the required and rational degree
until the plants are large enough that no more work can be
performed.
At the end of September or in the beginning of October,
the soybean plants will suddenly turn yellow, at which time
harvesting should be commenced immediately; if the beans
are not ripe enough, they will be sure to go bad or suffer
from mold in the stacks or warehouse; if they are too ripe,
many beans will drop out. This degree of ripeness is easy
to recognize from the general change in color and from the
rattling of the pods. The most common and most primitive
form of harvesting is plucking the whole plant from the
ground; even despite the fact that it is hard to get manual
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laborers to perform this work (because the sharp hairs on
the soybean stems hurt their hands), this method also leads
to a rather unclean yield: the earth stuck to the plant roots
can never be entirely removed in the threshing machine.
However, this method is cheaper. Under normal growing
conditions, the use of a sickle is justified, and this work can
even be performed by womenfolk.
It is interesting to note that in certain years and under
regular circumstances the soybean plant’s stems branch off
right at ground level, while under other conditions these
stems start growing only at a certain distance from the
ground and the plant grows thin and tall; it seems that the
weather and the size of the field used for growing can greatly
influence this phenomenon. In the latter case, the wheat
harvester can provide excellent service and will be quick and
inexpensive. If no harvester is available, a scythe can also
be used. However, if the stems are short or the plants have
fallen / lain down due to heavy rains or storms, many pods
will be left behind no matter how low the harvester is set,
and work will be difficult even with the scythe (Continued).
Address: Hungary.
284. Lakner, Laszlo. 1890. A szójababról [About the soybean
(Continued–Document part II]. Mezogazdasagi Szemle
(Agricultural Review) 8:204-08. [Hun]
• Summary: (Continued): If they do not contain too many
weeds, the rows cut in this manner can be stacked in ricks
up to 2-3 meters high, depending on their moisture content.
They should be left untouched until they are air-dry, which
should take place in 2-3 days if the weather is fine. The ricks
can then be restacked to be quite thin, no wider than 3 meters
each, with straight sides and as much straw placed on top
as possible to prevent any precipitation from falling on the
harvest. Since rabbits quite like soybean, the ricks can be
encircled with branches or corn stalks.
Great care should be taken when placing the soybean
plants into the above ricks as soybean, because of its high fat
content (15%), can quite easily go bad, especially if it was
not harvested when it was perfectly ripe. Any pods left on
the ground should be collected with a mechanical rake and
placed separately from those collected in the initial harvest,
as these will contain soil and other contamination which will
have to be removed by washing before being used as feed.
The soybean will await threshing in these ricks, which
can be put off no later than the first strong frost: partly to
allow for continued ripening and to ensure that it dries
completely, and partly to avoid excess losses in melting
snow and mud. Wheat threshers are the most efficient for
extracting the beans and should be set to their widest setting.
Yields vary between 600-900 kg per cadastral jugerum
[one cadastral jugerum = about 1.4 acres]. In 1889, the
manor mentioned above saw a yield of 835 kg, with the
following inputs:
breaking barley stubble;

200 kg bone meal; steam-driven plough at a depth of 15
cm;
tillage with a Kolemann type cultivator;
two passes with harrows and one with rollers;
30 kg of seed and sowing said seed;
thinning and hoeing in one pass;
two instances of manual hoeing;
one instance of mechanical hoeing;
harvesting one cadastral jugerum [= about 1.4 acres] and
collecting the harvest into ricks;
threshing 835 kg.
Storage in the warehouse should ensure that the soybean
is spread as thinly as possible. It can be used as feed
immediately.
Unfortunately, the soybean straw, which contains
relatively high amounts of protein and fats (nutritional
ratio of 1:21), cannot be used as fodder because of its spiky
hairs and ligneous stem; this is especially true if the plants
are plucked from the ground. Cattle refuse to eat the straw
without suitable preparation. In years when fodder is scarce,
it might be worth using boiling water or steaming to soften
the straw, if only the animals would consume it. Even the
above manor only uses it as bedding and for making compost
after mixing it with the swill of spirit production from sugar
beet.
Soybean is first and foremost fattening feed; although
it is also effectively used for feeder calves and, in small
quantities, for cows. However, it is the success soybean
has had in fattening that has led it to be produced in larger
quantities. And to be able to reproduce such success,
soybean must be handled appropriately when compiling the
feed. Farmers who feed large quantities starting from the
beginning of fattening will not be satisfied with the results;
they will find that the animals will only eat minimal amounts
later on, when the nutritional balance is especially important.
“Hungry” cattle will soon grow tired of such rich feed. No
soybean should be fed to the animals in the first period of
fattening; small portions should be used in the second phase,
with the greatest possible amounts being given to the animals
towards the end of fattening. To achieve this goal, it is best
to cook or steam the soybean and feed it to the animals in
this manner. Although it might not become easier to digest,
it will taste much better than either after being soaked in
water or being ground. It should never be given to animals
as a standalone, but should be mixed with, for example,
bran or groats, and can be used to provide the animals with
their required salt intake. 0.7-1.5 kg can be fed to beef cattle
weighing 1,000 kg and 0.5-0.7 kg can be given to cows and
feeder calves; when given these quantities, no disadvantages
were experienced as regards the quality and quantity of milk
as compared to the same nutritional ratios provided with the
use of other types of feed.
Having the production of feed crops enjoy some support
is very desirable; they provide farms with diversity. They
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provide possibilities for giving work to contract workers at
times when there would not be any other work; this solution
is viable: it allows other types of low protein-content feeds
to be utilized by decreasing the purchased amount of other,
high-energy feeds. And the fact that soybean supplanted
other types of such feeds in many farms where it was chosen
to be grown and the conditions for its production soybean
were met also serves to confirm this selection.
Levice (in today’s Slovakia).
László Lakner
Note: Translated by Peter A. Gergay of San Francisco,
California. Address: Hungary.
285. Shelton, E.M.; Cottrell, H.M.; Shelton, W.M. 1890.
Report of the Farm Department. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 2:6-89. For the year
1889. See p. 42-43.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage crops” (p. 42)
states: “Twenty-four varieties of forage crops were planted
in adjacent plats in field 4. The field had been in corn the
previous year. The land was plowed May 4, 1889, harrowed
and cross-harrowed with smoothing harrow, and the seeds
planted in rows three feet apart May 6 and 7.” The following
crops were planted: non-saccharine sorghums, serradella
(Ornithopus sativus), Teosinte (Euchloena luxurians), New
Golden Wonder millet, Pearl millet (Pennisetum spicatum),
Soja beans, and three varieties of cow peas (Dolichos
Chinensis).”
In the subsection titled “Soja Bean (Glycine hispida)”
(p. 43) we read: “Seed from T.W. Wood & Sons, Richmond,
Virginia. Growth vigorous throughout the season, from the
time the plants first appeared above ground until they were
killed by frost. The plants grow erect, averaging 4½ feet in
height. The stalk is strong and woody, and has numerous
branches covered with heavy foliage. The branches and
upper part of the main stem are thickly studded with clusters
of pods–from 2 to 5 pods growing in a cluster, each pod
containing 2 beans. The plants were killed by frost before the
beans had matured. The crop was harvested November 14,
and yielded at the rate of 17 bushels of beans per acre. This
plant has many valuable qualities and deserves further trial
with home-grown seed.”
Note 1. This may be the earliest document seen (May
2020) concerning cultivation of soybeans in Kansas (one of
two documents). It may contain the earliest date seen for the
cultivation of soybeans in Kansas (May 1889).
Note 2. The first soybeans grown in Kansas in 1889
were obtained from Virginia. Those grown in 1890 were
obtained from Japan by C.C. Georgeson, who had previously
lived and taught in Japan.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (June 2002)
that mentions seedsmen T.W. Wood & Sons in Richmond,
Virginia. Address: 1. M.Sc., Director of the Station and Prof.
of Agriculture; 2. M.Sc., Asst., Agriculture; 3. Foreman of

Farm. All: Manhattan, Kansas.
286. Woods, Chas. D. 1890. Stubble and roots of plants
as manure. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 2:67-75. For the year 1889. See p. 73,
75.
• Summary: “47. Soja bean (Soja hispida), Stubble and
Roots.–From Forage Garden... Plants were 20 inches tall,
spreading, and leafy; pods and seeds quite well formed but
immature. Roots fine and fibrous, abundant near the surface.”
Weight of green tops (all in pounds/acre): 19,190. Stubble
and roots to depth of 7 inches: 1,198. Roots from 8 to 22
inches in depth: 102. Stubble and roots to depth of 22 inches:
1,390. Dry (water-free) stubble and roots: 1,401.
Note: The soja bean was one of the lowest producers of
stubble and roots of the 11 eleven crops tested. Table 14 (p.
75) shows experimental results of the weight of stubble and
roots of 20 plants (including the soja bean, yellow lupine
{Lupinus luteus}, blue lupine {Lupinus hirsutus}, and white
lupine {Lupinus alba}) in four square feet, and in one acre.
Address: Chemist and Acting Director, Storrs Agric. Exp.
Station, Storrs, Connecticut.
287. Leblond, A. 1891. Le soja d’Étampes [The Étampes
soybean]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 55(31):161-63.
July 30. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Lachaume was the first person in France,
in 1857, to speak of the cultivation of Soja hispida, which
he called pois oléagineux de la Chine (“oil peas of China”)
and which he strongly recommended, his agronomic trials
having been very successful. But until 1874 the soybean
wasn’t talked about very much. At that time the Society for
Acclimatization received from Mexico soybean seeds, which
it distributed to various horticultural societies, especially
the one at Étampes, which persevered in cultivating and
disseminating or distributing this plant, which had a
remarkable yield. Were the grains originating in Mexico the
same as those used by Mr. Lachaume? Probably not.
Dr. Menudier has pointed out the advantages to be
derived from the use of soybean bread for diabetics, and has
described the preparation of this bread, so we don’t have to
repeat these same instructions.
We would only add that the soybean can be used to good
advantage in cookery. Soybeans (Les sojas) are cooked and
prepared like haricot beans, however Mr. Blavet, president
of the Horticultural Society of Étampes, advises tossing
the dry soybeans into fresh boiling water for 5 minutes, the
boiling them until well cooked in a second batch of water. In
the south of France (le Midi) roasted soybeans are used as a
substitute for coffee.
An illustration (p. 461) shows Soja hispida plant with
pods. Illustrations (p. 462) show the leaves, pods and roots of
the soybean plant. These illustrations are from E.-A. Carrière
(1880).
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Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014)
that uses the term “sojas” to refer to “Soybeans.”
Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Mexico (1874) (one of two documents).
288. F. 1891. The capture of nitrogen. Cultivator & Country
Gentleman 56(2026):951, cols. 3-4. Nov. 26.
• Summary: “That by proper culture and rotation of crops
we can capture nitrogen in a soil full of carbonaceous
matter is doubtless true, but that in the first processes of soil
improvement it will never pay to apply artificial nitrogen
is far from being the case. In fact, we can more speedily
get that ‘proper soil,’ by the use of a little nitrogen in some
combination than otherwise.”
“When once we can get a good growth of clover or
other good leguminous crop on the land, we have secured
the ‘proper soil’ and can then go on, with our phosphatic
fertilizers, with its improvement without any need for buying
nitrogen, or any need for hauling charcoal on it, for the
leguminous crops such as clover, field peas or soja beans will
gather it for us.”
“I fully believe that the time is not far distant when
intelligent farmers will have their lands in such condition
that they will abandon the purchase of nitrogen, but will
capture it by the use of leguminous crops.” Address: Raleigh,
North Carolina.
289. Turner, Fred. 1891. New commercial crops for N.S.
Wales: The cultivation of the soy bean (Soja hispida,
Moench.). Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales
2(11):648-50. Nov.
• Summary: “The soy bean is indigenous in India, Japan and
China. There are numerous varieties of the plant cultivated
in those countries, including both tall and dwarf-growing
kinds, but it is the large-seeded varieties of the latter which
I would particularly recommend for cultivation in this
Colony, because they are not only more easily managed, but,
generally speaking, are more productive to any given area
than the tall growing kinds. The dwarf soy is an annual hairy
growing plant, growing about 2 feet high, with trifoliate
leaves, and small flowers borne is short axillary racemes.
These are succeeded by oblong three or four seeded hairy
pods. As will be seen from the engraving of the plant, it is a
good deal like the ordinary dwarf kidney bean in its habit of
growth, but differs materially in the superior quality of the
pulse which it yields. The very productive and pulse yielding
plant has been cultivated in Asiatic countries probably from
time immemorial, but only within the past twenty years or so
has it attracted the attention of European cultivators. In the
southern parts of Europe, the cultivation of the dwarf kinds
have proved a great success, and in France they are said to be
an important crop.
“Some of our leading seedsmen have now become aware
of the value of the soy bean, and seeds are now obtainable

in Sydney. The plant has already been grown in a small way
in a few places in this Colony, and has proved itself well
adapted to our climate, so that there is no risk in attempting
its cultivation here, in suitable places, on a large scale.”
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2010) that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in
Australia or Oceania. This document contains the 2nd
earliest clear date seen for cultivation of soybeans in
Australia or Oceania (Nov. 1891). The source of these
soybeans is unknown.
“Moreover it is not only a vigorous growing and a heavy
yielding pulse plant, but it appears to keep remarkably free
from both insects and fungoid pests.” Note 2. This is the
earliest English-language document seen (Aug. 2007) that
uses the word “fungoid” to refer to fungal.
“Having eaten the seeds of the soy bean, I can say that
they are an excellent addition to the pulse yielding plants we
have already under cultivation. As regards their chemical
composition I cannot do better than quote the analyses
of Professor Church and Dr. Forbes Watson. ‘Although
there are a number of varieties of the soy bean, the chief
differences between them lying in the size, shape, and
colour of the seeds, yet these varieties are not distinguished
by definite differences in chemical composition. That
composition entitles the soy bean to the highest place, even
amongst the pulses, as a food capable of supplementing the
deficiencies of rice, and of other eminently starchy grains.
Very few vegetable products are so rich as the bean at once
in albuminoids and in fat or oil, the former constituent
amounting on the average to 35 per cent, and the latter to 19
per cent. The cultivation of the pale large seeded varieties
should be extended.”
Facing this first page (see next page) is a full page
illustration of a soy bean plant, titled Soja hispida, Moench.
“Soy Bean.” with an enlarged pod (A) and seed (B). It has
been copied from an 1882 issue of The Garden (July 29, p.
93) then modified slightly.
Two tables are titled “Composition of soy bean.” The
first, by Professor Church, shows the composition in 100
parts [percentage] and in 1 lb. The second by Dr. Forbes
Watson, shows the composition with husk and husked.
“’The nutrient ratio here is about 1.2 while the nutrient
value is 105. Potash forms early one-half and phosphorus
pentoxide one-third of the ash of the soy bean. The beans
are sometimes pressed for the sake of the oil they yield; the
residual cake forms an extremely rich cattle food, containing
as it does 40 per cent. of flesh-formers [albuminoids =
proteins], and 7 per cent of oil.’”
“The soy bean can be grown nearly all over that portion
of the Colony where late spring or early autumn frosts do
not occur, and with irrigation it might prove a valuable plant
to grow in the interior. A good guide to go by is to cultivate
the plant in those parts where the kidney bean will flourish,
and this is over an immense area of New South Wales. The
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Hunter River, however, it will be hardly likely that more
than one crop can be harvested during the year. The seed
for this should not be sown before the middle of October, or
the beginning of November, according to situation. It would
perhaps be as well to state that the young plants are very
susceptible to frost, 2º Fahr. being quite enough to blacken
them.” Gives more details on sowing, then a paragraph on
harvesting.
The last section is titled “Uses: The beans can be picked
from the plants whilst green, and cooked and eaten without
previous preparation. Ripe soy beans should, however, be
steeped in warm water for some time before they are cooked,
otherwise they will remain almost as hard as they were
before cooking. In China and Japan the soy bean cheese
[tofu] and a kind of paste [miso] are important articles of
food. In those countries also soy sauce is made from the
beans, which is not unknown to European palates. The sauce
is said to be made in the following way. Boil the beans with
equal quantities of wheat or barley, and leave it for three
months to ferment, after which salt and water are added, and
the liquid strained. Soy sauce is extensively used in Asia,
and to some extent in Europe for flavouring certain dishes,
especially beef, and it is supposed to favour digestion.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soy bean cheese” to
refer to tofu.

soybean is rather an exhausting crop, therefore it should be
an alternating one. It would do very well to follow after a
root crop. To obtain the best results it should be grown on a
moderately light, well drained, and well worked soil that is
rich in organic matter. The plant will grow well enough on
other kinds of soil provided that they are drained, and well
worked, and, if not naturally fertile, some suitable manures
are applied. If well rotted farm-yard manure is not available,
then sulphate of potash, or nitrate of soda, might be used
with advantage. If farm yard manure is applied to the land,
it should be ploughed in some time previous to sowing
the crop, or it might have a tendency to cause a too rank
growth of the plants, at the expense of the yield of beans.
Commercial manures may be used on the land when it is
prepared to receive the crop.
“Sowing the seed. From the Hunter to the Tweed
Rivers, it would be possible to obtain two crops in the year
by sowing in October, then again in December if there is
a sufficient amount of moisture in the soil. South of the

290. Atwater, W.O.; Woods, Chas. D. 1891. The acquisition
of atmospheric nitrogen by plants. Connecticut (Storrs)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 3:12-14. For
the year 1890.
• Summary: “The Annual Report for the Station for 1889
contained (pp. 11-51) a detailed account of the experiments
undertaken up to December of that year upon the acquisition
of nitrogen from the air by growing plants. With this was a
summary of results of experiments conducted at Wesleyan
University in 1881 and 1882, which brought the first positive
experimental evidence that plants can obtain large quantities
of nitrogen from the air...”
During the season of 1890, a number of sand culture
experiments were performed, among them some on the
soja bean. “The plants were grown in sea sand, washed and
burned, so as to free it from all compounds of nitrogen. All
of the plants were supplied with the necessary amount of
plant food, with the exception of nitrogen, and to some of
the plants, nitrogen was supplied in the form of calcium and
potassium nitrates. Rather more than half of the plants were
inoculated with infusions prepared by treating soil taken
from near the roots of growing plants of the same or allied
species... Few of the plants developed root tubercles, and the
tubercles that were formed were for the most part few and
small. Of the inoculated plants, about one-third had no root
tubercles; most of the other two-thirds had a very few small
tubercles. A few plants, both inoculated and not inoculated,
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had a fair number of root tubercles, and these were the only
ones that showed gain in nitrogen of any amount.” These
experiments “confirm the observation by Hellriegel of the
connection between root tubercles and the acquisition of
nitrogen.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2018)
concerning inoculation of the soybean in the United States.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2018) that uses the word “inoculated” (or any of
its cognates) in connection with acquisition of atmospheric
nitrogen by plants.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2016) that uses the word “tubercles” (or
“tubercle,” so spelled) in connection with soybeans to refer
to (what was later called) the nodules on their roots.
A portrait photo shows Wilbur Olin Atwater. Address: 1.
Director of the Station; 2. Chemist.
291. Phelps, C.S. 1891. Fodder crops for soiling and
ensilage. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 3:37-43. For the year 1890.
• Summary: Soja beans and cow peas were grown together
as fodder plants; the seed was sown on May 29. “Soja beans.
The seed germinated quite slowly and unevenly... The plants
made a rather slow growth, and throughout the season the
foliage appeared of a pale yellow color. By the middle of
September the plants had reached a height of three and onehalf to four feet. They were not branched, nor very leafy,
and the stems were hard and woody. The best growth was
obtained where 480 lbs. per acre of mineral fertilizer was
applied. September 23d, the soja beans were pale colored,
and not as leafy nor succulent as the cow peas. Four small
sections, cut on the above date, gave a yield at the rate of
9.1 tons per acre. The crop was cut September 24th, and left
in small piles to wilt. On the 26th, it was cut into about one
inch lengths and packed in the silo. For chemical analysis,
see pages 16 and 17.”
Note: The soja beans were apparently made into silage,
but not used for soiling (as suggested in the title).
292. Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. 1891. Les plantes potagères:
Description et culture des principaux légumes des climats
tempérés. 2 éd. [Garden vegetables: Descriptions and culture
of the principal vegetables from temperate climates. 2nd ed.].
Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 730 p. See p. 625-27. Illust.
Index. 25 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “Soja–Soja hispida Moench”
(p. 625-27) describes the soybean. It is a member of the
legume family (Légumineuses).
Synonym: Pois oléagineux de la Chine.
Foreign names: German: Soja-Bohne.
A description is given of this Chinese annual, of its
cultivation and usage.
Two specific types of soybeans are then described: Soja

ordinaire a grain Jaune [Ordinary soybean with yellow
seeds] and Soja d’Étampes [The soybean from Etampes,
France].
After the latter description we read: The earliest variety
of soybeans that we know of is a variety with oblong seeds,
light brown in color, the color of coffee lightly roasted. It
matures completely in the climate of Paris; this is not always
the case even with the soybean from Etampes.
An illustration (line drawing) shows the live plant of
each of these two types with many pods growing thickly
on the stem, plus a separate enlargement of a cluster of
pods. These are the same two non-original illustrations that
appeared in the 1st edition of 1883. Address: Paris, France.
293. Massey, W.F. 1892. Notes on a recent number: Mr.
Wiggins’ article on “Green Manuring in Virginia.” Cultivator
& Country Gentleman (The) 57(2034):43-44. Jan. 21. See p.
44, col. 1.
• Summary: “While the columns of the Country Gentleman
are always replete with matters of interest to cultivators, I
think the number for January 7 is unusually suggestive.”
“As a hot-weather renovating crop, there is none that
can compare with the cow pea, unless it may be the soja
bean. This plant (Soja hispida) promises to push our favorite
cow pea hard. Its enormous growth of forage and wonderful
productiveness in seed make it a very promising plant. My
colleague, Prof. F.E. Emery, has a silo filled with them, and
I am curious to note the result of his experiment. The soja
bean is the only real rival we have of the cow pea. While a
man’s land is badly lacking the humus, it may be better to
plow under the entire growth of peas or beans, but when
once the land is in ‘good heart,’ I feel sure it is far more
economical to cure the tops either as hay or ensilage and
plow under only the stubble. With cow peas, soja beans and
crimson clover, the reclamation of the old fields of the South
is an easy matter, and the results would surprise those who
have had no experience with these temporarily exhausted
lands.” Address: North Carolina Exp’t [Experiment] Station.
294. Arning, G. 1892. The Soja bean (Letter to the editor).
Cultivator & Country Gentleman 57(2038):132, col. 1. Feb.
18.
• Summary: Eds. Country Gentleman–”In 1881, when
I came to this country, I saw in a New-York German
newspaper that a Chinese student had read a paper at a
meeting about the culture of the Chinese oil bean or soja
bean, he recommending it highly for a trial. I was much
interested, as I knew something about that bean in Germany,
where it was introduced after the Franco-German war, and
wrought a revolution among farmers.
“Now, I wonder why there is so little heard about this
excellent bean, which cannot be praised enough for its great
value for table use as well as for fodder. It ripens in Germany
as far north as Mecklenburg-Schwerin on the East sea, grows
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in almost any soil not too bare of fertilization, and yields
heavily.
“Last year, I found an advertisement which read as
follows:
“’Soja Bean.–Of great value to grow for table, for livestock or to enrich the ground. For table, they are very rich,
requiring no butter in cooking. For live-stock, horses, cattle,
sheep and hogs fatten on them quickly and cheaper than with
corn. For fertilizer, a growth turned under equals a crop of
clover, and they will grow where clover will not. Yield three
times as much as navies.’
“In Feeding Animals, page 158 B, we find the analysis
of the soja bean or Chinese oil bean with 91.41 lb. dry
matter, 31.14 lb. albuminoids, 27.48 lb. carbohydrates and
15.59 lb. fat. Therefore it is richer in albuminoids than
linseed cake meal, and very near as rich as decorticated
cottonseed meal, and the principal matter is, it can be grown
cheaply not too far north. Another merit of this bean is that
it is not as constipating as our field peas and beans generally
are.”
“Now, I think this will show that the soja bean is one of
the best and cheapest foods with which to balance any fodder
one can grow, and for this reason it should be tried, as with
it, it should be possible to produce 100 lb. of milk for about
40 cents; and still we fail to reach the end of possibility.
“The seed of this excellent bean is costly, as I see in
Henderson & Co.’s catalogue of 1891 that one pound sells
for 20 cents–a bushel $6.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014)
that uses the term “revolution” (or “revolutionary”) in
connection with soy beans. Address: New York.
295. Neal, James C. 1892. Station record. Oklahoma
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 2. p. 3-11.
March. See p. 8-9.
• Summary: “The work at the Oklahoma Experiment farm is
necessarily in a barely formative stage... The farm consists
of 80 acres in section 14, tp. [township] 19, range 2, and
120 acres in section 15, tp. 19, range 2.” “Cultivation:
The experimental orchard was begun on Dec. 2, 1891, by
‘breaking’ the prairie in sec. 14.” The weather hindered
operations, so that plowing, disking, and harrowing were not
finished until Jan. 4, 1892. Then the land was “sown with
various clovers and grasses to determine vitality in a struggle
with the prairie grasses and weeds.” The scientific and
common name of each species planted is given.
“Plats each containing 1-40 [1/40th] acre are sown
with the seeds of the following plants of the clover family:
Arachis hypogea, pinder, pea-nut... Dolichos catiang, cow
pea, in varieties (13 varieties are listed). Dolichos soja,
soy bean. Ervum Abyssinica, African lentil... Lupinus
luteus, yellow lupine... Medicago sativa, alfalfa. Melilotus
leucantha, Bokhara clover... Trifolium incarnatum, crimson
clover... Vouandsia subterranea, African earth nut”

[Bambarra groundnut].
“I have received several varieties of Japan beans
[probably meaning “Japanese beans,” including the soy
bean] by the courtesy of Prof. Georgeson of the Kansas Ag.
Exp. Station, that he thinks are decided acquisitions.”
“Small trial plats have been planted with: Oryza sativa
[Oryzae sativa], Georgia upland rice, and Japan upland rice.
Papaver somniferum, opium poppy. Sesamum orientals,
benne.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2017)
concerning soybeans in Oklahoma, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Oklahoma. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Oklahoma, of the cultivation of
soybeans in Oklahoma (March 1892). The source of these
soybeans was Prof. Georgeson of Kansas. They are probably
the ones he got from Japan in 1890. Address: Ph.C., M.D.,
Director of the Station, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
296. J.W. 1892. The Soja bean (Letter to the editor).
Cultivator & Country Gentleman 57(2047):305, cols. 2-3.
April 21.
• Summary: “Thinking It would be of some advantage to
those who wish to plant the soja bean or pea, I will give the
way we plant and cultivate, which is quite at variance with
your correspondent’s plan. For forage there is nothing to
excel it. Plant with rows 4 feet apart on a slightly elevated
ridge; drop from 10 to 12 peas in hills 18 inches apart, on
edge; cultivate as you would any other crop. We bar them off
and chop weeds and grass when 5 or 6 inches high; let stand
a few days, turn the moldboard and put earth to them–split
out middle, and if the land is good they will soon hide the
ground from 4 to 6 feet high, stuck full of peas on every joint
of limbs.
“If wanted for seed, let stand until leaves turn yellow
and are dropping off, cut and store away until dry. If for hay,
cut when a few leaves turn yellow; if you do not, the leaves
will all shed when dry, but the peas will hang on. The yield
per acre is very large, though I have never tested them. We
plant them thick, so as to get small stalks; when cut up after
drying they are very hard. All live-stock eat them. I ran mine
through cutter, ½-inch long–one-third corn fodder, one-third
peanut vines and one third soja peas, well mixed, and it
makes a fine feed. We never cook them to eat. Our cook says
that if boiled all day they will crack in your teeth at night.”
Address: Coleraine, North Carolina.
297. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1892. Notes
on economic plants. 3(4):241-44. April.
• Summary: The section titled “The soy bean (Soja hispida,
Moench)” states (p. 244): “In the issue for November [1891,
p. 648-50] appeared an article on the cultivation of the soy
bean in connection with which the following facts should be
of considerable interest as proving the suitability of this bean
as a commercial crop. One dozen seeds were handed to an
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officer of the Department, and sown by him at Summer Hill,
near Sydney, in ordinary garden soil in the first week of last
December. A sprinkling of No. 3 Sugar Company’s manure
was the only fertilizer used, and the plants received about
the same amount of attention in the shape of watering and
hoeing as the other vegetables in the garden. From the twelve
seeds four moderately good plants were raised; the rate of
growth being about the same as ordinary dwarf beans. The
yield on picking on the 3rd March last, resulted as follows: “1st plant–29 pods.
“2nd plant–43 pods.
“3rd plant–15 pods.
“4th plant–23 pods.
“A number of these plants contained three seeds, others
two, and the remainder one only, so that taking two seeds to
the pod as an average–certainly a low estimate–the crop from
the four seeds which germinated amounted to no less than
220 seeds. In regard to this result it must be borne in mind
that the seeds sown were imported, and probably old, and
that according to all previous experience the yield from seeds
matured here will be much greater.”
Other economic plants mentioned in this article include:
Early mastodon maize (from Ohio, USA). Early butter maize
(From Messrs. Peter Henderson Co., New York). Johnson
grass (Sorghum halepense, Pers.). Bokhara clover (Melilotus
leucantha, W.). Linseed (Linum usitatissimum, Linn.).
Honey-producing plants (Serradella), “Alfalfa,” or Lucerne
(Medicago sativa). Address: Dep. of Agriculture.
298. Austin Weekly Statesman (The) (Austin, Texas). 1892.
Farm notes: The soja bean. May 19. p. 5.
• Summary: “The soja bean is fast becoming popular. It is
a strong upright grower, bearing small pea-like beans of a
dirty white color. They are very rich in oil and must be very
nutritive.
“It is said to be used extensively by the Japanese. It
has a peculiar flavor when cooked like other beans, but can
doubtless be done up in a way to tickle the palate of even a
Texan epicure. I have found it easy to raise and very prolific.
It should be planted in drills three feet apart, thinned to six
inches, and cultivated like any other hoed crop. Not only is
it valuable for kitchen use, but as stock feed. It will give a
heavier yield than cow peas, and it is claimed that it is equal
to the latter as a soil renovator.”
299. Wallace, Henry. 1892. Editorial correspondence.
Homestead (Des Moines, Iowa). Aug. 12. p. 5.
• Summary: “While many farmers believe that the soil of
Kansas is inexhaustible, it requires no prophet to foretell
what will happen if a rotation of all grain and no grass is
kept up. It is one of the objects of the agricultural college
to solve this problem, on which the future prosperity of the
state depends. We believe that it will be solved by Prof.
Georgenson, and if so the plant that will take the place of

clover in a rotation will be one of the best gifts over made
by any man or college to the Kansas farmer. Last winter the
Homestead said repeatedly that the West needed and must
have a grain that would give a cheaper albuminoid than oil
meal or bran, and suggested that it might be found in the
Soy, or, as it is called, the Soja bean. We were not aware that
Prof. Georgeson had, while in the service of the Japanese
government, as teacher of agriculture, selected a number of
varieties of Soy beans and had since succeeded in selecting
four that matured early enough to perfect, themselves in
the soil and climate of Kansas. He has several acres of
these in crop this year and when a full report is made this
winter of their yield per acre, both of beans and fodder–their
relative ratio and the steer’s opinion of them–we believe one
important step will have been taken in solving a problem of
the first importance to the Kansas farmer.
“Noticing them when the thermometer was 104 [ºF] in
the shade and corn around them wilting under the scorching
sun, we are safe in saying that the Soy bean laughs at a heat
that is fatal to almost any other crop. Time must tell the rest,
of which due report will be made through the Homestead.”
300. Georgeson, Charles C. 1892. The coming fodder plant.
Industrialist (The) (Manhattan, Kansas) 18(2):1. Aug. 27.
• Summary: “We are just now, August 24, harvesting a
portion of the Soy bean crop, and putting it into a small silo
with a view to studying its behavior and feeding value as
silage later on. We have four varieties: of these, two are so
far advanced towards maturity that the leaves have begun to
fall, while the other two are later, the seeds being only about
half grown. They are grown in rows thirty-two inches apart,
but at this stage the plants fill out the space between the rows
almost completely. The soil is a loam of only fair quality, has
not been manured, and has a pronounced slope to the south.
The yield of the green plants is about 5 1/3 tons per acre.
“The crop was planted May 23 and 24, and this growth
has therefore been made in exactly three months. Its feeding
value is of the best. It compares favorably with clover and
alfalfa in nutritive qualities, and the ripe beans are only
excelled by oil meal. Cattle and hogs eat all parts of the plant
greedily; even the dry bean straw, thrown into the yard after
the beans were threshed out, was all eaten by the cattle. But
perhaps the quality which will be most highly appreciated by
Kansas farmers is the ability of this bean to withstand drouth.
At no time since we began to grow this plant in 1890 has it
suffered from dry weather; even the very severe drouth of
that year failed to affect it disastrously. What other plant have
we which possesses all these qualities; which will go through
our trying drouths unscathed; whose nutritive qualities rank
with the very best; which is freely eaten by stock; which will
in three months produce 5 1/3 tons of green feed, or about
3 tons of hay to the acre on unmanured land, and which can
be cleared off in time for wheat, and will leave the ground in
excellent shape for the drill without plowing? This is what
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the Soy bean will do. I know of no other plant of which
the same can be said. When these qualities become known,
it must forge its way to the front and take a leading place
among our fodder plants. This is the conclusion I have come
to after growing it three years here at the college. I would be
glad to get the opinion of those who have tried the Soy bean
this year, especially in places where drouth was felt severely,
and I ask those who received seed beans from the Station last
winter, if they happen to see this, to kindly write me their
opinion of this promising fodder plant, together with the
culture it has received.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 1997) and the earliest document seen from the
United States that uses the term “silage” in connection with
the soy bean.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2016)
that uses the term “oil meal,” although it probably refers to
defatted linseed oil meal rather than to defatted soy bean oil
meal.
Note 3. Letter accompanying photocopy of document
from Cindy Von Elling, University Archives and
Manuscripts, Kansas State University. 1997. Aug. 27. “The
Industrialist was the faculty newspaper and was published
weekly during the school year by Kansas State Agricultural
College in Manhattan, Kansas from 1875 to 1910.” It was
edited by the faculty and students, and a subscription cost
fifty cents a year. Address: M.Sc., Prof. of Agriculture,
Superintendent of Farm, Kansas State Agricultural College,
Manhattan, Kansas.
301. Plodovskiy, P.I. 1892. Po kul’tur’ zheltoy soi (Soja
hispida) [On the cultivation of yellow soybeans (Soja
hispida)]. Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta (Farmimg Gazette) No.
35. p. 831-32. Aug. 29. [Rus]
• Summary: Soybean, or the Chinese oil-bearing pea, is very
narrowly cultivated here, despite the flattering reviews about
it from foreign farmers. We know from them that soybean is
a very valuable plant for food and for animal fodder.
Wishing to become better acquainted with soybean
on our soil and under our conditions, I undertook to plant
it on an experimental field belonging to the Kharkov
Agricultural Academy. In 1890 and 1891, I planted small
quantities of green-seed soybean, but it turned out to be
so late to mature that by the time the autumn frosts began
I had not obtained even one mature bean pod, despite the
powerful and prolonged summer heat in those years. During
the current year (1892) I planted yellow (yellow-seed)
soybean, as it distinguishes itself by maturing more quickly
than the other kind. Three plots of land were allocated for
planting: (1) 1/8 desyatin [1 desyatin is approximately 1
hectare] with sandy soil, after a crop of winter rye; the latter
occupied third place in terms of fertilizer; (2) 1/16 desyatin
with clay-loam/black-earth soil, which for five years had
been occupied with brome grass, orchard grass [Dactylis

glomerata] and tall fescue; and (3) 1/16 desyatin of clayloam/black-earth (suglinisto-chernozemnaya) soil, which
had previously grown crimson clover, which was in fourth
place for fertilizer. All plots were autumn-plowed to remove
the preceding plants (mentioned above), and in spring,
harrowed and then worked over [p. 832] with three-blade
plows. After this plowing, the field was harrowed, and then
marked out for planting soybean, with rut markers set at
intervals of 8 vershok apart [1 vershok is about 1.75 inches
or 4.5 centimeters]. On April 20 and 21 the soybean was
seeded in, observing the 8-vershok interval between seed
beds. The planting was done using the grub-hoe method.
In each hole, from 1 to 1.5 vershok deep, we dropped 3 to
5 seeds, and then the hole was filled and the earth lightly
tamped down with a boot heel instead of compacting it. A
total of 20 pounds of seeds went into the three plots, at a
rate of 2 poods [as of 1899, 1 pood = 36.11 lb or 16.38 kg]
for each official desyatin [1 official desyatin = 2.7 acres]. In
each plot, the soybean came up together by April 30, and on
May 16 it was thinned, so that one healthy plant remained in
each seed bed; at the same time, the soil was hoed to loosen
the upper layer and destroy weeds. After that the soybean all
grew quickly and began to branch, and by halfway through
June it had grown so much that it perfectly shaded the soil,
having reached at least one arshin in height [1 arshin = 28
in or 71.12 cm] in the sandy soil and 1¼ arshin in the blackearth soil. At this time it was clear to see that on the sandy
soil 8 vershok between plants was completely sufficient,
but on the black-earth soil that was too little; a distance of
between 10 and 12 vershok between seed sites should be
recognized as necessary on damper and fertile soils, for
example clay-loam/black-earth, or else the plants will be too
crowded, and will remain too long in an immature, grassy
state, as a consequence of which their maturation will be
delayed. By June 30 the soybean was already fully in flower;
at this time, each stalk bore from 7 to 13 well-developed
branches, sprinkled with small buds similarly to the main
stalk. The blossoming lasted until almost the end of July, but
at that time no less than 1/3 of the stalk, from the bottom,
was already full with developed green bean pods, the husks
of which were covered with thick yellowish-brown hairs.
From this time on the soybean began to mature, i.e., the
pods situated on the lower part of the stalks began to take
on a yellowish color, while at the same time their seeds also
changed coloration in the husk from green to yellowish. The
soybean remained in this state until the middle of August;
from that time on, it quickly began to ripen: the pods all
took on a yellowish coloration and their husks became dryer
and dryer; the leaves and stalks also went yellow, while the
leaves, beginning at the bottom of the stalk, began to fall. On
August 25 the soybean had reached full ripeness and I began
to harvest it.
I harvested by picking and cutting individual plants. I
tried to mow some with a scythe, but I learned that soybean
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is not good for mowing, because the stalk is covered with
pods right down to the very bottom, and so during mowing
the scythe cuts through pods with significant damage to the
seeds. As the soybean harvest occurred at its full maturation,
the leaves had almost all fallen from the stalks, and therefore
at this stage of development less straw, which can serve
as good forage, is obtained. Here it would be suitable to
mention that the harvest time for soybean occurs when the
seed pods, stalks and leaves go yellow. Samples of soybean
collected, for the sake of experiment, during this time,
matured right up until they were dried; that drying lasted
three days. If it is not important to save the leaves as forage,
then soybean can be harvested at full maturity, when most of
them have already fallen. Soybean pods do not open easily,
which means there is no seed scatter when harvested at full
maturity. Of course, I have in mind harvesting by pulling or
cutting individual plants.
The harvested soybean was laid out for drying and
then threshed with a flail, and the seeds winnowed. The
total harvest from the three plots was 17 poods (from ¼
desyatin). This time I do not have the means to report the
precise harvest from each plot individually, but I will say
approximately that the clay-loam/black-earth plots yielded 5
poods each (80 poods from 1 desyatin), and the sandy plots
yielded 7 poods (around 60 poods per desyatin). Seeds from
the black-earth plots were almost 1½ times larger than seeds
from the sandy plot. I should also add that the past three
years were marked by prolonged droughts, strong winds and
heat spells, and so the soybean harvest obtained this year can
be considered lower than average; in general, we can assume
that our light soil will yield an average of at least 70 to 80
poods per desyatin, and black-earth soil around 120 poods.
I have every reason to state that soybean is not picky
about soil, it tolerates drought wonderfully, and therefore it
fully deserves the attention of our young farmers, where it
can serve generously as a fodder plant, comparable in terms
of nutrition to very few others.
Note: Translated by Shelley Fairweather-Vega, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Dergachi Station, Russia [near today’s
Kharkiv, Ukraine] on the Kursk-Kharkov railroad.
302. Homestead (The) (Des Moines, Iowa). 1892. The soy
bean. 38(39):889. Sept. 23. Whole No. 1897. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In our recent visit to Manhattan, Kansas, we
were very much interested in the soy bean, of which several
acres of four different varieties are growing on the college
farm... Prof. C.C. Georgeson, in charge of the station, was
for three years employed by the Japanese government as
professor of agriculture. While there he made a special study
of the economic plants of Japan, particularly of soy, or as it
is commonly called, the soja bean. Out of the many varieties
in use in Japan, he has selected four with which he is making
his experiments. In a recent number of the Industrialist [27
Aug. 1892, p. 1] he gives the following report:

“We are just now, August 24, harvesting a portion of
the soy bean crop.” The seeds of four varieties were sown
in rows 32 inches apart. The crop was planted May 23-24.
“Cattle and hogs eat all parts of the plant greedily... At no
time since we began to grow this plant in 1890 has it suffered
from dry weather.”
Professor Georgeson is experimenting with the soy bean
mainly to try to find a crop which will do well in that large
portion of Kansas where clover is not reliable and alfalfa
does not fit well with any rotation. One of the virtues of
the soy bean “lies in this, that it can be planted after corn
planting is finished, cut in time to sow the ground to wheat
and furnishes an exceedingly large amount of food highly
nitrogenous, and hence the best possible combination with
the carbonaceous foods such as corn, corn fodder, straw, etc.,
which are so abundant and cheap in the West. We shall watch
the development of the soy bean with a great deal of interest.
The Agricultural College at Ames has been experimenting
with the bean, but with varieties that are not a success in the
climate of Iowa.”
First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography of early,
previously uncited publications on soybeans in the United
States. 2 p. Unpublished. \
303. Rural New-Yorker. 1892. True value of the soja bean.
North, east, west, south. Will it come into general use?
(Continued–Document part II). 51(2232):721-22. Nov. 5.
Oversize.
• Summary: (Continued): “Later Mr. Emery sends this note:
Inclosed find root of Soja Bean grown on poor red clay
soil, showing tubercles. The long branch was “pulled” out,
and may have had tubercles farther out, but they seem to be
clustered at the base of the stalk.
Rural N.-Y.–The tubercles are plainly visible. Our
readers will remember that the latest scientific theory is
that these tubercles, or little warts, are active agents in
the assimilation of nitrogen by the leguminous plants.
This would indicate the value of the Soja Bean as a green
manuring crop.
“Clover Needs a Nurse, Soja Bean Doesn’t: 1. I
unhesitatingly recommend our farmers to experiment with it.
“2. It will produce more feed to the acre here than
clover, and do it in half the time required for the latter. We
cannot start clover with any other crop; when the so-called
‘nurse crop’ is harvested the young clover is killed by the
scorching sun. This is so generally the case that but few
experienced farmers in central Kansas and westward ever
attempt sowing clover with wheat or oats, or any other crop.
And the first year, even when seeded by itself, it seldom
affords much hay, and it is unwise to pasture it for fear of
killing it. The Soja Beans we have yield a full crop of feed
during three months of the summer. They are harvested and
the ground can be put in fall wheat, by the time the clover
crop is fairly established. Moreover, the Soja Bean can be
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grown where clover cannot get a foothold on account of the
heat and drought.
“3. So far as tried, I have found it best to grow it in
rows about 30 inches or a little more apart, and let the plants
average one to every two inches in the row. I cultivate them
until shortly before the blossoms appear. I have so far had no
difficulty in curing them as I would a heavy crop of clover.
Whether it is better to cure it as hay or to put it in the silo is
yet to be determined by experiment.
“4. I see many reasons why it can be made a profitable
crop throughout this State, and throughout the West, but
especially in the region where the corn crop and tame grasses
are uncertain.
“[Prof.] C.C. Georgeson. Kansas Agricultural College.”
A large illustration (p. 722) shows a “White podded
adzuki bean. Fig. 278.”
304. Brisbane Courier (Queensland, Australia). 1892. The
field and garden: Reminders for November. Nov. 11. p. 6.
• Summary: From Queenslander: “In the South French beans
may still be sown, but in the tropics the snake bean or the
soya bean, the Madagascar bean, and its congeners should be
looked to for a summer vegetable.”
305. Homestead (The) (Des Moines, Iowa). 1892. The soy or
soja bean. 38(48):1099. Nov. 25. Whole No. 1906.
• Summary: “Early in the fall we called attention to our
readers as to the possibilities of the soy bean as a substitute
for clover in Kansas and Nebraska, and especially in that
part of these states where clover has not been a pronounced
success. This bean has been known for some years, and
been the subject of experimentation at the various stations in
the East and South, but has not been very highly esteemed,
especially in the eastern states. The Rural New Yorker
has recently been taking the consensus of agricultural
opinion on the matter... It does not meet with much favor in
Vermont, New York or Connecticut, these states claiming
that they have a better thing in the common red clover. The
Massachusetts Station gives a better report probably because
it has a better variety and knows better how to handle it.
North Carolina reports that it is a very valuable crop, a trifle
better in its nutritive value than clover grown on the same
ground. Kansas, however, gives it the highest commendation,
and we give the report of her experimentation in full. Prof.
Georgeson, of the above station, who by the way studied the
plant in Japan, has four varieties that mature in the latitude of
Manhattan, Kansas, says:
“1. I unhesitatingly recommend our farmers to
experiment with it. 2. It will produce more feed to the acre
here than clover, and do it in half the time required for the
latter. We cannot start clover with any other crop; when the
so-called ‘nurse crop’ is harvested the young clover is killed
by the scorching sun. This is so generally the case that but
few experienced farmers in central Kansas and westward

ever attempt sowing clover with wheat or oats, or any other
crop. The first year, even when seeded by itself, it seldom
affords much hay, and it is unwise to pasture it for fear of
killing it. The soja beans we have, yield a full crop of feed
during three months of the summer. They are harvested, and
the ground can be put in fall wheat, by the time the clover
crop is fairly established. Moreover, the soja bean can be
grown where clover cannot get a foothold on account of the
heat and drouth. 3. So far as tried, I have found it best to
grow it in rows about thirty inches or a little more apart, and
let the plants average one to every two inches in the row.
I cultivate them until shortly before the blossoms appear.
I have so far had no difficulty in curing them as I would a
heavy crop of clover. Whether it is better to cure it as hay
or to put it in the silo is yet to be determined by experiment.
4. I see many reasons why it can be made a profitable crop
throughout this state, and throughout the West, but especially
in the region where the corn crop and tame grasses are
uncertain.
“These reports are what we should have expected. It is
very hard to find any better in the way of a forage producer
and fertilizer combined than the red or mammoth clovers.
It is where these fail that the soy bean finds its appropriate
place.”
This bean “has the advantage, that it will endure drouth
that is fatal to the clovers... We expect much from the soy
or soja bean, but most where it can be used as a substitute
for the clovers. “We notice that a man down in Missouri
[perhaps Mr. Cole] is selling it as ‘The Domestic Coffee
Berry.’ It is all right for the grower to grind the beans and
mix them to adulterate his own coffee if he wishes, but even
then he should buy a peck or so at the price he is asked by
this man for a pound, and then give his pigs and calves a
share before grinding for his coffee.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2017)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Nebraska, and Vermont.
Note 2. We have been unable to identify the source
of this long, interesting quotation by Prof. Georgeson.
However during the week of Nov. 19, 1892, Prof. Georgeson
and George T. Fairchild (President of the Kansas State
Agricultural College [and father of David Fairchild, of
plant introduction fame]) attended the annual convention
of Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations at New
Orleans, Louisiana (See The Industrialist 19 Nov. 1892,
p. 55). The quotation probably came from a talk that Prof.
Georgeson gave at that convention.
306. Georgeson, C.C. 1892. The economic plants of Japan–
XVI. Leguminous plants. American Garden (New York)
13(12):727-29. Dec.
• Summary: This article begins: The soy bean (Glycine
hispida, Moench); Jap. O-mame, Diadzu [sic, Daidzu]. A
bush-bean extensively cultivated in all parts of Japan. The
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plant varies from 1½ to 3 feet in height, according to the
variety and soil, and the varieties, which are numerous,
differ much in size, color, time of ripening and the general
appearance of their beans... The beans are more or less
lenticulate, some almost globular.
“This vegetable is always grown in rows about two feet
apart, and usually as a second crop, the early beans being
planted between the rows of wheat and barley, and the late
ones immediately after these crops are harvested. After the
beans are well up, they are cultivated with the hoe once or
twice, and if the soil is poor, enriched with liquid manure,
but otherwise they receive no special care. The beans are, for
the most part, not used until ripe, when they are prepared for
food in a multitude of ways. Occasionally the green pods,
containing nearly full-grown beans, are boiled, and the beans
shelled and eaten from the pod. The early varieties mature in
from 80 to 100 days, and the late ones from 100 to 120 days.
“Varieties of this bean are numerous. Probably more
than a hundred can be found in the country. Beans of all
varieties of this species are in shape intermediate between
peas and our common beans. Many of them are nearly round,
many are somewhat flattened on two sides, or lentil-shaped,
and some are oblong, but never to the same degree that our
common beans are elongated. As to size, they vary from that
of duck-shot to a little above very large peas. The size of the
hilum and its markings are in many cases characteristic.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2007) that uses the word “hilum” in connection
with soy bean seeds. The hilum is the place on the seed
where it is attached to the pod. The hilum of most soybean
varieties is dark in color.
“The beans are easily classed, according to color, as
white, yellow, black, brown, green and spotted varieties.
About 38 sorts that came under special observation I noted
down as being worthy of more general culture. Some of these
were sent from the Japan Imperial College of Agriculture
to the French Exposition in 1889. Four of the varieties
have been grown successfully at the Kansas Agricultural
College for several years, and may be trusted to mature
seed in this latitude. Two other kinds tested here proved
failures because they ripened too late. The successful kinds
yielded under field culture last year from 16 to 18 bushels
of beans an acre. They promise to become quite valuable in
this country, not only for the table but for stock-feed. Soy
beans are more nutritious than any other known species of
bean. They yield as much nourishment as good beef–pound
for pound. Most of the housekeepers who have tried those
grown here pronounce them fully equal to the navy bean for
table use, and some think them superior. They contain more
albumen and less starch than the navy beans, and so do not
cook quite so mealy as the latter, but they are fully equal
to them in flavor. Their rough and rather tough pods render
them unsuited for use in the green state, hence they will not
come in competition with wax beans; but they can compete

with the navy beans, and they have doubtless a great future
as stock feed. Not only is the bean itself nutritious, but the
entire plant is rich in nitrogen. The Japanese as yet consume
but little meat; with them the soy bean takes the place
of meat, especially with the middle classes. One of their
favorite uses of this bean is in the form of bean-cheese, or
tofu.
“For making bean-cheese the Shiro-mame, or white soy
bean, is commonly used. The beans are soaked in cold water
for 24 hours, then while still wet they are ground between
two small millstones turned by hand, the product being not
flour but a thin paste, which is collected in a tub below. To
this more water is added, and it is then boiled in a large kettle
for an hour. On being removed from the fire it is strained
through a bag to remove the hulls, the filtrate running into
a tub or vessel of suitable size. Water is stirred into it, and a
small quantity of ‘bitter brine’ (refuse from the salt-works,
consisting chiefly of chloride of magnesium) is added, about
a quart of ‘bitter brine’ to every two gallons of dry beans.
This causes the legumin to be precipitated; when it has
settled to the bottom of the tub, a little pressure is applied by
means of a lid, which fits inside the vessel and is weighted
somewhat. When cool, the water is decanted off, and the
tofu or curd is cut in slices, and is now ready for the market.
In this condition it is a spongy yellowish white substance,
resembling cheese-curd. It is peddled from house to house,
and is universally esteemed; but it is always roasted, fried,
baked or cooked in some way before it is served. It has been
my privilege to eat it on many occasions, and I can testify
that it is both palatable and satisfying. The only scruple one
need have about eating it is concerning the purity of the
water used in its preparation. According to Professor Kinch,
tofu has this composition: water, 89.29; ash, 0.48; fiber, 1.01;
nitrogenous substances, 4.87; non-nitrogenous substances,
4.35. Americans eat many things less nourishing than this
bean-cheese.” Address: Prof., Kansas Agricultural College.
307. Paillieux, Auguste; Bois, D. 1892. Le potager
d’un curieux: Histoire, culture et usages de 250 plantes
comestibles, peu connues ou inconnues. Dieuxième édition
[The inquisitive person’s kitchen garden: History, culture,
and uses of 200 edible, little-known or unknown plants. 2nd
ed.]. Paris: Librairie Agricole de la Maison Rustique. xii +
589 p. See p. 502-49. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents of section on soy: Introduction: Work
of the Society for Acclimatization with soy, structure of this
book, excerpts on soy from past issues of the Bulletin the
Society for Acclimatization. Botany of the soybean. 1. Soy
in Japan: Kaempfer’s writings, including miso and shoyu,
Japan at the World’s Fair of 1878, miso, shoyu, tofu. 2. Soy
in Cochin China: Black soybeans, various foods. 3. Soy in
China: Soy oil, tofu and fermented tofu, soy sauce, other
uses. 4. Soy in Austria-Hungary. 5. Soy in France: Historical,
varieties, cultivation, utilization.
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The author’s full name is Nicolas-Auguste Paillieux
(lived 1812-1898; he died on 8 Feb. 1898 at age 85). An
illustration (non-original line drawing; p. 503) shows a
mature soybean plant bearing many pods, plus a close-up of
three pods to the lower right of the plant (from an original in
J.R.F. 1882). Note: Desire Bois lived 1856-1946.
Also discusses (listed alphabetically): arachide (peanuts,
p. 26-28), haricot mungo (azuki, p. 201-09), kudzu or ko
(p. 271-84), quinoa (p. 460-66), souchet comestible (chufa,
p. 498-502, with illustration). Address: 1. Member of the
Societe Nationale d’Acclimatation 2. Asst. de la Chaire de
Culture, Museum d’Histoire naturelle de Paris.
308. Phelps, C.S. 1892. Forage crops. Connecticut (Storrs)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 4:9-13. For
the year 1891. See p. 13.
• Summary: “During the past two years the Station has
grown a variety of fodder crops for feeding to milch
cows during the summer months. The system practiced is
what is known as soiling, or the feeding of animals in the
stables, during the growing season, largely or wholly on
green forage. The practice of soiling is especially valuable
on high priced lands in proximity to cities and towns, as
land in such localities is often too valuable to be used for
pasturage. The advantages claimed for the soiling system
may be summed up as follows: A comparatively small
amount of land is required; the food supply can be closely
regulated; the animal does not waste its energy in searching
for and obtaining its food; and, finally, the manure may be
all preserved for use in growing cultivated crops. In soiling
it is important to have a succession of fodders throughout
the growing season, with each in its best stage of growth for
feeding.”
Cow pea “seed may be obtained of T.W. Wood, Nos.
8-10 South 14th street, Richmond, Virginia.” Note: Wood
was also an early soybean seed dealer.
The section titled “A series of crops for soiling” (p. 13)
states: In arranging a series of crops for soiling throughout
the entire summer, it becomes important to know the best
times for sowing or planting, and when the crops will
best serve for feeding... From three years’ experience and
observation in the practice of soiling, we are disposed to
recommend the following for central Connecticut:” A table
contains four columns: Kind of fodder, amount of seed per
acre, approximate time of seeding, and approximate time
of feeding. One of the 13 crops listed is Soja beans. Use 1
bushel of seed per acre. Plant on May 25 for feeding on Aug.
20 to Sept. 5.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
concerning the use of soja beans for soiling.
309. Brooks, William P. 1893. Farm report. Massachusetts
Agricultural College, Annual Report 30:45-57. Jan. See p.
52.

• Summary: A section titled “Soya Beans” states that two
acres of warm alluvial loam land were planted to this crop.
The seed was sown on May 25, in rows 2.5 feet apart. “The
cost of production and harvesting, manures and fertilizers,
being charged in the usual manner, was $97. The yield was
36 bushels of beans and three tons of straw.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2007)
that gives a figure for the cost of producing soya beans and/
or straw. If we allocate all of the cost to the beans alone,
they cost $2.69 per bushel to produce. Address: Prof. of
agriculture.
310. Sessions, Wm. R. 1893. Massachusetts State Board of
Agriculture, Annual Report of the Secretary 40:xxi+467 p.
For the year 1892. Public Document No. 4. See p. 51, 20607, 218, 395-96.
• Summary: In the section titled “Cattle foods” Dr.
Goessmann, director of the station, states (p. 51): “The
introduction of annual leguminous plants, like peas, vetch,
Scotch tares, soja bean, etc., on a more extensive scale, is
in my opinion a step in the right direction to cheapen the
production of milk and meat by increasing the production of
home-raised cheap and valuable coarse fodder articles.”
In the section titled “Work of college and station” we
read (p. 206): “The testing of varieties of crops new to this
section has occupied considerable time... Of the beans,
several varieties of the species commonly known as the soja
bean prove well adapted to our climate. They ripen their seed
with as great certainty as corn, and may prove of use as grain
crops. These beans are the richest known vegetable food, and
are readily ground into meal.”
Page 207: “A fourth experiment was for the comparison
of soja bean meal and cotton-seed meal. But a small quantity
of the bean meal was available for this experiment, and
it was tried with only two animals, and during but twelve
weeks. One of these animals gave a result decisively in
favor of one food, and the other for the opposite food. I am
justified simply in judging that the two must be of about
equal value. Should this conclusion prove well founded, we
have in early varieties of the soja bean a crop by means of
which the farmer may escape the necessity under which he
now lies of buying largely of bran and cotton seed or similar
feeds.” The soja bean is mentioned twice on p. 218.
In the section titled “German experiment stations,”
subsection “C. The Experiment at Bernburg” (where Prof.
H. Hellriegel is director and Dr. Wilfarth is his assistant)
discusses their work proving that leguminous plants can
assimilate free nitrogen from the air. We read (p. 395-96):
“Experiments made by Professor Goessmann at the State
Experiment Station this year were quite instructive. On
plats of one-tenth of an acre each, that had received a liberal
dressing with nitrogen, as well as potash and phosphoric
acid, 2,000 pounds of green soja beans were raised; while
on an equal area, with land in the same condition, where no
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nitrogen was used, the yield was but 1,400 pounds. So far
as the writer noticed by an examination of the roots of the
bean, the nodules were but comparatively few in number;
and this result, according to his individual opinion, might
be attributed to a scarcity of the soja bean bacteria in the
soil. We have yet many experiments to make before a fuller
knowledge can be obtained.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2018) that uses the word “nodules” (or “nodule”)
in connection with the roots of soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2018) that uses the word “bacteria” (or
“bacterium”) in connection with the roots of soybeans.
Gluten is mentioned on the following pages: 26 (“gluten
meal”), 31 (“Chicago gluten meal”), 215 (“Chicago gluten
meal”), and 217 (“Buffalo gluten feed”). Address: Secretary
of the Board.
311. Neal, James C. 1893. Notes of progress. Oklahoma
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 6. 39 p. May.
See p. 25.
• Summary: The section titled “Glycine hispida (Dolichos
soja). Soy bean” states: “Two species of this fine plant grew
splendidly on our poorest soil giving eminent satisfaction.
The trial would indicate that in some of these beans we
should find a superior food plant that will thrive on our many
acres of Alkali land.” Note: This document clearly shows
that soybeans were being cultivated in Oklahoma by May
1893.
Also contains sections on: “Arachis hypogaea. Peanut”
and “Vouandsia subterranea. Earth nut.” Address: Ph.C.,
M.D., Director of the Station and Botanist, Stillwater,
Oklahoma.
312. Valder, George. 1893. Experiments with pulses.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 4(12):914-17. Dec.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy bean (Soja hispida,
Moench.) (p. 915-16) states: “Seeds of three varieties were
obtained, viz., ‘Common White,’ obtained from a local
seedsman; ‘Improved White,’ from the United States; and
a black variety from Queensland... At first the plants grew
rather slowly, but as the weather became warmer the growth
was more rapid. When about 15 inches high the plants of
‘Common White’ and ‘Black’ were badly attacked by beanrust, but, strange to say, the plants of ‘Improved White,’
which were growing next to these varieties, were not affected
in the slightest degree.”
The plants gave an average of 235 pods and 648 seeds
per plant, or 2.7 seeds per pod. Improved White gave the best
yield, 47 bushels/acre of dry pulse. Common White gave 13
bu/acre and the black variety gave 9 bu/acre. The latter two
were “badly affected with bean-rust.”
“The only fault that I could find with the Soy bean was
that it was too slow in ripening its seed, it being nearly five

months in coming to maturity, but I noticed that the plants
grew best during the month of January, especially during one
hot dry week, and I, therefore, believe that this plant is best
suited to the warmer parts of the Colony. I should strongly
recommend farmers to plant a small area with this crop,
as the beans shelled out when quite green form a delicious
vegetable, and the plants after the pods are taken off make
very good feed for cattle.
“The department obtained a small quantity of seed of
the common white variety and distributed it to a number of
farmers in different parts of the Colony. The seed germinated
badly, but most of the plants that were obtained grew
remarkably well.
“Mr. J. Allison, Eglinton, Bathurst, reports as follows:–
’The seeds received were very deficient in vitality, only three
plants coming to perfection. These proved very vigorous and
prolific, reaching a height of from 2 to 2½ feet, and bearing
a quantity of delicious beans. I think this will prove a real
acquisition to the list of choice vegetables.’
“Mr. J. Taylor, Reedy Creek, Rylstone, says:–’The Soy
bean grows well in this district, attaining a height of 3 feet
6 inches, and being covered with pods. In fact, so heavily a
crop did the plants bear that I was obliged to put in stakes
and tie them up, in order to prevent the plants being broken
down. The beans are delicious eating.’
“Mr. Charles Mapperson, junr., of Tattaila, Moama,
states that he believes the Soy bean will stand the hot
summer weather better than any other bean which he has yet
tried, but it must be sown in the early spring.”
Note 1. Since there were 17,000 Chinese in Australia by
1855 (see Australian Department of Immigration and Ethnic
Affairs. 1985. “A Land of Immigrants”), a good historian
could probably push these two dates back even further.
Note 2. Two of these soybeans “were badly affected with
bean-rust.” Is this soybean rust, or a “bean-rust” of another
type? If it is soybean rust, this is the earliest document
seen (April 2019) that mentions soybean rust on cultivated
soybeans (Glycine max). Talk with Prof. Ted Hymowitz,
Univ. of Illinois. 2005. May 31. Soybean rust is indigenous
to Australia. Ted is not aware of any fungal disease called
“bean rust” that is different from soybean rust. Moreover,
regular beans are not very susceptible to soybean rust. This
could well have been soybean rust, but we cannot say for
certain. Address: Dep. of Agriculture.
313. Fesca, Max. 1893. Beitraege zur Kenntniss
der japanischen Landwirtschaft. II. Specieller theil
[Contributions to an understanding of Japanese agriculture.
II. Special part]. Berlin: Paul Parey. ix + 929 p. See 187-203,
872-73. Also published as vol. 2 of 2 volumes bound in one
(Paul Parey, 1893). [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The chapter on the legumes (Die
Huelsenfruechte, p. 187-203) is partly a review of the
literature, with emphasis on soybeans (Daizu, Omame,
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Sojabohne). He begins by noting that for a nation like
Japanese, where the people live predominantly on plant
foods (Pflanzenkost = vegan diet), legumes are of major
importance for the nutrition of the people, in that they offer
a substitute for meat. They also supply important nitrogen
to the soil. A table (p. 188) shows soybean production and
yield in Japan from 1879 to 1887. The area increased from
441,699 cho to 466,315. Note: 1 cho = 2.45 acres. Production
increased from 2,280,135 koku to 3,253,790. Note: 1 koku
= 180 liters or 47.6 gallons. Yield increased from 5.1 cho/
koku to 7.69. Soybeans like the climate of northeastern Yezzo
[Hokkaido]. A table (p. 190) gives the date of planting,
date of harvest, and days to maturity at Hakodate, Sapporo,
and Nemuro (all on Hokkaido). Also discusses: Soy sauce
(Shoyusauce; p. 190), dates for other locations, and fertilizer
(Düngung) needs (p. 191-92, incl. phosphoric acid, potash,
wood ashes, straw, and superphosphate). A table (p. 193)
shows soybean area (in cho), production. and yield in 1887
in 6 parts of Japan (Yezzo, northern Japan, central Japan
[which had by far the greatest planted area and production],
western Japan, Shikoku, Kyushu).
Also discusses: The extraordinarily high nutritional
value of the soybean (p. 196), yellow lupins (p. 196),
defatted soybean cake (Daizukasu, p. 196), shoyu or soy
sauce, Shoyubohne, and koji (p. 197-99), tofu, Bohnenkäse,
and Tofumame (p. 199), Kori-Tofu and E. Kinch (p. 199).
His analysis of shoyu presscake (Shoyukasu) and okara
(Tofukasu) showed that they contained respectively: Water
53.6 and 85.7%. Ash: 6.7 and 0.5%. Crude protein: 12.6 and
3.8%. Crude fat: 13.7 and 1.4%. Nitrogen-free extract: 6.7%
and 5.4%. Crude fiber (Rohfaser): 6.7 and 3.2%. Tofukasu
is a rather good livestock feed, and it is also eaten by poor
people. The shoyu presscake, although richer in nutrients
than okara, is used, at most, only in small amounts in feeds
and then it must be cooked. Living yeast cells in the koji
can easily cause stomach diseases and problems, and the
presscake also has a high salt content. Note: This is the
earliest German-language document seen (June 2013) that
uses the term Tofukasu to refer to okara.
Miso (4 types; p. 200-02): (1) White miso (Shiro-Miso:
Low salt content and short shelf life; keeps for 10 days);
made with rice koji. Fermented for 3-4 days. (2) Edo Miso
(Yedo-Miso): Higher salt content, shelf 5-4 months up to 1
year. Made with rice koji. Fermented for 10 days in summer,
30 days in winter. (3) Farmhouse miso (Inaka-Miso): Very
high salt content. Shelf life: About a year; made with barley
koji. Fermented for about 11-12 months. (4) Sendai miso,
also known as Red miso (Sendai-miso: auch Aka-Miso
genannt): Red color and high salt content. Shelf life: several
years. Made mostly with barley koji. Fermented for 1½ to 2
years.
Azuki (Phaseolus radiatus, with planted area,
production and yield for 1883 and 1884, p. 203).
A table (p. 873) shows a valuation of Japan’s

agricultural production for about 17 major crops (Source:
Japan’s Volkswirtschaft und Staatshaushalt). For each crop,
the annual production (in koku), the worth per unit, and the
value of the total crop in yen are given. The most valuable
crops are: Rice: 40 million koku, 200 million yen. Dehulled
barley (beschalte Gerste): 7 million koku, 14 million yen.
Naked barley (nakte Gerste): 5 million koku, 12.5 million
yen. Soybeans (Sojabohnen): 3 million koku, 12 million yen.
Wheat (Weizen): 3 million koku, 12 million yen. Address:
Prof., Dr., Germany.
314. Flagg, Chas. O.; Towar, J.D. 1893. Agricultural
Division. Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 5:129-62. For the year 1892. See p. 149-52,
156-57. [4 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Forage Plants” (p. 149-62)
states: “From Dr. O.C. Wiggin of Keysville, Va. [Virginia],
was received a small package of Soja beans and two varieties
of cowpeas... six varieties of Japanese beans [including two
soja bean varieties, Yamagata Cha daidzu, and Kiyusuke
daidzu, see p. 157] were received from the Kansas
Experiment Station.”
“Soja or Soya Bean. (Soja hispida, natural order
Leguminosœ).” According to Henderson’s Hand-book of
Plants (p. 417) “’This is a climbing annual plant allied to
(Dolichos) (“cow-pea”). It is much cultivated in tropical Asia
on account of its beans, which are used for preparing a wellknown brown and slightly salt [sic] sauce (Soy) used both in
Asia and Europe for flavoring certain dishes, especially beef,
and supposed to favor digestion.’
“We believe this plant worthy of trial by those who
desire a variety of crops for soiling and especially as,
in common with all the Leguminous plants, it is rich in
nitrogenous elements. It could easily be cut and stored as
ensilage...
“During the early winter a variety of this bean was
extensively advertised by a party in Missouri as ‘Cole’s
Domestic Coffee Berry,’ and offered for sale at the
extravagant price of $3.50 per pound. Its wonderful merit
as a substitute for coffee was set forth in a ‘dodger’ with
‘testimonials’ attached. The seed can be purchased of J.M.
Thorburn & Co., No. 15 John St., New York, or other large
seed dealers, in small quantities, at 15 cents (15 cts.) per
pound.”
A table (p. 151) gives the composition of soja beans,
red clover, and cowpea plants. Values for the soja bean plant
are based on three analyses, two grown at the Massachusetts
Experiment Station in 1889 and cut August 20th and August
30th, the third grown at the South Carolina Experiment
Station and cut in full bloom August 5th 1889.”
Another small table (p. 152) gives the fertilizer
constituents of the above soja bean plant cut in full
bloom: Moisture 7.05%. Nitrogen 2.37%. Potash 1.315%.
Phosphoric acid 0.58%. The crop from one acre of soja
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beans cut and weighed green (27,769.5 lb) has the following
fertilizing values, based on the value of each constituent:
Vines $34.54. Roots $4.99. Total: $39.53.
“For many years the idea has been prevalent among
the farmers of southern New England that it does not pay
to sow clover... This condition of things is unfortunate for
our agriculture in the light of the discovery within recent
years that the leguminous plants are able to use the nitrogen
of the atmosphere for their growth through the medium of
bacteria infesting a nodular growth upon the their roots. All
the clovers, peas, beans, lupines, vetches, spurry, serradella,
and sainfoin belong to this class and are generally cultivated
for their seeds, for fodder or for green manuring. None other
of our ordinary field and garden plants, grasses, cereals,
root crops, vines, etc., have yet been shown to posses any
such ability to assimilate atmospheric nitrogen, hence are
dependent for their growth upon the supply of nitrogen
within the soil and rain water, or supplied by the farmer
in manure or fertilizers. When purchased, nitrogen is the
most expensive element, costing more than three times as
much per pound as potash and more than twice as much
as phosphoric acid, hence true economy should direct the
prudent farmer to invest his money in phosphoric acid,
potash and the seeds of leguminous plants in so far as he
can use such crops for market, for feeding or for green
manuring” (p. 155).
A table titled “Summary of analyses of leguminous
crops” (p. 157) compares the composition of soja beans,
cowpeas, and three types of “Japanese beans” (Yamagata
Cha daidzu, Kiyusuke daidzu, and Black Podded Adzuki).
The two “daidzu” beans are actually types of soja beans.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2016)
concerning soybeans in Rhode Island, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Rhode Island. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Rhode Island, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Rhode Island (1892). The source
of these soybeans was Dr. O.C. Wiggin (of Keysville,
Virginia), and the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2007) that uses the word “nodular” or the word
“bacteria” (or “bacterium”) in connection with root nodules.
Note 3. The authors apparently do not realize that
Yamagata Cha-daidzu and Kiyusuke daidzu are the names
of soja bean varieties (see table p. 157). Address: 1. B.Sc.,
Director of the Station, Agriculturist, and President of the
Board; 2. B.Sc., Asst. Agriculturist. Both: Providence, Rhode
Island.
315. Goessmann, Charles A. 1893. Part II. On field
experiments and observations in vegetable physiology and
pathology. Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report of the Board of Control 10:169-195.
For the year 1892. Jan. See p. 172-76, 190, 193, 195.
• Summary: Section 1 is titled “Field experiments to

ascertain the effect of the exclusion of every form of
nitrogen-containing manurial matter from the fertilizer
applied for the production of a leguminous crop–soja bean–
on its yield per acre (Field A).”
Page 172: In 1892 “The seed was sown in drills two
and one-half feet apart May 16, at the rate of seven pounds
to each (1/8 acre) plat. The soja bean seed, a late maturing
variety, was bought of [seedsmen] J.M. Thorburn & Co.,
New York, at 8 cents per pound. The crop was cut for
ensilage September 8. The young plants appeared above the
ground May 28... The variation in the color of the crop was
quite marked in different plats during the earlier stages of its
growth. Those plats which received an addition of nitrogen
in form of nitrate of soda showed a deeper green color than
those which received other forms of nitrogen, in particular,
sulphate of ammonia; while those that received no addition
of nitrogen maintained a light green color until the close of
the season.”
The highest yield of green soja bean was 11.450 tons/
acre (plats 1 and 2). “An examination of the above tabular
statement of the yield of each plat shows, in every case
where no additional nitrogen in any form has been applied
in connection with the phosphoric acid and potash used as
fertilizer (plats 4, 7, 9), a decided falling off in the yield;
fully one-third less than where barn-yard manure and nitrate
of soda have furnished the nitrogen supply (plats 0, 1, 2, 3).”
“The crop when harvested, Sept. 7 and 8, to serve for the
production of a mixed ensilage (soja bean and fodder corn),
showed no signs of seed pods or blossoms. It differed in this
respect decidedly from other early maturing varieties, white
and black soja beans, which have been raised and described
by us in preceding annual reports. The advantage, if any, of
this new variety of soja bean consists in the large amount
of vegetable matter it produces, as compared with the early
maturing varieties.”
Section 4 is titled “Experiments with a variety of new
forage crops (1892).” The report notes: “Soja bean (Soja
hispida), five rows. The seed was sown May 18. The young
plants appeared above ground June 1 and began to bloom
Sept. 22. The growth was very good, reaching a height of
about 3 ft, but was very light colored. Oct. 2 the foliage was
injured by frost (temperature, 33ºF).”
Also discusses: Sainfoin, serradella, cow-pea, blue
lupine, white lupine, yellow lupine (p. 190-95). In a
following report, the soja bean is mentioned on pages 20910 (In 1892 several varieties of soja bean were raised; they
yielded 10 tons per acre of green matter, 770 lb of straw and
240 lb of beans).
Note: No mention is made of soybean nodules,
inoculation, or nitrogen-fixing bacteria in this report.
Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Director of the Station and Chemist,
Amherst, Massachusetts.
316. Neale, A.T. 1893. III. Field tests of forage crops.
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I. Varietal tests of southern pea vines, &c. Delaware
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 5:31-35. For
the year 1892.
• Summary: Contents: Relative yields of green crop per acre.
Relative yields of seed per acre. Cost of seed. Peculiarities of
growth. Effects of commercial fertilizers upon crop yields.
Summary.
The “Soja bean, a Japanese plant, is urged by a few
farmers and experimenters as superior to all other fodders.”
At Dover, the soja bean gave a maximum yield of 8.6 tons/
acre of green vine fodder when fertilized with Nitrate of
Soda and Muriate of Potash. By comparison, the best cow
pea varieties gave 12.5 and 12.6 tons/acre under similar
conditions. Soja bean seed costs $2.25 per bushel, and 1
bushel sowed 4.0 acres.
The section titled “Peculiarities of growth” states (p.
33): “The Soja bean is upright in its growth, makes a great
deal of foliage and does not run or tangle; it, too, could
be easily handled with mowing machinery, &c., if thickly
planted.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
that uses the word “machinery” (“mowing machinery”) in
connection with soybean harvesting or production. Address:
Director of the Station, Newark, Delaware.
317. Sagot, Paul Antoine; Raoul, Edouard François Armand.
1893. Manuel pratique des cultures tropicales et des
plantations des pays chauds [Practical manual for tropical
crops (2 vols. in one)]. Paris: Augustin Challamel. xxxii +
734 p. See p. 151-55. [Fre]
• Summary: In the chapter titled Légumes et Culture
Potagère, there is a section on soybeans and soyfoods written
by Edouard Raoul titled “Soja hispida Moench, Pois Soja,
Pois oléagineux de Chine. Daïzou des Japonais.” It discusses
the widespread culture of soybeans in southern Asia, China,
and Japan. “The seed is very rich in oil and in casein soluble
in water. Its consistency, especially before maturation, is
very tender and fine. Unfortunately it does not have much
taste of its own. The pod is very small and contains only 2-3
seeds. It is not easily opened. I prefer soybean seeds having a
color that is clear fawn-colored or tawny (fauve) or greenish,
to those which are black.”
“The plant must be sown from very fresh seeds. The
germination (in Europe) is often very unequal, and many of
the seeds don’t develop...
Page 152: Some seeds sent by me to French Guiana (la
Guyane) have been cultivated by Mr. Bar au Maroni, and
have borne fruit, but I don’t have precise details on their
vegetation or ease of utilization.
It seems that the plant originated in East Asia and that
its introduction into India (l’Inde) is rather recent. In China
and Japan the culture of soybeans has seen the greatest
development. The Chinese and Japanese extract from
soybean seeds a vegetal / plant-based cheese, coagulated

casein (fromage végétal, caséine coagulée), which is
widely consumed, but it does not please Europeans. They
also extract oil from the seeds. I am willing to believe that
plant-based casein may contain some special digestive and
nutritive properties, either for healthy people or those who
suffer from cachexia (cachectique) and I would recommend
that new studies be carried out on this subject. While the
custom of an uncivilized or half-civilized people may appear
disgusting to Europeans, these customs are almost always
based on an underlying scientific fact, and once this fact is
identified, the custom’s processes can be modified for use by
Europeans.
Page 153: Brief descriptions are then given of miso,
shoyu, tofu (tofou), dried frozen tofu, (kouri-tofou) “which
is nothing but tofu dried using heat” [sic], and yuba (uba),
“a product very rich in nitrogenous materials {proteins}
and fats,” followed by a list of the names of the best-known
Japanese soybean varieties, and a discussion of the difference
between Glycine hispida Moench (Kuro mame [black
soybeans], no mame, kuzu, yama-daizou [wild soybeans]),
and Glycine soja Siebold et Zuccar. (kiu mame and tsouroumame). Typical analyses of the stems and leaves, seeds,
and entire plants are given based on research conducted by
M. Joulie. A comparison of the nutritional value of soya
and wheat is given based on the research of Wechler in
Austria and Messrs. Fremy, Müntz and Pellet in France. Dr.
Menudier uses soy flour in diabetic diets.
In the brief description of tofu (p. 153) it is stated that
it is a cheese obtained by the coagulation of juice (suc)
obtained by pressure from the soybean. The French word
suc is an unusual word to use for soymilk. Hervé Berbille
writes (Dec. 2014): “This is the first time I have ever seen
the word suc used to refer to soymilk. Google gives ‘juice’
as a translation of ‘suc’, but I do not like it because ‘juice’
also refers to jus in French, as jus and suc are not rigorously
synonyms. For example, if you talk about orange juice as
suc, it evokes more likely a liquid that appears spontaneously
from a freshly cut vegetable, like lettuce for example.
However suc is not necessarily an edible liquid.”
The soybean (soja) is also discussed briefly on pages
124, 165, and 534.
Also discusses: Winged beans (p. 149-50; Psophocarpus
tetragonolobus Dec., Dolichos tetragonolobus L., Pois
carré). Peanuts (p. 150-51; Arachide, Arachis hypogœa).
Bambarra groundnuts (p. 151; Voandzou, Voandzeia
subterranea Dup. Th.).
The title page also states: Ouvrage publié après sa
mort, complété et mis à jour par E. Raoul, Pharmacien en
Chef du Corps de Santé des Colonies. Professeur du Corps
de Productions et Cultures Tropicales a l’École Coloniale.
Membre du Conseil Supérieur de Sante des Colonies et Pays
de Protectorat
Préface par M. Maxime Cornu, ProfesseurAdministrateur au Muséum d’histoire naturelle de Paris.
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(A work published after his death and updated by E. Raoul,
Pharmacist in Chief of the Health Service of the Colonies.
Professor of the course on Tropical Productions and Cultures
at the Colonial School, member of the High Council for
Colonies and Protectorates.
Preface by M. Maxime Cornu, Professor-Administrator
at the Natural History Museum of Paris).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
concerning soybeans in French Guiana, or the cultivation
of soybeans in French Guiana. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in French Guiana, or the
cultivation of soybeans in French Guiana (1893). The source
of these soybeans was Prof. E. Raoul, who was apparently in
France.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term kouri-tofou to refer to
dried-frozen tofu.
Note 3. Sagot lived 1821-1888.
Note 4: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2003)
concerning general information on soybean production in the
tropics.
Note 5. Notice that “kuzu” is given as a name for the
wild soybean in Japan.
Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle,
Washington. Address: 1. Doctor of Medicine, Former
Surgeon of the Navy, Former Professor of Natural History at
the Special Normal School of Cluny (Docteur en Médecine,
Ancien Chirurgien de la Marine, Ancien Professeur
d’Histoire Naturelle a l’École Normale Speciale de Cluny);
2. Head Pharmacist of the Colonial Medical Corps, Professor
of the Course on Tropical Productions and Crops at the
Colonial School (Pharmacien en Chef du Corps de Santé des
Colonies. Professeur du Cours de Productions et Cultures
Tropicales a l’École Coloniale).
318. Goessmann, Charles A. 1894. Field experiments: 4.
Experiments with a variety of new forage crops (1893).
Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report of the Board of Control 11:183, 212-20. For the year
1893. Jan. See p. 212-14, 218-20.
• Summary: Among the 20 forage crops tested on Field D
were late-maturing soja bean early-maturing white soja bean,
and early-maturing black soja bean–each with the scientific
name Soja hispida. Concerning late-maturing soja bean: Two
rows were planted. “The seed was obtained of J.M. Thorburn
[seedsman] of New York City, at eight cents per pound.”
Early-maturing white soja bean (Soja hispida, ten rows.
“This variety has served us well for several years as hay and
ensilage” (see previous reports)). Early-maturing black soja
bean (Soja hispida, five rows). The three varieties of soja
beans were sown on May 19. Also tested were: Three types
of buckwheat (common, Japanese, and silver-hull), white and
yellow lupine, prickly comfrey, and sainfoin.
Page 218 gives a nutritional analysis of soja beans (with

pods forming; the color is not mentioned) and its fertilizing
constituents.
A photo (on an unnumbered page after p. 218) shows
an early-maturing soja bean, with pods formed, in a pot on a
table in September 1893. Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Director of
the Station and Chemist, Amherst, Massachusetts.
319. Goessmann, Charles A. 1894. Field and fertilizer
experiments: 7. Field experiments to compare the effect of
homemade mixed stable manure, of unleached wood ashes,
and of various mixtures of commercial fertilizing material
on the yield of some prominent farm crops, when applied
as manure under otherwise fairly corresponding conditions
(1888-94). Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report of the Board of Control 11:183, 22736. For the year 1893. Jan.
• Summary: Apparently the Massachusetts agricultural
experiment station now considers the “Soja bean” a
“prominent farm crop,” because it is used in these
experiments, grown on 2.08 acres in 1890, at the rate of 50 lb
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of seed per acre. The yield of green forage from 5 plats (cut
when blooming, containing 22% dry matter), calculated on a
lb/acre basis was: 9,037, 9,665, 7,313, 10,603, and 10,305.
In 1892 60 lb of seed/acre was used, and in 1893 103
lb/acre was used. It was concluded that “Soja beans should
be planted in drills, to keep the weeds down... Vetch and
oats yield larger crops, suitable for green fodder, than soja
bean, at an early part of the season... Both crops, vetch and
oats and soja bean produce a valuable ensilage.” Address:
Ph.D., LL.D., Director of the Station and Chemist, Amherst,
Massachusetts.
320. Zavitz, C.A. 1894. Report of the experimentalist.
Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm
(Guelph), Annual Report 19:53-130. For the year 1893. See
p. 79.
• Summary: The section titled “Beans, comparative test of
17 varieties” (p. 79), states: “In 1893, 17 varieties of beans
were grown on plots side by side... Each plot was one onehundred and-sixtieth of an acre. The beans were planted in
rows 25 inches apart on May 22nd...”
A table shows the names of the 17 varieties and the
yield of each. “Yellow Soy” yielded 20.4 bushels/acre and
Edamaine [Edamame] yielded 7.7 bushels/acre. The seed
of the Yellow Soy was obtained from the United States,
and that of the Edamaine [sic], a fodder plant, was obtained
from the Kansas Experiment Station [from Prof. Charles
C. Georgeson]. “Other varieties [sent by Georgeson] which
did not mature their seed were Yamagata, Cha Daidzie [sic,
Yamagata Cha-Daidzu], Kiyusuke Daidzie [sic, Kiyusuke
Daidzu; both soy bean varieties] and Black Podded Adyuski
[sic, Adzuki]. These varieties will be tested again in another
year.
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Aug.
2019) that clearly refers to soybeans in Canada, or in Ontario
province, Canada, or to the cultivation of soybeans in
Canada, or in Ontario province, Canada (May 1893). The
source of these soybeans was the United States, probably
from Kansas.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
by or about C.A. Zavitz in connection with soybeans. Zavitz
apparently does not realize that Yamagata Cha-daidzu and
Kiyusuke daidzu are the names of soja bean varieties (see p.
79).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
in which C.A. Zavitz states that he obtained soybeans from
Kansas. Between 1890 and 1893 the Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station and Prof. Charles C. Georgeson who
worked there published more than twenty articles on
soybeans; Prof. Zavitz probably read at
least one of these before he contacted
Kansas to request soybean seeds.
Note 4. Bound at the back of this
volume is the 15th “Annual Report of

the Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union.” Address:
B.S.A., Experimentalist, Ontario Agricultural College
[Guelph, Ontario, Canada].
321. Indiana Farmer. 1894. How to use fertilizers: Prize
essay No. 2. 29(8):19, col. 3. Feb. 24.
• Summary: “But, you say, how will I know what is lacking?
“By experiment. Apply to one plot of ground,
potash, to another potash and phosphoric acid, to another
phosphoric acid alone, and so on with the single elements
and combinations; then observe which produces the best
results. Some patent medicines are claimed to be a sure cure
for everything, from colic to sin. So also some commercial
fertilizers are said to be adapted to all kinds of soil and all
kinds of crops, from soja beans, the ash of which contains
3 per cent nitrogen, to buckwheat whose ash contains 3 per
cent potash. One claim is just as absurd as the other.”
322. McCarthy, Gerald; Emery, F.E. 1894. Some leguminous
crops and their economic value. North Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 98. p. 133-54. March 1.
• Summary: This bulletin contains three parts, the first two
of which discuss soy beans. It is not clear where these soy
beans came from.
Part I, titled “Legumines as improvers of the soil,” by G.
McCarthy, states: “Among the natural orders or families of
plants, none hold a higher place in relation to human welfare
than the Leguminoseœ or Pulse family. This family includes
every variety of bean, pea, clover, medic, vetch, and many
useful and poisonous drugs, besides a number of the finest
ornamental and timber trees. The legumines were among
the first vegetables cultivated by mankind, and have ever
been among those most esteemed. Nearly all of this family
of plants have a peculiarly-shaped butterfly-like flower, and
the seeds are enclosed in pods, which are often arranged in
one-seeded joints. Both the stems and the seeds of all the
legumines are very rich in albuminoids–the food which goes
to form the muscular or lean-meat portion of flesh, and are
therefore especially valuable for a young and growing stock
and for working animals.
“In North Carolina, the most valuable and generally
used forage and fertilizing plants of this family are the true
clovers, medics [such as black medic (Medicago lupulina)
and burr clover (Medicago denticulata)], Japan clover,
vetches, cow-peas, and Japan peas... It is well know that
most or all of this family of plants have a property possessed
by no other family of plants–that of harboring in their roots
a species or class of yet unnamed microbes which fix the
free-nitrogen of the air which is then absorbed and utilized
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by the plant in its growth and fruition. We can therefore, by
stimulating a luxuriant growth of legumines obtain at slight
expense the nitrogen required by other nitrogen-consuming
crops.”
On p. 242 we read: “Japanese peas–Glycine hispida.–
The Japanese or Mongolian pea is more commonly called
‘soja’ and ‘soy’ bean, but it is not a bean. Recently there have
been introduced several new varieties of this pea. All the
following varieties were sown May 20 [1893] and received
the same treatment:
“The common Soja Bean or Soy Pea.–Seed round,
yellow. Vigorous growing, hairy, bushy plant attaining a
height of 20 to 25 inches. Stems become woody soon after
flowering. A very prolific bearer of round yellow seeds,
which are sometimes used as a substitute for coffee. The
peas, when properly cooked, are edible and palatable. The
edible qualities of the soy bean are so highly esteemed in
Japan that it is there rarely fed to stock.
“The following directions [recipe] for cooking the ‘soy’
pea are given by Dr. J.H. Mills, of the Baptist Orphanage at
Thomasville, N.C. [North Carolina]: Soak the peas till the
skins come off. Then stir the peas in the water until the skins
rise to the surface and skim them off. Boil the peas with

bacon until soft. Add pepper and butter to suit and serve hot.
If the peas are green the preliminary soaking may be omitted.
This makes a most palatable dish, well liked by children.
“Japan Pea No. 9.–A vigorous, bushy plant resembling
the ‘soy,’ but smoother and has larger dark-colored seeds.
This is the best of the new varieties.
“Japanese Pea No. 7.–A small, slender, bushy plant
bearing a fair crop of small cream-colored peas–inferior to
the soy and No. 9.
“Japanese Beans–Phaseolus radiatus [Adzuki beans]–
Japanese Bean No. 5.–A low and slender-growing plant
bearing numerous pods well filled with a small red bean
which makes excellent soup.
“Japanese Bean No. 6.–A plant scarcely distinguished
from No. 5 and of about the same value. Both these beans are
for table use only and not for forage.”
An illustration (p. 142, non-original) by “VAC” or “VC”
shows the “Japanese or Soy Pea” plus several enlarged pods
in the lower right corner.
In Part III, titled “The fungous and insect enemies
of legumines,” by Gerald McCarthy, Section C, “Insect
enemies,” discusses the following insects that damage
leguminous forage plants in North Carolina: (1) The pea
weevil, Bruchus pisi, is the larger of the two common
weevils. But “Bruchus fabœ [the bean weevil] is our most
destructive weevil and is the species which infests cow-peas
and table beans [including soy beans] in store [storage].”
This weevil is the smaller of the two, “is light yellow in
color and quite hairy.” As soon as this bean weevil matures
in stored beans or cow-peas, it immediately “lays eggs on
the hard seeds and these soon hatch into devouring grubs,
which, after eating their fill, again produce the winged form
to lay more eggs, and so on while the food supply lasts. A
few weevils in the stock of beans put into the bin in the fall
may increase to millions by the spring and ruin a thousand
bushels of beans or cow-peas.
Remedies: If the presence of weevils is suspected, the
seeds of beans or peas “should be plunged into water nearly
scalding hot–140ºF for five minutes before sowing. As soon
as the seed is threshed out and before bagging for storage,
it should be placed in a tight bin, or hogshead, or piled in a
conical heap on the floor of a tight room and subjected to the
fumes of carbon bisulphide.”
(2) The clover-seed midge, a two-winged fly, is “a sister
species of the notorious Hessian fly, Cecidomyia destructor.
Also mentions the clover root borer and the clover hay
worm.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2012) that uses the term “Japanese Pea” or
“Mongolian pea” or “Japanese Pea No. 7” to refer to the
soy bean. Since “Japanese Pea” is mentioned in only one
other document (Soule 1907, p. 280-81, from Virginia) we
conclude that this is not the name of a new soy bean variety.
Note 2. This is an early reference to the soybean in
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connection with Mongolia.
Note 3. This article contains one of the earliest American
recipes for cooking whole soybeans.
Note 4. In the late 1800s, the adzuki bean was
sometimes given the scientific name Phaseolus radiatus. In
the U.S., Georgeson of Kansas gave it this name in 1890 and
1892. Later the name was used for the mung bean.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2014) that contains the word “entomologist” in
connection with soybeans.
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2007) that uses the word “medic” to refer to a
leguminous plant, probably alfalfa (Medicago sativa). It is
also the earliest English-language document seen (March
2007) that uses the word “medics” to refer to members of
this plant family.
Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2007) that uses the word “legumines” to refer to
legumes.
Part II of this article (p. 147-50), titled “The cultivation
of leguminous plants for forage,” by F.E. Emery, notes that
the soy bean was one of the most common “legumines” used
for hay, soiling, and silage. “The cow-pea and the soy bean
will give better satisfaction for soiling or silage than for
hay, unless sown broadcast...” For soiling: “Soy beans grow
upright and may be planted alternately with corn in the same
row and cut at the same time with it.” Address: 1. Botanist
and entomologist; 2. Agriculturist. Both: Raleigh, North
Carolina.
323. Hale, J.H. 1894. Farm life and work: Mr. Hale’s weekly
budget of news. Hartford Daily Courant (Connecticut). July
10. p. 11.
• Summary: “’Courant’ readers will probably tire... of my
constant harping on the planting and plowing under of green
crops [as green manure] for farm enrichment.”
“Yesterday we made the last pickings on our strawberry
fields and at once began plowing the vines under, and within
two or three days the entire acreage will have been plowed,
harrowed down and sown to cow peas or soja beans in drills
two and one-half feet apart; probably one and one-half
bushels of seed to the acre. These will be cultivated three or
four times during the next month, and at the last cultivation
crimson clover seed will be sown on; as the beans and peas
are semi-tropical plants, they will be killed down by the first
frosts of fall, but before that time they will grow, produce
tons and tons of forage, rich in nitrogen, largely gathered
from the atmosphere;... and early next spring we shall have
acres of land that are many dollars richer in plant food than if
the old strawberry vines, weeds and grass had been allowed
to remain until the land was wanted for planting purposes
next spring.” Address: South Glastonbury (southeast of
Hartford), Connecticut.

324. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin. 1894. Miscellaneous agricultural topics contained
in press service bulletins of January to June, 1894. No. 103.
p. 237-59. Aug. 17. See p. 240-41, 254. This Bulletin is also
published in the Annual Report.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy (Soja) beans ought
to be planted” (p. 240-41), by F.E. Emery, Agriculturist at
the North Carolina Experiment Station (released 27 Jan.
1894), is an answer to many questions in a letter from a
correspondent. Emery discusses the best time to sow or plant
soy beans, the kind of soil in which they should be planted
and how it should be prepared, and how they compare with
black peas as a feed and as a land improver.
“As a food for stock, the soy bean is one of the richest
legumes that can be grown... This is a most desirable plant
to raise for stock. It is also a good table bean, but requires a
long time in cooking, and most people will have to learn to
like its flavor.”
The section titled “Distribution of Soy (Soja) Beans” (p.
254, released 25 May 1894) notes that the North Carolina
“Agricultural Experiment Station at Raleigh, desiring
to extend the cultivation of Soy Beans,” will distribute
enough soy bean seeds to plant “1-10 acre” to the first 400
applicants who send 10 cents in postage stamps to pay the
cost of transportation by mail. “The Station regards this as
a very valuable forage plant... It is also a good table bean
but requires a long time to cook. The beans parched similar
to coffee, has been used as an acceptable substitute, for it,
and at far less cost. It has not the exact aroma of coffee, but
is recommended as a cheap substitute probably just as good
and in some cases better than the low grades of coffee after
being adulterated with peas of beans with a value less than
the soy bean. The Station urges a careful trial of this crop.
The section titled “Directions for Cooking Soy Beans or
Peas” (also p. 254) is the same as that printed in the Station’s
Bulletin No. 98 (1 March 1894, p. 142). It contains a recipe
from Dr. J.H. Mills of the Baptist Orphanage at Thomasville,
North Carolina. Address: Agriculturist, North Carolina
Experiment Station, Raleigh, North Carolina.
325. Fairchild, Geo. T.; Failyer, Geo. H.; Popenoe, E.A.;
Georgeson, C.C.; et al. 1894. Report of the Council. Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 6:vii-xii. For
the year 1893. See p. ix-x.
• Summary: In the section titled “Other work,” the
subsection “Farm Department” states (p. ix-x): “Besides
the experiments reported in Bulletins Nos. 39, 40, 42, and
45, the farm department has done work in the following,
some which will be reported in due time:... Work with
Fodder Crops: (1) Distances at which to plant red Kaffir
corn for grain and fodder. (2) Distances at which to plant soy
beans. (3) Method of seeding soy beans. (4) Soy beans and
cowpeas for grain and hay. (5) Seeding alfalfa in corn. (6)
Test of varieties of grasses.” Address: 1. LL.D., Chairman
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of the Station Council and President of the College; 2.
M.Sc., Prof. of Chemistry; 3. A.M., Prof. of Horticulture
and Entomology; 4. M.Sc., Prof. of Agriculture. All: Station
Council, Manhattan, Kansas.
326. Flagg, Chas. O. 1894. Rotation of crops. Rhode Island
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 6:176-95.
For the year 1893. See p. 190-93.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with
leguminous plants” (p. 190-93) states: “The trial of legumes
was made upon three of our most uniform and thoroughly
exhausted plots of the experiment land on the plain. The
object, aside from studying the habits and growth of the
most common leguminous plants, was to determine the
effects of different applications of nitrogen. The three plots
(permanently numbered 17, 19, and 21) each received an
application of 1,200 pounds dissolved South Carolina Rock
(16.63 per cent. total phosphoric acid), and 180 pounds
muriate of potash (50 per cent. potassium oxide), while
in addition No. 19 received 150 pounds of nitrate of soda
(15.50 per cent. nitrogen), and No. 21 received 450 pounds
of nitrate of soda of the same strength, while no nitrogen
whatever was applied to No. 17.”
Seeds of 32 legumes were sown on 29 May 1893 in
duplicate rows 3 feet apart across on each of the three plots.
Seven varieties of soja beans were planted. A “Table giving
weights of short rows and computed yields per acre” (p. 191)
shows the amount of nitrogen or soda applied to each plot
and the computed yield of green fodder (in pounds per acre)
for the 3 plots. The Soja Bean varieties and their yield range
for the three plots are: Medium Green Soja Bean (4613–
6597), Medium Black Soja Bean (4386–7108), Early White
Soja Bean (1890–2646), Yamagata-cha Daidzu [brown]
(2646–4915), Kiyusuke Daidzu (5369–7562), Edamame
(3403–3781), Yellow Soy (2193–3856). The two varieties
giving the highest yields were Kiyusuke Daidzu (7562 lb/
acre) and Medium Black Soja Bean (7108 lb/acre). Yields are
also given for Black Podded Azuki (3100–5218) and White
Podded Azuki (4537–5596), White Lupine, Blue Lupine,
Yellow Lupine, Serradella, and Spurry (Ornithopus sativus).
“In our last report (Fifth Annual Report, page 150) we
called attention to the merits of the varieties of the soja or
soya bean and cow pea as fodder crops especially valuable to
the dairy man for summer feeding, soiling and for ensilage.
They are tender plants and can only be sown when all danger
of frost is past and must be harvested before frost in the fall,
therefore their season of usefulness is somewhat limited. The
farmer with a large herd of milch cows and limited pasture
desires an abundant crop for soiling early in spring and late
in autumn. We can find such among the leguminous plants.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (one of two
documents, July 2013) that mentions the following soybean
varieties: Early White, Medium Black, Medium Green.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document

seen (March 2006) that uses the word “Azuki” to refer to
azuki beans. Address: Director of the Station, Agriculturist,
and President of the Board of Managers, Providence.
327. Hills, J.L. 1894. Dairying. Vermont Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 7:70-118. For the year
1893. See p. 109-10, 114-18.
• Summary: Section VIII, titled “Ensilaging soja bean
and vetch” (p. 109-10) states: “Among the crops grown
experimentally during 1893 were the Soja Bean (Soja
hispida), and the Russian or Villous Vetch, (Vicia villosa)...
They were planted in rows 27 inches apart and the soja
bean was cultivated. The soja bean plot (No. 11) contained
2,520 square feet and grew 564 lb green fodder, equivalent
to nearly 5 tons green fodder, or a ton and a fifth dry matter
to the acre. The vetch and soja bean plot (No. 13) contained
2,592 square feet and grew 824 pounds of green fodder,
equivalent to nearly 7 tons of green fodder, or a little over
a ton and a third of dry matter to the acre. The crops were
harvested Sept. 20 and ensilaged in small cylindrical silos.
After about 6 months the silos were opened and the contents
fed out. The cows ate the ensilages readily, but the quantities
were too small to admit of experimental feeding. Both
ensilages kept nicely and had a pleasant aromatic odor.” One
table (p. 110) shows the composition of dry matter for soja
bean, soja bean ensilage, villous vetch and soja bean, and
villous vetch and soja bean ensilage. A second table (same
page) shows the yields and losses in the same ensilaged
crops per acre.
Section XI, titled “Miscellaneous fodder crops” (p. 11418) states that in the summer of 1893 various fodder crops
were planted by the former director, Prof. W.W. Cooke. A
table (p. 114) shows that Soja beans (obtained from J.M.
Thorburn & Co. [seedsmen] of New York, and from the
Hatch Experiment Station of the Massachusetts Agricultural
College) were planted in 27 inch rows at the rate of 56 lb/
acre and harvested on Sept. 20. Those from Thorburn yielded
22,519 lb/acre of green fodder, and those from Massachusetts
yielded 9,752 lb/acre. Villous vetch and soja beans were
planted in 27 inch rows at the rate of 30 and 35 lb. of seed
per acre respectively and harvested on Sept. 21. The yield
was 13,843 lb/acre of green fodder.
A second table (p. 115) gives the composition (both
original substance and dry matter) of each crop in terms of
water, crude ash, crude protein, crude fiber, nitrogen free
extract, ether extract, nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash.
A third table (p. 116) shows “Pounds of dry matter and
fodder ingredients per acre in experimental crops.” Other
crops discussed on p. 316-18 include Japanese radish, spurry,
crow foot millet, panicle millet, and rape.
On p. 318 there are three entries (X, XI, and XIII)
for “Soja (or soy) bean (Soja hispida).” Entry XI is for
“seed obtained from the Hatch Experiment Station of the
Massachusetts Agricultural College... This is a Japanese
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plant which has been grown in this country for several years.
It has been very generally successful as a forage crop. The
dried and ground beans make a passable imitation coffee
(Plumb 1894). A few varieties, ‘Early White,’ ‘Medium
White,’ ‘Medium Green,’ ‘Medium Black,’ and perhaps
others mature seed in Massachusetts, and have yielded from
22 to 28 bushels per acre. It is a good plant for fodder or
ensilage. The seed planted here in 1893 was obtained from
two sources. That obtained from the Massachusetts Station
grew best and yielded five tons of green fodder, a ton and
a quarter of dry matter and a quarter of a ton of protein to
the acre. Both green and ensilaged it was relished by the
cattle. This same crop has proved very satisfactory this year
(1894).”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2016)
concerning soybeans in Vermont, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Vermont. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Vermont, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Vermont (summer, 1893). The source of these
soybeans was J.M. Thorburn & Co. of New York, and the
Hatch Experiment Station of the Massachusetts; Hatch in
turn got them from Japan (see Hills 1895). Address: Director
of the Station and Chemist, Burlington, Vermont.
328. Saunders, William. 1894. Report of the Superintendent
of Gardens and Grounds. Report of the Secretary of
Agriculture. p. 365-394. For the year 1893. See p. 378, 387.
• Summary: In the section titled “Notes in miscellaneous
plants (p. 365+), there is a subsection on “Soy bean” (p.
378) which states: “Glycine soja is a low-growing annual
plant resembling the well-known kidney or bush bean of the
gardens. The seeds of this species are used by the Japanese
and Chinese in the manufacture of the sauce which they call
soy, or soja. This is said to be made by boiling the seeds or
beans in water together with millet, wheat, or other grains,
the mixture being allowed to ferment, and afterwards refined
and stored for use. Soy is a thick, black liquid resembling
molasses, but not so tenacious. This sauce is a favorite
accompaniment to other food dishes in China and Japan. The
leaves [sic, seeds] furnish a valuable oil, and the resulting
cake is used for feeding animals and for manure to the
fields of sugar cane in Southern China. These beans have
frequently been recommended as a substitute for the coffee
bean, but they are a poor substitute for it–about equal to
scorched wheat or rye.”
In the section titled “Interrogatories and Replies” (p.
385+) is a letter (p. 387) from “E.P.D. (Massachusetts)”
who asked: “Can you inform me if the soja or Japan bean
is cultivated in this country? It is said to be valuable as an
article of food, being more nutritious than meat.
“Reply–The soja bean has been grown more or less,
chiefly as a novelty, in this country for many years–for half
a century at least–but having gained recognition as being
of special importance. It has been recommended for the oil

contained in it as a substitute for coffee, etc. It is said to be
used in Japan mainly as an ingredient in a sauce called soy.
Seeds can be obtained from most of the large seed stores
in this country.” Address: Superintendent of Gardens and
Grounds [USDA, Washington, DC].
329. Wheeler, H.J.; Towar, J.D. 1894. On the occasional
ill-effect of sulphate of ammonia as a manure and the use
of air-slaked lime in overcoming the same. Rhode Island
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 6:206-267.
For the year 1893. See p. 230. [59* ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soja beans (Soja hispida)”
(p. 230) describes tests in which soja beans were grown on 4
plots. Plot 23 was fertilized with sulphate of ammonia alone.
Plot 25 was fertilized with sulphate of ammonia plus lime.
Plot 27 was fertilized with nitrate of soda alone. Plot 29 was
fertilized with nitrate of soda plus lime. The highest yield
of soja beans and straw (either green or absolutely dry) was
from plot 27. The authors conclude: “Here again as in the
case of others of the leguminous plants, the nitrate of soda
alone, gave better returns than when used with lime. We see
by comparison of the yield of plots 23 and 25 that in this
case, contrary to all the previous observations, nitrogen in
the form of sulphate of ammonia gave greater returns when
used alone than when used with lime.”
A photo (Fig. 8, opposite p. 264) shows soja beans
growing in a field with cow peas. The caption reads:
“Showing the comparatively uniform growth of two
leguminous crops across four plots, two of which were
manured with sulphate of ammonia, and two with nitrate of
soda–one plot in each case being with and one without lime.”
The section titled “White podded adzuki” (p. 229)
states: “This is a Japanese bean, introduced into this country
by Prof. W.P. Brooks of the Hatch Experiment Station,
of Amherst, Massachusetts, through whom the seed was
obtained.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that mentions the application of lime, as a
fertilizer, to soja beans. Address: 1. Ph. D., Chemist; 2. B.
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Sc., Asst. Agriculturist. Both: Kingston, Rhode Island.
330. Wilson, James. 1894. Soiling crops, 1894. Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 27. p. 85-104.
• Summary: Various soiling crops were fed to milch cows.
“During the summer of 1894 we grew Soja beans, or
Japan beans, under experimental conditions for feeding
to dairy cows, so as to get indications of their value as an
addition to our field crops and their effect on the quantity
and quality of milk, and on the flavor of butter. This bean
comes to blossoming–which is the best feeding stage for
milk-making–in August, when few plants now known to
our cropping system are in succulent condition. It seems
to be entirely at home in a dry climate. It is rich in protein,
palatable when cows become used to it, gives a fine flavor to
butter, increases the flow of milk when substituted for green
sweet corn, and increases the fat per cent over corn, as our
tables will show.
“The seed was sent to the college by Prof. Georgeson, of
Manhattan, Kansas, who brought several varieties of it from
Japan.”
Leguminous plants that furnish the protein element can
be grown on the farm. When fed with green corn, corn meal,
or by themselves, they give good results and can save a
farmer money.
Page 96 is titled “Soja Bean” and states: “The Soja
bean, or soy bean, or Japan bean has been grown at different
times on the college farm for twenty years [i.e. since 1874]...
The seed used came from Prof. Georgeson, of Manhattan,
Kansas, who, during his residence in Japan, selected
varieties suitable to our climate. We grew two varieties of
it, the yellow soja, the earlier, and the Keyuska [Kiyusuke]
succeeding, in order of ripening... We grew it in hills, planted
and cultivated as corn is... It is widely advertised as a coffee
plant, and sold at high figures for that purpose. The cows did
not eat it readily at first, but after getting it sprinkled with
bran and salt for a few days they ate it readily... at the end of
the test period, August 19th, they had reached a larger flow
[of milk] than at any time during the feeding of sweet corn.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2012) that
uses the term “Japan beans” or “Japan bean” as other names
for the soy bean.
Page 97 gives an analysis of the soja bean plant, cut
in August (as is, and dry matter). Address: Director of the
Station, Ames, Iowa.
331. Ferndale Enterprise (Ferndale, California). 1895.
For the farmer. Valuable hints taken from our agricultural
exchanges. Something for all ruralists. Interesting topics for
agriculturist, horticulturist and general farmer. Jan. 11. p. 6,
col. 2.
• Summary: “Why green manuring and soiling pay. Green
manuring improves the physical properties of the soil by
making the soil more porous and adding to its supply of

humus. It brings up the formant plant food from deep down
in the soil and deposits it near the surface where it can be
used by plants feeding near the surface...”
“Green manuring with clovers, peas, beans, lupines, etc.
(leguminous crops), actually enriches the soil in nitrogen
drawn from the air...”
If allowed to ripen, the seed of the cowpea and soja bean
furnishes an extremely rich concentrated feed which can be
ground and fed in place of expensive commercial feeds. The
straw remaining may be fed as a coarse fodder, for it is richer
than ordinary hay.
“Grow more leguminous crops. The furnish the cheapest
food for stock and the cheapest manure for the soil. They do
this because they obtain from the air [nitrogen] a substance
necessary for the plants and animals alike, which costs in the
form of feeding stuffs from 15 to 25 cents a pound.”
332. Flagg, C.O. 1895. Fertilizers for first year on a dairy
farm. American Agriculturist 55(5):109. Feb. 2.
• Summary: The writer (F.B.B., Rhode Island) needs enough
fodder to keep 10 cows for milk production. “For fodder
crops sow Canada peas with the oats, using two bushels of
peas and two bushels of oats. For fertilizer, use Formula
D. The peas should be covered with a plow or harrow four
inches deep and the oats sown after the peas and harrowed
in. If crops are needed for feeding green during the summer,
cow peas or soja beans will be found economical. These
are leguminous crops which grow well where there is a
scanty supply of nitrogen to make full fodder crops. They
are not suitable for curing for winter feeding. They are also
profitable to grow for making ensilage. When dried the stems
are woody and the leaves drop from the stem, so there is
difficulty in curing and they are not palatable to stock. As
green foods during the summer they are excellent.”
A table at bottom of article gives the composition of five
formulas: Formula D consists of:
Nitrate of soda, 300 lb.
S.C. dissolved in phosphate rock, 600 lb.
Fine ground bone, 0 lb.
Muriate of potash, 150 lb.
Tankage, 0 lb.
Dried blood, 0 lb. Address: Director, Rhode Island
Experiment Station.
333. Farmers’ Review (The) (Illinois). 1895. Planting soy
beans. June 5. p. 256, col. 1.
• Summary: “The North Carolina experiment station says:
Do not sow soy beans broadcast, but plant in hills or drills
2½ or 3½ feet apart, according to the richness of soil. If in
hills, 15 to 24 inches is far enough apart in the row. They
will doubtlessly grow on any soil suitable for corn. and
may be planted at the same time as corn, which gives a long
season from March to July. It is a good plan to plant in the
corn between the hills or stalks of corn. If corn is grown for
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silage, the beans can be cut with the corn and will add greatly
to its value. The upright growth of soy beans leaves room for
cultivation, and this should be accorded to check the growth
of weeds. As food for stock the soy bean is one of the richest
legumes that can be grown. In chemical composition the dry
matter of silage and black pea vine hay differ more in fat and
other carbohydrates than protein. The roots bear numerous
tubercles, which aid it by gathering nitrogen from the air the
same as those of the pea vine or clover roots.
“There are no spreading by running vines to shade
the ground, which is one of the potent factors in soil
improvement, hence soy beans must be planted near enough
for shade. On poor soil there should be one plant every 2 x
1 feet and from that up to 2 x 3½ feet. It is usual to plant 2
to 4 beans in a hill, as it makes the stems finer, and they are
hard and woody at best. To save the seed the stalks should
be pulled or cut and stacked up loosely as soon as leaves and
pods have changed from green to a golden hue, and when dry
threshed out. The pods should not be hand picked, because
there are too many and with only one to three beans in a pod
it will not pay. They will beat out very easily when ripe and
dry, as he who leaves them too long will learn to his cost, for
the pods will open and the beans scatter upon the ground.
This is a most desirable plant to raise for stock. It is also a
good table bean, but requires a long time in cooking, and
most people have to learn to like its flavor.”
334. Georgeson, C.C. 1895. Soy beans for stock. Prairie
Farmer 67(45):1. Nov. 9.
• Summary: “Jas. E. Booge, of Sioux City, Iowa, writes: ‘I
wish to know in what climate soy beans grow, and what time
it is best to plant them. It is something I know nothing of,
and I would like to try them. How many bushels will they
produce to the acre, and what kind of stock will eat them,
and how should they be prepared for food?’
The author replies: “We have grown soy beans here,
at the Kansas Experiment Station, for the last six years,
and always with gratifying success. They withstand the dry
weather and hot winds better than any other legume that
we have tried so far. Their power to resist drought and their
highly-nutritious qualities are their chief recommendations.
The early varieties can be grown successfully as far north as
South Dakota and in Wisconsin. The later varieties cannot
be depended on to mature seed even here in Kansas. They
should not be planted until the ground is warm. We usually
plant the main crop here at the Kansas Station during the
last ten days of May, but they can also be planted later. Last
year I planted a field on the wheat stubble just after the
wheat was removed in the beginning of July, and although
the season was excessively dry they still produced a crop of
beans which matured seed before frost. Like all other crops,
they do best on rich soil, but they will grow on poor soil also.
They yield better than navy or other field beans. They can
be planted with a bean planter, a corn planter or even a grain

drill. We usually plant them with a shoe press drill, stopping
up three hoes [sic, holes] so as to leave the rows thirty-two
inches apart, and a plant to each two inches of row is thick
enough. A bushel of seed put in in this manner will plant an
acre.”
“As to the use of the soy bean as stock food, we have
fed it to stock as ensilage in the form of hay, and the ripe
beans ground to a meal, in all cases with gratifying results.
The ensilage produced a marked increase in the quantity,
and an improvement in the quality of the milk, and the bean
meal is better than oil meal in nutritive qualities. To be exact,
linseed oil meal contains twenty-seven pounds digestible
protein, and 32.2 pounds carbohydrates, and 7.1 pounds
fat, in 100 pounds of meal, whereas soy bean meal contains
30.1 pounds digestible protein, 30.7 pounds carbohydrates,
and 15.8 pounds fat in 100 pounds. If made into hay the
crop should be cut when the beans in the pod are about half
grown, just before the leaves begin to fall. After it is cured it
should be handled as little as possible to avoid crumbling the
leaves. This hay has a nutritive quality equal to that of bran.
We have, in a favorable season, raised three tons of this hay
per acre.
“The seed from which the stock we have here, is grown
was originally imported by the writer direct from Japan.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2017)
concerning soybeans in South Dakota, or the cultivation
of soybeans in South Dakota. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in South Dakota, or the
cultivation of soybeans in South Dakota (Nov. 1895). The
source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 3. This is also the earliest document seen (Feb.
2017) concerning soybeans in Wisconsin, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Wisconsin. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Wisconsin, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Wisconsin (Nov. 1895). The
source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2003)
that uses the word “planter” (“bean planter”), or the word
“drill” (referring to an implement), or the term “grain drill”
in connection with soybean production. This is also the
earliest document seen (Oct. 2003) that mentions the use of a
machine (a planter or drill) for soybean production. Address:
Prof., Kansas Agric. Exp. Station [Manhattan, Kansas].
335. Wheeler, H.J.; Hartwell, B.L.; Sargent, C.L. 1895.
Analysis of fertilizers. Home-mixed fertilizers. Bulletin
(Rhode Island State College Agricultural Experiment
Station) No. 34. p. 82-125. Dec.
• Summary: This article has two parts. In Part II, in the
section on “Home-mixed fertilizers” (p. 88+) a subsection
titled “Tests for acidity” states (p. 95): “Among those plants
which have shown little or no benefit from liming, are:
millet, Hungarian, soja or soya bean, common white bean,
radish, yellow carrot, Indian corn, watermelon, lupine and
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sorrel (Rumex acetosella).”
Note: The meaning of the word “Hungarian” as a plant
in this context is unclear. It may well refer to Hungarian
millet (Setaria italica), also known as foxtail millet, dwarf
setaria. Italian millet, and German millet, awa (Japanese),
etc. It is the second-most widely planted species of millet,
and the most important in East Asia. It has the longest history
of cultivation among the millets, having been grown in China
since sometime in the sixth millennium BCE. Address: 1.
Ph.D., Chemist, Kingston, Rhode Island.
336. Flagg, Chas. O.; Towar, J.D.; Tucker, Geo. M. 1895.
Field experiments. Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 7:111-28. For the year 1894. See p.
114-19.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiment with leguminous
plants” (p. 114-20) states: “The experiment with leguminous
plants which began last year (see Annual Report for the
year 1893, p. 190) upon plots 17, 19, and 21, was continued
through this year with slightly varying results. The three
plots received like quantities of potash and phosphoric acid,
but plot 17 received no nitrogen, plot 19 received one-third
ration, and plot 21 full ration. In nearly every case in 1893
the plot (19) that received one-third ration (150 lbs.) of
nitrate of soda gave a larger yield than either plot 17 or 21.
While in 1894 a majority of the plants on the full-ration
plot (21) gave the largest yields, although the gain was not
great except in two or three cases; in no case was the gain in
weight of plot 21 over plot 19 sufficient to cover the expense
of applying the extra 300 lbs. of nitrate of soda.”
A table (p. 116) gives the names of the crops planted (all
were planted on 13 June 1894), the weight of three fertilizers
added (in lb/acre; phosphate rock, muriate of potash, and
nitrate of soda) the height of the plants, usual method of
sowing (broadcast vs. drilled; all the crops mentioned below
were drilled in 24-inch rows), date of harvest, excess yield
due to additional nitrogen. The crops include: Soja bean
(common), Soja bean (Medium Green; plants or beans), Soja
bean (Medium Black; plants or beans), Soja bean (Early
White; plants or beans), Black podded adzuki (plants or
beans), White podded adzuki (plants or beans), Kiyusuke
daidzu (plants or beans), Yamagata daidzu (plants or beans),
Eda-mame (plants or beans), Yellow soy (plants or beans).
“With most of the soja beans the increase of yield is not
sufficient the cover the cost of applying any nitrogen at all
the second year, while the first year there was a slight profit
made by applying the one-third ration.”
A table (p. 118) shows the composition of dry matter of
some leguminous green fodders (including 5 types of soja
bean) as compared with corn, oats, and millet.
Page 119 states: “All varieties of Soja Beans are used
profitably either as silage, as green fodder, or as a green
manure. They grow readily; the Common variety and the
Early White are among the earliest to mature. One bushel of

seed is required per acre.
“Black Podded Adzuki, White Podded Adzuki, Kiyusuke
Daidzu, Yamagata Daidzu, Eda-mame and Yellow Soy, are
Asiatic varieties of beans similar to the soja beans. The
seed of these varieties, as well as the soja beans, makes
an excellent, rich meal for stock feeding, while the Black
Podded Adzuki beans are said to be desirable and nutritious
for table use.”
Note 1. The above text indicates that the investigators
do not realize that soja beans, daidzu, eda-mame, and yellow
soy are all different types of soybeans. Some of these are
Japanese names.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 1998) that uses the term “green manure” in
connection with soybeans.
This is the earliest English-language document seen
(June 2014) that mentions the use of “phosphate rock”
or “rock phosphate” as a fertilizer, or in connection with
soybeans. Address: Kingston.
337. Brooks, William P. 1896. Report of the Agriculturist.
Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 8:11-42. Jan. See p. 34-36.
• Summary: The section titled “Soja beans” lists three
varieties grown at the station: (1) Early White. Yield: 18.25
bu/acre of seed. Ripens well but the yield is rather small.
(2) Medium Black. 14 bu/acre of seed or 12,922 pounds per
acre of forage for silage. “It is better for fodder than the early
white, but appears to be much inferior to the medium green
variety for that use.” (3) Medium Green. Yield: 14 bu/acre of
seeds and 20,644 pounds per acre of fodder. “A very valuable
fodder variety, either for feeding green or for the silo. It is a
rich nitrogenous feed, and (or great importance) it can take
much of its nitrogen from the air. Its roots here are very
thickly covered with tubercles containing the bacilli which
give it this power.”
One table (p. 35) compares the composition of “Medium
green soja bean” with that of “Longfellow corn fodder” as
follows: Dry matter: 30.16 vs. 27.81%. Protein 19.35 vs.
9.79%. Fat: 3.87 vs. 3.25%. Cellulose 23.51 vs. 18.27%.
Carbohydrates 40.30 vs. 63.11%.
“The protein is classed as a flesh former, the other
substances above named are fat and heat producers. The flesh
formers and the fat of fodder are the most valuable of these
constituents... On the farm here our average yield of corn
fodder is about 16 tons per acre, while the green soja bean
gave this year a little over 10 tons.” A second table gives
“Food constituents per acre (pounds)” for “Green soja beans”
vs. “Longfellow corn”: Flesh formers: 1,167 vs. 871. Crude
fat: 233.4 vs. 290.1. Fibre: 1,1418.1 vs. 1,626.0. Fat and heat
producers: 2,430.9 vs. 5,616.8.
“Silage made from either barn-yard millet or corn and
medium green soja bean, in the proportion by weight of
about two parts of either of the two former to one of the
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latter, makes a perfectly balanced ration for milch cows,
without grain or other feed of any kind.”
At the beginning of this report we find: “It is proper,
in making this first report of the Hatch Experiment Station
since its consolidation with the State Experiment Station,
that its history and organization should be briefly outlined
and made a matter of permanent record. The State station
was established by act of the Legislature in 1882, with Prof.
Charles A. Goessmann as director. Though located on the
college grounds and making use of its land for purposes
of experiment, it had no direct connection with it, but was
governed by its own board of control. Up to the time of
consolidation twelve annual reports had been issued and
fifty-seven bulletins...
“The Hatch Experiment Station was established
under act of Congress, Public No. 112, Feb. 25, 1887...
In 1894 an act was passed by the General Court, chapter
143, to consolidate the Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station with the Experiment Department of the
Massachusetts Agricultural College.” Address: Amherst,
Massachusetts.
338. Goessmann, Charles A. 1896. Report of the Chemist.
Department of fertilizers and fertilizer materials. Part
I. Report of field experiments. Massachusetts (Hatch)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 8:111-46.
Jan. For the year ending June 30, 1895.
• Summary: A late maturing variety of soja bean was first
raised in 1892 in order to answer the question: “To what
extent does the cultivation of soja bean, a clover-like plant,
benefit the resources of available nitrogen plant food of the
soil after the removal of the crop at the close of the season
(for ensilage)?...
“It appeared from the results that the introduction of a
leguminous crop [soja bean] into our rotation had somewhat
reduced the difference in yield between the plats receiving
no nitrogen and those receiving it, yet had not entirely
obliterated it. It was decided to continue the observation by
repeating the raising of soja beans in 1894 and oats in 1895.”
Soja beans were also raised in 1894 and 1895. The final
conclusion was: “The conditions of the different plats are
apparently materially the same to-day as they were two years
ago. The raising of soja beans has not changed the results for
the better. It remains to be seen whether the ploughing under
of a leguminous crop, serving as green manure, will affect
the results.” Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Amherst, Director of the
Station.
339. Weekly Spokesman-Review (Spokane, Washington).
1896. Farm and orchard: The soy bean attracting much
attention among scientific men. Method of planting. Feb. 27.
p. 2.
• Summary: “During the drouth of the past season with
hay so short a crop, many have turned their attention more

than ever to what we term ‘emergency crops.’ Something
to take the place of hay they did not get, says the Wisconsin
Agriculturist. Some sowed millet, others sowed fodder corn,
while occasionally one is heard of who tried his luck with
the soy bean. Though not much used as yet among Michigan
farmers I believe it is coming and coming to stay says the
Detroit Tribune.
“Some have tried it on a small scale, but we look for it
to become the favorite fodder plant when better known.”
“To feed green they should be cut while in blossom or
while the earliest pods are small. To make good hay, cut
while the pods are well formed but yet green.”
340. Coalville Times (The) (Coalville, Utah). 1896. Farm and
Garden: importance of green manuring. April 17. p. 7.
• Summary: From Farmers’ Review: “The agricultural
department at Washington gathers in a bulletin the following
results of experience in the practice of green manuring for
the improvement or preservation of the fertility of the land...
“If allowed to ripen, the seed of the cowpea and soja
bean furnishes an extremely rich concentrated feed which
can be ground and fed in place of expensive commercial
feeds. The straw for it is richer than ordinary hay.
“Grow more leguminous crops. They furnish the
cheapest food for stock and any remaining may be fed as
coarse fodder, the cheapest manure for the soil. They do
this because they obtain from the air a substance [nitrogen]
necessary for plants and animals alike, which costs in the
form of fertilizers and feeding stuffs from 15 to 25 cents a
pound.”
341. Hickman, J. Fremont. 1896. Forage crops. Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 70. p. 79-107.
April. See p. 85-87, 94-95, 105.
• Summary: In the section titled “Leguminous Forage
Plants” is a subsection on “The Soja Bean. (Glycine hispida.)
This is known in its native country (Japan) as the Japanese
or Mongolian pea, in the United States as the ‘Soja’ or ‘Soy’
bean... In Japan the soja bean is regarded, when properly
cooked, as an edible and palatable dish, being so highly
esteemed that it is rarely fed to stock. The berries, when
broken and boiled in water, make a fair substitute for coffee.
“In May, 1893, two varieties were planted in rows three
feet apart and in hills twelve inches apart in the row; these
were cultivated, much as we would cultivate potatoes, during
the season. They made a very fine growth.”
On 17 May 1895 a small patch (one-tenth acre) of soja
beans was planted in rows, and another one-tenth acre was
planted with a grain drill at the rate of one bushel per acre. A
photo (Plate I, facing p. 94) shows this patch when the plants
were about six weeks old. “To the right of the soja beans is
a patch of rape, which is shown more distinctly in Plate II”
(next page).
The soja bean plant, “like alfalfa and cowpeas, may be
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used in at least three ways: as a forage crop, for hay, and as a
green manure, for plowing under.”
“This plant has not been tested at this Station as a green
manure, but, belonging as it does to the Leguminous family,
and making such a large, strong growth within a single
season, it would seem to have the advantage over the clovers,
which take a full year to develop enough to turn under.
“From my present knowledge of this plant I regard it as
one of the most promising new plants, either as a forage crop
or for plowing down.”
Page 105 summarizes: “The soja bean is one of the most
promising new forage crops grown at this Station. It makes
a very good yield per acre, is a hardy, rapid grower, makes
a relatively good soiling crop, and promises well as a green
manure.” Address: M.A.S., Agriculturist, Wooster, Ohio.
342. Phelps, C.S. 1896. Hay substitutes. Connecticut (Storrs)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 17. 8 p. June.
See p. 4-5.
• Summary: In the section titled “Silage Crops,” the
subsection on “Soy beans” states that Soja hispida “is a
large, very leafy annual, growing from four to five feet in
height. It can be grown in all parts of Connecticut and will
produce a large amount of forage, which may be fed either
green or preserved as silage... It should be harvested when
the seeds are young and tender, at the same time as fodder
corn, and by mixing the two a better grade of silage can be
obtained than from corn alone. The corn and beans may be
distributed in layers by successively cutting and putting into
the silo one or two loads of each.”
“It may be sown with a large grain drill by plugging
enough of the holes to give the proper distances for the rows
[2½ feet apart], or the seed may be sown with an ordinary
garden drill.” Address: Agriculturist.
343. Cromwell Argus (New Zealand). 1896. Items. Oct. 6. p.
3.
• Summary: “An American authority states that nitrogen
from the air can be got without money and without price
sufficiently to manure grain crops. It is because alfalfa,
clover, soy beans, and other leguminous plants have the
power to take nitrogen from the air and also from the subsoil;
that growing these crops in rotation with grain, especially
wheat, oats, and rye, avoids the expense and necessity of
applying nitrogen to the grain crops.”
344. Cultivator & Country Gentleman (The). 1896. Cow
peas and soja beans. 61(2282):823. Oct. 22.
• Summary: “Mr. J.H. Hale of Connecticut sowed a great
part of his vacant land this season with cow peas and soja
beans for green manuring. Writing the last of August in the
Hartford Courant, he said that peas sown the first week in
July and cultivated three times had a thick mass of plants
2½ to 3 feet in height, and rows nearly as broad, while those

planted the last of the month were scarcely six inches high.
Sown side by side, the peas made double the growth of the
beans. The root tubercles, necessary for the gathering and
storing of the free nitrogen of the air, are more abundant and
larger on the peas than on the beans–in fact, on many of the
beans there were none, while abundant on the roots of peas
only three feet away. Judging from this year’s experience
alone, Mr. H. would not sow the beans again, but they
have grown so luxuriantly in years past that there must be
something in the season this year to account for their lack
of vigor, while the peas are a sight to behold. The many
acres covered with tons upon tons of dark foliage rich with
nitrogen, indicate clearly that the old farm has been growing
richer rapidly while we have been at other lines of work.”
345. Rane, Frank Wm. 1896. Departments of agriculture
and horticulture. New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 8:83-87. Nov. See p. 84. Also called
Bulletin No. 40.
• Summary: In Section 1, “Agriculture,” Subsection 4,
“Testing new varieties of forage crops” (p. 84) states: “The
varieties were Soja beans, spring vetch, lucerne, white
lupines, seradella [serradella], crimson clover, sainfoin,
Japanese millet, golden millet, spurry, Dwarf Essex rape,
Jerusalem corn [durra, or grain sorghum], Kaffir-corn, white
milo maize, teosinte, sacaline; also four varieties of oats...”
At subsection 6 we read: “Fertilizers for soja beans.
One of the two acres of this crop was set aside for a fertilizer
experiment. It was divided into quarter plots and each
was fertilized as follows: two according to two different
formulas recommended by the Massachusetts station, one
by a Delaware station formula, and the other by our own.”
Address: B.Agr., M.S., Agriculturist and Horticulturist, New
Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts,
Durham, NH.
346. Guo Yunsheng. 1896. Jiuhuang jianyishu [Treatise on
simple methods of alleviating famine]. China. Passage on
soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #344, p. 243-47. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Chiu Huan Chien I
Shu, by Kuo Yün-Shêng. Qing dynasty. The major division
titled “Monthly ordinances for famine relief” contains the
following sections: In the third month, you can plant largeseeded black soybeans (heidou). In the third month, plant
small-seeded yellow soybeans (huangdou): they can be
used cooked as a main dish / grain (fan) or as a side dish
/ vegetable (cai), or they can be used for making jiang,
fermented black soybeans (shi), soy oil, or tofu (fu). In the
third month, plant large-seeded yellow soybeans (huangdou):
they can be used in all the same ways as small-seeded yellow
soybeans, described above.
In the fourth month, plant large-seeded black soybeans,
small-seeded yellow soybeans, and large-seeded yellow
soybeans: In the early fall, they young pods can be eaten [as
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green vegetable soybeans].
In the fifth month, plant the large-seeded black soybean,
the small-seeded yellow soybeans, and the large-seeded
yellow soybeans: everybody knows what to do with them.
The major division titled “Saving the soil when it is
depleted” contains the following sections: Plant large-seeded
black soybeans, small-seeded yellow soybeans, or largeseeded yellow soybeans: Do not till the soil [which could
cause erosion]. Note 1. Planting these legumes will help
enrich the soil with nitrogen.
Plant large-seeded black soybeans, small-seeded yellow
soybeans, or large-seeded yellow soybeans on land which
has been infested by insects: Soybean seedlings contain no
sugar, so the insects do not like to eat them.
New beans [those on land that has not been previously
planted to beans] should be planted in a shady place: These
new beans came from a place named Fanxian in Sichuan
province. Note 2. This is apparently a famous soybean
variety from a place where soybeans are apparently grown a
lot.
Large-seeded black soybeans, small-seeded yellow
soybeans, and large-seeded yellow soybeans should be
planted in a shady place.
Barley can use black or yellow soybeans as green
manure. Wheat can use black or yellow soybeans as green
manure.
Barley can use dried black or yellow soybean leaves as
manure. Wheat can use dried black or yellow soybean leaves
as manure. Note 3. In times of famine, recycle all possible
crop wastes.
In sandy places, use the dry empty pods of black
soybeans or yellow soybeans as manure.
In hard soil, use dried leaves of black or yellow
soybeans as manure.
Black soybeans and yellow soybeans should not follow
(fears) the red flowered plant [safflower?] in rotations–
according to certain old farmers. Note 4. Safflower has
orange-red flowers, which were long used in China as a
source of red dye. Southern melons (nangua) should not
follow black or yellow soybeans in rotations. Bamboo shoot
melons (sungua) should not follow black or yellow soybeans
in rotations. False southern melons (jianangua) should not
follow black or yellow soybeans in rotations. Nuogua melons
should not follow black or yellow soybeans in rotations:
in the midst of their growth, the melons will wilt. Black
soybeans should not follow yellow soybeans in rotations, and
vice versa.
The major division titled “Planting for famine relief”
[plants which yield a crop quickly] contains two sections:
Quick-maturing / early soybeans (dadou) or plum soybeans
(meidou) can planted any time (and staggered) from the 2nd
month to the 5th month: Soybeans planted in the 2nd month
will ready to harvest in the 5th month. Small-seeded yellow
soybeans whose seedlings are to be used as a vegetable

(huangdou miaocai) can be planted for 3 months / three
times [meaning unclear]: The grain changes into a vegetable;
they are grown everywhere. (Translated by H.T. Huang,
PhD, March 2003).
Bray (1984, p. 641): “A treatise on simple methods of
alleviating famine.” 1896.
347. Phelps, C.S. 1896. Field experiments with fertilizers.
Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 8:101-10. For the year 1895. See p. 106-07.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiment on soy beans”
(p. 106-07) begins: “Two series of plots similar to those upon
which the corn and cow peas were grown, were planted to
soy beans.” A table titled “Special nitrogen experiment on
soy beans” gives (for 10 plots, each 1/25th acre) the type,
weight, and cost of fertilizer used, the yield of soy bean seed
per plot and per acre (calculated), and the gain or loss over
unfertilized plots.
The best yield, 18 bushels/acre, was obtained on plot
12 fertilized with mixed minerals plus 75 lbs of sulphate of
ammonia. This was 7.2 bu/acre more than the unfertilized
plot. On “one series of plots a few hundred pounds of soil
were taken from a plot of ground where this crop had been
grown the previous year, and where tubercles had developed
freely. This was done in order to inoculate the new soil
and cause the tubercles to develop... On the whole, the
yields where the addition soil was used were not materially
different from those where no soil was used. This was
probably due to the fact that the tubercles did not make
sufficient growth to influence the acquisition of nitrogen.”
348. Brooks, William P. 1897. Report of the Agriculturist.
Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 9:9-49. Jan. See p. 9, 14-16.
• Summary: “Soy beans: Soil-test work shows a very
intimate connection between potash supply and the growth
of this crop.”
The beans, variety Medium Green, were sown at
Amherst on May 19, in drills 2½ feet apart, requiring 25
pounds seed for the acre. The nothing plats [those that
received no manure or fertilizer of any kind] produced an
average of 350 pounds beans and 757½ pounds straw per
acre.
“Potash (muriate) appears to be the most useful element,
giving an average increase per acre of 646.67 pounds beans
and 451.67 pounds straw.” But other experiments at this
station “indicate that the sulphate is superior to this salt
(muriate) for beans.” Address: Amherst.
349. Chilcott, E.C. 1897. Forage plants for South Dakota.
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
51. 32 p. Feb. See p. 18-19.
• Summary: In the section titled “Some Failures” (p. 18)
we read: “Cow peas and soja beans have both been tried
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repeatedly here but have never given results that would
indicate they are adapted to our conditions. The plants are
quite tender when they first appear and are easily injured
by frost, wind and rain storms. They will not ripen seed and
the foliage is not readily eaten by cattle until they become
accustomed to them. Both cow peas and Soja beans are
valuable forage plants for the southern states and been
recommended by several of the stations as suitable for green
manuring in the northern states. We believe, however, that
there are other plants much better adapted to both of these
purposes for South Dakota.”
Note 1. In March 1991 Roy Scott, a soybean breeder at
the South Dakota Agric. Exp. Station, spent several hours
examining the station’s annual reports for the years 1890
to 1897. He could find no reference to soybeans; peas were
often tested.
Note 2. This is the second earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in South Dakota, or the cultivation
of soybeans in South Dakota. This document contains the
second earliest date seen for soybeans in South Dakota, or
the cultivation of soybeans in South Dakota (Feb. 1897). The
source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: Vice Director
of the Station and Agriculturist.
350. Tokio Nurseries Co. 1897. General catalogue of plants,
bulbs, seeds, &c. &c. Tokio, Japan. v + 53 p. 25 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: In the section titled “Vegetable seeds” (p. 4550) is a subsection on “Pulse” (p. 47-48). The first entry is:
“Soya Hispida, glycine hispida, soy bean, wide cultivation of
this bean in the East, is used in the preparation of Japanese
Soy [sauce], of Vegetable Bean Cheese [tofu], as well as
Green fodder and manure. Thus the bean forms one of the
staple products of Japan.
“’Early Variety,’ sow April, crop in June. $1.20 per 10
lbs. $12.00 per 100 lbs.
“’Late Variety,’ sow May, crop in August, eaten only
when fully boiled down. $2.00 per 10 lbs. $18.00 per 100
lbs.”
Other species of pulse listed are: Phaseolus Mungo
var. subtrilobata ([azuki], 4 varieties; “’Common,’ a very
hardy productive one, sending out bushy crowns. The
beans are crushed and made into sweets. $1.00 per 10 lbs.”
Also: White, Black-Eyes, New Prolific), Phaseolus Mungo
var. radiatus ([mung beans]; “green podded, which when
smashed is made into sweets, June-Sept., $1.50 per 10 lbs.”),
broad beans, peas (“Ordinary pisum sativum, also used in
the preparation of viscous soy” [sauce]), red pea, Dolichos
Lablab, Mucuna Capitata, French beans, Speckled Partridge
(“correct botanical name is not yet identified”), Canavalia
ensiformis.
“Cable address: Nurseries Co., Tokio. Headquarters for
lily bulbs, Cycas revoluta, Japanese plants and seeds.” On
the cover are two photos: (1) A horse pulling a two-wheeled
cart loaded with boxes. (2) People packing things into trays

and baskets outdoors.
Note 1. This is the earliest Japanese seed catalog seen
(July 2014) that offers soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest Japanese seed catalog seen
(July 2014) that contains one or more photographs.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that mentions a non-soy sauce made
from peas that resembles soy sauce. Address: Komagome,
Denchu, Tokio, Japan.
351. Williams, Thomas A. 1897. The soy bean as a forage
crop. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 58. p. 1-19. March.
Revised (very slightly) in 1899. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: General characteristics and origin.
Varieties. Conditions of growth. Methods of culture.
Harvesting. Yield. Chemical composition. Digestibility.
Value and uses: As a soiling crop, as a silage crop, as a hay
crop, as a pasture plant, as a soil renewer, value of the bean
for feed. Summary. Appendix–Soy beans as food for man.
In the letter of transmittal printed at the front of this
bulletin, F. Lamson-Scribner (USDA Agrostologist) says:
“For reasons set forth in the body of this bulletin [see p. 4],
the name ‘soy’ has been adopted to ‘soja,’ by which it has
been generally known.
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“In 1875 Professor Haberlandt began an extensive series
of experiments with this plant in Austro-Hungary, and in a
work published in 1878 he gave the results of his studies and
strongly urged the cultivation of the soy bean as a food plant
for both man and beast. Although he succeeded in exciting
a great deal of interest in its cultivation while making his
experiments, and distributed a considerable amount of
seed, very little seems to have come of it; for at his death,
which occurred in 1878, the interest flagged, and the soy
bean has failed to obtain the place as a staple crop which he
prophesied for it.”
“It is only within the last 15 years that it [the soy bean]
has received much attention as a forage crop.” Robert C.
Morris of Illinois grew soy beans in 1896.
“The term ‘soy’ applied to this bean is derived from a
Japanese word ‘shoyu,’ denoting a certain preparation from
the seeds which is a favorite article of diet in that country.
The term ‘soja’ is often used in connection with this plant,
but Professor Georgeson, who spent some time in Japan,
and who, since his return to this country, has experimented
extensively with this plant, says [1892, “Test of some
Japanese beans”]: ‘The term soja, often applied to this bean,
is misleading, inasmuch as the species named by Siebold
and Zuccarini Glycine soja is not cultivated there (Japan),
or at least rarely cultivated, though wild in the south...’” (p.
3-4). Note 1. Prof. Georgeson played an important role in
changing the name of this plant to soy bean from soja bean.
“Varieties (p. 5-7): The different varieties of soy bean
are distinguished largely according to the color, size, and
shape of the seed, and the time required for the plants to
reach maturity. They also differ more or less in the habit of
growth and in the character and degree of the hairiness of the
various parts of the plant. The names applied to the varieties
here in the United States usually refer to the time of reaching
maturity and the color of the seed; as, for example, ‘Early
White,’ ‘Medium Late Green,’ ‘Medium Black,’ etc. The
early varieties generally fruit heavier in proportion to the size
of the plant than the later ones, and hence are better to grow
for seed, while the medium or late varieties are better for
forage on account of the larger yield of fodder that may be
obtained.
“The ‘Early White’ soy bean is an excellent variety
to grow when a crop of seed is desired, particularly in the
North, where the growing season is likely to be short...
‘Medium Early Green’ is one of the best varieties to plant
for hay, as it yields heavily and retains its leaves well. For
soiling or for ensilage ‘Medium Early Green,’ ‘Medium
Early Black,’ or the ‘Late’ green or black varieties may be
used, according to the length of the season and the time at
which the crop is to be used. In the New England States the
‘Medium Early Green’ variety is generally preferred, while
in the Central States ‘Medium Early Black’ seems to be
the favorite... For green manuring the large medium or late
varieties are best; ‘Medium Late Black’ being excellent for

this purpose.”
Harvesting: The “best forage will be obtained by cutting
just as the pods are forming... In harvesting a crop for the
seed, the plants may be pulled by hand or cut with a scythe
or mower and gathered into small piles, which should be
relatively high and of a small diameter, so that the plants
may dry out readily. Thrashing can be done with a flail or
with the thrashing machine. Very good results can be had
with common grain thrashers by taking out a portion or all of
the concaves and substituting blanks.”
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The subsection titled “As a pasture plant” (p. 16) states:
“In some parts of the country, particularly in the South, the
soy bean crop is often pastured. Although hogs are perhaps
most frequently used, all kinds of stock can be pastured
on it. The crop can often be fed in this manner to great
advantage. The labor and expense of harvesting is saved
and the droppings from the animals are of great value to the
land. Young stock, particularly sheep and hogs, can be very
profitably pastured on this crop. Many farmers maintain
that by this method of feeding the land is benefited as much
as if the crop had been plowed under, and they obtain the
pasturage in addition.”
The subsection titled “As a soil renewer” (p. 16-17)
states: “Leguminous plants, through the aid of the root
tubercle organisms, are able to add to the available nitrogen
of the soil... When the soy bean was first introduced into
the United States it did not form root tubercles, owing to
the absence of the tubercle organism from the soil, and it
has been grown for several years in some localities without
the appearance of any tubercles. In other cases the tubercles
have developed in great abundance after a short time. At the
Massachusetts (Hatch) Station the medium green soy bean
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produces great numbers of the tubercles. (See fig. 5.) At the
same station it was found that a liberal application of nitrates
interfered with the development of the tubercles.”
“Value of the bean for feed: There is no crop so easily
grown that is so rich and can be used to such good advantage
in compounding feeding rations as the soy beans. Excepting
the peanut, there is no other raw vegetable product known
which contains such high percentages of protein and fat in
such a highly digestible form.
“For feeding to animals the beans should be ground and
the meal used with some less concentrated feeding stuffs.
Comparatively few experiments have as yet been made in
the United States to test the feeding value of soy-bean meal.
Professor Brooks, in Massachusetts, found that it compared
very favorably with cotton-seed meal. Cows fed on soy-bean
meal gave richer milk and produced a better quality of butter
than when fed on cotton-seed meal, but on the latter the
cream was richer. Professor Georgeson obtained excellent
results in feeding hogs on a ration of which soy-bean meal
was a prominent constituent” (See Bulletin No. 61 of the
Kansas Station).
Excellent illustrations (line drawings, some made from
photos, p. 4-7, 17) show:
(1) A young seedling soy bean (½ size).
(2) (a) flowering branch of a soy bean plant (reduced
2/3). (b) one of the flowers (enlarged), (c) pods of a soy bean
plant (reduced 2/3).
(3) Extra early soy bean, leaves and roots at age 7 days
(¼ size).
(4) Medium black soy bean, leaves and roots at age 7
days (¼ size).
(5) Roots of a soy bean plant, showing tubercles.
Tables show: (1) Composition of soy bean at four
different stages of growth. (2) Chemical composition of
the various kinds of forage made from the soy bean (incl.
hay and ensilage). (3) Total amounts in pounds of food
constituents produced on an acre of land by soy bean and
fodder corn (proteins are flesh formers; fat, fiber, and extract
matter are fat and heat producers). (4) Digestibility of soybean forage.
An appendix to this article is titled “Soy Beans as Food
for Man,” by C.F. Langworthy (which see).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
that uses the word “mower” or the word “concaves” in
connection with soybean production.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2003) that uses the word “machine” (thrashing
machine) in connection with a specific machine for soybean
production.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the soybean varieties Medium Early Black,
Medium Early Green, or Medium Late Black.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
which gives details on use of soy bean as a good “pasture

plant” or a pasture plant well suited for use in fattening hogs.
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the words “pasturage,” “pasture,”
or “pastured,” or the term “pasture plant,” in connection with
soybeans. Address: Asst. Agrostologist, Div. of Agrostology,
USDA.
352. R.C.M. 1897. The soja bean a feed and fertilizer (Letter
to the editor). Indiana Farmer 32(21):13, cols. 1-2. May 22.
• Summary: “The writer has been growing soja beans for
several years, and the present season will farm 170 acres of
land, 80 acres of which will be planted in soja beans.
“For several years we have made an earnest effort to find
a leguminous crop (soil restorer) to take the place of corn (an
exhaustive crop on prairie and hill farms.)
“In Vol. VI, of the Louisiana Experiment Station, is a list
of experiments and tables showing the recurring richness of
stock peas and leguminous plants in fertilising matter.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2014) that
contains the term “stock peas,” a term that may well refer to
cow peas.
“A crop of Soja beans grown on land that will make 40
bushels of corn per acre will, if plowed under, put $16 worth
of fertilizing matter per acre into the soil.”
“James Belwood, of Virginia, writes me: ‘I have
threshed over 100 bushels of soja beans grown on one acre
of rich river bottom land.’
“I.D. Whitaker, of Calhoun P.O., Richland county,
Illinois, threshed seven bushels of seed from 16 square rods
of soja beans, at the rate of 70 bushels per acre.
“Our own experience would justify the statement that
it would be very poor land that would not yield a ton to the
acre. Land that would yield 10 bushels of corn would be
good for two tons of a feed that is more than the equivalent
of cotton seed or flax seed, and cost nothing but labor,
and that your own. Take your pencil and figure out the
comparative value of an acre of each of these crops. The
writer has written out his experience, and the details of how,
and when to plant, amount of seed required per acre, how to
cultivate, to harvest for seed or for hay, and it is published in
pamphlet form. A copy will be mailed upon receipt of stamp
to cover postage. We wish every farmer could know as we do
the real value of this crop.” Address: Richland Co., Illinois.
353. Hawaiian Planters’ Monthly (The) (Published for the
Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association). 1897. Plant food and
cultivation. 16(5):234-41. May. See p. 240. [1 ref]
• Summary: From: Bulletin of the Kansas State Experiment
Station.
Page 240: “Catch-Crops,–Leguminous Leguminous
crops, like cow-peas, soy-beans or crimson clover are
preferable for catch-crops if they can be successfully grown,
but corn sown broadcast, rye, or whatever green crop can be
successfully grown, will do. If the catch-crop will not winter,
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it should be turned under in the fall while green, and the soil
packed around it with a disc harrow or roller, followed by
the common harrow to loosen the top soil again, or by any
tool that will pack the soil around the vegetable matter and
leave the top loose. This returns the nitrogen to the soil in the
form of humus, to be acted on again by the micro-organisms
that convert it back to nitrogen. This, however, can be better
managed by a rotation of crops.”
354. Quad-City Times (Davenport, Iowa). 1897. Farm
progress. Winter wheat in better condition. An Iowan is
raising tobacco–Manitoba cattle coming to the state in large
numbers–Jottings about stock, grain, and various rural
interests. June 19. p. 4.
• Summary: “The Ohio experiment station in giving general
results for seven forage crops tested recommends alfalfa for
lands having open or porous sub soils, cow peas only for
green manuring or impoverished land, soja bean for forage
and green manuring.”
Note: This article also appeared on Sunday, June 20, p.
4.
355. Morrow, George Espy. 1897. Report of the Director
and financial statement. Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report p. 1-11. For the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1897. See p. 6.
• Summary: The section titled “Outline of work for the year”
(p. 6) states: “An extended series of rotation experiments
with and without manure, and with plats for continuous
cultivation with the same crops for comparison, has been
planted and the work begun: thus supplementing the plans
along same lines begun in former years.
“Field experiments with the following farm crops have
been carried out: Wheat, oats, corn, kafir, sorghum, cotton,
castor beans; cow peas, soy beans, and rape; sugar and
stock beets; alfalfa, red and alsike clovers, and a number of
grasses. In general, these tests have included comparison
of varieties, methods of preparation of the soil and after
cultivation: time, mode, thickness, and disposition of seed:
deep, shallow, frequent and infrequent cultivation: time of
harvesting.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2014)
that mentions “kafir” (spelled with one “f”). MerriamWebster’s Collegiate Dictionary (1998) defines kafir, a word
first used in about 1785, as “a grain sorghum (Sorghum
caffrorum) with stout, short-jointed, somewhat juicy stalks.”
The spelling “kafir” is now preferred to “kaffir.” Address:
M.A., Director of the Station and Agriculturist, Stillwater,
Oklahoma.
356. Farm, Field and Fireside (Chicago, Illinois). 1897. The
culture of soy beans. 20(40):296-97. Oct. 2.
• Summary: From Farmers’ Bulletin [No. 58; Williams
1897, p. 8]: “In a general way, the same methods of culture

may be recommended for the soy bean as would be given to
the ordinary field beans. The soil should be well prepared,
so as to afford a good root bed, and should be left smooth
and free from clods in order to facilitate the cultivation and
harvesting of the crop. If the soil is lacking in potash and
phosphoric acid, these should be supplied to secure the best
results. From experiments carried on at the Massachusetts
Hatch Experiment Station, it is probable that for this crop
the potash can be supplied in the form of the muriate. Under
ordinary conditions it is not likely that there will be any
necessity for using any nitrogen-containing fertilizer, as
sufficient of this element is usually present in the soil, and,
like other legumes, this plant assimilates the free nitrogen
of the air. In experiments with this crop where nitrogen has
been supplied to the soil in various forms it has been found
that there was but very little gain in the yield, and in but very
few instances was this sufficient to pay for the extra fertilizer
used.
“Although soy beans may be planted quite early in the
season, the best results will be obtained if the seeding is
postponed until the ground has become thoroughly warm;
and in case the earlier varieties are used, a fairly good crop
of forage or even of seed may be obtained if the seeds are
not planted until the earlier small grains, such as rye and
barley, have been harvested. It may thus be possible to obtain
two crops from the same field in a single season; one of
small grain, and the other of soy bean, and yet to leave the
land in better condition than if the second crop had not been
grown. Another practice is to drill the beans in between the
rows of corn after the last plowing; they are also sometimes
planted between the hills of corn, as are field beans. The best
method of seeding will depend somewhat upon the kind of
crop which it is desired to harvest. If the soil is good, and
a crop of hay or green fodder is desired, good results may
be obtained by sowing broadcast or with a grain drill. If,
however, a crop of beans is desired, it is best to plant in drills
from 2 to 3 feet apart, according as the soil is light or heavy.
There is considerable difference in the amount of seed sown
per acre in the various parts of the country; some farmers
sow only about half a bushel per acre, while others prefer
a bushel or even more. The proper amount will necessarily
vary somewhat, according to the method of seeding and the
character of the soil. As a rule, when grown for seed, from
one-half to three-fourths of a bushel per acre will be ample.
When put in with a grain drill or sown broadcast, a greater
amount of seed will be required; but in any case it will hardly
be necessary to use more than 1 bushel per acre. Of course,
less seed will be required when the grain drill is used than
when the seed is sown broadcast, and as a rule better results
will be obtained. When planted for beans enough seed should
be used to give an average of five or six plants per foot in
the row. If nothing better is at hand for planting the seed,
an ordinary grain drill, with enough of the holes stopped up
to give the desired distance for the rows, may be used. For
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example, if the holes are 8 inches apart, number 1 may be
left open, numbers 2, 3, and 4 closed, number 5 open, etc.,
and the rows will be 32 inches apart, or, if a less distance is
desired, number 4 may be left open and number 5 closed,
and the rows will be 24 inches apart. In very light soil the
latter distance would probably be best, but in heavier soils
the former would be preferable.
“When the seed has been drilled in rows close together
or has been sown broadcast, very little cultivation will be
necessary. It will sometimes be found advisable, however,
to cultivate the drilled field soon after planting, as in case
the land is very foul, the weeds are liable to get such a start
that they will interfere with the growth of the young soy
plants. For this purpose use a light harrow. When grown for
seed, thorough cultivation should be given, at least while the
plants are young. As a rule, cultivation should be shallow
and frequent if the best results are to be obtained. When the
ground is inclined to pack or bake, it should be stirred after
each rain, but care should be taken not to work the field
when the plants are very wet from rain or dew. If the drills
have not been made too far apart, it will be found that the
plants will soon shade the soil sufficiently to keep the weeds
in check and to keep the surface in good condition, so that
much cultivation will be unnecessary. In fact, on good soil
very fine crops have been obtained with but a single stirring
of the soil after the seed had been planted. As a rule, this
crop will require a smaller amount of cultivation than corn.”
357. Union (Saint George, Utah). 1897. Soy beans. Oct. 9. p.
3, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: From Rural Northwest. “The U.S. Department
of Agriculture has issued a farmer’s bulletin on the Soy Bean
as a Forage Crop, and Soy Beans as Food for Man. There is
very little general knowledge about Soy beans in this part of
the United States. A few years ago it was advertised under
various names at fancy prices as a substitute for coffee.
“The Bulletin says that it is a native of southeastern Asia
[sic] and has been cultivated from very ancient times. It has
only been introduced into other regions in modern times.
“It has been grown in this country in the South for many
years but has only received attention as a forage plant in the
last fifteen years.
The Soy bean requires about the same temperature as
corn. The earlier varieties have been found in Europe to
mature further north than the earlier varieties of corn. As a
general thing the soy bean is not as easily injured by frost
as corn. It has excellent drouth-resisting qualities, and at the
same time can withstand an excess of moisture better than
the cow pea or even than corn.
“In Japan it is usually sown about the end of May and
is cut for hay in August. The general methods of culture
are similar to those given field beans. If the crop is to be
made into hay or silage the best time to cut it is when it is
in full bloom or pods beginning to form. Under favorable

circumstances 12 or 13 tons of fresh fodder are obtained per
acre. In New England yields of 9 to 12 tons are reported. The
green fodder has much the same composition as red clover
but is slightly higher in protein. The beans are almost as rich
in protein and richer in fat than the best cottonseed meal.
Experiments at the Storrs Experiment Station [Connecticut]
show that soy bean hay compares well with clover and
alfalfa hay as to digestibility. The beans have a very high
percentage of digestibility. They contain five times as much
digestible fat as ordinary wheat bran.
“In Japan the plant is highly valued as a nitrogen
collector and is extensively grown in rotation with other
crops to keep up the nitrogen. In some parts of the United
States it has not formed root tubercules.
“There is said to be no other crop so easily grown that is
so rich and can be used to such good advantage in compound
feeding rations as the Soy beans.
“In Japan various preparations of Soy bean supplement
rice as food for man, the deficiency of protein in rice being
made up by the large supply of it in Soy beans.
“There are many varieties of Soy beans. The Medium
Early Green of the Medium Early Black would be most
likely to prove satisfactory in this section.”
358. Davenport, E. 1897. The cow pea and the soja bean.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 5. 4 p.
Dec. 1.
• Summary: “The cow pea, which is essentially a bean, and
the soja bean, which is a pea, are so similar in nature and
use as to be closely associated in the public mind and to
make it expedient to treat of them in close connection. Both
are natives of Southeastern Asia, where the seed is used
principally as human food and the vines as stock food. In
this country they are used almost exclusively for stock. Both
are leguminous and, like all their kind, bear tubercles on the
roots which gather nitrogen from the air. Both are valuable,
therefore, in restoring fertility, and stand in the same relation
to agriculture as does the clover plant. Both are capable of
yielding about 35 bushels of seed per acre, though the yield
generally falls to less than half that amount. The cow pea
is more spreading, makes more hay and of better quality,
because the soja bean, though very upright, has a woody
stem, and drops its leaves badly... The cow pea succeeds best
in the South... The soja bean has been but recently introduced
from Japan, succeeds best in the North and fails utterly in the
far South. Both may be sown either broadcast or in drills, but
both yield more seed from drills. Both enjoy good land, but
will grow upon land ‘too poor to raise anything else.’... The
cow pea has more than 60 varieties ranging from two to five
months for maturity, and from upright to trailing in habit; the
soja bean has few varieties and they are all upright.”
Table 1 shows the composition and digestibility of
the cow pea and the soja bean (green, hay, and seeds) in
comparison with that of Indian corn. The hay from soja
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beans is inferior for reasons given above.
“The two common varieties of soja beans are the Black
Medium and the Early White, or Improved White. Of these
the first seems to give the ranker growth of vines and the
latter the heavier yield of seed.” Address: Director of the
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
359. Angell, Stephen H. 1897. Soya as food and fodder.
Consular Reports [USA] 55(207):551-52. Dec. [2 ref. Eng]
• Summary: A remarkable article about all aspects of
soybeans and soyfoods. It begins: “The following is a
translation from an article by M. Henri Fortune, the wellknown French agriculturist. ‘There exists a plant extensively
cultivated throughout China, Japan, Cochin China, and
Tonquin, of which the culture on clay and flinty clay lands
would be an excellent experiment for agriculturists and
persons interested in the progress of agriculture. This plant
acclimatizes perfectly in Belgium.
“’It is employed in the above countries as a food and
for divers other purposes. Transformed by cooking into a
pulp, which is mixed with salt and rice, we obtain the ‘miso,’
which constitutes the regulation breakfast of the Japanese.
I have eaten this preparation in Yedo [Edo, Tokyo] in 1892,
and I found it excellent in taste and very nourishing.
“’Mixed with barley, fermented with water and pressed,
this product yields a sirup known as the “soya,” which is, so
to speak, the unique sauce for all and every Japanese dish,
and is employed in such large quantities that the works in
the town of Nagasaki have a yearly production of 2,000 tons.
The soya also yields a very superior quality of oil, which
advantageously replaces olive oil.’”
“’The bread made from the flour of the soya is as good
as cake without sugar, and is very appetizing, and is not
to be compared with gluten bread, which constipates.’”
Fortune believes that ‘soya bread is twice as nourishing as
wheaten bread, five times as poor in starch, and ten times
as rich in fatty materials, and, once its qualities are fully
known, the soya may be pronounced the bread of the future.’
He recommends the use of soya in bread and biscuits for
diabetic diets.
“’In China, the soya replaces milk, which the Chinese do
not drink at all. To make this milk, the grain must be crushed,
put in a sieve, water slowly poured over it, and a product
obtained having all the qualities of milk.
“’The cheese made from soya is delicious. The grain
is softened in water and pounded in a mortar. The pulp
compressed in a cloth gives two parts; that which is hard
is used to feed poultry, etc., and the other, which passes
through the cloth, is albumen, and is put on the fire, the curds
separated with the aid of rennet, and, when coagulated, a
little salt is added.’”
Of green vegetable soybeans he writes: “’We have a
project in hand to call together the principal Paris restaurant
keepers this winter, to allow them to partake of this new

vegetable, which will advertise it throughout the world under
the patronage of such substantial connoisseurs.
“’In a few years hence, one will buy soya at the grocers,
as to-day one buys beans. It is an excellent substitute for hay,
and keeps horses in good condition, and cows, when fed on
it, will yield at least 20 per cent more milk daily than when
fed on ordinary hay.
“’The soya produces per hectare (2.471 acres) from
2,500 to 3,000 kilograms (5,512 to 6,614 pounds) of
seed, especially if phosphate fertilizers are sufficiently
employed.’”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (July.
2015) concerning soybeans in Belgium, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Belgium. This document contains the earliest
date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in Belgium (Dec.
1897). The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address:
Commercial Agent, Roubaix, France July 13, 1897.
360. Connell, J.H.; Clayton, Jas. 1897. Field experiments at
College Station with corn, cotton and forage plants. Texas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 40. p. 849-74.
(Sept. 1896). See p. 873.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments in varieties of
forage plants” (p. 873) contains a table which shows that two
varieties of “Soja Bean” were planted on 11 May 1896 at the
rate of 60 lb of seed per acre. Both were harvested on Aug.
20. The variety that was drilled gave a yield of 700 lb/acre
of cured hay, whereas the variety that was broadcast gave
a yield of 200 lb/acre. These were among the lowest yields
of any of the 23 plant varieties tested. For example, forage
sorghum yielded 11,500 lb/acre and white African millet
yielded 10,400 lb/acre.
Other varieties of forage plants tested included Orange
Sorghum, Red Milo Maize, Cattail Millet, Jerusalem Corn,
Clay Pea, Whipporwill Pea [also spelled “Whippoorwill” in
other documents], Tory Pea, Japan Buckwheat, Silver Hull
Buckwheat, and Dwarf Broomcorn.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2017)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Texas. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation
of soybeans in Texas (11 May 1896). The source of these
soybeans is unknown.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2006) that uses the terms “Clay Pea” or
“Whipporwill Pea” or “Tory Pea” to refer to these varieties
of cow peas. Address: 1. M.Sc., Director of the Station; 2.
Agriculturist. Both: College Station, Brazos Co., Texas.
361. Krafft, Guido. 1897. Die Pflanzenbaulehre. Sechste,
neubearbeitete Auflage [Instruction in plant cultivation. 6th
revised ed.]. Berlin: Verlagsbuchhandlung Paul Parey. viii
+ 279 p. Illust. (incl. many color). Index. 23 cm. Series:
Lehrbuch der Landwirtschaft auf wissenschaftlicher und
praktischer Grundlage. 2nd Bd. [2 ref. Ger]
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• Summary: In Chapter 2, “Legumes (Cultivation of proteinrich seeds),” section 7 (p. 80-81) is about the soybean
(Die Sojabohne) also called the coarse-haired soybean
(rauhhaarige Soja) or the Haberlandt’s bean (HaberlandtsBohne) (Soja hispida Mönch). Discusses: Botanical
description, color of seeds, two important German-language
publications about soybeans (Wein 1881 and Haberlandt
1878), widely cultivated in China and Japan, bears seeds
in Europe only in areas which in 20-25 weeks accumulate
2500 to 3000ºC heat units (Wärmeansprüchen), which
significantly exceeds the northern distribution limit for
maize. Seeds and straw of the yellow variety are rich in
protein (27-39.9%, or 5.1-9.1%), for human and animal feed.
The soybean (Sojabohne) requires light soil types, and it
thrives most preferably on deep, humus-rich, sandy soils that
are either loam, calcareous, or well-drained marl which have
been loosened well and are in the first and second positions
of a crop rotation after fertilizing. It will flourish on less
favorable soils in sunny, warm locations. The soybean (Soja)
may either precede or follow any plant in a crop rotation. It
thrives after grain, root crops, fodder plants, and on newly
cleared plots. With regard to soil preparation, plowing twice
is sufficient or else forming furrows in the autumn and then
deep uprooting (exstirpieren) in the spring.
Sowing occurs in early May. Earlier sowings, even if
they withstand mild late frosts, germinate too slowly. The
seed is planted with a dibble in a 47 to 50 cm square or
else planted with a drill at a distance of 25–50–60 cm. With
dibble sowing, two seeds are planted in one step 2.5 to 5 cm
deep. With dibble planting: 10 to 12 kg per hectare, with drill
planting: 20 to 30 kg per hectare.
The care is the same as with beans. Immediately after
sowing, hoeing takes place, and the hoeing is repeated in
early July. The soybean is intensely pestered by hares and
mice. Sprouts and young leaves are eaten by wire worms
(Drahtwürmen) and cock chafer grubs (Engerlingen), while
the leaves are eaten by the little painted lady (Distelfalter)
(Vanessa cardui L.), page 110 and attacked by the fungus
Septoria sojina Thüm. Blossoming occurs in late June. The
lowermost pods begin to mature in early September. But
complete maturity is very much delayed by damp autumn
weather, so it usually occurs in the middle of September or
even only in early October. The plants are pulled up or else
cut with a scythe or a grass mowing machine. Seed yield:
19–26–37 hectoliters (14–19–27 metric hundredweight
[equal to 100 kg each]) per hectare @ 65 to 72 to 75 kg;
straw yield: 20–40–50 metric hundredweight per hectare.
Note: Last half translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT),
Long Beach, California.
A non-original illustration (line drawing) shows a
soybean plant with many pods growing thickly on the stem,
plus an enlarged view of a cluster of about 7 pods to the
upper left of the plant. The soybean is also mentioned on p.
64. Also discusses Lupins (p. 80-85).

Chapter 3, Oilseeds (Ölfrüchte; the cultivation of
oil-containing seeds, p. 81-95) discusses rapeseed (p. 8288), Rübsen [Brassica campestria], Leindotter [Camelina
sativa], poppy seed (Der Mohn), mustard seeds (Der Senf),
fodder radish (Oelrettich, Raphanus sativus var. oleiformis),
sunflower, and coast tarweed [or Chilean tarweed], Madia
sativa (Madie). It also mentions: Peanuts, almonds, white
sesame, brown sesame. Address: PhD, Full Public Professor
der Agriculture and Forestry at the Imperial-Royal College
of Agriculture in Vienna, etc. (o. ö. Professor der Land- und
Fortswirtschaft and der k.k. technischen Hochschule in
Wien).
362. Smith, Jared G. 1897. Leguminous forage crops.
Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture p.
487-508. For the year 1897. See p. 495, 498-500. [2 ref]
• Summary: One section titled “The Soy Bean” (p. 498500) gives a long introduction to this crop. “The soy bean
(Plate XXXI, fig. 2, facing p. 494) has been cultivated as
human food and for green manure in China and Japan for
many centuries, but has only been brought to the attention
of American farmers as a forage crop within the last twenty
years. In Oriental countries various preparations are made
from the seeds, which take the place of meats and meat
products in the dietary of the people. Here, however, the
seeds are used only as cattle foods, or when parched, as a
substitute for coffee. They are especially rich in fats and
nitrogenous compounds. Of all legumes in cultivation the
peanut alone exceeds it in the amount and digestibility of its
food constituents.” Also discusses cultural practices, use as
hay and silage, chemical composition and digestibility of the
soy bean plant and seeds. “The crop should be cut for hay
from the time of flowering until the pods are half formed.
Later than that the stems are coarse and woody, and the
feeding value rapidly declines. One hundred pounds of soybean hay contains 88.7 pounds of dry matter.”
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“The yield varies, according to soil and season, from
6 to 13 tons of green forage. The yield of seed varies from
as low as 15 to as high as 100 bushels per acre, the average
being about that of corn–from 25 to 40 bushels. This crop is
a heavy potash feeder, and requires fertilization with lime,
and with potash and phosphoric acid when grown on such
lighter soils as are deficient in these elements. The soy bean
is withal one of the most promising of the annual leguminous
forage crops, and, as before indicated, may prove of special
value in connection with Indian corn, the later supplying
the ‘roughness,’ the soy bean producing the digestible crude
protein necessary to make a complete and well-balanced
ration.”
An illustration (p. 499, drawn from a photo) shows
“Roots of yellow soy bean, grown at the Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1896 on land inoculated with an
extract containing the tubercle-forming bacteria.” There are
many tubercles on the roots.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2003) that uses the word “bacteria” in
connection with soybean roots.
A photo (Plate XXXI, fig. 2, facing p. 494) shows
“Soy beans grown in Grass Garden, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, DC.” In the background is a
museum building.
Note. This is the earliest document seen (March 2016)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Washington,
DC. This document contains the earliest date seen for the
cultivation of soybeans in Washington, DC (1897, probably
spring). Address: Asst. Agrostologist, Div. of Agrostology,
USDA.
363. Otago Witness (New Zealand). 1898. Farm notes: A new
fodder plant–The soja bean. Jan. 13. p. 7.
• Summary: From The Australasian: “The fodder plant
that has attracted more attention than any other among the
farmers of the United States during the last few years is
the soja bean. It has not advanced into public notice as the
result of any boom, but is rapidly coming into the foremost
place purely on its merits. It has been principally grown
in what is known as the ‘corn belt,’ sometimes with maize
but often as a single crop. It thrives on the uplands, but
naturally gives heavier yields on the rich river flats. What
should make this fodder plant worthy of the attention of
Australian agriculturists is the fact that it withstands droughts
admirably, and yields a fair crop even in a very dry time
when the maize proves a failure.
“According to reports, the soja bean is most valuable for
feeding off stock on the ground, one practice being to fatten
cattle, sheep, or pigs on them when the maize cobs have been
harvested. Owing to the large amount of oil it contains the
soja bean is extremely fattening, while the plant is regarded
as equal to clover hay in feeding quality. The testimony of
farmers and experimental stations is so greatly in favor of

this plant that it should be worthy of trial at the hands of
Australian farmers. The evidence given on this plant points
to its being a most valuable fodder for dairy stock.
“Mr. R.Y. Gaines, of Virginia, says:–’In 1884-85
and 1886 I made experiments that demonstrated the
adaptability of the soja bean to our soil and climate, as
well as its inestimable value as a food product, What was
then pronounced by many as Utopian and chimerical are
now demonstrated facts.’ He says it as entirely owing to
the cultivation of the soja bean that he was able to keep his
head above water in these hard times. The Massachusetts
Experiment Station, in reporting on the feeding quality of
the soja bean, says:–”They are probably the richest known
vegetable substance... A hundred pounds of shelled corn
contains 4.5 lb of fat. A hundred pounds of soja beans
contains 18.9 lb of fat. They require less labor to cultivate
than corn, will make more feed on poor land, and on rich
land will treble the feed value of corn.’
“Mr. J. Beetwood, writing to ‘Swine Husbandry,’ says:
‘I have threshed over 100 bushels of soja beans from one
acre of rich river flat. It is the best feed for hogs we know of,
making the firmest and fattest pork.’
“Mr. E.S. Wilson, of Illinois, writing to ‘Coleman’s
Rural World,’ says:–’It is certainly a grand forage plant. I
have known it to stand in water for three weeks and yet come
out and make a good crop. This season, with the weeks of
drouth and high temperature, every bush was full of beans,
the feeding value of which is rated the same as cotton seed.
Its threshed straw in Herbert Myrick’s feeding chart is rated
as high as clover hay, and a crop on good land will make two
tons of straw per acre.’ On land that has been cropped for
half a century it has yielded 26,650 lb of green fodder per
acre cut for silo.
“Mr. Morris, of Illinois, writing to ‘Coleman’s Rural
World,’ says:–’Owing to the large amount of oil it contains
it is slow curing and must be thoroughly cured to keep. For
forage I cut as soon as the leaves begin to fade; when the
beans are dry store in barn.’ There are several varieties of
the bean in cultivation, the best known being the mammoth
[Mammoth] and the dwarf. Mr. Morris gives the following
directions for harvesting the crop:- ‘The dwarf beans must
be cub with a corn knife. Take a stick 20 in long in the left
hand, with it bend the plant to the left, and cut the plant at
the surface of the ground with the knife. To harvest the larger
varieties, if for feed, let the leaves begin to turn yellow at
the bottom of the plants, and cut with a mowing machine or
table rake. Let them stand for a day or two, then bunch into
small cocks. After four or five days bunch into larger cocks,
and let stand until the beans get dry in the pods. It will take
10 days. To cut for a seed crop, let stand until the leaves all
turn yellow. The seed crop must be carefully dried before
putting into bulk, as heat would endanger the vitality of the
beans. The plant is extremely hardy, and is said to be able to
hold its own against flood, frost, drought, grass, and weeds.
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Curiously enough, the soja bean was cultivated in America in
small quantities for many years before its value as a fodder
plant was discovered.
“In Victoria [Australia] soja beans have been cultivated
on a very small scale for the last 10 or a dozen years [i.e.,
since about 1888 or 1886], but never on a scale to test its
value as a fodder plant. A few farmers in Gippsland [a
rural region in Victoria, Australia, stretching just east of
Melbourne to the New South Wales border] cultivate it
for supplying seed to the Melbourne seed houses, but the
demand is extremely small. The soja bean is small, scarcely
half the size of the smallest pea [sic] in cultivation. It is
smooth-skinned and not nearly as hard as the English horsebean.”
364. X. 1898. The American coffee berry: How it answers
for coffee, etc. Gleanings in Bee Culture 26(4):151. Feb. 15.
• Summary: “I planted three ten-cent packages of the
American coffee-berry last spring. The ground was cold and
wet, so the planting was not done until the first of June. It
kept so cold and wet that only about two-thirds of the beans
came up. The crop matured early in September, before we
had any killing frost. When all was gathered I had just half
a peck of shelled beans–color a light cream. The pods grow
very thick on the main stem and on branches, but do not
branch very much. They bear pods very close to the ground,
and set generally two beans in a pod, sometimes three. I
counted one stalk that had 214 pods, and another 225. Thus
far I am satisfied that they are prolific, and would mature in
this climate.
“Would people generally like them for coffee, and would
they sell for a drink? I first browned and ground enough to
make three pots of coffee, using one drawing for two meals.
At the end of that time, for a week I missed that drink, when
I sat down to a meal, more than I ever did any tea or coffee
before in my life. I consider it as pleasant and agreeable
a drink as any thing I ever tried, and prefer it to any real
coffee. But how would others like it, whose interest extended
only as far as taste and cost are concerned? I was anxious
to find out, so I gave a small drawing, ready ground, to five
different families. In the five families, about 25 persons
drank of it. All but two said it was a pleasant and agreeable
drink; those two did not like the taste of it, but they admitted
they were cranks about their coffee, as they bought only the
best (signed X, Brooklyn, Ohio).
“The above is a very fair report, and we should be glad
to hear from some of the other readers of Gleanings in regard
to it. The coffee-berry, you will notice, is very much earlier
than any of the larger varieties of the soja beans. The strain
of seed we are sending out now will, I think, produce two
crops in a season here in Ohio. It will grow on the poorest
kind of ground, and will assuredly be worth as much as
any of the clovers for plowing under. Its value for seed for
stock has not yet been determined; but the beans themselves

are so exceedingly rich in nitrogen, I am sure it must prove
valuable for many purposes. It is a common expression that
certain kinds of soil are ‘too poor to grow white beans;’ but
I believe this coffee-berry, and probably other varieties of
the soja bean, would grow with considerable luxuriance
where even the proverbial white bean would fail to make a
stand. Who knows but this new coffee-berry that is now quite
extensively introduced has not been the means of bringing
down the price of real coffee? If it should take the place of
real coffee largely, a still better result would be attained.”
Address: Brooklyn, Ohio.
365. Rural New-Yorker. 1898. How to thrash cow peas
(Letter to the editor). 57(2508):121. Feb. 19. Oversize.
• Summary: B.B. of Farmingdale, Illinois writes: “What
is the best way of thrashing cow Peas and Soja beans? At
a recent meeting of the Illinois Horticultural Society, this
question was put, and about the only answers were, ‘Hand
pick the pods and flail them out,’ or ‘Tramp out with horses.’
Such answers are a weariness to the mind, at this date of the
world’s history.
“ANS.–For thrashing large quantities of peas and beans,
I have used a thrasher made expressly for that purpose. The
machine is manufactured at Brockport, N.Y., and is similar,
in general appearance, to a grain thrasher and separator, but
the cylinder and concaves are fitted with teeth so shaped and
arranged that the peas and beans are not broken or injured in
passing through it. It is run by a 12-horse-power engine, and
has a capacity of 500 to 800 bushels per day. It is claimed
by some that an ordinary grain thrasher may be rigged to
do very good work on peas, by removing part of the teeth
on the concaves, and lowering them, in order to pass beans
without splitting. With me, it is an object to leave my vines
on the ground for plowing under, and to secure the very best
possible quality of seed, so I have the ripe pods picked by
hand from the standing vines, and thrash them out with a
Dixie pea and bean huller, made in Georgia. This machine
runs by hand power, and saves all the peas without splitting
or breaking any. It has a capacity of 40 to 60 bushels per day,
and cost $27.50.”–Delaware. E.G. Packard.
366. Morrow, George E.; Bone, J. Hayes. 1898. Field Crop
Experiments, 1897. Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 33. 18 p. March. See p. 16-17.
• Summary: The section titled “Cow peas and soy beans”
(p. 16-17) states: “Soy beans drilled in rows 15 inches apart
gave 611 lbs. seed per acre; in drills 30 inches apart the yield
was only 218 lb per acre. The 1896 yield was at rate of 246
lb per acre.
“Neither in yield of beans nor in growth of stalks have
the Soy beans done as well at the Station as reported from
other Stations further north.”
Page 17 also contains a brief discussion of chufa
(“belongs to the sedge family and produces a small tuberous
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root which has been recommended as a hog food”) and “peanuts,” both of which were tested at the Station last season.
Address: 1. M.A., Director of the Station and Agriculturist;
2. B.S., Asst. Agriculturist. Both: Stillwater, Oklahoma.
367. Hickman, J.F. 1898. Special notices by A.I. Root:
Vegetable-plants. Gleanings in Bee Culture 26(7):244. April
1.
• Summary: “There seems to be quite a demand this spring
for the soja bean, and most dealers are holding it at from
$2.50 to $3.00 a bushel. We have just succeeded in getting 20
bushels from the South, where it was grown, so that we can
furnish the seed at the low price of $2.25 a bushel. We have
just filled an order from our Ohio Experiment Station for 10
bushels. Here is what Prof. Hickman says in regard to it:
“I am thinking now of trying the soja bean on a larger
scale than ever before, as a crop to plow under, putting them
on this spring instead of oats, and plowing down for wheat
this fall.” Address: Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster, Ohio.
368. Georgeson, C.C. 1898. The Japanese soy bean. Prairie
Farmer 70(17):1. April 23.
• Summary: “’H.,’ of McLean Co., Illinois, writes: ‘Please
tell us about this bean; what is its value for hog feed as
pasture? It is recommended for this purpose in Kansas; does
it do well here? What is the yield; how much seed is sown
per acre; what is the price of seed and where is it obtained?
Tell us all about it. Also will the Jerusalem artichoke do well
on land too low for corn? Sometimes the land is flooded
during the spring storms. How about artichokes for hog
feed?’
C.C. Georgeson answers: “The soy bean is a leguminous
plant imported into this country from Japan. It is an upright,
stocky grower, attaining a height of from one and one-half
to four feet, according to the variety and quality of the soil.
The writer has grown this bean successfully at the Kansas
Experiment Station for the past eight years, and it has
likewise done well in Iowa, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and
even in Wisconsin. There is therefore, no doubt but that it
will also succeed in any part of Illinois. It is, however, only
the earliest varieties, those which will mature inside of four
months, that can be profitably grown in the Northern states;
the late maturing sorts, will be killed by frost before the
beans are full grown. The value of the soy bean is wholly due
to its extraordinary richness in nitrogen. As is well known,
nitrogen is the most important element of nutrition for both
plants and animals. This plant has greater nutritive value than
any other cultivated plant. The ripe beans are much superior
to linseed oil meal for feeding purposes, while hay made
from the plant is equal to bran in feeding value. Like other
leguminous plants it is a nitrogen gatherer, and consequently,
the roots and stubble enrich the soil in this element.
“As to the value of this bean for hog feed, I can not do
better than give the substance of an experiment conducted

by me at the Kansas Station. Twelve pigs were divided into
four lots of three head each, and all were fed for 126 days
under identical conditions, except as to feed. They averaged
about sixty pounds per head. One lot was fed on Kaffir corn
meal to which was added one-third as much shorts during
the last seven weeks of the experiment. This lot gained 191
pounds. Another lot was fed a mixture of two-thirds Kaffir
corn meal and one-third soy bean meal [ground whole
soybeans] during the whole period, and they gained 547
pounds, or nearly three times as much. Still another lot was
fed corn meal, and for the last seven weeks two-thirds corn
meal and one-third shorts, as in the case of lot one, they
gained 306 pounds, while a fourth lot fed two-thirds corn
meal and one-third soy bean meal gained in the same time
554 pounds; the difference in these gains must be attributed
to the superior feeding quality of the soy bean meal. I have
likewise data, too extensive to quote here, which shows that
the crop can be pastured down in the field by hogs, with
excellent results. I have also fed both hay and ensilage made
from this plant, with satisfaction. It will thus be seen that
the soy bean is a valuable crop in whatever form it is used,
both for feed, and as a fertilizer. Another valuable feature
of this crop is that it can be grown as a second crop after
wheat or oats, if it is put in as soon as these are harvested.
It was my practice, for several years, at the Kansas Station,
to plow the stubble ground as soon after harvest as possible
and drill it to soy beans, and I have repeatedly harvested a
mature crop before frost from beans planted early in July.
This can be done anywhere where the frost holds off until
near the middle of October. I planted the stubble ground to
beans even when there was no prospect of maturing the crop.
The green crop was then either pastured off by hogs, or more
generally cut and cured for hay, in either case it paid well for
the labor. When the crop was removed early enough to put
in winter wheat, it left the ground in excellent condition to
sow without further plowing, while the culture of the beans
suppressed the weeds that usually befoul stubble ground.
“The culture is simple. To make sure of a crop of seed
they should be planted in the latter part of May after corn
planting is over. Drill them in rows from two to three feet
apart, according to the size of the variety and the fertility
of the soil; drill them with any machine which will drop a
bean about every two inches along the row, a bean planter
is of course best, but a corn planter will do, and I have had
excellent success with a common wheat drill on which all
but the first and fifth feeds were stopped up; half a bushel
to three-quarters to the acre is enough when grown for
seed; if wanted for feed put in a bushel or more. Give them
shallow culture, and keep the weeds under; in the struggle
for existence they are no match for crab grass and the coarser
weeds and they suffer in proportion as these are allowed to
dispute the ground with them, for this reason they fail when
sown broadcast, except on land practically free of weeds.
“The short, hairy pods will form in great numbers from
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the ground to the tip of the stem. If wanted for seed they
should be left till the leaves have about all fallen off; then
cut them with a bean harvester, if one is available, if not,
have the blacksmith fasten a corn knife, or similar piece of
steel with knife edge, to the shanks of a common two-horse
cultivator and draw it along the row so as to cut the stalks
one inch below the surface of the ground, put the knife
slanting so it will have a cutting action. I have found a homemade bean harvester of this pattern quite satisfactory. When
cut, rake the stalks into windrows and fork them up into tall,
narrow cocks to dry. When the pods begin to pop open and
scatter the beans, haul them under shelter and thrash them
out. A bean thrasher, if one is available, is of course best, but
a common thrashing machine will do. It must be run at slow
speed, and the concave must be removed and replaced with
boards, or the beans will break too badly. If wanted for hay,
cut the crop with a mower when the beans in the pods are
nearly full grown, and cure as you would a rank growth of
clover.
“It is a difficult crop to cure, the leaves crumble badly
when too dry, and the hay will mold if not dry enough; but
well cured it is equal to bran, pound for pound, and much
relished by cattle. The crop can be cut green and put into the
silo, but when put up by itself the silage is rather watery. It
makes a pleasanter feed if an equal quantity of corn, well
on toward maturity, is cut up with it; or a little good straw
can be cut up with it to absorb the excess of moisture. I have
found soy bean silage much relished by dairy cows, and it
materially increased both the quantity and the quality of the
milk.
“Now as to yield. I have raised eight bushels clean seed
to the acre as a second crop on poor ground, after wheat.
When planted in May they have yielded from eighteen to
twenty bushels on poor ground, and I have heard of yields
of forty bushels per acre on rich soil. I have raised three tons
of good hay to the acre, and six tons of silage. For hay and
silage some late, rank-growing sort can be used; for seed the
variety known as the Yellow Soy is the best for the Northern
states, because it is early and a good yielder.
“Grasshoppers and rabbits are very destructive to this
crop and where numerous may damage it seriously.
“It is probable that all large seed houses keep the
soy bean in stock by this time. Now as to the questions
concerning the Jerusalem artichoke... C.C. Georgeson.”
369. Farcy, J. 1898. Le soja en Provence [Soybeans in
Provence, southern France]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique
62(1):492-94. [Fre]
• Summary: Southern France is the country of legumes; the
climate suits them well. The soybean is marvelously well
adapted to the climate of southern France. First and foremost,
it has a great resistance to dry weather and drought, and can
be cultivated without irrigation. Moreover, it is endowed
with a robust constitution, which permits it to resist all kinds

of animal and vegetable parasites and other pests which in
past years have ruined crops of beans (fève), black haricots,
and chickpeas (pois chiches). The most widely cultivated
variety is the Soja d’Etampes, which matures earlier than
any other variety. An illustration (non-original line drawing;
p. 493) shows the Soja d’Etampes plant (from an original in
Carrière 1880). Address: Prof. of Agriculture at Brignoles,
Var.
370. Farm, Field and Fireside (Chicago, Illinois). 1898.
Growing soy beans. 21(19):583. May 7.
• Summary: “J.E. Hall, Missouri, asks how to grow soy
beans, when to plant, how much seed to the acre, how to
cultivate and harvest them.
“Perhaps we can do no better in answering these
questions than to quote from a recent article of Prof. F.C.
Bartis, of the Kansas Experiment Station, where these
beans have been raised for several years and a number of
experiments carried on with them. This article was printed in
the Industrialist [Manhattan, Kansas], the college paper:
“The soy bean is a legume, hence a nitrogen gatherer,
and will do much better on a poor, thin soil than many other
plants under similar conditions; but for a paying crop of
grain, it is best to select a soil of medium fertility at least;
and for the maximum yield of grain, the richest and deepest
soil will be needed, and the extra yield of grain will pay for
the chance afforded. Foul land should be avoided, as it will
require hard work to keep the weeds out, which may increase
the cost of cultivation beyond the profitable point.
“The soil should be so handled as to have it in fine tilth
and free from weeds at time of planting. Less labor will be
required in the future cultivation of the crop if the weeds are
kept down somewhat during the spring with the disc harrow,
and the ground plowed just before planting, and in this case
it must he thoroughly harrowed and leveled. This method
gives the weeds such a backset that is preferable to fall
plowing.
“Seeding and Cultivation: Although proof against
an ordinary spring frost, they thrive much better when
the weather becomes settled and warm. There is really a
disadvantage in seeding before the middle of May, and it
may be delayed until the last week in June, and still mature
a crop of grain. Seeding before the middle of May does not
seem to hasten the time of maturing materially, but makes
the period of cultivation longer and more expensive, with in
increase in yield of grain.
“Other ways than seeding in drills and cultivating have
been a total failure with us, and we cannot recommend
broad-casting. Drill in rows as close as can be cultivated
with a two-horse cultivator. While close planting will give a
larger yield, the extra trouble in cultivating will overbalance
the gain. Rows thirty-two inches apart can be worked with
most cultivators. The plants should stand from two to three
inches apart in the row. For such seeding it will require thirty
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to forty pounds of seed per acre. A common grain drill with
part of the holes closed is a handy implement for drilling
them in, as two rows can be seeded at the same time. Some
have succeeded in using the corn drill. In cultivating use a
cultivator with small shovels so as not to throw up ridges,
which will bother in harvesting, and thus also avoid covering
up some of the pods that grow very close to the ground.
“Harvesting and Threshing: A peculiarity of the ripe
pods is their cracking open in the hot sun, making the
harvesting and handling a point to be watched closely
and attended to at the proper time. The medium varieties
generally mature during the last week in Autumn or the first
week in September. The pods turn brown as they ripen, and
the cutting should be started on a large patch when two thirds
of the pods have changed color. We have used two methods
of harvesting that are practical for large patches. A self-rake
reaper does the work very speedily, keeps the beans clean
and leaves them in convenient bunches for further handling.
This method will leave a few pods next to the ground
uncut, but the time saved will make up for these, and if it is
practicable to turn hogs in they will pick these up clean. The
second method is probably in reach of more farmers, but will
prove a little more expensive and disagreeable. A common
cultivator is rigged up with two horizontal knives, bolted
to and extending out from its inner shanks, so as to run just
below the surface of the ground and cut the beans off as does
the regular bean harvester. The stalks can then be gathered
in piles with rakes or forks, or with a horse rake; but using
the horse rake involves hand cleaning. Varying with the
condition of the beans and the weather, as a rule the cocks
should be left in the field several days before threshing.
During this time they should be watched very closely, as a
day or two of hot, dry weather may cause much shattering of
the pods. By putting in all blank concaves and running the
machine slowly, a common thresher will thresh the beans
nicely without much cracking. Soy beans do not crack so
easily as navy beans.
“Yield and Uses: During the last eight years on the
station farm the yield of grain of the soy bean has been
from ten to twenty bushels per acre. The past winter the
college has used its surplus seed for feeding experiments.
Several hundred bushels of seed have been sold over the
state by private parties this winter, but the demand for
seed has exhausted the supply. As a catch crop, after wheat
or oats, soy beans have proven very successful, and this
will probably be the most universal use made of them in
the future. At this station in 1896 a yield of eight bushels
of soy beans per acre was harvested from twenty acres
of wheat ground that was seeded the last of June. The
wheat was promptly removed and the ground plowed and
thoroughly harrowed. The beans came up readily and made
a rapid growth. In the fall the ground was in fine condition
for another seeding of wheat if it had been desired. If the
weather turns off extremely dry the growth of beans will be

small and disappointing; but even in a case of total failure,
the land will have had an early plowing, which is a most
important thing for a succeeding wheat crop. Our feeding
experiments with soy beans in the past have been mostly
with pigs, but at present they are being tested as a dairy feed.
They are excellent to crowd or put a finish upon fattening
hogs at any age, but they can be most economically fed to
shoats or weaning pigs. With young pigs a feed of corn meal
with an addition of one-third soy bean meal will produce
50 to 100 per cent greater gains than can be obtained by
exclusive feeding of corn.
“Notes: If our Missouri inquirer for soy beans lives
near a railroad line that connects with Lawrence, Kansas,
Barteldes & Co., seedmen of that city, deal in seed soy
beans.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016)
that uses the term “catch crop” to refer to soy beans. A catch
crop is one that is grown as a substitute for a staple crop that
has failed, or one that is grown as an intermediate between
two crops in an ordinary rotation, or between the rows of
another crop.
Note 2. This same article was reprinted in The Western
Rural of 26 May 1898, p. 652.
371. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1898. Special notices by A.I.
Root: The soja bean–Lower prices for seed. 26(10):412-13.
May 15.
• Summary: “By purchasing a large stock directly from the
grower, we are able to give lower prices on the soja bean
than heretofore, as follows: Quart, 15 cts.; peck, 50 cts.;
bushel, $2.25. We have just furnished our Ohio Experiment
Station ten bushels. In making the order they write as
follows:
“Ohio Agr’l Experiment Station,
“Wooster, Ohio, March 18, 1898.
“Mr. A.I. Root:–I am thinking now of trying them on a
larger sale than ever before as a crop to plow under, putting
them on this spring instead of oats, and plowing down for
wheat this fall.
“J. Fremont Hickman.”
372. Prairie Farmer. 1898. Planting soy beans. 70(26):2.
June 25.
• Summary: “As previously reported, the Farm department
will plant about fifty-five acres of soy beans this season. The
crop is put in for grain production and will be used in feeding
steers and dairy cows. The fields are being inoculated by
sowing broadcast soil in which plants bearing root tubercles
have been grown. In the experimental plats different methods
of soil inoculation are under trial. We are drilling and sowing
broadcast inoculated soil, before, at, and after planting,
each method being tested with 100, 500 and 1,000 pounds
of soil per acre. Tests are also being made of dipping the
seed in water in which infected soil has been placed and of
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mixing the seed with mud made from inoculated soil. Cooperative tests are being carried on in various parts of the
state in growing soy beans by eighteen of the students in the
agricultural course, and Mr. G.P. Wagner is making a test
of soil inoculation for this crop. The importance of these
experiments with soy beans may be understood when it is
remembered that soy beans are as rich in protein as linseed
meal, supplying from three to four times as much protein as
corn, and that the soy bean is one of our best drouth-resisting
plants. The United States Department of Agriculture reports
yields in other sections of from fifty to one hundred bushels
per acre; in Kansas, as the yield has been eight to twenty
bushels, it seems probable that inoculating the soil with root
tubercle-forming microbes will aid in increasing the yield–
The Industrialist” [Manhattan, Kansas].
373. J. of Agriculture and Industry of South Australia. 1898.
Amyton, May 5. 1(11):909. June.
• Summary: “Seed Experiments.–Mr. Hawke reported
following results of seed experiments during past year:–
Giant Honduras sorghum, irrigated, 7ft. to 8ft. high; Red
Kaffir corn, irrigated, 5ft. high, not irrigated, 3ft., large
ears; Holcus, Red Amber cane, and White Kaffir corn, not
irrigated, failed to mature; Chufa did well, also Soja bean, a
good bearer and hardy; Popcorn failed to set heads; Peanuts
only bore a few seeds;...”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept.
2014) concerning the cultivation of the Soja bean in South
Australia.
2. Amyton is a relatively unimportant town located 646
miles (1,039 km) west of Canberra.
374. Denison Review (Denison, Iowa). 1898. Farm and
Garden: The soy bean. One of the most promising of annual
leguminous forage crops. Aug. 9. p. 9.
• Summary: “The soy bean ranks high among the
leguminous forage plants of comparatively recent
introduction in this country. Of all legumes in cultivation the
peanut alone exceeds it in the amount and digestibility of its
food constituents, The soy bean requires about the same class
of soils as Indian corn and will grow about as far north as
that crop can be depended on. The best results with it have
been obtained in the region between the thirty-seventh and
forty-fourth parallel east of the Rocky mountains. The region
best adapted to it, then, is the ‘corn belt,’ a circumstance
which argues well for its future use and value in conjunction
with corn for fattening animals.
“The soy bean should be planted in late spring or early
summer after the ground has become warm. In general the
early varieties should be used if a seed crop is desired and
the medium or late varieties if it is to be used as forage, it
having been found that the latter much excel the former in
value for that purpose. In some parts of Virginia the soy
bean is planted in the corn rows in alternate hills or between

rows at the time of the final cultivation. Usually, however,
it is grown as a main crop, either broadcast for forage or in
drills when cultivated for seed, The amount of seed required
when it is sown in drills is less than when planted broadcast,
varying from two to three pecks [1 peck = 8 quarts = 2
gallons] per acre and in the latter case three to four pecks.
The rate of growth is quite rapid and unless the field is very
weedy the crops do not require much cultivation.
“The crop should be cut for hay from the time of
flowering until the pods are half formed. Later than that the
stems are course and woody and the feeding value rapidly
declines.
“The crop may be converted into good silage and for
this purpose should not be cut until the seed is nearly ripe.
The chief value of silage is that it provides a succulent food
during the winter time when green forage is not available,
but as certain changes take place in the silo, which render
a large part of the protein indigestible, it is better to depend
upon corn than to use any leguminous crop for this purpose.
“The ripe soy beans are among the richest of
concentrated foods. The yield varies, according to the soil
and season, from 6 to 13 tons of green forage. The yield of
seed varies from as low as 15 to as high as 100 bushels per
acre, the average being about that of corn, from 25 to 40
bushels.
“This crop is a heavy potash feeder and requires
fertilization with lime and with potash and phosphoric acid
when grown on such lighter soils as are deficient in these
elements.
“According to the year book of the department of
agriculture, the source of these statements and illustrations,
the soy bean is one of the most promising of the annual
leguminous forage crops, and, as before indicated, may
prove of special value in connection with Indian corn, the
latter supplying the ‘roughness,’ the soy bean producing the
digestible crude protein necessary to make a complete and
well balanced ration.”
Illustrations show: (1) Soy beans growing in front of
farm buildings. (2) “Roots of yellow soy bean.” Some root
nodules appear to be visible.
Note: The same article with the same title appears in the
Belding Banner (Belding, Michigan) on Aug. 11 (p. 7). and
in the Advocate and News (Topeka, Kansas) on Aug. 24, p. 8.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2020) that mentions the use of soybeans for
intercropping, in this case with corn.
375. Rane, Frank Wm. 1898. Experiments with roots and
forage crops. New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 57. p. 125-53. Sept. See p. 135-39.
• Summary: In the section on “Leguminous Forage Crops”
is a subsection titled “The Soy Bean (Glycine hispida): This
plant has been under cultivation at the Station for the past
four seasons; it is an introduction from Japan where it has
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been cultivated from a very early time... Its main value, and
that for which we have been growing it, is as a forage crop.”
“There are many varieties, which at present are
classified by a few seedsmen into early, medium, and late;
others offer simply Soy or ‘Soja’ beans, which we find are
usually the late variety. In 1895, about three-fourths of an
acre were grown, but due to an early frost was not harvested
in the best condition. This was cut into the silo. In 1896
about two and one-half acres were grown; a photo shows this
soybean acreage. This was in blossom when cut into the silo,
being of the late variety.”
“The average yield of each variety per acre, when grown
upon a fairly rich, clay loam, although poorly drained, was,
for the early, No. 1, 2 tons, 1,808 pounds [5,808 lb]; for
the medium-early, No. 2, 4 tons. 1,922 pounds [9,922 lb];
and for the late, No. 3, 4 tons, 1,680 pounds [9,680 lb]. The
seed of the early is brown, while that of the medium-early
is black. All things considered, the medium-early variety is
best, on account of its maturing a large quantity of seed as
well as making a fine leafy growth, thus enabling one either
to sell the seed, or convert the whole into silage. When the
crop is to be cured for hay, it should be cut when in blossom.
Cows eat it but do not seem to relish it much. It is always
advisable to feed it with fodder corn, millets, etc., when used
for soiling. Likewise when mixed with corn for ensilage, it
forms a very valuable concentrated food. Our experience has
been that, when cut into the silo, the chief objection is its
woody, indigestible stem.”
“From our experience thus far, we do not advise farmers
to go into raising the Soy bean on a very extensive scale until
its value as a food has been more thoroughly demonstrated.
It has not come up to our expectations.”
Photos show: A field of late Soy Beans, 1896, at the
New Hampshire College farm (p. 136). Three uprooted soy
bean plants (early, medium, and late), 1898, next to a ruler
(p. 138). Address: Durham, New Hampshire.
376. Dyke, William. 1898. Humus. Illinois Farmers’
Institute, Annual Report 3:330-32. For the year 1898. See p.
331-32.
• Summary: “Read before the Richland County Farmers’
Institute.”
Page 330: “Humus is the organic matter in the soil,
and is formed by the decay of animal and vegetable matter.
The decay of roots, plowing under of sod, stubble, and the
application of stable manure all contribute humus to the
soil.”
Pages 331-32: “Perhaps there is no method more
economical or more available to the farmer of the present
in restoring humus than by the use of leguminous crops–
clover, cow-peas, and particularly the soja bean, turning
under the crop when fully matured. Where the land has
been so reduced that it does not produce over 20 bushels
of corn per acre, it is hardly possible to secure a profitable

stand of clover, and on such lands it is a waste of seed to try
to do so: but cow-peas and soja beans will grow there, and
after a few crops of these have been incorporated with the
surface soil, the land will be rich enough to feed the young
clover plant through the summer months, and loose enough
to give ample surface drainage in winter, thus preventing
heaving out, so common with us on soils deficient in humus.
Another advantage in planting cow-peas and soja beans
is the fact that they mature a crop in four months, while
clover takes fourteen. We should sow as much fall rye as
possible as a cover to our naked soils in winter, as well as
to furnish humus; it may be plowed down with profit in
spring if done early. A growing rye crop is also one of the
best preventatives of washing in winter months, and largely
prevents loss of nitrogen by leaching.
“The soja bean is, I believe, the most valuable crop ever
grown by farmers of Southern Illinois, both as regards the
renovating qualities and its feeding value. I have grown it for
more than five years, and I find it the best crop with which
to build up a worn soil; the best horse feed when cut in the
bloom for hay, but do not feed too much of the leaves (the
stems are good enough for horses), and I can not conceive of
a more perfect food for milch cows than the shattered leaves
of the soja bean, with chopped sugar beets and just a little
bran sprinkled over them.
“Soja bean roots will furnish the nitrogen and bring
up from below quantities of other necessary fertilizing
ingredients; rye and cow-peas plowed down will furnish the
humus, and there is no reason why Southern Illinois farms
should not be rapidly restored to their original condition of
fertility if the farmer will only avail himself of these crops in
doing so.
“To the orchardist the soja bean and the cow-pea
especially commend them- selves, since cultivation can be
carried on until July, and a crop of soja bean or cow-pea hay
afterwards secured. I once secured a good crop of seed from
land that the same season gave me a crop of strawberries,
and it is always July before we are through picking
strawberries at our home.
“Fourteen years ago I moved to Effingham county, to
a farm that I afterwards learned had part of it been in wheat
for forty-four consecutive years, the last crop yielding less
than six bushels per acre, and this was second bottom land
which has since yielded abundant crops of berries, clover
and corn. The subsoil plow, leguminous plants, together with
the humus obtained in plowing under strawberry plants and
mulching, after fruiting, have almost restored this land to its
original fertile condition, and this result can be obtained with
cow-peas, soja beans and hogs, on equally exhausted lands
more remote from railway stations anywhere in Southern
Illinois.
“In conclusion, let me urge the members of this County
Farmers’ Institute, that you give serious consideration to
this question of restoring the humus to our own soils, and
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to use largely the leguminous family of plants in so doing.”
Address: Effingham, Illinois.
377. Fruwirth, Carl. 1898. Anbau der Huelsenfruechte
[Cultivation of legumes]. Berlin: Verlagsbuchhandlung
Paul Parey. xii + 274 p. See p. 11-13, 19, 47, 214-19 (Die
Sojabohne), 264, 272-73. Illust. No index. 19 cm. [5 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Vernacular names in other countries.
Botanical characteristics. Varieties, types (Varietäten,
Sorten). Natural history. Uses and significance. Demands
placed on the soil and climate (Wärmesumme or “heat
units”). Use of fertilizers. Preparing the soil. Planting and
seed. Harvest and yields. Animal pests. An illustration (p.
215) shows the leaves and buds of a soybean plant (Glycine
hispida).
Concerning varieties and types: In addition to the
yellow-seeded form, soybeans (Sojas) with brown and with
black seeds are also cultivated in Europe, and both likewise
belong to the Soja tumida group. However the distribution
of these latter two is insignificant. Haage and Schmidt, the
seedsmen in Erfurt, sell a green-seeded form named Bluishgreen Soybean (Blaugrüne Soja). 100 seeds weigh 8-13 gm.
One liter of seeds weighs 712-717 gm. Individual seeds are 7
to 8.2 mm long, 5 to 5.5 mm wide, and 3.2 to 4 mm high.
Note 1. This is also the earliest document seen (June
2020) that mentions Haage & Schmidt in connection with
soybeans; it states that Haage & Schmidt is selling soybeans.
Soybeans are not listed in the company’s 1899 or 1898
catalogs at the National Agricultural Library (NAL).
Yield: The yield obtained in Hungarian Altenburg was
1,600 to 2,100 liters of seed and 1,300 to 1,600 kg of straw
per hectare. The yield in Bavaria (Bayern), based on many
trials, averaged 2,400 kg/ha of seed. Haberlandt calculated
the yield, based on trial plots with small areas, at 1,685 kg/
ha. The minimum figures for the yields in seeds and straw
can be assumed to be 12 and even 17-30 quintals of seeds
and 12-30 quintals of straw per hectare.
Note 2. 1 quintal = 100 kg.
Harvest: The soybean is harvested like the bush bean
(Buschbohne).
A table (p. 266-73) gives the composition on an as-is
and moisture-free basis of all legumes discussed in this book.
The table of contents lists the German names and the
scientific names of the legumes discussed (p. vi to x): 1.
Die Serradella, Ornithopus sativa. 2. Die Lupine, Lupinus
[lupin]. 3. Die Spargelerbse, Tetragonolobus purpureus [The
asparagus pea]. 4. Die echte Kicher, Cicer arietinum [the
chickpea or garbanzo bean]. 5. Die Futterwicke, Vicia sativa
[common vetch, tare, or vetch].
6. Die Ackerbohne, Vicia faba [broad bean, fava bean].
7. Die Narbonner Wicke, Vicia Narbonensis [purple broad
vetch, Narbon bean]. 8. Die einblütige Erve, Vicia monatha
[single-flowered vetch]. 9. Die Ervilie, Vicia Ervilie [bitter

vetch]. 10. Die Linse, Lens esculenta [Lentil].
11. Die essbare Blatterbse, Lathyrus sativus [grass pea].
12. Die Futterplatterbse, Lathyrus cicera [a type of wild pea;
red pea, flatpod peavine]. 13. Die Ackererbse, Pisum sativum
[the pea, common pea, English pea]. 14. Die Futtererbse,
Pisum arvense [Pisum sativum var. arvense; Austrian winter
pea]. 15. Die Sojabohne, Glycine hispida [the soybean].
16. Die Fisole, Phaseolus vulgaris [the common
bean, string bean, field bean, flageolet bean, French bean,
garden bean, haricot bean, pop bean, or snap bean]. 17.
Die Feuerbohne, Phaseolus multiflorus [scientific name
has changed; a tropical American perennial]. 18. Die
Mungobohne, Phaseolus Mungo [now named Vigna mungo;
black gram]. 19. Die Limabohne, Phaseolus inamoenus
[unknown; the lima bean or butterbean is Phaseolus lunatus].
20. Die Siévabohne, Phaseolus lunatus [lima bean or butter
bean].
21. Die Kuherbsen [cow peas, now Vigna unguiculata].
Note 3. Karl Fruwirth was born in 1862. Address:
Professor at the Royal Agricultural Academy (an der
Koenigliche Landwirtschaftlichen Akademie), Hohenheim
[Württemberg, Germany].
378. Trabut, Louis. 1898. Le soja [The soybean]. Algerie,
Service Botanique, Informations Agricoles. Bulletin No. 16.
7 p. [7 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The author, who demonstrates a good
knowledge of American and European publications on the
soybean, has cultivated soybean varieties at Alger (Algiers)
and Rouïba since 1896. The soybean resists dryness well.
Soya (le Soja) has remained a curiosity and is not well
known among agriculturists. This is explained by the large
diversity of soybean races having very different needs, and
also by their very varied aptitudes and uses. This is not
astonishing, for soya is cultivated in the country of its origin
in both temperate and tropical zones, and is used for the
feeding of animals, which eat it in the form of grain, hay,
and green forage. It plays a major role in the human diet,
providing abundant nutrition in the form of sauce, vegetable
milk (lait végétal) or cheese [tofu], oil, flour, and bread. Soya
completes rice, which is lacking in nitrogen. It is very widely
used, furnishing, at a low price, a food which replaces meat
or fish.
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term lait végétal to refer to
soymilk.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) by
Dr. Louis Trabut (1853-1929) about the soybean. He was a
pioneering French student and advocate of soybeans in north
Africa and French colonies.
We have made the mistake of presenting soya as a
rival to the haricot bean: the comparison turned out to be
advantageous for the latter legume (haricot) and soya was
rejected.
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early varieties have given the following yields in kg/hectare
at the Rouïba Station in 1896/1897: Chocolate dwarf 1370
(not watered)/1735 (watered). Compact green 2980/1735.
Yellow early 2500/1785. The spring of 1896 was very rainy,
while the spring of 1897 was very dry and it was necessary
to water the crop.
On page 7 is a brief description of miso, shoyu, and tofu
(made by coagulation of soymilk).
Concerning nodulation: Until this year, the numerous
varieties of soya which I have cultivated at the station
did not show any trace of nodulation on the roots; it is
therefore evident that in our soils the special microbe which
determines these nodules or tumors is not present. In Jan.
1897 I contacted Prof. Kirchner (at the School of Agriculture
at Hohenheim), who is especially interested in the rhizobium
of soya, and I asked him to send me several nodules in order
to allow me to introduce to the soya crops here the microbe
which assimilates atmospheric nitrogen.
All the pots that were inoculated produced soybeans
whose roots were covered with nodules the size of peas.
It was not formerly possible to appreciate the influence of
the nodules on the development of the plant. Field trials
concerning this point will be made during 1898.
An illustration (non-original, p. 2) shows a soybean
plant (from an original in Carrière 1880). Address: Dr.,
Algeria.

In Algeria we think that, for the moment, soya must
be looked at primarily as a forage plant. Very remarkable
for its richness in nitrogenous materials and fat, it can be
very useful in the feeding of animals, for fattening and for
the production of dairy milk. Its role in the human diet is
less evident, however the indigenous people might find a
precious resource in this legume. The soya would perfectly
complement ‘bechna’ [probably a local grain] and barley,
which are used to make a flat cake which, is too low in
nitrogenous materials.
At this station the maximum yield has been obtained
from a large yellow soybean obtained directly from China.
On an area of 10 ares (1,000 square meters or 0.1 hectare)
the yield has been 30 tonnes/ha of green forage giving about
70 quintals (7,000 kg) of dry forage.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2001)
that uses the word “quintals” (or quintal”) in connection with
soybeans. 1 quintal = 100 kg.
Note 4. This is one of the earliest documents seen
(March 2019) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in
Africa.
The yield of the seed had been high enough that
cultivation of soybeans can be considered profitable. The

379. Farm Department. 1899. A new crop for Kansas
farmers. Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Press
Bulletin No. 24. Feb. 7. Reprinted in p. 44-46 of Bulletin 86.
• Summary: “The Kansas Experiment Station has been
growing the soy bean for the past ten years, starting with a
small patch, and increasing the area until last year thirty-five
acres were grown. It is a good drouth-resister, is not touched
by chinch bugs, and the beans are richer in protein than
linseed meal. With sufficient moisture to germinate them,
a crop can be grown after wheat and oats are harvested. In
1896 the yield on ground after wheat was 8 bushels per acre;
in 1898 6¼ bushels. With linseed meal at $25 per ton, these
crops after wheat would be worth $6 and $4.68 per acre.
When planted earlier in the season, the yield of soy beans
is from 10 to 20 bushels per acre. The soy bean not only
furnishes a crop rich in protein, but at the same time enriches
the soil. Henry Rogler, one of our graduates, reports an
increase in large fields of 5 bushels of wheat per acre on land
where soy beans had previously been grown, over land that
had not been in soy beans.”
Then discusses the successful use of one part soy bean
meal [probably ground whole soybeans] with two parts
corn meal in pig feeds, the techniques for planting, soybean
cultivation, cutting, and threshing. “The ground should be in
good tilth, and the weeds thoroly killed just before planting.
Plant in drills, the rows 32 to 42 inches apart, dropping seeds
2 inches apart in the row. One-half bushel of seed per acre
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is required. Cultivate as for corn, using small shovels on the
cultivator, and being careful not to ridge the ground. When
pods turn brown, cut either with a self-rake reaper or with
a common cultivator rigged up with two horizontal knives
bolted to the inner shanks. Put the stalks in cocks, where
they should be kept until cured [to make hay]. Thresh with
a common threshing-machine. Run slowly and use all blank
concaves. The beans may be fed whole or ground.
“We believe the soy bean is worthy of a trial in all
parts of this state, and that the trial should not be made on
less than an acre; five acres would be better. Hundreds of
people have tried planting a quart of seed, with the result that
grasshoppers and rabbits harvested these small patches.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2018)
in which chinch bugs are mentioned in connection with soy
beans. Address: Manhattan, Kansas.
380. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1899. American farmers
manual (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 32 p. Feb. 28
cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm seeds” (p. 24) is a
half-page section titled “Early Soja Beans.” The right onethird of this section states: These beans have attracted much
attention in recent years on account of their high feeding
qualities, but all were too late to be of value in the Northern
States. This variety has proved its earliness and value in the
Northern States by not only producing large fodder crops,
but ripening the seed as far north as Massachusetts. They
are worthy of a place on every farm, either as a grain crop
or fodder crop to feed green, or for the silo. The grain is the
richest known vegetable substance, and when ground and
fed to cattle gives a milk richer and better than cotton seed or
other meal. Planted in rows 2½ feet apart, with 6 to 8 plants
to the foot of row, requiring about half a bushel per acre, they
yield 15 to 20 tons per acre of fodder exceedingly rich in
flesh formers. For green feed, use from time of blossoming
till pods are well filled; for the silo, cut as soon as most
of the pods are well filled, and cut into ½-inch to 2½-inch
lengths. They are soil enrichers, gathering nitrogen from the
air in the same manner as clover, the roots being crowded
with tubercles, which give them this power. 15 ¢. lb., $1.25
peck, $4.00 bushel.
“Late–Being nearly a month later than the early variety
offered above, should not be used north of Virginia. $1.00
peck, $3.00 bushel.”
The left two-thirds of this section shows a photo of
Early Soja Beans growing in a small field, with some houses
in the background.
The bottom two-thirds of the page is titled “The
‘Henderson’ ensilage combination.” The left half, titled “A
complete balanced feed ration grown on the farm,” describes
a silage made of corn and soja beans. The right half, titled
“Wm. P. Brooks, Professor of Agriculture, Massachusetts
Agricultural College, writes Nov. 25th, 1898” begins: “The

combination of Corn or Millet, and Early Soja Beans, in
suitable proportions, certainly puts it within the power of
the farmer to produce silage which makes more nearly
a perfectly balanced feed for dairy cows than any other
combination, with which I am acquainted.” Across the
bottom is a table which shows the nutritional composition
and nutritive ratio of silage made from different ingredients.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
381. Indian Agriculturist (The) (Calcutta). 1899. Cultivation
of soy beans in Madras. 24:93-94. March 1. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The following Report on the cultivation of Soy
beans at the Government Farm, Saidapet, is published as an
agricultural paper by the Government of Madras.” Half a
pound of seed was sown on 15 Sept. 1897, dibbled 2 inches
apart in loamy soil on a plot 35 by 12 feet. The first flowers
appeared on about Oct. 15 and the pods were full bearing
by about Nov. 15. At that time a leaf disease, common to
leguminous plants, attacked the soybean plants, causing the
leaves to close and shrivel. Nevertheless the majority of
the plants looked healthy and bore heavily. The crop was
harvested on 15 Jan. 1898, yielding 4½ pounds of seed. This
is 9 times as much as the weight of seed planted and the
equivalent of 468 lb per acre.
In a second plot, ½ pound of soy beans were planted on
20 Nov. 1897. They yielded the equivalent of 495 lb/acre.
The Soy bean plant resembles the horse-gram plant in many
ways.
“Soy bean Soup.–An ollock [a small unit of grain
measure] of Soy bean was boiled in three ollocks of water,
and it was reduced to a nice buttery-like condition in about
half an hour. The taste is similar to that of dhal, but as there
were husks with a blackish colour, the dish was not attractive
to the eye. To remove the husk, the beans were soaked in
water for half an hour, then well squeezed, the husk was
removed, and the husked beans were boiled, and in about
half an hour’s time reduced to a thin consistency. The soup
thus obtained was seasoned with ghee and onions. It was
found to be a very delicious soup for rice.”
Note: In Madras, 8 ollocks = 1 puddy, and 8 puddies
= 1 marcal, which is 750 cubic inches and weighs 27 lb 2
oz. Thus 1 ollock = 11.72 cubic inches and weighs 6.78 oz.
Address: India.
382. Dallas Morning News (Texas). 1899. A point in
diversification. March 3. p. 6, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: “Under the head, ‘A New Crop for Farmers,’
the Iowa State Register lays before its agricultural readers
some facts brought out at the Kansas state experiment station
concerning the soy bean. There is evidently something in
the bean for Texas farmers. The Kansas experiment station
has been growing the soy bean for the past ten years and,
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starting with a small patch, the area has been increased each
year until now the tract of land devoted to this crop includes
thirty-five acres. The experiment station tried the bean in
fattening swine, using it as a meal mixed with Kaffir corn,
and the results are very satisfactory. In a bulletin just issued
by the station the experiment is described as follows:
In the winter of 1898, in fattening 7½-months-old pigs,
the gains per bushel of feed were:
“Kaffir corn meal, 11.7 lbs.
“Shelled corn, 12.3 lbs.
“Kaffir corn meal four-fifths, soy bean meal one-fifth,
13.9 lbs.
“With pigs 6 months old the gains per bushel of feed
were:
“Kaffir corn meal, 9.4 lbs.
“Shelled corn, 11.2 lbs.
“Kaffir corn meal four-fifths, soy bean meal one-fifth,
13.2 lbs.
“The pigs fed on mixed corn and soy bean meal made
the most rapid growth and were ready for market earlier.
With weaning pigs the result of the same feeding was, the
bulletin reports:
“Kaffir corn meal, 10.4 lbs.
“Corn meal, 11.5 lbs.
“Kaffir corn meal two-thirds, soy bean meal one-third,
15.4 lbs.
“Corn meal two-thirds, soy bean meal one-third, 15.6
lbs.
“The bulletin further reports as follows:
“In the fall of 1898 this station bought of farmers sixty
ordinary stock hogs of mixed breeding. The gains per bushel
of feed in fattening these hogs were:
“Kaffir corn meal, 7.5 lbs.
“Kaffir corn meal four-fifths, soy bean meal one-fifth,
12.9 lbs.
“The hogs fattened with soy bean meal have just been
marketed, while those not having it will not be ready for four
or five weeks.
“It is claimed after thorough tests that the soy bean is
a good drought-resister, is not touched by the chinch-bugs,
the beans are richer in protein than linseed meal. and with
sufficient moisture to germinate them, a crop can be grown
after wheat and oats are harvested. In 1896, the yield on
ground after wheat was from six to eight bushels per acre,
and when planted early in the season the yield is ten to
twenty bushels per acre. This soy bean not only furnishes a
vegetable crop for feeding and fattening stock, but it enriches
the soil, and the Kansas station reports an increase in large
wheat fields of five bushels per acre in the yield where the
soy beans have been grown on the land before the wheat was
put in. The Kansas experiment station bulletin in speaking
further of this bean says:
“The soy bean is an erect-growing plant, one and a
half to three and a half feet in height, with stiff stem having

branches thickly covered with pods. Cold weather hinders
its growth, and for this reason it is not best to plant until the
middle of May; and if the rainfall is sufficient a planting
may be made as late as July 1. The ground should be in good
tilth, and the weeds thoroughly killed just before planting.
Plant in drills, the rows thirty-two to forty-two inches apart,
dropping seeds two inches apart in the row. One-half bushel
of seed per acre is required. Cultivate as for corn, using small
shovels on the cultivator, and being careful not to ridge the
ground. When the pods turn brown, cut either with a selfrake reaper or with a common cultivator rigged up with two
horizontal knives bolted to the inner shanks. Put the stalks
in cocks, where they should be kept until cured. Thrash with
a common thrashing machine. Run slowly and use all blank
concaves. The beans may be fed whole or ground [raw].
“It will be noted that the bean does best in a warm
climate. It does not appear that the raising and gathering
of the crop is any more expensive than for other ordinary
crops. Texas farmers may find in the soy bean something
to encourage them in increasing the fruits and benefits of
diversification.”
383. Morris, Robert C. 1899. The soy bean and the cow pea
(Letter to the editor). Indiana Farmer 54(16):1898-99. April
22.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Yield of seed. Yield for
silo. Yield of hay. Yield of fodder. Pasture. Some feeding
results. Feeding the soil.
The letter begins: “Soy beans and cow peas will work
a complete revolution upon fifty per cent. of our American
farms; upon thirty per cent. a very marked change, but alas
twenty per cent. of our farmers are anchored in the gulf of
despair. Many times repeated tests show us that the soy bean
will put as much fertilizing matter into our soil as clover
and, like clover, will draw most of it from the air, but will
accomplish this result in four months. The soy bean and
cow peas are summer growing plants but clover must take
the risk of two winters. While these plants are filling the soil
with fertilizing matter they are making a seed crop at the
same time that the Massachusetts Experiment Station says ‘is
probably the richest vegetable matter we grow.’”
“The venerable and practical agriculturist and teacher,
Hon. Richard V. Gaines of Virginia, writes me, ‘I have
planted soy beans now for fourteen years and have had
fourteen full crops. By the use of soy beans, planted in the
corn when it is laid by, I have been able to double the profit
on my acreage of corn without materially increasing the
cost per acre. The soy bean is capable of taking care of itself
against floods, frost, drowth [drought] and weeds.’”
Davis Bros. of Wayne county, Illinois, W.J. Fox of
Guernsey county, Ohio, and E. Beebee of Richland county,
Illinois, have all gotten good results growing corn and
soybeans for the silo.
The writer’s “own experience takes in six years,
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covering both extremes of wet and dry weather, and we have
had six full crops. We have had but few reports of failures,
all traceable to some fault of planting or neglect.”
“Yield of seed. Mr. James Bellwood, of Virginia, says,
“I have thrashed over 100 bushels of soy beans from one
acre of rich bottom land.” Hon. N.D. Thurmond, of Missouri,
selected a plot and harvested the seed. He found the yield
to be at the rate of 80 bushels per acre. Mr. B.F. Carper of
Illinois, raised on half an acre 25 bushels of dwarf soy beans.
The finest single plant we ever saw had on it 461 pods that
would average two beans to a pod. A conservative estimate
for light, thin soil will be 10 to 25 bushels; on land that will
make 50 bushels of corn, a fair yield would be from 25 to 50
bushels.”
“Yield of hay: With a new, high priced seed it is difficult
to get reports of hay; every one wants a seed crop.
George A. Duncan of Lawrence county, Illinois, reports:
“The soy bean is a great success for pasture. They are up off
the ground and stock do not trample them. Stock did as well
on them as on clover and they are at their best when pasture
is scarce.”
Many farmers have conducted their own feeding
experiments using soy beans with good results; they include:
Hon. J. Edwin Black of Lawrence county, Illinois (sheep)
and S.C. Wilson of Olney, Illinois (ewes and lambs). Mrs. S.
Rose Carr of Lis, Illinois, writes: “My chickens had access to
soy beans and cow peas last fall, 1898, and it was surprising
how quickly the biddies [young chickens] slipped into their
winter wraps. They began laying two weeks earlier than
usual and kept it up all during the cold weather. Their house
was warm and they had soy beans instead of corn... I have
never had as high an average of eggs.”
Coburn, in his book on hog raising and feeding says:
“Soy beans are the best hog feed we know of, making the
firmest and fattest pork.”
“Feeding the soil: Poverty forbids the thought of
buying manures; we farmer’s keep so little stock we cannot
make much and fertilizers are out of our reach. A system
of exhaustive farming has brought us to ‘where we are at.’
Grain raising and selling our crops has resulted in farmers
shipping tons of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash off in
their wheat, oats, corn and grass.”
“Cotton seed meal and [linseed] oil meal cost about
$22.50 per ton. Now when the farmer can raise on his own
farm the equivalent of either and put it into his barns for less
than $2.50 a ton, thus saving $20 to add to the profit account
of his feeding, and while he is raising it the bean and pea will
be gathering from $10 to $25 worth of nitrogen per acre from
the air and storing it in his soil for next year’s crops, why
does he not do it?
“Soy beans and cow peas will leave more fertilizing
material in the soil than the succeeding crop will take
up; thus they justify the terms ‘soil renovating’ and ‘soil
building’ plants.”

For soy beans: “The necessity of procuring seed grown
as far north as possible is strongly urged. Medium soy beans
of north grown seed will ripen (except in the northern tiers
of counties, in years of early frost) in the states of Kansas,
Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and New York, south
part of it, and all the south. The dwarf soy bean will ripen
any where corn will get ripe. There is an extra early soy bean
that will ripen any where wheat will mature seed.”
After a paragraph on planting time and rate of seeding,
the article closes as follows, suggesting that the writer is
selling soy bean seeds: “With each shipment of seed will
be sent a circular giving in detail everything relating to
the growing and feeding of these crops.” Address: Olney,
Illinois.
384. Indiana Farmer. 1899. The soy bean at Purdue.
54(17):8. April 29.
• Summary: “We are glad to receive the Soy bean bulletin
from our State Experiment Station. It shows that careful
attention has been given to this important new renovating
and forage crop at the State farm. Although our readers
have already heard a good deal about the plant, especially
in our last number, they will, we think, be glad to read the
report made by Prof. Latta, which we copy, as follows.
A comparatively new and promising leguminous crop
for Indiana farmers is the Soy bean. This plant has been
successfully grown in different parts of the State and at
several points farther north in the United States. It thrives
in good corn soil, and will grow wherever corn can be
successfully produced.
“Being a quick maturing annual, it will prove especially
helpful to those who cannot grow clover. A crop of Soy
beans can be produced between the spring and autumn frosts
anywhere in the State. The Soy bean may be grown for
pasture, green forage (soiling), for hay or silage, or for seed.
It will yield nine to 12 tons of green fodder, one and one-half
to two and one-half tons of hay and 10 to 40 bushels of seed
according to variety, condition of soil, etc.
“Varieties.–If seed is desired, the earliest varieties, only,
should be grown in northern Indiana. The Medium early
varieties will doubtless mature in most parts of the State,
and are to be preferred owing to their greater yield. The later
varieties might be grown for soil-renewal or soiling, but they
would hardly mature seed.
“Culture.–The soil may be prepared as for corn. If
impoverished by previous cropping, the soil should be well
supplied with lime, potash and phosphoric acid. Nitrogenous
manures have also proved beneficial in New England. The
seed may be sown broadcast, or with the wheat drill, in rows
16 to 24 inches apart, or with the corn drill to be cultivated
as corn. The earlier varieties of Soy bean may follow a crop
of rye or barley or be sown in the standing corn at the time
of the last cultivation, if the weather is seasonable. If sown in
corn, put in two rows of Soy beans between each two rows
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of corn. Sow about two pecks to the acre in rows, like corn,
and cultivate, if seed is desired. For pasture, soiling or hay,
so four or five pecks to the acre.
“Food Value.–Soy bean hay compares favorably with
clover hay in chemical composition. The seed is very rich
in protein, and can, therefore, be fed advantageously with
corn. The seed should be ground before feeding. The seed
is readily eaten. Stock, as a rule, do not relish the stems and
leaves at first, but soon take kindly to this forage.
“Soy beans and sorgum [sorghum] supplement each
other as soiling crops. Corn and Soy beans go together, and
are said to make good silage.
“Harvesting.–Begin cutting at the time of early bloom,
for soiling. Cut for hay when in full bloom, and as soon as
the pods have formed for silage.
“Cost of seed.–Seedsmen offer Soy bean seed at $2.50
to $3 per bushel. This makes the cost far too great to justify
growing Soy beans as a general crop. Farmers are advised to
try Soy beans in a small way as a special crop, and then grow
their own seed if the crop gives promise of being valuable.
“We have grown the Soy bean for two years and feel
justified in recommending it for trial, especially the medium
variety. It is a wonderfully vigorous and rapid grower on
good soil, making a large amount of foliage. We have a small
quantity of the seed, which we wish to send to our readers
who desire to experiment with it and will send a small
package for 10¢, 25¢ for a pint, by mail, or 10¢ by express.
Any time during May will do to plant the Soy bean.”
385. Sydney Mail (Australia). 1899. The best silage crops.
May 27. p. 1209.
• Summary: From Orange Judd Farmer: “The principal crops
available for silage are corn, clover, oats, and peas, millet
and soy beans. Corn is the leading silage crop of America...”
“The soy bean is another Japanese crop. The large
green variety has proved most valuable for use in the silo,
or for feeding green. It will produce from 10 to 12 tons of
fodder, and has a composition much like clover. The crop is
quite hardy. The plant resembles a large bush bean, grows
about 4 feet high, produces a stiff, woody stem, and has a
large proportion of foliage. One advantage of this crop is
that it matures about the same time as corn. This permits
the harvesting and storing of the two crops together. By
putting into the silo a few loads of each in succession, a good
mixture is obtained, and the resulting silage is more valuable
than that from corn alone. Corn silage is especially lacking
in the muscle-making constituents of protein, while the soy
bean supplies more of this nutrient, and hence the mixture
gives a better balanced ration.”
386. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1899. Farming with green
manure. 27(11):443. June 1.
• Summary: “I notice that more than usual attention is
being given of late to bringing up the soil by turning under

crops, especially since cow peas, soja beans, crimson clover,
etc., have been used for this purpose. Some years ago we
purchased great quantities of manure at our livery stables;
but it made our potatoes so scabby that I have of late been
getting the ground in condition by turning under clover, both
crimson and red; also rye, and this spring, even wheat. I have
for many years back noticed the advertisement of a book
entitled Farming with Green Manures [by the Orange Judd
Co.]. After sending for the book I was surprised to notice that
it was first published in 1876...”
Note: This is the earliest English language document
seen with the term “green manure” in the title and in
connection with soy beans (soja beans).
387. Courrière, C. 1899. Culture du soja en Russie [Soybean
culture in Russia]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 63(1):47273. Jan/June. [Fre]
• Summary: In Russia, a variety of Podolie [Podolia]
soybean was created by 1899. After numerous vain attempts,
Mr. Owinsky (Owsinski, Ovsinsky, Ovsinskii, Ovsinski,
Ovinski) succeeded in acclimatizing two varieties (one black,
one brownish) to the area of Podolie, which has a very hot
and dry climate. The black soybean required 110 days for its
seed to mature, and the brownish one required 100 days.
Mr. Czeczott has also conducted agronomic trials with
this plant in the government of Grodno (Lithuania) which is
located far to the north, and whose climate is more humid
and cold. The two varieties matured 6 days later than at
Podolie. Moreover, the sandy Lithuanian soil is much poorer
that the Podolian soil.
Note 1. This an early document concerning agronomic
trials with soybeans in Russia or Podolia.
Note 2. As of April 2020, Podolia (Russian: Podolye
/ Podolsk, Polish: Podole) is a region in the southwestern
Ukranian SSR between the Dniester and southern Bug
rivers. Chief cities are Mogilev Podol’skiy and Kamenets
Podol’skiy. It is not far from the northeast corner of
Romania. It was acquired by Poland in 1698, and by Russia
in 1798. A map of 1877 shows it to be a Balkan State, at
about 49º north latitude, directly west of Galicia, northwest
of Hungary, and north of Bessarabia and Moldavia.
Note 3. Podolia (Russian: Podolsk) is a former region
on the left bank of the middle Dniester. In 1431 it was
incorporated in the medieval kingdom of Poland. It was
held by Turks from 1672-1699, then divided between Russia
and Austria in 1772. The eastern part was later a province
of Russia. As of Sept. 2015 Podolia is located in the westcentral and south-western portions of present-day Ukraine
and in northeastern Moldova (i.e. northern Transnistria). The
chief town is Kamianets-Podilskyi. A map shows Podolia
(yellow) in modern Ukraine (Source: Wikipedia).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (April
2020) that mentions the pioneering work of Mr. Owinsky
(Owsinski, Ovsinskii, Ovsinski, Ovinski) in Podolia.
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Note 5. Bessarabia is: (1) A region of southeast Europe
between the Dniester and Prut rivers extending to the
Black Sea on the north to Poland. Most of it was recovered
by Russia in 1878 by the Treaty of Berlin. It formed a
government under Russia from 1812-1917 with the capital at
Kishinev (Chisinau). (2) A former province of east Romania
(spelled Basarabia). Proclaimed independence from Russia
as Moldavian (Bessarabian) Republic. Joined Romania on 9
April 1918. Seized by USSR in June 1940. Incorporated with
Bukovina as Moldavian S.S.R.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
concerning soybeans in Lithuania, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Lithuania. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Lithuania, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Lithuania (June 1899). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. They probably come from Jan
Owsinsky who brought them from Asia in 1893. Address:
France.
388. Lamson-Scribner, F. 1899. Southern forage plants.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 102. 48 p. See p. 39-40.
• Summary: The section titled “Leguminous forage plants”
states (p. 40): “Soy bean (Glycine hispida).–One of the
staple crops of Japan, which attracted little attention in this
country until about ten years ago, but is now becoming quite
common. The crop is cultivated like corn, the seed being
planted in drills at the rate of half a bushel per acre. The

stems alone are too coarse to make good hay, but are covered
with such a dense growth of leaves and are so prolific in fruit
that the hay is prized highly, especially for milch cows and
for fattening animals. The yield of green forage is very heavy
when grown on good soil, and the yield of beans is usually
from 20 to 30 bushels per acre. Those who have had most
experience with this crop find that the best way to handle it
is to cut or pull the plants when the first pods begin to open,
and thrash as soon as dry enough. In this way the coarse
stalks are so broken in pieces and mixed with the leaves and
immature fruit that nearly all will be eaten. It is doubtless
the best of the legumes for the silo, as it can be more easily
handled for the cutter [probably a mechanical silage cutter]
than plants like clover or cowpeas. There are a number of
varieties, differing mainly in the time of ripening and the
color of the seeds.”
An illustration (non-original line drawing; p. 39) shows
a soybean plant with details of the leaves, flowers, and pods.
Note: The title page states that this article is “Compiled from
the publications of the Division of Agrostology.”
In the section on “Leguminous forage plants” are
subsections on yellow lupine (Lupines luteus, p. 41), Chinese
yam (Dioscorea batatas, p. 46), chufa (Cyperus esculentus,
p. 46), and peanut (p. 46-47). The latter states:
“Peanut (Arachis hypogea)–Of some value for hay, and
cultivated for hog pastures in all parts of the South. There are
two very distinct types in cultivation, the ‘common’ and the
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‘Spanish.’ The former is the one which produces the peanut
of commerce. The plant grows as straggling as a potato, and
the nuts are produced on long peduncles and often quite
scattered. It is seldom used for hay, though often grown
for hogs. The Spanish variety is a smaller, more compact,
and erect plant, which produces an immense number of
very small nuts clustered closely at its base. This variety
is growing in favor for hay, as the plant, with its closely
adhering nuts, is easily pulled up. The yield is from 1 to 2
tons per acre, and as nearly half the weight is in the nuts, the
hay is richer in protein than any other in common use. Either
variety makes fine fall pasturage for hogs, and as the hogs
do the harvesting, peanuts furnish the cheapest food for the
season.” Address: Agrostologist, Div. of Agrostology, USDA,
Washington.
389. Morris, Robt. C. 1899. The soja or soy bean (Letter
to the editor). Southern Planter (Richmond, Virginia)
60(6):276-77. June.
• Summary: “Editor, Southern Planter:
“The article on ‘Waste Vegetable Matter’ in your April
number, page 164, has forcibly impressed me as to the value
of ‘soy bean.’
“I have planted the bean, but gave it up on account of
the loss from shelling out whilst gathering and from the
hardness of the grain. Will not Mr. Morris kindly give,
through the Planter, his method of growing, gathering and
feeding soy beans?
“Richland Co., South Carolina, J. Shoolbred.
“The letter of Mr. J. Shoolbred, referring to the part of
my article on ‘Waste Matter,’ in the April Number of the
Planter, page 164, touches a question of vital importance
to every tiller of the soil, or any one who has to do with the
ground.
“There are two values to every kind of feed–most
farmers think of only one–the feeding value and the manure
value. The feeding value determines the fertilizing value; a
food rich in feeding value, gives as a waste product rich in
fertilizing quality.
“It being an accepted fact that the soy bean is the richest
vegetable or grain we can grow, it follows that the waste is
the most valuable. When this becomes better known, and
our farmers have an eye to a fat manure heap, as well as fat
stock, then it will be that the soy bean will be a standard
instead of a special crop. The bean far excels the cow pea in
the quality of the manure to be made by feeding either.
“If intended for fodder, I find it best to plant in rows 24
inches apart, and put on seed at the rate of one bushel per
acre. This gives many small branches and great leaf growth.
“For soy bean fodder let the beans get into hard dough,
a few pods turned a little brown. At this time no leaves have
fallen.
“Cut at this stage there is practically no waste in
handling, and we save all the leafage–a very important thing

in feeding.
“A common binder cuts them very nicely. Do not bind
too tight: make small sheaves, and set four sheaves in a
shock. There is so much oily matter in soy beans they heat
and mould unless thoroughly cured before putting into bulk.
“I let them stand in the shock until the seeds are hard
and brittle. A very few seeds may shell out, but the loss is
small, and they are good for the ground.
“They can be cut with a mowing machine, or a table
rake reaper. I use the table rake on our farm, and let the
bundles lay four or five days, then double up the bundles,
turning all the bundles, so as to get the bottom of the piles
dry.
“This fodder is fed unthrashed to every animal and fowl
on the farm. In this way stock do not seem to notice the
hardness of the seed.
“I am careful to have them dry when put in the barn or
stack. The cow pea can be put up a little green, but the bean,
on account of the oil in it, would mould.
“For planting, I use corn-planting tools, or a grain drill. I
do not think it best to sow soy beans or cow peas broadcast. I
plant in rows and run a lever harrow over them about twice.
It kills the weeds and stimulates the growth of beans.
“This year I shall mix some soy beans in with the cow
peas we grow for cow-pea hay, to lift the vines up off the
ground.
“I shall also plant soy beans and Kaffir corn to cut when
beans and corn are ripe or in condition for fodder. To plant
with Kaffir corn or field corn we like the bean the best. The
vining habits of the pea make it hard to handle.
“I know of no farm crop that has such infinite
possibilities as the soy bean. It is the most certain of all farm
crops; has, so far, no insect enemies; yields a greater number
of bushels of beans than corn; on thin land (in our section) its
feeding value is four times that of corn.
“The feeding tables show that clover hay is worth
$11.20 a ton for feed, and that soy bean straw is worth
$11.40, after the seed is thrashed out. An acre of soy beans
will make as much straw as a crop of clover will on the same
land. While this seed and roughness is being made the microorganisms are building little nodules of nitrogen on to the
roots, and feeding the land for the following crop.
“Robt. C. Morris, Olney, Illinois.” Address: Olney,
Illinois.
390. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1899. Special notices by A.I.
Root: What to plant during the month of July where early
crops have been harvested (Ad). 27(14):556. July 15.
• Summary: “There is certainly no reason why a garden
should not be a thing of beauty and a joy for ever all along
through the fall as well as in the months of April, May, and
June. But to make this thing of beauty, every bit of ground
must be promptly cleared up and planted with the ‘something
else’ as soon as the last crop is gathered.”
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“The last of July is just the best time, ordinarily, to sow
buckwheat; and unless you have frost unusually early you
will get a crop of honey and a crop of grain too. Cow peas
and soja beans are just the thing to put in now to turn under
just as soon as they are killed by frost. Of course, it is too
late to stand much of a chance for ripening the seeds unless
it is some of the extra early varieties. The American coffeeberry would probably ripen seeds if planted now. For prices
of any of the above seeds, write for our seed catalog.”

“Harvesting.–Begin cutting at the time of early bloom,
for soiling. Cut for hay when in full bloom, and as soon as
the pods have formed, for silage.
“Cost of seed.–Seedsmen offer soy bean seed at $2.50 to
$5.00 per bushel. This makes the cost far too great to justify
growing soy beans as a general crop. Farmers are advised to
try soy beans in a small may as a special crop, and then grow
their own seed if the crop gives promise of being valuable.”
Address: Purdue Agricultural Experiment Station.

391. Latta, W.C. 1899. The soy bean as a farm crop. Indiana
Farmer 54(28):3. July 15.
• Summary: “A comparatively new and promising crop
for Indiana farmers is the Soy Bean. This plant has been
successfully grown in different parts of the state and at
several points farther north in the United States. It thrives
in good corn soil, and will grow wherever corn can be
successfully produced.
“Being a quick maturing annual, it will prove especially
helpful to those who can not grow clover. A crop of soy
beans can be produced between the spring and autumn
frosts anywhere in the state. The soy bean may be grown for
pasture, green forage (soiling), for hay or silage, or for seed.
It will yield nine to 12 tons of green fodder, 1½ to 2½ tons
of hay, and 10 to 40 bushels of seed according to variety,
condition of soil, etc.
“Varieties.–If seed is desired, the earlier varieties, only,
should be grown in northern Indiana. The Medium early
varieties will doubtless mature in most parts of the state, and
are to be preferred owing to their greater yield. The latter
varieties might be grown for soil renewal or soiling, but they
would hardly mature seed.
“Culture.–The soil may be prepared as for corn. If
impoverished by previous cropping the soil should be well
supplied with lime, potash and phosphoric acid. Nitrogenous
manures have also proved beneficial in New England.
“The seed may be sown broadcast, with the wheat drill,
in rows 16 to 24 inches apart, or with the corn drill to be
cultivated as corn. The earlier varieties of soy bean may
follow a crop of rye or barley or be sown in the standing
corn at the time of the last cultivation, if the weather is
seasonable. If sown in corn put in two rows of soy beans
between each two rows of corn. Sow about two pecks to the
acre in rows, like corn, and cultivate, if seed is desired. For
pasture, soiling or hay, sow four or five pecks to the acre.
“Food value.–Soy bean hay compares favorably with
clover hay in chemical composition. The seed is very rich
in protein and can therefore be fed advantageously with
corn. The seed should be ground before feeding. The seed
is readily eaten. Stock as a rule, do not relish the stems and
leaves at first, but soon take kindly to this forage.
“Soy beans and sorghum supplement each other as
soiling crops. Corn and soy beans, together, are said to make
good silage.

392. Bennett, R.L. 1899. Relative effects on cotton and corn
of certain leguminous crops turned under entire and their
stubble only turned under. Arkansas Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 58. p. 106-07. Aug.
• Summary: In the first two trials, Cowpeas, Soja beans,
and Velvet beans were grown in rows on adjoining plots.
At the proper stages, half were cut and removed for hay. In
November, all of each plot was turned under, then cotton was
planted on May 10 the next year. The goal was to see the
effect of each crop on the yield of seed cotton. Velvet bean
vines turned under gave the highest yield (1,5550 lb/acre),
followed by Soja bean vines turned under.
The second trial was similar, except that the goal was
to see the effect on the yield of corn, and Velvet bean was
omitted. Soja bean vines turned under gave the highest
corn yield (42 bushels/acre) followed by cowpea vines
turned under (37 bu/acre). Address: Director of the Station,
Fayetteville.
393. Stoddard, W.H. 1899. Soy, or Soja beans. What they
are,.... how to grow them, and what they are good for.
Carlinville, Macoupin County, Illinois. Published by the
author. Printed by Enquirer Printing Establishment. 6 p.
• Summary: “This is an extract from a paper read before the
Macoupin (pronounced muh-KOO-pun) County Farmers’
Institute, Dec. 21, 1898. It was mentioned in letter by
Mary H. Stoddard, 25 Nov. 1944. On page 2 is inscribed:
Compliments of Mary Hoyt Stoddard Best (Mrs. Earl),
daughter of William H. and Mary V. (English) Stoddard. 202
Sue St., Carlinville, Macoupin Co., IL 62626. July 28, 1975.
The publication begins: “To our brother farmers and
stock men. In answer to the many inquiries received, asking
for information about the soja beans, we have prepared the
following circular to answer some of the many questions,
giving a few of the facts we have learned about them from
the reports of several state experiment stations, and from our
own personal experience in growing them for a feed, seed,
and fertilizing crop. All intelligent farmers know there is an
urgent need for a grain and forage crop other than corn. A
crop rich in nitrogen and fat. A crop that can be grown easily,
quickly and with little or no extra cost over that of corn. If
possible, one that will not exhaust the soil like wheat, oats
and corn, but rather add to its fertility.”
The author discusses clover, alfalfa, and cow peas. He
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says he has obtained a yield of 10 bushels “with less than
half a stand.” He accurately reviews the nutritional value
of soy beans compared to available supplements. “The last
and best of this trio of legumes is the soy bean, or as it is
generally but incorrectly called, the ‘soja’ bean. This plant
is a native of South-Eastern Asia, growing wild in Japan,
Java and parts of China. In Japan, where the greatest use has
been made of it as food for man and beast, there are many
varieties, like our corn with us, but only a few have been
introduced into this country. Here it is divided into three
classes, the Early Dwarf, the Medium Early and the Late
Mammoth. Of these three there are white, yellow, green and
black seeded varieties, which differ but little in value. They
are of an upright, branching growth. None of the varieties
ever run or vine like the cow peas.
“The Early Dwarf grows from 16 to 24 inches high,
matures seed fit to feed green in 69 to 75 days, and ripens fit
to cut for a seed crop in 80 to 90 days.
“The Medium Early varieties grow 3 to 4 feet high and
are a few weeks later than the Early Dwarf.
“The Late Mammoth grows 5 to 7 feet high, but seldom
forms seed north of the Ohio river, and only ripens in our

southern states. It is worthless here except for hay or green
forage for pasture, or to plow under for fertilizing. The Early
Dwarf has been grown successfully as far north as Wisconsin
and Minnesota, where corn is a doubtful crop.
“No soil is too poor for it to thrive and grow. It even
yields a fair crop on ground too poor to grow clover. Unlike
cow peas, which are a failure as a seed crop on rich land, it
stands prosperity, and instead of running to vines, it simply
increases alike its yield of forage and seed. So far no insect is
known to injure the vines while growing. Chinch bugs never
touch it. Drouths that burn up clover and cow peas and fire
corn, have little effect on it. Rains that make ‘little yellow
corn’ and rot off cow pea vines, do not injure the sojas. If
cut for hay or seed and lying on the ground, rains that would
utterly ruin clover, corn fodder or cow peas, rarely injures
the sojas.
“This fall part of my own crop was cut and lay on the
ground all through the two weeks’ rain in October, and I
never lost a handful of vines or a pint of seeds from that
cause. The little, fine, velvety hairs on stalk, leaf and seedpods, seem to hold the water at a distance till it can dry out.
These same little hairs on the green, growing plant attract
and hold the dew till the large pulpy leaves can absorb the
nitrogen it contains, transferring it through leaf, stalk and the
mass of thread-like surface roots to the soil which supports
it, thus paying its rent, till the ground is richer after growing
the crop than it was before planting.”
“Now for the food value of the seeds: Of protein or food
nitrogen, which is as necessary to the growth and health of
animals as it is to plants, forming blood, bone and muscle,
Soja bean seed contain 34 per cent; ground linseed oil-cake
contains 32 per cent; cow peas 20 per cent; wheat and oats
each 11 per cent; corn 10 per cent; wheat bran and ship
stuff 15 per cent; artichokes 2½ per cent; sugar beets 2 per
cent. Of fat, which goes to make heat, life and energy in the
animal, these same foods contain: Soja beans 17 per cent;
linseed oil-cake meal 3 to 7 per cent; corn 5 per cent; oats
5 per cent; wheat 2 per cent; bran and ship stuff each 4 per
cent; cow peas 1 4-10 per cent only; artichokes two-tenths of
1 per cent; sugar beets 2 per cent.”
“One of our most successful cattle feeders, Mr. J.F.
Clark, of this county, reports having pastured the past season
his field of sojas when summer feed was short, and says he
never had cattle thrive and fatten faster on any kind of feed.
“Mr. E.G. Duckles, of Chesterfield, cut and fed his green
sojas to his dairy cows the past summer with a quick and
decided gain both in quantity and quality of the milk and
butter.
“In my own experience I can say I never tried a better
feed for calves or shoats [shotes], or brood sows and pigs,
than the sojas either green or dry. They fairly go wild over
the mature green beans if offered to them when grass is dry
and before corn is ready to feed.”
“Prices of seed for 1899: Early Dwarf Sojas, $2.50 per
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bushel; $1.50 per half bushel; $1.00 per peck. Medium Early
Sojas, $2.00 per bushel; $1.35 per half bushel; $0.75 per
peck.” Note 1. No price is given for Late Mammoth Sojas.
At the end of the booklet is a full-page ad: “Macoupin
County Stock and Seed Farms. W.H. & C.L. Stoddard,
proprietors, Carlinville, Macoupin County, Illinois. Our
specialties: Ohio Improved Chesterwhite Swine, Soja Beans,
and ‘Big Macoupin’ White Seed Corn.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2017)
concerning soybeans in Minnesota, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Minnesota. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Minnesota, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Minnesota (Dec. 1899).
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language booklet
seen (Aug. 2001) about soybeans, i.e. with the word “Soy”
(or any of its cognates) in the title.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2006) that uses the term “the sojas” to refer to
soybeans.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
stating that William H. and C.L. Stoddard of Macoupin
County Stock and Seed Farms are selling Soja Beans.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean varieties Early Dwarf or Late
Mammoth.
Note 7. Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary
(1998) defines shoat (derived from Middle English shote), a
term first used in the 15th century, as “a young hog usually
less than one year old.” Others say “Shote: a young pig,
especially one that is newly weaned.” Address: Farmer,
Carlinville, Macoupin County, Illinois.
394. Atwater, W.O.; Phelps, C.S. 1899. Effect of nitrogenous
fertilizers upon the yield and the composition of certain
grasses, grains, and legumes. Connecticut (Storrs)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 11:113-203.
For the year 1898. See p. 148-53.
• Summary: The section titled “Effect of nitrogenous
fertilizers upon legumes” (p. 148+) begins: “During the
years 1895-98 inclusive, the Station carried on a series of
experiments with several of the legumes, especially cow peas
and soy beans... Effect upon yield–The experiments, on the
whole, indicate that the yields of legumes were increased
only slightly, if at all by the use of nitrogenous fertilizers.”
A table shows that “there was some slight increase in the
yield of the soy bean crop following the use of nitrogenous
fertilizers, but it was not sufficient to make their use at all
economical for this crop”
Effect upon the composition–”Nitrogen added to the
fertilizer does not tend to increase very largely the proportion
of nitrogen compounds found in the crop.” Address: 1.
Director of the Station; 2. Vice Director of the Station and
Agriculturist.

395. Bedford, S.A. 1899. Experimental farm for Manitoba.
Annual Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada)
p. 271-325. For the year 1898. See p. 298-99.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with fodder
crops” (p. 298) states: Early in the season, seed of Japanese
Millet, Early Soja Beans and Horse Beans were received
from the Director with instructions for sowing. The chief
object in view in these tests was to gain information as to the
relative usefulness of these plants for fodder purposes in this
climate, and to ascertain the weight of crop obtainable from
each when sown in different ways.”
The section titled “Early soja beans” (p. 298-99) states:
“This plant can probably be utilized as a soiling crop also
for hay and ensilage. During the past season the Early Soja
Beans have not proved as productive as horse beans here...
There were only a very few plants with pods on, and the
pods were only partly grown.” A table shows the “Yield of
early soja beans sown at different distances.” These beans
were planted in three plots (each 1/20 acre) in rows. The
yield of green matter per acre ranged from 7 tons 1,400 lb to
8 tons, 560 lb. The lowest yield was from plants sowed 3 feet
apart, and the highest yield from plants sowed 2 ft apart.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
concerning soybeans in Manitoba province, Canada, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Manitoba province. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Manitoba province, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Manitoba province (1898). The source of these soybeans
was probably the Central Experimental Farm in Ottawa, and
was probably the same material reported by Wm. Saunders
in 1898 and 1899. The Central Experimental Farm, in turn,
got its soybeans from Peter Henderson & Co., seedsmen of
New York, in the spring of 1897. Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Brandon, MAN, Canada.
396. Hills, J.L. 1899. Dairying. Vermont Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 12:252-354. For the year
1898-99. See p. 308.
• Summary: The section titled “Sundry forage crops” (p.
308) begins: “Six non-saccharine sorghums and leguminous
crops were grown in a small way in 1898. The stands of the
former were not particularly satisfactory; of the latter, fair.
The subsection titled Legumes states: “The soy bean
(soja bean) has been grown here for some years... and seems
a fairly promising forage crop, particularly if planted with
corn.”
A table gives “Analyses of the non-saccharine sorghums
and legumes” including the following whole plants: “Soy
bean, Russian vetch, black rice corn, brown dourrha, and
African millet.” Columns show the water content and dry
matter, then the composition of the dry matter: Crude ash,
crude protein, crude fiber, nitrogen-free extract, ether extract,
nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
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seen (June 2005) that mentions the interplanting of soybeans,
in this case with corn. Address: Director of the Station and
Chemist, Burlington, Vermont.
397. Hinckley, A.A. 1899. The soja bean and cow pea.
Illinois Farmers’ Institute, Annual Report 4:406-08. For the
year 1899.
• Summary: “These plants belong to the leguminosœ or
pulse family, which includes the clovers and many other
deep rooted plants. They are becoming more and more
appreciated in our end of the State for stock feed and their
beneficial effect on our compact clay soil, which requires a
liberal supply of nitrogen and humus to increase fertility and
resistance of drouth.
“Cow peas and soja beans are nitrogen gatherers, and
produce abundant organic matter for making humus, their
roots penetrating deep in the soil, and bring to the surface
elements required by the grains and grasses, also make the
soil more porous, thereby increasing its capacity for holding
moisture. They have been grown only in a limited way with
us, and we have much to learn about their cultivation, harvest
and utility. In the future development of the resources of our
soil I think they will be a very important factor.”
“The soja bean is attracting considerable attention at
present, and justly so. It is an upright grower, has no runners
to tangle in handling, and makes more seed to the acre than
the cow pea; the grain is one of the richest we can grow for
feed. Analysis of the composition of grain shows this in a
forceable way:”
A table compares the nutritional composition of 100
pounds each of soja beans, cow peas, corn, oats and wheat.
The soja beans contain by far the highest percentage of
protein (34.0%) and fat (16.9%).
“The soja bean requires good cultivation to do the best
on any soil; it will stand more wet weather and more dry
weather than many other crops. The root growth is abundant–
equal to any plant in that respect. The root tubercles are the
largest I have seen, but are not numerous. Probably after the
bacterium peculiar to this plant is more diffused in the soil
there will be more of the nitrogen produced.
“If cut when in bloom or soon after, it makes a rich
hay, which is relished by the stock. Like the cow pea, it is
hard to cure. When harvested for the seed it can be stored
in the stack or bin without loss from rats, mice or weevil.
Care must be taken when put into bins to see that they are
perfectly dry or they are liable to heat.
“The depredations of insects injurious to grains and
grasses may be more or less checked by a rotation of cow
peas or soja beans, because their food will thus be cut off for
a season.
“Cow peas and dwarf soja beans may be planted after
harvest, and produce a growth that, plowed under, will add
much to the fertility of the soil. They are both splendid
crops to grow for hog pasture. From my own experience I

think sheep enjoy the soja bean better than any other stock. I
would advise all who are interested in increasing the fertility
of their land to give both these crops a good trial; do not stop
with one planting, but continue to use them in rotation with
other crops. I believe these two legumes will revolutionize
the farming interests of Southern Illinois. In them we have
the means of securing cheaply two very important elements
of soil fertility, humus and nitrogen, and at the same time
bring to the surface from the subsoil other elements of
fertility.
“I might add that the soja bean is good for table use; we
like them.” Address: DuBois, Illinois.
398. Lane, Clarence B. 1899. Dairy husbandry. New Jersey
State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
19:205-26. For the year 1898. See p. 207-08.
• Summary: “The forage crops that have been found well
adapted for complete soiling systems are... corn, cow peas,
soy beans, Japanese millets and barley and peas” (p. 205).
In the section titled “Soiling crops, 1898,” a table (p.
207) shows the “Cost and yield per acre of soiling crops.”
For “Soy Beans” it is stated that 1½ bushels of seed are
used per acre. Date of seeding: July 16. Cost of labor: $2.15.
Seed: $3.75 (for 1½ bushels). Manure and fertilizer: $2.88.
Period of cutting and feeding: Sept. 14-21. Yield in tons: 5.2.
Total cost: $8.78.
In the section on “General remarks concerning crops”
we read: “Cow peas and soy beans.–One acre each of these
crops were sown broadcast. The yields were 7.2 tons and 5.2
tons, respectively. The cow pea is the most desirable of the
two, because it is more palatable and, as a rule, produces a
larger yield.” Address: B.S., Asst. in Dairy Husbandry [New
Brunswick, New Jersey].
399. Morrow, George Espy. 1899. Report of Director.
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College.
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report p. 9-16. For
the years 1898-1899. See p. 11-12.
• Summary: In the section titled “Agricultural department”
we read (p. 12): “Soy Beans. Thickness of planting. Methods
of planting.” Peanuts, cow peas, and alfalfa were among the
many other crops tested.
On page 1 of this report, the section titled “Resources”
states: “The Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College
receives from the U.S. Government every year the sum of
$22,500. This is known as the ‘Morrill Fund,’ and is to be
expended for instruction and appliances only, the Territory of
Oklahoma providing buildings, repairs, etc.
“The Agricultural Experiment Station, which is a
department of the College, receives from the United States
Government an annual appropriation of $15,000, to be used
solely for experimentation and the publication of results.”
Income from state taxes and leases adds another $9,300.
This plus other small sources of income raise the total
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income of the college and station to about $50,000. “The
last legislature also made an appropriation of $20,000, for
building purposes.” Address: M.A., Director of the Station
and Agriculturist, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
400. Owsinski, Jan. 1899. Soja wczesna [Early soybean
(Soja hispida praecox)]. Warsaw, Poland: Published by the
author. 21 p. or 16 p. 20 cm or 10 cm. [Pol]
• Summary: Note: In OCLC/WorldCat the booklet is
cited just as it is above. The author’s name is spelled “Jan
Owsinski,” which is the Polish version of his name. The
book is actually published by the author in Lwow (Lviv in
today’s Ukraine), but cataloging records state: Gubrynowicz
and Schmidt, joint venture publishing house, in small octavo,
16 pages, 10 cm. This is a very small book (about 4 inches
tall), intended to be sent out free of charge with the soybeans
that the author is selling.
The author apparently did two editions, both in 1899.
One was 21 pages and 20 cm tall. The smaller one was 16
pages and 10 cm tall. The author’s name in Russian is Ivan
Evgen’evic Ovsinskij.
Here is the translation from Russian into English:
The early soybean (soya), which we brought from Asia
in 1893 and naturalized in Europe, was put on the market
in 1899 by the Hetmanov Estate. Our soybean spread to all
the grain-producing provinces in Russia and abroad, and
this year the Vilmorin Catalogue listed our soybean as a
very valuable novelty. Vilmorin called our soybean early
maturing: extra-hatif.

Our soybean also spread to Austria, Germany, Romania,
etc. In Russia, after the experiments of Mr. Chechot, who
obtained early soybean seeds from us, our soybean spread to
the Northwest krai, the provinces of Mogilev, Minsk [both in
today’s Belarus], Vilensk [partially in Ukraine], Chernigov,
and others, the Southwest krai, to the lands of the Don,
Urals, and Kuban Cossacks, to the Caucasus [an area situated
today between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea and mainly
occupied by Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Russia]. and
Crimea [disputed today between Russia and Ukraine], to the
province of Congress Poland, and to some oblasts in Siberia.
The soybean can withstand -2 R [Rankine scale] below
zero and is highly drought resistant.
The soybean has three times the nutritional value of oats
and is twice as productive, enriches the soil with nitrogen,
and is not only superior to cereal plants (gramineax), but is
also immeasurably higher than all the papilionaceous plants
related to it (papillionaceae).
One hectare yielded the following harvest (table):
Soybean: 2500 kg grain and 7500 kg straw
Horse bean: 2000 kg grain and 3400 kg straw
Pea: 1920 kg grain and 2500 kg straw
With respect to the protein and fat content of soybeans
and other beans, as a consequence of the higher nutritional
value of the soybean we will obtain the following numbers:
One hectare yields (table):
Pea: Units 454 [units not given] proteins, 40 fats, 196.40
marks–cost of harvest.
Horse bean: 689 proteins, 34 fats, 319.02 marks [he
may be quoting international
grain prices].
Soybean: 985 proteins,
366 fats, 631.02 marks
Moreover, the soybean
is not damaged by the pea
beetle Bruchus pisi, as is the
pea.
In China, each year in
the spring at the so-called
agricultural holiday, the
Chinese emperor does not
personally till and sow all
grains, of course, but the five
most important. Among this
number the soybean is on a
par with wheat and rice.
The Chinese know
full well that the existence
of the mass of people we
encounter in China would
be unthinkable without
the soybean. Slivers of
land sewn with soybean
feed all of a Chinaman’s
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livestock and provide him with oil and seasonings for food.
A desyatina [1 desyatina = 2.7 acres or about 1 hectare] of
soybean yields as many nutrients as five-six desyatinas of
oats. It is therefore understandable that a farmer raising oats
and barley experiences crowding on the same plot of land
that, if planted with soybeans, would feed more than one
Chinese family.
At the 1873 Vienna Fair, 20 varieties of soybean from
Algeria, China and Japan were exhibited. However, these
varieties, brought from the south, matured late. As a result,
the soybean crop could not spread even to the environs
of Vienna (not to mention to other localities), where Prof.
Haberlandt’s experiments did not produce positive results.
However, soybean cultivation became possible among
us in 1893, when we found in Asia and then naturalized new,
early, very high-yielding soybean varieties that do well under
our conditions.
We brought two soybean varieties from Asia and
naturalized them:
1. Black Early, which matures in 110 days in the
Southwest krai and in 118 days in Grodno province;
2. Brown, which matures in 100 days in the Southwest
krai and in 110 days in Grodno province.
Our soybean was cultivated very carefully in
Hetmanovka in 1898, and the result exceeded every
expectation. On 19 July 1898, students from the NovoAleksandrovsky Institute, A. A. Savostyanov and B. D.
Brutskus, visited the Hetmanovka farm. On inspecting the
soybean plantings, they counted 133 large pods (small ones
were not counted) on one of the first specimens that came
into their hands. Then specimens bearing about 200 pods
were found. Since soybean pods ordinarily contain 3 beans,
the harvest that year was 400-500 sam [sam refers to the ratio
of beans harvested to beans planted]. Mr. Chechot believes
that in poor soils it yields a harvest 18 sam; in average oils,
50 sam.
Our soybean contains 38% protein and 19% fat.
Soybean straw contains 3.4% protein and 1.5% fat. It

can be fed to cattle and is also an excellent fuel.
A table compares the protein and fat content of three
basic crops:
Winter wheat: 0.8% protein, 0.4% fat
Spring straw: 1.4% protein, 0.6% fat
Soybean meal (Soyevye zhmykhi): 40% protein, 7% fat
Soybean can be fed ground, but it is more advantageous
to press the oil out of the soybean and use the meal as fodder.
In brief, our soybean offers the following advantages:
1. Soybean, especially black early, has a higher yield
than other plants.
2. Soybean has greater food value than other plants, both
papilionaceous plants [legumes] and cereals.
3. Soybean contains no harmful alkaloids as do lupine,
hemp, etc.
4. Like all papilionaceous plants, soybean enriches the
soil with nitrogen and provides excellent shade with its broad
leaves.
5. Soybean is not destroyed by insects, as is rape, and is
resistant to parasitic fungi.
6. Because of its high yield and high food value,
soybean from one desyatina can produce as much grain as
5-6 desyatinas of oats or barley.
7. Soybean withstands both cold and droughts; the latter
pertains especially to black soybean.
8. Soybean, as a papilionaceous plant, provides an
opportunity to engage in more environmentally correct
farming, facilitating the introduction of crop rotation.
9. Soybean affords the ability to transport large amounts
of fodder in a small space. One rail car of soybean is equal in
nutritional value to 3-4 rail cars of oats, barley, or corn.
10. Soybean is far more beneficial in beet plantings that
are cereal grains, both from the standpoint of proper crop
rotation and of preventing nematode reproduction.
11. Soybean is superior to other oilseed plants in that it
does not require rich, fertilized soil.
12. Soybean produces excellent fodder not only in grain
form. Green soybean fodder is more nutritious than alfalfa.
At harvest, black soybean does not shed as does rape, for
example. No bloating, as happens with clover or alfalfa, has
been reported when animals are fed green soybean.
13. Planting one desyatina with soybean requires only
1-3/4 to 2 poods [1 pood = 16.38 kg] of seed when it is
planted in rows and 2½ to 3 when broadcast. As a result, it is
cheaper to plant soybean than other grains.
14. No plant produces as much excellent meal (which is
superior not only to cereals, rape, and even flax) as soybean
does. We should treasure this plant as much as the ancient
agrarian peoples of Asia value it on the basis of centuries of
experience.
From a report from A. E. Mangalov, captain of the
Cossack Army:
“After our forces occupied the Kwantung peninsula,
our Verkhneudinsk regiment was posted in Port Arthur,
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Talienval, and Bindzo village, where we were forced to
acquire feed for the horses from the locals, for whom
soybean meal and green bristle grass (a kind of millet) are
the only fodder for the local livestock. Over my two-month
stay I was convinced that one could wish for nothing better
than soybean meal as horse feed. Because of the meager
supply of oats, the horses were switched to soybean rations
in the following way: for the first three days the horses each
got 10 pounds of a mix of 3 pounds of soybean meal and
7 pounds of oats; then for three days, 7 pounds of soybean
meal and three pounds of oats; finally they were given 10
pounds of soybean meal per day. In addition to soybean
meal the horses got millet straw, which, however, they ate
with no particular relish; the horses ate the [soybean] meal
voraciously.”
Translated by Kathy Stackhouse.
401. Paillieux, Auguste; Bois, D. 1899. Le potager
d’un curieux: Histoire, culture et usages de 250 plantes
comestibles, peu connues ou inconnues. Troisième édition
entièrement refaite [The inquisitive person’s kitchen garden:
History, culture, and uses of 250 edible, little-known or
unknown plants. 3rd ed. completely redone]. Paris: Librairie
Agricole de la Maison Rustique. xvi + 678 p. See p. 575-625.
Illust. Index. 25 cm. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The information about soy in this 1899 third
edition is very similar to that in the 1892 second edition, but
the page numbers are different. Contents of section on soy:
Introduction: Work of the Society for Acclimatization with
soy, structure of this book, excerpts on soy from past issues
of the Bulletin the Society for Acclimatization. Botany of the
soybean. 1. Soy in Japan: Kaempfer’s writings, including
miso and shoyu, Japan at the World’s Fair of 1878, miso,
shoyu, tofu. 2. Soy in Cochin China: Black soybeans, various
foods. 3. Soy in China: Soy oil, tofu and fermented tofu,
soy sauce, other uses. 4. Soy in Austria-Hungary. 5. Soy in
France: Historical, varieties, cultivation, utilization.
The author’s full name is Nicolas-Auguste Paillieux
(lived 1812-1898; he died on 8 Feb. 1898 at age 85). An
illustration (non-original line drawing; p. 576) shows a
mature soybean plant bearing many pods, plus a close-up of
three pods to the lower right of the plant (from an original in
J.R.F. 1882). Note: Desire Bois lived 1856-1946.
Other related or interesting subjects (listed
alphabetically): Adzuki (p. 224). Amande de terre: See
Chufa. Amarantus / Amarante (p. 14-16). Arachide / Arachis
hypogœa (p. 32-35). Chufa / Cyperus esculentus / souchet
comestible (p. 571-75). Daikon (p. 173). Gado-gado [Salad
with peanut dressing] (p. 224). Gobo (p. 45). Jinenjo (p.
246). Katakuri (p. 336). Koniaku [konnyaku] (p. 289). Ko /
kudzu (p. 300-315). Mioga (p. 396). Moyashi (from adzuki,
p. 226). Phaseolus radiatus / azuki (p. 222-24). Pistache
de terre: See arachide. Quinoa (p. 523-25). Udo (p. 448).
Voandzou / Voandzeia subterranea (p. 650-53). Wasabi (p.

420). Yama gobo (p. 496). Zingiber mioga (p. 396). Address:
1. Honorary member of the Council of the Societe Nationale
d’Acclimatation 2. Asst. de la Chaire de Culture, Museum
d’Histoire naturelle de Paris.
402. Robertson, R. 1899. Experimental farm for the
Maritime Provinces. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 24161. For the year 1898. See p. 255.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with soja
beans” (p. 255) states: “The seed used in these experiments
was of a very early variety of soja bean from Japan, sent by
the Director. The experiments were planned with the object
of finding out the best distance apart for growing this variety
of bean, and also its value as a forage crop... The seed was
sown 5th June.” The best yield, 5 tons 600 pounds, was
obtained by sowing the beans in drills 2 feet apart. Distances
of 2.5 and 3 feet gave lower yields.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
concerning soybeans in Nova Scotia province, Canada, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Nova Scotia province. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Nova Scotia province, or the cultivation of soybeans in Nova
Scotia province (5 June 1898). The source of these soybeans
was Japan.
Note 2. Robertson was the first superintendent of
the experimental farm for the maritime provinces, at
Nappan, Nova Scotia, serving from 1897-1913. Address:
Superintendent, Experimental Farm, Nappan, Nova Scotia,
Canada.
403. Saunders, Wm. 1899. Report of the director and acting
agriculturist. Annual Report of the Experimental Farms
(Ottawa, Canada). p. 5-91. For the year 1898. See p. 51.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with Soja
beans (Soja hispida)” (p. 51) states: “The Soja or Soya
bean was first grown at the Central Experimental Farm as a
fodder plant in 1897, when two varieties, a late and an early
sort were tested. The early variety, the seed of which was
obtained from Peter Henderson & Co., seedsmen, of New
York, proved very promising and produced on the small plot
grown a weight of fodder equal to 15 tons 855 lb per acre. In
this case the beans were sown in rows 9 inches apart. Further
experiments have been tried with this early ripening Soja
bean during the past season, when two sets of plots were
sown at different dates and of different widths in the rows
with the object of finding out the best time to plant and the
most profitable method of planting.”
“From these experiments it would appear that the best
results may be looked for from planting these beans about
the middle of May in drills 14 inches apart.”
Note: Wm. Saunders was director of the entire system of
experimental farms across the Dominion of Canada. But he
was located at, and did his work at, the Central Experimental
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Farm in Ottawa, Ontario. Address: Director, Dominion
Experimental Farms, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
404. Trabut, Louis. 1899. Les engrais verts [Green manure
crops]. Algerie, Service Botanique, Informations Agricoles.
Bulletin No. 20. 24 p. See p. 22. [Fre]
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned only briefly:
“Soybeans (les Soja) could also be cultivated for turning
under (ètre enfouis [as green manure, engrais vert]), but
these plants are more useful for the production of seed and
of a green summer forage, which is very rich in protein
materials and fats.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2002)
that uses the term “green manure” in the title in connection
with soybeans. Address: Experiment Station at Rouïba,
Algeria.
405. Trabut, Louis. 1899. Rapport à M. le Gouverneur
Général sur les études de botanique agricole entreprises
en 1898 [Report to the Governor General on studies in
agricultural botany undertaken in 1898]. Algerie, Service
Botanique, Informations Agricoles. Bulletin No. 19. 83 p.
See p. 18-19. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “Soya (le Soja) remains a very useful legume
in Algeria. Green soybean forage fed to dairy cows greatly
increases their production of milk. Since the cultures of
a special bacteria for the roots of the soybean have been
distributed and propagated, all the stands cultivated at the
station now have numerous and large nodules on their roots.”
A long quote by Zardeski (apparently from Algeria),
titled “Bou-Medfa.–Haouch Morad propriété Arthus,” is
included. It states: “Soybean seeds have been planted on
May 15; on irrigated soil, they have given an extraordinary
yield, larger than could be expected from any other variety
of beans or peas. The harvest of seeds that we are going to
obtain will allow us to try animal feeding experiments next
year. The enormous yield of the soybean, of both leaves and
seeds, leads us to predict that, in our region, this plant will
be able to become one of the most important elements in
the feeding of animals. We served soybeans boiled in salted
water to Arabs who come here. This food was unanimously
well accepted, so in the future we intend to include it in the
diet of our indigenous servants.”
An illustration (non-original line drawing; p. 19) shows
a mature soybean plant bearing many pods, plus a close-up
of three pods to the lower right of the plant (from an original
in J.R.F. 1882). To the lower left of the plant is written the
fraction 1/10. Address: Director of the Botanical Service,
Algiers, Algeria.
406. YUrkevich, Lyutsian. 1899. Soya rannyaya, kak
nasyshchnaya pishcha dlya gubernii, postradavshikh ot
neurozhaya [Early soya as daily food for provinces suffering
from crop failure]. Kiev, Ukraine, Russia: Printing House of

Peter Barsk. 19 p. 20 cm. [Rus]
• Summary: Sigizmund Yaroshevskii brought soybeans
to Russia from abroad; however, due to lack of effort to
acclimatize these soybeans, they started to disappear.
In 1893, I. Ovsinskii [Ovsinsky, Owinski, Owinsky]
reintroduced black and brown varieties of soybeans from the
East to the Podol’skaya region [part of Ukraine in 2002]. In
1895, Yurkevich brought soybeans from North Korea into
Chernigovskaya, Mogilevskaya and Vilenskaya regions [also
part of Ukraine in 2002]. It was found that soybeans, which
were inexpensive and nutritious, could be used to feed the
starving and malnourished population. Also, soybeans were
used in Russia as a feed for army horses (when Yurkevich
traveled to Korea, he also noticed that their horses were fed
soybeans). Also discusses: Acclimatization and cultivation of
soybeans. Unique features of soybeans. Six recipes for dishes
made with soybeans: 1. Soy flour to make bread. 2. Soy flour
to make mamalyga (boiled dough). 3. Soy flour to make
pancakes. 4. Cooked soybeans to make porridge. 5. Soybeans
to make soy oil. 6. Miso used in a porridge.
Both August Chechet (who lived under the name of
Gal’vachi) in an article in the agricultural journal, Roln. i
Hodow No. 40 of 1898, and J. Farcy in his article in Journal
de l’agriculture pratique No. 14 of 1898 approvingly
recommend soybeans. There follows a long quotation from
Chechet’s article. Address: Kiev, Ukraine, Russia.
407. Stoddard, W.H. 1900. Soy or soja beans and cow peas
for feeding and fertilizing. Independent Press (Griggsville,
Illinois) 21(9):1, 4. Jan. 3. Paper read at the Farmers’
Institute.
• Summary: W.H. Stoddard, a soybean pioneer in Illinois,
argues that the three best crops to restore depleted soil on
farms are the legumes clover, cow peas, and “soy or soja
beans.” Moreover, these can combine with a grain crop
as fodder for livestock. “I think the best of this trio of
leguminous plants is the soy bean or as it is generally but
incorrectly called, the soja bean. This plant is a native of
Southeastern Asia, growing wild in Japan, Java and parts
of China. In Japan, where the greatest use has been made
of it as food for man and beast, there are many varieties,
like our corn with us, but only a few have been introduced
into this country. Here it is divided into three classes, the
Early Dwarf, the Medium Early and the Late Mammoth. Of
these three there are white, yellow, green and black seeded
varieties, which differ but little in value of composition
for feeding... I prefer the yellow as they have proven more
productive of seed and the seeds are larger than the other
varieties...
“The Late Mammoth grows 3 to 7 feet high, but seldom
forms seed north of the Ohio river and only ripens in our
southern states. It is worthless here except for hay or green
forage for pasture or to plow under for fertilizing. The Early
Dwarf has been grown successfully as far north as Wisconsin
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and Minnesota where corn is a doubtful crop.
“No soil is too poor for it to thrive and grow. It even
yields a fair crop on ground too poor to grow clover. Unlike
cow peas, which are a failure as a seed crop on rich land, it
stands prosperity, and instead of running to vines, it simply
increases alike its yield of forage and seed. So far no insect is
known to injure the vines while growing. Chinch bugs never
touch it. Drouths that burn up clover and cow peas and fire
corn, have little effect on it. Rains that make ‘little yellow
corn’ and rot off cow pea vines, do not injure the sojas. If
cut for hay or seed and lying on the ground, rains that would
utterly ruin clover, corn fodder or cow peas, rarely injures
the sojas...
“My sojas with less than half a stand, averaged 10
bushels per acre, while crops, of 25 to 60 bushels are
common, average crops, according to soils and seasons, and
over 100 bushels per acre have been grown at the south.
Grown for forage or hay it yields 5 to 15 tons green and 2 to
5 tons dry. As hay the sojas are ¼ richer feed than clover, 3
times richer than field corn cut green purposely for fodder...
“As a dairy feed they are of the greatest value, giving an
additional amount of milk and butter and also adding to the
quality of the latter...
“In my own experience I can say I never tried a better
feed for calves or brood sows and pigs than the sojas, either
green or dry. They fairly go wild over the mature green beans
if offered to them when grass is dry and before corn is ready
to feed.
How to plant, cultivate, harvest, and thresh the sojas:
“Plant about a peck per acre in drills with a corn planter in
rows 20 to 30 inches apart... To harvest the Early Dwarf is
quite a task, as the seed pods set so low on the stalks and
they are so tough and hard when ripe it is impossible to cut
them with a machine. It has to be done by hand with corn
knives or hatchets. Cut as soon as the pods turn yellow.
Catch the tops with one hand, cut and throw into small piles
to cure. Dry thoroughly and then thresh or store in a barn;
or better, in open shed till ready to thresh or feed. If many
are grown, they are best threshed with a common grain
separator, removing the concave and putting in a board in its
place. Don’t use a wind-stacker machine if you can get any
other, as they have to run too fast to do good work. If ripe,
don’t cut with a scythe; it shatters the beans and does not cut
low enough. Don’t use a hoe, the handle strikes the vines,
shatters seeds and the blade digs up clods of dirt to get mixed
with the seeds.”
The author concludes: “Don’t feed like it was corn
fodder or hay; remember they are very rich, condensed feed.
Try them. Write to the secretary of agriculture, Washington
DC, for Farmers’ Bulletins Nos. 16, 22 and 58. They are sent
free of charge to any address. No. 58 is specially valuable
as it is devoted entirely to the topic of soy beans as food
for man and beast, the different varieties and how to grow
them.”

Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that uses the word “separator” or the term “common grain
separator” in connection with soybean production. Address:
Carlinville, Illinois.
408. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1900. Rotations. 25(4):76. Jan. 26.
• Summary: “(Paper read before the Kansas State Board of
Agriculture, at its meeting at Topeka, January 11, 1900, by
Henry Wallace, editor of Wallaces’ Farmer, Des Moines,
Iowa).
“It is not my purpose to enter upon a theoretical or even
a scientific discussion of crop rotations.”
“The legumes of the greatest agricultural value are the
clovers, alfalfa, soy beans, and the varieties of peas adapted
to northern and southern latitudes. Each of these is able to
draw upon the atmospheric nitrogen at will for a supply of
this most expensive, most valuable and most easily wasted
element of essential fertility.”
409. Brooks, William P.; Thomson, Henry M. 1900. Report
of the Agriculturist. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 12:9-55. Jan., 1900. See
p. 10-11, 16, 28.
• Summary: Discusses the fertilizing value of soy beans.
Page 11 notes that soy beans were used in a rotation and
soil test with corn and other crops. One table (p. 16) shows
the increases produced in 6 crops (including Soy beans;
beans and straw) produced from 1889-1899 by a complete
fertilizer, and by manure compared with a plot receiving
no manure. The manure produced much larger increases
and profits. Soy beans were used in a rotation with onions.
Sulfate and muriate of potash were compared as soybean
fertilizers but the results were inconclusive because of an
accident. Address: 1. Ph.D., Agriculturist; 2. B.Sc., Asst.
Agriculturist.
410. Gomilevskiy, V.I. 1900. O kitayskom bobe (Soja
hispida) i ego znachenii dlya russkogo khozyaystva [The
Chinese soybean (Soja hispida) and its meaning in Russian
economy]. St. Petersburg, Russia: Printing House of
“Obshchestvennaya Pol’za” Union. 32 p. 22 cm. [17 ref.
Rus]
• Summary: Contents: I. Research of Gil’desgeim proved
that soybeans could replace meat in daily diet. More than 20
varieties of soybeans from Japan and China were introduced
to Central Europe and Russia in 1873 at the World
Exposition in Vienna. Soybeans were first recognized in
Russia by agricultural writers Yaroshevskii and Semnalovskii
in an article in their journal (name of which is not stated)
and later in another article in the Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta.
During about the same time articles were written by I.G.
Podoba and Mel’nikov. In the 1884 exhibition in Odessa,
various Russian regions presented soybeans in various stages
of development and soybeans which can be used as coffee
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substitutes. Soybeans were also cultivated in Kiev, now part
of Ukraine.
II. Description of soybeans. Different varieties of
soybeans in Europe (Soja hispida praecox is recommended
for cultivation in Russia). III. Composition of soybeans.
Use of soybeans as meat substitutes for poor people and the
army. Soybeans as substitutes for coffee. Soybeans used in
tofu, miso and spicy sauces for meat. Recipes: food uses of
soybeans: soybean flour for bread, soybeans for soybean oil.
IV. Composition of soybeans. Use of soybeans as feed for
cattle, dairy cows, pigs and horses.
V. Characteristics of the soybean: How it stands hot
and cold weather, uniqueness, not a demanding plant (needs
little fertilizer), prefers southern climates / latitudes. VI.
Cultivation of soybeans: Type of soil, preferred temperatures
and time of year for planting, spacing between seeds
and rows. VII. Soybean maintenance. VIII. Harvesting
of soybeans. IX. Harvesting/gathering of soybeans. X.
Conclusion: Soybeans have a bright future in Russia, they
may help fight hunger in the poor regions, as well as provide
an excellent source of nutrition and energy for the army and
the marines. Address: St. Petersburg, Russia.
411. Sempolowski, A. 1900. Ueber den Anbau der Sojabohne
[On soybean culture]. Fuehling’s Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung 49(5):193-96. March 1. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean first aroused great interest in
Europe after the Vienna World Exhibition in 1873, where
a large collection of soybean varieties from China, Japan,
India, etc. were exhibited. Professor Haberlandt in Vienna
and others subsequently conducted a large series of
agronomic trials with the soybean in various locations from
Austria and Germany. These, however, showed that the
cultivation of this fodder plant in the districts concerned is
not worth recommending since the soybean matured either
very late or not at all. At that time I also conducted soybean
agronomic trials in the province of Posen and in Russian
Poland; these, too, gave negative results in those vegetation
areas. The farmers were discouraged from cultivating the
soybeans and pretty soon the once-popular fodder plant was
indeed forgotten.
However, in more recent years, there arose a new, eager
apostle of the soybean, the farmer J. Owsinski [Owinsky,
Ovinski] from the province of Podolia. He had been working
for a long time in East Asia, allegedly, and there he learned
about new, earlier-ripening varieties of this fodder plant.
For cultivation, he recommends two varieties above all:
one black- and one brown-seeded. Since the soybean still
continues to have a great reputation, publicity, especially in
Russia, as an excellent fodder plant, I decided to conduct
another agronomic trial with these two new varieties at
agricultural research station at Sobieszyn (in Russian
Poland). I wanted to answer two questions: First the time
required for the soybean to mature in our climate, and second

the value of the entire plant as fodder.
According to Owsinski, the soybean took 100 days to
come to vegetative maturity in southwest Russia and 110
days in western Russia, corresponding to late varieties of
oats or blue lupins. The brown-seeded soybean is said to
ripen in 100 days in southwest Russia and 108-110 days
in western Russia, however the yield is low and the seeds
shatter easily.
In East Asia soybeans are used to make soy sauce
(Shoya, Soohu, or Soy), miso, and natto–the last two being
fermented foods. A table shows the nutritional composition
of soybean cake on a dry weight basis (41.73% protein, and
7.18% fat).
On 14 May 1898 the author planted his trial field with
soybeans. On Sept. 22 he harvested 30 plants of brownseeded soybeans, including 200 gm of seeds; 100 seeds
weighed 22.07 gm. The plants were 26-36 cm high and on
each stem were 13-17 pods. The time to maturity was 140
days. On Oct. 5 he harvested 23 plants of black-seeded
soybeans, including 208 gm of seeds; 100 seeds weighed
16.01 gm. The plants attained a height of 30-55 cm, and on
each stem were 12-56 pods. The time to maturity was 173
days.
On 17 May 1899 the author planted a larger quantity of
brown-seeded soybeans at the rate of 643 kg/ha in rows 40
cm apart. The time to maturity was 130 days. At the same
time on another test plot he planted black-seeded soybeans
in rows 50 cm apart. The harvest took place on Oct. 7 and
the time to maturity was 170 days, but the seeds were not
completely ripe and had to be dried for another week. A table
shows the nutritional composition of these two varieties.
Brown: 39.03% crude protein and 18.55% fat. Black:
37.62% crude protein and 20.87% fat.
When we consider the protein and fat content of the
seeds, we must acknowledge that the soybean, compared
with other crops, has a very high nutritional value. However,
farmers must be urgently advised to treat the new, allegedly
early-ripening varieties with great caution, since they have
not yet been sufficiently tested to be recklessly praised and
their cultivation widely expanded.
Note: This document contains the 2nd earliest clear date
seen for soybeans in Russia, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Russia (14 May 1898). This is also the earliest document
seen that describes soybean breeding in Russia. The source
of these soybeans was Owsinski, who obtained them
from East Asia in 1893. Address: Dr., Sobieszyn [Russian
Poland?].
412. Bersch, W. 1900. Anbauversuche mit neuen
Futterpflanzen [Agronomic trials with new fodder plants].
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 50(21):181.
March 14. [Ger]
• Summary: In recent years, the director of the Agricultural
Experiment Station (Landwirthschaftliche Versuchsstation)
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in Sobieszyn in Russian Poland (today’s Sobieszyn,
Poland), Dr. A. Sempolowski, carried out agronomic trials
with numerous plants that were recommended as fodder
plants (Futterpflanzen). The following is to be reported
about the observations that were made within that context
and the composition of the products that were harvested.
The following were planted: flat peas (Waldplatterbse)
(Lathyrus silvestris), marsh peas (Sumpfplatterbse) (L.
palustris), meadow peas (Wiesenplatterbse) (L. pratensis),
Sakhalin knotweed (Sachalin-Knöterich) (Polygonum
sachalinense [now renamed Fallopia sachalinensis]),
Japanese knotweed (Riesenknöterich) (P. cuspidatum [now
renamed Fallopia japonica]), white knotweed (Weyrich’s
Knöterich) (P. Weyrichi [sic–P. Weyrichii, now Persicaria
weyrichii]), Phacelia tanacetifolia Bentham [blue tansy],
Chinese artichokes (Knollenziest), (Stachys tuberifera
[now renamed Stachys affinis]), and soybeans (Sojabohne)
(Soja hispida). With all of these plants, it resulted that they
absolutely did not meet the hopes that were placed in them.
Some of them were really worthless and were not accepted
even by livestock that had not been fed (ausgehungert =
literally “starved”), some of them did not arrive at successful
development with the climate in which the trials were carried
out. In the end, Dr. Sempolowski advises always treating all
unknown and often warmly recommended feed plants with a
certain mistrust.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: PhD.
413. Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G. 1900. A new
drought-resisting crop–Soy beans. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 92. p. 19-28. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the soy
bean. Variety to plant. Planting. Cultivating. Harvesting.
Yield. Feeding value: Steers, dairy cows, calves, cattle, hogs
and pigs, pasture for hogs, hay. Cost of production. Faults
of the soy bean. Fertilizing value (“it improves the soil on
which it is grown”). Will it pay for the Kansas former to
raise soy beans? Obtaining the seed.
“The Kansas Experiment Station began raising soybeans
in 1889 and has raised them every year since–in 1889
having 70 acres in this crop. We have found the soy bean
to stand the drought as well as Kaffir-corn or sorghum; it is
not touched by chinch-bugs; the grain is a richer feed than
linseed meal, and the plant enriches the soil on which it is
grown. We believe that in 1900 the soy bean should be tried
on a small scale by every Kansas farmer...
“The soy bean was brought [to Kansas] from Japan,
where it is extensively cultivated for human food, taking the
place of beef on account of its richness in protein. Because of
its peculiar flavor but few Americans like it.
“Variety to plant: Kansas farmers should plant the
Early Yellow soy bean. The Kansas Experiment Station has
tried many other varieties, and the Early Yellow is the only

sort that we have found that is satisfactory under Kansas
conditions. Other kinds either yield too little or the crop
does not mature during our season. In the spring of 1899
we issued a press bulletin describing the merits of the soy
bean and recommending the farmers to give the crop a trial.
The College had no seed for sale and farmers ordered from
the seed men, simply writing for soy beans. As long as the
supply of Early Yellow soy lasted orders were filled with it,
and the crops are reported satisfactory. After this supply was
exhausted the seed men filled the orders with the Late Yellow
soy, a variety that matures in Georgia and Alabama. Kansas
farmers who planted the seed of this late variety report that
but a small portion of the crop matured, the rest being killed
by frost. Early Yellow soy beans planted May 12, 1899, were
harvested August 23; planted after wheat, July 14, 1989,
were ripe October 9.”
“The beans should be planted in rows 30 to 42 inches
apart, with the single beans dropped 1 to 2 inches apart in
the rows. One-half bushel of seed per acre is required. The
ground should be in good tilth, and the weeds thoroughly
killed just before the beans are planted... We cultivate the
same as corn, using the two-horse cultivator with small
shovels and taking great care not to ridge the ground...
Where more than 10 acres of soy beans are grown, it will
pay to harvest them with a regular bean harvester... As
soon as cut, the beans should be raked into windrows and
immediately shocked, and left to cure in the cocks. The
thrashing may be done with the ordinary grain thrasher, using
all blank concaves, and running the machine slow enough to
prevent cracking the beans... Farmers with better ground than
ours report a yield of 20 bushels per acre, using our seed.”
Five experiments were conducted feeding ground
soybeans (14.4% fat) to hogs: “These experiments show that
when soy beans are fed with corn or Kafir-corn for fattening
hogs a saving was made in the amount of feed needed to
make 100 pounds of gain of 13, 24, 31, 33, and 37 per
cent., the amount varying in different experiments. Can the
Kansas farmer afford to go without the soy bean and lose
this saving?” (p. 25). Soy beans also make a pasture that is
greatly relished by hogs.
Cost of production (p. 26): When grown on a large
scale in Kansas, with ordinary prices for farm labor, it costs
about 40 cents a bushel to raise soy beans. “This includes all
expenses from preparing the ground for planting to storing
the thrashed beans in the bin, but does not include rent.
“During the summer of 1899 we kept an account of the
cost of raising soy beans on fields containing a total area of
sixty acres. Labor cost $1.25 per day for a man and $2.50 per
day for a man and team. The cost per acre was: Preparation
of land, $1.35; planting, 30 cents; cultivating, $2; hoeing, 70
cents; harvesting, $1.40; thrashing, $2.57; total, $8.32. The
yield of the 60 acres was 932 bushels, making the total cost
per bushel nearly 54 cents.” Kansas dairymen, hog raisers,
and stockmen should all raise soy beans.
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“Obtaining the seed: Most seed men sell soy beans,
listing them as soy beans, soja beans, or coffee beans. The
following farmers report having raised soy beans in large
quantities in 1899: Hon. Geo. M. Munger, Eureka, Kansas;
A.E. Clark, Pleasant Hill, Kansas; M.L. Dickson, Edgerton,
Kansas; Wm. C. Lee, Manhattan, Kansas; H.H. Clothier,
Vera, Kansas; D.L. Beale, Montana, Kansas; O.E. Simmers,
Abilene, Kansas.”
Illustrations (by Hench, p. 20, 22-23) show: Two soy
bean pods and two soy beans (full size). A soy bean knife
on a cultivator beam. A full-page soy bean plant, with many
leaves and pods.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that uses the word “harvester” harvester (“a regular bean
harvester”) in connection with soybean production.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2014)
that uses the word “horse” (or “horses”; “the two-horse
cultivator”) in connection with soybean production.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2007)
that gives an itemized accounting of the cost of producing
soybeans.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Early Yellow. There is
good reason to believe that this is simply a new name for the
Yellow Soy Bean, the name which had been used at Kansas
since 1890. Address: 1. M.S., Agriculturist; 2. M.S., Asst. in
Dairying; 3. B.S., Asst. in Field and Feeding Experiments.
All: Manhattan, Kansas.
414. Courrière, C. 1900. Correspondance de Russie
[Correspondence from Russia]. Journal d’Agriculture
Pratique 64(11):401. March. [Fre]
• Summary: This article begins: “I believe it is my duty to
communicate to you the result of experiments made with
Soja hispida prœcox by M. Ovinski of the Agricultural
Society of the Don (Société agricole du Don), located
southeastern Russia.” Testing black and brown soybeans,
planted on three different days in April, Ovinski got
maximum yields of 50 and 56 pouds/ha (Note: 1 poud = 16.3
kg).
Note: Mr. Ovinski is widely known as a soybean pioneer
from Ukraine, which lies south of Russia, and borders on
the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov. The latitude is about
60º north. Today his name can written Ivan Evgenevich
Ovsinskyi / Ovsynskyi / Ovsins’kyy / Ovsynskyy. He lived
1856-1909.
415. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1900. The soy bean; A
substitute for clover. 28(8):321-22. April 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: Reprints in full the contents of Ohio Agric. Exp.
Station, Press Bulletin No. 206. Wooster, Ohio. 16 April
1900. Bees are not mentioned. Only the title suggests that the
soy bean may be a substitute for clover.

416. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Press Bulletin.
1900. The soy bean a substitute for clover. No. 206. April
16. Published at the end (p. 270) of Ohio Agric. Exp. Station
Bulletin No. 120 (June 1900).
• Summary: “The Soy or Soja bean is an upright, stiffstemmed, branching bean, introduced a few years ago
from Japan, which is rapidly coming to the front as a most
valuable forage plant. It has been grown for several years by
the Ohio Experiment Station with very satisfactory results.
Planted in some of our poorest soils, it has produced two
to three tons of excellent dry forage or hay per acre, which
is eaten with relish by all kinds of stock. As a crop to turn
under for green manuring, we do not know its equal.
“As the Soy bean is a warm weather plant it should
not be planted before the last of May in Northern Ohio, nor
before the middle in the southern part of the state... It should
be harvested before frost and cured as hay.
“The Soy bean, like clover, adds nitrogen to the soil, and
it is therefore a renovating, instead of an exhausting crop. It
is especially suited to take the place of clover in a systematic
rotation where the clover has been killed out by severe
winters, as is the case at present over a large part of Ohio, or
where the spring seeding of clover has failed to catch. The
Ohio Experiment Station has used it in such cases with such
good results that it feels justified in urging the farmers of the
state to give it a careful trial.
“There are several varieties of Soy beans, some of which
will mature seed in Ohio, while others will not. As a rule, the
latter class are more valuable for forage, as they make larger
growth. The beans, however, which are produced at the rate
of ten to twenty bushels per acre, are a valuable feeding
stuff, as they are quite high in protein, and to some extent
take the place of such materials as linseed meal in the ration.
The Kansas Experiment Station has fed them to fattening
hogs with the result of effecting a large saving in the quantity
of food required to make a pound of pork, and others report
similar results in feeding them to sheep.
“The Experiment Station has no seed of these beans for
distribution, but it may be procured of most of the principal
seedsmen.” Address: Ohio.
417. Rane, F.W. 1900. The soy bean in the north (Letter
to the editor). Rural New-Yorker 59(2621):283. April 21.
Oversize.
• Summary: Much interest has been taken of late in the Soy,
or Soja bean, an introduction from Japan. It is being used to
a considerable extent in this country, both as a forage and as
a green-manuring crop. The composition of the plant shows
a high percentage of food ingredients, and as it is one of the
leguminous order, it doubtless derives much of its nitrogen
from the air. There are many varieties on the market, which
are classified by a few seedsmen into early, medium and late;
others offer simply Soy, or Soja beans, which are usually
found to be the late variety. The medium early is perhaps
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the best for all purposes, on account of its maturing a large
quantity of seed, as well as making a fine, leafy growth, thus
enabling one either to sell the seed or convert the whole into
silage.
“This variety will average a yield of four tons 1,900
pounds to the acre. When the crop is to be cured for hay, it
should be cut when in blossom. Cows eat it, but do not seem
to relish it much when fed alone. It is always advisable to
feed it with fodder corn, millets, etc., when used for soiling.
When mixed with corn for silage, it forms a very valuable
concentrated food. However, it has one objectionable point in
its use for the silo, that of its woody, indigestible stem. Fig.
88 shows the comparative merits of three varieties grown
at the New Hampshire Experiment Station, No. 1 being
the early, No. 2 the medium early, which is recommended,
and No. 3, the late. Fig. 89 also gives a field of the late
variety, taken at the same Station. In sowing, the following
method may be used: Sow in drills three feet apart, with
seed dropped one foot apart in the row, which requires about
one-half bushel of seed per acre; or the seed may be sown
broadcast, requiring in this case from one to two pecks more
per acre. The cultivation ordinarily given corn is sufficient.
The idea that this plant will grow equally well on wornout
soils, without fertilizers, is an erroneous one. It is necessary
either to fertilize the land, or to use soil in good heart
already, if an average crop is expected. Potash, phosphoric
acid and lime are recommended as the fertilizers best
adapted to its growth. Nitrogen has also been found equally
beneficial, especially when no turf is plowed under.”
Photos show: (1) Three varieties of soy beans, Fig. 88.
(2) A field of late soy beans in New Hampshire, Fig. 89.
Address: New Hampshire Agricultural College.
418. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1900. The soy bean. May 8. p.
6.
• Summary: “The soy bean seems about to become popular
as rapidly as did alfalfa when introduced for much the same
reasons. The soy is an upright stiff-stemmed, branching
bean imported from Japan a few years ago and its headway
in popular estimation has been made almost entirely during
the last year. The agricultural authorities are impressed with
its value as a forage plant and the experiment stations in
the middle West have made most favorable reports which
have led the agricultural press strongly to recommend its
cultivation. The Ohio experiment station reports that planted
on some of the poorest soils it has produced two or three tons
of excellent dry forage or hay to an acre and it is eaten with
relish by stock. As a green crop to turn under for manuring
the bean is said by authorities not to have its equal.
“Like clover, it adds nitrogen to the soil and it is
therefore a renovating instead of an exhausting crop. It is
especially suited to take the place of clover in a systematic
rotation where the clover has been killed by severe winters,
as is the case in many localities in the middle West now;

or where the spring seeding of clover has failed to catch.
The experiment stations are making an attempt to induce
the farmers to sow the crop. Being a warm weather plant it
should not be planted in northern Indiana, northern Ohio,
or Illinois before the last of May... Aside from its value as
forage and as a nitrogenous crop the beans are valuable for
feeding stock, as they contain a large amount of protein...
The prediction is made that in five years nearly every farmer
and stock-raiser will be growing soy beans.”
419. Wallaces’ Farmer (Des Moines, Iowa). 1900. Soy beans
in Kansas and Nebraska. 25(19):507, cols. 3-4. May 11.
• Summary: “We hope our southern Kansas and Nebraska
readers who have not grown soy beans before will not let
another year pass without experimenting with the same. The
soy bean in that section is past the day of experiment, and
from a paper by Prof. J.G. Haney, of the Kansas Experiment
Station, published in the quarterly report of the State Board
of Agriculture of March, 1900, we quote in substance such
directions for planting them as Kansas experience has
suggested.
“First, prepare the land the same as for corn. Don’t list.
Don’t plow the ground until you have the seed and are ready
to plant, then plant immediately. It is essential after the beans
are planted to compact the ground as thoroughly as possible
around them. If you have a Campbell subsurface packer
that is the best implement; next to that, a heavy roller. The
essential thing is to get the soil pressed as closely as possible
around the seeds in older to secure germination. If you do not
do this, you will have a poor stand if dry weather follows.
“Drill thirty inches apart with seeds three or four inches
apart in the row. Any wheat drill will answer the purpose, but
the press drill is best. The following are the directions as to
how to plant:
“’Tack pieces of pasteboard over all the holes except
those which will put the rows the proper distance. With an
eleven-hole drill, by stopping all but the outside and middle
holes, if the holes are six inches apart, three rows thirty
inches apart can be planted at the same time. A thirteen-hole
drill treated the same way will put the rows thirty-six inches
apart. A marker may be put on the drill by bolting a 2x4
timber to the middle part of the frame and let project behind
to attach the marker to, and the other end pulled by a chain
or rope from the marker to the double-tree. Or a slat may be
fastened to the frame and let project on either side in front
of the wheel, and a light chain hung from this to drag in the
wheel mark made the previous round, and so adjusted as to
indicate the proper distance.
“’After the holes are stopped properly put in some
beans, and on a smooth place let down the shoes and run
the drill a few yards. Where the beans seem to be uniform,
measure off a few feet and count the beans in the measured
space; there should be four beans to the foot, and after a
few trials the drill can be adjusted to plant properly. Notice
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where the feed bars rest, and it will be well to test the drill
occasionally to see that it is planting properly.’
“The last week of May or the first of June is time
enough, but in the southern part of the state you can possibly
get a crop after the wheat is taken off, provided the season be
favorable. If a dashing rain comes just after planting, run a
light harrow across the rows. Let the first cultivation be deep
and close to the plant; afterwards surface cultivation to keep
the surface of the soil loose and check evaporation.
“Why do we urge the sowing of soy beans? Mainly in
order that our Kansas and Nebraska readers may get the
full use of their corn. The trouble in that section, except
where alfalfa can be grown, is that it has a great abundance
of fat-formers which can not be used to advantage without
flesh-formers which are as scarce and dear as fat-formers
are cheap. Now by adding one-fifth of a bushel of soy beans
to a bushel of corn, they will get as much gain as with two
bushels of corn; in other words, a bushel of soy beans is
worth about five bushels of corn.
“It may be that the best way to dispose of a crop is
where they are in the same enclosure to turn the hogs in
and feed them off without harvesting either; in other words,
under these circumstances, one bushel of soy beans and five
bushels of corn would be equivalent to ten bushels of corn,
and the expense of growing the soy beans, barring the seed,
would be no more than that of growing the corn in a doubtful
corn country.
“For more full particulars on these points, for the
method of harvesting, and the results of the experiments
with hogs proving the truth of the above proposition, see
the article from which this is taken, the quarterly containing
which can be had by our Kansas readers on application to
Hon. F.D. Coburn, Topeka, Kansas, and by our Nebraska
readers on application, accompanied by eight cents in
stamps. Soy beans will succeed where corn will fail.”
420. Latta, William Carroll. 1900. The soy bean. Purdue
University (Indiana) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Newspaper Bulletin No. 84. 1 p. May 14. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The general failure of the clover crop in
Indiana has brought to the Experiment Station numerous
queries as to the merits of other leguminous crops. Many
of these inquiries relate to the soy bean as a forage and
fertilizing crop...
“The soy bean will yield 10 to 15 bushels of grain, or
about two tons of hay to the acre in Indiana under good
average conditions... Soy beans grow well and mature on
Purdue experiment station farm. Others in the State have
grown them successfully. Farmers who do not succeed with
clover, will do well to try soy beans or cow peas. The latter
will be a good soil renovating crop and the former may prove
equally advantageous as a leguminous grain and forage crop
in a rotation composed chiefly of cereals.
“The Station has no soy beans for sale or distribution.

The seed can usually be obtained from any of the large
seedsmen.”
A table taken from Kansas Agric. Exp. Station Bulletin
No. 92 compares the protein, carbohydrate, and fat content of
soy beans, flax seed, linseed meal old process, bran, oats, and
corn. Soy beans have the highest protein content (29.6%).
The author summarizes the table: “It appears from the table
that soy bean meal may take the place of oil meal or cotton
seed meal in a feeding ration.” Address: Agriculturist.
421. Wallaces’ Farmer (Des Moines, Iowa). 1900. Drouthresisting crops (Letter to the editor). 25(20):533, col. 1. May
18.
• Summary: “The observations of the writer have been
limited to the growth of the crops named below in Kansas.
It is believed, however, that such crops as Kaffir coin and
soy beans are destined to become of great importance to the
agriculture of large sections of our country. For this reason
the following notes have been collected with a view that
something of value to Iowa farmers may yet be discovered in
the drouth-resisting crops of the Southwestern plains.
“The Soy Bean or Soja Bean (Glycine hispida).–Like
many others of our cultivated plants, the soy bean is not
known in a wild form. It has been cultivated in China, India
and Japan for ages and has probably become so modified by
the influences of cultivation that it has lost its resemblance
to its wild progenitor. The plant is remarkable for its
ability to resist extremes of drouth and heat. The hispida
or hairy epidermis of the leaves probably aids in retarding
evaporation, thus preventing too rapid transpiration in dry,
hot weather. The Oriental nations use it in their agriculture
as a means of keeping up the fertility of the soil. This result
is accomplished by means of nitrifying organisms which
inhabit little nodules on the roots of the plants. The soy
bean plant, therefore serves the purpose of indirectly taking
nitrogen out of the atmosphere and fixing it in the soil where
other plants may use it. When first brought to America, the
beneficent bacteria were not associated with the plant and
it was grown many years in Kansas before a nodule was
observed. By means of inoculation with soil from one of the
Eastern states, the bacteria have been introduced into Kansas
during the past two years and somewhat widely distributed.
In Japan, many varieties of soy beans are grown. At the
Kansas Experiment Station ten or twelve varieties have been
grown, but all except the yellow soy have been discarded.
The greatest fault of the soy bean is in the small yields that
are obtained, fifteen bushels per acre being a heavy yield in
Kansas.
“The Eastern people esteem the soy bean very highly for
human food, but its strong flavor will interfere with its use
for this purpose in America. Its chief value in our agriculture
will be found in its usefulness as a feedstuff for domestic
animals. When grown for grain, the straw is worthless as a
feed, but when cut and cured green the soy bean plant makes
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excellent hay, or if fed out at once no other plant excels it for
soiling purposes. The grain has an exceedingly high feeding
value, owing to its richness in protein and fat. The following
table gives a basis for the comparison of soy beans with
some other common feeds:
This table has four columns: Kind of feed-stuff, protein
%, fat %, and carbohydrates %. The kinds of feed-stuff are
soy beans: (34.0%, 16.9%, 28.8%), linseed meal (33.2%,
4.0%, 38.4%), dent corn (10.3%, 5.0%, 70.4%), bran (12.5%,
3,6%, 42.1%), cottonseed meal (32.0%, 10.0%, 20.2%),
alfalfa hay (10.7%, 1.4%, 37.3%).
“This table shows that soy beans are more than three
times as valuable for both protein and fat as corn. If the fat is
reduced to its equivalent in carbohydrates and added to the
carbohydrates, it is readily seen that soy beans lack only a
little more than nineteen per cent of being the equivalent of
corn in carbonaceous materials, while their protein is almost
three and a half times as great. If we compare them with corn
on the protein basis we find that they are more than three
times as valuable, pound for pound. Since protein is the most
expensive feed-stuff on the farm it follows that a yield of
fifteen bushels of soy beans per acre is a fairly paying crop
“Soy beans when fed with Kaffir corn meal to hogs have
given wonderful results at the Kansas Experiment Station.
One hundred pounds of Kaffir corn meal fed alone gave 15.4
pounds of pork. One hundred pounds of a mixture of fourfifths Kaffir corn and one-fifth soy beans gave 23 pounds of
pork. The following table illustrates this:
“100 lbs Kaffir corn alone produced 154 lbs. pork worth
@ 3¢ per lb., 46¢.
“100 lbs. of mixture produced 23 lbs. pork worth @ 3¢
per lb, 69¢.
“400 lbs. Kaffir corn alone produced 4 x 15.4 lbs pork
worth @ 3¢ per lb, $1.85.
“400 lbs Kaffir corn plus 100 lbs. soy beans produced 5
x 23 lbs. pork worth @ 3¢ per lb., $3.45.
“Gain due to 100 lbs. soy beans, $1.60.
“This shows that, when pork is worth three cents soy
beans are worth $32 per ton to feed with Kaffir corn to hogs.
“Soy beans should be planted in drills the closer the
rows the better, as long as one can give good intertillage
with a horse cultivator. They can be planted with a Dowagiac
grain drill better than with other implements. The ground
should be in good tilth before planting the crop, and the
soil should be warmer than is required for corn. The crop
matures in about two and a half months, and should have
the advantage of the driest and hottest season of the year
in which to make its growth. Plant a half bushel of seed
per acre, cultivate as you would cultivate corn, and harvest
before all the pods have turned brown. A bean harvester
should be used, which consists of two long, thin steel knives
running a little below the surface of the ground and attached
to a frame very similar to a riding cultivator. The implement
cuts off two rows of beans at once and iron fingers attached

to the machine roll together the two rows in a windrow. They
are then raked into bunches with a hay rake and should be
cocked up and let cure in the field for several days. It is more
economical to thresh them out of the field than to stack them.
A steam thresher can thresh the beans without cracking them
if all the concave teeth are removed and the machinery is run
just as slow as it can be run and not have the sieves clog. It
cost the Kansas Agricultural College in 1899 $8.40 per acre
to cultivate, harvest and thresh the crop.
“There is a great field for the seed breeder to work upon
soy beans. It is said that they yield much more abundantly
in their native land than in the United States. When we have
succeeded in breeding up varieties that will yield twenty-five
bushels per acre we may expect the soy bean to be one of
the most valuable plants in cultivation. It is possible that the
strong, disagreeable flavor may be bred out of them, and that
they may become of general use on our tables.”
422. Rural New-Yorker. 1900. A soy bean harvester.
59(2640):590. Sept. 1. Oversize.
• Summary: “We have had quite a number of questions
from those who desire to get a cheap machine for
harvesting beans. There are several machines made for
this purpose, most of them using a knife, which reaches
out under the beans and cuts and slices off the roots. At
Fig. 206 [illustration] is shown a device used at the Kansas
Agricultural College for harvesting Soy beans. With this
crop the pods grow so close to the ground that no grain
harvester can be used without wasting many of the beans.
A knife cutter should run slightly below the surface of the
ground in order to work properly. The picture shows a
knife made from strap steel two inches wide and 3/16 of an
inch thick. The strap should be 2½ feet long, six inches of
one end being bent at right angles to bolt to the shank of a
walking cultivator with shovels removed. The horizontal
part of the steel should be sharpened on the front side and
bent backward at an angle of about 30 degrees so that the
trash will not collect on it. The knife is set to run slightly
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underground. If two knives are used, two rows may be cut at
a time, provided the rows are not too wide. But it will require
one man at each knife. This simple device is said to work
well in cutting off Soy beans and might be made to work
with the ordinary field bean.”
423. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1900. General
notes. 11(9):812-15. Sept.
• Summary: The section titled “The soy bean as a forage
crop” states: “Some years ago Mr. Geo. Valder, who was
then manager of the Wagga Experiment Farm, conducted a
number of experiments to determine the value of the Soy (or
Soja) bean for culinary and fodder purposes. The opinion
formed on the trials was that for a hot-weather grower it was
hard to excel the Soy bean, which produced an abundance of
foliage and pulse. Seed was also sent to farmers in various
parts of the Colony, and in one place–Rylstone [see Dec.
1893 issue]–This bean produced a wonderful crop during the
hottest and driest months of the year.
“In the [United] States, where pulse crops for forage
receive a good deal more attention than is the case here,
the Soy bean is recognized as a valuable and reliable crop
for seasons of drought. Speaking of it in the American
Agriculturist, Professor Thomas Shaw, of Minnesota, which
is just as subject to prolonged spells of hot, dry weather as
our western districts, says: “The soy bean may be grown for the grain, for soiling
food, for ensilage, for pasture, and for green manuring. Its
greatest value, however, will probably be found in furnishing
soiling food for dairy cows, as it is in the proper condition
for being thus fed at that season of the year when but few
plants are available for such use; that is to say, during the
latter part of the summer. The Soy bean is a hot-weather
plant, and is able to stand more drought than the cow-pea.
When once well-rooted, hot winds that would wilt and wither
many other forms of vegetation will not seriously injure the
Soy bean.
“In appearance it resembles a common bean, but the
foliage is larger and much more luxuriant, and the habit of
growth is more upright. With all the conditions favourable,
this plant in some of its varieties will grow to the height of
at least 4 feet, and it produces a large yield of green food.
Some of the early varieties, as the medium or green, can
be grown successfully further north than the cow-pea. The
claim, however, that they will flourish as far north as corn
is not quite correct. And since it will stand drought better
than the cow-pea, it has special adaptation for districts
subject to scanty rainfall. Its province as a catch crop is more
circumscribed than that of the cow-pea, since in many of its
varieties it takes longer to mature. Nevertheless, there are
many crops which it may be made to follow the same season,
as, for instance, winter rye, winter wheat, grain forage eaten
down, or an early crop of potatoes. A warm, rich vegetable
soil with a porous subsoil is best adapted to the growth of

the Soy bean. The soils of the fertile prairie, therefore, are a
natural home for it. On poor, sandy soils it will not make a
large growth unless these are first fertilised.
“The preparation of the soil should be such as to make
a deep, fine, firm and moist seed-bed. When the Soy bean
is planted after a grain crop which has just matured, a free
use of the harrow and roller should be made in a normal
season to conserve moisture. When sown from the grain, for
ensilage, for soiling food, or for hay, the seeds are put in with
the grain drill. But they may also be planted with a cornplanter or a bean-planter. It is customary to make the rows
about 30 inches apart. If the crop were grown for pasture,
the rows could be made considerably closer, under some
conditions, but not so close as to preclude cultivation, except
such as may be given with the harrow. When the rows are 30
inches apart, from 2 to 4 pecks of seed will suffice per acre.
At no time should the seed be sown earlier than the cornplanting season, and in districts subject to late frosts it ought
to be planted later. In the cooler districts, earlier varieties
only should be sown, and even in the hotter localities very
late varieties ought not to be used.
“In cultivation, a harrow with the teeth aslant can be
used with advantages before the beans are up, and also in
some instances at a later period. The cultivation should be
prompt and generous, more especially when the plants are
young. For making hay the Soy bean should be cut when the
beans in the pod are fully half-grown, or before the lower
leaves begin to fall freely, and the aim should be to handle it
but little during the curing process, lest many of the leaves
should be lost. When mixed with corn in the silo, the quality
of the ensilage is thereby considerably improved.”
Note: This article was reprinted under the same title in
The Sydney Mail (8 Sept. 1900, p. 7); the source was not
cited.
424. Washington Progress (Washington, Beaufort Co., North
Carolina). 1900. Soy-bean culture. Oct. 11. p. 1.
• Summary: From Home and Farm: “As yet the soy-bean is
comparatively new in America, but judging from ten years’
experience at the Kansas Experiment Station, where as much
as seventy-five acres have been raised in one season and
fed to fattening hogs, cattle, milch cows and young stock,
its value is clearly demonstrated, and it promises to rank
high in the agriculture of the future. At the special request
of Secretary F.D. Coburn, of the State Board of Agriculture,
the most approved methods of culture and use are related by
Prof. Haney, as follows:
“The soy-bean responds readily to good soil and plenty
of moisture, but will thrive and produce on land too poor, or
in a season too dry for ordinary crops. It is not molested by
chinch bugs, and there are no insect enemies or blights which
materially affect it. The root system of the soy-bean is very
extensive, striking deeply into hard subsoil and spreading
widely near the surface. Not only are they supported by
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their extensive root system, but, being a legume, the noduleforming micro-organism on the roots enables the crops to get
part of its nitrogen food directly from the air, and leave in
the soil a store of nitrogen which benefits succeeding crops.
Nitrogen is the most expensive and easily depleted element
of fertility in our soil, and one of the strong points in favor
of soy-beans is that they fit perfectly in the short rotations
where clover and alfalfa are not practicable, giving a rational
rotation, and at the same time a paying crop.
“The land for soy-beans should be prepared the same
as for corn. Listing is not advisable, as the pods grow
close to the surface of the ground and would be covered in
cultivating. However, good results have been obtained by
listing the ground and then nearly tilling the ditches before
planting. The ground should not he plowed until time to
plant, and the planting done immediately after plowing. Late
plowing and immediate planting give the beans opportunity
to keep ahead of the weeds, which always bother such a
crop. Bean planting comes properly after corn and Kaffir
corn planting. By this time the soil is well warmed, which
insures prompt germination and rapid growth. After plowing
it is essential that the soil be compacted so as to hold the
moisture, as the beans require a relatively large quantity to
insure prompt germination.
“We get the best results by drilling in rows thirty inches
apart and three to four inches apart in the rows. The beans
grow upright, never falling down except on very rich land,
so they do not require more space. Planted at this distance
they shade the ground, which is desirable to prevent
evaporation and also to keep weeds down. Thirty pounds to
one half bushel of seed are required per acre to plant at this
distance. The best satisfactions [sic] comes from planting in
the spring, after the soil is well warmed. The last week of
May or first of June is not too late, depending on the season.
It takes from eighty to one hundred days for the beans to
mature, and they do best if this is during the most favorable
part of the season. They continue to grow and will mature
seed regardless of how dry the weather may be, although
the yield may be much reduced. Seed that is over two years
old is risky, and should not be trusted if new seed is to be
had. Seed should not be kept in close-woven sacks nor in
deep bins in quantity. It may heat enough to destroy the
germinating powers and not be previously noticed.
“If a dashing rain comes up after planting and forms
a crust the beans may ‘break their necks’ trying to push
through. If the crust has formed run a light harrow crosswise
of the rows. A few plants will be broken off, but not so many
as if harrowed lengthwise, and it will be much better than
leaving the crust intact.
“One of great objections to soybeans has been the lack
of an easy means of harvesting.
“The bean pod grows so close to the ground that no
sort of grain harvester can be employed in harvesting them
without losing some beans. If hogs or sheep can be put on

to glean the field a self-rake may be used very satisfactorily.
A mower will shatter the beans and crush them into the
earth, and does not give satisfaction. The stems being hard,
any knife cutter should run slightly below the surface of
the ground to cut them satisfactorily. When more than ten
or fifteen acres are to be handled it will pay to use a bean
harvester.
“After the beans are cut they can be raked with a hay
rake, and should be put in small shocks until dry, when
they can be threshed or stacked. Thrashing is done with an
ordinary separator, using all blank concaves, and running as
slowly as the machine will permit and not clog in the shake.
“Those who have grown them for hay are loud in their
praises, and some think this is the most satisfactory way
of getting the benefit to the crop, especially where alfalfa
or clover are difficult to grow. For hay the seed should be
drilled or sown broadcast, and will require one and one-half
bushels per acre. They should be cut when the beans are well
formed but soft; the leaves will all be on at this stage, and a
large quantity of superior feed will be secured. The cutting
may be done with an ordinary mower, and the hay cured as
any other crop.
“As a soiling crop for cows, there is nothing better to
produce a high yield of milk. Shoats averaging about sixty
pounds per head, turned into a patch of soy-beans just as
the beans was forming, made a superior growth, without
any grain to speak of. They ate beans, leaves, stalk and all,
leaving only short stubs where the beans had been two feet
high.
“The soy-bean is richer than linseed meal, and nearly as
rich as cotton seed or gluten meal. The early varieties should
be insisted on, and some seed houses have sent out the late
sorts when an early variety was expected, with the result that
those who grew them were much dissatisfied. We advise that
the bean be tried in fields of not less two or three acres, as
smaller planting seldom gives satisfaction.”
425. Bailey, Liberty H. 1900-1903. Cyclopedia of American
horticulture. 2nd ed. 4 vols. New York, NY: The Macmillan
Co.; London: Macmillan & Co., Ltd. See vol. 1, p. 136-37.
Vol. 2, p. 653. Vol. 4, p. 1693. Assisted by Wilhelm Miller,
Assoc. Editor.
• Summary: This classic is illustrated with over 2,000
original engravings, including two of the soy bean. Full-sized
illustrations (fig. 191; p. 136) in Volume 1, under “Bean,”
show the seeds of 6 types of beans, including four seeds of
Glycine hispida (the soy bean).
Another illustration (fig. 195; p. 137) shows the leaves
and pods of the Soy Bean–Glycine hispida (one-third size),
and the accompanying text states: “Of greater value [than the
Cow-pea] for the same purposes, north of New Jersey, seems
to be the Japanese Soy Bean, which is early enough to come
to maturity almost anywhere in the United States. Its foliage
is rather thin or open, however, which impairs its value for
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and separated by others (see Franch. & Sav. Fl. Jap. 1:108.
Maxim. Bull Acad. St. Petersb. 18:398). For purposes of
perspicuity and definition, they may well be kept separate
in the books... Glycine was once applied to Wistaria. It is
sometimes used for that genus at the present day in foreign
lists (L.H.B.)”
Vol. 4, p. 1693 states: “Soy Bean (Glycine hispida,
which see for botanical description) is a legume, and while
it has long been a staple crop in Japan it has but somewhat
recently been cultivated in the United States. Figs. 191,
195. It grows to perfection only in a tropical or semitropical
climate. In its native country, Japan, the seed is an important
human food product, but in the United States its principal use
at present is as a forage plant for farm live stock and as a soil
renovator...
“To the horticulturist the Soy Bean is valuable chiefly
as a soil renovator... When the soil is so hard and forbidding
that clover will not thrive the Soy Bean may be made to
serve as a nitrogen gatherer, and when plowed under it serves
to greatly improve the physical condition of the land. See
also Glycine (L.A. Clinton).” Address: Prof. of Horticulture,
Cornell Univ., New York.

green-manuring. The dry Bean constitutes one of the richest
vegetable foods known, and its flavor seems unobjectionable
to all kinds of stock. Sow 1 bushel to the acre.”
Volume 2, p. 653 notes: “Glycine (Greek for Sweet).
Leguminosae. Perhaps 15 or 20 species in tropical Asia,
Africa, and Australia, mostly twining vines. The Glycines
are allied to Dolichos, Vigna and Phaseolus: The cultivated
species are distinguished by small and hairy flowers in short
axillary racemes... In this country Glycine is known only in
the Soy Bean, G. Hispida, Maxim. (fig. 195; p. 137), which
is an erect, hairy annual from Japan and China. It is also
known as the Soja Bean, Coffee Bean and Coffee Berry... In
China and Japan the seeds are much used for human food,
but in this country the plant is grown for forage, having
begun to attract attention about 25 years ago. The beans may
be used as a substitute for coffee; and for this purpose the
plant is often sold. The Soy Bean, in the form in which we
know it, seems to be unknown in a wild state. It is probably a
domesticated form of Glycine Soja, Sieb. & Zucc., which is
wild in Japan. These two species are united by some authors

426. Bedford, S.A. 1900. Experimental Farm for Manitoba.
Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the Experimental
Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 283-335. For the year 1899. See
p. 310.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with early soja
beans and horse beans” (p. 310) states: “A further trial was
made of these two leguminous plants, but the returns were
not as large as last year. During the past two seasons both
Soja and Horse Beans have been tried for ensilage, but with
very poor success. In both years the plants rotted in the silo
and partly spoilt any corn coming in contact with them.”
The best yield from Early Soja Beans, 4 tons per acre green,
was obtained from beans sown June 20 in rows 21 inches
apart. They reached a height of 28 inches and were cut Aug.
31. Address: Superintendent, Experimental Farm, Brandon,
Manitoba, Canada.
427. MacKay, Angus. 1900. Experimental Farm for the
North-West Territories. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 33788. For the year 1899. See p. 355.
• Summary: The section titled “Soja beans” (p. 355) states:
“Plots 1/20 acre. Seed sown in rows at different distances
apart. The beans were sown May 19, cut Sept. 13, and when
partially dry were weighed and put in silo. The best yield
per acre, 2 tons 1300 pounds, was from rows 28 inches
apart, rather than 21 or 35 inches. The beans grew 25 inches
high. All were slightly injured by frost in August.” Address:
Superintendent, Experimental Farm, Indian Head, NorthWest Territories, Canada.
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428. Macoun, W.T. 1900. Report of the horticulturist. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 73127. For the year 1899. See p. 101.
• Summary: In the section titled “Cover crops” (p. 100+),
page 101 states: “Soja Beans:–sown in drills 6 inches apart
on June 17, at the rate of 3 bushels per acre, came up June
24. Ploughed under on August 7. Average height 14 inches.
Estimated yield per acre of green crop: 3 tons 446 pounds.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
concerning the use of soy beans as a cover crop; it was
done in Canada. This is also the earliest English-language
document seen (June 2020) that contains the term “cover
crops” (or “cover crop”). Address: Horticulturist, Central
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
429. Rivière, Charles; Lecq, H. 1900. Manuel pratique
de l’agriculteur algérien [Algerian farmer’s practical
manual]. Paris: Augustin Challamel. vli + xv + 1144 p. See
p. 210, 231-32. Illust. Index. 26 cm. Series: Bibliothéque
d’Agriculture Coloniale. [1 soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: The section on “Cultivated forage plants”
contains a subsection (p. 231-32) on the soybean: “The
soya pea of China (Soja Pois de Chine).–Soja hispida.–This
legume, which is a new crop, in the form of a dwarf haricot,
and having numerous varieties, grows to a height of about
80 cm in soils of passable quality, but in temperate countries
and with summer rain. It should be planted in rows 40-60 cm
apart with variable spacing between plants, according to the
terrain and irrigation. Planted at the beginning of spring, it is
ready for harvest in late autumn as a grain.
“When irrigated, the plants develop well but bear seeds
poorly. In soil that is more or less dry, the vegetation is
meager and of little use as a forage crop. The soybean (Le
Soja), as a forage, is a plant for irrigated soils and, in this
case, can be replaced advantageously by other crops.
“This legume, though there are many constraints on
its seed-bearing ability, is very rich in nutrients; its seeds
contain about 35% protein and 19% oil. Here is its chemical
composition according to an analysis made in the laboratory
of Mr. Oliver-Lecq: Moisture (at 100-110 degrees) 8.15%,
volatile essence at 125 degrees 3.12%, proteins 37.13%,
organic non-protein materials 27.60%, fatty materials
19.70%, salts soluble in water 2.93%, salts not soluble in
water 1.37% (total salts 4.30%), total 100%.
“In the human diet, the seeds of the soybean are of no
interest compared to our numerous varieties of haricots and
beans (fèves), which can be grown easily and rapidly. This
plant has no future among indigenous crops*. (Footnote:
*See le Soja hispida by H. Lecq. 1881. Bulletin de la Société
des Agriculteurs du Nord).” Note: Riviere was born in 1845.
Address: 1. Ancien Président de la Société d’agriculture
d’Alger, Directeur du Jardin d’essai (Former President of
the Agricultural Society of Algiers, and Director of the
experimental garden/nursery); 2. Inspecteur de l’Agriculture

en Algérie, Propriétaire-agriculteur.
430. Robertson, R. 1900. Experimental Farm for the
Maritime Provinces. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 22758. For the year 1899. See p. 246.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with soja and
horse beans sown at different distances apart” (p. 246) states:
The best yield of soja beans, 6 tons per acre, came from
plants sowed in rows 24 inches apart, rather than 30 or 36
inches apart. Fertilizer was applied at the rate of 400 pounds
per acre. Address: Nappan, Nova Scotia, Canada.
431. Saunders, Wm. 1900. Report of the director. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p.
5-51. For the year 1899. See p. 23.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with Soja
beans (Soja hispida)” (p. 23) states: “Experiments have been
conducted in the growing of an early ripening variety of
Soja beans for fodder purposes for the past three years, with
the object of finding out the best time to plant and the most
successful method of planting. Four plots of one-fortieth acre
each were used for this purpose. The soil was a sandy loam
of medium quality but somewhat variable. The previous crop
was pease. The land was gang-ploughed soon after harvest
and ploughed again later in the autumn about 7 inches
deep. In the spring of 1899 it received a dressing of barnyard manure, about 12 tons per acre. This was spread and
ploughed under about 6 inches deep and harrowed twice with
the smoothing harrow before sowing.”
The four plots were sown on May 31 and cut for
ensilage on September 15. The best yield of green fodder, 12
tons 1,600 pounds per acre, was obtained from soja beans,
sown in rows 21 inches apart. “Growth strong and even, very
leafy, average height 40 to 44 inches. The pods were well
formed but the beans were still soft when the crop was cut.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
that uses the word “harrow” (“the smoothing harrow”) in
connection with soybean production. Address: Director,
Dominion Experimental Farms, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
432. Sharpe, Thomas A. 1900. Experimental Farm for British
Columbia. Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the
Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 389-425. For the
year 1899. See p. 408.
• Summary: The section titled “Soja beans” (p. 408) states:
Three plots were sown on May 1. The best yields per acre
when cut green, 2 tons 1,680 pounds, were obtained from
soja beans in drills (rather than hills) 35 inches apart. Height
30-34 inches. Pods fairly plentiful. Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Agassiz, BC, Canada.
433. Shaw, Thomas. 1900. Forage crops other than grasses:
How to cultivate, harvest and use them. New York, NY:
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Orange Judd Company. 287 p. Illust. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: A practical and reliable book. Chapter 6,
titled “Leguminous plants other than clover” (p. 103-44)
contains a long section on “The soy bean” (p. 138-44) with
the following contents: Introduction. Distribution. Place in
the rotation. Soil. Preparing the soil. Sowing. Cultivation.
Pasturing. Observations. A full-page photo (p. 143) shows
sheep pasturing on soy beans at the Minnesota University
Experiment Farm.
Like cowpeas, the soy bean “may be grown for the
grain, for soiling food, for ensilage, for pasture and for green
manuring. Its greatest value, however, will probably be
found in furnishing soiling food for dairy cows, as it is in the
proper condition for being thus fed at that season of the year
when but few plants are available for such a use; that is to
say, during the latter part of summer.”
“Experience in pasturing the soy bean in the United
States has not been extensive... But since it is stiffer in the
stem and more erect in its habit of growth than the cowpea,
and in the consequence is more easily broken off than the
latter, it should prove less valuable relatively in providing
pasture, especially for cattle and sheep.”
The soy bean grows at its best in all states south of the
Ohio River and east of the Mississippi River. In the rotation,
it is generally grown as a “cleaning crop,” between two grain
crops. “Its province as a catch crop is more circumscribed
than that of the cowpea, since in many of its varieties it takes
longer to mature.”
“Observations.–1. For making hay, the soy bean should
be cut when the beans in the pod are fully half grown, or
before the lower leaves begin to fall freely, and the aim
should be to handle it but little during the curing process, lest
many of the leaves should be lost.”
This chapter also discusses the field pea, common vetch,
sand vetch, and cowpea. Other chapters discuss alfalfa,
cowpeas, and peanuts (p. 243-44).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2005)
that uses the term “Animal Husbandry” to refer to an
occupation or title.
Note 2. Thomas Shaw lived 1843-1918. Address: Prof.
of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Minnesota.
434. Shaw, Thomas. 1900. Soiling crops and the silo: How to
cultivate and harvest the crops; How to build and fill the silo;
and how to use the silage. New York: Orange Judd Company.
xii + 366 p. Illust. 19 cm.
• Summary: This book is quite similar to another book
written by the same author and published the same year by
the same publisher, titled Forage Crops Other than Grasses:
How to Cultivate, Harvest and Use Them.
The present book is divided into two parts: Part I is
about soiling crops and Part II is about the silo and silage.
In Part I, Chapter 1 contains a detailed discussion of ten of
the more important benefits from growing soiling crops.

These are: (1) Food supplies are increased in a marked
degree. (2) In various ways the waste in feeding is lessened.
(3) Animals are sustained in better form than where soiling
is not practiced. (4) Injury to the land through poaching
(“the treading of animals when their hoofs sink below the
surface of the ground”) is prevented. (5) A salutary influence
is exercised on weed eradication. (6) A saving in land is
effected. (7) A saving in [soil] fertility is effected. (8) Saving
in fences. (9) Animal production is greatly increased. (10)
The cost of keeping the family cow is lessened.
In Part I, Chapter 6, titled “Leguminous plants other
than clover” (p. 103-44) contains a long section on “The soy
bean” (p. 118-28) with the following contents: Introduction.
Distribution. Soil. Place in the rotation. Preparing the soil.
Sowing. Cultivation. Feeding.
It begins: “The soy bean (Glycine hispida) has only
been tested in this country during recent years. Its growth
has been confined to comparatively limited areas, hence but
a relatively small number of the agriculturists of the country
have any knowledge of the plant, based upon practical
experience.”
The subsection on “Sowing” states (p. 125): “As a rule,
what are known as the dwarf varieties are preferred for
grain production in the north and the medium varieties are
preferred in the south. Of the former the Early Dwarf is a
favorite and of the latter the Medium Early Green. The last
named variety has proved satisfactory when grown as soiling
food as far north as Amherst, Massachusetts. The Medium
Early Black is also in favor in many localities.”
Full-page, black-and-white photos taken at the
Minnesota University Experiment Farm show: (1) A man and
a sheep standing in a field of soybeans. A sheep is pasturing
on the plants (p. 120). (2) A farmer wearing a hat standing
in a field of hip-high soybeans. The caption: “Soy beans for
soiling” (p. 127).
In Part II, Chapter 1, titled “A history of siloing”
(p. 245-57) states: “A silo is a structure designed for the
preservation of food in the green and succulent form. The
term is derived from the Greek word siros a pit for holding
grain... Ensilage, or silage, as it is now more commonly
called, is the green and succulent food preserved in a silo.” It
may be preserved in either uncut or cut forms. The early silos
in Europe were large pits dug in the ground, with adequate
drainage and covering to prevent the accumulation of liquids
or water. Some early U.S. silos were patterned “after those
built by Goffart, the great French siloist,” whose silos were
39.4 feet long, 16.4 feet broad, and 16.4 feet deep. “But the
laboriousness of the process made it irksome to those who
adopted it, and, because of this American ingenuity, set to
work to emancipate the siloist from the bondage of so much
hard labor when curing green food.”
The first modern silos were built in the form of largely
above-ground structures, with walls of stone and at least part
of the silo below ground level. “It is claimed that the first silo
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built in America on the modern plan was made in 1876 and
that it was erected by F. Morris of Maryland.” The period
from 1880 to 1890 was marked by many trials, failures,
and successes. Yet by the end of the 19th century some
100,000 successful silos had been constructed in the United
States–the chief centers for silos being dairy centers such as
New York, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Illinois. The great
success of the silo is due in large part to the “great extent
to which Indian corn is grown in this country...” Ontario,
Canada, played a major role in the evolution of the silo.
“It is now generally conceded that the first book ever
written on the silo is from the pen of M. Auguste Goffart, an
agriculturist of Sologne, near Orleans, in France. The manual
of the Culture and Siloing of Maize is the title of the book in
English.” It appeared in 1877 and was translated into English
in 1879 by J.W. Brown of New York City. “Because of M.
Auguste Goffart’s early, persistent and abundant labors in
this work he has been frequently designated ‘The father of
modern silage.’”
“In 1875 ‘The French Mode of Curing Forage’
was published in the annual report of the United States
department of agriculture. This it is thought was the first
discussion of the subject in the United States which treated
it in a comprehensive and systematic manner, although
previously various articles had appeared in the agricultural
press. These related chiefly to European experience. Dr. J. M.
Bailey published a work on the subject in 1880. Dr. Manly
Miles of the Michigan Agricultural college wrote a work on
silos, silage and ensilage which appeared in 1889. Prof. A.J.
Cook then of the Michigan Agricultural college published
in 1889 ‘The Silo and Silage’ and in 1890 a revised edition
of the same. This book treats of silos as then constructed
and of silage, as then made, in a very practical way. The
‘Book on Silage’ by Prof. F.W. Woll, of the Michigan
Agricultural college, was published in 1899. It is by far the
most comprehensive discussion of the question that has yet
appeared from the pen of any American author.”
In Part II, Chapter 5, titled “Crops suitable for the
silo,” the section on “Leguminous plants other than clover”
(p. 327-28) discusses “the soy bean and the cowpea.” The
chapter on “Filling the silo” states (p. 338): “The soy bean
should be harvested when the beans are more or less grown
in the pods...”
The chapter on “Feeding silage” states (p. 359):
“Attention should be given to the constituents of the meal
fed so as to balance the ration. For instance, should the silage
contain much of the seed of the soy bean, it would be proper
to add corn, or some other carbonaceous meal, with much
freedom.”
Also discusses alfalfa (p. 86-98, 330), cowpea (128-38),
lupines (p. 224), non-saccharine sorghums (kaffir corn, milo
maize, dhourra, Jerusalem corn, teosinte; p. 51-67), prickly
comfrey (p. 226), and spurry (p. 225). Thomas Shaw lived
1843-1918. Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of

Minnesota.
435. Wilkinson, John Walter. 1900. Practical agriculture:
a brief treatise on agriculture, horticulture, forestry, stock
feeding, animal husbandry, and road building. New York,
Cincinnati, Chicago: American Book Co. 383 p. See p. 10002. Illust. Index. 21 cm.

• Summary: The soy bean is mentioned on pages 93, 96,
100-03, 127, 291, 302, and 356. In the chapter on “Forage
crops,” the section titled “The soy bean, or soja bean” (p.
100-02) states that it “is a native of Japan, but it grows well
in the United States, especially in the States of the corn belt
region. Like the cowpea, it is a great soil renovator, and is
much used by some farmers for this purpose. This plant is
remarkable for the large and abundant tubercles found upon
its roots. It is a hardy, upright annual, growing usually to the
height of three feet or more. It bears violet-tinted flowers,
which are small and inconspicuous. Later these produce pods
which contain the seed. In planting the seed should be drilled
so that the drill rows will be thirty to thirty-six inches apart.
The amount of seed sown varies from a peck to one third of a
bushel per acre. In harvesting the seed the work may be done
by hand, but this is slow and expensive. When large crops
are raised, the bean harvester is generally used.
“The harvester, which is mounted on wheels, is fitted
with rods on rolling dividers so that the vines are gathered
two rows at a time and brought together at the rear end of
the machine in a windrow, the plants being almost entirely
free from roots and dust. The roots are severed by two knives
which are set in a V-shaped position, and adjusted by levers
in such a manner that they can be set to run just below the
surface. In harvesting the crop these knives not only sever
the plant from the root, but in passing beneath the surface
they also stir the soil and leave it in an excellent condition
for wheat. Planting the beans in rows thirty to thirty-six
inches apart facilitates harvesting where one of these
machines is used.
“Soy beans may be frequently sown after other crops
have matured and a fair yield be obtained. In Oklahoma and
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in a few other States it has been grown successfully on the
same ground after the wheat crop has been removed.”
Table 1, from Bulletin No. 74 of the Oklahoma Agric.
Experiment Station shows “The composition of cow peas
and soy beans in comparison with other feeds,” including soy
bean seed, cowpea seed, cotton seed, Indian corn–grain, soy
bean hay, cowpea hay, alfalfa hay, Indian corn stover.
The Oklahoma bulletin concludes: “’In this table
sufficient data are submitted to enable one to make a
threefold comparison. First, cowpea seed and soy bean seed
are compared with Indian corn grain and cotton seed, and the
conclusion is self-evident that these grains are appreciably
richer in ash and protein than the grain obtained from the
Indian corn plant. The soy bean contains a high percentage
of fat, and a comparatively low percentage of the nitrogen
free extract, while with Indian corn the reverse is the case.
The soy bean stands in advance of the cowpea notably
in fat and protein. It is also clear that the grain produced
by these legumes compares very favorably with cotton
seed. The figures also indicate that soy bean and cowpea
hay are slightly superior to alfalfa from the standpoint of
composition, while corn fodder is decidedly inferior to any
of these legumes. The mixing of soy bean hay with corn
fodder during the ensiling process would appear to be a good
practice, since an improved product is the result.’”
An illustration (p. 100) shows a “Bean harvester.”
Address: A.M., Asst. State Superintendent of Education,
Guthrie, Oklahoma. Formerly Prof. of Agriculture in
Northwestern Normal School, Alva, Oklahoma.
436. Nikitin, A. 1901. Die Sojabohne und ihre Produkte
in chemisch-diaetetischer Beziehung [The soybean and its
products from a chemical and dietetic viewpoint (Abstract)].
Zeitschrift fuer Untersuchung der Nahrungs- und
Genussmittel 4(1):39-40. Jan. 1. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the
following original Russian-language article: Nikitin,
A.F. 1900. “Bobi soi i poluchayemiye iz nikh produkti v
khimiko-dieteticheskom otnoshenii [The soybean and its
products from a chemical and dietetic viewpoint].” Vestnik
Obschestvennoi Gigieny Sudebnoi i Prakticheskoi Meditsiny
(Bulletin of Public Hygiene of Forensic and Applied
Medicine) (St. Petersburg) 4(2):453-69. April.
A table shows analyses of different types of soybeans.
Two are by the author himself, conducted on black soybeans
from southern Russia; six are by Giljaranski on a yellow
soybean from Russia, and yellow and black soybeans from
China and Japan; and one is by Lipski [Lipskiy] on a yellow
soybean from Russia. He notes that cultivation of soybeans
has lapsed since it was not understood how to use them as
food, but only as fodder.
Very few investigations have been conducted on the
nutritional value of the soybean. Lipski, in his investigations
on the digestibility of soybeans, found in the case of an

exclusive diet of soybean paste (Sojabohnenbreikost;
probably made from cooked, ground soybeans) that 19.5%
of the nitrogen and 19.2% of the fat remain undigested.
I.G. Podoba, a researcher, made zwieback from soybeans;
it contained 11.43% water, 24.57% nitrogenous substances,
9.16% fat, 47.09% nitrogen-free extract, 5.10% crude fiber,
and 4.62% minerals. Podoba fed this zwieback to 5 children
on 4 days for at morning tea-time. They remained satisfied
until 2:00 P.M., whereas they were usually hungry by 12:00
noon. Address: Russia.
437. Soule, Andrew M.; Vanatter, P.O.; Fain, J.R. 1901.
Experiments with corn, forage crops and spring cereals.
Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 14(1):131. Jan. See p. 10-11, 16-17, 22, 25-31.
• Summary: Table III, titled “Experiments with forage crops,
1900” (p. 10) states that Soja beans which were seeded
(planted) on May 1 matured on Oct. 12, and gave a yield of
5.95 tons of green crop per acre. The highest yields came
from teosinte (26.25 tons), rape (18.50 tons), and corn (17.60
tons).
Table VI (p. 16-17) shows the results of growing soja
beans for hay and “green food” in 1900. The varieties with
their yields (tons of gross crop per acre) are as follows (listed
in descending order of yield): Soja Bean, No. 4912 (5.94
tons/acre), Soja Bean, No. 4914 (5.70), Soja Bean, No. 4913
(5.25), Medium Green Soja Bean (5.10), Common Soja Bean
(3.60), Medium Early Soja Bean (3.30), Extra Early Dwarf
Soja Bean (1.29).
Most varieties were obtained from the USDA and
planted on May 4, at the same time as cowpeas. The best
yield secured was 5.94 tons/acre from Soja Bean No. 4912,
which grew to an average height of 34 inches and was cut on
July 31.
Table XII (p. 22) shows the digestible nutrients and
fertilizing constituents contained in 8 leading farm crops,
including Soja beans.
The section titled “Importance of studying roots” (p.
24-29) includes a discussion of soja bean roots (tap root,
branching roots, size and number of nodules). A photo
(p. 27) shows the roots of cowpea and soja bean plants at
different stages of growth. Address: Knoxville.
438. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1901. Growing the soja bean
(or American coffee berry) in northern Ohio 29(4):159. Feb.
15.
• Summary: “Learning that the writer whose communication
appears below had grown successfully quite a crop of fully
matured soja beans, I wrote him for particulars, and he
furnishes the following:
“’We plowed the ground May 10th, and harrowed
it thoroughly. We had some seed raised from a packet of
American coffee-berry purchased of you. The strip we
planted was so poor we were certain it would not pay to plant
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it to corn. We applied acid phosphate, or South Carolina
rock, at the rate of 250 lbs. per acre. It was drilled in with a
grain-drill with fertilizer attachment. We then marked it in
rows 30 inches apart, and drilled the beans in by hand after
the fashion of early peas–i.e., about an inch apart in the row.
We went over them with a weeder just before they were
through the ground. After they were up we cultivated them
thoroughly as deep and close to rows as possible, until they
were about three inches high. From there on we gave them
shallow cultivation, and just kept the ground nice and fine
on top as long as we could get between the rows. They grow
very rapidly, covering the ground completely. They root so
deeply that drouth does not seem to affect them; they even
grow and produce well when planted in among the corn. We
planted the beans May 15, and harvested them Sept. 5. We
drove along each row with a mowing machine, and cut them;
then followed, put them in bunches, and left them to cure
for about a week. We used a common thrashing-machine to
thrash them, removing all but one row of concaves, running
very slowly, and always keeping the cylinder nearly full to
avoid throwing beans all over the barn. The quarter acre
yielded about 8 bushels. The soil was a mixture of clay and
sand.
“’J. McQueen. Baltic, Ohio.’
“Now, this is interesting, for the soja bean has met with
favor everywhere. It not only makes excellent hay and feed,
but for plowing under to enrich the ground there is probably
no plant known that is its superior. Our experiment station
goes further, and informs us that where the crop is taken off
the ground completely, for hay or seed, the soil on which it
grew has been benefited for almost any other crop. We can
furnish a leaflet on application, telling more about this new
forage plant.”
439. Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G. 1901. Soy beans
in Kansas in 1900. Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 100. p. 55-115. March. (Issued April 1901).
• Summary: This is an extremely detailed report, remarkable
for soy beans in the year 1900. It is composed mainly of
county by county reports by farmers of planting tests made
during the year, and yields of forage and/or seed. The first
general trials of soy beans throughout the state of Kansas
were made in the summer of 1900.
One table (p. 58) shows the “Yield per acre on the
college farm” of soy beans, corn and kaffir corn from 1889
to 1900, inclusive. The average soybean yield over these 12
years was 12 bushels/acre, the top yield was 17.0 bu/acre in
1889, and the lowest was 2.6 bu/acre in 1894.
A second table, titled “Varieties of soy beans” (p. 59),
shows the varieties tested, the source of the seed (many
seedsmen), the yield of beans per acre, the yield of hay per
acre, and the days from planting to maturity. The varieties
with their yields in bushels per acre (sorted in descending
order of seed yield) are: Early Yellow, from Kansas State

Agricultural College (7.4 bu/acre), Early Soy, from Peter
Henderson & Co. (New York) and Johnson & Stokes
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) (6.5 and 6.2), Dwarf Soy, from
George W. Hilliard (Brighton, Illinois) (6.4), American
Coffee, from J.J.H. Gregory (Marblehead, Massachusetts)
(5.5), Medium Early Black, from J.J.H. Gregory (3.0),
Extra Early Dwarf, from J.J.H. Gregory (2.7), Late Soy,
from Johnson & Stokes (* = did not mature), Medium
Soy, from Hilliard (*), Chastain Soy, from E.N. Chastain
(Hume, Missouri) (NS = no stand), Nalrade, from Japan
(Days from planting to maturity: 166), Asahi, from Japan
(Days to maturity: 166), Tamarat Sukun, from Japan (Days
to maturity: 151), Soy bean 4912, from USDA, from Japan
(Days to maturity: 128), Best White 4913, from USDA, from
Japan (Days to maturity: 128), and Best Green 4914, from
USDA, from Japan (Days to maturity: 166). Early Yellow
also gave the best yield of hay (1.4 tons/acre).
A map (p. 60) shows where soy beans were grown in
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Kansas in 1900; they were grown in at least one location in
75 of the of the 105 counties of the state. These locations
are concentrated in the eastern one-third of the state, and
especially in the northeast.
The report concludes by stating that “a majority of the
292 who reported growing soy beans in 1900 think them a
profitable crop, and this with a new crop, in an unfavorable
season.”
Most farmers who tested soy beans responded to most
of the following questions (their letters were condensed to
5-15 lines typeset): Have you grown soybeans before; if so,
starting when? Type of soil in which this year’s crop of soy
beans was planted? Method and date of planting. Spacing
between rows, and of plants within each row. Method and
frequency of cultivation. Method of harvesting (one of the
biggest problems). Pests you noticed (rabbits–often jackrabbits–and grasshoppers were reported by many; only a
few reports mentioned injury from other insects, and none
from diseases). Yield of beans (most farmers got less than
15 bushels/acre; the highest yield was 31 bu/acre). Results
of feeding beans or plants to livestock (almost every feeding
trial was highly favorable; hogs, milch cows, and sheep
generally thrived on them). Degree of satisfaction with the
crop and its profitability. Do you plan to try soy beans again
next year? Many farmers reported that the beans withstood
drought very well. No mention was made in the Bulletin of
any farmer having tried the soy bean as food.
H.C. Whitford, of Garnett, in Anderson County: “Tried
to cut with mower, but this broke the clods and we had
to resort to hand pulling. Got badly injured in the shock.
[Presumably the soy beans, not Whitford.] I thought them
worthless and fed them to hogs; the hogs were very fond
of them.” William Matthias, of Huron, in Atchison County:
“Pigs and poultry got a taste of the ripe beans, and they made
desperate raids on the field.”
Joseph Shaw, of Strong, in Chase County: “Pigs were
crazy for them, and ate stalks and all.” John German, of
Hiattville, in Bourbon County, said his hogs wouldn’t touch
the beans, although his calves and yearlings would. C.O.
McLane, another Bourbon County man, from Uniontown,
said concurringly that calves and also colts would climb
low fences to get at some sorghum he had liberally laced
with soybeans. Many respondents grumpily observed that
soybeans were relished by rabbits.
Concerning soybean pioneers: H.J. Gifford of Haviland,
in Edwards country: “I have planted the Little Yellow soy
bean on a small scale for the past seven years [since about
1894]–principally as a coffee substitute.” Gustave Koehler
of Troy, Doniphan County: “I have raised the soy bean
for years, and find it not a paying crop.” Carl L. Howe of
Emporia, in Lyon County: “Have raised soy beans for four or
five seasons...”
Full-page photos show: 1. Early Yellow soy bean (p. 83).
Brooks early soy bean (Henderson; p. 85). Early Yellow soy

beans in the field (p. 87). Sixteen acres of Early Yellow soy
beans (p. 89).
An excellent summary (p. 111-15) is given of these tests
by Kansas farmers. The Early Yellow variety gave the best
results. 135 farmers (46%) stated that soy bean is a profitable
crop, 68 had a favorable opinion but needed further trial, 33
gave an unfavorable report, and 30 found the crop to be a
total failure. The others did not express their opinion. “The
season was the most unfavorable for growing soy beans
but one that we have had in twelve years.” Another major
reason for low yields was probably the failure to inoculate
the soy beans with nitrogen-forming bacteria before planting.
Inoculated soil was first sent to 25 farmers in the spring
of 1900; roughly 1,000 to 1,200 lb of inoculated soil are
required per acre. “Soy beans have been grown on the
College farm for twelve years... On Kansas farms where
there is a sufficient supply of alfalfa for all the stock, we
do not think it will usually pay to grow soy beans. Alfalfa
supplies protein and mineral matter at a less cost than soy
beans.”
Note 1. This is earliest English-language document
seen (June 2004) that uses the term “pest” or “pests” in
connection with soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean varieties Tamarat Sukun, Nalrade,
Asahi, or Best Green.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005)
that contains a map directly related to soybeans. Address:
Manhattan.
440. Wilson, W.A. 1901. How I plant and harvest soja beans.
American Agriculturist 67(14):500. Week ending April 6.
• Summary: “I have many letters asking me to give my
method of planting, cultivating, harvesting and threshing
the soja bean. First, I prepare the land for soja beans as I do
for corn. For seed, plant any time from the last of April to
July 1, in rows 3½ or 4 ft. wide. I put two or three beans in
a hill, 12 or 15 in. apart, and work as I do a corn crop. I let
all the leaves shed so the beans will get their full growth,
and then dry. I take my bramble-hook or mower and cut in
the morning while the dew is on them, because they will
‘pop out’ [shatter] during the middle of the day. I rake them
up with hay rake, haul them up in the afternoon to the barn
or pound lot, make a rail pen, and thresh as fast as they are
hauled. If I had plenty of barn room I would haul in and
thresh after I got through cutting.
“I plant soja beans, when wanted for hay, in 2 ft. rows,
four or five beans in hill, 12 to 15 in. apart, and work twice
with cultivator. I cut them any time after blooming. For cow
feed I cut with mower two rows at a time, and let it cure as
I would any other hay. I plant a large patch of soja beans by
the side of my pasture, and find it a big help in August and
September, when hot and dry. I cut them every morning and
evening and throw them over to the cows, hogs, and stock of
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all kinds. They eat it as eagerly as green clover. They will do
as well on it as they will on clover.
“I sow soja beans broadcast in my corn at the last
working, and gather my corn as soon as I can. Then I turn in
my cows, hogs, and horses. I let the cows and horses stay in
the beans only a short time the first one or two days, for fear
they will eat too much. After that there is no danger of their
overeating. I use no manure or fertilizer of any kind for soja
beans. I often plant them on my thinnest land to improve it.
I turn the beans under or cut them early and plant a second
crop. It is a splendid crop to follow Irish potatoes. I like soja
beans better than any kind of pea, because they do not rot
easily when they get wet and are left out for a short time.”
Address: Norfolk Co., Virginia.
441. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1901. Planting and harvesting
soja beans. 29(8):356. April 15.
• Summary: “I have many letters asking me to give my
method of planting, cultivating, harvesting and thrashing
the soja bean. First, I prepare the land for soja beans as I do
for corn. For seed, plant any time from the last of April to
July 1, in rows 3½ or 4 ft. wide. I put two or three beans in a
hill, 12 or 15 in. apart, and work as I do a corn crop. I let all
the leaves shed so the beans will get their full growth, and
then dry. I take my bramble-hook or mower and cut in the
morning while the dew is on them, because they will ‘pop
out’ [shatter] during the middle of the day. I rake them up
with a hay-rake, haul them up in the afternoon to the barn
or pound lot, make a rail pen, and thrash as fast as they are
hauled. If I had plenty of barn room I would haul in and
thrash after I got through cutting.
“I plant soja beans, when wanted for hay, in 2- ft. rows,
four or five beans in hill, 12 to 15 in. apart, and work twice
with cultivator. I cut them any time after blooming. For cow
feed I cut with mower two rows at a time, and let it cure as
I would any other hay. I plant a large patch of soja beans by
the side of my pasture, and find it a big help in August and
September, when hot and dry. I cut them every morning and
evening and throw them over to the cows, hogs, and stock of
all kinds. They eat it as eagerly as green clover. They will do
as well on it as on clover.
“I sow soja beans broadcast in my corn at the last
working, and gather my corn as soon as I can. Then I turn in
my cows, hogs, and horses. I let the cows and horses stay in
the beans only a short time the first one or two days, for fear
they will eat too much. After that there is no danger of their
overeating. I use no manure or fertilizer of any kind for soja
beans. I often plant them on my thinnest land to improve it.
I turn the beans under or cut them early and plant a second
crop. It is a splendid crop to follow Irish potatoes. I like soja
beans better than any kind of pea, because they do not rot
easily when they get wet and are left out for a short time.
“Norfolk Co., Virginia. W. M. Wilson.
“The above I clip from the American Agriculturist [6

April 1906, p. 500]. My special reason for giving it here is
because of what is said about cutting it night and morning
for stock when pastures are poor. Soja beans will grow on
almost any sort of soil, as above mentioned, and severe
drouths seem to affect it but little. Of course, the later kinds
do not ripen seed here in the North; but the early soja beans,
the one we call coffee berry, will ripen seed perfectly any
season as far north as Ohio.”
442. F., Wm. H. 1901. Notes and queries: Soy beans. Ohio
Farmer 99(17):375. April 25.
• Summary: “Will A.A. Parsons tell us how he handles soy
beans for hay and for seed? Does he seed broadcast or in
drills. Does he cultivate? Does he cut with mower or bean
harvester? Does he stack, and how protect stacks?–Wm.
H. F., Bentonville, Ark.” [Arkansas]. Address: Bentonville,
Arkansas.
443. Leader-Post (The) (Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada).
1901. Soy beans as forage: a valuable catch crop that will
stand drought. April 25. p. 7.
• Summary: “The soy bean may be grown for the grain,
for soiling food, for pasture and for green manuring, says
Professor Thomas Shaw in The American Agriculturist. Its
greatest value, however, will probably be found in furnishing
soiling food for dairy cows, as it is in the proper condition
for being thus fed at that season of the year, when but few
plants are available for such a use–that is to say, during the
latter part of the summer. The soy bean is a hot weather
plant, but is able to stand more drought than the cowpea.
When once well rooted, hot winds that would wilt and wither
many other forms of vegetation will not seriously injure the
soy bean.
“In appearance it resembles as common bean, but the
foliage is larger and much more luxuriant, and the habit of
growth is more upright. With all the conditions favorable
this plant in some of its varieties will grow to the height of
at least four feet, and it produces a large yield of green food.
Some of the early varieties, as the medium or green, can be
grown successfully farther north than the cowpea. The claim,
however, that they will flourish as far north as corn is not
quite correct, and, since it can stand drought better than the
cowpea, it has special adaptation for some of the states west
of the Mississippi and south of Minnesota–as, for instance,
Kansas, Nebraska, Arkansas and Oklahoma.
“Its province as a catch crop is more circumcised than
that of the cowpea, since in many of its varieties it takes
longer to mature. Nevertheless there are many crops which
it may be made to follow the same season–as, for instance,
winter rye, winter wheat, grain forage eaten down or an early
crop of potatoes. A warm, rich vegetable soil with a porous
subsoil is best adapted to the growth of the soy bean. The
soils of fertile prairie, therefore, are a natural home for it. On
poor, sandy soils it will not make a large growth unless these
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are first fertilized.”
444. Phelps, C.S. 1901. The soy bean as a forage and seed
crop. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 22. 20 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties. Uses of the
crop. The soy bean as a forage crop: As a soiling crop, as
a silage crop, soy bean fodder compared with corn fodder
[from “Indian corn”], proportions of nutrients in soy bean
fodder, digestibility of the nutrients of soy bean fodder,
comparison of the amounts of digestible nutrients in soy bean
and corn fodders. The soy bean as a seed crop: Introduction,
proportions of total and digestible nutrients in soy bean seed,
feeding value of soy bean meal. Culture of the soy bean: Soil
and fertilizers, seeding and cultivating, harvesting (use as
a soiling crop for milch cows, growing for silage, growing
for seed), methods of introducing the nitrogen gathering
germs, experiments on inoculating soy beans to produce root
nodules. Summary and deductions.
“The soy bean is a legume... It is a native of southern
or eastern Asia, and has been cultivated in China and Japan
from very early times. In those countries it is cultivated
principally for its seed, which is used as food for man...
In this country it has been grown for many years, chiefly
in the South; but only within fifteen years has it received
much attention as a forage or grain crop in other parts of the
country... The Storrs Station began studies on the soy bean
in 1890, and has cultivated the crop and continued its studies
each year since then” (p. 3).
“Several varieties of the soy bean are grown in this
country. They are distinguished chiefly by the color of the
seeds and the time of reaching maturity. The most valuable
varieties grown in recent years were imported from Japan,
and were brought to the attention of the farmers in this
country by the Hatch Experiment Station of Amherst,
Massachusetts. The three leading varieties are the early
white, the medium early green and the medium black. The
first named produces a small plant and a rather light growth
of seed. It is better adapted than the other varieties to rather
poor soils, and is valuable mainly for its seed, as it produces
a small amount of forage. The medium early green is
valuable either as a forage crop or for its seed. It produces
a heavy growth of leafy fodder, and will generally mature
a large amount of seed before frost. The medium black is a
large, leafy plant much like the medium early green, except
that it does not produce quite as heavy yields of fodder and
requires a little longer season in which to mature its seed” (p.
3-4).
Seed crop: “During the past ten years the soy bean
has been quite generally recommended in this country as a
valuable crop to grow for seed to be ground into meal... The
Hatch Station at Amherst, Massachusetts, reports yields of 25
to 40 bushels per acre...” (p. 12).
Harvesting: “When grown for seed the crop should

remain standing until the seeds are well matured. By this
time most of the leaves will have dropped. The plant should
then be pulled or cut and placed in small stooks [British
word for shocks]. As soon as dry the crop should be hauled
and stored in a dry place. If left in the field after the pods
become dry the seeds are liable to scatter [shatter] badly by
the snapping open of the pods and considerable waste will
result in case the weather is dry” (p. 15).
“Methods of introducing nitrogen gathering germs”
(p. 15-17). It is well known that plants belonging to the
legume group “are able to acquire nitrogen from the air.
This nitrogen is taken into the plants through the agency of
bacteria that live in the little wart-like bunches on the roots,
known as root tubercles or nodules. The nodules are the
home of the bacteria, and several distinct species or kinds of
bacteria are found on the roots of different kinds of plants. It
seems to be well proven that where the nodules are not found
on the roots the plant does not acquire atmospheric nitrogen,
except possibly in very small amounts. The proper species of
bacteria for the inoculation of most of our common legumes
are found in nearly all soils.” “The introduction of the germs
may be brought about in any of three ways: first, the spores
of the bacteria may be carried to and introduced into the new
soil with the seed; second, the spores may be introduced
by mixing with the soil of the new field a small amount of
soil from a field where the beans have been grown and have
produced nodules; third, the spores may be introduced by
gathering the dust and dirt that falls from the roots of the soy
beans when threshed, and applying it in the soil when the
beans are planted.”
“Experiments on inoculating soy beans to produce root
nodules” (p. 17-19). “The Station began to grow soy beans
in 1890 and has grown them each year since; but for the
first three years no nodules were found on the roots. During
this time the yields were light, unless the crop was heavily
fertilized, and the foliage was pale yellow in color. In 1893,
seed of the early white variety was obtained form the Hatch
Station, of Amherst, Mass., and, at the same time, some soil
from a field where soy beans had been grown by that Station
and where the nodules were abundant the year before. This
soil was obtained for the purpose of introducing nitrogen
gathering germs. Six hundred pounds were scattered over
about one-tenth of an acre at time of planting.” By midsummer, the soy beans on the larger field, over which the
special soil had been scattered, had their roots covered with
nodules; no nodules were found on the soy beans in field to
which no imported soil had been added. “The plants upon
which no nodules were found were pale yellow in color and
produced a light growth of seed. The plants [with nodules]
on the larger field made a vigorous growth and seeded
heavily.”
“The results of this test seem to indicate that the
presence of the nitrogen gathering bacteria, as indicated
by the abundance of nodules, increased the percentage of
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nitrogen and of protein in the seed. This experiment would
seem to show that the presence of the nodules is not only
accompanied by an increase in the amount of the crop, but, in
this case at least, by an increase in the proportion of protein
as well. The only other experiment similar to this that has
come to our attention was made by D.H. Otis, and reported
by the Kansas Station in Bulletin 96. In this experiment,
however, the ripe seeds were discarded and only the stems
and leaves were analyzed.”
A table (p. 18) shows that the soybean seeds from plants
having abundant nodules on the roots contained about 10%
more nitrogen and protein (on a water-free basis) than seeds
from the plants with few or no nodules (p. 17-19).
Other tables show: (1) Soy bean fodder: Yields per
acre with different types of fertilizers, 1895-1899. (2)
Proportions of total and digestible nutrients in the fresh
(green) substance of soy bean fodder, corn fodder, and
corn silage. (3) Proportions of the total nutrients that are
digestible in soy beans compared with those of other feeding
stuffs. (4) Experiments with soy bean and corn grown for
fodder. Estimated amounts of digestible nutrients per acre.
(5) Composition of soy bean seed compared with that of
other grain feeds (incl. Chicago Gluten meal). (6) Effect of
nitrogen gathering bacteria on the percentage of nitrogen
and protein in the seed. Address: Vice-Director of the Station
and Agriculturist, Mansfield (P.O. Storrs), Tolland County,
Storrs, Connecticut.
445. Courrière, C. 1901. Correspondance de Russie
[Correspondence from Russia]. Journal d’Agriculture
Pratique 65(20):642-43. May 16. [Fre]
• Summary: “I have already spoken of the new system of
cultivation developed by Mr. Ovinski [Owinsky of Podolia]
to combat the dryness which each year devastates the steppes
of the southern provinces of Russia–even though they are
rich in humus.” He is experimenting with soybeans, and
notes that low yields are often the result of failure to follow
proper cultural practices with precision. He reports of two
large farms where 80 kg (5 pouds) of soybeans have yielded
a harvest of 7,200 kg (450 pouds). Ovinski repeats that one
of the essential conditions for the success of this plant is
that the field on which it is harvested has not been burned
for several years [perhaps because burning would destroy
beneficial soil bacteria that fix nitrogen]. At the exposition of
Paris, Count Ouvarof [Ouvarov] received a gold medal for
his soybean samples. He obtained a yield of 4,000 kg/ha.
446. Country Gentleman. 1901. Orchard cover crops.
66(2536):722. Sept. 5.
• Summary: “We have found in recent years that where
the conditions are somewhat adverse, clover is not to be
depended on, and we must use some other seeds which have
stronger germinating power and grow with more vigor on the
soil. During the present season, some of the most valuable

cover crops we have grown have been the soy bean and
the cow pea. In our corn fields we sowed about the first of
August a mixture of cow-horn turnip seed, rape seed and pea
vine clover seed. The ground is now well covered and when
the corn is removed the plants will grow very rapidly, and
there is every evidence that this mixture will prove of value
on corn ground as a cover crop during the following winter.”
447. Country Gentleman. 1901. Dairy department: The
Maine state meeting. 66(2561):1029. Dec. 19.
• Summary: “Red clover and mixed grasses, which should
be well seeded and fertilized, and cut before getting dry,
followed by oats and peas, cut when the former are in milk,
are next in succession. Then a second cut of alfalfa is ready.
Corn follows this; then a third cut of alfalfa Barnyard millet,
which should be cut just before getting into head is our next
crop, and is ready in fifty days from seeding. Soja bean,
making a hay rich in protein, and sometimes requiring an
application of nitrate of soda [fertilizer], follows millet. Cow
peas and capricorn, a good forage crop when cut at the right
time, make a well balanced ration.”
448. Thavis, L. William. 1901. Farm work in Alaska:
Progress of agricultural experiments there. A Kansan is
in charge. Prof. Georgeson, formerly of the Manhattan
Agricultural College, talks of the possibilities of raising
things to eat in North. Kansas Semi-Weekly Capital (Topeka).
Dec. 20. p. 6.
• Summary: This article begins: “Special Correspondence
of the Capital. Washington, D.C., Dec. 17.–Prof. C.C.
Georgeson of Manhattan, Kansas, is now special agent in
charge of the government agricultural experiment stations
in Alaska, with headquarters at Sitka. He is today one of the
best paid agricultural explorers and experts in the United
States...”
“Prof. Georgeson is a Dane by nativity, having come to
this country when a youth. He began his work as a gardener
and general horticulturist, passing his apprenticeship in this
line in his native land. A year after he landed he entered the
Michigan Agricultural college, from which he graduated in
1878. He was at once offered the position as assistant editor
of the Rural New Yorker, published in New York city. That
position he held for two years. In the fall of 1880 he was
chosen professor of agriculture and horticulture in the Texas
Agricultural college. This was followed in 1885 by an offer
from the Japanese government to fill a similar chair in the
Imperial college of agricultural in Tokio, which he accepted.
He remained in Japan nearly four years and returned to
the United States in the fall of 1889. Very shortly after his
return he was invited to take the position of professor of
agriculture in the Kansas Agricultural college at Manhattan.
He accepted the offer in January, 1890, and remained in that
college nearly eight years till September, 1897, when the
final dispersion of the old faculty took place at the hands of
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the Populist party.
“Prof. Georgeson’s work in Kansas is well known to the
farmers of the state. The experiment stations maintained by
the national government had just been fairly started when he
came to Kansas and his work in that line at the Manhattan
station may be traced through the thirty bulletins which he
wrote while there.”
“The Soy bean was introduced into this country for the
first time by Mr. Georgeson at the Kansas station in 1890.
He sent to Japan for the seeds and grew them that year at
the college. The scientist found it to be a valuable drouth
resisting plant and grew it extensively and distributed the
seed widely gratis to the farmers of Kansas. He introduced
the growing of this bean as a second crop after wheat, and
plowed it under for green manure if it failed to ripen. Prof.
Georgeson proved by his feeding experiments that the meal
of the Soybean was more valuable than linseed oil meal for
both steers and hogs, and that the farmers could raise them at
a fraction of the price per ton that the oilmeal costs.
“In January, 1893, Secretary of Agriculture Rusk sent
Prof. Georgeson to Europe to investigate the dairy industry
in the Denmark. There was at that time a great revival in the
dairy industry in the United States, and Denmark stood at the
head of the list of dairy countries.”
“The results of the professor’s investigations were
published by Secretary Morton in a report entitled ‘The
Dairy Industry of Denmark,’ which was well received by
the American people.” Note: “Report on the dairy industry
of Denmark,” by Prof. Charles C. Georgeson. Published in
1893 as U.S. Bureau of Animal Husbandry, Bulletin No. 5.
133 p.
“When the Populists broke up the Kansas college in
1897 Prof. Georgeson took the civil service examination
for an assistantship in the United States Department of
Agriculture. His examination proved satisfactory, and he
was appointed assistant in the division of agrostology. He
was immediately sent by the department to the Panhandle of
Texas to investigate the pasture conditions in that locality. In
March, 1898, Mr. Georgeson was appointed special agent in
charge of the Alaska agricultural investigations, and at once
started for the North, where he has since remained.
“Prof. Georgeson arrived in Washington a few days
ago from Sitka. He expects to remain several weeks, during
which time he will seek desired legislation for the new
country. In an interview he said:
“’Three years ago scarcely no one believed that
everything could be grown in Alaska outside of a few
hardy vegetables. Even the old residents shook their
heads and prophesied utter failure when anything more
was attempted. We have, in spite of this feeling, however,
succeeded in maturing all the leading grains and also flax and
buckwheat.’”
If agriculture can be developed in Alaska, then it can
become a populous state. “If agriculture is not developed, it

must always remain what it is–a distant gold camp in which
poor men can live only as servants of the rich, because if
their livelihood can not be drawn from the soil, living will be
too expensive.”
A portrait photo shows Prof. C.G. Georgeson with a
large mustache, dressed in a dark suit and bow tie.
Note: The Populists were a political party in Kansas
that wanted to protect Kansas farmers from interference
by big government and Eastern money, advocated “free
silver,” and disliked Republicans. In 1896 the Populist
party gained control of the Kansas legislature, and the
next year they threw out the administration and faculty at
Kansas Agricultural College–including Prof. Georgeson and
President George T. Fairchild–and installed new people more
sympathetic to their views. But several years later, when the
Populists lost power to the Republican party, the Republicans
did the same thing in reverse.
449. Bailey, Liberty Hyde. 1901. Cyclopedia of American
horticulture. Vol. N-Q. New York and London: The
Macmillan Co. See p. 1295, 1495. Illust.
• Summary: Near the front is a long list of collaborators (p.
v-xiii) and a list of abbreviations (p. xiv).
Under Phaseolus mungo (p. 1295): “In habit it
somewhat resembles the Soy bean (Glycine)... var. glaber is
probably the Adzuki bean of Georgeson, Bull. 32, Kansas
Exp. Station, where it is praised for the high quality of the
bean. He describes two forms, the White-podded and Blackpodded Adzuki, both with small red or brownish seeds...
Under Quince (p. 1485): “The Quince orchard should
never be left bare of ground cover in the autumn.” In
selecting cover crops: “Cow-peas, soy beans or buckwheat,...
are desirable plants.” Address: Prof. of Horticulture, Cornell
Univ., Ithaca, New York.
450. Bedford, S.A. 1901. Experimental Farm for Manitoba.
Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the Experimental
Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 337-89. For the year 1900. See
p. 361.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with soja beans
and horse beans” (p. 361) states: “Both of these were sown
on May 19, and germinated at once; but the Soja Beans
were completely destroyed by the frost of June 8, and the
Horse Beans were uninjured.” Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Brandon, Manitoba, Canada.
451. Bie, H.C.H. de. 1901. De landbouw der inlandsche
bevolking op Java [The agriculture of the indigenous
people in Java]. Mededeelingen uit ‘s Lands Plantentuin
(Buitenzorg) No. 45. 143 p. See p. 97, 99, 138-43. [Dut]
• Summary: The soybean is discussed in the chapter titled
“Cultivation of crops other than paddy rice: Cultivation
of secondary crops (Palawidja).” Soya bean is one of the
secondary foods served with rice, but it is mostly used to
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make soy sauce and tempeh (tempe). One variety of soybean,
which originally came from Japan, is widely grown as a
second crop on the wet rice fields (sawahs), and it is easy to
cultivate at altitudes of 1,200 to 1,500 feet above sea level. It
is called katjang kedele in Central and East Java, but katjang
djepoen in Sunda or West Java (de Soendalanden; [the area
around Bandung only]). A description of the plant and the
method of cultivation in Java is then given. It is planted
much more on wet rice fields than on dry (non-irrigated)
fields (tegalans) near the rice fields used for vegetables and
secondary crops. Usually the soybean seeds are planted right
after the paddy stumps have been cut away, but sometimes
they are planted just before or during the paddy harvest,
and pressed into the earth under the feet of the paddy
cutters. They are rarely weeded, excepted when the crop is
suffocated by tall weeds. At harvest, the plants are pulled
completely out of the ground and bound into bunches. At
night they are stored under a specially-constructed roofed
shelter in the field, and during the day they are sun-dried on
bamboo structures or on the ground. This takes at most 3-4
days, if the plants are really ripe and the weather is good,
after which the bunches are put on bamboo mats in heaps and
threshed. To protect the seeds from damage, one preferably
uses piece of banana tree branches which still have fibrous
veins. The fibrous plant stems and branches are removed
together with the soybean pods and burned on the sawah
fields. Poor people first sort out the pieces good enough for
fuel and take these home. Immature green leaves are fed to
animals. Sometimes soybeans are planted on the dikes of the
paddy fields at the same time as or a few days later than the
paddy rice. The fresh seeds from this harvest are then planted
in the sawah fields after the paddy is harvested. Soybeans
planted in this way are called katjang apitan.
There are two varieties of soya: one has an ivory yellow
seed coat and the other is black. The latter is used almost
exclusively to make soy sauce; the former to make pastry
and condiments for rice or as a vegetable (sayur; sajoer).
Soya is cooked with salt in the green pod and eaten as a
snack.
The indigenous people do not occupy themselves with
the production of soya (soy sauce) or ketjap or other products
made from soybeans such as taoetjo [tao tjo, tauco, taucho
= Indonesian style miso], taoehoe [tao hoe, tahu = tofu],
taoekwa [tao koan, taokoan or takoa = fermented tofu], and
taoetji [tao dji, tausi = fermented black soybeans]. The work
is too involved and takes too long before the product is ready
to be sold. Most people are too inexperienced and there is not
enough of a market for the product.
The only food that most people make out of soybeans
is tempeh (témpé), which plays the same role in Central
and East Java as does ontjom in Sunda or West Java, and is
prepared similarly. The tempeh-making process is described.
It takes place indoors, out of the light. Tempeh is sometimes
cut into smaller pieces. It is usually eaten pan-fried after

being soaked in a solution of tamarind and salt. It is also
cooked with vegetables.
Most soybean seeds are sold to the Chinese, who export
them or process them to make soy sauce and other products.
To make soy sauce, the seeds are roasted to aid in removing
the hulls. Some people pound the seeds instead. They are
cleaned, boiled in water, drained, spread on flat bamboo
trays (tampah or njiroe) and dried daily for a week in the
wind. They are washed again then soaked for 30-40 days in
salt water which has been boiled then cooled. This mash is
mixed thoroughly and strained through a cloth. To the black
liquid is added a boiled and cooled mixture of cane sugar and
water, then the mixture is boiled until its volume is reduced
by 20%. If the solid residue removed by filtering still tastes
salty, it is put into water, kneaded and strained again. A sugar
solution is added and all is boiled down as before to make
second-grade ketjap.
To make taoetjo (tauco, taucho or Indonesian-style
miso), the soybeans are soaked in fresh water, the hulls
are removed, the seeds boiled and spread on bamboo trays
to cool. Rice or glutinous rice flour is roasted until golden
brown, then mixed with the seeds and set aside for 2-3 days
to ferment between hibiscus (waroe) leaves on flat trays.
When the mass has molded, it is sun dried for a few days
until very hard. Note: This is the soybean koji used making
taucho.
Remove the leaves and put this mass of soybean koji
into salt water. On the third or fourth day, add some yeast
(gist) and some cane sugar syrup. Continue the soaking and
fermentation in salt water for 2-3 weeks. Place it [in crocks]
daily outside in the dew, taking care that no rain gets on it.
To stimulate the fermentation, take steamed rice or
glutinous rice that is only half cooked. Add ragi starter and
allow it to ferment for 2-3 days until a sweet, alcoholic flavor
develops. This kind of fermented rice is called peujeum in
West Java, or tapé in Central or East Java. Now add this
fermented rice to the soybeans in salt water to enhance both
the fermentation and the product.
After 3-4 weeks the soybeans should be very soft like
porridge; then the taucho is ready to be used. It is eaten raw
with cooked or raw vegetables, or mixed with meat or rice
dishes; other condiments are also made from it.
Another product that the Chinese make out of soybeans
is tofu (tahoe or tauwhoe). Soaked soybeans are ground and
the puree is mixed with fresh water. Then a milky liquid
(melkachtige vloeistof) is filtered off and coagulated. The
Chinese use a coagulant called tjiogo (gypsum or calcium
sulfate), which is specially imported from China and is not
always available, even to the Chinese apothecary. It is first
burned, then cooled before being added to the milky liquid.
The white mass which is precipitated is called tofu. A similar
product can be made from mung beans. Address: Batavia
(Jakarta), Java.
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452. Everitt (J.A.), Seedsman. 1901. OK Seeds. Indianapolis,
Indiana: J.A. Everitt. 134 p. See p. 84. Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: Pages 84-85: “Soy bean–(Glycine Hispida.)
“Also called Soy, Soya, and Soja Bean. And by those
who deceive the farmer into paying fancy prices, called
Coffee Bean, Coffee Berry, German Coffee Berry, Japanese
Jaavaa [sic] Coffee, American Coffee Berry, etc, etc.
“We have the following from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture:...”
Page 85 (right hand page) is titled “The Soy Bean as
a substitute for coffee.” Followed by numerous positive
testimonials.
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usda-

nurseryandseedcatalog Address: 227 West Washington St.,
Indianapolis.
453. Hosie, Alexander. 1901. Manchuria: Its people,
resources, and recent history. London: Methuen & Co. xii +
293 p. See p. 180-84, 218-24, 240-45, 252-53. Illust. Index.
23 cm.
• Summary: The Preface states that Hosie was in charge
of the British consulate at Newchwang in Manchuria from
Nov. 1894 to July 1897 and from April 1899 to April 1900.
In 1900 he made the first careful estimate of soybean
production in Manchuria, calculating the amount at 600,000
tons. He noted that during that period most of Manchuria’s
soybean exports went to southern China, through the ports
of Swatow, Amoy, and Canton, where mills were erected
for extracting the oil; the cake was used for fertilizing sugar
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plantations there and in Java. Nearly all of the soybean oil
exported from Manchuria was consumed in China.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen that gives
soybean production or area statistics for Manchuria.
Chapter 2, titled “Recent events in Manchuria” (p.
39-72) begins with the Sino-Japanese war of 1894-95
(it began on 3 Aug. 1894 and concerned a dispute over
the kingdom of Corea [Korea]), the Japanese invasion of
Corea and Manchuria, Japanese victory and the treaty of
Shimonoseki (17 April 1895), the complexities of railway
construction and financing in Manchuria (from the start of
construction of the Manchurian Railway on 28 Aug. 1897),
and the expected effects of the new railroads on Manchurian
trade. Manchurian trade currently labors under serious
disadvantages due largely to climatic conditions, absence of
good roads, and the slow and clumsy methods of transport.
“I have said that it is practically impossible to sow, reap, and
export [soy] beans, the most valuable trade product of the
country, in the same year, and that they have to be carried by
cart and stored at depots on the waterways to await shipment
when the ice breaks up in the following spring. In this way

capital is locked up for months and heavy storage charges are
incurred” (p. 67). The Russian Central Manchurian Railway
should greatly alleviate these problems. Bubonic plague
struck Manchuria in 1899 (p. 69).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2008)
concerning the transportation of soybeans by railway.
Chapter 7, titled “Agriculture and agricultural products”
(p. 172-98) contains extensive information on “Beans”
(which are actually soybeans). Beans are often used on large
farms in the second year of a 4-year crop rotation consisting
of millet, beans, rice (or barley or wheat), and millet. Other
important cereal crops are Job’s tears (Coix lachryma, used
medicinally and in making sweetmeats) and tall millet (Kaoliang).
“A large variety of beans is grown in Manchuria, and,
together with their resultants, bean-cake and bean-oil, they
constitute by far the most valuable item in the export trade of
the three provinces.” In April they are sown by hand in drills,
and the crop ripens in September. “The Chinese distinguish
the beans of commerce by their colours, and they are known
as Yellow (Huang Tou), Green (Ch’ing Tou), Black (Hei,
or Wu Tou), White (Pai Tou), Red (Hung Tou) and Small
Green (Lü Tou). The yellow, green and black are varieties
of the soy bean (Glycine hispida, Moench., or Dolichos
soja, L.)...” The white and red beans are “the ray-fruited
dwarf bean (Phaseolus radiatus, L.)” [azuki bean]. The Lü
Tou (small green bean, Phaseolus mungo, L.) [mung bean],
“the smallest but one of the most important of the beans
of commerce cultivated in Manchuria,” is used to make
vermicelli and bean sprouts (p. 184).
Concerning soy beans: The “yield per acre, which
requires from 16 to 18 lb. of seed, is estimated at from 27 to
39 bushels, with a weight of about 40 lb. per bushel.” [Note:
A U.S. bushel of soy beans weighs 60 lb.]. “Each variety of
soy bean has a number of sub-species. The yellow has three,
known respectively as (a) Pai-mei (white eyebrow), from
the white scar on the saddle or point of attachment to the
pod; (b) Chin-huang, or Chin-yüan (golden yellow or golden
round), from the golden colour and more rounded shape of
the bean; and (c) Hei-chi (black belly), from the dark brown
scar on the saddle. All the three sub-species are highly prized
for the quantity of oil or fat which they contain, but subspecies (a) and (b) are noted for the quality of the bean-curd
(Tou-fu) or legumine obtained from them, as well as for the
sprouts which are procured by soaking the beans in water,
and which are greatly relished as a vegetable.
“There are two sub-species of the green bean (ChingTou).” One has a green epidermis (skin) but is yellow inside,
while the other is green on the both the surface and inside.
The black bean (Wu Tou) has three sub-species:–(a) Towu-tou (large black bean), where the epidermis is black and
the inside green. It yields oil or fat, and it is likewise boiled
with millet or rice and used for food.
“(b) Hsiao-wu-tou (small black bean), where the bean
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is somewhat smaller than the sub-species (a), with a black
epidermis and yellow inside. It is largely used for horse feed
and also yields oil, the refuse being employed for feeding
pigs. It is likewise pickled for food.
“(c) Pien-wu-tou (flat black bean), where the epidermis
is black and the inside yellow. It is flattened and elliptical in
shape, and is mostly used for pickling and for horse feed.”
(p. 181-82).
A detailed description is then given of Tou-fu, or bean
curd, and how it is made (p. 183-84).
“Besides these beans of commerce there are several
varieties of garden beans cultivated for food, such as...; the
Mao Tou, or hairy bean [probably green vegetable soybeans],
with short hairy pods, each containing one to three beans
(epidermis white and inside green);... With the exception
of the Mao Tou these are usually cooked and eaten with the
pods” (p. 186).
“The plants grown in Manchuria whose seeds yield
oil are six in number. They are (1) Dolichos soja, L., or
soy bean,” (2) Castor oil plant. (3) Sesamum orientale, or
sesame. (4) Perilla ocymoides, L., or perilla. (5) The cotton
plant. (6) Cannabis sativa, L., or the true hemp plant. “The
names and uses of these [six] oils are the following: (1)
Tou yu [soy bean oil]–cooking, mixing paints and lighting”
[illumination]. All these six “oil-yielding seeds” (with the
exception of sesamum seeds, which are roasted) are crushed,
steamed and subjected to great pressure. A table (p. 188)
shows the percentage and value of the oil and cake extracted
from these six seeds.
A black-and-white photo shows a Chinese bean mill at
Newchwang with a huge granite stone wheel (facing p. 220).
Also discusses: Job’s tears or pearl barley (p. 180-81).
Phaseolus radiatus (the ray-fruited dwarf bean [azuki] which
is red or white, p. 182-83). Hemp, a valuable textile plant (p.
186-88, 251). Sesamum seed (p. 188). Ground-nuts [peanuts]
(p. 188, 251). The ground nut (Arachis hypogœa, L.) is
cultivated in Manchuria for food, however not to any great
extent. The oil is not extracted from the nuts, as it is in the
south of China. Seaweed (p. 258).
A second edition of this work was published in 1904
(London: Methuen & Co., 293 p.; New York: C. Scribner’s
Sons; see p. 181-87). In the 1910 ed. (published in Boston
by J.B. Millet Co.; 320 p.), see p. 75-79. Address: M.A.,
F.R.G.S., Once Acting British Consul, Tamsui; Now at
Aberdeen (Scotland or Hong Kong).
454. MacKay, Angus. 1901. Experimental Farm for the
North-West Territories. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 391434. For the year 1900. See p. 404.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with soja
beans” (p. 404) states that three plots of Soja beans
were sown in rows in 1/20th acre plots on May 18. The
highest yield, 8 tons 1,000 pounds per acre, was achieved

from rows 21 inches apart. Length of straw: 32 inches.
Address: Superintendent, Experimental Farm, Indian Head,
Assiniboia, North-West Territories, Canada.
455. Mehta, P.R. 1901. Poona farm. Annual Report of the
Deputy Director of Agriculture, Bombay Presidency [India],
Being an Account of the Cultural, Dairying and Breeding
Operations Conducted on the Government Experimental
Farms at Poona and Surat p. 1-3. During the year ending
31st March 1901.
• Summary: A table (p. 2) shows the area under cultivation
for 16 crops at the Poona Farm, including the soybean.
In the section titled “Object lessons” (p. 2-3) is
a subsection (p. 3) which reads: “Soy bean (Glycine
hispida).–A plot of 5 gunthas (1/8 of an acre) was devoted
to this crop. The plants grew to the height of 2 feet and
produced an enormous number of beans. Steps have been
taken to grow a much larger area this season and the seeds
have been distributed to the Experimental Farms at Surat
and Nadiád and the Northcote Gowshála at Chhárodi near
Ahmedabad. This leguminosœe promises to turn out a
valuable plant for ploughing in as green manure. It also
produces rich fodder and the beans, if the crop is successfully
introduced in the Presidency, will make a valuable addition
to the cattle food. Mr. Church in his food grains of India
[Church, Arthur Henry. 1886. Food-grains of India] says
‘very few vegetable products are so rich as this bean at once
in albuminoids and in fat and oil, the former constituent
amounting to 35 per cent. and the latter to 19 per cent.’ It
is grown extensively in China, Japan, and Northern India.”
Address: Acting Deputy Director of Agriculture, Bombay
Presidency [India].
456. Newman, C.L. 1901. Oat experiments. Arkansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 66. 23 p.
• Summary: In the section titled “Yields of crops planted
after oats were harvested” (p. 4-8), table I (p. 5) shows the
“Yields of crops planted after oats were harvested.” Soja
beans, in 3½ foot rows, yielded 2,998 pounds/acre of hay
and beans or 540 pounds/acre of beans alone. Table II (p. 6)
shows the “Value of crops planted and grown after oats were
harvested.” Soja bean hay, at $10 per ton, was worth $14.00
per acre and Soja beans, at $1 per bushel, were worth $9.00
per acre. Oats were worth $14.55/acre.
In the section titled “Fertilizing effects of preceding
crops of legumes upon oats for both hay and grain” (p.
11+), table V (p. 12) gives results of the fertilizing effect of
four leguminous plants that were plowed in: Velvet beans,
beggar weeds, cowpeas, and soja beans. It gives two values
for “Oats following Soja Beans plowed in.” (1) Yield of hay
per acre: 2,927 lb. (2) Yield of grain (oats) per acre: 47.81
bushels. Per cent of grain to straw: 52.2. Velvet beans plowed
in gave the highest yield of yield of grain (oats). The soja
beans gave the highest proportion of grain to straw.
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Table VII, “The fertilizing effect of different crops upon
the yield of oats” (p. 17) shows that “Oats following Soja
Beans, fall and spring plowed” had a yield of 35.18 bu/acre.
The conclusion of the article (p. 22) states: “1. The
following crops may be sown after oats are harvested and
give profitable returns: Cowpeas, Spanish peanuts, soja
beans, sorghum, corn, Kaffir corn, German millet, sweet
potatoes and second crop Irish potatoes.”
“7. Oats following legumes gave an increased yield of
from 33 to 49 per cent of grain and from 32 to 59 per cent
of hay, as compared with oats grown upon soils where the
preceding crop was other than a legume.” Address: B.S.,
Agriculturist, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
457. Phelps, C.S. 1901. Field experiments with fertilizers.
Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 13:34-61. For the year 1900.
• Summary: “Special nitrogen experiments on corn, cow
peas, and soy beans [were conducted] for the purpose
of studying the effects of nitrogen in different quantities
and combinations in fertilizers upon the yields and the
compositions of the crops.” These are a continuation
of experiments started earlier. Nitrogen was used in the
following forms: nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, and
dried blood (in organic form). Phosphoric acid (soluble) and
potash as muriate were also used. The unfertilized soy bean
plot had a yield of 8.3 bu/acre, compared of yields ranging
from 13.5 to 15.6 bu/acre for fertilized plots. The total
amount of protein produced on the unfertilized plot was only
60% of that produced on the fertilized plots. “On the whole,
experiments with soy beans seem to indicate that small
quantities of nitrogen may be profitably used in growing the
crop when the effects on both the total yields of crop and
the proportion of protein in the crop are taken into account...
Mineral fertilizers are of great value” in increasing the
yield of this crop. Address: Vice-Director of the Station and
Agriculturist, Mansfield (P.O. Storrs), Connecticut.
458. Robertson, R. 1901. Experimental Farm for the
Maritime Provinces. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 279311. For the year 1900. See p. 297.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with soja and
horse beans sown at different distances apart” (p. 297) states
that the best yield of soja beans, 4 tons 1,900 pounds per
acre, came from plants sowed in rows 28 inches apart, rather
than 21 or 35 inches apart. Fertilizer was applied at the rate
of 400 pounds per acre. Address: Nappan, Nova Scotia,
Canada.
459. Saunders, Wm. 1901. Report of the director. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p.
5-66. For the year 1900. See p. 24.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with Soja

beans (Soja hispida)” (p. 24) states: “Three plots of onefortieth acre each were sown in rows, at different distances,
viz.: 21, 28, and 35 inches apart, to gain information on
the best distance for sowing to secure heaviest crops.” The
28-inch distance was best, yielding 12 tons 400 pounds per
acre of green fodder. Address: LL.D., Director, Dominion
Experimental Farms, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
460. Sharpe, Thomas A. 1901. Experimental Farm for British
Columbia. Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the
Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 435-75. For the
year 1900. See p. 450-51.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with fodder
plants” has a subsection (p. 450-51) which reads: “Soja
beans. Three plots of this bean were sown in drills, one at
21 inches apart, one at 28 inches, and one at 35 inches. The
medium distance, or 28 inches [yielding 3 tons 1,440 pounds
per acre], appears to be about right here, unless the land is
very fertile, when it would be better drilled in at 35 inches
apart.” Being very leafy, if sown to suit the conditions of
the soil, it soon shades the ground. Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Agassiz, BC, Canada.
461. Sollewijn Gelpke, J.H.F. 1901. Obrengst en verbouwing
van droge gewassen [The yield and cultivation of dry land
crops]. In: Naar aanleiding van Staatsblad, 1878. No. 110.
Batavia: Landsdrukkerij. x + 278 p. See p. 75-177. 22 cm.
[Dut]*
• Summary: The cultivation of soya is quite easy and in Java
takes place on sawahs (wet rice fields) and clay, in contrast
to peanuts (katjang-tanah), which are grown on tegals and
sand. [Note: A tegal is a dry (not irrigated) field, near the rice
fields, but used for vegetables and other secondary crops].
Note 1. This document is cited in two ways: The second
one has the publisher as Ogilvie in Batavia and the year of
publication as 1879.
Note 2. Johann Herman Frederick Sellewijn Gelpke
lived 1844-1890.
462. Parsons, Adrian A. 1902. Soy beans. Ohio Farmer
101(3):43. Jan. 16.
• Summary: “(Hendricks Co., Ind., latitude 39.75 degs.)
“Seven consecutive crops without a single failure,
having fed them to all kinds of stock in all stages of growth
with most gratifying results. Is the soy bean in this latitude in
the experimental stage? If so when will it pass it? When the
men that discuss agriculture under the awnings of the corner
grocery agree that book farming pays, I suspect.
“I believe all that has been written about their feeding
value is true, and while a full crop cannot be made without
rain, they gave us much better results for labor last season
than any other crop we had planted, and as to their effect as
soil renovators, I think Purdue University’s exhibit at Indiana
state fair would be conclusive proof of their superiority.
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The exhibit was made to show the nodules on the roots of
all common legumes, secured by inoculation with nitrogen
spores, but the roots themselves were an object lesson, the
single soy bean stalk had more roots than the clovers and
peas combined.
“Those only who farm intensively will succeed with soy
beans. The man who grows two crops on the same ground at
the same time, with one of them weeds, should never try soy
beans; better try cowpeas, or better sell out and give all his
time to politics.
“Soy beans I believe have a place on every farm, the
place now filled by oil meal, cotton seed meal and gluten
feeds, because they can be produced so much cheaper. The
amount grown must be decided by the individual. If he has
plenty of land, and follows a long rotation, and can grow
clover, much of his protein can be secured that way with less
labor, but if his acres are limited and his rotation most be
short, then the soy bean, the quickest and greatest of all the
legumes will fill the bill.
“I think they will grow wherever common corn
will mature. I have sent seed to Wisconsin that made a
satisfactory crop the first season, and I have sold seed that
was planted within four miles of us that made a complete
failure; weeds and rabbits took them. A little cultivation at
the right time is the geography of success. I have no seed to
sell this year as other feeds are so scarce and high that our
entire crop will be required for home use.–A.A. Parsons.”
Note: Adrian Parsons says he has grown seven
consecutive crops of soy beans without a single failure. If
he started in 1895, then 1901 (the last year he could have
had a crop) would be his 7th year. Address: Hendricks Co.,
Indiana.
463. Way, J.L. 1902. Notes and queries: Soy beans. Ohio
Farmer 101(5):98. Jan. 30.
• Summary: “Will A.A. Parsons please tell us more about
soy beans, the kind he sows, how he puts them in, the
amount of seed to the acre, and how he harvests and threshes
them? I put in 2½ acres last season, but did not get them
into the ground until July 1. I put them in with the grain
drill, every other hold closed. I cut them the 2d of October
and cured them for hay. The pods were just forming. I had
6 heavy loads of bright, nice hay. I am holding them to feed
a bunch of ewes that have just commenced to yean, Jan.
20–J.L. Way, Geauca Co., O. 41½ degs.”
Note: To “yean” means (of a sheep or goat) to give birth
to (a lamb or kid). Address: Geauga Co., Ohio.
464. Lindsey, Joseph B. 1902. Concentrated feed-stuffs.
Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 78. 40 p. Jan. See p. 39.
• Summary: Contents: Definition of terms (incl. nonnitrogenous extract matter, nutritive ratio, digestibility). Why
concentrated feeds are fed. Classification. Manufacture of

concentrated feeds: Class I–Cottonseed meal (bright yellow;
it has been decorticated and pressed to remove as much oil
as possible), linseed meals, gluten products (gluten meal,
gluten feed, germ feed). Class II–Distillers’ dried grains,
brewers’ dried grains, malt sprouts. Class III–The wheat
kernel, milling process of wheat, wheat offal (bran, standard
middlings, red dog, flour middlings, mixed feed, H-O dairy
feed. Class IV–Cerealine feed, hominy meal or hominy, corn
bran (formerly chop feed), quaker dry feed, oat fed, corn and
oat feed, and provender, H-O horse feed. Protein standards
(percentage of protein in each feed stuff; cottonseed meal is
the highest at 43%, followed by new-process linseed meal
at 37%, old-process linseed meal at 35%, gluten meal at
34-38%), gluten feed at 25%, etc.). Results of inspection.
Discussion of results. Miscellaneous feed-stuffs. Economic
feeds and rations. Topics of interest.
Under “Topics of interest” (p. 39) we read: “The
farm has been aptly called the ‘carbohydrate factory,’ the
principle fodder crops produced being hay, corn fodder,
corn (grain) and similar materials–all low in protein and
high in carbohydrates. The problem confronting the milk
producer is how to economically secure sufficient of the
costly but necessary protein to supplement the home-grown
carbohydrates.
“Suggestions offered... Medium green soy beans may
be grown by themselves for green forage, or together with
corn for silage, providing the corn and bean mixture can be
successfully cut with a corn harvester, an experiment not as
yet tried by the writer. It is not believed to be economical to
grow them by themselves as a silage crop, for the reason that
the increased cost of handling them, more than makes up for
the extra protein furnished. Corn and beans have been found
to make a very desirable silage mixture, containing 2.5 per
cent of the protein against 1.7 for corn along. Soy beans are
not economical as a seed crop, it being cheaper to purchase
protein in the form of cottonseed or other protein meals.”
“How the parts [of corn] are separated. The corn is
first soaked in quite dilute, warm sulfurous acid water. It is
then ground by being pressed with water thru mills to carry
off the substance in suspension. Degerminating machinery
removes the germs at this point. The germs are dried and
crushed between rolls, and the oil pressed out, leaving the
residue in cakes. It is exported as Corn Germ Cake or sold
in this country as Germ Oil Meal. After degermination the
suspended mass is bolted thru sieves separating the hull,
bran, and some light-weight and broken germs from the
starch and gluten. These materials pressed and dried were
formerly sold as Chop Feed, but are now known as Fancy
Corn Bran. The starch and gluten are run into concentrating
tanks and then passed very slowly thru long shallow troughs.
The starch settles down like wet lime in these troughs, while
the hard, flinty portion or gluten floats off into receivers, is
concentrated, and finally pressed in heavy filter cloths, run
thru steam dryers, and appears as Gluten Meal” (p. 10-11).
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An illustration (p. 10) shows a cross-section of a kernel of
corn with the parts labeled: Husk or skin, layer of gluten
cells, germ, starch. Address: Ph.D., Chemist (Foods and
Feeding).
465. E.B.D. [Evan B. Davis]. 1902. Soy beans will be
valuable this season (Letter to the editor). Indiana Farmer
62(5):3. Feb. 1.
• Summary: This is the first of three letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department–Give experience
in growing, harvesting and feeding soy beans. Give all
information possible.”
“1st Premium [first prize].–Many articles are being
printed in some of our agricultural papers on soy beans,
which are written by parties who have had one or two
years’ experience, and in many instances the information
given is entirely erroneous and misleading. After five years’
experimenting [i.e., since about 1897 or 1898] planting
each year for 5 to 15 acres and on soils of varying degrees
of fertility, from that which would yield 90 bushels of corn
to that which would not yield 20 bushels, I still find there is
much to be learned, but will give the ‘Farmer’ readers the
benefit of my experiments which have cost me many hard
days’ labor and considerable cash outlay. The first and most
important question to be settled is, what variety is best for
all purposes? Out of ten or a dozen varieties tested, I am
positive none will equal the Early Yellow, or Dwarf. While
it will not produce as much forage or seed as the Medium or
Mammoth, it is a sure crop for Indiana and the other varieties
are not.
“The Earliest yield from 10 to 40 bushels per acre, equal
in feeding value to about three times that number of bushels
of corn, and at same time benefiting the soil, so that no
rotation would be necessary in bean culture, I have planted
at various periods, from last week of April to first day of
September, and find the earlier planting best, providing the
soil is warm and in good condition. The Early Yellow will
stand a hard frost without serious injury, so when early
pasture is desired a small patch may be planted before all
danger of frost is past, but the proper time is about May 20.
I had some sown with rape seed the 1st of September, last
fall, and they made growth enough to furnish considerable
pasture. In planting I use the Farquhar combination corn and
bean drill, putting the rows 2½ feet apart, with beans 5 to 8
inches apart. Planted this distance, one bushel of seed will
plant 3 acres. Two or 3 cultivations, with harrow or weeder,
is all I ever give them, after which they usually crowd out
all weeds. Harvesting has proven the hardest part of bean
culture I have yet found. When cut for hay, about half the
pods should be ripe. Cut with mower with clover buncher
attached, put in shocks of about 100 lbs. each immediately,
and leave to cure thoroughly, which they will do in about a
week. Do not worry about their moulding or being spoiled by
rain, because every trial has proven entirely satisfactory.

“If left to cure in the sun, the leaves will all shatter and
the best of the hay is lost. If the crop is for seed, it should
be left until every pod is ripe and all the leaves have fallen.
Then they may be cut with mower, or harvested with bean
harvester, and immediately threshed. All concave teeth
should be removed and the machine run half speed, when
but few seed will be split. Watch that seed does not heat
after it is threshed, for if it does it is ruined for both planting
and feeding. The best results in feeding are obtained by
grinding with corn or oats, one bushel of beans to three
bushels of corn, or they may be fed without grinding, before
or after threshing. They are an ideal crop to be pastured by
hogs, cows or sheep. If cut for hay, at proper stage, no bran,
cottonseed or other mill feeds need be supplied when the
bean hay is fed.
“A crop possessing so much merit and feeding value,
and so few insect enemies, cannot fail to find a place
on every up-to-date farm. It will be specially valuable
this season as it will be ready to feed two months before
corn, and those who have feed to buy know what such an
advantage as this will mean.”
Note 1. At the end of the three letters we read (p. 11):
“Premiums of $1, 75 cents, and 50 cents are given for the
first, second, and third best articles for the Experience
Department each week.” Topics for discussion in the next
three issues of the “Farmer” are then described.
Note 2. In a letter of 23 Aug. 2000 to William Shurtleff,
Lee Parsons explains that the initials of the author, E.B.D.,
almost certainly stood for Evan B. Davis, Adrian’s son-inlaw who married Adrian’s daughter Ethel. Lee consulted
the 1900 Federal census and found no other adult male in
Hendricks County with initials that would possibly match.
In 1902 Evan B. Davis was a prominent farmer in Hendricks
County; in 1912 he moved to Alabama. The style makes it
clear that the letter was not ghost-written by Adrian Parsons.
Adrian’s style was “wooly.” For further information, consult
Lee’s note for item #3 in “The Notebook of Adrian Parsons.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Mammoth. Address:
Hendricks County, Indiana.
466. L.W. 1902. Experience [with soy beans] dates from the
“Indiana Farmer” distribution (Letter to the editor). Indiana
Farmer 62(5):3. Feb. 1.
• Summary: This is the second of three letters published
under the bold heading: “Experience department–Give
experience in growing, harvesting and feeding soy beans.
Give all information possible.”
“2d Premium.–My experience with the soy bean dates
from the time the ‘Indiana Farmer’ sent sample packages of
the beans to its subscribers about 5 years ago [i.e. in about
1897-1898]. I have been raising them every year since then,
planting more every year. As a source of protein there is
nothing a farmer in this section can raise that will compare
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with them, and every animal on the farm will eat them. The
Dwarf soy bean seems to do the best in the central part of the
State, producing the most seed, but not so much forage as the
Medium, for which the season is not long enough to mature
the seed. When to plant: Do not plant too early. Wait till the
ground is warm. From the 20th of May till the 10th of June
would be the proper time. Work the ground down fine and
firm with harrow, roller and drag, making it as smooth and
level as possible, to facilitate harvesting.
“For planting I use a two horse corn drill, going over
the field once, and then returning and going over the second
time, drilling between the rows already planted and making
the rows 22 inches apart. This is rather close, but it is the
best that can be done with a 3-ft. 8-in. planter. But by using
a steady horse they can be cultivated very well. Do not plant
too deep, 1½ and 2 inches is deep enough. Do not plant in
a farrow, but put on top, setting the drill so it will plant the
bean about 3 to 4 inches apart in the row for a seed crop; but
for a hay or ensilage crop they can be planted with a wheat
drill set so the beans will be about 2 inches in the rows.
Should a heavy rain fall after planting, and the ground bakes
hard before the beans get through, take a light iron harrow
or weeder and go over to break the crust; otherwise they will
come up poorly on clay ground. When the beans are about
3 inches high, if the ground is hard, I would use a one horse
cultivator with 14 small teeth, to loosen the soil without
throwing the dirt too much. After this would use the weeder
or harrow, unless the ground would get packed again, when
I would use the cultivator followed by the weeder, till the
plants get 8 or 10 inches high, when cultivation should cease,
as they will keep ahead of the weeds if properly cultivated
till this time.
“The Dwarf will grow from 10 inches to 30 inches high,
according to the season and the quality of the ground. If
wanted for hay, cut with a womer [mower] when the seeds
are in the dough, then the stock will eat every thing up clean.
But if wanted for seed, wait till the pods are yellow and the
leaves are mostly fallen off. Now comes the tug of war and
the main drawback of the crop. In 1900 I had an acre planted
from which I threshed 36 bushels of seed. I cut and bound
them with the self-binder, but I lost a great deal of the seed,
as they grew down close on the stalk and the binder could
not cut low enough to get them. When I would tilt the binder
the leaves on the ground would strip on the guards and choke
the binder, so I had to cut them about 3 inches high. I set 4
sheaves together in a shock, without capping, and left them
in the field till cured, and then threshed them on a wheat
separator, which should have been the concaves taken out
and a board in the place to prevent splitting the beans. They
thresh easily.
“This year I rented 5 acres of good ground to see what
they would do there, but I found out the better the ground the
better the crop. Owing to the season, and not being cultivated
as they should have been, I only got 30 bushels from the 5

acres. I learned they would do better by cultivating them. I
only went over them twice with weeder, while I should have
used the cultivator once. As the beans were not very tall, I
thought I would use the self rake to cut them, with which I
could cut closer than with the binder, but still nearly half of
them were left on the ground. I left them lying on the field
until ready to thresh, but here is a loss there, as the pods
burst open when lying in the sun. Taking all in consideration,
the binder is preferable for harvesting. I saw an illustration of
an attachment to be used on a two-horse cultivator to cut the
plant off under the ground, which, if it will work, would be
the thing, but I have my doubts about it, as the stalk is hard
and woody to cut.”
Note 1. In a letter of 23 Aug. 2000 to William Shurtleff,
Lee Parsons notes: Concerning the statement that “the
‘Indiana Farmer’ sent sample packages of the beans to
its subscribers about 5 years ago...” “I have not found
published references in earlier volumes of The Indiana
Farmer to such a distribution. I believe that sometime in
1898 that publication did announce a general distribution
of soybean seed offered by the USDA. I wonder if either of
these instances is when Solomon Fouts got the seed he first
planted.”
Note 2. In 1896 or 1898–Solomon Fouts (father of
Noah, Finis, and Taylor Fouts) received two varieties of
soybean seeds, free of charge from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. He planted them on his farm near Deer Creek,
Carroll County, Indiana.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
that mentions the term “self-binder” in connection with
soybean production.
Note 4. Talk with Ted Hymowitz, soybean historian and
professor of plant genetics, Univ. of Illinois. 2000. Aug. 29.
A number of early American farm publications distributed
new seeds to their readers by announcing in the publication
that interested readers were invited to write for a free sample
package. They did not (as far as Ted knows) send free seed
samples to all of their readers. In exchange, they hoped to
write about the farmers’ experiences in growing the new
seeds. Address: Hamilton County, Indiana.
467. W.A.C. 1902. The Soy bean is a great producer (Letter
to the editor). Indiana Farmer 62(5):3, 11. Feb. 1.
• Summary: This is the third of three letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department–Give experience
in growing, harvesting and feeding soy beans. Give all
information possible.”
“3d Premium.–The Soy bean or so-called coffee berry,
is a great crop producer. The beans are nearly round in shape
and mature in four months after planting. If you plant them
for stock and house use plant them early in the spring, as
soon as the ground is suitable. When roasted they make a
good substitute for coffee. They are an enormous yielder.
When planting them to turn under for fertilizer, one and
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one-half bushel per acre would be the required amount. In
planting for stock and house, put in rows two and one-half
feet wide by 12 to 18 inches apart. The plants make a good
foliage, and the beans ground into meal make an excellent
feed for stock. The crop is of great value for plowing under
as a fertilizer.” Address: Jennings County, Indiana.
468. Mammoth: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Late Yellow, Mammoth Yellow, Southern, Yellow
(Ball 1907). Late (Piper & Morse 1923, p. 42). 1902. Seed
color: Yellow (straw), hilum tawny.
• Summary: Sources: E.B.D. [Evan B. Davis, of Hendricks
County, Indiana]. 1902. “Soy beans will be valuable this
season.” Indiana Farmer. 62(5):3. Feb. 1. “While it [Early
Yellow, or Dwarf] will not produce as much forage or seed
as the... Mammoth, it is a sure crop for Indiana and the other
varieties are not.”
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27. See
p. 12, 13, 26-27. “Classification–Key to the varieties (p.
11): VI. Yellow seeded: 1C. Later, 125 to 135 days, taller,
32 to 42 inches = Mammoth.” “The Mammoth is the best
known and most widely cultivated variety in the Southern
States. It has also been sold to a considerable extent in the
North, mostly because of the splendid growth it makes, but
it has never given satisfaction there because of its lateness.
It has been a commercial variety in this country for a
great many years, but its origin is not known... The time
required to reach maturity varies from 110 to 140 days, the
average being 120 and 130 days. The yields of 17 plats at
Washington varied between 4 3/5 and 15 bushels to the acre,
with an average of 9 1/3 bushels. The name, Mammoth, is
very suitable for this variety, and is coming into use for it
in agricultural press and by some seedsmen. Numbers and
sources of lots grown: Agrost No. 1195, ‘Yellow,’ S.P.I. No.
4285, Virginia; Agrost. No. 1300, ‘Late,’ F. Barteldes & Co.;
Agrost. No. 1305, T.W. Wood & Sons; Agrost. No. 1307,
‘Southern,’ T.W. Wood & Sons; Agrost. No. 1308, Iowa Seed
Co.; Agrost. No. 1309, Johnson & Stokes; Agrost. No. 1310,
Plant Seed Co.; Agrost No. 1311, C.J. McCullough; Agrost.
No. 1314, ‘Late Yellow,’ Peter Henderson & Co.; Agrost No.
1315, Northrup, King & Co.; Agrost No. 1465, ‘Yellow,’
Breck & Sons; Agrost. No. 1466, ‘Yellow,’ Texas Seed and
Floral Co.; Agrost. No. 1472, ‘Southern,’ J.M. Thorburn
& Co.; Agrost No. 1477, Hammond Seed Co.; Agrost. No.
1976, union of seven of above serial numbers; Agrost No.
1977, union of seven of above serial numbers; S.P.I. No.
4285, ‘Yellow,’ T.W. Wood & Sons; S.P.I. No. 17280, grown
from Agrost. Nos. 1976 and 1977.”
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 8-9.
“Mammoth (Yellow).”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of

Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 29.
“The Mammoth is at present the most important soy bean
grown in the United States. It has also been known as Late,
Yellow, Late Yellow, Southern, and Mammoth Yellow. The
date of introduction of this variety is very obscure, and
nothing definite is known regarding its origin. None of the
numerous recent introductions are identical and but one is
closely similar, No. 23328, from Erfurt, Germany, received
as ‘Yellow Riesen.’ It is not probable, though, that this was
a German-grown seed, as so late a variety could scarcely
mature in Germany. Several varieties from Shanghai, China,
and from Japan are closely related. It may possibly be the
‘white-seeded’ soy bean introduced by the Perry expedition.
We have been unable to find any early published records that
definitively refer to this variety. It is not improbable that it is
this variety that was grown at the North Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1882. There can be but little doubt that
it is the “soja” bean from T.W. Wood & Sons, Richmond,
Virginia, grown by the Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station in 1889 (see their Annual Report for 1899, p. 43) and
in 1890 (see their Bulletin 19, p. 201). Since 1895 Mammoth
has been a well-known variety.”
Piper, Charles V. 1914. Forage Plants and Their
Culture. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xxi + 618 p.
See p. 513-14, 519. The Mammoth variety “was introduced
previous to 1882. It is largely due to the introduction of this
variety that the soybean has become an important crop in
the United States, as a very large percentage of the acreage
is still planted to this variety.” “This is a tall late variety,
under average conditions growing from three to five feet
high, and strictly bushy in habit. At the present time probably
two-thirds of the acreage of soybeans in the United States
is devoted to this variety. On account of its lateness, it will
not usually mature seed north of the District of Columbia
and Kentucky, This variety was introduced prior to 1882, but
there is no record as to its exact source. The seeds are yellow,
one pound containing about 2100. The pubescence is gray,
and the flowers are white” (p. 519).
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 15. “The
Mammoth (fig. 10) is the standard commercial late variety,
more extensively grown at the present time than any other. It
yields well both in grain and forage, but for grain it cannot
be expected to mature north of Virginia and Tennessee. As
forage, however, it can be utilized much farther north.”
Kinney, E.J.; Roberts, George. 1921. “Soybeans.”
Kentucky Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 232. p. 2357. May. See p. 33. Concerning the Mammoth variety:
“The chief variety of the Cotton Belt and by far the most
extensively grown of any variety in the United States. The
introduction of this excellent variety in 1882 was largely
responsible for the greatly increased interest in the soybean
in this country.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
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New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 41-43, 166. Page 41 states: “The early introduced
varieties.–Previous to the numerous introductions by the
United States Department of Agriculture beginning in 1898,
there were not more than eight varieties of soybeans grown
in the United States.” One of these was Mammoth (with
yellow seeds). Page 42 states: “Mammoth.–The Mammoth
is at present the most important soybean grown in the United
States. It has also been known as Late, Yellow, Late Yellow,
Southern, and Mammoth Yellow. The date of introduction of
this variety is very obscure, and nothing definite is known
regarding its origin.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2004)
that mentions Northrup, King & Co. in connection with
soybeans. Address: USA.
469. Hodson, F.W. 1902. Forage crops for summer feeding.
Vancouver Daily World (British Columbia, Canada). April
19. p. 12.
• Summary: “Soja or soy beans have been rather extensively
grown for fodder in the [U.S.] Southern States for some
years and are gaining popularity in the north as well. They
produce a great amount of rich forage, growing to the height
of from two and one-half to four feet, branching freely and
producing numerous wooly pods containing two are or three
round yellow beans. Sow about the same as for corn on a
fine, deep, firm and moist seed bed, in rows about 30 inches
apart, and on the level, from two to four pecks of seed to
the acre. They are likely to do well in Southern Ontario
and in similar latitudes, although they have not as yet been
largely tried. On account of their richness in protein, and
their nitrogen gathering ability they are worthy of attention
and trial. The yellow soy bean has been the most satisfactory
of all varieties tested in Canada.” Address: Live Stock
Commissioner.
470. Towar, J.D. 1902. Cowpeas, soy beans and winter vetch.
Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 199.
p. 165-74. April. Reprinted in Annual Report 1902, 15:22230.
• Summary: Summary at beginning of Bulletin: “1. Cow
peas, soy beans and winter vetch are successful new legumes
for Michigan and give promise of valuable usefulness as
feeds and green manure... 4. Soy beans are a little more
hardy than cow peas, growing with stiff, erect stalks, but
treated like cow peas... 7. Soy beans ripen their seed and
shed their leaves as soon as frosts come. The seeds, being
very rich in protein and fat, give promise of becoming a
substitute for linseed and cotton-seed meal.”
“With Hellriegel’s discovery in 1888 that the
leguminous plants through microorganisms on their
roots were capable of assimilating nitrogen from the soil
atmosphere, came at once great prominence to crops of this
family as soil improvers and stock feeds.” A table (p. 169)

gives a compositional analysis of various feeding materials,
including the digestible nutrients in 100 pounds (protein,
carbohydrates, ether extract), the fertilizing elements in 100
pounds (nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash), and the
“Nutritive ratio.” Details are given for the following: Soy
beans, soy bean hay, and soy bean straw.
The section titled “Soy beans (Glycine hispida)” (p.
171-74) discusses the soybean and its promise for Michigan.
“Mr. Edward E. Evans of West Branch, Michigan, who has
been growing Soy beans for green manure, forage, and seeds,
writes regarding their culture as follows: ‘On rich soils cow
peas and true peas run to vines, producing very little seed.
On such soil the Soy produces a proportionately larger crop
of both plant and seed. In growing soys the same general
rules that apply to white field beans should be followed. It
must be borne in mind, however, that Soys form their first
pods about four or five inches from the point at which the
seed was planted. For this reason they should be covered
only deep enough to insure germination. They can be planted
with a corn or bean planter, or grain drill. I use an Empire
drill with bean attachments, planting three rows 28 inches
apart. The ideal Soy bean planter will drop single beans three
or four inches apart. This seeding will require eight to sixteen
quarts per acre, varying with variety and size of beans.’”
“The method of harvesting the crop will depend
somewhat upon the use to which it is put. If to be used for
soiling, it may be cut with the mowing machine or scythe as
soon as the pods begin to appear. For the silo, it will be better
to give the plants time for complete growth, though not allow
them to reach the mature state, when the seeds will become
hard and liable to shell. This would also be the time to cut
for hay. If grown for seed, it is better to allow the crop to
ripen and drop its leaves. The straw, of course, when the crop
is about to mature, as will be seen in the table of analyses,
will be of little value as feed. Mr. Evans writes in regard to
harvesting as follows:
“’If for seed, the crop should be harvested when most
of the leaves have fallen off, preferably in damp weather to
avoid shelling. A week of rain will not injure the beans... For
soiling, they may be cut at any time after the pods commence
to form; for the silo, when pods attain their full size, but
before they harden. Most varieties can be harvested with the
bean harvester, but it will be found necessary to keep the
shears sharper than for common beans. The mower can be
used, but the reaper is much better. In cutting for ensilage,
the self binder is the best machine, and it is easier to handle
the crop and run it through the cutter.’”
“There are a great many varieties of Soy beans and their
number is gradually increasing. Unfortunately, the naming
of the varieties of this new plant has become badly mixed.
There are a number of different sorts which will thrive well
in our Michigan latitudes.” They are: Early Yellow Soys,
Medium Green, Early Black. “Five samples of Soy beans
were analyzed by the chemist of the Experiment Station this
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season...” A table (p. 173) shows the nutritional composition
of these five varieties (capitalized as follows):
Extra early black.
No. 2. medium early green.
No. 3 medium early black.
No. 4 Ito San or medium early yellow.
Medium early yellow.
Others who grew soy beans in Michigan were: Mr. T.T.
Higgins of Dailey, Cass county; Mr. A.M. Todd of Pearle,
Allegan county; and Mr. John Dunning of Cassopolis. Those
who have fed Soy bean-meal in Michigan are Mr. G.W.
Buckalew of Allen, Hillsdale county; Mr. Walter Vetterly of
Battle Creek.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 1997)
that uses the word “Soys” to refer to soybeans. Mr. Edward
E. Evans of West Branch appears to have coined the word.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2005)
that mentions Mr. Edward E. Evans, a pioneering soybean
breeder and seedsman of West Branch, Michigan.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Ito San (one of two
documents). “Ito San” is never mentioned by name in the
early USDA inventories or publications titled Foreign
Seeds and Plants Imported by the Section of Seed and Plant
Introduction, USDA, Inventory.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Medium Early Yellow,
which is said in one place to be the same as Ito San, and in
another place to be different. At least 23 other documents in
the SoyaScan database also mention Medium Early Yellow,
and many state that it is the same as Ito San.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the soybean varieties Early Black (one of three
documents) or Extra Early Black (one of two documents).
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2003) that uses the term “mowing machine”
(a “mower” was mentioned in 1897) in connection with
soybean production or harvesting.
471. Lindsley, J.B. 1902. Soy beans and cow peas: For
fodder in New England. Rural New-Yorker 61(2727):330.
May 3. Oversize.
• Summary: “There are a number of varieties of each of
these crops. The cow pea is a hot-weather plant, and only
the earliest varieties, such as the Black and Blackeye, will
develop their seeds in the North. It succeeds better than the
Soy bean on light loams, likely to be deficient in moisture.
On medium loams, naturally retentive of moisture, the Soy
bean is preferable. A comparison of these two plants has
convinced the writer that in New England the Soy bean–
particularly in medium moist loams–will yield more dry food
material and especially more seed, and is consequently to be
preferred to the cow pea. It is possible that on light dry soils
northern farmers might secure more favorable results with

the cow pea; in all probability, the latter plant is best adapted
to the South.
“Soy Beans.–The variety best adapted to northern
conditions is known as the Medium Green, and was
introduced by W.P. Brooks, of this Station. The plant will
thrive on soils suited for Indian corn, may be planted and
cultivated in the same manner, and will mature its seed at
about the same time. Commercial forms of plant food are
preferable to barnyard manure, as nitrogen should be used
sparingly. A very good application for an acre consist [sic]
of nitrate of soda, 100 pounds; dry fish, 100 pounds; acid
phosphate, 300 pounds, and double sulphate of potash and
magnesia, 500 pounds. After the beans have been growing
on the farm for a few years, the fish may be omitted. When
growing this crop for the first time, it is advisable to procure
a little soil (100 pounds for an acre) from fields where the
bean has been grown for a number of years previously, and
scatter it upon the soil of the field to be used, which thus
becomes inoculated with the nitrogen-gathering bacteria
peculiar to the Soy bean plant.
As a Forage Crop.–In the writer’s judgment, the chief
use of this crop at present is for green forage. In growing it
either by itself or with corn for this purpose, it is preferable
to make two seedings, the first, May 15-20, and the second,
June 5-10. The usual quantity of seed when grown by itself
is 16 quarts to the acre, which may be sown with a corn
planter, so regulated as to place the seeds about an inch apart
in the row. There is no objection to a little thicker seeding.
Cutting for green forage may begin when the first pods
appear (about August 15) and continue for several weeks. It
is not advisable to cut too early, as the power of the plant to
gather nitrogen is less during its earlier stages of growth. As
the plant nears maturity on the other hand, the stem become
tough and woody. A heavy (bush) scythe is necessary to cut
the crop, an ordinary grass scythe being generally too light
for the purpose. The yield will be from eight to 12 tons to the
acre, and about 50 pounds may be fed daily. The writer has
had good success in growing a mixture of Longfellow field
corn and Medium Green beans as a forage crop. Ten quarts
of corn and seven quarts of beans for an acre were sown
together in an Eclipse corn planter in rows 3½ feet apart. The
crop was cared for and cut in the same manner as corn. Time
of sowing and cutting, the same as when beans were grown
by themselves, when cutting begins, the corn will have
partially developed ears, and the beans will be podding. The
yield will be in the vicinity of 12 to 14 tons to the acre, and
one-third of an acre will generally be sufficient for 10 cows
for two weeks. A small power cutter is a great convenience
on any farm. Such crops as corn and corn and beans are
eaten clean if cut fine.
“As a Silage Crop.–I have grown corn and Soy beans
quite extensively in separate fields for silage. The beans
may be cut with a heavy scythe or mowing machine, and
placed in the silo in alternate layers with the corn (two-
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thirds corn and one-third beans). The mixed silage makes
a very satisfactory feed, and contains fully one-third more
protein than corn silage. A number of years’ experience has
convinced me, however, that the extra expense involved
in cutting and putting the beans into the silo by present
methods, exceeds the value of the increased amount of
protein obtained. If the corn and bean mixture can be cut and
bound with a corn harvester (an experiment not yet tried by
the writer) or if a machine can be made to cut and bind the
bean fodder when grown by itself, it is believed that it will
be economical for many farmers to grow such a mixture in
preference to corn for a silage crop. The problem of economy
in handling will undoubtedly be solved before long. It is not
advisable to silo beans by themselves. While it is probably
true that larger yields can be obtained when corn and beans
are grown separately, it is believed that the reduced cost of
growing and handling the crop would warrant their being to
give satisfaction. grown together.
“Seed and Hay.–Brooks has fed ground Soy beans in
place of cottonseed meal with quite satisfactory results. It
is not thought, however, that they are economical as a grain
crop, it being cheaper to purchase nitrogenous matter in the
form of cotton-seed or other protein meal. Farmers on the
other hand, situated long distances from the markets, and
where freight charges are excessive, might grow their protein
in the form of Soy-bean meal to advantage. The yield of
seed is from 25 to 35 bushels to the acre (a legal bushel in
Massachusetts weighs 58 pounds). Soy bean straw has little
feeding value and is not satisfactory for bedding. Neither
Soy beans nor cow peas are satisfactory as a hay crop, for the
reason that the leaves when dry become brittle and break off
easily.” Address: Massachusetts Agricultural College.
472. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1902. Care of
orchards. Valuable pointers from good authorities. May 17.
p. 18.
• Summary: The section on “Cover crops” describes four
important advantages of cover crops in an orchard. “That
‘cover crops’ do produce the above results has been proven
by many experiments, and many kinds of plants have been
employed. Those most used for this purpose are–rye, oats,
barley, peas, soy bean, cow pea and hairy vetch.” These may
be divided into two classes: (1) Those that live through the
winter and make some growth in the spring before the trees
start into growth; and (2) Those that die in the winter, having
made their growth in the fall.
473. Country Gentleman. 1902. Cover-crops for orchards–II.
67(2583):632. July 31.
• Summary: “Soy beans have been tried to some extent with
good results. We think they are valuable. The plants stand
up well and hold the snow. The best success is attained by
sowing early, say June 1 to 15, in drills, and cultivating
between the rows till August 1. Sow 1 to 1½ bushels an

acre. They may also be broadcasted. They seem to do better
northward than cow peas, and to thrive better on clay soils.
A large photo has this caption: “A Vermont cover crop of
soy bean, which has stood all winter under the snow. Plants 6
feet tall.” Address: Oxford, Ohio.
474. Country Gentleman. 1902. Treating weedy, hardpan
land. 67(2584):648. Aug. 7.
• Summary: Answer by Prof. I.P. Roberts.
“This land will succeed best if it is kept filled with
humus. The manure will form some humus, but usually
humus is most economically and certainly procured by
plowing under a cover crop; therefore I suggest that in
future when the meadow has to be reseeded (which Is
likely to occur in three or at most four years), plow it in
the fall, sow with peas (1 to 1 1/3 bushels per acre) early
in the spring, and when covered two to three inches deep,
sow 1 1/3 bushels of oats and harrow. Plow under when
the oats are in milk, or a little before, sow again with peas,
or better, soja beans, which will produce the most humus.
The only objection to the bean is that the seed is expensive.
However, a bushel to the acre is likely to cover the ground by
September. This land is possibly too cold for the cow peas...”
475. Freeman (The) (Indianapolis, Indiana). 1902. Farm &
home: Model farm. Dec. 6. p. 6.
• Summary: “If Secretary Wilson carries out his purpose
of turning the Potomac flats of the Lee-Arlington estate,
just across the river from Washington [DC] and within site
of the Capitol, into a model farm the national capital will
have a unique and special attraction for the agriculturists
of the country. These flats which have not been included
in the national cemetary [sic, cemetery] (Arlington) on the
ridge just above formerly constituted the corn lands of the
great Custis-Lee estate and the portion selected by Secretary
Wilson contains about 400 acres and will be known as the
‘Arlington Farm.’
“The first step to reclaim this part of the Arlington
estate, which for very many years had been overgrown with
weeds and brush, and convert it into an object lesson was
taken in May 1901. The property up to that time had been
in charge of the war department and received practically no
care. At the suggestion of Secretary Wilson it was transferred
by an act of Congress to the Agricultural department for
experimental purposes. L.C. Corbett, the horticulturist of
the plant breeding division of the department, was chosen to
work out the plans, and under the direction of the secretary
and of Prof. V.T. [sic, B.T.] Galloway, he began the work.
He had it plowed up and sown with cow peas, soy beans and
coarse fodder, which when matured was plowed under again.
This year he put in a crop of rye as an experiment and found
that it yielded twenty-five bushels to the acre which is much
better than the average.
“The land has been surveyed and plans have been drawn
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just as an architect would for a house.”
At the top of page 1 is written on a banner: “A National
Illustrated Colored Newspaper.” Also, a large illustration
shows a dark-skinned lady holding in her left hand a balance
scale (of justice) and in her right an unfurled scroll that
reads: “And Ethiopia shall stretch forth her hand.”
476. Country Gentleman. 1902. Horticultural Department:
The Michigan society. 67(2604):1056. Dec. 25.
• Summary: “Sometimes orchards may be seeded to check
excessive growth and promote the formation of fruit buds.
Beans, soy beans and cow peas are good nurse crops, as is
cotton in the southern states. Truck crops, and cucumbers,
melons, squashes and other vines also do well as nurse crops.
They need good preparation, high manuring and thorough
cultivation, and this suits the trees. The latter admit the
seeding of the land to a cover crop at the last cultivation.
Irish and sweet potatoes, beans, beets, peppers and tomatoes
may be grown in orchards. Strawberries and the bush fruits
are not desirable in orchards, unless the rows of trees are
far apart and the berries kept some distance away from the
trees. Crimson clover comes nearest to the ideal as a cover
crop, as it takes nitrogen from the air and stores it up for the
crop. Mammoth clover, winter vetch, peas, cow peas and soy
beans also do this.”
477. Basu, B.C. 1902. The cultivation of pulse crops in the
Assam Valley. Assam Department of Agriculture, Bulletin
No. 9. 15 p. Agriculture Series No. 5. See p. 1, 15.
• Summary: Discusses the nine main pulse crops grown in
the valley, listed in order of importance. The leading pulse
crop there is Máti-máh (Phaseolus mungo var. radiatus),
called Urd in Hindi. The soy-bean is the least important of
the nine.
“Pátani Jokrá [the Assamese name in the Assam Valley].
Glycine soja–Sieb. & Zucc. English name–Soy-bean.
Bengali name–Chhai. Soy-bean is little known in the Assam
Valley. The Barpeta subdivision is the only part of the valley,
from which its cultivation has been reported. The pulse is,
however, extensively grown in the Khasi hills. In Barpeta
the crop is sown mixed witháhu* in April and May. About
5 seers of seed are sown per acre. Theáhu crop is removed
in July and August, but the bean crop remains on the ground
till December or January. Theáhu stubble acts as support to
the bean plants. About November it puts forth its blossom.
The crop becomes ready for the harvest in December and
January. The mode of harvesting it and its subsequent
treatment and use are precisely the same as for kulthi-mah
[Horse gram, Dolichos biflorus]. The crop is grown entirely
for home consumption.”
Note:áhu is “a species of paddy [rice] which is reaped
and gathered in June and July” (Hem Chandru Barua. 1955.
The Assamese-English Dictionary: Hema-kosha. 3rd ed. First
published in 1900). Assam is pronounced uh-SAM. Address:

Asst. to the Director, Dep. of Land Records and Agriculture,
Assam.
478. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1902. American farmer’s
manual (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY: Orange Judd
Co. 33 p. 27 cm.
• Summary: The date, 1902, appears at the upper left on
the front cover. Two bold boxes, each 2½ by 2 inches,
introduce the contents of this publication: (1) “Henderson’s
special grass mixtures for hay and permanent pastures.” (2)
“Henderson’s superior seeds of grasses, clovers, cereals,
forage plants, root crops, etc., etc., etc.” A horizontal photo
shows many cows grazing in a field.
Page 1 proclaims: “’Blood will tell’ in seeds... as
well as in animals.” The company president is now Chas.
Henderson. In a large circle with three black hands pointing
to it is written: “Henderson’s superior seeds are procurable
only direct from us! We no longer supply through dealers,
store-keepers, etc. By only supplying the planter direct we
protect many customers who have had inferior Seeds, etc.,
foisted upon them as ‘Henderson’s.’”
The top one-third of page 23 states: “Soja or Soy Beans:
Valuable for either fodder or grain. Procurable only from
Peter Henderson & Co., New York.
“Early Green.–These beans have attracted much
attention in recent years on account of their high feeding
qualities, but all were too late to be of value in the Northern
States. This variety has proved its earliness and value in the
Northern States by not only producing large fodder crops,
but ripening the seed as far north as Massachusetts. They
are worthy of a place on every farm, either as a grain crop
or fodder crop to feed green, or for the silo. The grain is the
richest known vegetable substance, and when ground and
fed to cattle gives a milk richer and better than cotton seed or
other meal. Planted in rows 2½ feet apart, with 6 to 8 plants
to the foot of row, requiring about half a bushel per acre, they
yield 15 to 20 tons per acre of fodder exceedingly rich in
flesh formers. For green feed, use from time of blossoming
till pods are well filled; for the silo, cut as soon as most
of the pods are well filled, and cut into ½-inch to 2½-inch
lengths. They are soil enrichers, gathering nitrogen from the
air in the same manner as clover, the roots being crowded
with tubercles, which give them this power. 15 c. lb., $1.25
peck, $4.00 bushel.
“Late–Being nearly a month later than the early variety
offered above, should not be used north of Virginia. $1.00
peck, $3.00 bushel.”
An illustration shows an Early Soja Bean plant with
many leaves and pods, plus a small bunch of pods to the
upper left of the plant.
The bottom two-thirds of the page is titled “The
‘Henderson’ ensilage combination: A complete, balanced
feed ration grown on the farm. The left column explains that
that combination is soy beans and millet. “But the American
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farmer can now, by the aid of the Soja or Soy Bean, grow on
his own farm, at small cost, a combination which furnishes a
wholesome, economical and complete feed for milch cows.
This combination is composed of two parts corn or millet
to one part Soja Beans, grown separately, but mixed, when
filled in the silo... We recommend all farmers to plant this
year at least an acre or two of Soja Beans, to test and prove
for themselves the value of the combination, and we are
confident that, thereafter, all who try it will each year grow
a larger acreage. Planted in the latter part of May in latitude
of New York the Beans are ready for harvesting in about 100
days.”
The right column is a long excerpt from an article by
Wm. P. Brooks, Professor of Agriculture, Massachusetts
Agricultural College, dated Nov. 25th, 1898. He writes:
“The combination of Corn or Millet, and early Soja
Beans, in suitable proportions, certainly puts it within the
power of the farmer to produce silage, which makes more
nearly a perfectly balanced fed for dairy cows than any
other combination with which I am acquainted. This will
be evident from the table below, which shows the most
generally accepted standard for the feeding of the cow,
and the composition of different kinds of silage. It will
be seen that the millet and soy bean silage contains the
various nutrients in nearly the same proportion called for
in the standard. The nutritive ratio, that is the proportion of
digestible flesh formers (albuminoids) and digestible heat
producers (carbohydrates and fat), called for by the standard,
is 1:5.7. In the millet and soy bean silage, it is 1:6.0.”
The Peter Henderson author lived 1822-1890.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2013) that
mentions the soybean variety Early Green. Since the name
of this variety is written only once, and in all uppercase
(capital) letters, we cannot be certain that “Early Green” is
being used as a true varietal name rather than as a descriptive
term. Address: 35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York, New York.
479. MacKay, Angus. 1902. Experimental Farm for the
North-West Territories. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 457512. For the year 1901. Se p. 475.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiment with Soja beans”
(p. 475) states: “Sown on May 22, on 1/20th acre plots of
land manured and fall-ploughed. Cut September 14. No pods
formed.” The best yield from 3 plots (7 tons 1,550 pounds
per acre, green) was from beans planted in rows 21 inches
(rather than 28 or 25 inches) apart. Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Indian Head, North-West Territories,
Canada.
480. Saunders, Wm. 1902. Experimental work at the Central
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ontario. Annual Report of the
Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 7-86. For the year
1901. See p. 34.

• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with Soja
beans” (p. 34) begins: “Three plots of one-fortieth acre each
were sown in rows at different distances apart, viz.: 21, 28,
and 35 inches to gain information as to the best distance for
sowing to secure the heaviest crops. The soil was a light
sandy loam which received a dressing of barn-yard manure
during the winter of 1899 and 1900 of about 12 tons per acre.
The previous crop was potatoes.”
The soybeans sown in rows 28 inches apart gave the best
yields: 16 tons 400 pounds per acre of green crop, including
16 bushels per acre of beans. The growth was strong and
even, very leafy. Average height: 40-45 inches. The pods
were well formed, the beans were full grown and beginning
to harden at time of cutting. Address: LL.D., F.R.S.C., F.L.S,
Director, Dominion Experimental Farms, Ottawa, ONT,
Canada.
481. Sharpe, Thomas A. 1902. Experimental Farm for British
Columbia. Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the
Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 513-58. For the
year 1901. See p. 532.
• Summary: Page 532 states that Soja beans were sown on
April 30 in plots 8-10. Those sown in rows 28 inches (rather
than 21 or 35 inches) apart gave the best yields: 2 tons 920
pounds per acre when cut green. Length of stalks: 24-26
inches. Not so many pods formed. Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Agassiz, BC, Canada.
482. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1902. Descriptive catalogue and
guide for the farm & garden (with order form; Mail-order
catalog). Richmond, Virginia. 76 p. 25 cm.
• Summary: In the section on “General List of Agricultural
Seeds,” page 70 contains a greatly expanded (3/4 page) entry
for Soja Beans: two brief descriptions, four testimonials
from customers, and an enlarged illustration. “Soja Beans–
Unquestionably the richest and most nutritious forage and
feed crop grown, making the ‘balanced feed’ for hogs,
dairy cows, and fattening stock. Also makes a splendid soil
improver, and is unequalled as a drought-resisting crop.
“We give below extracts of letters from our customers,
calling attention to some of the principal points of value in
our Yellow Soja Beans. This crop withstands drought better
than any other forage crop, and seems capable of making its
growth in spite of more adverse conditions than any other
crop which we have ever grown. In point of nutritive value it
is unequaled, and makes in connection with corn as a number
of our customers states, a ‘balanced ration’ grown upon the
farm, saving the farmer from paying out cash for oil meals,
bran, etc.
“Our Yellow Soja Beans should unquestionably be one
of the staple crops with every farmer.
“’Far superior to cotton seed to make milk and butter’–
Spartanburg County, South Carolina, Nov. 25, 1901–’I
bought of you a peck of Soja Beans; planted on one acre of
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common cotton land, rows 2½ feet apart. I made eleven large
one-horse loads. I threshed out two loads, got five bushels,
or 27½ bushels on the acre of beans, besides eleven loads of
hay, far superior to cow pea hay. My horses quit eating corn
to eat them in the chaff. I feed to my cows, and they are far
superior to cotton seed meal to make milk and butter. My
chickens eat them like eating corn; hogs also go for them.
I consider them the finest thing a farmer can plant, and all
farmers should by all means plant them- from one to twenty
acres. I expect to rent ten acres to plant them on next year.
I used 200 pounds guano; hoed one time; plowed twice.–
Charles Moore.’
“’Far superior to the cow pea as a crop bearer, as they
will produce double the quantity of peas, and equally as
much, if not more litter’–Nansemond County, Virginia, Jan.
18, 1901–’The Soja Beans bought of you turned out very
well. I consider them far superior to the Cow Pea as a crop
bearer, as they will produce double the quantity of peas, and
equally as much if not more litter. For fattening hogs they
are very good, lasting for such a long time. They will keep
in the field until after Christmas without spoiling; hence
they fill the place of acorns or meat for stock or hogs. They
ripen all at once, making it possible to turn stock on them
without damaging the crop at all. As a soil improver they are
the equal if not the superior of the Cow Pea, as they produce
more foliage, and when they are done shedding the land is
covered with leaves, pods, and stems.’–J.O. Cutchins.’
“’The richest green food I have ever grown for cattle’–
Forsyth County, North Carolina, Nov. 20, 1900–’In feeding
value, Soja Beans are far superior to Cow Peas. As a green
feed for dairy cattle. I consider them the riches green food I
have ever grown for cattle. I believe, planted in connection
with, or separate from, ensilage corn, and put into silo at
the same time, in proportion of one ton of Soja Beans to
two tons of corn, that they would in a great measure make a
‘balanced ration’ grown on the farm, which, as you know, is
the crying need of the hour in dairy circles.–Elliot Warren.’
“’All kinds of stock will eat Soja Beans in preference
to Corn Fodder’–York Country, Virginia, Feb. 7, 1901–’All
kinds of stock will eat Soja Beans in preference to corn
fodder. Once tried, always tried, as they are the surest crop a
man can plant. Never too dry nor too hot for this grand old
forage plant. Just give them a chance and they will surprise
you with a big crop.–D.W. Morris.’
“When sown broadcast for forage and soil-improving
crops, the Soja Beans should be sown at the rate of one
bushel per acre. Sowing them thickly will prevent the stalk
from growing too coarse, and enable them to be cut and
turned under to better advantage. Sowing for ensilage, it is
better to sow drills with corn, at the rate of about one peck
to the acre. Or they can be sown by themselves in drills
three feet apart, at the rate of 1 to 1½ pecks per acre, and
cultivated. They will make their largest yield of beans put in
this way.

“Remember that there are different varieties and strains
of Yellow Soja, which we have been supplying to our
customers for several years past.
Large pkt 10c.; peck, 60c.; bus. $1.60. Price fluctuates.
Special price on large lots.”
An illustration shows soja bean pods and a plant in
full leaf. On the front cover is a gold medal awarded to the
company at the Paris Exposition of 1900.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #010098.
Address: Richmond, Virginia.
483. Parsons, Adrian A. 1903. Soy beans for hay (Letter to
the editor). Wallaces’ Farmer (Des Moines, Iowa) 27(11):16.
March 13.
• Summary: “A Lenox, Iowa, subscriber writes:
“’In the issue of January 30th I see a communication in
regard to growing soy beans. I infer that the beans are grown
for hay. I would like more information on this. What variety
should be sown, how should the ground be prepared, and
should the seed be drilled or broadcasted? When should they
be harvested, and how? What is the average yield of hay per
acre? Do stock take kindly to the hay? If your correspondent
will answer these questions, he will confer a great favor on
many of your readers, especially those on small farms who
want to grow as much of the protein food for their dairy
cows and growing stock as they can.’
“Your subscriber sets a task for me that presents but one
difficulty–that is, to answer all his questions and keep within
the limits of a newspaper article. It is hard to confine an old
farmer to bare statements. When I drive along the road, I
keep the road in view, and also take in the situation on both
sides; same with talk–like to give reasons, conclusions, etc.
But will try in this case to leave out the side issues.
“I grow soy beans, because I find them the most
profitable crop I can grow in my farm rotation. Most of
my crop is fed out as hay because it is the cheapest way to
handle it. Quite a lot is fed off green.
“I grow two varieties, the Early Dwarf Yellow and
Medium Early Yellow; the dwarfs make the bulk of my crop,
but for silo and late green feeds, the mediums are just in
time.
“All are planted as soon after corn as the ground can
be made ready. The oft repeated statement that they, like
cowpeas, are a tender, hot weather plant does not apply here,
in central Indiana.
“Prepare ground as for corn, plant with grain drill, in
rows thirty-six inches apart, five or six beans to foot, some
use a planter and split the middles; any way to get a tolerably
even distribution of the seed, about a half-bushel to the acre,
and have them so they can be cultivated.
“Cultivate with weeder, or harrow before they come up
if possible, and a few times going over with weeder and one
or two plowings with the cultivator has given us clean crops.
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We got in a hurry last year on account of so much rain, and
drilled five acres with all the hoes down. These received no
cultivation after they had grown too large for the weeder.
Part of the field made a good crop, but patches where
crab grass had a hold were very poor. Some cultivation is
necessary, even on the cleanest land.
“I harvest with mower, let wilt in swath, rake and shock
in rather small shocks. I watch these shocks and if they seem
too hot in the center, I tear them down and rebuild. In the
eight years I have grown them, two seasons I have gone over
and rebuilt them twice, before the beans were sufficiently
cured. The same methods that will make first-class clover
hay will apply to soys. Cure in shade, never sun-dry. The
leaves contain most of the protein, and it is important to save
them all.
“The chemists say that when the pods form the entire
plant has all the feeding value it will ever have. Then is the
time to begin cutting. We are generally at other work and
don’t get at the beans until some of them are full grown.
“For seed they are allowed to stand until the leaves fall;
these we cut with a bean harvester. I think all planting should
be done with grain drill, with fertilizer attachment, and
inoculated soil run on with seed.
“In yield they are like corn, the richer the ground the
heavier the crop, but they will grow on land that is too poor
to grow a profitable crop of corn.
“Our cows give a higher per cent of butter fat when fed
soys than when we tried to balance with bran. Corn and corn
stover with soy beans is our dairy cows’ ration, all grown on
the farm. The cows are satisfied–and so are we.
“A.A. Parsons, Indiana.”
Note: Parsons states that he has grown soy beans for
eight years. If he started in 1895, and the eight years were
consecutive, then 1902 (the last year he could have had
a crop) would be his 8th year. Address: Hendricks Co.,
Indiana.
484. M.D.; Lindsey, J.B. 1903. Sorghum and soy bean in
Massachusetts (Letter to the editor). Rural New-Yorker
62(2772):190. March 14. Oversize.
• Summary: “M.D. Fitchburg, Mass.–Will sorghum grow
satisfactorily in Massachusetts, and if it will, state time and
manner of planting and whether the Amber or the Early
Orange variety would be best? The idea is to use some green
and cure the remainder for hay and thus get a better hay crop
than could be obtained from any other forage crop. Is it good
practice to plant corn and Soy beans in the same row for
cutting into silo? If so, what is the best Soy bean for this part,
and the number of grains of corn and beans and distances to
be planted?
“Ans.–The past season at this Station an equal quantity
of the beans and corn were sown together for fodder
purposes. In early September the beans were podded and
corn fairly well eared. The mixture was cut and bound

successfully October 4 with the Deering corn harvester, at
which time the bean stalks were quite tough, the bean pods
filled, and the corn kernels glazed. This is the first attempt
made to cut the corn and bean mixture with a harvester.
A larger area will be planted another season, in order to
see whether the mixture can be economically handled for
silage. Corn and Soy bean silage was grown and used at
this Station during 1895 and 1896. At that time the corn and
beans were grown in separate fields. The silo was filled in
the proportion of two-thirds corn and one-third beans. The
silage was satisfactory, eaten clean, and furnished 30 per cent
more protein than did corn silage. It was believed at the time,
however, that the increased cost of handling the two crops
when grown separately more than counterbalanced the value
of the additional protein secured. If it proves economical to
grow and handle the two together it will in a measure aid
in increasing the supply of home-grown protein. Sorghum
has not been satisfactory as a forage crop when compared
with corn. The stalks are more slender and will not bear
the weeder as well as young corn plants. Again, the young
sorghum plant appears to grow very slowly in its early stages
of development, and weeds are likely to gain the mastery.
The yield as a rule it is not as large as Indian corn under
similar conditions. The writer would prefer barnyard millet
to sorghum for green forage or hay.
“J.B. Lindsey. Hatch Experiment Station.” Address:
1. Fitchburg; 2. Hatch Experiment Station. Both:
Massachusetts.
485. Adams, George E. 1903. The soy bean. Bulletin (Rhode
Island State College Agricultural Experiment Station) No.
92. p. 117-27. March.
• Summary: “The soy bean (Glycine hispida), also known
as soja bean and coffee berry, is a native of southeastern
Asia... This plant was taken to England about one hundred
years ago, where it was grown for years without attracting
any attention as an economic plant either as food for man or
beast. In the southern states it was grown for many years,
but not until about twenty years ago did it commence to
attract attention as a forage plant. Within the past few years
considerable attention has been given this plant by the
different agricultural experiment stations, and its value as a
food-plant has been clearly proven by feeding experiments
in which the plant has been fed both in the green state and as
hay... During the past ten years several varieties of soy beans
have been grown at this Station... [Note: The names of these
varieties are not listed.] All things considered, the Medium
Early Green is the variety which has given the best results
during the ten years in which these plants have been grown
here. It makes a heavy growth of forage, retains its leaves
well, and has not failed to ripen a crop of seed during that
time.”
“In experiments at this station, it has been shown that
a liberal application of nitrate of soda interfered with the
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development of the root tubercles on the soy bean, as may
be seen from the following table... In addition to the nitrate
of soda mentioned above, each plot received the following
manures” (in pounds per acre): Air-slaked lime 2,000, acid
potash 1,200, and muriate potash 180. The “yield of dry
beans was slightly increased by the use of a large amount
of nitrate of soda, while the yield of vines was materially
lessened, although in no case was the increase sufficient to
cover the additional cost of the nitrate.”
Photos (p. 121, 123, 126) show: (1) Root tubercles from
soy beans grown with and without nitrogen. (2) Medium
green soy beans grown with different nitrogen rations. (3)
Varieties of soy bean plant.
A table (p. 122) titled “Yield of green forage per acre,
and fertilizing ingredients in crops and roots in certain
legumes” shows the yields of different crops using nitrogen
in., potash, and phosphoric acid. Address: B.S., Asst., Field
Experiments, Kingston, Rhode Island.
486. Dalbey, Dwight S. 1903. The cowpea and soy bean in
Illinois. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular
No. 69. 15 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cowpea varieties.
Variety tests for yield. Variety tests of soy bean. Planting.
Cultivation. Harvesting. Feeding and fertilizing value.
Conclusion. Summary.
The Introduction begins: “Many farmers in Illinois,
especially in the central and northern sections of the state,
are not familiar with the cowpea and soy bean... Soy beans
are of more recent introduction, and this crop is not so well
known as cowpeas.” Yet “both crops have been grown in
this state long enough and to such an extent that they have
passed beyond the purely experimental stage, and in places
they are already considered as important factors in Illinois
agriculture” (p. 1).
Last year a yield test of 8 varieties was conducted. A
table (p. 7) shows the varieties and yields (in bushels per
acre) as follows, listed in descending order of yield: Medium
Green 41.7 bushels/acre, Early White 38.2, Ito San 37.8,
Medium Yellow 35.6, Early Yellow Dwarf 32.3, Early Black
27.8, Late Mammoth (not mature), Brown from Japan (not
mature).
“The late Mammoth is good to use for hay or ensilage,
but does not ordinarily mature seed in this state As a general
rule, it may be said that soy beans are better adapted to the
north than cowpeas, since they are not so sensitive to frost.”
Note that the word “late” before Mammoth is written in all
lowercase letters.
Pioneer soybean growers in Illinois include Dr. Robert
C. Morris of Richland County (he has been very successful),
Mr. Fred W. Ladage of Sangamon County, Mr. Charles
A. Rowe of Morgan County, and Mr. H.B. Rice of Fulton
County.
Harvesting: For hay soy beans should be cut when in

bloom or soon after. “When the Mammoth variety of soy
beans is used for hay, they may be harvested and bound
in bundles with a corn binder, Doctor Robert C. Morris of
Richland County grows this variety, which attains a height
of four feet, and harvests with his corn binder, shocking
the bundles in the field like corn until cured, after which he
shreds the soy bean bundles and his corn fodder together for
feed.
“In curing cowpea or soy bean hay, the hay tedder and
side-delivery hay rake are useful tools to facilitate quick
and uniform drying.” When harvesting for seed, use a twowheeled bean and pea harvester or cutter. The beans may be
left in a windrow until threshing. “Threshing is best done by
specially constructed machines in which the first cylinders
are reduced in speed, and the rest of the separator maintained
at ordinary speed. Threshing is best done with a bean
thresher, such as that made especially for the purpose by
The Bidwell Thresher Company, of Batavia, New York, but
a wheat separator may be used with all blank concaves and
running as slowly as the machine will permit and not clog the
shakers.” A table (p. 14), giving the digestible constituents
of various crops (including soy bean seed, soy bean hay, soy
bean ensilage, and corn and soy bean ensilage) shows that
“soy bean grain is rich in the constituents that corn lacks and
vice versa, so that the two combine to make a balanced ration
for stock.”
A “very excellent feed is produced by mixing green
cowpeas or green soy beans with corn for ensilage.”
To summarize: “Cowpeas and soy beans are leguminous
plants and compare favorably with clover as soil improvers,
and for some purposes possess an advantage over clover,
in their quick maturity... Cowpeas and soy beans produce
large yields of both hay and grain, the former being equal
in feeding value to clover hay and the latter practically
equivalent to linseed meal and other concentrated feeds.”
Photos show: (1) A soy bean plant at 2½ months old (p.
3). (2) A plat of medium green soy beans 2½ months after
planting (p. 8). (3) “Matured soy bean plant of early white
variety. Planted May 18th and matured for ‘hogging off’
August 21st” (p. 13).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2014) that uses the word “hogging” or the term
“hogging off” in connection with soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that mentions the use of a thresher (a bean thresher) for
soybean production.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Medium Yellow.
Note 4. Webster’s Dictionary (1985) defines tedder,
a word first used in the 15th century, as “one that teds;
specifically: a machine for stirring or spreading hay to hasten
drying or curing.” Address: Asst. in Agronomy.
487. S.E. 1903. Correspondance: No. Leroux, 6055
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[Correspondence: Leroux, No. 6055]. Journal d’Agriculture
Pratique 67(22):708. May 28. [Fre]
• Summary: This is the answer to a letter written by a Mr.
Leroux of France. “We do not see why oil peas [soybeans]
(pois oléagineux, Soja hispida) will not succeed at your
location. The seeds must be planted as soon as there is no
longer fear of frosts. They germinate in all types of soils,
provided that these soils contain enough phosphoric acid
and potash. Try planting in deep soils and apply manure
containing all the elements.”
488. Close, C.P. 1903. Orchard cover crops in Delaware.
Delaware College Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 61. 32 p. June 1.
• Summary: In section I, titled “Experiments in 1901-2,”
pages 13-14 discuss soybean plantings in combination
with cowhorn turnips at Newark. In the section titled
“Experiments at Magnolia in 1901-2” is a subsection (p.
15) on “Soy bean,” which was seeded at the same time as
the cowpea. “It is a little more vigorous and robust than the
cowpea. It will stand much more frost than the cowpea.”
In the section titled “Experiments at Woodside 1901-2”
is a subsection (p. 17) on “Soy bean.” The tests were made in
a young bearing plum orchard. “The soy bean did very well
and made a good, thick covering from 20 to 24 inches high
October 10.” A photo shows the soy beans nearly 3 feet high
on 18 Oct. 1901.
In the section titled “Experiments at the experiment
station in 1902-03” are two subsections on soy (p. 21-22):
“Soy beans 90 pounds per acre” and “Soy beans 45 pounds
and Canada peas 1 bushel per acre.”
In the section on “Experiments at Magnolia in 190203” are three subsections on soy (p. 23-24): “Soy beans
15 pounds and dwarf Essex rape 9 pounds per acre.” “Soy
beans 80 pounds and rye 30 pounds per acre.” “Soy beans 40
pounds and hairy vetch 50 pounds per acre.”
Tables I and II (p. 29-30) give information compiled
from Bulletin 60 on chemical analyses of cover crops.
Details on the composition of 6-8 cover crops (incl. soy
beans, alfalfa, and cowpeas) are given. Recommended
seeding rates (p. 32): Soy bean 90 lb; hairy vetch 20 lb and
cowpeas or soy bean 45 lb; turnips 12 oz and soy beans or
cowpeas 40 lb; rape 4 lb, soy bean or cowpeas 40 lb, and rye
20 lb. Address: M.S., Horticulturist, Newark, Delaware.
489. Grandeau, Louis. 1903. Le soja hispida: Culture, fumure
et rendements–Expériences de la Station Agronomique
de Rennes [The soybean: Culture, manuring and yields–
Experiments at the Agronomic Station of Rennes]. Journal
d’Agriculture Pratique 67(1):817-19. June 25. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: From 1897 to 1901, Mr. Lechartier, director
of the agronomic station at Bretagne, conducted very
conclusive experiments on the requirements of 4 varieties
of soybeans. (Several days before his untimely death, he

sent Mr. Grandeau the results of his trials, and Mr. Grandeau
plans to publish these shortly in the Annales de la Science
agronomique française et étrangère.) In 1900 studied
the influence of certain manures / fertilizers, especially
nitrogen fertilizers. The first table shows that his mixture
was composed of superphosphate superphosphate 200 kg,
potassium chloride 400 kg, sodium nitrate (nitrate de soude)
200 kg, and plaster (plâtre) 200 kg. Certain parcels did not
receive the nitrate. Half of the harvest was cut green, the
other half matured to grain. Table two shows the results
obtained in terms of kg/ha harvested (green forage / seed
grain): Complete fertilizer (22,000 kg green / 1,500 kg
seed), fertilizer without potash (22,200 / 1,300), fertilizer
without nitrogen (22,800 / 1,900), complete fertilizer with
a double dose of phosphoric acid (22,800 / 1,700). Among
the soybean varieties tested were early soya from Podolia
(1900), black soybean, and Soja d’Etampes (1901). Tables
three and four shows yields of black soybeans and of Soja
d’Etampes in 1901, both green forage and seeds, with
different applications of fertilizer.
Note: this is the earliest document seen that mentions
superphosphate in connection with soybeans. Webster’s
Dictionary defines superphosphate (a term first used in 1797)
as “1: an acid phosphate. 2: a soluble mixture of phosphates
used as fertilizer and made from insoluble mineral
phosphates by treatment with sulfuric acid.” Address:
France.
490. Nourse, D.O. 1903. Cow peas and soy beans. Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 149. p. 91-99.
June.
• Summary: Variety trials were conducted using 20 varieties
of soy beans with the following names: Medium Green,
Olive Green, Green Samarow, Southern Soja, Ito San–
Yellow, Early Brown, Woods Soja, Cross Bred No. 6, Cross
Bred No. 9, Department of Agriculture No. 8422, 8423,
8424, 8497, 9407, 9408, 9409, 9415, 9416, 9417, 9418. The
following details are given for each variety: Date sown:
May 18. Condition on Aug. 28. Condition on Sept. 12. Yield
in 1903 (in pounds/acre of green forage). Average yield of
green forage for 3 years (when known). The top yields of
green forage in 1903 came from: Dep. of Agriculture 8424
(18,200 lb/acre). Dep. of Agriculture 9409 (14,350 lb/acre).
Woods Soja (14,000 lb/acre). Dep. of Agriculture 9415
(13,650 lb/acre).
“The peas and beans were grown on plots of onetwentieth acre each, in rows two and a half feet apart. This
is rather close for some of the larger plants, but none too
thick for the average, and if the crops are to be used for green
manures and not for seed or hay products, a little crowding
would be no objection.
“Until recently the varieties of soy beans have been
very limited, but this year we can, thanks to the Department
of Agriculture at Washington [DC], report on a very
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considerable number, and among them some very promising
ones.
“In considering the value of the beans as compared
with the cow peas, the former has, at the outset, one serious
drawback–viz., the cost of the seed. Soy beans are now
advertised at about one dollar per bushel more than cow
peas, common varieties of each being considered; but if
the demand becomes enough to attract the attention of seed
growers, the prices will probably be reduced.
“On account of the hard stalk, the soy bean cannot make
a good hay, but little more than the leaves being edible; but
as green food, or as green manure, there would seem to be
no reason why it should not rank well, the upright nature of
its growth making it so much easier to handle than the cow
peas, with their long, interlacing runners.”
“In following descriptions, we give conditions on
August 28th, which is as early as any would care to gather
the crop or plow it under, and again on September 12th,
when in most sections of Virginia the crop should be
gathered on account of danger from frosts. This second date,
too, was the time of cutting and weighing the green product.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Early Brown.
Note 2. The varieties “Cross Bred No. 6” and “Cross
Bred No. 9” were developed by Mr. E.E. Evans of West
Branch, Michigan.
Note 3. In the entry for “Ito San, Yellow” it is not clear
whether “Yellow” refers to an alternative name for Ito San
(more likely, we think) or the color of the Ito San seeds (less
likely).
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the term “Olive Green” to describe
the color of a soybean. Address: B.S., Agriculturist.
491. Grandeau, Louis. 1903. Les exigences minérales du
Soja hispida [The mineral requirements of the soybean].
Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 67(28):38-41. July 9. [Fre]
• Summary: Ten tables give detailed chemical analyses of
the mineral content of the stems, leaves, and pods of soybean
plants (grown in Bretagne) in their green and in their dry
states. Similar analyses are given for 4 varieties of soybean
seeds in their green and in their dry states: Soja d’Etampes,
yellow soybeans, black soybeans, and early black soybeans
from Podolie [Podolia]. These analyses are compared with
those of Lechartier published in this journal in the issue of 2
July 1903. Note: The latter article is by L. Grandeau.
492. Galloway, B.T. 1903. Report of the Chief of the Bureau
of Plant Industry. Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA). p. 85-169. For the fiscal year ended June
30, 1903. See p. 87, 124, 130-33.
• Summary: Experiments with cowpeas and soybeans have
been conducted in several different parts of the country (p.
87).

The section on “Grass and forage plant investigations”
(p. 123+, written by Prof. W.J. Spillman, who is in charge),
starts with a subsection on “Leguminous crops,” which has
sub-subsections on alfalfa, cowpeas, soy beans, and new
legumes. The one on “Soy beans” (p. 124) states: “This
crop possesses two marked advantages over the cowpea in
most parts of the country. Its yield of seed is larger, and, on
account of its upright habit of growth, it is easier to harvest.
Many farmers harvest soy-bean hay with the twine binder,
the crop being exceedingly easy to handle in this manner.
The varieties of soy bean offered by seedsmen in this country
vary from small bunch beans, growing scarcely a foot high,
to tall forms attaining a height of 5 or 6 feet. Heretofore no
adequate study of these varieties has been made, a fact which
accounts for the lack of recognition of this crop on the part
of farmers. During the past year Mr. W.M. Pollock, of this
office, grew all the varieties of soy beans obtainable in this
country. These varieties will be further tested this season,
and it is hoped that we may be in position at the end of the
present season to publish information concerning them
that will enable farmers to secure varieties adapted to their
needs.”
The subsection on “Silage crops” (p. 130) begins: “It is
planned to build a silo on the Arlington Farm [in Virginia]
during the present season, and it will therefore be possible
to grow various silage crops with assurance that they will be
carefully handled in making the silage.”
There follows a sub-subsection on “Soy beans”: “As
stated elsewhere in this report, this crop is one which
promises to be of unusual value as a leguminous crop in this
country. The principal difficulty in its introduction heretofore
has been a lack of knowledge concerning its varieties. We
have obtained seed of 70 supposed varieties, and are growing
them for the purpose of securing a proper classification, of
ascertaining whether or not the names used by seedsmen
are uniform for the same variety, and of bringing about
uniformity in nomenclature for the several varieties. Cultural
experiments by Mr. W.M. Pollock are in progress with 3 of
the leading varieties of soy beans. Plantings were made on
five days a week apart, beginning June 1. The beginning of
this series was rather late this year on account of the season.
Plats were sown at a rate varying from ½ to 2½ bushels per
acre. One series of plats was sown broadcast and another
sown in drills. These two methods are being tested both for
hay and seed production. In order to eliminate errors due to
irregularity of soil, each of the above cultural experiments is
repeated in 5 sets of plats.
“Individual plants of soy bean are under selection in
order to secure strains that are excellent seed producers and
other strains that have slender stems with little wood in them
for haymaking. Certain varieties are also being hybridized in
the hope of combining earliness and large yield of seed and
hay.”
In the subsection on “Current work” is a sub-subsection
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titled “Leguminous crops” (p. 132-33) which begins:
“Studies on the cowpea and the soy bean will be continued.
It is believed that the soybean possesses more advantages,
both as a hay crop and a grain crop, than any other annual
legume in this country. We have already found varieties
adapted to all sections of the country and will introduce
these into cultivation during the coming year. A study of
the methods of making hay of soy beans and cowpeas will
continue. The Department will continue its work in the
introduction of alfalfa into the Eastern States. The more
promising varieties of soy beans are to be grown in larger
areas during the coming season. Those cultural experiments
which promise more positive results will also be repeated on
larger areas. The work of improving varieties of soy beans
for hay and seed production will continue. We shall also
try various combinations of fertilizers for the production of
leguminous crops, as well as the effect of green leguminous
manures for the production of other classes of crops.”
Address: Chief of the Bureau, Washington, DC.
493. Penny, Charles L. 1903. Cover crops as green manure.
Delaware College Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 60. 44 p. Aug. 19.
• Summary: The “soja bean” is one of the cover crops tested.
The following tables include figures for soja beans: (1) Yield
and composition of portion of crops above ground. (2) Yield
and composition of roots. (3) Yield and composition of entire
crop–tops and roots. (4) Money valuation of green manures.
(5) Relative yield of tops and roots. (p. 13) Estimated money
valuation of the three constituents (nitrogen, potash, and
phosphoric acid; as of 11 Nov. 1901). (6) Moisture content of
surface soils. (7) Moisture content of sub-soil.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2002) with the term “green manure” in the title in
connection with soybeans. Address: A.M., Chemist, Newark,
Delaware.
494. Geismar, Leo M.; Smith, Clinton D. 1903. Report of
the Upper Peninsula Sub-station for the years 1901 and
1902. Forage plants: Soja beans and cow peas. Michigan
Agricultural Experiment Station, Special Bulletin No. 20. 52
p. Aug. See p. 9, 13-14.
• Summary: “Soja Beans or Soy Beans as they are variously
called have long been cultivated in the South where they
are cut and baled as hay.” In Michigan, Soja Beans and cow
peas were sown between rows of fruit trees. The seed was
drilled by hand, 18 inches apart. Growth was slow. “The
plants maintained an average height of 32 inches, although
none had blossomed on September 9th when a slight frost
seriously damaged the early plot and a second slight frost
on September 19th killed the entire plot.” Address: 1.
Superintendent; 2. Director.
495. Hopkins, Cyril G. 1903. Soil treatment for wheat in

rotations, with special reference to southern Illinois soils.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 88. p.
113-42. Aug. [1 ref]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned 7 times in this bulletin.
Page 114, under “Plan of Experiments”: “The plan of
the rotations which we have adopted includes a liberal use
of legumes (clover, cow peas, soy beans, vetch, etc.), both
as catch crops and as regular crops in the rotation, but the
1902 crops were the first we have grown upon these soil
experiment fields, and, of course, the wheat grown that year
preceded the leguminous catch crops and received no benefit
from them.”
“For a catch crop with corn, cow peas or soy beans are
seeded between the rows when the corn is laid by, about the
first of July; or winter vetch may be seeded with the cow
peas or soy beans or it may be seeded alone when the corn
is laid by, or at any time during July or August. The cow
peas or soy beans usually grow rapidly until frost, while
the vetch grows much more slowly at first, but continues to
grow during the fall and again the next spring. In favorable
seasons clover may be seeded in the corn when it is laid by
to serve as a catch crop.
“For a catch crop with wheat or oats, clover may be
seeded in the spring or cow peas, soy beans, or winter
vetch may be seeded as soon as possible after the wheat or
oats is harvested, the stubble ground being either disked or
preferably plowed, before seeding the catch crop...”
Page 116: “The rotation for this field is:... Third
Year.–Legume (clover, cow peas, soy beans, or some other
legume).”
Page 129: “... we now know that by means of the
different species of nitrogen-gathering bacteria which inhabit
or should inhabit the roots of different legumes, nitrogen
can be obtained from this free and inexhaustible supply of
the atmosphere for about 1 cent a pound. Thus, for example,
we can sow red clover in the wheat, oats, or rye for less than
$1 an acre and grow a crop of clover containing more than
100 pounds of nitrogen an acre. We can also accomplish this
result with a catch crop of cow peas, soy beans, or vetch,
and probably with crimson clover or alfalfa after our soils
become thoroughly infected with the proper bacteria...”
496. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon).
1903. Produce and planting: Soja beans. 23(3):175. Sept. 1.
[1 ref]
• Summary: “The race of coffee substitute contrivers seem
to thrive. We are told by the ‘Tea and Coffee Trade Journal,’
of New York, that a new industry in Meherrin, Virginia,
among the German settlers, is the cultivation of soja beans,
to be used in the place of coffee. Up to a few years ago this
bean was unknown in that section, and since it has been
substituted for coffee its cultivation has largely increased. It
is contended by those who have tried raising the beans that
they are unsurpassed for feed. The German says he would
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much rather have them to make his coffee than the Rio
grain. A result is that the coffee trade among Germans has
somewhat decreased.”
497. Country Gentleman. 1903. Horticultural Department:
The two vetches. 68(2647):908. Oct. 22.
• Summary: “Many cover crops do not actually cover the
surface of the soil. Soy beans and cow peas for instance,
especially when grown in drills [rows], leave a large part
of the ground uncovered. The vetch lies prostrate, and by
its rapid growth very soon put the entire surface soil out of
sight. This is true even when seed is sown in drills.” Address:
Polk County, Iowa.
498. Carver, G.W. 1903. Re: Work at Tuskegee during the
past year. Letter to Dr. Alfred C. True, USDA, Washington,
DC, Nov. 12. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “The work of the station during the past year
has been devoted very largely to the growing of forage crops
in the way of peas, corn, soy beans, velvet beans, sorghum
cane, millets of various kinds, etc. Rotation of crops has
been given especial attention with reference to the fertility
of the land, and the station has laid great stress upon the
building up of worn out soils; leguminous crops have been
emphasized; a number of co-operative experiments have
been made for your division.”
Location: Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Microfilm of The George Washington Carver Papers in the
Tuskegee Institute Archives, Roll 2 #1179. Address: Director,
Dep. of Agriculture and Experiment Station, Tuskegee
Normal and Industrial Inst., Tuskegee, Alabama.
499. Watson, George C.; Mairs, Thomas I. 1903. Forage
and soiling experiments, 1902. Pennsylvania State College.
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 65. 12 p. Dec.
• Summary: “During the summer of 1902 an experiment
was undertaken to determine the yield of certain forage
crops, also to determine as far as possible their comparative
feeding value for soiling purposes.” Eight crops, including
“soja beans,” were selected for the trial and fed to three
cows: Lucy, Letha, and Cena’s Favorite. “The soja beans
were planted May 12th in drills 20 inches apart and were
cultivated several times during the summer... On May 28th,
another plot of ground was sown to soja beans with a field
grain drill.”
Table 1 (p. 6) gives information on each crop. The soja
beans were harvested July 29 to Aug. 4. Yield per acre:
Green 9,9934 lb. Dry 2,016 lb. Per cent. of nitrogen in dry
matter: 2.22. One acre of soja beans would feed ten cows for
17 days. “When first fed soja beans, the cows ate the stems
up clean, but before they were changed from this feed to the
next they were leaving the woody part of the stems.” The
milk production of one cow increased when fed soja beans,
the production of two other cows decreased. The milk of

all the cows decreased in butter-fat when fed on soja beans.
When green soja bean fodder was allowed to stand over
night, it lost 13 to 15 per cent. of its moisture content.
Note: This could be the earliest document seen (Aug.
2013) that mentions the soybean variety Green, but it is not
as clear as TenEyck and Shoesmith (March 1904). Address:
1. M.S., Agriculturist, Pennsylvania State College, Centre
County, Pennsylvania.
500. Basu, B.C. 1903. The cultivation of pulse crops in the
Assam Valley. Agricultural Ledger (Calcutta) No. 5. p. 137.
[1 ref]
• Summary: This article is almost identical to one by
Basu with the same title published in 1902 in the Assam
Department of Agriculture Bulletin, No. 9 (p. 15). Several
errors in the former have been corrected. It is also based on
A Dictionary of the Economic Products of India by George
Watt, Vol. 3, p. 263-70 (Glycine hispida).
The article discusses the nine main pulse crops grown
in the valley, listed in order of importance. The leading pulse
crop there is Máti-máh (Phaseolus mungo var. radiatus),
called Urd in Hindi. Pueraria phaseoloides (Bejia-máh
[tropical kudzu]) is the next to least important. The soybean is the least important of the nine. Note 1. This is the
earliest document seen (Nov. 2001) concerning Pueraria
phaseoloide or tropical kudzu.
“Pátáni Jokrá [the Assamese name in the Assam
Valley]. Glycine hispida, Maxim. syn. G. Soja. English
name–Soy-bean. Bengali name–Chhai. Soy-bean is little
known in the Assam Valley. The Barpeta subdivision is the
only part of the valley, from which its cultivation has been
reported. The pulse is, however, extensively grown in the
Khasi hills. In Barpeta the crop is sown mixed witháhu in
April and May. About 5 seers of seed are sown per acre.
Theáhu crop is removed in July and August, but the bean
crop remains on the ground till December or January. Theáhu
stubble acts as support to the bean plants. About November
it puts forth its blossom. The crop becomes ready for the
harvest in December and January. The mode of harvesting it
and its subsequent treatment and use are precisely the same
as for kulthi-máh [Horse gram, Dolichos biflorus]. The crop
is grown entirely for home consumption.”
Note 2. áhu is a species of paddy [rice]. Address: Asst. to
the Director, Dep. of Land Records and Agriculture, Assam.
501. Fletcher, James. 1903. Report of the Entomologist and
Botanist. Annual Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa,
Canada). p. 169-201. For the year 1901. See p. 177, 185.
• Summary: In the section titled “The pea weevil or ‘pea
bug’ (Bruchus pisorum, Linn.) (p. 175), a table (p. 177)
shows those companies and individuals “who have taken an
active part in the discussion of the best means of remedying
the existing injury to the pea crop by the weevil.” One of
these is “Bruce, J.A., & Co., Hamilton, Ontario.”
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The subsection titled “Substitute crops” (p. 185) states
that “Messrs. John A. Bruce & Co. of Hamilton, Ontario”
have handled leguminous crops... Early varieties of Soja
Bean have also given good results,...” Address: LL.D.,
F.R.S.C., F.L.S., Entomologist and Botanist, Central
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ontario.
502. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1903. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois: Funk Bros.
• Summary: “Soy beans–Is one of the newly introduced
crops that is possessed of real merit. It is adapted to
rich prairie soils and on such soils reaches its fullest
development. Combining both the fertilizing qualities of
clover and yield of forage with a crop of seed that has a
higher nutritive value than oats, it should have its place in the
rotation system of every farm. Sown with rape in corn before
the last cultivation it furnishes excellent pasturage for lambs,
at the same time enriching the soil. When sown for hay or
seed crop they may be drilled in with a corn planter requiring
about three pecks of seed per acre. Prices: One peck $1.00,
one-half bushel $1.75, per bushel $3.00. F.O.B. Bags free.”
A photo shows two people standing in a field of soy
beans. Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2003)
that mentions Funk Bros. Seed Co. or Bloomington, Illinois,
in connection with soy beans. Address: Bloomington,
Illinois.
503. Holms, George K. 1903. Practices in crop rotation.
Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture p.
519-32. For the year 1902. See p. 525-26, 528.
• Summary: In the section titled “Multiple cropping,” the
subsection on “Practices in selected states” notes that peanuts
are used in rotations with cotton in North Carolina and
Florida. They are the main crop in the rotation in Virginia
and North Carolina (p. 524-25).
In Kentucky rotations include: “Rye and millet, soy
beans, clover, or cowpeas with rape.” Address: Div. of
Statistics, USDA.
504. Waite, M.B. 1903. Cultivation and fertilization of peach
orchards. Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agriculture p. 607-26. For the year 1902. See p. 617-18.
• Summary: The section titled “Cow Peas, Velvet Beans,
etc.” (p. 617-18) states: “Of the leguminous crops, which do
not survive the winter, the cowpea is undoubtedly the most
important for use in the peach orchard.”
“The soy bean has an even greater range northward than
the cowpea, but it does not seem to be quite as well adapted
to the purposes of a cover crop as a cowpea. It is more
upright in growth and more convenient to cut for hay, but
this upright growth is rather objectionable in a cover crop,
as the ground is left more or less exposed between the plants
when the leaves have fallen.” Address: Pathologist in Charge
of Investigations of Diseases of Fruit Orchards, Bureau of

Plant Industry [USDA].
505. Whitson, A.R. 1903. Relation of crop production to
amount of water available and methods of cultivation.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
19:184-91. For the year ending June 30, 1902. See p. 190-91.
• Summary: Soybean plants used 527 lb of water to produce
1 lb of dry matter. A yield of 7,980 lb of dry matter to the
acre (equal to 9,177 lb of hay containing 15% moisture) was
produced with the use of 18.68 inches of water. Address:
Physicist, Madison, Wisconisn.
506. Zavitz, C.A. 1903. Co-operative experiments in
agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 24:10-24. For the year 1902. See p. 11, 13,
15-16, 22-23.
• Summary: A table titled “List of experiments for 1902” (p.
11), under “Grain crops” includes “Testing cow peas and two
varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese beans–3 plots.”
In the section on “Reports of Co-operative experiments”
a table titled “Grain crops” (p. 13) shows that 2 tests were
conducted on “Soy beans.” Medium Green (estimated value
80), yielded 1.4 tons/acre of straw and 1,210 lb/acre of grain.
Early Yellow (E.V. 100), 1.7 tons/acre of straw and 860 lb/
acre of grain.
The subsection titled “Soy, soja, or Japanese beans” (p.
15-16) includes a summary and notes: As a rule the Early
Yellow variety seems to be best suited for most parts of
Ontario for the production of grain, and the Medium Green
for the production of green fodder, either to be fed by itself
or to be placed in the silo along with the corn to improve the
nutritive value of the silage.”
In the question and answer session (p. 22-23): “Q: Do
you sow the Soy beans in rows? A: Yes.
“Q: How far apart? A: Twenty-five to twenty-eight
inches.” Address: Director of Experiments, Agricultural
College, Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
507. Brooks, William P.; Church, Frederick R. 1904. Report
of the Agriculturists. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 16:110-153. Jan. See p.
111, 115-17, 119-21, 147-48.
• Summary: Discusses the effect of fertilizers on soy bean
yields. “Soy beans, the crop of this year, gave yields of
which the materials [manures and fertilizers] rank in the
following order: barnyard manure, nitrate of soda, dried
blood, sulfate of ammonia. The nitrate of soda ranks
relatively lower this year than in most previous years...”
In comparing manures and fertilizers that furnished
nitrogen to the soil, soy beans were grown in rotation with
non-leguminous crops. The researchers tested “not simply
the relative value of the different nitrogen mixtures, but also
the effect of the legume grown on the no-nitrogen plots upon
the succeeding crop. Accordingly, the soy bean, which is one
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of the most successful of the legumes grown as a hoed crop,
was our choice, at it has been several other years during the
process of this experiment.” Nitrogen fertilizers giving the
highest yields of soy beans per acre were: Nitrate of soda
(sulfate of potash): 24.8 bu of beans and 2,080 lb of straw.
Barnyard manure (most of potash used contained in the
manure): 23.8 bu of beans and 2,010 lb of straw. Dried blood
(sulfate of potash): 21.7 bu of beans and 1,225 lb of straw.
Nitrate of soda (muriate of potash): 20.5 bu of beans and
1,700 lb of straw. An abundance of lime in the soil is well
known to be highly important to all legumes. In experiments
from previous years, it was found that the best nitrogen
fertilizers were nitrate of soda (rating 100), barnyard manure
(93.1), sulfate of ammonia (92.0), dried blood (90.8), and no
nitrogen (73.8).
Sulfate of potash has generally given higher yields of
Medium Green soy beans than muriate of potash.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “sulfate of potash” (a
fertilizer) in connection with soja beans. It was later renamed
“potassium sulfate.” Address: 1. Ph.D., Agriculturist; 2.
B.Sc., Asst. Agriculturist.
508. Country Gentleman. 1904. Inquiries and answers: A
cover crop (Letter to the editor). 69(2665):176. Feb. 25.
• Summary: “What is the best cover crop for this section for
garden purposes–something to plant any time after the first
of August, and make a thick cover which will die down in
winter and not start again in spring? I have tried peas, rape
and rye. Peas do not make a thick enough cover. It is too
much trouble to turn under rye with a spade around small
fruit bushes, besides disturbing the surface roots, and rape
does not seem to be of much use as a cover; when frozen,
the leaves drop off and almost out of sight. B.B. Dover, New
Hampshire.
“[We think from what you say that soy beans might
prove the best cover crop for your purpose. You mention
several rather difficult conditions. If it were not necessary
that the crop should die down in the winter and not start gain
in the spring, we would recommend hairy vetch. If the soil
is light and warm, you might be able to get growth enough
from crimson clover to answer your purpose, although we
should doubt it].”
509. Country Gentleman. 1904. Grazier and Breeder: Rape
and soy beans (Letter to the editor). 69(2669):278. March 24.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–Kindly give me
information as to the value of Dwarf Essex rape and soja
beans as forage crops; also if of value, as to cultural details. I
want the rape for sheep to feed from as it grows; the beans to
use as ensilage. J.L.P. Millbrook, N.Y.
“[Answer by Prof. Thomas F. Hunt].
“The rape plant is one of the most valuable of our ‘catch
crops,’ especially for sheep feeding...”

“The soja bean is an acceptable forage plant where it can
be successfully grown. Three conditions appear necessary for
the successful culture of soja beans–(1) warm weather, (2)
the presence of organisms which make possible the nodules
upon the roots, (3) the right variety. The last two seasons
have been decidedly unfavorable for their growth in New
York State, and if we had to make up the case on the results
of these years, we would probably have to decide against
them. It is believed, however, that by a careful selection of
varieties they may be yet successfully grown in this state
[New York].
“There is a greater difference in time of ripening of
different varieties of soja beans apparently, than between
different varieties of corn. The medium-early green is now
generally considered the most promising variety, especially
where grown for seed, although in some experiments at
Cornell University common southern white has produced the
most forage. The soja bean seems to be the most susceptible
to the influence of the presence of the nodule-producing
organisms of any of the legumes so far tried in this country.
It is less likely to be inoculated, and it shows the influence
of nodules on poor soils in a more marked degree than
other legumes. Experience seems to show that where they
have been grown for one or two years, they do better than
when first sown. The first year they may perhaps bear a very
few nodules, while the next year they bear more, and then
perhaps the year after many more.
“The Department of Agriculture at Washington is
preparing to furnish little ‘cakes,’ something like yeast cakes,
which contain the proper organisms. These may be dissolved
in water and applied to the seed before planting, according
to directions furnished. The department is now booking
orders–first come, first served, until the supply is exhausted.
Those who are planting soja beans for the first time will find
it worth while to try this.
“Soja beans should be planted in drills 28 to 30 inches
apart, aiming to get plants about 6 to 8 inches apart in the
row. This will take about 30 pounds of seed per acre. The
seed should be planted about the same time or a little later
than corn.
“It is said that the farmers about Hamilton are growing
soja beans in the same hill with the corn for ensilage, and
are quite enthusiastic over the results. We understand the
rule is to plant about two bushels of corn to one bushel of
the soja beans. While there is a difference both of opinion
and practice, we are informed that the consensus of opinion
is in favor of simply mixing the two together and taking the
chance of the proper mixture getting in each hill. Of course
the proper mixture does not always get into every hill, but
seems to do so sufficiently often to satisfy many who have
tried it. One man who does not believe in this practice has
fitted up a hand planter with two compartments, so that he
can plant both separately and together. Some have objected
to soja beans with corn on account of the difficulty of cutting
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with a corn harvester. It is probably too soon to predict
whether it will generally be found good farm practice to raise
the soja beans separately or with corn. It is largely a question
of yield. If more forage can be raised by growing separately,
there is no difficulty about mixing when filling the silo. It is
the hope of the writer, however, that soja beans may be found
successful as a seed crop rather than as a forage crop.”
510. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1904. American farmers’
manual (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 45 p. March. 28
cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm seeds,” page 34 is
devoted entirely to soja beans–by far the largest coverage
yet in a Henderson catalog. In the top half of the page, a
photo shows a man, wearing a suit and hat, standing in a tall
“Field of Early Soja Beans at Central Experimental Farm.
Ottawa, Canada.” In the lower right corner of this photo is
an illustration (which first appeared in the 1899 issue of this
manual) of a soja bean plant with a cluster of pods in the
upper left corner. On a banner is written “Henderson’s Early
Soja Bean.”
The bottom half of the page, titled “Early Green Soja
or soy beans” sing’s the plant’s praises. “Soja beans have
attracted much attention in recent years on account of their
high feeding qualities, but all were too late to be of value
in the Northern States. This early green variety has proved
its earliness and value in the Northern States by not only
producing large fodder crops, but ripening the seed as far
north as Massachusetts. It is worthy of a place on every farm,
either as a grain crop or fodder crop to feed green, or for
the silo. The grain is the richest known vegetable substance,
and when ground and fed to cattle gives a milk richer and
better than cotton seed or other meal. For ensilage it forms
a complete, balanced feed ration. While corn is the most
serviceable crop for ensilage, though ever so well preserved
as to succulence, odor and flavor, it is incomplete feed for
cattle, being deficient in albuminoids or protein (the flesh
formers), as well as fat. This deficiency has hitherto been
supplied by feeding, in addition to the corn silage, such grain
as oats, wheat, etc. or concentrated feeds, such as meal,
oil cake, or some other commodity, rich in the elements in
which corn silage is grown on his own farm, at small cost, a
combination which fournishes a wholesome, economical and
completely balanced feed for milch cows. This combination
should be composed of two parts millet or corn to one part
Soja Beans, grown separately, but mixed thoroughly, at
the time of cutting and filling of the silo. This combination
ensilage develops a most agreeable aromatic odor and is
greedily relished by cattle
both dairy cows and fattening stock. It certainly will be
generally used by all up-to-date farmers and dairymen and
will revolutionize the dairy industry of the United States.
We do not recommend the feeding of this combination to
the entire exclusion of grains or other concentrated feed. We

recommend that grain be fed occasionally as a change, but
four-fifths of the grain bill can be saved. We recommend all
farmers to plant this year at least an acre or two of our Early
Green Soja Beans and an equal area of Japanese millet, to
test and prove for themselves the value of the combination,
and we are confident that, thereafter, all who try it will each
year grow a larger acreage. Planted the latter part of May, in
latitude of New York, the Beans are ready for harvesting in
about 100 days. Japanese Millet comes quicker to maturity
than Soja Beans, and on the authority of Prof. W.P. Brooks,
of Hatch Experiment Station, Mass. [Massachusetts], should
be sown from four to five weeks later, so as to be in the best
condition for the silo, along with the Soja Beans. Sow the
beans from the middle to end of May, and the Millet from the
last week in June till the first week in July; both will then be
ready for the silo about the end of August.
“Planted in rows 2½ feet apart, 6 to 8 plants to the
foot of row, requiring three pecks per acre, they yield 15 or
20 tons per acre of fodder very rich in flesh formers. For
green feed, use from time of blossoming till pods are well
filled; for the silo, cut as soon as most of the pods are well
filled, and cut into ½-inch to 2½-inch lengths. They are soil
enrichers, gathering nitrogen from the air same as clover, the
roots being crowded with tubercles, which give them this
power. (See cut.) 10 c. lb., $1.10 peck, $3.86 bushel of 60
lbs.; 10-bushel lots, $3.75 bushel.
“Late Soja Beans.–A month later than the early variety;
should not be used north of Virginia. $1.00 peck, $3.00
bushel.”
A sidebar to the right of the text proclaims in large
letters: “Valuable for either fodder or grain. Produces
enormous crops as far north as Canada, ripening seed as far
north as Massachusetts. Especially valuable (in combination
with Japanese Millet and fodder corn) for ensilage, supplying
the albuminoids or flesh-forming food. A great soil enricher,
gathering nitrogen from the air.”
Note: This catalog contains both black-and-white
photographs as well as some black-and-white text
engravings.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
511. TenEyck, A.M.; Shoesmith, V.M. 1904. Farm
department: Crop experiments in 1903. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 123. p. 179-239. March.
See p. 193-96. Issued May 1904.
• Summary: Because early 1903 was unusually wet, “it was
considered essential to undertake some experiments in the
late planting of corn and forage crops–such as spring wheat,
Kafir-corn, sorghum, soy beans, cowpeas, and millet.
The section titled “Varieties of soy beans” (p. 193-96)
describes a variety trial. The “soy-bean ground was harrowed
twice with the smoothing-harrow, three times with the Acme
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harrow, and once with the disk-harrow, lapping half. The soy
beans were planted June 15, at which time the soil was in
good condition, being free from weeds and finely pulverized
at the surface. The beans were planted with the disk-drill
in rows thirty-two inches apart, the size of the plots being
0.067 acre... The crop was harvested with the bean-harvester
or by hand. The more important data secured in this trial are
given in table VI,” titled “Varieties of soy beans” (p. 196).
Twenty-six varieties were tested. This table gives the variety
name, source (where form), days to mature, average height
in inches, number of pods, non-dehiscence, and yield of
beans in bushels per acre. The top-yielding varieties have an
asterisk (*) before the variety name and the yield (in bushels/
acre after the name). From the Kansas College farm: Green,
* Early Yellow (14.80). From Evans Seed Company: * Ito
San (14.56), Medium Green, Olive Medium, Ogema, Early
Brown. From N.H. Hammond & Co.: Medium Green, * Ito
San (15.70), Extra * Early Black. From the U.S. Department
of Agriculture: Ito San–U.S. No. 1313 (14.80), Medium
Green–U.S. No. 1312-1, * Yellow–U.S. No. 1308-1 (15.10),
Medium Early Green–U.S. No. 1306-1, Southern–U.S. No.
1307-1, Early Black–U.S. No. 1304-1, Early Black–U.S. No.
13013-1, * Green Samarow–U.S. No. 1302 (14.50), Late
Yellow–U.S. No. 1300, * Small Yellow–U.S. No. 1299-1
(15.80), Large Yellow–U.S. No. 1296-1, Yellow–U.S. No.
1294-1, Flat Black–U.S. No. 1293-1, Small Brown–U.S. No.
972-1, Small Black–U.S. No. 964-1, Early Green–U.S. No.
912-1.
The text summarizes (p. 195): The highest yield was
15.8 bushels per acre, while the average yield for the 26
varieties was 8.45 bu/acre. “The Ito San and Early Yellow
varieties, which are the same or very closely related, made
by far the highest yields, averaging 12.06 bushels per acre, as
compared with 6.54 bushels per acre for the remainder of the
varieties. The six best producers of these promising varieties
made an average yield of 15.3 bushels per acre.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the soybean varieties Flat Black, or Green.
Address: 1. B.Agr., Agriculturist; 2. B.S., Asst. [Manhattan,
Kansas].
512. Country Gentleman. 1904. Inquiries and answers: Cover
crop (Letter to the editor). 69(2683):606. June 30.
• Summary: “I have about two acres of strawberries I
am going to plow up as soon as berries are picked. What
cover crop would you advise me to put in, so that I could
turn under in time to plant currants or gooseberries in the
fall? How much per acre? Broadcast or drilled? I.E.C.
Marlborough, N.Y.
“[What green manure would serve best your purpose
could be answered positively only on a strict knowledge
of the soil. We think that the best results would probably
follow either from soy beans or cow peas. These should
be preferably sown in drills three feet apart, which would

require about one-half bushel to the acre. Do not make the
mistake of using too little. Broadcasting may be easier, in
which case the amount of seed should be doubled].”
513. TenEyck, A.M. 1904. The roots of plants. Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 127. p. 197252. June. (Issued March 1905). See p. 222-23, 245-46.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy-bean roots” (p. 22223) states: “The sample of soy-bean roots shown in plate 17
was taken August 14, fifty-five days after planting, just as
the pods were beginning to form. This is the Early Yellow
variety...” The root development was very meager. Some
roots reached a depth of about 2½ feet, but there was a very
small and short lateral growth at this time. Then 83 days after
planting: “The root system is not extensive, the bulk of the
roots being between four and twelve inches from the surface.
No tubercles were found on the roots of these plants.
“The small root growth of soy beans indicates that the
crop should be planted thicker than is the usual practice,
in order to get the largest production from the land; also,
since this is a legume crop, which, with the required bacteria
present, takes its nitrogen from the air, a thicker growth of
plants would leave more roots in the soil, and hence a greater
supply of humus and nitrogen for the use of succeeding
crops. Such tests as have been made at this station indicate
that the soy bean is not a great exhauster of soil moisture.”
Photos show: (1) Soy-bean roots, fifty-five days after
planting (p. 245). (2) Mature soy bean plants and their roots
(p. 246). Address: B. Agr., Agriculturist.
514. Country Gentleman. 1904. Inquiries and answers: Cover
crop. 69(2687):686. July 28.
• Summary: “What would you advise for a cover crop for an
orchard of young apple trees planted three years ago? It has
lain fallow two years, planted with potatoes the first year. I
have tried crimson clover on the farm, but it winter-killed
planted in July. Would you advise a crop to plow under for
green manure? If so, what? Would rye be objectionable to the
young trees? J.B. Worcester County, Massachusetts.
“[We think the best crop for your locality would be soy
beans. This can be put in with a Planet Jr. drill, or any other
seed drill, at the rate of three or four pecks to the acre. The
drills should be about two feet apart, and the plants should be
cultivated once or twice after they germinate. We think the
next best cover crop would be vetch...].”
515. Fields, John. 1904. Report of the Director. Oklahoma
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 13:15-23.
For the year 1903. See p. 17-18.
• Summary: The section titled “Agricultural Department”
(p. 16-18) states: “Field experiments with wheat include the
following: continuous culture on manured and unmanured
soil; rotation with corn, oats, and cowpeas, manured and
unmanured; rotation with castor beans, Kafir corn, cotton,
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oats and soy beans, manured and unmanured;... Rye, emmer
(speltz), barley, and oats are also being grown to determine
their yields and adaptability to Oklahoma conditions” (p. 16).
“Forage crops such as sorghum, cowpeas, soy beans,
rye, oats and wheat are grown and pastured by hogs, full
records being kept. Variety tests of cowpeas and field trials
of soy beans are also being made. Variety tests of peanuts
and stock beets are being continued” (p. 17). Address: B.S.,
Director of the Station and chemist, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
516. Transvaal Agricultural Journal. 1904. No. II. Cooperative experiments with farmers. 2(8):599-602. July.
• Summary: “A system of Co-operative Experiments
with farmers for testing new varieties of farm crops under
different conditions of soil and climate was started last
season, and owing to its success the Division of Botany has
this year laid in a large stock of seeds in order to continue the
work.”
Page 601: “Cow-peas and Soy Beans.–These have
proved of great service in other countries as forage, grain,
and green-manuring crops. So far the experiments which
have been conducted by this Department and by farmers
have given very contradictory results. Some samples have
given good results, and we have been able to get some good
local seed from them; others, again, though they came up
well, have been absolute failures. Fresh consignments of
seed have been obtained so as to continue the experiments.
If the crop [which one?] succeeds it should prove of great
value, either as a soil-improving crop, for pig-feed, for hay,
or for seed.
“Velvet Bean–In the warmer parts of the Colony this
should prove a valuable crop for purposes similar to those
for which Cow-peas and Soy Beans are used, but as it is a
late maturing crop it will only be successful in the earlier
districts.
Note: Lack of inoculation with nitrogen-fixing bacteria
might have been the problem.
517. Country Gentleman. 1904. Inquiries and answers:
manure on clover (Letter to the editor). 69(2700):980. Oct.
27.
• Summary: “A large orchard will require considerable of
the manure made on the farm this winter, and we have only
partly enough to spread over 50 acres of clover which has
been cut once and which we wish to mow again the coming
summer, with the hope of a crop of seed next autumn, and
then plow the same for corn the following spring. Manure
will be hauled out as fast as made, and spread with a manure
spreader through the winter, with the expectation that the
manure will stimulate the growth of the clover, and that
the straw, etc., used for bedding will, together with the
increased growth of clover, add to the humus which this soil
particularly needs. We generally use considerable ground
bone mixed with potash, etc., for the wheat crop, and get

very paying returns for the quantity of this commercial
fertilizer used; but the soil lacks humus, and now since
we will not have barnyard manure enough to cover all the
ground, what kind of fertilizer could we buy that would take
the place of this decaying straw and vegetation, which seems
to be very helpful in this case? The growth of clover is quite
good over most of this ground, but in some portions rather
light. It is probably something of a nitrogenous character that
is needed. O.P. Kinsey, Porter County, Indiana.
“[Answer by Prof. Clinton D. Smith. The application
of manure to a clover field to be cut for seed the next year
following a crop of hay is a rather dangerous undertaking.
If the manure is applied thick enough to be of great benefit
to the soil, it will probably smother out the clover. If applied
so thinly as not to injure the clover, it will not be of radical
benefit to the soil. Of course everything will depend on
the quantity of bedding used in making the manure. If the
purpose were to plow the ground in the spring of 1905 for
corn, this method of handling the manure would be ideal.
You could set your manure spreader to apply as high as 15 to
20 tons per acre on the sandy loam soil such as I remember
in Porter County... I know of nothing that can take the place
of barnyard manure as far as humus is concerned. If it were
enough to have a crop of hay, plow the clover sod at once
and sow something like soy beans, or better still in the
latitude of northern Indiana, cow peas; considerable might
be added to the humus in that way by plowing under the
resulting crop. But except for barnyard manure and these
green manures, I know of nothing that will supply humus].”
518. Potts, H.W. 1904. Hawkesbury District farm notes.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 15(12):1232-36.
Dec. 2.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy bean” states (p. 1235):
“Soy bean is a leguminous plant grown for both forage and
grain, and can be planted under similar conditions in relation
to climate, cultivation, and soil as maize. It will produce
good returns on light soils, but prefers a soil somewhat heavy
and rich in potash, lime, and phosphoric acid. The Early
Yellow variety seems the best. The amount of seed required
is from ½ to 1 bushel per acre; and constant, shallow
cultivation is needed until the plant is fully matured.”
519. Country Gentleman. 1904. Dairy Department: The
industry in East Tennessee. 69(2706):1131. Dec. 8.
• Summary: “The food stuffs usually fed in the state
[Tennessee] are concentrates, composed of wheat bran,
cottonseed meal, corn and cob meal and ground oats; and
roughage, such as ensilage, pea hay, alfalfa hay, soy-bean
hay, corn and sorghum stover, and green soiling crops.”
“The soy bean is another very promising leguminous
plant, which furnishes a large yield of green forage and a
medium yield of very fine hay. The hay is relished by both
cattle and horses, and the plant is also beneficial to the soil.
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These leguminous plants are not only good for feeding, but,
being nitrogen gatherers, are very beneficial to the soil, either
when turned under as a green manure or when pastured off.
They have an abundance of roots which penetrate deeply into
the soil, and when these decay, they furnish a large quantity
of humus and loosen up the soil to a great depth.”
A large photo (3 columns wide; p. 1130) shows:
“Cutting soy beans for ensilage on the Tennessee Experiment
Station farm–See article on opposite page.”
520. Burkett, Charles William. 1904. Report of the
Agricultural Division. North Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 26:11-12. For the year
ending June 30, 1903.
• Summary: Section 5 titled “Soja beans” (p. 11) states:
“Experiments with soja beans include fertilizer tests,
varieties, quantity of seed, methods of planting, effect of
liming, etc. This work was begun this year.” No variety
names are given. Address: Agriculturist, Raleigh, North
Carolina.
521. Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass seeds
(Mail-order catalog). West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: A black-and-white photo on the cover shows a
man, a woman, and a child (little girl) standing in a “Field
of soys and pearl millet at West Branch, Michigan.” Below
that is written in large letters: “Our northern grown seeds are
unequalled for hardiness, earliness, vigor, high germinating
power and purity.” Printed by Herald-Times Print., West
Branch, Mich. At the top of the cover in small letters:
“44º12’ North Latitude.”
Contents: Note to the American Farmer and Stockman.
Our terms. Legume seed department. Soy beans. Cow
peas. Field peas. Garden peas. Beans (Phaseolus vulgaris).
Spanish field pea (Lathyrus sativus). The vetches (Vicia
villosa and V. sativa). Velvet beans (Mucuna utilis). Lupines
(Blue and Large White). Faba or Broad Beans (Vicia faba).
Lentils (Lens esculenta). Pea nuts (Arachis hypogœa).
The clovers. Northern Grown Grain and Forage Plant
Department: Field corn, Russian emmer (Triticum spelta).
Spring wheat. Oats. Barley (Hordeum vulgare). Japanese
barnyard millet (P. [Panicum] Crus Galli). East India pearl
millet (Pennisetum spicatum). Teosinte (Reana luxurians).
New legumes for 1905 (the Japanese Muroran bean is a
forage crop that is earlier than the earliest soy or cow pea).
Grass seeds: Timothy (Phleum pratense) and Orchard grass
(Dactylis glomerata). Meadow fescue (Fescuta pratensis).
Awnless brome (Bromus inermis). Red top (Argostis
vulgaris). Kentucky blue grass (Poa pratensis). Root seeds.
Seed potatoes. Bacteriated soil (“sand containing the bacteria
adapted to peas, soys, cow peas, vetches, lentils, broad beans,
lupins, etc. Sold in new 16-oz. cotton bags at $1.50 per 100
pounds. Not less than 100 pounds will be sold). A paradise

for pork (Also called “hog heaven,” it is a “combination
crop.” “Some plant corn, soys and mangels or sugar beets
in alternate rows”). Chemical analysis vs. cow analysis [of
feeds] (“All authorities, chemists and cows included, agree
that the soy bean is the most digestible of all concentrated
foods. And palatability–convince yourself. Plant an acre of
soys and when they are ripening turn in your stock, your
cows, horses, hogs, sheep, turkeys, ducks and chickens.
They will tell you all about the palatability of the soy bean).”
Standard of weights in Michigan: Beans, soy: 8-16 quarts of
seed required per acre. Weight per bushel: 60 lb.
The note (p. 2) “To the American Farmer and Stockman”
begins: “Greeting: It has always been our aim to be
something more than seed sellers–or merchants.” It states in
detail the company’s strong commitment to quality seeds.
“Our terms are invariably net cash with order.” The first
section (p. 3+), titled “Legume seed department” begins:
“From ancient times down to the present certain plants have
been used for the purpose of renovating and maintaining
the fertility of soils... It was not until 1888 that a German
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scientist discovered by which process these plants enrich
the soil. Briefly, legumes are plants having the power, by
aid of certain bacteria, of converting atmospheric nitrogen
into nitrates available for plant food, and of storing it up in
root nodules, or tubercles. We do not yet know whether this
process is a mechanical or chemical one.”
However, we do know that nitrogen, one of the vital
elements of plant food, is the most elusive, the most
expensive to buy and the most difficult to retain of all the
elements that go into the production of any crop. We know
that a crop of soys, peas, clover, or vetches enriches the soil
by adding to the available nitrogen. It is absolutely true that
the nitrogen removed from an acre of land by a crop of oats,
corn, wheat or timothy often exceeds in value the entire cost
of producing a crop of legumes. There can be no greater folly
in farming than the continued production of cereals without
a rotation in which legumes form a part, and the shorter the
rotation the better for the land and the bank account... The
Leguminosœ includes beans, peas, vetches, clover, lentils,
cow peas, soys, faba, lupins, etc.”
The subsection titled “Soy beans (Glycine hispida)” (p.
4-7) gives the most information about this crop to be found
in any American seed catalog up to this time. “German, Soja.
Japanese, daidzu [daizu]. Next to wheat this is probably
the oldest of cultivated plants. It is mentioned in Chinese
writings prior to 500 B.C., and remains to this day one of the
staple crops of China and Japan. It was originally introduced
into America about 1925-30, but failed to attract attention
to its merits. It was not until the researches and experiments
of Profs. Brooks [Massachusetts] and Georgeson [Kansas],
within the past fifteen years, that the true value of soys
became known. Since 1896 they have grown more rapidly in
popularity than any crop ever introduced into America. Soys
contain a higher percentage of protein in more digestible
form, than any other farm product, and at a fraction of the
cost of the so-called ‘concentrated feeds.’” A table shows
a nutritional analysis of five varieties of soys made by the
Michigan Experiment Station [published in Bulletin No. 199,
April 1902]. Ito San and Medium Early Yellow contain the
most crude protein (41.04% and 41.52%). A photo shows
two uprooted soybean plants, each covered with pods.
Page 5 continues: “Soya are as easy of culture as
common beans, cow peas, or corn. They succeed on any
soil that will produce corn. They will withstand drouth
and wet weather that would ruin most of our staple crops,
and will pass uninjured through frost that kills corn to the
ground. This has been demonstrated hundreds of times
here in Michigan. Scores of seedsmen catalogue soys with
southern seed, generally the Mammoth Yellow. Such seed
can be bought for $1.00 to $1.25 a bushel, but is absolutely
worthless north of the Ohio river. We are the pioneers of the
soy seed business at the north; have grown and sold them for
the past 8 years [since about 1896]. We have not a bushel of
soys grown outside of Michigan.” “Evans’ soys are known

the world over. We sold them last year in England, Germany,
Guiana [incl. British Guiana?], West Indies, Hawaii, Mexico
and Canada.
Page 6 continues: “Plant soys in drills 28 to 30 inches
apart, using 8 to 16 quarts seed per acre, according to variety
and use. For ensilage, they may be planted with corn, but
we believe it is more satisfactory to grow the two crops
separately and mix them as they go through the cutter.” The
subsection titled “Varieties” gives details on each of the
following: Ito San (named by Mr. Evans in honor of Marquis
Ito, the Japanese statesman), Early Black or No. 6 (originated
by Mr. Evans), Ogema, or Evans No. 9, Medium Early
Green, Olive Medium (created and introduced by Evans),
Medium Early Black.
Concerning: “Ogema, or Evans No. 9. Originated by
Edw. E. Evans and offered for the first time last season. It is
a cross of Dwarf Brown and No. 6 and is unquestionably the
earliest of all soys. It can be planted later and farther north
than any other variety. Beans dark chocolate color. Season
65 to 75 days. Stock limited.” Ogema is the company’s most
expensive variety, selling for $7.50 per bushel, vs. $3.50 per
bushel for most other varieties.
A table titled “Prices of soy beans” (p. 7) gives the
prices of 12 varieties. The first seven are sold in quantities of
one packet, quart, 4 quarts, peck, ½ bushel, and bushel. Most
sell for $3.50/bu, but the price ranges from $3.00/bu for Ito
San and Medium Early Yellow to $7.50/bu for Ogema. These
seven are: Ito San, Ogema (earliest), Medium Early Green
(general favorite), Olive Medium, Medium Early Black,
Early Black (Evans No. 6), Medium Early Yellow. The
last five varieties sold (all new) are: Dwarf Brown, Gosha,
Rokugetsu [Rokugatsu?], Bakaziro [Bakajiro], and Hankow.
Each is available only in the packet size at $0.15 per packet.
On the last page of the catalog is a full-page order sheet.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2002)
which mentions that turkeys eat or are fed soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the following soybean varieties: Dwarf Brown,
Hankow, Ogemaw, and Mammoth Yellow (one of three
documents).
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2003) that uses the word “bacteriated” to refer to
soil containing nitrogen-fixing bacteria.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
West Branch, Ogemaw Co., Michigan.
522. Fesca, Max. 1904. Der Pflanzenbau in den Tropen und
Subtropen [Plant cultivation in the tropics and subtropics. 2
vols.]. Berlin: Wilhelm Suesserott Verlagsbuchhandlung. Vol.
1: viii + 278 p. See vol. 1 (Erster Band), p. 159-65. 21 cm.
Suesserotts Kolonialbibliothek. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Volume 1, in the chapter on legumes
(Huelsenfruechte, Leguminosen), is a long section the
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soybean (Die Sojabohne) (p. 159-63), which focuses on
soybean production. Contents: Introduction. Climate.
Soil and cultivation of the soil. Fertilizers. Planting /
sowing. Harvest. Yields. Composition of the seeds and
straw. Soybean oil and cake in China. Food uses of
soybeans in China and Japan, especially “Shoyusauce”
(shoyu) from which the soybean derives its name. It is
used in the preparation of Anglo-American sauces such as
Worcestershire sauce, etc. A description of the preparation of
shoyu is given, along with its composition based on analyses
by O. Kellner and E. Kinch. “The fermentation lasts from at
least 20 months up to 5 years; the longer the fermentation
the better the sauce. The finest quality is a mixture of
3 and 5 year sauces.” An analysis of shoyu presscake
(Shoyurueckstande) is also given.
Note: This 3-volume work is volumes 1-2 in Suesserotts
Kolonialbibliothek, vol. 708. Address: Germany.
523. Lloyd, E.R. 1904. Report of the Agriculturist.
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station / Agricultural
and Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual Report
17:12-15. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903. See p. 14.
• Summary: “Soy Beans.–The beans were planted in April
in rows three feet apart. The crop was cultivated twice.
The crop was cut for hay before the pods began to ripen.
The yield was one and a half tons of cured hay per acre.
This hay was eaten with great relish by all kinds of stock.”
Address: M.S., Agriculturist and Asst. Director of the Station
[Mississippi State, MS].
524. Moore, R.A. 1904. Experiments with grain and forage
plants, 1899-1903. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 20:263-83. For the year ending June
30, 1903. See p. 271-75.
• Summary: In Part 1, “Tests of grains,” the author states (p.
263) that he first grew soy beans at the Experiment Farm in
1900; he does not list them among the 4 crops he tested in
1899.
In Part 2, “Tests for forage plants–Soy beans” (p. 271)
he discusses the early history of the plant in Asia, America,
and Wisconsin, description of plant, method of planting, and
harvesting and threshing. “The plant was introduced into this
country by Professor Georgeson of the Kansas Agricultural
College and has become an important plant in the agriculture
of Kansas and the southern states. In the United States it
is used chiefly as an animal food and a soil renovator.” He
also notes that tests with soy beans are discussed in the 17th
annual report for the year 1900 (p. 237-38), and in the 18th
annual report for 1901 (p. 252-53).
On page 273 he states: “Soy beans were first grown at
the Wisconsin Experiment Station in 1899 and each year
since the acreage and the number of varieties tested have
been increased. The tests at this station have been made for
the purpose of determining their value as a forage plant and

of finding out which varieties if any, were adapted to our soil
and climate.
“Twenty-nine varieties have been on trial, of these the
Michigan Green seems especially adapted to be grown with
corn for silage. This is a medium early variety and is noted
for its height and great growth of foliage...
“G.C. Humphrey, Professor of Animal Husbandry,
has ten tons of soy beans cut for silage this season in order
to test their value for dairy cows, and the outcome of the
experiment will be watched with interest.”
The author then gives a description of the soy bean
plant, and the method of planting, harvesting, and threshing.
When planting a large quantity of seed, “a grain drill can
be used by stopping some of the intervening spouts so as to
have the soy beans the proper distance apart [30 inches]. A
corn planter can be used to advantage and the seed sown the
usual distance allowed for corn...” Harvesting and threshing:
“Where grown for hay or silage the mower can be used to
advantage. When harvested for seed the usual method has
been to pull the plants by hand which entails an unusual
amount of labor; the self-binder, and mower have been used
with partial success at the Station...”
“Ten varieties of soy beans were received in 1903 from
the Minnesota Experiment Station and three from E. Evans,
West Branch, Michigan, and tested on the experimental plots.
As the plots planted were very small no record of the amount
of beans grown per acre was kept. These varieties will be
grown next season to test the yield.”
A large table (p. 275) shows the following information
about 16 soybean varieties tested for seed yields during
1901-1903, inclusive: Variety name Wisconsin number,
origin of seed, date received, seed yield per acre each year,
average yield per acre, average days to mature, average
weight per measured bushel, and remarks. In 1901, the
Michigan Green variety was received from C.D. Woodbury
of Michigan. In 1902, two varieties (Wisconsin Black, and
U.S. No. 4913) were received from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, and seven other varieties (Ito San, Medium
Early Black, Early Brown, Medium Early Green, Early
Yellow, Early Black, and Evans’ Special) were received from
E.E. Evans of West Branch, Michigan. In 1903, six varieties
(U.S. No. 4914, 4912, 8422, 8423, 9408, and 9407) were
received in 1902 from the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
The highest two-year average yield was from Ito San (33.4
bu/acre). Three varieties were cut green for silage.
Two photos (p. 279) show “the development of nodules
on the roots of soy beans as a result of inoculation of the soil
with the proper bacteria. The plant on the left grew on soil
that was inoculated and that on the right on soil that was not
inoculated.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 1999)
that contains the word “Agronomist.” The word was next
used in Mississippi in 1905. Address: Agronomist [Madison,
Wisconsin].
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525. Newman, C.L. 1904. Peanuts. Arkansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 84. p. 119-29.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction–The cultivation of the
peanut for stock food. The soil and its preparation. Planting.
Distance to plant. Cultivation. Harvesting and yield. Peanuts
in rotation and as a catch crop for hogs. Uses.
“Like the cowpea and the soy bean the peanut is
decidedly drouth-resistant, and will produce profitable crops
in seasons of growth when many of the graminaceous plants
fail” (p. 119).
The section “Peanuts in rotation and as a catch crop for
hogs states (p. 128): “The peanut, cowpea, soy bean, chufa,...
grown especially for the purpose of being harvested by hogs
will, under proper management, enable the Southern farmer
to maintain his hogs in good condition at least ten months in
the year without other feed.”
“Uses” (p. 128-29): The principal use of the peanut at
present is as roasted peanuts. They are sold throughout the
country parched or roasted in the hulls, and shelled as salted
peanuts, and ‘burnt almonds.’ They are used for peanut
candy and chocolates. In Europe one of the principal uses
of the peanut is for the production of oil, of which they
contain from 40 to 50 per cent. This oil is equal in every
respect to olive oil, for which it is a perfect substitute. The
oil is extensively used in the manufacture of soap, and as a
lubricant for machinery.”
“Parched peanuts make an excellent substitute for
coffee, and is far more nutritious. When so used it may be
parched, ground, and the beverage prepared as in coffee.
Mixed half and half with coffee it is difficult to detect the
difference between the mixture and pure coffee.
“Peanut bread is sometimes made from the meal and
is of high nutritive value.” Address: B.S., Agriculturist,
Fayetteville, Arkansas.
526. Watson, George C.; Mairs, Thomas I. 1904. Forage
and soiling experiments 1903. Pennsylvania Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report Part II. p. 174-82. For the
year 1903-04.
• Summary: On May 11 a “plat was planted to “soja beans”
using a ‘Planet, Jr.’ seed planter. These beans were planted
in rows twenty-two inches apart and were given horse
cultivation similar to that given to rape.”
Summary (p. 182): Both “soja beans and cowpeas
produced a fair yield of dry matter per acre and proved
quite satisfactory as soiling crops. From the trials made at
the Station with these two crops, cowpeas are preferred to
the beans. The vines are less woody and from the feeder’s
standpoint are preferred. There seems to be quite a marked
difference between the varieties of soja beans. Some varieties
mature very much earlier than others. As both soja beans
and cowpeas are hot weather plants and thrive best in warm
countries the early-maturities should be sown.”

Tables show: (1) Yields of soiling crops. Alfalfa is no.
1; soja bean is no. 7. (2) Yields of protein per acre. Alfalfa is
no. 1 (3 cuttings) at 1,145.3; soja beans is 355. (3) Amount
of green forage eaten and weight of animals. (4) Number
of days one acre would supply 10 cows with green forage.
Sorghum and cowpeas are no. 1 at 34.38 days; soja beans
are no. 10 at 12.50 days. (5) Yields of milk. (5) Changes in
composition of milk (solids and fat).
Note: The President’s report states that Mr. Thomas
Mairs, M.S., Instructor in Animal Industry, was advanced
to the rank of Assistant Professor. Address: 1. M.S.,
Agriculturist, Dairy Husbandry; 2. M.S., Former Instructor
in Animal Industry, Asst. Prof. Both: State College, Centre
County, Pennsylvania.
527. Zavitz, C.A. 1904. The experimentalist. Ontario
Agricultural College and Experimental Farm (Guelph),
Annual Report 29:113-151. For the year 1903. See p. 135,
147.
• Summary: The section titled “Varieties of soy, soja or
Japanese beans” (p. 135) states: “The interest which is being
taken in the Soy beans is created from the fact that some of
these varieties can be grown successfully in Ontario, and
that the crop is exceedingly rich in valuable constituents as
a feed for farm stock. The whole plants are richer in fleshforming constituents than Common Red Clover, and the
grain is richer than any other grains which are grown in
Ontario as feed for live stock. Many of the varieties of Soy
beans require too long a season to give satisfactory results in
Ontario. After experiments for a number of years, however,
the Early Yellow variety has given good satisfaction as a
grain producer, and the Medium Green variety as a fodder
crop... We believe that the addition of the Medium Green
variety to fodder corn when filling the silo would increase
the quality of the latter greatly, would make a much better
balanced ration than the corn alone, and would require less
meal in order to secure satisfactory results.”
The section titled “Green fodder crops” (p. 147) states:
“For three years in succession [1901 to 1903], fifteen
varieties of fodder crops have been grown in competition in
the experimental grounds. Some of these have been grown
for a very much longer period...” A table shows that during
these 3 years, Medium Green Soy Beans gave an average
yield of 11.50 tons of green fodder per acre, second only to
hairy vetches (11.95) among 15 crops tested. Early Yellow
soy beans gave 8.65 tons/acre, American Coffee Berry gave
6.55, and Extra Early Dwarf Soy Beans gave the lowest
yield, only 2.16 tons/acre. “The Medium Green Soy Beans...
are an exceptionally fine variety, and we believe will be
grown more and more for the production of fodder either for
feeding in the autumn or for mixing with corn when filling
the silo, in order to increase the quality of the silage. If the
Medium Green Soy beans are sown in rows about 30 inches
apart with the beans about 8 inches apart in the row, about
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the time that the corn is planted, the crop would generally
be ready for mixing with the corn and putting in the silo
when the corn is in the best condition. The Early Yellow Soy
beans are more specially adapted to the production of grain
than of green fodder.” Address: B.S.A., Director of Field
Experiments, Ontario Agricultural College [Guelph, Ontario,
Canada].
528. Brooks, William P.; Church, Frederick R.; Haskell, S.B.
1905. Report of the agriculturists. Massachusetts (Hatch)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 17:115-56.
For the year 1904. See p. 124-25, 147-48.
• Summary: Part I discusses the effect of planting
leguminous crops (including the soy bean in 1892, 1894,
1896, 1901, and 1903) upon following crops. It was
concluded that “the residual fertility left behind by the soy
bean is relatively unimportant.” Tables and a curve (line plot;
p. 124) show: (1) The effect on yield of leguminous crops
(nitrogen versus no-nitrogen plots) upon oats, rye, and soy
bean over 14 years. (2) The relation of average no-nitrogen
to average nitrogen plots for oats, rye, and soy bean over 14
years.
Part II discusses the relative value of muriate and highgrade sulfate of potash (fertilizers) on yields of green soy
bean forage. Results were inconclusive. Address: 1. Ph.D.,
Agriculturist; 2. B.Sc., Asst. Agriculturist.
529. Country Gentleman. 1905. Grass–soiling crop–potatoes
(Letter to the editor). 70(2717):173. Feb. 23.
• Summary: Eds. Country Gentleman... E.W.P., Chemung
County, New York. [Answer by Prof. Clinton D. Smith].
“2. I suppose that the soiling crop is not to be grown
on the hillside pasture, but in one of the valleys for which
Chemung County is so justly famous. I shall suppose, too,
that before sowing the seed E.W.P. knows them to be well
inoculated, sending to Dr. George T. Moore, Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C., for the proper material. If
alfalfa will do well in those valleys, it is the best legume by a
long way. Next to that I should try, for an annual, soy beans,
sowing in rows 18 inches apart and cultivating. Cut the crop
for soiling as soon as the pods are forming and from that
time on
“In other words, my regular sequence of soiling crops
would be rye, a most miserable crop, but the best early one I
know; next, peas and oats, with the sowing of which E.W.P.
is already undoubtedly familiar, the two cautions being to
sow fully two bushels of peas per acre, getting the northern
seed and putting the peas in from three to four inches deep,
sowing half a bushel of oats or such a matter to the acre
on the surface when examination shows that the peas have
sprouted, harrowing in the oats to kill the weeds. After the
oats and peas comes the clover, the early variety being the
medium green, the later the mammoth; after the mammoth,
the soy beans, the second crop of clover, Stowell’s Evergreen

corn and the field corn.”
530. Zavitz, C.A. 1905. The results of field crop experiments
with farm crops–1904: Soy, soja, or Japanese beans. Ontario
Agricultural College and Experimental Farm (Guelph),
Bulletin No. 140. 63 p. Feb. See p. 26.
• Summary: The Early Yellow Variety has given good
satisfaction as a grain producer, and the Medium Green
variety as a fodder crop. “We believe that as the Medium
Green variety becomes better known, it will be grown for the
purpose of cutting green and mixing with corn when filling
the soil. We also believe that the Early Yellow variety can be
grown quite successfully for grain production on many farms
of Ontario. A small quantity of the Soy beans, ground and
mixed with other meal, will increase the quality of the meal
considerably... We generally get about 1,200 pounds of grain
per acre...”
Yields of grain per acre (pounds), average of the last
4 years, is: Medium Green Soy Beans 1,031, Ito San Soy
Beans 932, Early Yellow Soy Beans 915, Grass Peas 634.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2006) with the term “Japanese beans” in the title,
used to refer to soybeans. Address: Prof. of Field Husbandry,
Ontario Agricultural College.
531. Country Gentleman. 1905. Grazier and breeder: A city
soiling problem (Letter to the editor). 70(2723):326. April 6.
• Summary: “Although a city man by profession and
occupation, I am a farmer at heart, and all of my spare time
is employed in such farming as can be done on a good big
city lot. I have thirty hens and one fine Jersey cow, and it is
in the interest of the cow that I am writing today.”
“A careful study of the publications of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture has very greatly interested me in
peas and oats, barley and peas, rye and barley, sorghum and
soy beans, etc. Will you please tell me when to plant each
one, how much of each to plant, and also how much of this
green fodder it is safe to feed per day?... C.C.P.”
Reply: “As soon as the peas and oats are off, refit the
ground and put on soy beans, using the medium green
[Medium Green] variety and getting northern-grown seed.
Sow in rows 18 inches apart, using three pounds of seed
for the area in question. With the soy beans put in sorghum,
in hills three feet apart–that is, in each alternate row of soy
beans, and three feet apart in the row. The weather will be
warm, and the soys and the sorghum will grow like weeds,
fighting for the supremacy, but making feed for the cow.
When the soys and sorghum are cut, in mid-September or
early October, sow rye for spring feed In 1906.”
Note: This is the earliest issue of Country Gentleman
seen (Nov. 2018) in which the word “soys” is used as a
synonym for soybeans.
532. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inquiries and answers: Cow
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peas and corn (Letter to the editor). 70(2723):320. April 6.
• Summary: “Do you recommend sowing cow peas with
corn for ensilage? If so, what proportion of cow peas and
corn per acre, and can the cow peas be sown at the same time
as the corn? W.H.G.
“[It is extremely doubtful if cow peas can be
successfully grown with corn for ensilage in this state [New
York]. If you wish to raise any crop of this sort with corn,
the soy bean gives much more promise of success. The beans
should be planted with, or shortly after, the corn and in the
same hill, so as not to interfere with the cultivation of the
corn].”
533. Country Gentleman. 1905. A way to reduce the feed
bill: soy beans and corn combined. 70(2726):398-99. April
27.
• Summary: “For years it has been the dream of dairy men
to find some crop which could profitably be grown with
corn and which would make with it a more nearly balanced
ration than does corn alone. Mr. W.F. Ingalls of Madison
County, N.Y., has for the last eight years been carrying on
experiments looking to this end. He has now settled on a
combination crop which gives excellent results on his own
farm, and which he believes is generally adapted to those
northeastern states in which cow peas and corn cannot be
profitably grown. This combination crop is soy beans and
corn grown and cut into the silo together. Mr. Ingalls finds
that cattle–and horses as well–are very fond of this ensilage;
and although it is quite rich, they do not get off their feed as
a result of over-eating. By the use of this mixture, Mr. Ingalls
has reduced his grain bill by one-half without diminishing
the production of milk by a single pound.
“Mr. Ingalls plants six quarts of beans and eight quarts
of corn per acre, using three kernels of corn and at least six
beans to the hill. He has simplified the operation of double
planting by using a corn planter with two hoppers, one for
corn and the other for beans, both discharging at a common
mouth. The variety with which he has had best success is
Medium Early Green. Later varieties make more forage,
but they do not mature in the climate of central New York.
Earlier varieties do not produce so much forage.
“The cultivation is just the same as for a field of
common silo corn. The beans do not in the least reduce the
yield of corn, and. hence they themselves are entirely extra.
The mixture is gathered with a corn harvester and cut at once
into the silo. The stalks of the soy beans are woody and hard
to cut, but a harvester handles them all right; They soften up
in the silo, however, and are eaten up clean by the live-stock.
“Seed costs about $4 a bushel in the market but Mr.
Ingalls saves his own seed. He selects it mechanically in the
field, strange to say, with the corn harvested. As the beans
grow with the corn some of the plants fall to the ground,
these being generally some of the larger and better plants.
Those which do fall down, the corn harvester passes over

without cutting, and these are allowed to ripen their seed,
which is then gathered.
“The soybean is a very adaptable plant so far as soil
requirements are concerned, and it does better on a wider
variety of soils than most crops. It is cosmopolitan. It grows
on any land from clay to gravel, but appears to do best
on good corn land. One year Mr. Ingalls grew some for
seed on a piece of muck. The season proved to be wet and
water stood on the land much of the summer. Nevertheless
the plants grew and ripened seed, though the growth was
poor. Another gentleman grew some on a hillside where
climate and soil were so cold that corn did not make a crop.
Nevertheless the soy beans did well. Another point in their
favor is that they are not killed by light frosts, either in
spring or fall.
“The above remarks as to the culture and success
of soybeans refer to crops grown on soil on which soy
beans have already been grown. As with alfalfa and many
leguminous crops, the ground must first be inoculated with
the bacteria of the tubercules of the roots. In Mr. Ingalls’ own
experience the first crop of beans grown on a piece of land
shows few tubercules on the roots and the crop is apt to make
a light yield; but the second year the roots are abundantly
supplied and a good crop is obtained.
“As has already been remarked, the beans obtained
by this system of culture represent almost clear profit to
the farmer. They do not in the least diminish the yield of
corn, and the labor of cultivation is the same for either the
single of the combination crop Corn and beans may grown
separately but this takes more land and more labor in filling
the silo, and at the same time the silage is less perfectly
mixed.
“Mr. Ingalls has grown beans with sweet corn on a field
scale. The good ears were picked for a canning factory and
the rest of the crop was cut with a harvester for the silo. In
this case the ensilage makes of itself a balanced ration, as
is shown by the fact that the flow of milk was unaffected
when all of the grain was omitted. The reason for this is that
the proportion of the leguminous crop to the carbonaceous
corn is greater, since the sweet corn yields less per acre than
does silo corn. Also because the proportion of carbonaceous
matter was further reduced by taking out the ears sent to the
factory.
“A number of other persons have tested this method.
One gentleman put in a crop, but on account of bad weather
the corn did very poorly. The beans, however, made a fine
growth, and as a result he had a ration too rich in protein.
He balanced it up by feeding a little corn meal and had fine
results. Another grower cut beans and corn into the silo, and
fed no corn all winter. He says he never had a better yield of
butter. Mr. S. Burchard of the same county, well known as
an authority on Holstein cattle, has tried corn and beans, and
likes the mixture better for his place than alfalfa.
“On the other hand, some have tried the combination
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crop without satisfactory results. The reasons for this are
various. Some have not kept careful records of the quantities
of ensilage or of milk produced. Some have fed the beans on
top of the usual amount of grain, and have failed to get an
increased flow of milk. These persons should have dropped
off on grain. Some have planted the combination crop, but
did not put in beans enough to get any clear results. Some
have planted varieties too late to mature, and as a result they
get only green vines without pods. On the other hand, some
have planted very early varieties, and these do not yield so
well, and hence less striking results have been obtained. V.”
534. Country Gentleman. 1905. Nitrogen and legumes: a
very important caution. 70(2727):413. May 4.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–The appearance of
Bulletin 180 from the New Jersey Experiment Station on the
accumulation and utilization of atmospheric nitrogen in the
soil calls for more than passing comment. It is an important
contribution to our knowledge of the values of legumes
as soil renovators, and to our methods of manuring those
legumes.”
“This seems to show that if you want nitrogen added to
the soil, if you want the soil the richest possible, you should
not manure the legumes with nitrogenous manure. Give your
soy beans and cow peas plenty of lime, plenty of phosphate
and potash, but withhold the nitrogen.”
“The lesson is important. If we are to use either cow
peas, soybeans or other legume for soil restoration, do not
apply nitrogenous manure; thereby you will lessen both
the total nitrogen in the soil and the yield of the succeeding
crop.”
535. Country Gentleman. 1905. Corn and beans, p. 461
(Letter to the editor). 70(2732):536. June 8.
• Summary: “Reference is made to experiments showing
that ensilage with the ears was worth more than ensilage
without the ears, the ears being made into meal and fed to
the cows. Of course it needs no experiment to prove that
husking and grinding the corn would be lost labor if the cows
are going to have it all in the end. My contention is that the
ears are not good to make milk, and in some cases do harm,
making the udder at times hard and the milk thick. So I think
of feeding the ears to poultry and swine and of giving the
cows gluten and bran or an equivalent. (1) I would like to
know more about the beans that will climb the cornstalk, and
their superiority to soybeans. We have plenty of garden-pole
beans; how would they do? (2) J.D. Tyngsboro, Mass.
“[1. Whether it will pay to remove the ears from corn to
be used for ensilage in order to feed the grain to poultry or
other live-stock is a question which must be settled for each
particular case...”
“2. For enriching the ensilage in protein, either the Red
Speckled or the Southern Prolific beans are recommended,
planted in June, in the rows of corn, each alternate hill on

each alternate row, or each alternate hill on every row, as
may be desired. Plant with an ordinary hand planter, two
beans to the hill. The vines will climb up the corn, and
will be gathered by the harvester, or will not seriously
inconvenience the man cutting the corn by hand. Soy beans
are too short and too inconvenient to harvest. Besides, the
ensilage from soybeans is not perfectly safe, according to
the Wisconsin experiments. Try the garden-pole beans. They
ought to do, but have not been tried enough to be a certainty.
Plant late enough to insure their maturing with the corn].”
536. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inquiries and answers: what
readers want to know. Corn and beans (Letter to the editor).
70(2734):584. June 22.
• Summary: “In your issue of April 6 (p. 327), I read the
article ‘Soy Beans as a Source of Protein’ with much interest;
also in your issue of April 27, ‘A Way to Reduce the Feed
Bill’ (p. 396). I took Mr. Dawley’s hint by putting a ten-acre
field in soy beans and corn. Planted the Virginia horse-tooth
corn and the soy beans together with a corn planter; sowed
two bushels beans and about four bushels corn. This field,
under ordinary circumstances and fair weather, would fill my
silo. Now I notice on p. 536 the Inquiry ‘Corn and Beans,’
which says soy beans are too short and too inconvenient to
harvest, and not perfectly safe for ensilage, and to try gardenpole beans. It is a question whether or not I have made a
mistake; but as I am getting another ten acres ready for corn
(to be put in in drills), would you kindly advise me as to the
variety of beans to sow with the corn, if any, or would it be
the safer plan to leave out the beans entirely? I am eager to
reduce the feed bill. S.H.C. [It is not at all likely that the soy
beans will make sufficient growth to make the ensilage at
all dangerous to use. If the corn is cut with a harvester, the
beans will give no trouble in harvesting. Pole beans in corn
are worth experimenting with on a small scale].”
537. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inquiries and answers: what
readers want to know. Corn and beans (Letter to the editor).
70(2735):606. June 29.
• Summary: “Early this year in planning crops for
provisioning my dairy herd this fall and winter, I had in view
the desirability of adding a little more protein to our ensilage.
I had about decided to combine corn and beans of some
character, when several of your correspondents appeared
with their experience; so I decided that our ensilage crop
should go in as specified, i.e., 3 or 4 grains of corn and 6 to
8 soy beans in hills, and the crop is planted that way. Your
latest issue hints at failure of this combination in Wisconsin,
and it is said butter made from the milk was tainted and unfit
for use. Will you kindly advise further on this point, as I
seem to be ‘strictly in it’ so far. My business is making butter
for city trade, with swine a by-product, and I am sure I don’t
want silo filled with an ill-smelling mess that will taint the
milk. Fortunately for me, I have another large crop of corn
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planted that I can use for ensilage if necessary, but I would
like to see this question threshed out by the persons who
say they have been using the combination. F., Ben Avon,
Pennsylvaina.
“[While the matter of bean and corn mixtures for cows
is still somewhat uncertain, you need not hesitate to use your
corn and soy beans in the proportion you have planted them.
The writer has had personal experience in a rather small way
with such a mixture, and no bad results followed].”
538. Smith, Clinton D. 1905. Legumes other than alfalfa.
Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 227.
p. 165-84. June.
• Summary: The summary (p. 165) states: “Soy beans are
now grown in all parts of Michigan. The tests discriminate
between varieties designed to produce abundant forage and
those bred to produce abundant seed. Of the former the
medium green, early black, and yellow are leading sorts, of
the latter the Ogemau [Ogemaw], the rather small Ito San,
and government 9413 are good types.”
The section titled “The experiments” gives details on
many leguminous crops tested in 1903 under the supervision
of Mr. Bronson Barlow. Named soy bean varieties tested
from July to Sept. 1903 (p. 172-73) were: Early Black,
Extra Early Black, Medium Green, Ito San, Medium Green,
Ogemaw, Yellow, and Wood’s. Two tables (p. 173) give the
yield per acre (in lb) of grain and straw.
Also tested (p. 174-75) were: Gosha, Rukigira (also
spelled Rukigiri), and Rokugetsue [Rokugatsu?].
The section titled “Soy beans and other legumes as
green manures” (p. 180-83) compares two varieties of soy
beans (Medium Green and Ogemaw) and four other legumes
(cowpeas, Vicia globosa, clover, and June clover). One
etymologically interesting sentence reads: “Another soy, the
Ogemaw, was also examined and its composition is recorded
below.” Tables (p. 181-82) show: (1) Comparison of the
weight (in pounds) of forage and roots from six legumes
produced in an area of 12 square feet. (2) Based on the first
table, the chemical composition of the forage, roots, and
nodules of each of the six crops analyzed above. (3) The
weight (in lb) of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash found
in each of the six crops. Medium green soy is highest in
nitrogen, Ogemaw soy is highest in phosphoric acid, and
clover (new seeding) is highest in potash.
The last section titled “Ensiloing soy beans” (p. 184)
reports that silage made of soy beans alone and put into
the silo on 15 Sept. 1904 had a peculiar and unpleasant
odor. A table shows the composition of the silage. Address:
M.S., Director of the Station Council, Agricultural College,
Michigan.
539. Country Gentleman. 1905. Horticultural department.
Editorial notes: cover crops. 70(2738):668. July 20.
• Summary: “The time is rapidly approaching when cover

crops must be sown. While the practice of growing cover
crops in the orchard has not become so nearly universal as
one might have expected, it has been pretty widely adopted
by the best fruit growers. It would be too much to say that
cover crops are an absolute necessity or that they are an
unqualified success under all conditions, but in general they
may be freely recommended. Buckwheat is probably the best
non-leguminous cover crop for northern orchards, and in
some ways one of the best of any class. Its great advantage is
in the ease with which it germinates at this time of the year
and the certainty of securing a good stand. Of the other nonleguminous cover crops, winter rye is the most satisfactory.
On the whole, however, nitrogen-gathering plants are to be
preferred. In the southern states, cow peas are perhaps the
best of all. In the middle latitudes, crimson clover furnishes
an excellent alternative. In the more northern states common
clover is still used considerably, but better results can usually
be secured with soy beans or vetch. The seed of winter vetch
is expensive, but the summer vetch seed costs much less,
and the plant seems to be almost as good as a cover crop.
Soybeans are the most successful when planted fairly early
in drills. If these drills are put two and one-half feet apart,
one or two cultivations can be given between the rows of
beans after they are planted. This makes it possible to sow
cover crops even as early as June 10.”
A large photo (2 columns wide) shows: “A cover crop of
soy beans sown broadcast”–apparently in an orchard.
540. Pinolini, D. 1905. La coltivazione della Soia [The
cultivation of soya]. Italia Agricola (L’): Giornale di
Agricoltura 42(19):437-42. Oct. 15. [3 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Discusses: Climate, soil, preparation of the soil,
fertilizers and manure, time of planting, method of planting.
Address: Italy.
541. Meyer, Frank N. 1905. Re: Chinese culture and growing
soybeans in China. In: Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4 vols.
1902-1918. Compiled by Bureau of Plant Introduction,
USDA. 2444 p. See p. 70-a, 70-c, 70-d. Letter of 14
Nov. 1905, from Peking, China, to P.H. Dorsett at Chico,
California.
• Summary: “Life is very strange in this Chinese land. When
I am out in the country I sleep on brick beds and most times
with no fire underneath, so one really hates to lie down. And
filthy the Inns are... chamberpots and water closets [chamber
pots and toilets] are unknown. How a race can thrive in such
conditions is a puzzle to me, but they thrive just the same
and China with its 430 million people is going to come to
the front these days, for the people, notwithstanding all
their dislike for sanitation, are a solid kind of men and they
possess many sterling virtues.
“In agriculture they are experts. They till their land to
perfection. They understand how to use nitrogen-supplying
plants between soil-exhausting crops, and so one finds
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the soybean growing between corn, sorghum, and millet”
[intercropping].
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2017)
concerning Frank N. Meyer and soybeans.
Location: University of California at Davis, Special
Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer,
China.
542. Macmillan, H.F. 1905. The “Soya (or Soy) Bean.”
(Glycine hispida). A new vegetable, fodder, and greenmanure product for Ceylon. Tropical Agriculturist (The)
(Peradeniya, Ceylon) 25(5):682-83. Nov. 15.
• Summary: “It is strange that a product so important,
so simple of cultivation and so quick in yielding returns
as this has not hitherto attracted attention in Ceylon.
Notwithstanding the fact that it has been introduced several
years ago by the Royal Botanic Gardens, and successfully
grown at Peradeniya year in and year out, both for the
instruction of visitors to the Gardens and for distributing
seeds; I question whether there are at present half-a-dozen
gardens or estates in Ceylon which count this amongst their
crops.”
“The Soya Bean thrives at Peradeniya, and appears
to be well-suited to the climate and soil; whilst it also
flourishes in the Mediterranean region and Southern Europe.
It would therefore seem reasonable to expect it to thrive at a
comparatively wide range of elevations in Ceylon, provided
the conditions of soil and rainfall were at all favourable. In
China and Japan the Soya Bean forms a standard article of
food with all classes of the community, being prepared for
use chiefly in the form of a sauce, paste or cheese, the latter
two preparations being made by crushing and pressing the
seeds. In India the seeds are said to be cooked and used in
various ways, often ‘roasted and ground as satu, or simply
eaten in the form of dal.’ Soy sauce is said to form the basis
of many popular sauces made in Europe.” A few years ago
soy sauce in London was worth 2 shillings and 6 pence per
gallon. “Personally I think Soya Bean as a vegetable is very
agreeable and forms a good substitute for the Lentils and
Broadbeans of Europe if cooked and served similarly. Its
chemical composition, according to Professor Church, places
it above all other pulses as an albuminous food.”
The soya bean is also considered valuable as a fodder
plant and for green manuring. A brief description of its
cultivation is also given. “Regarding cultivation, probably
few crops are less exacting in their requirements than this.
Its most striking characteristic, judging by results recorded
at Peradeniya, is the remarkably short space of time in
which the plants grow and produce a crop. Here the seeds
germinate in 3 to 5 days, the plants flower when a month
old; a fortnight later the pods are fit for picking [for use as
a green vegetable], and the harvesting is complete in about
two months from the time of sowing. Thus, granted the
seasons were favourable, it should be possible to obtain four

crops a year. In making these statements, which may seem
unduly optimistic, it is not by any means intended to convey
the impression that practically no expenditure of labour
is involved in the production of this crop. On the contrary
it is pretty certain that to make it a profitable product for
whatever purpose, even under the most favourable conditions
for its growth, a reasonable amount of cultivation will be
required. It has yet to be proved how far it would repay
cultivation in Ceylon for fodder and green-manuring, but
that it should prove a welcome adjunct to the food products
of the natives, if not as a general vegetable, there seems no
question.”
A footnote states: “* Since writing this Mr. Kelway
Bamber has presented a small quantity of Soya Bean seed
to the Botanic Gardens, remarking that he intended to
recommend it as a green-manure crop.” Address: Curator of
the Royal Botanic Gardens at Peradeniya.
543. Pinolini, D. 1905. La coltivazione della Soia [The
cultivation of soya]. Italia Agricola (L’): Giornale di
Agricoltura 42(21):486-88. Nov. 15. [2 ref. Ita]
• Summary: This important article contains a good history of
the soybean in Italy. Address: Italy.
544. Country Gentleman. 1905. Fattening swine in
Ohio. Precautions to avoid cholera (Letter to the editor).
70(2759):1154-55. Dec. 14.
• Summary: “Another advantage of this method is that the
hogs in cleaning up the field distribute their droppings, which
will enrich the ground for a crop the ensuing year.
“It is quite possible that soy beans would come in also
in this rotation, and it would be well for the farmers to
experiment with them...”
Butler County, Ohio.
“Waldo F. Brown.”
545. Frear, William. 1905. Composition of soy beans.
Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report Part II. p. 39-40. For the year 1904-05.
• Summary: “At the request of Mr. Eli G. Reist, who lives
a short distance south of Mt. Joy, Lancaster county, an
examination was made of a number of varieties of soy beans
(Soja hispida) grown by him.
“He states that the seeds were received by him, early in
1904, from the Agricultural Experiment League, of Cornell
University [Ithaca, New York]. They were planted May 20,
1904, in rows three feet apart.”
The following five soybean varieties are listed, with the
seed color, harvest date, yield, plant height, and habit [of
growth]: Cross Bred No. 6 (chocolate brown; 15 bu/acre).
Early Black (20 bu/acre). Ita San [Ito San] (light clay yellow;
20 bu/acre). Early Green (pea green; 25 bu/acre). Southern
Soy Bean (Just in bloom when killed by frost). For 3 of these
varieties, the habit is upright; for one it is “spreading.”
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“For an exhibit of the plants of the first four varieties,
Mr. Reist was awarded a silver medal by the Louisiana
Purchase Exhibition.” A table (p. 40) shows for these four
varieties the seed color, average long diameter (inches),
weight of 100 seeds (ranges from 15.85 to 28.65 grams),
weight per bushel (ranges from 59.3 to 61.5 pounds), the
chemical composition (on both an air-dry and water-free
basis). The weight of 100 seeds is as follows: Cross Bred No.
6 15.93 gm, Early Black 28.65 gm, Ita San [Ito San] 15.85
gm, and Early Green 22.93 gm. Note that Early Black has the
largest seeds [1,585 seeds per pound].
“It may be noted in conclusion that none of these
varieties approach the yield of 35 bushels per acre obtained
by the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station from
the Medium Early White variety. It is possible that with a
better soil and a somewhat closer planting in the drill, these
varieties may be made more productive.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that clearly mentions the soybean variety Early Green. Note
that Mr. Reist (of Pennsylvania) obtained it from New York,
which is where Peter Henderson & Co. is located.
Note 2. The variety name “Ita San” is misspelled
throughout this article–four times; it should be “Ito San.”
Note 3. The variety “Cross Bred No. 6” was developed
by Mr. E.E. Evans of West Branch, Michigan. Address: PhD,
Vice Director and Chemist [Harrisburg, Pennsylvania].
546. Gregory, James J.H., and Son. 1905. Vegetable
and flower seeds catalogue... (Mail order). Marblehead,
Massachusetts. 76 p.
• Summary: In the section titled “Plants Valuable for
Fodder,” “Soja or Soya Beans” are mentioned on page 37,
and in a price list on p. 51 (along with “Chufas or earth
almonds, and many other plants).
Near the end of the catalog is a full-page advertisement
titled “Nitro-Culture may double your crop.” An illustration
shows soy bean roots with nodules on them. In the price
list at the bottom of the page, Nitro-Culture for inoculating
soy beans sells for $2.00 per acre; there are different prices
for various crops. “Says the United States Department of
Agriculture: ‘It is worse than useless to attempt to grow any
leguminous pod-bearing crop without being certain of the
presence of the bacteria which enable the plants to fix free
nitrogen. Certain soils are practically devoid of the right kind
of bacteria, and unless some artificial means of inoculating
the germs be resorted to the crop will be a failure.’
“The new way saves the cost of nitrogen and is very
easy to use. The germs come ready for use, in a form called
Nitro-Culture. Nitro-Culture is put up in a dry package, so
small you can put it in you vest pocket. Simply add it to
water, and sprinkle the water over the seeds before planting.
The germs remain on every seed–live with it–increase about
it–feed the roots when they start and keep on feeding them.
They also enrich the soil by storing nitrogen in it, so that

the second year’s crop, whatever it may be, may be greatly
increased.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2018)
that mentions “Nitro-Culture,” a product used for inoculating
legumes. This is also the earliest ad seen (Oct. 2018) in a
seed catalogue for a product used for inoculating soy beans.
Address: Marblehead, Massachusetts.
547. MacKay, Angus. 1905. Experimental Farm for the
North-West Territories. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 41152. For the year 1904. See p. 430. Sessional Paper No. 16.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with Soja
beans” (p. 430) states: “Sown May 17, in rows 21, 28, and 35
inches apart. These were killed by frost, and did not mature
or even form pods.” Address: Superintendent, Experimental
Farm, Indian Head, North-West Territories, Canada.
548. Moore, George T.; Robinson, T.R. 1905. Beneficial
bacteria for leguminous crops. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 214. 48 p. See p. 43.
• Summary: The section on “Nitrates” (p. 14) states: “The
fact that the nodules do not occur abundantly upon plants
growing in very rich earth has been frequently observed. Not
only does the available nitrogen in the soil render the activity
of the bacteria less essential to healthy plant growth, but the
presence of nitrogenous substances seems to have a distinctly
unfavorable effect upon the bacteria themselves.”
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An original illustration (p. 17, by Blanchard) shows the
roots of two soybean plants with many nodules.
Page 22: “R.C. Atkinson of Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania,
reporting upon inoculated cowpeas and soy beans, has this to
say: ‘Season was very unfavorable, yet the inoculated seed
came to a nearly perfect stand and made a quicker growth.
The difference was quite marked.”
Page 28: “Inoculation is highly desirable” for the
“infection of soy beans grown in the United States was first
secured only after using soil imported from Japan.”
In the section titled “Field tests by practical farmers” (p.
31-46) is a subsection on “some characteristic experiences.”
Under “Soy beans” we read (p. 43-44):
“Alabama, Rash. W.W. Lee.–All inoculated but six rows.
Inoculated began showing result of inoculation in a few days
after they came up, and harvested 50 per cent more than the
other.
“Georgia, Gainesville. John E. Miller.–The soybean
inoculation I got last spring was a complete success. I
planted 10 to 12 acres on an old barren field, and they are
from 12 to 36 inches high. Have not found a single one that
was not inoculated. One had tubercles 26 inches from the
base. I think your Department a great help to the farmers.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document seen
(March 2003) in which the word “inoculation” is used as a
noun (today the word “inoculum” would be used) to refer to
a substance used to inoculate a particular legume.
“Kentucky, Winchester. Dr. M.S. Browne.–Twelve
thousand five hundred pounds dry hay, ready for storing, per
acre; ground where seeds were not inoculated at rate of 1,500
pounds cured hay per acre. Soil, medium bluegrass sod. Noninoculated, a failure; inoculated, a wonderful crop. Date of
planting, April 15; date of harvesting, July 25.
“Maryland, Bynum. Wilmer P. Hoopes.–Our soy beans
drilled in with corn in rows 3½ feet apart, the whole crop
making about 20 tons of silage per acre. The beans just
covered the space between the rows and yielded at least 20
tons per acre. The roots were just covered with nodules.”
Similar letters concerning soy bean inoculation appear
on page 44 from U.L. Coleman (Marionville, Missouri),
W.W. Stead (Maryland, New York), C.E. Jones (Carysbrook,
Virginia), and Mrs. Rose Fisher (Simplicity, Virginia).
Address: 1. Physiologist and Algologist, In Charge of Lab.
of Plant Physiology; 2. Asst. in Physiology, Vegetable
Pathological and Physiological Investigations, Bureau of
Plant Industry [USDA].
549. Report of the Department of Agriculture, Bombay
Presidency. 1905. Appendix. Operations on the farms and
gardens in the Bombay Presidency. p. 15-17. For the year
1904-05. See p. 17.
• Summary: The section titled “The Mánjri Farm” (p.
17) states: “42. A large quantity of seed and cuttings was
distributed from the farm including jowári, cotton, beans,

maize, bájri, sweet potatoes, sugarcane, Egyptian clover,
soy-beans, tur, groundnut, gram, wheat, tapioca, turmeric and
ginger. The places of distribution varied from the Deccan to
Sind, Madras, Punjab and Bengal.”
Note: Page 23 notes that the Manjri Station, established
in 1894, is located at North Latitude 18º 30’; East Longitude
73º 59’. This puts it south of Bombay, near Poona [Pune]
near the coast of west India. It is 1,850 feet above sea level.
The average rainfall is 27 inches. The temperature is about
the same as at Poona. Address: India.
550. Robertson, R. 1905. Experimental Farm for the
Maritime Provinces. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 31351. For the year 1904. See p. 334. Sessional Paper No. 16.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with soja
and horse beans” (p. 334) states: “Experiments were
again conducted with Soja beans and Horse beans to test
their relative value as forage crops, and also the yield per
acre when grown in rows at different distances apart. The
plots were 1-10 [probably 1/10] acre each... The seed was
sown June 13. Many of the plants of both these plots were
destroyed by cutworms.” A “frost on September 1 killed the
Soja Beans, making it impossible to obtain reliable data from
either of these plots.” Also discusses alfalfa and six varieties
of millet. Address: Superintendent, Experimental Farm,
Nappan, Nova Scotia, Canada.
551. Sharpe, Thomas A. 1905. Experimental Farm for British
Columbia. Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the
Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 453-85. For the
year 1904. See p. 466. Sessional Paper No. 16.
• Summary: In the section titled “Horse beans” (p. 466) we
read: “Soja Beans:–These make a better growth on our warm
sandy soil than the horse bean and as they branch freely,
and have a great deal of foliage, as well as many pods, the
cattle, horses, pigs and sheep are very fond of them, and on
rich land fairly heavy crops can be raised, but clover can be
grown so much more cheaply and more feed per acre can be
got from clover, that it does not pay except under exceptional
conditions to raise Soja beans, especially as the seed seldom
ripens sufficiently to be of use.
“Three plots were sown April 25 and harvested October
10, at which time a fair percentage of the pods contained
seeds in a nearly matured state.”
The beans sown at 28 inches apart in the drills gave
the highest yield (4 tons 1,160 pounds). “Well podded; very
leafy and well branched; pods more matured than where
closer together in the drills.” Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Agassiz, BC, Canada.
552. Shutt, Frank T. 1905. Report of the chemist. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 143203. For the year 1904. See p. 160-61. Sessional Paper No.
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16.
• Summary: Tests were conducted to ascertain the relative
degree to which certain crops reduced the soil’s moisture
by their growth, and further to gain information regarding
the soil’s moisture content when the same crop was sown
broadcast or in drills. Soja Beans, in drills and cultivated,
did not have a heavy growth. The loss of moisture was only
0.39 per cent, or 9 tons per acre. This was considered an
insignificant loss. (p. 161).
A table titled “Conservation of soil moisture–C.E.F.,
Ottawa, Ont. 1904” (p. 160) shows detailed results of the
trials for Soja beans in drills, water measurements being
taken 8 times from July 4 to Oct. 10. Address: M.A., F.I.C.,
F.S.C., F.R.S.C., Chemist, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
553. Brooks, William P.; Church, F.R.; Haskell, S.B.
1906. Report of the Agriculturists. Massachusetts (Hatch)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 18:15-46.
Jan. See p. 25-28.
• Summary: In the section titled “Comparison of different
potash salts for field Crops (Field G)” lists (p. 25) crops
grown in this experiment from 1898 to 1905. They include:
1898–Medium Green soy beans. 1905–Soy beans. The
potash salts used were kainite, high- and low-grade sulfate,
muriate, nitrate, carbonate, and silicate.
One table titled “Yields per acre” (p. 26-27) gives the
average yield of soy beans (in bushels) and straw (in pounds)
in experiments with various potash salts on 40 different
plots. Potassium chloride is “distinctly inferior as a source
of potash for soy beans in comparison with other salts...” A
second table titled “Soy beans.–Average yield per acre” (p.
27) summarizes the average results of the first table using
the same format. The highest yield of soy beans (27.86 bu/
acre) and of straw (2,288 lb/acre) was obtained with the
use of carbonate. Conclusions: (1) For the soy bean, it
is much safer to depend upon the high-grade sulfate as a
source of the needed potash than to use any of the potash
salts containing chloride. (2) On all soils at least with good
retentive qualities and moisture, the sulfate of potash should
generally be preferred to muriate or kainite, not only for
soy beans, but clovers and with little doubt for all other
legumes as well (p. 28). Address: 1. PhD, Director of the
Station and Agriculturist; 2. Asst. Agriculturist [Amherst,
Massachusetts].
554. Wiancko, A.T. 1906. Re: Corrections to reports on soy
beans received from Bureau of Plant Industry. Letter to C.V.
Piper, Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
DC, Feb. 12. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear sir:–In our reports on the tests of varieties
of soy beans and cow peas, mistakes were made in stating
the quantities of seed used per acre. The figures given are the
rates of seeding shown on the wheat scale of the seed drill
used. Figures to the real rates per acre, the amounts of seed

used were as follows:“Soy beans–Dwarf Early Yellow, 1973, 26.5 pounds. Ito
San, 1975, 26.5 pounds. Medium Early Yellow, 1295–2, 26.5
pounds. Medium Early Yellow, 1299–2, 26.5 pounds. Soy
bean, 12399, 32.5 pounds. Soy bean, 12400, 32.5 pounds.”
Corrections are also given for seven varieties of
cow peas: Early Black, Taylor, Extra Early Black Eye,
Whipporwill [also spelled “Whippoorwill”], New Era, Cow
pea 13468, Clay. “Kindly have these corrections made on the
reports we sent you.”
“Very truly yours, A.T. Wiancko, Agriculturist. J.L.C.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) that
mentions the soybean variety Dwarf Early Yellow.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agriculturist, Purdue Univ.
Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
555. Heald, Frederick De Forest. 1906. Report on the plant
diseases prevalent in Nebraska during the season of 1905.
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
19:19-81. Feb. See p. 41, 71.
• Summary: In section IV titled “Forage crops. A. Legumes”
we read (p. 41): “Soy-bean, Glycine hispida. Bacterial blight,
Bacillus sp?–In this disease the leaves become covered
with small brown spots or pustules... The disease was not
observed till early in October [1905], so no cultural studies
have yet been carried out.”
An appendix to this article (p. 60-81) discusses
“Prevention and treatment of the most important diseases in
the report for 1905.” In section IV “Forage crops” (p. 71)
we read: “37. Bacterial blight, soy bean. This disease is not
well known at present. The following recommendations can,
however, be made: 1. All diseased plants should be raked
into heaps and burned. 2. Land upon which the disease has
been prevalent should be planted to some other crop for a
year or two.”
Note 1. This is probably the first report of bacterial
disease or a bacterial blight on soy beans.
Note 2. A summary of this article titled “New and littleknown plant diseases in Nebraska” was published in Science
23(590):624 (1906). It added: “This disease was quite serious
on soy bean used as an orchard cover crop at the experiment
station.” Address: Ph.D., Botanist of the Experiment Station
[Nebraska] and collaborator in the Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC.
556. Indiana Farmer. 1906. Adapted to lighter and poorer
soil (Letter to the editor). 61(15):3. April 14.
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• Summary: This is the second of three letters published
under the bold heading: “Experience department–The value
of soy beans and cow peas.”
“2d Premium.–These crops are not generally raised, but
they are of great value in and at certain times and places.”
“The soy bean seems likely to prove of greater value
where the cow pea fails to ripen. It is adapted to about the
same soils and produces about the same amount of vegetable
matter. There are many varieties of these also. The Medium
Green suits the latitude of Indiana better than any other
and this variety has proved itself very vigorous, free from
disease, and capable of drawing nitrogen from the air to
an unusual extent, its roots being most thickly studded
with nodules. It has been demonstrated by experiments,
with results as follows: The Medium Green soy bean gave
per acre of green weight 19,685 pounds dry matter, 5,386
pounds, nitrogen 167.3 pounds. Black cow pea, green weight
20,035 pounds, dry matter 3,389 pounds, nitrogen 62.1
pounds. Wonderful cow pea, green weighed 19,685 pounds,
dry matter 3,622 pounds, nitrogen 80.4 pounds. The table
shows that the soy bean gave larger quantities both of dry
matter and of nitrogen than either variety of cow peas. The
soy bean will not stand drouth as well as the pea but is of
more value as a green manure.
“For fodder the bean is nearly its equal. Experiments
indicate that the manurial value of the stubble of the bean is
not very great, so the use of this plant for soil improvement
and fodder combined seems unlikely to be very favorable.
“If grown for soil improvement the entire crop should
be turned under. The Medium soy bean ripens in this latitude
and will produce seed. Both the crops are best grown in
drills.–A Reader.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2003) that contains the term “soil improvement”
in connection with soybeans. Address: Cass County, Indiana.

nut in amount and digestibility of its food constituents; it is
especially rich in fats and nitrogenous compounds, in fact, it
is one of the richest of concentrated foods.’
“On the Experiment Station, Salisbury, it [the soy bean]
was employed as a soiling crop on a poor clay soil when the
latter was first broken up. Broadcast at the rate of 50 lb. [of
seed] per acre, the vines completely covered the ground with
dense growth, which, when turned under, completely altered
the character of the land, bringing up the quality almost out
of recognition.
“’It may also be cut when the pods are half formed,
and cured into nutritious hay or turned into good silage.
Its principal value lies, however, in the dried bean, which
is used in conjunction with maize for fattening stock. It is
cut with a scooter or V-shaped plough, as the stems are too
woody to be mowed with an ordinary machine.’–Annual
Report, Transvaal Department of Agriculture”
Note 1. The two quotations, concerning work in
neighboring South Africa, are taken from: Burtt-Davy,
Joseph. 1905. “Report of the government agrostologist and
botanist for the year ending June 30th, 1904.” Transvaal
Department of Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 261-320. For
the year 1903-04. See p. 263, 270-71, 274.
Also discusses the cowpea and Kafir bean (p. 363-64),
vetches (p. 365, including common winter vetches or tares,
the scarlet vetch of Algeria, and the hairy vetch), and alfalfa
(p. 356-62).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2019) concerning soybeans in Rhodesia (and specifically
in Southern Rhodesia, which became Zimbabwe in 1980),
or the cultivation of soybeans in Rhodesia. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Southern
Rhodesia, or the cultivation of soybeans in Southern
Rhodesia (April 1906). The source of these soybeans is
unknown.

557. Heald, F.D. 1906. New and little-known plant diseases
in Nebraska (Abstract). Science 23(590):624. April 20.
• Summary: A summary of the author’s “Report on the plant
diseases prevalent in Nebraska during the season of 1905”
published in Nebraska Agric. Exp. Station, Annual Report
19:19-81. Feb. See p. 41, 71. One of these diseases was
“Bacterial blight of soy bean. This disease was quite serious
on soy bean used as an orchard cover crop at the experiment
station.” Address: Nebraska.

559. Valley Front Farm (Wm. C. Studds). 1906. Yellow
Soja beans (Ad). Southern Planter (Richmond, Virginia)
67(4):341. April.
• Summary: This ad (1/27 page) states: “Home grown for
several years for sale in any quantity desired up to 500
bushels. Average yield last year, 3 tons hay and about 30
bushels seed per acre. Can be cut with mower and threshed
with wheat thresher; the best, most nutritious and prolific
legume for eastern Virginia. For prices apply to. Wm. C.
Studds,...” Address: Sassafras, Gloucester Co., Virginia.

558. Rhodesian Agricultural Journal. 1906. Forage and
pasture plants (continued). 3(4):354-70. April. See p. 364.
Reprinted in part from Transvaal Dept. of Agriculture,
Annual Report.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy bean” (p. 364) states:
“The Soy Bean or Soja Bean is also highly valued as an
annual forage or soiling crop in the United States, and ‘of all
the legumes in cultivation, is only exceeded by the ground

560. Wiancko, A.T. 1906. Soy beans and cow peas. Indiana
Farmer 61(19):3. May 12.
• Summary: The following is reprinted from Purdue
Newspaper Bulletin No. 128. “Every farmer who feeds live
stock should become acquainted with the soy bean and the
cow pea, as often one or the other might be used to good
advantage. Both are leguminous plants rich in protein and
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make excellent crops for supplementing carbonaceous
feeding stuffs, such as corn. Being annual plants of rapid
growth they fit easily into a variety of rotations and may
often be used as emergency crops where few other things
would fit in.
“Uses.–Both crops are excellent soil improvers, having
especially beneficial effects upon the physical condition of
soils that are inclined to be heavy, making them loose and
mellow. Like other legumes, when inoculated with their
particular nitrogen-gathering bacteria, they draw upon the
free nitrogen of the atmosphere for their own requirements
and also store up considerable quantities in their roots, and
when these decay this stored up nitrogen becomes available
to succeeding crops. They are therefore excellent to precede
such crops as corn, which requires large quantities of
nitrogen for its proper development. Being such strong and
rapid growers and having such beneficial effects upon the
soil, they may often be used to good advantage as cover
crops sown in July after small grain crops are harvested.
With sufficient moisture to start them properly, they may
be used in this way as late as the fire [sic, first?] of August
and may be dependent upon to gather a lot of nitrogen and
make a good growth of material for plowing under, as green
manure, in the autumn or following spring.
“For stock feeding purposes, the soy bean and cow pea
may be used in a variety of ways. Most varieties of cow peas
and the ranker growing soy beans, such as the ‘Medium
Green’ and ‘Medium Early Yellow,’ make excellent crops
for feeding green, or making into hay. For these purposes,
however, the cow pea is generally to be preferred on account
of its finer stems and, usually, larger growth. When sown
before the first of June on good soil, from two to three tons
of cured hay may be expected. When well cured, cow pea
hay is of excellent quality and possesses a food value fully
one half higher than red clover hay. As a grain crop it seems
that, for northern and central Indiana, at least, the soy bean
will generally be the more profitable, both because of the
higher food value of the beans and, because of the greater
tendency to produce seed. On fair corn ground, from twenty
to thirty bushels of grain per acre should be produced. The
beans are rich in protein and fat or oil and are excellent for
mixing in the ration with corn, especially in hog feeding.
“The following table shows the digestible nutrients
in 100 pounds of soy bean and cow pea grain and hay
in comparison with some other feeding stuffs.” Titled
“Digestible nutrients in 100 pounds,” the table gives values
for 7 feeding stuffs.
“Culture.–The soy bean and cow pea may be
successfully grown on almost any soil of reasonable fertility.
Like the common field pea both require good drainage and
easily suffer excessive wet, but will do much better during
periods of dry weather. For the best results a good corn soil
should be chosen. If properly inoculated, both crops will
do well where corn would suffer seriously from lack of

nitrogen. For use in a regular rotation they should precede
corn or winter wheat. In the latter case the ground does not
need to be plowed for the wheat.
“The preparation of the soil should be similar to that best
suited to corn. It should be deeply plowed and the seed-bed
made fine and mellow. A loose, deep-seed-bed is essential to
success.
“Both the soy bean and cow pea are warm weather
plants and should not be sown early in the season. As a
general rule, the best time to sow is after corn planting is
finished and the soil has become thoroughly warm. The seed
should be deeply covered. It should be sown in drills and
the crops cultivated like corn until the soy bean blooms and
the cow pea begins to vine. For grain production drilling
and cultivating are always best, but for hay production fair
results may be secured from broadcast seeding on ground
free of weeds. The rows should be 32 inches apart for the soy
bean and 24 inches apart for the cow pea, and both seeded at
the rate of 20 to 25 pounds of seed per acre for the medium
sized varieties. Seeding may be done with a wheat drill set at
two bushels per acre on the wheat scale, and with the holes
not needed stopped up. Thick seeding is detrimental to seed
production.
“Some soils need to be inoculated with the proper
bacteria for one or both crops before satisfactory results
can be secured. This need can only be determined by trial
and examination of the roots for the nodules. If needed,
inoculation may be best accomplished by sowing, before the
last harrowing when preparing the seed-bed, two or three
hundred pounds per acre of soil taken from a field where the
crops have been grown and the bacteria are known to exist.
Without the bacteria the crops must secure their nitrogen
from the soil and under such conditions draw heavily upon
its fertility.
“For hay production the cow pea will generally give best
results. It should be cut when the first pods begin to ripen,
and cured as in the case of clover. Either the Early Blackeye,
Whippoorwill, New Era, Michigan Favorite, Iron, Clay, Red
Ripper, or Unknown varieties may be used.
“For grain production, either crop may be used in the
south, but in the northern portion of the State the soy bean
will usually be most profitable. The Ito San, Early Brown,
and Medium Early Yellow (late) are among the best varieties.
“Harvesting should be done when most of the leaves
have fallen and most of the pods are ripe. An old fashioned,
self-rake reaper or a mower with a side delivery attachment
will be found satisfactory for harvesting. Threshing may be
done with the ordinary threshing machine with the lower
concave removed and replaced by a board and run at low
speed. A corn shredder may be used for threshing.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2006) that uses the term “Blackeye” in connection
with the cow pea–in this case as the name of a specific
variety of cow pea. Address: Agriculturist, Purdue Univ.,
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Indiana.
561. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1906.
Recent progress in the practice of green manuring. 4(2):118125. See p. 123. [2 ref]
• Summary: The plant yielding the “soy bean” (Glycine
soja) has of late received much attention at the hands of
agriculturists in tropical countries on account of its value
as a green manure. A table (p. 123) shows the “Fertilising
ingredients in 100 lb. of [13] green leguminous crops.”
The soy bean contains: Moisture 73.20 lb, nitrogen 0.29 lb,
phosphoric acid 0.15 lb, and potassium oxide 0.53 lb. The
plants highest in nitrogen are Flat pea (Lathyrus sylvestris)
1.13 lb, alfalfa 0.72 lb, and horse bean (broad bean) 0.68
lb. “Of these plants the cowpea and the soy bean seem
especially useful, for if the seeds are allowed to ripen they
form a very nutritious food for stock, and as only part of the
fertilising constituents is absorbed by the animals the greater
part may be returned to the soil in the manure.”
Also contains a good history of the theory and practice
of nitrogen fixation from the time of the key discovery by
Hellriegel and Wilfarth in 1886.
562. Emerson, R.A. 1906. Cover-crops for young orchards.
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 92.
23 p. June. See p. 7, 10-11, 16, 20-22.
• Summary: The Introduction begins: “A study of covercrops was begun at the Experiment Station in the summer
of 1899 and has been carried on continuously since then.”
Cover crops in orchards are much used in parts of the United
States. Generally the crop is sown in late summer, allowed
to remain on the ground all the winter, and worked into the
soil in spring. The object of the cover crop is mainly to dry
the ground so that the trees finish up their summer growth
early and ripen their wood, rendering them immune from
frost attacks; the frosts should kill the crop so that the light
autumn rains are conserved; at the same time it should be
thick enough to prevent freezing of the ground as much as
possible in winter. The digging in of the crop will improve
the physical condition of the soil, and if a leguminous crop is
used the soil is enriched in nitrogen. Cow-peas and soy beans
give the best result if sown in the latter part of June; maize
and German millet are also satisfactory cover crops.
“Horticultural writers very commonly separate covercrops into two classes, leguminous and non-leguminous. The
first are the nitrogen gatherers, plants that thru the agency of
the bacteria in their roots add to the store of nitrogen in the
soil. Some of these are beans, peas, vetch, cowpea, soy bean,
etc.” Non-leguminous cover-crops include rape, buckwheat,
millet, cane, and oats.
Severe October frosts killed soy beans. “In the summer
of 1899 numerous kinds of cover-crops were under trial at
the Experiment Station. Early in winter of that year it was
noted that soy beans had very few leaves left and the plants

stood perfectly erect, furnishing almost no protection to the
soil and that cowpeas tho they still held their leaves stood too
erect to afford much protection... Later in winter it was noted
that the snow was held very well by corn, cane, millet, soy
beans, and cowpeas... The almost bare stems of such plants
as soy beans, which still stood erect, held the snow much
better than a plant like field peas...”
What is the best cover crop for this region? “It should
start growth promptly in order to insure an even growth and
to choke out weeks. It should grow vigorously to insure a
heavy winter cover and to dry the ground in case of lategrowing trees so as to hasten their maturity. It should be
killed by the early frosts so that it will stop drying the
ground after danger of late tree growth is passed and help to
conserve our light fall rains so much needed by the trees in
winter... Finally, in the case of poor soils or of old and feeble
trees, the cover-crop should be a leguminous one in order
that it may add to the store of nitrogen in the soil and thereby
increase the vigor of growth of the trees.”
“Cowpeas and soy beans also make a rather
unsatisfactory winter cover when sown late and in addition
usually let the weeds get a considerable start. If sown in the
latter part of June, however, they do better. They are certainly
the best of the leguminous plants tested at the Experiment
Station.” Address: B.Sc., Horticulturist [Lincoln, Nebraska].
563. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1906. The soya, or
soy bean (Abstract). 16(9):546-47. June.
• Summary: A long English-language summary of the
following English-language article: Macmillan, H.F. 1905.
“The ‘Soya (or Soy) Bean.’ (Glycine hispida). A new
vegetable, fodder, and green-manure product for Ceylon.”
Tropical Agriculturist (Ceylon) 25(5):682-83. Nov. 15.
564. Ladureau, A. 1906. Le Soja hispida du Japon, son
acclimatation dans le Midi [The soybean of Japan, its
acclimatization in the South of France]. Association
Francaise pour l’Avancement des Sciences, Comptes Rendu
35(2):1163-68. Meeting of Aug. 6. See also 35(1):300. 35th
session. Lyon. [Fre]
• Summary: Explorers are always looking for new plants.
“It is true that we imported the soybean (Le Soja) or oil peas
(pois oléagineux) from China and Japan; they have great
value as feed and forage, but its cultivation seems to have
tempted, up until now, only a few enterprising agriculturists,
who were avid seekers of novelties.
“Dr. Ménudier, president of the Syndicate of
Agricultural Shows of Charentes, was one of these. He
published the result of tests on this interesting plant, which
we want to call to the attention of farmers.”
According to Dr. Menudier, the flour of this new legume
would be excellent for making bread for diabetics. There
follows a long extract which gives the recipe for making
such a bread, and his advice concerning it.
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“The bakers who sell gluten breads and soya breads,
keep their methods secret and sell their products for a very
high price; thus, soya bread in Paris costs about 4 francs/
kg, a price that is absolutely out of reach of sick people who
are poor. If the cultivation of soybeans is to be extended, it
should soon be possible lower the price of soybean bread to
0.50 francs/kg.
“Unfortunately, the various attempts at soybean
cultivation tried up until now have not been equally
successful. The yields obtained have been very different
according to the soil and region.
“In the North, the Tramway Company of Roubaix
ordered great quantities of soybeans from Hungary to use
for feeding its horses, and it had only to congratulate itself
for this innovation. Also, near the end of 1879, someone
proposed to the Society of Northern Farmers that he send it
several hectoliters [of soybeans] to do some serious trials of
acclimatization. Several members of this Society, who knew
the high agricultural value of this seed, eagerly accepted, but
the trials did not yield very good results.
“In the Oise region, on the contrary, the yields were
excellent and one of the best agriculturists of the region, Mr.
Tardieu, even called this plant the providence of light soils /
terrains” [i.e., soybeans grow well on light soils].
When planting soybean seeds by scattering or
broadcasting, about 200 kg/ha or 260 liters are typically
used.
Also discusses: The quality of soybean seeds: Tables
showing nutritional analyses by Mr. Joulie and by Mr.
Houzeau (departmental professor, Seine-Inférieure). Yields
of soybean seeds and forage from different varieties: Early,
black seeded, yellow seeded, Soja d’Étampes, instructions
for planting and fertilizing to obtain good yields. Yields
of seeds and forage from two varieties with complete
fertilizer (engrais complet): Early Podolia, Soja d’Étampes.
Recommended mineral fertilizer (fumure minérale).
“Soya in the south of France: The soybean is called on
to render great service to this region as a garden vegetable
and a forage plant. It can be cultivated without irrigation, and
hardly fears insects or fungi / molds (cryptogames). Planted
in April in clusters 50 cm apart and in lines spaced 75 cm
apart, is not very particular about the type of soil. A deeply
worked soil having received (one month before planting)
some 100 kg of superphosphate and of potassium chloride
suffices. It grows / vegetates despite droughts, provided that
it is hoed a couple of times. It is therefore very desirable
that the farmers of the south of France occupy themselves
seriously with this crop that can be a large source of profits
for them at a time when wine culture appears to be less and
less profitable.” Address: Ingenieur-chimiste a Saint-Cloud
(Seine-et-Oise).
565. Ladureau, A. 1906. Le Soja hispida, son acclimatation
dans le Midi [The soybean, its acclimatization in the South

of France]. Association Francaise pour l’Avancement des
Sciences, Comptes Rendu 35(1):300. Meeting of Aug. 6. 35th
session. Lyon. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Ladureau has studied the Japanese soybean
(le pois oléagineux du Japon; soja hispida) and shows that
the farmers of the south of France (du Midi) would have
great interest in practicing the cultivation of this excellent
legume that can procure for them increased benefits that they
actually no longer find in wine production.
Discussion: Mr. Durand asks if animals voluntarily
consume the soja hispida in its fresh state. Mr. Ladureau:
Animals eat this plant eagerly. The soybean has been
distributed to horses, pigs, chickens, etc. Soybeans rapidly
restore fatigued animals, by reason of their chemical
composition, of the large proportion of protein, fat,
phosphates, etc. that they contain. Mr. Faure: It is advisable
to draw attention to a certain number of almost neglected
plants. Soybeans are suited to volatile terrains.
Mr. Deville asks in what state the soybeans are stored /
conserved. Mr. Ladureau has made ensilage and recommends
it. Mr. Durand: Soybeans dread humid terrains. Address:
Ingenieur-chimiste a Saint-Cloud (Seine-et-Oise).
566. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1906. Chicory growing. Transvaal
Agricultural Journal 5(17):149-52. Oct.
• Summary: Page 150: “It is not profitable to grow chicory
on the same ground indefinitely; the yield and quality are
sure to suffer. It would, therefore, be desirable to grow this
crop in rotation with others, such as mealies, velvet beans,
cowpeas, or soy beans; the beans or peas should precede the
mealie crop.” Address: F.L.S., Government Agrostologist and
Botanist.
567. Wilcox, E.V. 1906. Farm animals: horses, cows, sheep,
swine, goats, poultry, etc. New York, NY: Doubleday, Page
and Co. 357 p. Oct. Illust. 23 cm. Series: The Farm Library.
• Summary: Contents: 1. The horse. 2. The mule. 3. Beef
cattle. 4. The dairy cow. 5. Pigs. 6. Sheep. 7. Poultry.
Soy is mentioned on pages 116, 126, 155, 157, 163-64,
168, 199, 206-07, 212, 214, 218, 220, 247, and 248.
In Chapter 3, “Beef cattle,” we read (p. 116): “Soy-bean
meal. This is used in increasing quantities in parts of the
South. Along with other similar legumes it has the advantage
of improving the soil and on this account has received more
attention of late years in the South. In Kansas soy-bean meal
was scattered over the other grains in the feeding boxes to
the extent of one-half pound per head at first and this amount
was gradually increased to a maximum of four pounds per
day. The meal when fed in rations of this size proved to be
too laxative and had to be reduced to one pound. On account
of its pronounced laxative effect the use of soy-bean meal
was discontinued as a part of the steer ration in Kansas.”
Page 126: “Soy-bean silage in a ration of twenty-five to
thirty pounds daily is an excellent feed for wintering calves
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with an additional grain ration of one to two pounds cotton
seed meal and five pounds corn.”
In chapter 4, “The dairy cow” (p. 148-94) we read
(p. 154-55): “There are obviously two ways to obtain this
protein, either through purchasing nitrogenous feeding stuffs
such as bran, cotton seed meal, middlings, linseed meal,
gluten meal, oats, peas, etc., or by the use of leguminous
forage plants such as alfalfa, clover, cowpeas, vetches, soybeans, field peas, etc.”
Page 157: “In all cases where a direct comparison has
been made of the value of carbonaceous and nitrogenous
rations for dairy cows the latter have given the best results.
For this reason it is always desirable to balance corn or Kafir
corn with some other grain or with alfalfa or some other
leguminous forage plant. When corn is worth ten cents per
hundred pounds, barley is worth ten cents, cowpeas fifteen
cents, cotton seed meal twenty-eight cents, soy-bean meal
twenty-three cents, wheat bran ten cents, wheat middlings
twelve cents, linseed meal twenty-two cents, and other grains
in proportion. Gluten meal is a product obtained from corn in
the manufacture of starch and is highly nitrogenous.”
Page 164: “One of the most important items of economy
in the production of milk is, therefore, the substitution
wherever possible of home grown crops in the form of
leguminous forage plants for high-priced purchased grain
foods. As already indicated, alfalfa is not the only valuable
leguminous forage plant, but red, white and crimson clover,
cowpeas, vetches, soy-beans, velvet beans, Canada field
peas, etc., may be used for this purpose.”
And, concerning soiling (p. 164): “In a system of
rotation it is necessary to use a number of different crops
such as rye, crimson clover, oats, peas, soy-beans, wheat,
cowpeas, millet, corn, barley, sorghum. As compared with
pasture, it has been found that three to five times as much
material can be obtained from an acre of ground by the
soiling system as from pasturing.”
Page 168: “Corn is, of course, the chief silage, and in
most instances is the only plant concerned when silage is
spoken of. It may, however, be combined in the silo with
cowpeas or soy-beans and when this has been done the
feeding value of the mixture is greater than that of corn
alone, ton for ton.”
Chapter 5, “Pigs” (p. 195-237), in the section on
“Feeding hogs” states (p. 199): “In pork production,
therefore, we have corn as the chief grain mixed with some
other grains such as barley, peas, cotton seed meal, wheat,
bran, middlings, soy-beans, etc. to balance the ration, various
kinds of coarse forage like alfalfa hay, clover hay, pasture
(both leguminous and non-leguminous), roots and fruits, and
various waste materials, skim milk and animal feeds.”
Pages 206-07: “Soy-beans are excellent for pigs when
mixed with corn in the proportion of one to two. On account
of their high protein content this proportion of soy-beans is
sufficient to balance a ration of corn in a very satisfactory

manner. In the test where soy-beans were compared with
middlings the greatest gain was made on a ration containing
one-third soy-bean meal and two-thirds corn meal. As
compared with an exclusive corn ration, the pigs fed the
ration mixed in the proportion just mentioned made gains
twice as great. At the same time it required only three
hundred and ten pounds of mixed soy-bean and corn meal
to produce one hundred pounds of pork, while on corn meal
alone five hundred and fifty-seven pounds were required. The
importance of balancing rations in this manner is, therefore,
apparent.”
Page 212: “The only objection to peanut and chufa
pasture is that the lard of hogs which are fed on these
materials is very soft. Canadian hog raisers depend on rape,
vetches, a combination of oats and peas, soy-beans, red
clover, alfalfa, artichokes, mangels, carrots, and turnips, as
pasture crops for pigs.”
Page 214: “Dwarf Essex rape, field peas, vetches,
soy-beans, alfalfa, and clover are valuable crops for the
production of pasture for hogs.”
Page 218: “Skim milk may not only be fed with corn
meal, but with any grain ration such as a mixture of corn and
wheat meal, soy-bean meal, linseed meal, gluten meal, or
animal feeds.”
Page 220: “We, thus, have other sources of protein for
adding to the grain to give strength and vigor to hogs during
the fattening period and to prevent them from getting off
feed. In some cases tankage does not give quite as favorable
results in pork production as middlings or soy-beans, but it is
ordinarily a very valuable and successful feed for pigs.”
Chapter 6, “Sheep” (p. 238-285) states: “Among
the feeds which may be used with corn, emmer deserves
considerable attention. This grain has been found to be
worth twenty-seven cents when corn is worth forty cents.
Soy-beans as a supplemental feed with corn are of great
effectiveness and show a feeding value somewhat superior to
corn. Gluten feed, gluten meal and various leguminous hays
may also be fed with corn to balance the ration.”
Page 248: “Soy-beans have been fed extensively to
sheep and with excellent results. The amount of grain
required for a pound of gain is much less in a ration
containing corn and soy-beans than in one containing corn
and oats. Wherever soy-beans can be grown successfully
they may well be used as a part of the grain ration for lambs
and old sheep.”
Note: Earley Vernon Wilcox was born in 1869. Address:
Ph.D., A.M., U.S. Dep. of Agriculture.
568. Mooers, Charles A. 1906. The soils of Tennessee: Their
chemical composition and fertilizer requirements. Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 19(4):47-89. Dec.
Whole no. 78. See p. 78-79, 81.
• Summary: In the section titled “Crop rotations for
Tennessee,” subsection 11 on “Pasture for hogs–Two-year
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rotation” (p. 79) uses rape, sorghum, barley, and soja bean or
cowpeas (allowed to ripen).
In the section titled “Fertilizer formulas,” subsection 3
on “Cowpeas, soja beans, clover, etc.” (p. 81) calls for 300
lbs. acid phosphate and 50 lbs. muriate of potash.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “acid phosphate”
(a fertilizer) in connection with soja beans. This was
later renamed “superphosphate.” Address: Chemist and
Agronomist, Knoxville, Tennessee.
569. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1906. Everything for the
garden (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 186 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm seeds (p. 64), in the
center of the page, is an illustration of a soja bean plant with
a cluster of pods in the upper left corner. On a banner is
written “Henderson’s Early Soja Bean.”
To its left is expanded coverage of the soja bean and a
new variety for this catalog: “Early Green Soja Bean. This
variety produces enormous crops as far north as Canada, and
will ripen its seeds even in Massachusetts. It grows about
4 ft. high and yields ten to twenty tons of green fodder per
acre, or 20 to 40 bushels of Beans.
“It is a valuable leguminous plant for the farmer and
dairyman for either green or cured fodder or grain. It is
especially valuable for ensilage in combination with fodder
corn or Japanese Millet, thus furnishing a complete balanced
ration with an agreeable aromatic flavor, and is greedily
relished by cattle. It increases the milk and butter and fattens
the stock. The grain is also exceedingly nutritious, ranking,
when ground, even higher than cotton seed or linseed meal
for feeding cattle, hogs, or other stock. 3 lbs. of Soja Bean
meal added to the grain ration of milch cows produces a rich
milk.
“Soja Beans are great soil enrichers, adding humus and
fixing nitrogen from the air. The seed may be planted as soon
as the soil is warm–a little later than corn–in rows 30 inches
apart, 6 to 8 seeds to the foot, requiring 3 pecks per acre.
(See cut).
“Price, 10¢ lb., $1.25 pk. [peck], $4.00 bushel (of 60
lbs.); 10-bush. @ $3.90 per bush.”
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2003) that uses the term “fixing nitrogen” (or
“fix nitrogen”) or “fixing nitrogen from the air” in connection
with soybeans. Address: 35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
570. Rivière, Charles; Lecq, H. 1906. Cultures du Midi, de
l’Algérie et de la Tunisie [Cultures of the South of France,
Algeria and Tunisia]. Paris: J.-B. Baillière et Fils. xii + 511
p. See p. 82. [Fre]
• Summary: In Chapter 6, titled “Southern Agriculture,” Part
I is about large-scale agriculture for human food. The first

section, on “The cereals” notes (p. 81-82) that in northern
Africa, the cereals and other food crops are the same as those
in southern Europe, although they yield slightly less. Various
crops of this area (such as wheat, corn, sorghum, rice,
buckwheat, soybeans, etc.) are then discussed briefly.
“The soybean (Le Soja ou pois de Chine, Soja hispida
Moench) is a poor-yielding legume among the summer
crops, far inferior to the numerous varieties of peas, haricot
beans, and fava/broad beans (fèves).”
Note: The above conclusion is probably based on
soybean trials in Algeria (Rivière and Lecq 1900). There
is no indication that soybeans have yet been cultivated in
Tunisia. Address: 1. Directeur du Jardin d’Essais a Alger,
former president Societe d’Agriculture d’Alger; 2. Ingenieur
Agronome, Inspecteur de l’Agriculture de Algerie.
571. Stuerler, F.A. von. 1906. Nederlandsch Oost-Indische
cultuurgewassen: Hunne kenmerken, teelt en bereiding
[Crops of the Dutch East Indies: Their characteristics,
cultivation and preparation]. Tiel: A. van Loon. ii + 373 p.
See p. 341-43. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [5 ref. Dut]
• Summary: The subsection on the hibiscus plant (De Waroeboom, Hibiscus tiliaceus, p. 334) states that the leaves are
used in making foods from soybeans [tempeh].
In the chapter on crops that yield oils and fats (Vette
oliegewassen, p. 335-44), the section titled “Soja” (p.
341-43) has the following contents: General botanical
characteristics: Introduction, the plant, stem, leaves, flowers,
fruit, seeds. Cultivation. Chemical composition of the seeds,
preparation, and uses.
The main product made with soybeans is soy
sauce (kètjap). The Chinese in Java cook the soybeans
and inoculate them between hibiscus leaves (Hibiscus
tiliaceceus) to make tempeh (tèmpé). They also make taotjo, a sort of bean paste (Indonesian-style miso). And with
the black soybeans they make a sort of bean cheese, taodjie (fermented black soybeans). Also discusses peanuts
(aardnooten, p. 335-37), sesame seeds (sesam, p. 337-39),
the castor oil plant (ricinus, p. 339-41), other crops that yield
oils and fats (p. 343-44).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2011)
stating that molds grown on Hibiscus leaves are used in
Indonesia to inoculate tempeh. Address: Leiden.
572. Ranch (The) (Seattle, Washington). 1907. The following
interesting letter from Prof. Piper... Jan. 1. p. 4.
• Summary: “... is a valuable contribution to the solution of
the question which are the best legumes to use in renovating
our orchards:
“Washington, D.C., Nov. 28, 1906.
“Mr. F. Walden: Dear Sir:–I have your letter of the 20th
instant and am very glad to hear from you. It is a pleasure
to know that you are going to inaugurate the experiments
with green manure crops in the Yakima valley, and I shall
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take great pleasure in assisting you to the greatest extent
along these lines. There will necessarily need to be some
preliminary work done in order to determine what legumes
are best adapted to the region. My present opinion is that
crimson clover and hairy vetch will be the best winter
legumes. I think, however, that the common vetch will live
through the winter at least three winters out of four in the
Yakima valley, and we think it is much better than the hairy
vetch, as common vetch grows quite vigorously during
cool weather, while the hairy vetch grows but slowly until
the warm weather arrives. Hairy vetch, however, will stand
much more winter cold than common vetch.”
“It is the winter strain of the common vetch that I think
will survive the majority of winters in Yakima valley. For
summer legumes cowpeas sown early will undoubtedly
succeed, and I believe that excellent results can be had with
both cowpeas and soybeans.”
573. Moore, R.A. 1907. Division of Farm Crops: Plan
of work for the coming year. Wisconsin Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 5:145-70. Feb. See p.
165-67.
• Summary: Experiment No. 8 (p. 165-67) is titled “Soy
beans.” Some background on the crop is given, along with
planting instructions. Then a “Report Blank,” containing
22 questions, is provided so that each farmer who plans to
participate in the experiment may provide detailed feedback
on his results to the station. Questions include: Name of
experimenter. County and state. Date of planting soy beans.
Character of soil. What crop had been grown the previous
year? Yield per acre of marketable beans? Did you use any
bacteria-laden soil for inoculation purposes? Were nodules
noticeable on the roots of the soy beans at any time during
the growing period where such soil was used? Were they
noticeable where the soil was not used? Give in general way
your opinion of soy beans as a seed and forage plant for
Wisconsin.
The section on soy beans begins: “The soy bean was
probably introduced into the United States from Japan about
fifty years ago and has been cultivated with success in the
southern states. In Japan it is used extensively as a human
food, but in this country it is grown for the seed, as a forage
plant, and as a soil renovator. As a forage its use as a soiling
crop is becoming recognized, by stockmen and dairymen,
as it withstands the drought exceptionally well and will give
a good cutting of green forage at the time when other feeds
are shriveled and wilted. Soy beans of the late variety gave
a cutting of 9.9 tons green forage per acre at the Wisconsin
Experiment farm in 1900 and yielded thirty-eight bushels
of seed beans per acre in 1902, and forty bushels per acre in
1903.” Address: Secretary, Madison, Wisconsin.
574. Wiancko, A.T. 1907. Results of cooperative tests of
varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soy beans and cow peas.

Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 117. p. 367-94. Feb. See p. 390-91.
• Summary: “Introduction: The following pages present a
summary of the results of tests of leading varieties of corn,
oats, winter wheat, soy beans and cow peas conducted for the
Experiment Station by farmers in various parts of the state
during the past year.
“Cooperative experiments of this nature were begun in
a limited way in the year 1903, mostly in charge of young
men who had been students in the School of Agriculture. The
following year it was found that many other farmers desired
to join in the work and the number of experiments was
increased from year to year, as the funds available for the
work permitted, and last year sets of varieties of one or other
of the crops were sent to nearly 600 applicants representing
88 of the 92 counties in the state.
“The objects of these cooperative tests of varieties have
been to determine, by local tests, which varieties would give
the best results under the various soil and climatic conditions,
and to bring leading varieties to the notice of farmers under
conditions where each man could test their relative merits
to his own satisfaction. It was long known that the results of
variety tests conducted on the University Farm at LaFayette,
especially in the case of corn, were not applicable in many
other parts of the state owing to the great differences in local
conditions between widely separated sections. The second
year of the cooperative work showed clearly that, for corn
at least, the state must be divided into several sections, each
of which has its own particular requirements as to varieties
that will give satisfactory results. The map of the state on
page 384 of this bulletin shows the sections into which
the state had to be divided for the purpose of testing the
adaptability of varieties of corn. While the dividing lines are
not so definite as indicated, each section nevertheless has its
own peculiarities, except, perhaps, sections 11 and 12 which
present very similar conditions.”
The section titled “Results of tests of varieties of soy
beans” (p. 390-91) states that in 1906 some 56 tests of
soy bean varieties were conducted throughout the state
of Indiana. “Of these 47 consisted of the regular sets of
varieties and only 8 satisfactory reports were received.” Two
tables, which occupy a full page (p. 391), show the results
of satisfactory tests in northern and central Indiana, with the
name of each “experimenter,” his post office and county, the
varieties tested, and the yield for each variety (in lbs total dry
matter of the plants, and bushels of grain). The experimenters
in northern Indiana were G.W. Newcomer (Waterloo,
DeKalb Co.), T. Fouts [Taylor Fouts] (Camden, Carroll
County), and C.E. Hatch (Kentland, Newton Co.). Four
varieties were tested. The seed yields (in bushels per acre)
were: Ito San (30.4), Early Brown (31.6), Soy Bean 12399
(31.4), and Ogema [Ogemaw] (16.0). Average: 27.3. Note:
Fouts tested only three varieties: Ito San, Early Brown, and
“Soy Bean 12339.” Since he had the lowest yield for each
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variety among the three growers who reported from northern
Indiana, his yields were not included when calculating the
averages.
The growers in central Indiana were W. Essig (Tipton,
Tipton Co.), C. Eichinger (Montmorenci, Tippecanoe Co.),
and the Experiment Station (Lafayette, Tippecanoe Co.).
Four varieties were tested. The seed yields (in bushels per
acre) were: Ito San (27.0), Early Brown (20.0), Ogema
(20.0), Dwarf Early Yellow (18.0).
The Medium Early Yellow does not appear in either
of these tables, but it is discussed on p. 390: “The Medium
Early Yellow is a late maturing variety and probably suitable
only to the southern portion of the state. At the Station it
ripens about October 20, or in about 150 days from time of
planting. It usually requires a severe frost to ripen it. The
freezing however, seems to do little harm to the quality of
the seed. This variety has relatively large plants, with long,
slender stems and branches, and an abundance of foliage,
making it the most suitable variety for feeding green of
making into hay.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) that
mentions Taylor Fouts (of Camden, Carroll County, Indiana),
or any of the Fouts Brothers, in connection with soybeans.
This is also the earliest document seen (April 2001) that
mentions specific soy bean varieties grown by Taylor Fouts.
Address: Agriculturist.
575. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1907. Seeds
and plants imported during the period from December,
1903, to December, 1905. Nos. 9897 to 16796. No. 11. 255
p. March 15. Also titled USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Bulletin No. 97.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida.
11179-11180. “Miscellaneous seed on hand July 1, 1904.
Numbered to facilitate the keeping of record of distribution.
“11179. Early black.
11180. Yellow.”
12399/12400. “From Amherst, Massachusetts. Received
thru the Hatch Experiment Station, December 28, 1904.
“12399. Grown from S.P.I. No. 9407.
“12400. Grown from S.P.I. No. 9408.”
13502/13503. “Seeds transferred April 15, 1905, from
the Office of Grass and Forage Plant Investigations to the
Office of Seed and Plant Introduction and Distribution.
“13502. Ogema [Ogemaw]. Received from Mr. Edward
E. Evans, West Branch, Michigan, May, 1904. (Agrost.
1992.)
“13503. Grown at Arlington Farm, 1904. (Agrost. 9123.)”
14952-14954. “From Shanghai, China. Presented by Mr.
Edward S. Little. Received in May, 1905.
“14952. Black.
“14953. Large yellow.
“14954. Small yellow.”

16789/16790/16796. “From Hangchow, China. Received
thru Mr. Frederick D. Cloud, United States vice-consul,
December 15, 1905.
“16789. Yellow. An oil bean.
“16790. Black. An excellent table bean.
“16796. Black.
“’All of these varieties are largely grown in China and,
as in the case of the yellow soy bean, are very valuable.
The black soy bean is extensively grown in the north for
forage purposes and constitutes the principal article of food
for horses, donkeys, and cattle. It is also a good table bean.
This bean mixed with “kaoliang” (sorghum) seed, chopped
grass, or straw, with a little bran, makes the very best horse
feed. Perhaps the “kaoliang” is the most highly prized of
all forage plants grown in China. No part of the plant goes
to waste. Two or three weeks before the plant matures and
the seed is ripe the farmer strips nearly all the blades from
the plant, ties them in bundles, allows them to cure in the
sun for a few days, and then stacks them away indoors. All
thru the winter these blades are keenly relished by horses
and donkeys. Then the seeds are gathered, combed out, and
marketed. Several varieties of alcohol and wines are made
from these seeds, and the deadly native drink “sam-shu”–at
least one variety of it–is made from “kaoliang” seed. The
seed makes excellent feed for stock of all kinds. The long
stalks are thrown on the thrashing floor, rolled flat by heavy
stone rollers, carefully cleaned of all particles of pith, and
woven into a great variety of mats and matting, suitable for
use on floors, for window shades, or for the roofs of native
houses and sheds. These stalks are also extensively used
for fuel by the farming class. It is a most valuable crop and
may be found thru-out all the northern provinces. Not grown
much as far south as Hang-chow.
“’The yellow bean (16789) is the “bean cake” bean so
extensively grown in the Manchurian provinces and is a most
valuable crop. May be grown southward, but flourishes best
in colder latitudes.’ (Cloud.)” Address: Washington, DC.
576. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1907.
Utilisation of the soy bean. 5(1):86-87. [2 ref]
• Summary: “The plant yielding the “soy bean” (Glycine
soja) has of late received much attention at the hands of
agriculturists in tropical countries on account of its value as
a green manure. The bean itself has long been employed in
the East as a vegetable and food-stuff, and has been imported
in large quantities into European countries, principally for
use as a feeding-stuff for animals. It is also an important
ingredient in Indian soy, which forms the basis of chutney.
More recently the introduction of the extraction of cheaper
methods for the extraction of fixed oils by the use of solvents
has made it possible to utilise such materials as the soy bean,
which contains only 10 per cent. of fixed oil, as a source of
oil, and considerable quantities are now used in the United
Kingdom in this way.”
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Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2016) that uses the term “solvents” (or “solvent”)
in connection with the crushing of soybeans to give oil and
meal.
Also discusses briefly the preparation of soymilk and
tofu in Japan.
577. Wiancko, Alfred T.; Fisher, Martin L. 1907. Soy
beans, cow peas, and other forage crops. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 120. p. 437460. March.
• Summary: Contents: Part I–Soy beans and cow peas.
Historical. Uses and value. Composition and digestible
nutrients. Culture. Cost of production. Results of tests
of varieties of soy beans (1903-1906), and cow peas.
Descriptions of varieties of soy beans and cow peas: Soy
beans (with the yearly and average yields in bushels per
acre over 4 years)–Ito San (21.0), Early Brown (21.5), Olive
Medium (14.6), Very Dwarf Brown (9.5), Ogemaw (11.3),
Medium Early Black (18.0), Early Black (14.8), Medium
Green (22.2), Medium Early Yellow (20.2), Hankow, Dwarf
Early Yellow, Soy Bean 12399.
The cost of producing soy beans and cow peas, acre
for acre, “will generally be very little different from that for
corn when the crops are planted in rows and cultivated. The
chief difference will be in the cultivation, which will be a
little higher on account of the closer spacing of rows. With
the proper machinery, other operations will cost about the
same as for corn. As to the value per acre, both crops should
generally compare favorably with corn.”
Part II–Miscellaneous forage crop notes. Photos show:
(1) A patch of soy beans ready for threshing (title page). (2)
A full grown soy bean plant with roots (p. 440). (3) A man
standing in a field of soy beans, which are about 32 inches
high (p. 446). Tables show: (1) Results of experiments in
methods of planting soy beans for seed production, 19041906 (p. 445). (2) Results of soy bean variety test by yield,
1903-1906 (p. 451).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Very Dwarf Brown.
Address: 1. B.S.A., Agriculturist; 2. B.S., Asst. Agriculturist.
578. Piper, C.V. 1907. Leguminous crops for green
manuring. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 278. 27 p. April 3.
See p. 19-21.
• Summary: Largely a favorable comparison with cow peas.
The section titled “Soy Beans: (p. 19-21) states: “Soy beans
(fig. 6) are adapted to a much wider range of climate than
cowpeas, being grown successfully even in Ontario [Canada]
and Massachusetts. As a forage crop soy beans have some
points of superiority over cowpeas, the hay being somewhat
easier to cure and richer in protein. The seed is also cheaper
than that of cowpeas, usually costing only two-thirds as
much. This is principally due to the fact that the seed can

readily be harvested by machinery. It also has an advantage
in that the seeds are but little affected by weevils. On these
accounts soy beans are preferred by an increasing number
of farmers in the South. Soy beans, however, are not able to
compete with weeds as successfully as cowpeas, and on this
account the best results are obtained by planting in rows, so
that they may be cultivated. There is considerable difficulty
experienced at first in obtaining tubercles on the roots of soy
beans, but when once these have appeared in a particular
piece of ground there is no further trouble. Apparently,
soy beans have a greater power than cowpeas to absorb
atmospheric nitrogen through their roots (fig. 7).
“In an investigation conducted at the Michigan
Agricultural Experiment Station it was found that inoculated
soy beans were enabled to add per acre 37.57 pounds
of nitrogen provided from the air. (See p. 11.) At the
Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station soy beans used
as green manure gave nearly as good results as cowpeas, as
determined by subsequent crops of wheat, oats, cotton, and
corn. With cotton, the soy bean vines produced a larger yield
of cotton than cowpea vines, but the cowpea stubble gave
a larger yield than the soy bean stubble. With corn, cowpea
stubble and soy bean stubble yielded the same results, while
soy bean vines gave better results than the cowpea vines.
With oats, the results were slightly in favor of the cowpeas. It
is not improbable that the variation in results may be largely
due to variation in the amounts of atmospheric nitrogen
added by the legumes to the different plats. Those that were
most heavily tubercled would add the most nitrogen.”
Illustrations show (p. 19-20): (1) A soy bean plant with
an inset of enlarged pods (non-original; from Carrière 1880).
(2) Roots of soy bean plant with nodules (not original).
Contents of the whole: Inoculation. Sources of soil
nitrogen. Loss of soil nitrogen. Composition of green-manure
crops. Green manuring compared with feeding. Orchard
cover crops. Crops to follow green manures. The choice of a
green-manure crop. The principal green-manure crops: Red
clover, Cowpeas, Soybeans, Velvet beans, Crimson clover,
Sweet clover, Canada peas, Vetches, Tangier peas. Address:
Agrostologist, in Charge of Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed
and Plant Introduction and Distribution, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC.
579. Wiancko, A.T. 1907. Re: Cow peas and soy beans in
Indiana. Letter to C.V. Piper, Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 6. 2 p. Typed, with signature
on letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear sir:–I have yours of the 27th. ultimo,
concerning cow peas, and the seeds you sent use were
received a couple of days ago.”
“The experiments reported in bulletin number 117, were
conducted on tenth acre plots of each variety, and harvesting
was in most cases done with a scythe, and thrashing with
a flail. In our work here we find an ordinary mower, with
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a side-delivery attachment, a very satisfactory machine for
harvesting either cow peas or soy beans. Under separate
cover I am sending you a bulletin which gives our experience
with these crops in the last few years.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agriculturist, Purdue Univ.
Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
580. Delwiche, E.J. 1907. Report on the northern substations for 1906. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 147. 48 p. April. See p. 8-10, 39.
• Summary: Wisconsin has four Northern Sub-Stations
located near Ashland, Iron River, Bayfield, and Superior. The
Iron River Sub-Station, situated on red sandy soil, is in the
far upper northwest corner of Wisconsin at about 46.5º north
latitude. This is farther north than most soybeans are grown.
In section 1 titled “The experiments on sandy soils,–
Iron River” (p. 4+) the subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 8-10)
begins: “Soy beans were tried with two objects in view,–first,
to get a fodder crop rich in protein, and which furnishes a
good quantity of hay or grain the first season sown. Second,
to increase the supply of nitrogen in the soil.”
Soy bean hay was fed to horses in combination with
corn stover with good results. “It is not certain whether it
will be possible to ripen soy beans at this latitude... It is
likely that the soy bean may be used as a substitute for clover
in case the latter should fail to catch.
The section titled “Notes on green manuring crops”
contains a subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 39). “The crop
came up well but suffered from drought in the month of
July. It was also thought that the plants were suffering from
a lack of nitrogen, for they turned yellow in many places.
No nodules were found on the roots of the beans, although
careful examination was made for them. It is evident the
soil needed inoculation.” Address: Superintendent, Northern
Wisconsin Agricultural Sub-Stations.

cake, and rape cake, with herring guano used for comparison.
In soybean cake: Total phosphoric acid 1.38%. Phosphoric
acid as lecithin 0.17%. Phosphoric acid as nuclein 0.23%.
Phosphoric acid soluble in dilute (4%) hydrochloric acid
0.98%.
In soybean cake, the relative amounts of phosphoric acid
(so that the total = 100%) are: Phosphoric acid as lecithin
12.4%. Phosphoric acid as nuclein 16.5%. Phosphoric acid
soluble in dilute (4%) hydrochloric acid 71.0%.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soybean cake” to refer
to ground, defatted soybeans.
582. Moorhouse, L.A. 1907. Cowpeas and soy beans.
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 74.
22 p. April. [3 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Adaptations of the crops to
Oklahoma conditions, their place in the rotation, their
importance to the stockman farmer, their chemical
composition, harvesting methods and machinery, cowpea
and soy bean yields (in tons of hay and bushels of grain).
“The following varieties of soy beans have been grown
successfully in sections of the country where the season is
much shorter than the growing period in Oklahoma: Medium
Green, Early White, Ito San, Medium Yellow, and Black (p.
12).
“In 1904 cowpeas and soy beans were grown side by
side in general farm work, not only on bottom land but also
on upland soil... The bottom land was seeded on May 5
and the upland on June 30 (p. 14-16). A table (p. 16) shows
cowpea and soy bean yields Soy beans yielded 9.90 and 9.45
bushels of seed per acre, and 0.70 and 0.61 tons of hay per
acre, for bottom land and upland areas, respectively.
An illustration (line drawing, p. 18) shows the “Miller
Bean Harvester,” courtesy of the LeRoy Plow Company,
LeRoy, New York. The text states: “Harvesting machinery
has undergone a remarkable improvement within the last
decade. Machines have been and are being constructed for
handling every crop of economic importance that is grown

581. Funatsu, T. 1907. On different forms of phosphoric acid
in press cakes. Bulletin of the College of Agriculture, Tokyo
Imperial University 7(3):457-59. April. [Eng]
• Summary: This article begins: “Since refuse press cakes
are frequently used as manure, it is of some importance
to determine the amounts of phosphoric acid present in
different forms, as the availability for plants differs very
much in different compounds.” The soybean cake used
extensively as manure in Japan is imported from Manchuria.
A table (p. 458) gives the percentage of phosphoric acid
in three different oilseed cakes: Soybean cake, cotton seed
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upon the American farm today. To this end the bean harvester
has been evolved in order to enable the bean grower in the
northeastern states to handle his crop with greater ease. This
type of machine is efficient in its work and can be used to
advantage in harvesting the cowpea and the soy bean in the
south. There are at least ten or a dozen types of this machine
on the market at the present time and they can be purchased
at the nominal cost of $25.00.”
Concerning threshing: “The soy bean is not as brittle
as the cowpea, hence the grain can be threshed quite readily
with a machine...”
Summary (p. 21): “As forage crops, the cowpea and soy
bean should be given a conspicuous place in the rotation. The
grain and forage furnish nitrogenous material for the ration,
which is used in feeding the live stock of the farm.”
Note: The “Station Staff” are listed at the beginning of
the Bulletin. W.L. Burlison, B.S., is Assistant Agronomist. In
a 1943 letter Burlison wrote: “Personally I first worked with
soybeans in 1903 at the Oklahoma Station...” Note that the
soy beans in this study were first grown in 1904. Address:
B.S.A., M.S., Agronomist, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
583. Flat King: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Flat Black (Bailey 1907; Morse 1948). 1907. Seed
color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11, 13, 16. “Classification–Key to the
varieties (p. 11): I. Black seeded: 1C. Seeds large, 8 to 11
mm long, round or broadly elliptical, pods 1½ to 3 inches
long. Late [maturity], 120 to 130 days, about 30 inches tall,
branches long, seeds very large, elliptical, much flattened
= Flat King.” “Black-seeded group: The Flat King is a tall
and quite stout variety... The seeds are larger and flatter
than those of any variety, jet black, shining, with little or no
bloom, flat, broadly elliptical in outline... The Flat King is
a very strong-growing variety, resembling the Nuttall more
closely than any other black-seeded form, though the Flat
King is the taller, its average height being from 25 to 35
inches. It is not a commercial variety yet, but its heavy crop
of pods, its large size, and branching habit make it a valuable
variety for trial as a silage crop or for a cover crop or hog
pasture, especially in the Southern States. It is later than any
of the large and promising varieties, except the Tokyo, and
is more comparable with the Mammoth in time of maturity,
requiring from one hundred and seventeen to one hundred
and forty days or even more in unfavorable seasons. Yields
of seed of from 6 to 9 bushels to the acre have been recorded.
The name is given on account of the much flattened seeds
and the large size of seeds and plants. Numbers and sources
of lots grown: Agrost. No. 1293, S.P.I. 6312; S.P.I. No. 6312,
‘Flat Black,’ Japan; S.P.I. No. 8497, grown from S.P.I. No.
6312; S.P.I. No. 9410, grown from S.P.I. No. 8497; S.P.I. No.
17252, grown from Agrost. No. 1293-2.”

Bailey, L.H. ed. 1907. Cyclopedia of American
agriculture. Vol. II. “Crops.” New York and London:
Macmillan & Co. xvi + 699 p. See p. 585. “Flat Black” is a
late-maturing variety.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 43, 49, 53,
63, 75. Seed color: Black. S.P.I. No. 17252. “From Tokyo,
Japan, 1901... Grown nine seasons. This variety was also
obtained from Yokohama, Japan, No. 19982, and again from
Tokyo, No. 22875.” “The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75):
Late–Flat King, 17252.”
Wolfe, T.K. 1924. “Soybean Culture.” Virginia Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 235. 32 p. March. Flat King
is listed in a table showing the yields of seed and hay of
soybean varieties at Blacksburg, Virginia.
584. Haberlandt: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Dry
edible variety. Synonym: White (Morse 1948). 1907. Seed
color: Yellow (straw), hilum dusky brown.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 12-13, 22. “Classification–Key to the
varieties (p. 11): V. Greenish yellow seeded: 2. Medium
late, about 120 days, 25 to 30 inches high, branches long,
pods about 1¼ inches long, seeds medium large, roundish or
broadly elliptical, hilum dark brown = Haberlandt.” “A plot
grown in 1905 at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, had foliage of a
very light glaucous green, much resembling a plot of rape in
color. The same appearance was also reported for this variety
by the Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station... The time
required for this variety to reach maturity varies from 110
to 130 days, the average time being somewhere near 118 to
120 days. Two seed yields secured were 12 9/10 and 13 3/10
bushels to the acre, respectively. The Haberlandt is one of the
most promising varieties for hay, silage or green manuring,
and for a cover crop. From the Tokyo it can be distinguished
only by its earlier maturity, rather deeper greenish yellow
seed and distinctly brown hilum. This variety was named in
honor of Prof. F. Haberlandt, who first brought the soy bean
to agricultural notice in Europe. His work was published in
1878 at Vienna. Numbers and sources of lots grown: Agrost.
No. 1194, ‘White,’ S.P.I. No. 6396; Agrost. No. 1539, S.P.I.
No. 8495; Agrost. No. 1540, S.P.I. No. 8493; S.P.I. No.
6396, ‘White,’ Ping-yang [Pyongyang / P’yongyang], Korea;
S.P.I. No. 6397, Ping-yang, Korea; S.P.I. No. 8493, grown
from S.P.I. No. 6396; S.P.I. No. 8495, grown from S.P.I. No.
6397; S.P.I. No. 9415, grown from S.P.I. No. 6397; S.P.I. No.
17263, grown from Agrost. No. 1539-1; S.P.I. No. 17271,
grown from Agrost. No. 1194-1.”
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 11.
Haberlandt (Yellow) is one of the best out of more than one
hundred sorts tested in the last three years. It is not yet on the
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market, but will probably be available by 1910.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 47, 75. Seed
color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 17271. “From Pingyang,
Korea, 1901... Grown nine seasons.” “The best varieties of
soy beans (p. 75): Medium late–Haberlandt, 17271.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 14.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 165. “Introduced from Pingyang [Pyongyang], Korea,
1901.”
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1187. Origin: Introduction, Chosen
[Korea]. Year: 1901. Days to mature: 130. Flower color:
Purple, white. Pubescence color: Tawny. Seed coat color:
Straw yellow. Germ color: Yellow. Hilum color: Brown.
Seeds per pod: 2-3. Seeds per pound: 2,400. Use: Grain, or
dry edible beans. Note: This is the first of many documents
in which Morse classified the Haberlandt as a “dry edible”
soybean, one of a limited number of “edible varieties of
soybeans.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 10-11. Haberlandt is in the USDA
Germplasm Collection. Maturity group: VI. Year named or
released: 1907. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 01,
03. Source and other information: From Pyongyang, North
Korea, in 1901. Prior designation: PI 6396 (also PI 17271).
Address: USA.
585. Tokyo: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Dry edible
variety. Also spelled Tokio. Synonyms: Austrian Green, Ita
Mame, Late Ita Mame, Southern Medium Green (Morse
1948). 1907. Seed color: Yellow (olive), hilum pale.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 12-13, 22-23. “Classification–Key to
the varieties (p. 11): V. Greenish yellow seeded: 3. Late, 130
days or over, 35 inches or over in height, very long branched,
pods 1½ inches long, seeds larger, round or elliptical, hilum
scarcely tinted = Tokyo.” The Tokyo differs from the medium
greenish yellow (Haberlandt) variety mostly in a somewhat
more vigorous growth and in later ripening... The Tokyo is
one of the very best varieties for all-around use. It will give
heavy hay and silage crops, is equally good for pasture and
cover-crop purposes, and where it matures it gives very good
seed yields. Eight plots grown at Washington [DC] in two
different years averaged 8 1/3 bushels of seed per acre, in
which the lowest yield was 4 bushels and the highest 14½
bushels. The Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station
reports a very much higher seed yield, with the weight of

green forage to the acre 11.84 and 14.08 tons from two plots,
curing to 5.44 and 6.16 tons, respectively. It is too late for the
best results in most Northern States, but it may be replaced
there by the Haberlandt variety. This variety was named for
the Japanese capital, where some of the importations were
secured. Numbers and sources of lots grown: Agrost. No.
468, grown from S.P.I. No. 4914; Agrost. No. 696, grown
from Potomac Flats; Agrost. No. 1171, ‘Best Green,’ S.P.I.
No. 9409; Agrost. No. 1198, ‘Late Ita Name,’ S.P.I. No.
8424, Japan; Agrost. No. 1200, ‘Medium Ita Name,’ S.P.I.
No. 8423, Japan; Agrost. No. 1298, ‘Medium Green,’ S.P.I.
No. 6335, Japan; S.P.I. No. 4914, ‘Best Green,’ Japan; S.P.I.
No. 5766, grown from No. 4914; S.P.I. No. 6335, ‘Medium
Green,’ Japan; S.P.I. No. 8423, ‘Medium Ita Name,’ Japan;
S.P.I. No. 8424, ‘Late Ita Name,’ Japan; S.P.I. No. 9409,
grown from S.P.I. No. 5766; S.P.I. No.17264, grown from
Agrost. No. 1198-1; S.P.I. No. 17265, grown from Agrost.
No. 1200-1; S.P.I. No.17266. grown from Agrost No. 1171-1;
S.P.I. No. 17267, grown from Agrost No. 1298-2.” Note: The
words/name “Ita Name” make no sense in Japanese. Perhaps
“Eda Mamé” was intended.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 18,
45, 75. Variety name: Tokyo. Seed color: Olive yellow.
S.P.I. No. 17264. “From Tokyo, Japan, 1901... Grown nine
seasons. This variety was also obtained from Kobe, Japan,
No. 20893.” “The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Late–
Tokyo, 17264.”
Tracy, S.M. 1912. “Forage crops for the cotton region.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 509. 47 p. Oct. 11. See p. 29.
The soybean variety Tokyo has recently become popular in
the cotton region of the USA (the southern states).
Country Gentleman. 1915. “Soy beans for all climates.”
May 22. See p. 11. Note: This is the earliest document seen
(Dec. 1998) which uses the spelling “Tokio” rather than
“Tokyo” for this variety. In about 52% of all documents
where this variety is mentioned, its name is spelled “Tokyo,”
while in the remaining 48% it is spelled “Tokio.” The
“Tokio” spelling was more common from 1919 to 1925,
however it was not used after 1947, when “Tokyo” became
the standard spelling.
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 16.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 68, 87, 89, 96, 100, 111, 152, 154, 158, 169, 171,
192-193. “Tokio–Introduced from Tokio, Japan, 1901.” Seed
olive yellow, hilum pale, germ yellow, oil 18.4 per cent.,
about 134,400 to the bushel.
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1187. Origin: Introduction, Japan.
Year: 1901. Days to mature: 140. Flower color: Purple.
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Pubescence color: Gray. Seed coat color: Olive yellow. Germ
color: Yellow. Hilum color: Pale. Seeds per pod: 2-3. Seeds
per pound: 2,260. Use: Grain, or dry edible beans. Note: This
is the first of many documents in which Morse classified the
Tokyo as a “dry edible” soybean, one of a limited number of
“edible varieties of soybeans.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 18-19. Tokyo is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: VII. Year named or released:
1907. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 01, 03.
Source and other information: ‘Ita Name’ from Yokohama,
Japan, in 1902. Prior designation: PI 8424. Address: USA.
586. Redding, R.J. 1907. Farms and farmers: About cowpeas,
soja bean and sorghum. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). June
3. p. 10.
• Summary: There are some “plants that may be largely be
substituted for cowpeas and may often be profitably done,
even when one has plenty of seed. These are sorghum and
soy, or soja bean... The soy bean, planted alone or with
sorghum, will do the same, provided the soil is of a little
better character, or a moderate amount of a ‘complete’
fertilizer be used, in the case of a mixture of soy and
sorghum, or potash-acid phosphate, if the soy is sown alone,
just as in the case of cowpeas.” Address: Colonel, Editor of
Farm and Farmers Dep., Griffin, Georgia [Director, Georgia
Agric. Exp. Station near Griffin].
587. Woll, F.W.; Olson, Geo. A. 1907. Miscellaneous
chemical analyses. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 24:160-70. For the year ended June
30, 1907. See p. 164-66.
• Summary: Section c, titled “The effect of soil inoculation
on the distribution of the fertilizer ingredients in soy beans”
(p. 164-66) states: “The soy bean used in this investigation is
known as the Wisconsin Black. The beans of this particular
variety are small, black, and high in oil and protein. During
the season of 1905, when the work here reported was done,
the soy beans were sown on low, rich land, a part of which
was inoculated. The roots of the plants which grew on the
inoculated land were profusely covered with nodules of
varying sizes, while the roots removed from the untreated
soil were practically without any nodules.”
The nodules, roots, stems and leaves, capsules, whole
plant minus root, and beans were analyzed for protein,
nitrogen, ash, phosphoric acid, and potash. A table (p. 165)
shows the results, which suggest that “inoculation of the
soil is beneficial to the soybean plant in several ways. 1. By
increasing the nitrogen content of the plant. By decreasing
the per cent of ash constituents. Because the roots contain a
higher per cent of fertilizer ingredients than those obtained
on untreated soil. 4. Because the beans contain more protein
and less oil than those grown on untreated soil.” Address:

1. Chemist; 2. Asst. in Agricultural Chemistry [Madison,
Wisconsin].
588. Sun (Baltimore, Maryland). 1907. Soy beans. July 1. p.
12.
• Summary: From R.S. Adams, in American Cultivator:
“The value of the soy bean, soja bean, of coffee beery, as it is
variously known, is not appreciated to the extent that it ought
to be by farmers. Its many uses should give it a prominent
place on every farm. Being a leguminous plant, it has the
power of taking nitrogen from the air, so if a crop is grown
and twined [turned] under it not only replaces humus in the
soil, but enriches it with nitrogen, potash, and phosphoric
acid, the three most important elements of plant food. It has
been estimated that a 10-ton crop, an average yield, will
furnish 180 pounds of nitrogen, 113 pounds of potash and 44
pounds of phosphoric acid.
“Being rich in proteids and muscle-forming elements, it
is a valuable stock food, a first-rate silo ration for cows being
two parts corn to on part bean silage. It is also fed green,
or as hay. In the green stage it helps out the pasture in the
autumn.”
Most of the article is about cultivating soy beans.
589. W.H.U. 1907. Harvesting soy beans (Letter to the
editor). Indiana Farmer 62(28):15. July 13.
• Summary: “The method of harvesting soy beans will
depend on the use that is to be made of them. When grazed
by sheep or cattle, it is simply a matter of turning in the
animals. But the cattle waste much of the crop, hence, if
grazed down by this class of stock, the animals must be
removed when they have satisfied their needs. Sheep and
hogs may be given access to the crop at will when the season
for grazing has arrived. Of course, with hogs, that season is
not until the crop is practically mature.
“Various methods of harvesting the crop are practiced,
as for instance, cutting with field mower, self-rake reaper, the
binder, the corn harvester and the bean harvester. Which of
these modes will answer best depends largely upon the way
in which the crop is grown, and the exact use to be made
of it. The mower is best suited to harvesting a crop sown
broadcast and to be cut for hay. The binder is best adapted
to harvesting the silo crop or the seed crop, but can only be
used satisfactorily in harvesting tall growing varieties. The
self-rake reaper can best be used in cutting the crop for hay,
for seed, for soiling or for silage. The bean harvester is only
used when harvesting the crop for seed, and is exceptionally
well adapted to gathering small varieties. The corn harvester
can best be used when the beans are grown in the line of the
row with corn for silage, but may also be used in harvesting
tall growing varieties grown in rows without admixture.”
Address: Illinois.
590. Afro-American Ledger (Baltimore, Maryland). 1907.
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Farm and garden: Soy beans. July 27. p. 8.
• Summary: From Farmers’ Guide: “As other grain crops,
soy beans may be sown either in drills or broadcasted. Just
which of these two methods is best will depend principally
on what disposition is to be made of the crop that is,
whether it is being grown for hay or seed, and whether or
not cultivation of the crop is desired, When planted in drills,
about three pecks of seed to the acre is required, and when
broadcasted, about five pecks are needed. The time for
planting may vary somewhat from the middle of May until
the first of July, or perhaps a little later, although the success
of such planting will largely depend upon the subsequent
conditions of the season. The soy bean is a hot weather crop,
and cold, damp weather is not the best for its development.
Maturity can be expected in from one hundred to one
hundred and fifty days, according to variety and growing
conditions. Sowing in corn at the last plowing would hardly
seem the best to us, but might prove a fair success. We would
prefer, however, to grow them alone and plant as soon as
possible after the season had well advanced. We are inclined
to believe that rape sown in the corn would give better
satisfaction, although we have no practical experience with
the soy bean. Rape matures in a shorter time and is as well, if
not better, suited for use as hog pasture.”
Note: The title page states: “Published every Saturday in
the interest of the race.”
591. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Re: Cowpea and soybean
experiments. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC, Sept. 21. 5 p. Handwritten, with signature on hotel
letterhead.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from The Madison Hotel
in Madison, Indiana (K.A. Korbly, Jr., proprietor). “Dear
Mr. Piper: I was not at all surprised to find that the Ohio
Experiment Station has lost entire faith in cowpeas... It
is somewhat different with soybeans, as they think this a
valuable and a desirable crop. The only objection they have
to it, is that it is hard to harvest. They haven’t tried a bean
harvester. Mr. Goddard says they would be grown very
largely in Ohio if a really satisfactory method of harvesting
could be given. They claim they are profitable at 15 bu. per
acre, and haven’t much trouble in getting that yield. They are
doing considerable plant to row work but haven’t anything
so far that is showing much improvement over our common
varieties. Guelph and Amherst are the best in their test, and
Ito San and Brownie are also very good.
“At the Indiana Station, Soybeans do exceedingly well.
Amherst, Guelph, Ito San, and Brownie are the best varieties.
Heavy yields of seed are reported. They harvest them with
a mower having a side delivery attachment [a binder], and
seem to have no difficulty in the operation. They are trying
drilled and rolled [?] stuff in comparison, and rather incline
to the belief that the drilled are best. The early maturing

varieties are of no value as they do not make sufficient
growth. They are also doing some selection work with the
idea of improving the crop.”
“The Illinois Station is not having nearly as good
success with either of the crops as Indiana... Soybeans do
fairly well and usually yield more than 15 bu. per acre.
Harvesting most satisfactorily done with a self-binder.
Guelph is their best, or rather their standard variety. Ito
San does well, as does Amherst, but Brownie seems too
late, otherwise it is good. The early varieties are considered
of little value on account of small growth. These include
Buckshot, Ogema, and Eda. No knowledge of seed
producing localities to be had from the Station.
“Here at Mr. J.W. Twinkle’s I have found a remarkable
collection of stuff. Mr. Twinkle says the plants were crossed
naturally and this years seed is something astonishing in
variation, especially in coloration and size. The Holstein
remains quite constant.” Note: It is not clear what kind of
plants Mr. Twinkle is growing. “Yours truly, H.T. Nielsen.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
592. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Re: Cowpeas and soybeans. Letter
to Mr. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and Distribution, Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, Sept. 28. 6 + 1 p.
Handwritten, with signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from The Southern hotel
in Jackson, Tennessee; Mrs. J.H. Day, proprietress. “Dear
Mr. Piper: At the Kentucky Station I found them very much
interested in growing both cowpeas and soybeans. They did
not however have record of any seed producing localities,
and are not as interested in this line of work as they might
be. They are hand picking all their own stock in their variety
trial work but gather by machinery otherwise. The mower
and binder both used on soybeans, and the mower only
on cowpeas. Prof. Garman thinks the soybean superior to
cowpeas for general purposes.
“I had a splendid day with Director Morgan of the
Tennessee Station. He is extremely interested in the cowpea
threshing business and gave me plenty of encouragement.”
“Soybeans says Prof. Morgan are fully as good, if not
better than cowpeas. Mammoth he considers the best variety,
though Guelph and Amherst are also good. He says to plant
them in rows and give them plenty of cultivation. With the
foregoing method he says ground can be fitted very nearly
perfectly for wheat or meadow. Yield of [cow] peas is from
10 to 15 bu. per acre, 20 to 25 bushels he says. He have me
an interesting statement, which I wish you would get some
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light on if you can!! A Va. [Virginia] farmer [?] had told Prof.
Morgan that he could raise 30 bus. soybeans per acre but
couldn’t get a wheat crop following although the soybeans
were heavily tubercled. Prof. Morgan directed the Tennessee
Station bacteriologist to investigate and he has found only
the rod bacteria in the tubercles at the Tenn. Sta. Prof.
Morgan tells me that only the Y bacteria gather N. [nitrogen]
from the air, and that the bacteriologist says the soybeans
on the Station grounds gets N. only from the soil though
abundantly tubercled!! How about this?”
He then writes about the Koger Pea Thresher which he
saw and liked very much. He talked with Dr. J.J. Koger, the
inventor saying he thought it would be a good investment
to have one placed at Arlington Farm. He encloses a leaflet
titled “Facts concerning the Koger Pea Thresher, by J.J.
Koger, of Rogersville, Tennessee. He asks Piper to keep it.
“Yours truly, H.T. Nielsen.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2020) that
mentions the Koger Pea Thresher.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
593. Voorhees, Edward Burnett. 1907. Forage crops: For
soiling, silage, hay and pasture. New York & London: The
Macmillan Company. xiii + 384 p. Sept. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
The Rural Science Series, edited by L.H. Bailey.
• Summary: Chapter 2, titled “Forage crops for hay and for
improving the land” notes (p. 21): “The value of the frequent
introduction of cowpeas and soybeans, which not only keep
the land occupied, but add to the forage capacity of the farm,
can hardly be overestimated...”
Chapter 11, titled “Combination crops with legumes,”
in the section on “Warm-season combinations” (p. 190,
193-94) states: “For summer soiling, the advantages
of growing kafir corn with cowpeas or soybeans... are
usually abundantly apparent.” “In the case of maize-andcowpeas or soybeans, the advantages of the combination
are usually not so apparent, although in certain regions the
combinations have been found to be very desirable, and
have been recommended particularly for silage, since the
combined crop provides a practically balanced ration for
winter feeding.” “Sorghum-and-soybeans make an excellent
summer forage so long as the sorghum is seeded rather
thickly and harvested before it has nearly reached maturity.”
In Chapter 14, titled “Other leguminous forage crops,”
the section on “Soybeans” gives an introduction to the plant
and discusses its seeding, growth, and use. The soybean
“is now generally grown in the southern coast and middle

states. Soybeans are also grown successfully in Illinois,
Michigan and Wisconsin, being better adapted to the climatic
conditions of those states than cowpeas. There are numerous
varieties, but Green seems to be the one most generally
used. Soybeans are similar in many respects to cowpeas.
“Experience thus far shows that the soybean is slightly more
difficult to handle, and that the yields are not so heavy, but
the plant contains more nitrogen in the dry matter than the
cowpea.” “The soybean is not so well adapted to pasture as
the cowpea, but it is quite as good for hay and less difficult to
cure. The crop is well worthy of wider use.”
In Chapter 19, “Composition, fertilizer, and coefficient
tables,” the soybean appears in most of the many tables,
including green fodders, combination crops, silage, straw,
grain and other seeds, and concentrated feed stuffs (soybean
meal [probably ground whole soybeans]).
Also discusses: Alfalfa (p. 209-30). Cowpea (p. 253-64).
Red adzinki [sic, adzuki] beans (p. 352). Corn products–
Gluten meal (p. 352-53). Peanut vines (p. 369). Address:
Director of the New Jersey experiment stations, and Prof.
of Agriculture in Rutgers College [New Brunswick, New
Jersey].
594. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1907. Experiment station
work, XLIII. No. 309. 32 p. Oct. 19. See p. 15-19. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Cowpeas and soy beans” (p.
15-19) is compiled from two publications: (1) Wiancko, A.T.;
Fisher, M.L. 1907. “Soy beans, cow peas, and other forage
crops.” Indiana Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 120. p. 437460. March; (2) Moorhouse, L.A. 1907. “Cowpeas and soy
beans.” Oklahoma Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 74. 22 p.
April.
Contents: Introduction. Place in rotation. Soil and
manuring. Planting. Harvesting. Threshing. Varieties.
Relation to soil fertility (green manuring).
The section begins: “The great importance of cowpeas
and soy beans to our agriculture is more and more
recognized, and the culture of these crops is spreading
from year to year, not only in all sections of the Southern
States, but even to unexpected northern latitudes.” Address:
Washington, DC.
595. Mundy, H. Godfrey. 1907. The botanical section: Notes
on experiments carried out at the Skinner’s Court Experiment
Station, Pretoria, 1906-07. Transvaal Agricultural Journal
6(21):69-70. Oct.
• Summary: Page 70: “Leguminous Crops for Hay, Ensilage,
Soiling or Green Manure.” “Soybeans.–Would have been
most successful but for the advent of locusts, which appear
to have a considerable liking for Soybeans. The crop was
sown on November 17th, and by the first week in March
was standing about 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet high, and in full
flower: beans set in enormous quantities, but just then the
locusts descended and cleaned off the crop. The yield of
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green fodder at the time the crop was ready to cut for hay
was estimated at 15 tons per acre.
“A photograph of this plot is shown in the Agricultural
Journal. No. 19, April, 1907, Plate CLXXXVII.” Address:
P.A.S.I., Asst. for Seed and Plant Experiments.
596. Morgan, H.A. 1907. Re: I am anxious to get the records
of the test of the acre of corn, peas, and soy beans out. Letter
to Mr. H.T. Nielsen, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Nov. 15. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Nielsen: I beg to acknowledge your
letter of the 13th, and while I am anxious to get the records
of the test of the acre of corn, peas, and soy beans out, we
have just begun the repetition of this experiment, and I feel
that it would be better not to make publication until we know
what the second season’s results are. I shall be glad, on the
completion of the acre feeding, which will be possibly about
fifty or sixty days from the present time, to let you know
what the record is this year.
“Will you not be good enough to let me know about the
threshing machines that you investigated? I shall be glad to
have the names of the manufacturers, and what you think of
the various machines. Of course, your information will be
confidential. The Koger machine is now in operation at this
station [in Tennessee], and is doing splendidly.
“Very sincerely yours, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Prof., Univ. of Tennessee,
College of Agriculture and Experiment Station, Knoxville,
TN.
597. Ruata, Guido; Testoni, Giuseppe. 1907. La soia
nell’alimentazione italiana [Soy in the Italian diet]. Ministero
d’Agricoltura, Industria e Commercio. Bollettino Ufficiale
6(6):698-718. Dec. 18. (Chem. Abst. 2:864). [35 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the
soybean (della Soia). Cultivation and its history in Europe.
Harvest and yield. Nutritional value of the soybean: Tables
show analyses according to König (10 tables), to Balland
(1 table analyzing 3 varieties, from Cambodia {Exposition
of 1900}, from Cochin China, and from Tonkin), to Gautier
(1 table), to Maurel (1 table), and to Lechartier and Joulie
(from Grandeau 1903, analyzing 3 varieties, from Etampes,
black soybean, and yellow soybean–all grown in France;
each either as is or dry). Tables of nutritional analyses by
Ruata & Testoni (includes the weight of 1,000 seeds for each
variety): I. Black soybean, from Vilmorin-Andrieux of Paris,
France; from Dammann & Co. [seedsmen] of Naples (Italy);

and from the Inst. of Hygiene of Bologna, Italy. II. Giant
Yellow, from Etampes (Pinolini), from Naples (Dammann),
from Bohemia (Boemia–Ingegnoli); III. Small yellow
soybean (from Dammann in Naples). IV. Green soybean
(from Dammann). V. Brown soybean (from Dammann). The
authors believe the Giant Yellow soybean is best adapted to
Italian conditions. The analysis of the variety from Naples
is as follows: Weight of 1,000 seeds: 205 gm. Water 9.80%.
Albuminoids 37.13% (albuminoidi, protein) Carbohydrates
24.40%. Fat 18.36%. Lecithin 1.62%. Crude fiber 4.47%.
Ash: 4.30%.
Preparation of soybeans (detailed descriptions and
nutritional analyses): The whole seeds, miso (Il miso), tofu
(To-Fu or to-fu), shoyu (fermented; made with koji), soy
flour and bread (farina e pane di soia, incl. experiments by
Brugia, and Rimini), soy polenta. Conclusions.
Three non-original illustrations (line drawings; between
p. 700 and 701) show three different full-size views of the
Soja plant, including: (1) Plant with roots. (2) Stem, leaves
and pods. (3) Stem and pods (Original from Pinolini 1905).
Several bar charts (following p. 712) give nutritional
composition comparisons of 12 staple foods, mainly
legumes, cereal grains, dairy products, and meat: Fig. 2–
Albuminoids (protein content); soya is the highest with
37.13%. Fig. 3–Carbohydrate content. Fig. 4–Fat content;
soya is highest with 18.36%. Fig. 5–Salt (Sali).
Other tables show: (1–p. 701): For four soybean
varieties, weight of 100 liters in kg and number of seeds per
kg. Soia d’Etampes yellow 72 / 7,400. Black soybean from
Podolia 74.5 / 7,400. Yellow soybean 72.5 / 8,550. Black
soybean 73 / 12,200. Note that the black soybean has by far
the smallest seeds.
Selected translations of the text: The first part of
the article discusses dietary problems in Italy, especially
pellagra, a skin disease caused by deficiencies in protein
and niacin. One of the causes seems to be the consumption
of corn, especially spoiled corn (maiz guasto) (p. 699-700).
The authors are interested in studying the soybean as a
potential new food for Italy, based on the examples from
other countries where it has been consumed for a long time
and where corn is unknown or almost unknown. They want
to take the initiative in getting the best possible advantage
from the introduction of soybeans as an Italian food (p. 700).
In Italy the varieties which grow well are the early black,
the yellow, the brown, the green, and the giant yellow; the
latter is similar to the variety Soya Etampes, which has been
acclimatized in France (p. 701).
History in Italy: According to Pinolini, the soybean
made its appearance around 1840, and has been cultivated
with success around Verona, along the Lombard coast of
Lake Maggiore, and near Mantua and Lucca (Mantova and
Lucchese). As far as we know, it either was cultivated or is
still cultivated in Liguria, Friuli, the Marches, and Emilia.
Around Naples, it is especially cultivated in San Giovanni
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a Teduccio, under the care of Dammann & Co., a seed
company (p. 702).
In the year 1906 in a field annexed to the Institute
of Hygiene, we conducted experimental cultivation of
soybeans, sowing the black variety from Podolia, sent to
us by the Vilmorin-Andrieux, a seed company in Paris. A
similar experiment was carried out on a larger expanse of
land, at the same time as ours and with the same seeds, by
Dr. Ignazio Buldrini at his farm near Bologna. The land
at the Institute of Hygiene, being rather rich in humus,
was fertilized with phosphate fertilizer at the rate of 500
kg/ha and potassium sulfate at the rate of 100 kg/ha. Dr.
Buldrini’s land, well supplied with potassium and phosphoric
anhydride,... was fertilized with plenty of manure. The seed
was planted on both fields in early May. The vegetation
developed regularly and in August we obtained a harvest that
yielded 1,500 kg/ha of seeds reaching perfect maturation (p.
703).
Brugia (1902) has conducted numerous experiments
in baking with soy flour, and here is what he writes about
it: “It is necessary to find an inexpensive food with great
nutritional value for the poor farmers and rural people. It
would be ideal to be able to make bread from soybean flour,
thus creating a food that would be physiologically balanced
and complete.” He first tried mixing soy flour with wheat
flour in the proportions 50/50 and 30/60, but the results were
unfavorable. Then they tried using brewer’s yeast in the
process and had very good results, except that the price was
a little high. It was then necessary to substitute a mixture
of bicarbonate of soda and cream of tartar (½ gm per 3 g
of flour) for the brewer’s yeast. This worked very well. He
then gives a table showing the nutritional analysis of the best
bread (p. 716). In the conclusions of his work, Brugia says:
“Soy flour cannot be used by itself in baking. But mixed with
wheat it gives an optimum bread, soft textured, complete and
balanced nutritionally, economical, and convenient. A second
table shows an analysis of soy bread published by Rimini
(1902) (p. 716).
Soy polenta, a mixture of soy and corn, was named
Soyenta by Haberlandt who first prepared it. It could be
of nutritional benefit to the people in those parts of Italy
who get almost all of their nutrients from polenta. We have
conducted numerous tests to find a type of Soyenta (to adopt
Haberlandt’s name) which, because of taste and ease of
preparation, could enter into the diet of our rural population
without difficulty. Here are the results of our experiments
with various types of Soyenta: (1) With whole yellow soy
flour: The resulting product does not have a soft consistency;
it is coarse and crumbles rather easily, but the taste is nice.
(2) With sifted soy flour: This product is not as good as the
previous one, because it is too sticky. The taste reminds us of
infant cereal made of wheat flour. (3) Soy flour mixed with
wheat flour in varying proportions: Not advisable because
it presents in various degrees the difficulties of the former.

(4) (p. 717). Soy flour mixed with corn flour: Best results
were obtained with a mixture of 1 part soy flour to 4 parts
corn meal (coarsely ground, Veronese style). The consistency
of this product is not unlike that of regular polenta, and the
flavor is also very close. Hot or cold it slices very well, and
overall it can be used just like regular polenta, but it has
more nutritional value (p. 717).
Note 1. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (April 2013) that mentions tofu, which it calls To-fu.
Note 2. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (April 2012) that mentions soy sauce, which it calls Il
shoyu (“shoyu”).
Note 3. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (March 2009) that uses the word “miso” (Il miso) to
refer to miso.
Note 3. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Jan. 2016) that uses the term albuminoidi to refer to
protein in connection with soybeans.
Note 4. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that mentions soy flour, which it calls farina
di soia.
Note 5. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Feb. 2016) that mentions lecithin in connection with
soybeans. Address: 1. Direttore dell’Istituto d’Igiene della
Regia Universita di Bologna (Director of the Inst. of Hygiene
at the Univ. of Bologna); 2. Insegnante nella Regia Scuola
Media Commerciale, Direttore del Laboratorio chimico
Compartimentale delle Gabelle di Bologna, Italy.
598. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Office report on soybeans: For
July, August, September, and October, 1907. Washington,
DC: Seed and Plant Introduction and Distribution, Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC. 15 p. Dec. 30.
Unpublished typescript. 28 cm.
• Summary: “From the data we had on hand last spring we
were certain that the acreage planted to soybeans was on the
decrease. It was exceedingly desirable to learn why this crop
had so diminished in favor, and if it were possible to increase
the acreage by introducing new and better varieties than
those which have been commonly grown. With this idea in
view, variety trials were conducted at Stillwater, Oklahoma,
New Orleans, Louisiana, Gainesville, Florida, Raleigh, North
Carolina, and Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia. In addition
to securing notes on the varieties, any other information
which would add to an understanding of the decrease in
acreage of soybeans was to be secured.
“Our interest in soybeans was aroused by the
comparatively large grain yield which a few of the varieties
made at Arlington last year, and the relative ease with which
the crop can be harvested and threshed in comparison with
cowpeas. Inquiry was made at all the Experiment Stations
visited, where soybeans had been grown, if any difficulty had
been experienced in harvesting and threshing. In only one
case, that of the Ohio Station, was any trouble reported. Only
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a few farmers who were growing soybeans were located, and
without exception they are well pleased with them. Nearly
all of the southern stations are growing them to a certain
extent, and are exceedingly anxious that they come into more
general use throughout the South, as they are judged superior
to cowpeas in nearly every respect.
“The Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky Experiment
Stations all have a considerable number of varieties under
trial, and all except Ohio are getting good results. In the
states north of the Ohio River soybeans are more especially
a grain crop, though they also produce a fair amount of
hay. At the Ohio station soybean do not do well for some
unknown reason. None of the varieties they have under trial
are making satisfactory growth, and they have a peculiar
tendency to set pods very close to the ground, so the
harvesting is very difficult. The only complaint I heard on
the threshing of soybeans was by the Ohio Station. In order
for soybeans to be a profitable crop the yield must be at least
15 bushels per acre, and there is difficulty in securing that in
Ohio. All of the large growing varieties are too late for the
conditions prevailing at Wooster [Ohio].
“In Lafayette, Indiana, soybeans do exceptionally well.
The Station considers them a very desirable crop. They are
there used only for grain production; they are harvested with
a mowing machine and handled the same as a hay crop.
The yield of seed readily amounts to 25 or 30 bushels per
acre, according to the station authorities. They have a trial
between seeding with a grain drill and planting in rows. The
drilled area seems to give the largest yield, and certainly the
best quality of hay or straw. The early or medium maturing
varieties give the best results. The late varieties are too late to
mature seed satisfactorily at this latitude. Ito San, Brownie,
Guelph, and Hollybrook varieties are the best in their trials,
Hollybrook giving the best results. Guelph is probably
second and the other two are about equal in value. The very
early varieties such as Ogemaw and Buckshot are entirely
worthless as they do not make not make sufficient plant
growth to yield a fair crop or either hay or seed. Soybeans
are grown quite extensively in the northern part of the state
where they seem to be admirably adapted for the production
of seed. It is claimed that the crop is becoming generally
grown over the entire state, and that it is an exceedingly
valuable one.
“The growing of soybeans in Illinois does not seem to be
as successful as in Indiana, though the station at Champaign
is very enthusiastic over the crop, Prof. Hume saying that the
yield is always above 15 bushels per acre. The forage or hay
is considered of very good quality and the grain is excellent
as a concentrate. The Station has used a grain binder for
harvesting soybeans and report it satisfactory. Of the
varieties under trial Ogemaw and Buckshot are considered
no god. Ito San is one of the best varieties and Guelph is
thought to be the best, the Station using it as their standard
to gauge the value of the other varieties. At the time of my

visit, Sept. 20th, Ebony, #9414 secured from us, showed up
best, and Prof. Hume was very enthusiastic over it. Brownie
makes an exceptionally fine growth, but seems too late to
mature seed. Some of the varieties have given considerable
difficulty in harvesting as they put on pods very close to
the ground. The growing of soybeans in the state is rather
limited, although in the southern part Prof. Hume thought
they were being grown quite largely. The Station is anxious
that the industry become more general as the plant is deemed
a valuable addition to Illinois agriculture.
“At the Kentucky station the growing of soybeans has
been tried for some time and has given very promising
results for the state. Prof. Garman thinks that soybeans are
much more valuable for Kentucky than cowpeas, as they are
more easily handles, adapt themselves to varying conditions
more readily, and give a larger yield. Prof. Garman has done
more variety testing and from his results, favors the medium
maturing varieties. The early ones he says are too small
growing to be valuable and the late ones are in danger of
being caught by frost before they mature. Ito San, Brownie,
Flat King and Amherst give very good results. Mammoth
does exceptionally well when the season is such as to allow
its maturing. The harvesting is done with a mower or binder,
and no trouble has been experienced in this operation. The
[seed] yield is good, being 20 or more bushels per acre.
Prof. Garman states that the curing of hay is done simply
by raking into windrows, and then cocking. No stakes or
poles are used nor is any covering with hay crops considered
necessary. They are considered one of the most valuable
crops for Kentucky, but, on account of farmers not being
familiar with them, their introduction has been rather slow.
“I found Director Morgan, of the Tennessee Experiment
Station, very enthusiastic about the growing of soybeans.
Prof. Morgan says they can be planted any time from
April to August and still make a crop. They yield more
grain per acre, and usually a higher quality of hay or straw
than cowpeas. Prof. Morgan is doing everything possible
to increase the acreage of soybeans in Tennessee, but is
making slow progress, as the farmers are not familiar with
the crop, and prefer growing cowpeas. A very interesting
feeding trial was carried out by the Tennessee Station last
winter. This trial consisted of feeding an acre each of corn,
cowpeas and soybeans to three lots of steers. The product
from each acre was used to feed one of the lots in the trial.
The yield of soybeans on the experimental acre was 20
bushels of grain and nearly 1½ tons of straw. The soybeans
gave decidedly the best results in this trial, producing the
largest amount of gain and making this gain considerably
cheaper than either of the other feeds. This trial Prof. Morgan
is using as an illustration to induce the farmers to grow more
soybeans. Of the varieties tried, Mammoth is considered the
best, as it makes the largest growth, matures satisfactorily,
and seems able to withstand drought better than any of the
others. Varieties of the Amherst type are also considered
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very valuable, but the very early ones are considered entirely
worthless for Tennessee. The harvesting is generally done
with a mower. A binder can also be used satisfactorily, and a
drop-rake reaper is spoken of quite highly. The curing is the
same as for ordinary hay. The harvesting must be done quite
early do avoid the danger of shattering seed and losing the
leaves. Prof. Morgan insists very strongly that the planting
should be in rows as the need in Tennessee is for more
clean cultivation, and soybeans in rows is one of the best
clean culture crops for the state. It is excellent to grow as a
preparation for alfalfa seeding, and it is also easy to prepare
the land for wheat seeding after soybeans. The Station has
experienced no difficulty in threshing. The Koger [cow]
pea thresher gave excellent results last fall on threshing
soybeans.” Continued. Address: Scientific Assistant [Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA].
599. Savornin Lohman, C. de. 1907. Aanwijzingen voor het
planten van Kadele [Instructions for planting soybeans].
Beknopte Gegevens over Cultuurgewassen, Hunne
Behandeling en Ziekten (Departement van Landbouw in Ned.
Indië (Buitenzorg)) No. 6. [Dut]*
• Summary: JN: Beknopt = Concise, brief, succinct.
Gegevens = Data, fundamental idea. Cultuurgewassen =
Cultivated crops.
600. Agricultural and Botanical Stations in the Bombay
Presidency [India], Annual Report. 1907. VI. Operations of
the Poona Agricultural Station. p. 73-80. For the year 190506.
• Summary: Section V, titled “Area planted to different
crops” (p. 74) contains a table showing that soybeans were
planted on field no. 6. Area: 1 acre and 13 gunthas. [Note:
40 gunthas = 1 acre]. Purpose: Fodder. The ground-nut was
planted field no. 8.
Section VII, titled “Forage crops” (p. 75) states that
maize, choli, and three varieties of soybeans were sown on
field no. 6. “The soybeans yielded poorly.” A table on that
page shows that variety no. 6 yielded 502 lb/acre, variety no.
13 yielded 196 lb/acre, and variety no. 16 yielded 295 lb/
acre, for an average yield of 331 lb/acre. By comparison, the
choli yielded 6,981 lb/acre, and the maize 3,037 lb/acre.
Seven varieties of groundnut (incl. the Spanish pea-nut)
were tested and treated with Bordeaux mixture (p. 76-77).
Three tables show the results.
Note: Bordeaux mixture, a combination of copper
sulfate and lime, began to be widely recommended as
a fungicide in Europe and North America in the 1880s.
Address: Prof. of Agriculture, Bombay Presidency.
601. Bailey, L.H. ed. 1907. Cyclopedia of American
agriculture. Vol. II. Crops. New York and London:
Macmillan & Co. xvi + 699 p. See p. 582-86. Illust. Index.
26 cm.

• Summary: The section (p. 99+) titled “Examples of crop
rotation systems in Canada, United States, and elsewhere,”
by S. Fraser, notes (p. 101) that soybeans are used in
rotations only in Illinois.
In Chapter 7, titled “Seeding, planting, and yields,”
tables show: (1) “Longevity of certain seeds” (p. 131);
soybeans have an average longevity of 2 years and
an extreme of 6 years. (2) “Percentage of purity and
germination of high-grade seed” (p. 133); soybean seed of
99% purity has a germination percentage of 95. (3) “Usual
planting dates” (p. 140); Feb.-April in California, May 15–
June 1 in Oregon, and April 1 in Washington state.
Note 1. The previous sentence seems to imply that
soybeans had been grown in Oregon by 1907–but we cannot
be sure.
The section titled “Soybean” by J.F. Duggar (p. 582-86)
has the following contents: Introduction and advantages.
Geographical distribution. Composition. Culture: Soil,
fertilizers, seeding, time to plant, inoculation, place in the
rotation, varieties, harvesting. Yield. Uses: As a feed (incl.
soiling), as silage, as a land renovator, as human food.
Enemies (relatively free from insect damage, rabbits–which
“are the worst enemy of the young plants, and a sufficient
area must be planted for both farmer rabbits,” nematode rootworms–next to rabbits, they “constitute the principal animal
enemy of the soybean on certain old sandy fields in the Gulf
states,” and sclerotium disease–a vegetable parasite).
The following soybean varieties are mentioned (p. 585):
Early maturity (75-95 days)–Early Yellow, Ogema, Ito San,
Early Brown. Medium maturity (95-110 days)–Medium
Black, Medium Green, Green Samara [Green Samarow],
and Olive Medium. Late (114-166 days)–Late Yellow or
Mammoth Yellow, Flat Black, Tamarat Sukun, Nalrade,
Asahi, and Best Green.
Page 585: “Harvesting. When soybeans are grown
for seed, it is necessary to harvest the plant as soon as the
earliest beans ripen; otherwise the pods split and shed the
beans. Harvesting may be done by the use of a self-binder,
self-rake or reaper or by the use of a corn knife. The small,
early varieties are too low for the use of binder or reaper,
and are best harvested for seed by a bean harvester or an
equivalent home-made implement, consisting of two knives
bolted to the shanks of a cultivator and sloping backward,
thus cutting the plants just below the surface. If this is not
available, the small varieties must be pulled by hand.
“In cutting soybeans for hay, the mower is commonly
used, but it is sometimes desirable to cut the large varieties
with a corn knife, in which case the cut plants are placed in
loose small bundles, which are turned over just before the
upper exposed leaves become crisp. A few days later these
loose bundles or hands are piled in cocks, butts inward, thus
making a large cock with a rather open center. The open
center is then capped by the use of several bundles placed
with the leaves near the center of the top of the shock. In
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cutting soybeans for hay, they should be past full bloom and
the seed-pods formed, but not filled. For the silo the date of
harvesting may be a little later, but before any seeds have
ripened.
“When soybeans are cut for hay with the mower,
the method of curing is the same as with other legumes,–
cowpeas, clover and the like. Soybeans grown for seed
should be cured with as little handling as possible, and this
handling, if practicable, should be in the early morning
and late afternoon to reduce shattering to a minimum. The
threshing is done with an ordinary grain thresher, with blank
concave. The seeds after threshing should not be bulked, as
they heat easily, but should be kept in thin layers to insure
soundness.”
Note 2. In this four-volume work, volume I is “Farms”
(1907), volume II is “Crops” (1907), volume III is “Animals”
(1908), and volume IV is “Farm and Community” (1909).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
that uses the word “implement” to refer to a machine used in
soybean production.
602. Bailey, L.H. ed. 1907. Cyclopedia of American
agriculture. Vol. I. Farms. New York and London: Macmillan
& Co. xviii + 618 p. Illust. Index. 27 cm.
• Summary: In Part I of this book, titled “The agricultural
regions,” soy beans are mentioned at Mississippi (p. 58; the
soils and climate are well adapted to growing a wide variety
of crops, including soy beans).
In Part III, “The soil environment,” Chapter XIV is
titled “Treatment of the soil by fertilizing agents” (p. 454513). Soy beans are first discussed at: The inoculation
idea (p. 457). As early as 1884, before the discovery of
the partnership between germs and legumes, Maxwell T.
Masters, the English botanist, wrote of inoculating the soil
with nitrifying bacteria in his book Plant Life on the Farm.
The isolation of the nitrifying and nitrogen fixing germs has
led to the cultivation of these organisms in special media.
Two of these preparations, “alnit” and “nitragin,” both of
European origin, failed to give the results in practice that
were expected of them, and have been abandoned. “The
question arises as to whether the seed, rather than the land,
may not be inoculated. In some cases, sufficient soil and
dust may go with the seed to supply the necessary germs.
This was found by the Illinois Experiment Station to be the
case with cowpeas, but not so with soy beans.” “The most
recent development in the United States is the recrudescence
of the idea of inoculating directly by means of pure cultures
of the germs. This is the result of work in the United States
Department of Agriculture. A study of germs as related
to the nitrogen supply was made by Dr. George T. Moore
and others. The conclusion was reached that there is only
one species, but that this species has different infective
power according as it has lived on one host or another. It
was suggested, also, that one reason why the old ‘nitragin’

was unsuccessful is because the germs were cultivated in
a nitrogenous medium and the germs became, so to speak,
nitrogen-surfeited. They were therefore cultivated in the
Department laboratory in nitrogen-free media and the germs
thereby were thought to remain active.”
In this same chapter, soybeans are discussed at: Lime in
relation to soil improvement (p. 481-82; soy beans should
be limed since they cannot thrive on extremely acid soils).
Practical advice on the use of commercial fertilizers (p. 484,
487; “For legumes a basic formula made up of ground bone
150 pounds, acid phosphate 600 pounds, muriate of potash
250 pounds, applied at the rate of 200 to 300 pounds per
acre, would be sufficient to supply the mineral needs of red
clover, alfalfa, and vetches and enable the plant to exercise
its function of securing its nitrogen from the air; in the
case of summer legumes, as the cowpea and soy bean, the
application may be increased by at least one-half, as these
plants must secure the entire amount of food needed for
their growth and development during a short period.”). Farm
manures: Their characteristics and values (p. 490, 493, 495;
one table (p. 493) shows the fertilizer ingredients (nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, and potash) in foodstuffs. Includes soy bean
plants for use as green fodder, and soy beans as grains; a
second table (p. 495) gives the composition of litter, incl. soy
bean straw).
The use of green-manures in soil improvement (by E.B.
Voorhees, p. 503, 507-08; plants which belong to the legume
or clover family do not depend solely on soil sources for
their nitrogen, but can secure it from the air; these plants
include soy beans. The soy bean is discussed in detail as a
green-manure crop on p. 507 and compared with the cowpea.
Sand or winter vetch grows much better on light, poor soil
than cowpeas or soy beans. Methods of inoculating soy
beans are discussed. A table (p. 508) shows the amount of
nitrogen contained in various green-manure crops. Soy beans
yield 6 tons/acre green, contain 60 lb of nitrogen, and 2,640
lb of organic matter).
603. Delwiche, E.J.; Moore, R.A. 1907. The relation of
orchard cover crops to soil moisture and soil freezing.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
24:379-85. For the year ended June 30, 1907.
• Summary: “To sum up, cover crops are used: (a) To
prevent deep freezing of the ground and thus avoid rootkilling of the trees; (b) to hasten the ripening of late wood
growth, and in a measure prevent top-killing; (c) to prevent
the soil from being washed away by heavy fall and spring
rains; (d) to hold soluble plant food in the soil, especially
nitrates; (e) to lessen evaporation in winter when no snow is
on the ground; (f) to add humus to the soil so as to increase
its water-holding capacity; (g) to prevent snow from being
blown away; (h) to supply nitrogen to the soil” (p. 380)
Ten plants were experimented with as cover crops–viz.,
cow peas, soy bean, crimson clover, hairy vetch, Canada
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field pea, oats, rye, millet, and rape–and some of these were
used in combination. It was found most easy to get a catch
crop with oats, rape, rye, and millet, and least with soy
bean, crimson clover, and hairy vetch. The relative order of
value in obtaining an early cover was: cow peas, soy bean,
oats, Canada field peas, rape, rye, millet, turnip, hairy vetch,
and crimson clover. The soy bean was the third best crop
in standing drought (after cow peas and oats), and the most
resistant to attacks of fungi, and the second most resistant to
attacks of insects (after cow peas). Rye is the most resistant
to frost, and the soybean is the next to last (before cow peas)
(p. 384). Address: 1. Superintendent, Northern Wisconsin
Sub Stations, Iron River; 2. Agronomist, Madison. Both:
Wisconsin.
604. Holm, Alex. 1907. Report of the General Manager,
Experimental Farm, Potchefstroom. Transvaal Department
of Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 221-70. For the year 1st
July 1905, to 30th June 1906. See p. 228, 256-57.
• Summary: Page 228 states that ¼ acre of soy beans were
planted in February, drilled in rows 2 feet apart at the rate of
20 pounds per acre of seed.
Pages 256-57 state: “Cowpeas and Soybeans:–Fully
three acres were sown with these, and again the cowpea
proved to be a better crop for this district. The early frost
at the end of March cut them down, and the crop was
mown and put into the silage pit. As a ‘green manuring’
crop cowpeas are worthy of attention.” Address: General
Manager, Experimental Farm, Potchefstroom.
605. Hunt, Thomas Forsyth. 1907. The forage and fiber
crops in America. New York, NY: Orange Judd Co.; London:
Kegan, Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. Ltd. xxi + 413 p. Illust.
20 cm. [5 soy ref]
• Summary: In Chap. VII, “Leguminous forage crops,”
the soy bean is listed among the main kinds (p. 120). One
table titled “Analyses of leguminous plants” (p. 135) gives
the composition of the whole plant (for forage use) and its
grain. Another table showing “Fertilizer ingredients” lists the
content of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash in the whole
plant, and the grain.
Chap. XIV, “Legumes for seed,” contains a long section
on the soy bean (p. 268-74). Its contents: Description.
Varieties. Distribution. Adaptation. Seeding. Cultivation.
Harvesting. Value.
In Chap. XXIII, “Fiber crops,” pages 394-96 discuss
hemp (Cannabis sativa) as a fiber crop. Closely related to
hop and ramie, it belongs to the mulberry family (Moraceae)
and is a native of western and central Asia, having been
cultivated in China from remote times. Address: Prof. of
Agronomy, New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell
Univ., Ithaca, New York.
606. Lan, J. 1907. Le maïs au Tonkin [Corn in Tonkin].

Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi) 10:212-28. Jan/
June. New Series. See p. 223, 226. [Fre]
• Summary: Soybeans (dau-tuong; Glycine hispida Maxim.)
were interplanted with corn in today’s Vietnam. In 1906
experiments were conducted by Messrs. Borel and Broemer
at the agricultural station of Quang-Ngai; they used soybean
cakes (tourteaux de soja) as a fertilizer for corn. Address:
Sous-Inspecteur d’Agriculture.
607. Strakosch, Siegfried. 1907. Das Problem der ungleichen
Arbeitsleistung unserer Kulturpflanzen [The problem of the
unequal production efficiencies of our crop plants]. Berlin:
Verlagsbuchhandlung Paul Parey. 110 p. No index. 23 cm.
[Ger]
• Summary: This book, dedicated to Julius Wiesner, “the
master of plant physiology,” looks at national food supplies
from the viewpoint of plant physiology. In the section on
“Calculation of assimilative effects,” a table (p. 44-45)
compares rye, wheat, corn, rice, soybeans, and potatoes in
their production per hectare of starch, digestible protein,
value of product in German marks, value of nutritive
elements consumed, assimilative effect (defined as the ration
of the value of the usable substance produced per unit area to
the value of the nutritive elements borrowed from the soil by
producing this substance), assimilative effect compared with
rye, and difference between the production and consumption
in German Marks. Soybean produces much more protein
per given area of land than the other crops, has the highest
assimilative ratio, 6.68 times larger than that of rye. Thus the
culture of soybeans should be the most remunerative.
In the same section, a bar chart (p. 48) shows the value
(in marks) of physiologically useful substance resulting from
withdrawal of one mark worth of soil nutrients. The soybean
gives the greatest returns of the 22 plants listed.
In the section on “Consideration of plant production
efficiency in crop rotations” (p. 66+), the legumes are
praised and soybeans are mentioned on pages 71 (the most
productive of all legumes with an enormous number of 668)
and 73. In this context, the work of Friedrich Haberlandt
with soybeans and his book, Die Sojabohne (The Soybean,
Vienna, 1878) are described in detail (p. 74-76).
Page 76: Haberlandt died soon after the publication of
his work on the soybean, and Hecke, who had made the goals
of his friend his own, also was not granted the privilege of
experiencing their final victory. At the College of Agriculture
in Vienna (Hochschule für Bodenkultur in Wien), the site of
the activity of both scholars, individual soy plants are still
planted every year and provide harvest without fertilizing of
100 to 150-fold.
In the last chapter, “Goals and consequences,” a table
(p. 102) shows the productivity in the northern U.S. states
of nine crops, including wheat, barley, corn, sugar beets,
peas, Jerusalem artichokes, and soybeans. In value of crop
per hectare, soybeans are third after Jerusalem artichokes
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(German: Topinambur; French: Topinambour) and sugar
beets. Two long footnotes (No. 122 and 123, p. 109-10)
discuss the importance in Japan of soybeans and the various
foods made from them including shoyu (Shoju, Shoyu),
miso, tofu, and yuba.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Dr., Wien-Hohenau.
608. Wing (J.E.) & Bros. Seed Co. 1907. Alfalfa: And how
to grow it (Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio: J.E.
Wing & Bros. Seed Co. 24 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [3 ref]
• Summary: On the front cover of this catalog, the word
“Alfalfa is written in large cursive sloping up to the right.
The catalog is not dated, but dates in the text (p. 17-19)
indicate clearly that it was published in 1907. On the back
cover is a black-and-white photo titled “In the alfalfa
meadows: Scene on Woodland Farm owned by the J.E. Wing
& Bros. Seed Co., Mechanicsburg, Ohio.” It shows two
children in a large square basket on a cart pulled through a
field of high alfalfa.
The company’s goal is to teach farmers about alfalfa
or lucerne (Medicago sativa)–”easily the ‘Queen’ of all the
clovers–and to sell alfalfa seed. The introduction states that
the company is composed of four men: Joseph E. Wing (the
senior member), Willis O. Wing, Charles B. Wing, and F.M.
Clemans (cashier of the local bank).
Pages 16-23 show that, in addition to alfalfa, the
company also sells various grains: Seed oats, beardless
barley, rye, buckwheat, seed wheat, corn (last year–1906–
they grew 8,000 bushels of corn from 90 acres), sugar cane,
kaffir corn, millets (Japanese millet {Panicum Crus-Galli
Major}, Hungarian millet, and German or Golden millet),
Soja beans (Ito San, Early Green, Medium Early Yellow),
Canada field peas, cow peas, vetches, True Dwarf Essex
Rape.
The long section on “Soja Beans” (p. 21-22) states:
“This is a plant which we believe deserves a very much
larger place in American agriculture than it is receiving. On
our own farm we have been growing these beans for a good
many years, and to say that we like them is putting it very
mildly. They serve several purposes. The plant is a legume,
and if the soil is inoculated with the proper bacteria the
nodules on the roots will rapidly fill the soil with nitrogen.
The grain of some varieties is one of the richest known
feeds, analysis of the Ito San having run as high as 38
per cent protein, and the average of many analyses being
above 30 per cent. As a forage plant the proper varieties
will make very large yields of hay, which, for nutrition,
compares favorably with alfalfa itself. We recommend the
Ito San for grain, and Medium Early Yellow for forage.
It is very valuable also to mix with corn fodder for filling
silos, our neighbor, Humphrey Jones of Washington C.H.
[Court House, Courthouse], usually growing 100 acres for
this purpose. The Ito San bean, in proper environment, will

yield as high as 40 bushels per acre, although on our own
farm, we are satisfied with 20 bushels. As grain they are
very greedily eaten by all kinds of live stock, although they
should be ground if fed to anything excepting sheep. We
have fed these beans to our young Dorset lambs, and by their
use have been able to entirely dispense with oil meal, as well
as practically all wheat bran, the beans, with a little ground
barley and alfalfa hay, making so rich a feed that nothing else
was required. They should be sown immediately after corn
planting. The following three varieties are best suited for
Ohio conditions.
“Ito San: This variety is our own standby for grain, the
plants usually growing from 18 to 30 inches in height and
the pods set very thickly. It should be sown on fertile soil, as
the pods will form so close to the ground that it is difficult
to save them unless they are so planted. Sow 20 pounds per
acre in drills from 22 to 28 inches apart. The plants keep the
weeds down. They may be harvested by hand, or if on fertile
ground so that the pods are not too close to the ground they
may be mown with a mower, or they may be harvested with
a bean harvester. They should dry in winrow [sic, windrow]
or small shocks for about a week, and then threshed with
either a bean thresher or an ordinary threshing machine with
the concaves removed. Cut when the pods have turned brown
but before they have begun to shatter. They must be handled
while the dew is on them to prevent shattering while being
harvested.
“Early Green: This is a dual purpose variety which will
yield a fair amount of grain and a large amount of forage.
“Medium Early Yellow: This variety is better adapted
to growing for forage than for grain. It will reach a height
of 3 feet or over on fertile soil, and has a large amount of
foliage.”
Note 1. Prices are got given in the catalog, but in a
separate price list. Note 2. This is the earliest catalog seen
(Nov. 2000) issued by the Wing Seed So. catalog. It is also
the second earliest document seen (Nov. 2000) by Joseph
Wing that mentions soy beans, or soy bean varieties.
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York. Address: Mechanicsburg,
Ohio.
609. Kellerman, Karl F.; Robinson, T.R. 1908. Progress in
legume inoculation. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 315. 20
p. Jan. 11. See p. 10-11, 18-19. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The use of pure cultures
of nitrogen-gathering bacteria. The effect of inoculation
upon the composition of the crop (“The amount of nitrogen
contained in a soy bean crop {in Michigan; see Bulletin 221}
was found in one case to be 113.55 pounds to the acre for the
inoculated plants and 75.95 pounds to the acre for those not
inoculated, yet the appearance in the fields was the same”),
danger in inoculation by soil transfer, results of cooperative
field tests, reports of inoculation experiments [with
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various crops] classed as successes, reports of inoculation
experiments [with various crops] classed as “doubtful,”
reports of inoculation experiments [with various crops]
classed as failures, summary.
“The peculiar value of legumes for maintaining and
increasing the fertility of soils is due to certain bacteria
which develop nodules upon the roots of leguminous
plants and which have the unique power of rendering the
free nitrogen of the atmosphere available for plant growth.
Without these bacteria, legumes, like other crops, exhaust the
soil of its combined nitrogen. In many regions certain types
of these important bacteria are abundant in the soil; in other
localities they must be imported, either by distributing soil
from a field where they are known to be present or by using
pure cultures of the proper organisms grown under artificial
conditions. The old method of importing the bacteria by
distributing soil from fields containing them is not only
expensive but there is a great danger of spreading weeds and
destructive crop diseases as well as the desirable bacteria.
Under modern conditions, therefore, it is wisest to depend
chiefly upon the intelligent manipulation of pure cultures for
inoculating leguminous crops.”
In the section titled “Reports of inoculation
experiments classed as successes” (p. 18) we read: “Soy
bean–’Inoculation increased nodules. On part of ground
I spread soil form a soy-bean field; on part I planted seed
with inoculating cultures; part of the field had no soil or
inoculated seed. Both inoculated seed and soil from a soybean field caused vigorous growth of nodules; no nodules
on ground not treated. Inoculated crop was dark green in
color; uninoculated light green. Where soil was fertile the
growth was about equal, but where soil was poor the growth
of the inoculated bean was more than double that of the
uninoculated’ (Cazenovia, New York).”
In the section titled “Reports of inoculation experiments
classed as failures” (p. 19) we read: “Soy bean.–’Plants were
carefully dug, but had no sign of nodules, either treated of
untreated. Culture may have been beyond the milky state but
did not appear frothy. Good rank root system but no nodules.
(Higganum, Connecticut).”
“Summary: 1. Abundant nodule formation improves the
chemical composition as well as increases the quantity of a
leguminous crop.
“2. Leguminous crops with nodules are more valuable as
green manure than leguminous crops lacking nodules.
“3. Nematode galls or root-knots resemble nodules in
appearance, but they are very injurious and care should be
taken not to confuse the two growths.
“4. It is wisest to depend upon pure cultures for
inoculating purposes. If soil is to be used, however, great
precautions should be taken in selecting and handling the soil
to guard against the introduction of weeds or plant diseases.”
Inoculation of wild hemp (Sesbania macrocarpa) is
discussed on p. 11. Address: 1. Physiologist in Charge of Soil

Bacteriology & Water Purification Investigations, USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry; 2. Asst. Physiologist.
610. Voorhees, Edward B.; Lipman, Jacob G. 1908. Sandy
soils and their improvement in the growing of forage crops.
New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
211. 30 p. Jan. 30.
• Summary: As part of the Hammonton Experiments, soy
beans were grown in 1904 (harvested Aug. 20; plowed
under), 1905 (harvested Aug. 4; yielded 3.050 lb/acre of
green fodder), and 1906 (harvested Sept. 24; yielded 4,875
lb/acre of green fodder). Prior to planting, the following
fertilizer materials were applied to the soil: Lime, acid
phosphate, ground bone, muriate of potash, and dried
blood. Systems of green manuring, with preference given
to leguminous crops such as soy beans, as a means of soil
improvement have been found particularly effective on light
soils. Address: New Brunswick, New Jersey.
611. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1908. The botanical section: Wheat
growing in the western Transvaal. Transvaal Agricultural
Journal 6(22):250-253. Jan.
• Summary: Page 253: “Crop Rotation and Manures: One
farmer leaves part of his wheat land fallow during the
summer, his object being to avoid taking too much plant food
out of the soil in one year, as is probably the case where a
summer crop of mealies follows wheat. Better results would
almost certainly follow the growth of some leguminose
crop such as Velvet-beans, Cowpeas, Soybeans, Pea-nuts
or Sugar-beans, which add nitrogen as well as humus to the
soil, and improve its texture as well as its crop-producing
power.” Address: F.L.S., Agrostologist and Botanist.
612. B. 1908. Cow peas and soy beans: They improve the
soil (Letter to the editor). Indiana Farmer 63(5):3. Feb. 1.
• Summary: This is the first of three letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department.”
“1st Premium [First prize].–The soy bean and cow pea
are leguminous plants, natives of the south. On account of
receiving nourishment principally from the atmosphere, they
are great fertilizers. They have only recently received much
attention as forage plants, except in a number of experiment
situations, where their great value as crops has been clearly
demonstrated... These plants can be used for soiling, pasture,
hay, ensilage or for seed, and fed as grain. If for hay, cut
when the plants are in late bloom. For ensilage, the crop can
be cut a little later.”
Discusses: How to harvest both plants. Proper kind of
soil, inoculation, preparation of the soil, planting, and yields.
Good land should produce 25 bushels of soy beans or 2½ to
3 tons of hay per acre.
613. Grantham, Arthur E. 1908. Report of the agronomist
for the season of 1907. Delaware Agricultural Experiment
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that mentions the soybean variety Middle Late.
Address: B.A., B.S.A., Agronomist, Newark,
Delaware.
614. Tennessean (The) (Nashville, Tennessee).
1908. Charter record (Ad). March 4. p. 8.
• Summary: “The following charters were
granted by Secretary of State Morton Tuesday:...
“Koger, Pea and Bean Thresher
Company, Hamblen County, capital stock
$50,000; incorporators, M.C. McCanless, S.M.
Holtsinger, H.M. Tate, J.S. Read, J.S. Capps.”
Address: Nashville, Tennessee.

Station, Bulletin No. 81. 20 p. March 1. See p. 12-15.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy Beans” (p. 12-15)
states that 13 soy bean varieties were grown for hay. A table
titled “Hay test of soy beans” (p. 13) lists thirteen soy bean
varieties: Early Black, Very Dwarf Brown, No.–12,399,
Medium Green, Medium Early Yellow, Dwarf Early Yellow,
Early Green, Olive Medium, Medium Early Black, Ito-San,
Hankow, Ogema, and Early Brown. Those with the highest
yield of hay per acre (in pounds) were: No. 12,399 (11,000
lb), Early Green (10,925 lb), and Early Brown (10,725 lb).
For each variety is also given the cutting date (from Aug.
28 to Sept. 21) and height of the plant in inches (38 to 52
inches).
A second table titled “Soy beans seed test” (p. 14)
gives the yield of 10 varieties obtained from the Indiana
Experiment Station and 11 varieties obtained from the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. Of these 21 varieties, the
highest seed yields came from Green (No. 19,186–32.1 bu/
acre), White Soy (No. 19,981–28.0 bu/acre), Nuttall (No.
19,183–25.5 bu/acre), and Middle Late (No. 19,985–25.5 bu/
acre). The source of each of these varieties giving the highest
seed yields was the USDA. Other varieties tested from
USDA: Olive Medium (23.1 bu/acre), Very Dwarf Brown
(11.5), Early Brown (19.8), Buckshot (No. 19,987–15.6),
Yellow (No. 20,406–24.3), Tokio (No. 19,986–16.5), and
Yellow (No. 18,619–Did not mature). Other varieties tested
from the Indiana agricultural experiment station: Soy (No.
12,399–18.9 bu/acre), Ito-San (18.5), Dwarf Early Yellow
(19.8), Medium Early Yellow (14.6), Medium Early Black
(14.6), Hankow (19.3), Medium Green (22.2), Early Black
(16.5), Early Green (9.0), and Ogema (15.2).
A photo (p. 13) shows a man standing in a field of soy
beans, which come up to his chest, and which yield 5 tons of
cured hay per acre.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2000)

615. Williams, C.G. 1908. The soybean.
Uses, varieties, culture and harvesting. Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No.
78. 8 p. March 25.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses: Hay,
silage, seed, soiling, pasture, improving the soil.
Varieties: Introduction, Medium Green, Ito San, Medium
Yellow, Medium Yellow, Mammoth Yellow, Medium Brown,
Medium Early Black. Soybean breeding. Culture: Soils
and fertilizers, seeding, cultivation. Harvesting: When?,
implements, curing, threshing.
The Introduction states (p. 1): “This station began
experimenting with soybeans 14 years ago [1894] and has
grown them continuously since, though much of the time in
a small way. For several years past it has been growing upon
the average, about fifteen acres annually.”
A table (p. 8) gives the composition, digestible nutrients,
and fertilizing constituents in 100 pounds of eleven feed,
including soybean silage, soybean hay, and soybeans (grain).
Concerning “Implements: In so far as the Ohio Station
is aware, no thoroughly satisfactory implements for cutting
soybeans are on the market. We have recently tried a new
bean harvester–a two-wheeled implement with two, long,
steel blades, between the wheels, which is supposed to cut
the bean stalks at, or just below the surface of the ground,
two rows at once, and windrow them–but have to pronounce
it a failure so far as cutting soybeans is concerned.
“The ordinary mowing machine with side delivery
attachment, and the old time self-rake reaper are probably the
best implements available. The mower without side delivery
is fairly satisfactory if soybeans are cut as recommended, but
if allowed to mature, the passing of the mower over the cut
swath will work havoc unless they are damp.
“If the crop is to go into the silo, the self-binder (wheat)
will be found to be the implement needed for harvesting. The
bound bundles handle very nicely.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2016) with the word “soybean” (or “soybeans”) in
the title.
Note 2. This is the earliest agricultural experiment
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station publication (Oct. 2016) seen with the word “soybean”
or “soybeans” in the title.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Medium Brown. Address:
Wooster, Ohio.
616. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Cowpeas. Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 318. 31 p. April 4. See p. 13.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cowpeas for hay.
Cowpeas in mixtures: Cowpeas and sorghum, Cowpeas
and corn, Cowpeas and Johnson grass, Cowpeas and millet,
Cowpeas and soy beans.
Cowpeas for pasture. Feeding value of cowpeas:
Cowpea hay, Cowpea seed, Cowpea straw,
Growing cowpeas for seed: Hand picking, Machine
picking, Mowing and thrashing, Cowpeas for soil
improvement.
Varieties of cowpeas: Whippoorwill, Unknown, or
Wonderful, New Era, Groite, Iron, Clay, Black, Taylor, Red
Ripper. Summary.
In the section titled “Cowpeas in mixtures,” a
subsection (p. 13) states: “Cowpeas and soy beans.–But
little experimenting has been done in growing soy beans and
cowpeas together, but the results obtained have been very
promising. Only the larger-growing soy beans, such as the
Mammoth variety, are suitable for this use. The soy beans
are strong enough to assist very materially in holding up the
cowpeas, and they also aid effectively in curing the hay. The
combination is therefore worthy of much more extended use.
The hay of this mixture is an exceedingly rich one, as the
composition of both plants is high in protein. Seeding should
be at the rate of a bushel of soy beans and a half bushel of
cowpeas to the acre.”
In the Introduction, the author states: “It is safe to say
that no one thing can add more to the agricultural wealth of
the South than the more extensive growing of the cowpea.”
Note: The “Letter of transmittal” at the front of this
Bulletin shows that B.T. Galloway was “Chief of Bureau”
of Plant Industry and Hon. James Wilson was Secretary
of Agriculture. Address: Scientific Asst., Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA].
617. M.H.F. 1908. Inquiries and answers: Soy beans.
Country Gentleman 73(2881):386. April 16.
• Summary: “I have one acre of land I want to put in
cabbage in 1909; I want to set them about March 1. The
land is lying out now; it is not in a high state of cultivation
at present: some sand in it and a red clay subsoil. What crop
would be best to plant on this land this year, peas or soy
beans? What kind of fertilizer must I use this year, and how
much? M. H. F. Humboldt, Tennessee.”
Answer: “Soy beans would be, all things considered, the
best crop for you to grow this year. Don’t put them out too
early. Wait till the soil is good and warm. Have the ground

in as good condition as possible at the time of planting the
beans. Put on one ton of lime per acre before the beans are
planted. Sow the beans broadcast, putting them on pretty
thick.” Address: Humboldt, Tennessee.
618. Galloway, B.T. 1908. Report of the Chief of the Bureau
of Plant Industry. Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA) p. 257-341. For the year ended June 30,
1907.
• Summary: A section titled “New forage crops” (p. 326)
states: “A new soy bean from Manchuria, which has been
named ‘Meyer,’ has yielded seed at the rate of 24 bushels
to the acre, outyielding any other variety grown on the
Arlington Experimental Farm. In view of the fact that the
culture of soy beans as a grain crop has been decreasing in
this country because the yield averages only 12 bushels to
the acre, this new variety is of great promise.”
The section titled “Arlington Experimental Farm”
(p. 295-98) states: “Many problems of a general nature
connected with crop growth and crop conditions are being
worked out at the Arlington Experimental Farm, which is in
charge of Prof. L.C. Corbett, some of the principal lines of
work carried on there being outlined below.”
Contents of this Arlington section: Investigations
conducted by various bureaus (incl. the bureaus of Forestry,
Entomology, Soils, and Plant Industry). Agronomic
investigations (for “extensive cultural and variety tests
of sorghums, cowpeas, and other legumes of promise for
forage, grain, or green manuring.” Also for grasses and
alfalfa). The drug garden. Soil improvement. Orchard
cultivation. The testing gardens. Greenhouses. Heating plant.
Nursery work.
Also discusses: Peanuts (p. 299-300). Hemp seed for
fiber (p. 327). Address: Chief of Bureau.
619. Wilson, James. 1908. Report of the Secretary of
Agriculture. Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA) p. 9-140. For the year ended June 30,
1907.
• Summary: A section titled “Soy beans for rotation on
rice lands” (p. 49) is identical to that found on page 48
of the 1907 Yearbook of the United States Department
of Agriculture (Published 1908). Address: Secretary of
Agriculture.
620. A.A.Y. 1908. Inquiries and answers: Pea harvester.
Country Gentleman 73(2885):488, col. 3. May 14.
• Summary: “In all articles relating to the cultivation of
peas and oats I see mention made of the ‘pea harvester,’
an attachment for the mowing machine. I fall to find any
one who knows of such an attachment. Is there such an
attachment as a ‘pea harvester,’ and where can it be had?
Answer: “The most effective machine I have seen work
is one recently invented for threshing peas and beans from
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the mown and cured vines. This machine was invented
primarily for the threshing of the southern cow pea, which
has been a difficult matter on account of the ease with which
the peas are split. I took a long trip to Tennessee solely to
see this machine work, and I saw it clean out cow peas,
soy beans, etc., perfectly, and though I did not see it thresh
white beans I have no doubt it will do it as well as the beanlike cow peas. A company has been formed to manufacture
this machine, and it will be on the market ere long and will
be advertised in the Country Gentleman.–W. F. Massey.”
Address: Jewett City, Connecticut.
621. Massey, W.F. 1908. The new pea thresher. Progressive
Farmer (The) (Winston-Salem, North Carolina). May 21. p.
5.
• Summary: “A great many have been very anxious to know
what pea thresher I have been referring to. Now that the
company is advertising their machine in The Progressive
Farmer I have no objection to saying that the machine I have
been writing about, and the machine I went to Tennessee
to examine and see at work, is the machine invented by Dr.
J.J. Koger, of Hawkins Co., Tennessee, and now advertised
by the Koger Pea and Bean Threshing Co., of Morristown,
Tenn. Having examined this machine thoroughly, fed pea
vines to it, and having seen it run out clean, unbroken peas
at the rate of half a bushel per minute from the dry hay, I
have no hesitation in saying that it is the machine I have
been hoping some one would invent for the last twenty years
or more. With one of these machines and a gasoline engine
a man can clean out all the peas of a large neighborhood
during the leisure time in winter, and leave the hay in the
best shape for feeding.
“There have been machines invented that will shell peas
well after they are gathered by hand. But the handpicking
is where the expense comes in. There are other machines
intended to harvest the peas from the vines. But these can
only be used in the field and during a short season, and waste
feed.
“The problem has been, as I have been saying for years,
to get a machine that would thresh the peas from the mown
vines and clean them out without breaking them. The Koger
machine is the first one I have ever seen that will do this, and
it does it well, Hence I have no hesitation in endorsing it.”
Address: Morristown, Tennessee.
622. Sawer, E.R. 1908. The place of legumes in our
agricultural system (continued). Natal Agricultural Journal
11(6):685-92. June 26. See p. 688-90.
• Summary: This is the most detailed article written up to
this time about soy beans in South Africa. The author soon
became the foremost advocate of the soy bean in South
Africa and in all of Africa. In section B titled “Legumes
as grain crops” (p. 688-91) we read: “3. Soy bean (Soja or
Glycine hispida). The various trials of soy beans have led

to the conclusion that these will constitute the principal
grain-producing leguminous crop for commercial cultivation
at Cedara. No other legume has produced, with chemical
manures only, so heavy a yield of grain; and no other
legume, except the lupine, has shown itself so much to be
depended upon as a grain-producer. The crops obtained have
not been heavy, according to ordinary standards–1,252 lbs.
per acre of shelled beans being the best result secured–but
when the high value of the grain is considered, a crop of
even half that amount is well worth growing. It is the richest
of all grains in albumenoids [albuminoids], surpassing
even oil-cake in this respect, and contains so much oil, as
to almost warrant its inclusion with the oil-seeds. As grain,
hay, or ensilage, it is well adapted for admixture with maize
to counteract the deficiencies of the latter crop. Results, as
shown in the preceding table, indicate November or early
December as the most desirable time for sowing the crop in
the midlands of Natal.”
The preceding table (p. 689) shows the “Yields in lbs.
per acre of soy beans sown at different times.” Tests were
conducted using the Henderson’s Early Green variety of
soy bean. The first soy beans were planted on 11 Aug. 1903.
Additional lots were planted at roughly 2-week intervals (19
more times) until the 6 of May 1904. Data is given on the
date of harvest (starting 11 Jan. 1904), and the yield of grain
(soy bean seeds) and straw. Similar tests were conducted
during 1904-05, and 1905-06, and the results are reported in
the same table. The highest yield of seed in 1903 was 920 lb/
acre from soy beans planted on 17 Nov. 1903 The highest
yield of seed in 1904 was 780 lb/acre from soy beans planted
on 24 Nov. 1904. The highest yield of seed in 1906 was
1,252 lb/acre from soy beans planted on 17 March 1906.
“The following results of manure experiments with the
soy bean afford a graphic illustration of the lack of natural
fertility of the Cedara soils and the ready response to liberal
applications of fertilisers. It would appear that phosphoric
acid is the principal requirement of the soy bean in this and
similar soils.”
This table shows the results of trials with the Early
Green variety of soybeans sown on 4 Nov. 1904 and
harvested on 13 March 1905. When no manure was applied,
the yield of soybeans was only 45 lb, but when 180 lb of
superphosphate was applied, the yield was 495 lb.
“Later results point to progressively heavier yields,
which may be attributed to the benefits of constant
cultivation and the accumulation of humus and the residues
of fertilisers.
“Of the numerous varieties of soy beans to which
trials have been afforded with a uniform manuring of
superphosphate, the following may be cited as worthy of
adoption in order of merit:–Early Green, Yellow Seeded,
Black Seeded, Giant Yellow, Santa Margherita. The
following have failed:–Brown Seeded, Green Samarow.”
Note 1. This document contains the earliest clear date
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seen for soybeans in South Africa, or the cultivation of
soybeans in South Africa (11 Aug. 1903). The source of these
soybeans may have been the United States, but the author
gives no information on this subject in this two-part article.
Part I is Jan. 1908, 11(1):36-44. It discusses lucernes, tares or
vetches, lentils, melilotus, and lupines, but does not mention
soy.
Note 2. Cedara is an agricultural experiment station
located near Pietermaritzburg, Natal Province. As of 1991 it
was called the Cedara College of Agriculture.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen that uses
the word “albumenoids” or “albumenoid.” The term
“albuminoids” was first seen in 1879.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Giant Yellow.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that mentions superphosphate (as a
fertilizer) in connection with soy beans. It was often
previously named “acid phosphate.” Address: Director,
Experiment Stations.
623. Quereau, Friend C. 1908. The relation of steer feeding
to farm economics. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 79. 28 p. June.
• Summary: The section titled “Comparative feeding values
of acre yields of corn, soy beans and cowpeas” (p. 9-19)
notes that one advantage of feeding steers on the farm is the
maintenance of soil fertility. This was well demonstrated
in these experiments to test the feeding capacity of acre
plats of corn, soy beans, and cowpeas, the manure in each
case being returned to the plats, and the economy of this
conversion of the crops into beef as compared with direct
sale of the crops. In 1906-07 an acre of corn lasted 4 steers
for 54 days and produced a gain of 129 pounds; a acre of
soy beans lasted a similar lot of steers 80 days and produced
a gain of 406 pounds; an acre of cowpeas lasted 54 days
and produced a gain of 289 pounds. In 1907-08 the gains
for the corresponding lots of steers were–for the corn lot,
203 pounds; the soy bean lot, 541 pounds; and the cow pea
lot, 327 pounds. The results afford an excellent illustration
of the advantage of growing and feeding legumes to steers

from the standpoint of maintaining soil fertility on the farm.
By returning the manure after feeding the crops, there was a
marked increase in the productiveness of the soil, especially
in the case of the soy beans, with which the feeding capacity
of 4 steers was increased from 80 days in 1905-06 to 100
days in 1908-09. The cost of growing the soy beans in these
experiments was about $13 per acre.
“The section titled “The threshing of peas and beans”
(p. 26-28) states: “It has been out of the question to feed
cowpeas and beans to live stock on account of the difficulty
of procuring seed. The difficulty has been that machines
for threshing cowpeas particularly have not been available
to the grower... This Station has tested for two years, with
very satisfactory results, an implement invented and built
by a Tennessee farmer, Dr. J.J. Koger, of Rogersville.”
A detailed description of the thresher and its operation is
given. “The Station threshed 200 bushels of cowpeas and
soy beans during the past season, of which there were 10
varieties of soy beans and 8 varieties of cowpeas. The vines
from which this grain was threshed represented all degrees of
toughness and stages of curing. This was due to experiments
in the curing of soy beans and cowpeas that the Station was
carrying on.”
“A detailed description of the machine is given because
it is considered that a machine that will facilitate the
handling of peas and beans will do much toward stimulating
their more extensive culture” (p. 28).
Photos show: (1) Three fields of harvested corn, soybeans, and cowpeas (cover). (2) Four cows fed from the
soy-bean acre (p. 11). (3) Cuts of beef fed from the soy-bean
acre (p. 16). (4) The Koger pea and bean thresher (p. 27).
Address: Animal Husbandman, Knoxville, Tennessee.
624. D.M.M. 1908. Re: OK for Mr. Morse to proceed to
Chestertown, Maryland. Letter (memorandum) for Prof.
C.V. Piper [Head, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA], Seattle,
Washington, July 3. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Memorandum for Prof. C.V. Piper: I transmit
herewith letter of instructions in favor of Mr. William J.
Morse, under letter of authorization No. 4654, authorizing
him to proceed to Chestertown, Md. [Maryland], to examine
tests of green manure crops.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 107.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Office of Asst. in Charge,
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Office of Seed and Plant
Introduction and Distribution, Washington, D.C.
625. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Soybeans and cowpeas. Letter
to Prof. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and Distribution,
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Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, July 27. 6
p. Handwritten, with signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from Nelms House hotel
(Edward Waddle & Sons, owner-Mgrs. Electric lights. Bath
rooms on each floor) in Griffin, Georgia. “Dear Prof. Piper:...
“I had a very good week last week. At Columbia, Tennessee,
Mr. W.P. Ridley has been growing soybeans and making
a success of it. Last year he averaged a little more than 20
bushels per acre. He grows them in cultivated rows 32 inches
apart and thinks them a great crop. He has about 50 acres
this year and they are looking fine. He threshes them with a
Huber Pea and Bean Thresher, but says it is not satisfactory
as it works too slow. Mammoth is the variety he grows.”
“At Columbia I also found Mr. H.B. Hanson growing a
number of soybeans, and he was well pleased with them. He
is hunting a thresher as he says that is the one difficulty about
the crop, the threshing can’t be done satisfactorily.
“At Mulberry, Tennessee, J.H. Jolley sold the past winter
$500.00 worth of soybeans and had 50 bushels left from 20
acres of ground. He averaged a little more than 15 bushels
per acre on rather poor soil. He has about 40 acres this year
but they are not looking very well. He has them planted in 24
inch rows, which is to close to cultivate at all satisfactorily,
and he now thinks they should be 30 to 36 inches. He is
well pleased with them and considers them very valuable.
He thinks there will be many planted in that neighborhood
next year. He does his threshing with a grain separator
with reduced sped of the cylinder and claims it does very
satisfactorily... next spring he wants our best varieties of
soybeans and some of the medium strains. He is O.K.
“At Cleveland, Tennessee, Mr. J.D. Patton is growing
quite a number of soybeans, mostly Hollybrook. They are
blooming profusely now. Mr. Patton is trying out 7 or 8 of
our varieties but they are not doing well, nor his Hollybrook
alongside of them, though in other places looking all right.
He has Meyer, Flat King, Amherst, Haberlandt and a few
others growing, and in this lot Haberlandt is the best, but it is
not making good growth.
“Mr. Beard of Beard & Hall is also growing soybeans
and likes them fine.” They “hog them rather than having
to wait for a threshing machine to do the work, as it is not
pleasant to thresh them.
The varieties of soys at Auburn [Alabama] all look
fine. Edward and Mammoth looked so much alike we could
hardly distinguish between them. Shanghai is looking fine
and so is Acme. Acme seems to be the nicest looking one.”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Aug.
2013) that mentions the soybean variety Edward.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers

Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
626. Webber, Fred S. 1908. Fertilizing a farm (Letter to the
editor). Country Gentleman 73(2897):744, col. 2. Aug. 6.
• Summary: Eds. Country Gentleman–I own and operate a
16-acre farm. I have about 6 acres in potatoes, 4 in corn, 4 in
grass, and 2 in vegetables. I have no cows, one pig, one horse
and 50 hens... Can I depend on commercial fertilizers, or can
I afford to buy barn-yard manure at $4.50 per ton?
Answer by Prof. L.A. Clinton. “You certainly cannot
afford to buy barn-yard manure at $4.50 per ton. This is an
exorbitant price to pay, and it would be far better to make
use of cow peas, soy beans, Canada field peas or clover as
a green manure crop, supplementing this with commercial
fertilizers, rather than to buy stable manure at the price you
mention.” Address: Hampden County, Massachusetts.
627. Country Gentleman. 1908. Horticultural Department:
The Wisconsin Society. Meeting at Sturgeon Bay.
73(2903):890-91, col. 1. Sept. 17.
• Summary: “’Cover Crops; their Use in Orchard
Management,’ by Prof. J.G. Moore, University of Wisconsin,
gave the following reasons for their employment: To hasten
the ripening of late wood growth, and, in a measure, prevent
top-killing; to prevent deep freezing of the ground, and thus
avoid root killing; to prevent washing of the soil by heavy
fall and spring rains; to lessen evaporation in winter when
there is no snow on the ground; to hold soluble plant food
in the soil, and to increase the amount already there; to
add vegetable matter to the soil so as to increase its waterholding capacity and give it better tilth.”
“For the well-known cover crops which may be used as
circumstances require, the following quantity of seed should
be used per acre: Hairy vetch, 1 bushel; crimson clover, 10
lb.; field peas, 2 bushels; cow peas, 4 to 5 pecks; soy beans,
3 to 4 pecks; rye, 1 to 1% bushels; oats, 1% to 2% bushels;
millet, 6 pecks; turnips and rutabagas, 4 lb. It is well to
harrow the ground just before sowing, and to put in the crop
exactly the same as for field conditions.”
628. Lipman, Jacob G. 1908. Bacteria in relation to country
life. New York, NY: Macmillan Co. xx + 486 p. See p. 231,
245, 258. Sept. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 23, titled “Soil-inoculation” (p. 221+)
begins with a discussion of the early research of Hellriegel
and Wilfarth, tests concerning legume nodules conducted in
1887 at the Moore Experiment Station at Bremen, Germany,
and the development in Germany of “pure cultures” and of
Nitragin followed by many disappointments from 18961898, “which cast discredit on artificial cultures.” Yet there is
now hope that they will be made to succeed.
The section on “Soil-inoculation in the United States”
states (p. 230-31) that at first, crops such as clovers,
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cow-peas, field-peas, etc. did not appear to require any
inoculation. “It was otherwise with at least two leguminous
crops, soybeans and alfalfa. Soybeans, originally introduced
into the United States from Japan, did not do very well.
They frequently failed to develop that healthy, dark green
color characteristic of vigorous leguminous plants. Careful
examination showed their roots to be devoid of tubercles.
Soybean earth, straw and chaff were obtained from Japan
and placed in the ground together with the seed. The plants
thus inoculated developed normally and produced an
abundance of tubercles.
“This experience demonstrated the need of soilinoculation of soybeans. Many cases are reported in
experiment station literature in which these inoculations gave
positive results. For instance, in the experiments of the New
Jersey Station, on light sandy soils at Hammonton, when
cowpeas and soybeans were planted in the same ground, the
former grew luxuriantly and gathered nitrogen from the air
by means of their numerous nodules, while the soybeans
remained small and yellow and produced no tubercles. It was
not until the introduction of some soil from a field where
these plants had been grown successfully for several years
that the soybeans developed properly and grew as luxuriantly
as did the cowpeas.
“Similar observations were made time and again in the
case of alfalfa.” Figure 38 (three photos, p. 224) shows three
soybean plants and their roots: (a) the largest, with nodules
on the roots, is inoculated with soil; (b) medium size with no
root nodules, is untreated; (c) thin and with no root nodules,
is “inoculated with soybean chaff.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2011) that contains the term “soybean chaff.” It
refers a by-product that results when soybeans are threshed
or the seeds cleaned.
In the Chapter 24, titled “Green-manuring” we read
(p. 245): “The cowpea, soybean, and velvet bean as greenmanure crops.–On the sandy soils of the East, the cowpea,
soybean, sand vetch, crimson clover, and velvet bean have
been widely used for improvement of the land. In the
cotton-growing states of the South, the cowpea is almost
indispensable as an aid in the maintenance of the humus
and nitrogen of the soil.” Soil bacteria decompose the vines
and roots. “The soybean, which is related to the cowpea,
has also been used as a green-manure on light soils. It does
well, however, also on heavier soils, provided it is properly
inoculated, and is not as readily injured by cold weather.”
A full-page black-and-white photo (p. 258) shows “A
thoroughly inoculated crop of soybeans” growing in a large
field.
Chapter 1, titled “The rise of bacteriology” (p. 1-12)
gives an interesting, early history. Leeuwenhoek (lived
1632-1723) in Holland first beheld bacteria with his lenses
in 1675; he called them “animacules.” “He recognized
differences in their appearance and size as well as in their

mode of motion.” These and subsequent observations “gave
rise to much speculation and heated discussion concerning
the relation of the animacules to animal diseases”–and to the
issues of contagion and spontaneous generation. Belief in
spontaneous generation had existed since the Middle ages,
and the discovery of bacteria seemed to support the ancient
theory. But various experiments from 1765 to 1875 gradually
disproved the theory.
“The physiology of bacteria.–Pasteur’s epoch-making
investigations on fermentation shed a broader light on the
activities of microörganisms. His work plainly indicated
that the various kinds of bacteria possess specific functions
and differ in the chemical changes which they produce. This
work may, therefore, be regarded as the starting point for
much fruitful research... Bacteria were to be distinguished,
henceforth, not by their appearance alone, but by the
chemical transformations of which they are capable. They
were to be regarded as chemical agents of wide significance,
builders and destroyers in vegetable and animal substances,
in organic and inorganic materials, in the presence or absence
of air.
“Bacteria as a cause of disease.–The study of bacteria,
and of other microorganisms, as agents of decay, putrefaction
and fermentation, gained in interest with the recognition
that bacteria may also be the specific cause of disease. As
far back as 1762, the belief was expressed by Plenciz, a
Vienna physician, that disease is the result of infection by
animalcules; and, more important still, that every disease
has its particular germ. The views of Plenciz met with no
acceptance, and were soon forgotten amid the clashing
opinions on spontaneous generation” (p. 6).
During the 1800s important advances were made by
Bassi, Henle, Pasteur, and Lemaire. Lister developed a
method of antiseptic surgery (1868), “through which medical
science has achieved splendid results.” “The investigations
of [the German bacteriologist Edwin] Klebs during the
Franco-Prussian War [July 1870–May 1871] traced the
entrance and development of bacteria in wounds and
their passing into the circulatory system. Klebs and other
investigators also noted the constant presence of bacteria
in diphtheric infections.” “The systematic study of bacteria
was furthered by the work of Schroeter, published in 1872.”
Ferdinand Kohn then articulated the “opinion that, among
bacteria, as among more highly organized organisms, there
exist definite species fairly constant in their structure and in
their physiological activities.”
“Anthrax bacillus.–In 1876, [the German Robert] Koch
[1843-1910] demonstrated clearly and convincingly that
anthrax in cattle is due to a specific germ, and thus confirmed
a fact already, indicated by the observation of others. He
isolated the anthrax bacillus in pure culture, studied it under
the microscope, and showed that he could produce anthrax in
other animals by inoculation from such cultures” (p. 8).
“Bacteriology and agriculture: In agriculture, the
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development of bacteriology has given us a new insight into
the nature of soil fertility. We have learned to regard the
soil as a culture medium with its almost endless number of
species and varieties of bacteria, specialized to do important
work in the transformation of soil, nitrogen, hydrogen,
sulfur;...” We have also “made some progress towards
successful systems of soil-inoculation.”
Chapter 47, titled “Bacteria in miscellaneous agricultural
industries,” states (p. 456-57): “The preparation of natto.–
Natto is a vegetable cheese made in Japan by fermenting
boiled soybeans. The fermenting mass is kept in a warm
place for one or two days, at the end of which time it has
become filled with vast numbers of bacteria. The material is
then found to contain a large proportion of a mucilaginous,
viscous substance, which is highly esteemed by the
Japanese.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that uses the word “mucilaginous” or the
word “viscous” to describe Japanese natto.
“The bacterial flora of natto consists at first largely of
bacilli, but subsequently spherical forms become prominent.
“Two rod-shaped organisms, isolated by Sawamura,
were found to change boiled soybeans into a product similar
to natto. One of these produced the characteristics taste and
aroma, but did not develop a strong viscosity in the beans.
The other organism was found to possess a more pronounced
ability to form mucilaginous materials, but did not develop
as desirable a taste and aroma. The changes produced by
these organisms in the preparation of natto were shown to be
due to enzymes secreted by them.”
Note 3. Although the date on the title page of some
editions is 1911, the copyright page and last page of the
Preface indicate that it should be Sept. 1908.
Facing the title page (frontispiece) is a painted portrait
of Antoni Van Leeuwenhoek (pronounced lay-ven-hook),
a Dutch naturalist (1632-1723), who “is generally cited as
the first to discover bacteria” [or microorganisms]. Address:
A.M., Ph.D., Soil Chemist and Bacteriologist, New Jersey
Agric. Exp. Station, New Brunswick, New Jersey, and Assoc.
Prof. of Agriculture at Rutgers College.
629. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.
Chinese bean oil. Manufacture into oil and cake in Shantung.
No. 336. p. 114-15. Sept.
• Summary: “Consul Wilbur T. Gracey, of Tsingtau,
transmits the following report relative to the production
of [soya] beans and bean oil in the Chinese province of
Shantung:
“One of the principal exports of Tsingtau is bean
oil, produced in the Shantung hinterland, amounting in
1906 to 146,160 hundredweight, in addition to 108,859
hundredweight of peanut oil. In the same year the export
from all China of bean oil, peanut oil, tea oil, wood oil, etc.,

was 430,866 hundredweight, valued at $8,504,440 United
States currency. The export of the oils alone from Tsingtau
during the year 1906 was valued at $952,428. The refuse
from the beans was pressed into bean cakes and exported
from China to the amount of 2,423,834 hundredweight,
valued at $10,136,611, the shipments from Tsingtau being
57,457 hundredweight. The method of producing the oil
cakes may be of interest.
In Shantung province only one crop of beans is
grown annually, a Chinese mau (4,200 square feet) of land
producing about 300 pounds of beans, 10 per cent of which
is saved for planting and the remainder sold or made into
bean oil and bean cakes. It is estimated that 10O pounds of
beans will-produce approximately 10 pounds of oil.
“The vines are grown on a wooden framework. Small
pine poles or stout bamboos form the upright stanchions,
with crosspieces of smaller bamboos, and a series of even
smaller poles covering the whole roof of the structure and
supporting the weight of the vines. The cost of the large
stanchions is from $1 to $2 gold each, large bamboos being
about 25 cents to 50 cents each, and the smaller ones from 5
to 10 cents.
“Harvesting and pressing: The bean vines are cut
entirely by hand with a primitive hook-shaped knife
manufactured from iron and sold at a small price... They are
dried on the hillsides or on the thrashing floor of the village
and the pods removed by a small stone roller pulled by an ass
or, occasionally, by the farmer’s wife or by the use of a flail.
Each village farmhouse has its thrashing floor, a patch of
smooth ground about 50 feet square. The beans are separated
by winnowing, a small wooden fork or shovel being used to
throw pods in the air on a windy day, the chaff being carried
away by the wind. No modern machinery is used for any of
these processes.
“The oil is extracted and bean cakes manufactured in
one process. A rough press is constructed of wood and iron,
a sketch of which is forwarded [and filed at the Bureau of
Manufactures]. A cylinder of iron has a solid wooden top,
upon which a crossbeam is supported which runs through
a long slit in two heavy poles on either side of the cylinder.
These stout wooden stanchions are from solid pieces of
wood, planted solidly in the ground.
The beans are boiled for some time to soften them, then
measured off into rough cloth bags. Four of these bags are
placed in the iron cylinder, separated by round slabs of wood.
A heavy cover is placed on top, the strong pole placed across
this and through the slits in the upright stanchions, small
wedges driven in between the cross pole and the stanchions,
and with continual driving of more and more wedges the oil
is extracted from the beans, running off into a trench which
surrounds the cylinder, the beans in their bags being pressed
into cakes about 18 inches in diameter and about 3 inches
thick. The cloth bags are then removed and preserved for
future use, the resulting hard cake being the well-known
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bean cake of China.
“In Shantung Province bean cakes are manufactured
principally in and near the towns of Kiaochow and Kaumi,
though bean-cake presses can be found in use outside most
of the big cities to the north of Tsingtau.
“Shipping and prices: The average price of bean oil is
from 4½ to 6 cents per pound. Most of the shipping of these
products is carried on by natives almost entirely by Chinese
vessels, each carrying 300 to 400 ‘baskets’ of oil. These
baskets are really large jars–a basket contains about 200
pounds of oil–with earthenware covers, which are sealed by
paper seals, the entire jar being covered with a willow basket
work for protection, and it is from this covering that they
derive their name.
Bean cakes are not packed, being easily transported as
though they were solid pieces of wood. The average price is
about 1½ cents gold for 1.33 pounds, and a whole cake sells
at 60 cents to 70 cents. They are sent in large quantities to
other parts of China and to Japan, where they are used for
feeding cattle and fertilizer. The oil is exported principally to
South China.
“A peculiar fact which has recently been communicated
to me is that cattle fed with a certain amount of bean cake in
their food produce milk which contains from 7 to 8 per cent
butter fat, while the ordinary cow’s milk contains only about
3 to 4 per cent of fat.” Address: Washington, DC.
630. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1908. Soy or
soja bean. 19(10):811. Oct. 2.
• Summary: The Soy or soja bean “comes from Japan, and
of late years has attracted attention as an annual leguminous
plant which produces the richest of all beans in protein and
fat. It closely resembles the cowpea... They give a greater
yield of beans than cowpeas. They are not trailing in habit,
hence are more easily harvested.”
“As a food for pigs, either as beans, green forage, or
hay, it has a high reputation. The animals fatten quickly,
are always thrifty, with strong appetites; the hair and skin
acquire a glossy look, and the skin feels as if they were fed
on oil meals.”
Yields as high as 10 bushels/acre were obtained.
Address: Australia.
631. Lane, C.H. 1908. Re: Please send literature on the Soy
Bean. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Oct. 12. 1 p.
Handwritten, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I am writing you for literature on
the Soy Bean with special reference to ‘Mammoth Yellow’–
touching the following points:
“(1) Feeding value.
“(2) Into what systems of rotation will each go?–
Mammoth Yellow, Medium Yellow–soy varieties.
“(3) Into what types of farming does each go?

“(4) What influence will the varieties have upon the
system of farming or rotation?
“(5) Effect of crop & environment upon the soil?
“I shall be very grateful for references to the above
subjects.
“I am, Sincerely yours, G.H. Lane.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station,
Knoxville, TN.
632. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: I will try to answer your
questions about soybean varieties. Letter to Mr. C.H. Lane,
Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, Oct. 31. 3 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Your letter of some time ago to Prof.
C.V. Piper has been handed to me for attention. I have been
looking up literature on soybeans for a year or more and
have not found anything bearing on the questions you ask
in your letter. The feeding value of soybeans has been given
only for the crop in general and for no particular variety. At
no place have I found anything at all bearing on your second
question, ‘Into what systems of rotation Mammoth Yellow
and the Medium Yellow would fit?’ Personally, I think it is
necessary in most cases to allow a full season for Mammoth
and not try to grow it in the same season as some grain crop
such as oats or wheat. Some years it will do well planted late,
but it has to be pretty far south in order to give reasonably
good results. The Medium Yellow, however, or the medium
maturing varieties, of which there are a great number, might
be utilized for this purpose, but I think better results would
be secured by growing the Mammoth an entire season.
“Your third question, ‘Into what types of farming would
each go?’ is rather too broad for me to attempt to answer.
There is no literature on this that I have found any place.
In my opinion, the soybeans fit into grain farming or dairy
farming perhaps better than stock farming. However, this is
a matter that I do not wish to be specific on. as I do not know
enough about it, and doubt if you can get anybody who can
give you absolutely reliable information on the question.
“Your fourth question, asking what influences the
varieties will have upon the system of farming or rotation,
there is also no literature available upon this, and I can say
nothing further than I have already said in speaking on the
previous two questions. Where a man is growing wheat and
oats so that he might use the medium maturing varieties, but
where corn enters the rotation I think it would be advisable
for him to use the entire season for a crop of soybeans, and
in that case Mammoth would be the best. It is a mooted
question in my mind whether in dairy farming, where the
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object is to get as much material as possible off a given area
of land, whether it would be more desirable to grow the
medium varieties and get two crops in the season, or grow
Mammoth or some other late variety and get only a single
crop. As far north even as Washington [D.C.], it is almost
out of the question to get two crops in a season even of the
medium maturing varieties. It would be necessary to grow
very early ones and they are too small growing for two crops
to equal in value a single crop of some of the later varieties.
“The effect of the crop and environment upon the soil
I have also failed to find any literature upon, but in my own
work have in the main found the effect of the crop on the
soil to be good. However, I have observed several times that
where a large crop of soybeans, say 25 to 30 bushels per
acre, has been produced, the succeeding grain crop is likely
to be small unless the ground is fertilized with a mineral
fertilizer, especially phosphoric acid. There is no question in
my mind but what the crop adds materially to the nitrogen
content of the soil. I regret that I am not able to give you
reference to reading matter on the questions you ask, but I
believe I am safe in saying that there is no literature available
anywhere.
“I trust what little information I have given you will be
of service to you.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
633. Country Gentleman. 1908. Horticultural Department:
Fertilization of strawberries. 73(2911):1082, col. 1. Nov. 12.
• Summary: “In case no manure is available, or where it can
be obtained only with difficulty, the soil may be brought into
suitable condition for strawberries by turning under a green
manuring crop,... Among the green-manuring crops likely to
prove most useful are winter rye, buckwheat, crimson clover,
the soy bean or cow pea. Any one of the legumes named will
be superior to the rye or buckwheat, as they will enrich the
soil in nitrogen.”
634. Choles, H.J. 1908. The soy bean. A valuable fodder
plant and its cultivation. Natal Agricultural Journal 11:141123. Nov.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botany and habitat (incl.
the work of Prof. Haberlandt from 1875 in Austro-Hungary).
Varieties. Cultivation: Conditions of growth, methods of
culture. Harvesting: When to harvest, curing [allow the
plants to lie in a swath or wind-row until well wilted],
harvesting for seed, yield of forage [up to 12-13 tons/acre

of fresh fodder], yield of seed. Chemistry: Composition,
digestibility. Value and uses of the crop: As a soiling crop
(for green forage), as a silage crop (it is best mixed with hay
for making mixed ensilage; it is more profitably ensiled than
cured for hay), as a hay crop, as a pasture plant (hogs are
most widely pastured on it), as a soil renewer (when a crop
of soy bean is turned under for green manure it should be
well limed), value of the bean for feed.
“A crop which I think has not received the attention
in Natal that it deserves is the soy bean. The soy bean is
considered by many authorities to be an extremely valuable
fodder plant...
“Since the plant would in all probability suit
conditions in many parts of the Colony, I have collected... a
considerable amount of information regarding its cultivation
which should prove useful to farmers who may be disposed
to give the plant a trial. The plant stands drought well and
is not easily injured by excess of moisture. Little cultivation
is needed when grown for forage. The soy bean may be
used for soiling, pasturage, hay and ensilage, or the beans
themselves may be harvested and fed as grain.”
“In harvesting a crop [of soybeans] for seed, the plants
may be pulled by hand or cut with a scythe or mower and
gathered into small piles, which should be relatively high and
of a small diameter, so that the plants may dry out readily.
Thrashing can be done with a flail or with the thrashing
machine. Very good results can be had with common grain
thrashers by taking out a portion or all of the canvas and
substituting blanks.”
635. C.A.H. 1908. Inquiries and answers: Sandy soil.
Country Gentleman 73(2917):1224-25. See p. 1225, col. 3.
Dec. 24.
• Summary: “I have a farm of about ten acres. The soil is a
white-sand top soil, mostly virgin soil, covered with young
pines and other evergreens,... What crops can I raise most
profitably, and what treatment should the soil receive after
clearing off the brush, etc.”
Answer: “Such land, after clearing, would preferably be
limed at the rate of 20 to 25 bushels per acre; an application
of minerals, consisting of ground bone, 100 lb.; acid
phosphate, 100 lb.; muriate of potash, 50 lb. per acre, and if
the clearing can be accomplished by the first of June, seeded
with cow peas or soy beans; these to be plowed down in
August or September, then seeded with rye, which may be
turned down in the spring, and land planted with corn or
potatoes,...” Address: Farmingdale, New Jersey.
636. Mooers, Charles A. 1908. The soy bean: A comparison
with the cowpea. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 82. p. 73-104. Dec.
• Summary: One of the earliest and best publications on
soybean management. Presents information on varietal
interaction to date of planting and row width, and gives
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directions for planting, cultivating, and harvesting the crop,
as well as data on chemical composition of the seed.
The Introduction begins: “To the farmers of Tennessee
the soy bean is a forage and grain plant of special promise. In
grain production, as a supplement to corn for fattening stock,
no crop tested at this Station has proved its equal... The
data presented in the pages which follow indicate that under
Tennessee conditions each crop has a place which the other
can not take. The worth of the cowpea, however, is known
everywhere, while the true value of the soy bean lacks much
of being generally recognized.”
Varieties: About 24 soybean varieties are reported in
this bulletin. “Promising early varieties, such as Ito San
and Early Brown, require 90 to 100 days to reach maturity
from the time of planting. Under the same conditions
the Mammoth Yellow will require 125 to 160 days. The
following varieties are known to have been grown by
farmers in this state: Mammoth Yellow, Hollybrook, Guelph
(medium green), ‘Common,’ and Buckshot (early black).
Other named varieties: Haberlandt, Kingston, Medium
Green, Medium Yellow, Samarow, and Tokyo. Table X (p.
97) shows analyses of many of these varieties from the crops
of 1906 and 1907.
In a series of time of planting tests, the extreme dates
of successful planting in Tennessee were found to be April 3
and Aug. 6. June proved to be the most favorable month in
which to plant any variety. In short, Mooers reported striking
agreement in the length of season required by any given
variety to reach maturity in different years when planted on a
given date. He also noted a steady shortening of the growing
season as planting was delayed, and that this shortening was
much more marked in some varieties than in others.
“Harvesting: The harvesting of soy beans is in some
respects more difficult than that of cowpeas... Trials have
been made with both corn and wheat harvesters, but the
bundles when tied are apt to mold... The mower has given
at least fair results.” Placing the mowed plants on a curing
frame “gives reasonable assurance of success in the saving of
both the hay and the grain.”
“Threshing: In threshing, a common wheat thresher
may be used, but the speed of the cylinder must be reduced,
and other adjustments may be necessary in order to get
satisfactory results. The Koger pea and bean thresher, which
the Station has found to do splendid work, may be used to
advantage. The soy beans were not found to thresh clean,
however, when the air was very damp and the pods were
tough.
“Storing: The seed should not be stored in bins, but in
loosely woven sacks, which should be disposed so that air
will circulate freely among them.”
Photos show: (1) Four varieties (Mammoth Yellow,
Ito San, Guelph, and Buckshot) of soy bean plants side by
side (title page). (2) A field of cowpeas versus Ito San soy
beans–early planted, 80 days after planting on 2 April 1908

(p. 76). (3) A field of cowpeas versus Ito San soy beans–late
planted, 43 days after planting on 15 June 1908 (p. 77). (4)
A field of Mammoth Yellow and “Japanese” soy beans, and
Whippoorwill cowpeas; the photo was taken after a light
frost, which killed the tops of the pea vines [cowpea vines]
but did not injure the soy beans (p. 78). (5) A field of soy
beans cured on frames at the Experiment Station (p. 92). (6)
Curing soy bean hay in shocks (p. 92). (7) A man holding
a curing frame taken apart (p. 95). (8) A man standing by a
curing frame set up (p. 96).
637. Agricultural Bureau, Department of Agriculture and
Commerce. 1908. Agriculture in Japan. Tokyo: Agricultural
Bureau, Department of Agriculture and Commerce. x + 455
p. See p. 225-29, 434, 439, 448, 453-54. No index. 23 cm.
[Eng]
• Summary: A table of moneys, weights and measures (p. x)
includes British equivalents of the following Japanese units:
Money–yen, sen, rin. Length: ri, chô, ken, shaku, sun. Area:
cho, tan, sé, bu or tsubo, kô (9.724 tan). Capacity / volume:
koku, tô, sho, go. Weights: kwan or kwamme, kin, momme.
In Chapter 6 titled “Agricultural products,” in section
2 on “staple food stuffs” is a subsection titled “Soja beans”
(p. 225-29) which begins: “In point of production and use,
soja beans occupy an important position among the various
beans, they are extensively cultivated from the Hokkaido
in the north to Formosa in the south. They find a congenial
soil to prosper, the acreage for 1906 was 460,895 cho (1 cho
= 2.45 acres) which with the exception of the acreage of
barley (503,498 chô) is equalled by no other products from
the upland fields. Their use is quite extensive. They are eaten
boiled, baked and powdered while soy, miso and tofu (bean
curd) made out of beans, are found even in the remotest
villages. They are found on the table both of high and low.
In making soy [sauce], a by-product in a shape of soy-cakes
is obtained and may be used as excellent manure, while in
making tofu, the remaining ingredients [okara] may be used
as a subsidiary diet and as food for cattle. Soja beans may
also be pressed, and its oil used for the purpose of diet and
for various technical uses, while the residue forms excellent
manure. The fresh stalks of soja beans may be used as forage
or as effective green manure. In short, soja beans, either as
an article of Japanese diet, or as agricultural manure or as
food for cattle are indispensable.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2017)
that contains the term “technical uses”.
“The cultivation of beans under the circumstances was
developed from ancient times, and numerous varieties are
most extensively cultivated while by its peculiar nature
of root, it absolves nitrogen from air so that high priced
nitrogenous manure may be dispensed with, and therefore
the cultivation of beans like other agricultural products do
not exhaust the productive power of the soil, but on the
contrary, it operates favourably to improve the soil. As for
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rotation of crops of wheat, millets, corns and potatoes, beans
are indispensable. Seeds are sown early in the beginning of
May.”
Tables show: (1) Output of soja beans in Japan,
1897-1906.” For each year is given the area (in chô), the
production (in koku) and the yield (in koku per tan) (1 koku
= 4.962 bushels; 1 tan = 0.245 acres). The area increased
from 435,605 chô in 1897 to a peak of 482,044 chô in 1898,
then slowly fell to a low of 446,844 chô in 1904, then rose to
460,895 chô in 1906. Production increased from 3,100,973
koku in 1897 to a peak of 4,069,619 koku in 1901, then
slowly dropped to 3,557,592 in 1906. The yield in 1897
was 0.712 koku per tan, rising to a peak of 0.830 in 1904.
Hokkaido has the largest area (43,924 chô) and production
(392,140 koku). The principal soja bean producing districts
are Ibaraki (33,000 chô), Saitama (29,000 chô), Iwate
(26,000 chô), Nagasaki (26,000 chô), Kumamoto (26,000
chô), Niigata (22,000 chô). There is no prefecture where the
production does not exceed 10,000 koku.
(2) “As mentioned above, soja beans are used either
boiled, baked or powdered or as material for tofu (bean
curd), frozen tofu, soy and miso (bean-cheese), and
particularly the latter two products besides meeting with
domestic demands, are exported abroad in large quantities,
as may be seen in the following table.” This table shows
amount and value (in yen) of miso and soy [sauce] exported
from Japan each year from 1903 to 1907, inclusive. Miso
exports increased from 1,670,092 kin (1 kin = 1.322 lb) in
1903 to a peak of 5,199,957 kin in 1907 (a 3.1 fold increase
in 4 years), while soy [sauce] exports increased from
1,974,119 shô (1 shô = 1.9 quarts) in 1903 to 4,403,851 shô
in 1907 (a 2.2 fold increase). The total yen value of these two
exports rose from 489,213 yen in 1903 to 1,354,517 yen in
1907 (a 2.8 fold increase). In American units: Miso exports
increased from 2.20 million lb (worth $347,647) in 1903 to a
peak of 7.50 million lb (worth $132,652) in 1905, dropping
to 6.86 million lb (worth $135,833) in 1907.
Shoyu exports increased from 5.92 million lb (worth
$204,959) in 1903 to 13.21 million lb (worth $541,425) in
1907. Note that in 1907 shoyu exports are worth about 4
times as much as miso exports.
(3) Because of increasing exports, Japan now needs to
import soja beans from abroad. This table (p. 227) shows
the amount and value of soybeans imported by Japan for the
years 1903-1907, inclusive. They rose from 146,971 tons
(worth $3.18 million) in 1903 to a peak of 193,479 tons
(worth $4.92 million) in 1905, dropping to 177,365 tons
(worth $4.79 million) in 1907. They are mostly imported
from Manchuria and Korea. “While a greater portion of these
imports is used as material for soy and miso, it is also used in
making bean-cakes and is sown for obtaining green manure,
or used as manure or for feeding cattle.”
(4) This table (p. 228) shows the quantity and value of
[soy] bean-cakes imported into Japan for the years 1903-

1907, inclusive. The cake was used mostly for fertilizer.
Cake imports rose from 216,198 tons (worth $3.81 million
and representing 57.8% of all fertilizers) in 1903 to 367,210
tons (worth $8.71 million and representing 44.8% of all
fertilizers) in 1907. (5) This table (p. 229) shows acreage
and production (output) of [soy] beans in Formosa [today’s
Taiwan]. Acreage doubled in 3 years from 11,226 kô in 1901
to a peak of 22,641 kô [53,886 acres] in 1904, then decreased
slightly to 21,220 kô in 1906. Note 2. 1 kô = 9.724 tan, and 1
tan = 0.245 acres. Therefore 1 kô = 2.38 acres.
Production in Taiwan increased more than 3-fold from
44,661 koku in 1901 to 135,271 koku in 1904, then decreased
slightly to 100,803 koku in 1906.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for Formosa /
Taiwan.
Note 4. Production of soja beans in Formosa in 1904
was only 3.6% as much as production of soja beans in Japan
in 1904.
The next section, titled “Red-beans” (p. 229-30) gives
similar detailed statistics on acreage, production, and yield
for azuki beans in Japan. Sarashi-an (the powdered red bean)
is made in Osaka, Tokyo, Niigata, and Aomori. A second
table gives annual imports of red [azuki] beans to Japan from
1903 to 1907. They are imported mainly from China, Korea,
and British India.
In Chapter 9, titled “Agricultural products in
commerce,” section 2 is on imports to Japan. A table (p.
433-34) gives imports of the following grains and seeds (in
quantity / piculs and value / yen) from 1903 to 1907: Italian
millet, soja beans, red beans [azuki] (small white), and
sesame seeds. Another table (p. 438) titled “Miscellaneous”
includes imports of “bean’s oil cake” for the same period.
An explanation titled “Soja-beans” (p. 439) states: “Not
only as foodstuffs, but also as a manure a large quantity of
beans are consumed each year, as that from China and Korea
a considerable amount is imported. Besides beans, beancakes are imported from China in large quantity.” Imports of
sesame seeds, rice, wheat and rape-seed are also discussed on
the same page. In this same chapter, section 3 is on Exports
and imports in Formosa. Soy is mentioned on pages 434,
439, 442, 448, 453-54. “Beans, Soja: The demand for soja
beans in Formosa is enormous and as the Formosan product
was not sufficient to meet the demand, a large amount is
imported from abroad. Soja beans produced in Manchuria,
and Chin-kiang [Chinkiang, Zhenjiang] are imported from
China and Hongkong.” “Oil, Beans [soybean oil]: This
is principally produced in Manchuria and is brought here
through China and Hongkong. Originally it was used as an
[sic, for] illumination, but the demand has greatly increased
as it is used in making cut tobacco” [to keep it moist].
Ground-nut oil is used for the same purpose (p. 453-54).
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2003)
concerning miso in international trade–exported from Japan;
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export statistics are also given.
Note 6. The preface, by Chuzi [Chuji] Shimooka,
explains that this book was compiled for the International
Agricultural Association meeting to be held in Italy in the
autumn. The compiler did not have time to explain all the
terms [and units] adequately. Address: Tokyo, Japan.
638. Vivian, Alfred. 1908. First principles of soil fertility.
New York, NY: Orange Judd Co. London: Kegan Paul,
Trench, Trübner & Co., Ltd. 265 p. Illust. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 3, titled “Nitrogen as plant food” (p.
21-30), begins by noting that nitrogen is the most costly plant
food. Hellriegel, repeating the experiments of Boussingault,
found that legumes or leguminous plants can obtain free
nitrogen from the atmosphere. Small “nodules or tubercles”
on their roots and the bacteria that produce these nodules are
essential to the process. So “long as the leguminous plants
can procure in the form of the nitrates [from soil rich in
nitrogen] all of the nitrogen it needs the nodules will not be
formed.”
Inoculation of the soil with special bacteria is necessary
when soils do not contain these bacteria. “Late investigations
have shown that the same species of bacteria will not do for
all legumes; so that a soil, for instance, may grow clover
to perfection, when soy beans or alfalfa will not thrive on
it at all. This fact explains many of the disappointments
experienced by farmers in the trials of some of the more
recently introduced leguminous crops.”
nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash.
A full-page photo facing the title page shows a herd
of dairy cows in a field. The caption reads: “But the gist of
the whole matter is this: That for an easy and economical
method of maintaining the fertility of the soil there is nothing
equal to the practice of dairy farming.”
Note: Alfred Vivian was born in 1867. Address: Prof. of
Agricultural Chemistry, College of Agriculture, Ohio State
Univ., Columbus, Ohio.

Photos show: (1) Root tubercles on soy bean plants.
The left plant is inoculated and the right is uninoculated.
“Tubercles appear only when the proper bacteria are present
in the soil” (p. 28)
(2) The effect of inoculation on yield. The plant on the
left, which is bearing many pods, came from a plot where
all the plants had nodules on the roots. The one on the right,
bearing almost no pods, came from a plot where practically
none of the plants had nodules (p. 29).
A long table titled “Fertilizing constituents of farm
products and feeding stuffs” (p. 256-60) contains entries
for: Soy beans, hay. Soy beans, seed. Soy beans, straw. For
each item it gives, in pounds per 1,000 pounds: Dry matter,

639. Wilson, James. 1908. Report of the Secretary. Yearbook
of the United States Department of Agriculture p. 9-138. For
the year 1907. See p. 48.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans for rotation on
rice lands” (p. 48) states: “The rice growers of the South,
especially in Louisiana and Texas, have long felt the need
of a legume that might be grown in rotation on their rice
lands. The Department has been successful in introducing a
specially adapted variety of soy bean used on the rice lands
of Central China. These soy beans have been tested and give
every promise of filling the need perfectly. Three varieties
have been secured, all very similar and characterized by
great leafiness, fine stems, and large size, becoming 6 feet
high, so that they produce large crops of excellent hay. Thus
we have a combination of crops which will, we hope, do
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for the rice grower what clover does for the wheat fields of
the North, serving not only as a valuable soil improver but
an important forage crop as well.” Address: Secretary of
Agriculture.
640. Zavitz, C.A. 1908. The professor of field husbandry and
director of field experiments. Ontario Agricultural College
and Experimental Farm (Guelph), Annual Report 33:165226. For the year 1907. See p. 198-99, 219, 223.
• Summary: The section titled “Varieties of soy, soja or
Japanese beans” (p. 198-99) begins: “Although a large
number of varieties of this class of beans have been tested
for some years on our trial grounds, most of them have
proven to be quite unsuited for growing in Ontario, as they
require a long season in which to mature. A few varieties,
however, ripen quite early and produce grain which is very
high in feeding value, being even richer in this respect than
our common field peas. Among the varieties which mature
their seed at the College, the Early Yellow is worthy of
special mention. This variety has been grown at the College
in each of 12 years and yields per acre have varied from 6.9
bushels in 1893 to 30.4 bushels in 1906. The average for the
12 years is 15.3 bushels of seed per acre.
“The Medium Green variety of soy beans is a strong
vigorous grower and usually produces a good yield of seed
when it has time to mature before the nipping frosts occur in
the autumn. It is, however, rather later than the Early Yellow
variety and is rather unsafe to sow for grain production in
Ontario, except on warm soils in the southern part of the
Province. Soy beans are usually sown in rows from twentyfive to thirty inches apart, and about one-half bushel of seed
is used per acre.”
The section titled “Leguminous crops for green fodder”
(p. 219) states: “Eighteen varieties of leguminous crops
were grown in the Experimental department in 1907 for
the production of green fodder. They include vetches, soy
beans, cow peas, lupines, etc... The greatest yields of green
crop in 1907 were produced as follows: Medium Green soy
beans, 6.9 tons [per acre]; Ito San soy beans, 5.6 tons; Grass

peas, 5.4 tons... The following table gives the average height
and average yield of green fodder per acre for each of the
six varieties of leguminous crops grown for seven years in
succession.” Medium Green soy beans, 34 inches, 9.4 tons
(highest average yield). Early Yellow soy beans, 26 inches,
7.2 tons (4th highest average yield).
The section titled “Annual pasture crops” (p. 22223) states: “The amount of pasture crop produced by the
various varieties when grown separately, was according to
the following order, starting with the highest and finishing
with the lowest yielders: Oats, Common Red Clover, Hairy
Vetches, Sugar Cane, Dwarf Essex Rape, Crimson Clover,
Rye, Barley, Hungarian Grass, Common Vetches, Corn,
Spring Wheat and Soy Beans.”
A photo (p. 226) shows a large group of farmers, dressed
in hats, coats, and ties, walking beside the test plots. The
caption reads: “A few of the 33,000 farmers who visited the
College in the month of June, 1907.”
Note: This document contains the 2nd earliest date seen
(Feb. 2001) for soybeans in Ontario province, Canada, or
the cultivation of soybeans Canada, or in Ontario province,
Canada (1893). The source of these soybeans was Prof.
Georgeson, at the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
in the United States (for information on the source, see
Marketing and Development in Ontario Agriculture. 1983.
Sept. p. 4-6). Address: Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
641. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1909. Seeds
and plants imported during the period from January 1 to
March 31, 1908. Nos. 21732 to 22510. No. 14. 64 p. Jan. 9.
Also titled USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 137.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim. [Note the first use of this terminology in
this publication.]
21754-21757. “From Paris, France. Purchased from
Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. Received January 3, 1908.
“21754. Yellow seeded.
“21755. Ogemaw. Extra early, brown seeded.
“21756. Black seeded.
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“21757. Extra early, black seeded.”
21818. “From Paris, France. Purchased from VilmorinAndrieux & Co. Received January 17, 1908. Ito San. Called
by the French, Yellow Etampes.
21825. “From Hokkaido, Japan. Presented by Mr. K.
Hashimoto, Kuchchau Agricultural Society, Abutagun.
Received January 14, 1908. Amherst (?). ‘Used in
the manufacture of “soy,” “miso,” “tifu” [tofu], etc.’
(Hashimoto.)”
21830/21831. “From Hokkaido, Japan. Presented by the
Yokohama Nursery Company, Yokohama, Japan. Received
January 24, 1908.
“21830. Butterball. Japanese name Akita.
“21831. Japanese name Rumoi.”
21946. “From Buitenzorg, Java. Presented by Dr. M.
Treub, director of the Department of Agriculture. Received
February 11, 1908. ‘Zwarte kadelee’” [black soybeans].
21999. “Received through Mr. F.N. Meyer, agricultural
explorer for this Department at the Plant Introduction
Garden, Chico, Cal., February 12, 1908. From Boshan,
Shantung, China. ‘(No. 799a, Sept. 18, 1907.) A rare variety
of soy bean, sparsely grown near Boshan. Chinese name Ta
ha tau. Used by the higher classes as a vegetable in soups.’
(Meyer.)”
22311/22312. “From Shanghai, Kiangsu, China.
Presented by Rev. J.M.W. Farnham, Chinese Tract Society.
Received March 11, 1908.
“22311. Black. ‘Similar to Nuttall but larger.’ (Nielsen.)
“22312. Yellow.”
22317-22322. “From Erfurt, Germany. Purchased from
Haage & Schmidt [seedsmen]. Received March 16, 1908.
“22317. Probably Butterball.
“22318. ‘Giant Yellow.’ Probably Amherst.
“22319. Brown.
“22320. Samarow. Like No. 17260.
“22321. Probably Cloud.
“22322. ‘Early Black from Podolia [Ukraine].’ Probably
Buckshot.”
22333-22337. “Grown at Arlington Experimental Farm,
Virginia, season of 1907. Received March 19, 1908.
“22333. Baird. ‘This variety was mixed with Brownie
when received from Pingyang [Pyongyang / P’yongyang],
Korea. This mixture was given S.P.I. No. 6414. The two
varieties were grown together under these numbers, 9417,
17256, and Agrost. No. 1542, respectively. The two varieties
were separated in the 1907 seed from Arlington Farm, and
Baird given the above new number, Brownie remaining as
No. 17256.’ (Nielsen).
“22334. Flat black. ‘Received from Mr. H.B. Derr,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Champaign, Illinois. The
original source of the seed is not known. It is quite similar in
growth to Nuttall, but the seed is not the same shape, being
flatter and larger.’ (Nielsen.)
“22335. Yellow. ‘Received from Mr. H.B. Derr,

Agricultural Experiment Station, Champaign, Illinois, where
it was grown as Illinois Medium Yellow. It is very similar to
Hollybrook, and perhaps is the same, but appears different on
account of having been grown farther north.’ (Nielsen.)
“22336. Guelph. ‘Received from Mr. H.B. Derr,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Champaign, Illinois.
Original seed was procured from the Agricultural Experiment
Station, Wooster, Ohio.’ (Nielsen.)
“22337. Guelph. ‘Received from Mr. H.B. Derr,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Champaign, Illinois.
Original seed was procured from the Agricultural Experiment
Station, Fayetteville, Arkansas’ (Nielsen.).”
22379-22381. “From Canton, Kwangtung [province],
China. Presented by Dr. J.M. Swan, Cooks Hospital.
Received March 20, 1908.
“22379. Yellow.
“22380. Black.
“22381. Green mixed with yellow and a few brown.”
22406/22407. “From Hongkong, China. Presented by
Mr. S.T. Dunn, Botanical and Forestry Department. Received
March 26, 1908. [Note: It is not clear whether or not they
were ever cultivated in Hongkong. These two soybeans
(#22406 and #22407, both black seeded) were later given the
names “Hongkong” and “Nigra” respectively, and introduced
to the USA in about 1910].
“22406. Yellow.
“22407. Black.”
22411-22415. “From Naples, Italy. Purchased from
Dammann & Co. Received March 25, 1908.
“22411. Samarow.
“22412. Black. ‘Similar to Cloud.’ (Nielsen.)
“22413. Brown.
“22414. Yellow. ‘Similar to Acme.’ (Nielsen.)
“22415. Giant yellow.”
“Glycine soja Sieb. & Zucc.” [Note the first mention of
this species.] 22428. “Grown at Arlington Farm, Virginia,
season of 1907, under C.V.P. No. 0474. Received March,
1908. ‘Original seed presented by the Botanic Gardens,
Tokyo, Japan. A near relative to the soy bean, but a spreading
or decumbent plant, abundantly provided with large root
nodules. Has considerable promise as a cover or green
manure crop.’ (Piper.)”
22498-22501. “From Hangchow, Chehkiang, China.
Presented by Dr. D. Duncan Main, through Mr. J.M.W.
Farnham, Shanghai, China. Received March 26, 1908.
“22498. Yellow. Similar to No. 18619.
“22499. Yellow.
“22500. Green. Similar to No. 17857.
“22501. Black.”
22503-22507. “From Yokohama, Japan. Purchased from
L. Boehmer & Co. Received March 31, 1908. The following
seeds with Japanese names quoted; varietal descriptions by
Mr. H.T. Nielsen:
“22503. ‘Teppo Mame.’ Yellow, similar in appearance to
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Amherst, No. 17275.
“22504. ‘Kaze Mame.’ Green.
“22505. ‘Gogwatsu Mame.’ Yellow, similar to
Haberlandt, No. 17271.
“22506. ‘Maru Mame.’ Yellow.
“22507. ‘Vieuri Lei.’ Green, similar to Yosho, No.
17262.” Address: Washington, DC.
642. Hopkins, C.G. 1909. Re: Request for soybean varieties.
Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
DC, March 31. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: I have your letter of
March 24, which I am referring to Mr. [O.D.] Center. He will
probably write you soon in regard to your very kind offer to
furnish us with some seed of different varieties of soybeans.
“Personally I should be very glad to have two or
three of these varieties tried upon my own farm in southcentral Illinois, perhaps the Duggar or some other of the
medium early varieties and the Wilson [black seeded] and
Haberlandt of the medium varieties. I would like especially
to try varieties with pods borne high enough so as to permit
harvesting with a machine. If you can have two or three lots
sent to me at Tonti, Illinois, I shall appreciate it.”
Note: Handwritten on the bottom of the letter (probably
by Piper) are: “8 Meyer 17852, 3 Sherwood 17862, 8 Jet
17861 [black seeded], 8 Cloud 16790” [black seeded].
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1928. Box 10–Idaho-Illinois. Folder–
Illinois–#1.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2013)
that mentions the soybean varieties Cloud, Duggar, Jet,
Sherwood, or Wilson.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Soil Fertility, Agric. Exp. Station,
Urbana, Illinois.
643. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1909. Soy
beans. 7(1):95.
• Summary: In China and Japan, these beans “are used as
food and also as a source of oil and bean-cake. The oil is
pressed in the Far East by rather primitive methods, and
some years ago firms of oil-seed crushers in this country
found that it was worth while to import Chinese bean
cake into this country, extract a portion of the remaining
oil and use the residue, which is highly nutritious, for the
preparation of feeding cakes for cattle. The Soy bean oil
proved to be suitable for many manufacturing purposes and
a demand for it sprang up with great rapidity, and to meet
this, large supplies of Soy beans were imported, chiefly from
Manchuria, and at the present time it is estimated that about
200,000 tons of these beans have been contracted for already

this year.
“The Soy bean is cultivated on a considerable scale [sic]
in India and many British colonies, but mostly only for local
use as a feeding stuff or as a green manure, and there appears
to be no large supply available for export from British
sources at the present time. In view of the large demand
referred to above and now met by supplies from foreign
countries it would be worth while to extend cultivation in
those parts of the empire in which the plant is already grown
and found to do well.”
“In many colonies, and especially in Africa, the planting
of this crop would appear to be worth an extended trial.”
Note: All reports from 1909 to 1930 of which we are
aware (Nov. 2010) contradict the statement that “The Soy
bean is cultivated on a considerable scale in India and many
British colonies,...” The possible exception would be smallseeded black soy beans cultivated in central India and the
Kumaon Hills.
644. Center, O.D. 1909. Re: Request for soybean varieties.
Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
DC, April 1. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “It seems as though this material has reached us
at a very opportune time since we have been attempting for
the past two or three weeks to secure a supply of some of the
same varieties you have listed.
“The growing of soybeans is taking a very decided
increase throughout the State, and we are attempting as far
as possible to encourage the growing of these legumes by
the farmers in order to provide a concentrate to feed with
the large amount of corn that is fed. We are particularly
interested also in the ‘long legged’ varieties of which you
speak.”
“We feel that the main reason why the farmers of Illinois
have failed to take hold of the growing of soybeans has been
because of the difficulty they found in harvesting.” “The
‘long-legged’ varieties will certainly aid in this matter.”
He orders seed of the following varieties: No. 17523
Nuttall. 20407 Brindle. 17271 Haberlandt. 19183 Wilson.
17278 Hollybrook. 18259 Pingsu [black seeded]. 14954
Acme. 20405 Habaro. 20406 Chestnut. 20854 Tashing.
21079 Shingto. 17268 Duggar. 20412 Merko. 16789 Brooks.
17263 Amherst. 17852 Meyer. 18761 Jet. 17862 Sherwood.
22406 Hongkong [black seeded]. 17252 Flat King. 17254
Ebony. 21999 Taha [black seeded]. 22333 Baird. 17267
Hope.
“We are extremely anxious to develop here on the
Experiment Station Farm six or eight varieties of beans,
some one of which is suited to any section of the state.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1928. Box 10–Idaho-Illinois. Folder–
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Illinois–#1.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
that mentions the soybean varieties Brindle, Brooks,
Chestnut, Habaro, Hongkong, Hope, Merko, Pingsu,
Shingto, and Taha.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Crop Production, Agric. Exp.
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
645. TenEyck, A.M.; Call, L.E. 1909. Cow-peas. Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 160. p. 177209. April 29.
• Summary: There was an increase of 14 bu/acre of corn
where corn followed soybeans in alternate years compared
with continuous corn. The report concludes: “7. Cow-peas
have proven a better crop than soy-beans. They are more sure
of making a stand, make a ranker growth and larger yield
of forage, and are better suited for planting with corn for
ensilage and for green manuring than soy beans.” Address: 1.
Agronomist in charge; 2. Assistant in soils.
646. Mooers, C.A. 1909. Re: The most important problem
that we have to solve in connection with soy beans is the
harvesting of the crop. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of
Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.,
May 21. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: I wish to thank you for all the
samples of soy beans and for the interest you have shown in
out work. After reading your last letter I almost came to the
conclusion that we were undertaking more than we bargained
for, but we will put out all the material.
“I hope you will arrange to visit us sometime during the
summer.
“I think the most important problem that we have to
solve in connection with soy beans is the harvesting of the
crop. We expect to make special experiments along this line.
This is of course an important problem where the rainfall
is rather heavy, as is the case here. Last year’s experience
showed that our frame method sometimes gave the best of
results, while at other times on the same farm they were not
entirely satisfactory. I think the way the beans are stacked
on the frame has much to do with the matter. We kept some
out of doors all winter without injury. If you have any
suggestions on this subject I will be pleased to get them.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.

647. Hall, G.H. 1909. Farm and farmers: Farm
correspondence. Replanting cotton with peas. Atlanta
Constitution (Georgia). May 31. p. 10.
• Summary: “I have read your remarks in the last
Constitution regarding replanting the missing hills with
cowpeas... I now replant all my missing hills with soy
beans. These grow upright and the more manure, in reason,
the more beans they make–in fact I find the soy bean the
best crop I make and if cut before they mature the seed are
equally as good as a soil improver as the cow pea.”
Answer: Yes, the soja bean does best when the ground is
rich or highly fertilized. “But how does Mr. Hall utilize the
soja bean crop–pick off the seeds or cut and cure and thresh
out the seed?” Address: Red Springs, Robinson County,
North Carolina.
648. Aso, K.; Yoshida, T. 1909. On the manurial value of
various organic phosphorus compounds. J. of the College of
Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 1(2):153-61. June. [3
ref]
• Summary: The article begins: “It is generally assumed
that nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash are the three most
essential ingredients of manures and that the efficacy of
manures chiefly depends upon the quantities of these three
fertilising elements present in them and upon the degree of
their availability. As for nitrogen e.g. ammoniacal, nitric and
organic nitrogen, and as for phosphoric acid, water-soluble,
citrate-soluble and insoluble phosphoric acid have been
distinguished.
“In recent times, however, various organic phosphoric
compounds have been found in plants as well as in animals.
Besides nuclein and lecithin also phytin was found widely
distributed in the vegetable kingdom. Moreover, inosic acid,
jecorin, kephalin and myelin were found in the animal body.”
Page 154: Since in Japan, various vegetable manures
such as green manures, rice-brans, oil-cakes [especially
soybean oil-cakes], straws, etc. are most widely used by
practical farmers, the practical interest of the question
induced me to the following experiments.” The experiments
are then described. None involve soy.
Conclusion: “1. Among the organic phosphoric
compounds used in these experiments, the manurial value of
lecithin was highest, phytin come next and nuclein last.
“2. The manurial value of lecithin was not lower
than that of sodium phosphate, that of phytin was nearly
equivalent to that of ferric or aluminium phosphate and that
of nuclein was very low.
“3. The most essential phosphoric compound in
vegetable manures is phytin.
“4. As phytin is easily transformed in soils into insoluble
ferric and aluminium phosphate it is recommendable to
use vegetable manures in a putrefied state to render the
phosphoric acid available.
“5. In the analysis of manures, it is absolutely necessary
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to pay attention to the different organic phosphoric
compounds.
“6. Further experiments with various organic manures
along this line and with different soils are still desirable.”
Address: Tokyo, Japan.
649. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. Soy
beans, oil and cake: Opening for Indian trade. 14(170):8-9.
July 1. [1 ref]
• Summary: The soy bean “is cultivated on a considerable
scale in India already, but mostly only for local use as a
food-stuff or as green manure, and there appears to be no
large supply available for export at the present time. In
view, however, of the very large demand to which we have
referred, it seems to be worthwhile to determine whether it
would not be profitable to undertake the cultivation of soy
beans in India as a regular crop for export.”
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 58, published by the USDA is
reviewed in depth, and articles from British publications by
Prof. Douglas A. Gilchrist are review. ed to show that the
soybean appears to have a promising future in both countries.
“There seems to be no reason to doubt that the trade
in soy beans, in the United Kingdom at least, will rapidly
expand, and it rests with the merchants in India to decide
whether they are to have a share in it. This is the more
necessary should the product continue to cut into the linseed
and cotton seed trades, as recent market reports state that it is
doing.” Address: India.
650. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. Commercial
and financial notes: The railway market–A salesman’s
grievance–Japanese silk goods–The rise in rubber–Soya
beans. July 23. p. 12.
• Summary: “The rapid developments which have recently
taken place in the trade in Soya beans in the United Kingdom
threaten to interfere somewhat seriously with the Indian
trade in linseed and cottonseed. The imports are chiefly from
Manchuria, but the beans are also cultivated on a large scale
in India [sic], where they are used as a foodstuff or as a green
manure. There appears, however, to be no large quantity
available for export from India at the present time.
“The Commercial Intelligence Department of India is
alive to the importance of the position and to the possible
effects of the competition of the Soya bean on the linseed
and cottonseed trades. Steps are therefore being taken to
bring it under the notice of the Indian agriculturists, and to
suggest the cultivation of the bean for export. Like many
other leguminous plants, it has the property of enriching in
nitrogen the soil in which it is grown, so that it is particularly
suitable for growth in rotation with maize and similar crops.
A great point is also made of the fact that the Indian exports
would enjoy an advantage over those from Manchuria in
the matter of freight. The low prices at which the Soya bean
products (cattle cake and oil) can be sold ensure an ever-

increasing demand.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2008) in
the Manchester Guardian that mentions the Soya bean (or
“soja bean” or “soy bean” or “Glycine hispida”).
651. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. Soy
bean. Memorandum by reporter on economic products.
14(174):136-38. July 29. [14 ref]
• Summary: This is an excellent review of the literature
summary by Mr. Burhill (see this journal, 22 July 1909,
p. 113), from original observations and many early Indian
sources, of soybeans in India and the results of early soybean
cultivation experiments in India. The introduction of the
cultivated soy bean “into India is comparatively recent;
and, except among those tribes or peoples who are mostly
Mongolian, it has obtained little hold. I will state in what
parts of India it may be found.
“The Burmese grow it under the names of Pe-ngapi and
Pe-kyat-pyin, sowing it, never in great quantity, along with
other beans on the mud banks as the falling rivers leave them
bare in October, or more sparingly still away from the rivers.
The Kachins and other hill-tribes grow a little of it on their
hill-clearings, the Kachins calling it Lasi. The Khasis, the
Nagas and other tribes between the Brahmaputra and Upper
Assam cultivate it similarly. The Khasi name seems to be
U-rymbai-ktung and the Naga name An-ing-kiyo or Tzu-dza;
but these three names should be subjected to scrutiny as they
may be wrong. In the Brahmaputra valley it is grown, so far
as known, only towards Barpeta. Whether grown or not in
the hills north of the Brahmaputra I cannot prove, but the
probability is strong that it is. It is grown by the Lepchas in
Sikkim, and is called by them Salyang or Selliangdun, or by
the Bhutias [the Bhutia people constitute a majority of the
population of Bhutan and form minorities in Nepal and India,
particularly in the Indian state of Sikkim] Botumash Bhatwas
or Bhatmars.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010)
concerning soybeans in connection with Bhutan. They may
well be used or cultivated in Bhutan but we cannot be sure.
“It is apparently grown in the Kingdom of Nepal, for it
is found just under the mountains in the north of Oudh and
again in the valleys of the north-western Himalayas right
to the extreme end, and sparingly up to an altitude of 6,000
feet. In western Bengal and through the submontane districts
of the United Provinces it is rare, passing chiefly under the
name of Ram Kurthi, or in Bengal also as Gari Kalai. Right
upon the Nepal boundary it is known by the hill names, e.g.,
Bhatnas or Bhatwas, as well as Kajuwa. The Santals grow
it and call it Disom Horec. I saw it in 1902 sparingly grown
towards Belgaum.
“There are several races in India differing in small
points; the seeds may be black or whitish, the leaves may be
larger or smaller, etc. The black-seeded races occur in the
hills, the other colours of seed both in the hills and the plains.
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The Khasi hills contain both larger-leaved and smaller-leaved
plants...
“We seem to have no green [soy] beans in India
and nothing approaching the yellow Manchurian beans
[described by Hosie in 1904] in shape nor the larger black.”
Many analyses of the percentage, on a dry weight basis,
of the oils in soy beans from various countries have been
made. “The average of eight analyses of soybeans from
China is 19.89. The average of six analyses from Japan is
20.01. The average of six analyses from Java is 21.62. The
average of forty-two analyses from Europe is 18.98, being
from Germany fourteen analyses with an average of 19.74,
from Austria eleven, average 19.44, from Hungary six,
average 19.16, from Russia nine, average 17.93, from France
two, average 15.40...
Concerning the composition of Indian soy beans,
Church, in his Food Grains of India (p. 141) stated that they
contained: Water 11%, albuminoids [protein] 35.3%, fat
18.9%, starch and sugar 26.0%, fibre 4.2%, and ash 4.6%. “I
Presume he had Indian seed but it is not possible to say what
race he examined.
“Dr. Leather in 1903 analysed the seeds of seven
samples of soy from Japanese seeds cultivated at Manjri,
near Poona. The amount of oil in them varied from 14.92 to
23.05 per cent, being on the dry weight 15.97 to 24.41 per
cent with an average of 19.99.
“My office is now studying the composition of the seeds
of established races in order to see how they compare in oil
content with such material as Manchuria exports, or such
as Manchurian seed might give in India. At the present time
India has not the supply of these beans for an export trade;
but possibilities of a certain extent are evident.”
“One of the first considerations must be the yield that
soy will give per acre in various parts of the country. In
British India, in Burma, since the soybean is rarely cultivated
alone, no statistics on yields are available. “When the bean
in 1885 was grown experimentally at Nagpur from Japanese
seed, it yielded at the rate of 180 lbs. per acre [202 kg/ha]
(see Report Experimental Farms for that year, p. 5), but
later (vide Nagpur Experimental Farm Report for 1889-90,
p. 5) it yielded but an average of 88 lbs. per acre [98.8 kg/
ha] over five years. In Lahore in 1894-95 (vide Report on
the Government Agri-Horticultural Garden, p. 2) it yielded
at an estimated rate of 349 lbs. of seed per acre [391.9 kg/
ha] and 349 lbs. of fodder, but on a very small area. Its
yield was very poor in the next year. The estimated yield
in 1898 in an experiment done in Madras was 468 lbs. per
acre [525.6 kg/ha]. It has been grown sparingly at Nadiad
in Gujarat, and elsewhere in the Bombay Presidency. In the
Experimental Far Report, Bombay, for 1901 a big yield was
chronicled, but in the next year the crops at Poona and Surat
failed. In 1903 the seeds analysed by Dr. Leather, as already
reported, were grown near Poona: the yield is not recorded.
In 1904 a yield of about 300 lbs. per acre [337 kg/ha] was

obtained (Experimental Farms Report, Bombay, p. 70) on
light land. One year later nineteen plots were under trial but
with unpromising results, for only five yielded seed enough
to repay for the cost of cultivation. The yield varied from 50
to 293 lbs. per acre [56.2 to 329 kg/ha], the five promising
to be remunerative yielding over 200 lbs. per acre [224.6 kg/
ha]. The Manjri (Poona) farm grew 19 plots in 1905-06 with
better results, probably as a consequence of better land. Plot
No. 3 yielded at the rate of 700 lbs. per acre [786 kg/ha],
No. 13 at the rate of 690 lbs. per acre [774 kg/ha], No. 4. at
the rate of 650 lbs. per acre [730 kg/ha] and so on. Nearly
all the plots gave returns likely to be remunerative. [Note
that the size of the plots is unfortunately not indicated.] One
year later it was reported by Mr. Fletcher, Deputy Director of
Agriculture, Bombay (Annual Report of the Agricultural and
Botanic Stations for 1906-07, pages 15-16) that plot No. 5
had yielded on the edge of black soil at the rate of 1,166 lbs.
per acre [1,309 kg/ha], while plots numbered 6, 7, 12 and 13
gave, respectively, 513, 650, 575 and 395 lbs. per acre.
“Earlier than this in the United Provinces, many
experiments had been done at the Sahranpur Botanic
Gardens (vide Gollan in Bulletin of the Department of Land
Records and Agriculture, No. 21, 1906, pages 27-28). He
obtained yields at the rate of 1,124 lbs. per acre and 561 lbs.
per acre.
“These experiments have not yet affected the ryots
[peasants, tenant farmers]; the crop must be demonstrated
very clearly as a paying one before it will do that.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010)
concerning soybeans in Lahore. It is not clear whether the
Lahore referred to was in today’s Pakistan or India. In 1846
Lahore was conquered by British troops and in 1849 placed
under British sovereignty. Before 1947 Lahore was a division
of the Punjab in British India. In 1947 it was divided, with
the Gujranwala, Sheikhupura, and Sialkot, and parts of
Gurdaspur and Lahore districts assigned to Pakistan. Ambala
and Jullundur districts and the remainders of Gurdaspur
and Lahore districts were assigned to India. In 1970 Lahore
became the capital of the reconstituted Punjab province.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen for seen (Sept.
2010) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Sikkim.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen for seen (Sept.
2010) that mentions the soybean in connection with the
Lepchas of Sikkim, or the Bhutias of Bhutan and Sikkim.
652. Milling (Liverpool). 1909. A new British industry. Soya
beans. Their cultivation and manufacture. Their wonderful
food value. Great possibilities. 33(9):290, 292. Aug. 28.
Also printed in 1910 as Soya Beans, a 27-page booklet
by Northern Publishing Co. in Liverpool., Liverpool.
Extensively quoted by Sawer 1910 (p. 27) and 1911 (p. 212).
[1 ref]
• Summary: “The firms which first entered the export trade
in Soya beans in quantity were Messrs. Nathanson (Russia)
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and Messrs. Mitsui and Co. (Japan). Several English firms
have also entered the trade, and among these must be
mentioned Messrs. S. Macgregor and Co., and Messrs.
Jardine, Mathieson [Matheson] and Co. We believe that
Messrs. [John] Bibby, of Liverpool, were one of the first
British importers of Soya beans, that firm having received a
considerable quantity last year [1908]. It was not until last
Spring, however, that consignments arrived in this country in
large cargoes. Up the present time the imports in 1909 have
been estimated at about 300,000 tons. This is a large total for
the first year of general crushing, and shows that the trade is
certainly to be largely increased, providing that Manchurian
exporters can secure the beans, and of this there does not
appear to be any doubt.”
The yellow Sakura soybean variety shipped from Dalny
appears to be the best quality and commands a price of
about 2/6 per ton more than small yellow varieties such as
the Harbin variety shipped from Vladivostok or the Hankow
variety shipped from Shanghai. “The black Soya bean
appears to be the richest in oil, while analysis proves it to
contain a large percentage of albuminoids and phosphates.
“The analysis of the ordinary yellow Soya bean, made
by Mr. Alfred Smetham, F.I.C., F.C.S., of Brunswick
Street, Liverpool, shows an average of about the following
constituents:–Water 12 per cent., oil 17 per cent.,
albuminoids (protein) 38 per cent., carbohydrates 22 per
cent., fibre 5 per cent., ash 5 per cent., and sand 1 per cent...
“Mr. Smethan, in a pamphlet he has prepared for the
Annual Journal of the Royal Lancashire Agricultural Society
for 1909, gives a number of analyses of Soya beans, besides
the products of oil and flour millers generally. Some of
our readers will be interested to learn that the Chinese in
Liverpool have regularly imported various kinds of Soya
beans, which are sold in the Chinese shops for human food.
We understand that the method of cooking them is very
similar to the British plan of steeping and boiling dried
peas. In China the beans, after having had the oil extracted
from them, are used for feeding pigs and cattle, as well as
for manuring the land. The beans have long been known
in Japan, where they are made into a favourite condiment
known by the name of Shoyu, the meal from the beans being
mixed with meal from either wheat or barley.”
The oil is of a superior kind and finds a ready sale
at high prices for a great variety of purposes, including
the manufacture of margarine and other edible goods, the
manufacture of fine toilet soaps and paint oils. Note 1. This
is the earliest document seen (May 2020) concerning the use
of soybean oil in margarine.
“We hear that the Japanese are extracting the caseine
[casein] from Soya beans, using it as a substitute for milk. It
is said that this vegetable milk is produced by extracting the
juice. The preparation, according to the Java Times, is a very
popular drink among the poorer classes of China and Japan.
In making the milk the beans are first softened by being

soaked and then boiled in water. The liquor is secured by
straining and is similar to cow’s milk in appearance, but has
a different composition, which renders it highly suitable for
use in tropical countries...
“The most interesting use to which the bean can be
put, from a corn miller’s point of view, is the production
of flour for bread-making purposes. This has been done by
a Hull firm who recommend that the Soya flour be mixed
with wheat flour in the proportion of one of the former and
four or five of the latter. We have obtained a sample of Soya
flour and blended it with white flour. After baking a loaf it
was seen that the top broke but the crumb was all that could
be desired. The flavour of the loaf was superior to that of
average brown bread. The Soya flour cannot be bleached;
therefore, it would not be suitable for white bread making.
We think that a proportion of Soya flour might be blended
into the millers’ brown meal with advantage, because of its
great food value and its flavour. Further mention is made of
Soya beans and flour in our editorial notes.
“Just as we go to press a gentleman called at this office
and showed us a Soya bean pod which had been plucked
from plants raised in South-West Lancashire [England]. It
was fully ripe and contained four beans... Soya beans, he
informs us, have been grown before in this country as an
experiment though without much success.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2014) that mentions Mitsui & Co. (a major Japanese trading
company) in connection with soybean exports to England.
653. Hall, G.H. 1909. Farm correspondence: Soja beans–
How to use them. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Aug. 30.
p. 10.
• Summary: “In response to your request, I give my method
of gathering Soja beans. When planted in rows for seed, I
cut with a mower, when the pods turn yellow, and cure as I
do peavine hay. When replanting cotton with them, I use a
corn knife. I have so far had no trouble to cure them. After
a few days’ sun I haul to barn and thrash out with flail when
I need them for seed. Don’t put off cutting too long, as they
shatter out badly when too ripe. I planted between my corn
this year, and have them 4 feet high, filled with fruit, and
consider them far superior to cowpeas as a forage crop, but
not so good for land improvement, unless cut before the
fruit matures. They are fine feed for stock, especially for
young growing calves and pigs, making bone and muscle.
A fair crop is about 20 to 25 bushels per acre. Next year I
shall plant them after oats, and think in this latitude they will
easily mature before frost.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2006) that uses term “peavine hay” to refer to
the hay of the cowpea plant (Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp.).
Address: Red Springs, North Carolina.
654. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. The soya bean in
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the United Kingdom: Closer investigation confirms former
statements of the Reporter on the growing importance of the
new industry–present market value of the bean and its oil in
Great Britain–its various uses, etc., etc. 76(9):16. Aug. 30.
• Summary: Dateline: “London, Aug. 7, 1909.” Contents:
Current prices and trade. Soap making. Feeding cake. Paint
and varnish making. Edible oil. Burning oil. Linoleum.
“The Reporter’s recent articles on the Soya bean oil
under date June 21 and June 28 have been widely quoted on
this side of the Atlantic and if possible have accentuated the
keenness of interest in a commodity which, by all accounts,
seems marked for an important permanent place among
produce and in industry. Supplemental particulars obtained
here tend to confirm the extent to which it has been adopted
in manufacture in the United Kingdom and also to emphasize
the scope of experimental investigation with the object
of improving its industrial adaptability, of perfecting its
refinement for edible purposes and of bettering the already
well-recognized qualities of the bean cake as a feeding stuff.
“The importation of Soya beans into the United
Kingdom during the first half of the current year totaled
571,849 quarters (a quarter dry measure = 480 lbs.) or about
122,500 tons, June contributing roughly 188,000 quarters,
May about 75,000 quarters and (to go no farther back) April
just on 158,000 quarters. The distribution of the aggregate
shipments to date have been fairly wide, Hull receiving the
larger proportion, viz., 258,545 quarters. Liverpool coming
second with 134,088 quarters, the British Channel taking
74,038 quarters, London 50,157, Rochester 36,285, Leith
13,925 and Southampton 4,811 quarters. And the combined
value of these importations into the United Kingdom during
the six months is returned at £736,776.”
Tables show the prices (in pounds sterling, but with no
units of quantity given) of soya oil in London and Hull; it
sells for about 87% as much as crude cotton oil. Most of
these soya beans came from northern Manchuria. Harbin
and Dalny are the chief marketing centers, and rank first in
quality, followed by Vladivostok and Hankow [China]. “The
Manchurian farmer requires payment at collection of bean
or before delivery and this has tended to narrow the shipping
trade into the hands of a few.”
“In view of the large demand the Imperial Institute
authorities in London have suggested the extension of
cultivation in those parts of the British Empire where it does
well. It is cultivated already on a moderate scale in India and
other British colonies, mostly for making feeding stuff or as
a green manure and it is suggested that West, East and South
Africa are particularly suitable for cultivation purposes.
These observations are of interest in view of the possibility
of stimulating cultivation in the American cotton belt.”
“Linoleum: Experiments have been proceeding with
Soya oil as a substitute for linseed oil in the manufacture of
linoleum, but reports as to the measure of success are not
definite.”

Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
that mentions the use of soya oil in making linoleum.
Webster’s Dictionary defines linoleum (derived from the
Latin linum = element [or the genus of the flax plant] +
oleum = oil, and first used in 1878) as “1: a floor covering
made by laying on a burlap or canvas backing a mixture of
solidified linseed oil with gums, cork dust or wood flour
or both, and usually pigments. 2: a material similar to
linoleum.”
Note 2. A quarter is an imperial unit equal to 28 pounds
(12.7 kg), or one fourth of 1 long hundredweight (112 lb or
50.8 kg).
655. Stevens, F.D. 1909. Re: Condition of soybeans. Letter to
Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture, Washington, DC, Sept.
6. 2 p. Handwritten, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. [sic] Piper: I have just returned from
a two weeks trip to my home in Michigan, and have your
letter of August 31, I shall be very glad indeed to see you
when you come south, and shall be on the lookout for you.
“Upon my return I made a trip over the soybean plots
and find some of them already to [sic, too] mature to cut with
the mower, in fact one kind is already shelling badly so I will
be forced to pull by hand tomorrow and flail them out. The
majority of the plots can stand longer, but you will find me
working in them when you arrive.
“I had some seed of the Mammoth Yellow which were
grown on the Station last year and which I planted along with
the others this year. I find three of the varieties you sent me
to resemble them very much. They are now about 3 feet high
and green, in spite of the dry, hot windy weather we have had
continuously for three weeks or more. I believe these to be
the best, for forage and perhaps for seed, of the varieties tried
here. They do not break down under hot dry weather, and are
still early enough so that I must pull them, which I expect to
start doing this P.M. So far as seed production I think all of
the varieties are going to do very well.
“Many planters who have seen the plots are going to try
them next year. All seem to take them, especially to those
spoken of in the first paragraph of this letter.
“Soybeans and cow peas were planted June 1 and 2. I
am sure that I will make seed on the later maturing varieties
of the soya, and am sorry that the early ones we to pieces
so badly during my absence. I think probably some of them
would be of more value than I can now give in that they
could have been handled previous to cotton picking time.”
“If you find it convenient I should be very glad to have
you visit me on this trip.
“Yours very truly, F.D. Stevens.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
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no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Secretary,
Canebrake Agric. Exp. Station, Uniontown, Alabama.
656. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1909.
Cultivation and utilisation of the soy bean. 7(3):308-14.
Reprinted in the Tropical Agriculturist, Supplement (Jan.
1910, p. 78-79). Summarized in Far Eastern Review, March
1910, p. 489. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultivation.
Composition of the seeds. Utilisation of the seeds.
Considerable expansion was stimulated by the large demand
for provisions created by the occupation of North Manchuria
by Russian troops during the Russo-Japanese war. After
the end of the war and the withdrawal of the troops, the
local demand declined and it became necessary to find an
outlet for the crops in foreign markets. Much of the staple
produce of North Manchuria was exported to Japan through
Vladivostok from 1906 to 1908. In 1908 the trade suffered as
a result of the depression in Japan. Towards the end of that
year, beans and wheat began to be exported to Europe on a
large scale. Large quantities of soy beans were imported into
the United Kingdom and the Continent.
“The first large cargo of soy beans consigned to the
United Kingdom arrived in Hull on the 2nd of March, 1909,
and amounted to 5,200 tons. It is stated that before June
contracts had been made for the delivery of no less than
200,000 tons. The beans are said to arrive at their destination
in perfect condition in spite of the great distance they have to
be carried.
“They are classified into three grades: No. 1, shipped
at Dalny; No 2, shipped at Vladivostok; and No. 3, shipped
at Hankow. The value of grade No. 1 is about £6 8s. per
ton gross, c.i.f. European port direct, whilst the values of
Nos. 2 and 3 are equal and about £6 6s. per ton gross, these
prices being, of course, subject to the fluctuations of the
market.” Note 1. This is the earliest record seen (Feb. 2003)
concerning soybean grades. Note that the highest grade has
the highest value. However, the grade is based on the port
from which the soybeans are shipped rather than standards
by which the beans from each port can be graded. It is not
clear whether the concept of grades originated with the
buyers (European oilseed crushers), the shippers (Japanese,
probably Mitsubishi), or the sellers (Manchurian merchants).
Most, if not all of the soy beans imported into England
are “purchased by the proprietors of oil-mills, who crush the
product and thus obtain a quantity of oil, amounting to about
10 per cent. by weight of the seed, and a residual oil-cake
proved to be a valuable cattle-food” (p. 309).
The oil was chiefly used in England “for the
manufacture of soap and is very well suited for this purpose”
(p. 312).
The “oil-cake” that remains after expressing the oil

is hard and heavy. Feeding trials comparing this cake
with decorticated cotton cake have been conducted at the
Cumberland and Westmoreland Farm School at Newton
Rigg, and also at the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester.
At Cumberland it was found that cows, when fed the “soybean cake,” gave more milk than when fed with cotton
cake, but the difference was considered insignificant. The
proportion of fat in the milk was the same in each case.
At Cirencester, the experiment showed that the yield of
milk was but little affected by the type of cake used. The
percentage of fat in the milk was slightly higher from the
cows consuming soy-bean cake.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soy-bean cake” to refer
to ground, defatted soybeans.
“In view of the importance of the trade in soy beans,
it has been considered desirable that attempts should be
made to grow the product in other countries than China. The
Imperial Institute has already brought the matter to the notice
of the Governments of several British Dependencies, and
experiments are now in progress in the Cape of Good Hope,
Natal [South Africa], the East Africa Protectorate [today’s
Kenya] and the Gambia. An effort is also being made to
stimulate the cultivation of the soy bean in India” (p. 31314).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in Kenya, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Kenya. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Kenya, or the cultivation of soybeans in Kenya
(1909).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March
2019) concerning soybeans in Gambia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Gambia. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Gambia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Gambia (1909; one of three documents).
Tables show: (1) The composition of soybeans grown in
India, in China (deduced by Dr. Forbes Watson; with hulls,
or dehulled), and in the United States. (2) Four chemical
constants for soybean oil and cotton-seed oil: Specific
gravity at 15ºC (0.9240 to 0.9270), saponification value
(190.6 to 192.9), iodine value (121.3 to 124.0), and Hehner
value (95.5).
Note 5. This is also the earliest document seen (July
2014) concerning the use of soy bean oil in soaps.
Note 6. Vladivostok is a seaport city, the capital of
Primorski Krai, in the far Eastern Russian Soviet Federated
Socialist Republic [i.e. Russian Far East]. It became part
of the USSR at the time of the Russian Revolution in about
1917.
657. Deseret Evening News (Utah). 1909. Thousands at
the fair: Big rush to Inland Empire Exposition is now on in
earnest. Evidences of prosperity. Oct. 5. p. 1.
• Summary: “The principal exhibits are the dry farm displays
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from the various experimental dry farms in the state, and the
fruit show from the St. George experiment farm in southern
Utah. One of the finest exhibits includes a large number of
farm crops grown at Logan to test the adaptability of these
crops to Utah conditions. This exhibit is composed of flax,
Russian millet, coffee beans, emmer stock feed, soy beans
and other crops. The soy bean is [?] a fine soil renovator,
being like lucerne in that it has the power to take nitrogen out
of the air, thus nourishing crops when it is ploughed under
like clover.
“Dry farm products: The U.A.C. [Utah Agricultural
College] people are quite proud of this exhibit.”
658. Piper, Charles V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. Soy beans.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. Revised in
1916. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climatic and soil
requirements of soy beans. Varieties of soy beans (12):
Mammoth (yellow); Hollybrook (yellow); Ito San (yellow);
Guelph (green); Buckshot (black); Ogemaw (brown);
Wisconsin Black; Wilson (black); Meyer (mottled black
and brown); Austin (greenish yellow); Haberlandt (yellow);
Riceland (black). The culture and planting of soy beans. The
inoculation of soy beans. Soy beans for hay: Curing the hay.
Soy beans for pasturage. Soy beans in mixture: Soy beans
and cowpeas, soy beans and sorgo, soy beans and millet, soy
beans and corn. Soy beans for ensilage. Soy beans for grain.
Soy beans in rotations. Feeding value of soy beans: Feeding
value for sheep, feeding value for dairy cows, feeding value
for hogs. Storing soy-bean seed. Comparison of soy-bean
grain and cotton-seed meal. Comparison of soy beans and

cowpeas. Summary.
The bulletin begins: “The soy bean, also called the
‘soja bean’ (fig. 1), is a native of southeastern Asia, and has
been extensively cultivated in Japan, China, and India since
ancient times. Upward of two hundred varieties are grown
in these countries, practically every district of which has
its own distinct varieties. The beans are there grown almost
entirely for human food, being prepared for consumption
in many different ways. Their flavor, however, does not
commend them to Caucasian appetites and thus far they have
found but small favor as human food in either Europe or
America.
“As a forage crop, however, soy beans have become
of increasing importance in parts of the United States,
especially southward. They have been tested at most of the
State agricultural experiment stations, and it is clear that
their region of maximum importance will be south of the
red clover area and in sections where alfalfa can not be
grown successfully. They thus compete principally with
cowpeas, but as cultivation is usually required they fill a
somewhat different agricultural need. Their culture has
greatly increased in recent years, especially in Tennessee,
North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, Kentucky, and the
southern parts of Illinois and Indiana [though no statistics
are given]. It seems certain that the crop will become one
of great importance in the regions mentioned and probably
over a much wider area. The earlier varieties mature even in
Minnesota, Ontario [Canada], and Massachusetts.”
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in which H.T. Nielsen is an author.
Note 3. This is the earliest publication seen about
soybeans (April 1917) in which H.T. Nielsen is an author.
Address: 1. Agrostologist in Charge; 2. Scientific Asst. Both:
Forage Crop Investigations, USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC.

“Soy beans are also decidedly drought resistant, much
more so than cowpeas, and but for the depredations of
rabbits would be a valuable crop for the semiarid West.
Rabbits are exceedingly fond of the foliage, and where they
are numerous it is nearly useless to plant soy beans unless
the field can be inclosed [sic] with rabbit-proof fencing.”
At the present time seven varieties of soy beans are
handled by American seedsmen: Mammoth (yellow seeds),
Hollybrook (yellow), Ito San (yellow), Guelph (also called
Medium Green, Medium Early Green, Large Medium
Green), Buckshot (black; a very early variety handled by
northern seedsmen), Ogemaw (brown), and Wisconsin
Black. A detailed description, with a photo showing the seeds
and pods, is given of each. The best of the new varieties,
most of which will be available in 1910, are: Wilson (black),
Meyer (mottled black and brown), Austin (yellowish green),
Haberlandt (yellow; the seed is considerably larger than that
of any of the other yellow-seeded varieties), and Riceland
(black).
“During the past three years more than two hundred
additional varieties have been introduced from China, Japan,
and India, most of which have already been sufficiently
tested to give some idea of their value. Many of the new
varieties are so superior in various respects that they are
certain to replace all of the above-named varieties except
Mammoth and, perhaps, Ito San.”
A table (p. 23) gives a nutritional analysis of seven
varieties of soy beans: Austin, Ito San, Kingston, Mammoth,
Guelph, Medium Yellow, Samarow.
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) A typical soybean plant with leaves, pods, roots and nodules (p. 5, by
Boetcher).
(2) A bunching attachment on an ordinary mower for
bean harvesting (p. 19). Photos show: (1) A plant of the
Mammoth variety of soy bean (p. 6). (2) Seeds and pods
of seven varieties of soy beans (full size; p. 8). (3) A man
standing in a field of the Mammoth variety of soy bean in
North Carolina (p. 9).
(4) Roots of a Mammoth variety of soy bean with
characteristic nodules (p. 13).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016)
stating that USDA has tested nearly 200 soy bean varieties
during the past three years.
Note 2. This is the earliest publication seen (April 1917)

659. Edie, E.S. 1909. Cultivation and uses of soya beans.
Liverpool University, Institute of Commercial Research in
the Tropics, Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct. 8. [1 ref]
• Summary: An excellent article. Contents: Introduction.
Uses of the soya bean: Forage, hay, ensilage, soya oil, soya
milk, a type of cheese made from soymilk [tofu], soya meal
[flour]; use of soya bean oil for soap, illumination, paints and
other industrial products, soya bean meal used as a fertilizer
on Chinese sugar plantations, soya beans as a legume for
enriching the soil with nitrogen, planting between rows of
maize. Cultivation of soya beans. Varieties of soya beans.
“The Soya bean (Glycine hispida) is a native of Southeastern Asia, where it has been cultivated for centuries
in China and Japan. It was introduced at a later period
into India, and arrived in England towards the end of the
eighteenth century. A considerable number of experiments
were carried out with the plant were carried out in Austria
about thirty years ago, but it is only quite recently that it has
become an article of commercial importance in Europe.”
After discussing uses as hay and silage: “It is in the bean
itself, however, that the chief value of the Soya plant lies. As
food for man and domestic animals it is used to a very large
extent in the East. In some parts of China the bean forms
one of the staple articles of food, and it is cooked much as
beans and marrowfat peas are, and also in soups and other
forms. The oil is used largely for making salads and sauces,
and is also mixed with flour in the manufacture of cakes. Mr.
Turner tells me that the Chinese extract casein from the bean,
and I have also seen this stated elsewhere.
“A liquid closely resembling cow’s milk is prepared
from Soya beans in Japan.” The process is described. “This
condensed product is of considerable value as a food, but it
is unsuitable for the use of infants. This “Soya Milk” is also
used in the preparation of a kind of cheese” [tofu]. Note 1.
This is the earliest English-language document seen (Aug.
2013) that contains the term “Soya milk.”
“Soya bean meal is now use in the manufacture of
biscuits, and for mixing with flour for making brown bread
in this country. In some parts of the Continent Soya meal is
now being used in preference to rye meal for making bread.”
“One of the most valuable products of the Soya plant
is the oil. As mentioned before, it is used largely for eating
purposes in the East, and Mr. Turner tells me that on the
Continent a greater percentage of Soya oil than of Copra oil
is allowed in the manufacture of margarine.
“Soya oil is largely used for soap making in the East,
and I understand that it has recently been tried with very
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good results in this country also.
“As a considerable proportion of oil is left behind in the
cake after expression of the oil, it may be more profitable to
extract the oil by solvents such as naphtha and use it all for
manufacturing purposes, as extraction by means of naphtha
renders the oil unsuitable for edible purposes.
“In the East Soya bean oil is used as an illuminant
and also in the manufacture of paints. The oil has a
comparatively high iodine value, which is an index of the
drying quality of an oil of that class.” Note 2. This is the
earliest English-language document seen (Sept. 2016) which
states that soya oil can be used in paints (or other coatings) in
connection with its iodine number.
Cultivation: “Recently the question of raising this crop
in various British colonies has been discussed. In most of
the African colonies, including West Africa, the Soya bean
would probably be successfully grown, and in rotation with,
or along with maize and other crops, its cultivation would
be a very profitable investment. I have seen samples of
Soya beans at least three years old, which showed no signs
of weevilling or deterioration in any way. Cargoes of the
beans shipped from Vladivostock [Vladivostok] and Dalny
to Hull and Liverpool are stated to have arrived in perfect
condition.”
Varieties: A table (p. 6) gives a nutritional analysis by
S.H. Collins of “a sample of Chinese yellow Soya beans.”
Moisture: 10.23%. Oil 15.62%. Albuminoids 37.54%.
Carbohydrates 27.27%. Woody fibre 5.02%. Ash 4.32%.
“I have analysed samples of five distinct varieties of
Soya beans, some of which were obtained from the shop of
a Chinaman who sells them to the Chinese in Liverpool for
food. I do not, of course, know the age of the samples, nor
their source...” After describing the shape and color (2 green,
2 brown, 1 black) of each, and noting that No. 4 came from
Hong-Kong, he gives a nutritional analysis of each in tabular
form, and the weight of 20 seeds of each in grams.
“In conclusion I have to thank Mr. A. Grenville Turner,
Grain and Seed Broker, member of the Liverpool Corn Trade
Association, for much valuable information regarding the
Soya beans and for his kindness in obtaining samples for
me. I am also largely indebted to an excellent article on Soya
beans in the Natal Agricultural Journal, November, 1908.
“Since the above was written I have been enabled,
through the kindness of Sir Alfred Jones, to analyse a sample
of yellow Soya beans grown in West Africa from seed sent
out by him early this summer.” A table shows the analysis.
Moisture: 10.52%. Oil 17.26%. Albuminoids 36.05%.
Carbohydrates 26.16%. Woody fibre 5.39%. Ash 4.62%.
“The results show that in the first season at least the
Soya bean underwent no deterioration in West Africa, and
the plants also came rapidly to maturity.”
Also published in 1909 as a 7-page booklet by C.
Tinling & Co., Liverpool. Also published in 1911 Spanish
by: Mexico. Ministerio de Fomento, Colonización e

Industria under the title “Explotación de la soya,” by E.S.
Edic [sic, Edie]. The last line of the article seems to say
that the author is at the central agricultural station (Estación
Agrícola Central).–San Jacinto [probably in or near Mexico
City], January 1911. Address: M.A., B.Sc, Liverpool Univ.
660. Flint, Paul N. 1909. Spanish peanuts, soy beans
and skim milk as feeds supplementary to corn. Georgia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 87. 10 p. Nov.
See p. 8-10.
• Summary: This experiment shows that pork can be
produced more cheaply when soy beans, Spanish peanuts,
and skim milk are fed to pigs as a supplement to corn,
compared to when corn and shorts are fed alone. The author
insists that more attention should be given in the South to
growing these more concentrated feeds on the farm in order
to increase the profitability of raising swine. A financial
statement of the experiment is included, as well as the costs
of seeding and cultivating one acre of soybeans and one acre
of Spanish peanuts. At that time, soybeans for use as seed
cost $2.00/bushel. The cost of producing one acre of soy
beans was $14.38 compared with $15.38 for peanuts. Both
crops were assumed to be of equal value the next year. The
costs were fertilizer ($5.03), interest or rent ($3.00), hoeing
two times ($2.10), cultivation 3 times ($1.50), 3/4 bushel
of seed ($1.50), breaking the land ($1.00), and harrowing
($0.25).
Pages 9-10 state: “Soy beans: The soy bean makes a
very good feed to combine with corn because it is rich in
protein, in which corn is deficient. It is especially good for
growing and breeding swine. Hogs will eat practically the
whole plant when it is young and tender. The stems are not
eaten so well after they become coarse.
“There are several varieties of soy beans, and by
selecting early, medium, and late varieties, or by planting the
early or medium varieties a couple of weeks apart throughout
the season, one planting will be sufficiently matured by the
time the other is consumed. The hogs should be turned into
the pasture when the first pods begin to ripen. Usually the
soy bean has a more upright growth than the cowpea. It is
richer in protein and, in some respects, a heavier yielder,
which makes it more valuable as a hog feed.”
Photos (p. 8-9) show: Hogs in a pen fed on shelled
corn and fresh soy beans. Hogs in a pen fed on shelled
corn and fresh Spanish peanuts. The photos are meant as a
comparison. Address: Animal Husbandman, Experiment,
Georgia.
661. Wildeman, É. de. 1909. Le soja [The soybean].
Agronomie Tropicale; Organe Mensuel de la Societe
d’Etudes d’Agriculture Tropicale 1(12):195-200. Dec. 25;
2(1&2):5-8. Jan/Feb. 1910. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: An overview of the subject, including a brief
history, based largely on a summary of about ten documents.
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It begins: “For some years now, attention has been drawn
to the soybean (Soja hispida (Mönch) or Glycine hispida
(Max.)), which comes from Manchuria; its products are now
used in various ways in our daily lives.”
“It is not a question of exhausting the question, but as
the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute of London has already
devoted several articles to this plant this year and that the
first part of vol. I of the Liverpool University, Institute of
Commercial Research in the Tropics, Bulletin [Edie, 8 Oct.
1909] is entirely devoted to it, it appeared useful to us to
insist here on the soybean which would also have a certain
importance for our colonies.”
This legume originated in Southeast Asia, and has
been cultivated for centuries in China and Japan. It is
now abundant throughout Manchuria, where the seeds are
widely appreciated for their nutritive value. It was later
introduced into the Indies (l’Inde) and arrived in England
at the end of the 18th century. About 30 years, it was the
subject of numerous trials [by Haberlandt and co-workers] in
Austria, but is only recently that it has become an article of
commercial importance in Europe.
“The occupation of Northern Manchuria by Russian
troops, during the Russo-Japanese War, gave rise to
numerous demands for this bean, which stimulated the
extension of [its] agriculture. After the departure of the
troops, the local demand fell naturally, and it was necessary
to find an outlet in foreign markets. From 1906 to 1908, a
large part of the products of N. Manchuria were exported
to Japan via Vladivostok, but in 1908 the economic crisis
of Japan diverted a part of these products to Europe,
which actually received large quantities of soybeans,
especially in England. The first large shipment of soybeans
contained 5,200 tonnes (metric tons) and arrived at Hull
on 2 March 1909. The beans arrived at the destination in
perfect condition despite the distance. They were classed in
three categories: 1. Shipped from Dalny; 2. Shipped from
Vladivostock; and 3. Shipped from Hankow. The value of
those in category No. 1 is about £6 8s./tonne [metric ton];
those in No. 2 and No. 3 is about £6 6s./tonne, these prices
being, naturally, subject to the fluctuations of the market.
Most imported beans are monopolized by the manufacturers
of oil who obtain 10-18% of the weight of the beans in
oil. [The remaining] oilcake can be used in the feed of
livestock.”
There follows a long discussion of soybean cultivation
and production, including soils, fertilizers, nitrogen fixation
by root nodules, planting, intercropping, yields of forage and
seed, use as silage, soil restoration, soybean varieties, tables
showing the chemical composition of the plant and seeds
showing their excellent nutritional value.
“Until recently, soybean cultivation has been confined
to Asia and some states of the USA. Recently, the question
of cultivating this plant in the various British colonies has
been raised. In most of the colonies of West Africa, the

soybean could probably be cultivated with success in rotation
or mixed with maize or other crops, and give significant
yields.”
“In China, Japan, and Indo-China the seeds are used to
prepare a sort of milky liquid (liquide lactescent) [soymilk]
and a sort of cheese” [tofu]. A brief description of each
process is given. The milk has considerable nutritional value
“but is not suited for infants.”
“The flour of soybeans (La farine de fèves de soja) is
used to make biscuits, and, mixed with wheat flour, is used
to make a brown bread; it is sometimes even preferred in
this application to rye flour. Since it contains neither sugar
nor starch, the soybean has been recommended as the basis
of diabetic diets.” Address: Prof., School of Horticulture,
Vilvoorde, Belgium (Professeur au Cors colonial de l’École
d’Horticulture de Vilvorde).
662. Tropical Agriculturist, Supplement (The) (Peradeniya,
Ceylon). 1909. Soya (or soy) bean. 5(6):576. Dec.
• Summary: “The Soya Bean thrives at Peradeniya and
appears to be well suited to the climate and soil. Here the
seeds germinate in 3 to 5 days, the plants flower when a
month old; a fortnight later the pods are fit for picking, and
the harvesting is complete in about two months from the
time of sowing.” Also contains a 3-inch quote from the Times
(London) of 13 Nov. 1909, p. 15f. Address: Ceylon.
663. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products. Special
Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department
of Commerce and Labor) No. 41. Part 5. 35 p. Erroneously
numbered Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: An outstanding, comprehensive report.
Contents: Introduction. I. Countries of production. China:
Newchang (Varieties of beans and amount produced {in
centals [hundredweights; 1 cental = 112 pounds]}, methods
of cultivating and harvesting, prices and exports, shipments
to Europe–use by natives), Dalny (Manufacture of bean cake
and oil, preparing the cake, expressing the oil and wages
paid, freight charges to Dalny, exports, stock on hand, and
prices), Chefoo (Beans imported for cake manufacture,
quantity and value of output, bean vermicelli made by a
peculiar process [from the small green bean lü tou {mung
bean}], preparation of beans, drying of product and prices
[for vermicelli]), Shanghai (Extent of export trade in beans),
Shantung (manufacture of bean oil and cake, harvesting and
pressing, shipping and prices), Swatow, Tientsin (Exports
of raw beans, shipments of bean cake, extent of trade at
Tientsin). Tables (p. 5) show prices and exports of soya
beans, bean cake and bean oil at Newchang for the years
1905-1908. Japan: Cost of production and prices (of soya
beans, quite detailed), imports of beans and cakes, use of
the bean as food (shoyu, miso, tofu, koya-tofu, natto, flour),
Kobe (Beans as human food {eaten boiled with a little soy
[sauce], “made into bean curd, and a kind of sauce made of
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wheat, beans, and salt”}–small exports {“The total exports
of beans, pease, and pulse [incl. soy] in 1908 were valued at
$25,971, of which about $24,000 worth went to Hawaii, the
United States, and Canada for use by the Japanese residents
in those countries as an article of food”}, manufacture of
cake), Nagasaki (Production of beans, imports of beans–
market prices). Shipments from Vladivostok * [Russia, of
soybeans probably grown in Manchuria] (Fluctuations in
prices, shipments during present season, immense shipments
planned next season (by Mitsui)).
“It is the intention of Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, the largest
exporter from this port, to ship about 200,000 tons of beans
via Vladivostok during 1909 and about double that quantity
via Dalny. Many large contracts have been made for next
season, and from present indications a strong effort will be
made against the control of Mitsui Bussan Kaisha as the
Chinese are making arrangements to deal direct with the
European market without the aid of the Japanese” (p. 18).

Tables show: The quantities and value of soya beans,
soya-bean cake, and bean oil imported into Japan during
the year 1908 (p. 15). The soya bean harvests (in bushels)
reported in various Japanese districts (p. 16).
II. Markets. Denmark: Experimental imports made,
views of an importer.
France: High duties prevent importation of soya beans,
soya-bean flour bread used by diabetics, unknown in Calais
district.
Germany: Danger of feeding cattle on soya-bean
products, oil value–prices at Hamburg, comparative food
value of the bean.
Italy: Soya beans are imported and cultivated (“as a
feed stuff for live stock”) in only very small quantities. Also
gives: prices of soya products–American cotton-seed oil,
not imported into Catania, home products supply Piedmont
district.
Netherlands: A great future for the soya-bean trade
predicted, prices of the bean and bean cake, soya cake as
cattle feed, manufacture of soya-bean products begun,
English soya-bean cake defective.
Norway: Imports of soya-bean meal and cotton-seed
meal.
Russia: Beans and products unsatisfactory as feeding
stuffs.
Spain: Soya bean unknown in Valencia district [They are
neither cultivated nor imported in this district].
Straits Settlements [Singapore and Malaya].
Sweden: Soya-bean products introduced through
England. Comparative value of cattle feed [work by Nils
Hansson of Sweden], comparative prices of feed stuffs.
Turkey. England: Liverpool (Conversion of the soya
bean into cake and meal), Plymouth (Soya cake and meal
extensively consumed), Southampton (The bean appreciated
as a fattener and as a dairy ration, the soya bean as human
food [for use in diabetic diets]). Ireland: Chinese bean
products are favorably received, soya bean introduced in
Belfast, small imports at Cork. Scotland: Statistics as to
use in Dunfermline not available, test of feeding value of
soya cake [by Prof. Douglas A. Gilchrist], Edinburgh mills
making experiments (based on 1909 report 1909 of U.S.
Consul Rufus Fleming from Edinburgh).
III. Competitive American exports. Tables (p. 35)
show exports for 1907, 1908, and 1909 of cotton-seed
meal, cotton-seed oil, and cottolene, lardine [not defined:
presumably shortening made from cottonseed oil], etc. to
major countries, especially in Europe.
The Introduction notes: “In compliance with requests
from manufacturers of cotton-seed products in the United
States, who desired that an investigation be made of the
production and use of the soya bean and its manufacturers
in the Far East and of the extent to which they compete with
American cotton-seed products in the European markets, the
reports following have been submitted by consular officers in
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the various countries concerned...
“The reports of the consular officers have been placed
in two groups, the first having to do with the countries that
produce the soya bean and the second with the countries
that are sought as markets. Statistics as to the imports of
soya-bean products in many European countries were
not available at the time the reports were submitted, but
inasmuch as the prices quoted were generally lower than for
other seed products, emphasis has been laid on the relative
merits of the two classes of goods as shown by experiments
and analyses in these countries. These manufacturers will
have to work in meeting this new competition.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007)
concerning soybean products (oil or meal) in Turkey,
Denmark, Ireland, the Middle East, or Sweden (one of two
documents); soybeans as such have not yet been reported in
any of these countries. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybean products in the Middle East or Turkey
(1909).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soya-bean flour.”
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soya-bean meal” to refer
to soya-bean flour. Address: Chief of Dep.
664. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: Japan
(Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 41.
Part 5. p. 13-16. Erroneously numbered Special Consular
Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: Vice-Consul-General E.G. Babbitt of Yokohama
writes: “The soya bean, or soja bean, as it is known here
(Common Japanese name ‘daidzu’ [daizu]), is cultivated
throughout the Empire of Japan. The total area of cultivation
is in the neighborhood of 1,200,000 acres, or about 3.8 per
cent of the total area devoted to the cultivation of rice and
other cereals and grains. The soya bean is often cultivated,
not in fields by itself, but in rows along the edges of rice or
wheat fields. These edges are, as a rule, very soft, for they
have been previously plowed, and little labor is required in
planting... In harvesting the plants are uprooted, and, after
being dried in the sun for several days, flails are used to
separate the beans from the pods. The flails are of a very
primitive type, with bamboo handle and of light weight.
Female and child labor is invariably employed in flailing.
“The kinds of fertilizers used differ by districts. In
the prefecture of Miyagi, for example, straw ashes and
superphosphate of lime are commonly employed, while in
the prefecture of Akita wood ashes, superphosphate of lime,
and horse dung are used.”
The average yield of soybeans in Japan over the past
10 years is 15.30 bushels per acre. For the year 1907 the
highest yield is from Ishikawa prefecture, 21.62 bushels/
acre, whereas the lowest yield is from Okinawa prefecture

(Loochoo Islands, south of Kiushu [Kyushu]), 8.48 bushels/
acre. During 1908 huge amounts of soya beans (3.3 million
piculs; 1 picul = 132.277 pounds weight) were imported
to Japan from China, Kwantung, and Korea, with small
amounts coming from Asiatic Russia. Large amounts of
soya-bean cake (7.760 million piculs) were imported from
China and Kwantung, with small amounts coming from
Asiatic Russia and none from Korea. “The total imports of
bean oil in 1908 amounted to only 49,993 pounds, valued at
$1,325.”
“The soya bean is one of the most important articles of
food in Japan. The beans are cooked in various ways, while
in brewing soy (shoyu), in the manufacture of miso (pea or
bean cheese), tofu (bean curd), koya-tofu (frozen bean curd),
and natto (steamed beans) they are the chief ingredient. They
are also manufactured into flour and make up the principal
part of many Japanese sweetmeats. All these foodstuffs are
daily used in Japanese homes.
“To a limited extent soya beans are used as horse or
cattle food, being sometimes boiled and mixed with straw,
barley, bran, etc.”
The vice consul of Kobe states that in 1908 Japan
produced 18,812,228 bushels of soya beans. Small amounts
are exported “to Hawaii, the United States and Canada for
use by the Japanese resident in those countries as an article
of food.” Three factories in the Kobe district make bean
cake, largely from imported, lower-cost soya beans. “The
beans are first crushed flat, then put into a big container
and steamed, after which they are put into a steam press to
extract the oil and to be made into cakes. The cakes come
in circular pieces, a yard in diameter and an inch thick, each
weighing about 50 pounds. The oil is used for lubricating
machinery. The cake is used only as a fertilizer and is not fed
to animals as it causes their hair to fall off.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2004)
stating that soya bean oil can be used as a lubricant.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “koya-tofu” to refer to
dried-frozen tofu.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011)
in Chemist and Druggist in which the toxicity of a soy
product is discussed or alleged, namely soya cake “is not fed
to animals as it causes their hair to fall off.” Address: Chief
of Dep.
665. Edie, E.S. 1909. Cultivation and uses of soya beans.
Liverpool: C. Tinling & Co. 7 p.
• Summary: See: Edie, E.S. 1909. “Cultivation and uses of
soya beans.” Liverpool University, Institute of Commercial
Research in the Tropics, Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct. 8. Also
published in Spanish in Mexico (1911). Address: M.A., B.Sc.
666. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report. 1909. Soy beans. p. 83-85. For the year 1908.
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• Summary: “The soy bean possesses many advantages
as a green manuring and rotation crop. Early in the present
year, three varieties of soy beans were obtained through the
Bureau of Plant Industry. These were designated as Nos.
20797, 20798, and 21080... Seed of two other varieties were
donated by the Hawaiian Yamajo Soy Company of Honolulu.
One of these, a green seeded type, has been grown in the
Kona district of Hawaii for some years; the other, a yellow
seeded variety, was imported direct from Japan. The seed
of both these varieties is used in the manufacture of the
Japanese food product, ‘Miso,’ and other preparations.”
All the varieties were sown on March 12. Variety No.
21080 yielded 600 lb of shelled beans per acre; the yellow
seeded variety imported from Japan yielded 800 lb, and
the Kona seed yielded 1,060 lb. “The average price in the
Honolulu market is $3 per hundred pounds. About 500 tons
of the beans are imported from Japan annually, and the
demand is said to be on the increase. It would appear that
this could be made a profitable crop for the small farmer.”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a “plat of soy
beans” in Hawaii, with palm, banana, and other tropical trees
in the background. (2) Three sets of dwarf soy bean plants
with roots; their soy beans are used in making miso and other
Japanese food products.
Note: In 1898 Hawaii was annexed as a U.S. Territory.

667. Liardet, Cavendish Evelyn. 1909. A new
British industry. Soya beans, their cultivation
and manufacture. Liverpool, England: Northern
Publishing Co. 14 p. *
• Summary: The companies that began large-scale
exportation of soya were Nathanson of Russia and
Mitsui & Co. of Japan. Various English companies
have started this trade, including MacGregor &
Co. and Jardine, Mathison [Matheson] & Co. The
authors believes that Messrs. John Bibby & Sons,
of Liverpool, were the first British importers of soybeans, having received a considerable quantity in
1908. It wasn’t until the spring of 1909, however,
that consignments arrived in England in large
cargoes. About 300,000 tons were imported into
England in the first 8 months of 1909. The oil is
of a superior kind and finds a ready sale at high
prices for a great variety of purposes, including
the manufacture of various edible goods, fine toilet
soaps, paint oils, lubrication and lighting oils.
An analysis of regular yellow soybeans, made by
Alfred Smethan, of Brunswick Street, Liverpool,
indicates that it has the following proximate
composition: water 12%, oil 17%, albuminoids
(protein) 38%, carbohydrates 22%, fiber 5%, ash
5%, and sand 1%. Mr. Smethan, in a pamphlet that
he prepared for the Annual Journal of the Royal
Lancashire Agricultural Society for 1909, indicated
some analyses of the soybean, and of the products
from mills that produce oil and flour. Note: Mr. Liardet
traveled in China. Address: [China].
668. Piper, C.V. 1909. The search for new leguminous
forage crops. Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agriculture p. 245-60. For the year 1908. See p. 248, 257.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 257) states:
“Recent explorations in China and extensive correspondence
with missionaries and others have yielded during the past
few years a very large number of varieties of soy beans.
Fully 200 distinct varieties have now been obtained,
showing a diversity of growth and of possible value wholly
unsuspected. Previous to these investigations only 5 or 6
varieties were known to American agriculture. The rapidly
increasing prominence of the soy bean, especially in the
Southern States, makes it important to secure the very best
varieties. It is a curious fact that the variety most widely
grown in the United States, the Mammoth, which was
introduced at least thirty years ago, has never again been
obtained. It is equally strange that of the other numerous new
varieties obtained, nearly all of them, except certain Japanese
varieties, have been secured in only a single locality. The
truth is that throughout most of the Chinese Empire every
variety is grown locally. Mr. F.N. Meyer, who has traveled
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widely in China, states that this extreme localization of these
varieties is a very striking fact in Chinese agriculture, due, as
he thinks, to the fact that for ages every Chinese farmer has
grown his own seed, and there has been little or no exchange
of seeds from province to province. It would therefore
appear likely that numerous other varieties yet remain to be
obtained.”
“Among the new varieties of soy beans are some from
far north in Manchuria and Siberia, which mature in seventy
to eighty days, and others from southern China that are so
late that they scarcely mature in our warmest States. Several
of these new varieties in the trials thus far conducted promise
to be decidedly superior to the Mammoth variety.
“Especially valuable are the Riceland soy beans, grown
by the Chinese in rotation with rice. These varieties are very
distinct from others and on account of their numerous slender
stems, large size, and leafiness make hay of unusually fine
quality.
“While at the present time soy beans are most important
in the Southern and Middle Southern States, they will
doubtless in time become of great value in the arid regions
on account of their marked drought resistance. Unfortunately,
rabbits are extremely fond of soy beans, causing so much
destruction that it is practically impossible to grow this crop
where these animals abound, as is still the case throughout
our semiarid regions.”
Soy beans are also mentioned briefly on p. 248. There
are long sections on the “Florida velvet bean” (p. 247-49),
“Kudzu” (p. 249-51, with a photo facing p. 48 of “A patch
of kudzu (Pueraria thunbergiana) growing at Washington,
DC”), “Adzuki bean” (p. 253-54, with two photos, plate xi,
of a “Field of adzuki beans (Phaseolus angularis) grown at
Arlington Farm, Virginia, in 1908),” “Cowpea” (p. 254-56),
“Bonavist bean or hyacinth bean (Dolichos lablab)” (plate
XII, p. 258), “Bur clovers” (p. 259-60) and “Vetches” (p.
260; many species of Vicia; common vetch, hairy vetch,
scarlet vetch, black-purple vetch, woolly pod vetch).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2008) that uses the term “bonavist bean” to
refer to Dolichos lablab. Address: Agrostologist in Charge
of Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry
[USDA].
669. Quereau, F.C. 1909. Report of the animal husbandman
and dairyman. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 21:116-18. For the year 1908.
• Summary: Part I of this short report, titled “Experiments
in beef feeding” concludes: “1. Soy beans are the best forage
crop that has been tested on the Station. The products from
the acre of soy beans have fed longer, with greater gains,
than either corn or cowpeas. Cowpeas stand next to soy
beans and corn comes last. 2. By the return of green manure
from the feeding of crops there has been a marked increase
in the productiveness of the soil, the feeding capacity for

four steers per acre having been increased in the case of soy
beans from 80 days in 1905-6 to 100 days in 1908-09.” Thus,
feeding steers soy beans aided in maintaining soil fertility.
Part II, titled “Experiments in dairy feeding” (p. 118-19)
has a section on “Soy bean against other feeds” which states
that the soy bean has “given the largest yield per acre, both
in roughage and grain, of all the farm crops tested by the
Station.” An experiment was conducted, which led to these
conclusions: “1. Soy-bean straw will give better results than
corn stover, and can be produced at about the same cost. 2.
A ton of soy-bean hay produced at a cost of about $7, has
a higher feeding value than a ton of alfalfa hay, which at
present prices will cost $18 to $20 per ton. 3. Cotton-seed
meal and soy-bean meal [probably ground whole soybeans or
possibly soybean plants] have about the same feeding value,
pound for pound. 4. A well-balanced ration can be produced
on the farm at much less cost than it can be produced on
the market.” Address: Animal Husbandman and Dairyman,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
670. Sawer, E.R. 1909. Cedara memoirs on South African
Agriculture. Vol. I. Containing reports of experiments in the
cultivation of the cereals in South Africa. Pietermartizburg,
South Africa. 343 p. See p. 226, 228.
• Summary: In section “229. Irrigation and drought
resistance,” a table, based on experiments from the Kansas
Experiment Station in the USA, shows that soy beans have
fairly good drought resistance and leave the soil with a
higher moisture level than any of the 9 other crops tested.
Their average growth period is 105 days. The average water
used per day is 0.152 inches. Total water used by the crop
is 15.91 inches. Yield per acre: 14 bushels. Grain produced
per 1 inch water: 0.88 (6th out of 8 crops with values; Kaffir
corn is highest). Total dry matter produced per acre including
straw and stalks: 1,853. Pounds of dry matter produced per
acre by 1 inch water: 116 (7th out of 10 crops; Sorghum and
Kaffir corn are highest). Fall (Autumn) condition, moisture
in first 6 feet of soil after season’s cropping: 24.4% (highest
= best of the ten crops). Spring condition, moisture in first 6
feet of soil after previous season’s cropping: 25.13% (highest
= best of the ten crops). Address: M.A., B.Sc., Director,
Div. of Agriculture and Forestry, Colony of Natal; Principal,
Cedara School of Agriculture; formerly Asst. Secretary of
Agriculture, Southern Rhodesia.
671. Walters, J.D. 1909. History of the Kansas State
Agricultural College (Continued–Document part III).
Manhattan, Kansas: Printed by Printing Dep. of the Kansas
State Agricultural College. 226 p. See p. 98-99. Illust. 25 cm.
• Summary: (Continued): Page 98-99: “Prof. C.C.
Georgeson: Prof. Chas. C. Georgeson, M.Sc., of the chair
of agriculture, came to this country from Denmark when
a youth. He began his work as a gardener and general
horticulturist, passing his apprenticeship in this line in his
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native land. A year after he landed he entered the Michigan
Agricultural College, from which he graduated in 1878.
He was at once offered the position as assistant editor of
the Rural New Yorker, published in New York city. That
position he held for two years. In the fall of 1880 he was
chosen professor of agriculture and horticulture in the Texas
Agricultural College. This was followed in 1885 by an offer
from the Japanese government to fill a similar chair in the
Imperial college of agriculture in Tokio, which he accepted.
He remained in Japan nearly four years and returned to the
United States in the fall of 1889. Shortly after his return he
was invited to take the position of professor of agriculture in
the Kansas State Agricultural College. He accepted the offer
in January, 189O, and remained here nearly eight years, till
September, 1897.
“Professor Georgeson’s work in Kansas is well known to
the farmers of the State. The experiment stations maintained
by the national government had just been fairly started when
he came to Kansas, and his work in that line at Manhattan
may be traced through the thirty bulletins which he wrote
while here. Experiments in cropping, especially methods of
culture best adapted to Kansas conditions, and experiments
in steer feeding, were the main features of his work. The
soy-bean was introduced into this country for the first time
by Mr. Georgeson at the Kansas station in 1890 [sic, it was
introduced in 1765 by Samuel Bowen]. He sent to Japan
for the seeds and grew them that year at the College. The
scientist found it to be a valuable drouth-resisting plant and
grew it extensively and distributed the seed widely gratis to
the farmers of Kansas. He also introduced the growing of
this bean as a second crop after wheat, and plowed it under
for green manure if it failed to ripen. Professor Georgeson
proved by his feeding experiments that the meal of the soy
bean [probably ground whole soybeans] was more valuable
than linseed oil-meal for both steers and hogs, and that the
farmers could raise them at a fraction of the price per ton that
the [linseed] oil-meal costs.
“In January, 1893, Secretary of Agriculture Rusk sent
Professor Georgeson to Europe to investigate the dairy
industry in Denmark. There was at that time a great revival
in the dairy industry in the United States, and Denmark stood
at the head of the list of dairy countries. He considered it
important to obtain authentic detailed data in regard to the
methods practiced by the Danes, and especially the reasons
for the superiority of their butter, which always sold several
points higher in the English markets than butter from other
countries. The results of the professor’s investigations were
published by Secretary Morton in a report entitled ‘The
Dairy Industry of Denmark.’
“When the [anti-Republican, farmer-centered] Populists
assumed control of the College in 1897 Professor Georgeson
resigned and took the civil service examination for an
assistantship in the United States Department of Agriculture.
He was first appointed assistant in the division of agrostology

and was sent by the department to the Panhandle of Texas to
investigate the pasture conditions in that locality. In March,
1898, Mr. Georgeson was appointed special agent in charge
of the Alaska agricultural investigations, and started for
the North, where he has since remained. During a whole
decade he has worked in that semi-arctic region, testing
its possibilities for raising grasses, vegetables, and grains.
He has also made extensive experiments with the islandic
reindeer [sic, Icelandic reindeer], the northern sheep, and
milch cows. His reports form one of the most interesting
parts of the annual literature of the U.S. Agricultural
Department.” Address: Prof. of Architecture and Drawing,
Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan, Kansas.
672. Wilcox, E.V. 1909. Summary of investigations:
Miscellaneous crops. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report. p. 9-16. For the year 1908. See p. 16.
• Summary: “Several varieties of soy beans have been
grown for use as fodder, green manuring, and human food,
particularly in the Japanese product, Miso. The yields have
been very encouraging. About 500 tons of soy beans are
annually imported from Japan, and the demand is increasing.
The beans are sold in Honolulu for $3 per 100 pounds. The
market can easily be supplied by home production.
“Peanuts have yielded gratifying results in various
localities. On the trial grounds of the station a number of
varieties have been grown, including Spanish, Bunch Jumbo,
Running Jumbo, and Virginia Running.”
Note: In 1898 Hawaii was annexed as a U.S. Territory.
Address: Special agent in charge.
673. Wilson, James. 1909. Report of the Secretary. Yearbook
of the United States Department of Agriculture p. 9-186. For
the year 1908. See p. 156.
• Summary: The section titled “Continued addition” (p.
156) states: “A variety of soy bean has been introduced from
central China, suitable for becoming a cover crop for rice
lands and greatly needed by the rice growers of the Southern
States.” Address: Secretary of Agriculture.
674. Wing, Joseph E. 1909. Alfalfa farming in America.
Chicago, Illinois: Sanders Publishing Co. 480 p. See p. 160.
Index. 21 cm. [5 ref]
• Summary: The frontispiece (facing the title page) shows a
portrait of Joseph E. Wing as a fairly young man. This is an
excellent, detailed book. The lengthy introduction (p. 3-45)
tells the story of how he discovered alfalfa, and its many
benefits to agriculture. It begins: “In March, 1886, the writer,
a tall awkward young man fresh from the fields of Ohio, was
traveling by rail through Utah. Near Provo he began to see
snug farms with trees, meadows, orchards, granaries, and
haystacks.”
The green hay in the stacks was freshly cut lucern, or
alfalfa, which had not spread much east of the valleys of
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Utah. Lucern was the old European word, whereas alfalfa
was the Spanish word that had come with the crop from Chili
[Chile] to California. He learned that alfalfa was taken to
Latin America from Europe (mainly Spain). It came to the
western United States from Chili by way of California in
1851–during the Gold Rush.
Next the boy lived for a time in Salt Lake City and cared
for his uncle’s cow. She was fed on alfalfa and gave large
amounts of milk. Then he worked on a cattle ranch along the
Green River, where it meets the Price River in Utah. There
he learned more about alfalfa.” Includes long chapters on
history (p. 46-77), varieties (p. 78-83), habit of growth (p.
84-96) etc. Joe Wing pioneered the introduction of alfalfa to
Ohio and the Midwest.
In the chapter titled “Manures and humus in soil” (p.
150-75) are sections on cowpeas (the pea vines smother
weeds), turning under green cowpeas, the soy bean, crimson
clover, and melilotus or sweet clover. The section on “The
soy bean” states (p. 160-61): “An easier crop to grow than
the cowpea is the soy bean, and it is also a soil enricher and
affords much humus when turned under. Soy beans are of
many sorts. The large growing kinds, like the Mammoth
Yellow, make the most vegetation for turning under, while
the smaller growing sorts make most seed in northern
latitudes... To get a money crop out of soy beans and yet
have a lot of humus-making material is easy. One does it
with hogs, turning them in after the bean crop is mature
and letting them harvest the beans. Afterward the stems
remaining with many leaves will be plowed down.
“Soy beans respond well to fertilization with phosphatic
fertilizers. The larger grows the soil-building crop, whether
of soy beans, cowpeas, crimson clover or anything else,
the larger the alfalfa will grow after it. Therefore fertilizer
applied to the cover crop is all to the good.”
Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) is a deep-rooted European
leguminous plant grown for hay and forage. Originating in
Italy, it has two names in English. The older name “lucerne”
or “lucern,” still the plant’s main name in British English,
derives from the French luzerne and comes from a river
valley in northern Italy; it was first used in English in 1626.
The newer name, alfalfa (first used in 1845) comes from
the Spanish, and is a modification of the Arabic dialect alfasfasah the alfalfa.
Cow’s who eat alfalfa, give abundant milk. It is easy to
grow, but the soil must be inoculated the first time it is grown
in a new field. Immediately after harvest, it is piled in big
cocks and left there to dry.
Joe Wing returned home just before Christmas, 1889,
and his aging father offered him the run-down family farm
named Woodland Farm (p. 17-21). He hesitated, then decided
to try an experiment. After some temporary setbacks, he
found that alfalfa also grew well in Ohio. After years of hard
work, he made the family farm profitable. He soon came to
believe that alfalfa, fed to lambs, and grown with corn, could

rejuvenate old farms in the Midwest. Most Midwestern crops
are “affected vastly by the vicissitudes of the weather. Alfalfa
once rooted in dry rich soil has the permanence of the wild
native things.” The deep roots were unaffected by drouths.
Manure from the lambs was used to fertilize the fields. Joe
Wing soon devoted his life to sharing what he had learned
about alfalfa with other farmers in the Midwest.
“These two crops, corn and alfalfa, constitute almost
all that is grown on Woodland Farm, excepting a few
acres of soy beans and the blue grass pastures,...” (p. 44).
Address: Staff Correspondent of The Breeder’s Gazette,
[Mechanicsburg, Ohio].
675. Country Gentleman. 1910. A fertilizer for tobacco.
75(2972):30. Jan. 13.
• Summary: “Since coming home from a month’s trip among
Missouri farmers, I have assisted my sons in taking down
about 1000 pounds of our tobacco for stripping. This part of
the crop was grown on three-year-old timothy-clover sod,
broken in April, manured at the rate of seven to nine loads
of barn-yard manure per acre, applied on top of the land
after breaking, and in the hill after setting with plain acid
phosphate reinforced with sulfate of potash...”
“The cost of the complete fertilizer was $26 a ton; of the
14% acid phosphate $15, and of the sulfate of potash about
three cents a pound, as we bought it in small quantities and
had to pay retail prices. It is not easy to give a definite value
to nitrogen supplied in barnyard manure, but it is apparent
that I can effect a saving through its use in connection with
acid phosphate and sulfate of potash.
“C.D. Lyon.
“Another and perhaps better source of nitrogen would
be in plowing under a legume as a green manure. In Missouri
and vicinity burr clover or hairy vetch might be tried as
winter cover crops or tobacco grown in a rotation with red
clover, alfalfa, cow peas or soy beans. Why not take nitrogen
from the air when it can be had almost for the asking?–Eds.”
676. Country Gentleman. 1910. Forage plants, including
alfalfa. As they affect the eastern farmer. Address before the
New York breeders. 75(2974):77-78. Jan. 27.
• Summary: “The two most important questions before the
farmer in the East to-day are feed and fertility. These two
questions cannot well be separated; they are to a certain
extent interdependent–this is especially true in the case of
dairy and animal husbandry, for the higher the fertility of the
soil the larger the crops, and the more animals can be kept
and the larger the quantity of manure made.”
“1. Our own experience and experiments in New Jersey
show that it is entirely feasible there, and I think would
be feasible in most parts of New York, to provide for a
continued feed supply from early in May to early in October.
Ordinarily, with us, it is possible to have green forage crops
from May 1 to Nov. 1; the crops in their order being as
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follows: Rye, wheat, clover or alfalfa, mixed grasses, oats
and peas, corn, cow peas or soy beans, millet, barley and
peas, cabbage. That is, by a judicious adjustment of the areas
and times of seeding of these various crops, it was possible
to obtain a continuous and sufficient supply of roughage,
highly palatable and digestible, and in some instances
sufficient to supply all the needed demands for full flow of
milk.”
“The range In cost, on the whole, of growing and not
including harvesting the cereal crops for the period of
fourteen years has been from $1 to $2.50, and the legume
crops from $1.50 to $3.50 per ton; those costing more or less
than the figures here given being purely experimental. A fair
average would be $2 per ton for the cereals and $2.50 for the
legumes.
“The range in yield for both kinds of crops has naturally
varied widely, owing to the kind of crop and the character
of the season. On the average, however, the yield of green
forage has been for: Rye, 6.5 tons; wheat, 7; corn, 12; millet,
8; oats and peas, 7; cow peas, 6; soy beans, 6; red clover, 6;
alfalfa, 16; mixed grasses, 6; barley and peas, 5. This makes
the average yield for all of the crops a little over 7 tons per
acre.”
“The probability is that in this state the wide range
of forage crops, particularly of the summer leguminous
crops, soy beans, cow peas, vetches, etc., may not be so
successfully grown as in New Jersey. Nevertheless, It is quite
possible so to adjust the crops that are available as to keep
the land constantly covered, and to harvest at least two crops
each year.”
A plan of rotation of soiling crops is given. Plan 5
includes rye, soy beans and barley. For each is given the tons
per acre, protein per pound, ether extract, fiber per pound,
and total of each.
677. Lipman, Jacob G. 1910. Tests of commercial cultures
for soil inoculation. New Jersey Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 227. 23 p. Jan. 28. [2 ref]
• Summary: The products tested were Farmogerm lupine
culture (Earp-Thomas Co., Bloomfield, New Jersey);
Nitragin (Dr. Reiche Nitragin Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin);
Nitro-Culture / Nitro Culture for Soy Bean (Ontario Agric.
College, Canada). Three separate photos (p. 6-7) show a
bottle, with legible label, of each culture.
In 1886 a solid foundation was first established for
the old practice of soil inoculation. “In that year it was
definitively demonstrated by German investigators why the
clovers, vetches, lupines, and alfalfa and other legumes were
so highly esteemed by the ancients as soil-improving crops.”
In 1887 “a number of investigators and farmers in Germany
began to use old legume earth in establishing new fields
of lupines, seradella [serradella], alfalfa, clover and... soy
beans” (p. 3-5).
“The commercial possibilities of pure cultures for the

inoculation of legumes were first appreciated in Germany
about 15 years ago. Under the name of ‘Nitragin’ such
cultures were placed on the market in 1895 and 1896. The
practical tests of these cultures soon demonstrated their
unreliability and their preparation was therefore abandoned
for a time. Another method for preparing and distributing
cultures was elaborated by the [U.S.] Department of
Agriculture in Washington [DC] in 1904. Also this method
was shown to be entirely unsatisfactory and their commercial
preparation was discontinued. More recently two other
commercial preparations for the inoculation of legumes have
appeared in this country:” Farmogerm and Nitragin (p. 6).
Pot and plot experiments in 1909 showed that
Farmogerm and Nitragin cultures contain large numbers of
vigorous bacteria. However Farmogerm lupine culture failed
to inoculate soy beans. Nitragin was not tested on soy beans.
Tests of Nitragin cultures for cowpeas on different soils in
different parts of New Jersey gave positive results in three
out of four cases.
“The experiments recorded here show that on soils
properly supplied with moisture, lime, phosphates and
potash, the commercial cultures, Farmogerm and Nitragin,
are capable of increasing the yields of such leguminous crops
as had not been previously grown on the land.”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Aug.
2018) that mentions “Farmogerm” in connection with
legume inoculation or soy beans; by 1915 it was used
successfully to inoculate soy beans. Address: Ph.D., Soil
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Chemist and Bacteriologist [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
678. King, F.H. 1910. Dry farming in China: saving the
manure. Rural New-Yorker 69(4031):101-02. Jan. 29.
Oversize.
• Summary: “The Chinese farmers have reached the ‘root
of the matter’ in a thousand ways during their centuries of
experience when, because of the great density of population,
a failure in crops invariably spelled famine and death. They
were compelled to ‘get there’ and ‘stay there,’ and they
did. They have learned how to farm where the rainfall is
excessive, and how to use even the excess in maintaining
fertility and in securing larger yields. They have learned
equally well how to farm where the rainfall is deficient,
and how to compel their fields to bring forth under such
conditions.
“The densest population in China to-day is found in the
Shantung Province. where the mean annual rainfall during
the last 10 years is only about 24 inches, and where nearly
half of this falls during the two months of July and August.
We left the province on the 20th of May, and from October
the previous fall until then there had fallen only 2.44 inches
of rain and yet, without irrigation, crops of wheat and
barley had been brought nearly to maturity. and it was only
the Spring-sowed grain that showed serious distress from
drought. The leaves on the wheat were green and fresh clear
to the ground. The crop would be light for the province, for
the drought had been unusual, and yet they were expecting
15 to 20 bushels per acre, good yields being 30 to 40 and
more.
“Wheat and other crops are all planted in rows, with
naked hoed soil between, the wheat being often in hills in
the row. The stand on the ground is adjusted to the available
water capacity of the soil, there being fewer stalks in the row
or in the hill where the water capacity is small. The result
is that the wheat everywhere was of nearly the same height,
with the heads filling well, the yield being varied by the
number of plants on the ground more than by stunted growth.
One of the farmers in this province with whom we talked
had a family of 12 people which he was maintaining on 2.5
acres of good farm land, keeping besides one working cow,
one donkey and two pigs. The crops he raised were wheat or
barley, millet, Soy beans and sweet potatoes. This is at the
rate of 192 people, 16 cows, 16 donkeys and 32 pigs on a
40-acre farm, very different from anything to be found in this
country, where the rainfall is best.
“Where a man was plowing his ground preparatory to
transplanting sweet potatoes the soil turned up from a depth
of four inches was sufficiently moist to pack in my hand,
and yet there had been no rain for six weeks, and standing
water in the ground was 8 to 10 feet below the surface. No
irrigation had been practiced on any of these crops up to
this time, but hundreds of temporary wells were being dug
to provide water for pieces of grain which were late, so as

to make sure the crop if timely rains did not fall. The water
is raised by hand with the aid of a light windlass, using a
waterproofed woven basket, making a portable outfit, the
whole of which is picked up and carried from field to field,
and to the village where the farmers have their homes at
night.
“Method of Fertilizing.–But it is of the method of
fertilizing the soil, adopted in these regions of deficient
rainfall, that I wish specially to write. Where the rainfall is
small and irregular in distribution the soil is liable to become
too dry to permit organic matter to ferment with sufficient
rapidity in the soil to become available to the crop, and hence
these farmers have been compelled to devise a very special
system of fertilizing to fit their ‘dry-farming’ conditions.
It must be remembered that they want a crop of wheat or
barley to occupy the ground up to nearly July, and then a
crop of millet, maize, sweet potatoes, peanuts or Soy beans
to follow and to utilize the large Summer rainfall when the
sunshine is hot, the days long and the growth rapid. Under
these conditions and requirements there is not time for straw
and stubble or other coarse manure to ferment in the ground,
even if favorable conditions were certain to prevail, and
so nearly all growth on the fields is harvested, even to the
extent of pulling up by the roots. the whole thing taken to
the villages, where the stems and roots may be burned for
fuel and the ashes saved, or where it may be fermented under
suitable conditions, thoroughly disintegrating the coarse
material so that when applied to the fields it shall not obstruct
the free capillary movement of soil moisture, and further, so
that enough of it shall have been converted into immediately
available form to be used by the crop with no loss of time.
“It must be remembered that these people, under the
`great stress of numbers, have learned how to add, in effect,
30 to 50 days to the length of the growing season by being
willing to exchange human labor, of which they have an
excess, for time. They do this by starting plants in nurseries
where, on a small area, they can fertilize high, provide the
best of physical conditions and secure a month or so of
growth while the field to which the transplanting will occur
is maturing another crop, or is being fitted to receive the one
to be transplanted; by having more than one crop growing
in the same field at once, one finishing up while the other
is starting; and finally, by literally growing their humus and
much of the available plant food which may be derived from
it in their villages and at their homes, where they can better
use available spare moments, and then transport it to the
fields at opportune times. To me this whole story would be
a wonderful one if it could be worked out in its details and
illuminated by the science which underlies its practice.
“Study carefully Fig. 34. It is reproduced from a
photograph taken in a country village composed of farmers’
homes. The streets are clean and orderly. A father, with his
pipe, and two boys stand on the extreme left; beyond them
is a huge pile of earth brought from the field to be used in
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making compost and fertilizer and then carried back. On the
other side of the street, at the corner of the first building, is
a pile of partly fermented compost thrown from a pit not
visible. Further along in the street on the same side is a
second large stack of soil with two boys standing at either
end, and another little boy in the nearby doorway. In front of
the tree on the left side of the street is another boy, and near
him a small donkey and still another boy. Beyond the tree
may be seen the third large stack of soil, and still beyond
this on the opposite side of the street, another pile partly
composted. Not all the children in the village are boys; they
are watching the stranger. It would be an inexcusable breach
of etiquette for girls and women to appear thus curious. They
do have eyes at the small windows or just at the edge of the
doorways...”
“The old Chinese farmers here referred to, in order to
save time, to save room. and in order to be able to bring the
plant food to the crop at the time when it can utilize it best,
carry the soil to the villages, enrich it to the highest limit it
will stand and work with it until very highly charged with
available plant food. Saving, as they do, all plant ash and all
the human and animal manure to incorporate with the soil,
they really produce a competent fertilizer, how well balanced
I do [sic] know, but it is evident that they are succeeding in
maintaining the fertility of their soil. It is very evident too
that they have long ago become convinced that no system of
rotation of crops and of tillage combined can alone maintain
a sufficiently high maintenance capacity of soil to meet
the demands of such dense populations as theirs, for the
amount of time and labor which they devote to fertilizing is
enormous.” Address: China.
679. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1910. Soy
beans. 21(1):57. Jan.
• Summary: “Recently there have been numerous references
in the agricultural press to the Soy bean or Soja bean as food
for cattle and also for culinary purposes. The Commercial
Commissioner in the East, Mr. F.D. Suttor, has furnished a
very comprehensive report on the use of this bean and other
varieties of the Phaseolus [sic] group in Japan.
“It is to feared, however, that so far as New South Wales
is concerned, the cultivation of Soy beans is not likely to
attract much attention. Experiments have been carried out
at the various Experiment Farms for nearly twenty years
[i.e., since about 1891-92], and trials on a large scale seem
to indicate that however satisfactory these beans might
prove in certain suitable districts, they are not likely to prove
as profitable a crop for market as other pulses, such, for
example, as Cowpeas, for which there is generally a pretty
good demand...
“Mr. Suttor forwarded of seed, which have been
distributed for trial.”
“According to the North British Agriculturist some
50,000 tons of these beans were imported to Scotland from

Manchuria last year for the manufacture of oil and cattle
cake.”
680. Biffen, Walter. 1910. The growth of leguminous crops
and soil inoculation. West Indian Bulletin 10(1):93-106.
• Summary: This British periodical is described on the
title pages as: “The Journal of the Imperial Department of
Agriculture of the West Indies.” “Head Office–Barbados.”
This article provides a clear synoposis of the history (prior to
1910) of work to develop a practical and satisfactory method
of legume inoculation by the use of pure cultures.
“The fact that the growth of leguminous crops, as peas,
beans, clover, etc., instead of diminishing the fertility of
the land, often resulted in an increase of its crop-yielding
capacity, was known and acted upon by practical workers
in agriculture from early times, although it is only within
comparatively recent years that any reason was brought
forward which accounts satisfactorily for the matter.
“In the eighteenth, and greater part of the nineteenth
centuries, while leguminous crops were frequently included
in farm rotations in European countries, opinions differed
as to the actual way in which these plants were able to make
such good growth–often without the aid of any nitrogenous
manure–and at the same time to leave the land in such a
condition that highly satisfactory returns were obtained from
a succeeding cereal crop. By many it was thought that this
was explained by the deep-rooting habit of the legumes,
which enabled them to tap resources of moisture and food in
lower strata of the soil, untouched by other plants. Liebig, a
well-known agricultural chemist, brought forward the theory
that clover and other broad-leaved plants were able to obtain
considerable supplies of nitrogen from the air, this nitrogen
being absorbed not in the elementary state, but in the form
of ammonia and other compounds, which exist in small
quantity in the atmosphere.
“The means by which plants obtain the nitrogen
necessary for their growth, and the proportion between the
quantity of nitrogen supplied in the manure and that removed
in the resulting crop, were investigated by Boussingault,
a French experimenter, about the middle of the nineteenth
century. Boussingault weighed and analysed the crops
produced on his own farm during six separate courses of
rotation (all of which included a legume crop). As a result,
he found that, on the whole, from one-third to one-half more
nitrogen was removed in the produce than was supplied in
the manure. He further observed that the excess of nitrogen
in the crop over that provided in the fertilizer was especially
great in the case of a leguminous crop. This naturally pointed
to the conclusion that the known value of clover, peas, and
other plants of this family, was due to a power possessed by
them of enriching the soil with nitrogen obtained from some
outside source, most probably the air.
“Further experiments carried out by Boussingault,
however, and also experimental work conducted by Lawes
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and Gilbert at Rothamsted in England, not only with
legumes, but with plants of other families as well, failed
to substantiate the growing belief that the free nitrogen of
the atmosphere was available as food for growing plants
of any family. As a result, the matter rested for a time,
until new investigations carried on in Europe and America,
reopened the question, and about the year 1883 evidence was
brought forward which was sufficient to prove that plants
of the legume family, under certain conditions, are capable
of utilizing the free nitrogen of the air as a source of food
supply.
“Among the many investigators of this question were
two Germans, Messrs. Hellriegel and Wilfarth, to whom
belong the credit of clearing up the whole matter of nitrogen
assimilation by leguminous plants. In experiments conducted
by these two scientists, the medium of cultivation employed
consisted of sterile sand, in which were planted the seeds
of plants belonging to different botanical families. The
necessary plant food was supplied in the form of nutrient
solutions. Mineral plant food was given in all cases, but it
was observed that when combined nitrogen was withheld,
all the seedlings of plants belonging to orders other than the
Leguminosae died from starvation as soon as the nitrogen
contained in the seed was used up. By far the greater number
of the legumes (peas) grown, died at the same stage, but it
was noted that one or two pea seedlings recovered and made
good growth, despite the absence of combined nitrogen. In
such cases, examination always showed that the roots of
the plant were set with little nodules, which, it was known,
are generally characteristic of the growth of legumes under
normal conditions in the field. No nodules could be found
on the roots of the plants which died. A further series of
experiments was then started, in which pea plants, grown in
sterile sand, were all fed with solutions of mineral plant food,
but to some were added, in addition, just at the stage when
the seedlings were dying of nitrogen hunger, small quantities
of a watery extract of ordinary fertile soil. As a result, the
young plants so treated recovered and grew to maturity,
their roots in every case developing nodules similar to those
already referred to.
“Hellriegel and Wilfarth were, therefore, bound to
conclude that the power possessed by peas and other
leguminous plants of appropriating free nitrogen from the
air, and utilizing it in building up their own tissues, was
dependent upon the formation of nodules upon the roots
of these plants. The experiments in which the addition of
watery extracts of fertile soil resulted in the revival and
renewed growth of the seedlings previously dying from
nitrogen starvation, led further to the belief that the nodules
themselves were due to inoculation of the soil–and hence of
the roots of the plants–with some species of microorganism.
Other investigators, notably Lawes and Gilbert, confirmed
the work of Hellriegel and Wilfarth, the results of which
were published in 1886. A further step in advance was made

by Beyerinck, who demonstrated that the root nodules on
leguminous plants were full of bacteria, which could be
cultivated also on various artificial media. Beyerinck gave
the name Pseudomonas radicicola to the bacteria in question.
“The Pseudomonas bacteria appear to be widely
distributed in most fertile soils, although they naturally exist
in much greater quantity in land on which legume crops are
frequently grown. The organisms, as grown in artificial nonnitrogenous culture media, are observed to be exceedingly
minute in size, rod-shaped, and generally in rapid motion.
They exist free in the soil in this form, and enter the host
plant through the root hairs, forming tubercles or nodules on
the younger rootlets only. Within the nodules, however, the
bacteria frequently undergo considerable modification, and
in different plants they assume rather large rod- or Y-shaped
forms. The irregular forms are especially numerous in the
older tubercles. At the same time they increase enormously
in number.
“The investigations carried out, as described above,
enabled a conclusion to be finally reached which afforded
a satisfactory explanation of the observed facts, and of the
contrary results which had at different times been obtained
in experiments on the matter. It was evident that the bacteria
in the root nodules were the agency by which leguminous
plants were enabled to assimilate nitrogen from the air, and
that, in the absence of these organisms, peas, clover, etc.,
were as dependent upon the supply of combined nitrogen in
the soil as plants of other botanic families, e.g., sugar-cane,
cotton, etc.
“Since the relationship of the nitrogen-assimilating
bacteria to the legume cannot be regarded as in any way
parasitic, but is rather a physiological partnership of mutual
advantage, the term symbiosis (literally ‘living together’) has
been applied to describe it. The plant supplies the necessary
carbohydrate material which the bacteria require for their
life purposes, and the micro-organism in turn gathers from
the air nitrogen which is ultimately utilized by the legume
plant. It may here be mentioned that the mechanism of
the actual process by which the plant avails itself of the
nitrogen compounds elaborated by the micro-organisms is
still incompletely understood. It is possible that the host
plant may attack and absorb the highly nitrogenous bacteria,
or, on the other hand, it may avail itself of the soluble and
diffusible substances formed within the bacterial cell. The
latter appears the more probable explanation, since before
the plant could utilize the nitrogenous compounds forming
the substance of the bacterial organisms, it would be
necessary that the latter be first broken down and dissolved.
They would, in fact, have to be brought into a condition in
which the plant could absorb them as food, by a process
analogous to that in which the insoluble food supply in seeds
is dissolved for the benefit of the developing embryo on the
germination of the seed. This process of solution is effected
by means of various ferments or enzymes, but, so far, no
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proteolytic ferment (i.e., one capable of dissolving proteid
or nitrogen compounds) has been discovered in leguminous
plants, and therefore there is little basis for assuming that
these plants secure the nitrogen collected by the bacteria in
their root nodules by dissolving and absorbing the latter”
Continued. Address: B.Sc., Scientific Assistant.
681. Tropical Agriculturist, Supplement (The) (Peradeniya,
Ceylon). 1910. The soy bean: Cultivation and utilisation.
6(1):78-79. Jan. Also titled Supplement to the Tropical
Agriculturist and Magazine of the Ceylon Agricultural
Society. [1 ref]
• Summary: Reprinted from the Bulletin of the Imperial
Institute (London) 7(3):308-14 (1909).
682. Country Gentleman. 1910. Forage plants, including
alfalfa. As they affect the eastern farmer. Conclusion of the
[New York] state breeders address. 75(2975):101. Feb. 3.
• Summary: “The successful and profitable growing of
forage crops, as already hinted at, requires that the crops
shall be so arranged as to keep the land constantly occupied
with a growing crop.”
“It is best wherever possible, and it is usually possible,
to have one of the two crops grown each season, a
leguminous crop, or a combination of a legume and a cereal,
as oats and peas, rye and vetch, soy beans and Kaffir corn,
thus constantly accumulating more or less of nitrogen from
the air, which with the vegetable matter adds to the potential
fertility of the soil.”
“While all the crops grown in a rotation are not equally
valuable, nearly every one possesses some characteristic
which makes it of service, aside from its feeding value. Rye,
for example, is especially good, because seed is cheap: it
can be seeded later in the fall than any other and furnishes
food the earliest of any in the spring. Oats and peas are
excellent from the standpoint of yield, but are especially
useful because they come at a season when hardly any other
crop, other than pasture, is available. The millets are the
least satisfactory of the crops, except from the standpoint of
yield. Soy beans and cow peas are excellent as to character
of produce and content of dry matter, and serve an excellent
purpose in keeping the land covered during the hot, dry
season, thus preventing the injuries to soil from the burning
sun.”
683. Wing, Chas. B. 1910. How to feed sheep. Rural NewYorker 69(4032):146. Feb. 5. Oversize.
• Summary: “What is the best ration for ewes that will drop
lambs in March? I have corn. and for roughage, corn fodder
and mixed hay. I wish to know what is best to mix with corn.
Local stores only keep cracked corn, so I must have feed
ordered. Would you feed same ration after laming us before?
Sheep are now getting sheaf oats and turnips, and seem to be
doing well. Comment is requested.

“T.T.H., Spring Dale, West Virginia.
“I seldom feed exactly alike two years in succession, or
two months in succession. If my ewes are thin I feed them
a ration that I think will help them. If they are in about the
right flesh I aim to feed a maintenance ration only. If real
fat, and meant to be retained for breeding purposes I feed a
ration that I think will reduce them. Again, I vary all these
feeds according to prices of feeding stuffs, to quality and
quantity of the rough feeds which I have. On this account
it is difficult for me to say just how or what any other man
should feed, as it is for some of the best of our cooks to tell
how they prepare their dishes.
“As a general proposition I do not believe in feeding
corn to breeding ewes, at any period. A possible exception
could be made, in feeding just a little when they were
very thin, and not giving a large flow of milk. When they
are giving a lot of milk corn, with us, seems very likely
to produce garget [rhymes with “target”; inflammation of
the udder]. Oats are always good feed, and so are wheat
screenings. I am just congratulating myself over the purchase
of 100 bushels good quality wheat screenings at a trifle under
50 cents per bushel, a low price, considering the price of
other grains here. No grain, excepting the Soy bean, is any
better for breeding ewes than wheat, and I feed it as often
as I can buy it at right prices. It is perfectly safe, and it is a
flesh former, or milk producer, instead of fat former, as corn
is. Oats are about as good, and at the same price, or relative
price, I would just as soon have them. The trouble the past
few years has been that they were relatively high. I feed
barley, damaged grain, or screenings a good deal, and, while
they are not quite as good, in my estimation, as the wheat,
they are about next to it.
“As already stated, I do not go on balanced rations, not
that I do not believe them to be all right, but that I think
that in feeding sheep one can vary his feeds according to
the needs of individuals, or according to price of feeds. and
accomplish the desired result. However, in every lot of feed
which I mix up I do bear carefully in mind the contents of
the various grains, and while I will, if possible, make the
bulk of the ration from a cheap grain, wheat, oats. or barley,
whichever is cheapest, I always put enough either of linseed
oil meal, or Soy beans, with them to make what I consider
to be the proper nutritive ratio. The Soy beans are much the
better of the two, as they are richer than the oil meal, more
digestible, and more palatable. The table below will show the
relative value of the grains which I usually feed.”
A table compares the nutritional composition of oats,
wheat, barley, soy beans, wheat bran, and linseed oil meal
(old process [not solvent extracted]). For each feed is given:
water, protein, fat, carbohydrates, and fiber.
“You will note by the table that, were it not for the
relatively large amount of fiber the oats would be better than
wheat. We cannot ignore this fiber, though, and so wheat
must take first rank, and in my own experience with sheep I
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think that it should do so. Note the fine analysis of the Soy
beans, their low carbohydrates, high protein, and fat. Before
lambing I like to have my ewes in good condition, but not
fat. If they are in this condition I feed to keep them so. If
they are thin I try to get them to feeling and looking real
good before the lambs come. As soon as the lambs come I
feed them liberally, and continue to do so till after the lambs
have been weaned, and the ewe has regained her normal
flesh.
“If I were T.T.H. I would keep the turnips until after
the ewes had lambed, and then feed them liberally. Nothing
that he could get would help them more, in inducing, and
keeping a good flow of milk. Mixed hay and corn fodder are
too largely carbonaceous, of themselves, and he should have
some bran, or oil meal, especially after the lambs come. If he
can get wheat screenings at anything like the prices named
above, by all means get some of them. He is not likely to
find Soy beans for sale, especially at feed prices. We usually
feed the cracked ones that are not fit to sow, and we certainly
have none of the cracked beans for sale. The sheaf cats are
all right. Feed enough of them to keep the ewes in good
condition before lambing, and if he has some left, feed them
liberally after lambing. Get some linseed oil meal. The pea
size is a little more expensive, but is much cheaper in the
end, as it is better relished, and there is no waste in feeding
it. A good feed after lambing would be one part oil meal to
five of good quality wheat screenings. Wheat bran is good,
but with us is prohibitive in price, costing over $20 per ton.
Straight clover or Alfalfa hay would be better than the mixed
hay that he is feeding, but presumably this is the best that he
has.
“Chas. B. Wing.” Address: Ohio.
684. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Exact dates of planting and
maturity for soy bean varieties at Arlington Farm. Letter
to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, Feb. 10. 2 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I must beg your

pardon for the delay in answering your letter of the 5th
instant, in which you ask for the dates of planting and
maturity of Mammoth Yellow and Ito San varieties of
soybeans at Arlington Farm and elsewhere. Below I am
giving the exact date of planting and maturing, as well as the
period, of these two varieties at Arlington Farm for the years
1905, 1907, 1908, and 1909:
“Ito San, #17268.
“1905: Sown June 3. Harvested Sept. 24. Length of
season 113 days.
“1907: Sown June 5. Harvested Sept. 30. Length of
season 117 days.
“1908: Sown June 8. Harvested Sept. 22. Length of
season 106 days.
“1909: Sown June 7. Harvested Oct. 2. Length of season
117 days.
“Mammoth. #17280.
“1905: Sown June 3. Harvested Oct. 28. Length of
season 147 days.
“1907: Sown June 5. Harvested Oct. 25. Length of
season 142 days.
“1908: Sown June 6. Harvested Oct. 30. Length of
season 146 days.
“1909: Sown June 2. Harvested Oct. 30. Length of
season 150 days.
“I have not looked over my records to get the data from
other places I will take occasion, however, to look these up
at once. I am very glad to hear of the remarkable showing
that the Tokio variety made this year. It certainly is might
encouraging. At the present time, there is an enormous
correspondence on the subject of soybeans, in large part due
to the interest that has been created by the importations into
Europe from Manchuria [by Mitsui], which is quite seriously
cutting into the market for cotton seed oil and cotton seed
meal. I am planning for a lot of work this season, and hope to
be able to carry out all of it.
“Yours sincerely, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
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Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
685. Country Gentleman. 1910. Enquiries and answers:
what readers want to know. Alfalfa in orchard (Letter to the
editor). 75(2977):156. Feb. 17.
• Summary: “I have a young orchard, and would like to
know what is the object, if any, to planting the orchard
in alfalfa. The orchard is now in crimson clover, which
followed soja beans. P.A. Agelasto. Norfolk County,
Virginia.
“[Alfalfa roots penetrate the soil too deeply and will rob
the trees of both moisture and plant food. Stick to the annual
legumes for cover crops].”
686. Country Gentleman. 1910. The Ohio society–II:
Hitchings and his mulch. 75(2977):158-59. Feb. 17.
• Summary: Under “Ohio apple culture” we read: “As to
growing the apples, the surface of the soil and its character
has much to do with the best way. At present a majority of
the orchards in Ohio are managed after coming into bearing
by the cover-crop system. The latest development of this
system is to sow soy beans in drills two feet apart late in
May and cultivate them. In August rye is drilled between the
rows and the beans fall down on it, making a large mass to
plow under the following May, when the work is repeated.
Commercial or barn-yard fertilizer is used if necessary. By
the mulch system...”
687. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Request for exact dates of
planting. Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar, Experiment Station,
Auburn, Alabama, Feb. 18. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Duggar: Can you give me the
exact dates of planting and of maturing of the Ito San and
Mammoth varieties of soybeans for all the seasons where
you have these data available? I shall greatly appreciate
receiving them.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist.
688. Itie, G. 1910. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds

(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 10(83):137-44. Feb. [17 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Climate and geographical area
(continued) in Tunis, Italy, Russia, Lithuania, and Dahomey.
Soil, requirements, fertilizer. Nitrogen fixation and nodule
bacteria.
“The soybean trials conducted in the area around Tunis
[Tunisia] have failed and it seems that we would be more
fortunate at Béja [65 miles west of Tunis] or at Mateur [in
northern Tunisia, about 10 miles SSW of Menzel Bourguiba]
where the climate is more humid.
“In Italy (according to Pinolini, and to Ruata and
Testoni), the soybean has been cultivated successfully at
Verona, on the Lombard coast of Lake Maggiore, in the
province of Mantua, and at Lucca (Lucchese, a city in
Tuscany, central Italy). In addition, it has been or is still
being cultivated in the regions of Liguria, Friuli, Marche (a
region of Italy), and Emilia (a region of Italy). In the area
around Naples, and at San Giovanni a Teduccio [a quarter of
the city of Naples], it is especially cultivated for the seeds
by a company [Dammann & Co., seedsmen] which does this
specifically as a business.
“In Russia, finally, after numerous unsuccessful
attempts, M. Owinsky [Owsinski, Ovinski] succeeded in
acclimatizing two varieties (a black and a brown) in Podolie
[Podolia], for example, where the climate is very warm and
dry. In Lithuania they grow equally well, but the climate,
which is colder and more humid, retards the maturity by 10
days.
From all these cases, one can conclude that the
cultivation of soybeans, heretofore confined almost
exclusively to Asia, can be grown and be extended to a much
wider area. In all our colonies where we grow corn, and in
Dahomey in particular, the soybean will certainly succeed,
and when the economic circumstances seem favorable, we
will decide to grow it.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009)
that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in Tunisia.
This document contains the earliest date seen for the
cultivation of soybeans in Tunisia (1909).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Benin (formerly Dahomey).
Note 3. This document contains many tables, mostly
from other sources. Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture
coloniale.
689. Country Gentleman. 1910. Enquiries and answers:
what readers want to know. Improving a farm (Letter to the
editor). 75(2979):208-09. March 3.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–Last fall I purchased
a farm of 70 acres in Bucks County [Pennsylvania], about 40
miles from Philadelphia. It had been greatly neglected...
“What crops would you advise me to plant this spring,
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and how should I fertilize? I have no manure, but am
prepared to buy all commercial fertilizers necessary. I had
thought of putting in ten acres of potatoes, ten acres of corn,
and the rest oats and clover.
“B.L. Cates.
“It is difficult to advise you specifically without knowing
more about the character of your soil and the topography
of your farm. If your land is “run out” (which generally
means lack of humus in the soil), it will not be wise to plant
extensively in corn or potatoes; but this may be done with a
fair chance for success by preparing the soil very thoroughly
and fertilizing heavily...
“Try to grow alfalfa; cow peas and soy beans sown the
latter part of May make good green manures;...”
690. Country Gentleman. 1910. Enquiries and answers:
what readers want to know. Clay soil (Letter to the editor).
75(2979):212. March 3.
• Summary: “I purchased a couple of years ago a small farm
in Morris County, N.J., principally for a fine trout brook that
runs through it, but am now trying to get about 50 acres of
plow land so it will raise something. Land is wet and hard
clay. Used to raise wheat, oats and corn fifty years ago.
Has been neglected, and not plowed in twenty years. Have
cleared it off and cleaned it up, also opened ditches to drain
it off. What course shall I now follow to raise corn and oats?
Have plenty of good cow manure. Do I want to put on lime
first, and if so, how much per acre, plow under or top-dress,
and what kind of lime? (1) I wish to put one field in alfalfa.
How shall I proceed to get a catch? (2) W.G.G. East Orange,
N.J.
“[1. This land needs humus, lime, drainage and
cultivation. Break up the land, harrow, put on a ton of ground
quicklime per acre, and harrow again. Plant oats and peas
this spring for hay, cow peas and soy beans in May for hay,
pasture or green manure, crimson clover in the fall, to be
cut for live-stock the following spring. Pile on the manure,
balanced with superphosphate and potash, and plant corn,
which must be thoroughly cultivated. Oats need very little
manure...”
“... inoculate with alfalfa soil or Farmogerm, and sow
25 pounds of the best re-cleaned alfalfa seed per acre. Plant
not more than one acre to start with, and on well drained soil;
keep on trying until you get a catch].”
691. Le Goff, Jean. 1910. Sur l’emploi de la graine du “Soja
Hispida” de Chine dans l’alimentation des diabétiques [On
the use of soybeans in diabetic diets]. Gazette des Hopitaux
83(34):476-78. March 22. Also published as a brochure. [5
ref. Fre]
• Summary: The writer is interested in using diet to treat
or manage diabetes. As early as Feb. 1908, she suggested
the use of almond cake in diabetic diets. The almond is
not the only oilseed that is available. Nuts, poppy seeds,

roasted peanuts, etc. also taste good. “I am here today to call
attention to a legume, Soja Hispida (Moench), popularly
known as the oil-pea of China (pois oléagineux de Chine),
which serves as the basis of the diet for the inhabitants of
that vast country.
“Like wheat, it is an annual plant. It has been cultivated
in China since antiquity, and is likewise found in Cochin
China, Cambodia, the Indies, and Japan.
“Its cultivation not been tried much in France. The trial
by Lechartier (1903), with the goal of using soya as a forage
plant, has not yet been repeated.
“Desiring to increase the number of foods permitted
for diabetics and, above all, providing them with a fresh
vegetable capable of replacing [dry] peas and haricot beans,
I had the idea of trying to cultivate soybeans in France. The
trials I made in 1909 were very encouraging.
“The soybean (Le soja) planted last May in the
department of Loir-et-Cher [in north-central France] gave a
magnificent stand of plants 100 to 110 cm in height, which
bore fruit in September, even though that month was very
rainy.
“Just like grapes, soybeans need plenty of heat to
mature. The soybean harvest will be greatest in areas which
are dry and warm. In short, the best regions for growing
grapes would also seem to be preferable for soybean
cultivation.
“It seems to me this demonstrates that the soybean can
be cultivated in our country, like peas and haricot beans. It
is the one new resource for diabetics who are living in the
countryside where it is often difficult to obtain starch-free
foods.
“Introduction of the soybean as a vegetable garden crop
may be easier, since the trade has usually sold seed from the
previous year’s crop–or even older. Seeds that were not fresh
contributed to the poor quality of foods made from them, and
contributed to the discredit into when they fell.”
“If soybeans are crushed in a mortar and mixed with
water, you get a vegetable milk, resembling almond milk.
With this milk, as with animal milk, one can make a cheese
[tofu], the cost of which is practically insignificant. In China
it is consumed in large quantities.”
A table, by Mr. Balland, shows the chemical
composition of soybeans from Cambodia and Tonkin.
“It is not only because of its low starch content or its
richness in protein that one can recommend the soybean to
diabetics; it is also because of the oils that it contains. From
that point of view its action approaches that of almond cake.
There follows a long discussion of the action and
importance of oils in diabetic diets.
Note: This is the earliest article seen (July 2001) by Dr.
Le Goff on soy and diabetic diets. Address: M.D., Lauréat de
la Faculté de médecine de Paris [France].
692. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1910.
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Cultivation and utilisation of soy bean. II. 8(1):40-42.
Summarized in Agricultural Journal of India (Calcutta) 5:375
(1910). [2 ref]
• Summary: “A study is now being made by the Reporter
on Economic Products to the Government of India of the
composition of soy beans of established Indian races, with
a view to the determination of the proportion of oil which
they contain as compared with that contained in Manchurian
beans. The quantity of soy beans at present produced in India
is not sufficient for the creation of an export trade, but there
is ample evidence that the beans could be grown extensively
if desired.
“The introduction of the soy bean into India is of
comparatively recent date and the product is not grown to
any large extent except among people of Mongolian races
and particularly in Burma. Experiments on the cultivation of
the plant have been carried out at various times at Nagpur,
Lahore [later divided between India and Pakistan], Madras,
at several localities in the Bombay Presidency, and at
Saharanpur in the United Provinces. Further experiments,
however, are required in order to prove that the crop would
be remunerative before it can be safely recommended to the
ryots. Reference to small trials recently carried out in the
Central Provinces has been made in the Annual Report on the
Agricultural Stations for 1908-09...
“With regard to the possibility of growing the crop in
West Africa, it may be mentioned that supplies of the seed
were forwarded last year to the Governors of the various
Colonies by the late Sir Alfred Jones, and the following
results have been already reported. Experiments carried out
at the Agricultural Station at Olokemeji, Southern Nigeria,
have indicated that the crop can be grown there satisfactorily,
but it is considered doubtful whether the farmers would
take up the cultivation of a product of such low commercial
value. Some of the beans were sown at Axim in the Gold
Coast [later Ghana] and germinated in three days. Trials are
also in progress at Abuko in the Gambia...
“It is considered that the bean could probably be grown
with success in the Cape of Good Hope, but the crop would
not prove very remunerative on account of the high cost
of labour. An extensive trial, however, will, if possible, be
carried out in the west of the Colony.
“Attempts are being made to encourage the cultivation
of the crop in Natal [in South Africa]... The soy bean forms
the principal leguminous crop of the Cedara Experiment
Farm; twelve acres were planted during last season, and the
best variety yielded 513 lb of seed per acre.
“The cultivation of this crop is regarded as a promising
industry for the East Africa Protectorate [renamed Kenya
Protectorate in 1920]. Two tons of seed have been forwarded,
and trials are now in progress.
“Soy beans are already grown by several planters in
Nyasaland [later renamed Malawi] as a green manure in the
coffee plantations...

“The cultivation of the bean would probably prove
successful in Rhodesia, and a supply of seed is being
forwarded for purposes of trial.
“A small consignment has been sent by the Imperial
Institute to the Sudan for experimental cultivation on the
Government Farm at Khartoum.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2009) concerning soybeans in Nigeria, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Nigeria. This document contains the earliest
clear date seen (April 2004) for soybeans in Nigeria, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Nigeria (1910). The source of
these soybeans is unknown.
The agricultural station at Olokemeji in Nigeria is
located in the city of Olokemeji, which is in the Olokemeji
Forest Reserve, located 27 miles west of Ibadan and 22 miles
north-northeast of Abeokuta. According to the Nigerian
Embassy in Washington, DC, the station was closed by
the federal government in about 1965 and consolidated at
Ibadan. Contact: Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Ibadan,
Oyo State, Nigeria.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in Ghana (formerly Gold Coast), or the
cultivation of soybeans in Ghana.
Note 3. Concerning Rhodesia: It is not known whether
the soybeans were sent to Northern Rhodesia (which became
Zambia in 1964) or Southern Rhodesia (which became
Zimbabwe in 1980).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in Sudan. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Sudan (1910); later
documents (Kaltenbach 1936) indicate that these soybeans
were first grown in 1912; they came from India and South
Africa.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in Nyasaland (renamed Malawi on 6
July 1964), or the cultivation of soybeans in Nyasaland. The
source of these soybeans is unknown.
693. Ishii, T.; Okamoto, H. 1910. Daizu [Soy bean: Its
culture and uses]. Hokkaido Nogyo Shikenjo Iho (Hokkaido
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin) No. 10. 33 p.
March. [Jap]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. The position of soybeans in
Hokkaido agriculture. Suitable climate and preparation of
the soil for farming. Crop rotation. Varieties of soybeans.
Compost. Seeds. Sowing seeds. Care after germination.
Harvest. Utilization of soybeans: Green manure, as feed,
soybean cake as fertilizer. Soybean diseases. Soybean
insects.
An illustration (non-original) on the title page shows the
roots of a soybean plant with a few nodules.
The word “Daizu” (meaning “soybean”) is written
backwards (from right to left) according to today’s (Aug.
2014) conventions. Address: 1. Agronomist; 2. Entomologist.
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Both: Sapporo, Japan.
694. Itie, G. 1910. Le soja: Sa culture, son
avenir [Soya: Its cultivation, its future].
Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin
du Jardin Colonial) 10(84):237-46. March. [51
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Duration of vegetation
(2 harvests per year in warm areas). Culture.
Soil preparation. Time of planting. Selection of
seeds (varieties), seed weight (number of seeds
per kg for different European varieties), and
weight to plant per hectare for forage or seed.
Distance between seeds. Method of planting.
Germination. Cultural care (crop management).
Irrigation. Flowering and setting seeds. Harvest.
Time of harvest.
Concerning germination (p. 241-42):
Soybean germination in Europe is often unequal
and unsure. It is also necessary to plant fresh
seeds; otherwise, many will not develop or the
weak seedlings rot quickly.
The nature of the soil has a marked
influence. A hard soil that offers little resistance
to Vigna, to the contrary stops the growth of
soybeans that come up with difficulty in a driedout or insufficiently prepared terrain. Hence the
importance of careful farming methods.
Germination is rather long in temperate
countries, quicker in the intertropical zone. It
takes place after four or five days in Vietnam
and in general in a week prohibiting very
unfavorable circumstances. The young plant
then develops slowly, but soon it does not delay
to shoot up and attains rapidly 0.3-0.35 meters.
Note: This document contains 7 tables,
mostly from other sources. Address: Ingenieur
d’Agriculture coloniale.
695. Japan, Bureau of Agriculture (Norinsho, Nomukyoku),
Dep. of Agriculture and Commerce. 1910. Outlines of
agriculture in Japan. Tokyo: Agricultural Bureau, Department
of Agriculture and Commerce. 132 p. March. Illust. No
index. 23 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: This book was compiled to acquaint foreigners
with agriculture in Japan. Company name with diacritics is:
Nôrinshô, Nômukyoku. A map near the front shows Japan
and its empire (incl. Korea, Formosa, Kwantung, Karafuto,
and the Kurile Islands, with an inset pie chart showing the
value of Japan’s agricultural products). Oval photos show
Japan’s six top agricultural officials, including Baron K.
Oura, Minister of the Dept. of Agriculture and Commerce,
C. Shimooka, Director of the Agricultural Bureau, and Dr. Y.
Kozai, Director of the Imperial Experiment Station.

A full-page table shows the moneys, measures and
weights of Japan with English equivalents.
Contents of the first part of the book: Introduction:
Geographical location, area, population, topographical
position, climate. 1. General remarks. 2. Condition of
farmers. 3. Condition of agricultural land.
The section titled “Upland fields” (p. 18) states: “Upland
fields are those portions of land being located in high and
dry places which by wanting means of irrigation could not
be converted into paddy fields. The utilization of these fields
is commonly made by the rotation system and crops are
raised twice a year. The commonest instance is that barely,
naked barely, and wheat are raised as the first crop in winter
whereas soja beans, sweet potatoes and millets are raised
during the summer as the second crop.” The profits from
upland fields are generally smaller than from lowland /
paddy fields. The average yield of soja beans over the past 10
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years is given in Japanese units (p. 19).
In Japan only cows and horses are kept as work animals.
In 1907 Japan had 1,008,922 cows and 2,204,031 horses. But
they were used more for their manure than for plowing.
A table (p. 28) shows the value (in yen) of the principal
commercial fertilizers in Japan from 1905 to 1907. “Soja
bean cakes” (a key source of nitrogen) is by far the largest,
averaging 12.9 million yen for these three years, followed by
superphosphate of lime, mixed manure, rape-seed oil cakes,
herring cakes, bone dust, and cotton-seed oil cakes. Note 1.
This is the earliest English-language document seen (July
2016) that uses the term “cotton-seed oil cakes” (plural or
singular) to refer to cotton-seed cakes.
A table (p. 37) gives the cultivated area (in 1,000 cho) of
major Japanese crops in 1887, 1892, 1897, 1902, and 1907.
In 1907 rice had by far the largest area (2,906), followed
by naked barley (694), barley (658), soja bean (471), wheat
(444), mulberry tree (390), sweet potato (288), Indian millet
(202), rape seed (143), small red bean ([azuki], 135). Soja
bean area remained almost unchanged between 1887 (466)
and 1907 (471).
A table (p. 39) gives average yield (in koku/tan) of the
same major Japanese crops for the same years shown in the
previous table. Yield of soja beans rose from 0.698 in 1887
to 0.777 in 1907. Since 1 koku = 4.963 bushels and 1 tan =
0.245 acres, the 1907 yield is 15.74 bushels/acre.
A table (p. 40) gives the production (in 10,000 koku)
of the same major Japanese crops for the same years shown
in the previous table. Production of soja beans rose from
325 in 1887 to 366 in 1907. Since 1 koku = 4.963 bushels,
and 10,000 koku = 49,630 bushels, then 366 koku is 18.164
million bushels. The next table (p. 42) shows the value (in
yen) of each of these agricultural products in 1905-07, and
a table (p. 46) compares the cultivated area of each of these
crops with rice; soja beans are 16.2% of rice.
In the section on “Food crops” (p. 47+) is a detailed
discussion of each. Concerning “Soja bean” (p. 50-51) we
read: “The use of this bean is extremely extensive since
they are used for the purpose of supplying to the people low
priced starchy food by being made into miso (pea cheese),
soy, tofu (bean curd), and other food-stuffs required by the
Japanese. The residue obtained from making these foodstuffs from the bean is used for the purpose of feeding cattle
or of pressing oil while as manure it is highly valued. Soja
bean is easily cultivated requiring less amount of manure
and labour. It is therefore cultivated all over the country
and occupies the principal position among summer crops
of upland fields. Within recent years the demand for it
has considerably increased at home and also the export of
various food-stuffs prepared out of bean has shown some
increase so that no small amount of bean is imported either
from China [Manchuria] or Korea. The amount imported
actually reaches 10,000,000 yen. Over and above these, the
import of bean cakes is approximately figured at 20,000,000

yen so that the domestic output has somewhat been affected.”
Also discusses: Barley and naked barley. Indian millet,
Barnyard millet and sorghum. Small red bean [azuki] (“A
large amount of small red bean is used as a material for
cakes [confections], Hokkaido being the principal producing
district.” p. 51). Flax and hemp. Green manure crops,
incl. genge (Astragalus sinicus, umagoyashi (Medicago
denticula)), soja beans, etc.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2006) that uses the term “small red bean” to
refer to the azuki bean.
Chapter 4, titled “Animal industry and poultry” (p.
69+) contains many statistics which may be of interest to
vegetarians. Japanese traditionally ate fish rather than meat.
“Even at present, the amount of meat consumed per capita
a year does not exceed 1.7 pounds while that consumed
in America is 150 pounds and in England 118 pounds per
capita.” etc.
Page 70 contains 4 tables with statistics about the
number of cattle, horses, swine, sheep and goats, from 1897
to 1907. The number of slaughter houses decreased from
2,163 in 1897 to 938 in 1907. During this same period the
number of slaughtered horses increased from 41,049 to
65,655 and the number of slaughtered swine increased from
107,034 to 177,351.
Note: An excellent history of meat eating in Japan,
by Zenjiro Watanabe, is available online at http://www.
kikkoman.co.jp/kiifc/foodculture/pdf_09/e_002_008.pdf.
In 1906 the government perceived the necessity for
developing a poultry industry in Japan so it established a
poultry plant as a branch of the Imperial Stock Breeding
Farm in the suburbs of Tokyo (p. 75).
A table (p. 85) shows imports of principal agricultural
products (quantity and value) each year from 1906 to 1908.
Imports of soja beans increased from 286 to 352 (x 10,000
piculs) during this period, while imports of [soja] bean cake
increased from 433 to 776. Both were imported mainly from
China. However “the output of soy [sauce] and miso made of
soja bean is exported to the amount of 1,200,000 yen, while
bean cake forms the principal fertilizer in Japan” (p. 86).
Page 95: The Imperial Agricultural Experiment Station,
with its headquarters near Tokyo, under the direct control
of the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, “originated
in 1886 and the system was practically completed in 1893.”
Address: Tokyo.
696. Blin, Henri. 1910. Le soja ou fève de Mandchourie.
Production et utilisations [The soybean or bean of
Manchuria. Production and utilization]. Nature (La) (Paris)
38(1, Supplement):141-42. April 2. [Fre]
• Summary: Since 1908 people in France have been very
preoccupied with the large imports of soybean seeds
which are grown in Manchuria and shipped from Dalny
and Vladivostok. Soya beans are known in commerce
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as Haricot de Chine and Pois oléagineux du Japon. In
England, soybeans have been used as a source of oil which
is healthful, very nutritious, and of great value–especially for
use by soap manufacturers. In Germany, this bean is used for
the preparation of an artificial distillery yeast; it contains an
important amount of fermentable materials and of an enzyme
(ferment) similar to the diastase of malt which transforms
fermentable starches and sugars. The investigations of
Dr. Calmette of the Pasteur Institute at Lille, have made it
possible to extract from soybeans diastatic enzymes (des
diastases) which have unique effects. [Note: Dr. Calmette
was one of the inventors of the “amylo process,” which
began operation in France in 1891. He also first named
Aspergillus rouxii.]
Recently Li Yu-ying, a delegate of the government of
China in Europe, made a very interesting presentation to
the French Society of Agriculture, concerning the food,
therapeutic, agricultural, and industrial uses of the soybean:
Flour, bread for diabetics, cakes, a seasoning sauce,
confections, raw milk, fresh cheeses, etc.
Also discusses: Soybean cakes, cultivation of soybeans
in Europe and the USA, soy coffee made by roasting
soybeans in the south of France (le Midi), and the use of
soya in diabetic diets. The author concludes by stating that
the soybean has great potential in France, and varieties well
adapted to this climate should be cultivated.
697. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Liverpool notes.
76(15):527. April 9.
• Summary: In the section titled “English and Welsh news”
under “Liverpool notes” we read: “On Monday afternoon,
April 4, Mr. A. Grenville Turner gave an address on ‘The
Cultivation of Soya Bean in West Africa’ before the African
Trade Section of the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
Turner was sent out to West Africa in October last by the
late Sir Alfred Jones, with the object of encouraging the
cultivation of Soya bean.”
Note: This is an early example of the use of term “Soya
Bean” not preceded by the word “the.”
698. G.W.J.; A.W.S. 1910. Farming with green manures:
substitutes for oats (Letter to the editor). Rural New-Yorker
69(4042):466. April 16. Oversize.
• Summary: “I have 15 acres of cornstalks which would
naturally be planted to oats in the Spring. 1 have been
much interested in reading the discussions on green manure
culture, and would like to experiment with some substitute
of oats, such as cow peas or Soy beans. Would you advise
sowing cow peas with oats? If no, in what proportion, and
how much to the acre? In sowing Soy beans does the ground
need to be inoculated? What do you consider the best Winter
cover crop for the cornfield after the corn is removed, and
what amount to sow?
“Lancaster Co., Pa. G.W.J.

“G.W.J. lives in a section where corn is followed by
oats in the rotation. This has always been the practice, and
it is handed down from generation to generation, no one
seeming even to think that some other crop might take its
place and bring in better returns, and also leave the soil in
better condition. Don’t sow oats just because everybody else
does. A few minutes with pencil and paper ought to tell you
whether the crop pays. When making these calculations don’t
forget that oats are an exhaustive crop and leave the soil
poorer. I discarded oats from the rotation years ago as a crop
that did not pay. When I quit growing oats different persons
at various times when exchanging the usual greetings
inquired whether I had finished plowing for oats, whether
I had finished sowing, etc. Upon being told that I did not
grow oats some plainly told me that such a departure from
old methods would not do, but could give no reasons. Others
were too astonished to say anything, while some others cast
a significant smile at a chance companion. I grow potatoes
instead of oats, and on a soil adapted to the crop they will
pay better for the heavy fertilizing necessary to build up a
rundown farm quickly than any other crop that I can grow
on a large scale. You are much interested in green manuring,
then you see the need of getting the soil stocked with
humus. This lack of sufficient humus in the soil has become
responsible for more partial crop failures in this section than
any other cause. A soil without humus is a dead soil. Green
manuring is generally construed as meaning the plowing
under of some crop grown specially for that purpose. It
should be considered in a broader sense and the working into
the soil of any vegetable matter that has not first been fed to
animals is really green manuring. When we have sufficient
plant food in our soil to grow big crops and an abundance of
humus there we have a fertile soil. This can be accomplished
in different ways. Each farmer should study how he can
do this most economically and at the same time profitably.
I have been doing this, and keep but a few head of stock
necessary to furnish meat, milk, etc., for family use. This
is in a locality where every farmer keeps cows as the chief
source of income. Now, I don’t want to discourage anyone in
the matter of keeping stock, for the farm dairy can be made
to pay well, and the farm need not run down on account
of it either. But when the farms right around us, though
yet comparatively new, are getting poorer and poorer with
these herds of cattle, we must see that there is something
seriously wrong with the management. And when the owners
in the face of all these facts simply persist in this kind of
management, we wonder what will eventually become of
these farms.”
“The cow peas and Soy beans will do best on a light,
warm soil. The soil does not usually have to be inoculated
for Soy beans. If I were feeding a lot of cows and would
have to buy much concentrated feed I think I should plant
Soy beans instead of oats. If your soil is thin it will pay you
to apply some potash and phosphoric acid to the cow peas
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and Soy beans. To every 100 pounds dissolved S.C. rock add
10 pounds muriate of potash and apply 300 pounds per acre
of the mixture.
“Middletown, Pa., A.W.S.” Address: 1. Lancaster Co.; 2.
Middletown. Both: Pennsylvania.
699. Williams, Thomas A. 1910. La “soya.” La haba soya
como forraje [The soy bean as a forage crop]. Boletin de
la Sociedad Agricola Mexicana 34(15):292-95. April 17;
34(16):307-11. April 25; 34(17):331-33. May 1; 34(18):34850. May 9. Translation of USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 58
(1897, revised 1899). [7 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Part 1. Origin and general
characteristics. Varieties. Growth. Illustrations show: Soy
bean seedling with roots (p. 292, 294-95). A flowering soy
bean plant, with close-ups of pods and one flower (p. 293).
Part 2. Cultivation. Harvest. Production and yield.
Chemical composition.
Part 3. Digestibility. Value and uses: As pasture (como
pasto), as ensilage, as hay.
Part 4. As pasture (como pastura), as a plant for
soil improvement, value of the seeds as feed. Summary.
The entire 4-part document contains many non-original
illustrations of soy bean plants.
Note: This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen that uses the term “la haba soya” to refer to the soy
bean. Address: Asst. Agrostologist, Div. of Agrostology,
USDA (agrologista auxiliar).
700. Country Gentleman. 1910. A rotation for forage (Letter
to the editor). 75(2986):393. April 21.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–I have a field of
wheat, sown on very rich old pasture land, which had raised
heavy crops of corn for two years. Is there any fertilizer I
can apply which will prevent the straw from lodging, as it
is making a very rank growth? (1) Will you tell me how to
arrange a rotation of crops so that I can secure an abundance
of green forage for a herd of 25 cows from the latter part of
June until the first of October? (2) What is the value of rye as
compared with oats and peas as a forage crop?... George H.
Thompson.
“2. The following table suggests a rotation which will
provide green forage from July 1 to Sept. 30. Allowing 60
lb. of forage per cow per day, and figuring the yield from 5
to 6 tons per acre, the acres of each crop given will provide
sufficient forage for 25 cows for about 10 days. If these
yields cannot be reasonably expected, the areas should be
increased. If cow peas cannot be depended on for a crop,
substitute Kaffir corn, millet or soy beans.”
701. Wing, Chas. B. 1910. The soy bean: a promising forage
crop of value. Rural New-Yorker 69(4043):489-90. April 23.
Oversize.
• Summary: “About 10 years ago the writer became

interested in Soy beans and began experimenting with them.
My first experience was with the Ito San, and for many years
we grew this quite extensively, and were well pleased with it.
If yielded about 20 bushels of grain per acre for us when at
its best, but it was very difficult to harvest, the pods forming
quite close to the ground, and the habit being rather poor–
that is the vines were inclined to be half recumbent. Some
years we succeeded fairly well harvesting it with a mowing
machine; some years we pulled it by hand, sometimes
we cut it with hoes. A few years ago, after reading some
Government bulletins on the subject, we became interested in
other varieties. We secured as many of the promising kinds
as we could from the Government, and tested them fairly.
The results have both pleased and surprised us. A typical
plant of Soy bean is shown at Fig. 184. This picture is taken
from Farmers’ Bulletin 372. Last Fall Mr. C.V. Piper, of the
United States Department of Agriculture, visited our test
plot. As Mr. Piper states, it is no longer proper to encourage
simply the growing of Soy beans; the varieties differ so
greatly, and some are so far superior to others, that to be
up-to-date at all, one must have some of the best varieties.
The habits of these plants differ as greatly as those of any
cultivated plant with which we are familiar. This variation
is in a way, a good thing, because Soy beans are used in
three or four different ways, and its wide variation helps the
different uses. Some varieties will mature in 90 days; others
will require from 120 to 140 days, or even longer. Some
are half recumbent or almost fully recumbent; others stand
sturdily erect. Some have coarse stalks (although very strong
and erect); others have much more slender stalks. Some have
large, coarse leaves; others medium leaves. Some shed their
leaves before the grain even begins to mature; others retain
their leaves until the grain is practically ripe. It is obvious
that all of these characteristics may be made of use in the
plant’s cultivation.
“We hardly know whether the Soy bean is most useful
for grain, silage, soiling, forage or soil improvement.
Different varieties are peculiarly adapted to each purpose,
and it will depend largely upon the farmer’s own need as to
which characteristic he should seek. As a grain crop, they
can probably be used over the widest latitude, and probably
more farmers will find them valuable in this way than in any
other. They may be used especially in the Central States, and
by farmers who use oil meal or bran, either with dairy rations
or for feeding other stock. Soy beans analyze sometimes as
high as 38 per cent protein; this compares favorably with
oil meal, while in palatability and digestibility they are very
much superior to oil meal. All of our stock like them fully
as well as they do corn, and we have very little trouble from
indigestion. They are laxative, and when fed in moderate
amounts are beneficial in this way; furthermore, they seem
to act as a tonic. Horses being fed moderate amounts of them
become sleek and fat, with abundant life. My own driving
mare will leave her corn for a bite of Soy beans. and when
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given only moderate amounts of them and practically no
other grain, will fatten up very quickly. I thoroughly believe
with Mr. Piper that every farmer who is buying cotton-seed
meal, oil meal or wheat bran has abundant use for Soy beans,
and that the Soy beans would be much more profitable to
him than any of the other feeds mentioned.
“With some of the new varieties I think it will soon be
possible to grow about 30 bushels of seed per acre. They are
worth about $1 per bushel for feeding purposes, and they
thus compare favorably with any crop we grow for feed.
For many years cow peas have been grown extensively as a
forage crop. I believe with Mr. Piper that, at least on a great
many soils, the Soy bean should certainly replace the cow
pea. The cow pea has just one advantage: it may be sown
broadcast on foul land, and will make a good growth and a
profitable crop. The Soy bean does not thrive when sown
broadcast, consequently it is a little less of a lazy man’s crop,
but on the other hand, its analysis is so much better than that
of the cow pea, and its habit of growth is so much better that
it should easily take precedence over the cow pea, excepting
where it is thought to be absolutely necessary to sow the seed
broadcast. I submit the following table, taken from Professor
Henry’s “Feeds and Feeding,” for careful consideration:”
The table gives the nutritional composition of 7
“Foods”: Soy beans, cow peas, corn, bran, soy bean hay,
cow pea hay, and clover hay. For each it gives: (1) Lbs. dry
matter. (2) Lbs. protein. (3) Lbs. carbohydrates. (4) Lbs.
[nitrogen-free] extract. The soy bean contains much more
protein (29.6) and extract (14.4) and much less carbohydrates
(22.3) than the other six.
“The analysis of the Soy bean seed is not as high in
protein in this table as I have seen it in other analyses.
Note the superiority in protein of the Soy bean, as well as
the cow pea hay, over Red clover. Alfalfa analyzes only
about 11 or 12 per cent, so that the Soy bean compares
favorably with Alfalfa itself, and it is reasonably certain that
it could be grown easily on many soils where the growth
of Alfalfa would be difficult. Red clover is not likely to be
supplanted by either Soy beans or cow peas, and it would
not be wise to supplant it, because Red clover is such an
old-established crop that everyone knows how to grow it,
it produces sufficient forage per acre to make it profitable,
and it probably fits into the rotation a little easier than Soy
beans, especially where farmers have a large amount of
Spring or Summer work to do. Neither do I think that Alfalfa
should at all be supplanted by the Soy bean, but it frequently
happens that a Red clover meadow is seriously injured by
Winter freezing and a catch crop desired in the Spring. For
this purpose I think that no crop with which I am familiar
would begin to equal the Soy bean. Millets are largely used
as catch crops under these conditions, and there is absolutely
no comparison between the value of a ton of millet hay
and a ton of Soy bean hay. Also there are many soils on
which clover does not seem to thrive, and on these I would

earnestly recommend the use of Soy beans, especially in an
experimental way.
“Ohio, Chas. B. Wing.” (To be continued.)
A large illustration (Fig. 184) shows “a typical plant of
soy beans.” Address: Ohio.
702. Country Gentleman. 1910. Enquiries and answers: what
readers want to know. Cover crops (Letter to the editor).
75(2987):421. April 28.
• Summary: “Kindly tell me which, in Middlesex County,
N.J., would be the most satisfactory as a cover crop for the
sole purpose of enriching the soil. My idea was to sow a crop
for this purpose about this time of year, plowing under in the
fall for grain. Would crimson clover make any appreciable
growth in that time, or would cow peas be better? D.H.K.
“[A large portion of the soil area in Middlesex County,
N.J., consists of red shale–a soil that is too heavy for
uniformly successful results with crimson clover. The cover
crops, therefore, that could be depended on to give good
returns on this land include winter vetch, soy beans, cow
peas and, to a limited extent, Canada field peas. It has been
the custom for some years past at the college farm at New
Brunswick [New Jersey], to seed in their corn at the time of
the last cultivation the following mixture of seed per acre:
30 lb. wheat, 18 lb. winter vetch and 6 lb. crimson clover.
This mixture produces a very good cover crop and enriches
the soil with considerable quantities of humus and nitrogen.
Soy beans and cow peas are also satisfactory cover crops for
summer, when neither winter vetch or crimson clover can
be used. Soy beans could probably be seeded between the
middle of May and the first of June, and plowed under in
September for winter grain. Cow peas may be seeded the last
week in May or the first of June, and plowed under about the
same time. In the vicinity of Janesburg there are considerable
areas of lighter soil where crimson clover would do very
well; even there, however, crimson clover can be utilized
only as a fall and early spring crop].”
703. Rural New-Yorker. 1910. For years we have urged our
readers to experiment with Alfalfa. Many have worked with
the crop... 69(4044):358. April 30. Oversize.
• Summary: “... until they have it established. Every one of
them will agree that each acre of Alfalfa has made them an
annual present of the equivalent of one ton or more of wheat
bran. There cannot be any question about the in creased
value to every crop of a rotation when Alfalfa is grown and
fed on the farm. We now urge readers to try another crop–the
Soy bean. Mr. Wing has told us about it and those who are
still more interested should read Farmers’ Bulletin 372 from
the U.S. Department [of Agriculture]. The Soy bean is now
changing the plan of feeding cattle in Europe. The Japanese
take out the oil and export great quantities of the dry meal.
This is taking the place of linseed and cotton-seed meal and
giving satisfaction. Thousands of farmers who grow Alfalfa
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have been able to cut their grain bill in two. The grain and
straw of Soy beans will enable them to make another cut.
“This crop is not a permanent This crop is not a
permanent one like Alfalfa, but, like corn, planted each
season. It ought to prove very useful on a fruit farm where
stock must be kept and where tillage is needed for the trees.
Planted in drills and cultivated we think it will prove better,
all things considered, than corn or cow peas. It is one of the
crops which ought to be thoroughly tested by everyone who
has stock to feed.”
704. Wing, Chas. B. 1910. The soy bean: a promising forage
crop of value. II. Rural New-Yorker 69(4043):514. April 30.
Oversize.
• Summary: “As nitrogen gatherers I think few plants will
equal the Soy bean. Its roots are covered with nodules.
Sometimes these nodules are as large as Lima beans, and
they should always be as large as a garden pea. If this plant
be turned under for fertilizing purposes, especially if one of
the large growing varieties be used, I know of no plant that
would excel it. When grown for seed, most varieties will
drop their leaves before the seed is ripe; these leaves. of
course, enriching the soil. I think that on any ordinary soil,
with the new improved varieties, farmers should expect from
15 to 20 or 25 bushels of seed, or from two to 3½ tons dry
hay per acre. I have a theory, which at present is theory only,
that the plant may be made extremely useful for silage. In
another year or so, I expect to try this on a good-sized scale.
Some varieties make both a large amount of forage and a
large amount of grain, and in addition will hold their leaves
until the grain is nearly ripe. I think that these varieties
cut just before the leaves begin to fall, and possibly mixed
with moderate amounts of corn (say in the proportion of
two parts Soy beans to one of corn) would not only make a
large amount of very rich silage, but would be readily eaten
and easily digested, and we would thereby get the greatest
possible amount of feed from a given acreage.
“As to varieties, I agree with Mr. Piper on practically
everything I have tested so far. Many of the new varieties
are only in the experimental stage, and probably few of
them are at present produced in quantities sufficient to place
them on the market, but no doubt, within a few years, the
Government will have some surplus for sale. The Ito San,
our old standby. is no doubt about as good as any variety for
extreme northern conditions, where it is necessary to mature
the seed in 90 days. It would furnish only about 1½ ton dry
forage per acre. The Medium Early Green is one of the oldest
varieties, makes an excellent yield, both of beans and forage,
but it seems to be practically impossible to harvest the crop
in such manner as not to lose half the grain, and this reduces
the yield to only a moderate amount.
“So far, our tests show no bean that is any better for
grain than the Medium Early Yellow. This variety has very
sturdy plants, a trifle too coarse for forage, a medium-

sized bean, which does not shatter badly when harvested.
It yields abundantly, and its habit is good. The plants stand
erect enough, so that it is no difficulty whatever to harvest
with a mowing machine. The Meyer sometimes produces
enormous quantities of forage, occasional plants being six
feet tall, but its habit is poor, being half recumbent. The yield
of grain is only moderate. The Tokio produces the largest
amount of forage of any bean I have ever tried, but when
grain is desired it is entirely too late for this latitude. The
Brownie is almost identical with the Ito San. The Haberlandt
is very similar to the Meyer, although having a trifle better
habit–that is, a more erect growth. The Guelph is an early
variety, maturing with the Ito San, but having a rather better
habit. The Nuttal [sic, Nuttall] has a good habit, although
the vines are a trifle coarse for forage, the amount of beans
produced being smaller by our tests than some of our other
best varieties. The beans also shatter somewhat worse in
harvesting than our other varieties. The Morse is similar; it is
about as late in maturing as we dare to have in this latitude,
probably requiring 130 to 140 days, and the yield of beans is
about the same as that of Nuttal. A variety with which I am
very well pleased is the Jet. It will probably produce a trifle
smaller amount of grain than the Medium Early Yellow, but
its habit is simply perfect, the plant growing perfectly erect
and branching out five or six inches above the ground, the
main stem being sturdy and each branch long and slender,
making it well adapted for forage. It would probably mature
safely even a good deal north of this latitude, as it has two
or three weeks to spare. It would probably make three tons
per acre of dry hay, and no doubt would have little trouble
in making a yield of 20 bushels of grain. Another of my
favorites is the Cloud. This bean is very similar to the Jet,
excepting that it is from two to three weeks later in maturing.
It will produce a little heavier crop both of beans and forage
than the Jet, has equally good habits and retains many of its
leaves until the grain is perfectly ripe. I have tested other
varieties, but have found none of them of sufficient merit to
be enumerated here.
“Briefly then, I feel positive not only that the Soy bean
has come to stay, but that its growth is still in its infancy,
and I rather think that in 10 years from now it will be a
very important crop. I think that as a grain producer it
will compare favorably with any crop we have; that both
in quantity and quality of forage it is not greatly excelled
by any plant, with the exception of Alfalfa. Its fertilizing
qualities are of the very best, and it may be used for silage
with profitable results. I advise farmers, however, to grow
it only in a moderate way for a year or two, because, while
not especially difficult to grow, it has some peculiarities
which should be thoroughly understood before attempting
its extensive cultivation, and I would advise farmers to
investigate individual varieties, and to be sure that they get
something of the best when purchasing. It will probably be
several years before these new varieties will be placed on
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the market in any considerable amounts, but with the interest
that is now being taken in this plant, I think that in a short
time it will be possible to obtain seed from the very best of
the varieties which I have mentioned, as well as from some
of the other choice varieties with which the Government is
experimenting.” Address: Ohio.
705. Brenier, Henri. 1910. La question du soja [The soya
question]. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi)
13(83):105-28. March/April. Series 2. [22 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is an in-depth look at the relevance of
the soybean to France, both now and in the future. It is
prompted by the rapid growth of soybean imports to Europe
from Manchuria. The author has a good knowledge of the
literature on soybeans and a familiarity with the crop in the
field in French Indochina and China.
Contents: 1. Soybean cultivation: Species and varieties,
major soybean producing countries (China, Japan, Korea,
Indochina), other countries (Java and the Dutch East
Indies, France, USA. The Imperial Institute of London is
conducting trials in the Cape of Good Hope and Natal [South
Africa], in British West Africa, and in Gambia), methods of
cultivation and yield. 2. Commerce: Exports of soybeans and
soybean cake (beancake, tourteaux de soja) from China and
especially Manchuria (Newchwang, Dairen/Dalny, Antung,
Ta tung kow, Suifenho {Suifenhe / Sui-fen-ho}), importing
countries in 1908 in descending order of amount imported
(Russian ports on the Pacific [Vladivostok], for re-export to
Europe). Exports. Prices 3. Soybean utilization: Chemical
composition, use as a forage plant and for improving the soil,
use in human foods (tofu, shoyu, Worcestershire sauce, tuong
[Annamite soy sauce], miso, natto, soymilk), the soybean
as an oilseed (yield of oil from various oilseeds), soybean
cakes. Conclusions.
Page 109 discusses soybeans in Indochina, according
to information received from M. Crevost, Curator of the
Agricultural and Commercial Museum of Hanoi, and from
the article by Bui-quang-Chiêu (Dec. 1905). The names of
the soybean are different in the various parts of Indochina.
In Cochin China (especially in the provinces of Chaudoc
and Baria), in Annam (sporadically), and in Tonkin it is
called dau-nanh or dau-tuong (Tuong is a sauce made with
soybeans, described later under “Uses”). In Cambodia
(Cambodge) it is called sandek sieng. The variety most
widely cultivated in Indochina seems to be one with a
yellowish-white color, more oblong than round, a little
flattened (soja platycarpa of Harz [1880, 1885] (?)), different
therefore from the fine (belle) varieties of Manchuria and
Japan that are well rounded and pure yellow.
A table (p. 112) shows soy bean grain exports (in
1,000 metric tons) from different Manchurian ports for the
years 1905-1908. The author notes that Indochina could be
exporting soybeans to France. One factor that stimulated the
large exports of soybeans from Manchuria in 1908 (besides

an excellent harvest in 1907) was a program to suppress the
cultivation of opium by expansion of soybean acreage (p.
113). The author uses the scientific name Phaseolus radiatus
to refer to the petit haricot vert (probably mung bean). He
observed soybeans planted in mixed culture in Szechuan.
Page 115: In 1908 tables show total exports to foreign
countries were as follows: Soybean seeds (Soja en graines):
285,180 tonnes (metric tons). Soybean cakes (Tourteaux
de soja): 469,800 tonnes. Total: 754,900 tonnes, worth 78
million French francs.
Page 115: In 1908 official statistics are first given for
exports to Europe (in tonnes): Great Britain 69,200, France
21,390, Holland 7,290, Italy 4,140, Belgium 1,760, Germany
670, Russian ports on the Pacific [such as Vladivostok] (for
reexport to Europe, primarily to England it seems) 100,000.
Total: 204,440 tonnes.
Page 116 notes that the rise of soybeans in Manchuria
is due in part to the power of the Japanese commercial
house Mitsui Bussan Kaisha and the large English oil mills,
which joined to develop an industry that had not previously
existed. At the end of 1906, Mitsui, which had a dominant
commercial role in Southern Manchuria, sent one or two
trial shipments of soybeans to England. Mitsui was followed
mainly by the British trading houses (Samuel & Samuel,
Jardine, Matheson), then by the Germans (Otto Reimers,
Arnhold Karberg & Co), and the Russians. Continued
suppression of opium growing led to further expansion of
soybean cultivation.
A table (p. 117) gives the price of soybeans (per picul
of 300 catties = 180 kg), soybean cake (per 10 cakes of 53
catties each or 318 kg for the 10), and soybean oil (per picul
of 100 catties = 60 kg) in New chwang [Newchwang] taels
and in French francs in the average year from 1882-1891,
and in the year 1897. Prices were up in 1897.
Page 124 states: “A factory was recently founded near
Paris (at Saint Germain en Laye), with Chinese capital, for
the preparation of a series of products derived from soya:
milk, “caséo-sojaïne,” cheese [tofu], sauce, and sweet soya
preserves (confiture (?) de soja).” A footnote states: “I owe
this curious piece of information to the amicability of the
secretary of Ecole française d’Extrême-Orient, Mr. Ch.
Maybon, who pointed it out in the January 1910 issue of the
Bulletin de l’Association amicale franco-chinoise.
A table (p. 125) shows that the soybean gives the lowest
yield of oil of all major oilseeds: copra (from coconut) yields
67-70% oil, sesame seeds 50-56%, poppy seed (pavot) 4350%, castor oil plant 42-50%, rapeseed (colza) 42-45%,
linseed 43%, peanuts 35-47%, cottonseed 21-26%, soybeans
from Manchuria 16-18%.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2000)
that describes caséo-sojaïne as a product. Yet this may well
be a mistake since its source of information is given as
Bulletin de l’Association Amicale Franco-Chinoise (Jan.
1910)–which uses the term to refer to a business name.
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Address: Inspecteur-Conseil des Services Agricoles et
Commerciaux de l’Indochine.
706. Itie, G. 1910. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds
(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 10(85):305-07. April. [2 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Harvest (continued) for forage or
seeds. Threshing.
Early varieties include Hollybrook and Buckshot. Late
varieties: Mammoth and Wilson. Threshing: When the
pods are dry, the seed is easily separated with the aid of
an ordinary threshing machine that has concave threshers.
Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture coloniale.
707. Mooers, C.A. 1910. Re: Seed from the different dates of
planting. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., May 2. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: I will be pleased to let you
have seed from the different dates of planting of the soy
beans. We have planned to plant a number of varieties
throughout the season at intervals of four weeks.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
708. Country Gentleman. 1910. Florida muck land (Letter to
the editor). 75(2989):466-67. May 12.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–While in Florida this
winter I purchased a farm of 500 acres... R.W. Parramore,
Somerset County, New Jersey.
“Additions of 30 to 50 loads of muck per acre, together
with applications of 300 pounds of acid phosphate and 300
pounds of kainit, should prove highly beneficial for sandy
soils, and should facilitate further improvement by means
of such green-manure crops as cow peas, soy beans, velvet
beans, etc.”
709. J.R.G. 1910. Farm correspondence: (1) Soybeans...
Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). May 16. p. 10.
• Summary: He asks: “How long does it take the soybean
to reach maturity from the time they are planted or to reach
the stage for making hay? I am of the opinion that they will
hang on through dry weather like cotton. I would plant so
as to miss the July drought, although I have 2 acres that I
could plant right away, if advisable. I see that all the writers
recommend planting in the drill. Will they give satisfactory

results broadcasted? I was thinking of using cotton seed
meal alone for these so as to produce a large stalk, or would
10–2–2 cotton meal be better?”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2016) that
uses the term “cotton meal” to refer to cotton seed meal.
“Answer: There are quite a number of varieties of
soybean, some dwarfish in growth and maturing much
earlier than others that are of more robust growth. I am not
familiar with the different varieties and their peculiarities and
quote from Director J.F. Duggar in Cyclopedia of American
Agriculture as follows:” The long excerpt gives the names of
early, medium, late, and very late soybean varieties.
“Drill planting is considered preferable for soybeans.
I have not found that they do so well when broadcast as do
cowpeas.
“Cotton seed meal is by no means a proper fertilizer
for soybeans, as the latter is a legume–can get the required
nitrogen from the air. A little nitrate of soda, however,
may be advantageously applied, say 50 pounds per acre in
the drill with the seed,... The soybean should be fertilized
just like the cowpea, applying 200 to 300 pounds of acid
phosphate and 30 to 50 pounds of muriate (or four times as
much kainit) per acre.” Address: Carrollton, Georgia.
710. G.D. 1910. “Cover crops” after corn or potatoes (Letter
to the editor). Rural New-Yorker 69(4047):587. May 21.
Oversize.
• Summary: “G.D., Northern Pennsylvania.–I wish to know
which would be the best thing to sow at the last cultivation
of the corn to plow under for green manure, clover, cow peas
or Soy beans? Must the cow peas or Soy beans be plowed
under in the Fall to get the benefit of them as a cover crop?
What would be the best crop to sow on the potato ground
immediately after digging that would benefit the ground and
be ready for plowing in the Spring for some crop suitable to
follow? After the oats are harvested what is the best thing to
sow as a cover crop and bring the best results in bringing up
the fertility of the ground.
“Ans.–There is a mistaken idea about using cow peas
and Soy beans at the North. Our seasons are too short to
permit sowing these crops in the corn or in late Summer,
expecting to make a heavy growth. In parts of the South,
where the seasons are longer, cow peas are planted between
the corn rows after the corn is ‘laid by’–that is, when its
growth is ended. These cow peas grow until November in
the warmer Southern season. Seeded in the same way in
northern Pennsylvania, they would make but a feeble growth
before frost. Cow peas or Soy beans used as manurial crops
at the North should be seeded before July if possible. The
best ‘cover crops’ for seeding in the corn are those not hurt
by early frosts. With us Crimson clover, turnips, rye and
rape answer well. This year the clover was killed in March,
but the rye made a good growth, as did the rape and rye
up to Christmas. In your case, we should use 12 pounds of
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Crimson clover, two pounds Cow-horn turnip and a peck
of rye to the acre–all seeded ahead of the cultivator. After
potatoes are dug in the North there is nothing better than
rye to cover the ground. Potato digging usually works the
ground enough. Rake off the vines, harrow and seed to rye. If
the oats are off early in July cow peas or field beans may be
broadcast after plowing or disking the ground. In September
they can he worked under and rye seeded for Winter.”
Address: Northern Pennsylvania.
711. Rural New-Yorker. 1910. Soy beans in Pennsylvania.
69(4047):583. May 21. Oversize.
• Summary: “In reading over an article by Chas. B. Wing on
Soy beans, on page 489, I am favorably impressed with the
idea of raising them, and would like to know if they can be
put in after the hay is cut off the field, as I have a field where
the grass is almost run out, and I may come short in both hay
and oats. The soil is in some part a sort of red shell and dark
loam and clay mixed. I only bought this place this Spring,
and do not know what the soil is best adapted to yet. Do you
think Soy beans would be profitable in my case? How should
I care for and harvest them right? C.J. Pennsylvania.
“C.J. will find Soy beans a profitable crop if he keeps
lots of stock, particularly cows. I am quite sure the Soy bean
will do well in Bucks County, and on the soil he describes.
If he expects first to cut a crop of hay the beans would have
to be planted too late for best results. Soy beans require
about the same growing season as Indian corn, and are at
their best for hay if cut when most of the pods have begun
to mature. I am unable to tell just what kind of hay the
immature plant would make, or how difficult it would be to
sure so late in the season. Soy bean hay, if properly made, is
a most valuable feed. It is hard to advise in a case like this.
I am inclined to think I should plow up at least part of this
run-out grass field and plant to Soy beans at the proper time,
anywhere between May 15 and June 1. Plant in rows and
cultivate same as you would corn. About one and one-quarter
bushel seed per acre is the proper quantity; cut and cure as
you would clover. If your soil is run-down, as it seems to be,
it will pay you well to apply a fertilizer of dissolved South
Carolina rock and muriate of potash, to 100 pounds of the
dissolved rock, add 18 pounds muriate of potash and apply
300 to 400 pounds per acre of the mixture. The Soy bean
takes in atmospheric nitrogen freely, and will leave your soil
in much better condition than would millet or oats.
“Middletown, Pa.–A.W.S.” Address: Ohio.
712. M. 1910. Soy beans–Cow peas. Country Gentleman
75(2991):517. May 26.
• Summary: “I wish to plant some soy beans with cow peas
to be used for cattle feed. The cow pea grows naturally
in this section, but I am informed that it is necessary to
inoculate in order to get a crop. If such is the case, what is
the best way to do it?... Will the same bacteria that inoculates

the cow pea inoculate the soy bean?...”
W.F. Massey answers: “Do not worry about the
inoculation. Soy beans and cow peas will both grow rankly
in your section without inoculation, and so does crimson
clover. It is an advantage to mix the soybeans with cow peas,
because of their more upright growth. This enables them
partially to support the cow peas and make the whole more
easily harvested and cured.”
“Use the tall yellow soybean. Sow the peas and beans
with a wheat drill after putting the ground in good order, for
you will get a far better crop than from broadcasting and
harrowing them in, for the drill will put all in at a uniform
depth and they will grow off better. Set the drill to sow two
bushels of wheat and you will get the peas about right.”
Address: Worcester County, Maryland.
713. Healy, Henry W. 1910. Culture of the soy bean:
Practical statement of “do” and “don’t.” Part I. Rural NewYorker 69(4048):623. May 28. Oversize.
• Summary: “There are many factors in growing any
successful crop. What are the prime factors in growing a
big crop of Soy beans? There are three: Available moisture
at all times (and its corollaries, humus and good drainage),
lime and good seed. The Soy bean, like corn, is a hot
weather plant. It makes its greatest growth when the soil
has least moisture. Unlike Red clover and Alfalfa, both
root system and top must be developed within four months.
It makes a greater growth from seed to harvest than any
other legume. I will not even except Alfalfa, for Alfalfa has
a tremendous root system already developed, in which is
stored immeasurable vitality and energy, awaiting only the
first warmth of Spring to show its mature vigor.
“With the Soy bean, the seed is planted in early May,
and the crop harvested in September. It is safe to say over
400 tons of water is required to produce a ton of green Soy
bean forage. I am told that 15 tons green weight per acre has
been grown, and I believe it. Think of the weight of water
consumed, 6,000 tons, by one acre of Soy beans within a
period of four months, and in the season of least rainfall and
greatest evaporation. The Soy bean root will not live in a
swamp or with free water near the surface of the land. Such
moisture is not available, for the roots cannot develop to
absorb it. The ideal soil is a thoroughly drained loam. well
filled with humus to catch the rainfall. We must also cultivate
and by an earth mulch save all the moisture possible.
“Given well-drained soil, with plenty of humus, the
nitrogen-gathering bacteria will thrive if also there is
sufficient lime to make the soil sweet. In the East this usually
means an application of from 1,000 pounds to five tons per
acre, the lesser amount if quick or caustic lime be used. I
have purposely omitted to mention inoculation. The bacteria
in my experience are naturally present in soils that have a
fair amount of humus. The addition of lime causes them to
multiply exceedingly. If the soil is materially deficient in
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humus, don’t try to grow Soy beans until you have turned
under some other green crop, or applied a good dressing
of manure, and added lime. Of course your soil may be of
natural limestone formation, or it may have been recently
limed. Even then an extra dose of lime will be a benefit.
“The mammoth [Mammoth] or late-maturing varieties
may do well for the cotton States, but from Virginia
northward use none but the medium or early kind. I have
had best results with the Medium Green. It yields heavily
in forage and ‘grain,’ and the leaves are not dropped till the
beans are mature. Even when thrashed for the beans, the
‘straw’ has a good feeding value and the cattle relish it. The
United States Department of Agriculture in its pamphlet on
the subject discourages the use of the Medium Green variety
on account of the woodiness of the stalks. The stalks must
of necessity be woody and tough to support a heavy growth
of forage and grain. I have grown the Medium Green Soy
beans for five years. The average height of the topmost
leaves varies from 40 to 48 inches. Occasionally they will
measure 52 inches. I am told that the Hollybrook Yellow (an
early variety) is good. I shall try a patch experimentally this
year, but the main crop will be the old stand-by–the Medium
Green. Some seed has been saved each year, and I feel sure
that what I have now is more productive than its progenitors
bought five years ago.”
“(Continued next week.)”
714. Boname, P. 1910. Soja [Soybeans]. Ile Maurice
(Mauritius), Station Agronomique, Rapport Annuel For the
year 1909. p. 63-65. Also titled Bulletin No. 22. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “The soybean is a plant of the temperate
countries but one which grows very well in Mauritius.
For several years we have cultivated it at [the station at]
Reduit, but the results have not been very brilliant. Before
proceeding further, we should definitely conduct a trial
among the many different varieties, planting them at
different times of the year to determine the optimum time for
planting.”
“At Reduit, it is very difficult to harvest the seeds in
good condition. Either they are destroyed when young by the
agromyza or, if they were planted in November or December,
they grow well to the vegetative stage, but then the pods
are attacked by larvae, which devour the seeds. We would
add the rabbits prefer soybean seeds to those of green beans
(haricot), so it is fruitless to grow soybeans wherever there
are rabbits” (p. 64).
“Soybeans can easily be planted between rows of sugar
cane as an intercrop, because their stems are straight and
erect, and they do not crawl along the ground. But they do
not cover as well as most of the varieties of boëmes that we
already know” (p. 65).
Note: S. Moutia (1975, p. 218) states that P. Boname can
be considered a pioneer of agricultural research in Mauritius.
“As now, the use of sugar cane interlines [intercropping] was

always mentioned in discussions of expansion of agricultural
production. Boname felt that, because of its upright stand,
soybean could be sown between rows of sugar cane although
it would not give as good cover as most of the creeping
cowpeas he knew. The sugar industry depended on animal
traction for transport of canes at that time and Boname noted
that soybean, harvested when the pods were half ripe, was
excellent fodder, as were the dry haulms after the seed had
been harvested. The plant was cultivated in the same way
as the french bean and it also shares the same disadvantages
of that crop, not least being the hares, which fed on soybean
in preference to french beans, a fact which Boname recalled
had been observed in the United States as well.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March
2019) concerning soybeans in Mauritius, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Mauritius (one of two documents). This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Mauritius, or the cultivation of soybeans in Mauritius (1908
or 1909). The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address:
Directeur, Station Agronomique, Mauritius.
715. Healy, Henry W. 1910. Culture of the soy bean:
Practical statement of “do” and “don’t.” Part II. Rural NewYorker 69(4040):623. June 4. Oversize.
• Summary: “Prepare the ground thoroughly. A better seed
bed is required than for corn. Plant in 36-inch drills from
eight to 12 beans per lineal foot, and cover them not deeper
than two inches nor less than one inch. After planting use
the weeder or spike harrow with the teeth turned well back
until the beans have nearly all sprouted but are not yet up to
the surface. The young Soy bean shoots are very tender and
easily damaged; therefore, see that your harrow or weeder
does not break them. If the surface of the ground becomes
baked or crusty before the beans are up, they may never push
their way through. Use the weeder, but use it with judgment.
When the young plants clearly define the rows begin your
cultivation. If the seed bed has been well prepared, give
shallow cultivation only. If it has been somewhat neglected,
the first cultivation may be deep, but after that merely
preserve a shallow though very fine earth mulch. How many
times do I cultivate? I don’t know. I should advise the least
possible cultivation that will preserve an ideal earth mulch.
This may mean a great many cultivations–it may mean but
one. When you cannot run the cultivators between the rows
without breaking the plants considerably, stop cultivating.
“Soy beans make an ideal soiling crop. They are
excellent fed green, as hay, or as grain. The Massachusetts,
Ohio and New Jersey experiment stations strongly
recommend them as silage when corn forms more than half
the silage mixture. They may be fed to cattle, sheep, horses
and hogs in any of the above forms–though, of course, silage
is not recommended for horses or hogs except in very limited
quantities. In feeding the beans as grain, remember that
they are richer than [linseed] oilmeal and somewhat more
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laxative. Use them as you would oil meal.
“The hay corresponds to Alfalfa hay. It also has a
laxative effect. One of the most noticeable characteristics is
its palatableness. All farm animals seem to prefer it to any
other plant. Cattle will let the freshly-cut corn or Alfalfa lie
till all the Soy beans are gone when the three are fed at the
same time. Green Soy beans seem more nearly to replace
grain with dairy cows than any other roughage. We are told
that hogs in pens do not make gains on soiling crops alone.
They do when soiled with Soy beans.
“Although I prize Soy bean hay highly, I do not intend
ever again to grow them for that purpose. Too much labor is
entailed, and it is usually harvested in September, a month
of rains and uncertain weather. If you are minded to try it,
cut when the bean pods are well formed and developed and
before the leaves show signs of withering. This will usually
be about two or three weeks after the maximum height has
been reached. Cure as you would clover or Alfalfa hay, but
take greater pains not to break off the tender leaves in which
lie the greatest feeding value.
“When harvesting for the grain, wait till most of the
leaves have fallen and the pods become somewhat dry. The
beans should be solid and hard. Wait till there has been a
heavy dew and the vines and pods are leathery, then reap
with a binder and put in cocks at once. Do not run the binder
after the dew has been dried away, for then the beans are
easily shelled from the brittle pods. A cloudy day is better
than a sunny one. After curing a few days, I usually spread
sheets in the hay rigging and by gathering together the
corners hoist them with a light block and tackle to the loft.
When saving the seed I usually thrash with a flail by hand.
I am told that by removing some of the beaters a thrashing
machine does good work. When feeding as grain, do not
thrash, but feed the sheaves to the cattle and hogs and let
them do the work for you. Not enough will be wasted to
pay for the thrashing. I think animals relish the beans more
this way. Finally, don’t forget the chickens. If they have free
range about the barn and manure pit, they will get every bean
that escapes the other stock. When housed for the winter,
occasionally throw them a sheaf. It will prove a treat for
them, thoroughly evidenced by their industrious scratching
and pecking.
“Now for a few ‘don’ts.’ Don’t try Soy beans as a
‘plow under’ crop. Crops are turned under to obtain humus.
If you have no humus, Soy beans will not pay. Cow peas
are better, or buckwheat, or rye, or Crimson clover. Don’t
sow broadcast. A cultivated crop returns a much greater net
profit. Don’t use much commercial fertilizer unless it be
a little phosphoric acid in some soluble form. If you have
humus you will not need it. I have experimentally tried
1,000 pounds per acre of a three, eight and six mixture, and
also lesser amounts. Sometimes not the slightest results
were noticeable. Never has a heavy application paid me,
but I should favor 210 to 300 pounds of basic slag per acre.

Manure will produce results because it adds humus. Finally,
don’t forget to lime and lime well. This is paramount. I have
sown the beans broadcast in New York State on a loam soil
with manure. Also in Maryland on both a clay and a sandyloam river bottom with commercial fertilizer. The stand was
hardly 20 inches tall and did not pay. I have planted in rows
and given good cultivation on a new soil low in humus. The
result was better but not satisfactory.
“Last Summer in a field that had grown a rather poor
crop of potatoes the year before and had had a cover crop
of rye turned under in the Spring, I grew 30 bushels of
thrashed and cleaned beans per acre. There was no manure
or commercial fertilizer used, but the soil was well supplied
with humus and had an application of five tons of lime per
acre. And this soil was underlaid by a shelving rock within
eight or 10 inches of the surface. It was the driest season we
had had in a long time. It is an extreme case, but it shows
what humus and lime will do. It might occur that a good crop
of Soy beans is grown and for some reason it seems wise
to turn them under. This can be done with full assurance of
the benefit to the succeeding crop. I grew potatoes one year
in a field on part of which was grown the preceding season
a fair crop of Soy beans. These were turned under. Another
part had been top-dressed with manure. The yield from the
Soy bean portion was nearly double that of the manured part.
The quality of potatoes was good in each. In a word, Soy
beans are to be used on a farm to help balance other more
carbonaceous crops and to maintain fertility. They cannot
be used profitably in building up a depleted soil. Others
may have succeeded in growing good profitable crops of
Soy beans on land low in humus with the aid of commercial
fertilizer, but I have had only failure.
“The real province of the Soy bean is to assist in the
marketing of other crops. Supposing a dairy cow is fed
40 pounds of corn silage and 10 pounds of Alfalfa hay as
roughage. To balance this, six to eight pounds of grain,
largely composed of expensive protein concentrates, is
normally purchased. If corn (two parts) and Soy bean (one
part) silage is used in place of straight corn silage, the grain
element may be reduced to two pounds of corn or corn
and cob meal, which is cheaply grown on the farm. Five
pounds of grain worth eight cents per day per cow is saved,
or nearly $300 a year on a herd of 10 cows. The saving is
greater than the net profit made by many herds with the
present high prices of grain. There is but little comparative
expense in growing three more acres for the silo. To express
it differently, you will get gross $100 for each acre. That
sounds unbelievably rosy, does it not? Yet the calculation is
right I think.
“Soy bean meal has a higher feeding value than oil meal.
A bushel of 60 pounds of Soy beans is worth to me $1.20
to feed hogs, sheep or cattle in limited quantities with other
grain. If you obtain 25 bushels per acre, that means $30 for
the grain and then you have the straw besides. Finally the
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land is left in better heart than if any other grain crop had
been removed. For though Soy beans are not the best crop
to build up a depleted soil, it is equally true that it is not an
exhaustive crop. Soy beans fit in any rotation. Plant them
after any crop you wish. It seems to make little difference.
Plant as soon as the soil is warm,–when you would for corn.
Plant in a soil not deficient in humus and that is well drained.
Use an abundance of lime. Give good tillage. If you do these
things you will be a friend of the Soy bean ever afterwards.”
716. V.K.; Stone, J.L. 1910. Soy beans and sugar beets for
hogs. Rural New-Yorker 69(4049):634. June 4. Oversize.
• Summary: “How do Soy beans succeed in western New
York? How does their yield compare with pea beans [cow
peas]? Can they be fed to hogs like corn or do they have to
be ground or cooked? Are sugar beets valuable for hogs,
especially if fed in connection with Soy beans?
“V.K., Churchville, N.Y.
“Soy beans have not yet been extensively enough grown
in New York to enable us to give to the above questions
definite answers, based on practical experience in farmers’
hands. New York is rather far north for the best results with
Soy beans, still selected varieties do well, and the outlook
for the more extensive growing of the crop is favorable.
Medium soils and those containing plenty of lime are best
adapted to the crop. Experiments indicate that they should
yield somewhat more grain than pea beans, and, as a forage
crop, many times as much. One should not conclude that
he has given them a fair trial till he has grown crops with
an abundance of nodules on the roots. To insure this, soil
from an old Soy bean field or artificial cultures should be
resorted to. Experience with other beans would indicate that
grinding or boiling would be advantageous, if not absolutely
necessary, when feeding them to hogs. Sugar beets are an
excellent food for swine, being nutritious, palatable and
healthful. They may well be fed with Soy beans, but are not
peculiarly adapted to balance the beans.
“Soy beans are so rich in protein that they should
always be fed with corn or some other food especially rich in
carbohydrates. Fed extensively and alone they soon become
too heavy a tax upon the kidneys. Probably one of the best
uses of Soy beans in New York is to grow them with corn for
the purpose of improving the quality of silage. We have seen
fine crops, about one-fifth of which was bean forage.
“[Prof.] J.L. Stone.” Address: 1. Churchville, New York.
717. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Dr. Galloway’s proposed trip
to China and Japan. Letter (memorandum) to Mr. [David]
Fairchild, in Charge of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction,
U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, Washington, DC, June 11. 3 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: Dear Mr. Fairchild: In reference to Doctor
Galloway’s proposed trip to China and Japan, the following
memoranda may be of interest.”

There follow one paragraph each on individual plants
in which Piper is interested: Japanese sugar cane, Japanese
velvet beans (Stizolobium hassjoo), lawn grasses, soy beans,
legume crops for rotation on the rice lands (principally genge
clover {Astragalus sinicus} and bur clover).
Concerning soy beans: “In case Doctor Galloway has an
opportunity to make a rather extensive survey of Japanese
agriculture, I hope he may be able to look into the soy bean
crop very fully, both from an agronomic and an economic
standpoint. It is probable that we have secured all, or most,
of the varieties from Japan, but we have not obtained much
data regarding their relative importance.”
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 107.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Forage Crop Investigations.
718. G.B. 1910. Cow peas and soy bean harvest: Growth
and curing for hay (Letter to the editor). Indiana Farmer
65(30):5. July 23.
• Summary: This is the first of two letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department.”
“1st Premium” [First prize].–Soy bean seeds “vary in
color from whitish to yellowish to green brown and black.
The plants sometimes reach a height of four feet or more.
The remarkably high percentage of protein and fat attracts
the attention of the reading and thinking farmers.”
“Now if the crop is to be cured for hay it should be cut
when plants are in full bloom or the pods are beginning to
form, but this will also vary according to variety grown...”
719. Indiana Farmer. 1910. Harvesting cow peas and soy
beans (Letter to the editor). 65(30):5. July 23.
• Summary: This is the second of two letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department.”
“2d Premium” [Second prize].–Begins by describing
how cow peas should be harvested for hay. “Soy beans are
harvested in a similar manner as cow peas, except they
should be left on the ground to cure longer. I think the best
way to cure both the cow pea and soy bean hay is to place
them in small cocks, the same as alfalfa. But if this is done
hay caps should be had to cover the cocks with, as neither
of these will shed rain when placed in shocks. When cured
in this way they can be raked up a little greener, that is, not
left to dry out so long in the swath. They can be left in the
cocks several days then on a fair clear day remove the caps,
open up the cocks for a few hours sunning and then haul to
mow. It is not best to stack them as they do not keep well in a
stack.
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“A Reader.”
720. Country Gentleman. 1910. Crimson clover and manure
(letter to the editor). 75(3000):700. July 28.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–I have had but a
limited experience in practical farming... C.H., Liverpool,
Ohio.
“Answer by Prof. Jacob G. Lipman. Crimson clover and
barnyard manure are not strictly comparable...”
“A similar comparison may be made between cow
manure, sheep manure, etc. on the one hand, and cow peas,
vetch, soy beans, etc. on the other. It should be remembered,
however, that in intensive systems of market gardening,
where the land is continually covered by one crop or another,
the use of crimson clover or other of the green manures
would not be practicable, and manure and commercial
fertilizer would have to be depended upon to maintain in the
soil a proper supply of humus and of available plant-food.”
721. Country Gentleman. 1910. Fertilizing-feeding (letter to
the editor). 75(3000):700. July 28.
• Summary: “I have a farm in Westchester County,
Millwood, N.Y., area comprising 150 acres; have 10 cows, a
pig, 5 horses, 800 chickens, and about 4000 fruit trees. The
soil is sandy loam with a clay subsoil, land sloping toward
the west. Would you advise me to buy manure, or to increase
my herd and make my own manure? (1) Would it pay better
to mix my own fertilizer or to buy it ready mixed?... Bernard
Landau.
“1. It would pay you to buy manure if you could get it
delivered at the farm at a cost of not more than $1 to $1.25
per ton; otherwise, it would be cheaper to secure the humus
and nitrogen by means of green manures, such as winter
vetch, clover and soy beans.”
722. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta). 1910. Cultivation
of soy-beans in India. 5(3):277-78. Reprinted in Quarterly
Journal of the Department of Agriculture, Bengal. 4:17
(1910). For the year 1910-11.
• Summary: “Soy-bean should be grown as a kharif (rainy
season) crop. The seed should be sown in June-July. The
cultivation is similar to that of other pulses grown in India,
e.g., gram, which however, is grown in the cold weather. The
crop is ripe in October-November.” Detailed instructions for
cultivation are given.
“In a good year, the crop yields from 500 to 1,000 lb of
grain per acre. In an experiment at the Poona farm in 190607 the average yield of different varieties introduced from
Japan was 660 lbs. of grain per acre. The straw affords a
very valuable fodder for all kinds of stock, who eat it most
readily–(Editor).”
723. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1910. The soy-bean (Glycine
hispida). Transvaal Agricultural Journal 8(32):620-26. July.

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description. Climatic
requirements. Varieties. Planting and cultivation. Harvesting
the seed. Returns of seed. Use of the seed for stock feed. Use
of the seed for human food. Commerce in the seed. Soy-bean
oil. As green forage. For ensilage. For hay. As a rotation crop
for green manuring. Some co-operative experiment reports
(from South Africa).
“We have grown soy-beans successfully at Skinners
Court and on the Springbok Flats since 1903. We have also
tested them successfully in other parts of the country, but
as there was no market for the beans, and farmers had not
learned to use them for their own stock, they were not taken
up as a regular crop. Another reason for this was that some
varieties gave a uniformly poor germination, while on some
soils, or under some conditions, none of the varieties did
well.
“We have continued our experiments and have now
established a strain of seed which gives very satisfactory
results. But owing to the variations in soil and the apparent
necessity for inoculation (natural or artificial) in some cases,
I cannot recommend farmers to plant largely until they have
given the crop a trial on a small scale...
“A variety brought by me from the United States in
1903, known as the ‘Southern,’ has given the best results of
any tried by us, both at Skinners Court and on the Springbok
Flats. The seed harvested in 1904 we distributed extensively
in different parts of the Transvaal, and have had favourable
reports of it, both from the high veld and the bush-veld.
The original stock was obtained through [seedsmen] J.M.
Thorburn & Co., New York.
“Writing from London, Messrs. Mitchell, Cotts &
Co. state that only two varieties have been imported into
England in any quantity, viz., the north Manchurian or
‘Harbin’ quality, exported from Vladivostok, and the south
Manchurian or ‘Sakura’ quality, shipped from Dalny, both
of which are described as very similar in appearance and
composition; the ‘Sakura’ realizes about 2s. 6d. per ton
more than the others. These are the classes which are most
acceptable to the English market. Seed has been received
through the courtesy of Messrs. Mitchell, Cotts & Co., and
will be tried the coming season.”
“Of the varieties grown in Europe we have tried
Vilmorin’s ‘Extra-Early,’ ‘Extra-Early Black,’ and ‘Yellow
Etampes’ at Skinners Court, but they did not thrive at all,
even though grown alongside the ‘Southern’ which did
excellently” (p. 621).
A list of the names of soybeans grown in Japan, grouped
according to seed color, is given. Among the six white
seeded beans (Shiro Mame), Teppo Mame or ‘Gun Bean’ is
“the sort principally used to make the famous Soy Sauce.”
Maru Mame or ‘Bullet Bean’ is recommended as very
valuable for horse food. The names of three black seeded
soybeans (Kuro Mame) and three speckled seeded soybeans
(Fuiri Mame) are also given. “These have not yet been tested
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by the Department, but seed is on order for trial next season.
In the meantime I recommend farmers to restrict themselves
mainly to the ‘Southern’ variety.” Note 1. In calculating
yields, 1 muid = 3.33 bushels.
“In China and Japan the soy-bean is an article of human
diet. In Japan it constitutes a large proportion of the food of
the people, a variety of dishes being prepared from it as well
as foodstuffs similar to butter, oil, and cheese. A condiment
famous among the Chinese under the name of ‘soy’, is made
from this bean. The beans are of a pleasant taste when boiled,
either in a green state or when ripe; in the latter state they
need considerable soaking before use...
“The Japanese are reported to extract the casein from
soy-beans, using it as a substitute for milk. This vegetable
drink is said to be a very popular drink among the poorer
classes of China and Japan. The beans are first softened by
being soaked and then boiled in water.
“Experiments are being made in Europe in the use of
soy-bean flour as an admixture with wheat flour for bread.
A biscuit is made and sold in Paris, containing soy-bean
flour, which has no starch, and is recommended for persons
suffering from diabetes.
“Biscuits seem to be the most likely form in which this
flour can be used, and two or three large English firms are
now making them... A coffee substitute is made in America
and on the Continent of Europe, out of soy-beans.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soy-bean flour.” Address:
F.L.S., etc., Government botanist and agrostologist.
724. Liardet, Cavendish Evelyn. comp. 1910. Soya beans.
Liverpool, England: Northern Publishing Co. 27 p. Illust. 22
cm.
• Summary: Contents: A new British industry–Soya beans.
Introduction. Climatic and soil requirements of soya beans.
Varieties of soya beans: The greenish yellow, the black, the
brown, the green, the white. The culture and planting of
soya beans. The inoculation of soya beans. Soya beans for
hay: Curing the hay. Soya beans for pasturage. Soya beans
in mixtures (with other plants): Soya beans and cowpeas,
soya beans and sweet sorghum. Soya beans and ensilage.
Soya beans for grain. Soya beans in rotation. Feeding value
of soya beans: Feeding value for sheep, for dairy cows, for
hogs. Storing soya-bean seed. Comparison of soya-bean
grain and cotton-seed meal: Analyses of several varieties
of soya beans, analyses of cottonseed, sunflower-seed, and
peanuts, analysis of soya beans made for Mr. Liardet by the
Imperial Institute of the United Kingdom and the Colonies
(London), and the Hull Oil Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Homco
Laboratory (Hull, England; on 15 Sept. 1909 H. Waites,
chemist, submitted an analysis of black soya beans and white
soya beans from North China). Soja bean oil. Comparison of
soya beans and cowpeas. Summary.
The Introduction notes that the Soya bean “has been

extensively cultivated in China, Japan and India since ancient
times; in the latter country it was introduced from China,
but it does not yield the excellent pulse produced in China
and Japan. It is the white variety that grows at Darjeeling,
Himalaya Mountains, Bengal, India... From the (yellow)
Soya bean that has of late been so largely imported (400,000
tons) into this country within the last year it has been found
that brown bread, fancy biscuits and ships’ biscuits can be
made from the flour, also Soya bread and biscuits (Pain de
Soya Anti-Diabétique) for persons suffering from diabetes...
In Paris, coffee is also made from this bean after being
roasted and ground, and is used in many of the bouffées that
are served on the Continent and is very extensively used
abroad.”
Mr. Liardet traveled in China. Note: This is the
expanded version of a 14-page booklet issued in 1909 by the
same publisher, reprinted from the periodical Milling. A copy
of the 1910 publication arrived in the USA by 9 July 1910.
Illustrations (non-original line drawings) show: (1)
Typical Soya Bean plant, with pods and nodules (p. 1). (2) A
soya bean plant, showing flowering branch, with close-ups
of flower, leaves, and pods (p. 8). (3) A young seedling soya
bean, with roots (p. 10). (4) Soya bean plant in full bearing,
with about 40 pods (p. 18).
Photos show: (1) A plant of the large “Yellow” variety
of Soya Bean, showing characteristic habit of growth (p. 6).
(2) A field of the large variety of “Yellow” Soya Bean (p.
20). (3) Seeds and pods of 7 varieties of Soya Beans–Green,
Medium Yellow, Black, Greenish Yellow, Pale Yellow,
Brown, Large Yellow (p. 22). Address: China.
725. Gordon (L.S.). 1910. The Gordon Pea Thresher and
Harvester (Ad). Tar Heel (Elizabeth City, North Carolina).
Aug. 5. p. 4.
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• Summary: Beneath the title of this ad is written: “only
successful Stock Pea or Soja Bean harvester made. Sold
under a full guarantee for $100.00 cash or on time by L.S.
Gordon...”
Note: This ad seems to imply that “Stock Pea” could be
an alternative name for Soja Bean. Address: Elizabeth City,
N.C.
726. Koger Pea & Bean Thresher Company. 1910. Cowpea
thresher (Ad). Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North
Carolina). Aug. 27. p. 5.
• Summary: “Threshes and cleans cowpeas and soy beans
from mown vines as perfectly as any up-to-date wheat
thresher does its work. Less than 2% of broken peas; leaves
vines in fine condition for baling. Endorsed by Prof. Massey,
Government Experts, State Experiment Stations. Made in
two sizes. Just what Southern farmers have wanted for 20
years.
“Free Catalogue on request.” Address: Morristown,
Tennessee.
727. Redding, R.J. 1910. Farms and farmers: Soybean
harvest. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Sept. 19. p. 10.
• Summary: L.M. Lipscomb of or New Asbury, Mississippi,
asks: “I have one acre in soy beans (mammoth yellow) [sic,
Mammoth Yellow]. I wish to gather them for seed purposes.
They are now full as can be, with little green pods. Now will
you please tell when and how to harvest them. To gather
them by hand would seem an awful task. Some tell me that
as soon as they ripen the pod will burst open and the seed fall
out. Mine were planted in May. Suppose I wished to cut and
save them as hay? Please tell me when is the best time to cut
them; the signs by which I may know...
“Answer–When it is desired to make hay of the soy bean
plants they should be mown by means of a mower, or by a
hand scythe, when the plants are past full bloom and the seed
pods are formed, but not filled. This condition (for mammoth
yellow variety) would be reached in about 75 or 80 days
from the date of planting. The handling should be the same
as for cow peas, except that the work is much more easily
done.
“If to be mown for seed, the work should be done as
soon as a few pods have ripened, else they will pop open
and be scattered. It is impracticable [impractical] to pick
off the pods by hand. The plants should be handled as little
as possible and when dry may be threshed with an ordinary
thresher or by means of flails.” Address: Griffin, Georgia.
728. Choles, H.J. 1910. Soy beans: Their cultivation and
uses. A new Natal industry. Natal Agricultural Journal
15(3):281-307. Sept. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. I. Botany and habitat:
Introduction, varieties. II. Cultivation: Conditions of growth,
methods of culture, soy bean mixtures. III. Harvesting: When

to harvest, curing, frame for curing soy bean hay, harvesting
for seed, yield of seed, yield of forage. IV. Chemistry of
the soy bean: Introduction, digestibility, soy bean oil, soy
bean bake. V. Value and uses of the soy bean: Introduction,
the uses of the soy bean (uses of the oil {7 uses}, uses of
the bean as a vegetable in Natal {like marrowfat peas or
haricot beans}, in bread or biscuits in Paris [France] for
diabetics, in France and Switzerland as a coffee substitute or
adulterant, soy bean flour used for making bread and biscuits
in England, soya meal for cattle feeding, oil-free residue
made into cake for stock-breeding purposes, liquid closely
resembling cow’s milk made in Japan, vegetable cheese
[tofu] made from the milk, a sauce called “Shoyu” made in
Japan, soy-bean cake used as a fertilizer in Japan and China),
as a soiling crop, as a silage crop, as a hay crop, as a pasture
plant, as a soil renewer. VI. Value of the bean for feed:
Introduction, soy beans for hogs, soy beans for dairy cows,
other experiments with milch cows.
Illustrations (non-original line drawings) show: The
soy bean plant with pods and roots (p. 280; from an original
in Piper 1909). Flowering branch with close-ups on flower,
leaves and pods (p. 285; from an original in LamsonScribner 1899). Frame for curing soy bean hay (p. 291;
reproduced from Messrs. Lever Bros. pamphlet on Soy Bean
Cultivation, which we have never seen). Roots of soy bean
plant with nodules (p. 301).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2015)
concerning Lever Brothers in connection with soybeans.
729. Pflanzer (Der) (East Africa). 1910. Bericht ueber
den Anbau von Soyabohnen (Soya hispida) in Britisch
Suedafrika [Report on the production of soybeans in British
South Africa]. 6(16):255-56. Oct. 11. [Ger]
• Summary: “The cultivation of soybeans [Soyabohnen]
in British South Africa has only been carried on to a
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small extent here for two years and still finds itself at the
experimental stage. People have become aware of this bean
through the large and rapid increase, both in the quantities
exported and in the price of the soybean exported from
Manchuria to Europe.” In 1908 20,000 tons were exported
from Manchuria, followed by 200,000 in 1909 and 385,000
until now in 1910. “We should not think of this as an export
crop from here in the not-too-distant future, since the
large Lever Brothers soap factory intends to buy soybeans
produced locally for making oil and soap, and others must
also follow this example later.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Tanzania. Note 2. This journal is published by the Biologisch
Landwirtschaftlichen Institut Amani [German East Africa–
Tanganyika, Tanzania since 1964], but no mention is made of
soybeans in that country.
730. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. The soya bean and
the fertilizer question. 78(17):41. Oct. 24. [1 ref]
• Summary: “An extract from the National Review of
Shanghai, regarding the relation of the soya bean to the
fertilizer question, has been sent to the Department of
Commerce and Labor by Vice-Consul A.W. Gilbert from
Nanking. The discussion of the subject by the Review is as
follows:” There follows a long excerpt.
731. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Soy bean harvest in Manchuria. 13(100):396-97. Oct. 29. [1
ref]
• Summary: The following is an abstract from the
Manchuria Daily News, “forwarded by Vice-Consul A.A.
Williamson, Dalny, China. An approximately accurate
estimate, as figured by a reliable expert at Dalny, puts the
total output of Manchurian beans in 1908 at 1,500,000 tons,
that for 1909 at 1,150,000 tons, and that for the present year,
based upon the progress made so far by the crops as reported
from the different places in the interior, at 1,250,000 to
1,300,000 tons, of which total, according to the ratio hitherto
maintained about 40 per cent will be manufactured into bean
cake.” Address: Washington, DC.
732. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta). 1910. Cultivation
and utilisation of soy bean. 5(4):375. Summary from the
Bulletin of the Imperial Institute, Vol. 7, No. 1 (1910). [3 ref]
• Summary: “A study is now being made by the Reporter
on Economic Products to the Government of India of the
composition of soy beans of established Indian races, with
a view to the determination of the proportion of oil which
they contain as compared with that contained in Manchurian
beans. The quantity of soy beans at present produced in India
is not sufficient for the creation of an export trade, but there
is ample evidence that the beans could be grown extensively

if desired.
“The introduction of the soy bean into India is of
comparatively recent date, and the product is not grown to
any large extent except among people of Mongolian races
and particularly in Burma. Experiments on the cultivation
of the plant have been carried out at various times at
Nagpur, Lahore, Madras, at several localities in the Bombay
Presidency and at Saharanpur in the United Provinces.
Further experiments, however, are required in order to prove
that the crop would be remunerative before it can be safely
recommended to the ryots.”
Note: In 1947 Lahore was divided between India and
Pakistan. It is not clear whether the soybean experiments
in Lahore were conducted in what later became India or
Pakistan.
733. Main, F. 1910. Les produits du soja: Fourrage, engrais,
huile, torteau alimentaire, usages médicaux, Etat actuel de
la production et de la consommation. Avenir [The products
of the soybean: Forage, fertilizer/manure, oil, edible cake,
medical uses. Present state of production and consumption.
Future]. Journal d’Agriculture Tropicale 10(112):297-301.
Oct. [ soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Oil (Huile). Cake
(Tourteau). Forage (Fourrage). Green manure. Medical
usages and various other uses. The future of soya.
Page 300: Chinese factory near Paris and the factory of
the Biological Society of the Far East (l’usine de la Société
Biologique d’Extrême-Orient), recently installed in France
[by Li Yu-ying], with the goal of disseminating among sick
Europeans, soymilk, soy bread, and soy cheese (fromage
de Soja, [tofu]), supported by exact scientific facts. In
1890 Menudier used soy flour to treat diabetics. Address:
Agricultural engineer (Ingénieur agronome).
734. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1910. The soy bean.
Nov. 1. p. 4.
• Summary: From Pioneer: “It will interest those who are
now busily engaged in this country in the cultivation of soy
beans, in the hope of intercepting some of the wealth that is
freely flowing to Manchuria, where this class of cultivation
has proved so important and so profitable, to know that, in
addition to its many other claims to utility and popularity,
a method has just been discovered of converting the soy
bean into a kind of coffee, a kind of milk, and also a kind of
cheese. Generally speaking imitation food stuffs are harmful,
but the claim is made that these latest products of the now
famous Manchurian bean are wholesome to a degree and
are likely to find a ready sale amongst those classes of the
community who cannot always afford a regular supply of
pure coffee and milk and sustaining cheese. At all events
there now seems to be a run on soy bean specialties.”
“Experiments have shown that this bean can be
cultivated in many places in India and required no very
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particular attention. Even when carelessly sown in an
ordinary flower pot in a verandah in Calcutta it sprang up
in a few days, strong and vigorous. The point to be borne in
mind is this: The soy bean has been proved to be such an allaround useful commodity that the demand for it during the
past year or so has become enormous in practically all parts
of the world, and, as we have seen, new uses continue to be
found for it. Secondly, the growth in this trade is such that it
is evident that Manchuria will find it difficult to keep pace
with it even if there were any desire on the part of those in a
position to complete to allow her an undisputed monopoly of
this profitable trade. And, finally, it must not be forgotten that
the growing popularity of the soy bean is only acquired at the
expense of other oil seeds which are chiefly grown in India,
and it is not at all improbable that cultivators in this country
will soon have to decide whether there are to be less oil seeds
or more soy beans.”
735. Times (London). 1910. Soy bean as a fertilizer. Nov. 21.
p. 14, col. 6.
• Summary: “Several subjects of importance to this country
are discussed in the Daily Consular and Trade Reports
published by the Bureau of Manufacturers, Department of
Commerce and Labour, Washington [DC]. A note upon soy
beans as a land fertilizer is particularly noteworthy in view
of the doubt expressed in this country last year as to their
manurial value.”
There follows a summary of: Gilbert, A.W. 1910. “Soy
beans and fertilizer question.” Daily Consular and Trade
Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of
Commerce and Labor). Oct. 5. p. 55.
736. Reiter, H. 1910. Die Sojabohne, Glycine hispida
Moench [The soybean, Glycine hispida Moench]. Pflanzer
(Der) (East Africa). Vol. 6. Flugblatt No. 9. 4 p. Nov. Beilage
zum Pflanzer. Bound at the end the volume. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. What is the soybean? 2. Where is
the soybean cultivated? 3. Where and how can the soybean
be cultivated? 4. With which other crops is the soybean
planted (in mixed cultures, as green manure, in rotations)?
5. Fertilizer for soybeans. 6. Use of soybeans: The beans,
straw, hay, and silage, oil and cake (Presskuchen). As a
source of seed, the firm Boehmer & Co. in Yokohama is
recommended. Note: No mention is made in the text of
soybeans in connection with Africa or Tanzania. Address:
Biologisch Landwirtschaftlichen Institut Amani, German
East Africa.
737. Chemische Industrie (Berlin). 1910. Soyabohnen als
Duengemittel in Japan [Soybeans as a fertilizer in Japan].
33(24):792. Dec. 15. (Chem. Abst. 5:1511). [Ger]
• Summary: Up until now soybeans have been used in large
quantities as fertilizers in Japan. However, because of the
current rapid rise in the world demand for soybeans, their

price has also risen a great deal, so it is expected that Japan
will switch to using ammonium sulphate (Ammonsulfat) and
saltpeter (Salpeter, potassium nitrate) as fertilizers.
738. Country Gentleman. 1910. Inquiries and answers: what
readers want to know. Tomatoes. 75(3020):1172. Dec. 15.
• Summary: “I have one acre of moist upland on which I
wish to grow tomatoes. The land was sown with redtop and
pastured for two years, then plowed up July 20, and sown
thick in soy beans. These had but one rain, so they grew 30
inches tall, ripened well, and were plowed under six inches
deep, Oct. 12. I then sowed 1½ bushels of rye on the land
and the rye is growing fast. What else could be done to make
a fine crop of tomatoes, and what could be done to prevent
blight and rot? Would you advise using lime of any kind?
M.H.F. Humboldt, Tennessee.
“An application of lime will probably be very desirable
on your land, particularly since you have turned under so
much green manure...”
739. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Soya-bean cultivation in Australia. 13(139):1014. Dec. 15.
• Summary: “Consul John F. Jewell, of Melbourne, reports
that the superintendent of agriculture recently imported
4½ tons of soya-bean seed from the East for distribution,
at cost price, among the farmers of Victoria, and that it has
been furnished them, with instructions relative to cultivation
and its value as cattle and hog feed, in quantities varying
between 2 pounds and 15 bushels, 95 growers having applied
therefor.” Address: Washington, DC.
740. Jenkins, W.H. 1910. Corn and soy beans ensilage:
Balanced ration for the cow (Letter to the editor). Country
Gentleman 75(3022):1178. Dec. 29.
• Summary: “For several years there has been much talk
about growing corn and soy beans as a combination crop
for the silo, but for lack of actual demonstrations as to
the practicability of growing the crop, and its value, few
farmers have experimented with it. The writer has done
Some experimenting with such a combination crop, and has
attended farmers’ institutes in New York where experiences
with corn and soybeans have been told, and he feels he has
some good data on the subject.
On my own farm a field that had grown large crops of
alfalfa for years was given a light top-dressing of manure
and plowed very early in the spring, and planted to a large
variety of corn and beans. In this instance the corn and beans
were planted in alternate rows, three feet apart. Both the corn
and beans were planted in drills, and the corn was thinned so
it would ear well. The decaying alfalfa roots furnished the
plant-food for the crop, and the beans and corn made large
growth. The crop was cultivated as long as the horse could
be driven between the rows, then the beans were left to run.
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They covered the ground and climbed up to the top of the
corn stalks, ten feet high, but this was in very rich soil and
alfalfa sod. The corn eared well, and there were full-grown
beans in the pods. The crop was cut before the corn matured,
and when the beans were in the green state, for a soiling
crop. There was not enough to put into a silo, but the results
when feeding the crop, in milk production and saving the
grain ration, were very satisfactory. It was a nearly balanced
and succulent ration.
“To get the full value of corn and soy beans, they must
be preserved in the silo for winter feeding, and the writer
is able to give the experience of dairy farmers in New York
with corn and soy-bean ensilage. At a farmers’ institute
in central New York one farmer showed samples of corn
and soy-bean ensilage taken from his silo. It seemed well
preserved and good ensilage. He said that during the winter
this ensilage and hay, with no grain, was the ration for
his cows. He was willing to show his cows and the milk
balance sheet for the year. His farm was not far from the
village where the institute was held, and the institute force,
to which the writer then belonged, went to the barn and saw
the ensilage and the cattle. The ensilage showed about 33
per cent. of soy beans. The corn was fairly well eared, and
there were bean pods, some with small beans, on the stalks.
It was in as good condition as ordinary corn ensilage. There
was some sweet corn in it, and the corn stalks were not large.
Some of the ears had been taken from the sweet corn and
sold to the canning factory. The corn and beans had been put
in the silo without cutting with the ensilage cutter, the stalks
were simply laid straight in the silo. The farmer would have
preferred to have them cut, but he did the work mostly alone,
and this was the cheapest way. He said he planted the beans
in the corn hills, which were in check rows, and about three
feet apart, and the crop was given the same cultivation and
treatment as the ordinary ensilage corn.
“Next we went to the stable and saw the cows. They
were in as good flesh as the ordinary dairy cows; the hair was
sleek and glossy, indicating that they were well nourished,
and that the ration was well balanced. They were fed about
one bushel twice a day of the ensilage, and besides all the
hay, containing some clover, they would eat up clean. There
were 25 cows of mixed breeds, and his returns per cow for
the year were as large as the average herd from which milk
was sold to the same creamery.
“At another institute in New York this winter the
conductor, Mr. D.P. Witter, told about experiments he made
last summer with corn and soybeans, under the direction
of Cornell University. He mixed the corn and beans before
planting, about one-half of each, and planted from eight to
twelve quarts per acre. The soil was first inoculated with
cultures furnished him. He thinks the largest crops are grown
in soils inoculated with the soy-bean bacteria. Mr. Witter
planted his seed about June 1, both in drills and check rows,
in fairly rich soil, and obtained a good growth of stalks

and vines, which were cut with the ensilage cutter and put
into the silo. His testimony now given at farmers’ institutes
corroborates that of the farmer above mentioned. The corn
and soybean ensilage is nearly a balanced ration, and can
save the farmer’s grain bills. Mr. Witter does not say that it
will not pay to feed the cows a little grain with the ensilage,
but with a good weight of corn ears in the ensilage, and
soybeans well grown, fed with alfalfa or clover hay, average
returns in milk can be obtained. To obtain maximum milk
production, some grain might be needed, and with some
cows under some conditions, it might pay to feed a little
grain. He said the corn and soybeans could be planted with
the ordinary grain drill, or horse corn planter.
“The foregoing experiences with corn and soybeans
prove their value both for a summer soiling crop and for
ensilage: but the writer does not think they should take the
place of alfalfa and clover on the dairy farm. Alfalfa can
be made to produce three to four crops in one year, that
aggregate four to six tons of hay, worth on the dairy farm
close to $25 a ton for its protein content; and the roots are a
means of enriching the soil and furnishing plant food for the
crop of ensilage corn to follow. But the point is that the crop
of ensilage corn can be made more nearly a balanced ration
and its value largely increased, and those can grow corn and
soybeans who have not learned to grow alfalfa.”
741. Itie, G. 1910. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds
(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 10(93):485-93. Dec. [23 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Mixed cultures (growing soybean
with other crops, such as corn). Rotations. Yields of soybeans
(grain/seeds). A table (p. 490) gives the yield (in hectoliters/
hectos per hectare) of 20 soybean varieties at many different
locations, mostly in the USA, with one in Canada; the
highest yields range from 33 to 36.3. Eight more small tables
(p. 492-93) give additional information on soybean seed
yields from China, Manchuria, Hungary, Germany, Italy, and
Algeria. Note 1. The author is presently a professor at the
School of Agriculture in Mexico.
Note 2. This document contains 10 tables, mostly from
other sources. Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture coloniale,
Professeur à l’École d’Agriculture de Mexico.
742. Liardet, C.E. 1910. Soya beans. Queensland
Agricultural Journal 25(6):261-67. Dec. Continued, Jan.
1911. [1 ref]
• Summary: Note: This article is reprinted from a 27page booklet compiled by Mr. Liardet, titled Soya Beans,
and published in 1910 by the Northern Publishing Co.
(Liverpool, England)–which see.
“We receive so many inquiries concerning Soya beans
from all parts of the State that we hail with great pleasure
the publication of an exhaustive treatise on the subject by
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Mr. C. E. Liardet, China. In the interests of our farmers, we
have taken the liberty of publishing in the Journal the most
essential portions of the treatise...” An illustration (nonoriginal line drawing; facing p. 262) shows a typical Soya
Bean Plant, with pods and nodules. Address: China.
743. Hopkins, Cyril G. 1910. Soil fertility and permanent
agriculture. Boston, New York, Chicago & London: Ginn
and Co. xxiii + 653 p. See p. 154, 208, 211, 216, 222-23,
229, 245, 249, 271-72, 275, 279, 290, 357, 457, 470, 602.
Illust. Maps. 22 cm. Series: Country Life Education.
• Summary: Table 23, titled “Fertility in farm produce:
Approximate maximum amounts removable per acre
annually” (p. 154) shows the following: 25 bu of soy beans
removes 80 lb of nitrogen worth $12.00 (market value),
13 lb of phosphorus worth $0.39, and 24 lb of potassium
worth $1.44. Total value removed: $13.83. 2¼ tons of soy
bean straw removes 79 lb of nitrogen worth $11.85, 8 lb
of phosphorus worth $0.24, and 49 lb of potassium worth
$2.94. Total value removed: $15.03. Therefore the total
soy bean crop (beans + straw) removes 159 lb of nitrogen
worth $23.85, 21 lb of phosphorus worth $0.63, and 73 lb of
potassium worth $4.38. Total value removed: $28.86. Note:
these figures are based on large numbers of analyses.
The section titled “The fixation of free nitrogen” states
(p. 208): “These nitrogen-fixing bacteria live in tubercles
upon the roots of various legume plants, such as red clover,
white clover, alfalfa, sweet clover, cowpeas, soy beans,
vetch, field peas, garden peas, field and garden beans, etc.
The tubercles vary in size from smaller than a pinhead to
larger than a pea...” They tend to be large upon cowpeas and
soy beans. “Several million bacteria may inhabit a single
tubercle... if we find the tubercles upon the roots of the
plant, we know the bacteria are present within, otherwise the
tubercle would not be formed.
“It has been demonstrated that, as a rule, there are
different modifications of nitrogen-fixing bacteria for
markedly different species of legume plants. Thus, we have
one kind of bacteria for red clover, another for cowpeas,
another for soy beans, and still a different kind for alfalfa.”
However, there are noteworthy exceptions to this rule.
Symbiosis is the term used by biologists to define this
relationship.
Table 36, titled “Composition of plants (tops and roots)”
(p. 222) gives the composition of soy beans. Only 10% of the
air-dry matter, 6.5% of the nitrogen, 5.5% of the phosphorus,
and 4% of the potassium is in the roots. “In the case of such
annuals as cowpeas and soy beans, not more than on tenth of
the nitrogen is found in the roots and stubbles, as a rule” (p.
223).
Chapter 15, titled “Rotation systems for grain farming”
states (p. 229): “For southern Illinois and other Southern
states, a four-year rotation of 1. corn, 2. cowpeas (or soy
beans), 3. wheat (or oats), and 4. clover is very satisfactory;

and a three-year rotation, in which it is more difficult to
maintain the nitrogen, is 1. wheat, 2. corn, and 3. cowpeas;
or 1. cotton, 2. corn and cowpeas, and 3. oats and cowpeas,
in either of which soy beans may be substituted, and should
be substituted in case of danger from cowpea wilt or other
disease...” Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
744. Hosie, Alexander. 1910. Manchuria: Its people,
resources, and recent history. Boston, Massachusetts: J.B.
Millet. x + 320 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. Oriental Series Vol.
14
• Summary: This book is similar in many ways to the 1901
edition with the same title except: (1) It contains 25 more
total pages. (2) Chapters 7-10 in the 1901 edition have the
same titles, are in the same order, and contain most of the
same information as chapters 4-7 in the 1910 edition. (3)
Most of the information on soybeans and soyfoods in this
1910 edition is identical or similar to that in the original
1901 ed, but usually on different pages. For example, the
long, excellent section on tofu and related products on pages
183-84 in the 1901 edition is identical to that on pages 78-79
in this 1910 edition. And the description of how a traditional
crush-stone mill and wedge press are used to make beancake and bean-oil, on pages 218-24 of the 1901 edition is
identical to that on pages 121-27 of this 1910 edition. Many
more such examples could be cited. (4) There is extensive
and very interesting new information on railways, which are
discussed at great length in this 1910 ed.; they are found in a
separate record in this database as a “document part.”
Editorial note by Charles Welch (p. ix-x): The whole
world is now closely linked together as newspapers keep
us informed of the events in far-of lands. Manchuria was
practically unheard of until the last two wars which Japan
had to fight there against China (1894-1895) and Russia
(1904-1905). Port Arthur fell easily when held by the
Chinese, but its strong defense by the Russians “turned the
eyes of the world to the citadel which lay at the point of
the far Eastern peninsula called Manchuria.” The TransSiberian Railway, started in 1889, ran east-west, eventually
connected St. Petersburg (the capital of Russia from 1712 to
1918) to the Pacific Ocean port of Vladivstok–a distance of
5,772 miles. The Chinese Eastern Railway, started in 1897,
ran north-south, connecting Mukden and Port Arthur. The
building of these two railroads has shown to the world the
great wealth of Manchuria, a province of China.
The war between Japan and Russia was fought in large
part because Russia claimed special exclusive rights to
mining, timbering, etc. in Manchuria. Japan fought for an
“open door” policy in this wealthy region, the right to trade
and commerce in Manchuria. Sir Alexander Hosie has been a
resident of China for practically 40 years.
The Chinese call Manchuria the Tung-san-shêng (Three
Eastern Provinces); it “is an agglomeration of petty Tartar
or Manchu principalities, lying to the north-east of China
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Proper” (p. 3).
Soy beans or [soy] beans, bean oil, bean cake, or
soyfoods are mentioned or discussed on the following pages
of this 1910 edition: 69 (outer leaves of kao-liang or tall
millet are woven into mats used for packing loads of grains
and beans), 71 (barley in large amounts is ground with peas
or beans as a ferment in the distillation of native spirit {Shao
chiu} from tall millet / kao-liang), 75-80 (beans are the most
important agricultural crop for external trade, and the second
most important article of cultivation after kao-liang. The
most important bean, considered together with its products
bean-cake and bean oil, is the soy bean–Glycine hispida;
discusses the many varieties of soy beans and soy bean
products), 82 (Mao-Tou, soy beans cultivated as a garden
bean for food), 84 (soy bean is one of six plants grown in
Manchuria whose seeds yield oil), 101 (each skein or hank
of silk is dipped in bean-flour water), 121-28 (how the oil is
expressed from soy beans; Recent prices of soy beans and
products. 1896 bean oil factory driven by steam), 142 (how
boats carry soy beans and other export crops down the Liao
River each spring after the ice breaks up), 146-47 (value of
exports of soy beans and products; total value in Manchuria),
168 (the flourishing bean-oil and bean-cake industry at
Dalny started in 1908, practically speaking), 172 (the 1907
depression in Manchuria’s soy bean market), 174 (the 1907
depression is now over and the outlook for American goods
in Manchuria is hopeful), 181-84 (value and amount of
exports of soy beans and products from Dalny and other
ports, mostly in 1908; ports of destination and uses at each),
196 (the matting, woven by hand from the outer sheaths of
millet stalks, that rises high around every large cart carrying
loads of loose beans and millet), 208-11 (city of T’ieh-ling
on the Liao and its growing importance in the soy bean
trade; met 1,000 carts heavily laden with produce from the
interior), 216 (a large cart carrying beans and pulled in an
ongoing sort of race by mules or ponies, has overturned, and
the beans are scattered all over the roadway; such accidents
are taken as a matter of course, and the way is cleared so that
traffic can resume), 234 (Yi-t’ung [pinyin: Yitong, in central
Jilin province] Chou, like T’ieh-ling [pinyin: Tieling], is a
great storehouse for beans and grain, and there is extensive
trade between the two cities), and 237 (met several caravans
laden with empty “bean-oil boxes.” Beans are carried from
Newchwang by boats when the river is open and by carts
when it is closed by ice).
Also discusses (see index): Job’s tears or pearl barley.
Phaseolus radiatus (the ray-fruited dwarf bean [azuki] which
is red or white). Hemp (Cannabis sativa) and Abutilon
hemp, the true hemp plant, Abutilon avicennœ, both valuable
fiber crops. Sesamum seed. Ground-nuts [peanuts] (Arachis
hypogœa, L.) Seaweed. Address: British Consul-General at
Tientsin [Tianjin, China].
745. Hosie, Alexander. 1910. Manchuria: Its people,

resources, and recent history. Railroads (Document part).
Boston, Massachusetts: J.B. Millet. x + 320 p. Illust. 25 cm.
Oriental Series Vol. 14
• Summary: Railroads in Manchuria are discussed at great
length in this book. These include the Chinese Eastern
Railway Co., the Siberian Railway (incl. the Trans-Baikal
and the Southern Ussuri sections), South Manchuria Railway,
Trans-Manchurian Railway, and the Trans-Siberian Railway.
The South Manchuria Railway, the newest, is discussed
in the most detail, especially in Chapter 7, titled “Trade
of Manchuria” (p. 138-191). Page 145: “In addition to the
purely foreign imports, however, there should be mentioned
an item of $10,000,000 worth of railway materials imported
from the United States by the South Manchuria Railway
Company, on which no duties were paid, and which was
omitted from the Chinese Customs Returns.”
Page 149: “Although considerable interest in the mineral
deposits of Manchuria has been evinced by American,
British, and German engineers during the year, but little
has been accomplished by them toward the development
of the country’s mineral resources. The South Manchuria
Railway Company, on the other hand, has pushed forward
development work on the Fu-shun (pinyin: Fushun) coal
mines with great energy, and extensive additions to the
equipment of the mines have more than doubled the output”
daily during the year from 500 tons the beginning to 1,200
tons by the end of December. The Fu-shun coal mines
constitute one of the chief assets of the Company.”
Page 153. “Railway developments: The South
Manchuria Railway has been standardised and the
installation of new rolling stock has greatly increased the
road’s carrying capacity. Under the narrow-gauge regime the
line’s daily carrying capacity was about 2,000 tons, whereas
at the present time, with its standard gauge, new American
rolling stock, and improvement in its freight service, the
capacity is more than 6,000 tons. Similar improvement has
been made in the passenger service.”
Page 154: “These trains are thoroughly modern in
every respect, the cars and locomotives being of the latest
designs of American make. Each train is composed of a
mail car, a Pullman sleeper, a diner, and a combination day
coach and baggage car. In addition to these improvements
the South Manchuria Railway Company has established a
weekly steamship service between Dalny and Shanghai,
which shortens the time of travel between the latter city and
Manchuria by two to five days, and will also bring about a
reduction of freight rates. The Company is already issuing
through bills of lading between Shanghai and Manchurian
points.”
Page 162: “The net increase of the Japanese population
in Manchuria for the year 1908 was 14,149, of whom 5,296
settled in the leased territory and 8,853 scattered throughout
the country, mostly along the line of the South Manchuria
Railway. A conservative estimate of the number of Chinese
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immigrants during the year would place the figure at 25,000,
the majority of the newcomers being of the agricultural class,
who have come to Manchuria to find permanent homes and
have settled in the fertile regions surrounding Fakumen and
Chengchiatun. Should the plans of the Government for the
settlement of waste lands meet with success, the number of
Chinese arrivals will rapidly increase.”
Page 165: “The general plans sanctioned by the
management of the South Manchuria Railway provide for
a northern terminal at Suchiatun, a station on the main line
of the South Manchuria Railway some 10 miles south of
Mukden. Suchiatun is already the junction of the branch
line to the Fu-shun collieries, having the necessary yards
and transshipping facilities. By making Suchiatun instead of
Mukden the terminal of the line the company will obviate the
necessity of bridging the Hun River and at the same time will
save several miles of track.”
Page 169-70: “First place in the import trade of Dalny
is held by goods from Japan, which were valued by the
customs last year at $6,824,440, but which Japanese figures
place at $8,429,393. This total is made up of a large variety
of articles, from lumber and railway material to notions and
a great part simply represents the supplies of food, clothing,
furniture, etc., drawn from Japan by Japanese residents in
Manchuria for their own use. Of the staple goods for the
Chinese market, the most important are cotton goods and
cigarettes.”
“The United States is second in the import list, with
$3,762,653, according to customs figures, or about 32 per
cent. This was almost entirely trade with the Japanese in
Manchuria, and was made up mainly of supplies for the
South Manchuria Railway Company. The figure seems
to be too small, as the value of railway supplies ordered
in America and received during 1907 and 1908 was
approximately $10,409,000, of which much less than half
came in during 1907. The explanation may be that entries of
duty-free goods for the railway or for general consumption in
the leased territory are less carefully prepared, as to details,
by the consignees.”
Page 171: “The domestic goods brought in from Chinese
ports were valued at $1,310,622. The rails, locomotives,
bridge work, and most of the cars purchased on the first
orders for supplies for the South Manchuria Railway were
bought in the United States and delivery was completed
in 1909. Of the new purchases under this head, the most
important were an order placed in Russia for some 6,600
tons of steel rails worth about $250,000, a new electricpower outfit costing $135,000, ordered in the United States;
rails, cars, and trucks for the Dalny street railway, ordered in
Germany and England and costing approximately $277,000;
and a gas-generating plant and distributing pipes, purchased
in Germany and Great Britain, respectively.”
Page 182-83: “Coal seems destined to become an
important item among the exports, but the business is still

in an experimental stage. In 1908 shipments to foreign
countries amounted to 4,686 long tons. Already the South
Manchuria Railway Company has a contract for furnishing
coal to the mail steamers of the Osaka Shosen Kaisha, which
come here twice a week from Osaka and Kobe. The price
has not been made public, but it would seem to be not far
from $2.75 to $3 per ton delivered on board, and at this low
cost it is said to be quite satisfactory. With the exception of
$239,828, representing the customs valuation of [soy] beans
shipped to England, and $1,209 for exports to Korea, the
entire foreign export trade of Dalny is with Japan, the total
value of exports to that country being $4,574,057.”
Page 186: “In August, 1908, the South Manchuria
Railway Company began a weekly freight and passenger
service between Dalny and Shanghai, and while little
business offered at first, both the number of passengers and
the freight tonnage seem to be steadily increasing, as the
railway company is making special efforts to develop this
line by selling through tickets and by offering through bills
of lading to interior stations at moderate rates.
“The trade to South China ports continues in the hands
of two leading British coasting lines, whose business has
greatly increased of late, so that they have had as many
as eight ships in port at one time loading cargo or waiting
for berths.” Address: M.A., F.R.G.S., Once Acting British
Consul, Tamsui; Now at Aberdeen (Scotland or Hong Kong).
746. Li, Yu-ying. 1910. Ta tou: Le soja [The soybean]. Paris:
Société Biologique de l’Extrême Orient. 66 p. Illust. 28 cm.
[Chi]
• Summary: This remarkable work, written entirely in
Chinese, was the first of Li’s major works on soybeans and
soyfoods. Published in Paris, it was written in Chinese and
meant to be read by young people in China interested in
coming to Paris to study or in helping Li with research on
Chinese soybean varieties. An expanded and revised version
was published into French the next year (1911).
Contents: Soybeans: 1. Introduction. 2. Names and
varieties (colors, sizes, and shapes) of soybeans. 3. Where
soybeans are produced and their history. 4. The place
of soybeans in the hierarchy of plants (taxonomy). 5.
Nutritional composition of soybeans.
6. Characteristics of soybeans (physiological,
morphological, etc.). 7. Food uses of soybeans (incl. tables
comparing the price of tofu with various meats, and the
various sicknesses associated with eating different types of
meat). 8. Equipment used in making soyfood products (a
photo shows the equipment in Li’s modern soymilk and tofu
plant near Paris; p. 37), and compares soymilk with cow’s
milk.
A large soybean utilization diagram in Chinese (p. 44)
shows all the products that can be made from soybeans using
the wet process (from soymilk) or the dry process (from
flour).
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Note 1. This is the earliest known book about soybeans
written in Chinese. Note 2. This is the earliest document seen
(May 2014) that contains a diagram of this type.
9. Value of soybeans in agriculture (incl. fertilizer
use). 10. Conclusion. Appendixes: (1) About the Société
biologique de l’Extréme Orient (Far-East Biological
Society). (2) Membership form for the Far-East Biological
Society (Paris): Date, name, A.K.A., Address, Occupation
or subject of study, Place of birth. Please enclose 2 yuan
membership fee (p. A6). (3) Bibliography of publications on
soybeans by the Society of the Far East (p. A7-8). (4) Special
announcement concerning soybean research (p. A9).
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) Comparison of
shapes and colors of 7 different colors of soybeans (p. 5). (2)
Five views of soybean pods with beans, incl. outside of pod,
inside of both halves when open, with beans in one half, the
two cotyledons of a single soybean (p. 11). (3) Soybean plant
with pods (p. 12).
Photos show: (1) The cellular components and layers of
soybeans and hyacinth beans (p. 22, 23). (2) The interior and
equipment in Li’s soymilk and tofu plant on the outskirts of
Paris (p. 37). (3) Microscopic views of soymilk (doujiang)

and a liquid resembling soymilk made from soy flour (p. 38).
Tables show: (1) Size range (length, width, and
thickness; maximum, average, and minimum) of 7 colors of
soybeans: yellow bean, green skin bean, green bean, dark
bean {“black” or “crow” bean}, black bean, red bean, spotted
bean (p. 4). (2) Composition of four parts of a soybean plant:
Comparison, water, protein, oil, carbohydrates, ash (p. 18).
(3) Comparison of oil and protein content of 5 colors of
soybeans (red, black, green, white, yellow) from various
countries and regions: China, Japan, Southeast Asia, Russia,
Hungary, and France (p. 19). (4) Composition of soybeans,
hyacinth beans, and wheat (p. 21). (6) Comparison of the
price of tofu with that of various meats (p. 29). (7) Ash
content of soybeans, hyacinth beans, duck, uncooked rice,
cabbage, egg, beef, chicken, lamb, pork, carp, wheat flour
(p. 31). (8) Carbohydrate content of uncooked rice, wheat
flour, hyacinth bean, soybean (p. 32). (9) Weight of products
containing 100 gm of protein: Soybeans, tofu (somewhat
firm), hyacinth bean, uncooked rice, bread, cooked rice,
vegetables (p. 32).
Publications listed in the Bibliography (p. A7-8): Ta
tou–The soybean (this book; published 1909). Bean curd–20
centuries of great craftsmanship around the world (1908).
Soycrafting–China’s manufacturing specialty (1908). The
Paris Bean Curd Company (1908, illustrated). An outline of
the agricultural societies of France (1908). Note: the above
publications concern industrial matters.
A description of herbs (Chinese medicinal plants etc.)
(1909). TB [Tuberculosis] and its cure (1909). Note: the
above publications concern medicinal herb and health
matters.
The benefits of soyfoods (1909). Smoking and its
relationship to health, economics and industry (1909). Note:
the above publications concern industrial and health matters.
Special announcement concerning soybean research (p.
A9): “Gentlemen–Many of us in this society are researching
the benefits of the soybean. It may be considered as China’s
greatest resource. We have already published a number of
specialized reports. These have been made available to you.
In view of the fact that there are so many varieties of soybean
in China and that the regions of cultivation are so extensive,
we must rely upon you, our colleagues, in all parts of the
country to go into the field and collect data for us. Only then
will we be able to complete our research into every variety
of Chinese soybean. If we should receive your kind consent,
we beg you to be so good as to send the soybean varieties to
the Peking postal address of this Society (address is given).
We are interested only in soybeans (see pages 1-6 of this
book) and need one or two catties (0.5-1.0 kg) of each. Once
our research into the benefits and properties of these beans is
complete, we will submit a further report to this Society, in
order to repay your goodwill. If you would please advise us
of the cost of the beans and the postal charges, we will make
the appropriate refunds. We will also send you a copy of this
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book as a modest token of our gratitude. Enclosed please find
an explanatory document. Please take the trouble to complete
this and send it together with the beans.
“The Paris/Far-East Biological Research Society”
On page A-10 is a form to be used when submitting the
Chinese soybean varieties.

Africa. 33 p. Reprinted from the Natal Mercury. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. The agricultural romance. 2. The
commercial aspect. 3. The adaptability of the bean. 4. The
cultivation of the crop. 5. Soya bean oil. 6. A food for man.
7. A stock food and fertiliser (the cake is widely used as
an agricultural fertiliser in the Far East). A photo (opposite
contents page) shows two men standing in a crop of soy
beans at the Central Experiment Farm, Cedara, 1908-09.
Concerning “Soya bean oil”: “In the Far East it is largely
employed for edible purposes; it is suitable for cooking, for
a salad oil, and as a component in such butter substitutes as
margarine. In the ‘Mark Lane Gazette’ for Jan. 20, 1910, it is
stated that one third of the frying oil used in London kitchens
now comes from the soya bean, instead of from cotton seed
as heretofore” (p. 21).
Illustrations (all non-original) on unnumbered pages
show: (1) A typical soya bean plant. (2) Botanical characters
of soya bean, with close-ups of vegetative parts, floral
parts, and fruit. (3) Seeds and pods of 7 varieties of soya
beans. (4) Soya bean seedlings, with roots. (5) Roots of
soya bean plant, with nodules (by Blanchard). (6) Curing
frame for harvesting soya beans. Address: Director, Div. of
Agriculture, Natal, Durban, South Africa.

747. Macmillan, Hugh Fraser. 1910. Handbook of tropical
gardening and planting, with special reference to Ceylon.
Colombo, Ceylon: H.W. Cave. xii + 524 + xvi p. See p. 188.
Illust. 22 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: In chapter 4, titled “Green manuring and
mulching,” is a list of suitable plants including (p. 35)
“Glycine hispida. Soya Bean. Small herb, 12-15 inches.
[Grows at altitudes] Up to 2,500 ft.” Note: No Sinhalese or
Tamil names are given.
In chapter 12, on “Tropical vegetables and food
products,” section 1, “Leguminosœ, including beans, grams
and pulses,” contains the following (with Sinhalese and
Tamil names given for most): Cajanus indicus. Pigeon
pea; Congo bean Canavalia gladiata. Sword bean. Cicer
arietinum. Chick pea; Bengal gram. Cyamopsis psoraliodes.
Guar, or cluster bean. Dolichos bracheata. Dolichos lablab,
var. Four varieties. Lens esculenta (= Ervum lens). Lentil.
Mucuna nivea. Velvet bean is one variety. Glycine hispida.
Soya bean. Pachyrrhizus tuberosus. Yam bean. Phasaeolus
lunatus. Lima bean; Tonga bean. Phaseolus vulgaris, var.
Climbing, or Runner beans. Phaseolus vulgaris, var. Dwarf
French or Kidney bean. Psophocarpus tetragonolobus.
Winged bean; Goa bean; Manilla bean [Manila bean]. Vigna
sinensis. Cow pea; Yard-long bean.
The section on the Soya bean (p. 188) begins with a
botanical description. “In India they are sometimes eaten
in the form of ‘dhal.’ The famous Soya-sauce, said to be
the basis of many popular sauces made in Europe, is made
from these seeds. A useful domestic oil is also obtained from
them, and the residual cake resulting from the expression
of the oil forms a nutritious cattle-food. According to Sir
George Watt, ‘Soya Bean is extensively cultivated in Eastern
Bengal, Khasia Hills [Khasi Hills, in today’s Indian state
of Meghalaya], Burma, &c.’ Yet I can find no mention of
it in either Firminger’s or Woodrow’s works on gardening
in India. Cultivation is very simple. A loose rich soil is
preferable.”
Chapter 26, “Pasture, grazing, and fodder plants,” has
a section titled “Other forage plants (leguminous),” which
includes (p. 463) “Glycine hispida. Soya bean–A quickgrowing annual, 15 inches high, producing a heavy crop of
herbage, much relished by stock. See Tropical Vegetables.”
Address: F.L.S., Curator, Royal Botanic Gardens,
Peradeniya, Ceylon.

750. Meyer, Frank N. 1911. Re: Dr. Yamei Kin. Soap made
from the soy bean. In: Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4 vols.
1902-1918. Compiled by Bureau of Plant Introduction,
USDA. 2444 p. See p. 1188, 1190. Letter of 22 Jan. 1911
from Kashgar, Chinese Turkestan, to David Fairchild of
USDA.
• Summary: “The note from Dr. Yamei Kin is also very
interesting. This Ningpo varnish she speaks about is well
known to us. It comes from a Sumac, Rhus vernicefera, but–
it is extremely poisonous to some people” when it is wet.
After it has thoroughly died, it becomes harmless... “And
soap from the soy bean! Very interesting. There probably
will come a time that soy beans are also given a nobler use in
the United States than mere forage or green manure.”
Location: University of California at Davis, Special
Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer.

748. Sawer, E.R. 1910. Studies in agriculture. Series 2. The
soya bean. Div. of Agriculture and Forestry, Natal, South

751. Itie, G. 1911. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds

749. Timofeev, S.N. 1910. Soya, ee kul’tura i prim’nenie: V’
zapadnom’ Zakavkaz’e [Soya–Its cultivation and utilization:
In the west Caucasus]. Saint Petersburg, Russia: Tipografiya
“Sel’skago Vestnika.” 16 p. [Rus]
• Summary: The “west Caucasus” in the title refers to
Transcaucasia, mainly the Republic of Georgia. Page 7
states that in western Transcaucasia soya first appeared in
the 1870s. With the accordance of the Kutaisi Experimental
Station, in 1902 they had 4 soybean varieties. Address:
Agronomist, Russia.
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(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 11(94):55-61. Jan. [26 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (conclusion): Yields (continued) of
soybeans (grain/seed). Yield/production of nitrogen and other
nutrients per hectare compared with other basic crops. Yield
of forage. Conclusion: The soybean can play a major role as
a producer of both forage and seed.
A table (p. 58) gives the yield of green forage and hay
(in tonnes per hectare) from 16 soybean varieties at many
different locations in the USA; the highest yields of green
forage range from 23.6 to 24.9 tonnes/ha, and of hay range
from 5.5 to 7.1 tonnes/ha. Several other small tables (p.
55-59) give additional information. Address: Ingenieur
d’Agriculture coloniale, Professeur à l’École d’Agriculture
de Mexico.
752. Liardet, C.E. 1911. Soya beans (continued). Queensland
Agricultural Journal 26:9-15. Jan. + 2 plates before p. 9.
• Summary: Note: This is the continuation of an article is
reprinted from a 27-page booklet compiled by Mr. Liardet,
titled Soya Beans, and published in 1910 by the Northern
Publishing Co. (Liverpool, England)–which see. The
contents begins with: Soya beans in rotation. Feeding value
of soya beans. Feeding value for sheep. etc. Photos show: A
field of soya beans. Seven varieties of soya bean pods and
seeds. Address: China.
753. Shaw, Norman. 1911. The soya bean of Manchuria.
Shanghai, Statistical Department, Inspectorate General of
Customs. China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. Special
Series No. 31. 32 p. Also published by P.S. King & Son, 2
Great Smith St., Westminster, London SW, England. [6 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: See next page. Contents: Introductory.
Varieties. The plant. Soil and climate. Cultivation. Soil
infestation. Yield. Uses of the soya bean: In the Far East:
Bean sauce or soy (called shoyu in Japan [whence the name
“soya”] and chiang-yu in China), the Chinese paste chiang
(incl. ta chiang {great, made with yellow soybeans} and
hsiao chiang {small, made with soybeans and maize}), tofu
(incl. firm tofu {tou-fu kan-tzu}, tofu curds {tou-fu nao,
curded with calcium sulphate instead of brine}, curd skin
or yuba {tou-fu p’i}, layers of tofu pressed in cloth [pressed
tofu sheets] {ch’ien-chang tou-fu}, and “frozen curd” {tung
tou-fu, tofu that is frozen then dried}), bean flour, bean
refuse {okara}, bean oil for food or industrial uses. Beancake
and its uses. Uses in the Western world (beancake in Europe,
and bean oil in Europe). The bean oil and cake industry
in Manchuria. Trade development (statistics on exports
from Newchwang have been kept since 1864). Beginnings
of the European trade. Bean oil and cake production in
South Manchuria. Chief sources of supply. Map references.
Supplementary note.
Appendixes: 1. Table showing values (in Haikwan
taels) per picul of [soya] beans, beancake, and bean oil at

Newchwang, 1864-1909. 2. Graph showing monthly values
(in silver yen) at Dairen of beans, bean oil, and beancake,
1907-10. 3. Table showing estimated [soya] bean production
of Manchuria in normal years, compiled by the South
Manchuria Railway Co. in 1909. 4. Estimates of [soya] bean
production of Manchuria for the last 5 years by province
and territory, compiled by the South Manchuria Railway
Company in 1909: Fengtien province 1,092,350 tons. Kirin
province 626,500 tons. Heilungkiang province 280,250 tons.
Grand total for all Manchuria: 1,999,100 tons. Estimated
soya bean production in Manchuria has increased from
600,000 tons in 1906 to a peak of 1,500,000 tons in 1908, to
1,400,000 tons in 1910. Percentage contributed by various
colors of soya bean in 1910: Yellow 80.1%, green 9.4%,
white-eye 3.8%, black-eye 3.2%, and black 3.4%. 5. Table
showing total export of [soya] beans and bean products from
Manchuria, 1909. For export of soya beans: Dairen 51%
of total, Suifenho [Suifenhe] 25%, Newchwang 23%. For
export of bean cake: Newchwang 50%, Dairen 44%, Antung
2%. For export of oil: Newchwang 75%, Dairen 21%, Harbin
1%. The writer frequently refers to Sir Alexander Hosie’s
book on Manchuria (1901, 1904).
The introduction begins: “It is only in the last three years
that soya beans have become important in intercontinental
commerce, and their rapid emergence from obscurity
has, indeed, been one of the most remarkable commercial
events of recent times. The circumstance that ‘the rise of
a great export trade in beans is that fact that overshadows
all others,... the soya bean thus taking at a bound a position
equal to that of tea in the list of exports and, with the
addition of beancake, even challenging the position of silk at
the top of the list’”* (Footnote: * = “Statistical Secretary’s
Report on the Foreign Trade of China in 1909”).
The “bean district par excellence is the upland country
beyond Moukden [Mukden] where the hills... are overlaid
with wind-deposited soil...”
“Cultivation: In Manchuria the beans are produced
almost entirely by hand methods. The plough, which is
drawn by quaintly mixed teams of oxen, mules, and donkeys,
has only one handle and a rough steel-tipped cutter. The seed
is sown by hand, on top of the drills, in April, and is covered
by hand. A heavy hoe is used for a good deal of the turning
and breaking. When the plant appears the earth is heaped
up round it, so that the roots may derive the maximum of
nourishment from the soil.”
“The harvest takes place in September, and the pods are
usually harvested before they are quite ripe, as otherwise
they are liable to burst on drying, a loss of seed being thus
occasioned. The plants are pulled up by hand or cut with a
straight-bladed sickle in Manchuria, and collected into small
heaps in order to facilitate drying, and, when dry, the seed
is separated by means of a cylindrical stone roller having
longitudinal cuts on its surface, which is dragged over the
plants by a mule as they lie on the threshing-floor. After
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this primitive threshing operation has been completed, the
beans are winnowed in the usual Chinese method–that is, by
throwing them against the wind. The only manure used is
a compost of stable manure and earth, which is often taken
from the miry pools formed in the roads–the despair of the
carter but a boon to the farmer. In countries where chemical
manures are used, it is only necessary to apply potash and
phosphoric acid where they are lacking, for nitrogenous
manure is unnecessary, owing to the property which the soya
bean possesses, in common with other leguminous plants,
of obtaining nitrogen from the air by means of colonies of
bacteria.”
Yield: In 1867 the Rev. A. Williamson, who travelled
in the upper Sungari district at the time and who appears to
have been a very close observer, estimated a maximum yield
of 2,000 lb., or 15 piculs, to the acre.
The Chinese paste chiang is not the same as the
Japanese paste miso. Chiang “is made by farmers and eaten
with fish, meat, and vegetables, while the more expensive
Chinese soy [sauce] is only made by wealthy families and
restaurant keepers and is not consumed by the very poor.
There are two kinds of chiang: ta (great) and hsiao (small).”
Describes in detail how each is made. Great chiang is made
from yellow soybeans, salt, and water. Small chiang contains
a small amount of maize (p. 7).
Industrial uses of bean oil: (1) As an illuminant, where
it has not been superseded by kerosene oil. One advantage
is that “no lamp is needed to hold it, the wick being inserted
into the basin or plate containing the oil.” (2) As a lubricant,
bean oil is used to a very considerable extent in north China
and Manchuria “for greasing axles and parts of native
machinery” (p. 8-9).
In China, bean oil “is used as a substitute for lard, in
cooking. Although it is inferior to rapeseed and sesamum oils
for this purpose, these oils cannot compete with it in point
of price... In spite of its unpleasant characteristic odour and
unpalatability, the poorer classes in China consume it in its
crude state, but among the rich it is boiled and allowed to
stand until it as become clarified” (p. 8). In Europe “Refined
bean oil may be used as a salad dressing in place of other
oils (but, owing to its unpleasant odour, is usually mixed
with an oil of animal origin or with rapeseed oil), or in the
manufacture of margarine, when a greater percentage of soya
oil than of copra oil is allowed” (p. 10).
Traditional methods of pressing out the oil yield only
about half of that present in the seed (9% of the weight of
the beans); the rest is left in the cake, and this distracts very
much from its fertilizing value. “By gasoline extraction the
beans give up practically all their oil, which, as refined by
this process, is a clear, pure liquid, hardly resembling the
muddy, dark oil produced in the old way” (p. 14).
Photos on unnumbered pages show: (1) Seven varieties
of soya beans: Large black, small black, large flat black,
small flat black, two green, and two yellow. (2) Soybean

root nodules. (3) A massive granite roller for crushing beans.
(4) “Steaming vat with grating on which [soya] beans are
placed in gunny bags during the steaming process.” (5)
Native bean press, showing cakes in receptacle and log
wedges driven in to press out the oil. (6) Modern bean press
[hand turned screw?] set up in bean mill. (7) Oil-motor
and crusher. (8) Modern crushing machinery. (9) Piles of
beans in sacks awaiting loading onto trains at Changchun.
(10) Color fold-out map titled [soya] “Bean districts of
Manchuria.” A schematic diagram (in the form of a rhombus
/ diamond) shows the probable relationships of the different
groups of soya beans based on their color. A beautiful
map, approximately 17 by 22 inches, is attached between
page 26 and page 27. “Wuchang” [not Wochan] is in the
area labeled “Yellow Beans” in the map. Other labeled
growing areas on the map include “Grasslands,” “White
eye,” “Black beans” [soy], “Maize” and “Green beans.” The
major railways, rivers, roads, and towns / cities (with their
Chinese characters) are shown. The major soybean markets
(underlined) are Fenghwa / Maimaikai, Kungchuling,
Changtufu, Tungkiangtze, Sinminfu, Tienchwangtai,
Newchwang, Kaiyüan, Tiehling, Mafengkow, Moukden,
Takushan, Antung, Harbin, and Shwangcheng.
Shaw finished writing this yellow book on 31 December
1910.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2000)
that mentions the South Manchuria Railway Company
in connection with soybeans. This company was run by
Japan. According to the Encyclopedia Nipponica (vol. 22,
at “Minami”), the South Manchuria Railway Company
(Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K.) was established in 1905
based on the Portsmouth Treaty ending the Russo-Japanese
War; Japan took over the rights to the railway from Russia.
The company started to actually run the railway in 1907.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “frozen curd” to refer to
dried-frozen tofu.
Note 3. This is one of the earliest English-language
documents seen (Sept. 2006) that repeatedly uses the word
“bean” (not preceded by the word “soya”) to refer to the soya
bean.
Note 4. This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2012) that uses the term “tou-fu p’i”
(regardless of capitalization or hyphenation) to refer to yuba.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term chiang-yu to refer to
Chinese soy sauce. Address: 4th Asst., Custom House,
Dairen.
754. Chemiker-Zeitung. 1911. Serbischer Chemiker-Verein:
Bukarest, Generalversammlung vom 28 Januar 1911
[Serbian Chemical Association: Bucharest, General meeting
of 28 Jan. 1911]. 35(22):200. Feb. 21. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the annual report is an article titled “On the
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first soybean cultural trials in Serbia,” by Dr. A. Zega and M.
Jovanic. The seeds used for planting were pale-yellow, round
soybeans from Manchuria–probably Soja hispida pallida.
The planting succeeded at the end of March on soil that was
not very well fertilized; it had previously been planted with
clover. The crop was harvested at the end of August, with a
yield of 1,800 kg/ha, due in part to the lack of soil fertility.
Moreover, the soybeans used as seed were more than 5
years old; the average weight of 100 seeds was 16.8 gm.
The chemical composition was: Water 8.01%, crude protein
22.17%, fat 21.92%, carbohydrate 35.64%, crude fiber
6.16%, and ash 6.06%. Nothing special was observed during
the vegetative stage. We should note that the plants withstood
a light frost very well.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2015)
concerning soybeans in Serbia, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Serbia. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Serbia, or the cultivation of soybeans in Serbia
(1881). The source of these soybeans is Manchuria.
755. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi). 1911.
Culture du soja à la station expérimentale de Yên-dinh en
1911 [Cultivation of soybeans at the experimental station of
Yên-dinh in 1911 (Abstract)]. 14(88):711-12. Jan/Feb. [1 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: This is a French-language summary of a
French-language report by a Mr. Gilbert. Even though the
results of cultivation are not very encouraging (in terms of
yield per hectare), we will reproduce here the report of Mr.
Gilbert for the practical details which it contains.
The soybean was cultivated in 1911 on a piece of land
at the station, 1.5 ha in area, in silaceous-clay soil. Tables
analyze the chemical and physical composition of the soil.
Details of cultivation, growth, and yield are given.
756. Mairs, Thomas I. 1911. Some soiling crops for
Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania State College. Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 109. 20 p. Feb. See p. 4,
8-10.
• Summary: A diagram of “Soiling crops” (p. 4) shows that
they can be classified as leguminous or non-leguminous, and
each of these as annual or perennial. Soy beans are an annual
leguminous crop.
A section titled “The soy bean” (p. 8-10, which includes
a large illustration of a “typical soy-bean plant”–including
leaves, pods, roots, and nodules) begins: “The soy bean or
soja bean is often mentioned in connection with cow peas.
The two plants, however are quite different. The soy bean
is an upright grower with a hard, woody stem, which is not
so readily eaten by animals, and short pods with globular
seeds. The cow pea has a more or less recumbent or trailing
stem containing much less fibre than that of the soy bean and
has pods six inches or more in length with bean or kidneyshaped seeds and shining instead of hairy leaves. Tests of the

soy bean for soiling purposes at this Station have not been
sufficiently encouraging to warrant its recommendation...
The seed of the soy bean is usually rich in both protein and
fat but the tendency of the pods to snap open and scatter the
seeds as they ripen renders the harvesting of a satisfactory
yield somewhat difficult.”
A table titled “Soy beans” (p. 10) shows for the years
1902-1905 the date of sowing, date of harvesting, amount
eaten per cow daily, and yield per acre (green forage, air dry
substance, and crude protein). The best yields, in 1905, were
(in lb/acre): Green forage 16,604. Air dry substance 3,238.
Crude protein 427. Address: Agricultural Education, Centre
County, Pennsylvania.
757. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1911. Notes on crops. Agricultural
J. of the Union of South Africa 1(2):279. March. Plus 3
unnumbered pages of plates at end.
• Summary: The first crop discussed (p. 279) is “Soybeans
(Glycine hispida).” “Among the variety tests of Soybeans at
Skinners Court [Transvaal] one of the first to ripen has been
the Sakura breed. It was grown in a poor, thin, gravelly red
clay-loam as a rotation crop with maize. The seed was sown
5th October, 1910, and the crop harvested 20th January,
1911. Germination was only medium, and the crop harvested
was in consequence poor, only 28 lb. being harvested from
one-twentieth of an acre, or 560 lb. per acre... The Southern
Soybean, again, gave the best germination and made the best
growth, and though decidedly later in maturing it promises to
ripen in ample time.”
Photos show [p. 281-83]: (1) A field of soy beans,
showing the relative sizes of Sakura and Southern varieties.
(2) A man standing in a field of Southern soy beans. (3)
A Sakura variety soy bean plant with pods and roots.
(4) Leaves and flowers of a Sakura variety soy bean
plant. Address: F.L.S., Govt. Agrostologist and Botanist
(Transvaal).
758. Heingartner, Alexander. 1911. Soya-bean culture in the
Caucasus. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
14(97):393. April 26.
• Summary: “The first crop of soya beans grown in the
Caucasus has been sold to Hamburg. The amount to be
shipped is 500 tons, and the price at Batum [Batumi] is
1.10 rubles per pood, or $35.12 per metric ton. Freight to
Hamburg is 13s. ($3.16) per ton.
“At this price the cultivation of the soya bean is very
remunerative to the farmers, and it is estimated that this
year’s crop for export, judging by the quantity of seed beans
retained for planting, will amount to 16,000 tons.
“For full steamer shipments to England and Germany
the freight would be about 10s. ($2.43) per ton, against $7.05
from Dalny, Manchuria. This difference in freight charges
and the quicker delivery to Continental ports will give to
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growers in the Caucasus a great advantage.
“If the present demand continues, it is expected that in a
very few years the production of soya beans in the Caucasus
will assume very large proportions.”
Note 1. Batum [now Batumi, Bat’umi] is a seaside
city, large port and commercial center at the east end of the
Black Sea, 4 miles north of the mouth of the Choruk River.
Long the possession of Persia and Turkey (it was the last
Turkish port on the Black Sea), it was acquired by Russia
in 1878, then occupied by the British in 1918. As of 2008
it is the capital of the Autonomous Republic of Adjara in
the southwest Georgian S.S.R. Batumi lies at the northern
periphery of a humid subtropical zone, and has the highest
rainfall in both Georgia and the entire Caucasus region. The
nearest point in the nearest neighboring country, Turkey, is
only about 12 miles away, to the southwest.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Feb.
2008) concerning or the cultivation of soybeans in the
Republic of Georgia. This document contains the 2nd earliest
date seen for soybeans in the Republic of Georgia, or the
cultivation of soybeans in the Republic of Georgia (1911).
The source of these soybeans is unknown. Yet just because
these soybeans were sold at Batumi in Georgia, we cannot be
sure that they were actually grown in Georgia, though we are
told that they were grown in the Caucasus, which does not
include Turkey.
Note 3. This is the 3rd earliest document seen (May
2008) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Central Asia
(Republic of Georgia). Address: Consul, Batum [Batumi,
Bat’umi], Russia.
759. Itie, G. 1911. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Paris: Augustin Challamel Editeur. 55
p. 25 cm. Series: Bibliothèque d’agriculture coloniale. [26
ref. Fre]*
• Summary: This book is a compilation of Itie’s excellent
articles written in 1910 and 1911 and published in
Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du Jardin
Colonial). Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture coloniale,
Professeur à l’École d’Agriculture de Mexico.
760. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1911. Cultivierung und Verwendung
der Soya-Bohne [Cultivation and utilization of the soybean
(Abstract)]. 18(5):116. May. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language citation (without summary)
of the following English-language article: Bulletin of
the Imperial Institute (London). 1910. “Cultivation and
utilisation of soy bean. II.” 8(1):40-42.
761. Redding, R.J. 1911. Farms and farmers: Cowpeas and
German millet for hay. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). June
19. p. 6.
• Summary: George W. Swords of Atlanta, Georgia, writes

that “it has been mighty hard to handle peavines [vines of
cowpeas] and can together.
Answer–”It has been said by a recent writer that
soybeans make a good companion crop with cowpeas, the
soybean plant not only serving to hold up the peavines, but
producing a hay that is even more nutritious than cowpea
hay. The mixture may consist of one and a half pecks of
soybeans and one bushel of cowpeas. The Mammoth Yellow
soybean is the best variety for the purpose.” Address: Griffin,
Georgia.
762. Ottawa Free Trader (Ontario, Canada). 1911. Soy
beans rich food for live stock: Now is the time for planting–
Adapted to any soil. Harvest not difficult. Peas that furnish
their own sticks–Feeding value exceptionally high–Better
than clover hay–Excellent feed. June 23. p. 11.
• Summary: “’I’m Captain Jinks of the “Hoss” Marines, I
fed my “hoss” good corn and beans.’ This old ditty has a
familiar sound to almost everyone. Maybe ‘even though we
are grown ups,’ we sometimes have this song run through
our minds. How few of us stop to think, however, that the
last line of the couplet expresses a truth that we are just
beginning to recognize.”
Corn and beans “form an almost ideal balanced ration
for, not only horses, but all livestock as well.
“Most people think of navy beans, string beans, or lima
beans when the word ‘beans’ is spoken, but this is not the
sort of beans we wish to speak about, and it is doubtful if it is
the sort referred to in the couplet used as a heading.”
Now “is the time to try some soy beans.
What are soy beans? Soy beans, or soys as they are most
commonly called, are not beans at all. They are actually peas.
True beans send up cotyledons as their first pair of leaves,
but, like peas, the soy bean sends up a pair of seed leaves
[sic].
“The Soy bean is a native of Asia, but unlike the Asiatics
it is not only admitted to the United States but is welcomed
as well.” “Soys are best planted only after the soil is
thoroughly warm.” “Soys are not difficult to harvest... since
they may be harvested with the regular grain binder and
shocked not unlike wheat or oats.”
Seven advantages of soys over any of the legumes
commonly grown are given. “Why not try a patch this year?
Prove for yourself that Captain Jinks knew what he was
talking about.”
763. Mundy, H. Godfrey. 1911. The possibilities of an export
trade in oil seeds. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 8(5):68491. June.
• Summary: Page 685: “Soya Beans: During the last few
months a good deal of interest has centered around what to
European farmers is, comparatively speaking, a new oilproducing crop, namely Soya beans. We learn from Natal
that, in experiments carried out there, the best average crop
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runs about six bags (200 lbs.) of beans per acre. Several
varieties have been under trial on the Botanical Experimental
Station, Salisbury, during the last two seasons, and, while
some have failed entirely, others have done moderately
well, and better results may be expected next season from
acclimatised and selected seed.
“At present, however, all varieties show one serious
fault, namely, uneven ripening, which naturally entails a
considerable loss of seed. It is as yet too early to make any
definite statement regarding the general suitability of the
crop to Southern Rhodesia. As a rotation crop for home
feeding on the farm, those varieties which do well, may
probably have considerable value, but the present market
value as an oil seed would not appear to hold out great
inducement to Rhodesian farmers.
“Messrs. Lever Bros., of Durban, in answer to a request,
have kindly favoured us with the following advice, which
will be of interest to those who are already growing or intend
to grow this crop:
“At the present time we could give for soya beans
delivered Durban 10/3d. per bag of 200 lbs., to be packed
in bags of 2½ lbs. weight; to be shelled suitably dried and
in merchantable condition. (Dated March 29th, 1911.)”
Address: F.L.S., Government Agriculturist and Botanist.
764. Newport, H.; Wood, C.E. 1911. Tropical industries: The
soy or soja bean. Queensland Agricultural Journal 27(1):2127. July. [6 ref]
• Summary: The “first introduction [of the soybean] into
the Queensland tropics, if not into the State, was in 1900,
in November of which year a consignment was received
at the Kamerunga State Nursery, Cairns, from the head
offices of the Department of Agriculture in Brisbane. In
September, 1901, also, the records show some Soy bean
seed to have been included in a parcel of seed received from
the Biggenden State Farm, indicating that a supply had also
been sent to that Institution in 1900, and possibly, therefore,
to other State farms and agricultural institutions. At neither
place do the results of this seed seem to have elicited any
special report or attracted attention. For a season or two
subsequently seed was available here but seldom applied for,
and results did not warrant its advocation as a farm crop.”
Thereafter until 1911 many variety trials were conducted, but
with only modestly encouraging results in North Queensland.
One section summarizes the results of soybean
experiments in other countries, and another gives details
on soybean cultivation in Queensland in 1910 using seed
imported by the overseer, C.E. Wood and tested in May,
June and October 1910, and Jan. and Feb. 1911: Yellow
varieties from Manchuria, Shanghai, Japan, Tolga [in
Queensland, where it grew well], Sydney, and Brisbane; red
varieties from Shanghai and Manchuria, a black variety from
Shanghai, A photo shows “A row of soy beans in the nursery,
Kamerunga.”

Pages 25-27 give details on cultivation of soy beans
in Queensland: Climatic conditions, vitality of the seed,
germination, method of sowing, growth and size of plants,
ripening, returns, pests &c. [“the leaves were readily eaten
by grasshoppers, caterpillars, slugs, &c.” The leaves are also
finely perforated by an unknown insect], style of growth,
root system, nitrogenous nodules, other varieties, and finally
[conclusion]. “While the experiments at the Kamerunga State
Nursery have in some points differed from and in others
agreed with experiments in other places and countries, even
allowing for the season, as yet the Soy bean has not shown
itself capable of sustaining the valuable attributes ascribed
to it in comparison with other legumes under the climatic
and soil conditions obtaining in North Queensland. The
experiments are, of course, being continued.”
Concerning germination: “The North Queensland
germinations averaged four days, seldom less and sometimes
up to nine or ten days. Soaking or similar treatment of the
seed expedited germination, but involved a greater risk
should hot dry weather immediately follow the sowing in the
field. In sowing, well worked soil was shown to be essential.
Deep planting is detrimental, and occasionally prevented
germination. The best depth was found to be in 1 in. or less
in moist weather; in dry weather slightly deeper. The soil
must be prevented from caking once the plumule showed
above ground, otherwise the seedlings pinch off easily.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2008) the uses the word “plumule” in connection
with the soy bean. Coined in 1727, “plumule” is a botanical
term referring to the part of a plant embryo that develops into
the shoot system, consisting of the epicotyl and first leaves.
Source: Oxford English Dictionary. Address: 1. Manager;
2. Overseer. Both: The Kamerunga State Nursery, Cairns,
northern Queensland.
765. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1911. The
land and the producer: The soya bean. Aug. 19. p. 14.
• Summary: “The Soya bean has received a good
advertisement in some agricultural journals, but that the
wonderful virtues and results claimed from it should be
regarded with caution is made evident by experiments
conducted in Queensland. The State “Agricultural
Journal,” in detailing the results of experiments made at the
Kamerunga nursery, near Cairns, says:”
There follows a summary of Newport, H.; Wood,
C.E. 1911. “Tropical industries: The soy or soja bean.”
Queensland Agricultural Journal 27(1):21-27. July.
The summary emphasizes that “in no case were the
results very encouraging. The crops from the May sowings
were very poor.”
766. Dickson, R.H.B. 1911. Soy beans. Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal 8(6):904-08. Aug. Also available as:
Departmental Bulletin No. 93.
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• Summary: “Of recent years a good deal has been heard
of the Soy or Soja bean (Glycine hispida), and efforts have
been made to extend its cultivation in Africa and elsewhere.
The crop has already obtained a firm hold in the United
States, where many varieties suitable to the different climatic
conditions are grown. It seems likely that some of these will
suit Rhodesian conditions and it is hoped that further trials
with American seed will be made this year.
“The Soy bean is a native of China, Japan and Java,
and from these countries has been comparatively recently
introduced into India, Europe and America. It is a strong
erect growing plant, ranging from one to four feet in height,
with many branches like a miniature tree. The foliage is
heavy and thick, and the plant branches and fruits close
to the ground; this latter peculiarity renders harvesting by
machinery rather a difficult matter. The plant is covered
with rusty hairs. The flowers are small and inconspicuous,
white or purple in colour, and are found close to the stem
at the base of the leaves. The pods are small, two to three
inches long, and contain from one to four beans, which in
most varieties resemble the marrow-fat or garden pea as far
as shape and size are concerned, but which vary greatly in
colour, being black, yellow, brown, green or mottled. The
root system consists of a long tap, connected with many
lateral roots, thus enabling the plant to withstand drought.
“The plant matures in from 90 to 150 days, the time
depending on the variety. One of the worst features of some
varieties is the habit of shedding the grain as soon as the
pods are ripe, which renders harvesting for seed almost
impossible. With such varieties, however, pigs may be turned
into the standing crop to feed it off, thus saving the cost of
harvesting. In any case pigs should always be allowed access
to fields where this crop has been grown to glean the grain
which is shed in the process of harvesting.
“Soil and Climate.–The Soy Bean is best suited to sandy
or light clay soils, and does least well on a black clay loam.
It withstands dry spells well, and also seasons which are
unusually wet, and speaking generally, it should grow in all
soils and climates suitable for maize growing.
“Planting.–The land must be better prepared than for
maize. A good tilth is necessary, and the land must be well
harrowed to kill as many weeds as possible before planting.
The crop can then be produced with little after cultivation. As
Soy Beans may be grown either for hay or grain production,
distance of planting varies, but in either case drilling is
preferable to broad-casting. The seed then germinates more
uniformly and all plants are ready to be cut at the same time.
It is advisable not to plant until January, so that harvesting
may take place in the dry season. Maturity occurs in from 90
to 150 days after planting, the time depending on the variety
grown so that choice of variety in reality governs the time of
planting. If intended for hay the drills may be from 6 to 15
inches up to 24 inches apart, in which case 50-70 pounds of
seed are required per acre. When grown for grain production,

rows 24 to 30 inches apart give the best returns, and the seed
is sown 2 to 4 inches apart in the row. From 35 to 45 lbs. of
seed is then required per acre. The seed can be sown with a
maize planter using small plates. Those used for kaffir corn
are suitable. On no account should the seed be planted more
than two inches deep, and one inch is preferable. Until the
beans are four to six inches high, they may be harrowed and
afterwards cultivated, as long as the plants are not damaged.
Weeds will cease to grow as soon as the beans reach across
the rows. Soy beans are sometimes planted with maize in
the same way as are cowpeas. The best method is to sow
alternate drills or alternate series of two rows each of maize
and soy beans. This latter is done by filling one box with
maize and the other with soy beans, and the former by filling
both boxes with beans and straddling the rows of maize
when these appear above ground, or drilling single rows
of beans between the rows of maize, at the last cultivation.
Where the soil is very poor it is advisable to plant the rows of
maize four to six feet apart and to grow soy beans, cowpeas
or peanuts between the rows. The latter enrich the soil and do
not interfere with the growth of maize. Where maize and soy
beans are planted together, both may be harvested for silage.
At present prices it is probably not a practical proposition
to apply any fertiliser to the soy bean crop. If however, any
lime or wood ashes are available, an application of 2 or 3
cwt. per acre is likely to prove beneficial.
“Harvesting.–Cut as soon as the pods are well formed
and before the leaves fall. When the lowest leaves become
yellow the crop must be reaped at once if required for hay. It
can be cut later for grain, provided that the pods do not split.
The plants may be pulled up by hand and laid in rows to
wilt and then bound loosely in bundles and shocked, or they
may be cut with a mower if the ground is sufficiently level to
allow the knife to be set so low as to avoid cutting the pods.
After lying in the swath until the leaves are well wilted, but
before they become dry and brittle, the plants may be raked
into windrows, and then put in small cocks or bunches and
finally stacked. Curing frames consisting of three or four
poles in the shape of a pyramid, round which the hay is built
up, may be used to allow of free circulation of air.
“Threshing.–As with many other crops in Rhodesia,
the difficulty and expense of threshing may prevent the crop
being largely grown. Threshing by hand on a bucksail or
large flat stone is very expensive, costing somewhere about
2s. 6d. per bag of 200 lbs. A machine called ‘a cowpea
huller’ is used in the United States for threshing soy beans
and cowpeas. It may be either hand or power driven, and
is made in various sizes. Enquiries as to cost, etc., are now
being made in America. Storing the seed after threshing is
rather a difficult matter as the beans heat and spoil–if stored
in large quantities–and they must be stored in small bins,
sacks or thin layers, and the air allowed to circulate through
the mass.
“Yield.–The soy bean has produced about 5 bags or
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16 bushels to the acre in Natal [South Africa], but so far its
results have not been very successful in Rhodesia. The yields
in the United States for the better varieties range from 25 to
40 bushels or 7 to 12 bags. The usual yield of hay is 1½ to 2
tons per acre depending on the variety.
“Varieties.–There are at the present time some 300
known varieties of Soy Beans, and these have been divided
into groups according to various characters. Until recently
the colour of the seed and the length of time taken to mature
have been the governing factors in separating them into
groups, but latterly the shape of the plant and value of the
foliage for fodder have been taken into consideration as well.
Of five varieties introduced into Rhodesia by the writer, two
or three give promise of being of some value. The best are
the Brown, the Mammoth Yellow and the Hollybrook, of
which a brief description follows:“Brown.–Plants stout, erect, bushy, 24 to 30 inches in
height, maturing in 130 to 140 days. Flowers purple, pods
shattering little, seeds brown. Should yield a fair amount of
hay.
“Mammoth Yellow.–Plants like the Brown variety
though not so large and vigorous, 18 to 24 inches high,
maturing in 130 to 140 days. Flowers white, pods holding
seed well, seeds straw coloured. Can only be grown for grain
or hay.
“Hollybrook.–Plants not so large as the Mammoth,
being 15 to 18 inches high, maturing in 110 to 120 days.
Flowers white, seeds straw coloured, very similar to the
Mammoth. This variety produces a large number of pods, but
is too woody to make good hay.
“Soy Beans as a Foodstuff.–Soy Beans constitute one of
the richest natural vegetable foods known. For comparison
with other foods the following table is given:”
The table compares the percentage of digestible
nutrients (protein, carbohydrates, and fat) for maize, oats,
bran, cotton seed, linseed meal, and soy beans. The soybeans
have the 2nd highest protein content (29.6% after 37.8%
for cotton seed), the lowest carbohydrate content (22.3%),
and the highest fat content (14.4%) (Continued). Address:
Government Agriculturist [probably in Salisbury, Rhodesia].
767. Sawer, E.R. 1911. Experiments with soya beans in
1910-11. Agricultural J. of the Union of South Africa
2(2):161-75. Aug. Plus 9 unnumbered pages of plates.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Variety experiments
(1910-11): Weather, soil, manuring, planting, cultivation,
harvesting, observations on individual varieties. Manure
requirements. Time of planting experiment. Distance of
planting experiment. “(To be continued.)”
“An outstanding feature of the results of our experiments
has been the marked modification of the different types
of soya bean in response to the altered conditions of soil
and climate, and too much stress cannot be laid upon the
necessity for allowing any variety to reach equilibrium

before being approved or condemned” (p. 162).
These experiments took place in Natal province. A large
numbers of samples of seed were supplied to planters for
trial, but, unfortunately, the results of these experiments were
in many cases unfavorable owing to an exceptionally dry
season and other causes. The experiments conducted at the
experimental farms at Cedara, Winkle Spruit, and Weenen
are, however, more complete and satisfactory; these include
trials of different varieties, and experiments on the influence
of soil, methods of cultivation, manures, and time and
distance of planting.
At Winkle Spruit (Natal) the average yield of all
varieties tried during 1910-11 was 5 bags per morgen, with
the best yield being 12 bags per morgen. [Note: A morgen is
an old Dutch unit of land area equal to 2.1165 acres, used in
southern Africa. A bag weighs 200 lb].
In the variety trial at Weenen (Natal), the average yield
of all varieties was 9 bags per morgen; the highest yield,
14 bags, was obtained from the variety Mammoth. An
interesting and important result of the experiments is the
marked alteration of character which the soy bean undergoes
owing to the influence of soil and climate.
Varieties tested, arranged by the usual color groups: 1.
Black seeded–Ebony, Kingston, Fairchild, Jet, Wilson, Han
Kow, Black Beauty, Buckshot, Flat King. 2. Brown seeded–
Hong-Kong, Brownie, Early Brown. 3. Green seeded–
Parson’s Select, Tashing. 4. Greenish-yellow seeded–Austin,
Okute, Haberlandt. 5. Yellow seeded: Ito San, Sakura,
Sherwood, Butterball, Mercko, Sutton’s, Chinese White,
Hollybrook, Yellow Mammoth. 6. Mottled seeded–Taha,
Meyer. A detailed description and evaluation (3-10 lines) is
then given of each variety. Photos show: (1) Men standing
in a crop of soya beans at Cedara (1909-11, five photos). (2)
Seeds and pods of 7 varieties of soya beans.
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) Soya bean plant
with pods. (2) Roots of a soya bean plant, showing nodular
development (by Blanchard). (3) Pole frame for curing soya
beans.
Tables show: (1) Results of variety experiments, 19101911, at Cedara, Winkle Spruit, and Weenen. For each of
the 32 varieties tested is given: Date sown, date harvested,
plant height, average number of pods per plant, average
number of beans per pod, and yield of beans per acre at each
of the 3 locations, and average yield for all 3 locations. At
each location the average yield for all varieties is also given:
Cedara 590 lb/acre. Winkle Spruit 520 lb/acre. Weenen
890 lb/acre (p. 164-65). (2) Period of growth at the three
locations. For each month from Oct. 1910 to April 1911 is
given the maximum and minimum temperature and inches
of rain. The total rainfall for each location is also given (p.
166). (3) Manure experiments at Cedara. For each is given
the weight of stalks and beans per acre (p. 172). Address:
Director, Div. of Agriculture, Natal.
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768. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1911.
Soya beans in the USA. 14(208):1067. Sept. 6.
• Summary: “Extensive articles on the immense soya-bean
trade of Manchuria have appeared in various numbers of
Daily Consular and Trade Reports, and inquiries have also
reached the Bureau of Manufacturers as to the progress being
made in producing them in the United States. It has now
become a considerable crop in the middle part of the South.
D. A. Carpenter, a Tennessee farmer, writes for the Southern
Field in regard to the growing of the bean as follows:
“’I grow the Mammoth Yellow variety, planting in rows
36 inches apart, and cultivating about the same as corn. I cut
with a mower when ripe and allow them to lie on the ground
for a couple of days. After being in shock for 10 days, they
are hauled to the shed and thrashed. We consider the bean
straw, after the beans are thrashed, as fully equal to timothy
or redtop for a feed for cattle.
“’For late summer pasture I sow with a wheat drill about
1½ bushels to the acre. I am now feeding beef cattle and
hogs on soya beans, and my dairy animals are producing
more milk than ever before on a bean ration. Of course, other
feeds are mixed with the bean, as soyas are rather rich when
fed alone.
“’The Mammoth Yellow grows here from 3 to 5 feet
high, according to cultivation, and yields 30 bushels of seed
per acre, which will bring around $3 and $3.50 per bushel.
“’There is no finer improver of the soil than the soya
bean. I have tried many other legumes, but none has given
such uniformly high quality hay and returned such large
amounts of nitrogen to the soil. I consider the soya bean the
greatest crop ever introduced into this part of the country,
both as a money crop and as a soil improver.’
“About $100,000 worth of soya-bean oil was shipped
last year from Manchuria to the United States, against
almost none the year before. From Hull, England, shipments
last year of soya-bean oil to the United States amounted to
$140,000; this was crushed from the Manchurian beans.
Considerable shipments of soya-bean oil were also made in
1910 from Kobe, Japan, to the United States.”
769. H.L. 1911. Le Haricot soja ou Fève de Mandchourie:
Cultures exitoques [The soybean or Manchurian bean: Exotic
crops]. A Travers le Monde 17(36):288. Sept. 9. Bound in the
back of Le Tour du Monde. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Its utilization by the
Japanese: Fertilizer, oil, and oil cakes. Its utilization by
the Annamites [Vietnamese]: Milk and cheese. How will
soybeans be used: The first exports to Europe. Some figures
on the present trade in soybeans. The Germans are becoming
masters of the European soybean market. Soya in France: It
is utilized by foreigners.
Concerning the Germans: “Until the spring of 1909,
the Japanese were the masters of the soybean market. Some

German companies have in turn entered into competition in
places of production, and there followed a rather significant
rise [in production]. There resulted as a counter-measure
some soybean cultural trials in terrains that seemed favorable
to them in China. The result of these trials is not yet known.
“Be that as it may, the Germans hasten to assume first
rank among the importers of soybeans in Europe.
“In effect, it follows from a report published by The
Chemical Trade Journal (10 June 1911. p. 614 [quoted from
the U.S. Consular Report]) that the port of Stettin recently
received from Vladivostok a shipment of 4,823 tonnes
(metric tons) of soybeans; the manufacturers of Stettin have
established a society with capitalization of 1,875,000 francs
for the utilization of this product.
“Its importation into Germany duty-free will favor its
use for several reasons: first, soybean oil, a substitute for
linseed oil, can be sold at a price that is one-third lower;
secondly, it can be used in soap-making; thirdly, the cakes
remaining after the extraction of oil can be used to feed
livestock in the same way as cottonseed cakes. Finally, after
the appropriate extraction of oil, the pulp, reduced to a flour
and mixed with cereal flour, yields an edible bread or biscuit.
“The nascent industry in Germany of cottonseed oil,
flour, and oil cakes, whose primary material is cottonseed
imported from America, will have before long to struggle
against the formidable competition of soybean products.”
Concerning soya in France. “Soya (soja) is hardly
known in France except by a few products that are found
in certain food stores and that are bought sometimes, but
without realizing their origin. (Footnote: Notably many flour
products whose fortifying qualities are incontestable.)
“For, there would be every advantage to introduce
this industry into our country where the mechanical and
chemical resources would permit an improvement of yields.
The example, moreover, is already given, not by French
industries, but by the Chinese, who have established a
factory at Vallées, Colombes, near Paris, where a Chinese
workforce, exclusively employed, make all types of soybased food products.
“Our industries would draw great profit from entering
this path and not allowing themselves to be surpassed by
German chemistry any longer.”
770. Deschamp, Victor. 1911. The soy bean. J. of
Agriculture, Victoria (Australia) 9(9):621-29. Sept. 11.
Reprinted in the Tropical Agriculturist (Ceylon) 37(5):41015. 15 Nov. 1911.
• Summary: This comprehensive review of world literature
on the Soy Bean discusses: Economic uses. Cultivation.
Harvesting seed. Experiments in Victoria. Probable causes of
failure: Bad germination, variety, alkalinity of the soil, depth
of sowing the seed, other causes of failure (rabbits, slugs, cut
worms).
“Despite the favourable reports published in numerous
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scientific and trade publications throughout the world,
the cultivation of the Soy Bean has not yet been seriously
undertaken in Victoria.”
Harvesting seed: “As a general rule, the soy bean, when
wanted for seed, should be cut when the majority of the pods
are getting brown in color and about half of the leaves have
fallen. Some varieties shed their seed very easily when about
ripe, and it is advisable to cut and rake at a time of day when
the pods are slightly moist with dew. Rake immediately into
small stooks [British word for shocks].
“In America, portable frames are used and the cut
plants heaped in them, thus insuring a good circulation of
air to produce good curing. If the crop is cut and bound,
the sheaves are apt to become mouldy. When dry, the seed
can be readily separated by means of an ordinary threshing
machine.
“Soy beans for seed must be kept in thin layers in cool,
well ventilated bins. When buying seed, empty the bags as
soon as received, and keep the beans spread out in a cool dry
place. The best of seed, if kept in bags till sowing time, may
heat sufficiently to destroy its growing powers.”
In 1909 a quantity of seed was imported from America.
The variety was not known. Plants from this seed grew very
well in some districts. A consignment was received by the
Department of Agriculture from Shanghai in September
1910 through Mr. J.M. Sinclair, Commercial Agent for
Victoria in the East. Selected seeds were grown separately at
Cheltenham. They were sown on Oct. 10, and cut for green
fodder on Feb. 27. The yields obtained per acre were: Ito San
(yellow)–12 tons 8 cwts; Baird (brown)–13 tons 10 cwts. No
mention is made of seed yields. Note: 1 cwt = hundredweight
= 112 pounds.
“Experiments were also conducted at Ballarat, Bellarine,
Heidelberg, Lilydale and other centres throughout the state
[of Victoria]. Although a moderate amount of success was
achieved further experiment will be necessary. With that
object in view the Department of Agriculture has recently
imported a large quantity of seed for distribution.”
Photos show: (1) Osier bins at Dairen, Manchuria,
used for storing [soy] beans (p. 622). (2) Piles of beans
in sacks at Dairen wharves (p. 622). (3) Piles of beans in
sacks and round bean cake awaiting shipment (p. 622). (4)
Soy bean plant with roots (p. 626). (5) Field of soy beans at
Cheltenham (p. 628). Address: Analyst, Agricultural Lab.,
Victoria, Australia.
771. Krauss, F.G. 1911. Leguminous crops for Hawaii.
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 23. 31
p. Sept. 20. See p. 23-27, 30.
• Summary: “Soy bean (Glycine hispida): While possessing
most of the good qualities common to other leguminous
forage plants, the great diversity of type to be found in the
soy bean adapts it to many uses and conditions unsuited to
other legumes.”

“Among its most important uses is that for culinary
purposes especially in the manufacture of the Japanese
products (soy and miso). These products are imported into
Hawaii from Japan in large quantities, but their manufacture
is being rapidly extended in Hawaii. This has created quite
a demand for the bean locally. At present two and one-half
million pounds of the bean are being imported into Hawaii
annually. The average cost is about $3 per hundred pounds
landed in Honolulu and the beans sell for $3.25 to $3.40 per
hundred pounds. The Japanese coffee growers in the Kona
district in Hawaii have been growing the bean as an intercrop
for years. The total production is said to be about 200,000
pounds per annum. It will thus been seen that the immediate
local demand is very far from being supplied at present.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for part or all
of the United States (Hawaii).
Note 2. By about 1904 or 1905 the Yamajo Soy Co. was
growing and using soybeans it had introduced into Kona
and grown (at very low cost) among the rows of coffee trees
(Hawaiian Star. 1905. Dec. 23. p. 1, 5).
“The yield of seed obtained by the station from small
experimental plantings ranges from 600 to 1,000 pounds per
acre for the dwarf early maturing varieties, and about twice
that amount from the medium late and medium tall sorts.”
“The following list has been selected from about 100
varieties tested by the station. It is believed to include
the best sorts for each of the several purposes for which
the soy bean is especially recommended. In the case of
culinary varieties, both quality and yield of seed have been
considered. The soy and miso manufacturers demand a large,
hard, light colored seed, with a thin skin, and the writer is
indebted to Mr. N. Yamakami, manager of the Hawaiian
Soy Co., for his assistance in selecting varieties according to
these qualities.
“Under Group I has been collected the best culinary
varieties. These are usually found among the dwarf, early
maturing sorts, qualities which make them well suited
for intercultures, short rotations, and catch crops. Group
II contains the heaviest seeding sorts irrespective of their
culinary qualities. These varieties are especially well suited
for growing as grain for cattle feeding. Group III contains
the rankest growing sorts. These supply the maximum yields
of both forage and grain, which makes them especially
valuable for fodder and green manuring.” Two photos
show two types of soy bean plants: (Fig. 1) Three dwarf
types (culinary varieties). (Fig. 2) Three intermediate types
(general purpose varieties). These are accompanied by a list
of the soybean names in the 3 groups with SPI numbers and
basic characteristics. The six culinary varieties in Group I
include Hollybrook, Manhattan, Swan, Elton, and Acme.
The four culinary and grain varieties in Group II include
Acme, Edward (“Mr. Yamakami, of the Hawaiian Soy Co.,
pronounces this the largest seeded yellow soybean he has
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ever seen and considers it a very desirable variety for the
production of miso and other Japanese food products”), Ito
San, and Ruralnook. The two forage varieties in Group III
(tall, rank-growing, and best suited for green manuring) are
Riceland and Barchet.
Another photo (Plate VIII) shows “Seeds of leguminous
plants described in this bulletin, natural size–including three
colors and sizes of soy beans.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2020) that uses the word “intercrop” (or
“intercropped” or “intercropping”) in connection with
soybeans.
772. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Culture du soja
[Soybean cultivation (in British Guiana and the Transvaal)].
4(41):2430. Sept. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: “Soybean cultivation has been tried in various
districts of British Guiana. The trials have not given very
good results but they are continuing.
“In the Transvaal (Au Transwal), trials have shown that
the variety Sakura gives the most rapid production, while the
germination of the variety Southern and its growth are very
superior.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
concerning soybeans in British Guiana (renamed Guyana in
1966), or the cultivation of soybeans in British Guiana (one
of two documents).
773. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Culture du soja
a Ceylan [Soybean cultivation in Ceylon]. 4(41):2429-30.
Sept. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: “Soybean cultivation is the order of the day.
It has been tried with success in Ceylon. The Agricultural
Society obtained a large quantity of seeds from East Asia
some time ago and agronomic trials were conducted at the
botanical garden at Peradeniya–but the crop did not succeed
very well. However now the secretary of the society has
attained success and has been able to obtain a good harvest
at the Colombo garden. He obtained two varieties; a whiteseeded one from Japan and a black-seeded one from Java.
Shortly he will be able to provide seeds, then one must wait
to see cultivation of this new crop undertaken in Ceylon. We
predict that it will undergo a large expansion.”
774. Heron, E.H. 1911. O feijao soya e os seus usos
[The soybean and its uses]. Reparticao de Agricultura
Mozambique, Boletim (Mozambique Department of
Agriculture, Bulletin) No. 5. 16 p. [Por; Eng]
• Summary: This excellent bulletin is written by a man who
shows considerable knowledge of the subject. It is written
in both Portuguese and English, with parallel text in two
columns on each page. This information is of considerable
value at a time when cultivation of soya beans is spreading in
Africa. However there is no indication that the soybean has

ever been in or cultivated in Mozambique.
Contents: The Soya Bean and its uses. Varieties: The
yellow, the greenish-yellow, the black, the brown, the
green, the white. Soil. Methods of culture. Quantity of seed
sown per acre. The inoculation of Soya Bean. Harvesting
for forage. Harvesting for seed. Threshing. Yield of seed.
Average analysis (nutritional composition) of 6 varieties of
Soya Bean seed. Yield of forage. Analyses of green fodder
and cured hay. As pasturage. As a soil renewer. The Soya
Bean meal and cake (A farinha e pao feito de feijào Soya;
incl. composition). Summary.
Note 1. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term A farinha
e pao feito de feijào Soya to refer to “soya bean meal and
cake.”
The next paragraph begins: Duas libras de farinha ou
tres de pao por dia... = Two pounds of meal or three pounds
of cake per day...”
Of more than 200 varieties tested, the yellow variety
is recommended for Portuguese East Africa; it contains 1719% oil, whereas the black variety has 16.80%, the green
17%, and the white 16.60%. These percentages may vary
depending on the degree to which each variety is adapted to
its environment, the soil quality, etc.
Concerning yields, 100 pods have been obtained from
one plant, but a good average for one field is said to be 40.
The height of the plants and the number of days to maturity
varies. The yellow variety grows to a height of 3-5 feet and
requires 120-150 days to mature; its seed must never be
planted more than 2 inches deep. The greenish-yellow grows
to a height of 3-4 feet, and the black 4-6 feet. The brown
variety, which matures in 100 days, grows so tall that it tends
to fall over [lodge]. The green matures in 90 days, grows
as high as 3 feet, and produces kidney-shaped seeds, green
throughout, and much larger than any of the other varieties.
When harvesting a crop for seed, it is generally desirable
to do so shortly before the pods are mature. If they become
too ripe, they are likely to burst open [shatter] during drying
and transportation to the machine, this causing a large part
of the seed to be lost. A yield of 20 bushels [per acre] can
generally be obtained on relatively poor soil, and an average
of 25-40 bushels under average conditions. One bushel
weighs between 20.5 and 21 lb.
A table (p. 12) gives an average analysis of the six
varieties of soya bean, with the following results (fresh or
air-dried seed): Water 7.70%, protein (proteina) 35.40%,
fat 20.35%, nitrogen free extract [starch, sugar, and gums]
26.15%, fiber 4.60%, and ash [minerals] 5.79%.
When grown for green fodder or green manure, a yield
of 7-12 tons/acre can be obtained, depending on the soil.
The soya bean is especially well adapted to the maize
and cotton belts. It generally requires about the same
temperature as maize, and while it develops best on fairly
fertile loams and clays, it grows well on poorer soil than
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maize will, provided that inoculation is present. The yellow
variety succeeds well on sandy soils. The soya bean resists
drought extremely well, yet it can also survive a period of
excess moisture better than cow-peas or even maize. If the
soil is too rich, the plant will develop at the expense of the
seed. Thus, for seed production, a poorer soil is preferable.
The ground can be irrigated if necessary.
Concerning inoculation: Like other legumes, the soya
bean can utilize the nitrogen in the air and add it to the
soil by means of root nodules. These nodules are caused
by certain bacteria, and if they are not present, soya bean
plants will grow poorly; many will turn yellow and die.
In fields where the crop has not been grown before, some
difficulty may be expected during the first season from lack
of inoculation. However a new field may be inoculated by
either the soil transfer method, or by the use of pure cultures.
The soil transfer method consists in scattering soil from a
well-inoculated soya bean field over the new ground at the
rate of 200-300 lb/acre. To ensure even scattering, this soil
should be thoroughly mixed with several times its weight of
ordinary soil. The scattering should be done on a cloudy or
wet day, or late in the evening, and harrowed in immediately,
as bright sunlight is very harmful to the germs [bacteria].
When the first crop is a failure in isolated places where
neither pure culture nor inoculated soil can be obtained, a
small crop must be grown successively 2-3 times on the
same plot until a good growth is apparent, showing that the
soil has become inoculated; such soil can then be used to
inoculate large areas.
“The Soya Bean should be an invaluable crop in the
Zambezia District. It could be planted in the cocoa-nut
plantations, to enrich the soil, give fodder to the working
cattle and be a source of profit in supplying food to the
natives; the surplus seed being sold readily in South Africa.
It also helps in keeping down the weeds.”
“In West Africa, great progress has been made in the
cultivation of Soya Bean, where the percentage of oil in the
beans is higher than in those from Manchuria, Japan, and
U.S.A. There is no reason at all why Portuguese East Africa
should not do just as well and introduce the Soya Bean as
another staple crop.
“Taking into consideration the rainfall, climatic
conditions, and the rich, sandy and open nature of the soils
found in the higher land in Gaza and Inbambane, the Soya
Bean should prove a profitable crop.
“There is a ready market in Europe and South Africa the
price being about £8 per ton.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Mozambique.
Note 3. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Jan. 2016) that uses the word proteina
to refer to protein in connection with soybeans. Address:
M.H.A.C., Mozambique.

775. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1911. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin
du Jardin Colonial) 11(102):177-96. Sept. See also:
11(103):270-94. Oct.; 11(104):360-75. Nov.; 11(105):45974. Dec.; 12(106):28-38. Jan.; 12(107):120-32. Feb.;
12(108):213-23. March; 12(109):302-08. April. 28 cm. [33
ref. Fre]
• Summary: This series of articles, published in book form
in 1912, is one of the earliest, most important, influential,
creative, interesting, and carefully researched documents
ever written about soybeans and soyfoods. Contents:
Introduction. Origin and history of the soybean. Soybean
culture. 1. Species and varieties of soybeans (botanical
characteristics, species {vernacular names in Asia}, varieties
{from China, Japan, India, Indochina, Hawaii, United
States, and Europe}). 2. Needs of the soybean: Climatic
(temperature, humidity), geographical area and varieties
grown (in Asia [Manchuria, Japan, Formosa, Korea,
Indochina], America, Guyane (“En Guyane, le soja mûrit”
[ripens or matures]. Note: This probably refers to French
Guiana [Guyane française], where Sagot and Raoul reported
in 1893 that soybeans had been grown successfully), Europe
[France, Italy, Russia], Southeast Asia (Océanie / Oceania)
[Philippines, Java, Borneo], and Africa [Algeria, Tunisia,
South Africa]), agrological needs of the soybean (physical,
chemical).
“Oceania.–The soybean has been cultivated for a very
long time in the Philippines, Java, and Borneo” (p. 194).
Illustrations (line drawings) show: Soybean plant
with roots (p. 182). Soybean pods and beans (p. 183). A
table (p. 191) and a graph (p. 192) show trade of soybeans,
soybean cake, and the total of the two from five Manchurian
ports (Newchwang, Antung, Ta-tung-ho, Dairen, and
Suifenho [Suifenhe]) from 1905 to 1909; all have increased
dramatically. Also contains 12 other tables from other
sources. Note that this influential series of articles, like its
predecessor by Itie in the same journal, were in large part
prompted by the huge rise in imports of soybeans to Europe,
starting in 1908. The contents of these articles is almost
identical to that of the book by the same name, published in
1912, which see. Address: 1. Counseiller de 1ere classe au
Ministère de l’Agriculture de la Chine; 2. Ingénieur agricole
(G.).
776. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1911. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du
Jardin Colonial) 11(103):270-94. Oct. [43 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (continued): The needs of the soybean
(continued): Fertilizer (influence of fertilizer, organic
fertilizer, minerals, nitrate of soda {nitrate de soude},
potassium chloride {chlorure de potassium}, phosphate
fertilizers), preparation of the soil, the place of the soybean
in rotations. 3. Sowing soybeans: Study of the seeds (weight
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of seeds, germinative faculty, selection of seeds), time of
planting, spacing of the plants, depth of sowing, quantity of
seeds to use per hectare, method of sowing. 4. The soybean
during its vegetative stage: Germination, transplanting, types
of maintenance, irrigation, flowering and fructification,
enemies of the soybean (Ennemis du soja; insects [especially
the larva of the spring beetle, Agriotes segetis], the caterpillar
of la Vannessa Cardue (Belle dame), rabbits or hares, field
mice and hamsters).
5. Soybean harvest: Time of harvest (for forage, for
seed), practical methods of harvest (for forage, for seed),
threshing (and storage of the seed), yields (of forage,
seed, reports from various countries and U.S. states,
harvesting losses, yield of nutritive elements). 6. Fixation of
atmospheric nitrogen by the soybean and improvement of
the soil. 7. The soybean in mixed cultures and intercropping:
With corn, cowpeas, rice, sorghum, sugar cane, or millet.
Contains various charts and tables from other sources.
Concerning germination: The emergence of soybeans is
retarded in soils that are hard, dry, or poorly cultivated. You
must then seek to have, in appropriate fashion, a sufficient
loosening of the layer that covers the seeds.
Emerging from the soil generally takes place in a week
under ordinary circumstances. The plant develops slowly at
first then grows quickly.
The growth of the soybean plant is rapid and allows two
harvests per year in some climates (such as North Carolina,
Tunisia, and certain provinces in China). Address: 1.
Counseiller de 1ere classe au Ministère de l’Agriculture de la
Chine; 2. Ingénieur agricole (G.).
777. Tropical Life (England). 1911. Soya bean cultivation in
Portuguese Africa (Abstract). 7(10):204. Oct. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following
French-language article: Heron, E.H. 1911. “O feijao soya
e os sues usos” [The soybean and its uses]. Reparticao de
Agricultura Mozambique, Boletim (Mozambique Department
of Agriculture, Bulletin) No. 5. 16 p.
778. Deschamp, Victor. 1911. The soy bean. Tropical
Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon) 37(5):410-15. Nov.
15. [1 ref]
• Summary: Reprinted from the Journal of Agriculture,
Victoria (Australia), Sept. 1911, p. 621-29. Address: Analyst,
Agricultural Lab., Australia.
779. Christie, G.I. 1911. Methods of soil conservation.
Angola Herald (Angola, Indiana). Nov. 22. p. 2.
• Summary: “’Conservation as it applies to soil fertility,’ was
the general theme discussed in an address before the Indiana
Conservation Congress at Indianapolis, Ind., on October
28 by G.I. Christie, superintendent of Purdue University’s
department of agricultural extension.”
“More legumes are needed: Professor Christie believes

that farmers should grow legumes. They are valuable both as
soil improvers and stock foods, finding an important place
in the rations of most farm stock. They add nitrogen and
organic matter to the soil, and experiments on the Purdue
plats show the soy beans and cow peas to be valuable as
cover crops on wheat stubble land.”
“Clover should form part of the crop rotation, but if this
crop fails, the soy beans and cow peas will prove valuable
substitutes.” Address: Superintendent of Agricultural
Extension, Purdue Univ.
780. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1911.
Agricultural development of Nyasaland. 9(4):380-87. See p.
386. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The report of the Director of Agriculture
in Nyasaland for 1910-11 has been issued recently, and a
summary of the portions relating to the most important crops
is given below, together with the results of experimental
cultivation of some crops new to the country...
“Soy beans.–Experimental cultivation of the black and
yellow-green varieties of soy bean was tried during the past
season, and both proved successful. The yellow-green variety
gave the better return, viz. 15 cwt. 38 lb. of seed per acre [1
cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds]. It would probably not
be a profitable crop for Europeans to grow for export, but
it should prove of value as a native food crop on the Lower
River, and for this purpose seed is to be distributed during
the coming season; surplus seed might possibly be exported
to Durban [South Africa], where a soap factory has been
established. Its chief value to the European planter would be
as a green manure crop for exhausted tobacco soils.”
781. Russell, H.L. 1911. Report of the director: 1910-1911.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 218.
78 p. Dec. See p. 14-16, 18-19, 38.
• Summary: The section titled “Soil management
investigations” begins (p. 14): The results of soil building
treatment on poor sandy soils, tried on the Soils experimental
field at Sparta [Wisconsin], in charge of Mr. Ullsperger, have
been favorable this year. By the use of commercial fertilizers
(phosphate and potash) a crop of serradella was produced in
1910 which supplied the fertility for a 45-bushel crop of corn
in 1911, while the yield of corn following medium red clover
on land similarly treated was only 30 bushels per acre. For
this type of barren land that is too poor to allow a good catch
of clover, annual legumes such as serradella, cowpeas, and
soy beans seem better adapted, and the turning under of such
crops gives the necessary nitrogen and humus foundation to
such soils.”
The section on “Improvement of farm crops” begins (p.
15): “For several years the soy bean has been under treatment
by the Agronomy department to adapt more perfectly this
important legume to Wisconsin conditions. This plant is
of much value both for forage and seed purposes, and is
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of service in building up light soils. The attempt has been
made to secure a more uniform, high-yielding plant. The
variation in yield on the station farm last season ranged from
30 to over 400 pods per plant, while plantings from the high
yielders this year show a higher average with more uniform
yields from individual plants.
“With the decline of flax culture, paint manufacturers
have experienced considerable difficulty in securing linseed
oil. As soy beans contain 16 to 18 per cent of a semi-drying
oil, Prof. R.A. Moore has attempted to utilize soy bean oil
for this purpose. Five hundred bushels of beans have been
grown this year for an experiment with one of the leading
paint companies to study the value of this oil.”
Continuing near the bottom of p. 16: “Tests with soy
beans at Spooner and Ellis Junction stations in which an
improved strain of the Early Black variety was used that was
developed at the Iron River station, indicate the adaptability
of this variety for seed production in Northern Wisconsin.
Soy beans seem to be of great value for the sandy soils of
this section, particularly in dry seasons. On new breaking
they give a valuable crop of hay or grain the season when
sown.
The section titled “Soil inoculation for legumes” (p. 1819) states: “Trials have been carried on during the past eight
years by the Agronomy department to determine the value
of commercial bacterial cultures for the inoculation of soils
for legume production. Nitragin, Farmogerm, Hiles Nitrogen
Producer, and bacteria-laden soil from plots on which
different varieties of legumes had previously developed,
have been tested for alfalfa, field peas, navy beans, red
clover, soy beans, and sweet clover.
“Experience with these cultures has shown that
while in some instances satisfactory inoculation has been
secured, they are frequently unreliable, and fail to produce
nodules upon the roots (of the respective legumes), while
inoculation with infected soil has been uniformly successful.
These field trials indicate that success in growing legumes
can be secured without the necessity of inoculation with
cultures that are more or less of an expense.” The section
on “Demonstration work at northern substations” states
(p. 38): “Experiments are therefore in progress which are
designed to show the effect of different methods of soil and
crop treatment. Trials have been conducted with legumes,
such as alfalfa and soy beans, which indicate the necessity
of inoculation of the soil in order to secure the best results.
Rotation experiments, fertilizer trials with phosphate and
other fertilizers, and the influence of various methods of
drainage, including both tile and surface drainage, have been
inaugurated.” Address: Director of the Station, Madison,
Wisconsin.
782. Boname, P. 1911. Soja [Soybeans]. Ile Maurice
(Mauritius), Station Agronomique, Rapport Annuel For the
year 1910. p. 67-71. Also titled Bulletin No. 25. [1 ref. Fre]

• Summary: Summarizes the world soybean situation and
soybean uses, then states: “We believe that this crop culture
has been tried this year in various small plots on Maurice.
We have distributed seed from various sources but we do not
have precise information on the results obtained.” The need
for nitrogen fixing bacteria is discussed.
Note: Moutia (1975, p. 218) states that in this report
“Boname called soybean a fashionable plant, referring to
the huge quantities being imported into Europe and to the
yields of 4 to 10 hectoliters of seed per acre being obtained
in the United States. ‘It is really a crop to try,’ he wrote,
‘being better than cowpeas in that flowering is uniform and
pods come to maturity all at the same time.’ The 1910 trials
at Reduit had given better results than those obtained in the
past. When sown between December and March, soybean
matured in 2½ to 3 months, yielding 7 to 8 hectoliters of
well-formed seed per arpent of full stand, or 6,000 to 7,000
kg of green fodder. In addition to hares, the other pests were
birds, snails, and the bean fly Agromyza.
“Soybean was planted on a small scale in Mauritius in
1910 and the not very encouraging results were thought to
be perhaps due to the absence of the special bacteria–the
particular Rhizobium strain–which the newly introduced
legume required.” Address: Directeur, Station Agronomique,
Mauritius.
783. Dudgeon, G.C. 1911. The soya bean. Agricultural J.
of Egypt (Cairo) 1:17-20. Summarized by the Bulletin of
the Imperial Institute (1911. p. 405), and the Journal of the
African Society (Vol. 11, 1911-12, p. 109-110).
• Summary: Mr. Dudgeon strongly recommends the
introduction of the Soya bean to Egypt, where experiments
with different varieties are to be undertaken.
“Attention has been recently called to the suitability of
the Soya or Manchurian bean (Glycine Soja) for cultivation
in Egypt. Within the last few years only has this bean come
into prominence and demand in European countries, where
the valuable properties which it possesses have led to the
cultivation of it as a field crop even as far north as Brittany
[Bretagne, in northwest France].
“The advantages possessed by the Soya bean in
comparison with other leguminous plants may be briefly
stated to be: the production of a seed crop containing a
quantity of edible oil, yielding also a good cattle-feeding
cake; the capability of the seed being utilised locally for
human food, for which purpose it is largely cultivated in
India and the East; the yield of a heavy green forage crop
which is convertible into hay, which is the chief object of
its cultivation in the United States; the practicability of
its cultivation in temperate as well as tropical countries
in situations where but little water is obtainable; and
the occupation of the land by it for a brief period in hot
countries.”
The author then gives a general overview of the crop
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based largely on “a very excellent account contributed
by M.G. Itié to ‘L’Agriculture Pratique des pays chauds,’
January-May 1910, under the title of ‘Le Soja, sa culture, son
avenir,’”
Mr. Dudgeon concludes: “Experiments with different
varieties of the Soya are to be undertaken [in Egypt] at the
Department’s Experimental Farms, and details in connection
with the results will be published at a future date” Note: See
1(2):114-15 (1912) of this Journal.
Note 1. The cultivation of soya beans in Egypt, which
began in 1858, apparently was discontinued and the seeds
lost.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
which is mainly about the soya bean in Egypt. Address:
Director General of the Dep. of Agriculture, Egypt.
784. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1911. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois: Funk Bros.
• Summary: The one-fifth page section titled “Soy beans”
(p. 24) states that this crop “Is one of the nitrogenous crops
that is possessed of real merit. Combines both the fertilizing
qualities of clover and yield of forage with a seed crop that
has a higher nutritative [sic, nutritive] value than oats, it
should have its place in the rotation system of the farm.
“Sown with rape in the corn before the last cultivation it
furnishes great pasturage for the lambs and at the same time
enriches the soil. When sown for hay or seed crop they may
be drilled in with corn plants, requiring about three pecks to
the acre.”
A photo shows a man standing in a field of soy beans.
This same description appeared in the Funk catalogs for
1912, 1913, and 1914. Address: Bloomington, Illinois.
785. Goodwin, Percy W. 1911. Soy bean Glycine soja.
Quarterly J. of the Department of Agriculture, Bengal
4:143-46. For the year 1910-11. Also in Annual Reports of
Kalimpong Demonstration Farm (1909-10, 1910-11).
• Summary: This article appears in the section titled “Special
crops.” “In view of the interest that has recently been taken
in the cultivation of soy beans both for their value as a
grain crop and also on account of their importance for green
manuring, the following information and particulars of the
varieties and cultivation of soy beans in the Kalimpong
district of the Himalayas may serve a useful purpose.
“Soy beans are known locally under the names
of Bhatmas (Nepali) and selliyang (Lepcha), and are
represented in this neighborhood by six varieties, as follows:
“A.–Plants of trailing habit, growing 3 to 4 feet in
length–(1) Grain light green; this is a popular variety as
a food, being considered to have the finest flavour, but is
not grown except in small quantities. (2) Grain chocolate
coloured. (3) Grain black. Neither of these two (2 and 3) is
cultivated separately though the seed is often found mixed in

ordinary samples of Bhatmas.
“B.–Erect-growing varieties 1½ to 2½ feet in height–(4)
Grain yellowish brown. This is the most common variety and
can generally be obtained in the bazar [bazaar]. It is called
Barmeli Bhatmas. The grains of these four varieties are
similar in size. (5) Grain white and rather bigger. This kind is
only grown to a small extent.
(6) Grain chocolate coloured. This variety known as
Nepali Bhatmas is not much grown. I have never seen it in
the bazar and have found difficulty in getting a few seers
for seed. The grain is much larger than any of the preceding
kinds, is round in shape and rather bigger than garden peas.
This variety also differs from the other in the method of
cultivation. It requires to be planted about a month earlier
i.e., in the beginning of June, and will not grow successfully
when sown among maize, as the other kinds usually are.
It would not appear to stand shading and requires to be
cultivated as a separate crop on open ground. This is a great
disadvantage and probably accounts for the fact that it is not
commonly grown. This year a quarter of an acre was grown
at the Demonstration Farm among maize and gave very poor
results, the out-turn being only about 2½ maunds.
“The usual method of cultivation of the first five
varieties is as follows:–After the maize has received the
second hoeing and the weeds have been carefully buried, the
seed is sown among it at the rate of about half a maund per
acre, at the end of June or beginning of July... Soy beans are
not sold in the bazaars to the same extent as dahl. The price
is from Rs. 2-8 to over Rs. 3 per maund according to the
season...
“For green manuring purposes for tea or other crops,
the erect growing varieties would be found the most
satisfactory, as they do not climb on the tea bushes, and
moreover they are much more easily dug or ploughed in...
No. 4, Barmeli Bhatmas, is probably the best variety for
green manuring, and as this is the one usually grown by the
native cultivators, seed could easily be obtained.” On 27
June 1910 more than one-half acre of Barmeli Bhatmas was
planted on the Kalimpong Demonstration Farm. The total
cost of cultivation, from preparing the soil to threshing and
winnowing, is itemized, and was Rs. 11-3-9 (11 rupees, 3
annas, 9 paise). The yield of grain (seed) was 8 maunds 26
seers worth Rs. 3-2 per maund = Rs. 27-0-6. The yield of
straw was 11 maunds 28 seers at annas 2 per maund = Rs.
1-7-6. Thus total income was Rs. 28-8-0, and new income
was Rs. 17-4-3. The author notes that “after deducting a halfyear’s rent, [this] leaves a very satisfactory profit.”
Note 1. As of 1990, Kalimpong was a town in northern
West Bengal, in northeast India, about 8 miles east-northeast
of Darjeeling. It is a hill sanitorium at altitude 3,933 feet.
Note 2. Webster’s Dictionary defines Lepcha (a term first
used in 1819) as “1: a member of a Mongoloid people of
Sikkim, India. 2: the Tibeto-Burman language of the Lepcha
people.”
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Note 3. A maund is any of various units of weight, esp.
a unit equal to 82.28 pounds (37.32 kg). A seer is 1/40 of a
maund. Thus the yield of seed above is equivalent to about
1,423 lb/acre or 23.7 bu/acre. Address: India.
786. Hickory Seed Company. 1911. Cow peas, soy beans,
legumes. Hickory, North Carolina: Hickory Seed Co. 20 p.
Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Announcement (“As usual, this
season we are making a specialty of leguminous seed. The
interest in all legumes still commands the attention of the
progressive farmer. We have harvested a good crop of both
Cow Peas and Soy Beans this season and our prices are
reasonable”). Terms. Special notice.
“What is the best way to sow cow peas or soy beans, and
when?
“If we briefly consider the type and nature of these
plants we can perhaps arrive at a better understanding of
their requirements, and therefore answer the question more
satisfactorily.
“First, let us understand that the cow pea is essentially
a bean, and the soy bean is a pea, therefore, as the seeding
plants differ it will explain some of the differences found
when both are given the same conditions of planting. Both
plants are natives of southeastern Asia and therefore are
naturally suited to warm latitudes. Both are leguminous
and, like all their kind, bear tubercles on their roots which
gather nitrogen from the air. Both are valuable therefore in
restoring fertility. The bacteria forming the tubercles on the
roots of the cow pea seems to be common in almost all soils,
but the bacteria which use the soy bean as a host plant are
not commonly found in our fields. The cow pea therefore
will usually thrive better during the first few years of its
introduction into a locality than will the soy bean, although
by inoculation, which is easily accomplished, the soy bean
will thrive equally well.
“Cow peas and soy beans require a warm seed-bed for
perfect germination, since the seed of both plants are liable to
rot if planted in cold soil. The time of planting them should
be delayed until the ground has thoroughly warmed. Neither
of these plants will stand as much cold, unfavorable weather
as corn; therefore if the corn is planted first and the peas and
beans immediately after the soil will usually be sufficiently
warm, and in a normal season there will even then be an
abundance of time for full development of the plants before
frost comes. For latitudes similar to central Illinois May 18th
is early enough to plant either of these crops: The earliermaturing varieties of both can be planted as late as July 10th,
and frequently mature seed.
“The preparation of the seed-bed for either cow peas or
soy beans is the same as for corn, and like corn, they both
respond readily to any extra preparation of the seed-bed.
Since the seed of each is comparatively small it is advisable
to place considerable stress on careful and complete

preparation of the seed-bed.
“Two general methods of planting are practical–drilling
and broadcasting. In all respects the first is preferable,
since it uses less seed to plant a given area, which is no
unimportant item, and besides it allows cultivation, thus
keeping down weeds and increasing the yield of seed or hay.
Where sown broadcast a seeding of at least 1½ bushels per
acre is required, while drilling requires from ½ to 1 bushel
instead.
“In drilling, the ordinary wheat drill with every third or
fourth spout sowing, depending chiefly on the use to which
the grower wishes to put his crop, may be used to excellent
advantage. If sown for seed or for hogging off, a distance
of from 16 in. to 32 in. between the plants in the rows and
at least 4 in. between the plants in the row has given best
results. If grown for hay a thicker planting is advisable, since
the stems will then be less large and woody. Both of these
plants are great lovers of sunlight, and if crowded so that the
plants shade one another a reduction in the development of
plant and in the yield of seed is the result.
“So far as the writer is able to learn the most successful
and largest growers of cow peas or soy beans sow them
with some make of drill placing the rows from 16 in. to
32 in. apart, the most common width being 24 in. Some
growers use a corn planter with a drill attachment, straddling
the rows, making them in this way 21 in. apart, but the
same growers consider this width too close. The Illinois
Experiment Station in its trials covering more than five years
has found the ordinary disk drill, with every third spout
sowing, to be the best and most rapid way of seeding these
crops. This width, 24 in., has also given us our best yields of
both grain and hay. This width too admits of cultivation with
the ordinary corn cultivator and yet it is so close together that
the plants soon shade the ground and effectually prevent the
growth of weeds. This width between the rows allows the
seeding of four rows at each through since the first, fourth,
seventh and ninth disks are sowing. To place the beans or
peas thickly enough in the row will require a good half
bushel of seed per acre.
“The culture of these crops differs in no particular
from that of corn, except that it is best not to cultivate when
the leaves of the plant are wet with dew or rain, since the
soil then adheres to the leaves and thus seems to favor the
development of rust and disease. The soy bean ought to be
grown in every state where corn is grown. Since it is an
upright growing plant, not a vining plant like the cow pea,
it can be harvested and bound in bundles with the ordinary
grain binder, similar to oats and wheat. If grown for hay
it furnishes a feed analyzing higher in feeding value than
clover. If grown for grain we have a concentrate of greater
value than wheat-bran and equal to linseed-meal The protein,
carbohydrates and fat are the three constituents of feeds.
The protein is the valuable and expensive constituent. The
relative value of the soy bean is shown therefore by the
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following figures which give the percentage composition of
the four crops shown:”
A table shows the protein, carbohydrate, and fat content
of bran, linseed, soy beans and cow peas.
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usdanurseryandseedcatalog Address: Hickory, North Carolina.
787. Hooper, David. 1911. Soy bean in India: Glycine
hispida. Agricultural Ledger (Calcutta) No. 3. p. 17-33.
(Vegetable Product Series No. 114). Also reprinted in
Tropical Agriculturalist, 1912. 38:11-15, 99-103.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Experimental cultivation
in India. Vernacular names of the soybean. Method of
cultivation: Green manure, harvesting. Races and varieties.
Races in India: Yellow [grown in Poona Experimental
Farm, Burma, Darjeeling, Dehra Dun, Simla, Punjab], green
[Poona], black [Poona, Kashmir to Darjeeling, Simla], brown
[Kashmir, Kalimpong to Darjeeling], mottled [Shillong,
Assam]. Composition of the seed: From Church, from König,
from Dr. J.W. Leather (1903), tables showing analyses made
in India of Indian-grown Soy beans from various provinces
(Burma, Hill Tracts, United Provinces [black seeds], and
Poona). Soy bean oil. Soy bean oil-cake. Composition of hay.
Use as food: Soy-bean milk, bean cheese (topo, sic tofu, or
“Soy-bean cheese”), shoyu (“Under the name of ‘Soy sauce’
and other fanciful names it has formed the basis of most of
the important sauces of Europe for many years.”), roasted
soy beans as a coffee substitute, soy beans in diabetic diets.
Trade (exports of Soy bean from Manchuria to England).
Price.
“The plant was introduced into the United States of
America in 1854 and was grown to a small extent in the
Southern States, but from the year 1885 its cultivation as a
forage crop has gained in importance in all the agricultural
centres. Within the last two or three years a great deal
of interest has been taken in the cultivation of Soy, and
experiments are in progress in Government Farms in Cape
Colony, Natal [South Africa], East Africa, Gambia, Mauritius
and Australia.
Contains a good early history of the soybean in India:
“It is difficult to ascertain the date of the introduction of Soy
beans into India. There is no doubt that certain hill tribes,
mostly of Mongolian origin, have cultivated the bean for
a long time. At the Punjab Exhibition held at Lahore [later
divided between India and Pakistan] in 1864 Soy beans
identified by Dr. Cleghorn, were sent from the Hill States.
This is the first record of the beans being exhibited in this
country, and shows that the cultivation was on a insignificant
scale.
“Experiments in India. In 1882 Messrs. Jardine,
Matheson & Co. of Hong-Kong sent a sample of Soy beans

for experimental cultivation in the Saidapet Experimental
Farm, Madras. The plants raised from these seeds were
healthy but the yield of the crop was small.
“In 1897 Surgeon-Colonel W.G. King, Sanitary
Commissioner, Madras, strongly advocated the cultivation
of Soy bean as a valuable food worthy of the attention of
the people. In two experiments carried on at Saidapet during
1897-98, the yield of seed per acre was 468 to 495 lbs.,
respectively. Recent enquiries in Madras resulted in the
opinion that the cultivation in the Presidency is still in an
experimental stage.
“In 1882 some Japanese Soy beans were sent by the
Government of India for trial to Saharanpur. In 1885 very
good results were obtained, the black seeded variety giving
a yield of 1,124 lbs. per acre, and the white seeded variety
giving a yield of 561 lbs. per acre. In 1886 the acclimatised
seed was widely distributed; in some cases the crop failed
and in others it was fairly successful, but as a rule where
seed was harvested it was said that the pulse was not popular
in any form. The Botanical Gardens grew the crop for a few
years longer but as there was no demand for the seeds the
cultivation was abandoned. An interest in Soy bean, however,
seems to have revived for the Agricultural Department has
this year sent to the Reporter on Economic Products samples
of the black variety of Soy beans from forty villages of the
United Provinces.
“At the Experimental Farm at Nagpur, Central
Provinces, the bean was grown experimentally from
Japanese seed first planted in 1885. The yield at the end of
the first year was at the rate of 180 lbs. per acre, but taking
the average of five years the result was 88 lbs. per acre. In
the Report for 1908-09 it is stated that Soy beans were grown
on a small area under field conditions and the yield was
fair, but there was little local demand for the seed. It was,
however, ground and formed an excellent addition to the diet
of the farm cattle. Last year only 43 lbs. were obtained on
light soil on the Nagpur Farm, the crop being practically a
complete failure; on heavier soil 380 lbs. of seed were raised.
“Soy beans have been grown at Poona for nine or ten
years with varying results, and they have also been tried at
Nadiad in Gujrat [Gujarat] and elsewhere in the Bombay
Presidency. In the Experimental Farm Report for 1901 a
large yield was chronicled, but next year the crops at Poona
and Surat failed. In 1904 a yield of 300 lbs. per acre was
obtained in light land. One year later nineteen plots were
under trial but with unpromising results, for only five yielded
seed enough to repay the cost of cultivation. The yield varied
from 50 to 293 lbs. per acre, and it was found that only
when the yield exceeded 200 lbs. was the crop profitable. In
1905-06 the Manjri Farm, Poona, grew nineteen plots with
better results, probably due to better soil. The yield of some
of the plots was on an average of 680 lbs. per acre–a highly
remunerative return. A year later it was reported by Mr.
Fletcher, Deputy Director of Agriculture, that an experiment
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made on the edge of black cotton soil gave a yield of 1,166
lbs. per acre, while adjacent plots gave from 395 to 650 lbs.
per acre.
“In the Agri.-Horticultural Gardens at Lahore Soy bean
planted on a small area in 1894 yielded an estimated crop of
349 lbs. of seed per acre and 349 lbs. of fodder. Evidently it
varies greatly in suitability to different soils and climates and
does not seem to be adapted to the sea level plains of India.
“Gollan observed that the Japanese plant is erect,
attaining a height of 12 to 15 inches, while the Himalayan
form is a trailing plant. So far this vigorous growing plant
does not appear in India to have been attacked by any insect
or parasitic fungus.
“With regard to Burma, Mr. Burkill remarks: ‘The
Burmese grow it under the names of Pe-nga-pi and Pekyat-pyin, sowing it never in great quantities along with
other beans on the mud banks as the falling rivers leave
them bare in October, or more sparingly still away from the
rivers. The Kachins and other hill tribes grow a little of it on
their hill clearings, the Kachins call it Lasi. The Khasis, the
Nagas and other tribes between the Brahmaputra and Upper
Assam cultivate it similarly... In the Brahmaputra Valley it is
grown as far as known only towards Barpeta in the Kamrup
District.’
“Soy beans are called ‘Bhut’ in the Punjab, ‘Bhat’,
‘Bhatwas’ or ‘Bhatmas’ in the United Provinces and in the
hills as far as Darjeeling, and ‘Rymbai ktung’ in Shillong
and the Khasi Hills. Mr. B.C. Basu gives the Assamese name
for Glycine as ‘Patani jokra’ and the corresponding Bengali
name as ‘Chhai.’ In the Naga Hills it is called ‘Tsudza’ or
‘Sudza.’ It is grown by the Lepchas in Sikkim and is called
by them ‘Salyang’ or ‘Silliangdun.’ ‘Pe-nga-pi’ is the usual
name for Soy bean in Burma, but it has been received under
the name of ‘Lasi shapre tum’ from Bhamo, and as ‘Lasi
N’Loi’ and ‘Lasi N’Hti’ from Myitkyina. The Santali name
appears to be ‘Disom Horee.’”
“Dr. J.W. Leather in 1903 analysed the seeds of seven
samples of Soy bean from Japanese seeds cultivated at
Manjri, near Poona. The amount of oil in them varied from
14.92 to 23.05 per cent. being on the dry weight 15.97 to
24.41 per cent. with an average of 19.99. In 1902 Dr. Leather
examined five samples grown on the Dumraon Farm. They
yielded from 14.27 to 19.72 per cent of oil on the air-dried
seeds.
“Fourteen samples of the seeds grown from Japanese
seeds at the Manjri Experimental Farm were again analysed
last year by a leading European firm. The percentage of
moisture varied from 9.90 to 12.06, and the percentage of oil
from 16.80 to 22.48...
“The following analyses of Indian-grown Soy beans
were made in the laboratory of the Indian Museum in 1909
and 1910.” Gives names and composition (oil [as is and on
a dry basis], water, and ash) for 17 varieties from Burma, 21
from the Hill Tracts, 11 from the United Provinces [black

seeds], and 15 varieties from Poona. “An attempt in 1903
to extract oil from these beans with the country ghani or
indigenous oil-mill was a failure in Bombay.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soy-bean cheese” to
refer to tofu.
788. King, F.H. (Franklin Hiram). 1911. Farmers of forty
centuries, or permanent agriculture in China, Korea and
Japan. Madison, Wisconsin: Mrs. F.H. King. ix + 441 p.
Preface by Dr. L.H. Bailey. Portrait. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
Reprinted in 1927 by Harcourt & Brace (NY, 379 p.).
Facsimile reprint by Rodale Press, 1972.
• Summary: A superb, classic work which Wendell Berry
called “one of the richest sources of information about
peasant agriculture... one of the pioneer books of organic
farming.” Dr. Franklin Hiram King (lived 1848-1911; his
portrait photo faces the title page) was former chief of
USDA’s Division of Soil Management. This is his journal,
filled with many fine photos, of a voyage in the early
1900s through coastal China, Korea, and Japan. King was
impressed by the productivity and efficiency of Chinese
agriculture, and the strength and hardiness of the people.
Page 10: “It was not until 1888, and then after a
prolonged war of more than thirty years, generaled by the
best scientists of all Europe, that it was finally conceded
as demonstrated that leguminous plants acting as hosts for
lower organisms living on their roots are largely responsible
for the maintenance of soil nitrogen, drawing it directly from
the air to which it is returned through the processes of decay.
But centuries of practice had taught the Far East farmers that
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the culture and use of these crops are essential to enduring
fertility, and so in each of the three countries the growing
of legumes in rotation with other crops very extensively for
the express purpose of fertilizing the soil is one of their old,
fixed practices.”
In Japan: “How the fields are crowded with crops and all
the land is made to do full duty... even the narrow dividing
ridges but a foot wide, which retain the water on the rice
paddies, are bearing a heavy crop of soy beans” (p. 31, photo
p. 33).
In China, in printing blue on white cotton calico cloth,
a thick paste of lime and freshly-ground soy bean flour was
used. A stencil was placed on top of the cloth. “The paste
was then deftly spread with a paddle over the surface and
thus upon the cloth beneath wherever exposed through the
openings in the stencil... The paste is permitted to dry upon
the cloth and then the bolt has been dipped into the blue
dye the portions protected by the paste remain white. In
this simple manner the printing of calico has been done for
centuries” (p. 122-23). A photo (p. 123) shows a stone mill,
pulled by a blindfolded donkey, “in common use for grinding
beans and various kinds of grain.”
“Sprouted beans and peas of many kinds and the sprouts
of other vegetables, such as onions, are very generally seen
in the markets of both China and Japan, at least during the
late winter and early spring,...” (p. 134).
In a section titled “Economy of Vegetable Diet” (p. 13435) the author notes that these people “are vegetarians to a
far higher degree than are most western nations, and the high
maintenance efficiency of the agriculture of China, Korea,
and Japan is in great measure rendered possible by the
adoption of a diet so largely vegetarian.” From every 100 lb
of dry substance (feed) eaten by various kinds of livestock,
only 4 pounds of flesh is returned for human food from
cattle, only 5 lb from sheep and 11 lb from swine. “In view
of these relations, only recently established as scientific facts
by rigid research, it is remarkable that these very ancient
people came long ago to discard cattle as milk and meat
producers; to use sheep more for their pelts and wool than for
food; while swine are the one kind of the three classes which
they did retain in the role of middleman as transformers of
coarse substances into human food.”
Pages 145-48 describe how cotton seed is crushed and
pressed to make cotton seed oil and cotton seed cake–one
of the most common family industries in China. Page 226
notes that small farmers in Shantung province grow wheat,
barley, large and small millet, sweet potatoes and soy beans
or peanuts. Shelled peanuts are sold in gunny sacks. Pages
256-57 give a similar description for soy beans and peanuts
used to make oil and cakes in Shantung, China, with a photo
(p. 256) of the large stone mill. The “bean and peanut cakes,”
also used for fertilizer in Japan and China, are about 18
inches in diameter and 3-4 inches thick.
The section titled “Rotation of Crops” (p. 309) states

of Nara, Japan: “To secure green manure for fertilizing, soy
beans are planted each year in the space between the rows
of barley, the barley being planted in November. One week
after the barley is harvested the soy beans, which produce a
yield of 160 kan per tan, or 5,290 pounds per acre, are turned
under and fitted for rice.”
The chapter titled “Manchuria and Korea” notes of
Lwanchow [Heibei], Manchuria (p. 348-49): “The planting
here, as elsewhere, is in rows but not of one kind of grain.
Most frequently two rows of maize, kaoliang or millet
alternated with the soy beans and usually not more than 28
inches apart, sharp high ridge cultivation being the general
practice.” A photo (p. 348) shows carts pulled by donkeys
or horses piled high with sacks of soy beans at Lwanchow,
Chihli, China, ready for export.
Note: As of Jan. 2013, Lwanchow is in Hebei province,
in northeastern China.
When King’s train reached Sinminfu [Xinmin in
Liaoning province on the Mukden-Tientsin railroad] he
saw “the first extensive massing of the huge bean cakes
for export, together with enormous quantities of soy beans
in sacks piled along the railway and in the freight yards or
loaded on cars made up of trains ready to move.” They soon
arrived at “another station where the freight yards and all of
the space along the tracks were piled high with bean cakes
and yet the fields about were reflecting the impoverished
condition of the soil through the yellow crops and their
uneven growth on the fields.
“Since the Japanese-Russian war [1904-05], the
shipments of soy beans and of bean cake from Manchuria
have increased enormously. Up to this time there had been
exports to the southern provinces of China where the bean
cakes were used as fertilizers for the rice fields, but the new
extensive markets have so raised the price that in several
instances we were informed they could not then afford to use
bean cake as fertilizer” (p. 357).
In Japan (p. 378-79): “Where bean cake is used as a
fertilizer, the applications may be at the rate of 496 pounds
per acre, carrying 33.7 pounds of nitrogen, nearly 5 pounds
of phosphorus and 7.4 pounds of potassium.” A table shows
that typical fertilization for each crop of paddy rice, in
pounds per acre, is: Manure compost 5,291. Green manure
from soy beans 3,306. Soy bean cake 397. Superphosphate
198. The soy bean cake provides the most nitrogen (27.8 lb/
acre). A photo (p. 420) shows peanuts being grown in the
Tokyo plain (Chiba prefecture, July 17). “Peanuts, sweet
potatoes and millet were the main dry land crops then on
the ground, with paddy rice in the flooded basins” (p. 422).
Address: Former Prof. of Agricultural Physics, Univ. of
Wisconsin, and Chief of the Div. of Soil Management,
USDA, Washington, DC.
789. Mexico. Ministerio de Fomento, Colonización
e Industria. 1911. La soya: Traduccion de varias
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publicaciones extranjeras sobre la explotación de esta
planta [Soya: Translations of various foreign publications
on the development and cultivation of this plant]. Mexico:
Secretaria de Fomento. 57 p. [3 ref. Spa]
• Summary: The Ministerio de Fomento is the Ministry
of Public Works. The first three-fourths of this publication
contains Spanish-language translations of the following
three articles: (1) “The soybean: A valuable fodder plant” by
H.J. Choles (p. 3-26). Contents: Introduction. Botany and
history of the soybean (de la Soya). Varieties. Cultivation:
Conditions of growth, methods of culture. Harvesting: When
to harvest, curing, harvesting for seed, yield of forage, yield
of seed. Chemical composition. Digestibility. Value and uses
of the crop: For green forage, as a silage crop, as a hay crop,
as a pasture plant, as manure, value of the soybean as human
food.
(2) “Utilization of soybeans” by E.S. Edic [sic, Edie]
from Estación Agrícola Central–San Jacinto. Jan. 1911 (p.
26-36). Contents: Introduction. Uses of the soyabean: As
a forage plant, hay, ensilage, soy oil (El aceite de soya),
soymilk (leche de soya), a type of cheese (una especie de
queso) [tofu], soy flour (harina de soya), use of soybean oil
for margarine (margarina), for soap, illumination, paints and
other industrial products, soy bean meal used as a fertilizer
on Chinese sugar plantations, soybeans as a legume for
enriching the soil with nitrogen.
Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term El residuo de la soya to
refer to soy bean cake or meal.
The cultivation of soybeans. Varieties of soybeans (6
varieties based on seed color and shape). A table (p. 33) gives
a nutritional analysis, conducted by Mr. S.H. Collins, of a
yellow variety from China. It contains: Moisture 10.23%.
Oil 13.62%. Proteins (albuminoides) 37.54%. Carbohydrates
27.27%. Fiber 5.02%. Ash 4.32%.
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term una especie de queso to
refer to tofu.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that mentions soy flour, which it calls
harina de soya.
(3) “Importance of the Soybean: Products which can be
obtained from the soybean. Its marvelous value as food.”
reprinted from Milling magazine, Aug. 1909 (p. 36-42).
The last one fourth of this publication (p. 42-57)
discusses the following: The soybean (possibilities for
importation to Mexico). The new world trade in soybeans.
Soybean production in the British empire (Sir Alfred Jones,
soya in Africa, trials in British Columbia). Consumers of
soybeans (Countries that import the seeds, especially for
their oil to make margarine, soap, and paints; Canadian
research commission). As a food. Dark bread. Wheat
gluten. The latest news about soya: Products that can be
obtained (oil and meal), vegetable casein (caseina vegetal),

experiments making bread with soy flour, opportunity for the
manufacture of biscuits or crackers (galletas). Summary.
Note 4. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions soy oil, which it calls El
aceite de soya.
Note 5. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term leche de soya to refer
to soymilk. As of Oct. 2013 leche de soya is the modern
Spanish term for soymilk.
Note 6. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Jan. 2016) that uses the word albumiunodes to refer to
soy protein.
Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen that uses the term margarina to refer to margarine.
Address: Mexico.
790. Quarterly J. of the Department of Agriculture, Bengal.
1911. Cultivation of soy-beans in India. 4:17. For the year
1910-11. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a reprint of an article from the
Agricultural Journal of India (Calcutta). 5(3):277-78. July
1910.
“Soy-bean should be grown as a kharif (rainy season)
crop. The seed should be sown in June-July. The cultivation
is similar to that of other pulses grown in India, e.g., gram,
which however, is grown in the cold weather. The crop is
ripe in October-November.”
791. Sawer, E.R. 1911. Cedara memoirs on South African
Agriculture. Vol. II. Containing reports on feeding
crops and livestock experiments in South Africa. Natal/
Pietermartizburg, South Africa. 371 p. See p. 131, 177, 183218. Report X. The Legumes as Grain and Oil Crops: Soya
Beans. [15 ref]
• Summary: A superb, early overview of soybeans and their
uses in South Africa and England. Contents: An agricultural
romance. Early experiments with the soya bean [in Europe
and South Africa]. Export trade from Manchuria. The
course of prices. Consumption in Great Britain. Botanical
character. The commercial aspect. History of the oil market
during 1910. The adaptability of the bean. Germination
of seed. Climatic requirements. Classification of varieties.
Variety tests at Cedara: Black seeded (Buckshot and Nuttall
tested in 1906), brown seeded, green seeded (Samarow and
Guelph), yellow seeded (Mammoth and Hollybrook, planted
Nov. 1908). The cultivation of the crop. Times of planting.
Distances of planting. Manure experiments at Cedara.
Nodule formation and composition of the plant. Harvesting
soya beans. Storage of seed. Comparative yields of grain.
Soya bean oil. Uses of the oil [for cooking, paint, soap, etc.].
Soya beans as human food (incl. natto, tofu, miso, yuba,
shoyu {p. 209-11}). Digestion experiments [on humans in
Japan]. Milling experiments. Soya beans as stock food and
fertiliser. Live-stock experiments. Soya cake as fertiliser.
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Soya bean as green forage.
Concerning industrial utilization: The Vice-ConsulGeneral at Yokohama writes that “the annual value of
fertilisers employed in this country (Japan) amounts on an
average to about £8,000,000 represented in equal proportions
by artificial fertilisers and soya bean cake.” The year 1908
was exceptional, however, in that the value of the bean cake
was 3.5 times that of the artificial fertilizers (p. 184).
During 1910 the linseed oil reached its highest price in
50 years (p. 190). Soya oil, now produced in large amounts
in Manchuria after the Russo-Japanese war took its place. It
was used in making paints, candles, and soaps.

Concerning germination (p. 191): At Cedara: “The
first crop was planted in 1903, and a maximum yield of
920 lb. of grain obtained per acre. In the following season,
characterized by unfavourable weather conditions, the
heaviest yield on a new series of plots was 780 lb. per acre. A
third season’s trial on the same ground, however, witnessed
a marked increase with local seed, the heaviest crop totalling
1,252 lb. of grain.”
Concerning soybean cultivation in British colonies
in Africa (p. 192): “Early last summer the late Sir Alfred
Jones shipped to West Africa soya beans for experimental
purposes, and it was subsequently reported by Mr. A.G.
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Turner, who was entrusted with a special mission to
encourage this culture on the west coast, that the soya bean
could be successfully cultivated throughout the Gambia,
Sierra Leone, Nigeria, and the Gold Coast Colony, but that
the yield to the first experiment had only been from six to
eight bushels per acre, there having been a considerable loss
owing to faulty germination. Later results, however, were
phenomenally successful.”
Concerning soybean trials in South Africa (p. 192-93):
“During the past year favourable results have been received
from Umzinto [from Messrs. Archibald and Co., 52 miles
south of Durban; elevation 300 feet], Nel’s Rust Estate [64
miles north of Durban; elevation 2,710 feet], Nottingham
Road [elevation 4,807 feet], and Naval Hill [Mr. J.R.T.
Clouston of Garrow planted a few acres in 1908], Colenso
[elevation 3,200 feet], and Cedara [82 miles by rail from
Durban; elevation 3,540 feet; a number of varieties were
tested in 1906] in Natal; and from Barberton and Pretoria in
the Transvaal.”
Concerning comparative yields (p. 203): “As a grain
producer, the soya bean compares very favourably with other
leguminous crops, such as field beans, peas, etc. At Cedara
no other legume has produced, with chemical manures only,
so heavy a yield of seed; and no other legume, except the
lupine, has showed itself so much to be depended upon as a
grain producer.” “Land that will produce 10 muids of maize
per acre should yield at least six muids of beans after the
second year’s cultivation,...”
Concerning uses of the oil (p. 209): “Soya bean oil
has been found eminently suitable for the soap-makers’
purpose on account of its low content of free fatty acids and
of unsaponifiable matter or impurities. In the latter respect
it has been shown superior to any of the other oils or fats
of commerce, whether of vegetable or animal origin. The
glycerine, which is secured as a by-product of soap and
candle manufacture, is subsequently distilled for explosives,
such as dynamite, blasting gelatine, cordite, etc., and for
various purposes in the arts, for filling gas-metres, for the
manufacture of inks, printers’ rollers, etc. The residue from
the distillation of glycerine is used in the manufacture of
boot blacking.”
Concerning human digestion experiments (p. 212): “The
general opinion of Japanese investigators, and others familiar
with Oriental dietetics, is that the protein in articles of food
prepared from soya beans is in a very available form, and
that these preparations are most valuable foods.”
Five photos show various men standing in a crop of soya
beans and in some of the variety plots at Cedara (1909-11).
An illustration (line drawing) shows a curing frame for soya
beans.
Tables show: (1) Yields in lb. per acre of soya beans
sown at different times, during 3 years (19-3-04 to 190506). For each year is given: Date of sowing, date of harvest,
yield of grain and straw, and manures used (superphosphate,

gypsum, and potash). The variety tested was Henderson’s
Early Green (Guelph) (p. 198). (2) Results of manure
experiments with soya bean (Early Green) in lb. per acre.
Sown 4 Nov. 1904. Harvested 13 March 1905. Increasing
yields “may be attributed to the association of nitro-bacteria,
the benefits of constant cultivation, and the accumulation of
humus and residues of fertilizers” (p. 200). (3) Feeding value
of soya bean cakes for manure, based on experiments by
Messrs. Lever Bros., Port Sunlight, Liverpool (p. 215).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
that mentions the use of a soy oil or a soy oil derivative
(glycerine) in making printing inks.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2004)
that mentions the use of soy oil to make candles (one of two
documents).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
concerning the use of soy oil (or the glycerine derived from
it) to make explosives.
Note 4. The next section of this report (p. 218+) is about
ground nuts (Arachis hypogoea). Address: Director, Div. of
Agriculture and Forestry, Natal; Principal, Cedara School
of Agriculture; Formerly Asst. Secretary of Agriculture,
Southern Rhodesia.
792. Shaw, Thomas. 1911. Soiling crops and the silo: How to
cultivate and harvest the crops; how to build and fill the silo;
and how to use the silage. New York: Orange Judd Company.
xii + 366 p. Illust. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: The sections on the soy beans in this 1911
edition are identical to those in the 1900 edition. Address:
Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Minnesota.
793. Wicherley, William. 1911. The whole art of rubbergrowing. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J.B. Lippincott Co.; or
London: The West Strand Publishing Co., Ltd. 154 p. See p.
146-51.
• Summary: In Chapter 16, titled “The soya bean” (p. 14651), the author is encouraging the cultivation of soya beans
in Ceylon. “Early last year the authorities in the Malay States
embarked upon a scheme of raising soya on a large scale, but
the latest reports point to an all-round failure, first as to yield,
and again as to the possible profitable exploitation of the
plant. The same thing happened two years ago in Java, and
also in the Philippines, where great things were prophesied
for the soya by the already optimistic and enthusiastic
American colonists. In each case–and generally the same
may be said in every instance where, given the proper soil
and climate, the soya bean fails to yield profitably–the fault
was wholly due to a want of practical knowledge of its
cultivation.”
“Now, it is extremely doubtful whether there are
more than half-a-dozen Europeans who have a practical
acquaintance with the successful growing of the soya bean,
since the Chinese, always jealous of the secrets of a craft
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in which they have no rivals throughout the universe, have
carefully avoided every attempt by outsiders to become
acquainted with the system under which they produce
the bean in such enormous quantities, and in so perfect a
condition for export to Europe and elsewhere.”
“I present the secret, therefore, to the reader of these
pages with the greatest confidence and pleasure.” He then
explains that the key is proper inoculation of the soil. To
accomplish this, soybeans are planted in any light, sandy
friable soil without inoculation, broadcasting 4-5 bu/acre of
seed. Six weeks after the plants have emerged and begun
to branch, the crop is plowed under. The ground is again
leveled, and the crop proper at once drilled in, the rows being
6 inches apart with 4 inches between plants in each row.
“Under this system the soil is thoroughly and effectively
inoculated, and the crop, other things being equal, will
mature in 8 or 9 weeks from the time of sowing.”
“During the past year eminent millers both in England
and on the Continent turned their attention to this residue
material [defatted soy flour, produced at Hull {England} and
Antwerp {Belgium}], and have discovered in it properties,
hitherto unsuspected, of immense value to the milling
industry. In short, they find that soya flour ranks nearly
highest in the scale of high-class products of this nature, and
Messrs. Ranks, Ltd., among others, are now putting on the
market a soya flour of great nutritious value as human food.
A most delicious biscuit is also being manufactured from the
flour by Messrs. Carr, of Carlisle. There seems, in fact, no
end to the commercial possibilities of this truly wonderful
legume.”
Note: The Malay States were the native states of the
Malay Peninsula, especially those formerly under British
protection, located in the central and north part of the
peninsula. These semi-independent states were inhabited by
Malays and governed by Malay rulers. Address: F.R.H.S.
794. Hooper, David. 1912. Soy bean in India: Glycine
hispida. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon)
38(1):11-15. Jan. 15; 38(2):99-103. Feb. 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a reprint of an article by the same author
with the same title published in 1911 in Agricultural Ledger
(Calcutta) No. 3. p. 17-33. Address: Australia.
795. Stevens, F.D. 1912. Re: Request for seed for testing.
Letter to Mr. R.A. Oakley [USDA], Washington, DC, Feb.
24. 1 p. Handwritten, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I was at Yellow Pine, Alabama, this
week to see Mr. B.F. Browne, a settler from Nebraska. He
has about 1 acre cleared and plowed and under fence which
he can devote to summer legumes. Land is sandy and poor
and needs, as most Gulf Coast lands do, a good cover crop. I
believe this would be a good place to make a test of about 2
varieties of Cowpeas and 2 of Velvet beans...”
“Mr. Browne has heard about Soybeans also but is not

acquainted with them. I do not think they will do well with
him but would suggest that you include a small amount of
Mammoth Yellow variety, say ½ pint.
“Note that area for each will be small, not more than ¼
acre.
“Furnishing the above will be appreciated by me.
“Yours very truly, F.D. Stevens.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Biloxi, Mississippi.
796. Alexis, M. 1912. Appendix D. Agricultural Station,
Assuantsi. Government Gazette (Accra, Gold Coast, West
Africa) No. 8. Supplement. p. 177-79. For the year 1910.
• Summary: “Soy beans.–In March ½ an acre was planted as
a catch crop in the Cocoanut plot; the beans grew and fruited
well but before they had matured the heavy rainfall of June
spoilt them; they were forked in to serve as green manure.
A quarter of an acre was also planted at the same time in
the cocoa plot, partly under shade; they germinated well but
finally died.” The ground-nut was also grown (p. 179).
Note: Asuansi is located about 20 miles north of Cape
Coast, which is in the center of the country’s coastline.
Address: Officer in Charge.
797. J. of the Department of Agriculture of South Australia.
1912. The soya bean: Increasing popularity. 15(7):757-58.
Feb.
• Summary: Contents: The trade in beans. Use as a stock
food. As a restorative crop. Trials in Australia.
“The extraordinary increase in the soya bean trade
during the past few years (writes the New Zealand Farmer)
is one reason why this crop should be thoroughly tested
in New Zealand. Another reason is that the Soya bean has
been proved to be a staple legume and a restorative crop for
profitable growth in rotation with maize.”
“In England the value of the bean has become so well
recognised that the London Times states that this year’s
requirements of the bean (for oil extraction and the residual
cake for cattle food) would be over one million tons.
“The soya bean has been hailed as one of Australia’s
coming crops. From experiments made there ‘wonderful
results in Queensland,’ and ‘encouraging tests in Victoria’
are reported.” At “Cheltenham upwards of 13½ tons of
green soy fodder per acre was obtained, and 10 tons per
acre at Ballarat.” Varieties planted at Cheltenham were Ito
San (yellow), Baird (brown), Brownie (brown), and Guelph
(green). The yield from each variety in tons of green soy
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fodder per acre is given. Baird was the leader with 13 tons,
10 cwt and 10 lbs. Note: 1 cwt = hundredweight = 112
pounds.
798. Minns, Edward R. 1912. Soy beans as a supplementary
silage crop. New York (Cornell) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 310. p. 257-74. Feb. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Feeding value of soy
beans. Soy beans as nitrogen gatherers. Varieties. Soils
and climate for soy beans. Cultural methods. Harvesting
soy beans. Experiments on the Cornell University farm.
Desirability of further experiments.
“Soy beans have never been grown on many farms in
New York.” There are few localities in New York where soy
beans will grow well enough to compete with commercial
crops of these beans grown in the warmer latitudes. “There
is little opportunity to cure the plants for hay in September,
the season when they are most valuable for feed. The most
profitable use that can be made of the soy bean in this state is
to ensile it with corn fodder before frost kills the foliage. For
this purpose the culture of soy beans should be encouraged
wherever the tendency is toward intensive dairy farming and
the soil and climate are favorable for corn growing.”
Varieties: In New York state, Medium Green is best
adapted for green forage, followed by Medium Green (also
known as Medium Early Green, Early Green, or Guelph),
Auburn, Medium Yellow, or Mammoth Yellow. Ito San is
best for seed, followed by Elton.
“For silage or soiling purposes, the crop may be
harvested with a side-delivery reaper or with a twine binder.
The fodder is at its best for feed when the pods are mostly
filled and the foliage has not yet begun to fall off. If ripe

seed is desired, the plants should stand
until the leaves have dropped. When the
pods are tough with dampness, a reaper
or a mower may be used to cut the ripe
stalks. Curing in stacks so made as to
shed water will be found best. Varieties
that shatter badly when dry should be
handled in the field only when damp
enough to be tough.”
A map (p. 267) shows some of
the localities in New York state where
soy beans have been grown successfully
(about 30), and where they have failed
(about 6).
Photos show: (1) A field of soy
bean plants (front cover). (2) Soy bean
plants with partially filled seed pods,
shown against a ruler. Clusters of
tubercles on the roots were produced by
soil inoculation (p. 260). (3) Close-up
of soy bean stems and roots showing the
characteristic formation of tubercles due
to seed inoculation (p. 261). (4) Medium
Green soy beans growing with corn (p. 264). (5) Near view
in a field of soy beans and corn (p. 266).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that use the term “twine binder” or “reaper” (“side-delivery
reaper”) in connection with soybean production.
799. Roberts, George; Kinney, E.J. 1912. Soy beans.
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 161.
p. 105-31. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the soy
bean. Uses of the soy bean: The seed, hay and forage, silage.
The soy bean in relation to soil fertility: Place in the rotation,
as a nitrogen-gathering crop, as a green manure crop.
Varieties of soy beans: Variety tests of soybeans planted
on 20 May 1911 (Ito San, Haberlandt, Ebony, Hollybrook,
Brooks, Meyer, Austin, Wilson, Sooty, Mammoth Yellow,
Medium Yellow {identical with Ito San}), varieties for
grain production (Haberlandt, Austin, Hollybrook, Meyer),
varieties for forage (For hay: Meyer, Wilson, and Sooty; For
late green forage and silage: Mammoth Yellow; For catch
crops: Ito San or Medium Yellow). Cultural directions: Soil
requirements, inoculation, preparing the seed bed, planting,
distance between rows, rate of seeding, time of seeding,
cultivation. Harvesting: Stages for cutting, cutting for seed,
cutting and curing for hay. Threshing. Care of the seed
(storage). Discussion of yields.
“Silage: Soy beans for a valuable addition to corn for
silage purposes, tending to make such silage a more nearly
balanced ration. They can well be used for this purpose in the
proportion of one part of soy beans to four or five of corn”
(p. 112). “For hay the beans are cut with a mower and as
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soon as wilted raked into small windrows. They are allowed
to dry here for a short time, and should then be put into small
shocks and allowed to stand until well cured” (p. 126). An
illustration (p. 126) shows a device (a pole frame shaped like
a 3-sided pyramid) “for curing soy bean hay in shock.”
“Threshing: The ordinary grain separator can be adjusted
to successfully thresh soy beans, but as equipped for smallgrain threshing, a large per cent of the beans will be cracked
or split. This does not injure them for feeding purposes, but
ruins them for seed or for sale.
“The Experiment Station owns a small separator, which
is used to thresh the grain crops grown on the farm, and
considerable time has been spent in studying the necessary
adjustments for threshing soy beans. In general, the machine
is like all separators, and the same adjustments will apply to
all machines.
“The chief cause of split beans is the high speed of the
cylinder. The speed is reduced one-half and the speed of the
fans and other parts is maintained by doubling the size of
both cylinder pulleys. A special set of thin concaves is used”
(p. 127).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013) that
mentions the soybean variety Sooty. Address: 1. Agronomist,
Head of Div. of Agronomy; 2. Asst. Agronomist. Both: Univ.
of Kentucky, Lexington.
800. Williams, C.G.; Welton, F.A. 1912. The soybean and
cowpea. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
237. p. 239-61. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Uses: As grain, hay, silage, a soiling
crop, pasture, and for soil renovation. Culture: Soils,
fertilizers and inoculation, seedbed, cultivation, time of
seeding, rate of seeding, manner of seeding. Harvesting:
Hay, silage, seed, threshing. Varieties: Table III (p. 252)
describes 32 varieties of soybeans including their weight,
color, manner of growth, date of bloom, color of bloom, and
average height of plants. Table IV (p. 253) gives the yield of
grain and straw for 32 varieties and includes the average date
of maturity, average number of days to maturity (112-135),
average yield per acre of beans (1908-11, plus 2 year and 4
year averages; highest 2 year average was 25.5 bu/acre) and
of straw (highest 2 year average was 2,275 lb/acre), pounds
of straw per bushel of grain (63-116), and retention of beans
(Good, fair, or excellent), and enemies of soybeans (“So far
as this Station is aware, there are no enemies of economic
importance to the soybean in the state.”). Table V (p. 255)
shows many varieties of soybeans grouped into early (116
days or less), medium (117-126 days), and late (127-132
days). For each variety is given: Average date of maturity in
Ohio, average number of days to maturity, two-year average
yield per acre of beans and straw, and weight per bushel of
seed.
“Within the last twenty or twenty-five years it [the
soybean] has gained considerable prominence in the

agriculture of several states, notably Massachusetts and
Kansas, into both of which states the seed was imported
direct from Japan. The wide variations in different varieties
as regards time of maturity, permit it to be grown pretty
generally throughout the United States. Roughly speaking,
the earliest varieties can be grown successfully as far north
as corn. In Ohio the acreage at present is not large, but is
rapidly increasing. The Ohio Experiment Station has been
growing soybeans continuously in a small way since 1894.
From year to year the acreage has been gradually increased,
until now about fifteen acres are grown annually.”
Harvesting: The harvesting of soybeans for hay is
“the most difficult work connected with the growing of
the crop. No satisfactory machinery especially adapted to
handling them has as yet been placed on the market... For the
harvesting of soybeans for seed, probably the best machinery
available is either the ordinary mower with side delivery
attachment, or the old-time self-raking reaper.
“Threshing: While it is essential to have soybeans well
cured before threshing, yet at the time of threshing it is
desirable that they be damp or ‘tough.’ In this condition they
can be threshed in an ordinary threshing machine with very
little cracking of beans, providing the machine be run slowly
and with blank concaves.”
Photos show: A field of soybeans, July 27, 47 days after
planting (oval photo on cover). A soybean plant with leaves
removed and many pods visible (p. 242). Soybean roots with
and without nodules (p. 246, from First Principles of Soil
Fertility, by Vivian).
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2016) with the word “soybean” or
“soybeans” in the title.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest experiment station
publication seen (Oct. 2016) with the word “soybean” or
“soybeans” in the title. The last such publication was also
from Ohio.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2019) that uses the term “enemies” (or “enemy”)
in connection with soybean pests.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that mentions the use of a reaper (self-raking reaper) for
soybean production. Address: 1. Chief, Agronomy; 2. B.S.,
Asst., Agronomy. Both: Wooster, Ohio.
801. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1912. [Soy
beans in Argentina]. 25(315):48. April 11. Summarized by
the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1912. p. 493. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Experiments with soy beans in Argentina
during the past three years have proved successful, leading
Estancia proprietors [to] inform Mr. A. Grenville Turner [of
England], who selected the seed, that they intend to grow
the crop on a commercial scale. The beans, says the Monthly
Magazine of the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce, will
be grown in preference to linseed, as a restorative crop, in
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rotation with wheat. As the percentage of oil in soy beans
varies from 15.8 per cent to 23.20 per cent, enquiries are
being instituted for seed beans having a high oil content, also
for early and late varieties, to facilitate harvesting operations
with other crops. The germinating capacities of soy beans
vary considerably; all parcels of seed should, therefore, be
carefully tested for germination before shipment.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Argentina (one of
three documents).
802. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta). 1912. Soy beans.
7(2):207-08. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Report on the Agricultural Stations in the
Central Provinces and Berar for the year 1910-11 contains
a few notes on the experiments with the cultivation of
Soy Bean at the Powarkhera and Nagpur College Farms.”
At Powarkhera, a small-seeded Japanese variety grew
splendidly and gave a yield of about 800 pounds of beans
per acre. But analysis showed that these beans contained
only 10% oil and are thus more suited for forage purposes.
On the Nagpur College Farm, the farm variety, introduced
in 1882, was grown on an extended scale this year with and
without superphosphate: 10 acres were sown... Some 15
new varieties were tried this year. At Pusa, too, soy beans
obtained from Nagpur were tried, with the result that a yield
of nearly seven maunds per acre was obtained, which is not
sufficient to pay for the cultivation and for the occupation of
the land for two seasons.–[Editor].
803. Eichenger, A. 1912. Ueber Leguminosenanbau und
Impfversuche [Regarding legume cultivation and inoculation
experiments]. Pflanzer 8(4):190-219. April. English-language
summary in USDA Experiment Station Record 27:419. [8
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Soy beans are discussed extensively on p. 21015. Experiments were made to determine the value at Amani,
German East Africa, of inoculating soils with nitrogenfixing bacteria, with and without fertilizers, for the growth
of various crops including soy beans, cowpeas, Desmodium
tortuosum, and Canavalia ensiformis [jack bean], and the
value of these crops for green manuring purposes. Eichinger
observed that superphosphate increased the production of
nodules, whereas sodium nitrate inhibited nodule formation.
Eight soybean varieties were tested–with all but the first
obtained from Yokohama. Chinese white type (2). NatsuMame (white). Shiro Daizu (white). Kuro Teppo (black).
Kuro Mame (black). Ao Mame (white). Gogatsumame
(white). Daizu (white). Soy beans require a special type of
bacterium for inoculation. However these studies seemed to
indicate that the production of soy beans is not profitable in
this area.
Note 1. As of April. 2015, Amani is in Tanzania.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March

2019) concerning soybeans in Tanzania, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Tanzania.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “sodium nitrate” (as
a fertilizer) in connection with soybeans. It was often
previously named “nitrate of soda.” Address: Dr., Amani
[German East Africa].
804. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1912.
Cultivation of soy beans in Britain. 19(1):33-35. April.
• Summary: “Previous to 1909 a few attempts to grow the
crop [soy bean in England] had been made, but without
any great success; at best, the plants obtained grew up to
the flowering stage, but no seed was formed. The Board,
thinking it possible that the seeds previously tried might
have come from hotter climates and have been of varieties
quite unsuited to this country, obtained from an Experiment
Station in North Japan, seed of sixteen varieties of soy bean,
along with a small quantity of soil in which the crop had
been grown. These were grown in 1909 by Mr. Jay Golding
at the Midland Agricultural College, and Professor [Roland]
Biffen at Cambridge.
“In the autumn of 1909 Mr. Golding reported that the
seeds were sown on May 6th, and many of them grew well
and vigorously, but none flowered. Even some lifted and
placed in a greenhouse refused to do so. The plants were,
however, strong and healthy, and the roots were covered with
an abundance of large nodules. At Cambridge the results
were similar...”
“These experiments appeared to suggest that Japanese
varieties were not suited for conditions here, so in the
following year the Board obtained, through the Seed
Crushers’ Association, some Manchurian soy beans. One
sample had been grown in North Manchuria, the other in the
South, and each clearly contained several distinct varieties.
These were grown as before by Mr. Golding and Professor
Biffen. The former reported that again, though the crop had
grown vigorously with abundant formation of root nodules,
no seed matured. At Cambridge the test was more successful,
the plants, though not growing very vigorously, flowered
about mid-August and ripened a small quantity of seed about
the end of September. This seed was sown in April, 1911,
but the crop made very little growth, and in spite of the hot
season no seed was produced.
“These results soon to prove fairly conclusively that
none of the varieties of soy bean yet tried can be relied on
to produce seed... Apart from seed-production, the plant
has, however, a considerable value as a forage crop, and it is
quite possible that in some cases it may be found useful for
that purpose in this country... Mr. Golding has supplied the
following analyses of the green forage produced by the two
varieties of Manchurian bean in 1910.”
805. Grantham, Arthur E. 1912. Soy beans. Delaware
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College Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 96. 39
p. May 1. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soy bean plant. The
adaptability of soy beans to Delaware conditions: Soil and
climate, farm practice. Methods for utilizing soy beans: Soy
beans for hay, soy beans for pasture, soy beans for soiling
and ensilage, soy beans as a concentrated feed, soy beans
for seed production, soy beans for soil improvement, green
manure, soy beans in crop rotation (a five-year rotation, a
four-year rotation, a three-year rotation, a two-year rotation).
Varieties of soy beans. Varieties especially mentioned for
Delaware. Cultural methods for soy beans: Preparation
of soil, time of planting, seeding and cultivation, rate of
seeding, fertilizers for soy beans, inoculation for soy beans.
Harvesting and curing soy bean hay: Stage of maturity for
cutting, curing. Harvesting and threshing soy beans for seed:
Maturity of the plants, machinery for harvesting (mower,
hay-rake, mower with a bunching attachment, self-rake
reaper, side-delivery rake, self-binder), threshing (with
an ordinary grain separator if some of the concaves are
removed; it is best to run the cylinder at about half the speed
used in threshing grain), storing soy bean seed, soy beans
as a source of oil and protein, cooperative work with soy
beans, soy beans in mixtures (with cowpeas, corn, millet, or
sorghum), soy beans compared with cowpeas.
An excellent review. In a 5-year test at the Delaware
Station comparing methods of sowing and spacing, 5.9 bu/
acre higher yield was obtained when the soybeans were
drilled solid. When the soybeans were cultivated (drilled in
rows 32 inches apart and cultivated 3 times), only about 22%
as much seed was used as when they were drilled solid.
The soybean varieties first grown extensively in the
USA and “now the principle sorts offered by seedsmen”
are (details are given on each, p. 20-25): Ito San (17,268
yellow; also called Medium Yellow and Early Yellow),
Guelph (17,261, green; also called Medium Green, Medium
Early Green, and Early Green), Mammoth (17,280, yellow;
frequently called Mammoth Yellow), Hollybrook (17,278,
yellow), Medium Yellow (17,269, yellow; undoubtedly
confused with Ito San and Hollybrook, but different from
them). “Varieties especially recommended for Delaware:... of
the varieties which have been tested for three years or more,
the Wilson, Peking, Morse and Arlington are promising
for high seed yields. These are closely followed by Nemo,
Hollybrook, Amherst, Austin, and Meyer” (p. 22-25).
Concerning protein and oil content (p. 35). “It will be
seen that 17 varieties of the 51 analyzed contained 40 per
cent. protein. The difference in protein content ranged from
35 per cent. to 44.8 per cent., while the average for the whole
number was 39.2 per cent. The oil or fat content varied from
14.1 per cent. to 20.4 per cent., with an average of 18 per
cent. Only four varieties produced more than 20 per cent. of
oil. Very high oil and very high protein do not seem closely
correlated. The variety yielding the most protein gave the

lowest yield of oil.”
“Cooperative work with soy beans” (p. 37): In the
Spring of 1911, four-pound lots of soy beans of the Wilson
and Peking varieties were sent out to more than one hundred
farmers of the State, together with directions for growing.
Owing to the unusually dry summer, several reported failure
due to the condition of the soil at the time of planting. Many
of the reports were highly gratifying and indicate that these
varieties, especially the Wilson, will produce good yields on
any type of soil in the State. The average of the yields from
the four pounds of the Wilson variety was 240 pounds. The
best yield of this variety was made by Mr. J.C. Cowgill, of
Dover, who grew 540 pounds, or nine bushels, from four
pounds of seed.
“The average yield of the Peking lots was 220 pounds.
The best yield was made by Mr. V.B. Allen, of Seaford, who
threshed 375 pounds, or six bushels and one peck. By this
means, a number of farmers have secured seed sufficient
to plant a considerable area this season. Seed of these two
varieties should be readily obtainable in the future.”
Tables show: (1) Composition of various feeding stuffs,
incl. soy bean hay and soy beans (grain) (p. 8). (2) Relative
growth and composition of the roots of soy beans and
cowpeas (p. 13). (3) Fertilizing ingredients of various hays
and seeds, incl. soy bean hay. (4) Varieties of soy beans: Ito
San, Buckshot, Wilson, O’kute (or Okute, see p. 35), Nemo,
Morse, Ogema, Guelph, Hollybrook, Amherst, Sherwood,
Meyer, Ebony, Brooks, Kingston, Haberlandt, Austin, Cloud,
Hope, Medium Yellow, Flat King, Butterball, Arlington,
Chernie, Mercko, Pingsu, Brindle, Fairchild, Habero, Eda,
Tashing, Taha, Baird, Peking, Chestnut, Sedo, Manhattan,
Columbia” (p. 20-21).
(5) Test of varieties for hay and seed production (p. 25).
(6) Comparison of methods of sowing, 1908-1911, yields
cultivated-drilled vs. not cultivated-solid sown (solid sown
gave higher yields, p. 28). (7) Effect of fertilizers on soy
bean yields: Acid phosphate, muriate [chloride] of potash,
nothing (p. 29). (8) Composition of the soy bean plant at
different stages of maturity (p. 30). (9) Weight and moisture
content of soy beans at different stages of maturity (p. 31).
(10) Analysis of 51 soy bean varieties (28 named and 23
unnamed) for oil and protein (Averages for air-dry material:
Protein 39.2%, oil 18.0%.)
Photos show: (1) Piles of soy bean hay curing in a
field (cover). (2) Uprooted soy bean plants showing the
development of nodules 30 days after planting (p. 13). (3) A
man standing in a field of soy beans that produced 30 bushels
of seed per acre on the Delaware Experiment Station farm
(p. 18). (4) A man standing waist deep in “soy beans ready
to cut for hay” (p. 22). (5) A large field of young soy beans
cultivated for seed–rows 32 inches apart (p. 32). (6) Soy
beans growing in Kent County, Delaware (p. 34). Address:
Agronomist, Newark, Delaware.
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806. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1912.
Soya beans in Argentina. 15(119):688. May 20.
• Summary: From the Monthly Magazine of the Liverpool
Chamber of Commerce: “Experiments with soya beans
in Argentina during the past three years having proved
successful, leading estancia proprietors inform A. Grenville
Turner, who selected the seed, that they intend to grow
the crop on a commercial scale. The beans will be grown
in preference to linseed, as a restorative crop, in rotation
with wheat. As the percentage of oil in soya beans varies
from 15.8 per cent to 23.2 per cent, inquiries are being
instituted for seed beans having a high oil content, also for
early and late varieties, to facilitate harvesting operations
with other crops. The germinating capacities of soya beans
vary considerably; all parcels of seed should, therefore, be
carefully tested for germination before shipment.”
807. Scherffius, W.H. 1912. Cotton. Agricultural J. of the
Union of South Africa 3(5):603-24. May.
• Summary: Pages 616-17: The section titled “Maintaining
the fertility of the soil” begins: “The most successful farmer
is the one who practices an intelligent system of green
manuring and crop rotation. It pays not only in an immediate
pecuniary way, but it eventually reacts beneficially to the
owner by the value of the land being increased if a high
state of fertility is maintained. Previously, crop rotation
has been suggested with a view to pointing out the profits
to be realized on the crops themselves; and the advantage
of a rotation system for the purpose of combating insect
pests, fungus, and other diseases. We now wish to call your
attention to the advantages of a rotation of crops for the
purpose of maintaining the fertility of the soil. We must first
realize that by taking out the plant food naturally contained
in soils without replacing it in some manner and not exhaust
their fertility, is quite as impossible as it would he for one
to continue drawing on his banking account without making
any deposits and not exhaust one’s credit. The quantity of
plant food in soil is just as definite as the amount of one’s
bank deposit.”
“Frequently potassium, phosphorus, nitrogen, and
sometimes calcium, must be supplied on constantly
cultivated lands, by artificial means, or the result will be that
the soil will become ‘tired’ or worn out. This can in a large
measure be obviated by rotating crops and using a deeprooted crop in the rotation.
“In this way plant food deposited deep down in the
sub-soil is brought up and deposited in the roots of the
plants near the surface, where, after they decay, it becomes
available for the next crop. Again, it is important to use one
of the leguminous crops, such as lucerne, clover, velvet
beans, soy beans, cow-peas, monkey nuts [peanuts], or any
of the leguminosae group in the rotation, as these plants
have the power of extracting nitrogen from the air through

the medium of millions of nitrifying bacteria which form in
colonies on the roots of the plants The nitrogen is deposited
in little nodules on the roots of these leguminous plants, and
is left in an available form for the crop which is to follow.
“Nitrogen is the most expensive one of the fertilizing
elements, the average cost being probably 1s. per lb., while
the other fertilizing elements should not cost half that
amount. Then the importance of supplying the nitrogen
through the medium of the legumes will therefore be readily
understood.” Address: M.S., Chief Tobacco and Cotton Div.,
Union of South Africa.
808. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1912. Experiment station
work, LXIX. No. 499. 24 p. June 1. See p. 6-8. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Making hay” (p. 6-10) was
compiled from two publications: Kansas Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 155 (“Alfalfa”) and No. 175 (“Grasses”).
Contents: Introduction. Cutting the hay. Curing the hay.
Storing the hay. Hay is most widely made from clover,
alfalfa, and timothy. It may also be made from grasses
(orchard grass, western rye grass, perennial rye grass,
English blue grass, Johnson grass, Bromus inermis, redtop,
and tall oat grass), annual cereal grains (barley, oats, emmer,
sowed sorghum, and Kafir), and seed-bearing legumes.
Concerning the latter (p. 8): “Cowpeas should be cut for hay
when the first pods are beginning to turn yellow. Soy beans
must not be left so long, but are ready to cut for hay as soon
as the pods are well filled. If they are left until too mature,
the leaves drop or shatter in the harvesting, thus decreasing
the palatability and the feeding value of the hay. Field peas
and vetches make hay of good quality if cut when the pods
are almost fully formed and some of the seed is beginning to
ripen.”
“The best hay is made by curing it largely in cocks
rather than by leaving it spread over the ground in the swath
or windrow.” It may also be cured “in shocks made by
bunching up the hay with the horserake.” “Hay is much more
likely to be injured by the moisture on it than by the moisture
in it.” Address: Washington, DC.
809. Morse, W.J. 1912. The soy bean; a valuable leguminous
crop for the North. Tribune Farmer (New York) 11(553):1-2.
June 6. [2 ref]
• Summary: This is the earliest article about soybeans seen
written by William Morse alone; his very first was with
C.V. Piper in 1910. Contents: Introduction. Adaptation of
varieties. Preparation of the soil. Feeding to stock.
“The soy bean is a native of Southeastern Asia...
Although introduced into the United States a number of
years ago, it has made practically no progress in the farming
systems of the Northeastern states. No doubt the chief reason
for this is that reliable concerning its adaptation, culture, and
use has not been available in practical form. The soy bean is
now generally grown in the Southern and Middle states, and
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is also grown successfully in Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin,
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and
Massachusetts... The soy bean promises to become one of
our important legumes in the North.”
“The inoculation can be most practically done by taking
soil from an old soy bean field, scattering from 300 to 500
pounds of it an acre on the field to be planted, and harrowing
in at once. The inoculated soil may also be screened and a
peck mixed with the seed in the drill box and fed out with
the seed.” Photos show: (1) A mature soy bean plant, at
the proper stage for cutting for seed. (2) A comparatively
cheap but efficient gas power sprayer on the farm of M.G.
Keenan near Oneonta, New York. (3) A fine specimen of
a soy bean plant at the Arlington, Virginia, experimental
grounds. Address: United States Department of Agriculture,
Washington, DC.
810. Etheridge, W.C. 1912. Report of Division of Agronomy.
North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 34:16-21. For the year ended June 30, 1911. See p.
17-18.
• Summary: Variety testing: Peas and beans. “Among the
varieties of soy beans in 1910 Hollybrook, Haberlandt, and
Jet were in the lead, 22.9, 22.5, and 19.5 bushels per acre.
Jet, Guelph, Ebony, Amherst, Kingston, and Haberlandt
are the earliest maturing varieties. Mammoth Yellow is a
better variety for hay than any of the others. Jet, Amherst,
Kingston, Haberlandt, and Guelph do not ripen uniformly
and on this account it is practically impossible to gather all
their seed because the pods that are more forward in ripening
split and shatter their seed before the other pods mature.
These varieties would make an excellent pasture for hogs.
They grow in short, thick, heavily fruited bunches, and if
planted with a drill or broadcast would make a very heavy
yield of seed...
Fertilizer tests were done on corn and cotton with
phosphate slag and phosphate rock. “Under test last year
were [the commercial products] Solubilized Organic
Nitrogen, Potash Manure, Beet Refuse Compound, and
Calcium Cyanamid. These were tested in comparison
with the better known nitrogenous materials, Dried Blood,
Sulphate of Ammonia, and Nitrate of Soda.” Peruvian Guano
was also used.
Etheridge was later a soybean pioneer in Missouri.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that mentions the application of slag or
phosphate slag, as a fertilizer, to soy beans. Address: Assoc.
Agronomist [West Raleigh, North Carolina].
811. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1912. Trials
of soy beans. 23(7):592-94. July 2. Summarized by the
Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1912. p. 668.
• Summary: “In Oct. 1911, seeds of Soy Beans received
from Victoria were distributed by the Department of

Agriculture to various centres in New South Wales for trial.
These seeds were supplied as being of a specially suitable
variety for our conditions.
“In November, small packets of soil received from
China were sent to Cowra and Wagga Experiment Farms,
with instructions that the soil in which the soy beans were to
be grown should be inoculated with the China soil, and the
results carefully noted.
A summary is given of reports received from the
“Coastal Districts” (soybeans were planted at Bonville,
Wollongbar Experiment Farm, Hawkesbury Agricultural
College, Unanderra), “Tableland Districts” (planted at
Bathurst Experiment Farm), “Western Slopes” (planted at
Cowra Experiment Farm), “Riverina” (planted at Wagga
Experiment Farm, Elm Park/Jindera, Harden, and Yanco
Experiment Farm), and the “Western Plains” (at Nyngan
Demonstration Farm).
In New South Wales soybeans either failed to germinate,
or the young plants were killed by unfavorable weather or
destroyed by rabbits. In spite of the fact that the experiments
were made on a small scale and that insufficient care seems
to have been taken, it is concluded that black cowpeas give a
larger crop for fodder and thrive better.
This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2018) that
describes inoculation trials with soybeans in Australia or
Oceania. Address: Australia.
812. Fremery, F. de. 1912. Mededeelingen uit de practijk.
No. 1. Soja en katoen als voorvrucht [Notes from practice
No. 1. Soybeans and cotton as preparatory crops (for
tobacco)]. Mededeelingen van het Deli Proefstation te
Medan (Sumatra) 7(1):57-58. July. [Dut]
• Summary: This paper explores the results of experiments
with soybeans and cotton as a preparatory crop for tobacco.
813. Heron, A.H. 1912. The soya bean and its uses (From
Cope’s planting leaflets). Queensland Agricultural Journal
29(1):88-95. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: A near reprint of: Heron, E.H. 1911. “O feijao
soya e os sues usos [The soybean and its uses].” Reparticao
de Agricultura Mozambique, Boletim (Mozambique
Department of Agriculture, Bulletin) No. 5. 16 p.
The soja bean constitutes a good food for swine.
Address: Australia.
814. J. of the New Zealand Department of Agriculture. 1912.
Miscellaneous trials: Soya beans. 5:287. Sept. 16.
• Summary: “Soya beans were sown on December 16 by W.
Pye, Redvale, Auckland, with 3 cwt. [1 cwt = hundredweight
= 112 pounds] slag, 1 cwt. super., ½ cwt. wood ashes to
the acre, the soil being portion of a drained flat on the gum
lands. The beans did fairly well considering the unfavourable
summer experienced, and podded and ripened seed
satisfactorily. Soya beans were also successfully grown at
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the Avondale Asylum, Auckland. Mr. Muir planted 1/8 acre
on December 10, using 1 cwt. super. The beans grew about
18 inches high, averaging 98 to 100 pods on each stem.
Soya beans were also grown by Mr. B. Chambers, Havelock
North, and Mr. F. McRae, Palmerston North, but small
success was obtained by them.” Address: Redvale, Auckland;
Avondale Asylum, Auckland; Havolock North; Palmerston
North.
815. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. Le soja: Sa
culture. Ses usages alimentaires, thérapeutiques, agricoles et
industriels [The soybean: Its culture. Its food, therapeutic,
agricultural, and industrial uses]. Paris: Augustin Challamel
(Rue Jacob 17). 150 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. Translated into
French and expanded from the Chinese edition, published
by la Societé Biologique d’Extréme-Orient (1910). [151 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: One of the earliest, most important, influential,
creative, interesting, and carefully researched books ever
written about soybeans and soyfoods. Its bibliography on
soy is larger than any published prior to that time. It was first
published as a series of eight articles in Agriculture Pratique
des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) from
September 1911 to April 1912. Before being published as a
book, it was revised slightly by adding a table of contents at
the back, dividing the material into 5 parts with 19 chapters,
and adding several photos (p. 16-17), a world map showing
the distribution of soybean cultivation (p. 21), and an

interesting 2-page table (p. 66-67).
Contents: The soybean: Origin and history. Part I:
Soybean culture. 1. Species and varieties of soybeans:
Botanical characteristics, species, varieties (Chinese,
Japanese, Indian, Indochinese, Hawaiian, USA, European).
2. Needs of the soybean: Climatic, geographical area of
the soybean by region worldwide, agrological/soil needs,
fertilizers, soil preparation, the place of the soybean in crop
rotations. 3. Soybean seeds: Study of seeds (by weight,
by germination rate, selection of seeds), time of planting,
plant spacing, depth of seeding, rate of seeding per hectare,
method of seeding (broadcasting, in rows, in mounds).
4. The soybean during its vegetative stage: Germination,
transplanting, types of care (e.g., second dressings),
irrigation, flowering and fruiting, enemies of the soybean
(e.g., insects). 5. Harvest of soybeans: Time for harvest
(forage or grain), methods of harvesting (forage or grain;
mechanical mower), threshing (use of machine), yields of
soybeans (forage and grain in various countries, ratio of
seeds harvested to straw is about 1 to 2, yield of nutrients).
6. Fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by soybeans, and
improvement of the soil. 7. The soybean in mixed cultures
and alternate rows: With corn, cowpeas, rice, sweet sorghum,
or millet.
Part II: Chemical composition of the soybean. 1.
Composition of the plant: Minerals in the leaves and
total plant. 2. Study of the seed: Composition, chemical
composition, microscopic comparisons, table of analyses by
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28 previous researchers, albumins, sugars, starch, dextrin or
dextrine, diastase, lipids, ash/minerals.
Part III: The soybean as human food and animal feed.
1. The soybean as feed for animals: Green forage and hay.
2. The soybean in human feeding: From the viewpoints of
physiology, economy, and gastronomy. The role of soya in
special diets: Vegetarianism, remineralization, diabetic, and
lactose intolerant.
Part IV: Food products based on soya. 1. Soymilk and
its derivatives: Soymilk (Methods of manufacture, Chinese
and modern at l’Usine de la Caséo-Sojaïne, nature and
properties [physical and chemical] and composition of the
milk, action of ferments and diastases (enzymes) on the
milk, uses of the milk, the residue from the soy dairy [okara],
condensed soymilk, powdered soymilk, fermented soymilk
(kefir, yogurt, etc.)), tofu (called Caséo-Sojaïne, or fromage
de soya; methods of production, coagulants, yield of tofu,
storing tofu, composition and comparison with various
meats, digestibility, culinary preparations made from tofu
(smoked tofu, tofu pâté, tofu sausages)), Soy casein (food
and industrial uses). 2. Soy flour and its derivatives: Soy
flour, soy bread, wholemeal bread, other products based
on soy flour (as biscuits and cakes for diabetic diets). 3.
Soy oil and its by-products: Soy oil, physical and chemical
properties, usage, residue of the oil mill: the cake, price,
uses. 4. Use of the soybean as a legume: Whole soybeans
(composition and digestibility), soy sprouts (germes de soja),
green vegetable soybeans (le soja frais). 5. Fermented soy
condiments: Solid condiments from Japan: Tokyo natto (Le
Tokio-Natto) and Ping-Ming natto or tao-tche (Le Ping-mingNatto; fermented black soybeans with salt, ginger, orange
rind, etc. A similar product is made in China and called taotche). Paste condiments: Miso (four types and composition),
tao-tjung (Chinese miso). Sauces: Shoyu (its production,
varieties, properties, composition), chiang-yu (tsiang-yeou),
ketjap [kechap, from Java], tuong (from Annam, with rice or
corn), tao-yu (widely used in China and Japan, described by
Prinsen Geerligs). 6. Confectionery products: Comparison
with chestnuts, roasted soy flour to replace chocolate. 7. Soy
coffee (with analysis by Kornauth). 8. Special fermented
products: Kiu-tsee (a special commercial ferment from
Canton described by Thiersant), fermented soymilks.
Part V: Industrial uses of soybeans. Oil based: soap,
wax candles (bougie), and paint oils. Protein based: sojalithe
or soy stone which corresponds to lactite, insulators for
electrical apparatus, glue, etc. Conclusion. Addendum
(Complément) to Part III, Chapter 1: Soybean straw and
stems. Composition of various seeds, including soybeans.
Soy flour. The cakes from oil mills. Soymilk and the cake
from soy dairies (tourteau de laiterie, okara).
A very interesting table (p. 66-67, which does not appear
in the original 8 articles) shows earlier nutritional analyses
of the composition of soybeans by Steuf (from Hungary,
Mongolia and China), Schroeder, Caplan, Pellet (from China,

Hungary, Etampes), Muntz, Nikitin (black soybeans from
Russia, 2 samples), Lipski [Lipskiy] (yellow, from Russia),
Giljaranski (yellow from Russia, China and Japan; black
from China and Japan; green), König (Hispida platycarpa
black, Tumida yellow, brown and black), Prinsen (white from
Java and China), Goessmann, Kellner, USDA, Chemiker
Zeitung (white from Java and China, 29 Jan. 1896), Scuff
(misomame; miso soybeans), Zulkovski (yellow from China,
reddish brown from Mongolia), Institut Agr. de Vienne
(Austria; yellow from Vienna, reddish brown from Tyrol),
Ecole Imp. et Roy d’Ag. Hong (yellow from Mongolia and
China, reddish brown from China), Chez M. Olivier Lecq
(from Moravia), Lechartier (Etampes and black), Joulie
(yellow), Stingl and Morawski, Bloch (yellow, green, and
black), Balland, Cavendish Evelyn Liardet (yellow, brown,
green, black, and white), Jardin Colonial (Laos, Tonkin,
China), Aufray (Tonkin, Yun-nan), Homes Laboratory (black
from China, or white). Photos and illustrations are the same
as those referenced in individual sections of the book, except
for the following: A field of soybeans (p. 16). A soybean
plant growing in Europe (p. 17). Color illustrations appear
facing pages 12, 22, and 64. Address: Li is from Societe
Biologique d’Extreme-Orient (Chine). Grandvoinnet is from
Ingenieur Agricole (G.).
816. Lipman, Jacob G. 1912. The associative growth of
legumes and non-legumes. New Jersey State Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 253. 48 p. Oct. 1. [1 ref]
• Summary: Lipman, who appears to have performed the
first experiments on the associated growth of legumes with
non-legumes, included some observations on soy beans
and recorded that while with some legumes the non-legume
benefited from the association, in the case of soy bean
(and cowpea) the benefit to the non-legume was much less
marked.
Page 4: “In describing the cropping methods observed
by him [King 1911] in China, Japan and Korea, the author
mentions time and again the very common practice of
growing non-legumes in association with legumes. Thus, soy
beans are grown in alternate rows with barley (2), millet (8)
or maize (4).”
“’The planting here, as elsewhere, is in rows, but not
of one kind of grain. Most frequently two rows of maize.
Kaoliang or millet alternated with soy beans, and usually
not more than twenty-eight inches apart, sharp high ridge
cultivation being the general practice. Such planting secures
the requisite sunshine with a larger number of plants on the
field; it secures a continuous general distribution of the roots
of the nitrogen-fixing soy beans in the soil of all the field
every season, and permits the soil to be more continuously
and more completely laid under tribute by the root systems.
In places where the stand of corn or millet, was too open, the
caps were filled with soy beans. Such a system of planting
possibly permits a more immediate utilization of the nitrogen
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gathered from the soil air in the root nodules, as these die
and undergo nitrification during the same season.’
“These somewhat lengthy quotations are direct evidence
that the Chinese and Japanese farmers learned many
generations ago that legumes influence favorably the growth
of non-legumes associated with them.”
“Summary and Conclusions:
“1. Under favorable conditions non-legumes associated
with legumes may secure large amounts of nitrogen from the
latter, even though this may not be indicated by an increased
proportion of nitrogen in the dry matter of the non-legume.
“2. The presence of the non-legume in the mixed growth
need not decrease the yields of dry matter and nitrogen in the
legume.
“3. When sodium nitrate is applied to such crop
mixtures, the non-legumes gain an advantage in the
competition for moisture, light and plant-food, and the
growth of the legume is depressed. The latter contains then
not only less of dry matter and nitrogen, but may possess a
smaller proportion of nitrogen in the dry matter.
“4. The presence of larger amounts of sodium nitrate
tends to depress nitrogen fixation by legumes in mixed or
unmixed growths.
“5. It seems probable that nitrogen compounds pass out
of the roots of at least some legumes, and that such nitrogen
compounds may become available to the non-legumes in
mixed growths.
“6. Legumes seem to differ as to their capacity to supply
nitrogen compounds to non-legumes associated with them.
“7. When legumes and non-legumes are grown together,
the relative yields of the two are intimately affected by
the amount of available nitrogen compounds in the soil.
Everything else being equal, the greater the amount of
combined nitrogen placed at the disposal of the mixed crop,
the greater the relative yield of the non-legume, and the
smaller the relative yield of the legume. Hence, on poor
soils, properly inoculated, legumes are more prominent in
crop mixtures than non-legumes.
“8. In the associative growth of legumes and nonlegumes, the development of the latter may be depressed
rather than enhanced when factors other than the supply of
combined nitrogen limit production.
“9. The mere determination of the proportion of nitrogen
in non-legumes grown alone and in association with legumes
is not adequate for demonstrating that the latter supply
nitrogen compounds to the non-legumes associated with
them.” Address: Ph.D., Director of the station.
817. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1912. Experiment Station
work, LXXI. No. 514. p. 5-24. Oct. 19. See p. 18-23. [4 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Harvesting, thrashing, and
storing soy beans” (p. 18-22) is a summary of: Roberts,
George; Kinney, E.J. 1912. “Soy beans.” Kentucky Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 161. p. 105-31. Feb.

An illustration (p. 20) shows a device (a pole frame
shaped like a 3-sided pyramid) “for curing soy-bean hay in
shock.”
The section titled “Soy beans for silage” (p. 22-23)
is a summary of: Minns, Edward R. 1912. “Soy beans as
a supplementary silage crop.” New York (Cornell) Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 310. p. 257-74. Feb. Address:
1. Agronomist, Head of Div. of Agronomy; 2. Asst.
Agronomist. Both: Kentucky Agric. Exp. Station.
818. Eichenger, A. 1912. Regarding legume cultivation and
inoculation experiments (Abstract). Experiment Station
Record (USDA) 27(5):419. For the year 1912. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following
German-language article: “Ueber Leguminosenanbau und
Impfversuche [Regarding legume cultivation and inoculation
experiments].” Pflanzer 8(4):190-219. April.
819. Floderer, Sándor. 1912. A sójabab [The soybean
(Continued–Document part II)]. Termeszettudomanyi
Kozlony (J. of Natural Science) 44(3):817-21. Nov. 15.
[Hun]
• Summary: (Continued): Among its nitrogen compounds,
27.5-42.5% of total nitrogen is in the form of non-protein
compounds.
According to Li Yu-Ying, the Vice President of The
Rational Diet Society, “soy milk” is prepared as follows:
After being steeped in water for several hours, the soy
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beans are ground. As a result of this two-step process, the
plant’s “casein” content (which is most likely a globulin-like
compound) enters into a solution, resulting in a “soy milk”
that is quite similar to the milk of animals. “Soy milk” is
so similar to animal milk in not only appearance, but also
as regards its composition, that, according to the writings
of Duclaux, soy beans “provide not a milk-like liquid, but
milk”. The table published in the work of Arthus entitled
“Physiologische Chemie” makes it clear just how similar
soy milk is to animal milk, that is real milk, and just what an
excellent source of nourishment it is:
A table compares the composition of soy milk, human
milk, cow milk, goat milk and sheep milk.
Even though, as made clear by the above, “soy milk”
has a substantially high nutritional content, it is not only
important in its condition of being a milk, but also because
it is used to produce “soy cheese”, or tofu, in Japan. When
making “soy cheese” or “bean cheese”, the beans are steeped
in water and ground, similarly to when making milk. It is
then steeped again to dissolve the majority of the legumin,
after which it is cooked. The mother liquor [of sea water]
containing magnesium chloride left over from the local saltcooking process is used to precipitate the legumin from the
“soy milk” generated in this manner. The legumin is then
collected to create a very watery milk, from which the water
is extracted in a variety of processes. The most common
procedure is to freeze the cheese and let it thaw out in the
sun; the cheese made in this manner is called kori-tofu. E.
Kinch has determined the composition of tofu and kori-tofu
to be as follows:
A table compares the nutritional composition of the two.
Kori-tofu contains only 18.5% water vs. 89.29% for regular
tofu.
As can be clearly seen, both products contain high levels
of nutrients and have high nutritional value. This fact is
even more obvious if we compare the analytical data of the
Parisian metropolitan laboratory and the data in Gautier’s
work entitled “Ernahrung und Lebensweise” with certain
types of meat:
A table compares the nutritional composition of fresh
tofu, beef sirloin, leg of lamb, veal and pork.
The above analytical data show that not only “soy milk”,
but “soy cheese” is also an excellent food.
Soy oil: In general, it is said that soy oil is not fit for
human consumption due to its strong laxative effects.
However, Korentsewski and Zimmermann used experiments
conducted on soldiers in the military hospital in Harbin (in
today’s China) showed that fresh soy oil is very much suited
for consumption. According to W. Hefftner, The color of
soy oil can vary from yellow to brown, has no scent, and
its taste is similar to that of second-class olive oil. When
left standing, triglyceride-containing sedimentation occurs,
which is used in China for burning [illumination] and soapmaking as well as for food.

In both China and Japan, quite rudimentary processes
are used for the production of oil. Thus, according to the
description provided by Dr. Katajama, any contamination
is removed from the beans, which are then pulverized,
ground, and finally squeezed through a traditional press. The
oil is left to stand and any contaminations are left to settle.
However, the soybean’s yield is very small when it is utilized
in this manner: 182 liters of soybean results in only 13
liters of oil and 5 cakes of 2 kg each. Marx found that these
cakes still consisted of 15-20 % oil. This is why soy cake
(sójapogácsa) imports to Germany have greatly increased
recently: they are sold as an excellent fodder. On average
(between 1882 and 1891), the price of soybean was 3 crowns
77 pennies per 60 kg (1 picul), with 60 kg of soy oil costing
4 crowns 44 pennies and the cakes costing 4 crowns 65
pennies.
We have yet to discuss “soy preserves” (sójabefott) and
“soy coffee”. According to Li Yu-Ying, the former is similar
to chestnut cream but has better nutritional value, and the
coffee made from soy beans has a pleasant taste without the
exciting effect of real coffee.
Thus, as explained above, soybean is an exceptional
plant not only due to its nutritional values but also because
of the many ways it can be utilized. There have already been
several attempts at introducing it to Europe, but the long
growing period required by soybean greatly restricts the
areas suitable for its cultivation. There have been numerous
experiments at growing soybean in Hungary, but its
production is restricted to a very small region, due to which
fact we cannot expect it to become generally widespread.
Note: Translated by Peter A. Gergay of San Francisco,
California. Address: Hungary.
820. Agee, Alva. 1912. Crops and methods for soil
improvement. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xv + 246
p. Nov. Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on pages viii, 42-43,
108-12, 113, 155, and 156.
In chapter 4, “Organic matter,” a section titled “The
right bacteria” states (p. 42-43): “A fact of importance to the
farmer is that the bacteria which thrive on the roots of some
legumes will not serve other legumes. This is a reason for
many failures of alfalfa, crimson clover, the soybean, the
cowpea, hairy vetch, and other legumes new to the region.”
The next section in this same chapter, “Soil inoculation,”
states: “We believe that some bacteria are carried in the dust
on the seed, and produce partial inoculation. Other causes
are more obscure. The cowpea trails on the ground, and
carries its bacteria more successfully than the soybean. Most
legumes require a soil artificially inoculated when brought
into a new region, failing otherwise in some degree to make
full growth.”
Whereas chapter 5 is “The clovers,” chapter 6 is
“Alfalfa,” and chapter 10 is “The Cowpea,” chapter 11,
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which is titled “Other legumes and cereal catch crops,”
begins with a long section on “The soybean” (p. 108-12):
“The soybean is gaining a place among the valuable legumes
of the United States, and the acreage is increasing as its
merits become known to all. Its northern limits of profitable
production are much farther north than those of the cowpea,
and approach those of corn. In the south it is gaining friends.
Some of the advantages of the soybean over the cowpea, as
found by the Tennessee station, may be stated as follows:
“1. Greater seed production in case of fertile soils.
“2. Less sensitiveness to cold in spring and fall.
“3. Greater feeding value of the seed.
“On the other hand, a stand of cowpea plants is surer in
the case of soils that crust and germination runs higher. Its
climbing habit makes it better suited for growing with corn
for forage. A less amount of leaves is lost in curing.
“Fertility Value.–There are so many varieties of the
soybean and the cowpea, and adaptation to soil and climate
varies so widely, that a fair comparison is difficult to make.
In cool latitudes the soybean is recognized as distinctly more
profitable, making larger yields of vines and of seed. Where
adaptation is equal, the cowpea makes a slightly larger
growth of vines for hay, but the soybean gives a much richer
lot of seed for use as grain.
“When soil fertility is the chief consideration, the
adaptation of climate and soil should decide our choice
between these two legumes. There is no serious difference
where conditions for each are equally good. In cool latitudes
the soybean should be chosen. In the Ohio Valley it is usually
to be preferred. The greater part of the organic matter and the
plant-food is stored in the vines and seed.
“Feeding Value.–The soybean makes a rich hay,
surpassing clover, but it is coarse, and its unattractive
appearance has caused many farmers to condemn it without
trial. Livestock eat it greedily, and it is one of our richest
coarse feeds. The curing is more difficult than in the case
of the cowpea because the leaves drop early, and the plants
must be harvested before they approach maturity.
“Probably the large yield of rich seed is the most
important feature of the soybean crop. A ton of the seed
contains as much protein as a ton of old-process oil meal,
and three fourths as much as a ton of cottonseed meal. A
good crop of the soybean will yield 18 to 20 bushels of seed,
and as the nitrogen may be obtained chiefly from the air, the
protein from this crop will come to be a leading substitute for
purchased protein feeds.
“Varieties.–There are many varieties of the soybean,
and their characteristics are modified by climatic conditions.
Each region will find the varieties best suited to its purposes
by tests. When hay is wanted, the variety should have fine
stems and a leafy habit of growth. It may not be a good
producer of seed, or able to hold the seed unshattered. The
harvesting should be done when some lower leaves turn
brown and before the pods are half filled. This stage of

maturity should be reached early enough in the fall to insure
some hot days for making the hay, and to permit harvesting
in time for seeding to wheat. The preparation for wheat is
made with the harrow and roller or plank drag.
“When the soybean is grown for seed, the variety should
hold the peas without undue shattering, and an erect grower
is more easily handled without loss of the crop. Varieties
for regions will vary, as do varieties of corn, according to
climate.
“The Planting.–Early varieties of the soybean in the
south can be planted as late as mid-summer, but farther
north a profitable crop requires nearly all of the summer
heat. The planting may be made soon after the usual time of
planting corn, or whenever the ground has become warm.
The preparation of the soil should be more thorough than
that often given the cowpea. Solid drilling of five pecks of
seed per acre is satisfactory when the crop is for fertilizing
purposes only, and gives an excellent hay on land free of
weeds. When the crop is wanted for hay, however, wheat
usually will follow, and it is much better to plant in rows and
to give two or three cultivations so that the ground may be
easily prepared for the wheat.
“A seed crop should be grown in rows. Three pecks of
seed in rows 28 inches apart is the usual amount.
“The soybean does not come up through a crusted
surface as well as most other plants, and planting should not
be made immediately before a rain. The plants are tender and
easily injured by use of a weeder.
“The fertilizer requirement is like that of the cowpea. An
application of 200 pounds of acid phosphate per acre should
be given, and the addition of 50 pounds of muriate of potash
often pays.
“Harvesting.–The soybean is not an easy crop to handle
without loss. When grown for seed, the tendency of the pods
to split and to drop the seed compels early cutting, and that
makes curing more difficult. The mower is the only practical
harvester on most farms, and the swath must be turned out
of the way of the horses to save tramping. A side-delivery
attachment can do the work. This is the best practice when
cut for hay. When used for mixing with corn in a silo, the
self-binder is satisfactory. The hay and seed crop must have
thorough field-curing in windrow and bunches, and the
harvest comes in a season when cold rains may prevail. This
disadvantage of one of our most valuable crops is to be taken
into account, but it will not prevent rapid increase in acreage
as the merit of the soybean becomes known.”
The section on “The Canada pea” states (p. 113): “There
is no profitable place for the Canada pea in crop-rotations
farther south than the true oat-crop belt, except as a greenforage crop. The soybean and red clover have greater
usefulness in the center of the corn belt.”
Chapter 15, “Crop rotations,” notes (p. 155): “Two
Legumes in the Rotation.–If all the crops of this five years’
rotation, excepting wheat, were fed on the farm, and if all
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the manure were saved and rightly applied, there would be
little or no difficulty in maintaining fertility, provided the soil
were friendly to clover. The fact is that much such land has
grown poorer, and it is known that another legume is needed
in the rotation. The substitution of the soybean or cowpea for
the oat crop gives excellent results. It makes a large supply
of rich hay, and it fits the soil nicely for winter grain. The use
of the breaking-plow is escaped. The surface of the land is
in good tilth, especially if the legume was planted in rows so
that cultivation could be given.”
Page 156: “Where land is thin, a four years’ rotation of
corn, soybeans or cowpeas, wheat, and clover is one of the
best, because it contains two leguminous crops, and because
one of them favors the wheat which follows and the clover
seeded in the wheat.
“Potatoes after Corn.–When potatoes are grown in the
corn belt, a five years’ rotation of corn, potatoes, oats, wheat,
and clover, or corn, potatoes, wheat, clover, and timothy, is
one of the best. When a late potato crop is grown, there is not
time for seeding to wheat in cool latitudes, and the oat crop,
or the soybean, fits in best.”
Note: Alva Agee lived 1858-1943. Address: M.S., Head,
Dep. of Agricultural Extension, Acting Dean and Director
of the School of Agriculture and Agric. Exp. Station,
Pennsylvania State College.
821. Kuijper, J. 1912. Soja [Soya]. Departement van den
Landbouw, Suriname, Bulletin No. 29. p. 24-29. Nov. [Dut]
• Summary: In recent years, since 1908, soya has become
a product of great importance on the world market. There
are few products whose exports have risen so dramatically
in just a few years. The reason for the great expansion of
trade in soya can be found in the great demand by industry
for oilseeds. For more than 30 years, experiments have been
conducted on growing soybeans in Europe, but the results
have not been very promising. Some people have suggested
that soya might be able to be grown in Suriname. It is grown
in many tropical countries, including Siam, British India, and
Java. Requirements for cultivation and yields are discussed.
Japan reports the highest yields, 2,500 kg/ha, compared with
1,000 to 1,400 kg/ha from the USA. Soybeans produce more
protein and oil per unit area of land than any other farm crop.
The seed is used mainly for human consumption but the
plant also yields, fresh or dried, an excellent livestock feed,
which is why so much research on it is now being conducted
in Australia and America. It is important for Suriname that
soya can be used as a green fodder, for example interplanted
and fed with corn.
From soya one can make numerous products such as
soymilk (soyamelk), soy cheese [tofu] (soyakaas, whose
food value is higher than that of meat), soy flour, soy bread
(soyabrood), oil (olie), various sauces (soya sauce, Worcester
sauce, etc.), and various substitutes for coffee and chocolate,
etc. (surrogaten voor koffie en chocolade enz.).

In Suriname soya is cultivated on a small scale by the
Javanese, for example in Lelydorp and in the settlements
of Johan and Margaretha. Many experiments with Soya
have already been conducted in the experimental garden
(Cultuurtuin). Seeds imported from America did not give
good results; the plants remained small, yielded few fruits,
and died quickly thereafter. It is a common occurrence that
plants from temperate or subtropical regions do not grow
well in the warm tropics in the rainy season. Of the seeds
cultivated in Suriname, two varieties give good results.
Those cultivated by the Javanese give hardy plants and a
lot of seed though exact yield figures are not available; the
planted area is still quite small. But the yield is about 1,000
kg/ha. Apparently the necessary bacteria are present in the
soil, for the roots show nodulation.
In the experimental garden two beds of soya were
planted on May 24. The first seeds ripened after 3 months
and within 4 months all was harvested. Thus the plants
developed during the rainy season, and they probably got
too much water. The results would probably be better if
this season could be avoided. Soya is sold in Suriname for
hfl 30 per bag, a considerably higher price than that paid in
Europe. On the plantations Peperpot and Jaglust experiments
with soya have also been conducted. The European seed that
was used gave very limited results. The experiments will be
conducted again using Suriname seeds.
With the market price at hfl 10 per bag, it seems very
unlikely that the cultivation of soya in Suriname will ever be
profitable, unless high yields can be obtained. As mentioned
above, this seems unlikely. Small scale cultivation for sale in
Suriname, however, seems advantageous at present, while in
areas where cattle are raised the use of soya as a green feed
to replace more expensive secondary feeds will likely give
good results.
Note 1 This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2015)
concerning soybeans in Suriname, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Suriname.
Note 2. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term surrogaten voor koffie to
refer to soy coffee.
Note 3. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term soyamelk to refer to
soymilk.
Note 4. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term soyakaas to refer to tofu.
Address: Surinam.
822. Thompson, Firman; Morgan, H.H. 1912. Soy bean oil.
Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 98.
13 p. Dec. 1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production of oil.
Quality of oil. Some constants of soy bean oil. Methods
used. Uses and value of oil. Qualities of cake or meal. Value
as green manure and as an oil seed crop.
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Recently many U.S. experiment stations, especially in
the South, have conducted soy bean cultivation experiments,
with “fairly uniform success. Almost invariably, however,
the object of these experiments has been to determine their
value as a forage crop or for green manure, rather than to
determine the industrial or economic value of the bean.” A
table compares the nutritional composition of the soy bean,
cottonseed, and flax seed. The soy bean contains the least oil
(17.2%) and the most protein (33.5%) of the three.
“In 1908, owing to a scarcity of linseed and cottonseed
products, serious attention was given to the soy bean as
an oilseed by the oil mills of England, with the result that
during 1909 about 400,000 tons were imported by them
for the manufacture of oil. The oil produced was received
so favorably by various industries that the importation
of the beans into England and other European countries
has increased very rapidly... At the present time over
1,000,000 tons of [soy] beans are annually exported from
Manchuria, as well as large quantities of oil and cake which
are manufactured there. While the oil has been used to a
considerable extent in this country, it appears that none of
the oil has been manufactured here, it being imported from
Europe or from the Asiatic countries.” During the year
ending June 30, 1911, 41.1 million lb of soy bean oil worth
$2.55 million were imported to the USA. The decrease of
imports to 28.02 million lb during the fiscal year 1912 was,
in large part, due to a severe outbreak of bubonic plague in
Manchuria.
“Reports from many widely separated parts of the
country show that the soy bean can, with reasonable
certainty, be brought to maturity in almost any part of
the United States south of the fortieth parallel” which
runs through the middle of New Jersey, just north of the
southern border of Pennsylvania, through Columbus
(Ohio), Indianapolis (Indiana), and Decatur, Champaign,
and Springfield (Illinois), then along the northern border of
Kansas. The average yield is 25 bushels/acre.
“According to Brode (Special Agents Series, Consular
Reports, No. 39 [April 1910]) a process is now being used
by several of the large oil mills in England, which consists of
extracting soybeans with a solvent having a low boiling point
(presumably benzine), whereby as much as 90% of the oil
is extracted. This produces a cake or meal correspondingly
lower in oil and higher in protein than that made by pressure.
There also appears to be in use in England a secret process
for refining the oil by which all of the disagreeable odor and
taste is removed and a good edible oil is produced.”
The author’s original experiments, based on 48 samples
of soy bean oil, show that some constants of the oil are:
Specific gravity at 15ºC .9212.
Saponification value 188.65.
Acid value .28.
Reichert-Meissl value 5.3.
Hehner value 93.50.

Neutralization value 177.82.
Iodine value of the oil 127.78.
Iodine value of the unsaturated fatty acids 131.93.
Unsaturated fatty acids 84.70.
Saturated fatty acids 8.61.
Ether number 188.37.
Glycerol 10.29.
Mean molecular weight 315.5.
The methods used to determine each constant are
described in detail.
“Probably the most important use of the oil is in the
manufacture of soaps, for which purpose it compares very
favorably with cotton-seed oil. Being a semi-drying oil it has
also found some application in the manufacture of paints,
and while it probably can never displace linseed oil for
this purpose, it appears that when mixed with linseed oil in
proportions as high as 25 per cent, no inferior qualities are
shown in the paint. It is possible that, with suitable driers, it
may find more extended use for this purpose.
“Regular American market quotations on this oil are
only available since the latter part of 1909, and since that
time the price has ranged from 6½ to 8 cents per pound with
an average of about 6 3/4 cents, as compared with 6½ to 6
3/4 for cottonseed, and 9 to 13 cents for linseed oil.”
“The price of soy bean meal in Europe varies from about
$28 to $30 per ton, compared with $30 for cottonseed meal
and $35 for linseed meal.” Address: Delaware College Agric.
Exp. Station.
823. B. 1912. Soy bean experience. Rural New-Yorker
71(4182):1268. Dec. 21. Oversize.
• Summary: “I have grown Soy beans for the past four
years in Oceana County, Michigan, with very good results,
and without inoculation of any kind. There have been no
tubercles on the roots until this year, in a field where these
beans were grown the past season, and in this field there
were tubercles on the roots, but the yield of beans was no
greater than in other fields where there were no tubercles on
the roots. The variety grown is an early yellow, and ripens
every year here. These Soy beans will yield up to 20 bushels
of seed per acre and even more. I have been growing them
for the seed trade and using the straw for horse and cow feed,
but I have had trouble in getting them thrashed clean, as a
common bean thrasher will only take from 50 to 75 per cent.
of the beans from the pod. Has anyone had any experience
in this line that will help me? B.” Address: Oceana County,
Michigan.
824. Markley, Horatio. 1912. The soy bean crop. Rural NewYorker 71(4182):1263. Dec. 21. Oversize.
• Summary: “The great value of the Soy bean as a farm
crop has become recognized by many farmers in the last
few years, and the area over which it is successfully grown
is rapidly increasing. Its limit of production is much farther
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north than that of the cow-pea. On good soils it will probably
grow as far north as corn can be successfully grown. Its
fertility value is as high as any legume we can grow. It is
not possible to compare its value with clover or Alfalfa as it
has an entirely different place in the rotation. Where a fouryear rotation of corn, oats, wheat and clover is grown, we
believe that to substitute the Soy bean for oats would add
wonderfully to the feeding value of the rotation, as well as to
increase the fertility of the soil by having two legumes in one
rotation. The Soy bean can be grown for hay, for seed crop or
for silage.
“When grown for hay we have found that the best way
on our soil in North Central Ohio is to plow the ground early
in the Spring and cultivate occasionally until the 20th of
May to destroy weed seed; then sow from four to five pecks
per acre with wheat drill, using all the drills. The plants then
take care of themselves until ready to harvest. If, however,
the weed seeds have not been destroyed it is safer to drill
far enough apart to give one or two cultivations. Fairly good
corn land will grow from two to three tons per acre of rich
hay, surpassing clover, coarse and rough looking, but livestock eat it greedily and thrive on it. It is our richest coarse
feed as far as protein content is concerned. There can be only
one possible objection to Soy beans for hay, and that is in
curing them. Harvested in September there is less heat than
earlier and more danger of bad weather; however they are
much less injured by rain than is clover.
“For a seed crop we sow about three pecks of seed to
the acre, far enough apart to cultivate two or three times; 20
bushels of seed with 2,800 pounds of straw per acre is an
average crop. The beans are slightly richer in protein than oil
meal, and the straw as rich as clover hay, but being ripe and
somewhat woody would not be as digestible, yet cattle eat
the thrashed straw with very little waste. The beans make a
good substitute for tankage in the feeding of young pigs. At
the present price for the beans it is an excellent money crop,
worth more than double wheat, buckwheat or oats. For silage
we believe it is better to grow the corn and beans separately,
although some report success by growing them together. The
Ohio Experiment Station, in filling the silo, uses two loads of
corn to one of beans.
“The subject of inoculation is an important one in the
matter of soil improvement, and yet a good crop of beans
can be grown without inoculation. We follow Soy beans
with wheat by disking the ground, and find the seed bed in
excellent condition for that crop.” Address: Ohio.
825. Agricultural J. of Egypt (Cairo). 1912. The soya bean.
1(2):114-15. Summarized by the Bulletin of the Imperial
Institute. 1912. p. 668.
• Summary: “In part I of this Journal (p. 17) we drew
attention to the value of the Soya bean and to its suitability
for cultivation in Egypt. Since then it has been grown
experimentally at the Horticultural Division, Giza, by Mr.

[Thomas] Brown, whose report on the subject is here printed
in full, as it shows the possibility of the successful cultivation
of the Soya bean in Egypt; the experiment was, however,
not made under field conditions, being manured and watered
more than would otherwise be possible, and the area planted
was too small to justify forming definite conclusions.”
“’The Soya beans were dried and threshed. They were
sown on June 24th [1911] and removed from the ground on
September 30th. They occupied the ground 99 days. They
were sown in packets 30 cm. apart on the sides of ridges
about 70 cm. apart. Three to four seeds were sown in each
pocket about 3 cm. deep. The young plants were thinned so
as to leave only two at each point. Quantity of seeds used:–
Eltum [sic, Elton], 15.5 kilos. per feddan. Morse, 16.5 kilos.
per feddan. Medium Yellow, 9.5 kilos. per feddan. In the
case of the last named the seed is smaller in size than in the
case of the others. Soil, rather heavy black loam.” The actual
area sown of each variety was 162 square meters and the
actual quantity produced was: Medium Yellow 16 kg, Morse
14.5 kg, Eltum 13.5 kg. “The trial shows that the plant will
succeed as a summer crop.” Note 1. This document contains
the second earliest date seen for soybeans in Egypt, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Egypt (24 June 1911).
Note 2. Shuang Wen (2017, p. 15) states: “Before
Brown’s posting to Egypt, he had been a gardener at the
Royal Botanic Gardens in Kew and Head Gardener to the
Moroccan Sultan, designing and laying out palace gardens
in Fez. He was also a Fellow of the Linnean Society of
London.”
826. Dobbs, A.C. 1912. Report of the Imperial Agriculturist
for the year 1910-11. Report of the Agricultural Research
Institute and College, Pusa (India). For the year 1910-11. p.
20-25.
• Summary: On page 22, in the section titled “Cropping,”
we read: “Soybeans, obtained from Nagpur, yielded nearly
7 maunds per acre [1 maund = 82.28 lb], which is not
sufficient to pay for the cultivation and for the occupation of
the land for two seasons.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010)
that mentions the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute
(IARI) in connection with soybeans. It was founded in
1905 at Pusa, and was later renamed the Indian Agricultural
Research Institute. A search on Google Books (Advanced)
for “Indian Agricultural Research Institute” and (soya or
soyabean or soyabeans) from 1905 to 1955 gets 7 hits /
results; the earliest is dated 1940, when the main focus of
research was on the soyabean as a fodder crop. Address:
B.A., Asst. Inspector General of Agriculture, Agricultural
Research Inst. and College, Pusa, India.
827. Field (Henry) Seed Co. 1912. Annual seed catalog,
1912. The seeds that yield are sold by Field. Shenandoah,
Iowa. 84 p. See p. 32. Illust.
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• Summary: The section on “Pasture and Meadow Mixtures”
(p. 32) contains this subsection: “Quick-Action Hog Pasture.
Not permanent, but intended for quick results where you
wish to get lots of green feed as soon as possible for hogs
and calves, or where you have odd lots of ground which you
wish to put to use. Contains Barley, Field Peas, Rape and
such quick-coming annuals as will make luxuriant growth in
from six to eight weeks. Can be sown very early in the spring
and will be ready for pasture by the middle of May. For use
later in the season, especially for sowing in July and August
for fall pasture, we vary the mixture, using more cowpeas
and soybeans and sorghum. Price, 100 lbs., or over, 4½ cts.
per lb.; less amounts at 5¢ per lb.”
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usdanurseryandseedcatalog
Note 2. This is the earliest seed catalog seen that
contains the word “soybeans.” The Field catalogs published
in 1913 and 1914 contain the same text. Address: 227 West
Washington St., Indianapolis.
828. Harlan, Caleb. 1912. Farming with green manures,
on Plumgrove Farm. Revised and enlarged. Wilmington,
Delaware: F.R. Crumlish Co. 155 p. See p. 33-34, 49-51.
Reprinted in 2016 by Forgotten Books.
• Summary: In Chapter 7, “Legumes as Green Manure
(p. 32+) we read (p. 33): “Nearly every legume has one
particular strain of bacteria which can live and thrive upon
its roots and ordinarily this strain will not live on the roots
of any other kind of legume. The bacteria upon the soy bean
is different from those upon the cowpea and neither sort can
exist on the other plant.”
“When the legumes are well supplied with tubercles
the growth of the plant is not only more vigorous but the
plant itself is much richer in composition. The Michigan
Experiment Station performed an interesting experiment with
soy beans where it was found that plants well supplied with
tubercles produced 114 pounds of nitrogen per acre while
those without tubercles produced only 76 pounds of nitrogen
per acre. Cowpeas with tubercles on their roots yielded 139
pounds of nitrogen per acre. as compared with 118 pounds
for the non-tubercled plants.”
Page 34: “In regard to length of life and manner of
growth the legumes may be divided into three classes or
groups. (1) Biennials and perennials such as sweet clover,
red clover, alsike clover and alfalfa; (2) Winter annuals,
planted in the fall and maturing early the following spring
as hairy vetch, crimson clover and bur clover: (3) Summer
annuals such as cowpeas and soybeans. From these groups it
is usually possible to make a selection of a crop suited both
to the climatic conditions and also to the rotation practiced
upon the particular farm in question.”

In chapter 10, “Miscellaneous Legumes as Green
Manures,” the section titled “Soy Beans” (p. 49) states:
“The soy bean, also called soja bean, came originally
from southeastern Asia but has long been much cultivated in
China, India, and Japan.
“One ton of green soy beans contains 1500 pounds of
water, 12 pounds of nitrogen, 3 pounds of phosphoric acid,
and 11 pounds of potash valued at $3.10. One ton of the
dry roots contains a little over $5.00 worth of fertilizing
materials.
“The average yield of the green tops is about six tons per
acre. The soy bean is similar in many respects to the cowpea.
It is used to a considerable extent as a soil improver in the
Southern States and is also grown as far north as Minnesota,
Ontario and New England. The soy beans are thus adapted
to a wider range of climate than the cowpeas. They will also
succeed better than cowpeas on poorly drained soil as well
as under conditions that are too dry for the best production
of cowpeas. The seed is usually cheaper than that of cowpeas
owing to the fact that the soy bean seed can be readily
harvested by machinery. It is usually necessary to cultivate
the soy beans inasmuch as they are not as successful
as cowpeas in smothering out the weeds which prove
troublesome throughout the humid sections of the country.
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“The Michigan Experiment Station found that inoculated
soy beans were able to add 38 pounds of nitrogen to the soil
which was secured from the air. The Arkansas Experiment
Station used soy beans as green manure and found them
to give equally as good results as cowpeas, as determined
by following them with such crops as oats, wheat, corn or
cotton. With corn after cow pea stubble the same results
were secured as after soy bean stubble, while soy bean vines
turned under gave better results on the succeeding corn crop
than did the cowpea vines. With oats, however, the results
were slightly in favor of the cowpeas.
“Soy beans are very well adapted to short rotations
taking either the entire season for their growth or in case of
the early maturing varieties requiring but a part of a season
following some small grain crop. In Tennessee and North
Carolina the soy bean may be grown between two regular
wheat crops without the loss of the land for a season. In
other parts of the South it may be grown between oat crops,
especially if the early varieties are used.
“The soy bean is an annual crop, with an erect habit of
growth. The seed is usually best planted in rows 30 to 36
inches apart so that they can be cultivated. The plants should
be about two inches apart in the row and when seeded thus
a bushel of seed will plant between two and three acres. If
sown broadcast a bushel per acre of seed is required. The
seed may be sown at any time after the soil has become well
warmed in the spring. The seed should be planted about an
inch deep and never more than two inches in depth even on
sandy soil. The special advantage of the soy beans is their
marked ability to add nitrogen to the soil together with the
short period of time necessary for their maturity.”
Note: Soy is not mentioned in the original 1876 edition.
Address: M.D., Wilmington, Delaware.
829. Hiroshima Kenritsu Nôji Shikenjô. 1912. Kansaku
daizu [Intercropped soybeans]. Hiroshima-ken, Japan:
Hiroshima Kenritsu Nôji Shikenjô. 15 p. 23 cm. [Jap]*
Address: Japan.
830. Holm, Alex. 1912. Report of the General Manager,
Experimental Farm, Potchefstroom. Transvaal Department
of Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 1-40. For the years 19081909. See p. 7, 20.
• Summary: This report was submitted in Nov. 1909. A table
(p. 7) titled “Crops and Experiments” notes that soy beans
were planted (drilled) in rows 16 inches apart. In Dec. 1907
two acres of seed were planted as part of a green manuring
experiment. These soy beans were ploughed under as green
manure in June and July 1908, then maize was planted on
the land on 7 Nov. 1908. The yield of maize that following
soy beans was 2,475 lb/acre. Address: Experimental Farm,
Potchefstroom.
831. Ingalls, Walter Fitch. 1912. Soy beans. Cooperstown,

New York: Arthur H. Crist Co. 36 p. 19 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. Description of soy bean.
2. Inoculation. 3. How the soy bean came to be grown on our
farm. 4. Soils. 5. Planting and cultivation. 6. Advantages of
raising soy beans with corn. 7. The experiences of a few of
the farmers who raise soy beans. 8. Summary.
“The soy bean is one of the most prolific of growers
bearing large quantities of seed pods; the medium green bean
has been known to have one hundred pods on one plant” (p.
8).
Why did the author start growing soy beans? “After
farming for a number of years, buying grain for the dairy in
large quantities... I began thinking there should be something
which the farmers could raise which would balance the corn,
thus giving a more nearly balanced food, and so save buying
the concentrated feeds, bran, gluten, oil-meal, and cottonseed meal” (p. 15).
In 1898 he first grew soy beans. He experimental with
various crops, “but without marked success, and finally tried
the early green soy bean raised alone, and fed them green in
the fall, with the corn, probably fed about half a ton.
“While feeding them, the cows gained in milk and when
I stopped feeding them, there was a decrease in the flow of
milk.
This was in 1898; the next year I raised about an acre of
the soy beans separate, which were mixed with the corn as
the silo was filled, and about an acre planted in the hill with
the corn” (p. 16).
“After experimenting for a number of years, I finally
adopted the manner of raising the soy bean which I still
use, namely that of planting the beans in the field with the
ensilage corn, cutting, and putting them all, corn and beans,
in the silo together” (p. 17).
“We have tried several different varieties of soy beans,
with varying success; The early black mature before the
corn, and do not make a large growth. The medium green
matures in this climate at the same time as the corn, so we
have used this variety more than any other, and always with
good success” (p. 24).
Photos on unnumbered pages show: (1) A man standing
in a field of corn and soy bean plants (taken August 5). (2)
A man standing by rows of soy bean and corn plants (taken
Sept. 20); the soybeans grow almost as tall as a man, while
the corn grown much higher.
Note: This is the earliest English-language book seen
(Aug. 2001) about soybeans, i.e. with the word “Soy” (or any
of its cognates) in the title. It is also the first book published
in the USA describing how to grow soybeans. Address:
Hamilton, New York.
832. Jong, A.W.K. de. 1912. Wetenschappelijke proefvelden.
Verslag over het jaar 1911 [Scientific experiment fields.
Report of the year 1911]. Mededeelingen van het Agricultuur
Chemisch Laboratorium (Departement van Landbouw,
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Nijverheid en Handel) (Batavia, Dutch East Indies) No. 1. 40
p. See p. 36-40. [Dut]
• Summary: The last of the seven parts in this report (p. 3640) is titled Bemestingsproef met soja hispida (“Fertilizer
trials with soybeans”). On 11 Oct. 1911 a field was divided
into 64 equal plots. Various fertilizers and combinations of
fertilizers were applied to non-adjacent plots and the seed
yield recorded as follows: 1. Potassium chloride (Chloorkali)
(830 gm). 2. Potassium chloride and stable manure (1,300
gm). 3. Superphosphate (1,169 gm). 4. Superphosphate
and stable manure (826 gm). 5. Potassium chloride and
super phosphate (1,249 gm). 6. Potassium chloride, super
phosphate, and stable manure (1,372 gm). (7) No fertilizer
(992 gm). 8. Stable manure (1,297 gm). Ninety plants were
sown on each plot; 5 rows of 18 plants in each row. On Nov.
18 the flowers were visible and on Nov. 27 the seeds. They
were harvested on Dec. 25.
Conclusions: Combination no. 6, Potassium chloride,
superphosphate, and stable manure, gave the best yields
(1,372 gm). Combination no. 2 gives the second best results.
Address: Dr.
833. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W.; Owen, Irving L.;
McLean, Harry C. 1912. Report of the Soil Chemist and
Bacteriologist. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 32:157-267. For the year ending Oct.
31, 1911.
• Summary: In Part V, titled “Miscellaneous vegetation
experiments,” Experiment 10 concerning “The protein
content of soy beans and buckwheat as affected by varying
amounts of lime, gypsum and acid phosphate” (p. 254-56)
contains a large table showing the results. “The following
conclusions seem justified: 1. The nitrogen content of soy
beans was distinctly increased by the use of lime, though
lime at the rate of 4,000 pounds per acre did not appear to
give any increase over the yield from 1,000 pounds per acre.
The highest yield was obtained when the lime was used at
the rate of 2,000 pounds per acre.
“2. Gypsum appears to have had no influence on the
nitrogen content of the beans.”
Experiment 11 concerning “The protein content of
soy beans as affected by the proportion of sand in the soil”
(p. 256-57) contains another table showing the results.
Conclusion: “While the differences were not great, yet the
evidence points to a sandy soil as favoring a high protein
content in soy beans.” Address: 1. Ph.D., Acting Director; 2.
A.M., Assoc. Soil Chemist; 3-4. B.Sc., Asst. Chemist. All:
New Brunswick, New Jersey.
834. Smith, C.B. 1912. Rotations in the corn belt. Yearbook
of the United States Department of Agriculture p. 325-36.
For the year 1911.
• Summary: The section titled “Corn in rotation with
cowpeas or soy beans, wheat, and clover” (p. 331-32)

discusses the growing importance of soybeans in the corn
belt. “In southern Indiana, southern Illinois, portions of
Ohio, and much of Missouri and Kansas either cow peas
or soy beans may profitably be substituted for oats in the
rotation. Both these crops may be grown for either grain or
hay, producing a quality of product even superior to oats
for feeding purposes. Both are legumes, and therefore are
superior to oats as crops for improving the land, and both
possess the still further advantage of making it unnecessary
to plow the ground after them, as in the case of oats,
for wheat. Disking is preferable and can be effectually
done when dry weather would make plowing impossible.
Furthermore, both cowpeas and soy beans can be grown
successfully on poorer land and on land in a poorer condition
of tilth than can oats, and in themselves, either for feed or
hay, they will return a greater cash value than oats.
“As to which is the more profitable, cowpeas or soy
beans, that matter has not been satisfactorily determined and
will vary with the locality. The soy beans will stand a little
more frost and therefore can be safely grown a little farther
north than cowpeas.
“Recent field observations have led to the belief that
soy beans will have by far the broader general application
and will thrive under a greater variety of soil conditions than
cowpeas. On the heavier lands along the central and northcentral sections of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois soy beans are
being grown with greater success and with greater profit than
cowpeas.”
“The value of the soy bean crop in the sections
mentioned is being realized more and more each year and
it is rapidly filling a very important place in the rotation on
the average farm. At present the crop is principally used to
supply feed for live stock, but with the prevailing prices
of seed, farmers will doubtless gradually go into seed
production, allowing the crop to fill the same place in the
rotation as at present.
“With a four or five year rotation of (1) corn, (2)
cowpeas or soy beans, (3) wheat, and (4) clover and timothy
one year or more, the land will be plowed but once in the
rotation and that for the corn crop. For the cowpeas or soy
beans and for the wheat, disking the ground will usually be
sufficient.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2016) by
or about USDA’s Office of Farm Management and soybeans.
In 1922 it became part of the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics. Address: Agriculturist, Office of Farm
Management, Bureau of Plant Industry.
835. Tanaka, Setsusaburô. 1912. Saibai kakuron [Details on
cultivation. Revised ed.]. Tokyo. [Jap]*
• Summary: Nagata (1960, p. 75-76) states that Tanaka
was the first to write on summer vs. autumn soybeans after
the Meiji period. He emphasized that these two kinds of
soybeans should be distinguished by the length of their
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growing period; the summer soybeans have a short growing
period and the autumn soybeans a longer one. Tanaka also
emphasized that vining and twining characteristics appear
to be an important criterion for botanical taxonomy of
soybeans.
Note: The only edition of this book listed in WorldCat
was published in 1901 in Tokyo by Hakubunkan.
836. Tonnelier, Adolfo C. 1912. La Soja hispida y sus
aplicaciones [The soybean and its applications]. Buenos
Aires, Argentina: J. Carbone. 16 p. [Spa]
• Summary: Various tables give the chemical composition
of soybeans based on different previous analyses (incl.
moisture, ash, oils, nitrogenous substances / proteins
{materias azoadas, materias proteicas}, cellulose, and
carbohydrates).
“The results obtained during these last two periods in
this Experimental Station permit us to predict a bright future
for these industries. The soybean is adequate to use as green
manure, green fodder and hay; it produces a grain with which
flour is made for the maintenance of people and animals;
it also produces oil which leaves a residue cake that can be
fed to livestock. Besides these products, soybeans can be a
source for artificial milk (leche artificial; soymilk), cheese
(queso) [tofu], and a certain sauce (cierta salsa; soy sauce),
all of which, even if their use has not yet become part of our
custom, are at least widespread in the Chinese Empire” (p.
1).
“The main center for the utilization of the soybean and
for the production of flour, oil and cakes is found in Hull,
England.” Tables show the composition of soy flour (harina
de Soja) and the soybean cake (la torta de Soja), based on
analyses by Maret and Delattre (p. 8).
On page 10 is a discussion of vegetable milk or soy
milk. Page 12 discusses “queso de Soja, ó To Fou” (“soy
cheese, or tofu”) and “la famosa salsa de Soja, llamada
Soyou ó Choyou” (“the famous soy sauce, called Soyou
or Choyou” [actually shoyu]). A table gives the chemical
composition of fresh and dry tofu.
A full-page table (p. 13) compares the chemical
composition of soybeans and soyfoods with similar foods
from other sources in six categories: Seeds or grains, cakes
(for feed), flour, green forage, milk (incl. soymilk), and
cheese (incl. fresh and dry tofu; Queso de To Fou, fresco;
Queso de To Fou, seco). The dry tofu cheese may be dryfrozen tofu.
“Experiments carried out at this Experimental Station
in Cordoba during the last three years plainly confirm the
favorable effects that legumes produce as green/unripe
manure over other crops such as corn, flax, wheat, barley,
rye and potatoes. In the period 1910-1911, as is well known,
was not a very favorable one for forage production. A
yield corresponding to 36,000 kg/ha of green forage was
obtained [from soybeans] at this Experimental Station”

(p. 15). “The experimental cultivation of the hispid/hairy
soybean in the period of 1910-1911 was carried out on soil of
mediocre composition, inferior to that of the average crops
in the region. As I stated earlier, that year was extremely
unfavorable for all vegetation. Half of the crop either failed
to bloom or did not ripen. As a result, by January 19, 1911,
the harvest of green forage was 36,800 kg/ha, leaving the
other half for seed” (p. 16).
Photos show: (1) A field of soy bean plants (Soja
hispida). (2) Close-up view of a man standing with a
measuring stick in a field of soy bean plants. (3) Close-up
view of leaves of a soy bean plant. (4). Close-up of soybean
pods on stem. (5). Soybean pods placed next to a ruler.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Argentina (one of
three documents).
Note 2. The last two lines of the article read: “Cordoba,
July 1911. A.C. Tonnelier.” Therefore this document contains
the earliest clear date seen for soybeans in Argentina, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Argentina (1908). The source of
these soybeans is unknown.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Jan. 2016) that uses the term materias azoadas or the
term materias proteicas to refer to nitrogenous substances or
protein in connection with soybeans.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term queso de Soja refer to
tofu. Address: Jefe de la Estación Experimental, anexa á la
Escuela Nacional de Agricultura y Ganaderia de Córdoba
(Chief of the Experiment Station, attached to the School of
Agriculture and Cattle Raising of Cordoba, Argentina).
837. Wing Seed Co. 1912. Alfalfa: And how to grow it. A
treatise about this valuable clover together with a list of
sundry other fine forage plants, corn, vegetables and flower
seeds of quality (Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
64 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: This is actually The Wing Seed Company’s mail
order catalog. The back cover is filled with a black-and-white
photo of a man standing in a huge, well manicured field of
“Wing’s Mikado Soys” growing in rows. On the back of the
title page are: Guarantee of seed quality, prices, shipments,
and important suggestions for ordering. The Introduction
(p. 3) begins: “The most important question before the
American people is neither the tariff, the trusts, nor the
eight-hour day. It is the problem of supplying today ninety
millions of people with food, and doing it in such a manner
that the next year we can supply still a greater number from
the same acreage under cultivation... and finally leaving the
soil considerably richer than it is today... Briefly it depends
upon lime, phosphorus, potash, and nitrogen. The first three
we can buy if necessary, but nitrogen is so costly that it is
extremely difficult to purchase it, apply it to our soils, and
show a financial gain from so doing, even when we secure
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fairly good prices. The greatest source of nitrogen is the air,
and our common legumes transfer it through the bacteria on
their roots to the soil; thus it becomes apparent that the key
to successful agriculture is legumes.”
For twenty years this firm has been in constant study of
all sorts of leguminous crops... we believe that today no other
firm of seedsmen in the United States is as well qualified
to serve their customers along this great line of leguminous
plants as we are.”
The first long section (p. 4-14), titled “Alfalfa or
lucerne,” gives details on all aspects of growing this crop.
It begins: “Legumes are the only plant foods which actually
add plant food to the soil; they thus rank of the greatest
importance, and permanent agriculture depends vitally upon
their use.” “On impoverished soils, we would recommend
preparation for Alfalfa one or two years in advance, growing
such crops as Crimson Clover, Mammoth Clover, Melilotus
[Sweet Clover], Cow Peas, Canada Field Peas, or Soja
Beans, and preferably turning them under or else pasturing
them off, so as to give the soil the greatest benefit possible
from them.” “Time of Seeding (p. 5)–On Woodland Farm,
for many years, it has been our custom to sow Alfalfa at oatseeding time, about the first week of April, using Beardless
Spring Barley as a nurse crop.”
After a section on corn (p. 15-20) comes a longer section
titled “Soy beans.” Its contents: Introduction. Usefulness
of soy beans. Time of planting and cultivation. Inoculation.
Harvesting for grain. Making soy bean hay. Varieties:
Wing’s Mikado (will yield 30 bushels/acre under favorable
conditions), Wing’s Mongol (secured in 1908), Wing’s Sable
(secured in 1908), Wing’s Extra Select Sable, Jet, Peking,
Wing’s Extra Select Peking, Wilson (excellent for forage),
Ito San (Especially adapted to latitude 41½ degrees, or north
of that), Mammoth (will rarely mature seed north of the Ohio
River), a stray soy bean.
The section on soy beans begins (p. 21): “Three years
ago [ca. 1909] we ventured the assertion that Soy Beans were
one of the coming crops. We are much more certain now
than we were then.” The introduction to the varieties states
(p. 27): “We believe that we are the largest retailers of soy
beans in the United States. Possibly we retail as many as all
the rest of the dealers put together. We believe, also, that we
are spending more money to test varieties of these soy beans
to ascertain which are the good ones, and to perfect them, by
plant row breeding and selection, than any other firm in the
United States.” The varieties whose names start with “Wing”
“are our own, obtainable only directly from us. We have no
agent, and no other seedsmen have them.” The photos in
this issue (which are very similar to those in the 1911 issue)
show: (1) Two children (about ages 3 and 6) inspecting the
soy bean test plots. (2) A boy standing in “A field of Peking
soy beans just ripening. This looks like 30 bushels per
acre.” (3) Large, individual photos of uprooted plants of the
following soy bean varieties bearing pods: Wing’s Mikado (2

photos on different pages), Ito San, Wing’s Sable (2), Wing’s
Mongol, Wilson, Peking, and Jet (p. 23-30). Two children
seated (one in a big straw hat) in front of a field of soybeans
(inside back cover).
The “Index and table of quantities required per acre;
Also weight per bushel” (p. 64) states that a bushel of
“Beans, Soy” weighs 60 lb. If sowing alone, plant ¼ to 3 bu/
acre.
A typewritten note, stapled to the title page, was written
in 1993 by William Wing of Pella, Iowa, for a Wing family
reunion, at which he displayed the booklet. The note states:
“The Wing Seed Co. of Mechanicsburg, Ohio, founded
by Joseph (Alfalfa Joe) Wing and his brothers Willis and
Charles, after many years of prosperous operation, went
bankrupt during the Great Depression [1929 to early 1940s].
The buildings were sold to the Scott Seed Co. [now named
Scotts Co. Phone: 937-644-0011] in Marysville, Ohio, distant
about 30 miles from Mechanicsburg. The buildings are still
used for storage by Scott.” Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
838. Winkler, Hubert. 1912. Botanisches Hilfsbuch
fuer Pflanzer, Kolonialbeamte, Tropenkaufleute und
Forschungsreisende [Botanical guidebook for colonial
settlers and officials, buyers of tropical goods, and
explorers]. Wismar: Hinstorffsche Verlagsbuchhandlung. 322
p. See p. 240-41. [1 ref. Ger]
Address: Privatdozent an der Universitaet Breslau
[Germany].
839. Mooers, Charles A. 1913. Liming for Tennessee soils.
Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 97.
35 p. Jan.
• Summary: Liming involves adding finely ground limestone
(mainly calcium carbonate / carbonate of lime) to soils,
in part to raise the pH. Mooers studied the response of
different crops to the liming of acid soils where liming was
necessary to get a fair crop of clover. Plants reported as
practically failing without liming were: alfalfa, alsike clover,
red clover, and white cover. Crops which were decidedly
helped: crimson clover, cowpeas, soybeans, velvet beans,
and hairy vetch. Crops which were injured by the application
of lime: cotton, peanuts, watermelon. Address: Chemist and
Agronomist, Knoxville, Tennessee.
840. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1913.
Vegetable-oil industry and trade. 16(35):737-44. Feb. 11. See
p. 740.
• Summary: The section titled “Ceylon” states: “The
cultivation of the soya beans is not making very much
headway in Ceylon, according to the Times of Ceylon,
whereas in Java, Burma, Japan, and Manchuria cultivation
is carried on on a very extensive scale. Some time ago the
Ceylon Agricultural Society ordered beans from Java for a
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few members, the beans from that country being found more
suitable to Ceylon. At first the beans were obtained from the
Straits, but were not a success. Cultivation is being carried
on successfully in Jaffna, Kalutara, and Puttalam, and even
in the Kandy district, and at present the beans are being used
as a vegetable and for making green manure. It is claimed
they are a good specific for diabetes, and the oil that is
expressed from them is equal to olive oil. It has an agreeable
flavor and is known as sweet oil. It is a formidable rival
to coconut oil for the purpose of soap manufacture, but its
cultivation in this island does not seem to have ‘caught on.’
It can be interplanted with coconuts and as it is a nitrogenous
plant the larger trees would benefit.”
841. Mooers, C.A. 1913. Re: Unable to give you the names
of growers of soy beans seed. Letter to W.J. Morse, Scientific
Assistant, Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, D.C., Feb. 17. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I am sorry to say that we are unable
to give you the names of growers of soy beans seed. Our
farmers are very much interested in [?] but have not paid
special attention to the seed proposition.
“Mr. W.P. Ridley, R.D.1, Columbia, Tennessee has been
advertising of the Haberlandt [?] variety of soy beans, but
whether he has any seed left for sale I am unable to say.
“You might write to the Koger Pea and Bean Thresher
Company at Morristown, Tennessee for information in
regard to the growers of soy bean seed.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
842. Granato, L. 1913. A soja [The soybean]. Sao Paulo
Secretaria de Agricultura, Comercio e Obras Pulicas.
Boletim de Agricultura, Series 14. No. 3. p. 159-67. March.
Series XIV. [Por]
• Summary: Contents: Names of the soybean: Scientific
and in various foreign countries. Botanical characteristics.
Soybean cultivation: In Russia, France, Italy, Austria.
Harvest and yield: In Italy, Hungary, France, in Brazil at
the Agronomic Institute of Campinas (instituto Agronomico
de Campinas) where Dutra reported yields of 2,200 to
2,300 liters/hectare. The soybean as a food: Nutritional
composition and food value of the seeds of varieties analyzed
by König, of varieties cultivated in 1899 at the Agronomic
Institute of Campinas and analyzed by Mr. R. Bolliger. Soja
as a forage crop. Uses of the soy bean (esp. in Japan and

China): Miso, tofu (a type of cheese {queijo} called To-fu),
shoyu, koji, soy flour (farinha de soja).
Note 1. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (April 2013) that uses the word queijo or the
word To-fu to refer to tofu.
Note 2. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Jan. 2019) that mentions soy flour which it
calls farinha de soja.
Three bar charts (p. 165-66) compare the protein
(albuminoides), oil and fat, and carbohydrate content of the
soybean with those of other major foodstuffs (of both animal
and vegetable origin, such as common beans {feijao}, beef,
eggs, wheat, etc.). Soybeans have the highest content of
protein, and of oil or fat, of all foods with which they are
compared.
843. Wiancko, Alfred T. 1913. Cow peas and soy beans.
Revised ed. Purdue University Agricultural Extension
Bulletin No. 2. 8 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil adaptation. Soil
preparation. Inoculation. When and how to sow cowpeas
and soy beans. Harvesting and threshing (for hay, for seed).
Varieties for Indiana.
This Bulletin begins: “Cowpeas and soy beans are
leguminous crops which are rapidly gaining favor in
Indiana agriculture. Farmers all over the state are becoming
interested in them and are learning their great value as grain
and forage crops and for the improvement of soil fertility.
Their power to gather nitrogen from the air, the large amount
of organic matter they are capable of producing, and their
beneficial effect upon the tilth of clay soils are qualities
which commend them in the highest degree, to say nothing
of their value as feeding stuffs.
“On most Indiana soils the cowpea is primarily a forage
crop, while the soy bean will generally give best results
as a grain crop. Both are excellent as cover crops or green
manures for plowing under, providing large amounts of
organic matter rich in nitrogen. Of the two, the cowpea is
perhaps to be preferred for the latter purpose, but that point is
not settled. Of similar sized varieties, sometimes one will do
better and sometimes the other, according to soil adaptation,
degree of inoculation, etc.”
“Inoculation (p. 4): In most cases in Indiana where
cowpeas or soy beans are grown for the first time the
soil will need to be inoculated from an outside source. In
southern Indiana generally, and in some northern portions
where the cow pea has been grown somewhere in the
neighborhood for many years, the bacteria are pretty well
distributed over all fields and inoculation is not necessary.
Pure cultures may be used, but as they so often fail, it is
much safer and generally cheaper to use soil from a field
where the particular crop has been grown successfully. Each
crop has its own particular variety of bacteria and one will
not do for both.
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“From a gallon of soil specially rich in the desired
bacteria mixed in and drilled with every bushel of seed
to a few hundred pounds per acre scattered broadcast and
immediately harrowed in when preparing the seed-bed may
be used and can be easily applied. When once properly
inoculated, soil from this field may be used for the rest of,
the farm.
“Where the success of these crops is seriously in doubt,
it is a good plan to sow and thoroughly inoculate small test
plats which will later provide soil for inoculating larger
fields.”
“Varieties for Indiana (p. 7): There is great variation in
the time of maturity among varieties of both soy beans and
cowpeas. Large numbers of varieties (over 200 of soy beans)
have been tested in this state, some ripening inside of three
months, while others were still grass green when destroyed
by frost. It is very important, therefore, to give careful
attention to the selection of varieties.”
Page 8: The following varieties of soy beans may be
recommended:
“Northern Indiana:–Ito San, Early Brown, Black Beauty.
“Central and Southern Indiana:–Hollybrook, Ito San,
Early Brown, Sable, Mikado.
Where to get seed–Soy beans [all in Indiana]:
“Taylor Fouts, Camden.
“Isaac A. Smith, Warren.
“C.L. Meharry, Attica.
“W.R. Butler, Kokomo.
“Troyer Bros., Losantville.
“F.W. Greenwell, Jr., Huntertown.
“A.H. Hadley, Monrovia.
“R.G. East, Worthington.
“A.B. Talmage, Wabash.”
Footnote: “Farmers are cautioned to examine samples
of the seed before purchasing. The names and addresses are
given for the convenience of farmers and the Station should
not be held responsible for the quality of the seed.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2013) that
mentions the soybean variety Mikado. Address: Dep. of Soils
and Crops, Purdue Univ. Experiment Station.
844. Woodhouse, E.J.; Taylor, C. Somers. 1913. The varieties
of soy beans found in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa and their
commercial possibilities. India Department of Agriculture,
Memoirs. Botanical Series 5(3):103-76. March. Plus 4 plates
on unnumbered pages. Also published as a book in Calcutta
by Thacker, Spink & Co. and in London by W. Thacker &
Co. 28 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introductory. 2. Nomenclature. 3.
Varietal characters of soy beans: Habit, foliage, pubescence,
flower (morphology, pollination, extent of natural crossing),
pods, seeds (morphology), seeds (composition; black,
yellow, and chocolate seeded varieties grown by the authors
from seed obtained in 1909; the back varieties contained

significantly more nitrogen/protein and less oil), maturity,
diseases. 4. Description of types: Kala Bhetmas, Safed
Bhetmas, Lal Bhetmas, Barmeli Bhetmas, Nepali Bhetmas
(obtained from Kalimpong and tested at Sabour in 1911).
5. Distribution. 6. Cultivation. 7. Yield. 8. Price. 9. Uses:
Food-stuff, bean sauce (soy, or shoyu), chiang or miso,
tou-fu (tofu), soy beans as a green vegetable, oil (for use in
England in soap-making, or in China “as an illuminant, as a
substitute for lard in cooking, though it is inferior to rapeseed
and sesamum oil for this purpose, as a lubricant for greasing
cart axles, or for waterproofing cloth”), cake and flour. 10.
General conclusions.
“In 1909 the survey work on the crops of Bengal was
commenced, and in July of that year a number of trial
plots of the chief pulse crops of the Province were sown
for identification and field study. Among these were three
samples of Bhetmas, of which one sample of black-seeded
Bhetmas, received from the Settlement Officer, Bhagalpur,
was found to be pure for seed characters... All the plots did
well and were identified as varieties of the Soy Bean, but
in October it became apparent that the black-seeded type
differed from the other two in having darker bullate leaves
and a more prostrate habit...
“In 1910 the seed of the single plants which had been
analysed was sown together with some samples obtained
by Mr. A.C. Ghosh from the Kurseong bazar [bazaar]... a
distinctly earlier black seeded form was obtained from a plot
(E256 of 1910) grown from seed collected at the Bankipur
Exhibition. The trial plots of the seed from Kurseong failed.”
“In 1911... the success of the plots of the acclimatized
American varieties induced us to exchange seeds of the
Bengal types with Mr. Piper, of the United States Plant
Industry Bureau, who kindly supplied us with seed of
the varieties, Barchet, Duggar, Haberlandt, Hollybrook,
Mammoth, Pekin [Peking], Pingshu. Another attempt was
made to cultivate at Sabour the varieties grown in the
Sikkim Himalayas, and plots of the Nepali, Barmeli, black
seed, greenish yellow seed and chocolate seed varieties
were obtained from Mr. Goodwin, Superintendent of the
Kalimpong Homes Farm, and grown successfully at Sabour”
(p. 104-05). Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2013) that spells the soybean variety named “Peking” as
“Pekin.” This spelling also appeared in Cuba in 1920 (3
documents), in Argentina in 1922, and in the United States in
1925 (in Alaska, see Georgeson 1925).
Concerning seed morphology (p. 114-15): The weight of
100 seeds in some of the American varieties such as Barchet,
Pekin and Pingshu have remained approximately constant,
whereas others, such as Duggar, Hollybrook and Mammoth
have decreased in weight more or less considerably during
the past season. The Nepali type has decreased in weight
from 24.4 grams to 12.8 grams per 100 seeds. The variation
in weight per 100 seeds in the case of varieties cultivated in
new localities would appear to give a good indication of the
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adaptability of a variety to its new environment.”
The authors record the results of a large number of
selection experiments which they have carried out with a
view to obtaining early-maturing types rich in oil, and also
deal briefly with the cultivation and uses of soy beans.
Concerning uses (p. 138): “In Bengal, soy beans are
used very little for food as they are said to be too heat
producing. It is usually taken after frying over a heated sand
bath as bhunja, but it is also heated, crushed, and then used
as dal, and also as larua mixed with gur.” In the “Soya Bean
of Manchuria” (1911), Shaw states that soy beans can also be
used to make bean sauce or shoyu, chiang or miso, and toufu (tofu). They can also be used to make oil, cake, and flour.
“General conclusions (p. 140): At the present time, Soy
Beans are grown to a slight extent only in the Darjeeling hills
and to no appreciable extent elsewhere although satisfactory
yields have been obtained in the experiments conducted by
the Agricultural Department in both these areas. We may
ascribe the present unpopularity of the crop to the following
reasons. For export the price offered in Calcutta is not yet
sufficiently attractive; as a food-stuff it is more potent than
the ordinary pulses to which the people are accustomed;
as a crop for growth in the plains it has the disadvantage
of occupying the land during two seasons, it may suffer
from waterlogging during the rains, and requires plenty of
moisture in October, and it harbours rats during the last two
months of its growth. These objections do not appear to us
by any means unsurmountable [insurmountable]... The use
of Soy Beans for food could be extended if the educated
classes once appreciate its value as an addition to a rice diet,
and experiment with its preparation for food on the lines
suggested.”
“Its cultivation in the hills would probably be largely
extended on the present lines as soon as the price reached
a satisfactory figure. It only remains to say that our work
is being continued on the lines indicated in this paper with
a view to isolating early maturing types possessing a high
yield of oil.”
Contains many tables (the 13 tables before page 143 are
unnumbered, and many contain no caption), mostly showing
the composition of various black, yellow, and chocolate
soy beans and the history of descendants of various singly
selected plants. Black soy beans contain on average 6.72%
nitrogen and 13.52% oil. Yellow soy beans contain 5.61%
nitrogen and 16.99% oil.
Note 2. Therefore black soy beans contain 19.8% more
nitrogen [protein] and only 79.6% as much oil as yellow soy
beans. Chocolate-colored soy beans contain 5.57% nitrogen
(the least of all three types) and 17.13% oil (the most of all
three types).
A table titled “Life periods of American varieties of Soy
Beans grown at Sabour, 1911” (p. 124) gives information on
eight varieties: Barchet, Duggar, Haberlandt, Hollybrook,
Mammoth, Pekin, Pingshu, and Riceland. For example,

Duggar: Origin: S.P.I. No. 17268C. Date of planting: July 12,
1911. Date of harvesting: Oct. 11. Life period at Sabour: 91
days. Life period in the U.S.A.: 110-120 days.
Another table titled “Yield of the types of soy beans
found in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa” (p. 135) lists 8 varieties,
and for each: Where grown, dates of sowing, area sown,
approximate yield in lbs/acre, corresponding yield (on
unmanured land) in mds., srs., and chtks. [mds. = maunds;
1 maund = 82.28 pounds or 37.32 kg; srs. = seers; 1 seer
= 2.05 pounds; chtks. = chittaks or chittacks or chattaks or
chattacks; 1 chittak [also chattak or chattack] = 1/16 seer =
900 grains = about 2 ounces], and remarks. Two trials gave
yields of more than 2000 lb/acre (2,189 lb from the variety
Nepali in Kalimpong, and 2,164 lb for a Chocolate variety at
Bankipur Farm). Seven additional trials gave yields of 1,000
to 1,400 lb/acre.
Numbered tables (starting on p. 143) show: (1) Black
soy beans: The history of descendants of various single
selected plants. (2) Yellow soy beans (Type 3): The history of
descendants of various single selected plants. (3) Chocolate
soy beans (Type 4): The history of descendants of various
single selected plants. (4) Variations in 24 plots grown
from each plant descended from sowing of seed from the
single plant No. 94c. (5) Detailed table showing the results
obtained from 150 samples of black soy beans analysed
in 1911 (p. 146-55). (6) Detailed results obtained in 1911
with 150 samples of yellow soy beans (Type 3) (p. 155-64).
(7) Detailed results obtained in 1911 with 152 samples of
chocolate soy beans (Type 4) (p. 165-74). (8) Life periods of
Bengal varieties of soy beans grown in Bengal.
Photos on unnumbered pages near the end show: (1)
Type I–”Late Black-seeded” soybean variety, photographed
28 Oct. 1911. (2) Type V–Barmeli variety. (3) Type VI–
Nepali variety on left, and Type IIIa–”Upright long branched
greeny yellow seeded variety on right.” (4) Barchet variety,
photographed 30 Oct. 1911.
Four graphs on the last page show the distribution of
chocolate, black, and yellow soybeans according to both
their nitrogen and oil contents.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010)
that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in Bengal
(probably later Bangladesh). Address: Economic Botanist to
the Government of Bihar and Orissa, India.
845. Williams, C.G.; Welton, F.A. 1913. Cooperative tests
with soybeans in 1912. Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station, Circular No. 132. 11 p. April 2.
• Summary: This Circular begins: “In the spring of 1912
the Station distributed a quantity of soybeans. In general the
plan followed was two-fold: To farmers who wished to make
a comparison of varieties and who were willing to make
out and return a brief report of same, the Station furnished
free seed of a few of its most promising varieties for a test
in small plots (size, two to four square rods). To those who
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wished to experiment with the crop, but who did not care to
conduct a variety test, the Station sold beans in lots not to
exceed one bushel. With one exception, all the seed sold was
of the Medium Green variety.
“Thirty-two cooperators, representing twenty-one
counties, have submitted reports, a brief summary of which
is here presented. For the most part the farmers reporting
were without experience in growing soybeans. The results
are both interesting and, in the main, encouraging. All the
reports the Station received are included, without regard to
their success or failure.
“The reports are here arranged in alphabetical order
according to counties.”
Of the 32 tests reported, 8 would be classed as failures.
The successful crops range in yield from 8 to 28 bu/acre on
areas of one or more acres. Some of the plot yields reached
50 bu/acre. The common grain drill was generally used
for planting in rows 21 to 42 inches apart. The best yields
came from rows 21-28 inches apart. The mowing machine
with side-delivery attachment was the favorite implement
for harvesting. The threshing was generally done with the
common grain separator, using blank concaves. Several
report a good many split beans. The secret of avoiding the
splitting of beans in threshing is in the use of special pulleys
to reduce the speed of the cylinder without slowing down the
balance of the separator. Address: Wooster, Ohio.
846. Northern Territory Times and Gazette (Darwin, NT,
Australia). 1913. The farm: The soya bean. Remarkable
results recorded. April 24. p. 3.
• Summary: A good overview of world developments.
Contents: Introduction. The trade in [soya] beans
(worldwide). Use as a stock food. As a restorative crop.
Trials in Australia (at Queensland and Victoria). Illustrations
(line drawings) show: (1) A soya bean plant (above ground
portion). (2) The root system of a soya bean plant, showing
root nodules that fix nitrogen in the soil from the air.
The article begins: “The extraordinary increase in the
Soya bean trade during the past few years is one reason why
this crop should be thoroughly tested. An other reason is that
the Soya bean has been proved to be a staple legume and a
restorative crop for profitable growth in rotation with maize”
(?).
The section titled “Trials in Australia” states: “The soya
bean has been hailed as one of Australia’s coming crops.
From experiments made ‘wonderful results in Queensland’
and ‘encouraging tests in Victoria’ are reported. In Victoria
30 lbs. of seed to the acre was used, and at Cheltenham
up wards of 13½ tons of green soy fodder per acre was
obtained, and 10 tons per acre at Ballarat. Special sowings
were made at Cheltenham on 10th October, and were cut
for green fodder on 27th February. The following yields
were obtained:” A table shows the yield per acre from four
varieties.

“Ito San (yellow): 12 tons, 3 cwt, 54 lbs.
“Baird (brown): 12 tons, 10 cwt, 10 lbs.
“Brownie (brown): 11 tons, 6 cwt, 92 lbs.
“Ito San (yellow): 11 tons, 6 cwt, 96 lbs.”
847. Willard, R.E.; Humbert, E.P. 1913. Soil moisture. New
Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 86. 86
p. April. See p. 19, 27-31, 42-44, 72, 74-79. [1 ref]
• Summary: These experiments concern water conservation
during irrigation of crops in New Mexico, and the
phenomena of capillary action, percolation, seepage,
evaporation, transpiration, etc. The plants were grown in
tanks under controlled conditions. The section on “Wilting”
(p. 17-19) states that “during the season of 1911 the same
system should be followed for determining the wilting point
of soy beans.” But the furrow system of irrigation was not
well designed. “As a consequence it was necessary to replant
the crop of soy beans in 1911 as sufficient moisture from a
two-inch irrigation would not rise to the seed in sufficient
amounts to germinate when the planting was done on the
tops of the ridges” (p. 27-28). When a crop of soy beans
was produced on sandy loam soil, little moisture was lost
by seepage below four feet when 20 inches of water were
applied (p. 29).
Table 8 (p. 31) shows percolation of soy beans in tanks
in 1912. Table 16 (p. 44) “shows the transpiration of soy
beans as determined on the tanks in 1912. The table shows
the total irrigation in inches and the total transpiration loss
from each tank, and the yield per tank and per acre. The
transpiration varies from 391 pounds to 654 pounds with
an average of 491 pounds of water required to produce one
pound of dry matter. The yield per acre was from two to four
tons.
“The average amount of water required on an acre where
two tons of soy beans are produced is therefore about 8.5
inches per season.
“It should be noted that the crop went to maturity and
was harvested for seed. If the cutting had been done for hay
the transpiration would have been somewhat less.”
Table 31 (p. 72) shows the loss of moisture from the first
6 feet on the Adams (Soy Bean) Plats in 1911. The amount of
each irrigation ranged from 1-4 inches.
“The furrow system of irrigation shows a saving of
moisture over the flooding system. The cultivation of the soil
so as to form a mulch about 3 or four inches in depth seems
to be the most practical and conserves large amounts of
moisture that would otherwise be lost by evaporation.”
The duty of water is the value of one inch of water when
the total applications vary on the same crop. Tables 34, 35,
and 36 (p. 76-79) show data concerning the duty of water
on soy beans on soils in tanks and in the field. “It may be
concluded from this work that irrigation for soy beans on this
soil should be about three inches at each application, with a
maximum of about 20 inches for the season. The results do
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not justify the cultivation with a horse.”
Conclusions on duty of water: “The foregoing results do
not justify the growth of wheat or corn on soils of this sandy
loam character. The total yields or the duty of water do not
approach standard returns.
“Soy beans showed a good growth. It is concluded that
this crop should receive about 20 inches of water during
its growth and this should be applied in three- or four-inch
applications.” Address: 1. Asst. Prof. of Agronomy 19101912; 2. Ph.D., Agronomy [Las Cruces, New Mexico].
848. Smith, C.S. 1913. Russia. The cultivation of soya beans
in South Russia. Board of Trade Journal (London) 81:637.
June 12.
• Summary: “A landowner of Bessarabia [in southwest
Russia], after studying the cultivation of soya beans in
Manchuria, is trying experiments with a view to cultivating
the beans locally. He thinks that the soil and climate of South
Russia are suitable, and hopes to produce a considerable
quantity for export. Analysis of samples grown shows a
sufficient percentage of oil. The difference in freight should
enable the South Russian produce to compete successfully
with the Manchurian. In the Caucasus small quantities of this
bean are already grown for export.”
Note: As of 2005 Odessa is a major seaport in southern
Ukraine on the Black Sea, just to the northeast of Bessarabia.
Bessarabia is now located mostly in Moldova, but the
southern tip is in Ukraine. Address: British Consul General at
Odessa [Odesa].
849. Barlow, Floyd F. 1913. Some interesting experience
with the soy bean crop in New Jersey. Soy beans still an
experimental crop in the northern states–How one farmer
produced them, and what it cost–An important factor to be
considered is thrashing. Tribune Farmer 12(610):1. July 10.
• Summary: Discusses growing soy beans in rotation with
corn, gathering and thrashing the beans, and calculating the
cost of production (detailed cost figures are presented).
The beans were planted in rows 28 inches apart, “which
allowed for frequent shallow cultivations with a two-horse
cultivator. Considerable summer grass grew in the rows; this
we cleaned out by hand.”
Concerning harvesting and thrashing, the beans were
harvested “on September 27 with a two-horse bean puller,
a machine with two long blades set at such an angle and
depth that two rows were lifted and drawn together without
a jarring motion. None were shelled out and lost. Men
followed this machine with pitchforks and gathered the beans
in small bunches... These bunches were turned over twice
during the curing and drawn in on October 8, ten days after
being pulled...
“Two-thirds of the crop (eighty-four bushels) was
trashed directly from the field with an ordinary grain thrasher
from which all the concaves had been taken and replaced

by smooth hardwood pieces. Even after this precaution at
least one-fourth of the beans were broken. The balance of
the crop (thirty-eight bushels) was thrashed by hand with
flails, which, of course, was slow work, although done by
Russian laborers who were skilled in the use of the flail.
Although less than one hundred bushels were thrashed with
the machine, when we had finished there was not a man on
the job who ever wanted to see a soy bean again.
“The thrasher was inside and the feeder was unable
to see the man tending grain at the side of the machine.
The man came out of the straw mow after each half hour’s
run with a coating of dust on him that was frightful. This
condition was brought about by the dirt that came in on the
roots of the beans.”
A photo shows a man standing in a field of soy beans on
a New Jersey farm. Address: New Jersey.
850. Parker, T.B. 1913. Leguminous crops in North Carolina.
North Carolina Department of Agriculture, Bulletin
(Raleigh) 34(7):1-56. July. Whole No. 186. [3 ref]
• Summary: This Bulletin begins: “The aggressive campaign
that has been waged for the past few years in the interest of
better farming by the use of legumes has not been without its
reward. As farmers have become better acquainted with these
crops and as they have more fully understood their economy
in crop production, the greater has grown the demand for
information about them. Nor is this surprising, for when we
recognize the value of cover crops, and the advantage of
legumes as cover crops, as preventers of erosions, conservers
of plant food which might otherwise be leached out of the
soil; and, also their power to add to the supply of plant food,
deepen the soil and add to its supply of humus; to improve
its physical condition, and, in addition, their value as hay and
grazing crops, to the progressive farmer they become very
interesting.”
This Bulletin discusses all the leguminous crops that
are grown in North Carolina including many types of
clover, vetches, cow peas, velvet beans, etc. “Soy beans” are
discussed mainly on pages 49-53 as follows:
“The Soy bean, also known as Japan pea and Soja bean,
is another of the good things that have come to us from
Asia. The writer first grew it in 1872. It was then known
as Japan pea. But its real worth and value have not been
appreciated by us until within the last few years. The high
price of cow peas has given the soy bean an introduction in
many counties of the State where it was hitherto unknown. It
is an exceedingly valuable acquisition to our hay and forage
crops. It also yields large crops of beans in the black soils
of the eastern part of the State. I have had farmers tell me
they could make as many as 35 to 40 bushels of beans per
acre. Of course those are exceptional yields, but it shows the
possibilities of the soy bean. It makes hay of the finest and
most nutritious quality. In fact it has a higher feeding value
than cow pea hay, which is saying a good deal for it. As a
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forage crop, especially for hogs, it is exceptionally fine. For
best results the hogs should be turned on them about the time
the bean in the pod has reached its full size, and before it
begins to harden, while the leaves are still green. The hogs
will first eat the leaves, then the remainder of the plant until
there is only the hard stalk left.
“While soy beans are best adapted to the eastern part of
the State they also do well in the Piedmont section and in the
mountains. In fact they will do better in the mountains than
the cow pea will, because it can be planted earlier and will
stand frost better than the cow pea. Another advantage the
soybean has over the cow pea in the cow pea wilt section is
it is more resistant to wilt than the cow pea. Good crops of
soy beans can be grown where the cow pea wilt exists, but in
doing so you prolong the time of getting rid of the wilt.”
“Fig. 32 [photo].- A plant of the Mammoth variety of
soybean, showing its characteristic habit of growth. Height,
40 inches. From Farmers Bulletin, 372.
“Varieties: There are probably 40 to 50 varieties of
soybeans, but we are interested in those now known to be
best adapted to the soil and climate of our State, which are
Mammoth Yellow and Hollybrook. A brown variety has been
introduced into the eastern part of the state within the past
two or three years and is giving satisfaction, but I do not
know the name of it. The Mammoth is more largely grown
in this state than all other varieties, but is later in maturing
than the Hollybrook, therefore where the seasons are short it
would be advisable to plant the Hollybrook. The Hollybrook
is also a yellow seeded variety, the seed smaller and the
growth not as rank as the Mammoth. Doubtless some of the
other promising varieties will soon be tried out at the Test
Farms and the results made known to our farmers.
“Fig. 33 [photo].–A man standing in a field of the
Mammoth variety of soybean in North Carolina. Farmers
Bulletin 372, USDA.”
“Preparation of the Soil: Soy beans require good
preparation of the soil. Slipshod preparation usually results
in either a failure of the crop or a very much diminished
yield. They can be either sown broadcast at the rate of a
bushel per acre or planted in rows and cultivated. The latter
plan gives best results. The rows should be from 2% to 3 feet
apart and the beans planted in hills of three or four beans
every 6 or 8 inches, or distributed along the row at the rate
of one bean every 2 or 3 inches. The locality in which they
are planted, the soil and drainage, should govern the width of
the rows and also the distance the beans are in the row. In the
rich black soils of the eastern part of the State the distance
should be greater than in the central or western part of the
State. They should not be covered over an inch deep. Early
planting usually gives better results than late plantings. Care
should be exercised in securing seed for planting. It is not
safe to plant seed that have been carried over a year. They
deteriorate very rapidly. Unless properly cared for when
first harvested they will heat and their power of germination

will be weakened. In purchasing seed buy only bright plump
seed, the viability of which is guaranteed. In the eastern and
central part of the State they can be planted from April to the
middle of July, but the April and May plantings will be more
satisfactory. As soil improvers they do not rank with the cow
pea when cut for hay. This is because they can be harvested
much cleaner than cow peas and also their root system is
not as large as that of the cow pea. But if the crop is to be
plowed under it is probable the results will equal those of the
cow pea.
Fig. 34 [illustration].–Roots of soybean showing
nodules. U.S. Bulletin No. 214.
“Soy Bean Hay: Soybean hay when cut at the proper
stage of growth and well cured is relished by all kinds of
stock. I have never fed hay that was eaten more readily than
a good quality of soybean hay. The beans in the pod should
be about half or three-fourths grown when cut for hay. At
that time the leaves are still green and will not readily fall
off in handling the hay. Cut after the dew is off and let lie
until the afternoon. Rake into windrows and remain until the
next afternoon. Then put into tall cocks and let them alone
until they get quite warm. Then spread for a few hours until
cool and stack or put into the barn. This plan was given to
me by a farmer who lives in the soybean territory of eastern
North Carolina, who said the heating process in the cock had
a tendency to soften the stalk and to make the hay of better
quality. The plan for curing cow pea hay given in another
part of this Bulletin will also answer for soy beans.
“Fig. 35.–Roots of velvet bean showing nodules. U.S.
Bulletin No. 214
“Inoculation: Soybean bacteria seems to be more widely
distributed than that of any of the legumes, unless it is the
cow pea. Soybeans find natural inoculation in almost any
section of the State; therefore it will be unnecessary to
inoculate for them unless it is known that the bacteria is not
in the soil to be planted. If after growing them one season no
nodules appear on the roots, that is evidence that the bacteria,
are not present in the soil and that inoculation is needed: Soil
from a field that has the bacteria or culture for soybeans can
be used. Apply as recommended for the clovers, etc.”
Soy beans are also mentioned briefly on page 4, 6, 7, 11,
45, and 54.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2017)
that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in North
Carolina. This document contains the earliest clear date seen
for the cultivation of soybeans in North Carolina (1872).
Address: Director of Farmers’ Institutes.
851. Bunn, Abram. 1913. Soy beans–Why not? Country
Gentleman 78(31):1138-39. Aug. 2.
• Summary: The author first planted soy beans in July 1910;
96% germinated. “The possibilities of the soy bean for silage
with corn, for cover-crop work, catch crop, green soiling,
hay, grain and hogging down have not begun to be charted.
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Moreover, what happens when a crop of inoculated soy
beans is grown is not told in a single season. I have noted the
sharp difference between the wheat following the soy beans
and that following the oats, side by side.”
“If we must have oats for our horses why not buy them?
Let those who can make oats pay grow them for us. Let us
grow soy beans and turn them into butter, eggs, meat and
soil fertility, and from these sources of income raise far more
than enough to pay for the oats the horses will use.”
“The soy bean is going to do for the North what the
cowpea is doing for the South, and it is going to do more. It
will ultimately make us largely independent of the oilmeal
for which we now pay tribute to the South and will lower
the price of the mill feeds used so heavily in our dairying.”
A photo shows a field of tall corn with soy beans growing
between the rows.
852. Coville, Frederick V. 1913. The agricultural utilization
of acid lands by means of acid tolerant crops. U.S.
Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 6. 13 p. Sept. 19. p.
See p. 9-11. [3 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Leguminous plants for acid
soils” states that these plants “supply the nitrogenous green
manures which are necessary for the maintenance of soil
fertility under most agricultural conditions... It is admitted
that in acid-land agricultural red clover, the ordinary greenmanure crop, is not available for this purpose. What, then,
are the leguminous plants which will produce in an acid
soil a heavy growth of tops equal in value to red clover for
plowing under as green manure? The answer is, cowpea and
hairy vetch. Crimson clover, soy bean, lupine, and serradella
are also useful under certain conditions.”
The following subsection titled “Soy bean” states: The
soy bean is of much more recent introduction into the United
States than the cowpea. In its tolerance of acidity the soy
bean probably equals the cowpea, and it has two points of
superiority. It grows farther north and its yield of seed is
much greater, often being as high as 30 bushels per acre.
Some of the varieties have been grown with success as far
north as New Hampshire, Ontario [Canada], and Wisconsin.
The seed of the soy bean has one remarkable characteristic.
It contains no starch, but about 35 per cent of nitrogenous
matter.”
The writer suggests that under certain economic
conditions a complete system of acid land agriculture is
practicable and desirable. He points out that soil acidity may
be beneficial in the control of certain fungus diseases of
some of the cultivated plants.
Note: Liming the soil used to be called (1780-1800 in
England) “chalking” the land. Address: Botanist in Charge of
Economic and Systematic Botany, Bureau of Plant Industry.
853. Jenkins, E.H. 1913. Soy beans. Connecticut
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 179. 13 p. Oct.

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soy bean plant.
Composition of the crop (green forage, soy bean seed vs.
cotton seed meal and linseed meal (O.P. [Old Process]); a
table (p. 5) compares composition and digestibility of soy
beans with that of five other crops). Yield (reported in New
Jersey, Delaware, and Massachusetts). Possible uses in
Connecticut: Catch crop, silage, hay, green manure, for seed.
Varieties: Medium Green, Medium Yellow, Early White, Ito
San, Wilson. As to planting: Inoculation, rate of seeding,
fertilizers. Our own experience.
“This bulletin gives some facts about the crop and the
uses which farmers may make of it, in the belief that it has
a place among paying crops and should at least be tested
carefully in Connecticut.”
“Our own experience: Many years ago we planted soy
beans, on very light, sandy soil of the Montowese plain, with
a moderate amount of phosphate and potash and without
inoculation. The beans grew about a foot high and were a
failure. The next year on the same land they grew waist high
and were very thrifty. No record of yields was kept. In 1910
and 1911 they were grown on the Centerville farm in plots
severally inoculated with various commercial inoculating
cultures, none of which proved very effective, but the second
year’s crop was larger than the first’s, indicating a natural
inoculation of the land. The variety was an early one yielding
1,254 pounds of well dried seed, about 20.9 bushels per
acre and 1,339 pounds of straw, or 64 pounds of straw to the
bushel of grain. The analyses are given on p. 12. In 1912 soy
beans were grown as a cover crop on the Mt. Carmel orchard
(trees set two years). They were planted late, July 20th, and
made unsatisfactory growth. In 1913 the Hollybrook soy
bean was drilled in rows 26 inches apart on June 12th, where
soys had grown the year before.”
A table (p. 13) shows the composition of three soybean
varieties grown at the station in 1913: “304,” Kentucky,
and Hollybrook. The first two were received from L.P.
Nemzek of Gibbsboro, New Jersey. “304” is said to be Ito
San previously grown in Kansas. “Kentucky” is a variety
imported from Manchuria and successfully grown in
Kentucky in 1912.
Photos show: A man standing in a cover crop of soy
beans about 40 inches high (p. 8). Large, abundant nodules
containing nitrogen-gathering bacteria on the roots of a soy
bean plant (p. 10). A man standing in a cover crop of soy
beans next to a crop of buckwheat (p. 11).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Kentucky.
Note 2. This is the earliest agricultural experiment
station publication seen (May 1996) that uses the word
“soys” to refer to soy beans (p. 10-11). Address: PhD,
Director of the Station and Treasurer, Board of Control, New
Haven, Connecticut.
854. Mooers, Charles A. 1913. The rational improvement
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of Cumberland Plateau soils: Conclusions from six years
of field experiments with various farm crops. Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 101. p. 99-138.
Oct. See p. 106-07, 109, 112-113.
• Summary: The Preface begins: “The Cumberland Plateau
has a an area in Tennessee of about 5000 square miles. The
average elevation is in the neighborhood of 1800 feet, or
nearly 1000 feet above either the East Tennessee Valley on
the east or the Highland Rim on the west. This section is
practically undeveloped from an agricultural point of view,
and lands are very cheap–$2.00 to $10.00 per acre.”
The section titled “Cowpeas and soy beans” (p. 12930) begins: “Both cowpeas and soy beans are adapted to the
Plateau and should be grown extensively.”
Two photos (p. 107) show soy-bean hay after fertilizer
experiments on the Lemmert Farm in Cumberland County.
(1) The pile grown with phosphate and potash is much larger;
it yielded 1.16 tons/acre of hay. The pile grown without
fertilizer potash is small; it yielded only 0.46 tons/acre of
hay. The pile grown with phosphate, potash and lime is even
larger; it yielded 1.72 tons/acre of hay. The pile grown with
lime alone is small; it yielded only 0.66 tons/acre of hay.
Page 109 discusses legumes (including soy beans) as a
source of nitrogen, and the importance of soil inoculation.
Page 112 states that soy beans could be used in the second
year of a 5-year rotation as an alternative to cowpeas.
A photo (p. 138) shows a farmer holding a bunch of
soy beans in a field. The caption: “Soy-bean hay grown
on ‘natural meadow.’ A rich-looking but sour soil, on
which most crops fail.” Address: Chemist and Agronomist,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
855. Thompson, Erwin. 1913. Soya beans in South
Africa. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
16(273):955. Nov. 21.
• Summary: “A large firm of English soap makers [probably
Lever Brothers] is distributing soya-bean seed in South
Africa, with literature relating to its cultivation. The
Government experimental farms in South Africa are taking
much interest in the subject, having already tested over 80
varieties, some of them yielding as much as 2,000 pounds of
beans and 12 to 13 tons of green fodder to the acre. The right
kind of harvesting machinery is not yet available,...
“Beans grown in South Africa yield 20 to 22 per cent
of oil, as against 15 to 16.5 per cent for the same varieties
grown in Manchuria. Altitude seems to affect the yield of the
oil, as shown by the following statistics: Beans grown at an
altitude of 3,354 feet yield 20.65 per cent; at 500 feet, 21.36
per cent; and at 49 feet, 22.19 per cent.
The cost of transporting soya beans from South Africa
to England is $8.27 less per long ton than from Manchuria to
England. Address: Commercial Agent.

856. Carbonnières, Carles de. 1913. Séance du 11 Octobre
1913 [Meeting of 11 Oct. 1913]. Bulletin Mensuel du Comice
Agricole de Castres No. 11. p. 161-64. Nov. See p. 162-63.
[Fre]
• Summary: Page 162: In recent years, he [Carles de
Carbonnières] has tried / tested seeds from the United States.
Page 163 (2nd paragraph from bottom): Mr. Carles
recommends the soybean (le Soja hispida) as a green forage
crop, to be consumed or turned under (buried) as green
manure. The plants attain / grow to a height of 70-80 cm. and
produce an enormous mass of green matter. This plant has
the highest content of nitrogen plus oil of any in existence.
In the United States it us very widely used, while the pods
are still tender, for being made into silage with maize, whose
nutritional value it thereby strengthens / increases.
Note 1. Léon Rouest in his 1921 book Le Soja et Son
Lait Végétal: Applications Agricoles et Industrielles (p. 57)
pays tribute to Carles whom he describes as a farmer highly
skilled cultivating in soybeans (“M. Carles de Carbonnières,
un cultivateur de Soja émérite”).
Note 2. Castres is located in south-central France in the
Tarn department and Midi-Pyrénées region–on the Agout
river. Hervé Berbilles of France (who sent this document)
notes (18 Feb. 2012): Carbonnières, who was living in the
département of Tarn at this time, seems to have succeeded in
acclimatizing soybeans, at least some of which came from
the United States–not only for forage / grazing (the typical
use in the USA in the early 20th century). He later gave some
acclimatized soybean seeds to Rouest in Villardonnel in the
département de l’Aude, next to the Tarn.
In addition, “in 1918 Mr. Rouest (while director of the
Experimental Farm for New Crops) received some soybean
samples from the United States via Messrs. Brioux and
Semichon. He cultivated these, isolated mutations, created
hybrids, and tested some new varieties that had already been
cultivated by M. Carles de Carbonnières in Tarn” (Rouest
1921, p. 24).
For this reason, Carbonnières played an important
role in soybean history in France even if his work was on a
much smaller scale and probably without the same strong
agronomic methodology than that of Rouest.
857. Lemairé, Charles François Alexandre. 1913-1914.
Belgique et Congo: Pour lutter contre la vie chère [Belgium
and the Congo: Countering the high price of living].
Derniere Heure (La) (Brussels, Belgium). March 1913–April
1914. [3 ref. Fre]*
• Summary: Dr. F. de Selliers (1981) says of this article:
In 1889, Cmd. Lemaire, who at that time was Lieutenant,
received beans from the local population of the Belgian
Congo (Lemaire 1894). He planted those beans at
Coquilhatville and Equateurville and called them “Haricots
of the Falls.” But it was not until 1923 that Cmd. Lemaire
realized that the seeds which he had received might have
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been a variety of soya beans. He could never check his
assumption because the “Haricots of the Falls,” which he had
planted 34 years earlier, had died.
Reprinted in 1921 as a 64-page book titled Au
Congo: Pour lutter contre la vie chère par l’utilisation
des ressources indigènes [Countering high prices in the
Congo by using indigenous resources]. (Anvers (Antwerp),
Belgium: Les Presses du “Neptune”). The author was born in
1863.
Note: This may be the earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in the Belgian Congo (renamed Zaire in
Oct. 1971), or the cultivation of soybeans in the Congo.
858. Jong, A.W.K. de. 1913. Bemestingsproef met
soja hispida [Fertilizer experiment with soybeans].
Mededeelingen van het Agricultuur Chemisch Laboratorium
(Dutch East Indies, Departement van Landbouw, Nijverheid
en Handel) No. 3. p. 22-25. [Dut]
Address: Wetenschappelijke Proefvelden.
859. Tonnelier, Adolfo C. 1913. La soja hispida [The
soybean]. Buenos Aires, Argentina: Ministerio de
Agricultura, Division de Enseñanza. [Spa]*
Address: Chief of the Experiment Station, attached to the
School of Agriculture, Argentina.
860. Agricultural J. of Egypt (Cairo). 1913. The soya
bean. 2:91-93. Summarized by the Bulletin of the Imperial
Institute. 1913. p. 526.
• Summary: “The following has been communicated by
Mr. Thomas Brown, Director of the Horticultural Section,
Department of Agriculture, Cairo [Egypt].
“The trials in the cultivation of Soya beans, which were
commenced in the year 1911, have been continued during the
present season.
“The crop was sown on May 13 [1912], and the method
of sowing adopted was the same as that followed last year.
The three American varieties, Eltum [sic, Elton], Morse, and
Medium Yellow, were again tried, in addition to the common
yellow kind imported from Manchuria.”
The seeds were sown in heavy black loam soil. A part
of the crop was cut on August 1 and used for fodder, the
yield being nearly 6 tons per acre. It was found that cattle,
sheep, and goats ate the fodder, but that donkeys and mules
would not do so. The remainder of the crop was harvested
on August 31, the following yields of dry seed in lb. per
acre being obtained from the different varieties: Manchurian
[Manchuria?], 1,257; Medium Yellow, 1,596; Eltum, 1,061;
Morse, 1,486. Yields are also given in ardebs per feddan.
An ardeb is 148 kg and a feddan is an Egyptian unit of area
equal to 1.038 acres. These results are better than those
obtained in 1911, and may be due to the fact that the seed
was sown six weeks earlier, or because the land had borne a
crop of peas during the previous winter.

A full-page black-and-white photo (p. 93), titled “Soya
beans grown at Giza,” shows a farmer standing in a large
field of the beans.
861. Agricultural J. of Egypt (Cairo). 1913. Editorial notes:
Soya beans in the summer of 1912. 3:67-68.
• Summary: “In the summer of 1912 four varieties of Soya
Beans were grown at the Department’s garden at Giza. The
results were published in the last number of this Journal.
“A sample of each variety was despatched on October
10 to the Hull Oil Manufacturing Company, with the request
that they might report as to the commercial value of each
sample.
“The report of the company is printed below.
“The name of the samples are as follows:” A table shows
the sample number, soybean variety name, and yield in
ardebs per feddan.
“1. Medium Yellow, 5 ardebs.
“2. Eltum, 3.1 ardebs
“3. Morse, 4.7 ardebs
“4. Manchurian, 4 ardebs
“Taking the composition of the beans in connection
with the yield per feddan it appears that it will be most
advantageous to cultivate the varieties Medium Yellow and
Morse in Egypt. The percentage of oil and albuminoids are
low in the first named, but this is compensated by the high
yield. The report is eminently satisfactory. The Department
is now studying how the crop may be most profitably used
in this country, whether as a catch crop on good land or as a
pure crop on cheap land.
“These four samples have been analyzed by the Hull Oil
Manufacturing Company, who report as follows:
“’We refer again to the four samples of Soya Beans
cultivated in Egypt which you sent to us on October 10.
“’We have now completed the analyses of these beans
and find that those contained in bags numbered 3 and 4
show a somewhat better test than those contained in bags
numbered 1 and 2.
“’For your information we tabulate the analyses of the
four bags below:”
A table gives the moisture, oil, and albuminoids
[protein] in the oil-free beans for each of the four bags.
“’The moisture is low, about 2-3 per cent below the
average, probably accounted for by the fact of these bags
being only small parcels. A small parcel of Soya Beans will
lose moisture a good deal more quickly than Soya Beans in
bulk. The percentage in oil, especially in Nos. 3 and 4, is
good; the albuminoids are only moderate, and considering
everything we should put their value at about, say, five or ten
shillings per ton above that of Manchurian Soya Beans.’”
862. Coville, Frederick V. 1913. A call for experimentation
on the use of acid-tolerant crops for acid soils. Transactions
of the Illinois State Horticultural Society 47:184-96. New
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Series. See p. 191, 193.
• Summary: Acid-tolerant agricultural plants which can be
used for green manuring on acid soils include at least two
leguminous plants, the cowpea and hairy vetch, and, under
certain conditions, the soy bean and crimson clover. “For a
century the cowpea, of many varieties, has been the chief
leguminous crop in the southern states, grown for hay, for
its edible seeds, and as a green manure. Only recently has
its resistance to acidity been recognized... In its tolerance of
acidity the soy bean probably equals the cowpea, and it has
two points of superiority. It grows farther north and its yield
of seed is much greater, often being as high as 30 bushels per
acre.” By contrast, alfalfa requires an alkaline soil. Address:
Botanist, [USDA] Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
DC.
863. Friedenwald, Julius; Ruhräh, John. 1913. Diet in health
and disease. 4th ed. Thoroughly revised and enlarged.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: W.B. Saunders Co. 857 p. Illust.
24 cm. [4 soy ref]
• Summary: The section titled “The soy bean” (p. 124-26)
states: “This bean (glycine hispida), sometimes called the
soja bean, is an annual leguminous plant extensively used
as a food in China and Japan. Until recently it has been
regarded as a botanical curiosity in the Occident. It has
recently been extensively used in America as a forage crop
and to improve the soil if plowed under... There are a large
number of different varieties, which vary in size, shape,
color, and length of time they take to mature. Some are
grown exclusively for the oil they contain, and it is used for
culinary, illuminating, and lubricating purposes. The lightcolored beans are eaten in soups, and the pods are sometimes
picked green, boiled, and served cold with a sprinkling of
soy sauce. The green varieties are often pickled in brine
and eaten moist or dried with meals as appetizers; the same
varieties are often sprouted, scalded, and served with meals
in winter as a green vegetable. The bean forms the basis of
the so-called soy sauces, used as a condiment all over the
world. The Oriental races most frequently eat the bean, in
more or less cheesy-like foods, which are prepared from it.
The most common of these are natto, tofu, miso, yuba, and
shoyu. Natto is a sort of bean cheese made by boiling the
beans until they become soft and then placing the resulting
mass in a warm cellar where it ferments. Tofu is made by
soaking the beans in water, crushing between millstones, and
boiling in about three times their bulk of water. The protein
is precipitated and the resulting cheese eaten. The white
milky liquid of the above has nearly the composition of
cows’ milk, and tastes something like malt. It may be used in
infant feeding to advantage (see same).
“Americans may eat the beans in numerous ways
described under the head of soy bean cookery in the recipes
at the end of this book. The bean is of particular value in
diabetic diets (see same). It may be used to increase the

protein of the diet.
There are variations in the composition of the different
varieties.” A table shows the chemical composition of yellow
soy beans grown in the USA, both as is and calculated on
a water-free basis. “The Cereo Company of Tappan, New
York, have made a soy bean flour which is useful.” Its
composition is given. “The percentage of protein in this flour
is almost one-third greater than the percentage of protein
in the whole beans. This is caused by removing the coarse
fibrous hulls which contain little protein.
“Vegetable food of such composition certainly is
remarkable when compared with round beef, medium”–
whose composition is given.
Soy flour can be used as a gruel, in broths, and in
making biscuits. A table (p. 126) shows the “Composition of
fresh and dried legumes (incl. soy beans, cow peas, chickpeas, peanuts) with that of other foods” (Based on Abel,
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 121 [1900, p. 17]).
The section on “vegetarianism” (p. 130-31) is the same
as that in the 1909 edition (p. 113-14).
In the chapter on “Infant feeding,” the section on “Other
food for infants” has a subsection on “The soy bean” (p. 29798) which begins: “In certain conditions the soy bean... is
of great value. In cases when milk is badly borne, in certain
forms of intestinal disorders, in diarrhea, and especially
in the convalescence after diarrhea, in certain cases of
marasmus and in malnutrition, the soy bean flour, properly
used, is of great value. Each ounce contains 13 grams protein
and 120 calories.” A table shows the composition when
mixed with various amounts of water. Recipes for making
gruels are given.
In the chapter on “Diet in disease,” in the section titled
“Diseases in which diet is a primary factor,” is a subsection
on “The soy bean” (p. 592) states: “The bean contains about
8 per cent. of sugar and no starch, and furnishes a large
amount of available protein and fat.” “A patient on a strict
diabetic diet, who is excreting a certain amount of sugar, will
excrete less sugar when the soy bean is added to the diet. It
seems to be of particular value in severe cases. In addition
to this action, it is a very valuable food, both on account of
its nutritious properties and owing to the fact that it may be
prepared in a number of different ways, and so serves to vary
the diet.”
In the section on “Diabetic Foods” (p. 601-02) is based
on Winton (1906) and contains the same information,
including that about The Health Food Company of New
York.
In the chapter on “Recipes” is a section on “Bread” (p.
740-41) which includes whole-wheat bread, zwieback, and
bran muffins for constipation. The same chapter has a section
on “Soy bean cookery” (p. 766-69) with the following
recipes: Introduction, gruels, broths, muffins, nut-cakes, soy
bean cakes, breakfast food (like oatmeal), pancakes, soy
bean cheese (“In Seattle, Washington, and other places in the
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West we are informed that tofu is made by the Japanese and
sold to the Oriental residents”).
Goff (1911) offers the following: Grilled soy bean [dry
roasted soynuts], [whole] soy beans with butter, soy beans au
gras (fried with onions and fat), bread or cakes of soy beans.
On page 822 is a “Short list of books on food and diet.”
33 books are cited; some are in German or French.
Note 1. Julius Friedenwald lived 1866-1941. John Ruräh
lived 1872-1925.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “Grilled soy bean” to
refer to dry roasted soybeans / soynuts. Address: 1. Prof. of
Gastro-Enterology; 2. Prof. of Diseases of Children. Both:
College of Physicians and Surgeons, Baltimore, Maryland.

sesame, brown sesame. It discusses: rapeseed (p. 85+).
Note 1. Dr. Fruwirth wrote the preface to this edition in
Dec. 1912 from Waldhof, Amstettin [in Austria-Hungary;
as of 2019 in north central Austria]. He is: PhD, Former
Professor (ordentlicher öffentlicher Professor) at the
Royal Wurttemberg Agricultural College, Hohenheim
(Königliche württembergische landwirtschaftliche
Hochschule Hohenheim) Currently Associate Professor
(ausserordentlicher Professor) at the Royal-Imperial
Technical College (k.k. technischen Hochschule) in Vienna.
Note 2. Dr. Guido Krafft lived 1844-1907. Address:
PhD, Professor of Agriculture and Forestry at the Royal
Imperial Technical College in Vienna, retired (weil, k. k.
Technische Hochschule in Wien).

864. Gill, Norman. 1913. Annual Report of the Kumaun
Government Gardens for the year 1911-12. Allahabad,
United Provinces [India]: From the Superintendent, Kumaun
Government Gardens ... to the Secretary to Government,
United Provinces, Industries Department. 9 p. 33 cm. Report
year ends March 31.
• Summary: On page 4 is a section titled “Soy beans
(Glycine hispida);” it states: “15. During the past year trials
have been made with two varieties, a white kind, a fine
plump variety of imported Chinese beans, and the black
variety similar to that grown for many years throughout the
United Provinces. The results have been poor and not worth
recording; it is very evident that the stony nature of our soil
is quite unsuited to its successful growth. I am of opinion,
that it may be profitably grown on many of our potato
lands as a rotation crop, providing the oil can he expressed
locally. Bearing in mind the fact that the soy bean is an
extremely valuable fodder-plant and that the residual cake
forms a rich cattle food, experiments on a large scale would
be justified if carried out on pahari potato lands, which are
now fast becoming played out” [sic. depleted]. Address:
Superintendent, Kumaun Government Gardens.

866. Paerels, J.J. 1913. Tweede Gewassen [Second crops].
Oost-Indische Cultures (Dr. K.W. van Gorkom’s) 3:276-88.
[11 ref. Dut]
• Summary: See Prinsen Geerligs (1913, vol. 3, p. 276-88).
Address: Indonesia or Netherlands.

865. Krafft, Guido. 1913. Die Pflanzenbaulehre. Zweiter
Band. 9 Auflage neubearbeitet von Dr. C. Fruwirth [The
science of plant cultivation. Vol. 2. 9th ed. Revised by
C. Fruwirth]. Berlin: Verlag Paul Parey. viii + 300 p.
Plus 7 unnumbered pages of color plates at end. Illust.
Index. 23 cm. Series: Lehrbuch der Landwirtschaft auf
wissenschaftlicher und praktischer Grundlage. 2nd Bd. [2
ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Chapter 2, “Legumes (Cultivation of proteinrich seeds),” section 7 (p. 79-80) is about the soybean (Die
Sojabohne) also called the “Haberlandt bean” (Haberlandt’sBohne) or the hirsute Soya (rauhhaarige Soja) (Soja hispida
Mönch). This section is almost identical to that in the 1897
edition, but slightly expanded.
Chapter 3, “Oilseeds” (Ölfrüchte; the cultivation of oilcontaining seeds, p. 84+) mentions: Peanuts, almonds, white

867. Prinsen Geerligs, H.C. ed. 1913. Dr. K.W. van
Gorkom’s Oost-Indische Cultures, opnieuw uitgegeven onder
redactie van H.C. Prinsen Geerligs. Compleet in drie deelen
[Dr. K.W. van Gorkom’s East-Indian crops. New edition. 3
vols.]. Amsterdam, Netherlands: J.H. de Bussy. See vol. 3, p.
276-88. Illust. Index. 27 cm. [7 ref. Dut]
• Summary: In vol. 3 is a section on “Second crops (Tweede
Gewassen)” (p. 243-91). Chapter 4 (Hoofdstuk IV) of that
section is titled “Soybeans (Soja)” (p. 276-88). Contents:
Origin and native land. The soybean plant: Botanical
description (flowers, seeds, fertilization, germination),
types and varieties, geographical distribution. Cultivation
of soybeans: General instructions for growing, planting,
manuring, diseases and pests. Production, trade, and use of
soybeans: Tofu (Tao-Hoe), Chinese soy sauce (Tao-Yoe),
soybean paste (Tao-Tjiong), Tempeh, composition and
nutritive value (samenstelling en voedingswaarde).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009) that
contains the term Tao-Tjiong, a term, and perhaps a product,
that appears to be between doujiang (Chinese-style miso)
and tao-tjo (Indonesian-style miso).
Photos show: (1) A soybean plant that bears blackseeded varieties (p. 277). A soybean plant that bears whiteseeded varieties (p. 278).
Also discusses (in vol. 2): Peanuts (p. 227-41). Sesame
seeds (p. 247-51).
Reprinted in Van Gorkom 1918, p. 839-51. Karel
Wessel van Gorkom lived 1835-1919. Address: Amsterdam,
Netherlands.
868. Shaw, Thomas. 1913. Soiling crops and the silo: How to
cultivate and harvest the crops; how to build and fill the silo;
and how to use the silage. New York: Orange Judd Company.
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xii + 366 p. Illust. 19 cm.
• Summary: The sections on the soy beans in this 1913
edition are identical to those in the 1900 and 1911 editions.
Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Minnesota.
869. Smith, Howard R. 1913. Profitable stock feeding: a
book for the farmer. 8th ed. St. Paul, Minnesota: Published
by the author. xii + 420 p. Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: From the title page: “Adopted as a Text in a
large number of the Universities, Agricultural, Colleges
and High Schools of the United States.” This book was
copyrighted in 1905, and the date at the end of the Preface is
“Lincoln, Nebraska, December 15, 1905.
“Soy” is mentioned on pages viii, 55, 56, 68, 74, 77, 80,
83, 84, 88, 187, 227, 267, 274, 275, 283, 295, 299, 300, 301,
381, 384, 385, 386, 392, 395, 396, 399, 401, 409, 411, and
412. “Soja” is mentioned on p. 399.
The Preface by Smith states (p. viii): “The leguminous
hay crops–alfalfa, cowpeas and soy beans–are new to many
farmers of the United States, and the growth of one or more
of these or the better known clover plant is so essential on
farms devoted to stock feeding, it has been thought best to
publish in the appendix something concerning the culture
of the three first mentioned. For the discussion of cowpea
and soy bean growing the writer is indebted to Professor
D.H. Otis, formerly of the Kansas Experiment Station, now
connected with the Wisconsin Experiment Station.”
In Part II, “Milk production,” Chapter 7, “Winter rations
in the Corn Belt” states (p. 55-56): “The Legumes include
a number of plants which have the power of drawing free
nitrogen from the air and storing it in the roots of the plants.
The four referred to in common use are alfalfa and clover
in the North, and cowpeas and soy beans, more commonly
grown in the South. On the roots of these plants are little
tubercles, varying from the size of pinheads on clover and
alfalfa to garden peas on the cowpea and soy bean. In these
tubercles are living organisms extremely minute which, in
some way not well understood, absorb air from the pores in
the soil, converting the nitrogen therefrom into compounds
available for plant growth. It is this power of absorbing
nitrogen which makes these legumes rich in protein, and
therefore valuable for supplementing corn.”
Pages 67-68: “Corn the best single crop for the silo.
Corn not only produces a large quantity of nutritious feed
that is easily placed in the silo, but it is of such a nature as to
pack readily and keep well. The large southern varieties of
ensilage corn, which give enormous yields in tons per acre,
have been recommended for silage; but such varieties do not
produce much grain and the total nutrients are usually less
than from ordinary field corn. The best results are obtained
with some variety that will give a good yield of grain, and
by planting somewhat thicker than for a grain crop. Under
average conditions a larger tonnage of feed can usually be
obtained per acre by combining corn, sorghum and cowpeas

or soy beans, but even with this combination the greater part
of the crop should be corn. When either peas or beans are
grown with the corn and the entire crop is put into the silo,
the feeding value is greater, ton for ton, than that of corn
alone. This is a much more economical method of obtaining
protein than by purchasing it in high priced concentrates, as
gluten meal, oil meal, etc.”
Page 74: “Silage Fed Liberally vs. Grain Fed Liberally
Without Silage.–The Ohio Experiment Station has recently
secured data to show the relative economy of a ration
consisting of more silage than dairymen customarily feed
and a ration consisting largely of grain with corn stover
and mixed hay for roughage. The silage used consisted of a
mixture of the forage plants, soy beans, cowpeas and corn,
in the proportion respectively 1:2:7½ by weight.” Silage fed
liberally was found to give more milk and milk fat.
Page 77: “Soy bean hay frequently yields as high
as three tons per acre in the South, where it is receiving
favorable mention as a fodder plant. It is somewhat coarse
in stem, though palatable and a rich source of protein. Its
composition is similar to alfalfa and cowpea hay, making its
use in the ration the same. It has been tested as a silage plant
and is highly recommended. The New Jersey Station found
alfalfa hay and soy bean silage as efficient as commercial
foods for supplying protein, which seems entirely reasonable
in view of its composition.”
Chapter 8, Feeding without the legumes for roughage
(p. 80-96) begins (p. 80): “With none of the legumes (clover,
alfalfa, cowpeas and soy beans) for use as hay, but with an
abundance of other roughage on hand, all forms of which are
non-nitrogenous in character, the purchase of one or more of
the so-called commercial protein foods is made necessary.”
These protein foods for cattle feeding may be
conveniently divided into three classes, the group to which
each belongs depending upon protein content: Class 1
contains those richest in protein, and includes cottonseed
meal, linseed meal, gluten meal and soy bean meal; Class 2,
gluten feed, dried brewer’s grains, malt sprouts, Canadian
field peas and cowpeas; Class 3, wheat bran and shorts, or
middlings.”
Pages 83-84: “Soy bean meal differs from the products
described in that it is the entire seed of the soy bean plant
ground. It is worthy of note that soy beans are the only farm
seeds deserving of a place in Class I, on account of their
exceptionally high protein content. They are also rich in oil,
which makes it the more necessary to use a limited quantity.
The soy bean is a very promising crop in the more Southern
States, yielding from ten to twenty bushels of seed per
acre, worth as much per pound as linseed meal for feeding
purposes. (See Soy-bean culture in the appendix.)” “Class II.
Cowpeas are less rich in protein than are soy beans, which
logically puts them in Class II of the protein foods. The
cowpea plant, cut before the seeds ripen, is so valuable for
hay that it is used largely for this purpose. Where the seeds
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are allowed to ripen and are threshed, they may be ground
into a meal and used very advantageously as a protein
supplement to corn.”
Pages 88-89: Variety in the roughage fed is as much
appreciated as variety in the grain ration. When possible
two or more kinds should be supplied. If hay from any one
of the legumes, alfalfa, clover, cowpeas or soy beans, is fed
as half the roughage, it would be more profitable to reduce
the amount of cottonseed meal or other commercial protein
foods to one-half of that recommended for stover, timothy or
other fodder plants of that class.”
In Part III, “Beef cattle,” chapter 17, titled “Corn
substitutes, protein concentrates and preparations of foods
for fattening and cattle,” says (p. 187): “Cottonseed meal,
while richer in protein than oil meal, is perhaps more often
inferior in quality. There are not sufficient experimental data
on record to warrant one in placing a value above the others
upon any one of these concentrated foods, cottonseed meal,
oil meal [old process {mechanically expressed} linseed
meal], gluten meal or soy bean meal, though the composition
indicates an advantage for cottonseed meal.”
In Part IV, “Sheep,” chapter 21, titled “Fattening lambs
in early winter” states (p. 227): “Canadian peas or cowpeas
are even better than bran, as they furnish from 30 per cent
to 50 per cent more protein and less crude fiber, which latter
is largely inert matter. Soy beans are relished and are quite
as efficient as oil cake [expelled linseed cake] in supplying
protein.”
In Part V, “Swine,” soybeans are mentioned on pages
267, 274, 275, 283, 295, 299, 300, and 301
The Appendix, “Methods of growing the leguminous
crops, cowpeas, soy beans and alfalfa, by Dr. D.H. Otis, soy
beans are mentioned on pages 381, 384, 385, 386, 392, 395,
396, 399, 401, 409, 411, and 412. The section titled “Soy
beans” (p. 384-86), has the following contents: Soy beans as
a profitable crop. Planting. Harvesting for grain. Threshing.
Curing the beans for seed. Harvesting for hay. Soy beans as
feed. Alfalfa, etc., after soy beans.
Note: Howard Remus Smith was born in 1872.
An earlier edition, published in 1906, contained xii +
413 pages. Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of
Minnesota. Formerly Univ. of Nebraska.
870. Smith, Isaac A. 1913. Soy beans and secrets of legume
inoculation. Warren, Indiana: I.A. Smith. 22 p. 20 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Soy beans: Soil and rotation,
special uses and methods, planting, cultivation, harvesting,
threshing, yield of grain, the seed, varieties (the Early
Brown, Ito San, Early Yellow, Hollybrook, Sable, Mammoth
Yellow).
Legume inoculation.
“During the past fourteen years, practical experience and
observation has convinced me that the Soy bean is probably
the best plant known at present to grow protein for domestic

animals in what is known as the corn belt, and second only
to clover as an agent to supply nitrogen to the soil... As
compared with the cowpea, it is hardier, may be planted
earlier in the season, and makes its full plant growth more
quickly” (p. 1).
“When you buy complete commercial fertilizers,
the nitrogen in them is what you pay the big price for at
the rate of 15 to 17 cents per pound. Above every acre of
land to which you apply this fertilizer, there is floating
approximately seventy million pounds of this same element,
as free as the rain that falls in the wet time, in fact so free
that none of your farm plants can use it, without the help
of a third factor stepping in and tying this nitrogen up in
such as shape that your plants may feed on it.” You need to
“transform the exhaustless supply of nitrogen into nitrates,...”
and to do this you need the help of a bacterium (p. 14).
Photos (on unnumbered pages after p. 10) show: (1)
A stalk of soy beans that had a chance to make good. (2)
Select samples of roots with nodules 14 weeks after planting.
Concentrated inoculate [inoculant] used with seed.
Isaac Adoniram Smith was born in 1849. Address:
Warren, Indiana.
871. Stone, W.M. 1913. The soybean and its uses. Alliance,
Ohio: The Review Press. 30 p. *
• Summary: Importance of the soybean as a protein feed, and
as a cheap source of nitrogen, are discussed.
872. Voorhees, John H. 1913. The soybean in New Jersey.
New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No.
21. 8 p.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Habits and
characteristics. Varieties. Inoculation and fertilization. Uses
of the soybean. Soybeans as substitutes for oats. Planting and
cultivation. Harvesting and threshing. Feeding value.
“Harvesting and threshing: One difficulty in producing
beans for seed is that a special machine for harvesting
is desirable, though it may be done with fair success by
an ordinary mowing-machine. The threshing may be
accomplished by removing several of the concaves from the
separator, provided the beans are produced for feed and not
for seed, as the ordinary thresher breaks and cracks many of
the beans. The crop should be harvested just after the pods
become well filled, as the leaves will drop from the stems if
allowed to ripen too thoroughly, and a large part of the food
value of the stover will be lost. Last year this Experiment
Station produced over 40 acres, and was successful in
harvesting and threshing with the Bidwell harvester and the
Bidwell thresher.” Address: Agronomist, Dep. of Agricultural
Extension [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
873. Boston Daily Globe. 1914. Silage a good and cheap
food: Corn most generally used in U.S. Sorghum also and
clover, soy beans, alfalfa, cowpeas. Machinery for harvesting
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and storing. Jan. 12. p. 13.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Crops for silage. Cutting
and handling silage. Adding moisture to silage. “Within the
last 30 years [i.e., since about 1884] silage has come into
general use throughout the United States, especially in those
regions where the dairy industry has reached its greatest
development. Silage is generally recognized as a good and
cheap food for farm stock, and particularly for cattle and
sheep.”
“Cowpeas, alfalfa and soy beans can all be successfully
made into silage by exercising the same precautions as
with clover. They should be cut at the same time as for
haymaking. It is usually preferable, however, to make them
into hay.”
“There are many different silage cutters on the
market that will give satisfaction. Factors to be taken into
consideration when purchasing a cutter are the amount to
be done and the power available... If a gas engine is used
the power required for a cutter and blower is about one
horsepower for each one-inch length in the cutting cylinder;
that is, a 15-inch cutter will take a 15-horsepower engine,...
and so on.
“In cutting the silage it is well to remember that the
usual length is from one-half to one inch,...”
“Various contrivances are used for distributing the silage
in the silo. The one most to be recommended for the purpose,
however, is a metal pipe similar to the one in which the corn
in elevated, but put together loosely in sections.”
874. Mooers, Charles A. 1914. The rational improvement
of highland rim soils: Conclusions from six years of field
experiments with various farm crops. Tennessee Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 102. 44 p. Jan.
• Summary: This bulletin is divided into three parts, and
soy beans are discussed in each part. In part one, “Principles
of soil fertility with special reference to the Highland Rim”
(p. 4-13), soy beans are first discussed in the section titled
“Crop rotation” (p. 13) which states that in a long, five-year
rotation, cowpeas or soy beans work well in the second year.
In part two, “Some results of field experiments” (p. 1440), the section titled “Fertility experiments on a very poor
gray-colored soil of the Highland Farm” (Putnam County)
(p. 27), states that soy beans are used in 1910 and 1911 in
a 3-year rotation with corn in two sections; the fields are
hogged off. A full page table (p. 29) shows the results of the
experiments. “Discussion of results: The experiments afford
a striking demonstration of the rapidity with which even a
poor soil responds to proper treatment. The results show both
the marked increase in yield which may be brought about by
the pasturing off of legumes, such as cowpeas and soy beans,
and the great value of acid phosphate rightly used.”
In the section on “Discussion of results,” the subsection
titled “Cowpeas and soy beans” (p. 33-34) discusses the
importance of inoculation, soy-bean varieties, and fertilizers

(acid phosphate and potash). “On soils of average fertility
only the late and vigorous varieties, such as Mammoth
Yellow, Tokio, and Acme, are advised. The early varieties,
such as Ito San and Haberlandt, which have done extra well
at the Knoxville Station, are advised only for soils of rather
high fertility. On poor land their growth is too dwarfed and
meager.”
In part three, “Crop rotations” (p. 41-44), the section
titled “List of rotations” (p. 41) notes that soy beans are
used in the “General farming–Five-year rotation,” during the
second year, as an alternative to cowpeas. Table IX (p. 42)
shows that in 1914 and 1918 they were fertilized with 300 lb
acid phosphate and 20 lb muriate of potash.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) that
mentions “pasturing off” (or “pasturing down”) soybeans.
Address: Chemist and agronomist, Knoxville, Tennessee.
875. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1914. The soya bean.
1(1):7-9. Jan. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Much has been written in the Australian Press
during late years of the Soya bean as a profitable crop for
farmers, and experiments have been made with it at the State
Nursery at Kamerunga, but nothing has resulted from the
experiments beyond proving that the soils and climate of
some parts of Queensland are well adapted for the cultivation
of this crop.”
This article summarizes three articles received by the
Department of Agriculture and Stock: (1) A communication
from “Messrs. Thompson and Co., Dalny, South Manchuria,
giving interesting information concerning the commercial
possibilities of the [soy] bean, and suggesting that the
Department experiment with the seed at the State Farms and
in Western districts like the Marona, where the rainfall is
comparatively small and uncertain, offering at the same time
to supply the necessary seed, and, if the experiments proved
successful, the firm would consider the taking up of a large
tract of land in Queensland and growing the bean in quantity,
as there would be no difficulty in disposing of the product.
The present price of the beans in Europe is £9 per ton.”
(2) “Messrs. Thompson and Co. furthermore enclosed
an extract from the report (for 1912) of the Trades
Commissioner for the Government of the Union of South
Africa on the subject, which we summarise as follows,...”
(see Turner 1914). The Queensland Journal then reflects:
Profitability: “But the question to our mind is, whether,
under our labor conditions, it would pay as well as it does
in cheap-labor countries. A 1,000-lb. crop, at the highest
prices for the beans, would sell for £4 10s. in Europe, and,
deducting labour for production, freights, commission, &c.,
there would appear to be little in it to attract the attention
of farmers, who can make far more [profit] out of dairying,
sugar-planting, potato, onion, and maize growing. As a
catch-crop amongst coconut and rubber trees, the Soya bean
would doubtless prove of great value.
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“As far as the feeding value of the [soy] bean is
concerned, it is said to be at least twice as valuable for food
as maize, as it is very rich in protein, but it is best fed in
conjunction with maize. As a green manure, it is undoubtedly
valuable in restoring the soil, being a leguminous plant.
“The expenses per ton for bags, railage, and freight to
Harbin to Vladivostock [Vladivostok] are set down at £1
13s.; add ocean freight to England, £1 10s.–£3 3s.
“The expense of transport from South Africa to England
is set down in the report we quote from at £1 9s.
“But Queensland is further from England than South
Africa; and while it might pay to grow and export Soya
beans thence to Europe, we cannot see that the crop could be
profitably produced in this country.”
(3) “The following summary of the uses of the Soya
bean and its products given by Tropical Life [published
in England], April, 1913 [p. 71-72], is interesting:–For
dynamite and high explosives, soap, linoleum, India-rubber
substitute, margarine, paints and varnishes, in place of
linseed oil, various edible foods, toilet powder, salad oil,
vegetable cooking oil in place of lard, oil, &c., preserving
sardines, lamp oil, lubricating, as food in place of peas, flour
for soups, biscuits, brown bread, artificial milk and cheese
[soymilk and tofu], substitute for coffee, for sauces; cake for
feeding cattle, and for manure.”
Note: In this same Jan. 1914 issue (p. 3) of this journal,
an article titled “Queensland Agricultural Journal,” states:
“With this number of the Journal we commence a New
Series of issue, dating practically from the 1st July 1913,
on which date the Journal completed its sixteenth year of
publication.” It first appeared in July 1897, and today some
60,000 copies a year [5,000 copies a month] are mailed to
subscribers worldwide. From now on the Journal will accept
“advertisments having reference solely to productions of the
land or to manufactured articles needed by rural occupiers,
thus not interfering in any way with the general run of
advertisements in the public Press.” Address: Australia.
876. Turner, A. Grenville. 1914. The soy bean. Agricultural
J. of the Union of South Africa 7(1):67-77. Jan.
• Summary: This report was sent to South Africa by the
Union Trades Commissioner in London, Mr. C. du P.
Chiappini.
Contents: Botany and habitat. Varieties. Conditions of
growth. Methods of culture and soil inoculation. Harvesting:
Yield per acre, yield of forage, as a grain crop, thrashing.
Manurial value (as a green manure). Storing soy bean seed.
Feeding value: For sheep, dairy cows, or hogs. Experiments
in South Africa (conducted by Mr. Turner during the 19101911 season). Chemical analyses. The commercial aspect.
The bean (utilization). The oil (utilization).
“Botany and Habitat: The soy bean (Glycine hispida)
is a leguminous plant, native of south-eastern Asia. De
Candolle states that it originally occurred in the wild state in

the region ‘from Cochin China to the south of Japan and to
Java.’ It has been cultivated from very ancient times. It is a
very important food plant in some countries, notably China,
Japan, and Manchuria: and its cultivation has reached such
an advanced stage that innumerable varieties and forms have
been developed.
“It is supposed to have been used for food in China even
before the time of Confucius. Although it has been grown in
China and Japan for such an extended period, its cultivation
seems to have spread very slowly to the surrounding
countries. Its introduction into India seems to have taken
place in comparatively modern times.
“Up to the year 1907 the export of soy beans from
Manchuria did not exceed 120,000 tons, of which the bulk
was absorbed by Japan. The development of Manchuria as
the result of the Russo-Japanese war is responsible for the
huge supplies of beans exported to Great Britain and the
Continent of Europe. As a commercial oilseed, however, the
soy bean was undoubtedly first introduced to the notice of
the British and Continental manufacturer towards the end
of the year 1908, when the export commenced to Europe
through Vladivostock [Vladivostok]; the cargo was nearly
all carried in British bottoms, and destined to oil mills in the
United Kingdom.”
“Experiments in the cultivation of the soy bean are being
conducted in practically every British colony; during the year
1909 experiments were conducted in the Argentine Republic,
Mr. A. Grenville Turner, the soy bean expert, reporting that
a crop of beans may be secured in about thirteen weeks, as
against six months in Manchuria. World-wide interest now
was evinced in the culture of the soy bean; the late Sir Alfred
Jones, K.C.M.G., entrusted Mr. Turner with a mission to
introduce the cultivation of the bean throughout West Africa;
on his return Mr. Turner reported that he had travelled
12,000 miles through the Gambia, Sierra Leone, Southern
and Northern Nigeria and the Gold Coast Territories; the
results of experiments being successful: on sowing the seed
the plants made their appearance above ground in about
four days, ultimately attaining a height of two feet, and
reaching maturity in six, eight, or ten weeks, according to
zone and climatic conditions. On his return from the coast,
Mr. Turner was entrusted with a mission by Messrs. Lever
Brothers, Limited, to encourage the cultivation of the soy
bean throughout the Union of South Africa, during the
season 1910-1911 the scheme was taken up by the farmers
with enthusiasm, a large quantity of seed, together with
descriptive pamphlets, was distributed by Messrs. Lever, the
result of the experiments proving that South Africa can raise
a crop of soy beans equal, if not superior, to Manchuria.”
At the Government Experiment Farm in South Africa,
where 80 varieties were tested (there are over 300 varieties
of soy beans), yields of seed “as high as 2,000 lb. per acre
were recorded, while in many instances the yield was well
over 1,000 lb. per acre. In Manchuria the yield per acre is
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from 1,100 to 1,600 lb. per acre.” If grown for forage, yields
as high “as 12 to 13 tons of fresh fodder may be produced
per acre, which may be used for hay or for silage purposes.”
“Growing soy beans for the grain is distinctly profitable,
owing to the large demand in the United Kingdom and
Europe” (p. 71).
When Mr. Turner conducted soybean cultivation
experiments in South Africa during the 1910-1911 season,
the “scheme enjoyed the hearty support of the Union

Government Agricultural Department, the Agricultural
Union, and Messrs. Lever Brothers, Limited, by whose
assistance, through Mr. Turner, see for the planting of three
to five acre plots was distributed to over three hundred
farmers in all parts of the Union, together with printed report
forms, and descriptive bulletins” (p. 72). Natal experience
the worst drought in 40 years took at this time, but the
soybeans resisted the drought and were able to grow under
conditions that would probably in many instances be too
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severe for even maize. Soybeans were also grown in the
Transvaal, Orange Free State, and Cape Province.
The highest recorded oil content in soybeans was
23.20% from beans grown by Mr. Turner in Sierra Leone.
“The oil mills of Great Britain crush annually upwards
of 1,000,000 tons of oil seeds,... Great Britain is the heaviest
importer of oil seeds in Europe, and is, in fact, after the
United States of America, the most important manufacturer
of oils in the world.”
Great Britain imports and crushes about 600,000 tons of
cotton seed and about 350,000 tons of soy beans; the balance
is linseed. Recently, however, these soy bean imports have
been decreasing, since Germany has rescinded the import
duty and installed soy bean crushing plants in their oil mills.
“It is estimated that Great Britain and Europe can
take ten million tons of soy beans per annum in the event
of the beans being used for human as well as for animal
consumption and for industrial purposes, so there is a
large market for South Africa to ship all the beans she can
produce...”
Note 1. This document contains the second earliest clear
date seen for soybeans in Argentina, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Argentina (1909). The source of these soybeans
is unknown, but might have been Great Britain.
Note 2. A map of Africa in 1914 (taken from a different
and unknown source) shows how different it looks then–in
the era of colonialism–compared with today.

slope. In other words, to prevent erosion” (p. 1).
“Green manure and cover crops may be made of much
use in preventing the growth of weeds and the ripening of
weed seeds, and also in some cases they may be made very
helpful in exterminating certain kinds of weeds with which a
field may have become infested.” (p. 1).
All legumes have the capacity to gather nitrogen from
the air. They will do this, however, to an important extent
only when four conditions are met: 1. The soil must be
neutral or alkaline. 2. It must be stocked with bacteria of the
right kind. 3. It must not contain a large amount of nitrogen
in the form of available compounds. If it does, the legume
will take most of its nitrogen from the soil rather than from
the air. “4. The legume must be allowed to attain nearly
full development if the gain in nitrogen is to be large, since
during the early stages of its growth the nitrogen which it
requires comes in large measure from the soil.”
“The soy bean. Suited to the better loams, is not hardy
and is not well suited for prevention of erosion or conserving
nitrogen, will furnish a large amount of vegetable matter
within a comparatively short period of summer weather, does
best if planted in drills. About ½ bushel of seed per acre.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2011)
that discusses the soy bean in connection with soil erosion–
which, it says, it is not well suited to prevent.
Note 2. The pages of this circular are misnumbered.
Address: Amherst.

877. Brooks, William P. 1914. Green manuring and cover
crops. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Circular No. 37. 6 p. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Possible benefits:
Erosion prevented, soluble plant-food compounds saved,
weeds prevented, soil enriched in nitrogen, plant-food made
available, humus increased, subsoil mellowed. Principal
crops: Desirable characteristics, non-legumes (winter rye,
buckwheat, white mustard, rape), legumes (vetches, field
peas, crimson clover, common and mammoth red clovers,
sweet clover, the soy bean, the cow pea). Conditions when
green manuring is advisable: When not advisable. Treatment
of the green manure crop. Should green manure crops be
fertilized.
“Green manuring is the practice of cultivating a crop
for soil improvement. The crop is usually, but not always,
plowed in while green. A cover crop is one grown largely
for soil protection, but it may at the same time serve all the
purposes of a green manure crop. On the other hand, during
the period of its growth a green manure crop is a cover crop.
“The practice of using crops for soil protection and
improvement has received much more attention in recent
years than formerly...” (p. 1).
Erosion: “The protection of the soil against damage by
wind which carries away the finer and better particles, and
water which washes fields which have any considerable

878. Redding, R.J. 1914. Farms and farmers: (2) Growing
cowpeas in cotton field. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia).
March 16. p. 7.
• Summary: “(2) I am not favorably impressed with the
plan of planting cotton and cowpeas in alternate rows... If
anything would give success to the plan it seems to me the
soybeans (Mammoth Yellow) would be best planted about
June 1 to 10... After the first year, follow corn with oats and
cowpeas (or soybeans),...” Address: Col., Griffin, Georgia.
879. Sahr, C.A. 1914. Report of the Assistant Agronomist.
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report. p.
43-49. For the year 1913. March 16. [1 ref]
• Summary: In this report’s only section, titled “Experiments
with leguminous plants,” all crops are grouped into three
types based on the length of their growth period. The soy
bean appears in both the first group (quick rotation, short
season, 3 to 4 months) and the second group (medium
time, 4½ to 6½ months). The importance of inoculation is
emphasized.
The subsection on “Soy bean” (p. 46-49) states: “Soy
beans were grown more or less extensively by Japanese
farmers in Kona to defray expenses while their coffee trees
came into bearing, finding a ready market for culinary
purposes and also among local soy sauce brewers. Since
the coffee orchards now demand the entire attention of the
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growers, the soy brewers depend upon soy beans imported
from Japan for their supply.
“The brewing of Japanese soy sauce having become
a well-established industry in Hawaii, a visit of inspection
to several of the largest factories was made to ascertain the
method of manufacture, which is given here briefly...” Equal
parts of boiled soybeans and roasted California wheat are
mixed, “poured into molds, and left to stand for 3 or more
days, or until slightly covered by mold fungi. The molds
are then emptied into large cedar vats of 500 to 800 gallons
capacity. A starter made from cass [soybean presscake] and
brine is then added, and the mass is left to ferment for a
period ranging from 6 months to a year or 18 months, the
mass being thoroughly stirred twice each day. The fermented
mass is then transferred into a large press and the liquid
sauce is pressed out, boiled 2 or 3 hours, and put in cedar
tubs of 4½ to 6 gallons capacity... The ferment starter is
made of a small quantity of soy-bean cake, or cass, sprinkled
over a few handfuls of parboiled soy beans and left in a
warm place for several days. The cass is sold for 20 cents per
100 pounds to rice planters as a fertilizer, and contains about
20 per cent salt. It is also fed to hogs, after soaking in water
to draw out the salt. The brewers buy imported soy beans at
$72 per ton in Honolulu, wheat at $40, and salt at $10. The
tubs in which the soy sauce is put up are made of Japanese
cedar, shipped knocked down from Japan, and put together
as wanted. The cost per tub is from 40 to 70 cents, according
to their capacity, which ranges from 4½ to 6 gallons. Soy
sauce is eaten by all classes of Japanese as a table sauce,
with their rice, fish, and meats. It has the color of strong
black coffee.
“Miso, another Japanese table sauce, is brewed from soy
beans and rice. The brewed liquid is clear white. The climate
of Hawaii is too warm for its manufacture.”
A table (p. 48) shows five soybean varieties (each with
an “Agronomy accession number, three also with an S.P.I.
number–20798, 19183, and 14953) and their yields as hay,
fodder and/or seed, and stages of growth in Hawaii. The only
named variety, Otootan [black seeded], was “grown from
seed received from the College of Hawaii in May 1911. This
variety is undoubtedly the coarsest, rankest soy bean ever
grown by this station. It is also most tolerant of both dry and
wet conditions, but only makes a rank growth during a cool
and moist growing period.” Trials of this variety were made
at the Hilo and Glenwood substations.
No. 698, a Russian soy bean, was received from S.R.
Cope of London, England. Seven varieties were received
from the College of Hawaii. Eight varieties were received
from the Bureau of Plant Industry (USDA) under the [S.P.I.]
numbers 19183, 22379, 32906, 32907, 34857, 34934, 34924,
34987, and 34123; they were planted in May. “Four varieties,
said to be rich in oil content, were received from an eastern
paint and oil company for trial by this station. Samples of
these will be analyzed and the oil content determined.”

A photo shows two Otootan variety soy bean plants,
valuable for forage and green manuring; one is bigger than
the other and both are hanging up-side down.
Other leguminous plants tested: Kulthi or horse gram,
cowpeas, sunn hemp (Crotolaria juncea), a variety of Cuban
peanut, asparagus bean (sasagi; probably yardlong cowpea)
and sesbania.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Otootan.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2004)
that mentions the asparagus bean (Vigna sesquipedalis).
Address: Asst. in Agronomy.
880. Chapin, J.F. 1914. Soy beans in Howell County.
Missouri Ruralist 13(6):7. March 20.
• Summary: “I have experimented with soy beans the past
two years but only in a small way and with one variety–
Mammoth Yellow–which I believe is about as good as we
can get. In 1912 from less than ¼ acre, planted June 6, I
harvested 3 bushels of seed. In 1913 I planted May 21 with
a grain drill, opening one hole and closing the next two,
making rows about 20 inches (36 is better for cultivation and
as good for yield). This crop was harvested 140 days after
planting and stood the dry season remarkably well... A heavy
rain fell them in the swath and our October snow caught
them in the shock. In spite of all this they are in fairly good
shape in my barn now. They will also stand heavy frosts,
enabling one to sow earlier and harvest later than for peas
and this season certainly proves them to be a good drouth
[drought] resister.
“Of course, the dry weather cut the yield down until it
didn’t pay to harvest for seed, still there was a paying yield
of good bean hay.” Address: Bly, Missouri.
881. Hall, J. Ed. 1914. Soy bean a profit maker: Missouri
farmers should give this new crop a trial. Missouri Ruralist
13(6):7. March 20.
• Summary: “A very few years back a writer on the ‘soy,’
stated that the soy bean was one of the coming crops of
Missouri. Today we are in a position to say that the soy bean
is one of Missouri’s profitable crops. When we become more
thoroughly acquainted with them, and come to realize their
full value as a soil renovator and as a hay and grain plant, we
can safely say that it is one of Missouri’s main crops.
After trying out soy beans for a number of years,
we have arranged our rotation in such a way that we are
now growing one-half as many acres of soys as we are of
corn. Why? Because if our soil is inoculated with the soy
bean bacteria (and the entire farm is) the soil will become
materially richer in both nitrogen and humus, by growing
them than by growing corn. Then, too, as a nitrogenous feed
we are unable to make as profitable growth in young animals
by any other means.”
J.M. Perley, of Moberly, Missouri, has developed an
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excellent method of preparing a seedbed for soys, using a
disk and spiked-tooth harrow. “Since making a two-year test
of 10 varieties, we have decided that the Austin and Perley’s
Mongol are best adapted to Central Missouri conditions.”
Each of these two varieties is a rank grower. Soys make good
hay.
“The richer the soil the greater the yield with soys, while
with cowpeas we find the opposite. By using a variety of soy
beans, maturing in advance of cowpea hay harvest, such as
Ito San or Mongol, we have a mixed hay laden with grain
comparing equally in protein with oilmeal.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Perley’s Mongol.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2001)
with the word “profit” (or “profits” or “profitable”) in the
title in connection with soybeans. Address: La Monte, Pettis
County, Missouri.
882. Reynolds, Will. 1914. A crop with many profits: Soy
beans are good for fertilizer, for pasture, for hay, for seed.
Country Gentleman 79(12):9. March 21.
• Summary: “Soy beans have been grown in the United
States for the past twenty years, yet comparatively few
farmers are interested in the crop. Soy beans will be our
salvation when clover fails. They can be used for green
manure, for pasture, for hay, for seed... Why should we not
grow our supplement for corn in the Corn Belt? In nearly
every system of rotation in the Orient, described by Prof.
F.H. King [Farmers of Forty Centuries, 1911], we find the
soy bean... The oil from the beans is extracted and the bean
cake is used for both feed and fertilizer.”
“Beans should be inoculated: Certain varieties of soy
beans are better adapted than other to certain uses and
conditions. The earlier-maturing varieties may be grown
in Northern latitudes with more certainty of the crop’s
maturing than later ones.” “Varieties that have done well
in the North are Ito San, Early Brown, Black Beauty, and

Parson’s Auburn. Ito San is more extensively grown and is
better known than any other early maturing variety, but some
growers prefer Auburn, which is a higher yielder and as early
as Ito... Wilson is a promising hay and forage variety, but is
not a good yielder. For a general-purpose bean, Sable and
Mikado are both good, while Ito San is the best all-around
bean for its locality.”
“For best results, soy beans should be inoculated. The
most practical method is to secure soil from men who have
grown them, using two quarts of soil to each bushel of seed.
This can be mixed with the seed at planting time. When the
beans are drilled in rows from eighteen to thirty pounds of
seed will be required to the acre. An ordinary corn planter
may be used to drill the seed by setting over the shoes and
wheel so there will be forty inches between the rows. Set the
planter to drop about eight beans to the foot in the rows.”
“Taylor Fouts, of Carroll County, Indiana, has
successfully followed the following practice: For some
time he has grown Hollybrook soy beans and corn together
for silage, hogging off, and lambing off. A corn planter
with fertilizer attachment is used, mixing twelve pounds
of beans with fertilizer for each acre. At one operation the
corn and beans are drilled; both appear at the same time,
and cultivation is practiced as for corn alone. If there is
no fertilizer attachment the corn and beans may be drilled
together, equal quantities of each being mixed in the grain
box and the speed and plates adjusted to suit.
“About September first the feeding lambs are turned into
the field to feed on the bean foliage, pods and corn blades.
Mr. Fouts also finds the combination highly profitable in
hogging off, saying: ‘There is no produce that compares
with it acre for acre. The hogs keep thrifty and make rapid
and economical gains.’ Another point in favor of this
intercropping of corn and soybeans is that it makes a very
valuable and complete ration to put into the silo.”
“Harvesting for seed: Various implements are employed
in harvesting soy beans for seed–the mower with a sidedelivery buncher, the binder, the bean harvester, the selfrake reaper–or they may be pulled by hand.” The self-rake
is good, inexpensive machine for “harvesting soys... For
varieties of soys with an erect and tall growing habit the
binder is very satisfactory.”
Photos show: (1) “A single stalk of Black Champion”
variety soy beans against a ruler to show its size. (2) A field
of soy bean plants that have been harvested and piled in
cocks. “The less the vines are handled the greater will be the
crop of seed.”
Note 1. This is the earliest article seen (August 1996) in
Country Gentleman which contains the word “soys.” This
word was used in at least 20 articles in Country Gentleman
from March 1914 to Nov. 1929.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
that mentions “lambing off” (or “lambing down”) soybeans.
Note 3. This is the second earliest document seen (Oct.
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2012) that mentions specific soybean varieties
grown by Taylor Fouts, and the earliest article
seen stating that he grew the Hollybrook variety.
“For some time he has grown Hollybrook soy
beans and corn together for silage, hogging off,
and lambing off.”
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen
(Aug. 2004) that mentions the soybean varieties
Black Champion [later renamed Peking], Parson’s
Auburn, or Sable. As of June 2008, the variety
“Parson’s Auburn” is mentioned only twice in
the SoyaScan database; the second mention
was also in Country Gentleman in May 1916.
Parson’s Auburn was probably developed by
Adrian Parsons (of Indiana) who also developed
the Mikado (Adrian Parsons wrote to the USDA
in about 1914 that Auburn was his 2nd heaviest yielder after
Mikado). The regular “Auburn” variety was first mentioned
in a 1910 document.
883. Bailey, Liberty Hyde. 1914. The standard cyclopedia
of horticulture. Vol. I (A-B). 2nd ed. New York and London:
The Macmillan Co. 602 p. See p. 41, 42, 458, 460, 461.
Illust. (700 illust.).
• Summary: Page 41: Leguminosae: Plants used as forage
include Glycine hispida (soy bean). Page 42: Glycine (Soy
Bean) is one of about 150 genera cultivated in America.
Page 458: Bean. “The beans chiefly known to
horticulture are of five types:... (5) Soy, or Soja, bean
(Glycine hispida). A bushy, erect, hairy plant producing
small pods in clusters, and pea-like seeds (Figs. 479d, 483
[p. 461, showing stem, leaves, and pods]). In this country
used mostly for forage. Native to China and Japan, where it
is much grown.”
Page 460 (still under “Bean”): After sections on “Pole
beans” and “Lima beans” is one titled “Other beans: Three
other members of the bean tribe might be mentioned in this
connection; namely, the Black bean or cowpea of the South,
the Japanese Soy bean, and the English or Broad bean.”
After a brief summary of the cowpea: “Of greater value
for the same purposes, north of New Jersey, seems to be
the Japanese Soy bean, which is early enough to come to
maturity almost anywhere in the United States. Its foliage
is rather thin or open, however, which impairs its value for
green-manuring. The dry bean constitutes one of the richest
vegetable foods known, and its flavor seems unobjectionable
to all kinds of stock. Sow one bushel to the acre. Similar to
this in value is the English Broad bean, several varieties of
which, as the Broad Windsor, the Horse bean... The Windsor
is used in England in much the same way as lima beans are
used in America;...” Address: [Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New
York].
884. Wiancko, Alfred T.; Fisher, M.L.; Cromer, C.O. 1914.

Soybeans and cowpeas. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 172. p. 419-38. March.
• Summary: In Indiana, researchers have been experimenting
with soybeans and cowpeas for the past 15 years. Contents:
Introduction. Historical notes. Uses and value. Soil
adaptation. Liming. Soil fertilization. Place in the rotation.
Soil preparation. Inoculation. When and how to sow cowpeas
and soybeans. Cultivation. Harvesting. Threshing. Varieties
of soybeans. Varieties of cowpeas. Selecting varieties of
soybeans and cowpeas. Summary.
Photos show: (1) Typical mature soybean plant. (2)
Plant with leaves removed to show pods. (3) “Hogging off
soybeans.” Many hogs in a soybean field. (4) A field of
soybeans and cowpeas sown after wheat harvest. (5) Four
soybean plants with roots showing nodules. (6) A field with
many piles of soybeans made into hay. (7) Harvesting a
soybean seed crop with a mower having a side-delivery
attachment. (8) Men threshing soybeans with a common
threshing machine. Address: 1. Chief in Soils and Crops; 2.
Asst. Chief in Soils and Crops; 3. Asst. in Crops. All: Dep. of
Soils and Crops, Lafayette, Indiana.
885. Charlotte Observer (North Carolina). 1914. Oil from
soy beans: Interesting experiment conducted at Elizabeth
City. April 4. p. 9.
• Summary: “(Special to The Observer). Elizabeth City.
April 2.–An experiment of much interest to oil men and
one which may eventually result in a big agricultural
industry in North Carolina was conducted at the plant of
the Elizabeth City Cotton Oil and Fertilizer Company this
week. The oil was extracted from five bushels of soy beans
by a process which the experimenters are keeping a secret.
The experiment is regarded as being very successful and
those who watched the process are vary enthusiastic over
the prospects of future developments along this line. They
honestly believe that discoveries in the manufacture of soy
bean products are about to be made which will make them
extensively cultivated and for which the farmers will receive
thousands of dollars.
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“The five bushels of beans in this experiment was
separated into two products, oil and meal. An abundance of
oil was secured which the experimenters will have analysed.
They believe that this oil will prove to be of a very high
grade and that it will have great commercial value, while the
meal will be capable of being manufactured into many food
products useful to both man and beast.
“The success of this experiment in especially gratifying
as a similar one was made about two years ago by another oil
mill and it was attended with failure as the yield of oil was
not satisfactory at all; besides this experiment revealed the
fact that there is no waste in the manufacture, the whole bean
being converted into either oil or meal.
There are great prospects for a big industry in eastern
North Carolina as the soil of this section is especially
adapted to the cultivation of the soy bean or stock pea, as
they are commonly called. A large acreage is planted each
year and five or six counties last year yielded nearly a half
million bushels. This crop can be increased until the yield
will amount to several million bushels, as the invention
of soy bean pickers have made the harvesting of them on
a larger scale possible at a small cost. The soy bean was
introduced into North Carolina about 25 years ago [i.e.,
about 1889]. They were first planted on a small scale in an
experimental way, as the farmers regarded their food value
with a great deal of suspicion. It was soon discovered that
they were excellent for livestock and that they fattened
hogs and made much pork. Then the acreage was increased
but this was fenced off and the soy bean fed to the stock
in a green state. The surplus acreage was housed without
threshing and was fed to the stock during the Winter. Only
the seed required for the next year’s planting was saved. This
was done by threshing the beans out of the pod by the use of
a pole which was a laborious and costly process.
“About five years ago, the price of soy beans began to
increase and the farmers found it very profitable to raise
them for market; but the laborious and costly process of
preparing them, greatly handicapped the farmers and caused
the supply to fall far short of the demand. It was then that
the inventive genius of L.S. Gordon and George Pritchard,
two of Pasquotank County’s most progressive farmers got to
work end each of them invented a bean picker after his own
plan, which solved the problem and made the harvesting of
the beans easy and cheap.”
886. Livingston, George. 1914. Field crop production: A
text-book for elementary courses in schools and brief courses
in colleges. New York: The Macmillan Co. xix + 424 p.
April. Illust. Index. 20 cm. Rural Text-Book Series.
• Summary: In Chapter 17, “Legumes for grain and forage,”
the first section is titled “The soy bean. Its contents (p. 30512): History. Description. Distribution and adaptation. Uses
(food, oil, paints, varnishes, soap, lubrication). Soy beans,
because of their erect growth, are more easily handled as hay

than are cowpeas. Cultural methods. Seeding. Harvesting.
This same chapter also contains sections on cowpeas
and peanuts. Other chapters discuss alfalfa and flax.
Photos show: (1) The soy bean plant. (2) A man, wearing
a hat, standing in a field of soy beans. (3) Soy beans growing
in corn (intercropped). Address: Asst. Prof. of Agronomy,
Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio.
887. Moore, R.A.; Delwiche, E.J. 1914. Soy beans–
An important Wisconsin crop. Wisconsin Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 236. 20 p. April. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soy bean plant.
Soils adapted to soy beans. The culture of soy beans: Soil
inoculation, soil preparation, time and method of planting,
after cultivation, harvesting, thrashing and storing the seed.
Soy beans as a protein concentrate: For hogs, for dairy
cows, for sheep. Soy beans for roughage: For hay, for silage,
as pasture for hogs, as a soiling crop, as a soil renovator.
Variety tests at Madison (1902-1904). Experiments in
northern Wisconsin (Iron River, Ellis Junction, and Spooner):
Varieties recommended, breeding soy beans.
“... experiments with soy beans were undertaken by
the agronomy department on the Experiment Station Farm
at Madison in 1899, and have been carried on continuously
ever since.” Breeding work with soy beans at the Station
farm was also started in 1899, and at the Branch Stations in
upper Wisconsin in 1907.
“Soy beans may be grown for five purposes: For the
production of seed, for hay, for hog pasture, for silage (when
mixed with corn), and as a green manure.” “We recommend
this crop to the careful consideration of the Wisconsin seed
growers, stockmen and general farmers.”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a field of Early
Black soy beans (front cover). “Experiments conducted at
the branch stations since 1907 have shown that this variety is
best for northern conditions.” (2) Roots of a soy bean plant,
showing nodules (p. 7). (3) Special type of bean harvester,
with a windrowing attachment it can cut two rows at once
(p. 11). (4) Corn and soy beans growing together in a field
for use as silage (p. 15). (5) Field of soy beans increased in
yield by inoculation at the Spooner Branch Station (p. 18).
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) A typical soy bean
plant, with roots (p. 4, non-original). (2) A common mower
with windrowing attachment (p. 10). Address: Madison,
Wisconsin.
888. Missouri State Board of Agriculture, Monthly Bulletin.
1914. Cowpeas and soy beans. 12(5):3-48. May. [3 ref]
• Summary: The introduction, titled “Cowpeas and soy
beans: Finding increased favor on farms,” by W.L. Nelson
(Assistant Secretary, Missouri State Board of Agriculture)
discusses reasons for this increased favor on Missouri farms,
and includes one long extract from an article (J.E. Hall,
1914, “The soy bean as a profit maker”) and an even longer
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extract from a letter by C.P. Miller to the Farmer’s Review
(14 March 1914). The rest (p. 8-48) is a reprint of: Wiancko,
Fisher, and Cromer. 1914. “Soybeans and cowpeas.” Indiana
Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 172. p. 419-38. March. Text
includes a brief history of the crops, their uses and value,
and harvesting and threshing methods. Photos (p. 8) show:
(1) A typical mature soy bean plant, with roots. (2) A typical
soy bean plant, with leaves removed to show pods. Address:
Columbia, Missouri.
889. Piper, Charles V. 1914. Forage plants and their culture.
New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xxi + 618 p. Aug. See
p. 513-38. Illust. Index. 20 cm. Series: The Rural Text-Book
Series, ed. by L.H. Bailey. [9 ref]
• Summary: Note: This is the best book on the subject to
date. It was reprinted (with new publication date but without
changes) in 1916, 1919, and 1921.
Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Preservation of forage. 3.
Choice of forage crops... [chapters an various grasses (incl.
Velvet grass {Holcus lunatus}), sorghums, and millets]. 4.
Seeds and seeding.
5. Meadows and pastures. 6. The statistics of forage
crops (“In the same way as the straw of cowpeas, Canada
and garden peas, soybeans and other leguminous seed crops
has also a considerable value as forage,” p. 114). 7. Timothy.
8. Blue-grasses, meadow-grasses and redtop. 9. Orchardgrass, tall oat-grass and brome-grasses.
10. Other grasses of secondary importance. 11. Perennial
grasses of minor importance. 12. Southern grasses. 13.
Sorghums. 14. Millets and other annual grasses.
15. Alfalfa. 16. Red clover. 17. Other clovers–Alsike,
Hungarian, White and Sweet. 18. Crimson clover and other
annuals. 19. Peas and pea-like plants (incl. Chick-pea {Cicer
arietinum} and Grass-pea, vetchling or chickling vetch
{Lathyrus sativus}).
20. Vetches and vetch-like plants: Common vetch (Vicia
sativa), hairy vetch (Vicia villosa), narrow-leaved vetch
(Vicia angustifolia), purple vetch (Vicia atropurpurea),
wooly-pod vetch (Vicia dasycarpa), scarlet vetch (Vicia
fulgens), ervil or black bitter vetch (Vicia ervilia), narbonne
vetch (Vicia narbonnensis), horse bean (Vicia faba), bird or
tufted vetch (Vicia cracca), tangier pea (Lathyrus tingitanus),
flat-podded vetchling (Lathyrus cicera), ochrus (Lathyrus
ochrus), fenugreek (Trigonella foenum-grœcum), lupines
(Lupinus spp.), serradella (Ornithopus sativus), square
podded pea (Lotus tetragonolobus).
21. Cowpeas. 22. Soybeans. 23. Other hot-season annual
legumes: Lespedeza or Japan clover, Florida velvet bean
(Stizolobium deeringianum) [later renamed simply “Velvet
bean” (Mucuna pruriens)], peanut (Arachis hypogœa),
Florida beggarweed, the jack bean (Canavalia ensiformis.
“Owing to confusion with the similar species cultivated in
Japan, China, and India, it has also been called the sword
bean and the knife bean, but those names properly belong to

the Asiatic species {Canavalia gladiata}, used principally as
a vegetable), mung bean (Phaseolus aureus), urd (Phaseolus
mungo), moth bean (Phaseolus aconitifolius), adzuki bean
(Phaseolus angularis), bonavist or hyacinth bean (Dolichos
lablab), guar (Cyamopsis tetragonoloba).
24. Miscellaneous perennial legumes: Sainfoin
(Onobrychis cicioefolia), sulla or Spanish sainfoin
(Hedysarum coronarium), kudzu (Pueraria thunbergiana),
flat pea (Lathyrus silvestris var. wagneri), kidney vetch
(Anthyllis vulneraria), goat’s rue (Galega officinalis), bird’s
foot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus), Astragalus falcatus, furze
(Ulex europoeus).
25. Miscellaneous herbs used as a forage (incl.
Sunflower {Helianthus annuus}). 26. Root crops and other
comparable forages (incl. rape {Brassica napus}, Jerusalem
artichoke, chufa {Cyperus esculentus}, and cassava).
The Introduction (p. 1) states: “1.–Forage includes
any vegetable matter, fresh or cured, eaten by herbivorous
animals, such as grain, hay, pasturage, green feed, roots and
silage. The term feed is synonymous with forage, although
sometimes restricted to grain. Fodder and stover are also
identical in original meaning, but in the United States are
used with special significations.
“Forage crops include only those plants grown primarily
for feed and of which animals consume all or much of the
vegetative parts; that is, herbage, or roots. Most cereal
crops are also grown for hay, pasturage or silage, and when
thus grown may be considered forage crops. Several plants
cultivated in other regions as cereals are in the United States
grown mainly or wholly for forage. Among these are the
grain sorghums, penicillaria, foxtail millet and proso or
broom-corn millet. The distinction between cereals and
forage crops in such cases is arbitrary. Such a plant is a
cereal when grown primarily for the grain, and a forage
when grown primarily for the herbage.
“Fodder (German futter) really means the same as feed.
In the United States the term is used mainly in reference to
corn cut before the plant is fully mature, and from which the
ears are not removed. The stems and leaves when dried and
after the ears are removed is called stover. In the Southern
States the term fodder is applied to the dried leaves and tops
of the corn plant, removed while green, and before the ears
are fully mature.
“The terms fodder and stover are also used in connection
with the sorghums and similar coarse grasses.
“Hay consists of the entire dried herbage of
comparatively fine-stemmed grasses or other forage plants.
It is commonly dried or cured in the sun, but artificial drying
apparatus has been used.” Address: M.S., Agrostologist
in Charge of Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA [Washington, DC].
890. Piper, Charles V. 1914. Soybeans (Document part).
In: C.V. Piper. 1914. Forage Plants and Their Culture. New
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York, NY: MacMillan Co. xxi + 618 p. See p. 513-38.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Agricultural history.
Botany. Description. Soil adaptations. Climatic adaptations.
Importance. Desirable characters in soybean varieties.
Commercial varieties. Preparation of soil and cultivation.
Rate of seeding. Time of seeding. Method of seeding.
Depth of planting. Inoculation. Life period. Time to cut for
hay. Hay yields. Fertilizers. Soybean mixtures: Soybeans
and corn, soybeans and cowpeas, soybeans and sorghums,
soybeans and Johnson-grass, soybeans and millet. Silage.
Rotations. Feeding value of soybean hay. Seed-production.
Pollination. Seed yield. Seeds. Pests. Breeding. Soybeans
and cowpeas compared.
“The soybean is the most productive as regards seed of
any legume adapted to temperate climates.”
“The soybean was first cultivated in the United States
in 1829, but it apparently attracted but little attention until
1854, when two varieties were brought back from Japan
by the Perry expedition. Other varieties were introduced
from time to time, among them the Mammoth, which
was introduced previous to 1882. It is largely due to the
introduction of this variety that the soybean has become
an important crop in the United States, as a very large
percentage of the acreage is still planted to this variety.
Between the years 1900 and 1910, the United States
Department of Agriculture introduced about 250 varieties
from all portions of the Orient” (p. 513-14).
“At the present time about fifteen varieties of soybeans
are handled commercially by seedsmen, the most important
of which are Mammoth, Hollybrook, Haberlandt, Medium
Yellow, Guelph, Ito San, Wilson and Peking.” A fairly
detailed description of each variety is given (p. 519).
Pollination (p. 533): “The soybean flower is completely
self-fertile, bagged plants setting pods as perfectly as those
exposed. The flowers are much visited by bees, which seek
principally the pollen, as the soybean flower secretes but
little nectar. Pollination occurs even before the flower opens,
but nevertheless occasional cross-pollinations occur where
different varieties are grown in close proximity. Such natural
hybrids can often be detected by the fact that the seeds of
heterozygote plants present queer combinations of color,
such as smoky green, smoky yellow, brown and yellow and
black banded. In the course of varietal trials at Arlington
Farm, Virginia, extending over five years, many such natural
hybrids were secured, and similar crosses occurred at the
Kansas Experiment Station.”
Concerning seed yield (p. 533): “When grown for seed,
the best varieties under proper culture yield from 30 to 40
bushels of seed to the acre. A maximum yield of 50 bushels
to the acre has been reported from North Carolina.” A table
(p. 534) shows the yields reported for 10 varieties from
Arlington Farm, 7 other U.S. states, and Guelph, Ontario,
Canada. The varieties are: Mammoth, Hollybrook, Guelph,
Ito San, Haberlandt, Medium Yellow, Wilson, Peking, Ebony,

and Chernie. The states are Tennessee, Kentucky, Delaware,
Indiana, Ohio, Arkansas, and Virginia.
The section titled seeds (p. 534-35) notes: “Soybean
seeds do not retain their viability well, and it is not advisable
to sow seed two years old without previously testing. Unless
care is exercised in properly curing and storing, soybean
seeds are apt to heat and thus quickly have their viability
destroyed. A small percentage of the seed will under
favorable conditions retain its viability four or five years, and
this has been found to vary according to variety, as shown in
the table:”
This table gives the viability of the seeds of 12 soybean
varieties, grouped by color, in approximately descending
order of viability after 4 years. Those with the highest
percentage viability are all black in color: Shanghai, Chernie,
Baird, Fairchild, Jet, Ebony (these first 6 are black-seeded),
Tashing, Guelph (green), Brownie, Ito San, Haberlandt, and
Mammoth (these last 3 are straw yellow). For the variety
Shanghai, 99.0% of the seeds are viable after 1 year, 93.0%
after 2 years, and 43.5% after 4 years. After 1 year, the
viability was greater than 90% for most varieties. After 4
years, black-seeded soybeans had by far the best viability,
ranging from 4.0% to 46.5%.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2003) that uses the term “viability” to refer to
germinability or germination rate.
“Pests.–Soybeans are troubled by few serious enemies.
On the whole, rabbits are most troublesome, as they are
extravagantly fond of the herbage, and where they are
abundant soybean culture is practically impossible. At the
Tennessee Experimental Substation at Jackson, rabbit injury
was much reduced by using scarecrows, to each of which a
lantern was hung at night.
“Rootknot caused by a nematode (Heterodera
radicicola) often injures soybean considerably, but more
damage is caused by cowpea wilt, due to Fusarium.
“Caterpillars sometimes eat the leaves, but the loss from
such insects is seldom serious.
“On the whole it may be said that no insect or fungus
pest [disease] has yet assumed any great economic
importance in connection with the culture of the soybean.”
Illustrations (line drawings, both non-original) show: A
typical soy bean plant, with a close-up of a cluster of pods
(p. 514). Roots of a soybean plant, showing nodules (p. 525).
A black-and-white photo (Plate VIII, facing p. 510) shows
the seeds of ten soybean varieties. Address: Agrostologist
in Charge of Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA.
891. Matenaers, F.F. 1914. Die Sojabohne, ihre Kultur
und wirtschaftliche Bedeutung [The soybean: Its culture
and economic significance]. Mitteilungen der Deutschen
Landwirtschafts-Gesellschaft 29(40):549-53. Oct. 3. [Ger]
• Summary: Includes discussion of the extent of soybean
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culture in the United States, composition and yield in the
United States, and uses in animal feeding. Harvesting
methods are touched upon. Address: Chicago, Illinois.
892. Briggs, Lyman J.; Shantz, H.L. 1914. Relative water
requirements of plants. J. of Agricultural Research 3(1):1-64.
Oct. 15. [11 ref]
• Summary: A table on page 30 shows the water requirement
of 14 different legumes grown in Akron, Colorado. Page 2
states: “The term ‘water requirement,’ when employed in
the following pages without further restriction, indicates the
ratio of the weight of water absorbed by the plant during its
growth to the weight of the dry matter produced, exclusive
of the roots (Briggs and Shantz, 1913a, p. 7).” The cowpea
requires the least water (571), followed by the soy bean
(672). Wild soy bean is 12th on the list (815). Purple vetch
requires the most water (935). Soybeans required 744 lb of
water to produce 1 lb of dry matter. Address: 1. Biophysicist
in Charge, Biophysical Investigations; 2. Plant Physiologist,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
893. Long, C.M. 1914. Are soy beans offensive to chinch
bugs? Wallaces’ Farmer 39(47):1536. Nov. 20.
• Summary: Various farmers in Missouri report that when
soy beans are grown with corn, problems from chinch bugs
are not as bad as when the corn is grown alone. The reason
for this is not clear. Are chinch bugs repulsed by the odor of
soy beans, or do they dislike the shade and damp which the
soy beans produce?
Note: This is the earliest article about soy beans seen
(Feb. 1998) in Wallaces’ Farmer. Address: Johnson County,
Missouri.
894. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W.; McLean, H.C.; Wilkins,
L.K. 1914. Factors influencing the protein content of soy
beans. New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 282. 14 p. Dec.
• Summary: “During the summer of 1914 a number of pot
experiments were conducted to determine the influence
of different factors, as for example, fertilizer treatment,
thickness of planting, time of harvesting, etc., on the protein
content of soy beans...” The following 13 varieties were
tested (notes on growth and ripening of each are given): Ito
San, Ohio 9035, Manhattan, Guelph, Claud [black seeded;
spelled “Claude” once on p. 10], Ebony, Wilson, Swan,
Medium Yellow, Edna [black seeded], Hollybrook, Tarheel /
Tar Heel [black seeded], and Mammoth Yellow.
Concerning Ohio 9035 (p. 11): It is a “seed producer,
originated at the Ohio Experiment Station. It is an erect
bushy plant about 28 inches high, having medium coarse
branches and large leaves. It requires about 130 days for
maturity; the leaves are not well retained. It has large brown
seed, not much inclined to shatter.”
Concerning Claud (p. 12): “The Claud is readily

recognized by its tall (forty inches), fine vines–tending to
be twining at the tips, and its small leaves. It matures in
about 130 days. The seeds are small and black, resembling
the Wilson and Ebony but slightly smaller. There is no
shattering; the yield of seed is medium; leaves are well
retained. Perhaps no variety is more suitable for hay than
Claud.”
Concerning Edna (p. 12): “Its characteristics are: a
bushy growth (twenty-six inches), medium fine branches,
lateness in maturing–150 days is required–small pods,
small black seed, and its non-shattering and leaf-retaining
habit. This is a very slow growing variety and is not
recommended.”
Concerning Tarheel (p. 12): “This is a slow growing
variety and does not ordinarily mature in New Jersey. It has a
large woody stem with coarse branches and large leaves, and
grows about 36 inches high. The seeds are jet black and very
large.” Table IV (p. 10) spells the name “Tar Heel” and gives
the composition. Table V (p. 13) spells the name “Tarheel.”
“Summary. The thickness of planting apparently did
not affect the percentage of nitrogen in the dry matter, but
for a given area, much more nitrogen was recovered in the
crop where planting was thick, than where it was thin. In
pot experiments the percentage of nitrogen in the dry matter
reached a maximum in ten to fifteen weeks from the date of
planting.
“Certain varieties, as, for example, Ebony, Medium
Yellow, Guelph and Manhattan, are far richer in nitrogen,
both forage and shelled beans, than other varieties tested.
The different fertilizing materials did not greatly influence
the percentage of nitrogen in the dry matter, but judicious
liming increased the nitrogen content of both vines and
shelled beans.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2013) that
mentions the soybean varieties Claud, Edna, Ohio 9035, or
Tarheel / Tar Heel. Address: 1. Ph.D. Director of the Station,
Soil Chemist and Bacteriologist, New Brunswick, New
Jersey.
895. Piper, C.V. 1914. Fundamental principles in agronomy.
J. of the American Society of Agronomy 6(6):227-41. Nov/
Dec.
• Summary: “(Presidential address before the American
Society of Agronomy, November 10, 1914.)”
“Page 228: “In this effort to enumerate what the writer
regards as principles or fundamental generalizations, the
scope is limited to the plant side of the subject; that is,
crop production. In attempting to formulate such a list of
generalizations, various questions arise, such as their relative
importance and the sufficiency of evidence as to the validity
of each. More striking, perhaps, is the fact that nearly all
such generalizations, to be true, must needs be stated so
broadly that except for pedagogical purposes, it is difficult
to see wherein they possess much value. If, however, we are
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to continue to refer to principles or fundamental problems of
agriculture, we ought to reach some agreement as to what is
meant in terms more concrete than are commonly used.
“After some consideration I have been able to formulate
18 such generalizations that appear to me to possess
fundamental importance. They are, however, of very unequal
values, viewed either from the theoretical or the practical
standpoint. Some of them are very simple and essentially
axiomatic.”
Pages 236-37: “11. The nitrogen content of the soil is
most cheaply maintained by keeping up the supply of humus
and especially by growing legumes, which alone of crop
plants can utilize atmospheric nitrogen.
The discovery by Hellriegel, in 1887, of the method by
which legumes are able to fix atmospheric nitrogen is with
little doubt the most important agronomic advancement made
in the past forty years. It was previously known, however,
that legumes could obtain more nitrogen than was present
in the soil. The value of legumes for green manure or for
rotations was known to the ancient Romans and their general
use in India and China indicates that it was practiced in these
countries in ancient times. In modern agriculture the effect of
Hellriegel’s discovery has been to emphasize the importance
of legumes in cropping systems and thus to increase their
use.
“Agronomic data in regard to the relative fertilizing
value of legumes in which there is a choice, such as the
cowpea and the soybean; red clover, alfalfa and melilot;
crimson clover and vetch; are far from satisfactory. Thus far
the only method of measuring their values in this regard has
been the effect on the subsequent crop. No method has yet
been devised to determine the actual quantity of atmospheric
nitrogen that different legumes may be able to fix under
comparable field conditions. There is, however, general
belief that the best legume to grow for such purpose is the
one which will produce the cheapest unit of yield in dry
matter.
“Perhaps the most fascinating problem in regard to
root nodules is their peculiar systematic distribution. They
occur on the roots of five widely distinct families of plants,
in each case being caused by apparently the same organism.
Theoretically there seems no good reason why they should
not become adapted to grow on the roots of all plants.”
Note 1. Page 278 states that “the tenth and last paper
on the program address of the retiring president, Prof. C.V.
Piper, entitled ‘Fundamental Principles in Agronomy,’ was
delivered and the Society adjourned, sine die. [i.e., with no
appointed date for resumption].
Note 2. A table on p. 280 of this issue shows the
membership in the Society of Agronomy increased from 121
in 1908 to 397 in 1914. And “C.V. Piper was made chairman
of the editing committee.” Address: U.S. Dep. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC.

896. Shedd, O.M. 1914. The relation of sulfur to soil fertility.
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 188.
p. 593-630. Dec. See p. 602-07. [16 ref]
• Summary: On a soil containing 600 lb of sulfur and 3,400
lb of phosphorus per acre, the author obtained significant
gains in the growth of soybeans with applications of sulfur,
ammonium sulfate, pyrite, and ferrous sulfate, and smaller
gains with calcium, potassium, barium, magnesium,
aluminum, and sodium sulfates. The best results were
obtained with elemental sulfur. Pyrite and ferrous sulfate
were applied at rates furnishing 6 lb of sulfur per acre. The
sulfur content of the soybeans which had responded to sulfur
fertilization was in all cases higher than that of the beans that
had not been fertilized with sulfur.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “ammonium sulfate” (as
a fertilizer) in connection with soybeans. Address: Chemist.
897. Boss, Andrew. 1914. Farm management. Chicago and
New York: Lyons & Carnahan. 237 p. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
[20+ ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on pages 96, 99, 106,
228, 231.
Chapter 9, “Crops and crop rotation,” in section 74 titled
“Farm crops classified,” states (p. 96): Farm crops may be
thrown into three rough groups, for the purpose of arranging
crop rotations; (1) grain crops; (2) grass crops; (3) cultivated
crops.
“The grain crops include wheat, oats, barley, flax, rye,
and such other cereals as may be grown for the mature
grain. The roots of all of these crops are shallow and feed
near the surface. A part of the plants, the stubble, is returned
to the soil and the crop may be said to be neutral as to the
destruction of vegetable matter in the soil.
“The grass crops include timothy, red top, blue grass,
bromus, orchard grass, rye grass, and others of the true
grasses. Included with them are the clovers, alfalfa, cow
peas, soy beans and such other leguminous crops as are
ordinarily grown for forage. These crops produce a large
amount of leaves, many of which are broken off and returned
to the soil. The roots of the clovers and alfalfa penetrate
deeply and aid materially in renovating and aerating the
soil. The crowns and roots of all of these plants are large,
and when plowed under or allowed to decay in the soil, add
considerable vegetable matter. These crops are useful also in
keeping down weeds and encouraging the production of live
stock, thus providing manures for the land. The grass crops
may be said to increase the vegetable matter in the soil.”
Page 99 (same chapter): “A four-year rotation of (1)
corn, with cow peas, soy beans, or clover as a catch crop
(clover sown at last cultivation); (2) oats, with wheat seeded
in the fall; (3) wheat, with clover seeded in the spring;
(4) clover (first crop used for hay, and second for seed or
pasture) is recommended.”
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Chapter 10, “Soil management,” in section 82 titled
“Supplying vegetable matter,” states (p. 105-06): “There
are three ways of supplying vegetable matter, (1) By raising
green crops which can be plowed under. Such crops as rye,
wheat, barley, or oats may be used for the purpose. Even
a rank growth of weeds can be satisfactorily used though
it is not advisable to grow them. The annual grain crops,
however, develop small root systems and do not penetrate so
deeply as the alfalfa and clovers. For this reason, they are not
so satisfactory for green manure crops. Dwarf Essex rape,
cow peas, soy beans, Canada field peas, and other annual
crops are successfully used. (2) The grass crops, such as
timothy, orchard grass, bromus, and the legumes, particularly
the clovers and alfalfa used for hay and pasture crops, are
very satisfactory for plowing under to enrich the soil. The
clovers and alfalfa especially, develop large root systems and
penetrate deeply. When properly inoculated with nitrifying
bacteria, the plants are enabled to use the nitrogen of the air
in building plant tissue. When the roots of the plants decay
in the soil, it is consequently enriched. A soil which grows
frequently such crops as medium red clover, alsike clover,
or alfalfa, is likely to be well supplied with vegetable matter
and when sown or planted to other crops, will give large
yields.”
In the Appendix, the section on “Fertility in farm
produce” contains a table (p. 228) with that same title. For
soy beans, soy bean straw, and soy bean crop it gives the
individual and combined market value per acre each year
of the nitrogen ($23.85 combined), phosphorus ($0.63) and
potassium ($4.38) for a total market value of $28.86. The
only crops that produce a higher market value for these three
elements are: Clover hay $31.80, and Cotton crop $31.00.
Source of table: Soil Fertility and Permanent Agriculture, by
Hopkins (Ginn & Co.). Alfalfa hay $72.60.
A table titled “Digestible nutrients in American feeding
stuffs” (p. 231), under “Concentrates” gives values for
“Soy beans” as follows: Total dry matter in 100 lb.: 88.3.
Digestible nutrients: Crude protein: 29.1. Carbohydrates:
23.3. Fat: 14.6. Source of table: Feeds and Feeding, by
Henry.
Note: Andrew Boss lived 1867-1947. Address: Prof. of
Agriculture and Farm Management, and Chief of the Div. of
Agronomy and Farm Management, College of Agriculture,
Univ. of Minnesota.
898. Chiappini, C. du P. 1914. The trade of the Union: Soya
beans. In: W.H. Hosking, ed. 1914. South African Year-Book
1914. London: George Routledge and Sons, Ltd. New York:
E.P. Dutton & Co. xvi + 702 p. See p. 192-261, especially p.
247-56.
• Summary: Continued: “It has been proved, as a result of
the extensive experiments during the season 1910-11, that
the Soya bean is a crop which can be grown throughout
South Africa, and would provide a material source of wealth,

not only to the farmer and the dairy and livestock industry,
but to the Government railways, agricultural implement
dealers, merchants, seedsmen, fertilizer dealers, saddlery,
and harness and wagon manufacturers, and possibly also for
co-operative companies of farmers, etc., to erect small oil
mills, as in the case of Manchuria and Japan; apart from the
many industries which would spring up as the result of the
Soya bean becoming a staple crop, as witness the following
list of the many products which can be obtained from the
Soya bean and oil:
“The Bean:
“Human consumption, as a vegetable, like marrowfat
peas, and in preparation of soups.
“As a substitute for meat, specially manufactured.
“Manufacture of a substitute for chocolate.
“Preparation of macaroni.
“As flour for biscuits and brown bread.
“As artificial cream and milk.
“Manufacture of cheese.
“As a substitute for coffee.
“Preparation of plastic substances and artificial horn.”
Diabetic foods, soy sauce, meal for feeding cattle,
stallions or dairy cows, seasonings, beverages, industrial
products, and livestock feeds.
“In China the bean cake is used as a fertilizer in sugar
plantations and in the rice fields.
“In Japan the cake is used as manure for wheat and
various other crops, even for cabbages, planted with the seed.
“In Europe the bean cake is largely used for feeding
dairy cows and cattle. In Manchuria and Japan it is fed to
cattle, horses, mules, and hogs.
“In Japan the beans are grown and ploughed under
as a green manure crop, as well as being consumed in the
preparation of human food on a large scale, which practice is
spreading to Western Europe.”
“The Oil: Manufacture of
“Dynamite and high explosives. Soaps. Linoleum. Indiarubber substitute. Margarine. Paints and varnishes in place
of linseed oil. Edible goods and toilet powder. Waterproof
cloth, paper umbrellas, and lanterns. Salad oil. Lubricating
oil, in China, for greasing axles and native machinery. Lamp
oil instead of kerosene oil. It is used on English railways for
burning. The Soya oil is also used for preserving sardines,
and in place of lard, and cotton-seed oil for cooking.
“Chemical analyses of the beans made in Europe show
considerable variation in the percentages of the different
constituents. Thus, moisture percentage varies from 9.10 to
12.80o; of ash from 4.65 to 6: of albuminoids from 34 to
41.17; of fibre from 3.30 to 5.70; of carbohydrates from 19
to 28.80; of oil from 15.62 to 23.20 per cent., the latter oil
content being the highest recorded, the beans being grown by
Mr. Turner, at Sierra Leone (West Africa).
“Mr. Turner reports that the next maximum percentage
of oil was from Soya beans raised at Umtwalumi, in Natal,
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showing 22.19 per cent., from beans grown from Manchurian
seed, while the average oil content determined from a large
number of samples from different parts of the Union of
South Africa was 20 per cent. Besides the oil, the beans
contain about 30 to 40 per cent. of casein. A sample of the oil
extracted with ether, by Morawski and Stingl, gave 0.22 per
cent. of unsaponifiable matter, and 2.28 per cent. of free acid,
calculated to oleic acid. The proportion of solid fatty acids in
the oil is approximately 11.5 per cent. of the total mixed fatty
acids. Lane found 80.26 per cent. of liquid fatty acids. The
bulk of the solid fatty acids is stated to consist of palmitic
acid; the liquid fatty acids consist of oleic and linolic acids.
On exposure to the air it dries slowly, with formation of a
thin skin.
“At the latter end of the year 1908 the Soya beans
started to be exported from Manchuria to Great Britain and
Europe; the price on the London market being £4 15s. per
ton, which recently rose to £9 2s. 6d. per ton in England; the
value on the spot at Hull being now given as £8 7s. 6d. per
ton; the value of soya oil on the spot, crushed, is £24 10s.,
and extracted, £23 15s. per ton, and of Soya oilcake, £6 15s.
per ton.
“The beans are shipped in bags, vessels are well
dunnaged, and a large number of wooden pipe ventilators
are placed in the ships’ holds to keep the cargo from getting
heated. The beans, on a long voyage from Manchuria to
England, being liable to sweat, are sometimes dried before
shipment.
“The beans, when contracted for, are sold on the
conditions that they are to be of fair average quality of the
season, at time and place of shipment, and shippers are
allowed to ship at the contract price, not exceeding 2 per
cent. of dirt.
“On arrival in England, the cargo is sampled jointly
by buyers’ and sellers’ representatives, sealed samples
being taken for arbitration purposes. I am informed that
the expenses of bags, railage, and freight, from Harbin to
Vladivostock, per ton of 2,240 lb. are £1 13 0
“Add Ocean Freight from Vladivostock to England £1
10 0.
“Total: £3 3 0.”
“It will thus be seen that the South African farmer is
in a favourable position to compete with the bean growers
in Manchuria; more especially as the crops in Manchuria
are cut and thrashed by manual labour, and, being marketed
during the winter season, have to travel long distances in
sledges and carts, over ice-bound roads, from the interior
to the collecting stations. Samples of South African Soya
beans were valued in England at 2s. 6d. per ton more than
Manchurian.
“A Consular Report gives the average value of Soya
beans at Harbin (Manchuria), in 1911, as 16.29 dollars,
which equals £3 7s. 11d. per ton of 2,240 lb.
“It is estimated that Great Britain and the Continent of

Europe can take 10,000,000 tons of Soya beans per annum,
in the event of the beans being used for human as well as
for animal consumption, and for industrial purposes. There
is thus a huge market for all the beans that South Africa can
produce, even after meeting local requirements, bearing
in mind that the total bean crop of Manchuria is estimated
at 1,600,000 tons per annum–about 350,000 being sent to
Europe, and the balance to China and Japan.
“In regard to machinery for dealing with the beans,
I have received a most interesting and instructive report
from Mr. Harold Beckwith (to whom reference is made at
the commencement of this section of my Report), and am
submitting it to the Agricultural Department in order that
the details may be available to interested persons in South
Africa.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “oilcake” or “Soya
oilcake” to refer to ground, defatted soybeans. Address:
Trades Commissioner, South Africa.
899. Henderson, G.S. 1914. Kharif fodder [in the Sind].
Annual Report of the Experimental Work of the Agricultural
Station, Landhi (Karachi District, Sind, India) 9 p. For the
year 1913-1914. See p. 38-b, 5.
• Summary: This section begins: “It is very important to get
a good pulse crop for the hot weather part of the rotation. An
ideal one should be able to be grazed several times by live
stock in the season and provide a thick cover for the light
sandy soil. Leguminous plants should exercise a specially
good effect on this class of soil both by fixing atmospheric
nitrogen and enriching the soil with humus.”
Val (Dolichos lablab) and Choula [cow pea] were tried
in B-3 and C-3. They grew well and gave the ground a good
cover... Other pulses suitable for fodder under trial in the
1/40th acre plots are:–Soy bean. Velvet bean. Local guar.
Moth. Mung. Beggar weed.”
The soybean is also mentioned in a “List of vernacular
names of crops, etc., mentioned in the report with their
Botanical and English equivalents,” on page A-38-B which
is the last page before page 1 (which is numbered A-31). It states: Botanical: Glycine soja. English: Soy bean.
Vernacular: -. Groundnuts (Buimung), sesamum (Tir), and
cow pea (Choula) also appear in this list.
Note 1. The title page states that this report is published
by the Department of Agriculture, Bombay.
The section titled “Groundnuts” (p. 6) notes that “Large
Japanese groundnuts were sown on two plots... They ought
to make a splendid rotation with potatoes... In the Guntha
plots Spanish pea nuts yielded well.” Address: N.D.A.,
N.D.D., Deputy Director of Agriculture, Sind.
900. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report.
1914. Principal lines of work. 27:1-13. For the year ending
June 30, 1914. See p. 10-11.
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• Summary: The section titled “Agronomy” states (p. 1011): “Among the crop production experiments there is being
continued the testing of varieties of our more important field
crops–corn, oats, wheat, potatoes, and soybeans.”
“In view of the growing interest in soybeans in Illinois, a
special investigation of this plant was taken up last year with
particular reference to the variability in its composition and
with the idea, thru selection of adapting it to certain possible
industrial uses.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
that refers to the general idea of industrial uses of soybeans.
Address: Urbana, Illinois.
901. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W.; McLean, H.C.; Merrill,
L.F. 1914. Report of the Soil Chemist and Bacteriologist.
New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 34:419-86. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1913. See p.
472-73.
• Summary: In Part III, titled “Continuous growing of wheat
and rye–1913,” page 472 states that in 1913, soy beans
were used in 1913 instead of cow peas in trials were wheat
was followed by a green manure plus minerals. Table V,
titled “Wheat and rye, with and without legumes” (p. 473)
shows that when wheat or rye are followed by soy beans,
“the yields of grain are just about twice as great from the
legume plots as they are from the plots which did not grow
a legume.” The legume, used as a green manure, adds “to
the soil enough humus and nitrogen to more than double the
yield.” Two photos show a man standing in a field on which
continuous wheat was grown, with and without a legume.
Address: 1. Ph.D., Director of the Station, New Brunswick,
New Jersey.
902. Owen, Irving L.; Boughner, William H.; Meyers,
Theodore B. 1914. Report of the Department of Farm Crops.
New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 34:389-417. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1913. See p.
401-405.
• Summary: In the table titled “Daily time report” (p. 392),
harvesting and hauling soy beans takes up most of the time.
In the sections titled “Rye straw and soy beans” (p. 40102) and “Soy beans for seed” (p. 403-05), figures are given
in each section on the value of crop, yield, total cost, total
profit, and average profit per acre at the Experiment Station
and College Farm. On 20 June 1913, 26 acres of soy beans
were planted for seed, using Ito San, Wilson, and Swan
varieties. From 13 acres were harvested 152 bushels of seed
at $2.00/bu and 12 tons of bean straw at $10.00/ton. The
average profit per acre of growing soybeans was $16.67.
Address: 1. Farm manager; 2-3. Foremen [New Brunswick,
New Jersey].
903. Stone, Wm. McD. 1914. Soybeans and corn: A treatise
on the most valuable of the farm crops of Ohio. Also

practical suggestions for the improvement of soils through
scientific use of lime and legumes. Alliance, Ohio: The
Review Press. 52 p. See p. 1-18. Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: Contents: A square deal (the motto for doing
business). Northern Ohio Acclimated Seeds (the company,
located about 40 miles south of Lake Erie, has been growing
soybean seed here for several years and corn for about 30
years). Introduction (Two key subjects which will receive
much more attention in the future are “a cheap source of
protein for live stock and a cheap source of nitrogen for the
soil. Solve these two problems and the problem of reducing
the high cost of living is also solved.” Soybeans represent
the solution). The soybean and protein problem. Soybeans
for ensilage: Inoculation, methods of planting soybeansilage fields (uses the word “soys” repeatedly to refer to
soybeans). Soybeans for hay. The soybean and nitrogen
problem. Growing a crop of soys. Soybean varieties (“that
we grow and sell”): The Medium Green or Guelph soy. The
Mammoth Yellow soy. Stone’s Roosevelt soy (“This variety
of soys we introduced to the seed trade in 1912 as a good all
around general purpose grain grower.” Yields 27-35 bushels/
acre. Small seeded.) Black Beauty soy (“In 1933 it gave
us a yield of about 33 bushels per acre in our test plot and
ripened earlier than Ito San,...”). The Peking soy (small, flat,
black seeded; the plants grow very tall). The Ohio 7455 soy
(a pedigreed strain of Medium Early Brown bred by Prof.
C.G. Williams of Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster, Ohio.
Another good pedigreed strain is Ohio 7403). Address:
Soybean and Corn Specialist, Atwater, Portage County, Ohio.
904. Wilson, Archie Dell; Warburton, Clyde William. 1914.
Field crops. 3rd ed. St. Paul, Minnesota: Webb Publishing
Co. 544 p. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: This books is designed for use as a text book.
In Part III–Forage crops, in Chapter 20 titled “Miscellaneous
legumes” is a section on “The soy bean” (p. 397-400). Its
contents: Origin and description. Importance. Growing the
crop. Harvesting. Uses of the plant. An illustration (p. 398)
shows a soy bean plant, including the nodules on the roots.
Also contains chapters or sections on flax, alfalfa,
cowpeas, and peanuts. Address: 1. Superintendent of
Institutes and Agricultural Extension, College of Agriculture,
Univ. of Minnesota; 2. Agronomist, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA. Both: St. Paul, Minnesota.
905. Wing Seed Co. 1914. Alfalfa: And how to grow it (Mail
order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 64 p. Illust. Index. 23
cm.
• Summary: The Introduction states that this is The Wing
Seed Company’s “Eighth Annual Catalog.” The copyright
date is 1913. “We realized the value of Soy Beans ten years
ago, experimented with them several years, were first to push
their sale, and first to offer pedigreed seed grown especially
from high yielding plants, tested the most promising varieties
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out of all the Government’s importations of several hundred,
selected just the very best ones adapted to the Corn Belt, and
discarded those which were not suitable.”
On page 2 is a guarantee, prices, shipment, and
important suggestions. A long section titled “Soy beans” (p.
17-24) gives detailed information on this plant including:
Introduction. Time of planting and cultivation. Inoculation.
Harvesting for grain. Making soy bean hay. Varieties:
Wing’s Mikado (has a record in test plot of 37 bushels/acre,
and in the field will make 30 bushels/acre under favorable
conditions), Wing’s Mongol (secured in 1908. “We believe
this bean will make 30 bushels to the acre under favorable
conditions”), Wing’s Sable (secured in 1908), Wing’s Extra
Select Sable, Jet (has a test plot record of 32 bushels/acre),
Peking, Wing’s Extra Select Peking, Wilson (excellent for
forage), Ito San (Especially adapted to latitude 41½ degrees,
or north of that), Mammoth (will rarely mature seed north of
the Ohio River).
The section on soy beans begins (p. 17): “If you will
carefully study the statistics in our table of analyses, page 42,
you will see why this crop deserves to take such prominence.
It will then be seen that the beans have a higher protein
content than oil meal, that the hay from them has a higher
protein content than Alfalfa. Note also the splendid amount
of fat in the grain.” “We know of no plant having a wider or
more useful range of possibilities than the Soy Bean. When
one stops to think of the great feeding value of the grain,
of the entire plant’s being very valuable for forage, of its
being a legume and a heavy gatherer of nitrogen to the soil,
and that it is by no means difficult to grow nor exacting as
to the kind of soil it requires, he is bound to realize that it
occupies a position unique among all our crops. Not only is
the grain as nourishing as oil meal, but it is as greedily eaten
as corn, and as easily digested as any grain we have ever fed.
Moreover, there seems to be a tonic effect about the entire
plant, and stock fed either the grain or the forage become full
of life and energy as with no other grain we have ever used.”
At the end of the section on “Inoculation” we read (p.
21, in boldfaced type): “Soil for inoculating Soy Beans
may be obtained from A.A. Parsons, Plainfield, Indiana, at
a cost of 75 cents per 100 lbs. The Farmers’ Exchange of
Schellburg, Pennsylvania, also has it for sale.”
Photos show: (1) Two children (they look like girls age
4 and 7) “Testing the soy bean test plots. Wing Seed Co.’s
trial grounds.” (2) Large, individual photos of uprooted
plants of the following soy bean varieties bearing pods:
Wing’s Mikado (2), Ito San, Wing’s Sable (2), Jet, Wing’s
Mongol, Wing’s Sable. (3) Two children standing in “A field
of Peking soy beans just ripening. This looks like 30 bushels
per acre.”
The “Index” (p. 64) states that a bushel of “Beans, Soy
(Glycine Hispida)” weighs 60 lb. If sowing alone, plant ¼ to
3 bu/acre. Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.

906. Parsons, Adrian. 1914? For the Dept. of Agriculture–
Wash. D.C. In: Notebook. 1914? Near Plainfield, Indiana. 2
p. Undated. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: “Our twenty four years growing and feeding soy
beans here in central Indiana has led us to recognize a very
few absolute essentials for the production of a good crop.
We have never had a failure, no insect pest has developed,
either on vine or seed. But rabbits and ground hogs along
with all farm stock are ravenous for them. The first essential
is discing [disking] as early as the ground can be worked
as often as conditions make it necessary to encourage
the germination of as many weed seed as possible before
planting time. As soon as the corn is planted we plant the
beans with nine disc drills using ends and center discs. With
guides like a corn planter we secure even and straight rows
about 30 inches apart. We have not found the use of fertilizer
profitable. As to varieties we have tested about twenty. We
commenced with the early medium yellow [perhaps Medium
Early Yellow]. After growing them for ten years, in the
medium a single stalk appeared two weeks earlier and much
heavier podded from which the Mikado originated, which
has been our heaviest seeder, but the Wilson and Auburn
has been close seconds. This year for the Wing Seed Co. we
grew the pedigreed Sable [Wing’s Pedigreed Sable] which is
a very fine bean and gave the best yield per acre (24 bu.) of
any with the Medium Green second. Also the Royal which
was supposed to yield 7 or 8 bu. per [acre], a distinctly
forage variety the finest I ever saw. It made 14 per [acre]. We
believe the black beans will stand a little more bad weather
than the yellow. We harvested the Green this year with but
little loss.”
“The second essential is shallow planting and the third
early cultivation. We usually harrow before they come up
and begin cultivation as soon as the rows can be followed.
By cutting when the pods begin to form we have a hay crop.
When top leaves begin to turn yellow and curing in shock the
best way to handle for feed.”
Note 1. This is entry #8 in Adrian Parson’s notebook. It
is signed “A.A. & Sons.” For details about the Notebook, see
Parsons 1902-1924. This entry is undated. Adrian began to
grow soybeans in about 1890 or 1891. The date is estimated
from 1890 + 24 = 1914 or 1915.
Note 2. This may be the earliest document seen (Aug.
2013) that mentions the soybean variety Wing’s Pedigreed
Sable, however we cannot be sure since the document is not
dated. Address: Near Plainfield, Indiana.
907. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1915. Catalogue général de
graines, ognons à fleurs, fraisiers, plantes, etc. 1915 [General
catalog of seeds, flowering bulbs, strawberries, plants, etc.
1915]. Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 128 p. See p. 60.
Jan. 1. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section titled “Vegetable seeds (Graines
potagères”) (p. 15-71), one variety of Soja beans is listed on
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p. 46 as follows: Soja hispida. Cultivate like Haricot beans.
Soya from Etampes (Soja d’Étampes). #43902. Price: 0.70
francs for 250 gm. The next item is chufa (Souchet; Cyperus
esculentus).
In the section titled “Forage plants that are not cereal
grains, forage roots, and industrial and economic plants
(Plantes fourragères non graminées, racines fourragères,
plantes industrielles et économiques”) (p. 57-61), two
varieties of Soja beans are listed on p. 60 as follows: Soja.
Pois oléagineux. Plant 120 to 125 kg/ha, in May, in rows
spaced 35 to 40 cm apart. (1) Yellow seeded (hispida à grain
jaune). Price in Paris: 130 francs per 100 kg, or 1.4 francs
per kg. (2) Very early with black seeds (hispida très hâtif à
grain noir). Price in Paris: Not available per 100 kg; 1.90
francs per kg. See also hispida d’Étampes in the section on
vegetable seeds. Also offered: Two types of sesame seeds,
and 22 kinds of tobacco.
On the front cover is an illustration of a large cabbage
from Milan (Italy). On the back cover is an illustration of a
Japanese China aster (reine marguerite Japonaise).
Note: An article of March 1910 titled “French floweringbulb industry” in Weekly Consular and Trade Reports
(U.S., p. 60-61) states: “The popularity of flowering bulbs
(oignons a fleurs) may be said to have originated in France
half a century or more ago through the enthusiasm for their
culture given by Alexandre Dumas, père, and Alphonse
Karr, and to the latter was due the development of the flower
industry of southern France so far as its reaching out into
foreign markets was concerned.” The center of production
is Ollioules, and the USA is probably the largest buyer of
French bulbs. The narcissus, hyacinth, freesia, and iris are
popular bulbs. Address: 4, Quai de la Mégisserie, Paris,
France. Phone: 106.86.
908. Wing Seed Co. 1915. Wing’s seed book: Grower’s of
the best field, garden and flower seeds (Mail order catalog).
Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 97 p. Jan. 1. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: Joseph E. Wing was a soybean pioneer and this
catalog contains a fairly long section on the “Soy bean” (p.
15-19, plus photos on p. 20-21) with the following contents:
Introduction. Soys in corn (for silage or hogging off): Time
of planting and cultivation, inoculation (“We can furnish
Nitragin artificial inoculation for Soys at $2.00 per acre;
five acres for $9.00”). Harvesting for grain (Wing finds the
McCormick self-rake to be the ideal machine). Making soy
bean hay.
Varieties: Wing’s Mikado (“A splendid variety, a little
better adapted to grain than hay.” Yields: 37 bu/acre record
in test plot, 30 bu/acre under favorable conditions), Wing’s
Mongol (Secured in 1908, “very similar to Wing’s Mikado, a
remarkably heavy yielder of grain”), Wing’s Sable (“Secured
by us in 1908 and considerably improved by us since that
time”), Wing’s Extra Select Sable, Jet (“Has a test plot
record of 32 bushels/acre”), Wilson (“in some ways excels

all our others as a forage bean. On very rich soil we have
seen it grow eight feet tall”), Ito San (“An old standard
variety, one of the first and best sorts grown in the United
States. Especially adapted to latitude 41½ degrees, or north
of that. A heavy yielder of grain, should make 20 bushels
per acre”), Mammoth (“will rarely mature seed north of
the Ohio River”), Ohio No. 9035 (“Originated by the Ohio
Experiment Station, and by our tests the best bean they
have put out”), Medium Green (“We list variety, not that
we consider it equal to many of our other sorts, but because
there is a demand for it”).
At the end of the section on “Inoculation” we read (p.
17): “We can furnish Nitragin artificial inoculation for Soys
at $2.00 per acre; five acres for $9.00.
“Soil for inoculating Soy Beans may be obtained
from A.A. Parsons, Plainfield, Indiana, at a cost of 75
cents per 100 lbs. The Farmers’ Exchange of Schellburg,
Pennsylvania, also has it for sale.”
Index of field seeds (p. 34). Index of field seeds,
miscellaneous, vegetables, flower seeds, and plants and bulbs
(inside back cover).
At the bottom of the cover is written: “Pioneer alfalfa
growers in Ohio.” The introduction to the soy bean section
begins: “If you will carefully study the statistics in our
table of analyses [p. 26-27, 32], you will see why this crop
deserves to take such prominence. It will be seen that the
beans have a higher protein content than oil meal, that the
hay from them has a higher protein content than Alfalfa.
Note also the splendid amount of fat in the grain. Add to this
the fact that with the new varieties it is easily possible to
secure two or three tons of dry hay per acre; that from twenty
to thirty bushels of seed per acre are frequently reported; that
the plant is a legume and adds fertility to the soil fully as
rapidly as the clovers or other legumes; that it will grow on
soil too poor or acid for the easy success of Alfalfa; and you
have a splendid combination, certainly qualities that are hard
to excel with any of our cultivated crops.
“We know of no plant having a wider or more useful
range of possibilities than the Soy Bean.”
“We believe that we are the largest retailers of Soy
Beans in the United States. Possibly we retail as many as
all the rest of the dealers put together. We believe, also,
that we are spending more money to test varieties of these
beans to ascertain which are the good ones, and to perfect
them, by plant row breeding and selection, than any other
firm in the United States. We think that we can see decided
improvements in our varieties from the breeding work which
we have done with them” (p. 18).
“Special advice: Our Mr. Joseph E. Wing has spent the
greater part of his life in traveling, studying soils and plants
under almost all conditions, not only in every state of the
union, but in foreign countries as well. He is familiar with
the work that is done at nearly all Experiment Stations as
well as that which has been done in Washington [DC],...” (p.
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32). The page titled “Price list of books” (p. 33) describes
three books written by Joseph E. Wing: Alfalfa in America,
Meadows and Pastures, and In Foreign Fields.
A half-page ad states “Inoculate with Nitragin” (p.
32). “The first to appreciate the wonderful possibilities of
legume bacteria were Doctors Nobbe and Hiltner, of the
Royal Agricultural College, of Munich, Germany. For years
they experimented and finally succeeded in breeding in their
laboratory, strong, healthy, vigorous nitrogen-gathering
germs. Realizing that their wonderful discovery meant a
world benefit only when the practical farmer could make use
of it, Nobbe and Hiltner evolved a way of packing the germs
in a medium that insured successful delivery to the farmer–
the germs absolutely guaranteed to be as strong, healthy and
vigorous as when they left the laboratory.
“This process is called the Nobbe-Hiltner Process;
the produce is called ‘Nitragin,’ the trademark name that
distinguishes the original Nobbe-Hiltner Pure Culture from
imitations all over the world.”
“’Nitragin’ Pure Culture has been used in Germany
for 17 years. Last year it was used on more than a million
acres. This year you should use it on your Clover, Alfalfa,
Cow Peas, Soy Beans, Vetch, Field Beans, Garden Peas and
Beans–in fact on all legumes.
“Remember, each legume requires its own particular
kind of bacteria. A special strain of ‘Nitragin’ Pure Culture
is prepared for each legume. In ordering to be sure to name
crop desired.” The inserted price list has 3 categories of
Soys, each sold in amounts of 1 lb, 10 lb, 60 lb (1 bushel),
100 lb, 5 bushels, or 10 bushels. The price of 1 bushel is
$3.25 for Extra Select Sable or Wilson, $2.65 for Mammoth,
and $2.75 for all other varieties.
Tables show: (1) Draft on soil of various plants when
tops are harvested and entirely removed, plus estimated
yield. Four entries are given for soy beans–Inoculated and
not inoculated, cut for hay or for grain. The draft (amount
removed) and value of the draft is given for nitrogen
and phosphoric acid (p. 26). (2) Effect on soil of various
leguminous crops when entire tops are returned to it (p. 27).
(3) Protein production of various leguminous plants (p. 27).
(4) Analyses of American feeding stuffs. Photos show mature
uprooted plants: Soy bean–Wing’s Mikado. Ito San: Fully
ripe and ready to harvest. Wing’s Mikado, with many pods.
Wing’s Sable. Jet. “Field of Wing’s Extra Select Sables. The
tall plants which the children are holding are Wing’s Royal
[a synonym for Peking], a forage variety growing six feet
tall, which will be ready to market in 1916.” Field of Ohio
9035 soys; the come up to the shoulders of two young girls
standing in the field (p. 20). Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
909. Morse, W.J. 1915. Soy beans in the cotton belt. Special
(USDA Office of the Secretary) 6 p. Jan. 12 [No. 21]. Later
issued on 10 March 1917 under the same title, but slightly
revised and expanded, as USDA Cooperative Extension

Work in Agriculture and Home Economics, States Relations
Service No. A 85. S.R.S. Doct. 43. Ext. S.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Adaptations. Soil
preparation. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Seeding and cultivation.
Rotations. Mixtures. Varieties. Soy beans for hay. Soy beans
for pasture. Soy beans for soiling. Soy beans for ensilage.
Soy beans for seeds. Storing soy beans. Value for human
food. Soy-bean oil and cake.
“The soy bean, also called the soja bean and the
Manchurian bean, is an erect, rather hairy, leguminous plant,
resembling somewhat the common field or navy bean... It
will succeed in the United States wherever corn or cotton are
cultivated. It is especially adapted to the cotton belt...
“The use of commercial fertilizers is recommended
where sandy soil predominates or the soil is of low fertility.
Where fertilizers are used, good results have been obtained
by using a dressing of stable manure of 200 to 300 pounds
of acid phosphate and 100 pounds of muriate of potash...
Lime has been found almost invariable to increase the yield...
Inoculation may be almost certainly secured by applying soil
from an old soy-bean field...
“Varieties: At the present time about 15 varieties of soy
beans are handled commercially by seedsmen, the important
of which are Mammoth (late), Hollybrook (medium late),
Haberlandt (medium late), Medium Yellow (medium),
Ito San (early), Guelph (medium), Barchet (late), Ebony
(medium late), Peking (medium late), and Wilson (medium
late). All of these varieties, with the exception of Barchet,
are suitable for hay and seed production. The Barchet is
especially adapted for hay and green manure in the Gulf
States. For seed production alone the Mammoth, Hollybrook,
and Haberlandt are to be recommended, while the Wilson,
Peking, and Ebony are better adapted for hay” (p. 4).
“Soy beans for seed: Thus far soy beans have been a
very profitable crop when grown for seed, but the industry
has been developed mainly in a few in sections, such as
eastern North Carolina... For feeding to animals the seed
is ground and used with some less concentrated feed.
Experiments comparing soy-bean meal and cottonseed meal
indicate that soy-bean meal is superior to cottonseed meal
both for milk and butter production” (p. 5).
“Value for human food (p. 6): Although soy beans
have attracted attention from time to time in the U.S., thus
far they have been but little used. The beans contain but a
trace of starch and they are highly recommended as a food
for persons suffering from diabetes. The numerous ways in
which the soy bean can be prepared as human food should
encourage its use.
“The green bean when three-fourths to full grown has
been found to compare favorably with the butter or Lima
bean. The dried beans are used like the field or navy bean in
baking or in soups. When prepared in either of these ways
the beans require somewhat longer soaking and cooking.
The soy bean has been sold in this country to some extent
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as a coffee bean. When roasted and prepared it makes an
excellent substitute for coffee.
“Soy-bean meal or flour may be used as a constituent of
biscuits, muffins, and bread; in fact, in any recipe where corn
meal is used. In the various preparations three-fourths soy
flour or meal and one-fourth wheat flour are recommended.”
Note 1. Subsequent publications by Morse show that onefourth soy flour or meal and three-fourths wheat flour are
recommended”
“The oil is utilized to a great extent in Europe and the
United States for culinary purposes, as a paint oil, in soap
manufacture, and in many other industries” (p. 6).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2009)
in which William Morse refers to what are now called green
vegetable soybeans; he uses the term “green bean” and
compares them with the “butter or Lima bean.” This is also
the earliest document seen (June 2009) in which William
Morse refers to “soy-bean flour,” or to the use of roasted soy
beans as a coffee substitute.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soy-bean meal” to
refer to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: Scientific Asst.,
Forage-Crop Investigations, USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC.
910. Morse, William J. 1915. Soy bean (Soja max). USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Forage Crop Investigations,
[Office Circulars] No. 19. Jan. 13. 4 p.
• Summary: “The soy bean, called also soja bean,
Manchurian bean, and stock pea (eastern North Carolina),
is an erect, rather hairy, leguminous plant. It is grown
extensively in China and Japan, principally as human
food, but also for forage and as green manure. Within the
past few years the crop has become of special importance
because of the large importations of beans, oil, and cake
from Manchuria to Europe and America. The soy bean has
a wide adaptation as to soil and climatic conditions, the
northern limit being that of corn and the southern limit that
of cotton. Rabbits are exceedingly fond of the young plants
and sometimes cause serious injury where the plat [sic]
is small, especially in semiarid regions. Although the soy
bean is decidedly drought resistant, it is able to withstand a
greater amount of moisture than corn or cowpeas. The soy
bean is a valuable crop in many ways and has many points of
superiority over the cowpea. As a forage it has higher value,
the seed is easily harvested, and the seed is weevil proof.
One of its most common uses is for hay, which is comparable
to alfalfa and red clover in feeding value. The average yield
of hay is about 2 tons to the acre. The soy bean is valuable
as pasture for all kinds of stock, but especially profitable
with hogs and sheep. As a soiling crop the soy bean is of
value, yielding from 5 to 10 tons of green forage to the acre.
Satisfactory results have been obtained by mixing soy beans
and corn as ensilage, using three parts of corn to one part

of soy beans. It is better to grow the two crops in separate
fields and mix them in cutting. The soy bean is an excellent
green-manure crop, greatly increasing the supply of humus
and nitrogen in the soil. Excellent results have been obtained
in feeding the grain as meal to dairy cows, substituting it for
cottonseed meal or oil meal in the dairy ration. It is also a
very profitable crop to grow for seed, as the supply seldom
equals the demand. Under ordinary conditions the best
varieties yield from 20 to 30 bushels of seed to the acre. On
account of its erect growth and uniform maturity the soy
bean is easily harvested by machinery. As a food the soy
bean may be used as a green vegetable, the dried beans used
in baking or in soups, and, when roasted, as a substitute for
coffee. Soy-bean flour or meal may be used as a constituent
of muffins, bread, or, in fact, in any dish where corn meal
is used. In addition to their forage and food value soy beans
contain a valuable vegetable oil utilized in various industries.
“Inoculation: Soy beans when well inoculated add
much nitrogen to the soil. Natural inoculation occurs quite
generally throughout the Southern States, the proper bacteria
seeming to be widely distributed. In localities where this
crop has not been previously grown, however, it is advisable
to inoculate. The inoculation of a new field may be most
certainly secured by applying soil from an old soy-bean field,
using about 300 pounds of soil to the acre or dusting the seed
with some of the soil.
“Culture: Soy beans succeed best on a thoroughly
prepared seed bed. If the soil is low in fertility, an application
of 300 pounds of acid phosphate and 100 pounds of muriate
of potash to the acre or a dressing of stable manure will
give the best results. As a rule, soy beans should be planted
about the same time as corn. For seed production, planting
in rows 30 to 48 inches apart is the best method, while for
hay, soiling, or green manure a broadcasted or drilled crop
furnishes a better quality of forage. Planted in rows, from 20
to 30 pounds of seed to the acre have been found satisfactory,
and if broadcasted or drilled, from 60 to 90 pounds to the
acre. An ordinary grain drill may be used in planting. By
covering the feed cups not in use, different widths of rows
can be adjusted. The cotton planter or corn planter can also
be used to advantage. For small areas the ordinary grain drill
does well. The planting should be shallow, not exceeding 2
inches in depth.
“Harvesting: The matter of harvesting depends primarily
on the use to be made of the crop. For hay, soy beans may be
cut at any time from the setting of the seed until the leaves
begin to turn yellow. The crop is best fitted for hay when
the pods are well formed. When grown for grain alone, the
cutting may be delayed in the case of most varieties until
nearly all of the leaves have fallen. The harvesting can be
done best by a mower with a bunching attachment or by a
self-rake reaper. The early varieties can be harvested with
a bean harvester to advantage. The later and taller growing
varieties can be satisfactorily harvested with a self-binder.
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If only a small area is grown, the plants may be cut with
a sickle, or pulled, tied in bundles, and flailed out when
thoroughly dry. In thrashing, the ordinary grain separator
does very satisfactory work if run at moderate speed and
some of the concaves are removed. Special thrashers for soy
beans and cowpeas are now in the market and do excellent
work.
“Varieties: At the present time there are about fifteen
varieties of soy beans handled commercially by seedsmen.
More than 500 distinct varieties are known and have been
grown by the Department of Agriculture on its testing
grounds. Several of these have proved very promising in
various sections of the country and are now either on the
market or ready for distribution. The varieties are largely
distinguished by the color and size of seed, though they
differ in maturity, habit of growth, etc. Variety is a matter
of prime importance with the soy bean. Soy-bean seed
should be selected with the idea of getting a variety suitable
to the locality where it is to be grown, not growing the
early varieties in the South nor the late ones in the North.
Following are brief notes on the more important varieties:
“Mammoth (seeds, straw yellow).–This is the standard
commercial late variety, more extensively grown at the
present time than any other. The Mammoth yields well and is
satisfactory for both grain and forage. It can not be expected
to mature north of Tennessee and Virginia.
“Hollybrook (seeds, straw yellow).–A variety about
two weeks earlier than the Mammoth, which can therefore
be grown farther north. The seeds and plants are very nearly
identical with those of the Mammoth. The Hollybrook is not
especially desirable for hay, but is a good grain producer.
“Ito San (seeds, straw yellow).–This variety is also
called Yellow, Dwarf Yellow, Early Yellow, Medium Yellow,
and Early White. It will mature in about 100 days and can
be grown well in the Northern States. The Ito San is very
satisfactory for forage and also produces a good yield of
grain.
“Guelph (seeds, green).–This variety is also known as
Medium Green, Medium Early Green, and Large Medium
Green. It is about two weeks later than the Ito San. The
Guelph is grown to a considerable extent in the Northern
States. It is esteemed for its forage, and although it gives a
good yield of grain it shatters badly before all of the seed is
mature.
“Haberlandt (seeds, straw yellow).–This variety is about
a week later than the Guelph. The Haberlandt is one of the
most satisfactory varieties for grain production, but is not
especially desirable for hay.
“Medium Yellow (seeds. straw yellow).–This variety,
sometimes sold as Ito San and Hollybrook, appears identical
with the Mongol and the Roosevelt. It matures about the
same time as the Guelph and is satisfactory both for hay and
seed production.
“Wilson (seeds, black).–This variety matures about the

same time as the Haberlandt. It gives a good grain yield, but
is most satisfactory for hay.
“Peking (seeds, black).–This variety has small, flat seeds
and matures in about 120 days. The Peking not only gives a
good yield of grain, but is most excellent for hay.
“Tokio (seeds, olive yellow).–This variety is about a
week earlier than the Mammoth. The Tokio has rather a
stocky growth for forage, but gives a heavy grain production.
“Manchu (seeds, straw yellow).–An early variety
obtained from northern Manchuria, maturing a few days
earlier than the Ito San. The Manchu gives an excellent
production of forage and seed, excelling the Ito San in both
respects. Excellent results have been obtained with this
variety in the Northern States.
“Black Eyebrow (seeds, black and yellow).–An early
variety obtained from Manchuria, maturing about the same
as the Manchu. The Black Eyebrow is very satisfactory for
both hay and seed production. It is most suitable as a grain
variety for the Northern States.
“Barchet (seeds. brown).–This variety requires rather
a long season, maturing about 10 days later than the
Mammoth. The Barchet makes a good growth, has fine
stems, and is especially desirable for hay and green manure
in the Gulf States.” Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA.
911. Fouts, Taylor. 1915. Soy beans–A coming crop. Purdue
Agriculturist (Indiana) 9(4):9-13. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Rotation. Seeding.
Cultivation. Beans and corn. Soy beans for hay and seed.
Effect upon the soil. This article begins: “We regard soy
beans as one of our regular crops. Given a place in our crop
rotation, it has proven itself to be a soil improver, a meat
producer, and a money getter. It is truly a worthy crop,
and can certainly be grown for profit on our Indiana stock
farms. Some ten years ago our attention was directed to
the soy bean because of its essential properties, and each
succeeding year’s experience has made it possible for us to
grow and utilize the crop more economically. Really, the soy
bean has become a habit, as it were, in our crop and feeding
operations.”
“Rotation: Our rotation consists of corn, soy beans,
wheat and clover. When clover fails we substitute the legume
that is reliable–soy beans... we are now drilling soy beans
in all our corn, the combination being utilized for silage,
‘hogging off,’ or for fattening range lambs.”
Lists four advantages of sowing corn and soy beans
together. The Hollybrook variety is especially well adapted
to this use. “We know that soy beans net us more profit per
acre than any of our other crops, with the possible exception
of alfalfa, if sold in the market. We had one field of beans
that threshed out over 30 bushels per acre but 16 to 20
bushels is the average on our clay soil.”
The article ends with a prediction: “Uses of soy beans:
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New uses are constantly being made of soy beans. It seems
probable that the next few years will see the development of
a new industry converting the commercial soy bean into soy
bean oil and meal. The latter will be used to supplement corn
in grain rations, or better still, to add a very rich protein meal
to the human food list to balance up the long list of starchy
carbonaceous foods now consumed. The extracted oils will
enter into many preparations similar to other well known
vegetable oils. When these outlets are opened soy beans will
indeed become one of our substantial crops.”
Photos show: (1) Many hogs on a field of mature soy
beans. “Hogging off soy beans. A profitable method of
utilizing the crop.” (2) Piles of soy bean hay on the farm
of Mr. Taylor Fouts. (3) Harvesting soybeans. Two horses
are pulling a man seated on a mower having a side-delivery
attachment.
Note: This is the earliest article seen (Oct. 2012) written
by Taylor Fouts about soy beans. Address: Class of 1902,
Purdue, Indiana.
912. Hopkins, Cyril G.; Sachs, Ward H. 1915. Radium as a
fertilizer. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 177. p. 389-400. Jan.
• Summary: “With the discovery of radio-activity by
Becquerel in 1896, and of radium itself by M. and Mme.
Curie in 1898, science revealed a property of matter and a
source of energy hitherto unknown; and the facts already
established, the predictions or claims made, and the general
interest in the subject seemed to justify an investigation
under field conditions of the possible value of radium as a
fertilizer, or of radio-activity as a crop stimulant.”
Field experiments were conducted with soybeans and
corn in which radium fertilizer was used at rates furnishing
0.01, 0.1, and 1 mg per acre. The soybeans followed the corn
on the same land without additional application of radium
fertilizer. Conclusion: Radium has no effect on crop yields
during either the first or second season. Address: 1. Chief in
Agronomy and Chemistry; 2. Associate in Chemistry.
913. Hutchison, C.B.; Douglass, T.R. 1915. Experiments
with farm crops in southwest Missouri. Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 123. p. 161-85. Jan. See p.
175-77.
• Summary: “The Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station
in 1909 began a series of experiments in Jasper County to
study the adaptations of different varieties of principal farm
crops in Southwest Missouri.”
In the section titled “Cowpea and Soybean Experiments”
we read (p. 177): “Soybeans. The soybean is a comparatively
new crop in Southwest Missouri. In habit of growth and
method of cultivation it is very much like the cowpea. It
differs particularly in being more stocky in appearance and in
producing much more seed, and is therefore better suited for
pasturing, especially with hogs. Where drilled solid with a

grain drill at the rate of four or five pecks to the acre it makes
a very good hay but a more common method of seeding is
to drill in rows, 30 to 32 inches apart and cultivate. Where
planted in this way about two pecks of seed to the acre are
required. They are cut either with the mower and made into
hay or a self-binder may be used and the beans fed in the
bundle or threshed.
“Among the leading varieties of soybeans to be
recommended for southwest Missouri are: Medium Early
Yellow (or Mongol), Austin, Morse, Peking (or Sable),
and Mammoth Yellow. The latter is a later maturing
variety seldom maturing seed in this locality and is to be
recommended only for hay.”
Note: The “staff” pages shows that J.C. Hackleman,
A.M., works at this station in Farm Crops. Address: 1.
M.S.A., Farm Crops, Columbia, Missouri.
914. Jenkins, E.H.; Hayes, H.K. 1915. Field tests of soy
beans, 1914. Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 185. 17 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Uses of soy beans: Catch crop,
nitrogen-gathering green manure crop in orchards, seed crop,
silage crop, for hay, as a forage and pasture for hogs. Tests
made in 1914. Yield of fresh forage. Yield of dry matter.
Yield of food ingredients. Period of growth. The seed. The
seed yield. Feeding value. Resistance to frost and time of
planting. When to plant. How to plant. Varieties to plant.
Page 3 states: “The field work connected with these
tests was planned and carried out by Mr. H.K. Hayes and his
assistant, Mr. Hubbell. The chemical analyses were made
under the direction of the chief chemist, Mr. J.P. Street. The
results have been prepared for publication by the director
[E.H. Jenkins].”
The soy bean is a valuable catch crop, which can be
planted if winter grain, fall or spring sown clover, or grass
seed fails. It is an excellent nitrogen-gathering green manure
crop in orchards. As a seed crop it is sometimes profitable,
depending on the state of the market.
Varieties to plant. Hollybrook is recommended. A
summary of a single year’s observations of 19 varieties
tested, all of which on the 28th and 29th of May, begins:
“The earliest varieties–Manhattan, Medium Yellow, Quebec
[two varieties] and Ito San bloomed in from 55 to 60 days
and could be cut for soiling. Their average yield when the
foliage was mature was 2.35 tons of dry matter.”
Tables show: (1) “Analyses of soy bean forage grown
at Mt. Carmel field, 1914” (p. 6-7). It lists 18 varieties in
ascending order of days to maturity: Quebec No. 92 (104
days), Quebec No. 537 (110 days; both “selections from
Professor [Leonard S.] Klinck, Macdonald College, Quebec.
Quebec 537 looks like an early maturing strain of Ito San”),
Medium Yellow, Ito San (2 entries), Kentucky, Manhattan,
Ebony, Medium Green, Mongol, Mikado, Peking, O’Kute
[Okute], Wilson, Arlington, Hollybrook, Swan, Morse,
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Cloud.
(2) “Average yield of crops named in pounds per acre”
(p. 10). The crops are soy beans, fodder corn, and alfalfa.
III. “Composition and yield of soy bean seed, grown at Mt.
Carmel field, 1914” (p. 12, for 14 varieties. Includes weight
of 100 seeds, and seed color. The variety Mongol has olive
green seeds (p. 13). The highest yield was from Medium
Green, 32.5 bushels/acre at 12% moisture). IV. “Composition
and digestible nutrients of soy beans, cotton seed meal and
linseed meal” (p. 14). A photo (front cover) shows a soy bean
plant with roots. Address: 1. Ph.D., Director of the Station
and Treasurer, New Haven, Connecticut.
915. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1915.
Antworten und Briefwechsel: 93. Sojabohne [Replies and
correspondence: No. 93. Soybean]. 65(22):88. Feb. 10. [Ger]
• Summary: The answering of the specialized inquiries
that we have received from the circles of our subscribers is
carried out for them in this journal free of charge.
93. Soybeans. J.St. in B., Tyrol. (Reply to Question No.
25; also see “Antworten und Briefwechsel” [“Replies and
Correspondence”] 88 in no. 11 of this journal) The usability
of the seeds of the soybean (Sojabohne) for the obtaining
of oil was doubted by Haberlandt, who made a great
contribution to the publicizing of the soybean in Europe. But
now this utilization has been proven and enormously large
quantities of the seeds of this plant have been brought to
Europe in recent years, their oil has been obtained, and the
press cakes have been provided as fodder in meal form. Thus
in 1912, Germany alone imported a quantity of 1,252,000
metric hundredweight [= 100 kg, and thus 125.2 million
kilos]. The fact that only small quantities are also brought to
Austria right now is connected with the fact of the high tariff
that amounts to 40 Austrian crowns [unit lacking: perhaps
per metric hundredweight?]. The obtaining of the oil takes
place either through the pressing of the seeds by means of
hydraulic presses or through extraction, and afterwards, the
cakes also have different fodder values. The oil can find
use as edible oil, and wherever one has acquired a taste for
poppy seed oil, soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl) can also be used.
But the primary use of the oil in Europe is that of fuel oil
and very much first and foremost that of a raw material for
various industries, very much in particular the soap industry,
and then the lacquer and varnish industry.
Even though unanimity has been achieved in Europe
about the usability of soybeans as a raw material for various
industries, the views about the possibility of the use of the
seeds for human nutrition, on the other hand, continue to
diverge greatly. I recently had the opportunity to indicate
in the Illustrierte landwirtschaftliche Zeitung [Illustrated
Agricultural Journal] that a use of soybeans for the nutrition
of the prisoners that are located in Germany and the migrant
workers who have been detained there would very much
be appropriate and that with its high content of protein and

also, with respect to other legumes, also its high content
of fat, the soybean could provide an inexpensive meat
substitute. I was already occupied with agronomic trials
with the soybean at the time that I was still at the Franz
Josef Institute (Franzisko-Josephinum) in Mödling. Once
in Hohenheim, I did not allow the plant out of my mind
and also worked with it in a breeding capacity both there
and later at the Waldhof. In the autumn of this past year,
I then also carried out taste tests to a wider extent, which
thoroughly satisfied me. Without going into details, I will
just emphasize the following result: when soybeans from the
last harvest were soaked for twelve hours in normal water
that is not hard, they were soft when cooked for around two
hours, and in that respect, they do not take second place to
seeds from green beans. As with older green bean seeds,
older soybeans (Sojabohnen) take longer to “turn soft.” All
dishes that can be made from green bean seeds may also
be prepared from the seeds of soybeans. To the extent that
the addition of fat is used with such dishes, it is to be noted
that soybeans contain oil in an abundant quantity, while it is
lacking from green bean seeds. Out of consideration for this
fat content, Prof. Hecke f. Z. [abbreviation unknown in this
context] (Haberlandt, Die Sojabohne) made the suggestion
to prepare a mush (puree) from soybeans (Soja) and from
potatoes, each by itself, and then to mix them before eating.
The addition of fat that would otherwise be added to the
potato mush can in this case be left out, and the protein
content is substantially increased. I found this suggestion to
be very good, and the taste to be exceedingly satisfying. As
with other pulses, dishes that are enjoyed after the removal
of the seedcoat (Samenschale) are also more digestible and
less weighty with soybeans. Finally, as far as the question
of the flavor of the dishes that are made from soybean seeds
(Sojasamen) is concerned, it is well known that there are
widely varied “tastes”. Even the potato did not taste good
in many cases upon its introduction to Europe. I can only
state that soybeans of the last harvest do not possess any
prominent characteristic taste whatsoever, but old ones could
show such a taste, perhaps after the decay of the oil. In mush
form, soybeans are mildly reminiscent of mush made from
sweet chestnuts (Edelkastanien), but when enjoyed by itself,
it tastes fatter.–C. Fruwirth
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. C. Fruwirth is an expert on soybeans.
916. W.W.R. 1915. Soybeans to improve land (Letter to the
editor). Breeder’s Gazette 67(7):359. Feb. 18.
• Summary: “What of soybeans as a soil-building crop?
What amount per acre should be sown and at what time
of the season. Does this crop make a profitable pasture for
hogs? At what time should they be turned on it?
A.T. Wiancko of the Indiana Experiment Station
answers: “When properly inoculated with its nitrogen-
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gathering bacteria the soybean is one of the best legumes
for building up the fertility of run-down land. It is a rapid
grower and will make a large amount of highly nitrogenous
organic matter for plowing under in a short time. When used
as a full season crop the ground should be prepared as for
corn and the seed sown soon after the best time for planting
corn, using about 25 to 30 pounds of seed drilled in rows 3
feet apart for cultivation. Or if the land is mellow and free
from weed seed the crop may be satisfactorily drilled solid
with the grain drill a the rate of about a bushel to the acre.”
Address: Cayuga, Indiana.
917. Kelley, W.P. 1915. Ammonification and nitrification
in Hawaiian soils. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 37. 52 p. Feb. 25. See p. 40-41, 43-46, 49, 51.
• Summary: “Introduction: The importance of bacteria in
soils has become generally recognized. In contrast to the
extreme chemical view formerly held it is now believed
that the biological activities going on in soils are of more
fundamental importance, and that as a result of bacterial
action the minerals become more soluble and chemical
transformations are brought about in the organic and
inorganic constituents.
“Soils, therefore, are no longer looked upon as dead
reservoirs of plant food, but, on the contrary, as teeming
with organized life. Various chemical substances, the degree
of porosity, the moisture content, and other factors, all
exert important influence on the activity of soil organisms.
For these reasons the application of fertilizers, tillage,
crop rotation, etc., directly affect the soil organisms, and
therefore, indirectly, the chemical changes. But the real seat
of bacterial action is the organic matter, and it is this part of
the soil that undergoes the greatest change as a result of their
action.”
“Soy bean cake meal,... the residue left after expressing
the oil from the soy bean,...” is mentioned in several sections
of the report. “Effect of calcium and magnesium carbonates
on the ammonification of dried blood and soy bean cake” (p.
40-41). “Effects of natural limestones on ammonification”
(p. 42-43). “Effects of calcium and magnesium carbonates
on nitrification” (p. 43-45). “Nitrification in manganiferous
soils” (p. 45-46). “Effects of calcareous and dolmitic
limestones on nitrification” (p. 46). Soy bean cake is
mentioned in 5 different tables.
“Discussion: From the experiments above recorded, it
has been shown that calcium carbonate produced only slight
stimulation of the ammonification of dried blood and soy
bean cake meal in most of the soils studied. Magnesium
carbonate, on the other hand, caused considerable stimulation
in the amnionification of dried blood in a majority of the
soils, while in a number of instances the effects on the
ammonification of soy bean cake meal were negligible.”
It is probable,... that compounds of unequal solubility
and of different action on the nitrifying bacteria were

formed. If so, the differences observed in the nitrification of
dried blood and soy-bean cake in one and the same soil were
probably due, in part at least, to causes of this nature, since
the nonnitrogenous constituents of these materials differ
greatly. The dried blood contained a very small nitrogen-free
extract, while the soy bean cake meal contained more than
30 per cent.”
Conclusions:... (13) Calcium carbonate produced
considerable stimulation in the ammonification of dried
blood and soy bean cake meal in certain soils; in others,
only slight effects. Magnesium carbonate, on the other hand,
produced marked stimulation in a number of instances.
In two soils only, magnesium carbonate was toxic to
ammonification. Dolomitic and calcareous limestones
produced effects similar to those produced by calcium
carbonate.
“(15) Nitrification was found to be equally as active in
the manganiferous and titaniferous soils as in the other soils
studied, but magnesium carbonate was especially toxic in
these soils, and was more toxic to the nitrification of soy
bean cake meal than of dried blood.”
“(19) The experiments recorded in this bulletin
emphasize the importance of maintaining the best aeration
possible. This can not be done profitably without the
rotation of crops, including green manuring... By increasing
the humus content aeration will be increased, drainage
facilitated, and bacterial action stimulated. Thus, the plant
food will become more available, deeper rooting of crops
be encouraged, and their ability to withstand the effects of
drought be greatly increased. No system of soil management
in Hawaii can be judicious or permanent without the rotation
of crops and the maintenance of humus.” Address: Chemist.
918. J.W.K. 1915. Soybeans and corn (Letter to the editor).
Breeder’s Gazette 67(9):483. March 4.
• Summary: “Of soybeans and cowpeas, which crop is the
more profitable? How are they planted with corn and how
much seed is required?”
O.M. Allyn of the Illinois Experiment Station answers:
“Soybeans or cowpeas have been grown in corn to a very
limited extent in Illinois for three purposes: a catch crop,
drilled or broadcasted at or before the last cultivation; in
rows with corn for silage purposes; and in rows with corn for
hogging down.
“The practice of seeding soybeans or cowpeas in corn
has not given satisfactory results under Illinois conditions.”
Address: Liberty Center, Ohio.
919. Butler, W.R. 1915. A short talk with county agent about
soy bean hay crop. Alexandria Times-Tribune (Alexandria,
Indiana). March 10. p. 2.
• Summary: “The failure of soy beans as a hay crop has
been due to the fact that haying came in September, when
the weather is uncertain. Allow from eighty to ninety days
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to grow the soy bean hay crop plant so as to have the haying
come in August when the weather will be favorable for
cutting. Begin cutting when some of the leaves begin to
show yellow. Soys cut at this time are not so woody as when
allowed to mature farther. The crop may be mowed one day,
put in windrows the next, turned on the third and put in small
cocks, where it should be allowed to cure partially before it
is hauled to the barn a few days later. Men who have used
this hay, properly cured, say they would as soon have it
as alfalfa. The way the stock eat it oven though it is rather
woody verifies this statement. Soy beans will yield from 2 to
3 tons, cured hay per acre.
“Harvesting for Seed: Various implements have been
employed to harvest soy beans for seed; the mower with a
side-delivery buncher, the binder and the self rake reaper.
Taylor Fouts has good results with the grain binder. He
follows soy beans with wheat and to economize labor and
time he follows the binder with a 12 disc wheat drill. Thus
he harvests his soys for seed and drills his wheat at the same
time The bundles are dropped on the drilled ground and
placed in small cocks or windrows for curing. As the beans
begin to ripen most of the leaves will fall. Even if some of
the pods are still green, do not hesitate to cut at this time, for
if the vines are properly cured there is enough nourishment
in the stalks to mature if harvesting is done while the dew is
on. Play safe by letting the vines remain in small windrows
till the threshing machine is on the place, for there will be
disaster if the beans are put in the cock and the rain strikes
them. The less the vines are handled the less they will shatter
and the greater will be the crop of seed.
“Be sure to get a good threshing machine so the cylinder
well run at about half the speed required for oats, without
changing the speed of the separator. Two extra pulleys, twice
the size of the regular ones and costing about ten dollars,
are put on either end of the cylinder shaft. Have most of the
concave teeth removed and a strong oak board to take the
place of the lower concave. Beans threshed in this way are
fairly clean and what few split ones occur can be graded and
fanned out on the mill and fed to the stock. If a shed is handy
in which to thresh the pods and straw, and stock is allowed
access to the stack, especially sheep and milk cows, a great
benefit will be derived from this source, Another factor that
contributes to larger grain returns is the use of tight-bottom
hay racks.
“Results in Madison County: It is one thing to produce
a crow [sic, crop] and another thing to dispose of that crop at
a profit. Two farmers in Madison county, Indiana, tried the
soy bean crop this year. Frank Mullins, of Monroe township,
grew thirteen acres, half of which were Early Browns and
half of them [Ito] San variety. Herman Hughel of Anderson
township, grew two and one-fourth acres, using the Mikado
and Sable varieties. Both men kept a cost account of their
crop of soy beans.
Herman Hughel grew his entire crop of seed. It was

Frank Mullins’ plan to first thresh his entire crop. The writer
induced him to fence off an even acre of his crop for the
purpose of experiment on hogging off soy beans.
“Herman Hughel’s Soy Beans Patch: The ground
was broken early and harrowed frequently to conserve the
moisture. On June 10, 1914, he planted his crop. The seed
bed was as fine as a flower bed and the plates in the corn
planter were adjusted so as to drop the beans eight to the foot
in the row. The rows were about the same distance apart as
for corn. The beans were planted about the same distance
apart as for corn. The beans were planted about one and onehalf inches deep. Mr. Hughel did not inoculate last season
but intends to do so this year.
“When the plants were about four inches high the spike
tooth harrow was set at an angle and the patch was harrowed.
Care was taken to wait until the dew was off and the plants
were tough. This practice kept the ground level and killed the
weeds which had sprouted and at the same time made a fine
dust mulch to conserve the moisture. It was equal to the first
cultivation and was a great deal more efficient. The stand
was excellent and the plants grew thriftily all summer.
“The patch was near the road and many people stopped
to admire it and ask about methods of cultivation, harvesting
and the advantages of such a crop. The following figures are
full of interest and as inspiring as the crop itself. We give
them here so that others may see the business side of the
experiment.
“Cost of Producing 2¼ Acres Soy Beans–Herman
Hughel 1914.
“Plowing, (man and team, 12 hours) at 35¢ = $4.25
“Preparing seed bed (drug [dragged] and harrowed
twice) 5 hours at 35¢ = $1.75
“Seed = $2.00
“Planting, 2 hours, at 35¢ = $0.70
“Cultivating, 17 hours at 35¢ = $5.95
“Threshermen’s bill = $6.00
“Harvesting = $6.00
“Labor, etc. on threshing = 3.50
“Rent at $6.00 per acre, 2¼ acres = $13.50
“Total cost 2¼ acres = $43.60
“Cost per acre = $19.33
“56 bushels of beans from 2¼ acres
“Cost of producing one bushel of soy beans = 78 cents.
“The average yield per acre was 25 bushels. These beans
will sell for seed this spring at $2.50 to $3.00 per bushel.
At $2.50 per bushel Mr. Hughel will have a gross return
per acre of $62.50. Subtract his cost per acre for producing
these beans or $19.33 and we have a net return of $43.17.
Besides this money return he has the straw which is a good
roughage, high in protein for horses, sheep and cattle. A very
small per cent. of the plant food is removed in the seed and
so Mr. Hughel is gratified to know that his bean crop has
been a success. This season will be a splendid one in which
to try the soy beans crop. It will take the place of clover.
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It can be used as a soil improver, a forage crop, a hay crop
and as a money crop when threshed for seed. This practical
demonstration ought to induce many farmers to try a small
patch this year.”
Note: Much of this article later appeared in: Butler,
William Reynolds. 1916. “The labor-saving soy: A crop
for seed, feed and the soil of run-down fields.” Country
Gentleman 81(19):964-65, 994-95. May 6. Address:
Agricultural Agent of Madison County.
920. Hiltner, L. 1915. Darf man, namentlich in heutigen
Jahre den Anbau der Soyabohne empfehlen? [Can we really
recommend soybean culture nowadays?]. Praktische Blaetter
fuer Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenschutz 18(3):25-32. March;
18(4):44-49. April. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A photo (p. 31) shows two soy bean plants
growing in pots. A very small, scrawny one is in its second
year in uninoculated soil, while a very large, luxuriant one is
in inoculated soil. Address: Prof., Dr.
921. Kiesselbach, T.A. 1915. Soy beans and cowpeas.
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 150.
31 p. Distributed April 6.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Habits of growth.
Adaptations and uses for Nebraska conditions. Composition
and feeding value. Yields in other states. Varieties tested
and yields at Nebraska Experiment Station. Soybeans and
cowpeas for hay. Soybeans and cowpeas for silage. Yield
compared with grain crops at Nebraska Experiment Station.
Soybeans and cowpeas as soil improvers. Place in the
rotation. Varieties and seed. Inoculation. Time, rate, and
manner of planting. Cultivation. Harvesting. Threshing and
storing. Farmers’ tests with soy beans. Summary.
“Somewhat extensive experimental tests were made at
the Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station by Dr. T.L.
Lyon, now of Cornell University. Included in these tests were
nine varieties of soy beans for which yields were determined
during the years 1903 and 1904.
“In 1909 this Station secured seed of eight representative
varieties of soy beans from Mr. C.V. Piper of the United
States Department of Agriculture. At that time Professor E.G.
Montgomery, now of Cornell University, again took up the
testing of soy beans, which has been continued since 1911
by the writer, thus giving a continuous record of six years’
work in recent years. Cooperative tests also have been made,
during the past three years, with farmers of the State...
“Experience indicates that at the present time in
Nebraska their [soybeans’] chief value is as a protein
concentrate and as hay for cattle, hogs, and sheep, and
possibly for soil improvement. They deserve more extensive
trial as food for man.
“Indications are that cowpeas never will be a practical
crop in this state. The yield of seed is relatively very low, and
in forage production cowpeas are not superior to soy beans...

Soy beans are the most practicable of any of the annual
legumes. They are one of the most drouth resistant crops we
have...
“Nine varieties were tested in unduplicated plats, onetenth acre in size, during each of two years, 1903 and 1904.
The rows were 32 inches apart and cultivated.” They were
planted on May 30 and matured on Sept. 20, taking 112 days
to mature. The varieties tested were Early Yellow, American
Coffee Berry, Early Black, Ito San, Wisconsin Black,
Medium Early Yellow, Medium Early Brown, Medium Early
Black, Medium Green. The average yield was 16.17 bu/acre.
The highest yielders were Early Black (21.85 bu/acre) and
Wisconsin Black (20.95).
“Further testing was discontinued until 1909 when eight
varieties of soy beans representing a rather wide range of
types were secured from Mr. C.V. Piper of the Bureau of
Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture.
These have been tested for six years, 1909-1914, and the
data are given in detail for each year in Tables 4 to 9...” The
varieties tested were Habaro, Shingto, Chernie, Haberlandt,
Nuttall (S.P.I. No. 17,253), Cloud, Amherst, Meyer.
“Cultivation: It is recommended that the field be disked
and harrowed just prior to seeding in order to check the weed
growth as much as possible. A weeder may be run over the
ground just before the beans come up and again before the
beans are large enough to cultivate.”
“Harvesting: Soy beans and cowpeas may be harvested
with a mower or a specially made bean harvester. We have
also found it practicable to harvest soy beans for seed with a
binder. Some varieties are too short and too viny to harvest in
this manner. In case a mower is used, it is well to have a side
delivery attachment in order that the horses will not need
to tramp on the cut swath of beans. This tramping is likely
to shatter many of the beans... After curing in the windrow
for a day or two, the beans should be placed in shocks.
When thoroly [thoroughly] cured it is best to thresh them
immediately.” Note 1. This is the earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2018) that uses the word “viny” to
describe the growth habit of soybeans.
“Threshing and storing: These crops may be threshed
with an ordinary threshing machine by reducing the speed
of the cylinder and replacing all or part of the concaves by
blank concaves. The best adjustment of the thresher is by the
use of special pulleys which reduce the speed of the cylinder
without reducing that of the rest of the working parts of the
machine. Many of the seeds are still likely to be broken in
threshing, but this does not reduce their feeding value.”
“Farmers’ tests with soy beans: During the years 1912,
1913, and 1914 the Experiment Station supplied a number
of farmers with soy bean seed, together with suggestions
relative to planting, cultivating, and harvesting the crop. In
all cases the soy beans were planted in rows and cultivated.
The farmers either were supplied with both inoculated
and uninoculated seed for comparison, or were furnished
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inoculating culture from the United States Department of
Agriculture.
“Tests in 1912: In 1912 three farmers in southeastern
Nebraska tested Amherst soy beans for seed with rather
encouraging results. Their yields were respectively 18, 20,
and 20 bushels per acre. From two to three acres were grown
by each man.”
Results are also given for 1913 (from 10 farmers) and
1914 (from 19 farmers). A table (no. 18; p. 29) gives results
of a questionnaire sent to the participating farmers showing
that they liked the soybeans as a crop. The report concluded:
“The soy bean is one of those crops which look promising
and inviting but which nevertheless are not quite sufficiently
meritorious to take a place among our standard crops under
existing conditions.”
Photos show: (1) A shock of soy beans. (2) A typical soy
bean plant (p. 6). (3) Nine different varieties of soy beans (p.
14). (4) A typical field of soy beans (p. 24). (5) A field of soy
beans ready to harvest for seed (p. 27).
Note 2. This document contains the second earliest date
seen for soybeans in Nebraska, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Nebraska (1903).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that uses the word “weeder” in connection with soybean
production. Address: A.M., Experimental Agronomy,
Lincoln, Nebraska.

to the acre. The seed in Indiana sells for two dollars and a
half a bushel retail, and two dollars a bushel wholesale...
“Carroll County, Indiana, was the first county in the
state to celebrate Soy Bean Day. The meeting was held last
September on the farms of Taylor and Noah Fouts, who
have grown hundreds of acres of soy beans, and hundreds
of people were in attendance... In the afternoon the crowd
assembled upon the lawn of Taylor Fouts’ home to hear
addresses by Purdue University’s soy-bean expert, Isaac
Smith, a pioneer Indiana grower of soy beans, the author
and others.” Soy beans are offensive to chinch bugs [Blissus
leucopterus].
Photos show: (1) “A promising field of soy beans on
the author’s Vetchfalfa Farm that produced twenty bushels
of seed to the acre in the driest season in thirty-five years.
These beans were not inoculated, but were sown in rows
with a corn planter and cultivated the same as corn.” A man
(perhaps the author), wearing a hat, is shown standing in
the field. (2) Soy beans that have been raked into windrows
then put into small cocks. (3) Three typical soy-bean plants
of Hollybrook variety, uprooted, with leaves and pods, 36
inches in height. “Each plant bears about a hundred pods.”
(4) Two men standing in a field of soy beans grown in corn.
“The corn produced ninety bushels to the acre. The beans
were inoculated, the corn was gathered for seed, and the
beans were hogged off.”

922. Smith, William C. 1915. Food for men, stock and
soil: Soy beans–a single or a combination crop for farms
everywhere. Country Gentleman 80(15):685-86. April 10.
• Summary: The author planted soybeans on his
Vetchfalfa Farm in Indiana in 1914. The crop is a strong
drought resister. In Indiana the most widely used variety
is Hollybrook. Four methods of planting soybeans are
described: (1) Broadcast or put through a common wheat
drill. (2) Put the seed into the corn planter, using the smallest
drill plate, and drill as you would corn; then go back, straddle
the rows, and drill between the first rows. (3) Same as the
second method but without the second planting; use 1 bushel
of seed per acre. (4) The method now most frequently used
in Indiana and one of the most profitable. At corn planting
time, after the soil has been prepared as for planting corn,
drill with the corn 12 pounds to the acre of soy-bean seed.
“The beans may be mixed with the corn and the two kinds of
seed run through the drill together...”
The soy beans can be harvested by sheep and hogs.
“The crop should be cut with a self binder and shocked the
same as wheat, or cut with a mower, cured for several days,
raked into windrows and put into small cocks. To have
clean-looking seed all the beans must be mature... The beans
may be threshed with a regular threshing machine with the
concaves taken out.”
“Soy beans will yield from twelve to twenty-five bushels
of seed to the acre. My crop in 1914 yielded twenty bushels

923. Cook, I.S.; Kemp, W.B. 1915. Soy beans–An important
West Virginia crop. West Virginia Agricultural Experiment
Station, Circular No. 20. 19 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soy bean plant.
Adaptation to West Virginia conditions. Methods of
utilizing soy beans: Hay, seed production, silage, pasture,
soil improvement. Soy beans in crop rotation. Varieties
(two tables are given). Recommended varieties. Cultural
directions: Preparing the seed bed, planting, inoculation,
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cultivation. Harvesting: Hay, seed production, threshing.
Soy beans in mixture [mixed cultures with other crops].
Summary.
“The soy bean is perhaps the most valuable legume
that has been introduced into this country within the last
50 years... The trials that have been carried out comparing
soy beans with cowpeas indicate that the soy bean has some
points of decided superiority over the cowpea, particularly
its hay and seed value... For several years soy beans have
been grown quite extensively for hay in Monroe County
by a number of farmers, and they report splendid results in
wintering young cattle, sheep and horses on it.”
“During the past three years this Station has tested a
number of soy bean varieties and while the tests have not
been conducted for a sufficient length of time to give all
of the information desired yet some outstanding variety
differences have been noted. These are shown in the
following table.”
This table, titled “Varieties of soy beans” (p. 8) shows
for each variety: Name, registry number, days to maturity,
height in inches, habit of growth (erect, twining, reclining),
quality of vine (very coarse, coarse, medium, fine), color
of seed, color of hilum (seed scar), number of beans in 10
grams of seed (1913 and 1914). The named varieties tested
are: Ohio 7476, Hollybrook, Ohio 7420, Brown, Wilson,
Morse, Peking, Ohio 7495, Meyer, Arlington, Ohio 7406,
Guelph, Ohio 7403, Austin, A.K. 1912, Ohio 7490, Ito San,
Roosevelt, Chernie, Virginia, Nemo, Swan, Auburn, Sable,
Mikado, Manchu, Jet, Tar Heel [Tarheel], Adzuki bean,
Adzuki bean, Early Buff cowpea.
A table titled “Variety test for seed production” (p. 9)
shows for each of the varieties listed above: Name, yield in
bushels per acre in 1912, 1913, 1914, average, years tested.
This station began testing soybean varieties in 1912, when
nine varieties were tested: Ohio 7476, Hollybrook, Ohio
7420, Brown, Ohio 7495, Ohio 7496, Guelph, Ohio 7403,
and Ohio 7490. The first four of these varieties have been
tested for 3 years (1912 to 1914). The highest 3-year average
seed yield was from Ohio 7476 (19.7 bu/acre). The highest
2-year average yield was Wilson (21.9 bu/acre).
Photos show: Wooden soybean drying rack, pyramid
shaped. Component parts of a drying rack (p. 15). A small
bean thresher, made by the American Grain Separator Co. in
Minneapolis, Minnesota (p. 17). The self rake reaper from
the International Harvester Co. This is the best machine for
harvesting soy beans in West Virginia. (p. 18).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Manchu.
Note 2. “A.K. 1912” may refer to the fact that the
soybean variety A.K. was introduced from northeast China in
1912 by the Lucas Paint Company, New Jersey.
Note 3. This may be the earliest document seen (Aug.
2013) that mentions the soybean variety A.K.–but we cannot
be sure that “A.K. 1912” was the same as “A.K.” Address:

Morgantown.
924. Hackleman, J.C. 1915. Work and progress of the
agricultural experiment station: Farm crops. Missouri
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 131. p. 41-509.
April. See p. 475.
• Summary: The first section, titled “Experiments with
cowpeas and soybeans,” states: “About seventy varieties of
cowpeas and soybeans are being tested. Some varieties are
superior as hay producers while others are much better for
seed. The tests indicate that the proper width of row for seed
production is from thirty to thirty-six inches. About sixty
pounds of seed per acre of either cowpeas or soybeans gives
a greater yield than any other rate of seeding tried.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016) by
or about J.C. Hackleman in connection with soybeans. In
Sept. 1919 he relocated to the University of Illinois, where
he did very important soybean extension work.
925. Snapp, R.R. 1915. Growing forage crops for hogs. West
Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 19. 4
p. April.
• Summary: “West Virginia is a forage producing state...
Hogs will eat almost any crop to advantage... Not later than
the last of May, the rye and crimson clover should be plowed
up and soy beans sown to furnish feed soon after the first of
August. If the rape has been pastured rather heavily it can be
plowed up during the latter part of June and another seeding
of soy beans made to turn into in the month of October. It is
a good plan to sow crimson clover in the beans the last time
they are cultivated to furnish additional forage...
“Management of pastures: West Virginia farmers will
usually find it better practice to pasture more heavily and for
shorter periods. Especially will this be true of such crops as
Canadian field peas, soy beans, and cow peas–crops that tend
to shatter and waste if not eaten when ripe.”
A table states that soy beans should be sown between
May 1 and July 15, broadcast or drilled at the rate of 3/4 to
1½ bu/acre. They will be ready to use as forage between
Aug.1 and Nov. 1. Address: Morgantown.
926. Stewart, John P. 1915. Experimental results in young
orchards in Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 134. 20 p. April. [2 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans ranked fifth among 13 different covercrops compared for seven years in young apple orchards.
Address: Head of Dep., Experimental Pomology, State
College, Centre County, Pennsylvania.
927. Beavers, J.C. 1915. Soy beans with corn: A good
combination for hogs, lambs and silos. Country Gentleman
80(20):28. May. 15.
• Summary: “In 1910 Dr. Isaac A. Smith, of Huntington
County, Indiana, grew six and a half acres of soy beans,
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which were hogged off. The hogs were turned on the field
during the first half of September and remained on the field
about seventy days.”
“The amount of corn fed per acre of beans hogged off
was 27.5 bushels. The gain in live weight averaged 823
pounds an acre... If pork is valued at seven cents a pound
the return per acre would be $34.51. This is not a bad return
for a leguminous crop that is grown partly for the purpose of
improving the soil.”
“Another profitable way of growing soy beans for hogs
is to plant them in the rows with the corn. In the fall of 1914
Taylor Fouts, of Carroll County, Indiana, turned ninety-nine
head of Duroc-Jersey shotes into a small field of corn and
soy beans. This lot of hogs made an average gain of 961
pounds for each acre of corn and beans harvested in this way.
At seven cents a pound, the gain in live weight was worth
$67.27 an acre.
“For Indiana the Hollybrook is the best all-around
variety for growing with corn for the silo or to be hogged off.
Mikado is also a very good variety for either purpose... Sable
and Black Champion mature with the standard varieties of
corn growing in South Central Indiana.” A photo shows four
large hogs feeding on a field of soy beans planted with corn.
928. U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1915. Soy bean plant
is valuable in South. Port Gibson Reveille¼ (Port Gibson,
Mississippi). May 27. p. 5.
• Summary: “As hay, as a pasture plant, as ensilage with
corn, as a green manure crop, and as a human food–in
all these ways the soy bean is valuable to the southern
farmer. In general it may be said that it will succeed in the
United States wherever corn or cotton is cultivated, but it
is especially adapted to the cotton belt where the later and
larger varieties, which give yields that make their extensive
cultivation profitable, can be grown. No special labor or
machinery is necessary and the ordinary farm equipment will
meet all the requirements of the crop. The high yield of seed,
the excellent quality of its forage, the ease of growing and
harvesting it, and its freedom from insect enemies and plant
diseases, should all encourage its planting.
“The soy bean is an erect, rather hairy leguminous plant
which resembles somewhat the common field or navy bean.
It is also called the soja bean and the Manchurian bean and
in China and Japan is grown extensively for human food as
well as for forage and green manure. As an article of human
food its use should increase in this country also, for it can
be utilized in many different ways. Excellent results have
likewise been obtained when the seed or meal has been
substituted in the feeding ration for cottonseed or [linseed]
oil meal.
“The soil requirements of soy beans are similar to those
of corn, but the plants will make a satisfactory growth on
poorer soil than corn. The best results, perhaps, are obtained
on medium loams, although clay and sandy soils can be

made to produce good crops. The soy bean does not require
a well-drained soil, although a soil where water stands for
a considerable length of time is not desirable. It is able to
withstand a greater amount of moisture, however, than either
cowpeas or corn. The soy bean is also decidedly drought
resistant; much more so than the cowpea.
“Soil Preparation: Soy beans succeed best on a
thoroughly prepared soil. The land should be plowed early
and deep, fitted, and then harrowed at intervals until the
beans are planted. The young plants of soy beans are not
able to push their way through a hard crust as are corn and
cowpeas. Thus, to insure a good stand, the seed should have
a light covering of loose, mellow soil.
“The use of commercial fertilizers is recommended
where sandy soil predominates or the soil is of low fertility.
Where fertilizers are used good results have been obtained
by using a dressing of stable manure or 200 to 300 pounds
of acid phosphate and 100 pounds of muriate of potash. In
using the commercial fertilizer it is well to apply broadcast
before the beans are planted. Lime has been found almost
invariably to increase the yield.
“Inoculation: Soy beans, like other legumes, when well
inoculated add much nitrogen to the soil. Natural inoculation
now occurs quite generally throughout the soy bean region
of the southern United States. In localities where the crop
has not been previously grown, however, it is advisable to
inoculate. Inoculation may be most certainly secured by
applying soil from an old soy bean field, using 300 to 500
pounds of soil to the acre, or by dusting the seed with such
soil before sowing.
“Seeding and Cultivation: Soy beans may be sown at
any time after danger of severe frosts is over, ranging from
early spring until midsummer. In the cotton region two crops
of the early and medium-early varieties can be grown in a
single season by planting the first early. As a rule, however,
the late varieties and preferable in the South and should be
planted about the same time as corn.
“Soy bean are grown either in cultivated rows or
broadcast, depending on the purpose for which they are
grown. The row method is preferable in weedy land and
usually gives larger yields of hay and practically always of
seed. The general practice for seed production is the row
method, 30 to 48 inches apart. For hay, soiling, or green
manure a drilled or broadcast crop furnishes a finer quality of
forage. In rows, from 20 to 30 pounds of seed to the acre are
required; when sown broadcast or drilled with an ordinary
grain drill. By covering the feed cups not in use, the distance
between rows can be adjusted as desired. The cotton planter
has also been found satisfactory for use in planting large
fields. For small fields the ordinary garden drill does well.
“Under proper soil conditions soy beans germinate in
three to five days. As soon as the seedling plants appear
above the ground cultivation may begin. Soy beans should
receive at least three cultivations.
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“Soy beans may be combined advantageously in many
systems of crop rotation. The cash value of the seed is
sufficient to encourage the growing of these beans as one
of the main crops of the rotation. In the South soy beans
are adapted to practically the same place in rotations as
are cowpeas. In some localities a soy bean crop is grown
between two wheat crops and in other parts between two oat
crops. Wheat, winter oats, and winter barley may follow soy
beans. Where a whole season can be devoted to soy beans in
the South two crops of early varieties can be grown in place
of one late variety. By this practice much larger yields can be
obtained where seed production is the object.
“Mixtures: Soy beans may be satisfactorily grown in
combination with other crops, thus affording a greater variety
and a larger yield of forage. A mixture of soy beans and
cowpeas makes a very satisfactory hay. Soy beans are more
generally grown with corn than any other crop. When sown
in rows with sorghum or Sudan grass they have given very
good results.
“Soy bean hay makes a very nutritious feed and is
relished by all kinds of stock. The chief value of the hay lies
in its high content of digestible protein. Feeding experiments
indicate that soy bean hay is fully equal to alfalfa hay. The
use of this hay, which can be grown on the farm, should
reduce the quantity of feed which is necessary to purchase.
“Soy beans may be cut for hay at any time from the
setting of the seed until the leaves begin to turn yellow. The
crop is best fitted for hay when the pods are well formed.
Soy bean hay is cured much more readily than cowpea hay.
The yields of hay range from one to three tons to the acre,
and occasionally four tons to the acre are cut.
“The soy bean may be utilized to advantage for pasture
for all kinds of stock, the most profitable method, perhaps,
being to pasture with hogs, supplementing the corn ration.
Corn and soy beans may be grown together and then
pastured down. In this way the crop is not only profitable in
feeding value but also in the increase of soil fertility due to
the manure and refuse vines.
“Soy Beans for Soiling: Among soiling crops the soy
bean has an important place. Having a high protein value,
the crop may be fed to good advantage with less nitrogenous
crops, such as corn, sorghum, and millet. The great variation
in the maturity of the varieties makes it possible to have
a succession of forage throughout the greater part of the
summer and fall.
“The use of soy beans alone as ensilage is not to be
recommended. Good results are reported where beans and
corn are mixed, three parts of corn and one part of soy beans,
in filling the silo. This silage keeps well, is readily eaten
by stock, and the animals show good gains in flesh or milk
production.
“Soy beans have also proved a profitable crop when
grown for seed, but the industry has only been developed
in a few sections. Finally a valuable vegetable oil can be

expressed from the bean and the cake that remains fed
advantageously to all kinds of live stock.”
Note: It would be interesting to know who wrote this
very informative and balanced article.
929. Goll, Davis. 1915. Soy beans for seed: The methods
followed by a small grower. Country Gentleman
80(24):1024-25. June 12.
• Summary: Harvesting soy beans is a major problem. “To
control the weeds, I had turned much dirt toward the bean
plants, so the rows were ridged. Consequently the lower pods
were lying on the ground. I had hoped to cut the crop with
a mower, but I found I could not run the mower low enough
without causing much waste. Furthermore, mowing shattered
the seed from the pods. After asking the advice of several
soy-bean experts I determined to harvest the crop by hand,
pulling the roots from the soil.”
“Threshing: I found that one man could pull about one
and a half acres of beans a day, but he was mighty tired at
night. The beans were piled in small stacks over the field and
allowed to dry out for a day before being hauled to the mow,
where they were stored until threshing time. I used a canvas
in the bottom of each hay frame when hauling the beans to
the barn in order to prevent loss of seed. I allowed the beans
to cure out in the mow for about two months before I looked
for a threshing outfit.”
Photos show: (1) A soybean plant with removed leaves
to show pods and roots. (2) Two horses pulling a mower
equipped with a side-delivery attachment to harvest a soybean crop for seed or hay. (3) A tall, uprooted soybean plant
with a ruler in front of it. Caption: “Soy beans attain a height
of three and a half to four feet on strong land.”
930. A.C. 1915. The valuable soybean: How to grow and
feed this crop properly. Indiana Farmer 70(27):12. July 3.
• Summary: “A crop that is new in many sections of the
state and an entire stranger to others is the soy bean crop.
It is just beginning to be recognized by many farmers as
an excellent crop for building up the soil as well as being a
money maker. If the merits of soybeans were better known
they would be as common as any of our standard crops. I
have raised soy beans for several years and have been more
than satisfied with them. Many farmers in recent years find
it difficult to get a stand of clover and as that is the only
legume crop raised on most farms it is very difficult to keep
up the fertility of the soil. Where the merits of the soy bean
are known a failure of the clover crop is not at all a serious
matter. When the clover fails soy beans are raised in place
of the clever and the soil is not deprived of its source of
nitrogen nor is the field thrown out of its regular rotation.
“If the soy bean was only a soil builder it would be
worthy of every farmers attention but besides being that it
is an excellent hay plant and produces a good crop of grain
highly prized on account of its high protein content.
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“I prepare ground for soy beans the same as if corn was
to be raised and for a grain crop drill in rows and cultivate
the same also. I use a common two horse corn drill with
bean plates for planting the crop. My rows are three feet
apart as that is as close as can be cultivated with the regular
corn cultivator. A half bushel of seed to the acre is about
the right amount when planted in rows and cultivated. They
may be drilled solid with a wheat drill setting the drill for
two bushels of oats. About a bushel and a half to the acre is
needed this way. This method does well for a hay crop but is
not as good as cultivated for a grain crop. Soy beans should
be cultivated much the same as corn.
“Feeding Soy Beans to Hogs: If the hogs are turned in
when the leaves begin to turn yellow they will show their
gratitude by making very profitable gains and will continue
to do so as long as any forage is left.
“The soy bean is not a complete ration and should be
supplemented with half a feed of corn. I have no figures
as to the worth of soy beans when used as a hog feed
in connection with corn but one of the officials of our
experiment station in a conversation with me placed their
value as three times that of corn. As they yield from fifteen
to twenty five bushels per acre on good ground it may be
readily seen that they are a valuable crop when fed to hogs.
“Harvesting the Beans: Another method that has much
to commend it is to plant soy beans and corn in the same row
and hog down both the beans and corn. There will be very
little if any difference in the yield of corn and the beans will
do well.
“When allowed to ripen and then harvested and threshed
they take the place of high priced protein concentrates. The
protein content of the grain is thirty per cent which compares
very favorably with cotton seed meal, tankage, etc. A
common mowing machine using a clover buncher, or mowed
and raked like hay, are the prevailing methods of harvesting.
Care must be taken that they do not become too ripe before
cutting or they shatter badly. The greatest trouble I have
experienced is to get a thresherman to pull his machine out
for a small job. They may be fed whole or ground but I think
it pays well to feed them ground.
“About the time the pods are half developed is the best
time to cut for hay. The hay yield is from one and a half to
three tons per acre. The method of hay making with this crop
is not much different than that used with alfalfa. They should
be mowed and partly cured then put in cocks and left a day
or two before storing. The market for grain and hay are not
yet developed as the markets are for corn, wheat, etc., but in
the course of time no doubt our elevator men will be anxious
to buy both grain and hay. There is however at the present
time a healthy demand for good seed at remunerative figures.
“There are many varieties of soy beans but very few
of them are adapted to our climate. Much care should be
exercised in buying seed. The early Brown and Ito San are
probably the best for Indiana but in the central and southern

parts of the state later varieties such as Black Beauty,
Hollybrook. Mikado and Sable are successful. I raise the
Early Brown exclusively and find no reason to raise any
other. Southern grown seed must not be used as they will not
mature in our climate even if early varieties are used.
“Inoculation: A great part of the fertilizing properties of
the plant is its ability to gather nitrogen from the air and store
it in the nodules on the roots. If the ground is not inoculated
these nodules will not form and a great part of the fertilizing
feature is lost although the plants thrive about as well when
not inoculated as they do when they are inoculated. A
common though not the only way of inoculation is to take
soil from around the roots of inoculated plants. A half gallon
of such soil will inoculate an acre of ground. Most growers
of seed can supply inoculated soil.
“The cowpea is another crop similar to the soy bean.
The soy bean however produces a much heavier grain crop
and about the same amount of hay. The cowpea is of a viney
nature while the soy bean grows erect making it much more
easily harvested. While I have raised both cowpeas and
soybeans for several reasons I much prefer the soy bean.”
Address: Rush Co., Indiana.
931. Country Gentleman. 1915. The R.F.D. letter box:
Experts’ answers to readers’ questions. 80(28):1147. July 10.
• Summary: “Fattening beef: Is any one of the following
combinations sufficient for fattening beef? First, corn,
soy-bean hay arid fodder; second, corn, cowpea hay and,
fodder; third, corn, mixture of soy-bean and cowpea hay. Is
the following a good rotation? Corn, first year; soy beans or
cowpeas, second year; corn, third year, and so on. B.P., Ohio.
“The three combinations suggested are all desirable and
will supply sufficient food nutrients to fatten cattle. Results
of experiments with soy-bean or cowpea hay show that the
feeding value of the two is nearly equal, varying a little with
the condition of the hay. A ration of twelve to fifteen pounds
of corn and twelve to fourteen pounds of soy-bean or cowpea
hay as a daily allowance for a 1000-pound steer will give
satisfactory results. If a mixture of the two roughages is fed
about the same allowance should be made. If the corn is fed
as ear or shelled corn a sufficient number of hogs should
follow the cattle to consume all waste or undigested corn
passing through the cattle.
“The rotation of corn and soy beans or cowpeas may
be successfully carried out, but is not looked upon as the
most desirable. It is too short a rotation and does not allow
for a grass crop to provide a sod to be plowed under. A fouryear rotation of grain, grass, corn and soy beans or cowpeas
would be best suited to most farms. If there is some reason
for the short rotation there is no objection. W.H.T.”
932. Country Gentleman. 1915. Progressive agriculture:
What the government is doing for the farmer’s business and
home. 80(29):1173. July 17.
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• Summary: “’Of the remaining enterprises, the most
profitable status appears to be approximately as follows:
Corn should occupy all the first year and a good part, if not
all, of the second year of the rotation, and most of the crop
should be fed. Oats should be entirely eliminated, and their
place taken by soy beans. Soy beans, however, cannot be
successfully grown until the soil is thoroughly inoculated for
them.
“’The soys may occupy a part of the second year of the
rotation, with corn and potatoes, or if corn occupies all the
first and second years the soys may occupy the third year
along with the potatoes.’”
933. Robert, J.C. 1915. Preliminary report on the economic
value of the soybean. Jackson, MS: Mississippi Agricultural
College, Tucker Printing House. 15 p. July 1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (incl. brief soy bean
history). Composition of soybeans. Feeding value. Relation
to soil fertility (nitrogen fixation, vegetable matter or
humus). Yield of soybeans (shelled seed and hay). Uses of
soybeans (milk, paints, etc.). Soybeans a valuable crop for
the Southern farmer.
“The refined oil is used as a substitute for olive oil.
Soybean milk and soybean cheese [tofu] are extensively
used as an article of diet in the Orient. The cheese is made
as follows:... magnesium chloride being added to precipitate
the solution, which is hung in fine mesh cloth–and cottage
cheese is obtained.
“In 1912 there was established [by Li Yu-ying] at Les
Vales [sic, Valles], France, a large factory for the production
of a variety of soybean food. Among these varieties were
milk, cheese, casein, oils, bread, biscuits, flour, jellies, cakes,
and sauces” (p. 12-13).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2011) that contains the term “soybean food.”
“Varnishes made from soybean oil are extensively used,
though when subjected to exposure they seem not to wear
quite as well as those made from linseed oil. For internal
painting purposes, however, these varnishes are equal in
every respect to those made from linseed oil. Soybean oils
are used extensively in the manufacture of linoleums and
table cloths, and for the manufacture of printing ink, and of
enamel paints” (p. 14).
“Soybeans a valuable crop for the Southern farmer:
As an article of human food, soybeans may become an
important factor with us. We have used soybean meal made
from our crop of 1913 and 1914 and had for breakfast
excellent cakes. These cakes were made from wheat flour
and soybean meal, and wheat flour and corn meal. Various
proportions were used, sour milk and soda being added.
Cakes made from equal parts of wheat flour and soybean
meal were very palatable.
“Soybeans seem to be one of the most promising crops
before the Southern farmer. Every particle of the plant has

economic value, and a great number of commercial products
are produced from the seed. It seems that the machinery
of our cotton seed oil mills is suited to the manufacture of
soybean meal and oil. The soybean straw is a good stock
food... Therefore, soybeans offer a golden opportunity to the
grain and cotton farmers, the live stock producers and the
soil builders” (p. 14).
Photos show: (1) Numerous sacks of soybeans and
oil cake in the Orient awaiting shipment (front cover). (2)
People cleaning and resacking soybeans for shipment (front
cover). (3) Five different varieties of soybeans, Including
Virginia (p. 2). (4) Soybean root tubercles, natural size
(p. 7). (5) Several osier bins used for storing soybeans (p.
13). (6) Southern Manchurian railway cars, with sacks of
soybeans (p. 13). (7) Seven varieties of soy pods and beans:
Guelph, Ito San, Buckshot, Austin, Hollybrook, Haberlandt,
Mammoth (p. 15).
Tables show: (1) Percentage composition of different
soybean varieties (most have values for two years, 1913
and 1914): Wilson, Arlington, Jet, Brown, Tokyo, 19981-A,
Mammoth, Small Yellow, Amherst, Ito San, Holly Brook
[Hollybrook], Peking, Acme, Virginia, Black, Brachet
[Barchet], Dwarf Green, Cloud. For each is given moisture,
ash, fat, protein, nitrogen free extract, fiber. (2) Plant food
elements in farm crops (N, P, and K, including soybeans as
grain, hay, or straw). (3) Yield of soybeans (in lb shelled seed
and lb of hay per acre): In 1911 in Mississippi: Hollybrook,
Black Soybeans, Brown Soybeans, Small Yellow, Mammoth
Yellow. The highest yields were from Small Yellow–2,600
lb seed and 5,500 lb hay. In 1912: Brown Soybean,
Black Soybean, Hollybrook, Dwarf Green, Small Yellow,
Mammoth Yellow, Haberlandt. Again the highest yields were
from Small Yellow–2,680 lb seed and 5,200 lb hay. (4) Farm
account with the soil in proposed three-year crop rotation
(NPK balance incl. soybeans for hay, grain, or straw). (5)
Proposed three-year rotation system for long-pine section of
Mississippi (1915-1917).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Virginia.
Note 2. This is the earliest published English-language
document seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “soybean
oil.”
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “Soybean milk.”
Note 4. This is also the earliest English-language
document seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soybean
cheese” to refer to tofu.
Note 5. This is also the earliest English-language
document seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soybean
meal” to refer a type of edible soy flour. Address: Director of
the Station, School of Agriculture, and Prof. of Agronomy,
Agricultural College, Mississippi.
934. Williams, C.B. 1915. Soy-bean growing in North
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Carolina. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Circular No. 31. 8 p. July. Reprint.
• Summary: Contents: History. The growing plant.
Distribution in North Carolina. Suitable varieties (for seed
production and for hay production). Selecting and preparing
the soil. Inoculation essential. Fertilization. Seeding and
cultivation. Soy beans in mixtures (with cowpeas, sweet
sorghum, or millet). Harvesting for hay. Soy beans for soil
improvement. Soy beans for soiling purposes. Soy beans for
pasturage.
“The soy bean is probably a native of tropical Africa
and was introduced into the southeastern part of Asia more
than 3,000 years ago by ancient travelers between Zanzibar
and India or Ceylon... The bean was carried to England in
1790 and was introduced into the United States from Japan
in 1860. It has been successfully cultivated in the Southern
States for many years, where it has been grown for soil
improvement and as a forage crop. In Japan and China it
is grown chiefly as a human food. It is also known as Soja
Bean, Coffee Berry and Japan Pea.”
In North Carolina, the soy bean “is grown more or less
from the seashore to the western boundary, but at the present
time is chiefly produced in the northeastern part of the
State.”
“Inoculation Essential: Soy beans, like other legumes,
are characterized by their ability to take free nitrogen from
the air, if the soil is inoculated with the proper bacteria for
this crop. In growing soy beans on land for the first time,
especially in a locality where this crop has not been grown
previously, it will usually pay to inoculate the soil by one
of the methods generally recommended, either using soil
from an inoculated field or one of the commercial cultures.
The latter may now be secured at very reasonable prices.
In some parts of the State I would say, however, that the
bacteria suitable for inoculating this crop seem to be quite
widely distributed in the soil. When soy beans are planted on
inoculated soil the second year, it will usually be found that
nodules are present on the roots in large numbers by natural
inoculation. Experiments have shown that something like
50 per cent more nitrogen was found in the stems and leaves
of soy beans which were planted on inoculated soil than in
those grown on uninoculated soil.”
Fertilization: If “the soil is poor, it will pay to make an
application of barn-yard manure or add sufficient cotton-seed
meal, dried blood, fish scrap, or other commercial carriers of
nitrogen to give the fertilizer mixture used on the beans 1 to
2 per cent nitrogen. Ordinarily, from 200 to 400 pounds of
16 per cent acid phosphate and 25 to 50 pounds of muriate of
potash will supply the necessary amount of phosphoric acid
and potash needed by this crop when grown on average soils
in the eastern part of the State.”
Photos show: (1) Soy beans drilled in corn rows (p. 1).
(2) A man standing in a field of soy beans sown broadcast
on “black land” for hay (p. 3). (3) A field of soy beans with

two barns in the distance (p. 5). Address: Chief, Div. of
Agronomy, NCES [North Carolina Experiment Station],
Raleigh and West Carolina.
935. Kelley, W.P. 1915. The biochemical decomposition
of nitrogenous substances in soils. Hawaii Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 39. 25 p. Aug. 3. See p. 1-5,
19, 24-25.
• Summary: In the section titled “Effects of bacterial action
on different groups of nitrogen compounds” is a subsection
on “Soy bean cake meal” (p. 20) was used as a fertilizer.
During bacterial decomposition over a period of 5 days,
part of the total nitrogen was converted to ammonia. A
table shows that “49.52 per cent of the total nitrogen was
ammonified. The amid nitrogen decreased from 14.97
per cent to 8.33 per cent of the total, the basic diamino
acids from 9.18 per cent to 2.89 per cent, and the nonbasic
nitrogen from 75.84 per cent of 39.25 per cent. Expressed
in percentages of decomposition it is found that 43.06
per cent of the amid nitrogen, 67.10 per cent of the basic
nitrogen, and 48.25 per cent of the nonbasic nitrogen were
ammonified. The organic nitrogen remaining was composed
of 16.51 per cent amid, 5.74 per cent basic, and 77.75 per
cent nonbasic nitrogen compounds, as compared with
14.97 per cent amid, 9.18 per cent basic, and 75.84 per cent
nonbasic nitrogen in the original material.”
In summary, “The ammonification of casein in silica
sand was much more rapid during the first two days than
that of dried blood, soy bean cake meal, cottonseed meal,
or linseed meal, while soy bean cake meal was second
in the order of decomposition. Later loss of ammonia by
evaporation reduced the concentration of ammonia, thus
making it impossible to compare the rates of decomposition.”
Address: Chemist.
936. Warburton, C.W. 1915. Legumes after grain: Crops to
produce fertility, forage, hay or cash. Country Gentleman
80(32):1276-77, 1808. Aug. 7.
• Summary: “Quick-Growing Crops to Plow Under: One of
the best methods of using land from which grain has been
harvested is to plant it to some quick-growing legume which
will add nitrogen to the soil and furnish a plentiful supply of
vegetable matter to plow under as green manure or to use as
forage for livestock. Cowpeas, soy beans and peanuts are the
best of these crops.
“The cowpeas and soy beans may be sown broadcast
with a grain drill or with a cotton planter. If the grain drill is
used they may be sown with all the holes open or, if the crop
is to be cultivated, only from every fourth hole. The usual
method is to sow broadcast or with all the holes of the drill
open.
“Except in the extreme South, where the grain crops
are harvested early and there is a long growing season, the
earlier varieties of cowpeas and soy beans should be chosen.
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The better varieties of cowpeas for growing after grain are
the Whippoorwill, Brabham, Iron, New Era and Groit. In the
northern portion of the area, only early varieties like New
Era and Groit should be grown. Among the better and more
common varieties of soy beans are Ito San and Mammoth.
The Ito San and Medium Yellow are a month earlier in
maturing than the Mammoth. If the crop is to be cut for
hay, it is especially desirable to plant early varieties in order
that they may reach the proper stage of maturity while the
weather is yet good for curing. If the crop is to be pastured
off, early varieties are also desirable so that some seed will
be produced. If, however, it is to be plowed under for green
manure, the varieties should be chosen which will give the
heaviest growth. Among these are the Brabham and Iron
cowpeas and the Mammoth soy beans.
“The rate of seeding for both soy beans and cowpeas
naturally varies with the method of planting. If sown
broadcast, one bushel of soy beans or one to two bushels of
cowpeas are required to the acre. If sown thickly with the
grain drill, one bushel of either crop may be used; while if
planted in wide rows and cultivated, two to three pecks of
cowpeas or one and a half to two pecks of soy beans are
sufficient. Cowpeas and sorghum sown together make a
heavy yield of excellent hay or green forage. If sown in close
drills, one bushel of cowpeas and half a bushel of sorghum
should be used, while if grown in cultivated rows three pecks
of cowpeas and one to one and a half pecks of sorghum are
needed.”
“Another good leguminous crop to follow small grain,
particularly in the Carolinas and the Gulf States, is the
Spanish peanut. This variety grows quickly and makes good
yields of forage and nuts, and at the same time adds nitrogen
to the land. It is particularly good for growing on sandy land,
where the nuts reach their best development.”
937. Williams, C.B. 1915. Soy bean for the North Carolina
farmer. Farmer and Mechanic (The) (Raleigh, North
Carolina). Aug. 31. p. 12.
• Summary: “China and Japan are the greatest producers
and consumers of soy beans in the world. In this country,
particularly so in the South, North Carolina is the state in
which this crop is most generally grown. Thousands of
bushels are shipped from this State to other parts of the
country each year. They grow from the seashore to the
Western boundary, but at the present time their growth
in a more or less intensive way is confined largely to the
northeastern counties of the State. In field trials that have
been made by the Division of Agronomy in different parts
of the State it has been found that this crop not only makes
a satisfactory growth throughout the eastern part of the State
but also in the mountain and Piedmont sections. In the upper
Piedmont and mountains it has been found by repeated
trials as well as by the farmers themselves that the soy bean
generally does better than do cowpeas as a summer growing

legume. The chief reason for this is that the soy bean is much
hardier than the cowpea and will continue growing much
later in the fall than will the pea. Again, the plants will stand
a light frost in the fall without injury while the cowpea will
stop growing when the nights become cool and will be killed
by the first light frost.
“Suitable Varieties: Of the two hundred or more
varieties that have been introduced into this country from
Japan, China, Manchuria and India, not more than a dozen
are commonly grown. In this State, it has been found that
where the growing season is short, as in the case of the upper
Piedmont and mountain sections, early maturing varieties
for seed production like the Wilson and Tar Heel generally
do best. While in the eastern portion of the State, Mammoth
Yellow, Haberlandt, and Hollybrook are good yielders.
In any portion of the State, for hay production, if the
seeding is made early enough, the Mammoth Yellow and
Haberlandt varieties are particularly well adapted. Serious
faults of many varieties are that they ripen unevenly and
the pods burst open when ripe and scatter the seed on the
ground. These qualities will have to be chiefly overcome by
the skilled plant breeder.
“Selecting and Preparing the Soil: Although this crop
will grow on a great variety of soils, it does its best growth
generally on mellow, fertile loams and clays. Soy beans
do fairly well on sandy soils, especially those containing
lime, Swampy and peaty soils after being drained and limed
usually produce well. The more favorable the soil the larger
the development of the plant will be ordinarily, while the
yield of seed frequently is comparatively small, but on poor
soils the production of forage will be relatively small in
comparison with the seed. This is true, to a considerable
extent, however, with most other plants. For their best
development they require a well drained soil, but are able
to stand more water in the soil than either corn or cowpeas
after they have begun to grown. Under no circumstances,
however, should the seed be down on soil which is saturated
with water for a greater portion of the year, nor on close or
other soils that are inclined to bake. Soy beans will grow
on soils too port to grow the clovers but will not generally
do as well on these as will cowpeas. Thorough preparation
of the soils is essential for best results. Breaking of the
land should be deep, and should be followed by a thorough
disking or harrowing. The seed bed should be fairly compact
underneath without being hard and the surface three of four
inches should be loose and mellow. All clods should be
crushed and weeds and grass destroyed.
“Inoculation Essential: Soy beans like other legumes
are characterized by their ability to take free nitrogen from
the air, if the soil is inoculated with the proper bacteria for
this crop. In growing soy beans on land for the first time,
especially in a locality where soy beans have not been grown
previously, it will usually pay to inoculate the soil by one
of the methods generally recommended, either using soil
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from an inoculated field, or one of the commercial cultures.
The latter may now be secured at very reasonable prices.
In some parts of the state, I would say, however, that the
bacteria suitable for inoculating the crop seem to be quite
widely distributed in the soil. When soy beans are planted on
uninoculated soil, the second year, it will usually be found
that nodules are present on the roots in large numbers by
natural inoculation. Experiments have shown that something
like 50 per cent more nitrogen was found in the stems and
leaves of soy beans planted on inoculated than in those
grown on uninoculated soil.
“Fertilization: As soy beans on inoculated soil will be
able to gather their nitrogen from the atmosphere, it will
usually not be necessary on fairly good soils to add but little
if any commercial nitrogen. However, if the soil is poor, it
will pay to make an application of barnyard manure or add
sufficient cotton seed meal, dried blood, fish scrap or other
carriers of nitrogen to give the fertilizer mixture used on
the beans one or two percent of nitrogen. Ordinarily from
200 to 400 pounds of 16 per cent acid phosphate and 25 to
50 pounds of muriate of potash will supply the necessary
amount of phosphoric acid and potash needed by this crop
when grown on average soils in the eastern part of the State.
The acid phosphate alone will generally be sufficient to add
on average soils in the Piedmont and mountain sections
which are not generally in need of potash.
“Seed and Cultivation: Soy beans may be seeded
broadcast with a drill or they may be put in in rows. Where
sown for hay, soiling or grazing, they should be broadcast
or put in with a grain drill at the rate of one to one and onehalf bushels per acre, or if for seed, they should be planted
in rows 30 to 40 inches apart, putting about one-third of a
bushel of seed per acre and using a corn or bean planter. The
plants should average two to four inches apart in the row. In
planting, the seed should be covered from one to two inches
deep with a planter that does not compact the surface, as soy
beans, especially, planted deep are more subject to failure of
stand than most any of our other crops. The planting should
not take place until the land is fairly warm, a good time
being just after corn planting has been finished. The soy bean
may, however, be sown earlier than the cowpea. When sown
in rows, the cultivation should be shallow, especially after
the first one and should be sufficiently thorough and frequent
to keep down grass and weeds and to maintain a good dust
mulch.
“Soy beans are particularly valuable in short rotations
with small grains. The latter is removed in time in the spring
for the soy bean to be planted to make a complete growth
before frost. Particularly so, is this, in the Piedmont and
Coastal Plain section of the State. This crop may be used in
place of cowpeas in almost any rotation which the farmer
wishes to adopt. The soy bean does not seem to benefit an
immediately succeeding crop as much as does a crop of
clover or cowpeas. They fit into a rotation for the Central

and Eastern parts of this State as would red clover in the
mountain section.
“Soy Beans in Mixtures: Experiments have
demonstrated that this crop does well when sown in mixtures
with cowpeas, sweet sorghum or millet. By sowing with
sorghum or millet, the yield of hay is increased and the
protein of the soy bean balances the carbo-hydrates [sic] of
the sorghum and millet.
“When sown with corn, the entire crop is either used
for silage or else for pasturage of stock. In sowing soybeans
or cowpeas, the Clay is a good variety of peas, with the
Mammoth Yellow bean, as they will practically reach the
haying period at the same time when sown together.
“Harvesting for Hay: The harvesting should take place
after the pods have begun to form, but before they are grown.
If left until the pods are fully ripe the beans will shatter out
badly, the leaves will fall off, and the stems will become
too woody for the best hay. There is a rapid decline in the
feeding value of the stems as the plants approach maturity.
In cutting, an ordinary mowing machine with side delivery
attachment or self-rake reaper may generally be used with
very satisfactory results. The vines should be cured in the
swath, winrow [sic, windrow] and cock as is generally done
with cowpeas, exercising care that the vines be exposed to
direct sun light as little as possible after they have wilted
in the swath, in order to prevent the leaves from falling
off. After wilting, rake into winrows and there allow to
remain for a day or two after which, if the weather has been
favorable, they may go into cocks or piles and be capped.
In good weather, they may go into the barn after remaining
in the cocks for about a week. In curing, the best results
are secured by the use of curing frames. These should be
so constructed as to admit of a thorough ventilation of air
through the center of the pile. The piles should be relatively
high in proportion to their diameter. Every precaution
possible should be taken in curing to save the leaves which
are the most valuable parts of the plants for feeding purposes.
On good land a yield of from one to two tons per acre should
be secured” (Continued). Address: Director, North Carolina
Experiment Station.
938. Williams, C.B. 1915. Soy bean for the North Carolina
farmer (Continued–Document part II). Farmer and Mechanic
(The) (Raleigh, North Carolina). Aug. 31. p. 12.
• Summary: (Continued): “Harvesting for Seed: The best
time to harvest for seed is when about three-quarters of the
leaves have fallen and most of the pods are ripe, but before
they have dried out too much and begun to split [shatter]. If
the pods are left to get completely ripe, they will burst open
in cutting and the seed will scatter out on the ground. This is
assuming that the vines are to be cut and thrashed [threshed].
However if the seed are to be harvested with one of the bean
harvesters that are now on the market, the seed will have to
be thoroughly ripe before the machine is put into the field.
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When cutting plants that are to be sent through a thrasher
later, it should take place when they are slightly moist with
dew. The cutting can usually be done satisfactorily with an
ordinary mowing-machine with side-delivery adjustment, or
with a self-rake reaper or binder. Where the acreage is small,
frequently the plants are pulled out or cut with a scythe.
The thrashing may be done with a flail, pea-hullers, or with
grain thrashing machines after some simple adjustments
have been made. It will be an advantage to have a slight
dew on the plants before attempting to handle in thrashing
as the splitting of the seed will be materially lessened.
Thrashing should be done if possible in the field and with
as little handling of the vines as conditions as conditions
will permit. Soy beans ordinarily produce more seed per
acre than do cowpeas. From 15 to 40 bushels per acre are
generally secured, the average ranging from 20 to 30 bushels
when the beans are grown under favorable conditions. As
the seed spoil easily, they should not be stored in bulk after
thrashing, but put in loosely woven bags that will admit a
free circulation of air through them, or else be spread in
a thin layer over the barn floor. The seed of the soy bean,
unlike those of the cowpea, are rarely attacked by the weevil
or other grain insects.
“Soy beans possess a very high value for soil improving
purposes, but they do not seem to leave the soil in as good
condition when removed as do cowpeas and the clovers.
It has been estimated that the value of the fertilizing
constituents contained in a crop of soy beans applied to the
soil as green manure, is $2.44 per ton. As from six to ten
tons of green matter will be produced, it will be seen what
great value this crop possesses for soil improvement. Soy
beans hay, on an average contains 2.48 per cent of nitrogen,
0.40 per cent of phosphoric acid, and 1.32 per cent potash,
which at the commercial prices of these constituents usually
prevailing in the State would make the fertilizing value of a
ton of soybean hay $12.10. Soy-bean seed contain 5.30 per
cent nitrogen, 1.87 per cent phosphoric acid, and 1.99 per
cent potash. When the same valuations are assigned to these
constituents that have to be paid for them in commercial
fertilizers each bushel of soybeans will be found to contain
78 cents worth of fertility.
“Soy Beans for Soiling Purposes: The importance of
the soy bean as a soiling crop is becoming more generally
recognized by stockmen and dairymen. They have high
feeding value and generally produce good results when fed
properly. By planting at different dates, a succession of green
forage would be provided for six to eight weeks during the
latter part of the summer and early fall. When the crop has
become well established, it grows well during drought and
may come on when other crops have wilted and died. They
have been found in soiling purposes to be superior to a
mixture of oats and some other crops. Planted on good soil,
ten tons of green succulent, rich feed should be secured per
acre. If desired, this crop may be put into the silo. For this

purpose it is generally combined with corn, as it does not
seem to do well in the silo alone as it ferments badly, but
when mixed with corn this trouble does not seem to develop.
For silage, the plant should be cut as soon as the pods are
well developed but before they are ripe however. For soiling
purposes the cutting should begin at flowering and may
continue until the pods are three-quarters grown. In putting
soy beans into the silo, they should be arranged in alternate
layers with some crop like corn making the corn layers
double thickness.
“Soy Beans for Pasturage: This crop is rich in protein
and as particularly suited for pasturing hogs especially when
the peas are grown for soil improvement. When the plants
are young and tender, the hogs will practically eat the whole
of the plant, but after they become mature and hard and
woody they will not be eaten so rapidly. By planting the
same variety at different dates, or by using different varieties
of different dates of maturity the grazing may be extended
over a considerable period. The grazing, however, should not
ordinarily begin until after the pods have fairly well formed.
The chief objection to the soy bean as pasturage crop is
that the plant soon after maturity begins to drop its leaves.
Although this crop is chiefly used for pasturing hogs, all
other kinds of live stock may be pastured on it if desired.”
Address: Director, North Carolina Experiment Station.
939. Harvey, T. Weed. 1915. Pays net return of $43.17
per acre: Soybean crop makes a neat profit for the Indiana
farmer–Special method of culture. Farm Life 34(8):9. Aug.
• Summary: A table shows figures for the cost of production
including total cost, cost per acre, cost per bushel, average
yield, gross return, and net return.
940. Koger Pea & Bean Thresher Co. 1915. The threshing
problem solved (Ad). Country Gentleman 80(37):1432, col.
1. Sept. 11.
• Summary: “Threshes cowpeas and soy beans from
the mown vines, wheat, oats, rye and barley. A perfect
combination machine. Nothing like it. ‘The machine I
have been looking for for 20 years.’ W.F. Massey. ‘It will
meet every demand,’ H.A. Morgan, Director, Tennessee
Experiment Station. Booklet 28 free.”
Note: This ad appeared in many subsequent issues of
Country Gentleman, including 13 July 1918, p. 30, col. 1; 7
Sept. 1918, p. 34, col. 1. Address: Morristown, Tennessee.
941. Brackbill, Hugh C. 1915. Protecting the soil: It should
never be without a cover. Country Gentleman 80(40):1525.
Oct. 2.
• Summary: “If possible the soil should never be allowed
to be without a cover even in the summer. The soy bean
as a summer cover crop is a favorite, and its use for green
manuring is past question. Besides the large amount of
forage produced the roots are valuable as a fertilizer, the
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nodules on them often growing to the size of garden peas.
“I sowed several acres of the Medium Early Black
variety for seed. “’What is that stuff growing along the back
road?’ asked Johns. “’Soy beans,’ I replied.
“I asked Johns to go along and look at them closely.
Pulling a few stalks I explained the use of the nodules on
the roots, how they draw nitrogen from the air and store it
in the form of nitrates. “’Must you inoculate the soil as in
the case of alfalfa?’ asked Johns. “’I did this year, leaving a
small plot uninoculated. The nodules from the uninoculated
plot are not so numerous and not quite so large as those from
the inoculated soil.’ “’Then you will always inoculate?’ said
Johns. “’No. After I get the entire farm seeded once I don’t
think it will be necessary. Besides, the material is sometimes
difficult to obtain from the Government. I take one bottle of
solution and dilute it with one quart of water.
“’This is mixed with about a bushel of beans on the
barn floor until every bean has been moistened. Then I take
some middlings and mix with the beans. The meal clings to
the seed, prevents rapid evaporation and protects them from
the late afternoon sun. I always broadcast them late in the
afternoon and then harrow the ground.’
“Inoculation is Seldom Necessary for Cowpeas: When
grown for seed are the pods and stalks good for feeding?’
asked Johns.
“’Yes, they make fine feed, perhaps not quite so
palatable as when cut for hay, but the feeding value is about
the same. An analysis shows they are nearly equivalent to
wheat bran, as they carry a high percentage of protein. In
fact, when I can grow enough to supply my fattening cattle I
shall buy no bran at all.’
“Johns remembered that he was in a hurry. I think
he will try soy beans. Soy beans will grow in almost any
soil and will furnish more forage than cowpeas. Cowpeas
are often preferred to soy beans because of the readiness
with which the nodules are formed, but on account of their
slightly trailing habit they are not so well adapted for forage
as the beans. If grown for hay one peck of rye or millet to
every bushel of peas should be used. The rye and millet tend
to hold up the vines. Cowpea silage is steadily gaining favor
in the Southern and Central states. It contains nearly twice as
much digestible protein as corn silage.
“The Whippoorwill and New Era are the two varieties
best suited to the North. Inoculation is seldom necessary in
the case of cowpeas, as they adapt themselves to almost any
kind of soil, and the nodules are almost as numerous the first
year as the second.
“If sown broadcast one bushel of cowpeas should be
used to an acre and about one and a quarter bushels of soy
beans. One grower I know of says he will never use soy
beans again. He broadcast half a bushel of seed an acre. The
weeds took complete possession of the ground and his seed
was as good as wasted.”
“Seeing a neighbor cultivating corn I stopped to inquire

about the crops.
“’This corn,’ says Mills, ‘is mighty poor; I’ll have to get
some fertilizer and haul a lot of manure if I want a crop next
year.’
A photo shows a horse walking through a field of
soybeans: The caption: “Soy beans will grow in almost any
soil and will furnish more forage than cow peas.”
942. Williams, C.B. 1915. Crop rotations for the piedmont:
Fertility of the soil may be built up by a proper system.
Country Gentleman 80(40):1517. Oct. 2.
• Summary: “From the results of experimental work we
are able to recommend methods which, if followed on the
main types of soil occurring in the Piedmont region of North
Carolina and other states, will come nearer to maintaining
their productivity than will the continuation of methods that
are now too commonly in practice.
“Such a system of management must, first of all,
include the application of phosphoric acid. In addition
it must include either the use of large quantities of farm
manures or the turning into the soil of leguminous crops,
such as cowpeas, clovers, vetches, soy beans, and the like.
The organic matter in the case of the greater portion of the
cultivated soils of this section must be increased before
maximum grain crops can be produced with profit. With this
purpose in view the following rotations are recommended:
“First, a three-year rotation. First year, corn, with soy
beans or cowpeas in the row at planting, or between the rows
before the first or second cultivation, or sown broadcast
and covered at the last cultivation; second year, wheat, red
clover; third year, red clover.
“This short rotation is admirably adapted to the farms
of this section. The corn stover and wheat straw should find
their way back to the soil, either green or after being fed to
stock. The soy beans or cowpeas should be turned under,
as should be the last crop of red clover made in the second
year.”
“If this plan is followed, within a comparatively short
time enough nitrogen should be furnished to the soil by
the soy beans or cowpeas, the clover and the roughage, or
stable manure, if the crops are fed, so that the application
of nitrate or any other form of commercial nitrogen could
be entirely dispensed with. Application of the finely ground
phosphate rock and lime in such a system as this need not be
made more frequently than every four to six years. Livestock
farming in connection with a rotation like this should help
materially in improving the productivity of these soils. A
good four-year rotation is the same as above, with oats and
soy beans or cowpeas following corn the second year. Other
four-year rotations that might be adopted in the Piedmont
Section are as follows: First year, corn; second year, crimson
clover, followed by cowpeas or soy beans; third year, wheat,
red clover; fourth year, red clover.”
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943. Butler, William Reynolds. 1915. New tops on worn
hills: Drainage, livestock, lime, legumes and gumption do
the business. Country Gentleman 80(47):1751. Nov. 20.
• Summary: “If you were to visit Franklin County, Indiana,
and to ask if that old country of hills and hollows held
out any inducements to the young farmer, you would
undoubtedly be referred to the Walters boys. There are two
of them–Herman and George.”
They run the Colescott farm at the top of old Mt. Carmel
hill. It has changed hands only twice in 100 years. Not long
ago it was run down, but now it is thriving.
“’After two years’ experience with soy beans we believe
we have a valuable soil enricher and high-protein feed. In
1914 we put soy beans in the rows with our corn for the
silos. We put the same acreage to corn and beans we had
previously put in corn alone for the silo. After we had filled
the two silos we had eight acres of soys and corn left. This
we shredded and found we had 250 bushels of soy beans
which ran through the shelled-corn spout. We gave quite a
few of these beans to our neighbors for seed and fed the rest
to hogs. We never had hogs do better.’
“Alfalfa, Soy Beans and Corn: “One of our friends told
us of a sale of soy-bean seed at $2.50 a bushel. If this was
true, with beans yielding at the rate of thirty-one bushels to
the acre, we surely overlooked a good proposition, although
we believe the beans fed to the hogs paid us fully as well.
This year we have planned to hog off about twenty acres of
soy beans and corn, and after our last year’s experience we
shall again fill our silos with this combination of crops. This
material, along with our twenty acres of alfalfa, will take
care of the protein element in our feeds, and from now on we
do not aim to buy a bit of supplemental feeds. “’With alfalfa
and soy beans and corn for the silo and for hogging off, we
believe the livestock-carrying capacity of our farm will be
doubled.’”
944. Tritler, Gus. 1915. Reclaiming the sands: Limestone,
legumes and phosphorus have turned the trick in Indiana.
Country Gentleman 80(48):1787-88, 1806. Nov. 27.
• Summary: “The plan for improving the soil in the fields
near the farm buildings has been to apply manure for corn,
then apply limestone and sow oats and clover or alfalfa.
A legume crop is left on the soil, to which is made an
application of rock phosphate or manure and rock phosphate.
“The order of treatment for the outlying fields has been
different. On fields three-quarters of a mile or more from the
barns a crop of cowpeas or soy beans is grown and turned
under for manure, after which limestone and rock phosphate
are applied. These are generally followed by clover or
alfalfa, although this year a thirty-acre field of soy beans was
plowed down in preparation for wheat.
“Before this sandy soil is limed, acid-tolerant legumes
must be planted if a good crop is expected. The soil is too
sour to produce clover. Formerly cowpeas was the principal

crop grown for this purpose, but during the last few years soy
beans have been grown exclusively. Medium-late varieties,
such as the Sable, Hollybrook, Mongol, Auburn, and others
that make heavy growth of vines, are considered best for
this purpose. Brother Leo is growing the Sable almost
exclusively at present.
“Two Tons of Soy-Bean Hay Turned Under: Soy beans
are nitrogen gatherers. But in order to get maximum value
from their growth inoculation is essential. On the Notre
Dame farm they are inoculated by the glue method. About
three tablespoonfuls of ordinary glue is dissolved in a quart
of lukewarm water. The beans are sprinkled with the glue
solution and stirred until each bean has a film of water over
it. About two quarts of dry inoculation soil are thoroughly
mixed with a bushel of beans. The beans are dried in the
shade, after which they are drilled at the rate of a bushel to
the acre. When grown for soil improvement Brother Leo
thinks that planting in rows and cultivating are not necessary.
He believes that just as good results, or better, are obtained
by drilling the beans. The crop of soy beans that had just
been turned under for wheat would have made two or two
and a half tons of hay to the acre. Turning under such a crop
as this greatly increases the nitrogen and organic matter in
the soil and improves its productivity. Turning under a crop
of soy beans that would make twenty-five dollars’ worth of
hay to the acre may seem like expensive improvement. It is,
if you value the crop at its market value. But remember that
it will cost five to eight dollars an acre to harvest, cure and
market the crop. The only logical way of charging a greenmanure crop against a field is to determine the actual cost of
production, including interest on the money invested.”
“The greatest and first need is organic manures.
Farm manures are excellent, but before livestock can be
successfully grown the soil must be improved by growing
legumes–cowpeas, soy beans and vetch–and turning these
under. Limestone and rock phosphate may then be safely
added. Hogs may be introduced to harvest the grain of soy
beans and cowpeas, but cattle have no place on these farms
before limestone has been applied so clover and alfalfa will
produce thrifty crops.
“There is one way in which I am convinced the present
methods in use in the section may be greatly improved–that
is by the use of available acid phosphate until the soil is in
condition to receive the less available rock phosphate. By
using 200 to 300 pounds of acid phosphate to the acre on soy
beans, cowpeas and other green-manure crops, their growth
and value to the soil would be greatly increased. Available
phosphate would also greatly improve other crops grown
before rock phosphate was applied.
“This section offers many opportunities to young men
who have sufficient capital to buy and improve depleted
farms. A farm of this kind should not be expected to pay
expenses before the second or third year. The man without
sufficient capital to carry a place two years should think
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twice before buying.
“Recently a farm of 380 acres, located about two
miles from a railroad station and within six miles of a city
of 60,000 population, was offered at forty dollars an acre.
Counting interest on investments this land could be put into
productive condition at a cost of twenty to thirty dollars
an acre. This would bring the total cost to sixty to seventy
dollars an acre. With twenty-five dollars an acre wisely spent
in improvement the land should produce twenty bushels of
wheat or forty bushels of corn or three tons of alfalfa hay to
the acre.
“The opportunities await the man with capital who has
the right vision and the nerve to keep it. The principal reason
why there are millions of unprofitable acres in Indiana and
in the adjoining states is that the average farmer cannot see
how he can make a profit by turning under a green-manure
crop, such as soy beans or cowpeas, that would sell on the
market for fifteen to twenty-five dollars an acre. A gradual
realization of the need and use of green manures, limestone
and phosphorus will shortly change the declining, temporary
agriculture of this section into a permanently productive farm
business.”
945. North Carolina Highway Historical Marker Program.
1915. Soybean Processing: Commercial processing
of domestic soybeans in U.S. began in 1915 at a plant
which was located two miles north (Sign). Elizabeth City,
Pasquotank County, North Carolina.
• Summary: “Essay (on website): With the boll weevil
taking its toll on North Carolina’s cotton industry, the
Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Company, incorporated to
manufacture cottonseed oil and other cotton by-products,
tried its hand at a new commodity on December 13, 1915.
At that time, under the management of William Thomas
Culpepper, the company crushed approximately 20,000
bushels of soybeans, generating the first commercially
produced domestic soybean oil in the country. The
manufacture of the soybean oil was completed without a
single alteration in existing equipment. Both the oil and
the residual “cake,” usually ground into meal, were highly
marketable. Other oil mills, in towns such as Winterville,
New Bern, Farmville, and Wilson, began working with

soybean oil shortly thereafter. The advent of domestic
soybean processing made the easily grown plant popular
throughout North Carolina.
“The soybean was first planted in America in the late
1800s as forage for livestock. In 1904, George Washington
Carver discovered that the soybean was a good source of
protein and oil. He also learned, in experimenting with crop
rotation, that planting soybeans for two years actually helped
improve the soil conditions for later cotton crops. Following
such research, soybean production increased. The plants
flourish in North Carolina’s hot, humid summers, and as of
2002, the state ranks fifteenth in the nation in soybean yields.
At the time of the first processing in Elizabeth City, North
Carolina was the leading producer of the legume.
“The oil processing plant was located on property at the
juncture of Ehringhaus and McMorrine Streets in Elizabeth
City. It is no longer standing.
“References:
“Biennial Report of the North Carolina Department of
Agriculture, 1914-1916
“United States Department of Agriculture, Yearbook
(1917) (Elizabeth City) The Advance, November 30 and
December 17, 1915
“R.W. Judd and A.H. Probst, Soybeans: Improvement,
Production, and Uses (1973)
North Carolina Soybean Producers Association website:
http://www.ncsoy.or
Note: The website of this marker (No. A-70) is: http://
www.ncmarkers.com/Markers.aspx?MarkerId=A-70
Address: Elizabeth City, North Carolina.
946. Mestdagh, Mr. 1915. Note sur la culture du Soja hispida
à Lusambo, (Sankuru) [Note on the culture of soybeans at
Lusambo (Sankuru), Belgium Congo]. Bulletin Agricole du
Congo Belge 6(3-4):272-81. Sept/Dec. English-language
summary in the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1916.
14:293. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the plant.
Varieties cultivated. Choice of ground. Preparation of the
ground. Choice of seeds. Planting. Germination and duration
of the vegetative stage/time to maturity. Crop management
(cultural care). The soybean as a plant for soil improvement.
Harvest. Preparation and storage. Yields. Enemies of the
soybean (insects).
Yellow soy beans grown in the Congo gave a yield of
seeds of about 1,310 lb/acre [21.8 bu/acre], and black soy
beans gave about 1,590 lb/acre. The plants were found to
do best when planted at the start of the rainy season. Yellow
soybeans took 85-101 days to mature, and black soybeans
took 87-90 days. No dates are mentioned in the article.
Photos (all by Mestdagh) show: (1) A young soy
bean plant. (2) A field of black soybeans under several
palm trees with a person standing in the field. (3) A man
standing in a field of yellow soybeans. (3) Three glass jars
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947. Willson, C.A. 1915. Relation of
steer feeding to farm returns. Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 114. p. 79-110. Dec.
• Summary: Soy beans were grown for
grain and stover each year from 1908 to
1914. The average yield was 1,189 lb (19.8
bushels) per acre of grain and 2,877 lb/acre
of stover. “Soy beans and barley ranked
ahead of all other combinations used in
these experiments in the amount of food
material produced per acre. Soy beans
ranked ahead of cowpeas in the production
of grain each year. Better results can be
secured from soy beans and barley as a
rotation for the production of beef than
from any other combination of crops used
in these experiments. The rotation in which
soy beans were used produced an average
of 57 pounds more beef per acre than that in which cowpeas
were used, and 74 pounds more than that in which corn was
used. Larger beef gains were made per acre when the soy
beans were allowed to reach maturity than when they were
made into hay... The soy-bean grain and barley acre ranked
ahead of all the other rotations in the gross returns of beef
per acre. This rotation produced an average of $61.23 per
acre.” Contains many tables showing results of experiment.
Photos show a field of soybeans (p. 103). Address: Animal
Husbandman, Knoxville, Tennessee.
948. Tonnelier, Adolfo C. 1915. Soja hispida (soy bean) y
Vigna unguiculata (cowpea) [The soybean and the cowpea].
Buenos Aires, Argentina: Ministerio de Agricultura de la
Nación, Direción General de Enseñanza e Investigaciones
Agricolas, Sección Escuelas Especiales. 32 p. No. 42. Report
or Unpublished manuscript. [Spa]*
Address: Chief of the Experiment Station, attached to the
School of Agriculture, Argentina.

containing 100 seeds of three different sizes and types of
soybeans. (4) Soy bean pods, containing from 1 to 4 seeds
per pod. (5) The roots of soybean plants with nodules on
them. (6) Insects (mounted) that attack the soybean.
Note: This is the earliest reliable document seen (March
2019) concerning soybeans in the Belgian Congo (renamed
Zaire in Oct. 1971), or the cultivation of soybeans in the
Congo. This document contains the earliest clear date seen
for the cultivation of soybeans in the Belgian Congo (1915).
The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: Sous
chef culture 1ere classe.

949. Winkler, Gustav. 1915. Resultate ueber Anpflanzung,
Anleitung zur Kultur und zur Verwendung der Sojabohne im
Haushalte [Results of planting, introduction to the culture,
and use of soybeans in households]. Lecture presented at
Mainkur bei Frankfurt am Main. [Ger]*
• Summary: Note: This booklet is owned by the Johann
Christian Senckenberg university library at Frankfurt am
Main, Germany. Address: Frankfurt am Main.
950. Andrews, E.A. 1915. Notes on insect pests of green
manures and shade trees. Indian Tea Association, Scientific
Department, Quarterly Journal Part III. p. 57-62.
• Summary: Insects are described which are injurious to
green manure crops and shade trees in the tea-gardens of
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North-East India. Page 59 states that the Arctiid, Diacrisia
obliqua, Wlk. “was found to attack Soy bean (Glycine soya)
and Desmodium sp. in the Jorhat district of Assam. Other
green manures which it is known to attack are Sann [sic,
Sunn] hemp (Crotolaria juncea) and Groundnut (Arachis
hypogaea).”
951. Davenport, Eugene. 1915. Principal lines of work.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
28:1-27. For the year ended June 30, 1915. See p. 11-12.
• Summary: The section titled “Agronomy” (p. 11-12)
contains exactly the same text concerning soybeans found in
last year’s report. Address: Director of the Station, Urbana,
Illinois.
952. Gill, Norman. 1915. Annual Report of the Kumaun
Government Gardens for the year 1914-15. Allahabad,
United Provinces [India]: Printed by F. Luker, Supdt.,
Government Press. 11 p.
• Summary: Page 5 states: “Soy beans: 15. Further
experiments were carried out with the following varieties of
soy bean–1. Gun bean. 2. Yellow American. 3. Hollybrooke
[sic, Hollybrook]. 4. Yellow seeded. 5. Nagpur. 6. Black Soy
‘Bhat.’ 7. Nepali. 8. Big seeded
“’Yellow seeded again produced the heaviest yield
892 lb. per acre (1913, 688 per acre), followed by ‘Yellow
American’ 849 lb. per acre (1913, 1,263 lb. per acre). The
heavy rain in September when the crop was ripening was
responsible for the low returns: a large per cent. rotted. ‘Gun
bean,’ which produces the finest looking seeds of all the
Soys, yielded only 321 lb. per acre.
“After three years experiments with Soy I have arrived
at the following conclusions:
“(a) The best varieties of Soy for yield and oil
production can only be grown in very rich soils.
“(b) The hilly nature of the district, poor soil, and the
cost of transport are factors that would prevent the profitable
cultivation of the bean.
“(c) The best use to which Soy can be applied in
Kumaun is for green manuring.
“(d) The most useful varieties for green manuring are
‘Black seeded’ (‘Bhat’) and ‘Nagpur,’ which are kinds that
will grow freely in comparatively poor lands, where the large
seeded and oil producing varieties fail entirely.
“Green manuring: 16. A variety of Soy bean, ‘Nagpur,’
which has been found most useful for green manuring
promises to be a very important crop for this purpose, if
cultivators can only be induced to plough it in. This is a
small white seeded kind, poor in yield and oil contents,
but producing the most luxuriant foliage of all the Soys.
The seed, which was planted early in May, had produced a
thick healthy growth by the middle of August when it was
dug into the ground. Experiments will be continued during
the coming season on lands more or less impoverished by

continual potato cultivation.”
In “Appendix B. Distribution list for 1914-15,” page 9
states “To whom supplied: The Superintendent, Government
Bovine Lymph Depot, Patwa Dangar. Articles supplied: 41
lbs. Soy Bean ‘Yellow American.’”
And page 10 (in Appendix B) states: “Soy Beans
‘Yellow American’ have been distributed free of charge to
the following:
E. A. Swetenham, Esq., Ramgarh, 25 lb.; Rai P. Badri
Butt Joehi Bahadur, Almora, 24 lb.; Mohan Singh, Brewery,
6 lb.; Tiloke Singh, Mukhtyar, 5 lb.; Shem Sher Khan,
Brewery, 4 lb.; Dungar Singb, Gathia, 3 lb.; W.J. Cheatel,
Esq., Muktesar, 2 lb.; P. Parma Nand, 2 lb.
“Mrs. McManis, Vergomount; Jeolikote Mission;
the Manager, Vergomount; The Divisional Forest Officer,
Almora; Norman Troop, Esq., Kausani; Mrs. Martin,
Binsar; Mr. A.R. Wilson, Khali via Almora; Superintendent,
Remount Depot, Saharanpur; M.E. Mission, Dwarahat;
Mrs. Iallock, Lohaghat; G. Blake, Esq., Shamkhet; J.D.
Henderson, Esq., Lodh; Jas. J. Evans, Esq., Tirchakhet;
Conservator of Forests; Tehri State, all 1 lb. each.
“Chater Singh, Sadiyatal; Hyat Singh, Sadiyatal; L.
Chiranji Lal Sah, Dewaldhar; Rai P. Leela Nand Joshi Sahib,
Almora; Madhan Singh Munshi, Ramgarh; M. Bisharat,
Ramgarh; M. Teeka Ram, Snow View, Ramgarh; Uma Pati
Chaudhari, Ramgarh; Kharak Singh Padhan, Lamachaur;
Uttam Singh Padhan, Lamachaur; Ishwari Dutt, Kotwalgaun;
Tara Dutt, Kotwalgaun; Ganga Dutt, Kotwalgaun; Puma
Nand Padhan, Kotwalgaun; Parma Nand Melkama, Patgalia;
Narottam Khoula, Gangoli; Chander Singh; Ishwari Dutt,
Post Master, Almora; Ganga Singh Rawat, Benoli P.O.; P. Jai
Dutt, Brewery; Ganga Dhar, Bhabar; Rama Pati, Lamachaur.
Ram Dutt, Nathoopur; Nar Singh, Bhaluti; Moti Nayal,
Deputy Collector, Shahjahanpur; Kala, Sangroula; L. Sib Lal
Sah; L. Bhawani Das Sah, Sub-Inspector; Ishwari Dutt Pant,
Panthgaun; Krishna Nand, Panthgaun; P. Badri Dutt Joshi,
P. Heera Ballabb, P. Ishwari Dutt Tewari, Chanar Singh,
Moti Ram Salam, Daulat Singh, all 1 1b. each.” Address:
Superintendent, Kumaun Government Gardens.
953. Illinois Farmers’ Institute, Annual Report. 1915. The
soy bean. A plant with many uses–Especially valuable for
feeding with starchy grains. 20:252-53.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. A plant rich in protein.
For hay and forage. As a pasture crop. Pork for $2.74
a hundred. As a green manure crop. Soil requirements.
Inoculation. Planting the beans.
“Although the soy bean was introduced into this country
a number of years ago, and has been the object of much
discussion in agriculture literature, most of it favorable,
it is yet grown only in a small way and is unknown to the
majority of farmers except by hearsay.
“Illinois is very favorably situated for the production
of this crop and progressive farmers believe it is destined to
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become one of the most important crops of the State, and one
that will prove very profitable both as a money crop and as
an aid in maintaining the fertility of the farms.”
“The soy bean is readily eaten by hogs and a
considerable part of their growth may be made by
supplementing the corn ration with it. The Alabama
Experiment Station found that when hogs were fed on corn,
100 lb of pork cost $7.63; when fed a two-thirds ration
of corn and pastured on soy beans the cost was $2.74 a
hundred.”
954. Illinois Farmers’ Institute, Annual Report. 1915. Soy
beans. Their use and value–Fertilization–Their place in the
rotation–When and how to sow. 20:251-52.
• Summary: Contents: Historical. Fertilization. Place in the
rotation. When and how to sow: For cover crop, for a full
crop, harvesting, threshing.
The soy bean “has come to stay. Its value as a forage
crop and its wonderful effects as a soil improver have given
it a secure foothold on many farms in Illinois. On most
Illinois soils the soy bean will generally give best results as
a grain crop, though it is excellent as a cover crop for green
manure for plowing under, as it provides a large amount of
organic matter rich in nitrogen.”
“For cover crop.–Soy beans may be sown between the
corn rows at last cultivation with a one-horse wheat drill,
using the middle three holes, although the shading by the
corn will not give them the same chance as when allowed
full possession of the ground after a small grain crop.
“For sowing after harvest on oat or wheat stubble fields
where clover has not been sown or has failed, or after early
potatoes, and as an orchard cover crop, soy beans cannot
be too highly recommended. For this purpose the seed
may be drilled solid at the rate of 1 to 1.5 bushels per acre
after either double disking and harrowing or plowing and
harrowing the stubble ground.
“Harvesting.–When intended to use as hay, the soy bean
should be cut soon after the pods are about half developed. If
left much later the stems become quite woody and inferior in
feeding quality. The method of hay-making is most radically
different from that used with clover, but the curing process
takes a little more time. In bright weather the crop may be
mowed one day, windrowed the next, turned the third day
and put up in small cocks, where it should partially cure
before putting into the barn or stack two or three days later.
“When harvesting for seed the most satisfactory
method is to cut the crop with a mower having a good side
delivery attachment which clears the track for the team on
the next round. If planted in rows and cultivated, the ground
can hardly be kept quite level and a special arrangement
may be needed to raise the sickle-bar sufficiently to keep
it from digging on the rows. The self-binder may also be
satisfactorily used in harvesting this crop. Cut the crop for
seed as soon as most of the pods are ripe. At this stage, most

of the leaves will have turned yellow and many will have
fallen off. The crop will be ready for storing or threshing
soon after cutting. A very satisfactory method is to stack the
crop soon after cutting and then thresh from the stack at a
later convenient time.
“Threshing.–Threshing may be done very satisfactorily
with the common threshing machine arranged so as to run
the cylinder at about half the usual speed for threshing
wheat or oats, without changing the speed of the separator,
by means of two extra pulleys of double the usual
circumference, which are put in place of the regular ones
at either end of the cylinder shaft. In addition, most of the
concave teeth should be removed and, possibly, a board put
in place of the lower concave. A machine fitted in this way
may be made to do clean work without splitting many of
the seeds. A corn shredder can also be used for threshing the
beans as they shell out readily when ripe and properly dried.”
955. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W.; McLean, H.C.; Wilkins,
L.K. 1915. Report of the Soil Chemist and Bacteriologist.
New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 35:207-45. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1914. See p.
222-23, 237, 240-45.
• Summary: The section titled “Continuous growing of
wheat and rye–1914” (p. 222-23) states that Ito San soy
beans were substituted for cow peas on two plots in the
fall of 1913 on account of cow pea wilt in the soil. Table
I (p. 223) shows that “leguminous crops are responsible
for substantial gains in grain and straw and in amount of
nitrogen recovered.”
Table VI (p. 237) shows “The yield of dry matter and
nitrogen as influenced by lime–leguminous crops. Soybeans
(the residual crop in 1914) grown on the limed plots had
more than twice the dry matter as the check plots.
The long section titled “Factors influencing the protein
content of soybeans” (whole plants; p. 240-45) describes
various pot experiments conducted during the summer of
1914. The following factors were studied: Thickness of
planting, date of harvesting, different fertilizer materials, and
different varieties (Cloud, Ebony, Edna, Guelph, Hollybrook,
Manhattan, Medium Yellow, Ohio 9035, Swan, Wilson, Tar
Heel / Tarheel). Medium Yellow, Ebony, and Guelph had the
highest protein content. Address: 1. Ph.D., Director of the
Station and Prof. of Agriculture at the State College, New
Brunswick, New Jersey.
956. Okayama Prefectural Agricultural Research Station
(Okayama Kenritsu Nôji Shikenjo). 1915. Rinji hôkoku. 2,
Aogari daizu no saibai [Special Report No. 2. Cultivation
of soybeans that are cut green, not for their beans but for
their stems and leaves for use as fodder and green manure].
[Takamatsu-machi, Okayama prefecture, Japan]: Okayama
Prefectural Agricultural Research Station. 25 p. 23 cm.
[Jap]*
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Address: Okayama, Japan.
957. Owen, Irving L.; Boughner, William C. 1915. Report
of the Department of Farm Crops. New Jersey State
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 35:201-06.
For the year 1914. See p. 204-05.
• Summary: The section titled “Rice Straw and Soy Beans”
states: “The growing of rye straw followed by soy beans for
seed as a two-crop proposition has worked out very well
this season... The rye was sown in the Fall of 1913 with
fertilizer applied... The field was plowed after the first rain
and planted to Ito San soy beans in rows 28 inches apart
using one-half bushel per acre. Fertilizer was applied with
the grain drill previous to planting the mixture being 225 lbs.
acid phosphate and 75 lbs. muriate of potash per acre. The
beans were harvested with the self-rake reaper and threshed
from the field. The straw was used in the horse barn for litter
as a comparison with sharings [shavings?] had shown this
straw to be worth eight dollars a ton when used as litter not
including the value in the manure.”
Table no. 6–Rye straw and soy Beans. “Summary–Soy
Beans: Total value of crop: 66 bushels of seed @ $2.00 per
bushel, $132; 4.9 tons of straw @ $8.00 per ton, $39.20;
$171.20; total cost: labor, seed and fertilizer, $97.46; total
profit–6 acres, $73.74; average cost per acre $16.24; average
profit per acre, $12.29; average yield seed per acre, 11
bushels.” Address: 1. Farm Manager; 2. Foreman [New
Brunswick, New Jersey].
958. Porter, Robert Percival. 1915. Japan, the new worldpower: Being a detailed account of the progress and rise
of the Japanese empire. London, New York, Toronto,
Melbourne and Bombay: Humphrey Milford, Oxford
University Press. xxiv + 789 p. Illust. Seven colored maps.
Index. 23 cm. [ soy ref]
• Summary: Japan (regardless of race and colour) intervened
in the Great War on the side of her ally Great Britain. They
worked together successfully against Germany in the siege of
Tsing-Tau in 1914 from Oct. 31 to Nov. 7.
Near the front of the book is a table of “Weights,
measures and moneys, for Japan, Great Britain, and the
USA.”
Page 149-50: “The annual average number of
immigrants from Japan is about 20,000. Roughly, half go to
China and the United States of America... Since 1907 two
batches of Japanese emigrants, under 2,000 in all, have gone
to Brazil, the majority of which have been under contract
with the Sao Paulo Government to work in the coffee
plantations.” There are now about 155,000 Japanese in the
United States. Since a 1907 agreement between Japan and
the USA, immigration of Japanese labour to the USA has
been restricted. Some Japanese have tried to enter the USA
by going first to Mexico. There are not more than 2,000
Japanese in Canada at present.

Page 232: In Japan: “The necessity for increased
military and naval expenditure, which rose in connection
with Korea in 1881, called for considerable additional
revenue. Fresh military taxes were therefore levied; incometax was introduced along with indirect imposts [taxes] on
soy [sauce], tobacco, confectionery, and stamps, and the
tax on sake was raised, augmenting the receipts to such an
extent that the Government was able in 1886 to reduce the
land-tax again. But following the war with China [1894-95]
it became necessary to establish occupation and registration
taxes, to raise again the sake tax, and to create a Government
monopoly of leaf tobacco.”
A table (p. 233) shows how the ordinary State revenue
of Japan was derived in the financial years 1898-99 and
1909-10. The two main sources of revenue were: Land
tax (38.4 and 85.7 million yen respectively) and liquor tax
(33.0 and 91.5 million yen). By comparison, the soy tax was
relatively small: 1.54 and 4.73 million yen.
Page 235-36: “The tax on liquors is levied upon (a)
brewers of shurui (alcoholic liquor), which is divided
into five classes, viz. seishu, or refined sake, dakushu, or
unrefined sake, shirozake, or white sake, mirin, or sweet
sake, and shochu, or distilled sake; (b) brewers of beer; and
(c) wine and alcohol and alcoholic liquors other than sake or
beer.”
“Soy tax: The soy tax is levied upon manufacturers of
this sauce at the rate of about 1 3/4 yen per koku. A tax on
soy for household use was introduced in 1900, and ranges
from 50 sen to 4 yen per koku, according to the amount
manufactured. No more than 5 koku of soy per annum may
be made for household use.”
Page 240: A full-page table shows the “Budget for
financial year 1911-12.” The main sources of “Ordinary
revenue” are liquors tax (88.7 million yen), land tax
(75.1 million), customs duties (50.5 million), and tobacco
monopoly (50.5 million yen). Revenue from the soy [sauce]
tax is 4.6 million yen. The sugar excise is 14.7 million yen.
Page 261-62: “The upland fields, being for all intents
and purposes unirrigable, are only to a very limited extent
utilized for the cultivation of rice. Rotation crops are,
however, raised twice a year, usually barley, ‘naked barley,’
and wheat as winter crops, and soya (more properly soja),
sweet potatoes, and millets as summer crops.” A key unit
of area in agriculture is one tan = 0.245 acre. On [lowland]
paddy fields, nationwide over the past 10 years, the average
yield per tan is 7.913 bushels of rice and 6.668 bushels of
barley, which may be considered a representative winter
crop. “Upland fields, upon the same basis, produce 6.638
bushels of barley as a summer crop and 3.756 bushels of
soya bean.”
Another key (larger) unit of area in agriculture is one
cho = 2.45 acre.
A table (p. 263) shows the total area, production, and
yield of 17 major crops in Japan in 1897 and in 1910. Both
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years, the leading crop (by far) in area was rice, followed
(in 1897) by barley, naked barley, wheat, and soya bean. For
1897 the three figures for soya beans were: 1,067,000 acres
under cultivation, 15,381,000 bushels total production, and
14.41 bushels per acre yield. For 1910 the three figures for
soya beans were: 1,137,000 acres, 18,834,000 bushels total
production, and 16.56 bushels per acre yield.
Statistics for “small red bean” [azuki] are also given:
For 1897 268,000 acres under cultivation, 3,069,000 bushels
total production, and 11.45 bushels per acre yield. Thus, in
1897 and 1910 the production of soybeans was roughly 5
times the production of azuki beans.
Chapter 15, “Agriculture,” contains a section titled
“Soya bean” (p. 264-65): The soya, or soja, bean is well
enough known in England as a cattle-food, but in Japan its
application is by no means limited to this use. It is the basis
of the Japanese sauce, soy, of which enormous quantities are
brewed; of miso, or bean cheese [sic], used extensively for
soup and in cookery in general; and of topu [sic, tofu], or
bean curd, a cheap, highly nutritious and very popular article
of diet. The residue from these manufactures is used both as
fertilizer and as cattle food, or, alternatively, an oil of some
value may be obtained from it. It is the principal summer
crop of the upland fields, and its cultivation, which requires
less fertilizer and less labour than other products, is general
throughout Japan and particularly in Hokkaido. But the
supply is far from equal to the demand, and a large quantity
of beans and bean cake is imported from Chosen and
Manchuria, the value of the present importation amounting
to £3,000,000 annually.
“Among other beans the small red bean is largely
cultivated, especially in Hokkaido, and is used for cakes
and confectionery, and boiled with rice on occasions of
ceremony. The Japanese are very fond of peas, horse-beans,
and kidney-beans, which are grown as a stolen crop after rice
in the paddies and just before it in the upland fields.”
Page 269: “A comparison of the relative positions of
human and animal labour in paddy fields and upland farms
for the years 1903 and 1908 (the latest year for which
figures are available) shows that the area tilled exclusively
by human labour still forms a very large proportion of the
total, though it tends steadily to decrease.” “Manual labour
is plentiful and it is chiefly by reason of its abundance
that the intensive system can be carried on. Rice-growing
requires, for instance, the labour of 17 men and 9 women
per cho (2.45 acres), barley and wheat 11 men and 6 women,
tobacco 25 men and 23 women, soya bean 7 men and 5
women, and so on. Farmers, in the vast majority of cases, are
their own labourers, and those who may be distinguished as
‘professional labourers’ are a very small class.”
Page 292: Sea-weeds: “Chief among the sea-weeds used
as food is that known as ‘Kombu’ (Laminaria). It grows
mostly on the shores of Hokkaido and the south-east of
Honshiu [Honshu], and is eaten sliced into very thin shreds.

‘Kanten’ is made by dissolving the weed Tengusa in water
and exposing the resulting gelatinous infusion to the action
of cold by night and the sun by day. Only the Chinese use it
as food, however; in the West it is a substitute for gelatine,
isinglass, starch, and the like. Other sea-weeds are used as
paste.”
Page 319: “Japan is self-supporting in silk weaving,
the preparation of national liquors, soy brewing, matches,
porcelains, and some other articles.”
Page 450: A history and discussion of the South
Manchuria Railway Co.
Page 583: “A Rescript of Emperor Daigo, issued in 930,
said:–’We have seen that many sick people are lying by the
roadside and that no one gives them shelter. We order that
they shall be supplied with shelter and with food. There shall
be given daily to a man or a woman one sho of rice, one
shaku of fine salt, and one go of soy [sauce]...”
Page 692: Hokkaido. “Of the food crops, the soya bean
and the small red bean [azuki] are the most important.”
Agriculture “now constitutes Hokkaido’s principal source of
wealth,” yet fisheries have long been important.
Chapters 44 and 45 (p. 699-733) are about Manchuria;
soya beans are discussed at length. The Japanese government
wisely selected Baron Goto to reorganize the South
Manchurian Railway.
Chapter 47 (p. 745-57), “The Soya Bean,” is basically
the same as that found in the 1911 edition titled “The Full
Recognition of Japan.” Address: Queen Anne’s Mansions,
London, England.
959. Stone, Wm. McD. 1915. Soybean and corn specialist.
Alliance, Ohio: Albert E. Bradshaw, Printing. 65 p. See p.
1-18. Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: Contents: The great responsibility and
opportunity of the 1915 American farmer (“The European
war, the greatest war of all this world’s history, has
not only given to American business men, especially
American farmers, great and wonderful opportunities for
doing profitable business but it has also placed a great
responsibility on American farmers as well. Over 10,000,000
of Europe’s best able-bodied working men, the largest
proportion of them farmers, have been taken from their
regular occupations as producers of the necessities of life and
put to the work of destroying human life and property in a
wholesale way. The complete history of the world can show
no war which for losses can make at all any comparison to
this one. Europe’s great population has never had too much
to eat in its best times of plentiful harvest”).
Introduction (“Nitrogen in a form available as a plant
food is one of the most necessary of all plant foods, the one
in least supply, and consequently the highest-priced of all to
buy. The other great problem is the problem of securing a
fairly cheap and abundant source of digestible protein food,
so absolutely necessary for the proper development of the
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live stock industry on the millions of American farms”).
The universal culture of thrifty, well-inoculated legumes
(“The three greatest requisites in the growing of such crops
are legume seeds, bacterial inoculation for the seeds and
agricultural lime with which to sweeten the soil. We are
better equipped to furnish all of these than is any other
establishment in America”).
“The soybean and the protein problem: On account of
the tremendous increase in population of the large cities all
over this country, most of the live stock farms have been
changing very rapidly from cattle-growing to dairy farms.
This is especially true in the north-east quarter of the U.S.
While an abundance of protein food is necessary for best
results in any kind of live stock production yet a large
proportion of stockmen were not trying very hard to get best
results, so they fed their cattle mostly corn and timothy hay,
with some clover when they happened to have some.
“Now in changing to dairying most of them have already
found out that it is absolutely necessary to have a good
liberal supply of protein grain and forage in order to secure
the best results.
“On the average American farm but a very small
proportion of the protein feed is grown that is necessary
for a proper development or growth of the live stock which
the farm should keep. Only a small proportion of American
farmers grow even a plentiful supply of clover hay. No highproducing dairy cow is able to secure all the protein feed
which she needs, from red clover hay alone. Neither will the
grains commonly grown in the past on the ordinary farm,
such as corn, oats and wheat, furnish the amount or kind of
protein needed to properly balance the feed ration for dairy
cows.
“Where then, as a rule, does the American dairyman
get his protein feed? Well, he buys it in the commercial feed
sacks, and helps his brother farmers to bid up, higher and
higher, the prices of these feeds, put-up and sold by the great
milling companies of this nation. After they, the dairymen,
have deducted from the amount of their cream checks,
their bills for bran, linseed oil meal and other protein feeds
necessary to properly balance up the dairy rations with their
farm-grown timothy hay and cornfodder, they have but little
cash remaining. To increase the size of the cash balances
remaining from these cream checks several changes should
be made in farm management.
“First: Grow the high-priced protein feed on your own
farms, instead of buying it.
“Second; Feed all the farm grown feed to much better
cows.
“Third: Make plans to get better prices for both milk,
butter and calves.
“No other business could endure such systematic
robbery as has the American dairy industry suffered for
years. Certainly it has been the easy and generally willing
prey of worthless ‘boarder’ cows, of extortionate feed-

dealers and of unscrupulous milk buyers. The dairy industry
had better part with these incumbrances as soon as possible.
“What crop will best furnish the rich protein feed to
properly balance up the rations in connection with other
farm-grown feeds? That crop is The Soybean.
“The corn crop long ago solved the problem of
furnishing the bulky carbohydrates food for dairy and beef
cattle, supplemented of course by ordinary farm grown hay.
The growing of soybeans is the most natural and reasonable
way of producing the high-analyzing protein feed on the
average American farm.
“In most sections it will very handily take the place of
oats in a corn, oats, wheat, clover rotation, or if the soybean
ground cannot be put to wheat in time, then clover may be
sown with oats the following spring, thus keeping up the four
year rotation.”
A large photo shows: “One of the World’s RecordBreaking Cows Which Has Its Daily Ration of Stone’s
Soybean Silage.”
“How very valuable as a protein feed is the soybean may
be judged by comparison with other farm crops in analysis
of protein as follows; Soybean grain, 36,3%; oats, 11,8%;
corn, 10,5%; barley, 12,4%; rye, 10.6%; buckwheat, 10%;
flaxseed, 22.6%; cowpeas, 23.5%; sunflower seed, 16.3%;
cottonseed (with hulls), 19.6%; wheat, 11.9%.
“Soybean hay, 15.4%; alfalfa, 14.3%; cowpea hay,
16.6%; peavine [cowpea] hay, 13.7%; vetch hay, 17%;
crimson clover, 15.2%; alsike clover, 12.8%; red clover,
12.4%; orchard grass hay, 8.1%; red top, 8%; blue grass,
7.8%; mixed grasses, 7.4%; timothy, 6%; cornfodder, 5.1%;
corn stover, 4.5%.
“Soybean silage, 4.1%; cowpea silage, 2.7%; peavine
silage, 5.9%; corn silage, 1.9% to 2.2%; sorghum silage,
0.8%.
“The above analyses are from Bulletin No. 155, of Ohio
Agricultural Station at Wooster, Ohio. Notice the higher
protein content of all the legumes in the above list, compared
with the non-legumes.”
“We believe that the poultry business is going to prove
one of the large bidders for the commercial soybean grain
crop...”
“Seed of over 300 varieties of soybeans have been
imported from India, China, Japan, Siberia, Manchuria, and
other nations by the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture and tested by
it as to grain and forage yields and other qualifications. We
have tried out about 50 of the best varieties and sell to our
customers only those varieties which have proved to be the
most satisfactory for either grain, hay, ensilage, or green
manuring.
“The time is not far distant when but comparatively few
progressive livestock farmers will not grow soybeans as one
of their regular farm crops.
“Soybeans for Ensilage: A large proportion of the
soybeans now grown on dairy farms are cut for ensilage.
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This saves the whole plant; leaves, stems and grain and at a
time when it contains the most digestible food. Soybeans do
not make good-keeping ensilage by themselves because they
are hollow-stemmed. But if mixed with corn for ensilage, the
sap from the green corn will fill up these hollow stems and
the silage will keep very well and will also be mixed, ready
for feeding.”
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/
usda-nurseryandseedcatalog Address: Soybean and Corn
Specialist, Atwater, Portage County, Ohio.
960. Williams, C.B. 1915. Report of the Division of
Agronomy. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 38:10-16. For the year ended June 30, 1915.
See p. 15-16.
• Summary: “Much work in the breeding of velvet beans,
cowpeas, and soybeans has been carried on at the Central
farm with promising results.”
“A number of varieties of soybeans, too, have been
tested on the farms of F.P. Latham of Belhaven and W.T.
Holderness of Tarboro. Both of these gentlemen have shown
great interest in the results that are being secured in the
tests.”
“During the spring arrangements were made for
conducting with the Office of Forage Crop Investigations
of the Bureau of Plant Industry a series of experiments
with cowpeas and soybeans. In these investigations plats
were planted which were designed to study the relative
value of different varieties; of different methods of culture;
of different rates of seeding; and of different times of
planting of soybeans and cowpeas. These experiments are
being conducted at the Buncombe and Edgecombe farms.”
Address: Chief, Div. of Agronomy.
961. Dean, William Harper. 1916. Crops that grow
crops: They make land richer and pay their way. Country
Gentleman 81(1):3-4. Jan. 1.
• Summary: The biggest problems in American farming
today are restoring fertility to worn-out soils and preventing
the loss of soil fertility. The most economical way to do this
is with legumes, which take nitrogen from the air, store it in
root nodules, and finally give it to the soil. Various legumes
are discussed, including red clover, crimson clover, sweet
clover, vetches, soy beans, and cowpeas.
“Soy beans. A legume yielding a hay rich in protein,
making heavy growth and capable of enriching the land to
a greater extent than cowpeas. The stubble of soy beans is
commonly turned under after the hay has been cut. This
legume has a wide range of climate, succeeding where
cowpeas fail–especially in far northern latitudes. When
planted in fields that have not grown the crop in the past the

land should be inoculated.”
962. Vrooman, Carl. 1916. Grain farming in the corn belt
with live stock as a side line. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No.
704. 48 p. Jan. 20. See p. 16-19, 21-23, 25.
• Summary: Soy beans are mentioned briefly (p. 16-17) in
the section titled “Rotations.” One good rotation is corn,
soy beans or cowpeas, wheat, then clover and timothy. A
good sandy land rotation is soy beans with a rye cover crop
followed by corn with a rye cover crop.
The section on “Legumes” (p. 17-22) states that
“Alfalfa, soy beans, clover, and sweet clover are the legumes
best adapted to the corn belt.” “Alfalfa can be made to grow
fair crops on poor soil, but if the soil is very thin it is always
advisable to put on a good coating of stable manure or grow
and plow under a crop of soy beans, cowpeas, or sweet
clover, before seeding to alfalfa.”
The subsection on “Soy Beans” (p. 21-22) states: “Soy
beans are a splendid legume crop with which to fill in when
clover or other crops fail, or for building up thin, sandy soil.
At present they bring the largest money return when sold for
seed, but are a profitable crop, either cut for hay, used for
pasture, hogged down, or fed as concentrates. This crop is
usually planted a little later than corn, on ground prepared
as for corn. Whether sowing solid or in rows, use from four
to five pecks of seed per acre. Inoculation is necessary when
starting soy beans on a new field. A grain drill is the best tool
for seeding soy beans.”
“Cut soy beans for hay while the leaves are still green
and with the beans in the ‘dough.’ For seed, cut after the
leaves are well ripened and beginning to fall and the seed
pods well dried and almost ready to open. If allowed to
stand too long, however, a large percentage of the beans will
shatter out in handling. Cut for hay with an ordinary mower
and rake and bunch as soon as the vines have wilted, It takes
several days of bright drying weather to cure the hay so
that it can be stacked safely or put in the mow. Cut for seed
with the binder, if the vines are tall enough, otherwise use a
mower, preferably with a buncher attachment. If you have
no buncher, use the mower and follow immediately with the
rake, Handle the vines as little as possible.
“Soy beans are easily thrashed with either a bean huller
or a common thrashing machine. If the latter is used, all the
concaves should be removed and the cylinder run at about
half-speed. Thus few beans will be cracked, yet if a good
current of wind is kept on the riddle the beans will be well
cleaned.
“Care should be taken to let soy-bean seed dry
thoroughly before putting away in tight bins, as they contain
a large amount of moisture.
“Another way to handle soy beans is to drill them
with corn and then hog off both together. This makes
approximately a balanced ration, which serves admirable for
hog feed. A field planted in this way is almost sure to give a
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good cash return. A farmer in Champaign County, Illinois,
hogged off 40 acres of corn and soy beans in 1914 and found
that the field gave him a net profit of $9.60 per acre more
than any other field on his 800-acre farm.”
Soy beans are also discussed in the section on
“Inoculation” (p. 25). Address: Asst. Secretary of Agriculture
[USDA].
963. Morse, W.J. 1916. Soy beans profitable to cotton states:
Expert of the Department of Agriculture gives thorough
lesson on soy beans, which have greater feeding value than
cottonseed meal. Crop would thrive in Louisiana. Item
Farmer (New Orleans, Louisiana) 4(42):8. Jan. 22.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Adaptations. Soil
preparation. Fertilizers. Inoculation. When to sow. Rotations.
Mixtures. Many varieties. Soy beans for hay. Soy beans for
pasture. Soy beans for soiling. Soy beans for ensilage. Soy
beans for seed. The feeding value. Storing soy beans. Value
for human food. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA.
964. Puig y Nattino, Juan. 1916. El cultivo de la soya [The
cultivation of soybeans]. Revista del Ministerio de Industrias
(Montevideo, Uruguay) 4(19):78-91. Jan. [7 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Describes variety trials conducted in Uruguay
using seeds supplied by the USDA. The varieties harvested
in March 1915 included Peking, Arlington, Pinsu [Pingsu],
Jaba, and Mammoth. A table (p. 79) shows that the yields
of seed were very small, but that Mammoth gave by far the
largest seed yield, 320 kg/ha. Discusses the many ways that
soybeans (las habas de soya) are used as food in Japan,
including soy sauce (Shoryu [sic, shoyu]), cooked whole
soybeans, tofu or soybean cheese (Tofú ó Queso de habas de
Soya), and soymilk. They used Mammoth variety soybeans,
grown in Uruguay, to make soymilk. Seven tables (p. 84-90)
give the nutritional composition of five different soybean
varieties tested in Uruguay, planted in 1914 or 1915. An 8th
table (p. 91) gives the nutritional composition of soymilk.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
concerning soybeans in Uruguay, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Uruguay.
Note 2. This journal is published in Uruguay by the
Ministerio de Industrias y Trabajo.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the word Tofú or the term Queso
de habas de Soya to refer to tofu. Address: Ing. Agrón.,
Director del Laboratorio Agronómico en la Inspección
Nacional de Ganaderia y Agricultura.
965. Wing Seed Co. 1916. Wing’s seed book (Mail order
catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 96 p. Jan. Illust. Index. 25
cm.
• Summary: Joseph E. Wing, a pioneer in introducing alfalfa
and soy beans, died on 10 Sept. 1915, “a few weeks” before

this catalog was published. The front cover bears the date
1916 and two sepia photographs of farm fields, the bottom
one with a young boy and girl. There are two inserts. One
is a price list dated Dec. 27, 1915. The other, by Charles B.
Wing, announces “A Wing farm for sale.” The Introduction
contains a tribute to Joseph Wing, and also mentions his
work with soybeans. This catalog contains a fairly long
section on “Soy beans” (p. 15-18) with the following
contents: Introduction. Planting and cultivation. Inoculation.
Harvesting for grain. Harvesting for hay. Varieties (grain vs.
forage varieties).
Grain varieties: Wing’s Mikado, Wing’s Mongol, Ito
San, Medium Green, Mammoth, trial ground’s beans. Forage
or dual purpose beans: Wing’s Extra Select Sable [black
seeded], Wing’s Pedigreed Sable, Wing’s Royal (new;
another selection from Wing’s Extra Select Sable), Jet,
Wilson.
Photos show: (1) A man wearing a hat, coat and tie
standing knee-deep in a field of Wing’s Pedigreed Sable
Soybeans. (2) Mature uprooted plants bearing leaves and
many pods: Wing’s Mongol soy bean. (3) Ito San. (4) Wing’s
Pedigreed Sable. (5) Forage Beans–Wing’s Sable on the
right, Wilson on the left. Planted in rows 8 inches apart. (6)
Wing’s Mikado, with many pods. Wing’s Royal.
The price list gives prices for five different types of
“Soys.” Prices are given for the following: per pound
postpaid ($0.35–$0.45), per 10 lbs. not postpaid ($0.60 to
$1.00), per 60 lb ($3.25 to $5.00), per 100 lbs ($5.40 to
$8.35), 5 bushel lots per bushel ($3.20 to $3.80), 10 bushel
lots per bushel ($3.15 to $3.75). The five types of “Soys” are
(in ascending order of price): (1) [Wing’s] Extra select Sable,
Wilson, Jet, (2) Mikado and Mammoth, (3) Ito San, Mongol,
Medium Green, (4) Wing’s Royal, and (5) Wing’s Pedigreed
Sable.
The farm for sale is 240 acres located 5 miles west of
Mechanicsburg, “a village of 2,000 inhabitants with splendid
high school, good churches, and good shipping facilities. A
macadamized road extends from Mechanicsburg to within
one-half mile of this farm.” On the farm is a comfortable
six-room house and a barn 36 by 80 feet built 4 years ago
at a cost of $3,500. Prices and terms: $25,000. One third
cash, balance in yearly installments of $1,000. 6% interest.
“Possession can be had immediately or March 1st, 1916.”
For further details contact Chas. B. Wing, President and
general manager, The Wing Seed Co., Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
Note. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Wing’s Pedigreed Sable.
This variety is not mentioned in Wing’s previous catalog
(Jan. 1915), which is owned by Soyfoods Center. Address:
Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
966. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1916. What variety of soy beans?
41(7):265. Feb. 18.
• Summary: “An Illinois correspondent writes: ‘What variety
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of soy beans would you plant with corn?’
“The different varieties of soy beans differ as much at
time of maturity as the different varieties of corn. The very
early varieties of soy beans, like the very early varieties of
corn, are small, and rather light both in forage and grain.”
The Early Black, or Buckshot, is very early, maturing
in only 80-90 days. Ito San takes 90-100 days, and Medium
Brown takes a little longer, and Mammoth Yellow takes
about 120 days. Chose a soybean variety that matures at the
same time as your corn variety–if you plan to plant both at
the same time. Generally, the later the variety, the ranker its
growth. Address: Des Moines, Iowa.
967. Latham, F.P. 1916. Soy beans for southern farmers:
Forage crops vs. cotton, and soy beans as a solution–second
in a series of three articles. Progressive Farmer (The)
(Raleigh, North Carolina) 31(9):286. Feb. 26.
• Summary: “The lack of adequate forage production in
the South, of both roughage and grain, is the most serious
impediment in our advance to the place to which our soil and
climate entitles us.” The South needs “provender crops” now
that little profit can be made from growing cotton. Legumes
assimilate nitrogen from the air and transform it into valuable
animal feeds without drawing heavily on nitrogen in the soil.
“I know of no plant that extracts more of its composition
from the invisible wealth about us than the soy bean. Nor
do I know any other plant that fills the numerous forage
requirements of the Southern farmer as perfectly as it does.
As a producer of hay its yield per acre of a high-class
article is equal to that of any of our recognized hay plants.
It possesses the added advantage over many other crops
of being a creditable grain yielder... the hay has proved
practically equal to alfalfa, a feed recognized as being in
the ‘A’ class of American provender. The grain contains
much higher feeding value than corn; in fact, the digestible
contents are higher than cottonseed meal.
“The plant... has the knack of coming back and making
good after receiving setbacks that would put a less hardy
plant entirely out of business. It is further possessed of
a wonderful capacity for adjustment. It can be wedged
in all over the farm, once the habit is formed. Drilled or
broadcasted after wheat or oats, it gets busy and makes a
valuable second crop. Planted in corn in June, it utilizes the
time of the land from corn maturity to near frost, without
lessening the yield of the latter.” The writer has used it as a
“catch crop” sowed at the last working of corn and peanuts.
The key is to use legumes.
A small oval portrait photo shows F.P. Latham. Note:
This periodical is published in Raleigh, North Carolina.
Address: Belhaven, North Carolina.
968. Jones, S.A. 1916. Peas and beans. Monthly Crop Report
(USDA) 2(2):18-19. Feb. 29.
• Summary: “Since the discovery, in the present generation,

of the full value of the legumes as soil renovators, through
the addition to the soil of nitrogen, the importance of their
place in an intelligent system of farming continues to receive
increasing recognition by the average farmer.” Each of the
major types is discussed in this order: Soy beans, common
white and colored beans, lima beans, velvet beans, Canadian
field peas, and cowpeas.
“Soy beans: The soy bean is to a certain extent a
competitor of the clovers, but its principal usefulness is as
a substitute for the latter is sections where clovers are not
successfully grown. The production of soy beans met first
with marked favor in North Carolina and Tennessee, and
these two States remain the leaders in the production of this
crop, though their area of growth has rapidly extended into
other States, particularly to the north and west. They are
comparable with cowpeas as a forage crop, but have met
with more favor north of the cotton belt than in it, where
cowpeas have the preference.
“The relatively greater popularity of the soy bean
compared with the cowpea in the northern portion of their
range of cultivation, may be in part due to the fact that the
former produces relatively better than the latter on rich clay
loams, and more poorly on thin and sandy soils. It also does
better on lowlands. Conversely, droughty conditions and
extreme heat cause the leaves to drop from the plant, making
it less valuable for hay, the grain shatters badly, and the crop
requires much more skill and attention in handling than
cowpeas, which facts, particularly in view of the type of farm
labor in much of the cotton belt, makes it less available there
than the cowpea.
“Soy beans are not generally used as a human food in
this country, although perfectly edible. Its principal use is
as a stock food, about 10 per cent being fed as mature grain,
mostly in the form of milled feed, 15 per cent as grain in
the straw, either cut or pastured, and 52 per cent as hay cut
green or siloed. Four per cent is plowed under for fertilizer,
about 18 per cent, or over 3 bushels from each acre, is saved
as seed. As one bushel out of the normal yield of 18 bushels
per acre would suffice to seed an acre, if broadcast, and
half a bushel if planted in cultivated rows, it is evident that
the acreage of this crop must be increasing rapidly. In dairy
sections, the soy bean is often planted with corn, and both
crops are harvested together and cut up for silage.”
A table (p. 19) titled “Soy beans” gives statistics on
utilization in the following states: Virginia, North Carolina,
Ohio, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, and All other. For
each state is given (in 11 columns): Percentage of the crop
used for: Human food (grain), stock feed (matured grain),
stock feed (mature grain fed in the straw or pastured), seed,
cut green for hay. Normal yield per acre: Grain, plant cut
green for hay. Planting, usual date. Harvesting, usual date.
Acreage, compared with total acreage of all beans and peas
in State. Virginia has the highest use for human food (6%).
Mississippi has the highest yield of grain (22.0 bu/acre)
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(6.612%), and Swan (6.533%).
Table 5 (p. 177) shows (for these 15
varieties) the yield of dry matter and nitrogen
content of these soybeans (1915, calculated
to acre basis). The three columns are: Dry
weight of vines and pods (lbs), dry weight of
shelled beans (lbs), and per cent nitrogen in
shelled beans. Each of the three columns is
divided into two parts: Limed, and unlimed.
The two soybean varieties with the highest
yields of dry weight of shelled beans (both
limed) were Swan (1,278 lb) and Edna
(1,240 l). Address: 1. Director; 2. Associate
Soil Chemist. Both: New Jersey Agric. Exp.
Station.

followed by Virginia (20 bu) and Ohio (20 bu). Ohio has the
highest percentage of soybean acreage compared with total
acreage of all beans and peas in State (43.0%), followed
by Tennessee (15.0%), and Alabama (5.0%). Soybeans are
planted from May 15 to June 15 and harvested from Sept. 10
to Sept. 20.
Note: This is the earliest USDA publication seen that
gives statistics on soybean utilization (by state) in the United
States; however it does not give soybean production or
acreage by state, or in the USA as a whole. Address: Bureau
of Crop Estimates.
969. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W. 1916. Factors influencing
the protein content of soybeans. Soil Science 1(2):171-78.
Feb. [2 ref]
• Summary: This is a continuation of work begun in summer
of 1914, an account of which was given in the Annual
Report of the New Jersey Experiment Station for that year.
Contents: Introduction. Series I: Rate of seeding. Series II:
Can nodule formation be depressed? (by adding nitrogen to
the soil). Series III: Varieties. Variety test of soybeans–Field
experiment. Crop of 1915.
The following 15 varieties were tested: Baird, Black
Eyebrow, Claud, Ebony, Edna, Guelph, Hollybrook, Ito San
(Plot 67), Manchu, Manhattan, Medium Yellow, Ohio 9035,
Swan, Tarheel, Wilson. Table 4 (p. 175) shows (for these 15
varieties) the grams of dry matter, percentage of nitrogen,
and total amount of nitrogen in the green vines and pods,
matured stems, and matured seeds. Five varieties show more
than 6.5% of nitrogen in the dry beans: Manhattan (6.809%),
Hollybrook (6.775%), Black Eyebrow (6.660%), Ebony

970. Latham, F.P. 1916. The soy bean a great
soil builder: Third and last of a series of
articles on soy beans for southern farmers.
Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North
Carolina) 31(10):342. March 4.
• Summary: “Above all others, the problem
of paramount importance to the owners of
the farms of the Cotton Belt today is the
restoration of fertility and the maintenance of productive
capacity... The only continued assurance of permanent
fertility of soils is the maintenance of humus, and the only
practical and economical source of valuable nitrogencarrying humus open to all farmers is by legume culture.”
“One of the most prevalent and economical methods of
utilizing the soy bean crop is to feed as forage and use the
manure for renovation. Another very popular method that has
its strong advocates is that of ‘hogging down’ the crop. By
the latter method the labor of harvesting is eliminated and the
whole amount of nitrogen less the small amount going into
the composition of the animal body is returned to the soil.
“The practice of storing free nitrogen from the air in the
soil is the South’s salvation. If soy bean’s are the agents to
be used, they will pay a substantial revenue to the grower
for the privilege of feeding to his hungry soils this invisible
necessity to which all plant life owes its vigor. Their
character of growth and habits of production both commend
them to the. Southern farmer as a renovator. If conditions
change after the crop has been planted, making the alteration
of plans desirable, the utilization of the crop can be switched
to any one of many channels of usefulness. In other words,
they constitute the monkey-wrench member of the legume
family.
“A renovating plant to be popular with Southern
farmer’s must be a dual purpose one, able to stand abuse
and still make good. Soys fit that angle. My observation
and experience have led me to the conclusion that if soys
are given their proper place and attention on every farm,
the grower’s anticipation will be fulfilled with gratifying
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results.”
An oval portrait photo shows F.P. Latham. Address:
Belhaven, North Carolina.
971. Country Gentleman. 1916. The R.F.D. letter box: Soy
beans for humus. 81(12):635. March 18.
• Summary: “’When shall I plant soy beans to plow under to
improve the soil?’ asks a Pennsylvania farmer. ‘What shall I
plant for early pasture for hogs?’
“The medium green [sic, Medium Green] soy bean is
one of the most satisfactory for soil improvement in this
man’s latitude. In the first week of June he should drill six
pecks of seed to the acre solid, like wheat, in a well-prepared
seed bed. The crop should be plowed under when nearly
mature. One hundred and fifty pounds of acid phosphate an
acre should be applied with the seed.”
972. Phillips, Thomas D. 1916. Soybeans in rotation. Ohio
Farmer 137(13):455. March 25.
• Summary: An account of an experiment at the Ohio State
University farm in 1915. Includes a statement of the labor
costs to produce the crop. A photo shows numerous soybean
haycocks at Ohio State University.
“For several years soybeans have been grown on the
Ohio State University farm in a four-year rotation of corn,
soybeans, wheat and clover. The success of this rotation has
at times looked rather doubtful, but it has now passed thru
its eighth year and the prospects look bright.” Address: Ohio
State Univ.
973. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1916. Seeds
and plants imported by the Office of Foreign Seed and Plant
Introduction during the period from October 1 to December
31, 1913. Nos. 36259 to 36936. No. 37. 95 p. March 25.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Soja max (L.) Piper.
(Glycine hispida Maxim.)
“36576. From Fakumen, Manchuria. Presented by Dr.
S.A. Ellerbeck, Mukden Hospital, who secured them from
Mr. F.W.S. O’Neill, Fakumen. Received November 1, 1913.
‘A bean called white eyebrow bean. This is the nearest I
can obtain to the bean you mention. It is said that this bean
produces plenty of oil. The name seems to arise from the
white edge from which the sprouts come.’ (O’Neill.)
“36643-36653. From Newchwang, Manchuria.
Presented by Mr. George F. Bickford, vice consul. Received
November 24, 1913. Quoted notes by Mr. Bickford.
“36643. ‘Large black beans, Ta hei tou. From Hsin Minfu.’
“36644. ‘Large, round, black bean, Ta lieh hei. From
Hsin Min-fu.’
“36645. Small black beans, Hsiao heo tou. From Hsin
Min-fu.’
“36646. ‘Green soy beans, Ching tou. From Chang
Chun, north of Mukden.’

“36647. ‘White eyebrow soy bean of the Fakumen
meadow land.’
“36648. ‘White eyebrow soy bean, Pei mei. From Sze
Ping Kai, northeast of Mukden.’
“36649. ‘Golden yellow soy beans, Chin hwang tou.
From north of Mukden.’
“36650. ‘Yellow soy bean, Hwang tou. From Liao River
Valley.
“36651. ‘Golden round soy bean, Chin yuan or Chin
yuan tou. From north of Mukden.’
“36652. ‘Yellow soy bean, Yuan tou. From Kung
Chuling, south of Harbin. Round.’ Note: Kungchuling, Chilin
-> Gongzhuling, Jilin.
“36653. From Peh tuan lin tza, northern Manchuria.
Presented by Mr. N. Kristiansen, at the request of Dr. S.A.
Ellerbeck, Mukden Hospital. Received November 29,
1913. ‘Manchurian bean, from Heilung chiang [pinyin:
Heilongjiang], northern Manchuria.’ (Kristiansen.)”
“36718/36810. From China. Collected by Mr. Frank
N. Meyer, Agricultural Explorer for the Department of
Agriculture. Received November 28, 1913. Quoted notes by
Mr. Meyer.
“36785. ‘(No. 1972a. Peking, China. September 29,
1913.) The original wild soy bean, which occurs in North
China here and there in hedges, copses, between shrubbery,
and between reeds (Phragmites communis) on the drier
places, where it turns itself around any support available.
The beans are blackish and very small and are inclosed
[sic] in small pods, which are quite hairy, though looking
typically like some of the smaller cultivated varieties of soy
beans. The poorest of the Chinese eat the young pods when
boiled, but the plant at large is considered a weed and is
gathered only when large quantities are found, in which case
it is fed to domestic animals as a fodder. Of value possibly
as a fodder plant when sown out among erect-growing
vegetation, like barnyard millet, Johnson grass, and corn.
Chinese name Mau doh, meaning ‘hairy bean’.’”
“36809. ‘(No. 1996a. Peking, China. October 30, 1913.)
A rare, brown and black striped variety of soy bean, used
roasted as a delicacy. Very wholesome, apparently, and
worthy of trial by the American public. Could be slightly
salted and buttered and sold like pop corn and peanuts.
Chinese name of this bean Ghu pee doh, meaning ‘tiger-skin
bean.’
“36829/36840. From Pying Yang, Chosen (Korea).
Presented by Mr. Charles L. Phillips, Presbyterian Mission.
Received December 10, 1913. Quoted notes by Mr. Phillips.
“36829-36837. ‘The soy bean in Korea is usually sown
in the fields with millet. In the early spring, after the millet
has reached the height of 2 or inches, the beans are dropped
in between the hills of the grain, all of which is sown in rows
and cultivated with the Korean ox plow. Beans of this kind
produce best in heavy clay soil rather than in light, stony
ground. These beans serve as food for man and beast and
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are used most extensively throughout this whole northern
country. For man, bread and cake are baked with these beans,
a sloppy cereal dish is cooked, and, of course everywhere
soy is made. Especially with the yellow varieties, bean
spouts are grown during the winter, which furnish a fresh
vegetable dish for the people when green things are scarce.
The beans are put in an earthen dish and daily sprinkled with
water and kept in the warm living room of the house, where
they are quickly sprouted and send long shoots out from the
dish. These sprouts are a great relish. They are boiled and
eaten with rice and millet. For fodder, the beans are fed in
the pod to the cattle and horses, but in cold weather are most
often boiled and fed as a hot mash.’
“36829. ‘No. 1. Yellow. This is the most common of all
soy beans in Korea.’
“36830. ‘No. 2 Small Yellow.’
“36831. ‘No. 3. Black.’
“36832. ‘No. 4. Green. These beans are also roasted and
popped like our pop corn or like roasted chestnuts. A great
favorite among the Korean children.’
“36833. ‘No. 5. Brown. Rarely grown in northern
Korea.’
“36834. ‘No. 6. Brown and black.’
“36835. ‘No. 7. Black and yellow.’
“36836. ‘No. 8. Mottled green and black.’
“36837. ‘No. 9. Black with white spots. Called
sometimes in this province ‘widowers’ beans.’”
“36846-48. From Dalny, Manchuria, Presented by Mr.
Albert W. Pontius, American consul. Received December 10,
1913.
‘A large variety of beans is grown in Manchuria, and
together with their resultants, bean cake and bean oil, they
constitute by far the most valuable item in the export trade
of the three provinces. In the month of April they are sown
by hand in drills and the crop is ripe in September; but as
regards the beans of commerce there is an exception, namely,
the small green bean known as Lu tou (Phaseolus aureus
Roxb. [Roxburgh, mung bean]), which ripens as early as
July and can be sown again in that month and gathered early
in October. The Chinese distinguish the beans of commerce
by their colors. At the end of March or beginning of April
the ground fertilizer (night soil and animal manure) is
spread over the fields in the furrows in which the previous
season’s beans were cultivated. The soil in the old ridges is
then turned with the ordinary shallow native plow, the new
ridges being formed where the fertilizer has been spread. The
ground is broken with a wooden roller drawn by a mule, the
tops of the ridges being partly leveled. A line marker is then
used on the leveled ridges, this implement marking a shallow
trench, preparing the ground for seeding purposes.
“The planting of beans in Manchuria takes place
during the month of April. The seeding is effected in two
manners, the beans being sown in light furrows or in finger
holes placed uniformly apart. The former method is quite

simple and requires no explanation; in the use of the latter
method, the finger holes are about 9 inches apart, four or five
seeds being dropped in each hole. The amount of seed used
differs in the various districts, a higher altitude requiring a
proportionately larger quantity of seed. The following shows
the different quantities of seed used in the varying latitudinal
districts of Manchuria: Liaotung Peninsula (district south
of Tashihchiao), thirty to forty-five hundredths of a bushel
per acre; Mukden, Tiehling, and Kaiyuan, from forty-five to
sixty hundredths of a bushel per acre; Kirin [pinyin: Jilin],
from sixty-five to eighty hundredths of a bushel pre acre;
Heilungchiang [pinyin: Heilongjiang]; eighty hundredths of
a bushel or more per acre. The first breaking and weeding
of the soil takes place from six to ten days after seeding and
when the sprouts are from 3 to 4 inches in length. Weeding
is subsequently effected during intervals of four or five
days (every ten days in northern Manchuria). Native hoes
and rakes are used for weeding, the ground being broken
with a wooden plow drawn by a horse or mule. The period
of harvesting is from the latter part of September to the
beginning of October, the bean plants being cut close to the
roots, a stone roller or wooden flail being used in hulling.
The average crops per acre by districts are estimated as
follows: In southeast Manchuria and the coast of the Yellow
Sea the yield is from 10 to 15 bushels per acre; in the Liao
River valley, Changtu, Kaiyua, Tiehling, and Mukden the
yield is from 40 to 50 bushels per acre; at Kirin the yield
is from 24 to 26 bushels per acre; and in Heilungchiang
(Amur district) the yield is from 17 to 22 bushels per acre.’
(Pontius).
“36846. ‘Yellow bean. Pai mei, ‘white eyebrow,’ from
the white scar on the saddle, or point of attachment to the
pod. This variety is highly prized for the quantity of oil or
fat which it contains. Shipped from Fanchiatun station, near
Changchun, south Manchuria.’ (Pontius.)
“Yellow bean. Hei chi, ‘black belly,’ from the darkbrown scar on the saddle. This variety is highly prized for the
quality of oil or fat which it contains. Shipped from Kinchou
station, leased territory.’ (Pontius.)
“36848. ‘Green bean. Ching tou. This variety is said to
yield more legumin in the manufacture of bean curd than the
yellow bean, but the quality is inferior. It is also boiled and
used as food.’ (Pontius.)
“36901-06. From Peking, China. Presented by Mr. John
McGregor Gibb, Peking University. Received December 26,
1913. Quoted notes by Mr. Gibb.
“36901. ‘Iron Pod.’
“36902. ‘Small golden flower.’
“36903. ‘The yellow four in a pod.’
“36904. ‘Big, white eyed.’
“36905. ‘White, flower, short stalks.’”
“36906/36912. From Dalny, Manchuria. Presented by
Mr. Albert W. Pontius, American consul. Received December
26, 1913. Quoted notes by Mr. Pontius.
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“36906. ‘Black soy bean. Shipped from Suchiatun
station.’”
“36913/36924. Presented by Mr. Lewis S. Palen, Harbin,
Manchuria, Received December 29, 1913. Quoted notes by
Mr. Palen.
“36914-36919.
“36914. ‘(From Tsitsikhar, Manchuria. November 5,
1913.) Yellow. White-eyebrow variety, Ta pai mei. This bean
is used for oil, bean curd, sauces, and bean sprouts. This
sample is from about 100 miles east of this neighborhood.
This variety is found mostly west of Kaiyuan and Tiehling
on the South Manchuria Railway. The estimated yield is
from 936 to 2,574 pounds per acre, and the price roughly
estimated at 46 cents gold per bushel of 60 pounds on the
market.’
“36915. ‘(No. 2. Changchun, Manchuria. November 1,
1913.) Yellow. Golden, round variety, Chin yuan tou. This
bean is used for oil, bean curd, sauces, and bean sprouts. It is
the variety most generally found scattered all over the bean
districts of Manchuria. The estimated yield is from 936 to
2,574 pounds per acre, and the price is roughly estimated at
46 cents gold per bushel of 60 pounds on the market. The
Chinese are most casual in their estimates of yields.’
“36916. ‘(No. 3. Kirin, Manchuria. November 1,
1913.) Large green variety, Ta ching tou. A bean with green
epidermis and green interior. The percentage of oil is less
than that of the yellow. Used as bean curd, and as bean
sprouts boiled with vegetables. The estimated yield is from
936 to 2,574 pounds per acre and the price slightly less than
that of the yellow, roughly, 3 per cent.’
“36917. ‘(No. 3. Changchun, Manchuria) Small green.
Green epidermis and yellow interior.’
“36918. ‘(No. 4. Changchun, Manchuria. November 1,
1913.) Large black variety, Ta wu tou. The oil equals about
75 per cent of that from the yellow. Mostly fed to horses and
cattle. In some places officials prohibit the use for oil, in fear
of the cost of feed being too greatly enhanced. It grows best
and is much used on wet and marshy lands, where the yellow
and green varieties will not do well. The yield is about the
same as that of the yellow. The price is from 1 to 2 per
cent higher than the yellow, owing to the Japanese demand
at Dalny. The Chinese do not know the reason why it is
preferred to the yellow.’
“36919. ‘(No. 5. Tsitsikhar, Manchuria. November 5,
1913.) Flat, black variety, Pien wu tou. The oil equals about
75 per cent of that from the yellow. Mostly fed to horses
and cattle. In some places officials prohibit the use for oil,
in fear of the cost of feed being too greatly enhanced. The
sample comes from about 100 miles to the northeast of here.
It will do well in very wet ground. The price is estimated at
about 50 cents gold per bushel of 60 pounds on the Tsitsikhar
market, which is slightly lower than the price of the yellow.’”
Address: Washington, DC.

974. Ames, J.W.; Boltz, G.E. 1916. Sulphur in relation to
soils and crops. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 292. p. 221-56. March. See p. 233-38, 253-56.
[25 ref]
• Summary: “Under certain conditions of treatment,
sulphates have increased the yield of soybean hay and the
sulphur content of the crop. The addition of calcium sulphate
to fertilizer treatment furnishing nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium decreased the sulphur content of soybeans.
“Potassium sulphate and ammonium sulphate, compared
with potassium chloride and sodium nitrate, gave an
increased yield of beans having a lower percent of sulphur.”
“Magnesium sulphate, where used with complete
fertilizer and calcium carbonate, produced more soybeans
and millet seed than calcium sulphate.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “potassium chloride” (as
a fertilizer) in connection with soybeans. This fertilizer was
often previously called “muriate of potash.”
975. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1916. The soya
bean. 22(12):1286-87. March. Summarized in the Bulletin of
the Imperial Institute. 1916. 14:293-95. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Experiments with soya bean cake tend to show
that, when fed in moderation, it is a useful feeding stuff;
otherwise it is apt to prove distinctly laxative. For this reason
it is usually given along with undecorticated cotton cake. At
present prices it is one of the cheapest feeding stuffs on the
market. (See also p. 1277 of this Journal).” In 1912, some
188,760 tons of soya beans were imported to England, worth
£1,567,960. Imports were 76,452 tons in 1913, then 71,161
tons in 1914, and 175,136 tons in 1915.
Discusses early attempts to grow soybeans in Great
Britain. “Previous to 1909 a few attempts had been made to
grow the crop in England, but without any success; at best,
the plants grew up to flowering stage but formed no seed.
About this time, with the object of securing the hardiest sorts
in cultivation, the Board obtained from an experiment station
in North Japan, seed of 16 varieties, together with a small
quantity of soil in which the crop had been grown. These
were sown at the Midland Agricultural and Dairy College
and on the Cambridge University Farm. At both centres the
results were similar–many of the varieties grew well, but
none formed flowers. Where the Japanese soil had been
applied the nodule formation was all that could be desired,
but where no inoculation had taken place, no nodules were
formed.
“In 1910 the Board obtained seed of several varieties
from Manchuria. These were grown at the same centres as
before. At the Midland College the crop grew vigorously,
but formed no seed, while at Cambridge the plants ripened
a small quantity of seed. This seed was sown in 1911, but
the crop made little growth, and in spite of the hot season no
seed was produced.
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“These results prove conclusively that the Japanese and
Manchurian varieties hitherto tested cannot be relied upon
to produce seed in this country. As the plant appears to be a
very variable one, however, it is not impossible that a variety
suited to conditions in this country may yet be produced.
“In some experiments at Wye College, Kent, with seed
supplied by the Macdonald College, Quebec [Canada], wellfilled pods were produced in 1910, from a variety known as
“Early Tennessee,” when the soil was inoculated.
“Apart from seed production the plant might have some
value in this country as a forage crop. It appears to resist
drought well, and is largely grown in the United States for
green fodder, which appears to be liked by all classes of
farm stock. In general composition the green plant resembles
clover.” Address: London, England.
976. Williams, C.B. 1916. More soy beans for the South.
Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
31(14):451. April 1.

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses of the soy bean on
the farm. Commercial uses. Varieties for different sections
and purposes (Mammoth Yellow, Virginia, Wilson). The soil
and its preparation. Fertilizing soy beans.
“Farmers have found that the soy bean when grown
under the same conditions generally produces a larger
amount of growth and beans than does the cowpea;
particularly is this so if the crop is planted in rows and
cultivated once or twice. This does not mean that there is not
a place for the growing of cowpeas, for there is ample room
for the growing of both of these crops on Southern soils. The
soy bean, however, has a much wider range of adaptation
than does the cowpea. It will make much better growth on
poorly drained soils and will stand cool weather much better
than will the cowpea. For this reason chiefly it has been
found that it is a much more satisfactory crop for growing
in the mountains and the more elevated portions of the
Piedmont section than is the cowpea. The cool nights of early
fall will not stop the growth of the soy bean but it [sic] will
that of the cowpea. Again, a light frost will kill the cowpea

but will not materially injure the soy bean.
“Uses of the soy bean on the farm: The chief uses of
the soy bean on the farm will be for soil improvement, seed
production and for feed for livestock either green or after
being cured as hay. There is no question but that the greatest
usefulness of this legume will be for adding humus and
nitrogen for the improvement of Southern soils. I take it that
no one will question that most of our Southern soils would be
greatly benefited by the plowing in to them this crop for the
organic matter which contains a liberal supply of nitrogen. It
has been estimated that the fertilizing value of a crop of soy
beans plowed into the soil green will be about $2.50 for each
ton of green matter turned in. If from six to ten tons of this
matter should be produced on each acre it will be seen what
great value this crop possesses for soil improvement. Soy
bean hay on an average will contain about 2.5 per cent of
nitrogen; 0.4 per cent of phosphoric acid; and 1.3 per cent of
potash which, taken at the average commercial prices of this
constituent contained in commercial fertilizers, would make
a ton of dried soy bean hay worth as a fertilizing material
$12.”
“Commercial uses: During the past year in North
Carolina and some of the other Southern states a
considerable quantity of soy beans have been used by the
cotton oil mills. It is probable that this new industry is the
beginning of one that will develop in a few years into a large
one throughout the South. The oil mills ordinarily have a
relatively short operating period, and if they can utilize soy
beans for the prolonging of their operating season, although
the financial returns should not be so great as with cotton
seed, it will tend to reduce the overhead charges.”
Photos show: Professor C.B. Williams (small oval
portrait). A man standing behind tall soybean plants. Soy
beans and by-products: small glass containers of soy beans,
soy bean meal, soy bean cake, and soy bean oil. Address:
Univ. of North Carolina.
977. Williams, C.B. 1916. Soy beans in North Carolina.
Country Gentleman 81(14):738. April 1.
• Summary: A brief summary of the soybean situation in
North Carolina, the amount produced, the uses to which it is
put, and the value of the crop as imported into this country
from East Asia.
“During the past few years soy beans have almost
replaced cowpeas as a summer legume in much of the
eastern part of North Carolina.”
“The soy-bean crop of North Carolina is probably
larger than that of any other state in the Union. Last season’s
production in a few counties in the eastern portion of the
state was about 1,000,000 bushels. Hyde County with a total
improved area of a little more than 37,000 acres produced
from 200,000 to 300,000 bushels, the average yield ranging
from thirty to forty bushels an acre.
“Up to now, soy beans grown in the eastern section have
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been shipped to other sections for seed. At present, however,
there is considerable interest in the establishment of factories
to convert beans into meal and hulls.”
“The meal has a high feeding value for livestock and has
also great value as a fertilizing material. In this country the
meal has been put up and distributed to a limited extent as a
food for diabetics.”
“The oil imported is used chiefly in the manufacture of
soft soap, lard [lard compounds, later called shortening], and
butterine. It has value also in the manufacture of paints and
varnishes as a substitute for linseed oil.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2020)
stating that soy-bean oil is used in the United States to make
butterine [margarine]. This was probably due to the shortage
of other oils during World War I. Address: Univ. of North
Carolina.
978. Committee on State Support for the Culture of
Medicinal Plants in Austria. 1916. Aufruf zum Einsammeln
und Anbau von Arzneipflanzen [Call for collecting and
growing medicinal plants]. Zeitschrift des Allgemeinen
Oesterreichischen Apotheker-Vereines (Vienna) 54(15):130.
April 8. [Ger]
• Summary: World War I is now raging. Among the oilbearing plants, cultural trials with... sesame seeds (Sesamum
indicum) and especially soybeans (Sojabohne; Soja hispida)
are recommended. Address: Wien II, Trunnerstrasse 3.
979. Williams, C.B. 1916. Soy beans in rotation. Progressive
Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina) 31(15):491. April 8.
• Summary: The author believes “that the chief value of
this crop for Southern farmers will be for soil-improving
purposes. In order to use it to best advantage, it will be
necessary for farmers to adopt some system of crop rotation
in which soy beans come in at least once in the rotation.”
He describes two 3-year rotations for Piedmont soils,
and two 3-year rotations for the sandy and sandy loam soils
of the Coastal Plain section of the South.
Note: In geography, the word “Piedmont” refers to
foothills–in this case of the Appalachian Mountains. It is
derived from the French word meaning foot (pied) of the
mountain (mont). Address: Univ. of North Carolina.
980. Kuraz, Rudolf. 1916. Ueber den Anbau einiger
Oelpflanzen: 4. Soja hispida Moench [On the cultivation
of some oilseeds: 4. The soybean]. Pharmazeutische Post
(Vienna; later renamed Pharmaceutische Post) 49(31):31720. April 15. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Note: This is a good introduction to and
summary of earlier publications on the soybean, with many
partial in-text citations.
The coarse-haired soybean (rauhhaarige Sojabohne)
(Soja hispida Moench.) is an annual legume which,
depending upon the variety, reaches a height of 40 cm to 1

m, and under favorable conditions even more. It is a very
foliose (blattreich) plant. The color of the leaves is bright
green, and sometimes also dark green. Their form varies.
They are long stemmed, tripinnate (dreizählig gefiedert), and
thickly covered with stiff hairs. The color of the hairs is for
the most part brown, and less often whitish gray. The upright
and branched stalk is likewise thickly covered with hairs.
The blossoms are minute and colored white to dark purplish
red. They sit together for the most part in a cluster of from
two to eight. They are odorless. The fruits are pods that are
bivalvularly dehiscent (zweiklappig aufspringend), somewhat
constricted [or threaded] (eingeschnürt) between the seeds,
bent a little bit in the shape of a sickle, and very numerous.
Most of them sit along the main axis, they are for the most
part covered with brown hairs, and contain from one to four
seeds, the size and color of which are different. The shape of
the seeds is more or less spherical or oblong, the diameter is
from 4 to 8 mm, and the thickness is always smaller than the
width. The color of the seeds is straw yellow, olive yellow,
olive green, green, brown, or black. Depending upon the
variety, the weight of one hundred seeds amounts to from
8 to 20 g. Deviations upwards as well as downwards also
occur.
The soybean is currently cultivated primarily in
China, above all else in Manchuria, as well as in Japan,
Korea, Formosa [today’s Taiwan], and India. In addition,
considerable cultivation areas are dedicated to the plant in
the Philippines as well as on Java and Borneo. More or less
successful agronomic trials outside of Asia have been carried
out thus far in particular in Italy, Russia, France, North
America, and then in Algeria and Tunisia.
In Austria, Haberlandt (Die Sojabohne [The Soybean],
Vienna, Carl Gerold’s Sohn, 1878) undertook to make the
soybean known. Even though his agronomic trials were to
the greatest degree accompanied by success, the plant still
did not become established. Why that is the case is hard to
say. In more recent times, interest in soybeans (Soja) has
awakened with us once again. Among others, it has been in
particular Fruwirth (“Die Sojabohne”) [“The Soybean”],
Fühlings Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Fühling’s Agricultural
Journal, 1915, vol. 3/4]) who has devoted himself to it.
This year, our committee is carrying out its third year of
agronomic trials with the yellow-seeded soybean under an
order from the Imperial-Royal Ministry of Agriculture (k.k.
Ackerbauministerium). A report about it will appear at the
end of the year. And in the agricultural practice, there are
those who are newly occupied with this important legume.
The varieties of the soybean are extraordinarily
numerous. Thus, for example, just the soybeans (Soja)
that are grown in China today have close to four hundred
varieties. This also appears to be understandable if one
thinks that as Li-Yu-Ying [also known as Li Shizeng, Li
Yuying, Li Yu-Ying, Li Yu-ying] (Le Soja, sa Culture, etc.
[The Soybean, Its Cultivation, etc.], Paris, Chalamel, 1912)
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indicates, this important oil and food plant has already been
cultivated for five thousand years. For Austrian conditions,
it is only a few early-maturing varieties that come into
consideration for cultivation for the purpose of obtaining
seeds.
Even though the soybean is capable of demonstrating
a significant capacity for adaptation with regard to
climate, even the earlier varieties do in fact require a total
temperature [heat units] (Gesamttemperatur) of 2,300ºC. for
good maturation. In general, this temperature does not need
to be too high at all (in July and September, an average of
around 17 to 20º), but it should be distributed as evenly as
possible and last for a sufficiently long time. In particular, the
autumn should be evenly warm (in September, an average of
14º). The success of soybean cultivation (Sojakultur) is less
dependent upon the quantity of precipitation. The soybean
withstands dryness and even the greatest drought very well.
Lasting wet weather during the vegetation period, on the
other hand, has the consequence that the seeds sometimes
do not mature completely. Even the autumn may not be too
wet. For that reason, areas with a dry summer are in general
more favorable for the cultivation of the soybean for the
purpose of obtaining seeds than those with a wet summer.
The soybean is relatively resistant to frost in the spring and
autumn. According to Fruwirth, the majority of the forms
are only killed off at -2.7ºC, and some even withstand
this temperature. Soybeans that were planted by us even
withstood a frost of -2.5ºC in 1915 without undergoing any
considerable damage. The yellow varieties appear to be the
least sensitive to the cold. In general, it can be said that the
early-maturing soybeans can be grown anywhere in areas
with a winegrowing climate with satisfactory success.
For the more northern areas of Austria, it is in fact
only the very early varieties that can be planted in warm,
protected areas. However, even in this case, it appears to
be advisable in the name of caution to be convinced of the
cultivation capability of the plant first by means of trials at a
small scale before going on to plant large areas. In southern
areas of our monarchy, on the other hand, good harvest
results may be expected with certainty.
With regard to the soil conditions, the soybean is
likewise very capable of adaptation. In this regard, it does
not make any especially high demands and it provides good
yields on a variety of soils. It is only the case that the soil
must not stick together too much, because otherwise the
entire development of the plant–along with the maturation,
as well–will be significantly delayed. Wet areas are likewise
unsuitable for the soybean. It thrives best on a light, very
well loosened, dry, deep, porous and sandy loam soil. It
also seems to require a sufficient calcium content. The area
should always be as free as possible, but within that context
also warm, sunny, and protected from the wind. Since the
soybean extracts a significant quantity of nutrients from the
soil, it is necessary for the field that is to be planted to be

rich in plant nutrition that can be easily assimilated. On poor
soils, it is therefore necessary to see to the proper addition of
nutrients. Within that context, it is above all else phosphoric
acid that comes into consideration, since it is capable not
only of bringing about an increase in and enlargement
of the seed harvest, but also substantially supporting the
exploitation of the potassium fertilizing that is provided at
the same time. According to Lechartier, sufficient quantities
for one hectare are 200 kg of superphosphate (16%) or 400
kg of Thomas meal (Thomasschlacke), 200 kg of potassium
salt, and around 100 kg of Chile saltpeter [sodium nitrate]
(Chilisalpeter: sic, Chilesalpeter). In most cases, though,
it is possible to do without nitrogen fertilizing, since that
nutrient almost always remains ineffective. But the fertilizing
should not be unbalanced. However, soybeans should never
be planted on fresh barn manure fertilizer, but rather always
only one or two years thereafter.
As a field crop, the soybean finds a good position [in
a crop rotation] after grain. In general, though, it may be
planted after any crop. Since during its vegetation period,
it does not allow weeds to come up and therefore keeps the
ground clear, and since like all legumes, it collects nitrogen
to a certain degree, it also constitutes a good prior crop [in
a crop rotation] for any crop. It is usually the case that grain
is planted again after soybeans. It can, however, be planted
on the same field for several years in a row without the yield
decreasing notably.
In terms of the preparation of the soil, a proper
loosening of the surface soil is to be attended to. For that
purpose, a deep plowing is carried out in the autumn. The
field than lies in coarse furrows over the winter. In the
spring, a good crumb cover (Krümmeldecke) is produced
with a cultivator (Exstirpator) and then, before sowing, with
the harrow. If soybeans are to be planted after grain, then
on lighter soils the stubble is simply plowed under in the
autumn.
According to Fruwirth, the germination of the soybean
only takes place with an average temperature of 9 to 10ºC.
Even though the germinated seedlings are not especially
sensitive to lighter frosts, it is not necessary to hurry with the
sowing, since the seeds that are planted later usually easily
catch up with those that were planted earlier. Because of the
rather long lifespan of the plant, though, on the contrary it is
not advisable to delay the sowing too long, since in that case,
the soybeans are no longer capable of developing properly
before the blossoms set. According to trials by Haberlandt,
with later sowings (from May 19 onward), the size of the
seeds and their absolute weight decreased more and more.
For that reason, the sowing is only to be carried out most
expediently once the soil has warmed sufficiently and no
great return of cold is to be feared. In our areas, the last week
of April through the first week of May is the most suitable
time. In southern areas, the planting can of course take place
correspondingly earlier; in Dalmatia, for example, already as
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early as the beginning of March. For the cultivation, only the
nicest and largest seeds should be used (Continued).
981. Kuraz, Rudolf. 1916. Ueber den Anbau einiger
Oelpflanzen: 4. Soja hispida Moench [On the cultivation
of some oilseeds: 4. The soybean (Continued–Document
part II)]. Pharmazeutische Post (Vienna; later renamed
Pharmaceutische Post) 49(31):317-20. April 15. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): Soybean seeds that are fresh and
that have been stored well usually have extraordinarily high
germination rates (sind ausserordentlich keimfähig) (90 to
100%). It appears to be advisable, though, to carry out a
germination test before sowing which will make it possible
to get an approximate idea of how the seeds will sprout in
the ground. This germination period is especially essential
with drill sowing which only comes into consideration with
planting on large areas, since as a result of this, significant
savings in the seeds for sowing can be achieved with seeds
that germinate well. With drill sowing, around 20 to 60 kg
(under some circumstances, even more) will have to be used
for one hectare, depending upon the variety.
With sowing, one of the most important tasks is ensuring
that every plant has sufficient space for its development. The
soybean is an extraordinarily folious plant that branches out
greatly and thus has a great need for light and air. If it is to
deliver a harvest of seeds that is sufficient with well matured
seeds, then it should not be forced into a dense formation. In
an arrangement such as that, the setting of the pods is a low
one, the maturation is delayed tremendously, and the total
harvest is substantially reduced. For that reason, the principle
“Don’t sow too densely” always has to be followed. It is
always advisable to allocate each plant somewhat too much
growing space (Pflanzenraum) rather than somewhat too
little.
The spacing of the rows is different, depending upon
the variety. For that reason, it appears to be advisable to
be certain before sowing which variety is being dealt with.
In addition, the formation of the plants (Pflanzenverband)
depends upon in which climate and in which soil the
soybeans are being planted. In warmer locations and on
more fertile soils, the distance will be greater than in harsher
locations and on poorer soils. In general, the plants should
stand individually and not crowded together. With his trials
with early-maturing varieties with drill sowing and with a
row width of 30 to 40 cm, Fruwirth found 60 to 90 kg for one
hectare to be the most suitable. That seems to be abundantly
allocated as far as sowing quantity is concerned. In Hungary,
according to Fruwirth, 35 kg are used for one hectare with
a row distance of 48 cm, while in North America, 20 kg are
sown for one hectare with drill sowing.
The plant formation [space between seeds] in the rows is
indicated by various authors to be 10 to 15 with drill sowing.
One that is twice that, for instance, should in fact hardly be
an error.

As was mentioned above, drill sowing comes into
consideration on large areas of cultivation. Where it
nevertheless works out–always on smaller areas–dibble
sowing (Dibbelsaat) can be used to an advantage, since by
means of this, it is possible to save significantly on the seeds
for sowing. In actuality, with dibble sowing, it is possible to
completely get by with 10 to 12 kg for one hectare. As far
as the plant distancing with the dibble sowing is concerned,
it has also been possible with us to get by with less than
40 cm, but only in very individual cases. According to our
experiences, on soils that are rich in nutrients, a formation of
50 to 60 cm should on average be the correct one.
With sowing by hand, two or three good seeds are
placed at each location with a hand hoe and the soil is
pressed over them. The seed must not end up too deep in the
soil. A depth of 2 to 3 cm is completely sufficient.
The germination takes place in approximately fourteen
days. A well-loosened field topsoil substantially supports
the sprouting. In the beginning, the seedlings develop very
slowly. Only the one that has developed the most strongly at
each position is left standing. The rest of them are removed,
or else they may be used to fill in possible gaps, but only as
long as they are small.
The care of the cultivation is very simple. As soon as
the plants have reached a height of around 8 cm, the first
hoeing is carried out, and when they are about 15 cm tall,
the second hoeing takes place. The hilling up of the plants,
which can be carried out at the time of the second hoeing,
is in fact beneficial to the soybeans, but it is only applicable
to those varieties with which the pods set rather high above
the soil line. The cultivation then does not really need any
further care. The plants develop quickly, they become bushy,
they shade the soil well, and they keep the weeds away by
themselves. The blossoming begins in late June through early
July. After around four weeks, the pods can little by little be
perceived very clearly. They are generally very numerous.
They develop and mature from bottom to top.
At the time of the impending harvest, the leaves begin
to turn yellowish in color, and with most varieties, they will
drop little by little, such that a completely mature plant is
denuded of leaves. There are in any case also those varieties
in which the leaves remain for the most part even in the stage
of complete maturity.
The harvest for the obtaining of seeds takes place as
soon as the seeds have become completely mature in most of
the pods and, upon being shaken, clearly rattle. In our areas,
that is usually the case in the second half of September until
the middle of October. According to Haberlandt, in Dalmatia
the harvest takes place in late July, in Istria in the first half of
August, in Gorizia in late August, and in Southern Styria in
the first half of September.
The lifespan of the soybean is rather different,
depending upon the variety. On the basis of the results of
their numerous trials, Piper and Morse (“The Soy Bean:
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History, Varieties, and Field Studies,” Washington 1910)
differentiate the following seven groups (page 19): (a) very
early (matures in 80 to 90 days), (b) early (matures in 90 to
100 days), (c) medium early (matures in 100 to 110 days),
(d) medium (matures in 110 to 120 days), (e) medium late
(matures in 120 to 130 days), (f) late (matures in 130 to 150
days), and (g) very late (requires more than 150 days for full
maturity).
The figures from European authors that concern lifespan
fluctuate between 118 and 168 days. As a result of breeding
selection, strains that are certain to mature can also be
achieved for more northern areas and harsher locations
from varieties that are extremely early maturing in the field.
According to Fruwirth (Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung
[Vienna Journal of Agriculture] no. 92, 1915), these are now
grown, for example, by the Count Eltz Estate (gräfliche
Eltzsche Domäne) in Vukovar [in today’s Croatia] with the
best success.
In addition, the lifespan of the soybean is substantially
influenced by the weather that prevails in the summer. A
shortening of the vegetative period is caused for the most
part by a warm and dry summer, but on the other hand, a wet
and cold winter has the consequence of a lengthening of the
lifespan. But this appearance cannot be comprehended as a
hard and fast rule that absolutely applies.
When the first pods have become completely mature,
then with cultivations on smaller areas, the plants are pulled
up, they are bound up in groups of ten, and hung in an airy
and dry space, on walls, on ropes, or on poles for afterripening (Nachreifen). They must not be harvested too early,
because in that case, the threshing is difficult to manage and
always remains impure.
The obtaining of the seeds is most effectively carried out
on a dry winter day. If the desire is to obtain flawless goods,
then it is also recommended to have the pods picked over,
to put them in a sack, and to thresh with a flail that has been
wrapped in a rag. However, the flail must be used carefully
and lightly in order to avoid shattering the seeds. With
smaller quantities of plants, the hulls can also be removed by
hand. (Continued).
982. Kuraz, Rudolf. 1916. Ueber den Anbau einiger
Oelpflanzen: 4. Soja hispida Moench [On the cultivation
of some oilseeds: 4. The soybean (Continued–Document
part III)]. Pharmazeutische Post (Vienna; later renamed
Pharmaceutische Post) 49(31):317-20. April 15. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): With field cultivation, Fruwirth
recommends cutting if at all possible in dew (with a scythe
or grass mowing machine) in order to avoid a loss of
seeds and, with advanced maturity, to introduce the use of
tarpaulins (Plachen). With a vegetative period that is too
short, the plants are also pulled up and then are placed on
a clover stand (Kleereiter) for after-ripening. According to
Haberlandt, in this way, the after-ripening takes place in an

excellent manner. If during the final period, frosts occur and
the leafy crowns (beblätterte Gipfel) of the soybeans are
burnt, then according to Haberlandt it appears that the afterripening continues without being interrupted. Threshing with
a machine is only carried out in the winter. In this regard,
Fruwirth recommends a low speed of the drum, wrapping
the hammer stone with strips of leather, or using a drum with
wooden cleats.
It is advisable to keep the seeds that have been obtained
in rooms that are dry, airy, cooler, and completely secured
against mice.
The yield of seeds is not too high for our northern
areas. With reasonable cultivation, it ought to fluctuate for
the most part between 700 kg and up to at the most 1,500
kg for one hectare. In the more southern areas of Austria,
yields of around 2,000 kg for one hectare can be expected
in the favorable case. In addition, 1,000 to 4,000 kg of straw
and pod shells are harvested which can be exploited as
livestock feed (especially for sheep). As far as the pests of
the soybean are concerned, the hare is the most aggravating
among them. The unenclosed cultivations of soybeans are
often completely devoured by hares. It has also been cited
that the leaves of the plant are from time to time attacked by
a fungus, Septoria sojina Thüm., as well as being eaten by
the caterpillar of the small painted lady butterfly (Vanessa
cardui L.) As far as the other foes of the soybean, Haberlandt
also indicates the following: the larvae of Agriotes segetis
[now classified as Agriotes lineatus] (wireworm), which from
time to time attack the germinating seeds, flower chafers
(Rosenkäfer) and earwigs, and the larvae of the European
mole cricket (Maulwurfsgrille). The ripe seeds are threatened
by field mice in the field and the barn and by hamsters in
the field. As far as parasitic fungus (Schmarotzerpilz) is
concerned, it can be said in general that as has already been
established by the agronomic trials of Haberlandt and then
confirmed by later agronomic trials, the soybean enjoys an
infallible immunity against nearly all plant parasites.
Continuation and conclusion to follow.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojakultur (soybean culture /
cultivation). This word appears in 24 different issues of these
newspapers from 1916 to 1945.
Where are Dalmatia, Istria, Gorizia, and southern Syria
today? The translator explains:
“As you can imagine, it’s a little bit complicated.
Dalmatia is in today’s Croatia.
While the peninsula of Istria (Istrien) used to all be
part of the Austro-Hungarian empire, by the end of the wars
it was divided up between Italy and Yugoslavia and then
between Croatia, Slovenia, and Italy.
Goriza (Goerz) used to all be part of the Austro-
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Hungarian empire, by the end of the wars it was in Italy but
then occupied by Yugoslavia and then the newer part grew
up in Yugoslavia which then became part of Slovenia, while
the older part remains in Italy.
There is a Southern Styria (Sudesteiermark) which is all
within today’s Austria, but south of that is what the Austrians
now call Lower Styria (Untersteiermark) which was part
of Yugoslavia but then incorporated into the Ostmark part
of the Reich during the Nazi period but then given back to
Yugoslavia after World War II which then became part of
Slovenia.
So you can see why I left these four up to the reader!
983. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1916. Ist
der Anbau der Sojabohne empfehlenswert? [Is the cultivation
of the soybean to be recommended?]. 66(32):204. April 19.
[Ger]
• Summary: For a long time now, extensive agronomic
trials have been carried out in various countries in Europe,
including in Austria, with the soybean (Sojabohne) that is
indigenous to East Asia (China and Japan), since because
of its high content of nutrients, and in particular its high
protein content, it represents a very valuable fodder. In
the Praktische Blätter für Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenschutz
[Practical Journal for Plant Cultivation and Pest Control],
(1915, vols. 3 and 4), Prof. L. Hiltner discusses in particular
the experience that has been had in Germany and raises the
question as to “Whether the cultivation of the soybean is
to be recommended, a question that is also of significance
for our farmers.” According to the results that have been
obtained thus far, as the aforementioned researcher explains,
out of the large number of varieties and types of soybeans,
most of them do not come into consideration for Germany,
and therefore also for the northern provinces of Austria,
because of the great need for heat and length of the growth
period (Wachstumsdauer). According to the agronomic trials
by Wein, the light yellow small-seeded varieties as well
as the large, brown variety provide satisfying results. The
attempt is now being made in Germany to raise varieties
whose maturity is more certain.
Since the observation was made that the roots of
soybean plants (Sojapflanzen) do not form any bacteria
nodules without the inoculation of the soil, Dr. Kirchner
(of Hohenheim) carried out inoculations with soybean
soil (Sojabohnenerde [soil on which nodulated soybeans
have been grown]) that was obtained from Japan. With
this, large nodules formed on all of the plants, which has
a very favorable effect upon their development. With the
container trials of Dr. Hiltner in Dahlem, no difference
was shown between inoculated plants and non-inoculated
plants for a long time. Only with maturity did the effect
of the inoculation come to light, since while the leaves of
the non-inoculated plants turned almost white, those of the
inoculated plants had a yellow color. On the other hand, in

the second year, using saved seeds (Nachbau), the nodule
effect came out very strongly. Through the further course of
the trials, it resulted that with soybeans (Soja), these nodules
depended much more than with [other] beans upon the
presence of certain carbon-containing substances in the soil.
Specifically, in this regard [the addition to the soil of] legume
varieties that are kept green or soybean plants (Sojapflanzen)
themselves, and furthermore small applications of humus and
dextrose, have the best influence.
With cultivation of soybeans that is continued annually
without inoculation taking place, nodules came to be formed
in the third or fourth year. The absorption of nitrogen from
the soil by the plants had probably come to a halt. With the
agronomic trials that were carried out at the experimental
fields in Dahlem, the inoculation turned out to be especially
effective if before the sowing, the seeds were left to lie in
moist sand until they began to germinate. Very good results
were also achieved if the seeds were treated with a wash
of nodule bacteria in a 1 to 2% solution of peptone and
dextrose. Out of all of the trials by Dr. Hiltner, it emerges
that with the cultivation of soybeans, the inoculation is
necessarily required so that after they themselves are
cultivated further, they continue to flourish very well over
a series of years or for the most part even thrive better
than with other crops and that in the end, the effect of the
inoculation can even increase significantly. To conclude, it
is to be noted that Dr. Hiltner hopes to be able to make new
inoculation preparations available within a short period of
time to farmers for the inoculation of legumes, and therefore
also of the soybean. The use of these promises especially
good success.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
984. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1916. Farmers urged
to raise soybeans: Plant is food for stock and fertilizer for
field. State college issues bulletin. April 20. p. 3.
• Summary: “The weekly press bulletin issued by the
Connecticut Agricultural College at Storrs, containing
information of interest to farmers and others, is as follows:–
Soybeans for Connecticut.”
Contents: Why grow soybeans? Nutritive ratio.
Digestible nutrients in 100 lbs. Excellent green fodder for
supplemental pasturage. Can be plowed under to increase the
humus and fertility of the soil. Recommended varieties for
Connecticut: Hollybrook, Medium Green, Ito San. Can be
grown separately, or mixed with corn at the cutter, or grown
with corn either between or in the hills. Lime and inoculate
soil for best growth.
985. Kuraz, Rudolf. 1916. Ueber den Anbau einiger
Oelpflanzen: 4. Soja hispida Moench [On the cultivation
of some oilseeds: 4. The soybean]. Pharmazeutische Post
(Vienna; later renamed Pharmaceutische Post) 49(33):337-
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39. April 22. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Note: This is a good introduction to and
summary of earlier publications on the soybean, with many
partial in-text citations.
The soybean is above all an imported oilplant
(Oelpflanze). The seeds contain 13-22%, on average about
16-18% oil (Sojabohnenöl), which is very similar to sesame
oil. According to Dr. Petit, this oil in doses of 10 gm is said
to be a mild laxative (Abführmittel). In contrast Dr. Bloch
asserts that one can consume up to 100 gm of this oil at once
without experiencing any laxative effect. Yet it is a fact that
soy oil (Sojaöl) has been widely consumed in China since
ancient times with no reported ill effects. This oil is also used
in large amounts in England in the manufacture of margarine,
soap and candles. Mixed with linseed oil it is used in making
paints. It is also used for illumination (burning in lamps)
and in the lacquer industry. The presscakes (Presskuchen)
obtained in the production of the oil are used as a mass / bulk
food (Massennahrungsmittel) or, when minced, a fertilizer.
The greatest significance of the soybean since ancient
times in East Asia has been as a source of plant-based
(Pflanzliche) foods and condiments (Genussmittel).
The soybean is a rich source of protein and oil. The
protein content is about 35% and the fat content about 20%–
much higher than most other legumes. The soybean is also a
rich source of minerals. And it is a better source of nitrogen
compounds than meat, although its consumption may not be
as widely enjoyed as that of meat.
It can be used to make a type of cheese [tofu]. and it is
widely appreciated by vegetarians.
The most important foods and condiments made from
the soybean are: Soymilk (Sojamilch), soy cheese (Sojakäse,
in Chinese teou-fou, which is made from soymilk), soybean
paste (Sojapastete) which is similar in taste and appearance
to a liver paste, soy sausage (Sojawurst) which is made in
much the same way as sausage, soy casein (Sojakasein)
which is also made from soymilk, the Sojalit which is used
as an isolated mass for electrical apparati, soybean flour
/ meal (Sojamehl), of a yellowish-white color is made by
milling dehulled soybeans; for diabetics it is a food of the
best type. It can be used to make soy bread (Sojabrot), as
well as cakes and biscuits that are suitable for diabetics.
Soybean coffee (Sojabohnenkaffee) is fairy well known.
The seeds of the soybean (Die Körner der Sojabohne)
find many important uses mentioned by Prof. Fruwirth and
Prof. Haberlandt. Mixed with wheat grits and potatoes, soy
grits (Sojaschrot) give a preparation that is similar to Polenta
and which Prof. Haberlandt called Sojenta.
Of even greater significance than these types of use
that were mentioned briefly for natural soybean seeds
(Sojakörner) are the foods and delicacies (Genussmittel) that
are to be prepared from fermented seeds which are used in
China and Japan and in which all of the nutrients are already
completely broken down (aufgeschlossen).

Of these fermented preparations from the soybean
(Soja), the butter-like seasoning “miso” and the liquid
seasoning “shoyu” (“Schoyou”) have the top rank. “Miso”
is one of the most important Japanese foods of all. It is very
rich in protein and mineral components, and on top of that it
is easily digestible. Some 30 million kg of it are consumed
every year, and in some areas up to 120 g per person per day.
(In Japan, soybeans {Sojabohne} are grown on an area of
450,000 hectares according to Li-Yu-Ying. More than half
of the entire harvest is used for the production of “miso”).
“Shoyu” (Japanese, Chinese: Pek-sze-You) represents a thin,
brown, and very salty sauce of a pleasant aroma which is
already well enough known in Europe and particularly in
England. It is produced only from yellow-seeded soybeans.
Up to 720 million liters of “shoyu” are used up in Japan
every year. The significance of this food or luxury product
(Nahrungs- bzw. Genussmittels) is evident from the fact
that in Japan, 10,634 factories deal exclusively with the
preparation of “shoyu”, of which in Nagasaki alone, ten
factories produce a total of 1.2 million kg annually.
However, the soybean is used to an extended degree not
only for human nutrition, but also as fodder. Either the seeds
are simply provided to the domesticated animals, for the
most part coarsely ground (in geschrottetem Zustande) (and
in Satsuma, Japan, even to horses), or else the entire plant
is used as green fodder for the preparation of hay (soy hay
{Sojaheu} has approximately the same nutritional value as,
for example, alfalfa or clover) and for ensilage purposes, and
particularly in the United States of North America [sic]. And
even there, according to Fruwirth, coarsely ground soybeans
are enlisted for pig fattening with excellent success.
The pressing residues (soybean cakes
{Sojabohnenkuchen}) represent a very precious concentrated
feed and fattening feed for cattle and pigs which is also
very usable for dairy cows (approximately 3/4 kg per head
per day). Out of the nutrients that are contained in them,
approximately 90% are nitrogenous substances, with
approximately 90% of the fat and around 70% of the nonnitrogenous extracts being digestible.
Note: For those interested parties who would like to
carry out a small agronomic trial on approximately 10 to
100 square meters with the yellow-seeded soybean, the
Committee for the State Support of the Cultivation of
Pharmaceutical Plants in Austria (Komitee zur staatlichen
Förderung der Kultur von Arzneipflanzen in Oesterreich)
at Trunnerstrasse Nr. 3, Vienna II will provide the quantity
of seeds necessary for that as well as brief instructions for
cultivation free of charge, under the condition that every
participant in the trial keeps a record of the vegetation period
on a form that is made available to him and sends the form
filled in with data back to the committee by no later than the
end of the year.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
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986. Jenkins, E.H.; Street, John Phillips; Hubbell, C.D.
1916. Tests of soy beans in 1915. Connecticut Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 191. 14 p. April. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Yield of seed from new, unnamed
varieties (planted 26 May 1915). Report on named varieties
grown in 1915: Number of days to maturity, comparison of
average yields in 1914 and 1915, comparison of varieties,
comparison of yield of feed of soy beans, alfalfa and ensilage
corn and of mixtures. Note on time of planting. Soy beans as
green manure. Results of field tests on soy beans (reported
by many farmers in Connecticut). Directions for planting soy
beans (incl. inoculation, forage, soiling). Soy beans as a food
for diabetics.
Tables show: (1) Twenty unnamed varieties. For each is
given: number, date of blossom, days to maturity, yield. The
yield ranged from 18.6 to 31.2 bu/acre (p. 3-4).
(2) Soybeans tested at Mt. Carmel Field, 1915 (p. 6).
The 18 varieties analyzed are: Ito San, Quebec No. 537,
Medium Yellow, Quebec No. 92, Manhattan, Kentucky,
O’Kute [Okute] Ebony, Medium Green, Wilson, Mongol,
Morse, Mikado, Arlington, Swan, Peking, Cloud,
Hollybrook. For each is given: Data regarding yield of forage
(Days to maturity, water, protein, yield of fresh forage per
acre, yield of dry matter per acre, yield of protein per acre),
yield of seed per acre (pounds, bushels). The yield ranged
from 29.0 bu/acre (Ebony) to 12.5 bu/acre (Cloud). The
results of two years’ tests “indicate that Wilson, Ebony, and
Cloud were in both years among the six which yielded most
dry matter in the green forage.”
(3) Yield and composition of mature soy bean forage,
alfalfa, and ensilage corn. (4) Nutrients (stated in pounds) in
one ton of ensilage corn, soy bean forage and mixtures of the
two.
Page 9: “Results of field tests of soy beans–Accepting
the offer made in Bulletin 185, twenty-one farmers received
enough seed, chiefly of the Hollybrook variety, to plant a half
acre in 1915.
“With the seed was sent to each a culture (Farmogerm
from the Earp-Thomas Co. of Bloomfield, New Jersey)
sufficient to inoculate the seed.” The following farmers
in Connecticut grew soy beans and reported their results:
Harry S. Ferry (South Glastonbury). William Coleman
(Westport). W.C. Robinson (Columbia). Thomas H. Williams
(Southington). Albert T. Rowe (East Glastonbury). W.H.
Brown (Easthampton). J.D. Kelsey & Son (Madison). Orrin
Case (East Granby). N.E. Whiting (Norwich).
Some interesting comments: “About one-third of our
patch of 3/4 acre was nibbled off by woodchucks before we
were able to control these...”
“The inoculation was perfect. All roots were thickly
covered with nodules, and the crop was a fine healthy green
color and made a sturdy growth.”
“We intended to put the main part of the crop into the

silo, but put only about 2½ tons in, as our silo got full before
we finished the piece.”
“We also used a variety of soy bean, Harris’s Medium
Early Green. We planted this variety in the hills with our
silo corn, also in the hills with our Evergreen sweet corn, for
forage, and were much pleased with that arrangement and
also with that variety.”
A photo shows a man standing in a field of corn and
soy beans at Mr. Carmel. Address: 1. Ph.D., Director of the
Station and Treasurer; 2. M.S., Chemist in Charge; 3. Farm
Manager. All: New Haven, Connecticut.
987. White, Buxton. 1916. The soy bean industry of eastern
North Carolina. North Carolina State College of Agriculture,
Extension Circular No. 9. 8 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Environmental
requirements. Varieties. Preparation for planting.
Fertilization. Inoculation. Time of planting. Seeding
and cultivation. Soy beans in rotation. Soy beans in
combinations. Seed production. The seed for oil. Soy beans
for hay. As a pasture crop. As a soiling crop. For ensilage.
Conclusions.
“Introduction: The soy bean, soja bean, or stock pea as
known locally, is a crop which is justly playing an important
role in eastern North Carolina in the present movement
for diversified farming... This bean has various points of
superiority which commend it to the farmers of this country.
One of its common uses is for hay, which is equal to alfalfa
and red clover in feeding value. It is especially suitable as a
pasture crop for hogs, and it also makes an excellent ensilage
with corn. The soy bean can be utilized to advantage for
green manuring, greatly increasing the supply of humus and
nitrogen in the soil...
“Varieties: There are at the present time about fifteen
varieties of soy beans handled commercially by seedsmen,
but in eastern North Carolina, where seed production is the
principal purpose for which grown, one variety, Mammoth
Yellow, comprises the bulk of the crop. The Mammoth is
the largest growing and latest of our present commercial
varieties. Under average conditions it grows from 3 to 5
feet high, the height attained depending principally on the
character of the soil. Ordinarily it requires from 120 to 150
days to mature a crop of seed. The Mammoth yields well
in both grain and roughage, but the character of the latter is
rather coarse. Under no circumstances should the seed be
planted more than two inches deep, this variety being most
exacting in this detail. The habit of growth is such that it can
be readily harvested with machinery. The Tar Heel Black is
somewhat similar to Mammoth, but matures about a week
earlier and makes a slightly better grade of forage, being
more branchy. The Haberlandt is a low, bushy bean, about
twenty to thirty days earlier than Mammoth and a heavy seed
producer. Tokio has a habit of growth similar to Haberlandt,
but is later and larger. It holds its foliage longer than
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Mammoth or Tar Heel and is one of our heaviest yielders.
All these latter varieties are well suited to the eastern part of
the State and are supplanting the Mammoth on a number of
farms.”
“Seed Production: For seed production the soy bean
has been a very profitable crop, but the industry has been
developed mainly in a few sections, of which eastern North
Carolina is perhaps the largest in the United States... Under
ordinary conditions the best varieties yield from 20 to 30
bushels per acre and sell for $1.25 to $2.50 per bushel to
seedsmen or $1 per bushel to oil mills.”
“For feeding to farm animals the seeds are ground and
mixed with less concentrated feeds. Experiments comparing
soy bean meal and cottonseed meal indicate the superiority
of soy bean meal for both milk and butter production.
“For harvesting the seed there are two methods in
general use in eastern North Carolina. The older and more
common practice is that of cutting the vines, curing, and
thrashing. The other, which has been rapidly gaining in
popularity, is that of gathering the beans from the mature
standing vines in the field by means of a patented bean
harvester, of which there are several makes [such as the
Gordon Harvester].
“For thrashing, the plants may be cut any time from the
yellowing of the upper leaves until all of the leaves have
fallen. The vines should remain in the field until the seed are
thoroughly cured. The thrashing may then be accomplished
by an ordinary grain thrasher, with a few adjustments. The
cylinder should be run at one-half speed, but at the same time
the rest of the separator should be run at the usual speed.
In order to avoid splitting the beans, some of the concaves
should be removed.
“The bean harvester is a two-wheeled machine which
straddles the row and is drawn by two horses. As the
machine moves over the row of plants, four rows of rapidly
revolving arms shatter the beans into a receptacle at the rear.
For the successful operation of this harvester the crop must
be on ridges elevated not less than 6 to 8 inches above the
water furrow, and the plants should have shed their leaves.
Under favorable conditions, two men and two horses can
harvest an acre of soy beans in two hours by this method.
While there is a slight waste with this harvester, it is more
than compensated for by the saving of time and labor.”
“The Seed for Oil: In an effort to reduce the cotton
acreage last year more soy beans were grown in eastern
North Carolina than ever before. The production was so
great that it was impossible to dispose of the crop through
seedsmen, as was the general practice previously. However,
as a way out of this difficulty, the Division of Agronomy
of the State Department of Agriculture induced several
cottonseed oil mills to lengthen their running season by
the extracting of soy bean oil, which, until now, has been
a practically untouched industry in this country. The
experiment met with marked success, and a constant market

for the seed is now assured...
“Conclusions: The meal from the seed of this legume is
now attracting some attention as a human food, and the oil
and cake from them have become commercial products...
Having once gained an introduction, the soy bean has rapidly
grown in popularity as its virtues have been disclosed, until
today it holds a permanent place in the cropping systems of
the eastern Carolina farms.”
Photos show: (1) A close-up of rows of soy beans
in eastern North Carolina (front cover). (2) Two people
harvesting soy beans grown between corn rows with a
bean harvester (p. 6). (3) Two people emptying beans from
another type of harvester (p. 6). (4) Soy bean hay being
cured (p. 7).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2016) in
which the soybean is referred to as the “stock pea.” This term
was apparently used only in eastern North Carolina to refer
to soybeans. Elsewhere it referred to Vigna catjang. Address:
Asst. Agronomy.
988. Grantham, A.E. 1916. Suggestions for growing soy
beans. Practical Farmer 112(9):192. May 1.
• Summary: Six key points are given. Choosing the right
soy bean variety is important. Many of these are southern
varieties, not well adapted to the North, since they require
too long a growing season. The most popular variety today
is Mammoth Yellow, which rarely matures seed north of
Baltimore, Maryland. Excellent varieties for the “corn
belt” are Wilson, Peking, Ebony, and Medium Yellow. Also
discusses the importance of soy beans for feeding livestock.
989. Butler, William Reynolds. 1916. The labor-saving
soy: A crop for seed, feed and the soil of run-down fields.
Country Gentleman 81(19):964-65, 994-95. May 6.
• Summary: “’We have a number of representatives in the
Orient buying soy-bean oil for our finest grades of exterior
varnish. We find that the bean oil is superior to any other oil
for moisture-resistant properties; it is of greater value than
the better grades of linseed oil.’”
“These are the words of a general agent of one of the
foremost paint-and-varnish companies in this country, and
are cited not so much in the nature of a news item as to give
you a stunt to which the soy-bean crop is put. The gentleman
to whom I am indebted for the above information gave me
a very pleasant evening’s entertainment on the subject of
the economic uses to which the soy-bean crop is put in the
Orient, its place of nativity.
“In nearly every rotation in the Orient, described by
Prof. F.H. King, we find the soybean. There, farmers grow
three or four crops a year on the same piece of ground, and
soy beans, being nitrogen gatherers and maturing much
earlier than clover, are suitable for their needs. Soy beans are
grown in the rice paddies between the growing grain, and are
tramped into the soft mud after they attain a rank growth. Six
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to eight tons of highly nitrogenous organic matter so handled,
with the rapid decomposition of the same, has a significant
effect upon maximum subsequent crop production. After the
oil has been extracted from the beans, the by-product, the
bean cake, is used both as feed for livestock and as fertilizer,
just as cottonseed and oil-meal by-products are used in this
country.
“As the soybean becomes more generally cultivated in
this country, farmers will grow the crop for the oil, and after
receiving a fair price from the extractor will use the cake as a
supplement to a grain ration. The possibilities of soybeans in
building up run-down farms and at the same time serving as
a money crop have only been hinted at.
“In Jennings County, Indiana, the experiment station
has coöperated with a number of farmers to build up soils
so poor that twelve to sixteen bushels of wheat was the
maximum crop. When soy beans were substituted for wheat
as a money crop, to supply organic matter at the same time,
the profits were more attractive and the crop yields climbed
higher.
“These farmers grew soybeans, threshed them for
seed, and returned the straw directly as manure or fed it to
livestock and returned the manure from livestock feeding
and bedding. They produced fifteen to twenty bushels an acre
and sold the seed for two and a half to three dollars a bushel.
Many a Jennings County farmer has taken a new lease on life
since he has known this crop.
“Soy Beans in the Corn: In all parts of the Corn Belt the
soy bean is finding its place more and more in the rotation.
Nearly every cropping and fertilizer experiment provides for
soybeans if the clover should fail, and thus the experiments
are made more certain.
“Thousands of Corn-Belt farmers are adopting the
practice of planting soys with corn in the row for hogging
or lambing off and for the silo. Others sow beans in the corn
after the last cultivation. Along with clover this gives them
two legumes in each three or four course rotation, which
marks them as soil conservationists and farmers who farm
for the land’s sake as well as for their own.
“Men who have grown this crop for some time have
no difficulty in disposing of the beans for seed at two and a
half to three dollars a bushel. A fair average yield is twenty
bushels to the acre, so at two dollars and a half a bushel the
returns amount to fifty dollars an acre. The cost of producing
the threshed beans is approximately twenty dollars an acre,
and as we learn more economical methods of producing and
harvesting the expense will be lessened.
“The figures from Herman Hughel, of Madison County,
Indiana, who in cooperation with his county agent conducted
a soy-bean demonstration in 1914, are both interesting and
valuable. Mr. Hughel had had no experience with the crop,
but determined to try beans on two and a quarter acres of
rather thin soil. He grew the beans as a money crop and kept
an accurate account of all expenses. The field was planted

half to the Mikado and half to the Sable variety. The ground
at harvesting time was well covered with the fallen soybean leaves, which added materially to the organic matter.
The straw, though it was coarse and woody, was stored and
was fed to livestock; cattle, horses and sheep ate it greedily
during the winter. Following is the record as Mr. Hughel kept
it:

The Fouts brothers of Carroll and Cass Counties,
Indiana, have grown soy beans for a number of years in an
extensive way for hogging and lambing off. In the fall of
1913 Noah Fouts turned 500 lambs on a thirty-acre field
of soys and corn, where they were allowed to range for a
month. They made excellent weight gains.
“In Northern latitudes, the earlier varieties will mature
more certainly than later ones. Varieties that have done well
in the North are Ito San, Early Brown, and Parsons’ Auburn.
Ito San is more extensively grown and is more widely known
than any other early maturing variety, but some growers
prefer the Early Brown and the Auburn, which are heavier
yielders than the Ito and as early.
“For central and southern latitudes, Hollybrook, Ito San,
Early Brown, and Mikado have all done well... Wilson is a
promising hay variety, but is a low yielder of grain. Sable, on
account of its tall habit of growth and fine hollow stems, is
probably the best hay variety and at the same time is one of
the heaviest yielders we have. Mikado is used as a grain and
forage plant... Early Brown is probably the best all-around
bean for the North.”
Photos show: (1) A Hollybrook variety of soy bean
plant, with leaves and pods. The Hollybrook “has proved its
superiority for planting in rows with corn for silage and for
hogging off.” (2) A man standing in a tract of soy beans that
yielded 30 bushels per acre.
990. Wegner, Ida. 1916. Ueber Anbau und Naehrwert der
Sojabohne [On the cultivation and nutritional value of the
soybean]. Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche Presse 43(37):328.
May 6. [Ger]
• Summary: The high nutritional value of the soybean makes
it necessary for more and more of it to be cultivated for the
well-being of the German people. It is actually astonishing
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that thus far, it has not been successful in taking on the place
that it deserves in German gardens. Perhaps this is due to the
somewhat harsh flavor that is typical to the mature beans but
which is completely lacking in the immature beans which in
fact come into consideration first and foremost as a food for
humans.
Mature beans come into consideration more as livestock
feed, and for human nutrition only in the form of various
processed products such as soybean meal, which is obtained
from the whole bean, and Agumamehl [Aguma meal/flour,
a brand name] which is produced from partially defatted
soybeans. Both soy meal and Aguma meal are suitable
for the production of any baked goods and have already
successfully made their way into many households. Aside
from the two aforementioned types of flour, soy fat and soy
milk are also obtained from the soybean both of which are
first-class products, and everywhere that a test has been done
with them, they have been esteemed for their full values.
Furthermore, when the mature soybeans are roasted, they
provide a tasty, easily digestible coffee.
But let us first return to the plant and to the immature
fruit. The stalk, leaves, and pods of the soybean are covered
with rough hair. The leaves are trifoliate (dreizählig), the
blossoms are axillary (achselständig), white, yellow, or
purple; they sit on short, ramified (verzweigt) stems and
form for the most part four pods. The foliage of the soybean
reaches a height of sixty to one hundred centimeters. The
pods contain two to five seeds. Several varieties of soybeans
are distinguished, such as the green, black, yellow, brown,
and white. The soybean is cultivated in China and Japan
over large areas and is exported to Europe in great quantities.
For our purposes, only the yellow soybean comes into
consideration, the chemical analysis of which is composed
as follows: 39 parts per hundred [pph] protein, 21 pph fat,
25 pph carbohydrates, 5 pph ash. Because of its high protein
content that is easily digestible, it is capable of almost
completely replacing meat.
For the kitchen, the beans are harvested as long as they
are still young and tender but are still fully grown. Beans that
cannot be evaluated right away are boiled in any canning pot
and kept for the winter. The small germs of the soybeans,
which as a rule are broken with the cooking and preserving
and are unfortunately often discarded, yield a nice tasting
salad when lightly boiled in salt water and prepared with the
familiar ingredients.
The cultivation of the soybean can already take place
in April, and a new sowing can follow every fourteen days
in order to always have young, tender beans for the kitchen.
The soybean is not as sensitive to frost as its German
sisters and withstands 1 to 1 ½ degrees of frost without
suffering damage. The sowing takes place best in furrows,
but the distance [between rows] should amount to 40 to 50
centimeters. The further handling is as with other beans.
The soybean loves light types of soils and flourishes best

on a deep, humus-filled, sandy clayey, chalky, well-drained
marshy soil that must be well loosened. It is particularly
grateful for applications of lime. Cold soils that very much
stick together (abbinden) have for the most part led to
failure. But those who are subjected to such a cold, adhering
soil in their gardens who nevertheless wish to cultivate
this preferable vegetable are recommended to procure pure
cultures of nitrogen-fixing bacteria (Stickstoffbakterien) and
to inoculate the sowing seeds with it, which will then on their
part make the soil soft by attracting the nitrogen from the air
and, through this, making the soil looser, which is a benefit
not only for the beans as the current fruit, but also that which
will follow them. Like all other legumes, the soybean is a
strong nitrogen accumulator (Stickstoffsammler). But it can
primarily develop this property on a lighter soil, which it
also improves through the nitrogen from the air. On a heavy,
adhering soil, this work is made significantly more difficult
for it, and the attempt was made earlier on to improve those
types of soils by covering heavy soils with light soils upon
which legumes got on well, and thus where nitrogen-fixing
bacteria were present. This process was very quickly halted
as laborious and costly, and science was successful in
culturing the nitrogen-fixing bacteria. The bacteria cultures
are on the market as bacteria soil or as a liquid, and they
can be obtained under the names “Azotogenimpfsstoff”
[“Nitrogen Inoculant”] from Humann und Teissler in Dohna,
district of Dresden, and as “Nitragin” from the biologicalchemical laboratory of Dr. A. Kühn in Bonn. It is well known
that these inoculants are available for all legumes, and it
must be indicated with a possible order for which species the
bacteria cultures are desired. The application is extremely
easy with the instructions that are enclosed.
The leaves and stems are easily infested by aphids,
and steps must be taken in a timely manner to kill them.
Aside from the well-known copper-calcium or Bordeaux
mixture (Kupferkalk- oder Bordelaiserbrühe), the fruit
tree carbolineum (Obstbaumkarbolineum), quassia soap
(Quassiseife), Paris green (Uraniagrün), and tobacco mixture
(Tabaksbrühe), all of which fulfill their purpose, also to be
taken into consideration are ladybugs as a natural enemy of
the aphid, and it is a good thing to collect these pretty little
beetles where they are found and to place them on plants that
are covered with aphids. The cleaning will be a thorough
one, since this little red-shelled beetle can demolish very
enormous quantities. It is frequently also recommended
to break off the crown as soon as the pods have formed,
through which the infestation by aphids is to be avoided. To
what extent this is correct is beyond my knowledge. But I
do believe that the breaking off of the crown has a positive
influence on the maturation process of the beans.
The harvest of the ripe beans occurs by pulling up the
plant. These are placed in small piles and need a long time to
dry. Even if they already feel dry, there should not be a rush
to bring them in, because as a result of their high fat content,
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they heat up very easily if they are not completely dry. The
dried plant of the soybean is an excellent feed for cattle and
horses.
Soymeal which is produced from the whole soybean
and which contains 17.5 parts per hundred fat on average
is produced by P. A. Kuhfuss Jr. in Wiesbaden and put on
the market. Aguma meal, which is prepared from partially
defatted soybeans, is produced in the Aguma Works
(Agumawerke) of Thörl and Co. in Harburg an der Elbe, and
the Soy Works (Sojawerke) in Frankfurt am Main produce
the already mentioned excellent soy milk. Then there is also
soy coffee, which may be had from Fischer und Bollmann in
Dresden or can be obtained from the Soy, Malt, and Coffee
Factory (Soja-Malz-Kaffeefabrik) of Dr. Richard Schröder
in Zena-Ziegenhain. In addition, there is also the spicy,
famous soy sauce which can be obtained from all of the
better delicatessen shops. All of these lovely and nutritious
foods come from the soybean which, in its unprepossessing
appearance, is not at all viewed as being such a great
treasure.
Soy oil/fat is used for the most part in the fabrication
of soap and margarine; but when it is refined, as an edible
oil it confidently meets the competition from any other oil
of this type. Soy meal that has not been defatted has an
average of 45 parts per hundred [pph] raw protein and 5 pph
fat, the defatted meal has 47 pph raw protein and 2 pph fat
(Continued).
991. Wegner, Ida. 1916. Ueber Anbau und Naehrwert der
Sojabohne [On the cultivation and nutritional value of
the soybean (Continued–Document part II)]. Deutsche
Landwirtschaftliche Presse 43(37):328. May 6. [Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): Since the soybean is for the most
part capable of being enjoyed earlier in the spring than
the potato, its cultivation is already recommended for that
reason, because in the late spring, the old potatoes are often
no longer good and the new ones are not yet mature. In that
case, the soybean is quite well cut out to fill the gap of the
potato as a basic food.
The booklet Die Einführung der Soja, eine Umwälzung
der Volksernährung [“The Introduction of Soy, a Radical
Change in General Nutrition] by M. Fürstenberg that was
recently published by the publisher Paul Parey, Hedemannstr.
10 and 11, Berlin SW. 11 (price 1 German mark, cheaper
with a volume purchase) is most warmly recommended to all
those who are interested. By means of abundant documents,
the author demonstrates that the soybean is quite well cut
out to remedy the lack of human food and the shortage of
animal feed in the current period of war. Furthermore, he
provides full proof that the soybean is not just an extremely
nutritious food as a substitute for the potato for the public
that carries out hard physical labor which completely makes
a substitute of meat and fat dispensable without having to
fear malnutrition, but also that it is a desirable, fine-tasting

and extremely digestible dish on every better table.
The soybean has in fact been cultivated again and
again in small quantities in some gardens, but now it is a
sheer obligation to also cultivate it on large areas, because
we have no species of vegetable or pulse, to say nothing of
the potato, that is as rich in fat and protein as the soybean
is. The soybean appears to already have found its deserved
appreciation in Russia much more than here, since I was able
to be completely convinced that our Russian prisoners who
are employed here as estate workers (Gutsarbeiter) prefer to
eat the soybean to any other pulse or any kind of vegetable.
When cooked with potatoes, they yield a really ideal meal on
meatless days.
In the aforementioned booklet, the composition of the
soybean is analyzed by means of several tables and the great
difference is shown between it, the other pulses that have
been cultivated thus far by us, and the potato, consequently
positively compelling its cultivation.
Furthermore, the book provides full proof that with us,
the soybean not only thrives just as well as in China and
Japan, but even much better. Because numerous trials have
resulted in the fact that the reproduced seeds from the first
sowing turned out to be bigger and heavier than the original
seeds that were imported, and that the capability for yield is
in all cases significantly higher than with French beans, fava
beans, peas, and green beans. It is also immune to all fungi; a
great advantage with the currently prevailing large number of
fungal diseases.
Today, every owner of a plot of ground has the
obligation to the Fatherland to help to control the lack of
food and animal feed with powerful hands; and how it is
that he is capable of certainly and effectively doing this with
the help of the soybean is taught to him by the booklet by
Maurice Fürstenberg, which deserves the broadest possible
distribution.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
992. Justice, J.L. 1916. Grow soy beans with corn. Orange
Judd Farmer 60(20):2. May 13.
• Summary: It is more advantageous to grow soybeans with
the corn for silage or hogging down, rather than separately.
Address: Indiana.
993. Welton, F.A. 1916. Soy beans and cowpeas profitable:
Good emergency crops but good also for other purposes.
American Agriculturist 97(20):5, 8. May 13.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soy bean culture and
seed. Avoid frost danger. Harvesting soy beans. Cowpeas
compared with soy beans.
“At present soy beans are regarded chiefly as an
emergency crop; one to be used in case of failure of clover,
oats or some other crop. In view of their many good
qualities, however, it is apparent they deserve more general
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recognition than is now accorded them by the farmers along
the northern border from the Mississippi to the middle
Atlantic states.
“Soy beans may be utilized in a variety of ways, either
as grain, hay, silage, soiling, or they may be plowed under
for the improvement of the soil. Usually the grain is sold for
seed purposes, though its high protein content gives it rank
in feeding value with such concentrates as gluten meal and
cottonseed meal. In composition the hay falls between clover
and alfalfa. The quality tends to be a little coarse, though
if the variety used is one of the finer-branched sorts, this
objection is largely overcome.
“As silage soy beans are most useful when mixed
with corn, the two supplementing each other. Two parts by
weight of corn to one of soy beans makes a good mixture.
As a soiling crop they are less palatable than field peas and
oats, but they furnish feed in August or September, a time
considerably later than that at which peas and oats ripen. If
soy beans are desired for green manuring and conditions are
such that an entire crop can be spared for the purpose, they
are practically as valuable as clover. However, if roots and
stubble only are plowed under, the amount of nitrogen thus
left in the soil is relatively small.”
994. Committee on State Support for the Culture of
Medicinal Plants in Austria. 1916. Aufruf zum Einsammeln
und Anbau von Arzneipflanzen [Call for collecting and
growing medicinal plants]. Drogisten-Zeitung (Vienna)
31(19/20):108-09. May 15. [Ger]
• Summary: World War I is now raging. Among the oilbearing plants, cultural trials with... sesame seeds (Sesamum
indicum) and especially soybeans (Sojabohne; Soja hispida)
are recommended. Address: Wien II, Trunnerstrasse 3.
995. Tomlinson, Walter S. 1916. Soybeans planted with corn.
Ohio Farmer 137(21):707. May 20.
• Summary: Discusses: Planting, cultivation, harvesting,
yields, and use of the crop for silage. Address: Defiance
County, Ohio.
996. Harper, Woods. 1916. Building up the sandy farm: A
system of management that requires little capital. Country
Gentleman 81(22):1108-09. May 27.
• Summary: This article applies to sandy farms in northern
Indiana and southern Michigan. An inexpensive way to start:
(1) Grow crops that will yield a profit and bring fertility to
the soil; later use the cash to buy commercial fertilizers.
(2) Introduce livestock as means will permit. (3) Make
the transition to a diversified system of farming properly
balanced between cash crops and livestock.
In stage 1, the two best crops are soy beans and
cowpeas. Soy-bean seed must be inoculated before sowing
on new fields. “Inoculating material, with full directions,
may be secured free of charge on request to the Federal

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC.” Either of
these crops may be grown successfully without fertilizers
on the poorest of farms. After the soil becomes thoroughly
inoculated, soy beans will do much better than cowpeas. A
good yield for either crop is 12 bu/acre, but the best growers
have been able to average 15 bu/acre, with a maximum yield
of 25 bu/acre. A bushel typically sells for $1.50 to $2.00,
when sold on the local market or to other farmers for seed.
The Ito San and early Brown [sic, Early Brown] varieties of
soy beans have been most satisfactory.
“Soy beans will also furnish good pasture or forage
at almost any stage of growth before fully mature.” Soy
beans are a highly effective winter feed for hogs. A fiveyear rotation that includes soy beans in the second year is
described.
997. Beavers, J.C. 1916. Soybeans with corn. Breeder’s
Gazette 69(22):1160-61. June 1.
• Summary: Increased yields per acre, better silage, and
increased pork production per acre are cited as some of the
advantages of planting soybeans with corn. “In 1913 Taylor
Fouts, Carroll County, Indiana, hogged off 5½ acres of
soybeans and corn grown together in rows. About Sept. 20
99 Duroc-Jersey shotes averaging 108 pounds were turned
into the field. They remained in the field for 27 days and
gained 5,288 pounds in weight, or practically 2 pounds each
per day.”
Feeding trials at Purdue University showed that 8.8
lb of corn plus 2.2 lb of soybeans are equivalent, for pig
fattening, to 15.2 lb of corn alone. In yield trials, corn always
gave higher yields on the plots where it was planted with
inoculated soybeans.
Many trials growing corn and soybeans together for
silage showed, on average, an increase of 2,521 lb/acre of
silage over the yield of corn grown alone; in wet years, the
average increase was 3,600 lb. Moreover, the resulting silage
is richer in protein substances then when made from corn
alone. The Hollybrook variety is praised. Three methods
presently used to plant soybeans with corn are described.
Address: Purdue Univ., Indiana.
998. Dacy, George H. 1916. New products from soy beans:
The crop yields valuable meal and oil. Country Gentleman
81(23):1145. June 3.
• Summary: “Seven North Carolina oil mills converted
100,000 bushels of soy beans into approximately 4,800,000
pounds of meal and 94,500 gallons of oil during the recent
milling season. The successful production of soy-bean meal
and oil on a commercial scale is notable in that it places on
the market a mill feed containing twenty to twenty-five per
cent more protein than does cottonseed meal; it affords the
soy-bean raisers a new and profitable market outlet for their
grain; it provides an oil that is suitable for practically all the
purposes for which cottonseed oil is used and that can be
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sold at a lower price, while it will boom the bean business so
that a large acreage of the soil-improving soys will be raised
each year.
“Any oil mill equipped to handle the cotton crop can
also mill soy beans. In fact, the milling of these two crops
will probably become twin operations with the average mill.
As soon as the cotton milling season is over soy beans will
tackled, so that the average working period of the mill will
be lengthened. This will permit the employment of a more
permanent labor supply.
“The average mill will accommodate 45 tons of
cottonseed during 24 hours, while it will handle only 15 tons
of soy beans during a similar period. One ton of cottonseed
usually yields 900 lb of meal and 40 gallons of oil; one ton
of beans will produce from 1600 to 1650 lb of meal and 31.5
gallons of oil.
“Soy-bean meal is a valuable dairy and poultry
feed because of its high content of protein... When it
becomes widely known this meal will be in demand over
cottonseed meal. At present there is practically no market
for the product, so the current supply was sold to fertilizer
companies for use in high-grade fertilizers. The meal brought
$40 a ton for this purpose. On the Pacific Coast, where soybean meal has been manufactured for several years as a dairy
feed, the material has become very popular at $37.50 a ton.
“The soy-bean belt of North Carolina includes Beaufort,
Hyde, Tyrrell, Chowan and Pasquotank Counties. In that
section nearly every farm grows an annual crop of soys...
“Most of the beans are Mammoth Yellows, as this
variety is well adapted to local conditions and has been most
popular since its introduction into the state in 1882.
“Formerly the farmers cut their beans with a mower
at harvest time. Then they would rake and stack the forage
and thresh the seed with an ordinary grain separator, in
which blanks were substituted for some of the concaves. The
custom was to pay the machine man one-eighth of the seed
for his work. This really meant that the threshing cost about
twenty cents a bushel. Some farmers, who grew only a small
acreage, flailed the seed out by hand, but this was a slow and
expensive method.
Special bean threshers, which sold for $100 to $250,
depending on the size and type, have been on the market
for some years. They perform good work when the beans
are cut with a self-rake reaper or binder and are fed into the

thresher in a well-cured, dry
condition. However, such
a machine involves a large
cash outlay unless a number
of neighboring farmers
own it jointly, and then it is
necessary to handle the bean
crop several times before
the threshing operation is
completed.”
“Consequently a new
type of combination harvester and thresher, which has been
in use only two seasons, has met with the glad hand among
the Tarheel bean growers. The device has but one adjustment
and on this account is adapted for use only in fields where
the beans are grown in ridged rows. Such a method of
planting is practiced in order to provide a simple system of
drainage.
“The machine is pulled by a team of horses or mules,
and it requires two men to operate it in order to harvest
from 75 to 100 bushels of beans a day. The implement is
provided with a number of pickers or fingers which work in
centrifugal fashion and shred the bean seed from the pods
and stalks, leaving the forage standing in the field. The seed
passes through the machine where it is cleaned before it is
deposited in sacks at one side.
The machine wastes some beans over the ground during
the harvest. The farmers turn hogs and cattle into the bean
fields to range on the forage and waste seed after threshing.
These bean threshers and harvesters cost ninety dollars, but
they measurably lessen the cost of producing soy-bean seed.”
“The average yield of seed is from 20 to 25 bushels to
the acre. Last year the lowest price paid by the oil mills for
seed was $1 a bushel, while the top was $1.20... many of the
oil mills are contracting with farmers to raise large acreages
of soy beans this season. One farmer has agreed to raise
about 1000 acres, while several others will devote from 200
to 500 acres of beans.
“All the farmers are not using their bean fields
exclusively for the production of seed to be marketed as a
cash crop. Some convert the beans into pork by hogging off,
while others make silage or hay from the forage, or feed it as
a soiling crop.
“Soy-bean meal merits a trial on every American
dairy farm. It contains about 25% more protein than does
cottonseed meal...
“Soy bean meal has also been converted into flour,
which makes extremely nutritious bread. No doubt 1917 will
see some soy-bean breakfast food on the market.”
A photo shows a cottonseed-oil mill, with a tall
smokestack, that can convert soy beans into meal.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that mentions the use of a “combination harvester and
thresher” or “harvester and thresher” for soybean production.
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More advanced models of this machine soon came to be
called a “combine.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that discusses the use of a early combine-like machine for
soybean production.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2016)
containing the term “soy-bean belt” (or “soy bean belt”),
however it is referring to that belt only in the one state of
North Carolina.
999. Drake, J.A. 1916. Management of sandy-land farms in
northern Indiana and southern Michigan. Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 716. 28 p. June 9. See p. 2-11, 15-21, 26-29.
• Summary: “The growing of soy beans and cowpeas for
seed offers a definite approach to the entire problem of farm
improvement in these sandy-land areas of the section. Soy
beans and cowpeas are profitable crops on the poorest of
these sandy soils...” (p. 2). They add nitrogen and organic
matter to the soil, and can be grown for hay to feed dairy
cows.
A long section titled “Soy bean and cowpeas” (p.
6-11) discusses their special characteristics and benefits,
inoculation, hogging off, and seed production.
A photo (p. 9) shows a good crop of soy beans growing
in rows on sand. A rear view shows a farmer seated on a
cultivator pulled by two horses.
The section titled “Rotations and cropping systems”
(p. 15) discusses continuous cropping with soy beans; soy
beans can also be used in a two-year rotation with corn, a
three-year rotation with corn and rye (or rye and vetch),
several four-year rotations (corn, soy beans, corn, cowpeas;
or corn, soybeans, rye, clover), and a five-year rotation (corn,
soybeans or cowpeas, corn, rye, clover).
“Conclusion: The normal stages of development for
the average sandy-land farm of this general section should
be three in number. The first should be that of growing and

selling cash crops, among which soy beans or cowpeas for
seed should have a prominent place.
“The second should be a transition stage, in which
live stock is being introduced as rapidly as fences can be
purchased and built, and as the farm can be made to produce
the necessary feed and pasture.
“The third stage should be that of a general and welldiversified farm system, with the proper balance between
cash crops and live stock which will afford profitable
employment for the entire year, maintain crop production in
a reasonably high state, and yield a suitable labor income.”
Address: Agriculturist, Office of Farm Management, USDA.
1000. Christian Science Monitor. 1916. Soja bean is being
cultivated through South: Black pea works its way into favor
of farmers–Seed is salable–Plant good forage. June 10. p. 19.
• Summary: “Norfolk, Virginia–The soja bean, sometimes
called the Japan pea, originated in Asia, just where or when
or by whom is not known. It may have been India or China,
probably the former; but it came to the United States by way
of Japan, hence the name Japan pea.” Just when it came to
the South is also unknown, but it succeeded in staying, says
the Virginia Pilot.
“Like the people where it originated, and from where
it came to America, it is truly a peculiar product. There are
more than 40 varieties of the soja in the United States, and in
Norfolk county, Virginia, there were more than 30 varieties
shown. / “The most popular and productive variety here is
the black pea or bean, coming to Virginia from Texas a few
years ago, and [sic] has worked its way rapidly into the favor
of the farmers. It is found on nearly every form [sic, farm]
and is increasing in acreage each year.” Improved methods
and machinery for planting have made the pea “one of the
most popular forage crops in the entire South.”
Saving the seed is an important feature. During the past
two years machines of different types have entered the field,
and these do in one day the work of 150 hands,
where the saving of seed was done by hand
labor. The threshing machines for threshing
wheat, oats and rye are also used to thresh the
sojas, by making a slight change in the cylinder
or concave.”
“The yield of seed is from 15 to 20 bushels
per acre, which commands from $1 to $2.50 per
bushel, generally about $1.40. The forage or
fodder in such case, after threshing or shredding,
is worth on the farm about $10 the ton and the
tonnage is from one and a half to two tons to the
acre.”
“Partial experiments have shown that it is
feasible to increase the number of peas or beans
in the pod. Careful search resulted in finding
about one pod in the million with three seeds in
it. These ‘pods of three’ were saved and planted
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with the result that more than 30 per cent of the pods had
three peas.”
1001. Seip, James F. 1916. Soy beans in Louisiana: Some
interesting points about culture, harvesting and curing of soy
beans. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
31(24):745. June 10.
• Summary: “I plant a large acreage of soy beans every year
for the market and also for forage purposes. I will give my
method of preparing the soil, culture and harvesting.” He
inoculates the beans with commercial bacteria. To control
weeds: “When the beans are five to six inches high, I
cultivate with a double shovel and repeat if possible about a
week later. The other cultivations may be done with a spring
tooth harrow, or a large sweep does excellent work.”
“In harvesting I use a cane knife, as it does more
efficient work, is very economical and the beans will not be
damaged by being trampled on by horses which is the case
when a mower is used. If the beans are grassy at harvest
time, it is almost impossible to use a mower satisfactorily,
whereas with the can knife it makes no difference. Windrow
three rows into one, and if the weather be favorable allow the
beans to remain for 48 hours in windrow... After removing
from the windrow, they should be placed in small cocks
about three feet high and allowed to remain for three or four
days... Do not attempt to cure in a barn. This is one plant that
does best when cured in the field; even should you get a hard
rain when in the windrow or small cock do not feel alarmed,
as the soy bean has the ability to readily shed water. In fact
the plant can be cut and cured in the most disagreeable
weather.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2002) that uses the word “grassy” to describe the
habit of growth of soybeans.
The beans shrink very little, only 3 to 3½ per cent during
proper curing. “If properly cured, they will stand shipping
well. I have shipped them to Central America where they
were used for food. The bean makes a most delicious soup,
and when baked is far superior to the well known Boston
bean. The bean when crushed makes an unusually high-grade
oil, and the meal is splendid for both stock and fertilizing
purposes. For forage, especially for hogs, it has no superior.
When the pods and plant are about one half matured, turn
your stock in and watch the result.” Address: Alexandria,
Louisiana.
1002. Burlison, W.L. 1916. Availability of mineral
phosphates for plant nutrition. J. of Agricultural Research
6(13):485-514. June 26. 8 plates at end. [32 ref]
• Summary: “This paper is submitted in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
on Agronomy in the Graduate School of the University of
Illinois, 1915.
“Since the introduction of commercial fertilizers,

more or less discussion has been carried on concerning
the value of insoluble mineral phosphates as a source of
phosphorus for the nutrition of plants.” This paper discusses
the availability of phosphorus in Tennessee brown rock
phosphate for soybeans and other crops. Table IV (p. 494)
shows the phosphorus content of soybean grain (seeds) and
straw, from soybeans harvested from various pots on 10 June
1914. Different amounts of phosphate were added to the
different pots.
Soybeans are one of “nine common crops (legumes and
cereals) that are cultivated on Illinois farms” included in the
study. There was no special emphasis on soybeans, which
were found to be less responsive to phosphorus than the
other crops in the study.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept.
2004) that mentions Burlison in connection (directly)
with soybeans. Address: Assoc. Prof., Crop Production,
Agricultural College, and Assoc. Chief, Crop Production,
Illinois Agric. Exp. Station.
1003. White, H.M. 1916. Soy beans. Commonwealth (The)
(Scotland Neck, North Carolina). July 7. p. 1.
• Summary: “Most planters with whom I have talked
regarding Soy Beans, claim that a crop can be made if they
are planted before July 10th, and I thought it a good idea
to write this letter suggesting an active campaign by each
manager in his local territory, in an effort to induce farmers
to start planting soy beans this year, even though in a small
way. The results will interest them and they will plant more
largely another season.
“The development of this production will be of immense
value to the oil mill industry. If we can secure a tonnage of
soy beans to work in connection with cotton seed, the oil
mills will be benefitted to an incalculable extent by having
the length of their season increased and overhead charges
reduced proportionately.
“It appears that soy beans are practically about as good
a raw product of crush as cotton seed, and I believe that we
should do everything in our power to help the development
of soy beans. Unquestionably, the boll weevil is making his
way towards us, and when he does arrive, if we can judge
by the decreased production of cotton in Louisiana we have
some conception of what our lot will be. The soy bean may
prove to be our salvation.
“I am just in receipt of a letter from one of the large
refiners seeking information regarding soy bean oil, and
states that they expected to handle a...
“As a matter of information, I beg to advise that Soy
Bean Harvestors are manufactured by L.S. Gordon and
Geo. E. Pritchard, Elizabeth City, N.C. I understand their
prices range from $90, to $100.00, f. o. b. There is also a
new harvestor now being manufactured by Mr. R.L. Spikes,
Farmville, N.C., which. I understand is very satisfactory
because of an attachment that blows the husks and other
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refuse back into the field, and leaves, the beans thoroughly
cleaned. This machine sells for $150.00 without the cleaner
$125.00,
“Soy bean acreage in Pitt county has increased
wonderfully this year, and they are still planting.” Address:
Sec. and Treas. [name of organization at bottom of page cut
off].
1004. Butler, Tait. 1916. Timely farm suggestions: Oats
and soy beans a valuable cropping combination. Land
that will make 20 bushels of corn will make 20 bushels of
oats and 20 bushels of beans with a much greater feeding
value. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
31(30):867. July 22.
• Summary: Growing soy beans with oats is quite profitable,
whereas growing oats alone is unprofitable. Compared with
corn, and considering both the feeding value (the digestible
nutrients they contain) and the plant foods they remove
from the soil, oats and soy beans are worth about $22 per
acre more than corn. If we consider their value as manure
(assuming that 85% passes through animals and half of
that amount is saved), this adds an additional $6 per acre
compared with corn.
“Unless we begin to take heed of these things our soils
will not grow in fertility and our farming will continue
unsuccessful... A lead pencil, properly used, is a valuable tool
in a case such as this.”
1005. Moss, B. L. 1916. Cowpeas and soy beans: Their place
in southern farming. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh,
North Carolina) 31(31):898. July 29. Article No. 31 on
“Farm Facts Every Boy Should Know.”
• Summary: “At present in the South. the cowpea is the
most widely known of all legumes... The soy bean, while
known in Asia for thousands of years, is a comparatively
new crop in the South, though rapidly gaining in popularity.
It is generally considered more exacting than the cowpea
as to soil and cultural requirements, but under favorable
conditions it is truly remarkable as a yielder of large
quantities of beans and excellent hay.”
1006. Williams, Adolph A.; Dickover, Erle R. 1916. China:
Dairen. Supplement to Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily
Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) No. 52c. p.
13-32. Aug. 16.
• Summary: Of the 77,153 inhabitants of Dairen, 55.0% are
Chinese and 44.8% are Japanese. The remaining 0.2% are
foreigners. Trading and shipping are now largely in the hands
of Japanese and Chinese. “Dairen is a free port, and therefore
the Japanese authorities keep no accurate record of imports
and exports. But as it is also the principal seaport of southern
Manchuria as well as of the Japanese Leased Territory, and is
the southern terminus of the South Manchuria Railway, it is

the entrance port and distributing center for a large share of
the commodities going into and coming out from those parts
of Manchuria lying outside the Leased Territory. Therefore
the Chinese Maritime Customs maintain an office in Dairen,
and it is from their returns that the accompanying tables of
statistics were compiled.”
“The decrease in exports to the United States [in 1914
and 1915], which was never large, was due to a depression
in the bean and bean-oil trade during the early part of 1915.”
However, this trade has increased again (p. 15).
Although economic changes were brought about by
the European War, the principal exports–”soya beans, bean
oil, bean cake, corn, and coal”–still moved out steadily.
A table (p. 20-21) shows the quantity and value of these
commodities exported to foreign countries and to Chinese
ports in both 1914 and 1915.
One section, titled “Soya-bean industry–The storage
problem” (p. 27-28) begins: “The soya bean, which has been
responsible for much of the prosperity of the port, sustained
its reputation in 1915. In spite of loss of some European
markets and the difficulties attending shipping to others, the
volume of business was large and more beans were handled
at this port than ever before.” “At Dairen the storage capacity
of the wharves was taxed to its uttermost, and could not
contain the produce arriving in a ceaseless stream.
“While beans may be stored in the open, piled up in
bags and covered with tarpaulins, or in temporary ozier
[osier] bins, bean cake can not be stored, as its value depends
largely upon its weight, which would be affected by snow
or rain; hence bean cake must be stored under cover. The
railway authorities warned the bean mill union that their
output should be decreased or the cake would have to be
stored in the open while awaiting shipment” (p. 28).
The next section, titled “Condition of bean market” (p.
28) begins: “The large crop of rice in Japan brought down
the prices of beans so that the purchasing power of the
farmer and the broker was severely weakened. The large
supply of beans, the rise of freight rates to more than double
the usage charge, the loss of certain markets in Europe, and
difficulties connected with guaranteeing delivery into the
hands of neutrals, all worked against beans, as did the low
price of silver and the scarcity of containers, both for beans
and for oil. Beans were shipped in larger quantities than
heretofore to Java, which appears as almost a new market.”
The next section, titled “Mixed storage of bean cake” (p.
29) begins: “During 1915 several plans for assisting the bean
trade were brought up. The mixed storage of bean cake is
now an accomplished fact, while the mixed storage of beans
(not in bulk, but in bags) is accepted in principle. Produce
exchanges were nearly arranged for at Kaiyuan and at
Changchun by the end of the year and will be opened early in
1916. The South Manchurian Railway changed its standard
carload of cake to 1,000 pieces, or about 30½ tons per car for
a 30-ton car.
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“There are three kinds of cake on the market–mixed
storage cake, rejected cake, and train cake. The first named
is the best, being standard at 46 kin (61 pounds) each, while
the others may be several pounds or ounces over or under
the standard. In 1915 so much cake was stored that the cakes
came out considerably lighter than they went in. This loss
was due to the evaporation of water absorbed in the process
of manufacture... Mixed storage works to the advantage of
owner, buyer, and railway by facilitating the financing of
owners and the making of shipments, as well as the securing
of sellers and buyers. The cake put out at Dairen is the best
on the market.” Address: 1. Consul; 2. Vice consul. Both:
Dairen, Manchuria.
1007. Lonsdale, T.W. 1916. Soya-bean variety test. New
Zealand J. of Agriculture 13(2):140. Aug. 21. Summarized in
the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1917. 15:121.
• Summary: An experiment at the Moumahaki Experimental
Farm, New Zealand, with nine varieties of Soya beans
obtained from Purdue University (in Indiana, USA) and
planted on 12 Oct. 1915. The varieties tested in descending
order of seed yield (60 lb/bushel) were: Auburn (45 bu/acre),
Ito-San (38), Mikado (28), Early Brown (27), Black Beauty
(24), Sable (24), Tashing (21), Hollybrook (20), Morse
(14). The Auburn variety also gave a high yield of forage
(13.14 tons per acre), which was equalled by Sable and
only surpassed by Early Brown, which gave 14.28 tons per
acre. The soil in which the plants were grown was manured
but not inoculated, and “no sign of nodules was observed
on any of the varieties. The manure applied per acre was
8 tons farmyard, 4 cwt. Ephos phosphate, ½ cwt. sulfate
of potash, and ¼ cwt. sulphate of ammonia.” Note: 1 cwt
= hundredweight = 112 pounds. A table shows the results,
including number of seeds per pound, length of straw in
inches, and colour of seed. Address: Manager, Moumahaki
Experimental Farm.
1008. Duggar, J.F. 1916. Harvesting soy beans for seed:
Some means for reducing shattering–Tools and implements
used in harvesting. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh,
North Carolina) 31(39):1081. Sept. 23.
• Summary: “The harvesting of soy beans presents special
difficulties because of the tendency of the pods, as soon
as thoroughly mature, to burst and shatter. There is no
productive variety known to the writer that is exempt from
shattering.”
“As much as possible of the handling of soy bean plants
grown for seed should occur in the early morning or very
late afternoon or when the air is damp. Those farmers who
own either binders or self-rake reapers find these implements
suitable for harvesting well grown soy bean plants for seed.
However, the early varieties usually produce such dwarf
plants with seed so near the ground that the use of a binder is
not satisfactory.

“Soy beans may be cut with a mower, especially if the
cutting to be done in ample time and if the necessary raking
be done by a careful hand while there is some dampness and
before there has been much sun on the cut plants. However,
the mower is far from satisfactory in harvesting soy beans
for grain, but it could doubtless be made entirely satisfactory
by the use of the bunching attachment for the mower, now
offered by the larger dealers in agricultural machinery.
“For areas not too extensive we have found among the
several suitable hand implements, the heavy cane knife to be
quite satisfactory. This heavy knife or ‘machete’ is the same
implement that is preferred in cutting silage corn by hand.
“A rather heavy sickle may also be used, but the stalks
of soy beans are rather too tough at seeding time for the most
effective employment of the sickle.
“In saving seed of soy beans it pays well to use an
osnaburg sheet to spread over the wagon body or hay frame
so as to catch the seed that will be shattered even by the most
careful handling of mature soy bean plants.”
“But with the best of management, some shattering
will occur. Hence, so far as practicable, soy beans for seed
should be grown in fields so fenced that hogs may be used
as gleaners, or better, as means of harvesting the entire seed
crop.”
A small oval photo shows Prof. Duggar. Address: Prof.
[Alabama].
1009. Fred, E.B.; Graul, E.J. 1916. The gain in nitrogen from
growth of legumes on acid soils. Wisconsin Agricultural
Experiment Station, Research Bulletin No. 39. 42 p. Oct. See
p. 1, 12-16, 30-42. [21 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Yield of soy beans” (p.
12-14) states that on 15 Feb. 1915, Ito San soy beans
were planted in jars, in a greenhouse, with and without
inoculation. The experiment was repeated using Wisconsin
Black soy beans, an early maturing variety. “It was found
that Wisconsin Black soy beans grew better and produced
larger yields than the Ito San soy beans.”
The results of Table II (p. 13) show the marked
beneficial influence of inoculation on the percentage of
nitrogen in the soy beans. However lime did not increase the
percentage of nitrogen in soy beans.
In summary: “Inoculation caused a very marked increase
in both yield and quantity of nitrogen. Lime apparently did
not have any decided influence on soy beans.” Address:
Madison.
1010. Johnson, E.F. 1916. Commercial growing of soybeans.
Purdue Agriculturist (Indiana) 11(1):17-21, 45. Oct.
• Summary: “Probably no crop has ever made such rapid
progress in winning favor with corn-belt farmers, as
has the soybean. A native of Japan, this peculiar legume
was practically unknown to American farmers only ten
years ago. Today it is fast becoming a necessity in every
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system of rotation as a soil builder; its value as a forage
plant established beyond doubt: its ability as a hay plant
recognized to be a close competitor of alfalfa; and the use of
the seed as a supplement to corn has reached a point where
it seriously threatens to replace, in a large number of rations,
the long recommended linseed oil meal, cottonseed meal,
tankage and wheat middlings.
“In this work of bringing this valuable legume to the
attention of the farmers, devising methods for handling the
crop effectively, and the improvement of old varieties, the
Johnson Seed Farms (Stryker, Ohio) in Northwestern Ohio,
take a prominent position. “Today they have the confidence
of hundreds of growers and a large percent of the daily
outgoing mail is in answer to inquiries regarding methods
of growing this crop. Only recently the U.S. Department
of Agriculture has recognized the system of handling the
crop in use on these Farms as the most efficient system,
throughout, in use today. The writer has, on invitation, spent
several summers on these Farms recently, aiding in field
selection and plot testing work, and it is the purpose of this
article to describe in more or less detail the methods in use
on these Farms.
“These Farms consist of 620 acres at present and
grow annually from 100 to 150 acres of soybeans, while
a like acreage is grown on neighboring farms under direct
supervision. From fifteen to sixty varieties are grown.
Usually the major part of the acreage is given over to some
ten to fifteen varieties, while the rest is in plot testing work.
“The work on these Farms may be classified under
three heads: first, Improvement of old varieties by selection;
second, testing out of new varieties and sports; third,
Perfecting an efficient system of handling the crop.”
“It has been the policy of these Farms for years to secure
new varieties from the Experiment Stations or from the
Division of Forage Crops of the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture.
With the large number of varieties and strains of soybeans
grown today, the problem of keeping seed pure and true to
name, is a very difficult one.
“As a result, all seed secured is given a three year plot
test. During this time, the merits of the variety are carefully
observed, complete data kept, and at the end of the three
years, the variety is either discarded, advanced to field use,
or transferred to selection plots.”
“Under improvement of old varieties, the greatest work
has been done with the Ito San and the Medium Green
(Guelph). The Ito San, an old standard variety, has two
serious faults; first, it lacked size, growing only 18 to 24
inches tall; and second, it started branching too close to
the ground, a condition which resulted in considerable loss
of seed at harvesting time.” Through careful selection, an
improved Ito San is now available that in northwestern Ohio
this season “averaged 28 to 36 inches tall, with the branches
high enough above the ground to cut and leave a four-inch
stubble. To the ordinary observer, these fields would be

taken for the Hollybrook or Medium Yellow variety, but the
presence of the characteristic brown speck at one end of the
hilum, proves the variety to be true Ito San.
“In the case of Medium Green, sometimes called
Guelph, the tendency of this variety to shatter badly at time
of ripening, was so serious as to cause many growers to
discard it entirely. The second year this variety was grown,
a two-acre plot was allowed to stand until December,
careful observations were made weekly and exceptional
stalks tagged. Fortune favored the work, for a single stalk
was found which on December 20th, had not lost a bean by
shattering.”
Today “the Medium Green grown on these Farms is
considered among the best of present-day general purpose
(hay and seed) beans grown.”
Details are then given on the method and machinery
used in handling the crop including preparation of the
seedbed, time of seeding (mid-May), method of seeding
(use a ten-hoe or twelve-hoe drill so as to seed four rows at
a time; seed the rows 21 inches apart with a seven-inch drill
or 24 inches apart with an eight-inch drill), amount of seed
per acre (3-4 pecks/acre when grown for seed; 6-8 pecks/acre
when cut for hay), depth of planting (2-2½ inches deep), first
cultivation when beans are 3-4 inches tall (using a two-row
or four-row beet cultivator to destroy weeds and maintain
a surface mulch; with a four-row cultivator, one man and
two horses can cultivate 15 acres/day easily, but a two-row
cultivator requires only one horse), second cultivation when
beans are 6-8 inches tall, cutting for hay (just as the first pods
are well established, using a mower; handle just like alfalfa),
harvesting for seed (using a mower with a side-delivery
buncher or a self-rake; cut 3 rows at a swath with a six-foot
cutting bar), windrowing (using a slow speed side-delivery
rake in the evening to avoid shattering), loading onto a
wagon (using a drum hay loader to minimize shattering),
storing in a barn or stacking, threshing (with an ordinary
grain threshing machine. “In some sections bean threshers
are available and should always be used when possible”).
On the Johnson Seed Farms a special machine for threshing
soybeans was built from a steel Case separator.
“All seed sold from the Farms goes under the guarantee
of being free from any and all weed seeds, true to name
and to contain less than one split bean in two hundred.
Such a guarantee means considerable extra work, but it is
appreciated by the purchasers, for last year with better than
4,000 bushels of seed for sale, the entire stock of seed was
booked by Jan. 15.”
Editor’s note at end of article: “In method and thickness
of seeding the practice on the Johnson Seed Farms does not
agree with the methods and thickness of seeding found best
by the Indiana Experiment Station and several other stations
that have experimented along this line. Wider spacing for
cultivation with a two-horse cultivator, and about half as
much seed per acre have been found to be preferable. See
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Indiana Bulletin No. 172” [“Soybeans and cowpeas,” by
Wiancko et al. (1914)].
Photos (courtesy of Johnson Seed Farms) show: (1)
A man standing in a field of waist-high Medium Green
soybeans. (2) A New Empire grain drill used for seeding.
(3) A farmer and two horses doing the first cultivation of a
soybean field. (4) Windrowing–either hay or seed. (5) Two
men by a large threshing machine that handles a load every
thirty minutes.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2001)
by or about E.F. “Soybean” Johnson, who later became a
major soybean pioneer in Ohio, and an honorary life member
of the American Soybean Association.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012)
that mentions the Johnson Seed Farms of Stryker, Ohio.
According to the Standard Atlas of Williams County, Ohio...
published in 1918, a map of Springfield Township (p. 32)
shows “The Johnson Seed Farm” [sic, Farms] which is
comprised of 235 acres in section 16; it belongs to Simon
Johnson, who is the author’s father. A photo in the Atlas (p.
59) shows “One of the barns on the Johnson Seed Farms,
growers of soy beans, seed oats, seed wheat and other farm
grains, Stryker, Ohio.” This is a huge, beautiful barn with the
words “Johnson Seed Farms” written in large white letters
on one end. These Farms were actively breeding and selling
soybeans until at least 1923. Address: ‘17 [Class of 1917].
1011. Morse, W.J. 1916. Re: Photos of the soy bean industry
in eastern North Carolina. Letter to Dr. R.Y. Winters,
Experiment Station, Raleigh, N.C., Nov. 28. 1 p. Typed,
without signature.
• Summary: “Dear Dr. Winters: During our trip to eastern
North Carolina you no doubt will recall that a number
of picture were taken of various phases of the soy bean
industry. In the developing of the films I find that only a very
few of the pictures turned out good. These were the first two
or three taken at the beginning of our journey around the
Mattamuskeet Lake. It seems evident to me that the camera
was injured in some way during our rough ride and interfered
with the taking of good, clear photos.
“I wonder if it will be possible to obtain from you some
pictures of the thrashing operations, especially where the
baling of the straw was being done at the stand after the
thrashing. It you would care to let me have these pictures
I think it would be advisable to send the films and I would
have the plates made at our photo laboratory here and then
return the films to you.
“Very truly yours...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.

Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Scientific Assistant [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.].
1012. Hopkins, Cyril G. 1916. Re: Cowpeas and soybeans
in Illinois. Letter to W.J. Morse, Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, Dec. 9. 1
p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Replying to your letter of December 6, I beg
to state that we regard both the cowpea and the soybean as
valuable crops for Illinois, primarily as substitution crops in
years when the farmer has no clover in his rotation because
of clover failure. The soybean is better adapted to central
and northern Illinois, while the cowpea is largely limited to
southern Illinois... I have no statistical basis upon which we
estimate the production of these crops in Illinois. My guess
would be that about one farmer in ten in southern Illinois
grows some cowpeas, perhaps on one-tenth of his cultivated
acreage. Possibly half as large a proportion of soybeans is
grown in central and northern Illinois in seasons when there
is little or no clover, but, in normal seasons when clover
is abundant, the soybean is correspondingly more rarely
grown.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1928. Box 10–Idaho-Illinois. Folder–
Illinois–#2.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Head, Agronomy and Chemistry
Dep., Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1013. Fruwirth, C. 1916. Antworten und Briefwechsel: 734
u. 735. Sojabohne [Replies and correspondence: Nos. 734
and 735. Soybean]. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 66(101):687. Dec. 16. [Ger]
• Summary: The answering of the specialized inquiries
that we have received from the circles of our subscribers is
carried out for them in this journal free of charge.
734 and 735. Soybeans. F.R., Styria. The establishment
of the correct Latin designation for the soybean (Soja) has
been made difficult as a result of several circumstances.
First of all, Linnaeus (Linné) named the plant twice: once
Dolichos soja, and then also Phaseolus max. On top of that,
a species distinction was drawn between the wild-growing
form of the soybean and the cultivated form, which led
to the setting up of the names Glycine soja Sieb. et Zucc.
(Glycine ussuriensis Regel et Maack) for the wild form and
Glycine hispida (Moench) Maxim. (Soja hispida Moench)
for the cultivated form. According to Piper and Morse, such
a distinction does not exist and only one species is present.
Since Glycine is to be used for Apios, the clarification of
the relationship of the naming of the soybean by Prain and
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Piper yielded Soja max (L.) as the correct name.–Soybean
seeds (Sojasamen) are of course very difficult to obtain now,
perhaps through the Agricultural and Chemical Experimental
Station (die landwirtschaftlich-chemische Versuchsstation)
in Vienna which is occupied with trials with this plant, or
from the Count Eltz Estate (Graf Eltzschen Domäne) in
Vukovar (Slavonia) [in today’s Croatia], Grabovo, Sotin
post office.–Brief instructions about the technique of the
cultivation of the soybean, which is broadreachingly covered
by the technique of green bean cultivation, may be found in
the books on plant cultivation: Krafft, Die Pflanzenbaulehre
[Plant Cultivation Theory], 9th ed., 1913; Blomeyer,
Die Kultur der landwirtschaftlichen Nutzpflanzen [The
Cultivation of Agricultural Crops], 1889, Leipzig, Winter
[name of publisher]; then in Anbau der Hülsenfrüchte
[The Growing of Legumes], 2nd ed., 1914, ThaerBibliothek, and Landwirtschaftlich wichtige Hülsenfrüchte
[Agriculturally Important Legumes], vol. 1 and 2, 1916,
both Parey, Berlin; Hülsenfruchterbau [Legume Growing],
Meyer, Friedrichswerth.–Currently, it seems to me that the
increased planting of our familiar legumes, for which I have
repeatedly advocated since the beginning of the war and the
importance of which is now recognized, is more important
than the introduction of the soybean. The latter does not find
the corresponding conditions for growth in many areas of
Austria, and the seeds for sowing for significant cultivation
are not to be procured right now. Areas in which the seeds of
early maturing corn varieties do not even mature well do not
at all come into consideration for the soybean, and the highyielding varieties require at minimum the conditions of good
winegrowing areas.–C. Fruwirth
The cultivation of the soybean is possible, but it
does not endure every climate and does not fit into every
crop rotation. At the impetus of the late Prof. Friedrich
Haberlandt, I planted the dark variety of the soybean
(Sojabohne) in 1879 at the Aujezd Farm (Bohemia)
[probably one of the many villages known today as Ujezd
in the Czech Republic] on 1 hectare of area. The field, at
around 200 m above sea level, was a warm, sandy loam, and
the previous planting was potatoes that had been fertilized
with barn manure. The beans were planted around the middle
of April by hand at a distance of 60 by 60 cm square and
pressed in with the foot. The sowing sprouted uniformly
and the plants developed well. During the vegetative period,
the weather was normal. The beans were hoed twice. They
did not require any other work. Once the stand (Stand) was
completely filled in, both the blossoming and the setting of
the pods took place normally, except that it was necessary
to wait for the maturing of the pods. In late September, the
lowermost pods were in fact already mature, but the central
and upper ones were not, which is why, since the beet
harvest was approaching, I pulled up the stalks (the soybean
grows in a shrub-like manner) and for the purpose of afterripening (Nachreife), I hung them up on garden fences, as is

done in small-scale agriculture with corn cobs. But that did
not occur without damage. The soybeans suffered a great
deal from being eaten by poultry and other birds, such that I
could not at all determine the yield. In spite of that, I came to
the conviction that where the soybean becomes completely
mature, its yield is more certain than the fava bean. In
my view, in order for it to mature, it should be planted in
winegrowing or corn areas. In any case, an earlier maturing
variety could be bred through selection. In addition, it has
been said that the lighter-colored varieties in any case mature
earlier. On the other hand, the soybean absolutely does not
fit in at all with beet agriculture. And that is not just because
it will not become mature, but also because of the fact that
with a pressing need for labor, there is often joy when the
beet cultivation is just finally over with, and hardly anyone
would want to still be saddled with the cultivation of the
soybean.–F. Funda, retired estate tenant
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
1014. Wing, Chas. B. 1916. Soy beans for hay and silage: A
heavy yield of fine feed. Rural New-Yorker 75:1559. Dec. 23.
• Summary: The author planted Jet variety soybeans on
an old drained swamp. “The crop grew as well as could be
expected when you consider that we had no rain at all all
summer.” The harvest was much larger than expected. Part
was used for silage with corn, and the rest cured for hay.
Address: Ohio.
1015. Williams, C.B. 1916. Soy-bean products and their
uses. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Circular No. 34. p. 1-7. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. First commercial
crushing from domestic beans (started on 13 Dec. 1915 by
the Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Company of Elizabeth
City, North Carolina). Soy-bean oil. Uses for the oil. Soybean meal. Composition and exchange value of the meal.
Prices paid for beans by the oil mills. Soy-bean oil industry
in England, Manchuria, and Japan. Importation of oil. Soybean meal as feed. Soy beans and products for human food.
This Circular begins: “In order that any people may
maintain their soils in the highest state of productivity in
an economical way it will be necessary that proper systems
of crop rotation are used, and in these rotations it will
be necessary to bring in leguminous crops at as frequent
intervals as practicable. For North Carolina conditions
one of the crops of this nature that may be used to good
advantage in all parts of the State is the soy bean. If properly
handled, this crop may be used as the means of adding to the
productivity of the soils as well as to increase the net returns
from the farm. Recently there has been a marked interest
throughout this State and the South in the growing of soy
beans.” A “new outlet for the beans has developed from the
crushing of the seed by a number of oil mills of the State...”
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The spread of the boll weevil should lead to increased
interest in the soy bean.
“This crop was introduced into the State something like
thirty-five years ago, yet very little was heard of it, outside
of very limited areas, until quite recently, when a campaign
was begun to induce the cotton oil mills of the State to use
beans for crushing purposes in the same general way that
cotton seed had been used for many years before. This
campaign not only opened the eyes of the oil crushers to the
possibilities of the soy bean in a commercial way, but of the
farmers, also, to the great opportunities of this crop.
“During the spring of 1915 farmers, particularly in the
Eastern part of the State, were casting about to find a crop
or crops that might be substituted, satisfactorily, for cotton,
as the price of this latter crop during the previous fall had
been, in many cases, below the cost of production. Many
farmers increased their acreage of soy beans, and as a result
of this increase at least a million bushels or more of beans
were produced last year.” Something like 80,000 to 100,000
bushels of soy beans were used by the cotton oil mills of the
State during the past fall, winter, and spring.
“The first commercial manufacture of soy-bean oil and
meal from domestic soy beans in the United States was
started on December 13, 1915, by the Elizabeth City Oil and
Fertilizer Company of Elizabeth City, North Carolina.
“From the start this mill operated night and day solely
on soy beans until it had crushed it supply of about 20,000
bushels. This mill was able to crush about twenty tons during
each twenty-four hours...
“It is understood that before the mill had ground a
single bean they had contracted their entire output of oil
to one of the leading manufacturers of the country at fairly
reasonable prices. It, too, had no difficulty in selling its
entire output of soy-bean meal, most of it going to a fertilizer
manufacturer. From a ton of the beans this mill was able
to secure something like 32 to 35 gallons of oil and about
1,650 pounds of meal... Other oil mills in North Carolina
that crushed more or less soy beans during the past season
were those located at New Bern, Hertford, Winterville,
Washington, Wilson, Farmville, Lattimore, and at a few other
places.”
“Soy-Bean Oil (p. 3): One of the chief products secured
in the crushing of the beans is the oil. This oil has wide
usefulness at the present time in the commercial world. The
amount of oil in the beans amounts to from 17 to 20 per
cent. This oil, when expressed from good, sound beans is
practically neutral, and about 95 per cent of it is saponifiable.
It consists chiefly of the glycerides of the fatty acids. These
acids are made up of about 15 per cent palmitic, 56 per
cent oleic, 19 per cent lenolic, and 5 per cent lenolenic
acids. The presence of the unsaturated acids (oleic, lenolic,
and lenolenic) impart to the oil drying properties. The oil,
although more efficient in drying properties than cotton-seed
oil, is less so than linseed oil. It is classed among the semi-

drying oils.
“In a bushel of Mammoth Yellow soy beans there are
ordinarily contained about 11 pounds or 1.42 gallons of oil,
weighing 7.72 pounds per gallon. The oil mills at present
are able, by expression methods, to get out only 70 to 75 per
cent of the total amount of oil contained in the beans. By
the use of appropriate solvents, such as gasoline, practically
all of the oil might be removed. This latter method has
never gained much headway in this country as a means for
extracting oil from cotton seed, and it will probably be some
time, if ever, before it will generally be used as a commercial
method. From an economic standpoint the method most
commonly used with cotton seed by Southern oil mills will
most likely be the one that will be most generally practiced
in soy-bean oil extraction. At present those mills that have
apparently been most successful in manufacturing oil and
meal from soy beans are those which are equipped with
expellers or screw presses.
“Uses for the oil: At the present time the oil is used in
this country chiefly in the manufacture of soaps, varnishes,
paints, enamels, linoleums, and water-proofing materials.
It has entered, also, to some extent in the manufacture of
edible salad oil and butter substitutes. The untreated oil may
replace linseed oil completely, with quite satisfactory results,
in the manufacture of soft soaps; but it can only partially
take the place of cotton-seed oil in making hard soaps. This
is because the soap made from soy-bean oil is of a somewhat
softer nature than that manufactured from cotton-seed oil.
After hydrogenation the oil has a wider field of usefulness
and may, in some cases entirely replace linseed oil or other
drying oils with very satisfactory results. As the untreated oil
is of a semi-drying nature, it may be used only when mixed
with linseed oil for the manufacture of paints, varnishes, and
enamels. In making paints, if the proportion of the soy-bean
oil to the total oils present does not exceed 20 to 25 per cent,
there does not seem to be any inferior qualities developed in
the paint, any more than when linseed oil alone is used. In
this respect the soy-bean oil is superior to cotton-seed oil, as
it has not been found that the latter oil can be used for this
purpose. It is not improbable that with the use of suitable
dryers soy-bean oil may in the future find more extended
use for this purpose. When the oil is properly refined it will
yield about 10 per cent glycerine as a by-product in the
manufacture of soaps. This glycerine has been found to be
equal in value to that recovered from other soap-making
fats, such as tallow, cotton-seed oil, cocoanut oil, etc. It is
significant of the possibilities of the use of this oil that more
than $5,000,000 worth of it was imported into the United
States this year from other countries, chiefly from Asia.
“Soy-bean meal: The meal secured from crushing the
beans is the most valuable product and will have the widest
usefulness. That secured from the crushing of yellowcolored beans is of a bright yellow color while that produced
from the brown and dark colored beans is of a somewhat
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darker shade. Meal, too, that has been treated with ordinary
solvents, employed for this purpose to remove the oil, is of
a brighter color than are those meals from which the oil has
been removed by heating and pressure. The oil, however,
secured by a solvent process would be of a darker color.
The soy-bean cake secured by expression methods, has a
pleasant taste, not unlike malted milk, and when ground
into meal may be used, at the present time, chiefly for
feeding to livestock or for fertilizing purposes. The meal as
a feed is highly concentrated and nutritious, and all kinds of
stock seem to relish it when fed to them properly. It should
not be fed in large quantities for any great length of time,
because of its highly concentrated nature. As a fertilizer it
acts satisfactorily. Much of the meal produced by the oil
mills of the State during the past year seems to have been
sold, without any difficulty, to manufacturers for the making
of mixed fertilizers.” Continued. Address: Chief, Div. of
Agronomy, North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station.
1016. Williams, C.B. 1916. Soy-bean products and their uses
(Continued–Document part II). North Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station, Circular No. 34. p. 1-7. Dec.
• Summary: (Continued): “Composition and Exchange Value
of the Meal: From the fertilizer standpoint, soy-bean meal
is richer in plant-food constituents than is cotton-seed meal.
From available analysis, the meal on an average contains
7.48 per cent nitrogen, 1.4 per cent phosphoric acid, and 1.83
per cent potash. All these constituents contained in soy-bean
meal should be in about as available form-for use by crops
as they are in cotton-seed meal. Based on these percentages,
an exchange, purely from the fertilizer standpoint, of about
1,500 pounds of soy-bean meal of average composition for
2,000 pounds (33 1/3 bushels) of beans would be about equal
in money value. Where the farmer makes an exchange, he
should, however, secure at least enough above this amount
to cover well the cost of delivery of the beans to the mill.
The meal, being a very concentrated product, should always
sell as high, or higher, than cotton-seed meal, as it is usually
richer in protein than the latter.
“Prices Paid for Beans by the Oil Mills: The price
which the mill men can pay for soy beans will be governed
to a large extent by the prices they are able to secure for the
soy-bean oil and meal. If these products bring good prices
the mills ought to be in a position to pay the farmer a good
price for his beans. During the past fall farmers generally
were able to secure from the oil mills from $1 to $1.15 per
bushel. In some cases as high as $1.25 per bushel was paid.
It may be of interest in this connection to know that during
1913 and 1914 the British Oil Mills, located mainly at Hull,
England, paid from $1.00 to $1.17 per bushel for Asiatic
beans. During 1915 the price paid at the mills at Hull varied
from $1.04 per bushel in January to $1.82 per bushel at the
end of the year.
“Soy-Bean Oil Industry in England, Manchuria and

Japan: In England, the oil from the soy bean is extracted
largely by a secret process owned by an oil extracting
company of Hull. By this process the seed are ground finely
and are then treated directly by means of a solvent, which is
thought to be benzine. Afterwards the oil is removed from
the solvent by distilling off the latter, the solvent being used
over and over again in the extractive process. The meal
after treatment is dried and ground finely. The meal is of a
bright color, is sweet in taste, and has a pleasant odor. By
this process not more than 1 per cent of oil is left in it, the
remaining meal running from 43 to 45 per cent of protein.
It has practically the same number of feeding units as has
meal derived directly from soy-bean cake, and it sells in
Europe for practically the same price per ton. This industry
in Manchuria and Japan is one of the most important and
profitable. In 1911 more than 1,500,000 tons of oil were
exported from these countries. Most of the oil is secured
from the bean by processes of expression. Some of these
methods are quite crude, especially those used by the natives.
“In the modern mill in Manchuria the soy beans are
crushed in large quantities by steam-driven rollers. The
crushed seed are then carried down funnels to the oil
extracting room, where they are steamed by vapor, which
can be regulated at will, the process being rapid, owing to
the force at which the steam plays upon the wafers. In some
of the mills it has been found to be more satisfactory to
discard steam pressure in extracting the oil, and use hand
pressure, as it is done in the mills of the natives, the reason
for this being that hydraulic pressure is so quickly finished,
notwithstanding the fact that a much less flow of oil is
secured than by the slower hand process. The bean cake,
with as much oil as is left in it after hand pressure, is not in
the best condition for fertilizing purposes. By use of gasoline
extraction the whole of the oil may be secured, the oil being
of a clear, pure color, and hardly bearing any resemblance
at all to the dark, muddy oil secured by the old hand-press
method.
“The machinery used by the larger operators of England,
Continental Europe, as well as of Japan, Korea, Manchuria,
and China, is of Anglo-American manufacture, which is the
kind ordinarily used in the expression of oil from cotton
seed. In 1910 Stewart and Chard secured patents in England
for a special machine which was particularly adapted for
breaking up the beans. This machine has been very useful in
solving some of the difficulties experienced in the soy-bean
crushing industry in England.
“In England soy-bean oil for general purposes is not
refined, as is cotton-seed oil in America, by the use of caustic
soda, but by means of sulphuric acid and fuller’s earth.
“Processes of refining soy-bean oil for edible purposes
have been devised, but these, like those used for extracting
the oil from the seed, have been kept secret; but they are
thought in most cases to be by means of superheated steam.”
“Importation of oil: In this connection it may be of
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interest to know that for the five years ending with 1916
there were imported into this country more than 174,000,000
pounds of soy-bean oil, which represented crushings
amounting to more than 12,000,000 bushels. Of these, 47.6
per cent came through the port of New York; 36.1 per cent
through Seattle [Washington]; 9.6 per cent through San
Francisco [California]; 2.2 per cent through Philadelphia
[Pennsylvania]; 1.6 per cent through Boston [Massachusetts];
1.1 per cent through Chicago [Illinois]; and 1.3 per cent
through all other ports of the United States. In 1916, 75 per
cent of the importations came through the ports of Seattle
and of San Francisco, the chief port of entry being Seattle,
with 62.9 per cent of the total importation. During 1916
more than 98,000,000 pounds of soy-bean oil came in from
other countries, 99.9 per cent of the total coming from Asia.
Of the total amount imported from Asia, almost 72 per cent
were shipped from Japanese ports. The total importations
during 1916 were valued at little more than $5,000,000. It is
interesting to note that at this time (October 20), because of
the advance in linseed oil and the increased demand for soybean oil, strictly prime quality soy-bean oil is bringing 9.75
cents per pound or about 75 cents per gallon f.o.b. New York.
“Soy-Bean Meal as a Feed: The Animal Industry
Division of this Station has been conducting considerable
experimental work during the past year to determine the
feeding value of soy-bean meal when fed to hogs and
chickens. From results secured at the Branch Station in
Edgecombe County, they conclude that both for rapidity and
economy of gains this meal has proven itself as a superior
product for part of the ration for hogs.
“In feeding trials with young chicks at the Pender Test
Farm they found that when soy-bean meal was fed in equal
quantities with wheat shorts and cracked corn mixed with
sweet milk, the soy-bean meal proved to be a most valuable
feed, and was found to be equal in value in the ration to
rolled oats as a growth producer.
“They have found, too, in their experiments this year
with pigs, that where one-third of the ration by weight
consisted of soy-bean meal, and the other two-thirds of
cracked corn, the bodies of the pigs became firmer than was
the case with a parallel lot fed a ration made up of two-thirds
cracked corn and one-third wheat shorts. From the results
thus far secured by them, they have been led to conclude
that soy-bean meal when fed properly does not produce softbodied hogs, as has been thought by some” (Continued).
Address: Chief, Div. of Agronomy, North Carolina Agric.
Exp. Station.
1017. Williams, C.B. 1916. Soy-bean products and their uses
(Continued–Document part III). North Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station, Circular No. 34. p. 1-7. Dec.
• Summary: (Continued): “Soy Beans and Products for
Human Food: “Soy beans, before crushing, and the meal
secured by crushing, seem to have great possibilities in the

way of different human foods. They are not only rich in food
nutrients, but when properly prepared make very appetizing
products.
“From the soy beans themselves, or from meal after
the oil has been largely removed, macaroni, milk, cheese, a
coffee substitute, and flour for making biscuits and muffins
may be secured. The soy-bean flour gives best results when
mixed in the proportion of 1 to 3 with wheat flour or corn
meal.
“In China and Japan the soy bean has been largely used
for human consumption from the earliest times. In Europe
and America it has been used to some extent, in recent
years, for this purpose. In this country some enterprising
manufacturers are putting out prepared pork and beans, part
of all of the beans being soy beans. A regular preparation of
these which the writer has tried proved to be of as high grade
as could be desired.
“In Eastern countries the beans are used largely to take
the place of beef in the diet of the people. Because of their
richness in protein they are used to supplement rice, which
is deficient in this nutrient. Tofu (vegetable cheese), Natto,
yuba, and miso are staple foods made from soy beans.
“Muffins made from soy-bean flour have been found to
be very palatable. To make these, take about ½ cupful of soybean flour, about 1½ cupfuls of wheat flour, ½ teaspoonful
of salt, 2 eggs, 1 teacupful of sweet milk, two rounded
teaspoonfuls of baking powder, and 1½ tablespoonfuls of
melted (but not hot) butter. These should be beaten well
together, adding the melted butter last. Then bake in gem
pans placed in a hot oven. This quantity will make about
twelve muffins.
“The chief value of the flour lies in its high content
of protein (muscle-forming material) and mineral matter,
one pound of it containing as much protein as two pounds
of meat. Bread made from the soy-bean flour in Germany,
where it is being largely used at the present time, secures
about the same amount of food value as six dollars spent
for meat. The flour seems to have especial value in the
preparation of foods for delicate infants which have difficulty
with digesting cows’ milk, and for persons suffering with
diabetic troubles.”
A diagram (p. 7) shows “Products secured from the
crushing of a ton of soy beans by the oil mill, and the
material made from these products.” One ton yields 1,650 lb
of meal, 32 gallons of oil, and 120 lb of trash and moisture.
From the meal one can make food (human and animal),
fertilizer, and celluloid. The human food can be macaroni,
flour, sauce, milk, cheese, coffee, and lard. From the oil one
can make food (cooking oils, butter [margarine?]), paints,
enamels, blown oil (linoleum, India rubber substitutes,
varnishes), and soap stock (soaps, glycerine).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2016) that contains a diagram of this type.
Address: Chief, Div. of Agronomy, North Carolina Agric.
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Exp. Station.
1018. Peschl, Em. 1916. Pokusne pestovani soje (Soje
hispida) zlute [Experimental cultivation of yellow soybeans
(Soy hispida)]. Venkov (Country), Narodni Hospokar
(National Economist) (Prague, Czechoslovakia) (12)3-.
[Cze]*
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in Czechoslovakia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Czechoslovakia. Address: Czechoslovakia.
1019. Bull, Sleeter. 1916. Principles of feeding of farm
animals. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xix + 397 p.
Illust. Maps. Index. [4 soy ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on pages xiv, 18, 20,
80, 106, 114, 150, 159, 163, 184-86, 206, 214, 234, 245, 246
(Illust.), 264, 270, 265, 277, 294, 302, 335, 337, 339, 340-42,
344, 346, 347, 349, 351, 352, 353.
Chapter 1, “The chemical composition of feedingstuffs”
states (p. 20): “When ground feedingstuffs containing
considerable fat, such as corn meal, soybean meal, oil
meal, etc., are stored they gradually become rancid and
consequently unpalatable to animals.”
Page 106: “Roughages may be defined as feedingstuffs
which contain a relatively small amount of net energy (or
digestible nutrients) in a large bulk. They contain a large
percentage of crude fiber. Roughages usually contain less
than 40 therms of net energy per 100 pounds, although there
are a few exceptions. Nitrogenous roughages are relatively
high in digestible protein. They usually contain 6 per cent or
more of digestible protein. Examples are clover, alfalfa, and
soy-bean hay. Non-nitrogenous roughages are relatively low
in digestible protein. They usually contain less than 6 per
cent of digestible protein. Examples are timothy hay, corn
stover, and oat straw.”
A table (p. 114) titled “Average weights of concentrates”
gives, for each of 37 feedingstuffs two numbers: “One
quart weighs” and “One lb. measures.” For “Soy beans” the
numbers are 1.8 lb. and 0.6 quarts. of 1 quart.
A table (p. 150) gives the “Amounts of different feeds
equivalent to one feed unit.” For “Linseed meal, dried
distillers’ grains, gluten feed, and soy beans” this amount
averages 0.9 lb.
Chapter 9, “Seeds and grains” has a section (p. 185)
on: “Soybeans are grown principally in China, but some
varieties may be grown successfully in the corn-belt. Henry
and Morrison (1) state that no other plant in the United
States grown so little at this time as the soybean is so full
of promise to agriculture, especially to animal husbandry.
They are one of the most valuable substitutes for clover in
the corn-belt. They may be used as hay or forage, or the
beans may be harvested and fed. The beans are very high
in both protein and fat, containing 36.3 and 18.0 per cent
respectively. One part of soybeans and two parts of corn

with mineral matter make a fairly satisfactory ration for
hogs. They are excellent with corn for sheep. Fed to dairy
cows, they have a tendency to produce soft butter. Owing to
the high value of soybeans as seed, it is doubtful if they can
be used economically for stock feeding until their price is
lower.”
Under “Miscellaneous oil by-products” we read (p. 214):
“Soybean cake, or meal is the residue after the extraction
of the oil from soybeans. It contains about 43 per cent of
protein and is as valuable for feeding as cottonseed meal. It
is imported from China and Japan and used to a considerable
extent along the Pacific coast, particularly as a feed for dairy
cows and for poultry, although it may be used for the other
farm animals. It is not used to any extent in the East and
Middle West.”
Chapter 14, “The hays” states (p. 245): “Soybean hay,
although little used, ranks in feeding value with the other
legume hays. Soybeans may be grown as a catch crop.”
Chapter 15, “Fodders and stovers” states (p. 264):
“Clover, alfalfa, soybean, and cowpea straw contain more
crude protein than the non-legume straws.”
Chapter 17, “Pasture or forage, and soiling crops,”
says (p. 277): “Soybeans.–Like cowpeas, soybean forage is
used principally for hogs. Hogs relish soybeans better than
cowpeas. Carmichael and Eastwood, at the Ohio Experiment
Station (1), found that clover, rape, soybeans, and bluegrass
as forages for pork production ranked in the order named.
A one-half full-feed of corn to hogs on soybeans will result
in good gains. Soybeans may be planted in the corn for
hog pasture, but cowpeas are much better suited for this
purpose.”
Chapter 18, “Silage,” states (p. 294-95): “Clover, alfalfa,
cowpeas, and soybeans may be put in the silo. They make a
fairly palatable silage which is high in protein. They should
be cut at the same time as for hay-making, and care should
be taken to pack them thoroughly in the silo. However, it is
usually inadvisable to use these crops for silage if they can
be made into hay.”
Note: Sleeter Bull was born in 1887. Address: B.S.,
B.S.Ag., M.S., Associate in Animal Nutrition, College of
Agriculture and Agric. Exp. Station, Univ. of Illinois.
1020. Clinton, G.P. 1916. Report of the Botanist for 1915.
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
39:421-51. Plus Plate XXIII. For the year 1915. See p. 44447. [6 ref]
• Summary: In the first section, titled “Notes on plant
diseases of Connecticut” (p. 421+) is a subsection on “Soy
bean, Glycine hispida (p. 444-47). It discusses two main
diseases of the soy bean: (1) Bacterial leaf-spot, caused
by Bacillus sp., Pseudomonas phaseoli, and (2) Chlorosis
and crinkling [which Piper & Morse 1923, p. 281-82 say
is actually a “Mosaic {virus} disease”]. Two photos (plate
XXXIII) show each of these diseases on soy bean leaves.
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way with red clover, soybeans, and alfalfa. The
fundamental heredity studies by Mendelian
analysis, with reference to unit characters in corn,
are being continued,” “... a special investigation
of the soybean has been taken up with particular
reference to the variability in its composition
and with the idea, thru selection, of adapting it to
certain possible industrial uses.” Address: M.Agr.,
LL.D., Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.

Bacterial leaf-spot, a “bacterial disease, was found on
the Soy bean leaves at the Station farm at Mount Carmel in
August, 1915.” “The disease was noticed on the following
species of Soy bean: Medium Yellow, Wilson, Manhattan,
Quebec 92, Quebec 537, and Ito San, being especially bad on
the last-named variety.”
“Chlorosis and crinkling. Plate XXIIIa. The same
year, Soy beans at the Mount Carmel Station farm showed
an unusual trouble or troubles which took the form of a
yellowish mottling of the leaves, usually accompanied by an
irregular wrinkling or puckering of the parenchyma tissues.
The former we have called chlorosis, and the latter crinkling.
The chlorosis trouble was much like the ordinary chlorosis
of plants in appearance, showing as yellowish to yellowishgreen irregular areas scattered in the parenchyma between
the normally green tissues.” The authors noticed that the
“crinkling chlorosis (see illustration) was in some respects
much like the infectious mosaic trouble found on cucumbers,
mentioned elsewhere in this report.” “The crinkling chlorosis
was found on the following varieties: Medium Green,
Wilson, Swan, Kentucky, Wing’s Mikado, and Hollybrook,
being especially abundant and prominent on the last-named
variety. On the Hollybrook, O’Kute [Okute], Wilson, Ito San,
and Manhattan, specimens were also obtained that showed
only the chlorosis” [without crinkling].
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2020) that uses the word “chlorosis” in connection
with soybeans. Address: Sc.D., Botanist.
1021. Davenport, Eugene. 1916. Principal lines of work.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
29:1-18. For the year ended June 30, 1916. See p. 11-13.
• Summary: The section titled “Agronomy” states (p. 13):
“Among the crop production experiments there is being
continued the testing of varieties of our more important field
crops–corn, oats, wheat, potatoes, and soybeans.”
“’In cereals the work embraces the isolation of more
productive strains of improved quality in wheat and oats.
Among the forage crops corresponding work is under

1022. Farmers’ cyclopedia: Abridged agricultural
records in seven volumes and a guide. From the
publications of the United States Department of
Agriculture and the experiment stations. 1916.
Garden City, NY: Doubleday, Page & Co. See vol.
IV, p. 82-95, 204-04, 627, 645. [18 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans appear in Vol. IV, titled Grass, hay,
grains, vegetables. The first section, “The soy bean” (p.
82-95) has the following contents: Introduction. Varieties:
Mammoth (yellow), Hollybrook (yellow), Ito San (yellow),
Guelph (green), Buckshot (black). Ogemaw (brown),
Wisconsin Black, Wilson (black), Meyer (mottled black
and brown), Austin (greenish-yellow), Haberlandt (yellow),
Riceland (black). The culture and planting of soy beans. The
inoculation of soy beans. Soy-bean hay. Curing the hay. Soy
beans for pasturage. Soy beans in mixtures [intercropping].
Soy beans and cowpeas. Soy beans and sorgo. Soy beans
and millet. Soy beans and corn. Soy beans for ensilage. Soy
beans for grain. Soy beans in rotations. Feeding value of
soy beans. Feeding value for sheep. Feeding value for dairy
cows. Feeding value for hogs. Storing soy-bean seed. Results
of tests of varieties of soy beans (Dwarf Early Yellow, Ito
San, Early Brown, Medium Early Yellow). The soy bean in
Hawaii. Summary.
The second section is titled “Soy bean for hay” (p. 20405). Black-and-white photos show: (1) “Seeds of 36 varieties
of soy beans, showing variation in size and form. Bottom
row peculiarly colored” (p. 627). (2) Pods of soy beans,
showing the range in size and shape (p. 645).
1023. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1916. Die Einfuehrung
der Soja, eine Umwaelzung der Volksernaehrung [The
introduction of the soybean, a revolution in the people’s
nutrition]. Berlin: Paul Parey. 30 p. Foreword by Dr. Gottlieb
Haberlandt, Director of the Plant Physiology Institute, Univ.
of Berlin. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This interesting little book is difficult to
translate since it has no subdivisions (A-level heads) and
is written in the old German Fraktur script. It begins with
a Foreword, by Gottlieb Haberlandt, son of Friedrich
Haberlandt, the famous soybean pioneer in Vienna / central
Europe in the 1870s.
Foreword: If in spite of its extraordinary nutritional
value, the soybean (die Sojabohne)–for the introduction
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of which into Central Europe my father made such a great
contribution–is still not a generally widespread cultivated
plant with us, then this is connected to the fact above all else
that, as the author of this work correctly remarks, after the
far too early death of my father, the promotional activity of
this newcomer waned completely. In the present difficult
time of war [World War I], the attention of additional circles
has now once again been drawn to this so curious legume.
The author of this work lines up with those who stand up
with enthusiasm for the “miraculous stranger” without
exactly asserting substantially new aspects or new facts. But
such agitators are also welcome in the interest of our feeding
the people, because it is necessary for many to work together
in order to overcome the tenacious inertia of the entire
population of both the producers and the consumers. The
quiet explanations of the man of science need to find their
echo in the loud call of the educated laypeople.
It is in that sense that I have been pleased to fulfill the
request of the author to provide a foreword for his work on
the soybean. May the following pages acquire new friends
for my father’s protégé.
Berlin-Dahlem, Christmas 1915.

Page 5: Necessity is the mother of invention. It has also
often been the cause of radical inventions and discoveries in
the area of nutrition, above all else during periods of great
wars which had resulted in privation and even often famine.
Two inventions that were of drastic significance for the
nutrition of the people more or less have “war” to thank for
their existence or at least for their general distribution: beet
sugar and artificial butter (Kunstbutter).
Even though the chemist [Andreas Sigismund] Marggraf
had already discovered the sugar content of the beet in 1747,
this discovery remained unutilized for nearly half a century.
Only in 1786 did the physicist and chemist [Franz Karl]
Achard occupy himself with the cultivation of beets and the
obtaining of sugar from them at his estate Kaulsdorff near
Berlin. After the experiments led to extremely favorable
results, King Friedrich Wilhelm II granted Achard a loan
of 150,000 thalers for the purchase of the estate Kunern in
Silesia [today’s Konary in Poland], upon which he built the
first beet sugar factory in 1801. This was, however, later
destroyed in the war. Only when the Continental Blockade
[of Britain by Napoleon] completely prevented the import of
cane sugar did the production of beet sugar develop which,
in the meantime, had experienced a further improvement
through the process of separation by means of lime, and beet
sugar found general distribution.
The artificial butter that today is likewise generally
widespread under the name of “margarine” was produced for
the first time during the Franco-Prussian War at the impetus
of Napoleon III by [Hippolyte] Mège-Mouriès in order to
procure a good substitute for butter for the navy and for the
poorer population.
Things went similarly with the introduction of the
potato in Europe. The potato, which originated in South
America, was a cultivated plant there before the discovery of
America by Europeans. The historian [page 6] Peter Martyr
d’Anghiera must have been one of the first Europeans to
have mentioned the potato in a book, specifically in his work
De Orbe Novo which appeared in 1516.
The potato was to be brought to Ireland as early as 1565.
It occurred a second time in 1584 and a third time in 1610,
although always without having found particular attention.
In 1560 and 1570, it came to Italy and Burgundy through
the Spaniards, where at the end of the 1580s cultivation
experiments [note: Anbauversuche–same German word
as “agronomic trials,” but at this point in history probably
less formal than that] were to have taken place. But only
as a result of a famine were the first serious experiments
undertaken to introduce the potato into Europe. In 1663,
in order to take steps against the famine in Ireland that had
been caused by the battles against England that had lasted
for years, the attempt was made to support the cultivation
of the potato there, namely by the Royal Society in
London. The severe famine that was a result of the ravages
and devastation of the Thirty Years’ War also caused the
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population of Western, Northern, and Central Germany to
pay more attention to the potato as a food. But only the great
famine that was a result of the Seven Years’ War but above
all else also of the Napoleonic Wars had as a consequence
the general dissemination of the potato.
It is not uninteresting that in contrast to the potato,
tobacco, which became known in Europe at approximately
the same time, became established much more quickly.
In spite of various ordinances and edicts by European
governments that made the smoking of tobacco more
difficult, such as the prohibition, which existed in most of
the countries of Europe up to 1848, of smoking in public
places and on the streets, tobacco very quickly experienced
a spread. With reference to this peculiar relationship of the
potato and tobacco, Alexander von Humboldt remarked,
“Like an ignorant child to whom bread and a glowing coal
is offered who then grabs the coal, that is what people are
doing in Europe.”
When still around the middle of the nineteenth century,
the perfection of the process for the obtaining of alcoholic
spirits then resulted in the development of an undreamt-of
production of spirits, the cultivation of the potato began to
become one of the most important branches of agriculture,
which then went on to experience larger and larger growth
from decade to decade.
After the most varied of compulsory rules, as well as
famine and wars, and finally after the prejudice broke which
the people had shown against the potato, it became the most
important food for the people in the nineteenth century.
There are indeed entire areas of the land and provinces
whose population subsists almost exclusively on potatoes.
Page 7: While the yield of potatoes in the German
Empire in the years 1878-1880 amounted to 20,654,539
metric tons, during the years 1898-1900 it rose to 38,597,376
metric tons and in 1910 to 43,468,395 metric tons. The
average of the harvest yield of the years 1912-13 amounted
to 52,165,306 metric tons. Thus potato production in
Germany has more than doubled since 1878-1880, and in
fact nearly tripled. In Austria, the yield of potato production
in 1904 amounted to 108,399,000 metric hundredweights
[10,839,900 metric tons]. In 1906, the production in
Europe and the United States of America is estimated at
approximately 200 million metric tons.
It just goes without saying that within the large circles
to which we are witnesses, the endeavor to bring economic
forces to the highest level of development manifests itself to
an even greater degree than in the earlier wars.
Thus Prof. Delbrück in Berlin proposed the breeding of
so-called “mineral yeast” on a large scale for the purpose of
obtaining protein substances. Through his grinding of straw,
Prof. Friedenthal attempted to produce a feed, and reference
was made by Prof. G. Haberlandt in Berlin to the nutritional
value of wood, and specifically of living sapwood. A feed
experiment carried out by him together with Prof. Zuntz

resulted in more than 50% of the dry substance of finely
ground birch wood being digested by ruminants. Finally,
Professor Lindner raised a yeast-like fungus, Endomyces
vernalis, which has 18% fat in the dry substance [on a dry
weight basis].
The endeavor to raise the nutrition of the people that
is impaired by the complete halt of the supply of food from
abroad also gave rise to the competent authorities making
all sorts of attempts to increase the nutrition possibilities,
among which the agronomic trials with soybeans are
befitting of the greatest importance. The Austrian Ministry
of Agriculture was the one to seize the initiative on these
agronomic trials by allocating a certain quantity of soybeans,
with the provision to also pick up these experiments, to
the “Committee on the State Support of the Cultivation
of Medicinal Plants in Austria” (Komitee zur staatlichen
Förderung der Kultur von Arzneipflanzen in Österreich),
which had already done a great service to the dissemination
of the cultivation of medicinal plants within the monarchy
and already undertook other experiments with great success.
With its nutritional value, the soybean exceeded all other
seeds and fruits that we may cultivate... Continued.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Frohnleiten, Steiermark
[Austria].
1024. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1916. Die Einfuehrung
der Soja, eine Umwaelzung der Volksernaehrung [The
introduction of the soybean, a revolution in the people’s
nutrition (Continued–Document part II)]. Berlin: Paul Parey.
30 p. Foreword by Dr. Gottlieb Haberlandt, Director of the
Plant Physiology Institute, Univ. of Berlin. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): Page 8: by a considerable
amount, as is shown by a comparison of an analysis of the
soybean with the chemical analyses of the other species of
leguminous plants that are practicable with us which thus far
were regarded as the most nutritious vegetables:
A table follows. The six columns are Soybeans, Green
Beans, Peas, Lentils, Broad Beans, and Yellow Lupins,
and the six rows are Water, Protein, Fat, Nitrogen-free
Extractable Substances, Raw Fiber, and Ash.
If, however, the nutritional value of the potato, which
up until now has been regarded as the most important food
for the people, is compared with the nutritional value of the
soybean, then one first sees what a sweeping significance is
ascribed to this bean for the nutrition of the people:
A table follows. The six columns are Water, Nitrogencontaining Substance, Fat, Starch and Dextrin, Raw Fiber,
and Ash. The four rows are Potato: Minimum, Maximum,
Mean, and Soybean.
The value of the potato as a food is based almost
exclusively on its content of starch flour which, however,
is not as high by far as, for example, with wheat bread. The
former contains 21% starch and the latter contains 47.8 to
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55.8%. One researcher has furthermore calculated that if a
working man is to cover the amount of protein substances
that are required for him daily in the form of potatoes, which
he could obtain from 614 g of ox meat, he would have to eat
10 kg of potatoes. But since a person can hardly partake of
half of that quantity of potatoes daily, then one can get an
approximate idea of how the nourishment of those people
has to be obtained whose diet consists primarily of potatoes.
Wherever the population is dependent upon the nearly
exclusive consumption of potatoes, as in the Ore Mountains
(Erzgebirge)
Page 9: in a large part of Silesia, in Northern Bohemia,
or in Ireland, the abnormally high mortality and the
numerous illnesses demonstrate the sad consequences of this
form of nutrition. The high mortality rate of the industrial
population of the large cities is also to the largest part to be
traced back to such a malnutrition–for these classes of the
population, too, the potato is in fact also the main food. What
is interesting are the results of numerous studies which have
all concurringly shown that the consumption of potatoes
is always in inverse proportion to income. Families with
a high income use on average fewer potatoes than those
with a low income. That was only recently established once
again in Düsseldorf by a survey. The potato consumption
was determined there for the week from August 2 through
8, 1915 for a number of families from the most varied of
employment groups. The results were as follows:
For each family member, a daily potato consumption
applied with:
A table follows. The seven rows are Top officials,
Mid-level officials, Lower-level officials, Employees
and auxiliary office staff, Technical supervisory staff,
Skilled laborers, and Unskilled laborers, followed by the
corresponding weight of potatoes consumed in grams.
The instinct of the person who manages it with the
selection of food allows him, when his financial situation
permits it, to in fact restrict the consumption of potatoes
to a minimum amount. On the table of the well-to-do, the
potato plays a very subordinated role, and in fact from time
to time it serves only as a garnish to the roast, while for the
poor, it has to substitute for meat and bread. But the potato
is only a low-quality substitute for meat and bread. It would
therefore be of the absolute greatest significance if aside
from the potato, another cultivated plant would be introduced
as a food for the people that exceeds the nutritional value
of the potato several times over. It is in any case the highest
time for the governments to dedicate greater attention to
the feeding of the people, because a large portion of the
population is undernourished in a manner that is frankly
disturbing for the development of the entire body of people,
and specifically not only during war, but also in times of
peace. Specifically after the war, it will be the
Page 10: obligation of the governments to seek to heal
the wounds that have been struck by the war on the body

of the people by sparing no effort to make the coming
generation a healthy and powerful one; to do so, meat must
be made more accessible to the people, because without
overestimating its nutritional value, it cannot be denied that
meat forms an important component of the nutrition of the
growing human of the middle zones that is not to be done
without. This does not change anything about the fact that
the introduction of a new cultivated plant with the value of
the soybean would virtually mean a radical change in the
area of public nutrition, and specifically not only on account
of its high protein content, but also because of its versatile
usability. As a result of its fat content, it replaces animal
fat or at least reduces the need for it very substantially,
through which it would above all else have the consequence
of a reduction in the cost of nutrition. It can be used as
an additive to coffee, and if a mixture of coffee beans is
made with half or a quarter soybeans, then this people’s
drink becomes significantly healthier in that the harmful
effect of the caffeine, if not exactly paralyzed (paralysiert
[counteracted?]), is thus very much reduced. An excellent
fine flour can also be obtained from the soybean, and a finetasting oil can also be pressed out of it.
Just as the soybean is of the greatest value for humans,
soybean straw is, however, of the greatest value for
agricultural livestock.
The analyses (footnote: See Friedrich Haberlandt, The
Soybean (Die Sojabohne), Vienna, 1878.) of the straw, the
harvest of which incidentally exceeds that of the seeds on
average by double, yielded an extremely favorable result
and causes it to appear to be an extraordinarily nutritional
livestock feed. One hundred units of weight of air-dried
substance and substance dried at 100º C. contained the
following:
A table follows which compares the nutritional
composition of the straw dried in two ways. The two
columns are Air-dried (100%) and Dried at 100º C. The six
rows are Moisture, Protein, Ether extract, Nitrogen-free
extract substances, Raw fiber, and Ash.
According to these determinations, the protein content
of soybean straw is equal to the maximum protein content of
pea and vetch straw and nearly twice as high as that of the
maximum with lupin straw.
Page 11: The fat content of the straw of the soybean
exceeds the maxima in the fat content with pea, bean, vetch,
and lupin straw, but the same also holds true with the content
of nitrogen-free extract substances. For that reason, the raw
fiber content is likewise reduced in favor of the nutritional
value of the soybean with respect to the other leguminous
plants in a very considerable manner.
Soybean straw specifically contains the mixture
proportion of nitrogen-free nutrients to nitrogen-containing
nutrients, which has been found by animal physiologists to
be necessary for animal feed, to a degree that hardly any
other natural animal feed possesses. The possibilities for the
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utilization of the soybean have not been exhausted with this
by far. The soybean, once it is introduced, can find the most
varied of use in industry as well, above all else in the food
industry.
In Europe, the soybean already became known at the
beginning of the 18th century, and specifically through
travel accounts. The first time that the soybean must have
been mentioned was by the famous traveler [Engelbert]
Kämpfer, who also did a great service to, among other
things, research on Japan in his major work that appeared in
1712, Amoenitatum exoticarum politico-physico-medicarum.
The first agronomic trials of a larger type were carried out by
Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt in the 70s [sic, 1870s]: he is the
same one whom we have to thank for a very instructive work
on the soybean and its merits for cultivation, from which the
material indicated here has also been derived for the most
part. (Footnote: Friedrich Haberlandt, The Soybean: Results
of the Studies and Trials on the Merits of Cultivating This
Newly Introduced Crop Plant (Die Sojabohne. Ergebnisse
der Studien und Versuche über die Anbauwürdigkeit dieser
neu einzuführenden Kulturpflanze), Vienna: 1878, Carl
Gerold’s Sohn.) Isolated agronomic trials had already been
carried out around the middle of the last century. Thus
according to Haberlandt, agronomic trials were carried out
in Hohenheim, but the experimental plants hardly matured
as far as the formation of the blossoms. In other locations,
the same experience was had. Haberlandt reported about
yet another experiment which had been done several years
before his and which, in contrast to this previous one, was
accompanied by great success. During the war in the 70s
[sic, 1870s], an artillery captain of the German Empire,
D. Wehrhan, had seen soybeans in the botanical garden in
Montigny near Metz [today’s Montigny-lès-Metz], which
he liked so much that he brought four or five seeds home
with him, planted them in the spring of 1872 at his estate
near Meissen, and harvested eighty to a hundred seeds in
the autumn. In the next years, he carried out... (Continued).
Address: Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].
1025. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1916. Die Einfuehrung
der Soja, eine Umwaelzung der Volksernaehrung [The
introduction of the soybean, a revolution in the people’s
nutrition (Continued–Document part III)]. Berlin: Paul Parey.
30 p. Foreword by Dr. Gottlieb Haberlandt, Director of the
Plant Physiology Institute, Univ. of Berlin. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): Page 12: the sowing somewhat
earlier, in approximately the middle of April, and achieved
a very good harvest. In 1874, he suspended cultivation
since he knew his assessment of the harvested beans. In the
meantime, though, they had stimulated the interest of his
neighbors, and for that reason, he decided to cultivate them
once again in 1875. In that year, he harvested three liters
of seeds, which he once again completely planted in April
1876. As a result of the great, long-lasting drought in that

year, though, the plants withered, and before the majority
of the pods had yet achieved complete ripeness, an early
frost occurred which completely destroyed the planting. The
quantity of seeds that was harvested was not as large as that
which was sown, and the quality was far lower, which is
why the captain gave up on further agronomic trials with this
variety of soybean.
In France, from which the seeds in fact originated
with which the captain carried out his agronomic trials, the
soybean had at the time already been cultivated as an oil pea
(Ölerbse)–pois oleagineux–in some localities of the Ariège
and Haut-Garonne departments. In the south of Austria, the
soybean was also already distributed here and there at that
time without it having become well known in larger circles.
Thus it was to be planted in several localities in South Tyrol
for the obtaining of a coffee substitute. Haberlandt also
reported about a teacher in Capo d’Istria in Istria (today’s
Koper, Slovenia) who had informed him that soybeans were
also found in Istria and that they were likewise used there as
a coffee substitute. A friend of this teacher supposedly even
assured him that there was no difference in flavor between
the soybean and the actual coffee bean.
The soybeans which Haberlandt used for his first
experiments that were conducted in 1875 in Vienna had
been acquired at the Vienna World Exhibition in 1873; they
originated in part from Japan and China and in part from
Mongolia, from Transcaucasia, and Tunis. In total, there
were no fewer than twenty varieties, among which were:
5 yellow-seeded from China,
3 black-seeded from China,
3 green-seeded from China,
2 brownish-red-seeded from China,
1 yellow-seeded from Japan,
3 black-seeded from Japan,
1 black-seeded from Transcaucasia,
1 green-seeded from Tunis.
Page 13: As early as the first year of the trials (1875),
it came to light that some varieties were especially
recommended for further agronomic trials because of their
early maturity. Among these were one of the yellow-seeded
varieties from each of Mongolia and China, and a reddishbrown variety from the latter empire. One black variety
from each of China, Japan, and Transcaucasia only matured
meagerly, while the other varieties either did not make it
to blossoming at all or else only began to blossom in late
autumn. Yet other varieties arrived only at the development
of a sparse number of immature or barely mature seeds and
atrophied seeds that were incapable of germinating.
From the brownish-red variety from China, 27 plants
produced a yield of seeds with a weight of 249.8 g; from the
light yellow variety from China, 25 plants produced a yield
of seeds with a weight of 336.5 g; from the light yellow
variety from Mongolia, 15 plants produced a yield of seeds
with a weight of 196.9 g. Thus, according to this, a yield of
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seeds per hectare can be calculated, and specifically:
No. 1 for the brownish-red variety from China of 2,769
kg
No. 2 for the light yellow variety from China of 3,739
kg
No. 3 for the light yellow variety from Mongolia of
2,177 kg.
In spite of the unfavorable conditions under which
the first trials were conducted–the experimental garden
was surrounded by tall-growing clusters of trees and was
bordered to the east, south, and west by tall buildings,
through which the direct exposure to sunlight (Besonnung)
of the experimental plants during the vegetative period was
reduced in a substantial way–it was nevertheless already
shown in the first year that the soybean flourishes splendidly
in Central Europe and has a capability for an extraordinarily
high yield. Individual plants were full of mature pods from
top to bottom, and with some of them, up to eighty and even
more could be counted, which were filled on average with
two to three seeds. The negative circumstance that so often
occurs with green beans and broad beans that the blossoms
which form continuously always remain unfruitful and
unproductive was not to be observed with the soybean with
even one single plant.
Also interesting is the fact that the reproduced seeds
were larger and heavier than the original seeds. An
investigation in this regard yielded the fact that the absolute
weight in grams of one thousand seeds amounted to:
A table follows. The two columns are With the Original
Seeds and With the Reproduced Seeds, the three rows are:
With No. 1, With No. 2, and With No. 3
Page 14: which, in turn, equals an increase in weight of
54.7%, 47.1%, and 60%. The specific gravity of the seeds
that were obtained also increased across the board.
A table follows: the three columns are Maximum
Specific Gravity, Minimum Specific Gravity, and Average
Specific Gravity; the six rows are No. 1 with the Original
Seeds, No. 2 with the Original Seeds, No. 3 with the Original
Seeds, No. 1 with the Reproduced Seeds, No. 2 with the
Reproduced Seeds, No. 3 with the Reproduced Seeds.
The volumetric weight of the seeds that were harvested
in Vienna was also correspondingly a greater one. One
hectoliter weighed:
A table follows: the two columns are Original Seeds and
Reproduced Seeds and the three rows are With No. 1, With
No. 2, and With No. 3.
Even though this first agronomic trial was only
conducted on a very modest scale, Haberlandt did in fact
harvest a sufficient quantity of seeds to devote a portion of
the harvested seeds to chemical studies and to not only repeat
the agronomic trials on a larger scale in 1876, but also to
allow others to participate with small seed samples: eight
people took part in the trials in 1876, and these trials also
yielded an extremely favorable result. The observation is

worthy of mention that the specific gravity of the reproduced
seeds had only increased substantially in the first year, in
1876 it remained virtually unchanged, as can be seen from
the following compilation:
A table follows: the three large column headings are
Original Seeds and Reproduced Seeds, the latter of which
is subdivided into 1875 and 1876, and all three columns are
each further subdivided into the three subcolumns Min.,
Max, and Mean; and the three rows are Yellow Variety from
Mongolia, Yellow Variety from China, and Brownish-red
Variety from China
Page 15: The protein and fat content of the reproduced
beans also did not have any decrease, but rather for the
most part an increase was recorded, as emerges from the
following comparison of the analyses which were carried
out in the Chairman’s Laboratory of Chemical Technology
at the College of Agriculture in Vienna (Laboratorium der
Lehrkanzel für chemische Technologie an der Hochschule für
Bodenkultur in Wien).
A table follows: the two large column headings are
“In 100 parts of air-dried substance are contained:” and
“Calculated with a water content of 10%”, each of which is
subdivided into the three subcolumns, In the Original Seeds,
In the Seeds of the 1st Reproduction, and In the Seeds of the
2nd Reproduction; and the eighteen rows are Water, Protein,
Fat, Nitrogen-free Extracts, Raw Fiber, Ash; the heading
Yellow Variety from China and then Water, Protein, Fat,
Nitrogen-free Extracts, Raw Fiber, Ash Component, and the
heading Brownish-red Variety from China and then Water,
Protein, Fat, Nitrogen-free Extracts, Raw Fiber, and Ash.
(Continued). Address: Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].
1026. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1916. Die Einfuehrung
der Soja, eine Umwaelzung der Volksernaehrung [The
introduction of the soybean, a revolution in the people’s
nutrition (Continued–Document part IV)]. Berlin: Paul
Parey. 30 p. Foreword by Dr. Gottlieb Haberlandt, Director
of the Plant Physiology Institute, Univ. of Berlin. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): Page 16: In the agronomic trials
that were conducted in 1877, 118 people already participated.
This time, the trials extended to all of the provinces of
Austria as well as to Hungary, Croatia, Germany, Holland,
Switzerland, and Russian Poland (Russisch-Polen). In
consideration of the extremely unfavorable weather–a late,
chilly, and damp spring, a summer that was only hot in brief
periods with a dry period that lasted all the longer, a cold,
rainy autumn, which brought the unusually premature early
frosts which substantially damaged the sensitive plants or
completely destroyed them–the result of these agronomic
trials can also be called a satisfying one. Indeed, many
participants in this year’s agronomic trials felt themselves
to be obliged to very specially emphasize in their reports to
Haberlandt the resistance of the soybean to drought and to
frost.
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Instead of quoting the various reports, the wish is to list
here the conclusions that were summarized by Haberlandt in
fifteen points which he obtained from the agronomic trials
that were conducted during three years as well as from the
chemical studies:
I. The acclimatization of the early-maturing soybeans
can be indicated as completely successful in Central Europe.
II. Out of all of the varieties that achieved cultivation on
an experimental basis over the three years, the yellow-seeded
variety, and possibly also the reddish-brown-seeded variety,
served as the decidedly preferable ones.
III. The yellow variety as the earliest maturing variety
noticeably exceeded the northern distribution boundary for
the corn plant, competing with regard to its capability for
distribution at minimum with the earliest maturing corn
varieties.
IV. With the continued cultivation of the soybean, there
is reason to fear a degeneration of it in the sense that, for
instance, the anatomical-physiological qualities of the seeds
and the chemical properties that are associated with them
could experience a substantial change.
V. On the other hand, it is [verb missing–possessed?]
of an extraordinary capacity for adaptation, both to the soil
and to the climate of an area. As is expressed in the height of
its growth, in the number and size of its leaves, in the stiffly
upright or sarmentous (raukend) growth of the stem, in the
denser or sparser hair covering of the leaves
Page 17: and in the longer-lasting beginning of the
blossoming or an interruption of it that occurs early.
VI. It resists frost far better than corn or green beans, its
seeds do not freeze, even if they winter over in frozen soil
or are intentionally left to freeze. Likewise, the sprouts are
also less sensitive than green bean plants which, like soaked
green beans, are certainly destroyed by frost. As a result of
this greater hardiness of soybeans, it is already possible to
move their cultivation to the second half of April, as long
as it is not pushed past May 1. VII. It is capable of resisting
summer drought to a greater degree than the other legumes,
and in fact in that respect it hardly meets its match among
our local cultivated plants, perhaps only with corn, sorghum
(Moorhirse), and foxtail millet (Mohar).
VIII. Corresponding to its wealth of blossoms is always,
with almost absolute certainty, an extraordinarily rich
setting of pods which is emphasized with praise by all trial
participants and which can be designated as incomparable.
At the same time, the pods keep the seeds well and almost
never let them drop on their own.
IX. Both the seeds and the straw of the soybeans have
an excellent nutritional value. As a green fodder plant, there
is no other that is comparable to it with regard to nutritional
value. With the high content of its seeds in the most precious
components, no seed of any other food plant of the temperate
zones can even distantly be compared with it.
X. Not only do the products of the soy plant

(Soyapflanze) have a very high nutritional value, with dishes
that are prepared from the seeds also pleasing the palates of
people, the straw and the green plant are eagerly eaten by
every type of livestock.
XI. For the plant farmer, it has the special advantage
that it can be planted in almost any soil, even if it equally
flourishes superbly on all types of light soils and specifically
matures earlier. The planting [page 18] takes up a small stock
of seed, its care requires little trouble and cost, it shades the
soil in an excellent manner, it does not allow any weeds to
develop, and it can be left in the fields in stooks / shocks
(Puppen) to dry in the autumn without risk, as long as there
is no fear of it being eaten by mice.
XII. One decisive advantage of the soybean in
comparison with all other legumes consists of the fact that
with respect to all of the parasitic fungi (Schmarotzerpilze), it
enjoys an infallible immunity, as has been the case thus far.
XIII. But the soybean is not simply an extraordinarily
important acquisition for the farmer, it will also achieve a
great significance for industry.
XIV. In the end, the soy plant will also form a valuable
subject for plant physiologists for the purposes of numerous
studies, since prior experiments have shown that it can
also easily be used in nutrient solutions for complete
development.
XV. It will prove itself to be one of the most suitable
plants for the study of the influence with the formation of
new varieties, and it will do so not simply for the household
of people, but it will also be of great service for scientific
research.
In his book, Haberlandt prophesied that soy (Soja)
“will one day play a great role in the huts of the poor, it will
mean more to potatoes than salt, with its fat it will be like
drippings, and with its protein it will provide energy. As
flour, though, it will also gain its entry into the palaces of the
wealthy, and in fact the soy sauce that is currently imported
from India and China will form a constant item in their
cakes.” Haberlandt closes out his study about the merits of
cultivation of soy by saying, “Farmers will therefore only be
taking their own interests into consideration if they include
this miraculous stranger within the circle of their protection
and, in so doing, along with their own advantage and the
general good of the people, they also promote the well-being
of the Fatherland.”
Many will thus pose the question: where does it come
from that the soybean, if it has such outstanding properties,
[page 19] will find its further dissemination? If Haberlandt
had not unfortunately been torn away from the midst of
his publicity activity–he died in 1878, right when his book
The Soybean (Die Sojabohne) had been published in which
he set down the results of the studies and trials about the
merits of the cultivation of the soybean–then the soybean
would have already taken on first place long ago among the
cultivated plants of Europe. Haberlandt was in fact mistaken
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about one thing: namely, in his view that the soybean
“will achieve general recognition only as a consequence
of the advantages which are associated with its cultivation
and which would be the only thing capable of dispelling
mistrust which every newly recommended useful plant
encounters in the all too often shrewd circles of practical
farmers.” Haberlandt was certainly not incorrect when he
indicated that the praise which he wrote and spoke extolling
the soybean in those days would have died away without
a sound and would have remained completely unnoticed if
it had not recommended itself through its advantages to all
those who thus far have become acquainted with it. But no
new cultivated plant can be disseminated without publicity.
It was possible for the potato to be introduced in part only
through force and cunning. In Prussia, after the Seven Years’
War [1754-1763], Frederick the Great [ruled 1740-1786]
had it required of every tenant farmer to till one fifteenth of
the field with potatoes, clover, and caraway. In France, the
famous pharmacist and agronomist Parmentier could once
again only introduce the potato into his fatherland by means
of a ruse. Namely, he made it known that any farmer who
dug up the tubers would be subjected to severe punishment.
The forbidden fruits are the ones that always taste the best:
the potatoes were stolen and planted and in this way acquired
their civil rights in France.
Things went completely differently for the soybean.
Farmers showed the greatest interest in it from the very
beginning. And thus Haberlandt was able to say that he was
aware of no case in the history of crop farming in which a
cultivated plant that was to be newly introduced had won for
itself the general interest and the participation of farmers in
so few years at such a high degree as that which the soybean
had succeeded in doing in recent years. In this year, 1877, it
was already possible for 148 farmers to carry out agronomic
trials, most of them appreciatively emphasized the great
fertility of the new bean, and Haberlandt was bombarded
from all sides with requests. After the death of Haberlandt,
the great advocate and champion for the introduction of the
soybean, the movement which he initiated with indeed such
great enthusiasm waned, and in fact the soybean sank...
(Continued). Address: Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].
1027. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1916. Die Einfuehrung
der Soja, eine Umwaelzung der Volksernaehrung [The
introduction of the soybean, a revolution in the people’s
nutrition (Continued–Document part V)]. Berlin: Paul Parey.
30 p. Foreword by Dr. Gottlieb Haberlandt, Director of the
Plant Physiology Institute, Univ. of Berlin. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): Page 20: ... into oblivion so
much that it virtually had to be rediscovered for us. The
presumption would have been obvious that the cause of
soy not being naturalized after the agronomic trials that
turned out so favorably was a taste that was perhaps not
appealing to the palates of Europeans. But that is also not

correct because, as Haberlandt reports, nowhere had the
palate rebelled against soy as food, and not one single
unfavorable opinion about the flavor of the soybean came
to his knowledge. In fact, many of those who did taste
tests with soybeans found that they were better tasting and
finer than green beans and even than lentils and peas. One
disadvantage which was generally noted is that soybeans
require a very long time to be cooked until soft (footnote:
as far as cooking the soybeans until soft is concerned, I
have had the experience that they can be cooked until soft
with the addition of a pinch of sodium carbonate, like other
legumes): Haberlandt also considered the soybean, when
prepared by itself, to be a concentrated food. In order to
remedy the first evil which at any rate causes an expenditure
in time and money, he used the soybeans finely ground, and
he further recommended to mix the soybeans with other
foods that were less concentrated. The Chinese and Japanese
had instinctively been very correctly led there, they add
their “miso” or their soy paste (Sojabrei) to most of their
other foods in a mixed proportion without ever consuming
it by itself. Haberlandt had such soy grits (Sojaohnenschrot)
added to foods prepared from potatoes, such as potato puree,
as well as rice that had been cooked until halfway soft; he
mixed soy grits (Sojaschrot) with wheat semolina, in order
to prepare so-called “milk semolina” or “water semolina”;
and he had a food produced with boiled, mashed potatoes
and also mixed with semolina that was analogous to polenta,
which he called “soyenta” (Sojenta). As an experiment, soy
grits (Sojaschrot) were also mixed with wheat flour, and
bread was prepared without adding milk, and in all cases
the dishes that were mixed that way tasted excellent to him
and his family. However, this opinion about the taste of soy
was also formed by all others who happened to have the
opportunity to participate in taste tests.
It would only be superfluous to repeat an opinion which
the famous Prof. Wenzel Hecke, a friend of Haberlandt’s,
had about the usability of the soybean as a food for people
and which is likewise to be deduced from Haberlandt’s work:
“With its high content of nitrogenous nutrients
Page 21: soy obviously has too close of a relationship
for it alone to serve the nutrition of people: since with its sole
use, a loss of fat would occur. For the production of a normal
relationship of nitrogenous and nitrogen-free nutrients, it for
that reason appears that the addition of another food that is
low in nitrogenous substances and fat would be appropriate,
and along those lines, it seems that in those countries where
the cultivation of potatoes is carried out, the potato above
all else would be recommended, which has already assumed
such a large share in the nutrition of the people. Without
wishing to provide a recipe for general imitation, I only note
that a dish can be produced from soy and potatoes which
tastes really good to myself and my family, big and small,
and specifically also in comparison with the `mamaliga’
(polenta or corn mush) which they got to know as a general
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food for the people in Radautz (today’s Radauti, Romania).
In this case, one part soy flour or soy meal and two parts
fresh potatoes are used. The potatoes and the soy are each
boiled separately, then mixed together into a moderately
thick paste. The necessary amount of salt is added to the
soy, and as a seasoning and perhaps also otherwise for
dietetic purposes braised onions are added to the dish.
This combination offers to those who have to save on food
the content of nitrogenous nutrients that are necessary
for nutrition, since the ratio of those to the nitrogen-free
nutrients, in consideration of the higher respiration value of
the fat, hardly amounts to 1:4. The fat, which is otherwise
used with the use of the potato, is saved, since the soy
contains enough of it, and the addition of milk with regard to
the content of casein and fat is also not necessary. This also
was not done in the experiments described above.”
As can be seen from these opinions, the “flavor”
was therefore also not a reason for the soybean not being
introduced, and so nothing else remains to be viewed as the
only cause except the lack of organization of the movement
after the death of Haberlandt. Following the demise of this
researcher, it appears as though no on at all looked after
the soybean any more, and hundreds, or even thousands,
of farmers whose agronomic trials had been brilliantly
successful did not know of any utilization for them and
therefore gave up on further cultivation: because anyone who
carried out taste tests was scared away by the lengthiness
[Landwierigkeit–sic: Langwierigkeit?] of the boiling. But
in that respect, it was in fact the absence of a clarification of
the further preparation of the soybean which got in the way.
Nevertheless, soybeans have remained in some areas where
they find use as a coffee substitute.
Page 22: All good things come to fruition in this world
and will finally achieve recognition, however and whenever
that may be. It has now been a full forty years since
Haberlandt undertook his agronomic trials with soybeans
with such great success, and it has been almost exactly as
long since the soybean has been sleeping in its Sleeping
Beauty slumber. But soy, too, shall awaken from it to a
new life–the World War is what will cause it to once again
blossom forth and be fruitful.
Just like forty years ago, the trials that were carried
out at the initiative of the Austrian Ministry of Agriculture
(Österreichisch Ackerbauministerium) also yielded
a sparkling result, as the author can attest to, having
been a participant in these trials. The committee which
was mentioned at the beginning, which the Ministry of
Agriculture entrusted with the agronomic trials and with
which the author has been in contact for some time now
because of similar trials, also turned to him specifically
with the inquiry as to whether he would be inclined to begin
agronomic trials with soybeans.
For years now, the soybean has aroused my attention,
above all else because of its such multifaceted usability,

which nearly all travel descriptions from Japan and China
know well enough to report. I was already contemplating
at the time the idea of carrying out agronomic trials
with soybeans, and for that purpose, I turned to various
personages, all of whom, though, advised me against it.
When the committee then turned to me, I did not hesitate for
a moment to realize my old plan.
For the trials that were carried out by the committee,
some beans of Hungarian provenance were used and
some beans that were the descendants of a variety that
had been planted at the committee’s Korneuburg grounds
(Korneuburger Anlagen) in 1904 which had been obtained
from the Dresden [Germany] company Gehe & Co. after
a report from them that originated from China. Excellent
experiences have especially been had with the latter variety:
thus at the Korneuburg experiment station (Korneuburger
Versuchsstation), the harvest could already be carried out
in the third week of September. The author also received a
reproduction of this Chinese variety. I used the three kg of
soybeans that I got not only for agronomic trials, but I also
carried out all kinds of taste tests with them which satisfied
me extraordinarily, and I gave seeds to seven other people.
For my agronomic trials, I selected the most varied of types
of soil, and I had the same experience as Haberlandt that the
most suitable type of soil is a deep loamy one. The soybean
does not like garden soil or compost soil or else manured
soil: although the development of the foliage is extremely
strong and the plants can from time to time reach a height of
1.5 meters, the development of the fruit was... (Continued).
Address: Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].
1028. Garrett, J.B. 1916. Station No. 3, North Louisiana
Station. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 28:26-30. For the year 1915.
• Summary: “Project. Soy bean variety tests. Of fourteen
varieties of soy beans under trial, the yields varied from a
little over three bushels to 20½ bushels per acre, the latter
record being reached by the Hollybrook.”
“Project: The growing and feeding of beef cattle. During
the past year a hundred ton stave silo was erected and filled
with silage, mostly corn and soy beans...” Address: Asst.
Director.
1029. Heinze, B. 1916. Ueber den Anbau der Sojabohne
und deren mannigfache Verwendungsart [Cultivation of the
soybean and the many ways it can be used]. Jahresberichte
der Vereinigung fuer Angewandte Botanik 13(Part II):56-76.
For the year 1915. [12 ref. Ger]
Address: PhD, Halle a. d. Saale, Germany.
1030. Hostetter, S.E. 1916. My experience with soy beans.
In: Harry D. Wilson. 1916? Soy Beans. Baton Rouge,
Louisiana? 7 p. See p. 4-7. Undated.
• Summary: Soy beans are a good crop to partially replace
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cotton in the South. The writer grows the Mammoth Yellow
variety; he prefers soy beans to cow peas, and he prefers
to plant soy beans alone (“single-crop system”) rather than
with corn. Soy bean straw makes very good forage. Details
of planting, harvesting (for hay or seeds), and thrashing are
given. “We use a regular grain thrasher, but reduce the speed
of the cylinder to just one-half the speed used to thrash oats.
The speed of the separator should not be changed.” Address:
Roseland, Louisiana.
1031. Kerr, A.P. 1916. Station No. 2, State Station. Louisiana
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 28:15-17.
For the year 1915.
• Summary: In a project on silage production, soy beans
were planted in rows, then “harvested with a mowing
machine and raked up. Until the tonnage reaches about ten,
soy beans will produce about as much silage per acre as
corn. We have found that a mixture of corn and soy beans
gives better silage than any kind of silage we have tried. The
protein content is about three times greater than either corn
or sorghum silage alone.”
Kudzu has been grown at this station for about 5 years.
Address: Asst. Director.
1032. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, Augustine W. 1916. Report
of the Department of Soil Chemistry and Bacteriology. New
Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
36:194-238. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1915. See p. 23233.
• Summary: The section titled “Continuous growing of
wheat and rye–1915” states that cowpeas (or soybeans)
were used after wheat or rye as part of the rotation.” Ito
San soybeans were planted on 8 July 1914 on two plots.
Fertilizers were acid phosphate, muriate of potash, and lime
(CaO). Use of soybeans gave more grain, straw, and nitrogen
per plot.
In the section on “Vegetation experiments,” Series No.
III (p. 232-33) is “Soybeans.” Compared with the previous
experiment, the amount of nitrate of soda in the soil was
reduced by 50%. Table XX (p. 233) gives a “Comparison of
basic slags with other phosphates–Soybeans.” In addition
to five different types of slag, the special soil treatments
include: No phosphate, acid phosphate, sodium phosphate,
blue rock phosphate, and double super-phosphate.
“In the yield of total dry matter and nitrogen the double
super-phosphate stands first, the sodium phosphate second,
the acid phosphate third, and basic slag E fourth.
“The exceptionally high yield of nitrogen with the
double super-phosphate, sodium phosphate and acid
phosphate and acid phosphate is especially interesting as
indicating the importance of soluble phosphates in the
utilization of atmospheric nitrogen by means of leguminous
plants.” Address: 1. Ph.D., Soil Chemist and Bacteriologist;
2. A.M., Assoc. Soil Chemist [New Brunswick, New Jersey].

1033. Noll, Charles F. 1916. Soybeans for Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 18:47-57. For the year 1914-1915. [8 ref]
• Summary: This article is in Part II of the Annual Report
of the Pennsylvania State College. Contents: Introduction,
Value and uses of the crop. Production of seed. Soybeans
for green feed or hay. Soybeans for green manure and covercrop. Soybeans for ensilage. Soybeans for hog pastures
(“Soybeans and corn grown together can be ‘hogged off’).
Adaptability of soybeans. The soybeans’ place in the rotation
(and fertilizer trial with acid phosphate). Soil preparation.
The inoculation of soybeans. The seeding of soybeans.
Cutting soybeans (for hay with an ordinary mowing
machine). Threshing soybeans. Varieties of soybeans. Variety
testing at the Pennsylvania Experiment Station: Test in 1913,
test in 1914. The best yielding varieties of soybeans at the
Pennsylvania Experiment Station. The varieties that have
yielded best in other sections of Pennsylvania. Notes (incl.
seed color and days to maturity) on a few of the better known
and generally advertised varieties: Ebony, Haberlandt,
Hollybrook, Ito San (purchased from Wing Seed Co.; used
as the check), Mammoth Yellow, Medium Green (Guelph
Medium Early Green), Medium Yellow (Mongol, Roosevelt–
yellow seeded), Wilson. Soybeans and cowpeas compared:
For forage, for seed production, adaptation. Tables show:
(1) Yields in the two rotations. (2) Yields of hay and seed
per acre in 1913 and 1914 from different varieties. Varieties
tested but not mentioned above: Amherst, Chestnut,
Manchuria 30953 (B.P.I.), Merko, Mikado, Mongol, Ohio
7496, Peking, Sable, Swan. Photos show: (1) A man, wearing
a coat and tie, standing in a field where soybeans are grown
with corn for silage. (2) A good growth of soybeans in rows
on the Experiment Station farm. Rows are 30 inches apart.
Sown May 19, photographed July 30. A man is standing in
the field.
“On good soil in a fair season at least 20 bushels of
seed should be produced per acre. Yields of 25 bushels have
been commonly reported and yields of 40 bushels have
been known. There has been so good a demand for seed that
the price is high, the retail price being $2.00 to $3.50 per
bushel... Soybeans are hardier and can be sown earlier than
cowpeas and in the fall can withstand light frosts the better...
Inoculation is almost invariably required for soybeans when
first grown in a locality, while it is seldom required for
cowpeas.” Address: Asst. Prof. of Experimental Agronomy
[State College, Pennsylvania].
1034. Rubinsky, V. 1916. Otchet o proizvedennykh v 1915
godu Amurskoy Agronomicheskoy Organizatsiyey opytax
po kulture maslichnoy soi v usloviyakh Amurskoy oblasti
[Report on experiments conducted in 1915 by the Amur
Agronomy Organization on the cultivation of soybeans for
oil under the conditions of Amur Oblast]. Blagoveshchensk,
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Russia. 64 p. [Rus]*
1035. Sornay, Pierre de. 1916. Green manures and manuring
in the tropics, including an account of the economic value of
leguminosœ as sources of foodstuffs, vegetable oils, drugs,
etc. Translated from the French by F.W. Flattely. London:
John Bole, Sons and Danielson, Ltd. xvi + 466 p. Illust. 26
cm. [12 soy ref]
• Summary: This book is dedicated “To my esteemed Master
and Friend M.P. Bonâme. A token of deep gratitude and
sincere admiration.” It “was awarded a gold medal by the
Société Nationale d’Agricole de France.” The translator
is from the International Institute of Agriculture, Rome,
and the Dep. of Zoology, University College of Wales,
Aberystwth. In the introduction H. Pellet states (p. viii)
“M. de Sornay, who for a number of years has been a
member of the Agronomic Station of Mauritius, had already
published, some time ago, in the Bulletin of the Station, a
short treatise on the Leguminosœ.” This volume is a major
expansion of that work. The author was one of the first to
study intercropping of sugar cane with legumes. Working in
Mauritius, he found that legumes used in mixed cultivation
with sugar prevented the growth of weeds and retained the
soluble salts which would have been washed away by rain.
A trailing variety of peanut was used. He also suggested
soybean as an intercrop because “it does not interfere in
any way with the small canes; the soybean may be used
on a mixed cultivation and may even be sown in two rows
in interspaces of canes” (p. 184). Also includes concise
information about the cultivation and yield of soybeans.
Chapter 1, “General remarks” (p. 1-9) begins: “The
family of the Leguminosœ, which numbers not less than
7,000 species distributed over every portion of the globe,
contains, according to Van Tieghem, 430 genera.” “The
Leguminosae are generally divided into three great subfamilies: Cœsalpineœ, Mimoseœ, and Papilionaceœ.” The
first two sub-families prefer tropical climates, whereas the
Papilionaceœ “adapt themselves to every climate and are
found distributed from the Equator [Ecuador] to the Poles.”
The Papilionaceœ are divided into eleven tribes; a table
shows these and the subtribes or genera they contain. The
genus Glycine is in the tribe Phaseoleœ, subtribe Glycina.
Chapter 2 is an “Account [history] of the theories on
the absorption of nitrogen from the air by the leguminosœ.”
Chapter 3 (p. 9-46) is a “Description of the various
leguminous plants of agricultural value.” The 37 species
discussed include the peanut (p. 47-70), Bambarra groundnut or Voandzou (p. 70-72, native of Madagascar), pois carré
[winged bean] (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus), and Soja, or
Soy bean (p. 182-92).
The rambling treatment of the soy bean discusses bits
and pieces of its history, botany, and yields in India, South
Africa, and Mauritius. Nineteen tables show its composition.
Concerning uses: “The seed of the soy bean is eaten as a

vegetable by the majority of Chinese and Japanese, and they
make numerous other uses of it.” The chief ones are: Soy
milk, soy cheese [tofu], and shoyu. “The roasted seeds of
the soy bean are used in the United States and Switzerland
as a substitute for coffee. Not containing any starch, these
breads are used in the manufacture of breads and biscuits
for people suffering from diabetes. They are found on the
European market... The seeds are pressed in order to extract
the oil, the oil resulting from the first expression being used
in the manufacture of soap, whilst that from the second is
used as machine oil. The cake is given to cattle mixed with
other nutriments of lower nitrogen content. The trade in soy
has increased considerably during the last five years.” Trade
statistics (exports of soy beans from Manchuria and imports
to Europe) and prices on the London market (of soy beans,
oil, and cake) are given.
Chapter 7, “Starch in the leguminosœ” (p. 246+)
discusses the “Characters of the principal starches in the
Leguminosœ.” It contains an illustration (line drawing) of
the starch in Soja hispida (Fig. 42, p. 251), and a description
(p. 255) as follows: “Soja hispida.–Soy contains very little
starch. The shape of the grains is fairly uniform, whilst
their size is very variable. All the grains polarize clearly.
The hilum is linear, occasionally stellate, but of rather rare
occurrence. The striations are only visible at the edges
and are very close together. Starch only very slightly
homogeneous.” Address: Chemist, Ex-Asst. Director of
the Station Agronomique of Mauritius, Laureate of the
Association des Chimistes de Sucrerie et de Distillerie de
France et des Colonies, Laureate of the Société Nationale
d’Agriculture de France.
1036. Taggart, W.G. 1916. Station No. 1, Sugar Experiment
Station. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 28:8-11. For the year 1915.
• Summary: “A comparative test of cow peas, velvet beans
and soy beans as a green crop to be turned under seemed to
give the velvet beans a slight advantage.”
“Kudzu has made a wonderfully rank growth, and
a large amount of forage.” Three-year-old kudzu plants
overrun and smother Johnson grass in adjacent plots,
“suggesting the possibility of using kudzu for the eradication
of this pest, as well as for the production of forage.” Address:
B.S., Asst. Director of the Station, Audubon Park, New
Orleans.
1037. Wilson, Harry D. 1916? Soy beans. Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. 7 p. Undated. [1 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are advocated as a crop for Louisiana.
They give a greater yield of meal than cottonseed, and as
much oil.
“After a careful examination into its merits, we
unhesitatingly recommend soy beans as one crop that should
occupy a prominent place on every farm in the State of
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Louisiana.
“It is practically a companion to cotton; its similarity in
culture is its first recommendation, and we trust that it will
not be long before it is known as one of Louisiana’s great
staple crops.” Address: Commissioner of Agriculture and
Immigration of the State of Louisiana, Baton Rouge.
1038. Blair, A.W. 1917. Maintaining the nitrogen supply
of the soil. New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 305. 16 p. Jan. 6. [1 ref]
• Summary: In an experiment lasting 8 years, soybeans
and other legumes in the form of green manure crops, were
effective in adding nitrogen to the soil, thereby increasing the
yields of the following crop of rye or wheat. “It is suggested
that farmers endeavor to maintain the nitrogen supply of
their soils by growing leguminous crops either as a part of
the regular rotation, or as green manure crops between the
main crops of the rotation as often as possible, and that for
most crops they further supplement the nitrogen thus secured
by the use of a few hundred pounds of a material supplying
nitrogen in a readily available form.” Photos show: (1) A
man standing in a wheat field, with and without nitrogen
supplied by soybeans (p. 11). (2) Vetch and soybeans
following rye, on Windsor sand and Collington sandy loam
(p. 13, 14). (3) A man standing in a field of Ito San soybeans,
grown after the wheat harvest and before the time of the
next seeding (p. 13). Address: Assoc. Soil Chemist, New
Brunswick, New Jersey.
1039. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1917. The soy bean.
Thrives in United States–Of importance as source of oil,
food products, and fertilizer. 4(23):4. Jan. 10.
• Summary: “While the bean may be grown throughout
the humid and semihumid sections of the South and in the
southern portion of the corn belt, it thrives especially well in
the cotton-growing regions.”
“Soy beans have been grown for forage in this country
for many years, and their adaptability to a wide range of
climatic and soil conditions has been fully demonstrated. In
recent years the crop has been grown to an increasing extent
for its seed in eastern North Carolina. A large production
of the beans in this section in 1915, together with the
occurrence of a cottonseed shortage, led to the experimental
pressing of a considerable quantity of beans by local oil
mills. These experiments were entirely satisfactory, and the
mills participating in them are now taking an active part in
the development of this new industry with American-grown
beans. Oil mills on the Pacific coast have been operating
for several years with soy beans imported from Manchuria
[since about 1911] and have found a ready sale in this region
for the oil, cake, and other products.”
“In large bean-growing districts special harvesters for
gathering the seed in the field are used quite successfully.
The cost of production varies from $7.50 to $12 per acre,

depending on the methods employed in growing and
handling the crop... The average yield in eastern North
Carolina is about 25 bushels, although many fields produce
35 bushels or more to the acre.” Address: Washington, DC.
1040. Ohio State Journal (Columbus). 1917. Campus is
mecca for rural people: Farmers’ Week at state university
opens with new record attendance. Jan. 30. p. 3. Morning.
• Summary: In the section titled “Corn champions come,”
we read: “’Soy beans or soy bean hay contain the highest
digestible nutrients of any farm crop,’ said J.B. Park,
professor of farm crops [at Ohio State University], and when
grown in a commercial way, help the farmer perhaps more
than any home-grown feed, when concentrates are too high
[expensive] to be used profitably.’
“Germany sets example: ‘The acreage of this crop in
Ohio is so small that the state department of agriculture has
gathered no statistics about soy beans. Because this product
will probably become valuable as a human food, farmers
should begin growing this legume more widely, especially in
central and southern Ohio.’”
1041. Morse, W.J. 1917. Re: Enclosing photographs of two
soy bean harvesters. Letter to Dr. R.Y. Winters, Experiment
Station, Raleigh, N.C., Feb. 3. 1 p. Typed, without signature.
• Summary: “Dear Dr. Winters: I am enclosing three glossy
prints, two of which are the Pritchard soy bean harvester
and one of the Keystone harvester. As I recall, you desired
photographs of these machines at work in soy bean fields.
“Yours very truly...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Scientific Assistant [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.].
1042. Winters, R.Y. 1917. Re: Thanks for prints of soybean
harvester. Letter to Prof. W.J. Morse, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, Feb. 9. 1 p. Typed, with signature
on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Please accept our thanks for
the prints of the soybean harvester which reached us in good
condition. We are very glad to have these prints for our files.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
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Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Plant Breeding Agronomist, North Carolina
Experiment Station, conducted jointly by the North Carolina
Dep. of Agriculture and Agricultural and Mechanical
College, West Raleigh [North Carolina].
1043. Piper, Charles V.; Hendrick, H.B. 1917. Illustrated
lecture on leguminous forage crops for the South. USDA
Syllabus No. 24. 16 p. Feb. 15. See p. 2-7, 9, 15. [9 ref]
• Summary: This syllabus is illustrated with 45 lantern
slides. The numbers in the margins of the pages refer to
the lantern slides as listed in the Appendix. Contents:
Introduction. Distinguishing characteristics of legumes of
leguminous plants. Function of root nodules and nodule
bacteria. Inoculation: Soil-transfer method, soil-coating
method, liquid-culture method. The relation of legumes
to cropping systems. Commendable cropping systems.
Utilization of leguminous crops. Legumes as green manures
(incl. cover crops and catch crops. “Cowpeas and soy beans
are perhaps the best legumes for catch crops in the South.”).
Principal leguminous crops for the south: Cowpeas, soy
beans, lespedeza, alfalfa, melilotus, red clover, alsike clover,
vetches, crimson clover, bur clover, peanuts, Florida beggar
weed, and velvet beans.
The section titled “Principal leguminous crops for the
South,” the subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 9) is a good, basic
2/3-page introduction to the crop. It begins: “The soy bean
is a comparatively new crop in this country, but one which
has fast gained favor in the North and South alike. The soy
bean withstands dry weather well and makes a hay similar
in quality to that of cowpeas and nearly equal in feeding
value to alfalfa. It grows erect and holds its leaves well, but
has a somewhat fibrous stem. Soy beans produce heavier
seed yields than cowpeas and the seeds are richer in feeding
value. There are many different varieties, which vary in time
of ripening from 90 days from sowing to the entire growing
season. The Mammoth Yellow is the most commonly grown
late variety for hay, but ripens its seed only south of the
Potomac and Ohio rivers. The Ito San is one of the best
of early varieties, while the Haberlandt, Wilson, Tokyo,
Medium Yellow, and Barchet are popular in certain sections.”
The last two paragraphs describe how to sow soy beans,
and to cut and cure them for hay. “It is not well to plant soy
beans near to woods, as rabbits are very fond of the plant.”
This Syllabus also discusses alfalfa and peanuts.
The Appendix (p. 15-16) states that soy beans are
illustrated in the following lantern slides: “3. Nodules on
soy-bean roots.” “5. Field of soy beans–plants which can
get nitrogen directly from the air.” “7. Soy beans, showing
effect of inoculation.” “17. Cutting soy beans and following
with wheat drill.” “31. Soy beans are well adapted to
cultivation. 32. Soy beans for seed, Peking variety.” Address:
1. Agrostologist in Charge of Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA; 2. Specialist in Agricultural

Education, States Relation Service, USDA.
1044. Meharry, C.L. 1917. Eight years growing soy beans:
This crop destined to become as staple as oats. Orange Judd
Farmer 62(7):1, 6-7. Feb. 17.
• Summary: “Our eight years’ experience with soy beans,
beginning with 20 acres in 1909, has convinced us that the
crop is a valuable one, both from the financial and the soil
fertility standpoints.”
“We knew very little about soy beans when we made
our first attempt. Clover had failed on land which needed
organic matter and nitrogen badly, and we were obligated
to try a substitute or resow the ground to a cereal. It was
white, sour thin land, the kind that with good care and season
may produce a 40-bushel corn crop. Providence was kind
and favored us with seasonal conditions, which gave us a
19-bushel seed crop, with very little effort on our part after
the seed was germinated. We had not neglected, however,
to prepare an excellent seed bed. A few acres cut for hay
surprised us very favorably, making a good yield of splendid
feed. This success tempted us to increase the acreage in
1910 and we harvested 21 bushels of seed, which sold for
$2 per bushel. The author gives details, year by year, on his
experiences in growing and harvesting the soybean crop.
“The beginner will find that a visit to some farm where
soys have long been grown is of great value. At least our
visit to the Fouts brothers of Carroll county, Indiana, proved
so to us. C.H. Oathout, now adviser in Champaign county,
Illinois, and W.E. Riegel, who manages our farm, are the
men who made soy beans a success on our farm.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2008)
that mentions any Meharry or Riegel in connection with soy
beans. This document also contains the earliest date seen for
Meharry’s work with soybeans (1909), which were probably
grown in Tolono, Champaign County, Illinois. Address:
Indiana.
1045. Johnson, Maxwell O.; Thompson, Alice R.; Sahr,
C.A. 1917. Comparative value of legumes as green manure.
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Press Bulletin No.
52. 14 p. Feb. 24.
• Summary: In experiments conducted by the Chemical
Department of this experiment station, 32 varieties of
legumes were grown on two different types of soils: (1)
dark brown Honolulu clay, and (2) an acid red clay from
the Kunia district of the Island of Oahu. Three crops were
grown of each legume variety, using 4 pots for each trial of
each variety. At maturity, the plants were removed, weighed,
and analyzed for nitrogen. Analyses of the soil for nitrogen
were made before planting and after removing the crop. The
nitrogen content was determined from the yield of freshly
cut stems and leaves. Table I shows the approximate content
of legume varieties (calculated on the basis of a ton of fresh
cut stems and leaves). The following values (in pounds) are
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given for two varieties of soybeans: Otootan and Barchet.
Nitrogen in total plant: 20.0 / 21.2. Nitrogen in stems and
leaves: 15.7 / 15.6. Nitrogen in roots: 4.3 / 5.6. These figures
show that a great deal of the nitrogen in the leguminous
plants was obtained from the air and fixed by the root
nodules.
Table II shows the comparative nitrogen adding values
of various legumes grown as green manure. The following
values are given for the same two varieties of soybeans:
Otootan and Barchet. Estimated tonnage of fresh-cut stems
and leaves per acre: 11 / 8. Approximate nitrogen content of
total plant per ton of fresh-cut stems and leaves (lbs): 20.0
/ 21.2. Estimated nitrogen added to soil per acre by average
crop turned under (lbs): 250 / 170. Estimated time necessary
to mature crop for green manure (months): 4 / 4. Address: 1.
Chemist; 2. Asst. Chemist; 3. Asst. Agronomist.
1046. Kuraz, Rudolf; Senft, Emanuel. 1917. Anbauversuche
mit gelbsamiger Sojabohne in Oesterreich [Agronomic trials
with yellow-seeded soybeans in Austria]. Zeitschrift fuer
das Landwirtschaftliche Versuchswesen in Oesterreich 20(12):177-211. Jan/Feb. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Above the title is written (in German)
“Proceedings: Communication of the Committee for
National (staatlichen) Promotion of the Cultivation of
Medicinal Plants in Austria.”
Contents: Introduction (by Emanuel Senft). Report:
Introduction. Foreword. Varieties cultivated: G.-Soja and
D.-Soja. I. Some cultivation trials: Soil, weather conditions,
cultural trials with G.-Soja (1914, 1915, 1916), cultural
trials with D.-Soja (1914, 1915, 1916), cultural trials with
Vukovar-Soja (in Vukovar, Slavonia [Croatia]). New
varieties: S.-Soja, B.-Soja.
II. Cultural trials in individual regions of Austria:
1915 G.-Soja in Steiermark. 1915 D.-Soja in Steiermark,
Böhmen, Mähren. 1916 in Lower Austria (Niederösterreich),
Upper Austria (Oberösterreich), Mähren, Steiermark,
Böhmen, Kärnten (also called Carinthia), Istria (Istrien),
Krain, Hungary (Ungarn), Germany (Deutschland), Bosnia
(Bosnien), Salzburg, Schlesien (Troppau, Freudenthal),
Vorarlberg, Tyrol (Tirol, Innsbruck), Dalmatia (Dalmatien).
Conclusions (trials ended at the end of December 1916).
The cultural trials conducted during the years
1914, 1915, and 1916 throughout Austria were largely
unsuccessful. Because the fields were heavily manured
with stall manure and well inoculated, the plants showed a
vigorous vegetative growth, so that the introduction of the
soybean as a green forage plant could be well recommended.
But it remains to be seen whether the soybean can be
grown for its seeds. We already know that in many parts
of Austria, the soybean will not completely mature its
seeds under unfavorable weather conditions. In 1916, for
example, in Mähren [Moravia] and Lower Austria, many
trials demonstrated this. The problem is not with the plant

but with the climate and weather. In most parts of Austria,
farmers should not develop unreasonably high hopes over
this “wonderful foreigner.”
Three trials accompanied by reports were conducted
in Bosnia. It seems that certain regions in Bosnia can be
considered for commercial cultivation of soybeans. In Tesanj,
G.-Soja was planted at the beginning of June and harvested
when completely ripe in mid-September. Individual plants
produced 180 seeds on average. In Derventa (115 meters
altitude) the plants lived for 119 days and yielded 1,100 kg/
ha. In Jajce (330 meters altitude; as of 2002 in north-central
Bosnia and Herzegovina on the Vrbas River), 330 kg/ha of
well matured soybeans were harvested. The experimenters
consider soybean cultivation to be promising and want to
continue on a commercial scale. Note 1. In 1908 Bosnia and
Herzegovina were annexed by Austria-Hungary.
At the end of this article are nine photos of several
types of soybeans grown in various locations, especially
Korneuburg (in Lower Austria).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
concerning soybeans in Bosnia and Herzegovina, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Bosnia and Herzegovina. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Bosnia and Herzegovina (1916). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. Address: 1. Dr., Austria; 2. Lecturer,
Master of Philosophy (Dozent, Magister der Philosophie),
Vienna, Austria.
1047. Piper, Charles V.; Hendrick, H.B. 1917. Illustrated
lecture on leguminous forage crops for the North. USDA
Syllabus No. 25. 18 p. Feb. See p. 2, 4, 6, 8, 11-12. [6 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Distinguishing
characteristics of legumes of leguminous plants. Function of
root nodules and nodule bacteria. Inoculation: Soil-transfer
method, soil-coating method, liquid-culture method. The
relation of legumes to cropping systems. Commendable
cropping systems: Corn, oats, wheat, “grass” rotation.
Utilization of leguminous crops. Principal leguminous crops
for the north: Red clover, alsike clover, soy beans, cowpeas,
alfalfa, melilotus, vetches, crimson clover, field peas.
This syllabus is illustrated with 45 lantern slides. The
numbers in the margins of the pages refer to the lantern
slides as listed in the Appendix.
The section titled “Legumes as green manures” (p. 8)
states: “A crop that is sown following the main crop of a
season is called a catch crop... Soy beans are perhaps the
best legume catch crop for this section.” “A crop sown to
occupy the ground during the interval between the growing
of regular crops is called a cover crop.” Winter cover crops
offer three benefits; in addition, leguminous cover crops add
nitrogen to the soil. Soy beans are good for use as a green
manure in crop rotations.
In the section titled “Principal leguminous crops for the
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South,” the subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 11-12, illustrated
with slides 31-34) is a good, basic 1¼-page introduction
to the crop. The first part is identical to USDA Syllabus
No. 24, “Illustrated lecture on leguminous forage crops
for the South,” by the same authors. “The Ito San is one of
the best of early varieties, while the Haberlandt, Wilson,
Tokyo, Medium Yellow, and Barchet are popular in certain
sections.” The last part gives more details on how to sow
soy beans, and to cut and cure them for hay. “It is not well to
plant soy beans near to woods, as rabbits are very fond of the
plant.” Address: 1. Agrostologist in Charge of Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA; 2. Specialist
in Agricultural Education, States Relation Service, USDA.
1048. Schmitz, Nickolas. 1917. Soybeans. Maryland
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 201. p. 131-58.
Feb. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses of soybeans:
For hay, as a concentrate for dairy cows, as a concentrate
for hogs, for hog pasture, for silage or soiling, for soil
improvement. Possibilities of soybeans in Maryland: For
hay. For hog pasture. For replacing wheat or corn as a ready
money crop. For supplying home-grown protein. Variety
tests. Conditions under which the tests were made: Soil,
rotation, manner of planting, harvesting and threshing.
Explanation of tables IV and V. Description of varieties:
Virginia, Ebony, Cloud, Haberlandt, Peking, Meyer, Edna,
Wilson, Ito San, Mammoth Yellow, “1822,” “1825,” and
3691” (all unnamed). Culture of the crop: Climate, soil
requirements (Eastern Shore, Southern Maryland, Western
Maryland), inoculation, soil inoculation vs. artificial culture
inoculation (Methods of using the soil, using the glue
method, using the artificial culture), preparing the seedbed,
time of planting, depth of planting, rate of planting, methods
of planting (for hay, for seed), implements used for planting,
cultivation, fertilizers, harvesting (for hay, for seed), methods
of harvesting, thrashing, care of soybean seed.
“Methods of harvesting: When soybeans are cut for seed
before the leaves have fallen they may be cut with a mower
and handled the same as when cured for hay. They may also
be cut with the pea bunching attachment on the cutter bar
and dumped into piles or they may be cut with the self-rake
reaper. In either case the piles must be watched and turned
frequently until dry. The piles may also be set up in small
shocks and allowed to dry. The best method, however, is to
grow upright varieties and harvest with the wheat binder, the
same as wheat.”
Tables give analyses of soybeans for oil content,
comparison of the soybean seed with some other
concentrates commonly fed over the state, and with hay of
the legumes commonly grown over the state. Photos show:
A soybean plant (p. 132). (2) Portion of soybean hay field
(p. 138). (3) Rows of soybeans in a field; the variety name is
marked on a stick at the end of each row (p. 146). (4) Roots

of an inoculated soy bean plant with many nodules (p. 150).
(5) Nine-cup wheat drill equipped with a market to seed
soybeans in rows 28 inches or 35 inches apart (p. 154, 156).
Concerning the variety Edna (p. 144): “This is another
black-seeded variety, upright in growth, free-branching, with
not tendency to twine. It is very leafy and the leaves are
retained until it is well matured. It is therefore an excellent
variety when a maximum yield of mature seed and at the
same time a fairly good hay is desired on the same crop. In
tests over the state under different soil conditions this variety
has not yielded as well on poor soil as many other varieties.
It also seems less drought-resistant than other varieties, but
on fairly fertile soil good results may be expected. It is ready
for hay in 98 days, giving a maximum yield in 119 days and
maturing seed in 135 days.” Address: Agronomy, College
Park, Maryland.
1049. Christie, G.I. 1917. Legume crops soil essential:
frequent planting maintains nitrogen supply and prevents
diminishing yield, say Purdue University expert. Soy bean
found profitable. Indianapolis Star (Indiana). March 3. p. 15.
• Summary: “Soy bean profitable: Soy beans are proving
a desirable and profitable legume crop. Prof. Wiancko of
the soils and crops department of Purdue says that soy
beans can he satisfactorily used either as a hay crop or as a
seed crop. The beneficial effect upon the soil, while not as
pronounced as that of a good clover crop, is nevertheless
quite considerable. Soy beans not only enrich the soil in
nitrogen, but they also improve its physical condition for the
succeeding crop. In experiments continued for a number of
years at Purdue it was found that the roots and stubble of soy
beans contain about ten pounds of nitrogen for each ton of
soy bean hay produced, and two or three tons per acre is not
an uncommon yield on good corn land.
“When the crop is harvested for seed the straw should be
returned to the land and this will add twenty-three pounds of
nitrogen per ton or about half as much as clover. Farmers are
too often putting the land back to corn when clover fails. The
soy bean offers a means of getting the legume effect to the
rotation, and as a crop it may be even more profitable than
clover.
“Suggestion for Results: Prof. Wiancko also suggests
that when soy beans are used simply as a soil improvement
crop to be plowed under, bushel of seed to the acre drilled
solid with a wheat drill will give good results. For seed
production it is usually bettor to plant in drills for cultivation,
using about half a bushel of seed to the acre. Either the
corn planter or the wheat drill with the holes not needed
stopped up can be used for this purpose. We have found the
corn planter set at 3 feet, using one of the smaller plates
(according to the size of seed), putting the chain on the
large sprocket and regulating the rate of dropping to be a
satisfactory means of planting soy beans. The grain drill
can be used just as satisfactorily, using the oats feed and
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regulating to drill the beans about two inches apart in the
row.
“Wherever the soy bean is grown for the first time the
soil should be inoculated with the proper nitrogen-gathering
bacteria. This can be done easily by mixing two or three
quarts of soil from an old soy bean field with a bushel of
seed just before planting. Enough of this soil will adhere to
each seed to inoculate the young plant as soon as it starts.
Farmers and seed dealers selling soy beans in this state win
furnish inoculating soil with the seed if requested.
“For northern Indiana the Ito San, Early Brown, and
similar early-maturing varieties are best. For central and
southern Indiana Hollybrook, Sable, Mikado and related
varieties are to be recommended.” Address: Superintendent
of Agricultural Extension, Purdue Univ.

years...”
Ito San is the most common variety in the central part of
the corn belt. “The Black Eyebrow and the Manchu are two
other varieties which take about 100 or 110 days from time
of planting to mature.”
“Soy beans are more or less a freak crop in the corn belt
at present, but there is a chance of their becoming more and
more popular every year. Why not buy a peck of the seed to
experiment with?” Address: Des Moines, Iowa.

1051. Heinze, B. 1917. Einiges ueber die Oelbohne oder
Sojabohne und ihre volkswirtschaftliche Bedeutung
mit Beruecksichtigung ihres Anbaues auf Moorboeden
[The oilbean or soybean its economic significance, with
consideration of its cultivation on marshy soil]. Mitteilungen
des Vereins zur Foerderung der Moorkultur im Deutschen
Reiche 35(6):203-10. March 15; 36(7):219-23. April 1. [2
ref. Ger]
Address: Dr., Bakteriologischen Abteilung der agrikulturchemischen Versuchstation Halle a. d. Saale, Germany.

1053. Helper, G.Y. 1917. Soy beans have many virtues.
Orange Judd Farmer 62(13):19. March 31.
• Summary: The varieties to be used for hay and seed are
mentioned, and it is pointed out that by planting soybeans
the soil was so improved that clover could be grown where
before it was impossible.
“In my many years’ experience with farm crops and
problems there is no crop, after wheat and corn, which
appeals to me like the soy bean. It is a crop that thrives on
the lighter soils and may be worked in between other farm
crops as the planting can be done just after corn and the
harvesting just before husking time, when other work is
not pushing. I have raised the crop for nine years and after
various trials find the following method most satisfactory:
“Fit the soil as for corn and plant immediately after corn
is in with a disk drill, 30 inches apart, being very careful not
to cover more than 1 inch. Harrow with light drag before any
sprouts start. When plants are about 3 inches high cultivate
with an ordinary cultivator by running one gang between
each two rows. In this way we span every other row, shifting
rows for the second cultivation, which we find sufficient on
our soil. Experience has shown that this method will increase
the yield about one-third over solid planting.
“The thickness of planting should be regulated by the
variety and their habits of growth. For the medium yellow
[Medium Yellow] variety 1 inch [between plants] in the row
is not too thick.” Address: St. Joseph County, Indiana.

1052. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1917. Boys’ corner: Soy beans.
42(13):586. March 30.
• Summary: A brief outline of the history, uses, varieties,
culture, harvesting and handling of soybeans. “Those of the
boys who have time to experiment this summer should plant
a small plot of soy beans.”
“Soy beans are good for two things. They are good for
hay and they are good for seed. The hay, pound for pound, is
practically as good as alfalfa or clover hay. The seed when
ground is practically equal, pound for pound, to oil meal or
cottonseed meal. Soy beans have not replaced clover and
alfalfa in this section of the country, for the reason that it
costs more to produce a ton of soy bean hay than it does of
clover or alfalfa hay. You have to go to the extra expense of
preparing the seed bed and buying seed every year, with soy
beans, whereas, a stand of alfalfa will oftentimes last five

1054. Salzburger Volksblatt (Salzburg, Austria-Hungary).
1917. Zum Soja-Anbau [On soybean cultivation]. 47(75):8.
March 31. [Ger]
• Summary: The lectures that have already been given in
Seekirchen, Mattsee, Thalgau, and Marglan (publicly and
in convalescent homes) have sparked great interest in the
listeners. They justify the hope that the soybean (Soja) or
quinoa (Reismelde) will have their triumphant entry into our
crown land and, as a result of this, the people’s shortage of
food may even possibly be remedied as early as next year.
The soyfoods (Sojaspeisen) which thus far have appeared
only on the table of the rich and the richest are to also
contribute their strengthening effect to the poor and, as a
result of this, toughen them in their struggle for existence.
Therefore, as has already occurred in Mattsee, at my
lectures I will at all times distribute some brochures and the

1050. McClelland, C.K. 1917. Farms and farmers: Soy beans
(Continued). Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). March 11. p.
A10-A11.
• Summary: Contents: Soy bean meal. Soy beans for green
manure. Varieties. Special points on culture of the soy bean.
“The meal which is left from the crushing and pressing
of the soy beans for oil is a very valuable nitrogenous feed.
Quantities of this meal have been imported within the past
few years from Manchuria into the Pacific coast states.”
Address: Editor & Prof., Experiment, Georgia.
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associated seeds free of charge to those families of no means
and with abundant children. I therefore request the organizers
at the individual communities to make preparations in that
regard by making a list of such impoverished ones who wish
to plant soybeans and so forth. Since the stock of seeds is
small, only those families that are the most in need with the
larger numbers of children can be taken into consideration.
With every brochure, which contains instructions on
the cultivation of soybeans, quinoa, vegetables, etc.–the
“Gülich Method” with the cultivation of potatoes and
garden-scale planting of grains for bread–I enclose a small
portion of soybeans (Sojabohnen) and quinoa as well as
a small quantity of already mixed artificial fertilizer. That
is sufficient for one soybean plant and one quinoa plant
and will serve for the comparison of the harvest successes
with and without artificial fertilizer. In this way, I hope
to determine in which areas these unparalleled crops will
flourish. Then larger quantities of seed, which I will have
grown in the meantime, can be planted there.
As with every innovation, there will be no lack of
doubters and mockers, but I will not be disconcerted
by them. The fact that the soybean thrives with us is
proven by the circumstance that in the past year, I already
achieved a wonderful harvest in the open field. The idea
that furthermore, the value of this plant is one that has not
been achieved before is illuminated by the fact that even
the straw that remains left over still has a considerably
higher nutritional value than potatoes do. And it is greedily
eaten by all domesticated animals, as I know from my
own experience. Those who are interested are requested,
after prior agreement, to take care of the publication of the
time and place of the lectures. Additional information on
acquiring the brochure may be found in the Classified Ads
[“Kleine Anzeigen”] of this newspaper.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. An article with the same title appears in the April
7 issue of this newspaper (p. 7, cols. 1-2). It too contains the
word Sojaspeisen.
1055. Fain, John R.; Vanatter, P.O. 1917. Soy beans and
cowpeas. Georgia State College of Agriculture, Extension
Circular No. 46. 8 p. March.
• Summary: Contents of the section on soy beans: History.
Description of plant. For food and oil. Seeding in corn.
Hay. Soy beans for silage. A grazing crop for hogs. Soil
requirements. Inoculation. Seeding. Drought resistance.
Varieties. Varieties grown for less than three years: Edward,
Cloud, Jet, Tokio. Difficulty in production (rabbits,
the pods burst upon maturing). Methods of harvesting.
Recommendations.
Table 1, titled “Variety test, soy beans–Average of three
years” (p. 4) lists the following varieties: Virginia, Black,
Mammoth Yellow, Wilson, Pekin, Haberlandt, Brown,

Tarheel, Acme, Hollybrook, Ito San Yellow. For each variety
is given: Yield of seed and of hay. Date harvested for hay,
for grain. Days to mature. The highest seed yield came from
Virginia (21.81 bushels/acre), followed by Black (15.41) and
Mammoth Yellow (14.85). The highest yield of hay cane
from Black (2.03 tons/acre), followed by Mammoth Yellow
(1.92) and Acme (1.80). The earliest variety is Ito San
Yellow (94 days). “Some of the dwarf kinds that have been
tried, mature much earlier but give very poor yields. The
early Dwarf Green was tried out for three years and gave a
yield of slightly over one-half ton of hay per acre, and a yield
of grain correspondingly low. Ordinarily these very early
sorts will not be used” (p. 4).
A table at the end of the article gives a comparative
analysis of the chemical composition of soy bean and
cowpea grain and hay. Address: 1. Prof. of Agronomy; 2.
Instructor in Agronomy. Both: Athens, GA.
1056. Jenkins, E.H.; Street, J.P.; Hubbell, C.D. 1917. Tests
of soy beans, 1916. Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 193. 10 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Soy bean oil: Meal, seed, forage
(yield and composition of 17 soybean varieties). Soy beans
as green manure. Cow peas. Suggestions for growing soy
beans. What uses can be made of soy beans in Connecticut.
Note on the plant food in a corn crop.
“During 1916 a considerable number field tests of soy
beans have been made by farmers in this State. The County
Agents of the Extension Department of the Agricultural
College have placed and superintended these tests... The
purpose of this bulletin is to record the results of the Station’s
tests at Mount Carmel in 1916 and certain other data which
concern the soy bean crop.
“There are four products derived from this crop, one
or more of which give it importance in different sections of
the country. These are the oil, the oil cake or meal, the seed,
and the forage, which is used either for hay, ensilage, soiling
cattle, or as a green manure.”
A table on (p. 5) shows the yield and composition of 17
soybean varieties grown at Mt. Carmel in 1916. The varieties
are: Ito San, Cloud, Swan, Morse, Hollybrook, Wilson,
Ohio 7496, Manchuria, Arlington, O’Kute [Okute], Wing’s
Mongol, Medium Green, Ebony, Kentucky 10, Kentucky 11,
Kentucky 24. The fresh yield of forage averaged 9,839 lb/
acre (maximum fresh yield was 13,590 lb/acre from O’Kute),
and the water-free yield averaged 2,600 lb/acre (maximum
water-free yield was 3,325 lb/acre from Medium Green).
“The yields in almost all cases are disappointing.” Includes
many smaller tables showing yields and composition of soy
beans. A photo (on the front cover) shows a man standing in
a field of soy beans. Address: 1. Director of the Station and
Treasurer, New Haven, Connecticut; 2. Chemist in Charge;
3. Asst. Plant Breeder.
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1057. Morse, W.J. 1917. Soy beans in the cotton belt. USDA
Cooperative Extension Work in Agriculture and Home
Economics, States Relations Service No. A 85. 7 p. S.R.S.
Doct. 43. Ext. S. Originally published in Jan. 1915 under the
same title as a USDA Office of the Secretary Special.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Adaptations. Soil
preparation. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Seeding and cultivation.
Rotations. Mixtures. Varieties. Soy beans for hay. Soy beans
for pasture. Soy beans for soiling. Soy beans for ensilage.
Soy beans for seeds. Storing soy beans. Value for human
food. Soy-bean oil and cake.
“This circular is intended especially for farmers in the
cotton belt who desire to diversify their farming by partly
replacing cotton as the sole money crop with other profitable
crops.”
“The soy bean, called also soya bean, soja bean, and, in
North Carolina, stock pea, is an erect, rather hairy, summer
legume, resembling somewhat the common field bean, but
usually much taller and not twining...
“Although the soy bean as an article of food has
attracted attention from time to time in the U.S., thus far it
has been used but little. The beans contain only a trace of
starch and are highly recommended as a food for persons
requiring a food of low starch content. The numerous ways
in which the bean can be prepared as human food should
encourage its greater use. The dried beans may be used
like the ordinary field or navy bean in baking or in soups.
When prepared in either of these ways the beans require a
somewhat longer soaking and cooking. The immature bean
when from three-fourths to full grown compares favorably
with the butter or lima bean. Roasted and prepared soy beans
make a substitute for coffee which has been found pleasing
to those fond of cereal beverages. In Asiatic countries the
dried beans are soaked in salt water and then roasted, this
product being eaten after the manner of roasted peanuts.
Soybean meal or flour may be used as a constituent of
biscuits, muffins, and bread, or in any recipe in which corn
meal is used. In the various preparations one-fourth or onethird soy bean flour or meal and the remainder wheat flour
are recommended.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term “immature” in
connection with green vegetable soybeans. Address:
Scientific Asst., Forage-Crop Investigations, USDA Bureau
of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
1058. Prince, Ford S. 1917. The soy bean in New Hampshire.
New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 181. 20 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the
plant. Reasons for growing soy beans. Soils and fertilizers.
Inoculation. Seeding the crop. Soy beans mixed with corn
(“Many farmers have tried to grow soy beans and corn mixed
in the same rows for silage. On account of the difference of

the size and shape of the seeds it is hard to secure a uniform
stand of either one”). Cultivation. Harvesting. Soy bean
yields (as forage). Feeding value of soy beans. Varieties.
Other uses of the soy bean: As a soiling crop, as a seed crop,
as a human food, as a crop for soil improvement.
“The purpose of this bulletin is to describe methods
of growing and harvesting the soy bean, to discuss ways in
which our farmers may use it, and to report some field trials
of varieties, inoculation and fertilization which may have
been made at the Experiment Station during the past few
years.”
Tables I and II show variety characteristics of soy
beans: Kentucky, Wisconsin Early Black, Black Champion,
Guelph, Swan, Manhattan, Medium Yellow (Connecticut),
Hollybrook, Ebony, Haberlandt, Mammoth, Medium Yellow
(B.P.I.), Wilson, Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Ito San.
Table I gives for each variety: Color of seed, color of
seed scar [hilum], weight of 100 seeds, color of pubescence,
color of bloom [flower], character of foliage (ranges from
fine to coarse). Table II gives: Number of days until first
bloom, number of days until first pods, number of days until
fully podded, stage of maturity at cutting–112 days after
planting.
Table III–Effect of inoculation on green weight per
acre: Inoculated–7.192 tons. Uninoculated 4.672 tons. Table
IV–Soy Bean Yields and Analyses, gives the yield and
constituents of sixteen varieties; and Table VII–Digestible
Nutrients in 100 Pounds, compares soybean hay with alfalfa
hay, red clover hay, and timothy hay.
Concerning yields: “The highest green weight per acre
recorded is slightly over 10 tons, with an average for 16
varieties of over 8 tons. The highest yield of dry weight per
acre is slightly over 2.6 tons, with an average of 2.15 tons.
The inoculated plot of soybeans gave 7.192 tons in green
weight to the acre, while the uninoculated plot gave 4.672
tons, thus representing a gain of 2.520 tons per acre due to
inoculation.
Concerning use as a human food (p. 19): “Although the
soy bean has not been in general use as a human food, it is
highly nutritious and is at present on the market in the larger
cities for human consumption on account of the prevailing
high prices and scarcity of field beans. It is not as palatable
at first as the ordinary bean, but there is no doubt that our
people can acquire a taste for it. The bean is prepared by
either stewing or baking. It requires considerably longer to
cook the soy bean than other beans.”
Photos show: (1) Soy beans uninoculated and inoculated
(front cover). (2) Plant of Medium Yellow soy beans with
leaves removed to show pod formation (p. 3). (3) Roots of
soy bean showing nodules. “A veritable nitrogen factory”
(p. 5). (4) A man standing in a field of Medium Green soy
beans (p. 7). (5) Men standing in a field of uninoculated
and inoculated soy beans (p. 9). (6) Two large heaps of
inoculated and uninoculated soy beans after harvesting. The
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inoculated heap is larger (p. 10). (7) A man standing in a field
of corn and soy beans grown together. “Good soy beans can
be produced in corn if conditions are favorable” (p. 11).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) that
mentions the soybean variety Wisconsin Early Black.
1059. Vinall, H.N. 1917. Foxtail millet: Its culture in the
United States. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 793. 28 p.
March. See p. 21-22.
• Summary: “The name millet is applied to a number of
cultivated annual grasses, some of which are used largely
as forage crops and others as cereals... The main groups, as
shown in Table I, are foxtail millet, proso (or broom-corn
millet [broomcorn]), penicillaria (or pearl millet), barnyard
(or Japanese) millet, and ragi (or finger millet).”
Table I gives the common and scientific names of ten
groups of millets. Where there are synonyms, the preferred
name is given first, both in the common and botanical
names: (1) Foxtail millet, Italian millet: Chaetochola italica
(L.) Scribner, Setaria italica Beauv. (2) Proso, broom-corn
millet, hog millet, Russian millet: Panicum miliaceum L.
(3) Barnyard millet, Japanese millet, Sanwa millet, billiondollar grass: Echinochloa frumentacea (Roxb.) Link,
Panicum frumentaceum Roxb. (4) Pearl millet, penicillaria,
cat-tail millet, Egyptian millet: Pennisetum glaucum (L.) R.
Br., Pennisetum typhoideum Rich. (5) Ragi, finger millet,
coracan: Eleusine coracana (L.) Gaertn. (6) Shama millet,
jungle rice: Echinochloa colona (L.) Link. (7) Texas millet,
Colorado grass: Panicum texanum Buckl. (8) Kutki millet:
Panicum psilopodium Trin. (9) Koda millet: Paspalum
scorbiculatum L. (10) Little millet: Panicum milliare
Lamarck.”
The section titled “Growing millets in mixtures with
legumes” (p. 21-22) discusses soy beans. “Millets are
sometimes used in mixtures with cowpeas or soy beans as
a soiling or hay crop for dairy cows. This practice is more
often followed in the Southern States than in those farther
north... care must be used in selecting the varieties of millet
and cowpeas or soy beans, so that the two constituents of the
mixture will arrive at maturity at about the same time.” With
Common millet, use an early variety of soy beans. With the
German millet, use Peking or Wilson soy beans.
“Mixtures of millet and legumes produce a hay of
better quality than the millet alone, so far as feeding value
is concerned, since the legumes add the necessary protein
element to the hay.” Most of the mixtures are broadcast by
hand and covered with a harrow–especially if labor is scarce
and the time for seeding is short. In the more humid districts,
use 12-15 pounds of millet with 45-60 pounds of soy-bean
seed. In the semiarid districts, 8-10 pounds of millet with 4045 pounds of soy-bean seed is better.
Experiments have shown that better yields are obtained
in most cases where the two crops are grown separately–
rather than mixed. After harvesting, they can be fed

alternately or mixed at feeding time, to obtain the same
advantage in feed quality. Address: Agronomist, Office of
Forage-Crop Investigations [USDA].
1060. Williams, C.G.; Park, J.B. 1917. Soybeans: Their
culture and use. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 312. p. 577-600. March. [3 ref]
• Summary: This bulletin consists of two articles: “Soybean
Culture” by Williams, and “Uses of Soybeans” by Park. The
latter, which contains extensive information on soyfoods,
is an extract of Park’s paper titled “Soybeans as Human
Food. Palatable Dishes Made from a Comparatively New
Legume”; it was printed in Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station Monthly Bulletin 2(9, whole no. 21):299-303. Sept.
1917.
Contents: I. Soybean culture. Introduction: Production
in Ohio, place. Climate and soil requirements: Climate, soil,
fertilizers, inoculation. Seeding and cultivation: Seed bed,
time of seeding, manner of seeding, depth seeding, rate of
seeding, cultivation. Harvesting: For hay, for silage, for seed
(“The best implements for cutting soybeans for seed are the
mowing machine with side-delivery attachment, the self-rake
reaper and the grain binder.”), threshing. Varieties: For seed
production, for hay. The effect of soybeans in crop rotations.
Tables show: (0) Acreage planted to five legumes
in Ohio. Red and alsike clover: 880,676 acres (No. 1).
Soybeans: 4,921 acres (No. 4). (1) Rate of seeding and yields
of soybeans in Ohio from 1909 to 1916. Best rate–3 pecks/
acre–gave 6-year average yield of 3,540 lb/acre of beans. (2)
Description of 25 varieties: Amherst, Auburn, Cloud, Ebony,
Elton (Chestnut)* (* = The Elton was first sent out by the
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U.S. Department of Agriculture under the name of Chestnut),
Habaro, Hollybrook, Ito San, Ito San 17268, Manchuria,
Medium Green, Mongol, Mikado, Ohio 7491, Ohio 7496,
Ohio 9001, Ohio 9016, Ohio 9035, Ohio 9100, Ohio 9110,
Sable, Shingto, Taha, Wing’s No. 1, Yosho. The five highest
yielders of grain are: Ohio 9016 (29.22 bu/acre, 5 year
average), Ohio 7496, Elton, Ito San 17268, and Shingto.
(3) Yields of grain and straw of these 25 varieties. (4)
Variety tests at the county experiment farms (yields of 8
varieties). (5) Soybean hay test (yields of 10 varieties, 19121916). (6) Wheat yields following crops of corn, soybeans
(the highest), potatoes, or oats.
Part II. Uses of soybeans. Introduction. Use for animal
food: Hay, grain, soiling crop. Special uses and products:
Soybean meal, soybean oil. Use for human food: Soy sauce,
soybean milk, use of the whole beans.
Concerning soymilk and tofu (p. 300): “If a small
amount either of acid or of magnesium or calcium salts is
added to the liquid [soybean milk], or if it is allowed to stand
until sour, a curd is formed which settles out, leaving a clear,
yellowish, watery liquid. The grayish white curd can be
drained, pressed and eaten like cottage cheese. When salted
and fried it is palatable, and can be used as a salad. This bean
curd is the tofu which is so extensively eaten in the Orient. It
is made fresh every day, and is as staple an article of diet of
Oriental peoples as bread is of ours. As used by the Japanese
these cakes contain 83 to 88 percent of water, 7 to 11 percent
of protein and 4 to 5 percent of fat.”
Concerning use of the whole beans: “When properly
roasted and prepared, the ripe soybean makes a good
substitute for coffee, equal to many of the cereal preparations
on the market” (p. 302).
Photos show: (1) A soybean plant with its leaves
removed to show pods (front cover). (2) A field of soybeans,
with about half the leaves fallen, ready to be cut for seed
(opposite p. 581). (3) Root system of a soybean plant with
“numerous nodules in which nitrogen-fixing bacteria live”
(p. 583).
Tables show: (7) Percentage composition and
digestibility of soybean meal (pressed, or extracted) and
other foodstuffs [oil meals and feed grains] for comparison.
(8) Quantity and value of imports of soybeans, soybean cake,
and soybean oil into the United States, 1910-1915.
Bar charts show (p. 600): (1) Pounds of digestible
protein in 100 pounds of 14 food materials; soy beans are
highest at 28.3 lb. (2) Pounds of digestible protein and
digestible carbohydrate that one dollar will buy in the form
of the same 14 food materials; in the form of soy beans,
it will buy the most digestible protein (9.43 lbs at 3 cents/
pound) and the 4th most digestible carbohydrate (after corn
meal, rice, and wheat flour). Address: Wooster, Ohio.
1061. Salzburger Chronik fuer Stadt und Land (Salzburg,
Austria). 1917. Vortrag ueber Gemuesebau, [Lecture on the

cultivation of vegetables]. 53(77):3, cols. 2-3. April 4. [Ger]
• Summary: The lecture that was given on April 1 in Gnigl
by the special subject teach, Mr. Pasternak, aroused general
interest. Especially now in this time of food shortages, the
lecture is of great importance since it has been proven that
the malnutrition of the masses can be successfully battled
by means of the cultivation of the soybean (Sojaanbau). It
is in fact the soybean (Soja) which is suitable like no other
crop for achieving the largest quantity of nutrients that can
be attained from a proportionately small garden. Following
this, Mr. Thalmann from Gnigl gave a very instructive
lecture on the cultivation of vegetables in home gardens. The
lectures of Mr. Thalmann are very suitable for preventing
beginners from making mistakes and for getting the greatest
possible use from the gardens as a consequence of the very
practical arrangement of the crop rotation. The hectographic
instructions and the brochures on the instructions for the
cultivation of soybeans (Sojabohne) etc. received general
appreciation.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojaanbau (soybean cultivation).
This word appears in 49 different issues of these newspapers
from 1917 to 1947.
1062. Grantham, A.E. 1917. Soils and field crops: Grow a
few soy beans. Practical Farmer 113(8):164-65. April 15.
• Summary: “There is no crop that can be grown in this
climate that will produce from an acre of land in three
months from time of planting as much protein as the soy
bean. The crop matures in 90 to 110 days, thus avoiding the
risks of winter as in the case of alfalfa.”
“It is advisable for the beginner to grow the beans
in rows and cultivate them. In this manner less outlay is
required for seed and a knowledge of the requirements of the
plant more readily acquired. The hay made from soybeans
grown in rows is generally a little coarser than when sown
solid. Cattle and horses, however, relish it so none is wasted.
Every stock farmer should grow the soybean for a trial at
least.”
“The best known varieties for hay making are Wilson,
Ebony, and Ito San. The Wilson makes the largest growth...
The Mammoth Yellow is a Southern variety that makes a
large growth, but is very late in maturing, and the stems
are quite coarse. The Medium Green is another well known
variety and is particularly well adapted to the short summers
of the Northern States.”
Note: A photo on this page (related to a different article
titled “The disking of land before plowing”) shows a farmer
using a tractor to plow a field–not of soybeans. Address:
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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1063. Peters, A.J. 1917. Re: Mr. Louis P. Haight, Muskegon,
Michigan. Letter (memorandum) to W.J. Morse, [USDA],
April 24. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Mr. Louis P. Haight,
Muskegon, Michigan, who is doing some experimental
work on the improvement of sandy soils near Muskegon,
Michigan, would like to get soy beans for trial. I am sending
him some lupines and other things and shall be glad if you
can send him enough seed or such varieties of soy beans as
you think have a show up there. He wants to grow them as a
money crop to be followed by hairy vetch and rye as a soil
improver so it might be worth while also to send him a little
seed of a variety of soy beans which should be turned under
for soil improvement.
“Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agronomist in Charge of
Clover Investigations [Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC].
1064. Brunson, L.E. 1917. Planting soy beans and corn
(Letter to the editor). Hoard’s Dairyman 53(14):600. April
27.
• Summary: “I have raised soy beans for the past nine
years and have tried many different varieties. I find this a
most valuable addition to corn for silage or for dry fodder
feeding... I would suggest the medium green, the yellow, or
the black medium varieties. These will grow at least two or
three feet in height, and the corn binder will harvest them
nicely.” Last Year, Mr. Brunson’s Jersey herd “returned $2.75
for each dollar’s worth of feed fed. As a result of feeding
corn and soy beans silage Mr. Brunson estimates he saved
40% on his grain bill. The average winter ration consisted of
37 lbs. corn and soy bean silage; 6 lbs. clover, pea and oat
hay; and 4 lbs. gluten feed.”
Photos show: (1) A row of corn and soy beans grown
together on Mr. Brunson’s farm, 86 days after planting. (2)
Part of Mr. Brunson’s Jersey herd that made big gains as
a result of being fed on corn and soy bean silage. (2) Parts
of two soy bean plants grown on Mr. Brunson’s farm, with
leaves, pods, and root nodules. Address: Wisconsin.
1065. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1917. Soy bean culture.
53(14):600. April 27.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Wisconsin Experiment
Station recommendations. Planting the seed. Cultivation
desirable. Making soy bean hay. When grown for seed.
“Soy beans promise to become a leading crop on light,
sandy soils, and on other lands when an annual legume crop

is needed because of failure of clover or alfalfa. They may
be grown for five purposes: For seed production, for hay, for
hog pasture, for mixing with corn for silage, and as green
manure.” Address: Wisconsin.
1066. Orange Judd Farmer. 1917. Soy bean and cow pea
varieties. 62(17):6. April 28.
• Summary: “The leading varieties of soy beans for seed
yield in central Illinois found in a series of tests since 1903
are Haberlandt, Hong Kong, Chestnut, Amherst, Ebony,
Sherwood, and Nuttall... For those who grow soys for seed
and straw to return to the land, it is interesting to note the
varieties that gave the highest yield of straw for a period of
six years are Meyer, Hong Kong, Sherwood, Haberlandt,
Swan, and Nuttall.
“For southern Illinois the Medium Yellow is considered
the best early variety of soy beans. Ebony is a desirable
late variety... The average yields of different varieties of
soy beans in the south part of the state have been 6.5 to 16
bushels per acre...”
1067. Binford, E.E. 1917. Progress report, Substation
No. 1, Beeville, Texas, 1910 to 1914. Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 214. 27 p. April.
• Summary: Describes cultural trials with various plants
conducted from 1910 to 1914 at the agricultural substation of
Beeville, Texas.
Page 14: “Soy bean varieties: During the years 1912,
1913 and 1914 variety tests of soy beans were conducted.
The 1912 test included eleven varieties, all of which
made very promising growth until pods were formed,
when excessive rains seemed to favor the development of
anthracnose, which ruined the seed crop. In 1913 and 1914
rabbits destroyed the test when the plants were young and
tender. The soy bean grows well here and makes a good
forage yield when grown on land protected from rabbits.”
A section on peanuts and peanut varieties also included
(p. 13-14). Address: Bee County, Texas.
1068. Burlison, W.L.; Allyn, O.M. 1917. Soybeans and
cowpeas in Illinois. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 198. 20 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: I. Soybeans. Introduction. Soil
and climatic requirements. Plant characteristics. Culture.
Inoculation. How soybeans are harvested. When to cut
soybeans. Variety trials for central Illinois–Tests at Urbana in
Champaign County. Variety trials for southern Illinois–Tests
at Fairfield, in Wayne County. II. Cowpeas.
Page 3: “The soybean has rapidly gained popularity in
Illinois during the last ten years because it fits so well into
systems of farming when clover fails, and because it thrives
in this climate under soil conditions which either exist or
which the farmer can provide.
“Soybeans may serve a variety of purposes, but up to
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the present time the crop has been cultivated primarily for
seed production. On a more or less limited scale it will be
found profitable for soiling cattle or sheep. As a hay crop it
is satisfactory for most classes of live stock. When pastured
by hogs and cattle, it gives profitable returns. When clover
fails, soybeans may be grown as a green manure for soil
improvement.
“For years the soybean has been cultivated in Japan
and China, mainly for human food and for oil. It was first
cultivated in the United States in 1829, but was little known
until 1854.”
“Inoculation (p. 5): It is usually advisable to inoculate
soybeans. The surest way to accomplish this is by means of
well-infected, natural soil, collected where soybeans have
grown with an abundance of root nodules. Soybeans are not
cross-inoculated by bacteria from other legumes.
“The glue method of inoculation, first suggested by this
station, has been found very satisfactory. Prepare a solution
by heating one gallon of water and six ounces of glue.
Moisten the soybeans with the mixture and sift over them
well-pulverized, infected soil. Apply sufficient dirt to give a
thin coating for each seed. Stir until the seeds are practically
dry, and plant within a day or two.
“Inoculation may be accomplished by drilling 100
pounds of soil per acre with the seed, or by broadcasting 500
to 1,000 pounds of infected soil after the ground is plowed
and before the seed bed is prepared. For general practice, the
Illinois Station does not recommend commercial cultures for
inoculation of soybeans or other legumes.”
Page 6: “Soybean variety tests at Urbana were
systematically started on the University South Farm in
1903. The seeding has been done with an ordinary grain
drill, the seed openings being closed so as to place the
drill rows 24 to 32 inches apart.” 30 to 40 pounds of seed
per acre are sufficient if the beans are planted in rows. In
central Illinois, the leading varieties for seed production are
Haberlandt, Hong Kong [Hongkong], Chestnut, Amherst,
Ebony, Sherwood, Meyer, and Nuttall. “Ebony is a standard,
consistent-yielding, medium-late variety. Medium Yellow,
altho not a high-yielding variety in seed, is an early type, and
for this reason it is usually planted when winter wheat is to
follow soybeans.”
Table 2 shows the average yields from 34 soybean
varieties grown at Urbana from 1903 to 1916. The varieties
are: Medium Green, Ebony, Ito San, Ogema [Ogemaw],
Haberlandt, Black, Amherst, Chestnut, Swan, Meyer, Hong
Kong [Hongkong], Wilson, Tashing, Nuttall, Sherwood,
Medium Yellow, Flat King, Holly Brook (also spelled
Hollybrook), Early Yellow, A.K. (first tested in 1914),
Early Yellow Dwarf, Early Black, Habaro, Merko, Pingsu,
U.S.D.A. No. 16786, Jet, Early White, Ito San Northern,
Early Yellow Northern, Medium Green Northern, Brownie,
Acme, Yellow. The highest yield in one year from any
variety (Chestnut) was 32.2 bushels/acre. The best overall

yielders were Haberlandt, Chestnut, Hong Kong, and A.K.
Table 4 shows yields of hay from 22 soybean varieties
tested at Urbana from in 1904, 1905, 1914, 1915, 1916. The
highest yield in one year from any variety (Hong Kong)
was 2.65 tons/acre. The top yielders were Medium Yellow,
Meyer, Late Yellow, and Early White. Table 6 shows the
yields of straw from 32 soybean varieties. A similar set of
6 tables is given for the results at Fairfield. “Cowpeas are
rather unsatisfactory for central Illinois compared with
soybeans. They are also distinctly less desirable for southern
Illinois, except on poor, unfertilized, sour soil...” Table 14
shows the characteristics of 27 different soybean varieties
(listed alphabetically): Shape and size of plants, size of pod,
shape of seed, color of seed, days for plant to reach maturity,
general remarks.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety A.K. Address: 1. Assoc.
Chief in Crop Production; 2. First Asst. in Crop Production.
1069. Coe, H.S. 1917. Sweet clover: Growing the crop.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 797. 34 p. April. See p. 33.
• Summary: The section titled “Sweet clover in mixtures”
(p. 32-33) states: “The New Jersey Agricultural Experiment
Station has obtained excellent results from a mixture of
Dwarf Essex rape and sweet clover, and also by the addition
of soy beans to this mixture. It was found that be seeding 6
pounds of rape and 10 pounds of sweet clover per acre an
abundance of nutritious pasturage was produced and that
pigs preferred this mixture to alfalfa. When soy beans were
added it was seeded at the rate of 1 bushel of soy beans, 6
pounds of Dwarf Essex rape, and 18 pounds of sweet clover.
The soy beans were drilled by themselves, and the rape
and sweet clover were mixed and seeded with a press drill.
Brood sows made a gain of from three-fourths to 1 pound a
day during July on this mixture without additional feed and
gave unusual evidence of thrift and vigor.” Address: Asst.
Agronomist, Office of Forage-Crop Investigations [USDA].
1070. Mansfield, O.W. 1917. Growing soybeans with corn.
Purdue Agriculturist (Indiana) 11(7):22, 53. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and varieties. Method
of planting. Cultivation. Harvesting. Results of feeding
(ensilage to beef cattle and dairy cows). “The soybean
has been growing in popularity in the corn belt since it
was introduced about ten years ago. There are two very
good reasons for this growth: (1) It is a soil renovating and
leguminous crop; (2) It is needed to furnish the protein to
balance the fat and carbohydrate of the corn. For this it is
competing with the high priced concentrates, cottonseed
meal, linseed meal, tankage, and wheat middlings.”
“Last season several farmers in my home community
grew soybeans in the row with corn. The Hollybrook variety
was used principally and gave the best success because it
stands up better, does not shatter badly, is a heavy yielder,
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and matures with the corn.” Address: Class of 1918.
1071. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1917. Soy beans. 53(15):641. May
4.
• Summary: This is a long excerpt from USDA Bulletin No.
439 [by Piper & Morse, 1916, titled “The soy bean, with
special reference to its utilization for oil, cake, and other
products”]. Photos show: (1) A field of soy beans (rows
42 inches apart) at a soy bean nursery at Redfield, South
Dakota. (2) Seeds and pods of seven common varieties of
soy beans: Guelph, Ito San, Buckshot, Austin, Hollybrook,
Mammoth, Haberlandt. (3) A Glycine hispida plant, with
leaves intact. (4) A Mammoth variety of soy bean plant. (5)
“Keystone harvester in operation in a field of Haberlandt soy
beans. There are also other makes of soy bean harvesters.”
A man is driving two horses pulling the harvester. Address:
Secretary of Agriculture.
1072. Stewart, Robert. 1917. Soy beans in the Corn Belt.
A three-use crop that works well in the rotation. Country
Gentleman 82(18):828. May 5.
• Summary: An account of the crop rotation of corn,
soybeans, wheat and clover used by W.E. Riegel, manager
of the Meharry farm, in Champaign County, Illinois. “The
Meharry farm includes 800 acres, and is one of the largest in
that part of Illinois. Mr. Riegel has had remarkable success
with a rotation consisting of corn, soy beans, wheat and
clover. He has used soy beans for a good many years, both as
a soiling crop and as a green manure, but it is only during the
past three years that he has given them a definite place in the
rotation.
“Last year he had 120 acres of soy beans and he expects
to increase this acreage until he has 150 acres each year... the
beans yield from sixteen to eighteen bushels of seed or when
cut for hay, two tons to the acre...
“The beans are thoroughly inoculated with nitrogenfixing bacteria by means of the glue method, soil being used
from a field on which soy beans have been successfully
grown. The beans are planted by an ordinary wheat drill with
the shoes set every seven inches...
“Mr. Riegel uses the beans in three distinct ways: For
the production of seed; for the production of hay; and as a
combination with corn for hogging down...
“The seed finds a ready market. The 1916 crop sold for
$2.25 a bushel.” A photo shows a field of soy beans planted
in rows. Caption: “After the beans are twelve to sixteen
inches high cultivation is unnecessary.”
1073. Thompson, Alice R. 1917. Chemical studies of the
efficiency of legumes as green manures in Hawaii. Hawaii
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 43. 26 p. May
7. [8 ref]
• Summary: Table II (p. 5) gives the weight and nitrogen
content of one seed, and the moisture content, of 32 legume

seeds, including five varieties of soy beans: Virginia,
Otootan, Riceland, Barchet, and Wilson–plus cowpeas,
Sunn hemp, kulthi (Dolichos biflorus), and German lupine
(Lupinus hartwegii). Table III (p. 7) gives a comparison of
the ammonia, nitrate, and nitrite nitrogen in check soils with
that in soils on which legumes (including numerous soy
beans) had been grown.
The section titled “Composition of legumes” (p. 11-19)
notes that a number of legumes, such as the cowpea and
soy bean, “developed spherical pealike nodules.” Table VII
(p. 13) lists the percentage of nitrogen (water-free basis) in
above-ground parts of 32 legumes on station soil and kunia
soil. Table VIII (p. 14) shows the percentage of nitrogen in
the roots (water-free basis) of the same 32 legumes on the
same 2 soils. Table IX (p. 15) lists the percentage of nitrogen
in the whole plant (water-free basis) of the same 32 legumes
on the same 2 soils. Table X (p. 16) gives the percentage
of nitrogen in the whole plant (fresh material) of the same
32 legumes on the same 2 soils. Table XI (p. 17) lists the
percentage of moisture in the whole plant (fresh material)
of the same 32 legumes on the same 2 soils. Table XII (p.
17-19) shows the weight (in grams) of nitrogen in the whole
plant of each pot, and in the above-ground parts (foliage) and
roots of the same 32 legumes on the same 2 soils. Table XIII
(p. 20) shows the nitrogen in various plants grown on station
soil. Related tables appear on pages 22-24.
Summary: “(1) The nitrate content of soils in which
legumes are growing is low as compared with unplanted
check soils, owing possibly to absorption of nitrates by
roots of the growing plants. (2) Where a large amount
of leguminous growth is turned under to decompose, the
nitrate content of the soil usually is greatly increased... (4)
The nitrogen content of the above-ground parts of legumes,
although more variable than that of roots, was also usually
greater especially on the station soil... (6) The results of
analyses indicate that the nitrogen of leguminous plants is
gained through atmospheric assimilation and not from the
soil.” Address: Asst. Chemist, Honolulu, Hawaii.
1074. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1917. Fit feed for the
hens and chickens: State college gives advice to poultrymen
hereabouts. A good time to raise chickens. May 16. p. 9.
• Summary: “The following bulletin of interest to
poultrymen and farmers has been issued from the
Connecticut Agricultural College:–Home-grow poultry
feeds.”
“Soybeans. Soybeans are a new crop for grain,
particularly for poultry, but very high in protein and hence
worth trying. Plant the smaller varieties at corn planting
time, in drills thirty inches apart, approximately one-half
bushel per acre. Don’t cover too deeply and broadcast. All
fertilizer or manure. Don’t use as much hen manure as for
corn. Leave standing until most of the leaves have dropped,
if pods are not shattering. Dry in small bundles or piles with
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as little handling as possible. Thresh only when dry and let
grain dry well before grinding.”
1075. Etheridge, W.C. 1917. The way to grow soybeans.
Missouri Agricultural College, Extension Circular No. 20. 4
p. May.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil requirements. Soil
preparation. Fertilizer. Inoculation. The way to plant. Don’t
plant too early. Don’t plant too deep. Quantity of seed to
plant. Cultivation. Harvesting. Good varieties.
“The soybean has become an important crop in
Missouri. It is one of the best forage plants among the
legumes and it exceeds any of the legumes in yield of seed.”
Address: Columbia, Missouri.
1076. Hills, J.L. 1917. Concerning alfalfa and soy beans.
Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 204.
p. 40-72. May. See p. 63-72.
• Summary: Contents of the section titled “Soy beans” (p.
63-72): Introduction (and varieties). Culture and planting:
Inoculation, as seed and grain, as a soiling crop, as a hay
crop, as pasturage, soy beans and corn, as silage, as grain.
Vermont trials with alfalfa and soy beans.
“Only the early varieties should be considered for use
here, such as the Early Yellow, Early Brown, Medium Black
and Medium Green, maturing in 75 to 100 days.”
Soy beans were grown successfully in various Vermont
counties as follows (p. 68-72): (1) In Bennington County,
Nov. 1916, as a forage plant for dairy cattle. (2) Franklin
County, March 1916. Ten demonstrations were completed.
Yields: About ten tons per acre green feed when planted
alone; where planted with corn, about the same as corn alone.
The Medium Green variety gave by far the best results, with
Ito San second, and Mammoth Yellow third. How to plant:
With corn most satisfactory. Use three to four quarts of beans
with six to eight quarts of corn. Mix and plant with planter.
Put in silo or feed green or in hay. (3) Orange County, March
1917. “About thirty farmers grew soy beans in 1916. The
results were good enough to warrant further trial. Twenty
reported growing soys in 1915 and 52 intend to grow them in
1917.” The Medium Green and Mammoth Yellow varieties
were used. (4) Washington County, Sept. 1916. “Twelve
successful demonstrations of soy beans and corn grown
together have been planted, totalling somewhat over 180
acres. The main reasons why this makes a good crop for
dairy farms are the actual increases in the protein content
of the silage and in the nitrogen content of the soil removed
from the roots of the bean plant.
“The results of growing soy beans are very noticeable
on the succeeding crop, because of the nitrogen which their
roots leave.” (5) Windham County, Dec. 1916. Variety test.
The following were tested–arranged in descending order of
yields of dry matter per acre: Jet (28,750 lb/acre of green
fodder and 7,107 lb/acre of dry matter), Mongol, Medium

Green, Ohio 9035, Chestnut, Royal, Early Brown, Mikado,
Select Sable [probably Wing’s Extra Select Sable], Wilson,
Mammoth Yellow, Ito San. (6) Windsor County, Nov. 1916.
“Nearly 200 acres of soy beans were planted (by 35 farmers)
either with corn or alone. Practically every farmer who grew
the crop in 1916 expects to grow it in 1917.” Soy beans
planted with corn have been gathered by the corn harvester
without difficulty. Stock like soy beans.
The late Joe Wing, “the Ohio Alfalfa king,” is discussed
on p. 58 of this Bulletin. The variety “Select Sable”
mentioned above is probably “Wing’s Extra Select Sable,”
since we can find no other mention of a variety named
simply “Select Sable.” Address: Burlington, Vermont.
1077. Schmitz, Nickolas; MacDonald, Pearl. 1917.
Soybeans. The soybean as human food. Pennsylvania State
College, School of Agriculture and Experiment Station,
Extension Circular No. 59. 16 p. May. [4 ref]
• Summary: This circular, titled “Soybeans,” has two parts.
Part 1 is titled “Soybeans” by Nickolas Schmitz (p. 2-15).
Contents: Introduction. Place of soybeans in Pennsylvania
agriculture. Soybean culture: Soil and climatic requirements,
preparing the seedbed, time of planting, depth of planting,
rate of planting, planting for hay, for silage with corn,
for seed, cultivation. Inoculation: Glue method, bacterial
cultures. Fertilizer. Lime. Time of harvesting: For hay, for
seed, for silage, methods of harvesting. Threshing. Soybeans
for increasing soil fertility. Varieties. Uses of soybeans as
animal food: Soybean hay, as a concentrate for dairy cows,
as a concentrate for hogs, as hog pasture, for silage. Photos
show: (1) Soybean roots with nodules (front cover). (2) A
man standing in a field of soybeans grown on poor soil (p.
5). (3) A field of soybeans planted with corn for silage (p. 8).
(4) A man standing a field of soybeans planted in rows for
seed (p. 13). (5) Men standing in a field of soybeans planted
broadcast for hay (p. 14).
Part II, titled “The soybean as human food” by
MacDonald (p. 15-16), discusses their nutritional value and
food uses, including the use of baking soda. “To get rid of
the peculiar flavor characteristics of soybeans, they should
be soaked for several hours (the water changed two or three
times) in cold water for the first and hot water for the second
and third soakings.
“After a sufficient soaking, put the beans in a greased
casserole or baking dish, and season with salt and pepper.
Add a 2-inch cube of fat salt pork for flavor, and water
almost to the height of the beans. Cover and bake in a slow
oven until soft. A little bit of baking soda may be added as
with ordinary beans if desired.
“Or, the soaked beans may be stewed until tender,
pressed through a strainer, and the pulp combined with white
sauce to make a soybean soup.”
1078. Williams, C.G. 1917. The soybean crop: Methods of
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culture for this newer legume in Ohio. Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station, Monthly Bulletin 2(5):139-41. May.
Adapted from Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 312,
“Soybeans: Their Culture and Use.”
• Summary: Contents: Importance in Ohio agriculture.
Soil requirements: Soils adapted to soybeans, fertilizers,
inoculation. Seeding and cultivating: Seed bed, time of
seeding, manner of seeding, depth of seeding, rate of
seeding, cultivation, varieties.
“Soybeans occupy an important place in Ohio
agriculture. Approximately 5,000 acres are now devoted
to this annual legume, the largest acreage being reported
from Gallia County. Williams County... produces the largest
quantity of seed...”
“At the Wooster farm tests have been conducted for 5
years with 10 varieties of soybeans in the production of hay.”
A photo shows a field of Medium Green soybeans on the
farm of the Ohio Agricultural Station. Address: Ohio.
1079. Class, Charles F. 1917. Soy beans as a farm crop.
Hoard’s Dairyman 53(19):789, 808. June 1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. To replace oats in Corn
Belt. Sowing rape and soy beans. Methods of harvesting.
Grinding and feeding.
The writer suggests profitable uses on the farm for
soybeans. He has observed the Medium Green, Ito San,
and Sable varieties. “The cracked beans and screenings
are fed on the farm. Ground finely, they are fed in a slop to
hogs, thus taking the place of [more expensive] tankage,
middlings, etc. And they are also ground with oats and ear
corn, which mixture, together with a little cottonseed meal,
constitutes our dairy ration.
“Closing without recognizing the soy bean as a source
of human food would be doing it an injustice. The writer
has eaten them, and can only suggest that they be more
fully considered as an article of the human diet. Possibly, if
they were served as a peculiar and delicately prepared dish,
bearing a French name, the results might be more pleasing.”
A photo shows a horse-pulled machine “cutting Ito San
soy beans with the old type rake-off harvester on the Class
farm.” Address: Ohio.
1080. Harper, W. 1917. It’s not too late to plant soys: The
South needs them to feed men, animals and the soil. Country
Gentleman 82(22):957. June 2.
• Summary: “’In addition to its uses for flour, the soy bean
can be prepared as human food in numerous ways,’ say
experts in the Department of Agriculture. ‘The green bean,
when from three-fourths to full grown, has been found to
compare favorably with the butter or lima bean. The dried
beans may be used in the same way as the field or navy bean
in baking or in soups. When prepared in these ways the dried
beans require a somewhat longer soaking and cooking.
“’Roasted and prepared, the soy bean makes an excellent

substitute for coffee. In Asia the dried beans, especially the
green-seeded varieties, are soaked in salt water and then
roasted, this product being eaten after the manner of salted
peanuts.’”
A photo shows the roots of a soybean plant, with
nodules. Note: This is the earliest English-language
document seen (Sept. 2006) with the word “soys” in the title.
1081. Pharmazeutische Post (Vienna; later renamed
Pharmaceutische Post). 1917. Zum Anbau der Sojabohne
[On the cultivation of the soybean]. 50(45):398. June 6.
[Ger]
• Summary: In No. 29 of the Pharmazeutische Post, doubts
were already expressed by an expert that the cultivation of
the soybean (Sojabohne) would be successful in our areas
(footnote: In the southern areas of Austria-Hungary, there
are in any case many more prospects for success than in
Germany and in the northern provinces of our monarchy.
Schftltg. [Schriftleitung = editorial staff]). We have received
this communication from Munich in that regard:
The Royal Agricultural Botanical Institute in Munich
(Königliche Agrikulturbotanische Anstalt in München)
has been carrying out agronomic trials with soybeans
(Sojabohnen) every year since 1900. Again and again, it has
turned out in that regard that under the climatic conditions of
Germany, only few varieties achieved maturity and that even
those varieties were very easily led to completely die off as a
result of early frosts. In addition, plantings in the open field
were frequently heavily afflicted by deer (Wild). Anyone
who, as a result of recommendations for the cultivation
of soybeans (Soja-Anbau) that have repeatedly appeared
over the past two years, may have, for instance, begun the
cultivation of just any varieties without the knowledge of
these facts would under all circumstances therefore have to
reckon with a failure. It may in any case be expected that
anyone who raises such questions publicly will at least to
some degree have command of the literature that is available
about it. But that is lacking by far. It is always emphasized
that the cultivation of the soybean is a necessary must in
order to obtain a valuable food. What is in fact correct is that
depending upon the variety, not only do the seeds contain
28 to 48% protein and thus, with the exception of the yellow
lupine, they exceed most of our local legumes, but that the
seeds also have a fat content of 12 to 22.7%. With our local
varieties, that amount in the highest case is 8 to 10%. The
unusually large wealth of nutrients in the soybean, which
in fact is supplemented even more by a high content in ash
containing phosphoric acid, makes it understandable that
specifically during the war, many circles including those here
have dealt with the soybean issue (Soja-Frage). It would,
however, be wrong to wish to awaken exaggerated hope
through propaganda that is for the most part issued by lay
people. At the very best, results can be expected to some
extent only after years, that is, if the breeding work that has
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been initiated is accompanied by success.
With all of the trials, it is first and foremost to be taken
into consideration that the soybean plant (Sojapflanze)
in Germany never forms nodules without inoculation.
The inoculation with pure cultures of soybean bacteria
(Sojabakterien) should first of all receive complete attention.
A.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
1082. Huff, S.W. 1917. Soy beans with corn. Country
Gentleman 82(24):1021. June 16.
• Summary: The writer describes the methods used by
him in growing soybeans in the same row with corn at
Wildwood farms, near Richmond, Virginia. His estimation
of the savings caused by the experiment was “at least $1000
worth of additional leguminous feed without any additional
expense of cultivation and with very little additional expense
of handling, and with an expenditure of less than $50 for
seed.”
1083. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1917. Soy beans for seed:
When to plant north and south–Varieties suited to regions–
No danger of overproduction. 4(46):1-2. June 20.
• Summary: “Farmers north of the Potomac and Ohio Rivers
may well plant a much larger acreage to soy beans for seed,
according to the United States Department of Agriculture.
In view of the present and prospective high prices of soy
beans for food and manufacturing there is no likelihood
of overproduction this year. The soy bean also is a soil
improver, and the straw is valuable for feeding purposes.”
“Varieties with yellow seeds are preferred by food
manufactures. The Ito San is the earliest maturing yellow
variety available and yields well in Wisconsin, Michigan,
northern Indiana, Ohio, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and
Connecticut. In the central and southern parts of the northern
States the Medium Yellow, Mongol, and Mikado are more
desirable sorts.” Address: Washington, DC.
1084. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1917. Use native soy
beans. Imported soy beans are mixture of many varieties and
undesirable for seed. 4(47):8. June 27.
• Summary: “During the past few months very large
quantities of Manchurian and Korean soy-bean seed have
been received at Pacific coast ports and distributed to some
extent in different parts of the United States. Although
imported mainly for industrial purposes, it has been
brought to the attention of the United States Department
of Agriculture that some of the seed has been offered for
planting purposes at prices much below those of Americangrown beans. Much of this seed is exceedingly undesirable.
The farmer is advised not to plant imported seed, as
disappointment with the crop will almost certainly result.
“Throughout the Orient where the beans are largely

produced the seed is bought up by the merchants and stored
at railway stations. No grading is attempted, the stored beans
being of all varieties and mixed more or less with sand
and trash. The exporters buy the beans from the merchants
simply by weight, but before shipment the beans are graded
only as to color of seed and cleaned. Nearly every lot
contains several varieties resembling each other only in seed
color.
“The United States Department of Agriculture has tested
over 1,000 varieties of soy beans received from different
parts of the Orient, and the majority of these are much
inferior to the best varieties commonly grown in the United
States. Even small lots of imported seed have been found
more or less mixed, in some cases as many as 12 distinct
varieties being found in one sample... Such seed sometimes
produces plants ranging from 10 to 30 days apart in time of
maturity.
“In the United States much attention has been given
to the breeding of pure adapted varieties, and there are
now about 20 satisfactory sorts on the market.” Address:
Washington, DC.
1085. Jordan, Samuel M. 1917. Sam Jordan’s corn talk.
Missouri State Board of Agriculture, Monthly Bulletin
15(6):5-28. June. See p. 20-28.
• Summary: In the section titled “Soybeans–40 Questions
and Answers”, the author discusses the history of, methods
of planting and cultivating, and uses for the soybean. Photos
show: A field of soybeans grown in rows 30 inches apart. A
well inoculated soybean plant root with many large nodules.
Address: Farmers’ Inst. Lecturer, Missouri State Board of
Agriculture, Columbia, Missouri.
1086. Virginia Department of Agriculture and Immigration,
Bulletin. 1917. The soy bean. No. 118. p. 4-6. June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil and climate
requirements. Culture. How soy beans are harvested. When
to cut soy beans. Varieties (those that have succeeded
in Virginia are Ito San, Hollybrook, and Mammouth
[Mammoth]). Soy bean and products for human food (soy
beans sold commercially as “pork and beans–part or all of
the beans being soy beans,” soy flour, and bread made from
soy flour).
“The soy bean is probably a native of Africa, and was
introduced into the southeastern part of Asia more than 3,000
years ago by ancient travelers between Zanzibar and India,
or Ceylon... It is also known as Soja Bean, Coffee Berry and
Japan Pea.”
1087. Miller, E.E. 1917. When the soy beans are harvested.
Country Gentleman 82(28):1141. July 14.
• Summary: Harvesting methods are discussed. “The
bulletins of a few years back were nearly unanimous in
saying that the proper time to cut soy beans for hay was
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when the beans were about half grown. Some of them even
recommended having the earliest pods yellowing.” This
recommendation was apparently based on experience with
cowpeas. And, indeed, the “greatest nutritive value, from
the standpoint of the chemist, is secured by cutting when the
beans are half grown. Even at this stage the lower parts of
the stems will be getting woody. The pods are hard to cure,
too, and are more likely to mold than any other part of the
plant.”
It is now recommended that soy beans be cut for hay at
an earlier stage of growth. “By cutting when the beans are
in bloom a better quality of hay is made and, strange as it
may seem to the man who has not tried both stages, curing
is easier... because the plant cures more uniformly. Soy
beans cut at this stage, left in the swath until wilted, raked
into windrows and left until the juice cannot be twisted out
of the stems, then put into tall, slender cocks and left until
thoroughly cured, will make hay that will be a bright green
color and will be cleanly eaten. The total weight may not be
quite so great as would be obtained at a later stage of growth,
but the total of digestible nutrients is likely to be greater.”
“Soy beans, like most other legume hay crops, should
be cured in the shade rather than in the sun. The ideal way
would be to spread the cut vines out in an open shed and
let them cure without any direct sunshine upon them after
they had wilted behind the mower. This, of course, is not
practical, but it is practical to do most of the curing in
the windrow and the cock and not in the swath. Too long
exposure to direct sunlight dries the leaves out so that they
crumble and fall off, and then the best part of the hay is
gone.” The time required to make good hay may vary from
two days to a week. “As a rule, at least three or four days
can be allowed whether curing is done in cocks or frames.”
A photo shows a soy bean plant with its leaves to show
abundant pods. “Threshing should be done only when the
beans are quite dry.”
1088. Burrill, Thomas J.; Hansen, Roy. 1917. Is symbiosis
possible between legume bacteria and non-legume plants?
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 202. p.
111-81. July. [440* ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: The work reported in this bulletin
deals with an attempt to develop a symbiosis between
legume bacteria and non-legume plants similar to that which
exists between legume bacteria (Pseudomonas radicicola)
and legume plants.” Note 1. This attempt failed.
“Since the demonstration, in 1886, by Hellriegel and
Wilfarth of the symbiotic fixation of atmospheric nitrogen
by legume plants and certain microorganisms, no crop
rotation has been considered rational that does not include
a liberal use of legumes. The importance of this discovery
to agriculture is generally appreciated. That it is applicable
thruout the world makes it of especial value to mankind.”
Numerous tests made with the bacteria isolated from

cowpea, soybean, Japan clover, and other plants show clearly
and invariably monotrichnic flagellation. Therefore the
designation Pseudomonas radicicola was restored.
By an extensive series of cross-inoculations, the
researchers demonstrated eleven groups of legume bacteria.
When arranged according to cultural characters, all the
cultures in the eleven could be placed in only three groups.
The soybean is mentioned (in passing) on pages 119,
123, 125, 134-35, 137, 154.
Among the 17 photos, no. 5 (p. 124) shows
Pseudomonas radicicola, with polar flagellum, on peanut
(B), hog peanut (Amphicarpa monoica), and soybean.
Note 2. At the end of this article are two long
bibliographies, each with the publications listed
chronologically. (1) Symbiotic nitrogen fixation by legumes
(1687-1916; p. 161-78); (2) Non-legume root nodules (18601915; p. 179-80).
Note 3. The Foreword, by E. Davenport, Director of
the Station, begins: “This bulletin reports the last work of
Thomas Jonathan Burrill, who in 1880, thru studies of pear
blight, first experimentally proved the fact that plant diseases
are sometimes caused by bacterial invasion.” It goes on to
tell how, after retirement, he devoted the last three years of
his life to this work, until his death on 14 April 1916, before
the work was finished. His assistant faithfully wrote up his
results. Address: 1. Prof. of Botany, Emeritus; 2. Asst. in
Nitrogen-Fixation Research.
1089. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, Augustine W. 1917. The yield
and nitrogen content of soybeans as influenced by lime. Soil
Science 4(7):71-77. July. [5 ref]
• Summary: Liming the soil increases the yield of soy beans
and also the nitrogen (protein) content of the beans. When
the crop is harvested as hay or as dry stalks, the yield and
nitrogen content are also greater on limed soil. An acre of
limed soil yielded an average of 19.3 bu of beans containing
6.15% nitrogen, while an acre of unlimed soil yielded 13.2
bu of beans with 5.73% nitrogen. Tables show: (1) The
influence of lime on the number of nodules and percentage
of nitrogen for soybeans when harvested as hay. Varieties:
Cloud, Hollybrook, Manchu, Medium Yellow, Ohio 9035,
Swan. (2) (2) The influence of lime on the yield and nitrogen
content of soybeans when harvested at maturity, calculated
on the acre basis. Varieties: Baird, Cloud, Ebony, Edna,
Guelph, Hollybrook, Ito San, Manchu, Manhattan, Medium
Yellow, Ohio 9035, Swan, Tarheel, Wilson.
“Out of the fourteen varieties in 1916, only four fell
below a yield of 18 bushels per acre on the limed plots, while
the Wilson gave a yield of 25.5 bushels and Ohio 9035,
Swan, Edna and Baird yielded between 20 and 25 bushels
per acre.” Address: New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station.
1090. Pritchard Bean Harvester Co. 1917. The Pritchard
Bean Harvester. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North
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Carolina). Aug. 18. p. 6.
• Summary: “This is a successful Soy Bean Harvester that
by repeated tests has proven it will harvest 25 per cent more
beans to the acre than any other machine. It will gather beans
drilled with corn without removing corn stalks.
“The Pritchard Bean Harvester will not clog. The slot or
passage for the stalk vines extends to the rear end, thereby
allowing unobstructed passage.
“This machine is of lighter draft by one-half than other
machines, but is guaranteed to be strong and durable. This is
the Soy Bean Harvester that you have been looking for. For
further information and price address:”
A large illustration (quite like a mechanical drawing)
of the machine fills about half of the ad. Address: Elizabeth
City, North Carolina.
1091. Morse, W.J. 1917. Re: Manufacturers of soy bean
harvesting machines. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, Aug. 19. 4 p.
Handwritten, with signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: On Aug. 15 C.V. Piper had written Morse
in Texas: “Your bulletin on soy beans (probably USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 886. Sept. 1917; “Harvesting soy-bean
seed”) has already gone to the printer and galley proof is
expected by August 20. I fear that when this bulletin is issued
we are going to receive a large number of letters asking
where the different types of harvesting machines can be
obtained. Kindly write me at once information on this point.”
Morse responded with a list of manufacturers: Bean
harvesters or beaters–(1) Pritchard Harvester Co., Elizabeth
City, N.C. [North Carolina]. (2) Gordon Harvester Co.,
Elizabeth City, N.C. (3) Tarheel Bean Harvester Co.,
Farmville, N.C.

“There is another machine manufactured by another man
but I do not recall the name. The machine is an improvement
on the other types in that it can be adjusted to level
cultivation and cleans the seed. I understood this machine
would be available for the 1917 harvest. I am writing Prof.
[C.B.] Williams requesting that he send you the name and
address of the manufacturer.
“The following firms have has [have] special beans and
pea separators:
“Koger Thresher Co., Morristown, Tennessee
“Owens Thresher Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota.”
Note 1. None of the information in Morse’s letter
appeared in Bulletin No. 886.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2017)
that mentions the “Gordon Harvester;” the registered
trademark for this machine was filed on 26 March 1920.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse. Folder–Morse, W.J.–#2 F.C.I.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Crosby House, Beaumont, Texas.
1092. H.W.C. 1917. Hope farm notes: Cow peas vs. soy
beans. Rural New-Yorker 76:1008. Aug. 25.
• Summary: The author is conducting a contest between
“Black-eye cow peas and Wilson Early Soy bean... to see
which is more valuable as a food or manurial plant... I think
the Soy bean will finally come out ahead.” It stands upright
and is easier to harvest. “The Soy beans are not generally
eaten as food, though they can be used in various ways. As
stock food they are very useful.”
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“They even make an artificial milk out of the bean.”
After the war between Japan and Russia, the “crop has made
it possible for Korea and Manchuria to get on the map as
respected and prosperous provinces. Just as Alfalfa has made
the strip of limestone land through Central New York rich
and famous, I believe the heavy culture of Soy beans will
bring back prosperity to any section where the soil has begun
to fail and where Red clover and Alfalfa have not done well.
I do believe that dairymen and poultrymen have in this Soy
bean a plant which will come close to solving the problem of
providing fat and protein foods.”
“This Wilson’s Early Soy is a small black bean. I have
carried a handful in my pocket. Whenever I meet some friend
moping around with what they call a grouch, I offer him a
few beans. ‘Here try my new remedy for that tired feeling.
Nature’s true remedy for the liver; swallow them whole.
Don’t stop to chew!’
“In many cases people have become so used to dosing
that they will swallow three of these raw beans. They do look
something like a black capsule. In some instances I have met
these parties a few days later and they say: ‘That was fine
dope you gave me. Where do you get it? I want more!’ I have
no doubt that a black Soy bean with full faith will do more
for health than a barrel of medicine taken because one has
acquired the dope habit.” Address: New York.
1093. Justice, J.L. 1917. Saving soy bean crop. Orange Judd
Farmer 63(8):2, 7. Aug. 25.
• Summary: “Many farmers no doubt will be having their
first experience this year in raising and harvesting soy beans
for seed.” Harvesting and threshing methods are outlined.
Only two ways of handling soy beans are in general use.
(1) The may be “mowed down with the mower which has
a side-delivery or buncher attachment... In case the soy
beans should be mowed flat, they should be raked into small
bunches before they get dry enough to shatter... After a few
days of good curing weather they will be ready to thresh.”
(2) “Soy beans that are planted in rows may be harvested
with a corn binder if they are the tall stemmed variety.”
However the grain binder is much faster and not as difficult
to operate.
“Put them where they cannot possibly be reached by
stock. Stock eat them greedily, without having to create an
appetite for them; and while the beans are about to equal to
cottonseed meal for feeding an overfeed of them is fatal. One
of our neighbors lost a herd of fine cattle that broke into a bin
of soy beans, and his advise is to ‘keep them high and dry.’”
Address: Indiana.
1094. Winkler, Gustav. 1917. Die Sojabohne: Bericht ueber
d. Ergebnisse und Fortschrittes mit der Anpflanzung der
Sojabohne 1915/16 (nach jetzt 6 jaehrigen Versuchen):
Vortrag und Vorfuehrungen von Samen, Pflanzen und
Produkten aus der Sojabohne in der Monatsversammlung am

14 Marz 1917 des Gartenbau- und Verschoenerungsvereins
Fechenheim-Mainkur bei Frankfurt a. M. [The soybean:.
Report {fourth} on the results and progress with planting
of the soybean 1915/16 (after 6 years of trials): Lecture
and presentation of seeds, plants and products from the
soybean on 14 March 1917 at the monthly meeting of the
Horticultural and Beautification Society of FechenheimMainkur near Frankfurt am Main]. Fechenheim [Germany]:
Published by the author. 26 p. Aug. 22 cm. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “Dedicated to my dear son and co-worker,
Werner, who sadly died too early.”
Contents: Foreword. Introduction. Part II: Trials in the
summer of 1916. Glances backward and forward.
Foreword: This pamphlet has come into existence with
the assumption of providing a service to all those who have
interest in the cultivation of the soybean (Sojabohne).
In order to pass on my experiences, which I have
gathered in a period of seven years with the cultivation of
this crop, to a genuinely large number and thus to accelerate
the cultivation even more as much as possible, I have not
shied away from effort, time, or money in order to fully and
totally bring to implementation my firm belief in the matter.
To my great joy and satisfaction, I have also been
successful in recent times in getting in contact with experts
in the area of horticulture and agriculture and exchanging
ideas with them. And the work has gone on faithfully under
the motto, “That which is recognized as good and true is held
fast and striven toward with courage and energy until the end
of one’s days.”
My wish would then be to become known with a great
deal of that same meaning in order to get closer to the goal in
joint work in the soybean matter. I am firmly convinced that
the soybean will also become a food for our public nutrition,
the way that it did thousands of years ago for the peoples of
the East [East Asia].
One need only think of the potato approximately four
hundred years ago and compare the progress up to today.
At the Potato Exhibition in the Palm Garden
(Palmengarten) in Frankfurt am Main, there was the
opportunity to get acquainted with more than 150 types of
potatoes.
If something similar is also to be awaited from the
soybean, then the great worry of a food shortage can be
relieved for the German population. A food that contains
protein and fat and which is more inexpensive cannot be
procured in any other way.
At the same time, in the soybean we also have the best
plant that creates and collects nitrogen. We are consequently
capable of simultaneously being able to also fertilize our
fields for other crops. With our shortage of sodium nitrate,
this will certainly very much come in useful for us.
Mainkur near Frankfurt am Main, August 1917
The Author
On the facing unnumbered page a photo shows Gustav
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Winkler, with a gray beard and hair, standing and holding
(with the roots facing upward) one soybean plant in each
hand. In his right hand is an acclimatized soybean which
produced 58 beans in 100 days. In his left hand is a plant
grown from Chinese seeds of 1912-13 24 which produced
224 flowers and tiny seeds in 100 days.
These plants which grew next to each other under the
same conditions clearly show the effect of acclimatization:
a difference of approximately four to five weeks of earlier
maturity.
The Introduction begins: As early as four years ago, on
April 17, 1913, I already spoke to you at this same place
about the soybean.
Even though at that time, its name was hardly known,
I was not at all familiar with a corresponding literature
about this plant, and I myself still knew little about its
nature, I nevertheless undertook to enter into the breeding
of the soybean with the support of my son Werner, who had
travelled to China for two years.
A small table then compares the macronutrients (protein,
oil, carbohydrate) of soybean seeds (plus lecithin) with those
of other legumes used in Germany. The soybean contains
much more protein and oil and the German legumes contain
little or no lecithin.
I obtained my first soybeans from a Berlin
business that handled foodstuffs (aus einem Berliner
Nahrungsmittelgeschäft). I later learned these beans were
used by oil mills in Stettin and Hamburg. In 1915, with
wartime food shortages in Germany, I tried to offer service
by growing about 100 square meters of soybeans.
In these six trial beds, eight different varieties of seeds
came to be used, and thus my entire trial series consisted of
forty-eight numbers. A table shows:
No. I. was old Chinese seeds from 1911
No. II. the same from 1912
No. III. Chinese seeds from 1914
No. IV. seeds from a Frankfurt seed dealer
No. V. seeds from an original metric hundredweight
(equal to 100 kg)
sack that was purchased from the Soyama Works,
Frankfurt
No. VI. self-raised seeds from 1912, 1913, and 1914.
No. VII. the green beans
No. VIII. the brown beans
No. IX. the black beans
The last three selected from the original sack sent to me
from China.
The results of these trials are discussed in detail.
Part II (p. 22-23): To what higher value would the
soybean have arrived if we would have been dealing with it
10 to 15 years earlier?
Just by chance, I became acquainted with the book
that was published by Professor Friedrich Haberland
[sic, Haberlandt], who at the time was professor at the

University of Vienna: Die Sojabohne (Ergebnisse der
Studien und Versuche über die Anbauwürdigkeit dieser neu
einzuführenden Kulturpflanze) [The Soybean (Results of the
Studies and Trials on the Worthiness of Cultivation of This
New Crop That is to be Introduced)], published in 1878 by
Verlag von Karl Gerold’s Sohn. This book that was published
approximately forty years ago contains a rich study on the
crop and multifaceted trials, of which the results from 144
sites in 1875-1876 were recorded.
It is interesting how most of these results correspond to
the experiences that I have had. All in all, the observations
that were recorded were of a very favorable nature, such
that it is to be wondered how it was possible that with the
death of Professor Haberlandt, all of the work at that time
was carried with him to the grave. Only at very scattered
locations did anyone occupy themselves with the matter
for one purpose or another without, however, making a
great to-do about it. The hopes that were harbored by Prof.
Haberlandt were not realized by far, and the soybean lay
dormant for a full forty years until around seven years ago
in various journals, and I will name as first Der Tag of
September 3, 1910, as well as Volksgesundheitspflege [sic,
probably Blätter für Volksgesundheitspflege] and various
other journals. As a result of the gentlemen such as the
Medical Consultant (Sanitätsrat) Dr. Neumann in Potzdam
[sic, Potsdam], the Privy Councilor (Geheimrat) Prof. Kalle
in Biebrich [part of today’s Wiesbaden], Adjunct Professor
(Privatdozent) H. Grossmann, and the Danish physician Dr.
Hindhede, reference was made in their reports on that which
is new to the value of the soybean.
If I had been aware of the aforementioned book at that
time, then I never would have come to the idea of getting
so extremely interested in the cultivation of the soybean. I
would have assumed that the trials had led to nothing and
that the entire matter could have been dropped because of
the impossibility of implementation. What an abundance of
work I could have saved if I had known everything that had
already happened forty years ago!
Photos: (2-12) Twelve photos of individual soybean
plants; the age of each, the year, and the source of the seeds
is given. (13-18). Gustav Winkler standing in his soybean
garden in the summer of 1917, surrounded by a 5 foot high
wooden fence, showing the soybeans 1 month, 2 months, 3
months, 4 months, 4½ months (with a woman in the photo),
and 5 months after planting. Neat signs apparently show
different varieties.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This booklet is owned by the Johann Christian
Senckenberg university library at Frankfurt am Main,
Germany. Address: Mainkur bei Frankfurt am Main
[Germany].
1095. Morse, W.J. 1917. Harvesting soy-bean seed. Farmers’
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Bulletin (USDA) No. 886. 8 p. Sept. Superseded by Farmer’s
Bulletin 1605.
• Summary: Contents: The soy bean as a seed crop. Time of
harvesting. Methods of harvesting. Methods of curing and
handling. Thrashing [Threshing]. Special bean harvesters.
Soy-bean straw. Storage of seed.

“The character of growth, the uniform maturing habit,
and the heavy seed yields of the soy bean contribute to
the ease of harvesting and recommend the plant for seed
production. The many disadvantages which attend the
harvesting of cowpeas for seed are not common to the soy
bean. When grown for grain alone, the shattering of the pods
of the soy bean is a serious fault, and inexperienced growers
are likely to sustain a heavy loss of seed through lack of
knowledge and improper handling of soy-bean plant.
“All soy beans are strictly determinate as to growth; that
is, the plants reach a definite size, according to variety and
environment, and then mature and die. Nearly all varieties
shatter their seed somewhat, especially during changeable
weather, if not harvested at the proper stage of maturity.

Some varieties, like the Guelph or Medium Green, shatter
inordinately, while others, such as the Peking, scarcely
at all. Special attention, therefore, is required when the
plants approach maturity to prevent serious losses from the
scattering of the pods.” (p. 3).
Photos show: (1) A man using a mowing machine with
side-delivery attachment.
(2) A man standing by a self-rake reaper [also called a
“sweep rake”] used in cutting soy beans for seed. »
(3) Soy beans cut for seed with a binder and the shocks
set in rows so that wheat can be sown without waiting to
remove the beans from the field. Note: An Indiana farmer
says (March 1999): “After cutting with a sweep rake, we
would “doodle” it with pitch forks to dry.”
(4) Two men working on a single-drum web loader,
commonly used for haying. This will load the soy beans
rapidly (on to a pile on a wagon) and with less loss of seed
than would result in hand gathering.
(5) Men thrashing soy beans from the field in eastern
North Carolina with an ordinary gasoline thrashing outfit.
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(6) Men using a special bean harvester used in gathering
the soy-bean seed from the standing mature plants. (7)
Two men working to bale soy-bean straw direct from the
thrasher. Address: Scientific Asst., Office of Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1096. Pate, W.F. 1917. Soybean harvesters. North Carolina
State College of Agriculture, Extension Circular No. 56. 8 p.
Sept.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Methods of harvesting.
Gordon harvester. Pritchard harvester. Little giant machine.
Tarheel harvester. Keystone machine. Scott machine.
A description of each machine is given, with a photo
or detailed illustration (line drawing), plus the name and
address of the manufacturer, price (typically $100–$135),
size, weight, and features. Each of these machines is
apparently meant to be pulled by two horses or mules.
The Gordon Harvester, made by L.S. Gordon of
Elizabeth City, North Carolina, was the first machine in the
state made for harvesting beans. It sells for $120, weighs
about 800 lb, and is 12 feet long. The beater is chain-driven
and is arranged to revolve parallel to the row.
The Pritchard harvester is manufactured at Elizabeth

City by George Pritchard. It retails at $135, weighs
about 1,000 lb, and is made in 3 sizes. The body of
the harvester is 8 feet long and 44 inches wide. The
beater inside of the harvester is chain driven and
revolves across the rows.
The Little Giant machine is made by Herman Hardy
of Lagrange, NC, and sells for $100. It weighs about
800 lb and is about 11 feet long. Additional photos
(p. 8) show: Harvesting soybeans with a grain reaper.
Thrashing soybeans that have been cut with a reaper.
“Methods of Harvesting: In harvesting soybeans,
two methods are generally practiced in North
Carolina. One method is to cut the vines when lower
leaves are yellow and the beans are just about ripe
and then cure in the swath and cocks as is done
with cowpea hay. The cutting may be done with an
ordinary mowing machine, self-rake reaper, or with a
binder, if the plants are tall enough. After the plants are dry,
the seed may be thrashed out with an ordinary grain thrasher,
after reducing the speed of the cylinders so that the beans
will not be split.
“The other method commonly used is by means of
special bean harvesters, which thrash the beans from the
vines as they stand in the field. This latter method is coming
more and more into common use. There are five different
harvesters manufactured in North Carolina. The principal
feature of all these machines is the beater, which thrashes
the beans from standing stalks in the field. The beaters of
the different machines have different numbers of fingers. In
some, the beaters revolve parallel to the row, while in others
they do so at right angles to the row. In the manufacture of
some of the harvesters, mowing machine wheels are used,
while with others the harvesters are mounted on ordinary
cart-wheels. Some of the machines have their beaters chaindriven, while others are connected up by gears. Two of the
machines have been on the market for many years; the others
have been offered for sale for the first time during the past
season or two. Some are adjustable from axles and tongue,
while others are not.” Address: Agronomist in Soil Fertility,
Raleigh.
1097. Williams, C.B. 1917. Soybeans–A future
economic factor in North Carolina. North Carolina
State College of Agriculture, Extension Circular No.
57. 11 p. Sept.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans versus
cowpeas (Soybeans are generally better yielders
when planted in rows and cultivated.) Soybeans
versus peanuts (“Soybeans at $1.00 to $1.50 per
bushel are decidedly more profitable to the farmer
than peanuts ranging in price from 70 cents to $1.00
per bushel.” Soybeans yield 20-25 bushels/acre.)
Soybeans for the improvement of the soil. Soybeans
for feed for live stock. Soybeans for human
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consumption. Utilization of soybeans by cotton oil mills
(Soybeans can be milled at much less cost than peanuts or
cotton, and their use can prolong the short operating season
of the mills.) Products secured by oil mills in crushing
soybeans.
“Since the introduction of soybeans in North Carolina
more than one-third of a century ago, the acreage devoted to
this crop has steadily increased, particularly in the eastern
part of the State... Notwithstanding the fact that this year
there has been a material increase in the acreage devoted to
this crop throughout the State, it has not been nearly as great
as the importance of the crop justifies...
“Since the coming of the cotton-boll weevil into Texas
in 1892,” affected farmers have been looking for a crop to
take the place of cotton. “There is no doubt that the coming
of this pest into North Carolina will lead to a material
reduction in the acreage devoted to cotton and at the same
time will force most growers to devote more attention to
rational systems of rotation in which cotton may or may not
enter.” (p. 2)
“There is no question but what there will be a greater
utilization of the seed from this crop, before or after
crushing, for human consumption as the years go by and
the acreage devoted to the crop is materially increased
throughout the South. The beans, because of their high
content of food nutrients, when properly prepared, make a
very nutritious and appetizing food product.
“To some extent, the beans are being used at the
present time in the manufacture of high-grade pork and
bean products, about one-half to three-fourths soybeans
being used with one-half to one-fourth navy beans. We have
recently had an opportunity to sample a brand of pork and
beans with tomato sauce in which the proportion of soybeans
to navy beans was as three to one. We say without hesitancy
that these were of very good quality. There appears no good
reason why the manufacture of pork and beans into which
soybeans are used should not materially increase. The beans
contain as much or more protein than navy beans and are
much cheaper. As a matter of fact, during the present year,
the price of navy beans bought at wholesale were three to
four times as high per bushel as soybeans bought in the same
way.
“Soybean flour or meal, when properly prepared, may be
used in the making of many nutritious breads. Such breads
are claimed, with much apparent truth, to be especially
adapted for invalids suffering with certain diseases and for
small children...
“Soybean oil has at the present time wide usefulness in
the manufacture of soaps, paints, varnishes, enamels, japans,
linoleums, oil cloth and other water-proofing materials,
asphaltums, salad oils, and other human foods. Therefore, it
seems that there is an assured market for both the meal and
the oil...
“To appreciate the importance of the oil at the present

time, it is only necessary to call attention to the importation
into the country during the year ending July 1, 1917, about
$19,000,000 worth from Oriental ports.”
Photos show: (1) A field of soybeans grown in rows
for seed and soil-improving purposes. (2) Soybeans drilled
in corn rows. (3) Hogs grazing in a field of soybeans. (4)
People harvesting soybeans (using a harvester drawn by
two horses) from standing stalks in the field, for seed and
crushing purposes. (5) A man harvesting soybeans with a
grain reaper.
1098. Cromer, C.O. 1917. Re: Soybean varieties and recipes.
Letter to W.J. Morse, Scientific Assistant, Forage Crops
Investigation, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC,
Nov. 3. 23. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: I have your letter of the 31st
relative to the sending of samples of soybeans of several
of the numbered varieties, seed of which you sent me for
planting. You remember that when you visited this Station
that several of these varieties were quite late and gave
evidence of not maturing before frost. We had a frost on the
10th of Sept. and another one the latter part of September
which stopped maturity of these varieties. I had, however,
harvested the rod rows which we saw growing, but the
same have not yet been threshed. I have men at work at
present on the flailing and cleaning of these varieties. As
soon as the seed has been sorted out, I shall send you the
quantity specified of all the varieties which matured. I shall
be very much pleased to receive the results of the analyses
you obtain if it is not contrary to your orders to let out this
information.
“A few years ago you send me a quantity of soybean
meal [sic, soybean flour] and some recipes for the use of the
same in the form of soybean gems, cakes and such like. I
propose to use some soybeans this year if I can obtain these
recipes from you again. I turned them over to my mother
who has lost them. If you are in a position to send me a copy
of all recipes for using soybean flour or meal, I shall very
much appreciate the receipt of the same.
“Very truly yours, Associate in Crops.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#5.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Associate in Crops, Purdue Univ.,
Lafayette, Indiana.
1099. Times Trade Supplement (London). 1917. Soy beans:
Cultivation in the United States. Nov. 5. p. 170, col. 4.
• Summary: During the past few years the soy bean has
become an important crop in the United States. The plant is
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grown mostly for forage, but in some states, such as eastern
North Carolina, growing the beans has become a profitable
industry. In 1910, soy beans were first processed in the USA
for their oil by a mill on the Pacific Coast. These beans were
imported from Manchuria, the oil was expressed using a
hydraulic press, and the oil was sold to makers of soap and
paint. The soy bean cake, ground and sold under a trade
name, was soon recognized as a valuable feed by dairymen
in the western states.
In late 1915 a shortage of cotton seed prompted several
cotton mills in North Carolina to profitably produce soy
bean oil and meal from home-grown soy beans. In several
English mills, a solvent extraction process, using benzene,
is employed. Another industry plans to make “vegetable
milk” from soy beans. Note: This article was written by “a
correspondent.”
1100. Farver, Warner E. 1917. Soybean hay and feeding
costs. Ohio Farmer 140(19):427. Nov. 10.
• Summary: “Everybody knows the place wheat bran has
in many nations, and also the price it generally has. When
we consider that the analyses of bran and soybean hay are
practically the same, and that 1½ to 2 tons of soybean hay
can be raised per acre, we see why so many successful
feeders use it.” Address: Holmes County, Ohio.
1101. Morison, A.T. 1917. Soy succotash for hogs: This
combination proved very successful in Indiana. Country
Gentleman 82(47):1846. Nov. 24.
• Summary: Discusses methods used by Fayette County,
Indiana, farmers in growing soy beans as a supplement to
corn for hogs, and the results obtained. “Fayette County
farmers are learning the need of protein to go along with
bushels of yellow ears in developing eighteen-dollar hogs.
Protein will pay with hogs at any price... They are coming
to realize that, while corn makes bulk, the hogs must have
tankage or some other muscle developer to support the fat
produced. They have no skim milk, and up to this year most
of them have depended upon clover pasture and tankage for
nitrogen. Last spring, however, the soy-bean proposition
was put to them, and more than a hundred decided to try the
crop... The planting was a new proposition to nearly every
farmer... Inoculation was the first question.”
“With legume seeds as large as the soy bean, the glue
method is the simplest. By this procedure the beans are
dampened with water in which glue has been dissolved–four
ounces of glue to a gallon of water. While the beans are
moist they are sprinkled with soil from a field where soy
beans have been successfully grown the year before. The
glue causes the soil, rich in bacteria, to stick to the beans.
They are then dried, care being taken that they do not get
direct sunlight, and are ready to plant.” Some farmers treated
their seed with commercial cultures. “The latter are perfectly
satisfactory, if fresh, but are more expensive than glue and

soil.”
To plant their soy beans, most farmers “mixed the
seed with fertilizer and let it run out at the same time as the
corn... Soys should not be put deeper than one inch in the
ground... Each farmer seeded from three to five acres of
this soy succotash, putting it in a field near his hog pasture.
Hollybrook was practically the only variety used... The beans
and corn came up together.”
“This season’s crop proved to the doubters that soy
beans, planted with reason, will not cut the yield of the corn
in which they are grown... Sown at the rate of one bushel to
eight acres, there is no danger of corn injury.” This rate gives
more than one soy bean plant to every stalk of corn, “and that
is plenty thick enough for hogging down.” “By the first of
September the fields were ready to hog down and the spring
shotes were turned in.” They ate everything but the corn
stalks. “Five acres of corn and soys will accommodate more
than 100 shotes for more than a month and will add fully
sixty pounds to their individual weights.” The author predicts
“a big increase in soy-bean acreage in Fayette County next
year.” A photo shows a man standing in a field of soy beans.
1102. Seed Reporter (USDA Bureau of Markets). 1917. Soy
beans in Mississippi and Louisiana. 1(2):8. Dec. 1.
• Summary: “The soy bean acreage is rapidly being extended
in these two States, especially in what is known as the Black
Land or prairie belt, and in the Delta section. Most farmers
plant soy beans in corn, as a second or catch crop, to be
grazed by livestock and for fertilizer, and the growing and
marketing of the soybean, for grain or seed is specialized in
by only a very few growers... Dealers obtain their supply of
seed from North Carolina, and the result of inquiries indicate
that consumers will have to pay about $4.00 per bushel for
their 1918 requirements. The retail price paid in the spring of
1917 was about $3.50 early in March, advancing to $5.00 by
May 1, 1917.” Address: Washington, DC.
1103. Co-operative Manager and Farmer. 1917. Harvesting
soy beans: Inexperienced growers should inform themselves
as to proper methods and avoid losses. 7(4):77, 79. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Time of harvest.
Methods of harvest. Threshing. Storage of seed. “The crop
may be cut with ordinary mowing machines, self-rake
reapers, self-binders, or even with scythes, corn knives, or
sickles. The beans also may be harvested with a special bean
harvester which gathers the grain from the standing plants.
“When the plants are cut before maturity, they are
cured in shocks and allowed to remain in the field until a
convenient time for threshing. If thoroughly dry they may be
housed and threshed later.”
1104. Grageda, Gregorio F. 1917. Culture, selection and
acclimatization of soy beans. Los Banos, Philippines,
College of Agriculture. Unpublished manuscript. *
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• Summary: In 1917 the author, a thesis student at the
College of Agriculture, started a rigid selection of pure
cultures. Out of the several varieties which he tested, two
proved to be of possible future value because of their
superior yields of both soybeans and forage, and also in
adaptability to cropping more than once a year. Grageda
made considerable initial selection and began to multiply
some of the superior individual plants, thereby producing
enough materials for continuing the work he started.

1106. Fuji, Shôzô; Endô, Kôtarô. 1917. Tokubetsu hôkoku.
1, Ryokuhi daizu no kenkyû [Special report no. 1: Research
on soybeans as a green manure crop]. Nagaoka, Niigata
prefecture, Japan: Niigata prefecture Agricultural Research
Lab (Niigata-ken Nôji Shiken-jô). 6 p. 23 cm. [Jap]*
• Summary: Nagaoka is a city located in the central part of
Niigata Prefecture, Japan. It is the second largest city in the
prefecture, after the capital city of Niigata. Address: Japan.

Moro, Oregon. Moro, Oregon. See p. 42-44.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans: Varietal test”
states: “Soy beans were tested at the Moro Station for the
first time in 1917. Seed of four varieties–Black Eyebrow,
Ito San, Early Green and Manchu was received from Mr.
[William] Morse of the [USDA] Office of Forage Crop
Investigations and planted in summer fallow in rows three
feet part. Two rows 8 rods long were seeded to each variety
on May 19th.
“All varieties but Early Green emerged with very
firm stands. The plants averaged about 4 inches apart in
the rows... Soil was secured from land on the experiment
station farm at Corvallis which had grown soy beans and
was drilled along the rows after seeding. The plants were
examined during the season but none having nodules were
found. The failure in securing nodules may be due to the fact
that after the inoculated soil was drilled into dry ground, no
rains occurred during the summer months. The varieties were
given three cultivations and some hoeing.
“All varieties but Early Green were harvested when the
leaves were dry and falling... As all varieties but Manchu
were damaged more or less by rabbits, it was not deemed
advisable to take the total yield of the two rows seeded to
each variety in determining the varietal yields.”
The yields of the different varieties were as follows:
Early green 11.4 bu/acre, Ito San 10.5, Manchu 10.5, Black
Eyebrow 7.8. Address: Scientific Asst.

1107. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1917. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois: Funk Bros.
• Summary: The one-third page section titled “Soy beans”
(p. 29) states: “Soy beans are grown for hay, grain, pasturage
and soil improvement purposes. Good soy bean hay is equal
to alfalfa hay as feed for dairy cattle. Soy bean meal is equal
in feeding value to cotton seed meal and makes a splendid
feed for dairy cows and hogs.
“Corn and soy beans may be grown together and the
crops put in the silo, harvested separately or pastured by
hogs. The last practice has been found profitable on the Funk
Farms. The beans are as a rule planted at the last cultivation
of the corn. If planted alone in rows far enough apart to
permit cultivation, use 30 to 40 pounds of seed per acre. If
sown broadcast, 60 pounds per acre. If seeded in corn, 20 to
30 pounds.
“We handle the standard proven varieties and can
furnish you with tested seed. This is important as soy beans
lose their vitality very fast and good looking seed may show
very poor germination.”
This same description appeared in the Funk catalog
for 1918. At the top of this page is written “Funk Farms–
Established 1824.” Address: Bloomington, Illinois.

1109. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, Augustine W. 1917. Report
of the Department of Soil Chemistry and Bacteriology. New
Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
37:367-97. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1916. See p. 393-97.
• Summary: Section V, titled “Influence of lime upon the
growth and nitrogen content of soybeans (vines and roots)”
(p. 393-95) states that soybeans grown on soil which has
been limed contain more nitrogen in both the tops of the
plants (above ground) and in the roots with nodules. “To the
farmer who grows leguminous green manure crops–and no
one should undertake to farm without such crops–the use of
lime on soils which are deficient in this material is doubly
commended; first, for the increase in the quantity of that
crop, and second, for the higher feeding value which the crop
thus grown possesses.”
Section VI, titled “The protein content of soybeans as
influenced by associative growth with a non-legume” (p.
395-97) states: “The average percentage of nitrogen in the
dry matter of the legume [soybeans] grown in association
with the non-legume is slightly higher than the average in
the dry matter of those grown alone.” Address: 1. Ph.D., Soil
Chemist and Bacteriologist; 2. A.M., Assoc. Soil Chemist
[New Brunswick, New Jersey].

1108. Hill, C.E. 1917. Report of the forage crop
investigations on the eastern Oregon dry-farming substation,

1110. Root, A.I.; Root, E.R. 1917. The ABC and XYZ of bee
culture: a cyclopedia of everything pertaining to the care of

1105. Davenport, Eugene. 1917. Principal lines of work.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
30:1-18. For the year ending June 30, 1917. See p. 11-13.
• Summary: The section titled “Agronomy” states (p. 13):
“Among the crop-production experiments there is being
continued the testing of varieties of our more important field
crops–corn, oats, wheat, potatoes, and soybeans.” Address:
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
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the honey-bee; bees, hives, honey, implements, honeyplants,
etc. Facts gleaned from the experience of thousands of
beekeepers, and afterward verified in our apiary. Medina,
Ohio: A.I. Root Company. 5 + 830 p. Illust. Portraits. 25 cm.
First published in 1877. [ soy ref]
• Summary: The first author is Amos Ives Root (1839-1923).
The second, his eldest son, is Ernest Rob Root (1862-).
Soybeans are not very important to the apiarist; they are
mentioned only once in this long book. In the section on
alfalfa, on page 22 we read: “Give plenty of well-rotted
stable manure, or, lacking that, cow peas, crimson clover,
and soy beans can be planted for green manure.” Address:
Medina, Ohio.
1111. Shive, John W. 1917. Report of progress by the plant
physiologist: A study of the toxic influence of the phosphate
salts on soybean seedlings. New Jersey State Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 37:449-54. For the year
1916.
• Summary: The salts employed consisted of mono-sodium
phosphate, potassium phosphate, calcium phosphate,
ammonium phosphate, and magnesium phosphate. Three
distinct sets of experiments with these phosphate salts were
conducted: 1. Used singly in soil cultures. 2. Used in soil
cultures in combination with a complete fertilizer. 3. Used in
water cultures in combination with a full nutrient solution.
Address: Plant Physiologist [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
1112. Van Nuis, Chas. S. 1917. Report of the Department
of Farm Crops. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 37:319-25. For the year ending Oct.
31, 1916. See p. 393-97.
• Summary: Section VI, titled “Other crops” (p. 325) states:
“Beside the above, there were forage crops furnished from
the College Farm to the dairy department, as follows:” A
table shows: “Green rye 19,550 lbs., Green grass 1,080 lbs.,
Green clover 1,435 lbs., Green soybeans 10,360 lbs.
“Of the latter item [soybeans] 7,770 pounds were put
into a silo with corn for silage. Some small areas were
devoted to alterations of rye and soybeans, permitting two
crops per year on the same ground. The rye not fed green to
the cattle was cut for straw just after the rye headed, and was
immediately followed by soybeans for green forage, or to
be plowed under as green manure.” Address: Assoc. in Fram
Crops [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
1113. Wing Seed Co. 1917. The Wing Seed Co. (Mail order
catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 104 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: The front cover, which bears the date 1917,
shows iris growing around a pond, surrounded by trees.
On the back cover is an oval photo of a child surrounded
by flowers. Below that is the logo “Wing’s Quality Seeds.”
This catalog includes an expanded selection of flower seeds,
vegetable seeds, and plants and bulbs. The Introduction

states that the company has the largest assortment of gladioli,
iris, dahlias, and peonies in Ohio. “Ever since the great
European War has begun, all seedsmen have experienced
great difficulty in obtaining the stocks of seeds which they
required from Europe.”
This catalog contains a fairly long section titled “Soy
beans” (p. 49-51) with the following contents: Introduction.
Planting and cultivation. Harvesting for grain. Harvesting
for hay. Varieties: Wing’s Mikado, Wing’s Mongol, Ito San,
Medium Green, Mammoth, trial ground’s beans. Forage
or dual purpose beans: Wing’s Extra Select Sable, Wing’s
Pedigreed Sable, Wing’s Royal (new; another selection from
Wing’s Extra Select Sable), Jet, Wilson.
Photos show: (1) A man standing atop a huge load of
soy bean hay on a wagon pulled by a white horse. “Making
soy bean hay.” (2-6) Mature uprooted plants bearing leaves
and many pods of the following varieties: Ito San, Wing’s
Mongol, Wing’s Mikado, Wing’s Pedigreed Sable, Wing’s
Royal.
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York. Address: Mechanicsburg,
Ohio.
1114. South Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural College,
Extension Bulletin. 1917? Soy beans [Questions and
answers]. No. 22. 15 p. Undated.
• Summary: Also titled: Farmers’ Reading Course Bulletin
No. 22. This bulletin consists of 110 questions and answers
divided into the following categories: History and general
use (questions 1-15). Varieties, adaptation, and general use
(16-39). Planting, preparation, fertilization and cultivation
(40-65). Harvesting and yield (66-105). Products and byproducts (106-110; soy bean meal and oil).
The best varieties for South Carolina are Mammoth
Yellow, Holly Brook / Hollybrook, and Ito San.
Note: A stamp on the cover shows that this undated
bulletin was received by the National Agricultural Library on
12 Feb. 1917. According to a librarian at Clemson, the last
dated Bulletin in this series was No. 19, of July 1916; the
next was No. 38 of Feb. 1918. Address: Clemson College,
South Carolina.
1115. Haberlandt, Gottlieb. 1918. Das Ernaehrungsproblem
und die Pflanzenphysiology [The nutritional problem and
plant physiology]. Berlin: Norddeutschen Buchdruckerei und
Verlagsanstalt. 28 p. 25 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: On the title page is written (in German): Speech
to celebrate the birthday of His Majesty the Emperor and
King, held in the assembly hall of the Royal FriedrichWilhelms-University in Berlin, on 27 January, 1918.
Gottlieb Haberlandt was an eminent plant physiologist.
This speech was given about 9 months before the fighting
ended in World War I. Kaiser Wilhelm abdicated on
9 November and Germany signed an armistice on 11
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November 1918, effectively ending the war.
Gottlieb’s father was Friedrich Haberlandt of soybean
fame. On pages 25-27 of the transcript of this speech
Gottlieb discusses the soybean. After stating that the German
diet could benefit from the efficiency of eating plants
(especially legumes) directly, he continues: Above all, one
has to think about naturalizing a new legume, of which a
lot is now being said. The soybean plays an outstanding
role as food in Central Asia, China and Japan. For the sake
of its extraordinarily high protein content, which is also
accompanied by a significant abundance of fat, it is perhaps
the most nutritious plant food that exists. The protein content
is 32-44, their fat content 17-20 percent. The Japanese enjoy
an average of 40 grams of soybeans a day, covering the
fourth part of his total protein requirement and far more than
half of his fat consumption. These are numbers that make
you think.
Various attempts have been made to naturalize this
valuable legume in Central Europe. But until the seventies of
the last century these failed because of the heat requirement
of the imported varieties was too high. My father Friedrich
Haberlandt, professor of plant cultivation (Pflanzenbaulehre)
at the College of Agriculture, was successful in acquiring
some early varieties from northern China and Mongolia at
the Vienna World Exhibition in 1873. Using these, the first
attempts at cultivation were made in 1875. The results were
so surprising that in 1877 some 160 farmers in the most
diverse areas of Austria and Germany were able to take part
in the cultural trials. The result was that the acclimatization
of early-ripening soybeans in Central Europe beyond the
northern limit of distribution of the maize plant could be
considered completely successful. An early death prevented
my father from furthering the spread of his baby. It was not
until the World War that new circles drew the attention of
other circles to this legume. Cultivation trials have now been
carried out in northern Germany, some of which have been
surprisingly successful. For example, in the experimental
garden of the plant physiology institute of our university in
Dahlem, several varieties came to maturity in the previous
year and the year before that. We now have so much seed
that the trials can be continued systematically in various
areas of Germany this year. There is, of course, a long way to
go from such acclimatization attempts in the garden to fieldbased cultivation. It is not yet possible to predict whether
the soybean will also prove to be a good crop for us. At the
moment it is not possible to see how the newcomer will fit
into the operation of our agriculture, at the cost of which
crops it will spread. But these are later concerns. Today we
can only express the well-founded hope that even after this
war, a new crop as a gift from the Far East will help to raise
our national nutrition. Address: Berlin.
1116. Allison, F.E. 1918. Some availability studies with
ammonium phosphate and its chemical and biological effects

upon the soil. Soil Science 5(1):1-80. Jan. See p. 63-65, 76.
[36 ref]
• Summary: One section, titled “Effect of ammonium
phosphate, ammonium sulfate, and acid phosphate on corn,
wheat, and soybeans in a loam soil” (p. 63+) contains Table
21 (p. 64) titled “Effect of fertilizers on the germination
and early growth of corn, wheat and soybeans in a loam
soil. As ammonium phosphate increases, germination rate
and average weight of soybeans decreases. Likewise with
ammonium sulfate and with ammonium sulfate + acid
phosphate. Thus these fertilizers are toxic to soybeans. Three
graphs (p. 65) show the numbers in Table 21.
Three crops with a high oil content, cowpeas, soybeans,
and cotton, are mentioned in passing on p. 76.
Note: This is a portion of a thesis submitted to the
faculty of Rutgers College in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, 1917.
Address: Rutgers College, New Brunswick, New Jersey.
1117. Bailey, W.S. 1918. Soy beans with corn: What one
grower has to say. Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin (Berkshire
Co. Farm Bureau, Pittsfield, Massachusetts) 1(3):4-5. Jan.
• Summary: “Soy beans were grown with the corn, by us
last season, as an experiment to increase the feeding value
of silage. They were mixed with the corn, in about the
proportion of 3 quarts of beans, medium green [sic, Medium
Green] variety being used, to 5 quarts of corn and sown with
a horse planter in the usual way.”
“The beans appeared above ground from 1 to 3 days
before the corn, and for a brief time kept ahead of it its
growth. With the better weather conditions prevailing during
late June and early July, corn came into its own however and
kept well above the beans throughout the remainder of the
season. The beans though rather shaded by the corn during
the last two months of growth were not apparently seriously
checked by this condition and by early September were well
podded with nearly mature beans.
“The vines attained a height of from 2 1-2 feet on the
low, heavier poorly drained and indifferently fertilized
portions of the field to four feet on the mellower and better
fertilized soil. At no time during the season did their rank
growth interfere with cultivation.”
“At the time of cutting, September 10th, the beans stood
in upright shape between the stalks of corn and occupied
but little more space between the rows than corn usually
does. Considerable doubt has been expressed as to whether
a harvester could cut the two crops, without troublesome
clogging. While we cut our crop by the slower hand process,
other conditions determining this course, I can see no reason
why a good harvester in proper working conditions should
not cut without any serious difficulty the two crops.”
“With silage composed of well matured corn and beans
fed with alfalfa hay, clover hay or oats and peas, I believe the
grain problem can be reduced to its lowest terms or pretty
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nearly eliminated.
“The following ration varied slightly to suit the needs
of individual cows is yielding us good results: 35 lbs. corn
and soy bean silage, 8 to 10 lbs. oats and pea hay, 5 to 7 lbs.
mixed hay, 2 lbs. cotton seed meal, nutritive ratio 1:5:7.
“No special fertilization other than that to insure a good
corn crop appears to be necessary to grow the soy bean.”
“In view of the slight increase in care and expense of
growing, and the added feeding value given to the silage,
fully 20% I believe, as compared with the present and
prospective high prices of grain feeds, it seems that the
growing of soy beans should be seriously considered and
entered upon by every dairy farmer.”
1118. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina).
1918. Three great forage crops–How to grow them: How to
grow soy beans. 33(7):213. Feb. 16.
• Summary: Soils.–The soy bean has been particularly
successful in the upper two-thirds of the Cotton Belt,
especially on clay and clay loam soils. It is also very largely
grown on certain reclaimed lands in eastern North Carolina.
For the sandy soils of the lower South, we prefer velvet
beans for soil improvement and as a grazing crop for hogs
cattle.
“Fertilizers.–Being a legume, or nitrogen-gatherer, the
soy bean does well with fertilizers low in nitrogen content.
On a fair grade of soil we recommend leaving out nitrogen
entirely, using mainly acid phosphate at the rate of 200 to
300 pounds per acre, and possibly some potash, when prices
are low enough to justify its use.
“Preparation.–As with most other crops, good soil
preparation is important. Break well and use the harrow to
make the seed bed fine and mellow. An important point is to
see that the seed are not planted too deep, since poor stands
will result.
“Inoculation,–It appears fairly certain that to do best soy
beans should be inoculated when planted on land where they
have never been successfully grown. To do this, one of the
standard artificial cultures may be used, or soil from a field
where soy beans have done well may be scattered broadcast
over the field to be planted at the rate of from 500 to 2,000
pounds per acre.
“Varieties.–The Mammoth Yellow, because of its
luxuriant growth, is probably the most popular variety for
the South, especially for hay. Other popular varieties are:
Hollybrook, Ito San, Virginia and Haberlandt.
“Methods and Time of Planting.–As a hay crop after
oats, wheat or rye, soy beans are excellent, especially in the
upper two-thirds of the Cotton Belt. However, they should
be planted in rows and given two or three light cultivations,
rather than broadcasted. Another popular method is to plant
the beans in the corn rows between the hills of corn, the
beans thus getting the benefit of the cultivation given the
corn. Beans may be planted any time from the middle of

April to the first of July. One-half bushel seed per acre is the
usual rate of seeding in drills.
“Cultivation.–Whether planted with corn or in drills
alone, cultivation should be about the same with the primary
objects of keeping down grass and weeds and conserving
moisture with as little injury to the root system as possible.
“As a Seed Crop.–Soy beans may generally be depended
upon to make much heavier yields of seed than cowpeas,
crops of 20 to 30 bushels per acre being common. The cost
of cultivation is low and at present prices for labor it will be
seen that the crop may be grown quite profitably. In sections
where the beans are largely grown a special bean harvester
that harvests a row of beans at a time is used.
“As a Grazing Crop.–Because of its heavy yield of
seed, the soy bean is especially valuable for hogs, few crops
equalling it in the production of cheap pork.
“As a hay Crop.–Soy beans after small grain make a
hay of excellent quality, especially high in protein. The hay
should be cut after the pods are formed, but before they get
dry enough to shatter out their seeds. Yields of hay run from
one to three tons per acre.”
1119. Fruwirth, C. 1918. Buecherschau: Maurice
Fuerstenberg, Die Soja, eine Kulturpflanze der Zukunft
und ihre Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten [Book review:
Maurice Fuerstenberg, The soybean: a cultivated plant
of the future, and possibilities for its utilization]. Wiener
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 66(15):103. Feb. 20.
[Ger]
• Summary: With the prices that are indicated, book dealers
will apply a surcharge of 10%.
By Maurice Furstenberg. Octavo, 40 pp. With 3 text
illustrations. 1917, Parey [Verlag Paul Parey], 1.20 German
papiermarks.
In memory of Haberlandt, this pamphlet would have
perhaps served better if wherever possible, it would have
provided the proof of the more broadly distributed natural
and agricultural cultivation possibilities of soybeans (Soja) in
Austria through the author’s own trials. That would concern
such agronomic trials and only those, since the fact that
the soybean plant (Sojapflanze) is a valuable plant has long
been known. That fact can only be disseminated in broader
circles through the new assembling together of those who are
aware of this, even if nothing can be added by oneself. While
the first pamphlet was a reproduction of the publication at
the time by Haberlandt the Elder on his trials, the current
one is primarily a compilation of various possibilities of
use for which we are not now lacking anything except the
raw materials, and thus its publication with the current
paper shortage was currently not urgent. Haberlandt the
Younger, the esteemed Berlin botanist, wrote a foreword to
the aforementioned work which, even though he was not
obligated to do so, praises the author. In that foreword, it is
in any case mentioned that the author “specifically asserted
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substantially new aspects, new facts.” Seek and ye shall find!
But I did not find them!
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
1120. Winkler, Gustav. 1918. Die Sojabohne: Vortrag
gehalten in der Monatsversammlung des Gartenbau- und
Verschoenerungsvereins Fechenheim-Mainkur am 17. April
1913. 2 Auflage [The soybean: Lecture presented at the
monthly meeting of Gardening and Beautification Society of
Fechenheim-Mainkur on 17 April 1913. 2nd ed.]. Mainkur
bei Frankfurt am Main, Germany: Published by the author.
16 p. 21 cm. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: On the cover is written (in German): The
soybean: What is it? What can it do? Is its cultivation
possible in Germany?
Contents: The significance of the soybean industry for
the German economy (based on Grossmann 1910. From
Tag, 23 Dec. 1910). Significance of the soybean for healthy
and sick people, and the forms in which it is used (based
on Neumann 1913). The soybean and its lecithin content,
etc. (based on Naturarzt, March 1918). Addendum: Is the
cultivation of soybeans in Germany possible? (“After my
eight years of observations and cultural trials, I can say with
confidence that the soybean is no more sensitive than our
usual bean varieties”).
Note 1. This booklet is owned by the Johann Christian
Senckenberg university library at Frankfurt am Main,
Germany.
Note 2. According the German National Catalog (www.
dnb.de) another edition of this same book (2nd edition,
self-published in 1918) has 28 pages. Address: Mainkur bei
Frankfurt am Main, Post Fechenheim a, M., Mainkur train
station, Circle Hanau.
1121. Wolkoff, M.I. 1918. Effect of ammonium sulfate in
nutrient solution on the growth of soybeans in sand cultures.
Soil Science 5(2):123-50. Feb. [33 ref]
• Summary: This article is an updated version of one by the
same author with the same title published in 1918 in the New
Jersey Agric. Exp. Station, Annual Report 38:416-19. For the
year ending Oct. 31, 1917–which see.
“Since the middle of the last century a great amount
of work has been done on furthering our knowledge on the
question of salt requirements for green plants. Perhaps the
most logical method of determining the best salt proportions
for the growth of plants in water cultures was that recently
adopted by Tottingham,” using Knop’s formula as a basis.
Ammonium sulfate, when substituted for potassium
nitrate in Tottingham’s series of nutrient solutions (mixtures
of potassium hydrogen phosphate, potassium nitrate, calcium
nitrate, and magnesium sulfate) in sand cultures, gave a
better yield of soybeans in certain salt proportions than in
the corresponding salt proportions with potassium nitrate,

but caused considerable injury when added in excess. The
foliage of the plants in the ammonium sulfate series had a
greener color than in the other series. There is a very close
relation between the yield of tops, yield of roots, and the total
transpiration of the plants. The amount of water required to
produce 1 gm of dry matter of soybean tops was less in the
ammonium sulfate series than in the other series. Address:
Rutgers College [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
1122. Justice, J.L. 1918. Growing soy beans (Letter to the
editor). Hoard’s Dairyman 55(7):282. March 8.
• Summary: This letter begins: “The growing and culture
of the soy bean for seed has presented a greater difficulty
to the northern than to the southern farmer, largely because
of the shorter growing season in the northern states. Most
of the more desirable varieties require from 100 to 130
days to mature, and as they need warm weather to get a
quick start they can seldom be planted much earlier than
the tenth of May in this latitude. Three years ago our soy
beans (Hollybrook variety) matured in 121 days; that was
a favorable season with plenty of hot weather.” This year,
when there were many cold days, the same variety took
135 days to mature. Describes in detail the methods used
for cultivation. A photo shows a man in a field of soy beans
drilled in rows and cultivated. Address: Indiana.
1123. Davis, John H. 1918. Harvesting soy and velvet
beans: Saving soy bean seed ($3 prize letter) (Letter to the
editor). Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
33(10):318. March 9.
• Summary: “While others are telling how to harvest soy
beans, with improved implements, which is undoubtedly the
best way for (the man who raises any considerable quantity),
let me tell my experience for the benefit of those who want to
grow only an acre or two. I have raised them every year for
six or eight years and have never failed to get a good yield. I
have always saved my own seed.
“On that part of the field from which I intend to save
seed, I let the leaves drop off and the beans get fully matured
and dried out. Just as they begin to pop out, I go along a row,
holding the vines with the left hand and cutting them with
a sharp hatchet held in the right hand. If the vines are large,
they are piled in bunches with the butts even and in the same
direction. Immediately after cutting, they are loaded with a
pitch-fork onto a hay-frame, the hand on the wagon being
careful to keep the vines straight and untangled. They are
stored in the same way in a barn with tight floor.
“After a few weeks they may be easily threshed. The
best time is when the weather is dry and the wind from the
north. In damp weather or when the wind is from the south,
they are too tough to thresh. When the vines are tangled or
very small, I take a stick such as is sometimes used to beat
out cowpeas, and begin beating on top of the pile. When
the thin top layer of vines has been beaten, turning over and
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beaten again till the beans are all, out, the vines are removed
and the process repeated. If the plants are large and not
tangled, I take up a handful and strike them against the side
of a large box, letting my hand miss the box on the near side.
In either case, when the threshing is completed, there will
be much leaves, twigs, and hulls with the beans. These may
be easily removed by pouring while the wind is blowing. I
run them through a pea-huller with only the fan running.”
Address: Ripley, Mississippi.
1124. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina).
1918. Harvesting soy and velvet beans: A Tennessee farmer’s
method ($2 prize letter) (Letter to the editor). 33(10):318.
March 9. *
• Summary: “A year ago I had never seen a soy bean
growing. But we improved on our sources of information in
harvesting, for seed.
“In the first place, following such information as we had
gathered from lectures and farm papers, we started in pulling
up the vines; but we gave this up, and cut them off with
pocket knives, just above the ground. Some rows, where the
land was richer the stems larger, we found it best to cut them
with brier scythe. Ours did not shatter.
“Then to thresh them out, we stretched a woven wire
over the wagon bed, and beat them out through this net into
the bed. We found about one-fifth the total number of beans
being scattered on the ground by this method. We wanted to
disk the land for rye at once, so there no chance for hogs to
save this waste. We tore off the woven wire net, ?ed them to
the house, then beat them out on the porch, having first put
my planks around the edge. Hardly a bean was wasted in this
way. Nearby we have a shed into which we stacked away
the stems and hulls, and better roughage for stock than corn
stover was the result. At least both our cattle and horses and
mules prefer it to the best corn stover. The lower part of the
stem only is woody, and it is left by the stock. This makes
fine bedding for stables and goes back...”
1125. Quinn, H. 1918. Success with soy beans: soy beans
fine in central Alabama (Letter to the editor). Progressive
Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina) 33(10):317. March
9.
• Summary: “For hay, we sow one bushel of soy beans per
acre on a well prepared seedbed with an ordinary grain drill,
being careful not to cover more than one and one-half inches.
If it rains and a crust begins to form, before they are up, we
go over them with a spike harrow. They are cut when the first
pods begin to turn yellow. If the leaves begin to drop very
badly, we cut sooner. We cut them in the morning after the
dew is off, then rake, about noon, into windrows. About the
middle of the afternoon we turn with the hay rake by driving
across the windrows. Just as the tines are well under the
windrow we ‘dump,’ and the hay is ‘up side down.’ Before
the dew is on, it is put up in small cocks to stay until it is

cured.
“We have had fairly good results by sowing to harvest
for seed, but we find it better to plant in rows two and
one-half or three feet apart and cultivate. Rich land should
have one-half bushel per acre. By having them thick in the
drill, they grow spindling and we have no trouble in cutting
them with a grain binder. On thin land one peck per acre
in enough. We cut when the first pods are ripe, cure them
like oats, and thresh them on an oat thresher.” Address:
Montevallo, Alabama.
1126. Raiford, W. Burnley. 1918. Success with soy beans
($1 prize letter): Soy beans and prosperity (Letter to the
editor). Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
33(10):316. March 9.
• Summary: “After having grown soy beans for five years,
I have three reasons, any one of which would justify giving
this legume a prominent place on Southern farms.
“First, by actual measurement we harvest more corn
from one-third of the farm now than we did before on onehalf, as we now follow soy beans with corn, where we used
to simply alternate corn and peanuts. The reason for this is
that the soy bean plant goes back to the land in the form of
humus after the bean is eaten by hogs. Being a legume, it
also enriches the soil. After putting the soy bean in our crop
system, making a three-year rotation, the texture of the soil
has already become much finer, so that it is not so much
trouble to make a good seed bed as formerly.
“Second, as a hay crop we can get as many tons of nice
hay per acre from it as anything else we can grow. It is a
good feed for growing colts and calves, and is the next thing
to alfalfa for milk cows. We can make good crops of beans
on soils that are too poor to grow clover and alfalfa. The time
for mowing beans for hay is generally dry, thus making it
easy to cure and save.
“Third, as grazing for pigs we find it excellent, as it
makes from three to five times as much feed per acre as
cowpeas, and is ready to be grazed earlier than peanuts. If
pigs are put in early enough, they will eat lots of the green
leaves. We would hardly know how to farm now without the
soy bean.”
A photo shows soy beans grown in corn for grazing.
Address: Ivor, Virginia.
1127. Rosson, R.C.; & Son. 1918. Success with soy beans:
corn and soy beans a fine combination (Letter to the editor).
Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
33(10):316. March 9.
• Summary: “Last year we broke ten acres with a three-horse
riding plow as deep as possible, then worked down to a good
seed bed, planted corn about three feet apart with a two-row
planter, and followed in the same rows with another two-row
planter, planting one peck of Mammoth Yellow soy beans to
the acre, not so deep as the corn, however.
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“When up good we harrowed twice to the row with
a fourteen-tooth cultivator. Later the corn and beans were
plowed three times. After the last working we used the same
fourteen-tooth cultivator to level the ground.
“We harvested the corn and beans with a corn binder,
tying same in bundles, making them easily handled. Then
this was shredded, making fodder as good or better than
good clover hay for dairy cattle. The yield was two tons per
acre, approximately. We also got 75 bushels of nubbed corn
and beans, about 75 per cent beans and 25 per cent corn,
which we ground into meal.
“The corn binder left enough beans on the ground to
graze 21 head of shoats all winter except when covered with
snow. With a supplement of skim milk, these shoats made a
gain of a pound per day.” Address: Adams, Tennessee.
1128. Thomas, Howard N. 1918. Success with soy beans:
soy beans great for hogs (Letter to the editor). Progressive
Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina) 33(10):317. March
9.
• Summary: “My experience with soy beans has been limited
to about three years, but in that time I have become firmly
convinced as to their value both as a feed for cattle and for
hogs.
“Two years ago I bought five shoats that weighed about
50 pounds each, and at that weight on the first of September
I started feeding them a ration of one part soaked soy beans
to four parts corn, giving them all they would clean up.
They showed a decided preference for the beans and would
always eat them before starting on the corn, although I think
that with a self-feeder they would consume more corn than
beans. I killed about the middle of December, and the hogs
averaged 200 pounds each, making a gain of 150 pounds, or
one and one-half pounds per day during the feeding period.”
Address: Alexander, Arkansas.
1129. Umstead, H.L., Jr. 1918. Success with soy beans ($1
prize letter): Planting soy beans with corn. (Letter to the
editor). Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
33(10):316. March 9.
• Summary: “For the past two years I have followed the
plan of planting soy beans in my corn with such gratifying
results that perhaps some Progressive Farmer readers may
be interested.
“My corn is planted with a Cole planter, and, when a
field is done I fill the hopper with soy beans and go right
back to the same row planting beans, but not as deep as the
corn was planted. The corn and beans come up together
and are usually harrowed with a section harrow a couple of
times, by which time they are large enough to be worked
with a two-horse riding cultivator, with which I generally
cultivate them three times.
“When the corn is mature enough for cutting and
shocking, we take a mowing machine with good sharp blade

and guards, and mow corn and beans, a row at a time, pick
up corn and haul off and shock near the barn where it will be
handy when shredding time comes. The beans are then raked
up and cured in the usual way for hay.
“By the above method I made about twenty tons hay
last year on about ten acres, and in addition some of the land
made fully fifty bushels corn per acre. The beans did not
seem to injure the corn at all.
“Another thing I noticed, where the land was strong and
the beans made very rank growth and met in the row and
tumbled on the ground, the corn did not seem to suffer nearly
so much during a dry time as would have been the case had
there been no beans. Of course the additional supply of roots
absorbed more moisture from the ground, but the dense
foliage of the beans seemed to act as a blanket, preventing
evaporation, which in my opinion more than balanced that
taken up by the roots.”
A photo shows “Soy beans in corn for grazing.”
Address: Rougemont, North Carolina.
1130. Worden, Alton M. 1918. Success with soy beans: soy
beans in Tennessee (Letter to the editor). Progressive Farmer
(The) (Raleigh, North Carolina) 33(10):316-17. March 9.
• Summary: “After over 15 years’ experience with soy beans
on ‘Altamont Range’ I am fully persuaded that is by far the
best forage crop we can raise, for all stock.
“We plant one-half bushel per acre on well prepared
soil in drills 28 to 35 inches apart, using a wheat drill and
closing all but three holes, planting-three rows at a time. We
cultivate with a harrow until 10 or 12 inches high. When the
sun shines hot vines are tough and limber and will not break
off.
“For hay we cut with a six-foot mower, three rows at
once, when the lower leaves begin to turn yellow and the top
pods are well filled. After cutting we let it lie 24 to 30 hours
if good weather, then rake up and place on racks to cure
until bone dry so no moisture can be wrung out of the larger
stalks.
“For seed we cut soya when fully ripe when the lower
leaves are dry, but still on the stalks, aiming to save all the
leaves. If soys get ripe and there is danger of shelling, cut
them while damp with dew and let them lie 24 or 48 hours.
“Rake them while damp if there is danger of shelling
or defoliation, placing on racks to dry. Threshermen insist
sometimes on having beans to be threshed cut and bound,
and some charge 10 or 15 cents more for threshing loose
beans. If bound they should be set up in long shocks and
capped with muslin hay caps of fine close woven cloth. If the
leaves are saved, the straw after threshing is as good as most
hays for feeding.” Address: “Altamont Range,” Tullahoma,
Tennessee.
1131. Williams, C.B. 1918. Harvesting soy beans.
Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
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33(11):349. March 16.
• Summary: “Many who are growing soy beans for the first
time are probably wondering what will be the best way to
harvest their crop this fall. Before cold weather comes on
and the leaves have only dropped a little it will be well for
those wanting hay to cut the vines. The leaves contain much
of the food constituents of the crop and it should be planned
to save as many of them as possible when curing the vines.
Where grown merely for hay, the cutting should take place
after the pods are formed and have grown considerably, but
before they have matured. If the plants are left until the pods
are mature the leaves will shed badly, and the stems will
become too hard and woody for the best quality of hay. After
the plants have reached the proper haying stage, there is a
rather rapid decline in the feeding value of the stems.
“In cutting, an ordinary mowing machine with a sidedelivery attachment or self-rake reaper, or any ordinary
mowing machine without any attachments may be used with
satisfactory results. It is well to cure the vines in the swath
and windrow as much as possible, finishing up in the cock, as
is done with cowpea-hay. Great care should be exercised that
the vines be exposed to direct sunlight as little as possible
after they have thoroughly wilted in the swath. If this
precaution is observed, there will be a minimum of shedding
of the leaves. The handling should be done, if possible, when
the vines are slightly damp from dew. If favorable weather
prevails the hay may be carried to the barn and stored there
with safety after remaining in the cocks for about a week.
“As with cowpeas, the curing may be done usually most
satisfactorily on some kind of curing frame or pole. The
cocks or small stacks should be so constructed as to shed
water and to admit of a free circulation of air through the
center of the pile.
“When the soybeans are to be cut for hay as well as
for seed, they should be cut later, after the pods are ripe but
before they have dried out sufficiently for the beans to pop
out. The curing of the vines should take place in the way
indicated, reducing the handling to the minimum so that
there will be but little, if any, shattering of the beans. After
the hay has been thoroughly dried the beans may be threshed
out with an ordinary threshing machine or with a husker and
shredder. Usually it will be necessary to reduce the speed of
the threshing part of the machines in order that there may
not be any splitting of the beans. After threshing, the beans
should be spread out evenly over the floor in a dry place
where a free circulation of air takes place.” Address: [North
Carolina].
1132. Rusk, E.W. 1918. Soy beans as grown in Adams
[County, Illinois]. Orange Judd Farmer 64(12):3, 10. March
23.
• Summary: It was found in Adams County, Illinois, that
soybeans “are as sure a crop as any field crop we grow.
They are not a wonder crop that will make a farmer rich at

once, but we believe we can use them in our regular farming
business.” Statements of various Adams County farmers on
their experiences with soybeans are quoted. Address: Farmer
& Farm Adviser, Adams County, Illinois.
1133. Botanical Journal (The) (England). 1918. The soya
bean: its uses and the romance of its cultivation in England.
5(6):84-85. March. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The story of soya bean cultivation in this
country, with a single brilliant exception, may be summedup in one word–failure. Before we discuss the botanical
characters and technical uses of the plant, let us survey
the history of its introduction and attempted cultivation in
Britain. The soya bean was brought to England in quantity
for the first time in 1908, and a few tentative experiments
were made to grow it during its first season. In the following
year the Board of Agriculture obtained the seed of sixteen
varieties from Japan, together with some of the soil in which
they had been grown. These specimens were sent to the
Midland Dairy Institute and Cambridge University Farm; the
plants grew well, but formed no flowers. The next attempt
was a year later, the seed being obtained from Manchuria
and distributed to the same centres, with the result that the
Cambridge plants actually formed seed. These seeds were
sown in 1911, but ‘the crop made little growth, and in spite
of the hot season no seed was produced.’ In the year that
marked the advent of the Manchurian seed some experiments
were carried out at the South Eastern Agricultural College,
Wye, with a variety known as ‘Early Tennessee,’ obtained
from Quebec. These seeds produced fairly well-filled pods
when grown on inoculated soil, but the Board of Agriculture
reported that the experiment had failed. This, in brief, is the
history of the soya bean plant in Great Britain up to the end
of 1911. In 1913 the Royal Botanic Society took the matter
up, and have had very great success. The story of their
association with the soya bean is somewhat of a romance.
The agent of a German cultivator visited this country with a
view to forming a syndicate to grow the bean. He called at
the Society’s offices and saw the Curator, Mr. North. In the
course of the negotiations that followed, a dried soya bean
plant was sent to the Society for inspection. This specimen
was one of an acclimatised race and, despite the fact that
the pods had not been cut away, they had, with German
astuteness, apparently all been emptied of their seeds. We
say apparently advisedly, for on subsequent examination one
or two very minute pods were discovered containing seeds,
which, from their very minuteness, had been overlooked.
Thirteen precious seeds, little larger than pins’ heads, was
the harvest vouchsafed. Good fortune attended the Society’s
efforts from the start, for the thirteen seeds produced thirteen
plants and 440 seeds. In the following year, despite various
set-backs, thirty-three plants were raised, yielding 1,000
seeds. In the year 1916 two-thirds of the seeds failed to
germinate, and matters looked anything but rosy. Was the oft-
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repeated prediction, that the soya bean would flourish for one
or two seasons and then fail, to come true? Early in the year
it certainly appeared so, but appearances were deceptive, for
the society’s original stock of thirteen undersized seeds had
increased to the gratifying total of 12,500 fully-developed
seeds before the end of the year. With such a harvest to their
credit–many of the plants bore 150 pods–it is not surprising
that the Society decided to cultivate the plant on a more
extensive scale. There is one matter that was ever in the
mind of the grower during the experiments: he learned to his
cost that the bean ‘holds fast to the habits impressed upon
it by thousands of years of unchanging culture, and to get
the best results it is necessary to go as close to them as the
differences of climate and country will allow.’ Where failures
resulted they could be traced in every case to laxity in
carrying out the method of culture that experience had shown
to be necessary. The importance of the Society’s success can
hardly be over estimated. We have no cultivated oleaginous
seeds in this country, with the exception of rape and linseed,
which are but little grown. The soya bean will fill the want.
“The uses of the soya bean and its oil are many and
varied. The oil is obtained from the seeds of Dolichos soja,
L., Soja hispida, Sieb and Zuc., Soja japonica, Savi., Glycine
hispida, Maxim., Glycine soja, L., a plant indigenous to
China, Korea. Manchuria, Japan, Formosa, and Indo-China.
The bean has been cultivated in China for 4,700 years, the
Emperor Shen Nung having planted the first seeds about
2800 B.C. To this day the production of the oil is one of the
most important manufacturing industries of Manchuria and
Japan. In China four varieties of soya bean are known: the
white, yellow, green, and black. In Manchuria the beans are
soaked in water overnight, then crushed and boiled with
water, to burst the oil cells, Then the oil is expressed in very
primitive fashion, but, owing to the long time the beans are
in the press, the yield of oil is about 13 per cent., whereas
with modern machinery rarely more than 10 per cent. is
obtained. The expressed meal is made into bean cakes and
bean cheese, staple foods and important articles of export
in the Far East, as may be gathered from the export figures
for 1903, when from Newchwang alone 196,680 tons of
beans, 6,000 tons of oil, and 273,000 tons of bean cake were
exported.
“In Japan the cultivation of the soya bean is equally
extensive; there are at least 11,000 installations, in which 2½
million hectolitres of beans are expressed and treated each
year, by a kind of fermentation in which Aspergillus oryzae
plays a part, for the preparation of Shajon [sic, Shoyu] and
Misu [sic, Miso], liquid condiments in much request by the
Japanese. The demand, in fact, is so great that the home
production of 7,000,000 hectolitres of beans does not suffice,
and large quantities are imported from Manchuria and Korea.
“The early efforts to import the bean into Europe were
abandoned because the seed deteriorated on the long voyage,
and also because the bean cakes could only be disposed

of with difficulty. Later efforts, after the conclusion of the
Russo-Japanese War, were more successful. Enormous
quantities were shipped, and the export of the beans from
Manchuria was firmly established and developed into a trade
of huge proportions. The early shipments to Europe nearly
all came to this country, mainly on account of the heavy
duties imposed by continental countries. Soon, however,
these countries realised their folly, abolished the duties, and
the major part of the trade passed out of our hands. Efforts
were made to cultivate the soya bean in various parts of
the world, with the result that it has been grown in Ceylon,
India, West Coast of Africa, British Guiana, Natal, Transvaal,
Australia, North America, and elsewhere.
“The average composition of the bean is: Oil, 18
per cent.; water, 10 per cent.; albuminoids, 40 per cent.;
carbohydrates, 22 per cent.; crude fibre, 5 per cent.; ash, 5
per cent–which compares favourably with that of similar
seeds. The high content of albuminoids renders it valuable as
a cattle food, but it should be fed along with undecorticated
cotton cake, being distinctly laxative when given in excess.
In the early days of the industry soya bean cake commanded
a higher price than cottonseed cake; it was considered
especially valuable, by reason of the fact that milch cows fed
upon it gave a richer yield of milk even than those fed upon
cottonseed and linseed cake. As we have said, when the oil is
expressed, cake prepared therefrom is sold as cattle food; the
ground cake has even been used as an adulterant of coffee to
a very large extent” (Continued).
1134. Botanical Journal (The) (England). 1918. The soya
bean: its uses and the romance of its cultivation in England
(Continued–Document part II). 5(6):84-85. March. [1 ref]
• Summary: Continued: “Frequently the oil is extracted with
solvents, on account of the greater yield of oil obtained by
this means; this extracted meal is used as manure, though
cases have occurred of its being sold and used as cattle food
on the continent. The expressed oil may be used in soap
making without further preparation, but when the seed has
become mouldy it contains free fatty acids and must be
refined in the same manner as cottonseed oil. For culinary
use the natural oil is bleached over fuller’s earth. The oil
contains approximately 15 per cent. of palmitic acid and 80
per cent. of liquid acids (probably oleic acid 70 per cent.,
linolic acid 24 per cent., and linolenic acid 6 per cent.).
“The rapid introduction of soya bean oil into the
commerce of the world is mainly due to its soap-making
properties, and it arrived on the market just at the time
when a suitable substitute for cottonseed oil was urgently
required. In Japan the soya bean serves for the preparation
of a condiment [shoyu], the cake refuse is used as a manure,
and small quantities of the oil are used for lighting. For
soap making the oil stands midway between linseed and
cottonseed; for soft soap it has almost completely ousted
linseed oil, for hard soaps it has, or rather can, only partially
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take the place of cottonseed oil, for soap made from soya
bean oil is softer than that made front cottonseed oil. As a
cheap edible oil it has largely replaced cottonseed oil. When
the prices of linseed and cottonseed oil are high it is largely
used as an adulterant, and in Japan it is mixed with Japanese
rape oil.
“Its further uses are many and varied; it is extensively
employed in the manufacture of ‘boiled oil,’ ‘blown oil,’
varnishes, india rubber substitutes, and in the linoleum
industry. Varnishes from boiled oil prepared from the soya
bean do not, however, give a satisfactory skin, and drying
takes place slowly.
“The housewife will he interested to know that this
useful bean may be made up into some very palatable
dishes. At the present time especially it is good to learn of
nourishing fare with which to vary a somewhat abbreviated
menu. From the Ladies’ Home Journal [Nov. 1918, p. 85] we
have culled the following:”
Recipes for Soya Bean Fritters, Soya Bean Croquettes,
Soya Bean Loaf, and Soya Bean with Ham Shank are given.
“That we are now on a fair way to the growing of
this plant, so useful alike to man and beast, is a matter for
congratulation. As an addition to our staple crops it will be
more than welcome. And the fact that the original stock of
seed was obtained from Germany, quite accidentally, lends
a touch of humour to the romance which we feel sure will
be fully appreciated, and nowhere more so than across the
Rhine, for the Germans are born humorists!
“Much of the chemical data for our article is based on
the writings of Dr. J. Lewkowitsch.”

plant for lime was high (4). The relative lime requirement
of the plant was medium (3). The response to liming or
reciprocal capacity to grow in acid soil was medium (3).
Conclusions: The amount of lime to be applied in
practical agriculture depends on: (1) the lime requirement of
the crop grown; (2) the acidity of the soil; and (3) the fertility
of the soil. The lime requirement of a plant is subjected
to the following three factors: (1) The lime content of the
plant; (2) the rate of growth of the plant; and (3) the feeding
power of the plant for lime, which depends on (a) the extent
and character of the root system, (b) the internal acidity
of the roots, and (c) the excretion of carbonic acid by the
roots. Address: Dep. of Soils, Agric. Exp. Station, Univ. of
Wisconsin.
1137. Smith, William C. 1918. The soy bean: A crop for
emergencies. It will grow and mature a big, valuable crop in
a short season. Country Gentleman 83(15):8. April 13.
• Summary: “One of the best emergency crops that can
be grown the coming season, which will produce large
quantities of food for the farmer’s horses, dairy cows, cattle,
sheep and hogs, and which will in its growing maintain and
add to soil fertility, is soy beans.
“But few farmers grow for forage those crops that
more than pay for their keep, like alfalfa, sweet clover or

1135. Naturarzt (Germany). 1918. Anbau der Sojabohne,
ihren Lezithingehalt, u.a. [Cultivation of the soybean, its
lecithin content, etc.]. March. p. 72. [Ger]*
Address: Potsdam.
1136. Truog, Emil. 1918. Soil acidity: I. Its relation to the
growth of plants. Soil Science 5(3):169-95. March. [49 ref]
• Summary: “It has been known for a long time that certain
species of plants are affected unfavorably by soil acidity or
what is sometimes called a lack of lime,...” This question is
first discussed generally and 49 publications on soil acidity
are reviewed. Using data from various sources, the author
has compiled a table showing the relation between the lime
requirements and their response to the liming of acid soils, or
their capacity to grow in acid soil.
In the table, the soybean is found under “Legumes” (p.
188), along with alfalfa, cowpea, blue lupin, peanut, etc.
Hemp, cotton, and flax are listed under “Fibre crops.” Two
analyses of soybean hay showed that the lime constituted
2.76% of the plant’s dry matter. The relative quantity of lime
in soybean hay was high (4 out of 5). The relative rate of
growth was high (4). The relative amount of lime required
for growth was high (4). The relative feeding power of the
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soy beans. It is an unfortunate fact that these crops are
contemptuously called ‘farmers’ fads.’ Yet the one who thus
calls them will continue to grow timothy, although in return
for the affection bestowed upon it it furnishes little feed to
the acre.
“Now if we can find an emergency crop that will grow
and mature in a short season and the harvest produced is
of great food value, and its growing not only maintains but
builds up soil fertility, then we ought to grasp the growing of
such a crop with open arms. And such a one is the soy-bean
crop.”
A photo shows a man holding soy-bean plants from a
field sown thick for forage, on Mr. Smith’s own farm.
1138. Bulletin Bi-Mensuel, Office de Gouvernement Général
de l’Algérie. 1918. La culture et l’utilisation du soja [The
cultivation and utilization of the soybean]. 24(4):54. April
1-15. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article appears in the section on
“Agriculture” (p. 51-55). We reproduce the following
note published by “Algerian Information” (Informations
algériennes) on a question that presents a reality and an
interest of the first order for Algeria:
“We can hope to see taken up, from this year forth,
the cultivation of soybeans (graine de soja) even more as
a letter received from Palestro gives us full confidence; the
movement was already begun two years ago.”
Having found a letter on this subject in the July issue
of the Bulletin of the Society of Agriculture from Mr. Aimé
Zurcher, of Zaatra near Courbet, we wrote him and he
responds to us:
“I have, in fact, cultivated soybeans for 7 years from
the point of view of industry. For, as you know, this precious
bean furnishes several food products: milk, cheese [tofu]
that is equal to meat, confections, oils, coffee, etc. I ate
all these foods that I ordered from Paris where a company
[founded by Li Yu-ying] makes them. And it was with the
goal of selling my products to this company that I cultivated
soybeans. I had distributed many grains and beans.
“The war having cut off my relations with this company,
a certain quantity of soybeans remained. At the end of 3
years, they no longer germinated. I abandoned cultivation.
“I occupied myself with yellow soybeans with round
seeds. I have had very high yields, even in nonirrigated,
plowed soil and in slightly humid soil with ordinary labor.
“The lively, robust plant adapts to almost all terrain and
completes its entire development in 3-4 months; it attains
a height of 1-1.4 meters. It requires the same care as the
ordinary haricot bean and more especially the dwarf haricot
(haricot nain). It is then in March, even at the end of March
and April that it should be sown (2 seeds/hole; but too much
humidity can damage it).
“Nothing is lost of this precious plant. After threshing,
the leaves and stems are very esteemed by livestock.”

“... We also remark that for a liter of milk, that has
nothing in common in taste with cow’s milk but which is just
as nourishing, 100-200 g [of soybeans] is used [to make the
milk]; little matter, it’s an insignificant expense. In any case
the remains [okara] that the mincer (hâche-viande) (business
M.F.G. Co., Philadelphia [Pennsylvania]) leaves must be
used to obtain the result. We believe that we should give the
recipe furnished by an ingenious experiment:
“[To] the okara (drèche, which originally meant dregs)
that produced the milk [sic, that is a by-product of producing
soymilk] is added half its weight in sugar and enough water
to dissolve this sugar; it is then cooked to have confections
that you can flavor.
“These confections, instead of being consumed as is,
can be mixed with an egg, 4-5 bitter peeled almonds, [or] 2
spoonfuls of flour and divided into small cakes, macaroons,
that are cooked in the oven again on a lightly buttered pan.
These cakes are delicious, a true luxury product rivaling the
best petits fours (a small cake cut from pound or sponge cake
and frosted) of pastry-makers.”
Two more articles on soy are cited, both published in
Nature, in 1907 and 1910.
Note: Spine title on bound volumes: “Bulletin de
L’Office du Gouvernement General.” Address: Govt. of
Algeria.
1139. White, J.W. 1918. Soil acidity as influenced by green
manures. J. of Agricultural Research 13(3):171-97. April 15.
• Summary: The soy bean was one of the leguminous crops
tested as a green manure. See tables 1 and 2. Green manures
increased the soil’s limestone requirements. Address: Assoc.
Prof. of Experimental Agronomy, The Pennsylvania State
College Agric. Exp. Station.
1140. Smith, J.W.R. 1918. Soy-bean experience (Letter to the
editor). National Stockman and Farmer 42(5):124. April 27.
• Summary: Discusses the writer’s very positive experience
with soy beans, the best varieties, and use as grain or forage.
“Advocated by the agricultural journals, colleges and
experiment stations and by a great majority of good farmers
who have placed and are placing this unsurpassed legume
in the first place as a hay, grain and soil enriching crop, give
them a chance! A good yield of grain may be produced on
poor soil (in some cases when corn or oats would fail), yet
even a light application of stable manure before harrowing
or even before plowing, a liberal dressing of lime just before
drilling, especially on sandy soil, will insure a greatly
increased yield of hay. Always inoculate by using inoculated
soil or cultures.”
“Varieties: Nothing is more essential for profit than
planting the best yielder of hay and grain adapted to your
latitude. Of the twenty-five varieties I have tested I esteem
the Virginia No. 32906 unsurpassed for quantity and
quality of hay and straw as well as large yield of the most
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valuable grain for seeding and propagating this excellent
sort. The Wilson is a most excellent variety of similar
characteristics.” Ebony and Peking are not quite as good.
“The bushy varieties–Hollybrook, Medium Green, Ito San,
Morse, Mongol, Ohio No. 9035 and Haberlandt produce
inferior quality and less quantity of hay, but the grain is
better adapted for human food, looks better at least, being
yellow and larger in size. For oil production, bean meal and
table service they are excellent, and mature as a rule north of
41ºlatitude.”
“In Jefferson county, Ohio, a pint of seed produced
as follows: Mongol 52 pounds, Virginia 45 pounds, Ohio
9035 45 pounds, Ebony 40 pounds, Ito San 35 pounds,
Chestnut 27 pounds, Medium Green 25 pounds, Haberlandt
25 pounds. The Virginia produced a third more hay than the
best and four times more hay than the Chestnut and Ebony.
Hence we should use care in selecting varieties this spring
when the seed is so scarce and expensive. The man who
has a corn harvester for cutting silage corn should grow his
‘corn and beans’ in the same row. Otherwise grow separately,
yet fill silo simultaneously. Beans may be cut a few days
previously.” Address: Jefferson county, Ohio.
1141. Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin (Berkshire Co. Farm
Bureau, Pittsfield, Massachusetts). 1918. Raise legumes and
cut down the feed bill. 1(6):13. April.
• Summary: “Until we learn to raise legumes as a major
part of our crop rotation, we will not farm efficiently
or economically. The point is our fertilizer bills are
enormous because of the nitrogen item. Our feed bills are
likewise exorbitant because of the protein we have to buy.
Leguminous crops which consist of clover, vetches, soy
beans, and the like have the ability as no other plants do
to take their supply of nitrogen free from the air. The crop
yields from these plants are usually much larger per acre,
particularly as a hay crop, than are the crops from grasses
alone. The feeding value in very much greater on account of
its high protein content.”
1142. Dorsey, Henry. 1918. Growing soybeans. West Virginia
Univ., College of Agriculture, Extension Dept., Circular No.
204. p. 1-8. April. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Importance of the crop. Requirements
of the crop: climate, soil, lime, fertilizers, inoculation.
Culture of the crop: seed bed, time of planting, manner of
planting, amount of seed, cultivation. Harvesting the crop:
for hay, for seed, for silage (harvest before loss of leaves;
mix 1 part soybean plants with 2 parts corn), for pasture
(turn in shoats before the seed is past the dough stage),
threshing, care of seed. Yields of the crop: soybeans vs.
cowpeas. Suitable varieties. Special uses. Human food. In
crop rotations.
Tables: (1) Composition of soybean hay and other feeds.
(2) Yields of various nutrients in soybeans cut at different

stages (1916).
“Within the last five years soybeans have assumed, due
to their many desirable qualities, an important place in West
Virginia agriculture and their importance is quite likely to
increase. Less than a decade ago the crop was practically
unknown. A conservative estimate derived from county
agents’ annual reports indicates an acreage of more than
6,000 in 1917. This acreage is almost equal to that of clover
alone according to the census figures of 1910.”
The section titled “Yields of the Crop” states (p. 7):
“The yields of soybeans are large enough so that they may
replace the oat crop in many places. While seed prices
are high, soybeans are one of the best cash crops one can
produce. The table shows the recorded yields of some of the
better varieties at the West Virginia Agricultural Experiment
Station. In 1917, 18 varieties averaged 15.6 bushels of seed
per acre.”
This table has 5 columns, with the 9 varieties listed in
descending order by seed yield. The columns are variety,
years, bushels of seed, years, pounds of hay. The first three
columns show:
“Morse, 3, 20.44
“Wilson 89, 1, 17.03
“Wilson, 4, 17.01
“Peking, 4, 16.02
“Virginia, 4, 15.44
“Roosevelt, 4, 14.97
“Sable, 4, 13.57
“Arlington, 4, 13.39
“Haberlandt, 1, 8.56
The section on “Human Food” states (p. 8): “The
scarcity of meats will doubtless lead to a wider use of
soybeans in the human dietary. For centuries they have
supplied a large proportion of the nitrogenous part of the
food of the Chinese and Japanese. In the Orient the whole
beans are not eaten directly but soy sauce, bean milk, bean
curd, and vegetable cheese are made from them. Americans
would doubtless object to many of these products. The
whole beans have often been used like other beans–boiled,
baked, or with pork. They need to be soaked several
hours to remove the strong flavor. Soybean flour has great
possibilities as a substitute for part of the constituents of
various breads. When Americans learn to use the products of
the seed, then there will be a ready market for the crop and it
will take a regular place in our cropping scheme.” Address:
Asst. Prof. of Agronomy, West Virginia Univ., Morgantown.
1143. Gaskill, E.F. 1918. The soy bean. Massachusetts
Agricultural College, Extension Circular No. 56. 3 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses: For forage,
ensilage, pasturage, green manure or cover crop, grain, oil.
Culture: Climate, soil, fertilizers, inoculation, seeding and
cultivation, harvesting, threshing. Varieties. Advisability of
growing in Massachusetts (its economic value on most farms
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is questionable).
“For green manure or cover crop: Soy beans like other
legumes are capable of assimilating most of the nitrogen
needed from the air. Some of this nitrogen remains in the
soil. It will be understood, therefore, that soy beans when
grown as a green manure crop not only add humus to the
soil but also fertility in the form of nitrogen. Soy beans do
well on light sandy soils when properly inoculated. For this
reason they will be found an excellent crop to restore humus
and fertility to some of the poorer soils in this State, and are
quite satisfactory as a cover crop in orchards.”
“In harvesting for seed the mowing machine may be
used, going around the field cutting two rows at a time and
having the inside rows mowed by hand in order to prevent
the machine passing over the beans on the following trip. If
several acres of beans are to be harvested it will undoubtedly
found an advantage to use a mowing machine with a side
delivery attachment. In order to prevent shattering, the crop
should be cut in the morning before the dew is off or on a
cloudy day.”
“Threshing: An ordinary grain thresher with a bean
attachment and properly adjusted as to speed may be used to
thresh soy beans since they do not split as easily as the field
or garden bean.”
“For oil: Soy bean oil finds a ready market for a variety
of purposes. Its principal use in this country has been in the
manufacture of paints.”
Varieties: “The early maturing kinds are invariably
small plants and produce light yields of beans, while the late
maturing varieties produce larger plants and yield a heavier
crop of seed. As a result of trials at the college of some two
hundred varieties, Medium Green has proven to be one of the
best for Massachusetts. Except in years of very early frost, it
matures its seed... Some of the varieties that will mature in a
shorter season than the Medium Green are Ito San, Ignotum
[same as Ogemaw] and Quebec 92. These varieties will
undoubtedly be found better adapted to the higher altitudes
of the State. The Hollybrook is similar to the Medium Green
in regard to maturity, characteristics of growth and yield, but
differs in that its seed is yellow. The Wilson because of its
small stems is considered an especially good variety for hay.
The Mammoth Yellow is probably more extensively grown
than all other varieties. It is a large variety which does not
mature in New England.” Address: Massachusetts Agric.
Exp. Station, Amherst.
1144. Moore, R.A.; Delwiche, E.J. 1918. Soybeans–A crop
worth growing. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 289. 16 p. April. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. What is the soybean?
Soils adapted to soybeans. How soybeans can be used: As
a protein concentrate (ground soybeans), for roughage,
for silage, as a pasture for hogs, as a soiling crop, as a soil
renovator. What varieties are best?: For southern Wisconsin,

for upper Wisconsin, breeding better soybeans. Growing the
crop: Soil inoculation, how to inoculate, soil preparation,
time of planting, method of planting, amount of seed
required, depth of planting, cultivation. Harvesting for hay:
When to cut, how to cut and cure. Harvesting for silage.
Harvesting for seed: Time of harvesting, how to harvest,
curing and handling, threshing, storing the seed.
“We recommend this crop for the careful consideration
of the Wisconsin seed growers, stockmen, and general
farmers.” Photos show: (1) A man standing in a field of
soybeans (front cover). (2) Soybean plant with roots (p. 3).
(3) Nodules on soybean roots (p. 10).
1145. Trabut, Louis. 1918. Le Soja: Soja Max (L.) Soja
hispida Savi [The soybean]. Algerie, Service Botanique,
Informations Agricoles. Bulletin No. 55. 16 p. April. [7 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: One cannot say that the soybean has been
introduced to the Western world only relatively recently;
it has been cultivated at the Jardin des Plantes since 1779.
There the soybean has always produced seeds, which have
been distributed to botanical gardens and amateurs interested
in plants. It would be unjust to say that for 138 years no one
has been involved in the utilization of soya in Europe. In
fact, there have been a number of fervent popularizers and
propagators of the plant. A history of this work is given,
including the Vienna Exposition of 1873, the work of Prof.
Haberlandt in Austria disseminating and testing soybeans
and his remarkable book on the soybean published in 1878,
the work of the Society for Acclimatization in France from
1855 (they made the vegetable cheese, tofu [To-fou]), and
exports from Manchuria to Europe.
Since 1898, Manchuria, which can no longer cultivate
the opium poppy, has greatly expanded its cultivation of
soybeans and has looked for outlets in European markets. In
1909 Manchuria exported 410,000 tonnes of soya, a figure
which rose to 650,000 tonnes in 1912.
A that time, according to Mr. Brenier, Director General
of the Chamber of Commerce at Marseilles, the industry of
Marseilles, confronted with a influx of new oilseeds, tried to
obtain soya but ran into customs problems. It wasn’t clear
whether soya should be classified as a legume (because
it is a bean) or as an oilseed (graine oléagineuse). While
the matter was being debated, all the available beans had
been purchased by Hull, England, and Hamburg, Germany
(Académie d’Agriculture de France, 1917, p. 189).
“As the Director of the Chamber of Commerce of
Marseilles informs us, in England, Germany, and the
Netherlands, the industrial use of the soybean has been
growing in importance for several years. In Germany there
even existed an important manufacture of soymilk.
“A Chinese factory [run by Li Yu-ying] was installed
a few years ago near Paris to enable the soybean to realize
its full potential and to introduce various commercial food
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products made from this seed. In 1912 Messrs. Li Yuying and Grandvoinnet published a work on the soybean,
recommending its cultivation in France.
“In 1917 Mr. Balland notified the Academy of Sciences
of the utilization of soya in war bread, biscuits, etc. All these
products, said the knowledgeable chemist, can contribute to a
good diet because of their rich nutrient content.
“The Swiss, who consume many coffee substitutes, roast
the soybean seeds to make a coffee.
In Algeria, starting in 1894, soybean agronomic trials
were started at the botanical station of Rouïba. The results
were communicated to the other French colonies in 1898 [by
Louis Trabut] in Bulletin No. 16 of the Botanical Service.”
The results of these and subsequent trials in 1896 and 1897
in Algeria are summarized.
In 1896 a soybean with a green seed coat yielded 2,980
kg/ha of soybeans.
Pages 7-11 include discussions of the nutritional value
of soybeans, their use in diabetic diets, the fact that soybeans
are rarely consumed as such but are almost always processed
into more sophisticated foods (including fermented foods).
Following these trials, that were focused on a very important
collection (80 soybeans in number) received [in France]
from a missionary in China through the intermediary of Mr.
H. de Vilmorin, the seeds were distributed and the results of
their cultivation were generally good. There follows a letter
from a person in Bou-Medfa [Bou Medfaa, Algeria]. Also
discusses the availability, benefits, and method of producing
soybean milk which the Chinese prefer to animal milks,
and which is free of bacteria that can cause tuberculosis.
In Algeria, soybean yields range from 12 to 30 quintals
per hectare. Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg. The Arabs consume
soybeans boiled in salted water. In England a Soya Flour
is sold which contains 75% wheat flour and 25% soy flour.
This flour is used commercially to make a soy bread. A Soja
Biscuit is made in the Netherlands.
Pages 12-14 list 26 soybean varieties in order of their
earliness. Synonyms and characteristics are also given:
Soja très hatif à grain noir (Extra Early Black; Vilmorin
or Ogema [Ogemaw] of Michigan. Matures in 80-90
days). Brun précoce (Early Brown from Indiana). Vireo
(Tokyo). Chernie (Khabarovsk, Siberia; black seed). Auburn
(American selection). Merko (Mekoechofka of Siberia;
brown seed). Elton (Khabarovsk, Siberia; yellow seed).
Chestnut (American selection 1907; brown seeds). Jaune
d’Etampes (Yellow Etampes, or Ito San in America; One
of the earliest varieties introduced to Europe and America).
Vert de Samarow (Green Samarow, or Guelph in America;
green seeds, matures in 120 days). Butterball (or Jaune
géant {Yellow Giant} from Dammann, from Tokyo; yellow
seeds. Matures in 110 days). Soja noir de Podolie (Black
Podolia [Podolia is in today’s Ukraine], or Buckshot in
America; black seeds). Wilson Black (Manchuria). Meyer.
Austin. Haberlandt. Huang-Tou (Yellow Bean, from

Ningouta {Ninguta, see Ning’an}). Bhetmas (from India;
seed chocolate and yellow). Medium Yellow. Shingto (From
Tieling {T’ieh-ling or Tiehling, Liaoning prov.}, Manchuria).
Swan (from Canton). Soja tigré (Striped, spotted, or speckled
soybean from Peking; seeds are grilled and eaten like
peanuts). Brooks (Manchuria and China). Maculata gigantea
(Large spotted, sold under this name by Dammann; probably
the same as the American variety Meyer). Mammoth
(American selection). Riceland (From China).
The importance of inoculation with bacteria is
emphasized. Soybeans can be cultivated with cowpeas for
forage. An illustration (line drawing) on the cover shows the
soy bean plant, with a close-up of the pods.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Wilson Black. Address:
Director of the Botanical Service for the Government of
Algeria.
1146. Kiesselbach, T.A. 1918. Soy beans. Nebraska
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 166. 16 p. May
1.
• Summary: Contents: Uses. Food values. Composition.
Adaptation and varieties. Relative yields of soy beans and
cereal crops. Time, rate, and manner of planting. Cultivation.
Harvesting and threshing. Soy beans as a forage crop. How
to use soy beans for human food: Soy bean flour, method of
using flour, recipes for using soy bean flour, dishes prepared
from whole soy beans boiled.
“Altho soy beans are an excellent supplementary protein
stock feed, with a feeding value about equal to that of oil
meal, investigations indicate that the yield is not sufficiently
large to justify growing them for this purpose in Nebraska
where alfalfa can be grown successfully. An acre bearing
three tons of alfalfa hay produces approximately two times as
much digestible protein and five times as much energy value
in the form of carbohydrates and fat as one acre of soybeans
yielding 15 bushels. On the other hand, soy beans are the
most productive of protein and energy value of any of the
leguminous concentrates suitable for human consumption.”
“The yield of soy beans in the southern states in
proportion to the yield of cereal crops is so much greater than
in Nebraska that a natural adjustment of production is not
likely to make it profitable for Nebraska farmers to compete
extensively in the growing of soy beans for commercial
purposes.”
“The Experiment Station ground and sold considerable
soy flour during the winter 1917-1918, in an experimental
way, to a rather large number of people. This flour was
relished and held in high favor by nearly all who used it. It
was without doubt one of the most satisfactory substitutes for
wheat flour on the market. The keeping qualities of this flour
have proved very satisfactory during the winter time. A sack
full has been retained in good condition at ordinary living
room temperature (70 degrees F.) during the five months
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from October until March.”
Ideas for using soy bean flour in recipes include: Raised
wheat bread with soy bean flour. Raised whole wheat bread
with soy bean flour. Steamed Boston brown bread. Muffins.
Biscuits with soy bean flour. Corn bread. Mush for frying.
Corn griddle cakes. Soy bean soup. Soy bean milk.
Ideas for using whole soy beans boiled in recipes
include: Soy bean loaf. Soy bean croquettes. Soy bean soup.
Roasted soy beans (like peanuts).
Photos show: A man standing in a field of soy beans.
Fifty seeds of five soy bean varieties (Early Yellow, S.P.I.
No. 36576, Habaro, Haberlandt, and Cloud). Tables give
experimental data and compositional analyses of soy beans.
Address: A.M. Agronomy, Lincoln, Nebraska.
1147. Carrier, Lyman; Ashbrook, F.G. 1918. Hog pastures for
the southern states. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 951. 20 p.
May. See p. 2, 5, 9-10, 13, 19-20. Revised in 1920 and 1923.
• Summary: The section titled “Grain ration for hogs on
pasture” (p. 5) states: “The self-feeder system which permits
hogs to eat grain at will either in pastures or dry lots is
becoming more and more popular in the corn-belt States, and
there seems to be no valid reason why self-feeders should
not prove equally successful in the South. Some hog raisers
build a crib or bin in the pasture field in which they store a
quantity of grain, to avoid the daily hauling of grain to the
hogs.
“A distinction should be made between such forage
crops as soy beans, cowpeas, peanuts, and velvet beans,
which are hogged off when the seed is mature or nearly
mature, and green forage, such as oats, chufas, sweet
potatoes, and clover. With the former not so much grain is
needed, and what is fed, usually corn, is merely to balance
the ration...”
In the section titled “Forage crops for hogs,” the
subsection on corn (p. 9) states: “Hogging off corn has been
tested thoroughly at several agricultural experiment stations
and by practical hog raisers, and the practice is strongly
recommended. Corn alone is not a satisfactory hog ration.
Where the crop is to be hogged off, some other crop should
be combined with it. Pumpkins seeded at the same time as
the corn, soy beans or cowpeas seeded in the same or in
alternate rows with the corn, and rye, rape, or soy beans
seeded at the last working of the corn have all been used with
satisfactory results.”
The subsection on “Winter grains” (p. 10) notes:
“Wheat, rye, and oats are often used for hog grazing in
the South. They may be seeded after a crop of soy beans,
cowpeas, or peanuts has been grazed off.”
In the section titled “Forage crops for hogs” is a long
subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 13-14). “There is perhaps no
better crop for supplementary hog pastures throughout most
of the cotton belt than soy beans. The crops which rival it
most closely are peanuts and velvet beans. Soy beans have

an objectionable effect on the color of the pork and the
melting point of the lard, but not to such a marked degree as
peanuts or chufas. The best varieties of velvet beans do not
mature north of central Georgia and Alabama. Soy beans are
not thus restricted. The gains made by hogs on soy beans are
almost equal to those made on peanuts.”
Photos show: (1) Hogs, up to their chins, feeding in a
field of soy beans (front and rear covers). (2) “Hogs in soybean pasture. Hogs on such pasture will make cheap and
rapid gains with a small amount of grain (p. 14).
In this same section there are also long subsections on
cowpeas (p. 14), peanuts (p. 15-16), chufas (p. 16-17), sweet
potatoes (p. 17), mangels (p. 17-18), and rape (p. 18).
The section titled “Suggested cropping systems” (p. 1820) contains five subsections; soy beans are used in the first
four: (1) “A four-year rotation for general farming” states:
“By rotation of crops is meant a definite system of crops
on fields of approximately equal areas. All of the crops are
grown each year. The terms first year, second year, etc. refer
to the order in which crops come on any one particular field.
This is shown diagrammatically in the system recommended
for fertile uplands (p. 21).” Soy beans are grown in the
second and third years. (2) “Hog pasturing system for fertile
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bottom lands.” Soy beans are grown in the third year. (3)
“Hog pasturing system for fertile uplands.” Soy beans are
used in each of the three systems described for three acres
for three years. (4) “Hog pasturing system for poor clay
uplands.” Soy beans are used in the second year. Address:
1. Agronomist in Charge of Pasture Investigations, Bureau
of Plant Industry; 2. Junior Animal Husbandman in Swine
Investigations, Bureau of Animal Industry.
1148. Monthly Crop Report (USDA). 1918. Special southern
grain and forage crops. 4(5):48-49. May.
• Summary: The two sections titled “Soy Beans” give the

most extensive and detailed statistics seen to date in the
USA, for the following 18 states: Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina,
New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Virginia, Vermont, West Virginia, Wisconsin.
The following statistics are given for each state
mentioned, and for the total of all reporting: Total acres on
which grown 1916 (181,000–Data for some states is lacking
or incomplete). Total acres on which grown 1917: 531,000.
Planted 1917: Alone (44%), With other crops (56%).
Harvested for: Grain (17%, 88,850 acres, yield of 17 bushels
per acre, production of 1,186,000 bushels), hay (44.1%,
209,000 acres, yield of 1.95 tons per acre, production of
328,000 tons), placing in silo (8%). Grazed or hogged off
(27.2%). Plowed under for soil improvement (3.7%).
Three maps of the southeastern United States show the
areas and planting density of soy bean, velvet bean, and
cowpea production. On each map are three different shading
patterns: (1) Plantings common, for home use, principally
as forage. (2) Plantings general, for home use and sale of
seed. (3) Plantings heavy, for seed production on commercial
scale. On the soy bean map, the areas of greatest planting

density appear to be North Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky,
and central Illinois.
The states with the largest total soybean acreage in 1917
are:
North Carolina 120,000
Indiana 100,000
Kentucky 57,000
Tennessee 50,000
Virginia 50,000
The states with the largest production of soybeans for
grain are:
North Carolina 840,000 bushels
Kentucky 108,000
Mississippi 72,000
Tennessee 50,000.
Generally speaking, the soy bean “is less favored than
the cowpea farther south and less so than clover farther
north... It is a legume of exceptionally great value whose
possibilities are only beginning to receive recognition in
most sections.”
Similar statistics and information is also given for
peanuts, cowpeas, and velvet beans. A table shows acreage,
production and disposition statistics for southern states.
Note: This is the most useful report on soybean
production and acreage in the USA since the 1910 census
which gave statistics for 1909.
1149. Smith, Alfred G. 1918. Soy beans in systems of
farming in the cotton belt. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No.
931. 23 p. May.
• Summary: Contents: Commercial production promising.
Uses of soy beans. Area and soils adapted to soy beans.
Bearing on other legume crops. Combining soy beans with
other crops: As first crop for seed, as first crop for hay, in
the row with corn, with corn in alternate rows, soy beans
after small grain or Irish potatoes, in corn at last working,
in alternate middles in cotton. Varieties of soy beans and
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seed required per acre. Farm practice in growing soy beans:
Inoculation, distance between rows, planting and cultivation,
fertilizers used, harvesting. Yields. Comparative labor
requirements. Selling prices of soy beans and soy-bean
forage. Division of crop with croppers and tenants.
Varieties: “At least 90 percent of the soy beans grown in
the cotton belt are of the mammoth yellow [sic, Mammoth
Yellow] variety.” It is “suitable for both seed and hay, and
is well known in commercial channels. It is a yellow bean

and a variety that is suitable for human food.
Cotton mills like it on account of its oil content
and its color, for it makes a yellow meal which
is acceptable to farmers who are accustomed
to cottonseed meal, and who look upon a darkcolored meal as one that is damaged. The
mammoth yellow soy bean grows erect and stands
well, so that it can be harvested with a mechanical
picker, which is not the case with several other
varieties.”
Fertilizers used Like cowpeas, soybeans
are not heavily fertilized, if at all, farmers
usually depending upon the residual effect of the
fertilizers applied to other crops. Lime, applied as
ground limestone, ground oyster shell, or burned
lime usually increases the growth of soy beans
(except in limestone areas), but it is not always
needed to produce a profitable crop. In actual practice most
of the farmers in the soybean district of North Carolina
use some form of lime, since most of the soil there is acid.
The lime is secured quite easily, and the increased yields
considerably more than pay the cost. The lime is applied at
the rate of 2 tons of ground limestone per acre once in four
or five years, or it is scattered on top of the row at the rate
of about 1,000 pounds per acre just before the soy beans
are planted. Light applications, occasionally as low as 150
pounds per acre, are frequently drilled in a furrow and
covered, the beans being planted above.
“Sometimes acid phosphate is used. This is applied
generally at the rate of 200 pounds per acre and is drilled
in the row before the beans are planted. On soils
deficient in potash kainit is sometimes used, but the
most common practice with both acid phosphate and
kainit is to fertilize the preceding crops and depend
upon the residues for the soy beans. Cotton-seed meal,
as previously stated, is sometimes used when planting
soy beans for the first time, and sometimes on other
plantings where the soil is sandy or sandy loam. The
common application is from 100 to 200 pounds per
acre, drilled in the row before planting the beans.
“Harvesting: The difficulty farmers have
experienced in harvesting has been the greatest
handicap in the extension of the production of soy
beans. The development of new machines and
accumulated experience with the crop, however, have
overcome most of the troubles, so that farmers in the
soy-bean district consider it little, if any more, trouble to
harvest soy beans, except for hay, than it is to harvest oats or
wheat.
“Harvesting soy beans for hay is practically the same
process as harvesting cowpeas for hay... Sometimes a tedder
is used for curing, but not often.” The “usual custom is to
shock them on hollow racks made of poles” (see fig. 5).
Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (1998) defines a
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tedder, a word first used in the 15th century, as “a machine
for stirring and spreading hay to hasten curing and drying.”
“In harvesting soy beans for seed mechanical pickers
(see fig. 8) are used quite extensively. These pickers are of
different makes, but all have the same general principle.
They run astride the rows and knock out the beans, leaving
the stems, leaves, and hulls on the land. The machine
is drawn by two mules and operated by two men. One
man drives and another throws out the excess trash that
accumulates in the back of the machine. The picker will
hold from 4 to 6 bushels of beans. When it is full, the beans
are emptied and handled in different ways. In one common
method the beans are run through a half-inch mesh sieve to
remove the coarse trash and then are stacked. One or two
men handle the sieve. These men may be the same who
operated the machine or they may be extra men. After this
the beans are cleaned with a fanning mill. Note 1. This is the
earliest English-language document seen (Nov. 2006) that
uses the term “fanning mill” in connection with cleaning
soybeans.
“Harvesting with a picker begins some time after the
leaves of the plant have fallen (see fig. 9). The time to begin
is when the first pods pop open and throw out the beans.
As the picker works best only when the beans are dry, the
machine is not started in the morning until the dew is off,
which is usually from 9 to 11 o’clock... A machine will pick
from 3 to 6 acres per day, averaging about 4½ acres...
“The waste of beans in picking usually varies from onetwentieth to one-fourth, and, as a rule, averages about oneeighth. If the plants are blown down or have long branches
so the machine can not handle them well, the waste may
be more than this, or if the beans are left on the vines too
late, so that many of them pop out, the waste may be higher.
Varieties of beans that begin fruiting some distance from the
ground can be harvested with the least waste by a picker, and
this is one advantage of the mammoth yellow soy bean. Hogs

are usually turned in to clean up the waste beans,
so that in fact there is very little loss.
“A picker costs about $125, and so is
within the reach of many farmers. A farmer with
a small acreage of soy beans frequently buys a
picker and, in addition to his own work, does
custom work for his neighbors. In this way his
machine is profitably used. The common price
for picking beans with a picker is 20 cents per
bushel, or a toll of one-tenth of the beans. In
northeastern North Carolina approximately fourfifths of the beans grown for seed are harvested
with pickers. Altogether there are now in use over
1,500 pickers, some of which have been in use for
10 years [i.e., since 1908] and have picked over
8,000 bushels of beans. It is noteworthy that the
pickers are replacing other methods of harvesting
and that the increase in the acreage of soy beans
in the cotton belt can be attributed largely to these
machines.
“Another way of harvesting the soy beans is to cut them
with a binder and thrash them out with a grain thrasher (see
fig. 10) adjusted for handling beans.” When harvested with
a binder, the soy beans “are cut earlier than when harvested
with a picker, since to save the seed they must be cut before
the pods start bursting open.” »
Photos show: (1) A man driving a two-wheeled machine
pulled by two horses in a field of soybeans (front cover).
(2) A field of soy beans in southeastern Oklahoma,
grown for seed.
(3) Soy beans planted in alternate rows with corn, ready
to be harvested.
(4) A man planting soy beans with a cotton planter.
(5) A field of soy beans at Danville, Kentucky.
(6) A hollow rack used for curing soy bean hay.
(7) Soy bean hay stacked on hollow racks.
(8) Baling soy bean hay in the field from hollow racks.
(9) Three people emptying a soy-bean picker and
screening the beans.
(10) A field of Mammoth Yellow soy beans to harvest
for seed.
(11) People and machines thrashing soy beans.
(12) Soy beans cut with a self-reaper and piled in small
bunches for curing preparatory to thrashing.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2001)
that contains the term “soy-bean picker” (or “soy bean
picker”). This machine, developed in North Carolina and
first described by Dacy in June 1916, was an early version of
the combine, and (like the combine) it greatly facilitated the
work of harvesting soy beans.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2003) that uses the word “mechanical” in
connection with soybean production or harvesting.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
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that uses the terms “pods pop open” or beans “pop out” to
refer to shattering. In about 1942 a non-shattering soybean
variety named “Rose Non Pop” was developed in North
Carolina. Address: Agriculturist, USDA.
1150. Riegel, W.E. 1918. Soy beans for Illinois. Orange Judd
Farmer 64:574. June 1.
• Summary: This article begins: “It is essential to secure
good seed with soys as well as other crops. Never use it a
year old unless it has been thoroughly tested. All seed should
be inoculated with the glue or other method equally good.”
Discusses the glue method of inoculation, planting methods,
the two greatest enemies of soy beans (the crust that forms
after heavy rains, and weeds), cultivation, harvesting, and
threshing.
“When seeded with the drill, it is necessary to cultivate
about three times with weeder or rotary hoe to keep weeds
down. The first cultivation should be when weeds are very
small, and the last cultivation must not be after the beans are
10 to 12 inches high, or when the bloom has begun to form.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that uses the term “rotary hoe” in connection with soybean
production. Address: Champaign County, Illinois.
1151. Johnson, G.A. 1918. The value of soy beans to
southern farmers (Letter to the editor). Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). June 2. p. B6.
• Summary: The writer has learned “from experience and
observation how cheap one can raise a crop of soy beans
between corn rows.” He describes how to do it. This was
widely done in eastern North Carolina last year and those
who did so “harvested from between their corn rows an
average of 12 or 15 bushels of soy beans per acre, for which
they were able to get from $3 to $4 per bushel for all they
cared to sell, besides leaving the wasted beans which the
harvester did not get as feed for their stock and to improve
the land.”
“One farmer has told me he would plant soy beans if
there was no market for them and, if the stock would not
touch them, solely” to increase the fertility of the soil.
In past years the lack of a good harvester “was one
reason why a great number of people did not go into [soy]
beans more largely, but now we have many harvesters on the
market, and not very far from where I live there is a large
factory now in course of construction which last year turned
out 100 harvesters, the capacity of which will be this year
from 500 to 1,000 harvesters.
“We trust that no one will hesitate to take advantage of
their opportunities to add to their money crops, add to their
bank account, increase the fertility of their soils and at the
same time make more feed for their stock.
“You can do all this by simply planting soy beans.”
Address: Ayden, North Carolina.

1152. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1918. Soy beans with
other crops. June 9. p. 15.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction–”Briefly stated, the
different ways in which soy beans are planted in the soybean district of northeastern North Carolina, or other parts
of the south, are as follows:” 1. As a first crop for seed. 2.
As a first crop for hay. 3. In the row with corn. 4. With corn
in alternate rows. 5. Soy beans after small grain or Irish
potatoes. 6. Sown broadcast or drilled in corn at the last
working. 7. Drilled in alternate rows of cotton at the last
working.
1153. Perkins, W.R. 1918. Turn soybean crop into hay
(Letter to the editor). Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). June
23. p. A13.
• Summary: “Soy beans may often be successfully grown
as a money crop, but there are some difficulties to be
encountered in harvesting the bean crop. There is generally
a lack of machinery for harvesting and threshing and
considerable loss from the popping of the seed pods in the
field [shattering]. While it is a splendid crop for the purpose
just mentioned, we believe that the really important place of
the soy bean in Louisiana is in the making of hay.
“The hill and cut-over pine sections of the state should
use soy beans as a substitute for alfalfa, which will not
succeed in these sections. The soy bean will make a hay fully
as palatable and nutritious as alfalfa.”
“Use the Mammoth Yellow or Biloxi varieties. Inoculate
the seed and plant about one-half bushel to the acre.”
Address: Louisiana State Univ.
1154. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Soy beans
in North Carolina. 1(1):23. June.
• Summary: “North Carolina claims rank as the largest soybean producing State in the country, with an estimated crop
for 1917 of 1,500,000 bushels an increase of 20 per cent over
1916. Despite this large crop, the oil mills of eastern North
Carolina imported 200,000 bushels of soy beans recently
from China.
“A soy-bean harvester has been invented by North
Carolina farmers, and is described in a bulletin issued by the
experiment station of that State. This harvester thrashes the
beans from the vines as they stand in the fields. Five types
of soy-bean harvesters are manufactured by North Carolina
concerns.
“Of the 1916 crop, 111,000 bushels were sold to
canners for canned products, and nearly 100 manufacturers
throughout the country are using soy-bean oil in making
soap, paint, varnish, enamel, japans, linoleums, oilcloth, and
salad oils. The North Carolina Experiment Station publishes
a pamphlet containing technical information from these
manufacturers as to results with soy beans.”
1155. Cauthen, E.F. 1918. Growing soy beans in Alabama.
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Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 202.
p. 79-84. June.
• Summary: This is a popular edition of Bulletin No.
203. Contents: Introduction. Uses. Fertilizer and culture.
Inoculation. Harvesting and thrashing. Varieties.
Varieties mentioned: Biloxi, Blackbeauty [Black
Beauty], Ebony, Edward, Haberlandt, Hollybrook, Mammoth
Yellow, Wilson.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) that
mentions the soybean variety “Blackbeauty”–spelled as one
word. Address: Assoc. Agriculturist.

The field tests were carried out in the Philippines. The
author mentions that soy beans are used in China, Japan, and
other countries as a substitute for meat.
The author has carried on the breeding work with
soybeans begun by Maceda in the Philippines to determine
their commercial value and to find the varieties best suited
for the rainy and the dry seasons, respectively. It was found
that the selections from the variety Kedilcie Wit grown
during the rainy season and strains from Ami’s bean grown
during the dry season produced the highest yields. Address:
Philippines.

1156. Crosby, M.A. 1918. Farm practices that increase crop
yields in the Gulf Coast region. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 986. 28 p. June. See p. 13-14.
• Summary: “The Gulf Coast region of Alabama,
Mississippi, and West Florida is that portion of the coastal
plain area which lies contiguous to the Gulf of Mexico (see
map) and is part of what is commonly referred to as the
‘long -leaf pine belt’...” In the section titled “Crops for soil
improvement” is a long subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 1314). “The soy bean, while not so well known or extensively
grown as the cowpea, ranks close to the latter in usefulness
as a source of soil improvement in this region. Soy beans do
not succeed as well as cowpeas on poor land, but on fairly
fertile soils are equal if not superior to the latter both as a
money and feed crop. They are more easily handled than
cowpeas, either as a hay or seed crop, and the yield of seed is
usually considerably more than that of cowpeas.”
“Soy beans make a very nutritious hay, relished by all
kinds of farm animals. They also make an excellent and
valuable grazing crop for hogs, and when thus utilized will
rapidly increase soil fertility. Soy beans are better adapted
to being grown with corn for silage than either cowpeas or
velvet beans, as they are upright in growth and do not tangle
up the corn. This is a crop worthy of a much wider use in this
section.” Address: Agriculturist [USDA].

1158. Jordan, Sam. 1918. The soy bean a husky ally: But
you’ve got to know how to handle him. Country Gentleman
83(28):7. July 13.
• Summary: “To make the Kaiser bite the dirt and boche
hunt his hole. Our boys are red hot on his trail, and at home
men, women, boys, girls, cows, pigs, chickens and a lot more
of us are out on the same job. Some job we are doing too!
“Say, child, lend me your ear! A bunch of hogs so helped
a man in Carroll County, Missouri, that his corn and soy
beans made him $104 an acre, the hogs doing a big part of
the labor...”
Discusses the value of soybeans in farming during
World War I, feeding soy beans to lambs, and hulling soy
beans.
A photo shows Sam Jordan (wearing straw hat and
suspenders), Missouri County Agent, standing in a field
of 60-day-old soybeans. Several farm houses are in the
background.
Note: Webster’s Third New International Dictionary
(1963) states that “boche” is slang for “German.” So a
“boche hunt” is a hunt for a German. Address: Missouri
County Agent, Columbia, Missouri.

1157. Layosa y Makalindong, Pedro. 1918. Field tests of soy
beans. Philippine Agriculturist 6(10):276-91. June. Based on
his thesis, College of Agriculture, No. 92. [8 ref]
• Summary: The author describes the continuation during
1917 and 1918 of work begun by G.F. Grageda, in an
effort to multiply desirable strains selected by the latter, to
determine their commercial value, and to ascertain those
sorts best suited for the rainy and for the dry seasons,
respectively.
“Of the leguminous crops in the Philippines the soy
bean is the only one of which the finished products are used.
These finished products, the most important of which are
the [salt pickled] soy bean curd (tahuri) and soy bean sauce
(toyo) have been long known all over the islands. In spite of
this evidence of its economic importance, the crop has been
given but very little attention by Filipino farmers.”

1159. San Francisco Chronicle. 1918. Agriculture and
horticulture. July 14. p. W2.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy bean culture” contains
subsections on “Adaptation and varieties” and “Relative
yields of soy beans and cereal crops.” The section, which
contains basic information about soy bean cultivation and
uses, begins: “The culture of soy beans is increasing in
this country, although not always and at all places the most
profitable crop that can be raised.”
Soy “beans are the most productive of protein and
energy value of any of the leguminous concentrates suitable
for human consumption.
“The oil of soy beans is also extracted commercially for
many purposes, such as manufacturing paints, lubricants,
soaps, rubber and as a substitute for olive oil for table use.
These industries are increasing in the United States and make
a growing demand for soy beans. The yield of soybeans in
the southern states in proportion to the yield of cereal crops
is much greater than in the north.”
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1160. Howard, Bradshaw. 1918. A story of a bootstrap lift:
A Piedmont farmer has paid for poor land, and has made it
rich through clover and home-grown clover seed. Country
Gentleman 83(29):8. July 20.
• Summary: About Vernon T. Woods of Alamance County,
North Carolina. It is in the north-central part of the state in
the Piedmont region.
“On one field Mr. Woods, after ten years of success with
clover, has encountered clover sickness. He has never used
any lime on the place, but has devised a profitable shift in the
system to meet not only the clover sickness but the increased
demand and high price for hay. This field has been set aside
for a little rotation of its own. In the fall it is seeded to whiteblooming crimson clover and oats. This crop is cut for hay
the latter part of May or the first of June, and the ground is
immediately broken and put to soy beans. Twelve hundred
dollars’ worth of soy-bean hay was sold from this twentyfive-acre field last year, and back it went to oats and clover
again in the fall.”
1161. Dixon, H.M.; Drake, J.A. 1918. A study of farm
management problems in Lenawee County, Michigan. U.S.
Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 694. 36 p. July 24.
See p. 31.
• Summary: Lenawee County is in southern Michigan,
bordering on Ohio. The Summary states (p. 3): “Soy beans
do well on all the soils of the county. This crop could be
made valuable in the winter feeding of hogs and for starting
feeder lambs in the fall.” In the section titled “Special
crops,” the subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 31) begins:
“Apparently the soy bean crop has no special importance
in the agriculture of the area, except in the more sandy
sections or on lands where clover is grown with considerable
difficulty... The principal uses to which soy beans can be
put in this section are that of a crop to be plowed under in
a systematic plan of soil improvement, and extra crop to be
grown for winter feed for hogs, and a catch crop sown in
the corn at the last cultivation and pastured down by lambs
during the fist part of the feeding season. Soy beans may also
be used to some extent as an emergency crop to supply hog
pasture, but it apparently has no place of importance as a
regular part of the cropping systems of the section.” Address:
1. Asst. Agriculturist; 2. Agriculturist. Both: Office of Farm
Management, USDA.
1162. Abbot, J. Lloyd. 1918. Why I am planting over 400
acres of orchard to soy beans in preference to cowpeas or
velvet beans. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri) 1(2):11.
July.
• Summary: “On ground as good as ours, velvet beans are
out of the question after the first year, as it is impossible to
keep them off the trees to a sufficient extent to prevent them
from ruining the trees. This eliminates the velvet bean to start

with, leaving only the cowpea and soy bean to consider for
our own conditions, and both of them have done well in the
past in our orchards.
“The soy bean can be planted both earlier and later than
the cowpea, as it will germinate in weather too cool for the
cowpea to germinate, and will mature a big crop of grain if
planted late, in weather too cool for the cowpea to make a
satisfactory yield. Light frosts sufficient to kill cowpeas and
other tender plants do not affect the soy beans, either when
young or old. The more fertile the soil and the greater the
rainfall, the more apt the cowpea is to make big growth of
vine and little grain, while under those favorable conditions
the soy bean will make still greater grain yields than
normally; this in addition to being a drought-resisting plant.
The large rainfall is a condition which we are likely to hit
every season.
“Soy beans which average 25 per cent protein and 20
per cent oil, as compared with 25 per cent protein and 1.7
per cent oil for the cowpea, are not equalled by any other
grain as a supplement to the corn and roughage of the farm,
and may even be substituted for that exceptionally rich feed,
cotton-seed meal.
“The oil mills will pay a profitable price for the soy
bean, and will not buy the velvet bean or the cowpea.
“The seed is not attacked by weevils and other insects,
as in the case of the cowpea.
“The seed may be threshed from the hay with a common
grain thresher, while the cowpea requires a special machine.
This after the crop has been cut with a mower or binder.
“The soy bean may be harvested directly in the field by
any one of the three soy bean harvesters (the Gordon, the
Prichard, and the Scott, all three manufactured in Elizabeth
City, North Carolina), while the cowpea crop cannot be
picked by machinery, and if the grain is to be picked by
hand, which is the practice in this section, where there are
so few threshing machines. If the cowpea grain is harvested
by a mower, or any other machine, preparatory to being run
through a thresher, only the ripe grain is secured, while the
grain which would have matured from the blossoms at the
time of cutting is lost. These soy bean harvesters can harvest
about five acres a day, and cost only about $125.00. A grain
yield of only 25 bushels to the acre, 125 bushels to 5 acres, at
a price of $4.50 per bushel, will pay for itself in one season,
with money saved over hand picking.
“The soy bean seed decay slowly when left on the
ground, and hence are suitable for winter hog pasture.
“The soy beans ripen together, hence the total yield
can be obtained by machine picking or harvesting, while to
obtain the total yield of cowpeas the expensive hand picking
has to be resorted to, and the picking has to be done several
times instead of just once, as with the soy bean.
“The soy bean grows erect instead of a vine, hence the
difficulty of controlling it is not an item in its culture.
“In planting a row of soy beans and a row of corn, over
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my entire corn plantings, I get almost as much corn, just as
with the velvet beans planted in this way, but I can harvest
the corn at any time I wish, as well as harvest the soy beans
at the proper time, neither interfering with the other, and I
can get the crop off the land in time for a fall or early spring
crop, which is extremely difficult with the velvet bean when
It is pastured, and the velvet bean is only most profitable
when pastured.
“The soy bean is superior to cowpeas or velvet beans for
silage with corn.
“The grain yield of soy beans is about the same as the
yield of corn in this section, although Citronelle growers
made as high as 34 bushels of soys to the acre, and that only
after one year’s previous experience with growing the crop.
Thirty-four bushels is far above the average corn yield of the
section.
“The soap manufacturers and the paint manufacturers
are beginning to use the soy bean oil very extensively. The
refined soy bean oil is being used for table purposes, just as
some of the other vegetable oils. The Europeans are several
years ahead of us in this latter respect.
“The soy bean meal, the by-product of the oil mills, is a
valuable stock feed, competing with peanut meal and cottonseed meal.
“The soy bean may be used as a human food: It makes
the following delicious dishes: Roasted soy beans; soy bean
soup; boiled soy beans; soy bean muffins; baked soy beans;
soy beans cooked with tomato sauce; baked soy loaf; soy
bean crust; soy bean coffee. In this time of food scarcity,
we need every staple food we can grow. The soys can be
harvested and kept for food for years. What better insurance
is there against a food shortage than to grow soy beans?
“Canning factories are using the soy beans instead of the
navy beans to put up canned pork and beans. Try a sample of
the ‘Dyer’ or ‘Alice’ brands of ‘Pork and Beans’ put up by
the Dyer Packing Co., of Vincennes, Indiana.
“Soy beans are much richer in protein than lima beans
or sirloin steak. In fact, they contain double the amount of
protein contained by these two staple food products. The soy
bean contains about the same amount of fat that Is contained
in lima beans. The full value of the soy bean as a food
product is slightly higher than sirloin steak and lima beans.
It has been stated by food experts that for men who are
engaged in hard manual labor, where they burn up a lot of
their tissues in the effort, soy beans are as suitable for food
as is steak.
“Summary: The soy bean makes more grain per acre; it
can be harvested by machinery, hence more cheaply; it fits
into intensified farming better; there are a greater number
of uses for the grain, hence greater demand; and it is worth
more per bushel when harvested than either the cowpea or
the velvet bean. In addition to all these advantages, it is a
delicious human food and meat substitute.
“Can you afford not to grow soy beans?” Address:

Mobile, Alabama.
1163. Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin (Berkshire Co. Farm
Bureau, Pittsfield, Massachusetts). 1918. Demonstrations.
1(9):9-10. July.
• Summary: “Readers of this bulletin will have noticed the
Farm Bureau demonstration signs throughout the towns
in the county. We have on our books sixty-five of these
demonstrations... We have seven plots in which soy beans
are being grown with corn; the purpose of which is to
demonstrate the value of soy beans in silage. We have only
a few variety tests of the soy beans. Next year this should
be made a special part of the demonstration work. A great
many farmers are growing soy beans with corn this year for
the first time besides those we have entered in our project
work, and all these should be followed with interest by
silage growers. Some plots were not planted in this project
on account of failure to get soy beans. One large plot in
Alford where the soy beans had come up beautifully with
the corn was entirely eaten off by the large European Jack
rabbits which have come across from New York state in
Western Massachusetts. Evidently these soy beans were
much more palatable to rabbits than our native varieties, for
a considerable acreage of field beans growing nearby have
been untouched.”
1164. Monthly Crop Report (USDA). 1918. Field beans
acreage estimates. 4(7):78. July.
• Summary: A 10-column table gives statistics for three
types of field beans: Soy beans, cowpeas, and velvet beans.
For each type of bean it gives: Names of producing states,
acreage in 1917 and 1918, percent planted alone vs. with
other crops, percent sown for grain, hay, silo, grazing,
plowing under.
The 17 states that produce soy beans are Vermont, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Wisconsin, Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi,
Arkansas. The states with the largest soy bean acreage in
1917 are: North Carolina 120,000 acres. Indiana 100,00
acres. Kentucky 57,00 acres. Virginia 50,000 acres.
Tennessee 50,000 acres.
Of the 21 states where cowpeas are produced, those
with the largest cowpea acreage in 1917 are: Mississippi
3,300,000 acres. Alabama 1,057,000 acres. Georgia 771,000
acres. South Carolina 750,000 acres.
Of the 7 states where velvet beans are produced, those
with the largest velvet bean acreage are: Alabama 1,800,000
acres. Georgia 1,300,000 acres.
Note: Cowpea acreage in the United States is much
bigger than soybean acreage at this time.
1165. Morse, W.J. 1918. The soy bean: Its culture and
uses. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 973. 32 p. July.
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Superseded by Farmers’ Bulletin 1520. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Commercial importance.
Climatic adaptations. Soil requirements. Preparation of the
seed bed. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Time of planting. Depth of
planting. Rate of seeding. Method of seeding. Cultivation.
Varieties (22): Barchet, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow, Chiquita,
Early Brown, Elton, Guelph (“also known as Medium Green,
Early Green, Medium Early Green, and Large Medium”),
Haberlandt, Hahto, Hollybrook, Ito San (“has been known
under the names of Japan Pea, Yellow, Medium Yellow,
Dwarf Yellow, Early Yellow, Early White, and Coffee
Berry”), Lexington, Mammoth, Manchu, Medium Yellow
(“has been grown under the names Early Yellow, Mongol,
Banner, and Roosevelt”), Mikado, Peking (“In variety tests
the Peking, Sable, and Royal varieties appear to be identical,
and it is quite evident that the latter two are selections from
the Peking.”), Shanghai (“has been grown in North Carolina
under the name of Tarheel Black”), Tokyo, Virginia, WilsonFive [black seeded], Yokotenn [Yokoten].
Soy beans in rotations. Soy beans in mixtures: With
cowpeas, corn, sorghums, or Sudan grass. Soy beans for
seed: Yields of seed, feeding value, for human food, for oil
and meal, viability of soy-bean seed, cost of production, soybean straw. Soy beans for hay: Time of cutting, curing soybean hay, feeding value of soy-bean hay, yields of soy-bean
hay. Soy beans for soiling. Soy beans for pasture. Soy beans
for ensilage. Soy beans for soil improvement. Enemies of the
soy bean: Rabbits, root-knot caused by a nematode, cowpea
wilt due to a Fusarium, caterpillars, and black blister beetles.
“Commercial importance: The soy bean, also called the
soya bean, the soja bean, and in North Carolina the stock
pea, is an annual leguminous plant, a native of southeastern
Asia. It has been cultivated in China, India, and Japan for
more than 5,000 years and in extent of use and value is the
most important legume now grown in these countries.”
“The soy bean was introduced into the United States as
early as 1804, but it is only during the last decade that it has
become a crop of much importance. At the present time it is
most largely grown for forage. In many sections, especially
southward and in some parts of the corn belt, a very
profitable industry has developed from that growing of seed.
During the past few years the acreage has increased to a very
considerable extent. The large yield of seed, the excellent
quality of forage, the ease of growing and harvesting the
crop, its freedom from insect enemies and plant diseases,
and the possibilities of the seed for the production of oil and
meal and as a food all tend to give this crop a high potential
importance and assure its greater agricultural development in
America” (p. 3).
Concerning the variety Hahto (p. 14): “This variety
recently introduced from Japan is a large producer of seed
and forage, and the seeds when from three-fourths to full
grown make an excellent green vegetable, similar to the
Lima or butter bean. Plants stout, erect, maturing in about
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135 days; pubescence tawny; flowers purple;
seeds olive yellow, with a black seed scar,
much flattened, very large, about 75,000
to the bushel; oil, 14.8%; protein, 40.6%.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language
document seen (May 2003) that uses the term
“butter bean” to refer to the lima bean.
Uses for human food (p. 22-23): “Until
1916 the soy bean had been used but little
in the United States for food and only as a
special diet for persons [diabetics] requiring
foods of a low starch content. Much interest
has been shown during the last two years
in the possibilities of the soy bean for
food. The United States Department of
Agriculture and many schools of cookery and
domestic science have conducted successful
experiments in utilizing the dried beans in the
manner of the navy bean and the green beans
when three-fourths grown to full grown as
a green-vegetable bean. The variety and
palatability of the forms in which the bean
can be served make it a very desirable
article of food, and undoubtedly it will
grow in favor as it becomes better known.
Soy-bean meal or flour may be used as a
constituent of bread and muffins and in
pastry.”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a field
of soy beans (front cover). (2) A typical
mature soy-bean plant (p. 4).
(3) Roots of a soy-bean plant with
abundant development of nodules (p. 7).
(4) Cultivating soy beans. Cultivation
should begin as soon as the seedling plants
appear. Two horses pull a man on a harrow
or weeder. (5) A field of the Biloxi variety of
soy beans in Mississippi (p. 13). (6) A field
of the Black Eyebrow variety of soy beans
in South Dakota. (7) Plats of the Mammoth
and Virginia varieties of soy beans at
Arlington Farm, Virginia (p. 15). (8) A man
standing in a field of the Peking variety of
soy beans grown in 24-inch rows. (9) A field
of soy beans and corn grown for ensilage
(p. 17). (10) A field of soy bean and Sudan
grass grown in mixture for hay (p. 22).
(11) Opened pods of Hahto variety soy
beans on a plate, showing the large seeds (p.
23). (12) Soy-bean hay on frames (p. 25).
A diagram (p. 5) shows 67 different
ways in which soy bean plants and seeds
are utilized. The plants are used for green
manure, forage (hay, ensilage, soiling),
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and pasture. The seeds are used to make oil, meal, and food
products. The oil is used to make various non-food industrial
products (glycerin, explosives, enamels, varnish, waterproof
goods, linoleum, paints, soap stock {for hard or soft soaps},
celluloid, rubber substitute, printing inks, lighting oil
{illuminants}, and lubricating oil), and four food products
(butter substitute, lard substitutes, edible oils, and salad oils).
Food products include dried beans and green beans. From
dried beans are made soy sauce, boiled beans, baked beans,
soups, coffee substitute, roasted beans, breakfast foods,
and vegetable milk (from which is made soy cheese {fresh,
dried, smoked, or fermented}, condensed milk, fresh milk,
confections, and casein). The green beans are used as green
vegetables, canned, or in salads.
An outline map of the United States (p. 6) shows the
areas to which the soy bean is especially adapted, as to
varieties and purpose. The eastern half of the country is
divided horizontally into 3 zones: Southern, for later and
larger varieties for seed production; Central, for medium and
medium-late varieties for seed and the same varieties and
later varieties for forage; Northern (the line runs through
central Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, and southern Iowa) for
very early varieties for grain production and the medium and
medium-late varieties for forage and ensilage.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean varieties Hahto, Yokoten, or
Wilson-Five.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (June 2009)
that describes a vegetable-type soybean variety (Hahto),
or says that a specific variety makes an excellent “green
vegetable.”
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2009) that contains the term “green-vegetable
bean.” Address: Scientific Asst., Forage-Crop Investigations,
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
1166. Reinking, Otto A. 1918. Philippine economic-plant
diseases. Philippine J. of Science 13A(4):165-274. July. See
p. 204-08.
• Summary: Discusses the following diseases on soy bean
(also called Soja; Glycine max (Linn.) Merr. (Glycine
hispida Maxim.)), giving symptoms, description of the
causal organism, and control of each: Black mildew caused
by Trotteria venturioides. Blight caused by Rhizoctonia;
also observed on African peanuts (Voandzeia subterranea).
Downy mildew caused by Peronospora trifoliorum. Rust
caused by Uromyces sojae Sydow. Illustrations (Figures 16
and 17) show each of the Rhizoctonia microorganisms.
Fig. 18 shows Peronospora on Glycine max.
Concerning rust: “Symptoms.–Frequently soy beans
may be severely attacked by this rust fungus. Characteristic
brown rust sori are scattered thickly on the under surface of
the leaves. Spots are at first circular, raised brown blisters,
but later burst open, exposing the spores. The upper surface

of diseased leaves is yellowed above the sori on the lower
surface. Causal organism.–Irregular, short, spiny brown
uredospores are produced in the rust sori.”
Fig. 19 (magnified 315 times) shows six of these
uredospores. “Control.–Crop rotation should be practiced.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April
2005) which states clearly that soybean rust (later named
Phakopsora pachyrhizi) was found on the cultivated soybean
(Glycine max). Address: College of Agriculture, Los Baños,
Philippines.
1167. Morse, W.J. 1918. Re: Report on travels in North
Carolina. Letter to R.A. Oakley, USDA, Washington, DC,
Aug. 3. 3 p. Handwritten, with signature.
• Summary: “Dear Oakley: Spent part of the day at La
Grange, North Carolina, looking into the bean harvester
proposition. Hardy and Newsome [Hardy and Newsom] have
a real factory and expect to manufacture about 500 machines
for this year’s work. They now have about 375 orders.
“It seems to me that it is the best of any of the bean
harvesters now being manufactured. The other machines
won’t do for Yarrow farms [a USDA Plant Introduction Field
Station, near Rockville, Maryland] as they are adapted only
to ridged cultivation. The Hardy and Newsome machine
can be adjusted to level cultivation and is much lighter. It
doesn’t look so heavy and cumbersome. They are selling the
machine for $150 and when introducing into a new territory,
allow 10% off. Under favorable conditions the machine
will harvest from 75 to 100 bushels a day. With the Yarrow
acreage it might be well to obtain three of these machines.
The N.C. station purchased one of these machines for their
soy bean work here... Mr. Pate of the station investigated
all of the bean harvesters and recommended this one. Am
enclosing one of the company’s booklets and ads so that you
can judge...”
“Will you please send to Hardy and Newsome, La
Grange, N.C.: Farmers’ Bulletins 886 and 973, Departmental
Bulletin 439 [Dec. 1916], Yearbook article 740. States
Relations Leaflet [sic, USDA Office of the Secretary,
Circular] “Use soy bean flour to save wheat, meat, and fat”
[May 1918]...
“The soy bean acreage, according to Prof. [C.B.]
Williams, has increased about 20% in N.C. this year. Quite
a large quantity of soy bean seed that farmers were holding
in N.C. for high prices went to the oil mills for $2.25 per
bushel. In the fall and winter the oil mills offered $2.75 so
some one was fooled.
“I have also written Mr. Dorsett relative to the harvesters
as I think this will suffice.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse. Folder–Morse, W.J.–#2 F.C.I.
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Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Raleigh, North Carolina.
1168. Oakley, R.A. 1918. Re: Little Giant Bean Harvester.
Letter to Mr. W.J. Morse, General Delivery, Yazoo City,
Mississippi, Aug. 6. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: I have your letter of August
3 and thank you very much for your report on the Little
Giant Bean Harvester. I am taking this matter up with Mr.
Dorsett at once, and have no doubt that he will act on your
recommendation. I agree with you that it will probably be
desirable to purchase three of these harvesters, in view of the
relatively large acreage which we have to harvest.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse. Folder–Morse, W.J.–#2 F.C.I.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agronomist [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
1169. Fellers, C.R. 1918. The effect of inoculation, fertilizer
treatment, and certain minerals on the yield, composition,
and nodule formation of soybeans. Soil Science 6(2):81-119.
Aug. [54 ref]
• Summary: From pot and field experiments it was found
that inoculation of soya-bean seeds before planting or of the
soil in which they were planted with pure and commercial
cultures of B. radicicola or with well infected soil caused
a substantial increase in the crop. The protein content of
the crop increased and the oil content decreased in direct
proportion to the thoroughness of the infection. There
appeared to be little natural spreading of the nodule organism
in the soil, apart from its transference by an outside agency,
such as water, air, etc. In acid soils the application of small
quantities of lime was as important as inoculation, and
stimulated nodule formation enormously. The protein and
oil content were affected as before. Small applications of
acid phosphate (superphosphate) were also beneficial, and in
this case oil production was increased when the phosphate
was applied after liming. Potash was beneficial to a lesser
extent. Sodium nitrate inhibited nodule formation, and soya
beans do not appear to require soluble nitrogen compounds.
Manganese had little effect, and sulfur was somewhat
injurious.
“Ground oyster shells and burnt lime were very efficient
in increasing the yield and total dry matter of soybeans on
acid soils; the increase varying from 30 to 50 percent. Small
applications (1000 to 2000 pounds per acre) are nearly as
beneficial as large amounts, and are, of course, much more
economical. Small applications of line at intervals of a
few years are to be preferred to a single large application.

It appears that liming soybeans on acid soils is nearly as
important as inoculation. Both should be practiced together
for the best results. On sour soils liming stimulated nodule
production to a marked degree–in some cases as much as
1500 per cent.”
Nodule development does not take place readily on
acid soil, even when the root-infecting organisms are
plentiful in the soil. The oil content of soybeans decreases
in direct proportion to the largeness of applications of
lime. Applications of small amounts of lime were nearly as
effective in raising protein content as larger applications.
Address: Formerly Research Fellow, Rutgers College [New
Jersey].
1170. Morse, W.J. 1918. Harvesting soy-bean seed. BeanBag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri) 1(3):18-19. Aug.
• Summary: This is a reprint of an article with the same
author and title published in Sept. 1917 in USDA Farmers’
Bulletin No. 886. 8 p. Address: Scientific Asst., Office
of Forage-Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC.
1171. Morse, W.J. 1918. Re: Manuscript entitled “An
Economic Study of the Soy Bean in Eastern North Carolina”
by Messrs A.G. Smith and C.E. Holt. Mr. A.G. Smith. Letter
(memorandum) to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC, Sept. 5. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: With reference to the
manuscript entitled ‘An Economic Study of the Soy Bean in
Eastern North Carolina’ by Messrs A.G. Smith and C.E. Holt
of the Office of Farm Management, will say that I have gone
over this carefully, comparing it with recent publications on
this crop.
“The first impression that I gained as I read through the
manuscript, was the similarity of contents with a previous
publication by Mr. Smith, Farmers’ Bulletin 931, ‘The
Soybean in Systems of Farming in the Cotton Belt’. In
criticising the manuscript as a whole, I would say that firstly;
the subject matter is rather loose, and there is a great deal
of repetition. Secondly; the various phases have been taken
up in Farmers’ Bulletin 931 with perhaps a little more detail
and the addition of tables, and thirdly; certain parts of the
manuscript treat on subjects that are strictly forage crop
work.
“To support the criticisms mentioned above, it might be
well to point out specific cases throughout the manuscript.
“Under the heading “Outlet for Soy Beans and Recent
Economic Development’, most of the matter in this is
contained in Department Bulletin 439, ‘The Soy Bean, with
Special Reference to Its Utilization for Oil, Cake, and Other
Products,’ also our Farmers’ Bulletin 973, ‘The Soy Bean Its
Culture and Uses.’ and Yearbook Article Separate 740, ‘The
Soy Bean Industry in the United States.’ In Farmers’ Bulletin
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931, about the same things are discussed under the heading
‘Uses of Soy Beans.’
“Under the heading ‘Soils’, about the same thing is
discussed in Department Bulletin 931, under ‘Area and
Soils Adapted to Soy Beans’. With the subject ‘Varieties
and Seed’, this is a forage crop matter and is discussed to a
greater extent in our recent Farmers’ Bulletin 973. It is quite
evident from the author’s discussion here on Varieties and
Seed, and also his discussion under ‘’Factors Influencing
Yields’, that his information concerning varieties in Eastern
North Carolina is somewhat limited. The Office of Forage
Crops has been doing a very considerable amount of work
in cooperation with the North Carolina Experiment Station,
with improving the varieties in the Eastern part of North
Carolina and introducing new improved sorts. During the
past two years the Virginia, Tokyo, and Back Eyebrow
varieties have become quite well known. It is also to be
noted that this same information under ‘Varieties and Seed’
is contained in Bulletin 931.
“Under the heading ‘Growing Soy Beans’, the
information contained therein is practically the same as in
Farmers’ Bulletin 931 under ‘Farm Practice in Growing Soy
Beans’. Under ‘Harvesting Soy Beans for Seed’, the Office
of Forage Crops published in September 1917, Farmers’
Bulletin 886 entitled ‘Harvesting Soy-Bean Seed’. The
information and data contained in the manuscript under
this title is discussed also very full in Farmers’ Bulletin 931
under ‘Harvesting.’
“Under ‘Combination of Crops’, this matter is again
discussed in Farmers’ Bulletin 931 under the heading
‘Combining Soy Beans with Other Crops’. As I see it, this
subject again is a matter relating to the work of the office of
forage crops.
“On ‘Factors Influencing Yields’, it seems to me that this
is entirely a forage crop proposition, as the authors discuss
inoculation, improvement of seed, methods of planting, and
fertilizing. The use of soy beans as a pasture for hogs is
also discussed, and this subject has been taken up recently
in our Farmers’ Bulletin 973, and discussed quite generally,
showing the results of definite experiments.
“In summing up the situation, it seems to me that at
this time when there is a call for economy in printing, that
a manuscript or publication of this type is uncalled for. In
fact, under normal conditions, I can hardly see where in
view of the recent soy bean publications, another department
bulletin merely giving in detail the substance of other
publications, would be necessary. In fact, it is stated in
the Beginning of Farmers’ Bulletin 931 that the directions
given in the bulletin are based on an economic study of soy
beans in Northwestern North Carolina. You no doubt will
recall that there was a considerable discussion at the time
Farmers’ Bulletin 931 was in galley-proof. It was found
that a very considerable amount of the matter pertained to
forage crop work and when taken up with the office of Farm

Management, was admitted as such by that office.
“I am sending herewith copies of the publications
referred to above.
“Very truly yours, Ass’t. Agrostologist.”
Note: We can find no evidence that this manuscript
was ever published. However in April 1920 an article titled
“Farm practices with soybeans: Based on a survey of fifty
farms in northeastern North Carolina,” by A.G. Smith and
C.E. Hope [not Holt] was published in the North Carolina
Department of Agriculture, Bulletin.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Asst. Agrostologist [Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry], USDA,
Washington, DC.
1172. Smith, A.G. 1918. How to harvest soy beans: May
be cut with binder and threshed with grain thresher, but far
better to use soy bean picker–A demonstrated success–How
it operates. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North
Carolina) 33(38):1042. Sept. 21.
• Summary: “The best method of harvesting soy beans,
everything considered, is with a soy bean picker such as is
used in northeastern North Carolina. This part of the country,
incidentally, is the soy bean section of the United States. It
probably produces more soy beans than all the rest of the
country combined, and the crop has now become a staple,
one from which an income is expected as regularly as from
cotton and corn. In Hyde County, the soy beans were first cut
and threshed, but it is noticeable that now the pickers have
largely supplanted the binder and thresher, and where new
areas are found growing soy beans, the picker is used almost
exclusively for harvesting.”
The author then describes how the soy bean picker
operates, when to do the work of harvesting soy beans, and
how to avoid waste. The information is a summary of that
which first appeared in his excellent bulletin “Soy beans in
systems of farming in the cotton belt” (May 1918). A small
oval portrait photo shows Mr. Smith. Address: Div. of Farm
Management, USDA, Columbia, South Carolina.
1173. Jordan, Sam. 1918. Soy beans from soup to nuts: A
new crop with many uses both on farms and in factories.
Country Gentleman 83(39):7, 34. Sept. 28.
• Summary: Begins by discussing: The possibilities of soy
beans “as a substitute for meat.” The rising demand for “soy
oil” which started a few years ago when the flax crop was
little better than a total failure. “Industrial uses” of soy oil
in soap, paint, and varnish. “Several packing houses were
experimenting with the oil as a possibility in oleomargarine
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manufacture.” “Soys fix soils for cotton.” “Varieties of soy
beans have been matured as far north as Quebec” [Canada].
The “development of the soy in the cotton sections will no
doubt be swifter from an industrial standpoint because of the
already existing facilities for oil extraction.”
Concerning food uses, the author believes that “the soy
bean as human food is destined to play a leading part in the
way of a substitute for meat. From studies made of soy beans
as food, the use of flour seems to be one form in which their
use will suit the American taste and palate best.”
“I have heard that the soy-bean milkman comes around
before breakfast each morning in the Orient and leaves soybean milk.” A Chinese student recently verified this story
and said that in his family’s household “it was customary to
drink a glass of the milk upon arising.” The student added
that fried bean curd was often served for breakfast, and
with soy sauce for dinner. “This soy sauce is something
more or less familiar to Americans, the acquaintance being
contingent upon the frequency with which our Chinese
restaurants are patronized. It is the dark-brown liquid usually
on the tables in the vinegar bottles. It is also the base of our
Worcestershire sauces.
“For supper a favorite dish is sprouted beans in salad
form, mixed with small pieces of meat or egg. They usually
have also some form of bean cheese or fermented boiled
beans. Next to baked and boiled beans, the preparation
of soy-bean milk is a thing which should be more widely

known.”
“The author gives a brief
description of how this milk is made,
noting that it can be used in “cream
sauces, puddings, custards, and even ice
cream when some high flavoring is added
to kill the beany taste. Much of the strong
taste can be eliminated by boiling the milk
slowly and stirring to prevent scalding.
“The residue [okara] obtained by
straining the milk makes an excellent base
for muffins and even bread, when it is
used in the proportion of one part to three
or four parts of wheat flour.”
“In regard to fresh bean curd or
‘tofu,’ as the Chinese call it, it is hardly probable
that we shall use it generally at an early date. The
process of making it will no doubt come through
the activities of our increasing number of women
home-demonstration agents and, also, it is being
made commercially by several Chinese firms in this
country. When it does become more widely known,
however, it is destined to be used extensively. It
has very little taste of its own, and takes the flavor
of everything with which it is used, generally as a
base. It is also highly nutritious.
“Soy sauce is likewise destined for greater
use, but the process of its manufacture is too
complicated for domestic preparation. It can be purchased
at Chinese groceries in this country, and probably from the
majority of Chinese restaurants.
“Another dish which tastes as good as it looks or sounds
is soy-bean sprouts. The smaller beans, of some yellow or
green variety, are usually used.” They are excellent because
of “their use in the winter, acting as a green vegetable, and
the fact that the vegetable can be had whenever wanted.”
“And here is one for vegetarians–a ‘vegetarian roast.’
This is made by using equal parts of soy beans and peanuts,
with the peanuts roasted and the beans boiled until soft
before both are mixed and treated as an ordinary meat loaf.
Such a roast as this is now being prepared by several foodmanufacturing firms in the South, where both peanuts and
soy beans are plentiful. It is being placed on the market in
one and two pound containers.”
“The beans served as a green vegetable are treated after
hulling in much the same manner as Lima beans or peas. To
hull, however, they should be boiled in the pods for about
five minutes, then dipped into cold water, after which they
shell easily. They can also be canned in this way, treating
them after hulling the same as Lima beans. It is often
desirable to serve them with rice or potatoes.”
“So here we have a small glimpse of what their [soy
beans’] future really is. A crop with a great industrial
importance, a crop with known forage and manurial
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possibilities, and a crop holding forth a beneficent promise
as an essential food, soy beans will soon be giving corn and
wheat a close race for the more prominent places on our
agricultural map.”
Photos show: (1) Soy beans after being soaked but
before boiling. (2) Piles of hay, used for forage. (3) Side
view of a soy-bean harvester (with a man on top, pulled by
two horses) used in the South, showing the bags filled. (4)
A rear view of the same separating and bagging soy-bean
harvester. Note: This is actually an early harvester-thresher,
also called a “combine.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2012)
that uses the term “from soup to nuts” in connection with
soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term “soy-bean sprouts” to
refer to these sprouts. Address: Columbia, Missouri.
1174. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918.
Harvesting soy beans in the South. 1(4):15. Sept.
• Summary: This article is very similar to the following
(but the source is not cited and quoted passages are not so
indicated): Smith, Alfred G. 1918. “Soy beans in systems
of farming in the cotton belt.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No.
931. 23 p. May.
1175. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. When to
cut soy beans. 1(4):24. Sept.
• Summary: “When the pods of soy beans are well formed
it is time to cut the crop for hay. If seed is the object,
harvesting must be delayed until some of the seeds have
fallen, which indicates that the seed is matured. Varieties
that shatter the beans easily must be cut a little earlier. It is
sometimes advisable to cut soy beans on a damp, cloudy
day, which will prevent shattering to some extent. The grain
binder, mowing machine with side delivery attachment,
and the self-rake reaper have been the most satisfactory
implements for cutting soy beans for seed.”
1176. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Soy beans
in northern states. 1(4):24-25. Sept.
• Summary: “Soy beans have always been regarded as a crop
suitable only for southern states, but experiments covering
a period of years, made in various portions of the State
of Wisconsin under the supervision of State agricultural
authorities, have demonstrated that soy beans, as a crop, are
entirely practical for Wisconsin conditions.
“It has been found by these experiments that for
Wisconsin conditions, approximately 135 days are required
to mature soy beans for feed on the clay loam soils in the
southern part of the State. The cutting stage is reached in
about ninety days. The Ito San variety gave the largest yield
of beans to the acre, closely followed by Michigan Green,
Early Yellow and Medium Early Yellow. The Medium Early

Yellow is a very leafy variety, and was found to be most
desirable for hay and silage in southern Wisconsin.
“For the upper half of the State Early Black was found
to give good results. Ito San and Medium Early Green
gave heavy yields of forage, and are recommended for that
purpose. The Early Black is a safe variety to plant for seed in
localities which, on the average, are free from killing frosts
from June 1 to September 10. On sandy soil this variety
matures in from 90 to 105 days, depending upon the growing
season.
“The Wisconsin authorities are recommending the
Black Eyebrow and Manchu varieties for both seed and hay
purposes throughout the State.”
1177. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Bean
questions: How to grow soy beans (Letter to the editor).
1(4):27. Sept.
• Summary: “’Please give me information on planting and
cultivating soy beans, and when to plant them.’–M.M.H.,
Georgia.
“It is no trouble to grow soy beans. Plant in rows about
three feet apart and plow them once or twice. The only
trouble is the matter of harvesting. They pop open so readily.
However, for hogs to gather them, this is no objection. Plant
any time from April to June 15.”
1178. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Bean
questions: Would you put soy beans in corn that has velvet
beans in it? (Letter to the editor). 1(4):27. Sept.
• Summary: “’I planted my corn this year in 4-foot rows. 2
rows corn and row of peanuts and velvet beans. Could I have
planted soy beans between the corn rows when 1 plowed my
corn the last time? Do you think the corn and velvet beans
would shade them too much?’”–J. B., Georgia.
“Would suggest that you try a small patch this way and
see how it turns out. Our idea is the peanuts and velvet beans
will be sufficient.”
1179. Drake, J.A. 1918. Saving farm labor by harvesting
crops with live stock. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1008.
15 p. Sept. See p. 11-12.
• Summary: Four interesting, old photos are captioned as
follows: Fig. 14 (p. 11). “Soy beans for seed are cut with
the self-rake reaper, grain binder, or mower, and in some
instances with a bean puller. After cutting there is still
considerable work to be done.”
Fig. 15. “Soy beans furnish excellent grazing for lambs,
and afford abundant forage free from the parasites common
to permanent pastures. This crop also is equally desirable
for hogs and may be harvested by these animals both as
forage and after the beans have ripened. Live stock thus save
the labor of cutting (as shown in figure 14), shocking and
hauling.”
Fig. 16. “As a usual thing it is difficult to get a
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accommodate farmers with small acreages
of beans. Large growers generally own
their own equipment.” Fig. 17. “The labor
and annoyance of thrashing soy beans,
as in figure 16, may be saved by feeding
the soy-bean hay to hogs in the winter.
The beans supply the protein and save the
purchase of tankage. The oil in the beans
and the leaves of the plants which the hogs
eat keep them in good condition. Soy-bean
hay and corn make and ideal winter feed.”
Note: This is the earliest
document seen (Oct. 2003) that uses the
word “equipment” in connection with
soybean production equipment. Address:
Agriculturist.

satisfactory outfit for thrashing soy beans. Here a special
machine is being used, but the ordinary separator is generally
the only machine available. Special attachments are
necessary and few thrashermen care to go to the trouble to

1180. Pate, W.F. 1918. Soybean harvesters.
North Carolina State College of
Agriculture, Extension Circular No. 80. 8
p. Sept.
• Summary: This circular is similar in
content to Extension Circular 56, 1917,
by the same author but contains some
new information. A table shows updated
prices, and detailed questions and answers
(specifications) comparing 6 types of
harvesters.
Photos show: (1) A fine growth of
soybeans in rows 3 feet apart (front cover).
(2) Side view of the Gordon
Harvester in action, pulled by 2 horses.
“This machine weights about 800 pounds.
The length of the body is 12 feet and width
22 inches. The width of the whole machine
from center tread to center is 42 inches.
The beater consists of 14 fingers which revolve
parallel to the row. It is chain driven. The
machine can he raised and lowered from tongue
and axle.”
(3) Rear view of the Pritchard Harvester.
“The Pritchard Harvester at work. This machine
weighs about 1,140 pounds. The body is 10 feet
long and is made in three widths: 32 inches, 48
inches, and 44 inches. Each size has a different
width tread as follows: 46, 52 and 58 inches.
The body can be raised or lowered from both
axle and tongue. The beater is chain driven and
revolves at right angles to the row. With this
machine the passage for the stalks extends clear
to the rear end of the machine.”
(4) Side view of the “Little Giant Machine ready for use.
This machine weighs about 800 pounds, and the body is 11
feet long and 30 inches wide. From center tread to center is
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39 inches. The machine can be raised or lowered both from
axle and tongue. The beater has 35 spike-like teeth and is
chain driven. The wheels and axles are the same as those
used on a mowing machine.”
(5) “Working parts of the Pasquotank machine. This
machine weighs about 800 pounds, and the body is 8 feet
long and 40 inches wide. It can be raised and lowered from
axle and tongue. The beater is driven by chains and gears,
and has 8 fingers on the cylinder, which makes about 400
revolutions per minute. On the rear of the machine there is
a screening device with bin below of six bushels capacity.”
(6) “Side view of Taylor Harvester. This machine weighs
about 500 pounds. The length of the body is 12 feet and
tongue 9 feet long. The inside width of the body is 22
inches. From center tread to center is 46 inches. The beater
consists of sixteen fingers which revolve parallel to the row.
It is chain driven. This machine is put out in three sizes.”
(7) Man harvesting soybeans with a grain reaper. (8) Man
thrashing soybeans that have been cut with a reaper. Address:
Agronomist in Soil Fertility, Raleigh, North Carolina.
1181. Heinze, B. 1918. Einiges ueber die Oelbohne, ihren
Anbau, den volkswirtschaftlichen Wert und ihre besondere
Bedeutung als Heil- und Gewuerzpflanze [The soybean,
its cultivation, its economic value, and special importance
as a medicinal- and culinary spice plant]. Heil- und
Gewuerzpflanzen 2(4):82-91. Oct.; 2(6):129-34. Dec. (Chem.
Abst. 14:786). [22 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A discussion of the economic value of the
“Chinese oilbean or soya bean” (chinesische Oelbohne oder
Sojabohne), its culture, and special uses as a medicinal
and aromatic plant. In the preparation of soy sauce, wheat
and soy beans, after the addition of sodium chloride, are
fermented by koji (rice impregnated with a culture of
Aspergillus oryzae) for a period of 8 months to 5 years.
The solid material is separated from the liquid. Vegetable
cheese is prepared in a similar manner. Address: PhD,
Bakteriologische Abteilung der agrikultur-chemischen
Versuchstation Halle a. d. Saale [Germany].
1182. MacDougall, Sarah. 1918. Introducing to America an
entirely new food–The soy bean: Dr. Yamei Kin. Bean-Bag
(The) (St. Louis, Missouri) 1(5):17-19. Oct.
• Summary: From St. Louis Post-Dispatch Sunday
Magazine: “Soy beans! Once I tried to cook them. After that
I never wanted to hear any more about them. But that was
before I was invited to a soy bean luncheon in a Greenwich
Village apartment. Whenever anyone said ‘soy beans,’ I
would recall that bowl of pebbles and then an unspeakably
unpalatable mass of stuff that had to be thrown away. But
now! As long as I live soy beans will seem like a symbol of
pleasant sensations inside and out. I must tell you about that
luncheon.
“I went the other day to see Dr. Yamei Kin, a charming

Chinese woman, who is giving her time and talents to the
Government to help solve the food problem. Her specialty
is Oriental food, especially soy beans, and she has been
spending the summer showing how that food can be adapted
to Occidental appetites. I found her in a blue silk kimono and
a big white apron, hustling about the kitchen of the United
States Department of Agriculture Laboratory in New York.
“The place looked as if somebody had just milked the
cows and brought in the milk pails. On the floor near the
stove were two 12-quart pails filled with warm milk. Dr.
Kin was starting to make curds and whey. I watched her
put a couple of spoonsful of fluid into each pail and saw
the milk curdle in the good old way. Then the Chinese boy
helper strained the stuff through an aluminum strainer and
cheesecloth. They were going to make cheese.
“The Chinese lad had just finished milking the soy
beans before I came in. That may sound queer to a mind
that doesn’t orientate toward those beans. But its all very
simple. If we knew as much as we ought to know about soy
beans there wouldn’t need to be any cattle or grazing lands
or winter fodder. Because soy beans are ready to supply meat
and milk and butter and cheese and all the rest of it. Dr. Kin
says so. And there are rows of jars and bottles on shelves and
tables in that kitchen to prove it. Besides, there was a soy
bean luncheon.
“The beans from which the milk had been extracted
were soaked the night before. In the morning the Chinese
lad put them through the mill, which is part of the kitchen
equipment. It looks primitive, being made of two huge pieces
of granite, imported from China. In its homeland this mill
is worked by coolies, in New York by electricity. When the
grist comes out of the mill it is strained. That was the stuff
that filled those two pails. Dr. Kin told me that in China
people eat the curds and cheese in their natural state. Here,
however, she is making that cheese a base for a series of
camouflage experiments.
“’We made ours into fish for dinner last night,’ said a
man from a nearby laboratory, who comes in every day to
find out whatever happens to be new about soy beans.
“’How was it?’ asked Dr. Kin.
“’Great,’ said the man. ‘My wife fried a couple of fish
and then fried some soy bean cheese in the gravy, and,
honest to goodness, I couldn’t tell which was which. It has a
way of absorbing the flavor of whatever it’s cooked with,’ he
explained to me.
“’We had ours with chops,’ remarked another laboratory
expert who joined us. His name was Mr. Gleason. He
declared that if he didn’t know the difference he might have
thought he was eating an extra chop. Everybody in the place
was ready to root for soy beans.
“Dr. Kin explained that the reason the soy bean has been
misunderstood in America was because people didn’t take
the trouble to investigate and analyze it, and to find out what
are its food properties with reference to the nutrition we get
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from meat and vegetable.
“’Don’t try to think about soy beans in a scientific way,’
she advised me. ‘This thing I am working with is in reality
a vegetable cheese. It takes the place of meat. We’ve been
using soy beans in China for over 2,000 years, and they are
really very delicious and nutritious,’ this in an offhand way,
as if an experiment of 20 centuries or so ought to pave the
way for the American appetite. She didn’t want me to get
my mind cluttered with such terms as carbohydrates and
proteins.
“’I wouldn’t waste a minute experimenting with food
that was merely nutritious,’ she told me. ‘This whole
movement about finding out the possibilities of food is part
of the cultural development of the American people. The
older a civilization becomes, the more people like to be
surrounded by beautiful things. Chinese art, you know, is the
most highly developed art in the world. All this bother about
beans is not a question of science or of what is good for
us, but it is a question of what is dainty, what is nice, what
appeals to the taste. Making a study of eating is a part of the
fine art of living.
“’American women, you must admit, are lacking in
artistic sense. That is because the country is so young. When
the process of refinement is farther advanced they will not
regard household work, and especially cooking, as drudgery.
It is really art. The older nations, being more cultured, make
a deeper study of things. Chinese, for instance. But the
Americans are very susceptible, very open-minded and frank
and eager to acquire new ideas.
“’The trouble with vegetarians was that they expected
us to eat such awful things. I’m not a vegetarian, but I must
admit that I find great satisfaction in being able to sit down
to most of my meals without facing the fact that I am eating
slices of what was once a palpitating little animal, filled with
the joy of life. I shouldn’t be surprised if the soy bean will
save the lives of many American animals.’
“On a long table was a row of glass jars filled with
what looked like slices of white cheese [fermented tofu]. It
was soy bean cheese. A jar was filled with a brownish paste
[probably a type of Chinese jiang]. It was soy beans. There
were bottles filled with the condiment we get with chop
suey. That, too, was made from soy beans. Talk about dual
personalities! The soy bean has so many aliases that if you
couldn’t like it in one form you would be pretty sure to like it
in another.
“Dr. Kin has been trying any number of experiments
with a view to boosting the bean to a bigger place
commercially. In due time the results of all these experiments
will be catalogued at Washington [DC]. Perhaps some day
there will be a Bureau of Beans, from which may be obtained
for the asking recipes on a thousand ways to prepare soy
beans.
“Because she is working for the Government Dr. Kin
doesn’t disclose many details about the things she is doing.

All that is worth while will be public information in due
time, she says. Canning curds and cheese so they can be kept
an indefinite length of time and then utilized in various forms
is something she is trying to perfect.
“’I might talk to you until doomsday about the manifold
uses of soy beans, but you wouldn’t understand,’ she told
me candidly. Then she invited me to have luncheon in
her apartment, promising me a practical and palatable
demonstration that would make an impression in the way
food ought to interest us. Of course, I was charmed with the
idea. The only hitch was that I had to have luncheon without
my hostess. Dr. Kin was going out of town early in the
afternoon.
“While the Chinese lad was getting his instructions
about piloting me to the apartment and serving luncheon, Dr.
Kin turned to me and asked what kind of cheese I liked best.
“’Roquefort,’ said I.
“’That’s good,’ said she, and then she told the boy
something else in Chinese, told me she hoped I’d enjoy the
luncheon and invited me to spend all afternoon at the flat if I
cared to read any of her books or look at her pictures.
“Before we turned in at 56 West Eleventh street, I
discovered that Wei, my amiable escort, was somewhat
limited as to English vocabulary. He had been here only six
months. When he entered the apartment he ushered me into a
cool-looking parlor, indicated a comfortable big chair beside
an open window, and disappeared with a smile that seemed
to say: ‘I’ll rustle along the luncheon if you just sit there and
fan yourself.’
“In a corner over near a window there was a big
mahogany desk that looked like business. On it was the
photograph of a Chinese-American youth, a strapping tall
fellow who looked every bit a soldier. He is Dr. Kin’s soldier
son, Alexander, 21 years old, who left college to enlist as a
private, and is now with Pershing’s Eighty-second Division.
“A book and a magazine lay side by side on that desk.
The book was Rabindranath Tagore’s ‘Nationalism.’ The
magazine was ‘The Bean Bag.’ I took up the magazine. Here
are a few things I learned:
“Three million acres have been cultivated to soy beans
in the South, principally in North Carolina; man could come
nearer living well on soy beans alone than on any other
food: it is the nearest substitute to meat there is; containing
starch, sugar, fat, cellulose, albuminoids, mineral salts; a
new harvester has been invented that threshes the beans on
the vines, over 100 American manufacturers are using soy
bean oil for soap, paint, varnish, enamel, salad oil; soy beans
are listed in the food market of the District of Columbia;
the soy, or soja, is the first and oldest of the 150 branches of
the bean family; Manchuria claims the honor of its nativity;
the Manchurian railroad recently opened a branch and an
improvement station for distribution of the Ssupingkai
special.” Continued.
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1183. Popular Science Monthly. 1918. How North Carolina’s
soy beans are harvested. 93(Part 2):84. Oct.
• Summary: “The production of soy beans in North Carolina
exceeds a million bushels a year. To harvest the crop, special
machines have been invented by the farmers themselves.
“The harvesters thresh the beans from the vines as
they stand in the field. Five types of harvesters are made
by farmers in North Carolina, but a beater with fingers is
common to all the machines. The beater gathers the beans
from the growing stalks. Its operation varies according to the
type of harvester. Some beaters revolve parallel to the row;
others at right angles to the row. Some harvesters are carried
on mowing-machine wheels and others on common cartwheels. In some the beaters are driven by chains; in others by
gears.
“L.S. Gordon, a farmer of Elizabeth City, invented the
first one. Another successful harvester is the invention of
Herman Hardy, of Lagrange.
“George E. Pritchard, of Elizabeth City, invented a
complicated but efficient mechanism.”
An illustration / diagram shows the inner workings of
the “Pritchard harvester–one of several machines invented by
North Carolina farmers.”
1184. Winkler, Gustav. 1918. Die Sojabohne: Aus einem
Vortrage... gehalten in der Hauptversammlung der
Gartenbau-Gesellschaft Frankfurt a.M. am 17. April 1914.
Zweite Auflage [The soybean: From a lecture... presented at
the main meeting of the Gardening Society of Frankfurt am
Main, on 17 April 1914. 2nd ed.]. Mainkur bei Frankfurt am
Main, Germany: Published by the author. ii + 28 p. Illust. 22
cm. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: On the cover: “Die Sojabohne der Mandschurei
[The soybean of Manchuria]. Much of this lecture (as stated
on the title page) was based the following English-language
article, translated into German by Werner Winkler (Gustav’s
son) in 1913: Shaw, Norman. 1911. “The soya bean of
Manchuria.” Shanghai, Statistical Department, Inspectorate
General of Customs. China Imperial Maritime Customs. II.
Special Series No. 31. 32 p.
Contents: A 2-page insert at the front. Photos show:
(1) The author (with a large white beard and moustache)
with a many-branched soybean plant, stripped of its leaves,
mounted on a 2 x 3 foot wooden board, from his beanfield
(Winklers Bohnenfeld) at Mainkur. This one plant grew from
May 10 to Oct. 15, 6 months, producing 242 pods containing
503 completely mature soybeans. This line was acclimatized
for 6 years and cultivated in the soil for 5 years. (2) The
author standing and holding (with the roots facing upward)
one soybean plant in each hand. In his right hand is an
acclimatized soybean which produced 58 beans in 100 days.
In his left hand is a plant grown from Chinese seeds of 191213 which produced 224 flowers and no seeds in 100 days.
(3) A many-branched soybean plant, stripped of its leaves,

from Winkler’s beanfield, affixed to a board. Grown from
Chinese seeds harvested in 1911/12. It grew from 15 May
1917 until Oct. 1, five months. 105 pods produced about 250
completely mature soybeans. From seeds that were not yet
acclimatized grown on cultivated soil. (4) A similar looking
plant from Winkler’s beanfield. Grown from Chinese seeds
harvested in 1911/12. It grew from 15 May 1918 until Oct.
15, five months. 160 pods produced about 350 soybeans.
The seeds were not yet completely ripe because of bad, raw
weather in 1918.
Foreword to the 2nd edition. Introduction. Diagram
in the shape of a rhombus / diamond, showing how the
various colored soybeans change from one color into another
(adapted from Shaw 1911, p. 2). Description of the diagram:
Discusses: (1) Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.”
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 98. 30 p. + 5
plates. May 27. (2) Hosie, Alexander. 1910. Manchuria: Its
People, Resources, and Recent History. London: Methuen &
Co. xii + 293 p. Hosie describes 3 types of soybeans: Yellow,
with 3 subvarieties. Green, with 2 subvarieties. Black, with 3
subvarieties.
The rest of the contents is fairly similar to that of the
1st edition (1914), but the details within many sections
are greatly expanded. On the back cover is a photo of
two soybean plants attached to a board, one month after
planting the seed, Summer 1917; 15 May to 15 June. In the
Supplement (p. 26-28), the author summarizes the results of
his 8 years of soybean cultivation in Frankfurt; he concludes
that it can be grown with good results in southern Germany.
Frankfurt am Main is about midway between the northern
and southern tips of Germany.
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Note: This booklet is owned by the Johann Christian
Senckenberg university library at Frankfurt am Main,
Germany. Address: Mainkur bei Frankfurt am Main,
Germany.
1185. Grantham, Arthur E. 1918. Report of the agronomist.
Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 122.
p. 10-20. Nov. 1. See p. 18.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy Beans” (p. 18) states:
“The variety test of soy beans and cowpeas has been
continued, with the result that there are now several strains
or varieties which seem to be as promising in yield as the
Wilson and Peking, which were distributed to farmers some
five or six years ago. There are several strains of the Peking
variety that are exceptionally good. A study of the varieties
of soy beans has shown that they are adapted to almost any
condition of seeding, since they range in maturity from
90 to 140 days. The difference in growth habit offers a
considerable latitude in the choice of strain for seed or hay
production. The Wilson, Peking and other allied strains seem
to be better adapted for general farm purposes. One of the
best varieties for hay that has been tested is the Cloud. Its
vines and stems are not much coarser than Mammoth Red
Clover, which enables the hay to be cured easier and at the
same time produce a feed that is readily consumed by stock.
This variety makes a good growth and can be especially
recommended for this particular purpose.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2009) that uses the term “growth habit” in
connection with soy beans. Address: Agronomist, Newark,
Delaware.
1186. Cauthen, E.F. 1918. Soy beans in Alabama. Alabama
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 203. p. 85-123.
Nov. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Climate and
soil requirements. Fertilizers for soy beans: Acid phosphate
and kainit [kainite] for hay; acid phosphate, kainit, cotton
seed meal, etc., for seed and hay; acid phosphate vs. raw
phosphate in seed production; acid phosphate vs. raw
phosphate in hay production. Inoculation. Inoculation
experiments. Cropping systems. Culture: Preparation of
soil, planting, rate of seeding, tillage. Harvesting soy beans.
Thrashing and storing seed. Variety tests for seed. Soy bean
straw. Variety tests for seed and oil. Soy bean hay. Variety
tests for hay. Rate of seeding for hay. Mixtures of cowpeas
and soy beans for hay: Heavy seeded mixtures, light seeded
mixtures. Soy bean as a soil improving crop. Fertilizing
effect on cotton: Comparative yields on. Enemies of the soy
bean.
Brief description of the common varieties of soy beans:
Acme 14594, Arlington 22899, Austin 17263, Baird, Barchet
23232, Blackbeauty [Black Beauty], Biloxi, Chinese 20797,
Ebony, Edward Soy, Haberlandt, Hollybrook 17278, Ito

San Soy, Mammoth Yellow, Otootan, Pekin 152, Rueland
[Riceland?] 20797, Shanghai 14952, Swan 22379, Tokyo
17267, Virginia 32906, Wilson (Black) 19185.
“Variety tests for seed” (p. 101-03) states that “the
Experiment Station has tested 30 different varieties or strains
for seed production. Much larger numbers have been grown
for observation purposes. Most of the varieties have been
furnished by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.” Table
VI (p. 102) gives the yields of seed from these 30 varieties
from 1908 to 1918, and the yield of straw during 1917 and
1918. Varieties mentioned here but not mentioned above
are: Flat King (from 1909), Medium Green (from 1916),
Medium Yellow (from 1916), Morse (from 1914), Rueland
(from 1912), Tar Heel (1916 only), and Wilson (yellow; from
1917).
“During the 11 year period Blackbeauty stood at the
head three years in production of seed; Haberlandt, two
years; Mammoth Yellow, Sherwood, Tokyo, Hollybrook and
Biloxi one year each. During the 11 year period the four most
productive varieties for seed of each year included Mammoth
Yellow seven times; Blackbeauty five times; Hollybrook five
times; Edward, Haberlandt, Ebony and Wilson each three
times; Baird, Acme, Shanghai, and Swan each two times;
Flat King, Peking, Sherwood, Virginia, Biloxi and Otootan
each one time.”
“Enemies of the soy bean (p. 118-20): Probably the
greatest enemy to the growing of the soy bean is rabbits.
They are very fond of the young, green, tender foliage.
Where only a small patch is planted, the rabbit has been
known to destroy it entirely. It is suggested that the farmer
plant enough for the-rabbits and for the farm.
“A very small eel-like worm, called nematode,
(Heterodera radicicola) sometimes attacks the soy bean root
and causes irregular enlargements on it. The enlargements
are mistaken by some for nodules caused by nitrogengathering bacteria, peculiar to this plant. Where the soil is
badly infested with this insect, the farmer is advised to plant
some other crop that is not susceptible to its attack.
“The soy bean suffers from a disease that attacks the
underground part of the plant and causes the leaves and
stem to wilt. When the plant is examined, it is noticed
that the bark is soft, and the woody part of the stem dark.
This darkening of the stem is due to a microscopic fungus
(Fusarium tracheiphilum–Smith), which is said to be the
same organism that produces the wilt of cow-peas. When
a field becomes infested with this disease, it should not be
planted in soy beans or cowpeas susceptible to wilt.
“Root rot attacks the soy bean plant and causes a wilting
of the leaves, followed by the death of the entire plant. When
the plant is pulled up, a mat of white fluffy mold is usually
found on the stem directly below the point where the stem
enters the ground. On it may later appear small round bodies
(sclerotia) which perpetuate the fungus.
“Leaf spot sometimes appears when the plants have
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about reached maturity. It does not do much injury.”
A photo shows a diseased soy bean root and the effects
of nematodes. Address: Agriculturist, Auburn, Alabama.
1187. R. 1918. De oogst van sojaboonen in Mandsjoerije
[The harvest of soybeans in Manchuria]. Olien en Vetten
3(19):145. Nov. [Dut]
1188. Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin (Berkshire Co. Farm
Bureau, Pittsfield, Massachusetts). 1918. Soy bean
demonstrations. 2(2):34-35. Dec.
• Summary: “Soy beans have been grown with corn in
these demonstrations to determine their value in silage. The
experiment has not gone far enough yet to determine whether
the growers consider them worth while for this purpose.
Most of the raisers say they will grow them another year.”
Farmers who inoculated the seeds usually got plants
with root nodules, and vice versa. Details are given for the
following towns in Berkshire County: Tyringham: Raymond
Taylor planted 6 acres of Mammoth Yellow variety with
white flint corn on June 1. Great Barrington: Roy W. Busby
planted 6 acres of Medium Green variety the first week of
June. Cheshire: Orrin C. Martin planted 4 acres of Medium
Green variety on June 1. South Lee: Ascension Farm School
planted 1 acres of Medium Green variety on May 31.
Lanesborn: Teot Bros. planted soybeans that were eaten by
woodchucks. “A year ago, however, on another section of the
farm, they had a wonderful stand with their corn which they
considered increased the feeding value of the corn one third.”
“Altford: John Dellea had a very successful stand in a
small section of his field which was left by courtesy of the
jack rabbits and woodchucks.” Ashley Falls: R.L. Hurlburt
grew several acres separately. “He has raised them for
several years and says they increase the palatability of the
corn very much; and not only is the feeding value greater,
but he cattle will eat more of it. He says he will grow soy
beans as long as he farms. Mr. Hurlburt grew the following
varieties: Medium Green, Wilson, Sable and Hollybrook.
Medium Green averaged 6 tons to the acre. The Wilson,
Sable and Hollybrook 7 tons.”
1189. Holman, Charles William. 1918. Holman, Charles
William. 1918. Preliminary confidential report of the soya
bean industry of Manchuria, China... Covering some phases
of the production, manufacture and export of soya beans,
soya bean oil and soya bean cake. 44 p. 44 p. Unpublished
typescript.
• Summary: This report contains observations made by the
author during a 4-month trip (which ended 23 Sept. 1918)
to Manchuria. Manchuria is divided in two large divisions,
North and South. North Manchuria was, for all practices, a
Russian-controlled territory until the recent dissolution of the
Russian government. South Manchuria may be considered
Japanese territory.

Contents: Introduction. Japanese trade policy. Acreage
of soya beans. Production of soya beans in 1917. Details of
crop production in 1911 (by districts). Estimates of soybean
beans production, North Manchuria in former years (19061909). Primitive farming methods. Exports of soya beans
(incl. cake and oil; 1911-1917). Export tariff. Storage at
export points. Stocks on hand. Condition of stocks. Sack
shortage in North Manchuria. The milling capacity of beans
of Manchuria.
Bean mills of Harbin (In the Railway Zone only. A table
lists the name of each of the 20 mills–18 are Chinese names
and 2 Russian {Kasatkin and Kabalkin}, and the maximum
monthly capacity of each in pieces of bean cake. The largest
is 72,000 pieces/month, the smallest is 21,000 pieces, and the
total is more than 717,800 pieces/month. The actual yearly
output of these mills is about 50% of capacity. Each cake
weighs about 62 pounds avoir.).
Bean mills of Dairen (In the industrial quarter or the
Chinese quarter of Dairen. Tables lists the name of each of
the 50 mills. All but 4 are Chinese names; those four are
Nisshin, Santai, Kodera and Saito, each of which produces
110,000 or more pieces of cake per month. The maximum
monthly capacity of each in pieces of bean cake is given. The
largest {Fushungheng} is 126,000 pieces/month, the smallest
is 30,000 pieces, and the total is 2,127,000 pieces/month).
Bean mills of Antung (A table lists the 14 mills. All but
one (the An Pu Mill, which is Japanese owned) are Chinese.
The monthly capacity ranges from 31,500 pieces to 17,100
pieces. Approximately small mills up the river, whose names
are not given, produce an estimated 27,000 pieces a month,
for a total of 366,000 bean cakes per month). Bean oil mills
of Newchwang (8 mills. The largest {Kodua, probably
Japanese owned} monthly capacity is 150,000 pieces of bean
cake, the smallest is 27,000, and the total monthly capacity is
564,000 pieces of bean cake).
Oil factories in Japan and their capacities (Two tables
shows: Name of mill. Principal oil produced. Monthly
capacity in both Cases and Long Tons. In Table #1, four
companies make [soy] bean oil: Suzuki 36,000 cases. Hirano
Daizu Kogyo 7,000 cases. Abe Bean Cake 6,000 cases.
Kashiwabara Oil Mill 1,500 cases. Suruga {Tsuruga} Oil
Mill 1,000 cases. In Table #2, seven companies make [soy]
bean oil: Nippon Yusho Rongyo 8,000 cases. Matsushita Oil
Mill 7,000 cases. Yokohama Bean Cake 7,000 cases. Maruju
5,000 cases. Oguri 4,000 cases. Kairyo Bean Cake 3,000
cases. Tohyo {Toyo} Oil Mill 3,000 cases. The difference
between the two tables is unclear. Of the 5 different types
of oil made from seeds in Japan, #1 is [soy] bean oil 3,182
long tons. #2 is cocoanut oil 2,267 long tons. #3 is rape seed
oil 1,467 long tons. #4 is cotton seed oil 534 long tons. #5 is
peanut oil 100 long tons).
Method of manufacture. The contents of soya beans.
Future of milling industry. How the war affected soya bean
trade (incl. unsuccessful attempt by Suzuki & Co. to corner
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the bean cake market). How the soya bean is
marketed. How the beans change hands. Selling
bean products on exchange (produce exchanges
are located at Harbin, Changchun, Kaiyuan,
and Dairen; in June 1913 Japanese officials set
up the Dairen Staple Products Exchange and
Dairen Trust and Guarantee Company to control
unscrupulous speculators). The fluctuating
money market. The bean market 1917-1918.
Transportation of beans. Preparing soya beans for
ocean shipment. Containers for oil. Trade policy
of the Japanese. Trade control of beans and bean
products. How to buy beans for the Government.
Page 32: “Speculation. The attempt of
Suzuki and Company to corner the bean cake
market. This began in the summer of 1917, and
extended through the present time. The bean
cake is one of the principal fertilizers in use in
Japan and Suzuki and Co. made a wrong guess
as to the size of the bean crop and the stocks
and undertook to corner the market. In order to
maintain the corner it was necessary for Suzuki
and Co. to enter the market and buy beans
heavily. This led to a frenzied speculation on the
part of all the members of the trade at Dairen
which shot the prices of beans and beancake up
to exorbitant figures. The attempt to corner the
market failed because of two main factors: A. The
price of fertilizer was beyond the reach of the
Japanese farmers and they refused to purchase in
the usual quantities. B. The stock of soya beans
on hand in Manchuria proved unusually large
due both to the large crop and to the accumulated
surplus which ordinarily would go to Europe.”
Page 43 notes: “Without doubt Mitsui and
Co. handle the greatest quantity of bean oil and possibly
beans, at the present time. Suzuki, Kodera, Yoko, T. Yuasa
Masuda, and the Nisshin Oil Mills comprises the principal
Japanese firms. They do an all Manchurian business. In
Dairen the firm of Thomson and Hannan is the largest
foreign buying firm; they are closely associated with Vassard
and Co. In North Manchuria, (another name for the Danish
East Asiatic Company) Danish Soshin Brothers Russian and
Klemantaski-Bates and Co. British are the chief competitors
of the Japanese.”
Tables show production, exports, movements, and
chemical composition of soy beans, bean cake, and bean oil.
Note: According to Manchurian expert David Wolff of
Princeton University, Holman originally went to Russia with
John Stevens (an American railway builder), to work for the
Russian railway system to help the war effort (1917). After
the Russian Revolution in 1917, he stayed on under Stevens
to work for the technical board of the Interallied Railway
Corps headquartered in Harbin. Address: USA.

1190. American Mutual Seed Co. 1918. Headquarters for
grass and field seeds: Selling at lowest wholesale prices.
Our customers share in the profits. Seed guide-season 1918
(Mail-order catalog). Chicago, Illinois. 48 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Three photos on the front cover show: (1) A
man riding on a farm implement pulled by two horses in
front of a field of tall sugar cane plants. “Cane produces big
crops of forage.” (2) A field with bales of hay made from
“Iowa–103–The champion early oats, making 100 bu per
acre. (3) Two varieties of corn. “Located as we are in the
Greatest Terminal Market in the World [Chicago], we are in
a position to secure the cream of the crop and to get it at a
price with which no competitor can compete.” The secretary
and general manager of the company is J.F. Summers of
Malvern, Iowa–but with headquarters in Chicago. He offers
a money back guarantee of high germination, honest weight,
and honest value if the seeds are returned within 30 days
of receipt. On page 2 is a full-page letter from Secretary
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Summers, with a photo of him at his desk. Page 3 discusses
the profit-sharing plan, upon which the company was
founded.
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 20) discusses:
Introduction. Varieties: Mammoth Yellow, Medium Early
Yellow, Ito San, and Black Ebony (the latter is an unusual
varietal name). Concerning Black Ebony: “We have a nice
supply of this seed stock that has been carefully recleaned
and we feel sure that they will please you. Owing to
unsettled market we are unable to quote firm prices.” Note
1. After each variety is written: “Owing to unsettled market
we are unable to quote firm prices. See list.” Note 2. This is
the earliest English-language document seen (March 2003)
that uses the word “recleaned” in connection with cleaning
soybeans.
Growing the crop: Soil, preparation of seed bed,
seeding, tillage, harvesting. A large horizontal photo shows
“A large field of soy beans, the greatest soil builder known.”
The introduction to the section on soy beans begins:
“No crop has increased in popularity in recent years more
rapidly than the Soy Bean, and it is rapidly becoming one of
the most profitable crops which can be grown throughout the
corn belt. It was formerly thought that it could not be grown
only in a limited territory, but the result of the numerous tests
by the several State experimental stations and by the United
States Department of Agriculture has proven that Soy Beans
may be grown over a much greater area than was at first
supposed possible.”
“Soy beans may be utilized either as a soiling crop,
pasture crop, hay crop or grown for seed. As a soiling crop
for cows, no crop surpasses them for producing a high yield
of milk. Hogs turned into a patch of Soy Beans as the beans
are commencing to form will make a phenomenal growth.
The Soy Beans will produce under favorable conditions 12
to 13 tons of fresh fodder per acre, containing large amounts
of crude protein and fat, which makes an excellent forage to
mix in with corn fodder or some other forage plant high in
carbohydrate but low in protein.
“If grown for seed this crop will produce from 25 to 40
bushels per acre of the most concentrated food stuff that can
be produced upon the farm, and the ground seed is equal
pound for pound with oil meal in feeding value, and it is
claimed that butter made from cows fed this meal has an
exceedingly fine texture and flavor.”
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2013) that
mentions the soybean variety Black Ebony. Address: 43rd &
Robey Streets, Chicago, Illinois.
1191. Cole’s Seed Store. 1918. Cole’s garden annual (Mailorder catalog). Pella, Iowa. 80 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: The half-page section titled “Soja or Soy Bean”
(p. 53) states: “This valuable legume is attracting more

attention each year. Soja Beans is an ideal crop for turning
under green to improve worn out soils and it fertilizes the
soil where grown like clover will.
“It is also valuable for hay or pasture for all kinds of
stock. Will mature in all parts of the corn belt, sometimes
growing 4 ft. high, heavily podded with seed, yielding 20
to 30 bushels per acre. The ground beans are equal to Oil
Meal or Cotton Seed Meal in feeding value. The hay is best
to feed in conjunction with corn fodder to reduce its excess
of protein. It should be cut for hay before the stems become
woody. Seed can be planted after corn planting time; can be
sown broadcast at the rate of ½ bu. per acre or in drills 30
inches apart.
“Price per pkt. 5 cts., lb. 20 cts., 3 lbs. 50 cts., postpaid;
by freight or express, pk. $1.25, bu. $5.00.”
An illustration shows a soy bean plant in full leaf, with a
bunch of pods in the corner.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #030485.
Address: Pella, Iowa.
1192. Conn, Herbert William. 1918. Agricultural
bacteriology: A study of the relation of germ life to the
farm with laboratory experiments for students. 3rd ed.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: P. Blakiston’s Son & Co. x +
357 p. Illust. Index. [265* ref]
• Summary: The soy bean is mentioned on pages 105, 109,
110, 113, 134.
Page 105: An illustration shows tubercles on the roots of
a soy bean plant.
Page 109-110: “Are there different species of tubercle
bacteria: It is practically certain that nearly all soils contain
bacteria capable of living in symbiosis with leguminous
plants. Not all species of legumes are capable of developing
root tubercles equally well in all soils. Some soils will
luxuriantly support certain species of beans, peas, or
clovers, producing a large crop, developing quantities of
tubercles and fixing an abundance of nitrogen, while the
same soil will not support other species of legumes with
equal readiness. For example, the soil of Connecticut is not
adapted to the legume called the soy bean. When this bean is
planted in the ordinary Connecticut soil it does not flourish,
but yields a small crop unless heavily fertilized, and does
not produce tubercles. This species does, however, grow
readily in Massachusetts. Some years ago the experiment
was tried of importing Massachusetts soil, upon which this
plant had produced abundant tubercles, and mixing it with
the Connecticut soil, subsequently planting the soy bean.
The result was an excellent growth of the soy bean and the
development of tubercles. Afterward these particular plots of
land were capable of producing large luxuriant crops of the
soy bean, with abundant root tubercles and a large fixation
of atmospheric nitrogen. Evidently Connecticut soil does not
contain the bacteria adapted for producing the tubercles in
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the cow pea, the soy bean, the velvet bean and the crimson
clover.” Address: Formerly Prof. of Biology, Wesleyan Univ.,
Middletown, Connecticut.

the soy bean, although those which produce tubercles on the
pea and the clover are abundant enough.”
Page 113: “Some species of legume find in a certain soil
the tubercle organism adapted to them, while other species of
legume may not find the proper organisms in the same soil.
The soy bean is a most excellent crop for nitrogen gathering
since it is an extremely luxurious growing legume, producing
abundant tubercles and a large fixation of nitrogen when
supplied with the organisms which produce tubercles. But in
order to make use of this crop it may be necessary to import
the proper bacteria from other soils.”
Page 134: “Green manuring is of particular value in
sandy, loose soils, where the humus is scanty, and where
the texture of the soil facilitates losses by draining. In such
soils so rapid is the draining that it is sometimes difficult
to get fertilizers to remain in the soil long enough for their
proper assimilation by the plant. The use of legumes, plowed
under to furnish a mass of decaying vegetation, greatly
improves the texture of the soil and will, in time, give them
a fair humus content. By this means very unpromising sandy
soils can be reclaimed to a fair condition of fertility. The
legumes found to be best adapted to such sandy soils are

1193. Hall, Bolton. 1918. Three acres and liberty. Revised
ed. New York, NY: The Macmillan Company. xviii + 276 p.
See p. 233. Frontispiece. Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 8, “The kitchen garden,” states (p. 7071): “Before the plowing is done, the land for the garden
should be manured at the rate of twenty-five large wagon
loads to the acre. If you can get a suitable plot that has been
in red clover, alfalfa, soy beans, or cowpeas, for a number
of years, so much the better. These plants have on their roots
nitrogen-fixing bacteria, which draw nitrogen from the air.
Nitrogen is the great meat-maker and forces a prolonged and
rapid growth of all vegetables.
Page 91: The United States Agricultural Department
“supplied free to farmers the bacteria for inoculation. Now
they supply it only for experimental purposes. A laboratory
has been fitted up for the work. The method is to propagate
bacteria for each of the various leguminous plants such as
clover, alfalfa, soy beans, cow peas, tares, and velvet beans.
All of these plants are of incalculable value in different
sections of the country as forage for farm animals.”
Page 171: “The heaviest clay is made lighter and more
porous, and the lightest sand is readily made retentive of
moisture and extremely productive, by plowing in different
kinds of crops as green manure, such as cow peas, soy beans,
the vetches, etc.; crimson clover, winter oats, rye, turnips,
and numerous other crops may be sown in August or later,...”
In chapter 24, “Some experimental foods,” we read
(p. 231-32): “The future, it seems, has many strange dishes
in store for the American stomach. Whether you are rich
or one of the plain people that have to work, whether the
idea of new fantastic food appeals to your palate or to
your pocketbook, you will be attracted by the array of
foreign viands with curious names which have already
been successfully introduced and are now beginning to
be marketed in this country. Mr. William N. Taft, in the
Technical World Magazine, presents the following wild
menu for the dinner table: Jujube Soup. Brisket of Antelope.
Boiled Petsai Dasheen au Gratin. Creamed Udo. Soy Bean
and Lichee Nut Salad. Yang Taw Pie. Mangoes Kaki. Sake.
This, he assures us, is not the bill of fare of a Chinese eating
house, nor yet of a Japanese restaurant, it is the daily meal
of an American family two decades hence, if the Department
of Agriculture succeeds in its attempt to introduce a large
number of new foods to this country for the dual purpose
of supplying new dainties and reducing the cost of living.
Uncle Sam has determined to decrease the price of food as
much as possible, and, for this purpose, delegated Dr. David
S. Fairchild, Agricultural Explorer in charge of the Foreign
Plant Section of the Bureau of Plant Industry, in particular, to
see what can be done about it.”
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And page 233: “The soy bean, once started, grows
wild and yields several crops a season. It can be prepared
in a multitude of ways, from baking to a delicious salad.
According to Doctor Yamei Kin, the head of the Women’s
Medical School near Pekin, milk can be made from it to cost
about six cents a quart and equal to cows’ milk. It would be
a blessing if we could get rid of the sacred but unclean cow.
One of the state dairy inspectors told me, ‘We consider milk
a filthy product.’” Address: Author.
1194. Hall, William H. ed. 1918. Reconstruction in Turkey:
A series of reports compiled for The American Committee of
Armenian and Syrian Relief. New York, NY: ACASR. 243 p.
No index. [25* ref]
• Summary: In the chapter on “Agriculture,” the section
titled “Agriculture in Asia Minor” begins (p. 134): “Asia
Minor, or Anatolia as it is called locally, with European
Turkey on the west and Armenia on the east is the heart of
the Turkish Empire.”
The subsection on “Products” states (p. 136): “Two other
characteristics of the vegetation deserve especial notice...
The other exceedingly interesting fact is the prevalence of
legumes of various sorts which inoculate the soil with their
bacteria and invite the cultivation of legumes for agricultural
purposes including alfalfa. White calico beans are raised
in quantity, so also horse beans. There are peas of several
varieties including chick peas, inviting the use of cow peas
and soy beans in crop rotation and as soil builders.”
At bottom of title page: “For private distribution only.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2008)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Turkey. Address: ACASR, 1 Madison Ave., New York City.
1195. Halsted, Byron D. 1918. Report of the Department of
Botany. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 38:369-424. For the year ending Oct. 31,
1917. See p. 379-84.
• Summary: In the section titled “Environment an
influencing viability and vigor: Depth of planting–corn,
beans, soybeans” (p. 374-84) is a long subsection on
“Soybeans” (p. 379-84) using Ito San soybeans. Tables
show the results: (7) Influence of depth of planting on the
viability of soybeans. Soybeans should be planted no more
than 3 inches deep. (8) Classification of the pods of the crop
(with and without aborts). The 2-seeded pods averaged the
highest yield and the 1-seeded the lowest. (9) Classification
of the pods of the crop with percentages (with and without
aborts). (10) Weight of seeds as related to position in the
pod of the deed planted. (11) Weight of seed as related to its
position in the pod. (12) Comparison of weights in the same
pod–full pods. (13) Abortiveness–two-ovuled pods. (14)
Abortiveness–three-ovuled pods. (15) Abortiveness–threeovuled two-seeded pods. Address: Sc.D., Botanist [New
Brunswick, New Jersey].

1196. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, Augustine W. 1918. Report
of the Department of Soil Chemistry and Bacteriology. New
Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
38:333-68. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1917. See p. 350-68.
• Summary: The section titled “The continuous growing of
wheat and rye with and without a legume as green manure,
1917” (p. 350-52) reports the yields of yields of each cereal
alone (grain or straw) or followed by soybeans. In each case,
the yields followed by soybeans used as green manure are
greater.
The section titled “Vegetation experiments on the
availability of phosphorus and potassium compounds” (p.
353-66) mentions Guelph variety soybeans.
Summary: “When soybeans were grown in coarse white
sand, basic slag as a source of phosphorus gave about as
good yields as acid phosphate... The average percentage
of nitrogen in the dry matter (soybean hay) was about the
same with basic slag as with acid phosphate.” Address: 1.
Ph.D., Soil Chemist and Bacteriologist; 2. A.M., Assoc. Soil
Chemist [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
1197. Paerels, J.J. 1918. Soja [Soya]. In: Dr. K.W. Van
Gorkom’s Oost-Indische Cultures. 1918. Amsterdam: J.H. de
Bussy. 2nd ed. Vol. 2. Edited by Dr. H.C. Prinsen Geerligs.
See p. 839-51. Figs. 285-86. [8 ref. Dut]
• Summary: This is a reprint of Paerels 1913. Contents:
Origin and native land. The soybean plant: Botanical
description (flowers, seeds, fertilization, germination),
types and varieties, geographical distribution. Cultivation
of soybeans: General instructions for growing, planting,
manuring, diseases and pests. Production, trade, and use:
Tofu (Tao-Hoe), Chinese soy sauce (Tao-Yoe), soybean
paste (Tao-Tjiong [a term, and perhaps a product, between
doujiang and tao-tjo, Indonesian-style miso]), composition
of the seeds and nutritive value (samenstelling en
voedingswaarde). Photos show: Plants of a black variety
(p. 840), and a white variety of soybeans (p. 841). Address:
Netherlands.
1198. Prince, Ford S. 1918. Soy beans for silage. New
Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station, Press Bulletin
No. 96.
• Summary: “In the spring of 1917 the Experiment Station
published Bulletin 181, ‘The Soy Bean in New Hampshire,’
in which the soy bean was recommended chiefly as a crop
to supplement corn in the silo. Since that time we have
had favorable reports as to the use of the soy bean for that
purpose, and there is no doubt that there is still a field for
much wider use of the crop.
“The chief reason for the use of soy beans as a
supplement to corn in the silo is that they increase the protein
content of the silage.”
For making silage, the soy beans can either be planted
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together with the corn, or planted alone in rows, then cut
and mixed with the corn at silo-filling time. If the soy beans
and corn are seeded together, select a variety of corn that is
not too heavy, rank, or tall, lest it shade the ground so much
that the soy beans do not grow well. Mix the seeds before
planting at the rate of 8 quarts of corn with 4-5 quarts of
soy beans per acre. “Some farmers prefer to plant the corn
first and put the soy beans in the rows with a hand planter
afterwards, but this involves more labor. The ideal way to
harvest soy beans and corn is with a corn binder.”
For silage, any of the larger growing soy bean varieties
may be used: Mammoth Yellow, Medium Yellow, Ito San,
Medium Green, or Hollybrook. Address: Durham, New
Hampshire.
1199. Shih, Chi Yien. 1918. Beans and bean products.
Shanghai, China: Soochow University Biology Dept. 13 p.
24 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The author’s name in pinyin is probably Shi
Jiyan. At the head of each section, the name of each product
or type of bean is written in Chinese characters. Contents:
Introduction by N. Gist Gee of the Dept. of Biology,
Soochow Univ., China.
Note 1. Soochow, also called Su-chou (formerly
Wuhsien) is a city in southern Kiangsu (pinyin: Jiangsu)
province, in eastern China, on the Grand Canal. Introduction
and names of soy beans: Classical Chinese names, colloquial
Chinese names, Latin names, and English name (Soja bean).
Soy beans. The food products of soy beans. Bean curd (Cc).
Tou fu koen. Po yeh. Yu tou fu [fried tofu]. Ju fu [fermented
tofu]. Tsao ju fu [fried fermented tofu]. Ch’ing hsien ju fu.
Tou chiang or bean sauce. Chiang yu. Bean ferment or tou
huang. Bean Sprouts. Bean relish or tou shih [fermented
black soybeans]. Bean oil.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that contains the term You tou fu
(regardless of hyphenation).
Beans (Four varieties of Phaseolus mungo var. radiatus:
chidou = dark-red [azuki] bean, baichidou = white dark-red
bean, lüchidou = green red bean, and lüdou = green [mung]
bean): The food products from the green [mung] beans
(lüdou): Bean sprouts, green bean congee or lu tou chou,
green bean soup or lu tou tang, green bean pudding or lu tou
kao and lu tou sha. The food products from the red [azuki]
bean (quite similar to those made from the green [mung]
bean): Congee, rice, pudding, tou sha.
Hyacinth beans (Dolichos lablab; five Chinese varieties
/ names: biandou, baibiandou, qingbiandou, zibiandou,
longzhao biandou). Asparagus beans [cowpeas] (Vigna
catiang; four Chinese varieties / names: jiangdou, panxiang
jiangdou, manli jiangdou, baimi jiangdou). The food
products from Pien Tou and Chiang Tou. Medicine. Flowers
and seeds of the Pai Pien Tou, the broad bean, windsor bean,
or horse bean (Vicia faba); In China it has two names: (1)

Ts’an Tou or silkworm bean, because it is harvested at the
time the silkworm is making its cocoon; (2) Han Tou or cold
bean, because it grows through the winter. The food products
from Ts’an tou (broad bean): Bean shoot (tou miao), Ch’ing
tou (as a vegetable), Ja tou (broad bean sprouts), Shien fan
and fan bee (made from broad beans and mung beans), Tou
sha. The section on the names of beans (p. 1) we will give
the English name, Latin name, the classical Chinese names
/ colloquial Chinese names, and an English translation in
parentheses, as follows: (1) Soja bean, Glycine hispida:
heidou / heidou (black [soy] bean), huangdou / huangdou
(yellow bean), yangyandou / yangyandou (sheep eye bean),
maliaodou / maliaodou (horse material / feed bean),–/ guguo
qingdou (bone wrap green bean),–/ jiajia sandou (pod pod
three bean), xiangsidou (mutually think bean) / xiaqngzhidou
(fragrant branch bean),–/ bayue baidou (8th month white
bean). Soja bean: Dolichos cultratus quedou (magpie bean) /
equedou (chirp magpie bean). Soja bean: Phaseolus vulgaris
baidou (white bean) / shui bai dou (water white bean),–/
shidou (fennel bean) (Note 3. shiluo means “fennel”),–/
guashudou (melon ripe bean),–/ maquedou (sparrow bean),–/
niuta biandou (cow tread flat bean),–/ yadou (sprout bean),–/
shijia xiangdou (ten family fragrant bean),–/ xifeng qingdou
(west wind green bean),–/ shizi hedou (persimmon pit
bean),–/ denglongdou (lantern bean).
Note 4. The large title “Soy Beans” at the top of this
table, the right column which says that the English name of
each variety is “Soja bean,” and the next 8 pages which are
only about soy beans, strongly indicate that all the colloquial
names in this table refer to different varieties of soy beans.
Moreover, all these colloquial names appear again on page 3
in a table on planting and harvest times of different varieties
of [soy] beans. The bottom half of the colloquial names
are probably from different parts of China, since Dr. H.T.
Huang (a soybean expert) has never heard many of these
colloquial names before. The most puzzling question is:
What are Dolichos cultratus and Phaseolus vulgaris doing at
the bottom of the “Latin name” column? Dolichos cultratus
is not listed on either of the two comprehensive taxonomy
databases (GRIN and ILDIS, which include all past Latin /
scientific names). Phaseolus vulgaris refers to the common
bean, such as the kidney bean, pinto bean, navy bean, frijole,
etc.
2. Soy beans. “They were introduced into France during
the reign of Ch’ien Lung about 1740 A.D. by a French
Consul; into England in 1790, into Australia in 1875, into
Germany 1881, and 1888 into America. They were known
here from ancient times and were mentioned in the oldest
books Pên Ts’ao Kong Mu, which were written by the
Emperor Shen-nung in the year 2838 B.C., and the later
Chinese Classics.”
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2002) that treats Shen Nung as a real, historical
figure, or that says the first written record of the soybean
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appears in a book written by him. The information about
that book is wildly inaccurate. The Bencao gangmu (The
great pharmacopoeia), perhaps China’s most famous materia
medica, was written by Li Shizhen (+1596). The above
information, which is all wrong, has been cited again and
again, down to the present day (2002), in connection with the
supposed origin of the soybean.
“Even during the ancient times they were considered
by the people to be the most important of the cultivated
leguminous plants.” Note 6. This is the earliest document
seen (Aug. 2002) which states, incorrectly, that the date of
Emperor Shen-nung’s book is 2838 B.C.
“The methods of cultivation are as follows: In general
all of the soja beans are planted in rows along the banks
of canals and the boundaries of the fields, which separate
the fields of one family from those of another, except those
which are called oil beans or Eighth month white bean and
Water white bean. These last are planted in large fields.
The oil beans are planted early in June.” The method of
cultivation, harvest, and threshing is then described in detail.
A table gives the time of planting and harvest for 18 varieties
of Chinese soybeans, grouped into 6 types by planting and
harvest dates: (1) Plant in latter part of April, harvest in
latter part of Sept.: Heidou (black [soy] bean), huangdou
(yellow bean), maliaodou (horse material / feed bean), guguo
qingdou (bone wrap green bean), jiajia sandou (pod pod
three bean), xiangzhidou (fragrant branch bean). (2) Plant
in early part of June, harvest in middle part of Sept.: bayue
baidou (8th month white bean), shuibaidou (water white
bean), maquedou (sparrow bean). (3) Plant in early part of
July, harvest in early part of Oct.: equedou (chirp magpie
bean). niuta biandou (cow tread flat bean), shijia xiandou
(ten family fragrant bean), xifeng qingdou (west wind green
bean), shizi hedou (persimmon pit bean), denglongdou
(lantern bean). (4) Plant in early part of April, harvest in
early part of July: guashudou (melon ripe bean). (5) Plant
in early part of April, harvest in latter part of July: shidou
(fennel bean). (6) Plant in early part of April, harvest in latter
part of June: yadou (sprout bean).
The rest of the work concerns the food products of the
beans, including a detailed description of how each is made.
Note 7. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Australia or Oceania (1875). It is not clear
whether or not these soybeans were cultivated in Australia;
they may well have been. The source of these soybeans
is unknown, as is the author’s source of information
concerning that early introduction, 43 years before Shih
wrote this booklet. He is the first to give such an early date
for the introduction of soybeans to Australia. Yet the date
does not seem unreasonably early since there were 17,000
Chinese in Australia by 1855 (see Australian Department
of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs. 1985. “A Land of
Immigrants”). Address: Biology Dep., Soochow Univ.,
China.

1200. Shive, John W. 1918. Report of progress in plant
physiology. I. The toxicity of phosphates toward soybean
seedlings. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 38:405-08. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1917.
• Summary: Discusses: Monobasic phosphate salts used
singly in soil cultures. Monobasic phosphate salts in soil
cultures with complete nutrient mixtures. Monobasic
phosphate salts in solution cultures with complete nutrient
mixtures. “The studies of the influence of the monobasic
phosphate salts on the growth of soybeans, which were
begun last year, were continued during a part of this year.”
Address: Plant physiologist [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
1201. Winkler, Gustav. 1918. Die Sojabohne: Fuenfter
Bericht Ernte 1917 [The soybean: Fifth report of harvesting
1917]. Frankfurt am Main, Germany: Published by the
author. [Ger]*
Address: Frankfurt am Main.
1202. Wolkoff, M.I. 1918. Effect of ammonium sulfate in
nutrient solution on the growth of soybeans in sand cultures.
New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 38:416-19. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1917.
• Summary: This is a “Report of progress in plant
physiology” within the “Report of the Department of
Botany.” Ammoniacal nitrogen, in the form of sulfate in the
Tottingham nutrient solution, was used study to its effect
on soybean yields. “The solutions of the series, which
is designated as the ammonium sulfate series, employed
four salts: mono-potassium phosphate, calcium nitrate,
ammonium sulfate, and magnesium sulfate.” As is well
known, Tottingham’s nutrient solutions contain these 4 salts.
Address: New Brunswick, New Jersey.
1203. Pridmore, J.C. 1918? Soy beans. Southern Fertilizer
Association, Soil Improvement Committee, Bulletin No. 17. 6
p. Undated.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Rotation for beans.
Preparation of seed bed. Planting the crop. Fertilizers. Yield.
A profitable crop.
“Cotton, the largest single and most exclusive cash crop
in the South in the past, can no longer be grown so profitably
in large areas because of the boll weevil. Little of the cotton
belt remains uncovered by this dreaded pest... It has been
estimated that the loss from this insect alone from 1895
to 1914 was over $700,000,000.” The peanut has recently
become a stable field crop to supplement cotton seed, but the
demand for oils and fats is not yet satisfied. “The crop that
admirably meets the needs of these collective interests... is
the Soy Bean.” Harvesting, threshing, and storing the crop,
yields and value as a farm crop for the cotton section, are
included.
Photos show: (1) A field of soy beans almost ready to
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harvest (front cover). (2) Two mules pulling a cultivator, with
a farmer riding on it. (3) Soy bean plants curing in stacks.
Address: M.S., Agronomist.
1204. Bailey, S. Waldo. 1919. Soy beans for hay and silage
(Letter to the editor). Rural New-Yorker 78(4516):67. Jan.
11.
• Summary: In this letter, the author recommends growing
Soy beans with corn for silage, which he has done
successfully for two years in Berkshire Co., Massachusetts,
where the growing season is very short. A brief sketch of his
1917 crop will be found in the Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin.
His 1918 crop was even better in that both corn and beans
were more fully matured. The Medium Green soybean
variety seems to be best suited to his conditions. He believes
that adding soybeans to corn silage greatly increases its
feeding value.
Contains a detailed description of his silage and hay
growing and harvesting methods. Address: [Pittsfield],
Berkshire Co., Massachusetts.
1205. Jordan, Sam. 1919. A run-down farm that bought
itself: The story of twenty-five years’ experiences in building
up to success. Country Gentleman 84(1):6. Jan. 11.
• Summary: “If you will take a piece of land that will grow
just a little corn, put soy beans in the hills at planting time
and drill cowpeas between the rows at laying-by time, allow
the stock to feed it down, then plow under what is left about
two or three inches deeper than you ever plowed, sow rye on
it for a winter cover crop and pasture to be lightly plowed
under in early spring, and crop again the same way for three
years, I can guarantee a very productive piece of land.
“I used the cowpeas entirely at that time, as I was not
familiar with the value of the soy bean. My experience and
observation since then have clearly indicated that the soy
bean is preferable in nearly every respect. It can be planted
as early as you desire to plant corn, as it will endure a great

deal of cold weather both spring and fall.
“Soy bean is weevil-proof: It grows in a
small bush, does not interfere with cultivation and
is more easily harvested and more easily cured than
the cowpea, since the seed and the stems ripen at
the same time. It produces seed much more heavily
than the cowpea, and weevils do not molest the
seed. It is doubtful, however, if anything is better
than New Era cowpeas for sowing between rows of
corn at laying-by time; some of the heavy-vining
varieties are perhaps better when it is desired to
plow them under for a green manure.
“The question is sometimes asked whether
or not soy beans, drilled in the hill with the corn
at the time of planting, about as many beans as
there are grains of corn, injure the corn. From my
own experience, and from careful observation,
especially through the dry season of 1911, 1913, 1914 and
1918, I could not help but conclude that on an average the
beans growing with the corn did not either damage or benefit
the corn. We invariably found in the few exceptional cases
where the beans appeared to be injuring the corn that there
were no nodules on the roots of the beans, indicating that
they had not been inoculated. If the beans are not getting
nitrogen from the air they will perform the same function as
weeds and, of course, do mischief.
“Since the soy beans and cowpeas are short-season
plants and begin their nitrogen gathering very early in their
growth, it would seem apparent that during the growth of
the corn it is actually obtaining some of the nitrogen that has
been secured by the soy beans. Another cause for the corn’s
being benefited in a dry year is that cowpeas and soy beans
will assist in shading the ground and preventing too much
heat and evaporation. The soy bean will make a good growth
in an extremely dry season, and take less moisture from the
soil than would otherwise be taken from the exposed surface
of the ground by the hot sunshine, the wind and the cracking
of the earth.
“The soy bean will often yield from ten to twenty
bushels of seed to an acre, in addition to one or two tons of
threshed hay that makes a most excellent feed. A sixteenbushel yield of soy beans, with a ton of hay, is the equivalent
in feeding value of a forty-bushel yield of ear corn. When
sowing for hay or for seed best results are usually obtained
by drilling in rows about sixteen to thirty inches apart and
giving the growing crop good cultivation. A good implement
for cultivation is the common weeder or the spike-toothed
harrow. When the harrow is used the teeth should be slanted
well back. It should be kept in mind that it is always a
mistake to cultivate cowpeas or soy beans when the ground
is wet or when there is either dew or rain on the plants. The
work should be done in the heat of the day when the plants
are dry.
“A substitute for tankage: For planting in the corn one
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bushel of soy-bean seed will plant from sixteen to thirty
acres, depending upon the variety used. When sown from
sixteen to thirty-two inches apart for grain or hay, from a
peck to a half bushel of seed to an acre might be used.
“Soy beans fed to fattening hogs will largely take the
place of tankage. About one bushel of soy beans to five
bushels of corn makes a very high-class fattening ration.
“There are several methods of planting the beans in the
corn. Formerly, the corn and beans were mixed in the planter
box, but this is not very satisfactory. Sometimes, where corn
is drilled, the corn is first planted and the ground gone over
the second time, planting the beans in the same rows, but
not so deep. Judging from my own experience, however,
the most satisfactory way is to use a bean attachment on the
planter.
“I have become very enthusiastic over the virtue of the
soy bean, especially as a supplementary crop, and believe
that it will fill one of the greatest places in keeping up the
nitrogen content of the soil, adding materially to the amount
of our crops, and assisting in the control of noxious weed
growth in the fields. Soy beans should usually be inoculated,
as not all soils contain the proper bacteria. Trial packages of
inoculating material may be secured from the United States
Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Soil Bacteriology,
Washington, D.C.
“As a county agent, I am asking your help, that the boys
and girls who are to be the farmers to-morrow may work
out their destinies, pay for their homes, live in comfort and
contentment and be worth-while citizens in the communities
in which they live.”
A large aerial photo shows a farm, probably Sam
Jordan’s.
1206. Morse, W.J.; Hendrick, H.B. 1919. Illustrated
lecture on soy beans. USDA Syllabus No. 35. 16 p. Jan. 23.
Accompanied by 50 lantern slides. [16 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the increasing importance of soy
beans in the United States. Contents: Introduction. Feeding
value of soy beans: For sheep, for hogs, its use as pasture,
silage, and hay. Value of soy beans other than for stock feed:
Value of planting the beans for seed and for oil, use of soybean meal as a fertilizer, soy beans and soy-bean meal as
human food. Requirements for successful production: Soil
and climate, soil preparation, fertilizers, inoculation, seeding
and cultivation. Varieties: Mammoth, Guelph, Haberlandt,
Tokio, Ito San, Medium Yellow, Manchu, Wilson, Peking,
Black Eyebrow, Biloxi, and Barchet. Place in the cropping
system: Mixtures, special rotation. Harvesting and storing:
Cutting soy beans for seed, storing. Soy beans and cowpeas
compared. The talk is accompanied by 50 lantern slides; a
description of each is given in the Appendix.
“Extensive tests are being conducted by the United
States Department of Agriculture with soy-bean flour in the
making of bread. The flour or meal can be successfully used

as constituent for muffins, bread, and biscuits in much the
same way as corn meal. In these various food products about
one fourth soy-bean flour and three-fourths wheat flour have
been found to be the proper proportions. When a special
food of low starch content is desired, as for diabetic persons,
a larger proportion of soy flour is used and some form of
gluten is substituted for the wheat flour...
“The green bean when from three-fourths to full grown
can be prepared like green peas, or green Lima beans and
compares favorably with these in palatability... Soy beans are
now being sold on the market in the form of baked pork and
beans. Several large canners are now putting up this product
and the industry seems to be established on a permanent
basis. In addition to other uses given, the soy bean has
been utilized not only in the United States but in European
countries as a substitute for the coffee bean. When roasted
and prepared it makes an excellent substitute for coffee. In
Asia the dried beans, especially the green-seeded varieties,
are soaked in salt water and then roasted. This product is
eaten after the manner of roasted peanuts” (p. 6-7).
“Mixtures: Soy beans can be grown satisfactorily in
combination with other crops, thus affording a greater
variety and a larger yield of forage. A mixture of soy beans
and cowpeas makes a very satisfactory hay. Soy beans may
also be grown either for hay or ensilage in a mixture with
sorghum. Sudan grass is also excellent for growing with
soy beans, both the yield and the quality of the forage being
improved by the mixture. Soy beans are more generally
grown with corn, however, than with any other crop. This
mixture is planted in different sections in various ways;
namely, in alternate hills with the corn in the same row, in
alternate rows of each, in alternate series of two rows of
each, or broadcast in mixture... Mixed fields may also be
profitably utilized by pasturing to hogs. Early and medium
varieties of soy beans are sometimes planted in between the
corn rows at the time of the last cultivation. Silage made
from a crop of corn and soy beans in combination is an
excellent succulent feed. The larger late-growing varieties
are most desirable for this purpose” (p. 11). Address: 1.
Scientific Asst., Forage-Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry; 2. Specialist in Agricultural Education, States
Relation Service, USDA, Washington, DC.
1207. Bulletin Mensuel des Renseignements Agricoles et des
Maladies des Plantes (Rome). 1919. Recherches sur l’acidité
du sol, aux États-Unis. IV. Influence des engrais verts sur
l’acidité du sol [Research on soil acidity in the United States.
IV. Influence of green manures on soil acidity (Abstract)].
10(1):31, 35. No. 10. Jan. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
English-language article: White, J.W. 1918. “Soil acidity as
influenced by green manures.” J. of Agricultural Research
13(3):171-97.
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1208. Satterthwait, A.F. 1919. How to control billbugs
destructive to cereal and forage crops. Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 1003. 23 p. Jan. See p. 14, 21-22.
• Summary: The section titled “Means of control” states (p.
21): “Adopt a suitable system of crop rotation, in which corn
will be grown on the same land not longer than two years in
succession. In the South cotton, soy beans, or cowpeas may
be substituted if clean cultivation is practiced in order to
eliminate sedges, and will greatly aid in controlling billbugs.
In the North the growing of crops such as soy beans, flax,
or vegetable crops such as potatoes will serve the same
purpose.”
Also discusses billbug infestation and spread in chufas
(p. 14, 21-22), and peanuts (p. 14). Address: Scientific
Assistant, Cereal and Forage Insect Investigations.

1210. Moss, B.L. 1919. Soy and velvet beans: Planting,
cultivation and utilization. Progressive Farmer (The)
(Raleigh, North Carolina) 34(6):218. Feb. 8.
• Summary: “In the soy and velvet beans we believe the
South has two of the greatest crops introduced in the past
50 years. Both are legumes and hence soil- enrichers; both
produce large quantities of splendid feed; and both are well
suited to inter-cropping with corn, with little hurt to the grain
yield of the latter.”
In the South, the Mammoth Yellow is by far the most
widely grown variety of soy bean. Describes methods of
planting and cultivating soy beans, which are a great crop for
producing cheap pork.

for the latest bulletins on the subject. I studied these bulletins
and practiced accordingly. I selected two acres of ground that
had been run in corn the year before, and which had made
around 25 or 30 bushels per acre. Early in the spring I turned
this with a heavy two-horse plow before going to my other
crops. About the middle of May I used a heavy drag-tooth
harrow to loosen up the top of the ground and level it. Then I
went over it twice with the disk harrow, following again with
the drag harrow; and of course by this time the ground was
thoroughly, pulverized. About the 20th of May. I broadcasted
800 pounds of 10-4-4 fertilizer to the acre, and broadcasted
the beans at the rate of one and a half bushels to the acre and
used the disk to cover.
“I harvested the crop when the beans matured and
were beginning to turn yellow. This time my yield was
approximately three tons per acre, and worth something like
$30 to $40 a ton.
“Likewise I fed this hay to my stock and I believe that
I realized a greater gain from it indirectly than I would have
directly had I sold the hay at $30 per ton.
“Two years ago I used the same method in preparing
the soil for planting. The middle of May I laid my land off
in rows three feet apart and planted the beans very thickly in
rows. I gave them the same cultivation that I did corn. I made
a good crop. The stalks were literally loaded with well filled
beans, but before I could harvest them I was taken seriously
ill and was confined to my room three months and sixteen
days; so I lost the greater part of my crop.
“My advice is to prepare the soil well before planting.
Use a liberal supply of good fertilizer. If you are planting for
the bean crop, then plant in rows and cultivate practically the
same as you would for corn...”
“Last but not least, if you are not a subscriber to The
Progressive Farmer, subscribe to it at once. There is much
in it that will prove invaluable to you if you are a farmer.”
Address: Nebo, North Carolina.

1211. Snypes, M.V. 1919. Farmers’ experience meeting:
Success with soy beans. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh,
North Carolina) 34(6):220-21. Feb. 8.
• Summary: “Four years ago I decided to plant my first crop
of soy beans, and about the 25th of June I selected a piece of
land that had been cultivated in corn the year previously, and
which had made about 20 bushels to the acre. I turned this
with a one-horse plow, and about the first of July I sowed
the beans. I used 200 pounds of an 8-2-2 fertilizer to the acre
and used a disk harrow in covering them. I mowed my crop
about the 10th of October, and all told made about one-half
ton of hay to the acre. This I fed to my stock, thereby gaining
a little weight to the stock and the manure as a reward for my
labors.
“The following year I set out with the determination to
make a better success, in bean culture. The first thing I did
was to write to our Department of Agriculture at Washington

1212. U.S. Department of Commerce, Far Eastern Div. 1919.
Oil and oilseeds of the Orient. Commerce Reports [USA]
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 22(33):61116. Feb. 8.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Method of cultivation
[and harvesting] in China. Bean curd a Chinese delicacy.
Domestic methods of marketing oil in China. Japanese
production of vegetable oils [and exports to the United
States]. China’s production of oil steadily growing.
Tables show: (1) Total quantity and value of Chinese
vegetable-oil exports, and the value of exports to the United
States, including transshipments [from Manchuria], in
1917. Of total oil exports, coconut oil is by far the leader
in quantity and value, followed by soya bean oil. But of oil
exports to the USA, soya bean oil is by far the leader. Dairen
exported 90% of the soya bean oil in 1917.

1209. Van Kampen, G.B. 1919. Eenige der uit oogpunt van
veevoeding belangrijke bijproducten der oliefabricage: IX.
Sojakoek [Some views on the importance of by-products of
oil manufacturing as cattle feed: IX. Soybean cake]. Olien en
Vetten 3(32):243-45. Feb. 6. (Chem. Abst. 13:2937). [2 ref.
Dut]
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(2) Exports of vegetable oil from China in 1915, 1916,
and 1917 (the quantities are expressed in piculs of 133.33
pounds and the values in Haikwan taels worth $0.62 in 1915,
$0.79 in 1916, and $1.3 in 1917). Soya bean oil was by far
the largest oil export in both quantity and value all three
years. The quantity increased from 1.017 million in 1915 to
1.566 million in 1916 to 1.891 million in 1917.
(3) Exports of oil-bearing seeds and beans from China
in 1915, 1916, and 1917. Soya beans were by far the largest
bean or seed export in both quantity and value all three years.
The quantity was 10.235 million in 1915, then 6.732 million
in 1916, rising to 7.927 million in 1917.
“No single vegetable product has developed such
importance in the Far East as the soya bean... As a food
it is the principal ingredient of soy sauce, bean curd, and
steamed beans. The bean cake, containing a high percentage
of nitrogen, is a valuable fertilizer and is used extensively in
Japan, and recently bean oil temporarily replaced petroleum
for lighting in China when lack of shipping facilities
kept that product off the market. The center of soya-bean
production is Manchuria, and Japan is the chief crusher and
producer of oil and cake, though the manufacture of bean
oil and cake is also a very important industry of Dairen,
Kwantung Leased Territory. Mukden is the center of the
bean trade and the beans are there bought for cash from the
farmers.”
“Bean curd a Chinese delicacy: Bean curd is made
mostly from the two kinds of oil beans described [Eighth
Month White Bean and Water White Bean], although all
varieties may be used in its preparation. As a rule, however,
the other varieties of beans are not planted for oil or curd, but
are eaten steamed when the bean is young and tender.
“Bean curd is prepared by first steeping the beans in cold
water for 6 or 7 hours in summer or 24 hours in winter, and,
after washing, grinding with cold water to form a bean milk.
This milk is cooked in a large kettle and the film removed
from the surface after a quarter of an hour and dried. This
film or skin is known as Tou Fu Yi [doufu pi, usually called
“bean curd skin” in English; yuba in Japanese] and 20 or
30 films can be obtained from a kettle without thinning the
milk too much. After boiling half an hour the remaining milk
is poured into a jar and a gypsum or salt solution added to
curdle it. The proportion is 6 ounces of salt to 1 picul (133.33
pounds) of beans.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2010) that uses the term “doufu pi” (regardless of
hyphenation or spacing) to refer to yuba.
Note 2. Yuba is described as an early step in the tofumaking process. Viewed in this way, the word “bean curd
skin” makes more sense.
“After standing 15 minutes a curdled substance called
Tou Fun No [bean curd brain] is the result. This product is
molded in wooden frames by a heavy block of wood for 15
minutes and is then cut into small pieces with a dull brass

knife. A piece 2 inches square and half an inch thick retails
for 5 cash (0.5 cent). This curd forms the basis for numerous
Chinese articles of food and is prepared in various ways.
Perhaps the most usual form of serving is to press the curd,
wrapped in cloth, for six hours in a box 1 foot square and 8
inches high and then cook in oil. It is also boiled, after such
preparation, with pork or cabbage.”
“Japanese production of vegetable oils: The present
estimated production of Japanese oil mills is 90,600 long
tons of vegetable oils annually and is made up as follows:
Soya-bean oil, 37,509 tons; coconut oil, 27,542 tons;
rapeseed oil, 17,848 tons; cottonseed oil, 6,433 tons; and
peanut oil, 1,268 tons. Seventy-five per cent of this crush
is made in the Kobe district and is handled by 25 oil mills,
modernly equipped.” In 1917 Japan exported (including
transshipments) 34,916,260 lb of coconut oil, 22,643,623
lb of soya bean oil, and 19,677,825 of rapeseed oil. He
concludes that “American importers of Far Eastern products
may well investigate the domestic market for Far Eastern
oilseeds with a view to supplying oil mills in the U.S.
with raw material.” A table shows import and export data.
Address: Asia.
1213. Grantham, A.E. 1919. An experiment with soy beans.
Practical Farmer 115(4):68. Feb. 15. Undated.
• Summary: Relates the experience of a farmer who found
his soybean crop was improved by inoculation, and the milk
production of his cows and appearance of his stock and
horses improved by feeding them soybeans.
“The second year he increased his acreage, planted
earlier, and thoroughly inoculated the field. His crop this
year yielded on the average two tons of cured hay per acre.
He told me a few days ago that he considered his soy beans
worth $40 per ton for feed; at the time, he was getting $35 a
ton for timothy hay. He knew the feeding value of the latter
as compared with soy beans, and was glad to sell it all and
feed the soy bean hay. His experience is that of dozens of
farmers who have had the patience to give the comparatively
new crop a trial.”
1214. Justice, J.L. 1919. Cutting and threshing soy beans.
Country Gentleman 84(8):60. Feb. 22.
• Summary: The soy bean is not very difficult to cut and
thresh. If conditions allow it to be cut with a grain binder
and shocked like wheat or oats, it can be handled as easily
as wheat. The writer cut his first crop three years ago with
a grain binder. In and around Logansport, Indiana, the soy
bean varieties most widely grown, such as Hollybrook, Ito
San, and Early Brown, are best cut and handled in the sheaf
under normal conditions. One of his neighbors cut about
30 acres of “well-ripened soys” and began threshing them
before he had finished cutting with a side-delivery buncher.
The cut vines are put into windrows.
Frost hastens ripening. Some threshermen are reluctant
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to undertake the threshing of soy beans believing the
adjustments to their separators needed to do the work will
not make the process worthwhile. Many farmers thresh
without any adjustment of the separators. This cracks some
of the beans, but the cracked soy beans make good hog feed.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2005) that contains the word “threshermen” (or
“thresherman”).
1215. Withrow, W.A. 1919. Growing soy beans in Indiana:
What we have learned about the crop. Rural New-Yorker
78:303. Feb. 22.
• Summary: Contents: Hay, seed, or forage. Varieties
used. Later seeding. Drilling and cultivation. Cutting the
hay. Thrashing and yield. For planting with corn for early
hogging, the varieties Early Brown and Medium Yellow
mature earlier than Medium Green. For later hogging, use
“the Hollybrook variety of Soy, which requires 10 or 15 days
longer to mature than Early Brown.” “The yield varies from
eight to 30 bushels per acre, depending on the variety, soil,
season and time of planting. Heavy yields are often secured
on soils of medium fertility... Inoculation, either by the soil
or liquid culture method, should always be given if planting
on land which has never grown the crop.
A large photo shows two men and two teams of horses
cultivating a ten-acre field of Hollybrook soy beans 20 inches
high. The beans were planted on June 30 and the photo taken
on Aug. 10. Address: Montgomery County, Indiana.
1216. Hodgson, R.W. 1919. Re: Increasing interest in
California in the culture and raising of soy beans. Letter to
Mr. Roland McKee, Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S.D.A., Washington, DC, Feb. 25. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Farmers in southern California are
showing a decided interest in the culture and raising of soy
beans, velvet beans and cow peas as summer cover crops.
As most of these crops, particularly the soy bean and velvet
bean, are quite new to this section, and it is understood
there are a number of varieties of these different plants
being grown in the east, there is considerable request for
information regarding the suitability of different varieties for
southern California. I would appreciate it very much, if you
would give me a list of the varieties of these three classes
of plants, together with a statement as to their particular
qualifications for different localities, as well as your own
opinion regarding desirable varieties.
“The summer cover crop is grown for two purposes
in southern California; one to supply organic matter, and
second, to so cover the ground that during periods of extreme
temperatures the trees are protected, enabling them to set
better crops. For the latter purpose, a summer cover crop
should be planted quite early, even in February or March,
if possible, in order that the ground be thoroughly carpeted

with green before our hot waves are scheduled to come.
Quite frequently we have hot weather in May and June
which is the time when young citrus fruits are in the critical
period, that is, not yet attached to the trees by fibre-vascular
bundles.
“If you can give me this information I shall appreciate it
very much.
“Very truly yours, R.W. Hodgson (RWH/L)”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Ala.–Calif. Box no. 2.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Asst. Farm Advisor, Univ. of
California, College of Agriculture, 357 Court House, Los
Angeles, California.
1217. Delmotte, -. 1919. [Agricultural and veterinary review
of Madagascar and its dependencies]. Revue Agricole et
Veterinaire de Madagascar et Dependances (Tannarive)
4(2):32. Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section titled Agricultural Chronicle
(Chronique Agricole) is a section titled “The Soybean”
(Le Soja), which states: “The rigorous selection that I
have pursued for 7 years [i.e. since about 1911 or 1912] is
beginning to bear fruit. This year my soybeans (mon soja)
are in all their beauty, based in general on selected seeds,
about half of the seed coming from pods which contained
three seeds. This year I was able to cultivate ¼ hectare
of soya. Next year, or rather at the end of this year, I am
thinking of planting 2 hectares. The yield has increased in
two ways: the weight of the seeds, which were 225 gm per
1,000 seeds, has increased to 275 gm, and the average yield
per plant, which was 50 seeds, has increased to 60.
Finally, per plot, you could not count on having 3 plants
from every 5 seeds planted, as the renifangaraka [probably
a local insect] would generally hit two out of the five plants;
but today I have found a method of cultivation which gives
me 95 plants for every 100 seeds planted. This would
correspond to a yield of more than 800 kg/hectare [sic, 6,000
kg/ha; see Errata in March issue, p. 54], and I think this
could be further improved, for the plants bearing 100 or even
150 seeds are more and more numerous. Now I believe that
we will be able to obtain an almost uniform yield per plant
by insisting on planting only the best seeds that come from
plants which give the thickest and most abundant pods.
But even at this rate, the yield is already superb,
and given the high nutritional value of soya, this yield
corresponds to that from 15 hectares of rice.
The day when the indigenous people will have adopted
soya in their diet, they will consume less rice, and that rice
will in turn be available for export. Furthermore on the high
plateaus, one can get two harvests per year–one planted in
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September (but it must be irrigated), the other planted in
December or even in January. In places where there is no
frost, the soybean can be cultivated all year long.
Note: This periodical is the “Organ of the syndicate
of agriculturists of Madagascar, and of the agronomists,
ranchers, and planters of the colony.”
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2019) concerning soybeans in Madagascar, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Madagascar. This document contains the
2nd earliest date seen for soybeans in Madagascar, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Madagascar (1911).
1218. Burlison, W.L. 1919. Soybeans gain popularity: They
make good in Illinois. Orange Judd Farmer 66(9):349, 371.
March 1.
• Summary: This article appears to be a summary of one by
the same author titled “Soybeans and cowpeas in Illinois,”
in the Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 198. 20 p.
(April, 1917). It is chiefly about cultivation of the soybean,
but also points out the reasons for the popularity of the crop
in Illinois. A small rectangular portrait photo shows W.L.
Burlison. Address: Univ. of Illinois.
1219. McKee, Roland. 1919. Re: Increasing interest in
California in soy beans. Letter to Mr. R.W. Hodgson, Asst.
Farm Advisor, Univ. of California, College of Agriculture,
357 Court House, Los Angeles, California, March 5. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your letter of recent
date seeking information regarding the best crops for sowing
for summer green manuring purposes in California. The best
varieties of cowpeas for use are the Whippoorwill, Brabham
and Groit. The best soy beans are the Mammoth, Virginia,
Peking, Tokyo and Ito San. The best varieties of velvet beans
are the Georgia, Alabama, and Osceola.
“I am having sent you our literature on these crops,
which will give you detailed information.
“The soy beans and cowpeas are better suited for green
manuring purposes in the Los Angeles country than the
velvet bean. For very early plantings, soy beans will be better
than the cowpea but neither of these crops can likely be sown
with success as early as February, as you suggest in your
letter. I realize the desirability of having a crop that can be
sown during the winter months and will mature or at least
have a heavy growth to cover the ground the latter part of
May and through June, but I know of nothing that will serve
this purpose. The velvet bean may possibly be of value for
use in the Imperial Valley of California and the Salt River
Valley of Arizona, but even in these sections the cowpeas
and soy beans are likely to be found superior.”
“Yours truly, Ass’t Agrostologist (RMK/ML.)”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops

and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Ala.–Calif. Box no. 2.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1220. Farver, Warner E. 1919. Cost of soy-bean hay (Letter
to the editor). National Stockman and Farmer 42(50):1234.
March 8.
• Summary: “In the issue of The Stockman of February 22,
Cary W. Montgomery touches a vital point when he mentions
the cost of producing soy-bean hay in comparison with the
production of clover. I believe that where clover can be
successfully grown it can be produced easier than soy beans,
but many farmers are taking a risk when they sow clover... I
fail to see good clover except where lime abounds or is either
purchased or burnt or crushed every year or two.”
“The figures we shall give will prove that in the end
soy-bean hay is more profitable than clover hay.” Clover
often heaves in freezing weather; “Who ever hears of soys
heaving?... Soys need lime too, but lack of it does not invite
disaster like in clover.” Note: “Heaving,” applied to plants
or roots, refers to the process whereby they rise or become
lifted out of the ground, usually by alternative freezing and
thawing.
“I would like to have some one show by figures wherein
clover beats soy beans. Tell me, can’t we afford to have a
little more expense on a crop that matures in 90 to 120 days
and takes no chance in winter-killing and then returns $90
profit per acre?” Address: Holmes county, Ohio.
1221. Acting in Charge. 1919. Re: The Biloxi soybean.
Letter (memorandum) to Prof. C.V. Piper, Biloxi,
Mississippi, March 13. 2 p. (including enclosure). Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: I am enclosing ‘copy’ on
the Biloxi soybean, prepared by Mr. Morse for inserting in
the soybean circular for enclosure in the package of Biloxi
soybeans to be distributed, which kindly review if necessary
and return to me for mimeographing. The 69 [?] bushels
of Biloxi soybeans are now in the warehouse available for
distribution. Please advise as [?] what quantity Professor
Tracy wants sent to Biloxi.
“Yours very truly, Acting in Charge. Encls.
[Enclosures].”
The one-page typewritten enclosure states: “Biloxi Soy
Bean.”
“The Biloxi variety is characterized by its dense
bushiness, leafiness, and coarse, erect stems, growing from
4 to 6 feet high. It requires a very long season in which to
make its full development and is therefore adapted only
to the southern part of the cotton belt for seed production.
The variety is especially suited to the rice lands as a green
manure and is also available for forage and ensilage. For
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forage purposes the Biloxi can be grown much further
north than as a seed crop. From the standpoint of seed
production this variety is a most valuable sort on account
of its non-shattering character. The varietal characteristics
of the Biloxi are: tawny pubescence, purple flowers; deep
brown seeds, much flattened, medium large, 111,000 to the
bushel. Analysis of the seed of this variety grown at Biloxi,
Miss., shows it to contain 17.6 per cent oil and 44.9 per cent
protein.
Note: Prof. Piper is apparently traveling in Biloxi,
Mississippi. This letter is quite difficult to read. We do not
know who wrote the letter. At the top of the letter is unclear
handwriting which appears to read: “Copy also sent to White
House, Gainesville, Fla.” [Florida]
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Acting in Charge [Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry], USDA,
Washington, DC.
1222. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
Department of Commerce). 1919. Improved seed beans for
cultivation in Manchuria. 22(61):1232. March 14.
• Summary: Source: Clipping from the Manchuria Daily
News, 21 Dec. 1918, transmitted by Consul A.A. Williamson,
Dairen. The South Manchuria Railway Co. Agricultural
Experiment Station “succeeded in improving the seed [soy]
beans a few years ago, and has been distributing 30 to 40
koku (154 to 205 bushels) of the improved beans throughout
Manchuria, and the new variety is now very favorably
received. This year at Szupingkai 400 koku (2,048 bushels)
were harvested and shipped to Kobe where they were so well
received that advance orders for next year’s crop are coming
in.
“The improved variety has the advantage of containing
more oil and being uniform in shape and size. It possesses
a very fine luster. Furthermore, the raising of this variety is
known to bring in about 15 to 20 per cent greater crop from
the same area of land. At the place of production it fetches 20
sen (10 cents) more per koku than other varieties. Naturally
there is now an increasing demand for the seeds of the new
bean, which the experimental station is unable to supply.
Some newspapers warn that the new variety is a strong
rival to the Chosen [Korean] or Hokkaido beans, but the
Manchurian beans are produced for the purpose of obtaining
oil, and the new variety is specially fitted for that purpose,
while the Chosen or Hokkaido beans are used for food.”
Note: Hokkaido, Japan’s northernmost main island, has long
been a leader in soybean production in Japan.

1223. Ullsperger, H.W. 1919. Soy beans on marsh and sandy
soils. Hoard’s Dairyman 57(8):410. March 14. Reprinted
from Kellogg’s Kurio.
• Summary: “’At least ten acres of soy beans on every marsh
and sand farm’ should be the slogan in Wisconsin.” “Soy
beans can and should be grown extensively. They make
excellent hay... they can be grown as a cash crop, bringing
in net returns twice as large as that secured from corn or
rye; they can be used for silage with corn; and... they will
build up the soil fertility to such an extent that farming will
become profitable on many farms which now operate at a
loss.”
“First, get the right variety. If you want to raise seed,
grow the Wisconsin Early Black. For hay or silage use the Ito
San, which is a yellow bean.” Be sure to inoculate the soil,
plant in rows, if soils are very sour use lime, and do not plant
too thickly.
A table compares the total digestible nutrients and
protein in soy beans, alfalfa, red clover, and timothy. It
“shows clearly the value of soybeans as a feed for stock of
all kinds.” Mixed with corn, soy beans make an excellent
silage. Note: This article first appeared in Kellogg’s Kurio.
Address: [Peninsular Experiment Station, Sturgeon Bay]
Wisconsin.
1224. Millard’s Review (Shanghai). 1919. Oils and oilseeds
of the Orient. 8(4):147. March 22.
• Summary: “No single vegetable product has developed
such importance in the Far East as the soya bean. Its products
are used at home as a food, as a fertilizer, and for lighting
and lubricating purposes, and are exported as oil and bean
cake. As a food it is the principal ingredient of soy sauce,
bean curd, and steamed beans. The bean cake, containing
a high percentage of nitrogen, is a valuable fertilizer and is
used extensively in Japan; and recently bean oil temporarily
replaced petroleum for lighting in China, when lack of
shipping facilities kept that product off the market. The
center of soya-bean production is Manchuria; and Japan is
the chief crusher and producer of oil and cake, though the
manufacture of bean oil and cake is also a very important
industry of Dairen, Kwangtung Leased Territory. Mukden is
the center of the bean trade and the beans are there bought
for cash from the farmers. Formerly a good deal of the
export trade was done through Harbin and Vladivostock
[Vladivostok], but recent political conditions have diverted
practically all of this trade southward. Newchwang and
Antung handle a small proportion of the trade but, being
icebound most of the winter, their combined tonnage
amounts to only 30 per cent of the Dairen trade. Shanghai
and Kiaochow are other Chinese centers for bean oil, while
the Kobe district in Japan is the most important oil-mill
center in the Far East. In China soya beans are generally
planted early in June and harvested the middle of September,
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although three minor varieties are planted in April and
harvested in July. There are 19 kinds of soya beans cultivated
in China, but those cultivated for oil are known as the Eight
Month White Bean and the Water White Bean. These are
generally rotated with winter crops of wheat, barley, and
rape, which are harvested some weeks before the beans are
planted. Seeds are broadcasted and turned under in carefully
prepared beds and then replanted, generally in about 10 days.
No fertilizer is required for soya beans, the roots of the plant
gathering nitrogen from the soil. The native farmer, while not
understanding the scientific reason, knows from experience
that beans grow well without fertilizer, and that fields that
have been planted with beans are more productive than other
fields. Thus cotton is often planted one spring and beans
the next, although wheat is always the winter crop. With an
abundance of cheap fertilizer no definite rotation of crops is
attempted. Weeding is done frequently, especially after the
rainy season, and the withered weeds are used to fertilize
other fields.
“Harvesting is done by hand. The bean stalk is uprooted,
dried, and then threshed by bamboo flail or by beating on a
stone. After this the beans are sifted through a large bamboo
basket and dried in the sun on matting for several days. They
are then bagged for transportation to the oil mills. Under
normal conditions the yield of oil beans is 200 pounds per
mow (.2 acre), and the wholesale price is about $5 per 100
pounds.
“There are three classes of wholesale dealers in the
domestic oil trade in Chinese producing centers–original
importers with agents at the main mill centers, wholesalers
acting either as agents of the above or representing the mills
direct, and retailers dealing with the trade. Oil is retailed
for cash. Bean, cottonseed, vegetable seed, peanut, sesame
seed, and in a few cases wood oil, are sold to customers in
brass containers made to hold the required weight. Needless
to say, adulteration and under weight are practiced; but by
dealing with certain reliable distributors it is possible to
get honest weight and pure oil at a slightly advanced price,
although even such dealers sell mixed oil at times as a better
quality product. Bean oil is generally handled between
Chinese ports in containers weighing 3 piculs, peanut oil
in 2-picul and castor oil in 2 to 2½ picul containers. Oil
for domestic consumption is a regular item of import from
Manchurian mill centers and the price is advanced in winter
when most of the Northern ports are icebound. Oil is sold
wholesale to retailers on 20 days credit, but wholesalers
deal with importers on a cash basis. Immediate and forward
transactions are made and, in the case of the latter, 30 per
cent deposit is required. Regular oil exchanges are held in the
principal centers, and importers holding large stocks usually
rule the market prices. The maximum variance in prices
does not exceed 0.50 tael per picul. The uniform standard
followed by all retailers is to increase the retail price 0.20
tael per picul for every increase of 0.10 tael per picul in the

wholesale price.
“The present estimated production of Japanese oil mills
is 90,600 long tons of vegetable oils annually, and is made
up as follows: Soya-bean oil, 37,509 tons; cocoanut oil,
27,542 tons; rapeseed oil, 17,848 tons; cottonseed oil, 6,433
tons; and Peanut oil, 1,268 tons.
“Seventy-five per cent of this crush is made in the Kobe
district and is handled by 25 oil mills, modernly equipped.
Steamship lines centering in Japan bring copra for the
cocoanut oil from Singapore, Java and the South Seas;
soya beans from Dairen, Newchwang and Vladivostock;
peanuts from Tsingtao and Tientsin, China; cotton seed
from Gensan, Chosen (Korea), and Tsingtao and Shanghai,
China; and rapeseed from Hankow and India. The oil and
cake are shipped by the same steamship lines to all parts
of the world.–Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
Circular of the Far Eastern Division.” [U.S. Department of
Commerce, Far Eastern Div. 1919. Feb. 8].
1225. Bulletin Mensuel des Renseignements Agricoles et des
Maladies des Plantes (Rome). 1919. Culture et emplois du
soya, dans l’Ohio, É.U. [Cultivation and utilization of the
soybean in Ohio (Abstract)]. 10(3):315-16. No. 316. March.
[1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
English-language bulletin: Williams, C.G.; Park, J.B. 1917.
“Soybeans: Their culture and use.” Ohio Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 312. p. 577-600. March.
1226. Churchill, F.G. 1919. The soybean, an annual legume.
Iowa Agricultural College, Extension Bulletin No. 68. 8 p.
March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soy bean plant.
Varieties. Climatic adaptations. Soil. The seed bed.
Inoculation: Soil transfer, soil and glue. Date and depth
of planting. Soy beans with corn: For pasture, for silage.
Soy beans for hay. Soy beans for seed. Soy beans for soil
improvement (plow down plants when in blossom for green
manure).
The soy bean (also called “soja bean” or “soya bean”)
was introduced into the United States as early as 1804, but
it is only during the past ten years that it has become an
important crop. Its chief use in the United States is as a feed
for livestock.
“Many favorable reports were received from the 800
members of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Association
who raised soy beans in 1918 in cooperation with the Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station. Most of the members were
well pleased with the results obtained where the soy beans
were planted with corn for hogging down or silage purposes
and stated that they intended to raise a larger acreage in the
future.”
“The purpose for which the crop is to be used will
often be the deciding factor in choosing a variety. Table
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1 gives some of the characteristics of ten varieties of soy
beans which have given very satisfactory results at the Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station. The ten varieties are:
Black Eyebrow, Chestnut, Ebony, Ito San, Manchu, Mongol,
Medium Yellow or Medium Early Yellow, Medium Green,
Roosevelt, Wilson. For each variety is given: Shape & size of
plant, shape, size & color of seed, maturity of plant in days,
general remarks (best uses, e.g. Wilson: hay & silage; Ito
San: Grain, hay, hogs).
Table 2 shows yield of seed and hay of four soybean
varieties (Ebony, Ito San, Medium Yellow, Medium Green)
in four states (Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio). Table 3 shows
“Average digestible nutrients in soy-bean hay compared
with other important hay crops (cowpea, alfalfa, red
clover, timothy), air-dry basis.” Table 4 shows “Average
digestible nutrients in soy bean seed and other concentrates”
(cottonseed meal, linseed meal {new process}, wheat
middlings, wheat bran).
Photos show: (1) A man wearing a hat standing in a field
of waist-high soy beans, which produced 3 tons of hay per
acre. (2) A typical soy bean plant, uprooted.
1227. Dickey, J.B.R. 1919. Soybeans, cowpeas and Canadian
field peas. New Jersey State College of Agriculture,
Extension Bulletin No. 23. 23 p. March.
• Summary: The section titled “Soybeans” has the following
contents: Introduction. Purposes for which soybeans may be
grown: Hay, silage, soiling, pasture, grain, soil improvement,
place in the rotation, catch crop. Growing the crop: Soil,
fertilization, inoculation, time of sowing, manner of sowing,
planting with corn, cultivation. Harvesting: For hay, for
grain, threshing, care of seed. Varieties: Wilson, Virginia,
Lexington, Peking, Sable, Ebony, Cloud, Black Beauty,
Edna, Haberlandt, Mammoth Yellow, Tar Heel [Tarheel],
Hollybrook (Hollybrook Early, Hollybrook Late), Tokio,
Roosevelt, Mongol, Medium Yellow, Ohio 9035, Mikado,
Austin, Morse, Swan, Guelph or Medium Green, Ito San,
Chestnut, Early Brown, Manchu, Elton, Manhattan. Practical
experiences of New Jersey farmers with soybeans.
This Bulletin begins: “The most important problems of
New Jersey farmers are the maintenance or increase of the
organic content and nitrogen supply of the soil and, in the
case of stock farming, the growing of more protein stock
feeds. The rising prices of manure, nitrogenous fertilizers
and protein feeds are bringing more acute realization of these
problems and a pressing need for their solution. This solution
lies essentially in the growing of a greater proportion of
legume crops, which make feeds rich in protein and leave the
land richer rather than poorer.”
Photos show: (1) A large field of soybeans, planted in
rows, in Hunterdon County, 30 days after planting (p. 1).
(2) “A good crop of soybeans drilled in rows, in Morris
County, about 9 weeks after planting” (p. 5). (3) “Soybeans
30 days old showing the root nodules (Courtesy of Delaware

Agricultural Experiment Station)” (p. 11). (4) “Soybeans
drilled in the row with silage corn–Salem County” (p.
13). Address: Extension Specialist in Soil Fertility and
Agronomy, New Brunswick, New Jersey.
1228. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin.
1919. Soybean-rye rotations. No. 299. p. 19-21. March.
• Summary: This Bulletin is titled “Succeed with Sandy
Soils,” by A.R. Whitson and H.W. Ullsperger.
“The soybean-rye rotation should be used only on the
poorest of sandy soils to build up fertility. This rotation may
be used in combination with the clover rotations. Many
farmers cannot grow alfalfa and do not have enough money
to prepare much land for growing it. The soybean-rye
rotation is especially good on these farms.
“Grow Soybeans on Sand: Every farmer who cultivates
poor sandy soil should plant soybeans. About one-third of
the total acreage planted may be harvested for seed. As large
a portion as the farmer can afford may be plowed under
for green manure and seeded to rye to prepare the field
for growing mammoth clover the following year, and the
remainder may be used for hay or silage.
“The soybean, although a southern forage crop, is more
resistant to frost than corn. Varieties have been developed
which will grow in any region where corn will mature. The
varieties adapted to Wisconsin are: Wisconsin Black, Ito San,
Medium Early Green, Manchu, and Black Eyebrow.
“The seed bed should be prepared about the same as for
corn. The seed either may be broadcasted or drilled in rows
from 18 inches to three feet apart.”
“On soil where soybeans have not been grown it is
necessary to inoculate if the largest and most profitable
crop is to be harvested. This is especially true on sandy
soil. Inoculation makes it possible for the soybean to take
the nitrogen of the air and place it in the soil. While adding
nitrogen to the soil, the plant is growing more luxuriantly
and making a more profitable crop. A pure culture or soil
from a field where soy beans have been grown may be used
to inoculate the seed.
“If grown for forage, the soybean crop should be cut
when the pods are starting to form and should be cured like
alfalfa hay. It requires a little more time, however, because
the stems are coarser. Soybeans may be grown between rows
of corn and plowed under for green manure purposes also or
harvested with the corn and placed in the silo, increasing the
feeding value of the silage. In the central and southern parts
of Wisconsin, soybeans can be planted after harvesting a
crop of rye and plowed under in the fall as a green manuring
crop to enrich the soil in humus and nitrogen. Lime should
be added to the soil on fields which need it badly to secure
the most satisfactory growth of soybeans. No other crop is
adapted to such a variety of uses. The soybean is a cash crop;
it can be grown for seed; it is often used for silage with corn
in the proportion of one load of soybeans to three or four of
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corn; it makes excellent hay for all stock; the seed is ground
for concentrated feed similar to oil or cottonseed-meal...”
1229. Farver, Warner E. 1919. Replies to soy-bean inquiries.
National Stockman and Farmer 43(1):8-9. April 5.
• Summary: The names of two enquirers are given, followed
by their questions, then Farver’s answers. (1) E.A.W. of
Delaware county, Ohio, writes for information concerning
the seeding and harvesting of soy beans in corn, what variety
has been found best and yield per acre hulled beans, also
stage for cutting for hay.” Harvesting soy beans in corn
means lots of work, for there is only one way, and that
is by hand. Harvesting by hand in an age of machinery
seems foolish.” E.A.W.’s latitude is practically the same as
Farver’s. “We have used the Ito San successfully. It is pretty
early. However our main crops have been the Extra High
Yielder variety. The Medium Green variety does well here
but shatters badly when harvested for seed. In 1917 we tested
22 varieties and besides those already named, the Wilson,
Buckshot, Meyer, Ohio 9035 and Mongol would be suitable
in this latitude.
(2) E.H.J. of Noble county, Ohio, writes that soy beans
have not been grown in his locality. He asks nine questions.
For example: “2. What variety of soy beans should I sow?
Any of the above-named varieties should do well in Noble
county, and if I wanted hay I would use either the Extra High
Yielder or Medium Green. 3. Where can I get the seed? Seed
can be obtained from practically all houses advertising in
these columns... 9. Is soy-bean hay good to feed for milch
cows? Certainly. The best testimonial I ever heard on soybean hay for cows was from a farmer’s wife from another
part of our county who said that she could tell by the milk
buckets when they were brought in if the cows had their feed
of soy-bean hay or not. We have used it for three winters in
succession now, and expect to continue.” Address: Holmes
County, Ohio.
1230. McQueen, Jacob. 1919. Alfalfa, soy beans, sweet
clover. National Stockman and Farmer 43(1):9. April 5.
• Summary: One reader (O.F., from Tuscarawas county,
Ohio) writes to ask: “When soy beans are wanted for hay
is it best to drill them solid like small grain or sow in rows
to be cultivated? How much soy-bean hay per acre would
you expect this field to produce? Aside from their value in
enriching the soil will I find soy beans a more profitable crop
than corn?”
Answer: “I prefer to drill soy beans solid when I wish to
harvest for hay; it makes more than when planted in rows...
Sow 1¼-2 bushels good seed and harvest 2-4 tons of hay that
is equal to bran. I find soy beans more profitable on our farm
than corn, although I want enough corn to fill the silo... You
should inoculate all your seed and use plenty of 16 per cent
acid goods.” That means use plenty of phosphate.
Another reader (C.D. from Pennsylvania) asks: “How

deep should soy beans be covered when drilling for hay?”
Answer: “Soy beans should never be covered over one-half
inch deep.”
Note: A large (½-page) ad on this page (but unrelated to
this article) shows the Moline Universal Tractor, plowing,
discing [disking], cultivating, and with a new 10 foot grain
binder. Contact Moline Plow Co., Moline, Illinois. Soybeans
are not mentioned in the ad. Address: Tuscawaras County,
Ohio.
1231. Mathews, I.J. 1919. Planting facts about the corn-soy
bean combination. Hoard’s Dairyman 57(13):663. April 18.
• Summary: This letter to the editor states: “The soy bean
and corn combination has firmly established itself in this
section of the country and the state... the corn and soy bean
silage is excellent for beef cattle and makes the best kind
of combination for hogging down purposes, not to mention
the soil building value of the beans. Over twelve hundred
acres of the corn and soy bean mixtures were planted in this
county last year and it will this year undoubtedly reach the
six thousand-acre mark.”
Last year, five different methods of planting were tested;
each is described briefly, with its pros and cons. “5. The
only really satisfactory method of planting soy beans with
corn is to get an attachment for the planter so that one can
sow the corn and soy beans and fertilizer all at the same
time across the field.” “Soy beans must be planted shallow–
preferably not over an inch deep. When planted two or three
inches deep, there will be much vitality of the bean spent in
trying to get up through the ground and should there come a
dashing rain, the plant will be unable to rear its cotyledons
through the hardened soil.”
“Concerning inoculation, scattering dirt over the field
is too irksome... and often scatters weed seeds...” A better
way is to “dissolve two ounces of powdered furniture glue
in a quart of water. Now put this solution into a quart hand
sprayer. Sweep the granary floor and put the beans down on
the floor. Sift on a quart of inoculated earth for each bushel
of beans... While one man sprays on the glue solution,
another shovels over the mass of beans and earth until every
bean is dirty. A quart of the solution will treat about 3 bushels
of beans...”
“In planting, do not plant too thick with corn. From two
to three beans in a hill is plenty and will provide as much
growth as five or six.”
“There is no question but that soy bean silage is superior
to straight corn, just how much no one is yet able to say
accurately. Wherever corn will grow, there soy beans should
grow also. In this section, the Holly Brook is preferred for
planting with corn intended for the silo. If the corn is to be
hogged down, the Ito San or Early Brown are a little better
as they ripen a few days earlier.” Address: Pulaski County,
Indiana.
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1232. Kenyon, E.T. 1919. Soybeans for soil improvement
(Letter to the editor). Ohio Farmer 143(16):631. April 19.
• Summary: For the past 8 years the writer has grown
soybeans and compared them with other legumes such
as cowpeas, etc., but has he found nothing as good as the
soybean for building up land, ease of handling, and for use as
a feed. Gives details of his various methods of inoculating,
planting, and harvesting soybeans. Wheat grown after
properly inoculated soybeans (whose roots are covered with
nodules) was sometimes 4 inches taller than usual.
“More cowpeas than soybeans are grown here but I will
venture to say that after growing one crop of soybeans it
will be hard to get any man to try cowpeas again. One great
advantage is the ease with which soybeans can be handled.
They do not vine and can be handled easily with fork or hay
loader, or even can be cut with the wheat binder and shocked
as wheat in which way they can be cured fine.
“In handling, if cut with a mowing machine, they should
be raked into windrows while damp from morning dew and
let cure and dry. In this way there is no loss of leaves which
would occur if handles and raked while too dry. The curing
may be extended to the mow where beans are stored by
placing in a rail or pole now and then to let air to the center
of the mow. I have fed soybean hay and corn fodder to my
cattle and while on that feed they need nothing more to keep
them growing and in fine condition.
“For land upbuilding, ease of handling and as feed I
have found nothing as good as the soybean. I have always
used the Mammoth Yellow here, but in other sections other
varieties may do better. That would be determined somewhat
by the growing season.” Address: Adams County, Ohio.
1233. Mathews, I.J. 1919. The corn-soybean combination:
What Corn-Belt farmers think of the home balanced ration.
Ohio Farmer 143(17):669-70. April 26.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Rate of seeding.
Relation of inoculation to soil type. Inoculation. How to
plant (use a corn planted with a soybean attachment). What
variety? How much is the corn injured? Pigs balance corn
with soybeans. The silage very palatable. Stray thoughts.
The article begins: “Perhaps no crop has become so
popular in such a short space of time as the soybean. A few
years ago it was unheard of and today it bids fair to establish
itself upon every farm in the Corn Belt.” It is popular as
silage, for hogging down with corn, and as a soil improver.
“In 1917, three men in this county grew soybeans with their
corn–a total of 45 acres. Last year, 60 men that I knew tried
the combination in their corn and they had out an area of
more than 1,200 acres. This year the area will be increased to
6,000 and many farmers are going so far as to say that they
will never again plant corn without soybeans, even tho they
get only the soy building value from the soys.”
Gives the results of a questionnaire sent out to 44
farmers (36 came back answered) on the corn-soybean

combination. The 11 questions are directly related to the
contents, shown above. All but two of those replying planted
the Hollybrook variety; one planted Ito San and another
Early Brown. For planting with corn, Hollybrooks is clearly
the best.
Photos show: (1) Two horses pulling a piece of farm
equipment, with a man seated on top. (2) Three teams of
mules, with four mules in each team, each pulling a farmer
seated on disking equipment. Address: Pulaski County,
Indiana.
1234. Smith, J.W.R. 1919. Varieties of soy beans. National
Stockman and Farmer 43(4):110. April 26.
• Summary: “Thousands of alert farmers are preparing to
sow a field or more of soy beans and establish a meadow or
two of alfalfa this season.” Since the seed of the Virginia and
Wilson varieties is very scarce and comparatively expensive
this season, “secure a bushel or even a peck, plant in rows
24 or 28 inches apart and cultivate and you will be ‘on
the map’ next season if you cannot buy them in quantity.
Mongol, Hollybrook and Austin are worthy of a trial as grain
producers. Mixed with Virginia or Wilson they make very
rich hay in protein and fat. Ebony is great in Illinois but not
much in Jefferson county, Ohio.”
1235. Cauthen, E.F. 1919. Grow more soy beans: A great
crop that is destined to grow in popularity–How to succeed
with them. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North
Carolina) 34(18):787. May 3.
• Summary: Contents: Climate and soil requirements.
Fertilizers for soy beans. Inoculation. Preparation of land.
Planting soy beans. Cultivation. Harvesting. Threshing and
storing seed.
Concerning harvesting: “If the pods are left on the plants
to get completely ripe, the seed shatter badly when harvested
with binder or mower; but if the seed is to be harvested with
a special soy bean harvester, the plants should stand until the
pods become thoroughly ripe.”
“The special bean harvester, of which there are several
now in use, has revolving arms working in a large box,
which is mounted on wheels and drawn by two horses; while
the machine is passing over a row, the revolving arms strikes
the plants and knock out the ripe beans, which are caught in
the box. A team and two men harvest about five or six acres a
day. The harvester is not started in the morning until the dew
dries off. When such a machine is used, probably 20 per cent
of the crop is shattered on the ground, or is left on the plants.
When such is the case, hogs should be permitted to run in the
fields and gather them.”
1236. Schelle, -. 1919. Feldbau. Die Oelbohne (Soja) [Field
crops. The oilbean (Soja)]. Gartenwelt (Die) 23(20):157-59.
May 16. [Ger]
• Summary: At last it seems that the veritable cultivation
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of the oilbean [soybean], this extremely valuable bean, has
gained a solid foothold in Germany, after half a century has
passed since its introduction [i.e., in about 1869].
As a highly important food crop in China and then
in Japan, with more than 500 varieties grown for over a
thousand years, it still came only in the last century via
Transcaucasia and Egypt, into the countries of southern
Europe, from there to us.
Note 1. The word “Transcaucasia” refers to a region
lying to the south of the Caucasus mountains, between the
Black Sea and the Caspian, and comprising the present-day
republics of Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan.
Several decades ago, in different varieties and in various
parts of Germany, its cultivation was undertaken–even I have
been cultivating it for about three decades–but it was only
partially successful because mostly late-maturing varieties
were cultivated. In Germany the frost-free period generally
lasts from mid-May to mid-September, so most of these
soybean varieties did not have time to mature.
Of course many farmers refused to grow this “new
bean.” Only where one of the early-maturing varieties had
success and its seeds were recovered promptly, did it begin
to win praise.
The rest of this excellent, long article describes how to
grow and to use soybeans in Germany.
The yield of oilbeans is about 30-40 hundredweight,
depending on the variety, approach, and favorable year.
Hares and rabbits like the green plants, and mice are greedy
for the seeds, a point to consider while drying them.
When planting the seeds, use about 20 to 25 kg per
hectare.
Japan, for example, with its 68-70 million inhabitants
produces about 385,000 metric tons of oilbeans; we should
be able to do likewise. In a typical nonwar year, Germany
will import from Japan about 25 million marks worth of
soybeans and use them for the manufacture of oil, flour,
bread, vegetarian meat, cheese, biscuits, milk, butter, jelly,
coffee, condiments, dips and sauces. We already have in
Germany moderate-sized enterprises, including especially
the larger Sojama-works in Frankfurt am Main which
transform imported soybeans into various foods.
The two main constituents of the soybean or oilbean are
protein and oil, and these two nutrients place it at the top of
our food plants.
It is still mandatory to note that in 1875 the Professor
of plant cultivation at the College of Agriculture in Vienna,
Friedrich Haberlandt, grew even early varieties and
distributed the oil-bean. Address: Superintendent, Tuebingen,
Germany.
1237. Mathews, I.J. 1919. Soybean questions. Ohio Farmer
143(20):782. May 17.
• Summary: The author answers the following questions
generated by his article in this magazine on April 26: 1.

Where can planter attachments be secured? 2. What are the
proportions, by measure, of beans which should be mixed
with corn in the planter boxes? 3. Will the same variety of
beans mature earlier when planted alone? 4. Is there any
preference between the Ito San and the Early Brown for an
early variety?
5. Are the pure laboratory cultures a success? Ans: “Yes,
if used according to the directions.”
6. Are soybeans preferable to cowpeas for high sand?
Ans: “In some respects yes, in others no.”
7. Is it profitable to sow soybeans broadcast at the last
cultivation of the corn? Ans: “Under present conditions, I
doubt the advisability of this practice.”
8. How should soybeans intended for seed purposes be
sown? Ans: “... the beans really ought to be cultivated but
there is no necessity of putting the rows further apart than
30 or 32 inches since 16 inches each way will about cover
the root feeding area of most varieties.” Address: Pulaski
County, Indiana.
1238. Smith, William C. 1919. Soy beans with corn: Why
farmers should grow them for the soil’s sake. Country
Gentleman 84(20):48, 50. May 17.
• Summary: “So much has been written about the soy bean
that every farmer ought to be familiar with it. And every
farm ought to grow it, for the soil’s sake if for nothing else.
Soy beans, properly inoculated, ought to be sown with
every acre of corn grown anywhere in our country, for the
one reason alone that they will put back into the soil more
nitrogen than the corn crop consumes in its growth, and then
the grower has the additional advantage of producing two
crops where he grew but one before.”
Soy bean seed, planted 12 pounds to the acre, costs only
about $1.20/acre at the present price. On July 27 last year,
Smith finished planting Early Brown and Ito San varieties.
Both thoroughly matured their seed before the first frost.
But he made the mistake of not disking the field in opposite
directions, so he had too many weeds with the crop. Yet not
one per cent of the beans shattered out of their pods. North
of the Ohio River, Hollybrook can also be grown for seed.
Mammoth Yellow should be grown in the South.
“In harvesting for seed those I planted with the corn
planter I mowed them in a mowing machine and did not
finish until late in November, yet but few of the pods
shattered their seed. At the time of mowing they were dry
enough to rake into windrows and thresh. The threshing was
done with a pea viner; threshing can be done with a threshing
machine or a flail. When the threshing machine is used some
of the concaves must be removed and the machine run as
slowly as possible, or the beans with be broken. It is better
that the threshing be done in rather damp weather, provided
that care is taken thoroughly to dry the beans before sacking
them or putting them in a tight bin.
“Harvesting with a self-binder used to be practiced with
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us, but it was found that if the beans were not thoroughly
dry or ripe at the time of harvesting they would spoil in
bundle and shock and make inferior seed. The method now
generally followed is to cut the beans with a mower or selfrake mower, when fully matured–that is, when the plant has
shed all its leaves and the pods are brown–and then to let
them lie on the ground until threshing can be done. By this
method some beans will shatter out; but they need not be a
loss, for hogs can be turned into the field after the main crop
has been removed.” Photos show: (1) “The cheapest hired
man on the farm [hogs] harvesting the corn and soy bean
crop.” (2) Heavy crop of soy beans growing with corn.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
that mentions the word “viner” or the term “pea viner” in
connection with soybean production or harvesting.
1239. Fruwirth, C. 1919. Anbau und Akklimatisation der
Soja [Cultivation and acclimatization of the soybean].
Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 69(41):331.
May 21. [Ger]
• Summary: An assembly that had been convened by the
Imperial Committee for Plant and Animal Oils and Fats
(Reichsausschuss für pflanzliche und tierische Oele und
Fette) met in late March of this year in Nuremberg with this
matter as the subject of discussion. Since the course of it
showed that there is thinking to continue pursuing the matter
in Germany and inquiries are actively being made in Austria
that concern the cultivation of the soybean (Sojaanbau), I
would like to once again make some remarks on this subject.
I once already very briefly remarked about the soybean
(Soja) in this journal. Namely, in 1915 I stated in an article
entitled “On Spring Planting” (“Zum Frühjahrsanbau”)
that under the present conditions, soybeans could more
generally be planted with prospects for agricultural success
only in the southern areas of Austria-Hungary. (Footnote:
See Wiener landwirtschaftliche Zeitung, 1915, no. 13.)
Later on, upon request, I had to come back in greater detail
two more times in other publications to the possibilities
for cultivation. (Footnote: See Nachrichten der deutschen
Landwirtschaftsgesellschaft für Oesterreich, 1917, vol. 3, as
well as Oesterreichische Gartenzeitung, 1918, vol. 3.) My
remarks today are to follow the discussion of the individual
indications that were made at the aforementioned assembly.
Those indications referred to the study with the soybean
harvest (Sojaernte) of 1918, to the results of the agronomic
trials that were carried out in Germany in 1918, and to the
problem of the acclimatization of the soybean in Germany.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojaernte (soybean harvest). This
word appears in 15 different issues of these newspapers from
1919 to 1945.

The chemical study of the harvest, about which Dr.
Gerlach reported, should also make a comparison possible
in 1918 with the seeds which were [previously] studied and
which were used at the same location. First of all, with the
harvest it provided in general broad ranges for the content,
which is not surprising since different varieties came into
question, as did populations which for the most were the
same but in fact had different compositions, as well as
different locations. The fat content fluctuated in the harvest
from 16.3% to 21.35%, although in one sample it even sank
to 12.4% and in another down to 9.8%, while for the most
part it ranged around approximately 19% as the average.
The protein content had the largest variations, with 32.20%
and 44.3%, with most figures being around 37% and 38%.
A rather unified image of the mutual relationship of fat
and protein in the seeds that were sown and the harvest
was not expressed, not even the relationship which, as was
mentioned, was often emphasized: an increase in the protein
content did not appear to totally occur with a reduction in
the fat content. The protein content also changed without a
change in the fat content, and vice-versa.
The harvest figures which the speaker Dr. Baumann
provided according to the compilations from Prof.
Kleeberger remained far below my expectations. And those
expectations, as far as the soybean is concerned in Germany,
are certainly not high ones, as emerges from all of my
previous reports. Out of eleven places of origin with a total
of thirty planting locations, yields were reported that varied
from 2.004 to 5.140 metric hundredweight per hectare. Only
with two varieties did the harvest exceed that with, in the
highest case, 8.936 metric hundredweight per hectare. This
highest yielding variety, which in the report is designated as
late-maturing, is the one from which my strain of soybeans
originates. Unfortunately, it is presently not on the market.
A raising site for it, the Count Eltz Vukovar Domain (Graf
Eltzsche Domäne Vukovar) in Slavonia [one of the four
historical regions of Croatia] had already planted large areas
with this strain, was plundered twice in the autumn of 1918.
And the raising site in Bavaria does not yet have sufficient
quantities.
Note: Croatia was in Yugoslavia at this time. This is the
earliest document seen (May 2020) concerning soybeans in
Yugoslavia, or the cultivation of soybeans in Yugoslavia.
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Yugoslavia, or the cultivation of soybeans in Yugoslavia
(May 2020). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
In some locations, the soybean was compared with
green beans (Fisole). Within that context, it was confirmed
for the green beans what I had explained: that in spite of
the soybean’s high content in fat and protein, the yield per
unit of area (Flächenertrag) in these substances can be
exceeded by broad beans and green beans since the yields
in seeds of the soybean in most of the areas in the central
and northern parts of Central Europe are lower. I myself was
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not expecting yields that were as modest as resulted in the
reported trials. According to the report in Hohenheim, from
the higher yielding soybean varieties that were used, 12.10
and 13.28 metric hundredweight of seeds were harvested per
hectare, with 16.62 and 17.85 metric hundredweight of the
lower yielding green beans. In Karlsruhe, a soybean yield
of 7.5 metric hundredweight was in comparison to a green
bean yield of 22.5 metric hundredweight, and in Malchow, a
soybean yield of 3.48 and 4.69 metric hundredweight was in
comparison to a green bean yield of 18.75 and 18.91 metric
hundredweight (everything calculated from an area with a
size of one are).
Anyone, even an apostle of the cultivation of the
soybean, will agree with what the report says, even if the
higher nutritional value and feed value of the soybean
are emphasized with respect to the green bean: But even
in consideration of this circumstance, the results that are
present are still too unfavorable for the soybean. In contrast,
how do the figures result in a brochure for the founding
of a stock corporation for soybean cultivation (Sojabau)
that farmers for Germany with 20 metric hundredweight
can even hope to count upon a seed yield of 30 metric
hundredweight per hectare with field-based cultivation!
Neither in Hohenheim on parcels that were 8 ares in size nor
in Amstetten on partial plots that were 16 sq. meters in size
did I achieve, when calculated per hectare, more than 16.6
metric hundredweight per hectare. Thus far, I have assumed
such a yield of 10 metric hundredweight for areas of Central
Europe in which soybean cultivation is in fact still possible
with early varieties, and for warmer areas and later maturing
(langerlebig, literally “longer living”) varieties, a yield of 16
metric hundredweight. In the one trial in which figures are
provided, the straw yield is indicated in the report as high,
with 23.6 and 32.2 metric hundredweight per hectare. I listed
it as an average of 20 metric hundredweight. Since in many
cases, the soybean consists of a newly introduced plant, I
was always in favor of carrying out an inoculation with the
proper nodule fungus (Knöllchenpilz) without, however,
sharing the opinion that without the inoculation, a failure
would necessarily occur. The results that were reported in the
assembly therefore also concur.
With the discussion of the question of acclimatization,
Baumann distinguishes between the direct adaptation–
according to which the gradual change can be recognized
that has its effect only with uniform material (a pure line) as
well as through a changed location or changed cultivation
rules–and the indirect one–which consists of a natural
selection between forms of a population that have a different
nature (verschieden veranlagt) which are brought about
through the relationships of the location. Although he is
of the view that for acclimatization, both paths are equally
important, for our task, namely studying the acclimatization
of the soybean and accelerating it through artificial
interventions, the indirect adaptation will exclusively

command our attention. But the direct adaptation is given
great weight by the apostles of soybean cultivation. Through
the continued cultivation under conditions of little warmth,
it is supposedly to gradually adapt itself with a shortening
of the growth period. But how incorrect this assumption
is for practical success can also very well be recognized
through the following figures, which are not sufficient for
a scientific answering of the question: the mass selection
(Massenauslese) for early maturation from very early brown
matured in Hohenheim in the years from 1902 to 1906
in 141, 129, 129, and 120 days. One of the pure lines of
the simultaneous execution of the selection of individuals
(Nebeneinanderführung von Individualauslesen) from the
very early brown and one line each from the black soybean
and Soja d’Etampes in Waldhof-Amstetten in the years from
1910 to 1918, in number of days: (Continued).
1240. Fruwirth, C. 1919. Anbau und Akklimatisation
der Soja [Cultivation and acclimatization of the soybean
(Continued–Document part II)]. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche
Zeitung (Vienna) 69(41):331. May 21. [Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): A table follows with the rows
Brown, Black, and Etampes, with 8 columns in days for a
particular year, some years having only dashes. The brown
soybean matured in 102 to 138 days. The black soybean
matured in 108 to 115 days, with two years having no
figures. The Etampes soybean matured in 135 to 167 days,
with two years having no figures and two years with entries
of “not mature” (nicht reif).
In the figures, the influence of the year’s weather
emerges significantly. The year 1917 that was especially
favorable for the soybean in Central Europe brings an
extraordinarily short lifespan, and 1913 an extraordinarily
long one. But no noticeable shortening of the lifespan can be
spoken of, in spite of the appearance of the influence of the
year in question. With the “very early brown [variety]”, it in
any case is to be added that from 1902 to 1906, a selection
took place after the early maturation.
The fact that early planting that was always
recommended as a means for help does not in fact help was
already shown by Haberlandt. In 1917 and 1918, there were
plantings of the aforementioned very early brown soybean at
different times, earlier than usual:
A table follows with the row headings Planting, 1917
Maturity, Days of Lifespan, 1918 Maturity, and Days of
Lifespan; column headings March 15, April 1, April 15, and
May 1; maturity entries of August 20 (158 days lifespan),
August 20 (142 days), August 22 (129 days), and August 22
(114 days) for 1917, maturity entries of Sept. 19 (180 days),
Sept. 10 (163 days), Sept. 20 (158 days), and Sept. 22 (145
days) for 1918.
By making the sowing earlier (Verfrühung) than the
normal planting time, the lifespan gets longer and longer and
the harvest gets earlier only to a very insignificant degree.
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On the other hand, aside from perhaps the raising
through bastardization, a certain success with the
introduction of the soybean to Central Europe can quickly
be achieved through artificial selection of the forms that are
available in a mixture of forms, and all the more quickly
than prevails with the self-pollination (Selbstbefruchtung)
of the soybean. It is not only with soybeans that every such
mixture of forms may also contain, among the forms from
which it is constituted, especially short-lived [i.e. early
maturing] ones, and among those, such forms which in
fact also provide an acceptable harvest. If individual earlymaturing individuals are singled out, and if their descendants
are planted separately and compared with each other, then
such circles of forms (Formenkreise) can be recognized and
evaluated. This is simply breeding through the separation of
the circles of forms (Züchtung durch Formenkreistrennung)
if the individuals also differ from each other externally,
and breeding by refinement through the separation of lines
(Veredlungszüchtung durch Linientrennung) if that is not the
case. Baumann calls such breeding selection of forms with
the “most favorable climatic ecological periodicity.”
As far as the decisive question is then concerned as
to whether greater agronomic trials should be prompted,
this reporter comes to a conclusion which is close to my
statements thus far. I have always been against it being
generally recommended to farmers in Central Europe to
carry out larger agronomic trials with the soybean per se–
that is, with any form of it. In contrast to this, such trials
are very well possible with garden culture because within
that context, means for safeguarding (Sicherungsmittel) are
applicable with both sowing and the harvest which rule out
the practical agricultural operation, even if the profitability
with garden culture in many cases plays a smaller role. This
reporter also emphasizes this difference, and it was also only
“Guidelines for the Cultivation of the Soybean” (“Richtlinien
für den Anbau der Sojabohne”) that were published by the
Imperial Committee which are intended “for the gardenscale cultivation for the purpose of obtaining seeds for
sowing”. The assembly additionally came to the conclusion
that a clarification is all the more necessary since over the
course of the past year, the soybean question (Sojafrage)
was described in various journals as already having been
solved for Germany in a favorable sense, in connection with
a call to agriculture to plant this important bearer of oil and
protein to a great extent here with us. Such premature calls
without a doubt have to lead to setbacks “which can in no
way be useful to the matter itself.” Finally, the statement
was provided by the “Committee for the State Support of
the Cultivation of Medicinal Plants in Austria” (“Komitee
zur staatlichen förderung der Kultur von Arzneipflanzen in
Oesterreich”). I made reference at the time in these pages to
their first report about the soybean. The additional trials that
were initiated by the Committee in 1917 and 1918 “turned
out to be completely unfavorable for the mass cultivation

of this plant.” Within that context, the extraordinarily warm
summer half of the year 1917, which I proved by means of
figures, was an especially favorable one for the soybean in
Central Europe. Following the results of the aforementioned
assembly and following the above mentioned remarks
from Austria, I can only come back to the opinion which
I already provided in 1915 (Fühlings landwirtschaftliche
Zeitung) as a result of many of my own trials and which
I formulated more sharply in 1917 (Nachrichten der
deutschen Landwirtschaftsgesellschaft für Oesterreich):
“The short-living, lower yielding varieties may still provide
success where wine [i.e. grapes] can still be planted for the
obtaining of wine and the early-maturing varieties of corn
mature. In warmer locations, these varieties provide higher
yields. The higher-yielding, medium-late to late varieties
may find corresponding heat conditions in areas in which
the grapevine provides an esteemed beverage and the longliving varieties where corn that is planted for the obtaining
of seeds, common corn and not dent corn (Pferdemais)
regularly matures well.” With regard to the techniques
for the cultivation of the soybean, which I discussed in
Landwirtschaftliche Hefte, vol. 30-31, 2nd edition, 1919,
“Landwirtschaftlich wichtige Hülsenfruchter” (“Legumes
that are Important for Agriculture”), I would like to add that
according to the new trials on lime-deficient soils, I have
found an addition of lime to be very favorable for soybeans.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojasorten (soybean types or
varieties). This word appears in 8 different issues of these
newspapers from 1919 to 1946.
Note 3. This is the earliest article seen (June 2020) in the
AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that contains
the German word Sojafrage (soybean question). This word
appears in 5 different issues of these newspapers from 1919
to 1946.
1241. Farver, Warner E. 1919. More soy-bean hints. National
Stockman and Farmer 43(9):253-54. May 31.
• Summary: The writer has been “monkeying” with soy
beans for four years. Advantages include their suitability
for later planting and better resistance than clover of the
hay to rain. Sow soy beans as soon as possible after cornplanting–when the ground is warm. If planted for hay too
late, they will mature by late August or early September, and
the weather will generally not be hot enough to cure the hay.
“We have had soy-bean hay lie ten days in rainy weather and
it did not spoil.” Address: Holmes county, Ohio.
1242. Mathews, I.J. 1919. More soybean questions. Ohio
Farmer 143(22):851. May 31.
• Summary: “From the number of questions concerning
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soybeans, there must be more than a passing interest in this
crop.” The author answers the following questions: 1. “Is it
better to use acclimated seed grown in one’s locality?” Yes.
2. “Would you advise planting soybeans intended for hay by
broadcasting them?” No. 3. When should soybeans intended
for hay be sown? 4. “Are soybeans quite free from insect
troubles?” Yes. 5. “In using commercial inoculation, will
soaking the beans in the solution for 15 minutes cause their
skins to come off?” Yes.
6. “Do you think a patch of soybeans for seed would
be profitable this year?” Yes. 7. When everybody grows his
own seed, as they no doubt will in two or three years, do you
think there will be any more market for soybeans?” Yes. 8.
“Is it advisable to use soybeans as a green manure crop and if
so, when ought they to be turned under?”–Ans: “Soys make
an excellent green manure crop, but it is scarcely advisable
to use them in this way. They are worth more for other uses
and their fertilizing value can be placed in the soil at less
expense with commercial fertilizers and manure. If they are
turned under, by all means do it early–not later than August
1,...”
9. “Do you think soybean growing is a fad, soon to die
out?”–A soon die out?”–Ans: “The soybean has sufficient
merit to put it out of the fad class.” Address: Pulaski County,
Indiana.
1243. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1919. Seeding
soy beans and cow peas in the South. 1(12):17. May.
• Summary: From Seed World: “Although the seeding of
soy beans and cowpeas will not be general until May and
June throughout the regions adapted to these crops, it is
well for farmers planning a large or small acreage to look
forward to the fitting of the seed bed. The preparation of the
soil for both of these crops, especially when grown for the
production of seed, is similar to that for corn, and they, like
corn, readily respond to any extra preparation. In general,
the land should be plowed early and deep, fitted, and then
harrowed at intervals until the beans or peas are planted;
otherwise weeds are likely to choke out the young plants.
“At this time it is well for those who have not planned
for either of these crops in their farming systems, to
consider the advantages to be gained from the many ways
in which either crop may be utilized. The soy bean should
receive special consideration, on account of its more
general adaptation, wider utilization, and cheaper seed. An
experimental plat should at least be made of this crop in
order to become acquainted with its value and the handling
of it for different purposes.”
1244. Bulletin Mensuel des Renseignements Agricoles et des
Maladies des Plantes (Rome). 1919. Effets de l’inoculation
et de la fumure sur le rendement en graines, leur composition
et la formation des nodosités, chez le soya [Effects of
inoculation and of fertilizer treatment on the yield of seeds,

their composition, and nodule formation of soybeans
(Abstract)]. 10(5):580. No. 575. May. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
English-language article: Fellers, C.R. 1918. “The effect of
inoculation, fertilizer treatment, and certain minerals on the
yield, composition, and nodule formation of soybeans.” Soil
Science 6(2):81-119. Aug.
1245. Hodgson, Emory R. 1919. Ten lessons on soy beans
and cow peas. Virginia Agricultural College, Extension
Bulletin No. 55. 26 p. May. Boys’ and Girls’ Agricultural
Home Economics Club Series. [8 ref]
• Summary: “This bulletin has been prepared for the
members of the Soy Bean and Cowpea Club Project, to
furnish them a systematic course of instruction. It is one of a
series of similar bulletins covering each club project included
in the work of the Virginia Boys’ and Girls’ Agricultural
Home Economics Club.” Page 4 gives an “Outline of
requirements to secure high school credits of Soy Bean or
Cowpea Club Project.” A diagram (p. 5) shows the various
ways in which the plants and seeds of soy beans are utilized.
Address: Agronomist.
1246. Acosta Henríquez, Juan. 1919. Habichuelas soyas
[Soybeans]. Revista de Agricultura de Puerto Rico 3(1):1829. June. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: History. Varieties grown in Puerto
Rico and their characteristics. Soils. Sowing. Harvest.
Production and yield per acre. Seed storage. Uses. Silage.
Green forage. Hay. Green manure. Uses of the seed (for
humans and animals). Assimilation (by humans and animals)
and digestibility. Soya as a domestic food (incl. soymilk and
tofu). Soy flour (harina de soya). General considerations.
Enemies of the soybean.
“The soybean (La habichuela soya) is a new crop
in Puerto Rico. It was introduced from the United States
and though, in some towns on the island it has been sold
occasionally as a domestic food, it has not been cultivated
for that purpose. The federal agricultural experiment station
of Mayagüez [Mayaguez] is the only site where experiments
have been conducted with this bean (grano). Its field of
experimentation has been expanded to almost all the towns
of Puerto Rico, where one would have been able to obtain
very satisfactory results if it were not for the carelessness
of the farmers on whose land the trials were conducted; for
after seeing that their plants had grown a little, the farmers
stopped tending them [assuming that the plants would grow
by themselves]. On the grounds of the station at Mayagüez,
we were able to carry out various experiments concerning the
cultivation and utilization of this crop, and all gave favorable
results.”
At the Mayagüez station, the author conducted soybean
trials for 18 months, and he is sure that the soybean can be
cultivated in and adapted to Puerto Rico. This is especially
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important today when yields of native beans are decreasingly
rapidly. In 1918 at Mayagüez, the author planted the
following soybean varieties: Mammoth Yellow, Ito San,
Wilson’s Five, Tokyo, Haberlandt, Manchu, Chiquita,
Virginia, and Early Green. With these introductions an
average production of 1.128 tons of dry hay per acre were
obtained.
“The soybean has not been used to a great extent as a
food in people’s homes in Puerto Rico. Experiments have
been conducted in this regard and the results have been
satisfactory.” The author believes that in Puerto Rico, the
soybean has not been used as it should be for food. He does
not believe that Puerto Ricans will use the soybean as it is
used in Japan, with the exception of tofu (queso de soya).
“This cheese could be made in Puerto Rico with very good
results.” He then describes how to make soymilk and tofu,
and says that the tofu can be sold either fresh or refrigerated.
“The pods [las vainas; he probably means green vegetable
soybeans] can be used in salads before they harden. They
should be washed and the fibers on the peel of the pod
should be removed. The pods get lightly or briefly boiled,
as is done with tender beans, and are served with oil and
vinegar, resulting in a magnificent dish.” Note 1. Habichuela
means “French-bean or kidney bean.” Tables contain data on
production and composition of soybeans.
Note 2. This is probably the earliest Spanish-language
document seen (June 2009) that mentions green vegetable
soybeans, which it describes as shown above. Address:
Subinspector de Agricultura, Puerto Rico.
1247. Bulletin Mensuel des Renseignements Agricoles et
des Maladies des Plantes (Rome). 1919. Semences de soya
améliorées pour la culture en Mandchourie [Improved
soybean seeds for cultivation in Manchuria (Abstract)].
10(6):740. No. 726. June. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
English-language article: Commerce Reports (Daily Consular
and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, Department of Commerce). 1919. “Improved
seed beans for cultivation in Manchuria.” No. 61. March 14.
p. 1232.
1248. Carter, C.E. 1919. Hogs, corn and soybeans: A good
combination in Knox County, Missouri. Swine World
6(11):7. June.
• Summary: Discusses the experiences of farmers in Knox
County, Missouri, with soybeans. “Knox County farmers will
plant soybeans in over 1,000 acres of corn this year. Three
years ago no soybeans were grown in this county... Knowing
that soybeans and corn make an excellent ration for hogs the
county agent persuaded some farmers to plant a patch of corn
and beans together where it could be hogged off. The above
mentioned 1,000 acres this year is the result.”
A close-up photo shows a field of soybeans grown with

corn.
1249. Fred, E.B.; Graul, E.J. 1919. Effect of inoculation and
lime on the yield and on the amount of nitrogen in soybeans
on acid soil. Soil Science 7(6):455-67. June. [2 ref]
• Summary: “In many parts of this state [Wisconsin] the soil
is so low in calcium carbonate that the growth of alfalfa, or
even clover, is almost a total failure (Fred & Graul 1916). If
the organic matter and nitrogen supply of these acid soils is
to be maintained or increased, it is essential that leguminous
crops be grown. Fortunately, there are certain legumes which
are more tolerant of soil acidity than alfalfa and clover. Chief
among these plants which may be of value in Wisconsin are
soybeans, vetch, serradella and lupines.
“As a soil builder the soybean has few equals. If grown
in company with the nitrogen-fixing bacteria of the roots,
this plant will absorb large amounts of nitrogen from the air.
In other words; soybeans through the efforts of the bacteria,
feed heavily upon the air nitrogen instead of upon the soil
nitrogen (Fellers 1918). For the farmer on the light soils
this property of the soybean is of great value. In the state of
Wisconsin it is particularly important that soybeans be given
a fair trial since it has been shown repeatedly that this plant
will thrive in a soil which is moderately acid.
“Several tests have been carried out with these crops
on soils of varying reaction. The results of the work with
soybeans are reported in this paper. In order to avoid
confusion the technical information is given in simplified
form.
“The experiments reported in this paper were planned
to study the influence that additions of limestone with and
without inoculation with nodule bacteria exert upon the yield
and composition of soybeans. In connection with this work
the changes in the nitrogen supply of the soil were studied
carefully.
“Tests were carried out with soybeans on two important
soil types–Plainfield sand and Colby silt loam. The results
of both pot and field tests are included in this paper. In one
pot test it was possible to make a complete nitrogen balance,
i.e., to determine the amount of nitrogen in the soil at the
beginning, and at the end, the amount in the crops, in the
planted seed, and in the added water.”
“Summary: It is noteworthy that in every test the
percentage of protein in the tops was higher in the case of the
nodule-bearing plants than with the plants free of nodules.
Although the absence of the nodule bacteria renders it
impossible for the soybean plant to utilize the nitrogen of the
air, the effect is not always apparent. In parts of Wisconsin,
soybeans will produce large crops in the absence of the
nodule bacteria, but in such cases, the entire nitrogen supply
of the plant is taken from the soil. Inoculation of soybeans
grown on Sparta sand increased the yield of dry matter:
The yield was further increased when inoculation was
supplemented by an application of lime. Sufficient lime to
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neutralize one-half of the active soil acidity was sufficient to
produce maximum yields. The percentage of nitrogen in the
crop and the total amount was increased by inoculation.
“The crops grown on the sand from Hancock yielded
better when inoculated than when uninoculated. In fact,
inoculation was more effective in increasing the yield than
was lime. Lime in small amounts and inoculation together
produced the best yields.
“The nitrogen content of those crops which were
inoculated was considerably higher than that of the
uninoculated crops. When the crops are not inoculated all
of the nitrogen is drawn from the soil, but when the proper
bacteria are present a large proportion of the protein nitrogen
is drawn from the air.
“When the entire crop is removed from the soil, leaving
only the roots and stubble, there will be less nitrogen in the
soil than there was before the crop was grown, but if the crop
is turned under as a green manure, if properly inoculated, it
will add large quantities of nitrogen to the soil.
“Inoculation was not as effective on the Colby silt loam
as on the sandy soils in increasing yields, but influenced the
percentage of nitrogen, and consequently the total amount in
the crop.
“Soybeans if properly inoculated will utilize nitrogen
from the air and thus enrich the soil, provided the crop
residue is returned to the soil. It is not necessary to plow
the crop under if the crop is fed on the farm. The manure
can be returned to the soil, and in this way be utilized in the
improvement of the land. Small additions of limestone to
acid soils render the inoculated soybean plant more active
in absorbing air nitrogen.” Address: Depts. of Agricultural
Bacteriology and of Soils, Univ. of Wisconsin.
1250. Herman, V.R. 1919. Soybeans and cowpeas for North
Carolina. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 241. 40 p. June. See p. 24-40.
• Summary: Contents of the section on soybeans: Soybean
history and for North Carolina. Feeding value of various
hays compared. Seed production. Pasturing soybeans (in
summer). Soybeans for soil improvement. Methods of
culture. Rate of seeding. Time of planting. Fertilizer for
soybeans. Soybean varieties.
The last section, titled “Cowpeas and soybeans
compared,” discusses pasture, seed production, and hay
production.
Soybeans “were introduced into America in 1829,
but received very little attention until the variety known
as the Mammoth Yellow was introduced about 1882. The
introduction of this variety was followed by a decided
increase in the production of the crop.
“Prior to 1900, soybeans had not been grown very
extensively in North Carolina. Since that date, their value
and uses have become better known, and its production has
steadily increased. At the present time it is quite an important

crop, particularly in eastern North Carolina, ranking sixth
in commercial importance among the crops of our State” (p.
24).
“Soybeans for seed: Unlike cowpeas, soybeans are
grown extensively for seed production... On the better soils
of the Coastal Plain the yields have ranged between 20 and
40 bushels per acre, while 15 to 25 bushels is considered a
good yield in the piedmont and mountain sections.
“The method of harvesting soybeans depends, to a large
extent, upon the amount grown. Small quantities may be
pulled up by hand or cut with a reap hook and threshed out
with a flail. One man should be able to thresh 5 to 6 bushels
a day by this method when the plants are thoroughly dried.
Where several acres are to be harvested, it will be necessary
to use machinery of some kind. Several special harvesting
machines are now on the market. Most of these machines
thresh the beans in the field, leaving the stalks for pasturage
and soil improvement. These harvesters gather from 60 to
75 per cent of the seed, the remainder being scattered on
the ground or left on the stalks. The seed left, however, are
usually eaten by the hogs or cattle pastured after harvesting.”
“For pasturage in the eastern part of the State, Black
Eyebrow, or Manchu, gives early pasturage, the Virginia or
Haberlandt, medium, and Mammoth Yellow, late pasturage.”
Tables and text give the results of soybean culture
experiments at various experiment stations in North
Carolina. For each variety, the date of seeding, yield of seed
(in bushels/acre) and yield of hay (in pounds/acre) are given.
The varieties tested were: Arlington, Austin, Black Eyebrow,
Chiquita. Early Dwarf Green, Haberlandt, Mammoth,
Manchu, Mammoth Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Medium
Yellow, Peking, Tar-Heel Black, Tokio, Virginia, Wilson,
Wilson Black.
“The soybean will stand a considerable amount of frost
in the spring or fall, while the cowpea is very sensitive to
cold.” Photos show: (1) A split view of a field of cowpeas
and soybeans (front cover). (2) A man holding two soybean
plants in a field of Virginia soybeans (p. 24). (3) Ventilated
stacks for curing soybean or cowpea hay (p. 27). (4) A man
working on machinery used in harvesting small grain (p.
28). (5) The Haberlandt soybean plant (p. 29). (6) A field of
soybeans grown in rows between corn for seed, pasture, or
soil improvement (p. 30). (7) A field of different soybean
varieties, incl. Virginia and Hollybrook (p. 34). Tables show
results of the experiments.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Mammoth Brown.
Address: Asst. Agronomist.
1251. Justice, J.L. 1919. Methods of cutting soy beans.
Hoard’s Dairyman 58(3):90. Aug. 8.
• Summary: “In trying to find the ‘best’ way to handle soy
beans I think we have cut them about every way imaginable
except by hand. Each method has its disadvantages and
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disadvantages.”
“The best results we ever secured with a mower was
in using the side delivery windrower attachment such as is
made for cutting clover for seed.”
“Last year we used our sweeprake for cutting our soy
beans... The sweeprake puts the vines in moderately sized
bunches which are easily handled at threshing time. The tops
carrying the pods all lie together at the top of the bunches
and in the same direction. It works best when the vines are
fairly ripe. It does the best work when the knives are kept
real sharp and changed frequently.” A photo shows a man
using the sweeprake, pulled by two horses, to harvest soy
beans.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that mentions the use of a windrower, or of a sweeprake, for
soybean production. A sweeprake gathers and hauls a heavy
load directly to the stack. Address: Indiana.
1252. Reichsauschuss fuer Oele und Fette. 1919. Zur Frage
des Anbaues und Akklimatisation der Soja in Deutschland
[On the question of the cultivation and acclimatization of the
soybean in Germany]. Chemische Umschau auf dem Gebiete
der Fette, Oele, Wachse und Harze (Germany) 26(9):113-15.
Aug. 10. [Ger]
• Summary: When I am asked to write about the cultivation
potential of the soybean plant as well as preparation of the
soybean seeds, I feel uncomfortable. As far as the first topic
is concerned, I have already written repeatedly about it.
As for the second subject, for the reason that I become the
antipode of those kindly ladies, who in the present time feel
the need, without having until then devoted themselves to
the practice and theory of agriculture, or one of them, to
express views on agriculture. In the first point I apologize
for the request made to me, the second, as well as factual
judgment in a foreign field–in this case the art of cooking–is
in question, not to apologize at all, I avoid without such
activity, by the comments from my wife and only adjudicate
judgments about this enjoyability.
Note: Translated by Google Translate–with our
apologies. Address: Wissenschaftliche Abteilung, Unter den
Linden 68 a, Berlin N.W. 7, Germany.
1253. Cates, J. Sidney. 1919. Victory for the soys: The
experimental crop of a few years ago has become a staple.
Country Gentleman 84(33):10, 40-41. Aug. 16.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. A good poor-land crop
(“The forage is valuable for hay, for green manure and for
silage”). The inoculation test. A substitute for sky-high
[expensive] manure. New varieties do not shatter (In a
variety resembling Medium Green “the shattering trait has
been entirely eliminated).”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a field where
splendid growth of soybeans has occurred between rows of
corn. (2) Soy bean root tubercles.

1254. Stemple, F.W. 1919. Soybean experiments. West
Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 172.
19 p. Aug.
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Varieties.
Soybeans vs. cowpeas for hay. Soybeans and other plants
grown in combination for hay. Seeding. Time to cut soybean
hay. Immediate effect of lime on soybean yield.
“Experiments in the production of this important crop
were started at the West Virginia Experiment Station in
1912... The work on soybeans from 1912 to 1916 was done
under the direction of I.S. Cook and W.B. Kemp... Soybeans
are rapidly becoming a very important crop in West Virginia
agriculture. In fact the statement that the soybean is ‘the West
Virginia legume’ is quite true. The clover acreage in this state
is declining very rapidly because of the inability on the part
of our farmers to grow clover. Soybeans are not affected by
many conditions unfavorable to clover and consequently
they are being grown instead. From reports made by county
agricultural agents the following very conservative estimate
of soybean acreage in this state is given, from which some
idea of the growth in popularity of the crop can be gained.
“1916–3,500 to 4,000 acres.
“1917–6,000 to 10,000 acres.
“1918–12,000 to 18,000 acres.
“1919–15,000 to 22,000 acres.”
There are several methods used for inoculation of
soybeans: The pure culture method and the soil method. “The
pure culture method is rapidly growing in popularity and this
method can be highly recommended. The Government, to a
limited amount, will furnish free inoculation. Write the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soil
Bacteriology Investigations, Washington, DC, for particulars.
All good seedsmen sell this material in any quantity desired.”
Photos show: (1) A field soybeans ready to cut for
hay, with the pods well filled (front cover). (2) Soybean
varieties on the West Virginia Experiment Station Farm.
(3) Soybean root nodules. Many tables include descriptive
data on soybean varieties, and soybean hay. Address: M.S.,
Agronomist, Agronomy Dep., Morgantown.
1255. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1919.
Der Frage des Anbauens und der Akklimatsation der Soja
[The question of the cultivation and the acclimatization of
the soybean]. 69(71):553. Sept. 3. [Ger]
• Summary: The question of the worthiness of the cultivation
of the soybean (Sojabohne) in Germany has been dealt
with for many years by both scientists and practitioners of
agriculture. In 1878, the renowned book by Prof. Haberlandt
was published in Austria, and the next year in Germany the
book by Dr. Wein, the one by Prof. Herz and Prof. Wollny in
1880, and then in 1881 the book by Henneberg and Drechsler
(Vienna) [sic, since no such work can currently (April
2020) be found, what was most likely meant by the author
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of this article is the book by Ernst Wein, Die Sojabohne als
Feldfrucht [The Soybean as a Crop], published in Berlin in
1881 by Verlag Paul Parey and included as a supplementary
volume (Ergänzungsheft) to no. XXIX of the 1881 edition
of the agricultural periodical Journal für Landwirthschaft, of
which Wilhelm Henneberg and Gustav Drechsler were for
many years the editors].
After that, aside from various analytical experiments,
a certain standstill set in. The result of these publications,
which in general did not speak unfavorably about the
cultivation possibilities of the soybean (Soja), was, however,
a negative one according to the practical point of view. They
did not lead to the cultivation of this crop at the scale of the
garden and even less so at the agricultural level in any areas
of Germany. Since that time, the soybean has been dealt with
nearly every year by some institution from the nutritional
physiology and analytical standpoints. Immediately before
the war (1913), attention was drawn to the soybean once
again by the horticulturalist Winkler (in Mainkur) [a part of
today’s Frankfurt am Main, Germany] on the worthiness of
the cultivation of the soybean, but this question became acute
once again in Germany as well as in Austria only during
the war. In the search for new sources of fat, which in fact
led to the talking up of the cultivation of the most varied of
seeds that contain oil, the soybean was remembered once
again. While on one hand, Dr. Fruwirth in particular, on the
basis of his breeding trials, arrived at the result at that time
that this crop was in general not worthy of being cultivated
in Germany and couched this in the felicitous words that
the soybean could only be cultivated not where wine grows,
but rather where it is also drinkable, there was on the other
hand no lack of other voices that believed that they were able
to recommend the cultivation of the soybean (Sojaanbau)
in a wider range, such as in particular Dr. Heintze of the
Bacteriological Institute of the Chamber of Agriculture
for the Province of Saxony (Bakteriologische Institut der
Landwirtschaftskammer für die Provinz Sachsen). During the
period of the war, a variety of texts were published on this
subject, such as those by Hiltner, von Fürstenberg, Fruwirth,
Kurac [sic, perhaps Kuráz is meant?], Körnicke, etc. The
recommendations for the cultivation and the promotion that
was done from this by a certain side did not fail to make a
certain impression on the farmers and lead them to carry out
trials.
The Imperial Committee for Oils and Fats
(Reichsausschuss für Oele und Fette) (Unter den Linden 68
a, Berlin), which in numerous scientific commissions tested
the capability for use of a variety of oil crops for nutrition
as well as for the possibility of their cultivation in Germany,
was not able to get past these contradictory results. In
contrast, it decided to confront the testing of the worthiness
for cultivation itself, even though as a result of the scientific
and agricultural information that it had obtained, it had to
have seemed to it from the very start to be rather negative.

The Imperial Committee did then achieve results in 1918
for the first time that were reported in a conference of its
employees in Nuremberg. (Footnote: In that regard, see
“Anbau und Akklimatisation der Soja” [“The Cultivation
and Acclimatization of the Soybean”] by Prof. C. Fruwirth in
no. 41 of this journal.) The results of these trials are more or
less as follows:
“The various stocks (Herkünfte) that were tested are
extraordinarily unequal in the maturation time and yield
capability. But the most early maturing, developed seeds
did not achieve a suitable productivity in comparison to
the local bush beans. The medium late to late stocks hardly
developed seeds or did not develop any at all. The earlier
stocks of soybeans were compared with the local bush beans
by some of those who carried out trials, and the results of
that which were achieved are indicated below (in kg per
are) [equal to an area of 10 m by 10 m, or 100 sq. m., or
1/100 of a hectare]: [A table follows with the nine columns
Trial Site, Bush Beans subdivided into Neger Variety and
Hinrichs Variety which, in turn are subdivided into Seeds,
Straw, Seeds, and Straw; and Soybeans, subdivided into
Hohenheimer fr. br. [probably Hohenheim Early Brown]
XXVI/13 and Tübinger XXI Strassburg I which, in turn, are
subdivided into Seeds, Straw, Seeds, and Straw, and the two
rows Hohenheim Seed Breeding Institute (Saatzuchtanstalt
Hohenheim) Eng. Pflz. [probably narrow planting],
Hohenheim Seed Breeding Institute Wt. Pflz. [probably
wide planting]; then the two columns Bush Beans, Seeds
and II/I Hamburger Yellow with the row Karlsruhe Chamber
of Agriculture (Landwirtschaftlich Kammer Karlsruhe)
(Ettlingen Trial Field) (with the footnote: Greatly infested
by cock chafer grubs); then the four columns English Dwarf
Beans, Seeds; XXII/12 Stedten fr. br, [probably Stedten Early
Brown], I/14 Mainkur Yellow Correns, V/14 Mainkur Black
Correns, Seeds with the row H. Lembke (Malchow) (with
the footnote: Greatly infested by cock chafer grubs) (and
with the footnote: With brown spot disease [perhaps Scirrhia
acicola]). The table shows yields that are significantly higher
for the straw of soybeans compared to the straw of bush
beans but otherwise consistently and substantially lower for
the seeds of soybeans compared to the seeds of bush beans.]
“From the table, it is to be deduced that in no case
did the soybean achieve the yield capability of the local
bush bean or even approach it, even though the latter
has a far shorter vegetative period, and even in the case
when it suffered greatly from cock chafer grubs and in
the other case when it suffered from brown spot disease
(Braunfleckenkrankheit). Thus, it is confirmed at least
for 1918 that even under the more favorable cultivation
conditions in Hohenheim and Karlsruhe, the early-maturing
soy beans demonstrated a thoroughly insufficient capability
for yield, which corresponds to the results from Prof.
Fruwirth. The trials showed that only few of the numerous
forms that were tested even produced seeds to some extent at
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all, while the larger part had still hardly formed any mature
seeds even in October, but rather had only formed blossoms.
To be counted upon as the mature varieties are those which
for a longer time had already been cultivated in Germany
and had experienced a natural or systematic breeding
for early maturity, such as the varieties Schurigs Early
Brown (Schurigs frühe braune), Hohenheim Early Brown,
(Hohenheimer frühe braune), Tübingen Black (Tübinger
schwarz), Dahlem Brown (Dahlem braun), Uchtermoor
Brown (Uchtermoor braun), Lauchstedt Black (Lauchstedter
schwarz), Hamburg Yellow (Hamburger gelb), etc. The seeds
for sowing and the harvest from these trials were tested for
their chemical composition, namely for water, ash, fat, and
protein.
The trials were carried out by the Imperial Committee
in connection with numerous scientific institutes, plant
breeders, and practical agriculturalists in a broader range.
Within that context, and as a result of the broadest popular
distribution throughout the entire [German] empire, the
intention is to find the boundary of the acclimatization
capability in Germany. In order to arrange the trials to be
comparable, those who carried out the trials were provided
with a questionnaire, the purpose of which was to determine
in a numerically comparable manner the appearance of the
blossoms, the arrival at maturity, and the capability for yield
as well as other important determinations.
As the overall result of the trials, it can be stated that
not only are the recommendations for the cultivation of the
soybean in Germany premature as they had been indicated to
agriculture from a variety of sources, but very few prospects
exist in general for setting up the soybean through additional
breeding work to be so early maturing and capable of yields
that it could be cultivated at minimum in the most favorable
parts of Germany with success and exploitation. With this,
the great significance that this nutritious crop has and will
continue to have for nutrition is not contradicted. But for
greater consumption, it is almost exclusively importation that
will come into question, and from that point of view, its use
may in fact be recommended.
Imperial Committee for Oils and Fats,
Scientific Department, Berlin
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
1256. Farver, Warner E. 1919. Soy beans for seed (Letter to
the editor). National Stockman and Farmer 43(24):646. Sept.
13.
• Summary: Describes methods of harvesting soy beans
for seed. The only way in which the writer would use the
mower to cut soy beans for seed is by using the side-delivery
attachment. Many farmers use this attachment for cutting
clover seed, and fair to good results have been secured with
soy beans. “The beauty of its use lies in the windrow being
placed so that the horses and wheels do not pass over it, thus

preventing shattering.”
He has had some trouble with Medium Green variety
soy beans because they shatter easily and are hard to handle.
“Yet they are a very good variety.”
“When we again grow soys for the market we shall try
the binder to harvest them. Farmers who use it tell us that it
is possibly the best under the most and average conditions...
Shocked without caps they cure better by far than in
windrows. Will those who have had experience in cutting
soys with binder and shocking them like grain please report
through these columns?” Address: Holmes County, Ohio.
1257. Morse, W.J. 1919. Re: Report on inspection tour
to Mississippi. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper [Agrostologist
in Charge, BPI, USDA], Washington, DC, Sept. 26. 2 p.
Handwritten, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Morse is writing from Gulfport, a coastal city
west of Biloxi, Mississippi. “Dear Prof. Piper: Have just
returned from a visit to Mr. [G.A.] Swan’s place near Lyman
[Mississippi]. I saw a very considerable acreage of soya,
mostly Biloxi, some Barchet and some Otootan (Laredo–our
black). The varieties all appeared very promising and no
doubt Mr. Swan will have considerable of the Biloxi. He has
ordered one of the Carolina Harvesters.
“Spent Thurs. with Mr. Abbott, Mobile, Alabama. I
like Mr. Abbott’s plantation very much. He also will have
considerable Biloxi seed and also some Bush Velvet [a
variety of velvet bean].
“The soys at all places visited thus far look very good.
Am very much pleased with the Victor cowpea. At Raleigh
[North Carolina] and Monetta [South Carolina] it appeared
very promising in comparison with other sorts. At Athens,
Georgia, the Victor led in hay yield, 2.07 tons to the acre, and
the next day the Brabham, with 1.87 tons. The seed yields
have not yet been calculated or rather weighed at the time of
my visit. Am sure we have a good thing in this new variety.
“I do not remember whether I told Mr. Lee to order 30
cylinder teeth or spikes for the harvesters at Arlington or
not. Will you please have Lydenberg look the matter up and
if they have not been ordered, to order them from Hardy
& Newsome [Newsom], La Grange, North Carolina–Little
Giant Bean Harvester. Very truly yours,...”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2013) that
mentions the soybean variety Laredo.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1258. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1919. Farm
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department: Inoculation of alfalfa, lime. Sept. 28. p. A15.
• Summary: A.E.K. of Tennessee writes: Soils “that have
grown cowpeas seem to be fully inoculated for the soybean
or for the velvet bean.”
1259. Bulletin Mensuel des Renseignements Agricoles et
des Maladies des Plantes (Rome). 1919. Résultats d’essais
de culture du soya au Jardin colonial de Palerme [Results
of soybean cultural trials at the colonial garden in Palermo
(Sicily, Italy) (Abstract)]. 10(7-9):911. No. 872. July/Sept. [1
ref. Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
Italian-language article: Mattei, G.E. 1919. “La soja ed i suoi
prodotti” [The soybean and its products]. Bollettino di Studi
ed Informazioni del Regio Giardino Coloniale di Palermo
5(1/2):1-34.
1260. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1919. Handy helps in
harvesting soy beans increase crop’s food and forage value.
7(10):6. Oct. 8.
• Summary: “With the widely increased popularity of
the soy bean the harvest of the crop has gained markedly
in importance in practically every section of the country.
According to specialists of the United States Department
of Agriculture the fact that practical and satisfactory
bean harvesters are now on the market at comparatively
reasonable prices and are efficient for harvesting the crop
either when grown under level or ridged-row methods of
cultivation, greatly increases the value of this crop not only
as a forage for live stock but also for human food purposes.”
Methods of harvesting are described. Address:
Washington, DC.
1261. Lacey, James. 1919. Soil and soy beans. Hoard’s
Dairyman 58(16):700. Nov. 7.
• Summary: Mammoth Yellow and Ito San are the two
principal varieties on which information was secured. Very
few of the smaller and earlier maturing varieties, such as
Wisconsin Early Black, were sown.
“The Mammoth Yellow, when planted with corn, gave
good results only on the lighter or sandy soils. On these types
of soil good stands were reported in nearly all cases...”
“In every known instance, inoculation of the seed gave
good results. The prepared culture, which is manufactured
by the Bacteriology Department of University of Wisconsin,
was used. The nodules produced were large and numerous...”
“Numerous farmers have attributed the failure of the
Mammoth Yellow on heavy soil to inherent lack of vitality
in this particular variety. Others have voiced the opinion
that this year’s seed was seed which had been stored for
some time, and had lost its viability. The results which were
secured would lead one to believe that the former reason
is the more plausible. In the lighter soils which warm up
much earlier in the season and which produce much more

favorable growing conditions, the beans did very well,
while they failed to give a high percentage of germination
in the colder and heavier clays. In some cases, even after
germination, the Mammoths failed to push their way to
the surface. Apparently they lacked the reserve plant food
necessary to keep the young plants alive until they had
become independent in growth. Whatever the reason for the
low percentage of growth may be, this large variety of bean
will not become widely popular until a more dependable
quality of seed has been secured.”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a field to show
height that some Mammoth Yellow soy beans attained
on sandy soil–over 5 feet. (2) Men standing in a field of
Mammoth Yellows in corn on the farm of Walter Frost,
Wisconsin. Address: Wisconsin.
1262. Heaton, E.B. 1919. Making the farm feed the cow: Soy
beans. Orange Judd Farmer 67(20):748-49. Nov. 15.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (inc. brief history of the
soybean). Value as human food (and feed for cows). With
corn for silage. Do best on rich soils. Rate of seeding (and
varieties).
“I believe that the most important place the soy bean
will have... in the dairy farm scheme is as a catch crop
where the clover and some of the small grain crops fail... In
practically the whole of the dairy section of the country the
soy bean is the best annual legume to use” to maintain and
build up the nitrogen supply in the soil.
Note: Du Page County is just west of Chicago; it lies
along the west border of Cook County, whose county seat is
Chicago. Address: Du Page County, Illinois.
1263. Miller, B.O. 1919. Re: Experiments with soy beans in
South Dakota. Letter to O.M. Scott & Sons Co. [Seedsmen],
Marysville, Ohio, Nov. 22. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “Last Spring I got some Soy Bean seed from
you which I planted with corn and rape for a hog pasture.
The results sure tickled me. Although the field had two
severe hail storms the twelve acres paid me more than the
rest of the quarter. I want to seed 40 acres this Spring the
same way and several neighbors have asked about seed so
would like for you to send prices.”
Note: This letter is printed in small type in the left
margin of the letterhead of O.M. Scott & Sons Co. on a letter
dated March 6, 1920 to Tuskegee Station, Tuskegee Institute
Alabama.
Location: Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Microfilm of The George Washington Carver Papers in the
Tuskegee Institute Archives, Roll 6 #0547. Address: Mt.
Vernon, South Dakota.
1264. Hackleman, J.C. 1919. Re: Request for information
on soybeans. Letter to W.J. Morse, Bureau of Plant Industry,
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Washington, DC, Nov. 25. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “My dear Mr. Morse: As you will notice I
have changed my location somewhat [from the Missouri
Agric. Exp. Station] but have not changed my sources of
soybean information so I am coming back to you with some
questions.
“I am preparing a talk on soybeans to be given at one
of our county institutes, December 10th and I am trying
to assemble as much data as I can concerning the yield
of soybeans in the neighboring states and also get as full
information as possible concerning the effect upon the yield
of corn when soybeans are grown as a companion crop.
“With this as a tip will you kindly give me some
information which will assist in presenting this matter in the
best way possible as I am anxious to summarize the data that
is assembled up to date.
“Your assistance in this matter will be greatly
appreciated and if I can help you at any time with similar
information from this institution I shall certainly consider it a
favor to be called upon.”
Note: Morse responded on Nov. 29 by sending
Hackleman four publications on soy beans. He adds that
Hackleman might obtain additional information from Prof.
H.D. Hughes, Ames, Iowa. When Morse visited the Iowa
station this past summer he found that they were doing much
research to determine the effect of soy beans on the yield of
corn.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1928. Box 10–Idaho-Illinois. Folder–
Illinois–#2.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Crops Extension, Agric. Exp.
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1265. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1919. Thrashing and
storing to save soy-bean seed. 7(17):4. Nov. 26.
• Summary: “Soy-bean seed is now of considerable value,
and it is essential that all farmers who have raised it thrash
and store it so as to prevent deterioration and loss.
“The ordinary grain separator can be adjusted to thrash
any beans successfully, but this machine, if equipped to
thrash small grains, must be readjusted when soy beans are to
be thrashed, as otherwise a large percentage of cracked seed
will result. The chief cause of split beans is the high speed
of the cylinder, which should be reduced at least one-half,
although the speed of the fans and other parts of the separator
may be maintained at normal.” Address: Washington, DC.
1266. Chevalier, Aug. 1919. Culture et valeur alimentaire des
principales légumineuses tropicales [Cultivation and food

value of the principal tropical legumes]. Bulletin Agricole de
l’Institut Scientifique de Saigon 1(11):330-42. Nov. See p.
331. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “Soja” (p. 331) states that this
plant is first among all legumes in terms of nutritional value.
In Indochina, the soybean is cultivated mainly in Tonkin
[later named North Vietnam] and Cambodia. None of these
soybeans are exported. The Chinese in Cholon (located just
southwest of Saigon) use them to make sauces, cheeses, and
a sort of vegetable casein which is sold at all of the Annamite
[later South Vietnamese] grocery stores. During World War
I, soy flour was mixed with wheat flour in a 1:3 ratio for
making bread.
“The soybean contains 40% protein and 20% oil,
whereas our European beans contain only 20% protein and
2% oils. Products based on soya can therefore contribute to
a good diet.” A table titled “Composition of the principal
leguminous seeds of Indochina with their humidity” (p. 338)
gives analyses for three soybean samples, from Yunnan,
Langston (Tonkin), and the Delta (Tonkin).
Also discusses Bambara Peas (Pois Bambara) (p. 332),
peanuts (p. 332-35), azuki beans (Phaseolus angularis; p.
334, 339).
1267. Justice, J.L. 1919. The moisture problem (Letter to the
editor). Ohio Farmer 144:691. Dec. 6. [1 ref]
• Summary: The writer comments on an article by Prof. Bear
in the last issue of Ohio Farmer on the subject of inoculation
and moisture requirements when soybeans are grown with
corn. “We have grown the corn-soybean combination for a
number of years, for hogging down, siloing and just to have
the soybeans in the corn for the benefit of the nitrogen fixed
in the soil...”
“We have grown the corn-soybean combination for a
number of years, for hogging down, siloing and just to have
the soybeans in the corn for the benefit of the nitrogen fixed
in the end, and I have had an opportunity of watching them
under various conditions. In one small field the combination
was grown for three years in succession. It was on soil that
had never been abused by such steady cropping before. The
beans were planted about four in a hill of corn. The yield and
quality of the corn all three years was as good (and better
in the third year) as corn grown alone on the rest of the
farm. The inference here is that the results secured from the
bacteria working on the soybean roots are more noticeable
the year after the soybeans are grown, but at no time did
the corn in the three seasons seem to suffer from a lack of
moisture due to the soybeans growing with them. It would
certainly have been evident, for corn was grown adjoining
the field, on one side at least, every year.
“Out of the 115 acres of corn we had this year (1914) 40
acres were planted to the corn-soybean combination; more
would have been planted but for the refusal of the attachment
on one planter to work. Because of the extremely dry
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summer, I expected the soybeans to rob the corn of moisture,
but there was no sign of it indicated anywhere.
“What surprised me most was that the tables were just
turned; the corn was robbing the soys. The soys, adapted to
such conditions and showing fine inoculation, were short, did
not carry such heavy foliage and were not so sturdy. Perhaps,
I should not have noticed this so much had there not been
growing on one end of a 30-acre field of the combination
crop about 20 rows of soybeans, planted by themselves. The
latter were fine, big vines and full of heavy foliage, with a
good crop of beans. Both were planted and tended the same
way, but it was evident the corn was retarding the growth of
the soybeans and yet the corn did not seem to be suffering
from a lack of moisture any more than corn planted nearby
alone. It is making now, at shucking, between 70 and 80
bushels per acre.
“This year we have a 25-acre field of corn that followed
soybeans. The soybeans, threshed last year, made a luxuriant
growth, were harvested in the early fall and the vines and
leaves were put back on the field in January of this year.
Certainly there was no greater prospect for corn than this
season’s crop offers. The ears are large and round, and one
man brings in a 40-bushel load twice a day, shucking at the
rate of about an acre a day. It must be remembered that none
of this land is run down tho some of it has been tilled nearly
a hundred years. It is black and clay mixed, and special
care is taken to preserve the moisture thru proper tilling.
It takes a good deal of moisture to grow the corn-soybean
combination, and it is up to the farmer to help provide it, so
far as within his means, by proper preparation. It is a thing
worth our time to study out in practice, for the soybean has
found a place on our farms.” Address: Cass County, Indiana.
1268. Bulletin Mensuel des Renseignements Agricoles et
des Maladies des Plantes (Rome). 1919. Le soya: culture
et emplois [The soybean: Cultivation and utilization
(Abstract)]. 10(10-12):1173-74. No. 1132. Oct/Dec. [1 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
English-language article: Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean:
Its culture and uses.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p.
July.
1269. Park, J.B. 1919-1920. The soybean. Ohio State
University, Agricultural Extension Service, Bulletin 15(11):14.
• Summary: Contents: Uses, soil and climatic requirements,
inoculation, time of seeding, manner and depth of seeding,
need for moist seedbed, planting with corn for silage and
hogging, effect of soybeans on corn yields when the two
are planted together, harvesting for hay and seed, threshing
methods, and varieties (for seed, hay, silage and hogging).
Photos show: A field of soybeans on the Ohio State
University Farm. Soybean plant, showing an abundance of

seed pods. Address: Dep. of Farm Crops, Ohio.
1270. Hedgson, E.R. 1919. Ten lessons on soy beans and
cow peas. Virginia Agricultural College, Extension Bulletin
No. 55. 26 p. *
• Summary: Utilization of the crop, and profits from it;
harvesting; value and yield of the seed; feeding value; use
as human food and for oil and meal; and soybeans as hay,
pasture, a soiling crop and ensilage are reviewed in the
lessons. Address: Blacksburg, Virginia.
1271. Calvino, Mario. 1919. La soya [The soybean]. Informe
de la Estacion Experimental Agronomica (Santiago de las
Vegas, Cuba). p. 98-103. For the years 1917-1918. [1 ref.
Spa]
• Summary: This report, which describes the first soybean
experiments in Cuba, begins by discussing the composition
of the seed, and its various uses in China, Japan, and Europe
(including for manufacture of soaps and as a drying oil
in paints, and as foods such as whole dry soybeans, soy
coffee, roasted soybeans [soynuts] {“Se comen también
tostados...”}). In China they are sprouted in darkness and
the white sprouts, up to 3 cm long, make an excellent green
vegetable.”
Note. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that mentions soy sprouts, which it calls sus
gérmenes blancos. From soybeans the Chinese also make a
special soy cheese (un queso especial), a type of milk (una
especie de leche), and other drinks. The author then states:
“We thought it would be useful to test varieties of soya
suited for hot/tropical countries, and we were able to obtain
two types of Japanese soybeans, those that gave satisfactory
results without having been inoculated.
“Since these soybean types did not find suitable
bacteria for the purpose of being inoculated naturally in
our terrain, I asked the Mulford house (casa de Mulford)
for a special bacterial strain for soy (Soya) and proceeded
with the artificial inoculation of the seed. The result has
been magnificent, as one can see in the accompanying
photographs.
“Now we have inoculated land, with which we have
been able to ensure the most success for our crop. The
harvest [yield] during this first year in Cuba was 2,000 kg/
ha of seed. We have also found that it is best to cultivate soya
in rows 60 cm apart, with the seeds planted 10 cm apart in
each row. This is very dense planting, but it is better to thin
the plants than to transplant in others to get the desired plant
density. Transplanting is often unsuccessful, and if a crop is
not planted evenly the first time, it is difficult to make it even
later by transplanting.
“I have had a chemical analysis done of the soybean
seeds from our crop. The report prepared by the Department
of Chemistry shows that they contain 10.4% water, 41.95%
protein, 17.5% oil, 2.45% carbohydrates, 2.5% fiber, and
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5.2% ash. The analyst was F. Dominguez.” An analysis
is also given of assimilable or digestive elements in the
soybean from a book by R. Gouin titled Alimentation
rationelle des animaux domestique [Rational feeding of
domestic animals]. Three full-page photos show soybean
plants: (1) Root nodules on a soybean plant grown in Cuba
without the use of inoculant (p. 99). (2) Two soybean plants
grown at the agronomic station that contain many pods
(p. 101). (3) Four soybean plants with roots; two were
inoculated and bear nodules (p. 103).
Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen that refers to soynuts. Note 2. This experiment station
is under the Secretary of Agriculture, Commerce and Labor
(Secretaria de Agricultura, Comercio y Trabajo). This 515page report is published in Havana by Alvarez López y Cie.
Address: Director, Estacion Experimental Agronomica,
Doctor en Ciencias Agricolas de la Universidad de Pisa
[Italy].
1272. Freise, Frederich Wilhelm. 1919. Breves nocoes sobre
a cultura e aproveitamento de feijao “soja” [Brief notes on
cultivating and making best use of soybeans]. Sao Paulo,
Brazil: Biblioteca Agricola Popular Brazileira. 16 p. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.
1273. Hoffman (A.H.), Inc. 1919. Hoffman’s Farm Seeds
(Mail-order catalog). Landisville, Pennsylvania. 32 p. 25 cm.
• Summary: A photo on the front cover shows three men
piling hay onto a wagon pulled by two white horses. The
section titled “Soy beans” (p. 22-24) discusses: Introduction
(alternative to expensive protein feeds). Our stocks of soy
beans (excepting Mammoth Yellows). Facts about soy
beans. How to grow soy beans (nine points). Varieties:
Wilson Blacks (“This is deservedly the most popular Soy
Bean.” Yields 20-30 bushels/acre), Ito San (This new, early
yellow-seed variety has been improved by “years of seed
selection on the Johnson Brothers’ Farms.” Note: Probably
E.F. “Soybean” Johnson and Elmer Solomon Johnson of
Stryker, Williams County, Ohio), Medium Green (“Our
‘Medium Greens’ have been greatly improved by the
Johnson Brothers, who grow them successfully in Northern
Ohio.” Shattering problems have been largely overcome.),
Early Brown, Mammoth Yellow (will not mature beans
in Pennsylvania or Ohio), mixed soy beans (a mixture of
different varieties). An illustration shows the leaves and pods
on a soy bean plant. Photos show: (1) Soy beans growing in
corn for use as silage. (2) A field of Wilson Black soy beans.
(3) Close-up of Wilson Black soy bean seeds. (4) Harvesting
soy beans for hay.
Page 32 is about “Farmogerm–The standard
inoculation,” and rates of seeding: Soy beans (Broadcast)
60-90 lb/acre. Soy beans in drills 20-30 lb/acre. There are
60 pounds per bushel. An ad on the inside back cover, titled
“If you grow your own seed you need a ‘Clipper’ cleaner,”

shows photos of two models of this seed cleaner (Nos. 1-B
and 2-B) and a cross sectional diagram of how the cleaner
(made by A.T. Ferrell & Co., Saginaw, Michigan) works.
The parts are: Shoe, straw-spout, screening spout, vertical air
shaft, dust hood, and fan. It contains screens for many types
of seeds, including soy beans.
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York. Address: Landisville,
Lancaster Co., Pennsylvania.
1274. Kuraz, Rudolf; Himmelbaur, W. 1919. Bericht
ueber die Anbauergebnisse der Jahre 1917 und 1918 mit
gelbsamiger Sojabohne in Oesterreich [Report on the cultural
results from the years 1917 and 1918 with yellow-seeded
soybeans in Austria]. Zeitschrift fuer das Landwirtschaftliche
Versuchswesen in Deutschoesterreich 22:251-56. [Ger]
• Summary: Above the title is written (in German)
“Proceedings: Communication of the Committee for
National (staatlichen) Promotion of the Cultivation of
Medicinal Plants in Austria, No. 40.”
Contents: 1917–Lower Austria (Niederösterreich).
Stiermark. Kaernten (Kärnten, also called Carinthia),
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1918–Lower Austria. Stiermark. Salzburg. Kaernten. Upper
Austria. Summary. Averages.
These investigations are a continuation of those of the
years from 1914 to 1916 (see vol. 20 of this journal, p. 177)
on a smaller scale. In 1917 in Lower Austria some 51 reports
were submitted. 41 harvests were designated as completely
mature / ripe, and 10 as immature or unsuccessful. The
completely mature harvests came from sandy, loamy, or clay
soil, while heavy garden- or humus soils gave poor results.
The fields were fertilized with animal manure. The seeds
were planted in mid-May, and harvested from the mid- to
late-September. The year 1917 was very hot and dry. All the
trials took place at an altitude of less than 300 meters. One
trial with black soybeans succeeded rather well.
In Steiermark, some 56 reports were submitted, of which
40 designated the soybeans as completely mature. The rest
were totally or partially immature. Here, also, the best results
came from loamy, clay, or sandy soil. The seeds were planted
in mid-May, and harvested from late September to early
October. All the trials took place at an altitude of less than
500 meters.
In Kaernten, of the nine trials conducted, only four gave
completely ripe soybeans.
In 1918 in Lower Austria some 26 reports were
submitted. In 13 the plants were designated as completely
mature and in 13 more as immature.
In Steiermark, of 15 trials, 13 were designated as
immature and only two as mature. The trials is Salzburg,
Kaernten, and Upper Austria were unsuccessful. Most of
the trial fields were very small, so that the results cannot be
extrapolated to large fields.
The year 1917 was very favorable for soybeans; the year
1918 very unfavorable. Address: 1. Dr.; 2. Dr. Both: Austria.
1275. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, Augustine W. 1919. Report
of the Department of Soil Chemistry and Bacteriology. New
Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
39:179-92. For the year ending June 30, 1918. See p. 189-93.
[3 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “The influence of lime upon
the yield of dry matter and nitrogen from different varieties
of soybeans” (p. 189-93) examines the influence of lime
on the number of nodules and the percentage of nitrogen
when soybeans are harvested for hay, found in New Jersey
that the average yield of dry matter from 12 plants from the
limed plots was 84.4 gm and from the unlimed plots was
46.5 gm. The percentage of nitrogen in the dry matter was
0.25% higher for the limed than for the unlimed plots. On the
limed plots an average of 85 nodules per plant was found,
compared with only 37 nodules on the unlimed plots. Of
six varieties grown to maturity on both series of plots, all
gave higher yields of soybeans and straw on the limed plots,
the average increase being 5.5 bushels of beans and 800
lb of straw. Plants harvested for forage showed an average

nitrogen content in the tops of 3.08% on limed plots and
2.67% on unlimed plots, and in the roots 1.47% and 1.24%
respectively. Address: 1. Ph.D., Director of the Station and
Prof. of Agriculture at the State Agricultural College, Soil
Chemist and Bacteriologist; 2. A.M., Assoc. Soil Chemist
[New Brunswick, New Jersey].
1276. Mattei, G.E. 1919. La soja ed i suoi prodotti [The
soybean and its products]. Bollettino di Studi ed Informazioni
del Regio Giardino Coloniale di Palermo 5(1/2):1-34. [40
ref. Ita]
• Summary: This article contains one of the best histories
seen to date of the soybean in Italy, from 1760 to 1813.
Contents: Brief history of the soybean. History of its
taxonomic classification. Botanical description of the wild
and domestic soybean. Varieties. Introduction of the soybean
to Europe (especially France and Italy). The question of the
root nodule bacteria. Cultural requirements. Importance /
value of the production. Utilization of the seeds. Soy flour
(Farina di soja). Soymilk (latte di soja). Soy cheese [tofu]
(formaggio di soja). Soy oil (olio di soja). Soy cakes (panelli
di soja). Other Japanese preparations: Miso, shoyu, koji.
Opportunities for soybean cultivation in Italy. Results of
cultural trials at the Colonial Garden (Giardino Coloniale) in
Italy.
“Introduction of the soybean into Europe: The soybean
(La Soja) was long confined to East Asia, and it is only
towards the 17th century that it appears in the Indian
Archipelago; in fact, if it had existed in the Pacific islands
at the time of Cook’s voyage, Forster surely would have
reported it. Its introduction to the East Indies is even more
recent. Roxburgh mentions its cultivation in the Botanical
Gardens of Calcutta from seeds acquired from the Moluccas,
in 1798. On the other hand, as Alphonse de Candolle
observes, if its cultivation were ages-old, it would have
spread long ago toward the West to Syria and Egypt, which
did not occur.
“Its introduction to France is said to date back to
1739, when certain missionaries sent soybean seeds, from
China, to the Jardin des Plantes in Paris: the uncertainty
however arises as to whether, even before this time, it was
cultivated in Europe, since, as Saccardo points out, it appears
that essays (saggi) on the plant exist in the Herbarium of
Bartolomeo Martini of Verona, Italy, written (composto) in
1701.
“In any event, concerning France, the soybean is
reported as being grown extensively in about 1821 at
Champ-Rond near Etampes; it seems, however, that
subsequently its cultivation was nearly lost; in fact,
Lachaume, in the Revue Horticole of 1857 [pages 568-70.
Nov. 16], reports it as a new introduction, thanks to the
French Consul in Shanghai, and he describes and illustrates
it.
“As for Italy, Pinolini [1905] dates the soybean to 1848
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[sic, 1840]. It is possible that its cultivation as an agricultural
plant began to spread from that date, but the existence of
the soybean in Italy antedates this date by at least a century.
Saccardo says in fact: ‘cultivated since the mid-18th century,
and at times extensively, as in the Treviso region.’
“With the existence, as I have stated, of essays on
the soybean in the Herbarium of Bartolomeo Martini of
Verona, an herbarium written in 1701, one might suspect
that from that time the soybean was being cultivated in the
Verona region; but who could have brought the seeds? And
if this were the case, why do we not find any reports of it
in somewhat later authors? Or was the above-mentioned
essay brought directly from the Orient. It should be noted
that Kaempfer’s voyage to Japan dates to 1690, and we
have the first accurate reports on the soybean in 1712 with
Kaempfer’s own publication. Should we perhaps believe
that some study, brought back by Kaempfer, was given to
Martini? He might have obtained it from Zannichelli who, as
Targioni-Tozzetti relates, in the life of Micheli, carried on a
correspondence with Martini himself? Assuredly Kaempfer
had to regard a plant which is used for so many purposes in
Japan as important and it is possible he brought back essays
about it, and perhaps even seeds.
“In any event, the Jardin des Plantes in Paris, after
1739, must have distributed seeds to various botanical
institutions, including Italian. In fact, from the old Catalogs
(Cataloghi) of the first Italian botanical gardens and from
the pertinent Index seminum, we see that in the second half
of the 18th century, the soybean is being cultivated almost
everywhere: in 1760 Allioni mentions its cultivation in the
Botanical Gardens of Turin; in 1780 Abbot (l’Abate) Farsetti
introduced it to his Santa Maria di Sala garden near Venice;
in 1785 Scopoli mentions it in Pavia; in 1787 Guatteri
records it in Parma; in 1790, with the Botanical Gardens
barely established, Tineo was cultivating it in Palermo, as
results [show] from the Catalogue published in precisely
that year; in 1793 Zuccagni refers to it in Florence; in 1798
Durazzo had introduced it into his garden Dello Zerbino near
Genoa; in 1801 Tilli mentions it in Pisa; in 1805 Graefer
refers to it in Caserta; in 1807 Arduino introduced it to the
Agricultural Gardens (Orto Agrario) of Padua; in 1811
Fabriani refers to it in Modena; in 1813 Tenora points it out
in Naples, and the same may be said for other more recent
reports. From this we see that, at the end of the 18th century,
the soybean was already cultivated throughout Italy, not for
agricultural but for scientific purposes, that is, in Botanical
Gardens.
“Perhaps this information escaped those, like Pinolini,
who did research on the soybean as an agricultural plant
because, in all works dealing with plants cultivated at that
time, the soybean is found under the name of Dolichos soja,
the generic name Soja, of Moench or Savi, not yet having
been adopted.”
In 1918 a soybean cultural trial was conducted at the

Colonial Garden, Palermo, on a plot of 350 square meters;
smaller experiments had been conducted in previous years. A
variety was chosen which had almost spherical seed and was
greenish yellow in color. The seeds were planted on March
29, in furrows at a spacing of 30 x 40 cm.; they germinated
regularly about 10 days later. The plants were hoed twice to
reduce weeds and irrigated eight times from the end of May
until the end of August. Flowering began in early July and
the seed was harvested on Nov. 15. The entire vegetative
period was, therefore, 7½ months. The plants reached an
average height of 90 cm. Their growth was luxuriant and
there was a normal development of nodules on the roots.
From this plot of 350 square meters, 51 kg of clean seed was
harvested; this corresponds to a yield of about 1,450 kg/ha,
which is considered quite satisfactory and could be increased
by manuring. The beans, when cooked in different ways,
were found to have an agreeable taste.
Talk with Ted Hymowitz, soybean geneticist, Univ.
of Illinois. 2003. Aug. 18. Caution! It is not clear whether
the early dates for soybean in Italy in this article are based
on herbarium specimens or living plants. With herbarium
specimens, it is easy to make errors.
Note 1. This document contains the earliest solid dates
and the second earliest overall dates seen for soybeans in
Italy, or the cultivation of soybeans in Italy (1760). The
source of these soybeans is unknown. Yet note that the
earliest possible date that the soybean was cultivated in
France was about 1740. Perhaps there was some connection
between the earliest possible soybean cultivation in France
and in Italy.
Note 2. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term formaggio di soja to
refer to tofu.
Note 3. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term Farina di soja (regardless
of capitalization) to refer to soy flour.
Note 4. This article was reprinted in the Nov. 1991 issue
of Il Giornale della Soia (p. 11-16). Address: Prof., Royal
Botanical Garden (R. [Regio] Orto Botanico), Palermo, Italy.
1277. Moore, Ransom A.; Halligan, Charles P. 1919. Plant
production. New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Boston, Atlanta:
American Book Co. 428 p. Illust. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: This book is divided into two main parts: Part I,
“Agronomy” (p. 11-200) and Part II, “Horticulture” (p. 201411).
Soybeans are mentioned on pages, 120, 132-140, 203,
257, 258, and 416.
Chapter 10, “Leguminous crops,” begins (p. 120):
“Leguminous plants increase the fertility of the soil by
adding nitrogen to it. If the roots of a legume are removed
from the ground and closely examined, small swellings, or
nodules, may be seen on them. In these nodules are bacteria
that have the power of taking nitrogen from the air and of
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supplying it to the nodule-bearing plants. When the roots and
nodules finally decay, the nitrogen that has been taken from
the air is available for other crops that follow a leguminous
crop. The most common legumes are the clovers, alfalfa,
peas, field beans, soy beans, cowpeas, and vetches.
The section on “Soy beans” begins: The soy bean is a
native of southeastern Asia where it grows wild and forms
an essential part of the food for the inhabitants. It was
introduced early into Japan and is used there and in China
principally as human food. Soy beans were introduced into
the Southern States by the United States Department of
Agriculture. Until recently no extended effort has been made
to grow soy beans in the North. They are classified as early,
medium, and late, and each division has many varieties,
based on color.” This chapter has the following contents:
Habits of growth. Uses. Soy beans as a protein food. Soy
beans for hay. Planting. Cultivation. Harvesting. Threshing
and storing. Soil inoculation. Exercises [e.g., “What are the
principal characteristics of legumes?”]. Home projects [e.g.,
“3. Sow hairy vetch in the fall with and without rye as a
nurse crop, and note the development for hay the following
summer”].
Photos show: (73) A man standing in a field of soybeans
with a large barn in the background. (74) Early soy beans.
(75) A soy bean harvester. (76) Nodules on the roots of soy
beans.
Tables show: (1) Growing period and yield per acre of
soy beans from tests made at the Wisconsin station; For each
variety is given the growing period in days, yield per acre in
bushels, and weight per measured bushel. The varieties are
Ito San, Early Brown, Medium Early Black, Medium Early
Green, Medium Early Yellow, Michigan Green, Wisconsin
Black, Early Black.
(2) Nutritional composition of dry soy beans. (3)

Average digestible nutrients (crude protein, carbohydrates,
fat) in soy beans and other concentrates–including cottonseed
meal (choice), linseed meal (old process [not solvent
extracted]), wheat bran, oats, barley, dent corn. (4) Average
digestible nutrients in soy bean hay and other roughage–
including alfalfa hay, red clover hay, oat hay, timothy hay,
corn fodder with ears.
Part II. A table (p. 203) titled “Longevity of seeds (from
Vilmorin’s tables)” shows that the soy bean has an average
longevity of 2 years and an extreme longevity of 6 years. The
greatest longevity for any of the 23 seeds shown is 10 years.
In the chapter on “Fruit growing,” the section on “Cover
crops” in orchards states (p. 257): “When the trees are
producing a weak growth, some legume as winter vetch,
crimson clover, mammoth clover, peas, or soy beans should
be sown.”
A table (p. 258) titled “Quantities of cover crop seed to
sow per acre” specifies 90 lb for soy beans.
A table (p. 416) titled “Legal weight per measured
bushel in most states for the common field seeds, and rate
of seeding per acre” states: “Soy beans, broadcast” 60 lb
per bushel, 90 lb. per acre. “Soy beans, in drills” 60 lb per
bushel, 20 to 60 lb. per acre.
Note: Ransom Asa Moore was born in 1861. Address: 1.
Prof. of Agronomy, the Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison.
1278. Newland, H. Osman. 1919. The planting, cultivation
and expression of coconuts, kernels, cacao, and edible
vegetable oils and seeds of commerce: A practical handbook
for planters, financiers, scientists, and others. London:
Charles Griffin & Company, Ltd. 4 + 111 p. See p. 85-89.
Illust. Index. 22 cm. Series: Griffin’s Technical Hand-Books.
• Summary: Chapter 6, titled “The soya bean, cotton seed,
and sesame” contains basic information on soya beans
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(p. 85-89). The more than 200 varieties of Soya beans are
distinguished by the color, size and shape of the seed, and by
the number of days required for the plants to reach maturity.
These varieties can be grouped by color into six groups:
yellow, greenish-yellow, black, brown, green, and white. One
of the yellow varieties, the Southern [also called Mammoth,
or Mammoth Yellow], has given very good results in South
Africa (in Natal and in the Northern Transvaal). The white
variety grows abundantly in Darjeeling, the Himalaya
mountains, and in India, where it is known as Glycine SojaBhat. The black variety is used by the Chinese and Japanese
to make the popular condiment called Shoja [sic, shoyu] or
soy sauce, which is darkish brown in color and is imported in
large amounts to Europe for use in making various sauces.
Note: This is the earliest (and only) English-language
document seen (April 2012) that uses the term “Shoja”
(incorrectly) to refer to shoyu or soy sauce.
Tables show: (1) The average composition of the seed
of the six varieties of soya beans. (2) The composition of
soybean cake and soybean meal.
An appendix (p. 107) lists “Companies and associations
interested in edible oils and cacao.” Most are located in
England, and all in Europe. The city, and sometimes the full
address, is given for each organization. For example: African
Association, Liverpool. African Oil Mills, Liverpool. British
West African Association, 68 Coleman St., London, E.C.
Cadbury Bros., Bourneville, Birmingham. Lever Bros., PortSunlight. Note: The ground nut is also mentioned. Address:
Captain, London.
1279. Rouest, Léon. 1919. Contribution à l’Étude sur le soja
[Contribution to the study of the soybean]. Genie Rural (Le)
11(99-100):23-26. (New Series Nos. 39-40). Continued: See
Rouest 1920. [Fre]
• Summary: Gives a brief overview of the history of the
soybean in Europe and France, starting at the top left of
page 24: It was introduced into Europe, where it has been
cultivated at the Museum of Natural History since 1779.
In 1855 M. de Montigny sent, from China, several
soybean varieties to the National Society for Acclimatization
(France), which used them for trials in various localities in
France.
At the Vienna World Exhibition of 1873 there were
soybeans from Japan, China, and Mongolia.
In 1874 soybean cultivation was undertaken at Etampes.
In 1875, and during the following years, agronomic
trials with its culture were conducted in Austria [sic, actually
in the Austro-Hungarian Empire].
In 1888 it was introduced into the United States and
adopted as a forage crop in the southern states. From 1880
to 1896 it was discussed in many agricultural bulletins in the
USA. The soybean was also studied in Russia.
In 1905 Mr. Li Yu-ying foresaw the use of soya in
France as a commercial food. He established a laboratory

and a factory named La Caséo-sojaine was established at
Colombes (Seine).
Also discusses: Dr. Bloch, the Soyanna [sic, Soyama]
Werke near Bockenheim, Messrs. Paillieux, Sagot, Raoul,
and Jumelle, and the various soyfoods from China and
Japan that they describe (Miso, shoyu {Shoyua}, tofu
{Tofou}, dried frozen tofu {Kouri Tofou}, yuba {Uba}), and
the potential threat of soya to the French cheese industry.
“Finally in 1910-11 numerous soy products were presented
at the expositions in Brussels [Belgium], Turin [France], and
Dresden [Germany].”
Describes work on the Ferme Expérimentale de
Néoculture du Sud-Est, at Villardonnel, Aude. Mr. Semichon,
Director of the wine station at Aude, sent this experimental
farm some soybean seeds which he received from the
USDA accompanied by a bulletin written by William
Morse (probably “The soy bean: Its culture and uses,”
1918). Rouest translates the Bulletin into French (p. 25-26).
The most important varieties mentioned are: Mammoth,
Hollybrook, Ito San, Guelph, Haberlandt, Medium Yellow,
Wilson, Peking, Tokio, Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Barchet.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
by Léon Rouest about soybeans. In earlier years he had been
a journalist in the French colonies of North Africa (Tunisia,
Algeria, etc.).
Rouest was born on 11 Nov. 1872 in Paris; he died on 27
Feb. 1938 in Chartres, France. Illustrations (line drawings,
both non-original) show: (1) Soja hispida plant, with closeup of a cluster of pods. (2) Soja Hato [Hahto] soybean plant.
Address: Director, Ferme Expérimentale de Néoculture du
Sud-Est, at Villardonnel (Aude), France.
1280. Winters, N.E. 1920. Soil and crop improvement under
boll weevil conditions. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Jan.
4. p. 2F.
• Summary: An introduction notes that the writer’s
statements about Williamsburg county “are true of other
sections of the cotton belt.” “Williamsburg county, North
Carolina, has been up to the present time mainly a cotton
county. Some corn and tobacco are being produced,”
but most of these crops are cleanly cultivated crops in
which very little vegetable matter is returned to the soil.”
Consequently, most of these soils “are low in humus or
vegetable matter,” and “in a very sour or acid condition.
Soluble plant foods applied in fertilizer leach away in the
drainage waters.”
“The permanent prosperity of this county depends on the
fertility of our soils and increased crop production under boll
weevil conditions.”
“Our climate and soil conditions permit us to grow a
large variety of legumes both winter and summer for the
soil... Soybeans, cowpeas, velvet beans, Japan clover and
peanuts are good summer legumes.”
“In order to get the best results from these legumes and
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fertilizers used in the rotation we must keep our soils sweet
[non-acidic]. In order to do this we must apply about two
tons high grade limestone per acre the first time and apply
one to two tons per acre every three or four years following
that.” Lime also “promotes the growth and activity of
microscopic soil organisms that change insoluble plant food
in the soil into available forms for plants.
“Lime also supplies calcium and magnesium to the
plants for food purposes, and maintains a chemical condition
in the soil that increases the availability of other plant
foods.”
“Lime, legumes, livestock and the intelligent use
of fertilizers will carry us safely through the boll weevil
crisis,...” Address: Agronomist, Charlotte, North Carolina.
1281. Guard, Samuel R. 1920. Soybeans in a cornbelt
rotation. Breeder’s Gazette 77(2):67-68. Jan. 8.
• Summary: Describes methods used by William E. Riegel
(“a soybean enthusiast”) on the 800-acre C.L. Meharry farm
in Champaign, Illinois. Discusses: Harvesting for hay and
seed. Place in the rotation (soybeans follow corn and soys
planted together). Preparing the seed. Inoculation using the
solution method, not the glue method. Planting time and
methods. Germination, a hard rain produces a hard crust, and
use of spike-toothed harrows, weeders, and rotary hoes to
break that crust. Killing weeds and grasses when soybeans
are 2 inches high by cultivation with a rotary hoe. Harvesting
for hay or (later) for seed. Threshing. Yields and favorite
varieties (Mongol and A-K). Effect of soybeans on corn yield
when they are planted in combination. Methods of harvesting
corn and soybeans depend on the hog market outlook (when
the demand for pork is strong, the crop of corn and soybeans
would be hogged-down. The same thing applies to “cattlingdown”). Use of western ewes and sheep, or Percheron colts
(horses) for harvesting. Great importance of keeping down

costs (Mr. Riegel’s subtle management is everywhere in
evidence).
Large photos show: (1) Two horses pulling a machine
for mowing soybeans for hay in central Illinois. A farmer is
standing waist-deep in soybeans to one side. (2) Two sets
of horses pulling two machines on the Meharry farm. The
machine in front is binding soybeans for seed, while the one
behind it is drilling (planting) wheat. (3) “Cattling-down
corn and soybeans to produce war beef.” Address: [Illinois].
1282. Williamson, J.T. 1920. Re: Where can we purchase
a soybean harvester that thrashes the beans? Letter to Mr.
W.J. Morse, Scientific Assistant, Office of Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, Dep. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC, Jan. 10. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “My dear Sir: We are in receipt of a letter from
C.F.E. Munger, Sunny South, Alabama, who wants to know
where he can purchase a soybean harvester that thrashes
the beans. He has in mind especially the thrashing machine
on page 7 of Farmers’ Bulletin 886 [“Harvesting Soy-bean
Seed,” by W.J. Morse, 1917]. In case you can give him any
information on this, I shall be glad to have you write him in
regard to it. We are very much interested in these machines,
and will be glad to receive a copy of your letter to him at this
Station.
“Thanking you in advance for any assistance that you
can give him, I am
“Yours very truly, Field Agent.
“JTW/s. Copy to Mr. Munger”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent
to Soyinfo
Center by
Matthew Roth
of Rutgers
Univ., April
2017. Address:
Field Agent,
Agricultural
Department,
Experiment
Station,
Alabama
Polytechnic
Inst., Auburn,
Alabama.
1283.
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Mathews, I.J. 1920. Soil and soy beans (Letter to the editor).
Hoard’s Dairyman 59(1):26. Jan. 23.
• Summary: The writer comments on an article by James
Lacey in the 7 Nov. 1919 issue of this journal on the subject
of the adaptability of soy beans to specific soil types. “Five
years ago I got the soy bean ‘bug’ and decided to try some...
I planted Black Ebonies because they were the first ones I
saw advertised.” He made them into hay, which proved very
acceptable to his cows. “From that time on, I have boosted
soy beans and I believe that, next to alfalfa, they are the
most important crop that has been brought forward in recent
years. The dairyman cannot afford to overlook soy beans as
silage...”
“In this county [Pulaski, Indiana], three years ago
there were about forty-five acres of soy beans growing in
combination with corn. Last year the combination acreage
was increased up to a little more than twelve hundred
acres, and this year soy beans growing either alone or in
combination with corn occupy about eight thousand acres
and represent some seven hundred farms.” The varieties
grown range from Ito San and Mammoth Yellow, the largest,
to Early Brown, the smallest. The write believes that soy
beans grow and yield best on sandy or light soil. They often
have a hard time pushing through the surface of stiff or clay
soil. The later the variety, the more difficulty they have.
“For planting in combination with corn or for late
hogging down purposes, the most popular varieties with us
are Hollybrook, Haberlandt, and Taki. Ito San, Ogemaw,
or Early Brown find considerable favor, especially when
planted in combination with early corn intended for early
hogging down purposes. The first three named are popular in
the order mentioned, the Hollybrook being by far the most
popular.”
“Soy beans are very popular, and deservedly so. In the
rotation scheme on most farms, I believe they will come to
occupy a position second only to clover.” Address: Pulaski
County, Indiana.
1284. Bulletin des Matieres Grasses de l’Institut Colonial de
Marseille. 1920. Les essais de culture de soja à Madagascar
[Soybean cultivation trials in Madagascar (Abstract)]. No. 1.
p. 47-48. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is a reprint of a French-language article by
Delmotte which first appeared in 1919 in the Revue Agricole
et Vétérinaire de Madagascar (Vol. 4, No. 2, p. 32).
1285. Mathews, I.J. 1920. Soybean facts for winter: A crop
that is rapidly gaining a place. Successful Farming 19(1):26,
47. Jan.
• Summary: “My first experience with soybeans dates back
five years... I bought some Black Ebony beans supposed to
be inoculated by the grower and planted them in rows three
feet apart. When they came up, I soon found that a soybean
was considerably different than a field bean, it rooted deeper

and could not be cultivated out so easily and was not subject
to anthracnose or blight.” Curing the beans for hay at the end
of September was a “rather irksome job.” When they finally
became dry enough to haul in, they were absolutely black
and the leaves were covered with sand. He fed this soybean
hay to cows. “Much to my surprise, I found that the cattle ate
this stuff with relish and there was no diminution in the milk
flow, all the sand withstanding. Soybeans immediately grew
in my favor.”
Under a bold heading proclaiming soybeans to be “A
wonder crop,” the author continues: “And today my faith in
the soybean is greater than it ever was before. I have seen
thousands of acres of them growing, grown and harvested.
They are a wonder crop and to my mind, rank next to alfalfa
in the crops that have been brought forward during the last
few years.”
Also discusses “handling inoculation soil,” feeding
soybean hay to chickens, using soybean hay or forage
to balance the hog’s ration, the difficulties of storing the
soybean grain (If the beans are even slightly damp, they will
heat in the bin and get musty; this greatly decreases their
germination rate. Storage in sacks is an alternative).
Photos show: Two varieties grown side by side in a test
plot; one is thriving and one is not. Medium green soybeans
grown in corn for silage.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1996)
that uses the word “wonder” or “wonder crop” to refer to
soybeans. Address: Pulaski County, Indiana.
1286. Daily Advance (The) (Elizabeth City, North Carolina).
1920. Charter for harvester co.: L.S. Gordon, C.R. Pugh
and W.G. Gaither members of new farm machinery
manufacturing firm. Feb. 3. p. 1.
• Summary: Raleigh, Jan. 2–Among the charters granted
by the Secretary of State was one for the Gordon Bean and
Pea Harvester Company of Elizabeth City for the purpose of
manufacturing and dealing in farm machinery.
“The authorized capital was $50,000, with $15,000
subscribed by L.S. Gordon, C.R. Pugh and W.O. Gaither of
Elizabeth City.”
1287. Grantham, Arthur E. 1920. The soy bean–It’s promise
as a farm crop. Practical Farmer 116(4):70-71. Feb. 15.
• Summary: “Systematic efforts towards bring the crop
[the soy bean] into general culture did not begin until the
agricultural experiment stations were established. About
1890, Professor Brooks, of the Massachusetts Agricultural
College on a trip to Europe, secured the seed of a few
varieties of the soy bean, which he planted and carefully
studied. This marked the beginning of the investigative work
by the experiment stations in many states.”
Discusses the history and description of the soybean,
its culture and uses, its future as a permanent crop in our
agriculture, its market value and its harvesting.
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Note: Actually, soybeans were first grown by a U.S.
land grant institution at Rutgers Scientific School in New
Jersey in May 1879; this organization became an agricultural
experiment station in 1880 (see Cook 1879; Woodward
1932).
1288. Carrier, Lyman; Ashbrook, F.G. 1920. Hog pastures for
the southern states. Revised. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No.
951 (Revised ed.). 22 p. Feb. See p. 2, 5-6, 9-10, 13-15, 2022. First issued May 1918.
• Summary: The text of this revised edition is very similar
to that in the original May 1918 edition except: (1) Most
sections are on slightly different pages. (2) A few words such
as “Corn-Belt” and “Cotton Belt” have been capitalized. (3)
One sentence has been inserted into the subsection on “Soy
beans” (p. 13): “Experiments on the grazing of soy beans by
hogs have shown that they have a very marked effect on the
quality of the pork. The meat is inclined to be dark in color
and soft to oily. More extended experiments to determine
facts regarding the feeding of this product are now being
carried on.”
New photos show: (Cover). Hogs shoulder-deep in
pasture. (Fig. 1) “A field of soy beans ready to be pastured.
The large tree makes an excellent shade for the hogs.” (U.S.
experiment farm, Beltsville, Maryland). (Fig. 4) “Hogs on
soy-bean pasture. Hogs on such pasture will make cheap
and rapid gains with a small amount of grain.” Address: 1.
Agronomist in Charge of Pasture Investigations, Bureau
of Plant Industry; 2. Junior Animal Husbandman in Swine
Investigations, Bureau of Animal Industry.
1289. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina).
1920. The farmers’ experience meeting: Experiences with
soy and velvet beans. 35(10):496. March 6. Central Ed.
• Summary: This article consists of four letters (the first a
“$5 prize letter” and the second a “$3 prize letter”), each
with a title, by farmers who have been successful growing
soy beans. They are: (1) “Some things necessary to make soy
beans pay,” by A. Crouse Jones of Winston-Salem, North
Carolina. (2) “Soy beans much preferred to cowpeas,” by
John H. Davis of Ripley, Mississippi. (3) “Beans enrich the
land,” by B. Yorkstone Hogg of Fort Pierce, Florida. (4)
“Some strong and weak points of the soy bean,” by Chas.
Eaker of Cherryville, North Carolina.
In a small box before the first letter we read: “This
is No. 9 in our series of discussions of some of the most
important problems of the average Southern farmer.”
1290. Graber, L.F. 1920. A corn and soy bean partnership.
Hoard’s Dairyman 59(9):527, 587. March 19.
• Summary: “’Corn, Soybeans & Co.’ is a new corporation
that has started business on many farms of the middle west
and eastern states and from numerous reports it appears this
combine has a broad and expanding future before it.” This

article summarizes the experiences of numerous farmers
with soybeans based on two summers of careful observation.
Many of them plant soys in the same field with corn. There
is one underlying principle in choosing a variety to use in
corn for silage: Choose one “which will grow erect an tall
enough in the corn to be harvested conveniently with a corn
binder and which at the same time will mature sufficiently to
form pods and not become too ripe so as to shed the leaves
and shatter the seed... Like corn, the earlier they mature,
the shorter they grow; and, vice versa, the later they mature
the taller their growth.” Early and short varieties include:
Ito San, Manchu, and Black Eye Brow. The medium early
kinds include the Medium Early Green, Elton, Mongol,
Haberlandt, and Ohio 9035. The very late, tall growing
types include the Hollybrook and Mammoth. The Mammoth
Yellow often has a very low germination rate, and tends to
sprawl [viny growth] rather than grow upright as desired in
corn.
“A very popular use of the soy bean on high-priced land
is to grow them with corn for hog or sheep pastures... for
hogging and sheeping down.”
“Many are thinking about the soy bean and a few are
trying to forget it. But after all is said and done–after all the
successes and failures have been put in the balance, there
will be a preponderance of evidence in favor of the soy bean
as an ‘emergency’ crop and as a ‘companion’ crop.”
Photos show: (1) Two men in a field of two varieties of
soybeans with differing heights; the late-maturing soy beans
grow taller. (2) A man holding two soybean plants of unusual
growth taken from a field of corn. (3) Soybean plants at three
stages of growth in adjacent rows.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that mentions “sheeping down” (or
“sheeping off”) of soybeans. Address: Wisconsin College of
Agriculture.
1291. Reynolds, William. 1920. Soybeans on a stock-farm.
Breeder’s Gazette 77(13):818. March 25.
• Summary: “Several years ago as protein feeds began to
soar in price, and some of them became uncertain in quality,
I began to look for a home-grown form of protein to feed
cattle; one that would balance a ration as nearly as possible
with what feeds I was growing, such as silage corn. I wanted
a legume containing a large amount of protein.”
He visited a friend who “had tried different ways of
growing soys for seed.” “He was planting them broadcast
with a wheat drill, sowing 3 pecks of seed per acre. His
crops yielded 25 bushels per acre without the extra work of
growing the beans in rows... Moreover, after the broadcast
crop was threshed the hay was more satisfactory than that
grown in rows, as it was much finer. The yield of grain was
as great, only a bit more seed being used. I found that the
selection of variety was important. In the cornbelt one that
would mature seed before frost was needed, such as Mongol,
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Mikado and Ito San being used with success.”
He decided to grow soybeans for hay, and “found that
the varieties best for hay were not those which gave the
largest yields of grain. I wanted a variety that would produce
fine hay containing a large amount of leaves, and stalks not
so heavy as are needed to support a heavily loaded grain
crop. I have grown the Wilson, Pekin [Peking] and Sable
varieties. All are good.” Address: Cecil County, Maryland.
1292. McClelland, C.K. 1920. Practical business farming:
Planting corn. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). March 28. p.
16A.
• Summary: Companion crops with corn: Cowpeas have
long been grown as the favorite companion crop. “In later
years the soybean has been grown in some places but has not
been so successful as to make it much of a competitor with
cowpeas; the velvet bean, however, has come into general
use in some sections...” Address: Prof. and editor, Newman,
Georgia.
1293. Briggs, George M. 1920. Grow soybeans. Wisconsin
College of Agriculture, Extension Service, Special Circular 6
panels. Grow More Feed series, No. 2. Undated. 22 x 10 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Why plant soybeans? When to plant
soybeans. How to plant soybeans. How to care for crops
(seed, hay, or silage). Precautions.
“Here are ten good reasons why farmers in many
sections of Wisconsin should try a limited acreage of
soybeans: 1. A majority of farmers in Wisconsin are having
good success with them. 2. Soybeans are just a common
crop for common people. It is not necessary to have a soil
free from acid for good yields. 3. The best annual legume
for medium to light soil is the soybean. It yields best on
fertile soils, yet yields on light soils where other legumes
fail to catch. 4. It is an annual plant–sureness of crop is a
certainty. 5. The soybean is the dual purpose member of the
legumes–an annual used as a green manure, silage, hay, seed
and pasture crop. 6. In feeding trials, soybean hay is equal
to alfalfa. 7. Soybeans take no more moisture when planted
with corn than do weeds and the leaves make rich silage. The
labor of caring for soys with corn is no greater than for corn
alone. 8. Properly cured the crop is relished by all stock. 9.
Soybeans are easy to grow, as they are not attacked by any
serious diseases. 10. Being a legume, the soybean builds up
soil by adding nitrogen.”
In the section “3. Where soybeans are used for silage”
we read: “6. Don’t plant the wrong variety. For seed where
Wisconsin No. 8 or Wisconsin No. 25 corn will mature, plant
Early Black. In localities where Silver King or Golden Glow
corn matures, plant Ito San or Manchu. Other varieties that
will mature are Early Black, Black Eyebrow, Medium Early
Green, Early Brown, Medium Early Yellow. For hay or silage
tall-growing varieties such as Ito San, Manchu, Medium
Early Green and Early Brown are proving very satisfactory.

Mammoth Yellows and Black Beauties [synonym of Ebony]
have proved successful in some localities.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2000)
by or about George M. Briggs in connection with soybeans.
“Soybean” Briggs was Wisconsin’s first and foremost
soybean pioneer. Address: Madison, Wisconsin.
1294. Burnett, L.C. 1920. Soybeans in the cornbelt: A crop
that demonstrated its worth. Successful Farming 19(3):18,
46. March.
• Summary: “Last year the farmers of Iowa bought, from
outside the state, $16,000,000 worth of high protein
concentrates... Feeders are now using all of the available
supply and our only solution of the protein problem lies in
our ability to produce more protein on cornbelt farms.
“The soybean is the crop best adapted for measuring the
production of protein in this section. It is an annual legume;
it will grow anywhere that corn grows, and with about the
same degree of success. The ways in which it may be utilized
are numerous and varied.”
The best known of the early soybean varieties are Ito
San and Chestnut. “These have been grown successfully
as far north as Minnesota, Ontario [Canada], and the New
England states. In the central parts of the cornbelt they
are advised for late planting. In the northern parts they
are chiefly used to plant with corn. The common medium
maturing varieties are Medium Early Yellow, Perley’s
Mongol, Medium Green, Manchu and Black Eyebrow.” The
most common late variety is Manchu. For silage the best
varieties are Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Medium Green, and
Medium Early Yellow. A photo shows a field of harvested
soybeans, with a barn in the background. Address: Iowa.
1295. Etheridge, W.C. 1920. The way to grow soybeans.
Missouri Agricultural College, Extension Circular No. 75. 4
p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Soil requirements. Soil preparation.
Fertilizer. Inoculation. The way to plant. Don’t plant too
early. Don’t plant too deep. Quantity of seed to plant.
Cultivation. Harvesting. Good varieties. Address: Columbia,
MO.
1296. Hughes, H.D.; Wilkins, F.S. 1920. Soy beans in Iowa.
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 65. 4 p.
March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Importance: In corn–for
hogging down, in corn for silage or sheeping down, alone
for hay, for seed. Climate, soil and inoculation: Method of
inoculation (soil inoculation, glue or sugar solution, culture).
Varieties: Seed production, hogging down, hay, for silage and
sheeping down, maturity. Seeding: Seedbed preparation, time
of seeding. Method of seeding: With corn, for seed or hay.
Rate of seeding: In corn, in rows, drilled like small grain,
depth of seeding. Cultivation: In rows, drilled like small
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grain. Harvesting: For seed, for hay. Threshing. Cow peas.
The introduction begins: “The Iowa Agricultural
Experiment Station has grown a number of different varieties
of soy beans each year since 1910. It finds the crop very
dependable, the better varieties producing yields of from 15
to 25 bushels of seed, or 2½ to 3½ tons of hay per acre in
most seasons.”
The following varieties are listed (here alphabetically):
Black Eyebrow, Chestnut, Early Yellow, Ebony, Elton,
Habaro, Ito San, Manchu, Medium Green, Medium Yellow,
Minnesota 166, Minnesota 167, Mongol, Ohio 7496, Peking,
Roosevelt, Stone’s Ensilage, Wilson.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the soybean varieties Minnesota 166, or
Minnesota 167, or Stone’s Ensilage. Address: Agronomy
Section, Ames, Iowa.
1297. Megee, C.R. 1920. Soy beans. Michigan Agricultural
Experiment Station, Special Bulletin No. 100. 11 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (soy beans in Michigan).
Varieties. Adaptation. Preparation of seed bed. Time of
planting. Depth of planting. Inoculation. Method of planting:
For hay and green manure, for ensilage and hogging-off, for
seed, amount of seed required. Lime. Phosphate. Harvesting.
Summary.
The introduction begins: “Interest in soy beans has
increased greatly in Michigan during the past two years due
to the following reasons: First, frequent failure of clover
has made it necessary to secure an emergency hay crop
which will furnish hay the same season as planted; second,
increase in favor of the practice of sowing soy beans with
corn for ensilage and hogging-off; third, increased demand
for northern grown soy bean seed throughout Michigan and
bordering states; fourth, greater use of soy beans as a green
manuring crop.”
“Varieties: The selection of varieties is of great
importance as shown by tests conducted during the past
six years, some varieties yielding from three to four times
as much forage as others. The following varieties are
considered among the best for Michigan conditions: Manchu,
Ito San, Early Brown, Black Eyebrow... In northern counties,
the Early Black is apparently the best adapted variety.”
The section titled “Time of planting” (p. 550-51) notes:
“Mr. E.E. Evans, legume specialist of West Branch, Ogemaw
Co., Michigan, states that the greatest error of soy bean
growers in northern Michigan is too late planting, and that
he has never seen the crop seriously injured by frost between
May 10th and October 1st. The past season (1919) Ito San
soy beans planted at the Experiment Station on May 21st
yielded 624 pounds per acre more hay than did the same
variety planted June 7th.”
Tables show: (1) Soy bean variety test–1919. Planted
June 8, harvested Sept. 4. Varieties: Manchu, Ito San Early
Brown, Black Eyebrow, Medium Green, Mongol, Virginia,

Wilson 5 [Wilson-Five], Hollybrook, Wilson Black, Wilson,
Ogemaw, Mammoth Yellow. For each variety is given:
Pounds per acre of air dry hay adjusted to a 12% moisture
basis. Condition at maturity/harvest (e.g. seeds well formed,
seeds just forming, pods just forming). (2) The yields in tons
per acre of air dry hay produced by each of nine varieties
in five variety tests in four counties: Allegan, Bay, Monroe
(2), and Wayne. “The results of these tests correspond very
closely with the results of the Station.”
Photos show: (1) A soy bean variety test plot on the
College Station Field, Michigan (front cover). (2) Several
Ito San soybean plants, harvested, bundled up, and showing
pods. (3) “Soy beans are a valuable green manuring crop.
The above view shows soybeans drilled on an impoverished
sandy loam soil.” (4) Soybean root system, showing nodules.
(5) A field of soybeans. Address: Farm Crops Section, East
Lansing.
1298. Valderrama, Santiago F. 1920. Notas sobre el cultivo
de la soja: Ampliadas con las experiencias de los años 1914
al 1919 [Notes on the culture of soybeans: Enlarged with
experiments of the years 1914 to 1919]. Cordoba, Spain:
Printed by M. de Sola. 26 p. April. 16 cm. [Spa]
• Summary: This rare, valuable, and very interesting booklet
was sent to Soyfoods Center on 15 June 1995 by Manuel
Ruiz Luque, a collector of antiquarian books, from Montilla
(Córdoba), Spain.
Contents: Introduction (description of the plant and brief
history). Cultivation of soybeans. Manures and fertilizers.
Preparation of the soil. Time of planting. Spacing of the
plants. Quantity of seeds and depth of planting. Work. Yield.
Photo of a soybean plant (yellow seeds) grown at Montilla
(Cordoba) by Don Santiago F. Valderrama and harvested in
1916 (p. 15). Nutritional analysis of the seeds of this plant
(conducted Aug. 1916 at Granada by Mariano Moreno).
Soy products: Soymilk (leche de Soja), various types of
tofu (queso de Soja). Soybeans and products cultivated in
Montilla and exhibited in May 1918 at Cordoba: 16 types of
seeds (7 yellow-seeded, 4 black, 3 green, 1 variegated, and
1 red), 6 green soybean plants (from yellow, green, or black
seeds), 1 dry soybean plant, and 11 soy products. Summary.
The soy products exhibited in 1918 at Cordoba are: 1.
Soy oil obtained from 5 kg of seeds. 2. Soy flour (full-fat;
Harina de Soja, con todo el aceite). 3. Soy flour (defatted;
Harina de Soja, después de haberle extraido el aceite). 4.
Soy bran (finely ground; Moyuelo de Soya). 5. Soy bread
(made with full-fat soy flour). 6. Soy bread (made with
defatted soy flour). 7. Soy extract (Extracto de Soja; “This
product can be substituted with advantage for all food
extracts”). 8. Legumine (Legumina) extracted from soya;
“Similar to the casein of milk and with equal applications.”
9. Soymilk. “Of great nutritional power. This product,
fermented, yields an exquisite cheese.” 10. Urease. “A
chemical reagent of great application, extracted from soya.”
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11. Soybeans pods (Cáscara de la Soja).
On page 49 he continues. “In Spain, the first attempts
at soybean cultivation were made by the Count of San
Bernardo [Manuel de Mariátegui, 1st Count of San Bernardo,
lived 1842-1905. He was a Spanish nobleman and politician
who served as Mayor of Madrid between 1892 and 1894
and as Minister of State in 1903]; he cultivated soybeans on
his estates at Almillo (in Écija [a city in southwest Spain,
48 miles east-northeast of Seville]) at the beginning of this
century. But the person who has given a truly admirable
impetus to this cultivation is Col. Santiago F. Valderrama
who, during the last decade, as well as obtaining marvelous
plants, some of which we will show in a photo (page 70, fig.
1), also introduced his own varieties, of which we will speak
later (p. 85). He estimates a really favorable yield, which
cannot be obtained except in favorable regions having warm
climates, where cotton, sugar cane, date palms, and bananas
grow luxuriantly. In fact, he gets a yield of 2,500 kg/ha,
which we can’t wait to have here in Italy.”
An illustration shows a soy bean plant (frontispiece,
facing the title page).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Spain.
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Oct. 2012) that mentions soy bran, which it calls
Moyuelo de Soja.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that mentions whole soy flour, which it calls
Harina de Soja, con todo el aceite [“Soy flour with all the
oil”]. Address: Montilla, Spain.
1299. Wiancko, A.T.; Cromer, C.O. 1920. Soybeans in
Indiana. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 238. 15 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Place in the
rotation. Soil preparation. Soil fertilization. Inoculation.
Time, method, and rate of planting. Cultivation. Harvesting.
Threshing. Varieties. Table IV (p. 14-15) gives a “Summary
of results of tests of varieties of soybeans for seed and hay
production, 1903-1919.” For each year and variety is given:
Days required to mature, color of seed, and average yields
per acre for grain (bushels), hay (pounds) or both. 1903-07:
Ito San, Early Black, Early Brown, Ogemaw, Olive Medium,
Medium Early Black, Mammoth Yellow, Medium Green,
Very Dwarf Brown. 1905-09: Ito San, Dwarf Early Yellow,
Hankow, Hollybrook. 1909-13: Ito San, Austin, Flat King,
Hollybrook, Mikado, Sherwood. 1910-14: Ito San, Black
Beauty, Hollybrook, Tashing. 1914-18: Ito San, Auburn,
Sable, Hollybrook, Mongol, Peking. 1915-19: Ito San, Black
Eyebrow, Manchu, Ohio 9035, Ohio 7490, Ohio 7476, Ohio
7406. 1916-19: Ito San, Elton, Hoosier, Mandarin, No.
28050, No. 30600, No. 30601, No. 30747, No. 36846, No.
36847, No. 36918. 1917-19: Ito San, Haberlandt, Lexington.
Photos show: (1) Corn and soybeans growing together

in a field, to be used “either for silage or for pasturing
down with hogs or sheep.” (2) “Pasturing corn and soybean
mixture with sheep. This is an economical way to harvest
the crop.” (3) “Hogs in soybean pasture. Many Indiana
farmers are using soybeans for hog-pasture, supplementing
it with corn.” (4) “Roots of soybean plants, showing nodules
of bacteria.” (5) “Cultivating soybeans with regular corn
cultivators [each pulled by 2 horses, with a man riding on
the back]. The rows are 36 inches apart and were drilled at
the rate of half a bushel of seed per acre.” (6) “Harvesting
soybeans with mower [pulled by two horses] with sidedelivery attachment, cutting two rows at a swath. In
harvesting for seed, the time of cutting is important, because
if the pods are too dry, much of the seed will be lost from
shattering.”
1300. Graber, L.F. 1920. Soy beans, a self fertilized seed
crop on sandy soils. Hoard’s Dairyman 59(11):679, 691-92.
April 2.
• Summary: “To the sand farmers soy beans are proving a
godsend. They grow wherever clover is a failure. They are
not sensitive to soil acidity.” If “you could listen to some
of the stories our jovial ‘Soy Bean Briggs’ has gathered up,
around, in various parts of Wisconsin, you would put him
down as a get-rich-quick promoter sure enough. But here
are some farm fetched facts: Soy beans have produced in
Northern Wisconsin as much as one hundred cold, grey,
jingling dollars an acre and a cash income of from $40 to
$60 acre has not been, during the past year, by any means
unusual and often these profits have accrued on land worth
less than the crop itself...”
Soys are soil builders, but they must be inoculated. They
grow best, yield best, and pay best on fertile sands. The most
practical way to harvest soy beans for seed is to cut them
with a mower. Early varieties for the far north of the state are
Early Black, Ito San, and Manchu. The Medium Early Green,
Medium Yellow, Elton, Haberlandt, Mongol, and Ohio 9035
ripened 7 to 20 days later than the early varieties. Such
extremely late varieties as Hollybrook and Mammoth Yellow
will only ripen in the southern states.
“Paint companies are finding soy bean oil a good
substitute for linseed in paint. It is also used in varnishes,
linoleums, and soaps. The by-product, soy bean cake, is a
valuable concentrated feed with 40 to 45% protein.”
Photos show: (1) A six weeks’ growth of soy beans
in rows for seed on a light drift sand. (2-4) Effect of
inoculation on root and top growth of soy beans on a poor
sandy soil, with close-ups of inoculated roots, top growth,
and uninoculated roots. Address: Wisconsin College of
Agriculture.
1301. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1920. Variety of soy beans (Letter
to the editor). 59(11):701. April 2.
• Summary: H.A.L. of Zumbrota, Minnesota, writes: “What
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kind of soy beans do you recommend for black loam soil
from 6 to 10 inches deep with clay sub-soil? I want to put
10 acres with my corn for silage. Do you recommend hill
planting or drilling?”
The reply: “The problem of growing soy beans with
corn for ensilage purposes is more or less in the experimental
stage. There are those who have been doing this for the
past few years and who report very good results.” On
the other hand, some have discontinued their tests. “In
selecting a variety of soy beans to grow with corn it should
be remembered that it is not necessary to choose one that
will mature its seed. What is wanted is a variety that will
give as large a plant growth as possible. For Wisconsin and
Minnesota conditions varieties like the Medium Early Green
and Ito San have given very good results, especially the
former.”
“Drilling in the corn and beans is by far the preferable
method to follow. This has been the experience of those who
have grown them successfully.”
“The soy beans should be inoculated before planting to
insure the most vigorous growth possible. The inoculation
[inoculum] can be obtained from the experiment station at
Madison, Wisconsin, or perhaps from the Minnesota station,
together with complete directions for carrying out the
process.” Address: Iowa.
1302. Cobb, C.W. 1920. Soy beans not hard to raise.
National Stockman and Farmer 44(1):7-8. April 3.
• Summary: The author has raised soy beans for 18 years
and never used inoculation. “When planted on a piece of
ground that never raised them they won’t produce nodules
that year, but will grow just as large a crop of forage and
beans as when inoculated. Then if planted on this same
ground the next year the roots will be loaded with nodules,
which to may way of reasoning goes to prove they did gather
nitrogen and lots of it without inoculation.” “Is it any wonder
I became a soy-bean fanatic (for that is what I am called up
here in Erie County)?” The author gives tips on choosing
the best varieties and best soils. Address: Erie County,
Pennsylvania.
1303. Wilkins, F.S. 1920. Soy beans in the corn belt.
Wallaces’ Farmer 45(15):1081, 1093. April 9.
• Summary: “Soy beans are growing in popularity in the
corn belt at a very rapid rate. Reports from eighty-two
county agents show that there were over five times as many
soy beans grown in their counties in 1919 as in 1918, and
these same county agents state that indications are favorable
for a still greater increased acreage in 1920 if seed can be
obtained... Farm Bureau reports show that 89% of the soy
beans grown in 1919 were seeded with corn.” Also discusses
uses of the crop and harvesting methods. Photos show a man
standing in a field of: Soy beans drilled solid for seed. Soy
beans for seed at the left and for hay at the right. Address:

Iowa Agric. Exp. Station.
1304. Ehrenfuehrer, E. 1920. Die Sojabohne [The soybean].
Badener Zeitung (Baden bei Vienna) 41(29):1-2, April 10. [1
ref. Ger]
• Summary: In these times of general malnutrition, it seems
that nearly our entire population is at the point of drawing the
attention of broad circles to a plant, the cultivation of which
would be suitable for influencing public nutrition in the
most favorable sense. And specifically, that is the “soybean”
(“Sojabohne”) (Soja hispida Moench) which comes from
Japan. The “legumists” (“Hülsenfrüchtler”) amongst us
(beans, peas, lentils, etc.) are pleased. Indeed, with its
uncertain yield–even with rational farmers who do not grow
that keen cultivation which, because of its high nutritional
value, it does in fact deserve–it is the most concentrated
food! In any case, a strong constitution is needed to digest it,
but in that regard, help may be had through the manner of its
preparation.
“If we stress the commonly used comparison of the
human body with a “machine,” for the operation of which
we need coal, water (steam), lubricating oils, and so on, then
we can divide those substances that served to maintain our
life–the “foods”–into three groups. To the first group belong
the so-called “heating material” (“Heizstoff”): sugar, fat, and
starch (Stärkemehl). Falling into the second group are above
all else the “fuel” (“Betriebsstoff”), and the third group is
formed by the so important “nutrient salts” (“Nährsalz”)
through which potassium, phosphorous, calcium, and
so forth are supplied to our body. Just as the machine,
now, requires certain quantities of the substances that are
necessary for its operation, so must we also have available
certain quantities of the aforementioned nutrients to sustain
our life if “nutritional disturbances” are not to occur over the
short term or long term. But a very significant role falls to
the mineral components, and specifically, the abundance of
“potassium” is of importance. But from where do we receive
this substance? We have to look for it within the balance
of nature, and we receive it from there in a form that is
acceptable to our organism. And it is specifically the legumes
that are the splendid providers of it.
However, in that regard, the “soybean” can be
designated as the “ideal of a food”. It has been cultivated in
China and Japan for a thousand years and is widespread there
in more than four hundred varieties. Its composition is shown
by the following comparative table:
[A table follows with the six columns Water, Protein,
Fat, Starch, Crude Fiber, and Ash (Potassium, Calcium, etc.)
as percentages and the seven rows Soybeans, Potatoes, Peas,
Green beans, Lentils, Meat, and Chicken eggs. The table
shows that soybeans have the highest percentages in protein,
fat, and ash.]
The daily requirement of an adult amounts to 110 g of
protein, 60 g of fat, 500 g of starch, and 5 g of salts. Out of
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that, 76 g of protein, 50 g of fat, 52 g of starch, and 9 g of
salts (of which 3 to 4 are potassium) are contained in 200 g
of soybeans. The little that is lacking can easily be replaced
by additions and other foods, and in fact, in consideration of
that latter circumstance, the addition of 100 g of “soybeans”
(“Soja”) to the daily diet may completely suffice. That
daily amount would correspond to an annual consumption
of approximately 36 kg. In order to obtain that quantity, a
cultivated area of approximately 70 square meters would
be required, whereby the property of this plant with regard
to being undemanding and adaptable with soil conditions is
very crucial.
The soy plant (Sojapflanze) that is on display in the
showcase of the location of this journal’s editorial board
was grown by me last summer on an unfertilized garden
plot (on Johannesgasse) and is to be designated as having
developed medium strong. It can be assumed on average
that one seed will provide approximately 60 pods with three
beans each: in the first year, therefore, a yield results of
approximately 180 to 200 beans. If we set one hundred of the
nicest specimens aside, then in the second year we already
have a harvest of approximately 20,000 seeds, which can be
calculated to equal 3 kg. Some 180 plants would therefore
with certainty yield for us the aforementioned quantity of
“soybeans.” The cultivation is easy: in mid-April, the seeds
are planted approximately 40 cm from each other, 2 to 3
cm deep or, as the author has done, the seedlings that were
first planted in boxes are transplanted when approximately
5 cm high. (Footnote: To which it is to be remarked that the
“germination rate” {Keimfähigkeit} of the seeds is very high
(90 to 100%.)) Growth is slow in the beginning. Weeds must
be removed. At a plant height of around 10 cm, the soil is
lightly hoed and at 15 cm, a second hoeing takes place and a
hilling up of soil up to the leaves. Beyond that, the plants do
not require any more care. The thick foliage keeps the weeds
away and the hairiness (Behaarung) prevents the infestation
of aphids. Frosts in April and May do not do any damage,
since the plants withstand cold down to 3 degrees [C.] In
June and July, the small, pale violet blossoms appear in
clusters, and soon the pods do, as well. The vegetation period
amounts to approximately 26 weeks, such that the harvest
can take place only in late October. Allow it to mature well.
The flavor of the soybean is excellent. Its high content
of protein and fat make it especially suitable for mixing
with other foods that lack these substances. One simple
preparation would, for instance, be the following: one part
soybean flour / meal (Sojamehl) or grits and two parts
fresh potatoes (each of which is boiled by themselves) are
mixed into a moderately wet mush, salted accordingly, and
seasoned with roasted onions.
For tourists (Touristen) [sic, no indication regarding to
what this refers: perhaps for those traveling away from home
that wish to bring ready-made soyfoods with them?], the
following process is recommended: soy grits (Sojaschrot)

are prepared (in a handmill) right when needed. Those are
then roasted in a flat pan without any addition until yellowish
brown. After cooling, the roasted ingredient (Röstgut)
is filled into wafer capsules (Oblatenkapseln) (from the
pharmacy) and the “food” is done. Just four to six such
wafers already have the effect of providing a feeling of light
satiation and decisively increase the vigor of the body.
Since the soybean also contains “lecithin” (“Lecithin”),
it certainly also forms a superb restorative (Stärkungsmittle)
for those who are weak of nerves and is very much to be
recommended for diabetics because of its low content of
nitrogen-free extractives. In China and Japan, a whole series
of foods and delicacies (Genussmittel) are prepared from
this bean, such as the spicy soy sauce (Sojasauce) “shoyu”
(“Schoyou”), the rice and soybean paste (Sojabrei) “miso”,
soy cheese (Sojakäse [tofu]), and many others. Roasted
soybeans (gebrannte Soja) can also be used advantageously
as a fine tasting “coffee substitute.”
With regard to possible soil conditions, it should still be
mentioned that the bean must never be sown on fresh manure
bed soil (Misstbeeterde) or on fresh soil that has been
fertilized with dung or liquid manure, since as a result of this,
only the growth of leaves will be promoted, and specifically
at the cost of the formation of the crop. On the other hand,
small applications of chemical fertilizer (for example, 3 parts
potash salt (Kalisalz), 6 parts Thomas slag [or Thomas meal]
(Thomasmehl), and one part nitrolime (Kalkstickstoff) are
rewarded with an abundant yield of large, fine beans).
In any case, agronomic trials are very much to be
recommended. Seed samples may be obtained through the
editors (for a small contribution toward costs).
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020)
in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database
that contains the German word Sojabrei (miso). This word
appears in 4 different issues of these newspapers from
1920 to 1939. Address: Secondary school principal, retired
(Buergerschuldirektor).
1305. Mathews, I.J. 1920. Start right with soy beans: A
good start is more than half of this crop. Ohio Farmer
145(17):734. April 24.
• Summary: The keys to a good start are: (1) Test the seed
to be sure it will sprout. (2) Plant the right variety for your
location. “As early varieties, the Early Brown and Ito San
are good. Medium varieties are the Hollybrook, Sable and
Medium Olive [Olive Medium] while late varieties are
Mammoth Yellow, Black Ebony and others. The Mammoth
Yellow is essentially a variety for the South and has not
yet proven valuable for northern states. It does not grow
well with corn and can not be recommended for planting in
combination with corn.”
(3) Manage the crop carefully. “If soybeans are planted
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with corn, the same variety will ripen about two weeks later
than when planted alone. The soybean will stand a little more
frost than corn...” (4) Liming stimulates soybean growth.
(5) Inoculation is essential, unless soybeans have previously
been grown in the field. Address: Pulaski County, Indiana.
1306. Mathews, I.J. 1920. Some soybean experiences: Actual
results with an important crop. Successful Farming 19(4):12,
73. April.
• Summary: “The most promising legume that has been
developed in recent years is the soybean. It has been surely
winning a place for itself in the farm rotations of the
cornbelt. We know for a certainty that the crop has made
good in the South where it has become so common that the
oil is often pressed out and used in paints, etc., and we are
reliably informed that the wholesale use of such soybean oil
has made a dent in the use of cottonseed and linseed meal
as concentrated stock feeds, as the residue is used in this
manner.
“In this article, I shall not use the customary way of
treating yields but will give specific instances. The usual
way, in fact, the bulletin way, is to say that ‘soybean yields
will run from fifteen to thirty bushels per acre.’ I feel safe
in saying, however, that when grown on the soil which
is frequently used for soybeans, the yield is more often
under fifteen bushels than over it. Soy beans are frequently
relegated to worn and worthless fields and high sand and
for this reason, but little is known concerning their average
yields when grown on the best of land.
“Lloyd Madaus, an Indiana farmer,
this year had fourteen acres and from
this area he threshed three hundred and
one bushels [of soybeans], making a
yield of twenty-one and a half bushels
to the acre. These were threshed with
the ordinary threshing machine,...”
Discusses costs, yields and profits
with reference to the actual experiences
of various farmers. Address: Pulaski
County, Indiana.

same climate as corn. Due to their draught resistance they
are well suited to light sandy soil. They will grow on slightly
acid soil...
“...The chief value for soy beans in the north is for sandy
soil or as a catch crop when clover or other crops fail.”
“If soy beans are to be grown on land which has not
previously been used for soy beans they must be inocculated
[sic, inoculated] with nitrifying bacteria. This may be done
by using soil from fields previously used for soy beans or by
the use of pure cultures.
“Ito San, Early Brown and Holly Brook are good
varieties for Indiana; Holly Brook is a good variety to plant
in corn.
Photos show: (1) A field of soy beans. Caption: “An
excellent catch crop to take the place of clover that has
failed.” (2) Many hogs feeding in a field of dried soybeans.
Caption: “Excellent forage for hogs in a corn rotation.”
1308. Smith, Alfred G.; Hope, C.E. 1920. Farm practices
with soybeans: Based on a survey of fifty farms [in 1916] in
northeastern North Carolina. North Carolina Department of
Agriculture, Bulletin 41(5):1-30. April. Whole No. 267.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Summary. Outlet
for soybeans and recent economic development. General
characteristics of the soybean area of northeastern North
Carolina. General characteristics of the farms. Varieties and
seed. Growing soybeans. Harvesting soybeans for seed.
Soybean hay. Combination of crops. Distribution of labor.

1307. Purdue Agriculturist (Indiana).
1920. Soy beans. 14(7):396, 398. April.
• Summary: “The Soy Bean, Glycine
Hispida, is a native legume of South
Eastern Asia, and is one of the most
important agricultural products of
Northern China and Japan.”
“Soy beans yield a larger amount
of seed than any other legume suited to
the temperate climate. Their main use
in this country at the present time is for
forage. They will grow on any good
corn land and require practically the
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Yields and costs. Factors influencing yields. Capacity of man
and work stock labor. Soybeans and hogs. Agreements with
croppers and tenants.
Page 3: “In that part of northeastern North Carolina
consisting of the counties of Hyde, Tyrrell, Perquimans,
Pasquotank, and Camden, more soybeans are produced than
in any other section of the State. Here, indeed, soybeans have
become the chief legume crop, almost entirely supplanting
cowpeas. Nearly every farm produces some soybeans, and
on many farms they are the leading crop both in acreage and
in crop sales. In fact, this is the only region in the country
in which this crop has developed to the point where the
beans are of great importance commercially. Approximately
500,000 bushels of the 1916 crop were shipped out of the
territory, principally for seed and feed purposes...
Summary: The stiffer soils of the area are best adapted
to the production of soybeans for seed, although the crop
does well on several types of soil.
“The farms in the soybean area were very profitable
in 1916. This was partially due to the high prices

received for the farm crops, as well as to good methods of
farming.
“The Mammoth Yellow is the main variety of soybean
that is planted in northeastern North Carolina.
“Soybean seed are usually harvested with mechanical
pickers which thresh out the beans and leave the hulls on the
land, or with reapers and binders, and are then threshed.
“Soybean hay is usually cured on hollow racks. It is
sometimes hauled directly from the windrow and stored. A
tedder is used on an occasional farm.
“The combination of crops in which soybeans are grown
in the soybean district varies with the type of soil. Cotton,
corn, and oats are the other principal crops, while peanuts
and Irish potatoes are grown on several farms. A few farms
grow small acreages of truck peas.
“Soybeans are so grouped with the other crops that there
is no serious conflict in the labor requirements except in
harvesting oats and in planting the second crop of soybeans.
“Soybeans, on the fifty farms studied, yielded from
four to thirty-nine bushels per acre, and averaged nineteen
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bushels when planted as the first crop and eighteen and eighttenths bushels when planted as the second crop. On the best
soils, the yield frequently exceeds twenty-five bushels per
acre. Other yields on the same farms the same year averaged
as follows: seed cotton, 1,149 lbs., corn, 29.7 bushels, and
oats, 44 bushels.
“The crop area planted per man and per work animal
varied with the type of soil and the combination of crops. On
the fifty farms, the average total crop area planted per work
animal was twenty acres.
“Soybeans are used in fattening hogs, principally by
pasturing the fields to gather the waste after the crops are
harvested. In the agreements of landlords with croppers and
tenants, the terms of the contract are practically the same
with soybeans as with corn.
Outlet for Soybeans and Recent Economic
Development: Until the last few years, the market for
soybeans has been almost entirely limited by seed and
soil improvement demands. With only these uses for the
crop, however, soybeans have increased in the counties
in northeastern North Carolina, and have almost entirely
supplanted cowpeas. Farmers have stated that after growing
soybeans for several years, they have increased the yields
of corn by one-half and the yields of other crops in like
proportion. Even the yields of soybeans were increased and
are still increasing.
“Soybean forage is used for feeding work stock and
cattle and the green forage is sometimes used for feeding
hogs. The beans when planted in corn are pastured with
hogs. When planted alone, soybeans can be grazed by
hogs, but this is not a common practice. The yields after
harvesting, however, are almost invariably pastured by hogs
and cattle together, the hogs getting the waste beans and the
cattle the waste forage.
“In recent years there has been a great development of
the market for soybeans which should give an impetus to the
growing of the crop. This development is due to the demand
for the beans for human food, and for crushing by cotton oil
mills. In 1915, approximately 200,000 bushels of the North
Carolina crop were crushed for oil and meal. In 1916, the
mills again bought beans to crush, but an increase in price
made it more profitable to resell the beans for seed and for
food than to crush them for oil and meal. On this account
practically none of the 1916 crop was crushed, but in the
summer of 1917 fully 200,000 bushels were imported from
Manchuria and crushed by the North Carolina mills.
“When used for canning purposes, the beans are usually
mixed with navy beans and canned in the same way as
navy beans. One dealer alone shipped 14,000 bushels out of
Engelhard, North Carolina, in 1916, to a canning factory in
Indiana [Probably Dyer Packing Co. in Vincennes, Indiana],
and large quantities were sold to other canning factories. The
canners can therefore be regarded henceforth as purchasers
of soybeans.”

“Harvesting Soybeans for Seed” (p. 11-12): “Difficulties
in harvesting have been such a limiting element in the
production of soybeans, that a full discussion of the methods
used in northeastern North Carolina seems justified.
The principal methods of harvesting soybeans are with
mechanical pickers and with reapers and binders. The pickers
run astride the rows, threshing the beans off the stalks and
leaving the hulls in the field, although some of the hulls that
are whipped off with the beans may be saved. To operate a
picker, from two to four men are required. One man drives
and one stands in the rear end of the machine and throws out
trash. When the picker is filled, the beans are emptied on a
sheet and then screened and sacked. If the two men operating
the picker screen and sack the beans, the machine must stand
idle while this is being done. On this account one or two
extra men are usually employed for this work. The picker
box holds from six to eight bushels of beans.
Footnote: “The term ‘hulls’ is used to designate all that
is left alter separating the beans, and includes the stems,
leaves, and hulls proper.”
“The picker does not get all the beans when the vines
are moist, therefore, before beginning work in the morning it
is necessary to wait until the dew is off, which is not earlier
than nine o’clock, and sometimes as late as eleven. Some
farmers eat an early dinner, start work about eleven o’clock
and then work through until night without intermission. On
one farm the team was changed during the afternoon. The
season for harvesting soybeans with a picker begins about
the last of October, when the pods begin to pop open, and
lasts for about ten days if the weather is good. Rain retards
the maturing of the soybeans, so that the total length of the
season is often prolonged for more than ten picking days.
On twenty-seven farms using pickers, the average acreage
picked per day, including housing, was 4.45, yielding eightyfive bushels of recleaned beans. In this work two men were
used on twelve farms; three on nine farms, and four on six
farms.
“With a picking season of ten days, from twenty to
fifty acres of beans can be picked with one machine, but it
is rarely safe to attempt more than forty acres, as the beans
are likely to become too mature and pop out on the ground
before they can be harvested. The waste of beans in picking
approximated one-eighth of the total yield. Sometimes it was
less than one-tenth and at other times it was one-fourth or
more. These waste beans, however, were mostly recovered
by hogs that were turned in after picking was finished, so that
not many were actually lost.”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a high-yielding field
of soybeans. (2) A field of Mammoth Yellow soybeans ready
to pick. (3) A Pritchard soybean picker with two men riding
on it. (4) A field of soybeans in the shock–Hyde County. (5)
Side view of one type of horse-drawn soybean picker. (6)
A Gordon picker in operation harvesting soybeans between
corn rows. (7) Two men threshing soybeans mechanically.
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Address: Div. of Agronomy, USDA, Raleigh.
1309. Cobb, C.W. 1920. Increasing interest in soy beans.
National Stockman and Farmer 44(6):200. May 8.
• Summary: “Little did I think the article I wrote a short
time ago for The Stockman would cause the flow of letters
that I have been receiving, with all manner of inquiries. To
answer them separately would take an expert typist, so I will
try to answer here... All want to know where they can get
Medium Green soy bean seed. They can get them from seed
companies which advertise in Stockman, or possibly a few
from their experiment station... Those living in Crawford
county, Pennsylvania, I would advise to plant the Wilson
or Ito San as next best, to those further south in this state I
would plant Wilson and either Ohio 916 or Mammoth...”
The writer then describes in detail how he plants,
cultivates, cuts or mows, and stores soy beans–for hay or
threshed beans. “Put the soys in with commercial fertilizer
and there won’t be many weeds to contend with.”
“If cut by machine too many are lost by tramping. If cut
by binder more are threshed out than I care to lose. One man
with sharp scythe will cut a lot of them in a day, then drive
along rows and pitch them on, no need of raking. For hay roll
the ground after planting...” “I have never had less than 25
bushels per acre and from that to better than 60 bushels.”
“The soy is higher in protein than wheat middlings.
There is a process by which they can be made into a
substance resembling cow’s milk that would be hard to tell
the difference from cow’s milk so far as taste is concerned.”
Address: Erie County, Pennsylvania.
1310. J.W.M. 1920. The value of soy beans. Rural NewYorker 79(4585):901. May 8.
• Summary: “Advantages of the crop.–The growing of
Soy beans possesses a peculiar value to any farm running
a rotation, and to one which employs help the year ‘round.
Its seeding time follows the busy time of planting corn. Its
early harvest time, end of August or early September, fits
well with sowing of wheat, for the latter is drilled in right on
the heels of the Soy bean binder. If there is not enough help
to sandwich the crops as above, as on this farm in Central
Illinois, an earlier maturing variety may be used, viz., the
Early Brown, Ito San or Medium Yellow. The favorite here
has been the Mongol, and the only objection to it is its late
maturing. A.K. is becoming a close second in estimation, as
it matures a little earlier. Hollybrook is similar to Mongol.”
In addition: The soybean leaves the ground ready
for wheat; it has done the heavy Fall plowing, so that no
additional plowing for winter wheat is necessary. “It is
more resistant to moisture extremes than other legumes; it
is a good substitute for clover when clover fails. It ranks
with flax and cottonseed meal as concentrates [for feeding
livestock]; it gathers nitrogen for soil improvement; it may
be grown upon a soil too acid for clover; it fits well into

rotation as carried on here, viz., corn, Soy beans, wheat and
clover. Its hay is equal to or superior to Alfalfa... Our stock
all like the hay–horses, cattle, sheep, and hogs... So the
acreage of Soy beans has increased from 70 acres four or five
years ago to 170 in 1919.”
“A valuable crop.–For a number of years Soy beans as
seed have had a ready sale from this farm. In 1918 we sold
1,600 bushels and put about 200 tons of hay in the barn.
Our acreage was 125 that year. In 1919, from 150 acres, we
sold 2,100 bushels on that, minus 200 saved from our own
planting... As human food the Soy bean is rich and palatable,
but long-time preparation is necessary, except in steam
pressure cooking.”
“This farm regards the Soy bean at its greatest value
when grown in conjunction with corn for hogging down. For
several years... the four-footed huskers have cleaned up the
corn and bean fields. While on this feed the hogs need 75 to
80 per cent less tankage... By having cattle in with the hogs
the fodder is eaten up closer than with hogs alone. In 1915,
80 acres of corn and Soy beans were hogged down. The
next year the manager, W.E. Riegel, estimated the corn at 45
bushels per acre, and the beans seven. In 1917 the acreage
advanced to 140. The crop was divided between the silos
and hogging down... The corn was used where it grew, the
manure scattered with no labor; in short the crop went direct
to consumer. In 1918 we had 235 acres of corn and Soy
beans...” Address: Tolono, Illinois.
1311. Williams, C.G. 1920. Field crop notes: Soybean
culture. Ohio Farmer 145(19):798. May 8.
• Summary: C.T.M. of Preble County, Ohio, writes, saying
that he plans to grow 14 acres of soybeans, part for hay and
part for seed. He asks for advice on planting and caring for
the crop.
Williams gives details on drilling in rows, depth of
planting, inoculation, cutting and raking for hay or cutting
for seed with a mower having a side-delivery attached to
cutter-bar, followed by threshing using a regular bean huller.
The common grain separator is widely employed by using
blank concaves and running the cylinder at half speed with
special pulleys. Yet there will be many cracked beans, even
with these adjustments. This injures them for use as seed, but
they can still be fed. Small lots can be threshed easily with
a flail or by tramping them out. Address: Ohio Agric. Exp.
Station.
1312. Day, John. 1920. Success with soy beans and cow
peas. Practical Farmer 116(10):172. May 15.
• Summary: “Timeliness in planting soy beans and cow
peas for hay, so that the roughage will mature and be ready
for harvest while the sun is still strong and powerful, so as
to wilt the green stuff expeditiously and in order to favor
crop harvest before the equinoctial rains of autumn occur, is
a fundamental factor in the success of the crop. The writer
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prefers soy beans to cow peas for hay making because the
beans are relatively frost resistant as compared with cow
peas, which succumb to the first touches of cold weather.”
“The writer always likes to grow soy beans or cow peas
in combination with sorghum, about five or six pecks of
the leguminous crop to one peck of sorghum per acre sown
broadcast in a grain drill. The sorghum makes a dense, rank
growth, which enables the grower to make better cocks
which will be more resistant to bad weather...
“If soy bean and sorghum hay is stored in the mow in
a well-cured condition there is little danger of spontaneous
combustion or fire fanging developing.”
“In all cases, if the hay gets wet in the windrow or
swath, it should be tedded or else turned over with forks by
hand so that it will dry out again.”
Note: Webster’s Third New International Dictionary
(1963) defines the verb “firefang” as “to become overheated,
excessively dry, or damaged as a result of slow oxidative
decomposition of organic matter–used especially of manure
or grain.” Address: Virginia.
1313. Rural New-Yorker. 1920. [The soy bean crop in
Manchuria and America (Editorial)]. 79(4586):974. May 15.
• Summary: “Some years ago the R.N.-Y. [Rural NewYorker] began talking about the Soy bean crop. We were
led to it by reading about what this bean did for Manchuria.
At the time of the war between China and Japan [1894-95]
this province was poverty-stricken in soil and in people.
Apparently it had no distinct and popular crop which could
bring in money. The Japanese introduced the culture of Soy
beans, and the industry grew. The crop brought nitrogen
and humus to the soil, and the oil and feed in the bean made
the province rich. There are few more striking instances in
history where the introduction of a new crop has brought
a country from poverty to affluence. We believed that
something of the same thing would work out in parts of
our own country through the use of Soy beans, and that is
evidently happening... Before many years the process of
producing Soy bean oil, with the crushed beans for stock
food, will become a great industry, and where it is started
you will find a rich community.”
1314. Landis, Harry A. 1920. Soybeans and their culture.
Ohio Farmer 145(21):872-73. May 22.
• Summary: Discusses the importance of soybeans, their
climatic adaptations in the United States, preparation and
time for planting, rate and method of seeding, varieties, and
harvesting and threshing. A diagram shows the numerous
uses of soybeans. A table lists popular varieties that will
mature north of the Ohio River: Elton, Black Eyebrow,
Virginia, Manchu, Guelph (Medium Green), Haberlandt,
Peking, Wilson, Ito San, and Mongol. For each variety is
given: Days to maturity, color of seed, percentage of oil,
percentage of protein, number of seeds per bushel, and seed

size. Elton shatters the least. Peking and Wilson make good
forage. Address: Wayne County, Ohio.
1315. Wilcox, E.V. 1920. Soy beans hobnobbing with corn:
They have won a place in the time-honored rotation on CornBelt farms. Country Gentleman 85(21):9, 33. May 22.
• Summary: Discusses reasons for the increased use of
soybeans in the rotation on Corn-Belt farms. W.E. Riegel,
manager of the 800-acre Meharry farm located a few miles
south of Champaign, Illinois, describes how he cultivates and
uses soybeans.
Photos show: (1) Stacking soybean hay using a huge
and tall wooden contraption. (2) The first cultivation with a
rotary hoe pulled by two horses. (3) The second cultivation,
using two teams of horses, each pulling a rotary hoe. (4)
Soybean plants ready for cutting as hay.
1316. Bachtell, Myron A. 1920. Corn and soybeans. Timely
Soil Topics (Dep. of Soils, The Ohio State Univ.) No. 24. 4 p.
May.
• Summary: “Constantly increasing interest is being
manifested by farmers in the possibilities of the corn and
soybean combination. Mr. J.L. Justice of Indiana in a recent
article published in The Ohio Farmer concluded with the
statement, ‘The soybean is only on the threshold of the
popularity that it will enjoy as a suitable teammate for Indian
corn.’” Contents: Partially self supporting. Some competition
expected. Extra fertilization desirable. Inoculation essential.
A chance to increase fertility.
1317. Calvino, Mario. 1920. Estudio sobre el cultivo de la
soya en Cuba [Studies on soybean culture in Cuba]. Revista
de Agricultura, Comercio y Trabajo (Cuba) 3(4):124-31.
May. [Spa]
• Summary: Calvino conducted extensive tests with
varieties from the United States relative to their adaptation,
culture, yields and nutritive value. “We have continued our
experimentation with Soya, having obtained from the office
for the introduction of new plants of the Department of
Agriculture in Washington, DC, a magnificent collection of
varieties: S.P.I. 40125, Wilson Five, Barket [Barchet], Early
Brown, Pekin, Arlington, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow, Virginia.
“The varieties that we already had are the following:
Soya amarilla [yellow] Nakasawa (obtained via Mr.
Nakasawa of Japan), Soya Gigante [Giant Soy] imported
from the USA. Soya Negra [black]: This seed arrived mixed
in with some others, and having observed some plants in our
fields, we propagated its seeds. Hahto, an excellent variety
obtained from the USDA in Washington.” Most seeds were
first planted on 14 March or 11 Aug. 1919. They germinated
about 6 days later, and were harvested on 9 June or 28 Oct.
1920. The yields (in bushels/acre, in descending order by
yield) are follows: Peking, 21.3; Early Brown, 17.1; Black
Eyebrow, 16.4; Biloxi, 14.5; Hahto, 14.4; Virginia, 13.7;
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Wilson-Five, 13.6; Amarilla Nakasawa, 13.3; Arlington,
12.1; Mammoth 8.1; Barchet, 7.6. The percentages of oil
ranged from 15.6 (Arlington) to 19.2 (Biloxi) while the
percentages of protein ranged from 28.1 (Virginia) to 39.1
(Hahto).
Photos show: (1) Comparison of inoculated and
uninoculated soy bean plants with roots exposed. (2) A
man standing in an experimental field of soy beans in 1919.
(3) A man in a field of tall Biloxi variety of soy beans. (4)
A ruler showing the size of soy-bean pods and beans. (5)
Eleven different varieties of soy beans lined up next to
rulers to show the relative size of each. (6) Biloxi variety
of soy bean plant with roots. (7) Giant variety of soy bean
plant with roots. (8) Soy bean plants with pods, grown at
the Agronomic Station. (9) Close-up of inoculated soy bean
plant roots, with small nodules. Also contains many tables.
Note: From 1910 to 1914 Prof. Calvino was at the
National School of Agriculture in Mexico giving a course
on the multiplication of plants. He may have learned
of soybeans in Mexico at that time. Address: Doctor en
Ciencias Agricolas de la Universidad de Pisa, Cuba.
1318. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1920. Why soy
beans are growing in popularity. 3(1):88. June.
• Summary: “Soy beans increase the farmer’s supply of rich
protein feed and add fertility to the fields upon which they
are grown, says G.M. Briggs of the College of Agriculture
[Wisconsin]. Farmers in various sections of the state have
planted them a number of seasons with satisfactory returns
and for years the crop has been grown on the agricultural
experiment station farm. Here are several good reasons why
farmers in many sections of Wisconsin should try a limited
acreage of soy beans:
“A majority of farmers in Wisconsin are having good
success with them.
“Soy beans are just a common crop for common people.
It is not necessary to have a soil free from acid for good
yields.
“The best annual legume for medium to light soil is the
soy bean. It yields best on fertile soils, yet yields on light
soils where other legumes fail to catch.
“It is an annual plant–sureness of crop is a certainty.
“The soy bean is the dual purpose member of the
legumes–an annual used as a green manure, silage, hay, feed
and pasture crop.
“In feeding trials, soy bean hay is equal to alfalfa.
“Soy beans take no more moisture when planted with
corn than do weeds and the leaves make rich silage. The
labor of caring for Soy beans with corn is no greater than for
corn alone.
“Properly cured the crop is relished by all stock.
“Soy beans are easy to grow, as they are not attacked by
any serious diseases.
“Being a legume, the soy bean builds up soil by adding

nitrogen.”
1319. Hartwell, Burt L. 1920. Field experiments which
included the soy bean. Bulletin (Rhode Island State College
Agricultural Experiment Station) No. 183. 15 p. June.
• Summary: Contents: Soy bean varieties. Soy beans and
silage corn. Soy beans versus cowpeas. The response of soy
beans to soil conditions. Summary.
Tables show: (1) Varieties of soy beans classified into
three groups on the basis of maturity (early, medium, or
late), and also of yield of beans (large, medium, or small).
The years of observation range from 1911 (for Chernie,
and Merko) to 1920. The named varieties are: Amherst,
Auburn, Austin, Black Eyebrow, Buckshot, Chernie, Early
Brown, Elton, Guelph (Medium Green), Hollybrook, Ito
San, Kentucky A, Manchu, Manchurian, Manhattan, Merko,
Mikado, Mongol, Ohio 02690, Ohio 06693, Ohio 749625, O’Kute, Pekin [Peking], Samarow, Swan, Tashing,...,
Virginia, Wilson Five.” (1A) Eight varieties tested for silage
in 1918 and 1920. “The Haberlandt, Austin and Swan appear
to be promising for silage.” (2) Corn and soy beans grown
separately and together; yield per acre as put into silo. (3)
Dry matter and nitrogen in corn when planted alone or with
soy beans. (4) Yields of soy beans and cowpeas per acre. Soy
beans always outyielded cowpeas.
The authors found the ability of soybeans to secure
their needs for phosphorus to rank between that of carrots
(which obtain their full requirements) and turnips (which are
practically unable to grow unless phosphates are applied).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2013) that
mentions the soybean variety Kentucky A. Address: Ph.D.,
Director of the Station, Agronomy, Chemistry.
1320. Pynaert, L. 1920. Le soja [Soya]. Bulletin Agricole du
Congo Belge et du Ruanda-Urundi 11(1/2):151-86. March/
June. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botanical description
and habitat. Varieties: yellow, greenish, black, brown,
green, white. Cultivation/culture of soybeans: Necessary
conditions, cultural practices used in the USA, quantities
of seeds planted per acre, inoculation, harvesting soybeans:
Harvesting for the seeds, threshing, yield of soybeans/
seeds, harvesting as forage. Chemical composition of
the plant and seeds in various forms (forage, hay, seeds,
silage, etc.), digestibility. Value and use of the harvest:
Seeds, hay, preparation of hay, pole curing frames for the
preparation of hay. Reconstitution of the soil (by adding
nitrogen). Fertilizing value: Green forage, forage for
silage. Value of the seeds for feeding (a tables shows the
chemical composition; they are rich in protein). Soya for
pasture (in mixed culture with other crops). Necessary
fertilizers. The feed value of soya: For sheep, for dairy
cows, for pigs, comparison of soybean seeds and cottonseed
flour, comparison of soya with other oilseeds (tables show
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chemical composition). Soy oil. Comparison between
the soybean and the cowpea. Storage of soybean seeds.
Conclusions (13 points). Culture of soya in West Africa.
“Following many satisfactory experiments, the culture
of soya has been introduced in West Africa... Soya can
be grown as the principal crop, intercropped, or used in
rotations with cotton an corn. The harvest of the last two
will be greatly improved by the introduction of soya in the
rotation.
“Dr. E.S. Edie, M.A., B.Sc. of the University of
Liverpool, Institute of Commercial Research in the Tropics,
has published the following report. ‘I am sending you
some analyses of soya cultivated in West Africa; they can
be compared with those from the Orient. The composition
of oil is as follows: Southern Nigeria 19.62 p.c. (%), Gold
Coast 21.29%, Sierra Leone 23.20%. The Bathurst Trading
Company (Gambia) [Note 1. Bathurst, later renamed Banjul,
is the capital of Gambia] likewise submitted the following
report: The seeds were shipped from Liverpool [England]
at the end of Sept. 1909 and samples of the harvest were
sent from Bathurst on 20 Jan. 1910. Analyses showed they
contained 17½% oil and we believe that this level would be
higher if the culture had been undertaken in the surrounding
countryside and not in the city which is nothing but a
sandbank.
The late Sir Alfred Jones had distributed numerous
works concerning soya in West Africa.
A footnote states that this work had been drafted
primarily with the aid of a brochure edited by Lever Brothers
Ltd., titled Soya Beans, Cultivation and Uses.
Illustrations (non-original) show: (1) The soybean plant,
with close-ups of flower and pods (p. 151). (2) Soybean
plant with leaves, pods, and roots with nodules (p. 153).
(3) Yellow variety of soybean plant (p. 157). (4) A young
soybean plant (p. 160). (5) Soybean plant with pods. Inset
of pods included (p. 167). (6) Pole curing frame (p. 171). (7)
Stack of soybeans with horse nearby (p. 172). (8) Soybean
roots with nodules (p. 174). Photos show pods and beans
of: Seven varieties of soybeans (p. 156). Six varieties of
soybeans (p. 163).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Ruanda-Urundi (divided into Rwanda and Burundi in 1962).
Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Gambia, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Gambia (about Oct. 1909; one of three documents).
1321. Taylor, William A. 1920. Soy bean. USDA Department
Circular No. 120. 4 p. June. Contribution from the Bureau of
Plant Industry.
• Summary: Contents: Description. Adaptation. Inoculation.
Culture. Harvesting. Thrashing. Storing. Varieties.
Publications.
“The soy bean (Soja max) is also called the soja bean,

Manchurian bean, and stock pea (eastern North Carolina).”
“At the present time about 15 varieties of soy beans are
handled commercially by seedsmen. More than 500 distinct
varieties are known and have been grown by the Department
of Agriculture on its testing grounds. Several of these have
proved very promising in different sections of the country
and are now on the market.”
The more important varieties, with notes about each,
are (p. 3-4): Mammoth (seeds straw yellow), Haberlandt
(seeds straw yellow), Manchu (seeds straw yellow), Tokio
(seeds olive yellow), Virginia (seeds brown), Biloxi (seeds
brown), Barchet (seeds brown), Wilson (seeds black), Peking
(seeds black), Black Eyebrow (seeds black and yellow),
Hahto (seeds olive yellow), Easy Cook [Easycook] (seeds
straw yellow), Laredo (seeds black), Mandarin (seeds straw
yellow). Address: Chief, New and Rare Seed Distribution,
Bureau of Plant Industry.
1322. Roberts, George; Ewan, A.E. 1920. I. Report on soil
experiment fields. Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 228. p. 85-120. July 1.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed throughout this report.
Soybean and clover hay are valued at $1.00 per 100 lb (p.
92). Table 1 titled “Average crop yields per acre in the fouryear rotation, Lexington soil experiment field” (p. 95) gives
the yields of soybeans (in bushels/acre, average 8 years) and
soybean hay (pounds/acre, average 2 years) with 15 different
fertilizer treatments. The highest soybean yields (21.3 and
20.2 bu/acre) came from the two RLPK treatments. R = Crop
residues. L = Limestone. P = Acid phosphate. K = Potash
salts. The highest soybean hay yield (4,440 lb/acre) came
from the RP treatment.
Table 2 (p. 96) is a similar experiment but for a
three-year rotation, and with values for soybean hay only;
maximum 4,575 lb/acre with the R treatment.
Table 3 gives the “Average yield per acre of corn and
soybeans in rotation on Series C.–Lexington” (average 2
years). The highest soybean yield (17.5 bu/acre) came from
the PN treatment.
Table 8 gives the “Average crop yields per acre–Lincoln
soil experiment field.” The highest yield of soybean hay
(average 6 years) is 6,475 lb/acre with the MLPK treatment;
M = manure.
Table 9 gives the “Average crop yields per acre, fouryear rotation–Greenville soil experiment field.” The highest
yield of soybean hay is 3,226 lb/acre (average 6 years) and
3,804 lb/acre (avg. 4 years) with the MLAP treatment. AP =
Acid phosphate.
Table 13 gives the “Average crop yields per acre–Lone
Oak soil experiment field.” The highest yield of soybean hay
(average 6 years) is 3,509 lb/acre with the MLRP treatment.
Conclusion: “It is much better... to depend upon a large
use of legumes, crop residues and manure for nitrogen and
potash than to supply these elements from commercial
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sources” (p. 120). Address: 1. Head, Agronomy; 2. Asst.
Agronomy [Lexington, Kentucky].
1323. Roberts, George; Ewan, A.E. 1920. II. The
maintenance of fertility. Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 228. p. 121-30. July 1.
• Summary: There are four requirements for a fertile soil: “1.
Good drainage. 2. Good physical condition (good tilth). 3.
A sufficient supply of mineral plant food, including lime. 4.
A sufficient supply of organic matter and nitrogen.” Each of
these four requirements is discussed in detail.
Table 16, titled “Approximate amounts of nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium in farm products and fertilizing
materials” (p. 126-27) gives values for 42 materials including
soybean seeds (80, 13, and 24 lb in 25 bu), soybean straw
(80, 8, and 50 lb in 2¼ tons), total soybean crop (160, 21,
and 74 lb), and soybean hay (50, 6, and 38 lb in 1 ton).
According to Hopkins, legumes obtain, on average, about
one-third of their nitrogen from the soil and two-thirds from
the air.
“Actual feeding tests at the Ohio Experiment Station
have shown that as much as 1.3 tons of manure may be made
for each ton of feed and bedding used, when a rotation of
corn, soybeans, wheat, and clover furnished the feed, only
wheat grain being sold.” The soybeans yield about 2 tons
(4,000 lb) of soybean hay per acre. The four-crop rotation
yields 17,000 lb of feed. So 1.3 x 17,000 “would give a
production of 11 tons of manure per acre for one of the fields
in the rotation each year.” This manure greatly increases crop
yields. Used alone, manure was found to be worth $6.04/ton
in increased yields. Used with acid phosphate, the increase
in yields was worth $10.42 per ton. Address: 1. Head,
Agronomy; 2. Asst. Agronomy [Lexington, Kentucky].
1324. Orange Judd Farmer. 1920. Fields of “soys” in
Champaign: Club members make tour of crop inspection.
68(2):1062. July 3.
• Summary: “The soy bean club of Champaign county is the
first organization of its kind in the state. It was organized to
grow soy beans, to study the various varieties, to discover the
best ones for their purposes, and to sell these beans directly
to the people who wish them. They expect to build up,
through their organization a reputation for certified, pure soy
bean seed. There are about 700 acres of soy beans reported
that will be harvested for seed this fall.
Last Thursday, a group of farmers who are members
of this club, inspected about 300 acres of soy beans that are
being grown in connection with their club. They visited the
farms of Albert Carl, William Blue, B.F. Harris (manager
J.M. Dowell), T.P. Chester, “the Mebany farm” [sic, the
farm of Charles L. Meharry, managed by W.E. Riegel]. At
each farm they learned the details of how the soy beans
were grown, including date of planting, preparation of the
soil, inoculation, weed control, and harvesting. Varieties

mentioned: A.K. and Mongol.
A field of corn and soy beans was inspected on the
farm of William Blue. “In reply to the yield question, J.C.
Hackleman of the University said, ‘We have tried four
different varieties in corn where there is about one bean to
each stalk of corn. The heavier, later maturing beans affect
the corn yield four to six bushels, but the yield of beans is
about three bushels. Most livestock men say that a bushel of
beans is worth three to four bushels of corn in hogging down.
The medium yellow makes the least cut in yield. This is the
result of two years’ experiments.”
W.E. Riegel, manager of the Meharry farm and
“president of the Soy Bean club,” was in charge of growing
150 acres of soy beans on this farm. He explained that a four
year rotation of corn, soy beans, wheat and a pasture mixture
composed largely of clover was being used on the farm. Last
year out of 150 acres of beans, 50 acres were made into soy
bean hay, the only kind used on the farm, and the other 100
harvested for seed.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 1998) that
mentions soybean pioneer J.C. Hackleman at the University
of Illinois. Address: Illinois.
1325. Kirjassoff, Max D. 1920. Vegetable-oil-bearing
materials of Manchuria. Commerce Reports [USA]
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce)
23(161):180-85. July 10.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Manchurian production
of soya beans–exports of soya beans and products. All
materials produced by cultivation–local consumption.
Marketing raw materials–inspection–shipments. Methods of
purchasing raw materials–brokerage. Storage–transportation
methods and costs. Prices paid producers–economic
conditions of farmers. Crushing of raw materials–prices
paid at crushers. Production capacity of oil mills–types of
mills and methods of operation. Quality of oil produced–
production of bean oil and cake at Dairen. Fuel used in
mills–activity of mills. Number of employees–wages.
Marketing of products–Dairen exports of bean cake and
oil. Prices of bean oil and cake. Ocean freight rates–export
charges, insurance, etc. Increased United States demand–
market for oil machinery.
“The oil-bearing materials produced in Manchuria are
soya beans, perilla seed, peanuts, hempseed, castor beans,
sesame seed, flaxseed, sunflower seed, and rapeseed.”
Estimates indicate that “about 1,500,000 tons of soya beans
are produced in South Manchuria and about 800,000 tons in
North Manchuria, or a total of 2,300,000 tons for the whole
Province.”
Tables show: (1) Exports of soya beans, bean cake, and
bean oil each year from 1914 to 1919 (p. 180). (2) Exports
of bean-cake each month from Oct. 1918 to Sept. 1919 from
Dairen (Manchuria) to Japan (by far the largest), United
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States, Straits Settlements, China, Korea, and total (p. 184).
(3) Exports of bean-oil each month during the same time
to Japan (by far the largest), Europe, United States, China,
Korea, and total. (4) The prices (in silver yen per picul or
piece of cake) of beans, cake, and oil during the same period.
Mentions the increasing demand for the oil in the United
States. Address: Consul, Dairen [Manchuria].
1326. Briggs, George M. “Soy Bean.” 1920. Soy bean jazz:
Wisconsin joins the boosters of the wonder crop. Country
Gentleman 85(30):5, 28. July 24.
• Summary: All over the state of Wisconsin, the “farmers
who are raising soy beans are filled with pep. Every yarn that
is repeated about soy beans some other fellow beats. In fact
we fellows who are going round the state spreading the soybean gospel are always prepared for one just a little bigger.”
“Wisconsin is enthusiastic over this crop because it is
filling a place which no other crop has even approached yet
in this state.” It is a high-protein legume that grows well
in light or sandy soils, can take the place of clover when it
fails, and is a soil improver. Soybeans also make a good hay,
equal to alfalfa hay. “One variety which we pride ourselves
on is the Wisconsin Early Black, a variety which has been
improved and selected here at the experiment station.” It will
ripen in the extreme northern part of the state.
Photos show: A man standing in a field of soy beans
grown with corn on the farm of John Fahey in Webster,
Wisconsin. A field of soy beans on a farm in Leef,
Wisconsin.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1996)
that uses the word “wonder” or the term “wonder crop”
in the title in connection with soy beans. Note 2. This is
the second earliest publication seen written by Briggs,
Wisconsin’s first and foremost soybean pioneer. Address:
[Madison], Wisconsin.

desirability of the soy bean as a farm crop was apparent from
the beginning and during the years that followed tests were
made of its value as a forage plant, for green manure, and for
silage purposes. The work of the station in securing varieties
adaptable for both seed and hay production began in 1911.
Since then more than 150 varieties have been in the tests and
demonstrations and it is estimated that fully 10,000 acres of
the beans are now grown in the State, annually.
Table IV, titled “Varieties of soy beans in test for
seed” (p. 20) categorizes them into three groups by yield.
Some varieties have been in the test for up to 9 years. High
yields: Virginia, Edna, Flat King, Arlington, Haberlandt.
Medium yields: Cloud, Peking, Wilson, Morse, Ebony,
Swan, Meyer, Patuxent, Medium Yellow, Kentucky, Hope,
Taha, Ito San, Wilson-five [Wilson-Five], Mammoth Yellow.
For each variety is given: Name, record number, color of
seed, seeds per ounce, character of stem (two variables: (1)
Medium thick, coarse, or fine; (2) Twining, straight, vining,
branching, slight twining), yield per acre (bushels) for 1917,
1918, 1919, three year average, and years in test (up to 9
years).
A variety which in a previous report was recorded as
number 1822 has been very successful in certain sections
of the Piedmont region, and has become well enough
established to justify giving it a name. The new name for this
variety is Patuxent.
“Soy beans were first grown at the Maryland station
in 1888.” An inquiry into their value for forage and soil
improvement was the purpose of the test. “To date, the
leading soy bean varieties for Maryland are: Virginia,
Wilson, Peking, Haberlandt, and Patuxent.”
Note: This is the earliest (and only) document seen (July
2013) that mentions the soybean variety Patuxent. Address:
1. Agronomy; 2. Asst. Agronomist. Both: College Park,
Maryland.

1327. Metzger, J.E.; Eppley, Geary. 1920. Variety tests
of corn, wheat and soy beans. University of Maryland
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 237. 23 p.
July. See p. 16-23.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 16-23)
begins: “The Soy Bean or Soja Bean (Soja hispida) was
grown on the Experiment Station farm during the first year
of its organization. The Annual Report of the Station made
in 1888 contains a record of the yields of one variety grown
on 27 plots having a total area of three and three-eighths
acres. This test seems to have been made to determine the
qualities of the soy bean for forage purposes, and to ascertain
the comparative productiveness of the plots on which they
were grown. Two difficulties were encountered in this trial.
First, the variety used required a longer season for maturity
than was available in this particular year, and second, the
plants were attacked by a disease which was called a blight,
causing them to temporarily stop their growth. However, the

1328. Rock, Joseph F. 1920. The leguminous plants of
Hawaii: Being an account of the native, introduced and
naturalized trees, shrubs, vines and herbs, belonging to the
family Leguminosae. Honolulu, Hawaii: Experiment Station
of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association. x + 234 p.
Illust. Index. 25 cm. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: The section on the genus Glycine (p. 176-77)
begins with a botanical description of the genus. “About
fifteen species in tropical Africa, Asia, and Australia. Most
cultivated species is Glycine max (Linn.) Merrill.” Listing
of five changes in the botanical name of the soybean (17531917). Botanical description of the soy bean. General
description: “The common Soy bean, a native of India and
eastern Asia, but now widely cultivated... It was introduced
into England in 1790 and into Italy in 1848. The seeds of the
Soy bean vary greatly in color, yellow, red, brown, black,
green, or variegated.” Note: This is the earliest Englishlanguage document seen (Sept. 2004) that uses the word
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“variegated” (or “variegation”) to describe the color of
soybean seeds.
A good source of information is P. de Sornay’s Green
Manures and Manuring in the Tropics (1916), which has
concise information on cultivation, yield, etc.
Contains many full-page black-and-white photos, but
none of the soy bean. Also discusses: Alfalfa (p. 141). Peanut
(p. 156). Kudzu (Pueraria, p. 203, 205). Address: Prof. of
Systematic Botany, College of Hawaii, Consulting Botanist,
Board of Agriculture and Forestry.
1329. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1920. A propos des
graines de Soja [Concerning soybean seeds]. 12(148):561415. Aug. 15. [16 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A two-page summary of information on
soybeans from 16 sources, most of them in French. Soybeans
are widely used in Manchuria and Japan. Soybean seeds
from Cambodia and lower Laos are superior to those from
Manchuria. A table gives the composition of three soybeans
from Laos, Tonkin, and Manchuria. Soybeans in IndoChina and their use during World War I in England and
France. Vegetable milk made by Li Yu-ying in France. A
table gives the composition of three soybeans from YunNan, Tonkin (Lang-Son), and Tonkin (Delta). Mr. Fr. de
Roux recommends that soybean be more widely used in
France and its colonies. Summarizes soybean research in
Connecticut and New Jersey, and soybean production and
yields in Ohio. More than 500 soybean varieties have been
tested in the USA; the yellow varieties generally work best
for human foods, oil and flour, while the brown and black are
used for animal feeds. In 1917 cotton seed mills also used
soybeans grown locally or in Manchuria. Milk made from
soybeans is similar to animal milk and can be used to make
cheeses. Soybean oil is used in the USA and England for
making paints, but of greatest interest is its use in margarine
and other food uses. In Japan, a society was founded with
capitalization of 100,000 yen to extract soy protein for use as
a substitute for celluloid. Conclusion: “In view of these many
uses, it seems interesting to us to pursue in our colonies some
cultural trials with this interesting legume. Could it perhaps
be developed in certain temperate regions? É.D.W.”
1330. Rindl, M. 1920. Vegetable fats and oils. IV-V. Semidrying oils. Soy bean. South African J. of Industry 3(6):51831. June; 3(8):742-49. Aug. [29 ref]
• Summary: These are 2 installments of a series of articles
on vegetable fats and oils, forming a Report to the Advisory
Board of Industry and Science on Vegetable Oils, Fats, and
Waxes. Soybeans are considered among the semi-drying
oils. Contents of Part I: Introduction. Early [soybean]
experiments in South Africa. Botanical characters. Varieties.
Germination. Inoculation. Technique of inoculation. Soy
beans as a rotation crop for maize. Comparison of soy beans
and cowpeas. Storage of seed. The soy bean as human food.

Vitamines. Soy-bean [food] preparations: Soy-bean milk,
soy-bean curd [tofu], the soy bean as a vegetable (baked,
boiled, roasted, green beans [green vegetable soybeans],
soy-bean pulp (kara)). Soy-bean meal [soy flour and its
uses]. Fermented soy-bean products: Fermented boiled beans
(natto), ripened vegetable cheese (miso), the Chinese paste
chiang, soy-bean sauce (shoyu).
Contents of Part II: Oil content of seed produced in
South Africa. Quality of oil from South African beans.
Extraction of oils. Nature and composition of soy-bean oil,
and methods of treatment. Uses of the oil. Soy beans as
forage. Enemies of the soy bean. Method of shipment from
the East.
“The first systematic trials [with soy beans] were
initiated about 1903 at Skinner’s Court, on the Springbok
Flats, and at the Natal Experiment Farms, Cedara, Weenen,
and Winkle Spruit. These latter were continued until the
season 1910-1911 when the field trials referred to above [by
the Transvaal and Natal Departments of Agriculture] were
carried out by the Department of Agriculture in conjunction
with Messrs. Lever Bros. and a large number of farmers” (p.
519).
The best yields during the 1910-11 season at the three
Natal Experiment Farms were: At Cedara: Haberlandt 2,000
lb/acre. Winkle Spruit: Mammoth Yellow 1,191 lb/acre.
Weenen: Mammoth Yellow 1,400 lb/acre.
“Method of shipment from the East. The beans are
shipped in bags, vessels are well dunnaged, and a large
number of wooden pipe ventilators are placed in the ships’
holds to keep the cargo from getting heated. The beans, on
a long voyage from Eastern Asia to Europe, being liable to
sweat, are sometimes dried before shipment.”
Tables show experimental yields and chemical
compositions of soy beans from different countries and soyrelated products. A diagram (outline-form) shows the various
ways in which plants and seeds of soy beans are utilized.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soy-bean curd” to refer
to tofu. Address: Ing. D., Prof. of Chemistry, Grey University
College, Bloemfontein [Orange Free State, South Africa].
1331. Lafayette Journal Courier (Indiana). 1920. Soybean
raising advocated at large meeting: Growers from five
middle western states convene at farm of Fouts Brothers.
Sept. 4. p. 4, cols. 4-5. Saturday evening.
• Summary: “(Special to the Journal Courier) Delphi,
Indiana, Sept. 3–Soybean growers from middle western
states, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan and Ohio,
attended the first annual corn-belt meeting of soybean
growers held today at the Fouts Brothers farms in the east
part of Carroll county. Nearly 1,000 persons attended the
meeting, some driving machines as far as 150 miles in order
to be here. All sections of Indiana were represented.
“The meeting was called for the purpose of discussing
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methods of seeding, cultivating, and harvesting soy beans
and also for the purpose of standardizing varieties as much
as possible. It finally was agreed that Ito San should be the
standard variety for planting with corn, especially where an
early variety was needed, and that Hollybrook or Mongol,
commonly known as Early Yellow, was best adapted to this
state for a late variety. Efforts will be made by the soybean
growers to have most of the crop in this state planted from
one of these two varieties, depending on what the beans are
to be used for.
Morning inspection: The morning program was given
over to an inspection of the soybean fields on the Fouts
farms, where 100 acres are being grown for seed purposes
and 150 acres more are being grown with corn for hogging
or lambing down. The visitors also were given a trip through
the community to see the large number of soybeans being
grown.
“Following a big dinner, at which baked and parched
soybeans were served free by the Fouts brothers, pioneer
soybean growers in this state, the afternoon program
opened with an address by Prof. C.L. Christie, director of
the agricultural extension and experimental departments at
Purdue university.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that contains the term “parched soybeans.”
It probably refers to dry roasted soybeans.
“’There are about 200,000 acres of soybeans in Indiana,
less than one acre to every farm in the state,’ he said. ‘When
we consider that an acre of soybeans puts back from 40, 60,
80, and sometimes 100 pounds of nitrogen into the soil, we
sometimes wonder that they are not being grown much more
widely than they now are. Thus, they are doing something
for the soil. They also help solve the labor problems by
letting hogs and lambs and sometimes cattle harvest the
crop.’
“’One of the biggest problems which the next
administration will have to face will be the agricultural
problem,’ he said.
“’Sometimes, folks are going to wake up to the fact that
they cannot pay a man in a factory four or five times as much
as a farm hand gets and still keep these men on the farm. If
the big proposition now going on of building up industrial
centers at the expense of the country is halted somewhere
within a reasonable time, the problem will solve itself by
forcing many of the men in the city back to the country in
order for them to live at all.’
“Modern homes: He urged construction of more modern
homes or the modernising of farm homes as one of the best
means to maintain a permanent set of people on the land.
“Wallace E. Hanger, of Ohio State Agricultural college,
discussed the outlook for the soybean business in Ohio. He
estimated only 10,000 to 15,000 acres in the state.
“Dr. W.L. Burlison, of the University of Illinois, told of
the effects of soybeans on the yield of corn in experimental

work in his state. Results obtained over the last five years,
he said, showed that the loss on the corn yield averaged
6.7 bushels per acre, but that the yield of beans, with
considerably more per bushel, as 5.4 bushels per acre, which
more than offset the corn loss. He also urged standardization
of varieties.
“George Briggs, of the University of Wisconsin, told
of methods used in handling soybeans in his state, declaring
that farmers there were interested in it as a means of
lowering the cost of milk production. He discussed various
phases of the business. E.C. McGee [sic, Megee], of the
Michigan Agricultural college, told of the soybean industry
in Michigan.
“’Soybean Bill’: William Riegel of Tolono, Illinois,
known as ‘Soybean Bill’ in Champaign county, where he
manages 800 acres for A.J. [sic, A.P.] Meharry, of Attica,
Indiana, discussed methods of growing the beans in his
state. C.B. Newton, a grower at Bowling Green, Ohio; Guy
McKinnis, of near Indianapolis, discussed growing and
harvesting problems, and I.J. Matthews, Winamac, county
agricultural agent in Pulaski county, gave cost of production
figures for the crop, showing that it took at least $43.79 per
acre to produce them. Taylor Fouts, one of the brothers,
discussed methods employed by himself and two brothers in
seeding, cultivating and harvesting their crop.
“All three men were former students at Purdue
university, Taylor having been graduated in 1902. One
brother, Noah, was a student there in 1885-86 and another
brother, F.E., in 1888.
“Plans were made for a similar gathering in 1921, which
may be sent to another state, as the first one was held in
Indiana. The meeting today was arranged by W.A. Ostrander,
of the soils and crops department at Purdue, and County
Agent A.L. Hodgson, in co-operation with Fouts Brothers.”
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Oct.
2012) describing this historic conference.
Note 3. This is also the earliest document seen (Oct.
2012) that mentions W.A. Ostrander in connection with
soybeans.
1332. Carroll County Citizen-Times (Delphi, Indiana). 1920.
Carroll county center soy bean industry in U.S. Sept. 11. p. 7,
col. 3. Saturday.
• Summary: “’Soyland,’ the farm of Taylor, Noah, and F.E.
Fouts, in Carrollton township, was the scene, Friday, of the
first annual national meeting of soy-bean growers... There
were one thousand in attendance and every part of Indiana
was represented. There are 400 soy-bean growers in Carroll
county and this section is known as the center of soy-bean
production in the United States. The program consisted of
talks on the methods of sowing, harvesting and marketing
soy beans and the standardization of varieties. Taylor Fouts
served baked and parched soybeans to the crowd. They were
shown to be good to eat, as well as being good for silage and
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fertilizer. Soy bean oil is said to be as good as linseed oil in
paint and is also used instead of olive oil in salad dressing.
Taylor Fouts has been growing soy beans since 1902 and is a
pioneer in this work.”
“Plans were made for a similar gathering in 1921,
which may be sent to another state, as the first one was
held in Indiana. The meeting Friday was arranged by W.A.
Ostrander, of the soils and crops department at Purdue, and
County Agent A.L. Hodgson in co-operation with Fouts
Brothers.”
1333. Wilkins, F.S. 1920. Harvesting and threshing soy
beans. Wallaces’ Farmer 45(39):2243. Sept. 24.
• Summary: “The most successful way to harvest soy beans
for seed that has been found by the Iowa experiment station
is with the grain binder. They may be cut, bound and shocked
as is small grain.” A photo shows a soy bean thresher.
Caption: “Directions for building this soy bean thresher may
be had free at the Extension Department, Ames, Iowa. The
machine completed should not cost more than $30.00.” An
illustration (line drawing) shows the end view of the cylinder
and concave of this home-made soy bean thresher. Address:
Iowa Agric. Exp. Station.
1334. Morse, W.J. 1920. Cowpeas: Utilization. Farmers’
Bulletin (USDA) No. 1153. 23 p. Sept. See p. 22.
• Summary: Table IX (p. 22) lists fertilizing constituents
in 100 pounds of dry substance of the tops and roots of
important legumes: Red clover, alfalfa, crimson clover,
cowpea, soy bean, velvet bean, and common vetch. In the
tops, the soy bean contains 2.18 lb of nitrogen, 0.61 lb of
phosphoric acid, and 1.68 lb of potash. In the roots, the soy
bean contains 1.05 lb of nitrogen, 0.34 lb of phosphoric acid,
and 0.67 lb of potash.
Of all these legumes, common vetch has the most
nitrogen in the tops (2.99 lb), whereas red clover has the
most nitrogen in the roots (2.74 lb) per 100 pounds dry
substance. Address: Agronomist, Office of Forage-Crop
Investigations.
1335. O’Brien, Harry R. 1920. A visit to Soyland:
Enthusiasts say this wonder crop fills a gap in Corn Belt
rotations. Country Gentleman 85(44):11, 30. Oct. 30.
• Summary: The article begins with the lyrics to a song in
praise of soy beans:
“Oh, my name is Soja-bean; its a good name, don’t you
see? / And we’re growing soy beans to get along. / They are
good for lambs and piggies and for all you folks and me, / So
we’re growing soy beans to get along.
Chorus: Soy beans, oh soy beans, we are growing
soy beans to get along. / Soy beans, oh soy beans, we are
growing soy beans to get along. / For the land’s sake grow
more soy beans, in this Corn Belt, don’t you see? / ‘Twill
make fat pocketbooks and credits long. / But if you haven’t

any money, then we’ll let you have ‘em free, So you’ll grow
soy beans to get along.”
“Four middle-aged Indiana farmers stood up before
an audience of nearly a thousand people one day in early
September and sang, to the tune of Kindling Wood, the above
song. The four men who comprised this quarter, Taylor
Fouts, Garfield Todd, Vern McCloskey and J.E. [Jacob
Emmet] Kitchell, are all soy-bean growers, and they sang
with all the fervor of a choir at a Methodist revival meeting.
And like unto an old-fashioned revival meeting it was.
“But the church was the lawn at Soyland, the home of
Taylor Fouts, the one who wrote the song. The preacher was
W.A. Ostrander, farm crops extension specialist from Purdue
University. The head deacon was A.L. Hodgson, county
agent of Carroll County, Indiana.
As visiting talent there were assembled on the platform
Prof. G.I. Christie, director of the Purdue Agricultural
Experiment Station; Dr. W.L. Burlison, head of the
Department of Agronomy at the University of Illinois; W.J.
Morse, in charge of soy-bean investigational work for the
U.S. Department of Agriculture; and A.T. Wiancko, head of
the Agronomy Department of Purdue University.
“There were also George Briggs of the University of
Wisconsin–’Soy Bean Briggs, whose story appeared in a
recent issue of The Country Gentleman; Dean J.H. Skinner,
of the College of Agriculture at Purdue; Prof. Wallace E.
Hanger, from Ohio State University; J.C. Hackleman, of
the University of Illinois; C.R. Megee, from the Michigan
Agricultural College; and Dr. R.S. Smith, head of the
Soil Physics Department, from the University of Illinois.
There were county agents there by the dozen, including I.J.
Matthews, of Pulaski County, Indiana; C.H. Oathut, from
Champaign County, and I.S. Brooks, of LaSalle County,
from Illinois; and C.G. Fiedner, of Williams County, Ohio,
who had driven 150 miles in an auto to be present at the big
gathering.
“For audience, there were nearly 1000 farmers and
their families, assembled from at least six states...: Ohio,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Kentucky, Illinois, and Indiana.
“The occasion was a Corn Belt soy-bean conference
held on the Fouts’ brothers’ farms at Camden, Indiana,
south of Logansport, by the extension department of
Purdue University in cooperation with the Carroll County
Farm Bureau and Fouts Brothers. The purpose was for
the leading soy-bean growers of the Middle West to get
together, become acquainted, exchange ideas as to growing,
handling and marketing soy beans and, if possible, lay the
groundwork for an Indiana organization, and perhaps a Corn
Belt organization, that would work toward standardization
of varieties and business methods in a wider distribution of
good seed... If we are to believe what we heard, the soy bean
is destined to sweep the country... Speakers declared that it
was destined to become the second biggest crop in America,
second only to corn.”
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“It was particularly fitting that this meeting should be on
the farms of the Fouts brothers. For these three men, pioneer
growers, have been the means of setting the whole country
for miles round to growing the beans until at least seventyfive per cent of the farms in Carroll and Cass counties have
beans on them–10,000 acres in Cass County and 4000 acres
or more in Carroll County–this year.
“So firmly convinced are the Fouts brothers that their
salvation lies in soys that they have built their whole system
of farm management round the crop.
“They bake ‘em and feed ‘em to the children. They roast
‘em and eat ‘em in place of salted peanuts. For at the dinner
which was served by the good ladies of the Presbyterian
Church there were baked soy beans and parched soy beans
furnished, with the compliments of Fouts Brothers, sufficient
for the whole crowd. They tasted right good too.”
Taylor Fouts, the youngest son, heard about soy beans
while at Purdue University. “So when he came home and,
in 1903, went to farming on the home place for himself, he
put out some beans and began to talk them up to his brothers
and neighbors. He began in a small way. His brothers planted
beans also” [starting in 1908]. His neighbors thought the idea
of trying to grow beans by the acre was crazy. “They just
laughed at Taylor Fouts and his fool notions–his high-toned
college ideas.”
“But the three brothers stuck to it. Their crops grew
larger in yield. The neighbors saw the Fouts lambs top the
market and bring special fancy prices year after year. So
gradually the soybean idea soaked into the heads of the
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farmers round that part of Indiana, and they began to grow
the beans too.
“On our trip we first drove round Soyland, the 160-acre
farm of Taylor Fouts. Next came the 225-acre farm of Noah
Fouts, and then the 160-acre farm of Finis E. Fouts, where
the same characteristics were noticeable.
“In the fields where soys were grown with corn, the corn
was tall, green and thrifty looking. But across the road, in
fields on exactly the same soil, corn without the soys was not
nearly so tall; it was somewhat fired and of a sickly-yellow
color.
“The three brothers own separate farms and are not in
any partnership except that they pool their soy-bean seed and
sell it under the name of Fouts Brothers.
“Last year round 2000 bushels of beans were sold for
seed at an average of about eight dollars a bushel. They
averaged twenty-six bushels to the acre.”
“The Ito San seemed to have no opposition for being the
best smaller, early variety and for hogging or lambing down.
Fully half of the men present were in favor of the Hollybrook
for a larger, later variety that could be grown for seed. Others
spoke up for the Mongol, which was decided by the experts
to be practically the same as the Hollybrook. All told, there
are only about thirty or forty good varieties.
“The enthusiasm of all the soy-bean growers present
at this meeting cannot be described. Soy beans to them
are a wonder crop destined to work a change in Corn Belt
agricultural rotations, particularly on the lighter types of
soils, and run alfalfa a close race. For the soy bean furnishes
hay. It provides a good concentrate as well as silage. It
makes the land more fertile. Finally, it seems to put pep and
optimism into the growers.”
Photos show:
(1) “The conference crowd lining up for a soy-bean
dinner” beside a big white barn on which is painted
“Soyland–Taylor Fouts.”
(2) The three Fouts brothers (from left to right): Taylor
(owns a 160 acre farm), Finis E. (160 acre farm), and Noah
(225 acre farm); they are standing in front of a large sign that
says “Soyland–Taylor Fouts.”
(3) People in a rowboat on a large pond, with many
ducks on the water, in Noah Fouts’ front yard.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012)
which states that Taylor Fouts has “Soyland” written on a
large sign on his barn.
Note 2. Jacob Emmet Kitchell, a physician in Deer
Creek, was a relative of the Fouts family. He was the brother
of Finis Fouts’ second wife, Louanna Kitchel.
1336. Kameoka, Seiji. comp. 1920. Manshû daizu no kenkyû
[A study of the soybeans of Manchuria]. Fou-t’ou: South
Manchuria Railroad Incorporation. 156 p. Oct. Illust. 21 cm.
[Jap]
• Summary: This is a collection of three articles, written

in Japanese, on three aspects of soybean production in
Manchuria: its cultivation, its botanical and chemical
analyses, and its production and marketing. Appended are
regulations and notices relating to the storage, packing, and
transportation of soybeans, issued by the South Manchuria
Railway Co.
Note: As of Feb. 2012, this book is digitized on the Web.
Address: Manchuria.
1337. Rusk, E.W. 1920. Soy beans. Transactions of the
Horticultural Society of Central Illinois 54:298-309. Nov.
19. For the year 1920.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History. Soil
adaptations. Inoculation. Seed bed, time of seeding and
manner of seeding. Rate of seeding. Harvesting and
threshing. Yield. Uses for which soybeans are grown: Seed
(“at usual prices seed production pays well”), hay, forage.
Protein supplement. Silage. Soil improvement. Soiling crop.
Oil and soybean meal production. Human food. Varieties:
For seed production, hay varieties, early maturing varieties.
Concerning oil and meal: “The extraction of oil from
soybeans is becoming a rather important industry. The oil
is used in the manufacture of paints, varnishes, linoleums
and soap. The meal resulting from this extraction... makes a
valuable fertilizer of high nitrogen content.”
There follows a question and answer session with Mr.
Rusk, Mr. Funk [probably Eugene D. Funk of Funk Bros.
Seed Co.], and Mr. Mann participating. Mr. Rusk generally
answers questions. Mr. Mann, in a long statement, says:
“I had 57 acres of soys. They threshed out 54 bushels.”
Address: Farm Advisor, Adams County, Illinois.
1338. Jolliffe, C.F. 1920. Experience with soys (Letter to the
editor). National Stockman and Farmer 44(35):1037. Nov.
27.
• Summary: “We have been growing soy beans for four
years and for a hay crop we think they are the most profitable
of any we know.” The only objections are the difficulty of
curing and the high cost of seed. “The former objection is
not serious if we do not get excited about a little rain. Rain
is not injurious to beans as it is to other leguminous crops. In
fact they will stand a lot of wet weather after cutting without
serious injury, but they must be thoroughly cured and dried
when stored.
“The other objection, the high cost of seed, may be
met by growing your own seed. This year we set apart a lot
containing 1.4 acres for seed purposes.” The land produced
a little less than three pecks of seed. Notes: A U.S. dry
measure, 1 peck = 8 quarts = ¼ bushel = 8.81 liters. Address:
Wetzel County, West Virginia.
1339. Popular Mechanics. 1920. Small soy-bean harvester
runs between corn rows. 34(5):714. Nov.
• Summary: “Soy beans planted between corn rows, as
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is the custom on many farms, may be harvested without
disturbing the corn by a machine now on the market. The
harvester, with a tread only 39 inches wide, will readily work
between corn rows 4½ feet apart, and two mules can haul
it easily. The body, which holds 15 bushels of [soy] beans,
may be adjusted from 4 to 12 inches above the ground. The
bean plants pass into an opening at the front, as the machine
progresses along the row, and a revolving beater, weighing
200 lb. and striking 25 blows at each revolution, removes
the beans. The heavy beater acts as a flywheel, enabling the
harvester to handle a tangle of plants without clogging. A
rider with a pitchfork removes the plants’ at the rear as the
beater, having separated the beans, passes them back.”
A photo shows a rear view of the “bean harvester, drawn
by two mules, working between corn rows.” The bean plants
are seen issuing from the central rear part of the machine. A
man, wearing a cap, is in the driver’s seat.
1340. Gapen, C.E. 1920. Speaking of soybeans: That’s what
W.E. Riegel of Illinois is usually doing. Successful Farming
19(12):24, 34, 48-49, 74. Dec.
• Summary: “In the last few years a peaceful invasion of
the cornbelt has been taking place. The veteran crops, corn,
wheat, oats and clover, have had to hunch over a bit to make
room for the newcomer, the soybean. But oats, not being a
particularly profitable crop,... has had to move farther than
the rest and on some farms has fallen off the bench... The
soybean showed its value as a feed, a soil improver and
as a dependable unit in the rotation before the gates of the
fields were thrown open to it. Much of the foundation for
the popularity of this Americanized alien has been built by
progressive farmers in Illinois and Indiana...”
The experience of William E. Riegel, manager of the
800-acre Charles Meharry farm in Champaign County,

Illinois, with the crop is discussed in
detail. “Mr. Riegel, who is a graduate
of the college of agriculture of the
University of Illinois, has been operating
the Meharry farm for seven years.” The
land used to be considered thin and
unproductive. But it has risen steadily in
fertility by the legume route until today
it is much more fertile than most farms
in the neighborhood and still climbing.
Much of the credit is due to soys. “As
evidence of his enthusiasm over this
crop I quote his first statement to me
concerning soybeans: ‘I would rather
grow them than any other crop.’” Why?
They “fit conveniently into the rotation
and return an excellent crop while they
improve the soil in fertility and physical
condition. Furthermore they make an
excellent cash crop as the seed is in
excellent demand at the present time...”
While oats will return about $50 an acre, Mr. Riegel figures
“the returns on soya at from $85 to $130 an acre.” Photos
show: (1) Comparison of a field of shriveled corn blades
where corn is growing alone and fresh look where growing
with soys. (2) A team of horses and men planting wheat, with
the drill on the heels of the binder. No plowing is necessary
for wheat when it follows soybeans. (3) A rotary hoe, with
emphasis on the soil before and after. (4) Mr. Riegel and his
two kids on a horse. Address: Des Moines, Iowa.
1341. [Archival file on soybeans in Cuba: Docket (Legajo)
2, files 1-10]. 1920-1946. Santiago de las Vegas, Cuba:
Department of Agriculture (Departamento de Agricultura).
Unpublished documents. [Spa]*
• Summary: This is a 3½-inch thick stack of ten bound,
unpublished reports and collections of papers. File 1.
Information concerning the soybean (frijol soya), with
analysis of the seed and soybean products during the years
1920, 1933, 1934, 1936, 1939, 1942. The first page is an
analysis (conducted in 1920) of the oil and water content
the following soybean varieties listed in ascending order of
oil content: Blanca (17.5% oil, 10.40% water), Amarilla,
Negra, Wilson Five, Pekin [Peking], Early Brown, Gigante,
Virginia, Arlington, Black Eyebrow, Hahto, Biloxi (19.40%
oil), S.P.I. 40125 (19.60% oil, the highest). Many analyses
from later years are also given.
File 2. Correspondence concerning soybeans from 1934
to 1946.
File 3. Donations of soybean seeds from 1928 to 1936,
sent from the Cuban Department of Agriculture (Agricultural
Experiment Station at Santiago de las Vegas) to farmers
in Cuba. By March 1933 two-pound packets of unnamed
soybean varieties were being sent to quite a few farmers. By
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1934 ½-pound packets of each of 5 named varieties were
being sent to farmers.
File 4. Donations sent out in 1937. File 5. Donations in
1938-1940. File 6. Donations in 1941-1946.
File 7. Information on the industrialization of soya in
Cuba during the years 1936-1941. Includes various letters to
and from companies, including the Ford Motor Co. and the
Compania Nacional de Aceites (both in Havana, each letter
is cited separately). On 30 Jan. 1940 some 40 pounds of
soybean meal were sent for use as pig feed.
File 8. Information on soil inoculated with bacteria for
the cultivation of soybeans during the years 1933-38, 1940,
1941, 1943, 1945.
File 9. Soybean varieties in Cuba during the years 1930,
1935, 1937, 1938, 1942, 1943. A document dated 15 Jan.
1937 (cited separately) lists 18 soybean varieties that have
germinated in Cuba owned by the Cuban Department of
Agriculture. In the museum are six varieties that have not
germinated in Cuba. A similar list dated 18 Nov. 1938 (cited
separately) shows 23 soybean varieties in Cuba; twelve of
these are not found in the list of 15 Jan. 1937. A list dated 24
June 1942 gives 34 soybean varieties actually cultivated in
Cuba.
File 10. Various businesses related to soya during the
years 1933-1946. Includes letters to Ing. Antonio Portuondo
from E.F. Johnson of Purina Mills and from W.J. Morse of
USDA (each dated 1938, and cited separately). Address:
Cuba.
1342. Bergh, O.I. 1920. North Central Experiment Station,
Grand Rapids: Crop yields. Minnesota Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 28:76-78. For the years
1919-20.
• Summary: The section titled “Sunflowers and soybeans for
silage” (p. 78) states: “Sunflowers and soybeans were planted
for silage on a larger scale in 1919 than in any previous year.
Both were satisfactory. Soybean silage is especially relished,
cows preferring it to first-class corn silage.”
“A mixed silage of corn, sunflowers, and soybeans
can be recommended. Cows fed on this cleaned up forty
pounds and more a day without showing a preference for any
crop in the mixture. The seed was mixed in the following
proportion: Corn, 3 parts; sunflowers, 1 part; soybeans, 1
part; and planted at the rate of 20 pounds per acre, drilled
in rows 40 inches apart with a corn planter. This produced a
larger tonnage than either corn or sunflowers planted alone.”
Address: Superintendent, North Central Exp. Station, Grand
Rapids, Minnesota.
1343. Departement de l’Agriculture Ile Maurice (Mauritius
Department of Agriculture), General Series, Bulletin (Port
Louis) (Bilingual). 1920. Essais de culture de plantes à
racines et tubercules et d’autres plantes alimentaires dans
l’île Maurice [Cultural trials of plants with roots and nodules,

and other food plants on the Island of Mauritius]. No. 9. 8 p.
[Fre]*
• Summary: Experiments with soybeans are not yet
considered conclusive.
The peanut is widely cultivated on Mauritius. The
peanut varieties which have been tested and have given the
best results are: Madras, Mozambique, Senegal, Federated
Malay States, Pondichery [sic, Pondicherry], Virginia,
Bunch. Address: Paris.
1344. Hunnicutt, Benjamin Harris. 1920. Instruccoes
praticas para a cultura do feijao soja [Practical instructions
for the cultivation of soybeans]. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil:
Ministerio da Agricultura, Industria e Commercio. Servico
de Informacoes. (Papelaria e typographia Villas Boas & Co.).
7 p. Printed in Rio de Janeiro by Papelaria e Typographia
Villas-Boas & c. [Por]
Address: Prof., Director, Escola Agricola de Lavras.
1345. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, Augustine W. 1920. Report
of the Department of Soil Chemistry and Bacteriology. New
Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
40:331-51. For the year ending June 30, 1919. See p. 346-48.
• Summary: The section titled “The continuous growing of
wheat and rye with and without a legume as green manure,
1918” (p. 346-48) states: “On July 17, 1917, plots 70 and
71 were disked and seeded to Ito San Soybeans at the rate
of 2 bushels per acre. A fair stand was secured, but much
crabgrass came up among them and somewhat interfered
with the growth.” Table 4 (p. 348) shows that the yields of
grain and straw for both rye and wheat were greatest when
they were followed by soybeans used as a green manure
crop–45% greater than for wheat alone and 38% greater than
for rye alone. Address: 1. Soil Chemist and Bacteriologist; 2.
Assoc. Soil Chemist. Both: New Brunswick, New Jersey.
1346. Mace, W.A. 1920. Report of the agricultural
technologist. Porto Rico Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report. p. 36-37. For the year 1919.
• Summary: “During the year investigational work was
continued with rice, soy beans, and cowpeas.”
“Variety tests, rate of seeding, and date of seeding tests
are being carried on with cowpeas, soybeans, and mungo
beans.” Address: Mayaguez, Puerto Rico.
1347. Scott (O.M.) & Sons Co. 1920. Scott’s soy bean
catechism. Marysville, Ohio. 1 p. 26 cm.
• Summary: This 1-page seed catalog is printed with dark
brown ink on beige paper.
“The growing of soy beans has long since passed the
experimental stage. Their adaptation to all parts of the
country and their value and place in agriculture, apparently
surpassing all other legumes, has been determined. Their
high feeding value and their usefulness as soil improvers
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make them valuable additions to our list of field crops and
they merit a hearty welcome from every farmer. They furnish
the richest feed and improve your land while producing it.
We believe that we are the largest distributors of northern
grown soys in the country. We can at all times furnish most
varieties. However as there is an extraordinary demand this
season, please give first and second choice when ordering.
Many varieties are much alike. We not have several kinds not
named here. The Early Brown is exactly the same as the Ito
San, except that it seems to be hardier and is more plentiful.
We advise ordering Early Brown. Owing to the great
difference in price the Mammoth Yellow is an especially
goof bargain this year.
“1. What is this soy, or soja bean? The soy bean is an
erect, rather hairy, leguminous plant, somewhat resembling
the ordinary field bean. It has been cultivated in China for
more than 5000 years.
“2. What use is made of this crop? In extent and variety

of uses, the soy bean is one of the
most important legumes in Asiatic
countries. At the present time, in the
United States, it is most largely grown
for forage, although the soy bean and
its products are now being used in a
large number of other ways.
“3. Why should I grow the soy
bean? It is a legume, therefore a
nitrogen gatherer. It produces a large
yield of seed, an excellent quality
of forage that is relished by all farm
animals, is easily grown for harvest,
is drought-resistant, and is practically
free from insect enemies and plant
diseases.
“4. How far north can they
be grown? In general, the climatic
adaptations are about the same as
those for varieties of corn. Varieties
mature in from 100 to 145 days.
“5. What kind of soil does the
soy bean require? The soy bean will
succeed on nearly all types of soil.
The best results, however, are obtained
on mellow, fertile sandy loams, or
clay loams. On poor soils they make
a satisfactory growth, provided
inoculation is present.
“6. How about an acid soil?
Do I need to lime? The soy bean
thrives on soils that are too acid for
the successful culture of clovers.
However, the application of lime has
invariably been found to increase the
yield, both of forage and of seed.
“7. Should soy beans be
inoculated? Like all legumes the soy bean can utilize the
nitrogen of the air only through the action of bacteria which
produce nodules on the roots. The soy bean will give good
results without inoculation, but in such case the nitrogen is
taken directly from the soil and the land is made poorer. Why
impoverish the soil when by means of inoculation the plant
can get nitrogen from the air–through the agency of legume
bacteria?
“8. How inoculate? Natural inoculation does not occur
until the bacteria have been introduced into the soil. This
can be done by using soil from a field where soy bean plants
have previously produced nodules. The better and simpler
way, however, is by the use of pure cultures. Ask for “Scott’s
Bacteria–Questions and Answers.” Scott’s bacteria are
guaranteed to produce nodules. A dollar can is enough for a
bushel of beans.
“9. How should the seed bed be prepared? The same as
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for corn. Like corn the soy bean readily responds to extra
cultivation. Plow early and deep. Harrow in the spring to
prevent growth of weeds. Disking is sufficient if the crop is
to follow wheat after harvest, provided the ground is fairly
mellow.
“10. When is the best time for planting? Soy beans may
be planted over a period extending from early spring until
midsummer, depending largely on the latitude and the use to
be made of the crop. In general the best time may be said to
be about that for corn.
“11. How deep should the seed be planted? About one
inch. If a crust forms before the plants are up, it is well to
break this with a weeder or light harrow.
“12. What is the best method of seeding soy beans?
Under nearly all conditions soy beans should be grown in
rows 28 to 40 inches apart, and given about three cultivations
in order to keep down the weeds. When the crop is to be used
for forage and the soil is quite free from weeds, the soy bean
may be drilled solid or broadcasted. Use the oats feed of the
drill. Allow only every fourth spout to run when planting in
rows.
“13. How far apart in the row should the plants stand?
Plants from 2 to 4 inches apart in the row give the best
results.
“14. How much moisture does this crop demand? One
of the best qualities of the soy is that it is drought-resistant.
However, they are not sensitive to excess of moisture.
Drainage is not required.
“15. What variety of soy beans do you recommend?
The choice of varieties depends largely on the purpose for
which the crop is to be grown. For early hay and for hogging
off, or for following oats or wheat or for planting at the last
cultivation of corn to be used for fodder or for hogging off,
Early Brown, Ito San, Elton, Manchu and Black Eyebrow.
For a later (and larger) hay crop and for silage, Hollybrook,
Ohio No. 9035, Mongol, Haberlandt, Wilson, Sable, A.K.,
Morse, Mikado, Virginia, and Medium Green. For seed, in
the northern sections, Early Brown, Ito San, Manchu, and
Black Eyebrow. The Mammoth Yellows are very plentiful,
and cheaper than others. They can be used for hay, for silage,
or for soil improvement, but not for seed production except
in the south. In the lists above we try to indicate by the order
in which they are mentioned the ones we are surest of having
abundantly in stock. For instance, Hollybrooks, Ohio 9035’s,
Mongols, Early Browns, Ito Sans, etc., are more plentiful
than Virginias, Medium Greens, Black Eyebrows, etc.
“16. Can soys be used in rotations? Yes, they are the
most satisfactory legume, especially in short rotations. They
may be used as a whole season crop as in Corn, Soys, Wheat
and Clover or Grass rotation; or they may be used as a part
season crop following small grain as, for instance, wheat.
“17. How can I have a legume in the ground all the
time? Plant soy beans with your corn. Soys alone the next
year for hay, pasture, or seed. Follow with wheat in which

you sow clover.
“18. Does wheat or rye follow soys well in a rotation?
Yes, and the ground needs no more preparation than when
wheat follows corn. The yield is greatly increased because of
the additional nitrogen stored in the soil by the soys and the
better physical condition in which they leave the ground.
“19. How much seed is required? Twenty to 30 pounds
to the acre if in rows. Sixty to 70 pounds broadcast or drilled
solid.
“20. When should soy beans be sown for hay? Any time
after the soil warms up in the spring. From the first of May to
the first of August.
“21. At what stage in the development of the plant
should the hay be made? Any time after the pods form up to
the time just before the leaves begin to drop off. At this stage
the largest yield and best quality of hay is obtained.
“22. What is the feeding value of this hay? Cut at the
proper time soy bean hay contains more digestible nutrients,
more carbohydrates than any other hay. Fed to dairy cows
the Tennessee Exp. Station found that it produced 12% more
milk and 18% more butter fat than alfalfa hay.” (Continued).
Address: [Seedsmen], Marysville, Ohio.
1348. Smith, Longfield. 1920. Report of the Virgin Islands
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1919. Virgin Islands
Agricultural Experiment Station, Report. For the year 1919.
p. 1-16. See p. 13.
• Summary: This report begins (p. 1): “The Agricultural
Experiment Station of St. Croix passed into the hands of
the Federal authorities on January 1, 1919, at which time it
became the Virgin Islands Agricultural Experiment Station
(Pl. I, fig. 1), the activities of the station being extended so
as to cover the three islands, St. Croix, St. Thomas, and St.
John.”
In the section on “Leguminous crops” we read (p. 13):
“Trials were made during the year with a large number of
legumes, both for green-manuring purposes and for grain.”
These include Madagascar bean (Phaseolus lunatus), lyon
beans, velvet beans, the closely related Pachylobium bean,
and canavalia beans (Canavalia ensiformis). Plus: “The
trials of legumes for grain included soy beans, tepary, pinto,
mungo, Botor tetragonoloba, black Venezuelan beans, White
Navy, Mohawk, Long Yellow Six Weeks, Lima, Black Wax,
and some others.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2017)
concerning soybeans in U.S. Virgin Islands, or the cultivation
of soybeans in U.S. Virgin Islands. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in U.S. Virgin Islands, or
the cultivation of soybeans in U.S. Virgin Islands (1919).
The source of these soybeans was probably the Office of
Forage Crop Investigations, United States Department of
Agriculture, in the USA.
Note 2. The U.S. Virgin Islands consist of the three
main islands of St. Thomas, St. John, and St. Croix, and
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about 50 islets. The total area is only 136 square miles and
the population in 1990 was 99,000. Brief history: Denmark
occupied St. Thomas in 1666 and 1672, St. John in 1684, and
St. Croix in 1733. In 1754 the three islands were established
as a Danish colony named the Danish West Indies. In 1867
and again in 1902 the United States made formal offers to
buy these islands from Denmark, but it was not until early
1917 that the purchased was finalized. The United States
took possession on 17 January 1917 and the islands were
now officially renamed the “The Virgin Islands of the United
States of America.” The formal transfer ceremony and
changing of flags took place on 31 March 1917.
Note 3. This document was found by Wayne Olson of
the National Agricultural Library. Address: Agronomist in
charge, Virgin Islands Agric. Exp. Station, St. Croix, Virgin
Islands, USA.
1349. Wing Seed Co. 1920. Catalog (Mail order catalog).
Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 160 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: See next page. This large (160 page), attractive
seed catalog shows a company flush with success. On the
front cover is a round color photo of an elegant flower
garden. The back cover contains a color photo of a boy
playing with huge pumpkins and squashes. The Introduction
inside the front cover states: “The season just past was the
seventh since the opening of our vegetable seed department,
and each year since we went into that business, we have at
least doubled the previous year’s results” in terms of dollar
sales. And the bulb business is growing even faster than the
vegetable seeds. Yet each year the company has spent only
25% more on advertising its products. After the world war,
the worldwide demand for food is greater than the supply;
so the price of food, land, seeds, fertilizer, and labor are all
high.
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 51-53) begins: “The
introduction of Soy Beans into American Agriculture marks a
decided advance and we are proud of the fact that just as we
were the first to push Alfalfa in the Corn Belt, we were also
the first to push the Soy Beans in that territory. We are also
proud of the fact that after having tested all of the important
varieties sent out by the Government as well as secured
from other sources, there are, we believe, no other varieties
of beans sold in any larger quantities throughout the Corn
Belt, excepting those which we ourselves have been pushing.
Beginning fifteen years ago to grow these beans on a small
scale on our farm, we gradually acquired experience with
this plant,...”
“The Soy Bean is simply a wonderful plant and one that
is unique in American agriculture, combining good qualities
found in no other plant grown.”
After discussing planting and cultivation, and harvesting
for grain, it lists the varieties it sells: Wing’s Mongol (very
similar to Wing’s Mikado [which is not listed], but matures
about a week earlier), Ito San, Mammoth, Wing’s Extra

Select Sable [good for forage or grain], Jet, and Wilson (for
forage). Note that the company now offers only one of its
own named varieties, Wing’s Mongol.
Photos show: A customer standing waist-deep his field
of “Soys.” Ito San. Wing’s Pedigreed Sable (both plants with
many pods and leaves).
Wing was also a pioneer in promoting melilotus (also
called sweet clover; p. 54). The index on the inside back
cover list the products in five categories: Vegetable seeds
(48 types), field seeds (30 types, including soy beans,
legumes, grasses, corn and wheat), flower seeds (132 types),
plants and bulbs (16 types), and miscellaneous (books on
agriculture {incl. 3 books by Joseph E. Wing}, fertilizers,
inoculation {incl. Nitragin and Mulford Cultures}, etc.).
Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
1350. Zlatarov, Asen Asenov. 1920. Soiata, yaponsiat bob,
neinoto kultivirane, sastav i izpolzvane kato hrana, furaj i
industrialno rastenie [Soya, the Japanese bean, its cultivation,
composition, and use as food, fodder, and in industry]. Sofia,
Bulgaria: Alexander Paskalev. 44 p. Reprinted in 1921 in
Biblioteka Savremenen Zemedelets (Library of Modern
Agriculture). No. 33. With St. Mateev as co-author. 3rd
enlarged edition, 1928, with St. Mateev as co-author, 130 p.
[21 ref. Bul]
• Summary: In 1926 Zlatarov wrote of this document
(in German) in Die Soja und Ihre Verwertung als
Nahrungsmittel, (in Fortschritte der Landwirtschaft, No. 17,
p. 643). in the references (#1): This brochure was written
(in Bulgarian) by Dr. Assen Zlataroff and St. Mateef. Sofia,
1921 (in Bulgarian). This, there is a 2nd author and the year
of publication is 1921.
Rosen L. Paskalev (1986) notes: “Alexander Paskalev
was my distant relative and a close friend of A. Zlatarov. He
published a broad spectrum of important books on various
topics.” Address: Bulgaria.
1351. The Pritchard Harvester made in Elizabeth City, North
Carolina (Photograph). 1920? Undated.
• Summary: See page after next. Courtesy Museum of
the Albemarle, North Carolina Department of Natural and
Cultural Resources. Sent by Paul Vincent, Collections
Assistant.
1352. W.J. 1921. A soy-bean enthusiast. National Stockman
and Farmer 44(40):1191. Jan. 1.
• Summary: On July 10, the writer planted Ito San and
Early Brown soy bean varieties. The beans were cut with
a mower after the first frost, about Oct. 9, and they will so
well matured that they will make first-class seed. Owing to
the pressure of labor, this remote field of beans “received no
attention. Although they were drilled in rows, they were not
cultivated. The ground was comparatively free from weeds,
however. The purpose of planting the beans was to enrich
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the soil, and we planned to plow this field and plant rye and
hairy vetch. The beans did so well they were harvested.”
The soy bean seems to stand the considerably acid soils of
Ashtabula county. It is important to inoculate them, which is
easily done with dirt taken from any soy bean field.
“Our soy beans are stacked near the barn. The pigs are
working around the bottom of the stack, and every animal,
horse or cow that gets near samples it as eagerly as a boy a
hidden frosted cake. Even the hens pick away at the pods for
a few beans. Beyond question the soy bean will go hand in
hand with another valuable legume, hairy vetch, which not
only withstands a degree of acidity but a wet, heavy soil as
well.” Address: Ashtabula county, Ohio.
1353. Ridgway, Frank. 1921. Farm and home: Crop rotation.
Chicago Daily Tribune. Jan. 20. p. 8.
• Summary: Many “farmers have decided that this is a good
year to sow more legumes and build up their land” [soil].
Dr. W.L. Burlison says the cowpea “is a warm weather crop,
but is grown successfully in the southern part of Illinois.” It
“will withstand considerable drouth. No other legume can be
grown so successfully and on such a variety of soils under
adverse weather conditions.
“He [Burlison] heads the list with soybeans and has

found that it grows best on all drained soils containing plenty
of corn. Climatic conditions are about the same as for corn.”
1354. Hendry, G.W. 1921. Soy beans. California Cultivator
56:108. Jan. 22.
• Summary: This article is largely copied from: Los Angeles
Times. 1920. “Soy beans given a thorough test.” Dec. 12. p.
IX7. Address: California.
1355. Winters, R.Y.; Herman, V.R. 1921. Soybeans for the
Piedmont and mountain sections of North Carolina. North
Carolina State College of Agriculture, Extension Circular
No. 111. 15 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties (suited to
the sections studied). The use of soybeans in the rotation.
Soybeans for hay. Seed production. Soybeans for soil
improvement. Culture of soybeans.
Page 3: “The soybean has been considered an important
crop in certain portions of Eastern North Carolina for more
than a quarter of a century [i.e., since before 1896]. At the
present time it holds a permanent place in this section as a
summer legume... the greatest value has come from its use as
a grazing crop, for soil improvement, and for hay.”
Page 11: “Several special machines are now being
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used to harvest larger areas. (Write for circular on soybean
harvesters.) These soybean harvesters thresh the beans in
the field, leaving the stalks standing for pasturage and soil
improvement. Seed gathered in this way are mixed with hulls
and small pieces of stalks, so it is necessary to screen them
after the harvesting is done. These harvesters save from 60 to
75 per cent of the seed, the remainder being scattered on the
ground or left on the stalk.”
Tables show: (1) Soybean varieties for the mountain
section, Mountain Branch Station, Swannanoa. western
North Carolina. Seven varieties for seed and seven for hay.
For each variety is given the number of days to mature
and the yield of seed per acre in bushels. (2) Soybean
varieties for the Piedmont section, Piedmont Branch Station,
Statesville, western N.C. Same format as table 1. (3) Yield
of seed and hay from cowpeas and soybeans, Mountain
Branch Station. Groit, Early Red, and Taylor cowpea
varieties compared with Virginia, Haberlandt and Manchu
soybean varieties. Soybeans give, on average, 2.69 times
as much seed and 36% more hay. (4) Yield of seed and hay
from cowpeas and soybeans, Piedmont Branch Station. (5)
Food content of five hays compared. (6) Soybean spacing
test (1915-1917): Distance between plants in inches for 3
varieties. (7) Date of seeding Haberlandt variety soybeans at
Mountain Branch Station: Effect of date on yield of seed and
hay.
Photos show: (1) Piles of soybean hay (front cover). (2)
Good crop of soybean hay grown from broadcast seeding.
(3) “Harvesting soybean hay in the mountains” (p. 4).
(4) “Soybean hay curing in cocks. This method will give
splendid results in dry weather, but is not so sure as curing in
ventilated stacks shown in the next picture.”
(5) “Curing soybean hay in ventilated stacks. If the
stacks are shaped so as to shed rain this method will cure
hay in bad weather” (p. 6). (6) Two men in a soybean
field on a “special soybean harvester threshing the beans
in the field, leaving the stalks and hulls for pasturage and
soil improvement” (p. 8). Note: This is basically an early,
simple combine (combined harvester thresher). (7) A field of
soybeans ready to be harvested for seed (p. 8). (8) Piles of
soybeans.
(9) Soybeans harvested for seed with a reaper-andbinder (p. 10). (10) Harvesting soybeans with a reaper pulled
by a team of horses. (11) Men threshing soybeans with a
grain thresher (p. 12). (12) Threshing soybeans and baling
the tailings for hay. (13) A field of soybean varieties grown in
Buncombe County (p. 14). Address: Div. of Agronomy.
1356. Briggs, George M. 1921. Should we consider soy
beans: The crop is profitable where alfalfa and clover cannot
be grown. Hoard’s Dairyman 61(6):219, 230-31. Feb. 25.
• Summary: The article begins: “With more than 5,000 acres
planted for seed production in 1920, hundreds of bushels
being planted with corn for silage in all parts of the state, and

many farmers trying small pieces for hay, there seems to be
no question but that the soybean is in Wisconsin to stay... So
many factors enter into successful soybean culture, whether
it be for hay, seed, silage, or green manure, that there is no
end to the open field for experimentation.
“Variety plots were planted last year in many different
parts of Wisconsin on various types of soils.”
“Make the cost of production less. If soy bean hay will
lessen the cost of the feed bill, plant soy beans. If soy beans
will help your soil so that you can raise something else that
will make your feed bill less, plant soy beans. If soy beans in
with your corn is profitable as a hogging off proposition, or
a lambing off deal, or a cattle filler after silo filling time, or
as a silage proposition, plant soy beans. Never admit defeat
until you have tried your best. Just plant soy beans.”
Photos show: A field of soy beans and corn grown on
the branch experiment farm at Marshfield, Wisconsin. A fine
stack of soy bean hay, with a ladder running up the side.
Address: Wisconsin College of Agriculture, Madison.
1357. Wilkins, F.S. 1921. Harvesting and threshing soy
beans. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan) 3(9):40, 42. Feb.
• Summary: “The most successful way to harvest soy beans
for seed that has been found by the Iowa experiment station
is with the grain binder. They may be cut, bound and shocked
as is small grain. The soy bean grower must figure on some
loss from shattering and from branches of the plants which
can not be cut because of their being too low to the ground,
no matter what method is used for harvesting. Everything
considered, the binder is much the best machine to use.
“The beans may best be cut with the binder when the
pods are nearly ripe, at which time most of the leaves will
have fallen from most varieties.”
Since the acreage of soy beans grown for seed is limited,
threshing is more of a problem than it would be otherwise.
Naturally, the best way to handle them is with a regular
bean and pea thresher. Unless the grower has a considerable
acreage, however, and expects to remain in the soy bean
seed growing business, it probably will not pay him to
buy a regular bean and pea thresher, for the reason that the
small machines do not have enough capacity and the larger
machines cost around $400 to $600.
“This past spring northern grown seed sold as high as
$13 a hundred toward the latter end of the planting season.
The crop is sure and they may be expected to yield 20 to 25
bushels per acre.
“If the grower has less than about eight acres to thresh,
the Iowa experiment station strongly recommends him to
have a home-made machine built. The farm crops section has
tested a home-made bean thresher designed and built by the
truck corps and agricultural engineering sections, and has
found it to work very satisfactorily. The cost of the machine
should not exceed over $30. Blue-prints and specifications of
this machine may be had by anyone who will address a card
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to the extension department at Ames.”
“Soy beans thresh very easily when they are real dry,
and they are equally difficult to thresh when the pods are
tough. Therefore, it is not advisable to thresh until the beans
become thoroughly dry in the shock. Also, the crop threshes
much more easily in the afternoon.
“Soy bean seed is very rich in oil. It is therefore not
advisable to store a lot of newly threshed beans in a bin
until they become thoroughly dry, because of the danger of
heating. Because of their high oil content, they are liable
to lose their ability to grow much more quickly than other
common agricultural seeds. After they are thoroughly dry,
they may be stored in bulk, just like oats or wheat. Until they
are real dry, it is advisable to store them where they can be
stirred occasionally.” Address: Iowa.
1358. Briggs, Geo. M. 1921. How, when, and what of soy
beans. Hoard’s Dairyman 61(9):359, 391. March 18. USAAgEx
• Summary: The best-known soy bean in Wisconsin is
the little Wisconsin Early Black, which is used mostly to
produce seed. The Early Brown variety is very similar to
the common Wisconsin Black. Three varieties being quite
extensively grown and maturing seed in Wisconsin are Ito
San, Manchu, and Black Eyebrow, all of which come in the
middle maturing class requiring 100-115 days for ripening.
The Early Green and Early Brown are also grown in small
quantities. Discusses: Inoculation. How and when to plant
and grow soy beans for seed, silage, and hay.
“In variety tests for silage, the Mammoth Yellow showed
up about the poorest of any of our varieties, the Mongol,
Ohio 9035, Greens, and the Haberlandt all being much better,
while the Wilson, Ebony, Virginia, and many others had large
tonnage, but had poor standing qualities and lodged quite
badly.”
“Wisconsin farmers are finding that on light soils soy
beans are winners every time. They find that on heavy soils
nothing can be lost by planting them in with their corn or in
some of the timothy meadows so as to have some real hay.
Soy beans are a new crop though and it is only by actual
experience that the needs of the crop can be learned.”
Photos show: (1) D.K. Barret of Wisconsin cutting soy
beans in the fall of 1920 with a mower. (2) A man standing
in front of a small bunch of soy beans to be cured for hay or
seed. Address: Wisconsin College of Agriculture, Madison.
1359. Morrison, Charles B. 1921. Meet Fouts brothers–
Soy bean pioneers: They grew 100 acres of seed and 150
acres with corn in northern Indiana–Corn and soys are
fed to live stock for profit. Farm and Home (Springfield,
Massachusetts; and Chicago, Illinois). March 21. p. 4, 17.
Western edition.
• Summary: “In no state in our union is the story of the
introduction and spread of the soy bean as extraordinary

as that of Indiana. Interwoven in the tale of the leading soy
bean producing state, with her annual crop covering over
200,000 acres, is a minor story of co-operation, correlation
and community enterprise which is outstanding in the annals
of corn belt agriculture.
“It involves the farming history of the three Fouts
brothers of Carroll county, Indiana, who have worked
together–shoulder to shoulder–under a system of family cooperation and unified effort, which is unique and unusual.
The three brothers, as well as the son of one of them and the
son-in-law of another, have all attended Purdue agricultural
college. Today the quintet are pulling together in one of the
leading soy bean businesses of the corn belt.
“Taylor Fouts is the father of the soy bean business in
Indiana. A graduate of the state agricultural college [Purdue],
in 1902 he began raising soy beans as soon as he started
farming.”
The three Fouts brothers–Noah, Finis, and Taylor–
operate their three farms as individual units, but they work as
one in marketing their crops. “Taylor Fouts, who has learned
the soy bean business from personal experience assisted
by the facts and figures furnished by the Purdue college of
agriculture, initially raised the beans for several seasons
and used sheep and hogs to harvest the crops and convert
them into more concentrated and valuable form, before his
two brothers essayed the work.” Their early work showed
the efficiency of “soys” in increasing crop productivity and
lowering production costs in making mutton, pork, and wool,
plus the chances to raise seed crops of considerable value.
Local farmers took notice. “The results are really amazing.
From practical oblivion and obscurity, the soy bean has come
to be one of the leading cash crops in eastern and central
Indiana. More than 20,000 acres of soybeans for seed and
hay and corn and beans were raised within a 10-mile radius
of the Fouts’ farms during the 1920 season... Recently the
first corn-belt soy beans conference, attended by more than
1000 farmers, was held at Soyland, the farm of Taylor Fouts.
“A cafeteria style luncheon was served, which featured the
use of soy beans as palatable and nutritive articles in the
human dietary. Then various specialists made short addresses
concerning the culture, harvesting, and marketing of soy
beans. The meeting was so successful that another similar
soy bean day will probably be held next year.
“The three farms aggregated 545 acres. The old
homestead owned by Taylor Fouts covers 160 acres; that
owned by F.E. Fouts [Finis Fouts, in southern Cass County,
just east of Deer Creek] is also a quarter section [160 acres],
while the farm of Noah Fouts aggregates 225 acres. The
brothers pool their crops each season. They raise 100 acres
of cultivated beans in rows annually which are harvested
and sold for seed purposes as well as an additional 150
acres of corn and beans which are largely harvested by hogs
and sheep after reservations are made for filling the three
silos. From a soil improvement standpoint, the fact that
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250 acres are planted to soy beans each year is outstanding.
This system means that at the end of every second season,
practically all the land on the three farms has been cropped
to beans.
“Develop seed business: The Fouts brothers were
virtually forced into the seed business by the demands
of their neighbors and corn-belt farmers. When the local
farmers got the hunch that soy beans were prime assets for
them to annex to their coterie of farm crops, they–one by
one–applied to the Fouts boys for seed. Glad to aid in the
expansion of the bean business, the Fouts brothers supplied
these needs. The trade grew. Soon, farmers were coming
from a 50 to 100 mile radius. Then the mail and express and
freight ends of the business began to grow like quack grass
in an infested meadow. Noah Fouts, the oldest brother–or
by the way, all rattling good business men–saw that they
must specialize in seed production and feed live stock as a
subsidiary activity to furnish a home market for the surplus
roughage and to assist in maintaining soil fertility.
“At present, the Fouts’ seed package of 100 acres
produces about 2000 to 2600 bushels of high quality seed
each season. Early Hollybrook soys are grown, as they have
proved to be best adapted to local conditions. The boys grow
Hollybrooks in their corn, as this variety produces a wealth
of fodder and forage. They also grow a limited seed acreage
of Ito San for their northern Indiana seed trade, as beans of
this sort better weather the season farther north and yield
dependably and bountifully. The Fouts brothers sell their
select seed at fair prices. Last year, they received between
$6 and $8 a bushel for seed, their total sales amounting
to approximately $14,000. They sell directly to farmers
and thus eliminate the services of middlemen and seed
purveyors.”
There follows a detailed description of the methods
and equipment used by the Fouts brothers in growing soy
beans. “The four year rotation followed by the Fouts family
consists of corn, soy beans, clover and some small grain such
as wheat, oats or barley. The corn and soy beans are both
profitable feeding crops and invaluable soil enrichers.”
Photos show: (1) The three Fouts brothers (oval
portrait). (2) Many farmers at the first Corn Belt Soy Bean
Conference in 1920 standing in front of a barn on which
is written “Soyland–Taylor Fouts.” (3) Two teams of two
horses each pulling old fashioned self-rake reapers for
harvesting soy beans. The brothers have found these work
better than mowing machines equipped with a special
bunching attachment. (4) Two people standing in a large field
of soy beans. “On the three Fouts farms aggregating 545
acres at the end of the second season practically all of the
land has been cropped to [soy] beans.”
1360. Barber, W.A. 1921. He plants soybeans with corn.
Breeder’s Gazette 79(13):599. March 31.
• Summary: “Our best practice has been to use a soybean

attachment, and drill the beans in rows with corn at the time
of planting, Many men object to drilled corn, on account of
weeds, but we find that a good stand of beans will take care
of the weeds in the corn rows. Another advantage is that in
cutting the soys for silage the beans have a tendency to fall
across the rows, so that the corn binder will do a good job of
picking them up.
“We have been growing the Early Yellow variety, which
seems to be a few days earlier than the Hollybrook, but
otherwise the two are almost identical. Last year was our first
in growing them.” Address: Auglaize County, Ohio.
1361. Evans, Arthur T.; Fowlds, Matthew. 1921. Soybeans
in South Dakota. South Dakota Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 193. p. 317-24. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The plant. Adaptations.
Varieties: Manchuria, Manchu, White Eyebrow, Ito San,
Black Eyebrow, Bopp, Saskatoon, Ogemaw, Mandarin,
Chestnut, Early Brown. Additional varieties tested for hay
in 1919 (Table 4): Mammoth Yellow, Swan, Haberlandt,
Hollybrook, Mongol, Mikado, Morse, Medium Green, Sable,
and Ebony. Note: All of these varieties failed to mature seed.
Commercial varieties from O.M. Scott & Sons, Marysville,
Ohio.
Culture: Seed bed, time of seeding, method of seeding,
inoculation, rate of seeding, cultivation, harvesting. Annual
rainfall at the Brookings, Cottonwood, Eureka, Highmore,
and Vivian stations.
Tables show yields of soybean varieties for seed, 19141920, and yields of soybeans for hay, 1915-1920. “Within
recent years the soybean has become increasingly popular in
South Dakota. This is probably in part due to a demand for
a plant high in protein to be used as a hogging-off crop in
corn. Rape may supply this but it lacks one feature which the
soybean supplies, namely that of fixing nitrogen.”
“The soybean is a relatively new crop in South
Dakota... About 30 varieties have been tested at the station
at Brookings for one or more years. Those which failed to
mature were discarded after the first year.” The variety with
the highest average yield was Manchuria, introduced from
northern Manchuria. Its 7-year average yield was 22.5 bu/
acre. Mandarin had 2-year average yield (1919-20) of 28.0
bu/acre, but Manchuria had an average yield of 36 bu/acre
for these 2 years.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Saskatoon–apparently
named after the capital of Saskatchewan province in Canada.
Address: Brookings, SD.
1362. Kinney, E.J. 1921. Soybean project for junior
agricultural clubs. University of Kentucky, College of
Agriculture, Extension Division, Circular No. 94. 12 p.
March. Later revisions in 1925, 1930, & 1936. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Selecting the plot
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for soybeans. Manure and fertilizers. Seed [varieties].
Preparing the seed bed. Time of seeding. The importance of
inoculation. How to inoculate. Sowing the seed. Cultivation.
Harvesting soybean for seed. Harvesting soybean hay.
Threshing. Storing the seed. Selection of exhibits. Club score
card–soy beans. Records. The story of the project.
Describes for young farmers (ages 10-18 inclusive)
how to grow and use soybeans. “The objects of the soybean
project are (1) to familiarize the boys and girls with the
culture of soybeans and their value to the agriculture of
Kentucky and (2) to increase the interest of farm boys and
girls in farm life.”
“Requirements (p. 2):
“1. Age–Club members must be 10-18 years (inclusive)
of age.
“2. The club member must agree to do the following
things:
“a. Enroll not later than June 1st.
“b. Plant one acre of soybeans.
“c. Use the best seed that he can get.
“d. Follow the cultural methods given in this bulletin.
“e. Cooperate in every way with his county agent and
other club members.
“f. Keep a record of the cost of growing the soybeans.
“g. Write a short story of the project.
“h. Make an exhibit of one peck [2 gallons or 8 dry
quarts] of soybeans at some club show or other fair.
“i. Attend club meetings.
“j. Send record book with record complete to county
agent not later than December 1st.
“3. Prices for horse labor, man labor, etc., found in the
record book, must be used in calculating the profit on the
project.
“4. In awarding prizes club members will be graded
upon the following basis:
“Best yield (seed or forage)–30 points
“Lowest cost of production–30 points
“Best exhibit–20 points
“Best story ‘How I Grew My Crop of Soy beans’–20
points.”
“The Importance of Inoculation (p. 5): Nitrogen is one
of the necessary plant foods. It is required in large quantities
by growing crops, but the cost of commercial fertilizers
supplying it is too great to permit using commercial forms
very freely on most farm crops. Four-fifths of the air is
free nitrogen, but plants cannot use nitrogen in this form.
First it must be combined chemically with oxygen and
other elements to form certain compounds which are taken
thru the roots of the plants. The members of one family of
plants, known as legumes, however, are able to get most of
their required nitrogen from the air. This family includes
the clovers, beans, peas, peanuts and many others. The
advantage they enjoy over other plants is due to the work of
certain bacteria which live on the roots of legumes. These

bacteria are able to combine the free nitrogen of the air
with other elements and it is then taken up by the plants
themselves. Thus legumes may take very little nitrogen from
the soil and when they are plowed under or eaten by stock
and the manure produced returned to the land, they add to
the soil the nitrogen taken from the air. This is the method
by which farmers must obtain most of the nitrogen required
to keep their soils fertile; so legumes are of great importance
to agriculture. When legume bacteria are present, knob-like
enlargements called nodules are formed on the roots of the
legume and in these nodules the bacteria live and work.
This has led to their being called root-nodule bacteria. They
are spoken of sometimes as symbiotic bacteria because the
word symbiotic means living together in mutual dependence.
Root nodules vary in size on the different legumes. Those on
soybean and cowpea roots may be almost as large as peas,
whereas those on clover are not larger than turnip seed.
“There are many strains of root nodule bacteria each
living only on certain legumes. Where any legume has been
grown for one or more years the soil where it grew usually
contains great numbers of the particular kind of bacteria
associated with this legume and is said to be inoculated for
this particular legume and for any others upon which the
same kind of bacteria will produce nodules. The bacteria live
in the ground for many years and if, at a future time, one of
this group of legumes is again planted on the same land, the
bacteria are there ready to inoculate the young plant just as
soon as it starts growing. This is called natural inoculation.
Clover has been grown for so many years in all parts of the
country that most of our soils contain the clover bacteria
and natural inoculation occurs. The same thing is true of
cowpeas. In addition several cultivated and some wild plants
have the same strain of bacteria as the cowpea. Soybeans
are a relatively new crop, however, and as far as known, no
other plant grown in this country bears the same kind of root
nodule bacteria; hence, when soybeans are planted on land
for the first time, the proper kind of bacteria is not likely to
be present and we must introduce it in some way in order
that the plants may become inoculated and be able to get
their nitrogen from the air. The process of introducing the
right bacteria is called artificial inoculation.
“How to Inoculate: If possible, get a few pounds of soil
from a field where soybeans were recently grown. Of course
it should be known that these plants bore root nodules.
Moisten the seeds and sprinkle the soil over them stirring
constantly so that every bean may have a bit of the soil
clinging to it. This bit of soil carries the bacteria which will
inoculate the young soybean plant. It is better to dissolve a
handful of carpenter’s glue in the water used to moisten the
seed, but not absolutely necessary. Keep the seed away from
sunlight because it will kill the bacteria.
“If inoculated soil cannot be obtained, use a laboratory
culture. Laboratory cultures contain bacteria grown on
certain substances in laboratories. Directions for use always
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accompany the culture. County agents will furnish addresses
of manufacturers of these cultures.”
A photo on the cover shows a club member (a boy about
10 years old) standing in his acre of soybeans. Address:
Lexington, Kentucky.
1363. Cobb, C.W. 1921. A soy-bean enthusiast. National
Stockman and Farmer 45(3):84-85. April 16. [1 ref]
• Summary: In response to an article by Mr. Lighty, the
author discusses the results obtained in planting soybeans on
thin land and their feed value. “There are over 250 varieties
of the soy bean. The variety adapted to one locality may be
a failure some place else. I have grown them for 20 years,
being the first to attempt their culture this far north. I have
tested out a great many varieties with varying success...
I found the Medium Green to be the ideal all-around soy
to raise in Erie county, Pennsylvania. The next best is the
Wilson...”
“Feed value:... Nothing I ever fed milk cows ever
compared with the soy, taking everything into consideration.
For hogs either the bean ground with other grain or boiled or
hogged off as soon as a foot high up till maturity, no other
protein feed is its equal. For poultry the ripe seed is ideal
with other grain as a balanced ration. For horses it is too
loosening and must be fed with care.
“If this letter does not knock the spots off of Mr.
Lighty’s letter I can write an article three times as long and
every word the truth on what the soy has done to put money
in our purse for the last 20 years by bringing up a wornout farm to a good state of fertility.” Address: Erie County,
Pennsylvania.
1364. Lighty, L.W. 1921. Those soy beans. National
Stockman and Farmer 45(3):84. April 16.
• Summary: The author believes that “soy-bean hay is
most excellent feed” and that “the grain is a splendid feed
for livestock.” However, in “visiting thousands of farmers
I found many who had tried soys and found very few who
continued to grow them except for seed to sell. And why did
they discontinue? Some doubtless because they are fixed in
their ways. But the majority quit because the crop did not
adapt itself to their rotation and it was very hard to handle.
The hay was difficult to secure. If they grew such kinds as
made a fairly large crop of hay they came off so late that
the curing was almost impossible and it interfered with the
following crop.”
“Please do not infer that my experiments were
conducted in the garden. I planted soys and cowpeas by
the acre and ensiled them and otherwise fed them, but
grown by themselves they were more trouble than they
were worth, and grown with the corn in the cornfield they
were an unmitigated nuisance...” Address: Adams County,
Pennsylvania.

1365. Myer, D.S. 1921. Why not grow soybeans? An easily
grown legume that has a great future on Ohio farms. Ohio
Farmer 147(17):567. April 23.
• Summary: The place of soybeans in the Ohio farming
systems, the reasons why the soybean acreage has increased
rather slowly, and the harvesting experience of P. Lewis
Mark of Franklin County, Ohio, are briefly discussed. A
photo shows men operating a horse-drawn soybean harvester
in Franklin County, Ohio. Address: Franklin County, Ohio.
1366. Butler, Eugene. 1921. Varieties of soy beans, velvet
beans, and cowpeas. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh,
North Carolina) 36(18):486. April 30.
• Summary: “There are a large number of varieties of soy
beans, but only a few of them are extensively grown. The
following have shown promise and among them will be
found the varieties of greatest importance:
“Very Early: Ito San.–Erect of growth, good where
early grain is wanted. Black Eyebrow.–Especially adapted to
Northern conditions for both hay and seed.
“Medium Early: Arlington.–Does not shatter seed badly,
is good for hay. Black Beauty.–Good variety for hay, black
seed.
“Medium Late: Haberlandt.–Very prolific, but seed grow
close making it hard to harvest them. Hollybrook.–Not good
hay producer but very prolific. Acme.–Another variety grown
especially for seed. Peking.–Makes good hay, fairly prolific,
seed black, do not shatter easily. Wilson.–Good hay, easy to
mow, black seed, fairly prolific. Virginia.–Growth not very
upright unless planted with corn, brown seed. Chiquita.–
Good for hay and pasturage especially in dry regions, black
seed.
“Late: Mammoth Yellow.–Heavy seeder, good allpurpose pea, makes good hay, has great adaptability to length
of season, makes fruit at good height above ground, makes
slow, early growth. Tokio.–Quite prolific, dwarf variety,
green seed. Barchet.–Well adapted for hay and green manure
in Gulf states, brown seed.
“Very Late: Biloxi.–Erect, easy to mow, good for hay
and seed if planted early, brown seed. Chinese.–Good
for hay but not for seed. Otootan.–Good for hay, and soil
improvement, easy to mow, brown seed.
“Of these varieties, the Mammoth Yellow is by far the
most widely grown, and for average conditions is probably
the best.”
“At the Alabama Experiment Station, variety tests
conducted over a number of years indicated that in addition
to Mammoth Yellow, good yields might also be expected
from Black Beauty, Hollybrook, Haberlandt, Ebony, and
Wilson.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2000) that
mentions the soybean variety “Chinese.”
1367. Lewis, R.D. 1921. Soybeans for Pennsylvania. Penn
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State Farmer 140(7):250, 255-56. April.
• Summary: Discusses the growing importance of soybeans
in Pennsylvania, uses of the crop, and best seed-yielding
varieties.
“Soybeans have distinct possibilities as a farm crop in
Pennsylvania, though it is true that the acreage now planted
to soybeans in this state is quite small. The estimated annual
acreage for 1917-1919 was only 2,000 acres, as compared
with our 1919 area of 1,536,000 acres of corn and 1,664,000
acres of wheat. However, it has only been during the last
ten to fifteen years that the crop has assumed commercial
importance and its value has been recognized. That it has
a place in the agriculture of Pennsylvania is evidenced by
the increasing number of enthusiastic growers.” Address:
Instructor in Experimental Agronomy.
1368. Noll, C.F.; Lewis, R.D. 1921. Soy beans. Pennsylvania
State College. Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
167. 20 p. April. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and summary. Nature
of the plant. History of the culture of soy beans. Uses of the
soy bean crop: For stock feed, for silage, for oil, for hog and
sheep pasture, for human food (incl. “as green shelled beans
or as dry beans. The bean meal [or flour] made either by
grinding the beans or by grinding up the cake after the oil is
expressed promises to become an important article of food”).
Varieties of soy beans (p. 7): “The following are taken
up [listed] in the order of frequency in which they are
advertised: Mammoth Yellow, Ito San, Wilson, Medium
Green, Hollybrook, Early Brown, Ohio 9035, Ebony, Elton.
Soy beans vs. oats in a four year rotation (the common
Pennsylvania rotation is corn, oats, wheat, and clover and
timothy): Soy beans for seed or for hay. Soy beans grown
with corn for silage.
Culture of soy beans: Time and method of planting,
inoculation, soil and fertilizers (“Soy beans prefer a welldrained alkaline soil.”), harvesting, climatic requirements.
Page 3: “The objects of this bulletin are to call the
attention of Pennsylvania farmers to the possibilities of soy
beans as a farm crop, to give the results of investigations
with soy beans conducted at the Pennsylvania Experiment
Station, and to give the essential points in the culture of the
crop.
“Soy beans are a hardy annual legume adapted to culture
in Pennsylvania.
“The forage is valuable for stock feed, the hay being
equal to alfalfa or red clover. The seeds are high in protein
and oil and when ground may be used like cottonseed meal
or other supplementary protein feeds for stock. The oil meal
compares favorably with other oil meals as a stock feed.
“Hundreds of varieties of soy beans are known.
Varieties leading in yield of seed in tests at the Pennsylvania
Experiment Station are Ebony, Elton, Manchuria, Merko,
Mongol and Ohio 10,015; those leading in yield of hay are

Ohio 7,496, Ohio, 10,015, Elton, Ohio 9,035, Ohio 9,016 and
Merko.”
Page 4: “History of the Culture of Soy Beans: The soy
bean has been grown in China, India, and Japan more than
5,000 years and in these countries it is a very important crop.
The culture of this plant in the United States dates back to
1804 (Morse 1918), but only during the last few years has
it assumed commercial importance. In Pennsylvania, the
estimated annual area for the years 1917-1919 as published
in the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Yearbook for 1919 was only
2,000 acres. How small this total area is can be appreciated
by comparing it with our 1919 area 614,536,000 acres of
corn and 1,664,000 acres of wheat.”
Page 29: “Inoculation: Where soy beans have not been
grown before, inoculation is necessary. Pure cultures may
be used or a soil transfer method. The soil and glue method
of inoculating the seeds, devised by the Illinois Experiment
Station (Burlison & Allyn 1917), is convenient and very
satisfactory. Dissolve six ounces of dry glue in a gallon of
boiling water. Sprinkle the glue solution over the seeds and
sift inoculating soil over the wet seeds. Stir the seeds well
and use only enough solution and soil to make the seeds
slightly dirty. As soon as dry enough, or within two days,
sow the seeds. A gallon of solution and two quarts of fine soil
are sufficient for over two bushels of seed.”
Photos show: (1) Soy bean variety plots for seed
production (cover). (2) A man standing in a field of soybeans.
“Soy beans in soy beans vs. oats rotation experiment July 30,
1915. The soy beans were planted May 17th.”
Contains 16 tables. Address: Centre County,
Pennsylvania.
1369. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin.
1921. Better seeds gospel: Soybeans build up sandy lands.
No. 332. p. 11-12. April.
• Summary: Bulletin 332 is titled “Farms follow stumps.”
This section states: “Soybeans have been grown in
southeastern Asia, China, and Japan for hundreds of years
and in those regions are used as human food. Vegetable milks
and flours are common and in some districts of China and
Japan a special sort of cheese [tofu] and a kind of bread are
made from these beans.
“Here in this country soybeans have not been used for
human food (except as a war measure), but the bean has
proved of much value as a feed and forage for animals.
When first introduced into the United States it was thought
that the soybean could be grown only in the warmer central
regions, but plant breeding has again come to the aid of the
farmer and in upper Wisconsin acclimated strains have now
been developed that can be cultivated with complete success.
Early Black No. 1, a pedigree strain of soybeans developed
at Spooner, has yielded 22.6 bushels an acre for a five-year
average. The value of this crop may be appreciated when it
is known that the seed sells readily for $5 a bushel, and that
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in addition soybeans are legumes which add materially to the
nitrogen supply in the soil. While over 50 varieties have been
on test, Early Black still is in the lead. It grows to a very
good height, yields abundantly and retains its leaves until it
is fully mature. The crop is especially adapted to the lighter
soils but it also grows well on the silt loams.”
Fig. 2 (p. 11) shows a field of soybeans in rows.
Caption: “Soybeans–a Chinese forage plant. Adapted to
Wisconsin soils.
“Soybeans Build up Sandy Lands: “Green-manuring
trials, using either soybeans or serradella for growth of green
material, have proved very successful under the supervision
and care of F.L. Musbach. Plots at Spooner cover a four-acre
field of sandy loam which was subdued in 1914; and the
rotation consists of two cultivated crops, one hay and one
grain crop. No stable manure or fertilizers of any kind were
used, and the fields are laid out in a four-year rotation of
corn, potatoes, oats and clover–a field of each yearly.
“In this method no crop is grown for the simple purpose
of plowing under, but the green manuring crop is planted
with the corn; the corn is harvested for the silo and the green
material is then plowed under. Corn is planted in rows 4 feet
apart and the soybeans or serradella planted between the corn
rows. Plow lands are laid out across the rows and a chain is
used on the plow in order to help distribute the green vines in
the soil. This cropping system has reduced the yield of corn
only one-third, while it has increased the oat yield 18 bushels
an acre following soybeans, and 15 bushels following
serradella. Clover has averaged an increase of 15 per cent for
four years, and potatoes have increased an average of 5.75
bushels an acre. In 1920, oats planted in this rotation yielded
63 bushels while in a rotation where no legume was used in
the corn it yielded only 36 bushels an acre.
“In such a rotation soybeans offer one of the ways
by which the organic matter, and thus the water-holding
capacity of the soil, can be increased. Soybeans aid the
farmer who has only a limited amount of manure, who does
not wish to lose the use of his land for a year and yet wants
to build up the organic matter in his soil–thereby laying the
basis for a permanent agriculture and better crops on his
farm. Soybeans again show themselves the friend of the
farmer of light soils.”
1370. Layson, S.V. 1921. How to grow soy beans. Dairy
Farmer 19(9):264-65. May 1.
• Summary: Although concerned chiefly with cultural
methods, this article discusses the unique features and
benefits of soy beans, varieties, uses for soybeans on dairy
farms (mainly hay, but also green feed or silage), yields, the
price of seed, and enrichment of the soil with nitrogen.
1371. Butler, Eugene. 1921. Mississippi valley farm
problems: Growing soy bean and velvet bean crops.
Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)

36(19):501. May 7.
• Summary: Soy bean planting may begin during the
latter part of April and continue until the first part of July.
“Methods of planting soy beans with corn: Some farmers
plant soy beans between the rows of corn at the time the corn
is planted, but if early March plantings are made the soy
beans will fail to do well. It is also believed that if corn and
beans are planted on the same date, the beans start up more
quickly than corn and tend to check its growth.
“It is probably best to put the corn in the ground fairly
early, and then wait until it is about six inches high before
drilling the soy beans in the row, putting a hill of soy beans
between two hills of corn.
“If any fertilizer is used, about 200 pound of acid
phosphate will give the most satisfactory results, although
if the soil is poor or the crop is put in very early, a small
amount of nitrate of soda very often pushes the beans off
rapidly.
“The crop is usually cultivated from two to four times.
Very little hoe work is necessary.”
1372. Mathews, I.J. 1921. Practical soybean developments:
Observations on timely topics by a dyed-in-the-wool soybean
enthusiast. Ohio Farmer 147(20):647. May 14.
• Summary: “Let me commence by reaffirming my faith in
this crop. The half has not been told yet... The surface has
not been scratched so far as using soybeans for food and as
population increases it will be more and more necessary to
use the legume as human food. Not many folks know how
to cook soys so that they are good eating but when cooked
by an expert, they surely are delicious. I am told that it takes
about four hours to get them ‘done’ when cooked with the
ordinary stew kettle but that the pressure cooker makes short
work of cooking them.”
“Some people can enthuse about the cowpea but I can
not, except under specific conditions.” If grown on a field
year after year, cowpeas will quickly reduce its fertility to
“nix” [nothing]. Soybeans would do the same thing, but not
as quickly. “The beans gather more nitrogen for storage in
the ground. Soybeans must be inoculated, and the inoculation
seems to take better in sandy soil than in any other kind.
The writer has seen soybeans “grown in rows of all widths
of rows from 44 inches to solid, and the biggest yield came
from rows placed 22 inches apart... and the beans from eight
to 12 inches apart in the rows.
Phosphate fertilizers are the best type to use with
soys. “From the standpoint of biggest return on the money
invested, beans fertilized with 250 to 300 pounds of acid
phosphate were the winners.
“The real thing for threshing soybeans is the regular
bean thresher, but in the absence of this the grain separator
can be rigged up to do good work.” Address: Pulaski County,
Indiana.
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1373. Agricultural Lime News Bulletin. 1921. Liming for
more soy beans. 2(2):1, 3-4. May.
• Summary: Published by the National Lime Association
in Washington, DC, this bulletin notes: “Because of its
many merits, the soy bean is assuming a larger place as a
general farm crop.” It adapts to a wide variety of soils but
inoculation is essential for good yields. Nitrogen-fixing
bacteria do not grow well in acidic soils; liming will correct
this acidity, thus creating a favorable environment for the
bacteria.
Tests on the response of soybeans to liming (average
of tests in 4 states) show hay yields increased to 2,651 lb/
acre from 1,964 lb/acre with liming, and grain / seed yields
increased to 12.25 bu/acre from 7.6 bu/acre with liming.
A photo shows two men standing in a field divided
into two: (1) Limed soil with corn and soy beans, and (2)
unlimed soil with corn only. An illustrated bar chart shows
the response of soybeans to liming in yield of hay and grain;
the exact figures are given above.
1374. Kinney, E.J.; Roberts, George. 1921. Soybeans.
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 232.
p. 23-57. May. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: The utility of soybeans. Comparison
of soybeans and cowpeas (in the place they fill in the
cropping system or rotations). Varieties. Character of the
plants. Description of varieties: Haberlandt (the variety
grown most extensively in Kentucky), Lexington, Virginia,
Peking, Sable and Royal (both introduced and named
by an Ohio seedsman), Sooty, Mammoth, Ito San, Black
Eyebrow, Early Brown, Manchu, Wilson, Guelph (also called
Medium Green and Early Green), Medium Yellow, Mongol,
Mikado, Tokyo, Hollybrook, Tar-heel Black, Morse. Yields
of varieties (in trials at the Kentucky station, 1911-1920).
Farm yields. Hay yields. Soybeans in the rotation. Culture
of soybeans: Preparation of the seed bed, inoculation,
methods of planting soybeans, yields of hay from rows

and solid drilling, rate of seeding, setting the drill to
sow soybeans, time of planting, cultivation (with a
weeder or spike-tooth harrow), harvesting soybeans
(when to harvest, methods of harvesting), threshing
soybeans. Combined soybean harvesters and threshers.
Soybean straw. Care of seed. Growing soybeans with
corn. Mixtures of soybeans and other crops for hay
production. Soybeans for silage.
Concerning small- vs. large-seeded soybeans (p.
30): “Usually the very small seeded sorts do not yield
quite as heavily of seed as the larger seeded varieties.
The difference is not great, however. The size of
the seed has no influence upon the size of the plant
produced; hence small seeded sorts are much more
economical to sow, for a bushel of a small seeded
variety may contain twice as many seeds as a bushel of
another having large seeds, so only half as much seed
as the former is required per acre. The shrewd buyer
should be willing to pay more for such seed. Furthermore,
germination of the small seeded sorts is likely to be better
in hard crusted ground because the cotyledons are smaller
and encounter less resistance in breaking thru the surface.
The seeds of some of the small black seeded sorts are very
resistant to decay and germinate after lying on the ground all
winter. Where the seed crop is hogged down or fed without
threshing, there is a decided advantage in using a variety
with yellow or green seeds, because stock can find them
more easily when shattered out on the ground. In threshing
more cracking of the seed occurs in large seeded sorts than in
the small seeded ones.”
Concerning the Mammoth variety (p. 33): “The chief
variety of the Cotton Belt and by far the most extensively
grown of any variety in the United States. The introduction
of this excellent variety in 1882 was largely responsible for
the greatly increased interest in the soybean in this country.”
Yields (p. 36): “In 1915, after a careful consideration
of the yield produced and other characteristics of these
varieties, it was concluded that Haberlandt and Lexington
had shown the best combination of desirable qualities for
general purpose varieties. Ito San was chosen as the best
of the early sorts, and Peking the best of the distinctly hay
varieties.”
Tables show: (1) Yield of soybean in variety tests,
1911-1920. (2) Yields of soybean hay on soil experiment
fields. (3) Yields of soybeans in 28 and 35-inch rows. (4)
Yields of soybeans drilled solid compared to 35-inch rows
for same years. (5) Yields of soybean hay from different
methods of seeding pounds per acre. (6) Yields from
thick and thin seeding. (7) Yields from various methods
of combined planting of corn and soybeans. Address: 1.
Assoc. Agronomist; 2. Head Agronomist. Both: Lexington,
Kentucky.
1375. Smith, J.W.R. 1921. Growing soy beans. Bean-Bag
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(The) (Lansing, Michigan) 3(12):22-23. May.
• Summary: “There will be the largest acreage ever sown of
the soy bean this coming season, if the present inquiry for
seed is an indication of future activities.
“They should be grown because of their high feeding
value. In digestible nutrients they are four times as rich as
corn or oats, being equal to cotton seed meal for balancing
the ration. As a hay, soy beans are more palatable than alfalfa
and twice as rich in digestible nutrients as clover.
“Another advantage in growing soy beans is that these
beans may be grown with ensilage corn and harvested
without extra expense. The same method may be used when
‘hogging down’ the crop. Most farmers grow them for
hay; although farmers who grow them for seed are richly
rewarded by an increasing demand, at higher prices.
“In preparing the soil, use the same method as for oats.
After the corn is planted, re-harrow the ground and roll or
drag until smooth and firm, then drill with the grain drill
using all the hoes [sic, holes], or closing part, making the
rows 24 or 28 inches apart, that they may be cultivated.
Lime, phosphorus and bacterial inoculation are essential!
“Most every farmer who grows seed will supply freely,
or at small cost, richly inoculated soil to his neighbors or
customers. Ten or fifteen pounds of soil should be stirred
into water that has had a little sugar or syrup added to
make it a little sticky, until the water is very muddy. Then
apply the water to the beans, wetting the surface and then
excluding the light until put in the drill box. Keep the soil
in the dark until ready to mix in a dark room. This method
is very simple, inexpensive, and effective in starting a good
development of bacteria.
“Selecting varieties: Many inexperienced growers make
the mistake of buying the seed costing the least per bushel,
since it requires more bushels of large beans like Medium
Green or Holly Brook [Hollybrook], or Mammoth Yellow
than is required if Virginia, Wilson, or Ebony is used.
“When planted with corn, varieties maturing with
corn should be used, viz., Wilson or Virginia with Leaming
corn for ensilage, or Holly Brook, or Austin for ‘hogging
down.’ Large grained yellow varieties should be planted
for the latter use. Varieties such as Medium Green or Early
Brown should be used in the northern sections of the Corn
Belt, while the larger yielders like the Wilson, Virginia, and
Mongul [Mongol] that require a longer period for ripening
are the most profitable for seed and hay in the Central and
Southern Corn Belt.
“Buy acclimated seed from your neighbor, or a grower
in your latitude. Select the variety for your main crop and
then test one or more in one or two pound packages–testing
is the only safe guide.” Address: Adena, Ohio.
1376. Morse, W.J. 1921. Re: The market for soy bean
harvesters in China. Letter (memorandum) to R.A. Oakley,
Forage Crop Investigations, Washington, DC, June 7. 1 p.

Typed, with signature on USDA letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Oakley: No doubt you will recall
that a few days ago I gave you a letter from Mr. Roland P.
Baile [an inventor, from Maryland] in which he asked me
regarding the possibility of the Department aiding him in
developing a soy bean harvester for China.”
“From my way of thinking, China would be about the
last place I would want to go if I had a soy bean harvester
which I wished to put on the market. As you well know,
Chinese labor is rather a cheap commodity throughout China
and also on account of the labor problem I doubt very much
if a labor-saving soy bean harvester would be received with
open arms by the Chinese.
“As I recall, in conversation with the late F.N. Meyer,
the Chinese farmer’s holding is rather small, in fact, each
farmer has rather a small piece of land devoted to soy beans
and in many sections of central and southern China the soy
bean is planted around the borders of the farm and around
the rice paddies; in fact, they sort of utilize the soy bean for
taking up any vacant space that may result from different
causes. Even in Manchuria which is really the soy bean
region of China, I have my doubts about the harvester being
successful from Mr. Baile’s point of view, that is, in selling
them.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse. Folder–Morse, W.J.–#3 F.C.I.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1377. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1921. Who’s
who in beans: W.E. Riegel, Tolono, Illinois. 4(1):35. June.
• Summary: See next page. A large rectangular photo
in an oval frame shows handsome, young W.E. Riegel.
The caption states: “’Bill Riegel is full of beans’ is what
Successful Farming says of his energy and persistence in soy
bean raising. He has learned the bean game through failure
and success, but he has learned it to the limit. His 200-acre
field of soys is one of the show places for the University
of Illinois, his Alma Mater, and for the numerous farm
tours in the state. In August, 1921, the National Soy Bean
association, of which Mr. Riegel is president, will hold its
second annual meeting on the C.L. Meharry farm, Tolona,
Illinois, where he is manager.”
1378. Davenport, Eugene. 1921. Principal lines of work.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
32:11-19. For the year ending June 30, 1919. See p. 12.
• Summary: The section titled “Agronomy” states (p. 12):
“Some promising new strains of oats, wheat, and soybeans
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have been isolated by the ‘pure line’ principle.” Address:
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1379. Pratt, J.W. 1921. Real soy success. Bean-Bag (The)
(Lansing, Michigan) 4(1):26-28. June.
• Summary: Some Illinois farmers tried out soys for hay and
for the silo before there was much demand for seed. They
also discovered that soy beans left the soil in much better
physical condition for the next crop.
“Probably the Corn Belt farmers in Illinois and Indiana,
two or three of whom have made notable success in soy
growing, have had much to do with giving this legume its
rightful place. The C.L. Meharry farm near Champaign,
Illinois, grows soys successfully–200 acres of ‘em. Mr.
Riegel, manager of this 800 acre farm, has learned the game
thoroughly through eight years’ trial, the earlier years being
in some degree failures. With each of these failure years
came a lesson until now W. E. Riegel is sought from far and
near for information as to soys and also as a speaker on this
subject at Farmer Institutes and Short Courses.
“The 160 to 200 acre field of soys which appears every
season on this farm has become one of the show places of
the Corn Belt and as such is used frequently by the U. of I.

[University of Illinois] during the summer.
“This manager, to whose untiring energy and study is
due the success of the soy bean crop, believes success is
to a great degree due to careful preparation of the ground.
The soil must be worked and reworked till it is finely
pulverized. Then the seed–one bushel to the acre–must be
inoculated with dirt from a soy bean field. It may seem that
much time is consumed in preparing this ground, but note
this fact: as the reaper cuts the soy crop in the fall, the drill
follows right on its heels with the wheat sowing; for not
even a disc need run over the ground for wheat, which is
the proper crop to follow.
“After having the pulverized seed bed, the beans are
sowed with a grain drill using the oats openings and
sowing the seed 1 to 1½ inches deep. Cultivation must
follow closely on planting. Here boy labor may be used.
The weeds must be fought early and often. A boy can drive
the favorite weed fighter, a rotary hoe, across the field back
and forth just as well as a man. This cultivation comes
at about the same time as corn cultivation, hence the boy
labor proposition is valuable.
“If a crust has formed over the beans from a hard rain,
not an hour’s unnecessary delay should be allowed in
getting on the field with the rotary hoe or spiked-tooth
harrow or weeder. Thus the bean necks will be saved
which otherwise would break in trying to get through the
crust. This use of unskilled labor adds to the cash value of
the crop.
“The fact that this growth leaves the ground in prime
condition for wheat is no small one. Soys fit into the
rotation perfectly. As seed they produce a splendid cash
crop. After threshing out the seed the hullings are good feed.
As hay a soy bean crop is far superior to alfalfa in rich feed.
These are five good reasons for soys.
“On the C. L. Meharry farm soy beans have for six years
supplanted oats which both Mr. Riegel and the owner regard
as an unprofitable crop and a soil robber. The rotation now is
and has been for years, corn, soy beans, wheat and clover.
“Soys are put into every hill of corn. This corn and soy
combination is a money maker as well as labor saver.”
“Soy feed is a substitute for tankage. When soys or
soy bean hay is available in the self feeder, hogs eat less
tankage–in fact 75 to 80 per cent will be saved. This farmer
says that by actual observation they had 300 hogs eat 100
pounds tankage a day. When put on corn and soys in the
field, 100 pounds lasted them three days. The culls–i.e.,
the splits and smalls not suitable for seed–will be about 10
percent of the crop and these are good feed.”
“From 100 acres this farm harvested 2200 bushels of
soys which sold at $5 per bushel.” The Mongol soy bean
is a favorite here and for these reasons: it makes fine hay,
growing its pods 4 to 5 inches from the ground. Being
high the binder cuts it more easily than other varieties, as
the A.K., where the pods are low. The pods of the Mongol
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hold the seed well and will stand much wetting without
shedding the seed–e.g., Early Brown pods split and scatter
the seed after repeated wettings. The Mongol splits less in
the thresher than other varieties and it matures later. The
earlier varieties, as A.K., are valuable to grow with corn for
hogging, or cattling or sheeping down.
A photo shows a rotary hoe used on the soy bean farm of
C.L. Meharry near Tolono, Illinois.
“For seed the crop is harvested in late September or the
first week of October when the leaves have fallen. A binder
is used for harvesting and an ordinary threshing machine to
thresh the beans, reducing the speed of the cylinder to 350
revolutions, but keeping the balance of the machinery to
normal speed.
“Before storing in bins to any depth, the beans must be
allowed to dry out; otherwise they will be damaged for seed.
“This manager believes soys can be grown as far north
as corn. He also believes that there is some reduction, though
a very small per cent, in the corn yield when soys are grown
with it.
“The success of this farm man in the soy business has
encouraged others to grow them. Now this grower and his
associates in the county–meaning the Soy Bean Association–
are cudgelling their brains to find the ways of utilizing the
crop when the seed business wanes. No sign of waning yet,
for the mail end of Mr. Riegel’s soy seed business keeps one
busy at his desk during the sale season. He sells direct to the
farmers when he might sell in 1000 or 2000 bushel lots seed
houses. Demand is greater than supply.
“At the formation of a National Soy Bean Association
last fall at the time of the International Stock Show in
Chicago, W.E. Riegel was made president. That association
is invited to meet on the C.L. Meharry farm where this
successful soy beaner is boss. Will you be one of the 3000
people expected at that picnic of soy beaners?” Address:
Tolono, Illinois.
1380. Rouest, Leon. 1921. La culture du soja [Soybean
culture]. Bulletin des Matieres Grasses de l’Institut Colonial
de Marseille No. 5&6. p. 73-86. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and about the author
(autobiographical). Varieties of soya tested in France (1.
Yellow Soy, Early Medium Green, Manchu. 2. Etampes
Soy. 3. Black Soy. 4. Very early black soy. 5. Wilson Five
{black}, Manchu, Early Medium Green, Virginia. 6. Extra
early from Podolia [Podolia is in today’s Ukraine]. 7. Very
early brown). Soya in the Experimental Farms of Neoculture
(Varieties tested: Manchu (yellow seeded), Wilson Five
(black), Haberlandt (yellow, but its progeny were green or
brown or with a brownish red hilum), Tokio (green; progeny
brown or yellow), Virginia (brown; progeny reddish brown,
yellow with black hilum, black and yellow, yellow, or green),
Hahto (green; progeny black round, brown flat, yellow
round with black hilum, reddish brown), Early Medium

Green (green; progeny; white or almond)). Planting soya
(incl. Mammoth Yellow). Number of heat units required
(degré thermique) for the germination of soya. Importance
of the spacing between plants. Quantity of seed necessary
for planting 1 hectare. Soya during its vegetative stage (incl.
Buckshot, Ito San, Medium, Meyer, Medium Early Yellow,
Mammoth Yellow; the soybean also grows in Tunisia if
irrigated). Comparison of the vegetation of soya and of
haricot at high altitudes. Rolling the planted seeds and
methods of management. Growth of the soybean plant, and
its acclimatization. Enemies of the soybean.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Early Medium Green. The
name is written in English, with no French equivalent. It is
mentioned in only 4 documents, three of them by Rouest, all
in French and published in France in 1921 and 1922.
In the section titled “Importance of the spacing between
plants” is a table (p. 80) showing the spacing (in meters)
between plants at locations in Canada for the three years.
The earliest years and spacings are as follows: Maritime
Provinces, 1899, 0.70 meters. British Columbia, 1899,
0.88. Ottawa [Ontario], 1900, 0.71. Manitoba, 1900, 0.88.
Northwest Territories [actually Saskatchewan] 1900 0.88.
The section titled “Rolling the planted seeds and
methods of management” (p. 83) states that it is very
important to roll the ground with a roller after planting the
seeds in order to create contact between the soil and the
seeds, so all seeds mature at the same time. The capillarity
will be broken by the tongue of the seeding machine.
The section titled “Acclimatization” states (p. 84) that
in the Tarn, at the Genetic Institute of Nages, abbot Vieules
tested soybeans successfully at 800 meters elevation. In the
Montagne-Noire (Aude), Dr. Valette successfully tested the
soybean variety Manchu at 600 meters. Address: Directeur
des Fermes Expérimentales de Néoculture de France.
1381. Tiedjins, V.A. 1921. Wisconsin’s white bean crop.
Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan) 4(1):33. June.
• Summary: “Distribution in state: The bean districts are
restricted to the light sandy team soils of the state, which are
principally in the central and northwestern parts of the state.
Waushara led the counties in 1919 by a total production of
21,000 bushels, with Marquette and Columbia counties very
near the top of the list.
“Beans were first grown by the early settlers as a crop
for their own food supply, but as lumbering increased in
importance”
“Prices stimulate production: During the years of the
war, 1917-1918, a strong demand was created for navy
beans, which is the common variety grown in Wisconsin.
The price went from $4.00 to $8.00 a bushel and many
farmers who never grew the crop before put in an acre or so
to take advantage of the high price. The result was that the
production was almost doubled and the price went down...
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But because of their soil conditions they are restricted to a
few crops and are sticking to the navy bean.
“Sandy soil problems: The greatest difficulty in the
light soil districts is to get a good yield. The yield in the
state ranges from 8 to 17 bushels and the farmer who has
to depend on the crop, and grows the largest acreage, gets
the smallest yields. He must pick his crops from rye, beans,
potatoes, soy beans, and clover seed and possibly corn on the
heavier type of soil. He is up against the problem of working
out a rotation from these crops, keeping up the fertility of
the soil and also growing a cash crop, or else get into the
dairy business, which many are doing. Many of the beans
are raised as a side line on a dairy farm which makes a good
combination for them.
“Soy beans compete: Very little work has been done
with the navy bean at the Wisconsin Experiment Station.
Because of the greater number of uses that are being made
of soy beans, they are being recommended for the light soils,
and are replacing the navy bean. Soy beans are being used to
build up the sandy soils, they are used for forage, for silage
with corn, for hay, and for seed due to the great demand for
the crop. Navy beans have only the one use, that of human
food. The yield of soy beans is about the same and in case
the crop is frosted for seed it can still be used for hay.”
An illustration shows the five leading bean producing
states in 1919 (in million bushels): California 4.46. Michigan
4.03. New York 1.45. New Mexico 0.960. Wisconsin 0.136.
An outline map of Wisconsin, with county outlines,
shows the leading bean producing counties. One dot = 500
bushels. Address: Marinette County, Wisconsin.
1382. Bauer, F.C. 1921. The relation of organic matter
and the feeding power of plants to the utilization of rock
phosphate. Soil Science 12(1):21-41. July. [45 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the assimilation and utilization of
phosphates as a fertilizer.
“The processes accompanying the decomposition
of organic matter and the feeding power of plants are
undoubtedly important factors in the utilization of rock
phosphate. Those who strongly advocate the use of rock
phosphate for soil improvement always advise that it be
applied in intimate contact with decaying organic matter
(13).
“The explanation usually given for this practice is that
the organic acids, carbon dioxide and nitrous acid, resulting
from such decomposition, are active agents in making the
phosphate available. Strangely, however, when attempts have
been made in the laboratory (12, 22, 31, 42) to prove this
explanation, positive results have usually not been obtained,
although in field tests rock phosphate has usually given
the best results when used in connection with considerable
organic matter. On the other hand, many investigators (5,
15, 17, 21, 24, 25, 28, 32, 33, 34, 37, 38) have observed that
the growing plant itself possesses more or less power to feed

directly on rock phosphate and that some plants possess
especially marked powers. As a rule it has been found that
most of the cereals are among the poor feeders, while the
legumes, cruciferae and buckwheat are among the good
feeders. The possibility of planning systems of farming in
which the strong feeders may be used advantageously for an
effective utilization of rock phosphate is of much practical
importance.” Address: Univ. of Wisconsin Agric. Exp.
Station.
1383. Pratt, J.W. 1921. Utilization of the soy bean crop.
Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan) 4(2):26-27. July.
• Summary: In the last “issue of The Bean-Bag you were
introduced to W.E. Riegel, the soy-bean man. You learned
that he succeeds in the soy business because he is attentive to
details in raising the crop–such details as securing a perfect
seed bed, seldom using seed over a year old, doing careful
planting and wasting no time in the use of the rotary hoe for
fighting the weeds.
“In late August or early September the crop is harvested
when for hay, later when for seed. After mowing, the crop is
left on the ground to cure for several days. If rains come the
crop is apparently forgotten and is left alone till it dries out.
It is injured less than any other hay would be with repeated
wettings. Care is taken that the hay is well dried before
putting in the barn, to escape mold.
“Stock on this 800 acre farm thrive on soybean hay.
They like it and do not tire of it. It is rich in concentrates
and balances corn admirably. Stock fed upon this hay needs
less tankage and oil meal. Cows thrive on it as shown in
the increased milk supply. Hogs rush to the bins in the self
feeder which contain this feed either as hay or cull beans.
It is a favorite with horses and sheep. Mr. Riegel says, ‘We
know clover is better than timothy, alfalfa is better than
clover. We believe soy-bean hay is better than alfalfa.’
“The culls partially cooked and mixed with bran and fed
warm to a flock of a hundred hens three or four times a week
proved to be a good egg producer. Not a day in the coldest
weather but eggs were to be had from this small flock.
“As human food soy beans make an excellent winter
dish, but must be properly prepared to be palatable. A
farm family where hearty meals are necessary finds this a
nourishing and inviting edible. Here is the recipe: Soak 4
cups soy beans over night or better for 24 hours. Boil slowly
for 4 hours, putting 1 teaspoon soda in during last half hour.
Pour off this water and cover with cold, rubbing thoroughly
with hands. When many skins or hulls will come off. Drain–
Now comes the real recipe. To the beans thus prepared add 1
quart canned tomatoes and 1 cup catchup or 1 cup chopped
pickle, ½ cup brown sugar, 1 tb. spoon [tablespoon] fat,
pepper and salt and onion taste. Bake 4 hours or more.
“On account of the long preparation this is practicable
only to the big range in the farmer’s kitchen but it is
invaluable there as winter food. Each time warmed over adds
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to the tastiness of this dish.
“The soy bean was a favorite in canning factories when
war prices sent navy beans soaring with prices of meat. You
probably have eaten soys in your canned beans from the
corner grocery and did not know it.
“Soy beans are straight money makers when harvested
for seed. The vines and hulls left after threshing out the
beans are also good feed, equal to timothy and are especially
good for horses and mules. When storing the beans in bins,
care is used not to fill deeper than two or three feet until the
beans are dry. They are shiny and smooth when in prime
condition.
“This crop is always in ready sale. The same customers
call year after year. Mr. Riegel has 2000 to 2100 bushels each
year. He reserves 200 to 300 bushels for his own planting.
He has taken the trouble year after year to sell direct to the
farmers or sometimes through the County adviser. Seed
houses are willing customers.
“In the sale season orders pour in through the daily mail,
by phone, by wire, by auto and even on horseback. ‘Beans
is beans’ is Mr. Riegel’s motto for the early spring months.
Bags are furnished free and sufficient inoculated dirt is
shipped for the order if requested. The orders run from onehalf bushel to 200. In fact a woman in Florida ordered a pint
and added a postscript, ‘Please send advice and directions
how to plant and harvest the crop.’
“Both Mr. Meharry, owner of the farm, and Mr.
Riegel, as well as the county adviser, have been pioneers
in spreading the knowledge of soy beans. They have been
desirous of seeing more farmers raise them. This is why
they have been willing to sell in small as well as in large
quantities. Indeed during the sale season this manager can
scarcely call his life his own.
“There are many reasons why soys are a fine crop for
any farm. They make good feed and good sale. Much labor
in plowing is saved for they leave the field ready for wheat
which is the proper crop to follow. The fertility of this large
farm has been greatly increased by using this crop.
“The Mongol and A.K. have been the two favorites
here, the Mongol perhaps being in the lead of favoritism.
However; the two work together better than either alone
because the A.K. ripens earlier, thus distributing the labor
of the crop. The Mongol ripens later and in Mr. Riegel’s
estimation is unequalled in all points for a commercial crop.”
“A use for soy beans which perhaps has given its
greatest value on the farm in question is that of feeding
hogs by turning them into the field where corn and soys are
grown together. This has proved to be a feed of excellence
for fattening hogs. ‘Hogging down corn’ is often heard.
‘Hogging down corn and soys’ is a newer term in farm
psychology, but is of greater value. The soys provide the
protein. This combined with the fat producing elements in
the corn makes a well-balanced meal for hog or horse or
cow or sheep. With access to this free cafeteria the stock

need little care. The temporary fence must be moved every
few days to enclose another ten or twenty acres as the feed
is consumed. A run of a few weeks here brings the hogs up
to excellent condition for market. Sheep gain fast and like
the feed. They are good gleaners. They had 400 feeder sheep
on this farm ninety days. They were on wheat stubble six
weeks and the rest of the time on corn stalks and beans. They
gained twenty-eight pounds. Calves have been brought up
to 900 pounds in ten months on corn, soy-bean hay and cull
beans.
“Mr. Riegel considers soy beans are worth from $85.00
to $125.00 per acre. They yield two to three and one-half
tons of hay per acre and ten to twenty-five bushels of seed.
“On September 1 is to be held the second annual
meeting of the Soy Bean Association on the C.L. Meharry
farm near Tolono. This till be a gala picnic day. Men
prominent in the soy bean business will be present. Come!”
1384. Pharos-Tribune (Logansport, Indiana). 1921. Big
crowd at soy bean meeting. Aug. 24. p. 10, col. 1.
• Summary: “The Soy bean conference which was held
Tuesday at Soyland on the farm of Noah, Taylor and Finis
Fouts, 10 miles south on the Michigan highway in Carroll
county was well attended by Soy Bean raisers from all over
the central states. The Fouts brothers are the largest raisers of
Soy Beans in Indiana, and every year a meeting is held there
under the auspices of the county agent of Carroll county.
“At the noon hour a basket lunch was enjoyed, which
was spread on the beautiful shaded lawn at the Fouts
home. After the picnic dinner the following program was
carried out: For men: Soy Beans from all angles, varieties;
Inoculation (commercial and soil), Cultural methods, Uses,
(commercial and farm), Place in Rotation, Harvesting and
Threshing.
“For Women: A study in Beautifying the Farm House
and Modern Home Convenience. A lady being in charge of
this work.
“The main address of the afternoon was given by Ward
Ostrander, of the agriculture extension department of Purdue
university. He discussed the value of the soy beans to the
soil, explaining that while clover can be produced only on
certain kinds of soil, soy beans can be raised on any kind
of soil. It makes good hay, or the beans can be threshed out
for seed and sold and the straw used for feed purposes. He
explained that the soil is much enriched by the growing of
the beans. Other speakers of the day discussing the value
of the soy bean were William Schrock, winner of the first
prize for soy beans at the National Hay and Grain show at
Chicago [Illinois] last year; Noah and Finis Fouts, William
Brand, representing the Huntington Chemical company of
Huntington, Indiana, and M. Matts, county agent of Warsaw
[Indiana].
“A musical program was furnished by the Carroll
township quartette.”
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Soy-bean straw: Ammonia 1.10%, phosphoric
acid 0.30%, potash 0.75%. Also gives values for
buckwheat, cowpea, linseed meal, peanut meal,
etc.

1385. Adams, Bristow. comp. 1921. An agricultural almanac
for 1921. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1202. 65 p. See p.
52, 53, 61.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) “Soy beans and cowpeas”
states that 60-90 pounds of soybeans should be used per acre
when drilled or broadcast, but 25-40 pounds per acre when
planted in rows 24-40 inches apart (p. 52). (2) “Average
recognized weights of seed in a bushel of the common forage
crops” states: Soy bean 60 lb. Cowpea 60 lb. (3) “Fertilizing
value of farm products.” Soy bean (green): Ammonia 0.6%,
phosphoric acid 0.15%, potash 0.60%. Soy-bean hay:
Ammonia 2.75%, phosphoric acid 0.70%, potash 1.10%.

1386. Mundy, H.G. 1921. The interdependence
of crop rotation and mixed farming. Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal 18(4):343-52. Aug.
• Summary: The section titled “Green manuring
and summer fallows” states (p. 351): “C. Harlan,
in his work on ‘Farming with Green Manures,’
states that one ton of average farmyard manure,
piled in the open and well rotted, contains about
ten pounds weight of nitrogen, seven pounds
phosphoric acid, five pounds potash and 1,500
lbs. of water. The quality of any farmyard manure
is naturally governed by the diet upon which the
animals have been fed, and the higher this diet
the better the manure. Harlan contrasts these
figures with the following amounts of plant food
contained in various crops suitable for green
manuring:”
A table compares the amount of nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, potash and water (approx.) in
1 ton each of green maize, Hungarian millet,
buckwheat, rye, sweet clover, Soy beans,
cowpeas, and vetch. The ton of Soy beans
contains: 12 lbs. nitrogen, 3 lbs. phosphoric acid,
11 lbs. potash, and 1500 lbs. water (approx.).
“When it is remembered that the green
yield of any of these crops will normally
average from 4 to 7 or even more tons per acre,
the importance and value of green manuring,
especially with legumes, as an alternative method
of maintaining fertility at once becomes apparent.
“An objection to green manuring in
Rhodesia is the fact that except on irrigable land
it means an entire year without any directly
profitable crop, either for sale or feed, occupying
the land. For this reason it is generally more
economical to grow leguminous rotation crops
and feed them, in conjunction with other crops, into live
stock, thus obtaining larger and better supplies of manure.
On the other hand, green manuring should always be
regarded as a means whereby land which cannot be treated
adequately with farmyard manure can yet be maintained
in fertility. For this reason it is a system which is specially
to be recommended in Rhodesia,...” Address: F.L.S., Chief
Agriculturist and Botanist.
1387. Dungan, George H. 1921. Program: Second Annual
Corn Belt Soybean Day. Held at Urbana and Tolono in
Champaign County, Illinois. Thursday, September 1, 1921
(Leaflet). In: R.W. Judd, ed. 1979. 50 Years with Soybeans.
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Urbana, IL: National Soybean Crop Improvement Council. 2
panels each side. Each panel: 22 x 14 cm. See p. 72-74. Also
In: Windish 1981, p. 184-85.
• Summary: On the cover, near the bottom: “University of
Illinois, Extension Service, Corn Belt Soybean Growers,
Champaign County Soybean Club, A.P. Meharry Embarrass
Farms Cooperating.”
The 4-panel program states: “8:30 A.M.–Soybean
experiments, South Farm, University of Illinois. Soybeans
in Illinois rotations. Soybean varieties in Illinois: Striking
differences may be noted among the varieties and strains
which will be seen. Special–Soybean variety test: Here will

be seen sixteen common varieties of soybeans
from ten states. Your ‘pet’ variety growing side
by side with the same variety from other states as
well as alongside other good varieties. Soybean
varieties–How they are made: Notice several new
varieties in the process of making. Discussion of
the principles of breeding and their application to
natural crossing on the farm.
10:25 A.M.–Some relationships. Dean
Eugene Davenport.
10:45 A.M.–Urbana to A.P. MeHarry
Farms, Tolono, Illinois.
11:15 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.–MeHarry Farm.
Events: 11:15 Auto Tour–400 acres soybeans
on one farm, 300 acres for seed and hay and
100 acres soys in corn. 12:00 Noon–Soybean
Luncheon for those who do not bring their own
dinner. (Served by the Crittenden unit of the
Champaign County Home Bureau.)
1:30 P.M.–Welcome to Embarrass Farm,
Chas. L. Meharry. Address–Henry J. Waters,
Editor, Weekly Kansas City Star, former president
Kansas Agricultural College. Then five-minute
talks by the following soybean growers of the
states mentioned: Edward E. Evans–West Branch,
Michigan. Ralph Kenney–Lexington, Kentucky.
F.S. Wilkins–Ames, Iowa. Taylor Fouts–Camden,
Indiana. F.E. Russell–Columbia, Missouri. Geo.
H. Briggs, Madison, Wisconsin. C.B. Newton–
Bowling Green, Ohio. W.E. Riegel–Tolono,
Illinois.
“At the conclusion of this program
there will be a series of demonstrations with the
machinery used in the production and handling
of the soybean crop on The Embarrass Farms.
This will include the actual thrashing of soybeans,
with a modified wheat separator, the Rotary Hoe
being used in cultivating beans, cutting soys for
hay, harvesting the beans for seed with a binder,
followed immediately by drill, seeding wheat in
soybean stubble.”
“An excellent entertainment is planned for
Wednesday evening to accommodate those who
come that afternoon and evening.
“Autos provided: The Champaign County Soybean Club
will furnish autos for those who do not have transportation
provided. These cars will be available Thursday morning at
8:15 and will make the entire tour of the day.”
On the back panel a map shows where events will be
held. Tolono is located just south of Champaign, on the same
road (Egyptian Trail).
Note: A typewritten report of the meeting titled
“Soybeans Again Assert Their Value,” written by G.H.
Dungan, is given in a separate record with the same date (1
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Sept. 1921). Address: Associate in Crop Production, Univ. of
Illinois.
1388. Dungan, George H. 1921. Soybeans again assert
their value: The Second Annual Corn Belt Soybean Day–
September 1, 1921. In: R.W. Judd, ed. 1979. 50 Years with
Soybeans. Urbana, IL: National Soybean Crop Improvement
Council. 86 p. See p. 68-71. Also In: Windish 1981, p. 18184.
• Summary: “When Old ‘Sol’ first peeped between the
swiftly moving clouds on the morning of September first, He
saw a yellow road sign on a highway in eastern Illinois. We
can imagine that His eye followed down the road, because
the yellow card bore a big black arrow and carried the words
‘Soybean Day,’ in bold type. And as he sought out the sign
at the next crossroad, He saw a Ford drive up and stop. The
driver was looking about, seemingly, to get some suggestion
as to which road to take. Presently his eye, too, caught sight
of the yellow card. A happy smile spread over his face, his
left leg straightened and then bent again, our driver and his
family were on their way. The lapse of time gave the solar
observer a wider view. His eye moved rapidly down the road
and then from road to road throughout central Illinois. All
crossings were marked with a Soybean Day card. The arrows
pointed to a common center–Champaign. Many automobile
drivers are following them, eager on their way, and with an
expectant look on their faces.
“The results was that by a little after 8:30 on the
morning of the first of September, 350 people were
assembled on the Agronomy South Farm, University of
Illinois. There were those in this crowd who had grown
beans extensively for many years; those who had just
recently taken up the culture of soys; some who would be
soybean growers but desired further information; newspaper
reports; moving picture men, etc. There were representatives
from Washington, D.C., 35 counties of Illinois, 9 counties
of Indiana, 3 counties of Kentucky, and one county each of
Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin.
“Dr. W. Burlison first explained the layout of the
Agronomy South Farm, dwelling particularly upon the
rotations on which soybeans appeared. Professor J.C.
Hackleman outlined the experimental work that is being
done with soybeans. The soybean series in the Northwest
rotation is devoted to a preliminary variety trial of new and
untried strains. The tour led along the end of these plots.
Such observations as the following were easily made: The
Arlington, the Columbian and Wilson No. 5 promise to be
good for hay. The Morse, Hahto, and the Christian County
soys because of their coarseness will likely be better for seed
than hay. The Hahto has such large seed it may be difficult
to thresh without injury. The Manchu is an early bean,
similar in some respects to the Ito San. The extremely early
Mandarin has no place in the corn belt alongside our better
varieties.

“On the South Central Rotation older well established
varieties are grown. Of these the Sable is the most beautiful.
The Virginia and the Illinois 13-19 are the best for hay. Other
good hay beans are the A.K., Mongol, Haberlandt, Hongkong
and Ebony. The early beans in this rotation include the Ito
San, the Manchu and the Black Eyebrow.
“In another plot the choice soys from all the corn belt
states were being grown side by side. This demonstration
showed that Ito San from Wisconsin is slightly earlier in
maturity than the same variety from Iowa and the states
south. It also seems quite clear from these tests that Mongol,
Medium Yellow and Hollybrook are practically one and the
same bean. The Lexington bean makes a very promising
showing under Illinois conditions. It attains more than
average height and bears many branches and possesses a
much less hairy leaf than most beans.
“Under the topic ‘How New Varieties of Soys are
Made,’ Dr. C.M. Woodworth discussed the tendency of
beans toward natural variation. He showed between 20
and 25 different plant types that he had selected out of the
one variety, A.K. Natural crossing helps to bring about
the occurrence of this multiple of types. In some special
experiments conducted by Dr. Woodworth, he learned that
hybridization occurred in nature l6 times in 10,000. This
does not seem frequent enough to be significant, but if two
varieties were grown side by side they would be hopelessly
ruined as to purity in the course of a few years. New varieties
are made then by plant selection which may or may not be
preceded by hybridization
“From the South Farm the procession moved to the
Stock Judging Pavilion where prominent animals of the
Dairy Department passed in review, as they were introduced
by Mr. Mason Campbell. Dean Davenport then gave a
wholesome, helpful address in which he advised the farmer
to stick close to the Agricultural College and especially the
experiment station, to familiarize himself with its needs
as well as what it could do for him, and to continue his
industriousness and level headedness.
“The road from Tolono to ‘Embarrass Farm’ was
indicated by soybean markers. Bean plants had been dropped
in the middle of the road about every fifty yards. This trail
led through the farm just past Mr. Riegel’s soybean varieties,
alongside some A.K.s to be used for seed and by a patch
grown for silage. One hundred acres of soys were growing
in corn for pasture, and for soil improvement. Three hundred
acres were growing alone to be used for hay and seed
principally. A field of Mongols on the south side of the farm
took the eye of all who saw them. They were absolutely free
of weeds and almost as tall as rye.
“Demonstrations on the ‘Embarrass Farm’ included
the rotary hoe in operation and the threshing of soys with a
wheat separator. Some beans had been seeded on August 8
and on Soybean Day these were 3 inches high and ready for
cultivation. The rotary hoe will kill some small weeds but
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its greatest value as a soy cultivator lies in breaking the soil
crust, enabling 100% seedling emergence and furnishing
proper soil aeration. The principal adjustment necessary on
a wheat separator to make it handle soy the reduction of the
speed of the cylinder to about 350 revolutions per minute and
maintaining the separating machinery at normal speed.
“It is reported that during the noon hour, 1627 people
were counted on the grounds. After lunch, which consisted
of sandwiches, soybeans in various forms, pie, ice cream
and coffee served by the Crittenden Unit of the Champaign
County Home Bureau, came the program and reports from
various states.
“Professor Hackleman as chairman first introduced
Chas. E. Meharry who described the crop rotation system,
thanked the people who had participated in making soybean
day possible and welcomed all in to Embarrass Farm.
“Henry J. Waters, Editor, Weekly Kansas City Star
and former President Kansas Agricultural College, gave
the principle address of the day. He emphasized the need
of sanity and clear thinking in these days of shifted price
equilibrium and predicted that the farmers` twelve hour day
and general frugality would carry him through.
“The soybean part of the program consisted of five
minute talks by representatives from Washington, D.C.
and six of the corn belt states. Professor Ralph Kenney,
Lexington, Kentucky, reported variety uses in his states as
follows: Mammoth Yellow for hay; Haberlandt, Lexington,
and Virginia for seed; and Haberlandt for growing with corn.
He introduced Mr. Chas. Caldwell of Danville, Kentucky,
who praised the Lexington very highly. The Lexington
has one third more leaves and finer stems than any other
variety. According to Mr. Caldwell it is the best soy for hay
production for one engaged in the beef cattle business.
“Taylor Fouts, Camden, Indiana, spoke of the increasing
importance of the soybean and predicted that it would have
been impossible to have had such a meeting as the present
one in the interest of any other crop.
“Missouri was represented by Prof. C.E. Carter of
Columbia. He felt it was important to reduce the number
of best varieties, and reported that in Missouri they were
recommending Morse and Medium Yellow for seed and
Wilson and Virginia for hay.
“That the dairy business is quite well adapted to soybean
utilization and that in Wisconsin soys are decidedly on the
increase was reported by Prof. Geo. H. Briggs of Madison.
Bean growing is becoming a sign of good farming. ‘A
Wisconsin farmer who had never grown soys went hunting
and to escape a storm crawled into a hollow log. The rain
continued for some time and when the farmer attempted to
crawl out he found himself fast in the rapidly swelling log.
Naturally in this predicament his mind reviewed the past and
when he thought of never having grown soybeans he slipped
out without difficulty.’
“C.B. Newton of Bowling Green, Ohio, stated that he

found the sugar beet drill and cultivator very satisfactory
for soys. These tools handle four rows at a time, making the
rows 22 inches apart.
“Dr. W.J. Morse, Washington, D.C. gave the principal
use of soys as hay and pasture. The possibility of utilizing
soy oil on a large scale is a problem for the future. Soybeans
are a legume crop and their usefulness as such has many
aspects without attempting to develop the commercial uses
of the grain.
“’Soybeans take the place of tankage when grown
with corn for hogging down’ said W. E. Riegel, manager of
Embarrass Farm. ‘Farmers can make no mistake in growing
more soybeans for feed.’
“At the close of the day’s program all in attendance had
profited by the information they had gathered thru both eye
and ear and by the inspiration of those who have pioneered
and attained success in soy growing. Thanks are due the
University Illinois Extension Service, the Corn Belt Soybean
Growers, the Champaign County Soybean Club and the A.P.
Meharry farms who have cooperated in making this day
possible.” Address: Associate in Crop Production, Univ. of
Illinois.
1389. Manvilli, Venanzio. 1921. La coltivazione della soja
in Piemonte: Esperienze e richerche eseguite nell’Istituto
Agricolo Bonafous durante l’anno 1920 [The cultivation of
soy in Piedmont: Experiments and research conducted at the
Bonafous Agricultural Institute during the year 1920]. Italia
Agricola (L’): Giornale di Agricoltura 58(9):266-79. Sept.
15. [9 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Contents: Botanical characteristics. Origin and
history of the cultivation of the soybean in Italy. Cultural
value of the soybean. Species and varieties of cultivated
soybeans. The need for soybeans as foods. Soybeans planted
in mixtures with other plants.
Varieties cultivated: Butter Ball, Dwarf Early Yellow,
Riceland, Early Brown, Guelph, Tokyo, Ito San or Yellow
d’Etampes, Mammoth Yellow.
Photos show: (1) Two varieties of germinating soybean
seed; early yellow and late green (p. 267). (2) Two soybean
plants with different growth habits (p. 269). (2) Three
soybean plants with different growth habits (p. 271). (3)
A field of corn grown with soybeans. Address: R. Istituto
Tecnico, Turin [Torino], Italy.
1390. Weed, A.R. 1921. Soy beans a standard Illinois crop:
Many varieties studied at Illinois “soy bean day.” Orange
Judd Farmer 69(32):795. Sept. 15.
• Summary: “Let’s write down soy beans in the list of
standard crops for corn belt soils.”
“For many uses: Soy beans for hay, for seed, for soil
building, with corn for silage and hogging or sheeping down,
for pasture, for a catch crop or to substitute when clover
fails–these may not be all the uses of the soy beans, but these
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are the ones that are well established.
“The ‘soy bean cranks’ (we might mention in passing
that they are rather proud of that name now) gathered at
South Farm of the University of Illinois to look over the
work that is being done with soy beans on the experimental
plots.” They learned that different varieties are best in
different states, and “soy bean tourists” studied how
soybeans are grown on 400 acres and used in the rotation on
the Meharry farm.
“Soy beans for lunch: There were strong indications
of the place soy beans may take for human food when the
crowd gathered for lunch in the big grove. The Crittenden
Home Unit Bureau served a fine lunch, and added to it were
some of the table products of soy beans. Everyone enjoyed
them baked and parched. Likewise everyone was asked to
help themselves to soy bean butter and soy bean cream.
Other products of soy beans were on display.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that contains the term “soy bean butter.”
However, it is not clear whether this term refers to soynut
butter (like peanut butter, made from roasted soybeans–
probably so), or soy margarine, or soy bean butter (a product
resembling soy margarine that is not hydrogenated).
A small photo shows two horses pulling a plow–
probably in a field of or for soybeans. Address: Illinois.
1391. Lloyd, W.H. 1921. Possibilities of the soybean:
Farmers from three states gather to study and learn this
promising legume. Ohio Farmer 148(12):255, 275. Sept. 17.
• Summary: “Michigan, Indiana and Ohio joined in tribute
to the soybean as a legume last Friday [Sept. 16 or Sept. 9]
at the Johnson seed farms [at Stryker] in Williams County,
Ohio... Soybeans form the major part of the rotation on the
main farm because of the production of seed, while on other
parts of the Johnson estate it is used because of its value as a
protein supplement in hogging and in making silage, and its
value as a hay crop.
“Soybeans have formed one of the principal crops of the
Johnson farms for 14 years, and the present manager, E.F.
Johnson, is continuing their development as an integral part
of his scheme of farming largely because of the statement of
an instructor of his in college who stated that a grain farm
could not be maintained in fertility at a profit.”
“A legume is grown by Mr. Johnson every year on every
field. On the main or home farm of 160 acres a four-year
rotation of soybeans, soybeans, wheat or oats, followed by
sweet clover, and corn is followed.”
“Mr. Johnson, after 10 years observation of corn and
soybeans for hogs, is authority for the statement that one acre
of soybeans with six acres of corn is superior as a hog feed to
nine acres of corn by itself without a protein supplement.”
Five varieties were planted to demonstrate those best
adapted to Ohio conditions: Manchu, Elton, Black Eyebrow,
Mammoth Yellow, and Ito San. Manchu is perhaps the best

all-around bean. Medium Green makes a beautiful hay, but
the seed shatters badly.
In the variety plots, 40 varieties of soybeans were being
grown and studied. There was surprising variation among
varieties, long and short plants, stocky and lean plants, little
beans in big pods and big beans in little pods. These varieties
are: Minsoy, Soysota, Manchu, Early Brown, Elton, Ohio
7420, Johnson’s Manchu Selections, Ito San, A.K., Aksarben,
Otootan, Mammoth Yellow, Hahto, Mandarin, Pekin
[Peking], Columbian, Medium Green, Chestnut, Biloxi,
Ohio 9035, Mongol, Haberlandt, True Hollybrook, Indiana
Hollybrook or Northern Medium Yellow, Ebony, Johnson
4, Laredo, Sable, Meyer, Wilson 5 [Wilson-Five], Wilson,
Virginia, Early Wisconsin Black, and Jet.
W.J. Morse, the soybean expert of the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA), stated that the average
soybean growing season in Ohio was 115 days, however
many varieties require a much longer growing season. An
interesting exhibit showed “the Hahto variety, which is
being developed by the USDA as a possibility for human
consumption. It has a large flat seed that bears a great
resemblance to a lima bean. No great work has been done
yet in this country along this line but there are exceptional
cases such as religious cults and sanatoriums that are making
extensive use of the soybean as human food. It is also a well
known fact that the Chinese and Japanese have used soys for
years in various forms as a means of sustaining life. They are
a very valuable source of protein and are destined to have
wide use in America.”
“The demonstrations and conference were arranged thru
the untiring efforts of E.F. Johnson and Ralph Schreiber, the
assistant manager of the Johnson farms, in cooperation cooperation with the soils and crops department of the Ohio
State University.”
Also discusses soybeans and corn for hogs, planting
methods, soybeans for silage, etc. Photos show: Plots on
the Johnson Seed Farms (Williams County, Ohio) where 40
varieties of soybeans are growing. A field of soybeans and
corn planted together.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean varieties Early Wisconsin Black
(a synonym for Wisconsin Black) or Indiana Hollybrook.
Address: Ohio.
1392. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1921. Soil expert
advises growing of wheat: Harper recommends crop as start
in diversification for fall season. Sept. 18. p. C6.
• Summary: Farmers in sections of Georgia, where damage
to cotton has been unusually severe this season, and where
they are planning to cut cotton acreage even more severely
next year, are asking “What shall we grow?” J.N. Harper,
director of the southern soil improvement committee,
recommends planting wheat for food. Wheat is an important
crop in the Piedmont and mountain regions, though it cannot
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be grown successfully in all parts of Georgia.
Harper “believes that every farmer should plant enough
[wheat] to provide for his own uses, and suggests that the
crop be followed next spring with cowpeas, soybeans,
peanuts, or late corn. In this way, he says, a good crop
rotation may be begun.”
1393. Lacey, James. 1921. From sandburs to soy beans.
Hoard’s Dairyman 62(13):363. Oct. 14.
• Summary: “A few fields which have really never produced
anything but sandburs are maturing a crop of soys that will
help to pay the taxes for years to come...” A photo shows a
man standing in a field of soy beans growing in rows on the
lightest type of sand soil in Central Wisconsin. “They are
still small but are beginning to thrive.” Address: Wisconsin.
1394. Dungan, George H.; Brown, P.T. 1921. Soybeans
as an aid to stock-farming: Recent field demonstrations
and discussions of varieties, culture and uses indicate the
multiple virtues of this legume crop in many states. Breeder’s
Gazette 80(16):553-54. Oct. 20.
• Summary: The first half of the article is by Dungan and the
second half by Brown. The article begins: “Taylor Fouts of
Soyland Farm in Indiana explained the future of the soybean
crop on the occasion of the recent second annual cornbelt
Soybean Day in Champaign County, Illinois. The University
of Illinois extension service, the cornbelt Soybean Growers’
Association, the Champaign County Soybean Club and the
A.P. Meharry Farms cooperated in planning, advertising and
directing this successful and inspiring meeting. The ‘seeing
is believing’ idea was carried out, so far as possible. Varieties
grown on the University of Illinois plots: Mandarin (short
season), Wilson, Virginia, Illinois 13-19, and Arlington (hay),
and Sable (beauty and hay), Hollybrook, Mongol, Medium

Yellow, Ito San, Haberlandt, Morse, Hahto, and A.K.
Dr. C.M. Woodworth of the plant breeding division,
Univ. of Illinois, discussed soybean breeding and the
importance of choosing good varieties. “On the A.P. Meharry
farm in Champaign County, Illinois, the soybean was
observed in all its glory. Four hundred acres of deep-brown
silt loam soil is growing soybeans on this farm There are 300
acres of beans growing alone–some for hay and others for
seed. One hundred acres of soybeans were growing in corn,
to be used for pasture, for silage, and for soil improvement.
The varieties most extensively used are the Mongol and the
A.K.
Prof. J.C. Hackleman of the University of Illinois was
chairman of the formal meeting, at which various experts
spoke. These included Chas. L. Meharry (crop rotation),
Taylor Fouts of Indiana (soybeans as a substitute for clover),
Geo. H. [sic, M.] Briggs of Wisconsin (using soybeans to
build up a good dairy herd), Dr. [sic, Mr.] W.J. Morse of the
USDA (expansion of soybean acreage in South Dakota from
200 acres a few years ago to more than 4,000 acres in one
county today), and W.E. Riegel (the value of soybeans as
feed).
“Prof. Ralph Kenny of the University of Kentucky says
that Mammoth Yellow is the best variety in his state for
hay; Haberlandt, Lexington and Virginia are valued, in that
order, for seed; while Haberlandt stands as a choice bean for
combination with corn.”
“C.E. Carter of Missouri listed Morse and Medium
Yellow as the best seed varieties for Missouri; the Wilson
and Virginia make the best yields of hay.”
The second half of the article describes the recent
soybean meeting on the Margaret Lake Farm of Chas. Bower
in Union township, Benton County, Indiana. Some 120 men
from nearby counties attended. “R.S. Thomas, soils and
crops extension
man from the
experiment
station at Purdue
University,
declared that this
was the largest and
most enthusiastic
of the eight
soybean meetings
conducted in
Indiana this year.
He pointed out
the necessity of
including legumes
in rotations, in
order to help
maintain soil
fertility, and
furnish cheap
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protein feed for live stock.”
A photo shows some of Indiana’s agricultural leaders at
that meeting: County agent P.T. Brown, Ray Atkinson, Chas.
Bower, John Jansen, and Prof. R.S. Thomas. Address: 1.
Univ. of Illinois; 2. County Agent, Benton County, Indiana.
1395. Jordan, Sam. 1921. Corn in Missouri: Also soybeans
and cowpeas. Missouri State Board of Agriculture, Monthly
Bulletin 19(11):1-47. Nov. See p. 34-47.
• Summary: In the section titled “Supplements to the corn
crop” (p. 34) is a subsection on “Soybean, the favorite
supplement” which begins: “The most popular one in
Missouri is the soybean supplement. The practice is to
plant soybeans and corn together at the same time, using
the soybean attachment to the corn planter for dropping the
beans. Usually, about as many beans are used as grains of
corn per hill or drill row.
“Care should be used not to plant too deeply. The use of
a “furrow opener” of some kind is to be recommended.
“That the stand of corn is the limiting factor can be
illustrated by the accompanying photograph of our own field
in a five-acre patch of good land...”
Photos show: (1) Sam Jordan holding a corn cob and
soybean plant in hand (p. 3, 36). (2) Sam Jordan in a field of
soy beans and corn, showing soybeans growing where the
corn stand was poor (p. 35). (3) Hogs feeding on a harvested
field of soybeans and corn (p. 37). (4) Sam Jordan holding
a well-seeded soybean plant (p. 38, 39). (5) Close-ups of
two uprooted soybean plants (p. 43). (6) A well inoculated
soybean plant root (p. 45). (7) Two men, one holding a corn
cob and the other a soybean plant (p. 46). On pages 37-47,
a section titled “Soybeans–40 questions and answers,” has
some material economic in character. Some examples: (1)
Q: Where did the soybean, sojabean, or soyabean originate?
A: It is a native of the Orient, and has been cultivated
extensively since ancient times, and is now one of the
leading crops of China and Japan. (29) Q: How much seed
per acre may be expected? A: Field yields often run from 8 to
25 bushels. Address: Farmers’ Inst. Lecturer, Missouri State
Board of Agriculture, Jefferson City, Missouri.
1396. American Mutual Seed Co. 1921. Headquarters for
grass and field seeds: Selling at lowest wholesale prices.
Our customers share in the profits. Seed guide-season 1921
(Mail-order catalog). Chicago, Illinois. 48 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: The front cover, general content, and size of this
1921 catalog are very similar to those of the company’s 1918
catalog. The section titled “Soy beans: A crop that will bring
you wonderful returns” (p. 17-18) has expanded to two pages
from one, and moved forward in the catalog. It discusses:
Introduction. Soy beans the greatest crop you can grow, How
soy beans are handled in the Corn Belt (“Most farmers here
in the Corn Belt follow the practice of growing Soy Beans
with their corn. They are planted at the same time...”). A few

facts on soy beans (15 facts). Varieties: Mammoth Yellow,
Medium Early Yellow, Ito San, Early Brown, Hollybrook,
and Black Ebony. Growing the crop: Soil, preparation of
seed bed, seeding, tillage, harvesting. Photos show: (1) A soy
bean plant just as the pods are forming. (2) “Soy beans in
corn make the greatest combination you can grow.”
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York. Address: 43rd & Robey
Streets, Chicago, Illinois.
1397. Bank of Chosen, Seoul, Korea. 1921. Economic
history of Manchuria, compiled in commemoration of the
decennial of the Bank of Chosen. Seoul, Korea: Bank of
Chosen. x + 303 p. See p. 137-48, 183-87. Illust. No index.
20 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: In Chapter 5, titled “Agriculture,” the section on
“Population” (p. 140) notes that Manchuria has a population
of 20,112,110, which averages about 53 per square over
the whole country. A table compares this with population
densities of 618 in England and Wales, 589 in Belgium,
374 in Japan (Mainland), and 31 in the USA. However
Manchuria’s population is growing rapidly; it increased by
at least 6 million during the 10 years ending in 1916. A table
(p. 135) shows that [soy] beans are typically used in the
second year of a four-year rotation on large farms. In 1916
and 1917 an experimental agricultural station of the South
Manchuria Railway Company asked some “dozen farmers
in the neighbourhood of Szupingchieh and Kungchuling to
cultivate native seeds of soya beans according to the purely
native method, and the result was in 1916, 4.104 bushels,
and in 1917, 3.724 bushels per tan (0.245 acres). Now the
average bean crop in Korea is about 2.978 bushels, and
in Japan 4.02 bushels per tan...”–quite similar. In Japan,
intensive methods are carried to the extreme, however “in
Japan the farmer does not generally devote their best land to
bean cultivation” (p. 135).
The section on “Agricultural products” (p. 135) begins:
“Of the cereals and pulse which Manchuria produces the
principal are [soy] beans, kaoliang, and millet, and these
are followed by maize, sorghum, buckwheat, wheat, rice,
and peas.” Other products include sesamum seeds. A table
(p. 136) shows the amount (in bushels) of each of these
major crops produced in 1915 in Mukden, Kirin, Amur,
and total. For soybeans this was 39.2, 17.6, 17.1, and 74.0
million bushels, respectively. Exports of soybeans are 79.11
million bu from South Manchuria, 29.67 million bu from
North Manchuria, and 108.78 million bu total. Note: Chinese
characters are given with every place name.
The subsection titled “Soya Beans” (p. 137-48) has
the following contents: The importance of beans and their
products. Cultivation of soya beans. Amount of production.
Different species [sic, colors, and varieties]. Composition
of different varieties. Uses of the soya bean. Uses of beans,
bean cake, and bean oil in the Far East. Uses of beans and
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their products in Europe and America.
The section titled “Manufacturing products of
Manchuria” contains a subsection (p. 183-87) on [soya]
“Bean oil and bean cake” which begins: “The industry has
a very remote origin and we have it on record that, as early
as 1860, Swatow, a port in South China, imported from
Manchuria bean cake to the amount of 379,009 piculs,
valued at $783,762 (Chinese).”
The oil-mill (yufang) is found almost everywhere in
Manchuria. The traditional method of making soya bean oil
and cake involves steaming the beans then pressing out the
oil. The modern method involves using a solvent, benzene.
“Then, by heating the compound, the oil is separated from
the benzene. By this method nearly all the oil in the beans
is extracted, and not only is there no waste of oil, but the
residue, in this case not in the form of cake but in bulk,
is better fitted for manure, since the small quantity of oil
remaining in it makes its absorption underground so much
the easier; moreover, the trouble of breaking it up into
pieces before using it is spared. The drawbacks to the new
method lie in its requiring a greater working capital, and
the necessity for packing the residue for shipment, thereby
greatly adding to the shipping expenses. The new method is
at present employed by only one company in Dairen, Suzuki
& Co., which firm by the way operates the largest bean-mill
in Manchuria.”
A table (p. 185) gives statistics for the following in
four locations in Manchuria: No. of soya bean mills. Capital
(1,000 yen). No. of workmen. Production of bean cake
(1,000 pieces, value in 1,000 yen). Production of bean oil
(1,000 pieces, value in 1,000 yen). The four locations are:
Dairen, Kwantung Province (Dairen excluded), Railway
Zone, Total of the above three. More than half of the 105
mills are in Dairen.
Photos (between p. 138-39) show: (1) A field of soya
beans. (2) Piles of soya beans in the open air, Kaiyuan. (3)
Soya beans awaiting shipment at Dairen wharves. Tables
show: (1) Composition of yellow and green soy beans (p.
141). (2) Composition of bean cake based on analyses
by laboratories in Japan, Scotland, and South Manchuria
Railway Co. (p. 144). (3) Exports of soya beans, bean cake,
and bean oil from 1908 to 1917 from Dairen, Newchwang,
Vladivostok, and total (p. 147-48).
Photos (between p. 184-85) show: (1) The Suzuki
Bean Oil Factory at Dairen. (2) Casks of bean oil awaiting
shipment on Dairen wharves.
Note: This book, like others in this series, was written by
Mr. Tokuji Hoshino, manager of the Research Department,
Bank of Korea; however his name does not appear on the
title page, but only in the Foreword. Also published in 1920.
Address: Korea.
1398. Cain, G.D. 1921. Station No. 3: North Louisiana
Station, Calhoun. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station,

Annual Report 32:13-14. For the year 1920.
• Summary: “The Mammoth Yellow variety is about the best
soybean for our use. There are a few other varieties such
as Barchett, and Virginia, that are becoming very popular,
especially for hay.”
For pork production, hogs grazed on corn and soybeans.
Address: Asst. Director, in Charge.
1399. Kidder, A.F. 1921. Station No. 2: State stations, Baton
Rouge. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 32:10-13. For the year 1920.
• Summary: Soybeans were used in several fertilizer
experiments and in a crops and live stock experiment for
hogging off. Ten steers grazed on kudzu. Address: Asst.
Director and Agronomist in Charge.
1400. Liu Kuijiu. 1921. Shanxi nongjia liyan qianjie [Brief
explanation of the traditional beliefs of the farmers of Shanxi
province]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958
#353, p. 250-51. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Shan Hsi Nung Chia Li
Yüan Ch’ien Chieh, by Liu K’uei-Chiu. Republican period.
Part I is “The farmers’ view of their monthly experiences.
The section titled “Fourth lunar month” states: If it is still
cold by the 8th day of the 4th month, the black soybean
sprouts (heidouya) in the fields will freeze [and die]. The
“Fifth lunar month” notes: Black soybeans have no shame.
If they bloom in the summer, then fall will come early.
Dr. Huang notes: Most Chinese farmers continued to use
the lunar calendar during the early 20th century. An early
summer is not good for black soybeans.
Part II is “The experience of farmers with planting.”
The section titled “Plant the right crop” notes that if you
plant black soybeans, you will get a crop 9 years out of
10. Plant black soybeans in the high ground and hemp in
the low ground. The next two passages are unclear. The
second section, titled “Planting and the sprouts germinating”
mentions black soybeans. The third section, “Cultivating the
soil and protecting the seedlings” mentions black soybeans
3 times. The fourth section, titled “Irrigation and elimination
of insects” mentions soybeans (dadou). (Translated by H.T.
Huang, PhD, April 2003).
1401. McCallan, E.A. 1921. Report of the Director of
Agriculture for the year 1920. Reports of the Board and
Department of Agriculture, Bermuda For the year 1920. p.
5-13.
• Summary: Page 5 states: “During the last 5 years it has
been very difficult to purchase adequate quantities of stable
manure, and the applications to the plots have been very
light, and at times lacking altogether. A crop of legumes,
either cowpeas or soy beans, has been plowed under each
year, and the yields of potatoes which have been obtained
have testified to the high value of leguminous green manure.
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No failure of either cowpeas or soy beans has occurred.”
“Mr. E.A. McCallan, First Agricultural Assistant, was
appointed Director, with effect from 1st October [1920], but
was not permitted to relinquish his duties as Acting Colonial
Surveyor... until the 1st February, 1921.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2008)
concerning soybeans in Bermuda, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Bermuda. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Bermuda, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Bermuda (1916 or 1917). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. Address: Director of Agriculture,
Agricultural Station, Bermuda.
1402. Megee, C.R. 1921. Soy beans. Michigan Agricultural
Experiment Station, Special Bulletin No. 100. p. 546-54.
Bound with 59th Annual Report of the State Board of
Agriculture of the State of Michigan, and 33rd Annual
Report of the Experiment Station.
• Summary: This Special Bulletin was originally published
in 1920 with the same author, title, and number. No new
information has been added. Address: Farm Crops Section.
1403. Minami Manshu Tetsudo, Noji Shikenjo, Kungchuling.
[South Manchuria Railway, Agricultural Experiment Station,
Kung-chu-ling]. 1921. Manshû daizu narabini mamekasu
[Manchurian soybean and soybean cake]. Kungchuling,
Manchuria. 145 p. [Jap; eng+]
• Summary: Name of company with diacritics is: Minami
Manshû Tetsudô, Noji Shikenjo, Kungchuling. Consists
of four chapters: 1. Cultivation of Manchurian soybeans,
by K. Hisatake. 2. Appraisal of Manchurian soybeans,
by K. Adachi. 3. About soybean cake, by K. Tsukunaga.
4. Short training course on soybeans and soybean cake
at Kungchuling, China, 1921. Address: South Manchuria
Railway, Manchuria.
1404. Rouest, Leon. 1921. L’étude et l’acclimatation du Soja
deviennent générales [The study and acclimatization of soya
becomes general (Document part)]. In: Leon Rouest. 1921.
Le Soja et Son Lait Végétal [The Soybean and Its Vegetable
Milk]. Carcassone (Aude), France: Lucie-Grazaille. 157 p.
See p. 22-24. [Fre]
• Summary: From 1880 to 1896 frequent communications
were published in agricultural bulletins from the United
States.
The soybean was studied in Russia by Nikitin.
In 1905, Li Yu Ying, councillor 1st class at the Ministry
of Agriculture in China, had the idea of soymilk in Europe.
In 1906 he created a laboratory in Paris. This laboratory grew
into the factory Caséo-Sojaïne, which made all the products
derived from the soybean (produits dérivés du Soja).
In 1910-11 presentations of soy products (produits de
Soja) at the expositions at Brussels, Turin, and Dresden.
Mr. Lechartier conducted cultural trials in Bretagne and

in the Haute-Vienne, and gave the results of his chemical
analyses of the plant.
Dr. J. Le Goff, in the Gazette des Hôpitaux, called new
attention of hygienic doctors to the use of soya in diabetic
diets.
In 1913 it seems to have been imported into Germany
for the following note was published in several Frankfurt
journals:
An institute has been founded under the name of
Soyama-Werke for the purpose of making soymilk (lait
artificiel de graines de Soja) and other soy products. Soya
furnishes to Bockenheim the most important quantity, if
not all of the artificial product. Some 5,000 liters per day
will be sold on the market in Frankfurt, when the factory is
in full swing. The head of this enterprise is a deputy of the
Reichstag. The Society Soyama-Werke also makes cream,
butter, and cheese. Samples of soymilk have already been
used by various bakers in Bockenheim.
This note indicates that in 1913 soybeans had not yet
been cultivated in Germany. Dairy farmers were said to fear
competition from soymilk. Thus, no doubt, they tried the
same thing in Germany that was tried in France, for during
the same period a factory, “La Caséo-Sojaïne,” installed
at Vallées near Asnières (Seine), conducted rather original
publicity in favor of soy products. The soybeans processed
in the Chinese factory were imported from China and it was
realized in advance that the soyfoods, made from a plant
absolutely unknown to the public, would not have its favor.
In 1910 Vilmorin had in its catalog Early Podolie
soybeans [from Russia; in today’s Ukraine]; they had black
seeds. But Early Podolie is still too late for the south of
France (midi).
Dr. Le Goff published new medical articles about
soy and tried cultivating it in the area around Paris. He
introduced a rather early black-seeded variety (Tokio) that
matured in this region.
Messrs. Boulanger and Dausse cultivated this variety
at Etrechy (Seine-et-Oise, near Paris) in order to prepare
conserves to be packed in boxes for diabetic diets.
Finally in 1918 Mr. Rouest, Director of the Experimental
Farm of Neoculture, receive some soybean samples from
the United States, via Messrs. Brioux and Semichon. He
cultivated them, isolated the mutations, created hybrids,
and tested the new varieties that had already been cultivated
by Mr. Carles of Carbonnière / Carbonniere in the Tarn.
Address: Directeur des Fermes Expérimentales de
Néoculture, Carcassonne (Aude), France.
1405. Rouest, Leon. 1921. Le Soja est l’objet en France de
nombreux essais, de 1876 à 1881 [The soybean is the object
of numerous trials in France from 1876 to 1881 (Document
part)]. In: Leon Rouest. 1921. Le Soja et Son Lait Végétal
[The Soybean and Its Vegetable Milk]. Carcassone (Aude),
France: Lucie-Grazaille. 157 p. See p. 17-22. [Fre]
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• Summary: After briefly discussing trials in France from
1876 to 1878, the author continues (p. 19): In 1880, the
National Society for Acclimatization distributes soybean
seeds throughout France. In general the trials are successful
although the chosen variety was still too late. Here are brief
summaries of the results from letters sent to the Society
by those who conducted the trials. (Note: The letters were
published in full by Paillieux in Oct. 1880, p. 579-96).
1. Region of Montpellier.–The cultivation of this plant is
very easy. It is extremely fertile. 2. Region of Haute-Garonne
(St. Sulpice-sur-Lèze par Noe).–For 900 g of seeds, 24 kg
or 34 liters 500 were harvested, a yield of 1.748 kg or 24
hectoliters. Plant resistant to drought. 3. Merville (HauteGaronne).–I sowed, cultivated, and harvested soybeans like
haricot beans. Ratio of production: 100:1. I only tried it as a
vegetable; I could not make anything of it for it is difficult
to cook. I gave it to the animals; none of them would touch
it. I conclude: useless plant. 4. Region of Marseille (Society
of Horticulture).–I obtained some black soybeans; they ripen
later than the others. The soybean seeds that I distributed
came up well everywhere. I believe, however, until there is
proof to the contrary, that those received by the Society from
China are the most productive.” 5. Region of Alger.–The test
garden has cultivated soybeans for many years already. It
thrives quite well here, but its seeds are hard, tough, and it is
possible that they cannot compete in alimentation with the
common haricot bean for a long time. 6. Region of Gironde
(Monségur).–Soybeans are very productive in our country,
even in greenery. Animals are quite fond of it. As for the
beans, it is not very good to consume them in a stew.
The testers from the Midi of France agree to recognize
the easy adaptation of soybeans. They all criticized its use.
7. Region of Roanne (Loire).–Having sown 250 g
of soybeans coming from Vilmorin, I harvested 3 kg,
perfectly ripe. This plant sprouts vigorously. At the least
frost they wither. 8. Region of Haute-Savoie (Cornières
par Annemasse).–Cultivated variety: soybeans from China
with little yellowish seeds. It came up very well here, bore
fruit abundantly, and ripened all its seeds. I formerly tried
beautiful varieties from Japan with large yellowish white
seeds, green or black. None succeeded. 9. Region of Paris
(Etampes).–I must say that in Etampes and its suburbs,
soybeans have not yet been cultivated on a large scale. Up
until the present this legume has no sales. Many people
have grown it for their own use. One lone farmer, to my
knowledge, sowed it this year to sell it. I do not know
exactly how many ares [100 square meters] he sowed, but he
cultivated a certain extent.
As for me, I did 8-10 acres as usual. Germination was
not good, but the fructification was extraordinary, which
made my harvest not inferior to those of other years.
10. Region of Oise (Chevrières).–I grew soybeans in
1879 and 1880 on 30 ares [3,000 square meters]. Sown June
15, 1879, sown May 10, 1880. The tester asks: ‘What is the

best moment to harvest it, given that the beans do not ripen
here?’
11. Region of Oise (Boruel).–A few seeds sown in
May in the kitchen garden. Result: 6 beautiful bunches that
ripened unequally, that is, 2 bunches were very late.
12. Region of Aisne (Presles and Thierny by Laon).–
Planted soybeans the same day as the Soisson beans. They
germinated perfectly and were garnished with many pods,
but there is not a means to dry and thresh them.
13. Region of Rhone (Saint-Lager).–Planting May 15–
too late.–What could germinate brought back at least 50:1 in
a satisfactory manner. Some plants bore up to 250 seeds.
14. Region of Mayenne (Juvigné).–Growing soybeans
succeeded perfectly, although sown a bit late.”
15. Region of Charente (La Chaise par Barbezieux).–
The yield obtained with soybeans was well superior to all
other harvests. It is excessively difficult to cook, that is its
only fault besides being bitter. It is true that the animals
welcome it when it is green.
16. Region of Côte-d’Or (Courtivron).–I am very
satisfied with this plant. It furnishes seeds enormously, but
do not sow too thickly (2-3 seeds per plant). Prefer light soil
to strong soil. All that I sowed succeeded perfectly; however
I live in relatively cold country in the mountains of Côted’Or.
17. Genlis (Côte-d’Or).–Because of the drought only
a part came up. I harvested what remained at maturity. The
harvested beans seemed larger than the ones I sowed. I
reserve them to be eaten by the sheep during the winter. I
shall keep some to sow next year.
18. Region of Loir-et-Cher (Muides par Mer).–I was
very satisfied with the soybeans although they did not come
up beautifully, but I attribute that to the late planting. They
should be sown in April, and it was only done in June. As
for those that came up, they are very beautiful, well-seeded,
which proves that they adjust well to our climate.
19. Region of Nièvre (Chatillon-en-Bazois).–Sown May
12. It developed but too late, is difficult to dry. I harvested
57 kg for every one that I sowed. (Continued). Address:
Directeur des Fermes Expérimentales de Néoculture,
Carcassonne (Aude), France.
1406. Rouest, Leon. 1921. Le Soja est l’objet en France de
nombreux essais, de 1876 à 1881 [The soybean is the object
of numerous trials in France from 1876 to 1881 (Continued–
Document part II)]. In: Leon Rouest. 1921. Le Soja et
Son Lait Végétal [The Soybean and Its Vegetable Milk].
Carcassone (Aude), France: Lucie-Grazaille. 157 p. See p.
17-22. [Fre]
• Summary: (Continued): The results obtained from the
center of France up to Paris show that the varieties were
still too late but a few would be able to acclimatize with a
bit of patience and especially some scientific knowledge of
acclimatization.
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20. Region of Pas-de-Calais (Arras).–I planted 4-5 seeds
spaced a foot apart in May. That’s too close. The plants were
so thick that a cent would not have fallen to the ground; [they
yielded] many beans, however.
In a field I planted 3 ares [300 square meters] at the end
of May. At the moment of flowering, it was a true curiosity
to see the weeds and the plants intertwined so tightly that it
would have been materially impossible to run in the harvest
[amidst the jungle of plants]. I had 150 liters of pods in these
3 ares. My horses eat the woody soybean stems (bois de
Soja).
21. Region of Nord (Mr. Olivier-Lecq, Templeuve).–
Soybeans will ripen in France when sown before May 15.
The transplanted plants become less strong but yield more
pods. The test that I did this year is very conclusive. Growing
soybeans is easy and inexpensive.
22. Region of Somme (Sautin par Péronne).–Sown late,
[the soybeans] furnished considerable quantities of little
pods that I suspend in the silos. I count 1,400 liters on 1.2
hectares. Because of the late harvest, I had to dry it with
care.
23. Region of Meuse (Montgarny).–This plant can be
advantageously cultivated for it well suits horses and cows
and, I think, sheep, for a goat was very fond of it. Rainy and
humid weather impedes maturity.
24. Switzerland (Donneloye, in Canton Vaud, southwest
Switzerland).–Sowed 3 kg April 18, irregular germination
from May 5 to June 1, height at the end of July 40-50 cm.
The pods are forming well. The plants bear 80 pods [on
average]. I had to wait a bit for maturity until the end of
September, which can present some inconveniences in
bringing in the harvest in good condition in this humid
season. Sown in very clayey soil, its vegetation is too
plentiful and it yields less beans.
The agronomic trials seem abandoned in France from
this time until 1888, the date of its introduction into America
in the Southern states. Address: Directeur des Fermes
Expérimentales de Néoculture, Carcassonne (Aude), France.
1407. Rouest, Leon. 1921. Le soja et son lait végétal:
Applications agricoles et industrielles [The soybean and its
vegetable milk: Agricultural and industrial applications].
Carcassone (Aude), France: Lucie-Grazaille. 157 p. Illust.
No index. 25 cm. [42 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface, by Louis Forest.
Introduction–What is soya? 1. History of the dissemination
of soya: In 1712 the naturalist Kaempfer introduced soya,
introduction of soya to France and Europe, soya is cultivated
in Austria in 1875 by Prof. Haberlandt, soya is the object
of many trials in France from 1876 to 1881, the study and
acclimatization of soya becomes widespread, the causes of
setbacks in the cultivation of soya.
2. Cultivation of soya: Botanical characteristics of soya,
the varieties of soya, Chinese varieties and soya in China,

Japanese varieties and soya in Japan, American varieties
and soya in America (varieties: Mammoth, Hollybrook, Ito
San, Guelph, Haberlandt, Medium Yellow, Wilson, Peking,
Tokio, Mandchu [Manchu], Black Eyebrow, Barchet), soya
in Europe–France and Italy, seven varieties of soya tested
in France, soya in the experimental farms for new crops
(les Fermes Expérimentales de Néoculture; Many varieties
from the USA were tested, including Manchu, Wilson Five,
Haberlandt, Tokio, Virginia, Hato [Hahto], Early Medium
Green), the cultural and geographical appearance of soya, its
production worldwide, planting soybeans, heat units (degré
thermique) and the germination of soya, the importance
of spacing between plants, number of seeds per hectare,
soya during its vegetative stage, the vegetation of soya
compared with that of the haricot at high altitudes, rolling
the seeds and types of crop maintenance, growth of the plant,
acclimatization, the enemies of soya.
3. Composition of the soybean plant. 4. Soya forage:
Green soya forage, soya hay, soya as a plant for soil
improvement. 5. Harvesting soybean seeds: Maturity of the
seed, harvesting soya, the food value and composition of
soya seeds. 6. Soya as an oil plant: Richness in oil, defatted
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soybean cake, imports and exports of soya cake from 1915 to
1919 (Imports to: Sweden, Canada, Korea, Japan, Formosa.
Exports from: England, China, Korea), production of soya
cake from 1915 to 1919 (Denmark, Great Britain and
Ireland, Netherlands, Sweden, USA, Japan, Formosa, Korea,
Java and Madura).
7. Soymilk: Its manufacture (in 1910-1913 Li Yu-ying
installed a factory named “La Caséo-Sojaïne” at Vallées
{Asnière-Seine} near Paris. Rouest visited this factory and
saw them make soymilk, which was filtered using a filterpress resembling those used in sugar refineries), its properties
and composition, composition compared to other types of
milk, powdered soymilk, soymilk in the nursing and feeding
of animals, soymilk related to tuberculosis in animals and
in humans, soymilk would allow the milk and butter from
animals to be reserved exclusively for human foods and
could be used for raising many piglets, manufacture of nondairy milk in Canada (a factory is now under construction).
8. Soya in Industry: Soymilk and soy casein, Sojalithe (like
Galalithe).
9. Soya in human nutrition: Soy flour and its
applications (incl. Li Yu-ying’s usine de la Caséo-Sojaïne,
and bread made of soya and wheat), soya compared to dry
legumes (such as lentils, haricots, peas, beans), soya used
as a legume (green vegetable soybeans; whole soybeans),
the food value of soy sprouts, preserves and confections
made from soya, soya chocolate and coffee, the amount of
nutrients produced by soya and other crops from a unit of
land, a meal of soya served in France (prepared and served
some years ago by Li Yu-ying’s soyfoods plant La CaséoSojaïne for the major print media, the medical press, the
National Society for Acclimatization, etc.; it consisted of
2 soups {one with ‘soya meat’ and one with soymilk}, 2
entrees {an omelet with smoked soya ham, and fritters
stuffed with soy meat}, soy [actually mung bean, lüdou]
sprouts in a salad and sauteed, 3 desserts {soya cake,
biscuits, and confection}, and soy coffee; a recipe for each is
given; soya meat is smoked tofu).
10. Use of soya in East Asia: Tofu (fromage végétal),
soy-based condiments (such as natto {Ping ming Natto and
Tokio-Natto}, miso, Chinese miso or tao-tjiung [doujiang],
and shoyu {Soyou or Schozou}), making soy sauce in
Kwantung, China (from Groff).
11. The opinions of several authors concerning
soya (from the French medical and hygienic press):
Introduction–E. Maurel. Soya and soy bread in diabetic
diets–Dr. Dujardin-Beaumetz, Dr. Bloch, Dr. J. Le Goff, L.
Beille, M. Gautier. Soya used as a bean–M. Gautier. Soy
sauce used in place of meat extracts. The state of cheese. The
popularization of soya in Europe–A. Paillieux.
Conclusions: The influence of cultural technology
on variation. Appendix: Advice to experimenters on the
acclimatization of soya in France. Other methods of
obtaining early-maturing soybeans.

The author concludes (p. 140): We must make every
effort to acclimatize soya in France. We must develop the
will and learn from past mistakes. Most soybean varieties
now available in France are too late. We must get varieties
from Manchuria, whose climate is similar to that of
southeastern France, and from the northeastern USA. It is
urgent that, in the near future, we start a Soybean Experiment
Station to take responsibility for this work. The setbacks
since 1830 can be overcome by present science and genetics.
The first step is to introduce better varieties.
On the last page is a full-page advertisement for various
seeds sold by Mr. Rouest, including 30 varieties of soybeans
(Soja hispida); the names of the individual varieties are not
given.
Illustrations show: (1) A soy bean plant with many pods
(title page). (2) Flowers and pods of the soy bean plant (p.
29). (3) Soy pods and beans (p. 30). (4) A soy bean plant
drawn by a Chinese artist (p. 32, from Li Yu-ying). (5)
Pods of the Hato [Hahto] variety of soy bean (p. 51). (6)
Germinating soy bean seeds (p. 54, from Li Yu-ying). (7)
Soy bean roots with nodules (from a photo by Dr. Le Goff; p.
73). (8) Soy bean pods, opened to show 3 beans in each (p.
82).
Tables show: (1) Production of soybeans by color
in China in 1916 and 1917 (p. 35, in quintals, from the
International Yearbook of Rome, Vol. 1, 1919): In 1917:
Yellow 4,069,822. Other 953,012. Green 181,190. White
71,234. Black 40,066. Total: 5,315,324.
(2) Percentage composition of various oilseed cakes (p.
95, from Kellner). (3) Imports and exports of soybean cake,
by country, from 1915 to 1919 (in quintals, p. 96). Imports
are given for Sweden, Canada, Korea (from 1916), Japan,
and Formosa [Taiwan]. Exports are given for England (6
quintals in 1915), China (including Manchuria, by far the
biggest exporter, from 1916), and Korea (from 1916).
(4) Production of soybean cakes, by country, from
1915 to 1919 (p. 97, in quintals, based on statistics from
the International Bureau of Agriculture, Rome, 1919). In
descending order of production in 1915 (in quintals): Japan
5,439,337. Korea 3,209,238. Great Britain and Ireland:
1,513,059. Denmark 921,782. Java and Madura 503,025.
Note that China is not listed. Netherlands 144,523. Formosa
[Taiwan] 62,131. Sweden 1,733. USA 0, but 501,822 in
1916.
Note 1. When Alsace was occupied by the Germans
during World War I, the Rouest family moved from Alsace to
Paris. Mr. Rouest brought soybeans from Africa and adapted
them to France. He paid for the publication of this book.
Note 2. On the title page of this particular book is
the signature “L. Rouest” following the inscription “A M.
Meuninier, Hommages de l’auteur.” Address: Directeur des
Fermes Expérimentales de Néoculture, Carcassonne (Aude),
France.
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1408. Rouest, Leon. 1921. Le soja et son lait végétal:
Applications agricoles et industrielles [The soybean and its
vegetable milk. Agricultural and industrial applications].
Carcassone (Aude), France: Lucie-Grazaille. 157 p. Illust.
No index. 25 cm. [42 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is a summary of interesting points
throughout this book. The main early use of soy in Europe
was more therapeutic than nutritional (p. 3); it was used
mainly in diabetic diets.
Nothing remains of the early trials conducted 20 years
ago in France and Austria. The reasons for the crop’s failure
were lack of understanding of the laws of acclimatization
and genetics, and the fact that soya (soja) was introduced as
a new food legume, when actually it can only be utilized as
a forage plant and industrially (for oil, cakes, and casein).
Later, when the plant has been adapted, when it is understood
that soya is not being propagated to competed with other
dry legumes, that it is not being cultivated to extract from
the seeds a vegetable milk for people, but simply as a forage
plant–and the most remarkable one that exists (p. 3).
The English are trying to acclimatize soya to their
colonies, especially those in southern Africa. In 1908 some
200,000 tonnes (metric tons) of soybeans were exported
from China [including Manchuria] to Europe, followed
by 500,000 tonnes in 1909. One can extract from soybean
seeds a vegetable milk (lait végétal) which has the same
value as animal milk for use in raising young animals. Its
seeds and forage are also fine for raising farm animals and
for industrial products. The author thanks all those who
have helped him to acclimatize the soybean to France and to
create new varieties of soya in France (p. 4).
Introduction of the soybean to France and to Europe (p.
6-7): A good but brief review of the literature on this subject.
In 1739 Buffon was made director of the Jardin des Plants
in Paris. Shortly thereafter, Christian missionaries in China
sent him specimens of seeds and plants. The soybean must
have been among them. The soybean has very probably been
cultivated at the Museum since 1779, certainly in 1779 and
later from 1834 to 1880. In 1855 Baron de Montigny was
charged by the Society for Acclimatization to distribute five
varieties of soya sent from China by Mr. Montigny; these
were from northern China. The plants first bore seeds in
France in 1854; their acclimatization is assured. In 1857 Mr.
Lachaume transmitted to the Society for Acclimatization
details of the success he obtained at Vitry-sur-Seine with
soy culture. The seeds were planted in 1856. In 1858 a
report to the Society for Acclimatization indicated that the
acclimatization of the soybean was complete. In 1859 Mr.
de Vilmorin reported on cultural trials sent from China by
Mr. Perny. The varieties matured too late. The same year Dr.
Turrel harvested soybeans at Toulon. In 1862 the Society
for Acclimatization received seeds from Mr. Guillemin;
the yellow soybean was said to be used for making tofu.
Following the events of 1870, the cultivation of the soybean

in France was apparently discontinued. Note 1. The brief
war of 1870 between France and Bismark’s Germany ended
in France’s defeat and the ceding to Germany of AlsaceLorraine.
In the long section on Prof. Haberlandt’s work with
soya, starting with his cultivation of it there in 1875, is
a quotation from him: “I don’t know, in this history of
cultivation, any example of a plant which has, in so few
years and to such a high degree, excited such general
interest” (p. 8).
From 1876 to 1881, the soybean was the object of
numerous trials in France by the Society of Horticulture
at Etampes (Seine-et-Oise). During this same period, one
Dr. H. failed with varieties sent from Japan but succeeded
in cultivating a yellow soybean sent from China, and used
the latter to make his own tofu (fromage végétal) for use at
home. In 1880 Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux introduced in
their catalog a species cultivated in Austria-Hungary (p. 1718).
In 1878, Japan, China, and the Indies (les Indes)
presented all the varieties of Soya at the Universal
Exposition, and their seeds filled more than 20 boxes. In
1880 the National Society for Acclimatization was able
to distribute soy in France and tests were conducted in 24
regions; they were largely successful, especially in central
and southern France (p. 19-22).
Tests were then abandoned from this time until about
1888, when the soybean started to grow in the southern states
of the USA. That same year Messrs. Lecerf and DujardinBeaumetz first had the idea of using soy bread in diabetic
diets (p. 22).
Causes of setbacks in soybean culture (p. 24-27): First,
the varieties used matured too late and were not acclimatized
in a progressive manner. We must choose varieties from
northern China and adapt them to the south of France (le
Midi) [which is on the same latitude as Toronto, central
Wisconsin, or southern Minnesota]. From these, we must
develop hybrids, and gradually move them northward.
The soybean has been ostracized in France. Major
commercial, financial, and social interests have viewed
with terror the production of an inexpensive food and have
retreated into the egotistical “Malthusian agriculture.” This is
the truth! (p. 26).
Soy cheese is even feared by the cheese industry in
France. They ask if they should abandon their excellent
cheeses in order to adopt a vegetal cheese (fromage végétal).
A long quotation from the Chinese Imperial
Encyclopedia of Agriculture (p. 34) gives the various colors
of soybeans, including black, white, grey, and even some
speckled / mottled with blue. The black ones can be used
for medicine. And they are used as an ingredient in the
condiment called fermented black soybeans (Chi [douchi]),
made of soybeans, ginger, and salt.
In 1910-1913 a factory named “La Caséo-Sojaïne” was
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installed near Paris. I (Rouest) visited this factory in which
were installed all the modern conveniences (tout le confort
moderne), and presented the best guarantees of hygiene. The
milk was filtered using a filter press similar to those used in
sugar factories (p. 99).
Note 2. Rouest has borrowed a great deal of material
from earlier publications by Li Yu-ying, usually without
acknowledgment and often arriving at very different
conclusions, especially on the question of using soya to make
human foods (Li) vs. foods and milk for animals (Rouest).
Rouest strongly recommends the use of soymilk to
feed young domesticated animals. For us, soy will not
replace green beans, milk or cheese. During World War
I, the Germans were actively involved with the study of
soymilk. A translation of an article from the Schweizerische
Milchzeitung (Nov. 1918) tells how to make soymilk
and tofu (p. 102). By using soymilk, there is no fear of
transmitting tuberculosis. Address: Directeur des Fermes
Expérimentales de Néoculture, Carcassonne (Aude), France.
1409. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1922.
Antworten und Briefwechsel: 8 u. 9. Sojabohne [Replies and
correspondence: Nos. 8 and 9. Soybeans]. 72(3/4):15. Jan.
14. [Ger]
• Summary: Sch., Lower Austria. (Replies to Question 1.)
The high fat and protein content of the soybean (Sojabohne)
makes it understandable that the issue of its cultivation
in our area surfaces again and again. What obstructively
stands in the way of this, though, is our climate, since it
only provides better yields in good winegrowing areas.
Trials with soybeans (Soja) were already carried out in our
area in 1873 at the stimulus of Haberlandt (Vienna) which,
however, did not lead to any successes. Intense propaganda
was carried out for soybeans in Germany in recent years.
Under the aegis of the Imperial Committee for Plant and
Animal Oils and Fats (Reichsausschuss für pflanzliche und
tierische Oele und Fette), it led to numerous agronomic trials
with which according to Kleeberger and Dr Baumann, yields
were mostly achieved of 2 to 5 metric hundredweight (= 100
kg.) per hectare and, in the highest case, of 9 to 13 metric
hundredweight, while with green beans that were planted
comparably, 16 to 22 metric hundredweight were harvested.
And thus fava beans and green beans were able to provide
more fat and protein than soybeans, in spite of the latter’s
high content in these substances. With the aforementioned
trials, according to Gerlach the soybean provided 16 to
21% fat and 32 to 44% protein in its harvest. Even if,
therefore, the soybean in and of itself far exceeds the green
bean in nutritional value and fodder value, the yields of 20
to 30 metric hundredweight per hectare that are promised
in a brochure for the founding of a stock corporation for
soybean cultivation (Sojabau) were in fact not to be achieved
anywhere in our climate. Since on your 400 jochs [1 Austrian
joch equaled 0.5755 hectares or 1.422 acres], you wish to

plant “primarily” soybeans after subtracting the areas for
fodder crops and payment in kind crops, it must indeed
be assumed that you have already carried out preliminary
trials with it and that they turned out favorably, about which
a more detailed report in this journal would certainly be
desirable. All the same, I would recommend to not suddenly
extend the soybean cultivation to the maximum, but rather to
proceed with it step by step, as a result of which your further
questions would also be answered by themselves, since
without precise knowledge of the entire operation based
only upon the statements that were made, the answering of
them is hardly possible. It is to be taken into consideration
that the soybean, just like legumes (fava beans) or sugar
beets etc., has to be included in the rotation (crop rotation)
with regard to fertilizing, etc. In addition, the extension of
the soybean cultivation depending upon the yield that you
achieve is then a question of profitability. The fact that sales
today for nutritional purposes and trial purposes are very
good is not to be doubted. How much interest prevails for it
with consumption is shown by an article by Anton Schenk
in the Volkszeitung who claims to have found a process
for the complete development (Aufschliessung) of the
soybean. Baking trials [Backoersuche, sic Backversuche?]
with 75% bread flour and 25% soybean meal supposedly
yielded a tasty bread that was also very nutritious. For egg
noodles, the addition of soy (Sojazusatz) can be increased
up to 35%, while for cooking purposes, the addition can
be made of 1/3 roux flour (Einbrennmehl) and 2/3 soybean
flour (Sojamehl). Soybean coffee (Sojakaffee) has also
already been produced. So there should not be any lack
of sales if your climate brings about good yields and the
acclimatization is successful. According to Fruwirth, with the
cultivation of varieties that do not yet fit the soil, inoculation
with nodule fungus [sic, Knöllchenpilz, = Rhizobiaceae?]
should be contemplated. One variety that has already proven
itself is the highest yielding one of Fruwirth, about which
information is to be obtained from the aforementioned in
Waldhof near Amstetten. It was planted with success in a
Bavarian breeding station (Zuchtstätte) and at the Count
Eltz Estate (Graf Eltzschen Domäne) in Vukovar (Slavonia)
[in today’s Croatia]. In any case, it is recommended to
you to read the two exhaustive articles on “Anbau und
Akklimatisation der Soja” [“Cultivation and Acclimatization
of the Soybean”] by Prof. Fruwirth in no. 41 (1919) and a
publication by the aforementioned Imperial Committee in no.
71 (1919) of this journal.
Your question is lacking in more detailed information
as a precondition for a reasonably useful answer. You first
of all ask how many jochs out of the estate of a size of 400
jochs are necessary in order to produce the payment in kind
(Naturalien) for the employees as well as the necessary
fodder for livestock, according to which it is to provide
how much area remains for the cultivation of the soybeans.
From the additional question as to how many continuous
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laborers (those paid in kind (Deputatisten)), draft horses,
and cows would be necessary for one’s “own” needs, it is
to be concluded that the operation of the estate is lacking
the organizational basis and first of all, a certain operational
form is to be provided for it. How it is that the operation is
to be set up most effectively depends upon the soil climate
conditions and local conditions which have to be ascertained
at the general location and the specific spot by an expert.
I would therefore advise you to enlist such an expert for
consultation before you extend the cultivation of the soybean
in the way that was indicated.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
1410. Brown, L.C. 1922. Soy beans aid balanced farming:
Fit in rotations and feeding plans. Orange Judd Farmer
70(2):28, 34. Jan. 15.
• Summary: “We need to do closer figuring of costs. We
need to grow more of those crops which can be utilized
for balancing up corn in feeding dairy cows, hogs and beef
cattle.
“Let’s see how soybeans fill the gap.” Address: Illinois.
1411. Malin, D.F. 1922. Soy beans as a corn substitute: A
soil building crop that can either replace or supplement corn.
Wallaces’ Farmer 47(4):99. Jan. 27.
• Summary: This article concludes: “The soy bean offers
excellent possibilities to corn belt farmers, not only as a
substitute for part of the corn but also as a supplement for
part of the corn planted in 1922.” Photos show: (1) A man
wearing a hat standing in a field of soy beans; the left hand
rows are Ito San, a seed variety, and the right hand rows are
Medium Green, a hay or silage variety. (2) A man standing in
a field of soy beans which yielded 2½ tons of hay. Address:
Iowa.
1412. Crepin, Pierre. 1922. Séance générale du 5 Décembre
1921 [General meeting of 5 Dec. 1921]. Bulletin de la
Societe d’Acclimatation 69(1):40-45. Jan. See p. 44. [Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “Botanical” (p. 44) states: “In
order to pursue cultural trials of the soybean (du Soja), seeds
of diverse varieties have been ordered from Indo-China. The
Resident superior, Mr. Garnier, Director of the Economic
Agency of Paris, had eleven samples delivered to us from
Tonkin, Cochin-China, Cambodia, and the territory of
Kwang-cho-wan (French: Kouang-Tchéou-Wan).
Note 1. This was a French leased territory on the
southwest coast of Guangdong province, in southeast
China, on Zhanjiang Gang (Kwangchowan Bay), about
270 miles (435 km) west of Hong Kong. The territory (325
square miles; 842 square km) consisted of a narrow coastal
area, two large islands, and many small ones, and adjacent
waters acquired by France in 1898 by lease for 99 years; it
was attached to French Indochina but during World War II

was held by Japanese. In 1945 it was returned to China by
France.
“These samples will be distributed among the same
colleagues [members] who received the seven varieties of
soybeans from America, kindly sent in early 1921, by the
Bureau of Plant Industry, from Washington, DC. A report
of the results of the cultivation of these soybeans will be
published.”
Note 2. Prof. Bois, vice-president of the Society,
presided at the meeting. Address: Assistant to the Secretary
of the Meetings, France.
1413. Riegel, W.E. 1922. Some soy bean suggestions:
Veteran Illinois grower describes his methods of raising soy
beans. Wallaces’ Farmer 47(7):216. Feb. 17.
• Summary: “The soy bean is at last coming into its own.
Its value as a feed for live stock is each year becoming more
definitely known. Every live stock farm should grow soy
beans because of their feeding value and other farms should
have them because of their value as a soil builder.
“On our farm soy beans replaced the oat crop seven
years ago, much to the advantage of our live stock, the
fertility of our farm and the financial returns from the land.
For the past five or six years our soy bean crop has made
more money per acre than our corn. This has to no small
extent been due to the flourishing demand for seed.”
“A farmer should choose a bean that grows tall and
gives a large yield of seed and hay. The Mongol, our favorite,
the Hollybrook or Medium Yellow (all of which are one and
the same bean–the name depends on the locality), grows
tall, gives a large yield of hay, and handles easily with the
binder.”
“The time to cut for hay is when the bean in the pod is
full grown and yet soft. Soy bean hay is one of the best hays
produced. We, after several years’ use of it, consider it better
than alfalfa, and we have fed many tons of each.” Address:
[near Tolono, Illinois].
1414. Burnett, L.C. 1922. Soybeans on cornbelt farms: A
crop with many uses and how to grow it. Successful Farming
21(2):11, 32-33. Feb.
• Summary: “In the readjustment of crop acreage which will
be made this season on a large number of farms, soybeans
will be found of great value. They will help to solve the
problem incident to rearranging crops so as to provide
for more acres of legumes and fewer acres of corn. While
soybeans have demonstrated their right to a place on cornbelt
farms under normal conditions, the crop is worthy of more
than ordinary consideration under the situation which exists
this year.”
1415. Byochu-gai Zasshi (J. of Plant Protection, Tokyo).
1922. Daizu iô-byô ni kansuru chôsa [Investigations on
chlorosis of soybeans]. 9:101-05. Feb. [Jap]
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• Summary: The history of chlorosis was traced to Frank
in 1881. Chlorosis is caused by Heterodera schachtii. Note
that Heterodera is also the genus name of some nematodes.
Address: Hokkaido Noji Shikenjo.
1416. Frear, D.W. 1922. Separating cracked corn from whole
soybeans. Missouri Agric. Extension Service, Extension
Leaflet No. 18. 2 p. Feb.
• Summary: An illustration (line drawing) shows a device
developed by the Field Crops Dep., Agricultural College,
Univ. of Missouri. “The principle is that whole, round beans
will roll down a slanting surface, while broken, flattened
beans will slide down and drop through the opening.”
Address: Columbia, Missouri.
1417. Walters, J.A.T. 1922. The velvet bean. Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal 19(1):21-28. Feb.
• Summary: The section titled “Yields and Harvesting”
states (p. 24): “The velvet bean is grown in Rhodesia for hay,
seed and green fodder for ensilage. Its value as a stock feed
is bound up with the fact that, being a leguminous crop, it
is high in protein content, this being as high as 14 per cent,
in good velvet bean hay. In this respect it is only excelled
by vetch hay (17 per cent.), cowpea hay (16.6 per cent.),
soybean hay (15.4 per cent.) and lucerne hay (14.3 per cent.).
The harvesting and curing of this crop into hay is far from
being an easy matter. On account of the intertwining of the
vines it is almost invariably cut by hand, and as the vines
take a longer time to dry than the leaves, there is always a
considerable loss of the latter.”
Note: A table on page 30 of this issue shows that maize
is the main crop grown in Rhodesia, accounting for 78.4% of
the total cultivated area. Tobacco is no. 2 (4.0%), and wheat
is no. 3 (3.0%). Soybeans are not one of the 13 major crops.
Address: B.A., Agriculturist.
1418. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin.
1922. Soybeans for light soils. No. 339. p. 89-92. In Annual
Report, 1920-21. Feb.
• Summary: “Soybean plants were grown as early as 1898
on experimental plots of the Station Farm. One of the first
successful varieties was the Early Black, and, while it has
been pedigreed, other varieties have also been introduced,
such as the Manchu, Ito San and Black Eyebrow all of
which have been raised among the farmers of the state. The
methods of harvesting, threshing, cutting for hay and silage
have been worked out to such an extent experimentally that
this legume can now be handled to advantage.
“Especially is the soybean adapted as an emergency
hay crop for farmers who lost their clover seeding by winter
killing. After the failure of the clover is discovered ample
time remains to put in soybeans, for they will readily come
into cutting stage for hay within the ninety day period. With
yields of two tons an acre of good hay, which compares

favorably with cutting of red clover, soybeans are practically
a sure crop; and even on poor sandy lands that have grown
soybeans previously by the proper inoculation of the seed,
an exceedingly good growth can be secured at first attempt.
One grower, asked why the field remained so clean with
soybeans, replied, ‘The soil is too poor to raise weeds.’
“In Portage County soybeans are so popular that many
individual farmers have a total of 100 acres or more apiece.
Wisconsin not only grows all the seed needed in our state
for planting at the present time but supplies the Dakotas,
Minnesota and the northern Michigan peninsula with a large
portion of seed for their farms. This has developed a very
satisfactory seed business among many farmers of the state.
“Breeding Increases Yields: Soybeans have been
gradually improving in the state, and while it was once
deemed impossible to raise them here effectively because
they were a late maturing plant, breeding methods have
produced early varieties adaptable to Wisconsin conditions.
The acreage has increased from 4,500 in 1919 to 8,000 in
1920.
“Net results obtained at Spooner Branch Station by
E.J. Delwiche (Agronomy) prove the worth of the breeding
work. Compared with the parent strain as seed producers, the
pedigreed strains of Manchuria showed that, while the date
of maturity was not changed, the yield has been increased
from 19 per cent to 96 per cent. All varieties ripened about
September 19 except the Mandarin Pedigree, which was
mature on August 30. The Mandarin has an erect habit (38
inches high), a high-podding character, and an early maturity
thus making it adaptable to a wide range of conditions.
“Tests at Marshfield and Spooner Branch Stations, in
spite of the unusually long and hot season, again showed that
not only do the early types produce more seed than the late
kinds but they are equal to them as producers of hay. Of the
twenty-four varieties planted in duplicate plots at Marshfield
the following failed to ripen seed and were killed by frost
October 4: Ebony, Wilson, Sable, Ohio Manchu, Mammoth
Yellow, Elton, Hollybrook, Virginia, and Medium Early
Green. The Medium Early Green and the Hollybrook both
yielded 2,880 pounds of air-dried hay, but the average of the
later maturing was only 2,500 pounds an acre.
“Sudan Grass and Sudan-Soybean Mixture: Sudan
grass has proved admirably adapted to late seeding, which
permits it to be used not only as an emergency hay crop but
also as a crop planted after fallowing to eradicate quack
grass. Although the best time for planting sudan is during the
period from corn planting up to the middle of June,... Quack
grass has been successfully eradicated by it at the Station
Farm in two infested fields.”
“Sudan and Soybeans a Good Combination. In 1920
it was satisfactorily proved that soybeans and sudan grew
very well when planted together; and during 1921 different
rates of seeding were used to determine the proper mixture.
The rate of sudan grass used was 10 pounds an acre and
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soybeans 1.5 bushels an acre, with the varieties, Medium
Early Green, Ito San, Manchu, and Wisconsin Early Black.
The average total yield of the two plots of the Medium Early
Green was 4.1 tons of cured hay an acre, of the Manchu 4.3
tons, Ito San 4.6 tons, and Early Black 3.5 tons. The average
percentages of soy beans were 17.5 per cent, 23 per cent, 29
per cent and 42 per cent respectively. The highest average in
the combination was with the Early Black variety, where, due
to the advanced stage of maturity, nearly one-half the total
weight of air-dried hay was soybeans. The early varieties
seem preferable, for they mature at nearly the same time the
sudan is cut for hay, thus giving a higher relative yield of
soybeans.
“The average percentage of soybean hay for the four
trials, being approximately 25 per cent, means an increase
in total protein per 100 pounds of dry roughage from 8.96
pounds in sudan hay alone to 10.75 pounds in sudan-soybean
hay, an increase of 19.9 per cent–the increase in pounds of
protein per 100 pounds being 1.79...”
1419. Benton, R.H., Jr. 1922. Soy bean cultivation.
Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
37(11):250. March 18.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Biloxi does mot shatter
badly. Planting. Cultivation. Harvesting. Threshing. As a
forage crop.
“During these hard times for farmers and low prices for
farm products, we have been continually holding communion
with ourselves, trying to find where we made money, and
what crops it will pay us to plant during the coming year. A
crop that is near the head of our list for 1922 is the Biloxi soy
bean.
“The United, States Department of Agriculture tells
us that there are more than 560 known varieties of soy
beans but that only about 15 varieties are of commercial
importance in the whole United States, and some of these
are adapted entirely to the northern part The botanical name
of the soy bean is Soja max, and commonly they are called
soy bean, soja bean, Manchurian bean, and in parts of North
Carolina are known as stock peas. Of the varieties adapted
to Southern conditions, we have the Biloxi, the Mammoth
Yellow, Laredo; etc. Several other varieties may be profitably
grown in the South, but they are for special purposes, as the
Hahto for green table use, being similar to green Lima beans,
while others yield best for hay, and still others yield best for
grain or seed.
“Biloxi Does Not Shatter Badly: The Mammoth Yellow
shatters so badly when maturing that it is very hard to save
seed, and from this one variety the entire soy bean family has
the reputation of shattering badly. However we find that the
Biloxi variety is a big improvement in this respect, holding
its seed very well, in fact, not any more easily shattered than
peas. We are trying the Laredo on a small scale this year...”

1420. Morse, W.J. 1922. Re: Soybean harvesters. Letter to
J.C. Hackleman, Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois,
March 18. 2 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: The following companies manufacture soybean
harvesters: “Hardy and Newsome [Hardy and Newsom],
La Grange, North Carolina. Scott Sales Co., Elizabeth City,
N.C. Pritchard Harvester Co., Elizabeth City, N.C. Gordon
Harvester Co., Elizabeth City, N.C.
“The North Carolina Experiment Station, Raleigh, N.C.,
issued a publication relating to the efficiency of the different
types of harvesters being used in southern Virginia and North
Carolina. I would suggest that you write Prof. C.B. Williams,
asking for the publication just referred to.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 11–Illinois. Folder #5–Illinois Exp.
Station.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agronomist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC.
1421. Etheridge, W.C.; Helm, C.A. 1922. Productive
methods for soybeans in Missouri. Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 195. 32 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Importance of the crop. Ten reasons
why soybeans are popular in Missouri. Superior varieties
of soybeans for some of the important sections of the State,
together with their descriptions and the time they require
for maturing. How to prepare the land for soybeans. The
value of inoculation. The profit from lime, fertilizers and
manure. When to plant soybeans. How to plant. How to
cultivate. How to harvest, thresh and store soybean seed. The
usefulness of the soybean hay crop. The value of soybeans
in rotation with corn, wheat and clover. The preparation of
soybean stubble for the seeding of wheat.
1422. Williams, C.B. 1922. Soybean growing in North
Carolina. North Carolina Agricultural Extension Service of
the State College, Extension Circular No. 127. 14 p. March.
Revised in Jan. 1929.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. North Carolina leads in
soybean seed production. The growing plant. Distribution in
North Carolina. Soybeans vs. cowpeas. Soybeans compared
with peanuts. Suitable varieties of soybeans: In mountains, in
Piedmont section, in coastal plain. Selection and preparation
of soil. Inoculation essential. Kinds of fertilizer to use.
Seeding and cultivation. Rotation with soybeans: For
coastal plain soils, for Piedmont soils, for mountain section.
Soybeans in mixtures (with sweet sorghum or millet).
Harvesting for hay. Harvesting for seed. Soybean for soil
improvement. Soybeans for soiling purposes. Soybeans for
pasturage.
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planted area harvested for seed.”
“New varieties, some 300 in number, were
brought in from Manchuria during the winter of
1913-1914. The whole importation was tested out
at the government farm at Arlington, Virginia, and
the markedly inferior ones were discarded.”
Photos show: (1) Soys being cultivated
with a rotary hoe on the A.P. Meharry Farm in
Illinois; a young black boy sits on the equipment
and 2 mules pull it. (2) Piles of soybean plants
which were grow for seed and harvested with a
grain binder.

“The soybean is probably a native of tropical Africa
and was introduced into the southeastern part of Asia more
than 3,000 years ago by ancient travelers trading between
Zanzibar [which became part of Tanzania in 1964] or India
or Ceylon... It was probably used for food in China before
the time of Confucius.”
“It must be gratifying to all North Carolinians to know
that this state produces more soybeans than all the remaining
part of the United States. From the latest available statistics,
North Carolina produces over two million bushels annually
for seed.” Soybeans are produced chiefly in the northeastern
part of North Carolina.
Photos show: (1) A field of soybeans sown in corn at
last working (front cover). (2) A field of soybeans in rows
for seed and soil improving purposes. (3) Soybean hay being
cured in cocks. (4) A field of soybeans ready to be harvested
for seed. (5) Two men harvesting soybean seed in the field
with a harvester. (6) “One way of harvesting soybeans.”
Appears to be hogs eating soybeans in a pasture. Address:
Chief, Div. of Agronomy, Raleigh, North Carolina.
1423. Cates, J. Sidney. 1922. More soys: Many farmers see
in the beans a sound new money crop. Country Gentleman
87(8):10, 16. April 1.
• Summary: “The three Fouts brothers, at Camden, Indiana,
own farms close together, and they call the group Soyland.
They are not only making money selling seed but by feeding
hogs and sheep. Soys are the main crop on all three farms.”
“At present the price of soy beans in the Corn Belt is the
lowest in many years, seed selling on farms at $1.30 to $1.60
a bushel.”
“In North Carolina, where more seed beans are raised
than anywhere else, 34 per cent of the crop is grown for
seed. Illinois now comes next with 28 per cent of the whole

1424. Wilkins, F.S. 1922. Use soy beans to replace
oil meal: Iowa farmer describes his methods of
growing beans for a seed crop. Wallaces’ Farmer
47(14):456. April 7.
• Summary: William McArthur of Cerro Gordo
County, Iowa, shows that it is “a paying proposition
to grow soy beans for feed to take the place of oil
meal as a feed for stock... Many experiments have
shown that ground soy beans have about the same feeding
value as oil meal when fed to cattle.” McArthur grew his
first crop of soy beans in 1920, growing 66 bushels of the
Manchu variety on 3 acres of poor soil; they yielded on
average 22 bushels per acre.
McArthur believes that soy beans are easier to grow
than corn. “I planted the soy beans just as soon as I got thru
planting corn, but first I inoculated the beans. ‘In inoculating,
I moistened the beans with thin sugar syrup and then
scattered inoculated soil on them from my soybean patch of
the year before. (I inoculated the seeds for my 1920 patch
with cultures.) I used about a pint of soil for each bushel of
beans. I shoveled the beans over several times until each
bean was covered with fine bits of soil; then I spread them
out on the barn floor to dry, which took a couple of hours.’”
He planted the seed in 35-inch rows with a grain drill.
He began harvesting when nearly all the leaves had dropped
off the plants, but just before the pods became dry. By
cutting at that stage he lost very few from shattering. He
had no difficulty cutting two rows at a time with a grain
binder. He threshed them with a grain separator. Next year he
expects to grow 20-30 acres. Address: Cerro Gordo County,
Iowa.
1425. Wilkins, F.S.; Stephenson, R.E. 1922. A popular threepurpose legume: The soybean, which produces hay and seed
high in protein, and adds nitrogen to the soil, is a profitable
cooperator. Breeder’s Gazette 81(17):561-62. April 27.
• Summary: This is two articles in one. F.S. Wilkins
discusses soybean seed prices, value of soybeans per acre
for feed, and their use as food for poultry. R.E. Stephenson
discusses the possibilities of the soybean in the United
States, its value as a soil improver, value when grown with
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corn and ease of harvesting for hay.
Wilkins states: “When soybeans are grown either for
hay or silage, it is best to use the later and smaller-seeded
varieties. Those varieties yield more, and have another
advantage, in that there are about one-fourth more beans
in a bushel. Medium-late, small-seeded varieties, such as
Wilson, Wilson-five [Wilson-Five], Jet, Sable and Mongol,
are recommended for hay or silage; while Manchu, Black
Eyebrow, Ito San, Wisconsin Black and Chestnut are leading
seed varieties in the corn belt.”
A photo shows nodules on the roots of soybeans.
Address: 1. Iowa Agric. Exp. Station; 2. Univ. of Kentucky.
1426. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1922. Soy bean
facts. 4(11):10. April.
• Summary: “Taylor Fouts, the soy bean king of Indiana,
gives the following eleven (11) splendid reasons for growing
the crop.
“1. Soy beans make one of the best protein forage feeds,
grown annually.
“2. They build up the soil like clover, and nothing beats
them for a green manure crop, economically grown.
“3. If inoculated, they make a very satisfactory growth
on poor soils.
“4. Soy beans will grow on even an acid soil that fails to
produce clover.
“5. They will resist drouth better than any of the
common farm crops, likewise survive excessive wet periods.
“6. They may be planted over a period from early spring
until mid-summer, and as far north as corn or as far south as
cotton. A most wonderful range of adaptability to climate and
soils.
“7. Especially desirable for dairy cows, and produces the
best quality of milk and butter. Enlarges quantity.
“8. Soy bean forage and hay is especially appetizing and
efficient for feeding lambs, cattle and horses.
“9. Soy bean straw is ideal for winter roughage.
“10. Soy beans and corn are ideal ration for hogs and
lambs, most pounds of meat per acre.
“11. Fattens your pocketbooks while enriching your
soils, absolutely.”
1427. Hackleman, J.C. 1922. Growing soybeans in Illinois.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 255.
16 p. April.
• Summary: Introduction: As an annual legume, fits well
into rotations, makes excellent hay, good for pasture,
furnishes good silage, has few diseases and pests, heavy
seed yields, valuable oil crop. Adaptation and culture: Soil,
temperature. Seed bed. Inoculation. Seeding: Time, method,
rate. Cultivation. Harvesting: The hay crop, the seed crop.
Threshing. Varieties: Early maturing, medium maturing,
medium late to late maturing. Varieties classified as to use: A
table shows varieties recommended for seed, hay, pasturing

off, or silage, in northern Illinois, central Illinois, or southern
Illinois.
“There are a number of factors which have contributed
to the great increases in the soybean acreage in Illinois.
Among the more important are: (1) it is an annual legume;
(2) it fits well into corn-belt rotations; (3) it makes excellent
hay; (4) it is good for pasture; (5) it furnishes a good silage
material; (6) it is subject to few diseases and has few insect
pests; (7) it produces seed abundantly; and (8) it is rich in
oil, therefore valuable to commerce” (p. 2). Varieties (a 4-10
line description of each is given): (1) Early maturing–Early
Black = Wisconsin Black, Black Eyebrow, Manchu, Ito
San (Medium Early Yellow), Early Brown. (2) Medium
maturing–A.K., Medium Yellow (Mongol or Hollybrook),
Ebony = Black Beauty, Peking (Sable or Royal), Ohio 9035.
(3) Medium late to late–Haberlandt, Illinois 13-19, Virginia,
Wilson-Five, Lexington, Mammoth Yellow, Mammoth Black
(also called Tarheel).
Most of these appear in the table titled “Varieties
classified as to use” (p. 16). There are 4 uses (Seed, hay,
pasturing off, and silage), and 3 regions in Illinois (northern,
central, southern). For example, the 3 best varieties for seed
use in northern Illinois are Manchu, Ito San, and Black
Eyebrow. “Mammoth Black, or Tarheel, is another southern
variety which is grown to some extent in Illinois. Seed of
this variety is jet black and approximately the same size as
Mammoth Yellow. Plant characters and time of maturity are
also similar to those of Mammoth Yellow.”
Photos show: Soybeans at the right stage for hay (front
cover). (1-6) Man standing in fields of different varieties of
soybeans–Ito San, Manchu, Mongol, Wilson 5, Illinois 1319, Virginia. (7) Two teams of horses and men cultivating
a field of soybeans using a rotary hoe. (8) Teams of horses
and men going through soybean stubble, which makes an
excellent seed bed for wheat. The first team pulls a binder for
soybeans, the second pulls a drill for wheat. (9) Homemade
machine, made by E.L. Gillham of Edwardsville, attachment
for picking up lodged soybeans. (10) A man walking in a
field of Virginia soybeans harvested with a binder. (11) Three
large conical stacks of soybeans ready for the thresher. (12) A
plot of Virginia soybeans growing on sand in Clark County.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Mammoth Black. Note 2.
This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) which states
that Mammoth Black is the same as Tarheel. Address: Assoc.
Prof. of Farm Crops Extension, Illinois.
1428. Piper, C.V.; Pieters, A.J. 1922. Green manuring.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1250. 45 p. April. See p. 15,
41.
• Summary: In the section titled “Composition of greenmanure crops,” a table (p. 15) shows the composition
(nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash) of various samples of
soy bean tops and roots. In the section titled “The principal
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leguminous green-manure crops” is a half-page subsection
on “soy beans.”
Photos show: (1) “Root system of a soy-bean plant,
showing the nodules, which are nitrogen gathering
laboratories” (p. 7). (2) A field of soy beans in cultivated
rows (p. 40).
Page 21 discusses the use of hemp for quackgrass
control. The section on “miscellaneous legumes” states
(p. 42-43): “Wild hemp (Sesbania macrocarpa) is used
to a small extent as a green manure on irrigated lands in
Arizona and southern California.” Address: 1. Agrostologist
in Charge; 2. Agronomist, Clover Investigations, Office of
Forage-Crop Investigations.
1429. Wiancko, A.T. 1922. Soybeans in the corn belt:
A leguminous substitution for corn in the rotation. Field
Illustrated and System on the Farm 32(4):205-07. April.
• Summary: Discusses the reasons that “the soybean is
rapidly establishing itself as a regular crop in the corn belt
states,” the advantages of planting soybeans in the crop
rotation, the prices obtained for grain and seed, uses of the
crop, and its future prospect as a commercial crop.
Photos show: (1) A man in a vast field of soybeans. (2)
Two teams of horses plowing a crop of soybeans. (3) “A
good crop of soybeans will gather one hundred pounds of
nitrogen per acre from the air.”
(4) Hogs feeding on a field of soybeans. “At present the
principal use for the soybean is as feed for hogs, along with
corn, and doubtless most of the crop will continue to be used
in this way.” (5) Soybeans planted together with corn. “The
soybean may be given a regular place in the crop rotation for
either grain or hay or, it may be planted along with corn for
hogging off or for silage.” (6) A flock of sheep in tall pasture.
“Soybeans raised with corn may also be sheeped off.”
Address: Indiana.
1430. Dairy Farmer. 1922. The last call for soybeans.
20(9):206-07. May 1.
• Summary: This article is made up of statements by various
farmers on their experiences with soybeans. Among the
advantages of the crop mentioned are its uses for dairy cows,
in combination with corn, for hay, to replace oilmeal, and the
ease of threshing it.
“Why grow soybeans? 1. They add nitrogen to the soil
like alfalfa and clover. 2. They provide a legume hay in one
season. 3. They will grow on a wide variety of soils and
with the exception of the extreme south will grow wherever
corn will mature. 4. They will stand considerable frost. 5.
They are easily raised and harvested. 6. Added to silage they
greatly increase its feed value. 7. The ground beans are a
valuable feed for dairy cows.” A photo shows the roots of a
soybean plant with many large nodules.
1431. Wilkins, F.S. 1922. Growing soy beans in corn:

Experiments at Iowa experiment station show profits in this
practice. Wallaces’ Farmer 47(19):608. May 12.
• Summary: “That it is a profitable practice to plant soy
beans with corn for silage is indicated by results to date of
experiments conducted by the farm crops section of the Iowa
experiment station. These results show an increase in total
silage yield per acre for land on which soy beans were grown
with the corn, over land which grew corn alone. A summary
of results of feeding tests conducted by several experiment
stations indicate that a mixture of soy bean and corn silage
is considerably better than straight corn silage as feed for
stock.”
“Straight corn silage is lacking in protein or musclebuilding food.”
“Thousands of Iowa farmers are now telling us that
it pays to plant soy beans with corn as a homegrown
supplement for hogging down. They state that the beans
reduce the yield of the corn, but that they more than make up
the difference.”
A photo shows a man (wearing a straw hat) in a field
of soy beans planted with corn. Address: Iowa Agric. Exp.
Station.
1432. Schuster, Geo. L. 1922. Influence of fertilizers on
yield and maturity of soy beans. J. of the American Society of
Agronomy 14(5):193-97. May. [13 ref]
• Summary: The presence of muriate of potash in fertilizers
was found to bring soy beans to earlier maturity (confirming
the results of Lipman & Blair, 1917, in New Jersey).
Manure applications of 3 to 5 tons per acre favor early
maturity (probably due to the potash contained) and give
the largest yields. In the absence of manure, 250 lb/acre
of acid phosphate and 75 lb/acre of muriate of potash are
recommended. “With lower-priced potash coming on the
market, more potash should be used. Nitrate of soda does
not produce desirable results with soy beans, as to maturity,
yield, or financial returns.” Address: Delaware Agric. Exp.
Station, Newark.
1433. Wenholz, H. 1922. Summer leguminous crops:
Cowpeas, soybeans, and velvet beans. Agricultural Gazette
of New South Wales 33(5):323-31. May.
• Summary: “Soybeans grow fairly well on the coast, but for
green manuring purposes cowpeas compete too strongly for
them to make much headway. Good results have, however,
been secured from soybeans in the cooler tableland districts,
where velvet beans and cowpeas are out of the question on
account of the warmth and moisture they require.”
The section on “Soybeans” (p. 326-29) has the
following contents: Introduction. The utility of soybeans.
Planting. Varieties (Otootan, Hollybrook, Mammoth Yellow,
Haberlandt). As hay or fodder crop.
“For many years soybeans were tried on the North
Coast and in other warm districts on the western slopes, but
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without any sign of success. From this failure it has been
wrongly concluded that the climate of New South Wales is
wholly unsuited to the culture of soybeans.” Address: B.Sc.
(Agr.), Inspector of Agriculture.
1434. Jeter, F.H. 1922. Soy beans–A valuable crop. American
Fertilizer 56(11):81-82. June 3.
• Summary: Reprinted from The Progressive Farmer.
Discusses the growing importance of soybeans (with
emphasis on North Carolina), acid phosphate as a good
fertilizer, harvesting the beans, and the average yield to be
expected.
1435. Regis, Emile. 1922. La production coloniale: Les corps
gras [Colonial production: Oil-bearing materials]. Journal
Commercial et Maritime de la Societe pour la Defense du
Commerce et de l’Industrie (Marseilles) No. 2754. June 26.
p. 1-2. [Fre]
• Summary: The comparison of various figures presented
by the statistics show a general decrease in the export of
oil-bearing materials worldwide. We also want to note the
expansion of the market for soybeans (des soyas). Soybean
seeds (Les graines de soya), the export of which in 1918
was 534,800 tonnes (metric tons), reached a million tonnes
in 1919, a figure greatly surpassed since that time. Exports
of soy oil (des huiles de soya) have followed the same
trajectory, rising from 44,800 tonnes in 1918 to 170,000
tonnes in 1919. It is troublesome to confirm that the French
industry is a complete stranger to this market, due entirely to
a customs duty of 2.5 francs, which is slapped on the seeds
when they enter France.
However, there would be a very large general interest
if the French industry could take part, as England does, in
the development of the soybean market. Indeed, the French
oil industry has, in the course of these last years, increased
the number of its presses in a very considerable manner. On
the other hand, the foreign market is closing its doors, more
and more, to our oils. And one must also consider that the oil
industry will be called upon, perhaps sooner than we think,
to modernize its oil presses in Marseilles. But it risks finding
itself with equipment whose output (débit) is out of balance
with the market’s demand.
Thus, a partial but effective remedy to this problem
would be the possibility of the French oil industry interesting
itself in soybean seeds which, yielding only 15 to 17% oil,
would nourish the factories without encumbering the market
for oils.
On the other hand, agriculture would surely receive in
a favorable fashion an oilseed which would give a yield of
about 73% of an excellent cake.
Without going into detail concerning the principal
considerations which dispose of the examination of the
general edible oil market, we can now pass on to the second
part: What is the part taken by the French colonies in the

exportation of oilseeds and oils? Let’s look at the statistics.
Address: France.
1436. Bauer, F.C.; Haas, A.R.C. 1922. The effect of lime,
leaching, form of phosphate and nitrogen salt on plant and
soil acidity, and the relation of these to the feeding power of
the plant. Soil Science 13(6):461-80. June. [8 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Acidity and growth of soybeans.
Hydrogen ion concentration.
Summary: “The object of the experiments reported in
this paper was to study the effect of leaching and certain
fertilizer treatments on the acidity of the soil medium and
plant juices, and to determine whether the acidity bore
any relationship to the feeding power of the plant. For this
purpose soybeans and corn were grown in quartz sand
cultures which were variously treated with rock phosphate,
acid phosphate, limestone, sodium nitrate, and ammonium
nitrate. One series of the corn cultures was leached and the
other was not. The acidity determinations of the plant juices
included both the determination of the concentration of the
hydrogen ions and the total acidity. The more important
results of the investigations may be summarized as follows:
“1. Ground limestone, leaching, and the form of
phosphate and nitrogen salt had a marked effect on the
acidity of the soil medium and plant juices. The acidity
was closely related to the growth and feeding powers of the
plants.
“2. The use of ground limestone with soybeans increased
the amounts of soluble calcium in the soil solution, and
hence lessened the actual acidity of the soil and in general
the actual acidity of the juices of the plant. In a few cases the
limestone appeared to increase the vigor of growth which
was accompanied by increased acidity of the plant juices.
“10. In the two determinations made, ground limestone
appeared to lessen the actual acidity of the juice of soybean
nodules to a greater extent than it did the actual acidity of the
juice of the roots on which the nodules grew. The variation
in the actual acidity of the juice of the soybean nodules due
to liming was in the same direction as the variation in the
actual acidity of the juices of the top portions of the plant.”
Address: Agric. Exp. Station, Univ. of Wisconsin [Madison].
1437. Beemer, Alex W. 1922. The soy bean industry
(Continued–Document part II). Staley Journal (Decatur,
Illinois) 5(12):5-11. June.
• Summary: (Continued): The oil extracted from the bean
belongs to the semidrying class of oils. It has been used
extensively in the paint and varnish trade, and the consensus
of opinion of manufacturers is favorable to its continued
use. The Paint Manufacturers’ Association, at its annual
meeting in 1919, as a result of investigation, recommended
the increased use of soy bean oil in connection with linseed
oil wherever feasible. In some specialty paints it possesses
certain advantages over linseed oil. In ordinary paints it is
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claimed that it can be substituted for linseed oil to the extent
of about 20 to 25 per cent of oil used. It has been stated that
without the use of the soy bean oil, the market requirements
of paints and varnishes could not have been supplied in 1918.
It has also been used extensively in linoleum and printing
ink products, which heretofore have contained linseed oil.
It has been used extensively in the soap industry in this
country. As a soft soap making material, it has practically
displaced linseed oil. Methods have been discovered by
which soy bean oil can be used in the hard soap industry, in
which field it can be interchanged for cottonseed or cocoanut
oil. Cottonseed oil has been the most widely used of the
vegetable oils in the manufacture of soap, but it is a fact that
the consumption of soy bean oil in the soap industry in 1917
was practically on a parity with cottonseed oil. Glycerine is a
bi-product from the soy bean oil in the soap making process.
It is used in the lard substitute and oleomargarine industry. In
these products the oil is often first hydrogenated (hardened
by a chemical process) and at the same time deodorization
is practically completed. Cottonseed oil has been in general
use, but soy bean oil would probably answer the purpose
just as well. The oil has come into use as a salad and table
oil, and a number of firms are packing it alone for sale to the
retail trade. Other uses of the oil are in the manufacture of
rubber substitutes and waterproofing compounds.
“Good Crop of Illinois Farmers: The soy bean is a crop
which can be grown to advantage on every farm in Illinois.
On some of the lighter types of soil it will do proportionately
better than corn, provided inoculation is present. It will
grow on acid soils better than most clovers, but is helped
by applications of limestone. It is a good seed producer,
yielding from 10 to 35 bushels per acre, depending upon the
soil, variety and climatic conditions. The quality of the beans
grown is better than the Manchurian article, due perhaps
to better seed selection and more advanced agricultural
practice. About 1000 varieties have been introduced into
the United States in the past ten years but by the process of
selection and imitation the list has been narrowed down to a
few standard varieties. Some of the more popular varieties
adapted to Illinois conditions are Perley Mongol, A.K., Ito
San, Manchu, Sable, Black Eyebrow, Ebony and Ohio 9035.
Any farmer can learn the variety suited to his conditions
by consulting the state agricultural college or his county
agricultural agent. The growing and handling of the crop can
be accomplished by the ordinary farm equipment without
any additional machinery.
“An ordinary threshing machine can be very quickly
altered so as to thresh beans without splitting them. In
New York, Michigan and Wisconsin, where beans have for
many years occupied an important position, a device has
been used which is a combination of harvester and thresher.
We understand that this machine is very successful in its
operation and very moderate in cost. Where several members
of a community are arranging to plant from twenty to fifty

acres of soy beans each, they may very profitably join in the
purchase of one or more of these harvesters which should
pay for itself on the first crop.
“To the average farmer who is desirous of following
more advanced ideas of agricultural practice, soy beans
should appeal strongly. They fit remarkably well into the
rotation as practiced in this state. Due to climatic conditions
the farmer is quite often late in getting his corn planted.
Soy beans make an admirable substitute for a part of the
corn acreage in a case of this kind, as they can be planted
later than corn, and in this way the spring work is better
distributed. They require only two or three cultivations, and
by choosing the proper varieties the harvest will come just
before winter wheat seeding time. The wheat may then be
sown in the soy bean stubble without any further preparation.
The Ohio experiment station has shown that the average
yield of wheat following soy beans is 10.3 bushels greater
than that following corn. The clover crop which is depended
upon for soil improvement in Illinois, very often fails, due
to many different causes, and in this event soy beans make
a very acceptable substitute, as they have the property of
extracting nitrogen from the inexhaustible supply in the air
by means of the bacteria which exists upon the roots, thereby
enriching the soil and promoting chemical activity. The
farmer who grows soy beans can be assured of a comparative
freedom from insect pests and plant diseases, as they have
so far been subject to but few ailments of this nature. The
straw obtained from threshing the soy bean makes a valuable
feed for all kinds of live stock, and is considered a valuable
roughage.
Chance for Development: It would seem as if the time
were ripe for a steady growth and development of the soy
bean industry in the United States. Although Europe is a
large consumer of the soy bean and its products, she will
never be much of a producer, as she must use all of her
available land for growing foodstuffs. Manchuria and China
have practically reached their limit, and by far the greater
bulk of the beans must go to feed their ever-increasing
populace. Besides, there is now an import tax of twenty
cents a gallon on soy bean oil into the United States, which
makes the importation of this article into this country
almost prohibitive. Inasmuch as soy bean oil is capable of
substitution into products using linseed and cottonseed oils,
let us analyze the situation from this viewpoint. The new
land available for flax seed production in this country has
reached its limit, and as flax is a hard crop on soils, the older
land devoted to this crop cannot be expected to maintain high
yields.
“In the South the depredations of the boll-weevil has
resulted in a reduction of the production of cottonseed. That
there is a demand for soy bean oil in this country can be seen
by consulting the reports of the United States Department of
Commerce, which shows that the importation of the oil grew
from 41,105,920 pounds in 1911, to 343,358,948 pounds in
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1918. A large part of this increase was due to war conditions.
Nevertheless, there has been a very decided development in
the use of soy bean oil as a substitute for both linseed oil and
cottonseed oil.
“Available statistics covering the years 1912 to 1918
inclusive, show that the use of cottonseed oil, as a lard
substitute decreased from 92 per cent to 83 per cent. At
the same time, the use of soy bean oil as a lard substitute
increased from 0 per cent to 4.7 per cent. Cottonseed oil
decreased in the butterine industry from 27 per cent to 12.8
per cent. The increase in soy bean oil for the same purpose
was from 1 per cent to 2.1 per cent. Cottonseed oil in the
soap industry decreased from 17 per cent. to 9.4 per cent,
while soy bean oil, for the same purpose, increased from 0.1
per cent to 9.3 per cent.
“Thus it is evident that the principal users in both the
linseed and the cottonseed industries will be active buyers of
soy bean oil. Some idea of the extent of this possible demand
in the United States is had when we consider that the annual
cottonseed crop averages about 12 billion pounds. The
average annual cottonseed oil production is about 1 billion.
300 million pounds.
“The average annual production of flax seed is about
700,000,000 pounds. To this may be added an average
importation of at least as much. Thus it becomes evident
that there is waiting in the United States alone, an enormous
possible consumption of soy oil” (Continued).
1438. Blackwell, C.P.; Jeffords, S.L. 1922. Soy beans. South
Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural College, Extension Circular
No. 36. 12 p. June.
• Summary: Contents: Introductory. Varieties (Otootan,
Wilson, Hollybrook, Guelph, Mikado, Barchet). Soil
adaptation. Soil preparation and methods of planting.
Inoculation. Fertilizers. Lime. Time of planting. Rate
of seeding. Method of cultivation. Time and method of
harvesting. Uses: Forage, hay, silage, cash crop, soil
improving crop. Soy bean enemies. Harvesters. Reasons for
planting soy beans.
Page 7: “To operate one of the commercial harvesters or
pickers it will be found necessary to have one man to drive
and one to stand in the rear end of the machine and keep the
excess of trash and empty pods thrown out of the hopper.
When the hopper is filled, the beans are emptied out and
screened and sacked. A third man can follow the machine
with a screen and sheet and keep the beans sacked without
stopping the picker. The hopper will hold from six to eight
bushels of beans, depending on the make of the machine.
The number of acres that one machine can handle in a day
will vary from four to six, and the length of harvesting
season will vary from ten to fifteen days. In the commercial
soy bean districts the farmers estimate that 40 to 50 acres is
about the amount that one harvester can take care of during
an average season.”

Photos show: (1) The Big Jumbo soy bean harvester
manufactured by Geo. E. Pritchard, Elizabeth City, North
Carolina. (2) The Little Giant soy bean harvester made by
Hardy & Newsom, La Grange, North Carolina. (3) Threshing
soy beans on an ordinary threshing machine after they have
been harvested with a reaper. Courtesy of International
Harvester Co. Address: 1. Chief of Agronomy Div., Clemson
Agricultural College, South Carolina.
1439. Park, J.B.; Willard, C.J.; Borst, H.L. 1922. Growing
soybeans in corn: Experiments on Ohio State University
Farm, Columbus. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Monthly Bulletin 7(5-6):75-78. May/June. Whole nos. 77-78.
• Summary: This is a preliminary report of experiments
conducted for the three-year period 1919-1921. A
comparison is made of corn alone, corn drilled with
soybeans, and soybeans alone. “The practical way of
combining corn and soybeans is to drill the two together
in the same row at the same time. This is best done with
a special attachment on the planter, or by double drilling.
Mixing the beans and corn in the planter box will not give a
satisfactory stand of corn.”
“Subject to the limitations mentioned, it seems probable
that under average Ohio conditions the combination will
produce more feed per acre than corn alone both for silage
and hogging-down.”
“The soybeans must be inoculated or they will compete
with the corn for nitrogen.” Address: Columbus, Ohio.
1440. Rear view of a farmer seated on a weeder, pulled by
two horses, through a field of young soybeans (Photograph).
1922.
• Summary: Permission to reproduce this photo was paid
for and received in Sept. 2006 from Bradley Kuennen,
Collections Assistant, Special Collections Department, 403
Parks Ave., Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA 50011-2140.
Letter (e-mail) from Kuennen. 2007. Jan. 8. The date
on the back of the photo is June 23, 1922. The fact that the
photo is part of the University Photograph Collection leads
me to believe that it was definitely taken on Iowa State
College (University) grounds. However there is nothing on
the image or written on the back that helps to identify the
location.
Note: This photo appeared on the cover and on p. 176
of the following publication: Mighell, A.; Hughes, H.D.;
Wilkins, F.S. 1934. “Soybeans in Iowa farming.” Iowa Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 309. p. 145-206. April. Address:
Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
1441. Thatcher, L.E. 1922. Corn and soybeans for silage:
Yields obtained in experiments at Wooster. Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station, Monthly Bulletin 7(5-6):79-81. May/
June. Whole nos. 77-78.
• Summary: “The results obtained [1917-1921] from
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growing soybeans with corn for silage by the Agronomy
Department of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station at
Wooster agree, in the main, with those obtained at Columbus
by the Department of Farm Crops as reported in the
preceding article, ‘Growing Soybeans in Corn’ [in this same
issue of the Monthly Bulletin, p. 75-78].
“This experiment indicates that in a combination of
soybeans and corn or sunflowers, the yield of the soybeans
is determined by the amount of competition with the
companion crop, a competition which varies greatly with the
rate and method of planting and with weather conditions, as
is pointed out in the preceding article.”
Tables show: (1) Yield of corn and soybeans planted in
same hills for silage (tons per acre), 1904-05, 1913-17. (2)
Yield of corn and soybeans for silage, 1917, tons per acre.
(3) Yield of corn and soybeans for silage, based on date of
planting each. (4) Combination crops planted in the same hill
(Blue Ridge corn, Blue Ridge corn and soybeans, soybeans
alone, sunflowers alone, sunflowers and soybeans). The
highest total yield comes from sunflowers alone (14.25 tons/
acre) followed by Blue ridge corn alone (11.37 tons/acre).
Address: Ohio.
1442. Jordan, Sam M. 1922. The onward march of soys:
Long is the list of this crop’s sturdy virtues. Country
Gentleman 87(26):5. Aug. 5.

• Summary: “Soy-Bean” Sam Jordan discusses the
advantages of growing soybeans in the Corn Belt. Contents:
Introduction. Talking and writing soys. How the title [“SoyBean Sam”] was won. When the corn crop failed. No fear
of overproduction. A photo shows a spot in the field where
wireworms took most of the corn stand, and soy beans are
taking the place of weeds. Address: Columbia, Missouri.
1443. Briggs, Glenn. 1922. Leguminous crops for Guam.
Guam Agricultural Experiment Station, Island of Guam,
Bulletin No. 4. Aug. 29 p.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses of legumes: As
a feed, as soil builders, as a cover crop, as catch crop, as a
green manure crop, as a windbreak. Adaptation to Guam.
Growing legumes. Harvesting. Storing seed. Feeding value.
Selection of crop. Varieties. Legumes found on the island.
Summary.
Soybeans are first mentioned in the section titled
“Harvesting” (p. 8-9), which states: “A shelling percentage
record was kept on a number of cover crops when harvested,
with the following results: Cowpeas, 69.2 per cent... soy
beans 60 per cent.”
The section on “Selection of the crop” (p. 10) states:
“... the Guam station has tested a number of legumes to
determine their adaptability to Guam conditions. Those
included in the observations were cowpeas, velvet beans,
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soy beans, pigeon peas, jack beans, mungo [mung] beans
(Phaseolus aureus or P. mungo), alfalfa, Patani beans
(chochomeco, Phaseolus lunatus sp...”).
The section titled “Soy beans (Glycine soja or Soja
max)” (p. 17-18) gives details on this new crop. “Soy beans
have not been grown on the island for a length of time
sufficient to warrant the drawing of definite conclusions
regarding their adaptability. Judging from present
indications, however, it is thought that they might become a
valuable crop. Eight varieties of soy beans were planted in a
variety test on May 22 (Plate VIII), and with the exception
of the Biloxi variety (Plate IX, Fig. 1), which gave a good
germination at the start, had to be replanted on June 5, 1920.
The results of the test are shown in the following table: For
each of the 8 varieties (Mammoth Yellow, Laredo, Hahto,
Tokio, Haberlandt, Virginia, Biloxi, and Barchett [sic,
Barchet]) it shows: Date of blossoming. Height of plants at
harvest time. Date of first harvest. Yield of seed per acre.
Remarks. Biloxi gave by far the largest yield (3,600 lb/acre),
followed by Laredo (2,150), and Barchett (1,625).
A footnote states: “Since these results were obtained
during extremely wet and unfavorable weather, it is thought
that very much better results would be had in a favorable
season.” Photos show: (1) Pods and seeds of the 8 varieties.
(2) Rows of Biloxi soy bean growing at Biloxi, Mississippi.
Photo from the USDA Bureau of Plant Industry.
The summary (p. 28-29) states: “Soy beans and
peanuts [“cacaguate”] give promise of becoming valuable
leguminous crops.” The summary and last chapter
also mention adzuki beans, seguidilla (Psophocarpus
tetragonoloba [sic, tetragonolobus]), and kudzu (Pueraria
thunbergiana).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2010)
concerning soybeans in Guam, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Guam. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Guam, or the cultivation of soybeans in Guam
(22 May 1920). The source of these soybeans was probably
the Bureau of Plant Industry, USA.
Note 2. Concerning a “catch crop” we read (p. 4) that it
“is one that is grown as an intermediate between two crops
in an ordinary rotation, or between the rows of another crop.
The purpose of a catch crop is to utilize the land to its fullest
extent. Leguminous crops make the best catch crop because
they remove very little fertility from the soil, especially if the
vines are returned to it.” Address: Guam.
1444. Gibson, Frederick. 1922. Sunburn and aphid injury
of soybeans and cowpeas. Arizona Agricultural Experiment
Station, Technical Bulletin No. 2. p. 41-48. Sept. 15.
• Summary: “During the fall of 1920, the attention of the
writer was directed to a spotting of the leaves of cowpeas
and soybeans growing on the Salt River Valley Farm near
Mesa, Arizona... In the spring of 1921, the Department
of Agronomy of the Experiment Station planted plots of

soybeans to determine the effect of the time of planting on
the amount of growth and on the quantity and quality of the
seed produced, and these plots were placed at the disposal
of the writer for pathological study. The varieties used in the
plots were Otootan, Biloxi, Virginia, and Mandarin. Planting
was begun on April 5 and was continued on the first and
fifteenth days of each month following until August 15. All
four varieties were planted on each of these dates. Other
soybeans under observation were Barchet, Shanghai, Tokio,
and Peking.” Six small photos (Plate I, p. 47) show healthy
and unhealthy Virginia and Biloxi soybeans; aphids caused
much of the injury. Plate II shows the soybean leaf and cells
with fungal growth from Alternaria spores. Address: Fellow
Asst. in Plant Pathology, Tucson.
1445. Woodworth, C.M. 1922. Re: Machine for harvesting
and threshing soy beans. Letter to W.J. Morse, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, Oct. 19. 1 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “On your last visit to Urbana you told about the
machine for harvesting and threshing soy beans in the same
operation–a combined harvester and thresher. At the time
you thought it gave considerable promise.
“If you happen to have in your office, any description
including diagrams and drawings of this machine or could
tell me what manufacturing company is building them, so
that I could write to them for further information, I shall
greatly appreciate receiving the same.
“It seems to me that a machine of this kind would be a
very valuable machine for our work here and provided it did
a clean job of harvesting and threshing, it would save a great
amount of work for the farmer who is growing his beans for
seed.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 11–Illinois. Folder #5–Illinois Exp.
Station.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Asst. Prof. of Plant Breeding,
Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1446. Gordon Bean Harvester Co, 1922. Save soy beans and
save money (Ad). Independent (The) (Elizabeth City, North
Carolina). Oct. 20. p. 8.
• Summary: “The Gordon Bean Harvester is the Oldest on
the market.
“It is the best; More Gordons have been sold than all
others.
“Because of its lasting construction and the way it saves
beans, it is the cheapest.
“We are prepared to take care of your orders. If you
haven’t the cash, we can make time arrangements.”
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In a small box inside the ad: “Carts built to order: See us
if you need a cart. We can save you money because we have
a big shop, good equipment and good mechanics who do the
work.”
“’The one farm implement that lasts a lifetime; get the
Gordon–a good one.”
A photo shows a man standing atop a Gordon harvester
which is pulled by horses. Address: Matthews St., Elizabeth
City, North Carolina. Phone: 744.
1447. Independent (The) (Elizabeth City, North Carolina).
1922. Showing the farmers many modern methods. Oct. 20.
p. 1.
• Summary: “Farmers of this section attending the Fair here
last week had more demonstrators of farm machinery present
to discuss labor saving machinery for the rural residents than
ever before.”
“...; the Scott, the Gordon, and the Pritchard Soy Bean
Harvesters were also shown to the farmers.”
1448. Wilkins, F.S. 1922. Growing soy beans as a cash crop:
Soy bean meeting in Missouri shows opportunities for wider
use of crop. Wallaces’ Farmer 47(42):1232. Oct. 20.
• Summary: “What is the future of soy beans as a cash
crop? This was one of the important questions discussed at a
meeting of farmers and experiment station workers interested
in soy bean production, last month.
“According to Professor J.C. Hackleman, of the
University of Illinois, the future is bright for the production
of soy beans for the manufacture of oil and oil meal. He
stated that the producers and manufacturers should work as
a unit to advertise the feeding value of soy bean oil meal, so
as to create a market. He stated that in his opinion it would
be necessary for the growers to concede considerably in the
price of beans than they really could afford for two or three
years until the industry becomes more firmly established.”
“W.E. Riegel, a large producer of soy beans living near
Tolono, Illinois,” said that soy beans on good land will
produce a yield of slightly more than one-third as much as
corn.
Soy beans of the viny type, such as Virginia or Wilson,
produce much better on thin [poor] land than beans of the
bushy type.
“Mr. Alex W. Beemer, representing the A.E. Staley
Manufacturing Company, of Decatur, Illinois,... stated that
his company will manufacture soy bean oil and oil meal
this fall at their plant, which is engaged primarily in the
production of corn products. He stated that since a large
part of their equipment is idle during the year, that the soy
bean oil manufacture fits admirably into their operations.
His company already has a unit for extracting soy bean oil
ready for operation this fall and will build more units as soon
as the availability of beans warrants.” A photo shows a man
(wearing a straw hat) in a field of soy beans planted with

corn. Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station.
1449. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1922. How to
make hay of the soy bean crop. 5(5):15. Oct.
• Summary: “Having received many inquiries concerning
the proper time and method of cutting soy bean hay, Harrison
Fahrnkopf, farm adviser of McLean County, makes the
following reply in the Bloomington Pantagraph:” [Central
Illinois].
“There are many small patches of beans in the county
and indications are that a large number of them will be cut
for hay. It seems assured that many milk cows are going to
have the privilege of eating a new roughage this winter.
“If the hay is properly made the cows will feel that they
have gotten something that is almost if not quite as good as
alfalfa. The chemist tells us, as far as analysis is concerned,
soy bean hay when properly made ranks right along with
alfalfa hay.
“Before cutting for hay the beans should be pretty well
formed in the pods. Some make a practice of cutting any
time between the time beans first start to form in the pod
and the falling of the leaves. Best results, however, seem
to be secured when pods are allowed to become pretty well
filled. Also the leaves should begin approaching maturity
somewhat, but should not be so far along that they will be
lost at time of cutting. In other words, cut when the bean is
well formed but before the leaves begin to fall.
“The most common way of cutting is with the mower.
After mowing leave in the swath for a day or perhaps a little
longer. Then rake into wind rows and if desired the hay can
be allowed to finish curing in this manner. Or, and it seems a
little more advisable to do so, they may be bunched in small
shocks and be allowed to cure for four or five days. The soy
bean should stay in the field several days after cutting it for
hay. After you once get it started on the road to curing it will
stand quite a lot of bad weather. If you put in the mow too
soon, although it seems to be in fairly good condition, you
are very apt to have some bad hay on your hands.
“A few men cut for hay with a binder. Do not bind your
bundles too tightly or make them too large. If you plan to
keep some for feeding the brood sows in the winter, it is
advisable to let them get pretty well along toward maturity
before cutting. These can be handled nicely with a binder and
are almost ideal for feeding to the brood sows in the winter.
“In cutting for seed you will, of course, want the beans
to become almost matured and usually the leaves will be
practically all off at the time the beans are cut. It should
be shocked and allowed to dry out completely before you
attempt to thresh them. If you thresh a large quantity be sure
that you do not pile them up in a small, tight bin.”
1450. Estrada, Mario. 1922. La soja: Una planta con pasado
y porvenir. Estudio preliminar sobre su cultivo [The soybean:
A plant with a past and a future. A preliminary study on its
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cultivation]. Nuestra Tierra 6(108):262-65.
Oct. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Why
should one plant soya? The growing
importance of soya. Description of the
soybean plant. Experiments in José C. Paz,
Junín (Buenos Aires province), Guatraché
(Central Pampa), and San Rafael, Argentina:
Varieties tested were Soja Mammoth
(planted 10 Dec. 1921 in José C. Paz;
yielded 1,166 kg/ha of seed), Wilson
(planted 17 Dec. 1921 in Junin yielded
1,000 kg/ha; and in Guatraché it gave the
same yield), Ito San (planted 8 Jan. 1921 in
José C. Paz yielded 1,014 kg/ha, but planted
again on 14 Jan. 1922 it yielded only 348
kg/ha; planted on 3 Dec. in Junín it yielded
810 kg/ha), Pekin [Peking] (planted 20 Dec.
1920 in José C. Paz yielded 2,312 kg/ha;
planted on 3 Dec. in Junín it yielded 1,060
kg/ha, etc.). Instructions for cultivation.
Sowing. Harvest. An illustration (not
original) shows a typical soybean plant.
Photos show: (1) Varieties of soya
growing at the experimental farm of the Buenos Aires
Railroad to the Pacific (Ferrocarril Buenos Aires al Pacifico)
at José C. Paz. The seeds that were multiplied at this nursery
came from the Arlington Experimental Farm in Virginia
(connected with the USDA). (2) A man standing in a field
of Mammoth variety of soybeans at José C. Paz. (3) A man
standing in a field where variety tests of soybeans are being
conducted in Junín. (4) Sowing of soybeans with a horsedrawn corn planter at Junin in Buenos Aires province; a man
wearing a hat is sitting on the machine. (5) Five men hoeing
a field of Pekin variety soybeans.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2016)
worldwide that describes a railroad company promoting
soybeans by growing them at an experimental farm.
Note 2. At the end of this article is a small (3.5 x 2.25
inch) ad for soybean seeds (Semilla de Soja) of the varieties
Pekin [Peking], Wilson, and Ito San, as well as the Early
Buff cowpea variety. They are available from Argerich 3045,
Buenos Aires [Argentina]. Address: Argentina.
1451. Montel, D. 1922. Essai d’une bibliographie récente
de la production des matières grasses [Attempt at a recent
bibliography on the production of oils and fats]. Bulletin des
Matieres Grasses de l’Institut Colonial de Marseille No.
9&10. p. 281-83. [47 soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: List of principal abbreviations (of
periodical titles, p. 237-41). Peanuts (arachide, p. 242-47).
Coconut tree (p. 247+). Sesame (p. 280-81). Soya (soja, p.
281-83). Sunflower (p. 283).
Note: This bibliography contains many errors and

omissions of basic information in its references. All titles are
cited in French, even when the original was not in French.
Address: Librarian of the Colonial Institute of Marseille.
1452. Rudolfs, W. 1922. Influence of sulfur oxidation upon
growth of soy beans and its effect on bacterial flora of soil.
Soil Science 14(4):247-63. Oct. [24 ref]
• Summary: Sulfured soils treated with superphosphate
yielded the largest crops. The root systems of soy bean
plants and also nodule formation were stimulated by small
quantities of sulfur and depressed by larger amounts. “Sulfur
with acid phosphate in addition produced the best soy bean
plants, while the series receiving rock phosphate in addition
were poorest.”
Photos (p. 263) show: (1) “Soy bean plants grown in soil
which had not received fertilizers for 30 years. Sulfur alone
added.” Five pots; No. 1 is check.
(2) “Soy bean plants grown in soil which had been
fertilized for more than 30 years to which sulfur alone
added.” Five pots; No. 1 is check. Address: New Jersey
Agric. Exp. Station.
1453. Independent (The) (Elizabeth City, North Carolina).
1922. Soy bean industry gets a big boost: various makes of
harvesters tested Tuesday on Weeksville Farm. Nov. 3. p. 1.
• Summary: “An Elizabeth City industry yet in its infancy
was given a big boost Tuesday when several makes of soy
bean harvesters were given a tryout on the farm of Victor
Meads in Salem township.
“In this test which took place in a heavy growth of
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beans, the beans were in a green state, making it harder on
the harvesters. Four types of bean harvesters competed.
These were the Scott one-man, and two-man harvesters,
manufactured by the Scott Sales Company of this city; the
Gordon two-man harvester, manufactured by the Gordon
Bean Harvester Company, also of this city; and the Little
Giant harvester, manufactured by Hardy & Newsom of La
Grange, N.C.
“F.V. Scott represented the Scott Sales Company at this
test, G.G. Markham the Gordon Company and Mr. Newsom
represented the La Grange firm.
“The test was made under the supervision of G.W. Falls,
agricultural agent of Pasquotank County, who was assisted
by E.R. Raynor, an expert on farm machinery.
“The results show that ‘the Gordon Harvester gathered
164 pounds or 2.73 bushels per acre in a given time, the
Scott one-man harvester gathered 155 pounds, or 25.8
bushels per acre, the two-man harvester 165 pounds or 27.5
bushels per acre; and the Little Giant 147 pounds or 24.5
bushels per acre.
“’Each machine harvested two rows and was pulled by
the same pair of mules. Two rows figured as one-tenth of an
acre in giving yield per acre. The beans were weighed after
having been run thru a cleaning machine.
“’The draft of the Gordon and Scott two-man machines
was about the same, but was considerably less than that of
the Little Giant, and the Scott one-man machine. But the
two latter had to be driven at a rapid rate to give good results
and keep them from choking up, and each of the two latter
machines were rather heavy on the pair of mules.’
“It is the opinion of County Agent Falls that Elizabeth
City manufacturers are turning out a good product. With
the increase of the industry thruout the country, the demand
for these machines is going to mean a lot to their producers.
Elizabeth City manufacturers are spending a lot to improve
their products, and with the start they have on the rest of the
manufacturers springing up thruout the country, they have
little to fear from competition so long as they keep up their
improvements.
“One other harvester, that of G.E. Pritchard, did not go
in competition with the others at the test this week. But the
Pritchard harvester has been on the market sometime and has
also made a name for itself among soy bean growers.
“The Gordon harvesters are being turned out in large
numbers at the plant in this city and are being shipped all
over the country. The plant employs several mechanics and
turns over many dollars in this city annually.
“The Little Giant, manufactured at La Grange, N.C., is
also used a great deal in this section and is sold by SpenceHollowell Company, the big farm supply house of Elizabeth
City.
“The Scott Bean Harvesters have made a name for
themselves not only in Elizabeth City, but in every bean
growing section of the United States. Only the other day,

three bean harvesters were sent to distant points. One of
them went by express to Locus Ridge in Louisiana right near
the Texas border. This order from such a distance is a good
advertisement for the Scott, because the express charges
amounted to almost as much as the original cost of the
harvester.
“Mr. Scott has placed his harvesters on the farms of
12 states–Illinois, Indiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, Georgia,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia,
Louisiana and North Carolina.”
1454. Mathews, I.J. 1922. Soy beans help the ground.
Hoard’s Dairyman 64(16):447. Nov. 3.
• Summary: “In this county we have been studying soy
beans intensively for the last five years... And as the years
come and go, more men are added to the ranks of the soy
bean enthusiasts when they find that this crop offers them a
way out in their live stock operations.” Discusses soybean
cultural practices, including the importance of inoculation,
depth of planting, and use of fertilizer. “With the recent work
of Purdue Univ. which indicates that ground soy beans and
corn will produce as good gains on hogs as corn and tankage,
provided a proper mineral ration is used to supplement the
ground soy beans, it looks as though the live stock farmer
were going to see the fruition of that old slogan, ‘Grow your
own protein’.”
A photo shows a field of soy beans growing in rows.
Caption: “Soy beans are unusual nitrogen gatherers. A
20-bushel [per acre] crop of soy beans will carry 40% more
protein and 25% more fat than a 50-bushel crop of corn;
or 30% more protein and 65% more fat than a 2-ton crop
of clover hay. They are especially adapted to sandy soils.”
Address: Indiana.
1455. Heinze, B. 1922. Ueber den Anbau der chinesischen
Oelbohne (Soja hispida) in unserem eigenen Lande und
deren Bedeutung fuer unsere Land- und Volkswirtschaft
und fuer die Volksgesundheit [On the culture of “Chinese
oilbeans” (soybeans, Soja hispida) in our own country, and
their significance for our agriculture, economy, and national
health]. Chemische Umschau auf dem Gebiete der Fette,
Oele, Wachse und Harze 29(47/48):361-63. Nov. 30. [Ger]
Address: Halle (Saale), Germany.
1456. Wiancko, A.T.; Mulvey, R.R. 1922. Soybeans in
Indiana. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 238 (Revised ed.). 16 p. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Place in the
rotation. Soil preparation. Soil fertilization. Inoculation.
Time, method, and rate of planting. Cultivation. Harvesting.
Threshing. Varieties. Table V (p. 14-15) gives a “Summary
of results of tests of varieties of soybeans for seed and
hay production, 1903-1922.” The variety that was named
Hollybrook in the original March 1920 edition is now named
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“Midwest (Hollybrook).” First tested in 1905-09, it was
also tested in 1917-21. Four varieties that had only numbers
in 1916-22 are now named: Pinpu (28050), Wea (30600),
Dunfield (36846), and Aksarben (36576, named by the
Nebraska Station). Varieties tested in 1919-22 were Ito San
(check), A.K., and Arlington.
A sidebar summary facing page 3 states: “Indiana
farmers should make more extensive use of the soybean.
Its chief value on the ordinary farm lies in its high feeding
quality, as either grain, hay, or green forage, and in its
beneficial effect upon the productiveness of the soil for
crops which follow in the rotation. The soybean should find
a place wherever additional protein feed is required, as it
will readily take the place of such high-priced concentrates
as tankage and cottonseed meal. On account of its nitrogenfixing ability, it provides an excellent leguminous substitute
whenever clover fails in the rotation. A fair trial of the
soybean will easily demonstrate its claim to an important
place in Indiana agriculture.”
The photos are similar to those in the 1920 edition. One
additional photo (p. 16) shows soybean hay in cocks on a
farm near Clark’s Hill, Indiana.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013) that
mentions the soybean variety Midwest.
1457. Brown, W.H. comp. 1922. The farmers’ handbook.
4th ed. Sydney, NSW, Australia: New South Wales Dept. of
Agriculture. vi + 966 p. See p. 565-67. Illust. 24 cm. 1st ed.
was 1911. 3rd ed. was 1918. 5th ed. was 1943.
• Summary: Section 7, “Leguminous crops (p. 532-89),
has the following contents: Introduction: Soil inoculation,
summer crops (incl. soybeans), winter legumes. Lucerne
[alfalfa] (now the chief leguminous crop of NSW). Cowpeas.
Soy beans. Velvet beans. Peanuts. Field peas. Vetches and
tares. Clovers (the 3 basic types are annual, biennial, and
perennial, and there are several varieties of each, in the
genera Trifolium and Medicago). Medics (incl. Burr medics,
Spineless medics), trefoils (Medicago lupulina {English
trefoil}), and crowfoots (Erodium sp.).
The subsection on soybeans (p. 565-67) states:
“Introduction: A crop which is grown to the extent of
190,000 acres in the United States seems surely to merit
some place in the agriculture of New South Wales, which in
many parts is climatically similar to America.
“For many years soybeans were tried on the North
Coast and in other warm districts on the western slopes, but
without any sign of success. From this failure it has been
wrongly concluded that the climate of New South Wales is
wholly unsuited to the culture of soybeans. Evidence is now
available to the effect that it is in the cooler climates of the
State chiefly that soybeans will be generally most successful.
On the North Coast, both velvet beans and cowpeas are
too strong competitors as green manures or even as fodder
crops, with perhaps the exception of one outstanding variety

of soybeans. Though resistant to a certain amount of dry
weather, soybeans are not sufficiently drought-resistant to
stand the long dry spells experienced during the summer
in the western districts, except in favoured localities on the
slopes.
“Although killed by heavy frost, soybeans will stand a
considerable amount of frost without injury, and have already
been successfully grown on parts of the Northern, Central,
and Southern Tablelands.”
“The utility of soybeans: The soybean is one of the most
important crops of China and Japan, and from these countries
a large amount of soybean oil is exported, some of which
finds its way into Australia.” The semi-drying oil is used
chiefly in the manufacture of paint and soap.
“It is not, however, as a grain crop for this purpose that
it is likely to make headway here. Apart from its value as
green manure (being a legume, it maintains or increases the
nitrogen of the soil also), the soybean excels mainly–(1)
as a grain crop for hogging down, on account of its heavy
production of seed of very high protein and oil content and
excellent feeding value, and (2) as an emergency hay crop
on account of the high value of its fodder... the hay is about
equal in feeding value to lucerne hay, and superior to clover
hay, and it has the added virtue of being able to produce
good crops of hay on soils too poor or too sour for clover or
lucerne.
“Unlike cowpeas, the soybean ripens all its seed at about
the same time; on the tablelands, the best varieties take about
four months to reach the hay or fodder stage, and about 5
months to mature seed.”
The soybean is comparatively free from attacks of
insects and diseases. Even the seed in storage is not affected
by the bean weevil which infests cowpeas and other beans
so badly. Rabbits are, however, very partial to the crop, even
when plenty of other feed is available...”
Planting: The best time to soy soybeans is a little after
maize has been planted. “Soybean seed heats very quickly in
storage (especially in a warm, moist climate) and also loses
its germinating power very quickly if kept for any length of
time, especially over one season.
Varieties: “Of the varieties tried so far in New South
Wales, the following seem to do best:” Otootan, Hollybrook,
Mammoth Yellow, Haberlandt.
As a hay or fodder crop: “It is as an emergency hay crop
that soybeans are destined to fill a place in our tableland
agriculture.” The soybean’s five chief qualities are described.
Address: Editor of Publications, New South Wales Dep. of
Agriculture, Sydney, Australia.
1458. Cain, G.D. 1922. Station No. 3: North Louisiana
Experiment Station, Calhoun. Louisiana Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 33:11-13. For the year
1920.
• Summary: Mentions “pea vine hay” [from cowpeas]. “In
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the variety tests of soy beans, the largest yields for hay were
made by Arlington and Virginia. They also seemed to yield
the largest amount of grain of any of the new varieties tried
at this Station.
“Grazing hogs on corn and soybeans gave 667.67 lbs. of
pork per acre. The yield of beans was not estimated... Where
cowpeas were substituted for the soybeans in the grazing
experiment, 12.3 pounds of pork were per bushel of corn.”
Address: Asst. Director in Charge.
1459. Davenport, Eugene. 1922. Progress of investigations.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
34:1-20. For the year ended June 30, 1921. See p. 11-13.
• Summary: The section titled “Agronomy” states (p. 13):
“A pure-line selection of soybeans is also gaining favor in
certain localities of the state. Investigations on inheritance
in the small grains and soybeans are under way, and the
possibilities appear great of producing superior strains by
combining the good qualities of various distinct lines by
cross-breeding, and also by isolating promising selections.”
Address: Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1460. Hromadko, Jar. 1922. Soja a jeji pestovani v Cechach
[Soy and its culture in Bohemia]. Roudnice nad Labem.
[Cze]*
• Summary: Webster’s New Geographical Dictionary (1988)
defines Bohemia as the western part of Czechoslovakia. Its
capital is Prague.
Wikipedia (May 2020) states: Roudnice nad Labem
(German: Raudnitz an der Elbe) is a town in the Ustí nad
Labem Region in the Czech Republic, on the left bank of the
Elbe River (Czech: Labe), 40 kilometres (25 mi) north of
Prague. Address: Czechoslovakia.
1461. Hunnicutt, Benjamin Harris. 1922. A cultura do feijao
soja [The cultivation of soybeans]. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil:
Typ. Revista dos Tribunaes. 21 p. [Por]
• Summary: This is an expanded edition of his 1920 booklet
by a similar title. Contents: Introduction. Agricultural history.
Botany. Botanical description. Soil. Climate. Desirable
characteristics. Varieties (tested in Brazil, and grown in
the USA). Preparation of the soil. Planting (the seeds).
Inoculation. Period of growth and days to maturity. Time
of cutting for hay. Fertilizer / manure. Companion crops /
intercropping. Crop rotation. Production of seeds. Use of
the soybean as a forage crop. Feeding soybeans to pigs.
Diseases. Varietal improvement. Comparison of the soybean
with the cowpea.
Photos show: (1) A close-up of a man in a field of
soybeans. (2) A soybean plant next to a ruler for size
comparison. (3) A field of soybeans. Address: Prof., Director
of the Agricultural School of Lavras (da Escola Agricola de
Lavras), [Brazil].

1462. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report. 1922. Department of Entomology. 35:28-31.
For the year ending June 30, 1922.
• Summary: “Up to the present the soybean has been
practically free from insect pests but with the rapidly
increasing acreage in this crop we may anticipate some
trouble from this source. The past year one pest of
importance became evident. This is what we have heretofore
called the clover root circulio (Sitona hispidulus) although
specimens sent to the U.S. Bureau of Entomology were
determined as an European species (Sitona crinita) probably
a recent importation. There is reason to question this
determination.” Note: In 1993 these two species were called
Sitona hispidula and S. crinitus respectively.
“This insect, which seems to attack soybeans in Indiana
only when following clover, destroys the young plants by
eating the buds and riddling the foliage. From observations
to date it would seem that control lies in a rotation which
is practical in this case since it is not desirable as a rule to
follow clover with soybeans.”
Note: The Chief of Entomology is currently John J.
Davis, B.S. Address: Lafayette, Indiana.
1463. Kidder, A.F. 1922. Station No. 2: Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 33:9-11. For the year 1921.
• Summary: In fertilizer experiments: “Soybeans in corn,
followed by cotton, in a two year rotation of corn and cotton
produced considerably more cotton than adjoining plats
given over to the same rotation without soybeans.”
Crop production: “Different varieties of cowpeas and
soybeans are being planted for grain as well as for hay.”
Address: Agronomist and Asst. Director in Charge.
1464. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, Augustine W. 1922. Report
of the Department of Soil Chemistry and Bacteriology.
The influence of lime on the yield and nitrogen content of
soybeans. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 43:355-56. For the year ending June 30, 1922.
• Summary: “The season of 1921 completes a continuous
record with soybeans on sassafras loam soil, limed and
unlimed plots, for a period of 9 years. The lime (ground
limestone) is applied at the rate of 2 tons per acre at intervals
of 5 years. Acid phosphate and muriate of potash are used in
liberal amounts, but no commercial nitrogen is used.
“During the season of 1921, six varieties of beans were
grown on limed plots and also on corresponding unlimed
plots. Six other varieties were grown on limed plots only.
The beans were grown to maturity and threshed for seed. The
results are reported in table 6.
The six samples grown on the limed plots of the first
section show an average yield of 17.1 bushels per acre, and
those in the second section an average of 19.8 bushels per
acre. Swan, Manchu, Austin and Virginia show a yield of 19
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bushels or over per acre.
“The average percentage of nitrogen in the beans from
limed plots is 6.6 per cent with 3 samples running slightly
over 7 per cent.
“The soil of the unlimed section has become so
unfavorable in condition as to be almost unproductive,
the average yield for these plots being only 1.25 bushels
per acre. It may be pointed out also that the percentage of
nitrogen in these is slightly lower than in the beans from
the limed sections. On the other hand, the percentage of
nitrogen in the stalks from the unlimed section is distinctly
higher than in the stalks from the limed section. This is
contrary to the usual experience and may possibly be due to
the presence, in the former, of immature pods which did not
thresh out properly.
“The total nitrogen recovered from the limed section
varies from 60 to 104.7 pounds per acre, the average being
about 80 pounds for the first 6 varieties and 90.7 for the
second 6 varieties.
The average recovery for the unlimed plots was less than
10 pounds per acre.
“Although this is a rather extreme case, it affords a
striking example of the value of lime in winning nitrogen
from air through the use of leguminous crops. Each year the
limed beans have returned about twice as much nitrogen as is
returned by an ordinary crop of corn, wheat or hay, and still
after 9 years show no nitrogen deficiency, nor does the soil
get perceptibly poorer in nitrogen.
“It would not be desirable in most cases to grow
soybeans year after year on the same land, but the work
shows how valuable they would be as an aid in maintaining
soil fertility could they be made one of the crops of the
rotation.”
Table 6 shows “The influence of lime on the yield and
nitrogen content of soybeans–1921.” The varieties tested
are: Baird, Swan, Wilson, Ebony, Edna, Minn. No. 115,
Haberlandt, Manchu, Manhattan, Austin, Elton, and Virginia.
The highest yield was 24.3 bushels per acre from Manchu on
limed soil. Address: 1. Soil Chemist and Bacteriologist; 2.
Assoc. Soil Chemist. Both: New Brunswick, New Jersey.
1465. McCallan, E.A. 1922. Report of the Director of
Agriculture for the year 1921. Reports of the Board and
Department of Agriculture, Bermuda For the year 1921. p.
7-29.
• Summary: The section titled “Vegetable Experiments”
states (p. 9): “Hollybrook and Ito San soy beans were planted
on eleventh July [1921], and the former especially gave a
good crop of beans. The cultivation of the soy beans as a
summer crop is strongly recommended. The green shelled
beans are delicious for table use, the plant is an excellent
fodder, and is a valuable nitrogenous green manure when
the soil is inoculated with its bacteria. As a green manure it
does not yield as heavily as the cowpea, but is more cheaply

plowed under.”
Page 12, under “Green and Stall Manuring,” notes:
“Nearly all the vegetable plots were planted to Mammoth
Yellow soy beans, after having received a moderate dressing
of stall manure. Eight tons per acre was produced, the greater
part of which was forked under for green manure, and the
remainder fed to the stock.” Address: Director of Agriculture,
Agricultural Station, Bermuda.
1466. Relazione sul primo triennio di vita della stazione
[Report on the first three years in the life of the Bari
Agricultural Station]. 1922. Bari, Italy: Stazione Agraria
Sperimentale–Bari. 94 p. See p. 41-43. [Ita]
• Summary: The section titled “Grain Legumes”
(Leguminose da Granella) (p. 41-43) states that in 19201921 soybeans (actually yellow soybeans, soia gialla) were
first cultivated with success at the Bari agricultural station.
Prof. Borzi, director of the Colonial Garden at Palermo, was
actively interested in soybeans. Address: Stazione Agraria
Sperimentale, Bari, Italy.
1467. Rouest, Leon. 1922. La culture du soja [Cultivation
of soya]. In: Congrès de la Production Coloniale, Marseille.
1922. Mémoires et Rapports sur les Matières Grasses
[Memoirs and Reports on Oils and Fats. Vol. 1]. Marseille
[Marseilles], France: Institut Coloniale. 476 p. See vol. 1, p.
344-57, 449-51. 28 cm. [100+ ref. Fre]
• Summary: This paper is largely taken from the chapter on
soybean cultivation in Rouest’s 1921 book titled Le soja et
son lait végétal: Applications agricoles et industrielles [The
soybean and its vegetable milk. Agricultural and industrial
applications]. However the bibliography for the soy chapter
(p. 449-51) is largely new.
Contents of soy chapter: Soybean varieties tested in
France: Yellow soybean, Soja d’Etampes, very early soybean
(black), Wilson Five, extra early from Podolia, very early
brown (selected by Mr. Carles de Carbonnière and tested
at Barthes in 1920). The soybean on the Experimental
Farms for New Crops in France. Sowing soybeans. Heat
units required for soybean germination (2500º to 3000º).
Importance of plant spacing. Quantity of seed per hectare.
The soybean during its vegetative growth. Comparison of the
vegetation of the soybean and the haricot at high altitudes.
Rolling the seeds (Roulage des semis) and crop maintenance.
Growth of the plant. The state of being acclimatized.
Enemies of the soybean.
Most soybean varieties grown on the Experimental
Farms for New Crops come from America. In 1920 the first
ones arrived at maturity. These American varieties include:
Wilson Five, Haberlandt, Tokio, Virginia, Hato [Hahto], and
Early Medium Green. The writer has applied the principles
of genetics, as articulated by Hugo de Vries, Blaringhem,
Bateson, etc., in working with these soybeans. Discusses the
work of l’abbé Vieules with soybeans in le Tarn, at l’Institut
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Génétique de Nages; he grew soybeans at an altitude of
800 meters (p. 349, 353, 355). Dr. Valette grew Manchurian
soybeans and harvested them at the end of September.
Contains a long bibliography of many crops, by crop
(p. 403-468); the bibliography on Soja is on pages 449-51.
Address: Director of the Experimental Farms for New Crops,
France (Directeur des Fermes Expérimentales de Néoculture
de France).
1468. U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census.
1922. Fourteenth census of the United States taken in the
year 1920. Volume V. Agriculture–General report and
analytical statistics. Washington, DC: Government Printing
Office. 935 p. See p. 777.
• Summary: Table 58 titled “Miscellaneous beans (Dry beans
other than edible)–Farms reporting, 1919 and 1909, and
acreage, production, and value, 1899 to 1919, by states” (p.
777) gives statistics for soy beans, castor beans, horse beans,
and other beans. Of these four types, soy beans are by far
the most important. Looking first at soy beans for the United
States as a whole: The number of farms reporting increased
from 339 in 1909 to 31,124 in 1919. Acreage increased 69fold from 1,629 in 1909 to 112,826 in 1919. Production (in
bushels) increased 64-fold from 16,835 in 1909 to 1,084,813
in 1919. And value increased 216-fold from $20,557 in 1909
to $4,450,099 in 1919.
The leading soybean producing states in 1919, listed in
descending order of acreage were: North Carolina 47,041
acres / 498,048 bu. Virginia 10,283 acres / 111,353 bu.
Tennessee 7,649 acres / 49,731 bu. Michigan 6,257 acres /
78,515 bu. New Mexico 5,838 acres / 52,190 bu. Alabama
3,928 acres / 38,690 bu. Mississippi 3,420 acres / 24,839 bu.
Illinois 3,288 acres / 23,812 bu. Indiana 2,807 acres / 23,010
bu. Missouri 2,682 acres / 18,315 bu.
Other states reporting soy bean acreage and production
(listed from east to west by geographical region) are:
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Wisconsin, Minnesota (331 acres), Iowa (471 acres),
North Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Delaware, Maryland,
West Virginia, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas, Montana (132 acres and 831
bushels), Idaho, Wyoming (22 acres and 97 bushels in 1919),
Colorado, Arizona, Utah, Washington state, Oregon.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2016)
concerning soybeans in Wyoming, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Wyoming. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Wyoming, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Wyoming (1919). The source of these soybeans
is unknown.
Note 2. New Mexico has surprisingly large acreage and
production of soy beans at this early date.
Note 3. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (June
2011) concerning soybeans in Montana, or the cultivation of

soybeans in Montana.
Note 4. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Dec.
2004) that contains official national production or acreage
statistics for soy beans in the United States. Address:
Washington, DC.
1469. Vestal, C.M. 1922. Soybean and mineral supplements
for fattening hogs. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Summary H-6. 4 p.
• Summary: “An efficient home grown protein concentrate
to supplement corn is one of the greatest needs in swine
feeding in the corn belt. Recent feeding trials at this station
indicate that soybeans with mineral mixtures consisting of
acid phosphate [10 parts of 16%], wood ashes or pulverized
limestone [10 parts], and salt [1 part] will meet this need.”
Three mineral mixtures were tested with corn and
soybeans. A feeding trial for fattening hogs in dry lot (8 hogs
in each lot) using shelled corn, ground soybeans, soybean
oilmeal, 60% tankage and minerals was conducted from
April 10 to July 8, 1922. The results are given, and include 2
tables.
The report ends with a 6-point summary followed by
the sentence: “This summary is to serve as a progress report
only. Similar tests will follow.” Address: Dep. of Animal
Husbandry, Lafayette, Indiana.
1470. Mathews, I.J. 1923. A crop that gives grain and hay:
Soybeans supply legume hay and a high protein grain. Dairy
Farmer 21(1):5, 23. Jan. 1.
• Summary: Discusses the practical experience with
soybeans of several farmers in Pulaski County, Indiana.
“Farmers everywhere welcome the soybean as a crop that
will give them a legume hay for feeding and a grain crop
that can be ground and fed with corn silage to make a more
nearly balanced ration that can be produced right at home.
But with this welcome comes specific problems of how to
work the crop into the rotation system; how to put them
out so they will not compete with corn, for labor is of first
importance.”
A photo shows piles of soybean hay on the farm of C.L.
Zellar, a Holstein breeder in Pulaski County. He uses the
Hollybrook variety as a hay crop. Address: Indiana.
1471. Kephart, L.W. 1923. Quackgrass. Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 1307. 32 p. Jan. See p. 21. Undated.
• Summary: “Quackgrass or witchgrass is a creeping
perennial grass, related to common wheat, and one of the
most widely distributed and destructive weeds in the North
Temperate Zone... Quackgrass can rarely be exterminated on
large areas, but it can be brought under reasonable control.”
In the section titled “Control practices” is a subsection
on “cultivated crops” which states: “In some sections soy
beans in rows for seed have proved very satisfactory.”
The next subsection, “Smother crops,” discusses corn,
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buckwheat, hemp, and rape. “In sections where it can be
grown commercially, hemp is an excellent smother crop.
In parts of Wisconsin it is said to destroy quackgrass and
Canada thistle without the aid of a cultivated crop. Hemp
is not an economical crop to grow unless there are local
scutching facilities for preparing the fiber; however, it may
be found useful anywhere on a small scale.”
Note: Webster’s Dictionary defines scutch, a verb first
used in 1733, as “to separate the woody fiber from (flax or
hemp) by beating.” Address: Asst. Agronomist, Office of
Forage-Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry.
1472. SoyaScan Notes. 1923. Opposition faced by Léon
Rouest to his lifelong efforts to introduce soybean cultivation
and new soybean varieties to France (Overview). Compiled
by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: This Overview is based on an e-mail from
Hervé Berbille of France in reply to several questions by
William Shurtleff.
What organizations opposed the introduction of
the soybean to France? Answer: (1) The meat and dairy
industries, whose opposition is even stronger today than it
was when Rouest was active.
(2) French colonial traders and processors of oleaginous
plants / oilseeds; they rightly perceived the soybean as a
formidable competitor. Peanuts were imported from Senegal
mainly to Bordeaux, where they were crushed to yield peanut
oil and meal. Copra (dried coconut meat) was imported from
Tahiti, etc. mainly to Bordeaux, where it too was processed
to yield coconut oil and meal. These traders and processors
opposed soya until the collapse of the French colonial empire
in the immediate post-war years (1945-1960).
What other obstacles did Léon Rouest face in France?
Answer: (1) Léon Rouest was not a Parisian academic,
a heavy handicap in France, which is a country having a
very strong centralist tradition. Provincials (non Parisians)
are always considered with a certain condescension by the
Parisians; this is still always the case today.
(2) Historically, long before Rouest, the soybean had
been positioned primarily as a food plant. Rouest had to
deal with this problem, which he saw as bad positioning, but
changing the image was not easy. In the USA, for example,
the soybean did not face this problem.
(3) Somewhat less important is the fact that the weight
of French food traditions and culture, especially in the
countryside and among peasants, is very heavy. This inertia
and conservatism makes the introduction of new plants and
foods more difficult–up to the present time.
During World War II there was much support for
introducing the soybean to France. An entire periodical,
Revue Internationale du Soja (starting Feb. 1941 until 1949)
was published by Editions B.V. Letzgus during the war to
promote soybeans in France, with many organizations active
in supporting the magazine. Yet in the end it did not succeed.

What happened?
Answer: This is still an open question for me. I believe
that many different reasons explain this failure: The
persistent hostility of the dairy industry; the difference in
resources between France called “free” and occupied France,
likely compounded by an overall lack of resources; lack of
overall vision and poor understanding of the issue.
Yet today soybean cultivation, especially in southern
France, is steadily increasing. This new wave of interest
began in about the 1980s.
1473. McKee, Roland. 1923. Re: List of seed to send to
Mr. E.R. Lako, Albany, Georgia. Letter [memorandum] to
W.J. Morse, [USDA], Feb. 2. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Following is a list of the seed
that we would like to have sent to Mr. E.R. Lako, Postoffice
Building, Albany, Georgia, for spring green manure plantings
in pecan groves.
Cowpeas (with the amount of each variety to be sent,
ranging from 15 lbs. for Brabham to ¼ lb for 3 varieties):
Brabham, Early buff, early black, Catjang, Iron, Griot, New
era.
Soybeans (6 lbs each): Otootan, Tokio, Biloxi, Barchet,
Loredo [Laredo], Mammoth yellow.
Plus the following: Urd bean–¼ lb. Jack bean–¼ lb.
Mung bean–3 lbs. Adjuki [azuki] bean–4 lbs. Rice bean–4 lb.
Bonavist–2 varieties of 5 pounds each. Velvet beans:
Bush- 15 lbs. Georgia–15 lbs.
“Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agronomist [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
1474. Morse, W.J. 1923. Growing soy beans as a cash crop:
Will it pay to produce soy beans for oil and meal in the corn
belt? Wallaces’ Farmer 48(5):155, 161. Feb. 2.
• Summary: “The very large increase in acreage for [soybean] seed production the past two years–due principally
to the high price of seed–has resulted in a surplus of seed
for which a commercial outlet must be found. This has
been particularly true in some corn belt states and in North
Carolina.”
“One oil mill in Illinois the past season crushed about
10,000 bushels of 1921 corn belt grown soy beans and has
purchased about 30,000 bushels of the 1922 crop. Several
other mills in Illinois and Indiana have prepared to crush
large quantities of the 1922 crop. In Piatt county, Illinois,
soy bean growers, after careful investigation, concluded that
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a home plant could be handled with economy and profit. A
soy bean cooperative company was organized with a capital
stock of $50,000, the stock being held almost entirely by
growers in Piatt and adjacent counties. The solvent method
of extraction has been installed, the capacity being about
150,000 bushels yearly.”
“The price of oil seeds is generally governed more
or less by the price received for the oil, but with the soy
bean, many are of the opinion that the cake or meal will be
the governing factor in the purchase price of the beans...
Cottonseed and linseed oil in reality determine oil prices in
the edible and commercial fields, respectively... In paints,
varnishes and linoleums, at the present linseed prices and
supply, soy bean oil may be actually indispensable. Soy bean
oil has nearly displaced linseed oil as a soft soap material,
and with the use of hydrogenation process can serve in the
manufacture of hard soaps, in which it now enters in equal
quantities with linseed oil.”
“The largest quantities of soy bean oil are consumed
in the manufacture of soaps, lard and butter substitutes, and
paints. Other trade uses are in the manufacture of rubber
substitutes, linoleum, waterproof liquids, enamels, salad
oil, printing ink, and waterproof goods, such as cloth for
umbrellas, etc.”
“The recent experiments with soy beans and soy bean
meal at the Indiana and Ohio experiment stations seem to
have established the fact that soy bean meal or soy beans
with suitable mineral mixtures, were as effective as highgrade tankage or meat scraps in the feeding of hogs and
poultry. The use of the meal as flour for human food has
become an important factor in many European countries and
to an increasing extent in the United States as a food of low
starch content.
“In Asiatic countries, the cake or meal is recognized
as a most valuable fertilizing material, and as such is used
extensively for sugar plantations, rice fields and for mulberry
trees. It has been used to some extent in the United States by
manufacturers of fertilizers.”
A photo shows an ordinary binder, pulled by two horses,
being used in harvesting soy beans.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2005)
that uses the terms “solvent” or “extraction” in connection
with a soybean crushing plant in the USA–in this case at
the cooperative plant at Monticello, Piatt County, Illinois.
Thus, it is the earliest document seen stating that oil is being
extracted commercially from soybeans in the USA using this
new process. Address: Agronomist, USDA, Washington, DC.
1475. Smith, Alfred G. 1923. New grist for the oil mills:
Soys have a great market in Dixie’s cottonseed plants.
Country Gentleman 88(6):8, 42. Feb. 10.
• Summary: “More boll weevil, more soy beans! That’s the
prospect in sight. There are sporadic plantings all over the
Cotton Belt, and though the acreage isn’t large soy beans

look like a comer... The chief soy-bean section of the country
has been along the northern limits of cotton production.”
North Carolina is the leader, followed by Tennessee and
Kentucky.
“Fortunately the South has the biggest market in the
world for soy beans. There are in round numbers 1,000
cotton-oil mills that crush cottonseed, and every one of these
mills can be used for crushing soy beans with practically
no additional expense for change of equipment. The only
difficulty is to get a sufficient quantity of soy beans to make
it worth while. During the war [World War I] some cottonoil mills imported soy beans from Manchuria for crushing
purposes. I know of at least two North Carolina mills that
used over 5,000 tons of Manchurian beans. Jonathan Haven,
at Washington, North Carolina, has been crushing soy beans,
both local and foreign, in his cotton-oil mill for years.”
“The North Carolina soy-bean picker is the best machine
for harvesting beans for seed in the Cotton Belt. There are
various makes of this machine, but they are all built on the
same general principle and sell for from $100 to $150. The
machine straddles the row and by means of revolving beaters
knocks the beans off into the body of the machine. A part of
the vines and leaves are also knocked off, but a man stands
in the back of the machine and throws out the trash, leaving
the beans in the bottom to be taken out later. The machine
is pulled by two horses and has to be emptied when from
four to six bushels are picked. These beans are run through
a fanning mill and are then ready for storage. From an
eighth to a sixth of the beans shatter out on the ground while
picking, but the usual custom is to save these by following
with hogs.
“These pickers will not pick the beans when they are wet
or immature...A picker will pick from four to six acres in a
day and from twenty-five to forty acres in a season. In heavy
beans the machine makes a good pull for a team, and where
work is rushed and no stops made at noon it is advisable to
change teams, but where the beans are light a team will pull
the machine all day with ease. These machines are not made
to harvest broadcast beans.
“The sample of beans harvested with a picker is superior
to that of beans run through a threshing machine. There are
no cracked or immature beans, and after cleaning they do not
spoil when put in bins in bulk. I saw 2,000 bushels of picked
beans stored seven feet deep in a bin for four months, and
they were still in perfect condition.”
A photo shows this machine being pulled by two horses.
One man is seated on top, holding the reins; another is
standing behind one of the back wheels.
1476. Ferris, E.B. 1923. Soy beans for south Mississippi:
Seem to be better than cowpeas for that part of state.
Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
38(8):210. Feb. 24.
• Summary: “It has been my experience that soy beans give
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better returns in this section than cowpeas.” “We have been
growing Mammoth Yellow soy beans for 20 years and find
them always hardy, generally making a heavy growth of
vines and pods and far preferable to cowpeas if planted in
rows and given some cultivation. They have not been found
so good as cowpeas for broadcasting or for planting in corn
at the last cultivation. However, my experience here has been
that it is a bad practice to plant any legume with corn except
in individual rows and early enough to give them some
cultivation.”
“We have found this trouble with Mammoth Yellow soy
beans; they are poor germinators and it is very hard to get
good stands when planted. They also pop out badly when
mature and unless gathered promptly when ripe, are largely
lost, especially if the weather is wet the fields cannot be
promptly grazed off by hogs.”
“We think we have found in the Laredo and Otootan soy
beans two varieties that are greatly superior to the Mammoth
Yellow in the ease with which they germinate and come up
to stands, in the ability to hold the fruit when mature, as well
as in the fact that the vines and stems are less coarse and the
quality of hay made from them correspondingly better.”
Another good variety is Biloxi, which “was originated in
South Mississippi.” “Of the varieties named above, I would
class them as to earliness as follows: Laredo, Mammoth
Yellow, Otootan, and Biloxi.” Also discusses methods of
cultivation and fertilizing (using potash and nitrate of soda).
1477. Crepin, Pierre. 1923. Extraits des procés-verbaux des
séances de la société. Séance générale du 4 Décembre 1922
[Excerpts of verbal proceedings from meetings of the society.
General meeting of 4 Dec. 1922]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 70(2):17-23. Feb. See p. 22-23. [Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “Botanical” (p. 22-23) states:
Since Prof. Bois was unable to attend our meeting, a reading
is hereby given of a series of observations made by our vice
president on the crops tested at the experimental garden of
the Museum in 1922.
The first part of this note concerns cultural trials of
soybeans (du Soja). The subject of these trials, in which
practical interest has been diminished by the abnormal
weather conditions during the summer, and by the age of
certain seeds whose germinative power had been rendered
almost null, was: (1) 23 varieties from the USA; (2) Varieties
provided by European botanical gardens; (3) Varieties
provided by Mr. Rouest; (4) Varieties of Asiatic origin sent
by the Government General of Indo-China and by R.P.
Courtois, director of the Museum of Zi-Ka-Weï.
Mr. Bois concludes as follows: These experiments,
pursued during two consecutive years, one favorable (hot
and dry), the unfavorable (cold and wet), show that there
exist, in addition to the varieties Early Podolia (Sojas hâtif de
Podobé) and Etampes, some varieties of this legume which
can be cultivated in the climate of Paris in ordinary years.

The second part of Mr Bois’ note concerns Asiatic seeds
other than soybeans.
On the other hand, Mr. A. Meunissier sent us a note
about the cultivation trials of soybeans (de Sojas) submitted
by the Society for Acclimatization and conducted by Messrs.
Vilmorin-Andrieux, at the town of Verrières-le-Buisson
(Seine-et-Oise). Overall, the variety named Tokyo Black
(dite Tokio noir) seems to give the most encouraging results.
Mr. de Chapel of Gard [a department in southern
France], to whom we had shipped soybean seeds from
Indo-China, informed us that he had only one plant with
long pods. He succeeded better with seeds from the same
place that he had received directly; they prospered in a clay/
calcareous [limestone] soil.
Finally, as far as the soybean and its numerous varieties
are concerned, Messrs. Ch. and G. [Charles and Gustave]
Rivière confirm their previously voiced opinion concerning
the small economic value of this crop in France and in
northern Africa.
It is a plant that gives very small yields, and an
uncertain crop, which performs poorly in dry seasons and
under irrigation, and in either case its production of seeds
is insignificant or null, however it yields abundant forage.
Cooking the seed requires three hours of strong boiling.
We must always remember that the Society, at least 40
years ago, recommended the cultivation of only one variety
obtained at Etampes by Blavet, president of the Horticultural
Society of that town. It seems that this variety disappeared
long ago.
Note 1. M. Mailles, member of the Council, presided at
the meeting.
Note 2. Piper & Morse (1910, p. 28) state their belief
that Ito San, the most famous early American soybean
variety, was actually the same as the Yellow Etampes,
imported from Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. See: “The soy
bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau
of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. Address:
Secretary of the meetings, France.
1478. Mathews, I.J. 1923. Soybeans in the rotation: How
this valuable crop can be made to fit in. Successful Farming
20(2):14, 35. Feb.
• Summary: “With the facts set out above before us, it is
no idle statement to say that the soybean can, and perforce
must, come to occupy an important place in cornbelt rotation
systems. They will grow on a soil so acid that clover does
not thrive and they will secure the nitrogen from the air and
transform it into soil nitrates...
“From the standpoint of the rotation, the most serious
objection to soybeans is that as commonly planted, they need
cultivating and this comes just at a time when the corn needs
the same treatment. This year, a number of farmers have tried
different ways to get rid of this cultivating when the corn
needed attention.
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“J.V. Shively of Montgomery county, Indiana, grew
soybeans that were entirely free from weeds without crop
cultivation.” He does this by plowing the ground then discing
it deep 3 times before planting the soybeans. Two photos
show large fields of soybeans. Address: Indiana.
1479. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The
soybean. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
xv + 329 p. Feb. Illust. Index. 24 cm. Reprinted unrevised in
1943 by Peter Smith Publishers, New York. [563 ref]
• Summary: This classic is the first comprehensive book
about the soybean written in English, and the most important
book on soybeans and soyfoods written in its time. Contains
an excellent review of the world literature on soybeans and
soyfoods with a 22-page bibliography on soy that is larger
than any published prior to that time (563 references), a good
description of the present status of the soybean worldwide
based on the authors’ extensive contacts, and a great deal
of original information. It quickly became a key source

for people and organizations working with soybeans and
soyfoods in all countries, and a major factor in the expansion
of the soybean in the western world. Because of its scope
and influence, Soyfoods Center considers the year of its
publication to mark the end of the “Early Years” of the
soybean worldwide. It remained in print until about 1986.
Facing the title page is a list of “McGraw-Hill
Agricultural and Biological Publications. Dr. Charles V.
Piper, Consulting Editor.” The authors and titles of twelve
books already published in this series are listed.
Contents: Preface. 1. Introduction: Name of the plant,
origin, literature, use by the Chinese and Japanese, present
importance, future prospects in the U.S., recognition
of the possibilities. 2. The commercial status of the
soybean: Manchuria and China, Japan, Europe, U.S., other
countries, summary of imports and exports of soybeans and
soybean oil. 3. Botanical history of the soybean: History
prior to Linnaeus’ “Species Plantarum” 1753, Linnaeus’
misunderstandings of the soybean, Prain’s elucidation, other
and the correct botanical name.
4. Agricultural history of the soybean: Vernacular
names of the soybean, China, Korea, and Japan, India and
neighboring regions, Cochin China, Malayan region, early
introduction into the United States, later U.S. introductions,
the early introduced varieties (grown in the USA by
1898–Ito San, Mammoth, Buckshot, Guelph or Medium
Green, Butterball, Kingston, Samarow, Eda, Ogemaw or
Ogema), soybean in Europe, varieties grown in Europe
and identification, Hawaiian Islands, Australia, Africa,
Argentina (p. 50), Canada (“Soybeans are grown in very
small quantities in Canada and then usually as a forage
crop”), Philippines, Egypt, Cuba (p. 52), British Guiana,
Mauritius (p. 53), present culture distribution. 5. Culture of
the soybean: Climatic adaptations, soil preferences, water
requirement, preparation of seed bed, time of planting,
methods and rate of seeding, seeding for pasturage, depth
of seeding, inoculation, fertilizer reactions, cultivation,
soybeans in mixtures (with cowpeas, sorghums, Sudan grass,
Johnson grass, millet, corn, or sunflowers and corn).
6. Harvesting and storage of soybeans: harvesting
soybeans for hay, silage, for the seed, seed yields, proportion
of straw to seed, storing seed, separation of cracked from
whole soybean seed, viability of soybean seed, pedigreed,
inspected, registered, and certified seed. 7. Composition
of the soybean: Proportions of stems, leaves and pods,
composition of plant and seed, nutritive and mineral
constituents, forms of nitrogen in soybean nodules, factors
affecting oil content of seed. 8. Utilization of the soybean:
Diversity of uses (a chart, p. 129, shows 59 products that can
be made from soybean seeds, and 6 more that can be made
from soybean plants), soybeans for green manure, pasturage,
soiling, ensilage, hay, straw.
9. Varieties: Japanese classification of varieties,
classification of varieties in Manchuria (3 yellow, 2 green,
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3 black), botanical classifications, vital characteristics,
descriptions of important varieties (43 varieties and
7 synonyms), key for identification, breeding and
improvement, genetic behavior, oil content.
10. Structure of soybean seeds. 11. Soybean oil:
Methods of extraction [Manchurian, and solvent], American
oil mills, methods of shipping and marketing, prices,
utilization in soap manufacture, food, paint manufacture,
miscellaneous. 12. Soybean cake or meal: Feeding value,
composition, use for feeding for dairy cows, cattle, swine,
sheep, poultry, digestibility, injurious effects, fertilizer.
13. Soybean products for human food: Food value of the
soybean, digestibility of the soybean and its products, mature
or dry soybeans, immature or green soybeans (a “nutritious
green vegetable”), soybean flour, digestibility of soybean
flour, soybean bran (p. 225-26), soybean sprouts, soybean
coffee, soybean or vegetable milk [soymilk] (preparation,
composition, residue from the manufacture of vegetable
milk [okara], utilization of soybean milk, condensed
vegetable milk, vegetable milk powder, fermented vegetable
milk), vegetable casein, tofu or soybean curd (names and
brief history, method of manufacture, coagulating agents,
manufacturing yields, digestibility, utilization of bean curd
and manufactured products, bean curd brains or tofu nao, dry
bean curd or tofu khan, thousand folds {chien chang tofu},
fried bean curd {tza tofu}, Fragrant dry bean curd {hsiang
khan}, frozen tofu {kori tofu}, Chinese preparation, various
dishes), natto, hamananatto [hamanatto], yuba, miso, shoyu
[soy sauce], confections. 14. Table dishes of soybeans and
soybean products: mature or dry beans, flour, tofu, sprouts
(86 recipes). 15. Enemies of the soybean: bacterial, mosaic,
fungous [fungus], and nematode diseases, insects, rodents.
This last chapter is a comprehensive review of the literature
on soybean diseases and insects published before 1922.
The Preface begins: “The soybean, also known as soya
or soja bean, has assumed great importance in recent years
and offers far-reaching possibilities of the future, particularly
in the United States. It is, therefore, desirable to bring
together in a single volume the accumulated information
concerning this crop...
“The aim has been to present the information so as
to make it useful from both agricultural and commercial
standpoints, not omitting, however, much that is mainly of
historical or botanical interest...”
The introduction begins: “There is a wide and growing
belief that the soybean is destined to become one of the
leading farm crops in the United States.”
Note 1. C.V. Piper lived 1867-1926. Note 2. This is the
earliest English-language document seen (July 2003) that
uses the term “soybean bran” to refer to soy bran.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2003)
in which Piper or Morse describe natto, Hamananatto
[Hamanatto], yuba, or miso.
Note 4. This book was published by March 1923 (See

Ohio Farmer, 10 March 1923, p. 313).
Note: The word “Russia” appears on 3 pages of this
book in connection with soybeans: p. 18 (in 1912, 1913,
and 1914 Russia imported soybeans, soybean cake, and
soybean oil), p. 54 (cultivated in “southern Russia {Podolia,
Samarow}”), p. 227 (“In Japan and southern Russia soybean
coffee is prepared and put up in small packages for the
market”).
Note 1. The terms “Soviet Union” or “USSR” do not
appear in this book–even though the Soviet Union was
established in Dec. 1922.
Note 2. Podolia is in today’s Ukraine. Address: 1.
Agrostologist; 2. Agronomist. Both: United States Dep. of
Agriculture, Washington, DC.
1480. Tabor, Paul. 1923. Soy beans for Georgia. Georgia
State College of Agriculture, Extension Circular No. 90. 4 p.
Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Principal varieties for
Georgia. Additional varieties. The effect on the soil. Planting.
Cultivation. Harvesting. The “four varieties believed to be
best for Georgia are the Laredo and O-too-tan for hay; the
Mammoth Yellow and Southern Prolific for seed.” “The
Mammoth Yellow and Southern Prolific soy beans both are
bushy and have rather coarse central stems. The seed of
both are yellow and about equal in size. These varieties are
adapted primarily to the northern part of the state.
“Their value will be mainly in producing seed. For this
purpose, the Southern Prolific has given better results in
small plats. Mammoth Yellow has been used for hay in the
past, but it is believed either Laredo or O-too-tan is superior
for this purpose.”
Additional varieties: Early varieties–Ito San Yellow,
Haberlandt, Virginia. Medium varieties–Acme, Edwards [sic,
Edward], Brown, Black. Late variety–Biloxi.
A table titled “Results of tests with soy beans at Athens,
Georgia” (p. 3) lists each of the 12 varieties mentioned
above. For each variety it gives: Years grown, yield of hay in
tons per acre, yield of seed in bushels per acre. Biloxi gave
the highest hay yield at 2.00 tons/acre. Southern Prolific
gave the highest seed yield at 23.81 bu/acre. A photo shows a
Laredo soy bean vine.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2013) that
mentions the soybean variety Southern Prolific. Address:
Assoc. Prof. of Agronomy, Athens, Georgia.
1481. Los Angeles Times. 1923. Arizona university reports
on tests. March 11. p. IX10.
• Summary: “Tucson–A.B. Ballantyne, acting Director
of Extension Service, University of Arizona,” recently
announced the results of experiments and field investigations
by the university’s agronomy department:
“(1)... Artificial inoculation of many legumes, such as
vetch, cowpeas, soybeans, sweet clover and alfalfa, does pay
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on the Yuma Mesa.”
“(3) Of the more than twenty varieties of soybeans
regularly sold on the market, the Tootan [O-too-tan] variety
is the best for green manure or cover crop purposes in the
Salt River, Yuma, or similar valleys.”
“(5) It is not practical to attempt to grow either soybeans
or cowpea seed for commercial purposes in the lower
irrigated valleys of this state.”
Also discusses: Tepary beans, Mexican corn, cotton,
wheat, and Rhodes grass.
1482. Ostrander, W.A. 1923. Soy beans assure legumes
for dairy farms: They are filling a place which will keep
the dairy cow from gradually slipping down to a ration of
corn stover and fresh air. Jersey Bulletin and Dairy World
42(11):505, 541-43. March 14.
• Summary: Red clover has been the standard legume
roughage for dairy cattle. But when a dairy farmer finds
himself short of clover hay, the soy bean is a good “pinch
hitter.” “As near as can be found out, everyone who has
started growing soy beans is still doing so. The soy bean is
practically our only legume which has a high feeding value
and will grow on our more acid soils. Not only is the hay of
high feeding value, but the grain also makes a good feed.”
“The soy bean grain and hay has a place on dairy farms
where the one quest is for abundant and cheap protein feed.”
Address: Prof., Lafayette, Indiana.
1483. O’Brien, Harry R. 1923. Soy-bean magic: It is shown
in feedlots as well as in factories. Country Gentleman
88(13):4, 18. March 31.
• Summary: Describes the results obtained by feeding a
soy-and-mineral ration in a pasture to hogs, cows, poultry
and horses. The idea was conceived in 1920 by three faculty
men at Purdue University (W.A. Ostrander–extension farm
crops specialist, S.D. Conner–chemist, and C.M. Vestal–dep.

of animal husbandry). “Soy bean products are being used
commercially to make salted peanuts and peanut brittle,
meat substitutes, cheap coffee, synthetic milk, margarine,
axle grease and other lubricants, chocolate, sardine packing
oil, lard substitutes, soap, linoleum, artificial suet, foundry
casting-cores, printer’s ink, vegetable cheese, toilet powder,
fertilizer, high explosives, rubber substitutes, waterproof
cloth, and salad oil. The Chinaman makes an oil to use in
lamps as a kerosene substitute.
“The use of soy-bean products commercially is just in its
infancy in this country, hitherto the two most important uses
being paint and soap. Most of the oil used has been imported
from the Orient... Since 1912, when oil was first produced
commercially in the United States from home-grown soy
beans, the oil has been produced by the flaxseed crushing
mills. But within the past year a number of mills for crushing
soys alone have been projected. I visited Peru, Indiana, last
summer, where one was being erected, and Monticello,
Illinois, where a company was being organized to erect one.
“The past year there has been a big demand for soys
from the paint companies who cannot get enough flaxseed.”
Prof. W.E. Hanger, extension farm crops specialist at
Ohio State University, says: “It is quite possible that before
long, instead of feeding many beans, the farmer will sell his
bean crop and buy back the soy-bean oil meal to feed... Last
year there were somewhere between 40,000 and 50,000 acres
of soy beans grown in Ohio, where in 1920 only about 7,000
acres were grown... and the acreage will doubtless be largely
increased this year.”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a thriving “thirtyacre field of soy beans on the farm of Noah Fouts, Camden,
Indiana. For two years previous this field has been in soy
beans and corn and pastured with lambs. The present crop
indicates there is nothing wrong with the system.” (2) A
man driving a tractor “harvesting and hulling soys in one
operation on the Homer Johnson farm in Sheridan, Indiana.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen
(Sept. 2014) that contains a photo of a tractor in or
near a field of soy-beans.
Note 2. This harvester-thresher looks like
a primitive combine, which is pulled alongside the
tractor. Address: Indiana.
1484. Hughes, H.D.; Wilkins, F.S. 1923. Soybeans.
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular
No. 84. 15 p. March.
• Summary: “The Iowa Agricultural Experiment
Station has grown a number of different varieties
of soybeans each year since 1910. In only one
year have the best varieties produced less than 16
bushels of seed or 2 tons of hay per acre... In Iowa
soybeans have more uses than any other legume.
They may be grown either alone or in combination
with corn. The seed is one-third protein and
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contains two important vitamins, making it a high grade,
home grown supplemental feed for any kind of livestock.
The soybean plant is as high in feeding value as alfalfa and
may be used in the form of hay, pasture, silage or soilage, or
as a protein concentrate...
“The many uses of the crop on Iowa farms, the ease and
certainty with which it may be grown and the profits derived
from its production account for the fact that the soybean
acreage in Iowa is more than doubling each year.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 1996)
that contains the word “soilage.” Webster’s Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary says the word was first used in 1928
(5 years later) to mean “green crops for feeding confined
animals.”
Photos show: (1) A man waist-high in a field of
soybeans. (2) Close-up of a man in a field of soybeans in
corn. (3) Typical soybean plant nearly mature. Address:
Ames, Iowa.
1485. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Soybeans
in Africa (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The
Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 49-51,
53-54.
• Summary: “Africa: Although the soybean was successfully
cultivated as a rotation crop with corn in the upland, midland
and coast districts of Natal and throughout the Gambia,
Sierra Leone, Nigeria and Gold Coast Colony, it was not
until about 1910 when everything pointed to a further
advance in the price of all oil-seeds that special efforts
were made to secure the adoption of the soybean as a South
African staple. Previous to this time the prices for soybean
seed offered little prospect of a remunerative crop except to
the advantages as a rotation crop.
“The first trials of soybeans at Cedara, Natal, in 1903
gave a maximum yield of 920 lb to the acre. It was found
that imported seed for planting purposes gave very poor
results whereas local grown seed resulted in satisfactory
results. In West Africa the first experiments gave from 6 to 8
bu to the acre, the low yields being due to the low viability
of the seed. The continued poor germination of imported
seed in various parts of Africa led to experiments which have
resulted in the establishing of strains giving very satisfactory
results. Results from the extensive experiments point to the
fact that the soybean is adaptable to a wide range of elevation
and temperature. In general, the climate most suitable for
corn seemed to furnish the required conditions for soybeans,
although certain sorts gave most excellent results in the
tropical conditions in the Gold Coast country. One of the
greatest difficulties encountered in the culture of soybeans
has been the finding of a satisfactory method of harvesting.
“Extensive investigations have been made with all of the
Governmental Experimental farms in Africa in cooperation
with English firms handling oil and oil-seeds. It was found
that beans grown in South Africa yield 20 to 22 per cent

oil, as against 15 to 16.5 for the same varieties grown in
Manchuria.
“Egypt: Tests with the soybean have shown that it
succeeds as a summer crop. Seed was sown the latter part
of June, and the crop harvested at the end of September.
When cut for hay nearly 6 tons to the acre were obtained.
It was found that cattle, sheep and goats ate the fodder, but
that donkeys and mules would not do so. The following
yields of seed in pounds per acre were obtained: Manchurian
[Manchuria?], 1,257; Medium Yellow, 1,596; Elton, 1,061;
Morse, 1,486.
“Mauritius: Trials with soybeans have not given very
satisfactory results. If sown as early as May or June, the
plants suffer from the effect of cyclones and torrential rains,
whereas, if sown later in the year, they are liable to attack
by the ‘haricot fly’ and to destruction by birds and small
mammals.”
1486. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Soybeans in
Latin America (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923.
The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p.
50, 53.
• Summary: “Argentina: Extensive experiments have been
conducted with soybeans during recent years in Argentina,
and the results have been such that many planters plan to
grow the crop on a commercial scale in preference to linseed
as a restorative crop in rotation with wheat. Tonnelier (1912)
reports on the results of the work as to varieties, culture and
analyses.
“British Guiana: Soybeans have been cultivated
experimentally in several districts in British Guiana. The
varieties under test, however, did not give very successful
results.”
1487. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Photographs
and illustrations (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923.
The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p.
• Summary: Photos show: (Fig. 1) Typical soybean plant
(p. 1). (2) Plant of wild soybean (p. 2). (3) A fleet of junks
engaged in carrying soybeans to Newchwang, Manchuria,
from different points in the interior, taking away bean oil
and bean cake to other places * (p. 6). (4) Soybeans in sacks
brought to a bean center by horses in winter in Manchuria
(p. 8). (5) Chinese bean cart loaded with beans in wicker
containers in Manchuria (p. 8).
(6) Type of cart and method of hauling soybeans with a
horse in Manchuria (p. 10). (7) Manchurian farmers hauling
the bean crop to market in winter on sleds (p. 10). (8) Plants
of a soybean variety from India (p. 38). (9) Plants of the
wild soybean from Soochow, China, grown at the Arlington
Experimental Farm, 1908 (p. 38). (Fig. 15) Soybeans grown
on the edges of a rice field in southern China * (p. 58).
(16) A man in a field of the Peking variety of soybean
grown in rows and cultivated (p. 61). (17) A broadcast field
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of soybeans showing how weeds have overrun the field (p.
61). (18) The ordinary grain drill furnishes a most convenient
method of seeding in rows or broadcast (p. 63). (19)
Soybeans and corn grown in alternate rows for pasturage;
a man in a hat stands between the rows (p. 65). (20) The
roots of a soybean plant, showing abundant development of
nodules (p. 66).
(21) A man standing in a plat of soybeans without
inoculation (in the foreground) and an adjacent plat which
had been inoculated, in the background (p. 67). (22) A man
seated on a cultivator pulled by two horses doing the last
cultivation on a field of soybeans (p. 79). (23) Soybeans and
sorghums grown in mixture for forage purposes (p. 80). (24)
A field of soybean and Sudan grass grown in mixture for hay
(p. 81). (25) A field of soybeans and corn grown in the same
row for ensilage (p. 82).
(26) Soybean hay on frames. Under favorable weather
conditions, hay can be successfully cured in this manner (p.
86). (27) A field of mature soybeans ready to cut for seed
(p. 90). (28) Harvesting soybeans for seed with a bunching
attachment on the mower (p. 90). (29) Self-rake reaper used
in cutting soybeans for seed (p. 91). (30) Soybeans cut for
seed with binder and soybeans placed in shocks for curing
(p. 92).
(31) The ordinary gasoline threshing outfit which may
be used in threshing soybeans (p. 92). (32) A special bean
harvester used in gathering the soybean seed from the
standing mature plants and also cleaning it (p. 94). (33) A
special bean harvester by which the plants are cut, thrashed,
and cleaned (p. 94). (34) A special soybean harvester used
to gather soybean seeds from the standing mature plants,
and which can be adjusted to level or ridged cultivation.
On one side is written “The Little Giant Bean Harvester,”
manufactured by Hardy & Newsom, La Grange, North
Carolina (p. 95). (35) Method of storing soybean seed
awaiting shipment in Manchuria. The beans in sacks are
stacked under Chinese mats (p. 98).
(37) Pasturing a corn and soybean mixture with sheep
(p. 133). (38) Thrashing soybeans from the field and baling
the straw (p. 141). (39) The larger plant is the Guelph or
Medium Green which is very pubescent, while the smaller
plant is a nearly smooth variety from Japan (p. 149). (40)
Pods of soybeans showing the range in size and shape
(natural size; p. 151).
(41) Seeds of the most important varieties of soybeans
now grown in the United States showing the wide range
in size and shape of seed. The name of each of the 20
varieties is given. A side view and a ventral view of each
pair of seeds is given (p. 152). (42) Seeds of a black and
white variety (Widower) from Korea. The white is due to
the splitting of the outer later of the testa. A side view of
six varieties is shown (p. 155). (43) A field of the Biloxi
soybean, which requires a long season to mature (p. 163).
(44) A man standing in a field of the Virginia variety of

soybeans (p. 170). (45) Seeds of a natural soybean hybrid
showing peculiar types of coloration (p. 175). (46) Pods of
soybeans, hairy and smooth (p. 176). (47) A sterile soybean
plant obtained from a natural hybrid (p. 176). (49) Seeds
of an artificial soybean hybrid, showing peculiar types of
coloration (p. 181). (56) An old style Chinese oil bean press,
Manchuria (p. 195). (57) Coolies at Newchwang, Manchuria,
carrying loads of soybeans from the junks to big stacks,
where they are kept until the factory needs them for oil
manufacture * (p. 196). (58) “Seeds and pods of the Hahto
variety of soybeans, the seeds being especially valuable as
a green vegetable” (p. 222). (59) Baskets of sprouted, small
yellow soybeans and sprouted mung beans * (p. 226). (60)
Men making soymilk, working with machinery with which
the soybeans are ground and the milk strained. Note the
2 grinding stones and the cloth strainers suspended from
the ceiling over the tub. The cabinet with rack for bottles
is noted in the background (p. 228). (61) Motor stone mill
for grinding soybeans in preparing tofu with brass water
tank (A), funnel reservoir (B), stones (C), and brass guard
(D) (p. 229). (62) Delivery coolies holding baskets full of
bottles showing the way soybean milk is delivered by the
factory in Changsha, China (p. 231). (76) A courtyard filled
with large earthenware containers with cone-shaped wicker
tops for ripening soy sauce mash [in Ichang (I-ch’ang or
Yichang), Hupe / Hupeh / Hubei province, China]; a small,
strong basket is placed into each, with its rim just above the
surface of the mash. The soy sauce collects or accumulates
in each basket and is then dipped out, ready for consumption
* (p. 251). (77) A man standing next to an iron cauldron in
which soybeans are boiled for the manufacture of soy sauce
(p. 252). (79) Fermenting room for yeast and soybeans in
preparation of soy sauce (p. 253). (80) Rows of pots with
cone-shaped wicker lids filled with soybean and wheat
mixture for soy sauce * (p. 254). (81) A box press in which
sacks of fermented soybeans are placed for pressing out the
liquid forming soy sauce * (p. 254). (82) A man next to a
kettle for boiling the soy sauce. After it is boiled, the sauce is
ready to be placed in kegs at left side (p. 255). (83) Rows of
soybean sauce in jars ready for shipment (p. 255). (84) Root
of a soybean plant showing rootknot caused by the nematode
(Heterodera radicicola) (p. 285).
Note: * means photo by Frank N. Meyer in China or
Manchuria.
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (Fig. 48) Flower of
the soybean enlarged. Front view. Side view. Parts of the
corolla, standard, wing, one of the keel petals. Stamens. Pistil
(p. 177). Figures 50-55, from Kondo (1913) are described at
Kondo.
Maps show where the soybean is extensively and
successfully grown in: (Fig. 10) The Orient (p. 51). (11)
North and South America (p. 52). (12) Europe and Africa (p.
53). (13) A map of Manchuria shows the soybean districts
and seed production of different localities (p. 56). (14)
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An outline map of the United States shows the areas with
shading to which the soybean is especially adapted as to
varieties and purposes (p. 57).
A diagram (Fig. 36, p. 129) shows the various ways in
which the plants and seeds of soybeans are utilized. Level 2:
The first two categories are seeds and plants.
Level 3: Under seeds: Food products, oil, and meal.
Under plants: Hay, ensilage, soiling.
Level 4: Under food products: green beans and dry
beans. Under oil: Glycerin, explosives, enamels, varnish,
food products, waterproof goods, linoleum, paints, soap
stock, celluloid, rubber substitute, printing inks, lighting
[illumination], lubricating. Under meal: Human food, stock
feed, fertilizer. Under forage: Hay, ensilage, soiling.
Level 5: Under green beans: Green vegetables, canned,
salads. Under dried beans: Soy sauce, boiled beans [from
whole dry soybeans], baked beans [whole], soups, coffee
substitute, roasted beans, vegetable milk, breakfast foods.
Under soap stock: Soft soaps, hard soaps. Under oil–food
products: Butter substitute, lard substitutes, edible oils. salad
oils. Under meal–human food: Breakfast foods, diabetic
foods, flour, infant foods, macaroni, crackers, [soy] milk.
Level 6: Under dried beans–vegetable milk: Cheese,
condensed milk, fresh milk, confections, casein. Under
meal–human food–flour: Bread, cakes, muffins, biscuit.
Level 7: Under cheese: Fresh, dried, smoked, fermented.
1488. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Harvesting
and storage of soybeans (Document part). In: Piper and
Morse. 1923. The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv +
329 p. See p. 85-101. Chap. VI. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Harvesting soybeans for
hay: Time of cutting (Mammoth Yellow), curing soybean hay
(cut the plants, allow to lie in the swath until the leaves are
thoroughly wilted, rake into windrows, place the hay in small
cocks or bunches for curing, curing in the shocks, curing
frames {three- or four-sided pyramids} or poles), shrinkage
in curing (Table 20 showing varieties, 1915-1917, from
Arlington Farm, Virginia: Austin, Arlington, Barchet, Black
Eyebrow, Chiquita, Mammoth, Midwest, Tokio, Virginia,
Wilson), yields of soybean hay (typically 1-3 tons/acre,
occasionally 4 tons).
Harvesting for silage (“The crop may be harvested with
a side-delivery reaper or a twine binder. The latter implement
is, perhaps, the best and most satisfactory as the beans can be
handled in bundles easily and without waste.”).
Harvesting for
seed: Time of
harvesting,
method of
harvesting,
methods of
curing and

handling,
thrashing,
special bean
harvesters.
Seed yields.
Proportion
of straw to
seed. Storing
soybean seed.
Separation
of cracked
from whole
soybean seed.
Viability of
soybean seed.
Pedigreed,
inspected,
registered
and certified
seed: Indiana,
Wisconsin, Virginia (Varieties: Black Eyebrow, Wilson,
Virginia, Hollybrook, Mammoth Yellow, Tokio, Mammoth
Brown, Haberlandt). Ohio (Varieties: Manchu, Midwest,
Ito San, Elton, Hamilton, Medium Green, Peking, Wilson,
Virginia). Michigan (“The Michigan Crop Improvement
Association inspects three varieties of soybeans: Manchu,
Black Eyebrow, and Ito San.”).
The introduction states: “Soybeans present no especially
difficult problems in harvesting by machinery. Several
special types of machines have been devised for harvesting
and thrashing soybean seeds, which reduce greatly the cost
of production.”
“Time of harvesting.–The soybean is strictly determinate
as to growth–that is, the plants reach a definite size,
according to variety and environment, and then mature
and die. Nearly all varieties shatter their seeds somewhat,
if allowed to stand after reaching maturity... When special
harvesters are used to gather the seed, the plants must reach
full maturity to obtain the best results (Fig. 27)... In the
Oriental countries the plants are pulled or cut usually just
before the pods are mature so as to prevent loss of seed by
shattering” (p. 88-91).
Table 30 (p. 89) shows tons of soybean hay to the acre
at different experiment stations in the USA for different
varieties: Aksarben, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow, Chestnut,
Chiquita, Elton, Early Brown, Ebony, Habaro, Haberlandt,
Hamilton, Ito San, Mammoth, Manchu, Mandarin, Mikado,
Medium Green, Midwest, Morse, Peking, Tokio, Tarheel
Black, Virginia, Wilson, Wisconsin Black.
Method of harvesting.–”When the cutting is done
with a mowing machine, it is well to have a side-delivery
attachment (Fig. 28) in order that the horses will not need
to trample on the swath of cut beans... The self-rake reaper
(Fig. 29) has given very satisfactory results, as the cut plants
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are placed in bunches out of the way of the machine and
team. The self-binder can be used to good advantage with
the taller growing varieties of beans if the plants are not too
coarse. This method of harvesting is rapidly coming into
favor in many sections... The bean harvester which is used
to a slight extent in the northern states is mounted on wheels
like a riding cultivator. It has knives that can be adjusted to
run just beneath the surface of the ground, cutting the plant
where it is soft. This machine will cut two rows at a time
and place both in a windrow for curing and convenient for
handling” (p. 91-92).
“Thrashing.–The ordinary grain separator (Fig. 31) can
be adjusted to thrash soybeans successfully, but as equipped
for small grains, a large percentage of cracked beans will
result. The chief cause of split beans is the high speed of
the cylinder which should be reduced at least one-half, but
the speed of the fan and other parts of the separator should
be maintained. This may be accomplished by doubling the
size of the cylinder pulleys. In some cases a special set of
thin concaves is used, while in other instances the concaves
are removed. Good judgment on the part of the thrasherman
will enable him to adjust the ordinary separator so that the
beans may be thrashed with practically no splitting... Special
pea and bean separators of different sizes are now on the
market. These types of machines do clean hulling and split
practically none of the beans... Soybeans, if thoroughly dry,
can easily be thrashed with a flail... In some sections of
eastern North Carolina, a thrashing table is employed” (p.
91-93).
“Special bean harvesters.–The harvesting of seed
from the mature standing vines by means of patented bean
harvesters, of which there are several types (Fig. 32, 33) is
rapidly gaining popularity in sections where the soybean is
grown rather extensively for seed. The commonest type is a
two-wheeled, box-like machine as is drawn by two horses
(Fig. 34). As the machine passes over the row of plants,
four sets of rapidly revolving arms or long teeth on a large
revolving cylinder like the cylinder of a separator shatter
the beans from the pods into the body of the harvester. As
the machine moves up the row, the seed is constantly raked
by a man to the rear of the box. As the seed box becomes
filled, the seed is removed and the pods and broken stems are
screened out. To secure the best results the rows should be
ridged, though recently patented machines are suitable either
for ridged or level rows. One of the types of machines also
has a cleaning arrangement. Under favorable conditions, two
men with a team [of horses] can harvest one acre in about
two hours by this method. Although there is some loss of
beans, it is more than compensated by the saving of time and
labor” (p. 94-95).
Photos show: (Fig. 26) Soybean hay piled high on
frames (p. 86). (27) A field of mature soybeans ready to cut
for seed (p. 90). (28) Harvesting soybeans for seed with a
bunching attachment on the mower being pulled by a team

of horses and led by a man (p. 90). (29) A man next to a
self-rake reaper used in cutting soybeans for seed (p. 91).
(30) A man next to soybeans cut for seed with a binder
and bundles placed in shocks for curing (p. 92). (31) “An
ordinary gasoline thrashing outfit may be used in thrashing
soybeans (p. 92). (32) A special bean harvester used in
gathering the soybean seed from the standing mature plants
and also cleaning it (p. 94). (33) A man using a special bean
harvester by which plants are cut, thrashed, and cleaned (p.
94). (34) A special bean harvester (called the “Little Giant
Bean Harvester” made by Hardy & Newsom, La Grange,
North Carolina) used to gather soybean seed from the
standing mature plants, and which can be adjusted to level
or ridged cultivation (p. 95). (35) Method of storing soybean
seed awaiting shipment in Manchuria. The beans in sacks are
stacked under Chinese mats (p. 98).
Note 1. Some of the “special bean harvesters” (p. 94-95)
appear to be crude, early versions of the combine (combined
harvester-thresher), though the word “combine” is not used.
Photos show: (Fig. 32) A special bean harvester used in
gathering the soybean seed from the standing mature plants
and also cleaning it (p. 94).
(Fig. 33) A special bean harvester by which the plants
are cut, thrashed, and cleaned (p. 94).
(Fig. 34) A special soybean harvester used to gather
soybean seeds from the standing mature plants, and which
can be adjusted to level or ridged cultivation. On one side is
written “The Little Giant Bean Harvester,” manufactured by
Hardy & Newsom, La Grange, North Carolina (p. 95).
These were the first such machines designed specifically
for soybeans. Soybeans were first harvested using a combine
(designed for wheat) in 1924. But, surprisingly, some 50
years would pass before combines would again be designed
specifically for soybeans.
Note 2. The tractor is not mentioned anywhere in this
chapter or in this book.
1489. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Viability of
soybean seed (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923.
The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p.
99. Chap. VI. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The seeds of the soybean do not retain their
viability well, and it is not advised to sow seed 2 years old
without previous testing.
Table 33 (p. 99) gives the viability of soybean seed for
different varieties, including the seed color, and percentage
viability after 9 months, 17 months, 25 months, 38 months,
and 48 months (4 years). The varieties (listed in descending
order of viability after 4 years) are: Chernie (black, 94.0%
viability after 9 months, 90.0% after 17 months, 76.5% after
25 months, 66.0% after 38 months, 46.5% after 48 months
/ 4 years), Tarheel (black, 43.5%), Baird (brown, 24.5%),
Fairchild (black, 20.0%), Jet (black, 19.5%), Habaro (straw
yellow, 6.5%), Shingto (olive yellow, 5.0). Cloud (black,
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4.5%). Ebony (black, 4.0%). Tashing (green, 3.0%). Ito
San (straw yellow, 2.5%). Guelph (green, 1.5%). Mammoth
(straw yellow, 0.5%). Haberlandt (straw yellow, 0.0%).
Meyer (black and brown, 0.0%).
The percentage viability of a the best straw yellow
variety (Habaro) is as follows: After 9 months: 95.5%.
After 17 months: 94.5%. After 25 months: 78.5%. After 38
months: 48.0%. And after 48 months (4 years): 6.5%.
Note: Black soybeans tend to retain their viability the
longest.
1490. Sumner, H.R. 1923. Growing soybeans in eastern
Kansas. Kansas Agricultural College, Extension Circular
No. 39. 7 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Soybean grain. soybean
forage. Soybeans for soil improvement. The seed bed and
inoculation. Seeding: Time of seeding, rate and method
of planting, depth of seeding. Cultivation and harvesting.
Threshing and storing the seed. Varieties. For seed: A.K.,
Haberlandt, and Manchu. For general use: Morse and
Midwest. For hay and forage: Virginia and Wilson.
“Morse, Mikado, and Midwest yield best when grown
on the more fertile soils of southern Missouri.”
“The soybean is a promising crop for grain and forage in
eastern Kansas, and should be given a thorough trial in that
section.”
“There is an active demand for soybean oil and
its by-products. In 1921 more than $13,000,000 was
expended for soybean oil imported into this country.”
For the past six years, the Kansas Experiment Station has
been conducting soybean variety trials, comparing many
varieties. Photos show: (1) A plot of soybeans grown in
rows. (2) Uninoculated roots of soybean plants; no nodules
are clinging to these roots. (3) Inoculated roots of soybean
plants; the “nodules on the roots contain nitrogen gathering
bacteria.” Address: Extension Agronomist, Manhattan,
Kansas.
1491. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1923.
Seeds and plants imported by the Office of Foreign Seed and
Plant Introduction during the period from April 1 to May 31,
1920. Nos. 49797 to 50647. No. 63. 99 p. March.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Soja max (L.) Piper.
Fabaceœ. (Glycine hispida Maxim.)
49828-49833. “From Yokohama, Japan. Beans presented
by Robert Fulton & Co. Received April 2, 1920. Quoted
notes by Mr. Fulton:
“49828. ‘Kuro mame (black soy bean).’
“49829. ‘Kuro Teppo mame (round, middle-late, black
soy bean).’
“49830. ‘Nakate mame (middle-late, white soy bean),
seed larger than Wase mame.’
“49831. ‘Okute mame (late white soy bean).’
“49832. ‘Shiro daizu (white soy bean).’

“49833. ‘Wase mame (summer bean), small seeded early
white.’
“49834. From Aizu Wakamatsu, Japan. Beans presented
by Rev. Christopher Noss. Received April 2, 1920. ‘Ogon
daizu (golden soy bean).’ (Noss.)
“The oil of the bean is used for frying, as a butter
substitute, for lubricating, for water-proofing clothes,
for medicine, and in the manufacture of soap, candles,
guncotton, and artificial rubber. The residue after the oil
has been extracted has been used for cattle feed, but is now
mixed with wheat flour for food purposes. The entire bean
is slightly roasted, pulverized [to make kinako], and mixed
with flour to make light cakes and to give flavor to boiled
rice; it is cheaper and more nutritious than flour. (Adapted
from Parry, Travel Sketches, Japan Advertiser, January 25,
1920.)’
“49911/49921. From Techow, Shantung, China. Seeds
presented by Miss Alice Reed through Prof. Henry Conrad,
Grinnel College, Grinnel, Iowa. Received April 21, 1920.
Quoted notes by Miss Reed.
“49918-49920.
“49918. ‘Black bean.’
“49919. ‘Yellow bean.’
“49920. ‘Large green bean.’
“50382/50387. From Foochow, Fukien [Fujian], China.
Seeds collected by C.R. Kellogg. Received May 27, 1920.
Quoted notes by Mr. Kellogg.
“50385. ‘Yellow bean from Hokchiang (Futsing).’
“50440-50441.
“50440. ‘Deu tz (bean). The only yellow soy bean
known here and the one referred to when beans are spoken
of unless some other variety is definitely mentioned. A
field crop; clay preferred. Usually planted right after rice is
reaped, making a rotation of rice in the spring and beans in
the fall.’
“50441. ‘U deu (black bean). The only other type of soy
bean grown here. Rather heavier yielder and more vine than
the yellow, but not grown very much. A field crop preferring
medium-heavy clay soil. Collected at the farm of Lee U.
Ken.’
“50522-50524. From Mukden, China. Seeds presented
by Albert W. Pontius, American consul general. Received
June 7, 1920. Market beans requested for the Office of
Forage-Crop Investigations.
“50522. ‘Hei tou (black).’ ‘A small flat shining black
bean used when boiled, salted, and fermented as the main
ingredient in a sauce; also fed, when boiled, to water
buffaloes.’ (Frank N. Meyer.) For previous introduction, see
S.P.I. No. 45294.
“50523. ‘Hsiao chin huang tou (small golden yellow
bean).’
“50524. ‘Pai mei tou (white-crested bean).’ A late
maturing bean, yellow with a ‘white eyebrow.’ For previous
introductions, see S.P.I. No. 30745.
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“50531/50539. From Keijo, Chosen (Korea). Seed
presented by Miss Katherine Wambold. Received June 21,
1920.
“50535-50536.
“50535. ‘Kong Bean.’ For previous introductions, see
S.P.I. No. 42059.
“50536. ‘Kong bean; this is used for making sauce.’”
Address: Washington, DC.
1492. Wilkins, F.S. 1923. Soybeans in the cornbelt: A legume
that is easily grown and yields well. Successful Farming
20(3):5, 92-93. March.
• Summary: Discusses the increasing acreage planted
to soybeans in the Corn Belt, selecting the right variety,
good silage varieties, growing soybeans for seed, and the
advantages and uses of the crop. Good varieties: Mammoth
Yellow, Midwest (formerly known as Medium Yellow,
Mongol, and Hollybrook), Manchu, Peking, Wisconsin
Black, Morse, Wilson, Virginia. Photos show: (1) A man
riding behind a team of horses pulling a farm implement.
“The weeder, harrow, or rotary hoe, excellent for killing
weeds in soybean fields.” (2) “Grain separators, with a few
minor changes, do excellent work in threshing soybeans.” A
huge mound of chaff stands next to the machine. (3) Animals
eating soybean hay at a trough; it is equal in feeding value to
alfalfa. Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station.
1493. Ostrander, Ward A. 1923. A legume crop for soils and
stock: Soybeans produce high-protein feed; and increase the
productivity of worn land. Breeder’s Gazette 83(14):463-64.
April 5.
• Summary: Discusses the use of soybeans for feed, when to
cut for hay, harvesting with a binder, use of the beans with
corn for silage, and expected yields.
All over the cornbelt during the last few years, red
clover is failing more and more as the soil is slowly
becoming more acid. It takes a lot of hard work to apply
pulverized limestone to give first aid to this “sleeping
sickness.” Any farmer who raises live stock should consider
a rather new crop, the soybean, which “is being called to
bat as the pinch hitter to pull the clover slump out of its bad
situation... The soybean is practically our only legume that
has a high-protein feeding value in both grain and hay, and
will grow on our more acid soils.”
“When to cut for hay: The plants should be harrowed
after they get to the third or fourth leaf; the weeder also
works successfully. The rotary hoe, where it available, is
excellent. When the pods are about half-formed and before
any leaves drop off, they should be cut for hay.”
“Soybean hay does not cure easily, as there is a good
deal of it per acre; let it cure out rather than try to dry it up
too rapidly. Many men jump to the conclusion that the hay is
too coarse for good feed. Let them withhold their judgment;
let the cow decide. After a cow has picked it over and left

some stems, the residue is an excellent horse feed, and it will
help to carry ewes through the winter.”
“Where soybeans are to be grown for grain or seed,
1 bushel of seed per acre, if the wheat drill be used, is
sufficient.”
Harvesting with a binder: Whether the beans are planted
one way or the other, the harrow and weeder should be
used... The binder is used by many growers; it works well...
It can be followed with the wheat drill, if time or weather
presses... The mower, with a clover seed windrower, does
well, and some men swear by the old self-rake reaper. Where
soybeans are in rows the soybean harvester, which goes
down the rows and harvests the beans in the field, gives
excellent results.
“As a rule, the bean can be threshed practically as soon
as cut, but if a machine is not available, it is well to stack
or put the crop in a barn, and let it go through the sweat.
Beans are threshed in the regular way, with the ordinary
grain thresher, by removing most of the concaves, and using
special pulleys which slow down the cylinder to about 350
revolutions per minute, but keep the rest of the separator up
to full speed, as for small grains. If the crop is in bundles it
will feed much faster into the thresher.”
Describes how to use soybeans as a soiling crop.
“Soybeans are not intended to take the place of red clover,
but to supplement it.” Remember that a home-grown protein
feed is the cheapest.
“It is always best to get in close touch with men in one’s
community who have been growing soybeans, and learn their
experience. Each summer the National Soybean Growers’
Association has a cornbelt meeting at which all interested
farmers get together to talk over their problems. This year it
will be held in Wisconsin.”
The article concludes: “Give soybeans a chance to fit
in with your farming operations, and you will find that they
will return all you expect, and many times more. Grow some
soybeans for your land’s sake, some for you live stock’s
sake, and for your own sake. Eat a few!”
Photos show: (1) “Cutting soybeans with a tractor-drawn
binder, followed by a drill sowing wheat.” Horses are pulling
the drill. (2) Nodules on the roots of a soybean plant. (3) A
crop of soybean hay in cocks. (4) A man mixing inoculated
soil with soybean seed for planting. Address: Secretary,
National Soybean Growers’ Assoc. He from Lafayette,
Indiana.
1494. Wettach, Melville. 1923. Soy beans for the Corn Belt.
Hoard’s Dairyman 65(12):434. April 6.
• Summary: Discusses varieties and harvesting the
crop. “For seed production and hogging down the Iowa
Experiment Station recommends the following varieties–
Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Chestnut, Minnesota 166,
Minnesota 167, Habaro, Early Yellow, Ito San, and Elton.”
“Those varieties which give the largest yields and
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which have the pods well filled and the leaves beginning to
turn yellow about the time the corn is ready for silage are
best adapted for sheeping-down or silage. Medium Green,
Wilson, Roosevelt [Midwest], Ebony, Manchu, and Black
Eyebrow give large yields of hay and are very well suited for
this purpose. Manchu and Black Eyebrow are two of the best
seed varieties; and being good varieties for hay, a make them
good all-purpose beans.”
Photos show: A field of soy beans in corn for silage. A
man in a field of soy beans for hay. Address: Iowa.
1495. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1923. Iowa farmers and the soy
bean: Growers of soy beans are finding out how best to grow
and use this crop. 48(15):581. April 13.
• Summary: Iowa farmers describe their own experiences.
A clean seed bed is extremely important. The crop has a
multiplicity of uses. Soy bean varieties discussed: Elton,
Ito San, Manchu, Midwest (formerly known as Mongol or
Hollybrook), Morse, Ohio 9035, Peking, and Wilson.
A photo shows a man walking behind a team of horses
cultivating a field of young soy bean plants. “While a harrow
does the work effectively, a weeder or rotary hoe is less
severe.” Address: Iowa.
1496. Barnett, E.; Goodell, C.J. 1923. Corn and soy beans
for pork production. Mississippi Agricultural Experiment
Station, Circular No. 49. 7 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (This work began in
1917). Methods of handling. Growing crop. Hogs. Number
of hogs to be used. Length of grazing period. Rates of gain.
Pork produced per acre. Summary.
“Corn and soy beans are among the most valuable crops
grown in Mississippi for the production of pork. From the
standpoint of economy, they are the most satisfactory feeds
that have been used in the finishing of spring pigs at the
Mississippi Experiment Station and the results of several
years’ work indicate the wisdom of their more extensive
propagation for this purpose.”
“Summary: For the production of pork, growing soy
beans and corn together is more economical than growing
them separately, the two crops grown on the same land
representing a greater total feeding value than either grown
alone.”
1497. Thatcher, L.E. 1923. The status of the soybean crop
in Ohio. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Monthly
Bulletin 8(3-4):59-64. March/April. Whole nos. 87-88.
• Summary: Contains an interesting statewide survey of
cultivation practices, based on 300 questionnaires mailed out
by the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station. The soybean is
still a minor crop in Ohio. Only 14% of the farmers crowing
the crop for seed had 16 acres or more, while 72% of those
growing soybean hay had 5 acres or less. “That the number
of growers is increasing is evidenced by that fact that last

year 27 percent of those reporting were growing seed for the
first time; 38 percent were growing hay for the first time;
14 percent, soybeans and corn for silage; and 28 percent,
soybeans and corn for hogging-off for the first time. Of the
whole number 90 percent will continue to grow soybeans in
some way, and the 10 percent who are quitting are for the
most part small seed growers.”
A table shows the average yields reported per acre as
follows: Soybean hay 2 tons, other hay 1.9 tons, soybeans for
seed 19.8 bushels, corn 55.3 bushels, oats 47.2 bushels, and
wheat 20.8 bushels. “A corn-soybean-wheat rotation in place
of the standard corn-oats-wheat-clover rotation was reported
by 52 percent of the growers.” 69% of respondents found
soybean hay better than clover hay for feed.
“Ohio farmers, generally have shown good judgment
in the choice of soybean varieties for various purposes.
Altogether, 15 varieties were named. Ito San, the most
popular variety, makes up 24 percent of the seed acreage;
Midwest, 22 percent; Manchu, 12 percent; Medium Green
or Guelph, 10 percent; and Wilson and Elton each 5 percent.
The popularity of Ito San, which is due to the fact that it is
an old variety and the seed easy to get, is one the wane... It is
being replaced by Manchu in a majority of cases.”
“In harvesting the crop, 24 percent of all growers use
the grain binder, in some cases without twine; 35 percent
use the mower without windrower; 25 percent use mower
with windrower; 9 percent use the self-rake or reaper, and
7 percent depend on emergency or special methods such as
a 2-row bean puller, Champion potato digger, mower with
special platform, and combined harvester and thresher” [later
called a “combine”].
“The ordinary grain separator was used by 82 percent of
all growers in threshing the seed crop; the corn husker by 12
percent; while the remaining 6 percent flail by hand, tramp
out with horses, use navy bean thresher or special combined
harvester and thresher.”
Corn and soybeans are grown together for either silage
or hogging; they can be planted together in hills or drilled in
rows. “For hogging the rule is 3 plants per hill of corn and 2
of soybeans. As to yields, 88 percent said the mixture gave a
larger tonnage than corn alone, 7 percent said it did not, and
5 percent did not know. As to whether the soybeans reduced
the yield of corn, 73 percent said ‘No’ and 23 percent said
‘Yes.’”
A table on page 64 shows the protein and oil content of
61 soybean varieties: Ohio 20173–Manchuria. Ohio 9110–
Medium Green. Manchu. Manchuria. Medium Green. Ohio
10015–Medium Green. Elton. Ohio 13166–Habaro. Ohio
20185–Manchuria. Bulk no. 20. Ohio 9016. Shingto. Ohio
15081-23. Hamilton (Ohio 9035). Ohio 20178–Manchuria.
Ohio 20128–Manchuria. Blackeyebrow [Black Eyebrow].
Mandarin. Ohio 15040-25. Johnson 4’s. Ohio 20125–
Manchuria. Ohio 9001. Amherst. Ito San. Habaro. Ohio
20233–Elton. Ohio 20114–Manchuria. Bulk No. 23. Mikado.
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Ohio 20287–Elton. Ohio 20225–Elton. Arlington. Bulk No.
9. Midwest–Wooster. Wilson. Peking. Yosho. Bulk No. 25.
Midwest (Mongol). Auburn. Midwest (Indiana). Virginia. Ito
San 17268. O.S.U. 1926–Manchu. Ohio 7491. Hurrelbrink’s
Sel. [Select/Selection?]. Ohio 20019–Ebony. Mammoth
Yellow (Southern grown seed). Easy Cook [Easycook]. Taha.
Ohio 9100–Ito San. Ohio 13163–Ebony. Ohio 13185–Cloud.
Cloud. Ohio 20026–Ebony. Ohio 20085–Ebony. Ebony
‘A.’ Ohio 20065–Ebony. Ebony ‘B.’ Wilson No. 5. Note:
Hollybrook is now known as Midwest.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013) that
uses the term “combined harvester and thresher” to refer to a
combine in connection with soybeans. Address: Ohio.
1498. Fox, Kirk. 1923. Don’t overlook the soybeans. They
furnish cheap protein and build soil fertility. Dairy Farmer
21(9):18. May 1.
• Summary: “There is no crop which can claim as rapid
a climb to such general popularity in the United States as
soybeans. Coming at a time when the difficulty in getting a
stand of clover or alfalfa was seriously reducing the acreage
of legumes, it was eagerly accepted by farmers the country
over.”
“Why has this crop met with such favor and how is
it able to compete with such old standbys as red clover,
alfalfa and the other legumes? As sated earlier, the acreage
of clovers was falling off because increasing acidity of the
soil made it difficult to get a stand. When a clover seeding
fails, the rotation is upset as well as feeding plans because it
takes two years to get a clover crop. Soybeans, on the other
hand, will grow better on acid soils than most clovers but
are helped by applications of limestone. The also have the
advantage in that they require one season only to mature a
crop. Thus they fit remarkably well into the rotation.”
“Summing up the main reasons then why soybeans are
so popular, it can be said that they furnish a cheap, homegrown protein and at the same time are soil builders.” A
photo shows variety test plots of Medium Green and Ito San
varieties of soybeans growing at the Iowa experiment station.
1499. New York Times. 1923. Advantages of home
gardening: Proper care and cultivation will produce supply
for the average family’s use. Location of the garden. May 6.
p. RE16.
• Summary: Summary of a bulletin by James H. Beattie
of the United States of the United States Department of
Agriculture about how to plan and care for a half-acre
garden. It will produce far more vegetables than the average
family can consume. “Where manure is not available, some
leguminous crops, such as cowpeas, soy beans, vetch, or
crimson clover, should be turned under to supply humus and
part of the nitrogen.” “The use of commercial fertilizers is
advisable in many cases,...”

1500. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1923. Soy beans versus rape with
corn: Ohio [Agricultural Experiment] Station compares soy
beans and rape for hogging down with corn. 48(19):725.
May 11.
• Summary: This is a report of the experiments made in
1922 by the Ohio Experiment Station comparing soybeans
with rape for hogging down with corn. W.L. Robison was
in charge of the experiments. A photo shows a “field of corn
and soy beans ready to be hogged down.” Address: Ohio.
1501. McKinnis, Guy P. 1923. Re: Opinions and request for
opinions about soybean varieties and harvesters. Letter to
W.J. Morse, USDA, Washington, DC, May 12. 1 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir:–We like to exchange letters with
you at least once each year as you always give us some
suggestions that help in our business. Have had a very good
trade on soybeans this year and expect to sell our remaining
stock of about 100 bu. Cert. Midwest and same uncertified.
Could sell many more Wilsons and Sables if we had them.
We have been advocating Sable for hay, Wilson for ensilage
and Mikado for late hogging, foraging after corn is husked
and for shredding with corn and the demand for Midwests
for all these purposes has taken the supply in the past. We
believe that there is some likelyhood [sic, likelihood] of this
condition changing, overproduction of Midwest and a better
demand for special purpose beans. We desire your opinion on
all these matters and if there are better varieties than we have
we wish to know. Wilson is hardly stiff stemmed enough.
Who is doing field selection work with soybeans? We used
some re-selected Wilson last year and they were inferior to
old stock, earlier and shattered badly. We are adding Manchu
to our line this year as we have considerable call for them.
And note that Haberlandt is coming into general use south of
us. Are they more desirable as a late bean than Mikado? We
are informed that Lexington and Arlington are good forage
beans. We are always looking for better seed and practices
and are putting in beet and bean planters and cultivators.
“Particularly interested in harvesters and would
like to know what machines you have observed and can
recommend. Have plans for a power field harvester and
thresher and expect to make a trial machine and apply for
patents. Note in the Farm Implement News that a similar
machine has been patented. Where could information
concerning what has been done along that line be obtained
and do you happen to know good people who render the
service we may need in securing a patent that would not
enfringe [sic, infringe] on others? We have bulletins from
S. Carolina describing the machines in use there but they
seem to be rather crude. Our idea is to plant, cultivate and
harvest in four 22-inch rows and we believe the time is not
far distant when beans can be produced as cheaply per acre
as the small grain crops. We will have a fall meeting here and
if you can send us samples of soybeans that are promising
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we will be glad to test them in our demonstrations. We are
working with Purdue but as you probably know they confine
themselves to about two yellow varieties Midwest and just
recently they have replaced Ito San with Manchu. They are
taking some interest in a new selection called Dunkirk [sic,
Dunfield]. What do you know about Dunkirk? Will be glad
to have an answer to the many questions and will cooperate
with you if the opportunity arises.”
“Wish a copy of your Soybean book. Check enclosed.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29.
Box 102. Folders–Parsons, John E.; Parsons, A.A.; ParsonsMcKinnis Corporation. Address: Indianapolis, Route O,
Indiana.
1502. Morse, W.J. 1923. Re: Opinions concerning best
varieties of soy beans, and harvesters. Letter to Guy P.
McKinnins, Parsons-McKinnis Co-operation, Route O,
Indianapolis, Indiana, May 25. 2 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I have your letter of May 12 with
reference to the soybean situation in your state. I am very
glad indeed to learn that you have had such a good trade in
seed beans this year. For the past three or four years many
of the growers in the corn-belt states have had the idea that
there would be an overproduction of soybean seed. In the
fall after harvest although the seed was abundant and there
seemed to be an overproduction, yet the following spring
the seed has been disposed of quickly and there has been
considerable demand for seed from those states which seem
likely to have an overproduction. In view of the greatly
increased acreage annually for forage, pasturage, and
ensilage purposes, it hardly seems to me that there will be
an overproduction, and if there should be a greater supply of
seed than could be handled for seed purposes the oil mills
will be in a position to take the seed at a price, I think, that
will be profitable to the farmer.
“Relative to selection work with the soybeans, the
Department is doing a very considerable amount of work
at the experiment station in Virginia. We have just planned
out around 1,000 selections which we made last year. The
selection work involved high yield and protein content,
high seed and forage field, habit, seed color, and disease
resistance.
“Concerning the Manchu variety, will say that the seed
of this variety has been in very great demand throughout the
northern states. It is the leading variety in Iowa, central and
northern Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio.
“The Haberlandt is one of the favorite varieties in
Kentucky. It is a week to ten days later than the Mikado and
by many is considered a more desirable variety.
“The Lexington and Arlington varieties are both good

forage sorts, the Arlington being a black-seeded sort while
the Lexington is a small olive-yellow-seeded variety. I know
that the Arlington will give a much heavier yield of forage
than the Lexington, but I do not believe it will outyield
it in seed. If you care for any of the varieties such as the
Lexington, Arlington, or Haberlandt, I will be very glad
indeed to send you trial packages.
“With reference to the harvesters that are being used in
different parts of the country, will say that most harvesters
are now used in southern Virginia and in North Carolina.
There are several different types used in these states, some
of which do very good work. I understand that in your state
two men have invented a two-row harvester. I suggest that
you write to Prof. W.A. Ostrander, Indiana Experiment
Station, Lafayette, Indiana, who can put you in touch with
these men. Last season I had an opportunity of seeing a
four-row harvester at work in Virginia. This harvester was
manufactured by the planter and as yet has not been put on
the market.
“Relative to your fall meeting, I am sending you
four-pound samples of varieties that may be of value for
demonstration.
“Concerning the selection called Dunkirk, I must
say that I have no data as yet. I will write Prof. Ostrander
regarding this variety and obtain from him a history of it and
possibly a sample of seed.
“As to the soybean book which was recently published,
I refer you to the McGraw-Hill Book Co., 370 Seventh Ave.,
New York, N.Y.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29.
Box 102. Folders–Parsons, John E.; Parsons, A.A.; ParsonsMcKinnis Corporation. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1503. Williams, C.G. 1923. When the soybean breaks its
neck: Ways and means to insure getting the young plants
safely started. Ohio Farmer 151(21):662. May 26.
• Summary: Four things a farmer can do to help soybeans
push through the soil crust: The right sort of seedbed,
suitable soil temperature, seeding after a rain, and breaking
the soil crust.
Concerning the right sort of seedbed. “... by this I mean
an early and well-prepared seedbed. Ground plowed just
before seeding when it is pretty well dried out will be loose
and dry at seeding and call for too deep planting of the
soybean seed in order to insure germination. Whereas ground
plowed early, which has been well worked, will not have its
moisture near the surface and thus make shallow planting
possible. Under such conditions as I have described one-half
to one inch deep is a safe planting and this makes for early
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appearance above the ground and a good stand.” Address:
Field Crop Notes Editor, Cleveland, Ohio.
1504. Spillman, W.J. 1923. Distribution of types of farming
in the United States. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1289. 30
p. May. See p. 17-18, 29-30.
• Summary: In the section titled “Distribution of major
crops–The Cotton Belt,” the subsection on “Alternatives”
states (p. 17): “Very large quantities of coconut oil, soy-bean
oil, peanut oil, and other vegetable oils are imported into
this country, the largest import being of coconut oil. Peanut
oil can be substituted for coconut oil in all of its uses and
is fully equal to it for any purpose. In 1919 we produced
about 80,000,000 pounds of peanut oil and imported about
80,000,000 pounds from China. Imported soy-bean oil comes
mainly from Manchuria and coconut oil from the Tropics.
We could easily produce enough peanut oil to replace all of
these imports, but this would have to be done in competition
with oriental and tropical labor.”
“The soy bean thrives throughout this region. It yields
well and the seed contains about 18 per cent of oil of
high value. The entire plant makes good forage. With the
development of cattle and hog farming, this crop might have
an important place here. Should the oil mills be able to pay
enough for the seed to make soy beans a profitable crop the
acreage of the crop might be expanded greatly” (p. 18).
In the section titled “The Corn Belt,” the subsection on
“Possible new crops for the Corn Belt” states: “The soy bean
crop is already coming into Corn Belt agriculture at a rapid
rate. Students of farming in this region foresaw this result
many years ago. In the southern half of the Corn Belt farmers
have long felt the need of some spring crop to sow between
corn and wheat. It is not satisfactory to sow wheat after corn
unless the corn is cut and shocked, and it is not practicable to
utilize the corn fodder from so large an acreage as is grown
here. Oats have hitherto been much used for this place in
the rotation. But in this section oats are an uncertain crop,
and the yield averages low. Soy beans appear to be the ideal
corp to substitute for oats to follow corn and precede wheat.
They leave the land in excellent condition for wheat without
plowing unless it is very weedy, and even this difficulty can
be overcome by planting the beans in rows and cultivating
them a few times. It is well to remember, however, that
the necessity of cultivation the soy beans would reduce the
acreage of corn a given working force could manage. The
crop is a legume, and leaves considerable nitrogen in the soil
for the wheat crop that follows. Soy beans after corn and
preceding wheat also assist in controlling scab, which is due
to a fungus affecting both corn and wheat.
“Farther north, where oats are a logical crop, soy beans
are being sown very generally in corn; in fact, they are often
planted with the corn. When this is done, rape may be sown
between the rows at the last cultivation of the corn and
beans. This practice is particularly advantageous on farms

where corn is hogged off. In fact, soy beans may be planted
with corn throughout the Corn Belt to excellent advantage.
The crop thus has two important places which it may occupy
in Corn Belt rotations. It makes good hay, and is a splendid
substitute for alfalfa or clover in the winter feeding of brood
sows and other hogs. Not only that, but the seed contains
about 18 per cent of an oil which is intermediate in character
between the semidrying and drying oils. A considerable
proportion of soy-bean oil can be substituted for linseed oil
in the manufacture of paints, varnishes, linoleum, etc.
“Enormous quantities of soy-bean oil are imported
every year, mainly from Manchuria. Factories are now
being built in the Corn Belt for handling soy beans as a
source of oil. If it should turn out that these factories can
pay farmers a sufficient price for soy beans to make the crop
profitable, there is every reason to expect soy beans to rise
to the proportion of a major crop in this section.” Address:
Consulting Specialist, Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
1505. Tropical Life (England). 1923. Vegetable oil notes:
Soya-bean oil for leprosy. 19(5):67-68. May.
• Summary: According to a paper read before the Royal
Society of Arts (England), it is well known that chaulmoogra
oil is likely to play an important role in the international
struggle against leprosy. But “it is not so generally known
that recent investigations lead one to believe that cod-liver
oil and soya-bean oil will also play an important part in the
warfare against this dread disease.”
An article on p. 68 titled “The Philippines on the oil
treatment of leprosy” also mentions soybean oil.
1506. Todd, G.R. 1923. Growing cow peas and soy beans.
Rural New-Yorker 82(4747):846-47. June 16.
• Summary: Contents: Soy beans are preferred to cow
peas for every purpose. Seeding methods. Soil inoculation.
Cutting and curing (for hay). Cow-pea hay. Harvesting for
seed. A photo shows a farmer with his soy bean plants in
St. Lawrence County, New York. “This crop is great for
dairymen–to feed along with corn silage. It is an annual crop,
makes a fair growth on acid soil, and gives as strong a feed
as clover or Alfalfa hay.” Address: New York.
1507. Hackleman, J.C. 1923. Re: Soybean variety
demonstration in 27 counties. Morse’s upcoming visit. Letter
to W.J. Morse, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC, July 9. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Morse:... We have 27 county
soy bean variety demonstrations this year, and I should like
very much for you to spend some time with us in this State...
Perhaps, September would be better, since the Corn Belt Soy
Bean Meeting has been advanced to September 11th.”
Hackleman and the people at the new soy bean mill
at Monticello hope that Morse can visit Piatt County for
a meeting. “They propose to invite the leading soy bean
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growers from Piatt, Champaign, Macon and DeWitt
counties–make it an invitational affair–and they expect to put
on a real entertainment for us. Last year they put on one of
the finest ‘feeds’ I ever had the pleasure of attending. They
had about eight or ten from the College here out to their
meeting, and I think it was voted a ‘howling success’. Mr.
Watson, the farm adviser, has asked us to set the date and
outline the program.
“They are primarily interested in getting information
regarding harvesting and handling the soy bean seed crop.
I thought of having Professor Lehmann, who is chairman
of a special committee on this subject, appointed by the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers, to give us a
report of his findings; to have you give us your observations
on the machine that are in operation in the east; and then
to have someone give us a rather detailed statement of the
experiences of corn belt farmers who are harvesting beans
with special harvesters. I think these talks, if supplemented
with a large number of pictures, would be very interesting
indeed.”
Morse replies on July 12: “It would surely be a great
pleasure to be in Piatt County for the meeting, I am very
anxious indeed to look over that mill and hear the results
that they have obtained. It may interest you to know that the
International Vegetable Oil Co. is erecting a new solvent
process mill at Norfolk [Virginia], and I understand this
mill will be in operation for soybean about the middle of
November.”
Note: As of Sept. 2005, we can find no subsequent
records that mention the International Vegetable Oil Co.
However, in 1924, the Eastern Cotton Oil Co. began solvent
extraction of soybeans at Norfolk, Virginia.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 11–Illinois. Folder #7–Illinois Exp.
Station.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Crops Extension, Agric. Exp.
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1508. Cates, J. Sidney. 1923. New stunts in harvesting
soys: Cheaper ways to handle the job are being worked out.
Country Gentleman 88(28):5, 30. July 14.
• Summary: “This is one of a series of articles gathered...
from every part of the United States... for the purpose of
suggesting to farmers ways of increasing their income.”
“Prof. J.C. Hackleman, of the University of Illinois,
voiced the point of view I found all through the Corn Belt
states when he remarked to me a few weeks ago: ‘The soy
is one crop we are trying to raise with machinery which
belongs to other crops. I am not sure that is going to be a
success very much longer. We have passed the experimental

stage and are ready to get into commercial production of
beans. This is going to mean special machinery.
“’We have special machinery for every other crop... The
fellow with ten to twenty acres of beans is going to cut the
crop for hay. The grain crop is always going to be grown in
large acreage. It will have to be in order to be economical.’”
The most economical way of harvesting soy beans
is with a picker, which was developed in eastern North
Carolina years ago. “The economy of this outfit, as compared
to harvesting with a binder, a self-rake reaper or with a
mower, was brought out several years ago in a study of a
large group of soy-bean farms made by A.G. Smith of the
old Office of Farm Management. This study, summarized,
shows that it took .84 man days and .55 horse days to harvest
an acre of beans by the picker plan. Using a grain binder and
thresher, as is now the usual Corn Belt practice, it took .99
man days and .77 horse days to complete an acre. This is an
increase of approximately 18 per cent man labor and 40 per
cent horse labor over the picker scheme. In this study the
self-rake reaper required 1.4 man days and 1.29 horse days
to the acre. Harvesting with mower and thresher, the man
labor was 1.02 days an acre, and horse labor .60.” Also the
picker, which picks the beans directly from the stalk, gives
a much higher quality of beans than any other harvesting
plan. Moreover the beans are not cracked in harvesting as is
sometimes the case when the beans are threshed.
Harvey Clapp in Accotink, Virginia, raises 100 acres of
soys. “His farm is entirely motorized.” Mr. Clapp built his
own planter, cultivator, and harvester. While the binder has
proved the most popular harvesting implement, a great many
farmers still use the old-style self-rake reaper. Mowers with
a buncher attachment are also in use on many farms. Beans
harvested with the binder are set up in shocks without caps.
“Wherever corn is a crop of importance, the soy is
creeping in, for forage and for hogging down. Soy beans
and corn supplemented by a mineral mixture puts the same
rapid growth on hogs as corn and tankage. And at the Indiana
station they are crying from the housetops the results of a
study which seems to show that twelve acres of beans and
forty acres of corn will feed just as many hogs as eighty
acres of corn alone. And they are claiming out in Ohio and
Indiana that clover-sick land after a round of soy beans can
be put back to clover and will grow a splendid crop.
“All these findings seem to mean a year by year increase
in seed demand and a good price for the man with seed beans
for sale.”
A large photo shows a grain drill following a reaper
harvesting the soys. Each machine is pulled by a team of
horses. Broadcast beans leave the land in good shape for
wheat seeding.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2007)
that mentions Harvey Clapp of Virginia; he developed an
early soybean harvester, considered a forerunner of the
combine.
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1509. Ohio State Journal (Columbus). 1923. Soy beans give
Ohio important crop now: Acreage this year is 69 per cent
greater than that of ‘22, West reports. July 14. p. 14, col. 1.
Morning.
• Summary: The soy bean is rapidly becoming an important
crop in Ohio. In a report issued yesterday, C.J. West of the
state-federal crop reporting service says the acreage planted
to soy beans this year is 69% greater than last year. This
acreage now amounts to 5% of that planted to corn and 10%
of that planted to oats. The farms studied in preparing the
report have 2,306 acres in soy beans and 48,287 in corn. Last
year the same farms had only 1,356 acres in soy beans.
West says soy beans are favored by Ohio farmers
because the plants make a nutritious hay and the beans are
rich in protein for stock food. The plant, a legume, “is also
a soil improver similar to clover, so that many fields are
planted with the idea, not of harvesting, but of turning the
crop under for other crops to feed upon” [as green manure].
1510. Hackleman, J.C. 1923. Re: Speakers and program for
meeting at Monticello, Illinois. Letter to W.J. Morse, ForageCrop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC, July 17. 2 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “My dear Mr. Morse: We have about decided
that the best time for you to visit Illinois will be the first
week in September.” They would travel the first four days
(Sunday to Wed.), then conclude the week “with a meeting in
Monticello the afternoon and evening of the 5th, and on the
South Farm, here at the University, all day September 6th,
thus making September 6th Illinois Soy Bean Day. Friday
and Saturday have not yet been arranged for...” Then they
will drive to Wisconsin, visiting two or more soy bean plots
as they go north.
The people at the Monticello plant are “anxious that this
meeting be a most valuable one, from the standpoint of the
future of the soy bean in Illinois. They are going to discuss
almost solely the handling of the seed crop. The following
are the suggested speakers for this meeting:
“W.J. Morse–’Soy Bean Harvesters in the United States.’
“E.W. Lehmann–’Summary of a Questionnaire Sent
5,000 Soy Bean Growers in the Corn Belt.
“Carl Walker–’My Experience with a Soy Bean
Harvester.’
“We were wondering if it would be possible for you to
get Mr. Clapp, who, I believe, has built a special soy bean
harvester, to come with you on your western trip, taking in
the soy bean work in Illinois and going on to Wisconsin... At
this same meeting they will have at least one administrative
officer, preferably a member of the board of directors, or
one of the chief men in the Research Department of the
International Harvester Company, the John Deere Mfg.
Company, the Avery Mfg. Company, and perhaps other

manufacturing companies who might be interested in this
problem.”
“Professor Piper tells me you are going to furnish
me some suggestions for a talk that he wants me to make
before the American Society of Agronomy, in Chicago, in
November. I will be glad to have all the help you can give
me.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 11–Illinois. Folder #7–Illinois Exp.
Station.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Crops Extension, Agric. Exp.
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1511. Grazer Tagblatt (Graz, Austria). 1923. Die
nahrhafteste Feldfrucht [The most nutritious crop].
33(362):11. July 22. [Ger]
• Summary: In the nutrition hardships of the war years and
even before, agricultural expert circles here have frequently
occupied themselves with a crop that plays an extraordinarily
important role in East Asia. But thus far in Europe, even
though it even possesses good prospects for thriving well
in the central parts of our continent, it has not yet been
planted on a larger scale. It is the soybean (Sojabohne), a
genus of the papilionaceae family (Schmetterlingsblütler),
the fatherland of which is in fact to be sought in China. New
chemical experiments have furnished proof that this species
of bean is superior to all other crops. In China, a type of
white cheese [tofu] has been prepared from it for around two
millennia which has become a staple food. But the soybean
grows primarily in Manchuria. That is where the greatest
surplus of this crop is produced, and thus in recent times,
an enormous export has developed. In addition, a splendid
oil is pressed from this bean, and the residue can be used as
livestock fodder and as fertilizer for fields that do not require
any special care. Agronomic trials in Germany, Austria,
France, and Russia have shown that the soybean is easy
to cultivate and does not require either any special skill or
attention by the farmer or any certain favorableness of the
soil or the climate. The bean’s power to reproduce has been
indicated as 150-fold.
Of particular interest are the results from analyses.
According to them, the content of the bean consists of
approximately 40 percent protein, 20 percent fat, 8 to 11
percent sugars of a composition that is similar to raw sugar,
a maximum of 10 percent soluble starch, 4 to 6 percent
minerals (phosphorus, sulfur, sodium, potassium, calcium,
and magnesium), and 4 to 11 percent cellulose. What is
especially conspicuous is the low starch content, which with
some species of grains reaches 70 percent, for example, with
wheat. Anyone who subscribes to a vegetarian way of life
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can find their ideal food to be the soybean. On top of that,
because of its low starch content, it is supposedly very much
especially suitable to the diet of diabetics. Another favorable
characteristic is also its low content of lignin, which is
completely lacking in bean cheese (Bohnenkäse).
In addition, in China the meal of the soybean is also
used for the production of a beverage by simply mixing it
with water. A sort of plant milk is produced from it which
has an excellent flavor and supposedly has a number of
similarities with cow’s milk, which is not consumed by
most Chinese. If the desire were to create such a mixture
from wheat flour or from the meal of our usual beans, then
a completely different product would be created. Only the
soybean yields a beverage that has such a great kinship with
cow’s milk that it likewise curdles when heated or with the
addition of acid. Incidentally, the meal can be prepared in the
most varied of ways, such as for soup powder, for biscuits,
for high protein flour for children (Kinderkraftmehl), and so
on. In industry, it is even used for the production of candles
and soap. Finally, soybean vinegar (Sojabohnenessig) is
extremely prized as an addition to sauces.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. Graz is the capital city of Styria and Austria’s
second-largest city after Vienna.
Note 3. This article also appeared under the same
heading in the Linzer Volksblatt (Aug. 10, p. 6, col. 2), and in
the Arbeiterwille (Graz) (Sept. 23, p. 8. col. 2).
Note 3. This is the earliest and only article seen (April
2020) in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database
that contains the German word Sojabohnenessig (soybean
vinegar). This word appears in 3 different issues of these
newspapers during 1923 only.
1512. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1923. Soybeans
in rotation. 6(2):12. July.
• Summary: “Many farmers have discovered that soybeans,
when allowed to ripen, are an excellent substitute for oats in
the rotation, from the point of view of production as also a
crop to precede and follow other crops.”
Also discusses “Reasons for soys.”
1513. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1923. Beans in
corn. 6(2):17. July.
• Summary: “Growing beans in corn is generally acceded to
be a wise policy. While in some cases it may slightly reduce
the yield it is always an excellent defense against bugs.
“One Illinois farmer this season planted one soy bean
in every hill of corn. This he believes will ward off the
chinch bugs by shading the corn row bottoms and will tend
to keep the bottoms moist by retaining the moisture, thereby
promoting the growth of the corn.
“Many others planted soy beans in their corn this year
for the purpose of hogging, down next fall and marketing

the corn and beans through a better grade of live stock. The
combination is popular in many sections of the country that
have experienced the depredations of ravaging chinch bugs.
“That soy beans in corn do not cut down the yield was
recently pointed out by W.P. Flint, Illinois field entomologist.
He stressed the advisability of growing the combination this
year as a drastic step against chinch bugs.
“’Chinch bugs do not like shade,’ he said, ‘and soy
beans seem to be unpalatable to them. A rapid rank growing
variety of beans planted with the corn this year seems as an
added insurance for a corn crop since it will tend to ward
off the bugs. However, experiments show that the beans in
with the corn seedlings may cut down on the yield two or
three bushels to the acre under normal years and conditions,
the practice of growing the crops together has its merits, and
should be advised this year since the bugs are threatening the
crops in such numbers.’”
1514. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1923. An outline
of bean history. 6(2):20. July.
• Summary: “For immemorial centuries natives of India,
China and Japan have cultivated the strong Soy, or Soja,
bean as a food for man. Though more like a pea than a bean,
both seeds and plants are rich in nitrogen; plants are used for
stock food and are plowed under to enrich the soil.”
1515. Johnston, Ralph E. 1923. Soybeans in South Dakota.
South Dakota Agricultural College, Extension Leaflet No.
27. 4 p. July. Reprinted as “Growing soybeans in South
Dakota” in Dakota Farmer 44(6):291. March 15. 1924.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses of soybeans.
Where to grow soybeans. How to plant soybeans. When to
plant soybeans. Inoculation. Depth to plant. Preparation of
seed bed. Care of crop. Threshing. Varieties of soybeans to
plant in South Dakota (for various uses). The soybean seed
to plant. Photos show: (1) Soybean plants. (2) A field of
soybeans for seed on a farm in Lincoln County, Nebraska.
(3) Comparison of good–pure, plump, no cracked beans, and
poor–mixed, shriveled, cracked beans. Address: Brookings.
1516. McCuen, G.W. 1923. Hints for soybean threshing.
Ohio Farmer 152(8):158. Aug. 25.
• Summary: “While the acreage of soybeans in Ohio has
increased greatly during the past year, the threshing facilities
in the field have not kept any where near abreast with the
increased acreage.” The power required in threshing beans
and other considerations are taken up.
1517. Malin, D.F. 1923. “Bill” McArthur’s soy beans: Soy
beans are all important in the cropping system at Ianoka
Farm [Iowa]. Wallaces’ Farmer 48(35):1149. Aug. 31.
• Summary: Bill McArthur’s soy beans are one of the
agricultural features of Cerro Gordo County in Northern
Iowa, and he is considered the dean of soy bean growers in
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the area. On his farm, soy beans have the limelight. This year
he has planted 90 acres of Manchus and Early Blacks.
“On the McArthur farm soy beans are probably used
for more different purposes than on any other Iowa farm.
The crop is annually planted with corn, both for silage and
hogging down. A considerable acreage is harvested for seed
each year and a part is always cut for hay. The beans in
ground form are extensively used for feeding the live stock
kept on Ianoka Farm, as the McArthur place is known.”
Also discusses: Method of making soy bean hay. Rate of
seeding for seed crop. Soy beans in the crop rotation.
A photo shows men using a regular threshing machine to
thresh soy beans in front of McArthur’s barn. He changes all
the pulleys on the cylinder shaft, putting on the larger pulleys
to slow down the cylinder and speeding up the separation.
The cylinder speed should be reduced to about 300 to 400
revolutions per minute. Address: Iowa.
1518. Boshart, Karl. 1923. Versuche ueber den Anbau der
Sojabohne [Trials with cultivation of soybeans]. Praktische
Blaetter der Bayrischer Landesanstalt fuer Pflanzenbau und
Pflanzenschutz 1(5):59-65. Aug. [3 ref. Ger]
Address: Dr., Germany.
1519. Park, J.B. 1923. Harvesting soybeans for seed. Ohio
State University, Extension Service, Crop Talk No. 1. 4 p.
Aug.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Time of harvesting.
Methods of harvesting. Special soybean harvesters.
Threshing. Storage of seed.
“The time at which soybeans ripen varies with latitude,
variety, and season, extending from the first or second week
of September in northern Ohio to early October for the
later varieties in southern Ohio. A striking characteristic
of soybeans, which makes them better adapted to seed
production than most legumes, is their uniform maturity.
Many legumes continue blooming for a long period so that
flowers and ripe seeds are present on the same plant, but
the soybean is nearly as definite in its maturity as wheat. As
maturity approaches, the leaves turn yellow and drop, the
lower leaves first. At the same time the pods turn yellow and
then brown as they ripen. Most varieties have a tendency
for the pods to burst open and hatter the seeds soon after the
pods are dry. Varieties differ in this respect. Medium Green
shatters especially badly while Peking and Manchu are
notable nonshattering. A hot dry season will cause greater
loss from shattering than a cool, moist season.”
“Special soybean harvesters–Machines especially built
for harvesting soybeans from the mature standing plants are
used extensively in the southern states. The most common
type is a two-horse, single-row machine consisting of a
rectangular box mounted close to the ground on two wheels.
As the machine passes over the row, a wooden bar cylinder
with long iron fingers, revolving parallel to the row threshes

the beans out and throws them back into the box along with
many threshed pods and pieces of stem. A man with a fork
rakes them to the rear of the box and throws out the coarser
trash. Another type of harvester cuts, threshes, and cleans
the beans in one operation, discharging the straw upon the
ground.” Address: Ohio.
1520. Tropical Life (England). 1923. Billiard balls at present
being grown at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent’s Park,
N.W. [Soya bean cultivation in London]. 19(8):119. Aug.
• Summary: This summary of an article in the Daily Mail
(London) notes that the soya beans, which are growing
nicely, could be made into billiard balls, knife- and umbrella
handles, buckles and beads, cheese [tofu], flour, tableoil, cake, sauce, soap, lubricating and illuminating oil,
glycerine, paint, varnish, celluloid, printing ink, waterproofs
[waterproof gear and cloth], explosives, and linoleum.
The soya beans are being grown by Mr. J.L. North,
curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens (See “Our Friend”
in the Jan. 1923 issue). North, who is known as London’s
soy wizard, has been growing soya beans for 9 years [i.e.,
since 1914]. Since there is so little room for them in the
Gardens, he is experimenting at Chiswick [in the Greater
London borough of Hounslow] with 17 species from Europe
and America. He believes they are of great importance to
England–a country that grows no oil plants.
1521. Orange Judd Farmer. 1923. Champaign County boosts
good soy bean seed in special tour. 71(17):1. Sept. 1.
• Summary: Champaign County, Illinois, now grows more
soy beans than in almost any other county of its size in the
Corn Belt. About 150 people took a tour of important soy
bean farms and “listened to some interesting talks on the
development of this new and popular legume. The morning
was spent at the farm of John T. Smith, near Tolono. Mr.
Smith began growing soys for seed in 1910, and with C.F.
Meharry, where the afternoon meeting was held, was a
pioneer in the soy bean movement in central Illinois. There
are 500 acres of about 99.9 percent pure seed around Tolono,
and all of it is certified Manchu variety, which these men
believe is best for corn belt farms. The best results on the
Meharry farm, managed by W.E. Riegel, have been secured
with a rotation of corn (soy beans in the corn), soy beans,
wheat and sweet clover...
“Several good talks were made on the tour by Prof.
J.C. Hackleman, of the University of Illinois; O.J. Sommer,
president of the Illinois Crop Improvement Association; C.H.
Oathout, former advisor in Champaign County...
“’Three events are coming which should be remembered
by soy bean growers,’ announced J.C. Hackleman. ‘The
new Monticello soy bean products plant opens for business
September 5, and the next day, there will be our annual Soy
Bean Day at Urbana, with reports on experiments and a
chance to see all varieties growing on the University farm.
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Then September 11, a National Soy Bean Day will be held at
Madison, Wisconsin, and all states are in on that program.’”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 1999) that
refers to a soy bean “movement” in the United States.
1522. Lloyd, Walter H. 1923. Let George do it and he did!
Briggs made national soybean field day a real success. Ohio
Farmer 152(13):294. Sept. 29.
• Summary: A summary of talks given at the National
Soybean Field Day at the University of Wisconsin (at
Madison), and organized by George Briggs “that stemwinding human dynamo who planned and carried out the
program... George was born in Minnesota, graduated from
the University of Minnesota, farmed in the Dakotas, then
was a county agricultural agent in Wisconsin and now is the
chief soybean enthusiast in the farm crops department of the
college of agriculture of the University of Wisconsin. He has
other interests for his associates in the college call him ‘Corn
Tassel’ Briggs, while in soybean circles it, is ‘Soybean’
Briggs... We also heard it rumored that George baked the
soybean bread served at the excellent soybean luncheon.”
The “earnest disciple of soybeans from northwestern
Ohio, E.F. Johnson,” explained which soybean varieties are
best suited to various uses in Ohio: For seed production or
oil–Manchu. For hogging down with corn: Northern half
of Ohio–Manchu, Ito San. Southern half of Ohio–Manchu,
Elton. For ensilage: Peking, Midwest, Medium Green, and
Johnson Four. For hay: Early–Black Eyebrow. Medium–
Special Hay Mixture, Medium Green.
The field program included visits to many demonstration
plots, covering most phases of soybean production, including
depths of planting, rates of seeding, curing soybean hay, etc.
“Farmer’s best emergency crop: Then George pulled his
biggest lesson of all which was a simple demonstration of
the fact that soybeans are the best emergency crop a farmer
can grow. If one runs out of hay he can cut part of the beans
he had planned to harvest for seed or he can disk his wheat
ground and get a ton and a half of good hay to the acre
following wheat.”
Other speakers included William Wright (bacteriologist,
inoculation), R.A. Moore (What soybeans mean to
Wisconsin), C.R. McGee [Megee] (Michigan), F.B. Morrison
(author of the indispensable book Feeds and Feeding), C.M.
Vestal (swine feeding), F.W. Ives (threshing soybeans).
Mr. E.F. Johnson of Ohio said that he planned to “hold the
biggest soybean field day in the history of the country at
his farm in Williams County next September (1924) and he
invited the national association to hold its meeting at the
same time.”
Note: In 1924 the fifth annual soybean field day was
not held at the farm of Mr. E.F. Johnson in Ohio. Rather, it
was held in Ames, Iowa, at the Iowa Agricultural College
and Experiment Station on 29-30 Aug. 1924. Mr. Johnson
did not speak at this event; we do not know whether he

was in attendance. Moreover, in Jan. 1999 Rod Miller, a
Johnson family genealogist in Stryker, searched every issue
of the local newspaper (the Bryan Democrat) for August,
September, and October 1924 looking for an article about a
soybean meeting at E.F. Johnson’s farm; he found nothing.
Address: Ohio.
1523. Penhook, J.C. 1923. Is lime a plant food or is it a
tonic? Bringing out the difference between the need for lime
and for fertilizer. Better Crops with Plant Food 1(1):23, 57.
Sept.
• Summary: “Fertilizer is a food for plants. Lime is not a
food. There are three main plant foods-nitrogen, phosphorous
and potash. Lime is more or less of a ‘tonic’ that builds up
the plant and gives it the stamina to withstand conditions of
the growing season. Lime improves the physical condition of
the soil, but the plants do not use it as food.”
“Where possible drill your lime a short time before
sowing clover, soy beans or some legume crop. Legumes
react most quickly to lime. All crops following the legumes
will then get the benefit, and the legumes will respond so
readily to the increased physical condition of the soil that it
will pay for the lime.”
1524. Thomasson, R.R. 1923. Soybeans to the rescue: In
Missouri the crop has found a soft spot in the heart of the
farmer with a rundown farm. Dairy Farmer 21(19):16-17,
29. Oct. 1.
• Summary: The article begins: “There are two types of
farmers: One who says ‘Give me the season, plenty of rain,
and keep the chinch bugs away and I still can grow enough
crops on the old fields to feel my stock;’ and the other who
says, ‘Give me soybeans I will defy drouths and insect pests.’
Any man can have his soybeans, but it is a long, long wait
for the other fellow until all seasonal conditions are right.
The sheriff will pass the farms of a lot of soybean growers
on his way to foreclose a mortgage on the man who waits for
the Lord to bless him with rain at the proper times thruout
the season.”
In Pulaski County, says County Agent C.C. Keller,
there are thousands of acres of poor upland soil. “A legume
in the rotation and more roughage to make more manure
has been badly needed. And still the farmers knew so little
about growing soybeans two years ago that I had difficulty
persuading five or six to plant small demonstration plots.
Those demonstrations resulted in fifty men growing 300
acres this year, and with hardly an exception they were
satisfied when they cut the hay. They were more than
satisfied when they began feeding that hay to their dairy
cows.”
The Virginia variety is best adapted to thin soils, with
Wilson as a second choice. The Virginia and Wilson were
the only two that could be harvested with a binder or mower.
Morse is a favorite on the more fertile farms of the state.
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So is Haberlandt, but it has not been grown as extensively.
“The greatest objection to the crop that the farmer is finding
is probably the difficulty in obtaining seed. Machinery is
not available in most communities for threshing the beans.”
However counties such as Linn and Pettis are developing
the seed end of the crop. “Linn county produced a surplus
of 4,000 bushels this year. It was a pioneer soybean county.
Two men, E.A. Loomis and W.P. Brinkley, have grown
soybeans since 1903. For several years they were the only
men in the county to devote any attention to the crop. There
are now more than 1,200 men finding a place in their rotation
for the soybean, according to County Agent J. Robert Hall.
The majority of these men use them for hay and as a soil
builder. The Linn county soybean growers association was
organized in 1920 to facilitate selling the surplus seed.”
The article concludes: “The crop offers itself as a last
chance for the man on the road to a completely worn-out
soil who has passed the turn in the road where he might have
taken on clover in his crop rotation.”
Photos show: (1) Three men standing in a field of
soybeans and cowpeas on the farm of D.N. Dabbs in
McDonald County, Missouri. (2) Hulling soybeans in front
of a barn on the farm of Finis Fouts, Deer Creek, Indiana,
and transporting the hay up to the loft.
1525. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1923. Soy bean demonstration.
66(13):362. Oct. 12.
• Summary: Contains a summary of some of the speeches
given at the summer meeting of the National Soy Bean
Grower’s Association held at Madison, Wisconsin. “R.A.
Moore, Wisconsin veteran field crops investigator, was one
of the pioneers in seeking to adapt the crop to the farming
practices of his state... He marks the year 1898 as the date
when the initial effort was made to grow soy beans in the
Badger State. Following the early investigations their true
worth as legumes ideally suited to regions of light, sandy,
nitrogen deficient soils gradually came to be recognized.”
Wisconsin Black, Ito San, and Manchu are the three
most popular soy bean varieties in Wisconsin, with over 50%
of the state’s entire acreage (which totals 30,000 to 50,000
acres) being devoted to Wisconsin Black.
Indiana’s total soy bean acreage is about 240,000 acres
this year. Hoosier soy bean activities were summarized by

C.V. Vestal and W.A. Ostrander. Iowa’s soy bean acreage was
estimated at 200,000 acres by F.S. Wilkins; much of this was
sown to soy bean-corn combinations. “Severe clover failures
brought the soy bean into use in Illinois as an emergency hay
crop with the result that this year’s acreage totals 674,000
acres.
“Surprise was expressed at the wide usage which the
by-products of the soy bean enjoy. Oils of the bean are used
extensively to free a certain percentage of linseed oil in
paints and varnishes. Soap is another soy bean oil product,
while the refined oils have found fairly extensive use in
edibles for some time past. New uses are constantly being
found for soy bean flour, another edible prepared from the
bean.”
“F.B. Morrison of the Wisconsin Agricultural College is
convinced that soy beans are an excellent protein-rich feed
for live stock.” Conclusive trials show this. “Experiments
have shown that in feeding dairy cattle, ground soy beans
may be used successfully as a substitute for linseed meal or
cottonseed meal. In fact, soy beans are worth as much per
ton as these expensive feeds. The bean may also be used
successfully in sheep feeding.”
“Soy bean oil meal is free from the disadvantage of
the whole soy bean in producing soft pork. At the present
time the amount of this meal produced in the United States
is not sufficient to meet the demand, but a considerable
amount is imported from the Orient. Consequently this feed
has become quite common on the Pacific coast, Morrison
concluded.”
A photo shows about 100 men, delegates from the
Midwest, dressed in coats, hats, and ties, gathered at the
Experimental Farm, Wisconsin College of Agriculture, to
attend a meeting of the National Soy Bean Association.
Those in the middle are holding up a large sign that reads:
“50 varieties. Soy bean tests, from 15 states.” Address: Fort
Atkinson, Wisconsin.
1526. Morse, W.J. 1923. Re: Suggestions for a talk to the
American Society of Agronomy in Chicago in November.
Letter to J.C. Hackleman, Illinois Agric. Exp. Station,
Urbana, Illinois, Nov. 5. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “I have taken the matter up with Prof. Piper in
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regard to what he would like to have done, and he said he
desired to have you give some idea of the importance the
soybean is likely to attain in the Corn Belt during the next
few years at least, and the progress it has been making in the
Corn Belt in the last three or four years. I think one of the
important items would be the statistics that you obtained the
past summer. No doubt you could obtain from the statistician
from whom you obtained these figures other figures from
some of the Corn Belt States.
“It perhaps would be well to give a little history of the
soybean in the Corn Belt States for the last ten years, that
is reviewing history briefly, pointing out the great strides
the crop has made, and, if possible, give the part it plays in
the different rotation systems and the manners in which the
crop is utilized. Then, also the progress of the oil and meal
industries throughout the Corn Belt States.
“With regard to the progress of soybeans in the other
parts of the Country, I might add that with the exception of
North Carolina the progress, or rather increase in acreage,
has been very much greater in the Corn Belt States than
anywhere else. Of course, the acreage in North Carolina
has been rather slow, but it has been for some time the
leading soybean state in the Country. The increase in acreage
throughout the Southern States has been rather slow, but
during the past two years the various Southern States have
been doing more or less work with the soybean, but it will
take years to reach the place the Corn Belt States, especially
your state, has attained with soybeans at the present time. In
North Carolina they do use some quantities of soybeans for
oil and meal, but not to any great extent.
“Undoubtedly throughout the Country the soybean will
always be primarily a forage crop, the largest acreage being
used for pasture, hay and silage. As to the oil and oil mill
industry, I doubt seriously that during the next few years
there will be a place for the community oil mill, as there are
too many old established oil mills now that are in position to
handle whatever surplus seed we may have.
“I think from your knowledge of the situation
throughout the Corn Belt that you will be able to give a very
good prophecy as to the future of the soybean.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 11–Illinois. Folder #7–Illinois Exp.
Station.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agronomist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC.
1527. Brown, F.A. 1923. Sudan grass and soy beans
for hay crops (Letter to the editor). Rural New-Yorker
82(4768):1390. Nov. 10.
• Summary: This letter begins: “North Carolina Crop.–With

this I am sending you a photograph of a field of Sudan grass
and Soy beans on the farm of Mr. E.B. Foushee, fast outside
of Roxboro, N.C. The crop was planted on August 5 and
the picture was taken on October 2, the day it was cut. Mr.
Foushee, who is shown standing in the grass, is 6 ft. tall. The
wind was blowing hard, so the grass does not show up to its
full height. Estimated yield, four to five tons of dry hay per
acre, and a hay that is superior to Timothy in feeding value,
and better liked by the stock.
“Does not this answer your question of a few weeks
ago as to what hay crop can be grown as a second crop? The
Sudan was just heading and the beans setting. Both would
have made far more and even better hay if left for two or
three weeks longer, but the weather was perfect for hay
drying, and Mr. Foushee. was afraid to wait. If frost holds off
till the middle of November, as usual, there will be another
light cutting of the grass or a lot of mighty good pasture.”
A large (9 by 5 inches) photo shows two men and a
horse in a field of Sudan grass and soy beans on the farm of
Mr. E.B. Foushee, just outside of Roxboro, North Carolina.
One of the men, Mr. Foushee, is 6 feet tall; the Sudan grass is
about as tall as he is. Address: North Carolina.
1528. Wall Street Journal. 1923. Farmers follow market
conditions: tactics being modified–flax and corn acreage
expanded–wheat production being curtailed. Nov. 17. p. 5.
• Summary: “Washington–Farmers throughout the United
States are modifying crop and livestock policies to conform
with changed market conditions.”
The article ends: “The soy bean crop is coming into
corn belt agriculture rapidly. Soy beans are an ideal crop to
substitute for oats to follow corn and precede wheat. The
crop is a legum [legume] and leaves nitrogen in the soil for
the wheat crop to follow.”
1529. Weather, Crops, and Markets (USDA). 1923. Soy bean
production equal to last year. 4(20):537. Nov. 17.
• Summary: Figures are given in a table for the following
states: Delaware, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Indiana, Illinois. The figures
are: 1923 acreage for seed and yield per acre compared with
1922. Prices offered to growers for thresher-run seed (per
100 pounds) for 3 Nov. 1920, 12 Nov. 1921, 23 Oct. 1922,
and 24 Oct. 1923. The 24 Oct. 1923 figures range from $2.00
in Illinois and Indiana to $3.15 in Delaware. States expecting
a large acreage increase are Indiana (+25%), Delaware
(+20%), and South Carolina (+20%).
“A larger percentage of the total production than ever
before will be made up of the early maturing varieties
because of the indicated increased production in Delaware
and the Corn Belt States.” A large increase in the available
quantity of the Manchu variety is expected; it “has proved
to be highly adapted for growing over a wide area in the
Central West.
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“The supply of Mammoth Yellows probably will
be slightly less than last year because of the 5% smaller
production reported for North Carolina.”
1530. Hackleman, J.C. 1923. The future of the soybean
as a forage crop. Paper presented at the American Society
of Agronomy meeting. 9 p. Held 12-13 Nov. at Chicago,
Illinois.
• Summary: Contents: Overview of legumes in the USA.
Effect of World War I was to decrease legume acreage in
USA, increase grain production, and deplete soils. New
conditions after 1918: Phenomenal rise of soybean acreage
in Illinois, due to at least four factors. Soybeans grow
well on sour soils where clovers fail, yet also respond to
limestone applications. Overemphasis on the soybean as a
soil-builder: Importance of inoculation. Place in the rotation:
Before wheat. Soybean hay one of best leguminous forages
when cut and handled properly. Decreasing costs of soybean
production. Great value of soybeans in livestock feeding: An
inexpensive, home-grown, nitrogen-rich feed. Increase in the
number of soybean oil mills since 1921. Conclusions.
“Red clover is the most important legume, in point of
seeded acreage, that we have in the United States. It makes
excellent pasture, is good for hay, and, under favorable
conditions, is a highly valuable green manuring crop” (p.
1). The corn belt states have slightly more than 9.1 acres out
of every 100 acres of improved land in legumes; this is too
small a portion.
After World War I, corn belt farmers were looking to
legumes to rebuild their depleted soils, including acidic soils.
They listened to the recommendations of state agricultural
colleges and the USDA. The were “ready and willing to
adopt the soybean.” A table (p. 3) shows acreage in Illinois
of five legume crops in 1909, 1919, and 1923. The crops are
clover alone, clover with timothy, alfalfa, soybeans alone,
and soybeans with other crops. Soybeans alone were 300
acres in 1909, 3,288 acres in 1919, and 218,000 acres in
1923. Soybeans with other crops were unknown in 1909,
36,000 acres in 1919, and 674,000 acres in 1923.
“The increase in acreage devoted to the soybean each
year since 1918 is nothing short of phenomenal. In fact, this
is probably the greatest change in an agricultural practice in
the history of corn belt agriculture. This remarkable increase
is traceable to at least four factors. First, the campaign which
had been conducted in all states to increase the legume
acreage was beginning to bear fruits, and the farmer was
looking for a legume; second, the oat crop seemed to offer
less returns each successive season and became less popular
throughout the corn belt, and the farmers began to search for
a substitute for this crop; third, because of this phenomenal
increase in acreage, seed production could not keep pace
with the demand, and therefore prices were maintained
at a comparatively high figure, making seed production
attractive; and fourth, the comparatively few farmers who

had been producing and using soybeans on their farms were
finding them excellent feed and all reports of feeding trials at
experiment stations had shown the crop to have great merit
as a home-grown feed.”
A table (p. 5) shows the amount of limestone required to
grow hay or fodder from nine leguminous crops. The amount
of limestone required to grow on ton of ranges from 20 lb for
timothy hay or oat hay to 90 lb for soybean hay or cowpea
hay. Corn fodder gives the highest average yield (9 tons),
followed by alfalfa hay (4 tons), and red clover hay; soybean
hay gives a relatively low yield (2 tons). The amount of
limestone required to grow one acre of crop ranges from 340
lb for alfalfa and 270 lb for corn fodder (60 bushel crop)
down to 30 lb for oat hay; soybean hay requires 180 lb.
“Summarizing, therefore, it would seem conservative
to draw the following conclusions: First, that the acreage
of soybeans will and should increase; second, the most
profitable outlet for the production will be as a seed crop
and as a home-grown nitrogenous feed, substituting for the
high-priced commercial concentrate; third, limestone must
be recognized as essential to the most successful permanent
production of soybeans; fourth, after sweetening the soil
more efficient methods of inoculation must be found; and,
fifth, legumes must be classified more nearly on the basis
of their special or particular values. Alfalfa is pre-eminently
a hay plant; sweet clover the best for green manure and
pasture; red clover for dual-purpose hay and pasture legume–
and soybeans the best annual nitrogenous seed and hay
producing plant.”
Note: Talk with David Crowell, American Society of
Agronomy, Madison, Wisconsin. 2000. Sept. 5. This meeting
was held on 12-13 Nov. 1923 in Chicago.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 11–Illinois. Folder #7–Illinois Exp.
Station.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Crops Extension, Agric. Exp.
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1531. Williams, Dean C.B. 1923. How southern soils are run
down: and methods that must be used to restore them. Better
Crops with Plant Food 1(3):8-10, 67. Nov.
• Summary: “Average yields for this state [North Carolina]
are for corn, about 20.4 bushels, for peanuts, 895 pounds;
for wheat, 8.6 bushels; for cotton, 265 pounds; for soybeans,
16.5 bushels; for cowpeas, 10 bushels;...”
“These average crops would, when the grains, seeds,
hay and tobacco leaves are sold from the farm, require
the expenditure of the following amount for commercial
fertilizer to replace in the soil the plant food constituents
carried away by the crops: $4.28 with corn; $2.31 with wheat
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grain (and with straw $1.07 additional); cotton lint, 26 cents,
and cotton seed, $4.19; for soybeans, $13.45; for cowpeas,
$4.78; for peanuts, $9.80;...”
“It is not possible, however, in any practical way, to
utilize the vegetation part of such leguminous crops, as
soybeans, cowpeas and clovers, and have the growth of them
on the land materially increase, if at all, the nitrogen supply
of the soil. Crops of this type are the only ones known that
have this power of taking nitrogen from the air, storing it in
their different parts and thereby adding to the nitrogen, as
well as organic matter, reserves of the soil when the crops are
plowed in.” Address: North Carolina Exp. Station.
1532. Mark, P Lewis. 1923. Sensible talk about soy beans.
Rural New-Yorker 82(4773):1514. Dec. 15.
• Summary: The author first grew soy beans as a separate
crop in 1917; he used them as a soil builder. He also
discusses the returns in wheat where soy beans have been
grown, the uses of soy beans for seed, hay and forage, their
limitations as pasture, yield of seed, and comparison with
other crops. A table shows the protein and oil content of
the following soy bean varieties: Black Eyebrow, Manchu,
Mongol, Ito San, and Hamilton. Address: Franklin County,
New York.
1533. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1923.
Antworten und Briefwechsel: 719 u. 720. Sojabohne
[Replies and correspondence: Nos. 719 and 720. Soybean].
73(101/102):421. Dec. 22. [Ger]
• Summary: Replies to Nos. 719 and 720. K. in W.
(Replies to Question no. 204.) In the matter of the soybean
(Sojafrage), nothing substantial has changed in recent times.
The nutritional value of the seeds for human consumption
is undisputed, and the same holds true for the fodder
value of the defatted seeds and the green mass. But if it is
desired to exploit this value of the seeds here with us, then
under our climatic conditions it is necessary to be content
with modest yields per unit of area. New strains have not
arisen. In Central Europe we have only one strain of a
yellow-seeded soybean (Soja) from Schurig (Stedten) and
Fruwirth’s earliest of all soybean (Count Piatti, Loosdorf
near Mistelbach; Szold, Mezolak near Papa) [Mezolak
near today’s Pápa, Hungary], a brown-seeded strain. The
introduction of foreign varieties has also not brought forth
any that are earlier. I have reported about agronomic trials
with the most tried and tested varieties in the United States
(“J.L.Z.”, p. 192). Out of these, only Manchu and Black
Eyebrow formed seeds and only on October 24, much too
late for a normal field harvest. And that was at [an elevation
of] 276 m [above sea level], in an area which allows largeseeded corn to mature but provides only low-quality wine.
The earliest of all soybeans had become completely mature
on September 2, and an early black-seeded variety on
September 17. And even in a warmer area, on the property

of the vice president of the Hungarian Production Increase
League (ungarnische Mehrproduktionsliga), Mr. Szold,
Black Eyebrow only matured insufficiently, and two other of
the varieties that are prized in North America, Hayto [Hahto]
and Easy Cook, did not mature at all. The usage of the greens
(Grünnutzung) is also possible with us with the long-lasting
[i.e., late maturing] varieties, but it requires the obtaining of
seeds every year from warmer areas, which would make the
cost too high–Fruwirth. As correct as the figures on yields
and nutrient content of the soybean may be, in our climate
it is still not possible to get past the fact that according to
Fruwirth, the higher yielding, medium late to later maturing
varieties find sufficient heat (Wärme) only where grapevines
thrive well and late maturing varieties of corn for seed (and
not dent corn) regularly mature well, and the early maturing,
lower yielding varieties only where grapevines can in fact
still be planted for obtaining wine and the early maturing
corn varieties mature. In warmer locations, those varieties
of course provide higher yields. Piper and Morse say in
this regard that in America, the climatic demands of the
soybean are approximately the same as corn and cotton. For
very early maturing varieties, they indicate a life cycle of
80 to 90 days. Among the forms that are more widespread
in the Union, only one of them (Ogemaw) is found with an
85 day life cycle, according to which the early-maturing
varieties must hardly play a role in America. For soybean
trials (Sojaversuchen), I engaged Dr. Fruwirth (Waldhof
near Amstetten), the Count Eltz Estate (gräfliche Eltzsche
Domäne) in Vukovar (Slavonia) [in today’s Croatia], and
the Loosdorf farm (near Mistelbach). For further reading,
please see the Replies and Correspondence in no. 3-4 (of
1922) as well as the publication of the German Imperial
Committee for Plant and Animal Oils and Fats (deutsche
Reichsausschuss für pflanzliche und tierische Oele und
Fette) in no. 71 (of 1919) of this publication.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
1534. Allison, R.V.; Shive, J.W. 1923. Studies on the relation
of aeration and continuous renewal of nutrient solution to
the growth of soybeans in artificial culture. American J. of
Botany 10(10):554-66. Dec. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Aeration of solution or sand cultures with
continuous solution renewal produced a marked increase in
the growth of both tops and roots of soybeans... The average
total yields obtained from the sand cultures were throughout
uniformly much higher than were those obtained from the
solution cultures.” Address: Dep. of Plant Physiology, New
Jersey Agric. Exp. Station.
1535. Ames, C.T. 1923. Report from Holly Springs Branch
Experiment Station for 1923. Mississippi Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 220. 24 p. Dec.
• Summary: There has been much discussion and research
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on the advisability of planting supplementary crops with
corn. This study found that corn grown alone produced 48.2
bushels/acre; corn with Otootan soybeans 45.5 bushels; corn
with velvet beans 31.3; 2 rows of corn to 1 row of soybeans
42.5 bushels; 2 rows of corn and 1 row of velvet beans 40.2
bushels.
The section titled “Forage crops” mentions four soybean
varieties: Otootan (the best one), Lareda [sic, Laredo],
Biloxi, and Mammoth Yellow. Address: B.Sc., Asst. Director,
Holly Springs Branch Station.
1536. Duley, F.L.; Miller, M.F. 1923. Erosion and surface
runoff under different soil conditions. Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station, Research Bulletin No. 63. 50 p. Dec. [17
ref]
• Summary: “If soybeans are to be a real soil building crop
from the standpoint of nitrogen maintenance, they must not
only replace, by means of their nitrogen-gathering power,
the nitrogen removed from the land by the crop, but also
the nitrogen lost in the eroded soil. During the last 2 years
this loss of soil has been measured in connection with a soil
erosion project at the Missouri experiment station. The work
is being continued and this paper is presented as a progress
report.” Address: Assoc. Prof. of Soils, Univ. of Missouri,
Columbia.
1537. Bottari, Fulvio. 1923. La soja nella storia,
nell’agricoltura e nelle applicazioni alimentari ed industriali
[The soybean in history, in agriculture, and in food and
industrial applications]. Torino & Genova, Italy: S. Lattes &
Co. 243 p. Preface by Prof. Oreste Mattriolo (R. Università
di Torino). With 34 illust. 22 cm. [25 ref. Ita]
• Summary: This is the first major book in Italian about the
soybean.
Contents: Preface. Reason for the work; its scope
and limits. Part I: The origin and history of the soybean.
Reason for this history, the origin of the soybean and its
early dissemination, soya (including production statistics)
in Oriental countries (China, Manchuria, Japan, Formosa,
Korea, French Indochina), how the soybean was introduced
to Europe, the cultivation of soya in France, Soya in
England, Austria, Germany, Denmark, Holland, Russia,
Sweden, Alsace-Lorraine (now in northeast France), Spain,
Italy, America, Conclusion.
Part II: Cultivation of soya.
Part III: Soya in the feeding and nutrition of humans and
animals. 1. The analysis and physiology of metabolism as an
element in the study of nutrition. 2. Soybean forage in the
feeding of animals. 3. Soybeans (il grano di soja) and soy
products in the feeding of humans and animals: Commercial
and nutritional value and digestibility of the soybean, how
to prepare and cook whole soybeans, soy broth, thick soups,
salads, and meat dishes, soy purée (puré di soja), soybean
cakes (torté di soja), soybean sprouts (germi di soja), roasted

soybeans (grano di soja come frutta secca), soy coffee (caffé
di soja), soy chocolate (cioccolata di soja), soy confections
(confetture di soja), special soy sweets and chocolates for
diabetics and tuberculosis patients, the soybean as a feed for
animals.
Note 1. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that mentions soy coffee, which it calls
caffé di soja.
4. Flour, pasta, and bread in feeding. 5. Soymilk (il latte
di soja) and its use in the feeding of animals and humans.
6. Tofu (il formaggio di soja; p. 209). 7. Soy oil and oilcakes (L’olio ed i panelli di soja; p. 212). 8. Condiments
and sauces: Natto, miso, soy sauce (le salse, called Schogon
[sic] in Japan, Tsinag-Yeou [sic] or Tao-yu in China, Ketjap
in Java, and Tuong in Annam). 9. Enzymes (I fermenti, incl.
urease). 10. Conclusions.
Part IV: Industrial applications of soya. 1. Various
industrial applications of soya and its derivatives. 2.
Chemical composition of vegetable casein compared with
animal casein. 3. The industrial applications of animal
casein. 4. If it is possible, it is convenient, necessary and
appropriate to replace vegetable casein for the animal casein
in industrial applications. 5. Vegetable casein factories.
6. Process for extracting casein from soy. 7. How to
manufacture galalith / galalite.
Part V: General conclusions.
The first test of the lactation of calves with soymilk was
conducted in the winter of 1916-17 by the Bonafous Institute
in Turin. The results were splendid, and have encouraged
eminent pediatricians such as Dr. Casalini, Prof. Dr. Alberto
Muggia (teacher of clinical pediatrics at the University of
Turin), and Dr. Enrico Gasca (vice director general of infants
at Turin) to extend their experiments (p. 6).
A table (p. 31) shows soybean and cotton hectarage and
production in Korea from 1909 to 1917. Soybean hectarage
increased from 277,776 ha to a record 487,134 ha. Soybean
production grew from 1,991,126 quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg
or 0.1 metric tons) to a record 3,816,498 quintals.
Page 35: “Prof. Rouest of Luxey (Landes) in France
wrote us on 30 Nov. 1921. ‘I have finished only the period
of acclimatization of the soybean. It remains for me to
propagate it a little everywhere. The experiments of 1921
were extended in all the Departments, being viewed from an
industrial and commercial point of view. I must now study
which variety adapts among those I am cultivating. Soy flour
will not be able to be made until we have many thousands of
hectares under cultivation, and then we will be able to think
of other applications as well... Actually the firm Hendebert
de Lion sells its flour, originating in China, at 10 French
francs per kg, a prohibitive price.’”
Page 206: At the pediatric congress held in Milan in
Sept. 1922, the question of lactation (feeding children) with
vegetable milk was discussed in a favorable way, proposed
by Prof. Muggia and sustained by the illustrious Prof.
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Berghius, Director of the Pediatric Clinic of the University
of Padua, and by Prof. Francioni of Bologna. We can also
add that experiments on lactation are proceeding in Italy at
the pediatric clinics of Turin, Bologna, Padua, Genoa, and
Florence, and also at the Infant’s Dispensary in Turin.
Photos and tables are discussed in a separate record.
A diagram (p. 227) compares the chemical composition
of animal casein and vegetable casein.
Note 2. Quite a bit of the historical and non-Italian
information in this book comes from Léon Rouest’s 1921
book Le soja et son lait végétal: Applications agricoles et
industrielles.
Note 3. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that mentions natto, of which it says: “il
Natto in Giappone che corrisponde al Tao-Teche della Cina.”
Note 4. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that mentions soy sprouts, which it calls
germi di soja.
Note 5. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions soybean cake (a co-product
of soybean oil), which it calls panelli di soja. Address: Dr. of
Economic and Commercial Science, Turin [Torino], Italy.
1538. Bottari, Fulvio. 1923. La soja nella storia,
nell’agricoltura e nelle applicazioni alimentari ed industriali
[The soybean in history, in agriculture, and in food and
industrial applications (Photos and tables–Document part)].
Torino & Genova, Italy: S. Lattes & Co. 243 p. Preface by
Prof. Oreste Mattriolo (R. Università di Torino). With 34
illust. 22 cm. [25 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Photos show: (0) An infant fed soymilk in Turin
in 1921, together with a table showing its weight gain from
18 July 1921 until 14 Jan. 1922 (p. 7). (Figs. 1-3) Three
different varieties of soybean plants (p. 70-71). (4) The
leaves of 3 different varieties of soybean plants (p. 72). (5)
Close-up of the stem and pods of a soybean plant (p. 73). (6)
Beans and pods of soybeans (p. 74).
(7-8) Different stages of germinating soybean seeds (p.
75). (9) Close-up of soybean roots and nodules (p. 76).
(10-12) Fields of soybeans at the “Istituto Bonafous” (p.
106, 108, 113). (13-14) Field of soybeans grown with corn
(p. 122, 123). (15-18) Cellular transverse section through a
soybean (facing p. 152).
(20-21) Soy flour and wheat flour, each in a sack and
loose (p. 177). (22) Pasta made from soy (p. 181). (2328) Bread and baguettes / breadsticks made with various
percentages of soy (Pane di soja) (p. 183-89).
(29-30) Soy bran and wheat bran, each in a sack and
loose (p. 191). (31) Two bottles of soymilk (p. 194). (32)
Two bottles of soy oil (p. 214).
Tables show: (1) Imports and exports of soybean seeds
from 1910 to 1919 by various countries, Imports into Europe
(Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland, Norway, the
Low Countries {Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg},

Sweden), into Asia (Netherlands Indies {today’s Indonesia},
Java & Madura, External Possessions, Japan, Formosa).
Exports from Europe (France, Great Britain and Ireland, the
Low Countries), from Asia (China, Japan, Formosa) (p. 3).
(2) Imports and exports of soybean oil from 1910 to
1919 by various countries, Imports into Europe (Denmark,
Germany, Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland,
the Low Countries {Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg},
Russia {both European and Asiatic} Sweden), into North
America (Canada, United States), into Asia (Netherlands
Indies {today’s Indonesia}, Java & Madura, Japan,
Formosa), into Africa (Egypt). Exports from Europe
(Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland {re-export},
the Low Countries, Sweden), from North America (United
states, re-export), from Asia (China, Japan) (p. 4).
(3) The weight gained by a baby fed soymilk at the
dispensary of Lattanti at Torino. The trial ran from 18 July
1921 to 14 Jan. 1922. The baby’s weight increased from
3,000 gm to 6,140 gm (p. 7).
(4) Production of soybeans in China in 1916 and 1917
by color. And production of soybean cakes and soy oil in
China in 1916 and 1917 (p. 21).
(5) Exports of soybeans and soybean cakes from
Manchuria yearly from 1905 to 1908 (data from Rouest) (p.
23).
(6) Area and production of oilseed plants (cotton,
linseed, colza/canola, peanut, and soya) in Japan from 1877
to 1920. Soy is by far the greatest, and both the area and
production of soybeans increase during this time (p. 26).
(7) Production of the principal vegetable oils (colza/
canola, sesame, cotton, linseed, soya, peanut, coconut) in
Japan from 1886 to 1918.
(8) Area and production of major oilseeds (cotton, soja)
in Korea from 1909 to 1917 (p. 31). Soybean hectarage
increased from 277,776 ha to a record 487,134 ha. Soybean
production grew from 1,991,126 quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg
or 0.1 metric tons) to a record 3,816,498 quintals.
(9) Imports of soybean oil to England from 1910 to 1919
(p. 38). (10) Imports of soybean oil to Denmark from 1910
to 1919 (p. 46). (11) Imports of oilseeds (copra, soya, peanut,
sesame, linseed, colza / canola & mustard seed) to Denmark
in 1917 (p. 46).
(12) Exports of soybean oil from Denmark from 1910
to 1919 (p. 47). (13) Imports of soybean oil to the Low
Countries from 1911 to 1919 (p. 47). (14) Imports of soybean
oil to Russia from 1909 to 1915 (p. 48). (15) Imports of
soybean oil and cottonseed oil to Sweden from 1912 to 1919
(p. 48). (16) Imports of soybean oil to Alsace Lorraine from
1913 to 1919 (p. 49). (17) Area of oilseeds and production
of oil in Italy from 1909-1920 (p. 50). The area was about
constant and the production of oil increased. (18) Median
annual production of oil in Italy from 1870-1874 to 1920
(p. 50). Production decreased. (19) Trial comparing the
nutritional value of cow’s milk and vegetal milk (soymilk).
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The name of each of the 8 calves is given (p. 56-57). (20)
Area and production of soybeans in the United States from
1909, and 1917-1919.
(21) Imports of various vegetable oils (olive, palm,
coconut, soya) to the United States from 1910 to 1919 (p.
63).
(22) Cultivation of soybeans in Spain as described by
Coll. D. Santiago Felice Valderrama of Montilla. The five
columns are: (a) Classification, from 0 to 10. (b) Provenance
/ Source (China). (c) Seed color. (d) Development (large,
medium, small). (e) Maturity date (Late, semi-late, early,
etc.) (p. 85).
(23) Fertilizer tests with Soja hispida, The five columns
are: (a) Parcel number, 1-9. (b) Fertilizers used and dosage.
(c) Stems, kg per 50 square meters. (d) Production of pods,
kg per 50 square meters. (e) Grain, kg per 50 square meters
(p. 95).
(24) Chemical composition of soybeans grown in
Vienna, yellow from Mongolia, Yellow from China, reddish
brown from China. Composition is given for both the
original seed and for its progeny (p. 98).
(25) Weight of soybean stems, pods, and seeds of
soybeans grown by Prof. Manvilli of the Bonafous Institute
(p. 98).
(26-28) Effect of planting distance and pattern on the
weight of soybean stems, pods, and seeds (p. 102, 105).
(29) Effect of place of origin and variety on the time to
germination, time of flowering and formation of the pods.
The soybeans came from Tunisia, China, Ceylon, New
South Wales, Podolia [in today’s Ukraine], and Lithuania,
France, Northwestern Italy (Piemonte, [Piedmont]), United
States, Indochina [Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Burma, Siam,
Peninsular Malaysia, Singapore], and India (p. 109).
(30-31) The effect of applying electrical voltage to
soybean plants on the yield of stems, pods, and seed (p. 110111).
(32) Ito San Soybean production per ha in Connecticut
from 1877 to 1918 (p. 120).
(33) The yield of protein and oil from common beans,
peas and soybeans (p. 121).
(34) The yield of various minerals from the stem, leaves,
pods, seeds and entire plant (p. 121).
(35) Chemical analysis of the soybean plant, on both an
“as is” and a dry basis, in the stem, foliage, pods, and entire
plant (p. 141).
(36) Composition of the soybean–various parts from
various places. entire plant, forage after the plant blooms and
sets pods, hay from Japan, hay from Massachusetts, straw
from Massachusetts (p. 142).
(37) Nutritive elements in hay from different types of
plants, both green and dry, for crude substance and digestible
portion (p. 143).
(38) Distribution of the various nutritive components
in the various parts of the soybean seed. The parts are entire

seed, cotyledons, embryo, seedcoat (scorza) (p. 145).
(39) Complex analysis of the seed of the soybean (in
parts per 100) (p. 146).
(40) Analysis of the seed of various colors of soybean by
various researchers, incl. Dr. Emil Pott, Meissl & Böcker, &
Pellet.
(41) Nutritional composition, both crude substance and
digestible portion, of various protein sources: beef, common
beans, lentils, peas, broad/fava beans, soybeans (p. 149).
(42) Protein content of various basic protein sources,
incl. meat, peas, broad beans and soya (p. 155). (43) Bar
graph. The soybean as a source of nutrients, compared with
other legumes, wheat flour, soy flour, wheat pasta, soy pasta,
75% wheat + 25% soy pasta, wheat bread, soy bread, 75%
wheat + 25% soy bread, cow’s milk, soymilk, mother’s milk
(p. 159).
(44) Chemical composition of soybean hay according to
Oscar Kellner 1885, p. 82 (p. 162).
(45)
(45) Chemical composition of soybean hay according to
Emil Pott 1907 (Vol. 2, p. 3) (p. 163).
(46) Composition of soybean straw, according to Emil
Pott (p. 165).
(47) Chemical composition of soybean pods according
to Emil Pott (p. 165).
(48) Nutritional composition of soy coffee from Tyrol
and Dalmatia (p. 171).
(49) Nutritional composition of soy jams (confetture di
soja).
(50) Nutritional composition of soy flour compared with
the flour of various cereals (p. 176).
(51) Nutritional composition of various types of soy
pasta: 100% soy, 25% soy, pasta from Naples (p. 182).
(52) Nutritional composition of soy bread, four analyses,
compared with two analyses of wheat bread (p. 185).
(53) Nutritional composition of soymilk made from
whole soybeans or soy flour (p. 195).
(54-55) Nutritional composition of soymilk, 7 analyses,
compared with mother’s milk, cow’s milk and goat’s milk (p.
200-201).
(56) Nutritional composition of okara (the residue from
making soymilk), various analyses (p. 207).
(57-58) Nutritional composition of soybean oil vs.
cottonseed oil, and according to five different analysts (p.
213).
(59) Nutritional composition of soybean cake according
to five different analysts (p. 215).
(60) A diagram compares the chemical composition of
animal casein and vegetable casein (p. 227).
(61) A table compares the chemical composition of
animal casein and vegetable casein (p. 228). Address: Dr. of
Economic and Commercial Science, Turin [Torino], Italy.
1539. Bottari, Fulvio. 1923. Spagna [History of the soybean
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in Italy (Document part)]. In: Fulvio Bottari. 1923. La Soja
nella Storia, nell’Agricoltura e nelle Applicazioni Alimentari
ed Industriali [The Soybean in History, in Agriculture, and in
Food and Industrial Applications]. Torino & Genova, Italy:
S. Lattes & Co. 243 p. See p. 50-58. [25 ref. Ita]
• Summary: While every hope of ours for the economic
recovery of the Nation is directed at agriculture, it seems that
every element is adverse to it, and it is a painful thing to have
to read in the statistics how the production curves do not
rise as would be in our wishes, and that on the contrary, for
many products that constitute our main riches and for which
our lands are called “the gardens of the world”, there is an
alarming contraction or at the very least a stagnation that is
not comforting.
For the cultivation of oil, as well, there is an appreciable
decrease which should not be there, given the abundant profit
margin that is offered by the growing demand: [1]
Table 17: Area of oilseeds and production of oil in Italy
from 1909-1920 (p. 50). The area was about constant and the
production of oil increased.
The observation is all the more grave if the attention is
extended to previous decades: [2]
Table 18: Average annual production of oil in Italy from
1870-1874 to 1920 (p. 50). The rows are the volume in units
of 100 kg. Production decreased.
Page 51: In order to make up for this deficiency, it had
been thought to increase the national production of oil seeds,
among which in particular are those of sesame, peanuts, rape.
and to introduce oils from abroad. Among these are that of
soy, raw or badly refined, which was launched on the market
in abundance for direct consumption, without refining it
further, during the wartime period. But its not very pleasant
flavor disgusted the consumers, and for quite a stretch it was
not spoken of again.
In 1921, it began to be introduced once again, although
refining it in our oil mills before putting it on the market.
The good results that were obtained encouraged the Italian
Oil Mills (Oleifici Italiani–the state oil-refining monopoly)
as well as the Sairo (the Italian Oil Refining Joint-Stock
company–Società Anonima Italiana Raffinazione Olii)
and other oil mills to carry out great development in its
production.
Hundreds of thousands of kilos of outstanding soybean
oil, sold under the name of “refined seed oil”, were already
put on the market in the first half of 1922 by the national oil
mills of Genoa.
The producers affirm that its production costs are less
than that of sesame or peanut, and the consumers find it to be
more agreeable than either of those two, and thus the point
has been arrived at that manufacturers fear the competition
with it in the face of national production and make their
voices of protest and detracting heard.
Going back into history, it was found out that in
1848, some missionaries brought soybeans and a little soil

from Japan, and that there was a wait of a few years until
cultivation. Then, nothing more was said of it.
In 1880, the Ministry of Agriculture recommended the
cultivation of the aforementioned plant in order to get good
fodders from it, as was occurring in America, but the voice
remained unheeded.
In contrast, our bibliography on the subject is rich,
upon which gifted professors of agriculture have occupied
themselves with rare competence and diligence.
Little has been done in the experimental fields: however,
the following two are worthy of being recalled, which were
carried out at the same time in the two extremes of Italy: in
Sicily and in Piemonte [Piedmont, in far northwest Italy].
With regard to the first of the aforementioned
experiments, we report the following excerpt from the
Colonial Bulletin (Bollettino Coloniale) from Palermo
1919 (Mattei): “In 1918, an agronomic trial of soybeans
was carried out in the Camp Gardens (Giardino Coloniale)
of Palermo on a plot of 300 square meters. A variety was
selected with nearly spherical seeds, with a greenish-yellow
color, which could be relied upon because it had already
been tested with success in small plots in preceding years.
The seeds were planted on March 29 at a distance of 30 to
40 cm. and they germinated on the tenth day. During the
vegetation, two hoeings were carried out and eight irrigations
were performed from May to August. The flowering began
during the first days of July, and the harvest of the seeds took
place on November 15. The entire vegetation period was
thus seven and a half months. On average, the plants attained
a height of 90 cm, their vegetation was luxuriant, and on
the roots there was a normal development of the tubercles
that are the characteristic inducers of nitrogen. From 350
square meters, 51 kg. of clean seeds were harvested, which
corresponds to approximately 1,500 kilos per hectare. The
harvest was considered to be extremely satisfactory, all the
more so because it would be possible to increase it with the
assistance of fertilizers. The seeds, which were cooked in
various ways, were found to have a pleasant flavor.”
Page 52:
It is certain that the reader will remain amazed at the
extraordinary duration of the vegetation cycle and also by
the limited yield which is certainly not elevated, given that
it consists of a cultivation in a small space in a garden plot
which was diligently cared for.
But we can assure him, because the prolongation of the
vegetation in a manner that is truly abnormal is due to the
eight irrigations that were truly an exaggeration with regard
to the needs of that plant, all the more so since they were
carried out when the vegetation was already ensured, which
slowed down the flowering and extended its corresponding
period. The more luxuriant vegetation was in fact due to this
excess of moisture, which was also the cause of the greater
development of cellular organs and the woody and foliaceous
parts of the plant. Also contributing to the same unfavorable
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results among the two points indicated would have been the
conditions of excessive fertility of the soil, upon which we
cannot, however, give our opinion because it is not known to
us.
We have not managed to obtain news of the other
tests that were carried out in the aforementioned botanical
garden from 1919 onward nor of other tests or experiments
performed on the Peninsula.
With regard to the tests that were carried out in
Piemonte [Piedmont], it is to be recalled that the soybean
is cultivated as a variety of plant to maintain among the
harvests for didactic purposes and those of erudition, both
in the Botanical Garden of Turin (Orto Botanico di Torino),
a part of the Academy of Agriculture (the Accademia di
Agricoltura), presided over by the professor, Commander
Oreste Mattirolo, and in the various gardens that are a part of
the Salesian School Camps (Colonie delle Scuole Salesiane),
directed by the professor Don. Pietro Ricaldone, general
director of the schools, professor of agriculture of the Pious
Salesian Society (Pia Società Saliesiana), who was a former
missionary in the Far East. (Continued). Address: Dr. of
Economic and Commercial Science, Turin [Torino], Italy.
1540. Bottari, Fulvio. 1923. Spagna [History of the
soybean in Italy (Continued–Document part II)]. In: Fulvio
Bottari. 1923. La Soja nella Storia, nell’Agricoltura e
nelle Applicazioni Alimentari ed Industriali [The Soybean
in History, in Agriculture, and in Food and Industrial
Applications]. Torino & Genova, Italy: S. Lattes & Co. 243
p. See p. 50-58. [25 ref. Ita]
• Summary: (Continued): Page 53: From 1912 onward, using
seeds that were obtained from foreign delegates to the 1911
International Exposition in Turin, repeated agronomic trials
of soybeans were carried out at the Bonafous Agricultural
Institute (Istituto Agricolo Bonafous) with the intention of
developing two good varieties that were adapted to these
soils: one for fodder and the other for grain.
The Director of the Institute awaited these trials from
1912 to 1919 inclusive, passing from tests to demonstration
plots and then gradually to cultivation in the open field for
extensions which exceeded a hectare from 1917 onward.
Two distinct varieties were in fact obtained which,
in comparison with the originals, are much rounder and
much heavier: the green for fodder and the yellow for
grain. Starting in 1920, the management of the cultivation
part passed on to the chairman of the Institute, Venanzio
Manvilli, who was also full professor at the Germano
Sommeiller Technical Institute (Istituto tecnico Germano
Sommeiller) and professor in the Agriculture Department of
the University of Turin, who was and is awaited with seeds
that have already been selected in the Institute and with
others that have been obtained by the aforementioned Prof.
Don Ricaldone and directly from Tientsin [today’s Tianjin,
China].

It will be necessary, though, to return frequently to these
trials in the course of the treatment of the second part of this
paper, and for that reason, we will not speak of them here.
We would only add that in the autumn of 1921,
cultivations of soybeans were begun as a test in various
provinces of Italy, of which the most important is perhaps
that of the Ligurian and Neapolitan Oil Mills (Oleifici Liguri
e Napoletani) which intend to extend this production into
Puglia and Calabria in order to have the raw material in
abundance for their industrial plants.
Particularly worthy of mention are the tests that were
carried out and the results that were obtained with regard to:
(a) the raising of livestock;
(b) the nursing of children;
(c) various applications.
Page 54: With regard to the raising of livestock, the
initiative is due to the professor Sir. Massimo Mossello and
to the engineer Commander Pier Vincenzo Bellia of Turin,
who proposed to the Director of the Bonafous Institute to
experiment on some samples of soy milk which they had
produced and passed on free of charge to the Institute for
the quantity that was necessary, for the production of which
they had acquired the relevant patent (footnote with patent
information).
Under the supervision of the Director (footnote to
Bottari’s 1918 articles), “The experiment was entrusted to
the agronomist Guido Tamanini, an unliberated resident of
Trento who is temporarily at the Institute, who was expected
to have great diligence and competence.
“Having begun on December 13, 1916, it had its
completion on February 7, 1917: a total of 57 days.
“Having been convinced that exaggerations damage the
good results of good things, we admitted a priori that nothing
during the first days of nursing could substitute mother’s
milk, and for that reason, we limited the experiment to the
following two groups of calves:
First: Four calves less than one month of age but older
than twenty days, of which two were nursed with natural
milk and two with vegetable milk;
Second: Four calves that were more grown, with an age
of more than one month, divided as in the first group.
“We would have wished to extend the experiment to
other subjects to be raised with a mix of natural milk and
vegetable milk, but we could not do so, since we were
lacking calves of the same age and since it was more
interesting for us to establish if soy milk were digestible and
could substitute in whole or in part the natural milk, rather
than studying and advising the formula for the rational and
economical raising in question.
“For this reason, from our goal to limit the study to a
comparison between the nutritional, effective, and practical
values of the two milks, an identical ration was established in
the weight of one milk and the other for all four of the calves
in each group.
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Page 55: “While cows and bulls have demonstrated
that they immediately developed an appetite for the soy
milk, the calves from the very start showed themselves to
be disinclined, and a few days were necessary before they
adapted.
“In any case, we did not pass to the immediate nursing
exclusively with soy milk for any of the subjects, but rather
we wanted this to be preceded by an introductory period
with a duration of eight days so that the calves first became
accustomed to taking a mix of vegetable milk and animal
milk, and then by gradually increasing the quantity of the
former, they would progressively become accustomed to it.
“On the whole, the results were satisfying, and to such
an extent as to encourage similar and other experiments, in
that the four calves that were raised exclusively with soy
milk survived and came along as well as the others.
“Although it is true that specifically with the four calves
that were fed with the aforementioned milk, lower average
growth was in the end noted, it could be that this was to be
attributed to the lower digestibility of the vegetable milk
which had been administered, and that therefore better results
could be obtained by concocting new ways of making the
milk more digestible and more nutritious, or by increasing
the quantity to be distributed. Messrs. Mossello and Bellia
are continuing their experiments along these lines.
“It is true that in any case, as can be seen in the table
on pages 56-57, with the nursing with animalized vegetable
milk, a lower expenditure was obtained for every kg of meat
that was added to the weight of the calves of 0.81 lire.
“Chance and unfortunate conditions of things offered
us the occasion to furthermore establish how the raising
in question can be advised in a particular way in cases of
infectious and contagious diseases.
“In fact, it ended up that when our livestock were
stricken with hoof and mouth disease starting from January
10, two of the calves raised with natural milk which were
named Costanza and Elvezia (see the table) died, even
though the milk was boiled before it was distributed, while
the subjects fed with soy milk were completely free from the
infection.
“We do not add any other observations to these, because
since it consists of a first experiment, it is not the case to
arrive at generalizations which might not find support in
other subsequent experiments” (Continued). Address: Dr. of
Economic and Commercial Science, Turin [Torino], Italy.
1541. Davenport, Eugene. 1923. Progress of investigations.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
35:1-24. For the year ended June 30, 1922. See p. 13-16.
• Summary: The section titled “Agronomy” states that
in the division of crop production (p. 14-15): “The study
of numerous varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soybeans, and
potatoes for the purpose of determining, not only the best
yielding varieties, but also those best suited to the various

needs of the farmer or adapted to the environmental
conditions, has been continued” (p. 15).
In the division of plant breeding: “Selection for
the improvement of soybeans, wheat, and oats has been
continued with gratifying results” (p. 16).
The section on “Animal husbandry” states (p. 14-15)
states: “The experimental work in the nutrition division, on
the chemical nature of the mixed proteins of feeds, which
has been prosecuted continuously for several years, was
extended during the current year to wheat, bran, soybeans,
linseed oil meal, and clover hay.” Address: Director of the
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1542. Kempski, Karl E. 1923. Die Sojabohne: Geschichte,
Kultur und Verwendung unter besonderer Beruecksichtigung
der Verhaeltnisse in Niederlaendisch-Indien [The soybean:
History, culture and use, with special attention to the
situation in the Netherlands-Indies]. Berlin: Paul Parey. 88 p.
Illust. Index. 22 cm. [101 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Some remarks on the
soybean’s early history (p. 8). Overproduction of soybeans
in Manchuria after the Russo-Japanese War–English oil
mills make their first trials (p. 9). Soybean production in
Manchuria (p. 10-11). Soybean production in Korea (p.
11-12). Soybean production in Japan (p. 13-15). Soybean
production in America–Soybean meal and soybean milk are
introduced (p. 16-22). Soybean production has also expanded
in Africa, British India, and the Philippines (p. 22-23). The
introduction of soybean cultivation to Europe (p. 23-25).
The many uses of the soybean in Europe (p. 25-26). The
many uses of soy oil (p. 26-27). Old and new methods of
obtaining soy oil (p. 27-31). Soybean production and use of
soybeans in the Netherlands-Indies (Niederländisch-Indien)
(p. 31-61). A table gives the production of soybeans on Java
in bouws (1 bouw = 1.7537 acres = 7096.49 square meters).
In 1921 the production was 226,186 bouws. Of this: West
Java 12,980 bouws. Central Java 162,124 bouws. East Java
61,082 bouws. Thus, Central Java produced about 71.7% of
Java’s soybeans.
Appendix: Descriptions of how the most important
soybean products are manufactured: In Java (tao-hoe
[tofu]), tempeh, ketjap [soy sauce], tao-tjiong [or tao-jiung,
a term, and perhaps a product, between doujiang and taotjo, Indonesian-style miso] (p. 62-65), in China and Japan
(soy sauce, miso, tofu, frozen tofu, natto, soymilk) (p. 6568). Supplements: I: Soybeans in Manchuria (p. 69-75). II;
Hansamuehle [Hansa Muehle] in Hamburg, Germany (p. 75).
III: The Soybean by Piper and Morse (p. 75).
Note the extensive, early bibliography. Unfortunately, it
contains many errors.
This book is largely a review of the literature, but with
some original information, especially on Indonesia and
Germany. In 1923 Java imported 150,000 to 200,000 tons
of soybeans and had a population of 35 million. The area
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of soybeans planted in Java (including Madura) increased
from 157,600 ha in 1918 to 164,700 ha in 1922 (p. 32).
In 1921, 67.3% of Java’s soybean acreage was in Central
Java, 20.7% was in East Java, and only 5.7% was in West
Java. (p. 35). Large quantities of soybeans are imported to
the Netherlands-Indies from Manchuria: 35,105 metric tons
(tonnes) in 1920, rising to 95,742 tonnes in 1922. From these
and local soybeans are made tempeh [spelled like this!], tofu
(tahoe; Bohnenkäse), soy sauce (Ketjap, Sojasauce), etc. In
Java, mostly black soybeans are grown. To make tofu yellow,
it is cooked in an extract of the Curcuma root / rhizome.
Sometimes it is also sun-dried or fried/roasted (gebraten).
Tempeh is inoculated with a piece of tempeh from a previous
fermentation, and often fried in coconut oil. Detailed
descriptions are given of the production of soy sauce (ketjap;
which is made from black soybeans) and Indonesian miso
(taucho; tao-tjiong). The author (p. 64) states that ketjap
and tao-tjiung are both inoculated using Hibiscus tiliaceus
(hibiscus) leaves, called waroe in Java. Today Germany, like
America, produces fresh and dried soymilk, fresh and dried
soya cream, meat analogs, and soy sauce (p. 25).
This book contains 17 interesting, old photos.
Descriptions of those reproduced from other periodicals are
omitted. (1) A soybean field on the farm Kikai Nojo near
Sempo-Station, Korea, owned and run by Mr. Moegling
(p. 12). (2) A combine used for harvesting regular beans in
California in 1918 (p. 19). (3) Many hydraulic presses in
a modern American oil factory (p. 29). (4) The equipment
used in steaming the soybeans before they are crushed in an
American “steam mill” type oil mill (p. 31). (5) The interior
of a British oil mill (p. 33). (6) The electrical generators
in a modern oil mill (p. 34). (7) Soybeans being harvested
manually at Madioen [Madiun, in East Java], Java (p. 48).
(8) Harvested soybeans being dried on racks in a field in
Java, and carried away by one worker (p. 48). (9) Workers
dividing up the harvest in Java (p. 50). (10) Threshing
soybeans with bamboo flails in the courtyard of a small
farmer in Java (p. 51). (11) Selling soybeans in a small
market in Central Java (p. 51).
Tables show: (1) Imports of soybeans to Germany from
1910 (43,500 tonnes) to 1912 (more than 125,200 tonnes)
(p. 24). (2) Soybean acreage in Java (including Madoera)
from 1918 (157,600 ha) to 1922 (164,700 ha) (p. 32). (3)
A breakdown of soybean area in Java in 1921 (of 226,186
bouws) into West Java (12,980 bouws), Central Java
(152,154 bouws), and East Java (61,082 bouws) (p. 35).
Note: 1 bouw = 1.754 acres (Johnstone 1975). (4) Imports of
Manchurian soybeans to Java (including Madoera) and other
parts of the Dutch East Indies (mainly Sumatra) from 1920
to 1922 (p. 36). (5) Yields (average or range) of soybeans in
various countries: Germany, Italy, British Indies, Manchuria
(incl. China and Korea), Japan, America (up to 2,700 kg/ha),
Java (p. 52). (6) Comparison of the nutritional composition
of soybeans, peas, and regular beans (Phaseolus varieties) (p.

53). (7) Comparison of the nutritional composition of soya
cheese (Sojakäse, tofu), beef, and lean pork (p. 53). (8) The
prices of white and of black soybeans in Java during January
and December 1922 and the same two months of 1923 (in
Gulden) (p. 56). (9) Comparison of yields, price, costs, and
profit for peanuts (Katjang tanah) and soybeans in Java
(p. 57-58). (10) Nutritional composition of canned frozen
tofu (based on E. Senft) (p. 68). (11) Exports of soybeans
from five Manchurian ports (Dairen, Antung, Newchwang,
Suifenho [Suifenhe], and Sansing) in 1919, 1920, and 1921
(p. 70). (12) Exports and value of soybeans from all of
China to four countries (Netherlands, Russia, Japan, Dutch
East Indies) in 1919, 1920, and 1921 (p. 72). (13) Exports
of soybean oil from five Manchurian ports (Dairen, Antung,
Newchwang, Suifenho [Suifenhe], and Harbin) in 1919,
1920, and 1921 (p. 72). (14) Exports and value of soybean
oil from all of China to five countries (England, Netherlands,
Belgium, Japan, USA) in 1919, 1920, and 1921 (p. 72).
(15) Exports of soybean meal from four Manchurian ports
(Dairen, Antung, Newchwang, Suifenho [Suifenhe]) in 1919,
1920, and 1921 (p. 73). (16) Exports and value of soybean
meal from all of China to three countries (Japan, Russia,
USA) in 1919, 1920, and 1921 (p. 73). (17) Names of the
five major railway lines in Manchuria (South Manchuria
Railway, Chinese Eastern Railway, Peking Mukden Line,
Kirin-Changchun Line, Saupingkai-Taonan Line) (p. 74).
(18) Amounts (in tons) of soybeans, soybean cake, and soy
oil (Sojaöl) shipped over the South Manchuria Railway,
and the Chinese Eastern Railway in one year (p. 74). (19)
Railway transport and production amounts of the mills (in
tons) in Dairen and Newchwang of soybeans, soybean cake,
and soy oil (Sojaöl) during the year 1921 (p. 74). Address:
Agricultural Expert in Poerbasari te Pengalengan, Java.
1543. Kidder, A.F.; Hernandez, P.; Breeden, E.K.; Calloway,
R.C. 1923. State Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Louisiana
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 34:14-25.
For the year 1922. See p. 14, 15, 25.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm department,” the
subsection on “Soil fertility” states (p. 14): “Velvet beans in
comparison with soy beans and cowpeas for green manuring,
continued to give better yields of cotton in the two-year
rotation of cotton, oats, and legume. Soy beans sown in corn
at the last cultivation increased the yields of cotton as in
previous years. Continuous cotton was not profitable... The
velvet bean appears to be a better green manure crop for corn
and cotton on the bluff soils than soy beans or cowpeas.”
The subsection on “Crop production” notes (p. 15):
“Biloxi and Mammoth Yellow soy beans have given the
largest yield of seed. Otootan, Virginia and Barchet varieties
are better for hay. It seems at the present time that the Ebony
soy bean may be used for early seed production. Many other
varieties have been planted but none have proven as good as
those mentioned.”
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In the section titled “Experiment station dairy, Baton
Rouge,” the subsection on “Crops” begins (p. 25): “The
crops of last session consisted of corn and soy beans for
silage, corn and velvet beans, oats, root crops, and lespedeza
for hay.” Address: 1. Agronomist; 2. Asst. Agronomist; 3.
Farm Manager; 4. Dairy Superintendent.
1544. McCallan, E.A. 1923. Report of the Director of
Agriculture for the year 1922. Reports of the Board and
Department of Agriculture, Bermuda For the year 1922. p.
7-27.
• Summary: Page 10 states: “Green Manuring: Nearly
all the experimental plots were sown to cowpeas and soy
beans during the summer, but as the seedings were for the
most part late, the crop plowed under as green manure was
light. For the last ten years a part, if not all, of the plots
have been thus treated, and the value of leguminous green
manuring has been well established. The practice is very
strongly recommended.” Address: Director of Agriculture,
Agricultural Station, Bermuda.
1545. North Carolina: the land of opportunity. Compiled
and published by State Board of Agriculture, W.A. Graham,
commissioner (Continued–Document part II). 1923. Raleigh:
Mitchell printing Co. 384 p. Portraits. 24 cm.
• Summary: (Continued): In order to test out the best rates
of broadcast seeding, several plantings have been compared
at the Mountain Branch Station, near Swannanoa. Broadcast
plats were sown at the rates of 30, 60, 90, and 120 pounds of
seed per acre. In these tests the 90 and 120 pound seedings
produced the largest yields of actual soybean hay. From the
plats receiving the lighter seedings the hay was principally
weeds. The best results will be secured when seedings are
made at the rate of 50 to 60 pounds of beans per acre in twofoot rows, and 35 to 40 pounds in three-foot rows. The yield
of seed will usually be greater from the row planting.
“The best time to plant soybeans varies with the climate
of the locality. Soybeans will stand almost as much cold as
corn, and could be planted soon after corn is planted. The
early seedings will give the best results, the best results being
obtained from seedings made between May 1 and June 1.
“The fact that soybeans can take a part of their nitrogen
from the air is no reason why they should not receive
additional plant food in the form of commercial fertilizers.
If we wish to get the most good from soybeans they should
receive a mixture of 200 to 300 pounds of acid phosphate
and 50 to 75 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre, or its
equivalent in other forms of manure. When the beans are to
be grown on soil that has not previously grown soybeans, it
is best to inoculate the seed before planting.
“Varieties for Different Sections of the State: In the
eastern part of the State the Mammoth Yellow soybean has
been decidedly the highest yielder of seed and the variety
most generally grown. In recent years the high price paid

for early varieties, such as Virginia, Black-Eyebrow, and
Haberlandt, has restricted these popular varieties to limited
areas in the eastern section. For hay production in the Coastal
Plain Section the Tar-Heel Black has produced the largest
yields, but the hay is not so good in quality as that produced
from the Virginia bean.
“In the Piedmont Section the Mammoth Yellow has been
the highest yielder of seed, and the Virginia best for hay.
When it is necessary to plant around June 1, or a little later,
the Virginia and Haberlandt beans have been the best for
seed production in the Piedmont Section. During the season
of 1921 the Virginias yielded 34 bushels per acre on a farm
in Catawba County. Under the dry conditions that existed
that year the Virginias yielded heavier than the Mammoth
Yellows. In the Mountain Section the Medium Yellow,
Haberlandt, and Black-Eyebrow have yielded best for seed
purposes, and the Virginias have been best for hay.
“The best varieties of soybeans for the State are
Mammoth Yellow, Virginia, Haberlandt, and Black-Eyebrow.
At Raleigh the Mammoth Yellow beans require 148 days,
Virginia 117, Haberlandt 112, and Black-Eyebrow 102, to
mature seed. The time required to mature seed will vary
somewhat with the time of planting, late planted beans
requiring a smaller number of days to mature.”
1546. North Carolina: the land of opportunity. Compiled
and published by State Board of Agriculture, W.A. Graham,
commissioner. 1923. Raleigh: Mitchell printing Co. 384 p.
Portraits. 24 cm.
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on 29 pages of this
report:
Page 124-29: “The Culture of Soybeans: The soybean
has been an important crop in certain portions of Eastern
North Carolina for more than a quarter of a century. Its
culture, beginning with a few counties in the northeastern
part of the State, has spread gradually to every county in the
State. The recent introduction of earlier varieties has made
it a popular summer legume throughout the Piedmont and
Mountain sections. At present our State is producing a larger
quantity of soybean seed than any other State in the Union,
and the acreage is increasing each year.
“Soybeans and Other Summer Legumes Compared: The
summer legumes with which the soybean must compete are
cowpeas, the mung bean, and velvet beans. When compared
with the best varieties of cowpeas, the soybean has produced
a third more hay and nearly twice as much seed per acre in
all sections of the State.
“At the time of planting, soybeans require a better seed
bed, and usually give a poor stand if planted deeper than one
and one-half inches. The soybean will stand a considerable
amount of frost in the spring or fall, while the cowpea is very
sensitive to cold. With the exception of a few varieties, the
soybeans are upright in growth, being easy to harvest for hay
or seed. Cowpeas, on the other hand, are viney plants, and
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therefore more difficult to handle. Soybeans mature more
nearly at one time, while the cowpeas usually continue to
grow until frost.
“In order to compare the yields of seed and hay from
the best varieties of soybeans and cowpeas, the following
tables have been prepared from results at the different branch
stations. In each case the soybeans and cowpeas were grown
under the same conditions in 3-foot rows.
Table 1.: “Cowpeas and Soybeans Compared, Mountain
Branch Station, Swannanoa, N.C.” For each is given: 1. Seed
yield per acre in bushels. 2. Hay yield per acre in bushels.
Soybean varieties: Virginia (15.25; 5,225), Haberlandt
(18.20; 3,920), Manchu (14.21; 2,810).
Table 2.: “Cowpeas and Soybeans Compared, Piedmont
Branch Station, Statesville, N.C.” For each is given: 1. Seed
yield per acre in bushels. 2. Hay yield per acre in bushels.
Soybean varieties: Mammoth Yellow (16.62; 3,066),
Haberlandt (13.96; 2,749) Virginia (12.87; 2,330).
“When compared with the mung bean, the soybean does
not make as large growth, but produces a greater quantity
of seed. The seed of the soybeans are more easily harvested
than those of the mung bean. At present the seed of the
mung bean are too high to be generally used. When the seed
are cheaper they may be used to advantage for hay and soil
improvement.
“The soybeans will not make as much growth on poor
land as will velvet beans, and so cannot compete with velvet
beans for improving poor soils. For maintaining the soil
fertility of measurably fertile lands soybeans are superior for
planting in corn or other crops.
“Soybeans for Hay: The large yield of hay and the
high food content is certain to give this crop an important
place in all sections of the State. This will be especially
true in sections adapted to livestock production. Soybeans
are usually cut for hay when the lower pods are full grown,
but still green. The stage of cutting will vary with weather
conditions. A long drought coming at the time of blooming
will usually cause shedding of the leaves. In such cases it is
best to cut them before too many of the leaves shed. Because
of its upright growth, the soybean is more easily harvested
than cowpeas for hay. When planted thick, 90 to 120 pounds
broadcast, 75 to 90 pounds with the grain drill, and 50 to 60
pounds in two-foot rows, they will make more hay and will
be more easily cut with the mowing machine. When planted
too thin the stems may grow too coarse. Soybean hay is not
very difficult to cure. It should be cut after the morning dew
has dried, and the vines allowed to wilt. When thoroughly
wilted, but not so dry that the leaves will crumble, the hay is
raked in rolls and stacked in ventilated stacks in the field, or
to the side of the field, if the land is to be broken soon after
the hay crop is taken off.
“The scarcity and high price of seed from suitable
varieties have in the past prevented a more general use of
soybeans in the Piedmont and Mountain sections of our

State. Some of the varieties best suited to these sections may
be secured in considerable quantities this season and at a
reasonable price.
“The demand for soybean seed of the early varieties in
this and other states should make the production of good
seed profitable in our Piedmont and Mountain sections.
Under favorable conditions the better varieties have yielded
between 15 and 25 bushels per acre. On land that produces
30 to 40 bushels of corn per acre one should secure 15 to 20
bushels of beans.
“The method of harvesting seed depends upon the
amount grown. Small quantities may be pulled up by hand
and threshed with a flail. Several special machines are now
being used to harvest larger areas. (Write for the circular on
soybean harvesters.) These soybean harvesters thresh the
beans in the field, leaving the stalks standing for pasturage
and soil improvement. Seed gathered in this way are mixed
with hulls and small pieces of stalks, so it is necessary to
screen them after harvesting is done. These harvesters save
from 60 to 75 per cent of the seed, the remainder being
scattered on the ground or left on the stalk. The seed left
on the stalk are usually eaten by hogs or cattle pastured
after harvesting. In order to secure good results from these
machines the pods must be dry. When moist from dew or
recent rains the pods are tough and will not thresh well with
any machine.
“In the Mountain and Piedmont sections, where
small grain is grown, it will be best to use the small grain
machinery for harvesting soybeans. The reaper and binder,
reaper, or mowing machine may be used to advantage. In
fact, large soybean growers have used these implements
successfully for several years. In order to use the reaper and
binder or mowing machine most successfully, the beans
should be planted thick so that the stalks will not grow too
coarse. When harvested in this way the beans are cut just
before the top pods turn brown. If the pods and stalks are
allowed to become too dry before cutting, there will be some
loss from shattering. When cut with a reaper and binder the
bundles are stacked like wheat or oats and allowed to dry.
When cut with the mowing machine the buncher is attached
and the vines placed in small cocks to dry. The threshing
may be done on an ordinary grain thresher or with a corn
shredder. The vines and pods should be thoroughly dry when
the threshing is done. The cylinder of the thresher should be
run at a lower rate of speed than is used for threshing small
grain. A speed of 600 revolutions per minute with a portion
or all the concaves taken out has given good results. Unless
this precaution is taken a large portion of the beans will be
cracked. It is customary among some of the growers of the
Coastal Plain Section to bale the finer portions of the straw
and pods and use the coarser materials for bedding or feeding
cattle. The finer portions usually come out as tailings and
consist of broken pods, small stems, and a few seed that stick
to the pods. When not damaged by wet weather, this material
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is readily eaten by all livestock.
“Culture of Soybeans: The culture of soybeans is about
the same as for cowpeas, except the soybean requires a better
seed bed. When seeded in a poorly prepared seed bed or
planted too deep the soybean usually gives a poor stand. The
seed should not be planted more than one to one and one-half
inches deep.
“When grown for seed or for grazing, the soybeans
are usually grown in narrow rows and cultivated. Some
growers of the Piedmont Section who have had considerable
experience with soybeans recommend broadcast plantings
for all purposes. Whatever method of seeding is used it
should be kept in mind that the thick plantings will usually
give the best results for hay or seed production. Poor stands
are usually due to the planting of poor seed or planting too
few to the acre. Be sure that the seed you buy will give a
good germination, and plant them thick” (Continued).
1547. Stewart, Sidney. 1923. North Louisiana Experiment
Station, Calhoun. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 34:26-35. For the year 1922. See p. 28, 33.
• Summary: The section titled “Explanation of manure
rotation plots” states (p. 28): “Corn and velvet beans, oats
followed by cowpeas or soy beans, and cotton with oats and
crimson or burr clover, at last cultivation.”
A table titled “Forage crop varieties. Plot 1, North of
Barn, Soy beans,” gives for 15 soy bean varieties: Variety
name, source of seed, percent stand, weight hay, and yield
in tons per acre. The varieties are: Biloxi, Mammoth Yellow,
Otootan, Mongol, Itosan [Ito San], Ebony, Virginia, Tarheel
Black, Hollybrook, and Barchet.
The seed came from five sources: (1) T.W. Wood &
Sons, Richmond, Virginia. (2) Chris Reuter, New Orleans,
Louisiana [“Reuter’s Seeds” was one of The South’s
foremost seedsmen]; (3) H.G. Hastings, Atlanta, Georgia.
(4) E.G. Seed Co., Media, Illinois. (5) North Louisiana
Experiment Station, Calhoun.
The highest yield of hay was from Otootan–3.54 tons/
acre. Address: Superintendent.
1548. Fouts Brothers. 1923? Soyland Seeds: Soybeans
our specialty (Mail order catalog). Camden, Indiana. 24 p.
Undated. 23 cm.
• Summary: This is a seed catalog combined with a manual
on soybean cultivation, utilization, and promotion. Internal
evidence suggests that it was probably published in 1923.
On the cover, a photo shows a soybean plant in a vertical
rectangle. Above it is written “Soyland Seeds” (in large
letters). Below the photo are 3 lines of text: (1) “Soybeans
our Specialty” (medium size letters). (2) “Fouts Brothers”
(large letters). (3) “Camden, Indiana” (medium size letters).
Contents: Location of Soyland farms. References.
Thoughts (about life and success). Introduction. Soybean
facts (“The soybean has long reigned as a miracle crop in

Eastern Asia countries...”): Soybeans–became our specialty
(“We started with soys in 1903, in a small way, by testing
out several varieties.”), Midwest soybeans (This variety
was previously known as Indiana Hollybrook, Mongol, and
Medium Early Yellow. The shattering of the 1922 crop of
Midwests was very unusual, and must have been due to the
great heat of August), Ito-Sans, Manchu soybean. Growing
soybeans: Planting, cultivating soybeans, corn and bean
combination, planting corn and beans. Utilizing the soybean
crop: As a green manuring crop, for hay, pasturing soybeans.
Seed production: Introduction (harvesting), threshing, corn
and bean silage, putting corn and beans on the hoof, those
beans in the corn, converting corn and beans into mutton,
soybeans–soil builders, soil inoculation, Soyland inoculation.
Certified seed (certified by the Indiana Corn Growers’
Assoc.–99.5% purity): Seasonal mottling of soybeans,
uncertified seed beans. Other Soyland seeds: Michikoff
seed wheat, Victory oats, Calico seed corn, clover seeds.
Remember. Our guarantee. About ordering: Prices subject to
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change, kindly use order blank. Soyland Seeds bag tag.
Photos show:
(1) A collage of three–Noah, Finis and Taylor Fouts.
A line of farmers standing in front of Soyland barn on

Soybean Day–3 Sept. 1920. Two people standing in a field of
soybeans with a barn and farmhouses in the background.
(2) One person standing in a huge field of soybeans.
(3) Corn and soybeans growing in the same field.
(4) Piles of soybean hay in a field at Soyland.
(5) Pigs “hogging down” corn and soybeans.
(6) Sheep feeding in a field of corn and soybeans. Four
uprooted soybean plants, showing the bare root nodules.
(7) Two farmers driving two teams of three horses each
at Soyland. The first is harvesting soybeans, the second is
drilling wheat.
(8) Two teams of horses in a soybean field.
(9) A canoe and ducks on a pond at Noah’s house.
(10) A man examining soybeans in a large field.
(11) The home of Finis E. Fouts.
(12) The home and farm of Noah Fouts.
(13) The home and yard of Taylor Fouts, partly obscured
by large trees to the left and right.
(14) On the back cover is an outline map of the state of
Indiana, with a star showing the location of Soyland, at 41º
north latitude. The text at the top of the page reads: “Soyland
Seeds are the kind you need in your practical farm rotation.
Corn–soybeans–wheat–clovers.” Inside the outline map (in
a circular logo) we read: “Soyland. Fouts Bros. Camden,
Ind. Certified Farm Seed.” Below that: “Soyland seeds are
selected right, grown right, cleaned right, priced right, by
Fouts Bros.” And below the map: “The logical location for
the production of vigorous northern grown seeds.”
Location: Soyland is in the northern portion of Indiana,
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of experience. There seems to be conclusive evidence that
it is not an impurity–for with our purest developed strains,
some sections of a field have shown mottling–whether it is a
weather, or a soil or a moisture factor during some growing
stage of the crop, or some genetic reversion, we cannot
explain. This is a subject for careful experimental work by
the experts.”
“Introduction: We are farmers, living upon, and
managing our own farms.”
Note 1. This is the earliest (and only) document seen
(Sept. 2004) which states that Medium Early Yellow is
a synonym for Midwest. It is also the earliest of many
documents seen stating that Indiana Hollybrook is a
synonym for Midwest.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2007)
that uses the word “miracle” (or “miracles” or “miraculous”)
or the term “miracle crop” in connection with soybeans.
Address: Camden, Indiana.

about 73 miles from the Indiana-Michigan state line, at
40.7º north latitude. “Our farms are near the village of
Deer Creek, in eastern Carroll County, ten miles south of
Logansport, on the Michigan pike, and eight miles east of
Camden. Camden, Indiana, is our regular shipping point.
Being on the Pennsylvania railroad, we get prompt service
daily... Long distance Bell Telephone connections at Camden
Indiana. Telegraph service at Camden, but local telephones
on Deer Creek Co-Operative Telephone Company. Visitors
are welcome to inspect our farms and crops at any time,
except Sundays. We will appreciate your acquaintance and
try to make your visit pleasant and helpful. We always try to
keep in close touch with scientific facts as brought out by the
Experiment Stations of the Corn Belt. It is our aim to apply
these instructions to our farm operations.”
“Seasonal mottling of soybeans: Heretofore the
mottling of yellow soybeans was thought to be evidence
of a cross or hybridization with some darker variety, hence
the impurity. The general mottling of the [variety] Midwest
in 1922 was the subject of much discussion, and collection

1549. Campbell, James T. 1924. The growing popularity
of soybeans. Farmer’s Advocate (Ontario, Canada)
59(1633):43. Jan. 10.
• Summary: Briefly highlights the importance of soybeans
in the United States. “At the recent International Live
Stock Hay and Grain Show in Chicago, Minnesota made
a wonderful exhibit of Soybeans, and what can be grown
in Minnesota can be duplicated in Ontario; in fact, as far
as soybeans are concerned, it is being done at the present
time in Ontario both by the Ontario Agricultural College
and by private growers throughout the Province.” The
growing importance of the crop for Ontario is emphasized.
“Soybeans require from 95 to 115 days to mature, the times
varying according to the variety grown. If desirous of seed
crop, grow an early maturing soybean. If grown for hay or
for ensiling with corn, use a later maturing variety, because
the later the maturity, the greater the height and the foliage
growth.” Address: Ontario County, Ontario, Canada.
1550. Barr, J.E. 1924. Seedsmen and the soybean industry.
Seed World 15(2):18-19. Jan. 18.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Excellent seed demand.
Varieties for the Cotton Belt (Biloxi, Otootan, Laredo,
Mammoth Yellow, Wilson, Midwest, Ito San). Future looks
bright. Seedsmen should profit. Pure and adapted varieties.
“Seedsmen have played an important part in the
development of the soybean industry, which only five
years ago was in its infancy. At that time production was
more or less confined to the state of North Carolina.” “This
was, and still is, made up almost entirely of Mammoth
Yellows.” “Now it has spread north, south and west, with
over 3,000,000 acres planted in various parts of the United
States.”
“State extension agents helped to put the industry over
in a big way. They saw the need for soybeans to grow on
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lands where clover would not grow, to take the place of oats
where this crop was not profitable, to be used as a legume
catch crop instead of millets, etc., and to provide a better
balanced ration for hogging down in corn. As a result the
crop has become firmly established in the farm rotation. It is
no longer an experiment. Some states this year have a half
million or more acres. And the total for the United States
probably runs around 3,000,000 acres for hogging down in
corn, for hay, silage, etc., and 200,000 acres harvested for
seed.”
The heart of the soybean industry is pure and adapted
varieties. “The value of soybean seed lies in the varietal
purity and adaptability of a variety for planting in a particular
section and for the specific purpose desired.”
“There may be a sharp distinction between the market
price of a given variety of soybeans and its agricultural
value. Regardless of the market price of a variety it has little
value agriculturally until it is placed where it can be used in
the section and for the purpose for which it is best suited.
The soybean industry was made possible by the introduction.
propagation, and distribution of adapted varieties; and its
future depends in a very large measure on how well the
varietal purity of these varieties is safeguarded and on the
efforts made to supply seed of the varieties best adapted to
local conditions.” Address: Investigator in Marketing Seeds,
USDA.
1551. Seed World. 1924. It pays to inoculate soybeans before
planting. 15(2):19. Jan. 18.
• Summary: A.W. Wetsel of Harrisonburg, Virginia, is
certain that it pays to inoculate soybeans, but he had a hard
time convincing one of his customers, J.R. Shipp of Elkton,
Virginia, that it pays. He did convince Mr. Shipp to conduct
an experiment on two fields of soybeans (totaling one acre)
using a “well-known inoculant” that Mr. Wetsel sells. Two
photos show the results of the experiment, with Mr. Wetsel
standing in one field of inoculated soybeans and in another
field of uninoculated. The contrast in the size and color of the
plants is dramatic.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2003) that uses the word “inoculant” (or
“inoculum”) in connection with soybeans.
1552. Barr, J.E. 1924. Soy beans make good cash crop for
Indiana farmers: Demand continues greater than supply.
Indiana Farmers’ Guide 80(4):89. Jan. 26.
• Summary: “More soy beans were harvested in Indiana,
Illinois, and other corn-belt states last year than ever before.
If properly marketed or used they will add several hundred
thousand dollars to the farmers’ cash income. The greatest
net cash return for the crop is what is wanted and to get this
result certain conditions have to be met.”
Storing soy beans on the farm and selling them as
the requirements of manufacturers demand, is suggested

for assuring a continuous supply to the mills and a steady
market. “The rapidly expanding outlet for soy beans is that
of oil mills. In fact, the oil mills are prepared to absorb the
surplus up to many times the quantity now available and it
is to them largely that credit is due for the year-round cash
market for this crop.” Mills will pay higher prices (and cash)
for sound, recleaned soy beans that are low in moisture.
Address: Indiana.
1553. Littlejohn, C.N. 1924. Soys for robber acres. Country
Gentleman 89(4):22. Jan. 26.
• Summary: “A virtual reclamation of thousands upon
thousands of acres of low, wet, unsafe lands in the YazooMississippi Delta is being wrought through the Laredo soy
bean, which is further promising practically to solve the
farmers’ food problems.”
1554. Better Crops with Plant Food. 1924. Table giving the
amounts of fertilizer ingredients (potash, phosphoric acid and
nitrogen) contained in the crop from one acre. 2(1):56. Jan.
• Summary: This full-page table lists many crops including:
Soybean: Yield: 20 bushels. Straw, etc.: 2,000 lbs.
Potash: 54 lbs. Phosphoric acid: 36 lbs. Nitrogen: 100 lbs.
Soybean seed: Yield: 20 bushels. Straw, etc.: 2,000 lbs.
Potash: 24 lbs. Phosphoric acid: 22 lbs. Nitrogen: 64 lbs.
Address: County Agent, Scioto Co., south-central Ohio.
1555. Edmondson, J.B. 1924. Soy beans and permanent
agriculture. Purdue Agriculturist (Indiana) 18(4):63, 80. Jan.
• Summary: The introduction notes that “Mr. Edmondson
was editor-in-chief of The Agriculturist in 1910-11, and is
now engaged in general farming and has done a great deal of
experimental work with soy beans.”
“In Indiana agriculture, the rotation of corn, wheat and
clover has become so firmly established that any suggestion
of change is considered, either not at all, or as bordering on
the revolutionary. The two- or three-cornered game is much
easier to play than a four-cornered one in farming operations,
so the idea of diversification has never developed by leaps
and bounds but has been literally forced on the farmer an
inch at a time by the pressure of economic necessity.”
But today’s economic conditions and farm surpluses are
demanding still more diversification. The prices of wheat,
hogs, and corn are all very low. The logical solution to the
problem lies in adding another crop to the rotation–the soy
bean. “By all counts, I believe the best program for the
Indiana farmer today is to build on a four-year rotation of
corn, soy beans, wheat and clover, both from the standpoint
of profits and the future welfare of the soil.” This would “cut
the corn and wheat acreages twenty-five per cent and at the
same time would likely increase the yields per acre, due to
the beneficial effect of the added legume on the soil.” This
would help reduce the troublesome surpluses of corn and
wheat.
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“The question naturally arises in this connection as to
whether soy beans grown so extensively can be utilized
profitably. As the general knowledge of this remarkable plant
grows, so will its uses. Eventually I believe the soy bean
crop will be considered indispensable on every livestock
farm. For hay, its value is just beginning to be appreciated.”
It can also be grown for seed, for selling to oil mills, or–as a
last resort–for feeding to hogs with corn.
A table shows the prices per bushel, yields, and value for
the traditional 3-year rotation and the proposed new 4-year
rotation. The average return per year for 3-year rotation
is $26.70 compared with $32.00 for the proposed 4-year
rotation.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2000)
by or about soybean pioneer J.B. Edmondson in connection
with soybeans. Address: Class of 1911, Clayton, [Hendricks
County], Indiana.
1556. Gahm, W.F. 1924. The winning program for county
self-fertility improvement. Better Crops with Plant Food
2(1):26-27, 41. Jan.
• Summary: In 1920: “Fifteen soybean demonstrations,
totaling 100 acres, were begun. The acreage of soybeans has
increased from a few acres in 1919 to over 2,000 in 1923.”
“1921: In 14 different communities a program of
work was outlined in which some phase of soils work was
incorporated. The people of the community elected a project
leader and set a goal of work to be done. These ranged all
the way from the growing of 50 acres of soybeans to the
building of a limestone storage bin, depending upon the chief
need of the community.
“1922: Following a conference of the community
leaders, six ‘Fertilizer and Lime Schools’ were held in
various sections of the country... Eight-hundred bushels of
soybean seed were purchased cooperatively.”
“1923: At a conference of community soils leaders in
January, a county soils program was outlined, based on the
community programs.” Mr. Gahm’s improvement report
stated... “3–The acreage of legumes, particularly sweet
clover and soybeans, has been much enlarged.” Address:
County Agent, Scioto Co., south-central Ohio.
1557. Wagner, Paul. 1924. Profitable fertilization: Principles
that underlie productive farming. Better Crops with Plant
Food 2(1):12-15, 57-61. Jan.
• Summary: Page 57: “Soja beans” are mentioned.
Page 61: “To sum up: To use legumes profitably, they
must be well supplied with potash and phosphoric acid.”
A table shows: “Soy bean–whole plant. Potash 108 lbs.
Phosphoric acid 67 lbs. Nitrogen 232 lbs.” Address: Director,
Experiment Station, Darmstadt, Germany.
1558. Brown, F.A. 1924. Sudan grass and beans. Rural NewYorker 83:208. Feb. 9.

• Summary: “Variety Used.–So many letters have come to
Mr. Foushee and myself concerning the Sudan-Soy bean
crop described in my article published in The Rural N.-Y.
Nov. 10 that none of us has the time to spare to answer all, so
I am giving the details asked for. The seed can be had from
most reliable dealers, but buy from reliable ones only, those
who guarantee that there will be no Johnson grass seed in the
Sudan grass. Soy bean seed from one place is probably as
good as from another, if not old. Here we use the Mammoth
Yellow bean, mostly. North of Baltimore a little earlier
variety may be better. Some varieties yield more seed but
less forage than others.”
Also discusses: Drilling the seed. Cutting [harvesting].
Annual seeding. Soil requirements of Sudan grass and
soy beans. Restoring a farm (with crops {oats and vetch},
manure, and fertilizers such as acid phosphate). Pasturing
stock.
Sudan grass, being an annual and a non-legume, will
never take the place of clover and alfalfa. Yet either of
these latter legumes alone, “or with Soy beans, it is the best
temporary hay crop and Summer pasture that is now in use in
this country.” Address: Person County, North Carolina.
1559. Morse, W.J. 1924. Re: Arlington Farm land
assignments. Letter [memorandum] to Prof. C.V. Piper,
Washington, DC, Feb. 13. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: With regard to the attached
memorandum relative to Arlington Farm, 1924, land
assignments, I have taken up the matter with the different
members of the office who have worked at Arlington, and
am attaching herewith a memorandum, giving the object
of the experiment and land desired. Yours very truly,...”
The attached memorandum has the subtitle: “Clover
Investigations–Dr. A.J. Pieters.”
Plants discussed: Kobe lespedeza, clover nursery, red
clover strains. Sorghums and Sudan grass investigations–
H.N. Vinall.
“Soybeans, cowpeas and miscellaneous legumes–W.J.
Morse. The land that has been previously devoted to
the above investigations occupies a place in the rotation
established by the farm a few years ago. We desire to have
the same amount of land as in previous years. During the
past season, 1923, in our increase plot of Early Buff, on
section A-North, we had a considerable amount of wilt which
was identified by Dr. Orton’s office as true cowpea wilt. If
possible, I would very much like to have one-fourth of an
acre of section A-North to put out the resistant strains of
cowpeas and soybeans.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
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Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1560. Gyarfas, Jozsef. 1924. A szójabab [The soybean].
Koztelek (Common Ground) 34(13):157-58. Feb. 14. [Hun]
• Summary: Interest in soybean has recently been rekindled
in Hungary. Accordingly, it is time to devote some effort to
providing some in-depth information about soybean, its uses,
and the question of introducing it to Hungary.
Soybean has been a major source of protein for the
population of East Asia for millennia now, where it is used as
a replacement for meat. However, it has only been subjected
to large-scale farming in Europe starting from the middle of
the 19th Century, and thus far no European country has opted
to become a major producer. Contrary to Europe, soybean
production is increasingly spreading in the United States of
America since the turn of this century, though it is produced
more as fodder and a green manure than for the use of its
beans.
Soybean production has again been subjected to
some promotion in Central Europe. We Hungarians are
most interested in the movement that originated in Austria
[Austria-Hungary] in the 1870s. Due to the experiments
conducted by Friedrich Haberlandt, a professor at the
Agricultural College in Vienna, interest in soybean rose
so dramatically that seed distributors were unable to meet
demand. However, the large-scale experiments showed that
the overly optimistic hopes regarding soybean were not
realized in practice. Thus, only a couple of farms that dealt
with soybean were left, and even there it accounted for only
a small portion of the farm’s composition.
Europe’s interest in soybean again grew after the
Russian-Japanese war, when it became available on the
global market (though quite late!). Prior to the RussianJapanese war, Manchuria, which is an extensive producer
of soybean, exported its soybean surplus only to Asian
markets, primarily to Japan. During the war, large amounts
of soybean were necessary to feed the Japanese army,
leading to increases in demand. This in turn led to increased,
large-scale production in Manchuria. After the war ended,
soybean consumption in Japan decreased, and new markets
had to be found for the surplus amounts. Towards the end
of this century’s first decade (in 1908), shiploads containing
thousands of tons of soybean launched exports to Europe and
North America, all managed by the Japanese.
According to data from America, Manchuria exported
600 thousand tons of soybean, 900 thousand tons of soybean
cakes (szójapogácsa) and 60 thousand tons of soy oil
(szójaolaj) per year before the World War. In 1913, more
than half a million tons of soy beans, 50 thousand tons of
cakes, and 20 thousand tons of oil were imported to Europe
from Asia. The majority of the imported soybean was
processed by England for use as oil, and the majority of the

resulting cakes was sold to the Netherlands and Denmark as
fodder.
The amounts imported to America are smaller, but even
there, as in world trade in general, soybean has, over the
past decades, become a great competitor to other oilseeds,
especially to the cotton seed, which is threatened by the boll
weevil.
It is only natural that this great degree of import has
led rise to the respective countries wishing to produce the
soybean amounts for themselves at home or in their colonies.
There have always been ardent supporters of soybean
production in all locations and at all times, but they have
enjoyed little success in Central Europe so far. This is despite
the fact that the soybean issue was quite timely during the
war, especially in Germany, which suffered the worst of the
famine. There, soybean, with its high protein content, could
have provided a substitute for meat, which was unavailable,
and its high fat content could have replaced fat, which
was also hard to come by. Moreover, it could even have
overcome the raw material shortage in the oil industry, which
was also pressing during the war years.
That is why the German Reichsauschuss für Oele und
Fette (German Committee for Oils and Fats) experimented
with soybean production in Germany during the war.
However, its report states that the results of the experiment
offered little hope that soybean can be successfully
introduced to even those regions in Germany that are the
most suitable for its cultivation.
Dr. C. Fruwirth, a Professor in Vienna who has been
working in-depth with soybean for a number of years
now and is one of the leading experts regarding the crop,
also came to the crushing conclusion that it is not worth
producing soybean in Germany.
And so it was to no avail that Fürstenberg was an
enthusiastic disciple of soybean cultivation during the war
years in Germany: the entire soybean movement would
have terminated if B. Heinze had not become a student of
Dr. Halle. He has been dealing with soybean since 1906
and continues to use his work to spread his view that it is
worthwhile to cultivate soybean in Germany.
Soybean has not been included in large-scale production
here in Hungary, either. It is still only cultivated in a few
locations and in small proportions, even though it could have
become relatively widespread during this time.
For example, the company owned by Kohn Adolf és
Társa [Adolf Kohn and Associates] called Olajmuvek RT
[Oil Production Share Company] was kind enough to inform
me that its production site is willing to commit itself to
processing large amounts, even 50 thousand quintals [equal
to 5,000 metric tons], of soybean every year in addition to
the oilseeds that it has to process irrespective of the above.
If soy flour (szójaliszt) production would start up in
Hungary, there would be even better possibilities for selling
soybean, not even taking into account the fact that soybean
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can be used in numerous other ways, and not only in
industry, but also in households and agriculture.
The importance of the soybean issue can only be
properly understood by those who are familiar with its
high nutritional value and the exceptional versatility of the
manner of its uses. So I must deal with this aspect of soybean
as well.
Just as in Asia, the soybean, due to its fat content that
far eclipses that of other legumes, is primarily used as a raw
material for oil production in both America and Europe.
(According to Kellner, the fat content of the soybean is
17.5%, with the same figure being 1.5% for common bean,
1.6% for the pea, 1.9% for the lentil, and 4.4-7.2% for the
lupine.) The soy cakes and soy flour remaining after oil
extraction are exceptional due to their high protein content.
(Soy cakes contain 41.8% protein, while rapeseed cakes
contain 33.1%).
Not only soy cakes and soy flour, but the soybean itself
is also an excellent fodder, and has been successfully used as
fish feed.
It is not only the soybean’s fat content that is higher
than that of other legumes: its protein content (33.2%) also
surpasses that of the common bean (25.4%), pea (22.5%),
and lentil (25.5), and is approximately the same as that of
lupine varieties (29.4 to 38.3%).
The soybean varieties that grow to be large and leafy can
be sowed for the purpose of use as fodder or green manure.
The soybean also has numerous uses in human
consumption and has high nutritional value.
Based on the soybean’s chemical composition, Dr.
Heinze considers its nutritional value to be at least equal to
good-quality ox meat, which, on average, contains 72.0%
water, 21% protein, 5.5% fat, and 1.5% potash, and contains
no nitrogen-free extract. In fact, his opinion is that with
proper preparation, the soybean’s nutritional value would
likely exceed that of the meat, since ripe soybeans contain
only 8-10% water, while the water content of meat varies
between 55% and 75%.
Soybean can be primarily prepared in the kitchen
similarly to all the other legumes that make up our meals.
It can also be consumed raw [sic]. Ripe soy beans do not
contain any bitter or toxic materials and can therefore be
used to make soup, broth, or salad, just like common beans.
However, it is most suited for making mash (szójapüré)
Because of its high protein and fat content, soy mash is
excellently suited for mixing with foods that are low in these
two components, such as potatoes, rice, carrots, or kohlrabi,
in a ratio of 1 to 2. It can also be consumed in the form of a
grit.
At first, its taste may be unfamiliar, but one can quickly
grow accustomed to it. The taste can be improved by mixing
it with ground meat, which makes it suitable for use in
stuffed peppers, tomatoes, etc. When ground, it can substitute
millet mash in blood sausage. If the soybean is germinated

in a dark room, the seedlings can be used to make a slightly
bitter salad. Since it does not turn into a pulp when cooked,
it is suitable as a substitute for almonds, etc. (Continued).
Address: Columnist, Hungary.
1561. Gyarfas, Jozsef. 1924. A szójabab [The soybean
(Continued–Document part II]. Koztelek (Common Ground)
34(13):157-58. Feb. 14. [Hun]
• Summary: (Continued): The only problem with soy beans
is that they take a long time to cook. However, if we leave
them to soak in cold water for 12-24 hours, they will become
just as soft as other legumes.
Due to its high fat content, soy broth (szójafozelék) does
not require any bacon like the other legumes.
However, soybean can enjoy a much wider spectrum of
uses in human consumption if it is used to make flour.
Cereal flours contain little protein, fat, and mineral salts.
While soy flour contains only about 1/3 of the carbohydrates
of wheat flour, it has more than 3 times as much protein and
20 times the fat. Moreover, soy flour also contains about 10
times the potash amount as wheat flour, and this potash has
high levels of lime.
Thus, a so-called energy bread, which is much more
nutritious than regular bread, can be baked by mixing soy
flour with regular flour. Soy flour can also be used to make
more nutrient-rich and tastier bouillon cubes, pastas, cakes,
hardtacks, crackers, biscuits, etc. The flours made from
legume seeds and used as a source of nutrition for children
can be made even richer by adding soy.
Soy beans can even be roasted to make a coffee
replacement.
Soy beans also have a healing and strengthening effect:
they contain vitamins A and B and high levels of phosphoric
acid and lecithin (1.5-2%), and are even used in lecithin
production. Since soy beans are low in carbohydrates,
they are well-suited for use in the diets of diabetics and
people suffering from kidney inflammation or stomach and
gastrointestinal problems. The consumption of large amounts
of soy beans helps in the lactation of pregnant women, etc.
And this has not even exhausted all of the possible
uses for soybean, as illustrated by the example of East
Asian peoples who use it to make a cream similar to that
made from chestnuts. However, soy cream (szójakrém)
is more nutritional. They also grind the bean for use as a
replacement for butter, with black soy being especially
favored for consumption with rice dishes after being toasted.
To make the bean more easily digestible, especially in Japan
and China, they use microorganisms (bacteria cultures)
to ferment it. This results in a fermented mash [miso] and
a spicy brown dipping sauce [soy] used as a condiment.
Soy beans are also used to make a type of plant milk, the
composition and nutritional value of which is similar to
that of animal milk. Soy milk (szójatej) is used not only in
the kitchen, as it is also the basis for producing soy cheeses
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(szójasajtok).
Soy milk can be produced both in small-scale production
and in large-scale factories, as proven by examples in both
Europe and America. It can also be sold in a thickened form
and used both in households and by the baking industry to
make inexpensive forms of chocolate.
The soy flour made via oil production can also be used
to make soy milk. In East Asia, the oil cakes are primarily
consumed after chopping them into small pieces, soaking
them in water, and using them to make pasta. Any parts
of the cakes that are not suitable for eating are spread on
agricultural soils as a form of fertilizer instead of as feed.
The soy oil itself is also used as cooking oil, especially in
China. During the war, German prisoner-of-war camps used
extruded soy flour as a form of food. I was furthermore
informed that in Germany, extruded soy flour continues
to find a market, not only as a fodder, but as an ingredient
for human food, such as bouillon cubes. It is also used to
substitute a large part of bread flour. Germany is also in the
process of introducing soy cheese [tofu?] production.
Even in America, there are now factories that use
soybean to make exclusively food for human consumption.
All in all, soybean has a multitude of uses. It is this
fact, along with its excellent nutritional value, that makes
the introduction of its cultivation in Central Europe seem
so desirable. Despite this fact, large-scale soybean seed
production has not been able to gain significant ground
outside of Asia, and especially Manchuria, even though
there is really nothing special about its cultivation. It is most
akin to that of the common bean, with the main difference
being that soybean has a longer growing season. It is not
particularly susceptible to any special diseases or animal
pests. Only rabbits pose a threat to such a degree that
soybean, if cultivated in small plots, has to be fenced to
ensure it is not consumed.
In my next article, I will shed light on the reasons why
the endeavors to introduce soybean cultivation to Central
Europe have not been successful.
Note: Translated by Peter A. Gergay of San Francisco,
California. Address: Columnist, Hungary.
1562. Gyárfás, József. 1924. Miért nem sikerült eddig nálunk
a szójabab meghonositása? [Why has the introduction of
the soybean to Hungary not been successful?]. Koztelek
(Common Ground) 34(14):168-69. Feb. 17. [Hun]
• Summary: As I elaborated in Issue 13 of Koztelek, soybean
(szojabab) is a plant that can be sold in a very wide variety
of forms and deserves exceptional attention from the aspect
of feeding the populace. Therefore, it might be interesting to
learn, even if merely for the purposes of gaining information,
the reasons why the several attempts that have been made
to introduce it to Central Europe have been unsuccessful
despite the above facts.
One of the reasons is that the experiments aimed at its

introduction most often used incorrect varieties. The majority
of the soybean varieties grown in Asia and, more recently, in
America cannot be grown in Central Europe, as they do not
receive the amount of heat they require for their development
and it often happens that they do not even develop their pods
by the time fall comes around.
This can also be taken as a warning that here in
Hungary, large scale field experiments should not be
started under any circumstances with unknown soybean
varieties that are imported to Europe by the wagonload from
countries located in warmer climates for the purposes of oil
production, just because they are pure-bred and are have
good germination percentages. The reason is that these are
all late-maturing varieties, while Central Europe, which
includes Hungary, is suitable only for the production of
early-maturing or, in the warmest but not in arid regions, the
early-maturing varieties of the medium-maturing varieties;
late-maturing soybean will not mature in Hungary.
However, early-maturing varieties are smaller and
therefore have less mass than late-maturing soybeans, for
which reason they are unsuitable for use as fodder or green
manure. And, as regards the soybean’s nitrogen fixation
capabilities, I would note in regard to its use as green manure
that if soybean is produced for the first time on a given plot,
the nitrogen-fixating nodules will only grow on the roots and
the soybean plant will be able to bind atmospheric nitrogen
only if it has been inoculated. Without inoculation, it will
have to be grown three of four subsequent times on the same
plot before the nodules start growing in large numbers.
At the present time, the question of soybean varieties
can be, for the most part, considered solved in central
Europe, as varietal experiments and soybean cultivation have
been started in Hungary just as in Austria and Germany.
There is now a large number of very early, medium-early,
and early-medium maturing varieties that can be grown in
Central Europe, and thus in Hungary as well, and are sure to
ripen [Footnote 1]. The probability of the success of soybean
production in Central Europe is compounded by the fact that,
as also seen in Germany recently, experiments conducted at
my request at Hungarian farms have also shown that soybean
can withstand frost, just as it has been generally believed
before. Contrary to earlier prevalent practices, soybean can
be sown as early as at the end of March or in April instead
of the end of April or in May, meaning it can be sown at the
same time as carrots. Sowing this early not only extends
the growing season and promotes timely ripening, but
earlier germination and quicker development also provides
protection against the dry period that sets in later in the
season.
Soybean requires a large amount of heat for its
development. As regards this heat amount, the climate
of Hungary is better suited for soybean production than
that of Germany. At first glance, the warmest regions of
Hungary (the Large Hungarian Great Plain) seems to be
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most suited for soybean cultivation. However, the amount
of precipitation required for full development is often absent
and so soybean production will not be successful. As an
example, let me mention the fact the experiment conducted
by Ödön Legcány last year in Hatvan [in today’s Hungary],
where the exceptionally dry drought lasted all summer long
and caused a soybean variety that had been able to fully ripen
in Magyaróvár [in today’s Hungary] to fail to develop: its
seeds dried up. Another variety that was even later to mature
and had been able to ripen in a warmer climate in Hungary
under better conditions was unable even to bring forth seeds.
Very early-maturing varieties have been developed for
the cooler climates of Austria and Germany; in Hungary,
these ripen in August. However, their production will not
have great significance in Hungary, since they have smaller
yields. We require varieties that provide large yields and are
sure to ripen in September or, in warmer climates, no later
than October, before the cool and damp days of fall set in.
There is quite a number of such varieties, they just have to
be studied, tested in the various regions of Hungary, and then
the successful varieties have to be further bred not only for
early maturing but also to improve their yields.
The problem with early-maturing varieties is that they
provide smaller yields than late-maturing types. However,
breeding could be used to greatly improve this issue.
As regards soybean yields, we must not believe
exaggerated data. According to American data [Footnote 2],
the yield in Manchuria is equal to 11.5 quintals [1,150 kg]
per cadastral jugerum [about 1.4 acres]; the average in Japan
is 6 quintals [600 kg] per cadastral jugerum. In Japan, a yield
of 10.5 quintals [1,050 kg] is considered quite large. The
average soybean yield in the northern states of the United
States of America is about 4 quintals [400 kg] per cadastral
jugerum [about 1.4 acres] and about 15 quintals [1,500
kg] in the northern half of the cotton belt. According to
Hungarian experiences, a yield of 10 quintals [1,000 kg] per
cadastral jugerum [about 1.4 acres] can be considered very
good, although I have even heard of exceptional yields of 14
quintals [1,400 kg], which was moreover obtained from quite
a large area and not from a small plot calculated to a large
plot yield.
This means that, after we have identified the suitable
varieties and bred them accordingly, we can be quite satisfied
if we manage to obtain average soybean yields in Hungarian
that are equal to that of the common bean (6-13 quintals
[600-1,300 kg] per cadastral jugerum [about 1.4 acres]).
And the question of what yields we can expect from soybean
is exceptionally important because the various movements
aimed at introducing soybean to Central Europe failed not
only because of the problem involving variety, but rather
because of the fact that European farmers have thus far not
found the production of soybean to be profitable. This is
because farmers are offered prices for soybean that are so
low that it did not make soybean production worthwhile.

In fact, prices were even less than that of other legumes.
Thus, for example (according to data provided by Fruwirth),
imported soya could be purchased in Germany for 14-20
marks per quintal [100 kg] before the war, while the price
of peas, which provides much better yields, was around 60
marks.
No matter how good the nutritional value of soybean
is, most farmers also found that growing soybean for
themselves, i.e. for use as fodder, was too expensive.
In light of the above, the following sentence provides
a summary of what the introduction of soybean to Hungary
depends on:
If Hungarian farmers will find that soybean production
provides a suitable return on investment and if we are able to
offer them varieties that are sure to mature and give adequate
yields, they will embrace soybean production, just as they
have done with the production of medicinal plants and herbs
as soon as they provided good income, after the issues of
sales and industrial processing had been adequately solved.
That is why we should also ensure that soybean can
be suitably sold, an issue I will deal with in my upcoming
article.
Footnote 1: The Magyar Kiralyi Paprikakiserleti
es Vegyvizsgalo Allomas [Royal Hungarian Pepper
Experimental and Chemical Research Station] is advertising
such seeds. The price of 100 g of seeds is 500 crowns.
Footnote 2: Calculated from the data published by
Fruwirth in Issue 490 of the Department Bulletin. Address:
Hungary.
1563. Noll, Charles F. 1924. Soy beans for Pennsylvania.
National Stockman and Farmer 47(47):1254. Feb. 23.
• Summary: Includes material on the value of soybeans
versus oats, feeding value and yields of soybeans, the
uses of the crop, its harvesting, and the varieties suited to
Pennsylvania. Address: Pennsylvania State College.
1564. Hodgson, R.E. 1924. Soybeans: Their use and culture
in southern Minnesota. Univ. of Minnesota, Agricultural
Extension Division, Special Bulletin No. 82. 8 p. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans as hay,
for hogs, and for seed. Feeding of soybean straw. Culture
of soybeans. Inoculation. Curing for hay. Harvesting for
seed. Threshing. Varieties adapted to Minnesota: Habaro,
Elton, Manchu, Chestnut, Wisconsin Black, Minsoy, Black
Eyebrow, Mandarin, Early Brown, Ito San, Soysota. A table
shows the seed yield of each variety (in bu/acre) from 1920
to 1923.
Introduction: “One of the greatest uses of soybeans in
southeastern Minnesota seems likely to be as a home-grown
high protein grain supplement, to take the place of oilmeal as
a means of supplying the protein not provided in the ordinary
dairy ration of corn silage, alfalfa hay, corn, and oats.
“This is a conclusion drawn from experience with
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soybeans at the Southeast Demonstration Farm and
Experiment Station at Waseca, and it throws light on the
question as to the best use to make of a crop, which, by the
seeding of adapted varieties, can be grown and matured in
practically all parts of Minnesota.
“The greatest danger lies in the fact that many farmers
believe that by planting soybeans in their silage corn they
have adequately provided for the protein needs of their
stock, and that when not feeding a legume hay such as clover
or alfalfa, they may think they have no need of a protein
supplement such as linseed meal. The soybeans in a field of
corn and beans planted together vary from 10 to 20 per cent
of the total tonnage. But even if the beans did produce as
much as 10 to 20 per cent of the total tonnage, they would
still come a long way from yielding enough protein for even
the ordinary producing cow, without legume hay.
“A 1200-pound cow, producing 25 pounds of 4 per
cent milk a day requires 2.2 pounds of protein daily. Thirty
pounds of straight corn silage contains 0.38 of a pound of
digestible protein. Silage containing from 10 to 20 per cent
of beans provides 0.4 of a pound of protein or an increase
of 0.02 of a pound. Ten pounds of prairie hay contain 0.3
of a pound of protein, or an increase of 0.2 of a pound. Ten
pounds of prairie hay contain 0.3 of a pound of protein, and
4 pounds of corn and 4 of oats contain 0.74 of a pound of
protein. Such a ration, therefore, contains a total of 1.44
pounds of protein, or three-quarters of a pound less than
the amount required. If, however, 10 pounds of alfalfa hay,
containing 1.17 pounds of protein, is substituted for the 10
pounds of prairie hay, the total of protein is brought to 2.3
pounds, or a slight fraction more than the amount required.”
Address: Southeast Demonstration Farm and Exp. Station,
Waseca, Minnesota.
1565. Landry, E.S.; Jenkins, J.M. 1924. The Biloxi soybean.
Louisiana Agricultural College, Extension Circular No. 67.
4 p. Feb.
• Summary: Describes the value of the soybean in a rotation
with rice, and how to grow it under rice field conditions.
1566. Spring, F.G. 1924. The soya bean (Glycine hispida).
Malayan Agricultural Journal 12(2):55-57. Feb.
• Summary: “A large quantity of Soya beans is consumed
in the Peninsula, particularly by Chinese.” Describes how
soybeans are grown at Manchis, Pahang, by about 30
Chinese small holders, each growing about 1 acre. “The Soya
beans are consumed mostly by the growers themselves but
any surplus stock is sold in Bentong or Kuala Pilah where
there is a ready market for the produce... The beans are eaten
in a number of ways but are generally boiled and eaten alone
or in conjunction with rice or other foodstuffs. They are also
pounded into flour and made into cakes. In India the beans
are eaten in the form of ‘dhal.’
“The inhabitants around Manchis are almost entirely

self supporting as regards food and it is to be hoped that
the growing of the soya bean may be taken up in other
districts... The bean is known by the Chinese as ‘Wong Tau’
(Cantonese) which means the yellow bean, in Hakka as Vong
Theu and in Hokkien as Ui Tau.
“Note. In amplification of the above article a note has
been received from the District Officer, Bentong, stating that
the Soya Bean is grown not only at Manchis but also nine
miles from Bentong on the road to Kuala Lumpur... Hakka
vegetable gardeners in Raub are also said to grow the Soya
bean freely, interplanted with other crops.
“At Bentong there is a bean curd factory in an attap
shed behind the town where the bean curd (or Tau Fu in
Cantonese) is made for sale in the local market.”
Note: Webster’s Third New International Dictionary
(1963) defines atap or attap, derived from the Malay meaning
“roof or thatch,” as “3. A thatched roof often made with the
leaves of the nipa palm.” Address: Malaya.
1567. Gyárfás, József. 1924. A szójababtermesztés
meghonositásának feltételei [Conditions for introducing
soybean production to Hungary]. Koztelek (Common
Ground) 34(21):267-68. March 13. [3 ref. Hun]
• Summary: I have already written in detail in issue
14 [17 Feb. 1924] of Köztelek, one of the fundamental
conditions for introducing soybean production to Hungary
is the identification and/or breeding of suitable varieties;
another is the organization of the dependable and good sale
of soybean. However, we cannot even hope that soybean
production will become popular as long as it can be sold
only as a raw material for oil production. Considering the
fact that soybean contains less than half of the oil quantity
of rapeseed (an average of 27% compared to an average
of 40%), oil producers cannot pay the same price as they
do for rapeseed, which is largely similar to the price of
beans, at which price farmers in Central Europe would
find the production of soybean to be profitable. The price
of soybean is higher on the global market than what it
is worth in comparison to rapeseed based only on its oil
contents, partly because the processing of soybean leads
to substantially greater quantities of fodder (which is also
more valuable) than in the case of rapeseed. For example,
in November of last year, the price for Indian rapeseed per
net imperial ton, including cost, insurance, and freight,
was 16 pounds sterling in Hamburg [Germany]; soybean
cost 11 pounds sterling under the same conditions. When
I inquired at the company owned by Kohn Adolf és Társa
[Adolf Kohn and Associates] called Olajmuvek RT [Oil
Production Share Company] in November of last year as
to what price soybean would fetch in the oil industry, I was
told that, even though they could not give me a fixed price
because of the fluctuations in global prices, the company, in
light of the price at the given time and of business cycles,
was of the viewpoint that it would not be able to pay more
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than 1,400 crowns per kg for soybean, delivered by railway
to the city of Gyor [in today’s Hungary]. In comparison, the
price for a kg of wheat was 1,030 to 1,050 crowns, rapeseed
was 1,900 to 2,000 crowns, poppy seed was 3,000 to 3,200
crowns, common bean was 1,800 to 2,000 crowns, and lentil
was 2,000 to 4,000 crowns. As it can be seen, the company
in question paid 40% more for wheat than for soybean. The
regular price of soybean on the global market is significantly
lower and is generally the same as that of wheat. This is
because Manchuria is able to produce enormous amounts of
soybean at prices that are so low that no other countries are
able to compete. In Manchuria, the production of 1 quintal
[equal to 100 kg] of soybean costs little more than 0.5
dollar (Footnote: Calculated on the basis of data published
in Volume 490 of the department Bulletin); the price for
producing 100 kg of soybean in Japan is exactly 2.5 dollars.
As a result, Japan produces significantly smaller quantities
of soybean than Manchuria and is in fact forced to import
soybean. And the difference between the production costs
of these two countries is apparent in prices as well, as the
price of soybean produced in Japan costs exactly 4 dollars
per 100 kg, while imported soybean costs only 2.75 dollars.
The production of 1 quintal [= 100 kg] of soybean in the
northern, i.e. the temperate climate, of the United States of
America costs around 2 to 3 dollars, as the average yield
calculated per cadastral jugerum [equal to about 1.4 acres] is
only about 4 quintals [= 400 kg]; the same cost in the warmer
cotton belt costs 0.75 to 1.25 dollars with average yields of
10 quintals [=1,000 kg/ha]. This is also reflected in the price
of seeds, which is 4 dollars per 100 kg in the southern states
and fluctuates between 8 and 12 dollars in the more northern
states. So, it can be seen that Manchuria is able to produce
the cheapest soybean. The first containers of soybean
imported from Manchuria were sold for 24 dollars per ton
in European port cities. However, due to high demand, its
price soon increased to 40-45 dollars in even American
ports. American oil production factories are purchasing
imported soybean at prices similar to the domestically
produced product and, in light of the fact that the southern
states in the United States are dominated mainly by large,
extensive farms, and since they have the ability to grow
the soybean varieties that produce the highest yields and
have their work performed by colored workers, production
for 4 dollars in the warmer regions of America and Africa
seems to provide profits. Soybean is also gaining ground in
the American cotton belt because it seems optimally suited
to replace cotton, which is threatened by the boll weevil.
However, in the northern states, where the climate is similar
to that of Hungary, they find that soybean is not worth
producing in large quantities due to its low yields. Farmers
in Central Europe, who work with significantly higher
costs, will hardly find the production of soybean at wheat
prices, or even at prices 30-40% higher than that of wheat,
to be profitable in comparison with other similar crops, and

especially when compared to other oil crops. Farmers, if they
wish to grow oil crops, will rather opt to produce rapeseed
instead of soybean, since the production costs of rapeseed
are substantially lower, it provides the same yield, and its
sale price is significantly higher. Or they may also choose to
produce poppy seed, which can have yields of 4-6 quintals
[equal to 400-600 kg] per cadastral jugerum, i.e. the same as
the very early ripening soybean varieties, but which can be
sold for twice the price. In my previous article, I mentioned
the fact that by finding and breeding the suitable varieties,
we hope we can ensure that farmers will harvest the same
average yields as in the case of beans. Thus, for Central
European farmers to find it economically viable to produce
soybean (i.e. to find it profitable), they have to receive a
price at least equal to that of the common bean, which is
approximately equal to rapeseed prices. In fact, to ensure that
as many people as possible embrace soybean production as
soon as possible, it would be advantageous to provide prices
for soybean that are higher than common bean prices and are
close to lentil prices, at least initially. This also seems to be
equitable because farmers, until they become acquainted with
the peculiarities of producing a new crop, have to pay the
price of learning; moreover, their yields will at first not be as
high because they have to find the best varieties. In addition,
seed will also be very expensive at the outset. At the start
of this year, the price for 1 kg of soybean seed was around
5,000 to 6,000 crowns. Finally, if we take the nutritional
content of soybean into account, the farmer provides a
product that is much richer in nutrients than other legumes;
thus, based on its nutritional value, soybean deserves a
higher price. Due to its importance not only in the private
sector but also in the economy, the development of a soybean
industry in Hungary that is both viable and competitive, that
is able to offer a suitable price for Hungarian farmers, and
which would result in the introduction of soybean production
to Hungary should be met with great joy. This is the only
kind of industry that can form a basis for soybean production
(Continued). Address: Hungary.
1568. Gyárfás, József. 1924. A szójababtermesztés
meghonositásának feltételei [Conditions for introducing
soybean production to Hungary (Continued–document part
II)]. Koztelek (Common Ground) 34(21):267-68. March 13.
[3 ref. Hun]
• Summary: (Continued): In my opinion, the reason that
none of the soybean production movements in Central
Europe have been successful is due to the fact that they set
about its promotion backwards. Thus far, all endeavors have
wanted farmers to start soybean production even though
there was no possibility for its suitable sale. No matter how
good or indispensable a product is as a raw material or even
as a food, farmers will not produce it if it generates losses.
The wide variety of products that can be made from soybean
as well as the valuable nutrients it contains are primarily of
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importance to the industry and not to the farmer. Anyone
who wants to introduce soybean production to Central
Europe should primarily have called the attention of the
interested industrial players to the versatility of soybean and
should have ensured that the parties holding the capital will
show interest. It seems that the issue of soybean production
is finally headed in the right direction, since, if we will have
a soybean industry that is capable of selling soybean and
providing adequate payment for farmers, then Hungary too
will have soybean production.
Since Dr. Berczeller’s method (Footnote: See issue
43 of Gazdasági Lapok, 1923) for preparing soybean flour
has not yet been made public, I am not familiar with and
do not know what new perspectives it provides for the
sale of soybean. However, from what has been published
in connection with the price of the flour made with Dr.
Berczeller’s method, it is clear that they consider it to be able
to be distributed for much less instead of allowing Hungarian
farmers to grow the soybean the flour requires with a suitable
profit.
Page 592 of the 1923 issue of Gazdasági Lapok
(Agricultural Journal) states that the price of 1 kg of
Berczeller’s soybean flour is around 1,500 to 1,800 crowns,
and the cost of milling and grinding adds no more than 300
crowns per kg. If we factor in the costs of shipping, other
costs, and a business profit, the respective factory will, in
the case of soybean flour prices that are this low, hardly pay
the producer significantly more for a kg of soybean than for
wheat, which was close to 900 crowns per kg at the time.
Since wheat has higher yields and requires less production
costs than soybean, Hungarian farmers would not find
soybean production to be profitable even when sold at wheat
prices.
It seems that the Manchurian soybean imported to
Europe was the basis for calculating the above soybean
prices, at which prices, as we have seen, European farmers
are unable to produce the crop. Furthermore, the nutritional
value of soy flour is considerably higher than that of wheat
flour, meaning it could be sold for significantly more than
wheat flour on account of its nutrients.
If, after an equitable price is provided, soybean
production was able to take root in Hungary, it could only be
maintained if soybean from Manchuria could be excluded
from imports, i.e., if the price of soybean produced in
Hungary would be kept above global market prices by a ban
on imports or with duties so that production would remain
profitable.
But the question arises: would the fledgling Hungarian
soybean industry be able to withstand the pressures of
prohibiting the import of raw materials or of paying a high
price for domestically produced raw materials? Would the
industry be able to produce a cheap food for the masses or
for the military from raw materials produced in Hungary at
prices higher than those on the global market? Would it be

possible to then sell the excess amounts in foreign countries,
and would the products produced with the use of expensive
raw materials be competitive on foreign markets? It is the
interested industrial parties who are best suited to provide
answers to these questions.
The following question might help show the way out of
this predicament: could the soybean industry be connected to
the oil industry in such a manner that the extruded flour that
remains after the oil is extracted could be used to produce
inexpensive human food?
According to the information provided by Olajmuvek
RT [Oil Production Share Company] owned by Kohn Adolf
és Társa [Adolf Kohn and Associates], there are procedures
used in Germany that make it possible to obtain flours
suitable for human consumption not only from extruded
soy flour, but also from the by-products of other oilseeds.
However, the company as yet has no experience in this field
because, to quote them, “thank God, so far Hungary has
not yet been forced to try and provide similar replacement
nutrients, because there has always been a sufficient amount
of nutrients available to the public for consumption.” The
company also informed me that due to the equipment that
the Hungarian oil industry uses, it would be able to deal with
soybean processing and would have the means to provide
equipment for its regeneration for human consumption,
which, the company says, would not require any major
investment.
The company has also stated that processing soybean
using only extrusion cooking would not be profitable
under any circumstances. Furthermore, there are worries
in connection with the extrusion of soybean and the
regeneration of the extruded flour, which Dr. István Weiser
called to our attention with the following lines: “According
to the latest developments in the question of protein, we
know now that different proteins not only have different
dietary effects, but also different biological effects, due to
differences in their internal structures. The protein obtained
from the common bean is of the lowest quality and soybean
proteins are among the most valuable. Considering the fact
that certain strata of society are presently finding it difficult
to purchase high-protein foods such as meat, cheese, and
milk, the soybean issue is very important from the aspect of
protein supply. If we add soy flour to our everyday bread, we
can substantially increase its protein content. Moreover, we
can do the same with practically every single type of flour
one can name.”
Footnote: Dr. István Weiser dealt with this issue in depth
in the interesting lecture he gave on December 5, 1923 at the
OMGE [Országos Magyar Gazdasági Egyesület; National
Hungarian Agricultural Association]; a brief excerpt was
published by Köztelek on page 1171 of issue 98 [volume
33?] in the year 1923.
“However, to allow the nutritious and biological value
of soybean to realize its full potential, it must be ensured that
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soybean is not deprived of its advantageous features during
processing and that we avoid all of its bad features, such
as its perishability, etc. Supposedly, that is precisely what
Berczeller’s patent aims to do.”
According to Dr. István Weiser extrusion and the
subsequent steaming have negative consequences for the
soybean’s good qualities. These procedures–he goes on
to say–”not only denaturalize its proteins, but also ruin its
vitamins, which I proved with experiments conducted in
March 1923 with extruded sunflower flour. However, this
is not a reason for oil producers to give up on the soybean
question.”
It is not indeed, because the last word in the topic has
in all likelihood not been uttered. Soybean allows such
multifarious uses that perhaps it is by combining the different
types of industrial processing procedures that we can provide
a stable foundation for the soybean industry and the inherent
soybean production. Maybe that is the way we can solve
the soybean question in Hungary, which has now become
so important to all of Europe, in a manner that serves not
only the interests of industry, but also those of farmers and
consumers. Address: Hungary.
1569. Johnston, R.E. 1924. Growing soybeans in South
Dakota. Annual legume used for hogging off, seed, silage,
grain and hay. Dakota Farmer 44(6):291. March 15.
Reprinted as “Soybeans in South Dakota” S. Dakota Agric.
Exp. Station Leaflet.
• Summary: Uses of soybeans, threshing of the crop, and
varieties for various uses, are briefly mentioned. Address:
South Dakota.
1570. Faber, Sandor. 1924. A szójabab jelentösége és
termelése [The significance and cultivation of the soybean].
Gazdasagi Lapok (Agricultural Papers) 5:49. [Hun]
Address: Hungary.
1571. Hackleman, J.C. 1924. The future of the soybean
as a forage crop. J. of the American Society of Agronomy
16(3):228-36. March.
• Summary: “Paper read as part of the symposium on ‘The
Forage Problem’ at a meeting of the Society held in Chicago,
Illinois, November 12, 1923.
“Summarizing, therefore, it would seem conservative
to draw the following conclusions: First, that the acreage
of soybeans will and should increase; second, that the most
profitable outlet for the production will be as a seed crop and
as a home-grown nitrogenous feed, substituting for the highpriced commercial concentrates; third, that applications of
limestone to the soil must be recognized as essential to the
most successful permanent production of soybeans; fourth,
that, after sweetening the soil, more efficient methods of
inoculation must be found; and, fifth, that legumes must
be classified more nearly on the basis of their special or

particular values. Alfalfa is pre-eminently a hay plant; sweet
clover the best for green manure and pasture; red clover for
dual-purpose hay and pasture legume; and soybeans the best
annual nitrogenous seed and hay-producing plant.” Address:
Prof., Farm Crops Extension, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
1572. Sumner, H.R. 1924. Growing soybeans in eastern
Kansas. Kansas State Agricultural College, Extension
Circular No. 39. 7 p. March.
• Summary: This Circular was first published in March 1923.
The contents of the two is identical, although the format
makes the 1924 edition somewhat easier to read. Address:
Extension Agronomist, Manhattan, Kansas.
1573. Warner, H.W. 1924. Soys for soil fertility: Some
experiences of men who have grown them. Successful
Farming 21(3):11, 41. March.
• Summary: “Considering the great extent of soil acidity in
the more humid parts of the country, ‘acid-soil’ legumes are
certain to play an important part in our cropping systems...
We will all be several years older before this acidity is
corrected or even improved. In the meantime the farmer who
cannot lime his fields will find the soybean a dependable and
effective builder of humus and nitrogen.”
1574. Wolfe, T.K. 1924. Soybean culture. Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 235. 32 p.
March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climate. Soil. Varieties
(from early to late–Medium Black, Black Eyebrow, Duggar,
Ito San, Tashing, Elton, Ogemaw, Mongol, Chernie,
Pingsu, Jet, Virginia, Wilson, Shingto, Peking, Early Green,
Arlington, Manhattan, Wilson Black, Chestnut, Haberlandt,
Royal, Meyer, Austin, Swan, Flat King, Okute, Tokio,
Edna, Chiquita, Hope, Hollybrook). Seed. Preparation of
the seedbed. Fertilizers. Lime. Time of seeding. Methods
of seeding. Spacing. Machines used for seeding. Rate of
seeding. Depth of seeding. Inoculation. Effects of fertilizers
on inoculation of soybean seed. Cultivation. Soybeans in
mixtures [intercropping]: With corn, cowpeas, sorghums,
Sudan grass, or millet. Place in rotation. Soybeans for soil
improvement. Harvesting for hay. Harvesting for silage.
Harvesting for seed. Harvesters (Special harvesters, other
harvesters). Threshing. Comparison of soybeans and
cowpeas.
“The soybean or soja bean has recently become of great
importance in Virginia... The great increase in production
of soybeans is due largely to the fact that the seed can be
produced more cheaply than those of any other leguminous
crop now grown in Virginia. The relatively low cost of
producing soybean seed is due mainly to the high acre yields
and to the ease of harvesting...
“It is unfortunate that sometimes the same variety is
known by several different names. For example, Midwest
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is erroneously called Mongol, Medium Yellow, Roosevelt,
Banner and Hollybrook; Guelph is sometimes called Medium
Early Green and Medium Green. However, of the large
number of varieties of soybeans only about 20 are handled
by growers and seedsmen in the United States.”
Photos show: (Cover) Shocks of soybean hay in a field;
proper shocking is important in the production of good
quality soybean hay. (1) Two children standing in a field
of tall soybeans (Courtesy Wallace Brothers, Wallaceton,
Virginia). (2) Tests of soybean varieties in a field; the end
of each row is marked. (3) Six people in a field of soybeans
pulling out all plants which are not true to type. (4) A
man standing to the rear of a disk, pulled by two horses.
(5) Soybeans growing with corn. “A wonderful crop for
hogging off or for silage.” (6) One group of plants cut at
the right time for hay, the other at the right time for seed.
(7-8) Shocking soybean hay properly over a tripod curing
frame. (9) Two properly built tripod curing frames. (10-11)
Soybeans growing in a field at different stages of maturity
for harvesting. (12) A special soybean harvester–”The Little
Giant Bean Harvester. (13) A self-rake reaper. (14) Threshing
soybeans.
Table 1 gives yields of seed and hay of soybean varieties
at Blacksburg. For most varieties, the figures are based on
8 years of tests. The highest seed yields were produced by
Haberlandt (28.3 bu/acre), Manhattan (26.6), Virginia (26.0),
and Mongol (25.0). The highest yields of hay came from
Austin (3.0 tons/acre), Flat King (2.9), Haberlandt (2.8),
Tokio (2.8), and Hope (2.8). The earliest maturing variety
for seeds at Blacksburg was Medium Black (107 days). The
varieties recommended for general purpose in all sections
of the state for both hay and seed are: Virginia (129 days to
mature seed), Wilson (129 days), and Haberlandt (134 days).
Table 3 gives, for each of the varieties listed above:
Color of pubescence, bloom / flower, seed, seed scar / hilum.
Shape of seed. Habit of growth (slender or stout, erect,
bushy or twining terminals). Address: PhD, Agronomist,
Blacksburg, Virginia.
1575. Justice, J.L. 1924. Simplifying soy bean culture.
Hoard’s Dairyman 67(12):446-47. April 4.
• Summary: “Having raised soy beans for more than ten
years, we have had varied experiences in planting and
cultivation.” Gives suggestions for growing soy beans
without the use of special equipment. For the seed bed, use
“a tractor-drawn tandem disc harrow or drag on behind, in
preparing the soil... Planting is done with a corn planter set to
drill the rows 42 inches apart.” To deal with weeds (a major
problem) use a “regular two section spike-toothed harrow”
and precise timing. The best method of harvesting is with a
regular grain binder. “Formerly, where we planted the soys in
wider rows and cultivated with shovel equipped cultivators,
the ground was left so full of ridges and was so rough that
we either had to cut the soys too high or run the sickle bar

into the ridges at times in order to get all the soy beans. This
is extremely hard on a binder and makes the draft pretty
heavy.” Address: Indiana.
1576. Briggs, George M. 1924. Coming sure with soy beans.
Hoard’s Dairyman 67(13):481, 510-11, 514. April 11.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Where to plant them.
Selection of variety. Preparation of seed bed. When to plant.
Inoculate the seed. How to plant. Soy beans and corn (for
silage or hogging off). Machinery used in planting. Seed
required. Care of crop after planting.
“After years of trials, the Wisconsin Early Black is
recommended for all purposes on heavier soils or the fertile
sandy soils of northern Wisconsin. On central Wisconsin
heavy soils, Manchu, Ito San, and Black Eyebrow are
proving popular for all purposes, as also the rest of the state,
and in the northern third of the state on light and medium
soils as hay or silage.” Other good varieties: Medium Green,
Hollybrook (now called Midwest), Mammoth Yellow.
“In 1917, when acting as county agent in a northern
county, I ordered 200 bushels of Ito Sans for my farmers
from a seed company.” They grew tall but did not blossom–
because they were Mammoth Yellows.
“Soybeanisms: 1. Plant only on a well prepared seedbed.
2. Use only good seed. If in doubt, test. 3. Plant about corn
planting time. 4. Inoculate–take advantage of free nitrogen.
5. Plant shallow–especially on heavy soils. 6. Use harrow
or weeder frequently–in heat of day when plants are 3 to
6 inches high. 7. Plant solid 1½ bushels per acre, but only
on fertile soils. 8. Plant in rown to cultivate, on soils low in
fertility and low in moisture retaining qualities. 9. In planting
with corn, mix one-third soy beans and two-thirds corn, or
use attachment. Plant one soy bean to each kernel of corn.”
Photos show: (1) Two horses pulling a grain drill for
planting soybeans. (2-3) Farmers standing in a field of
soybeans, holding up soybean plants by the roots. Address:
[Madison], Wisconsin.
1577. Farmer’s Advocate (Ontario, Canada). 1924.
Soybeans in the farm cropping system. 59:585, 614. April
17.
• Summary: The soybean “is a new crop in Canada but it has
‘taken’ with remarkable rapidity.” It “is only during the past
two or three years that the crop has come into prominence.
Last year it was grown quite extensively with corn for silage,
and, to a limited extent, for hay and grain.”
Seven farmers throughout Ontario province describe
their generally positive experiences growing soybeans. At
Weldwood Farm the Manchu and Ito San varieties were
grown. J.E. Benner of Lambton County planted Ontario
Black soybeans on 24 May 1923. Jeffrey Bros. of Ontario
County have grown soybeans for the past five years, mostly
for seed. They have grown 7-8 varieties, but the Ontario
Early Black is earlier than any of the rest by two weeks.
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W.J. Dockstaeder of Dundas County has sowed soybeans
with corn for silage, using the Black Eyebrow and Manchu
varieties. I.L. Benn of Frontenac County grew soybeans
last year for the first time, planting them with corn. F.A.C.
Darling of Lanark County mixed one part soybeans with two
parts corn for silage. Wm. Butterworth of Ontario County
tried soybeans for the first time in 1923, mixing them with
corn, which made a good feed for hens and pigs. “The crop
has been experimented with considerably at the Ontario
Agricultural College at Guelph, and Dr. C.A. Zavitz has
recently issued a circular setting forth the results. The O.A.C.
No. 211 is a variety which stands highest in yield of seed per
acre and weight per measured bushel.” “The Ontario Early
Black is a variety which a number of our readers have been
growing with success.” Address: Canada.
1578. Wilkins, F.S. 1924. Facts about soybeans in corn:
Summary of results secured to date by different stations.
Wallaces’ Farmer 49(17):661, 665. April 25.
• Summary: “F.S. Wilkins... has probably spent more time
experimenting with soybeans than any other man in Iowa... A
soybean article by Wilkins is worth reading with great care.”
“That there is only a slight margin of profit in favor of
planting soybeans with corn for hogging down over growing
corn alone is the consensus of opinion of four corn belt
state experiment stations after investigating this problem
rather thoroughly. I am of the opinion that most experiment
stations believe that farmers who plant soybeans with
corn for hogging down are making a slight profit and are
recommending the practice to a greater or less degree, with
the rather confident feeling that those farmers are at least not
losing money by the practice.”
“The soybean, which is increasing by leaps and bounds
all over the corn belt, has so many points in its favor when
grown alone for seed and hay as feed, and as a soil builder,
that it is able to proceed strictly on its own merits without
an exaggerated valuation from any quarter.” Address: Iowa
Agric. Exp. Station.
1579. Bibbins, A.L. 1924. Soy beans a sure hay crop. Rural
New-Yorker 83(4792):691. April 26.
• Summary: The value of soybean hay, the method of
making it, yield, and the success found in planting a
combination of soybeans and sudan grass, are discussed.
Address: New York.
1580. Macdonald, A.B. 1924. Ninety-day soys: They grow
anywhere and will prove a life-saver to the man whose
clover fails. Country Gentleman 89(17):4. April 26.
• Summary: “Ten years ago the soy bean was almost
unknown as a farm crop in the Corn Belt.”
1581. Borst, H.L. 1924. Planting and cultivating soybeans.
Ohio State University, Extension Service, Crop Talk No. 9. 4

p. April.
Address: Ohio.
1582. Laude, H.H.; Zahnley, J.W. 1924. Soybeans in Kansas.
Kansas State Agricultural College, Extension Circular No.
48. 11 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Value of soybeans as a
crop. Culture: Introduction, inoculation, planting, cultivation,
harvesting, soybeans in corn (for hogging down). Varieties.
Conclusions: “1. The soybean is the best annual
legume for hay, pasture, and grain in eastern Kansas. 2. It is
especially suited to the eastern 3 tiers of counties. 3. Good
soybean hay is about equal in feeding value to alfalfa or red
clover. 4. The seed is a satisfactory substitute for cottonseed
meal, linseed meal, and tankage. 5. The soybean fits well into
crop rotation and increases the nitrogen content of the soil. 6.
Inoculation and clean cultivation are necessary for successful
soybean production.” Address: 1. Agronomist in Charge of
Cooperative Experiments; 2. Assoc. Prof. of Farm Crops.
Both: Manhattan, Kansas.
1583. Noll, Charles F.; Lewis, R.D. 1924. Soybeans: Their
culture and uses. Pennsylvania State College. Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 187. 15 p. April. [19 ref]
• Summary: “The purpose of this bulletin is to report
soybean investigations to date, make recommendations in
regard to varieties, and give brief cultural directions for the
crop.”
Table II. gives average yields per acre of seed and of
field cured hay of varieties of soybeans, in order of yields
of hay, 1913-23; Table IV. shows a comparison of yields of
crops in the oats rotation and in the soybean rotation; and
Table V. gives the feeding values of oats and of soybeans
grown on alternate plots.
A description of each of the following varieties is given
(p. 8-9): “Mammoth Yellow, Ito San, Wilson, Midwest
(advertised under various names: Hollybrook, Medium
Yellow, Mongol, Roosevelt), Hollybrook, Medium Green
(Guelph), Virginia, Manchu, Hamilton (Ohio 9035, Ohio),
Ebony, Black Eyebrow, Early Brown, Morse, Elton.”
Address: Agronomy, Farm Crops, State College, Centre
County, Pennsylvania.
1584. Slipher, John A. 1924. The soybean and soil
improvement. Timely Soil Topics (Dep. of Soils, The Ohio
State Univ.) No. 71. 4 p. April.
• Summary: The writer studies the benefits of the soybean
from the soil standpoint, and the extent to which its mode
of utilization modifies its soil improvement value. Address:
Columbus, Ohio.
1585. Davis, Russell S. 1924. A legume crop for cornbelt
farms. A Hereford breeder outlines his personal experience
with soybeans. Breeder’s Gazette 85(19):575. May 8.
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• Summary: Cites experiments of the Indiana Experiment
station to show the profit in using soybeans for hog feed,
and finds that they are also useful for stock feeding. No one
soybean variety can be used for all purposes. For hogging
down or pasturing use the shorter varieties: Ohio 9035,
Midwest, Manchu, Morse, Ito San, Haberlandt, Medium
Green. For silage use the Virginia, Sable, and Illinois 13-19.
For hay use the Sable, Black Eyebrow, or Illinois 13-19,
which may be harvested with a binder. For stalkfield use
Ebony for its black seeds. None but the earliest varieties can
be used north of the 42d parallel [which runs horizontally
across the middle of Iowa, the northern part of Illinois, and
just above the northern boundary of Indiana and Ohio].
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Ontario (Canada) and most of
Michigan lie north of the 42nd parallel. Address: Adams
County, Illinois.
1586. Gaszner, József. 1924. A szójabab termelése KeletAzsiában és meghonositása hazánkban [Soybean cultivation
in East Asia and its introduction to Hungary]. Koztelek
(Common Ground) 34:422-23. May 11. [Hun]
Address: Hungary.
1587. Pfeiffer, János. 1924. A szójabab szántóföldi termelése
[Soybean cultivation on arable land]. Gazdasagi Lapok
(Agricultural Papers) 76(17-18):180. May 11. [Hun]
• Summary: After having read the series of articles published
about the significance of soybean in volumes 5, 6, and 7 of
Gazdasági Lapok by Sándor Fáber, an excellent teacher of
ours, I feel compelled to share my experiences I directly
obtained-as a producer of soybean on a large area during
the past year in connection with soybean production, with
especial consideration given to the factors that the esteemed
Professor holds to be worthy of study. I would not like
to deal with those individually in greater detail, since the
comprehensive (and excellent) article referred to above
already lists all of the advantageous features and the utility
of soybean. In these few lines, I wish only to lay bare the
facts and to prove the opposite of the statement that many
use against soybean: that it does not ripen in the climate
of Hungary. Indeed, every bean I grew matured / ripened
beautifully to become hard as a rock. This past year, I grew
soybean on a total of 16 cadastral jugerums [one cadastral
jugerum is about 1.4 acres] and experienced no problems
worthy of mention with the 134 quintals [13,400 kg] of seed
harvested despite the fact that both October and November
(the first period for building up storages) were overly wet.
I would like to give a very brief account of the production
procedure with which I achieved the average yield of 839
kg per cadastral jugerum in the first year. I call soybean the
plant of the future because the seemingly endless features
it boasts will make it very much so: little seed requirement,
no special requirements regarding soil, minimal care costs,
good nutrient provision, excellent crop to plant before wheat,

etc. The only problem is that farmers are not familiar enough
with this valuable plant, which is why it is priced incorrectly
on the market. However, if we consider the important
characteristics it has both for human and animal nutrition–
just as it was stated by Professor Fáber–it deserves to be in
the very first spot amongst these crops. I sowed soybean
originating from Manchuria in sandy clay soil after a deep
fall ploughing; in one part of the plot, it followed a crop
of seed corn preceded by alfalfa, while the other part was
sown in area where manure had been worked into the ground
during the fall. Before the soybean was sown, the ground
was prepared with harrows, rollers, and harrows again, with
weighted rollers used in any places where the soil was found
to be too loose. After the earth was thus excellently prepared,
18 kg of seed per cadastral jugerum of the Kühne variety
way sown on May 1, 2, and 3 in a depth of 3-4 cm with a
row spacing of 58 cm. Germination was quite uniform, with
distances between the individual plants in the rows around
5-10 cm, meaning no thinning / singulation was necessary.
As regards the row spacing, it must be noted that in my
experience the spacing could have been 70 cm in areas where
the plant grew thick and 40 cm where they were thinner /
weaker. There was a bit of a late frost after the plants had
emerged, but I did not notice any sustained damages. We
experienced the following amounts and distribution of
precipitation during the growing season: May 45.5 mm on
6 rainy days June 108.1 mm on 11 rainy days July 64.4 mm
on 9 rainy days August 68.4 mm on 7 rainy days September
72.8 mm on 6 rainy days October 86.7 mm on 8 rainy days
The plants first received care when they reached a height
of 15 cm: a horse-drawn hoe was used between rows, with
manual hoeing only in areas found to contain slightly more
weeds. Since the weeds were quick to grow back after the
hoeing, the process was repeated in between the rows. The
first small flower appeared in 5 July. The soybean started to
ripen around September 20 and was fully ripe by October 15,
when the harvest was started by plucking whole plants from
the ground in some areas and by cutting the stems in others.
These were bound in sheaves, and the sheaves were used
to form pyramids of 4-5 sheaves each, which were left on
the ground to continue ripening. After the seeds had totally
ripened, the sheaves were collected during the morning and
in the afternoon (when the pods contracted a bit) into ricks
3 meters wide and 4 meters long at distances that allows the
threshing machine to pass between them. A steam-powered
thresher was used for threshing, which was performed
only during the warm, daytime hours, leaving four flails on
the drum and leaving the separating drum wide open. The
breakage was therefore minimal (2.5%) and threshing was
optimal. After threshing, the pods were steeped to soften
them. In this condition, animals were happy to consume
the pods, and were moreover eager to eat both the plant
in its green state and the seeds, without any negative
consequences. I would like to refer to the comparative
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analysis performed by Kellner to substantiate the high
nutritional value of soybean:
Seed corn: Dry matter 870.
Protein 66.
Fat 39.
Fiber and nitrogen-free extract 670
Soybean (seeds): Dry matter 900.
Protein 262.
Fat 158.
Fiber and nitrogen-free extract 225.
The numbers speak for themselves. I have heard that
in-depth experiments on the use of soybean for human
consumption and as fodder for animals are presently under
way. Address: Hungary.
1588. A.L.B. 1924. Soy beans and Sudan grass. Rural NewYorker 83:779. May 17.
• Summary: These are two articles by A.L.B. in response
to two letters, the first from Michigan, the second from
New York. Planting Soy beans with Sudan grass is a very
good idea. One should get good results by using Manchu or
Ito San. Be sure to inoculate the seed. “You could cut the
Soy beans for hay and should obtain a very good yield of
valuable leguminous hay crop.” To plant the two together,
use about 15 lb of Sudan Grass to a bushel (60 lb) of
soybeans.
Soy beans are well adapted to a clay soil. Even better is
Japanese millet or Golden millet. Address: New York.
1589. Otocska, Béla. 1924. Szójatermesztési tapasztalatok
[Soybean cultivation observations and experiences]. Koztelek
(Common Ground) 34:501. June 1. [Hun]
Address: Hungary.
1590. A.L.B. 1924. Soy beans and corn silage. Rural NewYorker 83:883. June 14.
Address: New York.
1591. Landry, E.S. 1924. Rejuvenating prairie rice soils.
Biloxi soybean in rotation is one of the best methods
found yet. Progressive Farmer (Mississippi Valley Edition)
39(25):678. June 21.
• Summary: The Biloxi soybean is suggested in rotations,
based on experiments from Crowley, Louisiana.
1592. Brown, E.R. 1924. Growing soybeans. Purdue
Agriculturist (Indiana) 18:171. June. *
1593. Chinese Economic Monthly. 1924. Manchurian beans.
1(9):12-19. June. [Eng]
• Summary: “The principal export of Manchuria, and indeed
of the whole of China, is the soya bean, which in its raw and
manufactured states amounts to over 75 per cent of the value
of the total exports of the Three Eastern Provinces. It would

be no exaggeration to say, therefore, that the entire industry
in this territory is concentrated on [soya] beans, their
production, manufacture and barter. It is mainly the bean
that provides the buying power of Manchuria, and stimulates
its economic progress. From a primitive agricultural region
Manchuria has developed along industrial lines mainly as a
result of its stupendous [soya] bean resources.”
Manchuria is “almost the sole supplier of soya beans to
world markets. All attempts to cultivate beans out of China
on any extensive scale have failed. ‘Beans’ is therefore
always associated with Manchuria, and vice versa.
There are many soya bean varieties, but the yellow
oliferous one (huang-tou) is the dominant variety; it is
“subdivided into a number of kinds. The experimental field
of the Manchurian Rural Economy Society cultivates no
fewer than 200 varieties.”
Chinese official statistics, which are usually low,
estimate the area under soya beans in the whole of China
[including Manchuria] at 12 million acres. Statistics from
the Economic Bureau of the Chinese Eastern Railway, in the
C.E.R. zone (Heilungkiang and a part of Kirin province),
yellow soya beans are planted over an area of not less than
4.3 to 4.4 million acres, or 25% of the entire cultivated area,
while in all 3 of the provinces of Manchuria the Bureau
estimates that there are 8 million acres under cultivation.
On average in Manchuria, 1 acre yields about ½ ton of soya
beans. Thus, the total average production of soya beans in
the whole of Manchuria may be estimated at more than 4
million tons, of which about 2.4 million tons (about 60%) are
exported in raw and manufactured articles.
Owing to the density of the inner provinces of China,
almost all the soya beans there are consumed locally. “Inner
China looks not so much to the oil content of the bean as to
the azotic stuffs [nitrogen] it contains. The export of soya
beans and products from Inner China is very small and
decreasing (5.5 million piculs in 1920 and 4.6 million piculs
in 1922) while the exports from Manchuria continue to grow
dramatically.
The world is now looking to the soya bean as one
solution to its future food problems. Dr. Berczeller, a wellknown Hungarian scientist, says: “It is a matter of the
highest political importance that the West should learn the
lesson of cheaper living as taught to them by the East in
the adaptation of the soya bean as an article of food.” After
prolonged investigation, he claimed to have succeeded in
creating from the yellow soya bean bread, milk, and flour,
which were both inexpensive and palatable. Yet the taste
of many soybean products (such as “bean flour” and “bean
cheese”) is unknown to Europeans.
“The extraction of oil from [soya] beans has as ancient
an origin as the cultivation of the beans themselves. In the
native Chinese mills it is still effected by means of the wedge
press, the invention of which dates from the early days of the
history of technics. The first steam bean-oil mill was opened
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toward the end of the last century at Yingkow [Yingkou]. At
present such mills are counted in hundreds. Almost the entire
bean oil export comes from steam mills. Several years ago
the South Manchuria Railway Company erected a mill at
Dairen for the extraction of oil with the aid of benzine. It is
now under private management.” Using the solvent method,
12% of the weight of the bean is extracted as oil, using the
steam mill only 19%, and using the wedges presses less than
10%. Recently, due to perfected methods of refining, an
oil named “Atzetko, made at Harbin by the Anglo-Chinese
Company, has begun to be used in food by Europeans.
Before World War I, the price of soya beans was
much lower than today. Today the main consumer of
beancakes is Japan, were they are used as fertilizer on the
rice fields. “However, there is one dark side of the picture”
of soya beans in northern Manchuria. Manchurian bandits
(hunghutze) are terrorizing and plundering the peasants.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2012)
that uses the term “dark side” in connection with soya beans.
Tables show: (1) Soya bean cultivated area and
production in the three provinces of Manchuria in 1923:
Kirin province (center east): 1.6 million shan (1 shan = 1.8
acres) produced 1.5 million tons. Heilungkiang province
(furthest north): 1.2 million shan produced 1.5 million
tons. Fengtien province (later renamed Liaoning, furthest
south): 1.2 million shan produced 1.5 million tons. Totals for
Manchuria: 4 million shan (7,200,000 acres) and 3,700,000
tons.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2001)
that gives statistics on soybean production in East Asia. (2)
Export of soya beans and soya bean products from China
proper. Source: 1922 Chinese Maritime Customs report.
For the 3 years 1920, 1921, and 1922, gives the weight in
millions of piculs (1 picul = 133.33 lb) and value in Hk. Tls.
[Haikwan Taels; a monetary unit] of each of the following:
Yellow [soya] beans: Grain [beans / seed], beancakes, bean
oil, total. Black [soya] beans. Green [soya] beans. White
[soya] beans. Other kinds. Total exclusive of yellow beans.
Gross total. In percentages relative to 1920. (3) Exports
from Manchuria only: Exactly the same years and products
as Table 2. Note 3. One Haikwan Tael in 1920 equaled 6
shillings 6½ pence or $1.24 in gold coin; in 1922 it equaled 3
shillings 9 pence or $0.83 in gold coin.
(4) Re-import of soya beans and products into China in
1922. Yellow beans–4.9 million piculs worth 17.6 million
Hk. Tls. Beancakes–6.3 million piculs worth 16.6 million
Hk. Tls. Oil [soya]–0.2 million piculs worth 1.7 million Hk.
Tls. Other [soya] beans–2.1 million piculs worth 7.1 million
Hk. Tls.
(5) Net export of yellow soya beans from China in
millions of piculs each year from 1920 to 1922: To Japan, To
Dutch Indies, To Turkey, Persia, Egypt, etc. To Europe. To
other countries. Via Vladivostok. Total. Note 4. Soya beans
exported via Vladivostok are mostly directed to Europe

(about 3 million piculs), with about 2.5 million piculs to
Japan.
Note 5. In Table 5, “Turkey, Persia, Egypt, etc.” is
treated as one unit or geographical area. In 1920 this
area imported from China 0.4 million piculs of soybeans,
followed by 0.7 million in 1921 and 0.3 million in 1922.
Although we know the amount of soybeans imported to the
area, we cannot say for sure to which specific countries the
soybeans were imported in this area (Turkey and/or Persia).
Therefore, this may be the earliest document seen (Dec.
2007) concerning soybeans in Turkey. This document may
contain the earliest date seen for soybeans in Turkey (19201922).
Note 6. This may be the earliest document seen (Dec.
2007) concerning soybeans in Persia (today’s Iran). This
document may contain the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Persia (1920-1922).
Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007)
concerning soybeans in the Middle East / Near East (Persia,
and/or Turkey–today’s Iran). This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in the Middle East / Near East
(Persia and Turkey) (1920-1922).
(6) Net export of [soya] beancakes from China in
millions of piculs each year from 1920 to 1922: To Japan, To
other countries, Via Vladivostok. Total. “Beancakes exported
via Vladivostok are directed almost exclusively to Japan.”
(7) Net export of [soya] bean oil from China in
thousands of piculs each year from 1920 to 1922: To Japan,
To Dutch Indies, To Turkey, Persia, Egypt, etc. To Europe.
To United States of America. To other countries. Via
Vladivostok. Total. A note states that Bean oil exported via
Vladivostok is mostly directed to Europe and to countries
of Asia Minor. All the other kinds of beans are distributed
mostly in Japan, Korea, and along the coasts and islands of
the Pacific Ocean.
(8) Chemical composition [as-is basis] of the three main
soya bean varieties cultivated in North Manchuria: White
Eyebrow (pai mei). Round Gold (chin-yuan). Dark Belly
(hei chi). (9) Weight (in millions of poods) of soya beans and
products carried on the Chinese Eastern Railway in 1920,
1921, 1922, and 1923. Also: Percentage of total carried.
Weight of each exported to the South Manchurian Railway,
and to the Ussuri Railway. Soya beans and their products are
the principal cargo of the Chinese Eastern Railway; in 1923
they accounted for 49.0% of its total cargo, compared with
only 24.6% in 1920.
1594. Perkins, Alfred T. 1924. The effect of several mineral
fertilizers upon the nodulation of Virginia soy beans. Soil
Science 17(6):439-47. June. [7 ref]
• Summary: The effect of the common fertilizing elements
on nodule formation in the soy bean variety Virginia in
pot-culture was determined. No direct relationships were
observed. Potash, phosphate, and nitrate do not appear
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essential for good nodulation, although, in some cases,
improvements were noted where light dressings of these
fertilizers were added. An adequate supply of lime was
necessary to insure satisfactory formation of nodules. High
moisture contents, up to the maximum saturation capacity,
favored nodulation.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2018) that uses the word “nodulation” or the
word “nodules” (or “nodulate” “nodulate” “nodulated”
“nodulating”) in connection with the acquisition of
atmospheric nitrogen by plants. One of two documents.
Address: Dep. of Soil Chemistry and Bacteriology, New
Jersey Agric. Exp. Station.
1595. Perkins, Alfred T. 1924. A note on the nodulation of
soy beans. Soil Science 17(6):449-56. June. [1 ref]
• Summary: Phosphates and potash may increase nodulation
by counteracting some toxic or limiting factor in the soil.
The action of lime is more direct, in that it either plays a part
in the actual infection, or in the fixation process, or is the
first element the absence of which limits the growth of the
seedlings. Address: Dep. of Soil Chemistry and Bacteriology,
New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station.
1596. Robison, W.L. 1924. Soybeans in corn for hoggingdown: Prove less effective than tankage for supplementing
standing corn. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Monthly Bulletin 9(5&6):75-80. May/June. Whole nos. 10102.
• Summary: The author refers to tests in feeding pigs made
at the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station. Pigs harvesting
standing corn containing soybeans usually gain more rapidly
and produce more gain per bushel of corn consumed than
pigs harvesting standing corn alone. But, because of the
reduction of corn brought about by the presence of soybeans,
it is questionable whether any more gain in live weight per
acre results from the combination than from standing corn
alone. Address: Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster.
1597. Willard, C.J. 1924. Soybean hay. Ohio State
University, Extension Service, Crop Talk No. 12. 4 p. July.
• Summary: Soybeans as a supplement to clover, harvesting
of the beans, handling of the hay, and value of the hay are
considered. Address: Ohio.
1598. Briggs, George M. 1924. Making soy bean hay.
Hoard’s Dairyman 68(5):101, 118. Aug. 15.
• Summary: Methods of harvesting the soybean crop for hay
are discussed. Address: [Madison], Wisconsin.
1599. Ministerio de Agricultura de la Nacion (Buenos
Aires, Argentina), Circular. 1924. La soja: Conferencia con
ilustraciones [The soybean: Illustrated lecture with 50 lantern
slides]. No. 307. 16 p. Aug. 16. Reissued in Feb. 1932. [Spa]

• Summary: This is a Spanish translation of USDA Syllabus
No. 35–Illustrated lecture on soy beans by W.J. Morse and
H.B. Hendrick (1919). The slides and their captions are
identical. The opening sentence, a mistranslation, reads: “The
soy bean originated in the southeast of Africa [the original
says “Asia”], and has been cultivated in China, Korea, and
Japan since ancient times.” Address: Seccion Propaganda e
Informes, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
1600. Piper, Charles V. 1924. Forage plants and their culture.
Revised edition. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xxv +
671 p. Aug. See p. 571-96. Illust. Index. 19 cm. [9 ref]
• Summary: This book is 57 pages longer than the 1914
first edition. Since most of the chapters have different titles,
different contents, and different numbers, we will include the
entire new table of contents here.
Preface to the revised edition. 1. Introduction:
Definitions.–Knowledge of Forage Crops Compared with
Other Crops.–Forage Crops and Civilization.–Forage Crops
in Europe and America.–Perennial Hay Plants in Europe
and America.–Botany of Forage Crops.–Aggressiveness
Necessary in Perennial Forage Crops.–Characteristics of
Grasses.–Legumes–Root Nodules.–The Nodule Organism.–
Forms of Root Nodules.–Natural Inoculation.–Artificial
Inoculation.–Dependence of Legumes on Root Nodules.
2. Preservation of Rough Forage: Preservation of Rough
Forage.–Time of Cutting.–Haymaking in Dry Weather.–
Curing of Hay.–Haymaking under Humid Conditions.–
Special Devices to Facilitate Hay Curing.–Completion
of Curing.–Artificially Dried Hay.–Shrinkage of Stored
Hay.–Loss of Hay or Fodder in the Field.–Relation of Green
Weight to Dry Weight.–Loss of Substance from Growing
Plants.–Hay Stacks.–Spontaneous Combustion.–Statistics
of Hay Yields.–Brown Hay.–Silage.–Advantages of Silage.–
Plants Useful for Silage.–Soiling or Soilage.–Soiling
Systems.
3. Choice of Forage Crops: What Determines the Choice
of a Forage Crop.–Special Purposes for which Forage
Crops are Grown.–Adaptation to Conditions.–Yields to
the Acre.–Yields under Irrigation.–Cost of Seeding.–Time
of Harvesting.–Ease of Harvesting and Curing.–Demands
or Prejudices of the User.–Feeding Values.–Feeding
Experiments.–Chemical Analyses.–Chemical Composition as
Affected by Soil and by Fertilizers.–Chemical Composition
as Affected by Stage of Maturity.–Variation in Chemical
Composition from Unascertained Causes.–Digestible
Nutrients.–Net Energy Values.–Starch Values.–Comparison
of Feeding Values.
4. Seeds and Seeding: Quality.–Genuineness.–Purity.–
Viability.–Actual Value of Seed.–Superiority of Local
Seed.–Standards of Purity and Germination.–Adulteration
and Misbranding.–Color and Plumpness of Seeds.–Age
of Seeds.–Source of Seeds.–Seed Inspection.–Sampling.–
Guaranteed Seeds.–Fungous Diseases.–Hard Seeds.–Most
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Dangerous Weed Seeds.–Weight of Seeds.–Number of Seeds
in One Pound.–Seed Production of Forage Crops, United
States, 1919.–Seeding in Practice.–Rate of Seeding.–Time of
Seeding.–Depth of Seeding.–Experimental Results.–Nurse
Crops.–Vegetative Multiplication.
5. Meadows and Hayfields: Definitions.–Meadow
Mixtures.–Composition of Meadow Mixtures.–Treatment of
Permanent Meadows.–Scarifying Old Meadows.–Reseeding
Old Meadows.–Fertilizers for Hay Crops.–Top-dressing
for Aftermath or Rowen.–Principal Hay Plants.–Principal
Hay-Producing States.–Importance of Perennial Grasses in
Rotations.
6. Pastures and Pasturage: Definitions.–Fallow
Pastures.–Seedling Pastures.–Stubble Pastures.–Aftermath
Pastures.–Crop Pastures. Improved Pasture Land.–
Unimproved Pasture Land.–Most Important Tame Pasture
Plants.–Palatability of Tame Pasture Grasses.–Pasture Yields
as Determined by Number of Cuttings.–Pasture Mixtures.–
Pasturing Meadows.–Miscellaneous Farm Pasturage.–
Temporary. Pastures.–Temporary Pasture Crop Systems
for Hogs.–Treatment of Permanent Pastures.–Overgrazing
and Undergrazing.–Periods and Degree of Grazing.–
Systems of Grazing.–Grazing Systems in Different Pasture
Regions.–Renovating Old Pastures of Creeping Grasses.–
Renovating Bunch Grass Pastures.–Burning Over Pasture
Lands.–Rotation of Animals.–Poisonous Plants in Natural
Pastures.–Rodents.–Bloating or Hoven.–Carrying Capacity
or Supportage.
7. The Statistics of Forage Crops for the United States:
Total Forage Production by Groups of Forages, United
States, 1919. Concentrated Feeds.–Hay and Fodder.–Straw
and Stovers.–Root Crops, Wet Beet Pulp and Silage.–The
Major Crop Plants Producing Forage.–Classification of
Crops in Statistical Returns.–Mature crops pastured off.–
”Hay and Forage” by Classes, United States, 1919.–Kafir,
Sorghum and the Like for Forage.–Silage Crops.–Wild
Salt or Prairie Grasses.–Root Crops for Forage.–Major
Hay Producing Crops.–The Ten States Leading in Forage
Production.–Canadian Statistics.
8. Timothy: Botany.–Agricultural History.–Agricultural
Importance.–Climatic Adaptations.–Soil Preferences.–
Advantage of Timothy.–Rotations.–Seed.–Preparation of
Seed Bed.–Heavy Seeds or Light Seeds.–Rate of Seeding.–
Depth of Seeding.–Methods of Seeding.–Seed Bed.–
Fertilizers for Timothy.–Lime.–Irrigation.–Time to Cut for
Hay.–Yields.–Pasture.–Pollination.–Seed Production.–Life
History.–Life Period.–Depth of Root System.–Proportion of
Roots to Tops.–Regional Strains.–Feeding Value.–Injurious
Insects.–Diseases.–Variability.–Disease Resistance.–
Breeding.–Methods of Breeding.–Desirable Types of
Improved Timothies.–Comparison of Vegetative and Seed
Progeny.–Field Trials with Improved Strains.
9. Bluegrasses and Meadow-Grasses: Kentucky
Bluegrass (Poa pratensis): Botany; Adaptations; Importance;

Characteristics; Culture; Fertilizers; Lime; Yields of Hay;
Seed Production; Seed; Hybrids.–Canada Bluegrass (Poa
compressa): Seed; Culture; Adaptations; Importance.–Texas
Bluegrass (Poa arachnifera).–Fowl Meadow Grass (Poa
triflora).–Rough-stalked Meadow Grass or Bird Grass (Poa
trivialis).–Wood Meadow Grass (Poa nemoralis).
10. Orchard Grass, Tall Oat-Grass and Brome
Grasses: Orchard Grass (Dactylis glomerata): Description;
Botany; Agricultural History; Climatic Adaptations; Soil
Preferences; Adaptation to Shade; Variability; Advantages
and Disadvantages; Importance; Seeding of Orchard Grass;
Life History; Harvesting for Hay; Yields of Hay; Harvesting
Orchard Grass for Seed; Weeds; Seed; Sources of Seed;
Utilization of Stubble and Aftermath; Mixtures; Pasturage
Value; Feed Value; Value as a Soil Binder; Improvement
by Selection; Pests.–Tall Oat-grass (Arrhenatherum
elatius): Names; Botany; Agricultural History; Adaptations;
Importance; Characteristics; Seeding; Hay; Seed Production;
Seed; Mixtures.–Brome Grass (Bromus inermis): Names
and Description; Botany; Agricultural History; Adaptations;
Depth of Roots; Method of Seeding; Rate of Seeding Brome
Grass; Time to Cut for Hay; Hay; Fertilizers; Treatment of
Meadows; Seed Production; Seed; Pasture Value; Mixtures;
Variability.
12. Fescue, Rye-Grasses and Wheat-Grasses:
Meadow Fescue (Festuca elatior): Botany and History;
Characteristics; Adaptations; Importance; Seeding; Hay;
Seed Production; Seed; Pasture Value; Pests; Hybrids.–Tall
Fescue.–Reed Fescue (Festuca arundinaceae).–Sheep’s
Fescue and Closely Related Species: Importance and
Culture; Seed.–Red Fescue (Festuca rubra).–Perennial or
English Rye-grass (Lolium perenne): Name; Agricultural
History; Botany; Characteristics; Adaptation; Importance;
Agricultural Varieties; Culture; Hay Yields; Seed
Production.–Italian Rye-grass (Lolium multiflorum):
Characteristics; Botany; Agricultural History; Adaptations;
Culture; Irrigation; Hay Yields; Seed Production; Seed.–
Wimmera Rye-grass (Lolium subulatum).–Slender
Wheat-grass (Agropyron tenerum).–Western Wheat-grass
(Agropyron occidentale).–Crested Wheat-grass (Agropyron
cristatum).–Quack Grass (Agropyron repens).
13. Miscellaneous Northern Perennial Grasses:
Meadow Foxtail (Alopecurus pratensis): Characteristics;
Adaptations; Culture; Seed.–Sweet Vernal grass
(Anthoranthum odoratum): Botany; Culture.–Reed Canary
grass (Phalaris arundinacea): Botany and Agricultural
History; Characteristics; Culture.–Harding grass (Phalaris
stenoptera).–Velvet grass (Holcus lanatus).–Erect Brome
(Bromus erectus).–Yellow Oat-grass (Trisetum flavescens).–
Crested Dogstail (Cynosurus cristatus).
14. Southern Grasses: Bermuda grass (Cynodon
dactylon): Botany; Characteristics; Agricultural History;
Adaptations; Variability; Importance; Culture; Yields of Hay;
Rootstocks; Pasture Value; Feeding Value; Seed Production.–
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Giant Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon var maritimus).–
Transvaal Kweek grass (Cynodon incompletus).–Star grass or
Thungari (Cynodon plectostachyus).–Igoka grass (Cynodon
sp.).–Dallis grass (Paspalum dilatatum).–Bahia grass
(Paspalum notatum).–Carpet grass (Axonopus compressus).–
Seed Production.–Para grass (Panicum barbinode).
Guinea grass (Panicum maximum).–Rescue grass (Bromus
unioloides).–Crab grass (Digitaria sanguinalis).–Natal grass
(Tricholaena rosea).–Chess or Cheat (Bromus secalinus).–
Rhodes grass (Chloris gayana).–Molasses grass (Melinis
minutiflora). (Continued). Address: Agrostologist in Charge
of Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA.
1601. Piper, Charles V. 1924. Forage plants and their culture.
Revised edition (Continued–Document part II). New York,
NY: The Macmillan Co. xxv + 671 p. Aug. See p. 571-96. [9
ref]
• Summary: (Continued): 15. Cereal Grasses: Maize or
Indian Corn: Corn as Forage; Grain; Corn Fodder; Corn
Stover; Corn Silage; Corn Pasturage; Mixed Cropping.–The
Small Grain Grasses: Wheat: Importance as Forage; Wheat
Hay; Wheat Silage; Wheat Pasturage.–Oats: Oats as Forage;
Importance as Forage; Oat Grain as Forage; Oat Hay; Oat
Straw; Mixtures; Oats for Pasturage.–Barley: Barley Hay;
Barley Straw; Importance.–Rye.–Emmer and Spelt.–Mixed
Small Grains.–Canary Grass (Phalaris canariensis).
16. Millets: The Principal Millets.–Foxtail Millet
(Setaria italica): Agricultural History; Adaptations;
Importance; Agricultural Varieties; Culture.–Rate of
Seeding.–Hay; Feeding Value; Silage from Foxtail Millet;
Injurious Effects; Seed Production; Seed; Diseases and
Insects.–Japanese Millet (Echinochloa frumentacea).–
Broomcorn Millet (Panicum miliaceum).–Comparative Hay
Yields of Different Millets at Several Experiment Stations.–
Shama Millet (Echinochloa colona or Panicum colonum).–
Ragi, Finger millet or Coracan (Eleusine coracana).–Texas
Millet (Panicum texanum).–Browntop Millet (Panicum
fisciculatum).
17. Sorghums, Japanese Sugar Cane and Other Grasses:
Sorghum (Sorghum sorghum): Botany; Agricultural
History; Adaptations; Root System; Agricultural Groups;
Importance; Culture; Time of Seeding; Seeding in Rows;
Seeding Broadcast; Number of Cuttings; Yields of Forage;
Seed; Agricultural Varieties; Seed Production; Utilization;
Soiling; Fodder; Hay; Silage; Sorghum and Legume
Mixtures; Pasture Value; Poisoning; Diseases; Insect Pests;
Sorghum Improvement.–Sudan Grass (Sorghum sorghum var
Sudanense): Description (“first introduced into the United
States in 1909”); Adaptations; Culture; Utilization; Hay; Hay
Mixtures; Chemical Analysis; Seed Production.–Pasturage.–
Johnson Grass (Sorghum halepense): Botany; Agricultural
History; Adaptation and Utilization; Poisonous Qualities;
Seed.–Japanese Sugar Cane (Saccharum sinense): History

and Characteristics; Varieties; Adaptations; Planting; Culture;
Utilization; Yields; Seed Cane.–Other grasses: Penicillaria
(Pennisetum glaucum); Teosinte (Euchloena mexicana):
Guatemala grass (Tripsacum laxum).
18. Alfalfa: Agricultural History.–Origin of the
Common Names–Heat Relations.–Cold Relations.–Humidity
Relations.–Soil Relations.–Distribution of the Alfalfa
Crop.–Botanical Varieties of Alfalfa.–Cultivated Varieties
of Alfalfa.–Importance of the Varieties.–Influence of Source
of Seed.–Comparison of Regional Strains.–Important
Characteristics of Alfalfa.–Life Period.–Roots.–Relations
to Soil Moisture.–Seedlings.–Rootstocks.–Shoots.–
Relative Proportion of Leaves, Stems and Roots.–Seed
Bed.–Inoculation.–Liming.–Fertilizers.–Rate of Seeding.–
Time of Seeding.–Method of Seeding.–Nurse Crops [an
annual crop used to aid in establishing a perennial crop]–
Clipping.–Winter-killing.–Time to Cut for Hay.–Number of
Cuttings.–Quality of Different Cuttings.–Irrigation.–Time
to Apply Irrigating Water.–Winter Irrigation.–Relation of
Yield to Water Supply.–Care of an Alfalfa Field.–Alfalfa in
Cultivated Rows.–Alfalfa in Mixtures.–Alfalfa in Rotations.–
Pasturing Alfalfa.–Use as a Soiling Crop.–Alfalfa Silage.–
Alfalfa Meal.–Alfalfa Straw.–Seed production.–Pollination.–
Seeds.–Viability of Seed.–Alfalfa Improvement.–Breeding
Methods.–Weeds.–Dodder or Love-vine.–Diseases.–Insects.–
Rodents.
19. Clovers, Especially Red Clover: Botany of Red
Clover.–Agricultural History.–Importance and Distribution.–
Soil Relations.–Climatic Relations.–Effect of Shade.–
Agricultural Varieties.–Comparison of Red Clovers from
Different Sources.–Time of Seeding.–Rate of Seeding.–
Seedlings.–Seeding with a Nurse Crop.–Seeding without a
Nurse Crop.–Depth of Seeding.–Winter Killing.–Treatment
of Clover Fields.–Fertilizers.–Gypsum.–Lime.–Irrigation.–
Red Clover in Mixtures.–Use in Rotations.–Effect of
Clover in Rotations when Only the Stubble is Turned
Under.–Volunteer Crops.–Stage to Cut.–Composition at
Different Stages.–Number of Cuttings.–Yields of Hay.–
Relation of Green Weight to Hay Weight.–Feeding Value.–
Comparative Feeding Value of the First and Second Crops
of Hay.–Soiling.–Pasturage.–Silage.–Number of Flowers
and Seeds to the Head.–Pollination and Fecundation.–Seed
Production.–Harvesting the Seed Crop.–Yields of Seed.–
Statistics of Seed Crop.–Value of the Straw.–Seed.–Color
of Seeds.–Roots.–Shoots.–Proportion of Roots to Shoots.–
Relative Proportions of Stems, Leaves and Flower Heads.–
Diseases.–Clover Failure.–Reduction of Acreage Probably
Due Mainly to Clover Failure.–Insects.–Improvement of Red
Clover by Breeding.–Disease-resistant Strains.
20. Crimson Clover and Related Annual Legumes:
Crimson Clover (Trifolium incarnatum): Botany;
Agricultural History; Description; Adaptations; Importance;
Variability and Agricultural Varieties; Seeding; Time of
Seeding; Methods of Seeding; Time to Cut for Hay; Yields;
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Other Uses of Crimson Clover; Seed Production; Seed.–
Shaftel or Schabdar (Trifolium suaveolens).–Berseem
(Trifolium alexandrinum).–Strawberry, Subterranean and
Hop Clovers: Strawberry Clover (Trifolium fragiferum);
Subterranean Clover (Trifolium subterraneum).–Hop Clovers
(Trifolium Spp.). Bur Clovers (Medicago spp.); Seed.
21. Other Clovers–Alsike, Hungarian and White: Alsike
Clover (Trifolium hybridum): Botany of Alsike; Agricultural
History; Adaptations; Characteristics; Regional Seeds;
Importance; Culture; Hay; Seed Production; Seed; Value
for Pasturage.–Hungarian Clover (Trifolium panonicum).–
White Clover (Trifolium repens): Botany; Agricultural Sorts,
Description; Agricultural History; Adaptations; Importance
of White Clover; Seeding; Yields; Pollination; Seed
Production; Seed.–Ladino White Clover.
22. The Melilots or Sweet Clovers: Bokhara melilot
(Melilotus alba): Climatic Adaptation; Soil Relations;
Agricultural History; Seeding; Securing a Stand; Relative
Proportion of Tops and Roots; Utilization; Advantages
and Disadvantages; Yields of Hay; Seed Production;
Value of the Straw; Seed.–Annual or Hubam Bokhara
melilot.–Hubam (Melilotus alba annua).–Official melilot
(Melilotus officinalis).–King Island melilot (Melilotus indica
or Melilotus parviflora).–Daghestan melilot (Melilotus
suaveolens).
23. Miscellaneous Perennial Legumes: Sainfoin
(Onobrychis viciaefolia): Description; Agricultural History;
Culture; Seed; American Data.–Sulla or Spanish Sainfoin
(Hedysarum coronarium). Kudzu (Pueraria thunbergiana).–
Flat Pea (Lathyrus silvestris var. wayneri).–Kidney Vetch
(Anthyllis vulneraria).–Goat’s Rue (Galega officinalis).–
Bird’s-foot Trefoil (Lotus corniculatus).–Sickle-milk Vetch
(Astragalus falcatus).–Furze (Ulex europaeus) (Continued).
Address: Agrostologist in Charge of Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
1602. Piper, Charles V. 1924. Forage plants and their culture.
Revised edition (Continued–Document part III). New York,
NY: The Macmillan Co. xxv + 671 p. Aug. See p. 571-96. [9
ref]
• Summary: (Continued): 24. Peas and Pea-like Plants:
Pea (Pisum sativum): Botany and History; Description;
Adaptations; Importance; Agricultural Varieties; Seeding;
Development of the Plant; Hay; Peas and Oats; Pasture
Value; Garden Pea Vines; Irrigation; Seed production; Seed.–
Pea Weevil (Laria pisorum or Bruchus pisorum).–Chick-pea
(Cicer arietinum).–Grass-pea, Vetchling or Chickling Vetch
(Lathyrus sativus).
25. Vetches and Vetch-like Plants: Kinds of Vetches.
Common Vetch (Vicia sativa): Description; Botany and
Agricultural History; Adaptations; Importance; Agricultural
Varieties; Culture; Time of Seeding; Rate of Seeding;
Harvesting for Hay; Pasturing; Feeding Value; Rotations;
Fertilizers; Lime; Silage; Seed Production; Seed.–Hairy

Vetch (Vicia villosa): Description; Botany; Climatic
Adaptations; Soil Preferences; Rate of Seeding; Time of
Seeding; Depth of Seeding; Inoculation; Uses of the Crop;
Pollination; Harvesting for Hay; Feeding Value; Use in
Rotations; Advantages and Disadvantages; Growing Seed;
Sources of Seed; Seeds.–Narrow-leaved Vetch (Vicia
angustifolia). Hungarian vetch (Vicia pannonica). Purple
Vetch (Vicia atropurpurea). Woolly-pod Vetch (Vida
dasycarpa).–Ervil or Black Bitter Vetch (Vicia ervilia).–
Horse Bean (Vicia faba). Bird or Tufted Vetch (Vicia cracca).
Tangier Pea (Lathyrus tingitanus). Flat-podded Vetchling
(Lathyrus cicera).–Ochrus (Lathyrus ochrus).–Comparison
of Vetch Species.–Fenugreek (Trigonella foenum-graecum).–
Lupines (Lupinus spp.).–Serradella (Ornithopus sativus).–
Square-pod pea (Lotus tetragonolobus).
26. Cowpeas: Cowpea (Vigna sinensis): Botanical
Origin; Agricultural History; Adaptations; Importance; Uses
of the Crop; Varietal Distinctions; Life Period; Pods and
Seeds; Correlations; Important Varieties; Rate and Method of
Seeding; Time of Seeding; Inoculation; Number of Cuttings;
Hay; Hay Yields; Feeding Value; Cowpeas in Broadcast
Mixtures; Cowpea Mixtures not Sown Broadcast; Pasturage;
Silage; Growing Cowpeas for Seed; Pollination; Seed Yield;
Proportion of Seed and Hulls; Seeds; Viability; Root System;
Disease Resistance; Insect Enemies.
27. Soybeans: Agricultural History.–Botany.–
Description.–Soil Preferences.–Climatic Relations.–
Importance.–Statistics.–Desirable Characters in Soybean
Varieties.–Commercial Varieties.–Preparation of Soil and
Cultivation.-Rate of Seeding.–Time of Seeding.–Method
of Seeding.–Depth of Seeding.–Inoculation.–Life Period.–
Time to Cut for Hay.–Hay Yields.–Fertilizers.–Soybean
Mixtures.–Silage.–Rotations.–Feeding Value of Soybean
Hay.–Pasturage. Seed Production.–Storage.–Pollination.–
Seed Yield.–Feeding the Seed.–Seeds.–Pests.–Breeding.–
Soybeans and Cowpeas Compared.
28. Other Warm Season Annual Legumes: Lespedeza
or Japan Clover (Lespedeza striata): Description;
Agricultural History; Varieties; Adaptations; Culture;
Pasturage Value; Hay; Seed Production.–Korean Lespedeza
(Lespedeza stipulaceae).–Florida Velvet Bean (Stizolobium
deeringianum): Description and History; Adaptations;
Utilization; Other Species of Stizolobium.–Importance.–
Insects and Diseases.–Peanut (Arachis hypogaea).–Florida
Beggarweed (Desmodium purpureum, formerly called
Desmodium tortuosum or Meibomia tortuosa).–The Jack
Bean (Canavalia ensiformis).–Mung Bean (Phaseolus
aureus).–Urd Bean (Phaseolus mungo).–Moth Bean
(Phaseolus aconitifolius).–Adzuki Bean (Phaseolus
angularis).–Bonavist or Hyacinth Bean (Dolichos lablab).–
Guar (Cyamopsis tetragonoloba).–Dakota Vetch (Hosackia
americana or Lotus americanus).
29. Miscellaneous Herbs Used as Forage: Sunflower
(Helianthus annuus).–Mexican Clover (Richardsonia
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scabra).–Prickly Pear (Opuntia spp.).–Spurry (Spergula
sativa).–Yarrow (Achillea millet olium).–Sachaline
(Polygonum sachalinense).–Burnet (Sanguisorba minor).–
Buckhorn (Plantago lanceolata).–Prickly Comfrey
(Symphytum asperrimum).–Australian Saltbush (Atriplex
semibaccata).
30. Root Crops and Other Comparable Forages: Root
Crops: Importance of Root Crops; Kinds of Root Crops;
Comparison of Various Root Crops; Roots Compared with
Corn and Sorghum.–Rape (Brassica napus): Importance;
Seeding; Place in Rotations; Sowing with Another Crop;
Utilization; Carrying Capacity of Rape Pastures; Yields;
Insects.–Kale (Brassica oleracea): Diseases; Yields of
Kale, Cabbage and Other Brassicaceous Plants.–Jerusalem
Artichoke (Helianthus tuberosus).–Chufa (Cyperus
esculentus).–Cassava (Manihot utilissima).
List of plates (14 full-page photos).
References appear at the end of each chapter. Address:
Agrostologist in Charge of Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
1603. Piper, Charles V. 1924. Soybeans (Document part).
In: C.V. Piper. 1924. Forage Plants and Their Culture. New
York, NY: MacMillan Co. xxv + 671 p. Aug. See p. 571-96.
[9 ref]
• Summary: “The soybean is the most productive as regards
seed of any legume adapted to temperate climates. This fact
alone gives the crop a high potential importance and insures
its greater agricultural development in America. At the
present time the soybean is most largely grown for roughage,
but the high value of the seed for human food, as well as
animal feed and for oil, will in all probability result in its
being more and more grown for the seed and the crop will
then become of major importance.
“Agricultural history.–The soybean, or soja-bean, is
a plant of ancient cultivation in Japan, China, Korea and
Manchuria, and to a much less extent in northern India and
in the highlands of Java. As grown in these countries, it is
used mainly for human food, the beans being prepared in
various ways. A large amount of the beans is utilized by first
extracting the oil. In this case the bean cake is used both for
cattle food and as a fertilizer.
“The soybean was first cultivated in the United States
in 1804 [sic], but it apparently attracted but little attention
until 1854, when two varieties were brought back from Japan
by the Perry expedition. Other varieties were introduced
from time to time, among them the Mammoth, which
was introduced previous to 1882. It is largely due to the
introduction of this variety that the soybean has become an
important crop in the Southern States and a large percentage
of the acreage there is still planted to this variety. Between
the years 1900 and 1920, the United States Department
of Agriculture introduced about 800 varieties from all
portions of the Orient. In Europe a number of varieties

were introduced by Haberlandt of Vienna in 1875, who
experimented with them for a number of years. The crop,
however, never obtained any great importance in Europe,
but is cultivated to a limited extent, especially in France and
Italy.
“Beginning with 1908, large amounts of soybeans were
exported from Manchuria to Europe and the United States.
The beans were utilized for extracting the oil, which was
used for various industrial purposes, and the bean cake was
used largely as cattle feed. This trade has had the effect
of increasing interest in the soybean crop, especially from
the standpoint of producing seed. The total yield of seed in
Manchuria in 1921 was estimated at 4,500,000 tons.
“Botany.–The erect or nearly erect form of the soybean,
as cultivated in Japan and Manchuria, is not known to grow
wild. The nearest wild relative of the cultivated plant is a
slender-stemmed vining plant with smaller flowers, pods
and seeds. This has usually been considered a distinct–
species under the name of Glycine ussuriensis, and occurs
wild in Japan, Manchuria and China. The Indian varieties
of soybeans are quite intermediate between this wild plant
and the Japanese and Manchurian varieties, being for the
most part rather slender-stemmed, vining, small-flowered
and small-seeded varieties. A critical study of an extensive
series of varieties shows that all inter-grades between the
wild plant and the cultivated erect forms exist, so that there
can be but little doubt that but one species is represented.
The usual botanical designation for this species is Glycine
soja, but under recent botanical codes it must be changed
either to Soja max or to Glycine max. If two species are to be
recognized, then both are cultivated, as some of the Indian
varieties are much more like the wild soybean than they
are like the erect Japanese varieties. The large number of
varieties of the soybean and the great range of differences in
these varieties indicate a very ancient cultivation.”
“Importance.–The soybean has been slowly but steadily
increasing in importance in America during the past thirty
years.
“In the past five years the acreage and production have
been increasing rapidly, especially in the ‘cornbelt’ states.
From present prospects this acreage will continue to increase
greatly, especially for seed production. It is now clear that
American-grown soybeans can compete with Manchuria and
command prices which over considerable regions make the
crop more profitable than oats.
“Statistics.–In 1920 the acreage of soybeans in the
United States harvested for seed was 190,000 acres and
the seed production 3,000,000 bushels, an average of 15.8
bushels an acre. Probably only 20 per cent of the crop
was harvested as seed, so that the total acreage was about
900,000 acres. In the past five years the acreage, especially
for seed production, has greatly increased.
“Desirable characters in soybean varieties.–As the
number of soybean varieties is very large, and as new
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sorts are easily secured by crossing, the most desirable
characters, both for forage and for seed production, need
to be considered. In this crop as in others, yield is the most
important single desideratum. Secondary considerations are
habit, coarseness, ability to hold leaves, color of seed, and
ease of shattering.
“An ideal variety for forage should be erect; tall, so that
the pods are not too near the ground; slender, but without
tendency to lodge, so as to permit easy mowing; leafy and
with the ability to retain the leaves late; yellow-seeded,
as hogs will more readily find such seeds as are shattered;
non-shattering, a character more common in small-seeded
than in larger-seeded varieties; disease-resistant, especially
to nematodes and cowpea wilt, which seriously affect most
varieties of the soybean.
“For seed production alone, percentage of oil content
is second in importance to yield and leafiness and ability
to hold leaves of practically no concern. Yellow-seeded
varieties are, however, preferred for milling.
A large table (p. 577) shows “Important varieties of
soybeans and their characteristics.” The varieties are Biloxi,
Black Eyebrow, Easy Cook, Ebony, Guelph, Haberlandt,
Hahto, Ito San, Itootan, Laredo, Mammoth, Manchu.
Mandarin, Midwest, Mikado. Peking, Tarheel Black, Tokio.
Virginia, Wilson Five, Wisconsin Black. For each variety is
given: (1) Life period, days. (2) Color of flower. (3) Color of
pubescence. (4) Color of testa. (5) Color of germ. (6) Habit
(erect or erect-tall) (7) No. of seeds to bushel [ranges from
75,000 for Hahto to 466,000 for Laredo].
“Commercial varieties.–At present, 1923, the most
important varieties of soybeans are the following, the
approximate percentage for each, of the total acreage, being
indicated: Mammoth, 40 per cent; Midwest, 15; Ito San, 8;
Virginia, 6; Manchu, 6; Wilson, 5; Peking, 3; Black Eyebrow,
2; Wisconsin Black, 2; Biloxi, 1; and Itootan, 1 per cent.
“These percentages are rapidly changing with the
increase of soybean culture in the North. The Mammoth
owes its high position to the fact that it is the dominant
variety in the region where the culture of the soybean
became important earlier than in the North.”
“Pests.–Soybeans are troubled by very few serious
enemies. On the whole, rabbits are most troublesome, as they
are extravagantly fond of the herbage, and where they are
abundant soybean culture is practically impossible. At the
Tennessee Experimental Substation at Jackson, rabbit injury
was much reduced by using scarecrows, to each of which a
lantern was hung at night.
“Rootknot caused by a nematode (Heterodera
radicicola) often injures soybeans considerably, but the
Laredo and three unnamed varieties are almost immune...”
“Breeding.–The soybean lends itself readily to
improvement, and considerable work in breeding is being
carried on by the United States Department of Agriculture,
and by various experiment stations. The Ohio Station is

testing individual plants in duplicate plant row work in much
the same way that it is testing ears of corn and is finding
decided differences in yield of seed and forage, in tendency
to shatter and in habits of growth. The Tennessee Station is
conducting selection work with a number of varieties and
has found considerable variation in maturity, habit of growth
and plant characters within the same varieties, so that several
strains of the same variety are under test. The United States
Department of Agriculture has done a very considerable
amount of work toward the improvement of the soybean
by selection and hybridization. The results of the breeding
work thus far indicate that it is easily possible to improve the
varieties now on the market.
“Soybeans and cowpeas compared.–Inasmuch as
soybeans are adapted to so nearly the same uses and
same place in farm rotation as the cowpea, an agronomic
comparison of the two crops has often been made.
“The soybean is determinate in growth; that is, it reaches
a definite size and matures. Nearly all varieties of cowpeas,
on the other hand, are indeterminate, continuing growth
until killed by frost. With the exception of a few varieties,
the soybean does not vine, but grows erect or nearly erect.
Cowpeas, on the other hand, are viny plants, and therefore
more difficult to harvest. Soybeans mature all of their pods
at one time. Cowpeas continue to produce green pods as long
as the plant lives.
“Soybeans will withstand rather heavy frosts, both in
the spring, when young, and in the fall, when nearly mature,
while the same frosts are fatal to cowpeas. They are more
drought resistant than cowpeas, and in a dry season will
give much greater yields; they will also withstand excessive
moisture much better.
“For green manuring or soil improving, the cowpea is
far more valuable than the soybean, as it will smother weeds
much more successfully.
“The value of the hay of the two plants is nearly the
same. There is frequently doubt as to which is the more
desirable to grow. On relatively poor soil or when sown
broadcast, cowpeas are always preferable. When cultivated,
the soybean will yield the greater return, and if cut late, the
hay is more easily cured.
“The feeding value of an acre of soybeans for beef
cattle was found by the Tennessee Agricultural Experiment
Station to be about 50 per cent greater than that of cowpeas
grown on an adjoining acre. This was also approximately the
difference in yield of the two crops.
“As a grain producer the soybean is in every way
preferable to the cowpea, as it produces larger yields of
richer grain and can be harvested much more easily.
“The soybean, therefore, is to be recommended above
the cowpea where intensive rather than extensive farming is
practicable and desirable.” Address: Agrostologist in Charge
of Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA.
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1604. Welton, F.A.; Morris, V.H. 1924. Yields of wheat
following potatoes and relation of nitrates in soil to these. J.
of the American Society of Agronomy 16(8):519-34. Aug. [7
ref]
• Summary: Experimental evidence confirms the impression
that wheat following potatoes gives larger yields than
following other crops, but there are many years in which this
does not hold true.
At the end of many seasons, the nitrate content of potato
ground is much higher than that of corn, oats, wheat, clover,
or soybean ground. The high nitrate content of potato ground
may be due in part to the small amount of nitrate used by the
potato and to the fallow resulting from the early removal of
the potato crop. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Ohio Agric.
Exp. Station, Wooster, Ohio.
1605. Dairy Farmer. 1924. Soybeans for seed and feed:
National Soybean Association reviews experiments at Iowa
State. 22(18):7. Sept. 15.
1606. Better Crops with Plant Food. 1924. News from the
county agents: Farmers’ meetings. 3(1):40. Sept.
• Summary: The adjoining community, “known as Mt. Hope
arranged for a meeting which was advertised as a meeting at
which the county agent would discuss the place of the Soy
Bean in the crop rotation.
“Was there a good number of farmers? I’ll say there
was. Some came to scoff but remained to talk Soys. One old
farmer who did not believe in County Agents, tried to start
off at a tangent and the crowd howled him down. The agent
exhausted his subject and himself but the men where not
through. Where could they get Soy bean seed? What, when,
and a dozen other things had to be discussed. The meeting
adjourned officially at eleven but it was twelve thirty when
the crowd finally left.
“A second meeting was held one month later. Double
the number were present.” Address: Director, Experiment
Station, Darmstadt, Germany.
1607. Etheridge, W.C.; Helm, C.A. 1924. Corn and soybeans.
Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 220.
23 p. Sept.
• Summary: “In this bulletin the results of 7 years of
investigation of the corn-soybean combination are reported.
The comparative feeding value of corn and soybeans and of
corn alone, for fattening hogs, is shown in the summary of a
five-year test. Yields of forage for sheep or cattle, produced
by soybeans in corn are recorded. The relation of the mixed
crop to drought, chinch bugs and soil fertility is discussed...”
“Summary: 1. For the most valuable mixture of corn and
soybeans, both crops must be planted together in the same
row at the same time. If the beans are planted late in the corn,
by any practical method, they are not likely to succeed.”

“3. There was always a substantial yield of soybeans in
the corn and this yield was increased by planting the beans
thick and the corn thin. The yield of beans was sometimes
even greater than the loss in corn, but more frequently it
equaled about one-half to three-quarters the corn loss.”
Address: Columbia, Missouri.
1608. Ayres, W.E. 1924. Much feed at little cost: Oats and
soybeans will help out. Progressive Farmer 389(40):940.
Oct. 4.
• Summary: This is an account of experiments in planting
soybeans and oats at the Delta Experiment Station at
Stoneville, Mississippi, 1922-24. The financial returns and
labor requirements for the crop are cited.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2017)
that mentions Stoneville, Mississippi, in connection with
soybeans. Stoneville is in the center of the Mississippi Delta.
1609. Prairie Farmer. 1924. New soybean harvester.
96(43):1183. Oct. 25.
• Summary: “The latest in farm machinery is the combined
soybean harvester and thresher. A 12-foot machine that cuts
and threshes the beans in one operation will be demonstrated
on he Garwood Brothers farm, near Stonington, in Christian
county, Illinois, on Saturday, October 25. In writing us about
the demonstration, Clair Hay, farm advisor, says; ‘The boys
have harvested 40 acres of Manchu beans with it and it
does very well but needs a few more adjustments. It works
as well as the ordinary threshing machine. They have 160
acres of AK’s to work on and it will be in AK’s that the
demonstration will be held. The machine cuts and threshes
the beans all in one operation; the clean beans going into a
wagon which is pulled right along with the harvester. The
straw is thrown back out of the machine ready to be plowed
under, or with the proper attachments the straw can be
bunched and picked up to be put in the barn or stack.’”
Note 1. On 22 Oct. 1924 the first combine was used to
harvest soybeans on the farm of the Garwood brothers in
Stonington, Illinois. A representative from Prairie Farmer
covered the event and took a photo–which appears in
Soybean Digest, Sept. 1944, p. 26.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013)
concerning a combined harvester and thresher in Illinois. The
first combine that ever operated in Illinois was brought into
the state specifically to harvest soybeans.
1610. Cullison, W.V. 1924. The soy bean and commerce
(Continued–Document part III). Staley Journal (Decatur,
Illinois) 8(4):5-10. Oct.
• Summary: (Continued): “Soy Beans and the Farmer: Soy
beans as a crop can be grown under very much the same
climatic conditions as corn or cotton. The soy bean is less
susceptible to frost than corn. Light frosts have little effect
on the plants when young or even when nearly mature. The
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soy bean resists drought better and is less sensitive to an
excess of moisture than corn. A planter in North Carolina,
when asked why so many soy beans were raised in that
state, replied, ‘They thrive well in a season of drought, and
in a wet season their growth and production is not reduced.’
North Carolina has led in the acreage planted in beans until
1923, when Illinois gained first place. Although the yield in
bushels may be from 15 to 20 per cent less than the yield of
corn, a selling price of 20 cents per bushel over corn would
make them a profitable crop, especially when the beneficial
value of the soybean to the soil is considered, which is
of vital importance to the farmer, and will continue to be
more so as the fertility of the land is decreased by continual
cropping. The acreage planted in soy beans has increased
from year to year, accompanied by a similar increase
in the number of inquiries concerning different points
relative to the possibilities of the bean and the utilization
of the products derived from it. Most of the Agricultural
Experiment Stations of the middle west [Midwest] and south
have issued bulletins on the possibilities of growing soy
beans in their respective states.
“Growing the soy bean introduces no special difficulties.
Unsatisfactory results are usually due to the lack of
inoculation or else to the employment of a variety not suited
to the season or locality. Harvesting the beans by machinery
is not a difficult problem. Several types of machinery have
been devised for threshing soy bean seeds, which reduce
greatly the cost of production. The higher yield of seed
obtained and the planting and harvesting of the crop by
machinery should enable the American planter to compete
with the Manchurian product.
“J.E. Barr, investigator in Marketing Seeds, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, writing on the subject, ‘Soy
Beans Mean More Cash,’ says: ‘The value of soy beans
depends upon the quality of the product and quality means
sound, clean sock, free from splits, damaged and discolored
beans, and foreign matter, and of low moisture content.’
Discussing the subject further he says, ‘Mills are more
concerned at present with efforts to obtain a continuous
supply than they are with fears of over-production. With
sufficient soy beans available to keep the machinery in
operation continually, the cost of manufacturing may be
reduced, which should be reflected either in higher prices
to growers for beans or lower prices for the meal, which
represents a greater percentage of the total value of the
products manufactured from soy beans and which must be
consumed by dairy and other farmers.’
“Given care, soy bean seed can be stored for long
periods without loss. The soy bean is less effected by
destructive diseases and insects than are most other forage
or food plants. In the last ten years the soy bean has rapidly
come to the front as one of our important crops and is likely
in the next ten years to go ahead of oats in acreage.
“The demand and market for soy bean products,

especially the oil, is here and now. Whether or not this
demand will be filled by American grown beans, or by
beans and oil imported from Manchuria depends upon the
American farmer.
“There is no doubt but what many new uses will be
found for soy bean products. Even the Japanese have not
exhausted their ingenuity in this field. A Japanese scientist,
Sato, has invented a new plastic which he has called
‘Satolite.’ This material is made from soy bean meal and is
used to make combs, buttons, and anything that is made from
hard rubber or celluloid.
“Tried and proved by 5000 years of service, the soy
bean and its products are ready to be tried and proved again
by giving profit to the grower and manufacturer and service
to the consumer–the ultimate test of commerce.”
A map (p. 6) of the United States shows “localities
where the soy bean is being successfully grown.” Almost all
soybeans in the USA are grown east of the 100th meridian.
A flow sheet (p. 7) shows the “fundamental steps in
the manufacture of soy bean and meal and some of their
chief uses. The oil is used for soap, paint, linoleum and
edible products (butter substitutes, oil for packing sardines,
and salad oil). The meal is used for cattle feed, fertilizer,
[defatted] flour, and vegetable milk.
A photo (p. 8) shows “Machines which extract soy
bean oil” (a group of Expellers at the A.E. Staley Mfg. Co.).
Address: Research Chemist.
1611. Garwood Bros. 1924. Re: Satisfaction with reaperthresher for harvesting soybeans. Letter to Massey-Harris
Harvester Co., St. Louis, Missouri, Nov. 11. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “The reaper-Thresher which we purchased
from you to harvest our beans was a complete success as a
bean harvester. We harvested 212 acres of beans with a great
saving of time, labor and money. We figure that we saved
at least $4.00 per acre over the old method of cutting with a
binder. We intend to harvest our wheat, oats and clover seed,
also with this machine. Most everyone who saw the machine
work seemed to think it was a great success. We were
well pleased with the way your Company got behind the
proposition and with the men you sent to help us make a go
of it. There is no doubt in our minds but what the Combine
is a coming machine in Illinois. We know it is a winner for
harvesting beans. We harvested 60 acres of weedy beans that
we could not have saved otherwise.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013)
that uses the word “Combine” (or “Combines,” regardless of
capitalization) in connection with soybeans–in the document
or in the title.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
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Box 87–Martin-Means. Folder–Massey Harris Harvester Co.,
Inc.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Stonington, Illinois.
1612. Farm Implement News (Chicago, Illinois). 1924.
Combined harvester tested in soy beans. 45(46):11. Nov. 13.
• Summary: “More than 2,000 persons, including
farmers, implement dealers, county agents and experiment
station men, witnessed an interesting demonstration near
Stonington, Ill., recently when a test was made of a MasseyHarris combined harvester-thresher in the harvesting and
threshing of soy beans. The demonstration took place
on the farm of Garwood Bros., who had arranged for the
demonstration through Baughman Bros., implement dealers
at Taylorville, Ill.
“According to reports from men who were present,
the outfit worked with entire satisfaction, and on the day
of demonstration handled nearly thirty acres, harvesting,
threshing and carrying the beans to the granary at a cost of
about 5 cents per bushel.
“C.A. Denison, manager of the Massey-Harris
Company’s branch at St. Louis [Missouri], states that the cost
of harvesting with a binder, tying in bundles and threshing in
the old way is 30 cents a bushel.
“One of the drawbacks to raising soy beans has been the
difficulty in harvesting and threshing. It is believed that the
success of this demonstration will lead to a big increase in
the acreage of soy beans in central Illinois.”
1613. Farm Implement News (Chicago, Illinois). 1924.
Combines in the corn belt (Editorial). 45(47):12. Nov. 20.
• Summary: This prophetic editorial begins: “Recent tests
of a combined harvester in Illinois in harvesting soy beans
may prove a milestone in the extension of the use of this
great labor-saving machine from the comparatively dry
grain growing sections of the west to the eastern part of the
country more blessed with rainfall.
“Heretofore the sale of harvester-threshers has been
limited to those areas where the low average rainfall during
the harvest season permitted the grain to ripen in the head
dry enough to be threshed immediately after cutting.
“Oddly enough, the first successful combined harvester
recorded in implement history, a machine that actually
cut and threshed grain at one operation, was invented and
developed in Michigan by H. Moore and J. Hascall of
Kalamazoo. A patent on this machine was taken out in 1836.
The date is significant when one thinks that it was ten years
later, or 1846, before the McCormick reaper was placed
commercially on the market. These early Michigan inventors
met the same difficulty that prevents the use of combines in
grain harvest in the corn belt today–that the time to cut the
grain is not the time to thresh it.
“The adaptation of the combined harvester to soy

beans may open up a market of profitable proportions, for
the acreage devoted to this valuable legume is increasingly
rapidly each year in states such as Illinois. Soy beans provide
a much-needed supplement to corn in stock feeding.
“Heretofore there has been no machinery that harvested
soy beans for seed to the satisfaction of the growers... With
the harvester-thresher it has been shown possible to cut and
thresh the beans in one operation with minimum shattering
and at low cost. The price received for soy bean seed is
sufficient to justify the large grower to purchase a machine as
expensive even as the combine.
“The fact that one farmer has used a combine
successfully for soy beans does not necessarily mean
that large trade will immediately arise, but at least it is an
indication of a possible development in sales worth noting
and following up by manufacturers and dealers.”
Note: This is the earliest published document seen (Oct.
2013) that uses the word “combines” (or “combine”) in
connection with soybeans–in the document or in the title.
Address: Assoc. editor.
1614. Weaver, L.A. 1924. Hogging down corn and soybeans.
Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 224.
20 p. Nov.
• Summary: Reports a five-year investigation of the pork
producing value of corn and soybeans planted together and
hogged down.
“1. Hogs harvesting corn and soybeans produced more
pork per acre, made more rapid gains and required less feed
per 100 pounds gain than did hogs harvesting corn alone.
“2. More pork was produced per acre, gains were more
rapid and less feed was required per 100 pounds gain with
corn and tankage than with corn and soybeans.
“3. The corn and tankage combination produced more
pork per acre, made more rapid gains with a smaller feed
requirement per 100 pounds increase in live weight than did
the combination of corn, soybeans, and tankage, indicating
that soybeans will not entirely take the place of tankage
if planted in corn to be hogged off.” Address: Animal
Husbandry Dep., Columbia.
1615. Whittle, C.A. 1924. Lack of potash and rust of soy
beans. Better Crops with Plant Food 3(3):48. Nov.
• Summary: “When the outer edges of the newer leaves on
the soy bean plant turn yellow the soy bean is showing signs
of potash hunger or rust. This yellowing spreads over the
leaf. Soon the yellow spots turn brown and disintegration
sets up leaving holes where the leaf was attacked or perhaps
the whole leaf is destroyed This the farmer knows is rust.
On some soil types that have not been properly fertilized the
damage is quite serious.
“Dr. F.A. Wolf, plant pathologist of North Carolina
Experiment Station, recently issued a statement concerning
the serious losses to soy beans in that state due to rust which
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he characterizes as the result of a lack of sufficient potash.
“That potash prevents rust of soy beans, Dr. Wolf says
has been clearly demonstrated. He refers to farmers in that
state who grow early Irish potatoes and after the potatoes are
harvested follow with a crop of soy beans. Where 300 to 400
pounds of kainit per acre are applied at the time of seeding
the soy beans they have been able to prevent rust and mature
a full crop of seed. Where potash is not applied in such cases
there has been considerable rust damage.
“When it is considered that the fertilizer used under the
early potatoes contained a comparatively high percentage of
potash and was used in liberal amounts, evidently leaving
no small residue of plant food for the use of soy beans, it
seems apparent that rust is not to be kept down on soy beans
without a liberal use of potash.
“The manifestation of rust is more pronounced where
there has been no preceding application of fertilizer. Beans
grown on unfertilized land compared with land receiving an
application of potash give the most striking evidence of the
benefit of potash, according to Dr. Wolf.
“North Carolina is the source of much of the soy
bean seed planted throughout the country and whatever
affords protection from rust helps develop the largest yield
of desirable seed and is of much importance to the North
Carolina grower.
“But what is true of potash hunger in North Carolina
is manifesting itself quite generally, especially on gray and
sandy soils where there is very generally a lack of potash. On
any land, however, that shows rust there is the indisputable
evidence of the need of potash.” Address: Director,
Experiment Station, Darmstadt, Germany.
1616. Denison, C.A. 1924. Re: Use of combine to harvest
soybeans. Letter to Mr. W.J. Morse, c/o Department of
Agriculture, Washington, DC, Dec. 19. 2 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “In talking with Mr. John Smith at Tolono,
Champaign County, Illinois, regarding the culture and
harvesting of soy beans, he referred to you as being
interested in the subject and would, no doubt, be in position
to supply us with some information.
“Our recollection is that Mr. Smith spoke of telling you
about the Massey-Harris Combined Reaper-Thresher being
operated successfully in harvesting soy beans on the farm of
Garwood Bros., Stonington, Illinois, this year.
“We enclose a descriptive folder of this machine [which
is missing]. It cuts a swath of 12-ft. harvesting and threshing
the beans with one operation. It is capable of handling
about 25 acres per day and is operated with four men. One
on the Tractor, one on the Reaper-Thresher and two men
to haul the beans to the granary. This enables the farmer to
handle the crop much more economical [sic] and speedily
than heretofore and is looked upon as the solution of the
harvesting and threshing of the soy bean crop.

“Our figures at Stonington indicate that this crop can
be harvested and threshed and placed in the granary for an
actual current expense of about 5 cents per bushel and taking
into consideration the over-head expense of depreciation, a
total of about 8 cents per bushel, whereas it has been costing
the farmer from 25 to 30 cents per bushel.
“It is also a saving of seed and we attach a copy of a
testimonial letter from Garwood Bros. [which is included
and cited separately; dated 17 Nov. 1924], indicating their
satisfaction. Our opinion is that this will, within the next two
or three years, become in general use throughout the soy
bean growing locality, and will have a tendency to promote
an increased acreage.
“We now have a satisfactory machine for this work. It
is our regular stock machine that has been built for years
having been sold in the grain sections of South America,
Australia and the Central West of this country. For soy beans
we supply additional sieves and reduce the speed. These are
the only changes.
“We are, in order to place the matter before the growers
intelligently, interested in some information as to the amount
of soy bean meal or cake and oil imported into this country
and as to it’s [sic] general uses.
“Mr. Smith suggested that you would, in his opinion, be
interested to the extent of being able to furnish us with such
information as we would require in endeavoring to place the
matter before the growers in an intelligent way so that they
would realize the magnitude of the enterprise.
“Any interest you might take in this will be appreciated
and we thank you in advance. Yours truly.”
Note: The letterhead shows that the company’s head
office and factory are at Batavia, New York.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Box 87–Martin-Means. Folder–Massey Harris Harvester Co.,
Inc.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Manager, Massey-Harris
Harvester Co., Inc., Branch Office at St. Louis, Missouri.
1617. Heinze, B. 1924. Der Anbau der Oelbohne (Soja
hispida) in unserem eigenen Lande und deren Bedeutung
fuer unsere Volkswirtschaft und fuer die Volkgesundheit [The
cultivation of soybeans in Germany and its significance for
the livelihood and health of Germans]. Angewandte Botanik
6(4):441-58. Oct/Dec. [Ger]
Address: Halle a. d. Saale, Germany. Vorsteher der Bakt.
Abteilung der Agrik-chem Versuchsstation Halle.
1618. Schuster, George L. 1924. Some results with fertilizers
in Delaware. Better Crops with Plant Food 3(4):8-9, 41-43.
Dec.
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• Summary: Editorial introduction: “Last summer the
Delaware Experiment Station published two notable bulletins
on fertilizer experiments which they had conducted. Mr.
Shuster, who was in charge of this work, has consented to
summarize it for the benefit of our readers.”
“Fifteen years investigations with fertilizers on corn,
soy beans, wheat and mixed hay have been completed at
the Delaware Experiment Station. These crops were grown
in a rotation of (1) corn followed by a cover crop of rye
and vetch, (2) soy beans, (3) wheat and (4) hay (clover and
timothy).
“The soil upon which this experiment was conducted
is classed as a sassafras silt loam. It consists of a brown to
slightly yellowish brown friable silt loam, underlain at about
8 to 12 inches by a yellow to reddish yellow silty clay loam.
The table on the opposite page gives the average results.
“The corn, soy beans and wheat were fertilized. The
hay crop was not fertilized. Nitrate of soda was applied on
the corn and wheat at the rate of 125 lbs. per acre wherever
it was used and at the rate of 100 lbs. on the soy beans. Acid
phosphate was applied to all the crops at the rate of 250 lbs.
per acre. Muriate of potash was applied to the corn and soy
beans at the rate of 75 lbs. per acre and on the wheat at the
rate of 120 lbs. per acre. Basic slag was applied at the rate
of 225 lbs. to all the crops, i.e., corn, soy beans and wheat.
Rock phosphate was applied at the rate of 375 lbs. per acre
to the same crops. The corn and wheat received 5 tons of
manure per crop per acre and the soy beans received 2 tons
per acre.
“Nitrate of soda has had very little effect upon the yield
of general farm crops such as are grown in this rotation.
It is to be remembered, however, that in the crop rotation

used in this investigation there appear in the four years,
three different leguminous crops, viz., vetch, soy beans, red
clover. Their growth probably removes nitrates from the
list of limiting factors. However, it will be noted later that
additional nitrates are necessary for maximum yields.
“Acid phosphate has produced very little more than
nitrate of soda. There has been a slight gain on the soy beans,
wheat and hay and a loss on corn when compared to the
yields received from nitrate of soda applications. Muriate of
potash has given a decided increase on corn, soy beans and
wheat, but not so much on hay when compared with either
the nitrate of soda or the acid phosphate applications.
“The combination of nitrate of soda and acid phosphate
has not given as high yields on corn as has muriate of
potash alone; neither has it been any better on soy beans
than potash...” Address: Agronomist, Delaware Experiment
Station.
1619. Biblioteka Naroden Universitet (Library Popular
University). 1924. Soiata. Neinoto otglejdane i izpolzvane.
Gotvene na zryalata i suha soia; soevo brashno; sos ot
soia; kjufteta; mlieko i sirene ot soia; med ot soia [Soya.
Its cultivation and use. The cooking of the ripened dry soy
beans, soy flour, soy sauce, croquettes, milks, soya cheese
and honey from soya]. No. 42. 16 p. Veliko Tirnovo: Novo
Vreme [New Times Printer]. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
1620. Nelson, Martin. 1924. Soy beans. Arkansas
Agricultural College, Extension Circular No. 167. 2 p. *
• Summary: Has a short paragraph on harvesting the beans,
and on storing the seed.
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1621. Sanko, I. 1924. [Soybean culture]. South Manchuria
Railway Co., Bureau of Plant Industry, Mem. No. 20. 510 p.
References on p. 353-98. [20+ ref. Jap]*
1622. Stigliano, N.I. 1924. Osservazioni e considerazioni
sulla coltivazione della soia come pianta foraggera del
Mezzogiorno [Observations and considerations on the
cultivation of the soybean as a forage plant in the south of
Italy]. Rivista di Zootecnia (Portici) 1(3):69-74. [Ita]*
• Summary: The author has grown soya experimentally in
the R. Istituto Zootecnico of Bella (Province of Potenza)
[Italy] at an altitude of 450 meters. The plants were sown in
May after beans and following plowing to a depth of 20 cm.
They were harvested from mid-August to mid-September,
The seeds proved to be a mixture of four different varieties;
twenty crops were obtained without manuring, inoculation,
or any special cultivation operations.
The plants succeeded well, although during the 4 months
of their vegetation no rain fell. As its seeds are dehiscent,
they sow themselves and thus reconstitute the meadow.
From these results the author concludes that soya can be
cultivated as a forage crop in South Italy without interfering
with the ordinary crops or rotations, for it only occupies
the ground for a period during which no other herbaceous
plant can, as a rule, be counted upon for a certain crop. He
therefore strongly advises the extended cultivation of soya,
not only as forage, but also as a pulse crop. Address: R.
Istituto Zootecnico of Bella (Province of Potenza) [Italy].
1623. Tochinai, Gingoro. 1924. [The soy bean and its
cultivation in Manchuria]. Industrial Materials, Bureau of
Agriculture, South Manchuria Railway Co. 20:1-2, 1-20,
1-510. 14 plates. [Jap]*
1624. Bark, Don H. 1924. Brooks Demonstration Farm.
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Department of Natural
Resources, Annual Report of Irrigation Investigation Branch.
For the season of 1924. See p. 128, 160.
• Summary: “In the following pages will be found a list
of the crops produced on the Brooks Demonstration Farm
during the season of 1924 together with cost statements,
livestock data, improvements, etc... The soil on the farm is
continually being built up and enriched by the growing of
leguminous crops in rotation and by the pasturing of crops
with live stock... The trees, lawns, shrubs and flowers on
the farm now present a wonderful appearance and make an
attractive showing for the large number of visitors to the
farm during the summer months.
“Soy Beans: Four Varieties of Soy beans (Early
Brown, Manchu Black, Eyebrow [probably Manchu, Black
Eyebrow], and Wisconsin Early) were planted on May 21st
in hills one foot apart, rows two feet apart. The germination
was good and a rapid growth was made until June when the

growth was checked by rabbits. The plants were sprayed
with Arsenate of Lead. Of the four varieties the Wisconsin
Early was the only one that showed any indication of
maturing and these were pulled on September 30th, but were
not ripe.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2019)
concerning soybeans in Alberta province, Canada, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Alberta province, Canada. A 1927
photo shows Don Bark’s son standing in a field of soybeans
growing in Brooks, Alberta.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2013)
that describes a railroad company promoting soybeans (by
growing them at a demonstration farm) in Canada or North
America.
Note 3. This typewritten document was found after a
lengthy search by Susan Kooyman, archivist at the Glenbow
Library and Archives (130–9th Avenue S.E., Calgary,
Alberta, Canada T2G 0P3). She also found that Don Bark
came to Canada in 1915, and was put in charge of the
Irrigation Investigation Branch of the Department of Natural
Resources of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. The
only report Susan has for Bark’s Irrigation Investigation
Branch is for 1924. She looked through 15 years of the
annual reports of the Eastern Irrigation District in general
and could find no mention of soybeans–though many other
crops that were tested were discussed in great detail.
Note: This is the earliest (and only) document seen (Oct.
2013) that mentions the soybean variety Manchu Black.
However, it may well be a typographical error. Address:
Superintendent of Irrigation Investigation Branch, Alberta,
Canada.
1625. Hutcheson, Thomas Barksdale; Wolfe, Thomas
Kennerly. 1924. The production of field crops: A textbook
of agronomy. 1st ed. New York, NY and London: McGrawHill Book Company. xv + 499 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
Series: Agricultural and Biological Publications, C.V. Piper,
consulting editor. [3 soy ref]
• Summary: Preface: This book is designed to meet the
needs of a standard course in field crops.
A table (p. 44) shows the yields per acre (of hay in
tons, and seed in bushels; average of 6 seasons) of different
soybean varieties tested at the Virginia experiment station.
The varieties tested are Haberlandt, Mongol, Austin,
Hollybrook, Virginia, Sable, Chiquita, and Medium Black.
The highest hay yields came from Austin (3.14 tons) and
Haberlandt (2.90). The highest seed yields came from
Haberlandt (27.25 bu) and Mongol (24.58).
A full-page photo (p. 45) shows a field where a variety
test is being conducted. “Note differences in degrees of
maturation.”
The section on “Shrinkage in grain” states (p. 132):
“Soybeans.–According to Welton the percentage of shrinkage
of soybean seed, containing 17.67 per cent moisture at time
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of storage, was 3.76 per cent from Nov. 2, 1911 to Oct. 23,
1912.
The section on “The proper stage for harvesting some of
the principal forage crops” has a subsection on “legumes.”
Soybeans (p. 146) can be successfully cut for hay over a
period of several weeks. Generally, they are best harvested
when the pods are well filled and the lower leaves turning
yellow. At the West Virginia Experiment Station, results
reported by Dorsey (1918) showed that dry matter increases
more than three times after blooming until the pods are full.
“Each constituent studied, except for the protein, was found
to be highest when the leaves had begun to fall from the
lower portion of the stems.”
A table on this same page 146 shows the “Yield of
various nutrients in soybeans cut in different stages, in
pounds per acre, at the West Virginia experiment station.
The columns are: Date of harvest. Maturity (e.g., in bloom,
or pods forming). Green forage. Dry matter. Protein. Fats.
Carbohydrates. Fiber. Ash. Note: Protein peaked about 1
week after all the other nutrients.
The chapter on “Hay making” has a section titled
“Practices in curing some of the principal crops.” The
paragraph on soybeans (p. 160) begins: “Soybean hay can be
more easily cured than can cowpea hay. However, with these
two legumes, as with alfalfa and the clovers, the object is to
prevent the loss of leaves as far as possible.”
The chapter on “Silage” has a section titled “Crops for
silage.” Corn and soybeans (p. 164) are considered “the most
desirable crops for silage purposes.”
Chapter 44, titled “Soybeans (Soja max)” has the
following contents: Introduction. World production.
Production in the United States. Historical. Classification.
Varieties and their distribution. A table shows, listed
alphabetically: Barchet, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow, Chestnut,
Chiquita, Early Brown, Ebony, Elton, Haberlandt, Hahto,
Hollybrook, Ito San, Laredo, Mammoth Yellow, Mammoth
Brown, Morse, Tarheel Black, Virginia, Wilson, Wilson Five;
for each is given the number of seeds per bushel (seed size),
and the number of days to maturity. Composition. Botanical.
Uses (incl. oil, hay, silage). Culture: Seeds, time of seeding,
rate of seeding, depth of seeding, inoculation, methods of
seeding, time of cutting for hay. Curing soybean hay. Time of
cutting for seed. Methods of harvesting seed.
Crops to which a full chapter is devoted: Cereals. Corn.
Wheat. Oats. Barley. Rye. Buckwheat. Sorghums. Cotton.
Tobacco. Potatoes. Sweet potato. Peanuts. Some cultivated
grasses. Clovers. Alfalfa. Soybeans. Miscellaneous crops:
Cowpeas, millets, vetches, rape, field pea, sunflowers,
mangel-wurzels, sugar beets, sugar cane, flax, rice. Contains
a lengthy bibliography (p. 464-77). Also contains many
interesting black and white photos, many tables, and a few
maps.
Thomas B. Hutcheson was born in 1882. Thomas
Kennerly Wolfe was born in 1892. Address: 1. MS, MSA; 2.

MSc, PhD. Both: Prof. of Agronomy, Virginia Polytechnic
Inst.; and Agronomist, Virginia Agric. Exp. Station,
Blacksburg, Virginia.
1626. Jenkins, J. Mitchell. 1924. Station No. 4: Rice
Experiment Station, Crowley, Louisiana. Louisiana
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 35:46-49.
For the year 1923. See p. 47-48.
• Summary: On pages 47-48 we read: “In the general
rotation with soybeans, conducted on the greater part of the
Station, as well as in the special rotation experiments, the
yields of rice secured, prove, as heretofore reported, that it
is from the growing of the soybean in rotation with rice that
the lands of southwestern Louisiana are to be made more
productive and the quality of rice improved. The yields
of rice secured this year on land that produced a crop of
soybeans in 1922, are far in excess of those secured from
commercial fertilizer, or from land allowed to lie idle. Not
only has the yield of rice been increased by the cultivation of
the soybean, but weed growth, especially red rice, has been
eradicated and kept under control; and it requires scarcely
half the work to obtain a good seed bed following a crop of
soy beans that is necessary following a crop of rice.
“If the beans are harvested when mature, an average
yield of about ten bushels may be expected. At the present
time, there is not enough seed produced of the Biloxi variety
to supply the demand. It is not necessary in growing the
soybean in rotation with rice, to plant before the last of May
or first of June, and the harvest will not take place before
the early part of November. Thus it is seen that teams and
labor employed in growing rice can be employed in seeding
the bean crop after the greater part of the rice crop has been
seeded; and in harvesting the bean crop after the main part of
the rice crop has been harvested.” Address: Superintendent
of the Station, and Asst. Agronomist, Office of Cereal
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA].
1627. Minami Manshû Tetsudô K.K. Kôgyô-bu. Nômu-ka.
[South Manchuria Railway Co., Industrial Div. Bureau of
Agriculture]. 1924. Daizu no kakô [Soybean processing].
Dairen, Manchuria: SMRC. 777 p. 30 cm. (Sangyo Shiryo
21). [250 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Name of company with diacritics is: Minami
Manshû Tetsudô K.K. Kôgyô-bu. Nômu-ka. This important,
major work was written by Yoshitane Satô. Contents: Photos
(on unnumbered pages at the front of the book) show 16
scenes of soybean transportation, storage, and processing
in Manchuria, as follows: (1) Mule drivers whipping mules
trying to pull carts loaded with large sacks of soybeans
over muddy roads. (2) Cylindrical osier storage bins for
soybeans. (3) Row upon row of sacks of soybeans piled
high in storage near docks. (4) Soy sauce being made in a
courtyard; each earthenware jar is covered with a woven
conical lid. (5) The inside of a huge and modern soy sauce
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plant. (6) Wooden kegs and glass bottles of Yamasa shoyu.
(7) Soy sprouts (daizu moyashi) growing in round woven
baskets. (8-11) Soy oil being pressed using vertical screw
presses [as an alternative to hydraulic presses]–four views.
(12) Boilers used in a soybean mill. (13) A wooden barrel
of soybean oil being sealed. (14) Soy oil packaged in many
small containers, each surrounded by a wicker basket. (15)
Round soybean cakes stacked high on railway flatcars. (16)
The inside of a modern soy oil factory.
Note 1. This is the earliest Japanese-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term daizu moyashi to refer to
soy sprouts.
Contents: 1. Current status of soybean production
and consumption: A. Production: Overview (p. 2), Japan
(p. 4), Korea (p. 12), Manchuria (p. 16), China (except 3
eastern provinces, but including Eastern Inner Mongolia,
p. 31), USA (p. 34), British colonies (p. 37), European
countries (p. 40). B. Consumption: Japan (p. 41), Korea (p.
52), Manchuria (p. 57), China (p. 59), Dutch East Indies
(Indonesia, p. 60), USA (p. 61), European countries (p. 63).
2. Characteristics of soybeans: A. From a physical
sciences viewpoint (p. 67): Structure (overview, cotyledons,
hypocotyl, seed coat), contents of each system (p. 70),
appearance (p. 73; color, gloss, shape, size, hilum (fusuma)
color, young plumule leaf color, ratio of seed to seed coat).
B. From chemical viewpoint (p. 82): General composition,
structure of each component (p. 109; protein, oil,
carbohydrate, ash/minerals, vitamins). C. Appearance and
relationship between oil and protein content (p. 126): Oil and
protein color related to color, glossiness, shape, size, hilum
color, young plumule leaf color. D. Evaluating soybean
quality (p. 140): Overview, key points (sizes, shapes, colors,
glossiness, hilum color, young plumule leaf color, ratio of
seed coat to seed, dryness of seed, volume, weight, smell,
mixing of different varieties, ratio of imperfect seeds,
amount of other types of seeds), collection of materials for
testing, testing and evaluating commercial soybeans.
3. Soybean usage and processing (p. 175). A. One
view of main usage of soybeans. B. Nutritional value of
soybeans as food (p. 183): Nutritional value of soy protein.
C. Processed soyfoods (p. 208): Soy sprouts (p. 208), natto
(itohiki nattô, p. 212, Hamanatto, p. 224), types of tofu
(regular tofu [nama-dôfu, p. 226], kori-dofu or koya-dofu, p.
240, aburaage, p. 245, tofu curds [tofu nô, p. 247], hard tofu
[tofu-kan, p. 247], fragrant hard tofu [kô-kan, p. 248], senchô
tofu, p. 249, fermented tofu [nyûfu or funyû, p. 249]), tofu-p’i
or yuba (p. 256), soymilk and artificial cow’s milk, p. 259,
soybean flour raw, or roasted (kinako, p. 263), shoyu (p. 266;
overview of miso and shoyu, Japanese traditional regular
shoyu, p. 267, Japanese traditional special shoyu and tamari,
p. 269, Chinese soy sauce, p. 272, recent shoyu research
and development, p. 274), miso (p. 280; Japanese traditional
regular miso, Japanese traditional special and processed
miso, p. 282, Chinese miso, recent miso research and

development, p, 285). D. Soybeans as feed or fodder (p. 287;
green soybeans as feed, p. 290): Fresh forage, dried forage or
hay. E. Soybeans as manure or fertilizer (hiryô, p. 297; in the
Kaijô area of Manchuria, have been roasted and steamed, and
mixed with compost, and used for green manure (ryokuhi) or
soybean cake (daizu kasu). This method has also been used
in the northeastern provinces (Tohoku Chiho) of Japan in rice
fields). F. Soybeans as oilseeds (p. 302). G. Use of soybean
protein in industrial products (p. 304).
4. The soy oil extraction industry (p. 305): A. Methods
of removing the oil (origins, traditional methods, hydraulic
pressing, extraction method, p. 340). B. Advantages and
disadvantages of each method (p. 348). C. The soy oil
industry in Manchuria (p. 357): History of development,
important places for soy oil on the Manchurian Railway,
economic condition of the Manchurian oil industry (p. 420),
oil extraction in Japan (history, p. 437, commercial factories,
p. 442, development of these factories, p. 451).
5. Soybean meal or cake and its composition (p. 464). A.
The varieties of soybean meal or cake and the composition
of each. B. Evaluation of quality (p. 473). C. Soybean meal
or cake as a fodder (p. 478): Feeding value and digestibility,
incorrectness of the theory that there are bad effects from
feeding soybean meal or cake (p. 479). D. Soybean meal or
cake as a fertilizer (p. 490). E. Soybean meal or cake as food
(p. 504): Use as a raw material for shoyu production (p. 506),
use to make soy flour (p. 509). F. Soybean meal or cake as a
source of protein in industrial products.
6. Soy oil and its processing (p. 526). A. Characteristics
of soy oil: Composition, physical characteristics (p. 535),
chemical characteristics, testing and evaluating soy oil (p.
564), the quality of commercial soy oil products (p. 577). B.
Refining soy oil (p. 587). C. The use and processing of soy
oil (p. 631): Overview, refined soy oil as a food, substitute
for salad oil, or for deep-frying oil, as an illuminant, as
a cutting oil, lard substitute, margarine, in paints, soap,
hardened oil, for waterproofing, substitute for petroleum oil,
glycerin, fatty acids, stearine.
7. Exports and imports of soybeans, soybean meal or
cake, and soy oil (p. 708). A. Manchuria. B. Manchurian
exports. C. China. D. Japan. E. Korea. Appendix:
Bibliography of soybeans (Japanese-, German, and Englishlanguage works; p. 748). List of photos.
Note 2. This is the earliest Japanese-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that mentions fermented tofu, which it calls
nyûfu or funyû.
Note 3. This is the earliest Japanese-language document
seen (Feb. 2012) that uses the term itohiki nattô to refer to
natto. Address: Dairen, Manchuria.
1628. Mumford, H.W. 1924. Progress of investigations.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
36:1-24. For the year ended June 30, 1923. See p. 11, 14-15.
• Summary: The section titled “Agronomy” states (p. 14):
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“The physiological life history studies of corn, wheat, and
soybeans promise to be a fruitful line of research.” Kudzu is
also mentioned on this page.
The section on “Animal husbandry” states (p. 1415) states: “The beef cattle division has started a series of
investigations to determine the relative value of cottonseed
meal, soybean meal, and ground soybeans as nitrogenous
supplements to corn in the ration for fattening mature steers
in dry lot on short, heavy feed.”
“Ground soybeans proved to be inferior to either
cottonseed meal or soybean oil meal.”
The section titled “Dairy husbandry” states (p. 19): “The
division of milk production has been making a study of the
use of soybean oil meal, soybean hay, and soybean straw for
dairy cattle.”
This annual report mentions “olericulture” (p. 23) which
Webster’s Third New International Dictionary (1963) defines
as “a branch of horticulture that deals with the production,
storage, processing, and marketing of vegetables.” In this
article they are called “truck crops.” Other branches of
horticulture are pomology and floriculture. Address: Director
of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1629. Relazione su l’attività della stazione nel biennio 19221923 [Report on the activities Bari Agricultural Station for
the years 1922-1923]. 1924. Bari, Italy: Stazione Agraria
Sperimentale–Bari. 148 p. See p. 73-75. [Ita]
• Summary: The soybean was the object of diligent research,
with the aid of Dr. Savelli. In 1922 the following varieties
were cultivated:
Varieties provided by the USA: Amarilla, Arlington,
Austin 1432, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow 371 and 817, Early
Black, Easy Cook [Easycook], Haberlandt, Hurrelbrink,
Hahto, Incas 1201, Ito-San 87, Kentucky 1421, Mammoth
Yellow, Mandarin 397, Manchu, Manchuria 815 and 1408,
Medium Yellow, Mongol, Morse, Negra, Ohio, Peking 376,
S.P.I. 28050, 30600 36576, 37063, 40175, Tokyo, Virginia,
Wilson 243, Yokoten.
Varieties provided by India: Coimbatore, Burmali,
Bianca, Bruna, Nera, and Verde of Nagpur; Varieties from
Mandalay [Burma]: Pen-ga-pè, and San-to-nauk.
In 1923 the station distributed to other agriculturists the
following soybean varieties: Borzi, Haberlandt, Morse, Ohio,
Peking, and Virginia. Other varieties matured at the Bari
farm but the Borzi variety produced better than all others.
Address: Stazione Agraria Sperimentale, Bari, Italy.
1630. Sanka, Isao. 1924. Daizu no saibai [Soybean
cultivation]. Dairen, Manchuria: Minami Manshû Tetsudô
Kôgyôbu Nômuka [South Manchuria Railway Co.
{SMRC}], Bureau of Agriculture. 532 p. 22 cm. Series:
Sangyo Shiryo 20. [Jap]*
Address: Dairen, Manchuria.

1631. Talanov, Viktor Viktorovich. ed. 1924. [Plant breeding
and seed growing in the U.S.S.R. during the last decade,
1914-1923]. Moscow, USSR. vii + 442 p. 27 cm. [Rus; eng]*
1632. Mumford, H.W. 1925. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 37:1-196. For the year
ended June 30, 1924.
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on the following
sections and pages: Animal husbandry (p. 14-18): “In
cooperation with the sheep division, an investigation was
conducted, the purpose of which was to determine the
digestibility and metabolizable energy for sheep of soybean
hay, soybean straw, soybeans, and soybean oil meal.
Another project has been started, the purpose of which is to
determine the maintenance energy requirement of sheep and
the utilization of the energy of alfalfa hay.” “The beef cattle
division has started a series of investigations to determine
the relative value of cottonseed meal, soybean meal, and
ground soybeans as nitrogenous supplements to corn in the
ration for fattening mature steers in dry lot on short, heavy
feed. The cottonseed meal used in the first trial was of choice
quality analyzing 43 percent crude protein. The soybean
oil meal was secured from a factory that uses the expellor
process to separate the oil from the meal. Most of the meal
was made from Mid-West varieties of beans and contained
approximately 7 percent oil and 48 percent crude protein.
The ground soybeans were also of the Mid-West variety.
They were ground to medium fineness in the Station mill,
only a week or ten days’ supply being ground at one time.
This meal contained about 19 percent oil and 41 percent
crude protein. The first year’s results indicate that cottonseed
meal is more palatable than either ground soybeans or the
soybean oil meal used in this trial. The cattle receiving
cottonseed meal made the most rapid gains, attained the
highest finish, and sold for a higher price on the Chicago
market than the cattle from any other lot. However, the
lot that received the soybean oil meal consumed less feed
per hundredweight of gain. Ground soybeans proved to be
inferior to either cottonseed meal or soybean oil meal. The
ground soybeans apparently were less palatable than either
soybean oil meal or cottonseed meal and in addition had a
tendency to cause the cattle to scour.” “Manchu takes lead as
best soybean seed” (p. 32-33).
“Further tests made on soybean as soil builder (p. 3335).
“Progress made in tests to improve soybeans” (p. 35-36).
“Soybeans found to vary in nodule production” (p. 36-37).
“Measure effect of inoculation on soy seed yield” (p. 37).
Livestock investigations: Soybean and soft pork
question being probed (p. 60-61). No losses caused by
soybean hay fed to ewes (p. 74-75). Test of soybean
digestibility is extended (p. 75-76).
Dairying and dairy products: Thickly planted soybeans
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make best quality hay (p. 90-91). Legume hays fill lime
needs of dairy cows (p. 91-92).
Fruits, vegetables, and commercial floriculture: Vast
seed marketing business being studied (p. 126-26; 44%
of the soybean seed is not raised on the farm where it is
sown). Future of soybean marketing being considered (p.
127-28; Soybeans “are a relatively new crop in Illinois.” In
accounting for the 1923 crop of shelled soybeans, 6.6% was
kept by the growers as seed. The percentages sold to various
takers were: farmers 28%, seed companies 26.7%, elevators
10.7%, oil companies 4.5%, and other buyers (mostly farm
bureaus) 1.8%).
Farm mechanics: Survey shows machines used in
soybean growing (p. 141-42; The greatest difficulties in
growing and handling soybeans for seed are in harvesting
{100}, threshing {72}, cultivation and weeds {36}, planting
{12}. “Electricity is the newest type of power available to
the farmer”). Address: Dean and Director of the Station,
Urbana, Illinois.
1633. Topol, Vaclav. 1925. Pokusne pestovani soje [Growing
soybeans experimentally]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec (Czech
Farmer) 7(6):59-60. Feb. 7. [Cze]
Address: Ing. Min. Rada Ministerstva Zemedelstvi V Praze,
Czechoslovakia.
1634. Ulbrich, Fr. 1925. Prakticke zkusenosti s
pestovanim soje [Practical experience growing soybeans].
Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec (Czech Farmer) 7(8):81. Feb. 21.
[Cze]
Address: Cankovice, Czechoslovakia.
1635. Schuster, George L. 1925. Fertilizers for quality and
profit. Better Crops with Plant Food 3(6):13, 42-44. Feb.
• Summary: “In the December, 1924, issue of Better Crops
the writer discussed some results with fertilizers in Delaware
on corn, soy beans, wheat and hay, in which the following
general conclusions were given: (1) that the lack of potash
seems to be the first limiting factor in crop production, (2)
when potash has been supplied, phosphoric acid seems to
be the next element needed for maximum crop production,
(3) the yields may be increased still further by the addition
of nitrate of soda, (4) barn yard manure compares very
favorably with the use of all three fertilizer elements, (5) the
correct use of fertilizers not only increases crop yields but
makes for more uniform yields in all seasons.
“An increase in crop production is always desirable
provided it can be done economically.” Address: Agronomist,
Delaware Experiment Station.
1636. Marsh, R.P.; Shive, J.W. 1925. Adjustment of iron
supply to requirements of soy bean in solution culture.
Botanical Gazette 79(1):1-27. March. [26 ref]
• Summary: “When the available iron supply in the medium

is slightly in excess of that actually required, the plants
may become chlorotic from the failure of iron to reach the
leaves in the necessary concentration, or they may show the
symptoms characteristic of iron toxicity.
“It appears that a delicate balance exists within the plant
which requires that the available iron in the culture medium
be limited to a very narrow range of concentrations to
produce optimum growth.”
Marsh and Shive studied the relation of the growth of
soybean to the amount and form of Fe in several types of
cultural solutions. The iron compounds used were ferric
glycerophosphate, soluble ferric phosphate, ferric tartrate,
and ferrous tartrate. Considering that the availability to the
plant of Fe in cultural solutions is closely correlated with
the solubility of the Fe compound in the solution, their data
suggest that in a general way ferric glycerophosphate could
be used to advantage in solutions in which the hydrogenion concentration is kept at a high level. Soluble ferric
phosphate and ferrous sulphate are not very usable when the
pH values approach the neutral point. In solutions of this
type they suggest that ferric tartrate should prove the most
effective source of Fe for the plant. Marsh and Shive further
found that if the Fe supply is adjusted from day to day, large
healthy plants are produced regardless of the type of cultural
solution or the iron compound used. The Fe in healthy plants
was present in a smaller percentage, based on dry weight,
than the chlorotic plants or those suffering from Fe toxicity.
The Fe in healthy plants although low in concentration seems
to be uniformly distributed throughout the stems and leaves,
while in the case of those suffering from toxicity of Fe it is
high in concentration. The Fe content of chlorotic plants is
low in the leaves but high in the stems. The authors suggest
that in order to maintain the plant in healthy green condition,
the supply of soluble Fe in the cultural solution must be
kept at as low a concentration as possible without inducing
chlorosis from lack of available iron. Address: Dep. of Plant
Physiology, New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station.
1637. Willard, C.J. 1925. The time of harvesting soybeans
for hay and seed. J. of the American Society of Agronomy
17(3):157-68. March.
• Summary: “Contribution from Department of Farm Crops,
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio...” When
should soybean be cut for hay? The earliest date that can be
considered is when the beans are at the “well formed stage”
when vegetative growth is completed; earlier cutting leads
to a loss of yield. The latest possible date is when the onefourth of the leaves appear yellow; at that point the greatest
dry weight is obtained but the hay is difficult to cure. “The
maximum green weight is reached one or two weeks earlier
than the maximum dry weight.”
When should soybeans be harvested for seed? At “any
stage in which it is practical to cure them for seed under
corn-belt conditions. In the South, where soybeans are cured
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on frames, they are sometimes cut when only half the leaves
have fallen, in order to avoid the loss from shattering when
cutting with a mowing machine, and to improve the feeding
value of the straw.” About 40% of the mature crop is seed.
“These conclusions apply to soybeans of the determinate
high-seed-producing type such as Manchu, Midwest, Ito San,
and Mammoth. It is probable that they apply in general to
vining varieties such as Wilson, Arlington, and Virginia, but
this has not been determined.”
The study includes tables showing yields of soybeans
at different periods of maturity, 1919-1922; and other data
concerning soybeans at different periods of maturity, 19191922. Address: Asst. Prof., Ohio State Univ., Columbus,
Ohio.
1638. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1925. Cultivation of beans before
planting: Van de Haar brothers find that work on soybean
seedbed pays big dividends. 50(13):502. April 3.
Address: Des Moines, Iowa.
1639. Morse, W.J. 1925. Re: The best machine at present
available for harvesting soybeans. Letter (memorandum)
to Prof. C.V. Piper, USDA, April 14. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: In regard to your request
for information on the best machine at present available for
harvesting soybeans, will say that there are several types of
harvesters that are used in different places very successfully.
In North Carolina, southern Virginia and some other parts
of the South, the harvester known as the Carolina pickers
is employed quite extensively and with success. One of the
principal complaints against these machines is that only one
row is harvested at a time. In the Middle West states the
broadcast harvester, by means of which the beans are cut and
thrown [?] to a cylinder where they are thrashed and then
cleaned, is coming into use. A few were used last season for
the first time, and very good results obtained.
“The trouble with this machine is that it is rather
expensive. It is manufactured by the Massey Harris
Harvester Company, St. Louis, Missouri. There is also
another machine which beats out the seed from the standing
vines on the principle of the Carolina Pickers, but this
machine will harvest broadcast beans or row either. It is
manufactured by the Union Harvester Co., Johnstown,
Pennsylvania. I would suggest that Mr. Macrae write
the following concerns and obtain their literature, which
will give him a pretty good idea of the different types of
harvesters.
“Gordon Harvester Co., Elizabeth City, North Carolina.
“Pritchard Harvester Co., Elizabeth City, N.C.
“Hardy & Newcome, La Grange, N.C.
“Union Harvester Co., Johnstown, Pennsylvania.
“Massey Harris Harvester Company, St. Louis,
Missouri.

“Yours very truly, W.J. Morse.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist [Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry], USDA,
Washington, DC.
1640. Berger (S.S.) & Co. 1925. Summer cover crop seed
(Ad). Los Angeles Times. April 19. p. J4.
• Summary: “Whippoorwill cow peas, 120 pound lots–18¢.
Virginia Brown soja beans, 120 pound lots–12¢ (More
popular every year in every way). Mammoth Yellow soja
beans, 120 pound lots–11¢.
“Quantity prices on request. Reserve your needs early.
Supply limited.” Address: Los Angeles. Phone: TUcker
6339.
1641. Cardwell, G.A. 1925. Why not soybeans? Farming–
The Business Magazine 23(1):8-9. April.
• Summary: Discusses the merits of the soybean in the
cropping system, its superiority over the cowpea, varieties
for good production, and experiences with soybeans of
several producers from North Carolina and South Carolina.
“Large seed varieties like Mammoth Yellow and Biloxi yield
from fifteen to twenty-five bushels of seed per acre, or one
to three tons of hay. O-too-tan [Otootan] and Laredo, small
seed varieties, yield from six to seven bushels of seed per
acre or two tons or more of good hay on good soil.” “During
the past several years there has been an increasing demand
for seed of a few promising varieties of soybeans such as:
Laredo, O-too-tan, Biloxi and Haberlandt, or Haberlandt No.
38.” Concludes that “There is a place for soybeans on every
farm.”
Note: The author is promoting soybeans on behalf of his
railway. Address: Agricultural & Industrial Agent, Atlantic
Coast Line Railroad Co.
1642. Farming: The Business Magazine. 1925. Save soybean
seed by planting in rows. 23(1):8. April.
1643. Moore, R.A.; Delwiche, E.J.; Briggs, G.M. 1925.
Soybeans–A good legume crop, borrowed from the Orient.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 375.
31 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans as a stock
feed. Soybeans for hay. Soybeans provide rich concentrates
for stock feeding. Soybean oil meal or oil cake. Corn and
soybeans grown together. Soybeans for silage. Hogging
off and sheeping off. Soybeans for pasture. Soybean straw.
Soybeans are a good cash crop. A catch and emergency crop.
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Soybeans improve the soil. Where it is profitable to grow
soybeans? Soybeans fit into rotation. Preparing the soil.
Inoculation necessary first year. Planting with corn. Care of
growing crop. Harvesting soybeans. Threshing soybeans.
Storing the crop. The soybean plant. Selecting the variety.
Tests of soybean varieties. Best varieties for Wisconsin. First
trials with soybeans at Wisconsin Station.
Table IV (p. 28) shows average yields of soybeans
at Madison, Wisconsin, 1917-1924. Varieties tested (in
descending order of yield): Wis. No. 39 Manchu (19.4 bu/
acre 7-year average), Black Eyebrow (16.1 bu/acre), Wis. 45
Chestnut, Wis. 51 Ito San, Wis. 47 Elton, Wis. 48 Soysota,
Wis. 50 Aksarben.
“Soybeans were first grown at the Wisconsin Station
in 1901 and have been grown annually since that time” (p.
28). “Breeding work with soybeans was started in 1902.”
“It is quite largely through the introduction of soybeans that
the sand barrens of Wisconsin have been able to maintain
sufficient forage to support dairy herds;...” (p. 30).
“In 1902 several small fields of soybeans were started
with the object in mind of seeing whether or not it was
profitable to have hogs do the harvesting of the soybeans...
it was found that gains of a pound a day were secured by
pasturing soybeans with a fringe of blue grass around the
plots without other feed.”
“As early as 1910, soybean centers were established
at Ellis Junction, Stevens Point, Grand Rapids, and near
Friendship. In these parts of the state, soybeans were grown
in large quantities and sold to various farmers living in the
sandy regions. Eight hundred members of the Wisconsin
Experiment Association were furnished with soybeans in a
single year and grew them for seed. Through this method of
procedure, soybeans were grown in large quantities and seed
sold to farmers.” (p. 31).
1644. Wilkins, F.S. 1925. Getting ready for the soybean crop:
When to plant, what to plant, and tips on cultural methods.
Wallaces’ Farmer 50(18):644. May 1.
Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station.
1645. Cmejla, Frant. 1925. Vysledek pokusu s pestovanim
soje na semeno [The result of experiments with cultivation
of soybeans for seed]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec (Czech
Farmer) 7(19):183-84. May 9. [Cze]
Address: Malorolnik V Rochove, Czechoslovakia.
1646. Hastings, E.G.; Fred, E.B. 1925. Bacteria feed legumes
with air nitrogen. Wisconsin Agricultural College, Extension
Circular No. 185: 20 p. May.
• Summary: Contents: Wild and Cultivated Legumes Use
Same Bacteria. Legumes Help Increase Farm Inventory.
How Legumes Differ From Other Plants. Legumes for Feed.
Legumes for Fertilizers. Legumes Put Air Nitrogen into Soil.
Legumes Help Grains and Grasses. Why Legumes are Best

for Green Manures. How Much is a Legume Crop Worth?
Why Buy Nitrogen? Do Nodules of Different Legumes
Differ? What are False Nodules? How Do Bacteria Produce
Nodules? Bacteria Feed the Plant Nitrogen. What is Natural
Inoculation? The Importance of Cross-inoculation. How
Far Can Crossing Be Used? When is Seeding With Nodule
Bacteria Necessary? When Desirable? Do Nodule Bacteria
Ever Injure the Legume? Bacteria Without the Legume.
Soil Acidity and Bacteria. Effect of Sunlight and Frost
on Bacteria. Growing Seed Bacteria. Bacteria in Bottles.
Bacteria in Soil. Wild Legumes and How to Recognize
Them.
This article begins: “The common legume crops in
Wisconsin are the clovers, mammoth, medium red, alsike,
and white; alfalfa and the sweet clovers, both white and
yellow; peas of the field, garden and canning varieties, and
closely related to them the vetches; the various garden beans,
the soybeans, the cowpeas. and the lupines. Farther south the
velvet bean, peanut, and japan clover are familiar legume
plants.” In illustration shows a pea plant with flowers and
pods.
Page 7: A bar chart shows the pounds of calcium in one
ton of hay from four legumes and from four grasses. The
legume hays contain, on average, about 3 times as much
calcium as the grass hays. The two legume hays richest in
calcium are: Alfalfa hay 37.2 pounds per ton. Soybean hay
31.5 pounds per ton.
Page 8: A 2nd bar chart shows the pounds of nitrogen
in one ton of hay from four legumes and from four grasses.
The legume hays contain, on average, about twice as much
nitrogen as the grass hays. The three legume hays richest in
nitrogen are: Soybean hay 51.2 pounds per ton. Field pea hay
48.4 pounds per ton. Alfalfa hay 47.6 pounds per ton.
Page 12: A full page illustration of a soybean plant
shows “Distribution of nitrogen in soybean plant.” The tops
(everything above ground) contain 2.41% nitrogen. The
nodules alone contain 5.67% nitrogen. The roots without
nodules contain 1.31% nitrogen.
Page 17: “Bacteria Without the Legume: The kind of soil
and its reaction, the temperature and moisture, all determine
the length of life of the legume bacteria. In a fertile silt loam
neutral soil, soybean bacteria have been known to live more
than 18 years, but as a rule the number of legume bacteria in
a soil free from legumes decreases rapidly after two or three
years, and in an acid soil the disappearance is even more
rapid.
“Soil Acidity and Bacteria: Since the bacteria of most
legumes do not long persist in an acid soil, it follows that
one of the conditions of successful inoculation is proper
soil reaction. To get the best results from inoculation and,
in fact, from legume production, the farmer should first
investigate the acidity of the soil. Not all legumes are equally
sensitive to an acid condition. For example, soybeans are
fairly resistant to acid conditions of the soil; red clover has
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medium resistance; alfalfa is very sensitive. In other words,
a field in which soybeans thrive may give only a fair yield of
red clover, and may utterly discourage alfalfa, in spite of the
fact that all three crops were inoculated. Liming of the soil to
counteract the acidity is the first necessity. On the other hand,
if liming is not possible, the field may be seeded to legumes
if a more acid-resistant crop, such as soybeans, is used.”
Page 18: A photo shows “Effect of inoculation on
soybeans.” On the left is a Manchu variety soybean plant
inoculated. On the right is a much small Manchu variety
soybean plant uninoculated. So inoculation causes soybean
plants to grow bigger. Address: Madison, Wisconsin.
1647. Hughes, H.D.; Wilkins, F.S. 1925. Soybeans for Iowa.
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 228. p.
345-405. May.
• Summary: “Soybeans have been under continuous
observation and test at the Iowa Station since 1910... Interest
in the crop was not evident thruout the state until about 1916,
but since has been keen, and the acreage in many counties
has increased remarkably.” Soybeans have more uses in Iowa
than any other legume, and are well adapted to the climate
and soils of this state. 157 different varieties have been
grown in the tests at Ames. Manchu is recommended for
seed production. Peking is recommended for hay and silage
purposes. Address: Agric. Exp. Station, Iowa State College
A&M, Ames, Iowa.
1648. Ito, Taro. 1925. The soya bean in Manchuria. Far
Eastern Review (Shanghai) 21:236-37. May. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Production and trade of soya beans
in Manchuria. Statistics on soya beans carried by the South
Manchuria Railway (SMR), and export tonnage. Mixed
storage system now in operation on railroads; adopted in
1919. Examination and grading of soya beans by examiners
appointed by the SMR. Details of grading. Method of
packing and storing; projected elevator system.
China now produces about 80% of the world’s soya
beans, and 70% of China’s output is grown in Manchuria.
Manchuria is therefore the world’s leading producer of
soya beans, with annual production estimated at 3,500,000
kilolitres. Note: 1 kilolitre = 1,000 litres.
In 1923 the South Manchuria Railway (SMR) carried
2,000,000 metric tons of soya beans. “Of this tonnage,
400,000 tons were exported to Japan, 150,000 tons to China
proper, 80,000 tons to the South Sea Islands and Australia
and 1,000 tons to America, chiefly to the port of Seattle
[Washington] in the Pacific area, and 120,000 tons to Europe
and Africa.” These exports, which total 751,000 tons, amount
to about 37% of the soya beans carried by the SMR; they
were shipped by steamers from Dairen, the southern terminal
of the railroad.
But what happened to the remaining 63%, or 1,250,000
metric tons carried? “They were consumed in oil factories

called by the Manchurians Yu-Fang, factories which flourish
in Dairen and Yingkou for the manufacture of oil and cakes.”
In 1923 about 140,000 metric tons of [soya bean] oil and
1,300,000 tons of bean cake were exported. The oil went
mainly to Europe and America, and the cake to Japan for use
as fertilizer.
The examination and grading of soya beans “is
ordinarily carried on in the railroad yards by drawing a
certain number of samples from one consignment which
comprises 350 bags, each bag weighing not less than about
85.2 kg. (142 kins). The method now in use is practical,
based upon the appearance of the beans to the naked eye
and their moisture content as estimated by chewing between
the teeth. The authorities have under consideration the
introduction of a more scientific method by which all the
complaints arising from the examination and grading will be
eliminated.
“The standards are fixed at a certain time of the
year annually by experts in agriculture at the agricultural
experimental station of the company, who collect beans from
different parts of Manchuria and take into consideration
many conditions necessary to the standardization. The
standards now in operation have three grades, A.B.C. Beans
which come below C are not to be accepted as freight under
the mixed storage system... Bags used as containers of soya
beans are gunny-bags, mostly imported from India–needless
to say, some are imported from Japan. The annual import
reaches 20 million bags on the average, comprising, of
course, old ones as well as new.
“The bags in which beans are packed are examined and
graded together with the beans. The standards thereof are
also three.”
The SMR’s “mixed storage system” has resulted in
improvement of quality and facilitated the sale of beans.
Photos show: (1) South Manchuria Railway’s
experimental bean mill. (2) Mukden railway station. (3)
Acres of bean cake stored in the open on Dairen wharves. (4)
Small part of Dairen wharves showing warehouses and open
storage. Address: Manchuria Railways Co., Manchuria.
1649. Thatcher, L.E. 1925. The soybean in Ohio. Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 384. p. 31-68.
May. [27 ref]
• Summary: Partial contents: Residual effect on soil fertility.
Harvesting and threshing the grain crop. Making soybean
hay. Soybean silage. Varieties. Soybeans as an emergency
crop. Corn and soybeans as mixed crop. Sudan grass and
soybeans for hay. Labor cost of producing soybean hay and
seed.
The following tables are appended to the bulletin: 1.
9-year average yields of crops in various rotations–Wooster
1916-1924, inclusive. 2. Soil nitrates, soil moisture, and
wheat yields following soybean hay cut at different dates.
3. Composition of soybeans harvested for hay at different
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dates, Wooster. 4. Nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium,
and magnesium content of soybean hay and roots. Date-ofharvest test at Wooster, 2-year average percentage, 1922-23.
9. Soybean varieties grown at Ohio State University, yield
per acre. 10. Soybeans in variety test at Wooster: yield per
acre. 11. Soybean hay in variety tests at Wooster: yield per
acre. 12. Average yield of soybean seed in variety tests on
experiment farms of the state. 13. Average yield of soybean
hay in variety tests on experiment farms of state. 14. Corn
and soybeans (grain), average per acre of triplicate test plots
at Wooster, 1923. 15. Corn and soybeans (silage), average of
triplicate test plots at Wooster, 1923. 16. Average expectancy
of corn and soybean per acre based on 23 separate tests in
Cornbelt states. 17. Ebony soybeans and Sudan grass mixture
for hay, rate of seeding and yield per acre.
1650. Ayres, W.E. 1925. Soybeans: Delta branch station.
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
227. 39 p. June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil and climatic
adaptations. Producing the crop. Varieties. Uses of soybeans:
For hay, grain, soil improvement, soiling, and silage.
Soybean pests: Insects, diseases, rabbits.
“The growth of the soybean area in Mississippi has been
very rapid. In 1920 only 4,000 acres are reported. The 1924
planting was 110,000 acres.”
Ayres studied the yield (in bushels per acre) of grain
from corn-soybean combinations as compared with corn
alone–based on a 4-year average. The five sets of conditions
were: (1) Corn 24 inches apart, soybeans between hills at
planting: Corn 17.1. Beans 7.17. Both: 24.87 = the best. (2)
Corn 24 inches apart, soybeans between hills 3 weeks later:
Corn 22.5. Beans 4.70. Both: 27.20. (3) Corn 24 inches
apart, soybeans in alternate rows: Corn 15.1. Beans 5.93.
Both: 21.03. (4) Corn 12 inches apart, soybeans in alternate
rows: Corn 16.0. Beans 5.27. Both: 22.27. (5) Corn alone 24
inches apart in the drill: Corn 24.20. Both: 24.20. Address:
A&M College, Mississippi.
1651. Brown, B.A.; Slate, W.L., Jr. 1925. Soy beans in
Connecticut. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 129. p. 255-87. June. [1 ref]
• Summary: “There is a good demand for the oil [of the
soybean] in the manufacture of soap, cooking fats, and paint.
Large quantities of soy beans have been imported from the
orient for oil extraction and in some of the Southern states,
notably North Carolina, the acreage planted has increased
rapidly during the last few years. As a forage crop, the soy
bean is gaining each year in popularity, especially in the corn
belt, where it is widely planted in corn for hogging down,
and alone as a hay or seed crop. Complete statistics are not
available, but the following data give some indication of the
situation. In 1917, the estimated acreage of the United States
was 154,000, and by 1921 had increased to 186,000 acres.

This refers only to that portion of the crop threshed. No
statistics are available on production for forage purposes, but
all estimates indicate a rapid increase.
“In Connecticut the crop has not as yet attained any
great importance. There are no statistics on acreage, and
conditions have not recently been favorable for any increase
in their popularity. The seed of adapted varieties has been
high in price and labor very scarce. Also there is a lack of
general information regarding the crop and it is the purpose
of this bulletin to supply such information and to present the
results of experiments at this Station.”
Points out the place of soybeans in Connecticut
agriculture, their uses for hay, silage, soiling, seed, pasture
and as a green manure, and briefly discusses harvesting.
Tables show the results of tests from 1914-1920 using
many varieties to produce green forage. Address: 1. Asst.
Agronomist; 2. Agronomist, Director of the Agric. Exp.
Station. Both: Agric. Exp. Station, Storrs, Connecticut.
1652. Leonard, Lewis T.; Newcomer, S.H. 1925. The effect
on nodule-formation and seed-production of growing
soybeans on soil treated with sulfur dioxide. J. of the
American Society of Agronomy 17(6):309-12. June. [3 ref]
• Summary: Treatment of soil with sulfur dioxide and
formaldehyde in 1% concentration showed that nodule
formation was inhibited on the upper parts of the roots of
Peking variety soybeans. “Sulphorm”, a combination of
the two above-mentioned substances, applied in the same
concentration, did not inhibit nodule formation to the same
extent.
No beneficial effects were noticed in the crops, except
with Sulphorm, which gave 20% more seed than the average
of three controls. Address: Soil-Bacteriology and PlantNutrition Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
1653. McClelland, C.K. 1925. Variety and rotation
experiments with soy beans. Arkansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 199. 21 p. June.
• Summary: “This bulletin is a report of experimental
work on soy beans, begun at the Arkansas Experiment
Station in 1908, since which time this crop has been grown
continuously... The Fayetteville tests of 1909 were conducted
on the Earle farm, five miles northwest of the University. All
others from 1908 to 1913 were conducted on the terraces at
the University. From 1914 to 1919 the tests were made on
the Dowell farm, four miles west, in 1920 and since on the
Experiment Station farm two miles north of the University.”
Address: Fayetteville.
1654. American Thresherman. 1925. Cutting and threshing
soybeans. Slow cylinder speeds recommended. 28(3):7. July.
• Summary: Methods used in harvesting hay and seed are
outlined.
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1655. Ginsburg, J.M. 1925. Composition and appearance
of soybean plants grown in culture solutions each lacking a
different essential element. Soil Science 20(7):1-13. July. [20
ref]
• Summary: The total ash content of soybean plants grown
in culture solutions lacking magnesium, sulfur, or iron
was considerably higher, and of plants lacking calcium,
phosphorus, potassium or nitrogen much lower, than that
of the control plants, the lowest ash content being shown
in absence of calcium. There was no definite relationship
between ash content and yield of dry matter. The plants from
all the incomplete solutions, except those without calcium
and without sulfur, absorbed more calcium than the control
plants, variations in the amount of calcium taken up being
very marked. Where calcium absorption was high, absorption
of magnesium and nitrogen was low and vice versa,
relative to the absorption by the control plants. Pathological
conditions were most pronounced in absence of calcium,
followed in order by absence of nitrogen, potassium,
magnesium, sulfur, iron, and phosphorus. Sodium appears
to replace potassium only to the time of flowering. Plants
without phosphorus produced non-viable seeds. Address:
Dep. of Plant Physiology, New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station.
1656. Willard, C.J. 1925. Harvesting soy beans for hay.
Hoard’s Dairyman 70(60):145. Aug. 21.
• Summary: Methods of handling the crop are discussed.
Address: Ohio.
1657. Ayres, W.E. 1925. Soybeans in the Mississippi Delta.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 1:118-21.
Sixth annual field meeting. Held 1-3 Sept. at Washington,
DC.
• Summary: Ages ago the Gulf of Mexico extended to what
is now southern Illinois. Through the centuries, as it receded,
the Mississippi River carried into its delta huge amounts of
dissolved limes, nitrogen, phosphorus, potash, humus, and
other plant foods, plus fine soil particles. This slowly built
up a great alluvial empire of more than 30 million acres of
the finest land in the world. Today this empire comprises
parts of Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, Illinois, Tennessee,
and Missouri. Prior to 1913 the might Mississippi regularly
overflowed its banks and replenished the soil. But a series of
levees now prevents the flooding.
Fortunately the supply of everything but nitrogen
seems sufficient to last for many years. “Here is where the
soybean enters the system. On the Delta Station in 1923,
plots of corn were grown with and without soybeans. In
1924, the entire area was planted to cotton. Cotton following
soybeans and corn produced 732.2 lbs. of seed cotton more
than cotton following corn alone. Common observation
indicates positively that cotton following soybeans and other
leguminous crops is greatly benefitted by both the humus and
nitrogen added by them.

“Planted in corn, Otootan and Laredo soybeans produce
from two to five tons of forage per acre. If this is pastured
off and the residue turned under, good crops of cotton may
be grown for at least four years without further treatment.”
Other soybean varieties that give good results are Virginia
and Biloxi.
Farmers in the Delta are looking for a field harvester
for soybeans. “With such a machine the empire will keep
thousands of dollars at home now sent out for seed, and
become one of the largest soybean growing areas in the
country. The eleven Delta counties of Mississippi are now
planting near a quarter of a million acres of soybeans. As
soon as a suitable harvesters are available this area will
increase fourfold in a short time.” Address: Delta Branch
Station, Mississippi.
1658. Davis, W.J. 1925. Soybeans in South Georgia.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 1:114-18.
Sixth annual field meeting. Held 1-3 Sept. at Washington,
DC.
• Summary: “The soybean for hay, for a summer covercrop, for grazing, and for seed production is a new crop of
much promise in South Georgia. It deserves a much more
prominent place in the agriculture of South Georgia than has
been accorded it. The crop is being grown to some extent
in at least two-thirds of the counties of the entire state.
Approximately half of the counties of South Georgia are
growing soybeans to some extent in 1925.”
“The advent of the boll weevil, marking a new era in
the agriculture of the section, and resulting in the rapid and
almost phenomenal development of the livestock industry in
its various phases, has created a statewide demand for more
and better forage crops. The soybean has answered the call as
a crop which produces good yields of excellent leguminous
hay for stock feeding.”
For many years the cowpea was the chief hay crop of
the Coastal Plain region, but now soybeans have supplanted
cowpeas as a hay crop in many South Georgia counties. “The
results of the soybean tests which have been conducted at
the Georgia Costal Plain Experiment Station indicate that the
Laredo and Otootan varieties of soybeans are the varieties
best suited to hay-making in Georgia.” Small acreages
of Mammoth Yellow and Biloxi are also grown for hay.
Address: Georgia Coast Plain Experiment Station [Tifton,
Georgia].
1659. Hackleman, J.C. 1925. The economic value of the
soybean to northern agriculture. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association 1:83-91. Sixth annual field meeting.
Held 1-3 Sept. at Washington, DC.
• Summary: “The soybean has made a place for itself, and
is in northern agriculture to stay. Like any new crop in a
strange land, it is being grown by novices with all degrees
of success. In spite of such handicaps it has made the most
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phenomenal increase in acreage of any crop now grown in
the Corn Belt. Jumping from a comparative dot on the map,
25,000 acres, in the five central Corn Belt states in 1919
to a noticeable area, 1,189,000 acres, in 1924 constitutes a
significant change in northern agriculture.
“The soybean has not enjoyed this unusual adoption on
Corn Belt farms simply as an experiment nor out of curiosity.
It is being grown and will continue to be grown by thinking
farmers because it has many points of economic importance
in its favor.
“The crop has at least six valuable assets, each of which
has contributed its portion toward influencing farmers of the
North Central states to turn so rapidly to the soybean during
the past six years. Without any reference to the relative
importance of these factors, they may be enumerated as
follows:
“(1) Richest protein-producing grain on the farm.
“(2) Richest nitrogenous roughage adapted to most
farms.
“(3) Adapted to many uses and relished by all kinds of
livestock.
“(4) Ranks well as a cash crop.
“(5) Adapted to wider range of soil types than any other
legume.
“(6) Being a legume, has merit as a soil builder.
“Economical feed production is essential for a profitable
and a satisfied livestock industry. The soybean offers the
animal husbandryman the most satisfactory Corn Belt-grown
concentrate now available.
“Any system of agriculture to be attractive and merit the
attention of the best citizenry must offer, at least, a system
of self maintenance. Leguminous roughages are essential to
profitable livestock production. The soybean is practically
the only leguminous roughage that can be grown on many
of the sour, less productive farms of the Corn Belt. Here
the soybean when intelligently used, is enabling farmers to
feed profitably, thus allowing them to purchase limestone
with which to launch a more permanent program of soil
improvement.” Tables show: (1) The value of soybeans as
a home-grown protein feed, compared with corn, oats and
barley. For each crop is given the average yield (bushels and
pounds per acre), the protein (percentage in the seed and
pounds per acre given the average yield), and total digestible
nutrients per 100 lb and per acre. Soybeans yielding 17 bu/
acre produce 338.6 lb of protein per acre, almost twice as
much as the other 3 crops.
(2) Average protein production per acre on Corn Belt
farms in Illinois. Compares soybeans with alfalfa, red clover,
oat hay, and timothy. For each crop is given the average yield
in pounds, percent protein in the crop, digestible nutrients per
100 lbs., production per acre of digestible protein, production
per acre of digestible nutrients. Alfalfa has a slight lead over
soybeans in production of protein per acre (394.32 vs. 374.4
lb) and in digestible nutrients per acre (1919.52 vs. 1715.2

lb).
(3) The value of different feeds, per ton and per bushel.
Soybean oil meal is worth $86.80, ground soybeans are
worth $59.60, and linseed meal is worth $50.00.
(4) Profitability of various crops in Illinois. For
soybeans, corn, wheat and oats are given the yield per
acre, farm price per bushel, credit per acre for roughage
and pasture, production cost per acre, net profit per acre.
Soybeans are the most profitable ($935 per acre), followed
by corn ($7.71), oats ($2.96), and wheat ($1.06).
(5) Does wheat satisfactorily follow soybeans? Yes.
Planting wheat after soybeans (rather than corn or oats)
increases the yield of wheat significantly.
(6) Inoculation of soybeans increases their yields of both
seeds and hay, and increases the percentage of protein in
both the seeds and hay. Address: Illinois Agric. Exp. Station,
Urbana.
1660. Howard, Bradshaw. 1925. A new plan for plowing.
Country Gentleman 90(35):52, 55. Sept.
• Summary: A radically new plan for plowing is in operation
on the farm of Harvey Clapp of Accotink, Virginia. The new
plow does a better job at about half the cost.
The section titled “Soys need new tools” discusses
shallow plowing with a “narrow shared bull tongue plow.”
This new planting method comes as farmers attempt to
adjust their procedures to the soy-bean crop. Farmers
started out cultivating soys like corn with corn machinery,
then harvesting them like wheat with wheat machinery.
But if they ever become a big crop, then will need their
own machinery and cultural methods. Years ago, farmers
in Eastern North Carolina, where wheat machines were not
available, harvested soys with a special row harvester which
threshed the pods from the standing stalk. Corn Belt farmers
found that the rotary hoe worked well to clear the weeds
from broadcast soybeans. Row-planted beans never make
good hay; the stalks are too heavy and coarse. So soys are
planted in rows only when they are needed for seed or silage.
Eight years ago Harvey Clapp was a lawyer with a large
practice in Duluth, Minnesota. He suddenly decided to give
up law and take up farming. Union farm, where he now
resides, used to be part of George Washington’s estate. Mr.
Clapp “got the soy-bean bug” and his farm is now patterned
around this crop. With fierce determination, and the help
of William Morse (“America’s soy-bean leader”), he set to
work developing a harvester for broadcast soybeans. His
new harvester goes on the market in a limited way this year.
Now he is working on a cheaper way of plowing that is
specifically designed for soy beans. The plow digs in without
turning the soil upside down. Corn Belt farmers would do
well to study his inventions.
1661. Meharry, Charles L. 1925. First annual field meeting:
Camden, Indiana–September 1 [sic. September 3], 1920.
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Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 1:39-42.
• Summary: “Under the auspices of the Indiana Experiment
Station and with the support of the Crops Extension
Department and the cooperation of the Farm Bureau of the
Corn Belt states, a Corn Belt Soybean Conference was held
at the Soyland Farms of the Fouts Brothers, pioneer soybean
growers, near Camden, Indiana, Friday, September 3, 1920.
“Wide publicity by the Agricultural Extension Service
through circular letters and the agricultural press brought
together more than a thousand people from Ohio, Illinois,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Kentucky, Indiana, and the United
States Department of Agriculture.
“The forenoon was spent in getting acquainted and in
inspection of soybean fields, corn and beans, and hogs and
lambs in the fields. Seed fields of the Indiana Hollybrook
and Mongol varieties, methods of planting, cultivation and
inoculation were discussed under the leadership of County
Agent A.L. Hodgston and W.A. Ostrander of the Indiana
Crops Extension Service. Fields of corn and soybeans
were visited where western lambs were harvesting the crop
and also where hogs were pasturing corn and beans. An
automobile tour was made over the Soyland Farms, where
150 acres of seed beans and 200 acres of the corn-soybean
combination were growing. Several large fields grown for
seed and for hay in the immediate neighborhood were also
visited.
“An excellent cafeteria lunch was served at noon by
the Presbyterian Ladies’ Aid Society. Soybean dishes, such
as baked soybean salad and roasted, salted soybeans were
served.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “salted soybeans” or the
term “roasted, salted soybeans” to refer to soynuts.
“The meeting was called to order after lunch by W.A.
Ostrander, of the Purdue Soils and Crops Department, who
was chosen Chairman of the Conference by unanimous
consent. Mr. Ostrander gave an interesting review of soybean

demonstration work throughout Indiana and similar work
developed in adjoining states.
“A quartette of local soybean growers sang a very
appropriately worded song: “Growing Soybeans to Get
Along.”
“Dr. G.I. Christie addressed the growers, giving
numerous facts and reasons for the need of improving
farm rotations by the more extensive use of legumes. He
stated that about 200,000 acres of soybeans were being
grown in Indiana and emphasized the practice of hogging
and lambing off corn and soybeans to reduce production
costs and improve soil fertility.
“Prof. W.E. Hangar of Ohio State University told of
the increasing popularity of the soybean in Ohio and
estimated that more than 15,000 acres were being grown
in 1920. Dr. W.L. Burlison of the University of Illinois
commented on the status of soybean growing in Illinois.
Data were presented showing the relative yields of
soybeans and corn in combination.
“Prof. George Briggs of the Wisconsin Extension
Service told of the value of the soybean in Wisconsin,
especially the dairy sections where soybeans were producing
‘two squirts of milk where one squirt dribbled out before.’
“Prof. C.R. Megee of the Michigan Agricultural College
talked on the use of soybeans as a forage crop for Michigan
farmers.
“Mr. I.J. Matthews, County Agent of Pulaski County,
Indiana, presented very interesting data on the cost of
production of soybeans on a series of farms under his
supervision. Mr. W.J. Morse, in Charge of Soybean
Investigations, United States Department of Agriculture,
gave a review of the soybean throughout the United States,
elaborating on the breeding and developing of new varieties
carried on at the Arlington Experimental Farm, Virginia.
“Short talks were given by prominent soybean growers,
W.E. Riegel of Tolono, Illinois; C.B. Newton, Bowling
Green, Ohio; E.F. Johnson of Stryker, Ohio, and Guy
McKinnis of Camby, Indiana.
“After discussion, the growers were of the opinion that
a definite organization seemed necessary for the soybean
industry, and the name, ‘The National Soybean Growers’
Association’ was agreed upon. A motion was presented and
carried that a business session and program be held during
the coming International Hay and Grain Show in Chicago. A
motion was made and carried that a National Soybean Field
Day be arranged for the fall of 1921.”
A photo (p. 41) shows “The First Annual Meeting of
the Association at the Soyland Farms, Camden, Indiana,
Sept. 1920.” The three Fouts brothers, Taylor, Finis, and
Noah (from left to right, each wearing a hat, coat, and tie)
are standing in front of a barn on which is written “Soyland–
Taylor Fouts.” Between the three brothers and the barn,
many farmers are standing in line. Address: Acting secretary.
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1662. Meharry, Charles L. 1925. Second annual field
meeting: Illinois–September 1, 1921. Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association 1:42-46.
• Summary: “The Second Annual Field Meeting of the
National Soybean Growers’ Association was held on 1 Sept.
at the University of Illinois and at the A.P. Meharry Farm
near Tolono, Illinois, the University of Illinois Extension
Service, the Champaign County Soybean Growers’
Association cooperating in arranging and conducting the
program. The Champaign County Soybean Association and
the Champaign County Farm Bureau furnished transportation
and lunch was served by the Crittenden Unit of the
Champaign County Farm Bureau.
“More than 1,600 people representing 35 counties in
Illinois, 9 counties in Indiana, 3 counties in Kentucky, one
county each in Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin and the United
States Department of Agriculture assembled at the South
Farm of the University of Illinois, where representatives of
the Extension Department explained the various soybean
experiments, and the use and place of soybeans in rotations
for Corn Belt conditions. Field plot tests of varieties suitable
for different uses, soil types and latitude were inspected and
the characters and behavior of each variety discussed. A
special feature of variety demonstration was a test of sixteen
varieties secured from each of ten different states... Visitors
were then shown the work of Dr. Woodworth and others
who are developing new varieties through selection and
breeding. Dr. Woodworth discussed quite fully the principles
of breeding and their application to natural and artificial
crossing.”
“At 10:30 the visitors started in automobiles for the
A.P. Meharry Farm near Tolono... After arrival at the farm,
several hay varieties, Illinois 13-19 (Ilsoy), Virginia, Mongol
(Mid-west [Midwest]) and others were inspected. Several
large fields of the Manchu, A.K., and Mongol (Midwest) for
seed production were viewed.”
“At noon a cafeteria lunch was served in the grove. In
addition to the regular lunch, the A.P. Meharry Farm served
a number of soybean dishes, including baked soybeans,
soybean coffee, soybean milk, and soy sauce. An exhibit
of soybean products consisting of soybean oil, soybean
oil meal and flour, various paints and varnishes, soaps and
photographs of various operations in the soybean field was
furnished by County Agent C.H. Oathout.
“After luncheon President Riegel called the meeting
to order, and Professor J.C. Hackleman, Illinois Extension
Specialist in Farm Crops, presided.
“Mr. Charles L. Meharry welcomed the visitors to
the A.P. Meharry Farm and spoke briefly of the place and
importance of soybeans on the Meharry Farms.
Mr. Henry J. Waters, former President of the Kansas
State Agricultural College, addressed the growers on the
economic distress of the times and the economic situation at
the close of the World War.

Professor E.J. Kinney, of the Kentucky Experiment
Station, told briefly of the soybean in Kentucky...
For Kentucky conditions the Mammoth Yellow was
recommended for forage and the Haberlandt for seed.
“Mr. Charles Caldwell, soybean grower of Kentucky,
told briefly of ten years’ experience with soybeans.”
“Mr. Taylor Fouts, soybean grower of Indiana, stated
that he had been growing soybeans for a great many years,
and emphasized their value as a soil-building leguminous
crop on poor soils, especially where clover fails. He
suggested that while corn is King of the midwest crops, the
soybean would be known as the Queen, when we realize the
wonderful possibilities and many uses of the crop.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2007) that uses the word “Queen” to refer to the
soybean.
“Mr. C.E. Carter, of the Missouri Experiment Station,
reported on the soybean situation in Missouri... The Morse
and Medium Yellow (Midwest) are regarded as the best seed
varieties and Wilson and Virginia as the best forage sorts.
“Professor George M. Briggs, of the Wisconsin
Experiment Station, praised the performance of soybeans in
his state.”
“Mr. W.J. Morse, of the United States Department of
Agriculture, gave a general review of the soybean situation
in the United States. He stated that the interest in soybeans
has increased very rapidly during the past few years, not only
in the Middle West, but also on the Pacific Coast, in New
England and throughout the Northern and Southern States.”
“Mr. O.L. Cunningham, Kentucky, reported that
soybeans were so generally grown and favored in Fulton
County that soybean demonstrations were not essential. Of
the 20,000 acres of corn, at least 16,000 acres were said to
be planted with soybeans. The Mammoth Yellow variety was
grown with late corn and the Haberlandt with early corn for
pasturage. In Fulton County the corn is cut off and the hogs
allowed to pasture the soybeans.
“Mr. C.B. Newton, Ohio, reported on soybeans growing
in Ohio.”
“Mr. W.E. Riegel, manager of the A.P. Meharry Farm,
in a brief talk, stated that there was a place for soybeans on
every farm to produce whatever amount of feed could be fed
upon the farm, and that farmers should produce their protein
feed instead of buying tankage, cottonseed meal and other
high-priced feeds. It was also thought that soybeans should
be developed as a human food in the United States as already
had been done in the Orient.”
“Chairman Hackleman emphasized his belief that the
farmer should think of the soybean crop as a feed, forage,
and pasture crop, and as a legume to enrich the soil. He made
the point very emphatically that farmers should not depend
on growing the soybean crop for seed alone, and more
converts are needed to soybeans for their value on the farm.
When the farmers get this attitude towards the crop, the seed
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crop will take care of itself.
“A demonstration of threshing soybeans followed the
program of speakers. Several loads of unhulled beans of
the 1920 crop were threshed to demonstrate that the proper
adjustment of an ordinary grain separator is all that is
necessary to successfully thresh beans. The growers were
shown the necessary adjustments and attachments in the way
of different sized pulleys which reduced the cylinder speed
without reducing the speed of the remainder of the thresher.
“The growers and guests after a unanimous vote of
thanks to the hosts of the A.P. Meharry Farms departed about
sundown.”
Four small photos (p. 41) show “The Second Annual
Field Meeting of the Association at the A.P. Meharry Farm
near Tolono, Illinois, September 1, 1921.” (1) Men standing
in a field with silos and barns in the background. (2) People
and children standing around luncheon tables covered with
white table cloths. (3) Many men seated on the ground under
trees, wearing white dress shirts (some wearing straw hats)
and listening to a speaker. (4) Men standing around talking
under trees. Address: Acting secretary.
1663. Meharry, Charles L. 1925. Fourth annual field meeting:
Madison, Wisconsin–September 11, 1923. Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association 1:46-48.
• Summary: “The Fourth Annual Field Meeting of the
Association was held under the direction of the President,
G.M. Briggs, at the Wisconsin University Hill Farm near
Madison, Wisconsin, September 11, 1923. Delegates from
eight different states and Washington, DC were present. The
meeting was in the form of field demonstrations and a short
lecture program. In the afternoon the following program was
presented: Twenty-five years of soybean work in Wisconsin,

by R.A. Moore, Wisconsin. Soybean oil mills, by W.A.
Ostrander, Indiana. Soybean and soybean oil meal for stock
feeding, by F.B. Morrison, Wisconsin. The value of soybean
in swine feeding, by C.M. Vestal, Indiana. Soybeans as a
source of protein for poultry, by J.G. Halpin, Wisconsin.
“Five minute talks on various phases of the soybean
industry were given by delegates from various states. The
morning was spent by the delegates in inspection of field
experiments and demonstration of machinery used in the
soybean industry.
“Field experiments: 1. Soybean varieties from fifteen
different states. 2. Rate, depth and date of plantings. 3.
Soybean and corn combinations. 4. Recent introductions of
soybeans. 5. Miscellaneous plots of mottling and breeding
studies. 6. Curing of soybean hay in windrows, cocks, and
various other methods. 7. Soybeans in combination with
Sudan grass, millet, oats, and other grains.
“Machinery Demonstrations: 1. Cultivating a field of
soybeans with the harrow. 2. The Johnson two-row soybean
harvester. 3. The adjusted threshing machine. 4. The regular
separator with attachment. 5. Threshing beans by the corn
shredder and other methods. 6. Meal grinder used in the
grinding of soybean hay. Lunch was served at the Hill Farm
and a soybean menu provided.”
A full-page photo (p. 47) shows all the delegates seated
or standing in front of a barn at the Wisconsin University
Hill Farm. About 83 delegates are shown (77 men and 6
women); all the men are dressed in suits and ties, with some
wearing hats. All the women are wearing fancy hats. / Note:
F.S. Wilkins is reported to have presented data on the yields
of corn grown with and without soybeans “before the 1923
meeting of the National Soybean Growers’ Association”
(Robison 1924, p. 76). Address: Acting secretary.
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1664. Meharry, Charles L. 1925. Fifth annual field meeting:
Ames, Iowa–August 29 and 30, 1924. Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association 1:49-52.
• Summary: “The Fifth Annual Field Meeting was held
at Ames, Iowa, under the auspices of the Extension and
Agronomy Divisions of the Iowa Agricultural College
and the Iowa Experiment Station... Soybean growers and
agronomists from fourteen states assembled at a soybean
dinner at ‘The Maples.’ After dinner the meeting adjourned
to the Agricultural Assembly Hall where it was called to
order by President W.J. Morse. The following papers were
presented: “Soybean in the South, by Prof. A.F. Kidder
(Louisiana). “Breeding soybeans,” by Dr. C.M. Woodworth
(Illinois Experiment Station). “Inoculation studies with
soybeans,” by Dr. W.H. Wright (Wisconsin Experiment
Station). Results of inoculation experiments with soybeans,
by Prof. F.S. Wilkins (Iowa Experiment Station). “Progress
in the study of soybean grades,” by Mr. J.E. Barr (USDA).
“On Saturday morning, August 30th, growers again
met in the Agricultural Assembly Hall for a continuation of
the program. More papers were presented: Investigations
to determine the cause of mottling in soybean seed, by
Mr. E.A. Hollowell (Iowa Experiment Station). “Diseases
of soybeans,” by Dr. J.B. Kendrick (Indiana Experiment
Station). “The soybean-wheat combination for Iowa,” by Mr.
J.N. Horlacker (Iowa soybean grower). “The cooperative
marketing of soybeans,” by Mr. J.B. Edmondson (Indiana
soybean grower). “Standardization of varieties,” by Mr. John
T. Smith (Illinois soybean grower). “The present status of the
domestic soybean oil industry and future prospects,” by Mr.
I.C. Bradley (Illinois soybean oil manufacturer).

“At 10:30 a.m. the meeting was adjourned that the
growers might inspect the soybean experiments on the
college field. After luncheon a short program was held under
the maples on the campus. More papers were presented:
“Why the Iowa farmer will continue to increase his soybean
acreage, by Professor F.G. Churchill. “The feeding of
soybeans to dairy cattle, by Professor G.E. Weaver (Iowa
Experiment Station). “The future of soybeans in the
northwest,” by Professor George M. Briggs (Wisconsin
Experiment Station).
“At the conclusion of the program the growers were
taken to the Agronomy Farm where the following soybean
experiments were inspected: 1. Methods of curing soybean
hay. 2. Thirty-five varieties compared for hay. 3. Varieties
of soybeans from different states. 4. Soybean varieties for
grain production. 5. Methods and rates of planting soybeans
in corn for hogging down and silage. 6. Methods and rates
of seeding solid for seed as compared with cultivated rows.
7. Comparison of width of rows and rate of planting in
cultivated rows. 8. Two soybean hay crops versus one hay
crop per season. 9. Soybean inoculation studies. 10. The
effect of lime and fertilizers on soybeans.
“After inspection of the soybean fields, a demonstration
of farm machinery most efficient in the production of
soybeans was held.
“A discussion on ‘some machinery the soybean grower
needs’ led by Mr. W.E. Riegel of Illinois, brought to a close
one of the most successful field meetings of the Association.”
A full-page photo shows many people meeting during
a short program, seated on the grass, under the maples on
the campus of the Iowa State College. Most are wearing a
long-sleeved white dress shirt and a necktie; quite a few are
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wearing flat-brimmed straw hats. Address: Secretary.
1665. Meharry, Charles L. 1925. Sixth annual field meeting:
Washington, D.C.–September 1, 2 and 3, 1925. Proceedings
of the American Soybean Association 1:52-54.
• Summary: “Soybean growers, representing eighteen
states and Canada, convened at the Arlington Experimental
Farm, Virginia, September 1, 1925, for their Sixth Annual
Field Meeting.” The “growers were welcomed to Arlington
Experimental Farm by Dr. W.A. Taylor, Chief of the Bureau
of Plant Industry.” There followed two papers presented by
Dr. C.V. Piper and Mr. E.C. Butterfield. After the meeting
was adjourned for lunch, “the visitors had an opportunity of
inspecting an extensive exhibit of soybean products, showing
the numerous soybean products from the Orient and those
manufactured in the United States. Charts were displayed
illustrating the value of the soybean and its various products
and enlarged pictures showed the manufacture of products in
China and Japan, and the various ways in which the soybean
is grown and harvested in the United States.”
“After lunch, the growers were taken to the fields to
inspect the variety tests, new introductions, inoculation plots,
time of planting tests, breeding work and method of culture
plots. Demonstrations were given of the various methods
commonly used in the culture of the soybean.”
“The evening meeting was called to order at 7:30 in the
auditorium of the New National Museum...” The program
included three motion pictures and seven papers. The
second motion picture is titled “Four men and the soybean.”
The other two are “Uncle Sam, World Champion Farmer”
and “Sheep in Psalm and Sage.” Note: This is the earliest
document seen (Nov. 2004) that mentions a motion picture
about soybeans. Nothing is known about this movie except
the title.
“On the second day, September 2, the growers
assembled on Union Farm, near Mount Vernon, Virginia.
This farm was originally part of George Washington’s
estate and played an important part in the early agricultural
development of this country. It was on this farm that
Washington carried on his experiments in soil improvement
and practical methods of farming far in advance of his
time. Union Farm is now owned by Mr. Harvey S. Clapp,
a prominent breeder and grower of soybeans. The growers
inspected Mr. Clapp’s extensive variety, inoculation, and
breeding plots, and fields of different varieties for seed
production.”
Five papers were then presented: Welcome to Virginia,
by T.B. Hutcheson, Virginia. Soybeans in the Eastern states,
by Nicholas Schmitz, Pennsylvania. Fertilizers for soybeans,
by G.L. Schuster, Delaware. Relation between the grower
and the oil mill, by F.A. Wand, Illinois. Seed frauds in
soybean varieties, by R.W. Hamilton, South Carolina.
“The after noon was devoted to demonstrations of
field machinery used by Mr. Clapp in the culture and

harvest of the soybean. The broadcast soybean harvester, an
invention of Mr. Clapp’s proved an interesting feature of the
demonstration. About 3:00 p.m. the growers adjourned to
visit Mount Vernon, the home of George Washington.
On the third day, September 3, the growers met at the
Maryland Experiment Station, College Park, Maryland. Dr.
A.F. Woods, President of the Maryland State University,
welcomed the visitors to Maryland.”
Six papers were then presented: Community growing,
handling and sale of soybean seed, by J.T. Smith, Illinois.
Soybeans in Georgia, by W.J. Davis, Georgia. Soybeans in
the Mississippi Delta, by W.E. Ayres, Mississippi. Small
grains after soybeans, by W.E. Riegel, Illinois. Putting
soybeans on the hoof, by Taylor Fouts, Indiana. The soybean
mottling problem, J.B. Park, Ohio.
Long summaries of the welcome address by W.A.
Taylor, and of the many papers presented are given on pages
54-129. Address: Secretary.
1666. Riegel, W.S. 1925. Small grains after soybeans.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 1:121-23.
Sixth annual field meeting. Held 1-3 Sept. at Washington,
DC.
• Summary: The author uses soybeans in a rotation plan in
which corn is followed by soybeans, wheat, and then clover.
Since you plow only once for the 3 crops, this reduces labor
costs. Soybeans don’t always increase the fertility of the
land, and wheat doesn’t always yield better when it follows
soybeans. “The idea is to grow a small acreage and build that
land up... to get more bushels of the crops from less acreage
and with less labor.” Address: Tolono, Illinois.
1667. Schuster, G.L. 1925. Fertilizers for soybeans.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 1:100-04.
Sixth annual field meeting. Held 1-3 Sept. at Washington,
DC.
• Summary: “Soybeans were first grown in Delaware about
1908, with fertilizer tests; but in 1912, the soybean was
substituted for the oat crop in experimental plats of corn,
oats, wheat, and hay. Since then we have had corn, a cover
crop of soybeans, and wheat and hay.”
The Wilson variety of soybeans was grown in these
fertility experiments. “Referring to the yield of beans, it
will be noted that the average yield without any fertilizer
treatments is 12.5 bushels per acre. Nitrate of soda increases
this yield 2.7 bushels while acid phosphate increase the yield
3.6 bushels. Muriate of potash gives us the greatest increase
in yield of any single fertilizer material, that is, 5½ bushels
per acre.” Address: Delaware Experiment Station.
1668. Simpson, W.F. 1925. An economic study of methods
of harvesting soybeans for seed. J. of the American Society of
Agronomy 17(9):557-67. Sept. [3 ref]
• Summary: “The object of this investigation, conducted
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in 1924, was to study soybean harvesting methods and
equipment with special reference to: (1) Waste of seed in
harvesting, (2) cleanliness of the seed saved, (3) damage to
the seed, (4) rate of harvesting, (5) cost of harvesting, and
(6) the factors affecting successful harvesting.” Two methods
of harvesting were used: (1) Cut-and-thresh, and (2) Rowharvester. Four different types of machinery were used with
the cut-and-thresh method: (1) Binder and grain harvester,
(2) mower and grain thresher, (3) binder and pea huller, (4)
mower and pea huller. Two types of machinery were used
with the row-harvester method: (1) Two-man harvester (on
Mammoth Yellow soybean), and (2) One-man harvester. All
machinery was apparently pulled by horses.
“The greatest percentage of waste incurred by the cutand-thresh method occurs during cutting and shocking. This
loss should be less when a binder rather than a mower is used
for cutting the crop.
“The next loss in degree of importance occurs during
the curing period. This loss also may be expected to be lower
when a binder is used for cutting and greater when a mower
is used... The pea huller is more desirable than the grain
thresher for threshing, except possibly for small crops. The
percentage of waste incurred by the row-harvester is about
double that wasted by the cut-and-thresh method. Seed saved
with a row-harvester must be fanned.” Address: Graduate
student, teaching fellow in Agricultural Engineering, Virginia
Agric. Exp. Station, Blacksburg, Virginia.
1669. Slate, William L., Jr.; Brown, B.A. 1925. Corn and
soybeans as a combination crop for silage. Connecticut
(Storrs) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 133.
p. 353-78. Sept. [24 ref]
• Summary: This is a report of four years’ work with corn
and soybeans for silage. “To be of any great value the
soybeans must sufficiently reduce the nutritive ratio and
increase the total yield of feed per acre, to pay a profit on the
cost of adding them to the farm crop.”
The combination increased the yield of green forage
by approximately 1 ton/acre and the dry matter about 500
lb/acre over corn alone. The corn and soybeans cut for
silage contained 670 lb/acre of protein, while the corn alone
contained 550 lb/acre, narrowing the nutritive ratio from
1 to 13, to 1 to 9.8. Drilling was significantly better than
checking. A stalk of corn to 3 of beans per 12 inches of row
gave the largest total yield of green and dry matter and of
protein. Under Connecticut conditions planting soybeans in
the corn will add $10.00 per acre to the value of the silage
produced.
The various problems connected with the growing of the
crops in combination are discussed. Address: Storrs, CT.
1670. Garber, R.J.; Odland, T.E.; McIlvaine, T.C.;
Quisenberry, K.S. 1925. Varietal experiments with soybeans.
West Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.

196. 16 p. Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultural practices.
Methods used in experiments. Experiments on the agronomy
farm. Description of varieties: Haberlandt, Hamilton, Wilson
and Wilson 89, Peking, Peking 1-21-7 and 1-21-8, Virginia.
Experiments at the Maggie substation. Summary.
“Soybeans are rapidly becoming one of the most
important leguminous crops grown in West Virginia...
The object of this bulletin is to present the results of
certain varietal experiments that have been carried on at
the Agronomy Farm near Morgantown and at the Maggie
Substation located in Mason County.”
Trials of 26 varieties were conducted between each year
from 1921 to 1924 near Morgantown. The highest yielding
variety, S.P.I. 36902, had an average seed yield of 31.2 bu/
acre over the 4 years. The highest yielding hay variety
was Haberlandt, with an average yield of 10.53 tons/acre
green and 2.60 tons/acre air dry. At the Maggie Substation,
14 varieties were tested from 1922 to 1924. The variety
Ohio 9035 (Hamilton) gave the best average seed yield for
the 3 years, 37.3 bu/acre, while the variety Virginia gave
the best yield of air dry hay, 3.10 tons/acre. Address: 1-3.
Agronomists, Morgantown, WV.
1671. Metzger, J.E.; Holmes, M.G.; Bierman, H. 1925.
Soybeans: Production, composition and feeding value.
Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 277.
p. 75-101. Oct.
• Summary: Discusses the place of soybeans in the crop
rotation, the conditions influencing soybean yields, the
varieties of soybeans, and soybean hay.
“Soybean production–Introduction: The total area
planted to soybeans in Maryland in 1920 was estimated
at 10,000 acres, and in 1925, at 35,000 acres, or an
increase during the intervening five-year period of 250
per cent. About nine-tenths of this acreage is used for the
production of forage, and one-tenth for seed purposes and
soil improvement. Soybeans were first grown in this state
in 1888, but they did not assume any importance as a farm
crop until about 1910. At first they were grown mainly as
a substitute for cowpeas on the Coastal Plains section, but
during the past ten years they have become a common crop
in all of the counties of the State. The largest acreage for
forage is now found in the dairy section of the Piedmont
region. The southeastern part of the Coastal Plains region is
the principal seed producing area.
“The rapid increase in the soybean hay acreage is
due to the attempt on the part of farmers to reduce their
expenditures for concentrated feeds. Good soybean hay
contains as much protein as the usual proprietary feed, and
because of its lower cost, it is capable of producing milk at a
lower rate per unit of production. Throughout this period of
rapid increase in soybean acreage, growers experienced low
returns on their cereal crops, especially wheat. Thus, much of
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the corn stubble land ordinarily seeded to wheat, was planted
to soybeans for hay and seed. Furthermore, the soybean fits
well into the established crop rotation, replacing either wheat
or spring oats.
“Although the soybean acreage may be said to have
increased by leaps and bounds, it is still far short of what it
might be...” Address: College Park, Maryland.
1672. Martin, Brice. 1925. Harvesting soybeans: Small
combine harvester cuts loss in threshing. Wallaces’ Farmer
50(47):1522. Nov. 20.
• Summary: “Farmers in central Illinois in the last two
seasons have grown more or less disgusted with soybeans as
a crop because of the difficulty they have had in harvesting
them. Using the binder to get a seed crop off of the ground,
they have had trouble with their machines and lost much of
the crop. For that reason, any suggestion of a better method
of handling beans, which have become to a considerable
extent a regular part of the crop rotation of corn belt farms,
meets with their interest. This was attested to at a harvesting
demonstration held recently on the John T. Smith farm, near
Tolono, Champaign county, Illinois.
“More than a thousand farmers turned out for the
demonstration... This demonstration was held under the
direction of the farm mechanics department of the Illinois
Agricultural College, Urbana; the United States Department
of Agriculture; the Champaign County Farm Bureau, the
machinery manufacturers and Mr. Smith.
“Interest of the farmers gathered to see the different
machines assembled on the farm; centered in two combined
reaper-threshers at work in a field of Manchu beans. This is
the second season for these machines in central Illinois. Last
year the first one introduced in the corn belt successfully
handled a crop of soybeans on the farm of Garwood Bros., at
Stonington, in Christian county.”
“At the demonstration the beans were still standing in
good shape. A week of showers had left them damp and
tough... A factory representative of the company that sent in
the machine for the demonstration said that usually no teeth
were needed in the concaves to handle beans.
“I.P. Blauser, of the farm mechanics department, who
has been observing the work of these machines, had planned
to make a check on their efficiency in the field, but the rain
coming on before the demonstration had progressed far,
interfered with his work. But the farmers who followed the
combines about the field, watching every operation and
doing some checking on their own account, were impressed
with their performance.”
Mr. Blauser’s informal measurements showed that the
percentages lost in harvesting with the other machines was
as follows: Binder 25.1% of the crop which would otherwise
yield 36.8 bu/acre. Self-rake reaper 14.6%. Mower 18.3%.
These figures do not take into consideration the loss that
comes from handling the crop under normal farm conditions.

“At Ivesdale, also in Champaign county, Will Tabaka
has a combine with which he is harvesting 300 acres of
beans on four farms. Last week he cut and threshed a field of
Manchus for his brother, Charles Tabaka, in which the yield
was 39 bushels per acre. The beans were weighed across the
scales and the field was measured.
“That yield is considered high, but Mr. Tabaka attributes
it to the fact that the combine is getting all of the beans from
the ground and from the stalks as they are threshed. He has
only threshed about 60 acres out of the 300, being hindered
by the bad weather.
“Having demonstrated their ability to handle the crops
in fine shape, it remains to be seen how long the combines
stand up and how they will work in small grains in a wet
season.”
A photo shows a harvester being pulled by a tractor.
Also shown is the “sacking platform;” it can be removed and
a wagon hooked on.
1673. Manufacturers Record. 1925. A Manchurian railroad
sets a wise example for American railroads (Abstract).
88(22):56-57. Nov. 26. [1 ref]
• Summary: A summary of article by Ito Taro titled “The
Soya Bean In Manchuria” in the Far Eastern Review
(21:236-37. May). It describes the “mixed storage system”
of the South Manchuria Railway Co., which has resulted
in improvement of quality and facilitated the sale of beans.
Address: Manchuria Railways Co.
1674. Gleaner and Journal (Henderson, Kentucky).
1925. County farmers find soybeans are profitable: Many
progressive means of harvesting crop have been introduced
in few years. Dec. 20. p. 8. Sunday.
• Summary: “Henderson county has taken a leading part in
the producing of soybeans in recent years...” According to
the county agent, approximately 1,450 bushels of soybean
seed was sold to local farmers last spring. “This seed was
used for the planting of 189 acres for seed purposes, 725
acres for hay and 6,000 acres of corn and beans to be used
either for hogging down as a winter stock pasture or as a
legume to enrich the land... College of agriculture specialists
have estimated that at commercial prices a rank growth of
soybeans will absorb as high as $30.00 worth of nitrogen per
acre from the air.”
“Many local farmers are growing soybeans for seed
purposes and using a specially built harvester which
straddles the rows of beans, threshes off the seed, and leaves
the stalks standing in the fields. Five such harvesters are
now being used here. Henderson county was the pioneer
county of the state to use such harvesters purchased the
first machine last year, this progressive step being taken by
A.G. Crutchfield, of Smith Mills, and the late J.T. Latta, of
Geneva. This year many Kentucky counties have purchased
these machines.
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“During this past growing season eighteen varieties of
soybeans were planted in two variety plats upon the farm
of Mrs. P.T. Latta, Geneva, and Harrey Gentry, McDonald’s
Landing. Many farmers visited these plats to note the
characteristics of the various varieties.” Their general
conclusions: “Virginia variety for hay on medium to poor
land; Laredo or Morse for hay on good land; Henderson
or Haberlandt for hogging down with corn; Mammoth
Yellow for late hogging down with corn; and Henderson or
Haberlandt for summer and fall hog pasture.
“Soybean hay is equal to any for feeding cattle, sheep
and work stock, and where ground can be used for hog and
poultry meal. There is a use for this crop on every farm in
Henderson county and the quicker it is adopted the sooner
will appreciation and respect for it be felt.”

The importance of inoculation. How to inoculate. Sowing the
seeds. Cultivation. Harvesting soybeans for seed. Harvesting
soybean hay. Threshing. Storing the seed. Selection of
exhibits. Club score card–soy beans. Records. The story of
the project.
Page 4: Seed: It is best to raise a variety that is well
known and popular in the state. This makes it easier to obtain
seed for planting and also gives a better opportunity for
disposing of any surplus that may be grown.
“Varieties that may he used are Haberlandt, Lexington,
Mikado. Midwest and Virginia. Seed should be ordered early.
This gives the best chance of getting good seed of the variety
desired and insures the seed being on hand when needed.
County agents or club leaders will assist club members in
getting seed.”

1675. Duley, F.L. 1925. Soil erosion of soybean land. J. of
the American Society of Agronomy 17(12):800-03. Dec.
• Summary: “If soybeans are to be a real soil building crop
from the standpoint of nitrogen maintenance, they must not
only replace, by means of their nitrogen-gathering power,
the nitrogen removed from the land by the crop, but also the
nitrogen lost in the eroded soil. During the last two years
this loss of soil has been measured in connection with a soil
erosion project at the Missouri experiment station. The work
is being continued and this paper is presented as a progress
report.” Address: Assoc. Prof. of Soils; formerly at Univ.
of Missouri; now at Kansas State Agricultural College,
Manhattan.

1678. Meharry, Charles L. 1925. Sixth annual business
meeting: Chicago, Illinois–1925. Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association 1:25-29.
• Summary: “The National Soybean Association met at
10:15 o’clock in the morning of December 1, 1925, in
the Record Building, Union Stock Yards. President W.J.
Morse was unable to be present and Vice-President J.L.
Robinson presided. He reported to the meeting that it had
been Mr. Morse’s plan that as much time as necessary be
given to the consideration of a constitution and by-laws for
the organization and, therefore, no program as in previous
meetings had been prepared. Mr. Robinson reported that
invitations for the 1926 field meeting had been received
from North Carolina, South Carolina and Mississippi at the
field meeting held at Washington, D.C. A committee was
appointed, consisting of Professor G.M. Briggs, Wisconsin,
Mr. W.E. Riegel, Illinois, and Professor E.G. Churchill,
Iowa, to make nominations for officers of the Association
and to consider the invitations from the above three states.
“The Chairman of the Committee on Constitution and
By-laws appointed by President Morse was called upon to
make their report and suggestions.
“Chairman Charles L. Meharry, Indiana, reported that
the Committee consisted of the following members: W.E.
Ayres, Mississippi; H.S. Clapp. Virginia; F.P. Latham, North
Carolina; Taylor Fouts, Indiana; John T. Smith, Illinois;
and C.B. Newton, Ohio. Of these members, Mr. Newton
declined to serve as he had discontinued the growing of
soybeans for seed, and Mr. Clapp and Mr. Latham were
unable to be present. The four members of the Committee
present had worked on the problem and were ready to report
their recommendations for a Constitution and By-laws. Mr.
Meharry moved the adoption of the Constitution and Bylaws as read, the motion was seconded. Mr. Robinson asked
the members whether they cared to consider the document
as a whole or article by article. It was moved, seconded,
and carried that consideration be given the Constitution as
a whole. The vote upon the motion resulted in a unanimous

1676. Ferris, E.B.; Anderson, W.S. 1925. Report South
Mississippi Branch Experiment Station 1925. Mississippi
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 232. 16 p.
Dec.
• Summary: Corn grown alone produced 35.6 bushels/acre;
corn with soybeans 29.9 bushels; corn with cowpeas 29.5;
with velvet beans 13.6. Cowpeas alone made 32.2 bushels,
and when grown with corn 19.7 bushels. Soybeans alone
made 12.1 bushels per acre, and 6.9 bushels when grown
with corn.
The section titled “Soy bean varieties” states (p. 5): “On
April 1, six varieties of soy beans were planted here...” The
yields of forage and beans are given for each variety: Wilson,
Virginia, Mammoth Yellow (misnamed), Laredo, Biloxi,
Otootan. Address: 1. Director; 2. Horticulturist. Both: South
Mississippi Branch Station.
1677. Kinney, E.J. 1925. Soybean project: Junior agricultural
clubs. University of Kentucky, College of Agriculture,
Extension Division, Circular No. 94 (Revised). 12 p. Dec. [4
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Objects. Requirements. Introduction.
Selecting the plot for soybeans. Manure and fertilizers. Seed
[varieties]. The preparation of the seed bed. Time of seeding.
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adoption of the Constitution and By-laws recommended by
the Committee.
“Professor Briggs, Chairman of the Committee on
Exhibition Standards reported that some progress had
been made but that much more might be accomplished.
The Committee’s report was received and the Committee
continued.
“Mr. I.C. Bradley, in charge of the soybean oil mill of
the Funk Seed Company, was called upon to talk on the
soybean industry.”
“Mr. F.A. Wand, of the soybean department of the Staley
Corn Products Company, discussed the price of soybeans as
related to the extension of the soybean oil crushing industry.
It was pointed out that the price to be paid by the oil mills
was strictly limited by the price of their products. The color
of soybean seed as related to the crushing industry was
discussed and it was insisted that the manufacturers preferred
a light-colored bean, preferably yellow. Mr. Wand stated
that his company was not pushing the sale of soybean oil
meal but was trying to develop a demand for soybean flour
for human consumption. This would bring a much higher
price for the product and, therefore, permit the manufacturer
to pay a higher price to the bean producer. He reported that
the company had developed two new soybean products,
namely: a core oil and a core binder which are used in the
manufacture of iron and steel castings. These products create
no dangerous gas or disagreeable odor and are very desirable
from these standpoints. Mr. Wand discussed briefly methods
of harvesting and the creating of central markets for beans.
He spoke of the handling of beans by the Chicago Board of
Trade and said that the Staley Company had been buying
beans contracted for through this source.
“Professor J. Buchanan, Canada, discussed variety tests,
methods of seeding and cultivation, and the introduction of a
new selection known as O.A.C. No. 211, developed from the
Habaro variety. He favored cultivation with the harrow and
weeder, and emphasized the importance of cultivating when
the weeds are small. It was stated that the best results were
obtained from the row method of seeding.
“Mr. Justus Miller, Canada, spoke of the injury to their
corn crop by the European corn borer and said their acreage
of corn would need to be cut at least forty percent to check
the depredations of the pest. He suggested that one of the
chief substitutes for corn should be soybeans. Soybeans have
proved successful in Ontario [Canada], and the O.A.C. No.
211 and Manchu varieties were most promising.
“Mr. C.W. Tabaka, Mr. W.E. Riegel and Mr. J.T. Smith
of Illinois, spoke of their experiences in the use of the
harvester-thresher combine. Mr. Tabaka reported there was
very little waste and not nearly so much damage to the crop
when this method of harvesting was used. A yield of fortynine bushels to the acre was obtained on one of his fields
of soybeans. Mr. Riegel reported threshing soybeans with
the combine which showed 14.4 percent moisture. On the

same day a neighbor using an ordinary grain separator had
threshed beans which had been bound with a grain binder
and shocked in the manner customary in Champaign County,
Illinois, and these beans showed a moisture of 24.6 percent.
The difference of more than 10 percent would probably
make a very great difference in the way the seed of these
two crops would keep in the bin. Mr. Riegel reported a very
great saving of labor with the combine over the old methods
of harvesting and threshing. Mr. Smith stated that he had
successfully harvested soybeans, oats, wheat, clover, and
timothy seed with the combine.”
“The members in attendance were urged to join the
new Association which is to be known as The American
Soybean Association, and to pay their dues immediately
in order to have a fund with which to publish a report of
the Washington, D.C., meeting. The following persons
were enrolled as members of the new Association: Walter
Godchaux, G.M. Briggs, Taylor Fouts, W.E. Riegel, J.T.
Smith, A.G. Obrecht, C.W. Tabaka, I.C. Bradley, W.E. Ayres,
W. Ostrander, J. Miller, J.L. Robinson, and C.L. Meharry.
“The meeting adjourned about 12:00 noon.
“At a meeting of the Board of Directors, held after the
adjournment of the regular meeting, Mr. W.J. Morse was
appointed to edit the publications of the Association.”
Note: The name “American Soybean Association” was
first used officially at this meeting on 1 December 1925.
Address: Secretary, National Soybean Assoc.
1679. Gyarfas, Jozsef. 1925. A sojabab termesztese [Soybean
cultivation]. Koztelek (Common Ground) 35(21):357-58.
[Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
1680. Rossi, E. 1925. Esperienze di subirrigazione
[Experiments with sub-irrigation]. Nuovi Annali del
Ministero di Agricoltura [Ita]*
• Summary: In 1924 soybeans from Bari matured at a
number of locations in Puglia (Trinitapoli, Putignano, Gioia
del Colle, Alberobello, Lecce, and Taranto)... At the farm at
Bari the following soybean varieties were again cultivated:
Borzi, Ito San, and Incas. The first of these produced best and
it also served in experiments on irrigation and subirrigation.
Address: Italy.
1681. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1925. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois. See p. 20-21.
• Summary: Five pages are devoted to soybeans in this
catalog, compared with only 2 pages the previous year
(1924). Pages 18-19 give basic information about soybean
cultivation and varieties under several headings: There
are many reasons for the increased acreage and spreading
popularity. Preparation of soil for planting. Time of planting.
Method of seeding and cultivation. Soy bean varieties (for
seed, hay, fertilizer, hogging down, or all of these): Manchu,
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Midwest, Ito San, A.K., Ebony, Wilson, Sable, Peking, and
Virginia. The principal characteristics of each variety are
given. Harvesting and threshing.
Page 18 begins: “The greatest proof of the popularity of
Soy Beans among agriculturists is the tremendous increase
in acreage in the last five years. In 1919 Illinois grew 16,000
acres of Soy Beans, 37,000 acres in 1921 and 229,000 acres
in 1923. Some of the Middle West and Central States that
could scarcely find a 1,000 acres in the whole State are
now boasting of from 5,000 to 10,000 acres in one county
alone. Soy Beans are destined to become one of the Major
American Crops.” A photo shows a man in a field of soy
beans.
Page 20 contains a section titled “Soy Beans for
Commercial Purposes.” A photo shows a partial view of
Funk’s newly acquired soy bean crushing plant. “Believing
that it is essential to the greatest development of the Soy
Bean Industry, and that a market is assured the grower for
surplus beans, we have installed a crushing plant at our seed
house where beans are processed and oil expressed, and in
this manner converted into valuable products, that already
have found a favorable market.
“Soy bean oil is a semi-drying oil having many of the
characteristics of Linseed Oil and is used in some of the finer
paints and enamels, also refined and used in different food
products.
“Soy bean oil meal the product left after expressing the
oil is very rich in protein, very palatable and probably has no
equal when used in a ration for feeding Dairy Cows, hogs,
calves, pigs and sheep and in a mash for poultry.”
Page 21, titled “Soy Bean Inoculation,” notes that
inoculation is the key to success in growing soy beans since
“the prime object of the soy bean crop is for a nitrogen
fertilizer for the soil.”
A headline atop the page states: “Funk Farms established
1824. 25,000 acres in our farms.”
Attached to these pages are photocopies of the pages
or pages on soy beans from Funk Bros.’ catalogs of the
following years: 1926 (1 page), 1927 (2 p.), 1928-29 (2 p.),
1931 (2 p., including an analysis of the composition of soy
bean oil meal and an ad for Illini brand soy bean oilmeal),
1932 (1 p.), 1934 (½ page), 1938 (½ page), 1939 (½ page).
Address: Bloomington, Illinois.
1682. Hughes, Harold DeMott; Henson, Edwin Ray. 1925.
Crop production data: Notes for students in Farm Crops 51
and 52 consisting of a digest of data bearing on certain crop
production problems. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State College, Farm
Crops and Soils Dep. 258 p. Illust. No index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Soy is mentioned on many, many pages in this
book–which is crippled by lack of an index. The interesting
and more important mentions are as follows:
Page 28: Table 9, “Crop acreage, yields and values in
Iowa” for 1923. Soybeans grown alone: Acres: 7,155. Yield:

18,0 bu/acre. Price: $1.75. Soybeans with other crops: Acres:
150,582. Footnote: Only recently did statistics start to be
kept on soybeans in Iowa.
Page 48: “39. Adaptation of Soybean Varieties. Varieties
have different habits of growth and certain varieties have
proven better adapted for one purpose than for another. Iowa
Bulletin No. 228 gives the yields and recommendation of
varieties as a six-year average.
“Table 24. Varieties of Soybeans for Various Purposes.
(Figures in parenthesis are the yields of the variety.)” The
purposes are: (1) Alone for seed (bu per acre). (2) Alone for
Hay (tons). (3) In Corn to Hog Down (in order of value). (4)
In Corn for Silage.
Page 129: Table 100, “Crop acreages and number
of animal units it would support.” The 287,000 acres of
soybeans grown will support 57,000 animals.
Pages 131-33 have the following contents: Uses of
soybeans. Time to plant. Method and rate to seed. Cultivation
of soybeans. Harvesting soybeans, Soybeans in corn. Table
105. “Yield of soybean seed in bushels with rates given.”
Drilled in 8-inch of 10-inch rows, or broadcast. Table 106.
“Cultivation of soybeans, implement use, direction to
cultivate and the effect on stand and yield.” Implements are
harrow, weeder, and rotary hoe.
Harold Hughes lived 1882-1969. Edwin Henson was
born in 1896. Address: 1. Prof. of Farm Crops, and Chief in
Farm Crops, Iowa State Agric. Exp. Station; 2. Asst. Prof. of
Farm Crops. Both: Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
1683. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report. 1925. Recent progress in solving some farm
problems of Illinois. 37:1-196. For the year ended June 30,
1924.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Manchu soybean shows
promise as a seed producer (p. 28). Investigation started on
heredity in soybeans (p. 28-30). Soybean inoculation not
substitute for lime (p. 30-31). Improved nodule development
on soys is sought (p. 30-31). Soybeans being bred for higher
oil content (p. 31-32). Selection fails to alter soy composition
(p. 32-33). Test companion cropping of soys and corn (p. 5152).
Livestock: Soybean meal equal to cottonseed meal (p.
76; “Already soybean meal in Illinois and neighboring states
is on a scale that ensures the extensive use of this crop as
a source of vegetable oils and fats in the near future. An
important by-product of this oil extractive industry will be
soybean oil cake, or soybean meal, which, because of its
high protein content, offers great possibilities as a feed for
livestock. This possible addition to the available supply of
nitrogenous feeding stuffs will fill a large need, inasmuch as
the United States as a whole and the corn belt in particular
are short of feeds of this kind. At the present time the
standard protein supplement for use in feeding beef cattle is
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cottonseed meal of choice grade.” In this experiment: “Two
lots of 18 two-year-old Hereford steers of select grade were...
fed for 105 days. Ground corn, corn silage, and alfalfa hay
were used as the basic rations for the steers in both lots
and, in addition, cottonseed meal was fed to one group and
soybean oil meal to the other.
“While the steers fed the soybean oil meal made
somewhat faster and slightly more economical gains than
those that received the cottonseed meal, the difference
between the two lots was not large enough to be of practical
significance. Both feeds proved highly satisfactory when fed
as they were, and from the results obtained it appears that the
two have practically the same feeding value. No difficulties
were met in getting the cattle to eat soybean meal”).
Show value of soys for fattening lambs (p. 76-80; The
“experiment showed that the edible part of soybean hay is
on a par with alfalfa hay for fattening western lambs when
fed with shelled corn. However, there was much more
refuse from soybean hay than from alfalfa hay”). Soybean
digestibility for sheep studied (p. 82-83).
Dairy cattle and dairy products: Soybeans prove
valuable crop for dairymen (p. 110-11). Farm mechanics:
Better methods sought for harvesting soys (p. 177-78).
1684. Koens, A.J. 1925. Teelt van tweede gewassen in de
afdeeling Soemedang [The cultivation of secondary crops].
Weltevreden [Batavia, Dutch East Indies]: Landsdrukkerij.
viii + 63 p. 22 cm. [Dut]*
• Summary: Sumedang is a town in West Java, Indonesia,
approximately 35 km northeast of Bandung. The town is
famous for tahu Sumedang, a local variety of deep fried tofu.
1685. McCallan, E.A. 1925. Report of the Director of
Agriculture for the year 1924. Reports of the Board and
Department of Agriculture, Bermuda For the year 1924. p.
7-31.
• Summary: Pages 10-11 state: “Green Manuring.–The
practice of planting practically all the experimental plots to
cowpeas or soy beans for green manuring was continued
during the year under report. It is a practice that would prove
profitable to all farmers, and is strongly recommended.”
Address: Director of Agriculture, Agricultural Station,
Bermuda.
1686. Myshkovskaya, Ye. Ye. 1925. Laboratornoye
issledovaniye kitaiskikh bobov s chernymi, ryzhymi i
zheltymi semenami v 1919 c Amurskogo Opytnogo Polya
[Laboratory study of Chinese beans with black, red and
yellow seeds in 1919 from the Amur Testing Field]. Izvestiya
Amurskoy Oblastnoy Sel.-Khozyaystvennoy Opytnoy Stantsii
[News of the Amur Oblast Agricultural Testing Station,
Blagoveshchensk] No. 5. p. 65-71. [Rus]*
1687. Piper, C.V.; Oakley, R.A.; Vinall, H.N.; Pieters, A.J.;

Morse, W.J.; et al. 1925. Hay. Agriculture Yearbook (USDA)
p. 285-376. For the year 1924. See p. 322. [4 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soybeans” states: “Like
cowpeas, the production of soybeans is confined principally
to the Eastern States (See fig. 27)... Unlike the cowpea,
the soybean acreage has increased rapidly in recent years
principally in the Corn Belt and adjoining States. The
estimated acreage of soybeans in 1923 was 2,037,000. There
were 794,000 acres of this total [39%] cut for hay, producing
1,155,000 tons. A large acreage of soybeans is interplanted
with corn and pastured off when the crops have matured.
“Soybeans are not so sensitive to cool weather as are
cowpeas and they succeed better on heavy clay soils... The
plants are upright and are easier to harvest for hay than are
cowpeas. The hay, although coarse, is relished by all kinds of
livestock.
“Soybeans should be cut for hay as soon as the pods are
formed. Not more than half of the roughage given to horses
should be soybean hay, and in fattening steers the quantity
should be limited on account of its laxitiveness. The extent
of this laxative effect depends largely upon the quantity
of beans which the hay contains. It is a valuable hay for
growing stock and for dairy cattle it ranks just below alfalfa
and red clover. It is considered second only to alfalfa as a
roughage for sheep and goats. or hogs the value depends
largely upon the content of the beans. Soybean hay cut early
and cured properly may be fed to poultry with good results.”
A map (p. 320) shows the acreage of annual legumes
cut for hay in 1919. Each dot represents 2,000 acres. “The
annual legumes, including cowpeas, soybeans, field peas,
peanuts, and vetches, are most important in the Southeastern
States. That portion of the crop cut for hay represents only
a small part of the total acreage of these legumes.” A photo
(p. 322) shows soybeans being harvested for hay by a farmer
on horse-drawn farm machinery. It notes that soybean hay
is especially valuable as a feed for dairy cattle. Address:
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1688. W.B.N. 1926. How to grow quality soybean hay:
Illinois experiments show effect of thickness of planting on
feeding value. Dairy Farmer 24(1):6-7. Jan. 1.
1689. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1926. Soy bean
growers meet. 8(8):10-11. Jan.
• Summary: “About 600 soy bean growers, coming from 18
states and Canada, were in attendance at Washington, D.C.,
recently at the sixth annual field meeting of the National Soy
Bean Growers’ association. The growing of soy beans is fast
developing into one of the most important of farm crops.
“On the first day a visit was made to Arlington
experiment farm, where an extensive exhibit of soy beans
products was shown, and the soy bean fields and experiments
were inspected. Seventy-five acres of the Arlington farm are
now devoted to experimental work in soy bean growing, and
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more than a thousand varieties of soy beans are under test.
“The second day a meeting was held at Union farm
near Mt. Vernon, in Virginia, which was originally owned
by George Washington, and on which he carried on his
experiments in soil improvement and practical methods of
farming. Union farm is now owned by Harvey C. Clapp,
president of the Virginia Crop Improvement association,
who is experimenting with a large number of varieties of
soy beans. He usually has from 70 to 75 acres in soy beans.
In addition to his seed improvement work, Mr. Clapp has
invented a broadcast soy bean harvester, and a double shovel
plowing outfit that is saving time and labor on his farm, and
is effective in keeping the land in good condition.
“The third day was spent at the Maryland experiment
station, where much experimental work has been done with
soy beans.
“In welcoming the soy bean growers, Dr. W.A. Taylor,
chief of the bureau of plant industry, mentioned that 200
plant diseases are now under investigation in his bureau, and
60 to 75 plant breeding projects are under way.”
1690. Briggs, Lyman J.; Campbell, A.B.; Heald, R.H.; Flint,
L.H. 1926. Electroculture. USDA Department Bulletin No.
1379. 34 p. Jan. See p. 12, 20. [48 ref]
• Summary: “The term ‘electroculture’ as used in this
bulletin refers to practices designed to increase the growth
and yield of crops through electrical treatment, such as
the maintenance of an electric charge on a network over
the plants or an electric current through the soil in which
the plants are growing. During the past 75 years many
experiments in electroculture have been carried out with
varying degrees of refinement. Some of these experiments
indicate that the yield of crops can be materially increased by
electrical treatment. Others, conducted along similar lines,
fail to show any marked response to the treatment. In this
latter class are included the experiments conducted by the
Office of Biophysical Investigations of the Bureau of Plant
Industry, which are reported in the following pages.”
“Experiments in 1914–Soybeans were planted in June,
1914, and subjected to a 6,600-volt 25-cycle treatment
(alternating charge) continuously from July 15 to October 19,
when the crop was harvested.” The ratio of treated to control
was 0.97 after cutting, 1.13 after drying, and 1.04 for the
beans only after threshing. Address: Office of Biophysical
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1691. Christian, C.F. 1926. Newton follows the in-and-out
method. He aims to be in the market when other fellows are
out. Successful Farming 24(1):13, 78. Jan.
• Summary: C.B. Newton’s methods of harvesting the
soybeans and selling them by mail are described.
1692. Mumford, H.W. 1926. A year’s progress in solving

some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 38:1-191. For the year
ended June 30, 1925.
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Manchu takes lead as
best soybean seed (p. 32-33). Further tests made on soybean
as soil builder (p. 33-35). Progress made in tests to improve
soybeans (p. 35-36). Soybeans found to vary in nodule
production (p. 36-37). Measure effect of inoculation on soy
seed yield (p. 37).
Livestock investigations: Soybean and soft pork
question being probed (p. 60-61). No losses caused by
soybean hay fed to ewes (p. 74-75). Test of soybean
digestibility is extended (p. 75-76). Dairying and dairy
products: Thickly planted soybeans make best quality hay (p.
90-91). Legume hays fill lime needs of dairy cows (p. 9192).
Fruits, vegetables, and commercial floriculture: Vast
seed marketing business being studied (p. 126-26; 44%
of the soybean seed is not raised on the farm where it is
sown). Future of soybean marketing being considered (p.
127-28; Soybeans “are a relatively new crop in Illinois.” In
accounting for the 1923 crop of shelled soybeans, 6.6% was
kept by the growers as seed. The percentages sold to various
takers were: farmers 28%, seed companies 26.7%, elevators
10.7%, oil companies 4.5%, and other buyers (mostly farm
bureaus) 1.8%).
Farm mechanics: Survey shows machines used in
soybean growing (p. 141-42; The greatest difficulties in
growing and handling soybeans for seed are in harvesting
{100}, threshing {72}, cultivation and weeds {36}, planting
{12}. “Electricity is the newest type of power available to
the farmer”). Address: Dean and Director of the Station,
Urbana, Illinois.
1693. Wenholz, H. 1926. Soil fertility: Its maintenance and
improvement by means of rotation, cover, and green manure
crops. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 37(1):27-36.
Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Benefits of green
manuring. Importance of nitrogen. Economy and utilisation
of soil-improving crops. Types of green manure or cover
crops (4 groups).
Group 1 is the annual summer legumes (incl. soybeans,
cowpeas, pigeon peas, velvet beans). Group 2 is similar to
group 1, except for late-maturing velvet beans and pigeon
peas. Group 3 consists of winter-growing annuals. Group
4 is the biennial and perennial legumes, such as red clover.
A photo (p. 34) shows Biloxi soybeans growing behind a
vertical measuring stick at Grafton Experiment Farm (March
1923). Address: B.Sc. (Agr.), Inspector of Agriculture.
1694. Prairie Farmer. 1926. Threshed beans January 1.
98(6):14. Feb. 6.
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• Summary: “George M. Traxler, manager of the Wm. H.
Suffern Farms, Piatt county, Illinois, reports that a field of
soys on this farm was left in the field all fall. On December
28 they were cut with a mower and were raked into rows
with a side-delivery rake.
“On January 1, 1926 the beans were hauled in and put
through the threshing machine and yielded 25 bushels per
acre on the entire 40 acres.”
1695. Riegel, W.E. 1926. How to grow soybeans. Prairie
Farmer 98(12):32-33. March 20.
• Summary: “Soybeans, like all other comparatively new
crops have their ups and downs, or rather people react to the
use of them differently from year to year.”
“’Do the farmers attempt to manage their business
safely or do most of the farmers follow the same lines
without much thinking, doing their jobs just like father and
grandfather did their farm work?’”
“My observation has been that more farmers are willing
to try a new crop like soybeans after a surplus corn crop or
after a combination of factors which have forced prices very
low... When the mills can depend on plenty of beans for their
grind, so that they can furnish definite amounts of oil and
soybean oilmeal, in my judgement [judgment] the price and
the amount grown will be much more constant.”
“Successful soybean growing depends very largely on
only two things–inoculation and keeping the weeds and grass
out. While we don’t understand much about inoculation,
we do know that one cannot afford not to have them well
inoculated.”
“Harvesting beans for seed has been very unsatisfactory
in the past but the combine harvester-thresher is solving
that problem and making the harvesting and threshing very
simple and satisfactory.”
A small oval portrait photo shows Mr. Riegel. Address:
Master Farmer.
1696. Hughes, H.D.; Wilkins, F.S. 1926. Sudan grass. Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 233. p. 121-49.
March.
• Summary: The section on “Mixture with other crops”
(p. 143) has a subsection titled “With soybeans.” Sudan
grass and soybeans grow successfully when mixed. The
mixture does not yield much hay as Sudan grass alone, but
the feeding value should be greater. A photo (p. 145) shows
sudan grass growing with soybeans for hay. Address: 1. B.S.,
M.S.A., Chief in Farm crops; 2. B.S., M.S.A., Asst. Chief in
Farm crops. Both: Ames, Iowa.
1697. Wenholz, H. 1926. Soil fertility: Its maintenance and
improvement by means of rotation, cover, and green manure
crops (Continued). Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales
37(3):229-36. March.
• Summary: Contents: Regional distribution of such crops.

Soy beans are mentioned on pages 233 and 236. Also
mentioned: Cowpeas, lucerne and the biennial clovers
(Perennial Red, Chilian, or Bokhara), velvet beans, dolichos
beans (D. lablab), pigeon peas, tick beans, field peas,
vetches, etc.
Photos show: (1) A man in a white coat standing in
a field of “soy beans at Emu Swamp, near Orange. The
crop was grown on a poor white pipeclay soil in a very dry
season.” (2) A man with a hat and white shirt standing in
a field of Biloxi soy beans at Grafton Experiment Farm.
Address: B.Sc. (Agr.), Inspector of Agriculture.
1698. Progressive Farmer. 1926. Mistakes and successes
with soybeans: What readers have learned about this great
soil-building feed and forage crop (Letter to the editor).
41(17):462. April 17. Mississippi Valley Ed.
• Summary: Seven letters from farmers, most of which
mention soybeans. Address: Mississippi, Tennessee;
Kentucky.
1699. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1926. Soy beans on the dairy farm.
71(11):467, 498-99. April 25.
• Summary: The uses for soybeans on the dairy farm,
their feeding value, expected yields per acre, and method
of harvesting are several of the areas discussed. Address:
Wisconsin.
1700. Hamilton, R.W. 1926. Soybeans. South Carolina
(Clemson) Agricultural College, Extension Bulletin No. 76.
16 p. April. Revised April 1931.
• Summary: “The varied uses to which soybeans may be
put makes this crop adaptable to any farming or cropping
system followed in South Carolina. They can be used as
a soil improving crop, as a grazing crop, as a hay crop, a
supplementary cash crop, or as a combination of these.
The impartiality of soybeans to soil type further widens
their use to all sections of the state... Soybeans are of more
universal utility than any other legume crops grown in South
Carolina.” Address: Extension agronomist.
1701. Ohio Farmer. 1926. Soybean growing essentials:
Experiences of veteran growers explained. 157:716, 726.
May 29.
Address: Cleveland, Ohio.
1702. Brown, B.A. 1926. El cultivo de la soja [Soybean
culture]. Hacienda (La) (Buffalo, New York) 21(5):138-41.
May. [Spa]
• Summary: Discusses the introduction of the soy in the
United States, its adaptation, the use of soys for hay, silage,
for pasture and as a green fertilizer, and their cultivation and
harvesting.
1703. Volksernaehrung (Die) (Berlin). 1926. Ueber den Wert
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der Sojabohne [The value of the soybean]. 1(16):262. June
20. [Ger]
• Summary: As the result of thorough cultural trials in
Silesia (Schlesien) [in Germany], Inspector Locke comes
to the following conclusion: “The soybean, the Orient’s
most important and oldest crop, is, in its ground state, a
superb feed concentrate and deserves without question to be
cultivated in our homeland (Germany). It would be desirable
if many farmers would decide to start cultivating soybeans.”
“The soybean is rich in protein and fat. The oil
presscake serves as a feed concentrate and in the production
of baking aids. In addition, it serves as the raw material for
making an excellent seasoning [soy sauce]. Its utilization is
therefore similar to that of the lupin, a versatile crop, and its
cultivation on appropriate soil is worthwhile and profitable.”
1704. Cox, Herbert R. 1926. Soybeans for New Jersey. New
Jersey Agricultural College, Extension Bulletin No. 55. 4 p.
June.
• Summary: Contents: Why raise soybeans? How to grow
soybeans: The soil, seed-bed, time of sowing, methods of
sowing, amount of seed, inoculation, fertilization (“On
good land the only fertilizer needed is acid phosphate”),
harvesting, varieties, in mixtures, silage, soil improvement,
seed and grain, soiling, pastures.
“Inoculation (p. 2): If the crop is being grown for the
first time on a field, the seeds should be inoculated. Although
soybeans will make a better growth without inoculation than
alfalfa or sweet clover, especially on good land, it usually
pays to inoculate the crop. This is especially true for the
reason that there is no other crop or wild plant in New Jersey
which takes the same inoculation as soybeans. Cultures may
be used or the ‘soil and seed’ method may be employed. The
latter method consists in slightly moistening a bushel of seed
and then stirring in a quart of soil from an old soybean field.”
“Varieties (p. 3): When the crop is raised for hay, the
question of variety is not as important as when it is raised for
seed. There are differences in the varieties for hay purposes,
however, and it is well to consider them. Wilson is the
favorite in this state, and for southern New Jersey there is
none better. Virginia, Peking and Haberlandt are varieties of
about the same growing season as Wilson and are also good.
For central Jersey and north Jersey, these same varieties are
good for planting not later than early June. For later planting
in that territory, it is probable that a little shorter season
bean should be used. The Manchu and Ito San are varieties
that offer promise under such conditions. If the question of
price is important it is sometimes a good plan to used mixed
soybean seed.”
“In mixtures: Soybeans and Sudan grass make a good
hay mixture, being a little easier to cure than soya alone.
This is a good general purpose hay for cows and horses, A
good rate of sowing is 50 pounds of soybeans and 10 pounds
of Sudan grass per acre. The soybean seed may be put in

the grain hopper of the drill and the Sudan grass seed in the
grass-seed hopper. After this mixture is mowed, Sudan grass
generally makes a renewal growth.”
Photos show: (1) Harvested soybean plants in piles for
hay on a New Jersey dairy farm. (2) Two men with a tractor
in a field of soybeans; one man is disking down soybeans as
a green manure crop. Address: Specialist in Agronomy, New
Brunswick, NJ.
1705. Garber, R.J.; Odland, T.E. 1926. Influence of adjacent
rows of soybeans on one another. J. of the American Society
of Agronomy 18(7):605-07. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: “At the West Virginia Experiment Station the
soybean varietal experiments are carried on in rows 18 feet
long and 30 inches apart. Each variety is grown in four or
more systematically distributed plats. Each plat consists of
four rows. After discarding a foot of the end of each of the
two inner rows the remainder of one of them is used for
obtaining yield of seed and the remainder of the other for
yield of forage.”
“Conclusion: Soybean varietal experiments carried on
under the conditions and in the manner described did not
show an appreciable effect of height or yield of one row
upon the yield of an adjacent row. It appears, therefore, that
under these conditions it is not necessary to grow border
rows. Since alternate rows are harvested for forage, the
distance remaining between the rows to be harvested for
seed is great enough so that there is very little danger of
mechanical mixtures.” Address: 1. Agronomist; 2. Assoc.
Agronomist. Both: West Virginia Agric. Exp. Station,
Morgantown, WV.
1706. Nelson, Martin; McClelland, C.K. 1926. Rates of
planting soybeans. Arkansas Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 211. 8 p. July.
• Summary: Two soybean varieties were tested: Mammoth
Yellow and Laredo. Address: Dep. of Agronomy,
Fayetteville.
1707. Rast, L.E. 1926. Soybeans in the Mississippi Delta:
American Soybean Association holds meeting in delta and
sees what crop will do. Progressive Farmer (Mississippi
Valley edition) 41(35):855, 863. Aug. 28.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soys build soils. Soys
make good feed. Methods of harvesting.
Photos show: (1) A small oval portrait of L.E. Rast. (2)
W.J. Morse “standing in a field of Biloxi beans.”
1708. Loehnis, F.; Leonard, L.T. 1926. Inoculation of
legumes and nonlegumes with nitrogen-fixing and other
bacteria. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1496. 27 p. Aug.
• Summary: Summary: “By the cultivation of legumes large
quantities of nitrogen can be obtained from the air, but for all
cultivated nonlegumes the nitrogen present in the soil alone
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is available.
“Nitrogen fixation from the air takes place only if the
legumes harbor the proper bacteria in their root nodules.
“These nodules are usually found on native and
commonly cultivated legumes, whereas legumes planted for
the first time in a locality remain frequently without nodules
because of the absence of their bacteria.
“Legumes without well-developed root nodules as a
rule do not attain a fully satisfactory development. Artificial
inoculation with their specific bacteria is advisable in such
cases; but proper tillage, together with the application of
lime, phosphate, and potash, deserves equal attention.”
“Introduction: The first experiments in the inoculation
of legumes were made in Europe about 40 years ago, and
similar tests with nonlegumes followed some 10 years later.
In most cases the results of these early experiments were not
satisfactory, and it was evident that thorough investigations
of the inoculation of legumes were urgently needed. These
were begun by the United States Department of Agriculture
in 1901, and during the next 10 years so much scientific
work along these lines was conducted in America as well as
in Europe that every year increasing numbers of cultures for
the inoculation of legumes were sent out to farmers and used
by them to great advantage. Several investigators in Europe
tried to get similar results by the inoculation of nonlegumes,
but failed.
“Between 1902 and 1913 a number of publications
were issued by the United States Department of Agriculture
to spread among the farmers accurate knowledge of this
new method of increasing the yield of crops at a very
moderate cost and also to point out to scientific workers
the precautions that must be observed in order to obtain
satisfactory results. All these publications are now out of
print.”
Also discusses: Lupine and their bacteria (p. 8).
Legumes inoculated by cowpea bacteria (incl. kudzu and
peanuts, p. 9).
Soy-bean bacteria (p. 9). “The soy bean, unlike any of
the foregoing crops, is associated with bacteria not related
to any of the commonly known strains. This, together with
the fact that soy beans have been grown extensively for only
25 years in this country, indicates the necessity for artificial
inoculation when planted for the first time. In many sections
of the South, however, soy beans require no inoculation since
they have been grown there for some time.”
Photos show: (1) Nodules on the roots of soy beans,
alfalfa, vetch, cowpeas, and lima beans (p. 3). (2) Three
soy-bean roots, with different location of nodules. (3) A wellinoculated peanut plant (p. 18). Address: 1. Formerly Senior
Bacteriologist; 2. Assoc. Physiologist. Both: Office of Soil
Bacteriology, USDA Bureau of Plant Industry.
1709. McInnis, E.C. 1926. Soybeans and corn in the
Mississippi Delta. Proceedings of the American Soybean

Association 1:150-54. Seventh annual field meeting. Held
9-12 Aug. in Mississippi.
• Summary: “Soybeans are now playing a most important
part in the agriculture of the Mississippi Delta. To my
mind they are destined to play a far greater part in the near
future. At this time, a large portion of the beans planted in
the Delta are grown in combination with corn. It is about
this combination that I shall talk to you, giving some of the
results obtained and some of the practices followed by our
farmers and found worthwhile. These facts and practices
are based on experiment station results and personal
observations.
“First, let me digress long enough to impress this salient
fact on the minds of Delta land owners. While we boast of
being the possessors of the most fertile lands on the face
of the earth, we must come to a realization of the fact that
they are amenable to the same laws of nature as are soils the
world over. Notwithstanding the fact that we have farmed
many of these lands fifty, seventy-five and even a hundred
years to clean, cultured crops, impoverishing crops, if you
please–crops that take out fertility and put none back–sooner
or later we must do something toward repairing the damage
we are doing. Our more progressive planters realize that
our old soils are getting harder to handle, their mechanical
condition is getting poorer each year, and that this is due to
the fact that but little vegetable matter is left in them. We
have one consolation, however, and that is, we can bring
them back quicker than can be done with most other soils.
One good legume crop turned under and wonderful results
are again to be had for several years. At the present time, no
summer legume offers more than soybeans.
“In discussing ‘Soybeans and Corn in the Delta,’ I want
to take it up from three angles or values. First, let us discuss
the soybeans as a grain crop or feed crop. When you mention
grain, our people immediately think of corn as it is the one
grain crop most generally planted in this section. In late years
corn has yielded fifty to sixty bushels one year and fifteen
to twenty bushels the next. This wide variation in yield has
created a doubt in the minds of a number of our farmers as to
whether or not it can be considered a profitable crop. Some
of us believe that we know some of the reasons for these low
yields and we further believe that ere long these problems
will be remedied and that corn will be grown consistently
profitably. On the other hand, soybeans have proven to be a
sure crop under nearly all conditions and on most soil types.
The combination of the two crops comes more nearly solving
the Delta farmers’ feed problem than anything yet brought to
our attention.
“Field observations and experiment station results show
that the combination of corn and soybeans produces from
fifty to seventy-five percent more feed to the acre than when
either is planted alone. Sometimes, as is the case this year,
we have a good corn crop and with it a good soybean crop,
making an abundance of feed to the acre. In other years we
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have had a poor corn crop, but an excellent soybean crop,
still making a profitable crop to the acre. If the beans were
left out of that corn crop, we would have had an unprofitable
crop of feed.
“Results of extensive investigations show that beans
in corn will reduce the yield of corn from twenty to thirty
percent. The bean yield is doubtless reduced a like amount.
Generally speaking, we can safely count on producing
seventy-five percent of a normal yield of both corn and
beans when planted together. In nearly all instances the grain
crops from both amount to more than either alone. These
conclusions have been reached by other experiment stations
and we are, therefore, safe in concluding that we can grow
fifty percent more feed from the combination than we could
possibly get from the crops when planted singly.
“When one desires to harvest both crops for grain, a
good practice is to plant them in alternate rows, leaving the
same number of stalks of each to the acre. This means that
twice the number of stalks of corn will be left in the corn
row–the same with beans–and the yield of each to the acre
is about the same as when planted in successive rows. This
scheme facilitates the handling of the bean crop whether
intended for grain or hay. It makes it possible to harvest
the beans with a row harvester or to cut the beans for hay
minus the corn stalks. Our large southern varieties of corn
are very objectionable in this respect. Another popular
practice is to plant ninety-day Early Dent corn with beans
in every row. The small stalk made by this type of corn is
not so objectionable. The stalks may be cut and hauled in or
baled with the bean hay. When the bean crop is harvested
for seed the corn stalks will go through a row harvester with
little interference. This type of corn yields rather well with
us when planted early and the average Delta planter is by no
means opposed to an early feed crop.
“The Mammoth Yellow, Otootan, Laredo, and Biloxi
soybeans are most generally used in this section and are
accepted as the best adapted varieties. The Otootan does
not yield as heavily in grain, but it does make an awfully
good hay crop. With the other varieties yields of from ten
to twenty bushels to the acre in corn are common and much
better yields have been obtained in many instances. We do
not usually get over sixty percent of the beans as we have
been handling them.
“Being essentially cotton growers, no doubt too
exclusively so, we have very little data on the grazing value
of soybeans and corn. While we cannot boast of our big corn
crops, except in some instances, we do know that we grow
wonderful beans. It is not unusual to produce three to four
tons of bean hay to the acre with our southern varieties and
they fruit well too.
“We cannot give you authentic data as to how many
days of grazing an acre of beans and corn will afford cattle
or mules. In years gone by when hogs had a better social
standing in Mississippi than at the present time, we know

that in many instances we produced more than seven hundred
pounds of pork to the acre from this combination and we
really shouldn’t expect more than that.
“The last value of this combination of which I want
to tell you lies in its soil building properties and this value
cannot be too strongly stressed. As already stated, no soils
of which I have any knowledge, will respond more quickly
or so fully to a little human kindness as the Delta soils. You
know we always measure things in terms of cotton in the
Delta. We use cotton as a check on our results. If a thing
will produce more cotton it is all right and if not, it is all
wrong. Where soybeans in corn have been turned under,
or grazed and then turned under, and followed by cotton,
we get approximately one-third more cotton to the acre. In
actual test at our Delta Station this scheme gave an increase
of 48.8 percent, or 732.2 pounds of seed cotton to the acre.
At eight cents a pound, about current prices, this increase
would amount to $58.57 an acre. Is not this fact worth more
attention than our people are giving it? These results were
obtained on our sandy soils the first year and good results
were had for the following two to four years. On our heavy
clay soils, the first year’s results are not so apparent. This
is, no doubt, due to the slowness with which these soils
assimilate vegetable matter, especially if the crop turned
under is rather dry and turned under during the winter
months. I have an idea that the results would be just as good
as on the sandy lands if the soybeans were turned under
while in a succulent state. In the end it makes no difference
for the second and third years, the results from turning under
the beans are far better than on the sandy land.
“So much for the practices we now use and the results
we are getting. They are good; they are sound; they are
almost wonderful; and they should be more generally
accepted. But let us visualize a bit, or rather reason a bit,
if you please, and see if we cannot find some wonderful
possibilities in corn and soybeans? To my mind the three
outstanding needs of Delta agriculture today are these:
“1. A successful and profitable grain crop.
“2. A soil-improving crop that fits well into our farming
system.
“3. Another cash crop to take a little of the burden
from our cotton crop. For a few minutes, let us look into the
soybean and corn combination and see what we can find.
Why is it that on a piece of Delta soil we grow sixty, seventy
or even a hundred bushels of corn, and then in a few short
years we are only getting fifteen to twenty-five? Is it not due
to the fact that we have permitted our nitrogen content to
run too low and to the fact that we have burned out all the
vegetable matter by continuous cropping to clean cultured
crops? Are we not starving the corn of the one element it
must have and destroying the water holding capacity of the
soil? Will not the turning under of good crops of soybeans
or some other equally good legume remedy the situation?
Experiment station results and good farm practices indicate
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that it will. So the first need can be solved.
“Many of our planters are paying from ten to twenty
thousand dollars annually for nitrate of soda to make cotton.
Is this not a mighty heavy drain on our cotton crop? Our
nitrogen bills will pay our taxes several times over and
on many plantations it approaches good land rent. Our
experiment station tells us that every time you turn under a
soybean crop of one ton of dry hay that you add 100 pounds
of nitrogen to the acre. This is equivalent to 600 pounds of
nitrate of soda, or approximately $18.00 an acre. Now one
ton of soybean hay to the acre is a mighty poor crop for the
Delta. Two tons would be more nearly correct. The only
fertilizing element we need on Delta soils is nitrogen, so we
can put our soybeans in corn and meet our second need.
“America is importing millions of pounds of vegetable
oils annually. In 1923 more than thirty-eight million pounds
of soybean oil were imported to say nothing of the others.
Soybean oil can take the place of most of these other oils
and continued research will find more uses for this valuable
oil. With soybeans in corn we can grow ten, twenty, or even
thirty bushels of beans to the acre, and we have in our cotton
oil mills the necessary machinery for crushing. Then we have
the cake for feed. About the only thing needed to make it a
howling success is to spread a little of the manufacturers’
protective tariff against foreign oils and we have our third
need, a cash crop. Just think of these possibilities! It beats
‘Three in One’ oil. It is the only way I know for a fellow
to eat his cake and have it too.” Address: Greenwood,
Mississippi.
1710. Meharry, Charles L. 1926. Seventh annual field
meeting: Mississippi–August 9, 10, 11 and 12, 1926.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 1:129-32.
• Summary: “The Seventh Annual Field Meeting held in the
Yazoo-Mississippi Delta, Mississippi was described as one of
the most interesting, practical and constructive conventions
ever held in the State of Mississippi.”
On Aug. 9, in Clarksdale, Mississippi, at 8 P.M. “the
growers assembled at the Elks Club and the meeting was
called to order by President W.E. Ayres. The following
program was presented:
“Welcome to Mississippi–E.L. Anderson, President,
Clarksdale Chamber of Commerce.
“Welcome to Clarksdale–Arthur J. Mosely, Mississippi.
“The distribution of soybeans in the United States–W.J.
Morse, United States Department of Agriculture.
“Producing soybean seed for the oil mills–C.B.
Williams, North Carolina.
Soybeans for southern livestock–G.E. Templeton,
Mississippi.
“On Tuesday, August 10, the growers left Clarksdale
in tour of the State Penal Farm at Parchman. Along the way
the attention of growers was called to various soybean fields
ranging in size from 50 to 500 acres... The evening meeting

was held in the auditorium of the Greenwood High School
and the following program was presented.
“Welcome to Greenwood–Mayor W.K. Clements.
“The History and Development of the Delta–A.H. Stone,
Mississippi.
“Soybeans in the Delta–C. G. Steele, Mississippi.
“The Evolution and Future of the Broadcast Soybean
Harvester–H.S. Clapp, Virginia.
“The Row Harvester for Soybeans–F.P. Latham, North
Carolina.
“Combines for Harvesting Soybeans and Other Crops–
John T. Smith, Illinois.
“Machinery for Harvesting and Threshing Soybeans–I.P.
Blauser, Illinois.
“Efficiency of the Combine for Soybeans and Wheat–
W.E. Riegel, Illinois.
“Soybeans on Sugar Plantations–Walter Godchaux,
Louisiana.
“On Wednesday, August 10, the growers left Greenwood
at 8:30 A.M. for the Delta Experiment Station at Stoneville.
En route many large fields of soybeans were seen, as well as
several variety demonstrations. Arriving at the Delta Station
about 11:30 A.M., the visitors went over the station grounds
to view the extensive field crop experiments. Luncheon
with barbacued [sic] beef, mutton and pork, was served on
the station grounds by the Rotary Club of Leland. After
luncheon Dr. B.M. Walker, President of the Mississippi
A.&M. College, delivered an address on ‘The History
and Development of the Mississippi A.&M. College and
Experiment Stations.’ Demonstrations were held in the fields
with the Massey-Harris, International and Case Combines,
a broadcast harvester, and several types of row harvesters.
Following the demonstrations of machinery, the growers left
for Greenville, inspecting enroute soybean fields and variety
plots.
“The evening meeting was held at 8:30 in the Greenville
Grand Theatre and the following program presented:
“Welcome to Greenville–J. L. Hebron, Mississippi.
“The Soybean Industry and United States Standards–J.E.
Barr–United States Department of Agriculture.
“Soybeans and Corn in the Delta–E.C. McInnis,
Mississippi.
“Soybeans on Ricelands–J.M. Jenkins, Louisiana.
“Soybeans in the Southeast–Paul Tabor, Georgia.
“Soybeans as an Economic Factor in Southern
Agriculture–C.K. McClelland, Arkansas.
“The growers left Greenville at 9:00 A.M., August
12, for the Scott Plantation, Scott, Mississippi. En route
various points along the Mississippi levee and several large
plantations growing considerable acreages of soybeans were
visited.”
Photos show two events at the Delta Experiment Station,
Stoneville, Mississippi, 11 Aug. 1926: (1) Dr. B.M. Walker,
President Mississippi A&M College, addressing American
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Soybean Association Convention. The audience is seated on
the grass under a large tree. (2) Demonstration of soybean
harvesting with a combine in a field. Address: Secretary.
1711. Morse, W.J. 1926. The distribution of soybeans in
the United States. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 1:132-37. Seventh annual field meeting. Held
9-12 Aug. in Mississippi.
• Summary: “The soybean, according to our earliest records,
was first grown in the United States in 1804 and until about
1880 was considered chiefly as a curious plant from the
Orient. Since about 1880, when the soybean was first looked
upon as having agricultural possibilities, the crop has greatly
increased in acreage, production and utilization.
“Available statistics show that about 500,000 acres of
soybeans were grown in 1917 and more than 2,500,000
acres in 1924. The production of seed increased from about
3,000,000 bushels in 1917 to more than 9,500,000 bushels in
1924. The statistics for 1924 also show that about 1,200,000
acres were grown for hay, about 1,000,000 acres for
pasturage and silage, and more than 500,000 acres for seed.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2017)
which states that about 500,000 acres of soybeans were
grown in 1917.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2017)
which states that about 2,500,000 acres of soybeans were
grown in 1924.
“What has been the cause of this marked increase
in acreage and utilization of the soybean crop? The
development of varieties, adapted to a wide range of
conditions and uses, undoubtedly, has been one of the
most important factors. The number of varieties has been
increased extensively in the past fifteen years. Soybeans
vary widely in their adaptation to climate and soil. Some
varieties are especially suitable for fertile land, others
for less productive land; some for a seed crop, others for
forage; some for planting with corn for pasturage or silage,
others for planting with sorghum or Sudan grass. One may,
however, find a few varieties or even a single variety adapted
to the climate of a certain section, which will fill all of the
local requirements of the crop.
“Other factors, such as improved methods and greater
use of inoculation, improved and more economical
methods of planting, culture and harvest, and successful
results in extensive feeding trials by experiment stations,
without doubt, have played no small part in extending the
popularity of the soybean. A careful study of the history of
the development of the soybean in the United States shows,
however, very clearly that increased acreage and utilization
of the crop has followed increased development of varieties.
“At this point–for it fits well into a logical discussion
of the adaptability and distribution of the soybean in our
country–I wish to pay a brief tribute to a man, who, more
than two decades ago, very frequently prophesied that the

soybean would, in the not distant future, be one of our major
farm crops, especially in the eastern half of the country.
I refer to Dr. C.V. Piper of the Office of Forage Crops of
the United States Department of Agriculture, who passed
away last February. Dr. Piper was responsible for the many
hundreds of introductions received from the soybean regions
of the Orient. Not only was Dr. Piper interested in the
development of new varieties, and he held this of the greatest
importance, but he also urged a greater utilization of the
soybean, as an oil crop, for human food in various forms, and
a more general use for pasturage and forage purposes. We,
of the Association, owe much to Dr. Piper, and I know of no
greater tribute to the man than to carry on his work and fulfill
his prophesy.
“Previous to 1907 not more than eight varieties of soy
beans were grown in the United States. In the Southern
States, principally North Carolina, was the Mammoth
Yellow, and in the North–Indiana, Illinois, Ohio and a few
sections in New England, Wisconsin, and Michigan–were
the Ito San, Buckshot, Ogemaw, Black Beauty (Ebony),
Medium Yellow (Midwest), and Medium Green varieties, all
of which were quite limited in adaptation to soil and climatic
conditions, and to use. At the present time about forty-five
varieties are handled by growers and seedsmen and the
Mammoth Yellow is the only one of our early introduced
varieties grown to any appreciable extent.
“The culture of the soybean is confined at present,
almost entirely, to the eastern half of the country. The states,
however, bordering the west bank of the Mississippi River
are increasing their soybean acreage. The distribution and
adaptability of the soybean, perhaps, will be more clearly
understood if we draw a line from Canada through the
center of North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, Kansas, and
Oklahoma, which is about the 99th meridian west. Then from
the Atlantic Ocean at the northern border of North Carolina
let us extend a line west and along the northern borders of
Tennessee, Arkansas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arizona, and
take in the southern third of California. We now have the
country divided into four sections, the northeast, southeast,
northwest and southwest.
“Northeastern Section: The greatest increase in
acreage and utilization has been in the northeastern section,
especially in the Corn Belt area. As yet the soybean is not
extensively grown in the New England States, and very little
seed is produced, the seed for planting coming from the seed
producing sections of Delaware, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois.
In this region the soybean is used mainly for pasturage, hay
and ensilage, although considerable quantities of seed have
been crushed during the past two or three years for oil and oil
meal in the Corn Belt states. Food companies in this section
have for several years manufactured special soybean flour
products. Such concerns have increased to a considerable
extent during the last few years. Soybeans are now being
made into breakfast foods, soy flour, soy sauce, bean curd
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and special flour preparations for various purposes. Two of
the most recent developments are the manufacture of soy
sauce and bean curd. Soy sauce, especially, has found a very
favorable and extensive market throughout the United States.
“We can divide this section into three regions, namely:
northern, central and southern, basing the division on the
maturity and use of the varieties most generally grown.
“Northern Region.–In this region, the Mandarin,
Wisconsin Black, Minsoy, and Soysota will under normal
conditions mature seed. For hay, pasturage and silage, later
varieties may be used as full maturity of the crop is not
essential. The forage varieties most generally grown are
the Black Eyebrow, Ito San, Manchu, Wisconsin Black and
Mandarin.
“Central Region.–Varieties for seed production are Ito
San, Dunfield, Elton, Habaro, Manchu, and Black Eyebrow.
For hay, silage and pasturage, the varieties generally used are
Illini, Black Eyebrow, Peking, Wilson, Midwest, Mansoy and
Virginia.
“Southern Region.–The most suitable varieties for seed
are Illini, Haberlandt, Lexington, Mansoy, Midwest, Morse,
and Dixie. The Ebony, Herman, Ilsoy, Illini, Laredo, Peking,
Wilson and Virginia are good forage varieties.
Southeastern Section: In the southeastern section we
find the oldest and largest seed producing section of the
country. For many years, North Carolina has led all other
states in acreage and production of seed, the eastern counties
being especially adapted to seed production. The acreage
and utilization of the soybean is not so extensive as in the
northeast region but with the new varieties being distributed
indications are for a much greater utilization and increase
in acreage. At the present time the soybean is used most
extensively for pasturage and for hay. In years of surplus
seed, the cottonseed oil mills of North Carolina have crushed
more or less seed for oil and oil meal. With suitable varieties,
the crushing of soybeans by southern cottonseed oil mills
should become an important industry throughout the Cotton
Belt states.
“In view of the fact that the varieties for the southeastern
section are not so numerous and the lines of maturity not
quite so marked as in the Northeast section, two divisions are
sufficient–northern and southern regions.
“Northern Region.–Varieties suitable for seed production
are the Dixie, Chiquita, Haberlandt, Herman, Mammoth
Yellow and Tokio. The Laredo, Virginia, Goshen Prolific,
Herman, Old Dominion, George Washington, Otootan,
Tarheel Black, and Mammoth Brown and Biloxi are most
generally grown for forage purposes.
“Southern Region.–The same varieties grown for seed
in the northern region are also used in this region with the
exception of the Biloxi, Otootan, and Barchet which are
rather late and adapted only to the southern part for seed.
For pasturage, hay and ensilage the same varieties are used
as in the northern region” (Continued). Address: USDA,

Washington, DC.
1712. Morse, W.J. 1926. The distribution of soybeans in the
United States (Continued–Document part II). Proceedings of
the American Soybean Association 1:132-37. Seventh annual
field meeting. Held 9-12 Aug. in Mississippi.
• Summary: (Continued): “Northwest Section: Extensive
variety trials have been conducted throughout this region
but with only successful results in the Willamette Valley in
Oregon. Varieties as the Dunfield, Wea, Manchu, and a few
unnamed early selections from Manchuria have given the
best results for forage and seed production. Due to climatic
conditions, it is doubtful if the soybean will be grown very
much outside of Oregon. “Southwest Section: The soybean
is of value in many of the irrigated sections of the southwest
region as indicated by numerous variety tests. In the irrigated
districts of California, especially the orange section and the
river valleys of Arizona, the soybean has proved a valuable
summer cover crop. In California, the Virginia variety has
given best results while in Arizona, the Otootan and Laredo
are used mainly. Variety tests in eastern New Mexico show
that the soybean has possibilities for forage and seed.
“In California and Arizona the soybean seldom
develops seed normally, although an excellent growth of
forage is produced. This abnormal development of seed is
undoubtedly due to the prevalence of extremely hot weather
during the period when the seed is forming. Seed must be
imported from the southeastern section. It is rather doubtful
if the soybean will ever be extensively grown in this section,
although continued research may find better adapted varieties
and a solution of the seed development problem.
“I believe that doubt no longer exists as to the high value
of the soybean and its products to American agriculture. It
is not likely that the soybean will become one of our major
field crops for forage purposes alone. It will, no doubt,
continue to grow in importance as such but indications
are that the future increase in acres will be largely for the
production of oil and oil meal. Oil mills in the Corn Belt
states and cottonseed oil mills in the Southern States have
crushed fairly large quantities of domestic grown beans, and
found ready markets for the oil and oil meal.
“Increased acreage and greater utilization of the crop
have brought about more efficient methods and new or
improved machinery in the handling of the soybean crop.
The development of more economical methods of harvesting
and threshing has been one of the serious problems in the
production of soybean seed. Many types of machines are
now available, ranging from the single row harvester and
broadcast harvesters of the beater type to the combine
harvester used in the harvesting and threshing of wheat and
other small grains.
“Numerous state experiment stations have made
extensive investigations of the different feeding problems of
the soybean. Feeding tests of silage, hay, grain, pasturage,
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and oil meal have shown the high value of the soybean and
its products for all kinds of farm livestock. Outstanding
results in these experiments have been obtained from the use
of mineral mixtures with the grain and oil meal, especially in
feeding tests with swine and poultry.
“The soybean has advanced in the last decade from the
place of a substitute crop to one of major importance. It is
now grown in the regular rotation for hay, grain, pasturage,
and with corn as silage. The many uses of the soybean in
the manufacture of food products, oil and oil meal and the
more general utilization for forage, pasturage, and ensilage
point to the high potential value of the crop, and its greater
agricultural development in America.” Address: USDA,
Washington, DC.
1713. Smith, John T. 1926. Combines for harvesting
soybeans and other crops. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association 1:148-50. Seventh annual field meeting.
Held 9-12 Aug. in Mississippi.
• Summary: “The successful operation of a combineharvester in the Corn Belt depends upon several factors of
which the most important are: the grower can wait for ten
to fourteen days after grain is cut with the binder until the
grain is fully matured and the moisture content is down to
about 14½ percent; the selections of pure line varieties that
will mature uniformly and are non-shattering; and grains
with a stiff straw. These factors apply to all grains. The nonshattering factor is especially important for the grain may
have to stand for weeks if unfavorable weather conditions
prevail.
“In the harvest of the soybean crop, the combine
has proved very successful... The methods employed in
harvesting and threshing the crop with the binder and
threshing machine have been costly. The prices charged for
threshing have been entirely out of reason, ranging in the
main from 15 cents to fifty cents per bushel in some cases...
The average threshing run last year was 840 bushels per day
which does not include the cost of twine, cutting, shocking,
and hauling to the threshing machine.
“On the other hand, the combine pulls in a field and
cuts, threshes, and delivers the grain into the wagon at
one operation which very materially reduces the cost of
harvesting and threshing.”
“When one decides to employ the combine for
harvesting soybeans, the selection of non-shattering varieties,
as the Manchu, in the Corn Belt, is of utmost importance.
The bean crop must stand until thoroughly matured... At least
six different companies are now manufacturing combine
harvesters.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that mentions the use of a combine-harvester or combine for
soybean production. Address: Tolono, Illinois.
1714. Sapp, C.H. 1926. What can we believe? Pennsylvania

Stockman and Farmer 50:570. Sept. 25. [1 ref]
• Summary: After reading Mr. Zinn’s soy bean story in the
August 7th Stockman, I asked my farmer son, ‘Does the
growing of a soy-bean crop increase the fertility of the soil
so that succeeding crops will yield better than they otherwise
would have done?’ He promptly answered. ‘Certainly. At
least that is the teaching of the experiment stations and the
alleged experience of many agricultural writers.’
“Then I began reading to him Mr. Zinn’s story in which
he quotes a correspondent as saying, ‘I am not having good
results with grass on land where I have grown soy beans
for hay, especially clovers, and more noticeably where
more than one crop of bean hay has been grown, though not
successively.’ Then my son interrupted with the question,
‘Did he inoculate the beans?’ And I had to answer, ‘We are
not told.’
“I continued to read Mr. Zinn as saying, ‘It may be
that we will have to revise our teaching in regard to the
soy bean being a great soil builder. Many farmers say they
have proved beyond a doubt that soy beans will improve the
land, while many other farmers claim that crops do not do
well for them when sown after soy beans’ and experiment
station director C.G. William’s letter saying, ‘Let me say that
not only our wheat yields have been low after soy beans,
but quite frequently the clover yields have been lower in
rotations which contained soy beans in place of oats. The
wheat yields have been lower because of less nitrates in the
soil following soy beans than in other rotations. The cause of
lower clover yields is under investigation.’
“Getting Mixed: Then my listener asked, ‘What, then
can we believe?’ evidently intimating that the teachings
of the experiment stations are not to be relied on, or that
they are sometimes misleading to say the least. And I
wonder what the answer to his question should properly be
Personally I have always believed that the teachings of the
experiment stations could be of very great advantage to those
farmers who would diligently and faithfully apply them to
the attempted solution of the problems of crop rotation. And
I have as yet seen no reason to change that opinion. In scores
of cases I have seen valuable results come to those who have
carefully followed the instructions that the experimenters
have given. And on the other hand, I have known anticipated
favorable results to fail to materialize to the disappointment
of one who had been trying to secure them by following the
suggestions of the experiment stations. I am sure that if we
could fully know all the conditions that prevailed in any one
case of these failures we would discover that the teachings
of the experiment stations were not really responsible for the
undesirable results.
“It is probably true that is some instances the stations
have given out conclusions which they have formed from
their observations covering a comparatively short period
of experimentation in a particular line of work, which later
observation over a longer period of time have [sic, has]
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shown to be erroneous in whole or in part. But my reading
has shown that in giving out these preliminary and premature
conclusions the teachers have been careful to state that
they were of that nature and that later developments might
lead them to change their conclusions in a greater or less
degree. They have also been careful to state the condition
of the soil, its previous care, its state of fertility and other
matters under which the trials were made, and which might
be an influence for the good or the bad in the results in the
particular case. The careless reader, ‘whose name is legion,’
and to which class very many of us belong, will often get the
main facts of the story as they seem to him to be, and fail to
realize the necessary details of the conditions under which
the experiment was originally made. If under such neglect
expected results are not received the experiment station
should not be blamed.
“A failure: Some few years ago a neighbor sowed
soy beans on a trial plat of about one acre. It was a low,
undrained tract of not very fertile soil, not at all well suited
to the crop. Moreover, it was well filled with weed seeds.
The season proved a wet one and naturally the beans did not
grow thriftily. But the weeds put in a speedy appearance and
soon so crowded the beans that they mark no crop worth
harvesting. Had the planter studied the teachings of the
experimenters he would have learned that such conditions of
soil and surroundings were not favorable to even a fair crop
of soy beans, and that his neglect to obey the instructions that
he might have received was really the cause of his failure.
“I gave this as an example of how we often make
failures in our attempts to improve our farm practices
in accordance with the advice of our experiment station
workers because we fail to carry out those instructions in
complete detail. I might recite many other examples of a
similar nature that have come under my observation. Of
course there have been occasions where all the details of
the instructions have been carried out to the best of the
farmer’s ability where the results have not been up to the full
average measure of the success that had been attained at the
experiment station through a series of years, and where no
one has been able to tell the reason why.
“Nature sometimes has ways thwarting our best
endeavors, ways were not in evidence in the seasons of the
experimentations. And these occasional ways, unknown,
unexplained and often unrecognizable in the present state of
human intelligence, are left out of consideration when we
unwittingly and unnecessarily criticize the conclusions of the
experimenters. They are really our servants who are studying
the ways of nature and honestly endeavoring to point out the
way to better systems of crop production. Let us honor them
and believe that their teachings are founded on the truth as
their study has been able to reveal them.”
1715. Ginsburg, Joseph M.; Shive, John W. 1926. The
influence of calcium and nitrogen on the protein content of

the soybean plant. Soil Science 22(3):175-97. Sept. [54 ref]
• Summary: “The purpose of these experiments is, therefore,
two-fold: First, to determine whether there exists a definite
relation between calcium and nitrogen in plant metabolism.
Secondly, to ascertain whether the increased nitrogen found
in plants as a result of lime application is in the form of
protein or nonprotein nitrogen.”
Soy bean plants grown in limed and unlimed soils, in
soil extracts with calcium carbonate, and in complete culture
solutions containing varying concentrations of calcium and
nitrogen, were analyzed for protein nitrogen, total nitrogen,
calcium, and magnesium. There was a definite correlation
between calcium in culture solutions and the calcium content
of the resultant plants. No definite correlation was observed
in the case of nitrogen. Plants showed a higher nitrogen
content, however, where calcium carbonate had been
added to the medium. Calcium as chloride or nitrate had no
influence on the total nitrogen or protein content. High total
nitrogen was associated with low hydrogen-ion concentration
in the medium. The increased rate of nitrogen absorption
in the presence of calcium carbonate had no effect on the
protein content. Plants grown with calcium chloride or nitrate
required less iron than those grown with calcium carbonate.
The plants grown in soil were similar in composition to
those grown in culture solutions, but calcium carbonate had
a more marked accelerating effect on plant growth in the soil
cultures. Address: New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station.
1716. Mumford, H.W. 1926. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 39:1-184. For the year
ended June 30, 1926.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Promising strain found
in search for better soys (p. 29-30; strain A.K. 3, or Illini,
is better than Ebony. A pure-line selection from the A.K.
soybean variety, it gave the highest yield this year in the
variety test on the South Agronomy Farm. In a cross between
Sable and Manchu, yellow seed coat proved to be dominant
to black).
Illini soybean now leading one in variety tests (p. 30-31;
it made an average yield of 50.9 bushels/acre on two plots in
variety tests made during the past year by J.C. Hackleman
and W.L. Burlison. Other varieties tested: A.K. A.K. 2
{second best yield, 48.2 bu/acre}, Aksarben, Arlington,
Black Eyebrow, Columbia, DeKalb, Dunfield, Ebony, Elton,
Haberlandt, Hamilton, Hong Kong, Hoosier, Hurrelbrink,
Illinois 13-181, Ito San, Lexington, Manchu, Midwest,
Mikado, Morse, Peking, Virginia, Wea, Wilson 5 [WilsonFive], and Wisconsin Black).
Inoculation brings big increase in soybean yields
(p. 32; tests made by O.H. Sears, Soil Biology). Further
work confirms cross-inoculation results (p. 32). Certain
commercial legume cultures worthless (p. 32; But Sears
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found some commercial cultures to be effective). Pure
cultures better than soil for inoculation (p. 32-33). Wheat not
always unsatisfactory after soybeans (p. 33).
Livestock Investigations: Oil in soybeans found to be
cause of soft pork (p. 54-59). Soybean study yields only
results of their kind (p. 73-76; Digestibility of soybeans and
soybean oil meal for sheep).
Dairy cattle and dairy products: Economy of grinding
soybean hay is doubtful (p. 89-90).
Agricultural economics: Scope of soybean marketing
studies widened (p. 119; studies by C.L. Stewart and L.F.
Rickey have been extended to include the results of the 1925
census).
Farm mechanics: Combine shows promise for soybean
harvesting (p. 131-32; “Tests made by E.W. Lehmann and
I.P. Blauser, Farm Mechanics, in connection with their
studies on soybean harvesting and threshing show that the
loss of soybeans is much less when they are harvested with
the combined harvester-thresher than it is when they are
harvested by any other method. Furthermore, the cost of
harvesting soybeans with the combine was about one-third
of what it is with the ordinary methods. The significance
of these tests lies in the fact that harvesting soybeans for
seed or commercial purposes has been the biggest problem
the soybean grower has had to meet. Even tho the soybean
acreage has increased immensely during the past decade,
the grief encountered in harvesting the crop has prevented a
more rapid increase. Harvesting probably will become even
more important in the future as the commercial possibilities
of the soybean are developed.
“Harvesting with the combined harvester-thresher is
the most recent method of handling the soybean crop. The
first machine was used by Garwood Brothers of Stonington,
Illinois, in October, 1924, to harvest 212 acres of soybeans.
That the combine made a successful demonstration is evident
by the fact that 7 combines were sold in Illinois by July,
1925, and 12 by October 1925.
“Tests made of the different methods of harvesting
soybeans show that the losses in some cases were as high
as 45 percent. Counts were made back of the cutter bars of
the mower, self-rake reaper, and binder in soybeans where
the yield was 36.8 bushels an acre, and the losses were 18.2
percent, 14.6 percent, and 25.2 percent respectively. These
figures represent only the loss back of the cutter bar. A loss
of 15 to 20 percent, which occurs between the machine used
in cutting and the threshing machine, and a 1-percent to
2-percent loss for the threshing machine itself, must be added
to the above figures to get the total loss. Taking the lower
figures, the total losses for this particular series of tests for
the mower, self-rake reaper, and binder are approximately 34
percent, 30 percent, and 41 percent respectively.” A photo,
p. 132, shows soybeans being harvested with a combined
harvester-thresher near Tolono in 1925).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)

that uses the term “combined harvester-thresher” to refer to
a combine in connection with soybeans. Address: Dean and
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1717. Deuber, Carl G. 1926. Influence of mineral elements
upon development of chloroplast pigments of soy beans.
Botanical Gazette 82(2):132-53. Oct. Based on his 1925 PhD
thesis, Univ. of Missouri. [27 ref]
• Summary: He grew plants of corn, cowpea, soy bean and
Spirodela in nutrient solutions containing a magnesium salt
of pyrrolecarbonic acid substituted for iron. In no case did
this compound prevent chlorosis of the leaves of the plant.
He found further that the pyrrole salt in concentrations of
0.001 to 0.250 gm per liter was toxic to the plants used...
“Soy bean plants were grown in nutrient solutions in
which the concentrations of iron, potassium, and sulphur
contents were varied.”
Deuber, in using potassium ferrocyanidein
concentrations equal to 0.033 and 0.066 ppm. of iron noted
that the higher concentration produced a stoppage of growth
in soybeans. Ferric ferrocyanide was a satisfactory source of
Fe when the solution had a reaction of pH 5.0 but at a less
acid reaction growth of these plants, and the chlorophyll
development were restricted.
In the soybean, the chloroplast pigments increased
with the increasing concentrations of iron and sulphur in
the cultural solution. Address: Yale Univ., New Haven,
Connecticut.
1718. Power Farming. 1926. New harvester-thresher solves
problem: Harvesting 25 to 30 acres of soybeans in a ten hour
day is now possible, as proven in Mississippi by this new
machine. 35(10):8, 12. Oct.
• Summary: This is a description of “a new type of powerdriven combine soybean harvester” which was demonstrated
at the Delta Experiment Station, Stoneville, Mississippi,
before the American Soybean Association’s 7th annual field
meeting. This machine, made by McCormick-Deering “cuts
and threshes the beans in one operation. ‘Once over and
its all over’ is the slogan of soybean growers who use this
machine. Power for operating the harvester-thresher is taken
directly from the tractor. The machine cuts a 10-foot swath
and with it 25 to 35 acres [of soybeans] may be harvested
in a 10-hour day. The beans are delivered to a bagging
platform, where an operator sits and supervises the bagging
of the beans. The same machine with proper attachments can
be utilized also for harvesting small rain, cow peas, clover
seed, etc., the combine way.
“The idea of operating the mechanism of a machine in
the field by the tractor power-take-off-shaft was first applied
to grain binders and corn pickers, and the arrangement has
proved so successful and so convenient that it has now been
applied to the more difficult job of operating harvesterthreshers and found to work out satisfactorily... It has been
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proven especially effective in harvesting soybeans and
saves a much greater percentage of beans than by any other
method.
“Soybeans are becoming an important crop in the
YazooÄMississippi Delta region, and many large scale
planters are seeing in soybeans a means of relief from the
need of continually growing so much cotton. Indeed, the
production of soybeans for hay only has helped planters
in this wonderfully productive region to reduce very
considerably their outlay for costly imported stock feeds.
With a satisfactory and efficient means of harvesting the
beans, provided in the harvester-thresher, the outlook for
another important money crop seems very bright. At the
same time, soybeans help wonderfully to build up the soils
which have been depleted because of continuous growing of
cotton.
“Necessary attachments for harvesting soybeans with the
new power-drive harvester-thresher shown are mud scraper
for rear of main wheel, necessary sprockets to provide
cylinder speed of 600 r.p.m., cover for riddle comb bar on
chaffer riddle, extension cover for rear of recleaner riddle.
“As fast as the beans are cut, they fall upon the platform
canvas and are delivered directly to the cylinder which acts
as a self feeder for the thresher, carrying the beans to the
cylinder.”
Other parts of the machine include the carrier, the
cylinder (which runs on ball bearings), the four concaves
(two with two rows of teeth each and two with one row of
teeth; the concaves are adjustable from the outside of the
machine), the reel, and the platform (which “can be folded at
approximately the center, this reducing the width for passing
over ordinary bridges and through gates and lanes”).
Photos show: (1) “Cutting a ten-foot swath, this tractorhauled machine harvests and threshes satisfactorily in a
Mississippi demonstration.” (2) Mississippi farmers examine
the machine as it works in a soy-bean field.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that mentions the use of a “reel” in a combine for harvesting
soybeans.
1719. Schwietert, H.J. 1926. Many at soy bean convention.
Illinois Central Magazine. Oct. p. 44-46.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Many varieties grown.
Second evening at Greenwood. Rice-growing touched upon.
Photos show: (1) “Two national soy bean experts.
Prof. C.K. McClelland of the State Agricultural College
of Arkansas (left); Prof. W.J. Morse, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C. Prof. McClelland originated
the Otootan soy bean and Prof. Morse propagated the
Laredo soy bean. These two men have produced most of
the profitable soy beans now grown.” (2) “Some of the
notables who attended the American Soy Bean Convention,”
including W.E. Ayres, C.K. McClelland, E.P. Latham, and
W.J. Morse. (3) “Soy bean delegates eating barbecue dinner

at the State Farm, Parchman, Mississippi.” (4) “A group of
delegates watching the work of threshing soy beans at the
Delta Experiment Station.” (5) Dr. Fox, W.E. Ayres, and E.P.
Latham. (6) “A block of corn and Laredo soy beans, grown
on the land at the Delta Experiment Station, Stoneville,
Mississippi.” (7) Laredo soy beans and Van C. Henderson,
grower (left); H.J. Simmons with Virginia soy beans, Mosby
corn (right). Address: General Development Agent, Illinois
Central R.R.
1720. J.W. 1926. The combine harvester moves to Iowa:
How it is handling soybeans on the Warren farm in Wapello
County. Wallaces’ Farmer 51(46):1474. Nov. 12.
• Summary: “Has the ‘combine,’ the harvester-thresher, a
place on corn belt farms? On November 3, I visited the farm
of Raymond Warren in Wapello county [Iowa], where one
was being used on the soybean crop and was very much
impressed by the efficiency and labor saving possibilities of
the tool. Yet just how well it will fit in with all the varying
conditions surrounding the cutting and threshing of all our
small grain and seed crops remains to be proved.
“Any individual or community that raises a considerable
acreage of soybeans, most certainly should give this method
of harvesting serious consideration. I believe that soybeans
are particularly adapted to this method of harvesting. They
remain standing without large losses from shattering,
leaching or sprouting for a considerable length of time after
ripening. Storms unless of unusual severity, do not put the
soys down where they can not be handled by the combine.
“Growing of soybeans for a feed crop as a substitute
for a part of the oats crop has been advocated. It has merit.
The great drawback has been the extreme difficulty in
cutting, curing and threshing. The harvest time comes too
late in the season for rapid curing and drying in the bundle
or shock when cut with a binder or mower. Much shattering
takes place in handling even when the cutting is done
satisfactorily. With much wet weather, threshing is delayed
until cornhusking time or even later, with the difficulty of
getting a threshing crew together. The seed or feed is very
frequently of poor grade and germination.
“The combine changes all this. With a small harvesterthresher, three or four men, depending on the yield of beans
and distance to haul them, can harvest, thresh and put in
the bin the bean crop from twenty acres or more in an eight
or nine hour day. The labor is no more than cutting with a
binder and shocking. The combine with its thinner cutting
bar can harvest beans too low and badly beaten down for
a binder to get. Getting a considerably higher per cent of
the bean crop in the bin should be easy, as well as a real
improvement in quality.
A photo shows Raymond Warren running a combine,
pulled by a tractor, on his farm. Address: Wapello County,
Iowa.
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1721. Gray, Dan T. 1926. Thirty-eighth annual report:
Fiscal year ending June 30, 1926. Arkansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 215. 67 p. Nov.
• Summary: The section titled “Effect of legumes on corn”
(p. 13) notes that corn grown with cowpeas, soybeans,
or velvet beans averaged 33.3 bushels per acre, while
corn grown alone averaged 46.4 bushels. However the
ultimate effect of the legumes can only be determined by
the comparative yields obtained from the same land in
succeeding years. So the experiment will continue.
The section titled “Soybeans” (p. 17) begins: “In
the experiments conducted many varieties and strains of
soybeans were studied from the standpoint of both seed
production and hay production. All excepting the earliest
varieties of soybeans were good yielders of hay. During the
past season 30 or more varieties and strains of soybeans
yielded two or more tons of hay per acre, the highest yield
being two and a half tons... For highest quality of hay one
should select such medium-stemmed varieties as Chiquita,
Laredo, Virginia, and others.” The highest yields of soybeans
were 15-16 bushels per acre; early varieties such as Morse,
Virginia, and Wilson yielded well.
Other sections include: “Cowpea production. Effect
of legumes (incl. soybeans). Alfalfa. Peanuts. Other
legumes” (lespedeza, burr clover, hairy vetch). A section
titled “Soybean hay versus alfalfa hay for dairy heifers” (p.
31-32) concludes “that leafy, bright-colored soybean hay
cut before the stems become too mature is equal to alfalfa
hay for growing dairy heifers.” The “addition of bone meal
and cod liver oil to the ration of soybean hay and grain had
no beneficial effects on growth of dairy heifers.” Address:
Fayetteville.
1722. Meharry, Charles L. 1926. Seventh annual business
meeting. Chicago, Illinois–1926. Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association 1:29-34.
• Summary: The meeting was called to order at 10:30 a.m.,
November 30, 1926, by President W.E. Ayres. Members who
were present outlined soybean experiments being conducted
in the various states: Prof. G.M. Briggs of Wisconsin; Prof.
John Buchanan of Guelph, Ontario, Canada; Mr. Munn
and Mr. E.A. Hollowell of Illinois; Mr. M.O. Pence and
Prof. K.E. Beeson of Indiana; Mr. E.S. Dyas of Iowa; Mr.
E.L. Utterback of Missouri; President W.E. Ayres of the
Mississippi Delta Experiment Station.
Prof. Buchanan noted that the province of Ontario
extends as far south as the 42nd parallel. “It is therefore,
quite possible to grow soybeans in Ontario. The Guelph
Station has conducted extensive variety tests and one new
variety, a selection from Habaro, was developed by this
station. Experiments on time and methods of planting and
cultivation are in progress. In 1926 about one thousand
acres of soybeans were grown in Ontario, used principally
as a substitute hay crop. The corn borer is rapidly forcing

soybeans and other substitute crops to the attention of the
farmers.”
“Professor Beeson stated that soybeans are still
considered by most Indiana farmers as a substitute crop
and from 250,000 to 300,000 acres of soybeans are being
grown in Indiana. Of this acreage from 10 to 12 percent
are harvested for seed, about 25 percent for hay and the
remainder grown in corn and for soil improvement. There is
a marked tendency in Indiana to substitute soybeans for oats
in the rotation. Professor Beeson reported that in harvesting
demonstrations very satisfactory work had been done with
the combine and that several Indiana growers have purchased
combines. The new Dunfield variety was mentioned as
giving the highest seed yield at the Indiana Station.”
Three men spoke enthusiastically about the use of the
“combine harvester-thresher” for soybeans: Mr. Taylor
Fouts of Indiana, Mr. C.W. Tabaka of Illinois, and Mr. F.R.
Shultz of the Case Company, Peoria, Illinois. Mr. Fouts
noted: “If the European corn borer forces a reduction in corn
acreage, soybeans are much more likely to become a useful
substitute crop, because combine harvesting will simplify the
greatest obstacle to soybean culture, that is, the difficulty of
harvesting and threshing.”
“It was moved, seconded, and carried that on and after
November 30, 1926, the membership dues be fixed at one
dollar per year.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012)
that mentions a combine in connection with Taylor Fouts
(or any other Fouts brother) of Indiana. Address: SecretaryTreasurer, American Soybean Assoc.
1723. South Manchuria Railway Co. 1926. Soya beans in
Manchuria. Dairen: SMRC Agricultural Office. 40 p. Nov. 26
cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: 1. How Manchurian beans are
produced: Soybean production in the world (Japan,
Chosen {Korea}, Manchuria, China proper, United
States), bean cultivation in Manchuria (how production
has been increased, Manchuria suited for bean production
{meteorological peculiarities, Manchurian soil and bean
cultivation, local adaptability}). 2. World-wide demand for
Manchurian beans: Supply and demand in Manchuria, bean
demand in destination countries (demands in Japan, in China
proper, in Java {Dutch East Indies}, in European countries).
3. Uses of beans: Introduction (gives uses as food, cattle
feed, and fertilizer, and uses for the oil), general uses of
beans (beans, bean oil, bean cake, food), value of beans as
food (from general constituents, food value of beans from
new dietetic point of view, conclusion), uses of bean oil
(properties of bean oil, miscellaneous uses of bean oil {direct
uses (native), refined bean oil for table use, substitute for
lard, substitute for butter, paint solvent, soap, glycerine and
fatty acid, candles, water proof, substitute for petroleum,
substitute for India Rubber, etc.}), uses of bean cake (as
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fertilizer, bean cake as cattle feed, bean powder [probably
defatted soybean flour] made from bean cake & its uses,
“soy” made from bean residuum, “Aji-no-moto” made
from bean residuum, water-paint made {Solite, invented
by Mr. T. Suzuki and manufactured and sold by the Dairen
Solite & Co. until several years ago}, protein products
made from bean residuum {such as paper sizing, celluloid
substitutes, and Satolite [soybean plastic]}). 4. Bean milling
in Manchuria: History of development, oil milling processes
(expressing process, by process of operation, by kinds of
expressing devices, by chemical / benzine extraction at
Honen Bean Mill, Dairen), advantages & disadvantages
of different processes (wedge, screw, & hydraulic systems
compared; round cake, plate cake, & extraction system
compared {advantages & disadvantages of extraction system,
advantages & disadvantages of bean plate, advantages &
disadvantages of hydraulic pressure system}), bean mills in
Manchuria.
5. Accumulation & distribution of beans, bean cake
& oil: Produce movements in South Manchuria, produce
movements in North Manchuria. 6. Business in Manchurian
produce: Business on the Exchange (Japanese Exchanges,
Chinese Exchanges), business outside the Exchanges (spot
deals in beans {river beans, market beans, osier bin beans,
train beans}, by forward contract {by future contract,
business in the green field, by speculation}, business in bean
cake & oil).
7. Export staple produce: Staple produce in Manchurian
trade, exports of staple produce in South & North Manchuria
compared, position of custom houses in Manchuria
concerning export of staple produce.
In Chapter 4, “Bean milling in Manchuria,” section
1 titled “History of development” states: The [soya]
Bean milling industry was established in China a few
hundred years ago. In Manchuria, hemp oil mills used to
be practically all that existed up until about 60 years ago
[i.e., until about 1866]. Around Tiehling and Changchun,
which were important [soya] bean markets, the process for
expressing oil from hempseed was applied to Beans with
excellent results; this was the origin of the bean milling
industry in Manchuria. As the demand for bean oil kept
rising, hempseed oil found its uses gradually reduced, and in
time the term “oil mill” came to refer to a bean oil factory.
At that time, the object of the mills lay chiefly in producing
Bean Oil; Bean Cake was regarded as a by-product, good
only for cattle feed. Most of the demand was local and the
milling process was primitive and on a small scale, often
conducted by hand or by means of a donkey.
Phase II: The Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895) marked
the start of Bean Cake exports to Japan. As its fertilizing
value came to be recognized, demand for to Japan expanded
rapidly. Starting at this time, Bean Cake came to be seen as
the main product and Bean Oil as the by-product.
Phase III: In recent years, with the worldwide shortage

of oils and fats, Manchurian Bean Oil has come to be
exported worldwide; exports to the West have begun and
increased dramatically. Demand reached its zenith during the
Great War [World War I].
Photos show: Seed-bean field (Agricultural Experiment
Station, Kungchuling). Soya beans in pods. Sowing of seed
beans. Bean plant in harvesting season. Weeding in bean
field. Beans being threshed in farm-yard. Beans harvested
& carted away. Beans stored in Osier Bins in the yard of the
local merchant. Bean carts wending their way the Market in
the Interior. Old screw patterned presses in Manchuria. Hills
of bags of beans in Changchun Station Yard. Train loads
of bean cake to be shunted to quay of shipment. Hydraulic
pressure system in Manchuria.
The section titled “’Aji-no-moto’ made from bean
residuum” (p. 17) states: “In the amino acid that constitutes
[soy] bean protein is contained much glutamic acid that
serves as the chief source of ‘ajinomoto,’ a very popular
flavor at Japanese table. Thus, by decomposing the
constituents of bean residuum [defatted soybean meal],
the manufacture of glutamic acid soda will be easily
accomplished.” Note: This is the earliest document seen
(Jan. 2014) concerning “aji-no-moto” / “ajinomoto” (monosodium-glutamate) made from soybeans.
1724. Zavitz, Charles A. 1926. College-bred varieties of farm
crops. Ontario Department of Agriculture, Circular No. 49.
4 p. Nov.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Oats. Barley. Winter
wheat. Spring wheat. Spring rye. Field peas. Soy beans.
Millet. Mangels. Conclusion.
“Soy beans: The soy beans is a legume grown
extensively in the eastern countries, especially in Japan,
Manchuria and Siberia. According to a report issued by the
United States Department of Agriculture, ‘The feeding value
of the soy bean has been found to be greater than that of any
other forage plant except the peanut.
“O.A.C. No. 211–Matures in Southern Ontario, vigorous
grower, beautiful yellow grain of fine quality well adapted
for use as a grain producer, fodder producer, or a crop for
plowing under for enriching the soil.
“In all, about one hundred varieties of soy beans have
been under test at the Ontario Agricultural College. The
O.A.C. No. 211 has given the highest yield of grain and,
along with another variety, the highest yield of fodder of
all varieties under test at Guelph for five years.” Address:
B.S.A., D.Sc., Prof. of Field Husbandry and Director of Plant
Breeding and of Field Experiments, Ontario Agricultural
College, Guelph, Canada.
1725. Wenholz, H. 1926. Soybeans–A new farm crop.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 37(12):915-20.
Dec. 1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climate and soil.
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Soybeans for hay. Soybeans as a supplementary crop in
maize. Soybeans for seed. Place of soybeans in crop rotation.
“In soybeans Australia may be said to be on the verge
of discovering what should prove, for many districts, a
valuable farm crop. Soybeans were introduced and tried out,
chiefly on the coast, several years ago, but were discarded as
having no special merit. Further introductions (from America
and elsewhere) were made more recently, and the crop was
tested in some of the tableland districts with much more
encouraging results.”
“Mr. J.S.R. Crawford, Emu Swamp, Orange, who has
probably had more experience with soybeans than any other
farmer in this State [New South Wales], having grown this
crop first in 1914, states that farmers in this district “’want
a summer crop, a legume if possible, that we can harvest
before ploughing for wheat. This is where soybeans are
valuable. We either cut for hay or graze down. Sheep graze
the crop right to the ground. They are very keen on it and
we have found this is also the case with horses and cattle*.”
(Footnote: *”Rabbits are also extremely fond of soybeans.)”
We are pleased with the way soybeans stand a dry time
[drought].’
“Further particulars regarding the culture of this
crop are given in a leaflet published by the Department
of Agriculture.” Address: B.Sc. (Agriculture), Special
Agricultural Instructor.
1726. Crops and Markets. Monthly Supplement (USDA).
1926. Soy bean, cowpea, and velvet bean production, 1926.
3(Supplement 12):421. Dec.
• Summary: “About 6,517,000 bushels of shelled soy beans
were produced in 1926 compared to 5,102,000 bushels in
1925 and 5,680,000 in 1924, according to returns of growers
to the department. Cowpea production is estimated at
7,484,000 shelled bushels in 1926 compared with 4,214,000
bushels in 1925 and 5,371,000 bushels in 1924.
“These figures refer to the shelled bushels of soy beans
and cowpeas actually harvested. The estimates are based
upon reports of crop correspondents covering the acres
grown, the percentage of the total from which beans or
peas are gathered, and bushels actually gathered per acre.
The total production and the quantities gathered in shelled
bushels can not be determined with the same assurance as
for other crops, owing to the various methods followed in
the growing and harvesting of these legumes. The peas and
beans are planted both alone and in with other crops. Some
are harvested with machines, mostly when legumes are
grown alone. From a considerable proportion of the acreage,
the pods are picked by hand, this method being commonly
followed when they are interplanted with corn. Some fields
are partially picked and afterward grazed or turned under,
some are harvested entirely for hay. The use made of the crop
is dependent partly upon weather conditions and partly upon
the price prevailing for the seed, thus determining whether it

is more profitable to utilize the crop for hay, for grazing, or
for the seed.
“The stated quantities of seed produced must be
considered as only an approximation. The total soy-bean
acreage for all purposes is estimated at about 2,602,000
acres in 1926 compared with 2,237,000 acres in 1925 and
2,303,000 acres in 1924. The total area of cowpeas grown in
1926 is estimated at about 2,603,000 acres compared with
2,146,000 in 1925 and 2,890,000 in 1924.”
1727. Young, E.C.; Hobson, L.G. 1926. Costs and profits
in producing soybeans in Indiana. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 306. 28 p.
Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Method of study.
Location of study. Type of farming. Methods used in
soybean production. Scope of study. Soybeans as a grain
crop. Causes of variation in costs: Yield, time of planting,
method of planting, variety (Ito San, Manchu, Midwest), rate
of seeding, cultivation, economic use of straw, experience
of grower. acreage grown, other causes. Cost and value of
soybeans. Use of soybeans. Soybeans as a hay crop. Cost
and value of soybean hay. Use of soybean hay. Soybeans
in relation to the farm organization. Labor distribution on
soybeans grown for grain. Labor distribution on soybeans
grown for hay. Soybeans in rotation.
“Soybeans are a relatively new crop in Indiana... This
study was made with the purpose of determining the most
economic methods of producing soybeans for grain and
hay and also to determine to what extent soybeans could be
profitably fitted into the general farming plan...
“104 farmers furnished detailed information upon costs
and methods of soybean production on their farms for the
1923 crop. 177 farmers furnished similar information for
the 1924 crop... In addition to securing the dollar costs of
soybean production care was taken to obtain quantities of
labor and materials used in order that the study might have a
permanent value...
“The farms studied were located in ten counties in
central Indiana as shown by the map (Figure 1).”
Photos show: (1) A man seated on a cultivator pulled
by two horses in a field of soybeans. (2) A man seated on
a rotary hoe pulled by two horses in a field of soybeans.
“Large areas are covered with a minimum time and cost.” (3)
(4) A man seated on a beet cultivator pulled by two horses
in a field of soybeans. This device “was used on many farms
where row planting was practiced. Four 21-inch rows can
be cultivated at one time.” (5) A farmer in a field with a
pitchfork in one had, standing next to a pile of soybean hay.
(6) “Harvesting soybeans and planting wheat. The wheat drill
[with a man seated on top, pulled by two horses], follows
immediately behind the binder [with a man seated on top,
pulled by horses] and bundles of soybeans drop on ground
already planted to wheat.”
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A table shows: (1) Range in net cost for growing and
marketing soybeans for grain, 1923 and 1924. The average
cost was $1.46 per bushel.
Graphs show: (1) Yield vs. time of planting. Soybeans
planted on May 15 gave the highest yield. (2) Seed planted
per acre (in bushels) vs. yield per acre. The more seed
planted, the higher the yield per acre. Practically, 1.5 bushels
per acre gave the highest yield (above the seed planted). (3)
Bar chart showing different economic uses of straw. The top
three are: Fed to dairy cattle (31% of total), used for manure
and bedding (22%), fed to horses (18%). (4) Bar chart
showing various economic uses of soybeans as grain: Sold
(59%), fed to hogs (18%), carried over (13%), used for seed
(4%). Address: Dep. of Farm Management, Purdue Univ. &
Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette.

recently introduced into Bermuda. In addition to its high
value as a soil renovator, it is an excellent fodder crop.”
A table shows the digestible crude protein and the
percentage of carbohydrates and fat in dried soy bean seeds,
and soy bean hay (based on figures from W.A. Henry).
“Soy beans possess a third use, namely, as a green
table bean. Though difficult to shell, their flavour is most
excellent.
“In conclusion, the benefits which follow leguminous
green manuring are briefly set down: (1) Addition of humus,
(2) addition of nitrogen, (3) conservation of plant-food, (4)
concentration of plant-food, (5) improvement of physical
condition of soil, (6) control of weeds, (7) saving of labour
and (8) more effective use of fertilisers.” Address: Director
of Agriculture, Agricultural Station, Bermuda.

1728. Konstantinov, P.F. 1926. Raboty s.-kh. laboratorii
Zemeln. Otd. Kit.-Vost. zh.d. v oblasti issledovaniya
soyevykh bobov [Works of the Chinese-Eastern Railroad
Land Department Agricultural Laboratory on the study
of soy beans]. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria Monitor)
(Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 5. p. 40-45. [Rus]*

1732. Mendiola, N.B. 1926. A manual of plant breeding for
the tropics. Manila. 365 p. See p. 230-31, Improvement of
Minor Crops.
• Summary: Recommended growing soybeans in the
Philippines for their nutritive value. Address: Assoc. Prof. of
Agronomy, College of Agriculture, Univ. of the Philippines
and Consulting Plant Breeder, Bureau of Agriculture.

1729. Tsvetkova, E. 1926. [Some data on the cultivation and
utilization of soybeans]. Priroda (Moscow) (Nature) 1926(34):98. [1 ref. Rus]*
• Summary: Economic notes on Glycine hispida. Address:
USSR.
1730. Christie, G.I. 1926. Department of Soils and Crops:
Comparative value of crop rotations. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 39:41-42.
For the year ending June 30, 1926.
• Summary: A table shows that soybeans were used in two of
the seven rotations tested. The soybeans were valued at $1.50
a bushel and their hay at $15.00 per ton. Address: Lafayette,
Indiana.
1731. McCallan, E.A. 1926. Report of the Director of
Agriculture for the year 1925. Report of the Department of
Agriculture, Bermuda For the year 1925. p. 3-35.
• Summary: Pages 23-24, under “Soil Improvement by
Green Manuring,” state: “Several leguminous green manure
crops have been tested at the Station, and cowpeas and
soy beans have to date proved the most suitable. Cowpeas
possess two advantages over soy beans, namely, the
attendant bacterium is present in most soils, and heavier
crops generally secured. The soy bean, on the other hand,
possesses the following advantages, the seed is cheaper, the
plant is of erect growth and is thus more easily handled, it is
more resistant to drought, and is far more readily eaten by all
kinds of farm stock. When used as fodder 80 per cent of its
manurial value may be returned to the soil.
“The soy bean is the most valuable agricultural plant

1733. Wagner, Wilhelm. 1926. Die chinesische
Landwirtschaft [Chinese agriculture]. Berlin: Paul Parey.
xv + 668 p. See p. 311-20. Illust. No index. 25 cm. [214 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: The section on legumes contains a long
subsection on the soybean (p. 311-20). Contents:
Distribution in China. Types and varieties of soybeans.
Chemical composition. Techniques of soybean cultivation.
Utilization of soybeans: Chiang (djang; Bohnensauce [like
soft miso]), soy sauce (djang-yo or djang-yu), and tofu
(dou-fu; Bohnenkäse), firm tofu (dou-fu-gan; getrocknete
Bohnenkäsekeks), yuba (dou-fu-pi; Bohnenkäsehaut), frozen
tofu (dung-dou-fu; gefrorener Bohnenkäse), smooth soymilk
curds (dou-fu-nao; Bohnenkäsegehirn), soy sauce residue
(djang-yu-dscha; Rueckstände der djang-yu), tofu residue
(dou-fu-dscha; Rueckstände der dou-fu; [okara]), soybean
oil (dou-yu; Bohnenöl), soybean cake or meal (dou-bing;
Bohnenkuchen; the latter two in northeast China). The
section on oilseed cakes as fertilizers mentions soybean cake
(p. 230). Soybeans are also mentioned as a summer crop in
rotation with millets (p. 305).
The section on legumes also discusses (p. 320-21) peas
(Die Wintererbse, Pisum sativum L., Wan-dou), broad beans
(Die Pferdebohne, Vicia faba L., Tsan-dou or Hu-dou) and
the two types of bush beans which are grown throughout
China and distinguished by the color and size of the seeds
(Die Buschbohne; {1} Phaseolus mungo L., Lü-dou, and
{2} Phaseolus radiatus, Tschi-hsiau-dou [chixiaodou]). The
Lü-dou is widely prized as a vegetable, often as 5-cm-long
beansprouts (dou-ya-dsi), or in parts of the North they are
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used to make vermicelli (slender noodles).
The section on oilseeds contains subsections on
rapeseed, sesame, and peanuts (p. 332-38). The section on
textile plants discusses hemp (p. 358-60).
Bray (1981) describes that as “A full and systematic
description of Chinese agricultural methods in their
ecological and socio-economic context, based on the
agronomist author’s personal experience and careful
questioning of his students at the Sino-German High
School in Qingdao.” Address: Abteilungsvorsteher bei
der Landwirtschafts-Kammer fuer den Regierungsbezirk
Wiesbaden in Wiesbaden, Germany. Frueher Dozent fuer
Landwirtschaft und Abteilungsvorsteher der DeutschChinesischen Hochschule Tsingtau (China).
1734. W.F.K. 1927. Facts about the combine: New machine
promises to save greatly on harvest costs. Prairie Farmer
99(3):24-25. Jan. 15.
1735. Poggi, Tito. 1927. La coltivazione della soja [The
cultivation of soya]. Coltivatore (Il) 73(2):33-36. Jan. 20.
[Ita]
• Summary: Prof. Poggi recommends the cultivation of
soybeans in Italy, and gives details on how they are best
cultivated, including sowing, crop management, irrigation,
harvesting, etc. A good yield of soybean seeds is 20-25
quintals of seed per hectare. Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg.
Address: Italy.
1736. Mann, Frank I. ed. 1927. Best land for soybeans.
Prairie Farmer 99(6):17. Feb. 5.
• Summary: T.A.B. from Clinton County, Illinois writes
“Which land would be the best for soybeans, wheat stubble,
old meadow with heavy sod, or land which has cowpeas and
soybeans on it last year? Will you volunteer oats that has
been frozen, come out and mature in the spring?” Mr. Mann
answers his question. “The fall plowed wheat stubble would
make a good place for soybeans. It could be disked several
times in the spring before time to sow the soys and this
would tend to reduce the weeds, which are the great enemies
to soys.”
1737. Pantanelli, G. 1927. Le nostre esperienze sulla Soja
[Our experiences with soya]. Coltivatore (Il) 73(5):133-38.
Feb. 20. [5 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Page 134 states: “Dopo alcuni tentativi
sporadici che vanno dal 1740 al 1880, ricordiamo la
prova fatta da Antonino Borzi at the Giardino Coloniale di
Palermo, ove una varieta a semi gialli quasi sferici dette,
con 8 irrigazioni, 51 kg di seme su 350 mq.” This paragraph
can be translated: “After some sporadic [soybean] trials that
went from 1740 to 1880, we will recall the trial conducted by
Antonino Borzi at the Colonial Garden at Palermo, where a
variety of yellow [soybean] seeds that were almost spherical,

with 8 irrigations, yielded 51 kg of seed per 350 mq.”
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Italy, or the cultivation of soybeans in Italy
(1740). The source of these soybeans is unknown, and the
date “1740” is undocumented. Yet note that the earliest
possible date that the soybean was cultivated in France was
about 1740. Perhaps there was some connection between the
earliest possible soybean cultivation in France and in Italy.
“At the same time, at the Bonafous Agricultural Institute
in Turin, a yellow and a green soybean variety were being
cultivated. Both had seeds that were round, large, and well
suited to cultivation in that area.”
Soybeans were first cultivated at the Bari Agricultural
Station in Italy in 1921, Borzi being the favorite. The next
year, many varieties were received from the USA, and in
following years favorite varieties from agricultural stations
in British India: Coimbatore, Burmali, Nepal, Bianca,
Bruna, Nera, Verde di Nagpur, Pen-ga-pe, Ber-rhum and
San-to-Nauk of Mandalay. In 1923 seeds were distributed
to other agriculturists. In 1924 seed from the Bari station
matured at various localities in Puglia, and at the Bari farm,
Borzi, Ito San, and Incas were again cultivated. Borzi was
the best producer. In 1925 cultivation was repeated at Bari
and at Lecce. Finally in 1926 the yellow Borzi soybean
was cultivated at Cerignolo, Bari, Cassano Murgie, and at
Matera. The author concludes by noting that Italy imports
large quantities of soybeans worth several million lira;
these could probably be grown domestically. Address: Bari,
Stazione Agraria Sperimentale.
1738. Collings, Gilbert H. 1927. Influence of boron on the
growth of the soybean plant. Soil Science 23(2):83-105. Feb.
[20 ref]
• Summary: Experiments are described on the effect of
boron on the germination and growth of soybeans in water,
sand, and soil cultures. In water culture, 0.4-0.5 mg of
boron per liter of nutrient solution is toxic to soybeans in
the seedling stage, and concentrations as low as 0.1-0.2 mg
per liter cause characteristic injury to the leaves of older
plants. The toxicity is practically the same whether the boron
is present as boric acid or as potassium or sodium borate.
Boron is not necessary for the growth of seedling soybeans,
nor for the production of mature plants. In sand cultures,
germination is delayed or inhibited by the presence of boron.
In sand and soil cultures, injury to the leaves and a reduction
of dry weight of the plants was caused by the use of sodium
borate or its equivalent at the rate of more than 1 lb per acre.
No appreciable stimulation due to boron was noted with
soybeans grown in sand or soil, or with seedlings in water
culture, but with plants grown to maturity in water culture,
boric acid, and to a lesser degree sodium borate, exerted a
stimulating influence, which was greatest at 2.5 mg of boron
per liter of solution. Address: Dep. of Plant Physiology, New
Jersey Agric. Exp. Station.
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1739. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin.
1927. Forty-fifth Annual Report of the Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station: For the year ended June 30, 1926. No.
402. 156 p. Feb.
• Summary: On the title page: “A progress report of the
director [C.G. Williams] on the station’s work for the year
ended June 30, 1926.” Soybeans are mentioned in the
following sections: “Effect of fertilizers on germination and
nodule formation of soybeans, preliminary report” (p. 26).
The relation of crop rotation to yield of wheat (p. 28-29;
Shows the effect of each of five previous crops on wheat
yields over an 11-year period. When soybeans were the
previous crop, wheat yields were lowest {33.33 bu/acre};
when potatoes were the previous crop, wheat yields were
highest {39.65 bu/acre}). Protein requirements of dairy
cows (p. 79-80; Soybean oilmeal was an ingredient in the
“extremely high protein ration”). Address: Wooster, Ohio.
1740. Daily Independent (The) (Murphysboro, Illinois).
1927. Illinois Central Soil-Soy Bean Train to “plant
opportunity.” Farm aid train here March 29! Great railroad
to spread lime and plant “winner” everywhere. March 19. p.
1-2.
• Summary: “The Illinois Central Railroad Company will
not only operate a soil and soybean special throughout
Illinois this spring, carrying the necessity and advantages of
fertilization and soy bean planting to the farmers, but will
‘practice what it preaches,’ actually fertilizing and planting
wherever it goes.
“The Soil-Soy Bean Special will be in Murphysboro
March 29 from 10:10 a.m. until 12:15 o’clock. The train will
be comprised of a whole car of products manufactured from
soy beans; a car of soy bean varieties and seeds; a car of
limestone exhibits and soils; lecture car; moving picture car.”
“In every Illinois district the special travels during
its Spring farm aid tour, will be left a car of fine quality
limestone as a soy bean contest award. The. sole provision
will be that the winner in each district plant not less than
10 acres of soy beans on the ground the car of lime is to
fertilize.
“The I.C. plan is to ‘plant opportunity’ in a practical
demonstration of two things–lime fertilizer and soy beans,
and the dual good results they mean.
“Spreading ‘Contagion’: Scores of new uses for the onetime lowly soy bean are being developed by the industrial
scientists annually. The mission of the Illinois Central SoilSoy Bean Special is to set some one farmer up in the soy
bean business in every district, thus to spread contagion in
the matter of better fertilization, and the making of a place
for soy beans in the plan of diversified farming that is taking
hold or Illinois farmers.
“The train will make more than 100 stops in the state,
with Murphysburo, in Jackson county among the first stops.

The train will be under the management of the Illinois
Central System and the direct supervision of H.J. Schwietert,
general development agent.
“Expert soil builders and agriculturists in several lines
will accompany the trail as lecturers. Pictoral demonstrations
of methods of application and results will be featured. The
train is to be in effect a two-hour school for many thousands
of farmers who can not afford to take the time too acquaint
himself by more tedious methods of the striking advantages
fertilization and soy bean planting may mean on Illinois
farms.
“A Soy Bean Contest is to be conducted in connection
with the operation of the Illinois Central special.
“Rules Governing Contest:
“1. The counties served by the Illinois Central In the
State of Illinois, in which stops are made, to be divided into
eight districts with six counties to the district.
“2. All such counties to be eligible to the contest.
“3. Anyone residing in the county shall be eligible to
participate in the contest to win prize for his or her county–
the county shall be the unit.
“4. The prize to be one carload of agricultural limestone
per district.
“5. Only one county can win in a district. If two or
more counties tie in the same district the winner shall be
determined by drawing, with one representative present from
each of the contesting counties.
6. A local committee will be appointed in the winning
county to select a farmer who will agree to apply the
limestone to at least ten acres of his farm and plant same to
soy beans, under the supervision of the county agent and the
Development Bureau of the Illinois Central Railroad. If the
county does not have a county agent then the demonstration
shall be supervised by the Illinois Central Railroad
Development Bureau.
“7. The farmer chosen by the committee shall agree to
keep records on cost of production and to furnish the county
agent, the local committee, and the Illinois Central Railroad
Development Bureau with complete copy of said records.
“How Contest Will Be Conducted: There will be placed
in the exhibit car containing the Soy Bean display a large
container filled with soy beans which shall be counted before
the contest and the container seated. Each person visiting the
car will be given a card on which to write his or her name
and address and the number of beans guessed. The cards are
then to be dropped in a box provided. for that purpose. After
each stop the cards will be removed from the box, labeled
as to county and sent to the Development Bureau office at
Chicago where they will be kept until the close of the contest
which shall terminate with the schedule of the Soy Bean
Special.
“The ballots will then be checked by counties and
districts to determine the winners. The county guessing
nearest the number or beans in the container shall be
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declared the winner in its district.
“For further information address: H.J. Schwietert,
General Development Agent, Illinois Central System,
Chicago, Illinois.”
1741. Prairie Farmer. 1927. Soybeans in Hendricks County
[Indiana]: They are a profitable farm crop. 99(12):5. March
19.
• Summary: “Hendricks county holds the blue ribbon for
soybean production in Indiana.” “The persistence of a group
of farmers organized as the Mid-State Soy Bean Growers’
Association has had much to do with encouraging farmers to
try soys.
“What has been accomplished in the last few years, and
what will be done in the next five years in raising soybeans
in Hendricks county and throughout Indiana, has come about
largely because of the ideals, faith and work of one man. He
is Adrian Parsons of Plainfield, now past 80 years old, alert
in every faculty, full of wisdom and busy work. Mr. Parsons
is a Civil War veteran and served under Colonel Eli Lilly.
He had five boys, all farmers, and reared nine children to
become good citizens.
“Thirty-seven years ago [i.e., in about 1890 or 1891]
people were likely to say Adrian Parsons seemed a ‘bit
queer’ about soybeans. He talked beans, studied beans, and
begged others to try them, but for a while he met with no
success. Three times he had failed to get a stand of clover,
and in studying legumes, decided to try soys, which were
recommended to him by the University of Kansas. He
brought two gallons of early and medium late yellow soys.
Neither variety matured enough for the entire crop to ripen,
and it was a problem to get enough seed, by picking a few
beans here and there, to furnish seed for his fields.”
“For years Parsons grew many broad fields of Mikados,
and sold seed to farmers in Ohio, Kentucky, and other
southern states long before Indiana farmers could be induced
to grow them.
“Parsons harvests with a binder, when the first leaves
turn yellow, and saves all the leaf, stalk and seed.”
“One summer he discovered a different bean in his
field. He staked it, and when fall came, found that it matured
two weeks earlier than any of the others. This specimen he
sent to Washington [DC], and later, after he had isolated
and perfected it, he was recognized as the originator of the
Mikado bean, which he still grows.”
“Members of the Mid-State Association have all grown
the Dunfield variety for the past three years... The Dunfield
matures as early as the Mikado, is not as coarse for hay, and
does not shatter as does the Midwest. They are hard and do
not pop out when ripe. They take their name from the former
owner of the farm where they were perfected by Purdue,
having been referred to so many times as ‘the beans in the
Dunn fields.’
“When the Dunfield beans were brought from Purdue,

the Mid-State Association was organized by a group of farsighted farmers of Hendricks county, who saw the need to
standardize beans, and to produce true to type. They agreed
to produce none but Dunfields, and to go through every row
on every field and destroy any plant of off-colored bloom or
stem. This they have done faithfully, and are producing beans
of superior type, seed of best quality, which cannot be sold
unless it meet their requirements. Harvesting machinery is
thoroughly cleaned before Dunfields are threshed by them,
and inspection by Purdue for certified seed is made in each
field each year.”
Photos show: (1) Adrian Parsons, Indiana’s pioneer
soybean grower. (2) J.B. Edmondson, President of the MidState Soy Bean Growers Assoc. (3) Frank Hanna, wearing a
Ben Hogan-style golf cap.
1742. W.F.K. 1927. Oats don’t pay–Grow soybeans: W.E.
Riegel, who has quit growing oats, says soys are a profitable
crop. Prairie Farmer 99(13):3. March 26.
• Summary: “With high farm-operating costs to meet, it
is time for farmers to look for a crop to replace oats in the
rotation. Soybeans are the best suited for this purpose,
according to W.E. Riegel, Master Farmer of Champaign
county, Illinois. Riegel discontinued the growing of oats in
1914. Since that time he has devoted a considerable part of
the farm acreage to soys.”
“On most farms in Champaign county, the yields run
from 14 to 25 bushels. Many of our farmers are growing
beans for the commercial markets and are now getting $1.25
a bushel. Wheat is worth about the same price. The returns
from the two crops are therefore about equal. The soys have
the distinct advantage that they are not susceptible to injury
from the chinch bug and Hessian fly.”
“The bean we have found to be the best for general
purpose is the Manchu. This is a better bean than the
Midwest for us. A selection of the Manchu known as the
Morse Manchu is even better and will probably be grown
quite generally in this community.”
A small oval portrait photo shows Mr. Riegel. Note:
This is the only document seen (Dec. 1998) that mentions the
soybean variety Morse Manchu.
1743. Burleson, D.J.; McClelland, C.K. 1927. Soybeans.
Arkansas Agricultural College, Extension Circular No. 230.
8 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties: Adaptations
of varieties, Laredo (most popular variety for Arkansas
as a whole), Virginia, Mammoth Yellow, Otootan, Biloxi.
Cultural methods: Preparation (of the land), planting, drilling
with grain drill vs. in three foot rows (“To avoid cultivation,
the beans may be drilled ‘solid’ with an ordinary oat drill...”),
planting with corn, effect of soybeans in corn, yields of
soybean forage in corn, rates of planting / seeding, dates of
planting, inoculation, fertilizers, grazing, time to cut for hay,
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curing hay, yields of hay, harvesting seed, yields of seed, soil
improvement.
“More than 800 varieties have been introduced and
tested in different sections [regions] of the United States.”
Only about 40 varieties are now being grown. Address: 1.
Extension Agronomist; 2. Asst. Agronomist. Both: Little
Rock.

Address: Iowa.

1744. Mooers, C.A. 1927. Effects of planting soybeans and
cowpeas with corn. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment
Station, Circular No. 13. 18 p. March. See p.
• Summary: This circular begins: “A common practice in
some parts of the State is to plant soybeans or cowpeas in
the same row with corn. Soybeans are generally preferred for
this purpose because they are better adapted to early planting
and are more productive than cowpeas. The question is often
asked to what extent the yield of corn is reduced in a planting
of this kind. The accompanying table gives the data from
6 years’ trials at the Knoxville station and 4 years’ at the
Jackson station.”
Note: Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 137,
by the same author and published on the same date, has a
title quite similar to this Circular No. 13. Address: Director
of the Station and Agronomist, Knoxville.

1749. Mann, Frank I. ed. 1927. Soybean seed per acre.
Prairie Farmer 99(18):14. April 30.
• Summary: D.F.R. from Fayette County, Illinois writes
“How much seed per acre is required when soybeans are
sown in rows 28 to 30 inches apart?” Mr. Mann answers his
question.

1745. Mooers, Charles A. 1927. Influence of cowpea crop
on yield of corn. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 137. 18 p. March.
• Summary: This is a two-part bulletin. Part “1. Experiments
in a cowpea-corn rotation” (p. 1-12), mentions soybeans
briefly on p. 7-8.
Part “2. Effects of cowpeas and soybeans planted with
corn” (p. 12-18) states that as a 6-year average, corn alone
yielded 49.9 bushels/acre whereas corn and soybeans grown
together yielded 32.3 bushels of corn and 17.1 bushels of
soybeans. Soybeans also yielded 25.9 bu/acre. Address:
Director of the Station and Agronomist, Knoxville.
1746. Moore, R.A. 1927. Severe winter on clover seedings:
Dairy farmers should try soy beans. Hoard’s Dairyman
72(7):370, 422. April 10.
• Summary: When freezing weather kills clover, it is
calamity for dairy farmers, who lose their leguminous hay.
No crop makes a better replacement than the soy bean. “Soy
beans are becoming grown generally throughout Wisconsin
as a hay making crop. Soy beans, when cut and cured
properly, make a grade of hay that is even more nutritious
than clover hays and ranks almost equal with alfalfa.” Gives
details on planting soy beans after winter-killed clover.
Address: Wisconsin.
1747. McArthur, W. 1927. Ten years of soybean experience:
This farmer grew soys with corn for silage, and alone for
seed and hay. Wallaces’ Farmer 52(17):656. April 29.

1748. Mann, Frank I. ed. 1927. Culture of soybeans. Prairie
Farmer 99(18):14. April 30.
• Summary: C.W.E. from Iroquois County, Illinois writes
“Just what steps are followed in growing soybeans on a stalk
field instead of oats?” Mr. Mann answers his question.

1750. Garver, Samuel. 1927. Forage crops and their culture
in Northern Nebraska and the Dakotas. Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 1511. 46 p. April. See p. 6-7, 19-22.
• Summary: The section titled “Legumes” (p. 6-7) states
that soy beans are one of the “leguminous crops of greatest
economic promise in this region.” Directions for planting soy
beans are given.
A long subsection titled “Soy beans” (p. 19-22)
discusses their basic uses, varieties, place in the cropping
system, time, rate and depth of sowing, cultivation, hay and
silage production, and seed production.
“The soy bean is grown for both pasture and seed
production in the more humid parts of eastern Nebraska and
eastern South Dakota, but in southeastern North Dakota its
use is confined largely to pasturage. It may also be grown
with a fair degree of success under the more favorable
conditions in adjoining dry-farming districts.”
“Varieties: Thirty-nine introductions of soy beans were
under test at the Redfield station [in northeast central South
Dakota] in 1914 and 1915, and of this number 12 have been
retained as promising. The average seed yields per acre
of the better-known varieties for 12 years are as follows:
Mandarin, 11.7 bushels; Pinpu, 11.4 bushels; Manchu, 12
bushels; Aksarben, 11.4 bushels. The Wisconsin Black is the
earliest maturing variety tested. It is black seeded, matures in
about 100 days, and ordinarily may be grown safely for seed
as far north as southern North Dakota.
Photos show: (1) A field of soybeans with farm houses
and a barn in the background. (2) “A mixed sowing of soy
beans and corn in wide rows furnishes pasture and silage of
exceptional quality.” Address: Assoc. Agronomist, Office of
Forage Crops, Bureau of Plant Industry.
1751. Morse, W.J. 1927. Soy beans: Culture and varieties.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1520. 34 p. April. Revised
1939 and 1949. Supersedes Morse 1918b. The Soy Bean.
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. [36 ref]
• Summary: Contents: History of the soy bean. Climatic
adaptations. Soil preferences. Varieties: Descriptions
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of varieties (59 varieties and 44 synonyms). Varieties
recommended for different areas. Preparation of seed
bed. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Time of seeding. Methods of
seeding. Rate of seeding. Depth of seeding. Cultivation. Soy
beans in rotations. Soy beans in mixtures: Soy beans and
corn, cowpeas, Sudan grass, millet. Insect enemies of soy
beans: Grasshoppers, blister beetles, Mexican bean beetle,
other beetle enemies, leaf hoppers, army worms and other
caterpillars, the green clover worm, chinch bugs. Diseases
of the soy bean: Bacterial blight, bacterial pustule, mosaic,
fusarium blight or wilt disease, stem rot, pod and stem blight,
sunburn, downy mildew, anthracnose, root knot (caused by
a tiny eelworm or nematode, Heterodera radicicola). Other
enemies of soy beans (rabbits, woodchucks).
The soy bean is “also called the soja bean, the soya
bean, and in North Carolina the stock pea.” “Previous to
1908 the trade in soy beans was largely confined to oriental
countries, particularly China, Manchuria, and Japan. Since
that time the value of the soy bean and its products has
gradually been realized in other countries, and during the
last decade they have attained considerable importance in
the world’s commerce. At the present time the soy bean is
cultivated principally in China, Manchuria, Japan, Chosen
(Korea), and the United States, but it is also of more or less
importance in northern India, Indo China, and the Malayan
Islands. Soy beans are grown also in Italy, France, southern
Russia, Hungary, Hawaii, Egypt, South Africa, and in a
few countries of South America, but the acreage in these
countries is very limited.
“The soy bean was introduced into the United States as
early as 1804 and for several decades was regarded more as
a botanical curiosity than as a plant of economic importance.
Since 1890 nearly all of the State Agricultural Experiments
have experimented with soy beans and many bulletins have
been published dealing wholly or partly with the crop.”
“The soy bean has been used mainly for forage purposes
in the United States, but as a forage crop alone it would not
likely become one of the major field crops. The acreage
in soy beans has increased very rapidly during the last
decade. Previous to 1917 considerably less than 500,000
acres were grown. In 1924 there were more than 2,500,000
acres, of which 1,000,000 were grown for hay, 932,000 for
pasture and silage, and 613,000 for the production of seed.
More than 10,000,000 bushels of soy-bean seed and about
1,360,000 tons of soybean hay were produced in 1924.”
The 103 soy bean varieties and synonyms described
on pages 5-11 are as follows (in alphabetical order): A.K.,
Aksarben, Arlington, Austin, Banner–same as Midwest,
Barchet, Biloxi, Black Beauty–same as Ebony, Black
Eyebrow, Black Sable–same as Peking, Bopp–same as
Chernie, Brown–same as Mammoth Brown, Chernie,
Chestnut, Chiquita, Columbia (from China), Columbian–
same as Columbia, Dixie, Dunfield, Early Brown, Early
Green–same as Medium Green, Early Virginia Brown–same

as Virginia, Early Wilson–same as Wilson, Early Wisconsin
Black–same as Wisconsin Black, Early Yellow–same as Ito
San, Easycook (from Shantung province, China in 1894),
Ebony, Elton, Essex–same as Peking, Extra Early Black
Eyebrow–same as Black Eyebrow, Extra Select Sable–same
as Peking, Giant Brown–same as Mammoth Brown, Goshen
Prolific, Green–same as Medium Green, Guelph–same as
Medium Green, Habaro, Haberlandt, Hahto (“Introduced
under S.P.I. No. 40118 from Wakamatsu, Japan, in 1915. It
is commonly known in Japan as ‘dove killer,’ and is said to
be used boiled in the green stage... Especially valuable as
a green vegetable bean when three-fourths to full grown”),
Hamilton, Herman, Hollybrook, Hongkong, Hoosier, Illini,
Ilsoy, Indiana Hollybrook–same as Midwest, Ito San, Jet,
Laredo, Large Brown–same as Mammoth Brown, Large
Yellow–same as Mammoth Yellow, Late Yellow–same as
Mammoth Yellow, Lexington, Mammoth–same as Mammoth
Yellow, Mammoth Black–same as Tarheel Black, Mammoth
Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Manchu, Manchuria–same as
Pinpu, Mandarin, Medium Early Green–same as Medium
Green, Medium Early Yellow–same as Ito San, Medium
Green, Medium Yellow–same as Midwest, Merko, Midwest,
Mikado, Minsoy, Mongol–same as Midwest, Morse,
Ogemaw, Ohio 9035–same as Hamilton, Old Dominion,
Otootan, Peking, Perley’s Mongol–same as Midwest, Pinpu,
Red Sable–same as Peking, Roosevelt–same as Midwest,
Roosevelt Medium Early Yellow–same as Midwest, Royal–
same as Wilson Five, Sable–same as Peking, Shanghai–same
as Tarheel Black, Sooty, Southern–same as Mammoth
Yellow, Southern Prolific, Soysota, Tarheel–same as Tarheel
Black, Tarheel Black, Tarheel Brown–same as Mammoth
Brown, Tokyo, Virginia, Virginia Early Brown–same as
Virginia, Wea, White Eyebrow, Wilson, Wilson-Five,
Wisconsin Black, Wisconsin Early Black–same as Wisconsin
Black, Wisconsin Pedigreed Black–same as Wisconsin
Black, Yoko–same as Yokoten, Yokoten, Yellow–same as
Mammoth Yellow.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the soybean varieties Black Sable, Early
Virginia Brown, Extra Early Black Eyebrow, Giant Brown,
Large Brown, Tarheel Brown, Virginia Early Brown, or
Wisconsin Pedigreed Black.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
which states that Black Sable is the same as Peking, or that
Brown, Giant Brown, Large Brown, and Tarheel Brown are
the same as Mammoth Brown, or that Early Green is the
same as Medium Green, or that Early Virginia Brown and
Virginia Early Brown are the same as Virginia, or that Early
Wisconsin Black and Wisconsin Early Black and Wisconsin
Pedigreed Black are the same as Wisconsin Black, or that
Extra Early Black Eyebrow is the same as Black Eyebrow,
or that Mammoth Black is the same as Tarheel Black, or that
Yellow is the same as Mammoth Yellow.
Photos show (unless otherwise stated): (1) A typical soy-
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bean plant growing alone. (2) “Outline map of the United
States showing by numerals the areas to which the soy bean
is especially adapted. The varieties suited to the various areas
for different purposes are discussed on page 11. Outside
the unnumbered areas the soy bean either can not be grown
profitably or it is in the experimental stage.” A vertical line
shows that the soybean grows east of the 99th meridian. The
area east of this line is divided into 5 zones by 4 lines parallel
to the latitudes. Soybeans can also be grown in small parts of
Arizona, New Mexico, and California, where extremely hot
weather prevails during the period when the seed is forming.
(3) Roots of a soy-bean plant showing abundant development
of nodules.
(4) Soy beans and corn planted in alternate rows; two
men and waist-deep among the plants. (5) “The ordinary
grain drill may be used for sowing either in rows or in close
drills.” It is pulled by horses and a man, seated on top,
is looking backward. (6) Seeds of the 22 more important
varieties of soy beans now grown in the United States
showing the wide range in the size of the seed. Soybeans
range from 1,250 seeds to the pound for the Hahto (large) to
9,950 seeds to the pound for Barchet.
(7) “The rotary hoe is an excellent implement for either
solid or row plantings.” This one is pulled by two horses; a
man is seated on top. (8) “Soy beans seeded in the same row
with corn. They are more generally grown with corn than
with any other crop.” A man is standing in front of the tall
plants. (9) “A field of soy beans and Sudan grass grown in
mixture for hay.” (10) Roots of a soy-bean plant showing
galls caused by the nematode Heterodera radicicola.
Address: Agronomist, Office of Forage Crops, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1752. Power Farming. 1927. Combine proves itself in
soybeans. 36(4):6-7. April.
• Summary: The subtitle reads: “It is quite commonly agreed
by those who have used the combine that it is here to stay
if for no other crop than the soybean,” says I.P. Blauser,
University of Illinois. He has conducted several tests using
this harvester-thresher on soybeans, and found it to be
efficient, saving labor, money, and harvesting losses due to
shattering of the beans. One test by the University on a field
producing 36.8 bushels of soybeans, found that the losses
from cutting with a mower and then by binder, with separate
threshing in each case, averaged 34% and 41% respectively.
With the harvester-thresher the wastage was usually about
4% and seldom over 10%.
“For the past decade farmers in various parts of the
country have increasingly recognized the importance of
soybeans as a money and feed crop and as a soil builder.
Until the harvester-thresher had proved itself, however, the
wastage that went with the mower and binder methods of
harvesting the beans and then threshing them separately and
the uncertainties that accompanied these methods in adverse

wet seasons deterred numerous farmers from majoring in this
new crop.”
“A popular type of harvester-thresher in the Central
West, the South and the East is the recently developed
McCormick-Deering No. 8 one-man, ten-toot, power-drive
machine; it is not so large as those generally used on the big
wheat ranches of the West and accordingly is better adapted
for use by the farmers farther east who do not farm such
large acreages. It may be operated by McCormick-Deering
15-30 tractor equipped with power take-off, which then not
only provides power for pulling the machine but also for
operating the threshing and cutting mechanisms or it may be
equipped with separate motor to operate these mechanisms
and then be pulled by smaller tractor or by horses. The
advantage of operating with 15-30 tractor equipped with
power take-off is that the expense of a separate motor is
obviated.”
Photos show: (1) “A No. 8 McCormick-Deering 10foot, power-drive harvester-thresher in soybeans on a farm
rented by Ed Borgie near Assumption, Illinois. The outfit
is owned by Leslie and Dale Corzine, who after harvesting
165 of soybeans on their farms went out and harvested a
considerable acreage of soybeans for their neighbors.” (2) “A
No. 8 McCormick-Deering 10-foot, power-drive harvesterthresher owned by J.W. Britten, Spencer, Indiana, and shown
operating in a swampy bottom-land field of soybeans on the
farm of C.E. Davis, Switz City, in Indiana. Mr. Britten is
a custom thresherman and he harvested soybeans with the
machine shown for a number of farmers in southwestern
Indiana last fall.” The tractor pulling the combine is clearly
visible. Address: Asst. in Farm Mechanics, Univ. of Illinois.
1753. Wall Street Journal. 1927. Large increase noted in
soy-bean planting: Acreage of 500,000 in 1917 has grown to
2,600,000, principally in the corn belt states. May 26. p. 15.
• Summary: “Largely increased acreage and production of
soybeans in the United States in the last decade indicate
that the crop is destined to become of great economic
importance.” Of the more than 2,600,000 soybean acres last
year, about 520,000 acres [20%] were for seed production.
Total soybean production last year was 6,517,000 bushels.
“No other crop has advanced so rapidly from a position of
minor to major importance.”
The most dramatic increases in recent years have been
in the corn belt states and in a few southern states, according
to the United States Department of Agriculture. Illinois, the
leading state in soybean acreage, with more than 700,000
acres, is followed by Missouri, North Carolina, Indiana, and
Tennessee.
In the future, soybeans will be used increasingly for
the production of oil and meal. Soybean oil can be used
like almost all other vegetable oils. Oil mills in the major
production centers “now crush large quantities of domestic
beans, and find ready markets for oil and meal.”
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Companies making soybean food products have
recently increased greatly; the beans can be processed
to make breakfast foods, crackers, soy sauce, bean curd,
wafers, soy flour, and special flour preparations. Soy sauce
is now widely sold in the USA. Soybean oil is increasingly
used to make soaps, paints, varnishes, lubricating oils,
linoleum, waterproof goods, printing ink, and solid oils
[by hydrogenation]. Oil cake, which remains after the oil is
extracted from the beans, is a valuable livestock feed.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2013)
that contains the term “soybean food products.”
The discovery that soybeans can be efficiently harvested
using a “combined harvester and thresher” has given
addition impetus to soybean production. Its value in crop
rotations insures the soybean an increasing role in American
agriculture.
1754. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1927. Hay crops to replace late
corn: Soybeans and sudan [grass] promise more feed than
corn planted after June 1. 52(21):780. May 27.
• Summary: “Two Outstanding Crops in Iowa: What crop or
crops should we plant? For Iowa conditions, two crops are
really outstanding. They are soybeans and sudan grass. While
late May is the recommended time of planting for both of
these crops, they can be planted safely up until June 10. Both
call for a seedbed prepared as for corn. Both have trouble
with weeds if their sprouting and early growth are delayed
by extremely cool weather or a poorly prepared seed-bed.
Neither requires labor during corn plowing time. Soybeans
make hay equal or nearly equal to clover or alfalfa.” Address:
Des Moines, Iowa.
1755. Arnold, H.C. 1927. Agricultural Experiment Station,
Salisbury. Annual report of experiments, 1925-26. Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal 24(5):520-34. May.
• Summary: The section titled “Maize following green
manure crop sown under maize during previous summer”
(p. 533-34) states that various leguminous plants such
as dolichos bean, white jack bean, khaki jack bean [both
Canavalia ensiformis], and dhal, were planted on 23 Jan.
1925 among growing maize. “Copious rains followed, and
all the leguminous crops grew well with the exception of
the dolichos bean, which does not seem to thrive when it is
shaded by other plants.” The crops were ploughed under in
September. The land was sown to maize in early December.
The effect on the first maize crop was slightly harmful; yields
were reduced. The second crop was in every case extremely
favorable, yields far exceeding those on the control plot
where no similar green manuring had been practiced.
Note 1. The term “dolichos bean” is confusing, but in
this article probably does not refer to the soya bean. It is
called soya bean in a summary article, but called “dolichos
bean” throughout this article. Articles by Arnold in later
years indicate that dolichos bean was different from soya

bean, yet in 1928 Arnold wrote in this journal (p. 391) that
from 1924 to 1927 five varieties of soya beans had been
tested each year at this station.
A section on “Ground nut (variety) trials” is found on
pages 658-60.
Note: Page
Note 2. Salisbury, now called Harare, is the capital of
Zimbabwe, formerly Southern Rhodesia. Address: Manager,
Salisbury Exp. Station.
1756. Burger, A.A. 1927. Strayer grows soys: A twelve-year
experience. Successful Farming 25(5):5, 28. May.
• Summary: “Twelve years ago [i.e., in about 1915] the
soybean was first being generally introduced in the cornbelt.
At that time Bert Strayer of Black Hawk county, Iowa,
secured some black eyebrow [Black Eyebrow] seed and
the results were so satisfactory that he has been growing
soybeans ever since. With him the acreage has increased
every year until he is now recognized as one of the largest
growers of soybeans in the state. Last year on his quartersection farm he grew 60 acres of beans. Soybeans are a
favorite crop with Strayer because they are easy to grow and
handle, because they make a high protein feed, and because
they are nitrogen-gathering, soil-enriching plants. The crop
has been so satisfactory that it has entirely replaced the corn
crop. Bert says that it pays him better to grow soys and buy
his corn.”
Soys add nitrogen to the soil, but not quite as much
as clover, alfalfa, or sweet clover–nor is the soybean root
system so extensive. The soybean gathers nitrogen by means
of nodules on the roots, and adds both nitrogen and humus
to the decaying roots, stems, and leaves that are left on the
ground. Last year Strayer grew both oats and barley after
soys; they grew taller and ranker, had a deeper green color,
and yielded 5-10 more bushels per acre. “Such results have
been recorded for twelve years; soys are practically the only
legume grown on the farm, yet the land is becoming more
fertile and larger crops are grown every year.” Strayer’s
average soybean yield on his 60 acres last year was 25
bushels per acre.
He has tried a great many different soybean varieties.
Last year he grew black eyebrow, Manchu, and Dunfield.
Details of how Strayer cultivates and harvests soybeans are
given.
Photos show: (1) Two horses pulling a weeder, which
gives young soybeans a good cultivation. (2) A man wearing
a hat standing in a field of soybeans “that will give a good
yield of hay.” (3) A close-up of soybean seeds.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2008)
that mentions Bert Strayer, or any member of the Strayer
family of Iowa, in connection with soybeans.
1757. Lehmann, Emil W.; Blauser, I.P. 1927. Combines in
Illinois. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular
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No. 316. 16 p. May.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Old methods wasted
30-percent of soybeans. Combine cuts two-thirds off losses.
Wheat losses reduced one-third. Combines also efficient
on clover seed. Combine idea dates back to 1840. Helped
solve labor problem in Kansas. Combines found on all sizes
of farms. Three types now being used in Illinois (in terms
of power source). 15-30 tractor most common for pulling.
Horses sometimes used to pull combines. Threshing costs cut
half to two-thirds. Combines harvest 11,105 acres in 1926.
Five factors limit acreage harvested. Combine can be used
about half of July. Grain must be ripe to “combine.” Two
men ordinarily can handle combine. “Combined” grain of
high quality. Scattered straw easily plowed under. Troubles
and adjustments of the combine: Bean losses high unless
combine cuts low, weeds sometimes handicap combine,
slow cylinder speeds prevent split beans, sweet clover gives
combine severe test. Combine can claim many advantages.
Machine also has its disadvantages.
“The first combine, or harvester-thresher, was used in
Illinois in the fall of 1924. Two hundred twelve acres of
soybeans were harvested with it. The following year the
number of combines in the state increased to 12 and in 1926
to 64, one farmer having two machines in 1926.
“The first combine was bought by farmers who were
trying to solve a serious harvesting problem. They were not
satisfied with the loss, expense, and labor of cutting soybeans
with a mower or binder and then threshing them with a grain
separator. Tests of these methods showed that the losses
ranged all the way from 15 percent under the most ideal
conditions to 45 percent under less favorable conditions, the
average being about 30 percent.
“Farmers who brought the combine into Illinois had
trouble buying the machine. They were turned down by
two of the larger machinery companies and when the
third company finally did sell them a combine there was
no guarantee that it would do the work. Nevertheless
the machine harvested soybeans efficiently and in good
condition, even the 60 acres were so weedy that they could
hardly have been harvested by any other method.”
The main crops harvested in 1926 were soybeans (5,856
acres), wheat (2,876), and oats (1,252). Quality of harvested
crop was generally improved. The old methods wasted 30%
of the soybeans, whereas the results of 24 tests in harvesting
soybeans with combines showed an average loss of only
8.89%. The combine originated in about 1840 in the Pacific
Northwest, then in about 1917 it began to move eastward,
mostly for harvesting wheat, as in Kansas. Combines are
drawn with a tractor or by horses.
In Illinois, the most combines (12 of 52) are used on
farms 301 to 400 acres in size. The the first combines were
9-12 feet wide and had “separate motors mounted on them to
operate the combine. These may be drawn with a tractor or
by horses... The third type of combine was given its first trial

in the fall of 1926 in soybeans. It is mounted on a tractor and
driven by the tractor through the belt pulley. The cutter bar
is directly in front of the tractor, the threshing and separating
parts are on the right side, and the grain tank on the left. The
machine has possibilities but will have to be changed to cut
lower before it will harvest soybeans as efficiently as the
other two types of combine” (p. 6-7).
“Bean losses high unless combine cuts low: Losses [on
the ground] back of the cutter bar are the heaviest ones in
harvesting soybeans with a combine. The amount of loss
depends upon the amount of lodging, the height of cut, and
the height of the lowest pods on the stems. With a properly
adjusted combine on level ground it is possible to cut as low
as 4 inches above the ground. To do this it is necessary in
some cases to use a special low-cutting type of cutter bar.
Special shoes are used as runners on each end of the cutter
bar to keep the guards from entering the ground. This change
is necessary if the cutter bar is to run as low as possible at
all times. Lodge beans, even when leaning in the direction
of travel, are picked up quite satisfactorily by slowing down
the forward motion of the combine. The reel slats then move
faster than the forward travel of the combine and the reel
picks up the stalks and puts them back on the platform” (p.
13).
Photos show: (Fig. 1) A combine harvesting soybeans (p.
4). (3) Measuring losses from a combine harvesting soybeans
(p. 6). (4) The common peg-tooth cylinder used in combines
(p. 7). (5) The bar type of cylinder used in combines. Table
2 (p. 10-11) shows the “Amount and quantity of crops
harvested with 52 combines in Illinois, 1926.” Soybeans
were most frequently combined, followed by wheat. In most
cases, the grade or quality of the combined crop was better
than with ordinary methods.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 1998)
that mentions the use of a “cutter bar” (spelled as two words)
for soybean production.
Note 2. This is one of the two earliest tests conducted on
combine header losses in soybeans.
Note 3. These combines used draper conveyor side feed
headers; the soybean yield was 12 bushels/acre. Address: 1.
Chief in Farm Mechanics; 2. First Asst. in Farm Mechanics.
1758. Wand, F.A. 1927. Soil and the soybean special. Staley
Journal (Decatur, Illinois) 10(11):10-11. May.
• Summary: “The Illinois Central Railroad company, cooperating with the A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. and the University
of Illinois, operated a Soil and Soybean special train over
the company lines in Illinois from March 28 until April 16
[1927]. The train made 105 scheduled stops at towns located
on the Illinois Central lines, from Freeport and Galena in the
northern part of the state to Mounds and Metropolis in the
southern part.
“The special was made up of six cars; an office car
containing eating and sleeping quarters for the officials who
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were in charge of the train, a car containing an exhibit of
soybean products prepared at the Staley plant in Decatur,
a car containing a soil, soybean and European Corn Borer
exhibit prepared at the University of Illinois, two motion
picture cars and a lecture car.
“According to H.J. Schwietert, general development
agent of the Illinois Central, the train was operated to
encourage farmers to grow more soybeans. The Illinois
Central officials believe the results obtained justified the
operation of the train; 33,939 people passed through the train
during the period of operation. The total distance traveled
was 2,478 miles.”
“The soybean exhibit car contained 34 by-products of
soybeans, prepared at the Staley plant under the direction
of Howard File, chief chemist. The products were displayed
in large glass jars along with varieties of soybeans best
adapted to Illinois soil and climatic conditions. The four
market grades of soybeans, prepared by Government
inspectors, were also shown. Placards showing the feeding
value of soybean hay, soybean oil meal, fertilizing value
of soybean straw, imports of soybeans and by-products,
increase in the Illinois soybean acreage in recent years, and
the varieties of soybeans most valuable for manufacturing
purposes, furnished a background for the glass containers
of by-products. A number of transparent pictures, placed
below the products and showing the planting, cultivating,
harvesting, grading and manufacturing of soybean products,
caused much favorable comment. In the center of the car a
house painted with soybean oil paint, was shown... A feature
of special interest in the soybean car was a five gallon glass
bottle containing approximately sixteen quarts of soybeans
of the Mammoth Yellow variety. The guests were given cards
and requested to place their names and addresses on the card
and estimate the number of soybeans in the bottle; the prize
being a 50-ton car of limestone furnished free of charge by
the Illinois Central.”
“Before passing on through the train the guests were
urged to accept circulars describing machinery for planting,
cultivating and harvesting soybeans. A large number of
Staley circulars containing a list of products manufactured
from soybeans were distributed in that manner.
“The soil exhibit car was prepared under the direction
of Dean H.W. Mumford of the College of Agriculture
of the University of Illinois. The car contained three
complete exhibits, the first being a soil laboratory where
a large number of samples of soil were tested for farmers.
Methods of soil treatment were also shown. The second
was a soybean exhibit showing the varieties of soybeans
and boxes containing soybeans growing in rows planted
with wheat drill and also planted in rows 28 inches apart
with corn planter. The third exhibit showed the damage
that is being done to our corn crop by the European Corn
Borer and recommended control methods. The soil and
soybean exhibits were handled by members of the Agronomy

Department of the College of Agriculture, while the Corn
Borer exhibit was handled by the Department of Natural
History.
“Professor J.C. Hackleman of the College of Agriculture
was in charge of the soybean exhibit.”
“The two motion picture cars were operated by
P.R. Farlow and George Lierly of the Illinois Central
Development Department. The first car was used for showing
two reels of motion pictures on soybean culture, while the
second car was used for showing pictures of corn borer
control methods... The lecture car was used most extensively
in southern Illinois, and was handled by speakers from
Southern Illinois State Normal University at Carbondale.”
“The Staley company was represented on the train by
Frederick Wand, soybean expert.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 1998)
that clearly describes the use of a special train by a railroad
company to promote soybeans and soy products in the USA.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2000)
published in the Staley Journal which was published from
June 1917 to 1964 by the A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. in Decatur,
Illinois. As of April 1993, according to Jill, the Staley
librarian, The full set is available only on microfilm in
“Corporate Records,” a Quonset hut about 30 miles from
Decatur. The Decatur Public Library also has some issues–a
broken set.
Note 3. This is the second earliest document seen
(Nov. 2004) that mentions motion pictures about soybeans.
Nothing else is known about the two motion pictures on
soybean culture. Address: A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur,
Illinois.
1759. Holstein-Friesian World. 1927. Summary of
experiments in a cowpea-corn rotation at Tennessee station:
Effects of cowpeas and soybeans planted with corn. 24:1036.
June 4.
• Summary: “1. Experiments were carried out for 6 years
with soybeans and for 4 years with cowpeas to determine the
effects of these crops when planted in the row with the corn,
a not uncommon practice. In every case the yields of corn
were greatly reduced, the average reduction for the 10 years’
trial being 15.5 bushels per acre.
“2. The average yield of soybeans when planted with
corn was 17.1 bushels per acre, but that cowpeas was only
8.2 bushels.
“3. The average yield of 6 crops of soybeans planted
alone was 25.9 bushels per acre. The reduction in yield when
the soybeans were planted with corn was 8.8 bushels, or 34
per cent.
“4. The mixed crop of corn and Tokio soybeans
produced, as a 6-year average, 49.9 bushels of grain and seed
per acre, as compared with an average of only 37.9 bushels
per acre when the 2 crops were planted separately on equal
areas.
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“5. The practice of planting soy beans with the corn
is considered advantageous from the point of view of
soil productivity and the increased value of the crop for
‘hogging-off’ purposes.”
1760. Dodson, W.R. 1927. Soy beans in the cane belt of
Louisiana. Planter Reference Book 5:32. July. *
1761. Schuster, George L.; Graham, J.M. 1927. Effect of
various fertilizers and lime on the composition of soybeans.
J. of the American Society of Agronomy 19(7):574-76. July.
[3 ref]
• Summary: “The increased popularity of soybean seed
as a source of concentrates for livestock feeding and as a
source of oil for industrial purposes has given rise to the
question as to whether or not the composition of beans
may be influenced by fertilizers. Most investigators have
reported that lime increased the protein content of the beans
and decreased the oil content, but the results as to other soil
amendments have not been so conclusive.”
Schuster considered that the effect of the application of
K on the quality of the crop will depend upon the amount of
K in the soil and the property of the soil to correct the effect
of the acid derived by the liberation of the applied potassium.
He considers that the literature on K nutrition produces
evidence which indicates that K aids in producing quality in
potatoes, sugar crops, tobacco, soybeans, and wheat.
Tables: (1) Showing average increase or decrease in
percentage of protein in soybeans from different fertilized
plats, 1921. 1924, 1925. The two types of plats are limed and
unlimed. Shows that fertilizers have caused no significant
difference in the percentage of protein in soybeans.
(2) Showing average increase or decrease in percentage
of oil in soybeans from different fertilized plats, 1921. 1924,
1925. The two types of plats are limed and unlimed. Shows
that the oil content of soybeans was changed by the action of
fertilizers. Address: Delaware Agric. Exp. Station.
1762. Beeson, K.E. 1927. Soybeans in relation to soil
fertility in Indiana. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 1:182-87. Eighth annual field meeting. Held
9-12 Aug. in North Carolina.
• Summary: Contains the text of a long letter from Taylor
Fouts, vice-president of the American Soybean Association.
Representing a host of Hoosier Soybean Growers, he invites
the American Soybean Association to hold its next annual
field meeting (in 1928) in Indiana. Eight years have passed
since the first such ASA meeting was held in Indiana–on
Taylor Fouts’ farm. Address: Indiana Experiment Station.
1763. Morse, W.J. 1927. The present outlook of the soybean
industry in the United States. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association 1:167-71. Eighth annual field meeting.
Held 9-12 Aug. in North Carolina.

• Summary: “In 1907, the soybean was considered but a
minor crop in America, less than 50,000 acres being devoted
to its culture. North Carolina had the largest acreage at that
time, and produced at least 90 per cent of the seed, possibly
more.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2008) that
gives statistics for soybean production in the USA before
1909. It is also the earliest document seen (May 2008) that
mentions the number “50,000 acres” in connection with the
year 1907–statistics that were repeated by many subsequent
publications. Yet we have been unable to find Morse’s source
for these earliest baseline statistics. He may have somehow
derived the figures from those in: U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1913. Thirteenth census
of the United States taken in the year 1910. Volume V.
Agriculture, 1909 and 1910.
“Not more than six varieties were being grown [in
America]. The most important of these were the Mammoth
Yellow, Ito San, Ogemaw, and Medium Green, varieties
limited as to soil and climatic conditions, and also as to
purpose. At this time, it seemed unlikely, to all except a few
soybean enthusiasts or ‘soybean cranks’ as they were then
called, that the soybean would ever amount to much more
than a minor or emergency crop. Several experiment stations
had conducted tests with the crop as pasture, hay and silage,
and with the seed as a concentrated feed... One soybean
enthusiast, the late Dr. C.V. Piper, then Chief of the Office
of Forage Crops, United States Department of Agriculture,
had a remarkably clear vision of the great potential value
of the soybean as a major crop in American agriculture.
After studying the soybean in the Orient, it seemed to Dr.
Piper that more and better varieties were essential to meet
the widely diverse conditions found in the United States...
Through the Office of Foreign Plants, therefore, numerous
introductions were made from the soybean regions of China,
Manchuria, Korea, and Japan. Additional introductions
and numerous tests indicated the wisdom of Dr. Piper’s
conclusions. The introductions were found to be adapted to
wider ranges of soil and climatic conditions. The new and
varied uses of the crop stimulated new and greater interest in
possibilities, and the soybean’s march of progress was on.
“Moving forward slowly through the years with new
varieties, increased acreage, wider interest, greater utilization
of crop and by-products, its safety and dependability under
adverse conditions, more efficient methods of planting,
cultivating and harvesting, its availability as a relief crop (as
in the recent Mississippi flood area in the South and in the
corn-borer infested territory in the North), the lowly soybean
of 1907 has risen to the rank of a major crop in 1927.
“In 1926, the acreage of soybeans for all purposes
was estimated at more than 3,000,000 acres and the seed
production at about 148,000,000 bushels. At present (1927),
all states east of the Mississippi River are growing soybeans
and with yearly increasing acreages. Moreover, the states
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bordering the west bank of the Mississippi are greatly
increasing their soybean acreage. For 1927, the average
increase of soybean acreage over that of 1926, is estimated at
about 20 percent.
“Let us consider the forage outlook in the United States.
The soybean undoubtedly will be utilized primarily for
forage purposes, and by forage purposes is meant as hay,
pasture, ensilage, and soilage. In 1924 (we have no later
statistics), more than 1,500,000 tons of soybean hay were
produced, nearly doubling the production of 1922. No figures
are available as to acreage devoted to pasturage and ensilage;
but, you of the states producing soybeans know that a very
considerable part of the soybean acreage of your state was
devoted in 1924 to these two purposes. For instance, Illinois,
with a total soybean acreage in 1924 of 747,000 acres, had
only 90,000 acres for seed production. North Carolina had
a total acreage in 1924 of 255,000 acres of which 120,000
were for seed. For forage purposes, soybeans are increasing
in favor on the farms of the North, South, East and West.
Without a doubt, as hay, pasturage, and ensilage, soybeans
will be used more and more in the farming systems of
America.
“Seed production has become a very important and
profitable industry in many sections. During the past few
years, the growers in certain sections have been confronted
in the fall with the surplus-seed problem. Before the passing
of the next planting season, however, first-class seed for
planting has been at a premium, and during the past two
years (1926 and 1927), there has been an acute shortage in
some sections of seed of desirable varieties. Commercial
possibilities today offer a potential outlet for a supply above
seeding requirements, many times the size of the present
surplus. Several oil mills are now crushing domestic-grown
soybeans for oil and oil meal in the Southern and Western
States, and many others are being equipped for this purpose.
Complaint is often made that oil mills pay too little for
seed, making seed production for this purpose unprofitable.
We must take into account, however, that the soybean is a
legume. We must consider the fertilizing value, the feeding
value of the straw, and not expect too much in comparison
with other standard crops. Let us be fair with this oil-mill
industry, and forget the high prices for seed which have
prevailed with the introduction of new varieties and the large
increase in acreage. To me, the production of soybean seed
for oil and oil meal appears to be one of the bright spots in
the future of the soybean which will firmly establish it as a
major crop.
“Increasing imports of soybeans, soybean oil, and
soybean cake from China and Japan, in spite of a tariff on the
beans and oil, indicate a ready market for these products in
the United States. Soybean oil is a strong competitor of other
vegetable oils and is used extensively in the manufacture
of butter and lard substitutes, paints, enamels, waterproof
goods, rubber substitutes, linoleum, and edible oils; and

constantly new uses are being found for this valuable oil.
Soybean oil meal is a valuable concentrate for all kinds
of livestock. Oil meal is also valuable as a flour, and is
extensively used in the manufacture of glue, of buttons,
etc. The following table shows the increasing demands for
soybean products through imports for the past five years.
This table, “Soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean cake
imported into the United States, 1922-1926 inclusive,”
shows that imports of soybean oil ranged from 9.1 million lb
in 1924 to a high of 41.7 million lb in 1923. Soybean cake
ranged from 4.2 million lb in 1922 to a high 47.1 million lb
in 1924. Imports of soybeans ranged from 3.5 million lb in
1922 to a high 4.2 million lb in 1924.
“Soybean seed is employed for various other purposes
and its uses, no doubt, will further increase. There are
established in the United States several factories for the
manufacture of soy sauce, which in previous years was
imported in large quantities from China and Japan. There are,
also, a large number of food factories using soybean seed in
the manufacture of special foods. And we must not overlook
the value of soybean seed as a highly valuable stock feed,
relished by all kinds of farm stock. Practical experience and
extensive tests by experiment stations have indicated the
value of soybean seed as a home-grown concentrate.
“No doubt, most of you will recall that soybean
bulletins of a few years ago told you that the ordinary farm
equipment was all that was necessary to produce a crop of
soybeans. Today, however, after extensive experiments, we
have more efficient and economical methods of planting,
cultivating, harvesting and marketing the crop. In the
matter of machinery, we have soybean seed drills, soybean
cultivators, and soybean harvesters. Just a word concerning
harvesters, of which we have several types adapted to
various conditions. There is the beater type for rows and for
broadcast beans, and these have gradually brought about the
combine harvester, now used successfully in the Western
States.
“Further brightening the path of the soybean is the
extensive work of experiment stations. Nearly all state
experiment stations (and the United States Department
of Agriculture) are engaged in various tests with regard
to variety testing, breeding work, feeding experiments,
inoculating, fertilizing, methods of culture and harvesting,
and in greater utilization of the soybean and its products.
From this review of experimental and other work during a
score of years, I think you will quite agree that the outlook
is decidedly bright for the soybean, and that, through the
efforts of the American Soybean Association, we must keep
this work going, and place the soybean where it belongs–in
the ‘King’ row with King Corn and King Cotton.” Address:
USDA, Washington, DC.
1764. Parker, F.W. 1927. Soil phosphorus studies: III. Plant
growth and the absorption of phosphorus from culture
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solutions of different phosphate concentrations. Soil Science
24(2):129-46. Aug. See p. 139. [14 ref]
• Summary: Experiment 4, “Soybeans grown in culture
solutions,” describes (p. 139, with a table) how Laredo
variety soybeans were grown at different concentrations
of phosphate from 0 to 10 parts per million (ppm). A
concentration of 0.5 gave the maximum growth, but 2.00
ppm gave the greatest dry weight of plant tops plus roots.
Address: Alabama Agric. Exp. Station.
1765. Winters, R.Y. 1927. The soybean’s contribution to
North Carolina agriculture. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association 1:187-90. Eighth annual field meeting.
Held 9-12 Aug. in North Carolina.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soybean as a money
crop. A legume in the rotation. A source of feed (and total
hay acreage). Future of soybeans.
“Just when the soybean came to our state is not
recorded. Those most familiar with its history place the time
at approximately fifty years ago [i.e., about 1877]. One of the
first authentic records of its growth in the state was written
by Dr. Chas. W. Dabney, Jr., in the annual report of the State
Agricultural Experiment Station for 1882. In his discussion
of varieties grown at that time, the following is of interest:
“’Between varieties the yellow bean (palinda) [sic,
pallida], the brown bean (castanea) and the black, round bean
(astroperma) [sic, atrosperma], there is really little difference.
The yellow bean has been the most popular, however, and
is said to be a little heavier than the other varieties. This the
variety we have tried in North Carolina’
“The above descriptions would naturally lead one
to believe that he was discussing our old stand-bys, the
Mammoth Yellow, Mammoth Brown, and Tar Heel Black.”
The soja bean or Japan pea first became a popular crop
in the eastern part of North Carolina. “The introduction
of soybeans into other sections of the state was not
accomplished until the extensive campaign led by Mr. C.B.
Williams in 1916, and following years.” Address: North
Carolina Experiment Station.
1766. Zimmermann, A. 1927. Die Sojabohne [The soybean].
Tropenpflanzer (Der) (Berlin) 30(9):353-77. Sept. [31 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Description of the plant. Varieties.
Climate. Soils. Tillage. Fertilization & manuring. Bacteria
for the root nodules. Characteristics of the seed. Distance
between seeds and seeding rate. Depth of planting seeds.
Subsequent maintenance. Crop rotation and mixed cultures.
Harvest. Pests and diseases. Yields (in various soybeangrowing countries). Chemical composition of the seed, plant
and straw. Utilization. Production.
Food uses in East Asia include tofu (Bohnenkäse), soy
sauce or shoyu (Bohnenkäse), miso (Bohnensülze), and
soymilk (vegetablische Milch), green vegetable soybeans,

and soynuts. The production of these products has been
described by (among others) Honcamp (1910) and Fesca
(1898).
In Germany and Austria, during World War I, foods
were made from soybeans in various factories: Soy
flour (Sojamehl), fresh and dried soymilk (Frisch- und
Trokenmilch), dry cream (Trockenrahm), etc.
In Austria (according to Fürstenberg 1916, vol. I, p.
24) soybeans have long been used as a coffee extender or
substitute. They are also used for the same purpose in the
United States.
Church (1923) investigated closely the Japanese method
for making soy sauce and considers it possible that this
industry could also develop in the United States.
Soybean cake (Sojakuchen) and soybean meal
(Sojamehl, Sojabohnenschrot) are both residues (Rückstände)
left from making soy oil.
1767. Mann, Frank I. ed. 1927. Storing soybeans. Prairie
Farmer 99(43):12. Oct. 22.
• Summary: E.F.P. from Boone County, Illinois writes “Can
soybeans be stored in bins like wheat?” Mr. Mann answers
his question. “Soybeans are hard to store so they will keep
good even when they are well matured, but when they are
not well matured, it is very difficult to keep them without
losing their viability.”
1768. Morse, Fred W. 1927. Relation between water and
potash in plant production. J. of Agricultural Research
35(1):939-46. Nov. 15. [4 ref]
• Summary: Potash fertilizers are beneficial in dry seasons.
They help crops make more economical use of water.
Address: Massachusetts Agric. Exp. Station.
1769. Runk, C.R. 1927. 6. Chlorosis of soybeans. University
of Delaware Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 152. p. 7. Nov.
Annual Report of the Director For the Fiscal Year Ending
June 30, 1927.
• Summary: “Quite marked results were obtained in
preventing the development of chlorosis by application of
potassium salts at planting time and also by side dressings
for untreated plants which had begun to develop considerable
chlorosis. The side dressed plants developed normally after
treatment. Several other salts were tried in this series but no
correcting affects were secured from them.” Address: Asst.
Agronomist.
1770. International Harvester. 1927. High sales hopes held
for McCormick-Deering combine, dealers told. Cuts work in
half (News release). Wall Street Journal. Dec. 7. p. 18.
• Summary: “The McCormick-Deering harvester-thresher
is scheduled to be... for 1928 one of the biggest sales
opportunities the farm equipment field has ever seen. This is
promised by the sudden swing toward combined harvesting
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and threshing, a feature of the past season... The company is
bending every effort toward McCormick-Deering harvesterthresher production and toward smoothing the way to sales...
“Already many thousands of McCormick-Deering
outfits are at work all over the United States. They are
working with complete success in wheat, oats, barley, rye,
flax, buckwheat, peas, soybeans, kafir corn, clover, etc.
The harvester-thresher method has a strong appeal... It is
revolutionizing the harvest, cutting the work and the risk in
half, simplifying the job for farmer and housewife, saving...
20 cents per bushel.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2016)
by International Harvester in connection with soybeans.
The famous company grew out of the former McCormickDeering, a major manufacturer of harvester-threshers–also
called “combines.”
1771. Turner, A. Grenville. 1927. The useful soya bean.
Commercial possibilities. Liverpool Trade Review
26(12):245-47. Dec. 15. Compiled from a report prepared
by Mr. A. Grenville Turner, of Messrs. Kelly & Company...
Liverpool.
• Summary: Describes the increasing importance and
production of soybeans in the United States, and their food
and industrial uses. Address: Messrs. Kelly & Co., 10 Irwell
Chambers West, Liverpool, England.
1772. DeTurk, E.E.; Bauer, F.C.; Smith, L.H. 1927. Lessons
from the Morrow plots. Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 300. p. 105-40. Dec.
• Summary: Cropping systems practiced: “Beginning in
1901 a three-year rotation of corn, oats, and red clover
was adopted and has been continued uninterrupted to the
present time, except that where clover failed cowpeas were
substituted in 1906 and soybeans in 1912 and 1915.”
“Foreword: Whenever it develops that some one has
been able to see across a half century to what facts are likely
to be needed at that time, and patiently and painstakingly set
about securing those facts, it should be noted. The history of
the Morrow plots is the story of the results of such foresight.
“The planning of these plots is all the more remarkable
because it was done at a time when the Agricultural
Experiment Stations of the country were young and the
pressure was for investigations that would yield quick
returns. Most intimately connected with the history of
these plots are the names of Manley Miles, first professor
of agriculture; George E. Morrow, professor of agriculture
from 1876 to 1894; Eugene Davenport, dean emeritus
of the College of Agriculture and for twenty-eight years
director of the Agricultural Experiment Station; and Cyril
George Hopkins, who for twenty-five years devoted
himself untiringly to furthering the principle of a system of
permanent soil fertility.
“Begun fifty-two years ago, these investigations on the

Morrow plots throw light on fundamental questions of soil
fertility as vital today as any which farmers are asking.”
The records of the Morrow plots, covering 39 years,
stand as a monument, marking the tragedy of soil exhaustion.
The oldest fertility plots in the world at the Rothamsted
Experiment Station in England, cover a period of 84 years.
Both sets of records point to the possibility of maintaining
crop production at an even higher level than that of virgin
soil. Address: 1. Chief in Soil Technology; 2. Chief of Soil
Experiment Fields; 3. Chief in charge of the publications of
the Soil Survey.
1773. Farming in South Africa. 1927. Soya bean as an
alternative summer legume: Useful as a stock-food and a soil
renovator. 2(21):497-98. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Alternative legumes. Food value
of soya bean. Is a soil renovator. How to inoculate. Useful
varieties. How to plant. When to plant. Fertilizer treatment.
Cultural treatment. Harvesting of seed. Harvesting as hay
or silage. Yield of seed and hay. Reasons why soya beans
should be grown.
In Natal, the cowpea is the traditional summer legume.
But soybeans do better under very sour soil conditions and
during an exceptionally wet season. Trials carried out at the
Cedara School of Agriculture also show that the soybean is
more disease-resistant than the cowpea. The food value of
soya bean lies in its ability, when fed with corn, to increase
the milk yield of dairy stock and to give excellent results
in fattening oxen. The varieties Mammoth, Southern, and
Chinese White are commonly grown in Natal for hay and
silage, yielding 1½ to 2½ tons per acre. Brownie is a prolific
seed producer, yielding up to 12 bags/acre.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2000) that
mentions the soybean variety “Chinese White.”
1774. Gyárfas, József. 1927. Tanulmany a szojababrol
[Treatise on the soybean]. Kiserletugyi Kozlemenyek
(Records of the Hungarian Agricultural Experiment Stations)
30(2):147-80. Dec. [24 ref. Hun; ger]
• Summary: A photo shows Gyarfas. The 1-page Germanlanguage abstract is titled “On the possibility of soybean
cultivation in Hungary.”
The introduction of the soybean to Hungary has already
been tried several times. Despite the fact that the climatic
conditions, especially the conditions of warmth in Hungary,
are more favorable for the cultivation of soybeans than those
in Germany, soybeans have so far not been able find a home
in Hungary. The soybean is still grown on only a few arms,
and these are mostly small farms which have a need for
concentrated feeds.
The reason why the introduction of soybeans into
Hungary has so far been unsuccessful is partly due to the fact
that until recently there were no early-ripening varieties that
were also relatively rich in oil and protein. Otherwise mainly
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Agricultural Experiment Station, showing the grounds and
buildings.
Note: The Hungarian journal title and the article title
contain many diacritical marks which we are unable to
duplicate. Address: Royal Hungarian Agric. Exp. Station,
Budapest.
1775. Wand, Frederick A. 1927. The soybean industry:
Introducing the soybean in the United States. Farmers’
Elevator Guide 22(12):50-51. Dec.
• Summary: Includes a discussion of the value of soybeans
as a soil builder, the increase in soybean acreage in Illinois
(from 40,000 acres in 1921 to 538,000 acres in 1927), the
marketing of soybeans, and soybeans and the tariff (which
is presently 30 cents a bushel on soybeans and 2½ cents a
pound on soybean oil). Address: Manager Soy Bean Dep.,
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois.
1776. Borst, Harold Lamont. 1927. Life history of the
soybean as related to date and rate of planting. PhD
thesis, Ohio State University–Wooster. 96 p. In: Library
of Congress. Catalog Div. A List of American Doctoral
Dissertations Printed in 1912-1932. 1932. [28 ref]
Address: Ohio State Univ.–Wooster.

in the fact that the soybean was never sought or offered for
such low prices that the farmers found it unprofitable to
cultivate it.
Manchuria brings its soybeans to the world market at
prices so low, similar to those of wheat, that the farmers of
Central Europe cannot compete with them. The soybean
delivers lower yields than wheat, and soybean cultivation
costs are significantly higher.
Experiments conducted in Hungary have further
confirmed the correctness of the experience gained in
Germany that the soybean is more resistant to frost than
the green bean (Fisole), the pumpkin (Kürbis), and even
maize, and therefore the soybean is significantly earlier than
previously thought, in fact it can be planted at the same time
as beets (Rüben).
This enables the cultivation of varieties with a longer
growing season, while on the other hand, the earlier
cultivation grants a certain protection against drought
and heat, which are so often harmful in Hungary when
cultivating soybeans. It is precisely the dryness and the not
uncommon drought that also means that early-maturing
varieties must be grown in Hungary, since the drought very
often interferes with the development of late maturing and
therefore slower developing varieties and causes a crop
failure.
On the last page is a large photo of the Royal Hungarian

1777. Chambliss, C.E. 1927. Soy-bean rotation increases rice
yields greatly. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA) p. 673-75.
For the year 1926.
• Summary: “Experiments conducted for a period of 14
years at the rice experiment station, Crowley, Louisiana,
show that weeds can be controlled and may be eradicated by
growing rice in rotation with soy beans.” Address: Louisiana.
1778. Glebov, M.D. 1927. Vozmozhnost kultury soyevykh
bobov v Rossii [Possibility of the cultivation of soybeans in
Russia]. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria Monitor) (Chinese
Eastern Railway) No. 7. p. 32-38. [Rus]*
1779. Hardenburg, E.V. 1927. Bean culture. New York, NY:
Macmillan Co. xiv + 238 p. Frontispiece. Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 1, “Beans as a world crop,” states
(p. 1-2): “The term ‘bean’ has been used so broadly
both in writings and in parlance as to make it difficult to
define. Most large-seeded legumes, the seeds of which are
commonly separated from the pods at maturity for use as
food, are classed as either beans or peas. Although beans
and peas are terms sometimes used interchangeably, most
round-seeded types with trailing or vining habit of growth
and many small leaflets are classed as peas. Well-known
examples are field peas, cannery peas, garden peas (forms
of Pisum sativum), and chick-peas (Cicer arietinum).
Although many varieties of soybeans are round-seeded,
this plant is taxonomically not a pea. In contradistinction
to peas, beans are most commonly more or less flat-seeded,
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with herbaceous stems bearing relatively large well-defined
trifoliolate leaves (with three leaflets) and with habit of
growth varying from distinctly bushy to trailing and twining.
Examples of flat-seeded legumes commonly known as peas
are the cowpeas of the southern states and the pigeon-peas
grown in Hawaii and other tropics. Strictly speaking, both of
these belong to the bean group.”
In the same chapter, a 3-column table (p. 4) gives the
name, common synonyms, and botanical name of various
beans. The first entry is for Soybean–Japan pea, Soja or soya,
coffee bean, stock pea–Glycine Max (G. hispida or Soja
Max).
The second entry is for Cowpea–Southern field pea, cow
field pea–Vigna sinensis.
Chapter 19 (p. 203-15) is titled “Cowpeas and
soybeans.” The section on “Soybean” (p. 208-15) has this
contents: Climatic and soil adaptation. Varieties. Planting.
Rotation and fertilizers. Analysis and uses.
Note 1. Much of the information about the soybean is
summarized from The Soybean, by Piper & Morse (1923).
Note 2. Earle Volcart Hardenburg was born in 1889.
Address: PhD, Prof. of Vegetable Gardening, New York State
College of Agriculture at Cornell Univ.
1780. Morse, W.J. 1927. Soy-bean output increasing in
United States. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA) p. 671-73.
For the year 1926.
• Summary: “Although introduced as an unknown immigrant
from the Orient many decades ago, not until recently has
the soy bean won a recognized place in the cropping system
of American farmers. The great interest shown in the soy
bean and its products and the largely increased acreage and
production during the last decade indicate that it is destined
to become a crop of considerable economic importance in
the United States.
“In 1917 less than 500,000 acres were devoted to
soy beans for all purposes. In 1924 there were 2,500,000
acres, of which about 1,000,000 acres were grown for hay,
about 1,000,000 acres for pasture and silage, and more
than 500,000 acres for seed production. About 2,283,000
bushels of seed were produced in 1917, while in 1924 nearly
10,000,000 bushels of seed and 1,360,000 tons of hay were
produced. Although the increase in acreage has been general
over the eastern half of the United States, the most marked
increases have been in the Corn Belt States and in a few
of the Southern States. In 1924 the five leading States for
total acreage were Illinois, 747,000; Missouri, 400,000;
North Carolina, 255,000; Indiana, 210,000; and Tennessee,
167,000; and for seed production North Carolina, 2,560,000
bushels; Illinois, 1,548,000 bushels; Missouri, 1,379,000
bushels; Ohio, 728,000 bushels; and Indiana, 650,000
bushels. The soy bean can now be grown successfully in
any climate suitable to corn or cotton. The Department of
Agriculture during the past 10 years has developed, through

introduction and by breeding methods, varieties which have
extended the range of profitable soybean culture far beyond
what were at first considered its limits. The principal uses
of the soy bean are hay, pasture, silage, grain, oil and oil
meal, and human food. With such a wide range of uses the
production of the soy bean is no longer localized and its
increasing importance is assured.
“Gaining Favor as Forage: As a forage crop alone, it is
not likely that the soy bean will become a major field crop
in the United States. However, even as a forage crop it has
gained steadily in favor as indicated by the increased acreage
from year to year. The forage is preserved either as hay or
silage, or cut and fed green as soilage. It is also pastured
extensively with sheep and hogs. Not infrequently, the soy
bean is employed as a green manure or summer cover crop
in orchards. Unlike most other legumes the seed is rich in oil
which makes the soy bean an important source of vegetable
oil. Although the soy bean will no doubt continue to grow
in importance as a forage crop, indications are that the
future increase in soy bean acreage will be largely for the
production of oil and oil meal. During the past few years, oil
mills in the Corn Belt States and some of the Southern States
have crushed fairly large quantities of domestic beans, and
found ready markets for the oil and oil meal.
“Soy-bean oil is used largely in the manufacture of
soaps, paints, varnishes, linoleum, enamels, lubricating oils,
printing ink, waterproof goods, salad oils, and substitutes for
rubber, lard, and butter. The oil has now an important place
in the world’s trade and commercial utilization of vegetable
oils. The cake or oil meal remaining after the oil is extracted
is a highly concentrated and nutritious feed, and is relished
by all kinds of livestock.
“As an article of food, the use of the soy bean in the
United States has been very limited. For many years a few
food companies have manufactured special soy-bean flour
products. The number of such concerns producing soy-bean
food products has increased to a considerable extent during
the last few years. Soy beans are now being made into
breakfast foods, crackers, wafers, soy sauce, bean curd, soy
flour, and special flour preparations for various purposes.
One of the most recent developments is the manufacture of
soy sauce and bean curd from domestic grown beans. This
has been found a most profitable industry in some parts
of the Corn Belt, and soy sauce has now a fairly extensive
market in the United States.
“Improved Production Methods: Increased acreage
and greater utilization of the soy bean have brought about
improved methods in planting, culture, and harvesting.
Implement manufacturers, who in the past took no interest
in the soy bean, are now actively engaged in a study of the
planting, cultural, and harvesting problems of the crop. The
development of an efficient method of harvesting the seed
crop has been one of the serious problems connected with
the production of soy beans. Many types of machines are
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now on the market, ranging from the single-row harvester
to broadcast harvesters of the beater type and the combine
harvester like those used in harvesting wheat and other small
grains.
“Because of this rapid increase in the importance of the
soy bean, State experiment stations have greatly extended
their investigations of the different feeding problems, such
as the value of soy-bean silage, hay, grain, pasture, and oil
meal. One of the most outstanding results of this work has
been the use of a mineral mixture with the grain and meal.
Extensive feeding trials with hogs and poultry have shown
that when minerals are added to a soy-bean ration the results
compare favorably with those from a ration of tankage and
meat scrap.
“In the last decade the soy bean has advanced from a
position of minor to one of major importance. Previously soy
beans were grown only occasionally, usually as a substitute
crop when clover or some other crop failed. At the present
time the plant is grown regularly for hay, grain, and pasture,
and with corn as silage.”
A photo shows: “Best results in making soy-bean hay
are obtained where the vines are piled in tall, narrow cocks.”
Address: USDA, Washington, DC.
1781. Mumford, H.W. 1927. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 40:1-288. For the year
ended June 30, 1927.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Many new strains tried
out to improve soybeans: High and low oil lines developed
further (p. 41-43). New Manchu strain best yielder in
soybean tests (p. 43). Soybean yields again increased by
inoculation (p. 44). Some cowpea nodule bacteria also
function on soys (p. 44). Wheat yields again unaffected by
soybean crop (p. 45).
Livestock investigations: Soybean test compares
hogging down vs. dry lot (p. 82-84; An investigation “on
the relative values of hay and seed types of soybeans when
planted with corn for hogging-down. Also, the effect of these
types of soybeans upon the quality of the resulting pork
when they are hogged-down with corn...” The results of the
year’s work is summarized). Hogs should be fed less than 12
percent of beans (p. 84-85). Method sought of getting hard
pork from soybeans (p. 85-86). Soybeans and their products
compared for cattle (p. 101-02). Dairy investigations: Cows
do only slightly better on ground soy hay (p. 148-50).
Agricultural economics: Illinois soybeans go to widely
scattered markets (p. 195-96).
Farm mechanics: Efficiency of combine on Illinois crops
studied (p. 212-13; “The first combine was used in Illinois in
1924 to harvest soybeans, but has since been used to some
extent in harvesting every small grain crop, soybeans, and
the clover and grass seeds. Tests of combines in 1926 show a

loss of 8.89 percent in harvesting soybeans and a loss of 4.72
percent in harvesting wheat.” Fifty-two of the 63 combine
owners in the state were visited, and records received from
them. Table 84 shows the number of acres harvested by each
combine and the grade of crop harvested. A more complete
report of the preliminary study of combines in Illinois is
reported in Circular 316, ‘Combines in Illinois’”).
Bean [soybean] harvesting losses again lowered by
combines (p. 213-17; A photo, p. 216, shows soybeans being
harvested with a combine on the Illinois Experiment Station
farm).
Note: One section in this report is titled “Many
worthless bacterized fertilizers found” (p. 44). These
fertilizers are promoted as containing bacteria for soil
inoculation. The word “bacterized” seems to have been
coined in about 1915 (“A method of treating peat to make it
more active as a fertilizer and as a medium for the growth
of nitrogen-fixing bacteria {so-called bacterized peat})...”
Address: Dean and Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1782. Oathout, Charles Hubert. 1927. The vitality of soybean
seed as affected by storage conditions and mechanical injury.
PhD thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 19
p. In: Library of Congress. Catalog Div. A List of American
Doctoral Dissertations Printed in 1912-1932. 1928. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois.
1783. Pieters, Adrian John. 1927. Green manuring: Principles
and practice. New York, NY: John Wiley and Sons; London:
Chapman & Hall. xiv + 356 p. Illust. Diagrams. Index.
24 cm. Series: The Wiley Agricultural Series, ed. by J.G.
Lipman.
• Summary: Soy is mentioned 109 times in this document;
see Index. Adrian J. Pieters was born in 1866. Address:
Ph.D., Agronomist in Charge of Clover Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry. USDA.
1784. Voeikoff, A.D. 1927. Bibliografiya po voprosam
kul’tury i ispol’zovaniya soevykh bobov [Bibliography
on the cultivation and utilization of soybeans]. Vestnik
Manchzhurii (Manchuria Monitor) (Chinese Eastern
Railway) No. 7. p. 63-67. Russian edition. [48 ref. Rus]
• Summary: This is the world’s first bibliography on
soybeans–with the word “Bibliography” in the title–in
any language. However, several earlier books had longer
bibliographies or lists for references. For example, The
Soybean, by C.V. Piper & W.J. Morse, a book first published
in 1923, contained 563 references in its “Bibliography” near
the end of the book. Address: Manchuria.
1785. Helm, C.A. 1928. Planting and cultivating soybeans
for seed. Missouri Agricultural College, Extension Circular
No. 192. 4 p. Feb.
Address: Columbia, MO.
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1786. Odland, T.E.; Garber, R.J. 1928. Size of plat and
number of replications in field experiments with soybeans. J.
of the American Society of Agronomy 20(2):93-108. Feb. [2
ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: In varietal experiments with
different farm crops the question of what size of plat and
how many replications to use in order to obtain reliable
results is of prime importance. For the sake of economy in
land and labor it is desirable to have the plats as small as
possible and replicated a minimum number of times. On the
other hand, it is of even greater importance that the plats be
large enough and sufficiently often replicated to make the
results reliable. Although considerable work has been done
in determining the size of plat required for tests with small
grains, potatoes, and a number of other crops, a search of the
literature does not reveal any experiments of this nature with
soybeans.”
Summary and Conclusions: “... it would seem that
a 16-foot plat replicated three times will be the most
satisfactory when both accuracy in results and economy of
land and labor are taken into consideration.” Address: 1.
Assoc. Agronomist; 2. Head of Department. Both: Dep. of
Agronomy, West Virginia Agric. Exp. Station, Morgantown,
WV.
1787. Asked and answered at the combine session. 1928.
In: 1928. Present Status of “Combine” Harvesting: Papers,
Discussion, and Reports Presented at the “Combine” Session
of the Meeting of the Power and Machinery Division of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers [ASAE], at
Chicago, November, 1927. St. Joseph, Michigan: ASAE. 38
p. See p. 36-38.
• Summary: Concerning “Increased separating capacity”
(p. 36), Mr. Heitshu states: “My observations in Virginia
have been that we had a lot of choking up both in soybeans,
especially when the stuff is still green, and in small grain.
And the cause in almost every case seems to be that the
material could not get away from the cylinder fast enough. I
do not believe length would help that. I believe width is the
solution.”
Concerning “Soybean practice” (p. 37), the first
question is: “What is the danger of soybeans heating after
being harvested with a combine?” Mr. Lehmann of Illinois
answers: “We have had quite a little experience in Illinois in
harvesting soybeans and I have yet to hear of any experience
other than good. They have stored their soybeans very
satisfactorily. I have seen bins where the beans were five or
six feet deep and they were not heating.”
The second question is: “What is the policy of planters
of soybeans for combine harvesting in Illinois? Do they
drill them in six or seven inches apart or plant them in rows
perhaps 24 inches apart?” Mr. Lehmann answers: “Both
ways.” It is recommended that the soybeans be planted more

thickly than usual so that the lower pods would abort and not
produce beans. Planted in rows, soybeans are more liable to
have the pods near the surface of the ground. Mr. Michael
asks: “Someone spoke of soybean harvesting where the
cylinder speed was not reduced, but the tractor driven along
very slowly. I would like to know whether that is considered
good practice.” Mr. Duffee of Wisconsin answers: “I believe
the cylinder speed was supposed to be slowed down but they
did not change the gears, they merely ran the whole machine
slower so as not to crack the beans. They reported excellent
work, although they did not cover the acreage they would
have. They had very fine separation and excellent work in
every respect.”
1788. Blasingame, R.U. 1928. The combine in Pennsylvania.
In: 1928. Present Status of “Combine” Harvesting: Papers,
Discussion, and Reports Presented at the “Combine” Session
of the Meeting of the Power and Machinery Division of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers [ASAE], at
Chicago, November, 1927. St. Joseph, Michigan: ASAE. 38
p. See p. 7-8.
• Summary: “During the 1927 harvest season we made
some studies pertaining to the use of the combine harvester
in Pennsylvania. This work was done under the Power and
Labor Purnell Project No. 705 in the Department of Farm
Machinery in cooperation with the Division of Agricultural
Engineering of the United States Department of Agriculture.
A 9-foot Case combine harvester was operated on the college
farms in the harvesting of 21 acres of oats and 40 acres of
wheat.”
“While there were only about four or five machines
owned and operated by farmers in Pennsylvania in 1926,
there were nearly 30 in 1927.”
“Several combine owners have used their machines for
harvesting buckwheat and soybeans... We visited Paul Wolff
on November 16 while he was harvesting soybeans. There
was a rain the night before which made harvesting almost
impossible but Mr. Wolff made one round for our benefit. We
made a blanket test on this machine which showed a loss of
about 3 per cent even though the beans were very tough and
hard to thresh. We were unable to find any unthreshed beans
which were fully matured.”
“I believe that in the neighborhood of 100 new
combines will be sold in the state during 1928... In talking
to threshermen in the state I find that they are of the opinion
that the combine will have a very rapid sale within the next
few years. A few of the most progressive threshermen are
thinking seriously of purchasing combines for custom work.”
The farmers in this state are interested in saving
the straw. Address: Agricultural engineer, Purdue Univ.
[Indiana].
1789. Godfrey, G.H. 1928. Legumes as rotation and trap
crops for nematode control in pineapple fields. University of
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Hawaii, Experiment Station of the Association of Pineapple
Canners, Bulletin No. 10. 21 p. March.
• Summary: “In the early spring of 1927 it was decided to
plant various legumes in pineapple land badly infested with
nematodes in order to test these crops for their possible value
in connection with pineapple culture.” A three-acre site was
chosen in “one of the Hawaiian Pineapple Company fields
in the Helemano section near Wahiawa, Island of Oahu,
Territory of Hawaii.”
The section titled “Soy bean (Glycine hispida)” states:
“The Laredo soy bean secured from the Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, was planted as the one variety of
soy bean which has been distributed in the States as being
distinctly root-rot resistant. In our tests the root-rot resistance
held as compared with other known susceptible varieties,
but in other respects this variety proved itself to be distinctly
inferior. It early became eaten by the so-called Japanese
beetle. For this reason and because of its poor growth in
general it was early eliminated from consideration.” Also
discusses: Cowpea. Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association.
Producers Cooperative Honolulu.
1790. Mayer, I.D. 1928. The combine in Indiana. In: 1928.
Present Status of “Combine” Harvesting: Papers, Discussion,
and Reports Presented at the “Combine” Session of the
Meeting of the Power and Machinery Division of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers [ASAE], at
Chicago, November, 1927. St. Joseph, Michigan: ASAE. 38
p. See p. 6-7.
• Summary: “From a start with five combined harvesterthreshers in the wheat harvest of 1926 to sixty-five for
the soybean harvest for 1927, the conservative farmers of
Indiana have shaken off the shackles of tradition, joined the
ranks of the progressives and are already signing orders for
1928 delivery. The success of this machine for harvesting a
great variety of crops under widely varying conditions has
made even the most skeptical admit that the combine can be
adapted to Indiana farming conditions. It is our opinion that
the dangers of losses due to shattering and lodging after grain
is ripe enough to cut with a binder (particularly with wheat)
have been greatly overemphasized.
“We have records of the successful harvesting of the
following crops with the combine in Indiana: Rye, wheat,
oats, barley, millet, buckwheat, timothy seed, mammoth red
clover seed, little red clover seed, sweet clover seed, and
soybeans.”
“The combines cut standing grain as cleanly as did
binders; that is, the loss counts after each machine average
about the same for similar yields. The combines threshed as
efficiently as did stationary threshers.”
“The combine eliminated the losses incident to binding,
shocking, standing in the shock, loading and hauling of the
bundles. These losses averaged from one to two bushels per
acre.”

“The efficiency with which the combine harvests
soybeans has, in most cases, been the reason for the purchase
of the machine. Harvesting losses with the combine averaged
about 10 per cent of the total yield while losses by other
methods of harvesting were as high as 30 and 40 per cent.”
“The adaptability of the combine to so many different
crops will make it a profitable machine to own even on the
comparatively small farms of the corn belt. The ease of
transporting the smaller machines will make them profitable
for custom threshing. One of our machines was hauled more
than 150 miles over the road during the past season with very
little ill effect.
“For corn belt conditions, where the grain must
frequently be cut low and all the straw handled, the capacity
of the platform and separator is not sufficient if tractor
speeds are to be maintained. In fields in which the height of
the grain varied considerably it was impossible to adjust the
height of the reel satisfactorily. An adjustable reel controlled
from the operator’s seat would have been of considerable
assistance. Since the speed of the reel is not correlated to the
rate of travel of the machine the reel is sometimes subjected
to severe strains.
“Some difficulty was experienced in conveying the
grain from the cutter bar to the cylinder when the grain was
leaning at right angles to the direction of travel. This trouble
consisted of the straw catching as it turned the corner into
the feeder and of straw following the platform canvas back
under the roller in sufficient quantity to stop the canvas.”
A photo (p. 7) shows “Two views of an AdvanceRumely 10-foot combine harvesting soy beans in north
Central Indiana. This method of harvesting soy beans has
proven to be a great success.” Address: Agricultural engineer,
Purdue Univ.
1791. Missouri (Agricultural Experiment Station?) College
of Agriculture, Leaflet. 1928. Soybean varieties for seed and
for hay. No. 25. March. *
1792. Present status of “combine” harvesting: Papers,
discussion, and reports presented at the “combine” session
of the meeting of the Power and Machinery Division of
the American Society of Agricultural Engineers [ASAE],
at Chicago, November, 1927. 1928. St. Joseph, Michigan:
ASAE. 38 p.
• Summary: This report is divided into three parts: 1.
Combine field investigations in 1927 (p. 3-23); 2. Recent
developments in the combine (p. 24-25; discussions by
four representatives of farm machinery manufacturers); 3.
Results of grain drying experiments (p. 26-38; the threshed
grain is often artificially dried in bins after it comes from
the combine. Soybeans are discussed in detail on p. 37).
The subtitle to Part 1 reads: “This symposium of reports on
field investigations conducted during 1927 on the use of the
combine harvester-thresher, or ‘combine’ as it is commonly
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called, includes contributions from fourteen states of the
United States–north, south, east, and west–and western
Canada. Soybeans are discussed mostly in Part 1, which
consists of papers (reports) by various authors on use of the
combine in the following states. In states followed by an
asterisk, soybeans were harvested by a combine, whereas
in those followed by a plus sign, soybeans were only
mentioned: Iowa+, Michigan, Louisiana+, South Dakota*,
Indiana*, Pennsylvania*, Idaho, Minnesota, Virginia*,
New York, Illinois*, Montana, Wisconsin*, North Dakota,
western Canada (Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Manitoba), and
Saskatchewan. Papers in which soybeans are discussed are
cited separately.
This is a very early report on combines in the United
States. The first combine was used in South Dakota in
1920, however in most states, combines have been used
for only a few years. States and Canadian provinces in
which many combines were operating in 1927 include:
Saskatchewan (530), Illinois (300+), Alberta (221), South
Dakota (200+), North Dakota (200), Indiana (65), Manitoba
(23). Manufacturers of combines include: Case, McCormickDeering, and Advance-Rumely. The width of the cutting
blade ranges from 8 to 24 feet, with most being in the range
of 9 to 16 feet wide. Combines generally cut standing
grain as clean as did binders, and they thresh out the grain
as efficiently as did stationary threshers. Most combines
studied are drawn by a tractor (a relatively new piece of
farm machinery) having typically “15 drawbar horsepower,”
although smaller ones can be drawn by a team of 12 horses.
Combines can be powered in several ways: By an auxiliary
engine to operate the cutting and threshing mechanism, or
by power take-off from a tractor. “While some of the small
machines may be operated by one man after the thresher has
been properly set and all adjustments have been properly
made, it usually requires one man to take care of the tractor
and a second man to look after the combine, besides the
necessary help and equipment to haul away the grain” (p.
9). Problems with combines: They work best on fairly even,
flat land and do not work well on very small farms. However
photos (p. 8) taken in Idaho show: (1) A combine at work on
a 29-degree hillside. (2) A 26-degree hillside after combining
with tractor power. (3) Badly lodged grain which was almost
completely recovered by combining.
Early history (p. 8-9): The first combine in Minnesota
was built in 1884 in Minneapolis by the late J.L. Owens,
founder of the J.L. Owens Company. It was designed to
harvest only the heads of the grain stock. The manufacture
was not continued due to lack of capital, and concerns with
even ripening of the grain. In 1927 eleven combines were
purchased an used by Minnesota farmers.
Parts of a combine: Bulk grain tank (p. 24), cutter bar
(p. 6, 11, 14, 24), cylinder (toothed vs. bar; p. 11, 12, 17),
extension straw carrier (p. 16), header (rigid vs. hinged; p.
12, 15, 20, 24; “The machines both worked admirably when

used as headers”), pick-up devices or attachments (as a
windrow pick-up device; p. 20), platform (p. 14), platform
canvas (p. 6, 14), reel (p. 6, 14), separator (p. 11), sieves (p.
12), supplemental conveyor (p. 15), swather or swathing
equipment (p. 20, 37), windrowing device (p. 37).
Many small photos show combines harvesting various
crops.
Note 1. These proceedings show, among other things,
the great importance of the tractor (which was still a new
and revolutionary machine during the 1920s) in making
the combine a viable piece of farm machinery. Without the
tractor, the combine would have had to be pulled by horses,
which would have made it much less useful and efficient, and
much more difficult to use. Address: St. Joseph, Michigan.
1793. Agricultural Bulletin (Bermuda Department of
Agriculture). 1928. Soy beans and cowpeas for soil
improvement. 7(4):6-7. April.
• Summary: Soybeans and cowpeas are recommended for
soil improvement and as a labor saver, and the advantages of
soybeans over cowpeas are enumerated. “After many years’
experience, the Department recommends soy bean rather
than cow peas for the following reasons: (1) as a rule the
seed is cheaper, (2) the crop better withstands drought, (3) it
is readily eaten by all farm live stock, and (4) because of its
erect growth, it is much more easily handled at plowing time.
Its one disadvantage is that its nitrogen-gathering bacteria
are not present in agricultural soils to the same extent as are
the bacteria of cowpeas, and it is usually found necessary
to inoculate the soil... Mammoth Yellow is the variety of
soybeans recommended...
“Reference has been made to soybeans as feed for stock,
and greater use should be made of the plant for summer
feeding. All stock eat the crop with relish, and it is of very
high feeding value.”
1794. Arnold, H.C. 1928. Agricultural Experiment Station,
Salisbury. Annual report of experiments, 1926-27. Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal 25:377-97. April. See p. 390-91.
• Summary: Pages 390-91 state: “Soya Beans.–A few
varieties of this crop were introduced as much as fifteen
years ago [i.e., about 1913, but actually by April 1906],
and thorough trials were then made with them for several
seasons. The results were very favourable, and further
experiments were discontinued until two years ago. The
recent introductions have given heavier yields of both hay
and seed than the older varieties, but it cannot be claimed
that their yields of fodder equal those of the dolichos and
velvet bean...
“Its upright habit of growth renders the crop easier to
handle with hay-making machinery and less troublesome for
ploughing under than plants which have trailing vines, so
that if a variety can be found whose yields of fodder and seed
equal those of the dolichos or velvet beans, it would be of
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great value to this country...
“The variety named O-too-tan [Otootan], which was
kindly sent to the Department from the Old Umtali Mission,
has thus far given the best results.”
In 1924-24 O-to-tan yielded 438 lb/acre of seed,
increasing to 930 lb/acre in 1925-26. In 1926-27 O-tootan yielded 960 lb of seed and 200 lb of hay per acre.
Haberlandt, Columbia, Biloxi, and Virginia were each tested
during these three periods, but they always gave lower seed
yields. In 1926-27, however, Haberlandt gave the highest
yield of hay, 1,360 lb/acre.
Ground nuts (peanuts) are discussed on pages 377-80
and the kudzu vine (Pueraria thunbergiana) on pages 39293. Address: Manager, Salisbury Exp. Station.
1795. Reynoldson, L.A.; Martin, J.H.; Humphries, W.R.
1928. Shall I buy a combine? Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No.
1565. 18 p. April. See p. 3-4.
• Summary: This bulletin begins: “The problem of deciding
whether to purchase a combine or to continue harvesting
by the older methods is one that many farmers are trying to
solve.” “The first combine was built over 50 years ago.”
The section titled “Crops that can be harvested with
combines” includes a subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 3-4).
“Nearly every farmer who owns a combine and who raises
soy beans uses the machine to harvest his crop. (Fig. 1.)
Harvesting with a binder, a bean harvester, or a mower is
often unsatisfactory because of the heavy bean losses. Many
owners in the Corn Belt purchased their combines especially
for harvesting soy beans.”
“Owing to the lateness of the harvest season and the
habit of growth of soy beans, the harvesting of this crop is
accompanied with more hazard and difficulty than is the
harvesting of small grains. Harvesting is aided by early
sowing of early-maturing varieties which shatter little. If the
soy beans are cut sufficiently early the disk and wheat drill
may be pulled directly behind the combine, and the strip of
land seeded to wheat will be covered with a thin layer of
straw on the next round of the combine.
“The loss of beans harvested by the combine is greater
than for small grains, but there is a decided saving in
combining beans over other methods of harvesting. The
greatest losses in harvesting due to low pods which are
missed by the cutter bar, the lowest adjustment of which cuts
about 4 inches or more above the ground. Thicker planting
tends to produce taller plants with fewer low pods.
“In harvesting soy beans the speed of the cylinder should
be reduced to approximately 50 per cent below that required
for wheat, to prevent cracking the beans, the separating unit
of the machine being kept at the same speed to insure proper
cleaning and quick disposal of the green material. If the
crop is uniformly mature no concave teeth are needed, but
concaves must be used if beans are not thoroughly ripe, in
order to insure clean separation. The cylinder can be slowed

down when soy beans are being threshed either by placing a
smaller pulley on the motor shaft or a larger sprocket on the
driving end of the cylinder shaft. These are necessary items
of equipment for the proper operation of the machine in both
bean and pea harvest.”
A photo (p. 4) shows a combine pulled by a tractor.
The caption states: “In Illinois and Indiana, on farms where
combines are owned, the machine has superseded the binder
and mower for harvesting soy beans, as it saves a larger
percentage of the crop.” Address: 1. Assoc. Agricultural
Economist, Div. of Farm Management and Costs, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics; 2. Assoc. Agronomist, Office
of Cereal Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry; 3.
Senior Engineering Aid, Div. of Agricultural Engineering,
Bureau of Public Roads.
1796. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1928. If your legumes are winter
killed: Soybeans and sudan grass may help supply hay and
pasture. 53(19):746. May 11.
• Summary: With hay in short supply, soybeans and sudan
grass, grown either alone or combined, seem like the best
bet for now. “For hay, soys planted at least two or three
weeks after the close of corn planting, are best both from the
standpoint of keeping free of weeds and of the best time of
making them into hay. Experienced growers are emphasizing
more and more the value of thoro killing of one crop of
weeds before sowing.” Address: Des Moines, Iowa.
1797. Erdman, Lewis W.; Wilkins, F. Scott. 1928. Soybean
inoculation studies. Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station,
Research Bulletin No. 114. 54 p. June. [35 ref]
• Summary: Note: This very comprehensive Research
Bulletin is generally recognized as an outstanding
contribution. Many facts regarding inoculation are brought
to light which previously had not been known. This
publication had a major influence on inoculation and soybean
production.
The Bulletin begins: “The difficulty often experienced
in successfully inoculating soybeans is generally believed
to be due to some unfavorable soil or seasonal condition, to
the use of a poor inoculating material or to a combination
of these factors. But even when the conditions are
carefully controlled and all the usual precautions are taken
frequently no inoculation occurs. It seems, therefore, that
the inoculation of soybeans presents a different and more
complex problem than is the case with other common
legumes.
“Recent investigations indicate the possible existence
of more than one strain of the soybean organism, and some
data also show that certain varietal characteristics of the
plants may be of significance, since some varieties seem to
be easier to inoculate than others. This indicates the necessity
for observing unusual precautions in the preparation and
use of inoculating material whether the pure culture or soil
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method is employed. Hence, fundamental studies are needed
on the nature, habits and growth of the bacteria from the
different varieties of soybeans in pure culture and under a
wide range of soil and environmental conditions.”
“Historical–The use of soil and commercial cultures for
soybean inoculation:
Kirchner (18), as early as 1895, called attention to
the fact that, of about 100 species of legumes growing
in the botanical garden at Hohenheim, only the soybean
failed to develop nodules. He believed that this was due to
environmental conditions. Later he obtained some inoculated
soil from Japan and in some pot and field experiments with
two varieties of soybeans proved definitely that soybean
bacteria were different from other legume bacteria and that
soybeans could be inoculated by using soil from a field in
which inoculated soybeans had been grown. Kirchner was
probably the first investigator to use soil for the inoculation
of soybeans.
“In 1903 Hiltner and Stormer (15) made the first report
on soybean inoculation experiments using pure cultures. In
one of their experiments similar quantities of Dahlem soil
and un-limed and limed moor soils were inoculated with a
pure culture of soybean bacteria in January. In May definite
amounts of these soils from 10 gms down to 0.00001 gm
were used to inoculate sand cultures of soybeans. The best
inoculation was secured with the limed moor soil, while
with the unlimed moor soil the inoculation was very poor. In
every case the best inoculation was secured when the largest
quantity of soil was added.
“Atwater and Woods (4) first suggested the use of soil
infusion for the inoculation of soybeans. They carried out
sand culture experiments, but the results were not very
satisfactory. Of the inoculated plants, about one-third did not
show any nodules, while the remainder had a very few small
tubercles.
“Munson (25) used tubercles from the previous year’s
crop for inoculation, introducing them with the soybean
seed. Altho the crop was injured by frost and no weights
were obtained, it was noted that the plants in the inoculated
rows were larger and darker in color and bore many tubercles
while the uninoculated plants showed no tubercles. The same
author (26) later compared several Nitragin cultures and
tubercles from soybean plants for inoculation, but practically
no inoculation was secured, due, probably, to the tubercles
being too dry.
“Moore (23) stated that out of a total of 129 reports
received from the soybean cultures sent out by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, 43 percent of the tests were
failures; more failures being reported for soybeans than for
any other crop.
“Lipman (20), in experiments with Farmogerm and
Nitragin, showed that, on soils well drained and properly
supplied with moisture, lime, phosphates and potash, these
cultures were capable of increasing the yields of such

leguminous crops as had not been previously grown on the
land.
“Kisselbach (17) concluded that the soils at the
Nebraska station possessed the soybean bacteria, as
inoculation by both the culture and the soil methods failed to
increase the yields materially.
“Fellers (6) found that many of the commercial cultures
tested failed to give satisfactory results with soybeans. He
recommended the soil transfer method for this crop, except
when the commercial culture were [sic, was] known to be of
good quality.
“Later, Fellers (7) compared the relative efficiency
of commercial cultures and a nodule infusion for the
inoculation of soybeans and reported that the cultures gave
just as good results as the nodule infusion. Kendall (16),
using four commercial cultures for soybean inoculation,
found that the inoculated plants showed a remarkable
difference in color and also in the number of root nodules
from the uninoculated plants.
“In 1924, Fiske (9) reported the official tests on 33
samples of legume inoculants. Five were either fair or poor,
while all the rest produced good inoculation. The following
year (10), in similar tests made on 43 official samples, one
gave negative results, one was poor, five produced only
fair inoculation and the rest produced good inoculation.”
Address: Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts.
1798. Hackleman, J.C.; Sears, O.H.; Burlison, W.L.
1928. Soybean production in Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 310. p. 465-531. June. [26
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Seeding practices in
Illinois. Some reasons for popularity of the soybean in
Illinois: A valuable nitrogenous feed, Illinois experiments
demonstrate feeding value, a satisfactory substitute for
oats and a good emergency hay crop, adapted to practically
all Illinois soils, has merit as a soil-builder, fits well into
Illinois rotations. Essential cultural practices: A good seed
bed, thoro inoculation, seed soon after corn planting, give
careful attention to cultivation. Harvesting and threshing
soybeans: Harvesting the hay crop, harvesting for seed,
threshing the seed crop, special machines for harvesting and
threshing, handling threshed soybeans. Soybeans and corn
as companion crops. Soybean variety studies in Illinois:
Performance of varieties in northern Illinois, performance
of varieties in central Illinois, differences among and within
soybean varieties, description of varieties. Commercial
utilization of the soybean crop: Soybean cake one of the
most valuable products, market for soybean oil increasing,
soybean products as human food (introduction, soybean oil,
soybean flour, dry soybeans {incl. roasted as a substitute
for salted peanuts, soybean “coffee”}, immature or green
soybeans). Early history of soybean production in Illinois.
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Literature cited.
Introduction: In 1914 only about 2,000 acres of
soybeans were harvested in Illinois; by 1927 the acreage had
jumped to 776,000.
Reasons for growing the soybean in Illinois (p. 409): 1.
It is the richest protein-producing grain on the Illinois farm.
2. It is the richest nitrogenous roughage adapted to most
farms. 3. It is adapted to many uses and relished by most
livestock. 4. If properly handled it furnishes a satisfactory
substitute for oats in the cropping system and is a good
emergency hay crop. 5. It is adapted to a wide range of soil
types. 6. Being a legume, it has merit as a soil builder if
properly used. 7. It ranks well as a cash crop. 8. It fits well
into Illinois rotations.
“The average November and December farm prices paid
Illinois growers for their soybeans for the five-year period
1921-1925 were $1.48 and $1.90 a bushel respectively...
During each of the past three seasons (1925, 1926, 1927)
soybean mills have paid the producer approximately $1.25 a
bushel f.o.b. the mill” (p. 473).
The section titled “Special machines for harvesting
and threshing” states (p. 491-93): “Soybean harvesting and
threshing methods have been very unsatisfactory for the
grower who harvests 50 to 200 acres or more of seed beans
each year. During the past four years, as the result of an
increasing call from the soybean producers for improved
seed harvesters and threshers, the machinery manufacturers
are now offering several field threshers of the same type as
those used in the wheat fields of the West. The combine was
first used in Illinois as a soybean thresher in 1924. Twelve
machines were reported in operation in Illinois in 1925, 64 in
1926, and with five manufacturers offering machines in 1927
the number available during October and November, 1927,
exceeded 300.
“The combines all work on the same general principle,–
that of cutting the mature plants and elevating them to the
cylinder, where the beans are threshed out. The hulled beans
are then passed over screens and thru the blast of a fan just
as in the ordinary thresher. The clean seed is then elevated
and either conveyed to a seed bin which is carried on the
machine, run directly into a wagon which is drawn along
the side of the combine, or run into sacks which are tied
and dropped off the machine. The straw, pods, leaves, and
trash are carried to the rear of the thresher, where they may
be scattered over the land by means of a beater or straw
spreader or may be bunched to facilitate their collection in
case the farmer wishes to feed the straw.
“The combines when properly adjusted and in charge
of a careful operator will gather a greater percentage of seed
than any other harvesting machine, according to observations
made by the Farm Mechanics Department of the University
of Illinois.
“The advent of the combine marks a new epoch in
soybean production. There are several points in favor of

these machines which bespeak an increasing interest in
them, namely: 1. They do the work with a single operation
and therefore reduce harvesting costs. 2. They shorten the
harvesting season, thus enabling the grower to take full
advantage of favorable weather. 3. When properly adjusted
they enable the farmer to harvest the crop with less loss
than by other methods. 4. They leave the residues in the
field where produced. 5. Standing beans are not injured by
inclement weather, as are beans that are cut and shocked
awaiting the thresher. 6. Mature soybeans harvested with a
combine will usually have a lower moisture content than the
average lot that is cut, shocked, and threshed, especially if
rains are frequent.
“On the other hand, there are objections which must
necessarily be weighed before one comes to a decision as to
the most satisfactory method of handling the soybean seed
crop, namely: 1. Late harvesting is likely to endanger, if not
prevent, the seeding of winter wheat in the soybean stubble.
2. Combines are costly. 3. There is danger of losing straw
which might otherwise be used as winter roughage.”
Regular variety trials of soybeans were begun at
the University of Illinois in 1906 by comparing the seed
production of seven varieties, two of which had little or
no value under Illinois conditions. In 1919 the following
varieties were tested: Chestnut, A.K., Ebony, Ito San,
Sherwood, Nuttal [Nuttall, no longer commercially
available], and Wilson. A detailed description of the
following varieties is given (p. 516-26), including plant
adaptation and plant and seed characters: A.K., Aksarben,
Amherst, Arlington, Black Eyebrow, Chestnut, Columbia,
Dunfield, Ebony, Elton, Guelph, Habaro, Haberlandt,
Hamilton, Hong Kong, Hurrelbrink, Illini, Illinois 13-181,
Ilsoy (Illinois 13-19), Ito San, Jet, Lexington, Mammoth
Yellow, Manchu, Mandarin, Mansoy, Midwest, Morse,
Ogemaw, Peking, Sherwood, Virginia, Wea, Wilson, Wilson
V [Wilson-Five], Wisconsin Black.
“Commercial utilization of the soybean crop: “The
soybean, during its early history under corn-belt conditions,
was considered primarily a forage or hay plant. Difficulties
in harvesting the seed, lack of information regarding
satisfactory methods of threshing, and the cost threshing
during those early years caused many farmers to grow
the crop solely for hay. As a result, the early studies of
the experiment stations were concerned with the value of
soybean hay as compared with other common hays.
“The utilization of native-grown soybeans in the
commerce of North America is practically an untouched
field. American manufacturers have almost unlimited
possibilities with this crop.”
“Early history of soybean production in Illinois.–The
first published records pertaining to the production of
soybeans at the Illinois Station are for 1897. These trials
were mainly to ascertain the general adaptation of the crop
rather than to study types or strains. Variety studies as such
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started in 1906. More than 200 varieties and strains have
been tried out, but many proved unsatisfactory and were
retained but one year. Only two of the original varieties,
Ebony and Ito San (Medium Early Yellow), are still
commercially important in Illinois.
“Soybean production on Illinois farms apparently
antedates the variety work at the Station. J.C. Utter, Mt.
Carmel, began growing beans in 1890. W.H. Stoddard, in
a paper before the Macoupin County Farmers’ Institute in
December, 1898, reported several years’ experience with
the crop. C.A. Rowe, Jacksonville, began to grow the crop
in 1899. Ralph Allen, Delavan, and Frank Hurrelbrink,
Taylorville, were also among the early growers.
“Pioneer growers were located in central, south-central,
and southern Illinois. In these areas production made
considerable progress before any significant acreage was
noted in northern Illinois. In fact, not until after 1919 did
the acreage in the northern portion of the state make any
appreciable gain. Since that date the acreage has steadily
increased, and much greater production can be predicted now
that earlier maturing varieties are available.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2003)
that mentions Taylorville, Illinois, in connection with soy
beans.
Note 2. In a 1956 speech titled “Sixty years of soybeans
in Illinois,” W.L. Burlison said that this bulletin was “a most
comprehensive publication dealing with nearly all phases of
soybean management... This bulletin, after almost a third of a
century, enjoys a wide interest.”
Note 3. Tables, figures, and photos are described in a
separate record.

1799. Hackleman, J.C.; Sears, O.H.; Burlison, W.L. 1928.
Soybean production in Illinois (Continued–Document
part II). Tables, figures, and photos. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 310. p. 465-531. June. [26
ref]
• Summary: Tables: (1) Comparisons for a ten-year period
of the yields of corn and soybeans on the standard plots in
the south-central rotation, University South Farm, Urbana.
(2) Comparison of yields of cowpeas and soybeans on the
university experiment fields at Unionville and Oquawka
in the extreme southern and western parts of Illinois. (3)
Comparative response of red clover and soybeans to soil
treatment on dark-colored silt loam soils. (4) Influence
of soybeans on yield of corn in a rotation of corn, corn,
corn, and soybeans, south-central rotation. (5) Influence
of soil treatment on yields of soybean hay, University
Experiment Fields. (6) Influence of soils treatment on
yields of soybean seed, University Experiment Fields. (7)
Effect of inoculation on composition and yield of Manchu
soybeans, University Farm, Urbana, 1924. (8) Number of
nodules on two varieties of soybeans grown on limed and
unlimed plots, University South Farm, Urbana, 1925. (9)
Effect of space between rows on yields of soybean hay
and seed crops, University South Farm, Urbana. (10) Yield
of corn in corn and soybean companion crop experiment,
University Farm, Urbana. (11) Yield of corn and of
soybeans in corn and soybean companion crop experiment,
University Farm, Urbana. (12) Total digestible nutrients,
digestible crude protein, and net protein produced per acre
by corn and soybeans as companion crops, University
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Farm, Urbana. (13) Dekalb field: Soybean seed production,
annual yields of the different varieties and their percentage
ratings using Ito San as the standard for comparison.
(14) Dekalb field: Soybean seed production, comparable
average yields of the different varieties using Ito San as
the standard for comparison. (15) Dekalb field: Soybean

hay production, annual yields of the different varieties and
their percentage ratings using Ito San as the standard for
comparison. (16) Dekalb field: Soybean hay production,
comparable average yields of the different varieties, using
Ito San as the standard for comparison. (17) Urbana field:
Soybean seed production in south-central rotation, annual
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yields of the different varieties and their percentage ratings
using Ebony as the standard for comparison. (18) Urbana
field: Soybean seed production in south-central rotation,
comparable average yields of the different varieties using
Ebony as the standard for comparison. (19) Urbana field:
Soybean seed production in northwest rotation, annual yields
of the different varieties and their percentage ratings using
Ebony as the standard for comparison. (20) Urbana field:

Soybean seed production in northwest rotation, comparable
average yields of the different varieties using Ebony as the
standard for comparison. (21) Urbana field: Soybean hay
production in south-central rotation, annual yields of the
different varieties and their percentage ratings using Ebony
as the standard for comparison. (22) Urbana field: Soybean
hay production in south-central rotation, comparable
average yields of the different varieties using Ebony as the
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standard for comparison. (23) Urbana field: Soybean straw
production in south-central rotation, annual yields of the
different varieties and their percentage ratings using Ebony
as the standard for comparison. (24) Urbana field: Soybean
straw production in south-central rotation, comparable
average yields of the different varieties using Ebony as
the standard for comparison. (25) Urbana field: Soybean
straw production in northwest rotation, annual yields of the
different varieties and their percentage ratings using Ebony
as the standard for comparison. (26) Urbana field: Soybean
straw production in northwest rotation, comparable average
yields of the different varieties using Ebony as the standard
for comparison. (27) Percentage composition of three
nitrogenous concentrates.
Figures (photos unless otherwise stated): (1) Map
of Illinois showing the distribution of soybeans into four
different production categories based on the percentage of
total soybean acreage grown alone: (1) 0-20%. (2) 20-40%.
(3) 40-60%. (4) 60-100%. Soybeans are grown alone mainly
in the southern half of Illinois. The practice of planting
soybeans with corn, then putting both mature crops into the
silo, predominates in the dairy section of northern Illinois.
(2) Well-selected seed is necessary for good results. A
photo depicts various samples of seeds, some of which are
in good condition while others are rotted, split, or cracked.
(3) A thoroly inoculated soybean plant. Photo of a soybean
plant’s roots, containing nodules. (4) Inoculating soybeans
by the “muddy-water” method. (5) Drilling soybeans in a
well-prepared seed bed. (6) Drilling four rows of soybeans
at a time. (7) A rotary hoe breaking the crust that forms after
rains. (8) The rotary hoe is also widely used in cultivating
drilled soybeans. (9) Another tool for cultivating soybeans.
The harrow may be used effectively provided the work is
done frequently enough to kill each crop of weeds while
in the seedling state. A light harrow can be used until the
beans are 6 to 8 inches high. (10) Cultivating soybeans with
a weeder. (11) Beet and bean cultivator used for soybeans.
(12) Harvesting a good crop of Manchus with the combine.
(13) Two and a half tons of excellent hay. (14) A thirtyfour bushel crop of Illinois on the university farm. (15) A
promising crop of Manchus.
1800. Heitshu, D.C. 1928. Soybean harvesting methods in
Virginia. Agricultural Engineering 9(7):209-214. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cut and thresh method.
Row harvester method. Broadcast harvester method. The
combine method (the best for soybeans now available).
Summary.
“The question of harvesting soybeans for seed is one
of growing importance in Virginia. In 1925 approximately
15,000 acres were harvested for seed, producing an average
yield of 14 bu. per acre, or a total of 210,000 bu. In all
probability no less than 90,000 bu. of seed were lost in
this harvest, which represents a monetary loss of at least

$250,000 to the farmers of the state.”
The growing interest in soybeans, “along with the
introduction of the combine into Virginia, led the Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station and the U.S. Department
of Agriculture to undertake a study of the comparative
merits of the different soybean harvesting methods practiced
during the season of 1927. The methods observed during
this study were” (1) the cut and thresh (total loss: 24.73%),
(2) the Scott single-row harvester (total loss: 40.35%), (3)
the Browning broadcast harvester (total loss: 11.01%), and
(4) the combine (Case–3 trials, and McCormick-Deering2 trials). The precise methodology is described. Soybean
varieties: Laredo and Virginia.
The header loss was 11.10% (range 5.46 to 16.74%).
The header losses accounted for 94.5% of total losses. Three
draper conveyor headers were used.
The author suggested that the relative capacities of the
various parts of a combine should be assigned as follows:
cylinder 100%, cutter bar 75%, and separator 125-150%.
“Summary: 1. The present soybean harvesting methods
are very wasteful of seed. 2. Special soybean harvesters
are needed under certain conditions, and two experimental
machines have been made by Virginia farmers. 3. The
combine is a very successful soybean harvester. 4. The
combine with rigid cutter bar and one-man control is not
suitable for average Virginia conditions. 5. The power
take-off type of drive is not recommended for combines in
Virginia. 6. A cylinder speed of 2,300 to 2,500 ft. per minute
is recommended for the Virginia soybean.”
Photos show: (1) Two views of the Union harvester,
the first broadcast soybean harvester, developed by Harvey
S. Clapp. View from one side shows the bullwheel, bagger,
beater arms on cylinder. Rear view shows the cleaning riddle,
bagging elevator. (2) Two views of the Browning broadcast
soybean harvester. Front view shows elevator and feeder
rolls. Rear view shows grain elevator and small sized cleaner.
(3) Two views of a “McCormick-Deering combine doing a
very good job of harvesting soybeans on the farm of Richard
Pratt, Virginia.” It is pulled by a tractor and harvesting
Virginia soybeans. (4) A Case combine, pulled by a tractor,
harvesting soybeans in Rockbridge County, Virginia, in the
Blue Ridge Mountains. Address: Asst. Agricultural Engineer,
Virginia Agric. Exp. Station.
1801. Wiancko, A.T.; Walker, G.P.; Mulvey, R.R. 1928.
Legumes in soil improvement. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 324. 24 p. July. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Summary:... Clover and other legumes are
the only crops that have the power of utilizing free nitrogen
from the air. A two-ton crop of clover will gather about 100
pounds of nitrogen.
“Besides increasing the nitrogen and organic matter,
legumes improve the physical, chemical and biological
conditions of the soil.
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“In experiments conducted in various parts of Indiana,
crop rotations containing legumes produced 7.6 bushels of
corn and 5.0 bushels of wheat per acre more than rotations in
which no legumes were grown. These averages are for 100
crops on eight experiment fields during the last 21 years.
“Clover and other legumes may fail to do well because
of soil acidity, poor drainage, lack of phosphate, potash or
organic matter, or the use of unadapted seed.
“To succeed with clover, alfalfa or sweet clover, wet
soils must be drained; acid soils must be limed; phosphate
will nearly always be needed and sometimes potash is
required.
“Clover is the most practical legume for general farm
use in Indiana. When clover fails, soybeans and cowpeas are
good substitutes to fill its place in the rotation.
“The more recently introduced legumes, such as alfalfa,
soybeans and sweet clover will usually need to be specially
inoculated with their particular nitrogen-gathering bacteria
when first used.
“Some legumes are more tolerant of poor soil conditions
than red clover. Alsike is best for wet and somewhat acid
soils. Soybeans are best for hay and seed on acid soils,
while cowpeas do well on light sands in southern Indiana.
In southern Indiana lespedeza is the best pasture legume
for the thin acid soils. It has become a very popular pasture
crop.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Purdue Univ., Lafayette,
Indiana.
1802. Willis, L.G. 1928. Response of oats and soybeans
to manganese on some Coastal Plain soils. North Carolina
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 257. 13 p.
July. [4 ref]
• Summary: Chlorosis in soy beans (but not stunted growth
in corn) is remedied by application of manganous sulphate
to the unproductive area. Injury to oats by lime or calcium
phosphate applications to a soil deficient for soy beans in
manganese can be prevented by addition of manganous
sulphate. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, North Carolina
Experiment Station, Raleigh, NC.
1803. Plainfield Messenger (Indiana). 1928. Regional
meeting, soy bean growers: Large gathering of growers
at Hazlewood from over southern Indiana attend. Held at
Edmonson [sic] farm. Splendid program given and a lively
interest manifested. Aug. 16. p. 1.
• Summary: “The Mid-State Soy Bean Association
comprising Hendricks and Morgan Counties was the hosts to
the regional meeting of the American Soy Bean Association
which held one of the four regional meetings in a beautiful
grove on Wampus Farm, the home of J. Ben Edmonson [sic,
Edmondson], a mile and a half southwest of Hazelwood, all
day Wednesday.
“The attendance was estimated at well over five
hundred, farmers coming from all over the south part of

Indiana, many driving over a hundred miles to be at the
meeting. A large number of those in attendance went from
this meeting to Lafayette where a like meeting will be in
session at Purdue University on Thursday.
“The Mid State Soybean Association was organized four
years ago for the purpose of improvement in the growing and
marketing of soy beans. This association grows none but the
Dunfield variety, and stresses the importance of producing
the very highest quality, maintaining purity and uniformity of
certified seed. That this policy has been more than successful
is shown in the fact that it has become one of the leading soy
bean producing centers in the United States. The product
from this area is in demand all over the nation.
“The acreage of Dunfield beans under cultivation will
reach about five hundred.”
“J.B. Edmondson is president of the association and
C.V. Edmonson holds the office of secretary-treasurer,
both of whom have had much to do with the success of the
organization. Its fundamental policy has always been open
and square dealing with the public.
“The ‘Prairie Farmer’ probably the most widely read
farm paper this area made use of an airplane in attending the
four regional meetings.
“The program given below was followed substantially as
planned:
“10:00–Meeting convened at the farm of J.B.
Edmonson.
“14 varieties grown on upland soil.
“Four fertilizer plots: nitrate of soda, potash, phosphate
and 2-12-6.
“Varieties discussed by K.E. Beeson of Purdue
University.
“Hay making demonstration.
“Rate of seeding demonstration.
“Discussion of production methods led by Mr. Ralph
Edmonson and Mr. J.B. Edmonson.
“12:00 Noon–Lunch was served by the ladies of the
Hazelwood Home Economies Club at the farm.
“Noon Program–Feeding soybeans on the farm, by Cecil
McCollum, Mooresville.
“Soybeans–O.W. Dyne, University of Tennessee.
“Pioneering in Soybeans–Adrian Parsons, Plainfield.
“Soybeans in Ohio–C.J. Willard of Ohio State
University.
“Seed harvesting methods and experiences with the
combine, discussion led by A.T. Edmonson.
“2:30–Tour of farms in Association to farm of C.J.
Rushton. Demonstration of effect of various cultivation
methods.
“The meeting was one of the largest agricultural
gatherings ever held in this county, outside of fairs and
exhibits.”
Note: This meeting was part of the Ninth Annual
Meeting of the American Soybean Association.
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1804. Prairie Farmer (Illinois Edition). 1928. Indiana’s
pioneer soybeaner. 100(34):24. Aug. 25.
• Summary: “A.A. Parsons, 82-year old Hendricks county,
Indiana, farmer is the pioneer soybean grower of the state.
He started to grow soys 37 years ago [i.e. in 1891] after
having several failures with clover. He experimented around
with all kinds of legumes before finding soybeans fitted in
with his rotation. He says that he almost succeeded with
hairy vetch before trying soys.
“When he started with soys the only three varieties
known in America were Early Yellow, Medium Late and
Very Late. He grew the first two varieties for 20 years before
better varieties were selected. When he first started with
soys he tried for three years to inoculate beans with clover
inoculation and finally sent to Manhattan, Kansas, for dirt
for inoculation. ‘Folks thought I was crazy,’ he said. ‘Later
when I decided to grow sweet clover I wrote to Professor
Latta at Purdue University and asked him for some advice on
the crop. He wrote back ‘that if I had a plant of it on the farm
that the best thing to do was pull it up immediately.’
“Parsons has six sons and they have all been soybean
growers. Parsons has made several selections of bean
varieties that are proving satisfactory in Indiana. In spite of
his age he is still anxious to learn about beans and was one
of the interested visitors at the Edmondson farm meeting in
Hendricks county, on August 15.”
A photo shows Adrian A. Parsons, wearing a coat and
tie, apparently taken at the time of the interview.
This article also appeared in the Indiana edition of The
Prairie Farmer (p. 24).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2016) in
which the term “soybeaner” (or “soybeaners”) was used.
It appeared in three different articles in this issue of The
Prairie Farmer. It was later used by Jerome Dies.
1805. American Thresherman. 1928. Harvesting and
threshing soybeans: Illinois agronomists describe approved
methods. 31(4):9. Aug.
• Summary: “Several harvesters or strippers designed to
gather beans grown in rows have been developed in the
South. These machines strip the beans and pods from
the standing stalks, depositing the harvested material in
large hoppers. The beans, pods, and trash are later run
over cleaning equipment to separate the clean seed. These
harvesters have not been widely used in the North. They may
help the grower who produces a small acreage for seed and
is interested in utilizing the straw for soil improvement only;
but tall-growing varieties must be grown in such machines
are to be used.
“The combine was first used in Illinois as a soybean
thresher in 1924. Twelve machines were reported in
operation in Illinois in 1925, 64 in 1926, and with five
manufacturers offering machines, 300 in 1927. These have

proven highly successful, the only drawbacks being high
initial expense of the combine, the lateness of harvesting,
and the loss of straw which might provide winter roughage.”
Photos show: (1) “Herman Jones, Merom, Indiana, uses
his combine to harvest his soybean crop.” The huge machine,
with 3 men standing atop it, is pulled by a tractor. (2) More
than 80 threshermen and their families who spent a happy
day together at an outing in New York.
1806. Mayer, I.D. 1928. Harvesting soybeans with the
combine. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
2:21-22. Ninth annual field meeting. Held 15-17 Aug. at
Indiana. Talk given at Purdue University.
• Summary: “Of the known methods for the harvesting
of soybeans for seed, the use of the combined harvesterthresher has proved the most efficient and also the most
economical. The combine saves more of the beans and
does the harvesting with less labor and at lower cash cost
than any other system of harvesting. Soybean growers
recognizing the possibilities of the combine are responsible
for its introduction into the Corn Belt. The first machines
were purchased without any guarantee that they would do
the work and were obtained from the third manufacturer after
two of the large machinery companies had refused to sell
their equipment in the Corn Belt.
“Records show that losses of 15 to 45 percent of the
yield were experienced in harvesting beans by the mower,
reaper, or binder and threshing machine methods. The
average loss was about 30 percent of the yield. Losses
behind the combine, including losses of cutting and threshing
average less than 10 percent. Most of the beans lost by the
combine are in the pods which are too low to get above the
sickle bar, but with some varieties shattering of early ripened
beans causes some loss.
“In addition to saving more of the beans, the combined
grain has been of higher quality during the past two seasons
than was grain from threshing machines. Moisture content
of beans from threshing machines varied from 11.6 to 26.5
percent, averaging 16.9 percent while beans from combines
during the same period varied from 10.2 to 15.4, averaging
12.5 percent moisture. Germination of beans from the
combines average 94.5 percent while those from threshing
machines showed an average of 95.5 percent.
“The quality of the threshing done by both the threshing
machines and combines was satisfactory and clean beans
resulted when adjustments were properly made.
“Probably the second most important advantage of the
combine is the lower cost of operation. Ordinarily only two
men are required to operate a combine and with a machine
of 10 foot cut they can harvest from 1½ to 2 acres per hour
under average conditions. Including interest on investment
and depreciation, the cost of harvesting soybeans with a
combine range from 10 cents per bushel upward, or $2.00
per acre upward depending upon conditions.
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“As would be expected, equipment as revolutionary
as the combine is not adapted to every farm or farmer.
The capital invested is such that a considerable acreage is
necessary to justify the expenditure. While combines have
been used on quite rough ground, they are primarily for level
or slightly rolling land. One of the most serious problems
encountered in harvesting with a combine is weeds. Weeds
not only choke up the machine but add moisture to the grain
and make clean threshing impossible.
“In harvesting soybeans with a combine, uneven
ripening of the grain is a decided handicap. The immature
beans are hard to thresh, contain too much moisture and will
probably shrivel. To delay harvest until all beans are ripe
incurs quite a risk due to weather conditions of late fall or
shattering of the ripe beans. Since much of the bean ground
is sown to wheat directly behind the combine, harvesting
must be done as early as possible. Uniform ripening of beans
is a great asset to combining. The windrow and pick-up
attachments recently developed for combines seem to offer
some assistance along this line by making it possible to cut
the grain and allow it to dry out in the windrow or swath and
later pick it up and harvest it with a combine.
“Weather affects combining much the same as it does
any other method of harvesting. However, during a wet
season such as was experienced in 1927, combining can
progress when shock threshing cannot for standing grain
dries more quickly than does grain in the shock. Beans from
a combine have had as much as 10 percent less moisture than
beans from a threshing machine operated in the same field
during a wet season.
“While in the minds of many the adaptability of the
combine harvester-thresher to corn belt conditions is
questionable, from the viewpoint of the soybean grower, it
offers the most satisfactory means of harvesting his crop.”
Address: Agricultural Engineering Dep., Purdue Univ.
[Indiana].
1807. Morse, W.J. 1928. El cultivo de la soja [The cultivation
of soybeans]. Hacienda (La) (Buffalo, New York) 23(7):23133. July; 23(8):286-89. Aug. [Spa]
• Summary: This is a translation of many parts of USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520 titled “Soy Beans: Culture
and Varieties” (Morse, April 1927). Address: USDA,
Washington, DC.
1808. Oathout, C.H. 1928. The vitality of soybean seed as
affected by storage conditions and mechanical injury. J. of
the American Society of Agronomy 20(8):837-55. Aug. Based
on his 1927 PhD thesis, Univ. of Illinois. [20 ref]
• Summary: “The experiments presented in this paper fall
under two headings, viz., storage conditions affecting the
longevity of soybean seed and the effect of threshing injury
upon the longevity and vigor of soybean seed.” Mechanical
injury can take place during threshing, storage, etc. Address:

Dep. of Agriculture, Western Illinois State Teachers’ College,
Macomb, IL.
1809. Runk, C.R. 1928. Note: Effect of potash on chlorosis
of soybeans. J. of the American Society of Agronomy
20(8):876-77. Aug.
• Summary: “The plants on the pots receiving nitrogen alone
and phosphorus alone produced greater growth than those on
the untreated soils but were also more chlorotic. The plants
on the soil receiving potassium alone were larger than those
on the untreated soil and did not develop chlorosis.
“There was no apparent difference in effect upon
chlorosis between chemically pure salts and commercial
fertilizer salts. The treatments with soluble iron and soluble
manganese did not give any correction of the chlorosis.
“These results apparently show a need of potash
fertilizers for the normal growth of soybeans upon these
soils.” Address: Assoc. Agronomist, Delaware Agric. Exp.
Station, Newark, DE.
1810. Wand, Frederick A. 1928. Commercial outlet for
soybeans. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
2:35-36. Ninth annual field meeting. Held 15-17 Aug. at
Indiana.
• Summary: Illinois farmers “were not satisfied with
harvesting their soybeans with a grain binder because of
the large loss due to shattering. A number of prominent
soybean growers became interested in developing a machine
that would cut and thresh the crop at one operation, leaving
the straw in such condition that it could be plowed under
for fertilizer. At that time the wheat combine was being
introduced into the Southwest, but even our Agricultural
Experiment Stations could not be enthused over the idea
of introducing such a large machine on Corn Belt farms.
However, one machine was used in Illinois in 1924 for
harvesting 212 acres of soybeans and was purchased by
Garwood Bros., of Stonington, Illinois.
“I was fortunate in being asked to visit the executive
offices of the Massey-Harris Harvester Company at Batavia,
New York, for the purpose of convincing their board of
directors that they should expand their sales organization
in order to introduce and sell Combines in territory that a
number of agricultural authorities believed was not adapted
to Combine harvesting. I insisted the Combine would take
the “H” [hell] out of harvesting and revolutionize soybean
growing in the Central West. I also maintained that the
machine could be used for harvesting small grain, as the
Staley Company had developed an efficient and economical
grain dryer suitable for installation in country elevators for
the purpose of drying Combine grain and soft corn. After
talking the proposition over with Mr. Joseph N. Shenstone,
president of Massey-Harris Harvester Co., Inc., and his
board of directors, they decided to support the project. The
Staley Company designed and built a portable grain dryer
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that was used in connection with harvesting the first field of
wheat that was harvested with a combine in Illinois. They
also helped to sell the first eight combines that were sold in
Illinois and convinced the manufacturers of farm equipment
that they should develop small combines for use on corn
belt farms. The same procedure has been carried through in
developing special equipment for planting and cultivating the
crop.
“The A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company is the largest
independent corn products manufacturing concern in the
world. We ship our products to 54 national markets. During
the first three months of the present year, the Associated
Manufacturers of Corn Products ground 26,000,000 bushels
of corn. It is possible to manufacture a greater variety of
products from soybeans than from any other farm crop
and there is no doubt in our estimation, but that there is a
commercial outlet for 26,000,000 bushels of soybeans.
“Every acre planted to soybeans means one less acre of
our surplus crops; corn, wheat, and oats. Large quantities of
soybeans will always be fed on the farms and our industries
are pleading with farmers to grow more soybeans for market.
With the present amount of flaxseed that is being produced
in the Northwest, our farmers can readily produce enough
soybeans to supply our domestic needs for vegetable oils. At
the present time 40% of our protein is being imported in one
form or another. Farmers should increase the production of
crops that are now being #1.”
“The price of soybeans for manufacturing purposes is
determined by the price of the products derived from the
beans. At the present time the mills are manufacturing crude
and refined soybean oil, soap, varnish, soybean oil meal,
soybean health flour, plastic paints for interior decorating and
waterproof glue. The casein may be extracted from soybean
cake and used for sizing paper.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 1998) that
mentions the Garwood Brothers in connection with the first
use of a combine to harvest soybeans in Illinois. Address:
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois.
1811. Young, E.C. 1928. The proper place of soybeans in the
system of farming. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 2:19-21. Ninth annual field meeting. Held 15-17
Aug. at Indiana. Talk given at Purdue University.
• Summary: “It is a difficult task to determine in advance the
ultimate place which any new enterprise will finally have in
the system of farming. The Experiment Stations can study
some of the environmental conditions to which a new crop
is adapted, the growth habits and the cultural practices, but
the crop must finally stand the test of profit and loss on farms
before its final adaptation can be determined. Economic
relations such as prices, costs, comparative profits, labor
conflicts, byproduct values, frost and harvest, hazards and
the like are almost impossible to determine except from a
study of farm practice. It was with a view to studying the

economic problems encountered in growing soybeans in
Indiana that Purdue University Agricultural Experiment
Station undertook an economic study of Soybean Growing
in 1924. Some of the results of this study are reported in
Experiment Station Bulletin 306. “For the crop years 1923
and 1924 records of production costs were obtained on
281 farms. The average cost per acre where soybeans were
produced for grain was $22.30 per acre gross, or $20.51 after
credit for the straw had been allowed. This was $1.46 per
bushel. The least cost for any individual farm was $.48 per
bushel, and the highest cost was $18.76 per bushel.
“Fifty per cent of the farms showed a cost of less than
$1.50 per bushel and seventy-five per cent of the farms a
cost of less than $2.00 per bushel. The most common cost
per bushel was for farms with costs from $1.25 to $1.49 per
bushel.
“The average margin of profit in crop growing has
been very narrow for most crops in recent years. While
exactly comparable figures for other common crops are not
available, there is no doubt but what per acre cost and profits
in soybean growing compare favorable with other common
crops in this area.
“Of the total cost of growing soybeans in Indiana,
$7.09 was for use of land; $9.84 was required to get the
crop ready for harvest and $5.37 was required for harvest.
Time does not permit an analysis of costs but in general the
greatest opportunity for cost reduction lies in more efficient
harvesting. The methods generally employed now require
heavy expenditure and considerable risk of weather damage
to the crop. With the present harvesting methods, harvest
is likely to be so long delayed that wheat cannot always be
successfully planted in the stubble with the result that one of
the best soybean rotations is difficult to put in operation.
“The average yield of soybeans grown for seed on these
farms was fourteen bushels per acre. There is no other way
of reducing per bushel costs so effectively as increasing the
yield provided higher yields can be obtained without too
great an increase in the acre costs.
“To summarize: The greatest opportunity for reducing
the cost of growing soybeans per bushel lies in reducing
harvesting costs and increasing the average yield.
“In addition to the assignable costs of growing soybeans
there are a number of other economic factors that need
consideration in deciding on the place of soybeans in the
farming system.
“In order for a crop to be grown successfully it must not
only show a profit but it must show a greater profit than other
crops with which it competes for land and labor. Soybeans
compete directly with corn for labor during the critical period
on most farms (May and June). In fact, most cultivated crops
are competitive for labor during this period. On the farms
studied and probably generally throughout the corn belt
soybeans compete with corn for the use of land. Soybeans
are frequently mentioned as a competitor with oats for the
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use of land, a very easy competition since oats in most of the
corn belt has been a notoriously unprofitable crop.
“In the intensive corn growing areas rotations usually
contain only one year of small grain in the rotation; for
example: corn, oats, clover; corn, corn, oats, clover; corn,
wheat, clover or frequently just corn followed by a small
grain.
“When soybeans are included in such a rotation the
small grain must still be used in order to provide a seed bed
for the grass crop. This means that soybeans must replace
some crop. On the margin of the corn belt where more small
grain is grown and where rotations such as corn, oats, wheat,
and clover are used. Soybeans can take the place of oats in
the rotation.
“Corn in the corn belt is thus the chief competitor
of soybeans for both land and labor. In recent years this
competition has not been severe because of the unfavorable
price of corn and of other feed grains. This low price for
feed grains has undoubtedly contributed greatly to the rapid
growth of the soybean industry in this area. Conditions
should remain favorable to soybean production so long as
corn remains a relatively low profit crop.
“Until the last few years practically the entire soybean
grain production has been required for seed purposes and
the price has been accordingly high. The industry has now
reached a stage in its development when the supply exceeds
the seed requirements and prices have been determined by
the demand for beans for feeding and milling. In some areas
where soybeans are still being introduced there is still a good
farm market for seed at attractive prices.
“Soybeans have not been grown long enough or
widely enough to definitely establish a ‘soybean belt.’ It
is reasonably certain that ultimately commercial soybean
growing will gravitate to centers of low cost production and
soils of medium fertility.
“Our studies would indicate that commercial soybean
grain production is likely to have its greatest permanent
development in the southern half of the corn belt and
probably in the less intensive corn growing areas.
“Soybeans for grain will probably continue to be grown
by farmers who have a relatively large area in order to take
advantage of special machines and to facilitate marketing.
“Farmers who need soybean seed to plant in the corn or
for hay or who want small quantities of soybeans for feed
will probably find it economical to buy their supply rather
than raise it.” Address: Purdue Univ. [Indiana].
1812. Sellschop, Jacq. P.F.; Salmon, S.C. 1928. The influence
of chilling, above the freezing point, on certain crop plants.
J. of Agricultural Research 37(6):315-38. Sept. 15. [19 ref]
• Summary: Exposure at 0.05 to 5.0ºC for 24 hours was fatal
to rice, velvet beans, and cotton. A number of other crops
showed various kinds of injuries but soy beans (Manchu
and Virginia varieties), potatoes, tomatoes, buckwheat,

and flax were uninjured by chilling for 96 hours. Cowpeas,
peanuts, maize and velvet beans were more severely injured
by chilling when growing in wet than in dry soil. Address:
1. Graduate Student; 2. Prof. of Farm Crops. Both: Kansas
Agric. Exp. Station.
1813. Whitson, Jay. 1928. Raising soys efficiently: Less
labor and more profit in soybean growing. Wallaces’ Farmer
53(38):1294. Sept. 21.
• Summary: “It appears that on the ‘tight’ or hard soils
of southeastern Iowa where the soils are decidedly acid
and rather low in organic matter soybeans, when properly
handled, do exceedingly well.”
In Wapello county, considerably more than half of the
soy fields visited followed corn without plowing–a new
method with only disking and harrowing or rolling. “Thoro
disking, preferably with a tandem disk at intervals of two or
three weeks apart, is the preferred method.”
Soybeans, both as hay and grain, are increasingly being
used in cattle rations–both for milk cows and those being
fattened for market. Several years ago, soys were fed almost
exclusively to hogs.
1814. Wand, Frederick A. 1928. The soybean industry in
this country: Development of high yielding seed varieties
through efforts of state experiment stations in Illinois and
Indiana. Grain World 100(11):11-12. Sept. 26.
• Summary: Discusses soybean culture, the marketing of
soybeans, manufacturing possibilities, and sound farm relief.
“With the passing of the draft horses in our cities
the demand for oats was curtailed to a great extent. The
Agricultural Experiment Stations in the Central West were
forced to develop and promote a new crop that could be
grown in rotation in place of oats. The soybean was chosen
as having the greatest possibilities, being a legume that will
produce well on acid soils where clover or alfalfa will not
thrive.”
The soybean varieties Manchu and Illini have been
developed by the Illinois Experiment Station, and the variety
Dunfield has been developed in Indiana. “The Combine
is the ideal machine for harvesting soybeans... Combine
harvesting saves all the beans and leaves the straw in such
condition that it may be plowed under for fertilizer.” In 1928
more than 450 combines will be used for harvesting the
soybean crop in Illinois.
“Sound farm relief: Every acre planted to soybeans
means one less acre of surplus crops, such as corn, wheat and
oats.”
“The acreage of soybeans has been increased in the
Central West as a result of the soybean milling activities
of the Blish Milling Co., Funk Brothers Seed Co. and the
A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co. The concerns have built
mills and have assured farmers of a ready market for their
surplus soybeans. The Development Department of the
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Illinois Central Railroad Co. has shown a splendid spirit of
co-operation in operating a Soybean Special Train over their
lines in Illinois. The train was operated for a period of three
weeks, making 107 stops and was visited by 34,000 farmers.
The soybean exhibit car contained 34 products manufactured
from soybeans.
“On April 16, 1928, Funk Brothers Seed Co., The
Grange League Federation, and the American Milling Co.
announced that they would contract with farmers for 50,000
acres of soybeans, the crop being delivered at Peoria or
Bloomington on the basis of $1.35 per bushel for Grade
No. 2 soybeans. As a result of their activities they have
contracted over 40,000 acres of soybeans in Illinois. It has
been reported that the American Milling Co. has an outlet for
the product from 5,000,000 bushels of soybeans a year. They
should prove to be an important factor in developing the
soybean industry in the Central West.”
Photos show: (1) Illini soybeans growing on the
University of Illinois Experimental Farm. (2) A field of
soybeans planted solid with a wheat drill (1.5 bushels/
acre). The crop was harvested when 6 inches high and later
cultivated several times with a rotary hoe. Address: Manager,
Soy Bean Dep., A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois.
1815. Deatrick, E.P. 1928. Reduction of soil nitrates during
the growth of soybeans. J. of the American Society of
Agronomy 20(9):947-58. Sept. [7 ref]
• Summary: “Experiments with potted soils are described
and data are given to show that the nitrates under maturing
soybeans are very low...” A long period for nitrification
between harvesting and replanting is desirable.
Note: Webster’s Dictionary defines nitrification (a
word first used in 1827) as “the process of nitrifying;
specifically, the oxidation (as by bacteria) of ammonium salts
to nitrites and the further oxidation of nitrites to nitrates.”
Address: Dep. of Soils, West Virginia Agric. Exp. Station,
Morgantown, WV.
1816. Helz, G.E.; Whiting, A.L. 1928. Effects of fertilizer
treatment on the formation of nodules on the soybean. J.
of the American Society of Agronomy 20(9):975-81. Sept.
Abstract in Revue. Agron. Trop. Bot. Appl., 10:615. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contact of fertilizers with inoculated seed under
ground appears to prevent nodule formation.
“Applications of 200 and 400 pounds per acre of
potassium chloride in soil of 10, 25, and 40% moisture
content killed the nodule organisms on soybean seed when
the seed was placed in intimate contact with the salt”
[fertilizer]. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Bacteriology, Univ.
of Wisconsin, Madison, WI.
1817. Guillaumin, A. 1928. Le maintien des graines dans
un milieu privé d’oxygène comme moyen de prolonger leur
faculté germinative [The storage of seeds in an oxygen-

free environment as a means of prolonging their ability to
germinate]. Comptes Rendus des Seances de l’Academie des
Sciences (Paris) 187(14):571-72. Oct. 1. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The author used soybeans as the material for
this study. Soybeans stored in open air lost 100% of their
viability (ability to germinate) in 6 years, while those stored
in nitrogen gas or in a vacuum (deprived of oxygen) retained
(essentially) their full vitality for the same period. Thus
oxygen reduces the life-span of soybeans. Soybeans do not
require oxygen to maintain their viability. Address: Asst. to
the Crop Service, Museum of Natural History (Assistant du
Service de culture au Muséum d’histoire naturelle).
1818. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1928. Foreign agricultural
explorations: Introduction (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett
and W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations
in Japan, Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan
(Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon.
Washington, DC: Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818
p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5. No author, date or place are given. “It
is primarily through plant introduction in the form of new
species or those related to the ones already established [new
varieties] in the United States, and their fullest utilization
which, not only promise most for the further extension,
development and success of agriculture, but also tend to
make the United States more nearly self supporting.
“The world is a ‘Gold Mine’ of plant wealth accessible,
alike to all nations, however the development of country’s
interest in this vast and practically inexhaustible storehouse
of potential agricultural possibilities is not dependent upon
the united efforts of the nations but is directly in proportion
to the efforts exerted by each country independently in its
search for plant nuggets [?] adaptable to its needs.
“The United States has perhaps accomplished more in
this important field of agricultural research than any of our
sister countries, and yet she has but yet touched the fringe of
its possibilities, both as to plant introduction and adaptation.
“It has been stated on good authority that more than
90% of the cultivated plants now being grown in the
United States, are directly or indirectly the result of plant
introduction. Under these conditions it is self evident that
Foreign Plant Introduction is one of the most important lines
of research investigations now being pushed by the United
States Department of Agriculture.”
Page 8. “Through plant introduction, selection and
breeding, soybean culture in the United States is being
rapidly extended throughout both the cotton belt of the
South and the corn belt of the North. The acreage devoted
to the growing of this plant alien in the United States has
increased from 500,000 acres in 1917 to approximately
4,000,000 acres for the year 1928. The Virginia, Manchu and
Laredo soybean selections made from introductions made
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by the late Mr. Frank N. Meyer, Agricultural Explorer of
the Office of Foreign Plant Introduction, in 1906, 1911 and
1914 respectively, returned in the aggregate in money value,
to their adopted country in 1924, for hay and grain alone
upwards of $7,700,000.00” [$7.7 million].
Note: The soybean was probably the most import and
best known of the many plants introduced to the United
States.
Pages 9-10. “While the work as a whole is general
agricultural explorations and every thing possible will be
done to accomplish results in this connection, there are two
principal objectives which it is hoped the expedition can
accomplish. They are First to round up, in so far as possible,
the work of observation, investigation and seed collection
of desirable varieties, strains, etc. of the Soyabeans in the
Orient, and also to secure data and photographs not alone
of field operations but also of practices and methods of the
utilization of the soybean for food and all other byproducts,
especially those industrial. Second, to study the persimmon
industry of the Orient...”
Pages 11-12.
“Ninety-five percent or more of the agricultural crops
of America today are either directly or indirectly the result
of plant introductions. The United States heads the nations
of the world in its activities in agricultural exploration and
plant introduction, As a result of this work this nation’s
diversification of important and valuable crop production and
agricultural research investigations are not surpassed by any
other country of the world.
“The work of agricultural exploration in northeastern
China during the period from August 1924 to December
1926 [by P.H. Dorsett] resulted in the introduction of
valuable types of soybeans, mung beans, wheat, rice, barley,
chestnuts, pears, jujubes, persimmons, and other deciduous
fruits, vegetables, forest trees, and ornamental shrubs and
vines. All were adapted for trial in the temperate regions of
the United States and many of them suitable for trial in the
semi-arid Great Plain region of America, where the need for
such material is so very great.
“The observations made, data, and still and motion
pictures secured, concerning the Chinese practices of
growing, harvesting, handling, and storing soybeans in
a country which leads the world in its production has
materially stimulated the interest in N.E. China, Japan,
Korea & Formosa of farmers and research investigators,
who have put America’s acreage of this extremely valuable
plant immigrant ahead of all other countries and next to
Manchuria.”
Note: The next paragraph (p. 12) is similar to the
one above it, discussing the importance of agricultural
exploration in 1924-1926 on the Chinese persimmon, and
has helped to make the persimmon an important crop in
California.
“Regions to be covered [by this expedition]: Japan,

Chosen (Korea), Taiwan (Formosa), and Northeastern
China...”
Page 13. “Objectives: It is proposed to conduct
extensive agricultural investigations in the previously
mentioned regions, primarily on the following crops:
“1. Soybeans: No one factor has contributed more to the
increase of the soybean in America than the development
of new varieties through introductions from the Orient.
The soybean is a crop of local adaptation, as shown by
the numerous varieties in Asiatic countries and the results
of extensive tests in the United States. Although grown
primarily for forage in the United States, many sections are
looking forward to the production of soybeans as a cash
crop for oil and oil meal, and for human food and industrial
uses. It is quite generally predicted that the soybean will
become one of our major crops, particularly in the South of
the boll weevil sections and in the Corn Belt states through
the menace of the corn borer. To attain this importance in
American agriculture high yielding varieties for different
uses and adapted to a wide range of soil and climatic
conditions are essential. Also, extensive investigations
are necessary as to the best methods of planting, culture,
storage, marketing, and the extensive utilization of the seed
for human food and industrial purposes as practiced in these
Oriental countries where the soybean has been the most
important food crop for many centuries.”
Pages 14-15. 2. Mung bean: 3. Kudzu: 4. Persimmon. 5.
Forage, green manure, and cereal crops; fruits, vegetables,
trees, and other crops and plants of potential value to
American agriculture.
Personnel: The Office of Foreign Plant Introduction
plans to send on the proposed Agricultural Explorations to
Japan, Chosen, Northeastern China and Formosa in 1929,
Mr. W.J. Morse, Agronomist in the Office of Forage Crop
Investigations–in charge of Soybean, Mung Bean, Kudzu
and other Oriental leguminous crops, and Mr. P.H. Dorsett,
Horticulturist in the Office of Foreign Plant Introduction.
leader of the Agricultural Exploration work in N.E. China in
1924 to 1927.
Pages 26-28: “Regions to be explored: The countries
included in the proposed exploration are Manchuria,
Northeastern China, Chosen (Korea) and Japan including
Formosa. On completion of the work in the above countries,
provided conditions are favorable, a short time will be spent
in the Dutch East Indies, especially Java and Sumatra [Note:
This never happened].
Next come descriptions (location, latitude and longitude,
etc.) of each of the countries they intend to visit: Manchuria:
Chosen (Korea): Japan: Formosa (Taiwan): Dutch East
Indies:”
Pages 28-29: “Prospective crops: Soybeans: The
rapid expansion of soybean culture has been one of the
outstanding developments in the recent history of American
agriculture. From an area of less than 50,000 acres in 1907
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it has expanded in 1927 to approximately 11,500,000 acres,
with a production of over 8,000,000 bushels of seed valued
at nearly $14,000,000. The value for hay, forage, silage
and pasture is estimated to be equal to a similar amount.
The present industry is based primarily on the more than
1,500 varieties of soybeans already introduced by the
Department [USDA]. The present area in which soybeans
are now being grown is indicated on the inclosed map. Over
½ of the area of the United States is involved. While the
soybean is primarily grown for hay and forage its use for
oil is also increasing and oil mills are being erected (see
map 2). In Manchuria and Japan the soybean oil meal ranks
first in importance as a soybean product, being especially
valuable for animal feed and fertilizer. Soybean oil, now
imported, is being used in lard and butter substitutes, paints
and varnishes, glue, linoleum, rubber substitutes and also is
refined as an edible oil.
“Varieties for expanding present area: The area in
which soybeans are grown in this country can be greatly
expanded provided drought resistant types can be found
for the southwest and early maturing types for the northern
and northwestern regions. The prevalence of the soybean
throughout the widely varying districts of Manchuria and
Japan gives ample promise of supplying these types.
“Soybeans are being extensively cultivated throughout
Java for food and green manure. It is a highly important
article in the products of the country. It is believed that types
can be found here that will be successful in the milder, moistsummered southern states.
“In the present area where soybeans are grown, swine
feeders demand [?] varieties of low oil content while the
demand for oil mills is for varieties of high oil content. The
range in both directions can be extended it is believed by
introduction of new varieties.
“Leaf, stem, and root diseases are gradually increasing
in some of our older soybean production regions. In the
event these diseases [become] prevalent, a special study and
selection of resistant strains is highly desirably.” Address:
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1819. Farming in South Africa. 1928. Field husbandry.
3(32):1078-80. Nov.
• Summary: “Transvaal University College: The problem of
finding more suitable legumes for rotation with maize in the
main maize belt is being tackled at Pretoria in co-operation
with the Transvaal University College at their Experiment
Farm where special facilities are available.
“The effect of inoculation together with liming has
given a marked increase of nodule formation with soya
beans resulting in an increased nitrogen activity in the
soil. Pot experiments conducted under more controlled
conditions have confirmed this. Various types of artificial
cultures have been imported and compared to strains already
available. Varietal trials on rate and distance of planting

have been carried out with soya beans, cowpeas, field beans
and peanuts. A wide range of soya bean varieties has been
introduced with the object of finding the non-shattering type
which is most suited to Transvaal conditions.”
1820. Ryerson, Knowles A. 1928. Re: Memorandum for
W.A. Taylor (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J.
Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC:
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Dec. 19.
Unpublished log.
• Summary: Pages 61-64. This letter, dated Dec. 19, begins:
“Dear Dr. Taylor:
“In accordance with tentative plans discussed at various
times during the past month, I wish at this time to ask formal
approval for the proposed expedition of Mr. Dorsett and
Mr. Morse to Manchuria, China, Chosen, Japan and also the
Dutch East Indies.”
“Of the plant material to be sought, new soybean
varieties are the most important. The extension of the
area where they can be grown in this country, both in the
northwest and southeast, depends upon securing drought
resistant strains.”
According to reports of workers in Japanese Experiment
Stations and to Consular reports, there are at least 500
varieties of soybean in Japan. Not more than 50 of these
have been introduced into this country. Breeding work has
been under way at the Japanese Experiment Stations for
the past decade. Few of the new types developed have been
obtained. On the North of the Island of Hokkaido, 250,000
acres of early maturing varieties are grown. Experience of a
cooperator in Canada indicated that these varieties are better
suited to the northern conditions than any of the varieties
grown in the United States.
“Manchurian varieties vary from 90 to 130 days in the
time required for maturity. In China, exclusive of Manchuria,
the time to maturity ranges from 125 to 175 days. Many
introductions have been made from Northern Manchuria but
better varieties with a longer maturing period are needed in
the southern part of the corn belt and the northern part of
the northern part of the cotton belt. Japanese Experiment
Stations in Korea have carried on extensive breeding work.
At least 300 varieties are known in that country, many of
which appear promising for the southern corn belt and
adjacent cotton belt. Late maturing varieties are also grown
extensively in the Island for Formosa.”
Page 62. “According to various Dutch reports, soybeans
are extensively grown in Sumatra and Java, principally for
green manure purposes. There are many varieties of the late,
yellow-seeded type which are of low oil content and are
grown for forage, pasture, and soil improvement.”
Page 63. “Personnel: It is proposed to head the
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expedition by Mr. P.H. Dorsett, Office of Foreign Plant
Introduction, who led the expedition to Northeastern China
and Manchuria in 1924 to 1927. He would be accompanied
by Mr. W.J. Morse, a Bureau specialist in soybean and other
Oriental legumes. In addition it is desired to send Mr. C.C.
Thomas, of the Office of Foreign Plant Introduction who
as specialized in the study of Oriental persimmon varieties,
culture and storage problems, to spend six months, either
in the fall of 1929 or 1930, to cooperate with Dorsett in the
study of Korean varieties and the root stock problem in both
Japanese and Chinese persimmon districts.”
“Mr. Morse has planned to have Mrs. Morse accompany
him and Mr. Dorsett has tentatively planned for his daughterin-law also to go on the trip. This is a matter, however, which
I wish to talk over with you.
“If approved, it is hoped to have the expedition sail from
San Francisco, March 1, 1929, to be gone for two to three
years.”
“Expenses: The salaries of the men will be carried by
the Offices concerned. Field expenses for the remainder
of the fiscal year, 1928 and 1929, are estimated at $4,025
for the two men. Of this sum, the Office of Forage Crops
will contribute $1,000 and the Office of Foreign Plant
Introduction the balance.”
“Concurred in (Signed) A.J. Pieters, Acting in Charge
of Forage Crops.” Address: Senior Horticulturist in Charge
[Div. of Foreign Plant Introduction, USDA].
1821. Robyns, Walter. 1928. Plantes congolaises pour
engrais verts et pour couverture [Plants of the Congo for
green manure and for cover crops]. Bulletin Agricole du
Congo Belge 19(4):481-511. Dec. See p. 492. [Fre]
• Summary: Soybeans have been tested at Bambesa and
found suitable for use as a green manure for growing cotton.
Address: Prof. a l’Universite de Louvain, Assistant au Jardin
Botanique de l’Etat a Bruxelles.
1822. Helm, C.A. 1928. Growing soybeans for hay. Missouri
Agricultural Experiment Station, Leaflet No. 26. 2 p. *
• Summary: Includes a paragraph on harvesting and curing
for hay.
1823. Implement & Machinery Review. 1928. A new type of
harvester-thrasher. 53(636):1305. *
1824. Meeting of Morse and Harvey Clapp on George
Washington’s Union Farm, Accotink, Virginia (Photograph).
1928.
• Summary: This photo shows six men standing side by side,
most dressed in coats and ties. Only the left-most two are
identified: Harvey S. Clapp and William J. Morse. The lower
caption states: “Farm owned now by Harvey Clapp and his
father, U.S. Senator Moses E. Clapp (Minnesota).”
Note 1. Harvey S. Clapp was raising 100 acres of

soybeans on this farm (which was entirely motorized) by
July 1923; by that time he had developed an early soybean
harvester, considered a forerunner of the combine. In 19281929 he was a member of the board of directors of the
American Soybean Association. In 1929 he selected the
soybean variety named George Washington.
Note 2. Moses Edwin Clapp (1851-1929) served
from 23 Jan. 1901 to 3 March 1917 in the U.S. Senate as a
Republican from Minnesota. He died on 6 March 1929 at his
country home ‘Union Farm,’ near Accotink, Virginia.
Note 3. Accotink (pronounced AK-o-teenk) is a hamlet
of population 200 (1990) in Fairfax Co., northern Virginia,
near the Potomac River, 9 miles southwest of Alexandria.
George Washington’s Mount Vernon home is just to the east.
1825. Austin, Russell Hayden. 1928. The effect of soil
type and fertilizer treatment on the composition of the
soybean plant. PhD thesis, Michigan State University. 29 p.
In: Library of Congress. Catalog Div. A List of American
Doctoral Dissertations Printed in 1912-1932. 1931. *
Address: Michigan State Univ.
1826. Boerger, Alberto. 1928. Observaciones sobre
agricultura: Quince años de trabajos fitotécnicos en el
Uruguay [Observations on agriculture: Fifteen years of plantbreeding work in Uruguay]. Montevideo, Paraguay: Imprenta
Nacional. 580 p. Bibl. Estanzuela No. 102. Illust. Index of
persons mentioned. 29 cm. [Spa]
• Summary: The law of 30 Sept. 1911 that created the six
agronomic stations in Uruguay marked the beginning of the
plant breeding work in Uruguay that is the subject of this
book. The preface is dated 5 May 1927. In chapter 3, titled
“Time of planting, under “legumes” (p. 102), it is noted
that yellow soybeans were planted on 10 Dec. 1911 and
matured on 10 May 1912, after 153 days. Yellow, brown,
and black soybeans were planted on 25 Sept. 1912. The first
two varieties were harvested on 30 Jan. 1913 after 128 days,
whereas the black variety was harvested on 5 Feb. 1913 after
134 days.
Page 104 notes: “Among the legumes of spring we
have observed 1from 1914/15 until 1919/20 various types
of beans (porotos) and soybeans (soya hispida). It is not
necessary to enter into detailed discussions on the duration
of their vegetative cycle or the best time of planting...” Three
varieties of soybeans were planted and did well in Cerro
Largo. Following the interruption of word at “La Estanzuela”
in 1917/18, research on soybeans began again in 1921/22
and 1924/25. The variety “Soja biloxi” [Biloxi] was grown
at Mercedes (yield 1,840 kg/ha), at La Estanzuela (1,200 kg/
ha). An unknown inferior variety was grown at Sayago (740
kg/ha).
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Uruguay, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Uruguay (10 Dec. 1911). The source of these soybeans
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is unknown. Note 2. Much of this same information was
published by the author on 14 Oct. 1933 in Deutsche
Landwirtschaftliche Presse 60(41):523, in German. Address:
Prof., Dr., Director del Instituto Fitotécnico y Semillero
Nacional “La Estanzuela” (Departamento de Colonia),
Uruguay.
1827. Erdman, L.W.; Fife, J.M. 1928. Studies on nitrogenfixation by inoculated soybeans. In: R.B. Deemer, et al.
1927. Proceedings and Papers, International Congress of
Soil Science, First. Washington, D.C.: American Organizing
Committee. xiii + 706 p. See 3:166-71. Held June 13-22,
1927 in Washington, DC. 24 cm.
• Summary: This paper attempts to answer the question:
“What degree of inoculation on soybeans must be secured
before any appreciable quantities of nitrogen are fixed from
the atmosphere?”
“The results show that soybeans offer very little promise
as a soil-building crop unless they are exceptionally well
inoculated, and that the degree or intensity of the inoculation
on soybean roots determines to a large extent the amount
of nitrogen fixed from the atmosphere. Where the plants
are only slightly inoculated the amount of nitrogen fixed by
soybeans is practically negligible, but when they are very
well inoculated very appreciable amounts of nitrogen may be
expected to be taken from the atmosphere.
“Conclusions: The following conclusions may be drawn
from this study:
“The per cent of nitrogen in inoculated soybean
plant tops and roots increases with increasing intensity of
nodulation.
“The amount of nitrogen fixed from the air by inoculated
soybeans is proportional to the degree of nodulation on the
roots.
“The per cent of nitrogen fixed by inoculated soybeans
decreases in the soybean plant tops and increases in the roots
as the degree of nodulation on the roots is increased.
“Lime alone, and in combination with acid phosphate,
increased the amount of nitrogen fixed from the atmosphere
by inoculated soybeans.”
Note: The authors seem to use the words “inoculation”
and “nodulation” interchangeably. Address: Iowa State
College [Ames, Iowa], U.S.A.
1828. Hosking, H.R.; Buckley, F.E. 1928. An investigation
upon the soya bean in Trinidad. Dissertation presented
for the Associateship of the Imperial College of Tropical
Agriculture (AICTA). 50 p. Department of Agriculture 192728. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Aims of the
investigation. 3. The soy bean. 4. Introductory remarks on
selection. 5. Previous history of the three original plots. 6.
Preliminary observations on the three varieties. 7. Selection
work and further observations. 8. Planting out the progeny

rows. 9. Germination of the progeny. 10. Field observations
upon the progeny. 11. Harvesting the progeny. 12. Characters
of the harvested beans. 13. Consideration of the bean
weights, etc. 14. Comparison between the parents and
their progeny. 15. Seed characters of the progeny. 16. The
environment and soil. 17. Conclusions. 18. Final conclusions
and recommendations for further work: Varieties to be
carried on, manuring, ridging, reduction of exposure, the
time of planting. 19. Literature cited. 20. Appendix.
“Introduction: On the arrival of the writers at the
Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture, St. Augustine,
Trinidad, early in October 1927, an investigation was started
upon the Soy Bean. At this period there were three small
plots, of roughly one tenth of an acre each, upon which there
were three types of Soy Bean Growing. These contiguous
plots were at the north end of a field which had been under
Tobacco for some time–and have since again gone under
Tobacco. Plot I consisted of a Venezuelan strain which had
been imported from Venezuela. Plot II was an American
variety with large brown beans–probably a Biloxi. Plot III
was under of crop of Indian Soy Beans which had been
imported from Darjeeling the previous year. It was from this
material that the subsequent selections were made. Early
in October 1927 the three plots were well on the way to
maturity, and all showed vigorous growth and appeared to be
quite healthy.” The soil in which they were growing had been
manured more than any other part of the College Farm.
“The three plots had been sown [four soybeans to each
hole] on July 15th 1927 which is close to the beginning of
the rainy season in a normal year. Consequently they were
ripening off in the hottest time of the year. One of the first
things to strike the newcomer was the entire absence of root
nodules on any of these bean plants.
“Aims of the investigation: To attempt to isolate a pure
line of Soy Beans–or pure lines–suitable to the climatic
and soil conditions of Trinidad. The larger sugar estates of
Trinidad are searching for a Leguminose [leguminous] crop
which can be grown between the cane rows from which
cattle food can be obtained and also green manure... If the
beans were developing nodules they would also enrich the
soil by the fixation of nitrogen. It is understood that cream or
yellow beans are of greater value commercially than brown
beans...”
Seeds of the best looking plants were selected in midNovember 1927, then progeny rows were planted in 4 plots
from December 19-23 on Field E (144 by 300 feet) of the
College Farm. Germination of the seed was very poor.
The Venezuelan variety gave the most promising results.
“The American strains of Biloxi did not appear to be worth
the trouble of any further work...” “The writers strongly
advocate that in the future Soy Beans should be sown on
ridges, owing to the special nature of the St. Augustine soil.”
Wind breaks should be built to avoid excessive transpiration.
“The time of planting is of the utmost importance in
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Trinidad.” The period from Nov. 15 to 20 is considered best.
The authors observed nodulation of uninoculated soya beans
in Trinidad.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
concerning soybeans in Venezuela. It seems likely that
soybeans would have been cultivated in Venezuela by this
time, but we cannot be sure.
Note 2. No mention is made of the soya beans grown in
Trinidad by 1913. Report of the Botanic Station, Montserrat
(1913) says: “... soil was sent by the Imperial Commissioner
of Agriculture and came from a field in Trinidad where the
soy bean had shown some success.”
Letter from Sonia Manjoo, Documentalist at CARDI
(Caribbean Agricultural and Research Development
Institute). 1996. June 20. This dissertation is housed in the
West Indian Collection of the University of the West Indies,
Library, St. Augustine Campus, Trinidad and Tobago.
Address: Trinidad.
1829. Mumford, H.W. 1928. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 41:1-322. For the year
ended June 30, 1928.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Promising yielders
found in new soy strains (p. 52-54). Illini makes record
three-year average (p. 55). Worth of soybean nodule bacteria
varies widely (p. 55-56). Double duty of some legume
bacteria confirmed (p. 56). Phosphorus involved in wheat
yields after soys (p. 56-57).
Livestock investigations: Soybeans need not be ground
for cattle (p. 88-89). No way found to avoid soft pork from
soybeans (p. 139-40). Feeding of soybeans will be tried
further (p. 140). Soybean meal as good as meat scraps for
chicks (p. 172).
Dairy investigations: Thickness [planting density]
affects quality and yield of soybean hay (p. 181). Corn and
wheat only grains to show profit (Threshed soybean costs
shown in detail) (p. 210-12). Facts sought on soybean costs
and practices (p. 212).
Agricultural economics: Soybean marketing complicated
by bigger volume (p. 219-21). Farm mechanics: Combines
again do well in soybean harvesting (p. 243-47; “Soybeans
were again harvested successfully with combines during
1927, the third year the E.W. Lehmann, R.I. Shawl, and I.P.
Blauser, Farm Mechanics, have tested this machine in the
harvesting of this crop. Losses for eleven different machines
of five different makes operated under both good and bad
conditions averaged only 11.38 percent a machine”). Table
86, titled “Efficiency of combines in harvesting soybeans,”
shows for each make: Size (width, 8¼ to 16 feet), type
(power take-off or auxiliary motor), condition of beans (dead
ripe + leaning, or down), height (plate, stubble, lowest pods),
width of row (7 to 34 inches), acre yield (bushels, from

machine, total), acre loss (bushels, from cutter bar, total),
percentage of loss (from machine, cutter bar, total), moisture
content.
“Soybean meal as good as meat scraps for chicks” (p.
172): “Expensiveness of protein supplements commonly
used in rations for growing chicks makes it worthwhile for
the practical poultryman to compare the cost of the various
supplements, as well as their efficiency in promoting growth,
with a view to producing each pound of chicken at the
least practicable cost. Because of the increasing interest in
soybean production in the state, it seems worthwhile to find
out to what extent soybean protein may be used in rations for
growing chickens, as a substitute for the usual animal protein
supplements.
“It is for this reason that L.E. Card, Poultry Husbandry,
has been studying the value of soybean oil meal as a protein
supplement in rations for young chickens. All chickens used
were grown indoors on board floors so that their food intake
could be controlled. Twenty chicks were used in each lot and
they were kept on the experimental rations until eight weeks
old.
“It was found that soybean oil meal could be used to
replace meat scrap and that the chickens fed the soybean
oil meal were in every way as good as those raised on meat
scrap, provided there were no other limiting factors. Since
commercial meat scrap contains a considerable amount of
mineral matter as well as protein, it is necessary to supply
minerals in some form to the soybean ration in order to make
sure that the only varying factor is the protein. It was found
that 4 percent of steamed bone meal and 1 percent of salt
supplied the mineral needed, when 20 parts of meat scrap
were replaced with 20 parts of soybean oil meal.
“One interesting point brought out during the
investigation, which is being continued for another year,
was that it is possible to overdo the matter of mineral
feeding. When 4 percent of bone meal was added to a
ration containing 20 percent of commercial meat scrap, the
chickens did not grow normally and showed symptoms of
leg weakness closely resembling rickets. If the bone meal
was removed by the time the chicks reached four weeks
of age, they seemed to make almost complete recovery.”
Address: Dean and Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1830. Poggi, Tito. 1928. La soja, manuale pratico di
coltivazione [Soja, a practical manual for cultivation]. Casale
Monferrato, Ottavi, Italy. 50 p. [Ita]*
1831. Savich, I.N. 1928. opyt kul’tury soevykh bobov v
Primor’e [Experimental cultivation of soya beans in the
Maritime province]. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria
Monitor) (Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 8. p. 70-83. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
1832. Vivenza, A. 1928. La coltivazione della soja in Italia e
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nelle sue Colonie [The cultivation of the soybean in Italy and
in its colonies]. Atti della Societa Italiana per il Progresso
delle Scienze (Perugia) 16:375-93. Oct. 30 to Nov. 5, 1927.
[3 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soybean (La
soja). Characteristics of the plant (and places where its
cultivation is being tested). Varieties of soybeans. Ecological
requirements. Cultural requirements. Current state of
soybean cultivation in various countries: France, Spain,
Central Europe, United States and Canada, Manchuria,
Ceylon, New South Wales (Nova Galles del Sud). More
recent soybean trials in Italy (Manvilli, Bottari, Marignoli
in Spoleto, Ferrero in Sardegna, etc.). Experiments
conducted at Perugia. Cultivation of soybeans in the Italian
colonies (experiments in Italian Somalia, Libya (Tripoli),
and potential in the Eritrean plateau (l’Altipiano Eritreo)).
Ploughing under soybeans as green manure. Possibilities for
cultivating soybeans on a vast scale in Italy. Conclusions.
Pages 388-89 discuss cultivation of soybeans in the
Italian colonies. “The amazing ability of soya to benefit
from intense sunlight, provided that the soil does not lack a
certain level of humidity, makes one think of the potential of
this crop on the fertile, well-watered soil of Italian Somalia.
In this region, a legume very similar to the soybean has
already been cultivated for several years and with excellent
results–Vigna sinensis, called ‘cowpea’ by the Americans.
This should be an indication of conditions favorable to the
cultivation of soybeans, probably also as an intercrop.
“I understand that soybean experiments are being
conducted by the large agencies of S.A.I.S. (Società Agricola
Italo-Somala [Italo-Somalian Society of Agriculture]) in the
Scidle (under Uebi Scebeli) headed by the eminent S.A.R.,
the duke of Abruzzi.
“The agricultural director of these agencies, Dr.
Giuseppi Scassellati-Sforzolini, who is handling the
experiment with great skill and interest, relates however
that the initial results are less than satisfying. But these tests
do not rule out altogether the soybean crop’s potential for
success in our colony.
“In Libya, under the care of the Office of Experimental
Agriculture in Tripoli, experimental cultivation of soybeans
was carried out this year, but with negative results. In the
autumn, the soybean plants demonstrated little resistance
to the cold, and in the spring they showed a need for much
irrigation.
“This information led me to the esteemed Prof. G.
Leone, director of agricultural services of Tripolitania, who
among other things, supports a repeat of the experiments
next year.” However the author apparently favors phasing
out the planting of crops like the soybean in Libya.
“Further experimentation by the worthy Istituto agrario
sperimentale di Tripoli [Experimental Agricultural Institute
of Tripoli] will determine if soya resists normal minimum
temperatures in the spring and the notorious gibli winds, and

therefore will decide definitively on the possibility of spring
crops in non-irrigated lands. If indeed possible, soya could
then be planted in autumn, grow during the winter, and ripen
in spring to either whole dry soybeans or green forage. Of
course it would need to be provided with the introduction
and diffusion of the specific nitrogen-fixing bacteria it
requires.
“With regard to the Eritrean Colony, it can’t be denied
that on the Eritrean plateau, soya could become successfully
cultivated. But this is also awaiting experimental resolution.”
In summary: Soya had been cultivated in Somalia and Libya
by Oct. 1927.
“In Italy the soy bean cannot be grown as a second crop
following a cereal, but only as a principal crop, partially
replacing maize, beets or beans. Irrigation is needed for best
results in the arid conditions of southern Italy... The early
varieties of soy bean are the only ones which can be grown
in Italy, and the yield of these is rather low, 5-20 bu. per acre,
depending on soil fertility. While the culture of the soy bean
in Italy may sometimes be usefully substituted for that of
maize or beans, no great hopes should be built on it. Hitherto
very few experiments have been made of soybean cultivation
in the Italian colonies. The indications are that it would
succeed in Somaliland and on the Eritrean plateau [Note
that Eritrea is a province in northern Ethiopia; its capital is
Asmara]. This is less probable for Libya, where the irrigated
zone is limited and occupied by other more remunerative
crops.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in Libya, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Libya. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Libya, or the cultivation of soybeans in Libya
(by Oct. 1927). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2019) concerning soybeans in Somalia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Somalia. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Somalia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Somalia (by Oct. 1927). The source of these
soybeans is unknown.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Eritrea and Ethiopia.
Note 4. Libya was occupied by Italians in 1914. The
provinces of Tripolitania (in northwestern Libya) and
Cyrenaica (in northeastern Libya) were united in 1934.
Tripoli is a region in north Africa (in today’s Libya) and a
seaport city on the Mediterranean in that region. Long the
object of Italian aspirations, Tripoli was finally ceded to Italy
by Turkey as a result of the Tripolitan War (1911-12); under
Italians the entire western part of the colony of Libya (191219) became known as Tripolitania; it was separated from
Cyrenaica in 1919 and reunited in 1929. In 1934 the settled
portion in the north was divided into four provinces for
administrative purposes; one of these was Tripoli. Address:
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Professor.
1833. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1929.
Anfragen. 4. Sojabohnenanbau [Inquiries. 4. Soybean
cultivation]. 79(2):5. Jan. 12. [Ger]
• Summary: We publish specialized inquiries that have been
made by our subscribers free of charge.
In correspondence to the current market conditions,
a large Austrian estate intends to carry out an agronomic
trial with soybeans (Sojabohne). Farmers who have already
obtained practical experiences in this area are requested
to provide corresponding clarifications about the matter
of varieties, planting time, cultivation measures, and the
maturation time and harvest work.–P.L. Estate Management
(Gutsdirektion) in R., Upper Austria.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojaanbau (soybean cultivation).
This word appears in 54 different issues of these newspapers
from 1929 to 1947.
1834. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1929.
Antworten und Briefwechsel. 27. Sojabohnenanbau [Replies
and correspondence: 27. Soybean cultivation]. 79(2):5. Jan.
12. [Ger]
• Summary: The answering of the specialized inquiries
that we have received from the circles of our subscribers is
carried out for them in this journal free of charge.
20 Soybean cultivation. P.L. in R., Upper Austria.
(Reply to Question no. 4.) The usability of the soybean
(Sojabohne) in the households and agriculture has remained
very much unknown thus far in Austria. In Germany, on the
other hand, the value of the soybean was already recognized
early on, and it has therefore been cultivated and bred.
But a purchase of seeds for sowing from Germany is only
conceivable under certain circumstances, since the climate
and soil conditions are for the most part not analogous to
those that we have here. To my knowledge, we have only
one breeder here in Austria, and specifically it is Anton
Brillmayer in Platt near Zellerndorf, Lower Austria. For a
long time now, he has taken on the breeding of the soybean
and achieved very good results. If the desire is therefore to
bring to cultivation a variety that is suitable for Austrian
conditions, then it is advisable to get in contact with the
aforementioned breeder whose products were enlisted in
dry areas. It will certainly be possible to purchase or receive
German soybean varieties (Sojabohnensorten) from various
larger seed dealers. The soybean thrives very well on deep,
humus-rich loam and sandy loam soils, and best in the first
or second position of the crop rotation (Tracht). Sowing
takes place in April and is advantageously carried out in
rows with a distance of 20 to 40 cm [between rows]. The

requirement for seeds for sowing amounts to 40 to 50 kg per
hectare. A fertilizing of 100 kg of 40% potassium salt and
150 to 200 kg of superphosphate per hectare is very much to
be recommended for the improvement of the setting of the
pods. During the vegetation period, the soybeans are hoed
several times in order to on the one hand destroy the weeds
that have appeared and, on the other hand, to bring about a
lively aeration of the soil and a flourishing activity of the
necessary soil bacteria. If only few soybeans are planted,
then the most exterior crown is pinched off in the plants that
are in full bloom in order to stop the growth and to accelerate
the formation of the fruit. Maturation occurs, depending
upon the location, toward mid to late September. Up to that
point, the plants will lose very many leaves, such that only
the grayish-yellow stalk and the pods are present. At the time
of maturation, the plants are best pulled up by hand, tied
into small bundles, and hung up for subsequent drying. The
threshing can be carried out with a flail or a machine.
Karl F. Feldner, agricultural readier [sic,
Wirtschaftsbereiter, probably Wirtschaftsberater which is
agricultural consultant], Immendorf
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
1835. Diaz, Juan B. 1929. Re: Soybeans in Cuba. Potential
for soymilk. Letter to Director of the Station, Santiago de las
Vegas, Cuba, Jan. 17. 1 p. [Spa]*
• Summary: “With respect to this bean (judea = soybean),
a short time ago I read in the Havana Post an article
which said that these soybeans contain a large quantity
of a substance from which it is possible to make a very
good and rich milk. In Korea there are said to be many
dairies (lecherias) that are devoted exclusively to selling
soymilk (leche de soya beans) and this milk is very rich and
nutritious.
This letter is located in file #565 in the archives, INIFAT,
Santiago de las Vegas, Cuba. Another letter in the same file,
dated 5 Feb. 1929, describes the use of soybeans for green
manure (abono verde) in tobacco cultivation. Address: J.B.
Diaz & Co. (tobacco store), Habana, Cuba.
1836. Brillmayer, Franz Anton. 1929. Die Kultur der
Sojabohne [The cultivation of the soybean]. Wiener
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 79(3):2-3. Jan. 19.
[Ger]
• Summary: Reply to question 4:
The cultivation of the soybean (Sojabohne) or its use
can take place in two different ways. Through the planting
of tall growing, late maturing varieties for green fodder, use
as hay (Heunutzung), or addition to silage, and through the
production of the dried beans (Trockenbohne) through the
planting of varieties that are certain to mature here with us.
American agriculture has made use of the advantages
of the cultivation of the soybean (Sojakultur) to the broadest
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extent possible. While in 1910, it was merely a plant that
was known in the national experiment stations, by 1920
some 950,000 acres were already planted with soybeans
(Sojabohnen). Even though the American scale is not
immediately applicable for us, the experiences there in
any case give us many hints. Above all else, the American
varieties are not usable for our climatic conditions, as
one trial showed that was carried out in 1928 on my
farm that was set up as a legume-growing station for
the Federal Institute for Crop Farming and Seed Testing
(Luguminosenzuchtstation der Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenbau
und Samenprüfung) in Vienna. The “Ito san” variety, for
which a maturation period of 115 days was indicated in
America, required 157 days, while the “Mammoth Yellow”
variety, for example, which was supposed to mature in 145
days, did not even properly set the pods with us.
The main matter with soybean cultivation (Sojakultur)
is the question of varieties. High-yielding varieties with a
longer growth period do not mature with us, while earlymaturing varieties do not provide any satisfying yields.
Out of twenty-two varieties from the countries of origin of
America, Austria, China, Germany, Hungary, and Romania
in a comparison planting, only the following turned out to be
definitely maturing, and they are listed in the order of their
maturation period: Frühe Braune [Early Brown] (Germany),
Fruwirth’s frühe braune [Fruwirth’s early brown], Platter
frühe braune [Platter early brown], Platter schwarze Soja
[Platter black soy], Frühe gelbe [Early yellow] from
Budapest, Schwarze [Black] from Rastatt (Germany), and
Fruwirth’s Black eyebrow. (Reference is to be made to the
fact that on the seed market, soybeans of undetermined
origin are offered, the cultivation of which will most likely
lead to a fiasco.)
Out of all crops, the soybean provides the greatest
quantities of protein and fat per unit of area, no matter
whether it is used as hay or as dried beans. The following
consideration serves to illustrate the value of the soybean
as a mass producer of high-quality nutrients. The following
yields per hectare may be assumed under the same
conditions, and these figures should be rather accurate:
A table shows the following:
1. Soybean seeds yield 1800 kg/ha. Soybean straw
yields 3000 kg/ha. Both produce 561.6 kg of protein per ha
and 320.4 kg of fat per ha.
2. Soybean hay yields 8000 kg/ha. It produces 824.0 kg
of protein per ha and 187.0 kg of fat per ha.
3. Barley seeds yield 2400 kg/ha. Barley straw yields
3000 kg/ha. Both produce 164.4 kg of protein per ha and
60.6 kg of fat per ha.
4. Pea seeds yield 2000 kg/ha. Pea straw yields 2500 kg/
ha. Both produce 423.0 kg of protein per ha and 37.5 kg of
fat per ha.
5. Lucerne / Alfalfa hay yields 4000 kg/ha. It produces
248.0 kg of protein per ha and 48.0 kg of fat per ha.

For the time being, in discussing the use of soy hay, it is
to be mentioned that in Platt, I had very good successes with
the 1.5 m high American varieties that no longer mature with
us: “Mammoth Yellow”, “Wilson”, and “Soja hispida Nigra”.
The green fodder yield was 400 metric hundredweight
per hectare, which has to correspond to approx. 80 metric
hundredweight of hay. The sowing can also take place even
later, perhaps even after early winter barley. Row spacing 40
cm, seed spacing within the rows 7 to 8 cm. With regard to
the requirement for sowing seeds, the following figures are
calculated according to the weight of a thousand seeds: for
Mammoth Yellow 100 kg, for S. hisp. Nigra 55 kg, and for
Wilson 45 kg per hectare. The best time for cutting is before
the yellowing of the leaves when the seeds have begun to
develop in the pods. The percentage of protein content is in
fact the highest at the time of the blossoming of the plant, but
the yield in quantity is still too low then. The composition
of the soybean hay at different times of the cutting is shown
by the following American analysis: A table follows with
seven column headings: Point in Time of the Cutting,
Water in %, Protein in %, Fat in %, Nitrogen-free extract
[carbohydrates] in %, Crude Fiber in %, and Ash Component
in %, and the four row headings: Full bloom, Beginning
of the development of the pods, Seeds half developed,
and Seeds fully developed. The table shows the greatest
protein with the plant in full bloom, while the greatest fat is
achieved at seeds fully developed. Seeds for sowing must be
newly acquired every year. It might perhaps be successful
to produce seeds for sowing in climatically favorable areas
and to pass them on to fodder growing areas. The costs for
the sowing seeds are not much higher than for fodder mix
(Futtermischling) that consists of vetch, peas, and oats.
The ensilage of soybeans by themselves is difficult
to carry out because of the high protein content and low
carbohydrate content. But according to American experience,
the concurrent use (Mitverwendung) with green corn is
immediately possible and substantially raises the protein
content. Corn silage has too broad of a proportion of
nutrients, and for a rational feeding, it must be mixed with
protein-rich fodders. American analysis of corn ensilage and
that of soybeans as well as of a mixture of both of them is
depicted in the following table.
For cultivation for the obtaining of dry beans, all those
areas come into consideration in which corn still matures.
Extremely early varieties also still mature in harsher areas.
For cultivation, the same conditions apply as for bush beans.
Soybeans (Soja) get along well with themselves, that is, they
can be planted repeatedly in succession. They also flourish
after the application of fresh barn manure without the stems
and leaves growing [excessively]. An excess of nitrogen
delays maturity. In contrast to bush beans, soybeans are not
sensitive to frost, and in 1927 and 1928, they withstood late
frosts in the field cultivations in Platt down to -5º C, even
though they had already reached a height of 15 cm. They
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can therefore already be planted as early as March. But
since soybeans require a certain minimum heat of the soil to
germinate, it is advisable to set the planting date before that
of corn.
A table follows with the seven column headings
Ensilage from, Water %, Protein %, Carbohydrate %, Fat
%, Ash %, and Crude Fiber %; and the three row headings
Soybeans, Corn, and Soybeans + Corn. The table shows that
all values are highest with soybeans alone with the exception
of carbohydrate. (Continued). Address: Platt [Austria].
1837. Brillmayer, Franz Anton. 1929. Die Kultur der
Sojabohne [The cultivation of the soybean (Continued–
Document part II)]. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 79(3):2-3. Jan. 19. [Ger]
• Summary: Continued: Brief instructions on cultivation
will be provided below, whereby at the same time, I
make reference to the book which recently appeared, Die
Sojabohne: Kultur, Verwendung, Bedeutung [The Soybean:
Cultivation, Use, Importance] by Franz A. Brillmayer, seed
grower in Platt, and Dr. Fritz Drahorad, Federal Institute
for Plant Cultivation and Seed Testing (Bundesanstalt für
Pflanzenbau und Samenprüfung) in Vienna. The book was
self-published, is eighty pages long with 18 illustrations from
the soybean growing operation (Sojazuchtbetrieb), and costs
4.60 Austrian schillings.
The quantity of seeds for sowing follows the seed size
of the variety. With Platter frühe braune [Platt early brown],
50 to 55 kg per hectare are needed, while with Platter
mittelfrühe schwarze [Platt medium-early black], SS 14,
45 to 50 kg per hectare are needed. The depth of the seeds
is 3 to 4 cm. The Frühe schwarze [Early Black] SS 14 is to
be drilled at a row spacing of 40 to 45 cm, and the Frühe
braune [Early Brown] at 35 to 40 cm. The distance within
the rows is to amount to 6 to 7 cm. At the beginning of the
cultivation, the soybeans grow slowly. In order to prevent
weeds from coming up and in order to keep the moisture in
the soil, a two-time cutting is indicated. Before the operation
comes to a close (der Stand sich schliesst), earth is to be
lightly hilled up.
As a legume, the soybean is also a host plant for root
nodule bacteria (Knöllchenbakterien), and therefore an
inoculation absolutely ought to be carried out on the sowing
seeds. There are root nodule bacteria that are specially suited
for soybeans, and inoculation with the usual non-soybean
inoculants (Bohnenimpsstoff) is ineffective. The inoculant
soil will probably be produced by the Federal Institute for
Plant Protection, Trunnerstrasse 1, Vienna II. Furthermore, it
can be obtained under the name “Nitragin” from the Dr. A.
Kühn Agricultural Works, Grunewald 2, Berlin, and under
the name “Azotogen” at the Dr. Teisler and Ziegenspeck
Institute, Plauenscher Platz 1, Dresden A.
With regard to diseases, only bean rust (Bohnenrost–
Uromyces appendiculatus) is known. Other enemies of the

plants are hares and field mice. Since the pods remain tightly
closed even at maturity, the dropping of seeds (Samenausfall)
is not to be feared. The beans are therefore harvested after
complete maturity by pulling up or by mowing. If because of
lasting rainy weather, it is necessary to harvest the soybeans
at a point in time at which they have not fully matured or are
not completely dry, then that may be done without care since
if they have enough time to be stored in the barn, the beans
will continue to mature in the straw.
Rational milk production and pig feeding is possible in
agriculture today only through the purchase of protein-rich
feed (meat meal and fish meal, oil cakes (Oelkuchen), yeast,
etc.) The great significance of soybean cultivation thus lies in
the fact that the farmer becomes independent of the purchase
of concentrated feeds. If it at some point becomes possible
for him to press oil out of beans that he produced himself
in his own cooperative oil mills (Oelmühlen) and he can
keep the valuable, protein-rich pressing residues [soybean
meal] for feeding, then a nutritional balance will occur in the
operations that is similar to what we observe with sugar beet
production.
Since the soybean as a legume makes use of nitrogen
in the air with the help of root nodule bacteria, and the oil is
produced from agriculture only with the materials of carbon
dioxide and water that are taken from the atmosphere, and
since with the feeding of the pressing residues, the ash
component appears again as fertilizer in the farmer’s own
farming, it is possible through this to produce oil and meat
(milk) in agriculture with the lowest expenditure for mineral
substances.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Platt [Austria].
1838. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1929.
Antworten und Briefwechsel. 20. Sojabohnenanbau [Replies
and correspondence: 20. Soybean cultivation]. 79(2):5. Jan.
19. [Ger]
• Summary: The answering of the specialized inquiries
that we have received from the circles of our subscribers is
carried out for them in this journal free of charge.
20 Soybean cultivation. Estate management
(Gutsdirektion) P.L. in R., Upper Austria. (Reply to Question
no. 4.) Since within the framework of the Question Box,
a detailed answering of the inquiry is not very possible,
it would be most advisable if the interested party were to
directly contact the Federal Institute of Plant Cultivation
and Seed Testing (Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenbau und
Samenprüfung), Lagerhausstrasse 174, Vienna District II.
where he will receive all of the information desired and,
on top of that, growing instructions free of charge for the
cultivation of soybeans (Sojabohnenanbau).
Dr. Fritz Drahorad, commissioner of the Federal
Institute of Plant Cultivation and Seed Testing.
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1839. Pope, Felix T. 1929. World trade in soy beans. Oil
Miller and Cotton Ginner (The) 33(5):30-31. Jan.
• Summary: From Commerce Reports: “Owing to the many
new uses that are constantly being found for vegetable oils
and the ever-increasing popularity of oil cake and meal as
a stock feed, oilseeds are year by year assuming a more
important place in world trade. World production for the year
1926 approximated 35,900,000 short tons, of which about
one-third was exported from the country where it was grown,
either in the form of seed or as oil and oil cake and meal.
“Cottonseed is by far the most important of all oilseeds,
world production in 1926 having been nearly 14,000,000
short tons, or about 40 per cent of the total production of
all oilseeds. Other oilseeds in the order of their relative
importance are sesame seed, flax, and soy beans (peanuts
not being considered, as a comparatively small proportion of
them are crushed.) Soy beans are of Asiatic origin and have
been raised in China for many centuries. That country is still
the chief source of supply and they play an important part in
China’s foreign trade. Manchuria is the great producing area,
supplying about 40 per cent of China’s total crop.
“In Asiatic countries–especially China and Japan–the
soy bean is largely used as human food, being second only to
rice in its importance as a food crop.
“Exports of soy beans and their by-products from
China during 1925 were 5,824,296,000 pounds; in 1926,
6,877,302,000 pounds; in 1927, 7,576,493,000 pounds.
“Production of Soy Beans in the United States: The soy
bean was introduced in the United States as early as 1804
and for several decades was regarded more as a botanical
curiosity than as a plant of economic importance. With the
introduction from Asiatic countries of new varieties into the
United States, the soy bean has assumed great importance
and offers far-reaching possibilities to the future agriculture
of this country. A short ton of soy beans (33½ bushels)
produces about 240 pounds of oil when crushed and 1,620
pounds of cake or meal, the remaining 140 pounds being
invisible waste, mostly moisture thrown off in the process
of manufacturing. Soy beans bring the highest price for
seed and for food purposes, and least for crushing, so that
with the limited supply of home-grown beans available, it
is only after other demands are met that mills are able to
buy. In spite of this, cotton-oil mills are active in promoting
the growth of soy beans, as it gives them an opportunity to
use their plants for longer seasons than they can depending
entirely on cottonseed, the same machinery being used
without additional equipment being required. Soy beans were
first used for the production of oil and meal in the United
States in 1910, imported seed being used.
“American-grown seeds were first used in 1915 by
cottonseed oil mills in North Carolina. according to Dr.
W.J. Morse, of the United States Department of Agriculture.
The production in this country has increased rapidly in
recent years. While no accurate figures are available

back of [before] 1924, it is estimated that in 1917 only
about 1,000,000 bushels were produced for seed. In
1924 production had increased to 5,190,000 bushels, the
succeeding years being as follows: 1925, 5,131,000 bushels;
1926. 6,063,000 bushels; 1927, 7,925,000 bushels; 1928
(estimated), 8,052,4100 bushels. (These figures do not
include soy beans grown as a forage crop.) The increase has
been the most marked in the State of Illinois, production in
that State having increased from 30,000 bushels in 1919 to
1,750,000 bushels in 1926, 2,405,000 bushels in 1927, and
2,650,000 bushels (estimated) for 1928.
“Imports Into the United States: Production has not kept
pace with the demand, however, and the United States is still
a large importer, not only of the beans, but also of the cake
and oil. Imports of cake and meal for the first nine months of
1928 approximated 40,000 short tons.
Soy-Bean-Oil Industry and Trade of the United States:
Soy-bean oil, the product of the soy bean, is perhaps one
of the most versatile of the great varieties of vegetable
oils in world commerce to-day. Its most extensive use as
an edible oil is in the manufacture of lard compounds and
oleomargarine, and a small amount in salad oil. In addition to
its uses as an edible product, it has the properties of a drying
oil, which lends itself to the paint and varnish industry,
the soap kettle, and the manufacture of linoleum and
oilcloth, while small amounts are used for illuminating and
lubricating purposes in its native country.
“Soy-bean oil is obtained by two methods–pressure and
solvent, the former producing the better grade products, oil
and cake. The oil content of soy beans ranges from 12 to 23
per cent, depending on the locality of production and the
efficiency of the presses–many of the bean mills in China
and Manchuria being so primitive that they get only about 8
to 10 per cent of oil. The following table shows the extent of
this industry in the United States today:
“Soy-Bean Cake and Meal: Owing to its high protein
content, ranging from 46 to 52 per cent and from 5 to 8 per
cent oil, soy-bean meal is in great demand as cattle feed and
commands a considerably higher price than either cottonseed
meal or linseed meal. Soy-bean meal at Portland, Oregon,
one of the principal markets, has ranged from $50 to $60 per
ton in the past five years.
“The accompanying chart, furnished by the Department
of Agriculture graphically shows the many uses of the soy
bean, starting with plant and seed. The plant can be used as
forage, pasture, or green manure. The types of forage are
hay, ensilage, soilage, and straw.
The seed can be used for oil, food products, or oil meal.
The oil can be used for soap stock (soft of hard soaps),
enamels, varnishes, paints, rubber substitutes, food products
(salad oils, lard substitutes, butter substitutes, edible oils),
linoleum, printing inks, lubricating, lecithin, waterproof
goods, celluloid, petroleum, lighting [illumination],
explosives, glycerine. The food products consist of dried
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beans or green beans. The dried beans can be made into soy
sauce, coffee substitute, soups, sprouts, roasted beans, baked
beans, vegetable milk (confection, casein milk powder,
condensed milk, cheese [tofu] (fresh, dried, fermented,
smoked). The green beans can be used for canned green
beans, green vegetables, or salads). The oil meal can be
used to make flour, diabetic foods, infant foods, macaroni,
breakfast foods, feeds, glue, or fertilizer.
Tables show: (1) Imports of soy-bean oil, soy-bean cake,
and soy beans into the United States (pounds), 1925-1928.
(2) United States production, consumption, imports and
exports of soy-bean oil (thousands of pounds), 1925-1927.
Note: The front cover has Vol. XXXII, No. 5 and the
inside “title page” has Vol. XXXIII, No. 5–Vol. 33 is correct.
Address: Foodstuffs Div., U.S. Dep. of Commerce.
1840. Virginia Department of Agriculture and Immigration,
Bulletin. 1929. Comparison of the cowpea and the soy bean.
No. 253. 65-68. Jan.
• Summary: “A comparison of cowpeas and soy beans is
not so much a matter of determining which is the best crop
as it is a careful consideration of their climatic and soil
adaptiveness and the special uses of each on the farm.”
1841. Williams, C.B. 1929. Soybean growing in North
Carolina. North Carolina State College of Agriculture,
Extension Circular No. 127. 19 p. Jan. Revised.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The growing plant.
Distribution in North Carolina. Soybeans vs. cowpeas.
Soybeans compared with peanuts. Suitable varieties of
soybeans (for seed and for hay; in the mountains, piedmont,
or coastal plain: Biloxi, Herman, Laredo, Mammoth Yellow,
Otootan Southern Prolific, Tokyo, and Virginia). Selection
and preparation of the soil. Inoculation essential. Kinds of
fertilizer to use. Seeding and cultivation. Rotations with
soybeans (for coastal plain soils, for piedmont soils, for
mountain soils). Soybeans in mixtures (with sweet sorghum,
millet, or corn). Harvesting for hay. Harvesting for seed.
Soybeans soil improvement. Soybeans for soiling purposes.
Soybeans for pasturage. How soybean crop is utilized (in the
United States and in North Carolina by percentages). Cost
of growing the beans. Crushing beans from the standpoint
of millmen and farmers. Products secured by oil mills in
crushing (oil, meal). What can oil mills afford to pay for
beans. Possibilities as indicated by important uses of soybean
products (soybean oil and meal). Some advantages to farmers
of soybeans over other oil-bearing seed crops.
“North Carolina produces from 18 to 20 per cent of the
soybean crop of the United States grown for all purposes
including seed, hay, and soiling. Approximately 19 per cent
of all soybean seed is produced by North Carolina Growers.
The acreage planted annually in the state is now about equal
to that of cowpeas and the crop from year to year is finding
favor with growers in new territory.”

“Inoculation essential: Soybeans, like other legumes,
are characterized by their ability to take free nitrogen from
the air, if the soil is inoculated with the proper bacteria for
this crop. In growing soybeans on land for the first time,
especially in a locality where this crop has not been grown
previously, it will pay to inoculate the soil by either using
soil from an inoculated field or one of the commercial
cultures. The latter may now be secured at very reasonable
prices. In some parts of the state I would say, however,
that the bacteria suitable for inoculating this crop seem
to be quite widely distributed in the soil. When soybeans
are planted on many soils, it will usually be found that
nodules are present on the roots in large numbers by natural
inoculation. Experiments have shown that something like 50
per cent more nitrogen was found in the stems and leaves of
soybeans which were planted on inoculated soil than in those
grown on uninoculated soil.
“Kinds of fertilizer to use: As soybeans on inoculated
soil will be able largely to gather their nitrogen from the
atmosphere, it will not be necessary to add but little, if any,
commercial nitrogen. However, if the soil is poor it will pay
to make an application of barn-yard manure or add sufficient
cotton-seed meal, nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, or
other commercial carriers of nitrogen to give the fertilizer
mixture 1 to 2 per cent nitrogen. Ordinarily from 200 to 300
pounds of 16 per cent acid phosphate and 25 to 50 pounds
of muriate of potash will supply the necessary amount of
phosphoric acid and potash needed by this crop when grown
on average soils in the eastern part of the state. The acid
phosphate alone will be sufficient to add on average soils
in the piedmont and mountain sections. With poor soils, 25
to 30 pounds of nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia per
acre will supply sufficient nitrogen if the crop is inoculated.”
Address: Chief, Div. of Agronomy, North Carolina State
College of Agriculture and Engineering, Raleigh.
1842. Edmondson, J.B. 1929. Growing soybeans in the corn
belt: This crop is putting hay into barren mows. Prairie
Farmer 101(6):3, 33. Feb. 9.
• Summary: “No system of agriculture can hope to be
permanent that is not built on the solid foundation of
legumes and livestock.” It is hopeless to try to grow
livestock profitably “without legume pastures in the summer
and legume hay in the winter...” Discusses: The place of
soybeans in crop rotation. Importance of buying good seed
from a reliable source, based entirely on a rigid germination
test–not on appearance. Importance of inoculation. Planting
in rows makes cultivation easier; use an ordinary corn planter
with wheels set at 32 inches. Making soybean hay, incl.
curing. Harvesting soybeans for seed; the combine. “Always,
the problem of harvesting [soy] beans has been one of
saving them from shattering and from weather exposure...” A
combine causes little shattering. Threshing and storage.
Photos show: (1) A portrait of J.B. Edmondson wearing
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a white driving cap, glasses, and a black bow tie. (2) An
“airplane view of his farm.” Address: Hendricks county,
Indiana.

for an emergency hay crop.” They knew that the soybean, a
legume, was “almost equal to alfalfa as a dairy feed.” Indeed,
the soy bean did come to the rescue. Address: Wisconsin.

1843. Mayer, I.D. 1929. Harvesting soybeans with the
combine. Agricultural Engineering 10(2):52. Feb.
• Summary: “A contribution to the symposium, entitled
‘New Developments in Combine Harvesting and Grain
Drying,’ presented at a meeting of the Power and Machinery
Division of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers,
at Chicago, December, 1928.”
“That soybean growers have recognized the advantages
of the combine for harvesting this crop is demonstrated
by the fact that over two-thirds of the 90 combines now in
Indiana were purchased primarily for soybeans.”
“While field losses by the mower or binder and
threshing machine method of harvesting entails losses of
from 15 to 45 per cent of the beans grown, the losses from
the combine harvester rarely exceed 10 per cent.
“In addition to saving more beans, combining usually
results in a higher quality product. The moisture content of
samples of soybeans taken from stationary threshers varied
from 11.6 to 26.5 per cent, averaging 16.9 per cent, while
beans from combines during the same period had moisture
contents of from 10.2 to 15.4 per cent, averaging 12.5 per
cent.”
“Probably the second most important advantage of the
combine in harvesting soybeans is the low cost of threshing.
Usually the entire harvesting cost with the combine is
about equal to the thresherman’s charge for hulling with the
stationary machine. When all costs are considered, including
interest on investment, taxes, etc., we have had harvesting
costs with the combine as low as 10 cents per bushel for
soybeans. The most common costs, however, are 20 to 25
cents per bushel.” Address: Asst. Agricultural Engineer,
Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp. Station, Indiana.

1846. Brillmayer, F.A. 1929. 153. Sojabohne. A.J.H.
Slowacki (Antwort auf Frage 45) [153. Soybean.
A.J.H., Slovakia. (Reply to Question no. 45)]. Wiener
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). March 23. p. 6. [Ger]
• Summary: Aside from at my soybean growing and
breeding station (Sojazüchtstation) in Platt, Lower Austria,
and the reproduction and trial fields throughout the national
territory, to my knowledge soybeans (Sojabohnen) are
cultivated at the field level only in Hungary. An estate
there, the address of which is to be obtained from the
plant physiologist Dr. Lene Müller, Mannheim, L. 15. 9.
II, contrastingly grows soybeans for a chocolate factory in
Budapest which produces chocolate from them. Furthermore,
soybeans are also cultivated in some parts of Istria [in
today’s Croatia] where they find use for self-consumption
as a coffee substitute. The Platt mittelfrühe schwarze (Platt
medium maturity black) Original SS 14 and the frühe braune
(early brown) FB have been cultivated in Lower Austria,
Upper Austria, Carinthia, and Styria with the best success.
An agronomic trial that was carried out by the agricultural
association Bielsko-Biala r.G.m.b.H. in Bielsko, Poland
confirmed the possibility of cultivation in that country. In
1928, from 0.5 kg of mittelfrüher schwarzer Platter soybeans
SS 14, Josef Brunner, Machater [unknown; typographical
error?] in Nikelsdorf, Post Paternion, Carinthia harvested
over 20 kg which, as a result of the unfavorable climate
there, deserves to be especially emphasized. The soybean
flourishes best after root crops in the second position of a
crop rotation (Tracht). Whether the soybeans that have been
cultivated in Hungary will come to maturity in Slovakia must
be tried out on a smaller area for reasons of caution. Soy grits
that have not be defatted (unentöltes Sojaschrot) are given
first and foremost to growing livestock (cattle and pigs) in
moderate doses as a feed additive (Beifutter) as a narrowing
of the nutritional relationship (Nährstoffverhältnis) and
provides a very valuable service for the rational raising of
growing livestock as well as for production feed for dairy
cows. Our feeds that are self-produced the most have a broad
nutritional relationship. Everywhere that more protein is used
for rational feeding and there is the desire to do without the
addition of protein-rich concentrated feed such as fish meal
and meat meal, oil cakes, yeast, etc., the addition of soybeans
is appropriate. Since they have an extremely narrow
nutritional relationship of 1:2, every desired adaptation of
feed can be composed with them. I recommend the brochure
Die Sojabohne. Verwendung, Kultur, Bedeutung [“The
Soybean: Utilization, Cultivation, Importance”] by F. A.
Brillmayer and Dr. Fritz Drahorad of the Federal Institute for
Plant Cultivation (Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenbau) in Vienna,
self-published, 3.40 Austrian schillings.

1844. Vandenburg, J.T., Jr. 1929. Soybeans as a farm crop:
Soybeans have many valuable uses in agriculture and
commerce. Penn State Farmer 22(5):9, 13. Feb.
• Summary: “The raising of soybeans is not a new thing,
even in this country, but before going into the more
descriptive phases of the industry, it might be well to discuss
the facts relative to their introduction and development in
the United States, and see if the factors which have made
them so popular in other sections are equally applicable to
Pennsylvania conditions.” Address: Pennsylvania.
1845. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1929. Soy beans to the rescue:
Facing a shortage of legume hay, southern Wisconsin farmers
turn to the soy bean for relief. 74(5):242-43. March 10.
• Summary: This long article contains a short passage on
harvesting and expected yields. Farmers in Jefferson County,
Wisconsin, had heard and read quite a lot “about soy beans
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F.A. Brillmayer, seed grower and breeder
(Samenzüchter) in Platt, Lower Austria
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. Carinthia (Kärnten or Kärnthen) was an
Austrian crownland; it is now a state of southern Austria,
bordering on Italy and Yugoslavia.
Note 3. Styria is a large state in southeastern Austria; its
capital and main city is Graz. Address: Seed grower, Platt,
Lower Austria.
1847. Mumm, Walter J.; Winter, Floyd L. 1929. A barcylinder soybean thresher. J. of the American Society of
Agronomy 21(3):377-78. March.
• Summary: Describes a thresher built at the Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station to meet the need for one
that “would thresh out the beans without any loss, and at the
same time would avoid any mixtures or seed injury.
“In building the thresher described here, use was
made of a thresher from a Massey-Harris combine which
was available and of a suitable size. It had some desirable
features. The concave, consisting of bars cast together in
a single piece, was held in place by four bolts on each of
which was mounted a relief spring that provided a flexible
pressure of the concave against material passing through the
thresher (Fig. 2).”
Photos show: (1) Side view of the entire thresher, with
feeder opening and grain pan with its cover. (2) Rear view
with concave swung open, showing cylinder with ridged
bars and concave with spring tension. Address: Dep. of
Agronomy, Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1848. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1929. Green vegetable
soybeans and Edamame varieties in Japan (Document part).
In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural
Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China,
Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon.
Washington, DC: Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818
p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Pages 802, 803 (24 April 1929). While
in Tokyo, Dorsett purchases from T. Sakata & Co. in
[Yokohama] Japan eleven varieties of soybeans (8 oz
each), one variety of Dainagon Azuki, and 2 varieties of
swordbeans. Vegetable soybean varieties are: Edamame
Wase Aosakigake, Edamame Wase Kurome Oxaya, Otsubu
Wase Aojiro Edamame, Daikoku Edamame, Edamame
Wase Higanmame, Tsurunoko Daizu, Edamame Wase
Kurosakigake, Edamame Wase Chamame.
Page 892 (7 May 1929). A photo shows two commercial
retail bunches of soybean vines and pods, bound at the
bottom with rice straw. The soybeans are “used as a green
vegetable.”
Pages 1201-02 (26 May 1929). While visiting the

Hokkaido Agricultural Experiment Station at Kotoni,
Sapporo, Mr. Morse notes: “The soybeans grown in
Hokkaido are used entirely for food purposes, such as natto,
bean curd, green vegetable bean, soy sauce, miso, bean paste
and roasted beans.”
Page 1270 (30 May 1929). In Hakodate, Hokkaido, in
northern Japan, the authors visited a store where pickles
were sold. There they saw “a tub of pickled soybean pods,
the seeds of which were about full grown. These pods
were pickled in the same manner as we pickle cucumbers
and sauerkraut, that is by salting down. This is the first
time we have ever heard of or seen this kind of soybean
product. According to Mr. Suyetake [their guide], this form
of soybean product is eaten along with refreshments, the
kind we no longer have at home [alcoholic beverages]. It
seems rather ironical that we should come to study soybean
products for the United States and find so many that, to enjoy
them most, they should be eaten along with the refreshments
of the pre-prohibition era of our country, but such is fate.”
Page 1837 (11 July 1929). “The country around
Nishiarai raises soybeans to a very considerable extent for
edible green beans. Not only are early and late varieties
planted but the beans are planted at intervals so that there
will be a continuous supply for the Tokyo market. A number
of farms were visited and soybeans were found on all in
various stages of growth.”
Pages 1869, 1871, 1878-1879 (15 July 1929). “Left
the hotel about 7:45 for a day’s agricultural exploration in
one of the trucking areas in the vicinity of Tokyo, where the
growing of soybeans as a vegetable is an important industry.”
From Nishiarai they set out across country on foot. “Saw
many plantings of soybeans from just coming up to ready
to pull for market. It is extremely interesting to note how
they are planted for succession. We saw many plantings of
beans ready for pulling for market with rows interplanted as
seedlings or transplants just coming into bloom. One photo
shows “Vegetable soybeans only recently transplanted. The
light color between the rows is caused by fertilizing with
liquid night soil.” Two other photos show soybeans “quite
probably planted for use as a vegetable.”
Pages 1897, 1898 (17 July 1929). “Secured interesting
data and motion pictures of varieties of vegetable soybeans
in the Tokyo market and outlying farming and trucking
districts.
“Changed herbarium dryers on a large collection of
plants and worked on estimates and tentative itinerary for the
fiscal year 1929 and 1930. Also on official correspondence.
“In the morning we left early for the market to secure
soybean pictures as soybeans in bundles of 30 to 50 plants
each were very abundant. After securing two scenes we left
for Kitasenju station where an agricultural association is
located. It was learned from officers in charge that around
Takenotsuka [near Tokyo] soybeans were grown extensively
for green vegetable beans and that a village agricultural fair
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was being held. Arriving at Takenobu we found that the fair
was being held in a school building about a mile from the
station.”
“Soybeans: Forty bundles of plants, 30-50 plants to the
bundle representing several varieties used only for green
vegetable beans. The two most common varieties use for
green vegetable beans were the Sodefuri and the Chamame.
The bundles were judged by color, size and shape of pod,
and size and yield of each plant. Pods should be bright green
and plump, that is the seed full grown. The size of the bundle
for market purposes depends on the desire of the individual
farmer. Three crops of vegetable soybeans are grown during
the season–early, medium and late season.
“Perilla spikes: Small bundles of flower spikes which
are much used for garnishing.
Page 1899. “Ginger flower buds (Mioga variety) 2
pans.”
“Perilla plants (purple variety). 10 bundles of plants
representing two purple foliage varieties. These are used for
dying pickled plums [umeboshi], ginger, etc.”
“Perilla plants (white). Bundles of a white variety used
for pickling and as greens.”
Page 1901. Still at the fair: “The prize awarding
ceremony took place about 2:30 p.m. The fair only lasted
two days. The prize winning bundles of soybeans were taken
to the play ground outside the building and motion pictures
were taken of the farmer winning the special soybean prize
and the one winning the 1st prize.
“We were then taken to a farm house where soybean
plants were being bundled for market. This was being done
inside a shed and was too dark for taking motion pictures.
The farmer very kindly brought out the bean plants and
bundling box in the sunshine, and motion pictures were taken
of the operation.”
Pages 1925-1926 (19 July 1929). Negatives #44087,
#44088, #44089. Three views of: “A native Japanese woman
pulling soybeans to be bunched and sold as a fresh green
vegetable.”
Page 1927 (19 July 1929). Neg. #44090 and #44091.
Two photos from the village of Hanabata: (1) “Children with
their hands and aprons full of soybeans which have been
boiled in the pod; they are eating them like we eat peanuts.”
(2) Details of how a farmer, sitting on the ground in his yard,
bundles vegetable soybean plants for market and ties them
with a grass string using a frame for support.
Page 1928. Neg. #44092. “The Japanese farmer shown
in picture #44091 fixing a string of rice straw to tie about the
top of the bundle of soybeans he has just fixed.”
Neg. #44093. “A pile of soybeans awaiting bunching for
the market.”
Page 2065. Black and white movie film, DeVry camera,
spool 23. Description of 8 shots of vegetable soybeans taken
in Japan; undated. Page 2071 (3 Aug. 1920). “Visited the
wholesale vegetable and fruit market and as usual found

it full... and most interesting.” “Soybeans: Bunches of
soybeans are to be found in abundance on every turn, they
are to be found in large and small piles at almost every stand.
See picture #44162.
Page 2080. Neg. #44162. “Piled bundles of soybeans,
one of the commonest vegetables in the market. They are to
be found at every turn.”
Pages 3501-3502 (10 Jan. 1930). The authors leave
Tokyo for Urawa, the capital of Saitama prefecture in Japan,
where they visit the Saitama Prefecture Experiment Station.
The horticulturist explains that they have “three varieties
of vegetable soybeans. These are grown especially as green
vegetables. Plant seed in hot in hot beds about the middle
of April and transplant to the field when danger of frost is
over.”
Page 3683 (24 Jan. 1930) states that at the Shizuoka
Agricultural Experiment Station the authors “secured
considerable information about vegetable and green manure
soybeans for the Shizuoka prefecture.”
Page 6911 (3 Jan. 1931). Morse writes from Tokyo: “At
one of the department stores, in the vegetable market section,
we found small bundles of soybean sprouts and also some
bundles of green vegetable soybean plants. There were only
6 plants to a bundle, about 8 inches long and with 6 to 8 pods
per plant. The seed in rather large pods seemed only about
one half developed.
Pages 6931-6932 (7 Jan. 1931). Morse went to the
Imperial Department of Agriculture in Tokyo and met
the director, Mr. A. Manabe, who provided information,
statistics, and recent publications on soybean acreage,
production, utilization, and industries in Japan, Chosen
[Korea], and Taiwan. The beans from Japan proper and
Chosen are utilized primarily for food, such as bean curd
(Tofu), confections, flour and green vegetable beans
[edamamé]. A table shows that less than 1% (0.8%) of the
soybeans used in Japan are consumed in the form of “Green
vegetable beans.”
Pages 7102-7103 (2 Feb. 1931). Morse is in Urawa,
capital of Saitama prefecture. “The green vegetable soybean
work, so much of which has been done at Urawa, has been
transferred to the branch station at Koshigawa. A very
extensive acreage of green vegetable soybeans is grown in
the Saitama Prefecture. The beans are started in hot beds
about March 1 and when warm weather sets in the plants are
transplanted in the fields.
“Soybeans are not used extensively for green manure in
the Saitama Prefecture. The station, however, is doing work
with varieties best adapted to green manure purposes. Genge
clover (Astragalus sinensis) is used most extensively by the
farmers as a green manure crop in the rice paddy sections.
We were given publications of results of the station’s work
for several years.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term “Vegetable soybeans”
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(entry of 15 July 1929), or “green vegetable soybean” (3 Jan.
1931) or “green vegetable soybeans” (Feb. 1931).
Note 2. No mention is made of “edamame” (except
in variety names; Apparently Dorsett and Morse don’t yet
understand the meaning of this word) nor of “vegetabletype soybeans” or “edible soybeans” as a larger category
of soybeans. Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA,
Washington, DC.
1849. Taylor, W.E. 1929. Soy beans for profit. John Deere
Co. 32 p. 24 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soy beans. Growing
soy beans. Varieties. Inoculation. Planting. Cultivating.
Harvesting. Soy beans for pork production. Uses of the soy
bean. Conclusions. Address: Director, John Deere’s Soil
Culture Department.
1850. Stookey, Charles A., Jr. 1929. How successful growers
raise soybeans: These methods will work on your farm too.
Prairie Farmer 101(18):5, 33. May 4.
• Summary: “Profits from soybeans come to farmers who
prepare the seedbed early and who get after weeds while
they are still in the “white,” say prominent soybean growers
including Taylor Fouts, Roy Caldwell and Chester Joyce of
Carroll county, Indiana; C.L. Meharry of Tippecanoe county,
Indiana, and W.E. Riegel of Champaign county, Illinois.
“Weeds are the worst enemies of soybeans, and in spite
of the necessity for care in other practices of bean culture
such as inoculation, seeding and harvesting, the preparation
of the seedbed and cultivation to keep weeds down are the
most important factors in growing this crop. This information
was gathered last week in personal interview with the men
named.”
Taylor Fouts, the youngest of the three Fouts brothers,
says: “On our farms soybeans fit into a regular rotation
of corn, soybeans, wheat and clover. We aim to produce
certified seed every year. Our chief varieties are the Manchu,
Dunfield and Midwest.”
Photos show: (1) Two horses pulling a rotary hoe, upon
which one man is sitting, on drilled soybeans at the Meharry
farm. (2) Two-row corn cultivators, each pulled by two
horses, plowing four rows each on Roy Caldwell’s farm. (3)
A cleanly plowed field of Manchu soybeans.
1851. Times (London). 1929. Soya cultivation: Royal Empire
Society’s offer. May 6. p. 22, col. 7.
• Summary: “As a result of two meetings held last month
it was decided that the Royal Empire Society formerly the
Royal Colonial Institute, should encourage soya cultivation
in the British empire and a Soya Cultivation Committee
was set up with Mrs. E.A. Hornibrook, Fellow of the Royal
Empire Society as honorary secretary. Through the courtesy
of Dr. L. Berczeller of Vienna, tubes of Soya bacteria
are now available in London and soya seed in bacteria

cultures may be obtained through Miss Hornibrook, at cost.
Recognises the importance of inoculation. Entomology ‘The
soya will grow well wherever.’ Through the discovery of a
special process of fractional distillation the objectionable
elements in the bean can now be cheaply removed and the
meal [flour] rendered fit for human consumption. A factory
has been established in England, and as soon as British beans
are available preference will be given to these. An important
consideration is that the tropical flours such as arrowroot,
sweet potato canna tarro and banana flour can now, by
admixture with soya meal, be manufactured into wholesome
and economical biscuits and cakes. Soya chocolate has
already become popular on the continent and Empire cocoa
producing countries should therefore benefit greatly. Further
information will shortly be available in the Journal of the
Royal Empire Society.”
Note: This is the second earliest document seen that uses
the word “soya” as a noun.
1852. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of
Agricultural Economics). 1929. The world situation in oils
and oilseeds. 18(20):697-735. May 20.
• Summary: Pages 701-02: “Manchuria is reported to
have produced another record soy bean crop in 1928, or
approximately 3,500,000 short tons, against 2,952,000
short tons in 1927. Production also increased in the United
States, but decreased in Chosen [Korea]. Manchuria provides
about 70 per cent of the world’s production of soy beans
and is the only important source of supply for importing
countries. Trade with the United States, however, appears to
be diminishing, largely as a result of the increasing interest
displayed by European countries in importing seeds for
crushing. See table, page 708.
“The 1928 returns of imports into the chief consuming
countries show a larger volume of business in soy beans
and a corresponding reduction the quantities of soy-bean
oil moving from China to Europe. Outstanding increases
appear in the imports into the United Kingdom and Germany,
while larger quantities also were taken by Japan. In the
latter country, the amount of soy-bean cake required for
fertilizer was an important influence upon the market for
soy beans, while in Europe the chief use of the by-product
is as a livestock feed. In the United States the bulk of the
requirements are met from domestic production. The crop
of 1928 is placed at 261,000 short tons. Only 18,102 short
tons are reported having been crushed for oil, however,
against 11,364 in 1927 when the domestic crop was placed
at 224,000 short tons: Most of the American crop is used
as feed or as a green manure. Since June 1928, the price
of crude soy-bean oil in barrels at New York has stood at
12.3 cents pound, a figure slightly higher than that of the
corresponding period of 1927-28.”
There follow similar but shorter sections on olive oil,
sesame oil, rapeseed oil, sunflower seed oil, and flaxseed oil.
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Tables showing production of soybean oil or its
equivalent, from 1924 to 1928, appear on the following
pages: Page 704: Vegetable oil: Production of more
important materials in terms of oil in important producing
countries, 1924-1928.
Page 708: Exports (in short tons) of soybeans and [soy]
bean oil in terms of beans, 1919-1928, from Manchuria,
Chosen [Korea], Dutch East Indies, Japan, United States.
Page 720: Vegetable oils: Raw materials used in
production in the United States, annual 1919-1928, and
three-month periods 1926-1928. The raw materials are
cottonseed (by far the biggest), copra, peanuts (kernels),
olives, soy beans, flaxseed (#2 largest).
Page 721: Vegetable oils, estimated total disappearance
in the United States, 1924-1928 (in 1,000 pounds). The oils
are cottonseed oil (bigger than all others combined), peanut
oil, soybean oil, olive oil (edible), coconut oil, corn oil.
Page 723: Animal and vegetable fats and oils: Factory
production in the United States, fiscal year 1912-13, calendar
years 1924-1928 (in 1,000 pounds). In 1927 the top 5 were
cottonseed crude, lard (other edible), lard compounds and
other lard substitutes, cottonseed refined, and oleomargarine.
In 1927, crude soybean oil was 3.088 million lb whereas
refined soybean oil was 5.681 million lb–both miniscule
compared with 1,806.7 million lb of crude cottonseed oil.
Page 724: Animal and vegetable fats and oils: Factory
consumption in the United States, 1924-1928 (in 1,000 lb).
Page 725: Animal and vegetable fats and oils: Stocks in
the United States, December 31, 1924-1928.
Page 726: Oleomargarine: Materials used in its
manufacture in the United States for the years ended June
30, 1924-1928. In 1927 the leading materials (in million lb)
were coconut oil (107.6), milk (73.7), oleo oil [made from
rendered animal fats] (48.7), neutral lard (24.87), cottonseed
oil (23.72). Soybean oil was a mere 0.032 (=32,620 lb).
Pages 728-29: Fats and oils: Wholesale prices of some
of the principal fats and oils in cents per pound, annual 19151926, monthly Jan. 1925 to March 1929. In March 1929, the
5 least expensive were: Coconut oil (crude) 9.2. Peanut oil
(crude) 10.3. Cottonseed oil (crude) 10.6. Oleo oil (crude)
11.2. Soybean oil (crude) 13.3. The two most expensive were
butter (49.2) and olive oil (30.0).
Page 732-33: Vegetable oils and oil materials: Imports
into the United States by countries, 1913, 1924-28. Soybean
oil imports were 12.3 million lb in 1913, 9.1 million lb in
1924, 19.4 million lb in 1925, 30.7 million lb in 1926, 14.9
million lb in 1927, and (prelim.) 13.1 million lb in 1928. In
1913 most of the oil came from Japan, but from 1924-1928
most came from the Kwantung leased territory (controlled by
Japan).
Page 735: Vegetable oils and oil materials: Exports
from the United States by countries, 1913, 1924-28. In 1928
the USA exported an estimated 7.14 million lb of soybean
oil, with the most going to Cuba (2.732 million lb) and

Dominican Republic (1.638 million lb).
1853. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1929. Soybean cultivation
in Japan (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse.
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore,
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Pages 1147-1148 (22 May 1929, Tokyo).
“Copied from Mr. Morse’s diary:... At Ichinoseki we
purchased from a lunch boy, some soybean products. This
place is said to be a center of production of a large number
of soybean food products. It is in the Iwate-ken prefecture
which is second in soybean acreage and production in the
Japanese Empire.”
“This mountainous section soon gave way to a general
farming region, more or less hilly, but extensively cultivated
in soybeans, adsuki beans, rice, barley... The beans were
planted in rows on ridges about 18 inches apart and after
planting the ridges were packed by tramping as indicated by
the close foot prints the entire length of the rows.”
Pages 1201-1202 (Sunday, 26 May 1929). “Copied from
Mr. Morse’s diary: Sapporo, Japan. In the morning we went
to the Hokkaido Agricultural Experiment Station at Kotoni,
where we met Dr. Takatsugu Abiko, chief of the Agronomy
and Horticultural Sections. He explained to us in detail, by
maps, the different sections of Hokkaido where soybeans
are grown extensively. He advised that most of the soybean
experimental work is carried on at the Tokachi Branch
Station, one of the northern stations.
“We were shown the exhibit of various crop products
grown in Hokkaido, and also the seed of new varieties
of crops developed by the Kotoni station. This station
is working with about 50 varieties of soybeans, and has
developed two large very fine looking yellow varieties. We
were also shown samples of about 275 varieties being grown
at the station. Dr. Abiko informed us that we can obtain seed
of all these varieties after harvest this fall.
The principal insect enemy of the soybean, and one
which does much damage to the mature seed in the field is
the ‘Mame shinkui ga’ (moth into bean), a moth Laspeyresia
(grapholitha) glycinivorella. It is a small moth, the larva of
which cut into the mature bean. In general it causes about
10% loss to the Hokkaido soybean crop. The early plantings
are injured about 40% while the late plantings are only
injured about 10%.
“The principal soybean diseases which cause much
damage to the crops, are a leafspot, Peronospora manshurica
and a mosaic [sic, nematode] Heterodera schachtii.
“The soybeans grown in Hokkaido are used entirely
for food purposes such as Natto, bean curd [tofu], green
vegetable bean, soy sauce, miso, bean paste and roasted
beans.”
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Pages 1236-1237 (28 May 1929). “After breakfast we
made two rounds of seed stores and small grocery stores, and
succeeded in obtaining several varieties of soybeans, garden
beans, and more flower seed.”
“We visited Sapporo’s large department store seeking
food products. Tokyo’s large stores to us seem to have about
everything under the sun, but today’s store has everything.
We found some new soybean products and quite a variety of
other bean products.”
Page 1692. A photo shows (negative #43941):
“Inspecting soybeans which are about to be plowed or dug.”
Page 1759 (30 June 1929). A photo shows (neg. #44008
and #44009) “In the vicinity of Shojiko. Turning under
soybeans which are 10 to 12 inches in height in preparation
for planting rice, the men and horse approaching the
camera.”
Page 1760. A photo shows (neg. #44010) “In the vicinity
of Kofu, Japan. Cutting out the ripe barley and leaving
the soybeans to be plowed under. Neg. #44011. “In the
vicinity of Kofu, Japan. A nearby view of a Japanese woman
harvesting barley and leaving the soybeans to be turned
under in the preparation of the land for planting rice.
Page 1761 (neg. #44012). “In the vicinity of Kofu,
Japan. Two Japanese women cutting barley and leaving
soybeans to be plowed under in the preparation of the land
for the planting of rice. Neg. #44013. “In the vicinity of
Kofu, Japan. Two Japanese women planting soybeans on rice
paddy ridges.
Page 1762 (neg. #44014). “In the vicinity of Kofu,
Japan. A somewhat different view of the two Japanese girls
planting soybeans. See picture #44013. Neg. #44015. “In
the vicinity of Kofu, Japan. A farmer turning under wheat
or barley straw and soybeans in preparation of the land for
planting rice.
Page 1763 (neg. #44016). “In the vicinity of Kofu,
Japan. A Japanese farmer hoeing in soybeans and wheat or
barley straw preparatory to planting to rice in the near future.
Neg. #44017. “In the vicinity of Kofu, Japan. A Japanese
farmer and helper, perhaps his wife, threshing grain with a
foot power machine. See #44018.
Page 2183 (22 Aug. 1929) We “left for the Hokkaido
Agricultural Experiment Station.” We arrived at Kotoni,
The Station is located within about 5 minutes walk of the
train station. On arriving at the experiment station we met
Mr. Tambo, the specialist in soybean investigations, who
with the soybean expert and another man went with us over
the station” which covers 108 acres. They are conducting
a “very large varietal test of soybeans. The time spent thus
from about 9:30 to after 2:00 p.m. was most interesting and
instructive.
Page 2215 (26 Aug. 1929). “Went to the office this a.m.
between 7 and 8 and attended to work there. At 10:00 a.m.
we went over to the Hokkaido Imperial University to call
on Dr. Ito relative to conditions at the various Hokkaido

Experiment Stations and the best time for us to visit them
to inspect the soybean planting to best advantage. We also
submitted a list of plants in the Botanical Garden of which
we would like to get seed or other plant propagating material.
Page 2417 (14 Sept. 1929). At 8:30 they “met Mr.
Yutaka Tamayama, of the Hokkaido Agricultural Experiment
Station, chief Director of the Kamikawa Branch Agricultural
Experiment Station, and spent several hours talking with him
about soybeans and other crops.”
“We were much interested in the soybean work at
the Station, but especially in the two non-hairy late forms
growing there. Of one of these we secured a motion picture.
We also got motion pictures and still picture shots showing
soybeans growing on paddy ridges and of harvesting and
racking rice for curing.
“We left Asahigawa at 5:39 p.m. and arrived at Sapporo
at 10:27 p.m.”
Page 2425 (neg. #44263). “Soybeans as they appear on
the ridges of rice paddies in this region. This is a common
practice of growing soybeans throughout many regions of
Japan. Nagoya-mura, Japan.”
Page 2433 (17 Sept. 1929). “Dorsett went to the
laboratory early this morning and worked on jacketing and
labeling up the pictures made on our last trip. Morse and
Suyetake went to Kotoni Agricultural Experiment Station
and made notes on the conditions of the soybeans. Morse
saw a small threshing machine invented at the station
which looks awfully good. We will try to get details of its
construction later.
“We changed herbarium specimens and packed our
supplies and equipment so as to get away at 8:00 tomorrow
morning for a week exploration at Obihiro and vicinity.
This is the largest soybean growing region in Hokkaido. If
conditions justify we may get into other sections also.”
Page 2441 (18 Sept. 1929). “Left Sapporo at 8:00 a.m.
this morning for Obihiro, where we arrived at 3:56 p.m.
We stopped at the Obihiro Shinyokan Hotel Inn, near the
station.”
“On descending the mountain after running through
quite a long tunnel near the top of the ridge we saw some
soybeans, but more adsuki beans and field beans than soya.
We also saw quite a lot of buckwheat... The soybeans as well
as the adsuki beans and even the rice look to us from the
train window to be pretty short.
“Tomorrow we expect to visit the Tokachi Branch
Agricultural Experiment Station, located at Obihiro-machi,
Kosai county, Tokachi Province. Mr. Seiji Kawase is the
director.”
Pages 2445, 2446, 2447 (19 Sept. 1929). “Between 8
and 9 this morning we walked out to the Tokachi Branch
Agricultural Experiment Station. We met Mr. Seiji Kawase,
the director, and Mr. Yoshio Fujine, the soybean expert, and
spent a very pleasant forenoon with them in the reception
room at the laboratory.
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“We were informed that in Hokkaido there are about
1,000,000 cho of land suitable for cultivation and that of
this amount 130,250 acres are actually under cultivation. Of
the important agricultural crops grown, legumes are rated as
60%; grain (except rice) 17%; rice (paddy) 7%, root crops
6%; miscellaneous farm crops 11%. Of the legumes, field
beans stand first, soybeans second and field peas third.
“The climatic and soil conditions of the Tokachi district
or region are better adapted to soybean culture than other
parts of Japan.
“Here a family of four handle by hand 38 acres of
soybeans and other crops.
“The soybeans of the Tokachi region and elsewhere
in Hokkaido are utilized almost entirely for export” [since
Japan has huge soybean imports from Manchuria].
“Soybeans are of five grades and those which fall
without the fifth grade are what is known as waste grade,
and are used locally for stock feed. These five grades are
for commercial handling. Beans for special purposes such
as for soy sauce, miso, etc., are of special grades and not
necessarily of the ones noted.
“After the beans are cut they are permitted to lay on
the ground for about ten days before being taken in to be
threshed. Soybeans are, as a rule, flailed or beaten out.
The beans are cut when fully ripe but just before the seed
shatters. Harvesting usually begins about September 15th
and may continue until about October 15th.
“Beans are planted in shallow furrows, 17 to 18 inches
apart in the rows and covered with the feet.
“There are two cultivations during the season, the first
about June 2nd, and the second about the middle of July.
Hand hoeing and horse cultivation are employed, depending
upon conditions.
“Acid phosphate is used (when used) at the rate of about
30 to 40 pounds per quarter of an acre once every three or
four years.
“Farmers receive six yen per hundred pounds for their
soybean seed.
“The beans are sold to merchants or are handled through
agricultural societies and of the 1,837,325 bushels of
soybeans produced in Hokkaido 58% is exported and 42%
consumed at home [in Japan].
“The domestic use of the non-export beans is as follows:
for Miso 9%; soy sauce 9%; seeding 6%; tofu and other
products 18%.” “Soybean production of Japan in 1923
amounted to 3,433,908 koku, which is equivalent to about
17,000,000 bushels.
“The following table gives the percent of this production
within the noted regions: Hokkaido 17%; Miyagi 9%; Ibaragi
5%; Saitama 5%; Nagano 4%; Kumamoto 4%; Aomori 4%;
Niigata 4%; Chiba 4%; Fukushima 3%; Nagasaki 3%; all
others 28%.
“Soybeans are stored in bags in storage ware houses.
Nine varieties are grown commercially in the Obihiro region

[of Hokkaido]. These are in two colors, black and yellow.
Of the black varieties, they have the Early black, Midseason
black (cheese [tofu]) and Black. Of the yellow they have,
Ayachi, Ishikarishiro, white; small white bean; Akazaya, red
pod; Yoshioka, large; Kanro, sweet dew.
“Soybeans in Hokkaido are troubled more or less with
several leaf diseases and at least one insect, the pod borer
moth. Sometimes the pod moth injury amounts to 40%.
“The Experiment Station has a collection of 240
varieties on which they are working” (Continued). Address:
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1854. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1929. Natto, and soybean
cultivation in Japan (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and
W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC:
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 1179 and 1180 (25 May 1929). Sapporo,
Japan. “Copied from Mr. Morse’s diary:...” “After our visit
with Dr. Ito we went to the Natto Laboratory of which
Dr. [Jun] Hanzawa is in charge. We were given bulletins
regarding the history, making and varieties of Natto, and
served bottles of different sizes of Nattokin [Natto bacteria]
(liquid pure culture) for the making of different kinds of
Natto. We were then shown the various forms of Natto
and taken through the various rooms and given detailed
information on the various steps involved in the production
of natto.”
Page 1202 (26 May 1929). Sapporo, Japan. Mr. Morse
visited the Hokkaido Agricultural Experiment Station at
Kotoni. Mr. Takatsugo Abiko explained that “The soybeans
grown in Hokkaido are used entirely for food purposes such
as Natto, bean curd, green vegetable bean, soy sauce, miso,
bean paste and roasted beans.”
Pages 2003 and 2004 (29 July 1929). “I (Dorsett)
worked at the office changing herbarium specimen, packing
plant material and writing official letters. Mr. Suyetake and
Mr. Morse went to look over the section near Tokyo where
soybeans are quite extensively grown as a grain crop.”
A letter from Mr. Ryerson dated 3 June 1929 noted that
at least some of the colored motion pictures were good.
“He wrote as follows: ‘The last material received from
Vitacolor was a great improvement. The azalea scenes were
gorgeous.’”
“We were deeply grieved to note in the same letter
the following paragraph concerning Dr. Galloway: ‘Dr.
Galloway has had to give up and go home. He will be
leaving for a cooler section within a week. His nerves have
gone back on him and he is facing the same siege that he had
10 years ago, much to the regret of all of us.’”
Mr. Morse added: “A visit was first made to the Saitama
Experiment Station located at Urawa, Saitama Prefecture.
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We met here Mr. Tadashi Hashigawa, Agricultural Engineer,
who is in charge of the soybean work of the Saitama
Prefecture, which is the third in acreage of soybeans in the
Japanese Empire. The work with soybeans consists mainly
of developing varieties for seed to be used in making soy
sauce, tofu, miso, and natto. This station is growing about 50
varieties nearly all yellow-seeded sorts with seed of medium
size. In looking over these varieties in the trial grounds we
found some very excellent varieties that no doubt will have
value in the United States from southern Virginia southward.
Especially North Carolina, Tennessee, and the upper delta of
Mississippi. Mr. Hashigawa promised to send us samples of
seed of all the varieties being grown at the station.”
“We were told by Mr. Hashigawa that soybeans were
grown very extensively about Kumagaya to which place we
went. We found, however, that soybeans were not grown
very extensively about Kumagaya. Soybeans had given way
to mulberry plantings. The reason given by the farmers was
that the continuous growing of soy beans made the soil too
rich. About half way between Kumagaya and Fukiage [in
Saitama Prefecture] soybean plantings were very extensive
and extended well past Fukiage. This will be an excellent
place to come a get [film] harvesting scenes in the fall. By
getting off at Fukiage the best observations can be made. At
the present time the plants are just in bloom and it will be at
least October before the beans are ready for harvest.” At the
Imperial Government rice station at Kokosu they are “doing
some work with soybean varieties for green manure, and it
will be possible to obtain varieties.”
Page 3341 (24 Dec. 1929). “Today Morse and Suyetake
went to call upon soy sauce and natto manufacturers for the
purpose of getting acquainted and also if possible arrange for
getting still and motion pictures of their plants, equipment
and operations.”
Page 3479 (8 Jan. 1930). Tokyo, Japan. Soja max.
soybean. Photo of: “Three specimens of ‘String Natto’
[itohiki natto], one package (made of rice straw) unopened;
one opened; and the natto without the package. These were
purchased at a Natto factory, Tokyo, Jan. 6, 1930. The [ricestraw] packages are 15 inches long and 2½ inches wide.
String natto is eaten after having mixed it with a mustard
paste” (neg. #44739).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that uses the term “String Natto” to refer
to natto or itohiki natto, or that uses the word “string” in
connection with natto.
Pages 3925, 3929 (18 Feb. 1930). “It is one year ago
today since we left Washington for Japan... We have found
much of interest in connection with our special line of work,
much more even than we expected, and therefore the time
has passed all too quickly...”
“Morse and Suyetake searched for soybean products
today, and were successful in bringing in a collection of
two dozen things slightly or entirely different from those

previously secured.”
Page 3929. Photo shows: “Small triangular packages,
one as purchased, the other unwrapped. They contain string
Natto. The native name is ‘Hygienic Miyako Natto.’ There is
at one side a small triangular paper containing dried mustard;
this is inclosed [enclosed] with the Natto. Purchased in
Tokyo, Feb. 16, 1930. Soybean dish measures 3 inches
across” (neg. #44937).
Pages 6822-23 (22 Dec. 1930). Kyoto, Japan. Mr.
Morse’s notes. At the Imperial Agricultural College they met
Isawo Namikawa, Professor of Horticulture, who said that
Kyoto is noted for several special soy products such as white
miso, soy sauce, and natto.
Page 6937 (10 Jan. 1931). Tokyo. Notes by Mr. Morse.
Spent most of the day in the Shinjuku district looking up
soybean products. “More String Natto in rice straw packages
was observed in this section than any we have visited.”
Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1855. Bledsoe, R.P. 1929. A grille for threshing soybean
selections. Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station,
Circular No. 85. 4 p. May.
• Summary: “Four years ago the writer constructed a
soybean grille for threshing plant selections and small rod
plots of soybeans. The grille has been in use ever since, and
has given satisfactory service.
“One of the principal advantages of the grille over
a threshing machine is the ease with which it can be
constructed. There is nothing about it that an ordinary
carpenter cannot put together in a few hours. Its simple
construction makes it easy to clean and avoid mixing.”
Describes the grille, and its construction. Illustrations
are included. Address: Agronomist, Experiment, Georgia.
1856. Empire Production and Export (J. of the British
Empire Producers’ Organisation). 1929. Empire soya
cultivation: Uses of the flour. No. 153. p. 111-12. May. [1
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production–inoculated
soil. Cultivation and manufacture. U.K. demand. “With a
view to stimulating the cultivation of the Soya Bean in the
British Empire, a movement has been inaugurated by Mrs.
Ettie A Hornibrook. A meeting in London, organised by
Mrs. Hornibrook, was recently addressed by Dr. Berczeller,
a Hungarian scientist, who has devised a new process of
manufacturing Soya flour so as to render it fit for human
consumption.”
Mr. Berczeller is willing to supply tubes of suitable
strains of bacteria for inoculation of soybeans, plus
directions, to any Bacteriological Laboratories requesting
them. Mrs. Hornibrook’s address is given as c/o The
Soya Cultivation Committee, Royal Empire Society,
Northumberland Ave., London, W.C.
“The demand for the soya bean and its products in the
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United Kingdom is shown by the fact that during the years
1923-1927 the United Kingdom imported soya beans and
products to the value of £12,767,092 from foreign countries;
from British countries she imported only 533 tons of the
Soya and its products, to the value of £6,556. Practically all
this material was required for home consumption.”
In closing his address, Dr. Berczeller stated: “To
promote the consumption of soya flour, a suitable
organization is essential, the special object of which will be
to teach the people the dietary value of the soya flour and the
proper household methods of using it. On these lines, soya
flour will surely become popular within a comparatively
short time. People do not easily take up any food to which
they are unaccustomed, but teaching will overcome their
prejudices.
“Especially for the native populations of the British
Empire, soya flour will be invaluable at the present time.
The proper feeding of the native populations is not only a
problem for the White Race, but it is an obvious duty. To
help the natives on these lines, we must know far more of
their food and nutrition than we know at present.” Address:
Editorial and Publishing Offices: 3,5&7, Old Queen Street,
Westminster, London, S.W.1.
1857. Moore, R.A.; Delwiche, E.J.; Briggs, G.M. 1929.
Soybeans–A good legume crop borrowed from the Orient.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 375
(Revised ed.). 32 p. May. Revision of April 1925 Bulletin
No. 375. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans provide
rich concentrate for livestock feeding. Soybean oil meal or
oilcake. Corn and soybeans grown together. Soybeans for
silage. Soybeans for pasture. Soybeans improve the soil.
Where is it profitable to grow soybeans? Soybeans fit into
rotation: In cultivated area, in grain area, in hay portion of
farm. Preparing the soil. Inoculation necessary first year.
How to inoculate. Planting soybeans. Planting with corn.
Care of growing crop. Harvesting soybeans: For hay, for
silage, for seed. Threshing soybeans. Storing the crop.
The soybean plant. Selecting the variety. Tests of soybean
varieties. Best varieties for Wisconsin: Wisconsin Early
Black, Pedigree Mandarin, Ito San, Manchu, Black Eyebrow,
Midwest. Table III (p. 28) gives the uses of soybeans (hay,
seed, silage, hogging and sheeping off) recommended for
northern, central and southern Wisconsin. Table IV gives
average yields of soybeans at Madison, Wisconsin, 1917-24.
First trials with soybeans at Wisconsin Station (1901).
Page 32 states: “In 1902 several small fields of soybeans
were planted with the object of seeing whether or not it was
profitable to have hogs do the harvesting of the soybeans...
Tests determining whether or not it was advisable to grow
soybeans in connection with corn for silage were carried on
not only by the station, but in connection with 500 members
of the Wisconsin Experiment Association.

“As early as 1910, soybean centers were established
at Ellis Junction, Stevens Point, Grand Rapids, and near
Friendship. In these parts of the state, soybeans were grown
in large quantities and sold to various farmers living in the
sandy regions. Eight hundred members of the Wisconsin
Experiment Association were furnished with soybeans in a
single year and grew them for seed. Through this method of
procedure, soybeans were grown in large quantities and the
seed sold to farmers.”
1858. Wilkins, F.S. 1929. Some useful soybean facts.
Successful Farming 27(5):5, 82. May.
Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station.
1859. Borst, H.L. 1929. Rate and date of sowing soybeans.
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Bimonthly Bulletin
14(138):81-86. May/June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Date of sowing results.
Early May sowing desirable. Rate of sowing. Thick sowing
most desirable for production of hay. Good yields of seed
from thinner rate. Recommended rates.
This Bulletin begins: “An experiment on the rate and
date of sowing soybeans was begun at Columbus in 1922
and continued thru 1927. Manchu and Peking varieties were
used thruout the test. Manchu, which has become the most
popular seed variety for Ohio, is an early bean maturing in
about 135 days at Columbus. It has a medium large yellow
seed with a characteristic black seed scar or hilum. Peking is
a later very erect-growing variety, valuable for hay and for
silage when planted with corn. It has a small black seed, and
matures in about 145 days at Columbus.
“The two varieties were grown in rows 28 inches apart
in order to control weeds. The yields were determined from
two-row plots, either 12 or 16 feet in length, grown in four
replications. One row in each plot was harvested for hay and
one for seed.
“Three rates of planting were used; thick, plants threefourths to one inch apart; medium, plants three and one-half
inches apart; thin, plants eight inches apart. These rates were
selected with the idea of using two extreme rates and an
average rate.
“The thick rows were not thinned. To obtain the desired
spacing in the medium and thin plantings, seeds were
sown at heavier rates and the seedlings thinned to the stand
desired.
“Except in 1923, plantings were made on April 10, April
20, and May 1, and every two weeks thereafter until the first
of August, or as near as possible to these dates.
“Hay yields were obtained by cutting the plants at the
best hay stage, that is when the pods had formed and the
beans were approximately one-fourth grown.”
Tables: (1) Hay yields of Manchu and Peking soybeans
sown at different rates and dates. (2) Grain yields of Manchu
and Peking soybeans sown at different rates and dates.
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Bar charts show: (1) Forage yields of Manchu soybeans,
in pounds vs. date planted. Both varieties were seeded at
three rates and on nine successive dates. Five year average,
dry weight per acre. The highest yields (5,100 lb) were from
plants 3/4 inch to 1 inch apart, planted May 1 or May 15. (2)
Forage yields of Peking soybeans, in pounds vs. date planted.
The highest yield (5,200 lb) was from plants 3/4 inch to 1
inch apart, planted May 1 or May 15.
(3-4) Seed yields of Peking (above) and Manchu (below)
soybeans, seeded at three rates and on nine successive dates.
Four year averages.
The highest seed yield for Peking (38 bushels per acre)
came from seeds planted on April 10, plants 3/4 inch to 1
inch apart.
The highest seed yield for Manchu (37 bushels per acre)
came from seeds planted on April 15-20, plants 3/4 inch to 1
inch apart.
Recommended rates: Rows 28 inches apart.
Manchu (or similar sized seed): For seed 4-5 pecks. For
hay 6-8 pecks.
Manchu (or similar sized seed): For seed 2-3 pecks. For
hay 4 pecks. Address: Asst. Prof. of Farm Crops, The Ohio
State Univ. Asst. Agronomist, The Ohio Agric. Exp. Station,
Wooster, Ohio.
1860. Osterberger, C.L. 1929. Producing corn and soybeans
with mechanical power. Agricultural Engineering 10(6):20102. June.
• Summary: “The object of the study was to determine
the practicability and economy of tractors and tractor
equipment in producing corn and soybeans on the alluvial
or bottom lands of Louisiana...” “The equipment used was
a Farmall tractor with two-row lister, cultivator and planter,
and a Fordson-Moline two-row cultivator and a complete
Fordson-Kelley two-row outfit. Note: Webster’s Dictionary
(1985) defines lister, a word first used in 1887, as “a double
moldboard plow [that throws a ridge of earth both ways],
often equipped with a subsoiling attachment and used mainly
where rainfall is limited.” Also called a “middlebreaker,
middle-burster, middlebuster, or middlesplitter.”
A table (p. 202) compares the power and labor hours
and costs for producing the crops in 1928 at the Louisiana
Experiment Station. The operations comparing a tractor with
a man are: Disking (fall), plowing (flat), disking (spring),
bedding, reversing rows, harrowing, planting, replanting,
and cultivating. Those done only by a man are: Thinning,
plowing drains, shovelling drains, plowing ditch bank,
harvesting, miscellaneous.
“It was possible for one negro to handle the plowing,
disking, bedding and cultivating of this 60-acre field. This
acreage normally would require three men and six mules as
a minimum and four men and eight mules as a maximum
where 6-foot rows are used. This is worthy of note because
of the increasing cost and scarcity of farm labor.”

Photos show: (1) A two-row cultivator (like a tractor
with huge, wide metal wheels) in the first cultivation of corn
and soybeans; (2) The same machine doing a later cultivation
in the same field. The negro operator handled 60 acres for
a wage of $2.00 a day. Address: Agricultural Engineer,
Louisiana State Univ.
1861. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1929. Soybean oil and cake
in Japan (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse.
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore,
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Pages 1899-1900 (17 July 1929). At a fertilizer
exhibit the authors see: “Herring fish bone meal, German
phosphate, ammonium sulfate, soybean oil cake, mustard
seed oil cake, flaxseed cake. The oil cakes ground into meal
are used almost entirely for fertilizing rice. For soybeans
liquid night soil and raw ammonium phosphate are used” [as
fertilizer].
They also see perilla spikes (small bundles which are
used for garnishing), perilla plants with purple foliage
(10 bundles, which are used for dyeing pickled plums
[umeboshi], ginger, etc.) and perilla plants (white; which are
used for pickling and as greens).
Pages 2278 to 2280 (31 Aug. 1929). The authors visit
the Otoguro Oil Company in Garugawa, Japan. This small oil
mill makes Brassica oil (from Brassica japonica), mustard
seed oil and sesame oil. They pack and sell soybean oil from
a supply secured in Manchuria. It “is apparent that Japanese
grown soybeans are much too valuable as human food and
green manure to be used for oil production. Soybean oil is
considered more or less a by-product with the oil cake the
more important product. The oil is imported from Manchuria
by Japanese firms having oil mills in the leased territory
or by oil firms distributing various kinds of oils. The oil is
refined, put up in different types of glass or tin containers,
branded with the firm’s trade mark, and distributed to various
parts of the Japanese empire. The Nisshin Oil Company,
Tokyo, Japan, has branches throughout Japan, and even a
branch in Seattle, Washington, U.S.A. This firm places on
the market a pure soybean salad oil.” Address: Agricultural
Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1862. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1929. Plans for further
exploration (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J.
Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC:
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Pages 2273, 2274, 2275 (30 Aug. 1929) “In
view of the number of soybeans we have already collected
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and the large number which we have been promised by
Japanese Experiment Stations this fall, as well as the very
rapid increase of the soybean industry in the United States,
Morse does not feel that it will be advisable or possible for
him to remain in the field away from his work at Washington
[DC] for more than two years. Dorsett does not have any
special work which needs his attention at Washington and
can remain in the Orient for another year or two if that
appears necessary or desirable by those in authority at
Washington.
“We are considering the following two plans of
operation for the remainder of the time Morse feels that he
can spend in the foreign field.
“1. Complete the work in Hokkaido which will possible
require a month or six weeks longer then return to Tokyo
and as soon thereafter as practicable make a trip into Chosen
(Korea), and do what we can there within a week or ten
days. Return to Tokyo and complete operations there by
not later than December 15th or January first, 1930. Then
leave for Formosa (Taiwan) and spend the remainder of the
winter there. In early spring, April or not later than May
15th, proceed to Dairen and our headquarters there for
the remainder of the time Morse can remain in the Orient.
From Dairen work southern Manchuria and as far north as
Mukden [now Shenyang], even making a short trip up to
Harbin and vicinity. Also go from Dairen into Chosen during
the spring or summer season and in the fall or early winter
of 1930 get over to Peking to clean up the work of soybean
milk production and other soybean products, in time for
Morse and Dorsett too, if it is deemed advisable, to leave for
America so that they will reach there in time for Morse to
take up his spring work with soybeans.
#2. Complete our work here within the next six weeks or
two months if possible. At any rate return to Tokyo as soon
this fall as the work here is completed. Then at the earliest
possible opportunity get over to Chosen (Korea) and do what
we can there this fall, Return to Tokyo and complete
our work there with soybean products, making
when practicable excursions of a week or so into
other parts of Japan for the purpose of picking up
information and seed and pictures where possible of
persimmons, green manure and cover crops as well
as other features of Japanese horticulture.
“In early spring move headquarters to Dairen
and work South Manchuria and the central
portion as far north as Mukden and Chen Chung
[Changchun], the region which was not worked by
the Dorsetts in 1925-26. Chosen (Korea) might also
be given additional attention throughout the summer
and fall as opportunity permits. Dairen is perhaps
the best place in the Orient to data if all kinds
on soybean storage, handling, and by-products.
Complete this work then get over into Peking to
work up soybean products, especially soybean milk

production. In the early winter go to Taiwan and work that
region until Morse feels its time for him to leave for the
states. If it is deemed advisable, Dorsett can return then or
he could remain and finish up the work in Taiwan (Formosa)
in case that was not done before Morse left. He could get
in touch with McClure at Canton, which is nearby Canton,
and together they might handle the Placanea cornea, edible
Chinese acorn, and Tonkin cane proposition. Dorsett could
then go to Java and look after the soybean and green manure
and cover crop work...” Address: Agricultural Explorers,
USDA, Washington, DC.
1863. Caldwell, Roy; Caldwell, Albert. 1929. Cultivation [of
soybeans]. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
2:107-08. Tenth annual field meeting. Held 22-23 Aug. at
Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: “If there is any limiting factor that is not fully
appreciated by the beginner with this crop, it is cultivation.
Selection of the right tool is not as important as the actual
operation as every farm is equipped with some implement
that can be used for this purpose”–a roller, weeder, spiketoothed harrow, and corn plows. Gives details on soybean
cultivation as the plants, starting the third or fourth day after
seeding. “To help them break the crust we hook the weeder
behind the roller and follow the rows.” Cultivation kills some
soybean seedlings, but the benefit is much greater than the
harm–and a heavy rate of seeding (50 lb of seed per acre)
covers this loss.
A photo (see below) shows three horses pulling a tworow corn cultivator which has been adapted for cultivating
four 21-inch rows of soys. Address: 1. President Indiana
Corn Growers Assoc., 1929. Both: Caldwell Brothers,
Camden, Indiana.
1864. Edmondson, J.B.; Edmondson, C.V.; Rushton, C.J.;
et al. 1929. The Mid-State Soybean Association and the
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Dunfield. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
2:101-06. Tenth annual field meeting. Held 22-23 Aug. at
Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: In writing a sketch of the Mid-State Soy Bean
Association (based in Hendricks and Morgan Counties,
Indiana), it is difficult to determine “whether it was this
association or the Dunfield soybean that first made its
appearance on the stage; for we find that from the first these
two have been so closely associated that it is difficult to
consider the one separate from the other.
“Several years ago, W.A. Ostrander, then head of the
crops extension department at Purdue, made arrangements
to hold a soybean variety demonstration on the farm of J.B.
Edmondson, in southern Hendricks County. This was about
the time that the idea of growing soybeans as a permanent
crop in the rotation was emerging from the dream stage into
practical use. A number of varieties were sent to be tested.”
The Dunfield attracted attention because it defied the
tendency of most soy beans to shatter.
“In the meantime, the invasion of the soybean had
steadily gained ground and had claimed as its victims a
number of enterprising young farmers in southern Hendricks
County. As the experience of these men grew, so did their
enthusiasm. Thus it was that the spring of 1924 found
several thousand bushels of soybeans to be marketed in the
community, with the prospect of all these growers competing
with each other for the market. Out of this situation grew the
idea of forming an organization, not only to consider market
problems, but all other phases of soybean culture as well.
“The first meeting was called at the suggestion of
A.T. Edmondson, a one-time inspector of aeroplanes for
Uncle Sam during the war; that was before the soybean
bug got hold of him. The outgrowth of this meeting was the
Mid-State Soybean Association. Three things of primary
importance were agreed on, which no doubt contributed
largely to the success of the venture later. First, the members
agreed to grow and market one variety of beans only; second,
that all members should attempt to grow only certified seed
of uniformly high quality and purity; and third, that absolute
square dealing with the public should be the iron-clad rule of

every member.”
The one soybean variety chosen by the association was
the Dunfield–which was then an unknown variety with no
pure seed available.
“Beginning with a new and unknown variety, the
association in its four years of existence has seen the variety
which it sponsored become a leading one in Indiana and
adjoining states. During the spring of 1928, over 6,000
bushels of certified Dunfields were distributed to growers in
ever direction, without satisfying the demand.
“The education policy of the association has been broad
and definite. Every possible means of disseminating soybean
knowledge to the public has been seized on; and all members
have been expected to use special care in giving definite,
practical information on soybean growing to whomever may
inquire.”
“Any permanent system of farming must be based
on a rotation in which the legumes are the main support.
Eliminate the legume crops and what you have left is a flat
wheel, headed straight for the junk pile... Impoverished
soil, unsatisfactory crop yields, empty hay mows, barren
pasture fields, and skinny livestock are the inevitable marks
of a legumeless farm... The permanent use of soybeans
in a rotation of corn, soybeans, wheat or oats, and clover
admirably meets this situation... The clover crop is always
risky; if it goes out, you have the soybeans to fall back on,
either for hay or grain feed.”
“Most farmers who grow soybeans are soon entered on
the list of soybean ‘cranks.’ But on close analysis we find
that the soybean crank is not a crank at all; he is an enthusiast
for a cause; and like all enthusiasts he is not slow to tell
the world about where he stands, for his feet are planted
on solid, well inoculated ground. He follows a rotation that
really rotates.”
The weed problem: “Weeds are a perpetual menace
to soybeans and not infrequently inexperienced growers
are overwhelmed by them. The one great chance to get the
weeds is before seeding time. Consequently, a good practice
is for early plowing, dragging the ground down and letting
it lie long enough for the weeds to sprout. Then they can be
killed at one mighty stroke with the disk.” Sowing in
rows and cultivating “gives us tremendous advantage
in fighting the weeds, especially after an untimely wet
spell. One the weeds and grass get rooted, nothing
except a cultivator can disturb them very much, and
where the beans are drilled solid, about all the farmer
can do is sit on the fence, grit his teeth and pull his
hair. In all cases, however, a good thick stand of beans
is essential in controlling weeds.
“The harvesting problem: No greater advancement
has been made in any farm practice than in the
harvesting of the soybean crop in the central west...
Only a short time ago, the story of a soybean harvest
was one of bitter disappointment; of a fine crop
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shattered on the ground; of beans moulding and rotting in
the windrow; of inability to persuade a thresherman to bring
his outfit and thresh them at any price... The introduction
of non-shattering varieties was the first step toward easier
harvesting, and made possible the use of present day
methods and machinery... The non-shattering varieties and
the combine are a good combination and under average
conditions will greatly increase the number of bushels
harvested per acre and cut the cost of harvesting to a
fraction of its former cost. In harvesting beans, there are two
important points to keep in mind.” (1) Do not harvest until
the moisture content falls to the level desired for storage.
(2) Use a low cylinder speed in the machine that threshes
the crop. “A machine running at the high speed required for
threshing wheat is sure to break a high per cent of the seed
and will lower the germination on the rest.”
Photos show: (1) Nine prominent members, dressed in
white shirts and ties, each holding a straw hat and standing
in a field of soybeans: J. Benj. Edmondson (president),
Clarence V. Edmondson (secretary-treasurer), Ralph W.
Edmondson, Alva T. Edmondson, J. Frank Edmondson, C.J.
Rushton, Albert Harlan, William E. Lydick, and C. Walter
Thompson. All reside in Indiana. (2) “Special equipment
on binder for handling lodged soys.” (3) Many bags of
certified Dunfield soybeans on a back of the flatbed truck.
(4) A tractor pulling a planter in an empty field. Address:
Hendricks & Morgan Counties, Indiana.
1865. Fouts, Taylor; Fouts, Noah; Fouts, Finis E. 1929.
Soyland–Fouts Bros., Camden, Indiana. Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association 2:92-97. Tenth annual field
meeting. Held 22-23 Aug. at Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: Note: This article is written in a light, witty
style.
“The name ‘Soyland’ is but a modern name applied to
farms that have been under cultivation since earliest pioneer
days in Carroll County. Our grandparents located where the
forests were easiest to subdue, and drainage most direct;
hence the Creek farms along the winding Creek Road have

been our heritage. We are still exemplifying the pioneer
spirit in its application to present times, for we take an active
interest in things pertaining to soil and crop improvement,
and the betterment of the farmer’s method in managing his
farm as a producing, profitable, proposition.
“We have been ‘up against’ the actual problem of worn
soils, and know the need of the incessant application of
necessarily economic methods to transform these poor soils
into fertile fields, and at the same time realize reasonable
returns. We hope that our success, and our failures as well,
may be stepping stones upon which our fellow farmers will
be able to build for themselves better farms, and a happy
country life.
“Fellow farmers, although these may be strenuous and
unattractive times for the farmers–’the weeds grow thick
and furious, and the bugs sure get penurious’- yet ours is
a job of wholesome activity, and replete with possibilities
of achievement and contentment. Could we but see the
wonderful miracles of nature being transacted daily in our
fields, the transformation of common dirt and water and air
into the complicated and specialized plants with which we
now deal–we would sing more songs to King Corn, Lady
Wheat, Miss Oat, Mr. Potent Clover, as we would now give
this tribute to our favorite–’Queen Soybean.’
“Soybeans! Soybeans! You’re like a Musical Band
“To the Farmer who’s tuned for the ‘Best on his Land.’
“Microbic Composers, on the millionth wave length,
“Sing ‘love’ to the Rootlets as they’re reveling in
strength.
“The Chlorophyll hums in the rays of ‘Ole Sol,’
“And frosts, rains and winds are a ‘medley with Soys.’
“The ‘Pop o’ the Pods’ is Jazz to the Pigs“Puts pep in the Porkers–they grunt and grow big.
“The ‘Rustle o’ Leaves’ to the Lamb is sublime,
“He waltzes right up in full zest and on time.
“The harvests of hay, pastures and seed-time
“Give enchantment to tune and thrill to the chime.
“The Kiddies they hop to the ‘Jingle o’ Coin’
“That Daddy rakes in while Soy Music’s a goin’!
“Oh! Soybeans! Soybeans! You’re a symphony grand
“To the Farmer who’s tuned for the ‘Best on his Land.’
“In this brief article we will stress only the phases
of soybeans that relate to soil improvement and practical
utilization for the crop on the farm. With all due appreciation
for the splendid commercial outlets or markets for soybeans
as a concentrate, and cash product–we do feel that a broadly
used system of ‘farm consumed soybeans’ is the healthiest
basis upon which to build the industry. Large farm utilization
will ultimately mean a good surplus for commercial uses–
both seed and oil-mills.
“Legumes are very essential in a soil improvement
program–we must use more of the legumes. Legumes furnish
the ‘home’ for the wonderful nitrogen-gathering bacteria
that develop on the root system in forms called nodules, and
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these colonies of bacteria have power to draw the nitrogen
from the air–use it in their daily processes of growth, and
evidently feed it to the plant also daily, and besides at end
of season’s growth, the roots and colony decay and become
an abundant source of plant nitrogen available for following
crops. Without these bacteria the soybean plant must draw
nitrogen from the soil similar to corn, oats or wheat. Careful
analysis of the plant residues and adjacent soil indicate that
properly inoculated soybeans in one season’s growth draw
around 25 to 150 pounds of atmospheric nitrogen and deposit
it as plant food nitrogen–worth approximately $10 to $25
per acre, commercially. Of course, a good fertile soil is a
good favorable place for healthy development of legumes
bacteria. However, the soybean bacteria adapt themselves to
a wide range of soil conditions, even withstanding an acid
soil handicap, and also a wet or dry, warm or cold soil. This
gives soybeans a wonderful advantage over the clovers and
alfalfa, and should prove a friend indeed to a farmer in need!
Our own faith has been shaken many times with clovers
because of acid soils, but soybeans not only saved the ‘day
in need,’ but we believe indirectly made our soil more fertile

and physically fit as a home for clovers later on,
at least we are having better success with clovers
after several years of soybean growing on the acid
reacting fields. Incidentally the utilization of soybean
hay and straw, and feeding of livestock, have been
important.
“Inoculation is very important for the first crop on
any particular field. Either a reliable commercial
culture, or else well inoculated soil may be used.
Inoculation increases yields of both seed and total
plant weight. Wisconsin Experiment Station has
found increase of 60 pounds of seed on richer soils
up to 324 pounds of seed increase on medium light
soils per acre. In some seasons there may be no
apparent difference in size or looks of seed grown
from inoculated and un-inoculated seed. However,
there is a difference by careful analysis. In a dry
season the dry weight yields showed an average
gain due to inoculation of 247 pounds per acre.
The inoculated plants showed an increase of 9.29
per cent nitrogen per acre, compared with the uninoculated plants. During a cool, wet season the
inoculated plants showed a gain of 1,640 pounds
per acre over the un-inoculated plants, and also
an increase of 15.4 per cent nitrogen per acre.
Another two year average on eight farms showed
a gain of 1,108 pounds per acre dry weight, for
inoculation. The average increase in nitrogen
content of the inoculated plants was 44.58 pounds
per acre-equivalent, or 278.63 pounds more
protein than from un-inoculated plants.
“In Ohio it was shown that seeds of
inoculated plants contained 42.47 per cent
protein–while the un-inoculated only contained 35.26 per
cent protein. ‘Soybean’ Smith many years ago, as pioneer
in hogging off soybeans, observed that hogs had a decided
preference for soybean pasturage and seed grown from
inoculated seed, as compared to un-inoculated part of fieldall free choice demonstration.
“From such definite results it is certainly advisable to
inoculate seed soybeans to be utilized as forage-seed, and for
the ‘lands sake’ especially.
“Rotation Suggestions: Soybeans, as a catch crop and
for hay, pasture or seed, is unsurpassed.
“2-year–Soybeans and wheat (sowing sweet clover,
plow under in May). Soybeans and oats (clover or rape
seeded for fall pasture). Soybeans and corn (beans in corn,
hogged or lambed off).
“3-year–Soybeans and wheat or oats, and clover pasture
complete. Soybeans and small grain with clover-corn
(beans).
“4-year–Soybeans, small grain, clover pasture, seedcorn (beans). Soybeans, small grain (clover)-corn crib-corn
(beans, stock).
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“Utilization of the Soybean Crop: No phase of the
soybean proposition is more important than a realization of
the many ways in which soybeans may be utilized for profit
and convenience. When we farmers fully appreciate how to
turn the crop, into cash and soil improvement, it is easy to
learn the ‘how’ and ‘why’ of its production. The livestock
route is most practical, and should be seriously considered in
all its possibilities.
“Pasturage While Green: A very practical way of
utilizing the crop with the least expense and best results
to the soil is through pasture. Plant thickly in rows so that
stock tramp mostly between rows in harvesting. Stock may
be turned into the field when pods are formed and foliage
abundant and green, gradually progressing to the seed
stage–a very safe method for sheep and hogs, and especially
well adapted to their digestive requirements during August
and September, when other pasture crops are usually dry and
least desirable. With hogs pasturing soybeans, and having a
part ration of corn, too, an increase of around 400 pounds per
acre may be expected for the soybeans alone. Sheep or lambs
do especially well, producing gains of 350 to 500 pounds
meat per acre, cleaning up fields of beans and weeds ideally
for fall seeding of wheat or rye. Often, portions of fields
most convenient may be pastured by use of portable fencing
moved forward as stock clean up the crop.
“An ideal ration for lambs or a breeding flock of sheep
is to drill oats or barley and soybeans just before corn
planting. About July 1, fence across a field with woven wire
and movable supports. Our farms utilized a field with 310
western lambs from July 5 to August 25. Lambs made gains
of 508 pounds per acre, and were most all fat enough for
market. This practice is excellent, the labor element small,
and soil improvement very best scheme, although the market
gamble must be considered at all times.
“Green Manure: The plowing under of soybeans as a
green manuring crop is a beautiful theory, but little of it is
done. However, the same results in soil improvement may be
gotten by first pasturing the crop, then plowing or thoroughly
discing. The same plant residues and manure is retained on
the ground, and at same time a nice profit is raked off to
balance the costs involved. The thoroughly disced soybean
pasture residues make an ideal site for fall grains and clovers,
and supply readily available plant food and much physical
protection just where needed” (Continued). Address: 1.
President, American Soybean Assoc., 1920, 1928. All:
Camden, Indiana.
1866. Fouts, Taylor; Fouts, Noah; Fouts, Finis E. 1929.
Soyland–Fouts Bros., Camden, Indiana (Continued–
Document part II). Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 2:92-97. Tenth annual field meeting. Held 22-23
Aug. at Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: (Continued): “Putting corn and beans on the
hoof: This practice is a very simple and satisfactory method,

and we have the habit firmly established on Soyland. We
never figure just bushels of corn per acre; forget it; it’s
always pounds of meat per acre, and the King and Queen of
the field are responsible from plenty of live, juicy meat. One
year, by official test of county agent and committee, a lot
of 104 shotes converted a field of 50 bushels of corn, with
soys additional, into 831 pounds of pork per acre. Another
lot of 79 shotes made themselves into hogs at rate of 877
pounds per acre off 10 acres, estimated at 65 bushels of corn.
At same time a nearby field of corn alone, estimated at 45
bushels yield, produced only 451 pounds pork per acre. Back
several years ago we noticed 99 shotes convert a 65 bushel
yield corn and soys (midwest) into 961 pounds of pork per
acre. No question about meat production.
“Converting Corn and Soybeans into Mutton: This
practice is another great delight, both to the lambs and to us.
It is ideal feed throughout their stay on the farm. Starting
on leaves and browsing fence rows about September 1st,
they move along the cafeteria rows of appetizing feed that
gradually nears maturity as the lambs become accustomed
to the more concentrated feed of grains. Plenty of water and
minerals, good robust bred lambs, corn and beans aplenty;
no question about meat production. The lambs usually
increase 20-25 pounds each and go to market finished during
November and December, leaving a neatly cleaned field and
higher ears available for the crib. Study the market, however.
Soybeans in corn do greatly enhance the pasture value of the
stock fields for grazing by cows, brood sows and flocks, and
are frequently estimated at $10 per acre practical value.
“Soybean Hay: It’s becoming more popular each year,
and there’s a reason for it. Dependable crop, annual, high
protein content, very appetizing, simple to cure and mow
away, fits into farm rotation, or as catch crop most anyway–a
superior feed as proven by the animals that eat it greedily.
Seed drilled solid at rate of two bushels per acre, harrowed,
rotary hoed and watch ‘em grow. Mow when pods fully
developed, but green, allow to wilt for day or two, place in
high doodle for air curing, when brash stemmed, haul to
barn. However, in bad rainy weather, perhaps best to let lie
in swath for curing, and then use side delivery rake and hay
loader when opportunity allows. Yields of 5,000 to 8,000
pounds per acre of cured hay may be expected. Our cows and
feeding lambs prefer good soybean hay to any other. Even
alfalfa is surpassed, although the reason is hard to explain,
but the proof of the puddin’ is in the eatin’. If soybeans are
desired for a hog ration concentrate, simply allowing the
crop to mature on stalk, then use binder or self-rake, cure
a little and place in barn mow. A fork full rattle proves a
dinner-bell, always heard.
“Harvesting for Seed: We have certainly tried all
methods from the row-gopher blades, mower, self-reaper,
binder, and our present method, the combine-harvester. Our
harvest time has always been the great gamble, although
leaving the crop to thoroughly mature, then cutting it and
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threshing it promptly seems the best procedure with the
more common equipment. However, the combine certainly
presents the simplest and most economical method. On
normal crop soybeans the saving of seed alone that usually
shatters out or is left in field as droppings will amount to
2-5 bushels per acre, an item that will pay for the running
expenses. The combine does an especially clean job of
gathering the stalks, and the straw residues are nicely
scattered again where needed. This straw mulch is ideal
as protection and food for the following small grain crop.
Following combine with disc and drill makes quick,
economic production costs. The combine is likely to stay. We
may have to adapt varieties and reform practices to insure
better experience.”
Photos show: (1) Nodules on the roots of four soybean
plants. Caption: “Some busy-bee bumps that boost.” (2)
Harvesting the 1927 soybean crop at Soyland using a
combine pulled by a tractor. (3) “A cheap and efficient
method of harvesting corn and soybeans” (using hogs). (4)
“Lambing off corn and soybeans.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct.
2012) that mentions Taylor Fouts (or any other Fouts
brother) of Indiana actually using a combine on his farm.
Address: 1. President, American Soybean Assoc., 1920,
1928. All: Camden, Indiana.
1867. Henderson, John. 1929. Soybean production in
central Indiana: Henderson Brothers. Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association 2:98. Tenth annual field
meeting. Held 22-23 Aug. at Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: “Soybeans are badly needed on all corn
belt and stock farms as a profitable legume in the
rotation, a good hay crop, and a fine home grown protein
supplement for feeding hogs and cattle.
“Many failures in bean culture can be traced to weeds.
The weeds become so rank as to crown out the beans or at
least cut the production drastically, particularly when grown
as a seed crop. A fair return one’s labor can be assured in
cultivating the crop.” Usually two cultivations are sufficient;
never cultivate after the plants start blooming. On this farm,
the beans are always grown in rows, 24 inches apart. “Beans
sown in rows have more space for each plant, therefore they
grow much larger, have more pods, and thus” yield as well
or better than a ‘solid’ sown field. Also, less seed is used
in rows. A photo shows two horses and a man cultivating
soybeans.
Note: Talk with Phil Henderson of Indiana. 1998. Nov.
25. Phil’s father was Ray Henderson, who was the brother of
John Henderson. Ray and John owned Henderson Brothers
farm in Tipton County, Indiana. Today a grandson grows
soybeans on the same farm. Address: Atlanta, Indiana.
1868. Meharry, Charles L.; Riegel, William E.; Stafford,
Edmund N.; Withrow, Lewis L.; Crumbaker, James W. 1929.

Twenty years with soybeans: Conclusions derived from
experience on Meharry farms. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association 2:58-91. Tenth annual field meeting.
Held 22-23 Aug. at Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: This long and detailed article, packed with good
photos (all but five taken on the Meharry Farms), is one of
the best seen to date on soybean cultivation. Meharry Farms
are four in number: Odell, Ridgecrest, and Sugar Grove
Farms in west-central Indiana and the A.P. Meharry Farm
in east-central Illinois. Contents: Introduction. Good seed
is first essential for success with soybeans (certified seed is
best). Varieties: Adaptation to locality, quality of straw is
important requirement, seed quality is an important factor,
experience with varieties, one variety to a farm enough, socalled “hay mixtures” impractical. Inoculation is important
and easily done. Seedbed preparation must be thorough:
Fields should be cleared carefully when soybean follow corn,
make a well pulverized, compact seedbed. Drilling solid
is preferred planting method on the Meharry Farms: Two

inches deep enough, thick seeding gives best results, sow
soybeans about corn planting time. State of germination of
weeds determines time to cultivate: Special tools necessary
(weeder and rotary hoe useful for both corn and soybeans).
Harvesting: Cut soybeans for hay after seed forms and before
leaves turn yellow, windrow method a good one, swath
method of curing hay saves labor, baling soybean hay in the
field, combine harvesting most economical, moisture content
determines safety in storage. Utilization: The most profitable
way to use soybeans is to feed them, seed trade offers good
market, commercial outlet for soybeans at last a reality
(“Several commercial firms are now grinding and pressing
soybeans for oil and meal”). Co-ordination with other crops
and enterprises determines profitability: Soybeans make
wheat pay better, spring wheat following soybeans, soybeans
help distribute farm labor, some suggested rotations for the
Corn Belt, soybeans lead to diversification of livestock and
crops. Summary.
“Success with soybeans depends upon: Good seed,
adapted varieties, careful inoculation, thorough seedbed
preparation, proper planting, timely cultivation, economical
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harvesting, intelligent utilization, and correct co-ordination
with other crops and enterprises. Good soybean crops are
seldom accidental.”
Soybean “hay is the dried whole plant, foliage and
immature seed included. Straw is the residue after ripened
soybean plants are threshed” (p. 85).
Photos show: Two teams of horses pulling cultivation
equipment in a large field. 1. Two sacks of “Certified
Seed, grown in Indiana, certified by the Indiana Corn
Growers Association”–the best guarantee of varietal
and mechanical purity, high quality and germination.
2. Close-up view of two samples of super quality
Indiana certified Mansoy seed. 3. Several soybean
plants growing nearly 4 feet tall, next to a measure.
4. Black Hilum Manchu seeds. 5. “Sweepstakes
sample of Mansoy soybeans [seeds] at 1928 Indiana
Corn Show.” 7. Two men seated at machines
“roguing” or hand-picking to eliminate undesirable
seed types and maintain varietal purity. 8. A sample
of so-called “Hollybrook” seed from a state which
had no workable seed law and no certification.
Contains much foreign material and non-soybean
seeds. 9. A boy using the “muddy-water” method
to inoculate soybeans in a flat-bed truck. 10. A farmer, Mr.
Stafford, using a shovel to mix soys during inoculation.
12. A man and his six horses disking a field of corn before

plowing, for the soybeans that are to follow. 13. Two teams
each of horses and mules pulling a well-weighted drag to
level the furrow slices after plowing and to prepare the soil
surface to receive and conserve moisture. 14. The trampling
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of many horses is effective in compacting a seedbed. 15.
After dragging, disk (pulled by 6 horses driven by a man)
does excellent work because all the disks cut uniformly. 16.
A springtooth harrow, pulled by 6 horses, brings the clods to
the surface and works fine dirt down into holes and crevices.
17-18. A cultipacker or pulverizer, pulled by 6 horses,
“is a splendid implement to crush clods and compact the
seedbed.” 20. A field of soybeans 8-10 inches high. The rows
are wide apart for inter-row cultivation, which saves seed
but is uneconomical of labor at the cultivating season. 22.
Shallow planting (no more than 2 inches deep) is a necessity

with soys, shown emerging. They make break their
necks trying to break through a hard crust. 24. “As
soon a germinated weed seeds can be found in a
soybean field, the harrow, weeder, or rotary hoe
should be used vigorously, without consideration
of the age or stage of growth or germination of
the soybeans.” Two photos show mules pulling
those implements. 25. A soybean plot at the Iowa
Experiment Station. 26. A man (Mr. Withrow)
and child searching for germinated weed seed in a
soybean field; a close-up view of the germinated
seed. 27. Young soys before and after harrowing. 29
& 31. A rotary hoe, pulled by 2 horses, “cultivating
little soys” and corn. 30. An implement (pulled by
2 horses) “embodying the principle of an ordinary
weeder is a good tool for tending small beans.” 31.
This tractor and pair of 10 foot rotary hoes have no
difficulty in cultivating 65 to 70 acres of corn per
day. 33. Horses pulling two cultivators. “Soybeans
should be cultivated as long as weeds keep coming.
Plants should be thick enough to occupy the ground
completely before they begin blooming.” Stop
cultivating when soys begin to bloom. 35. Two horses
pulling a mower, “the most satisfactory implement for
cutting soybean hay.” 36. Shocks of soybean hay in a
field. Shock only after the plants are well wilted and
before they are dry enough to be stiff. 37. Two horses
pulling a side-delivery rake, “the best implement
for putting soys in windrows.” 40. A combine
(McCormick-Deering model) harvesting soybeans.
Pulled behind a tractor it is a proven success; it
saves more seed and requires less labor than other
methods. 41. Any good grain separator, properly
adjusted, will hull soybeans satisfactorily. Powered
by a tractor take-off, this one stands by a huge pile
of hay. 42. Similar to No. 41 but different angle.
“The damage done in hulling a crop of soybeans
on a single farm would often more than pay for
all the attachments necessary to make a separator
do excellent work.” 43. Soybeans intercropped
with tall corn. 44. Cattle gleaning soys from a corn
stalk pasture on the A.P. Meharry Farm. 45. “More
than 35 bushels per acre of wheat on A.P. Meharry
Farm following soybeans plowed under.” 46. “Seed
cleaner and grader and elevator leading to overhead bins
on Odell Farm. The tractor was used only temporarily. This
machinery is now electrically driven.” 47. “Type of machine
used to expel oil from soybeans.” Near the base of this huge,
powerful machine is written “Expeller.” Note: This is the
earliest document seen (Sept. 2003) that contains a photo of
an expeller used to make soybean oil.
48. “Binding ripe soybeans and drilling wheat into
soybean stubble without seedbed preparation. This practice
offers a good economy in wheat production.” Two teams of
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horses do the work. 49. Winter wheat following soybeans
with Odell Farm buildings in background. Drilled into
soybean stubble, the wheat yielded over 40 bushels per acre.
50. “Left–Winter wheat killed by the severe winter of 192728. Right–The bare spots in this field were disked thoroughly
and sowed with soys in very late spring.” 51. “Much clover
and alfalfa ‘heaved out,’ and looked like this plant in the
spring of 1928. Even after corn planting such clover can
be torn up and soybeans substituted. Why be without good
legume hay because clover and alfalfa have winterkilled?”
Address: 1. Attica, Indiana; 2. A.P. Meharry Farm, Tolono,
Illinois; 3. Odell Farm, Attica, Indiana; 4. Ridgecrest Farm,
Romney, Indiana; 5. Sugar Grove Farm, Romney, Indiana.
1869. Morse, W.J. 1929. Letter from Dr. [sic] Morse. Tokyo,
Japan, July 20, 1929. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 2:50-52. Tenth annual field meeting. Held 22-23
Aug. at Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: This letter from W.J. Morse was read before
the 1929 convention of the American Soybean Association
at Guelph, Ontario, Canada. This is the first annual ASA
meeting he has missed. He begins with a brief description of
the “Oriental Agricultural Exploration Expedition” headed
by Mr. P.H. Dorsett and himself. They plan to study soybeans
in Japan first. “The largest soybean section is the Island
of Hokkaido which has an acreage of 215,212 [planted to
soybeans] and produces 3,184,245 bushels of beans” [yield =
14.8 bushels/acre].
“On our arrival and after establishing headquarters in
Tokyo, we first began to look up varieties which we might
send back to the United States for the 1929 planting. We
succeeded in packing up about 100 lots which are now
growing in the variety plots at Arlington Farm [Virginia].
In hunting out this seed, we were very much surprised
to find the soybeans listed with the garden beans and as
garden beans. For the most part these are grown as green
vegetable beans. These sorts are black, brown, greenish
yellow, and yellow seeded varieties of early, medium, and
late types. Some of the yellow seeded varieties are listed
as most suitable for bean curd, soy sauce, miso, natto, and
confectionery purposes, such as sweet bean paste, candied
beans, roasted beans (like our peanuts), and sugared beans.”
Note 1. Azuki beans, rather than soybeans, are usually
used to make “sweet bean paste” in Japan.
“It is amazing, the extent to which the soybean is used
for food in Japan. Whether or not it can be used in the United
States in all of the ways used here is extremely doubtful,
that is for human food.” There is no doubt that American
soybeans will be used mostly to produce oil and oil meal. “It
may interest you to know that the beans produced in Japan
are used entirely for human food, green manure, and planting
purposes. The grain varieties have seed of higher quality than
those produced in Manchuria and are not used for oil and oil
meal production as [are] the beans of Manchuria. The great

soybean oil and meal production of the Orient is confined
almost entirely to Manchuria.
“Another thing which surprised us greatly was the extent
to which soybeans are used for green manure purposes in the
rice paddies.” The plants are turned under in the mud after
water has been run into the paddies.
“Another extensive use of the soybean is for bean
curd, or tofu, which is manufactured only... in small shops
scattered about the cities and country villages. This curd is
used in many ways, being the meat of the poorer classes. It
is used, however, quite generally in making bean-curd soup
[miso soup with tofu] which is sometimes served at breakfast
and nearly always at supper. The bean curd is peddled about
from house to house by men with two tubs suspended from
a bamboo pole over their shoulders. The sound of the little
horn of the bean curd man as he announces his coming has
become quite a familiar sound to our ears as we go along the
streets or hear him pass under our office windows.
“Soy sauce is manufactured on a very large scale and
is universally used by the Japanese, rich and poor. We have
had the pleasure of visiting the large experimental laboratory
of an experiment station given wholly to soy sauce and saké
experiments. In Hokkaido we visited a soy sauce factory,
the buildings of which covered several acres. In one of the
curing vat buildings where the mash is allowed to cure for
about 18 months, we counted ninety large vats.
“Soybeans are used to a very considerable extent
for confectionery purposes. The large black, brown, and
green seeded varieties are used in making sweet bean paste
which is put up in small thin slabs and then done up in very
attractive packages. Roasted beans, similar to our roasted
peanuts, may be found at nearly all confectionery stores.
Roasted beans are also sugar coated and others are sprinkled
with small pieces of sea-weed during the roasting, which
gives an appearance of mottled beans (rather a familiar sight
to our mid-west farmers). Then, there are the candied beans,
that is, beans which have been boiled in syrup.
“Miso and natto are two forms of bean foods in which
the beans are first cooked and then treated with certain
bacteria [sic, microorganisms]. Miso is used largely in soups
which are consumed at breakfast. Both of these foods are
quite largely used.
“Other products used for food are roasted soybean flour,
soybean vermicelli, pickled green beans in the pod, yuba–the
film produced by boiling soybean milk, and dried frozen
bean curd.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “dried frozen bean curd”
to refer to dried-frozen tofu.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that contains the term “roasted soybean
flour.”
“Another surprising thing is the very extensive use of
the soybean as a green vegetable bean. As early as May,
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small bundles of plants with full grown pods were seen on
the market. At the present time the market is virtually flooded
with bundles of plants with full grown pods, the seeds of
which are also full grown. The pods are boiled in salt water
and the beans eaten from the pods.
“During the past two weeks we have visited large
sections near Tokyo where soybeans are grown for green
vegetable purposes. The beans are grown in rows 2 feet apart
and in 95 per cent of the cases there are other crops planted
between the bean rows, such as early cabbage, onions,
lilies (for the edible bulbs), late varieties of soybeans, late
plantings of soybeans, and other early truck crops.” Address:
USDA, Washington, DC.
1870. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association.
1929. Preface. Officers of the Association. Special
committees. 2:2-3.
• Summary: This is a preface to this volume of Proceedings,
which covers the annual meetings held in 1928 and 1929.
“The American Soybean Association was founded
a decade ago to promote and encourage the culture of
soybeans in America. The important place which this crop is

assuming today in the farming systems of the country fully
justifies the founders in the belief that a more extended use
of soybeans in the rotation would prove a boon to agriculture
in the struggle back to prosperity.
“The work of the Association has necessarily been one
of education. The persistent demand for accurate information
about soybeans has made this a field of active and important
service, since many farmers have allowed their enthusiasm
for this crop to out run their knowledge concerning it.
“To meet this situation, the Association has depended
on two lines of endeavor; the holding of annual meetings
in cooperation with the various experiment stations,
for the study and discussion of soybean problems, and
the publishing of the reports of these meetings that the
information thus evolved may be given to the interested
public in printed form. The first of these reports was
published two years ago, in which the reports of the first
seven meetings were printed under the title, ‘Proceedings of
the American Soybean Association.’
“This second report which the Association is now
presenting contains the proceedings of the annual meetings
of 1928 and 1929. Due to the lack of funds, it was necessary
in this case to ask the cooperation of interested growers and
industries through the medium of advertising. The splendid
response of these friends has made the work of publishing
this report possible and much credit should be given to them.
“The report of the annual meeting held this year at the
University of Illinois, September 10-12, will be forwarded to
all members by the University as soon as published.
“The American Soybean Association would be in
position to wield tremendous influence in the future
development of soybeans in this country were it able to
command the active interest and support of soybean people.
The handicap of a comparatively small membership and the
corresponding lack of funds tend to cripple both the work
and influence of the organization. Since it is impossible
to carry on a yearly membership campaign, the matter of
joining the Association is strictly a voluntary proposition.
This situation demands the prompt support of all friends
of soybeans to make the organization effective. The small
annual dues of one dollar should deter no one from becoming
a member who is at all interested in either the work or the
publications of the Association.
“New members who have not received the first volume
of Proceedings are entitled to a copy and should apply to
the secretary. The Constitution and By-Laws can also be
obtained from the Secretary.”
Officers of the Association–1929: President–G.I.
Christie, Guelph Agricultural College, Guelph, Canada.
Vice-President–C.K. McClelland, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
Secretary-Treasurer–J.B. Edmondson, Clayton, Indiana.
Directors–J.S. Cutler, Columbus, Ohio. Harvey Clapp,
Accotink, Virginia. E.J. Delwiche, Green Bay, Wisconsin.
J.B. Buchanan, Guelph, Canada.
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Officers–1930: President–W.L. Burlison, Urbana,
Illinois. Vice-President–F.S. Wilkins, Ames, Iowa.
Secretary-Treasurer–J.B. Edmondson, Clayton, Indiana.
Directors–Harvey Clapp, Accotink, Virginia. Roy Chasteen,
Crothersville, Indiana. J.B. Buchanan, Guelph, Canada. W.C.
Eldridge, Columbia, Missouri.
“Special committees: Legislative–Charles L. Meharry,
Attica, Indiana. Walter Godchaux, New Orleans, Louisiana.
Harvey Clay, Accotink, Virginia. Editing–Keller E. Beeson,
Lafayette, Indiana. J.B. Edmondson, Clayton, Indiana.”
1871. Wilson, J.K. 1929. Acidity changes in stored legume
seeds. J. of the American Society of Agronomy 21(8):815-17.
Aug.
• Summary: “While making a study of agricultural seeds
as carriers of legume bacteria, it was noted that, as a rule,
seeds several years old had fewer legume bacteria on them
than fresh seeds. Two causes were thought to contribute to
this condition. On one hand, desiccation is known to reduce
greatly the germ content of soil and it may reduce it on seeds.
On the other hand, aging of seeds may produce products
that act as germicides. Some preliminary tests indicated that
legume seeds several years old were more acid than fresh
seeds. Acidity studies were made, therefore, of legume seeds
of varying ages.” The acidity of Soja max seeds from 1924,
1925, 1926 and 1927 was measured.
“Conclusion: Seeds of different species of legumes,
ranging from fresh seed to seeds 10 years old, have been
tested for acidity. In most cases there has been a marked
change in reaction. Usually older seeds of a given legume
have a more acid reaction than fresh seed.” Address: Prof. of
Soil Technology, Dep. of Agronomy, Cornell Univ., Ithaca,
New York.
1872. Wheeler, A.J. 1929. From the agricultural department.
Madison Survey (Madison, Tennessee) 11(36):141. Sept. 4.
• Summary: Last year members of this department
broadcasted two acres of the fertile river bottom land with
Mammoth Yellow soybeans, and turned them under soon
after frost. “There was a splendid crop of beans and we
debated the advisability of using them for hay, but decided
to give them to the soil” to improve its fertility. “Next year
we plan to sow most of this [bottom land] to Japan clover or
soybeans, which are annuals and can be sowed after the flood
season.”
1873. Nouelle, Georges. 1929. Le soja: Les produits
coloniales [The soybean: Colonial products]. Annales
Coloniales (Les) 30(137):1. Sept. 17. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is basically a good review of the literature,
with no new information. It discusses the history, cultivation,
and utilization of soybeans as human food, animal feed and
in industry, with some emphasis on utilization.
For a long time, it has been considered in Europe as an

object for botanical studies.
The milestone dates in its history are:
1779–The first cultural trials at the Museum of Natural
History [Paris].
1868–Experiments are undertaken by the Society of
Horticulture of the Côte-d’Or.
1880–Soybean seeds are sold by the house of Vilmorin
[a seed company].
1888 [sic]–Introduction of soybeans into the United
States, where it is adopted for the feeding of animals.
1906–Use of soybean in English oil mills, to make up
for the shortage of cottonseed oil.
1908–Creation at Paris by Mr. Li-Yu-Ying of a research
laboratory, later expanded into a factory named the CaséoSojaïne [soy casein factory = tofu factory].
The soybean is adapted to various climates and can be
cultivated as far north as the haricot bean. It resists the cold
better than the latter and is very tolerant of drought.
It is said that it grows from the Equator to 60º latitude. It
is cultivated in China and from Manchuria large amounts are
exported to China, Japan, Formosa, Korea, Indo-China and
Siam.
In the Americas, it is cultivated in the United States. In
Europe. it is cultivated in France in the area around Etampes,
in several provinces of Italy, and in Russia.
In Oceania, it is grown in Philippines, Java, and Borneo.
In Africa, trials have been conducted in Algeria and
Tunisia, as well as in the British colonies of southern Africa.
In 1908 about 100,000 metric tons were exported from
China to Europe, of which 69,200 went to Great Britain and
21,390 to France. In 1909 England purchased 400,000 metric
tons for its oil mills.
The soybean can be used profitably in crop rotations to
add nitrogen to the soil for subsequent crops.
It is also widely used as a feed for animals.
For human food, it can be used in various forms,
especially in the form of milk and of flour.
Soymilk (Le lait de soja), known in China before the
Christian era, is obtained as follows: a brief description is
given, including the process used at Caséo-Sojaïne.
Soymilk bears some resemblance to animal milk and it
has analogous properties. It can be coagulated to make soy
cheese (fromage de soja [tofu]). This is done in China and
Japan using the water from salt marshes [nigari], or calcium
sulfate (plâtre) or sour soymilk (lait aigri). At Caséo-Sojaïne
it is made using a mechanized process, which ensures
complete hygiene and uses pure coagulant solutions which
leave no taste of bitterness.
They have also been able to make cheeses that resemble
European cheeses, fermented or not.
Soymilk, like animal milk, can be concentrated, dried
and reduced to a powder. Or it can be fermented to make
kefir or yogurt (Kéfir ou Yoghourt). The cost of making it
renders its use very economical.
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Soy flour is obtained in the same way as wheat flour,
by grind the seed–preferably dehulled. It is a very rich food
which contains 4 times as much protein and 20 times as
much oil as typical wheat flour. From it one can make bread
(notably a diabetic bread using the formula of Dr. Menudier,
1890). By mixing it with wheat flour one can make biscuits
that are easy to digest and have a long shelf life, or cakes,
pâtes, etc.
From the seeds one can extract an oil which the Chinese
presently use in their cuisine, and the English use to make
margarine or soap. The cake remaining after oil extraction
makes an excellent animal feed.
The soybean can also be consumed as a vegetable
[green vegetable soybeans]. Its digestibility varies with the
means of preparation. It is recommended to boil it (after
soaking) in water to which had been added a pinch of sodium
bicarbonate [baking soda]. Soy sprouts give salads a very
agreeable taste. The Chinese make a bouillon base which
can replace the bouillon from meat. And fresh soybeans can
be prepared like peas. The Japanese and Chinese make soy
sauce, using a complicated process, of which certain types
are appreciated in England.
Finally, it can be used in confectionery in the form of
a confection similar to crème de marron, or in the form
of chocolate (with sugar and cocoa butter added). Grilled
soybeans are served in certain European countries in place of
coffee.
In addition to its alimentary uses, the soybean is used
to make candles, paints, and sojalithe as an insulator for
electrical devices.
The soybean is thus suited for numerous and diverse
uses. It would be desirable to develop its culture in our
colonies and even in France itself in places where it can
be acclimatized. Address: Député de Saône-et-Loire, vice
président de la Commission des Colonies, membre de la
Commission des Mines.
1874. Englis, D.T.; Gerber, Louis. 1929. A study of diastase
activity in plants: The effect of phosphates in the soil media.
Soil Science 28(9):221-23. Sept. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans were grown in the greenhouse in pot
cultures with different amounts of acid phosphate fertilizers.
Although the dry weight and phosphorus taken into the
plant increased markedly with increasing applications of
the fertilizer, the changes in diastase activity were slight for
moderate amounts. With large amounts the activity seemed
to fall off even though the dry weight and phosphorus taken
in still increased.” Address: Univ. of Illinois.
1875. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1929. Soybean cultivation
in Japan (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse.
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore,
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant

Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 2621-2622 (10 Oct. 1929). On Oct. 9 they
arrived in Akita City, Akita Prefecture, Japan, in northeastern
Japan. “We got out to the Agricultural Experiment Station
between 9 and 10 o’clock, and met the director, Mr. K.
Adachi. He is an expert on soybeans as well as director of
the Station [at Akita]. He spent something like 8 years in
Manchuria studying the soybean there and has published a
volume of 1000 pages or so on the results of his work. The
title of the book is ‘Soybean: Its Cultivation and Industry,’ by
K. Adachi.
“Mr. Adachi advised that we were in time for the
harvesting of soybeans, but that the crop is not yet an
extensive one here and that it will be necessary to go out
some distance to see farmers harvesting and even then it will
not be possible to see the harvesting on as extensive a scale
as could be done in a region where soybean growing is more
important than it is here.
“Much of the detailed information acquired today
in regard to soybean varieties and soybean growing and
harvesting is omitted from this report because it will be
incorporated in a special soybean report which is in the
course of preparation.
“Mr. Adachi is of the opinion that Japan, as in the past,
will of necessity have to obtain her proteins from vegetable
sources and especially the soybean, for the reason that
she does not have the space to produce animals enough to
produce animal protein for her population. We are wondering
if this to a very large extent is not false reasoning.
“From our observations, during our limited stay and
travels in northern Japan, Main Island, and in the Island of
Hokkaido, there appears to be immense areas, in the hill and
mountain districts, apparently not well or not at all adapted
to the cultivation of farm products, but from appearances
most admirably suited to animal husbandry.
“We are also wondering if a mixed vegetable and animal
protein diet might not be most advantageous to the Japanese
nation.”
“Mr. Shimade gave us considerable detailed information
concerning their trials with soybeans as a green manure in
orchard plantings. This information in considerable detail
will be incorporated in the special soybean report” [which, so
far as we can determine, was never completed].
Page 2629 (11 Oct. 1929). In “Mr. Adachi’s room, after
the accustomed bowing and greeting, we preceded to get
the information on soybeans for which the interview was
granted.” Previously soybeans were planted after the planting
of rice, which normally was the second week in June. This
date, however, “proved to be too late as the beans require a
longer season for maturing... Largely through the efforts of
this experiment station, the farmers growing soybeans have
been prevailed upon to plant their beans before they do their
rice.
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“By planting the first or second week in May the
growing season has been sufficiently lengthened to enable
the beans to fully mature before frost, which frequently was
not the case when the planting of the beans was delayed until
after the rice was planted.
“When the old method of planting was in vogue, the
yield of beans was from 2½ to 3 bushels to the quarter of
an acre. Under the new practice of planting before the rice
is planted, the increase in the crop frequently amounts to as
much as 30%.
“Planting: Formerly beans were planted thickly in
rows about 25 inches apart. The rows now are about the
same distance but the beans are dropped so as to stand 4 or
5 inches apart in the row. As a usual practice the rows are
opened with a hoe, the beans dropped by hand and covered
with a hoe to depth of about one inch.
“Cultivating and weeding: The first cultivation and
weeding is when the beans are from two to three inches in
height. The second weeding and hoeing is when the plants
are 6 to 8 inches in height. The third and final weeding and
hoeing is in late June to the first of July. All the weedings and
cultivation are by hand.
“Fertilizing: Cow and horse manure are the only
fertilizers used in this region in connection with the planting
of soybeans. This is used at the rate of 40 to 50 kan (1 kan =
8.27 lbs.) per quarter of an acre. The manure is spread in the
rows by hand before the beans are dropped and covered.
“Condition of the beans at time of harvest: In this
region, the beans are fully ripe when harvested. The time for
harvesting may be determined by the [?]anking of the plants.
If the beans rattle in the pod when the plants are shaken, they
are in condition to harvest. In the Akita district, soybeans are
pulled and laid in small piles on the ground where they are
allowed to remain for two or three days depending on the
condition of the weather.
“When sufficiently dried, the pile of beans are taken in
and stored in a building or under temporary cover, where
they remain until after the rice is harvested, threshed, and
cleaned. The beans are then threshed. The practice followed
in threshing soybeans in the Akita district is primarily that of
flailing or beating them out. The farmers do not use rollers
in connection with threshing their beans. All litter from the
threshing of soybeans, except the pods, which are fed to
stock, is burned.
“Diseases and insect pests: Thus far, there is little or no
injury resulting to soybeans in the Akita district either by
insect pests or fungus diseases.
Storage (p. 2631-2632): Soybeans, in the Akita district,
are stored in rice straw bags the same as are used for rice.
The weight of a bag of beans is 17 kan [140.6 lb], about 2
to 2½ bushels. Farmers sell their beans direct to merchants
and receive for them about Yen 17.00 to 18.00 for 5 bushel.
This price, however, depends on the quality, season, and the
prevailing price of rice.

Page 2669 (16 Oct. 1929). “This morning Mr. Morse
and Mr. Suyetake went to the soybean district outside of
Tokyo to get a line on conditions. Dorsett worked at the
laboratory with plant material, herbarium specimen and in
writing legends and numbering the still pictures made while
in Hokkaido, Japan.
“Copied from Mr. Morse’s diary: At the Saitama
Prefecture Experiment Station located at Urawa, it was
found that the soybeans had been harvested. About forth [?]
varieties or middle season types are grown at this station
and Mr. Hasegawa, in charge of soybean and sweet potato
investigations, promised us seed of these varieties.
“It was thought that possibly we might obtain soybean
harvesting and threshing scenes in the vicinity of the Tamai
Branch Experiment Station which is a breeding station. We
went by train to Kumagaya and then by bus to Tamai; along
the way no soybeans were noted. In August during a trip
numerous fields of soybeans were noted.” They were told
by Mr. Morihara Nomura that all the soybeans had been
harvested. “The farmers in this region get the soybeans out of
the way before rice harvest. This is quite different from Akita
region” where the soybeans are harvest after the rice. “Mr.
Nomura is quite an expert on soybeans and adsuki beans.”
Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1876. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1929. Soybeans in Chosen
(Korea) (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse.
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore,
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 2864 (1 Nov. 1929). “Left Keijo [Seoul] at
7:30 a.m. for Suigen [today’s Suwôn, south of Seoul] where
we arrived at 8:45 a.m. We went direct to the Agricultural
Experiment Station from the railway station... We also
secured two still pictures of fasciated soybeans.
Negative #44484. “A nearby view of fasciated soybean
stems which are being grown at the Agricultural Experiment
Station at Suigen.”
Page 2866. Neg. #44485. Another nearby view of
fasciated soybean stems...”
Page 2869 (4 Nov. 1929). “We left Keijo at 7:30 a.m.
and arrived in Suigen at 7:45. [We visited] a farmers street
market. We thought we would likely find a good collection
of locally grown soybeans...” But they found nothing of
interest. They then arrived at Jinsen [today’s Incheon,
west of Seoul] at 12:25. “Jinsen is a domestic and foreign
shipping port for soybeans and other farm products as well as
commercial products.”
Page 2873. Neg. #44489. “Ricking sacks of soybeans
near the wharf at Jinsen, Chosen. These are being unloaded
from a car.”
Page 2874. Neg. #44490. “Loading a cart with sacks of
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soybeans. Jinsen, Chosen.”
Neg. #44491. “Loading sacks of soybeans onto a boat.
Jinsen, Chosen.”
Page 2875. Neg. #44492. “Loading sacks of soybeans on
a boat by man-power, See #44491. Taken at Jinsen, Chosen.
Neg. #44493. “A good-sized rick of soybeans [in sacks]
on the wharf at Jinsen. The sacks and tying are of rice straw.
Jinsen, Chosen.”
Page 2891 (7 Nov. 1929). “Left at 8:50 this morning for
Rensen [today’s Yeoncheon railway station, north of Seoul,
in far northern South Korea] which is some 2 hour ride by
train... The region is an extensive soybean growing section
and we visited it to get pictures and samples of the several
varieties said to be grown here... We also secured quite a nice
collection of samples. We walked the distance from Rensen
to Zenkoku, the next station en route to Keijo, a distance
of some five miles or so, and in addition to getting some
additional of soybeans we secured seed of several interesting
native plants from the wild...”
Page 2892. “The more we see of Chosen the more
convinced we become that it is an interesting country for
plant exploration work.”
Page 2893. Neg. #44503. “A native tying a sack of
soybeans with rice straw rope. It looks easy! Try it! Rensen,
Chosen.”
Neg. #44504. “Another view of the same man shown in
the above picture further advanced with the tying of the sack
of soybeans.”
Page 2821. Neg. #44505. “Another view of the same
man at another stage of the soybean sack tying. Rensen,
Chosen.”
Neg. #44506. “The same man at still another stage of the
tying of sacks of soybeans. Rensen, Chosen.”
Page 2895. Neg. #44507. “The same man in the last
stage of the tying of sacks of soybeans. Rensen, Chosen.”
Neg. #44508. “At the left, from left to right, Mr.
Suyetake and Mr. Morse discussing the sampling and
inspection of soybeans. Rensen, Chosen.”
Page 2896. Neg. #44509. “A fairly nearby view of
the inspector attaching his inspection certificate to bags of
soybeans which have been inspected. Rensen, Chosen.”
Neg. #44510. “Loading an ox cart with bags of
soybeans. Rensen, Chosen.”
Page 2897. Neg. #44511. “Lashing the bags of soybeans
onto the cart. Rensen, Chosen.”
Neg. #44512. “Sampling and inspecting bags of
soybeans. Rensen, Chosen.”
Page 2899. “An oxen [ox] eating a feed of chopped
kaoliang and soaked or boiled soybeans [from a wooden
bucket], Rensen, Chosen.”
Page 2900. Neg. #44517. “W.J. Morse examining
soybeans in bundles in a farmer’s yard. Rensen, Chosen.”
Page 2905 (8 Nov. 1929). “Today we met with a serious
disappointment. As previously noted, we arranged, or

thought that we had arranged, to secure samples of soybeans,
mung beans, adsuki beans, millet, sorghum and buckwheat
from the extensive display which we found at the Exposition
when we first arrived in Keijo.
“This morning we sent Mr. N. Suyetake (our interpreter)
to learn how things were progressing and if we could be
of any assistance in getting and bagging the material. He
returned about 2:00 p.m. with 8 samples of seed, two each of
soybeans, mung beans, adsuki beans and two kinds of garden
beans.” He was told there had been a misunderstanding.
Page 2918 (9 Nov. 1929). “We saw a good many small
green planted soybeans alone and with corn and millet which
was being harvested by cutting, or is yet to be harvested.”
“Morse advised this morning that last night he met Mr.
Oda, Secretary to the Governor-General, who inquired how
we were getting along. (He had special reference to our
getting grain samples from the collection at the Exposition
which we had requested). Morse replied that we were
not getting along at all, for we only got two samples of
soybeans. Mr. Oda expressed surprise and arranged with
Mr. Morse and Mr. Suyetake to call at his office about 10:30
this morning and he would go with them to see one of the
principal officials about the matter of taking up with the 13
prefectorates the problem of getting samples for us.”
Page 2919. “They attended to that this morning and
reported that Mr. Oda had started things moving to get
a collection of local as well as commercial varieties of
soybeans, also samples of mung beans, adsuki beans, wheat,
barley and buckwheat. We will supply the small bags to be
sent to the proper authority in each prefectorate.”
Page 2934. Neg. #44530. “Large bales of soybeans in a
farmer’s yard near the village of Koka, Koka Island [today’s
Ganghwa Island], Chosen.
Page 2935. Neg. #44533. “Picking a few soybeans from
large bundles at a farm house. Koka Island, Chosen.”
Page 2936. Neg. #44534. “Korean farmers standing in
front of large bundles of soybeans. This is the only region
where we have seen such large bundles. Koka Island,
Chosen.”
Page 2945. (12 Nov. 1929). Mr. Morse and Mr. Suyetake
“also delivered the bags to Mr. H. Yamamoto who is getting
for us a collection of soybeans and other seed from each of
the 13 prefectorates of Chosen.”
Page 2951. We “pulled into Shariin [today’s Sariwôn
/ Sariwon, south of P’yongyang, North Korea], our
destination.” “When the wheat [planted in furrows] is
harvested, the area is ridged and planted to soybeans,
which are harvested in the fall.” “They are testing about
300 varieties of soybeans at the Station and we have been
promised samples of these.”
Page 2955. “Tomorrow the Doctor is going to show us
the use of a two-oxen Korean plow and will also stage for us
to photograph, a soybean planting scene characteristic of the
growing practices in this region.”
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Page 2956. Neg. #44546. “A Korean farmer and his wife
flailing out soybeans. Shariin, Chosen.
Page 2957. Neg. #44547. “Soja max. Soybean hay.
Shariin, Chosen. Korean farmers’ wives bundling soybean
straw after the beans have been flailed out.”
Neg. #44548. “Soja max. Soybeans in the straw. Shariin,
Chosen. A good-sized pile of soybeans, unthreshed.”
Page 9258. Neg. #44549. Soja max. Soybean. Shariin,
Chosen. “A Korean farmer’s wife raking bean straw from the
flailed out beans.”
Neg. #44550. Soja max. Soybean. Shariin, Chosen.
“Korean farmers at work cleaning soybeans which have been
flailed out.”
Page 2959. Neg. #44551. Soja max. Soybean. Shariin,
Chosen. “Winnowing soybeans by means of a piece of
matting.”
Neg. #44552. Soja max. Soybean. Shariin, Chosen.
“Balls of soybeans [meju] each prepared to grow the culture
and make miso.”
Page 2965 (14 Nov. 1929). “We called at the Experiment
Station this morning and found Dr. Takahashi ready to
demonstrate for us the common Korean practice of planting
soybeans in this section, so that we could try to get still and
motion pictures of the several practices.
“The first method he showed us was the planting in
4-foot hills on ridges among other crops. Opening the hill
with a short handled hoe and dropping the beans (three or
four) in a hill and covering with the hand hoe.
“Planting thickly, 6 inches to 8 inches apart in the row
for grain or other purposes. Opening the hole with the heel,
dropping the beans and covering with the feet.
“The Doctor also demonstrated for us the Korean double
and single oxen plow in preparing land for seeding. From
what we could see in a trial of this kind, the Korean plow
does excellent work and perhaps for the Korean method of
farming is superior to the Western plow.”
“In the afternoon we visited a nearby village and tried
photographing scenes and operations in the making of
soybean mash balls [meju] for the home manufacture of miso
and soy sauce.
Page 2966. Neg. #44558. “Planting soybeans on the
side of ridges by means of a small short handled hoe. Shariin
Agricultural Experiment Station. Shariin, Chosen.”
Neg. #44559. “Another and a little closer view of
women planting soybeans on the side of ridges with a short
handled hoe. Shariin Agricultural Experiment Station.
Shariin, Chosen.”
Page 2967. Neg. #44560. “Planting soybeans by means
of making a depression with the heel, dropping in the
beans and covering them with the foot. Shariin Agricultural
Experiment Station. Shariin, Chosen.” Address: Agricultural
Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1877. Albrecht, W.A.; Davis, F.L. 1929. Relation of calcium

to the nodulation of soybeans on acid and neutral soils. Soil
Science 28(4):261-79. Oct. [14 ref]
• Summary: The improved inoculation of soybean roots
with B. radicicola, brought about by the liming of acid
soils, is due to the addition of calcium salts as well as the
reduction of soil acidity. The natural fertility and previous
cultural history of the soil are also important factors. No
apparent relationship exists between the increased nodulation
and the hydrogen-ion concentration or the amount of
electrodialyzable calcium of the soil. Soybean organisms
in clay suspensions are carried down with the coagulum
during flocculation with calcium chloride solution, but only
to an insignificant extent when potassium chloride is used.
Address: College of Agriculture, Univ. of Missouri.
1878. Cotton Oil Press. 1929. Soy bean harvesting method:
Radio address September 9 by Farm Management Specialist
L.A. Reynoldson of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
13(6):35. Oct.
• Summary: “In the past the crop has been cut almost
entirely with a mower, self-rake reaper, binder or bean
harvester and threshed with a stationary separator. Now, in
many states where soy beans are an important seed crop the
combined harvester-thresher is used.”
1879. Morse, W.J. 1929. Soybean hay and seed production.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1605. 12 p. Oct. Supersedes
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin 886, Harvesting soy-bean seed. [4
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean hay
production: Time of cutting, method of cutting, curing
soybeans for hay, baling the hay, yields of hay, soybean
hay grades. Soybean seed production: Time of harvesting,
methods of harvesting, methods of curing and handling,
methods of threshing, special harvesting and threshing
machines, proportion of straw to seed, yields of soybeans,
storage of soybeans, grading and marketing soybeans.
Photos show: (1) Soybean hay after curing in the swath
or windrow may be taken up with the mechanical drum hay
loader. Two men are standing atop the huge pile of hay. (2)
A wooden curing frame standing next to six piles of soybean
hay in front of a barn. “The use of curing frames is very
generally practiced in the Southern States.”
(3) Two horses standing still, hitched to a self-rake
reaper; this machine has given very satisfactory results in
cutting soybeans for seed. (4) A man wearing a coat and tie
standing in a field next to a shock of soybeans. “When cut
with a binder, the bundles of soybeans should be shocked
and allowed to remain in the field until thoroughly dried.”
(5) The ordinary grain separator, which can be adjusted
to thresh soybeans successfully. (6) A special soybean
harvester, a machine used to gather soybean seed from the
standing mature plants.
(7) A man standing on a large combine, working in
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a field of soybeans. Soybeans have been harvested and
threshed successfully with combines. Address: Senior
Agronomist, Office of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1880. Albrecht, W.A.; Davis, F.L. 1929. Physiological
importance of calcium in legume inoculation. Botanical
Gazette 88(3):310-21. Nov. [16 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: That calcium should be an
important factor in the nodulation of legumes on acid, or
sour, soils is suggested by the varying results in modulation
obtained on these soils. This is indicated especially in
the soils of northeastern Missouri and southern Illinois,
where the many or even frequent and repeated failures of
inoculation with pure cultures have been found to occur
on certain predominating acid soil types; while improved
inoculation results when these soils are supplied, either
previous to or at the time of planting, with limestone, acid
phosphate, or other calcium-bearing materials.”
Note: The soy bean is mentioned 28 times in this article.
Address: Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri.
1881. O’Brien, Harry R. 1929. Soy beans for profit:
Combines and a cash market cause acreage to mount.
Country Gentleman 94(11):19, 120-21. Nov.
• Summary: “While soy beans have been known in this
country for 125 years, it was about fifty years ago that they
were first grown in North Carolina as a farm crop and about
25 years ago when they were first introduced into the Middle
West. In 1917 it was estimated that perhaps 500,000 acres
were being grown for all purposes. Since then the acreage
has increased annually until in 1928 around 3,000,000 acres
were being grown in twenty or more states. Rapid as this
growth may seem, it has been handicapped by difficulties of
harvesting and lack of a commercial market for the beans.
“But within the past two years the situation has been
radically changed” because of the combine harvester and
the new cash market provided by the Peoria Plan and A.E.
Staley. “These things I learned when late in the past summer
I drove my car for more than 1200 miles through the
Midwest to get the details of what was stirring in soy beans...
There are soy beans everywhere, I found.”
A star performer in many roles, “Soy beans offer another
cash crop for the farmer. They are about immune to chinch
bugs and the corn borer. Planted in corn, they shade the
ground and protect the corn from the chinch bugs.
“Then there is the use being made of soy beans in
industry, as beans, as oil, as meal. The oil is expressed out of
the beans by the same process used with cottonseed. A ton of
beans yields roughly from 1600 to 1700 pounds of cake or
meal and from 250 to 300 pounds of oil.
“The beans are usable for coffee substitutes, soups,
baked beans, confections, meat substitutes, vegetable casein,
vegetable milk and cheeses. There are now several factories

in this country making soy sauce. I know of one plant
making chocolate out of soy beans.
“The oil is suitable for use in soap stocks, enamels,
varnishes, paints, rubber substitutes, linoleum, waterproof
goods, celluloid, explosives, glycerin, salad oil, lard
substitutes and edible oils.
“Soy-bean meal, in addition to use as livestock feeds,
is used for flour, diabetic foods that are supplanting gluten
flour, infant foods, macaroni, breakfast foods, fertilizers and
adhesive glue. Much of the glue used in furniture veneering
is coming from soybean meal.
“Such are some of the qualities of this many-sided
farm legume.” The author then gives five reasons why soy
beans have made such rapid growth in the past ten years:
1. Farmers have tried them and liked them, and the news
has spread. 2. The influence of the agricultural colleges,
experiment stations, extension services, and county agents.
Experiments have been conducted on varieties, and methods
of growing and feeding. 3. There have been “certain focal
points where a few farmer pioneer enthusiasts grew them
for seed and from these points the acreage has spread in
concentric circles. There are a dozen of these points.”
4. Improved harvesting methods; “and this is a story that
is tied up with that of another focal point, Christian County,
Illinois, where Claire E. Hay was county agent from 1918
to 1928. Hay knew beans from boyhood. When he came to
Christian County chinch bugs had been bad for several years.
So Hay began boosting soy beans as a means of outwitting
the bug.
“Now in Christian County among the biggest growers
of soy beans are the Garwood brothers, Frank and Harry.
They had heard of combine harvesters being used out West
for harvesting and threshing wheat in one operation in the
field. They had a hunch that maybe this same machine would
work with soybeans. Some Indiana farmers had rigged up a
homemade affair that had already been used.
“But the manufacturers were skeptical. Two firms
turned them down, refused to sell a combine for such a
purpose. But a third did sell, and in 1924 what was possibly
the first combine ever used in Illinois for any purpose,
surely for beans, came to the Garwood farms and a public
demonstration was held.
“To most people’s surprise, the combine worked. So in
one day the Garwood brothers had revolutionized soy-bean
harvesting. Other growers were quick to seize on the idea, as
were wheat and oat farmers too.”
5. The newest development is the creation of a
commercial market for soy beans. “Lack of a market was
holding back farmers from growing the soys. So a committee
of three count agents, headed by Hay, called on A.E. Staley,
a feed manufacturer of Decatur, and asked him to use soy
beans in his feeds. Staley built an oil mill, began buying
beans and a commercial market was opened up.
“Oil mills were built later at Peoria and Bloomington.
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These mills have bought the beans and thus Illinois has taken
the lead in growing them.
“The next step in the story came when along in 1927
Hackleman at the University of Illinois figured out that the
marketing of soy beans would be much more stabilized if
farmers could grow them on contract for the mills. He and
Doctor Burlison, chief in agronomy, suggested this plan
to H.A. Atwood, a feed manufacturer in Peoria. The idea
simmered on and several conferences were held.
“In the spring of 1928 Illinois farmers were faced with a
wholesale killing out of their winter wheat. A conference was
called at Urbana in April to consider what to recommend as
an emergency crop, to which farmers, county advisors and
feed manufacturers were invited. The advisors said that soy
beans was [sic] the logical crop but there was no use to urge
them because of a lack of a market.
“Mr. Atwood announced that his firm stood ready to
contract at a guaranteed price for a million bushels of beans
or the crop from 50,000 acres. A firm at Bloomington was
associated with him in the offer.
“Back of the offer was the Grange-League-Federation,
representing New York dairy farmers, which farm
organization buys its feeds from Mr. Atwood’s firm. The
G.L.F. representative said in effect that if the Illinois farmers
would grow the beans, the farmers of New York would buy
the feed made out of them.
“The outcome was that a minimum price of $1.35 per
bushel was set, based on farm cost-account records from
four states in comparison with the price the G.L.F. had been
paying for other protein feeds. County advisors circulated
blank contracts through Farm Bureau membership lists, and
1344 farmers signed up to deliver beans from 48,444 acres,
which, when marketed, totaled about 1,200,000 bushels
of beans [24.77 bu/acre yield]. After paying freight and
handling charges, the crop netted farmers around $1.20 a
bushel.”
A large photo shows two farmers, each with a team of
four horses pulling a piece of farm machinery, on the farm
of Finis Fouts, Deer Creek, Indiana. The first is cutting
soy beans with a binder. The second, 10-15 feet behind, is
drilling wheat for the next crop. Address: Central Ohio.
1882. Schuster, George L. 1929. Annual report: Department
of agronomy. Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 162. p. 12-26. Nov.
• Summary: The section titled “Fertility rotation
experiments” (p. 12) notes that early results of this work
were published in Bulletins 137, 138, and 146 of this Station.
“In 1924 the plan was changed slightly. The rotation consists
of corn, (cover crop) soy beans, wheat, clover and timothy.
The corn continuous has a cover crop each year.” Table
II summarizes the average annual yields (1925-1928) of
corn, soy beans, wheat, or hay, with 15 different fertilizer
treatments.

The section titled “Soy bean variety tests” (p. 17-18)
states: “There are forty-nine soy bean variety tests for seed at
the Deputy plots near Milford and also at the Experimental
Farm, Newark. Seventeen of the more promising varieties
for hay production are on test at Newark.” The best average
hay yields for the two years 1927-1928 were given by Old
Dominion (5,915 lb/acre) and Geo. Washington (5,665). The
best seed yields came from Pine Del Perfection (32.3 bu/
acre) and Geo. Washington (29.)–both at Newark. Address:
Agronomist, Newark, Delaware.
1883. Samenzuechterei Franz Anton Brillmayer. 1929. Die
Sojabohne, die Pflanze mit Zukunft [The soybean, the plant
with a future (Ad)]. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 79(51):51. Dec. 21. [Ger]
• Summary: This half-page ad (horizontal) has 2 large
photos on the left side. (1) A field of soybeans after they
have blossomed. Two men are standing in the field. (2) The
original field of soybeans. Again, two men are standing in the
field.
Note: The ad is primarily for the soybean seeds and the
book:
There is the possibility for cultivation as well as the
certain maturation up to areas of higher elevation that has
been proven this year by sixty-six official agronomic trials
by the federal government in all of the [Austrian] states for
The soybean, the plant with a future!
After many years of breeding work, the acclimatization
of the soybean (Sojabohne) is a success for the Central
European climate!
The soybean has a content of approximately: 20% fat
40% protein and
20% carbohydrates
and it therefore contains high-quality nutrients and feed
substances in concentrated form! The yield per hectare is
very satisfactory, 12 to 2y6 metric hundredweight.
In 1928 and 1929, the bean was already cultivated by
around two hundred farmers in Austria, Germany, Poland,
Hungary, and Yugoslavia. References upon request on the
favorable successes in all countries.
(1) Interested parties may request my illustrated catalog
of sixteen varieties that have grown here with a description
of cultivation. Free of charge and free shipping. In addition,
the study of the brochure described below is recommended
for further information. It treats the entire problem of the
soybean (Sojaproblem) briefly and in a manner that is easily
understood:
(2) (Die Sojabohne, ihre Bedeutung, Kultur und
Verwendung) [“The Soybean: Its Importance, Cultivation,
and Use”] by F.A. Brillmayer, seed grower and breeder
in Platt and Dr. Fritz Drahorad, commissioner of the
Federal Institute for Plant Cultivation and Seed Testing
(Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenbau und Samenprüfung) in
Vienna, 64 pages, with 15 illustrations and photos, price 3.40
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Austrian schillings plus shipping, self-published. Orders to:
Seed Growers and Breeders (Samenzüchterei)
Franz Anton Brillmayer.
(Legume Raising and Breeding Station
(Leguminosenzuchtstation) of the Federal Institute for Plant
Cultivation and Seed Testing)
Platt, postal address: Zellerndorf, N.-Oest [Lower
Austria]
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Platt [Zellerndorf, Lower
Austria].
1884. Farming in South Africa (Pretoria). 1929. Bacterial
co-operation. 4(45):457. Dec.
• Summary: “One of the greatest of scientific romances in
agriculture, is the story of the discovery of nodule-forming
organisms on the roots of certain kinds of plants, the benefits
of which are discussed in the following article by the Cedara
School of Agriculture.
“For many years it was known that the growth of beans
improved a soil, to the benefit of the wheat crop which
followed, but much laborious and patient research was
needed before the exact way in which this improvement was
effected became known. Now, it is common knowledge that
this power of improving the soil is possessed only by those
plants belonging to the pea family, such as all varieties of
peas, beans, vetches, lucerne, lupins, soya-beans, cowpeas,
clovers, etc. Under certain conditions, these crops have the
power, not possessed by other plants such as maize, roots,
buckwheat, pumpkins, grasses, etc., of improving the soil on
which they are grown. It should be definitely remembered
that the improvement of the soil following the growth of
one of these pea family (legume) crops is not a general one;
there may be an increase in nitrogen, but there is no increase
in the phosphates or potash of the soil, though these may be
more readily available. For many years it was not known that
only leguminous plants possessed this power, but later it was
proved over and over again.
“It is not under all conditions that improvement of
the soil in its nitrogen-content follows the growth of a
leguminous crop. To this fact must be attributed some of the
disappointment experienced by farmers who have grown
such crops, and, ploughing them in as green manure, have
looked for larger returns from the succeeding crop.
“Presence of Nodules on Roots: If a lupin or a bean
plant be carefully raised from the soil without breaking off
the finer roots, when the plant is at the commencement of its
flowering period, and the roots be gently washed in running
water, there may be seen on them small, whitish, wart-like
growths. There may be some plants without these wart-like
growths, or nodules as they are commonly termed, but on
most legumes on soils where they have been grown for
several years, the nodules will be present in profusion.
“These nodules are formed by certain micro-organisms

of the soil entering into partnership with the legume. As a
rule, they enter the fine rootlets, though in the case of the
lupin they can enter older tissue and cause the growth of the
nodules.
“This nodule-formation is a great agricultural cooperative concern; both members of the association benefit;
the nodule-forming organisms find a home in the plant-roots
which supply carbonaceous material for the organisms;
whilst the organisms themselves supply nitrogenous material
to the plant on whose roots they live.
“In virgin soil, or soil which has never grown certain
leguminous crops, it is quite conceivable that the organisms
may not be present. If a leguminous crop be grown in
such soil, there can be no co-operation, because one of the
partners is absent, and equally then, there can be no profit.
“To render the co-operation possible, the bacteria must
be supplied where they are not naturally found. Further
research has been devoted to the ways and means of
supplying the required bacteria, and discovering whether or
not there are any special strains adapted to particular kinds of
legumes.
“Certain groups of plants are now known to co-operate
with certain organisms, while other groups cooperate with
other organisms. Thus the degrees of co-operation have also
been learnt, and in order to make the most of this scientific
knowledge, farmers should know which plants or groups cooperate.
“Chief Groups: Some of the chief groups are:
“Group I.–All the clovers, i.e. the true species of the
Genus Trifolium, such as Red Clover, Alsike, White Clover,
Crimson Clover, and African Clover. Japan Clover, and
Hubam are not true clovers.
“Group II.–Lucerne and other species of Medicago and
Melilotus.
“Group III.–Cowpea, partridge pea, peanut, Japan
Clover, Velvet bean.
“Group IV.–Garden peas, vetch its, lentils and sweat
peas.
“Group V.–Soya bean.
Group VI.–Garden beans, Genus Phaseolus.
“Group VII.–Lupins, Serradella.
“Plants within a group are capable of co-operation with
the same bacteria, i.e. they form an association. The plants in
Group I cannot co-operate with the bacteria from Group II,
and so on. Hence it follows that if a crop of soy or cowpeas
has been grown, and they have been well inoculated, the
farmer must not look for nodules on the plants of another
crop if he sows these in the same soil. The different groups
require their own bacteria.
“How is the grower of these crops to obtain the
necessary bacteria? Certain groups are nearly always present.
In the greater part of the Cedara area, the cowpea group is
present, due to the natural occurrence of wild cowpea plants
in the veld. The bacteria are also there. Lupins also almost
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invariably become inoculated.
“New soil, or soil in which lucerne or sweet clover has
not previously been grown, generally needs to be inoculated.
Soya beans always need to be inoculated when grown for the
first time.
“Supplying the Necessary Bacteria: The necessary
bacteria can be obtained in two ways:
“(1) By the use of soil from a field where the crop has
been grown, and has been well inoculated. This is rather a
laborious task where an appreciable area is concerned, but it
can be used for small areas. The soil should be broadcast on
a dull day, and harrowed in, or applied through the fertilizer
attachment of a maize-planter.
“(2) By the use of cultures, which are on the market
under different names, Farmogerm, nitro-bacteria, Nodogen,
Nodogerm, etc., and contain mixed strains of bacteria.
“Cultures cost 7s. 6d. to 10s. 6d. per bottle, sufficient
to inoculate about a bushel of seed, and full directions are
generally supplied with them.
“Cultures give satisfactory results, provided they are not
too old. Bottles should be marked ‘to be used before such
and such a date,’ so that the purchaser may form some idea
of the reliability of the contents.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2018)
that mentions Nodogen, a commercial legume inoculant.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2018)
that mentions Nodogerm, a commercial legume inoculant.
1885. Swingle, F.B. 1929. Machines increase soy bean
profits. American Thresherman 32(8):4. Dec.
• Summary: “Growers in Champaign, Piatt, and other
[Illinois] counties where soy bean acreage is greatest
in extent, have demonstrated what modern tillage and
harvesting machinery will do to reduce time and labor spent
in planting and harvesting, at the same time insuring more
efficient seasonable plowing, seed bed preparation, planting
and harvesting.
“The soy bean field of John T. Smith, Champaign
County, was an example of what can be done to reduce labor
costs and increase profits. Finding that his spring work was
crowding him, Mr. Smith secured a pulverator plow and
hitched the bean drill on behind, plowing, fitting and planting
the field in one operation. Cross-harrowing to break the crust
after rains and to kill sprouting weeds was the only work
put on the field by Mr. Smith until the crop was harvested in
October with a combine, which is becoming popular where
soybean acreage is most extensive. Tests made by the United
States Government have shown that the acreage loss of
beans in cutting and threshing is 13 per cent less where the
combine is used than where the beans are cut with a binder
and threshed with a stationary thresher.”
“The first farmers in the Middle West who brought a
combine for their own use were the Garwood Brothers, who
live near Stonington, Illinois. They purchased the rig in the

autumn of 1924 for use on their own valuable crop of soy
beans.”
Photos show: (1) A man driving a tractor in a halfplowed field. “This field of soy beans was plowed, fitted,
and planted during one round of the tractor, pulverator,
and drill.” (2) Charles Smith, the son of John T. Smith, of
Champaign County, Illinois. He asserts: “Here is the best
field of soy beans in Champaign County.” (3) A man driving
a tractor, which is pulling a combine. One man is riding high
on the combine. “Mississippi growers of soy beans began to
combine the crop in 1926, harvesting 35 acres daily with a
ten-foot cut.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that uses the word “tillage” in connection with soybean
production equipment, or the use of “tillage machinery” for
soybean production.
1886. Takagi, Fumi. 1929. On the inheritance of some
characters in Glycine soja, Bentham (Soy-bean). Tohoku
Imperial University, Science Report, Series 4, Biology
4(4):577-90. Dec. [6 ref]
• Summary: Discusses fasciation of the stem, flower color,
hilum color, saddle-pattern on the seed coat, chlorosis, and
size of seeds. Address: Biological Inst., Tohoku Imperial
Univ., Sendai, Japan.
1887. Hromadko, Jar. 1929. Vysledky pokusneho pestovani
soje v byv. CSR. [The results of experimental cultivation of
soybeans in former Czechoslovakia]. In: Proceedings of the
VI Convention of Natural Scientists, Doctors, and Engineers,
Prague 1929. [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
1888. Pinolini, D. 1929. La soja: Sua cultura ed impiego
[The soybean; its culture and utilization]. Milan, Italy:
Vallardi. viii + 162 p. Illust. (32 in color). Series: Biblioteca
agricola Valadri, [Ita]*
Address: Italy.
1889. Reynoldson, L.A. 1929. Harvesting soy beans. A
radio talk delivered through Station WRC and 31 other
stations associated with the National Broadcasting Company,
September 9. Washington, DC: Div. of Farm Management
and Costs, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, USDA.
Broadcast transcript. 2 p. *
• Summary: Results and costs of harvesting with the
combine.
1890. Truksa, V. 1929. Vysledky zuslechfovani soje na
Slovensku a jeji vyznam [The results and importance of
cultivating soybeans in Slovakia]. In: Proceedings of the VI
Convention of Natural Scientists, Doctors, and Engineers,
Prague 1929. [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
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1891. Brillmayer, Franz A.; Drahorad, Fritz. 1929. Die
Sojabohne, ihre Bedeutung, Kultur und Verwendung [The
soybean, its significance, culture, and utilization]. Vienna,
Austria: Published by the authors. 62 p. Illust. 21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Some soybean breeders and devotees in Austria
consider this to be Brillmayer’s “definitive work on soybean
cultivation and utilization.”
Contents: Foreword. 1. History of the soybean in its
homeland and its introduction to Europe and America. 2.
Current area where soybeans are grown worldwide and
world production. 3. Soybean botany. 4. Use of the soybean:
As a food (in East Asia, in Europe and America [in the form
of flour, for making soymilk, as a coffee substitute, a meat
substitute, and for making chocolate]), as an oilseed, as a
source of fodder.
5. Soybean cultivation: Climate and the northern limit of
growth, soil, crop rotation, seedbed (Saatbeet), manuring or
fertilizing the soil, the seeds, care of the plants, diseases and
enemies, harvest & threshing (Drusch), cultivation for hay,
green manure or silage, soybean varieties, agronomic trials
with 22 varieties, overall assessment (Gesamtbeurteilung),
root bacteria and inoculation. 6. Significance of the soybean:
For agriculture, as a food for the people, economic effects of
the use of soybeans in agriculture and as food.
According to Brillmayer (1947, p. 14), the first edition
of this work was self-published as a “brochure” in 1928, but
it is not mentioned in this 1929 edition.
Note 1. This book was translated into Dutch in 1936 by
J. J. Helmus, soya specialist.
Note 2. This book describes the last intensive research
on soybean variety improvement in Austria until 1970.
Address: 1. Seed breeder in Platt, Austria; 2. Commissioner,
Federal Institute for Agronomy and Seed Testing
(Kommissaer der Bundesanstalt fuer Pflanzenbau und
Samenpruefung), Vienna.
1892. Case (J.I.) Co. 1929. This is the way to harvest your
soybeans–Case (Ad). Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 2:24.
• Summary: This full-page black-and-white ad begins: “It
has been proved beyond any doubt that the combine method
is the most economical for harvesting soybeans. The Case
Combine is well qualified for this particular job. It is a more
profitable combine to own.” An illustration shows a Case
Combine–not in a field and not connected to a tractor or any
other source of motive power. Address: Racine, Wisconsin.
1893. Gibberd, A.V.; Trotman, A.E. 1929. An investigation
on the soya bean in Trinidad. Dissertation presented for
the Associateship of the Imperial College of Tropical
Agriculture. 34 p. Department of Botany 1928-29. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: Botanic description,
variations. 2. Aims of the investigation. 3. Origin and history

of the selected soya beans. 4. Operations and observations,
1928-29: Germination, a comparison of the germination of
smooth and wrinkled seeds, a comparison of the growing
plants, a comparison of the mature plants. 5. Summary of
results and conclusions. 6. Selections and suggestions for
future work. 7. Preliminary investigation of some of the
factors influencing root nodule formation: Experiments
carried out, recommendations for future work. 8. Appendixes
I and II. 9. Bibliography. 10. Rainfall graph.
“Aims of the investigation: The primary object is the
establishment of pure lines of soya bean, suited to the soil
and climate of Trinidad.” Selection work in 1927 is now
being continued and further selections have been introduced.
It is hoped that the soya bean will “prove to be a useful
leguminous cover crop in sugar cane cultivation, as well
as providing beans suitable for feeding to stock.” It is
emphasized that early maturity is of primary importance.
“In November 1928, additional selections of Venezuelan
[soy] beans were made from a crop growing on the College
Farm. They were chosen on the basis of yield and maturity
alone... A fourth type has been introduced; this is a Chinese
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variety, the seeds of which were obtained from the Sainte
Madeline Estate” [Usine Ste. Madeline, at St. Madeline].
“The current year’s work has been carried out on three,
one tenth acre plots, situated in the Botanic Department of
the College Farm.” They were planted on Nov. 9 and Nov.
22, 1928, germination was good, but several young plants
were destroyed by ants while still in the cotyledon stage.
The viability of seeds stored for 7 months was considerably
impaired, whereas those sown a month after harvest showed
little or no deterioration. All strains possess the common
failing of slow germination and sparse foliage during the
early part of their lives.
Four pot experiments were conducted with limed and
unlimed soil, inoculated and uninoculated seed. Liming seed
to have no effect on inoculation.
Recommendations for “future experimental plots of soya
beans. 1. Planting should be carried out as early in November
as possible in order that the plants may pass their vegetative
stage during the wet season, and the ripening of the pods
may take place in the dry season. 2. Low ridges should be
constructed and at a distance apart of three feet in preference
to four feet. 3. The seeds should be sown 18 inches apart in
the ridges and in lines across the rows... If sufficient seed is
available, two or three beans should be dibbled together at
each spacing and thinned out to one when the first leaves are
formed.”
Appendix II is “Notes on naparima black marl soil (Ste.
Madeline), and College detrital soil,” by Prof. F. Hardy.
Letter from Sonia Manjoo, Documentalist at CARDI
(Caribbean Agricultural and Research Development
Institute). 1996. June 20. This dissertation is housed in the
West Indian Collection of the University of the West Indies,
Library, St. Augustine Campus, Trinidad and Tobago.
Address: Dep. of Botany, Trinidad.
1894. Hirota, Torao. 1929. Daizu benran [Soybean
handbook]. Dairen: South Manchurian Railway, Central
Research Lab. 427 p. [Jap]
Address: Central Laboratory of the South Manchurian
Railway, Dairen, Manchuria.
1895. International Harvester Company of America, Inc.
1929. Your profits get bigger with McCormick-Deering
soybean implements: Soybean yields increases–costs
go down (Ad). Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 2:23.
• Summary: The top half of this full page, black-and-white
ad shows an illustration of the “new No. 20 McCormickDeering Harvester-Thresher” being pulled by a tractor. It is
“ideal for soybeans. Saves 25 cents on every bushel over old
methods. Other machines in the line include: Plows, tillage
tools, rotary hoes, planters and drills, cultivators, mowers
and rakes, binders and thrashers, harvester-threshers, motor
trucks.”

Note 1. The word “combine” does not appear in this ad.
Note 2. This is the first ad seen in the Proceedings of
the American Soybean Assoc. The second ad (on the next
page) is also for a combine–the “Case Combine,” made by
J.I. Case Co. This is also the earliest ad seen (July 2016) for
a combine in connection with soybeans. Address: 606 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
1896. Mitarevskii, A.A. 1929. Soevye boby ili soia:
Kul’tura soi, rol’soi v khoziaistvakh Severnoi Man’chzhurii
teknicheskoe, pishchevoe i kormovoe znachenie soevykh
bobov [Soy beans or soya: Cultivation of soybeans. The role
of soybeans on the farms of Northern Manchuria. Technical
food and fodder value of soybeans]. Moscow, USSR: Gos. s.kh. izd-vo “Novaia Derevnia” (State Agriculture Publishing
House). 85 p. 20 cm. [Rus]
• Summary: At the head of the title page is written:
RSFSR People’s Commissariat of Agriculture and
Maslozhirsindikat (Narodnyi komissariat zemledeliia RSFSR
i Maslozhirsindikat).
Contents: Cultivation of soybeans.
Foreword
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1. Origin of Soybeans
2. Distribution of Soybeans
3. Morphological and Physiological Features of
Soybeans
4. Chemical Composition of Soybeans
5. Factors Determining the Feasibility of the Cultivation
and Commercial Viability of Soybeans
6. Soybean Yield
7. Chinese Techniques for the Cultivation of Soybeans
8. Operation of Experimental Fields with Soybeans in
Northern Manchuria
9. Soybeans as an Inter-tilled Crop and Fallow Field
Vegetation
The Role of Soybeans in the Farming in Northern
Manchuria
1. System of Chinese Agriculture and Crop Rotation
2. Place of Beans in the Economy of Peasant Farming in
Northern Manchuria
3. Significance of Beans in the Regional Economy of
Northern Manchuria
4. Methods of Storing Soybeans Destined for Export.
Outdoor Bulk Storage. Outdoor Storage in Sacks. Bulk
Storage in Silos
5. Quality of Export Beans
6. Steps Taken by the Far Eastern Railroad to Improve
Export Beans and Reduce Transport Costs
7. Price of Soybeans on Hand in Kharbin and the Cost of
Shipping Them to Markets
8. London Soybean Markets and Price.
Technical, Food and Fodder Value of Soybeans
Soybean Technology
1. Use of Soybeans for Technical
Purposes
2. Use of Soybeans as Food
3. Use of Soybeans as Fodder
Conclusion. Address: USSR.

inoculation (p. 35-36). Soybeans affect soil “germs” and thus
help corn (p. 36-37).
Livestock investigations: Soybeans good supplement to
brood-sow rations (p. 88-90). No “hard pork” combination of
soybeans found (p. 90-91). Still seeking way to use soybeans
for swine (p. 91-92). Entomology investigations: Launch
studies on cowpea and soybean insects (p. 142).
Farm organization and management: Costs around
$26 an acre to grow soybeans (p. 167-72). Agricultural
economics: Plan bulletin on soybean marketing (p. 182; by
Stewart, Whalin, and Rickey). Farm mechanics: Combine
harvesting of soybeans is increasing (p. 203). Address: Dean
and Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1898. N.V. Potash Export MY., Inc. 1929. Three tons of
soybean hay per acre removes from the soil 140 pounds of
actual potash... (Ad). Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 2:39.
• Summary: This half page black-and-white ad continues:
“... which is equal to 280 pounds of muriate of potash or 700
pounds of fertilizer containing 20% potash.”
This ad also appeared in the 1930 issue of these
Proceedings, p. 59. Address: Amsterdam, Holland, and
Buckingham Building, Chicago, Illinois.
1899. Prinz, H. 1929. Merkblatt fuer den Anbau der
Sojabohne [Brief instruction sheet for soybean production].
In: L. Berczeller. 1929. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy
Flour. Vol. II. 3 p. Unpublished manuscript. [Ger]
Address: Austria.

1897. Mumford, H.W. 1929. A year’s
progress in solving some farm problems
of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report
42:1-270. For the year ended June 30,
1929.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed
in the following sections and pages:
Soils and crops: Measure fertility
value in soybean plant (p. 28-29). Push
search for best combination of forage
crops (p. 29). New facts worked out
on abortive soybeans (p. 32-34). Illini
soybean outstanding yielder in poor
season (p. 34-35). Soil’s lime needs
enter into inoculation question (p. 35).
Get new facts on principles of legume
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1900. Sprecher von Bernegg, Andreas. 1929. Tropische
und subtropische Weltwirtschaftspflanzen; ihre Geschichte,
Kultur und volkswirtschaftliche Bedeutung. II. Teil:
Oelpflanzen [Tropical and subtropical plants in international
commerce; their history, cultivation, and economic
significance. Vol. II. Oilseeds]. Stuttgart: Verlag von
Ferdinand Enke. See vol. 2, p. 128-70. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
[48 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (p. 128-70). Contents:
Introduction. Name, place of origin and history. Description
of the plant: Systematic, morphology, varieties, selection.
General conditions for growth: Climate, soil. Cultivation of
the plant: Planting, care. Harvest and storage. Composition
and products. Utilization: As a fodder plant, as a coffee
substitute, industrial non-food uses, as a food (as a green
vegetable, soy sprouts, soy chocolate, soymilk, casein, tofu
and soybean quark {tofu oder Sojabohnenquark}, natto
{Buddhistenkäse}, hamananatto, yuba, miso, shoyu or soy
sauce {Sojasauce}). Production and trade.
Concerning green vegetable soybeans, the author states:
“Three-quarter ripe soybean seeds yield a good, green
vegetable (Dreiviertelreife Sojabohnen geben ein gutes,
gruenes Gemuese).”
Note. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term Sojabohnenquark
to refer to tofu. Address: PhD, Titularprofessor an der
Eidgenoessischen Technischen Hochschule, Zurich,
Switzerland.
1901. Virginia-Carolina Chemical Corp. 1929. On the
bag–and in it (Ad). Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 2:37.
• Summary: This full-page black-and-white ad is for
Virginia-Carolina fertilizers. “V-C’s name on the fertilizer
bag means ‘Good.’” “Factories and branch offices at
convenient points. Ask V-C’s Service Bureau at Richmond
for free advice or help on any problem of soil management.”
An illustration shows a farmer seated with his dog in front
of him by some bags of V-C fertilizers. Address: Cincinnati,
Ohio.
1902. Vladivostokskoe Okruzhnoc Zemel’noe Upravlenie
[Vladivostok Area Land Management]. 1929. Pahenitaa?,
oves i boby: iz? opytov Promorskoi Oblastnoi S/kh.?
Opytnoi Stantsii [Farinaceous cereal, oats and beans: From
the experiments of the Primorskoi (Maritime) District
Agricultural Experiment Station]. Vladivostok. 19 p. [Rus]*
1903. Voeikoff, A.D. 1929. Bibliografiya po voprosam
o kul’ture i ispol’zonaniyu soevykh bobov [Annotated
bibliography on cultivation and utilization of beans (mostly
soy)]. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria Monitor) (Chinese
Eastern Railway) No. 10. p. 90-92. [20 ref. Rus; eng]
• Summary: The 20 references are all from U.S.

publications. Address: Harbin, Manchuria.
1904. Kinney, E.J. 1930. Soybean project: Junior 4-H clubs.
Univ. of Kentucky College of Agriculture, Extension Div.,
Circular No. 94 (Revised ed.). 14 p. Jan. [7 ref]
• Summary: “The objects of the soybean project are (1) to
familiarize the boys and girls with the culture of soybeans
and their value to the agriculture of Kentucky and (2) to
increase the interest of the farm boys and girls in farm life.”
Contents: Introduction. The kind of land to select. The
question of fertilizers. The preparation of the seed-bed. When
to plant. The choice of variety. Inoculate legumes. Seeding
operations. Cultivation. Harvesting soybean hay. Harvesting
soybean seed. Threshing soybeans. Selection of exhibits.
Club score card–soybeans. Records. The story of the project.
Address: Lexington, Kentucky.
1905. Rickey, Lacey F. 1930. Re: Report on the meeting of
the Soybean Marketing Association and the Illinois Grain
Corporation at Decatur, Illinois, on February 18. Letter to
W.L. Burlison at University of Illinois, Feb. 28. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “The first meeting of the Soybean Marketing
Association was held at Decatur on the above date. About
200 were present and a very good spirit was manifest. They
reported that 1621 contracts had been signed at that time
and considered that this represented somewhere around
1,250,000 bushels of [soy] beans.
“There were a few changes in the directorate but the
same officers were re-elected.
“I was asked for a short talk and told them in a
few words that the University had been instrumental in
introducing this crop to the farmers of Illinois, and that we
still believed that it could well be substituted for some of
the other crops in the ordinary cornbelt rotation. We are now
interested in seeing that the farmers have the best possible
means of marketing this crop, and are interested in the
progress of their association from that standpoint.”
Note: Location: University of Illinois Archives,
Champaign-Urbana. Box 134–Soybeans, 1930-1949.
Address: [Chicago, Illinois].
1906. Austin, Russel H. 1930. Effect of soil type and
fertilizer treatment on the composition of the soybean plant.
J. of the American Society of Agronomy 22(2):136-56. Feb.
Based on his 1928 PhD thesis, Michigan State College, East
Lansing. 30 p. [2 ref]
• Summary: The calcium, magnesium, and nitrogen contents
decreased with the age of the plants, the sulfur content
underwent little change, the phosphorus content tended to
increase, while the potassium content was irregular. The
effects of moderate fertilizer treatments were small, the soil
type exerting a greater influence. Address: Michigan State
College, East Lansing.
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1907. Harman, K.G.; Martin, T.T. 1930. The 4-H soybean
club. Missouri Agricultural College, Extension 4-H Club,
Circular No. 34. 15 p. Feb. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Requirements of the 4-H soybean
club project. Organization of the club. Inoculation of
soybeans. Demonstrations on inoculation of soybeans:
Demonstrations, outline of a team demonstration
on inoculation of soybeans, score card for judging
demonstration teams in Missouri. Judging soybeans: Score
card for judging soybean seed, judging by comparison. The
club tour or field meeting: Score card for judging soybean
fields. The club achievement program or round-up. Subject
matter reference material.
“Work required.–Each club member is required to raise
at least one acre (A five-acre demonstration field is to be
preferred), using approved cultural practices, which include
proper preparation of seed bed, the growing of one of the five
following standard varieties, Morse, Midwest, Haberlandt,
Virginia, or Wilson, and harvesting the crop.”
A photo on the title page shows ten young boys who
are members of the 4-H soybean club standing in a field of
soybeans and holding up the club flag or sign. Address: 1.
Extension specialist in field crops; 2. State club agent.
1908. Uhland, R.E. 1930. Time of harvesting soybeans: In
relation to soil improvement and protein content of the hay.
Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 279.
28 p. Feb. [4 ref]
• Summary: “The recent increase in the soybean acreage in
Missouri, the possible future increase, and the irregularity in
times of harvest indicate the necessity of knowing something
about the yield and composition of soybeans at different
stages of growth as a means of determining the proper time
to harvest soybeans for maximum results in terms of hay,
seed, and soil improvement.
“Use of crop influences harvest: There are various
conditions which influence the value of soybeans to the
farmer. When they are grown for hay it is not only desirable
to have a large yield but to have hay which contains a
maximum amount of protein. The dairyman, or other
livestock farmer, is interested in having a high protein hay
that is palatable and easily digested. It is well known that
as a plant becomes older it increases quite rapidly in crude
fiber but the percentage of protein becomes less. This causes
a widening of the nutritive ratio which has been shown to
decrease the digestibility of the feed.
“The man who grows soybeans for seed is naturally
interested in securing a large seed yield and at the same time,
he is concerned as to the influence of the crop on the soil.
When a crop of soybeans is harvested for seed, most of the
leaves are left in the field. The use of the newly designed
harvesters [combines] for soybeans will insure the return to
the soil of all the plant parts except the seed. It is important,

therefore, to know how much nitrogen is returned to the soil
by this method of handling.
“Whether soybeans are grown for hay, or for seed
does not lessen the significance of this crop as a help in
maintaining the productivity of the soil. The growers of
soybeans must, therefore, be concerned with returning to
the soil as much of the nitrogen gathered from the air as is
economically possible. When hay is produced and fed and
when the manure is properly preserved and spread on the
land about 70 per cent of the nitrogen contained in the hay is
thereby returned. Little, however, has been said regarding the
amount of nitrogen returned in the leaves and stems when the
crop is harvested for seed.” Address: Soils Dep., Columbia,
Missouri.
1909. Zahnley, J.W. 1930. Soybean production in Kansas.
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 249.
31 p. Feb.
• Summary: The following summary is given: “1. The
soybean is adapted to the eastern three or four tiers of
counties in Kansas. Drought and rabbits are the principal
hindrances to growing it farther west. 2. It is adapted to
about the same general conditions as corn, but will produce a
fair crop on soils that are too acid for alfalfa or sweet clover.
3. No other crop in Kansas will produce so much protein
per acre as the soybean. The seed may be substituted for
the expensive protein concentrates as cottonseed or linseed
meal or it may be marketed as a cash crop. 4. Soybean hay
compares favorably with alfalfa or clover in feeding value
and may be used to supplement a shortage of alfalfa in the
eastern third of the state. 5. When grown as a companion
crop with corn and pastured off a better balanced feed is
produced on which sheep or hogs make good gains with
a saving of the cost of harvesting...” Address: Agric. Exp.
Station, Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan.
1910. Bauernbuendler (Der) (Vienna). 1930. Briefkasten:
Sojabohnenanbau [Mailbox: Soybean cultivation].
24(692):12-13. March 15. [Ger]
• Summary: Q: I read that soybeans (Sojabohnen) can also
be grown here with us. I would also like to do a trial this year
with the soybean (Sojabohne). Can you advise me on this,
and from where do I get the suitable seeds for sowing for our
area?
J.G. in Pillichsdorf
Reply: The cultivation of soybeans (Sojakultur) is still in
the initial stages here with us. As a result of its high content
in nutrients, the soybean is an excellent concentrated feed. If
you would like to carry out a trial with soybeans (Soja), then
only plant as much as you can utilize in your own farm. You
may obtain seeds for sowing that are suitable for our area
from Franz Brillmayer in Platt, Zellerndorf post office. The
cultivation of soybeans is similar to that of peas or beans.
Small areas are planted by hand with a dipple (pushed in).
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At every planting spot, three to five seeds are to be sown.
The rows are distanced at approximately twenty centimeters
from each other, and within the row, the planting spots have
a distance of approximately fifteen centimeters. Larger
areas can also be planted with a sowing machine, but in so
doing, only engage every other blade. Soon after sprouting,
the soybeans are hoed. The hoeing is repeated two to three
times. With a slight hilling up, the cultivation work is at an
end. Soybeans are planted in mid to late March. In our areas,
early-maturing varieties mature from late August to early
September. Soybeans are fertilized only with superphosphate
and potash. Even more detailed reports about the harvest and
utilization of soybeans will be provided in these pages over
the course of this summer.
Senior Plant Cultivation Inspector
(Pflanzenbauoberinspektor) Leuthner.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
1911. Chenon, P. 1930. Le soja [The soybean]. Revue
Agricole (Guadeloupe) 3(3):68-71. March. [Fre]
• Summary: “In 1928 we received from France some
soybean seeds which have grown perfectly and born seeds
in the breeding nursery at Pointe-à-Pitre in Guadeloupe. We
have multiplied this seed so fast that we were able to sow
more than 6 ares (600 square meters) in 1929–in spite of
some distributions to certain planters.
“As a vegetable, soybeans can be consumed either
when green or dry (en vert ou sèche). Before they mature,
the pods–when the seeds are already well formed, but still
green–can be prepared like green peas (les pois-savon), and
they give a very fine and delicate dish.
The author then describes how to cultivate soybeans.
“The test garden at Pointe-à-Pitre will distribute soybean
seeds free of charge to all who request them.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2008)
concerning soybeans in Guadeloupe or other French
Overseas Dependencies in the Caribbean, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Guadeloupe or other French Overseas
Dependencies in the Caribbean. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Guadeloupe or other
French Overseas Dependencies in the Caribbean, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Guadeloupe or other French
Overseas Dependencies in the Caribbean (1928). The
source of these soybeans was France. Address: Ingenieur
d’Agronomie Coloniale.
1912. Kiltz, B.F. 1930. Soybeans for Oklahoma. Oklahoma
Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 77. 14 p.
March.
• Summary: Discusses in part the importance of soybeans for
Oklahoma, their adaptation to soil conditions in the State, the
varieties of soybean and their characteristics, harvesting the
hay, harvesting seed, and the uses of the crop.

“In general, soybeans seem to require about the same
climatic and soil conditions as corn. It is sometimes claimed
that soybeans are more drouth resistant than corn. However
true this may be, those who have worked with soybeans in
the state seem to think that they will never be an important
addition to the agriculture of that part of the state which does
not have enough rainfall to grow a corn crop. According
to experimental work up to the present time, the growing
of soybeans has been very disappointing over most of the
western sections of the state. The drouthy conditions that
prevail during the mid-summer months and the depredations
by rabbits upon the young plants, with the consequent higher
yields and greater reliability of other crops such as cowpeas
and mung beans, will prevent the soybean from extending its
range of importance.
“Progressing from west to east soybeans can he
expected to increase in acreage very noticeably. This should
be especially true in the eastern third of the state where
acid soils prevent legumes such as alfalfa and sweet clover
from thriving. The dairymen, especially, are in need of a
leguminous hay crop that can be grown on soils deficient
in lime. Although not particularly adapted to acid soils,
soybeans will thrive on such soils much more readily than
will alfalfa which has become so useful in central and
western Oklahoma. Soybeans have been grown with varying
success through the central part of the state. Many express
a great deal of enthusiasm for the crop; others have failed.
The successes have been numerous enough to lead those
interested in the soybean to believe that it has possibilities.”
Address: Stillwater, Oklahoma.
1913. Wilkins, F.S. 1930. Soybeans to replace oats: Even
thin, acid soils can grow soys. Wallaces’ Farmer 55(15):742,
762. April 12.
• Summary: The most important developments with
soybeans in Iowa during the past year: (1) There has been a
steady increase in soybean acreage. (2) Two plants have been
established for processing soybeans into soybean oil and
oilmeal. (3) Illini is now considered the best general purpose
yellow soybean variety; it is a new variety originated by
Prof. C.M. Woodworth of the Illinois Agric. Experiment
Station, and is rapidly replacing other varieties in Illinois.
In Iowa, it is steadily replacing the standard varieties,
Manchu, Dunfield, and Black Eyebrow. (4) The combine is
increasingly used for harvesting and threshing the crop.
Many Iowa farmers are now growing soybeans in place
of some or all of their oats because the gross returns are
larger (often much larger) on nearly all farms. Moreover,
soybeans can be grown in nearly all soils in Iowa, whether
sweet or sour; they should be most profitable in areas where
the soils are “too acid to grow alfalfa or clover to best
advantage.”
And in four months they produce “a high protein
supplementary feed either as grain or hay.”
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The key factors in growing soybeans successfully are
discussed. Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station.
1914. Thompson, John. 1930. Growing soybeans for hay:
This legume should be used more as catch crop. Wallaces’
Farmer 55(16):796-97. April 19.
• Summary: “When I refer to soybeans as being a valuable
hay or roughage crop, I do not mean to say that it is more
valuable for that purpose than alfalfa or common red clover,
where the latter can be grown. Unfortunately, however,
alfalfa and clover are sometimes winter killed or fail for
some other reason.”
“There are, of course, several crops–catch crops, as they
are called–that can be grown for this purpose. Among them
are millet, sudan grass, sorghum and some others, but they
are all non-legumes and not nearly so valuable for feeding
purposes as soybean hay because of its high protein content.
The difference in the feeding value of hay crops is frequently
not fully appreciated. Too many judge hay by the ton and
not by its nutritive constituents, which often leads to grave
errors.”
Peking and Wilson are the two varieties of soys suitable
for all sections of the state. Second choices are Black
Eyebrow, Manchu, and Ebony. Dunfield is excellent for
the southern two-thirds of the state. Virginia and Morse
are best suited for the southern one-third of Iowa. “Peking,
mentioned above, is given first rank as a hay producer
because of its fine stems, and also because it stands up well.”
However it produces small beans. “It is always a good plan
to talk over the matter of varieties to grow with your county
agent.” Also gives details on preparation of the seedbed.
A photo shows inoculated soybean roots containing
many nodules.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016)
with the term “catch crop” in the title in connection with soy
beans. Address: Iowa.
1915. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1930. Harvest more soybeans: Feed
home-grown protein to the livestock. 55(17):833. April 26.
Address: Iowa.
1916. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Dairen, Manchuria
(Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 19281932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea),
Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java,
Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 4621 (2 May 1930). Hsiungyaocheng
[today’s Xiongyue, Liaoning province], Manchuria. “We
were taken over to the experimental fields and had an
opportunity of seeing the native methods of planting corn,
between the hills of which soybeans will be planted about
a month later. After our visit to the fields, we were taken to

see the station laboratories. Considerable work is being done
in Entomology and Pathology, especially apple pests and
diseases...”
We were taken to the Entomological Laboratory where
we met Mr. Yasuo Arakawa, who took post graduate work
at Cornell in 1925 and speaks English very well. He stated
that the worst insect pest of the soybean in Manchuria is the
pod borer which we observed so abundantly in Hokkaido
[Japan] last season. This insect is especially serious in North
Manchuria where often 50% of the seed crop is injured.
At the pathological laboratory... we were especially
interested in the wild legume specimens, but were advised
that there are not many species of wild legumes in this
section.
Page 4623. Negative. #45094. “Soja max. Soybean and
corn planting. View showing the leveling of a furrow in
which corn has been planted at intervals of about 42 inches.
When the corn is about 6 inches high soybeans are planted
between the corn hills.”
Neg. #45095. “Soja max. Corn and soybean planting.
Scattering compost soil in the furrow after corn has been
planted. After the soil is scattered, the furrows are leveled.”
Page 4624. Neg. #45096. “Soja max. Corn and soybean
planting. View showing a Manchurian farmer plowing a
furrow in which corn is to be planted at intervals of 43
inches. When corn is 6 inches high soybeans are planted
between the corn hills.
Neg. #45097. “Soja max. Soybean and corn planting.
View showing the planting of corn by [two] Manchurian
farmers. The furrow is made in the middle of a last year’s
row. When the furrow is made, the planter follows dropping
4-5 grains of corn about 42 inches apart in the row. When
the corn is 5-6 inches high soybeans are planted between the
corn hills.”
Page 4625-4625 (3 May 1930). Hsiungyaocheng,
Manchuria. “After breakfast at the Inn we went to the
Experiment Station where we met Dr. Riuzo Watanabe,
Director of the Station, and whom we had met in
Washington, D.C. in 1925. Dr. Watanabe spoke fairly good
English... He stated that the soybean is not the principal field
crop [in this section] and that the method of culture is quite
different from the sections further north where the soybean
is the main crop.” “We were advised that it was dangerous
to go very far from the towns on account of bandits. At this
season the bandits resort more to the hills but as the crops
grow up they approach the outskirts of the town hiding in the
kaoliang and other crops. The basha [horse-drawn rickshaw
or cart; Indonesian becak / bechak] drivers have certain
limits at different seasons to which they will go outside of
town as the bandits rob them of their horses.”
Kaoliang and millet were being scattered broadcast in
the furrow and covered with compost soil and the furrow
then leveled with a wooden V-shaped implement. In the
planting of corn, sometimes the corn is [planted in] alternate
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rows, the vacant row being left for soybeans to be planted
about the first of June. Soybeans were also planted in all
corn, midway between the corn hills when the corn plants are
about six inches high. Photographs were taken yesterday of
the corn planting near the station.
“After watching the planting operations the farmer
took us to his house within a compound and allowed to go
through the various buildings to see how a middle-class
Manchurian farmer lives. This man with the members of four
families of relatives, all living in the compound, work about
ten acres.
“From the farmer’s home we returned to the Experiment
Station where we had lunch.” Neg. #45098. A Manchurian
farmer with his typical wooden plow.
Page 4629 (4 May 1930). Dairen [Dalian], Manchuria.
“In the afternoon a survey was made of Japanese and
Chinese stores for soybean products. Soybeans apparently
are not used as extensively in confections as in Japan. The
peanut which is grown very extensively in the Kwantung
[today’s Guangdong] Province seems to take the place of
soybeans in candies and as a roasted confection. The adsuki,
however, is used very extensively in the making of paste
cakes, about the same as ones seen in the confectionery
stores in Japan. The adsuki products are handled entirely by
Japanese shops as none were observed in any of the Chinese
stores.”
Page 4633 (5 May 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “In
the morning went to the American consulate to have May
expense account sworn to and obtain mail. Our office room
rent was paid for the month of May.
“After lunch we went to the office of Mr. Satoh of the
S.M.Ry. with regard to visiting more of the experiment
station. He advised that it would be best to visit the
Kungchuling [today’s Gongzhuling, in Jilin Province]
station first as this is the principal soybean breeding station,
and soybean planting was now in progress. We thought it
best to wait until we had a visit with Dr. Kanda, Director
of the Kungchuling station, before making any plans for
visiting other stations. Dr. Kanda would advise us as to the
experiment stations and experiment farms having soybean
work that would be interest to us.
“We were given four soybean products from the S.M.Ry.
Central Office by Mr. Satoh:
1. Soybean oil lecithin. Obtained from soybean oil by
German process of extraction.
2. Soybean oil extracted with the new alcohol extraction
process developed by S.M.Ry. Central Laboratory.
3. Soybean flour–fat free. This flour, nearly white, is
made from the cake obtained through the alcohol extraction
method.
4. Soybean flour. Flour made from soybean oil cake
through the German process.
“In discussing our trip to north Manchuria, Mr. Satoh
thought it best that we take the 9:00 a.m. express which

would reach Kungchuling at 8:30 p.m. the same day.
Page 4641-4642 (6 May 1930). Kungchuling,
Manchuria. “We went to the Kungchuling experiment station
about 9:00 a.m. where we met Dr. Kanda, the Director, who
speaks very little English. He called at the Office of Forage
Crops, Washington, D.C. two years ago with reference to
information on the soybean industry in the United States.
Kungchuling is the center of a very extensive soybean
growing section and the experiment station is doing much
work in the improvement of native soybean varieties. Over
five hundred varieties are under test yearly and more than
two thousand varieties have been experimented with. Dr.
Nakamoto is the soybean expert and has charge of soybean
investigations. At present he is confined to his home after an
illness.
“The morning was spent with Dr. Kanda and information
obtained concerning soybean culture and utilization in this
section. We were taken to the grain laboratory and shown
the hundreds of samples of soybeans that Dr. Nakamoto is
working with. The great range in size, color and shape of the
seed was very interesting.
“After lunch, Mr. Ota, Agricultural Engineer of the
station called at the Inn and with a Chinese assistant we
visited the Taiwaho Soybean Oil Mills run by Chinese.
We met Mr. Ku-?u-Yang, manager of the mills and his
assistant, Mr. Son-pu-ro. We were taken through the mills
and each step of producing from delivery of the beans to the
extraction of the oil was explained. The mill was operating
the screw presses and has thirty of them. Each press handling
five cakes, thus pressing at one time 150 cakes. During
the busy season 900 cakes are turned out daily, working
twenty-four hours in 4 hour shifts. The season of this mill
is from October until about the first of June. Panoramic and
snapshots were taken of scenes within the oil mill compound.
See pictures at the end of today’s notes.
“When we had finished inspecting the oil mills we were
taken to some Chinese stores where Chinese soybeans and
Chinese soy sauce were sold. The Chinese miso is more
liquid (like a thin paste) than the Japanese and not ground,
but both taste very much alike. There were three grades of
soy sauce, all of a sweeter flavor than the Japanese soy sauce
but not quite so thick, with the exception of the 1st grade,
which was thicker than is Japanese soy sauce. We found two
kinds of mung bean vermicelli in the store, one rather fine
and the other coarse, more like noodles. Bundles of each of
these kinds were purchased for our mung bean exhibit.
After our visit to the Chinese store, we went to a
Chinese bean curd factory. In grinding the soaked beans
for making the milk mass [masa?] a stone mill was used.
The process of making the bean curd is practically the same
as followed in Japanese tofu or bean curd factories. The
Chinese bean curd, however, appeared to be pressed more
and therefore the texture more compact than Japanese bean
curd.
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Page 4644. Neg. #45101. “Soja max. Soybeans.
Kungchuling, Manchuria. View showing the storage of
soybeans in Osier bins in the yard or compound of a Chinese
Soybean Oil Mill.”
Neg. #45102. “Soja max. Soybeans. Kungchuling,
Manchuria. View showing soybean oil storage tanks and
building where oil presses are” (Continued). Address:
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1917. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Kungchuling,
Manchuria (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J.
Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC:
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: (Continued): (6 May 1930). Page 4615.
Negative #45103. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling
(today’s Gongzhuling, Jilin province), Manchuria. View
showing the [round] Osier storage bin in which soybeans are
stored. This bin is made of straw matting. Taken in yard of
Chinese Soybean oil Mill. This bin holds 3 carloads of beans.
Each carload has 150 sacks of 160 pounds each.
Neg. #45104. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling,
Manchuria. View showing storage of soybean seed in Osier
bins in the yard of a soybean oil mill.
Page 4651, 4652, 4653 (9 May 1930). Kungchuling,
Manchuria. “Although may is the dry month of the year, it
was anything but that during the night. A very heavy rain
fell...”
“About 9:00 a.m. we went to the Experiment Station
where we had a talk with Dr. Kanda on soybeans in this
section. Although there are many insects and diseases
affecting the soybeans in Manchuria, none of them, with the
exception of the pod borer, affects the crop very seriously.
The only way to combat these pests and diseases is by
breeding resistant strains as it is impossible to get the
Manchurian farmer to take up spraying for the soybeans are
grown too extensively and the farmer is too poor.
“We were advised by Dr. Kanda, that Mr. Nakamoto,
the soybean expert, had returned to his office this morning
for the first time since his illness, and wished to talk with
us on soybeans. After arriving at Mr. Nakamoto’s office, we
found that we had met in Washington [DC] a few years ago
when he came to study the soybeans in the United States.
Mr. Nakamoto took us to his laboratory room and showed
us samples of his selections and native varieties. He is doing
much work with the ‘Moshito’ variety, the seed of which
appears identical with our U.S. Virginia variety. Complete
chemical analyses have been made of all collections and
varieties. On a moisture basis, the varieties ranged from
about 14 to 21% fat.
Mr. Nakamoto said that he had tried out many Japanese
and Korean varieties but they were not suited to the dry

conditions of Manchuria. The small-seeded varieties from
Siberia [in the eastern Russian SSR] make good growth and
are considered the best forage sorts.”
“Soybeans were being planted in a field of the station
so we were taken to see the method of planting which is the
same that the Dorsetts took motion pictures of at Harbin in
1926. A few snap shots were taken of the planting but under
rather adverse conditions as a fine mist was falling. After the
planting we visited Dr. Kanda to thank him and say good
bye.
“We left on the 5:35 p.m. train, arriving at Ssu-pingkai [today’s Siping, Jilin province] at 6:39 p.m. and went at
once to the Japanese Inn. Shortly after we had settled down
in our rooms, Mr. Yukutaro Yamazaki, in charge of the local
commercial office of the S.M.Ry., and his assistant, Mr.
Yutaka Shimizu, called to make arrangements with us for
tomorrow. Although there are six large Chinese soybean
oil mills in this place, they have been idle for these years.
In a Chinese village about five miles from here there are
some of the old native wedge soybean oil mills which Mr.
Yamazaki thought we might be interested in seeing. He said
he would make arrangements with the Chinese governor for
some soldiers as an escort as the country about Ssu-ping-kai
is rather badly infested with bandits and only the previous
day a Chinese policeman had been killed by bandits a short
distance from the town.” Arrangements were made to take a
taxi with soldiers the next day.
Page 4654. Neg. #45109. “Soja max. Soybeans.
Kungchuling, Manchuria. Tramping ploughed ridge for
planting soybeans.”
Neg. #45110. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling,
Manchuria. Planting soybeans [shows wooden plow].
Page 4655. Neg. #45111. “Soja max. Soybeans.
Kungchuling, Manchuria. Scattering soil compost between
last year’s millet rows for fertilizing 1930 crop of soybeans.”
Neg. #45112. “Soja max. Soybeans. Kungchuling,
Manchuria. Showing Manchurian plow used in making
ridges for planting soybeans and also used for covering seed.
Page 4657-4658 (10 May 1930). Ssu-ping-kai,
Manchuria. Mr. Hideji Miura, director of the local office of
the territory controlled by the S.M.Ry. “stated that soybeans
are extensively planted in this region and in 1927 about
427,000 tons of beans were shipped from the station. Ssuping-kai is the terminal point of a Chinese railroad extending
for a considerable way in Mongolia and large amounts of
Mongolian crops, especially kaoliang, come to this place.”
After a delay and suspecting trickery, the taxi trip to the
native wedge soybean oil mill was cancelled.
“At 3:20 p.m. we left for Kaiyuan [Liaoning province]
where a soybean seed farm of the South Manchurian Railway
is located. As we passed along we noticed that the farmers
were busy soybeans. Only occasionally did we kaoliang or
millet being planted... We arrived at Kaiyuan at 5:31 p.m.
and were met at the station by Mr. Sazuo [?] Kofuku, director
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of the local office of the S.M.Ry. and also director of the
soybean seed farm located on the outskirts of Kaiyuan. After
a short talk with Mr. Kofuku, during which he said he would
make arrangements to see the farm and soybean planting
about Kaiyuan, we went to the Japanese Inn ‘Futaba’”
Page 4659. Neg. #45113. “Soja max. Soybean. Ssuping-kai, Manchuria. View showing the floor or bottom of
an Osier bin used in the storage of soybean seed. The floor is
made of kaoliang stalks Osier bins of soybean seed are noted
in the picture. In a Chinese merchant’s storage yard.”
Neg. #45114. “Soja max. Soybean. Ssu-ping-kai,
Manchuria. Mr. Suyetake holding standard Manchurian
bushel measure which is 22 kilos.”
Page 4665 (11 May 1920). Neg. #45117. “Soja max.
Soybean planting. Kaiyuan, Manchuria. Manchurian making
ridges with plow. Soybeans are planted on top of ridges,
covered with plow and then the ridges are rolled with a
wooden roller.”
Neg. #45118. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria.
Making ridges for soybean planting on a farm near
Kaiyuan.”
Page 4666. Neg. #45119. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan,
Manchuria. Making ridges for planting soybeans on a farm
near Kaiyuan.”
Neg. #45120. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria.
View showing the tramping for a row on top of ridge,
planting beans, and covering with plow.”
Page 4667. Neg. #45121. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan,
Manchuria. Planting and covering soybeans on a farm near
Kaiyuan.”
Neg. #45122. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria.
View showing the wooden roller used in rolling down ridges
or compacting soil after soybeans are planted.”
Page 4668. Neg. #45123. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan,
Manchuria. View showing the rolling down of top of ridges
with wooden roller [pulled by a donkey ridden by a man].
Soybeans were planted on ridges and covered with plow.
Neg. #45124. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria.
View showing soybean seed stored in Osier bins in the
storage yard of a Chinese merchant.”
Page 4669. Neg. #45125. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan,
Manchuria. View of Osier bins full of soybeans. In the
storage yard of a Chinese merchant.
Neg. #45126. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria.
View showing the storage of soybean seed in Osier bins in a
Chinese merchant’s storage yard.”
Page 4673 (13 May 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “After
lunch Mr. Tamakura of the S.M.Ry. Agricultural Bureau
called at the office with reference to information on
the various kinds of machinery used in soybean culture
and harvest in the United States. We referred him to the
International Harvester Company, Chicago [Illinois], as this
concern manufactures many implements used in the planting,
cultivation, harvesting and threshing of soybeans and other

grain crops.
“Mr. Tamakura gave us more information on the
transportation of soybeans through the port of Yingkou
(Newchwang). Before the days of railroad transportation,
Yingkou was the largest soybean port in the export of
soybeans and soybean products. At the present time, little
foreign trade is handled at Yingkou but it still remains the
largest Chinese junk port in Manchuria. The junks and river
boats bring down large quantities of soybeans and other
grains from sections along the Liao River.
“We received today four samples of soybean seed from
the Island Master of Saishu-to [today’s Cheju-do, South
Korea] Island, Chosen. This is the island on which we were
told grow very small seeded varieties of soybeans.” It was
“stated that they were very small seeded and had been grown
for many years with no export of seed. The seed received
was by no means the small seeded varieties.” Address:
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1918. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Chinchou,
Manchuria (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J.
Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC:
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 4631 (16 May 1930). Chinchou [today’s
Qinzhou], Manchuria. “At the Kwantung Government
Experiment Station we met Mr. Nakatomi and had quite a
conference with regard to soybeans and other crops in the
leased territory. In this region but few soybeans are planted
in fields to themselves. As in the Hsiungyaocheng region
the beans are planted between hills of corn when the corn is
about 6 inches high. In the Wafangtien [today’s Wafangdan]
region in the northern part of the Leased Territory, the
farmers plant soybeans quite differently from those in any
other part of Manchuria. After harvest in the fall, this land
is plowed and then in the spring it is plowed again. The land
is marked off in rows about 21 inches apart and two beans
planted, This method of planting is very similar to the one
employed in Hokkaido.”
Page 4684. “The beans come down from interior points
along the Liao river and at one time Yingkou was the leading
port of exporting soybeans and soybean products. At the
present time it has the largest Chinese junk shipping trade
in beans and other grains. The S.M.Ry. has a branch office
at Yingkou and Mr. Satoh wishes us to notify him when we
visit the place so he can notify the Yingkou office and their
representative will show us about.”
Page 4689 (18 May 1930). Dairen [today’s Dalian],
Manchuria. “During the rest of the day worked on soybean
data in bulletins and books on Manchurian agriculture. The
history of the soybean in Manchuria, its rise from a Oriental
crop to one of inter-national importance and much detailed
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information on the Manchurian soybean was obtained and
also the comparison of the crop with other grain crops in
Manchuria.”
Page 4693. Neg. #45137. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen,
Manchuria. View showing stacks of bags of soybeans on
Chinese Junk Wharf. These beans are loaded on Chinese
junks and shipped to Chinese ports.”
Neg. #45138. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria.
Chinese coolies loading a Chinese Junk with bags of
Manchurian soybeans for shipment to Chinese ports.”
Page 4694. Neg. #45139. “Soja max. Soybean oil cake.
Dairen, Manchuria. Chinese coolies loading soybean oil
cakes on junks. Taken at the Chinese Junk Wharf.”
Neg. #45140. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria.
Chinese coolies carrying bags of Manchurian soybeans (each
bag weighs 160 lbs) to junk at the Chinese Junk Wharf.
These beans are shipped to Chinese ports.”
Page 4696. Neg. #45141. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen,
Manchuria. Chinese loading bags of Manchurian soybeans
on Chinese junks at the Chinese Junk Wharf. These beans are
shipped to Chinese ports.
Neg. #45142. “Soja max. Soybean oil cakes. Dairen,
Manchuria. Small stacks of soybean oil cakes on the Chinese
Junk Wharf. These cakes are loaded on Chinese junks and
shipped to southern China where they are used for fertilizer.
Page 4697-4698 (20 May 1930). Dairen, Manchuria.
“Another very mild and clear day. In the morning we went
to the office, changed the blotters on the herbarium material
and wrote up the plants collected yesterday. Shortly after
we went to the wharves and storage yards of the S.M. Ry. to
take pictures of the storage and shipping of soybean products
as the season is closing and we did not know whether there
would be another opportunity...”
“At one of the docks we noted an American ship, the
S.S. Golden Wall, from San Francisco. We learned that this
boat had brought a cargo of kerosene and gasoline to Dairen
and was loading 100 tons of soybean oil cake for America.”
Page 4699. Neg. #45143. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen,
Manchuria. View showing the outside storage of soybeans in
the storage yards of the South Manchurian Railway.
Neg. #45144. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria.
View showing the outside storage of soybeans in the storage
yards of the South Manchurian Railway Yards.
Page 4700. Neg. #45145. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen,
Manchuria. View of storage of soybeans in bags of 160
pounds each, in stack in the outside storage yards of the
South Manchurian Ry. Yards.
Neg. #45146. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria.
Bags of soybean seed stored in storage of soybeans in the
storage yards of S.M.Ry. The stacks are covered with matting
and then with canvas. Each stack contains a carload sacks of
beans (166 lbs. each).
Page 4701. Neg. #45147. “Soja max. Soybean oil cakes.
Dairen, Manchuria. View of soybean oil cakes at door of

bean cake storage house in storage yards of S.M.Ry.
Neg. #45148. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria.
View showing bean cakes stacked to the doors of the storage
houses which are given entirely to the storage of soybean oil
cakes. South Manchurian Ry. Storage Yards.
Page 4793 (21 May 1930). “The peak of shipments of
soybeans and bean products is during December and January.
He gave us a card so that in going about the yards and
wharves no one would interfere with us.”
Page 4710. Neg. #45159. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen,
Manchuria. Loading a German ship with bags of soybeans at
Wharf of S.M.Ry. storage yards.
Neg. #45160. “Soja max. Soybean, bean cake. Dairen,
Manchuria. Stacks of soybean oil cakes stored in oil cake
warehouse of S.M.Ry. storage yards.”
Page 4711. Neg. #45161. “Soja max. Soybean, oil cake.
Dairen, Manchuria. Stacks of soybean oil cakes stored in an
oil cake storage warehouse of the S.M.Ry. storage yards.”
Neg. #45162. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria.
Bags of soybeans stored in a warehouse in storage yards of
the S.M.Ry.”
Page 4712. Neg. #45163. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen,
Manchuria. Coolies unloading bags of soybeans from truck
and storing in wharf warehouse. In storage yards of S.M.Ry.”
Neg. #45164. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria.
Loading soybeans on German ship at wharf of S.M.Ry.
Storage Yards.”
Page 4713. Neg. #45165. “Soja max. Soybean, oil cake.
Dairen, Manchuria. Loading Chinese boat with soybean oil
cakes at Wharf in S.M.Ry. yards. These cakes are shipped to
Chinese ports to be used as fertilizer.”
Neg. #45166. “Soja max. Soybean, oil cakes. Dairen,
Manchuria. Loading soybean oil cakes on Chinese ship at
Wharf of S.M.Ry. storage yard.”
Page 4714. Neg. #45167. “Soja max. Soybean, oil cakes.
Dairen, Manchuria. Loading a Chinese boat with soybean
oil cakes at Wharf of S.M.Ry. storage yards. The cakes are
shipped to Chinese ports and used for fertilizing purposes.
Neg. #45168. “Soja max. Soybean, oil cakes. Dairen,
Manchuria. Loading Chinese ship with soybean oil cakes
for shipment to Chinese ports. Loading at Wharf of S.M.Ry.
yards.
Page 4715. Neg. #45169. “Soja max. Soybean, oil cakes.
Dairen, Manchuria. Loading soybean oil cakes on Japanese
boat at Wharf of the S.M.Ry. storage yards. These cakes are
shipped to Japan chiefly for fertilizing [for use as a fertilizer].
Page 4717 (22 May 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “These
cakes were being sent to Japan for use as fertilizer for rice
paddies and mulberry plantations... At one wharf we found
another Japanese ship being loaded with bags of [soy] beans
for the Main Island [Honshu] to be used for soy sauce, miso
and tofu.”
Page 4719. Neg. #45170. “Soja max. Soybean, oil cake.
Dairen, Manchuria. View of a cadet officer in front of stacks
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of bean cakes in oil cake storage house in S.M.Ry. yards.
This officer accompanied us while we were taking movies.”
Neg. #45171. “Soja max. Soybean, oil cake. Dairen,
Manchuria. Hoisting soybean cakes on board a Japanese
boat for shipment to the Main Island where cake is used for
fertilizer.”
Page 4720. Neg. #45172. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen,
Manchuria. View of stacks of soybean oil cakes in oil cake
warehouse in the S.M.Ry. storage yards.” Neg. #45173 “Soja
max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. View of wagon load of
soybean oil cake on way from oil mill to oil cake storage
warehouse in the S.M.Ry. Storage Yards.”
Page 4721. Neg. #45174 “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen,
Manchuria. View of loading soybean oil cakes on Japanese
boat for shipment to the Main Island were the cakes are used
for fertilizing purposes.”
Neg. #45175 “Soja max. Soybean oil cake. Dairen,
Manchuria. View of soybean oil cakes in oil cake storage
house in storage yards of the S.M.Ry.”
Page 4722. Neg. #45176. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen,
Manchuria. View of wagon loads of bags of soybean seed
being taken from storage yards of S.M.Ry. to the oil mills for
crushing.”
Neg. #45177. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria.
View of wagon loads of soybean seed on way to soybean oil
mills from storage yards.”
Page 4723. Neg. #45173. “Soja max. Soybean oil cake.
Dairen, Manchuria. View of stacks of soybean oil cakes
in oil cake storage warehouse in the storage yards of the
S.M.Ry.”
Neg. #45174. “Soja max. Soybean oil cake. Dairen,
Manchuria. View of unloading bean cakes from wagon at
wharf storehouse in S.M.Ry. yards. These cakes have been
inspected and are being stacked in warehouse for export.”
Page 4725, 4726, 4727 (23 May 1930). “In the morning
received a cablegram through the American Consulate
from Mr. Ryerson as follows:” May 22. “Dorsett reported
seriously ill by sister. Cable present condition stop. Take
utmost care. Ryerson.”
A reply was sent in code through the State Department
to Ryerson as follows: “Dorsett still in hospital, slowly
recovering. Utmost care taken. Morse.”
“About 2:00 p.m. we took a car and went down toward
Hoshigaura Beach to look up legumes and grasses.” “Kudzu
was noted in many gullies and had made several feet of
growth. Returned to Dairen about 6:00 p.m.” Address:
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1919. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Dairen and
Chinchou, Manchuria (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and
W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC:
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations,

Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Pages 4729-4730 (24 May 1930). Dairen
[today’s Dalian]. Manchuria. “We went to the office of the
Fortified Zone Police about 8:30 a.m. where we met the
Cadet Officer who was to go with us again in our motion
picture travel.
“Our first stop was at the Mitsubishi Soybean Oil Mills,
where Mr. Yoshida, the manager, was awaiting us. Motion
pictures as well as snapshots were taken of oil cake and bean
storage in stacks in the oil and bean storage yard. Pictures
were also taken of the drying and sacking of cracked oil
cake. The cakes had become heated from too high moisture
content and had molded more or less. Such cakes were
cracked up, spread out on canvas, raked over occasionally
and allowed to dry out in the sun. This material is sold for
fertilizing purposes. Pictures were also taken of the stacks of
grass used in the oil presses in place of cloth.”
“We then went to the Chinese Junk Wharf at another
end of the city and found only the loading of junks with bean
cakes. Pictures were taken of the carrying of the bean cakes
to the junk and also of the loading of the junk (close up).
“After lunch we developed the snapshots taken and also
two rolls of movies which turned out very good. The scene
should be of interest to our American soybean growers,
especially those in the sections where the oil and oil meal
industry is being developed. We have three rolls of fairly
good soybean scenes which we must take to the office of
Fortified Zone Police for inspection and approval.
Page 4731. Negative #45180. “Soja max. Soybean oil
cakes. Dairen, Manchuria. Soybean oil cakes loaded on a
Chinese Junk at the Chinese Junk Wharf.
Negative #45181. “Soja max. Soybean oil cake. Dairen,
Manchuria. Soybean oil cakes stored in stacks under matting
covering in the yards of the Mitsubishi Soybean Oil Mills.”
Page 4732. Negative #45182 [photo missing]. “Soja
max. Grass used in oil process. Dairen, Manchuria. Stacks
of bundles of grass used in place of cloth in the oil process
when pressing out soybean oil. This grass comes from
Southern China and the South Sea Islands. in yards of
Mitsubishi Soybean oil mills.”
Neg. #45183. “Soja max. Soybean, oil cake meal.
Dairen, Manchuria. Drying cracked up soybean oil cakes in
yards of Mitsubishi Soybean Mill Company. The cakes had
become moldy and have been cracked up and are drying out
in the sun. To be used for fertilizing purposes.”
Page 4733. Neg. #45184. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen,
Manchuria. Raking over cracked up soybean oil cakes that
became moldy in stacks. In yards of Mitsubishi Soybean oil
Mills.
Neg. #45185. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria.
Bags of soybeans stored in stacks in the yards of the
Mitsubishi Oil Mills Co.”
Page 4734. Neg. #45186. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen,
Manchuria. Loading soybean oil cake from oil cake storage
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to wagons which carry the cakes to the boat wharves for
export.”
Neg. #45187. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria.
Soybean oil cakes stored under matting in the yards of the
Mitsubishi Oil Mill (Soybean).”
Neg. #45188. “Soja max. Soybean oil cake. Dairen,
Manchuria. Chinese coolies carrying soybean oil cakes to
Chinese Junk at the Chinese Junk Wharf.”
Page 4737 (25 May 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “In
the morning went to the office and changed blotters on the
herbarium material. Motion picture spools of black and white
film numbers 43, 44 and 45 were written up and made ready
to send to the Fortified Zone Police Office for inspection and
approval.
Page 4738-4740 (26 May 1930), Dairen, Manchuria.
“We had made arrangements to visit the midway section
between Port Arthur and Dairen to look up wild plants. The
officer told us that at any time we wished to see any of our
motion pictures on the screen we could take the matter up
with the Dairen Police Office and they would be glad to
project them. Landscape views in the Fortified Zone are
certainly out of the question...”
“We left by the 1:00 p.m. bus for the first tunnel station,
Kokatu, between Dairen and Port Arthur which took a little
over half an hour’s ride.” “The wild soybean was found
scattered all along in waste places.”
Page 4743-4744 (27 May 1930). Chinchou [today’s
Jinzhou, Liaoning province], Manchuria. “We left at 7:30
a.m. by bus for the Kwantung Government Experiment
Station at Chinchou where we arrived about 8:30 a.m. and
found Mr. Nakatomi awaiting us. With some other station
men we went to a Chinese farm about 2 miles from the
station to see methods of soybean planting in the Chinchou
section... This farmer was planting a piece of new land using
the ‘Mosheto’ [sic, Moshito] variety, the seed of which
is very similar to our Virginia and is used only for green
manure purposes on new land. Furrows are made about
eighteen inches apart and the seed is scattered along in the
furrow rather thickly by hand. As the farmer scatters the
beans ahead of him he kicks the soil over the beans with his
feet. The soil is them compacted over the beans with an oval
shaped stone roller. Motion and other pictures were taken...”
Nearby: “We found the farmers busy everywhere
planting soybeans between hills of corn. The corn had been
planted about the first of May in about 18 inch rows and in
hills about 42 inches apart. The plants were about 5 inches
high and 5-7 per hill. Men were making holes midway
between the corn hills while others followed dropping 6-10
beans per hill [hole?] and then throwing soil over the hill
with their feet. In some fields the farmers were thinning the
corn plants to one plant per hill and several fields were seen
which had already been thinned. The variety of soybeans
used by farmers throughout this section is a yellowish green
seeded sort very much like the Austin variety.”

Page 4745. Neg. #45191. “Soja max. Soybean planting.
Chinchou, Manchuria. Planting ‘Mosheta’ [Moshito]
soybeans on land for green manure. The plow makes a
furrow in which the beans are scattered and the beans are
thrown over the seed by the planter.”
Page 4746. Neg. #45192. “Soja max. Soybean planting.
Chinchou, Manchuria. Planting soybeans between hills of
corn in field of Chinese farmer near Chinchou.
Neg. #45193. “Soja max. Soybean planting. Chinchou,
Manchuria. Chinese farmer planting soybeans between hill
of corn. 8-10 beans are dropped to hill. All the acreage of
corn is planted this way.”
Page 4747. Two photos show mung bean (Phaseolus
aureus) noodles drying in the sun on lines in Chinchou,
Manchuria.
Page 4748. Neg. #45196. Panicum italicum. Chinese
farmer planting millet in furrow just made by plow. The
gourd-kaoliang stalk seeder is used.

Neg. #45197 “Soja max. Soybean planting. Chinchou,
Manchuria. Chinese farmers planting soybeans between hills
of corn. Farm field near Chinchou.
Page 4749. Neg. #45198. “Chinese farm village. Near
Chinchou, Manchuria.” In the foothill section.
Neg. #45199.
Page 4745. Neg. #45191. “Panicum italicum. Millet.
Chinchou, Manchuria. Chinese farmer planting millet in
furrow with gourd-kaoliang stalk seeder in Chinese farm
near Chinchou.” Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA,
Washington, DC.
1920. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Yingkou
(Newchwang), Manchuria (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett
and W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations
in Japan, Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan
(Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon.
Washington, DC: Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818
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p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 4753 (29 May 1930). Yingkou
(Newchwang), Manchuria. “For some time we had been
advised by Mr. Satoh of the S.M.Ry. [South Manchuria
Railway] that we should go to Yingkou (Newchwang) to
see junk transportation of soybeans on the Liao River. There
have been so many things to see on the soybean industry in a
short time that we did not find time until today.
“We left on the 9:00 a.m. express and arrived in TaShih-Chiao [Dashiqiao] at 1:08 p.m. where we changed
trains. The Yingkou train left at 2:00 p.m. and we arrived
at Yingkou at 2:35 p.m. Newchwang has always been a
familiar name to us for from here, by Frank N. Meyer,
were sent in four samples of soybeans, three of which were
given varietal names by Dr. C.V. Piper as follows: S.P.I. No.
19183, Wilson; 19184 Fairchild; 19186 Morse. From 19186
the Virginia was selected and this variety is one of the most
generally grown in the United States and since its selection
and distribution has brought millions of dollars to American
farmers. The Wilson is extensively grown in the Middle
Atlantic States and Corn Belt states for forage and the Morse
is quite generally grown in Arkansas, Missouri and the
southern half of Illinois. These introductions were sent in by
Meyer in 1906 and through the years have brought many,
many millions of dollars to U.S. farmers through seed, forage
and pasture. Little did Meyer realize the money he was
pouring into the farmers’ pockets through these three small
samples of soybeans. We are in hopes that we will be equally
as fortunate in picking some good varieties.
Page 4754-4756. “During our few minutes stop at
Haiungyaocheng Mr. Hisatake of the S.M.Ry. [South
Manchuria Railway] Experiment Station at this place met us
and said he phoned to Mr. Satoh at Dairen that farmers were
now planting soybeans in the corn and we should come by
Friday to see this method. We told him arrangements had
been made for us at Yingkou with some of the S.M.Ry. men
to be with us this afternoon and Friday, but that we could
come Saturday.
“Upon arrival at Yingkou we were met at the station by
Mr. U. Kawashima of the Foreign Service Department and
Mr. Shitami, Agricultural Engineer of the S.M.Ry. Co. We
were first taken to the railway storage yards which are along
the banks of the Liao river. Large quantities of soybeans
and bean cake were in outside storage stacks and in the
warehouses along the river bank. Nearly all of the beans
in storage were yellow seeded varieties used for oil and oil
cake. We found some stacks of black soybeans which were
being loaded on freight cars. These had been brought down
the river in junks from near the Kaiyuan district and were
a mixture of black seeded varieties which resemble very
closely the Wilson, S.P.I. 19183, as it was first introduced.
We were told that this black soybean was especially good for
poor soils and is used only for green manure purposes.
“Chinese coolies were busily engaged in loading freight

cars with bags of beans and bean cake. On the river, the
current of which reminds one of the Mississippi, were seen
junks coming and going, loaded with bags of beans and
bean cakes. After taking some snapshots and movies of the
storage and loading of beans and bean cake, we went to the
local office of the S.M.Ry. where we met Mr. Sekimoto,
the manager. Through him we learned that in the Yingkou
section there is much alkali land and the agricultural
engineers of the S.M.Ry. are working on methods of
reclaiming this land...”
“Large quantities of soybeans, bean cake and bean oil
are brought from interior points down the Liao River to
Yingkou by Chinese junks. A large percent of these products
as well as other agricultural products are shipped by rail to
Dairen.
“The products shipped by boat go to Southern China
ports and to various islands of the East Indies. Although
water freight to Dairen is cheaper than rail freight, the
railway is very much quicker and allows the merchant
advantages of better prices for his products. River
transportation of beans, in fact all agricultural products, is
most active in October and part of November. The river then
freezes up and no more river transportation until the middle
or latter part of April when there is a heavy river freight,
especially of beans and bean cake until the forepart of June.
“After our visit with Mr. Sekimoto we went to a
Japanese Inn. Mr. Shitami advised us just before leaving that
some freighters would be loaded early in the morning with
beans and bean cake, and that it was also the best time to see
the Chinese junks come to the wharves with bean cake and
beans from northern points along the river. He said he would
call for us about 7:00 a.m. so we could see the busy time at
the wharves.
Page 4757. Neg. #45200. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. View of stacks of bean cake and bags of beans in
outside storage yards of S.M.Ry. Co.”
Neg. #45201. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
Stacks of bean cake and bags of beans in outside storage in
yards of S.M.Ry. Co.”
Page 4758. Neg. #45202. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. Stacks of bean cake and bags of beans on wharf
of S.M.Ry. Co.”
Neg. #45203. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
Chinese coolies carrying bags of soybeans from stack to
freight car in yards of S.M.Ry. Co.”
Page 4759. Neg. #45204. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. Soybean oil cakes in open storage in the storage
yards of the South Manchuria Railway Co.”
Neg. #45203. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
View of stacks of soybeans in open storage in yards of
S.M.Ry. Co.
Page 4760. Neg. #45206. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. View of stack of soybeans stored under matting
and canvas in the storage yards of the S.M.Ry. Co.”
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Page 4761. Panoramic view of stacks of soybeans in
storage yards.
Page 4763 (30 May 1930). Yingkou, Manchuria. “Mr.
Shitami of the local office of the S.M.Ry. called at the inn
about 7:00 a.m. to take us to the wharves to see the Chinese
junks from up the Liao river unloading beans and bean
cakes and also the loading of beans and bean cakes on
large freighters. We first went to another section of railway
storage yards which we did not see yesterday and found large
quantities of beans and bean cakes stored under matting and
canvas. A few samples of beans were gathered from under
the stacks.
“At the wharves we saw coolies busily engaged in
loading a large Japanese freighter with beans and bean cake
for Formosa. From one side the cakes and beans were being
carried on the boat while on the other side small Chinese
junks were carrying the loads of bean cakes to be loaded
from that side. The river was quite lively with Chinese junks
going up and down the river and for the most part these were
loaded with bags of beans and bean cakes. It was a very
pretty sight and panoramas, stills and movies were taken...”
Page 4765. Neg. #45209. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. Chinese junk loaded with bean cakes, on the
Liao River.
Neg. #45210. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
Chinese coolies carrying bean cakes from warehouse to
Japanese freighter.”
Page 4766. Neg. #45211. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. Chinese coolies unloading a Chinese junk, The
black soybeans were loose and are being bagged. These
beans came from the Kaiyuan district along the Liao River
and are used for green manure.”
Neg. #45212. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
View of a Japanese freighter being loaded with bean cakes
and bags of beans. On the wharf side Chinese coolies are
carrying cakes and bags of beans while on the water side,
Chinese junks are unloading bean cakes.
Page 4767. Neg. #45213. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. View of a Chinese junk loaded with bags of
soybeans on the Liao River.
Neg. #45214. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
View of a Chinese junk bringing bean cake down the Liao
River from a northern point.
Page 4768. Neg. #45215. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. View of a soybeans in bags stored under matting
and canvas in the storage yards of the S.M.Ry. Co.”
Neg. #45216. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
View of Chinese coolies carrying bean cakes from warehouse
to freighter at wharf of the S.M.Ry. Co. on the Liao River.”
Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1921. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Yingkou
(Newchwang), Manchuria (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett
and W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations

in Japan, Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan
(Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon.
Washington, DC: Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818
p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 4769. Neg. #45217. “Soja max. Soybean.
Yingkou, Manchuria. Chinese junk load of bags of soybeans
just brought down from a northern point on the Liao River.”
Neg. #45214. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
View of a Chinese junk loaded with bags of beans pulling
into the wharf. The beans were brought down the Liao River
from a northern point.”
Page 4770. Neg. #45219. “Soja max. Soybean.
Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria. Chinese farmers planting row
of soybeans between corn rows. Corn was planted about May
1. (This picture should be with those taken May 31, but to
get it there means the changing of too many numbers).”
Neg. #45220. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
View showing stacks of bean cakes and bags of beans in
outside storage in the yards of the S.M.Ry. Co.”
Page 4771. Neg. #45221. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. Chinese coolies loading bean cakes and beans on
freighter at the wharf of the S.M.Ry. Co.”
Neg. #45222. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
Chinese coolies loading bean cakes and beans on a Japanese
freighter at the S.M.Ry. Wharf. The freighter will go to
Formosa.”
Page 4772. Neg. #45223. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. Chinese junks bringing bean cakes and beans
down the Liao River from northern points.”
Neg. #45224. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
Chinese junk load of soybean oil cake being brought down
the Liao River to the S.M.Ry. Wharf.”
Pages 4773-78. Neg. #15225-#15230. Panoramic views
of a wharves and freighters, stacks of beans and bean cakes.
Pages 4779-4781 (31 May 1930). Hsiungyaocheng,
Manchuria. “Warm, clear and very windy. About 7:30 a.m.
Mr. Hisatake, assistant director of the station, phoned that
they could be planting soybeans in the corn. After breakfast
we went to the experiment station where Mr. Hisatake met us
and took us directly to the fields.
“The first method of planting was that of planting a
row of soybeans between two rows of corn. The corn had
been planted the first week in May and now was 5-6 inches
high and had been thinned to one plant per hill. A furrow
was made between the corn rows (a row had been left for
soybeans between the corn rows) and directly behind the
plow came a man making a sort of path in the furrow and
compacting the soil. The planter followed with a basket
of beans scattering beans rather thickly in the compacted
path. The beans were covered and the furrows leveled by a
V-shaped wooden implement drawn by a donkey and guided
by a man. The farmers vary more or less the bean rowed
method as follows: 2 rows of corn and one row of beans;
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2 rows of corn and two rows of beans; or alternate rows of
corn and beans. In all cases the beans are not planted until
the corn plants are 5-6 inches high. As a general rule, corn is
planted about the first week in May and the beans about the
1st of June.
“The other method of planting is that of planting the
soybeans in a hill between the hills of corn in the corn
row. This method differs a little from that observed in the
Chinchou district. In the latter place a small hole was made
with a hoe between the hills of corn while today the man
used a long narrow bladed hoe and made rather a short
furrow between the hills of corn...”
“After lunch, we took a walking trip with a young
botanist from the station, through the foot hill sections and
the farming sections...”
“Upon reaching the railway station we found our
luggage and a parcel containing 55 varieties of soybeans
grown at the Experiment Station.
“We left Hsiungyaocheng on the 5:23 express and
arrives at Dairen at 8:30 p.m.”
Page 4781. Neg. #45231. “Soja max. Soybean.
Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria. Chinese farmers planting
soybeans in row between rows of corn. The corn pants are
about 6 inches high.”
Neg. #45232. “Soja max. Soybean. Hsiungyaocheng,
Manchuria. View of Chinese farmers planting soybeans in
furrows between rows of corn.”

Pages 4782-4785. Negs. #45233-45239. “Soja max.
Soybean. Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria. Views of Chinese
farmers planting soybeans in furrows between rows of corn.”
Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.

1922. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Dairen, Manchuria
(Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 19281932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea),
Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java,
Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 4907 (18 June 1930). “Dairen, Manchuria.
P.H. Dorsett’s notes: Dorsett will proceed to Peiping about
July 15 for the purpose of exploring for legumes in the
vicinity of Peiping.
“This arrangement is practically in accord with
suggestions and instructions from Washington [DC]. In
our opinion, the dividing of the personnel at this time is
a mistake. However, be that as it may, we, in following
instructions, will do the very best that we can.”
Page 4908. Neg. #45301. “Soja max. Soybean, Dairen,
Manchuria. Unloading soybean oil cakes and stacking on
wharf of the Chinese Junk Wharf.
Neg. #45302. “Soja max. Soybean, Dairen, Manchuria.
Chinese coolies loading soybean oil cakes on a Chinese junk
at the wharf of the Chinese Junk Wharf.
Page 4909. Panoramic Neg. #45303. “Soja max.
Soybean, Dairen, Manchuria. Unloading of bean cakes and
stacks of bean cakes at the Chinese Junk Wharf.
Page 4911 (19 June 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “W.J.
Morse’s notes: We received a message from Kaiyuan that
due to continued dry conditions, crops were in a poor
condition and that soybean cultivation would not probably
be done until in July. This will delay our trip to North Korea
and North Manchuria until next week. In view of this, we
planned to go to the vicinity of Chinchou to collect seed of
Astragalus...
Page 4912. “A short visit was made to the Dairen market
but about the only new thing noted was bundles of soybean
plants for use as a green vegetable bean [green vegetable
soybeans]. These were noted at several stands and we
learned that they had come from the Shimonoseki district
(Japan).
Page 4987 (24 June 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “Mr.
Morse’s notes: En route to Kokai, Korea... We left Su
Chia Tun on the Mukden express at 3:49 p.m. for Antung.
The crops were about the best we have seen. We began to
see more soybeans planted along according to the North
Manchuria method... We arrived at Antung on the Yalu River
at 9:00 p.m.”
Pages 6130-6131 (10 Oct. 1930). Nanzankai,
Manchuria. “Morse’s notes: From Chinchou we went to the
farming village of Nanzankai to secure pictures of soybean
threshing and seed cleaning. At several places we found the
farmers busy spreading soybean plants out on the threshing
floor. Stacks of soybeans, mung beans, millet, kaoliang
(heads) were about the threshing grounds and also kaoliang
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stalk cribs of corn. In the threshing, the soybeans are
threshed first, then mung beans, millet and kaoliang.
“We found that the soybean plants are spread out on the
threshing floor in the morning. They are left to dry out until
late morning or afternoon.
“After lunch at Chinchou, we returned to Nanzankai
and found the farmers busy threshing. At some of the
smaller threshing grounds they were using flails in threshing
soybeans At one large ground, several men were using flails
and two stone rollers were being use in threshing soybeans.
After the plants ad been well rolled and flailed, the mass was
loosened up with wooden forks and flailed and rolled again.
After the second threshing, the coarse straw was removed
with forks and the remaining material raked and scraped into
two large piles.
“After piling, the material was thrown into the air by
shovelfuls, separating the beans and fine trash by the wind
method. Movie, still, and panorama pictures were taken of
the various operations.
Considerable amounts of peanuts are grown in this
section. The nuts are picked from the stems by Chinese
women and children.
Page 6132. Neg. #46004. A panoramic view of a
threshing floor in Manchuria.
Page 6133. Neg. #46005. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. General view of threshing ground
showing threshing of soybeans with stone rollers.”
Neg. #46006. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai,
Manchuria. Chinese farmers loosening up soybean plants
with forks after the first rolling and flailing.”
Page 6134. Neg. #46007. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai Village, Manchuria. General view showing the
threshing of soybeans by stone rollers drawn by horse and
mule and also flailing out of the seed.”
Neg. #46008. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai Village,
Manchuria. Threshing out soybeans by stone rollers” [pulled
by horses and mules].
Page 6135. Neg. #46009. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai Village, Manchuria. General threshing scene
showing rolling, flailing and forking of the bean plants.”
Neg. #46010. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai Village,
Manchuria. Chinese farmers placing soybean plants on
threshing ground. After drying in the sun for a few hours, the
plants are threshed with stone rollers and flails.”
Page 6136. Neg. #46011. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai Village, Manchuria. Chinese farmer flailing
soybeans on small farm south of Chinchou.”
Neg. #46012. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai Village,
Manchuria. Chinese farmer spreading soybean plants on
threshing ground.”
Page 6137. Neg. #46013. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai Village, Manchuria. Close-up view of threshing
out soybeans with stone rollers drawn by a horse and mule.
Neg. #46014. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai Village,

Manchuria. Close-up view of farmers cleaning soybean
seed.”
Page 6138. Neg. #46015. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai Village, Manchuria. Chinese farmers using rake
and kaoliang broom in one of the stages of cleaning soybean
seed.”
Neg. #46014. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai Village,
Manchuria. Chinese farmer sweeping up soybean seed with
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kaoliang broom.”
Page 6139. Neg. #46017. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai Village, Manchuria. Chinese farmer cleaning
soybean seed by throwing the seed and trash in the air with a
shovel, and the wind does the rest.”
Pages 6140, 6141, 6142. Neg. #46018-#46020. Three
panoramic photos with handwritten illegible notes. “Soja
max. Soybean. Nanzankai Village, Manchuria. Soybean
threshing floors.”
Page 6143. Neg. #46021. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai Village, Manchuria. After cleaning, the Chinese
farmer often stores the seed in small Osier bins at one side of
the threshing ground.”
Neg. #46022. “Arachis hypogea. Nanzankai Village,
Manchuria. Chinese farm children picking peanuts from the
vines.”
Page 6144. Neg. #46023. “Arachis hypogea. Nanzankai
Village, Manchuria. View of children picking peanuts from
the vines. Just as the picture was taken, the children ran like
a bunch of scared rabbits, except a little girl at the extreme
right.” Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1923. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Soybeans in Chosen
(Korea) (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse.
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore,
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 4989 (25 June 1930). W.J. Morse’s notes.
[Dorsett is in Dairen, Manchuria]. He is en route to Kokai
[today’s Kanggye, in North Korea], Korea. “We went to the
railway station about 7:00 a.m. as our baggage had to be
passed by the Japanese Customs. Our mission to Korea was
explained to the officer and our suitcases and camera cases
were opened, merely looked at, and then marked o.k.
“We left Antung [Dandong as of 2014] at 7:50 a.m. and
after crossing the Yalu River arrived at Shingishu [today’s
Sinûiju, North Korea] on the opposite side of the river from
Antung [today’s Donggang, Liaoning province, China].
Page 4990. “Upon leaving Shingishu we entered rather
an extensive rice country. Soybeans were noted to a very
considerable extent but all were planted with corn as is done
in Southern Manchuria. Some fields of millet have hills of
soybeans planted along side of the rows.
“We arrived at Shin-Anshu, Korea at 12:25 p.m. and left
on the 12:40 bus for Kokai and ‘Zoysia,...’ Soybeans were
everywhere in evidence and seemed to be planted with every
sort of crop. Even fields of soybeans and cucumbers planted
together were noted.
Page 5003. W.J. Morse’s notes. He is en route to Kokai,
Korea.
Page 5013 (27 June 1930). W.J. Morse’s notes. Kokai,

Korea. “In the morning we went to the village agricultural
society where we met the Village Master... We spent the
morning at the farm looking over the experimental work with
soybeans... Soybean breeding work is being carried on and
several excellent varieties have been developed by the farm.”
Page 5015. Negative #45314. “Soja max. Soybean.
Kokai, Korea. View showing Korean grain merchant on
Korean Farmers’ Market Day. The pile of grain in front of
the merchant is that of soybeans.”
Neg. #45315. Soja max. Soybean. Kokai, Korea. View
showing the purchasing of soybean seed samples from
Korean grain merchant on Korean Farmers’ Market Day.”
Page 5035 (29 June 1930). W.J. Morse’s notes. En route,
Kokai-Kisen, Korea. “We left Kokai at 9:00 a.m. by bus...
On the hillsides we saw some Korean farmers cultivating
soybeans and corn with plows and also hoeing.”
Page 5036. “In the evening Mr. Ritaro called on us and
gave some very good data on the soybeans in the Kisen
region [today’s Hûich’ôn region in North Korea] He also
brought samples of different grades and varieties. Before
leaving he gave us some soybean samples representing the
best varieties grown in this section.” Neg. #45329. “Soja
max. Soybean. Kisen, Korea. View showing Korean farmer
and wife hoeing soybeans and corn with short handles hoes.”
Page 5037. Neg. #45331. “Soja max. Soybean. Kisen,
Korea. View of Korean farmer with plow used in cultivating
soybeans and corn.”
Page 5158 (14 July 1930). This is a letter written from
Dairen, Manchuria, to Dr. A.J. Pieters, Senior Agronomist,
Acting in Charge, Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC. “Kokai was
found to be rather a large Korean village snuggled in a very
mountainous country along the right bank of the Seinoko [?]
River (Photo #45318) which flows into the Yalu River... The
village is situated at 41º N. Lat. and the temperature during
December and January goes as low as 40º below zero. The
ground is said to freeze to a depth of 2½ to 3 feet... The field
crops are planted the first week in May and for the most part
are corn, soybeans, sorghum and millet.”
Page 5558 (19 Aug. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. W.J.
Morse’s notes. “In view of the fact that the legume seed now
mature has been collected in this region and that the millet
is beginning to mature, we thought this would be the best
time to visit Korea around the Heijo [Pyongyang, as of 2014
the capital of North Korea] to collect some of the missing
links of our Korean story of the soybean industry. Last
season, no observations or pictures (movie and still) of the
growing crops were made, due to [our] late arrival in Korea.
We were advised that soybeans in Northern Korea begin
too mature the forepart of September. This will allow us to
obtain pictures of the growing crop as well as data, methods
of culture and harvesting, and return to Manchuria in time
for note taking and the beginning of harvest. Not needing
much in the way of supplies, we decided to try to get away
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tomorrow.” Sent shipping boxes to Mr. Dorsett who is now
in Peiping.
Page 5559 (20 Aug. 1930). En route to Heijo
[Pyongyang], Korea. W.J. Morse’s notes. “We left on the
9:00 a.m. express [train] for Heijo, Korea.” Passed the
stations from Chinchou to Wafangtien. “From Chinchou to
Liaoyang very few soybeans were noted planted alone, and
from Liaoyang to a few stations below Mukden kaoliang and
millet were most extensively grown with very few soybeans
in mixed or single plantings.
“Leaving Suchaton at 4:00 P.M. and going to Antung we
began to see numerous fields of soybeans [planted] alone.”
Page 5550. “Corn and soybeans and kaoliang and
soybeans were being grown quite extensively. It was noted
that the soybean fields were more general in the hill sections
while the mixed plantings were on the lower lands. At the
ends of the rows of the fields a few feet of hemp, castor
beans, sesame or sunflowers were grown. This is said to be
done to keep cattle out of the fields.
“We arrived at Antung at 7:55 P.M. where we remained
over night.”
Page 5561. A letter from Dorsett in Peiping, China,
dated Aug. 20, 1930, to W.J. Morse c/o Yamato Hotel,
Dairen.
Page 5563-5564. A letter dated 13 Aug. 1930 from
W.J. Morse, c/o American Consulate, Dairen, Manchuria, to
Mr. P.H. Dorsett, c/o U.S. Legation, Peiping, China. “Dear
Dorsett: I had just started another letter to you when your
came as I am beginning all over again.”
“From recent reports from friends in the middle west
[Midwest] the [soybean] oil industry [in Manchuria] is
coming along by leaps and bounds. Mr. Cartter, my assistant
at Holgate, in a recent letter thinks that it is going too fast.
He is making a trip this summer with Dr. Jamieson of the
Oils and Fats Lab. [Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, Div.
of Forest Crops and Diseases, USDA] to visit the various
soybean oil mills. From this you can see that I will have to
get every bit of information on storage, analysing, grading
(oil, cake and beans), shipping, varieties, methods of culture,
etc. etc. I am positive that our best oil yielding beans will
come from Manchuria. The soybean oil industry will be the
biggest thing and I am going to try and serve it from A to Z,
that is if my allotment holds out.”
Page 5573 (21 Aug. 1930). En route Heijo, Korea. W.J.
Morse’s notes. “We left the [Antung, in Manchuria] station a
little early to have our bagged passed by Japanese Customs
before going into Korea. Our baggage quickly passed and we
left Antung on the 7:50 a.m. train. At Shingishu, Korea, on
the opposite side of the Yalu River from Antung, we set our
watches ahead one hour.
“After leaving Shingishu we entered a very extensive
rice paddy section. Soybeans were grown along the edges
of the paddies as is so commonly done in Japan. In passing
out of this large rice section we began to see mixed crops;

soybeans and millet, soybeans and corn, kaoliang and
soybeans, kaoliang and mung beans. The millet and soybean
fields were very interesting as they were planted in various
ways.
“We arrived at Heijo (Pyongyang), Korea at 2:18 p.m.
and went to the Chosen Railway Hotel. All of the foreign
rooms were occupied by representatives of the Corn Products
Company and would be so for a year. This company is
erecting near Heijo an immense plant for the manufacture of
corn products. We arrived in a rain and it continued raining
all night.
Page 5587 (22 Aug. 1920). Heijo, Chosen. W.J. Morse’s
notes. “In the morning we visited several Korean vegetable
markets to note the farm products handles this season.” A list
of 20 products is given, including: “5. Soybeans (bundles of
plants with pods) [probably green vegetable soybeans].
“In the afternoon, between showers, we visited grain
markets in three different sections of the city. Millet, adsuki
beans, mung beans and soybeans were the principal grains.
Millet in several varieties predominated. Not as many
varieties of adsuki beans and soybeans were noted as during
our visit here last fall.”
Page 5601 (23 Aug. 1930). Heijo, Chosen. W.J.
Morse’s notes. “The wild soybean was also found growing
abundantly in waste places. The plants here appear to be
somewhat different from those in Manchuria. The Korean
plants have much larger leaves of a little different shape.
“Plants of the wild adsuki bean and the wild mung bean
were also found. The former is very vining while the latter
is a (Page 5602) bush type. Both species are now in full
bloom.”
Page 5603. Neg. #45649. “Soja ussuriensis. Wild
soybean. View of wild soybean plants growing along
roadside on outskirts of Heijo.” Address: Agricultural
Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1924. Beeson, K.E. 1930. Soybeans for Indiana farms.
Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural College, Extension Leaflet No.
151. 6 p. June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses. Varieties.
Inoculation. Culture. Harvesting for hay. Harvesting for seed.
Future.
“Soybeans are rapidly increasing in popularity in
Indiana as a hay crop, as a home-grown protein supplement,
and as a cash crop. Because of their adaptation to both sweet
and acid soils, their comparative freedom from disease, their
tolerance of drouth and poor drainage, and their ability to do
well on thin soils once they are properly inoculated, they can
be grown throughout the state. Properly handled they serve
as soil builders, although less nitrogen is left in the roots and
stubble than is the case with clovers. On all soils the shallow
roots have a marked loosening effect upon the surface layer.”
Varieties commonly grown in Indiana are Ito San,
Dunfield, Manchu, Wilson, and Virginia. Newer varieties that
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look promising but about which less is known are Mansoy,
Illini, Harbinsoy. Address: Div. of Agronomy, Lafayette,
Indiana.
1925. Fertilizer Green Book. 1930. Sweet potatoes, soybeans
and cotton aided by fertilization. 11(6):30, 32. June.
1926. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Dairen, Manchuria
(Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 19281932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea),
Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java,
Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5082 (2 July 1930). Kungchuling,
Manchuria. W.J. Morse’s notes. “We went to the S.M.Ry.
Experiment Station in the morning where we met Dr.
Nakamoto, the expert in charge of soybean work. It was
learned that Mr. Kanda who was director of the station on
our previous visit had been retired and that Dr. Nakamoto
will succeed him as director of the station in the near future.
“Dr. Nakamoto went over thoroughly the soybean work
being done by the station and also the soybean situation in
the Kungchuling region. He also made many suggestions
regarding our soybean investigations in Manchuria whereby
we might save time and at the same time see all phases of
the soybean industry in North and South Manchuria. We
were taken over the experimental grounds and found very
extensive soybean selection and variety work being carried
on, The soybeans are all looking excellent and for the most
part are in bloom.
After lunch, Mr. Ota, assistant engineer at the
experiment station, took us in the nearby farming section
where we could see the cultivation of soybeans. The second
cultivation is now being given the crop and is being done
with a harrow shovel plow and by hand hoeing. Soybeans are
grown very extensively about Kungchuling and we saw some
very large fields. On our return to the inn we passed through
the Chinese section where the Chinese grain merchants
have large store yards. Most of these yards or compounds
contained a large number of Osier bins of soybeans. The
Chinese merchants were very badly hit by the low demand
of European countries for soybeans The seed was purchased
last fall at a fair price but with the slow demand and great fall
in the price of silver, the merchants are very heavy losers.”
Page 5084. Letter from P.H. Dorsett, Agricultural
Explorer in Dairen, Manchuria, to Mr. Leon H. Ellis, Second
secretary of Legation of the United States of America,
Peiping, China.
Dear Sir; My delay in replying to your favor of April
18th is due to the fact that I was in the hospital when the
same arrived, and have only recently been discharged...
“I am planning to leave Dairen shortly after July
15 for Peiping, and trust that upon arrival there I will

find conditions in that region favorable for agricultural
exploration work.
“Please arrange to hold any mail which may be received
at the Legation and addressed to P.H. Dorsett and Ruth S.
Dorsett... Very truly yours,...”
Page 5184-5185 (17 July 1930). Chinchou, Manchuria.
W.J. Morse’s notes. “In the early part of the season we were
taken to the wall surrounding Chinchou by Mr. Nakatomi
of the Experiment Station and found more or less alfalfa
plants which varied in habit of growth and color of flowers.
We were told that this alfalfa was probably introduced
from Russia by the Russians during their occupation of this
territory many years ago (previous to 1905 [when they lost
the Russo-Japanese War]).
“We have watched this alfalfa at various times that seed
might be collected as the variety might have value in the
study of disease resistant strains which the Department is
now carrying on extensively...
Page 5185. Neg. #45310. “Medicago sativa. Alfalfa,
Chinchou, Manchuria. View showing P.H. Dorsett picking
alfalfa seed along road of wall surrounding Chinchou.”
Page 5186 (18 July 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “P.H.
Dorsett’s notes. Mr. Y. Nakanishi, Secretary of the Soybean
Oil Association, whom we intended going to see, was in
Shanghai and would not return before the 24th, we were told
by Mr. Takamori. However Mr. Takamori promised to tell
him that it was our intention to call, and to carry to him our
kindest personal regards.”
Page 5222-5223. Letter from P.H. Dorsett, Agr. Exp.,
dated Sunday 27 July 1930, in Peiping, China, to W.J. Morse.
“Dear Morse: It will be a week tomorrow since we pulled out
of Dairen and left you and the family as well as other good
friends at the railway station.”
“We had a very pleasant ride from Dairen to Mukden
where we arrived on time... I saw many fine lots of soybeans
on the way up, both alone and in interplantings which would
make excellent pictures and I itched to be out with the
cameras.”
“Most of the time since our arrival it has been close,
muggy and fearfully hot.
“From the time we got up last Tuesday morning until
within a short distance of Peiping the plantings of soybeans
and other crops were about the same as we saw between
Dairen and Mukden, except that there was much more
kaoliang than corn. About noon on the way to Peiping we
ran into a section where we saw an interesting feature in
connection with interplanted soybeans in kaoliang. Here and
there we saw areas where the lower leaves of the kaoliang
had been stripped off for some three feet above the ground.
I judge that this was done primarily to give more light to the
interplanted soybeans. The stripped off leaves, perhaps were
used for stock food. I will try to get pictures showing this
practice. It might be well for you to be on the lookout for this
practice while on your field trips in Manchuria.”
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“Living here is very much cheaper than in any place I
have been in the orient. We have two nice large rooms and
a private bath on the third floor, front of the Grand Hotel
Des Wagons-Lits with board, American plan, at a monthly
rate of 400,000 Mex per month.” This equals “$107.96 per
month, which seems unbelievable, in comparison with what
we have paid in Japan and Manchuria... If the above proves
to be correct, it will pay you to wind up your work over there
as soon as you can and come to Peiping. From what I saw
Tuesday en route to Peiping there is fully as much for you to
see in the field here in China as there is in Manchuria, but of
course not in the way of shipping.
“On Thursday we went to the Peiping Union Medical
College.” Dorset saw Dr. McIntosh, the lung specialist who
“found my lungs in pretty good condition but that he would
like to have a dental X ray, also an X ray of my lungs, as
well as an electro cardiogram and an examination of my
eyes. Well I have run the gamut and am still alive and none
the worse for the wear. The doctor told me yesterday that
none of the examinations showed anything to be especially
alarmed at, but that it would be necessary for me to take
things a little easier and under no circumstances should I do
any mountain climbing and should not get fatigued by long
tramps or over work. The Dr. may however have a different
story to tell Ruth when she gets a chance to talk with him
concerning my condition.
“I plan to get started on field work next week... I hope
this finds you all well and happy and that your work is
progressing nicely. Sincerely yours,...”
Page 5224 (28 July 1930) Peiping, China. “P.H. Dorset’s
notes... We saw two or three vegetables which we did not see
in 1924-25 while here.
Page 5224-5225 (28 July 1930). Nanzen, Manchuria.
“W.J. Morse’s notes. Left by the Chinchou bus and stopped
off at Nanzen where we have observed the best and most
extensive soybean plantings. The soybeans are in nearly all
mixed plantings with the corn. The largest per cent of the
fields have the beans and corn in the same row. The rows are
about 21 inches apart The corn was planted about May 1 in
42-inch hills. About June 1 the corn was thinned to 1 plant
per hill and a hill of beans planted between the corn hills.
“In this section a few fields were noted in which two
rows of beans alternated with three rows of corn. The rows
were about 21 inches apart. The corn was sown about May 1
and the beans about June 1.
Some excellent fields of Italian millet were observed and
only a few fields of Japanese millet.
Page 5226. Neg. #45381. Soja max. Soybean. Nanzen,
Manchuria. Fields of soybeans and corn Three rows of corn
and two rows of corn planted alternately. Corn planted about
May 1 and beans about June 1. Rows 21 inches apart.
Neg. #45382. Italian millet. Nanzen, Manchuria. Field
of Italian millet on farm near Nanzen. Millet is used quite
extensively as food by the Manchurian farmer. Morse is

standing in the field with the millet waist high. He is wearing
a straw hat with a black band around the rim.
Page 5230 (29 July 1930). Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria.
“Mr. Morse’s notes. Left on the 9:00 a.m. express for the
S.M.Ry. Experiment Station at Hsiungyaocheng. We went at
once to the experiment station with Mr. Hisatake, the expert
in charge of crops. Mr. Hisatake was first connected with
the Kungchuling station and Mr. Nakamoto first started the
soybean work at that station which is now doing the most
extensive work with soybeans in Manchuria.
“We visited the soybean variety plots which are kept
up for supplying seed to different stations. About eighty
varieties are under test but no breeding work is being carried
on. One of the most outstanding varieties is the Moshito
variety, the seed of which is very similar to that of the
Virginia. However the plants are quite different from the
Virginia principally in plant characters. The habit of growth
is somewhat similar to Virginia, more or less twining at the
terminal. It is grown principally on new land and makes
an excellent forage and ensilage sort. Some of the Moshito
selections also look very promising.
Page 5231. Neg. #45387. “Soja max. Soybean.
Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria. Variety plot of the Moshito
variety of soybean in the variety plot test on S.M.Ry.
Experiment Station. This variety is used for green manure on
new land. Appears to be an excellent variety for forage and
silage in the U.S.”
Neg. #45388. “Soja max. Soybean. Hsiungyaocheng,
Manchuria. Soybeans grown in 21-inch rows in young
mulberry plantation for green manure.
Page 5231. Neg. #45389. “Soja max. Soybean.
Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria. Plot of the Moshito variety of
soybeans in variety plot test on S.M.Ry. Experiment Station.
The Moshito is used for green manure on new land and looks
to be a very promising variety for forage and silage in the
U.S.”
Neg. #45390. “Soja max. Soybean. Hsiungyaocheng,
Manchuria. Soybeans planted in 21-inch rows in mulberry
plantation for green manure purposes.” Address: Agricultural
Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1927. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Dairen, Manchuria
(Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 19281932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea),
Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java,
Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5254-5255 (30 July 1930).
Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria. W.J. Morse’s notes. “We
went to the experiment station early in the morning and met
Director Watanabe and Mr. Hisatake. Their station recently
issued a bulletin on the diseases of the four principal crops
of Manchuria, namely; soybeans, kaoliang, millet and corn.
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A copy was given us and it was found to contain excellent
information on soybean diseases.”
“After lunch a trip was made by basha [horse-drawn
cart, in Japanese] to the farming section to the west of
Hsiungyaocheng. Soybeans were noted planted in kaoliang
[Andropogon sorghum] to a considerable extent. The
kaoliang rows were 21 inches apart and hills of soybeans
were planted about every 12 feet just to the side of the
kaoliang row. The same method of planting was also
observed with millet and soybeans.”
Neg. #45405. “Soja max. Soybean. Hsiungyaocheng,
Manchuria. Soybeans and corn in alternate rows 21 inches
apart. Corn planted about May 1 in 42 inch rows, [soy] beans
planted about June 1st midway [between] the corn rows.”
On pages 5256 and 5257 are panorama photos with
illegible captions similar to Neg. #45405.
Page 5258-5259 (31 July 1930). Hsiungyaocheng,
Manchuria. “W.J. Morse’s notes: In the morning we went to
the experiment station for a conference with Mr. Arakawa,
the entomologist, regarding insects affecting soybeans in
Manchuria. According to Mr. Arakawa, the leaf hopper does
not occur in Manchuria.”
“Mr. Arakawa is making very extensive studies on the
damage to soybeans by the pod borer which is the most
serious insect pest of the soybean in Manchuria. (We found
this insect pest also the most in Hokkaido and the main
soybean sections of the Main Island [Honshu] of Japan.)
There are no serious insect pests affecting soybean foliage.
The grub or larva of Lachnosterna sp. [a genus of beetles]
enters the stem of the soybean at the base and ofttimes does
very serious damage in the early growth of the plant. This
larva also does very serious damage to millet, adzuki beans
and kaoliang.”
Page 5261. Neg. #45409. “Soja max. Soybean.
Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria. Soybeans grown in the same
row with corn. Corn planted in hills 42 inches apart (21-inch
rows) about May 1. Soybeans planted midway [between] the
corn hills about June 1st.”
Neg. #45410. “Soja max. Soybean. Hsiungyaocheng,
Manchuria. Soybeans grown in 21-inch rows in pear
orchard for green manure. On South Manchurian Railway
Experiment Station.”
Page 5262. Neg. #45410. “Soja max. Soybean.
Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria. General view of soybeans
grown in rows in pear orchard for green manure. At South
Manchurian Railway Experiment Station.”
Page 5293-5294 (1 Aug. 1930). Feng Tai, China. “P.H.
Dorsett’s notes: We left on the 8:00 a.m. train this morning
for Feng Tai” to look for alfalfa.
“We returned from Feng Tai to Peiping by motor car...
Along the edges of bogs or low moist to wet places where
reed grasses grow abundantly, we saw beans climbing to the
top of reed grass 8 feet or more in height. We assumed that
they were wild soybeans and verified this assumption by

asking Chinese farmers. The plants impress us as being more
robust and to have larger leaves than the wild soybeans we
saw in abundance in Manchuria in 1925-1926.
“We also saw in actual operation the stripping of the
lower leaves of kaoliang, interplanted to soybeans.
“The farmer told us that stripping is never done until
the kaoliang is in full head. It is claimed that the stripping
not only admits more air and light for the under-growing
soybeans, but also benefits the kaoliang.
“We made a number of 3¼ by 4¼ pictures in an
endeavor to secure good views of this interesting farm
practice.
Pages 5300. Neg. #45425. “Soja max. Soybean. Near
Feng Tai, China. A Chinese farmer at the edge of a field of
kaoliang interplanted with soybeans. Note that he carries a
palm leaf fan and a ‘kasa’ or umbrella to protect him from
the sun.”
Page 5301. Neg. #45426. “Soja max. Soybean. Near
Feng Tai, China. A good crop of both soybeans and kaoliang.
These are two very important crops in this section of China.”
Neg. #45427. “Soja max. Soybean. Near Feng Tai,
China. To the left is a portion of a planting of soybeans
alone. To the right are soybeans planted with kaoliang which
has recently been stripped of its lower leaves to a height of
about four feet.”
Pages 5302-5303. Negatives #45428, #45429, and
#45430 show variations of the photo in #45427.
Pages 5306-5307. Negatives #45436, #45437, #45438
and #45439 show variations of the photo in #45427.
Page 5212 (2 Aug. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “W.J.
Morse’s notes: Another trip was made to the Dairen wharf
warehouses and the S.M.Ry. storage yards to secure good
samples and pictures of soybean shipping scenes. We found
the wharf houses well filled with sacks of beans and there
seemed unusual activity in bean exports. In our rounds of the
warehouse we collected twenty-four samples of soybeans
and one sample of mung beans. The beans of which samples
were collected were said to have come from various parts of
North Manchuria and were mostly for export to European
countries for oil and meal.
“The German ship Preussen was being loaded with 3500
tons of [soy] beans. Nearby a Dutch ship was being loaded
with beans. One Japanese freighter was taking on beans
which were a little better quality than the oil beans and were
being shipped to the main island for the manufacture of soy
sauce and miso.
“Two Japanese freighters were being loaded with large
amounts of soybean oil cake for shipment to Japan and other
points for fertilizer and cattle feed.”
Page 5313. Neg. #45445. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen,
Manchuria. Loading the German freighter Preussen with
3500 tons of soybeans for Europe to be used for oil and oil
meal, at the Dairen wharves.”
Neg. #45446. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria.
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Views of unloading soybeans from freight cars and loading
Dutch freighter with beans for export to Java. Dairen
wharves.”
Page 5314. Neg. #45447. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen,
Manchuria. Loading the German freighter Preussen with
3500 tons of soybeans for export to Europe to be used for oil
and oil meal. At the Dairen wharves.”
Neg. #45448. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria.
Views of loading soybeans on Dutch freighter for export to
Java. Dairen wharves.”
Page 5315. Neg. #45449. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen,
Manchuria. Soybean oil cakes in Wharf Warehouse for
export. Taken at the Dairen wharves.”
Page 5380 (8 Aug. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “W.J.
Morse’s notes: We received a package of forty-one varieties
of soybeans from the Kankyo Hokudo Prefecture Seed &
Nursery Farm, Kyojyo, Chosen” [Kyojo, Korea]. Address:
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1928. Morse, W.J. 1930. Re: Heat and humidity in
Manchuria are unbearable. Keeping good notes (Document
part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 1928-1932.
Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea),
Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java,
Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Aug. 3. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Pages 5458, 5459, 5460 and 5461. This letter
dated Aug. 3, is from W.J. Morse in Dairen, Manchuria,
to P.H. Dorsett in Peiping, China. “With regard to the hot
weather... In all of our tramps about Fuji and other places
[in Japan] I did not suffer nearly as much from the heat as I
have here in Manchuria. The heat from the sun seems to be
so much more intense and seems to go right through one.
Suyetake made the remark how hot it is here compared to
the main island [Honshu, Japan]. The humidity also seems
to be rather high and our clothes, suit-cases and other leather
goods have to be cleaned of mold about every other day. My
experience thus far with the Manchurian weather is quite
different from that which I expected to find after reading
volumes on Manchuria agriculture.”
“In South Manchuria soybeans are planted mostly
with corn although I have seen many fields of sorghum and
soybeans, and millet and soybeans. It is quite likely that I
may come across this practice between Mukden and Antung
and also between Mukden and Changchun for soybeans
are grown more or less with sorghums in these regions. I
have picked up so much information and seed [sic, seen] so
many things along the soybean line that I have never read or
heard of during my trips that it almost bewilders me. With
such conditions, Dorsett, I am indeed thankful that I am not
burdened with the collection of much other material and can
devote my short time here in this wonderful soybean country
wholly, at least almost wholly, to my friend the soybean.

Little do the people back in Washington [DC] realize just
what there is in the soybean line over here. The references in
letters the past winter and spring to the effect that we have
gathered sufficient seed samples and products has made me
rather worry.”
“With reference to my field notes and pictures, I still
try to keep up with you. As to office routine I will omit that
and confine my notes to my field activities along with the
pictures. I do not care for the notes after they are typed as I
keep full notes every day in my daily note-book [notebook]
and would not have any use for the notes sent you as I take
them out of my books. So just destroy these after you have
finished with them.”
“Very sincerely, W.J. Morse.” Address: Agricultural
Explorer, USDA, Washington, DC.
1929. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Tofu, soybeans in the
pod, and soybean sprouts in Peiping, China (Document part).
In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural
Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China,
Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon.
Washington, DC: Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818
p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5431 and 5432 (13 Aug. 1930). “We
visited an open street market in the northwestern part of the
city this morning.” Vegetables include: (1) “Soybeans in the
pod, quite abundant.” Also: “Pea sprouts. Soybean sprouts.”
“In the afternoon we went to the Temple of Heaven grounds
and got more seed...”
Page 5434. Vegetable market scene. Hei Tan Pai Lou,
Peking. Cucumbers, eggplants, soybeans,... displayed on the
ground for sale” (neg. #45540). At the same market, photo
of bean curd. “This Chinese bean curd looks firmer than the
Japanese curd” (neg. #45541).
Page 5435. “Peiping. Square cakes of brown bean curd.
The cakes of white curd are put into cold soy sauce and when
the combination is brought to a boil the cakes are of a brown
color” (neg. #45543).
Pages 5436 and 5437. Four photos taken in an open-air
show: “Southern soybean curd, Peiping. This curd appears
quite firmer than the ordinary curd. The curd, that is the
grain, appears to be finer and is considered much better than
ordinary curd. It also sells for more money.” (2) “White and
brown cakes of soybean curd in a Chinese market.” (3) “To
the left is a pile of shredded soybean curd, on the right a pile
of the sheets of curd from which the shredded curd is made”
(Negs. #45544-46). Note: Pressed tofu sheets are called (in
Wade-Giles transliteration) pai-yeh or ch’ien-chang p’i.
Pinyin: Qian zang pi. Tofu is pressed into very thin sheets
that look like a 6-to-12-inch square of canvas.
Page 5455, 5456, 5467. This is a letter dated Aug. 14
from P.H. Dorsett in Peiping, China, to Mr. W.J. Morse,
c/o Yamato Hotel, Dairen, Manchuria. “Dear Morse: I was
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delighted to get your letter of August 3rd, for it seems an
awful long time since we left you and the family... on July
21st.
“Yesterday we visited an open street fruit and vegetable
market which extends for several blocks along Chien-men
[Chienmen, Chinman?] Street. It was surely an interesting
experience. We saw bean curd at quite a number of stands,
also soy sauce. The curd was in several different forms. The
white, in somewhat thinner and smaller pieces, small pieces
in different forms fried, also round and square brown cakes
which they call dry curd [doufu-gan]. It is not really dry but
is pressed much dryer than the ordinary curd and can readily
be handled without breaking, The brown color, we learned, is
the result of putting the curd in cold soy sauce and bringing
the sauce to a boil.”
Pages 5779 and 5780 (18 Aug. 1930). Letter from Mr.
W.J. Morse in Dairen, Manchuria, to Mr. P.H. Dorsett, c/o
U.S. Legation, Peiping, China. “Today by mail I sent you all
of the negatives of pictures that I have taken up to date. The
negatives were sent in two lots–one of the 3¼ by 4¼ and the
other of the panoramas. Tomorrow I will send you the field
reports to date which may be destroyed after they are copied
in the report.
“I am planning to go to Korea for two to three weeks
in the very near future to complete our movie story of
the soybeans as well as the still picture story. We lack the
connecting links–scenes of varieties, fields, methods of
culture and harvesting–and I hope to get these if possible in
a short time to complete the whole soybean story of Korea. I
also desire to get some data on the growing varieties for you
will recall that we did not see the beans growing at all. The
Manchurian maturing season soon will be here and again I
want to take notes on varieties and make a complete story
of the Manchurian soybean. You can rest assured that I am
going to collect all possible data, seed and products of the
crop. I trust that my allotment holds out for I do not want to
miss anything.”
“I regretted very much to learn of Dr. Harvey Wiley’s
death [on 30 June 1930] as I knew him very well. Several
years ago he came to see me about soybeans for his dairy
farms up at Bluemount [Note: After leaving government
in 1912, Wiley raised dairy cows and became head of the
laboratories at Good Housekeeping magazine]. I started him
with the Virginia as a silage bean and it was a great success.
He became quite a soybean man and occasionally came
around to talk soybeans with me.
“Your comments on the bean-curd at the Chinese market
are very interesting and I hope to be able to see some of these
different things when I come down to [China] some time
this fall. I doubt if I will find anywhere in the Orient such
a collection of products as we picked up in Japan last year.
You will note in the field reports being sent you that lately
we have stumbled across a few new products and we are
always on the lookout for new ones.” Address: Agricultural

Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1930. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Chinchou,
Manchuria (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J.
Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC:
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5479 (15 Aug. 1930). Chinchou,
Manchuria. “W.J. Morse’s notes: Left on the 9:00 a.m. bus
for the Chinchou Experiment Station to have a talk with
Mr. Nakatomi regarding soybean work. We were told that
soybeans and kaoliang are seldom grown together. In some
of the back hill or mountain districts some of the farmers
plant soybeans and kaoliang together similarly to the
planting of corn and soybeans. The blades of the kaoliang
plant are never stripped from the kaoliang plants as Dorsett
saw in the Peiping district. Kaoliang and mung beans or
adzuki beans are most generally planted together in the
Leased Territory.
“The soybean plots grown for green manure in the
station orchards have been for the most part turned under
which is done about the time the plants are just past bloom.
The station is conducting some green manure experiments
in an apple orchard using soybeans, alfalfa, millet, vetch and
wheat. These crops are planted in the forepart of July and
will be turned under about October.”
Page 5617. This is a letter dated Aug. 28 from P.H.
Dorsett, Agricultural Explorer, in Peiping, China, to Mr.
Julean Arnold, U.S. Commercial Attache, Shanghai, China.
He is sorry not to have been able to meet Mr. Arnold, but
asks if Mr. Arnold has any statistics on the production or use
of “American jute” [genus Corchorus] in China.
Page 5926-5927. “Package # 9, contains our quarterly
report for the quarter ending June 30, 1930, The original is
for the office and the carbon copy for Mr. W.J. Morse. The
negatives for the report are also included in this package.
Packages #’s 10, 11, 12, and 13 contain seed, in regard
to which the following detailed notes, we hope, will prove of
interest and possible value.” Seeds of many different plant
species are described.
Page 5968 (29 Sept. 1930). Mukden, Manchuria. “W.J.
Morse’s notes: Awoke about 5 A.M. and upon looking out
saw a few farmers cutting soybeans and kaoliang, For the
most part, the crops have been harvested and many were
curing in shocks in the fields.”
“We arrived at Mukden at 6:20 a.m. As soon as the
stores were opened we searched for the Hoton Shubyoen,
Importer, Exporter and collector of seeds. The proprietor
of this store advised that he collected seed of wild plants in
Manchuria.” Alfalfa “seed sells to the farmer for 80 sen per
kin (1.1 lb).
“We left Mukden on the 3:58 p.m. train for Kaiyuan
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where the soybean farm of the S.M.Ry. is located.
“From Mukden to Kaiyuan, the crops for the most part
have been harvested. Some soybean fields were being cut but
only occasionally did we see a standing field. In many fields
the bean plants were in shocks of upright bundles, while in
other fields, the bundles were being placed in carts or being
hauled to the threshing ground.”
Page 5982-5983 (30 Sept. 1930). Kaiyuan, Manchuria.
“W.J. Morse’s notes: “Mr. Kofuka, director of the soybean
farm called shortly after nine and advised that most of the
soybeans in the Kaiyuan district had been harvested but we
would be able to find some standing fields. The crops have
mostly been harvested during the past two weeks.
“After soybeans are cut, they are tied in bundles with
a kaoliang stalk. The bundles are placed in loose upright
shocks and allowed to cure in the fields for about a week.
The bundles are carted to the threshing ground and stacked in
large round or oblong stacks along the sides of the threshing
grounds. Soybeans are threshed first, then kaoliang heads,
and lastly millet (the whole plant).”
“Near one threshing ground we saw many bundles of
bean plants that had been cut before the leaves had fallen.”
“As it was too muddy to get around very much in
the country, we returned to the city and visited the Stock
Exchange where soybeans (including oil and cake) and
kaoliang are the only crops dealt in. As yet very few beans
have appeared on the market. Threshing is mostly done
during the latter part of October and in November.”
Page 5983. Neg. #45934. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan,
Manchuria. Bundles of soybean plants that had been
cut before fully mature. When the Manchu farmer starts
harvesting, he harvests all of his crops. Should he leave a
field uncut, some kindly persons would harvest for him and
also take the crop.”
Page 5984. Neg. #45935. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan,
Manchuria. Close-up view of stack of soybean plants along
side of threshing ground on farm near Kaiyuan.”
Neg. #45936. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria.
Stacks of soybean plants around threshing ground of
Manchurian farm near Kaiyuan.”
Page 5985. Neg. #45937. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan,
Manchuria. General view of a field of mature soybeans near
Kaiyuan.”
Neg. #45938 “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria.
Close-up view of stone roller used in threshing out soybeans.
The roller is drawn by mule or horse.”
Page 5987. A table appears to show that P.H. Dorsett’s
total expenses for one quarter (3 months) are $1,261.02
or about $420 per month, including hotel, meals, travel,
research expenses, mailing, etc.
Page 6004. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry Weekly
Itinerary Report.
Page 6005. A table appears to show that W.J. Morse’s
total expenses for 3 months are $1,693.62 or about $423 per

month.
Page 6030-6031 (2 Oct. 1930). Kungchuling,
Manchuria. W.J. Morse’s notes: Mr. Nakamoto, director
of the station, advised: “Threshing season begins about
the middle of October and extends until the latter part of
November. The shipping season reaches its height during
December and January, beginning about the middle of
November.”
“We also met Mr. Kochi in charge of swine
investigations who stated that Chinese farmers did not feed
soybeans to hogs. They do, however, feed soybean oil cake
extensively after the hogs are six months old, the previous
feeding being kaoliang bran. The skins from the mung
bean seed obtained from mung bean vermicelli and noodle
factories, and from sprouting places, are used exclusively as
hog feed. Mr. Kochi advised that the Manchurian farmer has
no soft pork problem as he desires soft pork and does not
have ham or bacon to make.”
Page 6032. Neg. #45948. “Soja max. Soybean.
Kungchuling, Manchuria. Close-up view of Manchurian
farmer showing type of sickle or knife used in harvesting
soybeans.
Page 6036-6037 (3 Oct. 1930). Kungchuling,
Manchuria. W.J. Morse’s notes: “The threshing ground
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was being rolled after the heavy rains in preparation for the
threshing of soybeans. This village is growing soybean seed
of one of the improved varieties. The seed is a medium large
glossy yellow, much larger than any of the native varieties
we have seen. A large percentage of the plants had many
4-seeded pods.”
“There were many excellent varieties and selections
which looked as though they might be heavy grain yielders.
We are in hopes that most of these will be included in the
series promised us, for the early and medium sorts no doubt
will be of great value for our corn belt and northern states.”
Page 6038. Neg. #45951. “Soja max. Soybean.
Kungchuling, Manchuria. Cutting soybeans with sickles or
knives on a farm near Kungchuling.”
Page 6044. Neg. #45959. “Soja max. Soybean.
Kungchuling, Manchuria. Close view of rolling down
the threshing ground after a heavy rain in preparation for
threshing soybeans. The rollers noted in the picture are used
for threshing beans, kaoliang and millet.”
Neg. #45960. Same as #45959 but a different view.
Page 6047-6048 (4 Oct. 1930). Kungchuling-Dairen,
Manchuria. “W.J. Morse’s notes: At Kaiyuan Dr. Lene
Müller [Mueller, Muller], a scientist from Germany, sent to
the Orient to study soybeans, got on the train to ride as far as
Mukden to talk soybeans. Dr. Mueller has spent three months
in the southern Amur district of Siberia where they are trying
to grow soybeans extensively but with very poor success.
She has spent about ten days in Manchuria and plans to
spend a few days in Chosen and Japan studying varieties,
breeding methods and utilization. She told of a wild species
of soybean in the Amur district that matures in about 75
days.
“At Mukden, Dr. Mueller left us and Dr. Oza, teacher in
the Mukden Agricultural High School, and at whose home
Dr. Mueller is staying, got on the train. We found that he
had visited Washington [DC] in 1927 and we had a visit
on soybeans.” Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA,
Washington, DC.
1931. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Soybeans in Chosen
(Korea) (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse.
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore,
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5616 (25 Aug. 1930). Heijo, Chosen. W.J.
Morse’s notes. “In the morning we went on a plant collecting
trip in the Botandai [Botan-dai] and collected the following
species.” A list of 8 species is given, including 1 Pueraria
(regular) and 1 Pueraria with leaf-spot.
“Some of the grain markets in West Heijo were visited
in the afternoon. Millet seed predominated followed by
adsuki beans and mung beans. Only one or two soybean

varieties were found at each store. The soybean stock at this
season is low and some of the dealers advised they would
not have a full stock of varieties until the arrival of the new
crop. We succeeded in collecting eleven samples of soybeans
which appeared interesting for trial.”
Page 5630 (26 Aug. 1930). Kosai, Chosen. W.J. Morse’s
notes. “We took an early morning bus for Kosai, about
30 miles northeast of Heijo and went to the Kosai Village
Agricultural Society. We met Mr. Tajima, the agricultural
director who gave us information concerning the crops in
Kosai county. About 60 per cent of the total cultivated area
is devoted to paddy and upland rice. Millet, kaoliang, adsuki
beans, mung beans and soybeans are quite extensively grown
but mainly in the hill and mountain regions. About 25,000
koku (125,000 bu.) [1 koku = 5 bushels] of soybeans are
produced. Very few soybeans are produced for the sale of the
seed. They are used chiefly for cattle feed, and for home use
as miso, soy sauce and boiled beans. Adsuki [azuki] beans
and millet are the principal foods and more attention is given
to the culture of adsuki beans than other crops.
“On the way from Kosai to Heijo the various mixed
plantings in which soybeans were included, were noted as
follows:
“1. Soybeans and kaoliang.
“2. Soybeans, millet, adsuki beans.
“3. Soybeans, mung beans, buckwheat.
“4. Soybeans, castor beans.
“5. Soybeans, melons.
“6. Soybeans, corn (several methods).
“7. Soybeans, millet (several methods).
“8. Soybeans, mung beans.”
Page 5631. Negative #45670. “Soja max. Soybean.
Kosai, Chosen. Field of soybeans and millet. The millet in 21
inch rows and soybeans planted between two rows of millet.
Every alternate middle is planted to soybeans.
Neg. #45671. “Soja max. Soybean. Kosai, Chosen.
Buckwheat, mung beans and soybeans in same row. This
mixed planting is quite common in this region.
Page 5632. Neg. #45672. “Soja max. Soybean. Kosai,
Chosen. Mixed planting of soybeans and millet. Soybeans
were planted at the edge of the millet rows when the millet
was 2 inches high. Millet has just been harvested. Neg.
#45673. “Soja max. Soybean. Kosai, Chosen. Soybean
and millet field. The millet has just been harvested and
the Korean boy is cutting the heads from the millet plants.
Soybeans planted at intervals of about 8 feet along side of
millet row.”
Page 5635 (27 Aug. 1930). Chuwa, Chosen. W.J.
Morse’s notes. “We left on the 9:30 mixed train for Chuwa,
south of Heijo and went at once to the Village Agricultural
Society where we met the Village Master and an agricultural
engineer. We were told that the west side of the county
grows primarily paddy and upland rice while on the east side
soybeans, millet, kaoliang, mung beans and adsuki beans
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were the leading crops.
“Soybeans are quite generally grown alone but are
also grown extensively with other crops as corn, millet and
kaoliang. Large seeded varieties are grown in the mixed
plantings while in the single crop plantings the small seeded
varieties are used. Native Korean varieties are chiefly grown
though the Society has tried to persuade the farmers to
grow the Heijo and Hokkaido which are improved varieties.
Soybeans are quite generally grown in this county as a cash
crop and are also used by the farmers as a food for oxen and
in the home manufacture of miso and soy sauce. A large
number of native varieties are grown in the county and the
Village Master promised to collect and send us samples this
fall.
Page 5636, “After our visit to the Agricultural Society
we took the main road to Heijo, a distance of about 15 miles
from Chuwa.” “Along the way we saw many excellent
fields of soybeans alone and in mixed plantings with corn,
kaoliang, and millet. Various methods were used in these
mixed plantings.”
Page 5637. Neg. #45675. “Soja max. Soybean. Chuwa,
Chosen. Field of soybeans and field of kaoliang in farming
section about 12 miles north of Chuwa.”
Page 5707 (1 Sept. 1930). Senkyori, Chosen. W.J.
Morse’s notes. “During the day we made a trip through the
Senkyori section east of Heijo and covered about fourteen
miles. Throughout the farming section we found soybeans
extensively grown, both alone and in mixed plantings. In the
mixed plantings, corn was the most generally grown, one
stalk of corn from 4-8 feet apart in the row and from 2-4 hills
of soybeans between the corn hills. Some fields of kaoliang
were mixed with soybeans, with two hills of soybeans
between the hills of kaoliang (4 feet apart).”
Page 5708. Neg. #45714. “Soja max. Soybean.
Senkyori, Chosen. Close-up view of soybeans and millet.
Soybean hills planted at intervals of 8 feet along side of the
millet rows.”
Neg. #45715. “Soja max. Soybean. Senkyori, Chosen.
Field of soybeans and millet. The hills of soybeans planted
along side of millet rows at intervals of 15 feet.”
Page 5709. Neg. #45716. “Soja max. Soybean.
Senkyori, Chosen. Soybeans and kaoliang planted together.
Alternate hills of soybeans and kaoliang in rows 21 inches
apart.
Neg. #45717. “Soja max. Soybean. Ritsuri [today’s
Yul-li, in North Korea], Chosen. Corn and soybeans in same
row with one stalk of corn every eight feet and three hills of
soybeans between corn hills. Corn thus planted is used as
roasting ears.”
Page 5719 (2 Sept. 1930). Ritsuri, Chosen. W.J. Morse’s
notes. “Mr. Lutz, agricultural advisor of the Union Christian
College, took us in the morning near Ritsuri village where
the farm of the Nippon Sugar Co. is located. This farm of
250 acres is primarily for the raising of sugar beets, but a

four year rotation is followed: sugar beets, millet, soybeans
and wheat.” “We were taken over the farm by the manager
and saw some excellent fields of soybeans.
Page 5730. “The wild soybean was found in great
abundance along the roads and paths as was also the wild
adsuki bean.”
Page 5731. Neg. #45728. “Soja max. Soybean. Heijo,
Chosen. Row of soybeans and kaoliang growing along the
rice paddy in a rice section about four miles northwest of
Heijo.
Neg. #45729. “Soja max. Soybean. Heijo, Chosen. View
of soybeans and kaoliang growing on the edge of a rice
paddy in a rice section about four miles northwest of Heijo.
Page 5733. (4 Sept. 1930). Chinnampo, Chosen. W.J.
Morse’s notes. “Left Heijo at 7:45 a.m. for Chinnampo
where there is considerable shipping of soybeans. On the
way the lowlands were given to paddy rice while the uplands
were quite generally devoted to kaoliang and mung beans,
millet, soybeans and adsuki beans. Soybeans were grown
in all of the millet fields but at the present time about 90%
of the millet has been harvested leaving the soybeans in full
possession of the fields.”
Page 5734. At Chinnampo we went too the Heian
Nando Grain Inspection Office where we met the director,
Mr. Ozeki. We were given considerable data on exports,
inspection, grading, trading, varieties and uses of soybeans in
this prefecture. The trade in trade in beans at the present time
is rather dull. The price per koku (5 bushels) is ¥12.80, The
highest prices are in the fall and winter when better grades of
beans are obtained.
“We were taken to a Korean merchant who does a
large export business in soybeans to Japan and who handles
several varieties of soybeans. We visited the warehouse
of this merchant and were given samples of the different
varieties he had in stock (16). We were advised that mostly
yellow beans are shipped to Japan for miso, soy sauce and
bean curd [tofu]. Some black [soy] beans are shipped for
cooking purposes but bicolored beans are not allowed to
be exported.” Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA,
Washington, DC.
1932. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Soybeans in Chosen
(Korea) (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse.
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore,
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5739 (5 Sept. 1930). Taihei, Chosen. W.J.
Morse’s notes. “Yesterday while returning from Chinnampo
it was noted that soybeans alone and soybeans in mixed
plantings were very generally grown from Taihei to near
Heijo, a distance of fifteen miles. This morning we started
for Taihei...”
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“Wild legumes were found in great abundance along
the roadsides, especially the wild soybean. Wild adsuki
beans and several species of lespedeza were also found
in abundance along the roadsides. A small patch of wild
soybean was found badly affected by leafspot. In previous
trips in Manchuria and Korea we had not noticed leafspot on
the wild soybean.
“In the mixed plantings of soybeans and other crops
several small fields of castor beans and soybeans were
found. The castor plants were anywhere from 2-4 feet apart
in the soybean rows. In this region we saw more buckwheat
and soybeans together than in any section yet visited. Hills
of buckwheat were sown along side of the soybean row at
intervals of 2-3 feet. Many fields of cucumbers and soybeans
and melons and soybeans were observed. These were on
ridged beds about 4 feet wide. The cucumbers and melons
were planted up the middle of the beds while soybeans were
planted in hills along the edges of the beds from 2-4 feet
apart.”
“Some excellent fields of soybeans alone were seen...
Page 5740. “A few kaoliang fields have been cut. In the
millet and soybean fields at least 90% of the millet has been
harvested. Many soybean fields are beginning too yellow and
with good weather should mature rapidly.
Negative #45353. “Setaria italica. Millet. Taihei,
Chosen. Millet curing in large shock in millet and soybean
field. Millet is one of the principal foods of the Koreans. The
millet stalks are used chiefly for animal feed.”
Neg. #45734. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei, Chosen.
Soybean and melon field. Soybeans planted in middle of 4
foot beds and hills of soybeans planted along edges of beds.
Melons have been harvested & soybeans now have whole
field. The shelter is used during the melon season for the
watchman.”
Page 5741. Neg. #45736. “Soja ussuriensis. Wild
soybean. Taihei, Chosen. Wild soybeans growing very
abundantly along embankment in Taihei section. Wild
soybeans were found quite generally throughout this region.”
Page 5742. Neg. #45738. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei,
Chosen. Soybeans growing along the edge of a rice paddy in
a rice section of the Taihei District.”
Page 5743. Neg. #45739. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei,
Chosen. Soybeans and castor beans grown in same row
(rows 21 inches apart). Castor plants 30 inches apart, hill of
soybeans between castor plants.”
Neg. #45740. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei, Chosen.
Soybeans and castor beans grown together in the same row.
Castor bean plants 30 inches apart with hill of soybeans
between. Rows 21 inches apart.”
Page 5744. Neg. #45741. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei,
Chosen. Field of soybeans and buckwheat. Rows 21 inches
apart. Buckwheat planted in hills at intervals of 3-4 feet
along row of soybeans.”
Neg. #45742. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei, Chosen.

Close-up view of soybeans and buckwheat planted together.
Rows 21 inches apart. Buckwheat planted in hills 3-4 feet
apart along row of soybeans.”
Page 5745. Neg. #45743. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei,
Chosen. Soybeans and cucumbers planted on ridged bed
about 4 feet wide. Cucumber plants about 15 inches apart
in row in center of bed. Hills of soybeans about 5 feet apart
along each side of bed.
Neg. #45744. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei, Chosen. Field
of soybeans and millet with millet just harvested. Soybeans
were planted in hills at intervals of 8 feet along side of millet
row.
Page 5771 (9 Sept. 1930). Shariin, Chosen. W.J. Morse’s
notes [Dorsett is in Peiping, China]. “We left at 9:30 a.m.
to visit the Agricultural Experiment Station at Shariin to
look over the soybean experimental work. From a short
distance west of Kokai-Koshu [Kokaikoshu] we began to
observe quite extensive plantings of buckwheat more than
any section yet seen. Many large fields were sown alone
but for the most part buckwheat was in mixed plantings. In
most of the [soy] bean fields, two to four rows of buckwheat
were grown on the sides. Mixed plantings of soybeans and
buckwheat and mung beans and buckwheat were quite
common.
After reserving rooms at the Shariin Inn we went to the
Experiment Station where we met Mr. Hoshino, one of the
crop assistants.”
Page 5772. “Mr. Takehashi is at present on the Main
Island and it is not known just when he will return. We
were taken to visit some of the experimental plots between
showers.
“In the soybean variety work, they have over 1,500
numbers under test. Over 200 are varieties that the Shariin
station has been working with while 800 were received from
the Suigen station the past spring. About 500 samples were
received from the Chosen Fair last fall, representing the best
native varieties from all prefectures in Chosen. In the variety
tests and breeding work 10 plants are grown to a number, the
plants being about [?] inches apart in the row and the rows
about 30 inches apart. many very interesting varieties were
noted in the various tests.
“The soybean expert, Mr. Sawamura, was sick today
but may be with us tomorrow to give more information
concerning the soybean work and also to take us out to some
of the farming sections.
Page 5773. Neg. #45769. “Soja max. Soybean. Shariin,
Chosen. View lengthwise of rows of soybean-millet field.
Bean hills about 12 feet apart along side of millet row. No
fertilizer was applied to this field.
Neg. #45770. “Soja max. Soybean. Shariin, Chosen.
View at right angle to rows of millet-soybean field after the
millet has been harvested. Hills of soybeans about half way
up row ridge and about 12 feet apart. Rows 21 inches apart.”
Page 5800 (10 Sept. 1930). Shariin, Chosen. W.J.
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Morse’s notes. “In the morning we went to the Shariin
Experiment Station where we met Mr. Sawamura, the
soybean expert. With reference to not sending seed of the
soybean varieties the past winter. Mr. Sawamura advised that
when they came to check up the seed of the varieties the past
winter they found the seed of many varieties did not check
up with the native varietal names. They decided to grow the
varieties again, correct the errors and send us seed of the
1930 crop.
“We were taken to the variety and breeding plots and
the work [was] explained to us by Mr. Sawamura. All
work is being done with native Korean varieties toward the
development of improved pure strains. The varieties received
from the 1929 Chosen Fair (500 numbers) showed some
very interesting and valuable sorts. This is the collection
we saw at the Fair last October and tried to secure. Through
a misunderstanding, we only received six soybean seed
samples. When the situation was explained to Mr. Sawamura,
he thought he could give us the sample of each this fall. In
addition he will give us samples of the 208 native Korean
varieties the station has been working with.
“We then went out in the farming sections and saw some

excellent fields of soybeans.”
Page 5802. Neg. #45784. “Soja max. Soybean. Shariin,
Chosen. Field of soybeans, adsuki beans, mung beans, and
buckwheat in same rows (21 inches apart). A very common
practice in this district.
Neg. #45785. “Soja max. Soybean. Shariin, Chosen.
Close-up view of the large flat-stemmed soybean selection in
variety test at the Shariin Experiment Station. The pods are
bunched at the top.
Page 5803. Neg. #45786. “Soja max. Soybean. Shariin,
Chosen. An excellent field of a native variety of soybeans
near Shariin.
Neg. #45787. “Soja max. Soybean. Shariin, Chosen.
Close-up view of large flat stem selection in variety test at
Shariin Experiment Station. The pods of this variety are
bunched at the top.
Page 5811 (11 Sept. 1930). Heijo, Chosen. W.J. Morse’s
notes. “Went to the office of the Agricultural Society to see
Mr. Yamazaki with reference to silos and silage in Daido
County. He advised that he was going to look over some
of the silos in a nearby section on Saturday and would be
glad to have us go with him. Soybeans were grown also in
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this section but were used principally for cattle feed. As yet
no tests have been made with soybean and corn silage. The
silage for the most part is corn, weeds (grasses and legumes),
and alfalfa. In 1929 there were five silos in the county and in
this year (1930) there were forty silos scattered about in the
county.”
They then went to a hill section west of Heijo. “We
found the wild soybean growing abundantly and it is quite
evident there are two distinct varieties–one with narrow
pointed leaves and the other with larger leaves more
rounding at the tip. Again we found leafspot [disease] very
bad on the wild soybean.”
“On our way through the city in the morning we saw
shelled green vegetables in baskets at several Korean
vegetable stands. Mung bean sprouts are now on the market,
more generally than when we first came to Heijo. At several
stands soybean sprouts were noted for the first time.”
Page 5814. Neg. #45795. “Soja max. Soybean. Shariin,
Chosen. View of soybean-millet field on steep hillside
about two miles west of Heijo. Millet has been harvested.
[Soy] Bean hills are about 6 feet apart in row.” Address:
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.

1933. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Tofu in Heijo,
Chosen [Pyongyang, North Korea] (Document part). In:
P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural
Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China,
Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon.
Washington, DC: Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818
p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5658-5659 (30 Aug. 1930). Heijo. “In
the morning we went to the Grain Inspection Office where
we met the grain inspectors and went with them to the grain
storage and shipping yard of a Korean grain merchant along
the Daido [today’s Taedong] River. Two hundred bags of
soybeans were to be inspected and graded for shipment to the
Main Island... At least 80% of the beans were found to have
brown germs indicating either poor storage or curing of the
beans. The inspectors refused to pass the seed in any grade.
The merchant had expected 3rd or 4th grade and had sold the
seed to an exporter in Chinnampo [today’s Namp’o, the port
city for Pyongyang].
“The following items on the inspectors cards were used
in grading soybeans: 1. Koku. 2. Dirt or stones. 3. Trash–
pods, stems, etc. 4. Rotten seed. 5. Immature seed. 6. Insect
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injured. 7. Broken seed. 8. Per cent total. 9. Remarks.
“As some boats were loading soybeans for shipment to
Chinnampo we were able to secure still and movie pictures
of inspection and landing of the small Korean boats.
After lunch we visited a grain market... We obtained
nine samples among which were the largest yellow and green
seed varieties [of soybeans] we have come across. These
varieties are said to be used by the Koreans in making their
own miso and soy sauce.
“In a small market place, we found jars of mung bean
sprouts and dishes of bean curd at nearly every vegetable
stand. Several stands had dishes of boiled mung bean
sprouts, a product we have not seen before in our work.
Four photos (p. 5659-5661) show: “View of weighing
bags of soybeans during inspection and grading in the
storage and grading yard of the Korean grain merchant along
the Daido River (Negs. #45699-702). Then 3 more similar
photos are on pages 5662 and 5663.
Page 5661. A photo shows: “Soja max. Soybean. Heijo,
Chosen. Small blocks of fresh soybean curd sold by Korean
women in a Korean market” (neg. #45703).
Page 5751 (6 Sept. 1930). Heijo, Chosen. W.J. Morse’s
notes. We visited the office of the Heian Nando [today’s
P’yôgan-namdo in North Korea] Prefecture Grain Inspection
Service... The earliest [soy] beans were said to be grown
around Junsen [today’s Sunch’ôn in North Korea] and
harvest will begin between the 15th and 20th of this month.
Crops are in excellent condition and above average yields
will be obtained. Junsen is the center of a large soybean grain
producing region and the inspector advised that we should by
all means visit the Junsen section.
“It was learned that market day was being held on the
outskirts of the city, so we went to look over the products.”
“At some of the small lunch stands scattered about
the grounds, mung bean and soybean foods were being
cooked and sold. Mung beans as batter cakes with chopped
vegetables and fried soybean curd were the chief foods.
Page 5754. A photo shows: “Frying small blocks of
bean curd on piece of sheet iron at small open lunch stand on
Korean Market Day” (neg. #45752). Address: Agricultural
Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1934. Morse, W.J. 1930. Re: Investigating soybean
production in Korea (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and
W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC:
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Aug. 31.
Unpublished log.
• Summary: Pages 5781 and 5782 (31 Aug. 1930). Letter
from Mr. W.J. Morse in Heijo, Chosen [Pyongyang, North
Korea], to Mr. P.H. Dorsett, c/o U.S. Legation, Peiping,
China. “Well am over in Korea picking up missing links in

our Korean soybean pictures and word story... We [Morse
and Suyetake] left [Manchuria] on the 20th and arrived here
on the 21st.”
“... I feel that we will be greatly repaid even for a two or
three week’s visit. I simply had no idea that the beans were
planted in so many different ways. From last season’s data,
I got the impression that soybeans were grown principally
with millet. I find that they are planted with millet, corn,
buckwheat, kaoliang, castor beans, and mung beans. In
one section we found some excellent fields of buckwheat,
soybeans and mung beans planted together. Many fields are
planted to soybeans alone and we have seen many excellent
fields We have taken many pictures and about 1½ reels of
movies (here’s hoping they are good).”
“The wild soybean about here seems to be larger than
the one in Manchuria and I am wondering if it is not like the
one you have found in China.”
“Thus far we have collected over seventy-five seed and
plant specimens The director of the experiment station has
promised to collect seed of all the native Korean varieties
of soybeans for us this fall. We have picked up several very
interesting samples of soybeans. We have also the promise
of the Agr. Soc. at Kosai to collect native samples in that
region.”
“Please send mail to Dairen address as I won’t be so
long in this region. As soon as I get what I needed here for
the Korean story and some wild legume seed we will return
to Dairen to begin soybean operations.”
“P.S. With reference to soybean samples in China, I
would like it very much if you would pick up small samples
wherever you come across them.” Address: Agricultural
Explorer, USDA, Washington, DC.
1935. Albrecht, W.A. 1930. When to cut soybean hay.
Successful Farming 28:9. Aug.
• Summary: A photo shows a man seated on a cutter pulled
by two horses. The caption: “Cut soybean hay when the pods
are formed and just ready to fill.”
“Cutting the beans at this time means almost a
maximum weight of hay, a very small loss of leaves, a fine
quality of hay with least stemminess [woodiness], and a high
yield of protein distributed throughout the entire plant. Hay
so made comes earlier in the season, with warmer and better
drying days and will cure better because of fewer pods that
retain moisture or delay the curing.
“Then, too, it feeds out better with less waste because
all parts are equally appetizing to the cows or other animals.
Harvesting at this season will do much to increase the
popularity of this legume as a source of cheap feed protein.”
Address: Univ. of Missouri.
1936. Douglas, W.A. 1930. The velvet bean caterpillar as
a pest of soy beans in southern Louisiana and Texas. J. of
Economic Entomology 23:684-90. Aug. [2 ref]
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• Summary: An attack on soy beans by the velvet bean
caterpillar, Anticarsia gemmatilis, is reported. The
application of a “light” or 80% brand of sodium fluosilicate
was found to be very effective in destroying the larvae.
“Soy beans are grown throughout southern Louisiana,
parts of Texas, and elsewhere, as a forage crop, and as a
valuable legume in rotation with rice and other crops. The
plants are also sometimes turned under in the fall as green
manure, or cut and dried for feeding during the winter
months.
“The most serious insect pest found on soy beans
in Louisiana prior to 1929 was the striped blister beetle
(Epicauta lemniscala Fab).
Kudzu is also mentioned. Address: Junior Entomologist,
Div. of Cereal & Forage Insects, Bureau of Entomology,
USDA.
1937. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Soybeans in Chosen
(Korea) (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse.
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore,
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5828-5829 (12 Sept. 1930). Heijo (today’s
Pyongyang) and Jidori, Chosen. W.J. Morse’s notes. Neg.
#45805. “Soja max. Soybean. Jidori, Chosen. Kaoliangsoybean field. Rows 21 inches apart. Two kaoliang plants
every five feet apart in row and three hills of soybeans
between the hills of kaoliang.”
Page 5837. Neg. #45512. Silo. Ryojo. Chosen. Cement
silo on Korean farm near Ryojo. Silo is 6 feet deep and 5 feet
in diameter. It extends about 12 inches above ground and
holds about 6,000 pounds of silage. Chopped corn (without
the ears), alfalfa, and weeds are most commonly used.
Wooden cover on silage is weighted with stones.
Neg. #45513. Korean silo. Ryojo. Chosen. Cement pit
silo is 6 feet deep, 5 feet in diameter and the wall 4 inches
thick. It holds 6,000 pounds of silage which lasts one ox
from 3-4 months. Corn, alfalfa and wild legumes & weeds
are used for silage.”
Page 5842-5843 (15 Sept. 1930). Rikiho to Chuwa,
Chosen. “Left by train this morning for Rikiho and walked
from Rikiho to Chuwa.” “Nearly all of the millet has been
harvested and about 50 per cent of the kaoliang. The fields
are for the most part mung beans, soybeans, adsuki beans
and buckwheat. Many fine fields of soybeans were noted and
are beginning to mature. All millet fields have only soybeans
in them while the harvested kaoliang fields have mostly
mung beans.”
“Arriving at Chuwa we found market day on so we
looked over the different farm products. In the grain section
[?] kaoliang seed predominated followed closely by wheat.
There are also more or less mung beans and adsuki beans

but very few soybeans. Neg. #45815. “Soja max. Soybean.
Chuwa, Chosen. Soybean section of grain market on Korean
market Day. Farmers’ Market Days are held in Korean
villages and cities every 5 days.”
Page 5844. A large and interesting vertical panoramic
photo with illegible handwritten description.
Page 5871 (17 Sept. 1930). Heijo, Chosen. W.J. Morse’s
notes. “Field notes from August 17 to September 15,
inclusive, as well as eighty-nine 3¼ by 4¼ negatives and 12
panoramas of pictures covering the above period were sent to
P.H. Dorsett at Peiping, China to be included in our quarterly
field trip report.
“In view of the fact that the Shariin Experiment Station
soybean expert said it would pay us to visit the Suigen
Experiment Station to see the soybean variety and breeding
work, we left Heijo at 2:31 P.M. and arrived at Keijo [today’s
Seoul] at 8:50 P.M.
“In the Shariin region we noted as we passed through
many excellent fields of soybeans and the crop seemed to be
more advanced in maturity than we have observed elsewhere.
Millet and soybeans are most generally seen. The hills of
soybeans seemed [?] to be planted at no uniform distances
apart along the millet rows. The hills ranged from 4 to 20
feet apart in different fields.
Pages 5879-5880 (18 Sept. 1930). Suigen, Chosen. W.J.
Morse’s notes. “We left early in the morning for the Suigen
Experiment Station where we met Dr. Nagai, plant breeder of
the station.
“The principal work at the station with soybeans
consists of developing pure strains from native Korean
varieties through selection and hybridization. The variety
test is made up of about 80 varieties selected from more than
one thousand samples of the native Korean, Japanese and
Manchurian sorts.
“We were taken out to the experimental plots by Dr.
Nagai and had an opportunity of seeing the grown varieties
which we missed last season due to the lateness of our arrival
in Chosen. In the variety test some excellent varieties were
observed ranging from 3-4½ feet high and very prolific.
Especially interesting and promising were the Chotan and
Orusan, selections from native Korean varieties.
“In the selection tests, many hundred individual plant
selections were being grown in 30 inch rows, the plants
about 9 inches apart in the row. Dr. Nagai tries to have fifty
plants per individual plant selection. In planting a seed is
dropped every 8 inches so there is no thinning to do. There
were many very promising selections but all of the grain
type.
During the spring, Dr. Nagai received a full set of named
American varieties from the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Each variety was given about two rods [1 rod = 16.5 feet]
and with the exception of the very early sorts were showing
up exceptionally well. The Harbinsoy (S.P.I. 54906) placed
in the U.S. farmers’ hands in 1927 looked to be the best and
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was highly spoken of by Dr. Nagai. The varieties ranging in
maturity from 115-130 days appear to be best under Korean
conditions in this section.
“After looking over the experimental plots we went to
the farming section west of the station. Soybeans were grown
in rows with susu (sorghum) and perilla, and with millet and
susu. All of the crops are planted in beds 3-4 feet wide. In the
planting of susu, millet and soybeans, the soybeans are sown
first, right after barley harvest (about the 20th of June). The
beans are sown in hills (4-6 plants per hill), four across the
bed, 8-12 inches apart. At the same time susu plants 24-30
inches high, are transplanted in a row in the center of the bed
at intervals of about 5 feet–4-5 susu plants per hill... Very
few mung beans, adsuki beans and buckwheat are grown in
this region in comparison with the planting of these crops
in northern Korea. Soybeans are grown in mixture with
many other crops such as cotton, cucumbers, upland rice and
melons.”
“Dr. Nagai found that the number of stems per leaf bore
a direct correlation to the resistance of the plant to disease.
The most susceptible plants had the largest number of stems
per plant.”
Page 5881. Neg. #45852. “Soja max. Soybean. Suigen,
Chosen. Plot of ‘Koshu’ [?] a native Korean variety of
soybeans in the variety test at the Suigen Experiment Station.
Neg. #45853. “Soja max. Soybean. Suigen, Chosen.
Field of soybeans, millet and susu (sorghum) on a farm near
Suigen.
Page 5882. Neg. #45854. “Soja max. Soybean. Suigen,
Chosen. Plot of ‘Chotan’ a native Korean variety, fully
mature... This variety is an excellent grain sort and is
extensively grown in the Chotan region.
Neg. #45855. “Soja max. Soybean. Suigen, Chosen.
Soybeans and susu (kaoliang) planted in beds about 4 feet
wide. Bean hills (4-6 plants per hill) about 10 inches apart
and four across the bed. Each row of four hills about 21
inches apart. The sorghum (susu) is transplanted when about
30 inches high about every 8 feet in the center of the bed.”
Page 5883. Neg. #45856. “Soja max. Soybean. Suigen,
Chosen. Dr. Nagai, plant breeder of the Suigan... Station,
showing the growth of the ‘Harbinsoy (S.P.I. 54906–
American variety) under Korean conditions.
Neg. #45857. “Soja max. Soybean. Suigen, Chosen. Dr.
Nagai (on right) in a plot of ‘Orusan’ variety of soybeans
at the Suigen... Station. This appears to be one of the most
promising varieties for the Keijo [Seoul] section.”
Page 5897 (20 Sept. 1930). Seoul (Keijo), Chosen.
W.J. Morse’s notes. They took a bus to Tokusan which is a
valley region they found largely devoted to truck crops. “No
soybeans were found in the lowlands but when we came to
the hill region we found soybeans planted with susu, perilla
and millet. We also observed many rather small fields of
peppers planted in beds with soybeans in hills on the edges
of the beds. Several fields of upland rice were also seen

with hills of soybeans between the beds and on the ends. We
walked as far as Senyari where we took a bus back to Keijo.”
Page 5598. Neg. #45868. “Soja max. Soybean. Tokusan,
Chosen. Soybeans planted between beds of upland rice.”
Neg. #45869. “Soja max. Soybean. Tokusan, Chosen.
Perilla planted with soybeans on beds about 4 feet wide.
Perilla plants are about 4 feet apart and extend up center of
bed.”
Page 5899. Neg. #45870. “Soja max. Soybean. Tokusan,
Chosen. Mixed planting of soybeans, perilla and susu
(sorghum). Perilla is grown to a considerable extent in this
region with soybean. The plantings are in beds about 4 feet
wide.”
Neg. #45871. “Soja max. Soybean. Tokusan, Chosen.
Soybeans grown on the edges and between pepper beds.
Peppers were grown quite generally in this section and
always with soybeans.”
Page 5900. Neg. #45872. “Soja max & Coix lachryma.
Soybeans & Job’s tears. Tokusan, Chosen. Soybeans and
Job’s Tears grown on the edges of a rice paddy.”
Pages 5902-5903 (21 Sept. 1930). Seoul (Keijo) to
Heijo, Chosen. “We left Seoul at 9:05 a.m. and passed
through an extensive which we came through at night on
our way down to Seoul. Some rather different methods of
planting crop mixtures were observed in the region north of
Kinkou than we have ever seen elsewhere.
“Soybeans on ridges 24 inches apart and millet planted
in the furrows.
“Soybeans on ridges 24 inches apart and castor beans
planted at intervals of about 8 feet along the side of the
soybean ridge.
“Many excellent fields of soybeans alone were noted
and in nearly all cases the leaves were nearly all yellow... In
many millet and soybean fields, the millet has been harvested
and the soybean, though not yet mature, were being cut to
make ready for planting barley... Arrived at Heijo at 3:06
p.m.” Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1938. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Soybeans in Chosen
(Korea) (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse.
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore,
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5915-5916 (24 Oct. 1930). Junsen,
Chosen. W.J. Morse’s notes. “We left on the train this
morning for Junsen which is in a mountain region and the
center of a large section producing soybean seed. Near
Shaninjo [today’s P’yôngsông, North Korea] and for a short
distance beyond this station we observed farmers cutting
not quite mature soybean plants in the millet-soybean fields,
The bean plants were being removed (the millet had been
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harvested for some little time) in order to fit the ground for
planting barley or wheat. As we approached Junsen we noted
many fields being plowed and a few being sown to barley or
wheat.
Around Junsen, we saw more soybean fields and fewer
mixed plantings. A few fields were noted here and there of
mixed plantings of perilla, susu [sorghum, kaoliang], and
soybeans...”
“At Junsen we went directly to the office of the Village
Agricultural Society where we met the director. As yet,
we were advised, no soybeans are ready for harvest in the
Junsen region as crops are a little later than usual this season.
From 70-80 per cent of the varieties grown in this region are
improved varieties distributed by the Agricultural Society.
The principal variety is the Heijo and the next in importance
is the Oriarkon. Although both of these varieties have
excellent seed they do not command as high prices as the
native varieties. This is said to be due to the thick skin of the
seed, a character in poor favor by manufacturers of soybean
products such as tofu, miso and soy sauce... We collected a
nice lot of information on soybean production in this area
from the director who seems to be quite a soybean man.
Soybean harvest will not begin until the middle of October
so our chances of obtaining movies in this section of harvest
scenes before leaving Korea are nil.
Negative #45878. “Perilla sp. Perilla. Junsen, Chosen.
View of susu and perilla in field near Junsen. Perilla is quite
generally grown in this mountain region but never alone. It is
always grown with susu or with susu and soybeans.”
Page 5933-5934 (26 Sept. 1930). Ritsuri, Chosen. W.J.
Morse’s notes. “We took the 9:00 a.m. bus for the Ritsuri
farming section to search for soybean harvesting. When
we arrived at the Nippon Sugar Beet Farm, we thought it
would be a good plan to see the director to see if he could
give some information as to the places where we might see
soybean harvesting... he stated that a large field of soybeans
was being harvested by some Korean farmers nearby.
“Upon arriving we found several Koreans cutting or
rather breaking soybean plants. The plants are left for harvest
until fully mature. In harvesting a long handled knife with
a short curved blade is used and the plants are bent over the
edge of the blade and snapped off instead of being cut off.
Conditions were excellent for movie and still pictures, and
several harvesting scenes were taken. With these pictures we
now have a complete story–movie and still–of the Korean
soybean industry.
“After this we left the farm for the main road to walk
toward Heijo until the bus overtook us. Farmers were quite
busy plowing the land and planting wheat and barley. We
visited one of these fields and found small piles of compost
soil distributed along the sides of the field. In examining
the piles we fond that wheat was mixed with the finely
pulverized compost. The land was thrown in ridges and a
man with a basket of the wheat-soil mixture was dropping

handfuls about every ten inches in the furrows. Another man
with a stick was kicking the soil from the side of the ridges
with his feet to cover the grain. It was found that 8-12 grains
of wheat were dropped with every handful of soil.
“In the spring, (about the middle of May) soybeans
are sown in hills along the ridges between the wheat rows.
Following the soybeans, the ground is left fallow during the
winter and the spring (the latter part of April), millet is sown
on ridges. About the first of June, soybeans are planted in
hills–anywhere from 8-25 feet apart–along side of the millet
ridges.
“As we were going along the road, we met Mr. Lutz
with his Korean assistant on their way to the sugar beet farm
to purchase rye seed. We went along with them and then
returned...”

Page 5935. Negative #45884. “Soja max. Soybean.
Ritsuri, Chosen. Close-up view of Korean boy with
harvesting knife used in harvesting soybeans. The mature
bean plants are broken over the blade instead of being cut
off.
Neg. #45885. “Soja max. Soybean. Ritsuri, Chosen.
Old Korean farmer harvesting soybeans. The plants which
are fully mature are broken over the edge of the sickle blade
rather than cut off.”
Page 5960 (28 Sept. 1930). Enroute Heijo, Chosen to
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Mukden, Manchuria. W.J. Morse’s notes. “We left Heijo,
Chosen, at 3:18 p.m. for Mukden, Manchuria. Along the way
it was noted that nearly all of the susu and millet had been
harvested. Soybean fields were fast approaching maturity but
it will probably be ten days or two weeks before harvesting
this crop... The rice plants are cured in shocks in the dry
paddy or along the edge of the paddy.
“We arrived at Antung [Manchuria] about 7:45 p.m.
where the train waited 30 minutes for Chinese Customs
Inspection. Our suit cases were examined on the train
without much trouble. Our trunks were examined in the
customs baggage room. One of the inspectors was rather
inquisitive about out motion picture films and our seed
samples.”
Page 5961. A vertical panoramic photo and illegible
handwritten caption.
Page 7653 (27 Jan. 1931). Tokyo, Japan. W.J. Morse’s
notes. P.H. Dorsett is in Peiping, China. “We received in the
Consulate this morning a package of 52 samples of soybeans
from the director of the Heian Nando Prefecture Seed and
Nursery Farm, Heijo, Chosen. The samples represent native
varieties collected by the director from farmers Northeastern
Chosen.
“Mr. Suyetake came and we spent the day numbering
and writing up the samples. Very fortunately the director
obtained the native Korean name of each variety. In writing
up this group some very interesting types were found. In
coming from the Northern section of Korea they should be
of some value to our middle and northern States.” Address:
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1939. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Soybeans in China
(Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 19281932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea),
Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java,
Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5206 (22 July 1930). En route to Peiping
[today’s Beijing], China. P.H. Dorsett’s notes. “7:00 a.m. In
China. En route to Peiping. Raining hard. Corn and Kaoliang
in this region are interplanted with soybeans.
“8:15 a.m. Shan-Hai-Kwan [today’s Shanhaiguan]. Here
we saw part of the Great Wall which is 2500 miles long. In
this region and for half an hour’s ride before getting here
I saw soybeans interplanted with nearly all ordinary farm
crops.”
“12:20 Kuyeh. Kaoliang, millet, soybeans and other
farm crops are grown here quite extensively.
Kaiping. Cloudy but not raining. Kaoliang, corn, millet,
soybeans are grown in this section and here as well as in
other places noticed today.
“Tongchen. Raining. Kaoliang, corn, millet, cotton, sunflowers, with or between all these crops.

Pages 5363, 5364, 5365 (7 Aug. 1930). This is a letter
from P.H. Dorsett in Peiping, China to Mr. W.J. Morse, c/o
Yamato Hotel, Dairen, Manchuria. Dorsett tells more about
the wild soybeans he described earlier growing up reed
grass “even though the plants were more vigorous and the
leaves were very much larger than the soybeans we saw
up the Sungari River near Harbin [Manchuria]. I am sure
you would have been deeply interested in seeing these wild
soybeans. We talked to a farmer regarding them and he said
that they were the true wild soybean with fuzzy pods and
dark brown to black seed, and that occasionally they are
eaten by the poor classes of Chinese. We hope to have an
opportunity later to get good photographs and seed of these
wild soybeans.
“We also saw a number of fields of kaoliang interplanted
with soybeans, and for some 4 inches [sic, feet] up the stems
the leaves of the kaoliang had been stripped off.”
“We find everywhere areas of soybeans planted alone
but usually inter-planted with kaoliang, millet, maize, perilla
and other farm crops. In fact, on our return from the Summer
Palace we saw soybeans inter-planted with peanuts, but did
not get a picture...”
Page 5905 (22 Sept. 1930). Peiping, China. P.H.
Dorsett’s notes. “We wrote Mr. Morse in reply to his letter
and suggested that he come to Peiping as soon as practicable
after October 1, 1930 or he may be too late to see some of
the field work with some of the varieties of soybeans grown
here about. In fact some of them are now being harvested.”
Page 5946. Neg. #45899. “Soja max. Soybean. Near
the village of Ssu Tao Chiao, Chihli, China. Soybeans
prematurely harvested in small piles to dry. Presumably
the harvest of the beans is to enable the farmers to prepare
the land and plant wheat.” Address: Agricultural Explorers,
USDA, Washington, DC.
1940. Case (J.I.) Co. 1930. The profitable way of harvesting
your soybean crop (Ad). Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association 3:45.
• Summary: This full-page black-and-white ad states: “It
has been proven beyond doubt that combining is the most
profitable way of harvesting soybeans. It saves as high as
96% of the seeds while other methods lose up to 40%. A
large percentage of the harvesting cost is also saved.”
The “header follows the slope of the ground and is
always at the proper angle to catch the beans whether cutting
high or shaving the ground. A continuous canvas running
within ½ inch of the sickle delivers the beans into the
efficient grain-tight threshing unit without loss of seed.
“Besides saving more bushels per acre, there are other
advantages. Light draft, smooth running, durability and ease
of operation all contribute to the low cost of harvesting with
a Case.
“This year especially you will need a Case combine
to widen the margin of profit by economically harvesting
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your soybeans and grain crops. The Model ‘B’, 8 or 10 ft.
size with motor or power take-off drive is ideally adapted
to smaller sized farms while larger sizes are available in the
Model ‘H’ and Model ‘P’ to make harvesting more profitable
on larger acreages. See your nearest Case dealer–or write us
for complete information.”
A photo shows a Case combine, pulled by a tractor,
harvesting soybeans. Address: Racine, Wisconsin.
1941. Flint, W.P. 1930. Soybean insects. Proceedings of the

American Soybean Association 3:83-85.
Eleventh annual field meeting. Held 10-12
Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: “Of all the major crops
grown on our mid-western farms, there
is none more free from insect injury
than the soybean. A careful study of the
insects attacking soybeans has been made
at several points in the United States,
particularly at the Ohio Agric. Experiment
Station. In the course of their studies
they found 209 different kinds of insects
feeding on soybeans but of these only four
or five are of any real importance.
“Clover root curculio: In planting
soybeans on midwestern farms, one should
avoid if possible putting them on spring
plowed clover sod. It is not likely that such
a rotation would be followed but in some
cases where clover has been grown in
small grain, the soybeans might be put on
such sod. If the clover sod is fall plowed,
all danger of insect injury is avoided but if
spring plowed, the soybeans will often be
killed as they come through the ground by
the attacks of a small snout beetle known
as the clover root curculio.
“Grasshoppers: The other insect
pests which may cause real injury to
soybeans in Illinois are grasshoppers,
the green clover worm and leafhoppers.
Owing to the way in which we handle
our soybeans, the grasshoppers injuring
soybeans seldom if ever hatch in the
soybean fields. They usually hatch from
eggs laid in timothy or clover fields close
to the soybean fields and migrate to the
soybeans after these hay crops are cut.
“The best way to prevent injury
by grasshoppers is to keep close watch of
the crops adjoining soybeans, from which
the grasshoppers may migrate and poison
the hoppers in these fields before they
cause injury to the soybeans. Grasshoppers
may be greatly reduced in numbers or
almost cleaned out by the application of a poison bran bait
made by mixing 25 lbs. of bran, 1 lb. of Paris Green or white
arsenic with three gallons of water in which two quarts of
black strap molasses has been stirred.
“Leafhoppers: Leafhoppers are quite serious pests of
the smooth varieties of soybeans. They cause little injury
to the hairy varieties. We have studied leafhopper injury to
soybeans in this state for a number of years. In fact, the first
work showing that these insects injured soybeans was done
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in Illinois. We have never had any serious injury to the more
hairy varieties of beans.
“For the past four years Dr. Poos of the Federal Bureau
of Entomology has been making a study of the effect of
certain leafhoppers on legumes, particularly on soybeans.
The following statement by him shows his findings on this
particular type of injury:
“’Observations during the past three seasons indicate
that the potato leafhopper, Empoasca fabae (Harris) causes
considerable injury to soybeans over widely separated
areas. This injury generally results in a stunted and unthrifty
condition of the plants which have their leaves yellowed and
curled in various degrees of intensity depending upon the
weather and soil conditions and the number of leafhoppers
present on the plants. Varieties having little or no pubescence
appear to be most injured. One non-pubescent variety has
been observed to be severely injured in Ohio and Virginia
when grown in the field along with numerous other varieties.
Experiments with Dixie and Herman as compared with
the non-pubescent variety revealed that the females of the
potato leafhopper usually placed about 75% of their eggs in
the non-pubescent variety when given their choice of these
varieties in cages.
“’The young leafhoppers (nymphs) when placed upon
plants of the above mentioned varieties under similar
conditions seemed to develop to maturity upon the pubescent
varieties as frequently as upon the non-pubescent variety
altho somewhat slower. The injury to the non-pubescent
variety, however, was always much more severe even though
the same number of leafhoppers was placed upon each of
the varieties. It would appear therefore that pubescence is
not responsible for the apparent immunity from leafhopper
injury to soybeans but that it may be correlated with certain
factors which apparently are responsible for a certain lack of
susceptibility.
“’The potato leafhopper prefers potato altho it has been
found to cause severe injury to a large number of plants
including string beans, soybeans, alfalfa, apple, clovers,
dahlia, and many other plants. Observations to date would
indicate that where control measures on soybeans are
desirable that a better use of existing varieties should be
made. In some cases a rearrangement of certain crops may be
very advisable.’
“In areas where leafhoppers are abundant, it is certainly
not advisable to plant the smooth varieties of beans.
“Green clover worm: The green clover worm is
usually of no consequence so far as its injury to soybeans
is concerned. Occasionally this insect will become very
abundant and is capable of completely stripping the leaves
from whole fields of beans. The injury occurs from mid-July
to mid-August. So far, the damage by this insect has been
serious only in the southern part of the United States. If one
finds numbers of dark green worms with light green heads
feeding on the leaves of soybeans, particularly on the leaves

near the top of the plant, it is probably this insect. When
disturbed the worm squirms and flips its body much in the
same manner as a fish freshly taken from water.
“The worms can be controlled by dusting the plants
with a dust made of one part arsenate of lead and eight parts
hydrated lime thoroly mixed together and applied either by
hand or power duster. About fifteen to twenty pounds of this
mixture should be applied per acre.
“If the dust is put on during July there will not be
enough of it left on the plants to prevent their being used for
hay if cut after the middle of August.
“Insect Control by the Use of Soybeans: Chinch bugs:
From the insect standpoint, soybeans are of special interest
because of the use which can be made of them in controlling
certain grain pests. Different kinds of insects feed on
legumes from those that feed on grasses. In areas where the
chinch bug is abundant and destructive, soybeans can be
grown without any fear of injury by these insects. It has been
definitely shown that soybeans planted with corn will reduce
the number of chinch bugs in the corn and unless the bugs
are excessively abundant, corn with soybeans will produce a
better yield than corn without soybeans.
“In our experimental work the difference between corn
with and without soybeans has shown an increase in yield for
the corn with beans of from two to fifteen bushels per acre,
with an average increase of about eight bushels to the acre.
“Actual counts of the average number of chinch bugs
on several hundred stalks of corn in the same field showed
215 bugs per stalk for corn without soybeans and 55 bugs per
stalk for corn with soybeans.
“White grubs: Thruout the United States the white grub
is one of the most serious of our corn pests. In years when
this insect is abundant, soybeans can be grown on land that
is heavily infested with grubs and will suffer only a moderate
amount of damage. If soybeans and corn are grown together
in the same field, that is, corn planted in the hills with the
soybeans, the grubs may destroy the corn but will leave
practically all the soybeans, so that some crop can be raised.
“European corn borer: Soybeans are not relished by
the European corn borer. During the past two years in our
experimental plots near Toledo we had a part of several fields
where soybeans were planted in the corn. In these fields the
corn was from 27% to 40% infested by the European corn
borer while the soybeans were entirely free from infestation.
In the most heavily infested area in Canada during 1926
when the corn crop was about 75% destroyed, fields of
soybeans escaped all commercial damage even when
surrounded on three sides by heavily infested corn fields. An
appreciable part of the increase in yield obtained where corn
follows soybeans is due to increase in insect damage brought
about by such a rotation.
“Japanese beetle: The Japanese beetle, a recently
imported foreign pest, which is now well established over the
eastern part of the United States, feeds readily on soybeans
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and may become a first class pest of this crop in the United
States. Up to the present time it has not been abundant in
areas where soybeans are generally grown.” Address: Chief
Entomologist, Illinois Natural History Society.
1942. Hackleman, J.C. 1930. Soybean varieties, dates of
seeding, and longevity of seed. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association 3:69-73. Eleventh annual field meeting.
Held 10-12 Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: “Varieties: Illinois soybean growers, as well as
those in other corn-belt states, have followed more closely
the investigational work on soybean varieties than on any
other production problem concerned with this increasingly
important crop. The rapid change in variety popularity is a
good illustration of this point. Fifteen years ago in Illinois
the most commonly grown variety was the Ito San or
Medium Early Yellow. Following this came the Midwest,
or as more commonly known in Illinois, the Mongol, which
was supplanted in 1919-20 with the A.K. This variety or
mixture of kinds was an improvement, but it soon gave way
in 1923 to the Manchu. The reign of this foreigner was short,
giving way in 1927 under Illinois conditions to the Illini, a
selection of the A.K.
“Thus, the farmers of Illinois, and they are no different
from farmers in other states, have watched with interest the
work of the experiment station and followed just as quickly
as seed of the new and better varieties became available. The
following table compiled from data secured on the SouthCentral Rotation at the University of Illinois South Farm at
Urbana, shows how nearly the farmers of Illinois have been
correct in following the experiment station’s variety tests
during the past five years.
A table shows “Six productive soybean varieties
in 1926-29, based on yields (in bushels/acre) from the
University South Farm:
“Illini 32.3
“Dunfield 31.6
“Manchu 31.3
“Wea 30.6
“Black Eyebrow 29.2
“Mansoy 28.3 bu/acre (2-year average).
“Because of its relative earliness, Illini is a very popular
soybean under most Illinois conditions and is unquestionably
grown on a greater proportion of the commercial acreage
than any other variety. There are several other varieties
that are adapted to essentially the same conditions and are
relatively high yielding, altho as the table above indicates,
there is a slight difference in favor of the Illini. The Dunfield,
the Manchu, and Mansoy, are probably the most popular. In
the northern parts of Illinois and Indiana, and in Wisconsin,
the Illini and Dunfield are relatively late. Earlier varieties
such as Mandarin, Wisconsin Black, Black Eyebrow, Wea,
and early strains of Manchu.
“On the light soils of southern Illinois varieties of the

seed type such as Illini, Dunfield, and Manchu are not well
suited. The Mansoy is a much better seed producer under
such conditions than either of the three just mentioned. The
Virginia, Ilsoy and more recently a newcomer that has some
promise, the Harbinsoy, are better adapted to growing on
those soils. Unquestionably the Virginia is the most widely
grown variety on the light soils of southern Illinois.
“While it is true that the Illini, Dunfield, and Manchu
are holding the center of the stage at the present time as
being the most popular commercial seed producers, there
are new varieties that offer considerable promise. In fact,
there are five on the South Farm which have consistently
outyielded the other varieties, and have many other desirable
characteristics. If they continue to do so for another three
to five-year period, they will unquestionably become
important factors in the production of soybeans in this and
the other corn-belt states. The following table gives the
yields of these new selections for the single year in which
they have been compared with the old standard varieties on
the same rotation.” A table shows “Promising new Varieties
of Soybeans–Season 1929 University South Farm SouthCentral Rotation Variety Yield in bu/acre:
“A.K. 114, 39.9
“A.K. 146, 39.4
“A.K. 125, 39.1
“04002-B, 38.7
“Ohio 13177, 37.0
“Illini (comparative yield), 33.4
“All these varieties have proven excellent yielders on
other plots, but 1929 was the first year in which they have
been grown on the standard sized plots on the South-Central
Rotation at the University and therefore were compared
directly with such varieties as Illini, Dunfield, and Manchu.
“Date of Seeding: June 1 to 10 was for many years the
commonly accepted time for seeding soybeans in Illinois.
Many corn-belt farmers who had good seed beds prepared as
early as the middle of May would continue to cultivate their
soybean ground and wait until after June before they would
seed soybeans.
“On account of frequent early frosts and the apparent
danger of reduced yields because of immaturity, the
University of Illinois started some experiments in 1926 on
the effect of time of seeding upon certain plant characters, as
well as upon yield. In this experiment 12 varieties of beans
were included, three varieties each of yellow, green, brown,
and black-seeded soybeans. Each of the color groupings
included early, medium, and late maturing varieties. Thus,
the 12 varieties included practically all of the variations
from early to late maturing and from light to dark seed coats.
Insofar as possible, the varieties chosen were those which
were generally considered of seed type or of general purpose
type, rather than of the hay type.
“During the first two years of this experiment, 1926
and 1927, the first seeding was made May 10. Additional
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seedings were made at ten-day intervals until the fifth
seeding was made June 20. All seedings were made in
quadruplicate and careful notes were taken as to the stand,
date of blooming, height at blooming, time required to
mature, and yield.
“The first two years’ results seemed to justify the
launching of this investigation. Contrary to predictions and
general farm practice, no increased yields resulted from
delayed plantings. It was found that the May 10 seeding
of soybeans gave either the highest yield or one of the best
yields of seed, as well as producing considerably more
foliage. After the experiences of 1926 and 1927, the first date
of seeding was made May 1. Thus, six seedings were made
at ten-day intervals from May 1 to June 20, a difference of
50 days between the first and the last seeding. The first thing
noted was that soybeans planted May 1 gave practically as
good a stand and grew just as vigorously as those planted
the first of June. Cold soil seemed to have little inhibiting
effect upon the actual germination and seedling vigor of the
soybean. May 1 plantings of soybeans seemed to give just as
satisfactory stands as May 10 plantings of average seed corn,
indicating that the soybean could stand practically as much
unfavorable growing weather as corn.
“Stands Compared: The average stand for each of the six
different dates of planting for 1926 to 1930 inclusive shows
no significant difference. The average stand for the first date
of planting was 51.8 percent. May 10 showed an average
stand of 53.3; May 20, 57.6; June 1, 58.2; June 10, 59.2;
June 20, 59.2 percent. It should be noted in this connection
that the average stands for all seedings from year to year
showed much more variation than did the average stand for
each of the different seedings over the period of six years.
“Average Height at Blooming: Another very noticeable
difference as the plots were observed from year to year
was the greater height and, therefore, unquestionably the
greater vegetative production of the early planted plots. As
an average of the four years, 1926-29, the average height
of plant at blooming in the May 1 plots was 26.3 inches;
May 10, 24.8; May 20, 23.8; June 1, 21.7; June 10, 21.1;
June 20, 19.4 inches. This shows a distinct reduction in the
average height of plant with postponement of the seeding”
(Continued). Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.
1943. Hackleman, J.C. 1930. Soybean varieties, dates of
seeding, and longevity of seed (Continued–Document part
II). Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 3:6973. Eleventh annual field meeting. Held 10-12 Sept. 1930 in
Illinois.
• Summary: (Continued): “Number of Days to Bloom”
Another very noticeable effect was the effort of the plant to
compensate for the late planting by blooming in a shorter
period of time. The average number of days required for the
plant to come to bloom when planted May 1 was 82.3 days,
while the average number of days required for the varieties

planted on June 20 was 50.7 days, 32 days less time required
for the 12 varieties to reach bloom when planted on June 20
than when planted May 1.
“Finally, the soybean grower is interested in the effect of
these different dates of planting upon the number of bushels
he can produce. As an average of four years, the first three
plantings have been practically equal, there being less than
one bushel variation in the average yield obtained on these
three dates. May 1 seedings (2 year ave.) produced 25.8 bu.,
May 10, 25.1 bu. and May 20, 25.3 bushels. June 1, June
10, and June 20 were distinctly inferior, yielding 22.1, 21.6
and 18.5 bushels respectively. This represents a loss of 6.8
bushels after May 20.
“The data here presented agree in general with those
reported by the Ohio Experiment Station. The experiments
in that state started in 1925 at an even earlier date of planting
than the Illinois experiment. The first planting in Ohio was
made on April 10, and the last planting on July 1. With the
two varieties, Manchu and Pekin, compared in Ohio, the
variation in yield between April 10 and May 15 was very
slight, but after May 15 there was a distinct reduction in
yield, agreeing in principle with the results in Illinois.
“Longevity: Another traditional belief regarding
soybeans has been more or less upset by experiments
conducted at the University of Illinois. An experiment to
determine the longevity of soybean seed was started in 1926.
Seed of five varieties from the 1925 crop was selected. The
five varieties chosen were Manchu, Morse, Lexington, Ilsoy,
and Ebony. This included all the color combinations from
yellow to black, including two varieties with green seed
coats, one with a yellow, and one with a green cotyledon.
The seed harvested in 1925 was planted in the spring of
1926. The surplus seed was stored in cotton bags, and placed
in wire screen cages in the seed house. From each succeeding
crop, seed of the same varieties has been taken and planted
each succeeding year. As the years have gone by, the
germination of the different varieties has been noted and also
the production per acre. The same number of seeds of each
variety from each year has been planted in quadruplicate
rows.
“Not all varieties have shown themselves equally
satisfactory for planting after the first year. The Lexington,
a green-seeded bean with a green cotyledon, seemed to lose
its vitality first. Then the Manchu showed indications of loss
of vitality before any significant loss was noted in the Morse,
the Ilsoy, or the Ebony.
“The five-year average stand [germination] of all
varieties the first spring after harvesting the seed crop was
73.4 percent. The average stand of all varieties for the second
year was 67.6 percent. The average for the third year was
56.6 percent, for the fourth year, 42.6 percent, and for the
fifth year, 26.7 percent.
“Seed of the Ilsoy, Ebony, and Morse is still showing
some germination after five years, the Ilsoy with 50 percent,
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the Ebony with 16 percent, and the Morse with 14 percent.
“One of the most significant things brought out in
this experiment is the importance of storing only high
germinating seed if it is to be safely stored. On two or three
occasions it has been impossible to get as good seed of the
late maturing varieties as of the earlier kinds. Such weakened
seed has invariably shown a tendency to lose its vitality more
rapidly than that which matured normally and was of a high
vitality when stored the first year.
“One of the practical lessons contributed by this
experiment is that if a farmer has soybean seed of excellent
quality he can successfully store this seed and use it the
following season if his storage room is dry and the seed
can be kept in good condition thruout the season. Under no
circumstances should this experiment be interpreted as a
guarantee that all old soybean seed will be equal to new seed.
By all means, seed should be tested the second year and
only the strong germinating seeds should be counted. Any
seeds which show weak or very slow germination should be
considered as of little or no more value than dead seed.
“Seed of all varieties will be used again in 1931 and
tested annually until they have completely lost their vitality.”
Photos show: (1) Three soybean plants, with full,
medium, and sparse foliage. (2) A large field of soybeans
planted in rows. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of
Illinois.
1944. Meharry, Chas. L. 1930. Seeing soybeans on Illinois
farms: Stop No. 3–A.P. Meharry Farm [American Soybean
Assoc. annual meeting]. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association 3:103-08. Eleventh annual field
meeting. Held 10-12 Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: Sept. 11, 1930. Thursday morning, 12:30–2:00.
This farm is located one mile south and two miles east of
Tolono. Lunch was prepared by the Ladies’ Aid of the Tolono
M.E. [Methodist Episcopal] church. The tour shows large
scale production of soybeans, illustrating farm practices and
inoculation studies.
After lunch, at 2:00, the author begins: “Fellow soybean
enthusiasts: This is the third time that our farms have had
the privilege and pleasure of welcoming the American
Soybean Association. I believe that considering its youth and
small numerical strength, the Association has accomplished
more than any other farm organization. The American
Soybean Association held its first meeting in Indiana in
192o. Practically all nearby states were represented and
Hoosierdom turned out in force. So much enthusiasm and
inspiration resulted from this meeting that a decision was
reached to hold a meeting each year in a different state.
Meetings have accordingly been held each succeeding year
as follows:
“1920 Fouts Bros. Farms, Camden, Indiana
“1921 Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, UrbanaChampaign, Illinois.; and A.P. Meharry Farm, near Tolono,

Illinois
“1922 Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station,
Columbia, Missouri
“1923 Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station,
Madison, Wisconsin
“1924 Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Ames,
Iowa
“1925 (Our first three-day meeting)
“1st day, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D.C.; and Arlington Experiment Station
“2nd day, farm of Harvey S. Clapp near Accotink,
Virginia (this was part of George Washington’s estate)
“3rd day, Maryland Experiment Station, College Park,
Maryland
“1926 Delta Branch Experiment Station, Stoneville,
Mississippi; and several Yazoo-Mississippi Delta counties
“1927 North Carolina–Washington, N.C.; and Beaufort,
Hyde, Martin, Bertie, Chowan, Perquimans, and Pasquotank
counties
“1928 Purdue University Experiment Station, Lafayette,
Indiana; and four regional meetings
“1929 Guelph, Ontario, Canada, Experimental Station
and surrounding territory
“1930 Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station; the
Robeson Farm near Champaign; the John T. Smith and the
A.P. Meharry Farms near Tolono; Funk Brothers Oil Mill,
Bloomington; and Allied Mills, Peoria [Illinois]
“If any of you can mention another field crop, the
growers of which maintain an international association
which has held a big field meeting like this each year for
eleven consecutive years in nine different states, the District
of Columbia, and one Canadian Province, you will prove
yourselves better informed than I am.
“The Association and the soybean crop owe a debt
of gratitude to many experiment stations, corporations,
organizations, and individuals who have contributed liberally
both in funds and energy.
“Assisted by other organizations, one accomplishment
of this Association perhaps not yet widely known was the
raising of the tariff on soybeans from 30 cents to $2.00 per
bushel and on soybean oil from 2½ cents to 3½ cents, while
soybean meal and cake which, under preceding tariff acts
had been on the free list, were given a protection of $6.00 per
ton.
“Truly remarkable teamwork has always characterized
the efforts of the American Soybean Association. Experiment
stations have always helped the growers to a most
remarkable extent; in fact they should receive the major
share of the credit for these meetings. Such wonderfully
successful meetings could never have been without their
loyalty.
“This farm has a total of a little more than 1400 acres
under Mr. Riegel’s management, and I believe you will agree
with me that appearances indicate that it has been efficiently
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handled this dry year.
“The home farm consisting of this Section 5 and the
diagonal quarter section to the southwest was entered from
the U.S. Government by my grandfather, Thomas Meharry,
in 1855 and 1857. When grandfather, Thomas Meharry,
acquired the land, it was wild, wet prairie. My father,
Abraham P. Meharry, settled here as a young man and later
brought his Hoosier bride to live here. They spent the best of
their lives right here, and the place is still best known as the
A.P. Meharry farm.
“Prior to 1909 this farm was farmed by very good tenant
farmers as a rule. Father told me that for a period of about
seven years he spent practically all the earnings of the farm
for tile, and there are many carloads buried in the farm; still
there are not enough, as there are wet spots left yet to drain.
Father believed in clover and insisted upon sowing clover
seed with the small, grain crops. Small grain meant oats
almost invariably, for I remember only one or two wheat
fields on this farm prior to 1909. So while this farm was in
better state of productivity than many in the county, it had
fallen far below its virgin state of fertility.
“The farm was put under the management of Mr. C.H.
Oathout in the fall of 1908. In the spring of 1909 we found
that clover had failed on a part of the farm where it was
most needed. This was a block of thin, white, sour land.
Mr. Oathout therefore proposed that we substitute soybeans
where clover had failed. A few acres of ‘Black Beauty’,
probably Ebony, were sown and about nineteen acres of
‘Early Yellow’, which were really Ito San. We knew nothing
about the crop, so like many beginners, we simply sowed
the seed and left the plants to the tender mercy of the weeds.
We had plenty of foxtail, of course, but the land was too
thin to be very foul. Consequently we had ‘fool’s luck’ and
harvested 19 bushels per acre of Ito San. The Black Beauty
was all cut for hay.
“Three hundred sixty-one bushels of soybean seed
seemed like a prodigious amount to us, and we succeeded in
peddling out in little dribs of a few pounds to a few bushels
all the seed we could spare at $1.75 per bushel. Before it
was all gone we resolved to plant beans again and even to
increase our planting to thirty whole acres! Again we had a
good crop and sold it without much difficulty.
“We had found the farm divided into eight fields and
taking the course of least resistance, adopted an eight-year
rotation to fit the fields. It was as follows: corn, corn, oats,
clover, corn, oats, wheat, clover. Soys at first were used
merely as a clover substitute. Besides this major rotation we
ran a minor one on several small fields of irregular size and
shape which results from an effort to get the larger fields
squared up. By the time Mr. Oathout left the farm both he
and I had begun to acquire some rather widespread notoriety
as ‘soybean cranks’. As yet we were among a very few
soybean growers in this county.
“Mr. Riegel came here in the fall of 1913. He seemed

to be easily inoculated with soybean enthusiasm, and so the
program grew. We both suspected that oats were not a highly
profitable crop and just on suspicion we substituted soys for
oats in the last half of the rotation, and tried sowing wheat
in soy stub without plowing. It worked, altho folks thought
we were crazy. Our rotation thus became: corn, corn, oats,
clover, corn, soybeans, wheat, clover.
“We had begun to keep an accurate cost account of
our fields, largely to give ourselves the courage of our
convictions. A few years of that proved conclusively enough
for our purpose that oats were unprofitable, on this farm at
least, so out went the other oats field and we changed our
rotation to corn, soybeans, wheat, and clover, there now
being two fields of each crop annually. This was continued
for several years, during which our average crop yields,
particularly of corn and beans, gradually improved.
“During these years we had been applying limestone
and phosphates, particularly raw rock phosphate, tho
occasionally bone meal was used. These helped us to get
sweet clover, as well as the other clovers, and some of the
old, sour, white spots began to yield almost as well as the
better land.
“We have concluded that about the fastest way to
rejuvenate an old, worn-out farm is to combine-harvest two
or three successive crops of soys, returning the straw to the
land. After such treatment we find that corn becomes a very
satisfactory crop even on badly worn soil. For this kind of
a program I suggest using a variety like Harbinsoy which
utilizes the entire growing season and makes a big growth
and satisfactory yield on thin land where earlier varieties
commonly dwarf badly. Inasmuch as the soys are to be
followed by a spring-planted crop, somewhat later maturity
of the soys is not so important as it is when wheat is to be
planted.
“By this time we had started using the four-row corn
planter and cultivator and had learned more than ever to
appreciate the importance of large fields and long “throughs”
in the economical management of land. Therefore, we
rearranged the field division of the whole farm. Three fields
on this section are a mile long and the fourth about threequarters of a mile long.
“Much of the value of such a meeting at this time
comes from the discussion which is ordinarily prompted by
it. If there are any questions regarding the management of
these farms, we will endeavor to answer them.” Continued.
Address: Meharry Farms near Tolono, Illinois.
1945. Meharry, Chas. L. 1930. Seeing soybeans on Illinois
farms: Stop No. 3–A.P. Meharry Farm (Continued–
Document part II). Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 3:103-08. Eleventh annual field meeting. Held
10-12 Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: (Continued): “Question: ‘Do you attribute your
clover failures to your use of soybeans or to your rotation
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system?’
“Answer: ‘We do not. We believe that this year peculiar
climatic conditions which we do not pretend to understand
or explain were unfavorable for getting a clover stand from
early seeding. On four of our farms where clover was seeded
early, when we ordinarily have best results, we have partial
or total failures. On one farm where clover was sown later
than we consider desirable, we have a very good stand of
clover.’
“Question: ‘Do you use fertilizers?’
“Answer: ‘Not upon the soybean crop, except in a small
way as a trial, which proved unprofitable. All of this home
farm has had one application of limestone and most fields
have had two or more applications of raw rock phosphate or
bone meal, but we have fertilized the corn or wheat crops,
not the soybean crop.’
“Question: ‘Do you believe that it is necessary to use
fertilizer when such a high proportion of leguminous crops
are grown?’
“Answer: ‘We have found that successive crops of
soybeans raise the general level of productivity of worn land
without addition of mineral fertilizers, at least temporarily.
We have had indications of immediate response of soybeans,
sweet clover, and alfalfa to limestone, and of the cereals
to phosphates. We do not know how far we may raise the
productivity of thin land by the use of soys nor how long
it may be maintained. Personally, I believe that sooner or
later replacement of minerals, removed by the grain crops,
will have to be resorted to to prevent diminishing returns.
On old, worn farms we believe that one of the first and
most limiting factors is lack of nitrogen and organic matter.
Repeated soybean crops, particularly when combined and
the straw returned, seem to restore nitrogen and organic
matter very rapidly. But soys do deplete minerals rather
fast. For instance, a 25-bushel crop of soybeans will remove
approximately as much phosphate, potash, and calcium as
50 bushels of wheat or 100 bushels of corn. We know that a
25-bushel crop of soys is much more frequently and easily
attained than a 50-bushel wheat crop or a 100-bushel corn
crop. Surely we may not have our cake and eat it too. The
time must certainly come when we must restore to the land
that which we remove from it if we expect to continue to
harvest large yields.’
“Question: ‘Do you favor row cultivation or solid
seeding?’
“Answer: ‘For our conditions and practices we favor
drilling solid. We believe this matter resolves itself strictly
into a choice between economy of labor and economy of
seed. That determination has to be made individually by each
grower according to his especial conditions. One method
may be as successful as the other. The secretary of this
Association, Mr. J.B. Edmondson, a very successful Indiana
grower, is a strong advocate of row cultivation. Other
growers, including ourselves, believe that that method would

be a serious handicap to us.’
“Question: ‘How do you control weeds? Evidently
weeds are not a serious problem here.’
“Answer: ‘Quite the contrary. Much of this land is
very foul and contains about the maximum number of weed
seed, I believe, but I shall ask Mr. Withrow to answer that
question. Lewis, will you explain how you handle the weed
problem?’
“Mr. Withrow: ‘We believe strongly in doing much of
our weed killing ahead of planting. Then within a day or
two we begin searching in the dirt for germinating weed
seed. Whenever found we try to kill them. In doing this
we disregard the beans entirely, paying no attention to the
stage of germination of the bean seed or to the development
of the soys. We ignore their presence and do whatever is
necessary to kill weeds, focusing our attention on the future
instead of the present. Usually treatment which exterminates
weeds effectively also kills some beans, but we provide for
that contingency by sowing enough soys so that we may
kill a lot and not miss them. We like the spiketooth harrow
for early cultivation, and like the teeth set pretty straight so
long as they do not drag trash, unless the ground is crusted.
The harrow gets over ground rapidly and cheaply and is a
fine implement in a loose seed bed. For crusted ground or
later cultivation the rotary hoe is better than the harrow. This
spring Mr. Meharry came out just as I finished harrowing
vigorously a field of beans which were just getting their first
set of leaves. It looked as if half of them were hopelessly
covered. I asked Mr. Meharry if he thought they were ruined
and he seemed quite unworried and said he believed most
of the plants would uncover themselves. Some days later he
searched carefully and told me he had found only one plant
that had perished.’
“Question: ‘Do you pull your rotary hoes with horses or
tractors?’
“Answer: ‘Mr. Crumbaker, will you tell this man how
you pull your hoes?’
“Mr. Crumbaker: ‘We have used horses so far because
we had them and they do not have to be filled up with
expensive gasoline. However, we probably would not
hesitate to use the tractor if we became crowded for time.’
“Mr. Meharry: ‘Mr. Riegel here has used the tractor
occasionally, I believe.’
“Question: ‘Doesn’t the tractor kill a lot of beans?’
“Answer: ‘It does kill some but surprisingly few. I
happen to know that Secretary J.B. Edmondson has tractorhoed beans. Mr. Edmondson isn’t afraid to treat ‘em rough
when occasion demands. He redeemed a field, a year or two
ago, which had been hopelessly ruined by being crusted over
in the germination stage. A hoe would not break the crust so
he disked it. The field looked good for 25 bushels that fall.
I don’t suppose he advocates that for a regular practice at
all, but extraordinary occasions sometimes justify unusual
practices.’
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“Question: ‘How much hand hoeing or weed pulling
was done here to keep these beans clean?’
“Mr. Meharry: ‘Mr. Riegel, will you answer that
question?’
“Mr. Riegel: ‘Two men did all the hand work on this 56
acres in one day.’
“Mr. Meharry: I wish again to express the gratitude
of everyone connected with the Meharry Farms for your
presence and interest in the work of this Association.’”
Address: Meharry Farms near Tolono, Illinois.
1946. Meharry, Charles L. 1930. Report of Legislative
Committee (Continued–Document part II). Proceedings
of the American Soybean Association 3:114-20. Eleventh
annual field meeting. Held 10-12 Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: (Continued): “In this struggle for duty on soys
and their products, many friends were helpful. Nothing
could have been done without the assistance of the Farm
Bureau Federation, the National Grange and the Dairyman’s
League. We also gratefully acknowledge the help of the Corn
Growers Association of Indiana and the Crop Improvement
Associations of Virginia and Illinois, and the Louisiana
Sugar Planters. Many Congressmen, both Republicans
and Democrats, fought valiantly for the cause. We hesitate
to name them for fear some of the hardest workers may
be omitted. Your committee is proud of this achievement
of the Association and hopes that the membership of the
Association may appreciate that in all such matters toleration
of the opinions and wishes of related associations and
groups is essential, and compromise amounts to victory
when it is obtained from much more powerful and influential
organizations than our own.
“During the three days your Committee was in
Washington their time was occupied from morning until
two or three o’clock at night with only brief intermissions
for food and sleep. If the brief they wrote seems to our
membership poorly prepared, we would plead for some
leniency of judgment, for with five on the Committee, each
with his own ideas, constant change and compromise was
necessary. While this may have destroyed to some extent the
homogeneity of our effort, yet we each believe that the brief
was probably more satisfactory as a whole than if any one of
us had composed it without help.
“The Grange was well enough satisfied with our brief
and they not only accepted the rate we asked for on oil
meal and cake and appealed for it in their own brief, but
voluntarily suggested that they would gladly attach a copy
of our brief to their own as a supplement to it. We were very
grateful for this kind and extremely helpful consideration
and left them a copy of our brief for that purpose. This
summer we were authoritatively informed that this forwardlooking attitude on the part of the Grange has actually cost
that organization about five hundred of its Pacific Coast
members who violently opposed the duty on soybean meal.

Many hundred copies of our brief were printed and sent to
the county agricultural agents of the principal soybean states
with special letters requesting that the farm organizations
be advised of the matter and that these organizations cooperate by communicating with their Congressmen in
behalf of these tariffs. Replies were received from only two
widely separated places, but we sincerely hope that we are
more indebted for help from county agents and county farm
organizations than we know. Our appreciation of the action
of the two county agents and their farmers is intensified by
the fact that their activity was so unusual.
“The Illinois Agricultural Association exerted a rather
belated but vigorous influence just at the close of the
campaign, for which we are duly grateful.
“I would like to read two or three sections from the Brief
which was submitted by the committee prior to the hearing
which was held Saturday, January 26, 1929.
“Brief submitted to the Ways and Means Committee
of the House of Representatives of the United States,
supplementing the appearance of Walter Godchaux, of
Napoleonville, Louisiana, official representative of the
American Soybean Growers’ Association, Illinois Crop
Improvement Association, Indiana. Corn Growers’
Association, Virginia Crop Improvement Association, The
American Sugar Cane League, The White Clover Seed
Producers of Louisiana, Wisconsin and Idaho, The Livestock
Farmers of Louisiana, credentials for which are attached.
“Soybeans are a new, yet old, crop in the United States. They
were introduced in 1804 but were given only passing notice.
During the past fifteen years they have attained the status
of an important crop in this country; first, in the rotation of
our corn belt and other staple crop territory; second, as a
leguminous crop which improves the fertility of the soil upon
which it is grown; and in this respect it is evidently destined
in the relatively near future to occupy an acreage and be of
an importance comparable with our great staples, such as
wheat, corn, cotton, tobacco, sugar beets, sugar cane, and
other basic crops.
“Reasons Why Soybeans Are an Important and
Necessary Crop:
“1. More land devoted to the growing of soybeans
means less land devoted to the growing of the staple crops
having an exportable surplus, such as corn, oats, tobacco,
rice, wheat, potatoes, etc. The disappearance of the
exportable surplus of these crops will make the tariff on such
crops immediately effective.
“2. Soybeans, by providing an abundant and cheaper,
source of home-grown protein, will increase the supply of
meat and dairy products to consumers, at the same time
making their production profitable to producers.
“3. Soybeans provide an available emergency source of
home grown material for the manufacture of war munitions.
Soybeans also form a potential source of human and animal
food supply, should an emergency occur.
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“4. Soybeans can be made a profitable leguminous
substitute for a cereal crop, such as oats, that have become
undeniably unprofitable due to the smaller consumption of
oats owing to the diminished horse population.
“5. Soybeans are the most widely adaptable protein
and oil producing crop grown in the United States. They
are successfully produced from Wisconsin in the north to
Louisiana in the south, and from North Carolina in the east to
Missouri and Oklahoma in the west.
“6. Soybeans have proven to be one of the few crops that
can be successfully grown in the corn borer infested area.
“Production of Soybeans in the United States:
“The supply of soybean seed during the early years of
the crop’s popularity was all absorbed by the seed demand
due to the rapidly increasing acreage, which at first was
largely consumed upon the farms as feed for livestock.
“Imported beans were very undesirable for seed, due
to mixture of varieties, lack of viability, and uncertainty of
adaptability to given localities. Prices for domestic seed
beans were, therefore, unaffected by importation and no tariff
protection was needed.
“As soon as the commercial demand began to control the
price, growers began to realize that a tariff was necessary to
protect the industry from the competition of coolie-produced
soybeans from the Orient. An import duty was asked and
received in 1922. For a time this was a relief because it gave
renewed confidence to the farmers and expanded the demand
for seed beans, leaving industry with only a mediocre supply
for a year or two, so that seed demand again governed the
price for a time.
“Now, production has again overtaken and passed
the seed demand and the grower realizes that the import
duty provided by the Tariff Act of 1922 is inadequate to
maintain profitable production and the crop is faced with the
alternative of gradual extermination or rescue by increased
tariff.
“The Cost of Producing Soybeans in the United States:
“According to Bulletin No. 165, University of Missouri, a
copy of which is submitted herewith, the average cost of
producing soybeans in the years 1910, 1911, 1914, 1915,
1916, 1917, was $14.28 per acre, the average cost per
bushel was $2.30. In Indiana, according to Bulletin No. 306,
December, 1926, a copy of which is submitted herewith,
issued by Purdue University, Agriculture Experiment Station,
the average cost of growing and marketing per bushel was
$1.46. The average yield per acre in bushels in the United
States in 1927 was 12 bushels.
“The University of Illinois has stated that it requires
a yield of 20.6 bushels of soybeans per acre at $1.20 per
bushel for the Illinois farmer to break even on his cost of
production. The average commercial farm price for the
Illinois farmer is considerably less than $5.20 per bushel.”
“The Measure of Relief Needed:
“The following proposed rates, for which we ask, are

arrived at after consultation with those who have studied
the subject with a consideration for all industries affected,
and it is believed they will work no substantial injury to
any interest, and will substantially aid in building up and
increasing the soybean industry of America.
“These rates are:
“Soybean seed, 2 cents per pound.
“Soybean oil cake, $6.00 per ton.
“We have not attempted to advance the many plausible,
and often irrelevant arguments, that might be advanced in
support of what we seek, nor have we attempted to refute the
same class of arguments that may be raised against us.
“We stand on the fundamental points that we outlined in
the beginning. We want protection for a growing agricultural
industry, that will supplant crops having an exportable
surplus, with a crop that has unlimited outlets.
“Signed
“Walter Godchaux, Vice-President American Soybean
Association, 1927
“Harvey S. Clapp, President Virginia Crop Improvement
Association
“W.E. Riegel, President Illinois Crop Improvement
Association
“John T. Smith, Former Director American Soybean
Association, Former Secretary Illinois Crop Improvement
Association.” Address: Attica, Indiana.
1947. Morse, W.J. 1930. Soybeans in the Orient. Proceedings
of the American Soybean Association 3:96-100. Eleventh
annual field meeting. Held 10-12 Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: This letter (which appears on pages 5196 to
5199 of the unpublished Dorsett-Morse Log) was written by
William J. Morse on 20 July 1930 from Dairen, Manchuria,
to Dr. W.L. Burlison, President of the American Soybean
Growers Assoc. at the University of Illinois, Urbana. It is
reprinted in full:
“Dear Soybean Friends:
“When the writer addressed a letter of your 1929 Annual
Meeting, the soybean experience of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture Oriental Agricultural Expedition was just
beginning and there was but little to write about on this
important crop of the Asiatic countries. It is quite different
now, however, for explorations have been made in Hokkaido
Island, Hondo (the main island of Japan [now called
Honshû]), Korea and to some extent in Manchuria. If an
attempt were made to write at all fully on the different phases
of the soybean industry we have observed in these countries
during the past year or more, a volume or perhaps several,
would have to be written instead of a mere letter.
“It is recalled that last season the use of the soybean as
a green vegetable was described. Throughout the season, it
was found that the green vegetable was a very popular food
with the Japanese from one end of the Japanese Empire
to the other. The vegetable soybean is classed as a garden
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bean and as such is extensively grown by the Japanese truck
farmers.”
The authors were in Hokkaido from mid-August until
early October, and they visited all the principal soybean
sections. “The Obihiro station in the eastern part of the
island [of Hokkaido] is conducting the most extensive work
in breeding and variety testing. We succeeded in collecting
a very large number of varieties and selections of this
northern region as well as information on culture, harvesting,
threshing, insect pests, and diseases. To supplement this
material, we obtained a large number of still and motion
pictures of very interesting scenes of the Hokkaido soybean
industry.”
They arrived in Korea on 20 Oct. 1929 and established
headquarters at Keijo (Seoul). “We found Korea to be a most
interesting country and different from anything we had seen
in Japan. One of the most amazing things was the extent to
which soybeans are grown. Almost equally amazing was the
large number of native Korean soybean varieties we found
in the various sections and at the experiment stations. At
the Suigen Experiment Station, they have more than one
thousand native Korean varieties and selections under test.
The authorities were very generous and gave us samples
of each. In addition to this collection, we obtained a few
hundred samples from Korean farmers, grain merchants on
village market days and from village and city grain dealers.
The Korean Department of Agriculture added about 300
samples to our collection by obtaining seed of the principal
varieties from the village agricultural societies in each of the
prefectures of Korea.
“Altho the Koreans do not use the soybean as
extensively for food as do the Japanese, considerable
quantities are used and in quite different ways. The beans are
used principally boiled with other grains such as millet or
kaoliang. They are also used in making miso and soy sauce,
but these products are made quite differently from those of
Japan or China. Soybean sprouts are found very abundantly
in all of the markets and at all of the small food stores. The
beans produced in Korea are for the most part excellent
quality and are largely shipped to Japan for the manufacture
of miso, soy sauce, bean curd, and natto. Soybeans when
soaked with chopped millet or kaoliang straw are used
universally for feeding oxen and cows, the common work
animals of Korea.
“We left Korea about the first week of December [1929]
for our Tokyo headquarters and collected seed samples and
products as we went along. From the latter part of December
until the latter part of March, we put in full time collecting
soybean products and learning of their use and manufacture.
We succeeded in collecting a large number of interesting
products, as the Japanese use the soybean very extensively
in their daily diet. In the making of cakes, candies, and
numerous other confections, the roasted soybean is used in
a similar manner to the peanut in America. Of course, soy

sauce, miso, bean curd, and natto are the principal soybean
products and the ones most extensively used. As an example
of the large use of miso, which is used as a breakfast soup
with vegetables and also in preserving fish, vegetables, and
meat, we visited three large miso factories in the Tokyo
district and found that each produced about one million
pounds of miso yearly. In addition to these three large
factories, there were numerous small factories scattered
thruout [sic] the same district.
“As the planting time was approaching in Manchuria,
we left Tokyo the latter part of March and arrived in Dairen,
Manchuria, the first of April. We expect to have headquarters
at Dairen until late fall or early winter, working out in the
various soybean sections of North and South Manchuria.
This country is the real land of the soybean and Dairen, the
real city of the soybean. In 1929, 29.2 percent of the total
cultivated area of Manchuria was devoted to the growing
of soybeans, producing more than 178,000,000 bushels of
seed, thus leading all other crops in acreage and production.
The Port of Dairen handles about eighty (80) percent of the
exports of beans, bean cake, and bean oil.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011)
that uses the term “land of the soybean” in connection with
or to refer to Manchuria.
“The planting season for soybeans in Manchuria begins
about the first of May and extends to about the 25th of May
in some northern sections. We, therefore, had an opportunity
before the planting season, to study the methods of grading,
storage and transportation of [soy] beans, bean cake and bean
oil in the oil mills. The storage yards and warehouse yards
of the South Manchurian Railway cover several hundred
acres and the immense quantities of bags of beans and bean
cakes stored in the open storage yards and in the warehouses
are well worth seeing. In connection with the storage yards
are the Dairen wharves where one may see daily the loading
of freighters from European countries, America, Japan, and
China with beans, bean cakes, and bean oil.
“We had rather expected to find a large number of
products made from beans, bean cake, and bean oil but our
findings thus far have been very meager. The oil is used in
the manufacture of soaps, paints, lard substitutes, and salad
oils, but only a very few factories are engaged in producing
these products. The beans are used chiefly for oil and oil
cake, but during the last three or four years, the demand
of European mills for beans has had a serious effect, not
only on the Dairen soybean oil mills, but also on the oil
mills throughout North and South Manchuria. In Dairen,
at the present time, only about forty-five soybean mills are
active during the crushing season, whereas four years ago
there were about ninety. The oil cakes are for the most part
shipped to the Japanese Islands for feed and fertilizer (chiefly
fertilizer), to China and the East Indies for fertilizer, and to
America and Europe for cattle and poultry feed.”
“Our experience in the field up to the present time
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has been the study of methods of planting and cultivation
practiced in different sections of North and South
Manchuria.”
“We have collected quite a large number of seed samples
during our travels thus far in Manchuria and have obtained
some very interesting types. It may interest the members to
know that we have visited Yingkou (Newchwang), the source
of the Virginia and Wilson varieties. We obtained several
other black and brown-seeded samples similar to the Virginia
and Wilson, and are hoping that some of them may prove
equally valuable. It was learned that the black and brownseeded sorts are grown in some northern sections along the
Liao River. In the study of varieties in different sections of
North and South Manchuria, it has been very interesting to
note the number of varieties, their utilization and adaptability
to various soil and climatic conditions. At the Kungchuling
Experiment Station, more than one thousand varieties and
selections have been tested but at the present time only five
hundred are under test. The Manchurian varieties do not
succeed in the Japanese Islands or Korea and neither do
the Japanese varieties succeed in Manchuria or Korea. The
Korean varieties also give rather poor results in most parts of
Manchuria.
“With this letter we are sending some lantern slides
illustrating various scenes of the soybean industry in oriental
countries. At some future meeting we hope to have our
movie films so arranged that you may have an opportunity
of seeing in motion the many, many ramifications of the
soybean industry as we have seen them.
“We hope to be with you at your next annual meeting,
that we may try to catch up with the rapid progress the
soybean has made in the United States during the past two
years.
“With best wishes for a most interesting and successful
1930 meeting, we remain
“Very truly yours,...”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2004) that uses the term “vegetable soybeans”
(not preceded by the word “green”) to refer to green
vegetable soybeans.
Note 3. This letter was reprinted in Soybean Digest
(April 1945, p. 11-12). Address: USDA, Washington, DC.
1948. Morse, W.J. 1930. La utilizacion de la soja en diversas
industrias [The utilization of soya in various industries].
Hacienda (La) (Buffalo, New York) 25:298-301. July;
25:347-49. Aug; 25:394-96. Sept. [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: This is a translation of USDA Farmers’ Bulletin
1617, but with excellent new illustrations. Contents:
Introduction. Soybeans in the human diet: Whole dry
soybeans, green vegetable soybeans, soy flour, soy oil,
soy sauce, soy milk, tofu (cuajada de soja). Soybeans in
the feeding of domestic animals. Soy oil: Extraction, use.
Soybean cake: as a human food, as a livestock feed, as a

fertilizer. The value of soybean forage. Soybean in silage.
Soya as green forage. Soybeans for the improvement of soils.
Soybean straw.
This article contains many interesting photos: 1. A man
with a hand turned stone mill in China grinding soybeans to
make soymilk. 2. Soybean cakes stacked and partly covered
with tarpaulins at a port in Manchuria. 3. Earthenware
vats used for making soy sauce in a courtyard in China. 4.
Steamed soybeans being cooled to make miso in Japan. 5.
Soybeans intercropped with corn. 6. Manchurians outside a
soy oil factory in Dairen. The equipment was installed by the
French Oil Mill Machinery Co. 7. Carrying round soybean
cakes in a cart at the same factory. 8. A soybean mill at
Yokohama, Japan. 9. An Anderson Expeller for the extraction
of soy oil. 10. A tractor pulling rotary disks for cultivating
soybeans in the USA. 11. Harvesting soybeans with a
tractor in the USA. 12. A tractor pulling a harvester-thresher
combine in the USA. Address: USDA, Washington, DC.
1949. Pieper, John J. 1930. New recommendations in seeding
soybeans. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
3:57-59. Eleventh annual field meeting. Held 10-12 Sept.
1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: “The rate of seeding soybeans and the spacing
of plants are factors that are closely tied up with the
method of cultivation. The recommended rate of seeding
has increased markedly in the last few years. Whereas the
original recommendation was 30-40 pounds per acre in rows,
it is now 60 pounds; and whereas it was 60 pounds drilled
solid, it has increased to 90-120 pounds per acre. The best
yields of beans seeded in 24-inch rows were obtained when
seeded at the rate of 50-60 pounds per acre in 1927; 60-70
pounds per acre in 1928; and 50-60 pounds per acre in 1929.
Where the beans were drilled solid, 90-120 pounds per acre
gave the best yields of seed for the two years, 1928-1929.
“The yields of beans for the different rates of seeding are
surprisingly uniform. This is explained by the fact that thinly
spaced plants branch more and as a result produce relatively
more beans per plant than thickly spaced plants. The main
stems of soybean plants are more efficient in the production
of seed than branches. For this reason, spacing which will
give the optimum growth for single stemmed plants gives
the highest yield. Originally it was thot [thought] that beans
should be spaced three inches apart in the row; now, the
recommendation is about one inch.
“Spacing of seeds in the row is a better method of
determining the seeding rate than pounds per acre. The rate
of seeding must be adjusted to the size of beans as measured
by the number of seeds per pound. In all of the above studies,
the Illini soybean which has 2865 beans per pound was used.
Other common varieties are the Manchu with an average of
2555 beans per pound, the Dunfield with 2750, the Virginia
with 4090, the Ebony with 3810, and the Black Eyebrow
with 2290 beans per pound. A wide variation exists between
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the Mammoth Yellow variety with 2145 beans per pound,
and the Peking with 6015 beans per pound.
“Due to the development of machinery adapted to
soybean production a closer spacing of rows is being
practiced. Experiments from various stations show that
higher yields are obtained from the closer spacing of rows.
A spacing of 24 to 28 inches between rows is a common
practice. A few growers have used a spacing of 21 inches
while some are talking of further reduction of the space. The
ultimate reduction will probably be limited by our ability to
cultivate narrow spaced rows.
“Reduction of space between the rows brings up the
question of drilling soybeans solid and cultivating with
a rotary hoe, a weeder or a flexible harrow. Experiments
show that beans drilled in rows yield more seed and hay
than beans drilled solid. In 1928, the beans in rows yielded
33.77 bushels of seed per acre, while the beans drilled solid
yielded 30.33 bushels per acre. The hay yields were 2.94
tons for the rowed beans, and 2.82 tons per acre for the beans
drilled solid. In 1929, the rowed beans yielded 46.08 bushels
while the drilled beans yielded 40.98 bushels per acre. No
hay yields were obtained this year. It appears from results of
various stations that where beans are planted in wide spaced
rows that drilling solid will yield better, but where the space
between rows has been reduced to 24-28 inches, the rowed
beans will yield better.
“A study of the survival of plants resulting from the
two methods of seeding is interesting. In 1929, rowed beans
seeded at the rate of 70-80 pounds per acre showed 93.8
percent of the plants surviving, while only 33.2 percent of
the plants survived where the beans were drilled solid at
the rate of 140-150 pounds per acre. The 1930 results are
quite different. Soybeans drilled in rows at the rate of 50
pounds per acre showed a survival of 80.7 percent, while
beans drilled solid at the rate of 121 pounds per acre gave
a survival of 82.5 percent. It appears that the percentage
of plants surviving when sown by the two methods varies
widely. Further studies should reveal some interesting facts
which will contribute to the solution of the rate and space
problems of seeding soybeans.
“Factors favoring the seeding of soybeans in rows are:
“a. Higher yield of seed and hay
“b. Larger beans
“c. More uniform stand
“d. Taller plants
“e. Higher percentages of leaves
“f. Less lodging
“g. Less weeds
“h. Lower cost to keep clean
“i. Less seed needed
“j. Method is adapted to the inexperienced grower.
“Drilling soybeans solid also has some important
advantages:
“a. Finer stemmed plants for hay

“b. Less wear on harvesting machinery
“c. Salvage in harvesting greater because of fewer
branches
“d. More rapid cultivation
“e. No special machinery needed.
“Everyone agrees that soybeans should be cultivated
regardless of the method of seeding. On the experimental
farm the beans seeded in rows received one cultivation with
the rotary hoe and three with the four-rowed beet cultivator,
while the soybeans which were drilled solid received three
cultivations with the rotary hoe and one hand weeding. The
cost of cultivation of the beans seeded in rows was less and
at the time that beans were maturing, it was very evident
that the rowed beans were more free of weeds. All things
considered, the method of cultivation will depend upon:
“a. The machinery at hand
“b. The freedom of the land from weeds
“c. The cost of production
“By way of summary, it is clear that the rate of seeding
soybeans either in rows or drilled solid should be increased
from the usual recommendation. There is a tendency to
reduce the space between rows to a practical distance for
cultivation, based upon results favoring a closer spacing of
rows. The space between plants in the row should be about
one inch. Soybeans drilled in 24 inch rows yielded more seed
and hay than beans drilled solid. Cultivation of soybeans
is important regardless of the method of seeding. The kind
of cultivation given will vary with the conditions at hand.”
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.
1950. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association.
1930. Soybean machinery exhibit. 3:88. Eleventh annual
field meeting. Held 10-12 Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: “Considerable machinery for the growing and
harvesting of soybeans was on exhibit in and about the Farm
Mechanics Building. This consisted chiefly of combined
harvester-threshers (combines), drills, and cultivators. Avery,
Caterpillar, Deere, Massey-Harris, and McCormick-Deering
combines were on exhibit. Most of these were equipped
with the special attachments necessary for the satisfactory
harvesting of soybeans. A small experimental combine (now
Allis-Chalmers) with wire brush cylinder was on exhibit.”
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A photo shows a tractor pulling a combine.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2016)
concerning Allis-Chalmers in connection with soybeans.
Address: Manager, Soybean Marketing Assoc.
1951. Ross, R.C. 1930. Costs of growing and harvesting
soybeans in Illinois. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 3:46-56. Eleventh annual field meeting. Held 1012 Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cost of producing
soybeans in central Illinois. Current costs of growing
soybeans. Harvesting costs on grain and hay. Disposition
of soybeans. Income and profit. Yield and price. Costs
of producing soybeans in the Montgomery County area.
Growing costs. Disposition of grain beans. Income and
profit.
Small photos show: (1) Harvesting a heavy crop of
soybeans with a binder, pulled by four horses. (2) Harvesting
two acres of soybeans an hour with a combine (combined
harvester-thresher), pulled by a tractor. Address: Farm
Organization & Management Dep., Univ. of Illinois.
1952. Young, A.L. 1930. Soybean harvesting machinery.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 3:37-44.
Eleventh annual field meeting. Held 10-12 Sept. 1930 in
Illinois.
• Summary: “Methods of harvesting and threshing soybeans
for seed may be divided into two general classes. With one
method the harvesting and threshing are more or less distinct
processes, with a period in between for drying or curing
the beans. The other general method is one that combines
harvesting and threshing the beans in a single operation.
With separate harvesting and threshing, the machines used
for harvesting have been mostly the mower, the reaper, the
bean lifter or puller, and the grain binder, and for threshing,
the bean huller, and the regular threshing machine, modified
slightly to make it more suitable for the threshing of beans.
For combined harvesting and threshing we have used
machines designed to beat the beans out of the pod without
cutting off the plants, and, of course, the combined harvester-

thresher, commonly known as the combine, with which we
are now all becoming familiar.
“Of the various machines that can be used where
harvesting and threshing are separate operations, the grain
binder and regular grain separator with bean attachment are
the ones most commonly used in sections where soybeans
are grown on a fairly large scale.”
“The machine which comes nearest to meeting the
requirement of a combined harvester and thresher of
soybeans is, of course, that which we have come to know
as a combine, and which in reality is a threshing machine
with a header attached to cut the grain and deliver it to
the cylinder of the thresher. Developed originally for the
semi-arid sections, where there is very little rain during the
grain harvesting season, it began to get a foothold in the
more humid grain-producing areas during the war and postwar period, when the necessity of saving man labor was
paramount. Even after it had been rather generally accepted
in the small-grain areas of states west of the Missouri, it was
questioned if it could be made a practical machine in the
more strictly corn-belt areas, and when Garwood Brothers of
Stonington, Illinois, brought the first machine into the state
in the fall of 1924 to see what it could be made to do in the
way of harvesting soybeans for seed, very few believed that
it would prove a practical method of harvesting corn-belt
grain crops... but in the past six years we have seen a steady
increase in the number being used in Illinois and most of
the surrounding states. And unquestionably one of the chief
reasons, particularly in Illinois, is the fact that combining has
proved a very satisfactory way of handling the soybean crop.
Not only have many combines been purchased primarily
for the harvesting of soybeans, but many combine owners,
realizing to what good advantage their machines could be
used in harvesting soybeans, have increased their acreage
of that crop... Apparently, the more soybeans a man grows,
the more enthusiastic he is about combining as a method of
handling them. There was a time, not so long ago, when to
have spoken too strongly in favor of combining might have
brought forth considerable objection, particularly on the part
of the manufacturers of threshing machines, but that day is
also past since most of the manufacturers now
make combines also.
“Just why should soybean growers be so
enthusiastic about combining? Probably the chief
reason is a belief that the losses of beans during
the harvesting and threshing process is much less
than when they are bound, shocked, and hauled to
the threshing machine. In general, such tests have
been made to determine losses, have shown much
lower losses for combining than for any other
method.”
A photo shows a large combine pulled by
a tractor. “Combining has proved to be the most
satisfactory method of harvesting soybeans for
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seed.” Address: Farm Mechanics Dep., Univ. of Illinois.
1953. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Chinchou,
Manchuria (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J.
Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC:
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 6069-6070 (7 Oct. 1930). Chinchou,
Manchuria. “W.J. Morse’s notes: In a small valley section we
found a large patch of wild soybeans (Soja ussuriensis) with
mature seed. The leaves and seed are much smaller than the
seed collected of the wild soybean in Chosen [Korea].”
“After lunch at Chinchou we went to a farming section
southeast of Chinchou and at a small Chinese farm village
we saw farmers cleaning soybeans by the wind method.”
“At one of the yards we found them threshing a light
green soybean, one of the nicest looking green varieties we
have yet seen in Manchuria, It was said that this variety is
used solely for food. Just outside the village we found some
farmers cutting a filed of the Moshito soybean that had been
planted with corn... During the say we collected seed of the
following;” 11 species or varieties are listed including “1.
Soja max–4 varieties.” “6. Soja ussuriensis.”
Page 6073. Neg. #45982. “Soja max. Soybean. Makaton,
Manchuria. Small piles of mung beans and soybeans curing
in the field. The plants were pulled instead of being cut. In
general, soybean and mung bean plants are cut with knife
when fully mature.” Neg. #45983. “Soja max. Soybean.
Chinchou, Manchuria. General view of threshing ground
showing soybean plants ready for threshing.”
Page 6074. Neg. #45984. “Soja max. Soybean. Makaton,
Chinchou. Mature soybean plants placed or spread out on
threshing ground. After drying in the sun for a few hours the
plants are threshed with stone rollers or flails.”
Page 6075. Neg. #45985. Panorama with handwritten
caption showing general view of threshing ground.
Page 6076. Neg. #45986. “Soja max. Soybean.
Chinchou, Manchuria. Cleaning soybean seed on a threshing
ground in a farming village near Chinchou.” Neg. #45987.
“Soja max. Soybean. Chinchou, Manchuria. View showing
Chinese farmers sacking soybean seed on threshing ground
in a small farm village near Chinchou.”
Page 6078. Neg. #45988. “Soja max. Soybean. Makaton,
Manchuria. General view of field showing small piles of
roots and stubble of soybeans and corn which are used for
fuel in the winter. The Chinese farmer makes use of the
entire plant.
Page 6084. Neg. #45995. “Soja max. Soybean. Near
the village of Lo Ton Wen, between Peiping and Feng Tai,
Chihli, China. View of Peter Liu holding several grass reeds
cut from the patch nearby, showing wild soybeans climbing
to the top of the reeds, 10 feet or more in height. Seed

secured and numbered 7334.”
Page 6085. Neg. #45996. “Soja max. Soybean, wild.
Near the village of Lo Ton Wen, between Peiping and Feng
Tai, China. R.B. [Ruth] Dorsett holding a bunch of grass
reeds cut from the area nearby, showing [wild] soybeans
which have climbed to the top of the reeds. See picture
#45997.”
Page 6086. Neg. #45997. “Soja max. Soybean, wild.
Near the village of Lo Ton Wen, between Peiping and Feng
Tai, Chihli, China. This bundle of reeds, which P.H. Dorsett
is holding is the same as shown in picture #45996.
Page 6108 (8 Oct. 1930). List of soybean varieties being
sent to USDA, Washington, DC. “#’s 7190, 7191, 7192,
7193, 7204, 7205, 7245, 7267, 7271, 7273, 7375, 7281,
7282, 7308, 7309. These 16 numbers of soybeans are all of
interest. They are for the soybean collection of Foreign Crop
Investigations.”
Page 6112-6113 (9 Oct. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria.
“W.J. Morse’s notes: A visit was made to the main market
to see the various products now in season.” The following
numbered list was made of the different things seen. It
includes:
12. Green vegetable soybeans in pod.
13. Shelled green soybeans.
14. Soybean sprouts.
“We visited some Chinese and Japanese food stores
to see if we could find any new soybean or mung bean
products. At one store we found a new kudzu product–Kudzu
vermicelli made up of fine sticks or straws and in small
bundles. This product is used in soups and vegetable dishes.”
Page 6114. This is a letter dated 9 Oct. 1930 from
P.H. Dorsett in Peiping, China, to Mr. H.N. Vinall, Senior
Agronomist, Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant
Industry, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC.
“Dear Mr. Vinall. I very much appreciate your letter of
August 5th which reached me here in Peiping on September
3, 1930.
“I am pleased to report that I feel that I am fully back to
normal after my illness in the spring in Dairen, Manchuria.
Since my daughter [Ruth] and I arrived in Peiping, July
22nd, we have been doing considerable field work and feel
that the results really are quite satisfactory.
“Morse, as you no doubt know, remained with
headquarters in Dairen and has been continuing his soybean
investigations both in Manchuria and Northern Chosen. A
recent letter from him indicates that his work in Chosen has
resulted very satisfactorily. He also stated that he would
likely get over to Peiping early in October to see what is
being done with the soybean in Peiping and vicinity.”
“After the Morses arrive here, he and I will likely make
definite plans for our return home. I would like to remain
another year, in fact outlined enough important work to keep
me here another year, but was advised that all at the Office
felt that I should return home with Morse this winter.
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“I am resigned to their action in this connection.”
Page 6151 (11 Oct. 1930) Chinchou-Nanzankai,
Manchuria. “W.J. Morse’s notes: “Another visit was made to
the farming regions about Chinchou and Nanzankai to make
observations on threshing and cleaning crops.”
“In this section we have found only three varieties of
soybeans, namely, black Moshito, brown Moshito and a
light green variety (yellow germ) which is used for food.
The Moshito varieties are used for forage and green manure
purposes.”

Page 6152. Neg. #46027. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai Village, Manchuria. “Soybean plants spread out

on threshing ground for first rolling of flailing.”
Neg. #46028. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai Village,
Manchuria. Various tools used by Manchurian farmers in
cleaning of soybean seed as well as other grains.”
Page 6155. Neg. #46031. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai Village, Manchuria. Close-up of measuring
soybean seed after cleaning. In threshing ground of
Manchurian farmer.”
Neg. #46032. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai Village,
Manchuria. Measuring soybean seed after cleaning on
threshing ground of Manchurian farmer.”
Page 6156. Neg. #46033. “Soja
max. Soybean. Nanzankai Village,
Manchuria. Measuring soybean seed
and sacking after cleaning on threshing
ground of Manchurian farmer.”
Neg. #46032. “Soja max.
Soybean. Nanzankai Village, Manchuria.
Carry away soybean pods after cleaning,
The pods are used as cattle feed. The
baskets which are being filled are made
of kaoliang stalks.”
Page 6157. Neg. #46035. “Soja
max. Soybean. Nanzankai Village,
Manchuria. Chinese women and children
gathering leaves, stalks, roots and stubble
from a harvested soybean field. The
material is used for winter fuel.”
Neg. #46036. “Soja max.
Soybean. Nanzankai Village, Manchuria.
Manchurian native hogs pasturing on a
field of harvested soybeans after plants
have been removed.”
Page 6158 Neg. #46037.
Panoramic view of a Manchurian village.
Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA,
Washington, DC.
1954. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930.
In Nanzankai, Manchuria, and Peiping,
China (Document part). In: P.H.
Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 1928-1932.
Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan
(Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra
and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign
Plant Introduction and Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 6181-6182 (15 Oct.
1930). Nanzankai, Manchuria. “W.J.
Morse’s notes: We went to the American
Consulate where we met Dr. Cabot Coville, Vice Consul,
who recently advised us he would like to go with us out in
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the farming sections.”
Page 6182. Neg. #46052. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. Carrying kaoliang-stalk baskets of
soybean pods and finely threshed material from the threshing
ground. Used for cattle feed.
Page 6183. Neg. #46053. Panoramic view of
Manchurian village and threshing grounds. Illegible
handwritten caption.
Page 6184. Neg. #46054. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. View of threshing ground on farm
near Nanzankai showing soybean plants on threshing floor
and stack of unthreshed soybeans in background.”
Neg. #46055. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai,
Manchuria. Close-up view of rolling or threshing out
soybean seed with a stone roller.”
Page 6185. Neg. #46056. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. Close-up view of threshing out
soybeans with stone roller.”
Neg. #46057. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai,
Manchuria. General view of threshing ground showing
soybean plants on threshing floor after first rolling. In
foreground, Chinese coolies knocking peanuts off vines over
pitch-fork handle.”
Page 6187. Neg. #46060. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. Stack of bundles of soybean straw

on edge of threshing ground to be used for winter fuel. The
coarse material after threshing is saved for fuel while the fine
material (pods, etc.) is used for cattle feed.”
Neg. #46061. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai,
Manchuria. After threshing scraping the threshed material
into piles for cleaning out the seed.”
Page 6188. Neg. #46062. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. Close-up view of Chinese farmer
raking threshed soybean material in piles in preparation for
cleaning out the seed.”
Neg. #46063. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai,
Manchuria. Raking up seed, pods and trash into piles in
preparation for cleaning out the seed by the wind method.”
Page 6189. Neg. #46064. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. View showing the sweeping up after
threshing in seed cleaning.”
Page 6190. Neg. #46065. Panoramic view of
Manchurian village and threshing grounds. Illegible
handwritten caption.
Page 6191. Neg. #46066. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. Cleaning soybeans of straw and trash
by throwing shovelfuls in air and letting the wind act as a
cleaner.
Neg. #46067. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai,
Manchuria. Cleaning soybean threshed material on threshing
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ground.
Page 6192. Neg. #46068. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. Throwing shovelfuls of threshed
material in the air in cleaning soybean seed.”
Neg. #46069. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai,
Manchuria. Close-up view of Chinese farmer throwing
shovelfuls of threshed soybean material in air cleaning out
the seed.”
Page 6193. Neg. #46070. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. Cleaning seed by throwing
shovelfuls in the air.
Page 6194. Neg. #46072. Panoramic view of threshing
grounds in a Manchurian village. Illegible handwritten
caption.
Page 6224 (18 Oct. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “W.J.
Morse’s notes: When visiting the National City Bank of New
York [several years ago], we were advised by Mr. French, the
manager, that the soybean situation in Manchuria was rather
dull at the present time, much more so than a year ago. This
is due to the light demand from European countries for beans
and the somewhat uncertain condition in the soybean oil and
cake industry.”
Page 6226. This is a letter dated 14 Oct. 1930 from W.J.
Morse, c/o American Consulate, Dairen, Manchuria, to Mr.
P.H. Dorsett, c/o U.S. Legation, Peiping, China. “Your letter
of October 9 just at hand and very glad to have such good
news.”
“I want to thank you for the news clippings which give

some idea of what is going on in the U.S.A. many letters
have been received from Experiment Station friends but such
information is mostly local. However from such sources of
information, I am led to believe that the soybean is saving
the day as a feed and grain crop in the drought-stricken areas.
In many sections, soybean hay is the only forage the farmers
will have for their winter feed.”
“As plans are now, we will leave Dairen Sunday
morning on the 9 A.M. express which will put us in Peiping
Monday (Oct. 20) evening.”
“... with all the legumes you have been sending, it
seems they should be at least a little satisfied. In one box
we have seed packages representing 24 genera (not species)
and in another 20 genera. Al run rather high in the number
of species. After this week, my mind won’t be at all guilty
considering the wild legumes and grass problems. I will feel
perfectly at ease in devoting my whole time to the ‘most
important,’ the soybean industry. I have several problems
I want to study thoroughly and with an easy mind an
unhampered! I feel that I can get excellent results.”
Page 6230-6231 (19 Oct. 1930). En route Dairen,
Manchuria to Peiping, China. “W.J. Morse’s notes: We left
Dairen on the 9:00 A.M. express en route to Peiping, China.
During the ride from Dairen to Mukden, various forms of
activities were observed. All crops had been harvested and
with the exception of a small section north of Liaoyang [in
today’s Liaoning province] the crops had been removed to
the threshing grounds.
“One of the interesting things noted all along the line
was the digging of the corn, kaoliang and soybean stubble
and roots. These are used by the farmers as winter fuel. In
some cases the plow was used in taking out the stubble. Men,
women and children were knocking the soil free from the
roots and placing them in piles.
“A few miles out of Kaiping we saw large groups of
carts loaded with sacks of grain coming from different
directions. These were on the way to Kaiping market from
the distant farming sections.”
Page 6238-6239 (22 Oct. 1930). Peiping, China. P.H.
Dorsett’s notes: Morse, Suyetake, Liu and Dorsett left the
hotel about nine o’clock this morning for a day’s field trip by
auto.
“Our main objective was the park area of Tang Shan to
inspect the Undetermined legume our #7119, growing there
in considerable quantity, and which Dorsett feels is not only
extremely interesting, but quite probably by all odds the most
valuable legume which the Expedition has thus far located in
the region about Peiping.
“Neither Morse nor Suyetake recognized this small
pea podded plant, but both are much interested in the plant.
The plants in general appearance and habit of growth very
much resemble alfalfa. They are more or less decumbent or
creeping and sometimes grow to a length... of six feet.” They
“are of the opinion that the plant will make a good hay crop.
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The plants bear seed in abundance and we believe the seed
will be easily harvested.
“On October 13th Dorsett collected something more
than a pound of seed of this legume which will leave Peiping
tomorrow, October 23, 1930, under field number 7119, in the
diplomatic pouch for Washington.” Morse thinks it may be a
Medicago [medick or burclover; Alfalfa is Medicago sativa].
Page 6241. Neg. #46095. “Soja max. Soybean. Tai Ping
Chuang, China. A slightly different view of Chinese farmers
chopping dry soybean straw for food for stock, perhaps
primarily for donkeys.”
Neg. #46096. “Soja max. Soybean. Tai Ping Chuang,
China. Chinese farmers chopping dry soybean straw, from
which the beans have been threshed, for hay for their stock.”
Page 6246. Shipment of 22 Oct. 1930, includes “Soja max,
#’s 7340 7341, 7342, 7343, 7351, 7352, 7352, 7353, 7354,
7355, 7356, 7377, 7378, 7379, 7380, 7381, 7385, 7392,
7393, 7400, 7401, 7402. These twenty-one numbers of
soybeans, collected in different and quite widely separated
farming districts, are for the legume collection in Forage
Crops, and unquestionably will be of interest to the soybean
workers of that office.”
Page 6403 (10 Nov. 1930). En route Peiping, China to
Dairen, Manchuria. “W.J. Morse’s notes: Arrived at Mukden,
Manchuria at 6:00 A.M. and found it very cold and windy.
We left on the 1:26 P.M. express for Dairen, Manchuria.
“On the train we met Mr. Kufuku, Director of the
Soybean Seed Farm at Kaiyuan, who was on his way to
Dairen to attend a series of lectures on agriculture at the
S.M.Ry. Agricultural Bureau.
“Mr. Kufuku advised us that the trade and movement
in soybeans is very slow this season due to the low price of
beans. Last year at this time beans were selling at Yen 4.00
per sack while at the present time a sack is selling for about
Yen 2.50. Practically all the soybeans have been threshed and
cleaned but the farmers are slow in bringing in the seed to
the collection centers, awaiting better prices.
Page 6435-6436 (13 Nov. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria.
“W.J. Morse’s notes: Received a visit from Dr. George N.
Vitt, District Representative of the Caterpillar Co. of San
Leandro, California. Mr. Vitt is interested in establishing
machinery for the planting, culture and harvest of soybeans
and said that arrangement had been made with the
Kungchuling Agricultural Experiment Station of the S.M.Ry.
to carry on such an experiment on the farm of some Japanese
in North Manchuria.
“With deep plowing and sub-soiling, he seems to
think that level cultivation can be carried on. With the
level cultivation all machinery can be used from preparing
the land to the harvesting and threshing of the crop and a
much cheaper production of beans than with coolie labor.
Coolie labor is cheap; ridged cultivation is the experience
of centuries; machinery and fuel are very expensive; and
the handling of machinery requires experienced hands, the

cost of which is high–’Nuf said!’” Address: Agricultural
Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1955. Farming in South Africa. 1930. Soya beans. 5(55):328.
Oct.
• Summary: “Oogies–(1) What kind of soil is required
for the growing of soya beans? (2) Does the bean require
manure, and if so, what kind? (3) When is the best time to
plant and to reap? (4) Is irrigation necessary? (5) Where can I
get good seed, and at what price? and (6) What is the market
value of the bean, and for what purpose is it used?
“The Division of Plant Industry replies: (1) As far
as soil is concerned soya beans are much like other bean.
They require a sandy loam, well drained, and not too cold
or wet in the early part of the year; (2) With your system
of farming, it is best to use farmyard manure in connection
with your potatoes and maize, and to include soya beans in
rotation with these crops; if the soil is very poor, it would
be advisable to use superphosphates at the rate of 200 lb. to
the half-morgen; (3) If the rainfall is suitable, planting can
be done as early as October, but usually good results are
obtained by planting soya beans at the same time as maize;
(4) As a rule, irrigation is not necessary, as soya beans are
planted during the rainy season. The crop should, however,
be reaped before it is quite ripe, as pods have a tendency
to open in the spring, whereby much seed is wasted. If it is
planted in November, it can be reaped towards the end of
March. (5) Good soya bean seed is obtainable from seed
merchants, and also from the Farm Manager, Transvaal
University College, Pretoria. The price of seed of the
‘Brown’ variety (which answers best here) is 20s. per 200
lb. at that Institution; (6) Soya beans are chiefly grown for
oil, the London price being £13 per ton, while they are also
recommended as a fodder crop (hay).”
1956. Farming in South Africa. 1930. Legumes for the
summer season. 5(55):323-24. Oct.
• Summary: Begins with a discussion of the importance of
good nodulation among legumes so that the soil is enriched
with nitrogen. Lists the principal legumes grown in Natal
during the summer, starting with the cowpea. Then:
“The Soya Bean: The soya bean can be grown in
those parts of Natal having a good rainfall of 30 to 35 in.;
it will do well under sour soil conditions, but responds to
the use of lime. It will not always produce nodules, so that
it is necessary under such conditions (in order to get the
dual benefit) to inoculate the seed with pure culture, or use
inoculated soil.
“If planted in November, it can be harvested as hay
in March or as seed in April. Cultivation should be carried
out when the true leaves appear, and at intervals up to the
flowering period. Seeding should be rather liberal, especially
for hay production. It should be planted in a continuous line
in the drills, with a space of 2½ to 3 feet between drills.
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Wide spacing in the lines is unsuitable for hay production.
Seed should not be sown at a time when prospect of rain
is doubtful, or it will experience a setback from which it
will not recover, and the yield will be disappointing. If well
looked after, the soya bean will give a bulk of hay equal to
the cowpea, and of approximately the same feeding value for
stock.
“It has the following advantages over the cowpea, i.e.
resistance to rust, immunity from weevil attack, immunity
from attack of flower-eating insects. It can be cut with
a mower. The following varieties have been thoroughly
tested under Natal conditions, i.e. Brownie, an excellent
seed variety, also useful for hay, is medium late-maturing,
Mammoth and American White are good hay varieties,
giving plenty of leaves and stems, but late-maturing.
Haberlandt, A K and Morse are good dual-purpose varieties,
and are moderately early-maturing. Eyebrow and Kauran are
early-maturing varieties, but not heavy yielders. Soya beans
will readily respond to fertilizers. Limestone, super and
potash have given excellent results in the red doleritic soils
of Natal.”
A photo shows a man standing in a field of soya beans
(grown in rows) at the Cedara School of Agriculture.
1957. Hughes, Harold DeMott; Henson, Edwin R. 1930.
Crop production–principles and practices: A handbook of
information for the student of agriculture. New York, NY:
The Macmillan Co. x + 816 p. Oct. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
Reprinted in 1935. [40 soy ref]
• Summary: A comprehensive, innovative classroom
textbook. Both authors are interested in methods of teaching.
Harold Hughes lived 1882-1969. Edwin Henson lived 1896(for biographies see p. vi).
A large table titled “Botanical classification of crop
plants” (p. 59-60) is divided into two equal parts (classes):
monocotyledons (such as corn, wheat, millet) and
dicotyledons (soybeans, cowpeas, peanuts, alsike clover,
etc.). For each plant is given (e.g.): Common name: soybean.
Order: Rosales. Family: Leguminosae. Genus: Soja. Species:
max. Subspecies: None. Spermatophytes (such as soybeans)
are seed-producing plants; they are considered the most
highly organized in the vegetable kingdom. Spermatophytes
are further divided into two divisions: the Gymnosperms and
Angiosperms (such as soybeans, which have their ovules
enclosed in an ovary).
A table titled “Water requirements of certain crop plants
and weeds” (p. 129, based on Briggs and Shantz, 1914)
shows that soybeans require 744 lb of water to produce 1 lb
of dry matter. Several weeds require only 200-300 lb.
A table (p. 156) shows that soybeans have low lime
requirements; they tolerated acid soils well. Various studies
support this.
A table titled “Legumes grouped on the basis of those
which may be inoculated by some strain of bacteria” (p.

163) contains 8 groups: Alfalfa group, red clover group,
cowpea group, vetch group, soybean group, bean group,
and lupine group. Some groups (such as the vetch group)
contain as many as 8 crop plant members. But the soybean
group contains only one member: the soybean. Inoculation of
soybeans is discussed on pages 162-66.
Soybeans are also discussed in the following sections:
“Green manures” (p. 180-82). “Plowing, subsoiling and
deep tillage” (p. 209). “Cultivation of soybeans” (p. 258).
Effect of drying seeds on germination (p. 342; “Soybean
seed dried for 26-59 hours at temperatures ranging from
85 to 115 degrees F. was considerably injured when 50%
of combustion gases were used”). “Supplementary crops
in the corn field” (their effect on corn yields) (p. 375-76).
“Corn [interplanted] with soybeans” (p. 376-79). “Sorghum
for silage...” (p. 405). “The combine harvester” (p. 436-37;
a photo shows a combine harvester harvesting wheat in
Indiana). “Composition of grass and legume hays (p. 53637; large table). “Annual crops pastured off when mature (p.
541; table comparing corn, cowpeas, velvet beans, peanuts,
and soybeans; soybeans have by far the smallest acreage,
production, and estimated quantity eaten by livestock, while
corn has by far the biggest).
Chapter 29, titled “Soybeans,” has the following
contents: Introduction. Description of the plant. Soil
adaptation. Climatic adaptation. Soybean varieties. Uses of
the crop (large diagram from Morse 1927). Culture of the
crop. Cultivation of soybeans (to get rid of weeds). Soybeans
in mixture with other crops. Rotation value of soybeans.
Harvesting soybeans for seed. Soybean hay. Soybeans in
corn for silage. Feeding value of soybeans: Hogs–hogging
off, lambs–hay, dairy–beans, dairy–hay. With 5 photos, 8
tables and 23 references.
“Sudan grass in mixtures” (p. 677). “Forty of the
most important diseases affecting crop plants” (table, p.
739-42; Soybeans are affected by Mosaic (virus), Root
knot {Heterodera radicicola, nematode}, Anthracnose
{Colletotrichum sp.}, Bacterial blight {Bacterium sp.}, Stem
rot {Sclerotium rolfsii}).
“Effect of rotation of crop yields” (p. 749, 752; incl.
table titled “Yields of crops in rotation, Indiana”). “Crop
sequence” (p. 753-54). Address: 1. Prof. of Farm Crops, and
Chief in Farm Crops, Iowa State Agric. Exp. Station; 2. Asst.
Prof. of Farm Crops. Both: Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
1958. Farming in South Africa. 1930. Plant life in the Union.
Developing the products of the soil. 5(56):383-97. Nov. See
p. 385.
• Summary: Page 385 (near bottom of the center column):
“Legumes and Fodder Crops.–The work on leguminous
crops still progresses favourably. Many new varieties
of soya beans, cowpeas, peanuts were introduced from
America and Central Africa; some have promising qualities.
Considerable interest is shown by farmers in soya beans as
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a rotation, soiling and cash crop. In the past few years the
utility of the soya bean has been demonstrated in several
parts of the country. Breeding work with a view to securing
non-shattering strains of soya beans is being continued.
A selection of a variety introduced from China has shown
marked non-shattering characters. The main object of this
work is to obtain cash and forage legumes suitable for
rotation crops in the maize producing areas, and to a minor
extent in cotton growing areas.”
1959. Welton, F.A.; Morris, V.H. 1930. The lodging
of soybeans. J. of the American Society of Agronomy
22(11):897-902. Nov. [2 ref]
• Summary: For many years the practice has been growing
among farmers to mix soybeans with corn in the silo in
order to have a better balanced and more nutritious feed than
results from the ensiling of corn alone. Formerly, it was the
general custom to grow each crop in a separate field and
to mix the two together as they went into the silo. In more
recent years it has become common to sow the two crops
together in the same field, planting the seeds of soybeans
sometimes in the same hills with the corn, sometimes
midway between the corn hills, or perhaps in alternate rows
with the corn. Various methods of distributing the seed have
been followed, depending on whether the corn was planted in
hills or drilled.”
The soybean varieties Elton, Ebony and Cloud were
used. “Conclusions: Soybean plants grown under the
influence of reduced light contained less dry matter and less
total carbohydrates than did those grown in the open.
“The reduction in total carbohydrates and, therefore,
indirectly in total dry matter, was due in general to the
development of less easily hydrolyzable carbohydrates, less
cellulose, and less lignin.” Address: Associates in Agronomy,
Dep. of Agronomy, Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster, OH.
1960. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Miso in Japan
(Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 19281932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea),
Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java,
Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 6820-6821 (21 Dec. 1930, Kobe, Japan.
Mr. Morse’s notes). “Mr. Saito at Dairen had advised us that
there were many places in Kobe where meat was preserved
in soybean miso.” Had no difficulty in finding three such
places, where “we found the men busy in packing meat in
white miso. In the Kobe and Kyoto districts white miso is
manufactured quite extensively. Small meat shops are the
only establishments putting up the miso-preserved meat.
For this product beef is used and white miso. Small slices of
beef about the size of the palm of the hand and about ¼ inch
thick are placed on a layer of miso (about ¼ inch thick), then

a layer of miso and another layer of meat. About 1½ pounds
of beef are packed with miso in each tub which sells for two
yen. The meat is best after being preserved in miso about
7-10 days and does not keep well after two weeks except in
rather cold weather. Miso preserved meat is always boiled.
White miso is always used for preserving fish and meat
(beef) while red miso is used for preserving vegetables, the
red miso being considered too salty for meat. Several meat
shops were visited and we always found the same products
and same methods of preserving the beef. Apparently this
product is very popular in the Kobe district. At one of the
shops we were advised that there are some miso-meat
preserving places in the Tokyo district.” Photo: Small tubs
of miso preserved meat displayed in front of a meat shop in
Kobe.
Pages 6822-6823 (22 Dec. 1930, Kyoto, Mr. Morse’s
notes). At the Imperial Agricultural College they met Isawo
Namikawa, Professor of Horticulture, who said that Kyoto
is noted for several special soy products such as white miso,
soy sauce, and natto. Kyoto soy sauce is lighter in color, not
so heavy, and not quite as salty as soy sauce made in other
parts of Japan. “In looking around Kyoto in our little spare
time we saw no places where meat is preserved in miso.”
Page 6826 (24 Dec. 1930). Tokyo, Japan. “W.J. Morse’s
notes:
“In the course of our wanderings we found a small
meat shop where beef was cured in white miso. This idea
was brought from Kobe and the same method followed. The
owner of the shop said there were a few such places about
Tokyo.”
Page 6847-6848 (27 Dec. 1930). Tokyo, Japan. “W.J.
Morse’s notes: Two places were visited where beef is
preserved in white miso. This method we were told was
brought from Kobe and there are only a very few places in
Tokyo. The places visited today were rather a combination
meat shop and restaurant.
“The beef is cut in this slices and only white miso is
used as is done in the Kobe district. Neither of the shops
had ever tried red miso as they consider it too salty, nor
had they tried preserving pork in either red or white miso.
It was thought that pork could be preserved as well as beef
in white miso. The miso-preserved meat is only broiled.
The white miso is used only in preserving different kinds
of fish and beef while red miso is used only for preserving
vegetables. Meat and fish will not keep more than one month
in white miso and vegetables preserved in red miso will keep
indefinitely.
The meat is preserved in small wooden tubs with
alternate layers of miso and slices of beef. Each tub holds
about two pounds of meat. The meat becomes well seasoned
through in about one week and is at its best in 7-10 days. In
warm weather the meat will hardly keep two weeks.
“In visiting the food department of one of the large
department stores we found a special sale was on with miso
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preserved meat in two-pound tubs and one-pound boxes. The
meat was packed in the miso by the meat department of the
store. We also found various kinds of fish preserved in white
miso. In some cases, as salmon and tuna, slices of fish were
used while with small fish as the tai (porgy [red seabream])
the entire fish was preserved.”
Pages 6931-32 (7 Jan. 1931). Morse went to the Imperial
Department of Agriculture in Tokyo and met the director, Mr.
A. Manabe, who provided information, statistics, and recent
publications on soybean acreage, production, utilization,
and industries in Japan, Chosen [Korea], and Taiwan. These
are the most complete yet received. Mr. Manabe stated that
soybean acreage and production is gradually decreasing in
Japan proper. This is due mainly to the increased acreage
of more intensive farming, especially truck crops and rice.
However the acreage of soybeans for green manuring
purposes is increasing rapidly, especially in the southern half
of the main Island and Kyushu Island.
Japan proper produces more than 2,500,000 koku of
soybeans but uses over 7,500,000 koku; the difference
is imported from Chosen and Manchuria. The soybeans
imported from Manchuria are “are of much lower quality
than beans from Japan proper and Chosen and are used
primarily for the manufacture of soy sauce, miso, bean oil
and bean cake. The beans from Japan proper and Chosen
are utilized primarily for food, such as bean curd (Tofu),
confections, flour and green vegetable beans. The following
table gives the ratio in percent of soybean utilization in
Japan:
Miso 22.7%. Soy sauce 22.7%. Bean oil and bean
cake 21.6%. Bean curd [tofu] 15.4%. Green vegetable
beans 0.8%. All other food uses 6.0%. Feeding purposes
6.2%. Green manure 2.5%. For planting [seed] 1.6%.
Miscellaneous uses (other than food) 0.5%. Note: These
figures total 100%. Thus, 22.7% of the soybeans used in
Japan are used to make miso, 22.7% are used to make soy
sauce, 21.6% are crushed to make soybean oil and cake, etc.
Page 6937 (10 Jan. 1931, Tokyo, Notes by Mr. Morse).
Spent most of the day in the Shinjuku district looking up
soybean products. “More String Natto in rice straw packages
was observed in this section than any we have visited. At the
stores we found considerable quantities of fish preserved in
white miso and also fish preserved in sake mash. The latter
is said to keep much longer than the miso preserved fish and
if it keeps long enough might afford a good article of export
to the United States, for undoubtedly it would prove far less
harmful than some of the products [alcohol] now used in
violation of the 18th amendment... Nearly all food stores
carried a variety of vegetables preserved in red miso.”
Page 6942-6943 (12 Jan. 1931). Kobe, Japan. “Notes
by Mr. W.J. Morse: Left on the 8:25 express last night from
Tokyo and arrived in Kyoto at 7:25 this morning. We had
planned to visit the Imperial Agricultural College [in Tokyo]
this morning but learned by phone that Prof. Kamikawa [?]

was not in so we left for Kobe to visit the Department of
Agriculture of that prefecturate.
“We met the director of the Bureau of Agricultural
Products, to whom we had a letter of introduction from
Mr. Sato of the South Manchurian Railway, at Dairen,
Manchuria. We were told that in the Kobe perfecturate [sic,
prefecturate] 11,719,550 kans [kan] of Manchurian oil cakes
are imported yearly and of this amount 5,084,204 kans are
used for feeding to cattle, hogs and poultry. One hundred
and fifty beef cattle are killed yearly in the Kobe district and
about one hundred thousand hogs are killed yearly in the
same district.
“Although soybean oil cake is fed to both cattle and
hogs the farmers hesitate to feed too much as it is said to
produce yellow fat which is not preferred by butchers.
The market demands a white fat, such as that produced by
feeding rice bran and wheat bran... Excellent results have
been had in using soybean oil cake for dairy cattle and
poultry.
“During the past five years, several small oil mills
in Kobe have been crushing Manchurian soy-beans for
oil and oil meal. At the present time none [?] of the mills
are crushing beans. One of the assistants of the Bureau
accompanied us to a large miso meat preserving place. This
establishment is a wholesale meat house and in addition
packs 5,000 to 6,000 tubs of miso preserved meat yearly.
“The proprietor said that about 3,000,000 tubs are sold
yearly. The small tubs, costing 70 sen each, hold about 2
pounds of beef. The meat will keep in cool weather about
one month but the meat is cured at its best in about two
weeks. It can be used from 7 to 10 days. The proprietor had
one of his men pack a small tub so that we could see the
method and take pictures. Afterwards he gave use the tub and
meat that we might try it.
“The Kobe district is noted for its fine quality of beef.”
Three photos (p. 6946-47) show these small flat tubs.
Page 6945-46 (13 Jan. 1931). Kyoto, Japan. Visited
a large miso factory, where both red and white miso are
made. White miso is manufactured quite extensively in the
Kyoto and Kobe districts; it keeps only about 1 month in the
summer, but about 3 months in the winter. A table shows the
most famous forms of miso made in Japan: Sendai miso–red.
Kanto miso–red. Okazaki miso–black. Country miso–red.
Kinzanji miso–red. White miso–white.
Pages 7003-7004 (19 Jan. 1931). Tokyo, Japan. W.J.
Morse’s notes. “At evening supper we had for dinner beef
preserved in white miso. After broiling, the flavor of the meat
reminded one of that of the sugar cured hams of the Southern
States. The meat had been cured just eight days and was well
flavored through.”
Page 7116 (29 Jan. 1931). In a letter to Dorsett in
Peking, Morse states that the broiled, miso preserved beef
was “delicious” and tasted like ham. “I also had some white
miso preserved fish. Although it was good, I did not care
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nearly so much for it as I did the beef.” Address: Agricultural
Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1961. American Thresherman. 1930. Combining soybeans in
the South: Atlantic Seaboard states find use for the combine.
33(8):7. Dec.
• Summary: “North Carolina, once the country’s larger
producer of soybeans for seed, is again turning to” the
combine, which enables the farmer to harvest a much higher
percentage of the seed he grows. B.G. Locher, a Virginia
farmer, is “convinced that the combine is the practical and
economical way in which to harvest soy beans.”
Photos show: (1) A large combine in a field of soybeans.
Caption: “Negro laborers kept this combine humming in the
bean fields of North Carolina.” (2) A pile of sacked soybeans
in a flat field.
1962. Amur. Oblastnaia sel’sko-khoziaistvennaia opytnaia
stantsiia [Amur District Agricultural Experiment Station].
1930. Soya na Amure [The soybean in the Amur District (of
eastern Russia)]. Blagoveshchensk. 77 p. Illust., with maps.
[33 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword, p. 3.
Ovsyankin, I.Ye.–General information about the
cultivation of soybeans (soyevyye boby), p. 5.
Benevolsky, S.A.–Results of experiments on a technique
for growing soybeans at the Amur Oblast agricultural testing
station, p. 9.
Shmelev, A.M.–Cost of growing soybeans, p. 21.
Zolotnitsky, V.A.–Soybean cultivars in the Amur
District, p. 37.
Blagorazumov, V.D.–Toward the question of districts
where soybeans can be grown on the Amur and in adjacent
oblasts of DVK [Far Eastern Territory], p. 47.
Sdugin, P.T.–Chemical composition of soybeans, p. 56.
Ovsyankin, I.Ye.–Use of soybeans, p. 60.
Vereshchagin, V.A.–Controlling soybean pests and
diseases, p. 68.
Shmelev, A.M.–Prospects for the development of
soybean cultivation in Amur District, p. 73.
Minimum agricultural knowledge for the cultivation of
soybeans in Amur District. p. 78. Address: USSR.
1963. Burlison, W.L.; Nolan, A.W. 1930. Farm crop projects.
New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. 458 p. See p. 223-40.
Chap. 9, Soy Bean Growing. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Why Grow Soy Beans? Preparing a
Cost Account. Selecting the Rotation and Field. Controlling
Pests. Securing Improved Seed. Fertilizing the Soil.
Preparing the Land. Preparing the Seed. Sowing the Seed.
Cultivating Soy Beans. Harvesting the Crop. Disposing of
the Cash Crop. Checking Up Financial Results.
A photo (p. 222) shows a large field of soybeans grown
in straight, clear rows. The caption: “The soy-bean field

should be kept clean. This is the way a first-class crop will
look when well cultivated.” Address: 1. Head, Dep. of
Agronomy, Chief in Crop Production, Univ. of Illinois; 2.
Prof. of Agricultural Education, Univ. of Illinois.
1964. Capus, Guillaume. 1930. Les produits coloniaux
d’origine végétale [Colonial products of vegetable origin].
Paris: Larose. 499 p. See p. 80-83. 26 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: The soybean (soja) is mentioned on 11 pages in
this book: p. 1, 74, 78 80-83, 420, 484. 488, 496.
Contents: Introduction. Uses of the soybean (industrial
uses and food uses): oil, cake, soymilk, tofu, fermented tofu,
sauce, coffee substitute, green vegetable soybeans, whole dry
soybeans, soy flour used to make bread for diabetics. The
leaves and stems make an excellent green forage. Finally,
in the USA, the soybean is cultivated as a forage plant, for
use as silage, and also as green manure to enrich the soil for
other plants.
Capus Guillaume lived 1857-1931. Address: Doctor
of Science, former Director General of Agriculture in
Indochina.
1965. Fuggles, N.R. 1930. Soy bean selection in Trinidad,
together with investigations of nodule formation in college
soil. Dissertation presented for the Associateship of the
Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture. 27 p. 1929-30.
• Summary: Contents: A. Part I: Selection. 1. Introduction. 2.
Aim of investigations. 3. Work achieved in the last two years.
4. Current year’s work (1929-30). 5. Field management. 6.
Selection work. 7. Conclusions and suggestions for future
work.
B. Part II: Inoculation. 1. Introduction. 2. Investigations
1929-30. 3. Conclusions and suggestions for future work. C.
Bibliography. D. Appendixes: I. Rainfall graph. II. Sketch
of the position of continuous growth plot of inoculated &
uninoculated beans.
Soybeans can be used to make many food products,
including oil, flour, biscuits, milk powder, chocolate, soy
sauce... The black varieties are not greatly favoured as they
give a bad coloured cake and have a lower oil content.”
“In Trinidad during the past two years in which
investigations on Soy Bean have been going on, the plant
has definitely grown once the seed has germinated and
good sets of pods have been obtained... The difficulty in
Trinidad has been in inducing germination in the seeds.
Germination was poor in 1927-28 and again in 1928-29,
which while in 1929-30 it has been bad enough to cause
the loss of certain selections (p. 8). The bad germinating
power of the seed under Trinidad conditions seems to be
the limiting factor in its growth here. It has been suggested
that the bad germination is due to some fault in the storage
of the seed, combined with its high oil content, but different
strains showed considerable difference in their powers of
germination.”
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In Trinidad, the soy bean recommends itself as a cover
crop on sugar cane estates for three main reasons: (1) It
is a legume and this brings to the soil much nitrogen by
nodulation; (2) It produces high yields of a bean which gives
valuable products; (3) Of the products one, oil, can bring in
a monetary return. The other, as a cake, yields good feed for
the stock on the estate.
A Chinese strain of soy beans from the Usine Ste.
Madeline has been introduced as a cover crop with some
success. Although prolific, it has an undesirable black seed.
This year, further trials of the Venezuelan and Darjeeling
[India] strains will be conducted.
“Conclusion: The acidity of the soil on the College plots
is not in itself sufficient to prevent nodulation of the plants.
When the seed has been inoculated nodules will develop
although at first only in small quantities. Liming, while
increasing the pH value of the soil, does not seem to increase
the power of the bacteria to infect the plants more strongly.
The bacteria, once established in the soil, can stand the dry
season and inoculation every year for several years seems to
be indicated.
Thanks “to Professor E.E. Cheeseman for his help and
suggestions in the foregoing investigation.” A rainfall graph
shows that their was little rain from late November until
early January. Address: Trinidad.
1966. McIntosh, A.E.S. 1930. Economic botany: Report
of the geneticist for the period February, 1928–May, 1929.
Report on the Department of Science and Agriculture,
Barbados. p. 27-58. For the year 1928-29. See p. 54-57.
• Summary: Section VI is titled “Experiments with various
economic legumes.” Various legumes were obtained and
tested, mainly for their suitability as green manure. Three
varieties of soya beans were planted on 9 Sept. 1928 and
cut on Nov. 29. “The Glycine hispida strains (Soya Beans)
were a failure owing to persistent cutworm attacks in the
cotyledonary stage.”
Section VII is titled “Soya beans.” Three varieties of
soybeans were introduced early in 1928, one strain from
the USA and two from Trinidad. “The latter were selections
made from Venezuelan seed in 1927 and 1928. These soya
bean varieties were sown in the green manure plots, where
they were, after a splendid germination, eaten down by hares
or destroyed by cutworms. Another sowing was made in an
area protected from hares. Germination was good and growth
fairly satisfactory. The plants flowered and podded well and
gave good samples of beans. The oil content of beans from
samples of each variety was determined and compared with
the oil content of samples of the imported seed.” Locally
grown soya beans contained 20.20 to 21.43% oil, compared
with 17.63% in Venezuelan soya beans imported in 1927 and
1928. The section concluded: “The results are encouraging
and further experiments will be made with this plant.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2008)

concerning soybeans in Barbados, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Barbados. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Barbados, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Barbados (9 Sept. 1928). The source of these
soybeans was the USA and Trinidad.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2008)
concerning soybeans in Venezuela, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Venezuela (one of two documents). This
document contains the second earliest date seen for
soybeans in Venezuela, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Venezuela (1927). Soybeans were probably being cultivated
in Venezuela in 1927, but we cannot be certain from this
document. Address: B.Sc., Ph.D., Barbados.
1967. Mumford, H.W. 1930. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 43:1-296. For the year
ended June 30, 1930.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Ways being found to put
hay on high-profit basis (p. 36-37). Make progress toward
better quality of beans (p. 38-39). New soybeans give chance
to show worth in Illinois (p. 39-40). Nodule bacteria vary in
distribution and efficiency (p. 40-42). Commercial legume
inoculants differ widely in value (p. 42). Soybeans best
judged by long-time effect on soil (p. 42-43).
Livestock investigations: Soybeans at last find a place in
swine rations (p. 87-88). No faultless way to fatten hogs on
soybeans (p. 88-90). Soybean oil meal is poorly-utilized feed
for hens (p. 100-01).
Farm organization and management: High yields lower
bushel cost of growing soybeans (p. 168-71). Agricultural
economics: Two developments of interest in soybean
marketing (p. 183-84).
Farm mechanics: Losses vary widely in mechanical
harvesting of corn (p. 210-14; “As in previous years, the
study of harvesting wheat, oats, and soybeans has consisted
principally of tests to measure grain losses for the combine
and the binder-thresher methods”). Test new equipment
for artificially drying grain (p. 215-17). Address: Dean and
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1968. Richardson, A.S. 1930. Ibadakuli agricultural station.
Tanganyika Territory Department of Agriculture, Annual
Report For the year 1928/29. Part II. p. 21-25. See p. 24.
• Summary: Page 24 states: “45. Soy Beans: Variety Trials.–
Eight varieties of Soy beans tried. The experiments were a
failure and no results were obtained.”
1969. Savory, J.B.G. 1930. An investigation on the soya bean
in Trinidad. Dissertation presented for the Associateship
of the Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture. 25 p.
Department of Botany 1929-30.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Diagram of plots.
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3. Current year’s work including results of the study of the
following characters: Germination, leaf size, habit of growth,
period of maturity, pubescence, yield. 4. Selections and
their new nomenclature. 5. Suggestions for future work with
special reference to storage. 6. Results of the investigations
into root nodule formation from: Field experiments, pot
experiments. 7. Rainfall graph. 8. Bibliography. 9. Index
to tables: I. Acreages under soya beans. II. Showing
germination results on Plot 4. III. Showing germination
results on Plot 5. IV. Comparison of days to maturity of
parents and progeny. V. Comparison of yield and bean
weight of parents and progeny. VI. Selections and their new
nomenclature. VII. Results of the 1st. inoculation experiment
in pots. VIII. Results of the 2nd. inoculation experiment in
pots.
“As in the previous years Plots 3, 4, 5, situated in the
Botanic Department of the College Farm, were used to
carry out the Soya Bean experiments.” The soil here has a
tendency to pan down in wet weather and dry out hard in dry
weather. Soil analysis shows that it is deficient in organic
matter and most of the essential plant foods. On November
11 Plots 3 and 4 were planted out. Germination was again
very poor. It seems that “the only way to ensure a good stand
is to sow seeds which have been harvested only a month or
so previously. It appears that seeds [especially oily seeds]
rapidly lose their viability in the Tropics, when stored for a
longer period than this.”
“In British Guiana Professor Dash has successfully
prolonged the viability of Soya Bean seeds by conservation
in cold storage.”
Letter from Sonia Manjoo, Documentalist at CARDI
(Caribbean Agricultural and Research Development
Institute). 1996. June 20. This dissertation is housed in the
West Indian Collection of the University of the West Indies,
Library, St. Augustine Campus, Trinidad and Tobago.
Address: St. Augustine, Trinidad.
1970. Strazh, R.G.; Myatel’ski, T.I. 1930. Dos’ledy z soyaj
(Soja hispida Max.) [Experiments with soybeans (Soja
hispida Max.)]. Zapiski Belaruskai Dzyarzhaunai Akademii
Sel’skae i Lyasnoe Gaspadarki (Memoirs of the Belorussian
State Academy of Agriculture and Forestry) 12:67-89. [Bel;
ger]
• Summary: The authors conducted soybean trials both in
open fields and in greenhouses. They planted the soybeans
in April and May, 1930 (p. 71, 87-88). During the growing
season of 1930, in the area around Gorki, the meteorological
conditions were very unfavorable for plant development. In
the fields, 17 soybean varieties were tested for the optimal
planting date, and fertilizer/nutritional requirements. The
best yielding varieties were Wilson, Manchu, and “Sable or
Peking.”
On page 68 the authors state that soybeans were first
grown in Belarus in 1880 in the Grodno and Mogilev

regions.
Also on p. 68 are five footnotes. According to a letter
of Sept. 1997 from Vazhnic Marina, bibliographer at the
Belarus Agricultural Library in Minsk, footnote No. 3 refers
to an 1886 article about soybeans in Belarus–the earliest
document seen concerning soybeans in Belarus. This article
states that soybeans were cultivated in Belarus in 1885 from
May to September.
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Belarus, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Belarus (1880). The source of these soybeans in 1880
is unknown. The source of the soybeans in 1930 was the
Bureau of Plant Introductions (p. 71, 87-88). Address: Lab.
for Special Instruction in Plant Cultivation, Agricultural
Academy of Gorki, Belorussia (White Russia).
1971. Tanganyika Territory Department of Agriculture,
Annual Report. 1930. Appendix I. Distribution of planting
material (By provinces). For the year 1928/29. Part I. p. 2829.
• Summary: Under “Beans” (p. 28) we read: “Soya–
Northern, 6 kgs; Headquarters, 4 kgs.” Two varieties
of groundnuts (ordinary, and Virginia bunch) were also
distributed.
Page 6 states that “soybeans continue to fail.”
Note: Appendix II, “List of sub-stations,” Shows
that the Northern Province consists of the Moshi District
(Usangi Sub-station) and the Arusha District (Meru Substation). Only groundnuts are shown as being grown here.
Headquarters may refer to Dar Es Salaam.
1972. Tupikova, G.P. 1930. Soya [Soya]. Leningrad, USSR:
All Union Academy of Agricultural Sciences. 154 p. 23 cm.
[53 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Contains 88 illustrations. Page 12 states: In the
Caucasus (see Wuchino) the first commercial cultivation
of soybeans dates from the 1880s. The soybeans were sent
by Sturua from Japan to the Tblisi Botanical Garden [in
Georgia]. In 1927 the soybean started to be processed for its
oil. Note: Tupikova is a woman. Address: USSR.
1973. Los Angeles Times. 1931. Why import soy? We can
grow this bean to perfection. Jan. 11. p. J6.
• Summary: This article seems to be based on: Morse, W.J.
1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.” USDA Farmers’
Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. It begins: “Californians are
accustomed to thinking of the soy bean as a cover crop. It is
interesting to note that in its native land, Manchuria, this use
of the soy bean is of small importance.” There the soy bean
is used mainly as a food product; only the by-products, such
as bean cake and straw, are used as fertilizer.
Food products include a paste [jiang], fermented
for about 2½ months, soy [sauce], bean curd [tofu], dry
bean curd cakes, bean curd wafers, flour, and “milk.” The
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expressed oil is used locally mainly for illumination [in
lamps]. The better grades are used for cooking and the poorer
grades for lubricating, for making printer’s ink and varnish,
and “as a waterproofing material in the manufacture of cloth,
paper umbrellas, and lanterns.”
The bean cake is used to fatten pigs and cattle. In Japan,
the cake is used as a fertilizer for mulberry trees and rice
fields. “In Manchuria the cake is crushed and mixed with oil
and arsenic and placed on the roots of trees to poison insect
pests.” This insecticide is used to kill the pests that injure the
wild trees where silkworms live.
The soy bean was grown in the United States as early as
1804, but only as a curiosity. In Europe it was mentioned as
early as 1790. The soy bean first became known worldwide
during the war between Russia and Japan [1904-05]. During
the war, the many troops quartered in Manchuria created a
large demand for soybeans as food. Local farmers increased
their acreage. But after the war they found they had a surplus
that was for too great for the demand in the local market or
the Orient. The price dropped and a trial shipment was sent
to London. The timing was perfect, since English vegetable
oil mills were running part time because of a small crop of
cottonseed and the failure of linseed in the USA and the
Argentine. For the rest of that season, the English mills ran
full time on soy beans.
1974. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1931. Soybean cultivation
in Japan (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse.
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore,
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 7062 (29 Jan. 1931). “Genge clover is
grown as a winter crop on the rice paddies while the soybean
is grown as a summer crop in the uplands and also in the rice
paddies in certain sections.
“The acreage of genge clover occupies about 65 per cent
of the total area of all green manure crops in Japan.”
“Soybeans are planted in May between rows of wheat
or barley when the wheat or barley are just heading. When
the bean plants are in bloom, they are turned under [as
green manure], generally the middle part of June.” Address:
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
1975. China Weekly Review (Shanghai). 1931. Russia
develops soya bean cultivation. 55:303. Jan. 24. *
1976. Mooers, C.A. 1931. The Tokio soybean. University of
Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 35.
4 p. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Comparison with
other varieties. Early planting important. Rate of planting.
Broadcast versus row planting. Depth of planting.

Inoculation. Lime and fertilizer.
Tables show: (1) Comparison of yields per acre of
Tokio and some competing varieties of soybeans (Mammoth
Yellow, Laredo, Biloxi, Otootan) at: Main Station, Knoxville;
Middle Tennessee Station, Columbia; West Tennessee
Station, Jackson. (2) Date of planting experiments with Tokio
soybeans. (3) Results from rate-of-planting experiments with
Tokio soybeans.
“Tokio is hard to surpass in yield of either hay or seed as
table 1 shows.” Tokio also surpasses the competing varieties
in nearly every other quality. Address: Director of the
Station, and agronomist.
1977. Mayer, I.D.; Bottum, J.C. 1931. The adaptability of
the combine to Indiana farms. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 349. 59 p. March. [16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Weather conditions,
source of data, type and size of farm, acreage harvested
on combine farms. Sizes and types of combines: Special
attachments for combines. Quality of grain: Time of
cutting, lodging and storm damage, comparison of quality
of combine and binder-thresher grain. Harvesting losses:
Cutting efficiency, threshing losses, total harvesting losses.
Cost with combine and with binder-thresher: Cost of
harvesting with the combine, variation in costs of combining
on different farms, man labor required, fuel and oil required,
windrowing costs, cost of harvesting with binder and small
thresher, comparison of combine and binder-thresher costs,
yield of grain, custom rates for combining, transportation,
investment and method of ownership. Straw and other items
of consideration. Influence of combine on farm organization:
Marketing and storage, crops, power and equipment, man
labor land values. Advantages and disadvantages of the
combine as reported by the farmers. The combine on the
individual farm: Farm no. I, farm no. II. Appendix A–
Methods used in calculating combine costs. Appendix B–
Weather data for July-Oct. 1888 to 1930.
“Combines were first extensively used in the wheat
growing districts of the Pacific Coast. These were large
ground driven machines cutting swaths as wide as 40 feet
and requiring crews of 5 men and as many as 36 horses or
mules. The later small prairie type engine driven combine
such as is used in Indiana was first introduced into the Great
Plains area in 1918 and into the Corn Belt in 1924. Today
this type of combine is found in all of the Central States.
“The first combine was introduced into Indiana during
the 1925 harvesting season by Mr. Herman Jones near
Merom in Sullivan County. By the fall of 1926 eleven
additional machines were in operation and by the close of
the harvesting season of 1927, sixty-five combines had been
purchased by Indiana farmers.”
Photos show: (1) “A good clean crop of soybean
combines easily.” A tractor is pulling the combine; operated
by two men (cover photo). (Fig. 3) A small tractor-driven
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stationary separator next to a huge pile of chaff. (4) A tractor
and a power take-off combine can be operated by one man.
(5) “This independent ground drive windrower [pulled by
a tractor] cuts a swath 12 feet wide, which can be picked
up and threshed by a 10-foot combine.” (6) “The combine
platform is here placed upon a steel frame with a bullwheel to form a ground-drive windrower or swather.” (8)
A tractor pulling a combine that picks up and threshes oats
from a uniform windrow. (11) A tractor pulling a combine
in soybeans, “Combining soybeans direct is the most
satisfactory way of harvesting this crop.” (12) “Especially
designed low-cutting sickle bars assist in the satisfactory
harvesting of soybeans.” (17) “The 8-foot cut power takeoff combine was developed for small farms.” (23) “The
general purpose tractor has sufficient power to pull a 10-foot
combine under average conditions.” Address: 1. Dep. of
Agricultural Engineering; 2. Dep. of Farm Management.
1978. Bulletin des Matieres Grasses (Paris). 1931. Notes et
brevets: La récolte mécanique du soja [Notes and patents:
Mechanical harvesting of soybeans (Abstract)]. 15(4):11314. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
English-language article: Cotton Oil Press. 1929. “Soy bean
harvesting method.” Radio address September 9 by Farm
Management Specialist L.A. Reynoldson of the U.S. Dept. of
Ag. Oct. p. 35.
1979. Chmelar, F. 1931. Vyvoj a uzravani soje v letech
1921-1930 [Growth and maturation of soya in the years
1921-1930]. Vestnik Ceskoslovenske Akademie Zemedelske
(Bulletin of the Czechoslovak Academy of Agriculture)
7(5):520-25. May. [4 ref. Cze; ger]
Address: Ze Semenarske sekce Zemskeho vyzkumneho
ustavu, Brno, Czechoslovakia.
1980. Reynoldson, L.A.; Humphries, W.R.; Martin, J.H.
1931. Harvesting small grain, soybeans, and clover in the
Corn Belt with combines and binders. USDA Technical
Bulletin No. 244. 55 p. May.
• Summary: “It is the purpose of this bulletin to present the
necessary data and to make comparisons between different
harvesting methods in order to assist farmers who are
considering the purchase of a combine for harvesting their
various crops. The information on which the comparisons are
based was obtained from farmers in Illinois, who operated
combines or binders, by the United States Department of
Agriculture, cooperating with the agricultural colleges and
experiment stations of Illinois and Indiana.”
Contains statistical tables, among which is one showing
charges per acre for harvesting different crops with different
methods (including soybeans). “The first combine introduced
into the Corn Belt was used in Illinois in 1924.” Address: 1.
Assoc. Agricultural Economist, Div. of Farm Management

and Costs, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, USDA.
1981. Baker, E.J., Jr. 1931. A quarter century of tractor
development. Agricultural Engineering 12(6):206-07. June.
• Summary: Baker, the sagacious and self-appointed
chronicler of the farm implement industry, noted this 25
year period could be divided into four periods: (1) Engine
development on the traction engine gear. (2) Frame and
transmission development with enclosure of parts. (3)
Redesigning for straight line assembly. (4) Development of
general purpose models with their associated equipment.
To find the genesis of the farm tractor, one must go
back to 1892, when Van Duzen Gas and Gasoline Engine
Company of Cincinnati, Ohio, built an internal combustion
engine to be mounted on a traction engine gear; it was
ordered by John H. Froelich, an Iowa thresherman. The
machine ran well and threshed thousands of bushels of
grain. Its success led Mr. Froelich and others to organize a
company to produce similar machines.
Baker observed that the Fordson and its competitors,
the McCormick-Deering 10-20 and 15-30 were “designed
as much for low-cost production as for proper functioning.”
His analysis penetrated to the heart of the Fordson generation
of tractors. They were designed to be cheap and useful, and
they generally succeeded more at the former than at the
latter. Cheapness was their strength, but it also led to their
downfall. Address: Assoc. editor, “The Farm Implement
News.”.
1982. Colter, C.E. 1931. Soybeans win favor on farm:
Ceres Essay Contest winner. Purdue Agriculturist (Indiana)
25(9):183, 196. June.
• Summary: Discusses the use of the soybean as an
emergency farm crop, in crop rotations, for soil improvement
(the nodules fix nitrogen in the soil), as green manure, as a
forage for livestock, as a catch crop or cash crop, for hay or
straw, and as a protein supplement. Address: Class of 1933.
1983. Fortier, Samuel; Young, Arthur A. 1931. Irrigation
requirements of arid and semiarid lands of the Southwest.
USDA Technical Bulletin No. 185. 69 p. June. See p. 53. [24
ref]
• Summary: Table 15 (p. 53) shows that soybeans were
grown in 1911 under irrigated conditions in the Mesilla
Valley of New Mexico. Six plots (with six replications
of each) were tested with differing amounts of irrigation,
ranging from 0.88 to 2.83 acre feet. The total quantity of
water received, including rainfall, ranged from 1.18 to 3.13
acre feet. The yield (in pounds per acre; average of six plots)
ranged from 678 (for the plot with the least water) to 1,404
(for the plot with the most water).
Note 1. This document contains the second earliest
date seen for soybeans in New Mexico, or the cultivation
of soybeans in New Mexico (1911). The source of these
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soybeans is not known.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2020)
concerning soybeans grown using irrigation in the United
States. Address: 1. Principal Irrigation Engineer; 2. Asst.
irrigation engineer. Both: Div. of Agricultural Engineering,
Bureau of Public Roads.
1984. Carver, G.W. 1931. Re: Publications on and work with
soy beans. Letter to Mr. A.H. May, Box 13, Colon, Panama,
July 27. 2 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Thank you very much for your inquiry. I wish
to say that our station has issued nothing on soy beans. They
grow here, however, just as easy as the cow pea. We do not
have to give them any special treatment. Very few, however,
are raised in this section as we are right in the heart of the
great cotton belt, therefore cotton is the principal crop.”
Address: Director, Agricultural Research and Experiment
Station [Tuskegee, Alabama].
1985. Chmelar, F. 1931. Zkusenosti s pestovanim soje
v Ceskoslovensku [Experiences with growing soybeans
in Czechoslovakia]. Vestnik Ceskoslovenske Akademie
Zemedelske (Bulletin of the Czechoslovak Academy of
Agriculture) 7(6-7):684-87. June/July. [Cze; ger]
Address: Ze Semenarske sekce Zemskeho vyzkumneho
ustavu, Brno, Czechoslovakia.
1986. Kinney, C. 1931. The omnipotent bean. Canadian
Geographical Journal 3(1):46-56. July.
• Summary: This is an excellent study, with many original
photographs, of soya beans and soy products in Manchuria.
The author, an American journalist, has been associated for
some years with the South Manchuria Railway, and has made
a study of economic conditions in Manchuria.
Manchuria, a huge region of about 382,000 square
miles, includes 3 of China’s wealthiest provinces: Mukden
(Fengtien), Kirin, and Amur (Heilungkiang). Sometimes
known as the “North-Eastern Provinces of China,”
Manchuria is ruled by Chang Hsueh-liang, popularly known
as the “Young Marshal.” He is progressive and wants to see
the 3 provinces developed.
The original soya bean “producing centres are said to
be Cochin China and Java. The beans were first grown in
China Proper about 4,000 years ago and were used locally
to feed the natives and animals. To-day the chief zones are
Manchuria, China, Japan and Korea, but the amount of soya
beans produced in Manchuria alone is much greater than the
product of the three other countries combined.”
After the Russo-Japanese was (1904-05), victorious
Japan, through the Portsmouth Treaty, became the lessee of
the Kwantung Leased Territory (1,337 square miles), the
southernmost point of Manchuria. It contained the greater
part of the southern branch of the Chinese Eastern Railway,
which is now known as the South Manchuria Railway. Note:

The key ports of Dairen (Dalian) and Port Arthur (Lüshun)
are in this Leased Territory.
In about 1905 the last remnants of the Chinese ban
on immigration of Chinese into Manchuria were removed.
Few came, however, until the early 1920s, “when warfare
broke out on a large scale in China proper, and hundreds of
thousands of Chinese fled from the famine, war-stricken and
bandit infested areas of that country into the peaceful and
undeveloped, yet fertile provinces of the Manchus.” Today
it is said that about 70% of Manchuria’s population are
working directly or indirectly on cultivation of soya beans.
“There is no doubt in the minds of all that were it not for the
soya bean, Manchuria would be an insignificant country.”
The origin of soya bean cultivation in Manchuria is
unclear, although most agricultural experts believe the soya
beans were brought from districts of Central China. The
question as to why they thrive in Manchuria, while in other
parts of the world with similar climatic conditions, they fail
to give good results, has never been fully answered.
European and U.S. buyers of Manchurian soya beans
have long complained that they are not properly cleaned or
graded. Soil, poor quality beans, and even large stones have
been found mixed with Grade One beans. This problem
must be fixed quickly if Manchurian dealers expect to
continue to sell their beans to Occidental countries. In 1930
an association was formed, with inspectors placed at major
centers to see that soya beans are graded correctly.
Genetic improvement of Manchurian soya beans
began shortly after 1905 when the Japanese established
the Agricultural and Experimental Station at Kungchuling.
Soon Japanese scientists developed a larger soya bean with
a much higher oil content. It was widely planted by farmers
and prices rose accordingly. The Russians, followed by the
Chinese, have founded several soya bean and agricultural
stations, where material and advice can be obtained by local
farmers. The Central Laboratory of the South Manchuria
Railway Co. at Dairen is a leading scientific institution for
studying soya beans; it has discovered many new uses for
the beans, and developed a process for extracting the oil
using alcohol as a solvent. The uses of the soya bean, its oil
(“bean oil”) and its cake (“bean cake”) are discussed, as is its
composition.
In Manchuria today there are 465 soya bean mills for
extracting the oil and making bean cakes. They are located
as follows: In Dairen 59, Yingkou 22, Antung 21, and Harbin
46. Along the South Manchuria Railway Line 252. Along
the Chinese Eastern Railway Line 28. Along the SsupingkaiTaonan- Anganchi Line 37.
“The latest statistics gathered by the South Manchuria
Railway Co. for the year 1929 show that:–10,065,370 acres
of land in Manchuria were planted to soya beans; 5,320,555
tons of soya bean were produced... 3,087,320 tons of soya
beans, 133,854 tons of soya bean oil, and 1,568,552 tons of
soya bean cakes were exported during 1929.”
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As “soon as the business depression that is sweeping the
entire world is over,” soya beans are expected by experts to
be in great demand in Europe and America.
The captions to the various photos read as follows: “(1)
An aerial view of the Port of Dairen, showing many ships
at anchor awaiting their turn for berth space. The city of
Dairen is in the background. (2) Soya beans in [osier] bins
[12-15 feet high and cylindrical in form] at Kaiyuang, one
of the produce centers of Manchuria. Many native carts
carrying bags of soya beans are shown among the bins. (3)
Bags of soya beans are brought on carts from the interior
to the railway stations or marketing places. Due to bandits,
Chinese guards are hired [one is shown standing on the
cart with a rifle] to protect the beans from being stolen.
(4) Coolies carrying bean cakes [that look like cartwheels
about 2 feet in diameter and 3 inches thick, in high stacks]
from the South Manchuria Railway Company warehouse to
the freight steamers. (5) Open storage for soya beans near
Dairen wharves [in shapes like houses, each covered with a
tarpaulin]. During the busy season, beans are brought down
from the interior in large quantities, and are placed in the
open storage to await shipment. (6) Interior of a soya bean
mill. Presses, or oil compressors, crush the beans, which
have first been heated, and oil is extracted. The crude oil is
pumped into a large vat where the impurities are removed.
[The resulting cakes look like cartwheels] (7) Dumping soya
beans into [osier] mat bins, North Manchuria. (8) Due to
civil warfare, bandits, high taxation and famine, hundreds of
thousands of Chinese immigrants have migrated to peaceful
Manchuria. Most of the newcomers are farmers and the
majority of them cultivate soya beans. (9) A section of the
Kungchuling Agricultural Experimental Station, the largest
in Manchuria. For years this organization has experimented
on the bean and has succeeded in giving the world a larger
and better oil producing bean. This station was established
and is still financed by the South Manchuria Railway
Company, for the betterment of agricultural products in
Manchuria. (10) Primitive method of sorting soya beans
[they are flailed on mats in a courtyard]. (11) Oil tanks [and
barrels] where soya bean oil is placed prior to shipment.
Over 133,000 tons of oil are manufactured annually by the
various bean oil mills in Manchuria. (12) Hoisting bags
of soya beans from Dairen wharves into the holds of the
ships. (13) Soya beans in open storage, awaiting shipment at
Ssupingkai station, one of the produce centres in Manchuria.
(14) Modern railway tank cars bring bean oil to the wharves
where it is deposited into large sea-going oil tankers. (15)
Unloading soya beans [from railroad flatcars] at Dairen
wharves. The bags of beans are brought from the interior
of Manchuria to Dairen, the largest port in Manchuria, the
beans are then transported by steamers to various parts of the
world.” Address: American journalist.
1987. Beeson, K.E. 1931. Solving “soy” problems: When

and how to harvest is important in handling this hay and
bean crop. Indiana Farmers’ Guide 87(37):773. Sept. 12.
• Summary: The best time to cut soy beans for hay is “when
the beans are swollen to practically the maximum size in
the pod, and the lower leaves are yellowing and beginning
to drop. The tonnage of hay is greatest at this stage, and
the feeding value the highest.” In terms of the weather, it is
much safer to harvest soybeans in early September than in
late September.
“In handling nonshattering varieties like the Dunfield or
Manchu, the seed will cure better on the standing stalk than
if mowed and bunched, or shocked. In fact, a good practice
is to delay cutting until the day of threshing. Shattering
varieties like the Midwest (Hollybrook) or Wilson, however,
must be cut before all the leaves have dropped to avoid
heavy losses from shattering.”
A photo shows soybean hay being loaded on a wagon
pulled by two horses on a farm in Fountain County, Indiana.
On man is standing atop the high pile of hay; another is
working nearby on the ground. Address: Indiana.
1988. Hoover, M.M.; McIlvaine, T.C.; Garber, R.J. 1931.
Soybean culture and varieties. West Virginia Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 243. 16 p. Sept.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Commercial
importance: Hay, green manure, crop rotation, seed. Lime
and fertilizers. Soil and climatic conditions. Inoculation: Soil
method, pure-culture method. Time and method of seeding.
Soybean hay mixtures. Methods used in experiments [for
testing varieties]. Experiments at the agronomy farm [with
35 soybean varieties and pure-line selections]. Experiments
at the Lakin experiment farm. Description of varieties [which
produced high average yields of seed and hay]: Haberlandt,
Peking, Wilson, Peking selection I-21-7, Hamilton,
Sherwood, Virginia.
Table 1 shows “Yield in bushels per acre and days to
mature of soybean varieties grown on the agronomy farm”
from 1921 to 1930, with average yield for 1921-30 and for
1925-30. The varieties are: Haberlandt, U.S. 369002, U.S.
30745, Manchu, Wilson, Ohio 9016, Hamilton, Wilson
(Check), Peking Sel. I-21-8, Peking Sel. I-21-7, Wilson Sel.
I-21-9, Virginia, Black Eyebrow, Medium Green, Peking Sel.
I-21-5, Aksarben, Mikado, Elton, Peking, Morse, Hoosier,
Dixie, Merko, Ebony, Lexington, Austin, Hollybrook,
Wilson-Five, Columbia, Midwest, Hahto, Chiquita,
Haberlandt 38, Laredo, Mammoth.
Table 2 shows “Yield in tons of air-dry hay per acre,
with height and days to mature of soybean varieties grown
on the agronomy farm” from 1921 to 1930, with average
yield for 1921-30 and for 1925-30. The varieties are the same
as in Table 1. Address: Morgantown, WV.
1989. Van Doren, C.A.; Burlison, W.L. 1931. Cutting
soybean harvesting costs. American Thresherman 34(5):6,
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11. Sept.
• Summary: Harvesting with the combine was found to be
cheaper under Illinois conditions than with the binder and
grain separator. Address: 2. Univ. of Illinois.
1990. Albrecht, W.A.; Allison, W.H. 1931. Changes in
composition of soybeans toward maturity as related to their
use as a green manure. Soil Science 32(10):271-82. Oct. [6
ref]
• Summary: The efficiency of soy bean as a green manuring
crop depends to a large extent on the stage of growth
attained. The percentage of total nitrogen and easily
nitrifiable and water-soluble constituents decreased with
age. The proportion of alkali-soluble constituents (slowly
decomposable) increased rapidly in the later stages of
growth. The nitrogen content of this fraction, especially
of the alkali-soluble lignin, decreased with age. Reducing
sugars, cellulose, and pentosans increased with maturity.
The percentage of total lignin increased rapidly in both roots
and tops. The narrow pentosan:lignin ratio indicated low
decomposability, especially in the roots. The carbon:nitrogen
ratio of the crop is sufficiently wide to involve the risk of a
nitrogen deficiency in crops following green manuring with
soy bean.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012)
that contains the word “lignin.” Webster’s Dictionary defines
lignin, a term first used in 1822, as “an amorphous polymeric
substance related to cellulose that together with cellulose
forms the woody cell walls of plants and the cementing
material between them.” Lignin is a polymer made of sixmember carbon-hydrogen rings. Address: Univ. of Missouri,
Columbia, MO.
1991. Albrecht, W.A.; Jenny, Hans. 1931. Available soil
calcium in relation to “damping off” of soybean seedlings.
Botanical Gazette 92(3):263-78. Nov. [9 ref]
• Summary: The hydrogen ion concentration of the nutrient
is not an important factor in the “damping off” of soybeans.
The disease decreased with increasing calcium supply at all
reactions in the range pH 3.8-6.9. Calcium is more potent
than potassium or magnesium in preventing the disease, and
free diffusible calcium more effective than exchangeable
calcium. Address: Soils Dep., Univ. of Missouri, Columbia,
MO.
1992. Farming in South Africa. 1931. Safeguarding the
Union’s soil products Nursing our plantlife. 6(68):319-31.
Nov. See p. 320.
• Summary: Under “Field husbandry, Field crops,” soy is
mentioned in column 2 in a subsection titled “Legumes
and fodder crops” which states: “Work in connection
with soyabeans is progressing favourably, particularly
in connection with yellow non-shattering varieties. The
selections of the Chinese White variety introduced four

years ago have consistently outyielded all others included
in the test during the last three years. A strain of Mammoth
soyabean has given excellent promise and seems to possess
definite non-shattering characters. The main object of this
work is to obtain cash and forage legumes suitable for
rotation in the maize-growing areas.”
1993. Hromadko, Jar. 1931. Jake vyhlidky ma soja v nasem
olejnictvi? [What prospects does soybean cultivation offer
to our oil industry?]. Vestnik Ceskoslovenske Akademie
Zemedelske (Bulletin of the Czechoslovak Academy of
Agriculture) 7(9):921-24. Nov. [3 ref. Cze; ger]
Address: Ing., Czechoslovakia.
1994. Hughes, H.D. 1931. 3. Soybean-corn mixtures. J.
of the American Society of Agronomy 23(12):1065. Dec.
Presented as part of Symposium on Soybeans. Leader: W.J.
Morse.
• Summary: “Agronomic experiments dealing with the
practice of growing corn and soybeans in association were
begun at the Iowa Experiment Station in 1915. During the
years 1919 to 1925, inclusive, yield determinations were
secured on 2,090 experimental plantings, with rates and
methods of growing, season and soil conditions, variety
comparisons, and time of planting.” Address: Iowa State
College.
1995. Morse, W.J. 1931. 6. Utilization of soybeans and
soybean products in Oriental countries. J. of the American
Society of Agronomy 23(12):1067. Dec. Presented as part of
Symposium on Soybeans. Leader: W.J. Morse.
• Summary: Manchuria, the largest soybean-producing
country in the world, had a production of more than
5,000,000 tons of which more than 400,000 tons were used
for food, 253,000 tons for feed, and 225,000 tons for seed.
The remainder, more than 4,000,000 tons, was used in
the production of oil and oil meal and for export. Japan in
1929 used over 39,000,000 bushels of soybeans of which
only 13,000,000 bushels were grown in Japan proper, the
difference being imported from Manchuria and Korea. The
following shows the various ways in which this large amount
of beans was utilized by the Japanese people: Miso, 22.7%;
soy sauce, 22.7%; soybean oil and oil cake, 21.5%; bean
curd, 15.4%; confections [roasted whole soy flour], 6.1%;
forage, 6.2%; green vegetable beans, 0.8%; green manure,
2.5%; seed, 1.6%; miscellaneous, 0.5%.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2019)
that gives industry or market statistics on green vegetable
soybeans (edamame) for any geographical region. Address:
U.S. Dep. of Agriculture [Washington, DC].
1996. Spencer, G.E.L. 1931. Seed storage and germination.
The use of cool storage in retaining the germinating power of
some oily seeds. Tropical Agriculture (Trinidad) 8(12):333.
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Dec. [2 ref]
• Summary: Two tables compare the average germination
percentages of soybeans and peanuts stored for 0, 2, 4, 6, 8
and 10 months in cool storage vs. ambient temperature. A
surprising 89% of soybeans stored under natural conditions
in Trinidad would not germinate (had lost viability) in 10
months but retained full viability for this period in cool
storage (55-60ºF). Address: Dip. Agric. (I.C.T.A.), Dep. of
Botany, Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture.
1997. Horel, Jan; Nebovidsky, Jindrich. 1931. Cultivation
expérimentale des soyas en Slovaquie et resultats des
examens tenant compte de leur utilisation industrielle
[Experimental cultivation of soybeans in Slovakia and the
results of testing regarding industrial usage of soya]. In:
Proceedings of the XV International Agricultural Congress.
Vol. II. Held at Prague. [Fre]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
1998. Kunz, E. 1931. K otazce pestovani soje u nas [On the
question of growing soybeans in our country]. Hospodar
Cesky (Czech Economist). [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
1999. Verslagen van Veldproeven. B, Bemestingsproeven
(Landbouwkundige Institut). 1931. Bemestingsproef met
kedelee [Fertilization experiments with soybeans]. B. 320.
[Dut]*
2000. Carter, Clarence Edgar. 1931. Some influences of low
temperatures on the soybean plant. PhD thesis, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 7 p. (Abstract). In: Library
of Congress. Catalog Div. A List of American Doctoral
Dissertations Printed in 1912-1932. 1931.
• Summary: Carter was later a soybean pioneer in Missouri.
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
2001. Department of Agriculture, Peradeniya, Ceylon. 1931.
A manual of green manuring. Colombo, Ceylon: Dep. of
Agriculture. Printed by H.W. Cave & Co. 190 p. See p. 84.
Illust. 26 cm. *
2002. Dodd, David Rollin. 1931. Some factors affecting the
influence of soybeans, oats and other crops on those that
follow. PhD thesis, Cornell University. In volume S1977. *
Address: Cornell Univ.
2003. Itskov, Ageev I. 1931. Mekhanizatsiia i agrotekhnika
soi [The mechanization and agrotechnology of soybeans].
Moscow, USSR. 48 p. [Rus]
• Summary: The mechanization and agrotechny of soybeans.
Study includes material on the harvesting of the beans with
combines, and the storage of the crop. Reference is made
to work done in this field in the United States and other

countries. Address: USSR.
2004. Lloyd, J.H. 1931. Soybean production and marketing.
Illinois Farmers’ Institute, Annual Report 36:112-20.
• Summary: Contents: An important world crop. Soybean
utilization. Methods of processing. Uses and values of the
meal and oil. The soybean, a versatile crop. Contract buying
of commercial beans (uniform acreage contract). The 1930
marketing deal. Prices and production costs. Cooperative
marketing principles. Need for tariff protection. Commercial
outlook.
“For many centuries the people of Oriental countries
have used the soybean and its products in the preparation of
numerous fresh, fermented, and dried foods, which form an
indispensable part of their diet... it said to be a fact that all
classes of these people eat soybeans in some form or other at
every meal.
“In this country the soybean is attracting attention as
an article of human food, and several manufacturers have
recently developed food products made from whole beans,
and from the products of the processing operation, soybean
oilmeal and soybean oil” (p. 113).
“The organization of our Soybean Marketing
Association was effected at a meeting here in Decatur,
October 9, 1929.” The affairs of the Association are
“conducted by a board of fifteen bona-fide soybean growers
elected by the members from their own group” (p. 116).
“Development of the Soybean Marketing Association’s
machine for the handling of the 1930 pool was begun on
August 1, when the Association opened its offices at the
Illinois Agriculture Association’s headquarters in Chicago
under the direction of the Corporate manager. After a brief
survey of the 1930 soybean crop, of competing crops
and products, and of general conditions, the management
proceeded to organize the marketing project. Arrangements
for assembling and shipping car lots of soybeans produced
by members were effected through contracts of 192 country
elevators obtained by the Soybean Advisory Councils and
Farm Bureau leaders in the various counties... At the same
time arrangements were effected by the management of the
storage and sale of soybeans pooled by the members.
“Funds for the financing of soybeans in storage
were obtained through a primary loan from the Federal
Intermediate Credit Bank, supplemented by a commodity
loan from the Federal Farm Board. Under these
arrangements, 1,135,000 bushels of soybeans were consigned
by members in the Association’s 1930 pool” (p. 117).
The Association’s cardinal principle is “Orderly
Marketing.” The Association was “incorporated under the
Cooperative Act, and a true cooperative in every sense, is
committed to the principle of orderly marketing” (p. 118).
The Association “has sold a large percentage of the pooled
beans at a profit above the advance to the growers... It is
generally acknowledged that the operation of our Association
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this year pegged the price of soybeans 20 cents per bushel to
all growers of the commercial crop, not alone in Illinois but
in neighboring states” (p. 119).
The Association is advocating a tariff on imported
vegetable oils that compete directly with soybean oils. The
“two leading vegetable oils imported into the United States
are cocoanut oil and palm oil. Cocoanut oil because of
coming from an outlying possession is duty free. Palm kernel
oil is not dutiable when denatured.” During the first ten
months of 1930, some 266.5 million lb of cocoanut oil and
228.9 million lb of palm oil were imported into the United
States (p. 119-20). Address: Manager, Soybean Marketing
Assoc., Chicago, Illinois.

and Special Cultures]. 1931. Kak vozdelyvat’ soiu [How to
cultivate soybeans]. Moscow, USSR: Sel’-kolkhozgiz. 23 p.
[Rus]*

2005. Löbbe, Henrique. 1931. Cultura da soja no Brasil
[Culture of soybeans in Brazil]. In: Chacaras e Quintais. Sao
Paulo. Later editions published in Rio. [Por]*
• Summary: Starting in 1921 Henrique Löbbe began, in Sao
Simao, Sao Paulo, a series of studies and observations on the
soybean.

2009. Turk, Lloyd Mildon. 1931. The composition of
soybean plants at various growth stages as related to their
rate of decomposition and use as green manure. PhD
thesis, University of Missouri–Columbia. 40 p. In: Library
of Congress. Catalog Div. A List of American Doctoral
Dissertations Printed in 1912-1932. 1932. *
Address: Univ. of Missouri–Columbia.

2006. Mumford, H.W. 1931. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 44:1-304. For the year
ended June 30, 1931.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops (p. 13-77): Dependable
forage mixtures will solve hay problem (p. 40). Soybean
varieties differ widely in yield factors (p. 42-43). New
facts fortify state’s lead in soybean growing (p. 43-45).
Nodule bacteria die fast after applied to soybeans (p. 45-46).
Handiest legume inoculants may not be the best ones (p.
46-47). Residual effect of soybean inoculation is variable
(p. 47-48). Livestock investigations: Soybean hay makes
excellent hay for bred ewes (p. 99). Dairy investigations:
Soybeans best cut for hay when pods are well filled (p. 12628). Milk-flavor studies still suspended (p. 128-29). Farm
management investigations: Good yields during drouth
make soybeans more profitable (p. 169-70). Agricultural
economics investigations: Decline in prices of soybeans has
about run course (p. 181-85). Farm mechanics investigations:
Tests supply hints for lowering harvesting losses (p. 21011). Farm mechanics investigations: Artificial drying lowers
disease infestation on corn (p. 215-217; “Two samples of
alfalfa, one sample of soybean plants, and one of soybean
stems were crushed between rollers and dried under
controlled conditions of 90ºF and 32% relative humidity.”
Table 58 show the “Effect of crushing on speed of drying.”
For each pair of samples gives: Original moisture content,
final moisture content, and drying time). Address: Dean and
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2007. Nauchno-issledovatel’skii Institut Soi i Spetsial’nykh
Kul’tur [Institute for the Scientific Investigation of Soybeans

2008. Riede, W.; Rewald, B. 1931. Einige Ergebnisse
deutscher Soja-Anbauversuche im Jahre 1930 [Some results
of German soybean agronomic trials in the year 1930].
Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 113(1-2):83-92.
(Chem. Abst. 26:4110). [Ger]
• Summary: Describes successful agronomic trials.
Numerous analytical data are presented in an examination of
the soy bean as a green fodder, hay, silage, and oil-seed crop.
Address: 1. Bonn, Germany; 2. Hamburg.

2010. Radford, Floyd. 1932. Re: Crops for 1932 planting.
Letter to Henry Ford, Jan. 11. 1 p.
• Summary: This 1-page form begins: “Mr. Henry Ford:–
Please check the crops you are interested in for 1932
planting.” An alphabetical, 2-column table gives the common
names of 38 crops (including “Beans–Soy”), with a column
for the number of acres to plant after each crop. The names
of 7 farms are listed in a second table. These farms have the
following acreage: Macon 4,163, Belleville 3,242, Joe B
2,068, Dearborn 1,900 acres, Harrison 1,200 acres, Cherry
Hill 1,425 acres, Nankin 33 acres. For four of the farms, the
total acreage, acres deductible, and balance to plant in acres
is given.
Courtesy of Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield Village
Archives (Dearborn, Michigan).
2011. Brillmayer, Franz Anton. 1932. Zum Anbau der
Sojabohne: Eine wertvolle Eiweissquelle [On the cultivation
of soybeans: A valuable protein source]. Zentralblatt fuer die
oesterreichische Landwirtschaft (Wien) No. 7. p. 65-67. Feb.
20; No. 14. p. 124-25. March 19. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: No. 7. Introduction. Already
Haberlandt understood that the soybean question is a
question of varieties. Table showing the composition of
different foods and feeds:
Soybeans: 40.00% protein; 17.00% fat
Barley: 6.10% protein; 1.90% fat
Common beans: 19.30% protein; 1.20% fat
Linseed: 19.10% protein; 1.20% fat
Beef, fatty: 17.40% protein; 23.50% fat
Veal: 19.00% protein; 5.00% fat
Alfalfa hay: 6.20% protein; 1.20% fat
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Soybean hay: 10.31% protein; 2.34% fat.
The main future of the soybean in Austria is in its use in
agriculture.
No. 14. Soybean’s yield. Enemies. Address:
Samenzuechter, Platt, Austria.
2012. Kenneth, H. Myers. 1932. Adjusting Corn Belt
farming to meet corn-borer conditions. Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 1681. 26 p. Feb. See p. 8, 11-12.
• Summary: “Introduction: The European corn borer has
continued to spread in the United States until it is now
known to be at the edge of the important areas of surpluscorn production” (see Fig. 1, map).
In the section titled “Supply of cash crops grown in the
Corn Belt in relation to consumption requirements,” figure
4 (p. 8) shows the seasonal distribution of man labor used in
growing and harvesting 10 acres of four grain crops (corn,
oats, wheat, and soybeans) in east central Illinois. For both
soybean and corn, labor is needed at about the same times–
for planting (April-June) and harvesting (Sept.-Oct.), but the
soybean harvest is usually finished at about the same time
the corn harvest begins. In this same section is a subsection
titled “Soybeans” (p. 11) which states: “Soybeans have been
grown for hay or as an interplanted crop in the Corn Belt
for several years. Until recently the production of beans
for grain, however, has been limited to those needed for
seed, only the beans of poor quality being fed to livestock.
Practically no soybean oil was manufactured in the United
States until after 1921, when a tariff of 2½ cents per pound
was put on imports. In 1922-23 about 1,482,000 pounds of
oil was made form soybeans, and in 1928-29 this quantity
had increased use of soybeans for the manufacture of oil and
for feeding has resulted in a larger acreage of beans being
grown. Illinois, Missouri, Indiana, and North Carolina are the
leading States in soybean production.
“A considerable increase in soybean acreage may be
profitably made in districts that are well adapted to the crop.”
“Although limited quantities may be fed to hogs the
tendency of the whole grain toward producing soft pork
makes the oil-meal cake, a joint product of the oil industry,
more desirable.
“The distribution and amount of labor required in the
production of soybeans for grain is similar to those needed
for corn, and no additional equipment is needed on the
acreage farm. The total acreage of soybeans harvested for
grain in 1928 was only 656,000 acres; if in the near future
it were increased by only a very small part of the present
corn acreage in the Corn Belt, the price of soybeans would
be decreased.” Address: Assoc. Agricultural Economist, Div.
of Farm Management and Costs, Bureau of Agricultural
Economics.
2013. Vries, E. de. 1932. De cultuur van kedelee op Java
[The cultivation of the soybean on Java]. Landbouw

(Buitenzorg, Java) 7(9):597-650. March. Kedelee-Nummer.
English-language summary, p. 745-53. Also in: Dutch East
Indies Dept. of Agriculture..., ed. 1932. Kedelee. Buitenzorg,
Java: Departement van Landbouw, Nijverheid en Handel.
Afdeeling Landbouw. p. 31-84, 179-87. [6 ref. Dut; eng]
• Summary: A detailed analysis of all aspects of the subject,
with a 9-page English-language summary. “In the year 1930
the area on Java devoted to the cultivation of the soybean
amounted to 208,000 hectares, 156,000 of which are sawah
[wet rice field], and 53,000 dry grounds.” Address: Assistent
bij de Afdeeling Landbouweconomie van den Dienst voor
Landbouw en Visscherij te Buitenzorg, Java.
2014. Drahorad, Fritz. 1932. Sojabohnenanbau in
Oesterreich. I. Die Kultur der Sojabohne [The cultivation of
soybeans in Austria]. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 82(15):113-14. April 9. [Ger]
• Summary: Part I concerns soybean culture (Die Kultur
der Sojabohne), starting with a brief history of soybean
investigations in Austria from the Vienna Exposition of
1873, through which Prof. Haberlandt obtained seeds, and
including Brillmayer.
I. The Cultivation of the Soybean: Agronomic trials with
the soybean (Sojabohne) in Europe, but especially in Austria,
go back a long time. The first impetus for this was offered
by the Chinese section of the Vienna World Exposition
(chinesiche Abteilung der Wiener Weltausstellung) (1873),
through which Professor Haberlandt became aware of this
new crop. He carried out trials at the College of Agriculture
(Hochschule für Bodenkultur) in Vienna and made efforts to
introduce the soybean here with us. The thoroughly favorable
and satisfying results which were achieved at that time
were summarized by Professor Haberlandt in a small book,
Die Sojabohne [The Soybean], Verlag Carl Gerold’s Sohn,
Vienna 1878, in which he published the results of the studies
and trials on the merits of the cultivation of this crop that was
to be newly introduced.
The fact that in the subsequent period, it was not
possible for the soybean to be generally introduced is all
the more regrettable since we are not aware of any other
agricultural crop that can thrive in our climate and at the
same time is such an excellent supplier of oil and protein.
One obstacle to its further introduction lay in the fact
that the soybeans that were imported from other areas
first had to be adapted to our climate and that most of the
varieties had a vegetative period that was much too long
and, as a result of that, only matured with difficulty or else
matured only in very favorable years.
During the war, agronomic trials with the soybean
(Sojaanbauversuche) were also once again resumed in
Austria, but their end result cannot be considered to have
been conclusive for the reason that those trials were carried
out above all else with seeds that had not been acclimatized
or bred, and because the test methodology that was common
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at that time could not provide any conclusive assessment
about the actual productivity of this agricultural crop.
Furthermore, at that time it was not correctly known
how this bean would be utilized in agricultural terms, which
legitimately very much toned down the interest in the
cultivation of it, especially with farmers. And in spite of that,
the introduction of the cultivation of soybeans is desirable
as agricultural cultivation! The soybean (Soja) may become
not only a source of healthy and abundant nutrition for broad
classes of the people, but also a new means of livelihood that
is not to be underestimated. Because of the fact, then, that
the soybean possesses such outstanding properties, though,
and after the many years of agronomic trials, an introduction
of this East Asian crop with us lies within the realm of
possibility, and being occupied with this plant that is so
multifaceted is in fact justified. Of course, we can only also
grow the soybean in Austria in those places where it finds the
necessary climatic conditions for existence from nature. And
it would be completely mistaken to recommend it for areas
where it does not get on well. With conscientious breeding
work, in association with the strictest testing of performance
and yield, it will however be possible to turn the soybean
into an Austrian crop. The breeding progress that has been
achieved thus far by myself and my employee Brillmayer
allows this to be hoped for. Further improvements and
increases in productivity still have to be striven for. This will
only be successful if the breeding experiments are continued
on a broad basis, as has been the case up until now. In
addition to the laborious work of the breeder, the trial
activity with respect to plant cultivation must not, however,
be neglected.
The soybean, which in general is a plant that requires
heat, possesses a broad reaching capacity for adaptation to
the climate. By means of systematic acclimatization breeding
that has been carried out correctly, the variety that is, it could
be said, suitable for every soil and for every climate zone can
be enlisted.
If the climatic conditions of Manchuria, the primary area
of cultivation for soybeans, is compared with our Central
European climate, then what is found is a broad reaching
concurrence in the temperature and precipitation conditions.
Manchuria (Tung-san-sheng) [sic, in modern pinyin
orthography, Dongsansheng] extends between the Amur
River in the north, the Gulf of Chihli (Tschi-li) [today’s
Bohai Sea, China] in the south, Mongolia in the west, and the
Ussuri River in the east. Its area is approximately 942,000
square kilometers, and it is therefore nearly twice as big as
that of Germany. Although it is for the most part a hilly land,
the broad valleys of the Sungeri River [sic, Sungari, today’s
Songhua River, China] and the Liau-ho River [known today
as the Liao River] offer abundant opportunities for farming.
The largest quantities of Manchurian soybeans are harvested
in the valleys of the Liao.
If the 10ºC. annual isothermal line (10ºC-Jahres-

Isothermenlinie)–which in Central Europe touches the cities
of Cologne and Brünn [today’s Brno, Czech Republic]
and, as its course continues, goes through the Crimea–
is compared with that of Manchuria, then what results
from these meteorological observations is that Europe
has on average a warmer annual temperature than that of
Manchuria. With a comparison of the climate zones, though,
the fact that has to be emphasized above all else is that the
thriving of a plant and its getting on well do not depend
solely on the heat units which it requires for its complete
maturity, but rather first and foremost on the favorable
distribution of the climatic and environmental factors on the
individual sections of the development of the plant during its
vegetative period.
In the center of Manchuria, in Kirin [today’s Jilin City,
China], a mean average January temperature prevails of
-15ºC, similar to that in Sweden, and a mean average July
temperature prevails of approximately 20.8ºC, as they have
in Breslau (today’s Wroclaw, Poland). A very hot summer
therefore corresponds to the strictly continental climate
of Manchuria. It lies between the 20ºC and 25ºC July
isothermal line, and it is interesting and characteristic that in
comparison to the same temperature areas in Central Europe,
this area lies north of the limit for winegrowing. This fact
makes it possible to derive the plausibility that therefore
in Central Europe as well, the northern limitation of the
cultivation zone would lie along the 20ºC July isothermal
line which corresponds to the line through Paris–Frankfurt
am Main–Dresden–Wroclaw–Warsaw.
In Austria, therefore, only those areas come into
consideration for the cultivation of dried soybeans
(Sojatrockenbohne) in which corn still definitely matures.
But in spite of that, specially acclimatized and bred strains
reached maturity even in climatically very unfavorable
cultivation areas, and for those conditions they yielded
very satisfactory results. The time may perhaps not be all
that far away in which it will be successful to introduce
the cultivation of the soybean into the cultivation areas
of Austria that come into consideration for it, while the
cultivation of soy (Sojabau) for use as green fodder, hay, and
silage also appears to be generally feasible in climatically
very unfavorable areas.
The results of the cultivation and productivity test trials
with acclimatized and bred varieties that have been carried
out by this author since 1925 with twenty different varieties
of soybeans (Sojasorten) can be summarized as follows:
In general, soybeans can be cultivated on all types of soil
with the exception of very heavy loam soils. Even on very
light sandy soils, they continue to provide very satisfactory
harvest results with the corresponding inoculation with
nodule bacteria. Locally acclimatized soybeans withstand
dry periods and periods of drought rather easily, but stagnant
wetness is very detrimental to them. It provides the highest
yields on medium humous soils. Soybeans prefer sandy loam
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soils and also get on well on calcareous soils, but specifically
on marl soils. The warmer the location is, the sooner heavy
soils may be used for the cultivation of soybeans. Too much
moisture in the soil damages the plant but according to our
experiences, its sensitivity to moderate soil acidity is not
great.
The soybean requires heat, and it therefore grows best
in the winegrowing climate, where it achieves the maturity
of its seeds the earliest. In comparison to varieties from
abroad that are foreign to the location, the varieties that
have been acclimatized and bred by the author are much
less sensitive to frost and, after many years of observations,
they have withstood frosts of as low as -5ºC. and, once in
1927, even down to -7ºC. without any damage. This has
been proven repeatedly by trials at the state breeding stations
“Mittelbergalpe” near Gaming in Lower Austria (elevation
950 m above sea level) and “Kraglgut” in Matterndorf,
in the Styrian section of the Salzkammergut (elevation
890 m above sea level). The sowing on these trial fields
took place toward late May, and in late September the
seeds were fully matured. During germination and the first
development, warm weather ought to prevail if possible and
the corresponding moisture should be present (Continued).
Address: PhD, Senior Commissioner of the Federal Institute
of Plant Cultivation and Seed Testing (Oberkommissaer der
Bundesanstalt fuer Pflanzenbau und Samenpruefung).
2015. Drahorad, Fritz. 1932. Sojabohnenanbau in
Oesterreich. I. Die Kultur der Sojabohne [The cultivation of
soybeans in Austria (Continued–Document part II)]. Wiener
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 82(15):113-14. April
9. [Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): The sowing period for soybeans
with us here fluctuates between the last week of March and
early May. In mild locations, they can already be sown in
mid-March, in harsher areas late April to mid-May, so that
enough time is available to them for growth and the seeds
can mature. Sowing that is all too early has no purpose, since
the seeds will only germinate when the soil temperature has
reached the necessary level for that. Sprouting takes place on
average eight to fourteen days after sowing, and therefore it
takes somewhat longer than with green beans.
With our early varieties, the blossoming occurs on
average from late June to early July, while in mountainous
areas, in late July at the latest. For the obtaining of seeds,
sowing in rows is absolutely to be preferred. The latematuring varieties are taller in their growth and therefore also
require greater standing space. On soils that are very low in
nutrients and dry, the soybean lags in its growth. Upon taking
these circumstances into consideration, with moderately
growing varieties on medium soils, a row distancing of 40 to
50 cm is to be selected. With taller growing varieties and on
all better soils, the row distance cam be increased by 10 to
12 cm. With row sowing, the requirement for the seeds for

sowing comes out to around 50 to 60 kg per hectare.
For obtaining green fodder, silage, and hay, it is in
particular the massive growing varieties of American origin
Mammouth yellow (sic, Mammoth Yellow), Wilson, and
Soja hispida nigra that are to be selected. The larger the
seeds, the more [that is, the greater the weight of the] seeds
for sowing that are required. With drill sowing with a row
distance of from 40 to 50 cm, 100 to 110 kg per hectare
of seeds for sowing are required. The sowing depth on
heavy soils consists of 3 cm, and on light soils, 5 cm. The
sowing for green fodder soy (Grunfuttersoja) or silage soy
(Sauerfuttersoja) can take place in June or July. In favorable
locations, green soybean plants (Grünsoja) can also be
grown as a subsequent crop (Nachfrucht) [that is, within a
crop rotation], for example, after winter barley.
If soybeans are planted on a field for the first time, then
the inoculation of the seeds is to be carried out with pure
cultures of root nodule bacteria, which for local soybeans
are produced at the Federal Institute of Plant Protection
(Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenschutz) in Vienna.
The soybean tolerates itself well [that is, it can be
planted successively on the same field without a different
crop in between] and thrives after all crops. With repeated
cultivations one after another, it even grows better, because
the soil is enriched with nodule bacteria that are passed on
to the roots of the soybean plants. In general, fertilized root
crops which leave the soil behind in a loose, weed-free, and
healthy state are especially suitable prior crops [in a crop
rotation] for soybeans. They can also be planted with good
success on newly cleared fields (Neurissen). The possibility
of their arrangement in the crop rotation in the place of peas
is worthy of note, since the later often suffer very much from
pea weevils (Erbsenkäfer).
The soil preparation is the same as for other legumes.
What is most favorable is the normal autumn plowing, after
which the soil is left to lie in coarse furrows over the winter.
In order to maintain the winter moisture, in the spring only
an aeration or loosening of the soil is carried out, but the
plow is not used. The exception would be in those cases in
which the soil is inclined toward a great growth of weeds, or
if the weeds that have already germinated and sprouted are
to be destroyed. In that case, a shallow plowing takes place
before the sowing.
The nutrient requirements of the soybean are rather
considerable. Barn manure should be added in the autumn
or, if that is not possible for some reason, then in the
spring several weeks before sowing. Liquid manure has an
unbalanced effect and is above all else too low in phosphoric
acid to be able to provide any particular use to the soybean.
During the first development period, up until the
point at which a sufficient quantity of nodule bacteria are
present, artificial nitrogen fertilizer ought to be applied in
order to ensure the nitrogen requirement of the soybean
plants (Sojapflanzen). This is all the more the case when the
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nitrogen requirement is not covered by fertilizing with barn
manure. Forms that are quickly effective are sodium nitrate
[also known as Chile saltpeter] (Chilesalpeter) and calcium
nitrate [also known as calcium saltpeter] (Kalksalpeter).
Normally, with 75 to 100 kg nitrates per hectare, that is
found to be sufficient. The requirement for phosphoric acid
is unusually high, since phosphorus accumulates in large
quantities in the lecithins that are contained in the seeds.
By means of an enrichment of 1.5 to 3.5 quintals [1 quintal
= 100 kg, and thus 150 to 350 kg] of superphosphate in the
spring before sowing, the requirement is covered. On light
soils, the use of Thomas meal in the autumn is indicated. In
particular in the case in which no barn manure is applied, the
potassium requirement of the soybean has to be taken into
consideration. It is covered by means of the enrichment of
1 to 1.5 quintals of 40% potassium salt per hectare. The raw
salts are not really beneficial to the soybean. For thriving
growth, a moderate calcium content of the soil is also
desirable.
The care of the soybean is rather simple, but very
important! During the young stage, it grows rather slowly,
such that the soil between the rows hardens and crusts over
and the young plants may be slightly repressed by weeds. It
is absolutely necessary to hoe two or three times during the
first eight to ten weeks until the plants get stronger and shade
the soil. Most of the failures in the cultivation of soybeans
are to be traced back only to the lack of care during the first
growth period of the plant. In that case, the weeds usually
overgrow the stands and with the upcoming harvest, they
depress the yields per hectare by many metric hundredweight
(each one equal to 100 kg). This failure cannot later be
remedied later by any means.
According to the agronomic trials of varieties that
have been carried out since 1925 with various strains
that have been bred of locally acclimatized soybeans, the
seeds mature fully in the second half of August, and in
transitional and mountainous areas, at the latest through the
end of September. The yields fluctuate depending upon the
cultivation area, the particular measures of cultivation, and
the suitability of the seeds for sowing from 15 to 20 quintals
per hectare. Especially favorable cultivation areas achieved
yields per hectare of up to 25 quintals. In unfavorable years,
and especially in those with a great deal of rainfall, it goes
without saying that the yields sank below this average. A
thriving in our climate can only be counted upon with those
varieties that have an average vegetative period of at a
maximum 130 to 145 days. Local varieties always met this
requirement without exception.
That which is to be regarded as a sign of the maturity
is the wilting of the plants, the leaves turning yellow and
dropping, the pods turning gray or black, and the seeds
turning hard. The harvest can be delayed somewhat without
the risk of loss because the pods do not open easily. The
mature plants are pulled up, but they can also be cut with

a scythe or mown with a mowing machine. After cutting,
the plants are bound into small bundles and placed in
shocks (Puppen) for drying and completing after-ripening
(Nachreifen). Threshing takes place best with a machine, but
within that context, it is necessary to proceed very carefully
so that the seeds do not shatter. With a simple flail threshing,
it is difficult to get them out completely because the pods
remain tightly closed for a long time. It is therefore necessary
to wait with threshing until severe frost weather sets in and
the hulls become brittle.
For green fodder and silage, the soybeans are cut at
the latest when the seeds are half developed and before the
leaves have begun to drop. The drying takes place best on
hay frames (Hiefel), rickstands (Reiter), or frames.
Experiences that have been gathered with the planting
of soybeans in Austria justify the assumption that our
agricultural and weather conditions are suitable for the
cultivation of this plant. Within that context, though,
attention has to be drawn to the fact that with the current
agricultural crisis and today’s very low price for foreign
soybeans, the cultivation of it on a large scale can only
be advised if the yields per hectare that are achieved can
guarantee profitability. Information about this can only be
provided and be decisive in each individual case with an
agronomic trial at the general location and specific place. In
conclusion, it should not remain without mention that the
soybean requires less care than the usual beans, while its
yield is greater for the same planted area.
(Conclusion to follow)
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020)
in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database
that contains the German word Grünsoja (green soybean
plant(s)). This word appears in only 2 different issues of
these newspapers, both in 1932. Address: PhD, Senior
Commissioner of the Federal Institute of Plant Cultivation
and Seed Testing (Oberkommissaer der Bundesanstalt fuer
Pflanzenbau und Samenpruefung).
2016. Drahorad, Fritz. 1932. Sojabohnenanbau
in Oesterreich. II. Die Verwertung der Sojabohne
[The cultivation of soybeans in Austria]. Wiener
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 82(16):122-23. April
16. [Ger]
• Summary: Part II concerns the utilization of the soybean
(Die Verwertung der Sojabohne), including green fodder,
soybean meal, and oil. Address: PhD, Oberkommissaer der
Bundesanstalt fuer Pflanzenbau und Samenpruefung.
2017. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1932. Getting ready for soys:
Contest letters suggest using crop to replace clover failures.
57(2):222. April 16.
• Summary: A summary of the best ideas from the
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magazine’s recent Soybean Letter Contest. Prepare the
seedbed, so that weeds are kept down until the soybean
plants are off to a safe start. It is recognized that soybeans do
not rank with clover or alfalfa as a soil-building crop. Plant
soybeans after the middle of May. The most popular generalpurpose varieties in the latitude of Iowa seem to be Manchu,
Illini, and Dunfield. Peking as been widely grown for hay
and silage.
A photo shows a horizontally mounted wooden
drum, into which a man is pouring a sack of soybeans.
“A convenient device for thoroly mixing soybeans with
inoculating material.”
2018. Lovell, Philip M. 1932. The care of the body. Los
Angeles Times. April 24. p. I20. Sunday magazine.
• Summary: In the section titled “Soy bean” (p. 21) the
following letter is reprinted in full: “Torrance, California.
Dear Dr. Lovell. In the health section of the Los Angeles
Times Magazine several weeks ago I read an article about
soy beans.
“As a Japanese farmer I raised and used soy beans for
many years but since coming to this country I have not seen
soy beans grown. I believe this is too bad, as I believe soy
beans are a valuable crop.
“For many centuries the people in Japan used this
product for their main supply of protein. They also used it for
nitrogen for their lands.
“Contrary to common belief, the Japanese have not
used much fish for their diet and no animal meat at all, for
Buddhism does not recommend its followers to kill and eat
their fellow animals.
“Many due to Buddhism or the difficulty in transporting
fresh fish, did not use much fish. The only thing they could
depend upon for the protein was a cake made of soy beans,
called tofu. We also make a sauce of the soy beans [soy
sauce].
“In the Orient this is a staple crop. The farmers raise it
as one of the rotating crops. I should really like to see more
soy beans raised here but on account of the lack of popular
usage there is not much demand for them.
“Could you give me more information about the use
of this product which would appeal to the popular taste? I
would appreciate it very much.
“Sincerely yours, Tatsuo Inouje [Inouye].
Lovell responds that, as he has stated before, 80% of
the people worldwide are “vegetarians, either by religion or
economic necessity.” The Japanese are a progressive race.
What they have accomplished during the past 70-80 years is
“a miracle of the century. Yet they have done it essentially on
a vegetarian diet.”
The soy bean has replaced animal protein for the
Japanese and for most followers of Buddhists and
Confucianism. “It is the roast beef of the Orient. It contains
twice as much protein as the richest of meats. It is a very fine

food indeed. The health food stores are slowly building up a
sale for it. Recently I ran across a soy bean bread. I believe
the average health food store can procure it.” Address: N.D.
[Naturopathic Doctor].
2019. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1932. Seeding soy beans: If you
need to plug up the weak places in this year’s hay supply, try
soy beans. This article explains to you how and when and
what to do. 77(8):220. April 25.
• Summary: An excellent overview and summary of how to
grow soy beans for the beginner. “An increasing number of
dairy farmers are finding soy beans a valuable emergency
hay crop for dairy cows.” For a farmer growing soy beans
for the first time, the most important questions are: (1) What
variety is best suited to a particular location? (2) How much
seed to plant per acre? (3) How to plant the seed. (4) What
kind of seed bed? (5) When to plant? (6) Inoculation of the
seed. (7) Weed control. (8) When and how to cut for hay.
“In Iowa the best seed yielding varieties are Manchu,
Black Eyebrow, Habaro, and Soysota. The best hay varieties
are Morse, Wilson, Peking, and Virginia. (These cannot be
depended on to mature seed every year.) The best varieties
in corn for hogging down are Manchu, Midwest, Black
Eyebrow, Soysota, and Habaro. In corn for silage the
recommended varieties are Peking, Midwest, Manchu, and
Black Eyebrow.
“These same varieties are dependable in Illinois,
Indiana, and Ohio except that in Illinois the Illini and in
Indiana the Dunfield are two of the best seed yielding
varieties. In Minnesota the Manchu, Habaro, and Chestnut
varieties are recommended for both seed and hay in the
southern and south central parts of the state. Minsoy is a
high yielding seed variety in Central Minnesota but is too
short for hay. Farther north the Wisconsin Black and Minsoy
varieties should be used.”
Photos show: (1) A farmer in a field holding up a bunch
of soy bean plants with a pitchfork. (2) A man standing
behind two white horses pulling an implement [probably a
harrow or weeder] for weed control.
A table shows the number of seeds per pound and the
number of pounds of seed to plant per acre for the following
varieties: A.K., Black Eyebrow, Chestnut, Columbia,
Dunfield, Early Brown, Ebony, Elton, Habaro, Haberlandt,
Ito San, Jet, Manchu, Mandarin, Medium Green, Midwest,
Mikado, Morse, Peking, Virginia, Wilson, Wilson-five
[Wilson-Five], Wisconsin Black.
2020. Squirrell, W.J.; Laughland, J. 1932. Soybeans in
Ontario. Ontario Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No.
366. 16 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Origin and importance. Description.
Composition. Climatic adaptation. Rotation. Soil and
soil preparation. Manures and fertilizers. Varieties. Seed
selection. Inoculation. Harvesting. Threshing. Uses of
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the crop: Hay, as a soiling crop, ensilage, pasture, soil
improvement, ripe seed, straw, soybean oil, meal, other
products. What farmers think of soybeans (Extracts from
reports by 21 men who have grown and fed the crop from
the following places (mostly counties): Durham, Dundas,
Brant, Elgin, Frontenac, Grenville, Halton, Hastings, Kent,
Lambton, Middlesex, Oxford, Perth, Simcoe, Welland,
Wellington).
“Soybeans were first tested in the experimental plots at
the Ontario Agricultural College in 1893 and first distributed
for co-operative tests from the College to farmers in 1901.”
“More than one hundred varieties of soybean have
been tested for fodder and grain production by the Field
Husbandry Department of the Ontario Agricultural College.
Some of these varieties matured sufficiently early to be
successfully grown in Ontario. Many, however, are too late
for the climatic conditions of the Province and do not even
reach the best fodder conditions before the arrival of killing
frost.”
Two tables (p. 6-7) show the average results for 6
years in testing 21 varieties of soybeans for fodder and for
grain by the Department of Field Husbandry at the Ontario
Agricultural College. In each table the varieties are sorted
by descending yield of green fodder or grain [seed]. The
varieties are: O.A.C. No. 211, Habaro No. 20405 (Wash.
[Washington, DC]), Ito San Soja, Black Eyebrow (Jeffrey),
North’s, Minnesota No. 167 (Minnesota Exp. Station),
Manchu, Early Yellow (O.A.C. No. 111), Elton, Medium
Green (O.A.C.), Mandarin, Chestnut, Tsurunoko, Oyaji,
Shiro Kotsubu, Early Yellow, Black Ontario, Quebec No.
92, Black Manchurian (Jeffrey), Brown, Ogema. For fodder,
the “O.A.C. No. 211, which stands first with an average
yield of 10.16 tons of green fodder per acre for the 6-year
period, is a plant selected strain, developed by the Ontario
Agricultural College, from the Habaro variety and is the
only variety of soybeans eligible for registration in Canada.”
The plants were cut on Sept. 7. For grain/seed production
Black Ontario has the highest average yield over the 6 years
at 28.47 bushels/acre, followed by North’s (28.42), O.A.C.
No. 211 (27.73), and Black Manchurian (Jeffrey; 27.12). The
plants were cut for harvest between Sept. 23 and Oct. 9. The
Black Ontario was received from a grower in the Manitoulin
Island in 1924. It produces small, black grain and straw of
medium length. “The O.A.C. No. 211 has proven to be the
best general purpose soybean tested at the College.”
“Soil improvement: The soybean like clovers and other
legumes is able by means of bacteria on the roots to gather
nitrogen from the air and leave it in the soil for the benefit of
crops that follow. It must be remembered, however, that the
best results can only be obtained when the soybeans are well
inoculated and some part of the plants left on the land. After
a seed crop of soybeans there is considerable organic matter
in the way of leaves and stubble to be turned under.”
Soybean oil “is used in the manufacture of soaps, paints,

rubber substitutes, printers ink and other articles. It is also
used as a salad oil and as a substitute for butter and lard.”
“In China and Japan soybeans are used in many ways as
human food. The green pods, dried seed cakes, soy sauce and
soybean milk, all have their place. In America soybean flour
is made into cakes, biscuits, muffins, and being low in starch
it has a special place as a diabetic food.”
The article contains 11 photos, including one of 2 horses
pulling a rotary hoe, and fields of soybeans growing in Peel,
Welland, Dundas, Kent, Middlesex, and Lincoln counties.
Address: Dep. of Field Husbandry, Ontario Agricultural
College, Guelph.
2021. Vresky, Frantisek. 1932. Jeste o pestovani soje [More
about growing soybeans]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec (Czech
Farmer) 14(19):294. May 6. [Cze]
Address: Ing., Eberhart, Czechoslovakia.
2022. Arceneaux, G.; McKaig, N., Jr.; Stokes, I.E. 1932.
Studies of soybeans and other green manure crops for
sugarcane plantations. J. of the American Society of
Agronomy 24(5):354-63. May. [1 ref]
• Summary: Good results have been obtained by growing
soybeans in a sugarcane rotation. In 1930, the authors
conducted experiments at the U.S. Sugar Plant Field Station
near Houma, Louisiana, to compare the relative greenmanuring value of several leguminous plants and the best
methods of handling soybeans. It was found that in the sugarcane rotation, soybeans should be planted in the early spring
and yield the maximum green and dry matter and nitrogen
when in full bloom.
Tables show fresh weight, dry weight, and nitrogen
content of legumes when planted on different dates and
harvested at varying stages of maturity. Address: Div. of
Sugar Plant Investigations, USDA.
2023. Krauss, F.G. 1932. Soybeans, their culture and uses
in Hawaii. Hawaii Agricultural College, Extension Service,
Agricultural Notes No. 24. 4 p. June 21.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultural methods.
Fertilization. Inoculation. Time to plant. Distances to plant
and rate of seeding. Varieties. Harvesting. Soy beans for soil
improvement.
“The soy bean is destined to become an important
supplementary crop in Hawaii’s increasingly diversified
agriculture.” “As human food, the soy bean may be cooked
either green or dried like snap or shell beans, and as such
offer possibilities for canning commercially. The mature
seeds are also ground into culinary meals and bolted for
flour. The Orientals utilize vast quantities of soy beans for
the manufacture of a number of nutritious and highly-priced
foodstuffs, including the well-known tofu, miso, and soy
sauce. The Japanese of Hawaii import about $70,000 worth
of the beans annually from Japan for the above purposes,
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the manufacture of which could be greatly extended if the
soy bean were grown locally. A considerable amount of
soy bean cake meal is also imported for poultry and dairy
stock feeding. It is estimated that Hawaii could consume
to advantage at least a half million dollars worth of soy
bean products annually if the crop were grown extensively
enough.”
2024. Robertson, D.W.; Kezer, A.; Deming, G.W.
1932. Soybeans under irrigation in Colorado. Colorado
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 392. 24 p.
July. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Historical. Climatic
requirements. Soybeans under irrigation. Preparation of
seedbed. Method of seeding. Rate of seeding. Date of
seeding. Irrigation. Inoculation of seed. Stage to harvest
soybeans. Harvesting methods. Experimental results at Fort
Collins (variety tests 1923-1926).
Historical: “In Colorado, soybeans were not extensively
grown until about 1923 and for several years after that date.
Due to the fact that other crops furnished protein feeds, their
use on irrigated land has not increased.
“From tests conducted at Fort Collins, Colorado, it was
found that good yields of soybeans could be obtained under
irrigation. The following varieties gave the highest yields:
Yellow-seeded varieties–Minsoy, Wea, Saskatoon. Darkseeded varieties–Soysota and Black Eyebrow. The highestyielding variety was Soysota, a brown-seeded bean. The best
date to plant soybeans proved to be late April or early May.
Twenty-inch rows gave the highest yield of grain per acre.”
Table 1 (p. 8-9) shows: The following varieties were
tested for yield in Colorado, most during the 4 years from
1923 to 1926. Yellow seeded (in descending order of yield):
Wea, Minsoy, Saskatoon, Manchu, Pinpu, Elton Sel., A.K.,
Ito San, Mandarin, Elton, Habaro, Early Yellow, Dunfield,
Midwest, Aksarben. Dark-seeded varieties: Soysota, Black
Eyebrow, Early Brown, Chestnut, Wisconsin Black. Wea
(F.C. No. 1017) gave the best average yields of any yellowseeded variety grown at Fort Collins from 1923-1926. The
average yield of Wea during this period was 25.3 bushels/
acre. Range: 23.2 to 28.2.
2025. González, A. de J. 1932. Cultivo y utilizacion de la
soya como forraje [Cultivation and use of the soybean as
forage]. Revista de Agricultura, Comercio y Trabajo (Cuba)
14(3):5-42. Sept. [12 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: General considerations. Agricultural
history of the uses of soya. Botanical characters. Varieties.
The soil and its preparation. Legume bacteria. Inoculation.
Importance of calcium. Planting soya. Fertilizers. Diseases
and insects (lists many names in Spanish). Other pests. Yield.
Threshing and warehouse rent. Soya and Sudan grass. Soya
and chicharo de vaca. Utilization of the green forage. Making
hay. Silage. Use of the seeds. Food for milk cows. Food for

beef cattle. Food for hogs. Food for horses and mules. Food
for barnyard fowl. Balanced rations. Chemical composition
and digestibility. Summary.
The paper is based in large part on findings of
experiment stations of the United States. Numerous tables
show the return in seed for various varieties, chemical
composition of seed of various varieties, chemical
composition of soy hay (Mammoth variety), and digestible
nutrients of soybeans in the various forms in which they are
used for animal feed. A graph shows the digestible protein
in soy cake as compared with other animal feeds. Address:
Zootecnico, Section of Animal Industry.
2026. Morse, William. 1932. Soybeans. Radio broadcast.
NBC. National Farm and Home Hour. Sept. 2.
• Summary: As president of the American Soybean Assoc.,
Morse is presiding over a broadcast from the association’s
annual meeting. He begins this show, which is carried by a
network of 47 associate NBC radio stations, by saying: “I am
glad to greet the Farm and Home Hour audience on behalf of
the American Soybean Association.” During the broadcast,
Morse presents three guest speakers. First, Dr. A.A. Horvath
of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, who gives “a review of the
uses of soybeans for human food.” Second, Mr. Whitney
H. Eastman of the Archer-Daniels-Midland Company, who
speaks about the industrial uses of soybean oil and meal.
Third, Mr. F.P. Latham of Belhaven, North Carolina, who
describes “methods of soybean growing on a large scale.”
Address: [USDA].
2027. Revista de Agricultura, Comercio y Trabajo (Cuba).
1932. Fomento del cultivo de la soya en Cuba [Promotion of
the cultivation of soybeans in Cuba]. 14(3):3-4. Sept. [Spa]
• Summary: In 1929 Dr. Eugenio Molinet, the honorable
Secretary of Agriculture, Commerce and Work, became
aware of studies and experiments related to the adaptation
of soya to Cuba. He ordered studies and experiments to
be conducted relating to the adaptation of the soybean to
Cuba. These were accomplished with great success by the
Agricultural Experiment Station of Santiago de las Vegas,
and they will be of considerable importance for Cuba.
Address: Havana, Cuba.
2028. Turk, Lloyd Mildon. 1932. The composition of
soybean plants at various growth stages as related to their
rate of decomposition and use as green manure. Missouri
Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Bulletin No. 173.
40 p. Sept. Based on his 1931 PhD thesis, Univ. of Missouri.
[66 ref]
• Summary: This is an in-depth study of the decreased yield
of wheat which results when wheat is planted after soybeans.
The author found that “An increase in nitrates following the
growth of soybeans should not be expected because of the
carbonaceous nature of the root material, which stimulates
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biological activity, increasing the number of organisms
which consume nitrate. The soil nitrates, however, are
increased by incorporating the green parts of the plant, and,
therefore, when soybeans are being grown for green manure,
they should be burned under in the more immature stages of
growth.” Address: Columbia, Missouri.
2029. Borst, H.L.; Park, J.B. 1932. Experiments with
growing corn and soybeans in combination. Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 513. 26 p. Oct.
[7 ref]
• Summary: Three experiments were conducted:
I. A comparison of soybean varieties with corn for
silage.
II. Corn and soybeans planted together for silage and for
grain at different rates,
III. Corn and soybeans in combination under field
conditions.
“Experiments II and III indicate that, even under
conditions favorable to the mixture and where most of
the soybeans grown in the corn are saved, the growing of
soybeans and corn together for silage has little to recommend
it. In Experiment II a small increase in protein was obtained.
Under field conditions enough soybeans might easily be lost
in harvesting to offset this increase in protein.
“The Value of the Combination for Grain Production:
The combination may have more practical value for hogging
off than for the production of silage. A low rate of planting
the soybeans is desirable for this purpose since hogs will
not consume many soybeans when they have access to corn.
Besides, a high percentage of soybeans in the ration produces
pork with soft fat and thus reduces the market value.”
Note: Harold Lamont Borst was born in 1889. Jay
Boardman Park was born in 1884.
2030. Lothrope, Leon. 1932. Soya beans. Alleged cause
of war in Manchuria and soft pork in Ontario, interest in
Western Canada now centres around growing them on
prairies. Their strong points and weaknesses are recorded
herein. Nor’-West Farmer and Farm & Home (Canada)
51(18):8-9, 29. Oct.
• Summary: Discusses the possibilities of the soybean crop
in western Canada, the value and importance of soybeans
in various countries, their uses, amount of production in the
United States, and the prices which might be expected if
soybeans are grown in western Canada.
“There was something over a million pounds of soya
bean oil imported into Western Canada last year which is
about 35 tank carloads. It is largely used in the manufacture
of soaps, shortening and salad oil. Contrary to popular
opinion, only very small amounts are utilized in paints
and varnishes, due to its slow drying qualities and lack of
hardness...
“It is not surprising, then, that when the National

Government in Great Britain imposed a ten per cent tariff
on soya bean oil, cake and meal imported from foreign
countries, and they are without duty from Empire countries,
that the industries affected would look around for new
sources of supply. Nor is it surprising that Canadian railroad
officials and other business interests would evince some
enthusiasm in the establishing of a new industry in Canada
that has such potentialities as to cause a war in Manchuria
and to be directly responsible for placing the Japanese
Merchant Marine in third place among the nations. If Canada
could ‘horn in’ on such an industry it should be all to the
good.
“This accounts for the visit of a member of the Corn
Exchange, of Liverpool, to Canada in recent months whose
firm deals in soya beans and soya bean products, and owns
large warehouses along the South Manchuria Railway. His
visit was for the express purpose of seeing if Canada could
supply soya beans for the European trade.”
“The Manitoba Agricultural College commenced work
with soya beans fifteen years ago [about 1917]. Professor
Southworth, who is now in England, developed a strain
of Ogema [Ogemaw], known as Manitoba Brown, that
consistently ripens seed at the College and in several other
parts of the West where they have been grown. The only
other strain that has shown much promise in the Prairie
Provinces are selections of Wisconsin Black. Some success
has been obtained with this latter variety at the Dominion
Experimental Farm, Brandon [Manitoba] and by Don Bark of
the C.P.R. [Canadian Pacific Railway] Demonstration Farm
at Brooks, Alta. [Alberta; Brooks is a town located 100 miles
southeast of Calgary]. The three stations mentioned above
are the only ones that report at all favorably on this crop
and we have had communications from most government
institutions in the West... The returns received from the
three Dominion Experimental stations in British Columbia
are neither more nor less encouraging than from the Prairie
Provinces.
“Dr. McRostie of the Manitoba Agricultural College,
who was formerly in charge of all the forage crop work for
Dominion Experimental Farms system, has probably done
as much on the growing of soya beans as anyone, states
that ‘fifteen bushels to the acre is a reasonably good yield
to expect under field conditions in Manitoba with the early
varieties so far developed.’”
“A World Crop: The best argument in favor of
endeavoring to grow soya beans in Western Canada lies
in the fact that it is a world crop and if we can grow it in
competition with the world as we do wheat it is worth trying
as it will give us greater diversification. The Agricultural
Section of the Winnipeg Board of Trade is making
arrangements to distribute small amount of soya bean seed to
different districts in the Province of Manitoba. They hope to
have in 100 acres next year for a trial. Mostly home grown
seed of the black and brown types will be used.”
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A photo shows 5 products that contain soya bean oil or
meal, including Vi-Tone Malt Chocolate Flavor, Domestic
brand Shortening (purely vegetable), MacDowell’s Soy Bean
Flour (Brockville, Ontario), Pearl White Naptha [Naphtha]
Soap, and Jif Flaked Soap.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2000) that uses the word “shortening” to refer to
such a product made from soy oil.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2019)
that mentions the soybean variety Manitoba Brown. Address:
Canada.
2031. Skladal, V. 1932. Zkusenosti s pestovanim a pouzitim
soje [Experience with cultivation and usage of soybeans].
Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec (Czech Farmer) 14(45):711-12.
Nov. 4. [Cze]
Address: Inz., Czechoslovakia.
2032. Whitaker, M.E.B. 1932. La culture du soja dans les
plantations de coton [Soybean culture in cotton plantations].
Bulletin des Matieres Grasses (Paris) 16(11):330-31. Nov.
[Fre]
Address: Asst. Director, Arkansas Agric. Exp. Station,
Fayetteville, Arkansas.
2033. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin,
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean
products. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec. [34 ref]
• Summary: Loaded with statistics, graphs, tables, maps, and
photos, this is one of the best reports on soybeans in America
published to date. Contents: Introduction. The supply of
soybeans and soybean products: Domestic production
of soybeans, production of soybeans in Illinois, soybean
varieties in Illinois, costs and returns in producing soybeans,
imports of soybeans and soybean products (soybeans,
soybean oil meal and cake, soybean oil, net imports,
exports including reexports, export-import balance), import
duties levied on soybeans and soybean products, supply of
soybean oil and competing oils and fats. Consumption of
soybeans and soybean products: Disposition of the domestic
crop, utilization as beans, utilization of soybean oil meal,
utilization of soybean oil (in food and industrial products),
methods of processing soybeans for consumption (expeller,
hydraulic press, solvent extraction), competition from other
oils, distribution of gathered soybeans by uses. Practices
in marketing soybeans and soybean products: Sources of
market information, time of movement, varieties marketed
in different sections of Illinois, selling soybeans for seed,
selling soybeans for industrial uses (the Peoria Plan of
1928-29, Grange League Federation Exchange of Ithaca,
New York, the Soybean Marketing Association of Illinois
formed in Oct. 1929 {p. 490-91}), selling soybean oil and
oil meal (National Soybean Oil Manufacturers Association

of Chicago). Elements of cost in marketing soybeans:
Marketing mill beans, processing beans, marketing seed
beans, exporting beans. The inspection system and soybean
grades. Special considerations applying to the valuation of
soybeans and soybean products: Use-values of soybeans and
soybean products in feeding, derivative products as factors
in the market valuation of soybeans. Prices of soybeans and
soybean products: Prices of seed beans, prices of soybean
oil, prices of soybean oil meal, use as affected by prices.
Meeting the price risks in marketing. International trade in
soybeans and soybean products. Summary. Literature cited.
Sources of data.
“In Manchuria in 1930 there were 13 districts in which
over 40% of the crop land was devoted to soybeans, the
highest proportion being 65%. The proportions for the
three Manchurian provinces as units were as follows: Kirin
(eastern) 33.2%; Hailungkiang [Heilungkiang] (northern)
30.7%; and Liaoning (southern) 22%.” Some soybeans were
grown in Inner Mongolia.
Illinois was the largest soybean producer in 1924,
followed by North Carolina, Missouri, and Indiana. “Few
soybeans were grown in Illinois previous to 1890, when
J.C. Utter of Mt. Carmel, Wabash county, began production
of this crop. Frank Hurrelbrink of Taylorville, Christian
county, known because of his work with the Hurrelbrink
variety of soybean, started his work in 1897. He has grown
soybeans continuously since that time, experimenting with
many varieties. C.A. Rowe and his father, of Jacksonville,
Morgan county, grew soybeans about 1899. Somewhat
earlier than this the late Ralph Allen of Delavan, Tazewell
county, became interested in soybeans and furnished seed
beans to Illinois farmers as well as to interested persons
in other states, in Hawaii, and in Alaska. C.L. Meharry of
Attica, Indiana, who owns a large tract of land near Tolono,
Champaign county, Illinois, has been an active soybean
grower since 1909. The year following the Meharry venture,
John T. Smith, also near Tolono, began to grow soybeans
on a very limited scale, and in 1921 undertook active
production. During the last decade soybeans have become an
increasingly popular crop on Illinois farms.”
Of the 1915 U.S. soybean crop, 52% of the entire crop
acreage was used for hay, 15% was grazed, 4% was plowed
under, and only 29% was harvested for beans; 18.2% was
used for seed, 0.9% for human food, and 9.9% as beans for
feed.
In 1930 some 11,975,000 bushels of soybeans were
gathered or harvested in the U.S. Of these soybeans, 40.1%
were crushed, 33.6% were used as seed, 23.0% were used
whole directly as feed, 1.7% were ground and used as feed,
and 1.7% were ground and used as food.
From the soybeans crushed in 1930, some 37,200,000
lb of soybean oil were produced. Its four main uses were:
(1) Paint and other industries: Paint and varnish 24.2% of
the total oil, linoleum and oil cloth 10.8%, other uses 9.4.
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(2) Soap kettle 22.8%. (3) Edible uses: Oleomargarine
2.0%, lard substitutes 1.3%, other food products 12.8%. (4)
Increased stocks including oil equivalent 16.7%.
In 1930 some 110,000 tons of soybean meal resulted
from crushing. Of this, 76.5% was used in commercial
feeds, 13.6% in other feeds, 0.8% as soybean flour for food,
0.045% as infant and diabetic foods, and 9.0% as other uses
including glue.
Page 460 lists the types and brand names of many
commercial soybean food, feed, and industrial products.
Consumption of soybeans as foods has increased appreciably
since 1930. U.S. food products include chocolate bars
(30% soybean flour), cocoa (up to 60% soybean flour),
sausages (up to 50% soybean flour), bread (7½% soybean
flour), soybean cheese, soybean milk, soybean ice cream,
Soya Cream Biscuits, La Choy Soy Sauce, Soyolk (flour),
V-Zoy, Lektizoy, Zoy Soup, Zoybeans (cooked soybeans),
Bacon and Zoy Beans, Zoy Bouillon, Soy Bean Biscuit,
etc. Canadian food products are: Milqo (soy milk), Vi-tone
(chocolate), Soya Flour, Soyex-Malt-Cocoa Drink, Soyex,
Macaroni.
“In the foreign trade of the United States imports of
soybean oil have appeared since 1910 and of soybeans since
1914. The United States exported domestic soybeans to
Europe in quantity for the first time during the fall of 1931,
more than 2 million bushels being shipped from the 1931
crop.” Address: 1, 3-4. Dep. of Agricultural Economics; 2.
Dep. of Agronomy. All: Univ. of Illinois.
2034. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin,
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean
products: Tables 1-19 (Document part). Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Value of the soybean crop
in Illinois, 1928-31. (2) Soybean production in selected
countries, average 1909-13, annual 1920-31 (in tons of 2,000
lb). The countries: Manchuria, Korea, Dutch East Indies,
Japan, United States, total for these 5 reporting countries.
(3) Soybean production in the United States by geographic
divisions, 1929. The greatest production was in the “East
North Central” states; 4.977 million bushels comprising 57%
of total U.S. production.
(4) Production of gathered soybeans in selected states
and in the United States, 1922-1931 (thousand bushels).
In 1922 the top six soybean producing states were North
Carolina (1,600), Illinois (812), Ohio (465), Indiana (240),
Virginia (208), and Missouri (165). Total USA: 4,333.
In 1924, Illinois (1,380) passed North Carolina (1,160)
to become the leading U.S. producer. In 1931 the top six
states were Illinois (6,055), Indiana (3,062), North Carolina
(1,498), Missouri (1,080), Iowa (578), and Ohio (560). Total
USA: 14,917.
(5) Total equivalent solid acreage of soybeans grown
in selected states and in the United States in 1922-1930

(thousands of acres). In 1922 the top 4 states were North
Carolina (224), Illinois (169), Tennessee (154), and Indiana
and Alabama (113, tie). Total USA: 1,226. In 1923 Illinois
passed North Carolina to take first place. In 1930 the top 4
states were Illinois (719), North Carolina (478), Iowa (463),
and Indiana (402). Total USA: 3,758. (6) Yield per acre of
gathered soybeans in selected states and in the United States,
1922-1931 (bushels per acre). In 1922 the U.S. average was
13.8 bushels. Iowa had the highest: 22 bushels. In 1931 the
U.S. average was 15.6 bushels. The top 4 states were Ohio
(20), Indiana (17.8), Illinois (17.5), and Iowa (17).
(7) Proportion of soybean acreage gathered for beans,
cut for hay, and interplanted with other crops, Illinois, 19221931. Gathered for beans rose from 32.1% in 1925 to 55.7%
in 1930. Cut for hay rose from 41.4% in 1922 to 54.4% in
1931. Interplanted with other crops dropped from 20.1% in
1922 to 1.3% in 1931. (8) Production of soybeans in twelve
leading Illinois counties, with rank by years, 1929-1931.
The top four counties were Christian (692,200 bu in 1931),
Champaign, Piatt, and Moultrie. (8A) Soybean varieties in
Illinois: Varieties gaining favor: Illini, Manchu, Dunfield,
Mansoy, Laredo. Holding their own: Ebony, Virginia,
Ilsoy, Peking, Black Eyebrow, Wilson V [Wilson-Five],
Hurrelbrink. Losing favor: Haberlandt, Mammoth Yellow,
Hamilton (Ohio 9035), Ito San, A.K., Midwest.
(9) Varieties of soybean seed offered for sale by growers,
in order of frequency of offers printed in Farm-Bureau
publications, Illinois, 1921, 1925, and 1931. For each year
the varieties are listed under nine crop reporting districts,
and also for the entire state. In 1921 for the entire state,
in descending order of frequency: Midwest, Ebony, A.K.,
Peking, Ohio, Ito San. In 1925: Manchu, Midwest, A.K.,
Ebony, Virginia, Ilsoy, Ohio, Black Eyebrow, Haberlandt,
Peking, Wilson, Ito San. In 1931: Illini, Manchu, Virginia,
Ilsoy, Ebony, A.K., Mansoy, Dunfield, Peking, Wilson,
Midwest, Black Eyebrow, Haberlandt. (10) Average cost
of producing soybean in Illinois and Indiana for specified
periods, 1921-1930. The highest return above computed cost
per acre (profit) is from soybeans gathered for seed using a
combine: $9.55/acre. When soybeans are cut for hay, a loss
usually results.
(11) Imports of soybean oil, soybean oil meal and cake,
and soybeans, United States, 1915-1931. (12) Duties levied
on soybean oil, soybean oil meal and cake, and soybeans
under recent tariff acts, United States, 1909-1930. In 1909
and 1913 all three commodities were on the “Free list.” In
1921 oil the tariff on oil was 20 cents per gallon (2.67 cents
per lb); the other two were free. In 1922 the tariff on oil
was reduced to 18.75 cents per gallon (2.5 cents per lb), the
tariff on soybeans was ½ cent per lb (30 cents per bushel),
and meal was free. In 1930 the tariff on oil was increased to
26.25 cents per gallon (3.5 cents per lb, not less than 45%
ad valorem), the tariff on meal and cake was $6/ton, and the
tariff on soybeans was increased fourfold to $1.20/bushel.
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(13) Domestic production of soybean oil and other
vegetable oils from domestic materials, United States,
1912-1931 (thousands of pounds). Statistics are given for
cottonseed oil (the leader by far during the entire period),
peanut oil, olive oil, corn oil, linseed oil, soybean oil, and
total vegetable oil. Soybean oil rose from 751,000 lb in 1922
(the first year for which figures are given) to 39,129,000 lb in
1931. The ranking in 1931 was: Cottonseed oil (1,417,226 x
1,000 lb), linseed oil (203,613), corn oil (113,145), soybean
oil (39,129), peanut oil (13,730), and olive oil (1,509).
(14) Imports of foreign vegetable oils, oil equivalent
being used for oil-bearing materials, United States, 19101931 (thousands of pounds). Statistics are given for soybean
oil, coconut oil and copra, peanut oil, olive oil (edible),
olive oil (inedible, including olive oil foots), palm oil (incl.
palm kernel), linseed oil and flaxseed, all other vegetable
oils and materials, total vegetable oils and materials. For net
soybean oil imports, the earliest figure is 24,784 in 1912; it
peaked at 335,439 in 1918, and had fallen to 4,018 in 1931.
Total vegetable oils and materials imported increased from
440,412 in 1910 to 1,525,114 in 1931.
(15) Exports of soybean oil and five other leading
vegetable oils, United States, 1919-1931 (thousands of
pounds). Statistics are given for soybean, cottonseed,
coconut, linseed, corn, and peanut. The leading export
throughout this period was cottonseed oil. For soybean oil
exports, the figure for the last half of 1919 is 27,715 and fir
1920 it is 43,512. Thereafter the amount exported each year
is very small, rising from 1,944 in 1921 to 5,448 in 1931.
(16) Total production, imports, exports, and net balance
of vegetable oils and animal fats, exclusive of butterfat but
inclusive of fish oils, United States, 1912-1931. (17) Use of
soybeans, by acreage, United States, 1915, 1929, and 1930
crops. The percentages of the entire crop acreage in 1915
are: Hay 52%, grazed 15%, plowed under 4%, and gathered
for beans 29% (of which: Seed 18.2%, human food 0.9%,
and feed 9.9%). In 1930: Hay 56%, grazed 14%, plowed
under 4%, and gathered for beans (11,975,000 bushels) 30%
(of which: Seed 10.5%, crushed or ground 11.5%, and feed
8.0%).
(17A) Commodities in which soybeans or soybean
products are used (p. 460): Food products (USA and
Canadian), feed products, industrial products. (18) Soybean
oil meal produced and imported into the United States,
1922-1930 (tons of 1,000 lb). Domestic production increased
from 3,811 tons in 1922 to 110,000 tons in 1930. Imports
increased from 15,612 tons in 1922 to 55,107 tons in 1930.
Total of domestic production + imports increased from
19,423 tons in 1922 to 165,107 tons in 1930.
(19) Adaptability of soybean oil to use in various
products (p. 464): The products are: Drying products
(paint, varnish, linoleum and oil cloth, waterproof goods),
soap products (hard and soft soaps), edible products (Lard
compounds, cooking oils {if odor permanently eliminated},

salad oils, fountain drinks, candy, mayonnaise, margarin),
miscellaneous (core oil, printer’s ink). Four levels of
adaptation and a maximum percentage are given for each
use: Probable, inferior, satisfactory, and superior. The two
superior adaptations are paint (to prevent yellowing), and
soft soaps. Note: “The margarin industry was one of the first
to use considerable amounts of soybean oil and at present it
absorbs in the United States approximately 750,000 pounds
annually.”
2035. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin,
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean
products: Figures (Document part). Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec.
• Summary: Figures show: (1) Shaded map–Percentage of
cultivated acreage in soybeans in Manchuria and in adjacent
provinces of Inner Mongolia [both part of China]. The
percentages for the three Manchurian provinces are: Kirin
(eastern) 33.2%, Hailungkiang [Heilungkiang] (northern)
30.7%, and Liaoning (southern) 22%. (2) Bar chart–Average
acreage and value of soybeans compared on a percentage
basis with selected harvested crops, Illinois, 1929-1931. The
main crops are corn, oats, all wheat, and tame hay. Soybeans
comprise only about 3.1% of total acreage and value.
(3) The soybean plant (Soja max) at two stages of
growth (photos). (4) Shaded map–Percentage of farms in
the principal soybean producing areas in the United States
growing soybeans, by counties, 1929. “Nearly all the
soybeans grown in the United States in 1909 were found in
the southern states.” By 1919 “soybeans had considerable
prominence in New England and in Texas, Oklahoma, New
Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, Utah, Idaho, and Montana.
(5) Dot map–Acreage of soybeans grown in principal
soybean producing areas in the United States, by counties,
1929. Most soybeans are grown east of the Meridian 100. In
the South, they are typically planted in a row alternating with
a row of some other crop. (6) Dot map–Acreage of soybeans
grown in principal soybean producing areas in the United
States, by counties, 1924. In 1924 there was less acreage
in the important regions of soybean production. (7) Dot
map–Production of gathered soybeans grown in principal
soybean producing areas in the United States, by counties,
1929. “No state gathered as much as 50,000 bushels of
soybeans in 1909. Two states, Virginia and North Carolina,
produced more than 100,000 bushels in 1919, and the latter
approached 500,000 bushels. By 1924 four states, Illinois,
North Carolina, Missouri, and Indiana, produced more than
500,000 bushels and two states, Illinois and North Carolina,
produced more than 1,000,000 bushels each. By 1929 Iowa
was producing 500,000 bushels, Indiana 1,000,000 bushels,
and Illinois 3,250,000 bushels.”
(8) Graph of production of gathered soybeans in
six leading states, 1924-1931 crops. The states, listed in
descending order of their production in 1931, are: Illinois,
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Indiana, North Carolina, Missouri, Iowa, Ohio. (9) Graph
of total equivalent solid acreage of soybeans in five leading
states, 1922-1930 crops. The states, listed in descending
order of their acreage in 1930 are: Illinois, North Carolina,
Missouri, Indiana, Tennessee. (10). Map of acreage, yield,
and production of soybeans in Illinois, by crop reporting
districts, average of 1929-1931 crops. Gathered: 48.6%. Cut
for hay: 51.4%. Yield: 17.2 bu/acre.
(11) A field of soybeans cut with a binder and threshed
with a regular grain thresher (photo). This method makes
straw available for feeding. (12) Harvesting soybeans with
a combine (photo). “The combined harvester and thresher,
or combine, has made great headway since 1927 as a means
of harvesting the soybean crop, especially in Illinois.” This
method of harvesting is usually less expensive that the use of
both binders and threshing machines.
(13) A large barn and other farm buildings covered with
paint containing 25% soybean oil. The paint was not tacky,
and was holding up well after one year. (14) Equipment and
supplies in soybean paint tests.
(15) Four soybean crushers of the expeller type. The
oil is removed by pressure under very high heat. (16) Filter
presses used after the expeller-type crusher. The oil goes
through a filtration process to clarify it. (17) Four pie charts
showing proportion of gathered soybeans utilized for seed,
feed, and crushing in the United States and Illinois, 1926 and
1930 crops. In 1930 in the USA and Illinois: Crushed: 38%
/ 52%. Seed: 35% / 37%. Feed: 27% / 11%. A rapid increase
in crushing (and decrease in percentage used for seed) took
place between 1926 and 1930, and Illinois emerged as the
leading state.
(18) Four bar charts showing monthly movement
of soybeans by local handlers in Illinois, 1920 and 1926
crops. The four graphs show: Purchased locally, shipped in,
shipped out, and sold locally. (19) Map of Illinois showing
areas served by six leading receiving markets for soybeans
produced in Illinois, determined mainly by freight costs.
Illinois is well supplied with crushing mills. (20) Terminal
storage elevator at Peoria, Illinois, used by the Soybean
Marketing Association for the storage of soybeans (photo).
(21) A ship loaded with soybeans for export movement.
Shows the first cargo of soybeans exported from Illinois by
way of the Great Lakes. This cargo of 205,000 bushels left
Chicago during April, 1932. (22) Soybean meal being fed to
beef cattle (photo). (23) Graph of the average price of five
soybean varieties in Illinois, 1921-1930 crops: The varieties
are Virginia, Midwest, Manchu, Ebony, and A.K. Prices
dropped during this time. (24) Graph of prices of soybean
oil and four other leading vegetable oils at New York, by
months, 1920-1932. The other four are linseed oil, corn oil,
coconut oil, and cottonseed oil. Prices dropped during this
time. (25) Four graphs showing the price of soybean oil
compared prices of four other leading vegetable oils at New
York, by months, 1920-1932. The other four are the same

as above. (26) Graph of prices of soybean oil and five other
leading vegetable oils at important milling centers, 19281932. Peanut oil is included. Linseed oil was generally the
highest in price and cottonseed oil the lowest. (27) Graph of
prices of soybean oil at Dairen (Manchuria), Hull (England),
and New York, 1919-1932. The price was lowest at Dairen
and highest at New York. (28) Graph of prices of soybean oil
meal and two other leading vegetable meals at Chicago, by
weeks, April 1931 to Aug. 1932. The other two are linseed
meal and cottonseed meal. Linseed meal was generally the
highest in price and cottonseed meal the lowest. (29) Graph
of prices of soybean oil meal at five important markets, by
weeks, April 1931 to Aug. 1932. The markets are Boston
[Massachusetts], Minneapolis [Minnesota], Kansas City and
St. Louis [Missouri], and Chicago [Illinois]. The price at
Chicago is generally the lowest.
2036. Leplae, Edmond. 1932-1933. Traité d’agriculture
générale et de cultures spéciales des pays tempérés,
subtropicaux et tropicaux [Treatise on general agriculture
and special crops for temperate, subtropical, and tropical
countries. 3rd ed. 2 vols]. Louvain, Belgium: Librairie
Universitaire. Vol. 2, 796 p. See p. 306-07. 25 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: The author classifies the soybean among the
leguminous forage plants, among starchy (féculentes) plants,
and among oilseeds. “Soybean seeds have a nutritive value
for humans greater than that of all other seeds, except
peanuts.” The peoples of East Asia prepare soybeans and
their flour in 100 different ways, many of which are now
also known in Europe. The Chinese make from soybeans
an artificial milk and a cheese [tofu]. Soy flour is easy to
digest and can be mixed with wheat in making bread and
pastries. The soybean is used in the production of so-called
“English sauces” [such as Worcestershire], which are widely
consumed in Europe and America. Finally, soybeans are
imported into Europe at the rate of 600,000 tonnes/year and
the oil is used to make soap and margarine. Address: Prof.
à l’Univ. de Louvain, Directeur général de l’Agriculture au
Ministère des Colonies.
2037. Enken, V.B. 1932. K poznaniiu ekologogeograficheskikh tipor soi [A contribution to the knowledge
of the geographical types of the soybean]. Trudy po
Prikladnoi Botanike, Genetike i Selektsii (Bulletin of Applied
Botany, Genetics and Plant Breeding, Leningrad) No. 1. p.
47-69. Series 9. Technical Plants. [2 ref. Rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: The study of the collection of
soybeans gathered by the expeditions of the Institute of Plant
Industry, in different countries, has enabled us to establish
definite climatical types of the soybean.
“The soybean of Japan is characterized in the bulk by
large features. In this country are concentrated large leaves,
large seeds and large pods, the latter usually dehiscing. The
majority of forms of the soybean shows a long vegetation
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period.
“The Japanese soybean falls into two principal
climatypes: the climatype of the plains and the mountain
climatype.
“The climatype of the plains is distinguished by tall
habit, vigorous development, and a series of other characters.
“The mountain climatype is represented by plants of
short habit, showing a shorter vegetation period than the
climatype of the plains. Within the limits of this ecotype very
early forms have been met with.
“The soybean of Korea belongs to the Japanese
climatype of the plains.
“In China a group has been found, characterized by tall
habit, frequently by a nutating [sic] stem and profuse foliage;
by its vegetation period the Chinese soybean belongs to the
late forms.” Note: A “nutating stem” rotates on its axis; one
example of this is heliotropism.
“The soybean of Chinese Turkestan refers, by its
principal characters, to the same group.
“The climatype of India is represented by forms with
very small seeds, thin stems and small leaves; the period of
vegetation is very long.
“The climatype of Northern Manchuria embraces the
midseason and early forms of the soybean, which reach full
maturity under the conditions of the Northern Caucasus.
From the appearance of the seedlings to the beginning of
maturation, elapse 103-115 days.
“The soybean of Northern Manchuria shows sharp
fluctuations in regard to some characters.
“Forms of the Japanese mountain climatype, are met
with here as a very rare exception.
“Some soybean varieties of the Kharbin [Harbin]
Experiment Field, as No. 118, 231a, show a high productivity
under the conditions of the Northern Caucasus, where, they
are being propagated at the present time. The soybean of the
Maritime Region in USSR shows no great differences from
the Manchurian one, with which it forms one climatype.
During the very last years, a variety of the South-Manchurian
Experiment Station, the Gunchjulin soybean, has gained
wide spread. Its vegetation period is somewhat longer than in
Northern Manchuria.
“Forms of the Japanese mountain climatype are of more
frequent occurrence than in Northern Manchuria.
“For the purposes of plant breeding carried on by the
method of pure lines, under the conditions of European
USSR, in the regions of soybean cultivation, the soybean
of Northern Manchuria and that of the Maritime region of
USSR are the most valuable. The soybean of Japan, Korea,
China and India may serve as stock of separate valuable
characters, when the method of hybridization is used.
Japan, in particular, shows a great number of forms with
high branching–one of the most valuable characters from a
practical point of view.
“Note: Circumstances beyond the author’s control have

considerably delayed the publication of this essay. It must
be noted that at the present time (1931) we distinguish, in
correspondence with the established ecotypes, the following
subspecies:
“subsp. japonica m.
“subsp. chinensis m.
“subsp. indica m.
“subsp. manshurica m.
“Subsp. japonica m falls into prol. montana m and prol.
vallicula m.
“The diagnoses will be given in the next paper.”
2038. Heusden, W.C. 1932. De sojaboon, Glycine max Merr.,
een voordeelige ondergroei in jonge rubbertuinen [The
soybean, Glycine max Merr., a profitable undergrowth in
young rubber plantations]. Bergcultures (Batavia, Dutch East
Indies) 6(49):1332. [Dut]*
2039. Vries, E. de. 1932. De cultuur en import van sojabonen
[The culture and import of soybeans]. Economisch Weekblad
voor Nederlandsch-Indie 1(17):674. [Dut]*
2040. Abadal, D. José; Soroa, José María de. 1932. Cultivo
y aplicaciones de la soja [Cultivation and applications of the
soybean]. Madrid: Patronato Central para la Protección de
Animales y Plantas. 44 p. Illust. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (preliminary notes). Part
I: Cultivation and applications of soya. Chart of utilization of
the soybean seed. Agronomic notes and details on soybean
cultivation. Part II: Soya as a food. Nutritional value, soya as
a vegetable (green vegetable soybeans; Soja, como verdura),
soy sauce (salsa de soja), soymilk (leche), condensed
soymilk (leche concentrada / condensada), powdered
soymilk (leche en polvo), fermented soymilk (leche
fermentada), soy cheese (queso de soja) [tofu], soy casein
(caseina de soja), soy flour (harina de soja), soy bread
(pan de soja), Soyolk (soy flour made by Dr. Berczeller),
whole-grain soy bread (pan integral), soy flour tablets
(comprimidos), pastries, biscuits, puddings, etc. (pasteles,
bizcichos, puddings), soy oil (aceite de soja), fermented
soy products (productos de la soja fermentada: natto, miso,
shoyu), confectionery products (productos de confiteria),
chocolate (chocolate), coffee (café), soy ferments/enzymes
(fermentos de soja), products made by Caséo-Sojaïne
(Caseo-Sojaina de Paris). Soy as a livestock food. Appendix.
“As early as 1918 a Spanish public official, Don Julio
de Palencia, the Spanish Consul in Shanghai, sent the State
Department (Ministeria de Estado) a magnificent report
specifying the great attention that representatives of the
principal countries of the world were giving to this crop
[the soya bean], and the relevance that it would have in the
agricultural economy of the future. What a pity that Spain
has been the only civilized country to ignore the study of the
soya bean and its exploitation on a large scale” [p. 5].
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“Finally we must make public our thanks to the
spokesmen of this foundation/board (Patronato) for the
special work they have done in writing this booklet: Don
José Maria de Soroa, secretary of the Special School for
Agricultural Engineers (Escuela Especial de Ingenieros
Agrónomos), and Dr. Don José Abadal, chief of the Bureau
for the Inspection of Pharmaceutical Services of the
Ministry of War (Negociado de la Inspección de Servicios
Farmaceuticos del Ministerio de la Guerra)” [p. 6].
“In 1917 the Spanish Consul in Shanghai, Don Julio
Palencia, sent to the State Department a study on cultivation
of soya, proposing that tests be done to acclimatize this
valuable crop to our country.
“In Motril and later at the southern agricultural station
of Malaga, the agricultural engineer D. Arsenio Rueda has
been cultivating soya for the past 10 years [i.e. since 1923]
in plots of 5 ares [1 are = 100 square meters], obtaining 60
liters (each liter weighing 780 gm) in each one.
“The white as well as the black varieties give good
results, though the white ones do best. The seeds have been
distributed to farmers who have noticed that, even though at
first the goats that were given them as food rejected them,
after a few days of getting used to this grain preferred them
to such an extent that one must avoid growing this plant near
the herd’s path lest the herd be attracted and devour it all.
“Although soya is a legume which draws many nutrients
out of the soil (esquilmante), it has according to Mr. Rueda,
sufficient interest since it allows usage of terrains where field
beans cannot be used due to the invasion of the pest called
Orobanche speciosa, commonly called ‘Jopo.’ This parasite
does not attack soya...
“Besides the quoted trials, it has been more than 25
years since soy has been grown in Spain with success due
to the interest and zeal that in their patriotic work, the
agricultural engineer Mr. Eduardo Noriega undertook with
his partner, Mr. Ortiz, on the farm of ‘Jerez.’
“He was successful during many years using the yellow
and black varieties, later on also cultivating it in the Spanish
central region.
“We think it useful also to state in writing the following
data about soy grown by Dr. D. Jose Abadal in Lerida during
the years of 1925-1926.
“The experiment was done only out of curiosity, with
the intention of seeing if it could be grown in said province.
Japanese seeds of the hirsute soy variety, yellow seed, used
as food for diabetes, were used. The planting was done in a
garden with seeds that had been soaked for ten hours, with
no more care or fertilizers than those used for all the existing
plants of that garden. The terrain of course was one of easy
irrigation and located in Lerida where it is very hot all during
the summer.
“This brief essay demonstrates that soy can be grown in
irrigated terrain in very hot places and with little care.
“Fifteen years ago, the agricultural Engineer D. Jesus

Andreu, in the province of Pontevedra [in the northwest
corner of Spain, just north of Portugal, bordering the Atlantic
ocean], did some tests with good results on growing soy as a
forage plant.
“We also have news, though not concrete, of other
successful tests done in the provinces of Madrid and
Toledo.” Address: 1. T.C. Farmaceutico Militar; 2. Ingeniero
Agronomo e Ingeniero Sanitario, Spain.
2041. Albrecht, W.A. 1932. Nitrogen-fixation as influenced
by calcium. Proceedings of the International Congress of
Soil Science 3:29-39. Held 20-31 July 1930 in LeningradMoscow, USSR. [4 ref]
• Summary: Note: This paper is part of Commission III.
There is the widespread experience of legumes failing
on soils which are acid, and the general recognition that
legumes improve through the use of limestone. “It has long
been known that the majority of legumes on sour soils are
improved when limestone is applied.”
Meeting Name: International Congress of Soil Science
(2d: 1930: Leningrad and Moscow)
Title: Proceedings and papers of the second International
congress of soil science, Leningrad-Moscow, USSR, July 2031, 1930.
Published: Moscow, State publishing house of
agricultural, cooperative and collective farm literature
(Selkolkhozgis) 1932-35.
Description: 7 v. illus., maps. 26 cm.
Note: In Aug. 1933 (p. 522) Albrecht also cited this as
“Proc. 2nd Internat. Cong. Soil Sci. 3:29-39. [Year] 1930.”
Address: Missouri Agric. Exp. Station, Columbia, Missouri.
2042. Bardin, G.S. 1932. Soia kul’tura i ispol’zovanie...
[Soybean culture and utilization]. Moscow, USSR. 111 p.
[Rus]
Address: USSR.
2043. Bardin, G.S. 1932. Sposoby uborki soi [Methods of
harvesting soybeans]. Nauchno-issledovatel’skii Institut Soi i
Spetsial’nyk Kul’tur. Kuborke Urozhaia Soi i Nov’ikh Kul’tur
(Moscow). Bulletin No. 1. p. 34-37. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
2044. Bosman, Andrew M. 1932. Cattle farming in South
Africa. Johannesburg, South Africa: Central News Agency.,
Limited. 458 p. 23 cm. South African Agricultural Series,
Vol. 10. [2 ref]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned as follows: Pages 19293: In the section on “Manurial value of feeds:... Since
nitrogen is the most costly plant nutrient, it is evident that
nitrogenous feeds as a class have higher manurial values than
carbonaceous feeds. This is particularly noticeable in the
case of the highly nitrogenous cakes and meals derived from
seeds such as flax, cottonseed, soybean and peanut...”
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Pages 204-05: “Soy (or Soya) Bean Meal: While
cowpeas have greatest value as a fodder and green-manuring
crop, Soy beans–Glycine hispida–are grown chiefly for their
seed. Leppan and Bosman state that ‘the high prices obtained
for soy bean seed will attract greater attention in South
Africa as farming becomes more intensive,’ and that ‘failures
are frequently due to imported seed which has remained on
seedsmen’s hands for a number of years and is consequently
of low vitality; it is not unlikely that these failures may be
due to an absence of soy bean nodular bacteria.’ (1) The
troubles that have been experienced in these and other
respects are at present being investigated on the Pretoria
University Experimental Farm by the Department of
Agronomy, and it is hoped some of the difficulties facing
successful soy bean cultivation will be overcome.
“The oil, which has great value for commercial
purposes, is always extracted from the seed and the residue is
put on the market as soy bean meal.
“The meal is low in fibre and often as high, or even
higher, in protein than cottonseed meal or peanut meal. Its
extended cultivation will consequently form one of the most
valuable sources of protein for the rations of livestock. One
would have to compare its price per pound of digestible
protein with the price of such feeds as peanut meal,
cottonseed meal, etc., before deciding which fed to purchase.
In Europe, it is a well-known cattle feed, yellow soya bean
being imported from Manchuria.
“For Dairy cows it forms one of the best nitrogenous
concentrates. It is liable to develop a bitter taste when it ages
in storage, but it is a feed that may be used with impunity.
The same, however, applies to this as to any other heavy
protein-rich feed, namely that ordinarily not more than 4 lb.
per day should be incorporated in the ration.
“For Growing and Fattening Cattle this meal may
serve the purpose of increasing the protein content and thus
making the ration narrower in its nutritive ratio.
Page 222: “The importance of ensilage in South African
farming... Furthermore, the summer rainfall areas of the
Union in particular are eminently suited for the raising of
ensilage crops. Such bulky crops as maize, the sorghums,
sunflowers and Napier fodder are easily grown, whereas
cowpeas, soybeans and similar annual legumes may be
raised to correct a deficiency in protein.”
Page 223-24: “Changes that take place during ensiling...
The most important changes brought about in the ensilage
are those due to fermentation... Some of the decomposition
products of the proteins are evil smelling, and, when present
in any quantity, detract from the quality and palatability of
the silage. Because of this, it is not desirable to ensile crops
such as cowpeas, soybeans and lucerne alone.” Note: 75%
maize mixed with 25% well-chopped soybean plants makes
an excellent silage.
Pages 230-31: “Crops for Ensilage: Maize... Although
it is sometimes suggested that the deficiency in protein and

minerals in maize might be corrected by the incorporation
of a leguminous forage like cowpeas, soybeans or lucerne
with the maize in the silo, still it is usually preferable to turn
these leguminous roughages into hay. They make better hay
than ensilage and meet the requirements for a hay feed in the
ration.”
Page 232: “Legumes. In summer rainfall areas in South
Africa the annual legumes, cowpeas, soybeans, mung beans,
velvet beans, etc., may be turned into ensilage, preferably
mixed with a crop like maize or kaffir corn. As pointed out
previously, the legumes alone do not make silage of the best
quality. A mixture of about two or three parts maize to one
part legume is preferable.”
Page 233: “The Digestible Nutrients in Ensilage.” Table
26 gives the “Average digestible nutrients in 100 lb. feed
(After Henry and Morrison).” The composition of a mixture
of “Maize and soybean” is given. It is much richer in protein
(1.6 to 1.1) than well-matured maize, and slightly richer in
fat.
Pages 398-99: Table 1 gives “Average composition of
common cattle feeds” (extracted from Feeds and Feeding, by
Henry and Morrison). Values for soy bean are given on page
399, 400 (fresh green roughages, silage), 401 (soy bean cake
or meal).
Pages 402-03: Table II, “Average digestibility of some
common cattle feeds.” Values for soy bean are given on p.
400 (soy bean meal, soy bean hay) and 403 (fresh green
roughages, maize and soybean silage).
Pages 404-07. Table II. “Average digestible nutrients
in cattle feeds.” Values for soy beans and soy bean meal are
given on p. 405, 406 (soy bean straw), and 407 (fresh green
roughages, maize and soy bean silage, soy bean silage).
Pages 408-10. Table IV. “Digestible nutrients in different
weights of common cattle feeds.” Values for Concentrates–
soy bean meal appear on page 410.
Pages 415-17: Table VI. “Net energy values for 100 lb.
of cattle feeds.” Values for soy are shown on pages 415, 416,
and 417. Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry and Dean of
the Faculty of Agriculture–Univ. of Pretoria, South Africa.
2045. Dunin, M.; Val’dman, G.A. 1932. Sushka i khranenie
semian soi [The drying and storing of soybean seed].
Nauchno-issledovatel’skii Institut Soi i Spetsial’nyk Kul’tur.
Kuborke Urozhaia Soi i Nov’ikh Kul’tur (Moscow). Bulletin
No. 1. p. 56-61. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
2046. Gancharyk, M.M. 1932. Ab kul’tury soi u BSSR [On
soybean cultivation in the Belorussia SSR (White Russia)].
Mensk [Minsk]. 15 p. [Rus]
• Summary: The author states (p. 10) that only after 1917
did soybean cultivation begin to expand in Belarus. On
the same page he also states that the article by Strazh and
Myatel’ski (1930) mentions the first research with soybean
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in Gorki in 1921. But in 1931 all of this work with soybeans
was concentrated in the Biological Institute of the Belarus
Academy of Sciences in Minsk.
The results of this research are described on page 5. The
author says that it is very important to import soybean seeds
from East Asia, the South Caucasus, or Ukraine, and also to
grow the soybean in Belarus. Address: USSR.
2047. Gancharyk, M.M. 1932. Agratehkhnichnyya pravily
pa kul’tury soi u BSSR [On soybean cultivation in the
Belorussia SSR (White Russia)]. Savetskaya Kraina (Minsk,
Belorussia) No. 12. p. 72-78. [Rus]
2048. Geimer, V.I. 1932. Approbatsiia soevykh posevov–
zalog polucheniia vysokikh i ustoichivykh urozhaev
[Inspection of soybean acreage as a means of obtaining
higher yields]. Nauchno-issledovatel’skii Institut Soi i
Spetsial’nyk Kul’tur. Kuborke Urozhaia Soi i Nov’ikh Kul’tur
(Moscow). Bulletin No. 1. p. 22-28. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
2049. Iol’son, L.M. 1932. Soya: khimiia, tekhnologiia
i primenenie [The soybean: Chemistry, technology and
utilization]. Moskva: Snabtekhizdat. 284 p. [70 ref. Rus]
Address: USSR.
2050. Koloskov, Pavel Ivanovich. 1932. Klimat
soji i klimaticeskije vozmoznije rajoni ee kulturi v
Dalnevostocnom krae [The climate for soybeans and
possible climatic regions for its cultivation in the Soviet Far
East district]. Habarovsk, Dalgis. 74 p. 25 cm. Russian text,
with English-language summary. [Rus; eng]*
2051. Lebedev, N.A. 1932. Soia na seno i vypas [The
soybean for hay and forage]. Nauchno-issledovatel’skii
Institut Soi i Spetsial’nyk Kul’tur. Kuborke Urozhaia Soi i
Nov’ikh Kul’tur (Moscow). Bulletin No. 1. p. 73-77. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
2052. Lebedev, N.A. 1932. Soia na vypas [The soybean for
pasture]. Nauchno-issledovatel’skii Institut Soi i Spetsial’nyk
Kul’tur. Kuborke Urozhaia Soi i Nov’ikh Kul’tur (Moscow).
Bulletin No. 1. p. 70-73. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
2053. Luk’ianov, N. 1932. O metodike ucheta urozhaia soi
[Estimation of the soybean crop]. Nauchno-issledovatel’skii
Institut Soi i Spetsial’nyk Kul’tur. Kuborke Urozhaia Soi i
Nov’ikh Kul’tur (Moscow). Bulletin No. 1. p. 28-34. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
2054. Momot, J.G. 1932. Approbatsiia soi v SSSR [Soybean
cultivation experiments in the USSR]. Leningrad. 109 p. f.
1-26. [10 ref. Rus]

Address: USSR.
2055. Momot, J.G. 1932. Sorta soi i raiony ikh
rasprostraneniia [Species of the soya bean and regions of
their distribution]. In: Viktor V. Talanov, ed. 1932. Sorta
Zernovykh Kul’tur i Raiony Ikh Rasprostraneniia [Various
Grain Cultures and Regions of their Distribution]. Leningrad.
3:3-195. f. 1-50. 2 maps. [10+ ref. Rus]*
• Summary: Chiefly agricultural but includes descriptions of
13 Manchurian soybean species and a bibliography. Address:
USSR.
2056. Morse, W.J. 1932. Soybeans–Manchuria. Attached
to: Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1928-1932. Agricultural
Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China,
Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon
(Log of Dorsett-Morse Expedition). 181 p. Illust. 28 cm.
• Summary: Perhaps the best book ever written about
the soybean in Manchuria; extremely comprehensive and
detailed. The only known copy of this book (as of Sept.
2011) is owned by Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California).
Contents: 1. Manchuria. 2. Topography. 3. Climate. 4.
Area and population. 5. Soils. 6. Agricultural methods. 7.
Agricultural crops: Distribution.
8. Soybeans: History, importance, important production
regions, production, varieties, improvement of varieties,
time and methods of planting, cultivation, rotation,
fertilizers, harvesting, threshing, seed cleaning and yields,
cost of production, marketing, prices, trade competition,
transportation, storage of soybeans, mixed storage system,
seed inspection, soybean oil cake, storage of bean cakes,
soybean oil inspection, storage and transportation of oil,
soybean oil industry (history, methods of milling {wedge
system, screw system, hydraulic system, [solvent] extraction
system}, production of oil mills, number and location of oil
mills, present status of mills), export trade in beans, cake,
and oil, bean exports, bean cake exports, bean oil exports.
Contains 174 numbered figures, mostly original photos
(each with a caption) taken in Manchuria, plus a map of
Manchuria. Photos include: (2) Transporting soybeans by
junk down the Liao River to Yingkow [Yingkou]. (3) The
frozen Sungari River, North Manchuria, provides good roads
for the transportation of agricultural crops during winter
months. (4) The cow, donkey, and horse assist the farmer
in most of his work. (5) The primitive wooden plow made
at home is the principal farm implement. (6) The farmer
uses a crude wooden cart to carry his plow to the fields. (7)
General view of a Manchurian farm village near Nanzankai,
South Manchuria, showing farm homes, threshing grounds,
and harvested crops stacked about the threshing grounds. (8)
View of compound home of the better class of Manchurian
farmer. (9) The “Tunhulu” made with a kaoliang stalk
and gourd is used in sowing millet and kaoliang. (10)
Compacting the soil on sown peanuts with stone rollers in a
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sandy region of South Manchuria. (11) The wooden roller is
commonly used in compacting the soil on soybeans sown on
ridges. (12) After harvest the crops are hauled to the village
and stacked about the threshing ground. (13) The Manchu
farmer occasionally pulls wheat or barley plants instead
of cutting with the sickle. (14) Threshing is accomplished
with a stone roller pulled over the plants by horse or
donkey. (15) Seed is cleaned by throwing shovelfuls in the
air and letting the wind separate the seed from the trash.
(16) Coolies planting and covering soybeans. (17) Fields
of soybeans near Kaiyuan, Manchuria, in July. (18) Field
plot of the Moshito variety in South Manchuria. (19) The
Moshito variety in a variety field test at the Hsiungyaocheng
Experimental Station in South Manchuria. (21) Soybeans
are planted on ridges 6 to 8 inches high and the rows 21
inches apart. (22) Farmer in North Manchuria making ridges
for planting soybeans. (23) Tramping ridges and planting
soybeans in North Manchuria. (24) Planting soybeans on
ridges. (25) Tramping ridges, planting beans, and covering
with plow. (26) General view of planting and covering
soybeans in Manchuria. (27) After the beans are covered the
soil is compacted on the beans by drawing a wooden roller
over the ridges. (28) Planting the Moshito variety in South
Manchuria on new land. (29) Planting soybeans between
hills of corn in South Manchuria. (30) Planting and covering
soybeans between hills of corn. (31) A furrow is made in
early May for corn and every other furrow left for soybean
planting in early June, South Manchuria. (32) Planting a
row of soybeans between two rows of corn when corn was
6 inches high. (33) Planting and covering a row of soybeans
between two rows of corn in South Manchuria. (34) Closeup view of covering a row of soybeans between two rows
of corn. (35) Planting soybeans between hills of corn in the
Hsiungyaocheng region. (38) Hemp planted at the ends of
soybean rows to prevent animals from injuring the soybean
plants. (39) The second cultivation of soybeans is done with
the plow. (40) The third and last cultivation of soybeans
consists of hand hoeing. (41) Cultivating corn and soybeans
in South Manchuria. (42) Cultivating soybeans and corn in
South Manchuria. (43) Piles of compost used as fertilizer by
the Manchurian farmer. (44) Coolies scattering compost in
middle of last year’s rows. (45) Fit in which manure and soil
are mixed for making fertilizer cakes, South Manchuria. (46)
Stacks of fertilizer cakes made from manure and soil, South
Manchuria. (47) Field of mature soybeans ready for harvest
in North Manchuria. (48) Coolie with short-bladed sickle
used in cutting soybeans. (49) Coolies cutting a field of
soybeans in North Manchuria. (50) After cutting, the plants
are left in small bunches to cure. (51) After curing in the
field, soybean plants are hauled to the threshing ground in the
village. (52) A Chinese family loading cured soybean plants
on cart for hauling to the threshing ground. (53) Loading
soybeans on a cart for hauling to the threshing ground near
a small village in South Manchuria. Women and children

are gathering leaves, broken stems, and other plant material
for winter fuel. (54) Long rectangular stacks of soybeans
about a threshing ground. (55) Soybeans in stacks about
the threshing ground are left to cure for 3 or 4 weeks before
threshing. (56) Bundles of immature plants curing on the side
of the threshing ground. (57) Cutting soybeans after the corn
stalks have been harvested, South Manchuria. (58) General
view on a South Manchurian farm of a black seeded variety
of soybeans being cured in small shocks. (59) The threshing
floor is thoroughly rolled with some rollers before threshing.
(60) Small quantities of beans are threshed with bamboo
flails. (61) The stone roller used in threshing soybeans and
other crops in Manchuria. (62) Soybean plants drying on a
threshing ground. (64) General view of a threshing ground
after the soybeans have been placed to a depth of 2 or 3
feet. The plants are left to cure for 2 or 3 hours in the sun
before threshing. (63) View of threshing ground just before
threshing soybeans. (65) The common method of threshing
soybeans in Manchuria. (66) Soybean threshing scene in
South Manchuria. (68) Threshed material being raked into
piles in preparation for cleaning the seed. (67) General
view of threshing soybeans by stone rollers drawn either by
horses or mules. In the foreground coolies are shocking the
plants after they have been rolled once. (69) General view of
threshing ground with coolies raking and scraping threshed
soybeans into a pile to be cleaned. (70) Primitive method of
separating soybean seed from threshed material. (71) Closeup view of coolie throwing shovelful of threshed material
in air. (72) View showing cleaned bean seed in foreground.
(74) The finer material, pods, and broken stems, left from
cleaning, is used for animal feed. (73) Cleaning soybeans
by throwing shovelfuls of threshed material into the air. (75)
Seed is often stored in small matting bins at side of threshing
ground. Continued. Address: USDA, Washington, DC.
2057. Morse, W.J. 1932. Soybeans–Manchuria (Continued–
Document part II). Attached to: Dorsett, P.H.; Morse,
W.J. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon (Log of Dorsett-Morse
Expedition). 181 p. Illust. 28 cm.
• Summary: Continued from page 80: (76) After cleaning,
the seed is measured. (77) After cleaning and measuring the
seed is often bagged ready for the market. (78) Home-made
implements used in cleaning seed from threshed material
(79) Rake commonly used in separating the coarser material
in seed cleaning. (80) Broom made from kaoliang stalks used
in scraping up seed on threshing ground. (81) Native cart
used in transporting produce [including soybeans] to market.
(82) Cartload of bags of soybeans in the yard of a Chinese
inn, North Manchuria. (83) View of a Chinese inn on the
outskirts of Harbin, North Manchuria. (84) Arrival of farmer
with cartload of soybeans in a Chinese inn yard. (85) View of
Chinese inn yard showing accommodations for horses. (87)
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Manchurian farmer at a Chinese inn near Harbin, North
Manchuria. (86) Chinese storage merchants either purchase
the soybeans direct from the farmers at the Chinese inns or
arrange through the master of the inn for the purchase of
seed as the farmer comes in from the country. (88)
Manchurian farmers selling cartloads of soybeans in the open
soybean market at Kaiyuan, Manchuria. (89) Soybean seed
stored in sacks in open storage in railway yards in North
Manchuria. (90) Unloading from farm carts and storing
soybean seed in osier bins in Chinese merchant’s storage
yard. Kungchuling, Manchuria. (91) Cartload of soybeans in
storage yard of Chinese grain merchant. North Manchuria.
(92) Soybeans lumped in piles in a railway yard in North
Manchuria. (94) Uncovered rick of bags of soybeans in
railway yards in North Manchuria. (93) Open storage in bulk
of soybean seed in a railroad yard in North Manchuria. (95)
Ricks of bags of soybeans covered with matting and
tarpaulin in railway yards, North Manchuria. (96) Cartload of
bags of soybeans in Chinese merchant’s storage yard, North
Manchuria. (97) Beans are sometimes transported in bulk by
the farmer. (98 & 99) placed in bags, and dumped in osier
bins (100-105). (98) Measuring and bagging beans in
Chinese grain merchant’s storage yard. (99) Wooden measure
used for measuring beans by Chinese grain merchants. (100)
Osier bin half filled with soybeans, North Manchuria. (101)
Osier bins filled with beans. (102) Filling osier bins with
beans. (103) Close-up view of osier bin just filled with beans.
(104) Osier bin filled with beans and capped. (105) General
view of Chinese grain merchant’s storage yard showing
storage of soybeans in osier bins. Kaiyuan, Manchuria. (106)
“River beans” at Tingkow, Manchuria, on the Liao River.
(107) Manchurian farmers carting soybeans to Harbin across
the frozen Sungari River, December 2, 1930. (108) “Train
beans” stored in railway yards, Dairen, Manchuria. (109)
“Cart beans” stored in osier bins in Chinese grain merchant’s
storage yard. (110) Coolies unloading a car of soybeans in
railway yards. (111) Bags of soybeans are shipped in open
cars along the Chinese Eastern Railway in North Manchuria.
(112) Train-load of sacks with soybean seed being moved
from storage yards in North Manchuria over the Chinese
Eastern Railway to Changchung, Manchuria. (113) Beans
and bean cake being loaded in large freighter at Yingkow
[Yingkou] for shipment to Japan. (114) Soybeans are shipped
in closed box cars on the South Manchuria Railway. (115)
The foundation of the osier bin consists of logs or heavy
pieces of timber over which is laid a matting of closelywoven kaoliang stalks. (116) The sides of the osier bin of
matting 15 inches wide, unrolled as the bin is gradually
filled. (117) Filling osier bin with beans. (118) Osier bin half
filled with beans. (119) Two osier bins nearly filled with
beans. (120) Osier bin filled with beans. (121) Osier bin
filled with beans and being capped with bundles of millet
straw. (122) Filling osier bins with beans and capping a
completely filled bin. (125) Side view of bags of beans

stacked under matting cover in grain merchant’s storage
yard, Harbin, Manchuria. (123) Soybeans stored in osier bins
in the storage yard of a Chinese grain merchant. Kaiyuan,
Manchuria. (124) Scene in the storage yards of a Chinese
grain merchant during the soybean marketing season.
Kaiyuan, Manchuria. (126) End view of stacks of bags of
soybeans covered with matting. Harbin, Manchuria. (127)
Stack of bags of beans completely covered with matting and
tarpaulin. Harbin, Manchuria. (128) Sacks of soybeans stored
under tarpaulin in a Chinese merchant’s storage yard. Harbin,
Manchuria. (129) General view of sacks of soybeans stored
under matting in a Chinese merchant’s storage yards. Harbin,
Manchuria. (130) Bags of beans stored in warehouse of
South Manchuria Railway yards. Dairen, Manchuria. (131)
Looking down aisle between stacks of soybeans in
warehouse of South Manchuria Railway yards. Dairen,
Manchuria. (132) Coolies unloading bags of soybeans for
open storage in South Manchuria Railway yards, Dairen.
(133) Covered stack of bags of beans in open storage. (134)
Inspector drawing sample of beans for inspection in railway
storage yard. (135) Inspecting soybeans in railway storage
yards. (136) Weighing in bags of beans during inspection in
railway storage yards. (137) Inspecting beans in storage
yards of Chinese soybean oil mill. Dairen, Manchuria. (138)
Wagon load of soybean oil cake on way from Chinese oil
mill to oil cake warehouse. Dairen, Manchuria. (139) Coolies
unloading wagons of oil cakes at one of the warehouses of
the South Manchuria Railway. (140) Millions of soybean oil
cakes are piled high in the warehouses of the South
Manchuria Railway, Dairen. (141) Close-up view of soybean
oil cakes in a warehouse, Dairen. (142) Coolie carrying
soybean oil cakes from warehouse to flat car, Dairen. (143)
Loading flat cars with oil cakes from warehouse for shifting
to wharves. (144) Train of flat cars loaded with oil cakes to
be shifted to wharves for export. (145) Coolies unloading flat
cars of oil cakes at wharves for export. (146) Coolies
unloading oil cakes from box cars at wharf warehouse,
Dairen. (147) Oil cakes unloaded from wagons and stacked
on wharf for export, Dairen. (148) Soybean oil cakes stacked
under covering in storage yards of a soybean oil mill, Dairen.
(149) Coolies stacking soybean oil cakes in railway storage
yards. (150) Close-up view of coolies stacking soybean oil
cakes in railway yard open storage. (151) Soybean oil cakes
stacked under cover and in open wharf storage yard. (152)
Soybean oil cakes stacked along wharf, Dairen, Manchuria.
(153) Unloading and stacking soybean oil cakes at Chinese
Junk Wharf, Dairen, Manchuria. (154) Stacks of soybean oil
cakes awaiting shipment at Chinese Junk Wharf, Dairen,
Manchuria. (155) Broken, molded soybean cakes are spread
out on tarpaulin to dry, Dairen. (156) After broken, molded
cakes are thoroughly dried in the sun, the material is bagged
and sold for fertilizer. (157) General view of the soybean oil
inspection laboratory of the South Manchuria Railway
showing drums of soybean oil brought from Chinese oil
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mills for inspection and grading. (159) Drums of soybean oil
being delivered at the oil testing laboratory of the South
Manchuria Railway. (158) Chinese soybean oil mill with oil
storage tanks and osier bins for storage of seed.
Kungchuling, Manchuria. (160) Train of tank cars filled with
soybean oil from points in North Manchuria. (161) Attaching
pipe line from tank to freighter, Dairen, Manchuria. (162)
Filling the tanks of a freighter with soybean oil, Dairen,
Manchuria. (163) Bundles of grass used in the pressing of
soybean oil. (164) Screw type of press [manual] commonly
used by Chinese oil mills in Manchuria. Said to have been
first used by the Tarkoyuan Mill, Yingkow (Newchwang) in
1896. (165) Soybean flakes being steamed over a vat in
preparation for pressing. (166) Soybean oil cakes being
carted from oil mills to warehouse in South Manchuria
Railway Storage Yards, Dairen. (167) Unloading soybean oil
cakes at the warehouse to which they have just been brought
from the oil mills. (168) Loading bags of soybean on a
German freighter at Dairen. (169) Bags of soybeans being
loaded on a German freighter, Dairen, Manchuria. (170)
Soybeans being loaded on a German freighter, Dairen,
Manchuria. (171) Soybeans are exported to many Chinese
ports by junk. (172) Loading Japanese freighter with bean
cakes at Dairen, Manchuria. (173) Loading bean cakes on
junks for export to Chinese ports. (175) Filling a tank on an
English freighter with soybean oil. (174) View showing the
filling of the oil tanks of a British freighter with soybean oil
at the oil wharf in the South Manchuria Railway yards. (176)
General view of Dairen wharves showing steel drums and oil
paper lined baskets of soybean oil ready for shipment to
Chinese ports. Address: USDA, Washington, DC.
2058. Morse, W.J. 1932. Soybeans–Manchuria (Continued–
Document part III). Attached to: Dorsett, P.H.; Morse,
W.J. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon (Log of Dorsett-Morse
Expedition). 181 p. Illust. 28 cm.
• Summary: (Continued): The “History” section of this book
(p. 30) states: “According to Chinese literature, the soybean
was grown as a farm crop in China proper more than 5,000
years ago. The origin of soybean culture in Manchuria is not
definitely known but is supposed to have been brought from
Central China districts many centuries ago. At first the beans
were grown only for food but when they became a source
of oil, production gradually increased. The production of
soybeans, however, was more or less localized until after the
Chinese-Japanese war [first Sino-Japanese war, Jan. 1894 to
Jan. 1895] at which time Japan began to import the oil cake
for fertilizing purposes, resulting in a sudden expansion of
demand for this product. The Japanese-Russian War [RussoJapanese war, 1904-05] brought about a wider interest in
the soybean and its products, successful shipments being
made to Europe about 1908, and the soybean soon assumed

world-wide attention. Acreage and production increased by
leaps and bounds so that the soybean became one of the most
important staple crops and exports of Manchuria.
“Importance: The soybean is the most important
agricultural crop in Manchuria today and business circles
depend to the greatest extent upon the market situation of
the soybean and its products oil and oil cakes. Soybeans
make up more then one-fourth of the staple crop acreage
of Manchuria, the annual production of seed being around
180,000,000 bushels. As the big cash crop of the region
providing fully one-half of the farm income in northern
Manchuria and more then one-half of the total volume of
freight handled by Manchurian railways, the soybean is a
dominating factor in the economic life of the country. From
two-thirds to three-fourths of the soybean crop is exported.”
Maps: Map of Manchuria (p. 2).
Tables: (1) Climatic conditions in the most important
regions in Manchuria. These are: Dairen, Mukden,
Changchun, Harbin, Tsitsihar. For each region is given:
Latitude. Temperature in July and in August. Growing season
(days). Rainfall (inches). Warm season rainfall * (percent). *
Period from May to August inclusive.
(2) Area, total population, and population per square
mile of the Three Northern Provinces. They are: Liaoning
(Fengtien), Kirin, and Heilungkiang [Heilongjiang]. The
latter has by far the largest area (211,385 square miles), but
by far the smallest population (5.134 million), and by far the
lowest population density (24 people per square mile).
(3) Total acreage of cultivated and uncultivated land
in the Three Northeastern Provinces. Liaoning 19.1%
cultivated. Kirin 22.9% cultivated. Heilungkiang 6.9%
cultivated.
(4) Percentage of production and cultivated area of
ordinary crops in Manchuria, 1930. Source: Manchuria
Yearbook, 1932-33. Gives both sets of figures each year from
1924 to 1930 for soybeans, other beans, kaoliang, millet,
maize, wheat, and other cereals. In 1926 production of
soybeans first passed production of kaoliang to become the
leading crop in Manchuria.
(5) Percentage of principal crops by agricultural regions
in North Manchuria for 1929 and 1930. The agricultural
regions are: South of Harbin, Harbin, East of Harbin.
Below Sungari River, Hu-hai, West of Harbin. other places.
Soybeans are the leading crop for both years in most of these
regions. Data furnished by R. Kadono, Research Office,
South Manchuria Railway, Harbin, Manchuria.
(6) Acreage of principal crops by agricultural regions in
Manchuria, 1929. Figures are given for 15 regions; most are
not the same as those in Table 5.
(7) Agricultural production in Manchuria in 1930.
Figures are given for the three provinces, the total of the
three, and for the Kwantung Leased Territory & South
Manchuria Railway (SMR) Zone. Kirin province is by far
the leading soybean producer with 2.364 million metric tons.
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Total soybean production in this area in 1930 was 5.318
million metric tons.
(8) Estimated production of soybeans by districts in
Manchuria, 1931 (in bushels). Manchuria is divided into
South Manchuria (where 79.783 million bu were produced)
and North Manchuria (where 116.952 million bu were
produced). Each of the two parts of Manchuria is divided
into about 8 districts. By far the biggest soybean producing
district is the Chinese Eastern Railway–eastern section in
North Manchuria (41.361 million bushels).
(9) Soybean introductions [to the USA] from China,
Japan, Manchuria, and Chosen (Korea) classified according
to seed color. Fifteen different seed colors are given. By
far the most common seed color (2910 out of 4578 total, or
63.5%) was straw yellow. The total number of introductions
from each country were: Chosen (Korea) 3379 (or 73.8% of
the total). Japan 577. Manchuria 511. China 111.
(9a, p. 39) Named native varieties of soybeans grown in
different sections of Manchuria. Thirty-six names are given,
in alphabetical order.
(9b, p. 42), Criteria for soybean plant selection each fall
at Kaiyuan Experiment Station. Seven criteria, each of which
is record for each selection.
(9c, p. 45). Time of planting soybeans. Ranges from
April 25 to May 10 at Changchun to May 15 to May 20 at
Laiyang.
(10) Number of labor units expended for staple crops
of Manchuria. Gives figures for soybeans, wheat, kaoliang,
millet, and corn. For each crop gives: Labor units per acre.
Value of crops per acre in 1922, 1923, and 1924. Return per
“labor unit” in 1922, 1923, and 1924. Soybeans usually gave
the highest return per “labor unit”–but sometimes wheat gave
the highest return.
(11) Future and spot transactions of the produce
exchanges in Manchuria under Japanese supervision. Gives
figures for the years 1913, 1918, 1923, 1928, and 1929.
For each year gives: Amount of future delivery in silver
yen. Amount of spot delivery in silver yen. Total. The total
increased from 41.3 million in 1913 to 16,538 million in
1929. Part of this increase was clearly due to inflation.
(12) Soybean inspection grades of the South Manchuria
Railway, 1923-1929, inclusive. Figures are given for each
year. The three main categories are perfect seed, imperfect
seed, and dirt. Under perfect seed, the two subcategories
are yellow and colored. Under each of those are Excellent,
1st grade, and 2nd grade. Under imperfect seed, the two
subcategories are injured and immature. Under each of those
are Excellent, 1st grade, and 2nd grade.
(13) Physical analysis of standard samples from mixed
storage soybeans for 1931-32.
(14) Physical analysis of standard samples for 193132. There are five classes of soybeans: Special, 1st class,
2nd class, 3rd class, and 4th class. For each class there is a
column for yellow beans, green beans, brown beans, black

beans, worm-eaten beans, unripe beans, and foreign matters.
(15) Physical analysis of soybeans in mixed storage for
the year 1930-31. The five classes and seven columns are the
same as for table 14.
(16) Results of physical analysis of Manchurian
soybeans during the last ten years. Starts with 1923-24 and
ends with 1931-32. The eight columns given for each year
are the seven in table 14 plus one for “discolored beans.”
(17) Amounts of bean oil and bean cake obtained from
100 kin (132.2 pounds) of soybeans by different milling
systems. The 3 systems are round cake system, plate cake
system, and [solvent] extraction system.
(18) Composition of bean cake or meal produced by
three different milling systems.
(19) Total production of bean cake (pieces) in
Manchuria in 6 localities for 1926-1930 inclusive. Source:
The Manchuria Yearbook, 1932-33, p. 194.
(20) Location, number, systems, and production of
soybean oil mills in 6 localities in Manchuria, 1926.
(21) Bean cake (pieces) producing capacity of oil mills
in 6 localities in 24 hours, 1925-1931.
(22) Principal Manchurian exports for 1929, value in
Haikwan taels. Soybeans are #1 with 40% of the total value.
Ban cake is #2 with 15%. Ban oil is #4 with 5%.
(23) Exports of staple products through Dairen during
the first 7 months of 1930, 1931, and 1932. Both quantity
(short tons) and value (dollars).
(24) Exports of soybeans, soybean cake, and soybean oil
from Manchuria to foreign countries, 1909-1930.
(25) Amount of soybeans of 1929 crop rejected for
various reasons by the Chinese Eastern Railway. Eight
different reasons are given with the amount rejected in tons
for each reason. No. 1 reason is “Mixture of earth,” followed
by “short weight.”
(26) Comparison of bean cake exports from Dairen,
Newchwang, and Vladivostok from Oct. 1929 to March
1930, with same previous season. Figures given for the
following countries: Japan proper, China proper, Formosa,
Chosen (Korea), and other countries.
(27) Bean cake (pieces) exports according to destination
(same destinations as in Table 26).
(28) Exports of soybean oil according to destination,
1931 (same destinations as above). Address: USDA,
Washington, DC.
2059. Mumford, H.W. 1932. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 45:1-286. For the year
ended June 30, 1932.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Legume studies showing
up rotations in new light (p. 13-15). Strains of new soybean
hybrids showing promise (p. 40). Old varieties of soybeans
outyield new strains (p. 41-42). Inoculated soybeans rival
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red clover as soil builder (p. 43-44). Search for new crops is
yielding promising results (p. 67-69; soybean oil can be used
in paint as a substitute for part of the linseed oil).
Livestock investigations: Soybean oil meal superior for
pasture-fed steers (p. 73-74). Soybean hay compared with
silage for beef calves (p. 75). Soft pork produced in other
ways than by soybeans (p. 87-88). Soybean oil meal good
chick feed (p. 108).
Dairy investigations: Soybeans cut late produce largest
yields of hay (p. 115-17).
Agricultural economics investigations: Export outlet
marks new trend in marketing soybeans (p. 167-68).
Drying studies help protect three different crops (p. 184-85;
including soybean hay).
Home economics investigations: Soybean oil’s flavor
handicap’s its use for food (p. 238-39; studies by Sybil
Woodruff and Olga Zwermann). Address: Dean and Director
of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2060. Nauchno-Issledovatel’skii Institut Soi Spetsial’nykh
Kul’tur, Moscow (Bulletin of the Institute for the Scientific
Investigation of Soybeans and Special Cultures, Moscow).
1932. K uborke urozhaia soi i nov’ikh kul’tur [Toward the
harvest of soybeans and new crops]. No. 1. 89 p. (Moscow).
[Rus]
Address: Moscow, USSR.
2061. Severo-Kavkazskaia zonal’naia opytnaia stantsiia
kukuruznoge soevogo i sorgovogo khoziaistva [Northern
Caucasian Zonal Experiment Station for Corn, Soybeans,
and Sorghum Agriculture]. 1932. Bez poter’ ubrat’ kukuruzu,
soiu i sorgo [Storage of corn, soybeans, and soybeans
without loss]. Rostov na-Donu: Severnyi Kavkas. 36 p.
[Rus]*
Address: USSR.
2062. Starostin, E.A. 1932. Tehnika proizvodstva soi [The
technique of producing soybeans]. Habarovsk. [Rus]*
Address: USSR.
2063. Talanov, Viktor Viktorovich. ed. 1932. Sorta
zernovykh kul’tur i raiony ikh rasprostraneniia [Various grain
cultures and regions of their distribution]. Leningrad. [Rus]
2064. Toit, F.M. du. 1932. Soy beans in the Union. Union of
South Africa, Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 107.
22 p. Also published in Afrikaans as “Sojaboontjies in die
Unie,” in Unie van Suid-Afrika, Departement van Landbou,
Pamflet No. 107. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Origin of the soybean
and its history in world commerce. Description and
climatic requirements. Soil requirements. Cultural methods.
Harvesting soy beans for hay. Harvesting soy beans for
grain. Threshing. Storage. Soy bean varieties in the Union

(grown at the present time). Value of soy bean products in
commerce. Value of soy bean on the farm. Diseases of the
soy bean. Conclusions. Literature cited. Acknowledgments.
In 1910 there was a serious effort on the part of
certain soap manufacturers to establish the soybean as a
commercial crop in South Africa. In that year, seed was
distributed amongst farmers, particularly in Natal. Due to
unremunerative prices for the grain, the crop has been grown
in Natal since that time particularly for hay and forage
purposes.
During 1927 the London price for soy beans was in
the neighborhood of £12 per ton and this was influential in
stimulating renewed interest in the crop in South Africa.
Soy bean varieties in the Union (p. 16-17): “At different
experiment stations in the Union of South Africa, we have
records of some 50 varieties which have been tested up to
the present time... The following table [p. 17] gives some
of the chief characteristics of the 10 [sic, 8] most important
varieties so far tested in this country:–American Eyebrow,
Morse, American White, Mammoth, Brown, Chinese White,
Haberlandt, A.K.” For each variety is given the name, growth
habit, height, seed colour, flower colour, days to maturity
(Natal, Transvaal), oil content (analyses made in England),
yields of hay in pounds and grain in bags per Morgen (Natal,
and Transvaal–4 year average).
Photos show: (1) A field of soy beans at the Cedara
School of Agriculture. (2) Soy bean roots (against a black
background) showing the distribution and size of nodules.
(3) Mammoth variety soy beans planted in November,
1928. Photographed 15th March 1929. Peoria University
Experimental Farm. (4) Pods of a non-shattering strain
of “Mammoth” soy bean. Photographed against a black
background four months after plants were pulled. (5) A
man (wearing suspenders and a hat) standing in a field
of soybeans holding a measuring pole in March 1930 at
Pretoria University Experimental Farm. The soy bean variety
Mammoth is to the right of the pole and Brown is to the left.
Address: M.Sc., Research Officer, Field Husbandry Section,
Div. of Plant Industry.
2065. Woodward, Carl Raymond; Waller, Ingrid Nelson.
1932. New Jersey’s Agricultural Experiment Station, 18801930. New Brunswick, NJ: New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station.
645 p. See p. 15, 29-30, 105, 163, 167-69, 179, 182, 268,
357-58, 414, 418, 421, 444, 446, 448, 508-09. [30+ ref]
• Summary: Dr. George Hammell Cook (born 1818) was
the first director of the New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station. His
photo, taken on 9 Oct. 1887, is shown opposite the title
page, and his biography appears on pages 14-22. “One of
Dr. Cook’s chief contributions during the early days was his
share in the introduction of the soybean into America. While
visiting Europe in 1878 in company with James Neilson, he
saw the plant under cultivation at the Bavarian Agricultural
Experiment Station at Munich, and believed that it would
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probably be a desirable addition to our forage crops. A few
seeds were given him, and Mr. Neilson procured seeds of
several other varieties in Vienna. The seeds were planted at
the College Farm in May 1879, and harvested in October,
with encouraging results. Dr. Cook obtained data on their
composition from Munich and, in reporting on the test,
pointed out their superior food content. Three-fourths of
an acre was planted to the crop in 1880. Only a few earlier
introductions of soybeans into the United States have been
recorded” (p. 30).
“An elaborate series of experiments with forage and
soiling crops was begun in 1896. Fifty acres were laid out in
acre plots and planted the first year to rye, wheat, crimson
clover, oats and peas, corn, cowpeas, soybeans, and barley
and peas. Other crops were subsequently included. Annual
observations were taken of each crop, its yield, composition,
place in the rotation, and adaptability to the system of dairy
farming. These experiments proved that soiling crops could
be grown with profit to supplement pasture (Bulletins 130,
158). A marked increase in the flow of milk resulted from the
feeding of green fodders to the Station herd” (p. 358).
“In 1923 a survey of the growing of soybeans in
New Jersey was begun. The majority of the 42 farmers
interviewed, growing altogether 512 acres of soybeans,
reported that they were pleased with the crop” (p. 418).
Through the pioneering efforts of Dr. Cook, an
experiment station was finally established in New Jersey in
1880. “New Jersey thus became the third state to establish
an Agricultural Experiment Station by special act of
Legislature, being preceded only by Connecticut in 1875,

and North Carolina in 1877. Experiment stations had been
begun in three other states, though not under legislative
enactment. In California, agricultural research was initiated
in 1875 with the use of funds appropriated by the Regents of
the State University. In 1878 the Trustees of Massachusetts
Agricultural College started an agricultural experiment
station, which after three years ceased to function until
placed on a permanent basis by act of legislature in 1882. In
New York State the experiment station at Cornell University
was begun informally in 1879, and operated two years
without any special funds.”
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in New Jersey, or the cultivation of soybeans in
New Jersey (May 1879).
Note 2. This document describes the earliest cultivation
of soybeans by a U.S. land grant institution (in May 1879) or
by an agricultural experiment station (in 1880).
Note 3. “The Grange had its birth in the aftermath of
the Civil War and the unrest among farmers who believed
they were not getting a square deal from the railroads and
the manufacturers. At first, cooperation in buying and selling
was one of the major objectives; social and educational
features were also emphasized” (p. 11) The first Grange in
New Jersey was formed on 26 Nov. 1871. Address: 1. Asst.
to the president, Rutgers Univ.; 2. Formerly Assoc. Editor,
New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station.
2066. Radford, Floyd. 1932? Re: Planting soy beans on Ford
farms. Letters to Ford employees involved with planting
soybeans. 5 p. Undated. Handwritten.
• Summary: We will treat these 5 documents as one entry,
since some are unsigned and all are undated. They were
probably written in about 1932. (1) Crop trials. Seventeen
plants are listed alphabetically in a table, with the same
information given for each that is given for soy beans: No.
of acres 1931: 200. Variety selected: Manchu. Average
seed required per acre: ½ bu. [30 lb] to 35 lbs. When to
plant: May 15-30. How to plant: 1-3 inches deep, every 1820 inches, in rows 30-36 inches apart. Proper soil: Loam
worked well. Harvest date (approximate): 105 days, Sept.
1st. Average yield per acre: 16 bushels, 1 ton hay. Pounds per
bushel: 60.
(2) “Soy Bean. Seed should be ordered now for orchard
& farm. We have 3,000 bu. seed on hand. This will plant
4,500 acres of the 10,000 available land: Macon 2,000 acres,
Cherry Hill 1,000, Belleville 2,500, Dearborn 2000, Joe
1,000. Also Tecumseh and Harrison.”
(3) Soy beans. Seed on hand will plant 5,000 acres. But
8,000 acres are available. Macon 2,000; Dearborn 1,500;
Cherry Hill 1,000; Belleville 2,500; Joe 1,000. “To plant this
amount of acres it will be necessary to purchase 2,200 bu. of
additional seed at $0.50 per bu. = $1,100. Is this O.K.–Can
we order seed?
(4) “Note: Have just received a report from Michigan
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State Agricultural College that they have had much better
results in the last two years all over the state with Manchu
Soy bean than with the Early Brown which they previously
recommended. Floyd.”
(5) Departmental communication. Soy beans. 19,568
lbs of oil sold for $0.56 per lb = $1,095.81. 55 tons of cake
worth $26.00 per ton = $1,430.00. Total worth: $2,525.81.
Less cost of pressing 2,372 bu @ $0.3984 per bu = $945.03.
Net: $1,580.76 or $0.666 per bushel of soybeans. [Note: 148
acres yielding 16 bu/acre would produce about 2,372 bushels
of soybeans].
Courtesy of Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield Village
Archives (Dearborn, Michigan).
2067. Briggs, George M. 1933. Soybeans and other
supplementary feed crops. Wisconsin Agricultural College,
Extension Service, Special Circular. Jan. 4 p.
• Summary: Most farmers prefer hay made from alfalfa
or clover. But when these are not sufficient or available,
soybeans make a good annual hay. The Manchu, Illini,
and Wisconsin Black are considered the best varieties for
Wisconsin soils. Soybeans are adapted to and thrive on many
soils. Their planting requires no new machinery. Suggestions
and precautions for planting are given. Soybean hay is
harvested and cured like any other hay. The use of the crop in
mixtures (with corn for silage, or with oats, sudan grass, or
millet) is discussed. Address: [Madison] Wisconsin.
2068. Warburton, C.W. 1933. A quarter century of progress
in the development of plant science. J. of the American
Society of Agronomy 25(1):25-36. Jan. See p. 31.
• Summary: The section titled “Soybeans” begins:
“Although soybeans were known in the United States for
more than 100 years prior to 1907, they were grown on only
about 150,000 acres at that time. Since then the planting of
this crop has very greatly increased, the area devoted to it
now being about 3½ million acres. The 1¼ million acres
harvested for seed last year produced nearly 19,000,000
bushels of soybeans.”
The name of C.V. Piper is mentioned 4 times in this
paper: Twice in connection with Sudan grass (p. 31) and
twice in the section “In Memoriam” which pays “tribute to
those who have played an important part in plant production
and in the work of this Society and who are no longer
with us.” One of these pioneers was “C.V. Piper, botanist,
entomologist, and agronomist, a fearless but kindly and
constructive critic, president of this Society, and for many
years a member of its editorial board.”
Other pioneers mentioned are: Mark A Carleton, W.J.
Spillman, E.C. Chilcott, and “Piper’s long-time associate,
R.A. Oakley, one of the bravest and friendliest souls any of
us has ever known.” Address: Director of Extension Work,
USDA.

2069. Suzuki, Kozo; Yazaki, Ataru. 1933. Daizu kasu no
shiryô-teki kachi [Nutritive value of soy-bean cakes for
feed or fodder]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the
Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 9(2):145-51. Feb.
(Chem. Abst. 27[12]:2985). [11 ref. Jap]
• Summary: “The cake... is not adequate for normal growth.
The minimum amount of protein in the soy-bean cake which
is necessary for the growth of young rats is little inferior to
that of the eggwhite protein.”
The cake obtained in removing the oil by pressure
contains more vitamin A than that obtained by extraction of
the oil with solvents.
2070. Robertson, D.W.; Lute, A.M. 1933. Germination of
the seed of farm crops in Colorado after storage for various
periods of years. J. of Agricultural Research 46(5):455-62.
March 1. [10 ref]
• Summary: Table 1 shows that soybean variety Wisconsin
Black was grown in the years 1923 and 1924.
Table 4 (p. 459) shows that Wisconsin Black soybeans
(2 crops tested) had 100% germination the 1st year, 101.1%
germination the 2nd year,
93.0% the 3rd year,
86.6% the 4th year,
90.1% the 5th year,
83.6% the 6th year,
61.2% the 7th year, and
48.1% the 8th year, which is the last year given.
Address: 1. Assoc. Agronomist; 2. Seed Analyst. Both:
Colorado Agric. Exp. Station.
2071. Tiroler Anzeiger (Innsbruck, Austria). 1933. Land
und Forstwirtschaft: Die Zukunft der Sojabohnen-Kultur in
Oesterreich [Agriculture and forestry: The future of soybean
cultivation in Austria]. 26(69):10. March 23. [Ger]
• Summary: Very interesting results were shown by the
experiments of Ministerial advisor Dr. Greifenegger, head of
the Federal Institute for Crop Production and Seed Testing
in Vienna, on the evolution and maturation of soybeans in
Austria from 1924 to 1932. The Legume Breeding Station
at Platt in Lower Austria, which is headed by this Federal
Institute, deals with the acclimatization of Manchurian
soybeans (Soja) under Austrian cultivation conditions.
Numerous soybean cultivation trials (Sojaanbauversuche)
gave the result that these breeding stations can breed soybean
either for seed production or for use as green fodder.
Note: This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in the
AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that contains
the German word Sojaanbauversuche (soybean cultivation
trials). This word appears in only 2 different issues of these
newspapers, in 1932 and 1933.
2072. Gottschalk, F. 1933. Zur Wirtschaftlichkeit der
Oelbohne in Deutschland: Anbauwuerdigkeit und
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Verwendungsmoeglichkeit als Viehfutter [The economic
viability of the soybean in Germany: Its suitability for
cultivation and potential for use as a fodder]. Deutsche
Landwirtschaftliche Presse 60(12):144-45. March 25. [Ger]
• Summary: The author also refers to the soybean as
“Sojabohne.” Address: Oberinspektor, Petersdorf (LiegnitzLand).
2073. Hanreich, Jiri. 1933. Zkusenosti s kulturou soji
[Experience with soybean culture]. Ceskoslovensky
Zemedelec (Czech Farmer) 15(13):198-99. March 31. [Cze]
Address: Dr., poslanec N.S. a rolnik ve Vlasaticich na jizni
Morave, Czechoslovakia.
2074. Ford News (Dearborn, Michigan). 1933.
Experimenting with the soy bean. 13:49-51. March.
• Summary: “During the first year [1931] the land planted
in soy beans near Dearborn amounted to about five hundred
acres. During 1932 it was increased to 8,200 [acres], all of
which were devoted exclusively to this product [crop].
“The crops produced here do not compete with any
market crops, since the greater part has been put through the
distillation plant of the Ford chemical laboratory and much
of the soy bean oil is being used in the paint shop at the
Highland Park plant of the Ford Motor Company.”
“Experiments undertaken with the soy bean have
developed a product [later called soy plastics] that can be
moulded to shape and used in manufacturing small parts of
the Ford car. A synthetic resinous product produced from
the oil is being used as a body for paint. It is expected that
this will result in a more durable and beautiful finish when
experiments are complete. More than 150 different tests have
been made to find uses for the bean product.”
Research by others, worldwide, has shown that soybean
oil can be and has been used in manufacturing processes.
“Glycerine, explosives, enamels, varnish, waterproof goods,
linoleum, paints, soaps and printing inks have been made
with it. The residue after the removal of the oil is fabricated
into cellulose, rubber substitute and countless other
substances useful in manufacturing.”
A brief history of the soybean, a native of Eastern
Asia, is given. “The soy bean in its cultivated form was
first introduced into the United States in 1804 when seamen
brought seeds which were planted in Pennsylvania.”
“There are more than three thousands kinds [varieties]
of soy bean. The object of the technicians is to discover the
species most suitable to the various uses to which the product
is put. Soil has much to do with variety of product. It has
been found that a poor soil makes for a higher oil content,
and a rich soil produces a bean rich in protein. A continuous
process for extracting oil from the bean has been developed
at Dearborn. By its means the solvent used in extracting the
oil may be used again and again, cheapening the resultant
product.”

Two sidebars on the first page of this article contain
quotations from statements by Henry Ford: “For a long time
now I have believed that industry and agriculture are natural
partners and that they should begin to recognize and practise
their partnership. Each of them is suffering from ailments
which the other can cure. Agriculture needs a wider and
steadier market; industrial workers need more and steadier
jobs. Can each be made to supply what the other needs? I
think so.
“The link between is Chemistry. In the vicinity of
Dearborn we are farming twenty thousand acres for
everything from sunflowers to soy beans. We pass the crops
through our laboratory to learn how they may be used in the
manufacture of motor cars and thus provide an industrial
market for the farmers’ products.”
Ford hoped to conserve non-renewable resources and
prevent deforestation. “I foresee the time when industry
shall no longer denude the forests which require generations
to mature, nor use up the mines which are ages in the
making, but shall draw its raw material largely from the
annual produce of the fields. The dinner table of the world
is not sufficient outlet for the farmer’s products; there must
be found a wider market if agriculture is to be all that it is
competent to become. And where is that market to be found
if not in industry?
“I am convinced that we shall be able to get out of
yearly crops most of the basic materials which we now get
from forest and mine. That is to say, we shall grow annually
many if not most of the substances needed in manufacturing.
When that day comes, and it is surely on the way, the farmer
will not lack a market and the worker will not lack a job.
More people will live in the country. The present unnatural
condition will be naturally balanced again. Our foundations
will be once more securely laid in the land.”
Contains 12 photos, including: (1) A soybean plant
(hanging upside down) grown at Cherry Hill, near Dearborn,
bearing 300 pods. (2) A jar labeled “Manchu soy bean,
Michigan grown, Ford Farms–1931.” (3) A student in
the Edison Institute experimenting with soy bean oil in
a chemistry laboratory. (4) Several rows of soybeans
labeled “C-132 Manchu Frost-Pan Control.” (5) An
Edison Institute student using an ingenious hand-pushed
cultivator to cultivate a tract of soy bean plants shown in
(4) above. (6) A jar of “soy bean oil meal.” (7) A huge field
of soy beans in Macon, Michigan. (8) Four tractor-driven
combines harvesting a large, experimental plot of soy beans
at Dearborn. (8) Whole soybean plants being fed into a
miniature thresher from the left. (9) Soybean seeds coming
out on the right.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2011)
published by the Ford Motor Co. concerning its cultivation
and varietal testing of soybeans. Note 2. It is not clear who
planted or owned the 500 acres of soybeans grown near
Dearborn in 1931. It was probably Ford because of the
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clue given on the label of the jar noted above; however the
soybeans would have had to be planted in the spring of 1931
and Ford had not decided to focus on soybeans until Dec.
1931. Moreover, in May 1935 R.H. McCarroll, a chemist at
the Ford Motor Co. in Dearborn, stated at the First Dearborn
Conference of Agriculture, Industry, and Science: “Our large
scale work on these beans started in 1932 with the planting
of 8,000 acres. About 300 varieties have now been tried on
our experimental farm.”
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (June
2011) concerning Henry Ford’s work with plastics that
contained soy protein. These plastics were typically made by
incorporating soybean flour in phenol formaldehyde plastic.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
concerning the use of soy oil to make a synthetic resin–for
use as body for automotive paint/enamel.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (June 2011)
stating that paints made with soybean oil were being used on
Ford cars.
2075. Simon, Joseph. 1933. Der Anbauwert der SojaBohne [The value of growing soybeans]. Zeitschrift fuer
Ernaehrung 3(3):275-79. March. [5 ref. Ger]
Address: Prof., Dresden, Germany.
2076. Baumann, Edmund. 1933. Die Ertragsfaehigkeit
und Unbauwuerdigkeit der Sojabohne im deutschen klima
[The yielding capacity and value of cultivating soybeans
in the German climate]. Mitteilungen der Deutschen
Landwirtschafts-Gesellschaft 48(17):355-56. April 29. [Ger]
Address: Schwiebus.
2077. Hopkins, E.W. 1933. Leaf-wrinkle, a nutritional
disorder of soy bean. Plant Physiology 8(2):333-36. April. [5
ref]
• Summary: The appearance of the disease is related to the
relative proportions of potassium, calcium and magnesium
in the nutrient, and is less acute where the nitrogen supply
is high. Nitrogen supplied as potassium nitrate caused
more injury than as calcium nitrate. The most severe injury
occurred in nutrients having a (low) calcium to magnesium
ratio of approximately 1. Address: Hull Botanical Lab., Univ.
of Chicago (National Research Council Fellow).
2078. Walker, R.H.; Brown, P.E. 1933. Effects of inoculation
and liming on soybeans grown on the Grundy silt loam. Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 298. p. 277-96.
April.
• Summary: Inoculation increased the growth of plants and
the yield of seed. The effects were still further accentuated
by liming. The protein content of the plants was markedly
increased.
“On every plat there was a large increase in the total
amount of protein produced. In all but two cases there was

more than twice as much protein in the inoculated plants
as in the plants not inoculated, and on some of the plots the
increase was three-fold.”
“The most striking thing about these results is the large
increase in percentage content of protein brought about by
inoculation. Inoculation of the plants on the plot without
lime increased the protein percentage 57 percent...” Address:
Ames, Iowa.
2079. Cutler, G.H. 1933. Improvement for soybean bar
cylinder thresher. J. of the American Society of Agronomy
25(5):362-63. May.
• Summary: Describes improvements made to a soybean
bar cylinder thresher, which first appeared in this journal
in March 1929 (Vol. 21, p. 377-78). A photo shows a man
operating the improved motorized soybean bar cylinder
thresher mounted in a suitably constructed table. Address:
Dep. of Agronomy, Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.
2080. Heinze, Berthold. 1933. Die deutsche
Oelbohne (Phaseolus hispidus germanicus): Ihre
mannigfache Verwertung unf ihr Anbau nebst einigen
Duengungsversuchen [The German “oilbean” (soybean): Its
many-sided utilization and its cultivation with some fertilizer
trials]. Ernaehrung der Pflanze (Die) 29(12):225-30. June
15. French-language summary in Revue de Botanique
Apliquee (1935) 14:305. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Fertilizer trials with acclimatized brown,
yellow, and black varieties are recorded. In general,
potassium facilitates seed production and improves the size
of the beans, whereas phosphorus promotes leaf formation
and increases the growth of the whole plant. Address: Halle
an d. Salle, Germany.
2081. Trierenberg, H. 1933. Wirtschaftsgeographische
Uebersichten 4. Nutzwert, Verbreitung und Anbau der
Sojabohne [Economic-geographical review 4. The economic
value, range of distribution, and cultivation of the soybean].
Ernaehrung der Pflanze (Die) 29(12):230-33. June 15. [2 ref.
Ger]
Address: Germany.
2082. Arnold, H.C. 1933. Salisbury Agricultural Experiment
Station. Annual report, 1931-32. Rhodesia Agricultural
Journal 30(6):475-500. June.
• Summary: The main object of these soya bean variety trials
was “to obtain strains which, owing to their large quantities
of vegetative growth, will be suitable for use as hay silage
or green manure.” The best yields (in lb/acre) were obtained
from the following varieties: Otootan (3,970 hay; 1,204
seed), Selection No. 6 (one of the new varieties, 3,840 hay;
1,280 seed), Selection No. 10 (3,520 hay; 1,254 seed) and
Nyasaland Black (3,160 lb/acre). Soyolk, a yellow-seeded
variety used in the United Kingdom for the manufacture of a
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number of foods [such as whole soya flour], was also tested
(1,576 hay; 596 seed). “The Herman [2,360 hay; 1,166 seed]
is the only yellow-seeded variety whose seed production
approaches that of the black-seeded kinds, but it is doubtful
whether the five or six bags per acre which it produces could
be grown at a profit...” Address: Manager, Salisbury Agric.
Exp. Station.
2083. Boletin de Agricultura y Trabajo (Nicaragua
Ministerio de Agricultura y Trabajo). 1933. Soya o soja
(Soja Híspida Moench) [Soya or soja]. 5(48):19-20. June.
2nd Series. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and history of the
soybean (“it is also called ‘soya’”), with its extension in the
United States. Climate. Soil. Fertilizer. Inoculation. Varieties
widely cultivated in the USA (Biloxi, Peking, Virginia
and Wilson Five for hay and ensilage. Ito-San, Manchu,
Mandarin, and Tokio [Tokyo] for seed. Hahto for use as a
food legume at the table {legumbre de mesa}). Uses of the
plant: Green manure, forage, pasture (pastaderos), hay, green
forage. Food products made from the seeds: Flour, oil, soy
sauce, cooked whole soybeans, coffee substitutes, soups,
soybean roasts or steaks (soyas asadas), porridge or mush,
soymilk (leche vegetal), condensed soymilk, fresh soymilk,
casein, confections, soy cheese (tofu; fresh, dry, smoked, or
fermented; queso fresco, seco, ahumado, fermentado).
Food products: Dry soybeans (semillas secas) are used
to make soy sauce (salsa de soja), cooked soybeans (sojas
cocidas), coffee substitutes (sustitutos del cafe), soups
(sopas), roasted soybeans (soyas asadas), porridge / pap
(gacha), vegetable milk [soymilk] (leche vegetal), condensed
milk (leche condensada), fresh milk (leche fresca), casein
(caseina), confections or sweets (dulces), and soy cheese
([tofu] fresh, dried, smoked, or fermented {fresco, seco,
ahumado, fermentado}), and green vegetable soybeans
(semillas verdes) are cooked and canned or served in salads.
Enemies of the soybean.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Nicaragua.
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that mentions fermented tofu, which it calls
queso fermentado.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that mentions roasted soybeans / soynuts,
which it calls soyas asadas.
Note 4. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term semillas verdes to refer to
green vegetable soybeans.
Note 5. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Nov. 2014) that mentions a meat alternative, which it
calls soyas asadas (soybean roasts or steaks).

of the foreign plant introduction work of the United States
Department of Agriculture. Agricultural History 7(3):110-28.
July. See p. 126-27. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Introduction activities
important in colonial period. Early federal period. Influence
of Henry L. Ellsworth. Pre-Civil War period. Civil War
years. Post-war period. Influence of William Saunders.
Influence of Secretary James Wilson (incl. David Fairchild,
Bureau of Plant Industry). Turn of the century. Organization
of activities. Influence of plant breeding. Some additional
present day problems. A few significant results (incl. Frank
Meyer, development of the soybean industry, human foods
made from soybeans, Henry Ford’s work with soybeans).
“The development of the soybean industry has been
one of the most spectacular phases of recent agricultural
development in this country... Through new introductions
from the Orient, made by Department explorers, and
selections from these new strains by Federal and State
investigators, the acreage has increased from less than fifty
thousand in 1907 to nearly four million in 1932. Of the
twenty varieties now commercially grown in the United
States, all but three are introductions of the division of
foreign plant introduction. In 1921 there was no soy oil
produced in this country; in 1932 there were thirty-nine
million pounds. In 1928 there was no export of soybeans; in
1932 there were two million bushels. In 1932 the value of
the soybean crop was estimated as follows: thirteen million
bushels of seeds, $9,000,000; two million tons of hay,
$22,500,000; grazing, $4,000,000; cover crops, $500,000;
total, $36,000,000.
“Factories for the preparation of human foods from
soybeans are appearing and many preparations are on the
market. Many oil mills have already been established. The
uses of the oil are many, including the manufacture of paint,
linoleum, and insulating material. Henry Ford has established
a laboratory for soybean experiments and produced eighteen
thousand tons of soybeans in 1932. His laboratory has
already devised steering wheels, knobs, distributor shells,
insulators, and other parts from the seeds. It reports the oil
as more satisfactory than linseed and 25 per cent cheaper in
connection with auto-body making. The soybean has already
become an integral part of the agriculture of many states” (p.
126-27).
Mr. Ryerson “has been principal horticulturist in charge
of the Div. of Foreign Plant Introduction, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, since 1928. He is a graduate of the Univ.
of California (B.S., 1916; M.S., 1924) and has received
the Chevalier du Merite Agricole, from France. Ryerson
was horticulturist at the agricultural experiment station
of the Service Technique, Port au Prince, Haiti, during
1925-27, and for the Joint Palestine Survey during MayNovember, 1927.” Address: In Charge, Div. of Foreign Plant
Introduction, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.

2084. Ryerson, Knowles A. 1933. History and significance
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2085. Hoosier Horticulture. 1933. Soybeans and cowpeas.
15(9):143. Sept.
• Summary: Soybeans are said to be used more than any
other crop for green manure in the orchard, but in dry years
it might be more profitable to sow cowpeas. Address: Purdue
Univ. Agric. Exp. Station, Indiana.
2086. Sayer, M. Wynne. 1933. Soybean (Glycine hispida
Maxim.). Agriculture and Live-stock in India 3(5):470-74.
Sept. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and history. Economic
importance of the soybean. Cultivation. Green fodder for
cattle. Green manure. Standard varieties of soybean of the
Pusa Farm.
“Green Fodder for cattle: The soybean has been tested
here [on the Pusa Farm] for a number of years against
other important leguminous crops such as meth (Phaseolus
aconitifolius), cowpeas, and guar. The results of 12 years
trials from 1917-18 to 1928-29 are given below.” Soybeans
yielded 1,166 lb/acre of grain and 7,453 lb/acre of “green
stuff.”
Note: This article contains the following sentences
and phrases which are of linguistic interest: “Soybean is
a monsoon crop” (p. 470). “... by growing soybean mixed
with maize...” “Soybean has been tested here for yield” (p.
471). “In India, soybean is considered one of the best fodder
crops” (p. 472). “Soybean occupies an important place in
the grazing cycle.” In standard American or British English,
the word “soybean,” in each of these examples, would
be preceded by the word “the.” Address: Offg. Imperial
Agriculturist.
2087. Toit, J.J. du. 1933. Crop production in mixed farming.
Stockfeed management and veld management. Farming in
South Africa. 8(90):343-44. Sept.
• Summary: In the section titled “A suitable system of
crop management,” we read near the bottom of the middle
column: “The following four-year rotational programme will
be found suitable, under dryland conditions, for most parts of
the summer rainfall area... Land No. 3 is planted to a legume
such as cowpeas or soyabeans, without fertilizer” (5th line
from bottom). Address: Lecturer in Field Husbandry, School
of Agriculture, Potchefstroom School of Africa.
2088. Boerger, Albert. 1933. Erfahrungen im Anbau der
Oelbohne [Experiments with the cultivation of soybeans (in
Uruguay)]. Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche Presse 60(41):523.
Oct. 14. [Ger]
• Summary: The scientific name of the soybean is given in
the first sentence as Soja hispida or Glycine max. Merrill.
Three photos show soybean cultivation in Uruguay.
In full appreciation of the overall importance that
soybean cultivation was attaining worldwide, the author
conducted soybean trials in 1913/14, and continued them

for 5 years. In 1914/15 one variety yielded 600 kg/ha. In
1921/22 he began a new set of trials with yellow seeded
soybeans. In 1924/25 he was still conducting trials.
Note: This information was also published in Spanish
in “Observaciones sobre Agricultura” (Observations in
Agriculture; Bibl. Estanzuela, No. 102). Address: Prof., Dr.,
La Estanzuela-Depto, Colonia, Uruguay.
2089. Drahorad, Fritz. 1933. Einiges ueber die Kultur der
Sojabohne [Some information on the cultivation of the
soybean]. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna)
82(2):4. Jan. 9. [Ger]
• Summary: (At the same time, the Reply to Question no.
143)
In general, the soybean (Soja) can be cultivated on
all types of soil, with the exception of very heavy loam
soils. Even on very light sandy soils, there have been
very satisfactory harvest results all the same with the
corresponding inoculation of nodule bacteria. Locally
acclimatized soybeans survive periods of dryness and
drought rather easily. Stagnant water is, however, very
detrimental to them. Soybeans provide the highest yields
on medium humous soil (humose Mittelböden). Soybeans
prefer sandy loam soils and also do well on calcareous soils
(Kalkböden), namely on marly soils (Mergelböden). The
warmer the location is, the earlier heavy soils may be used
for soybean cultivation (Sojakultur). Too much moisture in
the soil (Bodenfeuchtigkeit) is detrimental. Soybeans can also
be grown on moderately acidic soil after liming (Kalkung).
In mild locations with us here, soybeans (Sojabohne) can
already be sown as early as the middle of March; in harsher
areas, from late April until the middle of May. There is no
purpose to sowing that is all too early, since the seeds will
only germinate once the soil has become warm enough. The
sprouting will take place on average eight to fourteen days
after sowing. The soybean’s sensitivity to frost is not very
high.
With our early varieties, the blossoming occurs on
average from late June to early July, and in mountainous
areas at the latest in late July. With regard to the yield in
seeds, planting in rows is absolutely to be preferred. The
late-maturing varieties are taller with their vegetation and
therefore also require greater spacing (Standraum). On
soils that are very low in nutrients and dry, the soybean
remains behind in development. In consideration of these
circumstances, with moderately growing varieties on
medium soils, a distance between rows of 40 to 50 cm is to
be selected. With taller growing varieties and on all better
soils, the row distance can be increased to 60 to 65 cm. With
row planting, the sowing seed requirement comes out to
around 50 to 60 kg per hectare (28½ to 35 kg per joch [an
old Austrian unit of land measure equal to 0.5755 hectares or
about 1.422 acres.])
For green fodder, silage, and making hay, it is especially
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the massively growing (massenwüchsig) varieties that are to
be selected. All the more sowing seeds are required the larger
the seeds are. With drill sowing with a row distance of 40
to 50 cm, it is likewise 50 to 60 kg of sowing seeds that are
required per hectare. The sowing depth on heavy soil should
be 3 cm, on light soil 5 cm. The sowing for green fodder
or for silage can take place in June or July. In favorable
locations, green soybean plants (Grünsoja) can also be
planted as a succession crop (Nachfrucht), for example, after
winter barley.
If soybeans are planted on a field for the very first
time, then the inoculation of the seeds is to be carried out
with pure cultures of nodule bacteria that are produced by
the Federal Institute of Plant Protection (Bundesanstalt für
Pflanzenschutz) in Vienna.
The soybean thrives after all crops and is compatible
with itself [that is, within a crop rotation]. With several
successive plantings one after another, it even grows better
because the soil is enriched with nodule bacteria. In general,
fertilized root crops which have left the soil in a loose,
weed-free, and strong condition are also especially suitable
crops before the soybean in the rotation (Vorfrüchte). It
can be planted with good success on newly plowed lands
(Neurissen) [that is, which have been converted from
grassland or vineyard]. What is notable is the possibility of
fitting it in with a crop rotation in the place of peas, which
often suffer very much from pea weevils (Erbsenkäfer)
[Bruchus pisorum]. The soil preparation is the same as
with other legumes. What is most favorable is the normal
autumn plowing, after which rough furrows are left to lie
over the winter. In order to maintain the winter moisture, no
plowing takes place the following spring, but rather only the
cultivator and the harrow (Egge) are used. The exception
would be those cases where the soil is inclined toward a
major weed infestation (Verunkrautung) or where the weeds
that have already spread are to be destroyed. Then shallow
plowing is to take place before sowing.
The requirement for nutrients by the soybean is
relatively considerable. Barn manure should be applied
in autumn, or if that is not possible for some reason, then
in the spring a few weeks before sowing. Liquid manure
has too partial of an effect and is above all else too low in
phosphoric acid to be able to be of any particular advantage
to the soybean. During the first development period up until
a sufficient quantity of nodule bacteria is present, artificial
nitrogen fertilizer is to be applied in order to ensure that the
nitrogen requirement of the soybean plant (Sojapflanze) is
met. This is all the more the case if the nitrogen requirement
is not covered by fertilizing with barn manure. Forms that are
effective quickly are Chile saltpeter (Chilesalpeter) [sodium
nitrate] and calcium nitrate (Kalksalpeter). Normally, 75
to 100 kg of nitrate (Salpeter) per hectare are found to be
sufficient. What is unusually high, though, is the requirement
for phosphoric acid, since phosphorous accumulates in

large quantities in the lecithin that is contained in the seeds.
Through enrichment of 1.5 to 3.5 quintals [equal to 100 kg,
and thus 150 to 350 kg] [per hectare] of superphosphate
in the spring before planting, the requirement is covered.
On light soils, the use of Thomas meal (Thomasmehl) in
the autumn is indicated. Especially in the case when no
barn manure is available, the potassium requirement of
the soybean also has to be taken into consideration. It is
covered by means of enrichment of 1.0 to 1.5 quintals of
40% potassium salts per hectare. The raw salts are not really
beneficial to the soybean. For flourishing growth, a moderate
calcium content of the soil is also desirable. The care of the
soybean is rather simple but very important. During its young
stage, it grows rather slowly, such that the soil between the
rows hardens and crusts over, and the young plants can be
lightly repressed by weeds. It is absolutely necessary to hoe
two or three times during the first eight to ten weeks until
the plants get strong and shade the soil. Most of the failures
in the cultivation of the soybean (Sojabohnenanbau) can be
traced back to the lack of care during the first growth period
of the plant. In that case, the weeds will usually overgrow the
plantings (Bestände) and will depress the yields per hectare
with the upcoming harvest by many metric hundredweight
[equal to 100 kg] (Continued). Address: PhD, Federal Inst.
of Plant Cultivation and Seed Testing (Bundesanstalt für
Pflanzenbau und Samenprüfung), Vienna.
2090. Drahorad, Fritz. 1933. Einiges ueber die Kultur
der Sojabohne [Some information on the cultivation of
the soybean (Continued–Document part II)]. Wiener
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 82(2):4. Jan. 9. [Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): The soybeans are mature when the
plants wilt, the leaves turn yellow and drop, the pods turn
grey or black, and the seeds get hard and take on their final
color. The harvest can be delayed somewhat without the risk
of losses because the pods do not burst easily. The mature
plants are pulled up, but they can also be cut with a scythe or
with a mowing machine. After reaping, the plants are tied in
small bundles and they are placed in shocks (Puppen) to dry
out and for after-ripening (Nachreifen). In damp areas and
with very uncertain weather, it is better to leave them to dry
and after-ripen on hay frames (Hiefel) or rickstands (Reiter).
Threshing takes place best with machines, but within that
context it must be carried out very carefully so that the
seeds are not smashed. By means of simple flail threshing
(Flegeldrusch), it is difficult to get everything out because
the pods remain tightly closed for a long time. It is therefore
necessary to wait with the threshing until harsh frost weather
arrives and the pods become brittle. For obtaining green
fodder, silage, and hay, soybeans are cut at the latest when
the seeds are half developed and before the leaves have
begun to drop. The drying takes place best on hay frames,
rickstands, or frames.
According to the experiences that have been had up until
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now in Austria, soybeans can be grown with success in the
areas that are suitable for it. Within that context, however,
attention must be drawn to the fact that with the current
crisis in agriculture and today’s very low price for foreign
soybeans, the cultivation of soybeans on a large scale can
only be advised when the yields per hectare that are achieved
can guarantee profitability. Information about this can only
be provided and be decisive in each case by the agronomic
trial at the general location and specific place. For the
Northern Marchfeld plain, what comes into consideration
as a suitable variety are only the varieties that have been
acclimatized and bred in Austria “Platt Yellow Soybean”
(“Platter gelbe Soja”) and “Platt Yellow Giant” (“Platter
gelbe Riesen”).
In order to avoid a lack of success or even a total
failure with the first time cultivation of soybeans because of
possible cultivation errors and damage by deer (a spraying
with limewash {Kalkmilch} [calcium hydroxide] has
proven itself very well as a prevention against being eaten
by hares and rabbits), it is advisable with the first trials to
not cultivate areas that are too large and to then obtain the
soybeans for sowing (Sojabohnensaatgut) for later, more
intensified cultivation on one’s own farm. As a source of
supply for local, acclimatized soybean seeds for sowing,
what comes into consideration first and foremost is the
Legume Breeding Station (Leguminosenzuchtstation) of
the Federal Institute of Plant Cultivation and Seed Testing
with F.A. Brillmayer in Platt, post office and railway station
at Zellerndorf, Lower Austria, and all primary agricultural
entities (landwirtschaftliche Hauptkörperschaften) have also
taken on providing them.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: PhD, Federal Inst. of Plant
Cultivation and Seed Testing (Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenbau
und Samenprüfung), Vienna.
2091. Taylor, A.J. 1933. Soil fertility in Natal. Farming in
South Africa. 8(91):393. Oct.
• Summary: Under “E. Quantitative manurial trials,” we read
in column 2.5: “The potash was applied as muriate, and the
nitrogen as sulphate of ammonia, light dressings being 25 lb.
per acre, and medium and heavy dressings being double and
treble these quantities respectively. The rotation was maize,
maize, soyabeans:” Address: Chemist, School of Agriculture,
Cedara, Natal.
2092. Duck, R.W. 1933. Growing soy beans in the East.
Rural New-Yorker 92(5273):626. Dec. 23. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Suitable soils. Seeding. Care and
attention. Harvesting and handling. Varieties. Feeding to
livestock (as hay or pasture).
“During my visits to the Central West for the past ten
years I have seen Soy beans and Soy-bean products gradually
become a principal source of protein for dairy cattle,

especially in Indiana and Illinois.” Soy bean researchers
in New York state include Dalton and Barron of New York
State Agricultural College, and H.B. Hartwig of the N.Y.
Experiment Station at Ithaca. The author emphasizes the
necessity of keeping weeds from choking the soy beans.
2093. Popp, M. 1933. Sojabohnen auf Moorboden
[Cultivation of soy beans on moors]. Deutsche
Landwirtschaftliche Presse 60(52):657. Dec. 30. [Ger]
• Summary: Soybean trials were conducted in Germany
during World War I, and they succeeded to some degree
in central and southern Germany. However soybeans have
not yet been made to ripen in Germany’s coastal climates.
Recently, however, Friedrich Kuhlmann of Hundsmuehlen,
succeeded in growing soybeans as a silage plant on his land
in the high moors. He obtained very noteworthy yields.
Individual plants grew to a height of over 1 meter. Also the
well-known old farmer Diedrich Paradies, of Nueunbrok bei
Grossenmeer i.O. brought us well-developed soybeans from
his moor. Chemical analyses are given of these two types of
soybeans grown in central and southern Germany. Address:
Prof. Dr., Versuchs- und Kontrollstation der Oldenburgischen
Landwirtschaftskammer [Germany].
2094. Bosman, G.J. 1933. Services for farmers in the
Transvaal. Report of the Potchefstroom School of
Agriculture. Farming in South Africa. 8(91):513-14. Dec.
• Summary: Under “Extension work” (“There are now
8 extension officers in the Transvaal...”) is a subsection
on “Botany” (“The lecturer in botany gave 76 lectures in
connection with the various courses...”). In column 3.3 we
read: “This section... started about 28 important experiments,
which include variety tests in connection with kaffircorn,
maize, potatoes, soyabeans, grass green manuring, veld
management, etc.” Address: B.Sc. (Agric.), Principal.
2095. Gutschy, Ljudevit. 1933. Kratka uputa u uzgoj soje [A
short reference on the cultivation of soybeans]. Uzorni Vrtlar
i Gospodar (Model Gardener and Farmer) 11(3):22-24.
[Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
2096. Kalanovic, M.Z. 1933. Petogodisnje iskustvo o gajenju
soje [A five-year experience in the cultivation of soybeans].
Gospodarski List (Farmer’s Newspaper, Zagreb, Croatia)
92(5):276-77. [Scr]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
2097. Skladal, V. 1933. Snahy o aklimatisaci soje v Polsku
[Efforts to acclimatize soybeans in Poland]. Ceskoslovensky
Zemedelec (Czech Farmer). [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2098. Balgaria Aktsionerno Drujestvo. “Soia” za proizvodsto
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i iznos na maslodaini semena [Bulgarian joint stock company
“Soya” for the production and export of oilseeds]. 1933.
Otglejdane na soiata [Soybean cultivation, Translated from
the German]. Sofia, Bulgaria: Herman Pole (Printer). 18
p. 2nd ed. 1934; 3rd ed. 1935; 4th ed. 1936; 5th ed. 1937.
[Bul]*
• Summary: Rosen L. Paskalev (1986) notes that the
company Balgaria Aktsionerno Drujestvo “Soia” was
established to export soybeans (mainly, but also some other
oilseeds) to Germany. The Nazi’s bought each year’s crop
in advance, so not many soybeans were left in Bulgaria for
domestic consumption. Address: Bulgaria.
2099. Berkner, Fritz. 1933. Einige und fremde Erfahrungen
mit dem Anbau von Sojabohnen und Körnerlein [Trials
by self and others with the production of soybeans and
linseed]. Breslau [Germany]: Breslau 10, Matthiaspl. 5:
Landwirtschaftl. Verein. 15 p. [Ger]*
• Summary: As of Feb. 2008 Breslau, now named Wroclaw,
is in western Poland. Address: Breslau.
2100. Kornfeld, Arnold. 1933. Die Blattfleckenkrankheit
der Soja–eine Kalimangelerscheinung [Leaf spot disease of
soy bean–A potash-deficiency phenomenon]. Zeitschrift fuer
Pflanzenernaehrung, Duengung, Bodenkunde 32(3/4):20121. Series A. [18 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Potassium deficiency in soy beans induces leaf
spotting, frequently with leaf fall and chlorosis, reduced
yields of inferior quality, irregular assimilation, retarded
formation of phloem cells in stems, and lowered germinative
capacity in seeds. Based on his 1933 PhD dissertation
(Berlin) of the same title.
Note: Chlorosis is not a disease. Address: Medias,
Romania (Aus der Versuchswirtschaft der SiebenbuergischSaechs. Landw. Lehranstalt Mediasch, Siebenbuergen,
Rumaenien).
2101. Moscow. Nauchno issledovatel’skii institut soi
spetsial’nykh kul’tur [Institute for the Scientific Investigation
of Soybeans and Special Cultures]. 1933. Posevnaia i
propolochnaia soi i novykh kul’tur [The sowing and weeding
of soybeans and special crops]. Moscow, USSR. 36 p. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
2102. Mumford, H.W. 1933. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 46:1-295. For the year
ended June 30, 1933.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Success of soybeans
permits farmers to adjust crops (p. 31-32). Breeding studies
make soybeans meet needs of trade (p. 32-34). Soybeans
valuable soil improver if properly handled (p. 35-36).
Changing conditions are being met with new crops (p. 63-65;

soybean oil in paints).
Livestock investigations: Objections to soybean hay
for beef cattle overcome (p. 71-72). Processing method may
make soy oil meal unpalatable (p. 72-74; Tests were made
“to determine the relative feeding value of soybean oil meals
manufactured in different ways. The cattle making the largest
gains of any in the experiment were those fed meal produced
at the lowest temperature”). Soybean oil meal protein tested
for fattening pigs (p. 80-84). Alfalfa pasture worth $24 an
acre for lamb feeding (p. 95-97; also discusses soybean hay).
Feeding ewes silage might cut cost of lambs and wool (p. 9798; silage should be supplemented with soybean oil meal).
Different soybean oil meals about equal for chicks (p. 11315).
Entomology investigations: Soybeans and cowpeas
remain free from insect damage (p. 142).
Agricultural economics investigations: Soybeans
paid higher acre-returns than other crops (p. 179-80; The
average after-tax profit per acre for the 3 years 1930-32 in
Champaign and Piatt counties was: Soybeans {hay} $2.97.
Soybeans {combined} $2.70. Winter wheat $2.25. Corn
$2.16. Oats $1.26. Soybeans {threshed} -$0.18). Soybean
marketing studies taking on new importance (p. 187-88).
Crushing lessens weather risks of field-cured hay (p. 208-10;
crushing soybean hay in the field shortened the curing time
to slightly more than half that required for hay cut with the
ordinary mower).
Home economics investigations: Food products may
expand market outlook for soybeans (p. 265; During the past
year, Sybil Woodruff has tested ways of making nutritious
and pleasing dishes from soybeans. Four mimeographed
pages of recipes have been compiled for distribution. No
details about these recipes are given).
Note: Page 181 shows that during the Great Depression
in Illinois, many farmers started losing money, beginning
in 1930 or 1931. Address: Dean and Director of the Station,
Urbana, Illinois.
2103. Riede, W.; Rewald, B. 1933. Beitraege zur
Sojafrage [Contributions to the soybean question].
Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 117(5-6):313-36.
[Ger]
• Summary: Data concerning the cultivation and
composition of a number of varieties of soy bean are given,
and manurial effects are described. Interrelationships
between the proportion of characteristic constituents of the
crop are examined statistically. Address: 1. Bonn, Germany
2. Hamburg.
2104. Slavik, Jaroslav. 1934. Poznatky s pestovanim soje
ve Velke Bakte [Information about growing soybeans in
Velka Bakta]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec (Czech Farmer)
16(4):38-39. Jan. 26. [Cze]
Address: Ing., spravce velkozavodu a pokusne stanice ve
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Velke Bakte, Czechoslovakia.
2105. Arny, A.C.; Hodgson, R.E. 1934. Grow more soybeans
in Minnesota. Minnesota Agricultural College, Extension
Division, Special Bulletin No. 134. 12 p. Jan. Revised.
Revised again in April 1935.
• Summary: Contents: World production. Production in the
United States. Composition and uses of soybeans. Results
from feeding trials. Growing soybeans: Varieties and yields
per acre, soil for soybeans, preparation of the seedbed,
method of planting and amount of seed per acre, inoculation,
time and depth of planting, cultivation, harvesting the
soybean crop for hay, harvesting for seed and stacking,
threshing and drying the seed.
Soybean varieties and their seed colors: Manchu is
yellow with black eyes. Habaro is yellow with a yellow
hilum. Chestnut is brown. Minsoy is yellow with brown
eyes. Wisconsin Black is black. “In northern Minnesota the
earliest varieties, Wisconsin Black and Minsoy, should be
used for seed production.”
Contains 8 photos and 2 tables. Address: 1. Div. of
Agronomy and Plant Genetics; 2. Southeast Experiment
Station, Waseca.
2106. Cannon, C.Y.; Johnston, Floyd. 1934. Soybeans for
dairy cows. Iowa Agricultural College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts, Extension Bulletin No. 196. 16 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Soybeans in the dairy
cow’s ration: Feeding value of soybeans, roughage value
of soybeans, when should soybeans be cut for hay?, shall
soybean hay be ground or chopped?, soybeans in silage,
soybean straw, soybeans used as grain, fat in soybeans, effect
of fat on the cow, effects of feeding soybeans on milk and
butter flavors and on butter quality, value of soybean oilmeal.
Growing the soybean crop: Varieties of soybeans, seedbed
and cultivation, planting, inoculation, harvesting the crop.
2107. Wiggans, R.G. 1934. The effect of growing corn and
soybeans in combination on the percentage of dry matter
in the two crops. J. of the American Society of Agronomy
26(1):59-65. Jan. [2 ref]
• Summary: The percentage of total dry matter in corn when
grown with soy beans is not appreciably affected, but the
yield of shelled grain per unit total dry weight is significantly
reduced. Dry-matter yields of soy beans were affected
irregularly by growth with corn, differences being influenced
by seasonal conditions and the supply of water, available
nitrogen and phosphorus, etc. Address: Asst. Prof. of Plant
Breeding, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.
2108. King, B.M. 1934. The soybean crop in Missouri.
Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 174.
15 p. March.
• Summary: Includes discussion of the advantages of

soybeans grown in mixtures with other crops, the harvesting
of soybeans for hay and seed, the place of soybeans in the
crop rotation, their effect upon the yield of wheat, the cost
of producing soybeans and the feed value of soybean hay.
Address: Columbia, Missouri.
2109. Ralston Purina Co. 1934. Soybeans for beginners. St.
Louis, Missouri. 10 p. Prepared by E.F. Johnson. 23 cm.
• Summary: Discusses the advantages of soybeans in
agriculture. Contents: Map of the Midwest showing the
company’s soybean processing plants in St. Louis, Missouri,
and Lafayette, Indiana. “Our Processing Plants are in the
Heart of the Soy-Belt.” Note: This is the earliest document
seen (Nov. 1998) that uses the term “soy belt.” Introductory
message from J.H. Caldwell, Vice-President of Ralston
Purina Co. (10 March 1934, St. Louis, Missouri). Two ways
soybeans can make you money this year: Introduction (the
corn-hog reduction program), solving the corn acreage
reduction problem, in the regular corn-belt rotations. Select
the right variety: Varieties recommended for commercial
production (Manchu, Illini, Dunfield, Harbinsoy), promising
new varieties (Mansoy, Scioto), guide for the beginner, hay
varieties (Virginia, Wilson, Peking). Seed bed preparation.
Inoculation essential. Seeding: Should soybeans be seeded
in rows or solid, early planting gives best yields, rate of
seeding, too deep planting a serious mistake. Harvesting:
Combine method recommended, grain binders used in
many sections, mowing machine and windrower preferred
by some growers. Threshing. Yield of grain (“Experienced
growers on good soil secure yields of 30 to 40 bushels per
acre consistently”). Storing seed. Marketing: Cash markets
now available, how price is determined. Future outlook for
soybeans: Introduction (the government is reducing cotton
acreage by 35%), apparently no danger of over-production of
soybeans. Chinch bugs do not destroy soybeans. A soybean
program (“Increase your farm returns by substituting
soybeans for oats”). Ad: Use the products that make a market
for your soybeans: “Two Purina soybean processing plants
are located in the heart of the Soy Belt...” Soybean oil meal
is used in Purina Chows.
The introductory message states: “This booklet is
published by the Purina Mills, one of the largest processors
of soybeans, in the hope that it will help many corn-belt
farmers who are growing soybeans as a commercial crop for
the first time.
“The material has been prepared by E.F. Johnson,
former operator of the Johnson Seed Farms [of Stryker,
Ohio], famous for their early work on soybeans. For years
Mr. Johnson was active in Farm Bureau work and talked
soybeans on hundreds of institute programs throughout
the Corn Belt. He has consolidated here a summary of the
best experiences of hundreds of soybean growers in Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, and Iowa.
“The Ralston Purina Company uses large quantities of
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soybean meal in the manufacture of Chows, and find it one
of the best sources of protein for the manufacture of real
feeds for all livestock. Appreciating the need of a larger and
more uniform production, we have added a Soybean Seed
Department to our organization, to cooperate with growers
in solving their soybean problems, and to serve as a reliable
source of seed of those commercially proven varieties that
will give best results under average conditions.”
Photos show: (1) E.F. Johnson (facing p. 1). (2) The
new Purina Mills plant at Lafayette, Indiana (p. 7). (3) New
additions to the St. Louis plant. “Both equipped with modern
soybean processing machinery. These two plants furnish
corn-belt growers with the best possible market for their
beans” (p. 7).
“How price is determined: Since soybeans furnish less
than one-twentieth of our total supply of vegetable protein
and are almost a negligible factor in supplying vegetable
oil requirements, prices of soybeans naturally are mainly
influenced by the prevailing prices of oil and meal from
cotton seed and flax.”
“Feeding tests on Purina Mills’ Experimental Farm
show that feeds carrying large amounts of soybean meal give
results similar to those secured with combination of both
vegetable and animal proteins. No other vegetable protein
seems to have this peculiar advantage.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 1998)
that mentions Ralston Purina Co. in connection with soybean
crushing or work to promote soybeans production in the
USA. Address: St. Louis, Missouri.
2110. Akers, T.F.; Westover, H.L. 1934. Forage-crop field
experiments at West Point, Mississippi. USDA Technical
Bulletin No. 419. 20 p. April. See p. 12-14.
• Summary: Table 9 (p. 9) shows that three varieties of
soybeans (Biloxi, Laredo, Otootan) were planted as a green
manure each year from 1928 to 1932 and turned under as a
green manure before planting alfalfa. Doing so increased the
average annual yield of air-dry alfalfa by 2.9 to 3.0 tons/acre.
The section titled “Other crops tested” contains long
subsections on soybeans, and soybeans and corn (p. 12-14).
The Mammoth Yellow variety was also tested here. The
summary (p. 20) states: “Soybeans are well adapted to the
prairie limestone belt and should be grown on areas not
adapted to alfalfa. They are not so profitable as alfalfa for
hay on the better types of limestone soil. Combinations of
corn and soybeans have resulted in lower yields of corn, but
they enable the grower to raise more feed on the same area.”
Address: 1. Asst. agronomist; 2. Senior agronomist. Both:
Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry
[USDA].
2111. Mighell, Albert; Hughes, H.D.; Wilkins, F.S. 1934.
Soybeans in Iowa farming. Iowa Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 309. p. 145-206. April.

• Summary: Contents: Summary: Soybeans as a concentrate,
soybeans for hay, an emergency crop. Expansion of the
soybean acreage in Iowa: Rapid increases in acreage, recent
changes in the distribution of the soybean acreage in Iowa.
The competitive strength of soybeans in different parts of
the state: Soybeans hasten erosion on rolling land, soybeans
have an advantage on acid soils low in nitrogen and organic
matter, soybeans are a new factor in the cropping program,
soybeans change the labor program, relation of soybeans to
the livestock system. Recommended varieties of soybeans:
Manchu, Illini, Dunfield, Mukden, Black Eyebrow, other
varieties. Growing the soybean crop: Conditions essential to
successful culture (a well prepared seedbed, thick planting
recommended, cultivation usually essential to weed control,
inoculation necessary to satisfactory results), alternative
methods of growing soybeans (labor and power used in
growing soybeans up to harvest time, drilling gives higher
yields at less cost), harvesting soybeans as seed, harvesting
soybeans as hay, the time element in soybean production
(labor distribution on selected farms, the speed of labor
and power outfits used on soybeans, order and number of
operations on soybeans). Adjusting plans in response to
changes in prices and costs of production: Determining the
advantages of emergency plans in a specific case, evaluation
of soybeans in a permanent program. Contains 9 photos.
“Summary: 1. The Iowa soybean acreage, exclusive of
that interplanted with corn, has expanded from 471 acres
in 1919 to 192,000 acres in 1933. The acreage planted with
corn reached a peak in 1923 and since has dropped to about
one-fifth of the former total.
“2. Thirty-five percent of the crop is harvested as seed,
while 65 percent is cut for hay. The percentage harvested for
seed has been declining.
“3. It is estimated that in 1931 68 percent of the crop
acreage was used to supply feed for cattle, 8 percent for hogs
and 1 percent for horses, 5 percent to supply operators’ own
seed, and 18 percent was sold.”
2112. Torres Herrera, José M. 1934. El haba soya, su cultivo
y beneficio [The soybean, its culture and benefits]. Boletin
Agricola (Medellin, Colombia) 8(189):1180-92. April. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climatological
conditions. Soils appropriate for this crop. Inoculation with
bacteria. Preparation of the soil. Soya in crop rotations.
Sowing the seeds. The work of cultivation. Calculation of the
cost of production for 6,400 square meters (Data taken from
the Palmira Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 1;
the cost is $0.45 per arroba = ca. 25 lb). Soybean varieties
(“Agriculturists interested in planting this crop which has no
equal, can obtain seeds free of charge from the Pamira [sic,
Palmira] Agricultural Experiment Station or the Antioquia
Agricultural Society [Sociedad Antioqueña de Agricultores,
Colombia]”). Production of seeds. Yields of various varieties.
Harvesting and threshing of the grain. The uses of soya (la
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soya).
Utilization of the plant and seeds of the soybean (de las
habas soyas): I. The plants as hay, pasture, green forage,
ensilage, green manure. II. The seeds as: 1. Whole dry
soybeans (habas secas, for making infant foods, flour, soup,
butter, diabetic foods and breads, cooked whole soybeans,
confections, health foods (alimentos para sano): soymilk,
soybean roasts or steaks, soy sprouts. Breakfast foods:
Vegetable curd or cheese (cuajada o queso vegetal), soy
sauce, malted milk, soy coffee cakes, flour, livestock feed).
2. Green vegetable soybeans (habas verdes). 3. Soy flour
(harina de habas). 4. Soy oil (aceite de habas).
Soya as human food. The composition of various
legumes. Soy flour. Soy oil. Soy milk (leche de soya):
Nutritional comparison of soy milk and cow’s milk,
powdered soymilk, fermented soymilk, tofu (queso soya),
soy casein (Caseína).
Whole dry soybeans: Roasted soybeans (habas
tostadas), soy coffee (café de soya), soy chocolate (chocolate
de soya). Green-seeded soybeans (habas soyas verdes o
legumbres): Soy sprouts, soy sauces. Edelsoya (soy flour
made by Berczeller).
The value of soy forage. Soybeans in mixtures with
other crops. Green manure. The concept of Dr. Uribe
Echeverri, minister in Brazil.
Page 1180 states: “Climatological conditions. The
soybean is suited to the temperate zones but it can become
acclimatized to warmer climates and it has succeeded at the
agricultural experiment stations of Valle de Cuaca and of
Tolima and in various regions of the Intendencia del Chocó.
It is probable that some varieties from England and from
the north of Canada can acclimatize themselves in good
conditions in our cold lands.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
concerning soybeans in Colombia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Colombia. Note 2. No mention is made of soya
in Nicaragua.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term habas tostados to refer to
soynuts.
Note 4 This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term habas verdes to refer to
green vegetable soybeans.
Note 5 This is the earliest document seen (March 2020)
that mentions the word “Edelsoya,” spelled with a “y”
rather than the usual “j.” Address: Agrónomo Nacional de la
Intendencia del Chocó [Colombia].
2113. Vignes, R. 1934. Mas sobre el cultivo y
aprovechamiento del frijol o haba “soya” [More about the
cultivation and exploitation of the “soybean”]. Irrigacion en
Mexico. Revista Mensuel 8(4):252-63. April. [Spa]
• Summary: This is a reproduction of an article originally
published in the Bulletin published by the agricultural

section of the Banco hipotecario of Ecuador. It is a general
treatise on growing soya with special reference to the results
obtained hitherto in Ecuador–which seem to be promising.
Contents: Introduction. Weather conditions. Soil.
Fertilizers. Inoculation or bacterization. Preparation of
the soil. Time of planting. Depth of planting. Method
of planting. Density of planting. Cultivation. Varieties.
The soybean in mixed cropping (with maize, garbanzos,
sorghum, with Sudan grass). Soybeans for cattle. Soy flour as
a fertilizer. Miscellaneous uses of soy flour. Soy for hay. Soy
for green forage. Soy for soil improvement (inoculation and
nodulation are important), Soy straw. Value of soy straw for
forage. Value of soy straw as a fertilizer. Report. Elements
used. Commentary. Summary (Determining that soil bacteria
are present). Address: USDA, Washington, DC, USA.
2114. Bredemann, G.; Kummer, H. 1934. Ueber den Einfluss
der Lagerung der Sojabohnen auf die Extrahierbarkeit
und die Extraktionsgeschwindigkeit des Oeles und der
Phosphatide [On the influence of the storage of soybeans on
their extractability and the speed of extraction of oils and
phosphatides]. Fettchemische Umschau 41(5):81-85. May.
[Ger]
• Summary: The rates of extraction of oil and of
phosphatides (P) (i.e. the amounts extracted by light
petroleum in 1 hour) vary with the conditions of storage of
the seed; both these rates and the total extractable amount
of P are much reduced when the water content of the seed
is either low (e.g., 4-5%) or very high (e.g., 18%), but the
yield of oil increases slightly as water content increases.
Temperature and time of storage have a minor effect. Part
of the extractable P and oil appears to be in some form of
loose combination with the cell-proteins, the stability of
the complex, and consequent extractability of P and oil,
depending on the temperature and water content. Address:
Institut fuer angewandte Botanik der Universitaet Hamburg.
2115. Oldenburg, F.W. 1934. Soybeans for hay and seed.
Maryland Univ. Extension Service, Circular No. 106. p. 1-8.
May.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Where soybeans will
grow. Varieties. Methods of seeding. Time of planting.
Inoculation. Fertilizing. Cutting for hay. Harvesting soybeans
for seed. Threshing. Special soybean harvesters (incl. the
combine).
In Maryland, the best varieties for both hay and seed
are the Virginia and the Wilson-Five. When these are not
obtainable, other varieties grown are the Mammoth Yellow,
Illini, and Manchu.
“Special Soybean Harvesters: In regions where beans
are grown extensively for seed, special machines that harvest
the seed from the standing vines are in use. There are several
types of these machines. The most common kind is a long,
box-like affair mounted on two wheels and drawn by two
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horses. As the machine passes over the rows, sets of rapidly
revolving arms on a cylinder shatter the beans from the pods
into the body of the machine, from which they are removed
at the end of the row. With such a machine, two men and a
team can harvest an acre in about two hours. The machine
can be used satisfactorily only when the pods are so dry that
the beans shatter easily. On this account one machine can be
depended upon to harvest only 40 to 5O acres per season.
Under favorable conditions they obtain about 95% of the
beans. There is an attachment for the machine that removes
the straw and pods and screens the beans. This saves the time
of one man.
“The latest type of machine, however, is one that takes a
swath six feet wide, flailing the beans off the standing stalk
as it goes. It is pushed along by a tractor, attached to the
machine by a side hitch. It harvests the beans at the rate of
about two acres an hour. This machine promises to be a great
help to soybean growers and is well worth investigating.
“The most efficient machine for harvesting soybeans
is the combine. However, only large acreages would justify
going to the expense of securing such a machine.” Address:
College Park, Maryland.
2116. Wiggans, R.G. 1934. Cayuga soybean: A home-grown,
high-oil high-protein concentrate. New York (Cornell)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 601. 32 p.
May. [26 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Place of the soybean in United
States agriculture. Place of the soybean in New York
agriculture. Considerations for the dairyman: Composition
and digestibility of ground soybeans, monetary value of
one bushel of soybeans, feeding trials with dairy cattle.
Cayuga soybean: Description, origin, chemical composition.
Experimental trials: Tests in cultivated rows, tests in drill
plots, commercial varieties, a comparison of soybeans,
oats and barley, test of new strains. Experiences of owners.
Essentials for successful soybean production: Variety,
requirements of soil and fertility, residual effect of soybeans,
inoculation, preparation of seedbed, time of planting, rate of
seeding, cultivation, harvest, threshing, handling of threshed
grain. Summary.
This new soybean is excellent as a fodder for dairy cows
in New York. Address: Dep. of Plant Breeding, Cornell Univ.
Agric. Exp. Station, Ithaca, New York.
2117. Willis, L.G.; Piland, J.R.; Gay, R.L. 1934. The
influence of magnesium deficiency on phosphate absorption
by soybeans. J. of the American Society of Agronomy
26(5):419-22. May. [3 ref]
• Summary: Calcium and magnesium are equally effective
in influencing the absorption of phosphate ions by soya-bean
plants. If the supply of calcium is generous, the phosphate
ion intake is not retarded by magnesium deficiency. Address:
1. Soil Chemist; 2. Asst. Soil Chemist; 3. Fellow. All: Dep.

of Agronomy, North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Raleigh,
NC.
2118. Finley, Harold M. 1934. Among our neighbors: Farm
and garden. Los Angeles Times. June 17. p. K2.
• Summary: “Lancaster: The Dolichos bean, a variety that
requires little water for its growth, is being tried again this
year in Antelope Valley under dry farming condition. Several
farmers have small test plots and Joe Gisler of Del Sur is
giving several acres over to it by way of experiment after
having planted small patches for the past three years. The
seed was originally secured from the College of Agriculture
at Davis. Growers see in the bean a crop that can possibly
be grown in rotation with wheat or barley. It is said to have
feeding value for live stock, giving forage for summer and
fall. The beans themselves are small, but in dried form are
said to have some merit as a food.”
Note 1. This bean is probably the soy bean; its first
scientific name was Dolichos soja, used in the late 1700s and
early 1800s.
Note 2. Lancaster is a city in Los Angeles County,
southern California, northeast of the city of Los Angeles.
2119. Elliott, H.G. 1934. Soya bean trials, 1933-34. J. of the
Department of Agriculture of Western Australia 11:327. June.
• Summary: “The soya beans which were obtained through
the courtesy of the Ford Motor Company of Australia were
the subject of experiments at various centres to determine
their possibility as a summer growing legume...” The
soybeans were to be used as a protein-rich fodder. A table
gives the results of the trials for the season 1933-34 in 4
locations in Western Australia: Margaret River, Muresk,
Denmark, and Munja Station. The soybeans generally failed
even though all seeds were inoculated with the “Soya bean
bacteria” just prior to planting. “It is believed that this crop
is quite unsuitable in Western Australia, with the exception
perhaps of some of the irrigated areas.” Cow peas do better
as a summer legume. Address: Agricultural Adviser, Dairy
Branch.
2120. Miller, Carey D.; Robbins, Ruth C. 1934. The nutritive
value of green immature soybeans. J. of Agricultural
Research 49(2):161-67. July 15. [11 ref]
• Summary: Cooked beans were analyzed for protein, fat,
calcium, phosphorus, and iron.
Japanese in Hawaii and in the Orient enjoy soybeans in
this form. “Green immature soybeans look much like young,
tender lima beans, but they have a richer, more distinctive,
and more delicious flavor. It is usually desirable to cook
them in the pods, boiling them in salted water for 15 to 25
minutes. The beans then slip easily from the pods and can be
used in salads or in soups and as a vegetable. The orientals
often eat them directly from the pods, especially between
meals. Children sometimes carry about a small bag of the
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cooked beans, break open the pods, and then lick the beans
out with their tongues–a practice to be recommended from
the sanitary as well as from the nutritive standpoint...
“The seeds of these soybeans (Seaweed, F.P.I. no.
80483) were obtained from W.J. Morse, of the United States
Department of Agriculture, who had obtained them from
Japan and who stated that they were used only in the green
state. The mature seeds were large and flat.” One of the
varieties was grown out by C.P. Wilsie, agronomist at the
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station. In several places,
the authors call these beans “fresh green soybeans” in the
raw state but “cooked green soybeans” after they have been
cooked. In the raw state they were found to contain 12.5%
protein, 5.1% fat, 0.063% calcium, and 0.00283% iron.
In the cooked state they contained 13.8 to 15.0% protein,
2.7 to 4.2% fat, 0.098 to 0.100% calcium, and 0.00344
to 0.00213% iron. The protein is “an unusually large
percentage for a fresh green vegetable... [The fat content is
low compared with 12-18% found in dried soybeans.] The
calcium content of 0.1 percent compares favorably with that
of milk and is much higher than in most vegetables... The
iron content of green soybeans exceeds that of most other
common vegetables. Results showed that cooked immature
soya beans also contained considerably larger amounts of fat
and phosphorus than do other vegetables. Vitamin A, B-1,
and B-2 (G) are present in adequate proportions, but vitamin
C is deficient.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term “Green immature
soybeans” to refer to green vegetable soybeans. Address:
1. Specialist in food and nutrition investigations; 2. Asst.,
nutrition investigations. Both: Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station.
2121. Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station Leaflet.
1934. Soybeans. No. 2. July. p. 1-4.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties: For hay, for
grazing, for soil improvement, for bird feed. Culture: Land
preparation, planting, rate and time of seeding, inoculation,
fertilization, cultivation. Harvesting: For hay, grazing,
for seed. Address: Dep. of Agronomy and Soils, Auburn,
Alabama Polytechnic Inst.
2122. McEwen, J.M. 1934. The soya bean. J. of the Jamaica
Agricultural Society 38:428-29. July.
• Summary: “The soya bean has been grown with fair
success in small quantities in Trinidad, provided that the seed
is inoculated with the correct strain of legume bacteria. If
uninoculated seed is planted in soil which does not contain
this bacteria, growth will not be satisfactory... Under West
Indian conditions it seldom grows taller than two feet.
“The plant is comparatively free from serious pests and
diseases. The crop-period varies with variety and locality,
the extremes being about 2½ and 6 months. In Jamaica 3-4
months would probably be sufficient.” Address: Dip. Agric.

2123. Arkansas Gazette (Little Rock). 1934. Soybean experts
in national meet: Delegates from every producing area in
U.S. at opening session. Value as food shown. Convention
will adjourn to Stuttgart today and will conclude Saturday at
Marianna. Aug. 23. p. 1, cols. 3-5.
• Summary: “Representatives from every section of the
soybean producing area of the United States attended the
opening session of the 1934 meeting of the American
Soybean Association at the Hotel Marion last night.”
“Special interest in the soybean as human food is being
shown at this time because of the shortage of grain crops, Dr.
P.A. Webber of the Nashville Agricultural Normal Institute
at Madison, Tennessee, secretary-treasurer of the association,
said before last night’s meeting.
“He had several samples of products from the soybean,
such as meat substitutes, crackers and flour. Dr. Webber said
the production of soybeans is his hobby. He spent several
years in Japan doing educational work and at this time
studied the production of soybeans.”
“Walter Godchaux of New Orleans, La. [Louisiana],
vice president of Godchaux Sugars Inc., said he has been
using soybeans on his sugar plantations for the past 10 years
for a cover crop and for fertilization purposes. Mr. Godchaux
has approximately 15,000 acres planted in sugar. Last
year, he said he purchased approximately 3,000 bushels of
soybeans.”
“Chikayoshi Nagakura of Tokio, Japan, representative of
the South Manchuria Railway Co. in New York city, attended
last night’s meeting to obtain information on the production
of the American soybean. He said that practically the entire
tonnage of his railway in Manchuria consisted of soybeans.”
“Lunch will be served at Stuttgart. Speakers there
will include: Jacob Hartz of Stuttgart and Dr. J.E. LeClerc
Sr., chemist of the Bureau of Soils and Chemistry of the
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.”
Photos show: Walter Godchaux and Chikayoshi
Nakagura.
2124. Toit, J.J. du. 1934. Sowing chart for the Transvaal.
Farming in South Africa. 9(102):353-54. Sept.
• Summary: A two-page table, titled “Group ‘A’ Summer
Cereals,” includes the following: Maize, sorghums for grain
(kaffircorn), sunflowers, buckwheat, and linseed (flax).
For each crop is given (in vertical columns): Climatic
requirements, soil requirements, fertilizers per morgen,
variety recommended, time of seeding, rate of seeding (per
morgen), method of seeding, treatment, time of harvesting,
method of harvesting, yields (bags per morgen), rotations
(clockwise).
Soyabeans are mentioned twice in rotations with maize:
In the four-year rotation–”(3) Cowpeas or soyabeans without
fert.” [fertilizer]. In the five-year rotation–(3) cowpeas or
soyabeans without fert.
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Note: Clearly soyabeans are not an important crop
in South Africa at this time. Address: Lecturer in Field
Husbandry, Potchefstroom School of Africa.
2125. Kornfeld, Arnold. 1934. Die Bedeutung des Kaliums
fuer die Oelbohne [The importance of potash/potassium for
soy beans]. Ernaehrung der Pflanze (Die) 30(20):335-43.
Oct. 15. [40 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Potassium manuring increases the protein and
oil content of soya beans. Large applications tend to retard
maturity and increase the resistance of the plants to frost.
Deficiency of potassium causes leaf spotting, increases
transpiration, and restricts soil-water absorption. Note: The
author uses the term “Oelbohne” to refer to the soybean.
Address: Versuchsleiter, Aus der Versuchswirtschaft
der Siebenbuergisch-Saechsischen landwirtschaftlichen
Lehranstalt zu Mediasch (Medias), Romania.
2126. Pchalek, Fr. 1934. Zkusenosti s pestovanim soje na
Komarensku a jiznim Slovensku [The experience with
growing soybeans in the Komarno region and in southern
Slovakia]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec (Czech Farmer)
16(44):518-19. Nov. 2. [Cze]
Address: Ing., Komarno, Czechoslovakia.
2127. Torres Herrera, José M. 1934. El haba soya, su cultivo
y beneficio [The soybean, its culture and benefits]. Boletin de
Agricultura y Trabajo (Nicaragua Ministerio de Agricultura
y Trabajo) 6(54):24-26. Aug.; 6(55):6-8. Sept.; 6(56-57):612. Oct/Nov. 3a Epoca. [Spa]
• Summary: The article begins with the following: “In
previous editions of this bulletin we inserted various articles
concerning the cultivation of soya; however, given the
large importance of this legume, we decided to reprint this
article by José M. Torres Herrera from the Boletín Agrícola
of Medellín, Colombia” [April 1934. 8(189):1180-92]. The
soybean variety Brazilian Yellow can be obtained in Sao
Paulo for 10 cents gold at the most” (i.e., it is inexpensive).
Contents: Part I. Introduction. Climatological conditions
for different varieties. Soils appropriate for this crop.
Inoculation with bacteria. Preparation of the soil. Soya in
crop rotations.
Part II. Sowing the seeds. The work of cultivation.
Calculation of the cost of production for 6,400 square meters
(Data taken from the Palmira Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 1; the cost is $0.45 per arroba = ca. 25
lb). Soybean varieties (“Agriculturists interested in planting
this crop which has no equal, can obtain seeds free of charge
from the Pamira [sic, Palmira] Agricultural Experiment
Station or the Antioquia Agricultural Society [Sociedad
Antioqueña de Agricultores, Colombia]”). Production of
seeds. Yields of various varieties.
Part III. Harvesting and threshing of the grain. The uses
of soya (la soya). Utilization of the plant and seeds of the

soybean (de las habas soyas): The plants as hay, pasture,
green forage, ensilage, green manure. The seeds as whole dry
soybeans (habas secas, for making infant foods, flour, soup,
butter, diabetic foods and breads, cooked whole soybeans,
confections, health foods [alimentos para sano]: soymilk,
soybean roasts or steaks, soy sprouts. Breakfast foods:
Vegetable curd or cheese [cuajada o queso vegetal], soy
sauce, malted milk, soy coffee cakes, flour, livestock feed),
green vegetable soybeans (habas verdes), soy flour (harina
de habas), soy oil (aceite de habas). Soya as human food.
The composition of various legumes. Soy flour. Soy oil. Soy
milk (leche de soya): Nutritional comparison of soy milk
and cow’s milk, powdered soymilk, fermented soymilk, tofu
(queso soya), soy casein (Caseína). Whole dry soybeans:
Roasted soybeans (habas tostadas), soy coffee (café de
soya), soy chocolate (chocolate de soya). Green-seeded
soybeans (habas soyas verdes o legumbres): Soy sprouts, soy
sauces. Edelsoya (soy flour made by Berczeller). The value
of soy forage. Soybeans in mixtures with other crops. Green
manure. The concept of Dr. Uribe Echeverri, minister in
Brazil.
Note: No mention is made of soya in Nicaragua.
Address: Agrónomo Nacional de la Intendencia del Chocó
[Colombia].
2128. Wilkins, F.S.; Hughes, H.D. 1934. Effect of sudan
grass and of soybeans on yield of corn. J. of the American
Society of Agronomy 26(11):901-09. Nov. [22 ref]
• Summary: “Also, experimenters are in agreement that less
benefit to succeeding crops is to be expected when soybeans
are grown and the crop removed than when such crops as
red or sweet clover or alfalfa with larger root growths are
included in the rotation.
“This paper gives the yields of corn following sudan
grass and soybeans as compared with yields following oats
as check through a 14-year period at the Iowa Experiment
Station.” Address: Farm Crops Subsection, Iowa Agric. Exp.
Station, Ames, Iowa.
2129. Stitt, R.E. 1934. The effect of depth of planting on the
germination of soybean varieties. J. of the American Society
of Agronomy 26(12):1001-04. Dec.
• Summary: The researcher studied the relationship between
depth of seeding, soil type, soil temperature, and seed size
and their effects on the germination of the Habaro, Ito San,
and Illini varieties of soybeans.
He found a reduction of stand from seeding deeper
than 2 inches in a fine sandy loam and 1 inch in a clay soil
(upon which a surface crust can easily form). He obtained
satisfactory stands to depths of 4 inches in the loam and 2
inches in the clay soils.
Increasing the depth of planting caused a progressive
lengthening in the germination period.
“Germination at cool temperatures was slow and
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resulted in a reduction of the number of emerged seedlings.
“Smaller seeded varieties germinated in less time and
better at greater depths of seeding than the larger varieties.”
Habaro weighed 20.45 gm per 100 seed. Ito San
weighed 17.05 gm per 100 seed. Illini weighed 12.08 gm per
100 seed. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Massachusetts State
College, Amherst, Mass.
2130. Moegling, O. 1934. Die deutsch Oelbohne (Phaseolus
hispidus germanicus) [The German oilbean (soybean)].
Tropenpflanzer (Der) (Berlin) 37(1):12-17. [Ger]*
• Summary: A description of the cultivation of the soy bean
in Korea, It is not clear why the name Phaseolus hispidus
germanicus is used instead of the usual name, Soja hispida or
Glycine Soja.
2131. Suranyi, Janos. 1934. A hazai szojabab termesztes
ujabb adatai [Recent facts on national soybean cultivation].
Mezogazdasagi Kozlony (Agricultural Journal) 7(1):14-38.
[Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
2132. Suranyi, Janos. 1934. Szojatermesztesunk mai helyzete
[The current state of soybean cultivation in Hungary].
Koztelek (Common Ground) 44:791-. [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
2133. Verslagen van Veldproeven. B, Bemestingsproeven
(Landbouwkundige Institut). 1934. Bemestingsproef met
kedelee [Fertilization experiments with soybeans]. B. 500501. [Dut]*
2134. Delegación de los Servicios Hidráulicos del
Guadalquivir. 1934. Campos de experimentación
agrícola. Ensayos con la “Soja.” Laboratorio [Agricultural
experimentation fields. Trials with soybeans. And the
laboratory]. Sevilla, Spain. 89 p. [Spa]
• Summary: This Directorate of Waters, Delegation of
the Guadalquivir (Jefatura de Aguas de la Delegación
del Guadalquivir), has knowledge through lectures and
references of trials conducted in different regions with
the legume called ‘soy,’ whose products have numerous
applications, both agricultural and industrial. I endeavored
in late August 1932, while taking charge of the Delegation
of Hydrological Services of the Guadalquivir, to see that this
plant was tested at the Agricultural Experiment Fields that
this organization had established in Córdoba and Granada.
The tests began in 1933.
More than 20 years ago in Spain, soybean trials were
conducted with good results by the Count of San Bernardo
at his farm “El Alamillo,” located in Ecija (Sevilla). In 1910
the soybean was cultivated by the agricultural engineer Mr.
Noriega in Jerez (Cádiz) and even though the seeds were not
in good condition, the plant showed its excellent resistance

to drought. In 1917 the Spanish Consul in Shanghai, China,
made three varieties of soya available for testing. Nowadays
this plant is examined with care and curiosity, and later [p.
81-82] we shall say that what has been done by us at the
experiment field of Córdoba.
In 1933 the varieties Lorca and Laredo were tested,
and additional plantings of Laredo were done to test its use
as fodder and to gather its beans. In 1934 the soybean trials
were repeated, to test for both grain use and hay. Address:
Seville, Spain.
2135. Dimmock, F.; Kirk, L.E. 1934. Soybeans. Canada
Department of Agriculture (Ottawa), Pamphlet No. 155. 18
p. New Series. Revised in 1939 as Farmers’ Bulletin No. 80.
[1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the
soybean plant. Soil and climatic adaptation. Uses of soybean
seed: Soybean meal, soybean oil, soybean flour. Uses of the
soybean for forage and soil improvement. Varieties: Yields,
varietal adaptation, protein and oil content of seed, size of
seed, colour of seed, registration. Culture: Soil preparation,
time of seeding, inoculation of seed, method of seeding,
depth of seeding, cultivation, harvesting, threshing. Storage
and marketing of seed.
“The soybean gives every indication of becoming
a valuable addition to the field crops of Canada. Its
possibilities are being actively investigated in almost every
province of the Dominion, although production is so far
limited almost entirely to the Province of Ontario. The total
acreage for the Dominion in 1933 is estimated at 15,000
acres. Since the total acreage in 1929 was probably less than
1,000 acres the increasing interest in the soybean as a field
crop is fully evident.
“Present production of the soybean in Canada is chiefly
for seed, which, being extremely rich in protein and oil has
a high commercial value. The industrial uses for which it
can be utilized are numerous. The seed also has considerable
value on the farm for live stock feeding and, since the
soybean plant itself possesses a high nutritive value for
fodder, it is quite possible that as production increases the
crop may find its greatest use on the farm, rather than in
industry.
“The Dominion Department of Agriculture during the
past ten years has introduced and tested hundreds of varieties
and strains of soybeans from various parts of the world.”
“Since the soybean is comparatively new as a farm crop
in Canada this pamphlet is intended to give information
as to the characteristics of the soybean plant and seed;
its adaptation to soil and climatic conditions; the various
purposes for which soybeans are used; the most suitable
varieties that are available; and general instructions on how
the crop should be grown and handled.”
“Based upon results of tests conducted by the Dominion
Experimental Farms Branch, the following varieties
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are considered the best of those available at present for
production in Canada.” A table (p. 11) lists seven varieties;
for each is given the maturity and colour of the seed.
Manitoba Brown, very early, brown. Wisconsin Black, early,
black. Mandarin (Ottawa), medium early, yellow. Manchu
(Hudson), medium late, yellow (black hilum). O.A.C. No.
211, medium late, yellow. Manchu, late, yellow (black
hilum). A.K. (Harrow), very late, yellow (brown hilum).
Table 5 (p. 15) shows “Soybean hay and seed
production, 1933” for the six of the seven varieties
mentioned above in the following places: Nappan, Nova
Scotia; Fredericton, New Brunswick; Lennoxville, Quebec;
and Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island. At Fredericton,
New Brunswick, the soybeans, grown for seed, were
harvested from Sept. 21 to Oct. 12. The average plant height
ranged from 29 to 42 inches. The yield (in bushels per acre)
ranged from 29.8 for Mandarin (Ottawa) to 12.8 for Manchu.
At Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island the soybeans, grown
for seed, were all harvested on Oct. 31. The average plant
height ranged from 18 to 28 inches. The yield (in bushels
per acre) ranged from 24.7 for O.A.C. No. 211 to 19.2
for Manitoba Brown. Below this table we read: “Date of
seeding: Nappan, May 25; Fredericton, May 26; Lennoxville,
June 3; Charlottetown, June 6. Maturity of seed: Fredericton
and Charlottetown–Manitoba Brown and Wisconsin Black–
ripe; Mandarin–fairly mature; other varieties–immature.
Table 6 (p. 15) shows “Protein and oil content of
soybean seed” at 12% moisture for the same six varieties
in the following places: Ottawa, Ontario (averages, 4 years,
1929-1932); Harrow, Ontario (averages, 5 years, 19281932); Brandon, Manitoba; Calgary, Alberta; Avonport, Nova
Scotia; and Sidney, British Columbia. The last four locations
are for 1932 only. The highest protein content was 39.72%
for Manitoba Brown at Harrow.
Size of seed: A table (p. 16) lists the average weight in
grams of 1,000 seeds obtained from seed grown at Harrow
during a period of several years: Manitoba Brown 199,
Wisconsin Black 165, Mandarin 205, O.A.C. 211 225 (the
largest seeds), Manchu 185, A.K. 162.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2019)
concerning soybeans in New Brunswick province, Canada,
or the cultivation of soybeans in New Brunswick.
Note 2. This is also the earliest document seen (June
2019) concerning soybeans in Prince Edward Island, Canada,
or the cultivation of soybeans in Prince Edward Island.
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Prince Edward Island, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Prince Edward Island (6 June 1933). The source of these
soybeans was probably the Central Experimental Farm,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Mandarin (Ottawa).
Address: 1. Div. of Forage Plants, Dominion Experimental
Farms; 2. Dominion Agrostologist, Ottawa, Canada.

2136. Guerra, Guilherme. 1934. Relatório da Estaçao
Experimental do Bié: Vila Silva Pôrto 1928 a 1931 [Report
from the Experimental Station at Bié, Angola: Vila Silva
Pôrto, 1928-1931]. Boletim da Direccao dos Servicos de
Agricultura e Comercio 4(12-15):53-116. For Jan/Dec. 1931.
See p. 71, 74-75. [Por]
• Summary: Page 71 contains a list of legumes used for
green manure and soil enrichment (adubacao) introduced in
1930-31. The soybean (Soja; Soja hispida) is one of these,
introduced from France.
Page 74 states that soybeans, some acquired directly and
some furnished by the Direcçao de Serviços, were planted
on 5 March 1930 in small quantities (about 20 gm). They
yielded 80 gm of soybeans, the equivalent of 36 kg/ha. Also
discusses work with soybeans at the New Jersey Agricultural
Experiment Station, the work of Kircher with nodulation,
and the work of Trabut in Algeria.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2019) concerning soybeans in Angola, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Angola (or any Portuguese colony). This
document contains the second earliest date seen for soybeans
in Angola, or the cultivation of soybeans in Angola (1930).
The source of these soybeans was France.
Note 2. Abreu Velho and Gossweiler (1938) state: At
the experiment station of Policultura Planáltica at Bié, from
1928 to 1931, the soybean was one of the crops tested for
use as a green manure. A summary of the results is given
by the station’s director in this publication. Yet in this
1938 document we can find no mention of soybeans being
grown before March 1930. Address: Policultura Planaltica
Experiment Station at Bié, Angola.
2137. Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book. 1934. Tokyo, Japan:
Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book Co. 26 cm. First annual issue.
[Eng]
• Summary: Each year book is divided into two main parts:
Japan, and Manchoukuo. The Preface begins: “The far
reaching political and economic changes which have taken
place in the Far East within recent years have created the
need for a year book covering the Japanese Empire and
Manchoukuo [pronounced mahn-CHO-ku]. Especially to
be noted is the growing relationship between Japan and
Manchoukuo; hence any volume which discusses one,
without consideration of the other, would be incomplete.”
A table near the front gives “Weights, measures, and
moneys.” 1.80391 hectoliters = 1 koku = 5.11902 dry
bushels (USA). 1 yen = $0.4984 dollars (USA) = 2.583
French francs = 2.0924 German marks.
A large color map (2-page spread) shows Japan,
Manchoukuo, Chosen [Korea], Karafuto, and Taiwan–as well
as the railways in each country.
Page 360: A large table shows the yield (in koku per tan)
of 15 major Japanese crops, from 1904-08 to 1931–including
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rice, barley, naked barley, wheat, soya beans, red beans, etc.
The yield of soya beans increased from 0.77 in 1904-08 to
0.86 in 1930.
Page 364: A table shows the production (in hectoliters)
of beans, potatoes, and sweet potatoes in Japan from 1927 to
1931. For soya beans:
5.886 million hectoliters in 1927
5.370 million hectoliters in 1928
4.780 million hectoliters in 1929
5.473 million hectoliters in 1930
4.481 million hectoliters in 1931.
Production of red [azuki] beans in 1931 was 25.2% of
soya beans.
Pages 626-34: The chapter on Agriculture in
Manchoukuo begins: Widely different views are entertained
as to the possibilities of Manchoukuo as a field of
agricultural enterprises. Undoubtedly, they are immensely
greater than those of mountainous Japan or Korea, but to
liken them to those of the great agricultural regions found
in North and South America seems to have no ground. The
soil is not in general so rich, and in many places has been
much exhausted, nor is the area of arable land so extensive,
nor the climate so moderate. One great advantage it has had
over most other countries in Eastern Asia is the comparative
thinness of its population, but this advantage is fast being
diminished by the constant influx of Chinese immigrants
from the South. Taking all these things into consideration,
Manchoukuo is yet the most favored spot for agriculture
in the Far East, and its opportunities may well be termed
‘immense,’ which epithet is often met with in Japanese
publications on that country.
“The great mass of level land, extending over the whole
of Central Manchuria and comprising the basins of the Liao,
Sungari, Nonni, and Hulan, the productiveness of which can
compare favorably with any part of Japan or Korea, is by
itself as large as the whole of the Chosen Peninsula or of the
mainland of Japan,...” The forecast for soya bean production
in Manchoukuo in 1933 is 5.216 million metric tons.
Manchuria is divided into north and south. About half of the
total crop production is grown in each area.
Page 627: A table shows “Production of crops in
Manchoukuo, 1931.” For soya beans:
1.175 million metric tons in Mukden.
2.414 million metric tons in Kirin.
1.637 million metric tons in Heilungkiang.
5.227 million metric tons total.
Soya beans had the largest production of any crop in
the country in 1931, followed by kaoliang (4.497 mmt) then
millet (2.960 mmt).
Page 628: A large table gives “Crop output in
Manchoukuo,” 1922-1931. For soya beans:
3.088 million metric tons in 1922.
3.088 million metric tons in 1923.
3.448 million metric tons in 1924.

4.173 million metric tons in 1925.
4.775 million metric tons in 1926.
4.816 million metric tons in 1927.
4.834 million metric tons in 1928.
4.849 million metric tons in 1929
5.297 million metric tons in 1930.
5.227 million metric tons in 1931.
Page 629: A large table shows “Cultivated area in
Manchoukuo classified by crops, 1931. (Hectares).” For
Soya beans:
Mukden 960,030
Kirin 1,902,210
Heilungkiang 1,338,350
Total: 4,200,590 ha
Previous year 4,118,450. “In one of the publications
of the Chinese Maritime Customs” [The Soya Bean of
Manchuria, 1911, p. 6] we read: “But when the Manchurian
farmer pulls out the whole plant by the roots, or, having cut
the crop with his sickle, proceeds to cut up the roots with a
mattock for fuel, he is preventing the work of the bacillus
radicicola from bearing its fruit and depriving his land of the
provision made for it by nature. Thus, the soil in South-west
Manchuria, where agriculture has been carried on for 400
years, has been bereft of all vegetable and organic matter and
no longer bears harvests. The wonderful natural loaminess
of the soil in the newer regions further north–for instance, at
Shwangchengpu, where it is said that no manure is or ever
has been used by the farmers in the 40 years since the land
has been cultivated–this loaminess will assure good harvests
for many years to come; but in the course of time even the
richest soil will become exhausted, and to prevent such a
disaster steps should be taken to inform the ignorance of the
peasants who are at present deriving such great profits from
their crops. If they could be shown the value of the process
of ‘turning under’ the green bean plants after the harvest, the
fertility of the land might be preserved.”
Page 630: In this chapter on Agriculture, a section
on “Soya beans” appears on pages 630-34. Contents:
Introduction. Cultivation of soya beans. Different species.
Uses of the soya bean. Bean oil. Bean cake. Near the start
of the Introduction we read: It was the soya bean that
introduced Manchuria into world trade, “and it is still the
soya bean that makes Manchuria famous. So predominant
is the position of the soya bean and its products, bean oil
and bean cake, in the trade of Manchoukuo, that these three
articles now constitute nearly one-half the value of the entire
exports of the country. Sir Alexander Hosie called them, ‘the
Wealth of Manchuria.’ They are indeed the wealth of the
country, which has been growing ever since the time of Sir
Alexander, and is still growing. Without the ‘three articles,’
by which term [soya] beans, bean cake, and bean oil are
collectively called by the Japanese, the trade of Manchoukuo
would, at a stroke, shrink to one-half its present amount,
not only in export but most probably in import also, for
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experience has shown that Manchoukuo seldom buys more
than it sells.”
A large table (p. 630) titled “Soya bean output in
Manchoukuo: Classified according to districts” is divided
into South and North Manchuria. It shows how many metric
tons were produced in each district in 1931 and 1932.
On page 634 is a long, interesting discussion of:
“Kaoliang: Apart from its trade value, kaoliang or tall millet
may be considered even more important than soya beans,
in that it is the staple food of the native population, and the
principal grain food of the numerous animals engaged in the
farm-work and in the immense carrying trade of the three
provinces.
“Before soya beans attained their present importance,
half the total area of the cultivated land in Manchuria was
devoted to kaoliang, and a large amount of it was exported
to the provinces of China. Of late, however, the cultivation
of kaoliang has given place to that of [soya] beans in many
places, so that at present, in the northern part of South
Manchuria, where beans are cultivated most extensively,
about 50 per cent. of the whole cultivated area is devoted to
beans, and only 20 to 30 per cent. to kaoliang. It is said that
8 pounds of seed suffice to sow an acre of land, producing
in good years 10 to 12 cwt. [hundredweight] of grain. In a
bad year or on poor soil, only a third of this quantity will be
harvested. The crop is easily affected by climatic and soil
conditions, and for this reason its cultivation is confined
chiefly to Mukden Province, and in that province, too, it
does not grow well in the Liaotung Peninsula or in the
mountainous south-east.
“Kaoliang is not only used as a food-stuff for man and
beast in Manchoukuo, but the native spirit is also made out
of it. Nor are the grains the only useful part of it; the stalks
play a very important role in Manchoukuo. The outer leaf
layers, are woven into mats, so much required in the trade of
the country, for roofing ricks and packing loads of grain and
beans, and for numerous other purposes. The stalks are also
utilized for fencing, bridging, and housebuilding, and where
wood and coal are unobtainable or dear they are used for
fuel.
“Kaoliang spirit, extensively used in both Manchoukuo
and Mongolia, is colorless and transparent, and possesses
a strong flavor, which peculiarly appeals to the taste of the
natives.
“Kaoliang used to be an article of home consumption,
and its market outside Manchuria was at most confined to
China proper, but after the outbreak of the European War a
trial shipment was made to Europe as grain food for horses,
and being successful it has since continued to be exported.
It is also exported to Japan, and the demand for it there is
constantly increasing.”
2138. Kooperativno Sdrujenie “Vitaminoza.” 1934. Seite
soia! [Plant soybeans!]. Sofia, Bulgaria. [Bul]*

Address: Bulgaria.
2139. Lobanov, V.J. 1934. Dunganskaya soya [The Dungan
soybean]. Trudy po Prikladnoi Botanike, Genetike i Selektsii
(Bulletin of Applied Botany, Genetics and Plant Breeding,
Leningrad) No. 9. p. 85-86. Series A. [Rus]
• Summary: A brief description of this plant native to China
with notes on its properties and cultivation.
The soybean is considered to have been cultivated for
several thousand years in the countries of Eastern Asia:
China, Manchuria, Korea and Japan. In the last few years
enormous areas were allotted to soybeans in North America,
where it is sown as an oil and feed plant. Since 1924,
planting of soybeans has also increased quickly in the USSR.
It is sown here as an oil plant; seeds are supplied mainly
from China and Manchuria.
The question of the creation of different varieties,
adapted often to dry conditions, is a pledge of quick
development of this crop; because the discovery of the local
soybean we describe is considered more than a 60 year old
crop in southeastern Kazakhstan, doubtlessly it has colossal
value and a big future for the development of the soybean
crop in arid districts (raiony).
In 1870 one of the Chinese nationalities, the Dungan
(the Russian term for the Hui, China’s second largest
minority), resettled from Western China to the boundaries
of the Semirechenski oblast’. They brought with them many
varieties of soybeans, [a crop] that was unknown there at that
time. They began to grow soybeans in small quantities. In a
number of places this crop found a new homeland for itself,
but only among the Dungans themselves, who by rights
considered themselves good “cookery specialists.” Soybeans
didn’t transfer to the Russian settlements and Aborigine
population–Kazakhs and Kirghiz, because of the relative
isolation of the Dungan and the inability of Russians and
Kazakhs to cultivate the soybean, even to prepare food from
this plant.
Among these Dungan people soybeans have been
protected up to this time, true, only in a few settlements and
in very small quantities, in personal plots.
While taking part in an expedition, we visited the
Dungan settlements of Shor-Tiube and Karakuna, which are
located 60 km. from the city of Frunze, in the territory of
the Kurdaiskii district (raion) of the Kazakh ASSR. In the
territory of the Kirghiz ASSR we visited the settlement of
Aleksandrovskii, 30 km. from Frunze and the settlement of
Irdyk, 10 km. from Karakola, on the eastern shore of Lake
Issyk-kulia.
In the settlement of Irdyk, Dungans tried to cultivate
soybeans, but unsuccessfully. Late spring frosts, observed in
this district (raion) still in June, and drying winds, blowing
from Boanskii canyon, constantly destroyed the plantings
of soybeans. In the settlement of Aleksandrovskii, a local
soybean was cultivated earlier, but in the last 2-3 years, for
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some reason it hasn’t seeded and thus we weren’t able to
get seeds from there. Meanwhile natural conditions of this
district (raion) were favorable to the growing of soybeans
and in 1931 in a number of collective farms (kolkhozes),
imported soybeans gave [break in text] mostly greenish with
green seed-lobes. The fat in it, according to one analysis,
turned out to be 20-22%, boiling and taste of the Dungan
soy is better than Far-Eastern Manchurian selected varieties.
Separate bushes collected by us were very productive. There
were plants that had more than 454 beans. All the plants were
thickly covered with beans, and had a compact bush / shrub,
but it was very important during the reaping of the harvest.
The stalks were climbing and half climbing–there are even
specimens with straight ends of the stalks. All the plants are
quite covered with white or red little hairs. The height of
the plants is from 60 to 110 cm. The absolute weight of the
seeds is from 70-122 grams. The height of the attachment
of the first bean varies from 6 to 10 cm. The color of the
seeds varies from yellow to intense green, with yellow or
green seed-lobes. The form of the seed is flat, oval in length,
reniform (botanical term). The color of the hilum / scar
(commisure–botanical term) varies from light to dark brown,
with a darker thin border. A mosaic of light brown, weak,
diffused.
If we are to judge by individual samples that we
found, it is possible to say that the Dungan soybean has a
great productivity; this is evident by its good inclination to
intensive solar insulation and to the relatively low humidity
in the air in regions where it is now grown. The low boiling
point and good taste of the Dungan soybean, a sufficient
percent of fat, gives it the possibility to be chosen for wide
use because of these qualities for the growing of a highly
productive variety, accustomed to a continental climate and
in the first case for the growing of a valuable variety / species
for food. Our search is not yet over to continue in new
regions along the western border of China. Our collection
of Dungan soy is still growing with new valuable materials
from these regions.
Without a doubt, the soybean we found cultivated
in local land since 1870, after carrying out the selection
work, offers the basis for a wide spread of this culture in
Kazakhstan, Kirghizia and areas nearby; in these indicated
geographical areas the soybean doubtless is a very valuable
plant.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2008)
concerning soybeans in Kazakhstan, or the cultivation of
soybeans Kazakhstan. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Kazakhstan, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Kazakhstan (1870). The source of these
soybeans was the Hui / Dungan people of Western China.
Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Central Asia, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Central Asia (1870).
Note 3. China’s estimated 7.5 million Hui are

concentrated mainly in the Ningxia Hui Autonomous
Region in north central China bordering on Inner Mongolia.
However they are also perhaps the most “scattered ethnic
group in the country.”
“Speaking only Chinese, the Hui have so well
assimilated into Chinese society that they are almost
indistinguishable, except in dietary and religious aspects,
from the Han. Also called Chinese Muslims, they have a
strong sense of community, with the mosque serving as the
focus of communal life.”
“The Hui have produced many famous scientists
and literary and political figures, including Zheng He,
a well-known Ming navigator... Outside China Hui can
also be found in southeast Asia and Russia.” (Source: The
Encyclopedia of the Peoples of the World, ed. by Amiran
Gonen. 1993). Address: Zone Station of New Oil-yielding
Crops of southwestern Kazakhstan.
2140. Lochrie, J.V. 1934. Swaziland: Report on the work
of the Cotton Experiment Stations at Bremersdorp and
Ingwavuma for the season 1932-1933 and general review of
results to date. Empire Cotton Growing Corporation, Reports
Received from Experiment Stations (London) 1932-1933. p.
135-48. See p. 137, 144-45.
• Summary: Bremersdorp (named Manzini by 1992) is a
town in central Swaziland, and Ingwavuma is a town on the
border between Swaziland and Zululand.
Page 137 notes, under rotation crops for cotton, that “A
yellow soya, which is not affected by C.M.R. beetle [Cape
Mounted Rifle; the beetle has the same coloring as the horsemounted military group. Scientific name: Mylabris oculata],
has been most successful at Bremersdorf... Considerable
increases in yield of soyas were made by drilling in 15-inch
rows compared to 30-inch rows.”
Pages 144-45 note, under beans as a rotation crop for
cotton, that “On the Bremersdorp station, the most successful
have been Soya, Tepary... Four plots of soya beans were
planted, two at a row width of 2 feet 6 inches and two at 1
foot 3 inches the spacing in the rows being 4 inches in each
case. The closer rows gave definite increases, the average
yields for the two treatments being 1,415 lbs. per acre as
against 1,110 lbs.” Pests included Dysdercus and Heliothis
zea (the corn earworm).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in Swaziland, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Swaziland. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Swaziland, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Swaziland (by 1933). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. Address: Swaziland.
2141. Matveeff, G.N. 1934. [Varieties of soybeans in
Georgia]. Tblisi, Georgia: Georgian Press. 146 p. Scientific
Research Works, Series A, Issue No. 1. [51 ref. Geo]
• Summary: Table 1 (p. 8-9) shows the increase in the area
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planted to soybeans in Georgia from 1930 to 1933. Part 1
shows the area planted to soybeans only (“pure sowings”);
this value increased from 626 ha in 1930 to 1,653 ha in 1933.
Part II shows the mixed plantings converted to pure sowings;
this value decreased from 49,544 ha in 1930 to 28,878 ha in
1933. Part III shows the total planted area (pure + mixed);
this value decreased from 50,170 ha in 1930 to 30,531 ha
in 1933. Part 4 shows soybean area as a percentage of total
area; this figure decreased from 5.09% in 1930 to 3.05%
in 1933. A note (p. 9) explains that this table is based on
statistical data received from the Narcomzem (Agricultural
Department) of Georgia.
Page 10 states that in 1932 a soymilk manufacturing
plant was established in Tblisi. Page 11 states that soybeans
exported from the port of Batumi (Georgia, on the Black
Sea) to Germany and Denmark sold for ¼ to ½ to price of
soybeans purchased from Manchuria.
Table 2 (p. 12) shows soybean production in Georgia
in 1931 and 1932, and how these soybeans were utilized.
Soybean production was 10,760 tons in 1931, and 3,611 tons
in 1932. For the two years (respectively), 32.6% and 48.8%
were exported (outside the USSR), 21.2% and 22.5% were
exported to other countries inside the USSR, 27.9% and
2.6% were delivered to various organizations in Georgia for
use in making edible oils and confections.
Page 10 states that G. Struev [G. Sturua] (1882) gave the
names of some varieties he obtained from Japan. According
to G. Japardize, S. Timofeev, and E. Wuchino, soybeans were
introduced to Georgia during the 1870s.
Page 20 states: The first information about the soybean
in Russia was from the year 1874 (See G. Tupikova).
Address: Georgia.
2142. Mukai, Seizo. 1934. Manshû daizu oyobi sono seihin
[The soybean of Manchuria and its products]. Tokyo:
Iwamatsudo Shoten. xvii + 340 p. Illust. 28 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Part I: Introduction. The
position of soybeans in the world and in Manchuria.
Soybeans in Manchuria and Japan.
Part II: Soybeans: Outline, varieties, cultivation,
character, quality and appraisal, usage of soybeans,
packaging and shipping, demand of the production and
foreign trade (Manchuria, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, China,
South Pacific Ocean, Europe and USA), the custom of
selling and buying.
Part III: Soybean cake/meal and soybean oil. Outline,
varieties, method of production, quality and appraisal, usage
(Cake: Fertilizer, fodder, raw material for foods, for drugs,
and for the chemical industry. Table of soybean cake usage.
Oil: Table of soybean oil use), packaging and shipping (pulp
and oil), production, consumption, and trade (supply and
demand in Manchuria, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, China, South
Pacific and India, Europe and USA), the custom of selling
and buying.

Part IV: Remarks. Bibliography.
Appendix: Table of equivalents in Manchuria, money
system, rate of exchanging money, about the money the
Central bank makes in Manchuria, money exchange, amount
of exporting, soybean and soybean cake/meal related
exchange rate table, important Japanese & Manchurian
market weight and volume exchange rates, general or
Manchurian abbreviation of words.
Photos, charts & graphs: 21 such items are described.
Address: Manchuria.
2143. Rakhovich, M.Z. ed. 1934. Kukuruza, sorgo, soia
(mekhanizatsiia vozdelyvaniia) [Corn, sorghum, soybeans
(mechanized cultivation)]. Rostov na Donu: AzovoChernomorskoe Kraevoe Knigoizdatel’stvo. 96 p. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
2144. Societate Anon. Pentru Cultura si Exportul Semintelor
Oleaginoase. 1934. Cultura fasolei soia [Soybean
cultivation]. Bucuresti (Bucharest), Romania. [Rom]*
2145. Arnold, Gerald D. 1935. Dehydrating apparatus. U.S.
Patent 1,988,677. Jan. 22. 10 p. Application filed 1 March
1930. 4 drawings.
• Summary: It can be used for dehydrating or drying whole
“soy beans.”
Note: Soy is mentioned only once in this patent.
Address: Galesville, Wisconsin.
2146. Arnold, Gerald D. 1935. Dehydrating process. U.S.
Patent 1,988,678. Jan. 22. 9 p. Original application filed 1
March 1930. Divided and this application filed 25 March
1931.
• Summary: Can be used for dehydrating / drying whole
soybeans. Address: Wauwatosa, Wisconsin.
2147. Ralston Purina Co. 1935. Soybeans: A cash crop. St.
Louis, Missouri. 10 p. Prepared by E.F. Johnson. Jan. 23 cm.
• Summary: This booklet (also prepared by E.F. Johnson)
is somewhat similar to that titled “Soybeans for beginners,”
published by Ralston Purina in March 1934. Contents:
Map of the Midwest showing the company’s soybean
processing plants in St. Louis, Missouri, Lafayette, Indiana,
and Circleville, Ohio. “Our soybean mills located to serve
you best.” Introductory message from J.H. Caldwell, VicePresident of Ralston Purina Co. (15 Jan. 1935, St. Louis,
Missouri). Soybeans–A cash crop: Introduction, three
outstanding reasons for great interest in soybeans this year
(1) Year-round cash market now established. (2) Chinch
bugs leave soybean alone. (3) Soybeans can be planted on
corn-reduction acres. Established markets necessary for
expansion. Soybeans are an easy crop to grow: Seedbed
preparation most important operation (weeds, stand,
yield), a simple prescription for a good seed bed. Varieties
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recommended for commercial production (Dunfield,
Manchu, Illini), recommended new varieties (Mandell,
Scioto, Manchuria, Mukden. Note: Virginia, Wilson,
Ebony, Pekwa and Kingwa are not recommended due to
low oil content and less attractive meal). Growing soybeans
commercially: Inoculation, solid or row seeding, rate of
seeding, date of seeding, don’t plant too deep, cultivation.
Harvesting: Combine method recommended, grain binders
used in many sections, mowing machine and windrower
preferred by some growers, use regular grain separator for
threshing. Yield of grain (“Soybeans will yield from 20 to 40
bushels to the acre... Yields of 40 to 45 bushels per acre are
not uncommon in Illinois”). Storing and marketing soybeans:
Sell through your local elevator, value of meal and oil
determines price of soybeans. Future outlook for soybeans in
U.S.: Introduction, increased acreage next year anticipated,
wide diversity of use of soybean products: Flour, soybean
oil meal, soybean oil, other uses (milk, cheese [tofu] bean
sprouts, flavoring sauce, substitutes for coffee and peanuts).
Using soybeans to check chinch bug movement. A soybean
program. Ad: Use the products that make a market for your
soybeans: “Three Purina soybean processing plants are
located in the heart of the Soy Belt...” Soybean oil meal is
used in Purina Chows.
Photos show: (1) E.F. Johnson (facing p. 1). (2) The
7-story Purina Mills plant at Circleville, Ohio, “complete
with new modern soybean processing machinery” (p. 6).
Purina Mills plants at Lafayette, Indiana, and St. Louis,
Missouri (p. 7).
“Future outlook for soybeans in U.S.: Previous to 1934,
4,000,000 bushels was the largest amount of soybeans to be
processed from a single crop. At least 9,000,000 and possibly
10,000,000 bushels of the 1934 crop will be processed into
meal and oil... We predicted last year that the reduction in
cotton-seed meal through the passage of the Bankhead Bill
would result in a big increase in demand for soybean meal
and in higher prices on soybeans. Both of these predictions
have already been proven. The big increase in soybean meal
this year still is far short of supplying the loss in cottonseed
meal.” Address: St. Louis, Missouri.
2148. Wang, Sheo. 1935. Effect of length of row, number
of replications, and frequency of checks on the accuracy of
soybean experiments under the environmental conditions of
Nanking, China. College of Agriculture and Forestry (Univ.
of Nanking, China), Bulletin No. 32. 10 p. Jan. New Series.
[8 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Note that this paper concerns the accuracy of
soybean experiments (in small plots) rather than commercial
soybean production. So, for example:
“2. The greatest reduction in the percentage of probable
error was obtained when the row length was increased from
eight to sixteen feet and small reductions were obtained
when the length of row was increased from sixteen to

twenty-four and twenty-four to thirty-two feet.
“3. The greatest reduction in the percentage of probable
error was obtained when the number of replications was
increased from one to four, and slight reductions were
obtained when the number of replications was increased
from four to seven, or seven to nine.” Address: Prof. of Plant
Breeding, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Nanking, China.
2149. Turner, F. 1935. Soya beans and soya bean oil. Oil and
Colour Trades Journal (London) 87(1894):311, 313-14. Feb.
1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soya plant. The
plant as a fertiliser (and green manure; enormous quantities
of “soya bean cake are used as fertilisers for the sugar
plantations of Southern China and rice fields of Japan”).
Analyses of beans. Extraction of the oil. Crushing by AngloAmerican press. Solvent extraction processes. Separation of
proteins. The protein and paints. Lecithin. The oil. As a paint
oil. Fatty acids compared. Hydrogenated oil.
Blowing of a stand oil is claimed to improve its drying
properties. Address: England.
2150. Sessous, M. 1935. Neue Kulturpflanzen? [New crop
plants?]. Mitteilungen fuer die Landwirtschaft 50(12):25354. March 23. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean is the main plant discussed,
including cultural and climatic demands, nutritional
composition, varieties, time of planting, and harvest.
Address: Giessen.
2151. Guerpel, H. de. 1935. La culture du soja en Normandie
[Soya culture in Normandy]. Revue de Botanique Appliquee
et d’Agriculture Tropicale 15(163):186-88. March. [1 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: The author has conducted soybean trials in
Basse-Normandie for use as grain, forage, and green manure.
One farmer reports a yield of green forage of 30,000 to
35,000 kg/ha during the dry season of 1934. The general
opinion is that the soybean deserves considerable attention in
France. Address: Ingenieur Agricole, Chateau de Plainville
pres Mezidon (Calvados).
2152. MacConkey, C.A. 1935. Soybeans. Ottawa, Canada:
Div. of Research Information, National Research Council,
Ottawa. 93 p. March. 28 cm. [152 ref]
• Summary: A very important and interesting report. In 1932
the first two sections of this report were prepared; in 1934
the third section was added in order to bring it up to date.
Contents: Summary of Part I. Summary of Part II. Summary
of Part III. Part I (p. 14): Cultivation, utilization and trade.
Introduction. Cultivation: Varieties, differences, maturity,
hardiness, color of bean, climate, soil, seeding, harvesting.
Production of oil and cake. Applications: Introduction,
the plant (forage, hay, pasturage, silage, soilage, straw,
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soil improvement and fertilizer), the bean (grain, flour,
soy sauce, bean curd [tofu], vegetable beans, other uses),
the cake (cattle feed, flour, fertilizer, other uses), the oil
(general, the soap industry, the paint and varnish industry, the
food industry). The soybean industry in the United States:
Importance of the crop, history and development (incl. Henry
Ford who is said to have 10,000 acres under cultivation),
standards (classes of soybeans), production of oil and cake,
consumption of soybean oil, export trade in soybeans.
Statistics of world trade: Beans (production, exports, imports
[statistics, pre-war average {1909-13} + 1926-1931 for
Germany, Japan, Denmark, UK and British Empire countries,
Dutch East Indies, Sweden, Italy, Formosa, and Holland],
consumption [net imports], prices), oil (production, exports,
imports, consumption, prices), cake (production, exports
and imports). Statistics of the German oil seed industry:
Oil seeds in Germany [by far the world’s largest soybean
importing country and largest European producer of soybean
oil] (imports and exports), vegetable oils (production,
consumption and value), oil cake and meal (production,
imports, exports, consumption and relative values), soybean
experiment stations in Germany.
Part II (p. 56): Development in Canada. The difference
between growing soybeans for forage and for seed.
Present status of soybean cultivation in Canada. The
future for soybeans on the Prairies. Extent of Canadian
Experimentation. Varieties suitable for Canada. The climates
of Manchuria and Canada. Planning the development of
soybeans in Canada. Consumption of vegetable oils in
Canada by industries. Consumption of oil cakes in Canada.
Firms engaged in the soybean industry in Canada. Casein in
Canada.
Part III (p. 69): Survey of the Literature, 1931-34.
Cultivation. Green manure. Breeding. Germination of
seeds. Diseases and parasites. Soil. Manufacture of oil cake.
Composition of the soybean. Properties and composition
of soybean oil. Feedstuffs. Edible products. Detection in
food (e.g. detection of soybeans in wheat flour, pasta, meat
products, etc.). Inedible products. Economics. Table (p.
79-80)–Imports of soy products into Canada: Soy sauces
(1931-1933), edible peanut and soyabean oil, peanut and
soyabean oil for the manufacture of soap and peanut oil for
canning fish, soybeans, soyabean cake and soyabean meal
for use exclusively in the manufacture of cattle food and of
fertilizers. References (102). Other references (Nos. 103117). References not consulted (35).
The section titled “Development in Canada” (p. 56-62)
states: “Soybeans are at present being grown for seed on a
commercial scale in southern Ontario, chiefly in Kent and
Essex Counties [the Niagara Peninsula]. Prior to 1931 the
acreage under soybeans was about 1000 or 1500. The efforts
of persons interested in establishing oil mills increased this
to about 5000 in 1931 and to 6000 or 7000 in 1932. The
average yield of seed has been about 23 bushels per acre,

which is quite equal to yields in the U.S., while another
variety, the A.K., has yielded at the rate of nearly 40 bushels
per acre during a six-year test at Harrow, Ontario.”
“T.B. Macaulay, President of the Sun Life Assurance
Company of Canada has been experimenting for a number of
years on the growing of soybeans in the hopes of being able
to make the western farmer more free from his dependence
on wheat, and believes that he is near to discovering suitable
varieties...
“A statement appearing in the Montreal Financial Times
(Nov. 18, 1932) reports that a number of varieties introduced
from Urbana [Illinois] and tried in various parts of Alberta
made an excellent growth of forage...
“The work being carried out at T.B. Macaulay’s
experiment farm at Hudson Heights, Quebec, is particularly
worthy of mention. Here the testing of varieties has been in
progress for 8 years. Mr. Macaulay’s method of approaching
the problem consists in obtaining samples of hitherto untried
varieties from the most northerly regions where soybeans
grow and the earliest varieties from Asia and elsewhere...
Mr. Macaulay has a new variety which he calls Toyanaga.
It matures 5 days to a week earlier than the variety called
Manchu, which is being grown to a small extent in southern
Ontario.”
“Varieties suitable for Canada: Besides O.A.C. 211
which is the one outstanding variety that has shown itself
suitable for cultivation in Canada albeit only in southern
Ontario, a number of other varieties have been tried and
experimented with such as Mandarin, Manchu, Wisconsin
Black, Quebec 92, Quebec 537, Early Yellow, Early Brown,
and Manitoba Brown, but none of these have been very
satisfactory.”
Table 29 (p. 60) gives a summary of current (1932)
Canadian experiments with soybeans: Ontario Agricultural
College (Guelph), grown for 39 years (i.e. since 1893), tested
125 varieties. Dominion Experimental Farms (Ottawa and
Harrow, Ontario), 9 years, 100 varieties. Macdonald College
(Quebec), 20 years, 16 varieties. Manitoba Agricultural
College (Winnipeg), 10 years, 12 varieties. University of
Alberta, Edmonton, 3 years, 7 varieties. Brooks (Canadian
Pacific Railway Irrigation Experimental Station, Alberta),
unknown number of years and varieties. Pointe Platin
(Quebec, by J. deLothinière [deLothiniere]), unknown
number of years and varieties. Hudson Heights (Quebec,
by T.B. Macaulay), 8 years, 100 varieties. University of
Saskatchewan, 10 years, 25 varieties.
Page 65 lists “Firms Engaged in the Soybean Industry
in Canada.” The Soy Bean Oil and Meal Co-operative
Company of Canada, Ltd., Chatham, Ontario; Canadian
Soyabeans Ltd., Milton, Ontario; The Vitone Co., Hamilton,
Ontario; Dominion Soya Industries, 355, Place Royale,
Montreal, Quebec.
Note 1. In Shepherd’s City of Chatham (Ontario)
Directory 1934-35 (p. B-166) we read: “Soyabean Oil &
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Meal Co-operative Co Ltd, G E Biles, mgr, Colborne n, w
cor Adelaid.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2010)
that mentions Dominion Soya Industry, Ltd. (Montreal,
Quebec, Canada) in connection with soybeans.
Table 33 (p. 67) gives “Consumption of oilseed cake and
meal in Canada” for the calendar years 1926 to 1931. Figures
(taken from Trade in Canada) are given for cottonseed,
linseed, palm nut, soya and total. Consumption of soya cake
and meal (in tons) were: 200 in 1926 (0.6% of total); 680 in
1927; 560 in 1928; 1,560 in 1929 (5.0% of the total); 1,190
in 1930; and 2,500 in 1931. The value in dollars role from
$8,000 in 1926 to about $50,000 in 1931. Apparently all of
this soyabean cake and meal was imported.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soyabean meal” to refer
to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: Div. of Research
Information, National Research Council, Canada.
2153. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1935. Soy beans–
Limitations under local conditions. 43(4):429. April 1. (Dep.
of Agriculture, Brisbane).
• Summary: Notes on the disappointing trials in New South
Wales. Address: Australia.
2154. Dodd, D.R.; Pohlman, G.G. 1935. Some factors
affecting the influence of soybeans, oats, and other crops on
the succeeding crop. West Virginia Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 265. 23 p. April. [13 ref]
• Summary: Effects of soya-bean residues on subsequent
crops are examined, and ascribed mainly to their influence on
the nitrate content of the soil. Sufficient time (not less than 3
weeks) should be allowed after the removal of the soya beans
for the supply of available nitrogen to recover. Alternatively,
a nitrogen fertilizer may be applied at the time of sowing.
Address: Morgantown, West Virginia.
2155. Hopkins, E.W. 1935. The effect of long and short day
and shading on nodule development and composition of the
soybean. Soil Science 39(4):297-321. April. One plate at end.
[36 ref]
• Summary: Plants exposed to short day periods had high
starch and nitrogen contents whether the nitrate supply was
high or low. With advancing age, accumulation of starch in
low-nitrate plants increased and the nitrogen constituents
contained a larger proportion of simpler compounds. Plants
grown under long-day conditions had lower starch and
nitrogen contents, notably in stems. With a low nitrate
supply such plants showed declining carbohydrate and
increasing nitrogen contents with advancing age. Shaded
plants contained less carbohydrate and more nitrogen than
the unshaded. The weight of nodules produced relative to the
total weight of plants was decreased by high nitrate supply,
short days, and shading. Address: Hull Botanical Lab., Univ.

of Chicago, Illinois.
2156. Orcutt, F.S.; Wilson, P.W. 1935. The effect of nitratenitrogen on the carbohydrate metabolism of inoculated
soybeans. Soil Science 39(4):289-96. April. [10 ref]
• Summary: Low nitrate in the nutrient reduced the level of
soluble sugars in the plant sap, probably as a result of protein
formation. Intermediate nitrate stimulated photosynthesis and
increased nodulation and nitrogen fixation. Higher nitrate
decreased the sugar level in the sap, since photosynthetic
capacity, under these conditions, became the limiting
factor in protein formation. Nodules were fewer and
smaller. Address: Depts. of Agricultural Bacteriology and
Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of Wisconsin.
2157. Peterhaensel, Kerle W.D. 1935. Ergebnisse der
Sojabohnenversuche, 1934 [Results of soybean trials, 1934].
Mitteilungen fuer die Landwirtschaft 50(19):407-08. May
11. English-language summary in Herbage Abstracts. Sept.
1935, p. 232. [Ger]
• Summary: On the basis of 91 trials conducted under
exceptionally good weather conditions in 9 regions in all
parts of Germany, the government considers it inadvisable to
recommend the growing of soybeans on a large scale for the
present, although the possibility of their cultivation in certain
regions has been demonstrated. The different varieties have
been found to vary greatly in time of ripening, yield, and
nutritive value, and here improvement should be available
through breeding. Trials are to be continued.
The minimum total amount of warmth required for
ripening [soybean] seed is 2,446.9ºC. This minimum may
be spread over a period more or less short, and this is where
choice of variety, whether early or late, is of importance.
Address: Reichsunterabteilungsleiter.
2158. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1935. The
possibilities for soybeans. 46(5):264. May.
• Summary: Mr. W.D. Kerle, H.D.A., Special Agricultural
Instructor, has written the introduction to a leaflet on
soybeans, which is available, free of charge, from the NSW
Department of Agriculture, Box 36A, G.P.O., Sydney. He
notes that soybeans have long been a staple food in many
East Asian countries.
During the past 20 years in New South Wales, many
varieties have been introduced and numerous field trials have
been conducted throughout the state.
“The results, in the main, have been disappointing,
however, and efforts to establish soybeans as a commercial
crop have met with little success. The growth has been
erratic–at times luxuriant but more often medium to
poor–while grain yields, chiefly as a result of poor seed
due primarily to some unfavourable climatic influence,
have been low.” Another reason for poor results appears
to be the absence in local soils of the particular bacteria
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association with the growth of root nodules on the plants.
This is confirmed by recent experiments at the New England
Experiment Farm, Glen Innes, where commercial inoculum
from the United States increased seed yields by 6 bushels /
acre over seed not inoculated.
Also discusses use of soybeans for green manure and
fodder purposes, and as human food.
Rabbits and hares have a special fondness for soybeans
in their younger stages of growth, and it is futile to attempt
to grow them unless they are well netted in areas where these
pests are prevalent.
2159. Bowdidge, Elizabeth. 1935. The soya bean: Its
history, cultivation (in England), and uses. London: Oxford
University Press. xii + 83 p. Foreword by Sir John T. Davies
(Director, Ford Motor Co., Ltd.). Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. The soya bean
in the East: Europe, United States, Canada. 3. Description
of the plant: Results of experiments in England, the
1934 experiment in Essex, yields from the four varieties,
description of the four varieties, composition of English
and other varieties. 4. Culture of the soya bean: Soil
requirements, inoculation of the seed, preparation of soil,

rates of seeding, sowing seed, cultivation, fertilizers,
harvesting the crop, threshing, storage, yields in various
countries, soya bean prices. 5. Soya bean hay: Feeding
values, time of cutting, soya straw, soya in the mixed crop
(in mixed cropping plans with sorghum, maize, etc.). 6.
Soya beans for soil improvement. 7. By-products of the soya
bean: Oil and its uses, notes on experiments in breeding for
oil, methods of extraction, soya cake and meal, results of
comparative feeding tests. 8. Food products of the soya bean.
This book describes the successful introduction and
cultivation of soybeans in England. The Foreword notes (p.
v): “In past years no sustained effort has been made to grow
the plant on a large scale in England. The Royal Agricultural
Society devoted several years to experiment at Woburn, but
in 1914 they reported that the plant was quite unsuitable for
growth in this country as it required more warmth than could
be obtained here. The British Board of Agriculture reported
in 1916 that ‘the Japanese and Manchurian varieties hitherto
tested cannot be relied upon to produce seed in this country.”
In the Preface (p. ix) Ms. Bowdidge acknowledges:
“That very able and unique work The Soybean, by
Messrs. Piper and Morse, has been my principal source of
information.”
“Efforts to introduce the [soy] bean to English
agriculture were begun in 1909 and given up in 1914, and
except for the work of Mr. J.L. North nothing further has
been done” (p. 9).
The section titled “Results of experiments in England”
(p. 15-17) states: “One of the first attempts to acclimatize the
soya bean in England began in 1914 at the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Regents Park, when it was shown by Mr. North that
certain varieties could be ‘advanced’ sufficiently to produce
a mature crop towards the end of September. Many years
devoted to careful selection of seed from the varieties in
his collection had resulted in several early strains. In 1928,
a hybrid was received from Canada which, on passing the
experimental stage, was planted out on a number of small
plots in various parts of the country. It proved to be a very
reliable cropper and matured earlier than any of the sixty
varieties previously under test. Planted in the first week
in May it was harvested at the beginning of September,
and reports of good results came from Middlesex, Essex,
Berkshire, Oxfordshire, and Hampshire.
“The largest experimental test ever conducted in this
country took place in 1933 at Boreham, Essex, when fortyseven different varieties of the soya bean originating from
North America, Canada, Manchuria, and Japan were grown
under observation. The selection included four varieties
which had been acclimatized by Mr. North. Mr. North was
engaged to supervise operations, and 50 lb. of his special
seeds was purchased. The results obtained were most
interesting.”
“There is no doubt at all that the four varieties
acclimatized by Mr. North were a great success; two reached
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maturity on September 1st and two on September 6th. In
many cases plants bearing between 300 and 400 seeds were
harvested.”
“It has been found by Mr. North in the course of more
than twenty years’ study of the subject, mainly with foreign
beans grown in various parts of the country, that no variety
of soya bean has any chance of success in England unless it
matures in less than 100 days in America. Varieties requiring
this length of time in America need nearly a month more
in this country and, owing to our colder spring weather, no
advantage is gained by earlier sowing. Mr. North’s seeds
require 124 to 127 days to reach maturity in England but, if
grown in America, they would only require 85 to 90 days.
The section on “The 1934 Experiment in Essex” (p.
17-23) notes: “The result of the 1933 experiment was so
encouraging that it was determined that a further attempt
should be made in 1934 to ascertain whether it would be
possible to grow the plant profitably as a field crop and, with
this in view, a field of nearly 20 acres was specially prepared
for the acclimatized seeds from the 1933 crop.”
Joseph Bramah, an English engineer, invented the
hydraulic press in 1796, leading to a “great advance in the
oil-extraction industry.” All “old methods in the western
world immediately gave place to the new appliance.”
More recently the method of solvent extraction has been
developed; it is now used throughout the world and removes
nearly all the oil from the seeds (p. 69).
“There is plenty of evidence as to the efficiency of soya
meal in live-stock feeding, yet it does not appear to be used
in this country as widely as its feeding value merits. The
prejudice formed when it was first introduced in England as
dairy food seems still to exist. It was thought at that time that
the use of the meal might affect the taste of milk and butter;
but, although this was disproved later, England remains a
small user” (p. 72).
Food products of the soya bean (p. 80-83): “It is
unfortunate that the inherent conservatism of English people
to anything new has been the cause of past failures to
popularize soya bean food products for consumption in this
country. The bean contains iron, magnesium, calcium, and
other mineral salts; phosphorus in the form of lecithin makes
it valuable in cases of nervous disorders...
“Soya ‘sprouts,’ which have been grown and used for
centuries in the East, have recently been introduced as a
green vegetable. The beans gathered before ripe and prepared
in the same manner as green peas are a very satisfactory
vegetable and the dried beans, if soaked for forty-eight
hours, may be cooked like haricot or butter beans and make a
most delicious and nutritious vegetable dish.”
There is no doubt that soybean products are gradually
becoming established in Western countries. We sometimes
eat soybeans without knowing it. “The bean, when
properly prepared by roasting, makes an excellent cereal
beverage which looks, smells, and tastes like coffee; a

sauce, appropriately seasoned with spices, is the so-called
‘Worcester Sauce’, and soya soups made from the bean taste
like beef extract. During the late war, when Germany found
herself on the verge of starvation, glutamic acid, produced
from the soya bean, was used in German hospitals to form
the basis of beef-tea, and it is said that the ground bean also
was used at that time for the making of bread. Soya bread,
made from properly prepared flour, is obtainable in England
and is stated to be of high nutritive value” (p. 81).
Soya flour has long been used in foods for diabetic
persons requiring a low starch diet. “The flour contains more
protein and fat, and less carbohydrates than ordinary cereal
flours, and a certain variety manufactured in England is
stated by the proprietors to contain 42 per cent. protein and
20 per cent. fat, having good keeping qualities, 0.13 per cent
lecithin phosphoric acid and the vitamins A, B, D, and E.
There are many food products on the London market under
the names that conceal their soya bean origin. Just before
the late war [World War I] an enterprising English firm was
making great strides with soya products. Vegetable butter,
biscuits, cocoa, milk chocolates and other confectionery,
cream, cakes, bread, &c., proved quite a success until a wartime embargo placed upon the importation of soya beans
put a stop to the business; the organizers eventually went to
America!” (p. 82).
The author concludes (p. 83): “The soya bean is by far
the most valuable of all known beans and our farmers ought
to make a serious effort to grow it. It has already been shown
that the acclimatized bean will grow in this country, and if
crops can be raised profitably and on a commercial basis, a
service will be rendered both to the farmer himself and to the
country.”
Excellent photos show (see p. xiii): (1) A typical
example of the soya bean plant grown at Boreham, County
of Essex, in 1933. (2) The soya bean plant in full maturity.
(3) Bags of English acclimatized soya beans harvested on
Fordson Estates, Boreham, Essex, in 1933. Left to right:
Brown ‘C,’ yellow ‘J,’ black ‘O,’ and green ‘Jap.’ (4) A
sturdy specimen of the ‘Jap’ soya bean plant grown at
Boreham, Essex in 1934. (5) The ‘J’ variety. (6) The ‘O’
variety (for hay) at the seed stage. (7) Aerial view of the soya
bean field as it appeared on 29 Aug. 1934. (8) Soya beans
inoculated the previous day being fed into the horse-drawn
drill prior to sowing. (9) A man seated on an ordinary horsedrawn grain-drill, planting soya beans in rows wide enough
to enable cultivation later on. (10) Six men stooping in a
field, planting small quantities of different varieties of soya
beans by hand in 30-inch rows. (11) A man walking beside
a horse pulling a cylindrical roller, which helps to give the
seeds a better growth and even stand. (12) Harvesting soya
beans with a reaper and binder pulled by a tractor. (13)
Threshing soya beans in 1934 with a mechanical ‘Ruston’
Thresher; many beans were split. (14) Loading sacks of soya
beans onto an open-bed truck for conveyance to storage
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barns. (15) The first English rick of soya hay, grown in 1933.
(16) Baled and trussed soya bean straw being ricked; a man
is shouldering a bale atop the rick with a ladder propped
against one side. (17) Heated cakes of crushed soya beans
ready for hydraulic pressing at Erith Oil Mills, Ltd. (18)
Soya bean cakes, after leaving the press, are passed through
a paring machine where the edges are trimmed at Erith Oil
Mills. Address: England.
2160. Gay, H. 1935. La culture et les usages du soja [The
cultivation and uses of the soybean]. Revue de Botanique
Appliquee & d’Agriculture Tropicale 15(165):309-24. May;
15(166):447-53. June. [15 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Geographical area and
climatic requirements. The plant and its varieties: Taxonomy,
anatomy, physiology. Soybean cultivation: Place in the crop
rotation, preparation of the soil, manure and fertilizer, sowing
(the seeds, time of sowing, details of sowing), vegetation
and the points of [crop] maintenance / management, harvest
(of seeds, of forage), grain storage, yields (of seeds in kg/ha
{3,500 in Manchuria, 2,700 in China, 1,700 in France, 1,200
in Japan}, of forage in quintals/ha {in America they range
from 163 to 168}), enemies. Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg.
Technology of soya: Soymilk (production, properties,
uses), soy cheeses (Fromages de soja, called “tofu” in Asia),
soy oil and cake, soy flour and products made from it (bread,
rusks {biscottes}, cakes, and pancakes {galettes}). Soya as
livestock feed: Soya forage, soya hay, soymilk for calves,
soybeans seeds and cake.
Economic data: Hectares planted to soya in 192930: Northern China and Manchuria (11,800,000), USA
(500,000), Japan and Korea (400,000), Russia (300,000),
Sunda or Soenda Isles (100,000 ha);
Note: The Iles de la Sonde are the islands of the Malay
Archipelago divided into two groups: (1) Greater Sunda
Islands, comprising Java, Sumatra, Borneo, Celebes, and
adjacent islands; (2) Lesser Sunda Islands, comprising the
chain of islands east of Bali to and including Alor and Timor,
but not Wetar.
Exports of soya from China in 1929-30 (in tons): To
Japan 1,700,000, to Europe 1,500,000, to southern China
600,000, to the Netherlands Indies [Indonesia] 100,000, to
other countries 100,000. Address: France.
2161. Notes and Queries. 1935. [Soya beans]. 168:398. June
8. 14th Series. [Eng]
• Summary: “The Oxford University Press are publishing
this season a book on ‘The Soya Bean: Its History,
Cultivation and Uses,’ by Elizabeth Bowdidge. Experiments
have shown that this bean can be grown as a field crop in
Great Britain, and within recent years it has proved a success
in the United States. The author discusses its use as a soil
improver for the benefit of succeeding crops. It is not like
flax, which, though an essential commodity in England, was

for many years in bad repute as an impoverisher of the soil,
and consequently had, as Fuller complained in his ‘Worthies
of England,’ to be procured from foreign countries. In the
East Soya beans have long been used both as human food
and as green fodder, and they are an ingredient in sauces
familiar with us [such as Worcestershire]. They should
prove a valuable addition to the food we can procure at
home, which since the war has been a subject of frequent
comment.” Address: England.
2162. Wall Street Journal Chicago Bureau. 1935. Active
thresher sales expected by leading farm tool makers: soy
bean combine offered–demand is active for binders, mowers
and tractors. Wall Street Journal. June 14. p. 2.
• Summary: “Larger Soy Bean Harvest Foreseen: Indicated
increase in soy bean acreage this year should stimulate
combine sales. Some of the companies are meeting the
peculiarities of soy bean harvesting by offering modern
combines which are built especially for the harvesting of
this product. Due to the late start in corn planting, especially
in the southern half of the belt, it is very likely that many
farmers will switch to soy beans, thereby eliminating the fear
of an early frost which always overhangs corn growing when
the plant gets a tardy start.
“One of the few active farm equipment sales spots last
year was that section around Decatur, Illinois, where soy
beans are grown in abundance. Increased industrial use of the
soy bean together with its employment on the farm as fodder
have resulted in a sharp bulge in production of the plant.”
2163. Wilkins, F.S.; Hughes, H.D. 1935. Choosing legumes
and perennial grasses. Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 331. p. 89-152. June.
• Summary: Page 1: “Legumes of greatest value for different
uses or soil conditions in Iowa are (1) alfalfa, (2) medium red
clover, (3) mammoth red clover, (4) alsike clover, (5) white
clover, (6) the biennial white and yellow sweet clovers, (7)
hubam clover, (the annual white sweet clover), (8) Korean
lespedeza, (9) dalea, and (10) soybeans. A discussion of
soybeans is largely omitted in this publication since the
growing of this crop is entirely different from that of the
others.
Footnote 3: Information on soybeans is reported fully in
Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Bulletin No. 309 [published in 1934].
Page 94: “The annual legumes, Korean lespedeza,
soybeans, and dales are the most acid soil tolerant of the
legumes suitable for Iowa conditions.”
Pages 120-21: Legumes for green manure: “Inoculated
legumes take part of the nitrogen for their growth from
the air. The percentage of nitrogen that comes from the air
depends largely upon fertility of the soil. More of it comes
from the air when the legumes are grown on soils low in
nitrogen than when they are grown on soils high in nitrogen.
All of the other nutrients besides nitrogen must come from
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the soil. Choosing a legume for soil improvement with the
purpose of returning as much as possible of the growth to
the soil, either as green or as animal manure, therefore, is
exceedingly important and cannot be over emphasized.
“Extent of root growth must be considered carefully,
also, when weighing the relative soil improvement merits of
different legumes. The biennial and perennial legumes have
a large part of their weight in the roots, since food is stored
there for growth the next year. Annual legumes, because they
die as soon as they form seed, do not store much food in the
roots, and the roots of these plants comprise a comparatively
small part of their total growth. It is apparent, therefore, that
if the top growth of biennial or perennial legumes is removed
and sold off the farm, considerable root growth and aftermath
remain to be incorporated with the soil. On the other hand,
when annual legumes are handled in a similar manner the
amount of material returned to the soil in stubble and roots is
small. Furthermore, annual legumes like dalea, hubam clover
and soybeans die as soon as they are cut at mower height and
no aftermath develops, while perennial legumes such as the
true clovers and alfalfa keep on growing until late fall. It is
apparent, therefore, that if annual legumes are used for soil
improvement more top growth must be returned to the soil,
as green or animal manure, than when perennial legumes
are used in order to make up for the difference in root and
aftermath growth.
“Legumes suitable for green manure in Iowa include the
biennial sweet clovers, hubam clover, red clover, and alsike
clover, alfalfa, Korean lespedeza, dalea and soybeans.”
Page 126: Other green manure legumes: “While a
discussion of soybeans is omitted from this bulletin, there
is so much confusion among growers concerning the soil
benefits to be derived from growing this crop, that brief
mention is in order under choice of crops for green manure.
In recent Iowa tests, soybeans grown as a grain crop with
the straw not returned to the land did not increase the
following corn crop yields when compared with corn which
followed oats on other plats. Approximately 90 percent of the
nitrogen and organic matter of the soybean plant is in the top
growth. It is therefore apparent that a well inoculated crop
of soybeans, grown and removed from the soil, either as hay
or for seed, cannot but decrease the soil’s nitrogen content,
rather than increase it. If soybeans are to increase soil
fertility, appreciably the crop must either be plowed under,
or else the product–either as seed and straw or as hay–fed on
the farm and the manure carefully conserved and applied to
the land.” Address: Ames, Iowa.
2164. Brown, H.B. 1935. Effect of soybeans on corn yields.
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 265.
p. 1-31. July. [12 ref]
• Summary: Otootan soybeans or similar vigorous, rankgrowing varieties were used in the tests. “The soybeans
planted in the row of corn when the corn was planted

invariably made good growth. They lowered the corn grain
yield 19.1 per cent the first year, 33.6 per cent the second,
but increased to 12.7 per cent the third, 51.7 per cent the
fourth, and 35.2 per cent the fifth. The soybeans grown in
the soybean plats just mentioned gave an average yield of
3108 pounds of dry soybean hay per acre... If both corn and
soybeans are to be grown, it is more economical to grow
them both on the same land rather than on separate acres.
When grown separately, the average production per acre was
20 bushels of corn and 3089 pounds of dry bean hay, but
when grown in combination, the production per acre was
33.9 bushels of corn and 4020 pounds of [soybean] hay...
Alternate row planting is better for harvesting both the corn
and the hay.”
2165. Berkner, Fritz. 1935. Zwanzigjaehrige Erfahrungen
mit dem Anbau von Sojabohnen [Twenty years of experience
with the production of soybeans]. Pflanzenbau 12(2):51-75.
Aug. [16 ref. Ger]
Address: Direktor, Institut fuer Pflanzenbau und
Pflanzenzuechtung, Universitaet Breslau.
2166. Etheridge, W.C.; Helm, C.A.; Brown, E. Marion.
1935. Winter barley, a new factor in Missouri agriculture:
Soybeans-barley-lespedeza rotation. Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 353. 28 p. Aug. See p. 1922.
• Summary: “Although the barley-soybean rotation, grown
and handled as here outlined, is an excellent substitute for
corn, and by every logical reason of good yields of feed well
distributed through the year, a low unit cost of production,
and a conserving effect on soil fertility, it should be widely
practiced on 20 to 30 bushel corn land. It will require good
management for the best returns, but that is a part of smart
farming.
“The 1-year rotation of soybeans and barley may be
extended to a 2-year or 3-year rotation of soybeans-barleylespedeza by adding Korean lespedeza and allowing it to run
either one or two seasons.” Address: Columbia.
2167. Johnson, E.F. “Soybean.” 1935. Commercial soybean
prices. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
p. 5-9. 15th annual meeting. Held 21-22 Aug. 1935 at
Evansville and 23 Aug. at Lafayette, Indiana.
• Summary: “The corn belt has definitely added soybeans
to its farm rotation. Soybean acreage in the last few years
has grown by leaps and bounds, partly due to the increased
acre return, partly due to weather and insect pests causing
less injury to this legume, and partly as a result of attempts
to regulate and control the acreage of other crops. Industries
have put forth every effort of known science to utilize this
increase...
“Previous to 1928 the supply and demand for soybean
seed was the major factor in determining prices.” Three
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graphs show the prices of various
commodities from Jan. 1932 to June
1935. Fig. 1 shows the prices of linseed
oil, soybean oil, and cottonseed oil. For
most of this time, linseed oil was the most
expensive and cottonseed oil was the least
expensive, but in June 1935, cottonseed
oil was the most expensive and soybean
oil was the least expensive.
Fig. 2 shows the prices of linseed oil
meal, soybean oil meal, and cottonseed
oil meal. For most of this time, linseed
oil meal was the most expensive and
cottonseed oil meal was the least
expensive, but in June 1935, linseed oil
was the most expensive and soybean oil
was the least expensive.
Fig. 3 shows the prices of soybeans,
soybean oil, soybean meal. All prices have
risen.
A table (p. 8) shows imports of
soybean oil, soybean oil meal and cake,
and soybeans [whole] from 1915 to 1934.
Imports of soybean oil reached a peak of
335.9 million lb in 1918 and have fallen
dramatically since. Imports of meal and
cake reached a peak of 85,928 tons in
1929. Imports of soybeans have been
quite steady, averaging about 50,000
bushels (peak: 89,067 bushels in 1917).
Three tables (p. 9) give figures for the
following areas: USA, Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Missouri, Ohio, North Carolina for
the years 1922, 1924, 1927, 1930, 1934,
and 1935. The tables are: 1. Total soybean
acreage. 2. Acreage from which soybean
seeds were harvested. 3. Crop harvested
for seed (1,000 bushels).
Photos show (1) “New expeller
soybean oil meal plant, Ralston-Purina,
Lafayette, Indiana.” On the tall tower
is written “Purina Mills.” (2) “Soybean
oilmeal plant, Purina Mills, Circleville,
Ohio” (p. 20). Address: Ralston Purina
Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
2168. McCormick-Deering. 1935.
Soybean harvesting calls for a combine–It calls for a
McCormick-Deering. You can reduce harvesting costs and
improve quality with a combine (Ad). Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association p. 46. [1 ref]
• Summary: In this full-page black-and-white ad, a 1/3-page
photo shows a McCormick-Deering combine being pulled by
a Farmall tractor.

A table shows the average cost of harvesting an acre of
soybeans using a combine vs. a binder-thresher in 1927,
1928, and 1929 (based on Purdue University Agric. Exp.
Station, Bulletin No. 349). In 1929 it cost only 54% as much
to harvest with a combine.
“McCormick-Deering combines are available in several
models and in 8, 10, 12 and 16-foot cutting widths.”
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Note: The company running this ad and the maker
of McCormick-Deering farm equipment, International
Harvester, is not mentioned.
2169. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association.
1935. Leading varieties grown in states indicated, or
recommended by the experimental station. p. 45. 15th annual
meeting. Held 21-22 Aug. 1935 at Evansville and 23 Aug. at
Lafayette, Indiana.
• Summary: Arkansas: Medium to late maturing–Virginia,
Laredo, Chiquita, Arksoy, Mammoth Brown, Tokio,
Mamredo. Very late–Otootan, Biloxi, White Biloxi. New
varieties–Ozark, Arksoy.
Illinois: Varieties leading in favor–Illini, Manchu,
Dunfield, Mansoy, Laredo. Other popular varieties–Ebony,
Virginia, Ilsoy, Peking, Black Eyebrow, Wilson V [WilsonFive], Hurrelbrink.
Indiana: Northern two-thirds–Dunfield, Illini, Mandell,
Manchu. Southern third–Colored varieties–Kingwa, Pekwa,
Wilson, Virginia, Laredo (for extreme southern Indiana).
Yellow varieties–P.K. Manchu, Mansoy, Haberlandt.
Iowa: Manchu, Illini, Dunfield, Mukden, Black
Eyebrow.
Kansas: For hay–A.K., Laredo, Peking, Hongkong. For
seed–A.K., Manchu, Hongkong, Illini.
Kentucky: For general use–Virginia, Wilson. Western
Kentucky–Laredo. Mountains–Mammoth Yellow.
Miscellaneous varieties used to some extent–Peking, Sable,
Wilson-5. Sooty.
Mississippi: For hay–George Washington, Laredo,
Otootan, Tanloxi. For combination with corn and fertility–
Otootan, Tanloxi, Mamloxi, Delsta, Delnoshat, Tokio, Biloxi.
Miscellaneous: Mamredo, Looney No. 1, Looney No. 2,
Matthews.
Missouri: Moderate to thin land: Virginia; Wilson for
seed. Productive land–Wilson for hay; Midwest, Wilson
for seed. Moderate to fertile land in Southern Missouri, and
Southeastern lowlands–Laredo for hay. Sable, Peking as
good as Wilson for hay or seed.
Ohio: Southern Half–For hay–Pekwa, Kingwa, Virginia,
Scioto, Peking, Wilson. For seed–Scioto, Manchu, Illini,
Dunfield. Central Ohio–For hay–Scioto, Pekwa, Kingwa,
Manchu, Illini, Dunfield. For seed–Scioto, Manchu, Illini,
Dunfield. Northern Ohio–For hay–Scioto, Illini, Manchu,
Dunfield. For seed–Manchu, Illini, Dunfield.
Tennessee: Mammoth Yellow, Tokio, Laredo.
Texas: Laredo and Otootan.
Wisconsin: For hay–Manchu, Illini, Dunfield, Ebony,
Midwest. For seed–Manchu No. 3. For seed in Central
Wisconsin–Wisconsin Early Black, Selected Mandarin.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Delnoshat, which is grown
only in Mississippi, for hay.

2170. Riegel, W.E. 1935. The national crisis facing soybean
growers in the United States. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association p. 10-11. 15th annual meeting. Held
21-22 Aug. 1935 at Evansville and 23 Aug. at Lafayette,
Indiana.
• Summary: The crisis in due to domestic overproduction
of soybeans and importation of too much soybean meal.
“Progressive corn belt farmers, realizing the value of
soybeans as a good crop rotation, gradually increased the
acreage until 25% of their total cultivated land was in
soybeans.
“Many factors influenced this increase of soybeans
during the period from 1910 until 1920. I will mention only
three: first, some of the farmers realized that they had too
large an acreage of oats, second, farmers quickly realized the
feed of value of soybeans, third, the increased demand for
seed beans established a price which made them a profitable
crop. The increase of soybeans was especially satisfactory
for a number of years until finally the amount produced
exceeded the demand for seed.”
“In conclusion, the present crisis confronting the
soybean grower is two-fold. First, the crop reduction
program, the chinch bug hazard, drouth and other conditions
have resulted in a tremendous increase,–an acreage of
soybeans which with a normal yield may produce a crop
of twenty-five million bushels or more as compared to
approximately eighteen million bushels in 1934. Second,
importations of sixty-five thousand tons of soybean oil meal
and equal tonnage of unsold domestic meal on hand presents
a discouraging picture to the processing plants.”
A table shows “Net imports and exports of oilmeal, 1000
lbs.” in 1933, 1934, and Jan. to May 1935. Imports are of
coconut oilcake, soybean, cotton seed, other, and total for
that year. Exports are of cottonseed, linseed, other, and total.
Address: Tolono, Illinois.
2171. Robbins, F.E. 1935. Growing soybeans to meet
grading standards. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 33-34. 15th annual meeting. Held 21-22 Aug.
1935 at Evansville and 23 Aug. at Lafayette, Indiana.
• Summary: “The last five years have seen a marked increase
in the receipts of Soybeans on the market as evidenced by
the fact that in 1931 the receipts (mostly carloads) as graded
by licensed Federal inspectors were 2,958, while in 1935
the inspection showed 5,933. This increased interest in the
production and marketing of soybeans made it necessary to
study the Standards of grading in order to determine whether
they were still meeting the requirements of the trade as they
did ten years ago when first they became effective.
“Acting upon suggestions made by growers, shippers
and processors, some changes were made which were
thought would be satisfactory and acceptable to these
groups. There are six grading factors for soybeans–splits,
foreign material, moisture, test weight per bushel, damage
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and other color. Of these, splits and foreign material are
the determining factors for at least nine-tenths of the beans
graded on the market.
“Splits are objectionable both from the seed standpoint,
and to those concerns who expect to keep the beans in
storage for some time as splits oxidize quickly, and the beans
are more likely to go out of condition.
“How can the amount of splits be reduced at the
farmer’s end of the line? By exercising care in threshing
the beans. The combine is the ideal method of harvesting
soybeans. If they must be cut with a binder and threshed
with a grain separator, it is absolutely essential to adjust
the concaves and the speed of the cylinder in order to avoid
splitting and breaking the beans.
“Foreign material is very closely related to production
methods. As a matter of fact, foreign material is determined
almost entirely by the care or lack of care in producing the
crop. What makes up this foreign material? In looking over
a large number of graded samples one finds this material
predominating–Bind-weed, Horse-weed, Bull or Horse
Nettle, Smart-weed, Corn, etc. The remedy is obvious, if not
easy–a well prepared seed-bed and clean cultivation.
“Get rid of those weeds–sow enough beans to the acre so
that thorough cultivation can be given and still leave enough
beans on the ground for a good stand.
“Corn Very Objectionable: It is not customary to think
of corn as a weed–but volunteer corn in soybeans is just that,
for it is almost impossible to screen the kernels out of the
beans, and those kernels of corn weigh heavy in determining
the per cent of foreign material.
“Low test weight usually indicates the presence
of immature and damaged beans. While moisture is
objectionable to the processor as he is not interested in
buying water, it also endangers the keeping quality of the
beans.
“Sowing an adapted variety which stands up well,
matures sufficiently early, and is properly harvested will
insure a high test weight, a lower moisture content and
practically no damaged beans. This coupled with care
exercised in reducing the amount of splits and foreign
material is certain to increase the receipts on the market of
the basic grade U.S. No. 2 soybeans coming from the farm.”
A table titled “Federal Grade Requirements for Yellow
Soybeans, Green Soybeans, Brown Soybeans, Black
Soybeans and Mixed Soybeans” shows the 4 grades and
sample grade. For each grade is given (seven columns):
Condition and general appearance, weight per bushel (lbs),
moisture (%), splits (%), damage (%), foreign material
(%), and other classes (%). Address: Assoc. Prof. of Crop
Production, Licensed Soybean Inspector.
2172. Stehlé, H. 1935. Le soja [The soybean]. Revue
Agricole (Point-à-Pitre, Guadeloupe) 7(9):249-56. Aug. [8
ref. Fre]

• Summary: Contents: Introduction and history in
Guadeloupe. The soybean plant. Agricultural utilization.
Food value. Industrial uses. Soybean cultivation: Climatic
needs, soil, preparation of the seedbed, planting, varieties,
harvesting and yields. Conclusion.
“The soybean is a plant of multiple uses. Its cultivation
could be of great interest here. Already in 1928 the
introduction of the seeds of this legume were made by the
Service of Agriculture, and in spite of bad conditions from
very clayey soil at the breeding nursery in Pointe-à-Pitre,
good results were obtained. An area of 6 ares (600 square
meters) was planted in 1929 from the seeds harvested at the
same spot in 1928.”
Industrial uses include soy flour, soy oil from which
is derived lecithin and glycerines, which are used in the
production of soaps, candles, margarines, linoleums, paints,
varnishes, artificial rubber, special inks, lubricants, and
illuminants. In North Africa soya oil competes with olive oil.
Its drying properties lead it to be classified between linseed
oil and cottonseed oil. From the seeds one can extract a
milk, in the form of a condensed liquid or pulverized, and
casein which can be made into sojalithe. Soybean cake is an
excellent animal feed.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2008) that
gives soybean production or area statistics for any Caribbean
country or major island (Guadeloupe).
2173. Bartholomew, R.P. 1935. Fluorine, its effect on
plant growth and its relation to the availability to plants of
phosphorus in phosphate rocks. Soil Science 40(3):203-17.
Sept. [14 ref]
• Summary: Effects on seed germination and production of
dry matter by five plant species. “Concentrations of fluorine
as large as 50 p.p.m. did not seem to decrease significantly
the germination of Sudan grass, cowpea, soybean, red clover,
or white Dutch clover seeds... Fluorine in the plants was
found largely in the roots. Only when the amounts of fluorine
in the roots were relatively large was fluorine present in the
tops.” Address: Arkansas Agric. Exp. Station.
2174. Dokras, M.R. 1935. Soya beans. Allahabad Farmer
9(5):226-30. Sept. [Eng]
• Summary: The author began to cultivate the soya-bean in
1931 in Berar. His unmanured field yielded 350 lb/acre while
his manured field yielded 800 lb/acre. Address: Chandur,
Berar.
2175. Eaton, Scott V. 1935. Influence of sulphur deficiency
on the metabolism of the soy bean. Botanical Gazette
97(1):68-100. Sept. Contributions from the Hull Botanical
Laboratory 461. Contributions from the Hull Botanical
Laboratory 461. [38 ref]
• Summary: Experiments on soybeans, sunflower, rape,
kale and mustard. External symptoms of sulphur deficiency
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resemble those of nitrogen, phosphorus, or potassium
deficiency in many respects, and are probably the immediate
effect of inferior assimilation of nitrate within the plant.
Stem elongation is only slightly reduced by sulphur
deficiency, largely because of the ability of the soya bean
to break down and re-utilize protein. Plants lacking sulphur
produce harder stems. Cell-wall thickness is more closely
related to the accumulation of starch and hemicellulose than
to that of total carbohydrates. Hemicellulose probably acts
as a reserve material. Sulfur-deficient plants contain much
soluble organic nitrogen, but have a low sugar content.
Proteolysis is active but resynthesis is incomplete through
inadequacy of the sulphur supply. Address: Hull Botanical
Lab., Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
2176. McKee, Roland. 1935. Summer crops for green
manure and soil improvement. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 1750. 16 p. Sept. See p. 1, 7-8, 14.
• Summary: “The crops most commonly used for summer
green manure and soil improvement are alfalfa, red clover,
soybeans, cowpeas, velvetbeans, sweetclover, crotolaria,
and lespedeza. These are all legumes, which take nitrogen
from the air through symbiotic bacteria that are found in the
nodules on the roots” (Abstract).
“The use of summer crops for green manure is not
as common a practice as the use of winter crops for that
purpose. This is for the simple reason that the summer
season is the time when most cash crops must be grown.”
“Soybeans, cowpeas, and velvetbeans are used in rotations as
cash crops, as crops too turn under for green manure, and a
crops to grow in combination or intermixed with corn” (p. 1).
“There are four types of summer green manuring that
need to be considered.” “Where early fall seeding of lawns
can be practiced or is advised, a summer green-manure crop
of soybean, cowpea, or other legume can be used to prepare
the land to receive the grass seeding” (p. 7).
A photo (p. 8) shows corn interplanted with soybeans.
“Soybeans and velvetbeans are commonly planted with
corn in this way in the Cotton Belt, and the practice is to be
recommended.”
On page 11 is a section on “Cowpeas.” The section
titled “Soybeans” (p. 14) states: “While the crop is grown
primarily for seed, it is used extensively for forage and soilimprovement purposes. In the United States, it is grown
mostly east of the ninety-ninth meridian or a line passing
through the middle of the Dakotas and south through central
Texas. When soybeans are used for a green-manure crop,
late-maturing varieties usually will give the largest yields;
when used as a regular crop in rotations varieties should
be selected that will give high yields of seed or hay as the
grower may desire. For green-manure, the crop should be
sown broadcast or in close drills, from 60 to 100 pounds of
seed being used per acre, depending on the size of the seed,
which varies with varieties.” Address: Senior Agronomist,

Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry
[USDA].
2177. Guerpel, H. de. 1935. Le soja: Sa recolte [The
soybean: Its harvest]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique
99(40):288-89. Oct. 5. [1 ref. Fre]
Address: Ingenieur agricole, France.
2178. Economisch Weekblad voor Nederlandsch-Indie.
1935. Kedelee-cultuur en sojabereiding in Atjeh [Soybean
cultivation and soy sauce preparation in Atjeh]. 4(42):1650.
Oct. 18. [Dut]
• Summary: Note: Atjeh (also called Achin, Acheen, or
Atchin) is a province of Indonesia in northern Sumatra. Its
capital is Banda Atjeh. Address: Jakarta, Java, Indonesia.
2179. A.J.F. 1935. La culture du soja en Roumanie [Soybean
culture in Romania]. Agronomie Coloniale (L’) (Paris)
24(214):119. Oct. [Fre]
• Summary: According to the Romanian review Bursa (16
June 1935), a campaign is being actively conducted by
the well-known personalities of Romania to intensify the
cultivation of soya in that country. The soybean seeds have
been planted on 25,000 ha in all the counties of Romania,
as follows: Bessarabia 9,500 ha, Dobrogea [Dobruja or
Dobrudja] 6,100 ha, Valachie [Vilcea] 5,350 ha, Moldavie
[Moldavia, Moldova] 2,600 ha, Oltenia [Olt, Aluta] 1,000 ha,
Transylvania 450 ha.
This crop is spread over more than 100 communes and
employs nearly 17,000 workers. In a brochure published
about 4 years ago [1931], a Romanian specialist M.
Chiritescu-Arva gave interesting details on the resistance of
Japanese soybeans. “The promoters of soybean culture in
Romania have every reason to be satisfied with the results of
their efforts.”
2180. Truksa, V. 1935. Pestovani soje v dvojkulture s
kukurici [Growing soybeans in combination with corn].
Zemedelsky Pokrok (Agricultural Progress) 2(10):221. Oct.
[Cze]
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2181. Van Wyk, N.J. 1935. Cowpeas and soybeans as fodder
crops. Farming in South Africa 10(115):444. Oct.
• Summary: “The advantage attaching to the cultivation of
these crops does not consist only in the provision of better
feed, for the plants, having deep roots, open up new sources
of plant-food in the soil, thereby enriching it in mineral
plant-foods and nitrogen as well as improving its physical
condition. These plants therefore constitute ideal crops for
the establishment of a sound rotation system with maize and
teff.” Address: Extension Officer, Sanderton.
2182. Zlatarov, Asen. 1935. Kulturata na Soiata u nas
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[Soybean culture in our country, Bulgaria]. Priroda i Nauka
(Nature and Science, Bulgaria) 6(2):29. Oct. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
2183. Cooper, H.P. 1935. Magnesiamangelerscheinungen an
Baumwolle, Mais, Sorghum, Kuherbse, Sojabohne und Wein
[Symptoms of magnesium deficiency in crops: Cotton, corn,
sorghum, cowpeas, soybeans and vines]. Ernaehrung der
Pflanze (Die) 31(21):374-75. Nov. 1. [Ger]
• Summary: Six photos show healthy and deficient leaves of
these plants. Address: Clemson Agric. Exp. Station, South
Carolina.
2184. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal. 1935. Editorial: Soya
beans. 32(11):767-68. Nov.
• Summary: “We have received numerous enquiries from
farmers regarding the cultivation of soya beans. For a
number of years experiments have been continued on the
Salisbury Experiment Station and practically all the better
known strains have been tested. It is definitely proved that
the growth of the crop may be much increased by inoculating
the seed with the specific bacteria required by the crop,
excepting perhaps when the crop is grown on fertile soils,
well supplied with organic matter.” Under these conditions,
Otootan, Otoxi, and Biltan are remarkably successful as
fodder crops. “For the export trade the yellow-seeded
Herman variety is the only one which could be grown, but
at the present time the depressed condition of the overseas
market renders the export of this seed unprofitable.” Address:
Dep. of Agriculture, Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia.
2185. Eaton, Scott V. 1935. Effects of sulphur deficiency on
the growth and metabolism of the soy bean. Transactions of
the Illinois State Academy of Science 28(2):88. Dec. [38 ref]
• Summary: This issue is titled “Papers Presented in the
Twenty-eighth Annual Meeting, Bloomington, Illinois, May
3 and 4, 1935.” This paper is among the “Papers in Botany”
on page 88. At the end of this abstract we read:
“Summarizing, the main symptoms of sulphur
deficiency in the soy bean are: the yellow-green color of the
leaves, the smaller leaflets, and the thinner stems. The tops
are stunted more than the roots. The upper leaves become
yellow first. These symptoms are probably due both to the
lack of sulphur and to poor nitrate assimilation, which results
from the low reducase [sic, reductase?] content of the minussulphur plants. Because of poor nitrate assimilation, starch
and nitrates pile up in the sulphur-deficient plants and the
accumulation of starch is correlated with harder stems. The
minus-sulphur plants are high in the soluble forms of organic
nitrogen. This is due mainly to proteolysis and is important
in the stem elongation of these plants.” Address: Univ. of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
2186. Kornfeld, Arnold. 1935. Schaedigungen und

Krankheiten der Oelbohne (Soja), soweit sie bisher in Europe
bekannt geworden sind [The pests and diseases of soybeans
known up to the present time in Europe]. Zeitschrift fuer
Pflanzenkrankheiten und Pflanzenschutz 45(12):577-613.
Dec. [21 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A detailed account of weeds, insect and
other animal injuries, and physiological and parasitic
diseases affecting soybeans in Europe. The diseases of
physiological nature include those caused by acid soil,
drought, deficiencies, frost, hail, and unsuitable harvesting
and storage conditions. The parasitic diseases include:
downy mildew, brown spot, frog-eye spot, Fusarium wilt,
anthracnose, bacterial blight, and a rust-spotting disease
caused by Pseudomonas phaseoli. Two diseases of unknown
nature, namely curly leaf and dwarfing, are also described.
Address: Siebenburgisch-Saechsischen landwirtschaftlichen
Lehranstalt zu Mediasch (Medias), Siebenbuergen, Romania.
2187. University of Arkansas, College of Agriculture,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Data Sheet. 1935. Soybean
variety experiment, 1930 to 1935, inclusive. No. 1-35.
Undated.
• Summary: “Beginning in a small way in 1925, the
production of soybeans for seed in the rice growing section
of Arkansas has taken on the characteristics of a major
industry. Because of having available machinery for the
work, this section is becoming the commercial center of
bean production for this state. In Arkansas, Prairie and
Lonoke counties, the estimated 1935 soybean crop occupied
35,000 acres, the most of which were harvested for beans.
To a greater extent than ever before, the soybean producers
harvested with some type of combined harvester-thresher.
“Throughout the fall of 1935 many cotton seed oil mills
were crushing soybeans as a supplement to their regular
operations. One mill in Memphis [Tennessee] was reported
to have crushed several hundred car-loads of yellow beans
which they shipped in from Illinois. Many other cotton seed
crushers were showing great interest in the soybean crop of
Arkansas and other southern states.”
“Results in 1935 do not differ materially from the
findings of previous years. Some of the leaders in beans
yields are Mamloxi, White Biloxi, Mammoth Yellow,
Mammoth Brown, Arksoy, Tokio, Biloxi, and Laredo. Of
these, there is a definite seed demand for Laredo, Mamloxi,
Tokio, Biloxi, Mammoth Yellow and Mammoth Brown. For
hay production Otootan, a bean with excellent quality of
hay but relatively late in maturity, is the outstanding variety.
Other good yielders of high quality hay are Laredo and
Chiquita. Heavy-stemmed varieties that give a good tonnage
of coarse hay include Biloxi, White Biloxi, Mamloxi and
Loxitan.”
A table (1935-A) gives data on the following soybean
varieties (in approximately descending order of average
seed yield for 6 years): “Mammoth Brown, Delta 6677,
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Delsta 6676, Mammoth Yellow, Biloxi, Mamredo 607,
Laredo, Tanloxi, Mamloxi 6114, Delnoshat 6679, Southern
Prolific, Virginia, Ozark 37272, Chiquita, Wilson, Midwest,
Otootan, Morse, Loxitan, Manchu, Illini, Ito San, Green
Mung, Arksoy, Tokio, Peking, White Biloxi, Sel. No. 91425,
Norredo [black seeded], King-wa [Kingwa], New Deal.”
For each variety is given: Yield (bushels per acre)
in 1935. Average seed yield for 6 years. Tons of hay per
acre: For 1935, average for 6 years, and rank for 4 or more
years. Color of beans. Relative maturity (from early to late).
Character of hay (fine, medium, or coarse).
Note: Dan T. Gray is Director of the experiment station.
This information was collected by the Federal Writers’
Project of the W.P.A. in Arkansas in the late 1930s and early
1940s. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Fayetteville Arkansas;
Rice Branch Exp. Station, Stuttgart, Arkansas.
2188. Arasimovich, V.V.; Artemieva, M.N.; Pavlova, N.A.
1935. [The influence of the conditions of irrigation on the
quality of oil-bearing plants]. Trudy po Prikladnoi Botanike,
Genetike i Selektsii (Bulletin of Applied Botany, Genetics
and Plant Breeding, Leningrad) 3:12. (Chem. Abst. 30:6038.
1936). *
2189. Changeldin, W. Ch. 1935. Selekzija soi w. boachirskoi
A.S.S.R. [The cultivation of soybeans in the Baskir republic].
Voprosy Soi, Trudy Inst. Sern Kult 2:227-34. [Rus; ger]*
Address: Moscow.
2190. Chmelar, Fr.; Simon, Jar. 1935. Pokusne pestovani
soje, jeji vynosnost a jokost v letech 1931-1934
[Experimental cultivation of soybeans, its profitability and
quality in the years 1931-1934]. Sbornik CAZ (Czechoslovak
Academy of Agric. Memorial Volume). [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2191. Izkov, N.; Revenkova, A.; Kavun, P. 1935. [Methods
of soybean cultivation]. Bulletin of the Research Institute for
Legume Grain Crops (Moscow). 1:184. [Rus; eng]*
• Summary: The results of experiments conducted in
Ukraine, the Northern Caucasus and the Russian Far East are
given.
2192. Schulze, E.W. 1935. Soja i njena kultura [The soybean
and its cultivation]. Poljoprivredni Glasnik (The Agricultural
Herald) 15(23):1-4. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
2193. Simakov, J.N. 1935. [Biology of the flowering of
soybeans]. Problemes du Classement, de la Genetique, et de
la Selection du Soja (Moscow) p. 235-50. [Rus]*
• Summary: A detailed biological study.
2194. Simon, Jar. 1935. Vysledky pokusu s pestovanim

olejneho lnu a soje na Morave [The results of experiments
with cultivating oil flax and soybeans in Moravia].
Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec (Czech Farmer). [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2195. Tomasek, Fr.; Koblischek, St. 1935. K pestovani soje
s hlediska spravovedneho [The administrative aspects of
cultivating soybeans]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec (Czech
Farmer). [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2196. Verslagen van Veldproeven. B, Bemestingsproeven
(Landbouwkundige Institut). 1935. Bemestingsproef met
kedelee [Fertilizer experiments with soybeans]. B. 711-712,
B. 782-783, B. 922-923, B. 970. [Dut]*
2197. Verslagen van Veldproeven. C,
Gruenbemestingsproeven (Landbouwkundige Institut). 1935.
Groenbemestingsproeven met kedelee [Trials using soybeans
as green manure]. C. [Dut]*
2198. Verslagen van Veldproeven. D, Cultuurmethodeen andere proeven (Landbouwkundige Institut). 1935.
Cultuurmethodeproeven met kedelee 1929 t/m 1934
[Cultural trials with soybeans, 1929-1934]. Dienstnota p. 2939 (niet in de handel). [Dut]*
2199. Burkill, I.H. 1935. A dictionary of the economic
products of the Malay Peninsula. 2 vols. Published for the
Malay Government by Crown Agents, London. 2,400 p. See
p. 1080-86.
• Summary: These two densely-written volumes might be
described as updates to the works of Sir George Watt. In
the Malay peninsula, the soy bean is generally known as
Kachang bulu rimau or Kachang jepun [the Japan bean]. In
Java it is called Kachang kedele, Dele, Gadele, Dekeman, or
Dekenan; in Sundanese, Kachang bulu, Kachang jepun, or
Kedele; in Sumatra, Kachang rimau or Kachang ramang;
and in Siam, Tua luang or Tua praluang [accents are
included by Burkill].
“The word ‘soy’ came from a Japanese name for this
plant, through the Dutch, who made it [the word ‘soy’]
known to Europeans. The first account was a result of the
residence of their embassy surgeon, Kaempfer, in Japan,
in 1691 and 1692; the second of the long service of their
merchant, his contemporary, Rumpf, in Amboina.”
The soy bean “is frequently cultivated in Siam, and
seems to be a familiar plant in Kelantan [a state of Malaysia
bounded on the north by Thailand]. Repeated experiments
have been made with it elsewhere in Malaya; the Chinese,
indeed, continually make them, usually without success, their
failure being conspicuous when any available seed is used,
instead of seed of races known to stand more or less tropical
conditions. In 1918 advantage was taken of experiments
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in the Philippine Islands, to try, in Singapore, races which
succeeded there and grew well. Races from the warmer parts
of the United States were on trial in Selangor [Malaysia] in
1922. In 1924 a Chinese race was successfully grown by
settlers in villages in the southern parts of Pahang [a state of
Malaysia, bounded on the north by Kelantan and Trengganu].
“The soy bean has long been cultivated in Java, and in
recent times this cultivation has become almost universal
except at the western end of the island, where the climate is
most uniformly humid. Probably it came to Java from India,
for the name by which it is most known is Tamil and the seed
is flattened as are North Indian races, while the Manchurian
races have round seeds.”
Note: Roxburgh (1832), in discussing the earliest known
date for cultivation of soybeans in India states: “Reared
in the Honourable Company’s Botanic garden [across the
Hooghly / Hugli River from Calcutta] from seeds received
from the Moluccas [in today’s Indonesia] in 1798.
“In Java a soy crop immediately follows rice, and this
was the rotation apparently which Spring found the Chinese
to use in Pahang.”
The seed of the soy bean is rich source of nutrients.
It “replaces meat very largely among the Chinese; and as
rations for Japanese troops has played a large part.” Because
the ripe seed contains little or no starch, it is widely used in
diabetic diets. “A kind of artificial milk can be made from
the seed, and is in common use in Japan and China... This
milk has only three-quarters of the full nutritive value of
cow’s milk.” Soy-bean coffee, made from roasted soy beans,
“is sold regularly in Japan, and into the coffee can be put
soy-bean milk. The Chinese germinate the beans and eat the
seedlings.
Legumin, or vegetable casein is best made commercially
from defatted soy beans. The casein is precipitated from the
milky fluid [soy-bean milk] by calcium sulphate. “The liquor
is strained through muslin, and the precipitate treated with
soda lye, which dissolves the casein; filtering gets rid of the
impurities and acetic acid precipitates the casein from the
filtrate in a more or less pure state. This casein is fit for use in
all the industrial processes for which casein from cow’s milk
is used.”
Soy beans can also be fermented to make témpé or
“flavourings used in small quantities to make uninteresting
dishes appetizing... Témpé is a food product made in Java
from soy beans. It occupies a very important place in the
diets of those who live in central and east Java.” Detailed
descriptions are given of two methods of preparation. (1)
Initially, the seeds are parboiled then left soaking in water
for 2-3 days. The “mush” [sic, cooked beans] is spread
upon frames in flat cakes and inoculated with the fungus
Aspergillus oryzae by the addition of some of the previous
preparation. The cakes are wrapped in banana leaves; (2)
This method requires greater care and time. “Meanwhile,
a preparation of the fungus has been made in a somewhat

elaborate manner, as follows: a portion of an older
preparation is wrapped in a rather young teak leaf freely
punctured with holes; this preparation is allowed to dry for
two days, during which the fungus spreads to the teak leaf.
Next, the soy-kernel mush [sic, the cooked soybeans] being
ready, the teak leaf is emptied of its contents and sprinkled
over the mush in order to convey the fungus. The mush is
now put up in packets in banana leaves, heaped together, and
covered up for twenty-four hours, after which it is exposed
again to the air and cooled; the packets are then ready for
sale.” Note: This is the second English-language work to
contain information about tempeh.
“The Chinese, throughout their own country and
those domiciled in Malaysia, make a yet greater variety of
preparations. Chief among these is teou-fu [tofu, usually
precipitated with imported calcium sulphate]. “The ‘teo-fu’
does not keep well in a moist state, but can be treated for
preservation. First, the cakes are colored yellow by a solution
of turmeric or Gardenia flowers, then they are wrapped in
cotton cloth and submitted to pressure. Thus made drier, they
keep better. The use of this preparation is spreading.”
The Chinese also make tao-cho and soy kechap (each
fermented with an Aspergillus mould). K. Heyne describes
how kechap is made in Java using black soy beans, hibiscus
leaves, and Aspergillus oryzae mold. Finally the sauce is
boiled with Arenga sugar, star anise, and other flavourings
until the solution is so thick that the salt begins to crystallize.
Large amounts of soy-bean oil (“kachang oil” [perhaps
soy sauce]) are imported to Malaya. “In the East [East
Asia] it is used chiefly as food, but has other uses such
as lubricating, varnish-making, making printer’s inks,
waterproof goods (Chinese umbrellas and lamps) and also
for illumination. A process was patented 20 years ago
for making artificial rubber, starting with soy oil. Note:
Burkill was a British authority on the flora of southern and
southeastern Asia.
“Criminal use: The hairs on the pods seem to be capable
of causing a certain amount of irritation within the digestive
tract. Gimlette (Malay Poisons, ed. of 1929 p. 169) records
a case of administration of them with food in a criminal
attempt to poison. He calls them a substitute for bamboo
hairs in such circumstances.
“Joss-sticks: Ash of the stem, mixed with resin of
Canarium, is said to make joss-sticks in Indo-China (Crevost
and Lemarié, Cat. Prod. Indochine, 1917 p. 106).”
2200. Chmelar, Fr.; Simon, Jar.; Hruska, Jar. 1935. Navod
na pestovani nejvyznacnejsich nasich olejnatych rostlin:
Repka, repice, olejny len, soja, slunecnice, konopi, horcice,
olejna tykev a skocec [A guide to cultivation of our
important oilseeds: Winter rapeseed, rapeseed, linseed, soya,
sunflowerseed, hempseed, oil gourd, and castor oil seed].
Casove Spisky Ministerstva Zemedelstvi (Contemporary
Studies of the Ministery of Agriculture) No. 83. 56 p. See p.
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26-33 for soya. [Cze]
Address: 1. Prof., Dr., Brno.; 2. Dr., Brno; 3. Ing., Bratislava.
All: Czechoslovakia.
2201. Crespí, Luis. 1935. La soja y su cultivo en España
[The soybean and its cultivation in Spain]. Spain. 32 p.
Series: Catechisms for Farmers and Cattlemen/StockFarmers (Catechismos del Agricultor y del Ganadero). 17
cm. [Spa]

• Summary: Contents: I: Cultivation of the soybean (la
soja; p. 3-18): 1. Description of the plant. 2. Origin of the
soybean. 3. Varieties of soybeans (Variedades de sojas):
Early maturing, semi-late, late. 4. Needs of the soybean: In
water, in soil, in fertilizer. Fixation of nitrogen from the air
in soybeans. 6. Place in the rotation. 7. Preparatory work.
8. Planting: Carrying out the sowing, the necessary seeds,
depth of planting. 9. The seeds sprout. 10. Cultural care. 11.
Maturity. 12. Diseases (enfermedades). 13. Harvest: As a
forage plant, as a producer of seeds. 14. Yield.
II: Applications of the soybean (p. 19-28). 1.
Composition of the plant: Composition of soybean forage,
composition of the seeds, composition of the straw (la paja).
2. The soybean in the feeding of animals: As a forage plant,
as a plant that produces seeds, soybean cakes (tortas de
soja), soybean straw. 3. The soybean as a human food. 4.

Industrial products from the soybean (from the oil: paints
and varnishes, soap). 5. The soybean as a fertilizer.
III: Geographic distribution: 1. Worldwide cultivation of
the soybean. 2. The soybean in Spain.
The soybean as a human food (p. 27): The seed is rich
in protein. Whole soybeans (Semillas de soja) can be used
like French beans and peas, mature and dry, and toasted
like peanuts. The first two leaves of very small soybean
plants (Plantitas de soja) can be used in salads or cooked.
Soy flour can be used in bread, pastries, biscuits, or diabetic
diets. Condiments, widely used in China and Japan, include
natto, miso, tou-chiang, and shoyu. One can make soymilk
(leche de soya), and use it to make soy cheeses (quesos de
soja). The seeds of certain varieties can be roasted to make
substitutes for cocoa or coffee.
Soybean cultivation worldwide (p. 29-30): In France,
starting in 1880, the house of Vilmorin, started selling the
variety Etampes. Also in 1880, the soybean was cultivated in
Portugal in the Botanical Garden at Coimbra (in west central
Portugal).
“The soybean in Spain (p. 30): Thirty five years
ago [i.e. in 1900] my father tried cultivating soybeans in
Pontevedra. [Note: Pontevedra is a province and city in
the northeast corner of Spain, just north of Portugal, on the
coast of the Atlantic Ocean. The city is near the mouth of the
Ria de Pontevedra, at about 42.4º north latitude]. For two
consecutive years, and using seeds of the variety Etampes
from the House of Vilmorin seedsmen, he obtained identical
results: excellent vegetation, but a small yield of seeds
because the plants failed to fully mature.
“More than thirty years ago [i.e. before 1905], the count
of San Bernardo tried growing the soybean, with excellent
results, on his estate “El Alamillo,” at Ecija (near Seville,
Spain).
“In 1910 the soybean was cultivated by Mr. Noriega in
Jerez (near Cádiz {Cadiz}, Spain), and the results obtained
seem to indicate that the harvest was of medium size due
to the poor condition of the seeds; but the plant responded
brilliantly, showing healthy growth and resistance to the
drought.
“In 1917 the ambassador of Spain stationed in Shanghai
forwarded to the Commercial Information Center of the
Spanish Secretary of State three varieties of soybean seeds:
small black, yellow, and green. These seeds were very
probably used in cultural trials, even though we do not know
the results that were obtained. In the same year Mr. Juan
Abril reported in the periodical Revista Ibérica [Iberian
Review] of his successful soybean trials conducted in Tortosa
(in Tarragona province [in northeastern Spain]).
“Finally, during the years 1914 and 1915, Mr. Santiago
F. Valderrama, the brigadier general from Artillería
[Artelleria], conducted soybean cultural trials in Montilla (in
Córdoba / Cordova province).
“To his cultivation and enthusiastic encouragement of
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the cultivation of this plant in Spain, we owe the photograph
on the cover of this little instruction book. It shows the top of
a mature soybean plant grown by him in Montilla. Two more
generations of soybean plants were cultivated in the same
locality.”
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) Leaves of the
soybean and the common bean (judía = Phaseolus vulgaris)
(p. 4). (2) Flowers of the soybean and the common bean.
(3) A soybean stem, with 3 leaves and 2 pods; an opened
soybean pod showing 3 seeds (p. 5). (4) An uprooted
soybean plant, showing nodules on the roots, and abundant
pods (p. 12). (5) Comparison of two soybean plants, with
and without nodules. The one with nodules is larger and has
many more and larger pods (p. 13).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2015)
concerning soybeans in Portugal, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Portugal. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Portugal, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Portugal (1880 at the botanical garden in
Coimbra). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Address: Catedratico de Agricultura de Instituto-Escuela,
Spain.
2202. Hughes, Harold De Mott; Henson, Edwin Ray. 1935.
Crop production–principles and practices: A handbook of
information for the student of agriculture. New York, NY:
The Macmillan Co. x + 816 p. Illust. 25 cm. [40 soy ref]
• Summary: This book is copyrighted 1930; it is a 4th
printing of the original 1930 edition.
Harold Hughes lived 1882-1969. Edwin Henson lived
1896-. Address: 1. Prof. of Farm Crops, and Chief in Farm
Crops, Iowa State Agric. Exp. Station; 2. Assist. Prof. of
Farm Crops. Both: Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
2203. Hughes, H.D.; Henson, Edwin Ray. 1935. Crop
production: principles and practices. A handbook of
information for the student of agriculture. New York, NY:
Macmillan Co. *
• Summary: Contains a chapter on soybeans.
2204. Instruktsia za rabotata na selskite agenti po zasiavaneto
na soiata [Instructions for the village agents on how to plant
soybeans]. 1935. Sofia, Bulgaria: Herman Pole (Printer). 7 p.
Second ed. 1936. 7 p. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
2205. Kornfeld, Arnold. 1935. Die Oelbohne oder Soja [The
oilbean or soybean]. Hamburg, Germany: F.W. Thaden.
(Neues Handbuch der tropischen Agrikultur...Ergaenzung).
32 p. Illust. No index. 21 cm. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. The history of the soybean
(Ölbohne) and its present dissemination / extension
(Verbreitung) in various countries. 2. The cultivation of
the soybean: Botany of the plant, varieties, and origins,

the conditions necessary for cultivation, cultivation (in
the tropics {on the mainland of the Far East, on the Sunda
Islands–today’s Indonesia}, in Europe and America
{preparation of the soil, use of manure or fertilizer,
inoculation, seed, care and maintenance of the crop, harvest,
storage, crop rotation}).
Diseases and pests / enemies in various countries. Uses
of the soybean (der Ölbohne): in one’s own economy (seeds,
silage, hay, green fodder and pasture), as a crop to be sold,
on the economics of soybean production. Outlook.
In today’s Yugoslavia a German, Mr. Rainer in Essig, is
both a soybean grower and a plant breeder. Address: Leiter
des Versuchswesens an der Siebenbuergisch-Saechsischen
landwirtschaftlichen Anstalt in Mediasch (Medias), Romania.
2206. Kuhn, V. 1935. Pestovani olejnin [The cultivation of
oilseed plants]. Prague. [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2207. Löbbe, Henrique. 1935. Cultura da soja no Brasil. 2nd
ed. [Culture of soybeans in Brazil. 2nd ed.]. Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil: Directoria de estatistica da produccao, Ministerio da
Agricultura. 32 p. 4th edition, 1939, 33 p.; 6th ed., 1942, 35
p.; 7th ed., 1945, 74 p. [Por]*
2208. Mumford, H.W. 1935. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 47:1-287. For the year
ended June 30, 1934.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Value of forages for
adjusting acreage varies (p. 26-27; Timothy, red clover,
alfalfa, and soybeans are compared in a rotation of corn,
oats, and wheat). Study aims to find forage crop for every
need (p. 41-42; “Soybeans seeded with Sudan grass reduced
chinch bug damage to a minimum”). Seed-type soybeans
yield more hay and seed (p. 43-44; “Over a 5-year period the
Dunfield yielded 3.59 tons of hay an acre; the Mansoy, 3.53
tons; and the Manchu, 3.36 tons. All of these are seed-type
beans. The Kingwa [black seeded] and Peking, both hay
types, yielded only 3.29 tons and 3.21 tons respectively.”
Illini produced 3.16 tons of hay per acre. In a 10-year test
for seed yield at Urbana, the winner was Illini at 38.9 bu/
acre). Soybean yield factors are apparently heritable (p.
44-46; “Soybeans of high oil content are demanded by
processors, while large yields of seed are demanded by the
grower”). Maximum soil improvement sought for soybean
crop (p. 47; “Where corn follows soybeans, tests prove that
soybeans may be plowed under most satisfactorily at a date
in the fall before many leaves have been lost, but when the
plant has made its maximum growth. The seed in the pods
should be completely developed”). New crops and new uses
relieve surplus problem (p. 69-70; “Extensive studies on the
use of soybean oil in paints were continued with promising
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results”).
Livestock investigations: “Toasting” soybean oil meal
lowers palatability (p. 73-75; Tests were made “to determine
the relative feeding value of soybean oil meals manufactured
in different ways. The cattle making the largest gains
were those fed meal produced at the lowest temperature”).
Soybean meals better than ground beans for chicks (p. 11315). Dairy cattle can utilize lespedeza straw to advantage (p.
135-36; Compared with soybean hay. Although cows refused
23.1% of their soybean hay {compared with 10.0% of
lespedeza hay}, they yielded more daily milk per cow {35.5
vs. 33.5 lb} but made less daily weight gain per cow {0.08
vs. 0.37 lb}).
Entomology investigations: Safety of soybeans being
guarded by insect surveys (p. 142; Soybean plantings were
vastly increased in 1934 as a result of the drouth and chinch
bug situation. Protection of this comparatively new crop
from insects is made possible by annual surveys which the
Illinois Natural History Survey conducts in cooperation with
the Univ. of Illinois Department of Agronomy).
Agricultural economics investigations: Guides to lower
grain costs are found in studies (p. 178-79; In 1933, soybeans
that were harvested using a combine cost $15.05 per acre.
The yield was 23.0 bu/acre. So the cost per bushel was
$0.65. This compared with $0.41 for corn and $0.48 for oats
and $0.61). Three-year figures show soybean costs being
lowered (p. 179-80).
Home economics investigations: Many varieties of
soybeans have promise as foods (p. 255; Sybil Woodruff
has studied the palatability of a large number of soybean
varieties. Several varieties, including the popular Illini and
a variety found in September to be very palatable as a green
vegetable, were tan or ivory in color). Address: Dean and
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2209. Pume, N.; Skoda, V.; Truksa, V. 1935. Soja: Pestovani,
pouziti a narodohospokarsky vyznam [Soybeans: Their
cultivation, uses and significance in the national economy].
Casove Spisky Ministerstva Zemedelstvi (Contemporary
Studies of the Ministery of Agriculture). No. 82. 139 p.
Published by the Ministry of Agriculture in Prague. Revised
1941. [170 ref. Cze]
• Summary: Note the excellent bibliography of
Czechoslovakian publications on soya: Czechoslovakian
[Czech and Slovak language] references on soya (p. 129-32;
69 references). Foreign references on soya (p. 132-36; 101
references). Contents (p. 137-39). Address: 1. Dr.; 2. Dr.; 2.
Ing. All: Prague, Czechoslovakia.
2210. Riede, Wilhelm. 1935. Deutscher Sojabau. Was muss
der Sojabauer wissen? [German soybean cultivation. What
must the soybean farmer know?]. Hamburg, Germany:
Conrad Behre. 12 p. Illust. [Ger]*

2211. Banks, G.H. 1936. Arkansas soybeans in 1935. East
Arkansas Record (Helena, Arkansas) 5(138):2. Jan. 28.
Soybean section.
• Summary: “The All-American triple-threat footballers have
gone into eclipse until next September, so we will take time
out for a discussion of a ‘triple-purpose’ friend of the farmer,
the widely-distributed but little-known soybean. Some crops
are grown for cash income, others for feed for livestock, and
still other crops to build up the soil. The soybean combines
all these three functions in one crop.
“In every country of Arkansas some farmers grow
soybeans, either alone or planted with corn or grain sorghum.
A great majority of these cut the beans for hay, or turn the
stock into the field to eat the beans. A smaller number turn
under the soybean plants as green manure to build up the
humus and nitrogen content of the soil. Mostly acreages
devoted to soybeans are in small units, and very few of the
growers save their own seed.
“On Grand Prairie, and in some sections of the Arkansas
and Mississippi River Delta, farmers are growing beans for
harvest and using them as a cash crop to supplement rice
and cotton. Many rice farmers use the binder and thresher
method, but there were at least thirteen combined harvesterthreshers in operation on Grand Prairie in the fall of 1935,
mostly in Arkansas and Prairie counties.
“The rice farmers have been at the commercial soybean
business the longest and Stuttgart has become a nationally
recognized source of planting seed. The estimated 1935
acreage on Grand Prairie rice farm was 30,000 acres, of
which about half was cut for hay or turned under, and the
other half harvested for beans. The soybean fits into the riceland rotation as a crop to clean up the land from obnoxious
weeds and grasses, hence the general practice is to plant
in rows and keep cultivated. Commercial inoculations are
almost universally used, in order to get the most benefit of
the nitrogen-storing bacteria.
“The Rice Branch Experiment Station of the University
of Arkansas College of Agriculture has conducted numerous
experiments with soybeans. Based on a six-year average, the
best bean for high quality fine-stemmed hay are Otootan,
Laredo and Chiquita. Coarse-stemmed but making a good
tonnage are the White Biloxi, Biloxi and Mamloxi. The
Virginia variety has the merit of being early and of good
quality, but has ranked nineteenth out of twenty-five varieties
in total hay produced over the period of 1930-35 inclusive.
For bean production, high yielding honors go to Mamloxi,
White Biloxi, Mammoth Brown, Delta 6677, Biloxi and
Laredo.”
2212. East Arkansas Record (Helena, Arkansas). 1936.
Program arranged for soybean meet: Number of prominent
speakers are billed to address gathering of farmers and mill
men Tuesday, at Paramount. Hundreds expected to attend
meeting to discuss growing of beans as companion crop for
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cotton. 5(138):1. Jan. 28. Soybean section.
• Summary: The banner headline proclaims that this meeting
will be held on Tuesday in Helena at the Paramount theater.
It has been organized by J.J. White, county agent and
chairman of the Phillips County Chamber of Commerce
agricultural committee. Invitations have been sent to almost
1,000 prominent planters throughout the eastern half of
Arkansas.
Among the many prominent speakers, Heartsill Banks,
director in charge of the University of Arkansas experimental
farm station near Marianna will discuss “Growing of
Soybeans.” Dr. H.H. Rightor, prominent speaker of Phillips
county, will speak on “Increase in Soybean Production.”
Harry Wadsworth, manager of the Helena Cotton Oil Mill
will tell of the “Possibilities for Marketing Soybeans.” Miss
Ruth Mayo, county home demonstration agent, will talk on
“Soybeans as a Food Crop.”
2213. Giornale di Agricoltura della Domenica. 1936. La
coltivazione della soja [The cultivation of soybeans]. No. 3.
Jan. [Ita]*
2214. Lunden, J.C. 1936. Om dyrkning af soyaboenner [On
the cultivation of soybeans]. Statens Forsogsvirksomhed i
Plantekultur, Meddelelse 41:668-70. [Dan]
• Summary: Translation of the periodical: Danish
Governmental Research in Agriculture Report 246. January
1936. B. Guidelines.
Translation of the text:
Every several years, the question of soybean growing in
Denmark is put forward, but with the previously-conducted
agricultural tests there has yet to be any significant harvest.
At the government’s research stations, the growing of
soybeans has been attempted repeatedly. In statements on
this topic from 1912, government adviser K. Hansen stated
that for approximately 20 years (the first time in 1881) he
conducted cultivation trials with many different soybean
varieties, but on only one single occasion was able to
obtain a few mature seeds. In 1912, samples of Manchurian
soybeans were sown at all of the research stations. The
researchers all stated that the varieties of soybeans they tried
ripened much too slowly. At some locations, flowering began

in August and there were a few pods, but in most locations
the soybeans did not flower or form pods, and in none of the
locations were there any mature seeds as growth was stopped
by frost which appeared in September or early October, at
the latest. Moreover, as a stall-feed crop soybeans could
also not compare with commonly used crops like peas, fava
beans, alfalfa or turnips, since soybeans grow too slowly and
provide too small of a yield.
Soybeans are particularly at home in a continental
climate and are an old agricultural plant in Asia, where they
are widely grown in northeastern China (Manchuria), as well
as in Korea and Japan, i.e. at the same latitude as Spain and
Italy, since soybeans require high temperatures.
To illustrate soybean crops from 1930-1933, the
following average numbers were reported, according to
information from the Department of Statistics (note: hkg
= 100 kg): The greater part of the world’s production is
grown in Manchuria, which has a distinct continental climate
favorable for soybeans. The average soybean yield for
1930-1933 for Manchuria is indicated to be more than 12
hkg per ha, for Japan and the US approximately 10 hkg, for
Korea approximately 7 and for Russia approximately 5 hkg
per ha. Manchuria has had higher yields of soybeans than
of wheat, Korea and the US nearly similar average yields
of wheat, while Japan and Russia have had significantly
higher yields of wheat than of soybeans. Denmark has had
2-6 times as great a yield of wheat, at 28.4 hkg per ha, as the
aforementioned countries have had of soybeans.
Since soybeans have a very nutritious seed, which
combines a high content of nitrogen-containing substances
with a very high fat content, there has been work in many
locations over the last decades to expand the area of soybean
growing. For this purpose, it has primarily been North
America, Russia and several Central European countries
that have fortunately gotten into work improvements with
soybeans.
At the request of Aarhus Oliefabrik A/S, test growing
was conducted at Als, Aero and Lolland in 1933, with earlier
varieties of soybeans, under the leadership of the secretary
at that time, R. Kampp, and in the hot summer mature seeds
were grown. No precise yield calculation was done, but for
some varieties the yield was 12-21 hkg per ha (Report from
the Agricultural
Commission from
1931).
Additionally,
in 1934 and 1935
a number of
soybean varieties
were grown at
government
research stations at
Lyngby, Tystofte,
Abed, Spangsbjerg
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and Studsgaard, including Manchurian and German varieties
from the test plantings arranged by Aarhus Oliefabrik A/S,
and earlier varieties received directly from the US, Canada,
Central Europe and Russia, and finally a sample from the
College of Agriculture.
During the germination study of the samples at the
National Seed Research Center, it was discovered that the
sprouts were often attacked by bacteria, which just like with
garden peas, can greatly damage the sprout. The soybeans
were generally sown in the first half of May, and the seed
was inoculated with nitrogen [fixing bacteria] beforehand.
Approximately 30 kg of seeds of ha were planted. The row
distance was 50 cm and the plant distance approximately 10
cm. The nice summers of 1934 and 1935 had above normal
heat and sunshine. The soybeans grew slowly, however. The
earliest varieties began to flower in late July, and in 1934
these were mature in late September, while in 1935 not until
into October and for both years the crop had to be dried
artificially.
At Tystofte and Lyngby, the best varieties yielded 5-8
hkg of seed per ha in 1934, and somewhat less in 1935, while
from spring corn normally 35-40 hkg of kernels is obtained.
At the other research locations the soybean yield was not
determined, but in 1934 is was estimated to be about one
quarter of a normal corn crop at Abed, and at Spangsbjerg
a slightly mature seed was also harvested. In 1935, the
soybeans were ruined by frost in May at Abed and by wind at
Spangsbjerg. At Studsgaard, no usable seed was grown.
Therefore, in the studies conducted during the last
three warm and sunny summers, even the best of the tested
soybean varieties gave a much smaller yield than spring
corn, and in cooler summers with more rain the yield was
even less, or the crop failed altogether.
Since the price of soybeans adopted in Denmark in
recent years has been 13-15 ore per kg, according to the
present results the growing of soybeans is not economically
viable here in Denmark.
Translated by Thor Truelson.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2016)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Denmark. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Denmark, or the cultivation of soybeans in Denmark (1881).
The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2017)
concerning Aarhus Oliefabrik A/S, the Danish oilseed
crusher, and soybeans. Address: Denmark.
2215. Sconce, Harvey J. 1936. The soy bean conquers
industrial America. Illinois J. of Commerce 18(1):16-17, 26,
28, 30, 32. Jan. *
• Summary: Traces the history of the soybean, and discusses
harvesting methods, extraction processes, industrial and food
products derived from the beans, the utilization of the bean
in the Ford plant, its invasion of the cotton lands, and its

adaptability to Tennessee and Canada.
“This is the greatest conquest of territory by a plant
in history. Ten years more and it will have revolutionized
the industrial manufacturing of America. The soy bean had
to come to the United States to get its chance, and it made
good.”
Note: The author supplied Henry Ford with his first soy
beans. Address: Chicago, Illinois.
2216. Revue Agricole de l’Afrique du Nord. 1936. La culture
de soja [Soybean cultivation]. 34(865):131-32. Feb. 28.
(Institut Agricole d’Algerie, Alger). [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Although it has been recommended [in Algeria]
on several occasions, especially by Dr. Trabut, soybean
cultivation has been given only limited trials here, and then
mainly for production of forage. Certain varieties of soya
yield a very nutritious forage whose composition approaches
that of lucerne. But in East Asia large amounts of soybean
seeds are used as a source of oil, flour, a milk substitute,
etc. In Algeria the soybean has not yet been used as food,
except in feeding pigs. The various types of soybeans
and their cultivation is discussed. Soybean cultivation is
now expanding in Europe; last year soya was grown on
25,000 hectares in Romania. Soybeans have been grown
successfully in Normandy, France. The results of these trials
have been published by Guerpel in the Journal d’Agriculture
Pratique (5 Oct. 1935); the importance of proper inoculation
when planting for the first time is emphasized.
Because of the low price paid at European ports
for soybeans grown in Manchuria, it seems that the
cultivation of soya, intended for sale to oil mills, will not
be remunerative in Algeria. But there would be interest in
this country, especially in the irrigated areas, in growing
soybeans for forage or for the seeds which could be fed to
livestock. Address: Algeria.
2217. Khankhoje, Pandurang. 1936. El frijol soya, Glycine
hispida, Max [The soybean]. Campesino (El) (Mexico)
1(7):14-15. March. Revista Mensual. [Spa]
• Summary: “In Mexico, various experiments for the
introduction of the soybean were made starting in 1911.
There were repeated sporadically, always with poor results,
until the years from 1928 to 1932 and 1933 when in
Chapingo and Jalapa, the acclimatization of five varieties
was achieved. In the following years, seeds from these
5 varieties were grown and matured in the experimental
fields of the Biotechnical Institute (Instituto Biotécnico).
The varieties Virginia and Laredo also did well there; it was
hoped they would soon produced seeds suited for each of our
climates.”
Also discusses the importance, utilization (as oil, cheese
[tofu], shoyu, and flour), and cultivation of the soybean.
A photo shows two Laredo variety soybean plants and one
Virginia variety soybean plant.
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Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Mexico or Central
America (one of two documents). This document contains
the second earliest date seen for soybeans in Mexico (1911),
and the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans
in Mexico (1911) or Central America. The source of these
soybeans is unknown. Note, however, that soybeans may
well have been cultivated in Mexico as early as 1874 (see
Carriere 1880). Address: Ingeniero, Jefe de la Oficina de
Genetica, Ecologia y Botanica, Dirrecion de Agricultura, San
Jacinto, D.F [Mexico City, Mexico].
2218. King, B.M. 1936. Soybean hay production. Missouri
Agricultural College, Extension Circular No. 336. 4 p.
March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean vs. alfalfa or
clover hay. Growing soybeans for hay (“Virginia, Wilson,
Laredo and Pinedell are the four best hay varieties for
Missouri. Of the four, Virginia is superior to all others for
average conditions and especially on soils of low fertility”).
Harvesting soybean for hay (“Soybeans require only 60 to 80
days to reach the best stage for cutting for hay, depending on
the time of planting and the variety used”).
This circular begins: “On most Missouri farms the
soybean crop may be used far more profitably for the
production of a high quality legume hay than for the
production of threshed beans. Missouri’s agriculture is and
should be based largely on a system of livestock production.
For such a system to operate most efficiently, ample supplies
of high quality homegrown legume hays and pastures are
absolutely essential. Soybeans properly handled offer one
excellent means of supplying a large part of the legume
hay needed. The value of soybean hay and the methods
recommended for its most satisfactory production are briefly
outlined in this circular.” Address: Columbia, MO.
2219. Kinney, E.J. 1936. Soybean project for 4-H clubs.
Univ. of Kentucky College of Agriculture, Extension Div.,
Circular No. 94 (Revised ed.). 16 p. March. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Objects. Requirements. Introduction.
The kind of land to select. The question of fertilizers. The
preparation of the seed-bed. When to plant. The choice of
variety. Inoculate soybeans. Seeding operations. Cultivation.
Harvesting soybean hay. Harvesting soybean seed. Threshing
soybeans. Record of soybean project. Business account.
Story of how I grew my soybeans.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by the Univ. of Kentucky
College of Agriculture. Address: Lexington, Kentucky.
2220. Nationalsozialistische Landpost. 1936.
Sojabohnenanbau in Deutschland? [Soybean production in
Germany?]. No. 15. March 14. [Ger]*
2221. Viata Agricola (Bucarest, Romania). 1936. Rezultatul

culturii de soja [Results of soybean cultivation]. No. 3.
March. [Rom]*
2222. J.G.C. 1936. The soya bean: Remarkable progress in
cultivation. Manchester Guardian (England). April 27. p. 6.
• Summary: The soya bean is a major crop in Asia; about
25% of the area of Manchuria is used for growing it. The
Japanese, like the Chinese, eat “soya bean foods” in their
daily diet.
The soya “bean did not appear as a commodity in the
Western world until 1907.”
In 1910 in the United States, 2,000 acres of soybeans
were grown; by 1920 the acreage had grown to 950,000 and
today it is about 5,000,000. In 1931 the U.S. began to export
soybeans to Europe.
In Soviet Russia, similar advances in the cultivation and
utilization of soya beans have occurred recently.
Mr. Henry Ford has cultivated soya beans at Detroit,
Michigan. During the past few years he had begun their fullscale cultivation in England, on the Fordson Estates near
Chelmsford.
A list of the many industrial and food uses of soya beans
is given.
An interesting account of the Fordson experiments
appears in the book The Soya Bean, by Elizabeth Bowdidge.
Mr. J.L. North, former curator of the Royal Botanical
Society of London, during 20 years of breeding experiments
in Regent’s Park and elsewhere, has developed four soya
bean varieties capable of maturing in England’s climate. The
Fordson Estates obtained these seeds and Mr. North’s advice.
In 1933 they did experimental plantings of about 50 soybean
varieties collected from various parts of the world. In 1934
they planted about 20 acres of the most promising varieties.
Westerners obtain most of their fat and oil from
meat, milk, eggs and bread. But these foods are relatively
expensive, and many [especially in 1936 in the midst of
the Great Depression] cannot afford them. The people of
north China, who consume very little dairy products or
meat, obtain an inexpensive, balanced diet from soya beans.
Moreover, Chinese make a soya milk from soya beans.
Although it is unpalatable to Western tastes, more refined
processes can produce a palatable soya milk with good
nutritional value.
Conclusion: “The soya bean provides a remarkably
efficient method of providing supplies of food and raw
materials.”
2223. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Principal states of North America where soya is
grown (Document part). Monthly Bulletin of Science and
Practical Agriculture (International Institute of Agriculture,
Rome) 27(4):143T-49T. April.
• Summary: The leading U.S. soybean-growing states
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are Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, and North Carolina. The
following soybean varieties (listed alphabetically) are grown
in each state:
Indiana: Aksarben, A.K., Arlington, Dunfield, Early
Brown, Haberlandt, Harbinsoy, Illini, Ito San, Lexington,
Manchu, Mansoy, Medium Green, Midwest, Mikado, Pinpu,
Sable, Sherwood, Wea.
Illinois: A.K., Black Eyebrow, Dunfield, Ebony,
Haberlandt, Hamilton (Ohio 9035), Hurrelbrink, Illini,
Ilsoy, Ito San, Laredo, Mammoth Yellow, Manchu, Mansoy,
Midwest, Peking, Virginia, Wilson V [Wilson-Five].
Missouri: Harbinsoy, Illini, Laredo, Mammoth Brown,
Mammoth Yellow, Manchu, Midwest, Morse, Virginia,
Wilson,
North Carolina: Biloxi, Chiquita, George Washington,
Herman, Laredo, Mammoth Yellow, Otootan, Southern
Prolific, Virginia, Tokio. The main soybean-growing areas
are in the north-eastern part of North Carolina. These
varieties are divided into three geographical groups: (1)
Varieties recommended for the coastal plain; (2) Varieties
recommended for the low lands at the foot of the mountains;
(3) Varieties recommended for foot-hill uplands and in
mountain regions. Within each of these three groups they
are further subdivided into four group by use: For seed
production, for hay crops, for pig feeds, and for sowing with
maize [intercropping]. Address: Rome, Italy.
2224. Russell, John. 1936. The culture of the soya bean in
England. J. of the Ministry of Agriculture (Great Britain)
43(1):24-30. April. [4 ref]
• Summary: Cultivation of maize and the soya bean in
England began at a relatively late date. “Much important
work on selection and hybridization of these crops has
been done by Professor W. Southworth, formerly of the
Manitoba Agricultural College [in Canada], and now of
the Rothamsted Experimental Station.” Some 30 years ago
[about 1906-10] Professor [James] Hendrick tried to grow
the soya bean at “Aberdeen [Scotland], using Manchurian
seed; in the greenhouse a few plants grew and even flowered,
but they never produced seed, while in the open the seeds
hardly germinated.
“Further south, at Kingston and Kegworth in the
Midlands, Mr. Golding obtained better results with
Japanese seed, and indeed he used the plant for some of his
pioneering investigations on nitrogen fixation by leguminous
plants, working with a culture supplied by Hiltner, then of
Munich [Germany]. Although it was useful for laboratory
investigations the crop held out little promise to the
practical farmer. Similar negative results were obtained
by Sir Rowland Biffen at Cambridge. A summary of these
tests was given in this Journal in April, 1912 (p.33). A
little later in the summer of 1912 and 1913, soya bean was
tried at the Woburn experimental farm, but although the
seed germinated satisfactorily and the plant grew, as in Mr.

Golding’s experiments, only a few pools were produced,
and it was clear that the varieties tested were useless to
this country. Still further south, in the old Royal Botanic
Society’s Gardens, Regent’s Park, Mr. J. L. North, the
Curator, was more successful than any of his predecessors:
he began in 1914 and within a few years was growing a
number of varieties and found some that ripened seed ready
for harvesting in September. A brown variety seemed so
promising that by 1929 it was taken up for further trial by
the National Institute of Agricultural Botany and by Messrs.
Sutton and Sons. Meanwhile Mr. North received other
varieties from Professor McRostie, of Ontario [Canada], and
these were included in his trials-but they all failed.
“This brown variety had been obtained by Professor
Southworth about 1916 at the Manitoba Agricultural College,
and was fully tested and ready for distribution by 1922. It
was a selection from Ogemaw, a hybrid between an early
black and a dwarf brown variety produced by E.E. Evans
at West Branch, Michigan, in the opening years of the
present century. Like all hybrids, it is variable, and Professor
Southworth’s selection differed in such important respects
from the parent material that it was issued as a distinct
variety under the name Manitoba Brown. This was sent to
Mr. North and grown by him: he described it in the Quarterly
Summary of the Royal Botanic Gardens, for April, 1929, as
having ‘in the course of seven years’ trials here proved to
be not only the most reliable cropper, but the earliest of any
of the sixty varieties of soya tested by me for growth in this
country for the last fourteen years.’ Although Mr. North gives
no estimate of yields he quotes Messrs. Chivers’ estimate
of 12 to 15 cwt. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] of
grain per acre, and soya beans sold at that time at £13 per
ton. Mr. North states also that the soya bean has been grown
successfully in the Home Counties, Oxfordshire, Hampshire
and the Channel Islands, but gives no figures of yields in any
of these places. The National Institute of Agricultural Botany
grew it in 1924, 1925, and 1926 from Mr. North’s seed,
and each year had a fair crop of seeds: in 1928 large plots
were grown and the yield was estimated at 900 lb. per acre
without inoculation and 1,150 lb. per acre with inoculation.
The results seemed so promising that half an acre was sown
in 1929, but the plants ripened irregularly and produced little
seed. The trial was then discontinued.”
Mr. North continued his trials and “was fortunate in
enlisting the sympathy of Mr. Henry Ford, who in 1932
had purchased some 2,000 acres of agricultural land at
Boreham in Essex and proceeded to sow some Michigan
varieties of soya bean. These failed, but in the meantime
Mr. Ford discovered Mr. North, who furnished him with the
above variety and three others, and these have been grown
since 1933... Meanwhile in 1932 Professor Southworth,
the originator of the most successful of these varieties, had
retired from the Manitoba Agricultural College and joined
the Rothamsted Staff. He started growing his best selection
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at the Woburn Experimental Farm... Professor Southworth
himself has been growing the crop both at Rothamsted and at
Woburn since 1934.” Cultures for inoculating soya beans are
obtainable from Messrs. Allen and Hanbury, 3 Colts Lane,
Bethnal Green, London, E.2.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen stating that
the soya bean was grown at Rothamsted, the world’s first
agricultural experiment station, established in 1843.
Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Scotland, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Scotland (About 1906-1910). The source of these soybeans
is unknown (One of two documents).
Note 3. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2010) concerning soybeans in the Channel Islands, or
the cultivation of soybeans in the Channel Islands. This
document contains the 2nd earliest date seen for soybeans
in the Channel Islands, or the cultivation of soybeans in the
Channel Islands (April 1936). The source of these soybeans
was Mr. North. Address: Sir, D.Sc., F.R.S., Director,
Rothamsted Experimental Station [England].
2225. Smith, Robert A. 1936. Soy bean seed production
in Michigan. Edison Institute of Technology, Bulletin
(Dearborn, Michigan) No. 10. 17 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climatic requirements.
Soil requirements. Soil preparation. Selection of varieties
(Manchu, Illini, Ito San, Dunfield, Mandarin, and Greenfield
have been tested for 4 consecutive years–1932-1935;
Greenfield gave the best average yield, 25.3 bu/acre).
Inoculation. Time of planting. Rate of seeding. Depth of
seeding. Methods of planting. Cultivation. Harvesting:
Combine, binder, mower. Threshing. Storage of soy beans.
Industrial products made from soy beans (in the laboratories
of the Edison Institute).
Industrial products can be made from either oil, meal,
or stalks, as follows: “Soy bean oil: Enamels used on Ford
bodies, house paints, varnishes, linoleum and oil cloth,
printers ink, glycerin, fatty acids, soap, foundry sand cores,
vegetable shortening, oleomargarine. Oil-free soy meal:
Molded parts (horn buttons, gear shift knobs, distributor
parts, light switch assembly, timing gears), glues and
adhesives, water paints, core bonds, plywood glues. Soy
bean stalks: Fibers–pressed boards, furfural.” Note: This is
the earliest document seen (June 2011) that mentions Ford’s
work using soy bean protein in water-based paints.
“Soy beans were not grown extensively in Michigan
as a seed crop until the last few years, when the Ford
Motor Company became interested in their commercial
possibilities and began growing them on a large scale. As a
result considerable interest has been shown concerning their
value as a Michigan crop and the methods to be used in their
culture.”
2226. Times (London). 1936. Future of the soya bean: Not an

economic crop. May 4. p. 20, col. 3.
• Summary: “Briefly, the growing of the crop as a seed crop
[in Britain] is not an economic proposition under existing
conditions, although the prospect of an oil seed industry
being ultimately established cannot be ruled out. The
possibility of growing the crop for hay or for ploughing in as
green manure is worth consideration.”
“Certain names are worthy of record for the work
being done in bringing the soya bean to public notice and in
investigating its economic possibilities on a field scale. Mr.
J.L. North, when curator of the old Royal Botanic Society’s
gardens, Regent’s Park, was trying, over 20 years ago, to
secure varieties which ripened early enough for harvesting
under English conditions. In spite of discouragements he
persevered and eventually found a brown variety which
offered promise. Messrs. Sutton, of Reading, made efforts
to introduce this variety into farming and carried out patient
work for several years. Four years ago Mr. Henry Ford
visualised the possibilities of the crop and was responsible
for the starting of the large-scale experiments at Boreham,
where critical field tests have been in progress for the
last three years, and from which, seed has been widely
distributed. The four varieties grown at Boreham included
at least two of Mr. North’s selection. At about this time
Professor Southworth, who was originally responsible, when
working at the Manitoba Agricultural College, Canada, for
the production of the brown variety, subsequently found by
Mr. North to be a likely possibility in this country, had joined
the staff of the Rothamsted Experimental Station, and was
investigating the soya bean at the station’s Experimental
Farm at Woburn.
“The general results of these various investigations are
summed up by Sir John Russel, the director of Rothamsted,
in an article which appears in the Journal of the Ministry
of Agriculture. The Fordson Estates, Limited, have also
prepared a leaflet for free distribution which deals with the
widespread investigations which they have successfully
carried through.
“On the economic side the position is that under
favourable conditions, such as obtained in 1934, a yield of
about half a ton [of seed] from each acre may be expected
in the South of England from a variety such as the brown
bean ‘C,’...” This “would bring in, at present prices, a return
of about £3 to £5 an acre and the value of the straw. This
compares unfavourably with the return from field beans or
peas,...”
2227. Agricultor Venezolano (El) (Ministerio de Agricultura
y Cria, Caracas). 1936. El Ministerio de Agricultura trabaja:
Resumen de tres meses de labor [The Ministry of Agriculture
works: A summary of three months of labor]. 1(1):28-33.
May. [Spa]
• Summary: In this first issue of its new periodical, the
Ministry tells about its activities and new projects to serve
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the people of Venezuela. On the last page of the article is a
section titled “Agricultural Promotion Service (Servicio de
Fomento Agricola) with a list of seeds available from the
Ministry. Among the 58 seeds, listed in alphabetical order
by their common names in Spanish, is “Soja X”–where
the “X” apparently refers to an unknown variety. This type
of list will appear prominently (usually on page 2, or in
inside front or back covers) in every issue of the magazine
for roughly the next ten years and the soybean will appear
in almost every list until April 1943. Thus the soybean is
mentioned in most issues of this magazine from May 1936
until April 1943. Small quantities of each species of seed are
apparently available free of charge upon request. Also in this
first list are: Alfalfa (2 varieties), cotton (5 varieties), chufas,
sunflowers, maize (5 varieties), Valencia peanuts, sorghum
(4 varieties) and wheat (3 varieties). A similar list appears in
June (p. 23). On pages 38-39 of the June issue is the same
list in tabular form showing how many kilograms of each
variety were sent to how many people. Some 122 kg of Soya
X were sent to 109 people who requested it, making it one of
the 8 most popular seeds requested.
By March 1937 the number of seeds has been reduced
to 27 but Soja X is still available. In May 1937 the soy entry
was first spelled “Soya” and expanded to read: “Soya X. For
green manure and food (Para abono y alimento). In Sept.
1938 the entry read simply “Soya.” Jan. 1939 contains the
first list in which soy is not mentioned. But in Oct. 1939 two
types of soybeans are offered: (1) Soya, edible, yellow. (2)
Soya for green manure.
In July 1940 only Soya for green manure is available. In
Sept/Oct. 1940 the list is shorter and with new bold format.
Two soybean varieties are now offered: (1) Soya, yellow
(for oil, green manure and human food). (2) Soya, black (for
green manure only). By Nov/Dec. 1940 the one offering was
Soya, yellow (Soya Amarilla). The number of seed types
offered is now down to eight. By March 1941 the soybean
offerings (and wording) are the same as in Sept/Oct. 1940. In
Aug. 1941 the only soy offering is Soya negra.
In Jan. 1942 three soybeans are offered: Soya Biloxi,
Soya Mammouth Yellow, and Soya O-to-tan. The name of the
organization offering the seeds has changed to Department
of Farmer Colaboration (Departamento de Colaboracion
Campesina). In Feb. 1942 the seeds offered first appear on
the inside front cover, with the same 3 soybean varieties–and
in March 1942 they first appear on the inside back cover.
In May 1942 the spelling Soya “O-too-tan first appears. In
June/July 1942 some varieties of seeds are first offered for
sale; the only soybean is Soya O to tan.
In March/April 1943 there are two big changes: All
seeds are now sold, and no soybeans are offered. A month
later the “for sale only” policy is discontinued, but still no
soybeans. By Sept/Oct. 1943 the “for sale only” policy has
returned, but now “Soya” is offered for Bs. 18 per kg.
Throughout 1944 all seeds are sold and soybean seeds

are not offered. After this, one soybean variety (mainly Soya
O-too-tan) appears from time to time.
2228. Agricultor Venezolano (El) (Ministerio de Agricultura
y Cria, Caracas). 1936. El cultivo de la “soya” [The
cultivation the soybean]. 1(1):24. May. [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: A short paragraph at the top of the article states:
We have translated the monthly bulletin of the Royal Bank
of Canada [actually The Royal Bank of Canada Monthly
Letter, April 1936] which discusses the extraordinary
importance acquired recently by the soybean, an agricultural
product whose cultivation is being tested in Venezuela. The
intensification of this crop in our country can come to signify
a new and important source of national wealth.
The article begins: “To many people, the soybean has an
oriental flavour; they know it as the basic ingredient in some
of the most famous English meat sauces [Worcestershire,
etc.] and have heard that it is an important Manchurian
export. Against this background it is something of a surprise
to learn from the Wall Street Journal of February 17, 1936,
that in the previous year it had become, from the viewpoint
of cash return to the farmers, the fourth most important
cereal crop in the United States. The crop of 1934 was about
50 per cent larger than that of 1933 and the crop of 1935 was
doubled that of 1934.”
The many uses of the soybean are discussed, including
soybean flour (with and without the original oil content of
the seed), soybean milk, butter, cheese [tofu], and coffee.
Among industrial uses, in 1934, 10 million lb of soybean
oil were used by the paint industry in the USA. “In varnish
and lacquers soybean oil is the principal base. The Ford car
is finished with a soybean lacquer and the Ford Company is
erecting a $5,000,000 plant in Detroit [Michigan] to make
soybean products. In soaps, glues, linoleums and rubber
substitutes, the ingredients of the soybean have come to be of
predominant importance.”
2229. Funk, E.D. 1936. Soy beans as a farm crop. In: Farm
Chemurgic Council, ed. 1936. Proceedings of the Second
Dearborn Conference of Agriculture, Industry, and Science.
Dearborn, Michigan. 409 p. See p. 243-48. Soy Bean
Sectional Meeting. [21 ref]
• Summary: Excellent overview. Contents: Introduction
(incl. early history, Peoria Plan). Mineral elements essential.
Soy bean qualities. U.S. production and imports. Bulletins
and references.
“Farmers had grown late maturing varieties of the
soy bean in the Carolinas for a few years prior to the war
[World War I] for animal consumption and seed... The first
market was for seed purposes only and those who only grew
enough to secure a few extra bushels of extra seed received
a handsome reward for their beans from other farmers who
wished to do the same thing.
“About 1920 or ‘22 one or two men recognized the
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possibility of processing the domestic soy beans for the oil
as well as for the high per cent of proteins in the meal for
stock food. A few years later this led to various meetings of
farmers who in cooperation with the processors worked out a
plan for larger acreage of planted beans as well as a study of
efficient methods of producing and harvesting the crop. For
two years the American Milling Co. and Funk Bros. agreed
to pay the farmers a specified price for the crop of beans
under contract at planting time.”
The soy bean “is the heaviest feeder on phosphates
of all our grain-producing crops.” “The soy bean today
is a profitable crop for the farmer to grow. It is rapidly
taking the place of oats which seldom has been a
profitable rotating crop, especially in the Middle West. The
manufacturer developed the combine so that the soybeans
are comparatively easy to harvest. Processors so far have
kept up with production, thus creating a market and utilizing
the surplus beans... In fact I know of no grain crop that has
called forth as many questions from the farmers to seedsmen
as has the soy bean.”
“The surplus of corn that we have heard so much about
is proportionally reduced by each acre of beans planted.
Farmers have recognized that by growing soy beans they
are producing a crop that they can convert into cash in the
fall of the year prior to corn husking, or they can exchange
their beans for soy bean oil meal to feed to their livestock
during the winter months. Again, by using soy bean oil
when painting their buildings they are helping themselves to
consume some of their own production.” #1.
“Soy beans may be seeded with a grain drill, a corn
planter, or a sugar-beet drill. With the drill the beans may
be put in either solid, that is from each spout in the drill, or
some of the spouts may be stopped up and the seed planted
in rows twenty-eight or thirty-two inches apart. With the
solid planting most farmers use the rotary hoe or harrow to
cultivate and kill the small weeds. When planted in rows the
bean cultivator or a corn cultivator may be used in the same
way as in cultivating corn.”
“In 1924 there were just two mills processing soy beans,
today there are about forty-five plants processing soy beans.”
“I am and for years have been an enthusiast for the soy
bean. I believe the soy bean has an unlimited field from
the viewpoint of the farmer, research scientist, and the
industrialist, and is rapidly taking its place in the economic
life of the nation.” Address: Bloomington, Illinois.
2230. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Latin America (Document part). Monthly Bulletin
of Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute
of Agriculture, Rome) 27(5):180T-84T. May.
• Summary: “3. Argentina. The first trials in acclimatisation
of soya in Argentina were carried out, it appears, in 1908 at
the Experimental Station of Córdoba. It was not, however,

until 1924 that trials of any real economic importance
were made. At that time the Seed Section, dependent on
the Division of Experiment Stations, purchased seed of 15
varieties of soya from the United States and distributed it
among agricultural schools, experiment stations and about
6,000 farmers throughout the principal parts of the country.
From this distribution a considerable amount of information
may be obtained on the adaptation of the various varieties
to the different zones of the country... The chief results were
obtained at the Experiment Station of Puerta de Diaz [which
is situated in the valley of la Lerma], Department of Salta,
and Loreto, Department of Misiones.
“4. Bermuda. Soya has been cultivated here for several
years. The Department of Agriculture has recommended its
use as green manure and as a feed for livestock. There are
no native varieties. The only variety introduced is Mammoth
Yellow, the growth period of which allows sowing to take
place at the beginning and harvesting at the end of summer.
“5. Brazil. Investigations on the adaptation of different
varieties of soya to the particular conditions of Brazil were
and are carried out at the Experiment Station of Sao Simao.
Trials were made with the following varieties a detailed
description of which will be found under the heading of the
United States...
“As a result of the first investigations it was possible to
classify all these varieties into 5 groups according to their
precocity. They were also divided into: (1) tall varieties (1.30
to 1.50 meters) yielding a large quantity of green material
and suitable for forage production; (2) medium tall varieties
(0.50 to 0.80 meters); (3) dwarf varieties (0.20 to 0.40
meters).
“The principal varieties are:–Very early varieties
(duration of growth period: 80 to 90 days): Artolfi, Arlington,
Aksarben, Easycook, Hamilton and Hoosier. Early varieties
(growth period: 90 to 100 days): Austin, Ebony, Hahto,
Ilsoy, Goshen Prolific, and Virginia. Semi-early varieties
(growth period: 100 to 110 days): Barchet, Chiquita, Dixia
[sic, Dixie], Dunfield, George Washington, and Wilson
Five. Semi-late varieties (growth period: 120 to 130 days):
Herman, Medium Green, Mammoth Yellow, Merko and
Sherwood. Late varieties (growth period: 130 to 150 days):
Biloxi, Tarheel Black, Ito San, Minsoy, Old Dominion and
Mikado.
“The varieties particularly recommended by the
Experiment Station of Sao Simao are as follows:–For seed
production: Artolfi, Aksarben, Chiquita, Herman, Tarheel
Black, Hamilton and Haberlandt. The seeds of these
varieties are very rich in oil. For forage production: Biloxi,
Wilson Five, Mammoth Yellow, Goshen Prolific, Ebony
and Virginia. For human consumption: Easycook, Hahto
and Hoosier. A table (p. 183) gives the composition of the
principal varieties of soya cultivated in Brazil: Peking,
Wilson Five, Minsoy, Dunfield, Mandarin, Haberlandt,
Virginia, Habaro, Dixie, Mammoth Yellow, Chiquita, Tarheel
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Black.
“6. Chile. The first trials in soya acclimatisation in Chile
date back to 1934. In 1934 this cultivation emerged from
the experimental into the practical stage. Investigations on
the acclimatisation of various introduced varieties were
carried out chiefly by the Experiment Station of the National
Agricultural Society. These trials were made with 27
varieties. At present 4 of these varieties are recommended for
cultivation, namely: Ito San, Dunfield, Illini and Manchu.”
“Ito San.–The variety is the most wide-spread and the
most adaptable... The growth period, at the Experiment
Station, is from 110 to 120 days. In many parts of the
country this period is prolonged to as much as 150 days. This
variety gives good results from Anconcaga to Bio-Bio. It is
most suitable for the regions of Maule, Nuble and Bio-Bio
on account of its hardiness. It, however, has the disadvantage
of having pods which open” [shatter]... Dunfield and Illini
give very good results in the regions of Curico and Talca.
Manchu matures a little later than Dunfield and Ito San. It is
particularly suitable for the central zone.
“In general, these 4 varieties yield seed of excellent
quality and a high oil content. When sown and grown under
favourable conditions, the growth period allows harvesting
to take place in March. The average yield in seed per hectare
on the farms is 16.1 quintals. In the course of trials carried
out by the Experiment Station of the National Agricultural
Society at Santiago, Chimbarongo, San Fernando and Talca,
these varieties gave a yield of 33.6, 24.2, 30.2, and 37.7
quintals, respectively. The yields in oil vary round about
19%; at times as much as 22.5% has been obtained.”
Note 1. 1 quintal = 100 kg. Note 2. This is the earliest
document seen (May 2009) concerning soybeans in Chile, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Chile. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Chile, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Chile (1934). The source of these soybeans is
unknown. See also a French version of this document by the
Institut International d’Agriculture (1936) which gives 1924
as the date of the first soybean trials in Chile; we think the
1934 date is more likely to be correct. Address: Rome, Italy.
2231. Breedlove, L.B. 1936. Soy bean–The magic plant:
Different varieties suitable for any climate or soil. Article III.
Chicago J. of Commerce and La Salle Street Journal. June 6.
p. 11.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soya max only
important specie [sic, species]. Imported seeds badly mixed.
Thrive in our climate. Soil preferences of the soya. Varieties
recommended by official agronomists. Trend in the varieties
grown.
A large table titled “Soybean varieties recommended for
the different growing areas,” contains 25 large boxes, each
containing the names of 5 to 12 soybean varieties. Across
the top are cropping for seeds, hay, pasture, or silage. Down
the left side are regions I through V. Region V (a northerly

region), for example, is “Very early and early varieties,
maturing in 90 to 110 days. The varieties in Region V best
suited for producing seed are: Aksarben, Black eyebrow
[Black Eyebrow], Elton, Habaro, Ito San, Mandarin, Minsoy,
Ogemaw, Soysota, and Wisconsin.
Varieties now gaining favor in the “corn belt district” are
Illini, Manchu, Dunfield, Mansoy, and Laredo.
“The soybean belongs to the genus Soja, family of
Leguminosae–the second large family of seed plants whose
species total over 12,000. Of the fifteen species of the genus
native to Asia, Africa and Australia only one, Soja Max–the
soybean–produces sufficient protein and other chemical
properties to be of economic importance.” Note the use of
the terms “the soya,” “Soya Max,” and “Soja Max” to refer
to the soybean.
“The soybean is a self-fertilizing plant: the flowers
produce both the pollen grains and ovules. Pollination occurs
before the flower opens and there is little chance of pollen
from other plants carried by insects or by falling from other
plants to enter and effect fertilization.
“Apparently Chinese emperors or imperial gardeners
gave no thought to improving the soybean strains, while
the farmers naturally enough, had no idea that controlled
propagation was possible. So, through the centuries, the god
of soya had to look out for himself. However, as the plants
rubbed shoulders slight variations came into existence, to
be handed slowly on as the crop seed was planted again and
again, in spite of the soya god. Even at that, plant variations
through mutation, without the necessary artificial segregation
of the plants, developed slowly.” Address: Staff member,
Chicago Journal of Commerce.
2232. Breedlove, L.B. 1936. Soy bean–The magic plant:
Crop fits calendar of operations on grain growing farms.
Article IV. Chicago J. of Commerce and La Salle Street
Journal. June 9. p. 11.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil preparation as for
corn. Inoculation necessary. Rate of seeding not important.
Cultivation of plants. Curing of soy hay. Diseases are rare.
“Soybean bacteria, more healthy in the acidic soils
than in neutral or alkaline soils, live long enough–in fact
longer than the bacteria of other legumes–to supply natural
inoculation, provided that a crop of soybeans is grown every
five to ten years.”
Soybean varieties vary widely in seed size, ranging from
1,250 to the pound for the large-seeded Hahto, to 9,600 for
the tiny Barchet. The rate of seeding does not vary with the
seed size.
“For hay, soiling, or green manure soybeans are
sown by means of drills. For seed or bean crops the beans
are generally planted in rows 28 inches apart to provide
sufficient space for cultivation. For silage or pasture
soybeans are often planted with corn in the jump hill or
alternate hill method or may be planted in the same hills.”
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“The soybean plants provide the best quality of hay
when the seeds are nearly half-developed. If the crop is cut
earlier, the percentage of protein will be higher but total hay
yield will be lower and the difficulty of curing will be much
greater. If cutting is delayed, however, the stems begin to
get woody and hard–a process which moves rapidly–with
consequent loss in palatability and feeding value.”
“The combined harvester and thresher, or combine, has
in recent years been extensively applied in harvesting of the
soybean crop, especially in the chief producing states.
“Diseases are rare: In Asiatic countries the soy max
is affected by a large number of destructive diseases–the
Orientals never attempted to study the diseases until fifteen
years ago when some of their youths began to return from
our agricultural colleges–but as yet no disease of the plant
has assumed any degree of economic importance in America.
It is attacked by several fungus and bacterial diseases in
the United States, even though the soy is far less affected
by diseases than most forage or food crops grown in this
country.”
“Grasshoppers, beetles, leaf hoppers and green
clover worms, who habitually feed on legumes, have no
special liking for soybeans... But rabbits, and surprising
woodchucks, have proved to be more modern in the ganging
up to feed on the soya and, if such population is plentiful, the
bean field must be protected by close-net fences or the crop
sprayed by an arsenical poison.”
Note the use of the terms “soy max,” “the soy,” and
“the soya” to refer to the soybean. Address: Staff member,
Chicago Journal of Commerce.
2233. Breedlove, L.B. 1936. Soy bean–The magic plant:
Better cultural methods have improved crop yields. Article
V. Chicago J. of Commerce and La Salle Street Journal. June
11. p. 12.
• Summary: Contents: Handling and improving. Moisture is
important [seed moisture content during storage]. Longevity
of the soy seeds. Climate important. Natural crosses few.
“The soybean has 20 pairs of chromosomes and hence,
presumably, the possibilities of 20 groups of independently
inherited characters. To date only three groups of linked
genes have been produced by artificial hybridization.
A table shows the average yield of seed per plant in
grams from 18 different soybean varieties; Illini was highest
with 9.82. Address: Staff member, Chicago Journal of
Commerce.
2234. Breedlove, L.B. 1936. Soy bean–The magic plant:
Source of manifold foods for man, woman, and child. Article
VIII. Chicago J. of Commerce and La Salle Street Journal.
June 18. p. 12.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (experiments on the diet
of prisoners; the scientific knowledge of foods in relation to
life and work). Removing bitter taste. Composition of soy

flours. The count in amino acids.
One table shows the average composition of five types
soy bean flours made from: (1) whole soybeans, (2) high
fat content cake, (3) medium fat content cake, (4) low fat
content cake, (5) solvent extracted cake. Flour made from
whole soybeans contains 20.45% fat and 36.63% protein.
Flour made from solvent extracted cake contains 1.58% fat
and 68.74% protein. A second table gives the “Composition
of the principal protein of various grains,” as follows: Barley
(hordein). Oats (glutelin, gliaden). Rice (globulin, glutelin).
Rye (gliaden, glutelin). Wheat (glutin, gliadin, glutenin,
leucosin). Soybean (glycinin). Navy bean (phaseolin).
A large diagram titled “Uses of the soy bean,” shows 91
different uses. For example: The plants can be used for green
manure, forage, pasture, or soiling. The beans can be used
to make meal, oil, dried beans, and green beans. The oil can
be used to make 13 different non-food industrial products
plus food products and lecithin. These food products include
butter substitute, lard substitute, edible oils, and salad oils.
Lecithin is used in leather tanning, candy manufacture,
medicines, and as an emulsifier. The dried beans can be made
into 9 foods and beverages plus stock feed. The “vegetable
milk” can be made into bean curd (which can be used fresh,
dried, smoked, or fermented), “condensed soy milk, canned
soy milk, fresh soy milk, soy milk powder, and soy casein.”
The casein can be made into “paper sizing, paints, textile
dressing, waterproofing for textiles, drugs, or synthetic
wool.” Green beans can be used as a green vegetable,
canned, or in salads.
“History indicates that the Chinese because of the soy
bean were first among racial groups to have a well-balanced
diet, and being better nourished, they were for centuries able
consistently to drive off the barbarians.
“Western nations took little interest in diet other than
that which grew up in the customs born out of trial and error
methods. For more than one hundred years after experiments
on prisoners began, the whole matter was looked upon as one
of economy for the state and it was not until Carl von Voit
laid down seventy years ago, his famous dictum, i.e., a man
doing little work should have daily 118 grams of proteins,
500 grams of carbohydrates and 56 grams of fat, that any
interest in a diet providing sufficient nutrition became
manifest.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2003) with the term “soy casein” to refer to
isolated soy protein products.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2017) that uses the term “synthetic wool” to
refer to spun soy protein fiber used like a textile fiber
(such as wool). Address: Staff member, Chicago Journal of
Commerce.
2235. MacConkey, C.A. 1936. Experimental cultivation
of soybeans: Information obtained through inquiries. In:
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National Research Council of Canada. 1936. Proceedings
of the Third Conference on Soybeans. Ottawa, Canada. 34
p. See Appendix E, p. E1-E2. Held on 30 June 1936 in the
National Research Building, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: The author sent a letter of inquiry to 5
universities or colleges, and to several individuals and
organizations in Canada, and visited Mr. T.B. Macaulay,
Hudson Heights, Quebec. “At Edmonton [Univ. of Alberta]
a few varieties have been grown each year since 1930, with
nothing of promise resulting.
“In Manitoba [Univ. of Manitoba, Winnipeg] soybeans
have been grown for 15 years [i.e. since 1921]. By
hybridization a yellow-seeded variety suitable for southern
sections of western Canada has been obtained and it is
believed that by large-scale operations on inexpensive land, a
profitable crop may soon be grown.”
“At Saskatoon [Univ. of Saskatchewan] a few varieties
were grown in 1925 and 1926 and a dark-seeded variety is at
present being tried. No results of promise are reported.
“At Guelph [Ontario] over a hundred varieties have been
tested in the last 43 years [i.e. since 1893]. Selected varieties
have been successfully established in this part of Canada. In
1929 an extensive soybean demonstration including every
county in the province was organized. Co-operative tests
have been carried out on hundreds of farms and information
obtained regarding times and rates of seeding, methods
of planting, harvesting and so forth. This work is being
continued.
“At Platon, Quebec, Mr. A.J. de Lotbinière has grown a
few varieties during the last 4 or 5 years. Strains satisfactory
for fodder purposes have been developed by selection and a
great future is foreseen for the soybean here.
“At Brooks, Alberta, a few varieties have been grown by
Mr. Don. H. Bark, of the C.P.R. [Canadian Pacific Railway],
since 1922. Earliness was considerably increased by
selection but little of promise resulted. Mr. Bark died in 1935
and no information is available as to what has been done
since then.
“At Hudson Heights, Quebec, Mr. T.B. Macaulay has
been breeding soybeans for a number of years. This work is
of considerable importance and a report is given in Appendix
F.
“At Macdonald College [Quebec] a few varieties have
been grown since 1906. Two varieties have been selected and
named, one is suitable for the production of grain, the other
is more suitable for fodder.”
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Alberta province, Canada, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Alberta province (1922, by Mr. Don H. Bark
of the C.P.R. at Brooks). The source of these soybeans is
unknown; it may have been the Ottawa Research Station,
Ontario, Canada. Note 2. As of Feb. 1993 the archives
of the Canadian Pacific Railway are located at: Canadian
Pacific Ltd., Windsor Station, P.O. Box 6042–Station A,

Montreal, QUE H3C 3E4, Canada. Phone: 514-395-5146.
However a careful search by the archivists uncovered no
early documents related to soybeans in Alberta. They did
find a 1919 publication by Don H. Bark titled “Profitable
Irrigation Crops,” which mentions alfalfa and field peas, but
not soybeans.
2236. Merkenschlager, F. 1936. Die Konstitution der
Sojabohne [The constitution of the soybean]. Ernaehrung
der Pflanze (Die) 32(11/12):189-94. June 1 and 15. [15 ref.
Ger]
Address: Leiter der Biologischen Abteilung der Bayerischen
Landesanstalt fuer Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenschutz, Munich,
Germany.
2237. Nag, N.C.; Banerjee, H.N.; Pain, A.K. 1936. Some
rat-feeding experiments with chhola, sankalu seeds and soja
beans. Science and Culture (Calcutta) 1(13):779-80. June. [1
ref]
• Summary: Chhola is chick-peas (Cicer arietinum), and
sankalu is Pachyrhizus angulata (a tuber whose juice is
rich in vitamin C). Soja beans were obtained from the local
market and also from Mozafferpur. Soja bean had curative
value, but was found to have the least curative value of these
three feeds. Address: Bose Research Inst. Laboratories, Falta
and Calcutta.
2238. Nicol, Hugh. 1936. The utilization of atmospheric
nitrogen by mixed crops. International Review of
Agriculture, Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Science
and Practice (International Inst. of Agriculture, Rome)
27(6):201-16T. June; 27(7):241-46T. July. [85 ref]
• Summary: “Part I: Introduction: The so-called restorative
effect of leguminous crops has been known since early
Roman times. It was not until 1886–the date of Hellriegel,
and Wilfarth’s announcement of their discovery of the
part played by the leguminous nodule bacteria–that
an explanation of the effect of legumes in increasing
the soil’s stock of nitrogen was available. However, a
residual manurial value to following crops, is not the only
contribution of legumes to soil enrichment. It is becoming
increasingly clear that nodule-bearing plants are able, while
alive, to place at the disposal of neighbouring plants, some
part of that nitrogen which the nodule-bearer has built up
from the air in symbiosis with nitrogen-fixing bacteria.
Utilisation of atmospheric nitrogen by cereals and other nonlegumes does not necessarily depend upon death or decay of
the symbiotic plants.
“The discovery made by Hellriegel and Wilfarth made
a sensation; the news of it went through the agricultural
scientific world as the flame of a torch goes through
brushwood. In many places the discovery was taken up,
examined, and confirmed; and it immediately led to fruitful
consequences. On the other hand demonstration of the
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benefit derived by non-legumes from legumes was made
not once, but several times, without the facts becoming
well-known. Knowledge concerning the mechanism of the
nitrogenous benefit derived by a non-legume from a nodulebearing plant growing in proximity has been acquired and
has been diffused with great slowness. The beginning of such
knowledge can be traced back to 1892 at least, but not yet is
it widely disseminated.
“It may be left to the reader to decide for himself the
reasons for the disparity in the rates of progress of the
two ideas. Some part must be assigned to the fact that the
discovery made by Hellriegel and Wilfarth was one for
which the scientific world had been waiting, while the
existence of a transfer of nitrogen from legume to nonlegume was suspected by few. This contrast in anticipations
probably accounts for much of the disparity.
“Ideas concerning the uptake of nitrogen by
non-legumes from legumes have arisen, apparently
spontaneously, in the minds of workers separated by notable
distances of space and time...
“Historical: The first experiment that has been traced
with a bearing upon the uptake, by a non-legume, of
nitrogenous material derived from a legume is due to the
Frenchman, La Flize, who worked at Rambouillet. His
experiments were all performed in the field, beginning in
the autumn of 1887 and continuing until 1892 at least. His
paper, published in 1892, contained a promise of a further
communication, but none has been found by the author. All
his experiments consisted of showing that a cereal (rye or
barley) sown amongst leguminous plants (crimson clover (T.
incarnatum) or vetches and peas) requires no added nitrogen
and yielded a fair crop either of grain or of hay, if manured
only with potash. basic slag, and gypsum. His first sowings
of crimson clover and rye, (the first having been sown in
the autumn of 1887), provide (so far is known), the only
recorded examples of mixed-cropping experiments with an
autumn-sown legume. All his mixtures were sown on the
same two hectares...”
Soy is mentioned on pages 204, 205, 244 (4 times), 245
(4 times), and 249. Address: Botany Dep., Univ. of Glasgow
[Scotland].
2239. Nature’s Path to Health (Melbourne, Australia). 1936.
Soya Bean growing for the Australian garden. July 15. p. 3536.
• Summary: Written by F.G. Roberts, pioneer of soyfoods
and soybean cultivation in Australia. “Regarding the future
of Soya Beans in Australia, the following may be quoted
from an English contemporary: ‘The seeds will soon be
acclimatized to produce good crops in England. Besides
proving a delightful new vegetable, the seeds saved should
pay for all the trouble, and you will be able to say, “I grew
them before the British farmer thought of doing so.”’
“The two harvests that have since taken place have

turned the above prophecy into accomplished facts.
“There appears to be no reason why every enthusiastic
food reformer with a small garden should not try his, or her,
hand at growing Soya Beans. The offering of acclimatized
seeds, green, yellow, and brown, by the ‘Pitman’ Health
Food Co., for the first time in their March, 1935, catalogue,
resulted in their supplying a hundred packets within a few
days, the demand continuing up to planting time, May 1st,
when supplies were exhausted.”
The soya bean should eventually provide “the farmer
with an additional profitable crop for the oil crushers and a
large number of other important purposes. The writer, who
has made a hobby of gardening for more years than he cares
to count, considers that his 1935 crop of soya beans is the
first thing he has ever grown that has paid him financially...
“Four varieties were planted on May 1st, 1935, one row
of black” (93 seeds) and five rows each of brown, green,
and yellow (372 seeds each). Details of planting and growth
are given. The whole patch was about 45 feet by 27 feet. On
August 4th the different varieties were all healthy and of
different heights: yellow 30-34 inches, green 12-18 inches,
brown 20-24 inches, and black 18-24 inches. At the end of
August the plants were all very strong but at different stages
of flowering and bearing fruit. The black and brown varieties
gave the best yields, increasing 56 fold and 50 fold in weight
respectively. Green increased 35 fold and yellow 34 fold.
“The Soya Bean has been very successfully grown
in Australia. There is a sample at ‘Kalimna,” Melbourne
from Mrs. Drury’s garden at Murrumbeena [a suburb in
Melbourne, to the south east, in Victoria]. Others, too, have
had equal success, which goes to show that Soya beans can
be grown just as successfully in Australia in as Overseas.
Remarkable success has also been obtained in England with
the growing of the Soya Bean.
“As the Soya Bean is such a wonderful food, we feel
sure it would be a very good food to encourage the growth
of in Australia, therefore we will send to any subscriber a
packet of beans on the receipt of 3d. in stamps to defray
postage on the same–Editor.”
Note 1. This is the earliest article on soybeans seen
(July 2007) in Nature’s Path to Health. Paul Smith of Soy
Products of Australia (Pte.) Ltd. has examined issues dating
back to Oct. 1932, and as late as Feb. 1950. The magazine
was published by F.G. Roberts, a naturopath living in
Melbourne.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2007)
concerning Soy Products of Australia Pty. Ltd. (Bayswater,
Victoria, Australia), formerly F.G. Roberts Health Food
Products (Melbourne).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2007)
concerning F.G. Roberts’ and soybeans or soyfoods.
Note 4. This article was reprinted in the 1 Oct. 1938
issue of this magazine (p. 38-39).
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2240. Melrose, Ellen. 1936. Country’s largest mill grows
from one man’s interest in soybeans. Staley Journal
(Decatur, Illinois). July. p. 3-9.
• Summary: “Editor’s Note: The soybean industry in the
United States–its origin, growth and success–exists because
A.E. Staley had an idea and faith enough in it to develop
it. How he persisted in this development, interesting the
growers. then the consumers, creating a demand and then
unceasingly urging the farmers to supply that demand, is told
by Ellen Melrose in this article. Much of the material for this
article was gathered from conversations with Mr. Staley and
from letters in his files.
“This will he followed next month by an article dealing
with the present-day results of his work.”
“Part I: A review of the Staley company’s pioneering
and early promotion work in the field of soybean processing
during the decade of the 1920’s, is particularly impressive
because of the threefold responsibility which the company
was both willing and obliged to assume in those first years.
“This responsibility consisted not simply of
experimenting in soybean processing, a line of production
quite unknown in this country, and not simply of successful
sales promotion on soybean products, but even of stimulating
and encouraging the growing of the soybeans themselves.
Any new industry may he obliged to solve some production
problems and to educate the public to the use of unfamiliar
products, but the soybean industry was in the unique position
of having also to educate its source of supply.
“In fact, early records indicate that shortly before
opening its soybean plant and for the first several years of
operation, the Staley company found that establishing a
promotional contact with the agricultural end of the soybean
industry was as necessary to success as efficient production
or the ultimate sales of soy bean products.
“Promotion of soybean growing: The emphasis on
soybean growing, so fundamental to future growth of the
soybean processing industry, perhaps resulted from the
fact that A.E. Staley’s first interest in soybeans was of an
agricultural nature. As a boy in North Carolina, he had seen
some soybeans brought from China by a missionary, had
watched them grow and had noted that the crop not only
furnished feed for livestock but being leguminous, enriched
the soil as well. In later years. after building a plant for the
processing of corn, it was natural that Mr. Staley’s interest

should turn to the possibility of processing other farm
products also. The success of soybean processing in the
Orient and in Europe, and the quantities of soybean oil and
cake imported into the United States, were strong indications
that this was a farm product which would be profitably
processed in this country.
“The possibilities in this field were the subject of many
discussions with farmers who called in the Staley company’s
corn buying department or who talked with the company’s
grain buyers in surrounding towns, during the years between
1916 and 1922. Mr. Staley’s confidence that an industry
would some time be established in this country made many
farmers receptive to the idea of growing soybeans. Such
interest began to produce tangible results in the late years of
the War when the productivity of Illinois corn land had been
diminished because farmers had neglected crop rotation in
an effort to take greatest advantage of high wartime prices
on corn. In this situation, the wisdom and expedience of
growing soybeans became apparent; the number of acres
planted in soybeans in Illinois and the number of bushels
threshed, increased accordingly:”
A 6-column table gives the following information
from 1914 to 1924. (1) Year. (2) Grown for hay (acres); it
increases steadily from 800 to 200,000. (3) Grown for seed
(acres); it increases the most rapidly from 200 to 115,000.
(4) Total acres; increases from 1,000 to 315,000. (5) Bushels
threshed; increases from 30,000 in 1919 to 1.380 million in
1924. (6) Yield [of seed] per acre; increases slowly from 10.0
in 1919 to a peak of 14.0 in 1925, then decreases to 12.0 in
1924.
“Farmers wanted mill: Just how much the marked
increases between 1920 and 1922 in acreage grown for seed
and in bushels threshed resulted from the casual propaganda
of conversation with farmers visiting the Staley grain
department or talking with the company’s representatives,
is an indeterminable question. In any case, Central Illinois
farmers soon became anxious to have a commercial outlet
for their beans and according to the Staley company’s
announcement that its soybean plant would he ready for the
1922 crop, the project was ‘in response to the general and
urgent desire on the part of the farmers of Central Illinois”
for such a plant,’ (See Staley Journal, June 1922).
Footnote: “Excerpt from letter written by Mr. Staley.
November 23. 1921, in reply to inquiries from the
Agricultural Department of the Chicago Tribune and from
the Prairie Farmer:
“Our company has been requested and in fact urged,
by the various County Farm Advisers and by delegations
of farmers who have called upon us, to put in a plant for
grinding and extracting the oil from the soya bean, and after
making considerable investigation our Company bas decided
to install a plant that will be sufficiently large to consume all
of the beans that will he grown for market in Central Illinois.
If this venture should prove commercially successful from
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a manufacturing standpoint and also from the agricultural
standpoint. we will enlarge the plant from time to time
sufficiently to handle all of the beans which may be grown
within a reasonable distance of Decatur.”
“After this announcement and the opening of the plant
for operation in October, 1922, farmers were assured of a
commercial outlet for their beans. It is logical to assume that
the Staley company, in giving this assurance, was largely
responsible for the increases in soybeans planted for seed
and threshed between 1922 and 1924.
“The contacts with farmers informing them of the Staley
soybean project were accomplished not only by conversation
with farmers from whom the Company bought corn but also
by correspondence and by a special traveling representative,
“During the latter part of 1921 and the first half of 1922,
inquiries concerning the establishment of a soybean plant
were received from farmers and grain dealers in some sixty
or seventy Illinois towns and a few towns in adjoining states.
Such inquiries were usually answered by Mr. Staley himself
because of his personal interest in the subject; information
was given concerning the proposed plant and probable prices
of beans, and it was suggested that farmers get in touch with
the Department of Agriculture at the University of Illinois
to secure knowledge of soybean cultivation and the best
varieties for commercial purposes.
“Reports on conditions: In the summer of 1922, when
the soybean crop was well under way, the Staley company
sent a representative out into the soybean growing districts
to make weekly reports concerning the condition of the
crop. During the course of the summer this representative
also interviewed 175 farmers or producers, 137 elevator
dealers, 11 seed houses, 25 county agents and a number
of bankers and newspaper men, and talked before four
soybean meetings giving information about the Staley
project. Bulletins and pamphlets were distributed at all these
interviews and meetings. There was evidently increasing
interest in soybeans for the market at this time although some
carelessness and lack of knowledge concerning the handling
of the crop was observed by the Staley representative.
“Early operations: Meanwhile bean driers and oil
expellers had been installed at the Staley plant making a
unit with capacity for 500 bushels of beans per day. The first
purchase of beans was made September 28, 1922, from the
Andrews Grain Company of Walker, Illinois: 1,547 bushels
at a price of 99.75¢ per bushel, and on September 30, the
Staley soybean mill was first put into operation.
“At this time beans could be purchased only in small lots
and even sometimes by the wagon load, and all that could he
obtained were processed immediately. Since a high quality
product is somewhat conditioned upon a sizable volume, this
scarcity, together with the fact that the quality of the beans
was uneven due to farmers’ inexperience in cultivating and
harvesting, resulted in some production difficulties. The
driers first used also proved to be unsatisfactory, but this

problem was solved when beans were successfully prepared
for crushing in driers constructed according to the invention
of the Staley plant superintendent.
“With certain interruptions resulting from these
difficulties the new mill operated only 16 days during
October, 1922, crushing 5,764 bushels of beans and
producing 209,300 pounds of Meal and 42,036 pounds of
Oil. There is a striking contrast between this volume and the
production figure 13 years later, in March, 1936, when the
Staley plant crushed 317,202 bushels of beans and produced
14,725,010 pounds of Meal and 2,690,875 pounds of Crude
Oil and thousands of pounds of diversified types of Soybean
Oil, Flour and Grits.” Continued.
2241. Miller, M.F. 1936. Cropping systems in relation to
erosion control. Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 366. July. 36 p.
• Summary: Soy is mentioned on pages 17-18, 23-24, 26,
and 34.
Page 17: “Crops allowing much erosion:... Many
farmers think that because the soybean is a legume it is
very beneficial to the soil. This is true if it is grown on level
lands, or in a manner which prevents erosion, and if it is then
properly utilized by feeding it back on the land. However,
where soybeans are grown in rows at corn planter widths,
and cultivated, they allow practically the same amount of
erosion as does corn. Under such methods on rolling land,
soybeans may do more harm than good. In other words, the
nitrogen carried away in the eroded soil may be much greater
than that added to the land by the nitrogen fixing action
of this crop. The following data from the experiments at
Columbia bear on this point.”
Table 7 gives a “Comparison of erosion from continuous
soybeans vs. continuous corn, where the soybeans were
followed by rye cover and the corn land left bare.” For the
years 1924-27, continuous corn caused an average annual
loss of 20.68 tons of soil per acre; soybeans caused 94.5% as
much loss. For the years 1928-31 continuous corn caused an
average annual loss of 21.46 tons of soil per acre; soybeans
caused 43.7% as much loss.
Summary: “3. When soybeans are sown in rows on
rolling land this crop may cause so much erosion as to result
in very serious soil losses. In such case the crop should
be sown with a grain drill and if possible on the contour.”
Address: M.S.A., Soils, Columbia, Missouri.
2242. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Burma (Document part). Monthly Bulletin of
Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute of
Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):284T-85T. Aug.
• Summary: “4c–Burma. The soya plant is very well known,
but is not cultivated on a large scale. The variety grown in
the plains of Pe-Ngapi tend to be forked and to resemble
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the wild form. The varieties cultivated in the hill regions
(Shan States) have an erect growth habit and resemble the
types grown in China. Soya is grown in Burma only for local
consumption.
“The Experiment Station of Mandalay-carried out work
in pure line breeding from 1915 to 1919 and from 1924 to
1928 and similar work is now in progress at the Agricultural
Station of Tatkon. Samples of the varieties Pekyat-pyin,
Behrum and Santonauk, analysed at the Imperial Institute,
London, had the following characteristics: these soyas
resemble commercial soyas in respect of composition;
they have a very high protein content; Pe-kyat-pyin and
Santonauk contain less oil than the Chinese and Japanese
varieties; Bechrum is the variety resembling most closely the
standard commercial types.
“Regions of cultivation.–This plant is grown on the river
banks and islands after the subsidence of the floods, also on
sandy up-land soils and in the hill regions and sometimes in
rice nurseries after the young rice plants have been removed.
Trials in introducing foreign varieties have not been
successful. There are three principal native varieties, namely:
“(1) A variety with yellow seed shading to brown in
the region of the hilum, round or oval. The unripe seed is
greenish. This variety includes 3 sub-varieties; one large, one
medium and one small. (2) A variety with greenish yellow
seeds shading to brown in the region of the hilum. Green
seeds are generally unripe. (3) A variety with dark brown
or olive brown seeds shading to black in the region of the
hilum.
“Cultivation.–In Burma no crop rotation exists in
which soya is included though it is sometimes grown in
biennial rotation instead of Mat-pe (Phaseolus Mungo) or
Pe-yin (Phaseolus calcaratus Roxb. [Roxburgh]). The seed
is generally sown broadcast from July to December when
climatic conditions are favourable. After sowing, very little
attention is given to the crop. When the young plants are 10
to 15 cm high the soil is hoed in two directions to remove
weeds and clear the crop. On inundated land no manure is
applied; on other land farm manure is sometimes used. The
harvest is cut with the sickle 90 to 100 days after sowing, the
seed is trodden out by cattle, the yields are from 200 to 670
lb per acre.
“East central region of Burma.–This region includes,
inter alia, the Southern Shan States where soya is
extensively grown. The area cultivated in 1935 amounted to
about 50,000 acres.
“Varieties.–There are two distinct varieties; an early
variety called Hto-nang and a late variety called Hto-nao.
Both varieties have small seeds, yellow and brown. Varieties
from China, Manchuria and India are now being introduced.
“Cultivation.–No precise crop rotation is practised and
manure is rarely used. The entire plant is harvested and
threshed immediately afterwards. The average yield in the
Southern Shan States is about 1000 lb per acre. In the plain

of Burma it is 850 lb.
“Circle of Myingyam (Province of Burma).–The
cultivation of soya is of no importance and no work of
investigation has been undertaken up to the present. Soya is
grown chiefly on the banks of the Irrawaddy and Chindwin
rivers. The only cultivated variety is a native one, greenish
yellow in colour. It occupies no definite place in crop
rotation. The seed is sown broadcast on land which has
been dug and sometimes harrowed. The yields are about
200 to 250 lb of seed per acre and 1500 to 2000 of forage.”
Address: Rome, Italy.
2243. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: India–Berar, Presidency of Madras, Presidency
of Bombay, Bengal and neighbouring Indian States, Assam,
North West Frontier Province, and United Provinces
(Document part). Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical
Agriculture (International Institute of Agriculture, Rome)
27(8):283T-85T. Aug.
• Summary: “4. India. 4d. Berar: Studies on soya cultivation
were undertaken in 1927 and are still in the experimental
stage. These investigations are made by the Government
Farm of Nagpur. Soya is grown in certain places in the
districts of Napgpur and Akola. The areas cultivated are not
known. There are no native varieties. The foreign varieties
are: Nos. 49-53-57-59. In respect of forage production,
the plant must be early and prolific to compete with other
leguminous crops. Soya does not yet enter into crop rotation,
but it might do well in a rotation including cotton. The yields
are about 1200 lbs of forage and 500 lbs of seed per acre.
“4e. Presidency of Madras: Soya growing has been
studied at the Agricultural Research Stations of Adurai,
Maruteru, Hagari and Nandyal, Samalkota.
“Research work at Adurai.–Started in 1932. Cultivation
is still in the experiment stage and has not developed greatly
on account of the fact that the market is not organised
though numerous varieties grow extremely well in the soils
of the Tanjore delta. Studies at present are limited to variety
trials. There are no native varieties, but 25 varieties have
been introduced 17 of which have flourished. The growth
period is from 3 to 6 months. The land utilised at the Adurai
Station is rice land formed of alluvial deposits from the river
Cauvery. Soya is now being tried in crop rotation with rice
and it is proposed also to cultivate early soyas as a first crop
from June to September in rice land before planting rice
in September-October. The seed is sown broadcast on land
which has been dug and is afterwards turned under either
with the harrow or a light wooden plough. From 10 to 20
lbs of seed is sown per acre. Harvesting takes place when
the plants have begun to lose their leaves and the ripe pods
are yellow or yellowish-brown. The yields are from 1500 to
2000 lbs per acre.
“Research work at Maruteru.–Soya cultivation was
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introduced in 1932. As far as is known there are no native
varieties. The varieties introduced are: Burma, Pe-Ngapi,
Kachin, Behrum.”
“Research work at Hagari and Nandyal.–Soya growing
was introduced into this region in 1932-33. Cultivation
trials carried out by the Research Station were not very
successful.”
“Research work at Samalkota.–Soya was introduced
at the Samalkota Experiment Station in 1932. 5 American
and 2 Burmese varieties are being tested. The best results
have been obtained with the varieties Pe-Ngapi and Behrum
(Kachin). Up to 1935, this crop hardly existed outside the
limits if the experimental farm. In 1936 a few seeds were
distributed for trial in the district... In rich irrigable soils,
soya may yield from 1000 to 1500 lbs. per acre.”
“4f. Presidency of Bombay. This leguminous plant was
introduced for the first time in 1932 by the Stock-breeding
Expert, but for the purpose of replacing animal proteins in
poultry feeds. Soya is now on trial on about 50 acres in the
districts of Poona, Nagar, Satara, Sholapur and Ratnagiri
with a view to determining the yields in these localities.
Trials are made also at the Northcote Stock-breeding Farm
at Charodi (district of Ahmadabad [Ahmedabad]), the
Poultry-breeding Farm of Kirkee (district of Poona) and
the Government Stock-breeding Farm of Bankapur (district
of Dharwar). Trials are made with 6 varieties bought from
Calcutta.
“4g. Bengal and neighbouring Indian States. It is
believed that soya was introduced by the Chinese in remote
times. It does not receive any particular attention, the only
investigations known have been carried out at Sabour. At
the Government Farm at Kalimpong variety trials have been
made with 9 or 10 distinct varieties only the majority of
which have now disappeared.
“The principal regions of cultivation are: Nepal, Bhutan,
Sikkim and the north of Bengal (district of Darjeeling [in
India]). In the Darjeeling district, as in the three independent
States mentioned above, the areas cultivated amount to about
20,000 acres. The following are the 5 principal varieties:
small pale yellow, medium white, large brown, small brown,
green... The varieties with large seeds are always preferred.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2010)
that gives soybean production statistics in India or in South
Asia.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012)
concerning soybeans in Bhutan, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Bhutan. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Bhutan, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Bhutan (June 1936; one of two documents). The source of
these soybeans is unknown.
“4h. Assam. Soya was introduced in 1913, but so far no
research has been effected. It is grown on about 5 acres at
the Government Experiment Farm at Upper Shillong, near
Shillong, also in the districts of Khasi and Jaintia Hills, but

no information is available on the areas cultivated.
Note 3. As of Oct. 2010, the Jaintia Hills are in Central
Assam and at the far eastern end of the state of Meghalaya,
India.
“4i. North West Frontier Province. None of the trials
carried out for introducing soya into this province have been
successful. The crop is invariable attacked by Rhizoctonia
Solani Kuhn and no efficacious remedy has been found. Note
4. This is the earliest document seen (July 2006) that clearly
refers to soybeans in Pakistan, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Pakistan–though the cultivation was not successful.
“4j. United Provinces. Soya is hardly cultivated at all
and is confined to a few districts situated at the foot of the
mountains. It is found in the Almora hill regions up to an
altitude of 5,500 feet. It is a crop that should be grown in
the rainy season on very poor soils. The forage, harvested in
November-December before complete maturity, is excellent
for all farm animals.”
Note 5. Each of these places were former provinces
of British India. Berar in west India has been part of
Maharashtra state since 1960. Presidency of Madras in
southeast India on the Coromandel Coast is now the state
of Tamil Nadu. Presidency of Bombay in west India was
divided in 1960 into Gujarat and Maharashtra states. Bengal
in northeast India is now a region encompassing West Bengal
(India) and Bangladesh. Assam in far eastern India is now
a state. North-West Frontier Province became a province
of Pakistan in 1947. United Provinces (of Agra and Oudh)
became the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh. Note: Madhya
Pradesh was formerly named Central Provinces and Berar.
Address: Rome, Italy.
2244. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Africa (Document part). Monthly Bulletin of
Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute of
Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):291T-95T. Aug.
• Summary: “1. French West Africa: Trials were carried out
in 1923 and 1926 at the Experiment Station of Soninkoura
[probably Soninnkoura in the Segou region of Mali] with
very little success; hence soya growing is not extensively
practised. In 1935, trials were started again at the Banankoro
Station (probably in Mali), but the results are not yet known.
The only variety cultivated is Soja Hispida, the crops being
used as green manure for the rice fields and for fuel oil
production.” Note: This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Mali, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Mali (1923; one of two documents). The source of these
soybeans is unknown.
“2. Algeria: Soya is not cultivated in this country though
a few trials were carried out which showed that it would
be possible to grow this crop in easily worked soils if kept
sufficiently cool in spring. Following large scale trials at the
Agricultural Institute of Algeria, near Algiers, it was noted
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that only small harvests were obtained in a dry year. This
plant cannot be grown on the coast where similar crops, such
as haricot beans, chick peas and lentils are grown. A few
soya plants may be found in the collections of the Botanical
Garden, the Botanical Station and the Agricultural Institute.
In the future soya may perhaps be grown to a certain extent
among the irrigated crops of the Chelif.
“3. Belgian Congo: Observed about 30 years ago [i.e.
about 1906] at Stanleyville by Commandant Lemaire, soya
is found in the collections of the Eala Botanical Garden and
was the object of experiments made at Sankuru in 19141915. It may appear strange that the cultivation of this
leguminous plant has not developed to a greater extent in the
Belgian Congo, all the more in that it has been introduced
into West Africa, especially into Southern Nigeria, the Gold
Coast [later Ghana] and Sierra-Leone.
“The oil content is as follows: Nigeria: 19.62%–GoldCoast: 21.29%–Sierra Leone: 23.2%–Gambia: 17.5%.
“Among varieties grown in the Eala Botanical Garden
mention may be made of a yellow variety, a purple, and
the variety Otootan. Analysis has shown that they are as
rich in total nitrogenous substances and oil as the soyas of
West Africa and Cambodia. Note 1. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in the Belgian Congo
(renamed Zaire in 1971), or the cultivation of soybeans in
the Belgian Congo (about 1906). It is not absolutely certain
that the soybeans were being cultivated at Stanleyville. The
source of these soybeans is unknown.
“4. Egypt: Soya growing was introduced into Egypt
in 1910. This plant is cultivated at present only on a small
scale and chiefly for experimental purposes. Trials have been
made of different varieties principally at the Higher School
of Agriculture and Agronomical Sections of the Ministry of
Agriculture. Cultivation is confined to a small district of the
province of Giza.
“There are no native varieties. Among introduced
varieties, the following have given certain positive results:
Mammoth Yellow, Virginia, Manchu, Biloxi, Tokio and
Hispida. Note 2. This document contains the second
earliest date seen (April 2004) for soybeans in Egypt, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Egypt (1910). However Egyptian
documents from 1912 and 1913 state clearly that soybeans
were cultivated in Egypt in June 1911.
“Soya is a summer crop. When grown for forage it is
cut in August when flowering has begun; when grown for
seed, harvesting takes place in September or October. The
average yields obtained per acre are: 6 tons of green forage
and 400 to 600 kg. of seed. Note 3. This document contains
the earliest reference seen for the cultivation of soybeans in
Egypt.
Madagascar: Soybean culture was introduced in 1911
and various trials have been carried out. Note 4. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Madagascar, or the cultivation of soybeans in Madagascar

(1911) (one of two documents). The source of these soybeans
is unknown.
“5. Morocco: Soya growing is still in the experimental
stage in Morocco where trials have been carried out for
about 15 years [i.e., from about 1921]. Cultivating has not
developed owing to the low yields obtained and also to a
tendency to shedding shown by the majority of varieties
so far tried out–a tendency which appears to be somewhat
increased by the climatic conditions of Morocco.
“Trials in acclimatisation with new varieties have been
carried out in Morocco by the Agricultural Service, the
Central Station of Rabat and other Experiment Stations of
the Protectorate.
“There are no native varieties. The foreign varieties
were obtained chiefly from Canada and Manchuria. Qualities
required are: (1) pods which do not shed the seed; (2)
adequate productivity.” Note 5. This is the earliest document
seen (March 2019) concerning soybeans in Morocco, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Morocco (one of two documents).
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Morocco, or the cultivation of soybeans in Morocco (about
1921). The source of these soybeans was chiefly Canada and
Manchuria.
“6. Rhodesia: Trials in acclimatisation have been carried
out for a certain number of years at the Experiment Station
of Salisbury and all the best known varieties have been
tested. Several of these varieties, such as Otootan, Otoxi
and Bilton [sic, Biltan], give excellent results as forage
crops. The two best lines have been obtained by breeding
from Otootan. They are rather more productive than their
parent, but, on account of their black seeds, are not suitable
for industrial purposes. The only variety recommended for
export is Hermann, with yellow seeds.
“Several crossings have been made between lines with
pods which do not shed but which are otherwise inferior
in quality, with a view to obtaining varieties suitable for
Southern Rhodesia where, owing to drought or reasons
yet unknown, the pods have a marked tendency to open”
(Continued). Address: Rome, Italy.
2245. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Oceania (Document part). Monthly Bulletin of
Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute of
Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):294T-97T. Aug.
• Summary: “1. Commonwealth of Australia: A. Southern
Australia. Apart from a very few trial plots, soya growing is
not practised in this State as the conclusion has been reached
that local climatic and soil conditions are not suitable for this
crop.
“B. New South Wales. Several years ago, the
Department of Agriculture tried to introduce soya into the
agricultural economy of the State, either as a green manure
or forage or for the multiple uses of the seed. During the
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last 20 years, numerous varieties have been introduced and
many trials have been carried out in all parts of the country.
Generally speaking, the results were not satisfactory and
efforts to introduce soya into the economy of the country
were not successful. The growth of the soya plant was very
poor and the yields in seed low. One of the reasons why soya
does not succeed seems to be the absence of the bacteria
of root nodules in the soil of this State. Utilised as a spring
green manure, soya is inferior to cow peas in the coastal
regions. In the Table-lands soya cultivation appears to give
better results.
“C. Queensland. Soya has been grown experimentally in
this country for a great number of years, but the results were
more or less negative and the areas now cultivated with soya
are almost negligible.
“A few very tall varieties, such as Biloxi and Otootan,
have proved to be suitable as forage, but they have not
been adopted by farmers, who obtain forage more easily in
cultivating cow peas or other leguminous plants.
“Trials in inoculating soya seeds do not appear to have
given any results though other trials should be carried out
in the agricultural districts before this crop can be said to be
quite unsuited to this State.
“The internal market for soya and its derivatives is
limited as it is supplied by imports from Manchuria and
Japan.
“Owing to the abundant production of all kinds of feeds
for live-stock, the use of soya will be difficult to establish
unless it is utilised in crop rotation with cotton or maize.
“D. Victoria. No systematic attempts have yet been
made to introduce soya growing into this State. Various trials
previously made for experimental purposes showed that this
crop was not of sufficient economic interest to replace the
existing crops of leguminous plants.
“In 1933, however, the Department of Agriculture
undertook a series of trials in soya growing in East
Gippsland...
“Imports into Australia are of no great importance.
In 1932-1933, 40,808 gallons of soya [soy sauce] were
imported; value £1778. Of these imports 90% came from
China. During the same period 12 tons of seed were imported
from Japan; value £148.
“3. New Caledonia. Soya cultivation was introduced
in 1928. No native varieties are grown, only foreign
varieties, seeds of which were introduced on two occasions
by the Chamber of Agriculture and the Administration.
The principal variety is Soja hispida. Medium yields are
obtained. There appears to be no future for soya as New
Caledonia is abundantly provided with similar products
which are in current use.”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Dec. 2014)
concerning soybeans in New Caledonia, or the cultivation
of soybeans in New Caledonia. This document contains the
2nd earliest date seen for soybeans in New Caledonia, or the

cultivation of soybeans in New Caledonia (1928). The source
of these soybeans is unknown. The history and present status
of the cultivated soybean, Glycine max is unclear. Address:
Rome, Italy.
2246. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Punjab, Bihar and Orissa, India (Document part).
Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture
(International Institute of Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):283T.
Aug.
• Summary: “4. India. 4a. Punjab. Soya is practically
unknown as a crop though, in the course of the last few years
a certain number of farmers have given it a trial with the
result that it has been introduced into the Punjab on a very
small scale. It does not appear that it will ever be of any
importance here. No work of experimentation or research has
yet been carried out with the exception of a few variety trials
made by certain experiment farms during the last few years.
The Botanical Experiment Station of Lyallpur and the SubStation of Ludhiana have also carried out a certain amount
of botanical research. There are no native varieties; the two
varieties recently introduced are ‘Yellow’ and ‘Chocolate.’
“4b. Bihar and Orissa. Soya is cultivated on only a
very small scale on the plains of Bihar and Orissa, though
trials carried out since 1918 have shown that it might be
satisfactory on the plateau of Chota Nagpur. This crop has
not yet been adopted by farmers in the Province, though
efforts have been made to encourage its diffusion; hence
it is grown only in the Government farms. There is only
one native variety: Mirjanhat. The variety introduced is
Black Mottled Java which grows well in the alluvial soils
of the Indus-Ganges plain. Crop rotation as practised at the
Experiment Farm of Kanke is as follows... Black Mottled
Java is an early variety, ready for harvesting at the end of
August. The variety Mirjanhat is late and cannot be cut
before November. The yields are about 100 maunds of green
forage and 12 maunds of seed per acre.
Note: Each of these places were former provinces of
British India. Punjab in northwest India was divided in
Aug. 1947 into East Punjab (with 1/3 the area and ½ the
population of the original region) which became a province
of India (capital, Chandigarh), and West Punjab, which
became a province of Pakistan (capital, Lahore). Lyallpur
(later renamed Faisalabad) was in Punjab, Pakistan, after
1947. Ludhiana was also in Punjab, but in northwest India
near the Sutlej River.
Bihar and Orissa in west India was divided in 1936 into
two provinces. Address: Rome, Italy.
2247. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Africa (Continued–Document part II). Monthly
Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture (International
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Institute of Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):293T-95T. Aug.
• Summary: Continued from page 293T. “7. Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan: Trials in acclimatisation are carried out chiefly at
the Experiment Station of Gezira and by the Agricultural
Research Service of Wad-Medani.
“Trials carried out at Gezira: Soya growing was first
introduced at the Gezira Station in 1931-1932. No native
varieties are grown, all have been introduced either from the
United States, the Union of South Africa or India...
“In general, the following observations may be made:
The Indian types of soya grow better than the American or
South African. The variety Poona Black is the best, followed
by Kalimpong Brown Small. The variety Barberton showed
very poor growth. Among American varieties Otootan was
the best, then Biloxi and Virginia. The varieties Mammoth
Yellow, Mammoth Brown, Illini and Haberlandt gave fairly
good results. Mansoy and Easycook 17 failed completely.
The others gave very mediocre results.
“Trials carried out by the Agricultural Research Service
of Wad-Medani [a city located in East Central Sudan on the
Blue Nile River, as of March 2019]: Trials carried out since
1912 have shown that the climate of the central region of the
Anglo Egyptian Sudan is completely unfavourable to soya
cultivation.
“The following varieties were introduced during the
course of trials: In 1912 varieties were introduced from
India and South Africa... In 1916 varieties were introduced
from the United States:... In 1931 varieties were again
obtained from America:... As has already been said, all the
trials showed that this region was not at all suitable for soya
cultivation.
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen for
the cultivation of soybeans in the Sudan (1912). The source
of these soybeans was India and South Africa.
“8. Tripolitania [later part of Libya]: Soya growing has
not yet emerged from the experimental stage. Investigations
have been made at the Royal Experimental Agricultural
Institute of Sidi Mesri. It may be said, however, that soya
growing for seed production will not be practised generally,
as this is only possible in irrigated regions involving high
costs.” Note 2. This is the second earliest document seen
(Aug. 2009) concerning soybeans in Libya, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Libya. The earliest is by Vivenza (1928).
“9. Tunisia: Trials with varieties of soya have only been
made with a view to cultivation for forage. At present soya
growing is of no practical importance in Tunisia.
“10. Union of South Africa: The various Agricultural
Experiment Stations in the Union of South Africa have tested
about 50 varieties of soya introduced from the East and
United States. The differences between these varieties lie
chiefly in the following characters: Colour of the seed coat,
colour of the flower, existence or absence of pubescence,
colour of the cotyledons, shape of the seeds, size and colour
of the hilum, characters of the pods, duration of growth

period (varying from 100 to 150 days), height and growth
habit of the plant, size and shape of leaves.
“It was observed that two varieties gave entirely
different results and that, consequently, there was a
possibility of obtaining a variety adapted to the particular
climatic conditions and to the utilisation required. Table
XXVIII, taken from the publication of F.M. Du Toit, on
soya growing in the Union of South Africa (Soy Beans in the
Union, Pretoria, 1932) gives the characteristics of the 8 most
important varieties in the Union.” Address: Rome, Italy.
2248. Kawashima, R. 1936. [The effect of reaction and lime
content of soil on the yield of crops. VI: Soybean, pea and
small red {azuki} bean]. Nippon Dojo Hiryogaku Zasshi
(J. of the Science of Soil and Fertilizers / Manure, Japan)
10(3):304-10. Sept. 15. [4 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: It is possible to overlime lands whose pH is near
to 7.0.
“To a highly acidic mineral soil of tertiary origin
added CaCO3, in ascending rates of amount and cultivated
soybean, pea and small red bean (Phaseolus mungo L) From
the experimental results the following summaries are briefly
given:
“1. The harvest of soybean grain is the highest on the
weakly acidic soil with moderate exchangeable lime content,
but the ranges of soil reactions adapted for fairly good yield
of soybean are very wide.
“2. The pea is a absolutely acid-intolerant plant. It has
satisfactory yield only on the slightly basic soil with high
exchangeable lime content.
“3. The harvest of small red bean grain is the highest
on the weakly acidic soil with moderate exchangeable
lime content. The degree of acid tolerance is much weaker
than soybean, and the ranges of soil reactions adapted for
satisfactory yield are very narrow.” Address: Japan.
2249. Barnard, H.E. 1936. Soybeans and the Farm
Chemurgic Council. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 8-14. 16th annual meeting. Held 14-16 Sept.
in Iowa.
• Summary: The Farm Chemurgic Council emerged as a
new organization from the Dearborn meeting. It was created
with the definite purpose of advancing the industrial use of
farm products through applied science. The name of this new
organization translates simply as “chemistry at work for the
farm.”
Today every country is striving towards selfcontainment for their food supply. Ten years ago 10,520
tons of soybeans were crushed for the production of oil cake
and meal. In 1935, 272,745 tons were crushed–more than
25 times the volume in 1925. “A report issued the last of
January by the Bureau of the Census showed that 49 mills
were listed as soybean crushers for the last quarter of 1935...
These figures compare with 19 active mills crushing 60,183
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tons of beans and producing 16,779,450 pounds of oil and
49,254 tons of cake during the same quarter in 1934; 12
active mills, 26,876 tons, crushed, and 7,609,999 pounds of
oil and 21,615 tons of cake in 1933; 12 active mills, 36,341
tons crushed, and 10,154,983 pounds of oil and 30,154 tons
of cake in 1932.”
“Fifteen years ago when the soybean was grown largely
as a forage crop, the need was for more legumes in the
rotation; more homegrown, high protein feeds in the feed
bin; and substitutes in the rotation for red clover and oats...
soybean has advanced beyond a substitute crop and has
become the ‘wonder’ bean.
“Indeed so important to industry is this ‘wonder’ bean
that a major section of the Second Dearborn Conference of
Agriculture, Industry and Science was devoted entirely to a
discussion of the soybean crop... At the present time most
of the oil used by paint manufacturers is largely imported as
linseed oil from the Argentine, tung oil from China, perilla
oil from Manchuria and Japan. But 4% of the oil used by the
paint industry is soybean oil.”
Soybean oil was reported at the conference to not
only hold its own but showed outstanding performance in
certain lines. In automobile baking and air-drying synthetics
soybean oil “gives a depth of color, a freedom from ‘orange’
peel and ‘silk,’ and a permanent elasticity not possible with
other oils... It also exhibits humidity and grease resistance
and permanency of color not possible with linseed, perilla or
tung oils.”
In 1932 the Glidden Company undertook the isolation
of protein from soybeans. “At that time it was found that
the ordinary type of soybean meal such as the expeller or
hydraulic meals, which were then available in the U.S.,
was not suitable for obtaining a protein which would have
the proper characteristics of color, purity, adhesion, and
viscosity.
“The protein in the soybean meal is very sensitive to
temperature, so modifications had to be made in the process
to extract at as low a temperature as possible.”
When the Farm Chemurgic Council was organizing
an important Western Conference at Fresno, California,
they were told by lumber manufacturers in Seattle that the
plywood industry in the Northwest was using large quantities
of soybean glues, one company [I.F. Laucks] alone reporting
that its plywood output used the proteins from more than
60,000 acres of soybeans.
“Figures just obtained from the Ford Motor Company
show that during the past year the company used in various
ways the soy beans grown on more than 75,000 acres. The
oil found use in the enamels for painting cars, more than a
million gallons of it. More than half a million more gallons
were made into glycerine and used in shock absorbers and
200,000 gallons went to the foundries for use as a binder for
core sand. The meal is combined in a chemical reaction with
phenol and formaldehyde into a moulding compound, not

as a filler but as an actual part of the plastic which we see in
our cars as gearshift knobs, horn buttons, electrical switch
assemblies and distributor cases... What will the development
of these new plastic products require of soybean grower?...
There is a potential requirement of some 5 to 10 million
bushels of soybeans annually... The experimental soybean
extraction unit which has operated at Greenfield Village
for more than a year has been enlarged and developed into
commercial units which are now in full operation. The
experimental unit... will handle in 200 days some 40,000
bushels or the production of 2,000 acres at a processing cost
of about 15 cents a bushel. A unit of this size may well lend
itself to farm community operation and so carry forward the
Farm Chemurgic Council’s belief that one practical form of
farm relief lies in the partial processing of farm crops close
to the source of raw material.” Address: PhD, Director of
Research, Farm Chemurgic Council, Dearborn, Michigan.
2250. Bradley, I.C. 1936. The processing of soybeans.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 37-39.
16th annual meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. in Iowa.
• Summary: “About sixteen years ago [ca. 1920]
considerable interest had been developed in soybeans in the
United States for agriculture. As Dr. Burlison so aptly put
it..., ‘There was a need for more legumes in the rotation,
more high-protein feeds in the feed bin, and substitutes in the
rotation of red clover and oats,’ These were the promising
features of soybeans at that time to agriculture.
“The United States Department of Agriculture and
respective State Agricultural Extension Departments
together with agriculturists interested in growing soybeans
appreciated there was ahead of them the problem of
markets for this crop if it was to become a helpful factor in
agriculture.
“On investigation it was found that a few southern
cotton oil mills had processed a few small lots of beans left
over from seed or not suitable for seed, which had been
grown in [the] Carolinas and Virginia where practically all
soybeans in United States had been grown up to this time
and primarily were grown for stock feed and seed.
“At this same time there was a small flaxseed crushing
plant, equipped with both hydraulic and expeller presses
located at Chicago Heights, Illinois, which being close
to Illinois and Indiana boundary line and both states
rather predominating in their interest in soybeans could
conveniently serve both. As it was soon after the World War
(in the vernacular of the street) “It was all dressed up and no
place to go,” and glad to help solve the problem of surplus
soybeans and it was so arranged.
“The simple information that a processing plant was
giving its entire energy to soybeans caused so much interest
in planting soybeans that the seed demand took all the
soybeans, with no surplus left for processing and it became
necessary to ship a few cars from North Carolina in order to
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get experimental mill work, from which was recovered the
first tank car of domestic soybean oil sold on Chicago market
so far as this speaker can learn and was the very beginning
of a calculated study of procedure of domestic processing of
soybeans.
“The elementary work accomplished at this plant is
worthy of note, in that it proved by proper arrangement and
handling that hydraulic presses and expeller type presses
were adaptable to the processing of soybeans and have now
become general practice.
“Following this elementary processing let us reflect on
the processing picture for next few years.
“Each succeeding year found an increase in bean
production and naturally increased demand for seed, also
additional processing plants. Mingled with this was a few
wet harvested crops–growers not familiar with handling crop
for grain-soils not inoculated–and good beans being held
for seed. With this picture before you, it is easy to see that
the soybeans going to the processors during this period of
development were in majority inferior. It seems advisable to
bring this to your attention as an excuse for criticism in the
past of variations in soybean by-products.
“We now come to the present period reached in
processing advancement for recovery of soybean oil.
“As you probably know there are three recognized
procedures for recovery of soybean oil: The hydraulic press–
the expeller type of press–and the solvent extraction system,
each of course, requiring its accompanying particular type of
equipment incident to its use for proper functioning.
“All three of these processes are in operation on
soybeans in the United States and by no means are we alone
in this. In at least one of the European countries all three
processes are operated at one plant. All this is substantial
evidence that soybeans can be processed satisfactorily by any
of the three processes.
“Without boring you with the detailed mechanics or
common practices of processing, let us get a simple picture
of the three established methods of processing mentioned.
“First-Expeller Method: This is at present the most
widely adopted method of oil recovery. It is continuous
in operation and operates rather on the principle of a
household meat grinder. The grinder develops a pressure of
approximately six tons per square inch, which releases the
oil, and the cake emerges from end of auger in thin sheets,
carried to grinder for making meal.
“Second-Hydraulic Press Method: The most ancient
method of extracting oil by expression. The plan is
something like the cider press you are all familiar with. The
product to be pressed is put between plates in a stand press–
pressure is exerted by use of ram operated by compressor.
The hydraulic press is used almost universally in linseed and
cotton seed processing plants.
“Third-Solvent Extraction Method: This method has
been used in European countries for a good many years. In

this process beans are ground, flaked or crushed and the oil
dissolved out by suitable solvent. The solvent recovered
by distillation and used over and over. This method of oil
recovery is gaining interest in the United States and one
rather large plant of this type is in operation in this country at
present time.”
“This discussion is briefly the history of soybean
processing from the very first to present time and it is
interesting to note the advancement. Sixteen years ago
the industry started from scratch, with only an elementary
knowledge of how to grow beans, or varieties suitable
to commercial uses, harvesting and handling a problem,
no markets established for the by-products and slight
knowledge of value of by-products. Today there are varieties
of soybeans that will yield forty to forty-five bushels per
acre, withstand weather without shattering, combines by the
thousand to harvest the crop, efficient processing facilities,
hundreds of products made from soybeans, a 1935-36
harvested crop of approximately 39,000,000 bushels and
a market developed that absorbed the total crop without a
carry over.” Address: Allied Mills, Inc., Taylorville, Illinois;
President National Soybean Processors Assoc.
2251. John Deere Plow Co. 1936. John Deere soy bean
combines: Are built especially for harvesting soy beans (Ad).
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 57.
• Summary: See next page. A full-page ad. “Because they
are built especially for harvesting soy beans, John Deere Soy
Bean Combines save more beans at lower cost and deliver
them in better condition to the grain tank.
“John Deere Soy Bean Combines are not simply small
grain combines that are recommended for soy bean work.
From the special low-cut bar, on through the machine, they
are designed to save all of the beans without cracking them,
delivering them in top-grade condition.
“Low-Cut Bar Saves Beans: John Deere Soy Bean
Combines are the only combines that can work close to the
ground in all field and crop conditions and save the lowgrowing pods. The special low-cut bar, shown below, cuts
as low as 1½ inches from the ground. It averages from two
to three inches lower than other bars and saves from two per
cent to three per cent more beans. That means a saving of
approximately a bushel per acre on a 35-bushel yield at the
cutter bar alone. In many cases, this saving is even greater.
“Other Bean-Saving Features: Canvas-type platform and
elevator conveyors; roomy feeder house with non-winding,
four-winged soy bean beater; all-steel, big-capacity, cleanthreshing cylinder; aggressive straw walkers; big–capacity
cleaning units–these are other John Deere features which
insure a better job of harvesting and further saving of your
soy beans.
“A Size to Meet Your Needs: There’s a money-making
John Deere Soy Bean Combine in the size best suited to
your acreage–the No. 6, Six-Foot, Power-Driven Combine:
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the No. 7, 8-Foot Combine; the No. 5-A, 10-or 12-Foot
Combine, and the No. 17, 12- or 16-Foot Combine.
“Investigate this full line at your John Deere dealer’s.
Write John Deere Plow Co., Moline, Illinois, for free
folders.” Address: Moline, Illinois.
2252. LeClerc, J.A.; Bailey, L.H. 1936. Soybeans and
soybean flour and the effect of storage conditions upon the
composition of soybeans. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association p. 16-20. 16th annual meeting. Held
14-16 Sept. in Iowa.
• Summary: “In a paper read before the Soybean Association
last year, we made the statement that soybeans have for

centuries been the ‘staff of life’ of millions of
Orientals. Soybeans have been their chief source
of protein and a large source of minerals and
vitamins. We also stated that in this country up to
now soybeans have played a very insignificant role
in human nutrition; that the production of soybeans
in the United States amounts to less than 7% of
the world production, whereas we produce 75% of
the world corn crop and 20% of the world wheat;
that the principal centers of soybean production in
this country are Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, North
Carolina, and Iowa, the first three alone producing
70% of the total seed crop; that the composition
of soybeans varies largely with the locality where
they are grown; that the fat content may be as low
as 13% and as high as 24%; that the protein may
range from 30 to 47% and that as a rule beans
with high fat are low in protein. We also described
various methods of processing soybeans in order to
remove the objectionable beany taste.”
“Most of the foods consumed by
Americans are low in minerals and in vitamins.
Such foods furnish more than 70% of the average
American intake of 3,000 calories per capita
per day, leaving less than 30% of our calories
to be supplied by the so-called protective foods.
Sherman claims that at least one-half of our caloric
intake should consist of fruits, green vegetables,
eggs, and dairy products. Hence soybean flour,
being rich in minerals, rich in high quality protein,
rich in fat, and rich in vitamins, might well be
considered among the protective foods and given
its proper place in the American diet.
“As compared with about 30 other
commonly used foods (cereals and cereal products,
legumes, green vegetables, potatoes, fruits, milk,
butter, eggs, cheese, sugar, lard, meats and nuts)
soybean flour is richer in protein as well as in
minerals. It is richer in fat than any of these foods
except cheese, nuts, smoked ham, butter and lard,
and it is also rich in vitamins. Soybean flour, in
other words, is rich in the most expensive food
constituents.
“At prices prevailing last year, corn meal, potatoes and
cabbage were the only foods cheaper than soybean flour.
One could buy, for example, the following amounts of food
constituents for 10 cents:
“Minerals: 35-50 grams in soybean flour, 14 grams in
corn meal, 5 grams in milk, 2 grams in round steak, and less
than 1 gram in pecans. Lard and sugar furnished none.
“Calcium: 2.5 grams in soybeans, 1.8 grams in dried
beans or cheese, 0.8 gram in milk, 0.5 gram in spinach, 0.2
gram in unbolted corn meal, and 0.15 gram in white flour.
“Protein: 350-500 grams in soybeans, 200 grams in
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dried beans, 135 grams in oatmeal, 63 grams in rice, 31
grams in potatoes, 16 grams in peanuts, and 8 grams in
pecans.
In the second half of this paper, the authors present “the
results of recent research to determine the changes which
take place in soybeans stored under different conditions. This
investigation was undertaken for the purpose of studying
the changes in the content of lecithin, sugars, soluble
nitrogenous compounds and in the urease activity, but
principally to note the behavior of the lecithin. Until recently
lecithin has been obtained chiefly from egg yolk. Today, the
chief source of this lipoid is soybean oil.
“For this study the soybeans used (mammoth yellows)
were those under observation by Davidson and Morse, of the
Bureau of Plant Industry. These beans were stored in sealed
containers at five different temperatures ranging from 1487º F, for more than one year. The moisture content of two
lots of the beans at the time of storage was 6.4 and 18.6%
respectively. Two other lots of beans with moisture content
of 7.4 and 14.2% respectively, were stored for two years in
sealed tins and also in cotton bags. These were kept at room
temperature.
“Our results (see Table I) indicate that mammoth yellow
beans” should be stored with a moisture content of 14.2%
or less, in a well-aerated place (or in bags) at ambient
temperature (the lower the better). Address: Food Research
Div., Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, USDA.
2253. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association.
1936. High spots in soybean culture. p. 60. 16th annual
meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. in Iowa.
• Summary: Discusses briefly the six most important points
to consider when growing soybeans. 1. Select the right
variety. 2. Prepare the seed bed thoroughly and destroy
weeds. 3. Inoculate with a reliable culture. 4. Plant at an
adequate seeding rate to permit some thinning of the stand
later. 5. Plant shallow–not more than one inch deep under
most conditions. 6. Cultivate to break a crust if one has
formed before the beans are up, and to destroy weeds while
they “are in the white.”
“Bulletins covering the above points in detail are
available from State Experiment Stations.”
2254. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association.
1936. Leading varieties grown in states indicated, or
recommended by the experiment stations. p. 61. 16th annual
meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. in Iowa.
• Summary: The best 2 to 10 varieties are listed for each
of the following states. In some states, the best varieties
for specific uses (hay, seed, green manure, grazing, silage)
or soils (moderate to thin land) or location within the state
(northern two-thirds) are distinguished: Arkansas, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri,
New York, Ohio, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, West

Virginia, Wisconsin.
Varieties include: A.K., Arksoy, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow,
Cayuga, Chiquita, Delnoshat, Delsta, Dunfield, Ebony,
George Washington, Haberlandt, Hongkong, Illini, Ilsoy,
Kingwa, Laredo, Looney No. 1 & 2, Macoupin, Mamloxi,
Mammoth Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Mamredo, Manchu,
Manchu No. 3, Mandell, Mansoy, Matthews, Midwest,
Mukden, Otootan, Ozark, Peking, P.K. Manchu, Sable,
Scioto, Tanloxi, Tokio, Virginia, White Biloxi, Wilson,
Wisconsin Early Black.
2255. Reinat, Adolfo Mayoral. 1936. Breves instrucciones
para el cultivo de las habas soyas [Brief instructions for the
cultivation of soybeans]. Revista de Agricultura de Puerto
Rico 27(1):99-101. Sept. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Soils. Planting. Subsequent
cultivation. Yield. Some uses of the soybean (including
soy flour). Opinions about the soybean (Dr. A.A. Horvath).
Address: Supervisor de Granjas del Servicio de Extension
Agricola.
2256. Suro Picó, Alfonso. 1936. Algunas indicaciones sobre
el cultivo y la utilization de las habas soyas [Some remarks
about the cultivation and utilization of soybeans]. Agricultor
Venezolano (El) (Ministerio de Agricultura y Cria, Caracas)
1(5):26-27. Sept. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Climate. Soils. Preparation of the
soil. Methods of planting. Distance between seeds. Quantity
of seeds. Depth of planting. Inoculation. Fertilizer and soil
amendments. Cultural cautions.
Utilization: As human food. As a forage or feed for the
various types of livestock and poultry. As green manure
(abono verde). A large black and white photo shows a field of
soybean plants, apparently in Caracas, Venezuela. Address:
Agronomist, Ministry of Agriculture and Husbandry
[Venezuela].
2257. Grain & Feed Journals Consolidated. 1936.
Harvesting soybeans in Illinois. 77(8):362. Oct. 28.
• Summary: “The 1936 soybean harvest has begun in
Illinois, the leading producing state... Illinois is expected to
harvest about 18,000,000 bushels.
“Instead of cutting and binding the soybean plants to be
subsequently threshed in the barnyard the combine reaps and
threshes at the same time, the beans being elevated into a
hopper while the foliage is left on the field.
“About ten of the manufacturers of harvesting machines
are now building these small combines. A combine will
harvest two acres of soybeans in an hour. Two men on the
machine reduce the man labor requirement from 5 hours an
acre to one hour an acre.”
A photo shows a tractor pulling a small “Oliver”
combine on the farm of Robert Whiter, six miles west of
Champaign, Illinois.
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2258. Hurst, W.M.; Humphries, W.R. 1936. Harvesting with
combines. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1761. 36 p. Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Trouble chart. Development of the
combine. Sizes and types. Description and function of
parts: Header and platform, feeder, cylinder and concaves,
separator, cleaners. Dry grain essential. Operation. Care of
the combine. Combine attachments: Grain wagon bin hitch,
sacking attachment, platform extension, sickles and pickup guards, straw spreader and buncher, windrow harvester
and pick-up, equipment for transporting the combine. Crop
characteristics and combine problems (incl. soybeans, p. 2526).
Contains a good description of each part of a combine.
One cross-sectional illustration (p. 5) shows the platform,
feeder house, conveyor, beater, cylinder, concaves, grate,
beater or stripper, grain and straw elevator, baffle, picker,
agitator, straw walkers, grain return pan, straw spreader, fan,
chaffer, sieve, tailings auger, tailings elevator and spout,
grain auger, grain elevator, rotary weed screen, weed-screen
spout, grain bin, and engine.
Concerning soybeans: “The time of harvesting will vary
somewhat with weather conditions. In a hot, dry fall greater
care should be taken with the varieties tending to shatter. A
few varieties of the nonshattering type, such as the Biloxi,
Manchu, and Mansoy, can be left until dead ripe in almost
any kind of season with but little loss of seed.”
“Varieties of the Wilson, Virginia, Laredo, and Otootan
types frequently lodge badly in very fertile soils and under
such conditions are difficult to harvest. Figure 12 shows a
combine harvesting soybeans.
“Harvesting soybeans with a combine necessitates
the use of special or extra equipment, which is obtainable
from the several manufacturers. This includes pulleys and a
belt for reducing cylinder speed, sprockets for maintaining
normal speed for the rest of the separator; in some cases
special sieves are recommended, although soybeans may be
harvested with the regular sieve equipment used for wheat.
Under some conditions pea and bean concaves are used.
These permit of greater clearance between the cylinder and
the concave teeth and reduce splits to a minimum.”
A photo (p. 26) shows a combine, pulled by a tractor,
harvesting soybeans. One man drives the tractor and another
rides on the combine. “On this machine a spiral conveyor is
used on the header instead of canvas.” Address: 1. Associate
agricultural engineer; 2. Chief engineering aide. Both:
Div. of Mechanical Equipment, Bureau of Agricultural
Engineering.
2259. Orcutt, F.S.; Wilson, P.W. 1936. Biochemical methods
for the study of nitrogen metabolism in plants. Plant
Physiology 11(4):713-29. Oct. [22 ref]
• Summary: Methods for analysis of soybeans.
“Introduction: The analytical difficulties encountered in

attempts to study the nitrogen metabolism of plants during
the course of their growing and fruiting periods give rise to
results from which it is hard to draw significant conclusions
concerning that metabolism. Chief among these is the
inability of the analyst to separate and identify the various
constituents which occur in the plant at the time of harvest
without irreversibly altering the chemical nature of many of
them before they can be determined.”
“Summary” 1. A method of preparing plant sap for
analysis is suggested which eliminates the uncertainty of
extraction and precipitation methods.
“2. Hydrolysis of amide nitrogen is accomplished
without humin formation by hydrolyzing with 20 per
cent. sodium bisulphite in a steamer for 3 hours. (Humin
formation amounts to 12 to 15 per cent. of the soluble
nitrogen in soybeans.)...” Address: Univ. of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.
2260. International Institute of Agriculture (IIA). 1936. Use
of leguminous plants in tropical countries as green manure,
as cover and as shade. Villa Umberto 1, Rome: IIA. 262 p.
See p. 124-25, 130-31, 209-10. Index. 24 cm. [50+* ref]
• Summary: In the Belgian Congo, Lupins and Soja hispida
are practically the only plants used in Kivu as soil improvers
in coffee plantations. “Soja hispida was introduced in 1931,
it gives very good results in the coffee plantations as green
manure. This plant yields 25,000 kg. of green material per
hectare, and sows itself in such a degree as to ensure the
establishment of the crop. It gives results even in districts
where the lupin will not grow” (p. 124-25).
Page 131 notes, in the chapter on “Tea,” that in about
1905, on the suggestion of Dr. H.H. Mann, the first Scientific
Officer employed by the India Tea Association, Mr. Claud
Bald of Tukvar Tea Estate, Darjeeling [as of 1994 in West
Bengal, India], introduced Glycine soja as a green crop in
the hill districts. It is listed as one of the leguminous plants
(ground crops) now commonly used for shade and green
manure in tea cultivation.
Pages 209-10 describe the use of Glycine max Merr.
in 10 tropical countries: “India: In Assam, it is grown as a
garden crop in the hills, has been tried as a green manure for
sugarcane in limed soil with success. It is used as a rotation
crop with sugarcane, and also as a green manure in Bihar.
In Patna, it is cultivated as a fodder crop and green manure
plant, grown in rotation with spring cereals. In the United
Provinces, it is sparingly cultivated for its pods which are
used as green vegetable. Introduced within comparatively
recent times into Bombay; not used as a green manure,
established in an acclimatisation station, but has not got
beyond that stage of introduction. Only sparingly cultivated
in Punjab for its fruit, not used in any other way. Grown
only for seed in Burma, never as a cover or green manure
plant, date of introduction unknown, probably indigenous.
Used for green manuring of tea in the Darjeeling districts.
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At Tocklai, the plant was found to do best in shady places;
it is considered very effective in keeping down weeds and
preventing soil erosion.
“Ceylon: A white-seeded variety is reported to have
made good growth at Peradeniya, but on another occasion,
the crop was completely destroyed by Kalutara snails.
“Netherlands Indies: Has long been cultivated in Java,
and is now almost universally grown in the drier parts of
the island. It is to be recommended as a green manure for
rubber and also for perennial plants. Experiments are being
carried out on its use as a green manure for irrigated rice at
high altitudes, where other green manure plants (Crotalaria
juncea, C. anagyroides, Tephrosia candida) have not such a
vigorous growth. It is too soon to obtain any results.
“Philippines: It has long been grown in the Batangas
Province and is of considerable local value as a food. Its use
as a green manure and as a temporary cover crop is of recent
date. When grown on rich soils, covers spacings of 60 cm.
The crop was found very productive in Bukidnon and Lanao,
below 700 metres altitude.
“Mauritius: Introduced many years ago, but not much
grown in the island; not utilized as a green manure.
“Nyasaland: Used as a rotation crop with tobacco and
cereals, and also in various other ways; good results are
obtained.
“Sierra Leone: It was introduced from Russia in 1913
and from England in 1928, but without success. Note: This
document contains the earliest clear date seen for soybeans
in Sierra Leone, or for cultivation of soybeans in Sierra
Leone (1913) (one of three documents). The source of these
soybeans was Russia.
“Belgian Congo: Introduced into Kivu in 1931; gives
very good results when utilized as a green manure for coffee.
It furnishes about 25 tons of green material per hectare; it
is self-sowing; results are obtained where even the lupin
will not grow. At Uele, it was found to be of little value,
being too susceptible to disease and it is also a host plant for
Helopeltis.
“Trinidad: Occasionally cultivated as pulse, but is not
used at all for other purposes.
“Peru: Experiments are now being carried out for the
acclimatisation of this species.”
At the end of this book is an excellent “Index of
leguminous plants” with scientific names only listed
alphabetically. Includes: Arachis hypogea Linn, p. 155,
178. Psophocarpus tetragonolobus D.C., 237. Pueraria
Thunbergiana Benth, see P. hirsuta Schneider. p. 238 [kuzu].
Address: Rome, Italy.
2261. Luedecke, H. 1936. Einfluss der Duengung
einschliesslich Impfung und Wirkung der Spurenelemente
auf Ertrag und Beschaffenheit der Sojabohne [Influence of
manurial treatment, including inoculation and the action
of trace elements, upon soybean yield and composition].

Forschungsdienst 2(11):558-68. Dec. 1. [49 ref. Ger]
• Summary: After the premier in this year of the imperial
state stand (Reichsnaehrstand) for the promotion of soybean
cultivation in Germany a price guarantee in the amount
of RM 32 per double zentner (100 kg) from station of the
farmer is fixed. Address: Bernburg, Germany.
2262. Agricultor Venezolano (El) (Ministerio de Agricultura
y Cria, Caracas). 1936. La soya: Alimento, abono, y material
de gran valor industrial [Soya: Food, fertilizer, and material
of great industrial value]. 1(8):15-16. Dec. [Spa]
• Summary: Soya is a species of plant closely related to the
french bean (caráota) in its needs during cultivation and
its basic nature. A large number of varieties have excellent
flavor and nutritional value, and can be used in many
different applications. Because the soybean is a legume, its
seeds are rich in protein and very nutritious.
Other types of soybeans exist which produce large
amounts of foliage for use as forage for cattle or as green
manure.
In the latter case, the plants are plowed under so that
they enrich the soil at the same time they improve its
physical condition by increasing its porosity and its ability to
retain humidity / water during droughts.
Edible varieties have a reputation among many for their
good flavor. From their seeds you can make soy flour or
soymilk. From the soymilk you can make a cheese [tofu],
or various drinks and dishes. Breads and cakes are also
widely enjoyed, and have excellent nutritional value. Some
varieties are very rich in oil, and from them we can extract
oil for either food use or industrial uses. The residue left after
extracting the oil can serve as a concentrated feed for pigs,
dairy cows, and other animals.
The Ministry of Agriculture and Husbandry has, for a
long time, distributed different varieties of soybean seeds,
whose adaptability to Venezuela has been verified with
certainty. Anyone who wishes to obtain soybean seeds of
these varieties should contact the Ministry; they will be sent
at once. Likewise, anyone with questions related to soya,
such as varieties, methods of planting and cultivation, uses as
forage, green manure or human food can contact the Ministry
of Agriculture for reliable answers.
Photos show: (1) Two soybean pods, one unopened and
the other open with 3 seeds showing. (2) Two large fields of
soybean plants growing, apparently in Venezuela.
Note 1. This article states that soybeans have long been
distributed in Venezuela by the Ministry of Agriculture and
Husbandry, which strongly implies that the soybean has been
cultivated in Venezuela. If it has, this would be the earliest
document seen (May 2009) concerning the cultivation of
soybeans in Venezuela.
Note 2. This periodical began publication in May 1936;
28 cm. From 1937 to 1961 this same ministry published
another agricultural periodical titled Memorias y Cuentas.
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2263. Ross, R.C. 1936. Soybean costs and production
practices. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 428. p. 341-88. Dec. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Sources of data. Production costs
in 1934. Changes in costs: 1928-1934. Costs in enterprise
study: 1928-1929. Practices influencing soybean costs:
Before harvest practices, harvest practices. Income and
profit from the crop. Harvesting soybeans for hay. Place of
soybeans on Central Illinois farms: Relative profitableness of
soybeans, place of soybeans in crop sequence, competition
with other crops for labor and power, soybeans and feed
requirements for livestock, soybeans as an emergency crop.
Summary.
“The present study was... undertaken in order to
ascertain what the detailed costs are that enter into the
production of this crop on Illinois farms; the effects which
different practices used in growing and harvesting have upon
yields and costs; and the probable place of soybeans in cornbelt farming.” Address: Assoc. Chief in Farm Management,
Univ. of Illinois.
2264. Nag, N.C.; Banerjee, H.N.; Pain, A.K. 1936-1937.
Soybean cultivation at Falta [India]. Transactions of the Bose
Research Institute, Calcutta 12:47-56. (Chem. Abst. 35:224).
[2 ref]
• Summary: “... cultivation of Soya Bean was undertaken
at the Falta Experimental Station, a rice-producing centre
in the 24-Parganas. Our first supply of Soya Bean seeds
was obtained in 1931 from Ottur, Muzafferpur. The Ottur
farm belongs to Mr. S.K. Chakravarti.” Preliminary soybean
experiments began in 1934, and systematic experiments
began in 1935-36. Details are given on the results from
3 plots, and the composition of soybean seeds from three
sources (foreign, grown at Falta, grown at Khadi Protistan in
Sodepur about 15 miles north of Calcutta). They contained
37.78 to 38.80% protein. The best time for sowing soya bean
in Falta is from June 15 to the end of July. Using only cow
dung manure, the yield is about 100 times the amount of seed
sown, or 12 maunds per acre (987 lb/acre or 16.5 bu/acre; 1
maund = 82.28 lb).
“We take this opportunity of gratefully remembering
the inspiring words of the late Sir J.C. Bose which led us to
undertake this work and compare the quality of Soya Bean
with that of some of our Indian pulses, particularly Cicer
arietinum [chick peas or garbanzo beans].” Address: India.
2265. Estacion Experimental de la Sociedad Nacional de
Agricultura, Memoria de los Trabajos (Santiago, Chile).
1936. Seccion Genetica Vegetal: Soya [Section of Plant
Genetics: Soybean trials]. p. 14, 59-66. For the year 1935.
[Spa]
• Summary: The work with this legume includes (1)
selection of pure lines, adaptation, study of different varieties

and their cultivation, and (2) the diffusion of the cultivation
of this celebrated? plant via contracts for its multiplication
with agriculturists. Variety trials were conducted during
1934/35 in Santiago, Talca, Chimbarongo, and San
Fernando. A table shows the results obtained from Ito San,
Manchu, Dunfield, Illini, and Harbin. Ito San gave a yield
of 24.13 q.q.m./ha, and Manchu gave 20.10 q.q.m./ha. In
1935/36 some 25 varieties were tested. Numbers 1-13 came
from North America, and 14-25 came from Germany. A
photo shows the results of fertilizer trials. Address: Santiago,
Chile.
2266. Herrera, J.M.T. 1936. Cultivo de las habas o soya
[Cultivation of soybeans]. Revista de Agricultura y Comercio
(Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Republic) 27(85):2677-78.
[Spa]*
2267. Horak, Jan. 1936. O pestovani soje na zrno [On
growing soybeans for grain]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec
(Czech Farmer). [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2268. Malis, Oskar. 1936. Suseni kukurice a soje [Drying
of soybeans and corn]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec (Czech
Farmer). [Cze]*
Address: Dr. V. Praze, Czechoslovakia.
2269. Marinov, Ivan. 1936. Kultura soje v Bulharsku
[Soybean culture in Bulgaria]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec
(Czech Farmer). [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2270. Orgaan van den Nederlandsch-Indischen
Plantersbond. 1936. Hoe plant men kedelee [How does one
plant soybeans?]. 226. p. 5251. [Dut]*
2271. Fordson Estates Ltd. 1936. English acclimatized soya
beans. Boreham House, Boreham, Essex, England. 4 p. [2
ref]
• Summary: Fordson Estates in Boreham, Essex, England,
began to grow soya beans in 1932. The first attempt was
a failure since the varieties matured too late, but a second
attempt in 1933 met with more success, as 47 different
varieties from Manchuria, Japan, Canada, and North America
were tested. Among these varieties were four that had been
acclimatized by Mr. J.L. North, late Curator of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regents Park. The only plants to reach
full maturity in September were Mr. North’s four varieties.
Many of the foreign varieties, though not suitable for seed
production, could be grown quite satisfactorily for hay which
is cut about 4-6 weeks before the seed stage is reached. In
1934, a successful attempt was made to grow soya beans
for seed on a field scale; the acclimatized seem of the 1933
crop was used. The plants were sown during the first week
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in May and harvested during the first 2 weeks in September.
A illustrated article appeared in the Times of London on 29
Aug. 1934 showing the field at maturity. “This was the first
time in agricultural history that soya beans had been grown
as a field crop in Great Britain. The seeds were judged to
be as good as any grown in other parts of the world... The
successful harvesting of the 1934 crop was followed by an
enormous demand for English seed from all parts of the
United Kingdom, Europe and the Colonies. Most of the
seed was sold for trial purposes in different localities and,
in 1935, soya beans were grown in practically every county
in England.” There follows a description of available seed
varieties, recommended cultural practices, and references to
several books on the subject.
Note: Much of the information in this booklet first
appeared in Elizabeth Bowdidge’s The Soya Bean (1935).
At the end of page 3 is a statement: “Soya Foods, Ltd.,
Rickmansworth, Herts, have arranged to buy available
supplies of soya beans grown in England and the Empire at
market prices, if in dry and sound condition. Supplies not
exceeding 1,000 pounds may be sent freight paid without
notification.” On the last page is a price list for four varieties
of soya beans that have been acclimatized to England by
Mr. North. Named Green “Jap,” Yellow “J,” Black “O,” and
Brown “C,” they are sold in weights of 75 lb. or less. Prepaid
orders are to be sent to Fordson Estates Limited, Boreham
House, Boreham, Essex.
2272. Gray, George Douglas. 1936. All about the soya bean:
In agriculture, industry and commerce. London: John Bale,
Sons & Danielsson Ltd. ix + 144 p. Introduction by James L.
North. Late curator, Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent’s Park,
London. Index. 28 cm. [19 ref]
• Summary: A comprehensive, early work on the soybean.
Gray was a Scotch physician. Contents: 1. Introducing the
soya bean. 2. The soya bean plant and its cultivation. 3.
The soya bean as food: Dietetics, immature green beans,
mature dried beans, soya bean coffee, soya bean chocolate,
soya bean sprouts, soya bean milk, soya bean flour (incl.
Berczeller flour, Soyvita bread made by Messrs. Wm.
Beattie, Ltd., Glasgow), bean curd [tofu], soy (also called
soya bean sauce, Chinese bean sauce, or shoyu), miso,
fermented bean curd (p. 66-67). 4. Soya bean oil. 5. Soya
bean trade. 6. The soya bean in agriculture.
Addenda: Soya bean products in the USA. Dieting and
recipes. Statistics. India. Bibliography.
In the chapter on “Soya bean oil” we read (p. 75): “In
England, the bean oil trade is carried on by the following
firms:–The British Oil and Cake Mills Ltd., the ordinary
shares of which are held by Lever Bros., Ltd., so that they
are a branch of Unilever, Ltd.
“The Hull Oil Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Hull, now
merged in the foregoing concern.
“The Premier Oil Extracting Mills, Ltd., Hull.

“Messrs. Wray Sanderson & Co., Hull.
“The Medina Refinery Ltd., Deptford, London.
“Messrs. J. Bibby & Sons Ltd., Liverpool.
“The Erith Oil Works Ltd., Erith” [Kent].
The first addendum, titled “Soybean products exhibited
by the American Soybean Association” (at Washington, DC,
p. 120-24) lists the following companies and each of the soy
products that they manufacture: American Lecithin Corp.
(Atlanta, Georgia), Archer-Daniels-Midland Co. (Milwaukee,
Wisconsin), Armstrong Paint and Varnish Works (Chicago,
Illinois), Battle Creek [Food] Factory (Battle Creek,
Michigan), The Blanton Co. (St. Louis, Missouri), Cereo
Co. (Tappan, New York), The Davies-Young Soap Co.
(Dayton, Ohio), Detroit Graphite Co. (Detroit, Michigan),
Eastern Health Food Stores Association (Washington, DC),
Funk Brothers Seed Company (Bloomington, Illinois),
Harshaw Essential Foods, Inc. (Cleveland, Ohio), Keystone
Macaroni Mfg. Co. (Lebanon, Pennsylvania), Kloss,
Jethro (Takoma Park, Maryland: Fresh [soybean] milk.
Pumpkin pie [soybean milk and soybean flour]. Soybean
cheese. Soybean bread [20% soybean flour]. Soybean
buns. Soybean sprouts. Soybean cake), Laucks, I.F., Inc.
(Bloomington, Illinois–home office, Seattle, Washington),
Madison Food Company (Madison, Tennessee; Vigorost,
Cheese [Tofu], Soybeans canned with Tomato, Soybeans
canned plain, Dixie Fruit Crackers), Mead Johnson and
Co. (Evansville, Indiana; Makes Sobee [Infant Formula]),
Oriental Show-You Co. (Columbia City, Indiana), Paintcraft
Co. (Galesburg, Illinois), Prince Macaroni Mfg. Co. (Boston,
Massachusetts), Purina Mills (St. Louis, Missouri; makes
Cresol disinfectant, Purina turkey and growing fattening
chow, Purina lay chow, Purina egg chowder, Purina breeder
egg chowder, Purina fitting chow, Purina rabbit chow,
Purina chick Growena chow, Purina 34% cow chow, Purina
chowder, Purina bulky cow chow, Purina 24% cow chow,
Purina pig and hog chow, Protena all mash starting and
growing food), Shellabarger Grain Products Company
(Decatur, Illinois), Soyex Company, Inc. (Nutley, New
Jersey), Staley Sales Corporation (Decatur, Illinois), The
Stamford Rubber Supply Company (Stamford, Connecticut),
Dr. Roy Monier, President, Board of Managers, State
Hospitals (Jefferson City, Missouri), United Drug Company
(Boston, Massachusetts), Vi-tone Company (Hamilton,
Canada), Woolsey Paint and Color Co., C.A. (Jersey City,
New Jersey), Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, Department
of Agriculture (Washington, D.C.). Page 120 adds: “The
exhibit also contained some 200 soybean products, mostly
foods, brought from the Orient by Mr. W.J. Morse, Senior
Agronomist, Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC,
U.S.A.” Note 1. Morse and P.H. Dorsett were in East Asia
from 1929 to 1931, when they collected many samples of
soybeans and soyfoods.
In the second addendum, recipes, the author notes that
soy flour is widely used in diabetic diets. Two leading firms
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who make soy flour in England and who also incorporate it
in various products are: Soya Foods, Ltd., Rickmansworth,
Herts, and Dietetic Foods Ltd. 124 Victoria St., London,
S.W. 1. “The former specialize in Soyolk which is flour
prepared on the principles laid down by Professor Berczeller;
it is a mealy powder, fatty to the touch. The latter firm are
the sole distributors in Great Britain of the well-known
‘Heudebert’ Dietetic Food products, a French concern which
makes different kinds of diabetic breads.” The following
recipes are then given; * = Calls for Soyolk soy flour:
Soybeans, southern style. Soybean salad. Roasted soybeans
[like dry-roasted peanuts]. Soybean croquettes. Soybean
soufflé. Stuffing for baked fish*. White sponge pudding*.
Shortbread*. Madeira cake*. Soya soup à la Reine (uses
Heudebert soya flour). Soya chocolate (with soya flour).
Soya vegetable soup (with soya flour). Soya bean sprout
salad.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term “soya bean sprouts” to
refer to these sprouts. Address: M.D. (Scotch physician),
C.B.E., England. Late medical officer to H.B.M. Legation,
Peking, China. Lieut.-Colonel, Retired.
2273. Horner, Glenn M. 1936. Relation of the base saturation
of a colloidal clay by calcium to the growth, nodulation and
composition of soybeans. PhD thesis, University of Missouri.
36 p. Also published as Missouri Agric. Exp. Station,
Research Bulletin No. 232. Jan. 1936. 36 p. [10+ ref]*
• Summary: Growth of the plants is examined in
electrodialyzed clay to which had been added varying
proportions of calcium hydroxide. In these clays the total
growth, nodulation, nitrogen fixation, and calcium absorption
increased with the total calcium available at a constant
degree of saturation, and with the degree of saturation when
the available calcium was constant. Addition to the clay
of barium, magnesium, or potassium as a supplement to
calcium produced the same general tendency. Supplementary
addition of methylene-blue (MB) almost eliminated effects
due to variations in calcium saturation. Hydrogen ions
excreted by roots was probably unable to exchange with
the MB cation and its entire displacing power was utilized
in replacement of calcium. The growth and nitrogen-fixing
activities of legumes were closely related to the calcium
present in the plant, and this in turn depended on the calcium
available and the degree of saturation of clay with calcium.
Address: Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, MO.
2274. Hutchings, Theron B. 1936. Relation of phosphorus to
growth, nodulation and composition of soybeans. PhD thesis,
University of Missouri. 46 p. Also published as Missouri
Agric. Exp. Station, Research Bulletin No. 243. Aug. 1936.
46 p. [30 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: Phosphorus has long been
assigned a key position in plant and animal nutrition.

Its function in carbohydrate metabolism and its role as
a constituent of nucleic acids associate it with vital cell
processes. Many soils that may not seem deficient in
phosphorus according to chemical tests still give a crop
response when phosphorus is applied and other fertility
conditions are adequately fulfilled. Legumes are particularly
responsive to applied phosphorus. Experiences with clover
on phosphate fertilized wheat testify of this fact. It would
seem essential then, to give some attention to the effect
of phosphorus on nodulation, growth and composition of
legumes. The relation of nitrogen and phosphorus in protein
synthesis would suggest a correlation between phosphorus
applied and nitrogen fixed. The high calcium content along
with the relatively high phosphorus content of legumes has
prompted many investigators to consider this as a possible
causal relationship. Much of the data obtained are suggestive
of similar and other relationships which are in need of
interpretation.
“Recent investigators have done much to elucidate
the complex physico-chemical phenomena associated with
the behavior of phosphorus in soils. Their approach to the
understanding of its behavior from the colloidal view point
offers great promise for a better understanding of these
phenomena, especially with reference to the plants’ use
of phosphorus. However, the influence of calcium on the
phosphorus-clay linkage is still not fully explained. The
work reported herein is an attempt to study the influence
of phosphorus on growth, nodulation and composition of
soybeans by the use of colloidal clay as a carrier for the
nutrients in the hope that such studies might contribute
to our understanding of the physiological behavior of the
phosphorus-calcium-colloidal clay complex toward the plant
in its growth, nodulation and nitrogen fixation.” Address:
Univ. of Missouri.
2275. Institut International d’Agriculture (International
Institute of Agriculture). 1936. Le soja dans le monde [The
soybean in various countries of the world]. Rome, Italy:
Imprimerie de la Chambre des Deputes, Charles Colombo.
viii + 282 p. Bibliography, p. 276-82. No index. 25 cm. [90
ref. Fre]
• Summary: A superb early work, containing extensive
original information, looking at developments with soybeans
and soyfoods country by country, worldwide.
Contents. Preface (p. 1). A. Cultivation of soy (soja;
p. 4): 1. Botanical description, selection, classification of
the varieties. 2. Cultivation properly said. 3. Enemies and
illnesses.
4. Cultivation in the various countries: 4a. The Americas
(p. 38): Antigua, Argentina, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
USA (gives details on all varieties grown, and describes
production, history, varieties, and cultural practices in North
Carolina, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts,
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Mississippi, Missouri, New York, Ohio, West Virginia,
Wisconsin, Conclusion), Guadeloupe, Guatemala, British
Guiana, Dutch Guiana, British Honduras [Belize], Jamaica,
Barbados, Martinique, Mexico, Montserrat, Peru, Puerto
Rico, El Salvador, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay.
4b. Europe (p. 101): Germany, the Danubian countries,
Austria, Spain, France, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy,
Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia,
Turkey, USSR.
4c. Asia (p. 128): Ceylon, China and Manchuria,
Cyprus, Federated States of Malaysia, British India (incl.
Punjab, Bihar and Orissa, Burma, Berar, Madras Presidency,
Bombay Presidency, Bengal (incl. Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim,
and the district of Darjeeling), Assam, North-West Frontier
Province, United Provinces), Netherlands Indies, Indochina
(incl. Tonkin, Annam, Laos, Cambodia, and Cochinchine),
Japan, Palestine, Siam.
4d. Africa (p. 146): French West Africa, Algeria, Belgian
Congo, Cyrenaica, Egypt, Eritrea, Madagascar, Morocco,
Mauritius (Ile Maurice), Reunion (Réunion), Rhodesia,
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, Tripolitania, Tunisia, Union of South
Africa.
4e. Oceania (p. 153): Australia, Fiji Islands, Hawaii,
New Caledonia, New Zealand, Philippines.
B. Utilization of soya (p. 158): 1. The soybean in human
nutrition and in industry: Whole soybeans, chart of the uses
of whole soybeans, use of soya in the green state (green
vegetable soybeans), soy sauce (dau-tuong of the Annamites,
or toyo, named shoyu by the Japanese, or chau-yau or chiang
yoo by the Chinese), condiments and sauces based on soya
in the Netherlands Indies (tempe, ontjom, tempemori and
tempe kedele [various types of tempeh and onchom, p. 16870]), tao tjo [Indonesian-style miso], tao dji [fermented
black soybeans], ketjap, ketiap benteng [Indonesian-style
soy sauce], soymilk (le lait de soja), yuba (crème de lait
de soja), tofu (le fromage de soja) and fermented tofu (des
fromages fermentés, made by Li Yu-ying near Paris), soymilk
casein (caséine du lait de soja, for industrial use, including
vegetable albumin, or galalithe [galalith]” [isolated soy
protein], and artificial wool), soy lecithin (lécithine de soja),
soy flour (la farine de soja, incl. soy bread, soy pastries, and
soy cocoa).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010)
that uses the term benteng or ketiap benteng to refer to an
Indonesian-style soy sauce.
2. Soy oil (p. 194): Food uses, industrial uses (including
soaps, products resembling petroleum, paints, varnishes,
linoleum, and artificial rubber), extraction, directory of
U.S. manufacturers of materials and equipment for soybean
processing, directory of U.S. and Canadian manufacturers
of food products based on soya (produits alimentaires à
base de soja, p. 205-06), directory of U.S. manufacturers of
industrial soy products (p. 206-07).
3. Soybean in the feeding of domestic animals (p. 207):

Forage, hay, silage, pasture, soybean seeds, the minerals in
soybeans, soya as a feed for dairy cows, cattle, buffaloes,
sheep, hogs, horses and mules, poultry.
4. Use of soya as fertilizer (p. 257). C. The trade of soya
and of its by-products (p. 363): Production of soybeans in
the principal countries, economic importance of soybean
cultivation in the USA, soybean trade/commerce including
tables of the major importers and exporters, and amounts
traded annually in 1931-1934, price of soybeans, cost of
production.
List by region and country of people and organizations
that responded to a questionnaire sent by IIA (p. 273-76).
Bibliography of main publications consulted, listed by region
and country of publication.
Reunion (Ile de la Réunion): “The soybean (Le Soja)
is only cultivated as an experimental crop, on a few square
meters at the agronomic station” (p. 148).
Fiji (Iles Fidji): Soybean cultivation is not yet practiced
in this colony; however soybean seeds are currently being
imported in order to conduct a trial.
New Caledonia: In 1928 soybean cultivation was
introduced to New Caledonia.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007)
concerning soybeans in Bhutan, Costa Rica, Dominican
Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Israel, Jamaica,
Madagascar, Morocco, New Caledonia, Palestine, Peru, or
Réunion, or the cultivation of soybeans in Bhutan, Costa
Rica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Israel,
Jamaica, Madagascar, Mexico, the Middle East. Morocco,
New Caledonia, Palestine, Peru, or Réunion. It is also the
earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) concerning soybeans
in connection with (but not yet in) Cyprus; it is stated that
soybeans are not grown on the island of Cyprus. Soybean
cultivation is not practiced in the Italian colonies of Eritrea
(Erythrée, now part of Ethiopia) or Cyrenaica (Cyrénaïque,
now part of Libya).
Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Bhutan, New Caledonia, or Réunion, or the
cultivation of soybeans in New Caledonia (1928), or Bhutan
or Réunion (1936) (One of two documents).
Note 4. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (March 2020) that mentions tempeh, which it calls
“tempe” (p. 168). It notes that, in general, the indigenous
people of the Netherlands Indies use soybeans mainly to
make tempe, a product which, throughout central and eastern
Java, takes the place reserved for ontjom in western Java.
Tempeh is found in two forms: either in large flat cakes
which are cut at the time of sale into small square morsels,
or wrapped in folded banana leaves. A detailed description of
the preparation of each of these two types of tempeh is given
as well as another type of tempe, called tempemori, which is
made with soybeans and coconut presscake.
Soybean cultivation is not known to be practiced in the
following countries or colonies: Antigua, Barbados, British
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Honduras (renamed Belize in about 1975), Trinidad and
Tobago.
Note 5. The name “Georges Ray” is mentioned in this
book on an unnumbered page. Address: Rome, Italy.
2276. Kale, F.S. 1936. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics,
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. Baroda State, India:
F. Doctor & Co. xxxi + 375 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm. 2nd ed.
1937. [75 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. Deficiencies in the Indian
diet and soya bean as a means to rectify them. 2. History of
the origin and growth of soya bean. 3. The use of soya bean.
4. World trade in soya bean. 5. Botany of the soya bean plant.
6. Classification of soya bean. 7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8.
Diseases and pests of soya bean. 9. Cultivation of soya bean
in India. 10. The constituents of soya bean. 11. Soya bean
milk. 12. Soya bean flour. 13. Industrial uses of soya bean.
14. Enriching soil by addition of nitrogen and use of soya
bean as fodder. 15. Food requirement of the human body.
16. European and American soya bean recipes. 17. Diabetic
dishes, Mahatma Gandhi’s experiments at Magan Wadi and
opinion of scientists on soya bean. 18. Chinese and Japanese
soya bean dishes. 19. Indian soya bean dishes: Hindustani
dishes, Moglai dishes, Gujarati dishes, Maharashtrian dishes,
Bengali dishes, Goa dishes, Tanjore dishes. Appendix.
For a more detailed table of contents and summary of
the work, see the 2nd edition (1937).
Photos on unnumbered pages show: (1) Color photo
(at front of book just before the Preface) His Highness the
Maharaja Sir Sayaji Rao Gaekwad of Baroda, Royal Farmer,
who takes keen interest in Soya Bean. (2) H.H. the Maharaja
Gaekwar of Baroda the first Indian ruler to inaugurate the
soya bean planting ceremony in his state–24 Nov. 1933. (2)

H.H. The Maharaja of Baroda, seated in a chair, lecturing on
the dietetic and industrial importance of soya bean. (3) The
mature soya bean pods of Mammoth Yellow variety grown
in Baroda territory. (4) Map of Baroda state showing areas
of soya bean cultivation. (5) Map of Baroda state showing
local distribution of soya bean. (6) A field of soya bean in
rows grown by Patel Hargovan Bavabhai of Achisara Baroda
District (with two white bullocks) who has been awarded the
first prize for his good cultivation.
(7) Bavabhai B. Patel, a farmer age 65 who is interested
in cultivation of soya bean; dressed in white, he is standing
in a field of soya beans behind two large white bullocks. (8)
The author’s own child, three months old, fed on soya bean
milk.
(9) Mahatma Gandhi who uses soya bean at
Maganwadhi; he is seated in a chair reading.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “soya bean” in a new
way–as a singular noun, like the words “corn” or “wheat,”
not preceded by “the.” Examples: “2. History of the origin
and growth of soya bean. 3. The use of soya bean. 4.
World trade in soya bean... 6. Classification of soya bean.
7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8. Diseases and pests of soya
bean.” This usage originated in developing countries.
Note 2. This book was written as the princely state of
Baroda was studying the possibility of growing the soya
bean plant for food, feed, and fodder. It looked promising,
but little headway was actually made in either production or
utilization.
Note 3. The author’s name is pronounced KAL-ay, not
KAYL (rhymes with tail or sail). Address: Food Survey
Officer, Baroda State, India.
2277. Kornfeld, Arnold. 1936. Grundversuche
zur Frage ertragreichen Oelbohnen-(Soja-)baues
[Basic research on the question of profitable
soybean production]. Pflanzenbau 13(5):161-206.
[5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: For many years the soybean
(Ölbohne) has been cultivated on a large scale at
the Siebürgisch-Sächsichen Landwirtschaftlichen
Lehranstalt at Mediasch in Siebenbürgen.
Note: As of March 2015 Siebenbürgen
(a German word meaning “seven fortresses”)
is a historical autonomous region on the west
side of present day Romania. Address: Leiter
des Versuchwesens an der Sieb.-Saechs.
Landwirtschaftlichen Lehranstalt Medias,
Romania.
2278. Majdrakov, P. 1936. Soia, Otglejdane
i izpolzvane [Soya: Its cultivation and use].
Darjavno Zemedelsko. Opitno Pole, Pavlikeni
[State Agric. Exp. Station at Pavlikeni]. Triavna,
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Bonyo Nenkov. 16 p. [Bul]*
• Summary: This agricultural experiment station selected
new soybean varieties suited to local climatic conditions.
Address: Bulgaria.
2279. Rouest, Leon; Guerpel, Henry de. 1936. Le soja
français et ses applications agricoles et industrielles [The
French soybean: Its agricultural and industrial applications].
Chateauroux, France: G. Langlois. xxiii + 99 p. 28 cm. [42
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface, by L Brétignière (Prof. at
Grignon, Member of the Academy of Agriculture). Preface
to the first edition, by Louis Forest (1921). Introduction to
this new edition: Soviet Russia and the soybean (le Soja;
includes the story of Rouest’s stay in the Northern Caucasus,
Russia, from 1930 to 1933), Germany and Poland take up
the soya question, the canons [guns] of Germany versus
the Manchurian soybean, a secret contract to provide the
weapons of war, organization of a Polish bank in Manchuria,
Germany cultivates soybeans in Romania and Bulgaria
in preparation for the war, France and the cultivation of
soybeans.
1. What is soja? 2. History of the propagation of soja:
Introduction of the soybean into France and Europe, the
soybean is cultivated in central Europe, in Austria, in 1875,
in France the soybean is the object of numerous trials from
1876 to 1881, its cultivation worldwide, the study and
acclimatization of soya become generalized.
3. Botanical characters of the soybean: And the varieties
of soybeans. 4. Chinese varieties: The soybean in China, the
production of soya in China in 1916 and 1917, production
of soya in the Far East during the year 1928, exportation of
soya from the Far East to Europe.
5. Japanese varieties: The soybean in Japan, varieties
of soya from Indochina and from other Asian countries. 6.
The soybean in America: American varieties, cultivation
of soybeans in Ohio, selection of soya using pure lines in
Connecticut.
7. The soybean in Europe: Italy, Russia, France,
French climatic zones for the cultivation of Soja hispida,
the Atlantic zone, the continental zone, the Mediterranean
zone and climate, can the soybean be cultivated in all the
French climates including those in the north, northeast,
and northwest, speedy production of soybeans in view of
agricultural production and of the creation of early varieties
for the regions in north and northeast France.
8. Instruction for growing soja in France. 9. Soja
in Manchuria. 10. Soja seeds. 11. Selection of soja. 12.
Varieties of soja. 13. Different ways of planting soya seeds.
14. Soy yield. 15. Nitrogen fixation in soya seeds. 16. Tilling
and preparing the earth. 17. Soja fodder. 18. Soja, striking
and improving. 19. Harvesting soja grain. 20. Soja oil. 21.
Soja oil-cake for animal feeding. 22. Vegetable milk, soja
milk and industrial casein.

23. Soja in human food: Soy flour and its applications,
soy bread with wheat, nutritional composition of soja
compared to dry legumes, soy viewed as a dry legume
to replace meat, comparative production of nutritive
elements among the various legumes used for human food,
comparative value in calories of the usual foods and of soja,
preparation of soy soups and meals in compressed tubes,
what varieties of soy can serve the special needs of human
nutrition, Sojenta, potatoes stuffed with soy, force meat balls
(boulettes) of rice and soy, bread of rice and soy, pudding
of soy and rice, soy sprouts and their food value, fresh soy
sprouts in a salad, soy sprouts with vegetables, soy preserves
and confections, soy chocolate, soy coffee, soybeans
conserved in containers, soy with smoked fish, soup with
soy vegetable meat, soymilk soup, omelet with smoked soy
vegetable ham, green soy sprouts, soy cake, soy force-meat
fritters.
24. The utilization of soja in the Far East: Vegetable
cheese (tofu), soy-based condiments, Japanese natto (2
types), Japanese miso, Chinese miso, soy sauce (soyou or
schoziou), making soy sauce in Kwantung, China, making
soy sauce in Japan, koji or molded rice.
25. The culture of soja in North Africa (Rouest has
varieties that would grow and yield well in the French
colonies of Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco). 26. Opinions of
some authors on soja. Conclusions. Bibliography on soja.
A small photo on the “Dedication” page shows Léon
Rouest (born in Paris on 11 Nov. 1872).
Concerning soy in Russia (USSR) (p. 52-53): In Russia,
the soybean has been known for quite a long time, specially
in Ukraine and Bessarabia, but it was never grown over
a large area, and was given a back seat (low priority) in
agriculture until after the revolution of 1917. It was not until
1926-27 that cultural trials were conducted on farms in the
state of Northern Caucasus (d’Etat du Caucase du Nord).
In the regions of Rostov-on-Don (Rostow-sur-Don; Rostovna-Donu), Eisk (near Krasnodar), Stavropol, Prim-Koumsk,
Yessentuki / Essentuki in the Kuban and Kuban River area
of the North Caucasus region of southern Russia, the yields
were 11 to 16 quintals.
In 1927 there were 600 ha planted to soybeans,
increasing to 17,000 in 1928, in the kolkhoz (collective)
farms or the sovkhoz (state owned) farms.
In 1929-1930 and until 1932-1933 there were very
laudable / praiseworthy efforts to propagate soybeans in
favorable regions, especially in the North Caucasus, but the
soils of this region, although they are very rich and well
suited to soybeans are also very rich in bad weeds and the
results obtained up to the present do not seem favorable. As
I said earlier, the soybean is a technical plant of the intensive
cultivation type. It is very well suited to the soil and climate
of Russia, but it is less well suited to the indolent character of
people who are accustomed to cultivating only small parcels
and who are suddenly, through collectivization, thrown into
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cultivating immense fields. In spite of the remarkable efforts
at mechanization, the peasants who submit to collectivization
and who do not yet understand it very well, the cultivation of
soybeans does not assume the importance hoped for (p. 52).
Note: This is Rouest’s first book about soy since 1930.
Address: France.
2280. Rouest, Leon; Guerpel, Henry de. 1936. Le soja
français et ses applications agricoles et industrielles: La
Russie Sovietique et el Soja [The French soybean: Its
agricultural and industrial applications: Soviet Russia and
the soybean (Document part)]. Chateauroux, France: G.
Langlois. xxiii + 99 p. See p. xv-xvii. 28 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: The propagation of new edible plants for
man requires a true apostleship. I could say, along with
Mr. Paillieux, who was the first in France to draw farmers’
attention to Soy, and now fifty years later: “Our point of
departure was not fortunate.” Since 1921, date of the first
publication of my study, Le soja et son lait végétal (“The
soybean and its vegetable milk”), after having exerted every
possible effort in France to propagate Soy, I expatriated
myself in 1930 to study and propagate Soy in Soviet
Russia where I found excellent agrologic and climactic
conditions. Back in France, towards the end of my life and
my agronomic carrier, will this new study shake my fellow
citizens’ inertia? Will they wait, once more, to be tributaries
to foreigners while they themselves are in a position, if not
to take the lead, at least to step at a level worthy of our needs
and our agriculture?
More than ten years have passed and already, in 1930,
la Librairie Agricole de la Maison Rustique [my publisher]
informed me in Russia, where I had gone to cultivate Soy
varieties that I had already acclimated in France, that the
first edition of my book had completely sold out and that it
would be useful and necessary to produce a new edition and
complete it with new documents.
If I did not answer sooner to this invitation, it is because
I wanted to finish studying several problems related to
Soy: the problem of selecting varieties suited to different
agricultural regions, the cultivation of pure lines, and above
all the possibility of cultivating Soy on large areas and thus
mechanizing the harvest.
I bring thus, with this new edition, the experience
acquired in Russia where Soy has been cultivated since 1930,
on rather large areas, although these areas have not reached
the numbers proposed in the Five Year Plan, which called for
several million hectares.
For the time being, Soy is remaining stationary in Russia
because once it was noticed, a bit late according to my point
of view, that Soy could not be cultivated in the same manner
as wheat which is the typical extensive cultivation plant, that
is a poorly tended type of cultivation. They noticed this after
a considerable number of years of experiments that are more
of the social realm rather than of the agronomic realm.

It was finally understood that Soy is and remains the
intensive type of industrial crop and that one could, even
against a formidable apparatus, cultivate it in a collective
social regime.
Furthermore, this disfavor that reigns in Russia towards
Soy farming also accounts for to its poor utilization.
Following the mandatory collectivization of the soil
in 1932 and 1933, the peasants having refused to work
collectively, a famine followed that was not total, truth
be told, but that was particularly felt in the regions most
favorable to Soy cultivation, in the richest black farmland of
Ukraine and the Northern Caucasus.
Deprived of bread and other food items, people jumped
on Soy which had never before entered into their diets. The
main cause of this was the lack of knowledge on processes
and means of Soy utilization as are practiced in the East
Asia.
This Soy availability indeed saved the life of thousands
of individuals but these same individuals retained a dislike
of it, and it will be difficult to make that dislike go away. The
ignorance of the need for preliminary preparation of the soy
bean was its sole reason.
At the beginning of the introduction of Soy in Russia,
the Soviet leaders had many hopes that did not materialize.
The hope first of creating a real / veritable monopoly of
the export of Soy, encouraged by the Germans, who were
expecting to have on their side, fats and food by-products
necessary to their policy of expansion and, on the Russian
side, the immense expanses of land that they own, enabled
them to contemplate an economic power that they alone
in Europe would be able to possess. But, unfortunately for
them, they had not understood that Soy cultivation is only
suited for countries whose large population is obliged to live
of fairly small plots of land and devotes to this nourishing
plant all the care that people of Mongolian origin are capable
of.
Soy cultivation is an intensive cultivation wonderfully
suited to a society based on the family and not a society
based on the collective spirit which, through its shear size,
tends to practice an extensive type of cultivation where little
care is exerted.
Soy cultivation can only be undertaken by hard-working
individuals. It is neither suited to the temperament or the
psychology of the Russian people.
The psychological error generated, among the Russians,
an agronomic error. Russia, as it stands to-day under the
communist regime, will never export soy because the social
framework that it adopted is not compatible with the care and
work that it requires.
By merely looking at and observing the cultivation
of Soy as it is done on vast expanses of land among their
neighbors of Mongolia, Manchuria and China, it is possible
to perceive the error that was going to be committed in
introducing this crop, but it is common in Soviet Russia, not
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to take into account what is viewed as the survival of old
customs and work that must disappear under the drive of
modern mechanization and social concepts professed in that
country.
As in many other things, the Bolshevik pride has
rejected as unnecessary and mostly hampering the
observations mentioned earlier. Among the hopes that did
not realize and that probably never will be, is the hope to
create, for the needs of the collectivization, Soy varieties that
are sufficiently early and a tall plant that would yet remain
highly productive; this is physiologically impossible and
mostly having the first row of bean pods at a height such that
these could be harvested with the machines that are actually
used for the wheat harvesting.
Thus what is required is creating the plant for the
machine and not creating the machine for the plant. That
is a reversal of all the theories that form the background of
modern, scientific agriculture. But that’s is the way it is!
I did not linger in attempting to solve such problems
because I confess not being capable of solving such
problems.
Thus the soy cultivation is, just as it is for beets and all
cultivated plants (plantes sarclees), a crop of the intensive
type. Those who have neither the will or the physical
strength should not attempt this crop. One should not believe
however that large fields do not suit Soy. I saw in 1933, at
Kropotkine (in Northern Caucasus), in a German concession,
five hundred hectares on a single plot of land, without a
single weed, in a state of perfect cleanliness. The yield reach
from 15 to 18 quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg) [per hectare] even
though the soil was poor and no fertilizer was used. These
yields, that are not extraordinary if these are compared to the
small Manchurian or Chinese plots which generally reach
from 20 to 30 quintals may be considered good and normal
due to the poor soil.
A few days after my visit to this German agricultural
project, I learned that this concession had been liquidated
and that its personnel had returned to Germany. At the
same time, Russian newspapers were beginning a violent
campaign against the Hitler’s Germany, and were publishing
the documents that are inserted later in this book.
At that time I decided to leave Russia and take with me
all the French Soy varieties introduced in the 1930s. My
duty as a French agronomist was dictating my return to my
Motherland in the hope of bringing back with me the same
arms of national and economic defense. Address: France.
2281. Sampson, Hugh Charles. 1936. Cultivated crop plants
of the British Empire and the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan (topical
and sub-tropical): Based on information which has been
supplied by the Departments of Agriculture concerned.
Bulletin of Miscellaneous Information, Additional Series
(Royal Gardens, Kew) XII. vii + 251 p. See p. 85, 201.
(London: H.M. Stationery Office). [5 ref]

• Summary: “The information furnished in this Inventory
of Cultivated Crop Plants, which was asked for by the
Conference of Colonial Directors of Agriculture held in
1931, is based on the replies to a questionnaire issued by the
Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, and forwarded
by the several Departments of State concerned to all Tropical
and Sub- Tropical countries of the British Empire and to
the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. A copy of this questionnaire,
together with the explanatory notes and covering letter, is
printed as Appendix B to this publication. The information
thus furnished has of necessity had to be condensed. There
may be, and probably are, numerous errors. The officers who
have made these returns may not in some cases have had the
necessary facilities to enable them definitely to determine
the species of the plant referred to, nor have they always the
knowledge requisite for the task.”
“Where the actual date of an introduction, and the
country from which the plant was introduced are known,
these are shown in brackets after the name of the country
concerned.”
A major part of the book is titled “List of Cultivated
Crop Plants,” arranged by Genus name. Pages 85-86 discuss
Glycine Linn. Leguminosae.
Glycine javanica Linn. Tropical Africa and Asia.
‘Rhodesian Kudzu Vine.’ A fodder plant. An indigenous
or early introduction in Southern Rhodesia. Note 1. This is
the earliest document seen (Aug. 2003) that uses the name
“Rhodesian Kudzu Vine.”
Glycine max (Linn.) Merr. Known as “Gari kalai” in
Bengal, “Pe-ngapi” in Burma, “Vilayati Chowra” in Sind,
and “Kachang sapon” in Malay. “There appear to be two
types; the northern type whose seeds are rounded in shape
and often light colored and which grow on an erect plant, and
the more tropical type which has a flattened seed, often dark
colored, on a plant with a definite trailing habit.
(a) Indigenous or an early introduction in Burma,
Sarawak [joined Malaysia in 1963], and the United Provinces
[became a state of India, Uttar Pradesh, in 1947].
(b) Successfully introduced in Assam, Bahamas,
Bengal (many varieties), Bihar & Orissa, Fiji, Hyderabad,
North-West Frontier [became part of Pakistan in 1947],
Queensland, South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, S.S. &
F.M.S. [Straits Settlements & Federated Malay States;
later Singapore and Malaysia] (by Chinese), Uganda
(occasionally), W. Australia (occasionally).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2010)
that clearly refers to soybeans in Fiji or the cultivation of
soybeans in Fiji.
(c) Still under trial or established on an acclimatisation
station in Baroda [India], Bermuda (as a green manure),
Bombay, British Guiana [later renamed Guyana] (1905;
Venezuela, 1913; Trinidad, 1927), Central Provinces [India],
Cyprus, Grenada, Kenya, Madras, Mauritius, Mysore (2
varieties from Java are promising), New Guinea (black
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and white seeded kinds), Nigeria (from U.S.A. and Fiji),
Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Punjab, St. Kitts, St. Lucia
(Trinidad, 1925), St. Vincent, Seychelles, Sind [became
part of Pakistan in Aug. 1947; capital is Karachi], AngloEgyptian Sudan, Tanganyika Territory, Trinidad.
Note 3. The meaning of “St. Lucia (Trinidad, 1925)”
is unclear. As of 2009, St. Lucia is an island nation, one of
the Windward Islands, in the eastern Caribbean Sea. About
250 miles to its south is Trinidad and Tobago, a completely
different, separate, and much larger island nation. Moreover,
there is no city or town named “St. Lucia” on Trinidad and
Tobago.
(d) Introduced, but the cultivation has subsequently
disappeared or has been abandoned, in Basutoland
(abandoned as the seed shatters badly), Ceylon, Dominica.
(e) Introduced but has failed to become established
in Antigua, Gambia, Gold Coast [Ghana] (Russia, 1929),
Montserrat, North Borneo, Palestine, Sierra Leone (S.
Russia, 1913; Botanic Garden, Regent’s Park, England,
1928).
Pages 201-04 give a detailed description of Glycine
max including: Introduction, plant habit, leaves, flowers and
fertilisation, fruit, seeds, conclusion.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in The Bahamas, Basutoland (later
renamed Lesotho), Palestine, the Seychelles, or Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines, or the cultivation of soybeans in The
Bahamas, Basutoland, Palestine, the Seychelles, or Saint
Vincent and the Grenadines. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in the Bahamas, Basutoland,
the Seychelles, or Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, or the
cultivation of soybeans in The Bahamas, Basutoland, the
Seychelles, or Saint Vincent and the Grenadines (1936 or
before). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Dec.
2007) concerning soybeans in Cyprus, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Cyprus. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Cyprus, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Cyprus (1936). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
However another document published the same year
contradicts this claim: Institut International d’Agriculture
(International Institute of Agriculture). 1936. Le soja
dans le monde [The soybean in the world] (which see).
Unfortunately, Sampson gives no details about the soybeans
said to be cultivated in each country.
Note 6. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Guyana, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Guyana (1905). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (March 2010)
concerning soybeans in New Guinea, or the cultivation of
soybeans in New Guinea. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in New Guinea, or the cultivation of
soybeans in New Guinea (1936 or before). However New
Guinea is an island (the second largest in the world, after

Greenland), which (as of 2007) is administratively divided
into Western New Guinea, a province of Indonesia (formerly
known as Irian Jaya and formerly part of the Dutch East
Indies) on the West and the independent country of Papua
New Guinea (formerly British New Guinea) on the east.
Since this is an article about plants of the British Empire,
the soybeans were almost certainly grown in what is today
Papua New Guinea.
Note 8. This document contains the earliest clear date
seen for soybeans in Sierra Leone, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Sierra Leone (1913) (one of three documents).
The source of these soybeans was probably South Russia via
Great Britain.
Note 9. This is the earliest document seen (March
2019) that clearly refers to soybeans in Northern Rhodesia
(later Zambia), or the cultivation of soybeans in Northern
Rhodesia. This document contains the earliest clear date
seen for soybeans in Northern Rhodesia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Northern Rhodesia (1936 or before). The source
of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 10. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Venezuela, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Venezuela (1913). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Soybeans were probably being cultivated in Venezuela in
1913, but we cannot be certain from this document.
In 1905, Jos. Burtt-Davy, government agrostologist
and botanist in Transvaal, South Africa, notes (p. 261): “On
January 1st Mr. H.C. Sampson, B.Sc., was transferred from
the Education Department to be my assistant for Seed and
Plant Introduction.” Address: Economic Botanist, Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew; Indian Agricultural Service, Retired.
2282. Stranski, Ivan T. 1936. Uputvane po otglezhdaneto
na soiata u nas [Directions for growing soybeans in our
country (Bulgaria)]. Sofia, Bulgaria: Darzhavna Pechatnitsa.
Ministerstvo na Zemedelieto i Darjavnite Imoti [Ministry of
Agriculture]. 12 p. [Bul]
• Summary: Ivan T. Stranski was born in 1886. Address:
Bulgaria.
2283. Taylor, Norman. ed. 1936. The garden dictionary: An
encyclopedia of practical horticulture, garden management,
and landscape design. Boston, Massachusetts: Houghton
Mifflin Co. vii + 888 p. Illust. (part color). 28 cm. [ soy ref]
• Summary: Contains basic information on soybeans and
soybean culture, including insect pests and diseases. The
soybean is more of a farm crop than a garden crop. While the
soybean has been grown as a food crop in China, Manchuria,
and Japan for thousands of years, its utilization in the United
States is mainly for forage, green manure, and for its seeds.
Norman Taylor was born in 1883.
2284. Renaud, Cl. 1937. Le soja (Essai de culture en Saôneet-Loire) [The soybean: Cultural trial in Saône-et-Loire,
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France]. Bulletins de la Société des sciences naturelles de
Saône-et-Loire... No. 2. p. 24-26. Jan. 1. [Fre]
• Summary: Page 25: The soybean is thus an extremely
interesting plant through the varied products one derives
from it. It may one day be of great importance in the
markets. One thus should not be surprised that the cultivation
of such a precious plant did offer a temptation to the growers.
The first difficulty to be overcome was to find a variety
suited to our climates. The soybean, the cultivation of which
originally was in the Far East from the equator to 60 degrees
northern latitude, holds a very wide breath of varieties. One
could go so far as to say that a specialized variety is adapted
to each given climatic condition. It is in America that trials
are the most advanced and the cultivation of soybeans is
being developed most rapidly. In 1917, some 500,000 acres
were cultivated. By 1930, we were up to 3,738,000 acres
and by 1935, 5,463,000 acres. I do not know the date of the
first trials in France, but in the “L’Agriculture du Sud-Est”
(Agriculture of the South-East), dated August 12th, 1934,
Mr. A. Poncins reminds us that in 1911, he tried several
varieties that he had to give up on because the beans,
ripening too late, were caught by the frost. Mr. de Guerpel,
in the Journal d’Agriculture Pratique (Journal of Practical
Agriculture), mentioned a variety coming from Poland, Soja
Vilnensis, that can ripen its beans in about 120 days. It is
with this variety that I ran trials with Mr. Marius Petitjean, a
grower in Sagy, in the Saône and Loire region.
On May 6, 1936, Mr. Petitjean, seeded with 600 grams
of seed (one liter weights between 760 to 800 gm), a field
of one are, a portion seeded by hand (rows 0.5 meters apart,
with a density of 8 to 10 seeds per meter and in packets of
3 seeds spaced 0.35 meters apart in the row) and a portion
done by plow. On May 11, I too seeded, by hand, a square
of garden, approximately 25 meters square, by seeding in
rows and in packets. Germination required about eight days.
In both fields the depth of the seed determined the success
of the rise. In my garden, many seeds were swallowed in
the dirt. The plants subsequently developed normally. The
ground received several hoeings. Everywhere the pods were
numerous but with little yield (2 seeds on average). One
must note that it rained on the flower. The soybean plants
with ripe seeds were cut on September 4th, tied into bundles
and brought back in on September 12th. It provided about
12 liters of seeds. The volume harvested was lower than the
harvest provided by another plant, the bean for example. Mr.
Petitjean also used another planting for green forage. This
one was well accepted by the animals, rabbits included but
there again, the production of forage was lower that forage
corn for example for the same surface of cultivation, Soja
Vilnensis not growing past 0.5 meter in height.
Trials thus appear to provide, a priori, little satisfaction
in our area, with the Soja Vilnensis variety. We should
however not be too exclusive in our conclusions. Our
trials only lasted one year. We must take into account the

exceptionally rainy summer that we experienced and which
may have skewed the results of our experiment. However
we are under the impression that the variety Vilnensis is not
exactly adapted to our land in Bresse where we mostly have
an intense agriculture. It occupies the soil for too long for
such small yields, whether for forage or for seeds. We should
test other varieties.
In an e-mail of 2012 Dec. 27 Hervé Berbille of France
notes: The author’s first name (given name) is probably
Claude. The text provides a wealth of information. For
example:
(1) soybean acclimatization is not fully mastered (or
mastered at all) in France at this time (cf. pitiful agriculture
yield mentioned).
(2) Rouest cultivars are not disseminated or known, in
any case mentioned;
(3) In my opinion, the main lesson is that there is
still no proactive policy of the state in France at this time
(1936), exactly the opposite of the USA at the same time;
this is another reason of the failure of soybean in France.
As is shown in this text, soybean propagation is only based
on individual initiatives, isolated and dispersed, without
nationwide or widespread coordination.
2285. Bortels, H. 1937. Ueber die Wirkung von Molybdaen–
und Vanadiumduengungen auf Leguminosen [On the effect
of molybdenum and vanadium fertilizers on legumes]. Archiv
fuer Mikrobiologie 8(1-4):13-26. Jan. [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This article establishes the beneficial effects of
molybdenum on the growth of legumes, including soybeans
(Soja). Address: Mikrobiologisch-chemischen Abteilung der
Biologischen Reichsanstalt für Land- und Fortwirtschaft in
Berlin-Dahlem, Berlin-Dahlem, Germany.
2286. Johnson, E.F. “Soybean.” 1937. Is the soybean overexploited? Grain & Feed Review 26(5):14-18. Jan.
• Summary: The author, a supporter of the soybean for 25
years, feels the potential for industrial uses of the soybean is
being exaggerated.
Contents: Introduction. Soybean flour. Green vegetable
soybeans. Lecithin. Soybean oil. Soybean oil vs. linseed oil.
Soybean oil vs. cottonseed oil. Soybean oilmeal. Foreign
competition. Industrial use of soybean oilmeal: I.F. Laucks
and glue, The Glidden Company and paper sizing, ArcherDaniels- Midland Company and soybean flakes used to build
a larger and firmer head on a glass of beer. Soybean oilmeal
in semi-plastics (not much is used). Industrial exploitation
of cornstalks. Soybean crop and equipment increase (Four
major factors have contributed to the rapid rise in soybean
production: (1) Net return per acre for soybeans compared
with oats and other farm crops; (2) The peculiar resistance
of soybeans to drouth and insect damage, especially chinch
bugs; (3) The benefits from growing the crop, both related to
crop rotation and soil fertility. And the government’s attempt
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to control surpluses of other crops. Farmers have been
paid from $6 to $12 to grow soybeans instead. In response
to these, soybean “processing plants have sprung up like
mushrooms everywhere”).
Investments and crushing capacity. The soybean is
still a youngster. Misleading advertisements (by industrial
manufacturers). Processors not over-exploiting. Southern
soybean expansion.
A photo shows S.F. “Soybean” Johnson. Address:
Associated with Ralston Purina, St. Louis, Missouri.
Chairman, Statistical Committee, National Soybean
Processors Assoc.
2287. Lovvorn, R.L.; Kime, P.H.; Stitt, R.E. 1937. I. Factors
in soybean production. II. Variety recommendations and
characteristics. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment
Station, Agronomy Information Circular No. 102. 6 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Part I: Factors in soybean
production. Introduction. Time of planting. Methods of
seeding. Inoculation. Rate of seeding. When to cut for hay.
Curing the hay. Seed production. Harvesting the seed. Soil
improvement. Soybeans for pasturage. Soybeans for silage.
Edible types.
Part II: Variety recommendations and characteristics.
Varieties recommended for Coastal Plain (for seed hay, hog
pasture, planting in corn). Varieties recommended for Lower
Piedmont. Varieties recommended for Upper Piedmont and
Mountain sections. Description of varieties. Address: 1-2.
Dep. of Agronomy, North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station; 3.
Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA.
2288. Maruri, Aurelio. 1937. Cultivo del frijol soya
[Cultivation of soybeans]. Revista de Agricultura (Cuba)
20(1):37-49. Jan. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil. Varieties.
Preparation of the soil. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Time of
planting. Method of planting. Quantity of seed. Cultivation.
Crop rotation. Enemies of the soybean (insects, nematodes,
etc.). Places where one can buy seed. With 6 figures.
A table (p. 43) gives nutritional analyses of the
following soybeans: Illini, Dunfield, Mansoy, Tarheel Black,
Dixie, Tokyo, Hahto, Columbia, Mammoth Yellow, Brown
C5, Wilson Five, Midwest, Ito San, Mispida [sic], Medium
Green, Lexington, Mammoth Brown, Harbinsoy, Haberlandt,
Peking, G. Washington, Chiquita, O-too-tan. Address: B.S.,
Cuba.
2289. Heisch, Charles. 1937. Essais de culture de graines de
soja [Cultivation experiments with soybean seeds]. Journal
Agric. d’Alsace et de Lorraine. Feb. 6. [Fre]*
2290. Marlatt, Abby L. 1937. Soybean dishes: New and old.
Wisconsin Agricultural College, Extension Service, Special

Circular 9 p. Feb. Revised ed.
• Summary: This revision of the 1935 edition [which has the
same title] contains 2 more numbered pages, plus a recipe
for soybean milk. Contents: Introduction. Soybean milk
(recipe from U.S. Bureau of Home Economics). Supplies
satisfactory proteins. Soybean flour useful. Enriches bread.
Muscle building value. Blood building food. Soybeans good
sources of vitamins. Homemade soybean meal [roasted
soy flour]. Use of the dry soybeans (6 recipes, incl. black
soybeans). Green soybeans. Quick breads using soya flour or
meal. Soyflour in place of wheat and wheat products: Wheat
allergy diet (8 recipes). Soya flour in fish dishes. Desserts.
Uses for soybeans and successful combinations with other
foods.
“Within the last two years the green soybean has been
grown in Wisconsin and found to be most palatable and
especially attractive in its clear emerald green color. The
bean grows in long pods from which it is shelled after the
whole pod is kept five minutes in boiling water. Then the
beans come out easily when the pod is pressed. These beans
cook in from 10 to 15 minutes in boiling water and require
only salt and butter or salt and cream–being served as you
serve the small lima beans or the French haricot bean.”
Four recipes are then given: Green soybean salad, Soybean
perfection salad, Canned green soybeans, and Puree of green
soybean soup. Address: Madison, Wisconsin.
2291. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin.
1937. Crops and soils information. No. 283.p. 30-40. March.
• Summary: Each of the four parts of this Bulletin is by
different authors. Part II, titled “Corn work / Corn varieties,
breeding, and culture,” by H.B. Brown and Hugo Stoneberg
(p. 20-29) has a section (p. 24) titled “Corn spacings with
soybeans planted in the row,” which states: “Biloxi and
Otootan soybeans were planted in the corn row when the
corn was planted.” Another section (p. 24-29) is about the
“Effect of soybeans on corn yields when planted in the corn
row, when planted in rows alternating with corn rows, when
rate of seeding is varied, when turned under or taken off for
hay.” A photo (p. 27) shows a field of “Cotton after corn and
soybeans.”
Part III, titled “Soybeans, oats and forage crops,”
by John P. Gray and Dawson, M. Johns, has sections on:
Soybeans: Soybean varieties, edible soybeans (“All varieties
of soybeans may be cooked and eaten as table food, but
certain varieties such as Easycook, Rokusun, and Hahto are
the most satisfactory.”). Soybean culture: Width of rows, rate
of seeding, date of planting, grazing, inoculation.
“Soybean variety tests have been conducted in Louisiana
each year since 1929.” The soybeans grown in Louisiana
are of two general types: the viney type, of which Otootan,
Laredo, Barchet, and Louisiana Selection 108 are examples;
and the upright or stiff-stem type, which includes Biloxi,
Mammoth Yellow, Tokyo, Delsta, Mamloxi, and Looney-2.
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The varieties of the viney type have fine stems with
numerous branches and rather small leaves. Having fine
stems, they make a better quality of hay.” Other varieties
tested in Louisiana include Avoyelles, Delnoshat, Chiquita,
and Palmetto.
Tables show: (1) Date of seeding soybeans. Shows
how the date of planting the Biloxi and Louisiana Section
60 varieties affects the yields of hay and seed in 1931,
1932, 1933, and 1934, plus the 4-year average. For Biloxi,
July 20 gave the highest seed yield (6.3 bu/acre), whereas
for Louisiana Section 60, March 17 gave the highest seed
yield (11.2 bu/acre). (2) Soybean inoculation test with four
variables: (1) Inoculation–Soybeans not grown the year
before. (2) No inoculation–Soybeans not grown the year
before. (3) Inoculation–Soybeans grown the year before. (4)
No inoculation–Soybeans grown the year before. This test
was conducted in 1935 and 1936. The highest seed yield was
obtained with (1) but, surprisingly, the yield was only 4.5%
higher than (2).
2292. Wiggans, R.G. 1937. Soybeans in the northeast. J. of
the American Society of Agronomy 29(3):227-35. March.
• Summary: “The objective of this paper is to give certain
experimental results as evidence upon which to form an
opinion in regard to the possibilities of soybeans in the
northeast and in New York State in particular.”
Discusses soybeans as forage, silage, and for grain in the
northeast, based on experiments from 1929 to 1934. Results
show: “The narrower the space between rows, the higher
the yield.” An 8-inch spacing gives the highest yields, about
38 bu/acre. Conclusion. The “place of the soybean plant in
northeastern agriculture is not entirely clear,” but “it shows
sufficient promise to justify more study...” Address: Prof. of
Plant Breeding, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.
2293. Saunders, A.R. 1937. The soybean in South Africa:
Non-shattering types evolved at Potchefstroom. South
African Farmer 11(494):746. April 2. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Non-shattering types.
Soil requirements. Fertilizers. Harvesting. Supplies of seed.
This article is very similar to, but slightly shorter and less
detailed than the author’s article that appeared in Farming in
South Africa in May 1937 (p. 217). Address: Senior Research
Officer, Potchefstroom.
2294. Naranjo, Enrique Arca. 1937. El frijol soya y su
cultivo [The soybeans and its cultivation]. Revista de
Agricultura (Cuba) 20(4/5):88-91. April/May. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction to soybean cultivation.
Varieties. Soils: preparation of the soil, manuring,
inoculation. Planting. Cultivation, Harvest and yields. Use as
a forage (especially the varieties Dixie, Hollybrook, Tokyo,
Mammoth-Brown and Southern-Prolific) and green manure
plant (turn under before flowering).

2295. Popular Mechanics. 1937. The bean that made good.
67:660-62, 120A, 122A. May.
• Summary: Photos show: (1) William Morse in his office
at USDA in front of shelves of soybean food products.
(2) Native 2-wheeled carts drawn by horses or mules
(and widely used to carry soybeans) in front of storage
silos in Manchuria. (3) “Soybeans from Japan used as
green vegetables”–their pods. (4) A soybean storage yard
Manchuria, with many horse-drawn wooden carts and tall
cylindrical storage containers. (5) William Morse inspecting
candied soybean products. (6) Two men in a hay-strewn
field. (7) Boiled soybeans being crushed in a wood mortar in
Japan. (8) Earthenware jars for making soy sauce in China;
each is topped with a conical lid of woven bamboo. (9) Two
men, possibly including Morse, examining the root systems
of soybean plants.
A chart (p. 120A) is titled “Soybean Utilization.”
This digital photo, with caption and date, was sent
to Soyfoods Center by Joyce Garrison (William Morse’s
granddaughter) of West Hartford, Connecticut (July 2004).
2296. Saunder, A.R. 1937. Soybeans. Farming in South
Africa 12(134):217. May.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Value of the soybean.
Introduction into the Union [of South Africa]. Soil
requirements. Cultural methods. Fertilizers. Inoculation.
Harvesting. Supplies of seed.
“Soybeans were introduced into South Africa as early as
1903, but the crop failed to establish itself” for two reasons:
(1) The varieties were poorly adapted to South African
conditions and the pods split open at maturity, causing a
large percentage of the seeds to be lost. (2) There was no
domestic market for the seed and the overseas demand was
small and inconsistent.
The first difficulty as been overcome by breeding
non-shattering varieties. In 1926 experiments started at
Potchefstroom have led to the development of new varieties
which do not shatter. A domestic market is now developing
and the overseas demand, which is already very large, is
growing steadily. Applications for seed should be addressed
to the Principal, School of Agriculture, Potchefstroom.
The Department earnestly desires the cooperation of
prospective growers. Address: Dr., Senior Research Officer,
Potchefstroom, South Africa.
2297. Soth, Lauren K. 1937. The soybean invasion of the
Corn Belt. Agricultural Situation (The) (USDA Bureau of
Agricultural Economics) 21(5):14-16. May. Reprinted in
American Cattle Producer 19(4):9. Sept. 1937.
• Summary: Accompanied by a chart which shows acreage
of hay, beans, grazed or hogged-off, and equivalent of total
solid acreage, 1924 to date. The last paragraph contains
a warning against assuming that “soybean growers can
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continue to expect an ever-expanding market.”
2298. Guerpel, H. de. 1937. A propos de la fumure du Soja
[On the fertilization of soybeans]. Bulletin d’Information de
la Societe Commerciale des Potasses d’Alsace. May/June.
[Fre]*
2299. Megee, C.R. 1937. Soybean production in Michigan.
Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular Bulletin
No. 161. 14 p. June.
• Summary: Contents: History, adaptation, and uses. A
high protein emergency or annual hay crop. Digestible
nutrients and feeding value per acre of soybeans and
other Michigan crops. Soybean oil meal. A supplementary
protein feed. Soybeans for silage. A cash crop. Soybeans
as a soil improving crop. Cultural practices: Varieties, time
of planting, rate and methods of planting, inoculation.
cultivation, harvesting for hay, harvesting for seed, threshing,
storage of soybean seed. Industrial and commercial uses of
soybeans: Soybean oil, soybean oil meal, dried beans, for
human food.
“As early as 1902 and for 20 years afterwards, E.E.
Evans of West Branch, Michigan, took an active part in
introducing, breeding, and distributing varieties of soybeans.
The Ogemaw is an introduction of Mr. Evans and is the
result of a cross between his No. 6 Early Black and Dwarf
Brown. Since 1918 the Michigan Agricultural Experiment
Station has conducted numerous variety tests for both hay
and seed production at East Lansing and at various points
over the state” (p. 3).
Table 4, titled “Soybean variety adaptation” (p. 10)
lists the following: Manchu, Ito San, Mandarin (Canada),
OAC 211 (Ontario), Dunfield, Illini (Illinois), Mandell
(Indiana), Sciota (Ohio), Cayuga (New York), Ogemaw
(Early Michigan), Wisconsin Early Black, Virginia, Wilson,
and Mammoth Yellow. For each variety is given the
name, maturity, seed color, and adaptation. “The Manchu
is the leading general-purpose variety for hay, seed, and
commercial uses in Michigan.”
Under “Industrial and commercial uses of soybeans,”
a table shows 10 industrial and food uses of soybean oil, 15
industrial and food uses of soybean oil meal (incl. diabetic
foods, flour, crackers, soy milk, bean curd [tofu], soy sauce),
and 12 industrial and food uses of dried beans (incl. roasted
beans, coffee substitutes, soups, baked beans, boiled beans).
“When soybeans are to be used as a green vegetable, the
Easycook and Hahto are preferred because of their milder
flavor.” Address: Section of Farm Crops, East Lansing.
2300. Washington Post. 1937. Lowly soybean startles capital
as exhibit illustrates varied uses. Aug. 18. p. 15.
• Summary: “The soybean, chameleon of agriculture, made
its formal debut in Washington [DC] last night when an
exhibit of its wonders, mounted in a Pennsylvania Railroad

car, stopped for two hours in Union Station.” It met with
popular approval as shown by the continuous flow of visitors
which filed through the car. The “spectators were all amazed
to see one little bean pop up under so many different guises.”
A series of charts showed how the U.S. soybean crop has
developed from 5,000,000 bushels in 1925 to 37,000,000 in
1935 and about 20,000,000 more [i.e., 57,000,000 bushels]
this year.
Describes many of the different ways that soybeans can
be used. Handfuls of roasted salted soybeans, courtesy of the
American Soybean Association, were served to visitors. They
tasted like a cross between peanuts and almonds. Madison
Agricultural College, a Seventh Day Adventist institution
in Madison, Tennessee, has developed a “number of meat
substitutes, including an enticing ‘ham’ loaf, and a coffee
substitute.
A series of harvest scenes showed how harvesting
methods have changed. “The biggest step forward was the
perfection of the combine, the forerunner of which was
developed in 1925 by the late Harvey Spaulding Clapp,
son of the late Moses Edwin Clapp, of Minnesota. Clap
grew soybeans on his Virginia estate, which used to be part
of Mount Vernon. According to Russell G. East, general
agricultural agent for the Pennsylvania Railroad and director
of the exhibit, it was Clapp who conceived the idea of a
machine which would beat the beans from the pods as the
plants stood in the field.” The plants are left standing and
gradually turn to hay.
In 1804, the soybean was introduced to the United States
from China, “where natives have grown it for roughly 5,000
years. Orientals use it solely for food. Soybean sauce is
familiar to all lovers of Chinese dishes.”
2301. Vivet, E. 1937. Le soja, sa culture et ses utilizations
[The soybean, its culture and utilization]. Revue Agricole de
l’Afrique du Nord (Algeria) 35(943):544-46. Aug. 27. [Fre]
• Summary: “Some soybean trials have been made but the
results, not having been judged satisfactory, the cultivation
of soybeans has not been undertaken here until the last few
years; before that it was sporadic and on small plots...
“The cultivation of soybeans, for the production of seeds
destined for oil mills, does not seem likely to become very
important in France and Algeria since the price is too low to
support competition against soya originating in East Asia.
It is therefore as a forage plant or one whose seeds can be
used for feeding animals that soya could be of interest to
agriculture in France and Algeria. In China and Manchuria
the plant, in its green state, is distributed as forage for horses
and mules. But it is preferable, as is done in the USA, to use
soya with other forage plants, such as maize or sorghum, to
make silage. Finally, the soybean plant can be plowed under
as green manure, a practice in which there would be interest
in the soils at the perimeters of irrigated areas in Algeria and
especially in those of the valley of Chélif, which are poor in
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humus.” Address: Algeria.
2302. Andrews, W.B. 1937. Effect of ammonium sulfate on
the response of soybeans to lime and artificial inoculation
and the energy requirement of soybean nodule bacteria. J. of
the American Society of Agronomy 29(8):681-89. Aug. [10
ref]
• Summary: “Conclusions: Ammonium sulfate was not
harmful to soybean nodule bacteria, when up to 600 pounds
per acre were used. The yield of soybeans was about 50
pounds per acre greater where ammonium sulfate was the
source of nitrogen than where 1 pound of nitrogen was fixed
by nodule bacteria.” Address: Asst. in Agronomy, Dep. of
Agronomy, Mississippi Agric. Exp. Station, State College,
Mississippi.
2303. Arny, A.C.; Brookins, W.W.; Hodgson, R.E. 1937.
Soybeans for Minnesota. Minnesota Agricultural Experiment
Station, Special Bulletin No. 134 (Revised ed.). 14 p. Aug.
Revised again 1940, 12 p.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Extensively grown
in foreign countries (an Smoot-Hawley Tariff). Acreage is
increasing in the United States. Use of crop can be changed
as season progresses. Soybeans leave soil in good condition
for other crops. The soybean provides high-protein feed: hay,
seed, meal, straw. Choice of variety: varieties for southern
Minnesota, varieties for central Minnesota, varieties for
northern Minnesota. Use high-germinating, well inoculated
seed. Good corn land suitable for soybeans. Control of weeds
before planting important. Sow soon after corn planting.
Thick planting gives highest yields. Adjusting drills to plant
soybeans. Cultivation of soybeans. Harvesting hay–time
affects yields. Harvesting seed–dry well before storage.
This Special Bulletin begins: “In Minnesota the soybean
crop is grown largely as an emergency hay crop when there
are shortages of alfalfa or clover. Well grown crops of
soybeans approach alfalfa and clover fairly closely in yields
of hay per acre. Soybean hay takes the place of alfalfa and
clover in most livestock rations.
“In a number of states, in recent years, soybeans have
replaced oats to a considerable extent as a cash seed crop.
Soybean seed yields in the southern and central parts of
Minnesota have been high enough to warrant substituting
soybeans for oats as a cash crop in this state when a steady
demand develops at prices that will bring higher net returns
per acre than oats.”
“Use high-germinating, well inoculated seed (p. 8-9):
“... Unless the proper bacteria are present in nodules on their
roots, soybean plants will not do well usually, because then
they must obtain all their nitrogen from the soil. The bacteria
in the nodules are able to use the free nitrogen in the air, and
this becomes available to the soybean plants. An abundance
of nodules on the roots of plants indicates the presence of
adequate numbers of the proper bacteria. The root of a well

inoculated soybean plant is shown in Figure 2.
“Until such time as the soybean crop is grown regularly
in rotations on farms in the state, it is always necessary to
inoculate the seed before planting it. The clovers, alfalfa,
and other legumes require different kinds of bacteria
and do not supply the bacterial requirement of soybeans.
Commercial inoculants may be purchased from seed houses
and have been found to be satisfactory if the directions on
the container are carefully followed. Soil from a field that
has produced well inoculated soybean plants the previous
year, sifted and mixed with moistened seed in about equal
quantities, usually brings about satisfactory inoculation.”
Address: 1. Div. of Agronomy and Plant Genetics, Univ.
Farm, St. Paul; 2. Agricultural Extension Div., Univ. Farm,
St. Paul; 3. Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca. All:
Minnesota.
2304. Ware, A.M. 1937. The soya bean. J. of the Department
of Agriculture of South Australia 41(1):50-52. Aug. [1 ref]
• Summary: Harvesting and uses of the bean for food
are briefly discussed. Experiments with the soya bean in
the following states of Australia are summarized: South
Australia (no departmental experiments could be traced),
Western Australia, Victoria, Queensland, and New South
Wales. Address: Wepowie.
2305. New York Times. 1937. Africa to get soybeans: Natal
farmer investigates growing and uses in this country. Sept.
26. p. 55.
• Summary: “Urbana, Illinois (A.P.).–South African farmers
will soon have an opportunity to learn at first hand American
methods of growing soybeans. M.C. Campbell, whose
Scotch ancestors have farmed in Natal for generations, will
carry back to that country the story of the rise of soybean
culture in the corn belt of America.
“Here for the annual meeting of the American Soybean
Association, Mr. Campbell rounded out a picture of the
adopted Oriental crop which already has found more than
300 industrial uses in this country and will visit plants where
soybeans are processed before returning to Natal.”
2306. Avery Farm Machinery Co. 1937. Now the new Avery
Harvest-All (Ad). Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association Inside front cover.
• Summary: See next page. A full-page green-on-white
ad. Large capacity: 67 inch cut. 38 inch cylinder. 38 inch
straw rack. 38 inch shoe. 38 inch fan. “A convenient oneman machine: Height of cut regulated by the operator from
his seat on the tractor.” “Just the machine for your soybean
harvest: The Avery Harvest-All can be supplied with either
Power Take-off Drive or auxiliary motor.” It was “designed
by Avery engineers with suggestions from Farmers. Avery
are pioneers in building Better Threshers and Better
Combines.” Write for more information. Address: Peoria,
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Illinois.
2307. Nevens, W.B. 1937. Experiments in time of harvesting
soybeans for hay. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 34-36. 17th annual meeting. Held 14-16 Sept.
at Urbana, Illinois.
• Summary: “What is the best time to harvest soybeans for
hay? This is an ever-recurring question on the part of farmers
using this crop for hay. It is a question like many others
pertaining to agricultural topics to which an exact answer
cannot be given but it is one concerning which a large
amount of factual information can be obtained. This paper
reports the results of three years’ investigations dealing with

the time of harvesting soybeans for hay.
“There are a number of reasons for
harvesting soybeans at an early stage of
development. First, weather conditions at that
time are usually such that the crop may be cured
with less labor and with less loss than at later
stages. Also, the early stages of development
usually come at a time when there is a slack
period in the farm program. Later on, making hay
from soybeans may interfere with silo filling and
other farm operations. Thirdly, many dairymen
are of the opinion that a very leafy, green hay is
higher in feeding value than that made from the
crop after the leaves have begun to turn yellow.
They think also that at the early stages the stems
are not as hard and consequently there is less
waste in feeding.
“On the other hand, many people advance
a number of reasons for late harvesting. Most
important of these is the larger yield obtained.
The late-cut crop contains more seed, of course,
and some feeders maintain that the hay at this
stage has a greater feeding value.
Plan of Experiments: Harvesting was
done during two years of the experiments at five
different stages of development and in another
year at four different stages. The first harvest was
made at the full-blossom stage and succeeding
harvests at about two-week intervals. The final
stage was that of seed ripening and leaves
beginning to fall.
“Curing was done by permitting the crop
to remain in the swath a few days and then
windrowing with a side delivery rake, placing in
shocks, and leaving until thoroughly cured. Each
plot was then baled in the field and each bale was
tagged with a colored tag, using a different color
for each cutting. The hay was stored in the barn
for winter feeding.
“Winter feeding trials were carried out in
which yearling dairy heifers were fed by using
two groups of heifers and the double reversal
method. In the first year, thirteen heifers were used; in the
second year, twenty one; and in the third year, eighteen.
The hay was fed as long hay; that is, uncut. Grain mixture
and hay were the only feeds supplied. The stems refused
were saved, dried, and the percentage of hay refused was
calculated.
“Four criteria, or factors, were used in evaluating the
results of the. experiments.
“First: The Yields. These were calculated in two ways.
Field samples were taken on each date of harvest using ten
lineal feet of row at each of a number of different points in
the field. The second method was to obtain scale weights of
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the hay immediately after it was baled.
“Second: Chemical Analysis. Chemical analyses were
made of the field samples and samples of the hay fed during
the feeding trials. From these the protein content of the hay
and the yield of protein per acre were calculated.
“Third: Gains in Weight of Experimental Animals. All of
the experimental feeding was done with yearling heifers and
results were based upon gains in weight, during the feeding
trials.
“Fourth: Refused Hay. The hay was fed in amounts
such that the heifers cleaned up the leaves, pods, and finer
portions of the stems. The remainder, consisting of coarse
stems, was collected from the manger of each animal, placed
in a labeled gunny sack, weighed, dried, and re-weighed, and
the percentage of refusal calculated in terms of the hay as
fed.
“Results:
“Yields. By far the most important factor in determining
which is the best stage for harvesting soybeans for hay is the
yield per acre. In all three years it was found that the yield of
hay per acre nearly doubles during the four weeks following
the full-blossom stage. This means, therefore, that very
early harvest causes the sacrifice of a large portion of the
crop. After the leaves begin to fall, however, yields decrease
rapidly. Other factors which must be considered in this
connection, however, are that delayed harvest makes the crop
more subject to loss by storms, that is, lodging may result,
making complete harvest impossible; and the storms may
also cause a loss of leaves when the crop is nearly mature.
Late harvest may also subject the crop to insect damage.
“The greatest objection to late harvest, of course, is the
possibility of encountering weather that may cause a very
great loss during curing. In one of the three years in which
these experiments were conducted, the last cutting of hay
was of very poor quality and there was a great loss in weight
caused by bad weather conditions.
“Even with good weather conditions, late cut soybeans
require a much longer time to cure because of the moisture
in the seed which disappears very slowly. It is possible,
however, when weather conditions are favorable to produce
high-quality hay from late-cut beans.
“Chemical Analyses. Results to date indicate that there
is not a wide difference in the protein content of soybean
hay harvested at different stages of development. In the case
of the 1936 crop, however, the later cuttings had somewhat
more protein than the early cuttings. This is attributed to the
large amount of seed in the late cuttings. Upon the whole, it
appears that early-cut hay certainly is not superior in protein
content to the late-cut hay.
“Complete analyses were made of the leaves, stems,
and pods of the samples of the crop taken at each of the five
harvest dates in 1930. It was found that the yield per acre
of protein, phosphorus, and lime doubled from the time of
first harvest at the full-blossom stage up to the fourth cutting

made on September 9. Following the fourth cutting, the
yields of protein and lime decreased, presumably because
of the loss of leaves. The yield of phosphorus, however,
continued to increase slightly. At the time of maximum
yield per acre of these three constituents, namely, protein,
phosphorus, and lime, the leaves contained approximately
one-third of the protein and two-thirds of the lime of the
crop, whereas the pods contained about two-thirds of the
phosphorus and two-thirds of the protein.
“An interesting feature in connection with the stems of
the hay is that at the stage of maximum yield of hay, namely,
the fourth cutting, the stems furnish only one-fifteenth of the
protein, one-tenth of the phosphorus, and one-seventh of the
lime. From the standpoint of the dairy farmer, therefore, the
loss of stems, or refusal of stems by the cattle, is very much
less serious than the loss of leaves or pods.
“Gains in Weight. Neither the early-cut nor the late-cut
hay has proved distinctly superior in feeding value as judged
by gains in weight of the experimental animals. In some
trials, gains in weight favored the early-cut hay and in others
the late-cut hay. So far as our data are concerned, it appears
that the differences in feeding value of the early-cut and
late-cut hays are less than the variability in the experimental
animals.
“Percentage of Refused Hay. In six feeding-trial
comparisons of early-cut and late-cut hay one trial showed
a greater refusal of the late-cut hay, while five other trials
showed that there was a greater waste of stems when earlycut hay was fed.
“This finding may seem out of line with expectations in
view of the fact that plant stems usually become harder with
maturity. Our results are logical and to be expected, however,
when one considers the fact that in early-cut hay the crop
consists of leaves and stems only, whereas in late-cut hay
the pods may form from twenty-five to fifty per cent of the
weight of the hay. In other words, one hundred pounds of
late-cut hay contains a smaller number of pounds of stems
than one hundred pounds of early-cut hay.
“Summary: Investigations covering three seasons were
carried out to study the best time of harvesting soybeans
for hay. The hay was harvested at four or five different
stages, beginning at the full-blossom stage. Four different
methods of measuring the results were used; namely, yields,
chemical analyses, gains in weight of experimental animals,
and percentage of refused hay. The yields of hay obtained
from the later cuttings were nearly double that of the early
cuttings, and this is considered the most important factor
influencing the best time to harvest soybean hay. Chemical
analyses showed that the protein content of soybean hay
harvested at different stages of development is usually
not widely different. The gains in weight of yearling dairy
heifers fed soybean hay from different cuttings gave no
significant indications that either early-cut or late-cut hay
was superior. In most cases, the proportion of the hay fed
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which was refused as coarse stems was greater in the case of
the early-cut hay.” Address: Dep. of Dairy Husbandry, Univ.
of Illinois, Urbana.
2308. Ross, R.C. 1937. Changes in costs and practices in
the production of soybeans. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association p. 52-57. 17th annual meeting. Held 1416 Sept. at Urbana, Illinois.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: land charges, operating
costs, changes in costs. Differences between farms. Income
and profit. The future trend of costs.
Tables: (1) Soybean costs for two periods and for
different methods of harvesting. East central Illinois. The
two periods are 1927-31 and 1932-36. For each period the
methods of harvesting are: Combine, binder and thresher,
and hay (6 columns). In the far left column are: before
harvest, harvesting, and land. Total. Profit, cost (per bushel

or ton), and yield. The only method of harvesting that gave a
profit in both time periods was a combine.
(2) Cost per acre on selected farms, 1936. East central
Illinois. The farms are: 1936 average 27 farms, Farm A,
Farm B, Farm C, Farm D. Column 1 is:
Acres in soybeans
Yield an acre (bu.)
Labor an acre: man hours, horse hours, tractor hours,
truck miles.
Before-harvest costs: man labor, horse labor, tractor use,
truck use, machinery, seed, fertilizer, general farm expenses,
miscellaneous.
Total before-harvest costs.
Harvesting costs: man labor, horse labor, tractor use,
truck use, combining.
Total harvest costs
Total operating costs
Taxes
Interest on land
Total cost
Income
Grain (1)
Straw
Pasture
Total income
Net profit an acre
Net cost a bushel
(1) Based on market price at
harvest time.
“Income and profit: The income
from soybeans is largely a matter of
yields produced and market prices.
Profits depend, of course, upon the
difference between production costs
and income. Many of you may have
been surprised that the profits shown
were not larger. You will recall that
prices in recent years have been far
from stable. For the past five years the
average per-acre profits, when income
was figured at market prices at harvest
time, were as follows: 1932, a loss of
$5.89; 1933, a loss of $3.45; 1934, a
profit of $4.54; 1935, $3.56, and 1936,
$8.63. Most growers do not figure
actual costs, but rather the difference
between the income and cash expense;
and cash expense represents only about
one-fourth the total. When there are
losses, a farmer doesn’t necessarily go
bankrupt but contributes his labor or use
of power, equipment or land without
getting full compensation. Recall, also,
the differences between individual
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growers. Some do better than average, and those who lose,
hope for better success the next year.
“The Future Trend of Costs: What is the trend of
costs for the future? We are in a period of generally rising
prices, and various comparisons with the 1929 peak are not
uncommon. Increases in wage levels, prices of machinery
and land values all point to higher costs. Are we likely to go
back to pre-depression levels when soybean costs equalled a
dollar a bushel? While soybean costs may increase somewhat
it appears unlikely that they will reach the earlier level. This
prediction is based upon two factors: first, the more efficient
methods made possible through the use of modern equipment
help to keep acre costs low; and second, the improvement in
varieties and technique have tended to raise acre yields. In
this connection it should be remembered that higher yields
take more from the land, and increasing acreages place a
drain on more of the farm, and it is entirely possible that
unless we follow good practices which will maintain fertility,
and control erosion on rolling land, our present success may
prove our future undoing.” Address: Dep. of Agricultural
Economics, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
2309. Rouest, Léon. 1937. La culture du soja [The
cultivation of soybeans]. Revue des Agriculteurs de France
69(9):354-56. Sept. [Fre]
• Summary: Hervé Berbille, who found this document,
thinks it was the last thing that Léon Rouest wrote about
soybeans–one year before he died. Hervé writes: “He
maintained his mental capabilities; his style is still brilliant
and alert, the thought is deep and penetrating. This extract
gives a good outline of the depth of his analyses and of
the clarity–even dazzling brilliance–of his anticipations, in
particular in the light of the anti-soy propaganda which we
undergo almost every day, the whole served by a magnificent
style; at the very least, a very moving text for all those (such
as us) who claim his inheritance. He never lost his interest
in the soybean or his belief that it could make an important–
indeed revolutionary–contribution to French society and
agriculture. What a great man!”
Update from Hervé, who has just received the entire
article: “I read all of the great Léon’s last article. What a
treat! Sometimes, the style serves to hide a little bit of vain
thought. But for Rouest, the crystal clear style is in the
service of a deep and lucid thought. For example, Rouest
understood before everyone (cf. the beginning of page 354,
end of the second section) that the huge German soybean
importation was a harbinger of the 2d World War and
betrayed the real intentions of Hitler. If only Chamberlain
and Daladier had read Rouest’s article (1937) before they
sign the Munich agreement in 1938! (to be completely
honest, Daladier was not fooled and understood what was
going on).
Another lesson learned is the attitude of the Revue des
agriculteurs de France. They Rouest space to write but in the

introductory statement, they strive to discourage the culture
of the soya which they consider at best as a very remote
possibility because of the difficulties of acclimatization of
this plant in France. All the more unbearable because, at this
time, U.S. soybean production was already neck and neck
with that of the Manchuria. What a waste. What an injustice
for Léon Rouest’s work.”
The article begins: The little time left for me at this
conference obliges me to discuss very quickly the origins
of this plant, a botanical description, its introduction into
Europe, and in particular cultural trials in France during
the past 20 years. One can find in a book published in 1936
under the title Le Soja français all the information necessary
on these different questions.
Note: This periodical is the Organe de la Société des
Agriculteurs de France. This section appears to concern
a meeting (réunion) of 28 June 1927, with M. Langlois
Meurinne presiding. Address: France.
2310. Sears, O.H. 1937. What do we know about the fertility
value of soybeans. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 49-51. 17th annual meeting. Held 14-16 Sept.
at Urbana, Illinois.
• Summary: “There is probably no phase of the soil fertility
problem in which there is a greater conflict of opinion than
exists on the subject of soybeans in their relation to soil
fertility and productivity.
“These views range from belief that the soybean is one
of the most effective soil improving crops to the extreme
viewpoint that soybeans will ruin the land.
“It is not the purpose of this discussion to prove that
either of the views is right or that either is wrong. Rather it
is proposed to consider the various effects which soybeans
have on the land, and, perhaps, suggest some practices which
will make soybeans a more valuable crop in the rotation.
“The effect of soybeans upon soil productivity cannot be
ascertained by taking into consideration only one of the ways
in which soybeans affect the soil. Only when one takes into
consideration all of the various influences of soybeans upon
the soil can a satisfactory conclusion be reached.
“There are three principal ways in which soybeans affect
the soil. They may be classed under the three heads:
“A. Physical
“B. Chemical
“C. Biological
“Obviously these three factors are not separate and
distinct from each other because any one factor must have its
influence upon the other factor.
“A–Physical Effects of Soybeans upon the Soil: It
is well recognized by farmers and by investigators that
soybeans have a decided tendency to improve the tilth of
the soil. It is well known that the land ‘works’ much easier
following a crop of soybeans. Of course, this ‘loosening’
effect on the soil is not peculiar to soybeans. In fact, most
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legumes and a few non-legumes improve the soil structure.
I mention it here because the culture of soybeans creates a
problem on rolling land which must be recognized. Because
the land is ‘loose’ after a crop of soybeans has been grown
and because the crop is harvested from the land, there is
a tendency for erosion following soybeans. This fact is
illustrated by data secured at the Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station where land following continuous corn
lost 20.68 tons of soil per acre. After soybeans grown in
rows and cultivated, 19.52 tons per acre were lost, and after
soybeans seeded solid, 9.39 tons an acre were lost. It should
be pointed out that a cover crop of rye was seeded after the
soybeans. However, the data do not include results where
soybeans were seeded across the slope. Results with other
crops indicate that such a practice would have reduced the
erosion losses.
“It appears reasonable to conclude that soybeans should
not be grown in cultivated rows up and down the slope, but
that they should be seeded solid across the slope.
“B–Chemical Influence of Soybeans: This phase of the
problem may be considered from the standpoints of nitrogen
and mineral elements. It need not be pointed out to this
group that without good nodulation success with soybeans
is impossible. Even where good nodulation is obtained the
effect of soybeans upon the nitrogen balance in the soil is
determined by the use of the crop. This fact is shown in
Table 1, “Effect of Soybean Use Upon Nitrogen Addition to
the Soil.” The two columns are “Method of handling crop”
and “Pounds of nitrogen added per acre.”
Green manure (soybean plants plowed under) adds 88 lb
of nitrogen.
Harvesting with a combined adds 16 lb of nitrogen.
Seed harvested and straw removes 3 lb of nitrogen.
Use as hay removes 30 lb of nitrogen per acre. “It is
apparent that only where the beans are used as a green
manure or ‘combined’ is there any appreciable addition of
nitrogen to the soil. Even in these cases too much stress
must not be placed on these results because unless properly
handled the losses of nitrogen by leaching may be greater
than the nitrogen additions.
“Table 2 gives the removal of mineral elements as well
as nitrogen from the soil by different crops. “Plant Food
Elements Added and Removed by Various Crops.” The
columns are: Crop. Acre yields. Added nitrogen. Nutrient
elements per acre removed. The elements (in pounds) are
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, and magnesium.
The crops are corn, oats, wheat, soybeans, alfalfa, and red
clover. When soybeans are sold and their straw returned, they
add 16 lb of nitrogen per acre to the soil. But when soybean
hay is sold and no manure is returned, they add no nitrogen
to the soil.
Corn, at 40 bu/acre is the biggest remover of nitrogen at
40 lb/acre.
Soybeans, at 2.5 tons/acre (with the hay sold and no

manure returned) is the biggest remover of phosphorus at 13
lb/acre.
Alfalfa, at 2 tons/acre (with the hay sold and no manure
returned) is the biggest remover of potassium at 96 lb/acre
and the biggest remover of calcium at 120 lb/acre.
Soybeans, at 2.5 tons/acre (with the hay sold and no
manure returned) is the biggest remover of magnesium at
31 lb/acre. “These figures show that while soybeans remove
more phosphorus and potassium, than corn or wheat, they do
not remove as much of these elements as alfalfa.
“C–Biological Activity in Soil Following Soybeans:
Because the soybean crop is relatively high in nitrogen, the
return of any part of the crop to the soil has a direct effect
upon the activity of the soil microorganisms. On the Urbana
South Farm where a rotation consisting of corn, corn, corn
and soybeans is practiced, the following results were secured
in the soil growing corn:
Table 3: “Effect of soybeans on Biological Activity:”
In the first year after soybeans, there will be 14.5 million
bacteria per gram of soil and 27.7 pounds of nitrate nitrogen
per acre.
In the 2nd year after soybeans, there will be 11.2 million
bacteria per gram of soil and 16.9 pounds of nitrate nitrogen
per acre.
In the 3rd year after soybeans, there will be 9.5 million
bacteria per gram of soil and 13.3 pounds of nitrate nitrogen
per acre.
“It is clear that the bacterial population as well as the
available nitrogen content is highest the first year after
soybeans and lowest the third.
“Relation of Soybeans to the Succeeding Crop: Because
soybeans contribute to erosion and because they increase the
available nitrogen of the soil, it is desirable to protect the
soil against losses through leaching and erosion by seeding a
fall grain crop after soybeans. Obviously, on rolling land this
grain crop should be seeded across the slope.
“Many reports have been received from farmers that
wheat does not yield well after soybeans. Two factors appear
to be responsible for this condition. (1) The seedbed is too
loose, and, (2) the available phosphate in soils after soybeans
is low. This latter condition is due to the fact that soybeans
not only draw heavily upon the phosphorus supply of the soil
but also they use phosphorus late in the season.
“The loose seedbed situation is difficult to correct. The
seeding of wheat directly after the ‘combine’ rather than
preparing the soil by plowing and disking appears desirable.
“The lack of phosphorus can be taken care of by drilling
125 pounds of a phosphatic fertilizer in the row with the
wheat or by applying large applications of phosphatic
fertilizer broadcast. Results secured here show increases of
as much as 10 bushels per acre for phosphate fertilization
where wheat follows soybeans.
“On level lands spring seeded crops following soybeans
do well without fertilization.
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“In conclusion, it may be said that soybeans should be
considered a cash crop primarily and that other legumes
should be grown in the rotation for soil building purposes.”
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
2311. Young, A.L. 1937. Soybean harvesting studies.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 58-62.
17th annual meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. at Urbana, Illinois.
• Summary: “Seven years ago, during the 1930 meeting of
this association, I talked to you about soybean harvesting
machinery. I told you then of how the first combine had
been brought into Illinois in the fall of 1924, primarily as
an experiment to see if it could be used for the harvesting
and threshing of soybeans more satisfactorily than other
machines then available. I mentioned that one of the chief
problems was that of harvesting and threshing in such a way
as to save a reasonably high percentage of the crop. Binding
and threshing from shock was the common method of
handling small grain crops, and when farmers began to grow
soybeans, they attempted to handle them in this same way.
The stationary threshers, when properly equipped, would
thresh the bound beans quite satisfactorily, and probably
put no greater percentage of them in the straw stack than
they did of wheat or oats. But field losses tended to be high.
Even when cutting as low as possible, the binder cutter bar
would pass over a considerable number of the pods. Beans
shelled out by the reel, even though they fell on the platform
canvas, and others, knocked out by the packers, were likely
to be lost. Further losses occurred when the bundles were
dropped on the ground, and again when they were picked up
and placed in shocks. Perhaps the biggest loss of all occurred
when the shocks were gathered up and hauled to the thresher.
Tests in this and other states showed the total losses, with
average field and crop conditions, to run from 15 to 25 per
cent, and from three to five times as much as for wheat
or oats under similar conditions. Other possible methods,
such as mowing and raking, or cutting with the self-rake
reaper, and then, after they had dried, gathering them up and
threshing them, gave even greater losses.
“Combining of either standing or windrowed grain had
definitely established itself as a satisfactory method in all
states west of the Missouri River. That it could be used for
wheat and oats in the cornbelt states where rains were much
more frequent seemed, then, very improbable, but at least it
was worth trying on soybeans. It was true that soybean fields
were often weedy, and weeds tended to interfere seriously
with the combining of standing grain. But if necessary, the
harvesting of soybeans could be postponed until frost had
killed both weeds and the soybean plants, after which they
would dry rapidly. By 1930 that first experimental machine
had increased to several hundred in the state. Their owners
were using them not only for the harvesting and threshing of
soybeans, but also on most of their other small grain crops.
It was felt, however, that soybeans, of all crops commonly

grown in this section, was the one that could be most
satisfactorily combined. In fact, many at that time believed
that a combine should not be purchased unless a fairly large
acreage of soybeans would be available for harvesting, and
often the acreage of soybeans being grown tended to increase
after combines became available for their harvesting. Tests
that had been made to determine grain losses indicated that
in wheat and oats the combine saved a higher percentage
of the grain than did the binder and thresher in dry seasons,
but that in wet seasons, when fields tended to be weedy, the
reverse was true. In soybean fields, however, combining
seemed to always give the lower losses, regardless of
field and weather conditions. Total losses in tests made on
combines in Illinois had averaged 12.6 per cent in 1925, 8.9
per cent in 1926, 11.4 per cent in 1927, 9.0 per cent in 1929,
6.9 per cent in 1930; and while mentioning these figures,
I might add that further tests made in 1935 showed an
average loss of 9.3 per cent, and those of 1936 7.6 per cent.
Moreover, combining very materially reduced man labor
requirements, and apparently considerably reduced the total
cost of harvesting and threshing.
“There were not, however, in 1930, enough combines
to harvest all the soybeans, even in those sections where
combines were most numerous. Custom operators were
often contracting larger acreages than could be cut before
bad weather set in, and all too often this resulted in heavy
losses. Weedy fields often prevented cutting as early in
the fall as was desirable. Windrowing, so that the beans
could dry before being threshed with the combine, did not
seem practical, as the extra handling would increase both
losses and costs, and with the stubble too short to hold
the windrows away from the ground, there would likely
be considerable spoilage if the windrows were left on the
ground during a protracted period of wet weather. For those
reasons, many farmers then felt that they preferred binding
and threshing, and it was generally agreed that binding and
threshing at the proper time was better than taking a chance
on getting a combine very late in the season. A few farmers
argued that the straw obtained when threshing from shock
had enough value as feed to offset the increased cost of
handling by this method as compared with combining.
“Today, in those sections where combines are most
numerous, and in general that is where the largest acreages
of soybeans are grown, you find very few soybeans being
bound and threshed with stationary machines. The small
combine is now appearing, and as a result combining is
likely to become more prevalent in those areas where small
acreages of grain, small fields, and rolling ground have
largely prevented the use of the larger machines. Such
studies of these small machines as we have been able to
make would indicate that they will harvest the soybeans as
satisfactorily as the larger machines if properly operated. So
perhaps we would be justified in prophesying that combining
is to be well-nigh universally the method by which soybeans
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are to be harvested and threshed in the future.
“After 1931 field studies of soybean harvesting were
largely discontinued until 1935, when efforts were begun to
check the work of the smaller combines. Similar work was
continued in 1936. Apparently the small combine will not
greatly change the situation as regards soybean harvesting.
Cutter bar or harvesting losses have tended so far to be
somewhat higher for these small machines than for the larger
combines, mainly the result, no doubt, of somewhat higher
operating speeds, and the fact that the operators have in
many cases been men who never before operated a combine.
The shorter cutter bars, ground-driven reels, and in some
cases, reels that can be adjusted as to position while the
machine is in motion, should, with careful operation, make
cutter bar or harvesting losses as small if not less than for the
larger machines.
“On the other hand, the threshing loss, or grain escaping
with the straw and chaff, seems to have averaged slightly
lower for the small machines, and this of course tends
to offset the greater cutter bar losses. Most of the small
combines are designed primarily for operation by power
take-off from the tractor, and therefore should have greater
threshing, separating and cleaning capacity in proportion
to cutter bar length than do the machines equipped with
auxiliary engine. This greater capacity, unless it is offset by a
very rapid rate of travel over the ground, should tend to make
threshing losses lower. It should also permit as good if not
better cleaning of the grain, and this should tend to reduce
the average moisture content of the threshed beans, since
very often the foreign material left in the grain is of higher
moisture content than the grain itself.
“There has, perhaps, been some increase in the use
of rubbing type cylinders and concave bars as against the
toothed cylinder and concave. One small combine, as you
know, has a cylinder of this type that is equal in length to that
of the cutter bar. One advantage of this type is that cylinder
and concave do not have to be held in as accurate alignment
as is necessary where teeth are used; consequently the
combine frame can be built lighter and less costly. It is also
claimed that in combining a weedy field the weeds are not
broken into as small pieces as when the toothed cylinder is
used, and consequently there is less tendency for this foreign
material to go into the tank with the threshed grain. We one
time thought the rubbing-type cylinders would crack and
split fewer beans than those with teeth, but so far that does
not seem to have been the case. The speed of the toothed
cylinder, when threshing soybeans, must in general be
reduced to about one-half that recommended for wheat. We
are not certain just what speed the rubbing cylinder should be
given. Reducing it by one-half requires keeping the rubbing
bars set fairly close in order to shell out all the beans, and
all too often an excessive number are split. There is some
evidence that better results might be obtained by running the
cylinder at higher speed and setting the rubbing bars farther

away or even removing them entirely.
“I have said so much about combining that perhaps
you are wondering if you should attempt to grow soybeans
when a combine is not available for harvesting them.
However, binding and threshing is entirely practical, and
is to be preferred to taking the risk of waiting until late in
the fall for a combine. With a little care, you may be able
to save almost as many of the beans as your neighbor does
with his combine, and perhaps they will be cleaned a little
better. Try running a dump rake down the windrows after
the shocks are picked up; you may be surprised at how many
beans you can save in this way, for our tests have indicated
that most of this loss consists of beans still in the pod and
still attached to stems that have fallen from the bundles.
Remember that the cylinder speed must be reduced to about
half that recommended for other grain, but the rest of the
machine kept at regular speed. Use as few concave teeth
as possible and still knock the beans out of the pods. A few
concave teeth well up is often better than more teeth farther
away; when the beans are extremely dry, you may need
no concave teeth. If the adjustable sieves do not provide
satisfactory cleaning, try as the bottom sieve one with round
holes. Do not let many shelled beans return to the cylinder in
the tailings, as they are then much more apt to be split. Use
a weed screen with openings large enough to take out most
of the split beans, and keep it clean so it will do some good.”
Continued. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Engineering, Univ.
of Illinois, Urbana.
2312. Young, A.L. 1937. Soybean harvesting studies
(Continued–Document part II). Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association p. 58-62. 17th annual meeting. Held 1416 Sept. at Urbana, Illinois.
• Summary: (Continued): “I have already mentioned many
of the factors that contribute to satisfactory combining.
Modern machines make it possible to cut very close to the
ground, providing it is not too rough. Ridges formed by
planting in rows and cultivating is a disadvantage in this
respect. On the other hand the cultivated beans are much
more apt to be free of weeds, and that certainly helps a lot,
especially before the weeds have been killed by frost.
“The divider has a tough job where a heavy growth of
beans, and perhaps weeds, has lodged into a tangled mat. The
two common methods of handling such a condition are (1)
to use a rather large divider that projects well ahead of the
cutter bar and opens up a good path for the regular divider
at the end of the header, or (2) to let a curved rod or bar,
extending forward and upward from the point of the regular
divider, hold down the mat while the sickle cuts through it.
Either method is likely to cause shattering of a few beans.
“Manufacturers have never seen fit to equip their larger
machines with quickly adjustable reels, such as are common
on binders, but are experimenting with these on some of the
five and six foot machines now coming out. Special sheet
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metal shields are sometimes used at the ends of the reel.
Pieces of belting or similar flexible material fastened to the
outer edge of the reel slats will sometimes help wipe badly
lodged beans back onto the platform canvas.
“What has been said about cylinder speeds, and number
and position of concave teeth, applies to combines as well as
to stationary threshers. Knocking the beans out of the pods is
sometimes a little more difficult when combining.
“Cracking and splitting the beans should be no more of
a problem when combining than when using the stationary
machine, except that there may be a greater tendency to
return shelled beans in the tailings. In the fall of 1930 we
collected 50 samples of beans, half from threshers and half
from combines, as they worked in the field. These machines
were all in the same area, and working under similar field
and weather conditions. The samples from the combines
showed 9.6 per cent splits, and those from threshers 10.6 per
cent. This average seems entirely too high, especially as in
the group there were both combines and threshers that were
splitting less than 2 per cent. Concaves with extra thin teeth
are sometimes used for beans, and they probably do tend to
reduce splitting.
“It is, of course, more difficult to do a good job of
cleaning with the combine than with the stationary machine.
The area of cleaning sieves and screens is sometimes smaller
in proportion to the amount of material being handled; the
machine is jolting over more or less rough ground and is
seldom level. Foreign material is often high in moisture and
so heavy that it cannot easily be separated from the beans.
Use a strong blast, especially at the front edge of the sieves.
“Finally, remember that the season for combining of
beans is short at the best. Try to have your machine in the
best of mechanical condition before the season starts, so that
there will be a minimum of delay due to breakage or other
mechanical trouble. Make stops for emptying of tank, and
lubrication of the machine, as brief as possible. Employ relief
operators over the noon hour, or carry lunches and make the
stop short. Try to grow varieties that are non-shattering, and
that tend to mature early in the fall. Keep your fields as free
of weeds as possible. You will have more beans, you can
start harvesting them sooner, and can do the harvesting and
threshing with much less grief. Doing a good job of growing
your beans will greatly reduce the problem of combining
them.” Address: Dep. of Agricultural Engineering, Univ. of
Illinois, Urbana.
2313. Salgues, René. 1937. Étude agronomique et chimique
de quelques Sojas cultivées en France [Agronomic and
chemical studies on some varieties of soybeans grown in
France]. Revue de Botanique Appliquee & d’Agriculture
Tropicale 17(194):724-37. Oct. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The author has conducted soybean trials with
various varieties since 1921 in the region of Brignoles,
France. Some of the best studies on soya in France have

been written by Mlle. Marie-Thérese François, Professor at
the Faculty at Nancy, France. They appeared during 193536 in the Actes et Compte-rendus de l’Association Colonies
Sciences. A table gives statistics for the world’s principal
countries importing and exporting soybeans and soy oil,
during 1925-29, 1932, 1933, and 1934.
Details are given on soybean trials conducted in the
region of Brignoles. Eleven varieties were grown, obtained
from various locations. For each variety is given: Variety
names or numbers. Germination percentage. Density. Weight
of 100 seeds. Plant habit. Flowering (usually none). The date
obtained, varietal names, and seed weights, when given,
are shown in parentheses. The locations are: 1. Botanical
Garden of Eala, Belgian Congo (3 numbered varieties; 100
seeds weigh 28.6, 27.9, and 31.4 gm). 2. Botanic Gardens,
Peradeniya, Ceylon (23.5 gm). 3. State Botanical Garden,
Buitenzorg, Java (2 numbered varieties; 29.1 and 15.5 gm).
4. Botanic Gardens, Singapore, Straits Settlements [incl.
Malaya] (22.3 gm). 5. Botanic Gardens, Sibpur, Calcutta,
British India (22.3 gm). 6. Agricultural Service, Beirut,
Lebanon (Service de l’Agriculture, Beyrouth; Etat du
Grand Liban) (1924; 35.6 gm). 7. Botanical Garden, Tabor,
Czechoslovakia (1924; 18.4 gm). 8. Technische Hoogeschool
Culturtuin voor Technische Gewassen, Delft, Netherlands
(4 varieties–alba 34.3 gm, nigra 26.5 gm, ochroleuca 23.8
gm, Sangora 21.2 gm). 9. Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC, USA (2 varieties–alba 27.8 gm, nigra
24.3 gm). 10. College of Agriculture, Univ. of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin, USA (3 varieties–Mandarin 54 23.6
gm, Manchu Ped. 3 19.6 gm, Ito San 57 27.3 gm). 11. Dr.
Trabut, then Pr. Maire, Direction du Service Botanique,
Algers, Algeria (4 or 5 varieties–Haberlandt 1929 19.8 gm,
Black No. 6 (black eye) 23.7 gm, Précoce 1 1922 23.9 gm,
Mamouth [Mammoth] 26.7 gm.).
An analysis of the chemical composition of the seeds
of most of these varieties is given on p. 722, and a detailed
analysis of the oil of six varieties is given on p. 733.
Details on large scale cultivation of 11 other varieties of
soybeans at Vaucluse are also given (p. 734-36). The variety
names (in French) are: Jaune de Pologne, Soja brun, Soja
saumon, Mandarin, Hato tacheté noir, Vert monstre, Hato
noir, Tokyo noir, Sun Yat Sen, Mandchou [Manchu], 206
vert. For each is given: Color of the seeds, color of the pods,
density, yield in 100 liters per hectare, yield in kg/ha (ranged
from a high of 2,870 for Hato tacheté noir to a low of 1,530
for Soja brun). weight of 1000 seeds in grams, number of
seeds per kg, seeding rate (kg/ha), number of times the seeds
were harvested.
A final section on soymilk gives the composition of
soymilk made by the author from 5 varieties of soybeans.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec.
2007) concerning soybeans in Lebanon, and (probably)
the cultivation of soybeans in Lebanon. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Lebanon, or
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the cultivation of soybeans in Lebanon (1924, probably).
The source of these soybeans is unknown. Large green
soybean seeds were sent from Beirut to France in 1924.
Address: Fondation Salgues de Brignoles (France) pour le
developpement des sciences biologiques.
2314. Webster, James E. 1937. Soybeans in Oklahoma.
Oklahoma Farm Chemurgic Conference, Proceedings 1:1-8.
Nov. (Chem. Abst. 34:5194). [7 ref]
• Summary: On the title page: “Proceedings of the First
Oklahoma Farm Chemurgic Conference. Municipal
Auditorium, in Oklahoma City’s Civic Center. Nov. 9 and
10, 1937.”
Contents: Introduction. Uses (industrial). Food uses
(soybean milk, a kind of vegetable cheese [tofu], soybean
flour, oil). Soybeans in Oklahoma (a table shows that
soybeans harvested increased from 6,000 acres and 4,500
bu in 1927 to and estimated 19,000 acres and 12,000 bu in
1936).
Soybeans are best suited to eastern Oklahoma. One
problem is erratic rainfall.
This presentation begins: “In the time allotted me, I
wish to review for you something of the history of soybean
culture in the United States; also, tell you something of its
present importance to farmers and industrialists; and finally,
to present to you something of the present status and future
importance of the soybean crop to Oklahoma, as revealed by
a study of our experimental data.
“The soybean is a summer leguminous annual with
branched and rather woody stems growing from 2 to 3.5 feet
or more in height. The plant has a wide adaption [adaptation]
and is grown in many sections of the United States, being
more acid-tolerant than most of the legume crops grown in
the corn belt. In general, it seems to require about the same
climatic and soil conditions as corn, and may be harvested
with a binder or combine and threshed with a small grain
thresher when a few adjustments have been made.
“The soybean plant is one of the oldest crops grown,
being described in a Chinese book written nearly fifty
centuries ago. In China and Japan, the soybean has been
and still is of prime importance and may be considered the
outstanding legume grown in these countries. Records show
that the bean was introduced into this country as early as
1804, but has become of importance only in the last twenty
years or so. To quote from an article by Professor Burlison
of the University of Illinois–’Two decades ago the soybean
was only a substitute in American agriculture. Today there
are few, if any, crops that outrank it in interest and future
possibilities. The need, in 1920, was for more legumes in the
rotation, more home-grown, high-protein feeds in the feed
bin, and substitutes for red clover and oats in the rotation.
For these purposes, the soybean was then promising.
This early promise has been more than fulfilled. The real
preeminence of the soybean, however, was to come later

with the trend toward the development of industrial uses for
agricultural products, the finding of new uses for old crops,
and the creation of new markets for the farmer. It is with this
new outlook for agriculture that the soybean has become the
wonder bean.’”
The section titled “Uses” (p. 2) states (p. 2-3): “The
meal is also used to produce a glue which is widely used
in the plywood industry and in the manufacture of soybean
flour which will be discussed under food products.
“Regarding uses for the oil it will probably be of interest
to quote some figures showing the factory consumption of
this product in 1935. Of approximately 92 million pounds
used, 52 million pounds were used in shortenings and
compounds, 2 million pounds in oleomargarine, 9 million
pounds in other edible products, 2.5 million pounds in soap,
13 million pounds in paints and varnishes, 5 million pounds
in linoleums and oil cloth, and the remainder in uses of lesser
amounts. Little needs to be said about these uses, which are
self-explanatory, unless it is the use in paints. It is perhaps
needless to recall to mind the use that the Ford Motor
Company is making of the oil in the manufacture of enamels
for motor cars. As a result of farmer interest in 1935, much
research has been done upon the use of soybean oil paint
at the University of Illinois. It was estimated that one out
of every ten farmers in Illinois had one or more buildings
painted with soybean oil paint. For my own part, this
summer in redecorating my home, I found that one of my
interior paints contained a considerable quantity of soybean
oil. Quoting again from Professor Burlison,–’Results of
the exposure and other tests indicate that soybean oil has a
permanent place in the manufacture of paint. The condition
of the panels supports the findings of other workers to the
effect that 30 percent and more of the oil used in the paint
can consist of soybean oil when properly treated and when
driers suited to this kind of oil are used.’
“Unquestionably, the amounts used in the different
industries will bear considerable relation to the price, and,
at the present time, November 1, soybean oil is quoted at
eight and one-half cents a pound, cottonseed oil at nine and
one-fourth cents a pound, peanut oil at seven cents a pound,
and linseed oil at about eleven and a-half cents a pound.
The soybean oil also contains a valuable fat-like constituent
known as lecithin, and this can be extracted and sold as
a separate product for use in the medical field and in the
manufacture of confections such as fine chocolates, and in
the baking industry.”
Dr. H. J. Harper, Professor of Soils at the Oklahoma
A. & M. College, in a letter to the speaker, says–’Soybean
yields in Oklahoma are quite variable because of erratic
rainfall and high temperatures which occur during the
summer time. Seed production is more seriously affected
than forage. Experiments which have been conducted
recently indicate that additional research is needed in order
to determine the adaptation of new varieties which have
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been produced from crosses between some of the yellow and
black soybeans.
“’The most promising area for soybean production
occurs in the eastern one-third of the state. Because of a
wide variation in soi1 fertility, yields of soybeans obtained in
different soil types will be quite variable. Experiments have
been conducted which show that phosphorus fertilization
will double and sometimes triple the yield of soybean hay.
“’Definite information is not available concerning
the effect of fertilization on the yield of seed. Soybeans
harvested for seed would not be as harmful as far as the
removal of plant nutrients are concerned as soybeans
harvested for hay. Nitrogen and phosphorus are the important
nutrients removed in the seed.
“’One of the big problems in successful soybean
production in Oklahoma has been the sparse nodule
development which occurs during periods of limited rainfall.
When nodules are not present on soybeans, no nitrogen will
be added to the soil. Since the soybean is also planted in
rows and cultivated, it cannot be considered a crop which
will protect the soil from erosion. Close planting of the beans
does not give very good results as far as forage yields are
concerned.
“’Those individuals who have been interested in the
problem of comparing cotton seed production with soybean
production in Oklahoma believe that the income from
soybeans and cotton seed will be quite similar, whereas the
cotton farmers will have in addition to his cotton seed the
income from the lint. If soybeans can be grown in areas
where boll weevil damage is severe and it appears that the
market will be sufficiently stable to warrant a change in
farming practices, no expensive machinery will be needed
other than that which is already available on the average row
crop farm, consequently a shift to soybeans will be easier
than a shift to small grain.’” Address: PhD, Oklahoma Agric.
Exp. Station, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
2315. Adams, J.E.; Boggs, H.M.; Roller, E.M. 1937. Effect
of fertilizers on composition of soybean hay and seed and
of crop management on carbon, nitrogen, and reaction of
Norfolk sand. USDA Technical Bulletin No. 586. 35 p. Dec.
[32 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: Results of fertilizer experiments
with Biloxi soybeans reported in this bulletin were secured
at the Sandhill Experiment Station, a branch of the South
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, near Columbia,
S.C. this part of a general study of green-manure and
fertilizer problems on the soils of this section.”
“The largest yields of soybean hay, seed, and oil have
been obtained by the use of fertilizers containing nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, and potash in the approximate ratio of
1:3:1 (3-9-3 analysis).” Address: 1. Assoc. soil technologist;
2-3. Asst. chemists. All: Div. of Soil Fertility Investigaions,
Bureau of Plant Industry.

2316. Campo (O) (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil). 1937. Importancia
e cultivo da soja [Importance and cultivation of the soybean].
8(86):58-60. [Por]*
2317. Haken, Werner von. 1937. Anbauerfahrungen mit
Sojabohnen [Cultivation experiments with soybeans].
Mitteilungen fuer die Landwirtschaft 52(19):373-74. [Ger]
• Summary: The author divided Germany into 3 soybean
production zones and drew a map to delineate them. Zone I,
the best suited for soybean production, was located mainly
in southern and western Germany. Address: Diplomlandwirt,
Berlin, Germany.
2318. Hilitzer, Alfred. 1937. Soja [Soy]. Aeskulapova
Zahrada (Aesculap’s Garden). [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2319. Product Name: Incumbe, Later renamed ProNutro
(Mainly Skim Milk Powder and Defatted Soya Bean Meal).
Manufacturer’s Name: Hind Brothers & Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Umbilo, Durban, South Africa.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
Ingredients: Incl. soy flour.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 shilling 8 pence per lb retail.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Protein 22%, fat 11.5%, calories 426 per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Soybean Digest. 1964.
June. p. 26. “Outlook for oilseed meals in foods.” “P.H.
Hind, of Hind Bros. Co., the Garden Factory, Durban,
South Africa, illustrated the possibilities in the commercial
introduction of such a protein supplement to the general
public in his report on the marketing of their formulation
called ‘Pro- Nutro.’ The Hind firm first became interested in
such a product through reports by a physician of the serious
problems of malnutrition in native tribes in South Africa.
Demand for the product has outstripped manufacturing
capacity. The ProNutro formula depends largely on peanut
and soy flour for its protein content, since these are the
vegetable protein sources most readily available in that area.”
Odendaal. 1965. P.A.G. News Bulletin. No. 5. p. 13-18.
April. ProNutro.
Odendaal. 1966. “Experiences in the Development
of ProNutro in South Africa.” p. 224. In 1937 Hind Bros.
started to provide an inexpensive and nutritious food for the
masses. One of the ingredients was soya beans. “Incentive
prices were offered by Hind Bros. to farmers not only to
produce more soya. but also to produce soya of a good
quality.” “This was a high-quality protein food consisting
mainly of skim milk powder and defatted soya bean meal. It
was called by a Zulu name Incumbe, meaning a maize (corn)
gruel prepared by the Zulu mother to feed her baby. It was
later renamed ProNutro.
Orr and Adair. 1967. Tropical Products Institute Report
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G-31. “The production of protein foods and concentrates
from oilseeds.” p. 62. Pronutro started to be produced in
about 1962. “Form of product: Pre-cooked flour or powder.
Promoted mainly as a breakfast food, although it can also
be used as a baby food, in combination with maize, in soups
and stews and as an ingredient in Mahewu, a fermented
beverage made from maize which is very popular among
the African population. It is made also in the form of gravy
and soup powders, said to be particularly popular with the
African population, both for home use and when used in
industrial canteen catering... The maize meal accounts for
38.5 per cent of the contents... Volume of Sales: 1962-63
(a) the regular product, i.e. the flour 529 tons; (b) soup and
gravy powders 4 tons. 1963-64 (a) 1,626 tons; (b) 127 tons.
We understand that total production now exceeds 7,000 tons
per annum. Channels of Distribution: Mainly retail trade, and
industrial canteens; some sales to Government and private
institutions.”
“Assistance from Government / International Agencies:
None... Trend in Consumption: Rising rapidly. Demand for
the flour exceeds that for some of the firm’s well-established
conventional products. Profitability: Presumably satisfactory,
since the firm is building a second plant, in Johannesburg,
with an ultimate capacity of 300 tons per week. Problems:
Insufficient supplies of locally produced soya beans:
imported full fat and defatted flour being temporarily used.
Government is assisting by sponsoring increased soya
production, as a rotation crop with, or as a substitute for,
maize.”
“A feature of the ‘Pronutro’ enterprise is that an attempt
is being made to sell in both the European and the African
markets in South Africa. It appears that the major appeal of
the initial promotional effort was to the European market,
and a highly sophisticated campaign, using most of the
modern promotional techniques, was launched... Africans are
now buying the product through the retail trade in rural as
well as urban areas. ‘Pronutro’ is also marketed in Rhodesia
and Zambia.”
E. Orr. 1972. Tropical Products Inst. G73. The use of
protein-rich foods for the relief of malnutrition in developing
countries: an analysis of experience. p. 24-25. A separate
record (Orr 1972) describes this product and its history in
detail.
Aguilera and Lusas. 1981. Journal of the American
Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):514-20. March. “ProNutro was
developed by a South African private company in 1962
without governmental or international backing. The product
was marketed on its taste appeal after the health image
had been attractively and convincingly advertised. It was
promoted to the native population as a separate dietary item,
as a breakfast food, or as a soup powder in flavored form. In
the original TPI/PAG study, Pro-Nutro was the product with
the largest volume after Bal-Ahar.”
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product

made in South Africa, or on the continent of Africa.
2320. Riede, W. 1937. Die Aussichten fuer den deutschen
Sojabau und die Aufgaben der Sojazuechtung [The soybean
in Germany: Prospects for its cultivation and objectives of
breeding]. Schulungsbriefe d. Reichsverbandes d. deutsch.
Pflanzenzuchtbetriebe, Berlin 17:1-7. [Ger]*
2321. Schulze, E.W. 1937. Soja. (Uspesi njenog gajenja u
proslosti i izgledi za ovu godinu) [Soybeans. Successes in its
cultivation in the past and prospects for this year]. Zadruzna
Njiva (Cooperative Field) 8(2):31. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
2322. Suranyi, Janos. 1937. A szojabab termesztes fontosabb
kerdesi [Important issues related to soybean cultivation].
Mezogazdasagi Kozlony (Agricultural Journal) 10(1):15-30.
[Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
2323. Suranyi, Janos. 1937. Szojabab ismetelt termesztese
ugyanazon a beojtott talajon [Repeated cultivation of
soybeans in the inoculated soil]. Koztelek (Common Ground)
47(5):751. [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
2324. Waddell, C.C. 1937. Drying and ripening of soybeans
for beneficiation soybean products. Thesis, Virginia
Polytechnic Inst., Blacksburg, Virginia. *
Address: Virginia.
2325. Bailey, C.F. 1937. Dominion Experimental Station,
Fredericton, N.B. [New Brunswick]: Results of experiments
1931-1936 inclusive. In: 1937. Experimental Farms Reports
1930-1938, Branch Farm Reports (Eastern Edition). Ottawa,
Canada: Canada Department of Agriculture, Dominion
Experimental Farms. See p. 38-40.
• Summary: In the section on forage crops, the subsection
titled “Annual Hays” (p. 38-39) notes that 90 lb of Mandarin
soybeans yielded 2.02 tons/acre of hay and 90 lb of
Wisconsin Black soybeans yielded 2.01 tons of hay. These
soybeans were tested for 3 years, from 1934 to 1936. “The
yields were not as large as those from either oats alone,
the oat mixtures, or the millets. The hay, however, was of
superior quality, as it had a high percentage of protein. By
using straddles, this crop was readily made into hay... Oats,
oat mixtures and soybeans were sown with an ordinary grain
drill.”
The next subsection, titled “Soybean,” states: “While
the widespread interest shown by farmers in New Brunswick
in the soybean is largely due to the good results obtained
in other provinces of Canada, and the United States, where
the growing season is longer, results obtained at this station
indicate that fair yields can be obtained in this section of
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New Brunswick. When the high percentage of protein in the
soybean is taken into consideration, the possibilities of this
crop seem well worthy of consideration.
“Early maturing soybeans have ripened satisfactorily
every year. Medium early varieties usually ripen seed and
they have produced the largest yields in favourable seasons...
The late maturing varieties such as Manchu, Disco and
O.A.C. 211 have not been suitable as a seed crop even in
favourable years.
“For the three years 1933, 1934 and 1935, Manchu
(Hudson) and Mandarin, two medium early varieties,
yielded an average of 26.61 and 26.6 bushels seed per
acre respectively. In the same period Wisconsin Black and
Manitoba Brown, two early varieties, yielded 24.69 and
23.11 bushels per acre respectively...
“Manitoba Brown, which is the earliest variety tested,
required 117 days to mature in 1933 and 1934, and 130
days in 1935. Also discusses varietal tests in 1935 and 1936,
effect of inoculation on yield, effect of superphosphate on
maturity, and the use of soybeans for hay.” Address: B.S.A.,
Superintendent (of this station).
2326. Cox, Joseph F.; Jackson, Lyman E.; Alston, William
P. 1937. Crops: a self-teaching course, based on crop
management and soil conservation. New York, NY: J. Wiley
and sons. Revised ed. 1948. *
• Summary: Contains a chapter on soybeans.
2327. Fritzsche, Curt. 1937. Deutsche Sojabohnen.
Praktische Erfahrungen ueber Anbau und Verwertung aus
12-jaehriger Versuchszeit [German soybeans. Practical
experiences on cultivation and utilization over a 12-year
test period]. Frankfurt (Oder) and Berlin: Gartenbauverlag
Trowitzsch & Sohn. 38 p. [Ger]
Address: Berlin.
2328. Haig, N.S.; Nye, G.W. 1937. Report on Bukalasa
Experiment Station. Uganda Protectorate Department of
Agriculture, Annual Report. Part II. p. 111-18. For the year
ended June 30, 1937. See p. 118.
• Summary: The section titled “Other Crops” (p. 118) states:
“Considerable quantities of Soy Beans and Tepary Beans
were grown and seed distributed to neighboring cultivators.
All varieties of Beans have been maintained.” Address: 1.
Senior Agricultural Officer; 2. Senior Botanist.
2329. Hutchings, Theron B. 1937. Relation of phosphorus
to growth, nodulation, and composition of soybeans. PhD
thesis, University of Missouri–Columbia. In: Doctoral
Dissertations Accepted by American Universities, 1937. *
Address: Univ. of Missouri–Columbia.
2330. Kale, F.S. 1937. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics,
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. 2nd ed. Baroda State,

India: Baroda State Press. xxx + 375 p. Illust. (35 leaves of
plates, described in a separate record). Index. 22 cm. 2nd ed.
1937. [66 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Deficiencies in the Indian diet and
soya bean as a means to rectify them. 2. History of the origin
and growth of soya bean: Derivation of the word soya bean,
origin of soya bean, literature, primitive man and soya bean,
name of the plant, home of soya bean and its expansion,
varieties of soya bean, the culture of soya bean is very
remote (It “has been the chief article of diet in China for over
7,000 years.”), reference of soya bean in old Chinese records,
how and when soya bean became known to Europeans, soya
bean in England (from 1890; J.L. North and Henry Ford),
soya bean in France (from 1739), soya bean in Italy, soya
bean in other countries of Europe, soya bean in United States
of America, India and soya bean.
3. The use of soya bean: Importance of soya bean,
dietetic importance, industrial importance, agricultural
importance (Russia, Mussolini in Italy), medical importance,
soya bean is alkalising in its effect (“Soya bean milk as well
as its flour is used in foods for invalids and infants, like
Nestle’s food”), longevity and soya bean.
4. World trade in soya bean: Imports to Europe,
production of soya bean in Manchuria (58% in North
Manchuria), exports from Manchuria, oil and cake industry
in Manchuria, soya bean production in Japan, in America,
in Africa, in Australia, in Europe, in Java, in India, in
other British possessions, estimate of world production
of the soya bean, the desirability of the expansion of soya
bean cultivation, imports and exports of soybeans, soya
bean oil, and soya cake–1913-1927: Denmark, Holland,
United States, Great Britain, Japan, France, Russia, China,
Germany, Norway, Korea. Source: International Institute of
Agriculture, Bureau of Statistics, 1921, p. 420-21. A table
(p. 38) shows statistics for world production of soybeans “as
estimated by the leading firm of London soya bean dealers”
for various years from 1923 to 1929. This includes individual
statistics each year for China [incl. Manchuria], Japan, and
USA. The world totals in tons are: 3,095,000 (for 1923-25).
3,397,000 (for 1926). 4,325,000 (for 1927). 6,000,000 (for
1928), and 6,570,000 (for 1929; incl. China 5,250,000; Japan
550,000; USA 250,000; Java & Dutch East Indies 120,000;
Other Asiatic countries & Africa 400,000).
5. Botany of the soya bean plant. 6. Classification of
soya bean. 7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8. Diseases and pests
of soya bean. 9. Cultivation of soya bean in India. 10. The
constituents of soya bean. 11. Soya bean milk. 12. Soya bean
flour. 13. Industrial uses of soya bean. 14. Enriching soil by
addition of nitrogen and use of soya bean as fodder. 15. Food
requirement of the human body. 16. European and American
soya bean recipes. 17. Diabetic dishes, Mahatma Gandhi’s
experiments at Magan Wadi and opinion of scientists on
soya bean. 18. Chinese and Japanese soya bean dishes:
Toffu [tofu] or soya bean curd: Digestibility, utilization,
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toffu khan, toffu nao [doufu nao], tze toffu (fried bean curd),
chien chang toffu (thousand folds), hsiang khan, kori toffu
(frozen toffu), preservation of toffu. Natto. Tokio natto and
Kyoto natto etc. Hamanan natto [Hamanatto]. Yuba. Misso
[miso]. Soya sauce. Soya bean confectionery. Roasted beans
(Chinese).
19. Indian soya bean dishes: Hindustani dishes, Moglai
dishes, Gujarati dishes, Maharashtrian dishes, Bengali
dishes, Goa dishes, Tanjore dishes. Appendixes. 1. Acreage
of soya bean in Manchuria during the last 5 years. 2. Total
figures of export during last 5 years. 3. Bibliography. 4.
Some opinions about the first edition of this book.
The preface begins (p. iii): “This little book is written
in response to innumerable inquiries I have had from time
to time after the inauguration of the plantation ceremony of
Soya Beans at the State Agricultural Experimental Station by
H.H. the Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda in November 1933.
“A few months after this a food exhibition was held in
Baroda where many Soya Bean dishes–Indian, European and
Chinese–were exhibited. The leading papers and journals all
over the country spoke in very glowing terms about the Soya
Bean dishes that were exhibited... Later on at the request of
Messrs. Mitsui Bussan Kaisha Ltd., a leading Japanese Firm
in Bombay, a Soya Bean Exhibition and Restaurant were
run in the Japanese village at the H.O.H. fete. So keen was
the interest and enthusiasm evinced by the cosmopolitan
public of Bombay that seats in the restaurant had to be
reserved in advance. The presence of H.E. the Governor and
Lady Brabourne and many Indian princes was an additional
evidence of the ever growing popularity of the tasty Soya
Bean dishes served there.
“At the closing of the H.O.H. fete many prominent
people of Bombay requested me to continue the restaurant
at a convenient place in the city, and asked me to open soyabean milk centres for the children of the poor who could not
afford to buy cow’s milk. Many were ready to finance any
scheme that I would propose, but unfortunately my time was
not my own as I had to attend to my duties in the State and
could not take advantage of their generous offer.
“The Departments of Agriculture of the various
provinces of India as well as many Indian States asked me to
supply them with literature regarding the cultivation and the
uses of this most useful bean. The Department of Commerce
and Industry of the Government of Bombay inquired if I
could furnish them with information about the machinery for
the extraction of Soya-bean milk. Letters of inquiries from
private individuals kept pouring in daily from all parts of
India. All this has induced me to undertake the preparation
and the publication of this book...
“From the number of experiments carried on in the
Baroda territories and outside it, I feel sure that the Indian
soil is most suitable for the cultivation of soya bean...
“The leading thought of the day in India is, ‘Village
uplift,’ and ‘Rural reconstruction.’

“Baroda, 7th January 1936, F.S.K. (p. iv)
“Preface to the Second Edition: I feel grateful to the
public for having given such a hearty reception to the first
edition of my book. It is running into a second edition within
a year...
“Now, Soya Bean Bakeries and Restaurants have been
started in the city of Bombay and in many other towns in
India, and Soya Bean products are exhibited in almost all the
exhibitions...
“I feel highly thankful to His Highness the Maharaja
of Baroda who gave me an opportunity last year of visiting
Russia, where I have seen that seven to ten per cent. of Soya
Bean flour was being added to the wheat flour in order to
enhance the nutritive value of the bread. The Soya Research
Institute at Moscow is making researches into the nutritive,
industrial and economical values of Soya Bean. I have seen
there the actual working of the Soya-bean milk extracting
plant. They make casein out of Soya-bean milk. Soya-bean
cream is sold in the market.
“I visited the dietetic clinics in England, France,
Germany, Austria and other European countries, where
doctors prescribe Soya Bean bread for diabetic patients.
In Russia, rickets and consumption are treated by Soyolk
extracted out of Soya Bean...
“France is growing Soya Bean on côlt de jura [sic, Côte
d’Azur, on the Mediterranean?]. In England, through the
efforts of Mr. J.L. North, Soya Bean is realised as a field crop
for the last two years.
“Paris, 3rd April 1937. F.S.K. (p. ix).”
Note: author’s name is pronounced KAL-ay, not KAYL
(rhymes with tail or sail). (Continued). Address: Food Survey
Officer, Baroda State, India.
2331. Kale, F.S. 1937. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics,
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. 2nd ed. Chapter 9.
Cultivation of soya bean in India (Document part). Baroda
State, India: Baroda State Press. xxx + 375 p. See p. 79-111.
• Summary: Contents: Experiments in Baroda State (1934
and 1935) (p. 79-83): In June 1934, 15 lbs. of good seed was
acquired by F.S. Kale, the Officer in Charge, Food Survey
Department, Baroda state. Describes: Preparatory tillage,
sowing on July 12, germination, interculturing [hoeing],
gap filling, pod formation, ripening of pods on Sept. 26,
harvesting, thrashing (by beating of sticks), yield (167 lb of
seed total), cost of cultivation, net profit, and net profit per
acre (in rupees). Experiment of 1935, using acclimatized
seed from last year’s crop. The germination rate increased
to 95% from 60% in 1934. The average number of pods per
plant increased to 130 from 110. The yield doubled (given in
maunds and seers). Signed: Hargovind Bavabhai Patel. Food
Surveyor’s remarks.
Cultivation of soya bean in Surveys Nos. 199-212,
supervised by Ranchhod Raghav Baria, head man of the
village, Kerianagas, Amreli District, Gujarat (p. 83-85): The
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seed was given to 16-17 farmers; some intercropped it with
cotton and others with Bajri [pearl millet]. After sowing,
the soya bean was attacked by a beetle and so about 1/3 of
the seed was spoiled. After 15 days only half the crop had
survived. When pod formation began, crows and parrots
began to attack the plants; half the pods were spoiled or
damaged by them. Then the monsoons brought less rain than
usual. The growth of both cotton and bajri was clearly aided
by the soya bean. Food surveyor’s remarks: “We are very
hopeful that this part of Gujarat will be very well suited for
soya bean crop.”
Experiments of 1934 at the Baroda Agricultural
Experiment Station. Soya bean–fodder type (p. 86-90): Two
varieties of soya beans were planted in 1934: Poona greenish
white, and Poona yellowish white, both brought from Poona
Agricultural College. Both were planted on July 3, flowered
on Sept. 28 and 29 respectively, pod formation on Oct.
20 and 15 respectively, both harvested on Dec. 4. A photo
shows one plant that had more than 500 pods. Description of
varieties. For Poona greenish white: Preparation of the soil,
cultivation, ripening, harvesting (using a sickle), how to cure
it for hay, the yield (900 lb per acre of seed, or 3-4 tons per
acre of green crop). “We have given the green fodder to the
bullocks on the farm and it seems that they relish it much and
they put on more fat and seemed to be healthy and strong.
The plants when uprooted showed the growth of big nodules
on the roots. For Poona yellowish white, the seed yield was
460 lb per acre and the yield of green matter was only about
75% as much. Mammoth Yellow soya beans from Baroda
contained 41.1% protein and 9.9% moisture; the same soya
beans from Manchuria contained 38.5% protein and 9.7%
moisture.
Dep. of Agriculture, Central Provinces and Berar (p. 9094): Soya bean (“In this province the Agriculture Department
started some preliminary work on this crop as early as 1911.
A collection of different varieties from foreign countries
was made and grown on the Nagpur farm. Particular
attention was given to acclimatize it and to obtain suitable
high-yielding early strains, possessing at the same time a
satisfactory percentage of oil. The work continued for some
years but the results obtained were not satisfactory as none of
the varieties were acclimatized. Further work was, therefore,
dropped and the growing of Soya beans did not make any
headway.
“In 1927, the Botanical station started the investigation
of fodder supplies, and in this connection a large number of
leguminous crops including Soya beans were tested. Of the
Soya beans, two varieties, viz., Java black and Wilson early,
were tested and gave encouraging results as regards their
yield of green fodder” per acre (the sum of two cuttings)):
In a table of 7 crops: #1. Alysicarpus rugosus (Shevra)
20,105 lb per acre. #2. Glycine hispida (Soya bean Java
black) 12,505 lb per acre. #4. Glycine hispida (Soya bean
Wilson early) 11,905 lb per acre.

In recent years, tests of seed production have also been
carried out on soybean. “A large number of fresh varieties
from Kalimpong (Bengal), Kuala Lumpur (Federated Malay
States), Barberton ([Ohio] USA) and Leningrad [USSR],
etc. were obtained and tested. Of these, three white seeded
and one black seeded varieties gave promising results as
regards their adaptability, earliness and yield.” An analysis
(see table) of their chemical composition shows “that these
selected strains are about 1½ times more nutritious than
mung and urid and also contain a high percentage of oil”
[12.8 to 15.2% compared with 0.73 to 1.46%].
“With a view to test its taste and other cooking qualities,
the selected and acclimatized varieties were distributed for
trial in small quantities amongst garden servants and some
officials in Craddock Town, Nagpur. Their report shows that
the soya bean is quite palatable and does not suffer from
bad taste on account of the high percentage of oil. When
ground into flour it can be mixed with wheat flour to make
chapatis, puris, kachoris, fritters (bhajias) and other Indian
preparations. One drawback, however, which has been
noticed, is that it does not very well mix with [absorb] water
in the preparation of ‘dal’ like other pulses.”
The biggest problem is that India conservative farmers
“take a long time to add a new crop to those already grown,
unless they can be persuaded that the crop will bring them
more profit per acre.”
Soya beans in Berar, by Mr. R.R. Dokras, B.A., LL.B.,
Chandur, Berar (p. 94-98): Improves soils (“It is of great
value to persons who must abstain from meat and thus is
a great help to the vegetarian population of the country”).
Can be grown in Berar (“all over on a profitable commercial
basis”). My experience (“growing soya bean from 1931 to
1934). A helpful crop. Best cattle feed.
Imperial Department of Agriculture of India, by
Mr. Wynne Sayer, Esq., B.A., Dip. Agri. (Cantab.) Offg.
Imperial Agriculturist, Pusa, Bihar (p. 98-101): Summarizes
the strengths and weakness of the crop. “3. In India it is
generally used as green vegetables, dal and sattoo.” “4.
Experts in India and outside are unanimously of the opinion
that extension of soya bean cultivation is of great economic
value as human food, cattle food and as seed of commercial
interest in various industries.”
“The only drawback is that there is no ready market
for its disposal in India as the people of this country are
generally ignorant of its valuable properties–an ignorance
which can only be removed with the advancement of
scientific knowledge and propaganda among the people.”
Soya Bean (Glycine hispida Maxim), by M. Wynne
Sayer, Esq., B.A., Dip. Agri. (Cantab.) Offg. Imperial
Agriculturist, Pusa, Bihar (p. 101-07): Introduction: “The
soya bean... is cultivated extensively throughout India,
chiefly in the north Indian tract which extends from the
Punjab to the Khasia and Manipur Hills and Burma. It is also
grown on the slopes of the Himalayas up to an altitude of
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6,000 feet” (Duthie 1905, Watt 1890). Economic importance
of the soya bean: “The bean is much appreciated as human
food on account of its protein and vitamin contents of high
physiological value... It occupies a position next to rice in
China and Japan. Various preparations such as Tofu (Soycheese), Miso (Soy-paste), Shoyu (Soy-sauce), etc. are
made from the bean and widely used in those countries...
In India it is used in various forms such as sattu, atta and
dal. Cultivation of fodder-type soya-bean. Green fodder
for cattle: At Pusa farm, cattle are grazed on soya bean in
November. Green manure. Standard varieties of soya bean on
the Pusa Farm: A table shows 10 varieties from 1917-1923,
with the yield of each. The varieties: Local (Pusa), Nepali
twining, Riceland, Barchet, Black early, Black late, Yellow
hilum brown (highest yield, 1127.9 lb/acre), Chocolate (#2
highest yield, 1026.5 lb/acre), Assam, Barmeli. Chemical
composition (table) of Yellow, Chocolate, and Black early.
Soya bean, by R.R. Rao Bahadur D. Ananda Rao Garu,
B.Sc., Director of Agriculture, Madras (p. 107-08): “Soya
bean is under trial from 1932 in the Research stations
Aduturai, Maruteru, Hagari, Nandyal and Samalkota. The
two varieties of Soya bean from Burma viz. Behrum and
Pengypi have done well and the trials are being continued.
Soya bean, by K.S. Kulkarny, Professor of Agriculture,
Agricultural College, Poona (p. 108-09). Gives basic
information about cultivation of soya bean.
Soya bean, by H.H. Stewart, Esquire, I.A.S., Director
of Agriculture, Punjab (p. 109-110): “The area under soya
bean crop in this province is practically nil. The crop has
been tried on a few experimental farms of the Agricultural
Department, where it yielded 12 to 16 maunds of seed per
acre.”
Soya bean, by the Superintendent of Agriculture,
Darjeeling, Kalimpong (p. 110-11) [as of Sept. 2010
Darjeeling and Kalimpong are neighboring towns in the
Indian state of West Bengal]: “Soya bean is cultivated chiefly
as a secondary crop in rotation after maize or on the Alis or
ridges of the paddy fields. The approximate 5 years’ average
under this crop in the Darjeeling District is about 200 acres;
but in the neighbouring independent States, such as Sikkim,
Bhutan and Nepal the approximate average is 750 to 800
acres. The average yield for 5 years would be about 7,500
to 8,000 maunds and there are 6 or 7 varieties of soya beans
grown in and around this district.” The crop is grown mainly
for seed and human consumption, also as a green-manuring
crop in Tea Estates. Address: Paris, France; Formerly: Food
Survey Officer, Baroda State, India.
2332. Kale, F.S. 1937. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics,
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. 2nd ed. Photos and
illustrations (Continued–Document part II). Baroda State,
India: Baroda State Press. xxx + 375 p. Illust. (35 leaves of
plates). 22 cm. 2nd ed. 1937. [66 ref]
• Summary: Photos (mostly original) show: (1) “H.H.

the Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda the first Indian Ruler
to inaugurate the soya bean plantation ceremony in his
State 24th November 1933” (frontispiece, facing the title
page). (2) “Dedicated to my noble master, His Highness
the Maharajah Sir Sayajirao Gaekwar, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E.,
Farzande-Khas-e- Daulate-Englishia (p. 1). (3) Soya bean
ready for shipment at port Dairen, South Manchuria (p. 28).
(4) View of Dairen harbour with bags of soya bean ready for
shipment (p. 30). (5) Transport of soya beans [on sleds] on
the frozen Liao-ho River near New-chwang [Newchwang,
later Yingkou], North Manchuria (p. 31). (6) The Maharaja
of Baroda seated in a chair, lecturing on the dietetic and
industrial importance of soya bean (p. 37). (7) The Indian
method of interculturing; two bullocks in a field (p. 80).
(8) Bavabhai B. Patel, 65-year-old farmer interested in the
cultivation of soya bean, in a field of soya beans with two
bullocks (p. 82). (9) A field of soya beans grown [in 1934
or 1935] by Hargovan Bavabhai Patel, of Achisara, Taluka
Sinor, Baroda District; he has been awarded the first prize
for his good cultivation (p. 84). (10) A soya bean plant
having more than 500 pods, fodder type variety grown at
the Agricultural Experiment Station, Baroda (p. 86). (11)
Poona fodder type green variety grown at the Agricultural
Experiment Station, Baroda (p. 89). (12) Bags of soya bean
seeds grown as Baroda State crop of 1935 (p. 91). (13) The
luxuriant growth of the fodder type variety at the Baroda
Agricultural Experiment Station (p. 103). (14) “The biggest
soya bean milk factory at Moscow (Russia).” Four small
photos show the plant at work, “Milking the earth” (p. 138).
(15) “The author’s own child 3 months’ old fed on soya bean
milk” (p. 144). (16) “Soya bean oil pressing mill worked by
hydraulic power” (p. 158). (17) The Palace Bakery–”The
first soya bean Bakery in India” (p. 196). (18) “Mahatma
Gandhi who uses soya bean at Maganwadi” (p. 251). (19)
Many people seated at tables in the “Soya Bean Preparation
Restaurant” at the H.O.H. Fete, Bombay (p. 278). (20) Many
Indian men standing at the “Soya Bean Restaurant at the
Rural Life Exhibition, Baroda, on the occasion of H.H.’s
Diamond Jubilee, 7 Jan. 1936 (p. 332).
Illustrations show: (1) “Shen-Nung. The Chinese
emperor 2838 B.C. called ‘the heavenly farmer.’ He used to
plant Soya bean every year with great ceremony” (p. 17). (2)
A plant with branches showing the various ways in which
the soya bean plants and seeds are used (p. 23). (3) Cartoon
(from the American Medical Assoc. cartoon series) of a
skeleton raising a glass of milk in one hand; he is standing
behind a table on which is a bowl labeled “impure milk.”
The caption: “’I drink to the death of the whole table’–the
dangers of contaminated milk” (p. 132). Address: Paris,
France; Formerly: Food Survey Officer, Baroda State, India.
2333. Kerle, Walter Douglas. 1937. Soybeans. Sydney,
Australia: Dept. of Agriculture. 8 p. Illust. 25 cm. *
• Summary: Discusses the soybean in New South Wales.
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2334. Lowig, E. 1937. Versuche zur Anbautechnik der
Sojabohne [Experiments with the technique of growing
soybeans]. Pflanzenbau 14(1):16-29. [Ger]
Address: Dr. habil.
2335. Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. Improvement in
soybeans. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA) p. 1154-89. For
the year 1937. [67 ref]
• Summary: Contents: History of the soybean. World
distribution and production. Utilization of the soybean
(with chart). Improvement of soybean varieties. Methods
in breeding: Natural and artificial crossing, mutations.
Inheritance studies and cytology: Plant characters (flower,
stem, pubescence, and foliage; height of plant and maturity;
pod-bearing habit and pod characters; sterility, growth habit),
seed characters (color of seed coat, hilum, and cotyledon;
other seed characters), yield of seed. Disease resistance.
Identification of genes and chromosomes. Selected
references on genetics of the soybean. Appendix: 1. Workers
identified with soybean improvement: United States, foreign
countries. 2. List of soybean genes (table). 3. Linkage of
soybean characters (table). 4. Soybean varieties: Origin and
varietal characteristics (table listing 101 named soybean
varieties; for each is given the place and date of introduction
or origin, days to mature, flower color, pubescence color, and
seed characters {coat color, germ color, hilum color, seeds
per pod, seeds per pound}, uses {dry-edible beans, forage,
green-vegetable beans, grain}).
The section titled “History of the Soybean” states: “The
early history of the soybean is lost in obscurity. Ancient
Chinese literature, however, reveals, that it was extensively
cultivated and highly valued as a food for centuries before
written records were kept. It was one of the grains planted
by Hou Tsi, a god of agriculture. The first record of the plant
is contained in a materia medica describing the plants of
China, written by Emperor Sheng Nung [sic, Shen Nung] in
2838 B.C. The crop is repeatedly mentioned in later records
and it was considered the most important cultivated legume
and one of the five sacred grains essential to the existence of
Chinese civilization. Seed of the plant was sown yearly with
great ceremony by the Emperors of China, and poets extolled
its virtues. The records of methods of culture, varieties for
different purposes, and numerous uses indicate that the
soybean was perhaps one of the oldest crops grown by man.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2017) which states that: (1) The soybean was
one of the “five sacred grains.” (2) “The early history of the
soybean is lost in obscurity.” (3) The soybean was planted
at an early date by “Hou Tsi, a god of agriculture.” (4)
The “soybean was perhaps one of the oldest crops grown
by man.” It is also the earliest document seen (May 2014)
in which William Morse mentions the mythical Chinese
emperor “Sheng Nung” in connection with soybeans.

More broadly, this entire story linking Shen Nung with
the earliest written record of the soybean, is completely
incorrect. Yet because the story was written by Morse (highly
regarded as America’s leading authority on the soybean) in
a USDA publication, it has unfortunately been repeated, and
this source cited, again and again down to the present day
(see Hymowitz 1970; Hymowitz and Shurtleff 2005).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2014) in which the emperor’s name is spelled
“Sheng Nung.”
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2007)
in which William Morse tries to write an early history of
the soybean in China. Unfortunately, he does not cite his
sources.
The section titled “Improvement of soybean varieties”
states: “In the United States, more than 50 percent of the
acreage devoted to soybeans is used for forage and pasture;
breeding work, therefore, has tended largely toward the
development of varieties for hay, silage, and pasture. The
development of such varieties as Virginia, Laredo, Otootan,
Wisconsin Black, Manchu, Wilson-Five, Kingwa, Peking,
and Ebony by selection from introductions has been the
principal factor in the increased use and acreage.
“Beginning with 1929, the use of soybean seed by oil
mills has led to a demand for yellow-seeded varieties of high
oil content. Agronomists and plant breeders have attempted
to meet this demand by making large numbers of selections
from foreign introductions and locally grown varieties
and by analyzing these for oil content. This has brought
about the development of several superior oil varieties and
has resulted in a large increase in production of beans for
milling purposes. The most popular of these varieties are
Illini, Dunfield, Mukden, Mandell, Scioto, Mansoy, Manchu,
Mamredo, Delsta, and Mandarin. Results of analyses with
more than 1,000 selections and varieties have shown a range
of from 12 to 26 percent in oil content. From studies of the
oil content of varieties grown in a given locality, it seems
possible, from the breeding standpoint, to produce varieties
high or low in oil, at least within the known ranges of
variation exhibited by common varieties.” (p. 1161-62).
Soybean varieties that have excellent flavor and become
soft in less than 2 hours of cooking include Easycook,
Bansei, Rokusun, Jogun, Chusei, and Sousei. These are
“now in the hands of growers and seedsmen. Experiments
by commercial firms have shown that these varieties are
superior to commercial varieties for the manufacture of food
products, such as bean flour, roasted beans, bean milk, and
bean curd [tofu].
“In Japan, certain varieties of soybeans were found that
were used solely as green shelled beans. Ranging in maturity
from 75 to 170 days, many of these introductions, and
selections from them, have been found especially promising
for the various sections of the United States. The vegetable
soybean offers an excellent food of high nutritional value,
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especially in the fall when other green beans are lacking
and in sections where the Mexican bean beetle prohibits the
growing of garden beans. As a result of selection, cooking
tests, and adaptation studies, eight green vegetable varieties–
Hahto, Kura, Kanro, Hokkaido, Higan, Chusei, Sousei,
and Jogun–have been introduced in various sections of the
country” (p. 1163).
Photos show: (1) “The late Charles Vancouver Piper,
agronomist, United States Department of Agriculture, 190226. Pioneer in the introduction and development of soybean
varieties for United States conditions.” (2) “Storage yard of a
Chinese grain merchant near Kungchuling, Manchuria. More
than 80 osier bins, each holding four cartloads of soybeans,
were in this yard.” (3) A Manchurian farmer and how he
harvests, threshes and cleans soybeans by methods learned
from his ancestors; comparison with modern U.S. machine
harvesting. (4) “Millions of soybean oil cakes are stored
in warehouses in Manchuria awaiting shipment to Japan,
Chosen, China, and the East Indies, where they are used
for fertilizing purposes and for cattle feed.” A person looks
up at the towering stacks. (5) Coolies loading large sacks
of soybeans on a freighter for shipment to the oil mills of
Europe. One man has hoisted a huge sack onto his back. (6)
Five Manchurian farmers who have been awarded certificates
and prizes for producing high-quality soybeans. (7) Twenty
seeds of a natural soybean hybrid showing peculiar types
of coloration. (8) Illustration (line drawing) of a soybean
flower and its parts enlarged. Front view, side view, parts of
the corolla (standard, wing, one of the keel petals), stamens,
pistil. (9) A. Stems and pods of fasciated soybean plants; B.
Determinate pod-bearing type; C. Indeterminate pod-bearing
type. 10. Chromosome chart showing four groups of linked
genes in soybeans.
A table (p. 1157) shows: “Increase in production
of soybeans over an 11-year period, 1924-25 to 193536, inclusive, in the principal producing countries of the
world” (Manchuria, Chosen [Korea], Japan, United States,
Netherland India).
Soybean seed size (p. 1177): “The range in size of
soybean seed varies according to the variety, each variety
having its own typical seed size. Varieties and introductions
tested at the Arlington Experiment Farm ranged in average
weight of 100 seeds from about 4 grams for the smallest
to about 40 grams for the largest.” Address: 1. Senior
Agronomist; 2. Assoc. Agronomist. Both: Div. of Forage
Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA,
Washington, DC].
2336. Mumford, H.W. 1937. A year’s progress in solving
farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 49:1-331. For the year ended June 30,
1936.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crop investigations: Soybeans

are soil improvers if properly handled (p. 29-30; “Rising
importance of the soybean in Illinois agriculture is indicated
by the fat that more than 1,500,000 acres are now grown
annually in the state.” Best results for soil improvement
are secured when the entire crop is plowed under as green
manure. “The soybean definitely improves the tilth of
the soil. This tendency to loosen the soil makes it easy to
prepare a seedbed). Long-time studies guide expansion in
soybean crop (p. 30-31). Breeding may advance soybean
crop still further (p. 31-33). Inoculation studies further
growing of legumes (p. 33). Shrinkage of hay studied to
improve handling methods (p. 47-48; includes soybean hay).
Search for new crops and new outlets is continued (p. 64-65;
“Studies on the utilization of soybean oil for paint purposes
have been continued during the past year with gratifying
results”).
Livestock investigations: Further tests needed to
evaluate protein supplements (p. 66-67; incl. old-process
soybean oil meal and tankage). Lespedeza and soybean hays
put same gain on steers (p. 82-83). Soybeans much poorer
than yellow corn in vitamin A (p. 83). Soybean oil meal
found good protein feed for chicks (p. 120-21).
Entomology investigations: Distillate, soybean oil aid in
coddling moth control (p. 159-60).
Agricultural economics investigations: Part of increased
soybean demand may be permanent (p. 188-91; A graph
{Fig. 32; see next page} shows net U.S. soybean imports and
domestic production {including the bean equivalent of oil}
from 1912 to 1936. The period from 1915 to 1921–during
World War I–was an era of imports; the peak year was 1918.
Domestic soybean production is shown as starting in 1922.
The first soybean exports were in 1932.
A bar chart {Fig. 33; see next page} shows “Factory
consumption of soybean oil in the United States for
various major purposes” from 1929 to 1936 estimate.
The consumption rose rapidly after 1934. Edible products
accounted for about 50% of the total, followed by {2}
Miscellaneous inedible products, {3} Paint, varnish &
printing ink, and {4} linoleum and oilcloth). Abnormal
conditions back of 1935 soybean expansion (p. 191-92; The
main two conditions were the more general distribution
of soybeans in Illinois and the greater concentration in the
heaviest producing areas). Costs of production rising with
better farm prices (p. 193-94; Table 43 shows the cost of
producing eight selected crops–incl. soybeans, harvested
with a combine–in East-Central Illinois in 1933 and 1934).
Costs of harvesting with combines were low in 1935 (p. 19496. A table includes data on soybeans). Crop adjustment by
farming type area is studied (p. 197-300). Smaller combines
make satisfactory records in tests (p. 230-32). New methods
of drying grain and hay are tested (p. 233-36).
Horticultural investigations: Spring-plowed green
manure may lower truck yields (p. 267-68).
Home economics investigations: Studies of soybeans
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as human food are continued (p. 294-97. “Soybeans as
green vegetables offer great promise as a food.” “During
the current year the Department of Agronomy has grown
and the Department of Home Economics has tested ninetyfive varieties for palatability and other factors. Part of these
have been vegetable, or edible types, so called because
they are used as food in the orient; the remainder have been
field types, accepted as being valuable for forage, seed, and
industrial purposes.” The “vegetable types 81044-1, 81780,
85666, 87615, and Higan Mame, and the field type, Illini,”
all have superior properties for food use. “It was a pleasing
coincidence that the varieties which were considered most
palatable also gave very high yields in the field”).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2013)
that clearly distinguishes between “vegetable, or edible
types” of soybeans and “field types.” Address: Dean and
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2337. Hartz, Jacob. 1937? Soybeans in the South. Paper

presented to farmers in Arkansas. 4
p. typescript. Undated. Unpublished
manuscript. 28 cm.
• Summary: This lecture, which has no
date or title, was almost certainly presented
by Jacob Hartz in late 1937 or early 1938
(see L. Windish 1981, p. 94). It begins: “I
thought it would be interesting to relate
the experience we have had in the past
thirteen years, in growing, marketing and
experimenting with various varieties of Soy
Beans in our section of the state, the Rice
Belt. So we trust you will excuse occasional
personal references that will be made in our
talk.
“Being in the seed growing and marketing
business, as well as conducting a farm
supply and equipment business, it was only
natural that we first acquaint ourselves with
the agricultural possibilities of Soy Beans in
the territory that we serve with our stores,
which is strictly agricultural, and only a
few years ago was practically a one crop
territory, rice.
“Because our Rice lands were becoming
badly infested with water grass and other
noxious weeds, and our rice production per
acre was declining rapidly, my associates
in business and I could see the necessity of
introducing a crop that would not only clean
up our rice lands, but would also put fertility
back into the soil, to try to build back our
yield per acre, to somewhere near where it
was when our land was first farmed in rice.
“This was in 1925 and Soy Beans were just
beginning to be recognized as a soil building
crop in the United States, and the possibilities for them as a
commercial crop looked good, so we decided to introduce
Soy Beans as the crop for our farmer customers and friends
to adopt in cleaning up and building up our worn out Rice
Lands.
“We enlisted the support of our bank, they agreeing to
pay for twenty bushels of Laredo Soy Beans, we to distribute
them and follow up the results. We gave them away in lots of
one peck and one-half bushels to our key farmers. From this
small start in 1925 we have pushed the culture of Soy Beans
in the Rice Belt of Arkansas until the acreage has grown to
the point that in 1937 there were more than 60,000 acres
planted in our territory. From the start of this movement we
promised our farmers a cash market for all the Soy Beans
they would bring to us, in marketable condition and suitable
for seed purposes.
“We have truly lived up to this promise, and he results of
this program can be seen by the new seed plant and elevator
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we have recently completed at a cost of about forty thousand
dollars. And our section is now considered a chief source of
supply for Soy Beans seed.
“We shipped the first Soy Beans to be used for
processing or milling purposes in June 1937, have already
shipped several cars for crushing this year, and at the present
time it looks like we will have 25 or more cars above seed
trade requirements.
“In my opinion, I see soy beans as one of the major
crops of the South in the next ten years. If you had been told
ten years ago that the United States would produce about
forty million bushels of Soy Beans in 1935, 29 million in
1936, and 40 million in 1937, you would have had a good
laugh, but this is what actually happened. You would still
have had a better laugh if anyone had even suggested that
soy beans would be traded in on the Chicago Board of Trade
in both spots and futures in 1936. Yet the fellow who dubbed
soy beans as being the infant of the 1936 commodity markets
was certainly right, as the new born babe is cutting wath [sic,
teeth?] for himself, at the present time.
“Our basis of prediction for soybeans being one of
the major coming crops of the South is based on three
fundamental facts: first the adaptability of the plant in all
cotton and corn growing sections of the South; second,
the recognized value of soybeans by the farmers as a land
builder and a forage crop; and, third, the cotton seed crushing
industry of the South is highly over-industrialized and is
clamoring for an auxiliary product to use in addition to
cotton seed, with which to keep their plants busy during their
slack periods. This situation will be more pronounced since
the Farm Bill was passed, curtailing the cotton acreage about
one third.
“My friend G.H. [George Heartsill] Banks, former
Director of our Rice Branch Experiment Station, refers to
Soybeans as being the triple threat crop of the legume plants:
first, as a soil builder, second, as a forage crop, and third,
as a grain crop. We will take up the merits of the plant in
their rotation. As a summer legume for soil building, we
believe most Southern Farmers will agree that the crop has
no superior and is better than most summer legumes. The
crop adapts itself to most every type of soil and will do well
wherever corn or cotton is grown.
“As a forage crop, we believe soy beans can be
produced cheaper per ton in the South than any other legume.
When the proper hay varieties are seeded, such as OTooTan
and Southern Laredos, yields of two to three and one-half
tons of hay per acre are being made, depending, of course,
upon the richness of the soil.
“In our opinion, however, the greatest possibility for
the crop in the South is as a grain producer. The farmers
of Illinois, Indiana and Iowa are finding soybeans very
profitable to grow on their very best and highest priced corn
land. These beans, as you know, are sold to the Soy Bean
crushing industry. This is a new industry that has sprung up

in the North in the past ten years, and in this connection, we
might say this industry is giving our cotton seed crushers
plenty of competition, which they would have been in better
shape to meet had they recognized the possibilities of Soy
Beans as an auxiliary crushing crop a decade ago.
“By encouraging the farmers of the South to go into
soybeans as a secondary money crop at that time, they
would now be in position to meet the soybean meal and oil
competition they are having, with the same product, which
has many more and varied uses than have cotton seed oil
and meal. when it is realized that the average amount of
lint cotton per acre produced in Arkansas and the South is
about 186 pounds, you can readily see the need of a rotation
crop, such as soy beans, to help rebuild and maintain the
productiveness of our soils.” Address: Stuttgart, Arkansas.
2338. Guerpel, H. de. 1938. Le soja–sa culture [The
soybean–Its culture]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique
102(4):126-27. Jan. 22. [Fre]
• Summary: “The cultivation of soybeans in France has
taken a great step forward this year, judging from the
numerous demands for samples of seeds from throughout
the country. We have sent seeds to 45 departments and have
received 100 letters from agronomists at research stations
that want to conduct agronomic trials.” From August to
September the soybean provides large quantities of an
excellent green forage.
2339. Hackleman, J.C. 1938. La soja y sus multiples usos
[The soybean and its multiple uses]. Hacienda (La) (Buffalo,
New York) 33(1):6-9. Jan.; (2):53-55. Feb. [Spa]
• Summary: Discusses the increasing soybean production
in the United States, the reasons for it, the value of the
soybean in crop rotations, its use as a soil improver, and
harvesting for hay and seed. A table shows the numerous
uses for the soybean and its oil and meal. Address: College
of Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois.
2340. Kuhn, Vaclav. 1938. Pestovani soje [The cultivation
of soybeans]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec (Czech Farmer)
20(11):8. March 18. [Cze]
Address: Ing. Dr. V. Chrudimi, Czechoslovakia.
2341. Malis, Oskar. 1938. Zavlazovani slunecnice, repy a
soje v sussich oblastech [The irrigation of sunflowers, beets,
and soybeans in arid areas]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec
(Czech Farmer) 20(12):94. March 25. [Cze]
Address: Dr. V. Praze, Czechoslovakia.
2342. Löbbe, Henrique. 1938. A soja [The soybean]. Boletim
do Ministerio da Agricultura, Rio de Janeiro 27(1-3):63-66.
Jan/March. English-language summary in Herbage Abstracts.
1939. 9(1-4):21. March. [Por]
• Summary: This article, published by the National
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Department of Plant Industry,
notes that soybean trials in Brazil
were initiated with Manchurian
varieties in March 1921 at the
Campo de Sementes de Sao
Simao, in the state of Sao Paulo.
These were continued in 1927
with 48 varieties from the USA,
and a cross of two of the latter
(Tarheel Black x Aksarben) has
given an agrotype, Artofi, with
a very high oil content. Ten
years of agricultural experiments
have shown the climate and soil
of Brazil to be exceptionally
well suited to the cultivation of
soybeans. The Department is
ready to advise farmers to grow
this crop. Address: Assistente
Chefe, Departamento Nacional
da Producao Vegetal, Servico de
Fomento da Producao Vegetal.
2343. Stoa, T.E. 1938. Soybeans–
Have they a place in N. Dak.
[North Dakota]? Suggestions to
growers who may be wanting to
try soybeans on their farms for the first time. North Dakota
Agricultural Experiment Station, Agronomy Mimeo. Circular
No. 67. 3 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans for hay. How
to grow soybeans. This short circular discusses the place
of the crop and furnishes cultural directions. “Soybean
production on farms in North Dakota is relatively new.
Experiment Station tests which have been made show that
in order to produce ripe beans for market only the earliest
varieties can be used, and these may not always fully ripen
before fall frost. Growing season temperatures, length of
frost free period, and seasonal rainfall are factors that have
an important bearing on production of this crop in North
Dakota. Climatic conditions that favor corn production will
be favorable to soybeans, which means that soybeans will
have a better opportunity to do well and ripen in the southeastern counties than elsewhere in the state.
“Minsoy is the earliest yellow variety commercially
available, yields relatively good but grows rather short
and bears pods near the ground, making it a little more
difficult to harvest efficiently. At Fargo, Minsoy usually
blossoms in late July or early August. From 6 to 8 weeks
more, depending upon the ripening temperature, are usually
required after blossoming to bring the crop to maturity.
Manitoba Brown is a few days earlier than Minsoy but
shatters readily. Wisconsin Black blossoms a few days later
than Minsoy and grows taller. Yellow beans have preference

on the market. Habaro and Mandarin, yellow beans, are
from a few to several days later than Minsoy, grow taller and
are satisfactory when they can ripen completely. Varieties
like Manchu and Illini are usually too late to ripen here.”
Address: Agronomist, Fargo.
2344. Beeson, K.E. 1938. Soybeans in Indiana. Indiana
(Purdue) Agricultural College, Extension Bulletin No. 231.
16 p. May. Revised in Feb. 1944 and 1955.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses. Soil building.
Green manure. Erosion. Inoculation. Seed storage and
selection. Varieties. Yellow varieties: Richland, Mandell,
Dunfield, Illini. Manchu. Colored soybeans. Bland and
brown soybeans: Kingwa, Wilson. Soil preparation and
time of seeding. Rate and method of seeding. Cultivation.
Harvesting for hay. Harvesting for seed. Future (about
750,000 acres of soybeans are grown each year in Indiana; of
these about half are harvested for commercial uses).
“Summary: From a few thousand acres grown in the
State twenty-five years ago to over three-quarters of a million
acres grown in l937 is the remarkable history of soybeans
which now rank as one of Indiana’s major crops with an
annual value of from fifteen to twenty million dollars. Need
for hay, and demand for seed promoted the early acreage
expansion. The adaptation of the combined harvesterthresher to corn belt conditions, and the development of
soybean oil mills made possible the expansion of soybean
acreage for cash crop purposes. Soybean oilmeal, oil, and
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flour going into livestock feeding, human food and industrial
fields provide the outlets needed for these soybean products.
“Soybean hay is equal to red clover in feeding value.
“Soybean oilmeal compares favorably with other
supplements of similar protein content in livestock rations.
“Soybeans are not as effective soil builders as clovers
because much less residue is left in the soil.
“Under most soil conditions, soybeans should be used as
a supplementary legume to clovers in the rotation.
“Yields of small grain are usually benefited by soybeans,
but should be liberally fertilized with phosphate and potash.
“With a good cover crop such as wheat or rye following
solid seeded soybeans, danger of erosion is not great.
“Seed should be inoculated until soil in the producing
field carries abundant inoculation as indicated by many
nodules clustered on the roots of the soybeans.
“Varieties should be selected according to the section of
the State in which they are to be grown and the use for which
they are intended.
“A seed bed prepared as for corn, with thorough weed
control practices both before and after planting, is essential
for success with soybeans.
“For maximum feeding value of the hay, the seed should
be well developed in the pod before harvest.
“Oil mills prefer yellow varieties that are rich in both oil
and protein.”
Photos show: (1) A farmer in a field of soybeans, seated
on a cultivator, pulled by two horses. “Cultivating soybeans
while weeds are in the ‘white’ is essential to weed control,
and helps struggling soybean plants through a crusted soil.
The rotary hoe is extensively used by growers. Cultivation
from shortly after seeding until soybeans are ten to twelve
inches high may be practiced.
(2) A farmer seated on a plow pulled by 5-6 mules in a
large field of soybeans. “A crop of soybeans plowed under
for green manure leaves as much nitrogen per acre as a good
crop of clover.”
(3) A farmer inoculating soybeans, standing with a
shovel in the back of his truck. “Inoculation should be
carried on for seed for each field until roots are covered with
an abundance of nodules.”
(4) Two farmers, one standing and one seated on a rig,
each pulled by a team of mules or horses. “Soybeans require
a thoroughly prepared seed bed.”
(5) Many piles of soybeans in a field. “Soybeans for hay
are widely used. Approximately half of the soybean acreage
annually is used for this purpose.
(6) “A combined harvester-thresher is extensively used
by farmers who produce soybeans as a cash crop.” Address:
Div. of Agronomy.
2345. Crocker, William. 1938. Life-span of seeds. Botanical
Review (The) 4(5):235-74. May. [71* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Storage conditions and

life spans of seeds: Seeds of short life span (if kept in open
air after harvest; yet wild rice seeds, for example, maintain
their vitality perfectly if stored in water at 0-1ºC), seeds of
water plants, seeds of land plants that endure considerable
drying (“The life-span of seeds is, of course, determined by
two factors, genetical constitution and seed storage... The
most important storage factors in determining life-span in
this group of seeds are: moisture content, oxygen supply,
temperature, and sealed storage.” Guillaumin (1928) found
that soy beans stored in air lost their viability completely in
6 years, while those stored in nitrogen gas or in a vacuum
retained their full vitality for the same period. Thus oxygen
reduces the life-span of soybeans). Records of life-span of
macrobiotic seeds (Four storage factors play important parts
in elongating the life-span of certain seeds: moisture content,
temperature, oxygen pressure, and sealed storage). Life-span
of seeds in soil: United States Department of Agriculture
buried seed project (started in 1902 when 32 sets of 107
species of wild and cultivated plants were buried at three
different depths; has gathered the most extensive, reliable
data to date). Life-span of seeds under water. Life-span of
coniferous seeds. Life-span of farm and garden seeds (of the
cereals, oats live the longest, followed by wheat and barley).
Summary.
Table II (p. 290) shows Becquerel’s 1934 record of
the longevity of old seeds–including Ervum lens (lentils).
In fact, 11 of the 13 seeds in the table are legumes. The
longevity he determined ranged from 158 years to 55 years.
The probable longevity ranged from 221 years to 100
years. “Becquerel suggested that if seeds could be held at
a very low temperature in perfect anaerobic [oxygen-free]
and anhydrous [water-free] condition, they might live for
enormous periods.
Based on their life-span under optimum conditions,
Ewart (1908) divided seeds into three basic types: (1)
microbiotic, whole life span does not exceed 3 years; (2)
mesobiotic, whose life span ranges from 3 to 15 years; and
(3) macrobiotic, whose life-duration ranges from 15 to more
than 100 years.
Note: This is an interesting and unusual use of the word
“macrobiotic.”
We do not yet have reliable information on the
optimum storage conditions for many kinds of seeds. And,
in fact, there is a great deal of contradictory, incorrect, and
misleading information on this important subject (p. 235).
From the USDA buried seed project, after 20 years
burial, some seeds of 51 of the 107 species were still alive.
From the legume family (Leguminosae): Lespedeza 48%,
Robina 31%, Trifolium (3 species) 15.5%, Cassia 2%.
Seeds of cultivated plants that were dead after 20 years
in the soil, and mostly dead even after 1 year in the soil,
are: oats, barley, rye, wheat, corn, hemp, buckwheat, pea,
cowpea, bean, sunflower, etc. Seeds that survive have a long
dormancy or dormant period in the spoil. The leguminous
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seeds survive because of hard seed coats.
Goss (1924), who has discussed the results of USDA’s
buried seed test after 20 years, drawing the following
conclusions: “Depth of burial has little effect on the
longevity of the seeds. Seeds of cultivated plants, especially
of cereals and garden legumes, perish quickly in the soil,
while seeds of wild plants, especially of persistent weeds like
docks, lamb’s quarters, plantains, daisies, poke, purslane,
Jimson and ragweed, retain their vitality well. Persistent
weeds cannot be controlled by plowing the seeds under, for
the seeds outlive any crop rotation” (p. 256).
Legumes with hard seed have a long life-span, however
many seeds without hard coats have long life-span in the
soil. Respiration reduces stored starch. Some seeds have
longer life-span in the soil than in ordinary dry storage.
Note: The Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research
was founded by William Boyce Thompson, a wealthy
man, and named in honor of his parents. The laboratories
began operation in 1924 across the street from his country
estate Alder Manor, in Yonkers, New York. In 1978 it
moved into a large new building at Cornell University,
New York. Although affiliated with Cornell, the institute
maintains its independence with a separate endowment,
Board of Directors, business office, and employee benefits
program. Close ties between BTI and Cornell foster many
collaborative relationships that are beneficial to both
institutions. As of 2010 BTI is deeply involved with genetic
engineering and organizes conferences on the subject.
Address: Director, Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant
Research, Inc. [Yonkers, New York].
2346. Malis, Oskar. 1938. Pestovani soje v Anglii
[Cultivation of soybeans in England]. Ceskoslovensky
Zemedelec (Czech Farmer) 20(23):183. June 10. [Cze]
Address: Dr. V. Praze, Czechoslovakia.
2347. Lehrenkrauss, W. 1938. Erfahrungen mit dem Anbau
der Sojabohne [Experiences with soybean cultivation].
Mitteilungen fuer die Landwirtschaft 53(23):513-14. June 11.
[Ger]
Address: Oekonomierat, Wachenheim (Pfalz), Germany.
2348. Holub, Eduard. 1938. Pestovanie kukurice v
dvojkulture s inymi okopaninami a strukovinami (Podia
skusenosti vo velkejpraksi) [Growing of corn in combination
with other root crops and beans (according to vast
practical experience)]. Casove Otasky Zemedelske, CAZ
(Contemporary Problems of Agriculture, Czechoslovak
Academy of Agric.) No. 69. p. 110-15. [Slk]
Address: Bratislava, Slovakia.
2349. Vialas, G.; Chevassus, H. 1938. La culture du soja
dans les Landes [The cultivation of soybeans in les Landes,
a Department in southwest France]. Potasse (La) (France)

12(112):89-91. June/July. [Fre]
• Summary: Asks whether the soybean can take a place
in the country’s agricultural economy. Les Landes is a
department in southwest France, located south of Bordeaux.
Address: 1. Directeur des Services agricoles; 2. Professeur
d’agriculture.
2350. Andrews, W.B. 1938. The response of soybeans to
sources of nitrogen in the field. J. of the American Society of
Agronomy 30(9):779-86. Sept. [14 ref]
• Summary: “Summary and Conclusions: There are ten
numbered conclusions, starting with: The response of
soybeans to sources of nitrogen was determined in the field
with inoculated and uninoculated Biloxi soybeans on limed
and unlimed soil. Yields and nitrogen determinations were
made. The yields and nitrogen content data indicate that the
production of carbohydrates was at a high level. The data
may be summarized as follows:
“1. Nitrate of soda and urea were superior to ammonium
sulfate and cyanamid in the production of soybeans and
increased the nitrogen content of the soybeans on unlimed
soil.
“2. On limed soil ammonium sulfate was almost equal to
urea and nitrate of soda as a source of nitrogen for soybeans.
“3. Cyanamid was decidedly inferior to nitrate of soda,
urea, and ammonium sulfate as a source of nitrogen for
soybeans on limed soil.
“4. Lime increased the yield of soybeans where
ammonium sulfate was applied and decreased it where urea,
cyanamid, and nitrate of soda were used.” Address: Assoc.
Agronomist, Dep. of Agronomy, Mississippi Agric. Exp.
Station, State College, Mississippi.
2351. Briscoe, Charles F.; Andrews, W.B. 1938. Effect
of strains of nodule bacteria and lime on the response of
soybeans to artificial inoculation. J. of the American Society
of Agronomy 30(9):711-19. Sept. [14 ref]
• Summary: “The response of Mammoth Yellow and
Laredo soybeans to a good and to a poor strain of soybean
bacteria was determined in the field on limed and unlimed
soil. Sixteen strains of good soybean nodule bacteria and
two strains of cowpea root nodule bacteria were obtained
from different sections of the country and used to inoculate
Mammoth Yellow soybeans in the field on limed and
unlimed soil.” In the latter test, there were six replications of
each treatment. Conclusions:
1. There were large variations in the response of
Mammoth Yellow and Laredo soybeans to the different
strains of nodule bacteria.
2. Isolation of strains of nodule bacteria best suited to
the different soybean varieties is much more important than
trying to place soybeans in the cowpea cross inoculation
groups.
3. Strains of soybean root nodule bacteria isolated
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locally seem to give better results than strains obtained from
areas with different climates.
4. There is considerable variation in the lime
requirement of different strains of soybean Rhizobia.
Therefore many different factors must be considered to
obtain optimum soybean yields.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2018) that
contains the word “Rhizobia” (regardless of capitalization).
Address: 1. Bacteriologist; 2. Assoc. Agronomist. Both: Dep.
of Agronomy (Soils Div.), Mississippi Agric. Exp. Station,
State College, Mississippi.
2352. Case (J.I.) Co. 1938. New A-Six Case Combine:
Harvests all crops faster and at big savings (Ad).
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 65.
• Summary: A full-page black-and-white ad. An overhead
photo shows two men standing by a Case combine. One
says: “Greatest machine I ever saw for saving and cleaning
soy beans.” Address: Racine, Wisconsin.
2353. Ford News (Dearborn, Michigan). 1938. A new farm
market. Sept. p. 195.
• Summary: Discusses the Ford village industry at Saline,
Michigan, 31 miles west of Dearborn. “There in the historic
Schuyler gristmill, which has stood unused since the demise
of most countryside industry shortly after the turn of the
century, activity was recommenced on the completion of
its reconstruction by Henry Ford as his eleventh village
industry.”
“The old gristmill, deteriorating on the banks of the
Saline River two years ago, today serves as a soybean
cleaning and storage plant. A new frame structure, in
architectural conformity with the mill, houses soy bean
flaking and oil extraction equipment. Banked by shrubbery
and tall trees, the Ford dam and glistening white mill
buildings stand in sharp contrast on broad rolling lawns.”
“The Saline Mill is the center of interest for farmers
within a 200-mile radius. On 700 farms within this area in
Michigan, Indiana and Ohio, soy beans are being grown
on 15,624 acres from seed furnished by the Ford Motor
Company. In addition, the company has 5,898 more acres
seeded under contract. The total yield of soy beans for the
season is expected to be 312,480 bushels.
“The historic old mill in its new, park-like setting
already has become a mecca for the farmers in southern
Michigan. It promises to become a show place for Ford soy
bean operations, and will acquaint the public in general with
this new and expanding market which industry is offering
agriculture... Present equipment at Saline will permit the
processing of more than 140,000 bushels of soy beans a
year. A second Ford plant under construction at the village
of Milan, another little Michigan town some 15 miles away,
is expected to equal this capacity and thus double the Ford
consumption of soy beans.”

“The two extracting units in the Saline extraction
plant were moved from the Rouge Plant, a real step in the
industrial decentralization.”
“Like most Ford Village Industries, the Saline Mill
is powered by the stream it borders. Water from the lake
formed by the near-by Ford dam with a twenty-one-foot
head, is brought by a mill race to a new water wheel. The
generator, rated at 208 volts, alternating current, produces
eighty-eight and one-half horsepower; two coal-fired fiftyhorsepower boilers operating at 150 pounds pressure provide
necessary steam for soy bean processing and heating the
buildings. The generators and boilers are located in the
original mill.”
Contains 6 photos, including: (1) The refurbished
gristmill complex buildings. (2) The electrical generator
powered by the stream bordering the plant. (3) The interior
of the solvent extraction plant, focusing on the solvent
extractor. (4) Part of the Ford automobile door handle being
made from soybean plastics. (5) Henry Ford, squatting down,
with a straw hat in his right hand, inspecting soybean plants
on his experimental farm. (6) Harvesting soybeans in a field
using a mechanical harvester.
Note: This is the earliest document seen concerning
soybeans in connection with Saline, Michigan.
2354. International Harvester Company (Incorporated).
1938. A real combine for harvesting soybeans: McCormickDeering 6-foot No. 60 (Ad). Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association p. 60.
• Summary: See next page. “This new, small McCormickDeering Harvester-Thresher has proved exceptionally
efficient combining soybeans. It saves the easily shattered
seed and delivers the beans clean and ready for market.”
A photo shows the combine in action harvesting soybeans,
being pulled by a tractor. Address: 180 North Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois.
2355. McIlroy, G.G. 1938. Twenty years experience in
growing soybeans. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 37-42. 18th annual meeting. Held 12-14 Sept.
at Wooster and Columbus, Ohio.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Marketing. Planting.
Fertilizer. Harvesting. “I grew my first field of soybean on
the farm where I now live in 1909... I have had a tremendous
lot of satisfaction in observing skeptical neighbors, one after
the other, begin the production of large acreages of beans.
Today we are in the soybean center of Ohio where the crop
is generally considered profitable. Until 1930 or 1931 all the
beans I grew were sold for seed purposes...
“Until 1926 all beans grown were either ‘hogged off’
or harvested with a grain binder, shocked, and afterward
threshed with a regular separator. The grain binder-separator
method of harvesting was expensive and tedious harvesting,
and costs per bushel usually ran close to $0.50. Such a
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cost would be disastrous today. A loss of 5% of the crop at
harvesting time was a minimum.” Address: Irwin, Ohio.
2356. Oliver Farm Equipment Sales Co. 1938. You get
sure threshing control in an Oliver Soybean Combine (Ad).
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 64.
• Summary: A photo shows an Oliver the combine in action
harvesting soybeans, being pulled by a tractor. Address: 400
W. Madison St., Chicago, Illinois.
2357. Sitterley, John H. 1938. Inter-relations of the soybean
enterprise in a farming system. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association p. 48-55. 18th annual meeting. Held 1214 Sept. at Wooster and Columbus, Ohio.
• Summary: Note: Much of this article is about crop
rotations. It also shows most farms to be tightly-integrated,

complex entities.
“On many farms in Ohio and in the
corn belt a definite crop rotation and livestock
program is followed year after year. Permanent
modifications are made in such a system only
after careful thought and calculation on the part
of the farmer. (Of course, he will make temporary
changes in his definite program as emergencies
arise but only as long as these emergencies exist
is he likely to permit his definite program to be
modified.)
“Such a farming system is most likely
to be found in operation on the better owneroperated and tenant-operated family sized farms.
On many others, particularly the crop-share
rented and some of the larger farm units, the
plan of operation is less definitely established
and if established at all is less rigidly held to.
This is probably due to more frequent changes in
operators, to more crop failures, especially grass
crops, to failure to plant on time and to the greater
flexibility of the plan on the larger farm units.
On such farms, the modification of the rotation
or livestock system meets with less resistance.
Likewise, the system followed much of the time
is a temporary one and frequently requires an
emergency crop to complete the crop program.
“The introduction of a new enterprise
into the farming systems followed on these
two types of farms will be met differently by
their respective managers. In the instance of the
definitely established system many phases of the
farm program are fixed or semi-fixed at present
such as the size and number of the crop fields, the
building capacity, the labor, power and equipment
supply, the number and type of livestock kept
and the skill and managerial experience of the
operator. The introduction of a new enterprise
into such a well-established system is like forcing
one’s feet into his friend’s good leather shoes that fit the
owner perfectly. They may fit one fairly well but it is highly
probable that they will cause considerable discomfort.
“By keeping these two general types of farming systems
in mind as we attempt to appraise the ‘Inter-relations of the
Soybean Enterprise in a Farming System,’ we will be better
able to understand the farm management problems involved
in fitting the soybean into the farm organization and the place
of the bean on corn belt farms.
“First let us examine its effect upon the economic use
of the land. Into what crop rotations will soybeans work
successfully in Ohio and other areas of similar soil and
climatic conditions? Good agronomic and farm management
practice requires that the rotation provide the highest
possible net return over a period of years and at the same
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time maintain the productivity of the soil. To do this the
rotation must contain as large an acreage of the high-income
producing crops as possible and a sufficient acreage of the
soil restorative and building crops as are necessary to rebuild
the soil. The control of erosion on erodible soils must also be
considered in building the rotation.
“The old rule in building a rotation is to have a clean
cultivated crop such as corn, a small grain crop such as
wheat or oats and a meadow crop in each complete rotation.
The number of years of each of these general types in the
rotation varies with the productivity and erodability of the
soil. Into which of these categories does the soybean fit? It
partakes of the characteristics of both the clean cultivated
and the small grain. Early in its growth, it is definitely a
clean cultivated crop, being a poor crop during that time for
the control of erosion. Later, as the beans completely cover
the soil, it resembles somewhat the grain crops. As to its
effect upon the productivity of the soil when used for hay or
grain it is generally considered to remove more from the soil
than it returns. The extent of its depleting character depends
upon the use made of the beans and whether or not the plant
residue is returned to the soil.
“From the farm management standpoint, the rotation
must be built up of crops that will give the greatest
continuous net returns. To do this the crops included must
maintain the productivity of the soil, they must fit well
together, requiring as little special power and equipment for
each as possible and as little labor as possible for plowing
and fitting during the rotation. There must also be few labor
peaks and uniform labor distribution throughout the year if
the farmer is to make the best use of his resources.
“The use that is to be made of the soybeans, whether
harvested for hay or as grain, must be considered. If they
are to be used as hay, the problem of fitting them into the
rotation is much less complicated than that of fitting them in
as grain. To obtain good yields of beans as grain, a relatively
long growing season is required. This generally delays
harvesting until it is too late to safely sow fall wheat. Early
sowing of the beans has in some seasons enabled them to
mature and to be harvested in time to permit the farmer to
follow the beans with fall wheat. If there are many weeds
present among the beans even though the beans mature early,
the harvesting, if done with a combined harvester, may need
to be delayed until after a killing frost. This generally delays
the removal of the beans from the land until it is too late to
seed fall wheat. The older and less satisfactory method of
harvesting beans, cutting with a binder and threshing with a
stationary thresher, permits earlier harvesting, but at much
greater cost both in labor and loss of beans.
“When the beans are harvested for hay it is possible
to complete the harvesting in ample time for the seeding
of wheat on the bean land in the fall. Where the beans are
harvested for grain, relatively few farmers have as yet
succeeded in growing and harvesting them in time to sow

wheat that year. Thus, it has been necessary for them to
follow the beans with some other crop that may be sown the
following spring. In sections of Ohio and of the corn belt
where the soil and climatic conditions are favorable for the
production of oats, many farmers are using oats and seeding
grass in the oats. In regions where the production of oats is
less certain and yields generally poor, it is desirable to find
some other crop to follow the beans. With wheat eliminated,
corn, alone of the major crops, remains as a possibility.
“Until a higher yielding, earlier maturing strain of
soybeans that can be produced economically is developed
that will enable the farmer to regularly sow fall wheat
following the removal of the beans as grain, we must
conclude that the crops that fit best into the rotation to follow
beans are rather rigidly limited to a spring sown grain, such
as oats or to a clean cultivated crop such as corn. In Iowa,
Mighell, Hughes and Wilkens found that approximately one
half of the soybean land the following year was planted to
corn and one half to small grains, primarily oats.
“We must build our soybean rotations where the beans
are harvested as grain around (1) soybeans followed by a
spring grain such as oats (2) soybeans followed by corn. A
workable rotation that includes beans is ‘Soybeans, oats,
meadow, corn.’ It is also the one most generally used today.
This rotation may be modified to include wheat where
desired by plowing the oats land and sowing wheat which
is then followed by one or two years of meadow. In some
of the intensive corn growing area two years of corn instead
of one may be used. It is more likely that in the heavy corn
areas the soybeans will be fitted into the rotation in place of
part or all of the second year of corn. In such cases, they are
replacing part of the corn acreage. In others, they are merely
lengthening the rotation, thus reducing the annual acreage of
each.
“The second possibility, that is corn following beans
in the rotation, means that the corn will be cut and wheat
sowed which, in turn, must be followed by a legume
meadow for one or more years, if the productivity of the soil
is to be maintained. Following the meadow, there are two
possibilities, either corn or soybeans. If corn is used as is
the common practice, the beans will follow the corn and in
turn be followed by corn, making at least a five year rotation
containing two years of corn and a total of four out of five
soil depleting crops. It also includes three out of five crops
that subject the land to erosion. Likewise, it necessitates that
the land be plowed three years out of five. Since plowing
is probably the greatest power consuming operation that
the farmer has, this rotation has its disadvantages. The
other possibility is to sow soybeans on the newly plowed
meadowland followed by corn, wheat and back to meadow.
This rotation is being initiated at present on some farms
in southwestern Ohio where spring sown grains are not
considered profitable and where two years of corn draws too
heavily on the land.” Continued. profitable or practical over
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a long period when the effect of the resulting heavy drain on
the soil is considered. Continued. Address: Rural Economic
Dep., Ohio State Univ.
2358. Sitterley, John H. 1938. Inter-relations of the soybean
enterprise in a farming system (Continued–Document part
II). Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 4855. 18th annual meeting. Held 12-14 Sept. at Wooster and
Columbus, Ohio.
• Summary: (Continued): How will these soybean rotations
compare in their potential’ income producing capacity with
the older rotations? As a basis for comparison between
these rotations, I have used the average yields and average
December farm prices of the crops entering into these
rotations for the past ten years (1928-1937) in Ohio.
(Footnote 1)
“(1) The ten year average yields used were as follows:
Corn 36.5 bu., soybeans 16.7 bu., wheat 19.5 bu., oats 30.8
bu., and all hay 1.14 tons. The ten year average December
farm prices used were as follows: Corn $.551 per bu.,
soybeans $.986 per bu., wheat $.839 per bu., oats $.344 per
bu., and all hay $9.28 per ton.
“On this basis the ten year average annual gross value
per acre was corn $20.13, soybeans (as grain) $16.47, wheat
$16.37, oats $10.62 and all hay $10.58.
“The average per acre gross value of the rotation
containing soybeans is as follows:
“Soybeans (as grain) oats, meadow, corn $14.45
“Soybeans (as grain) oats, wheat, meadow, corn 14.83
“Soybeans (as grain) corn, wheat, meadow, corn 16.73
[highest]
“Soybeans (as grain) corn, wheat, meadow 15.88
“The average per acre gross value of the common
rotations with which the soybean must compete is as follows:
“Corn, corn, oats, meadow $15.36
“Corn, oats, (sweet clover catch crop) 15.37
“Corn, wheat, meadow 15.69
“Corn, corn, wheat, meadow 16.80 [high]
“Corn, oats, wheat, meadow 14.42
“The rotation including soybeans and oats has a
somewhat smaller gross annual value when compared with
other rotations now used in the oats producing areas of the
corn belt.
“The rotation, corn, soybeans, corn, wheat, meadow,
has a higher gross value than most of the common rotations
followed but slightly less than the corn, corn, wheat, meadow
system. The soybean, corn, wheat, meadow rotation has
approximately the same gross value as the common corn,
wheat, meadow rotation used in southern Ohio and to some
extent in the southern one half of the corn belt. The former
rotation does, however, provide for a smaller annual acreage
of corn. It also requires that a greater annual acreage be
plowed.
“One must not conclude that although the gross values

of the soybean rotations are the same or less than those
followed at present, the farmer would not be financially
as well or better off raising the beans. Neither must we
conclude that a rotation such as corn, soybeans, corn, wheat,
meadow having as high or higher gross value than other
common rotations would be more profitable or practical over
a long period when the effect of the resulting heavy drain on
the soil is considered.
“The gross value cannot be expected to convey as
accurate a picture of the economic merits of the various
rotations as the net value would if it were available. The
gross value does represent the sale value of the crops in the
rotation and since a major part of the cost that enters into the
crop production, such as rent, power, machinery and labor,
remains fixed, the use of less power, machinery and labor
will not necessarily mean a larger spendable income for the
farmer, unless they are reemployed profitably.
“In appraising the possibilities of fitting the soybean
enterprise into a farm system from the standpoint of the
economic use of the land, we must consider the effect of the
present federal production control and soil conservation acts
upon the new rotations. Will the addition of the soybean as
grain to the rotation help the farmer to or hinder him from
participating in these programs? Since soybeans harvested
as grain are classed along with corn, wheat and oats as a
depleting crop, when introduced into the rotations they must
share in the farmer’s allotment of depleting acres. In most
cases this will increase the farmer’s problem of adjustment
since it usually means a further reduction in the acreage of
his other depleting crops. If the addition of the soybeans
makes it impossible or undesirable to further reduce his
depleting crops to come within his allotment, their presence
may prevent the farmer from receiving part or all of his
benefit payment. In such cases, it is possible that the addition
of soybeans for grain will cut him out of a larger payment
from the government than the net value of the bean crop will
be.
“In addition to removing more from the soil than they
return, soybeans are generally considered a poor crop from
the standpoint of erosion control. The soil must lay bare
during the winter unless one goes to the expense of seeding
a cover crop. Usually the beans leave the soil in a loose and
readily erodible state. Likewise, the spring preparation of the
soil for beans makes it vulnerable to erosion until the beans
cover the land. If they are sown in rows and cultivated, the
soil is subject to erosion the entire season.
“Also the farmer is concerned with the effect of the
addition of soybeans upon his capital requirements. What
equipment will the average corn belt farmer need for
soybeans that he does not already have for his present crop
program? If the beans are drilled solidly as is the common
practice in Ohio, all of the equipment needed will be
available on the average corn belt farm except the combine
required to successfully harvest the beans. Since combines
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have become much more common in the better agricultural
communities in Ohio (I presume the same is true throughout
the corn belt) these machines may be hired. The lack of a
personally owned one need not prevent the farmer from
producing soybeans. If one is not available, the beans may be
harvested as other grain with a binder and stationary thresher.
This, however, is a more costly and less satisfactory method.
“If early planting is followed as a means of earlier
harvesting to enable fall seeding of wheat, drilling beans
in rows and cultivating them may be necessary to control
weeds. This requires in most cases that farmers have a drill
and cultivator similar to those used in the production of sugar
beets.
“The working capital needed to meet the cash cost of
raising a crop of soybeans is primarily in the form of seed,
power and equipment. Fertilizer is not commonly used
and relatively little labor is needed on farms with tractor
equipment. Fuel for plowing and fitting and the cost of the
needed equipment (depreciation, repairs, etc.) is slightly
less than that required for the production of a corn crop.
When done with a hired combine, harvesting calls for a
direct cash outlay which can be met if necessary by the
sale of part of the beans. We may safely conclude that the
capital requirements present no material barrier in the way of
introducing soybeans into the farm system.
“The farmer must know how the soybean will influence
his labor distribution and requirements before he can make a
definite decision regarding their addition to his program. The
operations involved in the production of soybeans as grain or
as hay are for the most part more flexible than those of most
other crops. The planting period is a much longer one and
the period of harvesting may be spread over several weeks.
To avoid the risk of a loss from bad weather it is best to
harvest as soon as the beans mature but if weather conditions
are reasonably normal, harvest may be delayed without
noticeable loss.
“With a flexible labor distribution the problem of fitting
the soybean crop into the labor program on many farms is a
simple one. On those where oats are included in the rotation
and where it is customary to plow for oats, the task of
plowing the oats, corn and soybean ground creates an early
spring peak in the required man labor, power and equipment.
“In Ohio, one of the slack periods of the early season’s
work comes between corn planting and corn cultivation. It is
at this time that most Ohio farmers prepare the ground and
sow soybeans. Except for once or twice over the beans with
a weeder, harrow or rotary hoe to break the crust and destroy
weeds, no other operation is performed until harvest. In most
cases, harvest takes place after the corn is cut and wheat
sowed in the fall.
“Thus it appears that there is little conflict in labor
where the beans are drilled solidly and little or no cultivation
attempted, except possibly during the spring plowing season.
When the beans are planted early with an early harvest in

mind the sowing often conflicts with corn planting. If they
are drilled in rows to permit cultivation for the purpose of
weed control, the cultivation of the beans will compete with
corn cultivation both for man labor and equipment. When
beans are sown early to permit harvesting in time for sowing
wheat in the fall, there will be a minor rush period in late
September and early October in fitting and seeding land to
wheat and harvesting the beans.”
Note: The text at the bottom of page 53, plus that on
pages 54-55 has not been included. Address: Rural Economic
Dep., Ohio State Univ.
2359. Wiggans, R.G. 1938. Soybeans in the Northeast.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 3337. 18th annual meeting. Held 12-14 Sept. at Wooster and
Columbus, Ohio.
• Summary: “Soybeans in the northeastern United States
have not reached and probably never will reach the
importance they have attained in the corn belt. This actuality
or realism does not prevent a manifest interest in the crop,
neither does it mean that soybeans may not become of
considerable consequence in the area, and that possibly
with the proper varieties, cultural methods, and utilization
they might attain such proportions as to have an economic
influence on the production in the corn-belt.
“Northeastern agriculture is conservative, based on
diversification, and with a few exceptions can not be
considered a one-crop agriculture. Furthermore, in general
it is a region of small fields unadapted to the use of large
farm machinery. For these and other reasons it can hardly be
expected to be able to compete successfully with the great
agricultural areas to the west and south.
“Through the initial stages of introduction, experimental
trials, and development and expansion in production during
the past decades, the Northeast has not been entirely asleep.
Although largely outside of what has been and probably will
continue to be the main producing sections, this large border
or transitional area may in the end become a part of the
soybean belt. Such has been the agricultural history of other
crops introduced into new environments. With increased
knowledge of the crop, improved varieties, and repeated
experiments, the border areas of production are continuously
changing. What was once the frontier area becomes absorbed
and the frontier is driven back. The maturing of corn at 48
degrees north latitude on the Gaspe Peninsula and at 56 to
60 degrees in Sweden, as well soybean in southern England
at 53 degrees and in southern Sweden at 56 degrees, may be
cited as examples of this fact. The above-mentioned material
is at present in the experimental plantings at Ithaca, New
York. Many other examples might be given.
“It is reasonable, however, to conclude in the beginning
that with climatic restrictions, small units of tillable
land, unsuitable machinery, lack of adapted varieties,
cultural idiosyncrasies, uncertain utilization of the crop
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and long distances from cash markets for surpluses or
for the main crop, all suggest that the northeastern area
can not be expected to compete on an even basis with the
more favorably situated agricultural sections. A logical
supposition, based on the experiences of many farmers in the
area over a long period of time and the limited experiments
made on a scientific basis by investigators, would be that
soybeans in the Northeast offer the greatest promise as a
forage crop.
“I assume that this and Dr. Morse’s paper are supposed
to give a picture of the border areas of soybean production, a
task which becomes difficult because of a lack of published
information, an absence of statistical reports, a wide
diversification of conditions, and an inadequate fund of
direct information.
“The interest of the farmer in the Northeast in soybeans
as a possible home-grown addition to his limited highprotein animal food supply is of long standing, but the
interest of the general public has been manifest only since
the tremendous increase in production in the corn belt
and the publicity in connection with the use of the crop in
industry. The manifestation of these interests appears in
the increased correspondence of agronomists at all of the
agricultural experiment stations, more bulletins with a wider
distribution, large numbers of articles in the popular press,
exhibits at agricultural gatherings, and in numerous other
ways. Steece (1937) lists 21 active projects on soybeans at
8 state experiment stations in the area, involving studies
on culture, breeding, and utilization. The United States
Department of Agriculture has seen fit to report in 1937
production in 5 of the 11 states in the area, two more than
previously. The active cooperation of the United States
Department of Agriculture with the experiment stations in
the Northeast and a conscious effort to introduce varieties
which might logically be expected to be adapted, has
stimulated the efforts of station workers.
“In considering soybeans for the Northeast, the climatic
conditions are among the factors of greatest importance.
The climate of the higher elevations in West Virginia is
similar to a considerable acreage of agricultural land in
Pennsylvania, and even to the more favorable conditions in
New York. Maryland offers a climate not too different from
those prevalent in the regions of concentrated production.
The valleys of southern and central Pennsylvania also offer
fairly favorable environments for soybeans. New Jersey,
Connecticut, and Rhode Island are likewise favored as
compared to New York in general and the remaining New
England states. In the northern areas longer days, cooler
nights, higher humidity, and shorter seasons in general
introduce limiting factors to soybean production as well as to
the production of many other crops.
“The soils in the Northeast offer no particular difficulty
to the production of soybeans, in fact, the fertility in general
is such as to indicate the great need for increased legumes.

Generally, the addition of phosphorous gives a favorable
response in increased yields, and soybeans should seldom be
grown without the addition of phosphate in some form.
“The idiosyncrasies of the soybean crop seem to be
greater as the border-line areas are approached. The cultural
needs of soybeans in the Northeast are the same as in the
central area of production, but each necessary factor becomes
of the utmost importance and may easily be the limiting one.
The following illustrations may be given:
“1. As fertility decreases inoculation becomes more
and more essential. In the larger part of the Northeast there
is absolutely no chance for the soil to have been inoculated
previously. The value of reinoculation probably is greater
under such conditions.
“2. Depleted organic matter and heavier clay soils make
necessary greater care in the depth of seeding.
“3. The necessity of fertilization places an added
responsibility on the farmer in order to prevent the toxic
effect of direct contact of the fertilizer with the seed.
“4. Time of planting becomes more important because
of the necessity of utilizing every possible available day for
growing the crop to the stage of maturity desired.
“5. The rate of seeding fortunately offers little difficulty
provided there is an even distribution and the competition
with weeds is successfully eliminated. The soybean plant
has a surprising power of adjustment to space, provided the
space is free to be occupied.
“6. Weeds, including grass, present an even greater
problem in the Northeast than in the central area of
production. (I know you will not agree with me on this point,
but I am willing to argue the issue.) The essential reason
for this is universally recognized in the fact that soybeans
at best grow rather slowly during the seedling stage, and
that the best growth is secured under warm conditions, both
day and night. These ideal conditions are seldom present
in the greater part of the area under discussion, and never
present early in the season. Thus, conditions less favorable
for soybeans are at the same time more favorable for some of
their greatest competitors. All growers recognize the futility
of attempting to produce soybeans in active competition
with weeds early in the life cycle of the soybean plant.
Therefore, weed control becomes absolutely necessary
if a reasonable crop is to be expected. Probably the best
way to handle this situation is to do the cultivating before
seeding. Since seeding can not be too much delayed in the
Northeast, some form of cultivation capable of eliminating
most of the competing plants, and at the same time leaving
enough soybean plants to form a desirable stand, becomes
a necessity. Successful production of soybeans is next to
impossible without cultivation. The later the planting the less
cultivation is essential.” Continued. Address: Cornell Univ.
2360. Wiggans, R.G. 1938. Soybeans in the Northeast
(Continued–Document part II). Proceedings of the American
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Soybean Association p. 33-37. 18th annual meeting. Held 1214 Sept. at Wooster and Columbus, Ohio.
• Summary: (Continued): “Varieties adapted to the
environment and the purpose for which the crop is to be
grown are essential to satisfactory results with soybeans as
with other crops. With the diversity of climatic conditions
in the area assigned for discussion, a wide range of varieties
is to be expected, and this is just the situation. Beginning in
the southern portion, varieties for grain are similar to those
in the central areas of production with Manchu, Dunfield,
Illini, Mansoy, and Harbinsoy playing an important role.
Farther north these same and other varieties in the same class
of maturity become suitable for forage purposes and earlier
varieties, such as Early Manchu, O.A.C. 211, Cayuga, Early
Brown, and others, must be employed as grain producers.
New varieties better adapted and higher producing must
be found for the northern areas if soybeans for grain are to
become highly important. Selection within existing stocks,
a more thorough and continuous search for and introduction
of new sorts, and hybridization of present varieties offers a
promising field of research.
“The utilization of soybeans in the Northeast probably
interests this group more than any other. It is a live question
as to whether or not the increase in production of soybeans
for grain will be sufficient to influence the volume of
soybean meal shipped into the area. The Northeast offers
an important, if not the main, outlet for soybean meal from
this and regions farther to the west and south. The price of
proteins is a vital one to the dairy and poultry farmer in our
region. Anything he can, do to reduce his cost of production
will be highly acceptable. For many years he has been using
soybeans in a limited way as a crop to increase his supply
of legume forage. Now comes the question of producing
a home-grown high-protein concentrate to be mixed with
other home-grown feeds. The economics of this question is a
subject in itself and can well be discussed in this paper.
“Soybeans in the Northeast produced as hay, particularly
as an emergency crop, as a soiling crop, or as silage either
alone or with corn, are increasing in usefulness. This has
little influence on general soybean production, except to offer
an outlet for a certain amount of seed from the central areas
of production. The varieties generally suitable for the above
uses in the Northeast are the ones best suited for grain in the
central producing sections.
“The increase in the use of soybeans for such purposes
is well illustrated by the increased sales of two important
seed distributors in the northeast. A considerable percentage
of the increase is due to the increased use of soybeans with
corn for silage in New York. I am of the opinion that this
practice will continue to increase. Time prevents a discussion
of this particular problem.
“Soybeans for grain in the Northeast is a speculative
feature. Not only is there an appeal for the production of
a home-grown high-protein crop but the farmer is looking

for a cash crop, even as farmers have always looked for
such crops. The tremendous increases in production in the
past few years in the corn belt and the unlimited amount of
publicity given the subject has tended to bring this question
to the mind of every farmer in the area. Furthermore, it has
aroused to some extent the large processors and to a greater
extent prospective small processors in the possibility of
plants for processing locally grown seed. Just how this will
work itself out remains a question. The production of early
maturing varieties is on the increase for seed distribution and
for local grinding as a home-grown protein concentrate, with
a limited amount of surplus seed going to processors that
happen to be located for other reasons within a reasonable
distance. In this connection I might mention one farmer in
the New York area who is growing 205 acres this year and
distributed 1500 bushels of seed to his neighbors this past
spring.
“This rather general discussion of points of importance
in considering the subject of soybeans for the Northeast leads
to only general conclusions, which may be summarized in
the following statements: Interest in the crop is decidedly on
the increase.
“For satisfactory production, special attention must be
given to the cultural needs of the crop.
“The use of soybeans for forage will continue to have a
minor place in the agriculture of the Northeast. Their use for
this purpose may be expected to increase to a degree.
“The widespread use of soybeans as a grain crop awaits
the introduction of suitable varieties and the possibilities of
suitable means of disposal of the entire crop, or at least the
surplus part of the crop.
“Climatic conditions probably preclude, or at least
handicap to a high degree, any considerable production of
this crop in the Northeast.”
See also Wiggans 1937. “Soybeans in the northeast.”
Address: Cornell Univ.
2361. Berg, D.J. v.d.; Toit, F.M. du. 1938. The soybean:
Its production and industrial use. Farming in South Africa
13(151):391-93. Oct.
• Summary: Part I, by Berg, is titled “Soybean production
in South Africa.” It discusses adaptation, uses of soybeans
as a fodder crop, for industrial purposes, and for human
consumption, cultural practices, and soybeans in diversified
farming systems. Concerning use in human foods, the author
notes: “But it is in the meal, after the oil is extracted, that its
greatest value lies. The meal contains nearly 43 per cent. of
protein, an ingredient so often absent from the diet of a very
large proportion of South Africa’s population. The value that
this meal, judiciously mixed with maize meal, would have in
the feeding of the working classes and the native population
of South Africa cannot be overemphasized.”
Part II, by Toit, is titled “The importance of the soybean
in industry.” Fig. 2 (photo) shows ten soybean food products,
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including soybean flour (Soyolk, 7 lb), Worcestershire
sauce (Lea and Perrins), soybean biscuits, soybean cocoa,
soybean chocolate (Eden Chocolat au Soja), soft soap,
laundry soap, invalid and diabetic food, soybean meal, and
compressed soybean cake for stock feed. With the exception
of the chocolate and cocoa which originated in France, all
of these products were made in England. Fig. 3. shows auto
parts made of soybean protein and oil made at the Ford
River Rouge plant. “One firm in this country is treating and
milling soybeans and preparing a meal which is becoming
increasingly popular as a source of protein in the rations of
mine natives. This firm is to-day forced to import a large
proportion of its requirements owing to the low production
of soybeans in the Union.” Address: 1. Research Officer and
Superintendent, Summer Cereal Station, Kroonstad; 2. Field
Husbandry Section, Div. of Plant Industry.
2362. Hayward, J.W. 1938. The proteins of soybeans and
soybean oil meal. In: Soybean Nutritional Research Council,
ed. 1938. The Composition and Nutritive Properties of
Soybeans and Soybean Oil Meal; A Literature Review.
Chicago: SNRC. 62 p. See p. 12-21. Oct. [41 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Amount of protein in soybeans and
soybean oil meal and factors affecting same (Varieties:
Manchu, Dunfield, Mandarin, Illini, Peking, Mukden, Illinois
T 117, F.P.I. 54563-3, Scioto). Types of protein in soybeans
and soybean oil meal. Amino acid content of the proteins
in soybeans and soybean oil meal. Nutritive value of the
proteins of soybeans and soybean oil meal. Effect of storage
on soybean protein. Industrial uses of soybean protein: Glue,
adhesive and sizing materials, plastics, water paint, foundry
cores, artificial wool, whipping flours.
“Amount of Protein in Soybeans and Soybean Oil Meal
and Factors Affecting Same: Soybeans available in this
country and in other countries exhibit a wide variation in
protein content, this variation being due to several factors.
In the first place, soybeans grown in a single locality show
a marked varietal difference in protein content. Piper and
Morse (1) state that the principal varieties in the United
States may vary from 34.1% to 46.9% in this respect.
Cartter and Milner (2) of the U.S. Regional Soybean
Industrial Products Laboratory at Urbana, whose extensive
investigations of the composition of soybeans are still in
progress, have reported the following analysis of soybeans to
indicate the variation with change of variety [table 1]:
Manchu 45.99%
Dunfield * 43.95%
Mandarin 45.54%
Illini 44.48%
Peking 43.68%
Mukden 6.31%
Dunfield ** 42.07%
Illinois T 117 43.20%
F.P.I. 54563-3 44.63%

Scioto 3.73%
* Seed from Illinois Experiment Station.
** Seed from Purdue Experiment Station [Indiana].
“An individual variety grown in a single location may
also vary considerably from year to year. O’Kelly and Gieger
(3) found that the Laredo and Mammoth Yellow varieties
analyzed for protein as follows over a period of several years
(from 1925 to 1932; table 2):
Laredo ranged from 35.55% to 40.67% protein
Mammoth Yellow ranged from 39.91% to 44.64 protein
A given variety will also vary considerably in protein
content from one locality to another. Webster and Kiltz (4)
list the following results for four varieties of soybeans grown
in different places in Oklahoma in 1931 [table 3]:
The variety Chiquita contained 42.50% protein in Craig
County but 46.56% in Stillwater Co.
The variety Dixie contained 43.13% protein in Craig
County but 46.82% in Stillwater Co.
The variety Virginia contained 40.00% protein in Craig
County but 44.06% in Stillwater Co.
The variety Laredo contained 35.00% protein in Craig
County but 47.50% in Stillwater Co. This latter variation is
probably closely associated with the influence of varying
environmental conditions, such as climate (including
rainfall), soil type, fertilizer applied, etc. It has been stated
(5) that soybeans grown in Manchuria and the United States
are richer in protein than those grown in Germany, and
further, that application of phosphatic fertilizers likewise
favors protein formation. Inoculation of the soil may have a
profound effect. For instance, a 16% increase in the protein
content of soybeans grown on inoculated areas over those
grown on uninoculated soil has been reported by Smith and
Robison (6) who obtained the following results [table 4]:
Ogemaw, not inoculated had 8.08% moisture and
35.39% protein
Ogemaw, inoculated had 8.88% moisture and 42.20%
protein
Medium Green, not inoculated had 8.12% moisture and
31.23% protein
Medium Green, inoculated had 8.80% moisture and
36.45% protein
“There is apparently (7) a relationship between the
quantity of rainfall and the protein content of soybeans, the
lower rainfall tending to produce a higher protein content.
After a certain stage in the maturation process, soybean
seeds (3) decline in protein content, but this change is due to
decomposition of nitrogen free extract rather than a decrease
in the absolute quantity of protein. Likewise, decayed or
damaged beans show a higher protein content. There is also
some indication (8) of an inverse relationship between the oil
content and the protein content of soybeans.
“The amount of protein in soybean oil meal will
naturally depend upon the protein content of the soybeans
used in processing, but in general the bulk of the soybeans
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that are processed in this country consist of only a few
varieties, grown principally in the Corn Belt States. When
these soybeans are all pooled together, the processor finds
that the soybeans do not vary a great deal in protein content
from one pressing to another. There is, however, a slight
difference in protein content between the New Process
[solvent] and Old Process soybean oil meals. In fact, the
processors employing the solvent method of oil extraction
(New Process) have found it possible to safely guarantee
44% of protein in their soybean oil meal; whereas 41%
has been the usual guarantee for hydraulic or expeller (Old
Process) soybean oil meal (9). Types of Protein in Soybeans
and Soybean Oil Meal:
“Osborne and Campbell (10) proposed the name
of glycinin for one of the globulin types of protein they
obtained from soybeans. They considered it the principal
protein, making up about 80 to 90% of the total crude protein
contained in soybeans. They also isolated a more soluble
globulin which resembled phaseolin in composition and,
as far as they could ascertain, it was similar to phaseolin
in reaction. They obtained an albumin-like proteid which
they termed legumelin, and they estimated it made up about
1.5% of the total protein of the soybean. In addition to
these proteins, they isolated a small quantity of proteose.
Some of these proteins are listed below with their average
composition [table 5]:
Jones and Csonka (11) obtained five protein fractions
from soybeans by fractional precipitation at definite
concentrations of ammonium sulfate within a range of 33
to 70% of saturation. In order to determine which fraction
represented glycinin, a salt extract of soybean meal was
dialyzed. From the protein fraction which precipitated,
two globulins were separated. One was precipitated from a
10% salt (NaCl) solution by ammonium sulfate at 55% of
saturation and did not coagulate even at boiling temperatures.
This fraction was called glycinin since its properties agreed
with those given by Osborne and Campbell for glycinin.
“Amino Acid Content of the Proteins in Soybeans and
Soybean Oil Meal: Osborne and Clapp (12) in their analyses
of glycinin, the principal protein of the soybeans, found the
content of amino acids was similar to the values reported for
casein, the principal protein of milk. Csonka and Jones (13)
analyzed the chief protein (glycinin) from seeds of several
varieties of soybeans and found them to differ considerably
in amino acid content with the greatest variations occurring
in cystine content (a low value of .74% for the Illini variety
and a high value of 1.45% for the Manchu soybean). Csonka
and Jones (14) were the first investigators to report on some
of the amino acids contained in the whole (non protein
extracted) defatted soybean oil meal. Again cystine was
found to be the most variable amino acid for the various
varieties tested. Values ranged from .287% for the Illini up to
.491% for the Herman variety. However, these investigators
did not believe we needed to fear a quantitative deficiency of

cystine in any of the common varieties of soybeans or in the
meal made from these varieties. Hamilton, et al. (15), Nollau
(16) and Mashino (17) give figures on their determination
of the nitrogen distribution of soybean protein using the Van
Slyke method.
“We have listed below for comparison the amino acids
of the chief soybean protein, glycinin, and the amino acids of
casein, the principal protein of milk:” [table 6].
“*We refer you to the second edition (1934) of
Fundamentals of Dairy Science by L.A. Rogers and others,
for literature references covering all but one of the above
values on amino acids in casein. Nutritive Value of Proteins
of Soybeans and Soybean Oil Meal:
“Osborne and Mendel (19), Vestal and Shrewsbury (20),
Shrewsbury, Vestal, and Hauge (21), Hayward, Steenbock,
and Bohstedt (22) found that raw soybeans when fed to rats
as the sole or principal source of protein in an otherwise
complete ration did not support appreciable growth.
However, normal growth resulted when they fed soybeans
which had been previously cooked. Vestal and Shrewsbury
(20), Shrewsbury, Vestal, and Hauge (21), and Robison (23)
reported similar results with pigs. Mitchell and Villegas
(24), Mitchell and Smuts (25), and McCollum, Simmonds,
and Parsons (26) reported experimental evidence in support
of the fact that the raw soybean contains a protein of low
nutritive value. Mitchell and Smuts (25) and Shrewsbury
and Bratzler (27) claimed that the low nutritive value of the
protein of raw soybeans was due to a deficiency of the amino
acid cystine.” Continued. Address: USA.
2363. Hennefrund, Helen E.; Colvin, Esther M. comps. 1938.
The soybean industry. A selected list of references on the
economic aspects of the industry in the United States, 19001938. USDA Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Agricultural
Economics Bibliography No. 74. vii + 474 p. Oct. 28 cm.
Pages 1-279 are references; pages 280-474 are index.
Prepared under the direction of Mary G. Lacy, Librarian.
Bureau of Agricultural Economics. [1613 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Sources consulted. Foreword. 1.
General. 2. Cost of production and returns. 3. Grading and
standardization. 4. Harvesting. 5. Marketing. 6. Oil, protein
and moisture content. 7. Statistics. 8. Storage. 9. Utilization:
General, industrial uses, farm uses, food uses. 10. Patents
relating to soybean products and processes. Index. Address:
USDA Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
2364. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal. 1938. Report on soya
beans from Southern Rhodesia. 35(10):773-76. Oct.
• Summary: This is a report on samples of soybeans sent
from the Salisbury Experiment Station to the Imperial
Institute. Of the varieties examined, the two which gave
yields of commercial interest (Otoxi and Biltan) are both of
dark colour and therefore would not find a ready market in
Western countries since crushers prefer yellow soybeans.
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Address: Dep. of Agriculture, Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia.
2365. Seulke, K.J. 1938. Soybean oil meal as a fertilizer.
In: Soybean Nutritional Research Council, ed. 1938. The
Composition and Nutritive Properties of Soybeans and
Soybean Oil Meal; A Literature Review. Chicago: SNRC. 62
p. See p. 57-58. Oct. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean oil meal has been used for centuries
for fertilizer purposes, but not until recent years has its
value been known in America. It is valuable particularly
where an organic source of nitrogen is desired which
liberates available nitrogen in the form of nitrates at a certain
favorable rate for plant development.
“Cottonseed meal has been extensively used for this
purpose in the past, particularly in the growing of the better
grades of tobacco. Soybean oil meal, when compared
either by analysis or experiment, has proven much more
satisfactory, particularly where quality of the tobacco is
considered.”
Table 1 gives the percentage of nitrogen, phosphoric
acid, and potash in 4 samples (plus average) of cottonseed
meal and soybean oil meal. Cottonseed meal has a higher
content of phosphoric acid, but soybean oil meal has a higher
content of nitrogen (7.14% vs. 6.65%) and of potash (2.52%
vs. 1.91%).
Table 2 gives “Yield and grade index of tobacco grown
with nitrate of soda, cottonseed meal and soybean oil meal.”
The yield of the three (in pounds per acre) is 2250, 2317,
and 2482 respectively. The grade index of the three is 0.389,
0.400, and 0.454 respectively.
According to: Morse, W.J. 1930. “Soybean utilization.”
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1617, p. 15-16: “Soybean Meal as a
Fertilizer: The use of soybean meal as a fertilizer has been
confined almost entirely to Asiatic countries. For centuries
soybean meal has been sent to the sugar plantations of
southern China, and its use has gradually spread to the
plantations in Java and other tropical islands. The high
fertilizing value of soybean meal has been long recognized
by the Japanese, who import large quantities annually from
China for use in the rice fields and as a manure for mulberry
trees. In Manchuria large quantities are used annually on
poor soils for both field and garden crops. Although large
quantities of soybean meal have been imported into the
United States and Europe during the last few years, but
little has found its way into the manufacture of commercial
fertilizers.
“Like cottonseed meal, soybean meal contains some
phosphorus and potash, a large proportion of which is
available, but its principal value in fertilizers is as a source
of nitrogen. The composition of soybean meal with reference
to fertilizing constituents and a comparison with cottonseed
meal are shown in Table 4,” which is titled “Fertilizing
constituents of soybeans, soybean meal, and cottonseed
meal. For each of the three is given the percentage of

nitrogen, ammonia, phosphoric acid and potash contained by
each.
“Soybean oil meal has been extensively used for many
years as an ingredient in fertilizers for lawns and golf greens
as well as for flowers of all sorts. Florists and rose growers
use it extensively, and tests are in progress with various field
crops at a number of experiment stations. These tests are as
yet incomplete.” Address: USA.
2366. Katetov, Vlad. 1938. K otazce pestovani olejnin v
novych pomerech [On the question of growing oilseeds
under the new circumstances]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec
(Czech Farmer) 20(46):348. Nov. 18. [Cze]
Address: V. Praze, Czechoslovakia.
2367. Interessengemeinschaft Farbenindustrie
Aktiengesellschaft. Volkswirtschaftliche Abteilung.
1938. Soja-Anbau in Rumaenien [Soybean production in
Romania]. n.p. 10 p. Nov. 23. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The development of
soybean cultivation. Price and auditing the harvest of each
grower. Reconciliation of the difference between the world
market price and the compensation price for the Romanian
harvest. The enrollment of official Romanian places for
soybean cultivation. The compensation. Standing of the
participants with the Romanian government.
In recent years, since 1931, the balance of trade with
Romania has been in Germany’s favor. Research showed
that Romania’s climate and soil conditions were well suited
to soybeans. Therefore in 1934 the I.G. Farbenindustrie
A.G. [the German Dye Trust] undertook large-scale soybean
trials (ca. 1,400 ha) with the farmers of German groups
in Siebenbürgen and Bessarabia. The result led to the
conclusion to establish, in the fall of 1934, the Soia S.A.R.,
Bucharest, as a soybean production and compensation
organization. During the next years, production grew
rapidly. Soybean culture is now well established in northern
Bessarabia
Note 1. Bessarabia is now located mostly in Moldova,
but the southern tip is in Ukraine.
Note 2. This document contains no statistics (other
than ca. 1,400 ha) for soybean area or production. Address:
Germany or Romania.
2368. Beattie, William Renwick; Beattie, James Herbert.
1938. Peanut growing. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1656
(Revised ed.). 29 p. Dec.
• Summary: This bulletin was first issued in July 1920 as:
Beattie, W.R. 1920. “Peanut growing for profit.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1127. 33 p. July. A revised edition was
issued in Feb. 1931 as: Beattie, W.R.; Beattie, J.H. 1931.
“Peanut growing.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1656. 29 p.
Feb. This Dec. 1938 edition is only slightly revised.
Contents: Introduction. Conditions necessary for peanut
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growing. Selection and preparation of the soil. Fertilizers.
Lime and gypsum. Peanut seed and its care: Selection of
seed, storage of seed, age of seed, preparation for planting.
Planting: Time of planting, preparation of land for planting,
planting distances and quantity of seed, hand and machine
planting, protection from birds and rodents after planting.
Cultivation: Implements for cultivation, special cultural
practices. Enemies of the peanut. Harvesting and curing:
Time of harvesting, methods of digging, curing. Preparation
for market: Picking, bagging, cleaning and grading. Varieties
for the market. Marketing. Peanuts and peanut by-products
as stock feed. Value as a money crop.
The introduction states: “Peanuts are an important crop
in no less than nine of the Southern States. The peanut is a
native of the Tropics and was introduced in North America
during the early days of colonization but did not become
of commercial importance until about 1876.” Since that
time the importance, “production and uses of peanuts have
increased enormously.”
The section titled “Selection and preparation of the soil”
(p. 2) states: “Peanuts should not be planted on the same
land oftener than once in three or four years. The rotation
should include at least two soil-building crops, one of which
is a winter cover crop. Cowpeas, velvetbeans, or soybeans,
planted either alone or with corn, are good soil builders.”
Address: 1. Senior Horticulturist; 2. Senior Horticulturist.
Both: Div. of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases,
Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA].
2369. Lejeune, J.-B.H. 1938. Le Soja hispida: Résultats
culturaux au Conge belge et au Ruanda-Urundi [The
soybean: Results of culture trials in the Belgian Congo and
Ruanda-Urundi]. Agriculture et Elevage au Congo Belge
12(12):177-80. Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Trials since 1922, and especially during 1936
and 1937 with more than 20 soybean varieties in these
two areas indicate that conditions are very favorable for
expansion of this crop.
In the Congo as early as 1915 the agronomist Mestdagh
obtained good yields in the territory of Lusambo. Since 1922
the author has cultivated soybeans at the botanical garden
of Eala, with yields ranging from 500 to 1,500 kg/ha. The
black-seeded variety O-Too-Ton [Otootan], introduced there
in 1926, gave yields of 1,000 to 2,000 kg/ha. In 1927 the
agronomist Namèche conducted large soybean agronomic
trials at Lusunyu and Bugarama in the territory of RuandaUrundi. The yields at Bugarama were 550 kg/ha. At the
agricultural experiment station at Rubona [located 15 km
from Butara in Ruanda-Urundi; in Burundi after 1962], the
author’s predecessor, the agronomist Leloux, conducted trials
during 1931-35 and obtained yields of up to 1,300 kg/ha with
O-Too-Too.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in Ruanda-Urundi (divided into

Rwanda and Burundi in 1962), or the cultivation of soybeans
in Ruanda-Urundi. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Ruanda-Urundi, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Ruanda-Urundi (1927). The source of these
soybeans was probably the Belgian Congo. Address:
Agronome principal, Directeur de la Station expérimentale
de Rubona.
2370. Riede, W. 1938. The German soybean problem.
Translated from the German by G.M. Roseveare. Herbage
Reviews 6(4):245-58. Dec. [17 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Manchuria, the home of the
cultivated soybean. Monsoon climate, the original soybean
climate. Differences between the climates of Germany and
Manchuria. Fifteen years of breeding produces German
varieties. Long term experiments elucidate cultural technique
(rotation, soil, manuring, inoculation, sowing, cultivation,
harvesting). Experiments and observations indicate the
soybean regions (warmth is the most important factor).
Vernalization, planting out, and intercropping. Harvesting,
utilization, yield, prospects.
“Although many desiderata are still wanting, it must
be emphasized that the four bred strains certified in 1937,
namely Dieckmann’s Black No. 11, Dieckmann’s Greenyellow No. 18, Delitzsch Black and Giessen Black, are
entirely suitable for present needs. They are all mediumearly, that is to say, fully ripe in September or October in
accordance with region, situation, weather and cultural
technique. The victor in many years’ trials, Dieckmann’s
Black Soybean No, 11, is large-grained; all the others are
medium large-grained” (p. 249).
“Warmth is the most important factor in the growing
of soybeans [in Germany], for which reason the 19ºC. July
isotherm (Mainz-Main frontier–Silesian plain) and the 18ºC.
July isotherm (Bonn–Berlin–Lyck) are indicated.
“Especially good soybean regions are those in which
the 20ºC. period–that is to say, the period between the first
and last occurrence of a mean temperature of 20ºC.–lasts
for 100 days (Mannheim–Ludwigshafen), 90 days (Leeheim
-Oppenheim–Worms–Frankenthal–Speyer) or 80 days
(Freiburg, Hanau–Aschaffenburg–Frankfurt–Wiesbaden–
Bingen–Darmstadt–Dürkheim–Germerscheim–Landau–
Karlsruhe–Lauterburg–Friedrichshafen)...” (p. 251).
Vernalization, in general, means: Subjection of seeds
or seedlings to low temperature in order to hasten plant
development and flowering. But with the soybean there is
an additional meaning: “The soybean is one of the shortday plants which respond with hastened development to a
reduction in day length. The short-day manner of reaction
is present to a more or less marked degree in nearly all
varieties” (p. 253).
In Germany the soybean should be grown as a grain
crop, with the beans intended for human consumption.
“Grain yield varies from 12 to 26 dz. per hectare, on an
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average a harvest of 16 dz per hectare may be anticipated.
To grow the soybean as a forage plant in Germany is nonadmissible until more productive and rapidly growing
varieties have been produced by breeding... It may be
mentioned in passing that soybean straw and soybean
chaff represent a good fodder” (p. 255). Note: One dz
(doppelzentner) = 100 kg.
Tables show: (1) Differences in the temperature and
precipitation of localities in Manchuria and Germany. (2)
Comparison of the total warmth of localities in Manchuria
and Germany. (3) Comparison of 1934 (a good soybean
year) and 1936 (a bad soybean year) at Bonn. (3a) Härle’s
phenological tables (Haerle’s) for various locations in
Germany. (4) Chemical composition of full flour [whole soy
flour, full-fat soy flour], extract meal, and straw. Address:
Bonn, Germany.
2371. Burgess, J.L. 1938. Report on project to determine
the percentage and duration of viability of different varieties
of soybeans grown in North Carolina. Proceedings of the
Association of Official Seed Analysts 23:69. *
• Summary: Soybeans for seed should be stored at 9%
moisture.
2372. Gericke, S. 1938. Duengungsversuche mit
Sojabohne [Manurial trials with the soybean]. Deutsche
Landwirtschaftliche Presse Nos. 23 and 24. [Ger]*
2373. Holz, B. 1938. Aus der Praxis des deutschen
Sojabohne-Anbaues [From the experience of German
soybean cultivation]. Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche Presse
288 odal. [Ger]*
2374. Macek, Karel. 1938. Vysledky hnojarskeho pokusu
sesojou podle rozvinuteho schematu na malych parcelach
[The results of a large scale experiment in fertilization
of soybeans, conducted on small plots]. Sbornik CAZ
(Czechoslovak Academy of Agric. Memorial Volume). [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2375. Teich, H. 1938. Anbau der deutschen Sojabohne
[Cultivation of German soybeans]. Deutsche
Landwirtschaftliche Presse No. 19. p. 240. [Ger]*
2376. Truksa, V. 1938. Pestovanie kukurice v dvojkuture
s inymi okopaninami a strukovinami (Podia pokusovych
poznatkov) [Growing corn in combination with root crops
and pulses (according to experimental results)]. Casove
Otasky Zemedelske, CAZ (Contemporary Problems of
Agriculture, Czechoslovak Academy of Agric.) [Slk]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2377. Venkov (Country). 1938. Pokusne pestovani soje
a kukurice na Slovensku [Experimental production of

soybeans and corn in Slovakia]. 3(9). [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2378. Abreu Velho, H. de L.; Gossweiler, John. 1938. A soja
[The soybean]. Luanda, Angola: Imprensa Nacional. 48 p.
(Conselho de defesa da producao e do comercio). [8 ref. Por]
• Summary: Cover title: Soja; o que os agricultores devem
saber sobre a sua cultura (Soya: What farmers must know
about its culture). The section titled “Possibilities of soybean
(soja) cultivation in Angola” (p. 34) states:
If, in the entire continent of Africa, with the exception
to a certain point of South Africa, soybean cultivation is
still in the experimental phase, we may say that in Angola
the first steps are still being taken. We now refer, although
superficially, to that fact regarding the production and the
principal varieties cultivated in different countries.
In Mozambique, in 1909-1910, trials were made of
this crop directed by a technician who dedicated himself
exclusively to these trials and, it appears, published a report
on this subject, which unfortunately we are not familiar with.
Regardless, the crop was abandoned, since we have heard or
read no mention of it at present.
Thus, regarding this crop in Africa, we only have
knowledge of the processes used and results obtained in the
Union of South Africa (6) which we will now describe.
The trials carried out at the experiment stations covered
some fifty varieties from the Orient and the United States of
America. One of the observations made is that two varieties
may give completely different results, thus [offering] the
possibility of adapting a variety not only to the special
conditions of a climate but also to the product to be obtained.
According to du Toit (6), the principal varieties of
soybeans cultivated are:
American Eebrow [sic, American Eyebrow]–plant erect
but not vigorous, 45 to 60 cm in height, reaching maturity
between 100 and 115 days; white flowers; green seeds with a
brown streak (hilum?; mancha) at the top; percentage of oil
17.97.
Morse–similar to Chinese White, 75 to 90 cm in height,
reaching maturity between 115-130 days; purple flowers;
yellow seeds; yield of oil around 18.07%.
American White–erect, 90 to 120 cm in height, reaching
maturity between 130-135 days; white flowers; yellow seeds;
yield of oil 16.0%.
Mammoth–erect, from 90 to 120 cm in height, reaching
maturity between 130 and 135 days; white flowers; yellow
seeds; around 16.5% oil.
Brown–branched, from 75 to 90 cm in height, reaching
maturity between 125-135 days; white flowers; brown seeds,
17.7% oil.
Chinese White–similar to Mammoth, with about 90 cm
in height, maturation between 110-125 days; white flowers;
yellow seeds; 17.2% oil.
Haberlandt–similar to the previous one, 75 to 90 cm
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in height, reaching maturity between 106-120 days; white
flowers; yellow seeds; 19.17% oil. A.K.–similar to Chinese
White but less branching, about 60 cm in height, reaching
maturity between 104-120 days; purple flowers; yellow
seeds; 18.8% oil.
In Natal and East Griqualand (6) large areas are
commercially cultivated today; in the Transvaal cultivation is
less intense.
The areas cultivated are approximately 3,200 to 4,000
hectares in the first two regions and 1,200 in the Transvaal.
Soybeans enter in crop rotation as a forage (forragem)
green manure (adubo verde), and equally to produce beans
(grao) in humid regions, with rainfall of 750 to 1000 mm,
being very resistant to rust fungus (ferrugens). Generally, the
crop is planted in the summer alternating with maize (milho),
with seeding done ordinarily with a two-line planter; in
humid regions the spacing [between rows] is 75 cm and the
interval between plants varying from 5 to 8 cm.
The first tilling is done in the winter to a depth of 20
cm and the tilling of the seedbed (sementeira), a short time
before [planting], is done to 8 cm. The crop also receives
two or three weedings with hoes. Generally, [chemical]
fertilizing is not done, and when practiced it is solely with
superphosphate at a rate of 225 kilograms per hectare.
When the crop is to be used as a forage, as soon as the pods
(vagens) are well-formed, it is harvested in the usual manner.
When the crop is destined for the production of beans, and as
there do not yet exist in the Union [of South Africa] varieties
that do not open the pods at maturation, plants are pulled
up or cut off before complete ripening, dried, and the beans
removed by hand or machine. On average the production is
from 2,450 to 4,900 kilograms of hay (feno) and 996 to 1,494
kilograms of beans per hectare.
Soybeans are not used for human consumption. The
introduction of soy meal (farinha de soja) into the food
rations of native people was tried, but the price of this meal
is higher than that of others.
Hay is used for the feeding of cattle, especially for milk
cows.
Soybean oil (óleo de soja) is used in industry and in
food preparation. In importance, it follows that of peanut oil.
Although on a relatively small scale, some trials have
been carried out in Angola with soybean cultivation.
At the Cotton Experimental Station (Estaçao
Experimental do Algodao) in Catete, some trials were
carried out in 1929 and 1930 with a yellow variety for the
purpose of studying the crop in rotation with cotton and
maize. The seeds were fresh (fresca) and because of this
their germination was rapid and uniform, but in none of the
seedbeds did the plants pass 30 cm in height.
The inoculation of the soil by bacteria nodules (nódulos
das bactérias) was not always done, nevertheless production
was always normal both in the cold season as well as the
warm. The vegetative cycle was always less than 90 days.

The best results were obtained in the Chernozem
(Chernosem) soils of Catete (black soils) with seeding during
the last 8 days of April.
Because of that, we suppose that this would be the best
time for planting on those lands. At the Upland Polyculture
Experimental Station (Estaçao Experimental de Policultura
Planáltica) at Bié, in the years 1928 to 1931, soybeans were
among the plants in trials for the study of green fertilizers.
We transcribe the following section from the report presented
by the director, published in the Bulletin of the Directorate
of the Agricultural and Commerce Services, year IV,
numbers 12-15, 1931 (Boletim da Direcçao dos Serviços
de Agricultura e Comércio): “Among the plants whose
introduction has been attempted, two at this time merit
special attention, Soja hispida and Macuna utilis.
“Regarding the first, I carried out a small trial last year
with seeds obtained directly and with others furnished by
the Directorate of Services; regarding the results I transcribe
the information given in my note no. 10 of 15 July 1930: on
5 March I planted a small quantity of soybeans, about 20 g
of seeds–8 kg per hectare; they sprouted very well but the
development of beans was very rapid, certainly because of
climatic factors, and thus the plants grew only to a height of
15 to 20 cm. Production was 80 g, that is, 36 kg per hectare,
and was certainly influenced by the small growth of the
plants.
“This year, seedbeds have been prepared every ten days
since 20 October, and up to now the results, still needing
finalization, are not more promising than those of the first
trial.
“But, as it appears, the plant is particularly demanding
regarding the characteristics of the soil in which the action of
toxic factors (iron, manganese, and aluminum) [parentheses
in the original] have especially great influence” [End of
quoted passage] (Continued). Address: Angola.
2379. Abreu Velho, H. de L.; Gossweiler, John. 1938. A soja
[The soybean]. Luanda, Angola: Imprensa Nacional. 48 p.
(Conselho de defesa da producao e do comercio). [8 ref. Por]
• Summary: Continued: The effects of chemical fertilization
on the formation of nodules (nodosidades) is cited later, but
we do not transcribe them because we have already referred
to that subject.
It was accepted afterward that the cause of small
growth of the plants was the absence of specific bacteria,
citing the trials of Kirchner regarding inoculation, and it
was concluded, considering the composition of the soils in
the state and from the absence of nodules of bacteria, that
it would be interesting to carry out a trial of the correction
of the soil with a strong liming (calagem); an application of
phosphate and potassium on the one hand [sic] and carry out
an inoculation trial [? on the other], with careful observation
of the results.
Note 1. This publication also contains a long section
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on food uses of the soybean, including soy flour (farinha de
soja), soy milk (leite de soja), tofu (queijo de soja; queijo
duro), soy sauce (Shoju, Soyu, Shoyu, tao yu), and soy
oil (óleo de soja). In Austria and America, and also in the
Orient, soybean seeds are roasted, ground, and used as a
substitute for coffee (substituto de café).
Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Angola, or the cultivation of soybeans in Angola
(1928). One source of these soybeans was France.
Note 3. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (March 2019) that refers to soy coffee, which
it calls substituto de café (a substitute for coffee).
Note 4. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (March 2019) that mentions soymilk, which
it calls leite de soja. As of March 2019 leite de soja is the
modern Portuguese term for soymilk.
Note 5. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (April 2013) that uses the word queijo de soja
to refer to tofu or the word queijo duro refer to hard / very
firm tofu.
Note 6. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Sept. 2006) that mentions soy oil, which it
calls óleo de soja.
Note 6. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (April 2012) that uses the word Shoju or the
word Soyu or the word Shoyu or the term tao yu to refer to
soy sauce. Address: Angola.
2380. Arias, J.B. 1938. Cultivo y beneficio del haba soya
[Cultivation and benefits of the soya bean]. Revista Nacional
de Agricultura (Bogota, Colombia) 35(407):1889-97. [Spa]*
• Summary: A general introduction to the soybean,
its cultivation, many uses, and high nutritive value. In
Colombia, excellent results with soybean cultivation have
already been obtained at the Palmira Experiment Station.
Areas suitable for growing maize may also be suitable for
growing soybeans.
2381. Balzli, Hans. 1938. Kleine Soja-Fibel. Geschichte,
Anbau und Verwertung einer einzigartigen Nutzpflanze [A
little soybean primer. History, culture, and utilization of a
unique useful plant]. Zurich and Leipzig: Albert Mueller
Verlag. 88 p. Index. 16 cm. [26 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Economic questions.
Botanical. Historical. Chemical composition of the soybean
seed. Utilization in East Asia: Koji, miso, shoyu, soymilk,
yuba, tofu (Sojakäse, like Quark), soy oil and press-cake.
Utilization in Europe and America: As fertilizer and feed,
as food (soy flour, roasted soybeans, soy coffee, green
vegetable soybeans {den jungen Sojakern... wie junge gruene
Erbse}, soy sprouts), and industrial products (incl. “soybean
steel,” an invention of Henry Ford). Medicinal significance.
Cultivation and yield. Epilogue. Bibliography. Authorsubject index.

In the chapter on History (p. 24), the author notes: “The
poet Johann Heinrich Voss (lived 1751-1826) once said:
‘Young Calcuttans... with your sharp soy sauce from Jakarta
(Junge Kalkuten... mit scharfer batavischer Soja).’ Then he
adds to that the observation: ‘Soy sauce (Soja) is a powerful
sauce, which is prepared from soybeans (Sojafasele),
Dolichos Soja, which originate in the East Indies and are
subject to fermentation, together with brine and spice.’”
Balzli continues on page 25: “The Deutsche
Woerterbuch der Naturgeschichte (German Dictionary of
Natural History) contained in the Allgemeinen PolyglottenLexikon der Naturgeschichte (General Multilingual
Encyclopedia of Natural History) by Philipp Andreas
Nemnich (1793) contains the entry: ‘Sojablume. Dolichos
soja.’ (Soya flower. Dolichos soja).”
“In the world-famous work Geist der Kochkunst (Spirit
of the Culinary Art), the art historian C.F. von Rumohr (lived
1785-1843) also mentions soya in the second edition (1832,
p. 155) and conjectures that the Garum sauce of the Romans
was an imitation of the East Indian sauce (Sulze) made from
soybeans (Soja).”
Page 26: Many cultural trials were conducted from
1840 on, in southern Russia (Ukraine), northern Italy,
Austria-Hungary (especially South Tyrol {later in northeast
Italy} and Istria {mostly in today’s western Croatia}),
France (Haute-Garonne, Bouches-du-Rhône) and Germany
(Hohenheim {near Stuttgart in southwestern Germany}).
Note: Balzli gives no citation for his statement (p. 26)
that begins: “Many cultural trials were conducted from 1840
on, in southern Russia (Ukraine), northern Italy,...” We have
searched and searched unsuccessfully for the source of this
extremely interesting information.
Two paragraphs (p. 27) are then devoted to the work
Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt with soybeans from 1873.
Page 29 reports that “During the war of 1870 (des
siebziger Krieges, in which Bismarck of Germany defeated
Napoleon III of France) the German head artillery man, O.
Wehrman, saw in the botanical garden of Montigny-les-Metz
a plant that was unknown to him. It was the soybean. He
took 4-5 seeds with him and planted them in early 1872 on
his property / estate near Meissen (in Sachsen/Saxony, near
Dresden in today’s Germany). He harvested 80 to 100 seeds,
with which he continued his investigations successfully for
some years” [Note: Haberlandt (1878, p. 5) tells this same
story].
Also on page 29 is a brief discussion of the life and
work of the French farmer (Landwirt) Léon Rouest (18721938).
On page 57 the author uses the term “Sojaspeisen” to
refer to soyfoods.
Note: On the title page the author is clearly given as “Dr.
Hans Balzli,” however in the May/June 1942 issue of Revue
Internationale du Soya Dr. Jean Balzli states (p. 161-69) that
he wrote this book and apologizes that no French-language
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translation is available. Address: Dr., Switzerland.
2382. Blanco Juste, Francisco J. 1938. La Soja:
Vulgarización cientifica [The soybean; Scientific
popularization]. Madrid, Spain: Talleres Graficos Marsiega.
32 p. 18 cm. [Spa]*
Address: Spain.
2383. Miege, M.E. 1938. Les cultures complémentaires
au Maroc [Complementary crops in Morocco]. French
Morocco: Service de l’Agriculture et de la Colonisation. 339
p. Preface by J. Lefevre. Illust. Index. 22 cm. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Miège considered the extension of any crop
as subordinate to the utilization of varieties that withstood
drought and were high yielding. Within irrigated zones,
the soybean furnished yields of 14,000 to 16,000 kg/ha of
excellent green forage. But the seed yield was very small,
usually not exceeding 1,000 kg/ha when unirrigated. That
would not make the crop financially viable.
On the other hand, the bean can be used to make a great
variety of preparations: transformed into flour, into milk,
into cheese [tofu], or consumed green, dried, or grilled
[roasted], it enters into the daily feeding of several millions
of human beings, for whom it represents a very rich food, as
it contains, on average, 38 to 40% proteins, 16 to 22% lipids,
and 14 to 15% carbohydrates.
In Morocco, this legume has so far, only been used
on a small scale as forage or green manure; however, they
are beginning to use the beans, boiled or ground into flour,
to raise calves and baby pigs, as well as to make oil (in
Casablanca).
Note: “Complementary” in this sense means alternative,
secondary or additional to the main or primary crops. It
could also mean a source of protein and/or oil to make up for
a shortage of traditional protein and/or oil sources.
Also discusses: Peanuts (p. 20-25; 5 refs). Sesame (p.
52-55; 1 ref). Address: Director, Center for Agronomic
Research, French Morocco (Directeur du Centre de
Recherches Agronomiques du Maroc).
2384. Navarre Direccion de Agricultura y Ganaderia. 1938.
Lino, soja y lúpulo: Cultivos del porvenir [Flax/linseed, soya
and hops: Crops of the future]. Pamplona, Aramburu, Spain:
Aditorial Aramburu. 28 p. Rev. ed. 1945. See p. 15-22.
[Spa]*
• Summary: Navarre is a province in Spain. Address:
Navarre, Spain.
2385. Silva Cortes, Cesar. comp. 1938. El poroto soya [The
soybean]. Santiago, Chile: Ediciones Ercilla. 87 p. Illust.
Index. 19 cm (Colleccion Manuales Ercilla). [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: General outline off
its importance and use, composition of various legumes,
general characteristics of the meal (harina), oil, lecithin,

cake and other derivatives of the soybean (poroto soya). Part
I: Cultivation of the soybean. 1. Botanical characteristics of
the plant: Leaf, flowers, pods, seeds, roots and nodules. 2.
Varieties and desired characteristics: Various varieties, those
most suited to Chile, characteristics of other varieties. 3.
Cultivation of soybeans: Climate, the soil and its preparation,
fertilizers, inoculation of the seeds, planting, cultivation,
harvest, diseases, enemies, and their cures.
Part II: Utilization of the soybean. 1. Generalities:
Applications of the plant and its seeds. Summary of the uses.
2. Soy oil and its derivatives: Extraction of the oil, edible
oil, industrial uses of the oil, soya phosphatides and lecithin
(Fosfáticos y lecitina de soya), soybean cake, commercial
enzymes. 3. Soybeans in human nutrition: Green vegetable
soybeans (porotos verdes) and whole dry soybeans, soy
sprouts (vástagos de soya), soy flour (harina de soya),
nutritive and caloric value, types of flour, bread with soy
flour, doughs (pastas) and biscuits, sausages with soy flour,
soymilk (leche vegetal de soya), soybean curd (cuajada de
soya [tofu]). 4. Soya for livestock: Soybean straw, soybean
pasture (pasto), soya for silage, soybean hay, soybean hay
for animals to be slaughtered, soy meal (harina de soya) for
various animals.
A table (p. 19-20) lists soybean varieties suited for
different uses: For hay: Barchet, Chiquita, Goshen Prolific,
Laredo, Old Dominion, Otootan, Virginia. For green forage:
Dixie, Easycook, Hahto, Hollybrook, Mammoth Brown,
Mammoth Yellow, Southern Prolific, Tarheel Black, Tokio.
For silage: Biloxi, Mammoth Brown, Mammoth Yellow,
Tarheel Black, Tokio. For beans (oil, cakes, flour, etc.):
Biloxi, Chiquita, Dixie, Hollybrook, Mammoth Yellow,
Southern Prolific, Tokio, Ito San, Dunfield, Illini, Manchu.
Varieties most suited to Chile (p. 20): About 27 varieties
have been tested at various locations in Chile. Those which
gave the best results were Ito San, Dunfield, Illini, and
Manchu. Ito San gave good results from Aconcagua to BíoBío. It performed especially well at Maule, Ñuble, and BíoBío. Dunfield and Illini gave very good results in Curicó and
Talca. Manchu, which matures a little later than Ito San and
Dunfield, is very appropriate for the Central Zone.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 1998;
one of two documents) that uses the word “poroto” or
“porotos” in connection with soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term porotos verdes to refer to
green vegetable soybeans.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen that uses the word “lecitina” to refer to lecithin, or the
term Fosfáticos y lecitina de soya to refer to phosphatides
and soy lecithin.
2386. Wilson, P.W.; Wyss, Orville. 1938. Mixed cropping
and the excretion of nitrogen by leguminous plants.
Proceedings–Soil Science Society of America 2(C):289-97.
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[12 ref]
• Summary: Three advantages of mixed cropping are
proposed. The third of these states: “3. Excretion of nitrogen
by leguminous plants: For many years various observers
have speculated on the possibility that the advantage of
mixed cropping with legumes may be related to the ability
of these plants to fix atmospheric nitrogen, part of which is
passed on the non-leguminous companion. Such speculations
were not tested until the early part of the present century.
Lyon and Bizzell (6) and especially Lipman (4) provided
evidence which suggested that the non-legume was aided
because of the excretion or nitrogen by the legume.”
During the summer of 1937 Wilson and Wyss placed
in the greenhouse, under low light intensity, a series of
jars planted with a mixture of soybeans and barley. The
development of the soybeans was poor, but the barley plants
in the association were markedly benefitted. Address: Univ.
of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
2387. Malis, Oskar. 1939. Soja v osevním postupu [Soybeans
in the sowing process]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec (Czech
Farmer) 21(2):10. Jan. 13. [Cze]
Address: Dr. V. Praze, Czechoslovakia.
2388. Sjogren, John W. 1939. Methods and machinery for
harvesting soybeans. Virginia Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 319. 10 p. Jan. Also in Plant Science
Literature 9(17):31 (1939). [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The beater harvester
method of harvesting. The binder and mower method of
harvesting. The combine method of harvesting. Varieties of
soybeans. Summary.
In areas where small grains are grown, the binder or
mower and thresher were adapted for harvesting soybeans.
When soybeans were cut with the binder or mower and then
threshed, harvesting losses ranged from 16 to 35% of the
total yield and averaged 24%. Average harvest losses using a
combine harvester from various states were: Indiana 8.34%,
Illinois 8.99%, and Virginia 12.36%.
Tables 1 and 2 mention the following varieties: Black
Eyebrow, Dixie, Virginia, and Wilson. For each is given:
Total yield (1934, 1935, 1936, 3-year average), harvesting
loss, lass as a percent of the total, remarks. The Haberlandt
variety is also mentioned.
“The combine method of harvesting.–A large percentage
of the soybeans grown in Virginia are sown broadcast or
with a drill. The combine will harvest soybeans under
such conditions very satisfactorily and may also be used
to harvest the crop when it is planted in rown. The results
of tests conducted by this Experiment Station (4) with the
combine indicate that there is an average total harvesting loss
of 12.36 percent under average conditions.” Address: Asst.
Agricultural Engineer, Virginia Polytechnic Inst. Virginia
Agric. Exp. Station, Blacksburg, Virginia.

2389. Pynaert, L. 1939. Le soja au Congo Belge [The
soybean in the Belgian Congo]. Revue Internationale des
Produits Coloniaux et du Materiel Colonial 14(158):61-65.
Feb. Summary in Revue de Botanique Appliquee (1939)
19:233. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Soybean yields obtained in
the Belgian Congo. The utilization of soya in Europe: Dry
seeds (whole dry soybeans), soy sauce, soymilk, yuba, tofu,
soymilk casein, soy lecithin, soy flour and chocolate, soy oil.
Net cost. In short, Pynaert describes all the basic types of
soyfoods and encourages their introduction to the Congo.
Yields: “In 1915 the agronomist Mestdagh made it
known that at the end of an experiment well conducted at
Lusambo in the district of Sankuru [Belgian Congo], he had
harvested 1,472 kg/ha of a light yellow variety of soybean,
and 1,786 kg/ha of a black variety.
“The agronomist J.B.H. Lejeune, who worked in the
Congo for nearly 20 years, recently furnished information
of great interest on the subject of the soybean cultivation
which he had undertaken in the colony as well as in RwandaUrundi.
“In 1922 he cultivated a yellow soybean which he had
obtained from Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. in Paris under the
name of Mammoth Yellow. He obtained yields ranging from
500 to 1,500 kg/ha.
“In 1926 the same agronomist introduced the black
soybean O-Too-Ton [Otootan] cultivated in Georgia. This
variety adapted itself remarkably well to the conditions of
the Eala milieu and gave soybean yields of 1,000 to 2,000
kg/ha.
“In 1927 trials were recorded at four stations in RwandaBurundi, a country of higher altitude with conditions that are
very different from those forested central Africa.
“At Lusunyu, which enjoys a temperate climate, the
yields of a variety of O-Too-Ton varied from 90-540 kg/ha
during a 4 month cycle. At Bugarama, in a much warmer
climate, the average yield of seeds was 556 kg/ha. At Kisozi
the variety O-Too-Ton gave yields of 100 to 400 kg/ha. A
variety named Biloxi furnished a yield of more than 500 kg/
ha. At Rubona, still in Rwanda-Urundi, the following seed
yields were obtained from 1931 to 1935. Biloxi: 300 to 652
kg/ha. O-Too-Ton: 150 to 1,300 kg/ha. Eala Yellow (Jaune
d’Eala): 214 to 261 kg/ha.” Also discusses yields at: Kisozi
from seeds introduced by Mr. Lejeune; at the Agronomic
Station at Yangambi, near Stanleyville, from 1937; at Nioka
in Upper Ituri (Haut-Ituri; Ituri is a district in the oriental
province of the Belgian Congo) where yields are 450-500
kg/ha in poor soil but 700-800 kg/ha in good soil, and even
up to 1,000 kg/ha; it is concluded that indigenous crops will
probably not give yields of greater than 400-500 kg/ha.
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Ruanda-Urundi, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Ruanda-Urundi (1927) (one of two documents). Address:
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Directeur du Jardin Colonial de Laeken (Belgium).
2390. R.C. 1939. L’azote dans la culture du soja [Nitrogen
in soybean cultivation]. Revue Internationale des Produits
Coloniaux et du Material Colonial 14(158):73-75. Feb. [Fre;
eng+]
• Summary: Like all legumes (légumineuses), soybeans (le
Soja) are capable of fixing significant amounts of nitrogen
from the air. For this reason, soybeans present the same
advantages as many forage or vegetable legumes.
Americans, and subsequently some proponents of
soybeans, have viewed this property as an innovation
that could revolutionize both agriculture and the nitrogen
fertilizer industry. It is not worth exaggerating here.
We already empirically knew the role legumes play in
enriching soil even before the Americas were part of the
civilized world. Green manure was used in our fields before
Lavoisier had discovered nitrogen. This did not prevent the
development of the nitrogen fertilizer industry in our country.
It is also noteworthy that the French departments that use the
most nitrogen are also those with the most land devoted to
forage legumes.
Indeed, there are not fifty different ways to correctly
grow plants. There is only one, which simultaneously
employs all of the methods that science or growing practices
have made available to us.
Using reasonable amounts of nitrogen fertilizers is
one method, and using legumes often in crop rotations is
another, but these two things are not mutually exclusive.
(Footnote 1: Moreover, we can learn lessons from the
Belgians or the Danes regarding intensive farming, but not
from the Americans. Until recently, the Americans have not
shown much interest in restoring soil by replacing fertilizing
elements removed in harvests.)
Ultimately, although legumes may be very good at fixing
nitrogen from the air, they also require a large amount of
nitrogen to grow: so much that they often require nitrogen
fertilizer, at least for early plant growth. This is true for
beans and peas, for instance. We know that for peas in
particular, a small amount of calcium nitrate, sodium nitrate
or ammonium nitrate (50 to 100 kg per hectare) at the time
of sowing will significantly boost growth and help start the
vegetation. Only when the plants have reached a certain
stage in their development can they fill their own nitrogen
requirements.
Soybeans in particular have a unique characteristic:
soybean nitrogen-fixing bacteria are specific to soybean
plants, and do not exist the ground where these plants are
grown for the first time. This means that the seeds must be
inoculated, or the field’s soil must be scattered with bacterial
cultures. A simpler method is to spread arable soil (300 to
400 kg per hectare) from another field where soybeans were
grown the previous year.
Tests were recently conducted by René Salgues from

Brignoles, laureate of the Academy of Agriculture (Académie
d’Agriculture), with the goal of determining the precise
influence of a nitrogenous manure on soybean seed (graines
de Soja) yield, and on the chemical composition of these
seeds. As Mr. Salgues indicated: “For two varieties, 206
Vert (green) (from Vaucluse, France) and Précoce (early)
number 11.922 (or 1 1922) (from Algiers, Algeria), instead
of applying a balanced, comprehensive NPK manure, we
limited ourselves to spreading 300 kg of ammonium sulfate
per hectare. (The table below provides the results of the
observations and analysis [concerning the two soybean
varieties mentioned above]. The two columns under each
soybean variety are “Control” and “+ 300 ammonium
sulfate” {the first column is the control group, and the second
is the group to which 300 kg of ammonium sulfate was
added per hectare}).
Germination percentage
Planting density
Weight of 100 seeds
Behavior (Comportement) of the plants
Flowering
Bearing seeds (Fructification)
Yield in 100 kg/ha
Chemical composition:
Water
Fats
Proteins
Cellulose
Ash
Carbohydrates
Constants of the oil obtained:
Practical yield of oil (%)
Density at 15ºC
Density of the fatty acids at 30ºC
Point of solidification / Freezing point
Melting point of the fatty acids
Maumené index
Solubility in absolute alcohol
Index of saponification
Index of fixed fatty acids
Acidity expressed as oleic acid
Iodine number (Hubl)
Index of brome (Levallois-Braun)’
The results can be summarized as follows: adding a
nitrogenous manure to soybean planting is particularly
beneficial, if only to ensure early plant growth. It leads
to a significantly higher yield per hectare, and an equally
remarkable improvement in the chemical composition of
the resulting seeds (increase in the levels of fat and protein,
and thus added value if the goal is only to produce oil or
have better nutritive value for livestock feed). There is a
noticeable increase in oil production, 16.96 versus 14.10 and
19.14 verses 13.28, respectively. Using nitrogenous fertilizer
is especially advisable during the first seeding; it appears less
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effective for later plantings if the same land is used to grow
soybeans for two or three years. In this case, it is best to use
large amounts of “potassic” and “phosphoric” manures.
This is a crucial experiment, showing that nitrogen, even
when used by itself (without any phospho-potassic manure)
presents significant benefits for soybeans. Of course, we
cannot deduce that nitrogen alone is the ideal manure for
soybeans, which would be somewhat paradoxical. But
we can conclude that nitrogen plays an important role in
growing soybeans, and that it should be used in this legume’s
manure.
Nitrogen should be added at the time of seeding.
The nitrogen should be in a form easy to assimilate: not
organic nitrogen but rather nitrate nitrogen, or potentially
ammoniacal nitrogen in soils that take well to nitrification.
The optimal dose can only be determined through trial
and error, specific to each situation. However, according to
our data, it seems that it must be between 15 and 30 kg of
nitrogen per hectare (more in irrigated fields).
The enriching effects left after a crop of soybeans
seem to be similar to the effects left by alfalfa. All of this
information is certainly approximate, but in this case, we feel
that an “approximation” is more exact than numbers that are
too precise.
Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier of Seattle,
Washington.
2391. Schuller, R. 1939. Culture et commerce du Soja
[Soybean cultivation and commerce]. Revue Internationale
des Produits Coloniaux et du Material Colonial 14(158):6669. Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: Manchuria is the world’s leading soybean
producing country. The cultivation of oilseeds (poppy
seeds, colza) has practically disappeared from France.
The construction of large oil mills, an extension of the
importation of peanuts and the concentration of oilseed
processing at French ports, has gradually led to the almost
total disappearance of regional oilseed production and oil
mills. Thus one can envision the need for new crops–such
as soybeans. Mr. Chevassu, a professor of agriculture, has
conducted a promising study of this crop.
Concerning production of soybeans in French colonies:
In Indochina, no more than 500 ha produce an estimated 300400 metric tons (tonnes) per year. The main provinces and
villages producing soybeans are listed. Soybean imports to
Indochina are: 1935–529 tonnes. 1936–1,349 tonnes. 1937–
1,207 tonnes. Address: Counsellor of Foreign Commerce
(Conseilleur du Commerce Extérieur).
2392. Demolon, A.; Dunez, A. 1939. Observations sur la
culture du Soja et l’inoculation des semences [Observations
on soybean cultivation and the inoculation of the seeds].
Comptes Rendus des Seances de l’Academie d’Agriculture de
France 25(8):361-68. March 1. [8 ref. Fre]

• Summary: In 1946 Demolon was Inspecteur General des
Stations et Laboratoires de France. Starts with a brief early
history of soybean culture in France. Gives a brief account
of trials of different soybean varieties conducted at Versailles
and 9 other localities in France, with specific reference to
inoculation. There is no doubt about the value of the soybean
as a forage crop in France, but the costs of production are
still too high. Once the best varieties have been determined,
it is thought desirable to establish and maintain in France
a stock of seed of these varieties, to expand the practice of
seed inoculation, and to continue it until the soil acquires a
satisfactory infective capacity. Lack of adequate inoculation
may have been the key constraint limiting past yields.
Address: Centre de Recherches Agronomiques de Versailles.
2393. Neues Wiener Tagblatt (Vienna). 1939. Beguenstigter
Sojabohnenbau in der Ostmark [More favorable soybean
cultivation in the Ostmark (Austria)]. 73(89):17. March 31.
Whole number 26265. [Ger]
• Summary: For the support of the cultivation of the
soybean in the Ostmark, an institution, the “Soya Circle”
(“Sojaring”) was created in the heap [sic, Haufe, probably
Laufe = in the course] of the former Agricultural Society
(Landwirtschaftsgesellschaft). With the authorization by
the competent Reich departments in Berlin, special import
prices have been established for the delivery of soybeans
(Sojabohnen) for the support of the cultivation, and
specifically 46 reichsmarks for 100 kilograms ex delivery
station. This occurs, however, under the condition that
the producer has concluded a cultivation contract with the
“Soybean Circle”. For the time being, an area of 6,000
hectares in the Ostmark has been granted the authorization
for the cultivation of soybeans in 1939.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. Ostmark is a Nazi-era term for Austria.
Note 3. This journal is apparently published by the
publishers of Neue Freie Presse and Neues Wiener Journal.
Note 4. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojaring (soya circle). This word
appears in 30 different issues of these newspapers from 1939
to 1947.
2394. Cates, J. Sidney. 1939. Big-time performance for soys.
Country Gentleman 109(3):23, 78-79. March.
• Summary: Today, over 7,000,000 acres of soybeans are
planted in the United States. But the soybean has not hit the
“big-time” by accident or chance. “It is one of the few great
American crops coming into its own by research, planned
research, patient effort and design. The late C.V. Piper, a
scholar, a dreamer and philosopher, who for many years
headed the [USDA] Office of Forage Crops at Washington
[DC], was the man who guessed that the soybean might find
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a large place in our agriculture if we were only equipped
with regionally adapted varieties that somewhere in the
world must already exist.
“Back in 1907, Piper picked W.J. Morse, a shy, sturdy
New York State farm boy who stood up with distinction
under the regimen of required studies at Cornell University,
and turned over to Morse the task of building a new crop
plant for American field agriculture.
Nearly a decade ago [in Feb. 1926] Piper passed away,
but Morse, whom he selected for his soybean work, can
now look back over the thirty-one years and scan a record of
achievement which I do not believe could be matched even
by Piper’s hopes and dreams. If there ever was a one-manmade crop in this country, it is the soybean. And W.J. Morse
is the man.”
“In 1907 when Morse started work with the crop, there
was probably less than 50,000 acres of soys in the whole
country.
“Morse realized that if the crop were ever to become
national, varieties adapted to the different sections must be
developed. And so a dragnet was set for all the soy varieties
the Orient had to offer. And through the years Morse has put
more than 10,000 different lots of imported beans through
his tests. And the Morse test is not just a routine affair. It
consists of an intimate personal study of every single bean
plant growing in the little plots of these introductions.
“A less exacting man than Morse might have put these
lots of beans through a test and got nowhere, for not in a
single case has an introduction led immediately and directly
to the establishment of a new commercial variety in this
country. These introductions, as they come in, are not pure
strains. In fact, always a wide variation of plant types are
found growing in these little plots of so-called varieties
brought in from other lands. Year after year, for more than
three decades, Morse has literally lived his summers out
in the fields selecting the most promising-looking plants
from each of these introductions. And it is from single-plant
selections made by Morse that we have developed 90 per
cent of the commercial soybean varieties today.
“Back in 1913, the first variety well adapted to the Corn
Belt was introduced. This was the well-known Manchu.
There followed such sorts as Virginia and Wilson.”
The new trend, north and south, is toward growing
soybeans for their seeds, “as higher-yielding varieties have
been developed for the different sections and as a new and
simple way of harvesting has been devised.
“The big grain yields have been in the Midwest, many
of the growers getting around forty-five bushels to the acre.
In Wisconsin, yields as high as fifty bushels have been
secured... The drift everywhere is toward an earlier type of
bean.”
“With soybean oil coming into the picture with
prospective large-scale use for paint and varnish, one
weakness in the present commercial setup is that the oil mills

have not yet offered a premium price for high oil-content
varieties. Morse has consistently carried along oil-content
studies of all his introductions, and there are now some
splendid seed-yielding sorts which carry from 21 to 23 per
cent oil, while the ordinary run of beans carries only 18 to 19
per cent. One of Morse’s varieties, the Dunfield, a Midwest
adapted bean, very seldom runs under 20 per cent oil.” It has
yielded as high as 23.3 per cent. “A sliding price scale based
on percentage of oil might prove highly advantageous to
both the grower and the oil mill.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011)
that discusses the many advantages of adopting the practice
of buying and selling soybeans on the basis of their
composition (oil or protein content).
“And while chemical and heat treatment already show
great promise of making over soy oil into a quick-drying
paint oil, Morse has started still another attack on this
problem.
“Quick-drying oil: In Manchuria there are found little
trailing, small-seeded, wild forms of soybeans. These wild
soybeans rarely ever carry an excess of 10 per cent of oil, but
this oil has a peculiar property. It has what the chemists call
an ‘iodine number,’ which runs up to 155. In ordinary soy oil
the iodine number is rarely over 130.
“This so-called iodine number is the key to how rapidly
an oil will dry, the higher the number the quicker the drying.
This wild soybean oil is a quick dryer, and therefore should
be an excellent paint oil without any treatment.”
“When Morse came back from the Orient in 1931,
after a two-year stay studying this great Oriental crop, he
brought with him a large collection of a radically new type
of soy–the green-vegetable type. Previous explorers had
missed this type of bean because, in the Orient, they go by an
entirely different name. In Manchuria and Japan–the home
of this bean sort–ordinary field beans are called Daizu, while
the green-vegetable beans are called Eda Mame. Previous
explorers, asking for Daizu never in a single instance got
Eda Mame. Morse, living close with the bean growers, soon
picked up this distinction and brought home the new product
in all its variations.
“Today, from this material he brought back there have
been developed something like seventy-five distinct greenvegetable varieties, fitting an even wider range of country
than do the field-bean kinds. They vary in maturity all the
way from seventy-five to one hundred and fifty days. One of
these varieties matures seed at Winnipeg, Canada.”
On pages 78-79 are three special sections to the
article: (1) “Quick-drying oil:” Wild soybeans are found in
Manchuria. They are small seeded and the viny plants have
a trailing habit. The seed rarely contains more than 10% oil,
but this oil has a very high iodine number (up to 155) which
means that the oil dries quickly and is good for paints. The
iodine number of regular soybeans is rarely above 130.
(2) “Late soybean news:” At the great soybean
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laboratory [U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products
Laboratory] at Urbana, Illinois, researchers are extracting
new compounds from soybean meal. These include a
“laminated plastic” with almost metallic hardness and
strength, a synthetic fiber closely resembling wool, and
powdered, water-based paints. Not to mention 75 distinct
“green-vegetable varieties” of soybeans for human food; they
vary in maturity from 75 to 150 days. One of these matures
seed at Winnipeg, Canada.
(3) “A clamor for seed:” An article that the present
writer (Sidney Cates) wrote about green vegetable soybeans
in Country Gentleman led to thousands of letters from
readers to state experiment stations requesting the new types
of soybeans. “Many canners are now packing the green
beans, and I have never eaten anything more delightful from
a tin can.”
Photos show: (1) “The Korean version of the ‘two-row
planter;’” two workers with seed baskets in a field. (2) Crop
machinery. (3) A field of soybeans at midseason. (4) Chinese
storage bins for beans, made of “great ‘ropes’ of twisted
straw.”
2395. Lloyd, J.W.; Burlison, W.L. 1939. Eighteen varieties
of edible soybeans: Their adaptability, acceptability, culture
and characteristics. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 453. p. 385-439. March.
• Summary: This is the most complete and interesting report
on this subject published up to this time. “The original
stock of most of the varieties of edible soybeans included in
these studies was supplied by W.J. Morse, Bureau of Plant
Industry, U.S. Department of Agriculture, who has inspected
the growing crops every year and given many helpful
suggestions... The Department of Home Economics has
supplied valuable data on a number of points and prepared
the directions for shelling and cooking the green soybeans
given at the back of this bulletin” (p. 383).
The authors use the two terms “edible soybeans” and
“vegetable-type soybeans” repeatedly and interchangeably
to refer to these soybeans which are especially adapted to
use as human food. By contrast “field types” are used for
manufacturing oil or industrial products, or for forage. The
edible or vegetable types can be consumed in either of two
forms: (1) As “green soybeans” or “green shelled beans,” or
(2) as “dry mature soybeans” or “dry, ripe soybeans,” or “dry
soybeans.”
Contents: Introduction. Distribution of seed for tests.
Results of the cooperative tests: Reports from home
gardeners, state institutions, market gardeners, and canners.
Range of adaptation: Northern and southern United States,
East and Middle West, Illinois reports concerning adaptation,
comparison of adaptability in Illinois and other states.
Performance of 18 varieties at Urbana: Relative earliness
of different varieties, duration of edible period, agronomic
characters, yields of dry beans, blossom, pod, and seed

characters, yields of shelled green beans. Market qualities
of the green soybeans. Protein and fat contents of the green
soybeans. Characteristics of the 18 different varieties: Very
early–Giant Green. Early–80494, Bansei, Fuji. Midseason–
Illini, Hokkaido, Jogun, Willomi, 80490-1, 89162, 84979,
87617. Late: Illington, Imperial, 87606, Funk Delicious,
Emperor, Higan (p. 401). One other variety (Kura, p. 387)
was not tested. Varieties recommended. Method of culture:
Time of planting, preparation of seedbed, distance and
depth of planting, equipment for planting (a beet-and-bean
drill pulled by two horses), inoculation of the seed, tillage.
Damage from rabbits and grasshoppers. Harvesting green
soybeans. Harvesting, curing, and threshing ripe soybeans.
Summary and conclusions. Directions for shelling and
cooking green soybeans.
While the University of Illinois Department of Home
Economics was doing palatability studies on vegetabletype soybeans, the agronomists were doing a parallel set of
studies from 1935-1938 on yields, cultural practices, time to
mature, and suitability for home and market gardeners. In the
spring of 1936, four varieties were available for distribution:
Fuji (81029), Higan (80475), Willomi (81044-1), and
Hokkaido (85666); packets of three of these were sent to
197 persons. Their 11 most recommended vegetable-type
soybeans contained an average of 40.7% protein on a dry
weight basis (range 36.4–42.9%) and an average 100-seed
weight of 28.0 gm (range: 21.2–31.9 gm). From the 100-200
interested home gardeners who were sent trial seed packets
each year came a very positive response. The vegetabletype soybeans were considered high yielding and resistant
to drought. “Several gardeners liking the soybeans because
they were available for use as a fresh vegetable at a season
of the year when vegetables in the home garden are likely to
be scarce.” But above all the gardeners reported that “Fresh
soybeans had a satisfying flavor” (p. 390): “They were
delicious... We like them better than peas or beans... I served
soybeans to all guests this summer and most everyone liked
them... Everyone who tried them said they were splendid...
We have never eaten beans as good... The beans were
delicious to eat and were universally liked by my family
and guests. In fact it took persuasion to leave any for seed.”
Other representative comments from the hundreds printed
in the report include: “I think the vegetable soy will soon
become a standard vegetable... I think it is only a question of
time until these beans are very popular.
Reports from market gardeners were also positive: “I
put some of the soybeans on our sales counter and found that
about 80% of the people who tried the beans once came back
for more.” In a large grocery store in Chicago directions
for shelling and cooking the green beans were furnished
with each purchase and over 1,200 lb were sold the month.
Canning companies reported that certain varieties made “a
very fine canned product, the appearance being very good
and the flavor excellent.”
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Soon interest was widespread, with 3,000 requests for
seed from all states, Hawaii, and 7 foreign countries. Outside
of Illinois, good results were obtained from cooperators
in Minnesota (Le Sueur), Wisconsin (Burnett county),
Idaho (Kamiah), Oregon (Florence, Dundee), Washington
(Kennewick, Vader), Montana (Bozeman), New Mexico
(Valley Ranch), Colorado (Edgewater, above 5,000 feet),
South Carolina, Arkansas, Kansas, and Texas (p. 394-96).
At the end of 1939 reports were received back from 810
people who had been sent seeds of vegetable-type soybeans
that spring; 80% reported success in growing a good crop
and 70% were enthusiastic about their quality as a green
vegetable.
Yields of green soybeans in the pods were roughly 218
bu/acre, while yields of shelled green soybeans averaged
6,350 lb/acre (range 7,100 for Giant Green to 6,000 lb for
Willomi). Green soybeans weigh, on average, 2.44 times as
much as after they are allowed to dry. It takes an average of
10.8 minutes to shell 1 lb of pods. Lloyd and Burlison rated
6 of the green vegetable soybeans as having a quality rating
(flavor, texture, and appearance) of very good: Hokkaido,
Jogun, Willomi, Imperial, Funk Delicious, and Emperor (p.
419).
Concerning harvesting green soybeans: “For commercial
canning, green soybeans could be harvested and handled
with the equipment usually employed in the handling of the
Henderson Bush lima for canning” (p. 435).
Tables show: (1) Relative earliness of the 18 varieties
grown at Urbana, Illinois, 1934-1938. For each variety for
all 3 years gives the number of days to blooming, number of
days to edible condition, and number of days to maturity. (2)
Duration of edible period of 13 varieties of soybeans grown
at Urbana, Illinois, 1937-1938. The duration was shortest
for the earliest varieties (10-11 days) and longest for the
latest varieties (17-20 days). (3) Agronomic characters of
18 varieties of soybeans grown at Urbana. For each variety
for 5 years gives the height of plant at maturity (inches),
average height, lodging, and shattering. Illini was the only
variety with no shattering. (4) Acre-yields of dry beans from
18 varieties of soybeans, Urbana, 1934-1938. Illini had the
highest 5-year average yield (33.6 bu/acre), followed by
Bansei (3.05 bu/acre). (5) Temperature and rainfall during
growing months for soybeans, Urbana, 1934-1938. Months:
May to Sept. (6) Yields of soybean seed from multiplication
plots, 14 varieties, Urbana, 1938. Illini had the highest yield,
39.3 bu/acre. (7) Blossom, pod, and seed characters of the
18 varieties of soybeans tested. For each variety gives: Color
of blossom. Color of pubescence. Color of seed. Color of
hilum. Shape of seed. Weight of 100 dry beans (an average
figure, computed from the weights of these beans for the
years 1934 thru 1938). (8) Weight of 100 dry soybeans, 18
varieties, Urbana, 1934-1938. Gives weights for a sample of
each variety for most of 5 crop years, plus the average. The
varieties with the largest seeds were Hokkaido (31.88 gm)

and Funk Delicious (31.65 gm). (9) Weights and shelling
percentages of 7 varieties of green vegetable soybeans,
Urbana, 1936. Gives for each variety: Weight of 100 pods
of green beans, weight of shelled beans from 100 pods,
shelling percentage (average 55.0; range 59.5–49.7), average
number of beans per pod (range: 1.62–2.24), weight of
100 green shelled beans (range 55.8–84.2 gm), and ratio
of weight of 100 green shelled beans to weight of 100 dry
beans (average 2.44 to 1). (10). Yields of green soybeans
shelled for canning, 1937 (Reported by canning company
for 6 varieties). Giant Green had the largest yield, 7,100 lb/
acre. Average 6,350 lb/acre. (11) Market qualities of the
18 varieties of green soybeans tested at Urbana: Color of
pods toward close of edible period, size of pods, size of
green beans, weight of shelled beans from 100 grams pods,
shelling time for 1 pound of pods (by hand; average 10.8
min), quality rating. (12). Protein and fat contents of the
mature soybeans of the 18 varieties tested at Urbana, crop
of 1938 (water-free basis). Protein averaged 40.73% (range
38.5–44.13). Fat averaged 20.47% (range 18.12–22.42).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “vegetable-type
soybeans” or that has the term “edible soybeans” in the title.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Emperor. Address: 1. Chief
in Olericulture; 2. Chief in Crop Production. Both: Urbana,
Illinois.
2396. Waddell, C.C.; Worsham, C.H.; Vilbrandt, F.C. 1939.
Storage treatment of soybeans with ethylene and carbon
dioxide gas (for beneficiation of the oil). Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, Engineering Experiment Station Series, Bulletin
No. 36. 34 p. March. Also published as Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, Bulletin 32(5):1-34. [9 ref]
• Summary: “The object of this investigation was to ripen
and dry soybeans in such a way as to prevent the formation
of bad taste and odor in the oil.”
“Oil from soybeans that have been treated with ethylene
and carbon dioxide mixture have better keeping qualities
than oil from soybeans treated with air, remaining in good
condition at least 8 months after processing. Soybeans that
have been treated with a high concentration of ethylene give
oil with the best taste and odor, the taste and odor becoming
but very slightly worse when the concentration of ethylene is
decreased. In order to obtain a good grade of soybean oil, the
soybeans should be treated at approximately 24ºC.” Address:
1-2. Research fellow in chemical engineering; 3. Prof. of
chemical engineering.
2397. Zahnley, J.W. 1939. Soybean production in Kansas.
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 282.
28 p. March.
• Summary: This is a revised version of Bulletin 249 (Feb.
1930). Contents: Summary. Importance of soybeans in
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Kansas. Utilization of soybeans. Soybeans as a soil builder.
Adaptation of soybeans. Production methods: Preparation of
the ground, inoculation, importance of good seed, time and
methods of planting. Seed production: Planting, cultivation,
harvesting, threshing, handling the threshed seed. Soybean
hay production: Planting soybeans for hay, harvesting for
hay, soybeans and cowpeas compared as hay crops. Growing
soybeans with corn. Varieties: Importance of choosing a
good variety, characteristics of a desirable variety, results
of variety tests at Manhattan, results of variety tests in
southeastern Kansas, yields in cooperative tests with farmers,
description of varieties.
“Although the soybean is still of relatively minor
importance as a crop in Kansas, the acreage has increased
more than fourfold during the ten-year period, 1925 to 1934.
A decrease during the period 1935 to 1938 may be attributed
to a reduction in the number of livestock and a marked
increase in the acreage of wheat in eastern Kansas.
“The increased interest in the crop is due largely to the
constant need for protein feed on the farm and the high cost
of protein concentrates [such as tankage, cottonseed meal,
and linseed meal].” “The utilization of the crop for hay has
increased gradually during the last ten years. In 1925, only
23 percent of the total acreage in Kansas was harvested for
hay as against 45 percent in 1936.”
2398. Agrarische Post (Vienna). 1939. Bauern, baut
Sojabohnen an! (Eine neue Einnahmsquelle fuer unsere
Landwirtschaft). [Farmers, grow soybeans![ (A new source
of income for our agriculture)]. 15(13):6-7. April 1. [Ger]
• Summary: In the striving to produce as much fat and
protein as possible in our own country, the soybean
(Sojabohne) must be paid very special attention. It is in
fact the only legume which, in addition to its high content
of around 40 percent protein, also contains 16 to 22
percent excellent fat. Therefore, its cultivation also has to
be supported with all means in the Ostmark [the Nazi-era
term for Austria]. According to the agreements that were
recently reached with the Reich offices in Berlin, the price
for soybeans (Sojabohnen) of the 1939 harvest for all
cultivation contracts that were concluded through the Soya
Circle (Sojaring) was set at 46 reichsmarks per 100 kg ex
delivery station of the producer. This price shall be valid
for the time being as an introductory price for 1939. It is to
bring about the expansion of a plant that is so important for
public nutrition and animal feed. It offers to farmers who
grow soybeans a very favorable exploitation of the harvest
product. Added to this are still the other advantages of the
cultivation of the soybean, such as the favorable influence
of crop rotation and the enrichment of nitrogen in the soil.
All farmers and agriculturalists whose operations come into
consideration for the cultivation of soybeans should indicate
as promptly as possible to the Soya Circle, Schauflergasse
6, Vienna District I (the office that is responsible for the

cultivation of soybeans {Sojabohnenanbau} in the Ostmark)
how much area they intend to farm with soybeans under
contract for 1939. (The soybean does not make any particular
demands upon the soil, but it is very heat-loving.)
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2399. Bottum, J.C.; Rothenburger, W.R.; Mayer, I.D. 1939.
Economic study of harvesting with the small combine in
Indiana (Machines with cutter bars of six feet or less).
Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 436. 21 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Source of data, types
and sizes of farms purchasing small combines, acreage
harvested by combine owners, sizes and types of combines.
Cost with combine and with binder-thresher: Cost of
harvesting with the small combine, overhead costs, total
harvesting costs per acre, comparative total acre harvesting
costs with small combines and binders and small threshers,
yields of grain harvested with the small combine, rate of
cutting, hours of man labor required to harvest an acre of
grain by the two methods, adaptability of the small combine
to use as a custom machine. Efficiency of cutting and
threshing. Time of cutting. Quality of grain. Straw and other
items of consideration. Advantages and disadvantages of the
small combine as reported by the farmers. The combine on
the individual farm: Cash savings, increased cash costs, net
advantage. Appendix: Method used in calculating combine
costs overhead charges. Total cost.
“The first combine was introduced into Indiana during
the 1925 harvest season. During the next ten years machines
with cutter bars varying from eight to 16 feet in length were
purchased and used extensively in the state. The cost of these
machines ranged from $950 to $2,250 and averaged $1,450
for a group on which cost records were obtained for the years
1927 to 1930. An Experiment Station bulletin, dealing with
the adaptability of these combines to Indiana conditions, was
published in March, 1931.”
This study found that the “average total acre costs for
combining with a small machine were less than one-half of
the total acre costs with the binder and thresher.” A graph (p.
9) compares the total harvesting costs per acre with the small
combine vs. the binder and thresher, for 50 to 500 acres. The
cost using combine is less for any acreage greater than 60
acres; it decreases dramatically as the acreage cut increases
from 60 to about 300 acres.
Photos show: (1) “The five- and six-foot power takeoff driven combines [tractor driven] were developed for
small farms.” (5) “The efficiency of the combine marks it
as the most satisfactory method of harvesting soybeans.”
A tractor pulls the combine. (7) A tractor pulling a pick-up
baler. Address: 1-2. Dep. of Farm Management; 3. Dep. of
Agricultural Engineering.
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2400. Primmer, George H. 1939. United States soybean
industry. Economic Geography 15(2):205-11. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Recent phenomenal
acreage increase. Soil relationships. Effect of slope. Climatic
influences. Relation to pests and diseases. Use of soybeans
for food and feed (coffee substitute, “cooked as a green
vegetable,” “soy sprouts of about two inches receive praise
as a winter vegetable,” “Duluth confectionary counters
display ‘Salted Soys’ alongside other exotic nuts,” “Recipes
for preparing soybean ‘milk’ circulate widely”).
Note. This is the 3rd earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that contains the modern term “soy sprouts.”
Industrial uses of soybean oil and residue: the regional
industrial products laboratory in Urbana, Illinois, staffed by
40 men.
Figures show: (1) Bar chart of the world’s principal
soybean producing countries in 1924-25, and in 193536. In 1936, Manchuria was by far the leader, followed
by the USA, Chosen [Korea], Japan (whose production
has decreased since 1925), and Netherland India [today’s
Indonesia].
(2) A map of the eastern half of the United States, with
carefully located 50,000-acre dots showing areas of heaviest
soybean production. Between 1934 and 1939, the area
increased 5-fold in Mississippi and 21-fold in Minnesota.
The area in Oklahoma decreased.
(3) A graph shows that the number of combines used to
harvest soybeans in Illinois skyrocketed from 0 in 1924, to
about 20 in 1925, to about 75 in 1926, to about 300 in 1927;
by 1935 the number had increased to an estimated 3,000. (4)
A photo shows a combine harvesting soybeans.
(5) A photo of a “Superior field of Indiana soybeans
probably cultivated for the last time as plants shade most
of the field’s surface. Two-row corn cultivators or “beet
cultivators may till four such soybean rows simultaneously.
(6) A graph shows soybean oil imports into the United
states; these imports increased dramatically during World
War I, peaking in 1918 [at 335.98 million lb].
(7) A map shows the location of soybean oil mills in the
United States. There are large numbers in Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio, Iowa, and North Carolina.
(8) A bar chart shows “Utilization of soybean oil
processed in the United States” in 1934, 1935, and 1936.
In 1934 the 30 million lb was used mostly by the drying oil
industry. In 1935 the 140 million lb was used mostly for
[lard] compounds and vegetable shortenings. In 1936 the 280
million lb was still used mostly for compounds and vegetable
shortenings, but a significant amount was used for oleo, other
edible, the drying oil industry, and soap.
(9) A photo shows a mill for removal of oil from Corn
Belt soybeans; the processing plant serves an area tributary
to Champaign, Illinois, and ships the oil to Chicago factory
area.
“Soybeans provided some of the none-too-kindly

remembered ‘coffee’ rations to Union Civil War soldiers.
Sausage makers, at times, put up to 50 per cent soybean flour
in part of their product.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “Salted Soys” to refer to
soynuts.
2401. Weiss, Martin G.; Cox, Gertrude M. 1939. Balanced
incomplete block and lattice square designs for testing yield
differences among large numbers of soybean varieties. Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Bulletin No. 257.
p. 293-316. April. Also in Plant Science Literature 9(19):23
(1939). [16 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Two quasi-factorial arrangements
which are especially well adapted to the testing of
differences between large numbers of varieties are described
and treated in detail as to their analysis and value.
“The arrangements described are balanced incomplete
block and lattice square designs. Soybean variety trials are
used to illustrate the analysis and the relative precision on
soils of varying homogeneity.” Address: Ames, Iowa.
2402. Wiggans, R.G. 1939. The influence of space and
arrangement on the production of soybean plants. J. of the
American Society of Agronomy 31(4):314-321. April. Also in
Plant Science Literature 9(17):16 (1939).
• Summary: This is the classic paper concerning row widths
and seeding rates for soybeans. In experiments in New York
over a 4-year period, row widths were varied from 8 to 32
inches, and seed spacing within rows from ½ to 6 inches.
The following principles were discovered: (1) the closer the
arrangement of plants approached a uniform distribution,
within and between rows, the greater the seed yield; (2)
within wide ranges, the number of plants per square foot of
area had no effect on net (total production less seed sown)
seed yields; and (3) optimum row spacings and seeding
rates for soybeans should be determined for each area of
production and for the varieties to be grown there, each
variety having an optimum number of plants per unit area
for maximum net yields. Address: Dep. of Plant Breeding,
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.
2403. Black, M.A. 1939. Soya beans. New Zealand J. of
Science and Technology 21(1A):46a-60a. June. [23 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description. Chemical
composition. Utilization: Human food, stock food, industrial
uses (paint, soap, glue, plastics). Production: General,
agriculture, effect of temperature on yield, vernalization,
acclimatization, soils and manures, inoculation, seeding,
cultivation, harvesting, storage, conclusion. Appendices: A.
Soya-bean oil. B. Soya-bean varieties tested in New Zealand.
C. Prices. D. Average analysis of soya beans grown in new
Zealand.
“Summary: Under existing conditions the growing
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of soya beans in New Zealand cannot be recommended
because–(1) The climate is generally unsuitable. (2) The
potential market for human food is negligible. (3) There is no
internal commercial market, and no possible export market
in competition with the main soya-bean growing countries.
(4) For stock feed other cheaper and more certain supplies of
forage and concentrates are available.”
“Widespread interest has been aroused from time to
time in New Zealand by reports of the amazing variety
of products derived from soya beans... As long ago as
1915 the Department of Agriculture conducted successful
experiments on the growing of soya beans, but the crop has
not found favour with New Zealand farmers... In Western
countries the chief food use of soya-oil is in the manufacture
of margarine... In New Zealand some 27,000 gallons of
decoloured and deodorized oil are used annually by bakers
for shortening, and for greasing baking tins. For the latter
purpose it is of value because it does not change colour
under baking temperatures... Curiously enough, there is a
soya-milk factory in Denmark, a great dairying country.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document seen
(Aug. 2013) that contains the term “soya-milk.”
Industrial uses: “The chief industrial uses of soya-bean
oil are in paint, varnish, soaps, linoleum and oilcloth, and
printing ink. In paints the essential disadvantage of soyaoil is that it is a poor-drying oil, especially in comparison
with linseed, perilla, and tung oils. This drawback can
to a large extent be overcome by the use of cobalt driers,
which, however, considerably increase the cost of the paint.
Promising blends are being obtained with blends of perilla
and soya oil...”
Tables 5 and 7 shows the average and range in the
number of days to maturity, and the yields (1935-1938)
for 14 soybean varieties tested in three seasons, two at
Palmerston North, three at Ruakura, in New Zealand. In
table 7, they are listed in ascending order of days to maturity:
Manitoba Brown (128 days), Wisconsin Black (128), Cayuga
(133), St. Annes (141), Mandarin, Manchu, O.A.C. 211,
Black Eyebrow, Early Yellow, A.K. (Harrow), Henry Ford
(a selection of A.K. grown at Ford’s estate in England),
Black Ontario, Laredo, Virginia (186 days). For each variety
is given the days to maturity (average and range), yield in
bushels per acre (average and range), and number of trials.
Appendix B lists the following 34 soya-bean varieties
tested in New Zealand: A.K., Auburn, Biloxi, Bilton, Black
Beauty, Black Eyebrow, Black Ontario, Cayuga, Chernie,
Dixie, Early Brown, Early Yellow, Harbinsoy, Herman,
Hollybrook, Illini, Ito San Laredo, Mammoth Yellow,
Manchu, Mandarin, Manitoba Brown, Mikado, Morse,
O.A.C. 211, Ogemaw, Otoxi, Sable, St. Annes, Tashing,
Tokio, Virginia, White Non-shatter, Wisconsin Black. Of
these, 13 selections were sent by Mr. N.P. Neal of Wisconsin,
as being likely to suit New Zealand conditions. Also four
English acclimatized varieties, known as Jap, C, J, and O,

have been grown. Address: Agronomy Div., Plant Research
Bureau, Dep. of Scientific and Industrial Research, New
Zealand.
2404. Brétignière, L. 1939. La culture du soja [The
cultivation of soybeans]. Revue des Agriculteurs de France
71(6):262-63. June. [Fre]
2405. Sears, O.H. 1939. Soybeans: Their effect on soil
productivity. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 456. p. 545-71. June. Summarized in French in
Revue Horticole (1941) 113:195-97. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Effect of soybeans on soil tilth:
Soybean land works well, soybean land erodes easily,
fall-plowed soybean land “runs together.” Effect on soil
productivity: Nitrogen additions depend on crop use
(comparisons with other crops, nitrogen excretions from
roots), soybeans draw heavily on minerals, soybeans affect
biological activity (microorganic population increased,
nitrate nitrogen higher the first year after soybeans, nitrifying
efficiency increased). Place of soybeans in the rotation:
Soybeans as a green-manure crop (response of succeeding
corn and wheat crops, soybeans an expensive green manure,
should be plowed under late in fall), winter grain desirable
after soybeans, wheat after soybeans may need fertilizer
(soybeans mature late for wheat seeding, soybean land
“loose” for wheat seedbed, available phosphorus likely to
be low, nitrogen not so likely to be a limiting factor, potash
may be a limiting factor), winter barley after soybeans,
spring-sown crops do well after soybeans. Summary and
conclusions. Literature cited. Address: Assoc. Chief in Soil
Biology, Univ. of Illinois.
2406. York, H.A. 1939. Growing soybeans in the YazooMississippi Delta. Mississippi Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 331. p. 1-31. June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Origin of the soybean,
soybeans in the United States, purpose of this bulletin. 1.
Soybean production: Methods of planting, culture, and
harvest: Preparation of the soybean, inoculation of soybeans,
method of planting, depth of seeding, rates of seeding,
dates of seeding. 2. Utilization of the soybean: Soybeans
with other crops, soybeans planted in corn, soybeans for
hay, soybeans for soil improvement, soybeans for pasture,
soybeans for grain, the soybean as a food. 3. Soybean
breeding. 4. Soybean varieties: Avoyelles, Biloxi, White
Biloxi, Chiquita, Delsta, Delnoshat, George Washington,
Haberlandt, Illini, Lexington, Laredo, Looney No. 2, Looney
No. 3, Mammoth Yellow, Mammoth Brown, Mamredo,
Mamloxi, Mamotan, Nanking, Norredo, Otootan, Peking,
Virginia, Wilson-Five. 5. Appendix: Northern v. southern
varieties, diseases, insects, pests, calcium arsenate injury.
Soybeans in hill sections of Mississippi.
Table 13, titled “Soybean varieties: Origin and
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characteristics” (p. 30-31) lists 45 varieties, and for each
gives: Origin (introduction or selection, name of breeder,
state), year, flower color, [seed] coat color, plant type
(slender, erect, bushy or tips inclined to twine), height of
plant, and date of bloom. The varieties are: Avoyelles, Biloxi,
Charles, Chiquita, Clemson, Creole, Delnoshat, Delsta,
Delsta 51035, Delsta 51125, George Washington, Georgian,
Hayseed, Illini, Kingwa, Laredo, Looney No. 2, Looney No.
3, Mammoth Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Mamloxi, Mamloxi
Gray Pod, Mamloxi 5573, Mamloxi 5604, Mamotan,
Mamotan 51391, Mamredo, Mamredo 578, Mamredo 519,
Mamredo 535, Monetta, Nanking, Otootan, Palmetto, Pee
Dee, Peking, Tanloxi, Tanloxi Yellow, Tanner, Tokio, Tokio
Brown, Unknown, White Biloxi, Wilson, Yellow Biloxi.
Address: Agronomist, Delta Branch Exp. Station, Stoneville,
Mississippi.
2407. Photograph of Henry Ford as he hunkers down to
inspect a patch of soybeans near Saline, Michigan. Summer.
1939.
• Summary: His left hand is touching the plants and his right
hand holds his straw hat. Negative number: unknown.
2408. Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois). 1939. Staley
persistence and faith founded and developed country’s
soybean industry. Aug. p. 4-13.
• Summary: A good history of the company’s pioneering
work with soybeans, with many photos. On page 4 is a fullpage portrait photo of A.E. Staley, Sr.
“Throughout most of the United States when soybeans
are mentioned Staley’s is immediately suggested. The close
association of these two in the minds of the nation is to be
expected. While soybeans have been grown in this country
for more than a hundred years, it is an undisputed fact that
the Staley company made the United States conscious of
them. Corn and wheat, cotton and rice–agriculturally and
industrially the country knew them and depended upon them.
Soybeans–until A.E. Staley began talking about them were
known only in restricted areas and then chiefly as a forage
crop.
“Long before many soybeans were grown in this
country the oil was being used to some extent by a few
manufacturers. That limited use, and the knowledge of the
extensive use of soybeans in the Orient convinced A.E.
Staley that they had a distinct place in future American life.
Shortly after the world war the Staley company took definite
action by announcing the opening of a soybean processing
plant.
“Three-fold Task: With its faith in the future of soybeans
so concretely expressed the company was faced with a threefold task. It must experiment in the processing of soybeans;
it must sell the idea of soybean products, and it must interest
and encourage farmers in raising the beans.
“Any new industry may be faced with that first task.

Problems in processing always confront a man who pioneers
a new industry. Introducing a new product always brings
with it the problem of educating the public to the use of that
product. The Staley company found its third problem–that
of encouraging the farmers to raise soybeans–its largest task.
and quite its most interesting.
“Promotion Starts: This campaign of promotional
encouragement was started before the soybean plant was
completed. It continued for some years after the plant
started operations, for the Staley company found that this
cooperation with the growers was as necessary to the success
of the undertaking as efficient production or successful
selling.
“As early as 1916 Staley grain buyers were talking with
Illinois farmers about the possibilities of growing soybeans.
There were many discussions in the Staley grain office, in
Mr. Staley’s office, and in fields and elevators in surrounding
territory.
“Boyhood Impressions: Mr. Staley was thoroughly
confident that the industry could and would be established
in this country, and his feeling of confidence was infectious.
His interest in soybeans dated back to his boyhood, when,
on his father’s farm in North Carolina he had seen the men
of the neighborhood examining with great interest a handful
of soybeans brought back to this country from China by a
returning missionary.
“Some of the beans had been planted, as an experiment,
on his father’s farm, and proved excellent feed for livestock
and at the same time, being leguminous, enriched the soil.
Little else was done with them then, but they made a lasting
impression on this farm boy. Many years later, after he had
built and seen well started on its way a large and successful
corn products plant he turned his attention to soybeans.
“Campaign Is On: When Mr. Staley turns his attention to
a subject things happen. This has been particularly true in the
case of soybeans. He talked soybeans to everyone he met, he
aroused a widespread and intense interest in them and before
long he had Illinois farmers raising them. The subject had
been introduced at exactly the correct time. The productivity
of Illinois corn land had been diminished during the World
War years, because farmers. eager to take advantage of high
wartime prices for corn had neglected crop rotation.
“Just when they needed it most a crop which would
bring in money while it was enriching the soil, came as a
godsend. The Staley company added to the general wellbeing of everyone concerned by announcing that its new
soybean plant would be ready for the 1922 crop.
“After this announcement and the opening of the plant
for operation in October, 1922, farmers were assured of a
commercial outlet for their beans. There is no doubt but what
this assurance was responsible for the increases in soybeans
planted for seed and threshed between 1922 and 1924.
“Simply saying that the Staley company announced that
it was opening its plant in 1922 does not even give a hint of
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the whole story. Such an announcement was made, but for
several years before, and for a long time after a great deal
was done to interest the farmers, and win them to the idea of
raising and selling the beans.
“Conversational Barrage: Mr. Staley and the entire
grain buying department never missed an opportunity to
talk soybeans. When farmers brought in corn to sell the
conversation soon turned to beans. When a buyer talked
with a farmer or a country elevator man–he got around to the
subject of beans. This was the first stage and it was effective
for it aroused curiosity and interest.
“All during the winter of 1921 and 1922 soybeans were
much discussed by farmers and grain dealers in the graingrowing section of Illinois. These men had thought and
talked in terms of corn for many years, for corn had always
been a dependable cash crop. Now another seemingly just as
dependable was being offered them but they smartly wanted
to know all about it before they went into it.
“Growers’ Interests: It was natural that the things the
growers were interested in were these–what would be the
probable price paid for beans, would the Staley company be
able to buy them, would the company buy them consistently
year after year. The Staley company was able to answer
all of these questions to the satisfaction of the growers and
then suggested that they get in touch with the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture for information concerning
cultivation and the best varieties to plant.
“Soybeans had been raised in Illinois before but never
was a crop raised with as much personal supervision as
that put in in the spring of 1922. The growers themselves
gave special care to the crop, the University of Illinois
was particularly interested, and the Staley company sent
representatives into the soybean growing districts to make
weekly reports on crop conditions.
“They Talked Some More: The Staley representatives
did not just observe. They talked to farmers, to elevator men,
to bankers and newspaper men. They answered questions
about the Staley company and about its plans for soybean
development, and left in their wake a trail of satisfaction
about the future of the crop. Quite naturally one big question
was uppermost in the minds of farmers. and business men
in the farming districts–could the Staley company process
and market all the beans they could produce? Company
representatives convinced them that it could. During the
years since then these growers and others interested have
learned that their confidence was not misplaced.
“In what to many was an experiment, all were
successful, chiefly because the Staley company had its plan
carefully thought through. This thing of the manufacturer
working directly with the grower was something rather new,
but it was logical and has proved most profitable. Neither
could succeed without the other, but by both working
together the entire agricultural and industrial program of the
country was destined to be changed.

“First Beans Arrive: The first shipment of beans arrived
at the plant in September, 1922, having been purchased from
an Illinois grain dealer at 99.75 cents a bushel. September 30
of that same year will go down in our history as the day the
first beans went into the process.
“Driers and oil expellers of the latest type had been
installed during the summer and on that memorable day the
unit had a capacity of 500 bushels. Small though that unit
was it was quite large enough for the available supply. Bean
acreage was small and consequently beans did not arrive
at the plant in large quantities. Compared to present day
shipments they fairly trickled in that first year, sometimes
being bought by the wagon load.
“Gloom Spreads: That condition in itself was
discouraging, and equipment difficulties added to the
general gloom. The quality of the few beans received was
uneven chiefly because of the inexperience of the farmers
in cultivating and harvesting them, and the product was not
satisfactory for a combination of reasons. Not the least of
these contributing reasons was the small quantity of beans
available, for a high quality of product is quite dependable
upon a sizeable volume.
“Although the latest model driers and expellers had been
installed, short operation showed the driers were not all that
could be desired. Since the bean supply was short anyway, it
was decided after running a few weeks to shut down, get the
situation under perfect control and get ready for a big season
next year. This was the plan followed. Company engineers
worked over the driers and succeeded in perfecting them, and
the expeller capacity was increased.
“This final action was regarded with much skepticism
by the interested world in general, but Mr. Staley was
confident that within a few seasons beans would be arriving
in sufficient quantities to warrant the enlarged plant.”
Continued.
2409. Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois). 1939. Yellow
soybeans bring top price from processors: four such varieties
suited to central section. Aug. p. 19-29.
• Summary: “Soybeans have a faculty of being able to
grow on nearly all types of soil, but best results are obtained
on mellow fertile loam, or sandy loam. In general, the
soil requirements are about the same as for corn, although
soybeans will make a more satisfactory growth than corn
on soils low in fertility, provided that inoculation is present.
If soybeans are properly inoculated they will build up the
nitrogen content of the soil. Due to the mellowing effect
which the soybean plant has on soil, experts do not advise
growing them on very hilly land unless the fields are terraced
to prevent washing.
“Another strong point in their favor is that soybeans will
stand drought much better than most commonly grown grain
crops. Yields will be much reduced under drought conditions,
but soybeans will come nearer giving a good account of
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themselves than most other crops. One of the outstanding
features in growing soybeans is that they are immune to
chinch bugs.
“Prefer Yellow Beans: While there are almost endless
varieties of soybeans, processors prefer the yellow seeded
varieties and will pay higher prices for them. The reason
for this preference is that the yellow beans are of higher oil
content and lower oil refinery losses. Black and brown beans
make an unattractive meal which must usually be sold at a

discount.
“Three yellow varieties which
are acceptable to all processors are the
Dunfield, Illini and Manchu. All three
are ideally suited for conditions in Ohio,
Indiana and Illinois. There are other
good varieties but these three have stood
the test well over a period of many
years. They are hardy, they mature fairly
rapidly, and over a period of time will
show the most satisfactory oil content.
Any grower is playing safe by planting
any one of these three.
“Dunfield was introduced from
Manchuria in 1913. The plant is stout,
erect and bushy flowers both purple
and white. It matures in 110 to 120
days with pods 2, 3 and 4 seeded.
The seeds are straw yellow with light
brown hilum. There are about 2750
seeds to the pound.
“Illini was developed by the
Illinois Experiment Station. The
plants are stout erect and bushy and
the flowers white. It matures in 105 to
115 days. The pods are 2 to 3 seeded
and the seeds are straw yellow with
brown hilum, It runs about 2750 seeds
to the pound. This variety has the
characteristic of shedding leaves and
foliage and retaining pods.
“Manchu was introduced
from Manchuria in 1911. It has the
stout, erect and bushy plants which
characterize the other two varieties,
and the flowers are both purple and
white. Beans mature in 110 to 120
days, and pods are 2, 3 and 4 seeded.
The seeds are straw yellow with black
or brown or slate hilum. There are
about 2400 seeds to the pound.
“The best results with soybeans
are obtained on a well prepared seed
bed. In general the land should be
prepared as for corn, Soybeans, like
corn, respond to any extra preparation
of the soil.
“Fall or early spring plowing permits disking and
harrowing the soil just before seeding and thus killing weeds
just starting in the surface soil. This preparation just before
planting is very important,
“Several different methods of planting soybeans have
been used. In the large soybean growing areas of Illinois, the
most popular method has simmered down to planting with
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an ordinary grain drill. This is generally
termed ‘Drilling Solid,’
The rest of the article is about the
basics of soybean cultivation: Planting.
Cultivation. Harvesting. Grades. A two
page chart titled “Queen Soybean” shows
the many ways in which soybeans are
used as a raw material by “the soybean
crushing industry.” Meal, flour, crude oil
and about 50 products derived from them
(incl. “soysauce”). How to sell soybeans
to Staley or country elevators.
Excellent half-page photos show:
(1) Many yellow soybeans. (2) “Ground
for soybeans in big Illinois field is
broken with tractor-drawn plows.” (3)
“The second process in preparing the
ground for the beans is disking. With the
aid of a tractor a great deal of ground is
turned at once.” (4) “Drilling beans is
done in wholesale fashion in Illinois.”
(5) “Weeding soybeans is not such a
back-breaking task when it can be done
in this fashion.” Shows a man seated on
a tractor with an umbrella over his head;
the tractor is pulling a wide weeder or
rotary hoe.
(6) Three stages of soybeans
growing up in the same field–early
summer, mid-summer, early fall. (7)
Horses standing by a thresher. (8) “Few
farmers use this old method of cutting
and then stacking soybeans.” (9) “At
its Decatur plant the Staley company
stores soybeans in this 3,000,000 bushel
elevator, just east of the mill.” (10)
A country elevator. “Staley’s supply
of beans comes from such country
elevators throughout Illinois. At harvest
these elevators are busy spots.” (11)
“The modern way of harvesting beans
with a combine.”
2410. Albert, A.R. 1939. Soybeans in
central Wisconsin on light sandy soils.
Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 10-12. 19th annual
meeting. Held 11-12 Sept. at Madison,
Wisconsin.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction.
Varieties in use. Yields per acre. Culture.
Harvesting. Soybeans as green manure.
Soybeans for seed or grain. Soybeans
for hay. Soybeans for silage. Summary.
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“The soybean crop was introduced on the light
sandy soils of central Wisconsin in about 1916,
primarily as an emergency hay crop.” “Varieties
in use: Variety trials have been conducted on
Plainfield Sand at the Hancock Experiment
Farm intermittently since 1921. Grain yields
averaged about 10 bushels per acre with but slight
differences between Ito San, Manchu, Black
Eyebrow, and Mandarin. Of the hay varieties, the
Wilson outyielded Midwest, Peking, and Virginia.
These latter do not mature [in Wisconsin] and are
not much used.
Recent trials of the newer varieties have
indicated possibilities in the Manchu No. 3,
Mukden, Illini, Mandell, and some others. The
Manchu has become the most popular soybean, and
more recently the Manchu No. 3 is coming in. Of
the early varieties the Mandarin is preferred to the
Wisconsin Early Black because of higher podding
tendencies.”
Yields: “The yield of seed on light soils
will range from six to twenty bushels per acre,
averaging about ten to twelve bushels. The farm
crop scheme in which soybeans have been used
usually relegates soybeans to the poorer soil with
consequent low yields.
“Yields of hay will range from one-half to one
and one-half tons per acre with an average of about
one ton.”
2411. Allis-Chalmers, Tractor Division. 1939.
The freedom of your own family harvest–goes for
soybeans too! (Ad). Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association p. 28.
• Summary: A full-page ad. “Only $345 F.O.B.
factory. Model 40 All Crop Harvester. ‘Successor
to the binder.’” With the Model 40 there’s “no need
of playing second fiddle to a custom outfit–you can
have your own machine and operate it with your
own tractor, one-plow size or larger, the day your beans are
ready to harvest. (No auxiliary motor needed.)... Shattering
and crackage, the problem twins of soybean harvesting, are
settled for once and for all by the All-Crop’s close-cutting
header that shaves the ground in any direction, and by the
famous bar cylinder with all-rubber shelling contacts. ‘Air
Blast Separation’ puts all the beans in the bin, clean... and
whole!
An illustration shows 3 pointed stakes on a post, all
pointing to the company name. “To better living. To better
farming. To more profit.”
Photos show: (1) The Model 40, pulled by a tractor,
at work in a field of soybeans. (2) The Model 60 All-Crop
Harvester, pulled by a tractor, at work in a field of soybeans.
“Only $625 F.O.B. factory. Your full two-plow tractor will

operate it, without an auxiliary motor.” Address: Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
2412. Haigh, J.C. 1939. Trials with soybean in Ceylon.
Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon) 93(3):14456. Sept. French summary in Revue de Botanique Appliquee
(1940) 20:71-72, 508-11. 28 cm. [13 ref]
• Summary: Summary: The seeds must be drilled;
the distance varies with the size of the seed sown. (2)
Inoculation of the seeds before planting is advantageous but
not essential. (3) Where inoculation is impractical, a small
increase in yield can be obtained by manuring with nitrate
of soda (potassium nitrate). (4) The use of limestone is
beneficial. Address: PhD, Botanist.
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that your own common sense will tell you can
deliver more and higher grade beans.” Photos show:
(1) The combine, with rubber wheels and a 6 foot
wide cutter. (2) A smiling farmer. Address: Racine,
Wisconsin.
2415. Alten, F.; Gottwick, R. 1939. Untersuchungen
ueber den Einfluss der Duengung auf das
Wachstum und die Entwicklung der Sojabohne
[On the influence of fertilizer on the growth and
development of soybeans]. Ernaerhrung der Pflanze
(Die) 35(10):277-84. Oct. (Chem. Abst. 34:569). [7
ref. Ger]
• Summary: If grown under unsuitable climatic
conditions, soybeans give poor yields and give
little response to manures. Address: Aus der
Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchsstation des Deutschen
Kalisyndikats, Berlin-Lichterfelde-Sued.
2416. Kiesselbach, T.A.; Lyness, W.E. 1939.
Soybeans in Nebraska. Nebraska Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 322. 18 p. Oct.
Also in Plant Science Literature 10(23):25 (1939).
[11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Description. History and
economic importance. Utilization. Adaptation in
Nebraska. Yields in other corn belt states. Place
in rotation. Varieties. Seedbed preparation. Seed
inoculation. Manner of planting. Time of planting.
Rate of planting. Tillage. Harvest. Threshing and
storage. Market price. Time schedule of field
operations. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Lincoln.

2413. International Harvester Company (Incorporated).
1939. Ideal for harvesting soybeans: McCormick-Deering
6-foot No. 61 combine (Ad). Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association p. 50.
• Summary: A photo shows the combine in action harvesting
soybeans, being pulled by a tractor. Address: 180 North
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
2414. Massey-Harris. 1939. The combine they’re all talking
about–the Massey-Harris Clipper (Ad). Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association p. 35.
• Summary: See next page. A full-page ad. “Best for
soybeans because of its 3 point construction. Soybean
threshermen the country over have discovered this combine

2417. Mumford, H.W. 1939. A year’s progress
in solving farm problems of Illinois. Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
50:1-351. For the year ended June 30, 1937.
• Summary: This report marks half a century of
work by this outstanding experiment station, whose
annual reports are now perhaps the best in the USA.
The five main (and noble) goals of this station are
outlined by Mumford on pages 5-6.
Soybeans are discussed in the following sections and
pages: Soils and crop investigations: Soybean management
affects balance of nutrients in the soil (p. 32-35; Depletion
of basic nutrients is strongly affected by whether the
soybeans are plowed under as a green manure at maturity,
or harvested as hay at the full bloom or full pod stage, or
harvested for seed at maturity by the binder method or
the combine method. Nutrients examined are dry matter,
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, and magnesium.
If depleted nutrients are not returned to the soil, it will
gradually be depleted). Four recommendations set up for
handling [cultivating] soybean crop (p. 49). Better varieties
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a key to future soybean development (p. 49-50; A bar chart
shows Illinois acreages for hay, beans, and total from 1927
to 1936. In 1925 bean acreage first permanently passed hay
acreage). Further improvement in soybean crop sought thru
breeding (p. 51-52; Discusses an “extension of the soybean
chromosome map” and “gene linkage”). Careless handling
may make legume inoculants worthless (p. 53-54). Recovery
of soybeans from hail injury is measured (p. 86-87).

Livestock investigations: Old- and newprocess soybean oilmeal compared as feed (p.
88; New process is solvent extracted. Calves find
old-process meal slightly more palatable. “From
the present evidence cattle feeders are justified in
choosing between new- and old-process soybean
meals on the basis of price, since there appears
to be no significant difference in their feeding
value. The guaranteed protein content usually
favors new-process meal. Chemical analyses of
the meals used disclosed no significant difference
in amount of protein present”). Corn substitutes
recommended only during corn scarcity (p. 89-91;
Soybean oilmeal is much better than cottonseed
meal; dried brewers’ grains and oats give less
gain). Labor saving is principal gain in use of
pasture for calves (p. 91-93). Nutritive value
of soybean proteins improved by heating (p.
93-95, by H.H. Mitchell and Jessie R. Beadles;
Heating soybeans at the proper temperature for
the proper time affects the amino acids and raises
the coefficient of digestibility and the biological
value of the protein. “The amino acid limiting the
value of the protein of the heated [or raw] bean is
cystin” [cystine]. Tests on 10 growing rats, based
on nitrogen balance studies, were confirmed in
two ways. “Cystin added to the cooked soybeans
increased the growth promoting value of the
protein markedly).
Different varieties of soybeans differ in
quality of protein (p. 95-97). “In 1932 this station
(Mitchell and Smuts) was the first to demonstrate
that soybean proteins are deficient in the sulfurcontaining amino acid cystin, a fact that was
later confirmed in other institutions.” The cystin
content is the main determinant of the “nutritive
value of the proteins of soybeans...” Table 18
shows this clearly.
Dairy investigations: Further tests show
hybrid corn valuable for silage (p. 155-56;
“Soybeans ensiled alone usually produce a badsmelling, unpalatable silage which does not
keep well. The addition of molasses improves
the quality, but not very much). Delayed harvest
increases feeding value of soybean hay (p. 15860; “By delaying the harvesting of soybean hay
until the seed is developed to half its full size or
more, much larger yields of hay are obtained and the feeding
value of a ton of hay is higher than that of hay cut at an
earlier stage.” Tables show: {1} Characteristics and yields
of soybean hay from different cuttings. {2} Feeding value of
soybean hay cut at different stages).
Entomology investigations: Special formula needed for
grasshopper bait in soybeans (p. 168).
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Agricultural economic investigations: Farm costs
show less manpower now used for crops (p. 206-08; “For
a considerable time after the introduction of soybeans into
Illinois, there was a very general feeling that the cost of
growing the crop was so high that there was no profit in it,
except for seed purposes.” Since 1930 that has changed, and:
“Since 1932 soybeans have been one of the most profitable
crops in east-central Illinois”). Smaller combines coming
into wider use in Illinois (p. 208-09; The 5- and 8-foot cuts
are the most popular of the smaller sizes; the 12 foot cut is
the most popular of the larger sizes).
Agricultural engineering investigations: Small combines
have relatively more threshing capacity (p. 246-47; These
small combines cut strips 5 and 6 feet wide). Best power
and machines for soybean production studied (p. 247; “In
preparing the seedbed, the farmers used three distinct types
of plows, including the moldboard, the pulverator, and the
Wheatland disk plow. Some of the soybeans were drilled
solid and cultivated with a harrow and with a rotary hoe.
Others were drilled in rows, and a bean cultivator was used
where weed conditions made it advisable.” Labor, power
and machinery make up 35-40% of the total cost of soybean
production). Fuel gas from ground soybeans not feasible (p.
252-55; This gas is produced by fermentation).
Home economics investigations: Frozen soybeans now
bid for place among winter vegetables (p. 310-13; With the
advent of frozen fresh vegetables on the retail market, green
soybeans may become popular among winter vegetables).
Address: Dean and Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2418. Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et du
Material Colonial. 1939. La culture du Soja [Soybean
cultivation (Abstract)]. 14(164-166):264-65. Aug/Oct. [Fre]
• Summary: A summary of an article by this title in Revue
des Agriculteurs de France, by L. Brétignière (June 1939, p.
262-63).
2419. Malis, Oskar. 1939. Soja vytlaci z Kamerunu kukurici
[Will soy replace corn in Cameroon?]. Cesky Zemedelec
(Czech Farmer) 21(43-44):268. Nov. 3. [Cze]
• Summary: The author’s name is listed below this short
article as “Ms.” Address: Dr. V. Praze, Czechoslovakia.
2420. Kleine Volksblatt (Das) (Vienna). 1939. Die Ostmark,
die Sojakammer des Reiches [The Ostmark: The soybean
breadbasket of the Reich]. No. 321: p. 5. Nov. 20. [Ger]
• Summary: In recent years, the cultivation of soybeans
(Sojabohnenanbau) in the Ostmark [the Nazi-era term for
Austria] has taken on greater and greater importance. It has
in fact turned out that it is specifically the Ostmark which
has available those areas in the German Reich where are
especially suitable for the cultivation of this plant that is rich
in both protein and fat (Eiweiss- und Fettpflanze) which is
so thoroughly valuable for the food economy. In recognition

of this fact, the entire soybean cultivation (Sojaanbau) in the
Ostmark has now completely been centrally taken on and
the cultivation of soybeans (Sojakultur) from the planting to
the utilization of the soybean (Sojabohne) will be organized
and fully developed according to plan. In this way, it has
been successful to increase the soybean cultivation in the
Ostmark from a planted area of 70 hectares in 1937 to more
than 800 hectares in 1939. That means: An expansion of the
cultivation by 1,200%.
It has to be emphasized that the quality of the soybeans
(Sojabohnen) that have been produced in the Ostmark has
also shown itself to be especially good, as has been proven
by the results of the harvest and has also been confirmed
by the judgment of the industry that processes soybeans
(sojaverarbeitende Industrie). The cultivation of the soybean
in the Ostmark thus far has taken place almost without
exception for the exploitation for human nutrition with
soybean flour / meal (Sojamehl). In this lies the fact that it is
above all else the great advantage of the Ostmark soybean
growing areas (Sojabohnengebiete) in which the soybeans
reach that level of maturity which guarantees the processing
of the seed crop for the purposes of human nutrition.
In addition to the cultivation for the obtaining of seeds,
the cultivation of soy for fodder (Futtersoja) is therefore also
of increased significance. For this, those areas are suitable in
which the soybean does not manage to arrive at maturity. If
it is taken under discussion that with respect to other fodder
plants, fodder soybeans (Futtersojabohne) also provided a
higher additional yield in protein and fat, then that fact alone
already provides an indication of the great significance of it
for fodder agriculture and the savings that are made possible
through this in terms of having to purchase concentrated
feeds.
It goes without saying that for the farmer who grows
soybeans (sojabauender Landwirt), it is of essential
significance that he has the corresponding price and the
assurance of purchase for his soybean harvest (Sojaernte).
Both of these are guaranteed to farmers through the
cultivation contracts which are provided to them by the
Soya Circle (Sojaring) in Vienna, which represents the
central authority for the entire soybean cultivation and its
exploitation in the Ostmark.
The supply of seeds for sowing for the cultivation of
soybeans in the Ostmark has also already been organized
by the Soya Circle for years. Today, the Ostmark already
has available its own varieties of soybean that it has
bred (Sojabohnen-Zuchtsorten) which have proven their
suitability for the special climatic areas of this land. It is in
fact clear that only suitable seeds for sowing that have passed
can form the basis for good success. By means of variety
trials that are carried out according to the plan, suitable
varieties will be tested for the individual areas.
Since in its cultivation in the areas of the Ostmark, the
soybean is still in relative terms a very recent plant, it turns
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out that this is a very rich working area for the trial process.
This will be fulfilled by a series of additional trials. The
data that have resulted from the cultivation in past years
will be statistically recorded and processed by the Soya
Circle, through which valuable material and indications for
additional possibilities for cultivation have already been
drawn up for many areas of soybean cultivation.
For the farmer who grows soybeans, though, it still also
plays a significant role that aside from the financial effect of
the harvest, a valuable preceding crop [in a crop rotation] is
provided for him through the soybean for the enrichment of
the nitrogen in his soils.
Taking into account the great importance of the
soybean, the cultivation of it in the Ostmark should still be
substantially expanded and consolidated in this area over the
coming years. The excellent results of this year’s soybean
harvest give rise to the expectations that the farmers, in
correspondence to the efforts by the Soya Circle, will still
expand the cultivation of the soybean even further in 1940.
As a result of this, another even more valuable contribution
will be made to the safeguarding and building up of the food
economy of the Reich.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2421. Bulletin des Matieres Grasses (Paris). 1939. La
culture du soja en Roumanie [The cultivation of soybeans in
Romania (Abstract)]. 23(11-12):249-50. Nov. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This summary of an English-language report by
the American Consulate in Bucharest, originally published
17 Aug. 1939, gives statistics from 1934-1939 for Romania.
Cultivation began in 1934 under the auspices of a German
society (Soja S.A.R.).
Since we have been unable to find that American
document, we will summarize this table.
Number of soybean cultivators increases from 17,096
in 1935, to 51,914 in 1936, to 74,320 in 1937, to 34,709 in
1938.
Surface area subject to contracts: 1,400 ha in 1934,
24,500 ha in 1935, 58,400 ha in 1936, 110,700 ha in 1937,
63,200 ha in 1938, 80,000 to 100,000 in 1939
Surface area actually planted to soybeans: 1,400 ha in
1934, 21,500 ha in 1935, 49,300 ha in 1936, 85,600 ha in
1937, 57,400 ha in 1938, 80,000 to 100,000 in 1939.
Harvest in 1,000 quintals [1 quintal = 100 kg]. 4,800 in
1934, 108,200 in 1935, 274,300 in 1936, 580,000 in 1937,
520,000 in 1938, 600,000 to 800,000 in 1939.
Production per ha [yield]: 430 in 1934, 800 in 1935, 550
in 1936, 570 in 1937, 910 in 1938. Average price per 100
kg paid (in Romanian lei). 350 in 1935, 400 in 1936, 500 in
1937, 500 in 1938, 600 in 1939.
2422. Miege, M.E. 1939. Les possibilités de la culture
de soja au Maroc [Possibilities of soybean cultivation in

Morocco]. Bulletin des Matieres Grasses (Paris) 23(1112):248-49. Nov. [Fre]
• Summary: This is an extract from the work titled “Les
Cultures complementaires au Maroc” [Complementary Crops
in Morocco], which summarizes the extensive results of the
trials conducted over 20 years at the Centre de Recherches
Agronomiques du Maroc [Moroccan Center for Agronomic
Research] under the eminent direction of M.E. Miege. It
summarizes what one can look forward to from soya in the
protectorate of Morocco.
“Soybean culture is not yet developed in Morocco
although trials have been undertaken for about 15 years [i.e.
since about 1924]. This situation is due to the rather low
yields frequently obtained in unirrigated crops on a large
scale, and to the low market price for the seeds on the world
market.”
The situation is the same in Algeria. The cultivation of
soya as a forage grain seems perfectly possible in Morocco
and is likely to give good yields, especially around irrigated
areas or in the deep, fresh soils in the region of Rharb, which
seem very favorable to the development of this legume and
where one crop in the spring, escaping the risk of immersion
and flooding, will be especially appreciated.
Up until recently, soja cultivation has only been
undertaken sporadically and on very small surface areas.
Moreover, soybean produced in Morocco and used
domestically as a source of oil, can easily find an outlet in
the local commerce where this product has been enjoying
now for several years a growing appreciation among the
local population, mostly due to its lower cost (5 to 7 francs),
compared to the price of olive oil, that is much higher and
almost prohibitive (15 to 16 francs). Address: Directeur,
Centre de Recherches Agronomiques du Maroc.
2423. Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1939. Soybeans: Culture and
varieties. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1520 (Revised ed.).
39 p. Nov. Revision of April 1927 edition, further revised in
1949.
• Summary: Contents: History. Description. Distribution and
production. Climatic adaptations. Soil preferences, Varieties
(classified by length of growing season into 7 groups,
and divided within each group into “Seed, forage, green
vegetable, and dry edible” types). Description of varieties
(describes 125 varieties). Preparation of the seedbed.
Fertilizers and lime. Inoculation. Time of seeding. Methods
of seeding. Rate of seeding. Depth of seeding. Cultivation.
Soybeans in rotations. Soybeans in mixtures. Soybeans
drilled in small grains. Cost of production. Insect enemies of
soybeans. Soybean diseases. Other enemies of soybeans.
“History: Ancient Chinese literature reveals that the
soybean was extensively cultivated and highly valued as
a food centuries before written records were kept. The
first record of the plant is contained in a materia medica
describing the plants of China, written by Emperor Sheng
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Nung in 2838 B.C. Methods of culture, varieties for different
purposes, and numerous uses are repeatedly mentioned in
later records, indicating the soybean to be of very ancient
cultivation and perhaps one of the oldest crops grown by
man. It was considered the most important cultivated legume
and one of the five sacred grains essential to the existence
of Chinese civilization. Soybean seed was sown yearly with
great ceremony by the emperors of China, and poets through
the ages have extolled the virtues of the plant in its services
to humanity.
“The soybean was first made known to Europeans by
Engelbert Kaempfer, a German botanist, who spent 2 years,
1691-92, in Japan. Seed sent by Chinese missionaries was
planted as early as 1740 in botanic gardens in France...”
“Distribution and production: The soybean is grown
to a greater extent in Manchuria than in any other country
in the world. It occupies about 25 percent of the total
cultivated area and is relied upon by the Manchurian farmer
as a cash crop. China, Japan, and Chosen [Korea] are large
producers and the soybean is cultivated more or less also
in the Philippines, Siam, Cochin China, Netherland India
[later Indonesia], and India. In other parts of the world,
particularly Germany, England, Soviet Union, France,
Italy, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Mexico, Argentina, Cuba,
Canada, New South Wales, New Zealand, Algeria, Egypt,
British East Africa, South Africa, and Spain, various degrees
of success have been obtained.”
The section on diseases discusses the following: Purple
spot of seeds, bacterial blight, bacterial pustule, mosaic, wilt,
brown spot, sunburn or aphid injury, downy mildew, pod and
stem blight, anthracnose, sclerotial stem rot, frog-eye spots,
and Pythium root rot.
A table (p. 6-7) shows different varieties of soybeans
recommended for four different uses (seed, forage, green
vegetable, or dry edible), classified by the length of the
growing season. Green vegetable–Very early (100 days or
less): Agate, Sioux. Early (101 to 110 days): Bansei, Chusei,
Goku, Kanro, Waseda. Medium early (111 to 120 days): Fuji,
Hakote, Hiro, Hokkaido, Jogun, Kura, Osaya, Sato, Shiro,
Sousei, Suru, Toku, Willomi. Medium (121 to 130 days):
Chame, Funk Delicious, Imperial. Medium late (131 to 140
days): Aoda, Hahto, Higan, Rokusun. Late (141 to 160 days):
Nanda.
Dry edible–Early (101 to 110 days): Bansei, Chusei,
Goku, Kanro, Waseda. Medium early (111 to 120 days):
Hokkaido, Jogun, Osaya, Sousei, Suru, Toku, Willomi.
Medium (121 to 130 days): Funk Delicious, Imperial.
Medium late (131 to 140 days): Easycook*, Haberlandt*,
Higan, Rokusun, Tokyo*. Late (141 to 160 days): Nanda.
Note: All dry edible varieties except three (Easycook,
Haberlandt, and Tokyo–which are followed by an asterisk
(*)) are also included in the green vegetable group. But many
in the green vegetable group are not included in the dry
edible group.

Detailed descriptions of the following 125 varieties
are given (p. 7-17): Agate, A.K., Aksarben, Aoda, Arksoy,
Avoyelles, Bansei, Barchet, Biloxi, Black Beauty (same
as Ebony), Black Eyebrow, Cayuga, Chame, Charlee,
Chernie, Chestnut, Chiquita, Chusei, Clemson, Columbia,
Creole, Delnoshat, Delsta, Dixie, Dunfield, Early Green
(same as Medium Green), Early Virginia Brown (same as
Virginia), Early Wilson (same as Wilson), Early Wisconsin
Black (same as Wisconsin Black), Early Yellow (same as
Ito San), Easycook, Ebony, Elton, Fuji, Funk Delicious,
George Washington, Georgian, Goku, Guelph (same as
Medium Green), Habaro, Haberlandt, Hahto, Hakote,
Harbinsoy, Hayseed, Herman, Higan, Hiro, Hokkaido,
Hollybrook, Hongkong, Hoosier, Hurrelbrink, Illini,
Ilsoy, Imperial, Indiana Hollybrook (same as Midwest),
Ito San, Jogun, Kanro, Kingwa, Kura, Laredo, Large
Brown (same as Mammoth Brown), Large Yellow (same
as Mammoth Yellow), Late Yellow (same as Mammoth
Yellow), Lexington, Macoupin, Mamloxi, Mammoth
Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Mamredo, Manchu, Mandarin,
Mandell, Mansoy, Medium Early Green (same as Medium
Green), Medium Early Yellow (same as Ito San), Medium
Green, Medium Yellow (same as Midwest), Midwest,
Minsoy, Missoy, Monetta, Morse, Mukden, Nanda, Nanking,
Norredo, Northern Hollybrook (same as Midwest), Ogemaw,
Old Dominion, Oloxi (formerly Coker’s Black Beauty),
Osaya, Otootan, Ozark, Palmetto, Pee Dee (Coker’s 31-15),
Peking, Pine Dell Perfection, Pinpu, Richland, Rokusun,
Sato, Scioto, Shiro, Sioux, Sooty, Sousei, Southern Green,
Southern Prolific, Soysota, Suru, Tarheel Black, Toku,
Tokyo, Virginia (selection {19186-D} from the Morse
variety at Arlington Experiment Farm in 1907), Waseda,
Wea, White Biloxi, Willomi, Wilson, Wilson-Five, Wisconsin
Black, Woods’ Yellow, Yelredo (a nonshattering selection,
Coker’s 319), Yokoten. Address: 1. Senior Agronomist; 2.
Assoc. Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases;
Both: USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
2424. Chemische Industrie (Berlin). 1939. Sojamonopol
in Mandschukuo [Manchuria: Soybean monopoly].
62(49):1000-01. Dec. 8. Partly summarized in Kunststoffe
30:49 (Feb., 1940). [Ger]
• Summary: “For some years the soybean has been
cultivated successfully in Europe. For example in 1939, in
Romania, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia, 118,000 ha were planted
to soybeans, whereas 5 years earlier only 2,000 ha had been
planted. Romania, in which 100,000 ha were planted in the
last year, is far in the lead among the countries named. Last
year the soybean harvest in the 3 countries named totalled
about 92,000 tonnes, and almost all of it was delivered
to Germany. For 1940, a further expansion of planting is
expected.
“Agronomic trials have shown that soybeans also
grow and thrive in Sweden. It is, however, not yet clear if
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cultivation is economical there.”
2425. Dimmock, F. 1939. Soybeans. Canada. Department of
Agriculture, Farmers’ Bulletin No. 80. 22 p. Dec. Also called
Canada. Dept. of Agriculture, Publication No. 660. Revision
Pamphlet 155. Also in Plant Science Literature 11:06 (1940).
[1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Description of the soybean plant. Soil
and climatic adaptation. Uses of soybean seed: Soybean oil,
soybean meal, soybean flour. Uses of the soybean for forage
and soil improvement. Varieties: Yields, varietal adaptation,
protein and oil content of seed, size of seed, colour of seed,
registration. Culture: Soil preparation, time of seeding,
inoculation of seed, method of seeding, depth of seeding,
cultivation, harvesting, threshing. Storage and marketing of
seed.
In Canada, the “area devoted to the crop in 1938
probably did not exceed 20,000 acres, nearly all of which
was in the province of Ontario. Small patches were being
grown in Nova Scotia, Quebec, southern Manitoba and
British Columbia. At the present time, investigations
are under way in practically all provinces to determine
the possibilities of the soybean in various parts of the
Dominion.” Address: Div. of Forage Plants, Experimental
Farms Service, ONT, Canada.
2426. Banneux, L. 1939. L’état actuel de la culture du
Soja dans les Stations de l’Institut National pour l’Étude
Agronomique du Congo Belge (I.N.E.A.C.) [The present
state of soybean cultivation at the stations of the National
Institute for Agronomy Research in the Belgian Congo,
I.N.E.A.C.]. In: 8th International Congress of Tropical and
Subtropical Agriculture. 45 p. Held on 13-17 March 1939 at
Tripoli, Libya. Illust. 24 cm. [Fre]*
2427. Bulletin du Service Intercoloniale d’Information et
de Documentation. 1939. Essais de culture du Soja dans
la région du Noun au Cameroun [Cultivation trials with
soybeans in the region of Noun, in Cameroon]. No. 178.
Summary in Revue de Botanique Appliquee 19:292-93
(1939) and in Revue Internationale du Soja 1(1):37 (1941).
[Fre]*
• Summary: Trials made by the agricultural station at
Dschang have made it possible to determine that, among
the varieties of soya introduced to the territory, the variety
Haberlandt has shown itself to be the most productive
in the region of Noun; it will be used in the future for
the intensification of this crop. In September, the Station
distributed 200 kg of seed to each of the 5 subdivisions of the
region. This amount will be returned (reimbursed) after the
harvest and redistributed.
The harvest in Jan. 1939 will be in the order of about 10
tonnes. If all the seeds harvested are planted in March 1939,
the harvest in July-August of the next year will be about

100 tonnes. In the month of October, samples of soya were
sent to the Chamber of Commerce at Douala, which made it
known that this soya was comparable to that of Manchuria
and will very probably find buyers at the same price. Taking
into account a slight discount in the in the market price since
the seeds of Cameroon are not well known, the price of a
tonne at Douala should establish itself at about 870 francs.
In summary, the cultivation of soya would appear to be
very interesting in the country of the Bamileke [the largest
tribal ethnic group]; it has the advantage over corn/maize of
giving two harvests per year, while exhausting the soil less.
Its popularization and intensification [high yield from a small
area] will be pursued.
2428. Hercigonja, Marko. 1939. Moze li sekod nas rasiriti
soja [Whether soybeans can be propagated in our country].
Gospodarski List (Farmer’s Newspaper, Zagreb, Croatia)
98(5):68-69. [Scr]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
2429. Leschener, F. 1939. Anbau der Sojabohne in Java
[Cultivation of the Soybean in Java]. Kolonialforstliche
Mitteilungen (Hamburg) 2(2/3):301-02. [Ger; eng]*
• Summary: Prior to 1932 Java imported some 100,000
tons per year of soybeans from Manchukuo. Since then
the situation has changed entirely and soybeans are now
exported from Java. The latter excel in their high content of
oil, protein, and fatty acids.
2430. Löbbe, Henrique. 1939. Soja [The soybean]. Nossa
Terra No. 5. p. 16-17. English-language summary in Herbage
Abstracts. 1939. 9(1-4):298. Dec. [Por]*
• Summary: Experiments in Brazil from 1921 onwards have
demonstrated the exceptional suitability of the country, in
terms of both soil and climate, for soybean cultivation. A
variety with a high oil content, the “Artofi” soybean, has
been obtained from a cross of the 150-day Tarheel Black
variety with the 80-day Aksarben variety.
2431. Photograph of a column of about 6 combines
harvesting soybeans near Tecumseh, Michigan. 1939.
• Summary: Negative number: 188-17641.
2432. Vollema, J.S. 1939. De sojaboon. Een voordeelige
ondergroei in jonge rubbertuinen? [The soybean, a profitable
undergrowth in young rubber plantations?]. Bergcultures
(De) (Batavia, Dutch East Indies) 8(20):460-62. [Dut]*
• Summary: A short article on the use of soybeans as a catch
crop in rubber plantations. In the experiments reported, this
application was not a success.
2433. A handbook of Philippine agriculture. 1939. Manila,
Philippines: College of Agriculture, University of the
Philippines. vii + 803 p. No index. 18 cm.
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• Summary: On the title page: “Issued in commemoration of
the thirtieth Anniversary.” The University of the Philippines
was founded in 1908. The Foreword (by L.B. Uichanco,
Dean, College of Agriculture) states that its College
of Agriculture opened on 14 June 1909, at which time
“scientific Philippine agriculture was virtually nonexistent.”
The idea for the book originated with the former dean of the
College of Agriculture, Dr. B.M. Gonzalez, before he was
appointed president of the University of the Philippines.
Soybeans and soyfoods are discussed extensively.
“Coffee adulterants” (p. 104), commonly mixed with
ground coffee, include roasted ground corn, soybean, peanut,
mungo, cashew, and sometimes ipil-ipil (Leucaena glauca).
In Chapter 1, “Field crops” is a long section titled
“Peanut, soybean, cowpea” (p. 132-43). Contents of “Culture
of soybean” (p. 134-41): Varieties. Preparation of the land.
Planting. Cultivation. Harvesting and threshing. Yield. Green
and yellow seeds of Ami soybean. Soybean sprouts. How to
prepare–Soybean coffee, soybean cake [dessert, with baking
powder], soybean milk, “tao-si” (salted soybean [fermented
black soybeans]; Method furnished by Superintendent of the
Davao Penal Colony), “toyo” or soy sauce.
Note: This is the earliest document, and the earliest
English-language document seen (Jan. 2012) that mentions
fermented black soybeans from the Philippines, or that uses
the term “tao-si” to refer to this type of salted, fermented
soybean food.
The section titled “Method of preparing ‘tao-si’” (p.
139-40) gives a full-page description of making tao-si on
a small commercial scale–as follows: Wash dry soybean
seeds and soak in clean water overnight. In the morning,
remove the water. Transfer the soaked soybean seeds into a
pot containing fresh clean water; boil until beans are soft.
Remove boiled beans from the pot and place in shallow
baskets to drain the excess water; allow them to cool. Dry
beans in the shade for about one-half hour or one hour in
the sun. For every 2½ petroleum cans of boiled soybeans,
add 1-2 kg of wheat flour. Stir the mixture until beans are
thoroughly coated with flour, then dust over about ½ kg of
yellow fungus known as Aspergillus oryzae; thoroughly stir
again. Cover open mouth of basket with a piece of abaca
cloth or clean Manila paper and place in a dark room to
allow the fungus to incubate. After 2-3 days the mixture will
be thoroughly covered with a thick growth of yellow fungus
and is now ready for salting. Transfer mixture into an earthen
jar (tapayan), and to every 2½ petroleum cans of it, add 16
kg of native salt dissolved in two petroleum cans of water.
Sun the jar for five days to facilitate curing, then move jar
into a shed for further fermentation. “The ‘tao-si’ is ready
for use after two months, but the longer it is left to cure, the
better the quality becomes.”
The two main kinds of insecticides in 1939 (p. 223-31)
were stomach poisons (which kill when eaten; incl. lead
arsenate, calcium arsenate, Paris green) and contact poisons

(incl. concentrated tobacco decoction, as in Black Leaf
“40”).
“Diseases of beans and other legumes (p. 319+) include
downy mildew of soybean and rust of soybean.
A table (p. 448) gives the content of five vitamins found
in various feeds incl. soybean seeds, soybean leaves, soybean
meal, peanut meal, and peanut seeds.
“Leguminous silage” includes that from cowpea,
soybean, and mungo [mung bean] (Phaseolus aureus). Tables
give: (1) The “Average digestible nutrients in feeds” incl.
soybean (p. 459, 462).
(2) The “Nutritive value of foods” incl. seaweeds
(ara-rosip, Gracilaria crassa, p. 534), mungo sprouts (p.
536), green soybeans (p. 537), seguidilla or kalamismis
(Psophocarpus tetragonolobus, fresh and sun-dried seeds, p.
538), soy products (p. 538-39) incl. soy sauce (toyo, Superior
{Senkee and Co.}, Commercial), soy milk–boiled, soy
residue (sapal), soy residue after second drawing of toyo, soy
curd (toqua [tofu]).
(3) “Foods as sources of minerals” (calcium,
phosphorus, iron; p. 580-81), incl. miso or soybean mush,
soybeans–baked flour, soybeans–baked sprouts, soy curd or
toqua, soy sauce or toyo (four brands: Solo, Great Eastern,
Violin, Rooster), tahuri or soybean curd preserved in strong
brine solution (solid portion).
(4) “Foods as sources of vitamins” (p. 593-94) incl.
bean–asparagus or cigarillas (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus),
bean–mungo (in pods or sprouts), bean–soy (dry, green, or
leaves), peanut butter, seaweed, sesame (p. 601). Address:
Manila, Philippines.
2434. Erdman, Lewis W. 1939. Important facts you should
know about soybean inoculation (Brochure). Milwaukee,
Wisconsin: The Nitragin Co. 4 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: “’Without good nodulation, success with
soybeans is impossible.’ This statement was made by a
leading soil bacteriologist while addressing the annual
meeting of the American Soybean Association. Obviously
every grower of soybeans is anxious to learn the very latest
facts concerning soybean inoculation. The purpose of
this pamphlet is to present these facts and help you to get
maximum benefits and profits from your soybean crop.
A photo shows a field of soybeans. The crop on the left
is inoculated with Nitragin, that on right not inoculated.
“Soybeans and Soil Improvement: For soybeans to
function as soil builders, it is necessary to plow them
under as green manure, or feed them on the farm and
return the manure to the soil. The reason for this is that
about nine-tenths of the soybean plant is above the ground.
If this portion is used for hay and sold, or if the seed is
harvested and the straw is removed, there will be a loss of
nitrogen rather than a gain, even though the soybeans are
well inoculated. The extent to which the use of the crop
determines the gain or loss of nitrogen in the soil, is shown
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by the figures in the following table.”
A table titled “Effect of soybean use upon nitrogen
added to soil” has two columns: (1) Method of handling crop
and (2) Pounds of nitrogen added per acre.
Green manure: 88 lb. Combined 16 lb. Seed harvested
and straw removed: -3. Hay -30. Source: “University of
Illinois data. Published in Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association.
“In ‘Studies on Nitrogen Fixation by Inoculated
Soybeans’ made at Iowa State College and published in
Proceedings and Papers of The First International Congress
of Soil Science, the following statements were made. ‘The
results show that soybeans offer very little promise as a soilbuilding crop unless they are exceptionally well inoculated
and that the degree or intensity of the inoculation on soybean
roots determines, to a large extent, the amount of nitrogen
fixed from the atmosphere. Where the plants are only slightly
inoculated the amount of nitrogen fixed by soybeans is
practically negligible, but when they are well inoculated,
very appreciable amounts of nitrogen may be expected to be
taken from the atmosphere.’
“Effect of Inoculation on Yield of Soybeans: In Circular
326 of the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, the
effect of inoculation on yield of hay and seed is reported
as follows:” A table shows–Yield per acre for Manchu
soybeans:
Inoculated: Hay–2.99 tons. Seed: 33.9 bushels.
Not inoculated: Hay–2.07 tons. Seed: 21.5 bushels.
Gain for inoculation: Hay–0.92 tons. Seed: 12.4 bushels.
“’By assigning money values to the hay and seed, we
may get some idea of the value of this treatment just from the
standpoint of yields, disregarding its value in improving the
soil. Assuming that soybean hay sells for $15 a ton and that
the cost of harvesting and marketing is $5 a ton, the net value
of the increase secured by inoculation is $9.20. If we further
assume that 2 bushels of seed are sown per acre and that it
costs 50 cents a bushel for inoculation, the interest on the
investment in the inoculation is 920 per cent. Who would not
take advantage of an investment yielding such a return?’
“’The yield of hay was almost doubled and the yield
of seed was tripled, as a result of the combined lime and
inoculation treatments on Soybeans grown on the Grundy
Silt loam.’ (From Iowa Exp. Station Bulletin No. 298.) The
Wisconsin Station (Bulletin 375) reported on inoculation
tests on soybeans at three substations. The increase in seed
production ranged from 60 pounds on the richer soils to as
much as 324 pounds on the medium light soils. The two year
average in three counties on eight farms with six varieties of
soybeans shows a gain of 1108 pounds per acre dry weight
for the inoculated plants over the uninoculated soybean
plants.
“Effect of Inoculation on Protein Content of Soybean
Hay and Seed: Inoculation increases the protein content and
feeding value of soybean hay and seeds. Soybeans having

relatively high content of protein, usually bring greater
cash returns to the grower. The Missouri Station reports
data which shows that uninoculated soybean hay contained
151 pounds of protein per ton, while the inoculated hay
crop contained 298 pounds, a real gain of 147 pounds of
protein per ton. In Iowa, ‘the quality of the soybean crop, as
measured by the protein content, was also improved by lime
and inoculation. The percentage content of protein in the hay
was practically doubled, and in the seed, it was increased
about one-third.’
“In Wisconsin, it was found that the average increase
in nitrogen content of the inoculated plants was 44.58
pounds per acre. This is equivalent to 278.63 pounds more
protein per acre from the inoculated plants than from the
uninoculated soybean plants.
“Effective vs. Ineffective Strains of Soybean Bacteria:
Laboratory studies have made possible the discovery of
all sorts of legume bacteria–some are found to be highly
effective in furnishing nitrogen to legume plants–while
others may be definitely ineffective, that is, they form
nodules, but cause no increase in growth or other benefit to
the legume plants. Then there are all gradations of strains
of legume bacteria between these two extremes. This is
the reason why some plants may be well inoculated, while
others are poorly inoculated. Recent work reported by the
Wisconsin Station emphasizes the fact that legume bacteria
living in the soil may be largely of the ineffective type. Two
hundred random soybean fields were examined. Nodules
were obtained from plants growing in these fields, soybean
bacteria were isolated and these strains or cultures used to
inoculate soybeans grown in sand pots in the greenhouse.
The results showed their ability to benefit the soybean plants
as follows: 50 per cent were poor or ineffective; 25 per cent
were only fair; 25 per cent were good or effective.
“Results of this nature have led Experiment Stations
to urge farmers to inoculate soybean seeds whenever and
wherever they are planted.
“Summary: With the above Agricultural Experiment
Station facts in view, no farmer can afford to neglect to
inoculate his soybeans whether they are to be used for hay,
seed or green manure. The main purpose in good inoculation
is to obtain abundant nodulation with effective strains
of soybean bacteria capable of taking large quantities of
nitrogen from the air and making it available for the growth
of the soybean plants.
“Why Nitragin Leads Everywhere: During each
growing season, representatives of the Nitragin Company
select nodules from different varieties of soybeans growing
under a wide range of soil and climatic conditions. From
these nodules a large number of different strains of soybean
bacteria are obtained. These are tested in the laboratory
for purity, and finally on soybean plants, to determine their
ability to utilize air nitrogen. Individual strains are used to
inoculate soybean seeds which are grown under controlled
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conditions in pots of sterilized nitrogen-free sand in the
Nitragin greenhouse. At the end of the growth period, the
entire plants, tops and roots, are analyzed for nitrogen
content. The difference in nitrogen between the inoculated
and uninoculated plants used as controls is the gain in
nitrogen, or the amount of nitrogen actually taken from the
air. The plants showing the highest amount of nitrogen are
produced by the most effective strains of soybean bacteria. A
selection of the very best strains is thereby made possible.
“There is as much difference in strains of soybean
bacteria as among varieties of seed or breeds of livestock...
and selected strains of legume bacteria show the same
superiority over natural or chance inoculation, as do
pedigreed seeds or breeds over wild plants or scrub livestock.
Nitragin strains have been built up by nearly 40 years of
continued research, selecting and triple testing... tests in the
laboratory, in the greenhouse and in the field.
“Only Nitragin bacteria are propagated by the exclusive,
perfectly-controlled Nitragin patented process in Nitragin
patented incubators. Only Nitragin has proved itself by
nearly 40 years of profitable use by practical farmers.
Nitragin was the first commercial inoculant in the world;
first to sell on the bushel basis; first to use a moist humus
medium; first to print the number (billions!) of bacteria
packed in each can; first to put expiration date on every can
for your protection against stale stock. Nitragin features are
constantly being imitated, but Nitragin has set the pace for
nearly 40 years, and today is more widely used than all other
commercial inoculants.”
“Nitragin ‘S’ Culture was ordered by dealers for over
980,000 Bushels of Soybeans in 1938.”
“The picture [photo] on the right shows how different
strains of soybean bacteria vary in their ability to aid the
soybean plant. Two strains are highly effective while one
strain was poor when compared to the uninoculated check.
All plants were grown under controlled conditions...”
A photo shows “The way a can of Nitragin looks before
and after opening.” Address: Director of Research and
Production, The Nitragin Co., Inc., [3747 North Booth St.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin].
2435. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1939. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois.
• Summary: The half page devoted to soy beans this year is
divided into two parts: (1) “Soybeans for seed:... Selected
and properly recleaned seed of high purity and germination
is necessary for successful results, and we are prepared to
furnish the best of seed of such varieties as are suitable to
this area, both for grain and hay.”
(2) “Soybean products: We are pioneer processors of
soybeans, extracting the crude oil and grinding the soybean
cake for live-stock feed.” The company’s three products are:
Funk’s Soybean Oil Meal (41% protein. “Expeller processed
and cooked and toasted to improve palatability...”), Funk’s

Minrol Soy (Consists of Funk’s Soybean Oil Meal plus
essential minerals), and Funk’s Pea-Size Soybean Oil Cake
(Convenient size, especially for feeding cattle outdoors). A
photo shows a harvester in a field. Address: Bloomington,
Illinois.
2436. Graham, Ellis R. 1939. Magnesium as a factor in
nitrogen fixation by soybeans. PhD thesis, University of
Missouri–Columbia. In: Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by
American Universities, 1939. *
Address: Univ. of Missouri–Columbia.
2437. Kreutzer, A. 1939. Rovid utmutato a szojabab
termesztesere [A short guide to soybean cultivation].
Budapest. [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
2438. Matagrin, Am. 1939. Le soja et les industries du soja:
Produits alimentaires, huile de soja, lécithine végétale,
caséine végétale [The soybean and soy industries: Food
products, soy oil, vegetable lecithin, and vegetable casein].
Paris: Gauthier-Villars. x + 390 p. Illust. 18 cm. [300 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. The agricultural,
industrial, and commercial history of soya: Asiatic origins
and propagation in Europe, soya in America (its cultivation
and industries), soya in Europe, Asia, Africa, and Oceania
(1936) (1. Admission of soya in the agriculture and
industry of European nations (p. 35): Soya in France, soy
industry and commerce in central and northern Europe
{England, Germany, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Poland,
Austria and Hungary, Switzerland}, penetration of soya
into southern Europe {Iberian peninsula, Italy, Balkan
countries of Dalmatia, Istria, Yugoslavia, Greece (p. 47),
Bulgaria, Romania, Ukraine}, the grandeur and decadence
of soya in Russia. 2. Soya in modern Asia (p. 51): China
and Manchuria, Japan, Korea, Formosa, French Indochina
{Tonkin, Cambodia, Cochin China}, the British and Dutch
Indies {Siam, Assam, Bengal, Burma, Ceylon, India, Straits
Settlements [later Singapore] / Malacca}, western Asia
{Turkestan, Persia (p. 57)}. 3. Soya in Africa and Australia
(p. 57-58): South Africa, Rhodesia, Nigeria, Gold Coast
[later Ghana], Cote d’Ivoire, Dahomey, Togo, Algeria,
Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt, Australia {Queensland, New South
Wales, Victoria}, Tasmania, New Zealand, not yet in British
New Guinea [later Papua New Guinea], Philippines, Java).
2. The botany and agronomy of soya: The plant, its
names, its botanical characteristics, its varieties (original and
created by selection), the cultivation of soya.
3. The general chemistry of soya: Chemical composition
of the plant, structure and chemical composition of the
beans.
4. Using soya in soyfoods and soyfood products: Whole
soybeans (whole green, dry, sprouted, roasted and salted
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{soja á l’état vert, fève de soja sèche, fève grillée, fève salée
de soja, fèves de soja salées, p. 166-67}, soynut butter {un
mélange rappelant les beurres végétaux}, soy coffee, soy
confections {confiture de soja}, soy chocolate, soy sprouts
{fèves de soja germées, germes de fèves de soja}), soymilk
and tofu (le lait et le fromage de soja; soymilk cream,
concentrated soymilk, soymilk powder / powdered soymilk,
fermented soymilk {lait fermenté, yoghurt, kéfir, koumys,
p. 189}, fermented tofu {fromages de soja}), okara (pulpe
résiduaire de la préparation du lait de soja), fermented soy
products (solid, paste, and liquid condiments; natto, miso,
and shoyu [soy sauce]; kiu-tsee and lactic ferments), soy
flour and bread.
5. The soy oil industry and products derived from it:
Extraction and refining of soy oil, properties and use of soy
oil.
6. The vegetable lecithin industry: Extraction of
vegetable lecithin, properties and use of vegetable lecithin.
7. The vegetable casein industries and plastic materials
based on soya: Soybean cakes and flours from which the oil
has been removed, use of such cakes and flours, in the crude
state, as a raw material for plastics, manufacture and use of
vegetable protein, soybean cellulose for artificial silk, soya
furfural and furfuraldehyde (phenolic resins). Conclusion:
How to launch soya industries in France. Important terms. A
bibliography appears at the end of each chapter.
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document
seen that uses the terms Fève grillée, fève salée de soja, or
fèves de soja salées, “roasted soy beans” to refer to soynuts.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2005) that mentions soynut butter, which it calls
un mélange rappelant les beurres végétaux.
Summary: Matagrin wrote two previous books: Manuel
du Savonnier (Paris, no date given) and L’Industrie des
Produits chimiques et ses Travailleurs (Paris, 1925).
Francis G. Beltzer, a practical chemist, became a major
force in visualizing new industrial uses for the soybean in
the West. By contrast, Li and Grandvoinnet (1912) paid little
attention to soy oil in their book, devoting only 3 pages out
of 150 to the subject, and only ½ page to industrial uses,
while largely ignoring lecithin. These two books had a great
influence on soy in France and they nicely complement each
other (p. vi).
The Soybean, by Piper & Morse (1923), was
published in both New York and London. Horvath was a
Russo-American chemist. Italians who made important
contributions to the soybean were professors Bottari, Mattei,
Panatelli, and Tito Poggi (p. vii).
Leon Rouest, French the agronomist, wrote an important
book titled Le soja français et ses applications agricoles et
industrielles (Chateauroux 1936). Since 1920 he has devoted
himself to the culture of soybeans and to the selection of
acclimatized varieties. He was director of the Laboratory of
Soja in the north Caucasus from 1930 to 1935, and in 1921

he had already published a book, Le soja et son lait végétal.
His new (1936) book benefitted from the collaboration of
Henry de Guerpel, an agricultural engineer and mayor of
Percy-en-Auge, who was also an indefatigable prophet of
soybeans in France, until his untimely death in Jan. 1937.
Anyone in the world can order (from the U.S.
Government Printing Office in Washington, DC) the many
U.S. publications about soybeans from the USDA or state
agricultural experiment stations. These substantial works are
based on careful research and enriched with numerous tables
and photos–a fine example of the key role that governments
can play in introducing and popularizing soya. Recently J.A.
LeClerc (of USDA’s Bureau of Chemistry and Soils) said the
soybean has become a naturalized American (p. viii).
More than a century ago Lord Byron wrote Beppo, the
first Western poem on soy. It was an account of a carnival
at Venice, Italy, in 1818. He advised the tourists to bring
“Ketchup, Soy [sauce], Chili-vinegar.”
Maurice Druel was one of the young engineers who
worked with competence to launch a soy industry in France
(p. x).
For an early chronology of soybeans and soyfoods in
France (1856+, see pages 8-12). 1857-58: Lechaume planted
soybeans at Vitry-sur-Seine and got encouraging results. A
report by the National Society for Acclimatization declared:
“The acclimatization of the soybean is complete.”
1859–Setback for the first tests by Vilmorin with
Chinese beans that were too late, but success by Dr. Turrel in
le Var.
1862-69–Success of Mme. Delisse, in Gironde.
Then the Franco-Prussian war arrested these tests, so
the center of interest moved to central Europe. The world
exposition of Vienna in 1873 and Friedrich Haberlandt. In
his book one finds the first analyses of the seed by Steuf, of
the cake by Woelker / Voelker, the results of texts by Berndt
on oil extraction (p. 9).
Podolie is in Ukraine.
Of Haberlandt’s 148 trials in 1877, only 12 failed for
lack of warmth. Much new agronomic information was
accumulated.
Back in France: 1874-80–Society of Horticulture
d’Etampes (Seine-et-Oise) grew a yellow Chinese variety
which succeeded. This “soja d’Etampes” was studied
intensively from the chemical and agronomic points of view
by Lechartier and various authors. A doctor from the region
prepared, for his personal use, a vegetable cheese (tofu).
But the grain did not find buyers so its cultivation did not
spread. There now remain only 2 or 3 innovators to cultivate
soybeans and on 5-10 acres maximum. But Chinese soybeans
mature in the region of Paris, as in 1879 at Marseille.
1880–While the tests of Boursier in l’Oise have
succeeded. and while Olivier-Lecq, ardent propagator of
soybeans, distributed 100 kg to farmers in the north, the
national Society for Acclimatization organized cultural
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trials all over France. Results were obtained in each of the
regions, some with record yields. The general objection of
the farmers was the difficulty found in using the soybean as a
legume (it was too hard) or to find buyers.
As Paillieux said so well: “Our point of departure has
not been happy one; the soybean has been presented simply
as a new legume” (p. 10).
The German successes in soybean cultivation were
studied by Wein in 1881 (p. 10).
In the 1880s there was a big growth of interest in
vegetarian diets in Europe. Compare this with the USA (p.
11).
Li Yu-ying: After his 1905 speech, in 1908 he
created a laboratory for studies, which soon founded
the factory La Caseo-Sojaine at Vallees, near Colombes
(Seine), administered by a French-Chinese company. This
establishment made soyfoods using imported soybeans,
especially tofu (p. 12).
Dr. Bloch of France recommended thin sheets of pressed
tofu as a reserve ration for troops.
Lever Bros. soap works used lots of soy oil in Britain (p.
12).
The British did some cultural trials in India, Burma,
Siam (Thailand), and South Africa.
Japan, in effect, annexed Korea in 1895.
It was only after 1905 that soybean tests took place, first
in Guyana, where the soybean matured easily.
Soybeans were grown for forage more in the South of
USA than in the north. Continued. Address: France.
2439. Matagrin, Am. 1939. Le soja et les industries du soja:
Produits alimentaires, huile de soja, lécithine végétale,
caséine végétale [The soybean and soy industries: Food
products, soy oil, vegetable lecithin, and vegetable casein
(Continued–Document part II)]. Paris: Gauthier-Villars. x +
390 p. 18 cm. [300 ref. Fre]
• Summary: (Continued): The agricultural experiment
stations and the scientific labs have played an important role
in the U.S., also the farm equipment manufacturers.
The experiment stations in many states have helped
the farmers to clarify cultural questions which greatly
influence yields, preparation of the soil, type and proportion
of fertilizer use, dates and methods of planting, how many
seeds per acre, choice of varieties according to the climate
and soil, role of the soybean in mixed cultures and in crop
rotation, etc.
In this book, Matagrin always uses the term fèves de
soja to refer to “soybeans.”
1936 listing of soyfoods firms (p. 27): Fearn Soya Foods
Co., Chicago, Illinois. Soybean Health Prods Co. Oakland,
California (tofu). Soyex Co. Nutley, New Jersey. La Sierra
Industries, Ontario, California (soymilk). American Lecithin
Co., Atlanta, Georgia. Ten soy flour companies (p. 29).
American Lecithin Co. in 1936 was in Atlanta, Georgia.

From when to when was it in Illinois?
Soy in France (p. 36): Prof. Beille of Bordeaux
published a good work on soy but it is no longer available.
Also the books of Prof. Jumelle of Marseille on colonial
crops and vegetable oils. Prof. R. Lepine of Lyon in 1919 in
Revue Scientifique, wrote about soy culture in Algeria and
the preparation of soymilk.
Mr. Rouest perfected again the selections of yellow
or green varieties that he had undertaken from 1907, with
success. Using American seeds, others who experimented
were Messrs. Brioux at Rouen, Carle of Carbonniere in le
Tarn, and Semichon at Carcassonne; he likewise cultivated
it at l’Aude from 1918. A list of 42 of Rouest’s varieties
(chosen from 2,000 others) were given in Rouest’s book Le
Soja Francaise showing that he was more qualified than
anyone to write a book of this tile. He pursued his cultures
and selections in France from 1921-30, in the Caucasus from
1930 to 1935, and thus fulfilled the efforts started by the
Society for Acclimatization and its successors. He worked
with another apostle, Henry de Guerpel, and agronomist
and mayor of Percy-en-Auge (Calvados), who developed
and perfected during 5 years the culture of the best varieties
of soybeans in the regions surrounding his country house
at Plainville, near Mézidon. He did not only collaborate on
the book with Rouest, but also published interesting articles
in several reviews in France and the colonies. Also Mr.
Denaiffe of Carignan (Ardennes), author of the esteemed
book Les Haricots, did important culture work and provided
information.
Today production of soybeans in France is no more than
several thousand hectoliters of beans = several 100,000 liters.
For forage, the crop / culture has developed only in North
Africa. It was encouraged by Rouest and de Guerpel.
Caseo Sojaine’s products [made by Li Yu-ying] were
excellent but expensive.
The products of Heudebert (probably diabetic products
made with soyflour?), were well known in England as in
France (p. 39).
Since 1913 the oil mills of Marseille, France, have
started to use soy oil (mainly for hydrogenation) and those of
the north (mainly for manufacture of soft soaps).
Recently the foundation (at Chateauroux) of a Society
of Friends, Producers and Technicians of Soja has been
announced by M. Druel.
In England the fine botanist J.L. North tested with
success 13 Manchurian soybean seeds in 1913 and in the
third harvest expanded these to 12,000 seeds, which he
sent in 1917 to a farm at Uxbridge in Middlesex and to the
Ogilvie Farm in Essex. There was a remarkable harvest
in 1921, followed by good development of the enterprise.
It advanced thanks to Piper and Morse’s 1923 book The
Soybean which told of American successes. North succeeded
in 1928 in getting 20-80 pods per stalk. In 1921 North’s work
drew the attention of the Ford establishment in Boreham
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which was not able to obtain good yields with American
soybeans but succeeded with North’s. Today England
cultivates soybeans on about 15 hectares and yields are 1,400
to 2,500 liters per ha.
In England. Lever Bros. are big users of soy oil in soap.
The main oil mills using soybeans are J. Bibby and Sons in
Liverpool, three others in Hull, one in Erith and one refinery
on the outskirts of London. Huge amounts of soy oil and
meal are imported by a subsidiary of Lever Bros.
Germany: The recent agreement between Germany and
Japan foreseeing an exchange of arms, explosives, etc. in
exchange for soybeans which can furnish explosives (for
nitroglycerine, naturally) is a barter / swap (of cannons for
soybeans) analogous to that with Manchuria in 1934. What
is certain is that the agents of I.G. Farbenindustrie A.G.
under the patronage of the Economic Federation of Central
Europe has been enforcing for 3 years soybeans culture in
the Balkans which trade voluntarily with Germany.
Spain was rich in other oil sources (mainly olive oil), so
it did not pay much attention to soy.
Italy: In 1918 a trial by Prof. Borzi, on a parcel of 2.5
acres at the Colonial Garden in Palerme / Palermo gave a
yield of 20 liters/ha. In 1918-20 at the Institute Bonafous in
Turin, a scientific research center, did research on yellow
soybeans. Then trials were done in Liguria, Lombardia
and Capo d’Istria [the Italian name of the city of Koper; in
today’s Slovenia], and Palerme about the 1920s–a total of
a dozen localities. Retaking in 1922 these tests of 1884 in
Piedmont, Prof. Tito Poggi seeded 8 parcels in Monferrat,
then helped to popularize soybeans in Italy. By the mid1920s soy flour was widely used in baking. In March 1926 a
“Bread for ammunition = pagnotto di munizione” containing
10% soy flour was heartily welcomed by the garrison in
Rome. Already an official tasting by Mussolini (of the bread
by him?) has been commented upon by the Italian press. The
success of the campaign to promote use of wheat limited,
after that, the outlets for soy in human foods, but the oil
remained widely used by industry and the cake [was fed to
cows] for production of milk.
Bulgaria and Rumania were influenced by the example
of Ukraine = Podolie?
The grandeur and decadence of soja in Russia: The book
by L. Rouest, who was director of the Soy Laboratory in the
North Caucasus from 1930 to 1935, brings together, but in a
somewhat dispersed way, a very instructive documentation
on soya in Russia. He described the grandeur and decadence.
Soya was cultivated, it seems, since the victory of the
Tcherkesses (p. 48) and the incursions in east Turkestan,
about 1860, then introduced into Ukraine and Bessarabia
[the latter in today’s Moldova and Ukraine], either from the
Caucasus or from Hungary in the following years. Finally
better known when the construction of the Transsiberian
railroad connected (conduisit) Russia and Manchuria (18961900). But the soybean could not fail to interest the higher

government officials. Before the universal success of the
soybean after World War I, it was seen not only as an interior
resource but also as an export crop. However in 1931, of
the 5,970,000 ha in Russia used to grow oilseeds, less than
1,100 were used to grow soybeans versus 5.2 million used
for sunflowers, 300,000 for castor oil, 140,000 for sesame,
30,000 for peanuts, and 350,000 for others such as rapeseed.
But the industry began to demand soybeans. A large furniture
factory in Oklanskaia made glues of vegetable proteins.
The oil was studied for use in soaps and paints. The famine
which menaced the working population because the moujiks
[muzhiks, mujiks], resisted the exploitation of the lands
into collectives, was able to be prevented or delayed by the
progress in the culture of soybeans. Also the 5-year plan
foresaw the extension of this crop onto 3-5 million ha with
harvests of at least 1,500 kg per ha. To guide the farmers and
perfect management techniques, specialists were recruited
and concessions were granted to Germany in diverse regions.
For how would the USSR itself have harvested the 1935 crop
of about one million quintals = 100,000 MT. The number is
enormous by comparison with the rest of Europe. (Did the
Soviets see themselves as pioneers of a revolutionary new
crop?)
Here, according to the agronomist Rouest, are the
causes of the Russian setback. 1. Negligence and ignorance
of the Russian peasant. 2. Disadvantages of the communist
regime, 3. The general ideological method, always little
reconcilable with the needs of the changes and hazards of
agriculture (e.g., research to find varieties permitting the
use of large harvesters). 4. Poorly chosen cultural methods.
5. Use of most of the harvest for food. The best literature
concerns the moujik [muzhik, mujik] peasants, and one
long study of 1911, of which we have a copy, written by a
Russian doctor,... Sowed in the black earth of the Caucasus
and Ukraine, these soybeans, said Rouest, evidently saved
the lives of thousands of people... We have been told that the
Russians are disgusted at the compulsory use of soybeans,
result of unskilled cooks...? Address: France.
2440. Minarik, Charles E. 1939. The effect of boron in the
substrate on the rate of calcium absorption and accumulation
by soybean and corn plants. PhD thesis, Rutgers University.
In: Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by American
Universities, 1939. *
Address: Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick, New Jersey.
2441. Soetisna, Mas. 1939. Kedelé mas Toegoemoeljo [The
yellow soybean of Toegoemoeljo]. Kolonisatie Bulletin 6:911. [Ind]
• Summary: In the author’s name, the term “Mas” may be
a Javanese title, of lower rank than Raden. “Toegoemoeljo”
(presently spelled Tugumulyo) is a place name but it can
also be translated as “Column/Pillar of Glory,” in Javanese
culture refers to the manifestation of the highest level of
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happiness. The document tells about yellow soybeans from
this place. Address: Adjunct-landbouwconsultent di Loeboek
Linggau.
2442. Genevois, L. 1939? Aperçu sur les possibilities de
cultures industrielles dans le sud-ouest: Projet d’une station
d’essai de cultures industrielles [Outlook for the possibilities
of industrial crops in southwestern France: Project of a
station for trials of industrial crops]. Bordeaux, France. 19 p.
Unpublished typescript. Undated. 30 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: This study looks at a variety of crops, especially
soybeans (soja), potatoes, maize, and Jerusalem artichokes.
Between 1900 and 1930, domestic production of most of
France’s major crops (such as wheat, rye, corn, and millet)
and of total arable land decreased sharply. Facing a blockade,
France must now rapidly increase production of food crops.
Address: Prof. of biological chemistry and plant physiology
at the Faculty of Sciences, Bordeaux, France.
2443. Jaccard, R.B. 1940. History and development of
soybeans. Cargill Crop Bulletin 15(1):32-35. Jan. 24.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. American introduction
(in 1804). Distribution. Climatic adaptations. Utilization (a
chart shows all known uses of the soybean plant, the meal,
oil, green bean, and dried bean). 1939 soybean production.
Table of soybean acreage for all purposes (by state, 1928-37,
1938, 1939; grown alone, interplanted, equivalent solid).
Table of soybeans grown for beans (by state, 1928-37, 1938,
1939; acreage harvested, yield per acre, production).
“In the Civil War, with England in control of the seas,
coffee was limited by the blockade and Union soldiers were
fed a coffee substitute made from soybeans smuggled in.
This tasted like coffee but did not stimulate or keep soldiers
awake.”
“Utilization.–Perhaps some of the rapid increases in
popularity of the soybean is due to recent discoveries of
industrial uses and as a source of food. Oil products are
increasingly in demand for industrial uses. Meal is rapidly
becoming popular in feeding operations and extract are used
in human consumption in many forms.” A diagram (p. 33) by
R.B. Jaccard shows soybean utilization.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2016)
that mentions Cargill in connection with soybeans. Cargill
first began crushing soybeans in 1943. Address: Field
Representative, Cargill Crop Bulletin.
2444. Burlison, W.L.; Van Doren, C.A.; Hackleman, J.C.
1940. Eleven years of soybean investigations: Varieties,
seeding, storage. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 462. p. 123-67. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Plan of variety trials. Performance
of different varieties: Northern Illinois, central Illinois,
southwestern Illinois, studies on quality of soybean hay.
Seeding practices–Effects on yields: Rate and method of

seeding, date of seeding. Effects of storage on quality of
soybeans: Long storage reduced stand and yield, shrinkage
in storage, germination tests of stored beans, chemical
composition of three-year-old beans. Summary and
recommendations. Appendix: Characteristics of 66 varieties
and strains of soybeans.
The Bulletin begins: “Soybeans have attracted more
attention and have been more rapidly and more widely
adopted than any other new crop ever introduced into
Illinois. During ten years the Illinois acreage of soybeans
harvested for grain expanded more than fivefold,–from an
average of 369,000 acres in 1924-1928 to an average of
about 2 million acres during 1934-1938.” (p. 123). Tables
show: (1) Illinois soybean production: Acreage and yield,
hay and beans, 1919-1937. (2) De Kalb field. Grain yields
of 25 soybean varieties, 1927-1937. (3) De Kalb field:
Hay yields of 16 soybean varieties, 1930, 1934-1935. (4)
De Kalb field: Straw yields of 24 soybean varieties, 19271937. (5) Urbana field, south-central rotation: Grain yields
of 36 soybean varieties, 1927-1937. (6) Urbana field,
south-central rotation: Hay yields of 37 soybean varieties,
1927-1937. (7) Urbana field, south-central rotation: Straw
yields of 37 soybean varieties, 1927-1937. (8) Urbana field,
miscellaneous plots: Hay yields of 21 soybean varieties,
1929-1935. (9) Urbana field, miscellaneous plots: Grain
yields of 32 soybean varieties, 1927-1937. (10) Urbana field,
miscellaneous plots: Straw yields of 26 soybean varieties,
1927-1935. (11) Alhambra field: Grain yields of 34 soybean
varieties, 1927-1937. (12) Alhambra field: Hay yields of 17
soybean varieties, 1933-1935. (13) Alhambra field: Straw
yields of 31 soybean varieties, 1927-1937. (14) Soybean hay:
Leaves, stems, and pods in grain-type and hay-type soybean
varieties sampled before harvest, Urbana, 1931-1935. Weight
of each and percentage of total weight. (15) Soybean hay:
Leaves, stems, and pods retained in field-cured hay, Urbana,
1931-1934. (16) Rate and method of seeding: Effect of
yield on soybean grain, Illini variety, Urbana, 1928-1932.
24-inch rows (bean drill) vs. 8-inch rows (grain drill). (18)
Date of seeding: Average yields of 12 varieties of soybeans
seeded at different dates, Urbana, 1926-1931. (19) Date
of seeding: Year by year yields of 12 varieties of soybeans
seeded at different dates, Urbana, 1926-1931. (20) Age of
seed: Effect on stand and yield of soybeans, Urbana, 19271934. (21) Age of seed: Stand and yield of five varieties of
soybeans grown from seed of different ages, Urbana, 19271934. (22) Monthly weight changes: Illini soybeans stored
over five-year period, Urbana. (23) Depth of storage: Effect
on moisture and laboratory germination of soybean seed
sampled on different dates. (24) Depth of storage: Effect
on germination and yield of Illini soybeans. (25) Depth of
storage: Effect on properties of meal, oil, and whole grain of
soybeans (Carbohydrate content of meal. Acid number, iodin
[sic, iodine] number, and refractive index at 25 deg. C. of
oil).
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(26) (p. 166-67) Characteristics of 66 named and
unnamed varieties and strains of soybeans: Variety name,
seed color, type. days to maturity, shattering, seed size
(beans per pound), hilum color, flower color, pubescence.
The named varieties, listed alphabetically by name, are:
A.K. 92, A.K. 114, A.K. 125, A.K. 141, A.K. 146, Aksarben,
Arlington, Black Eyebrow, Cayuga, Chestnut, Columbia,
Dunfield, Dunfield (Illinois), Dunfield (Indiana), Ebony,
Ebony (Special), Elton, Funman, Guelph, Haberlandt,
Hamilton, Harbinsoy, Hong Kong, Hurrelbrink, Illini,
Ilsoy, Indiana 5584, Ito San, Kingwa, Laredo, Lexington,
Macoupin, Manchu, Manchu (Perry King), Manchu Sel.
(Thomas), Manchu (Thomas), Manchu (Wisconsin),
Manchuria 13-177, Mandarin, Mandell, Mansoy, Midunk,
Midwest, Minsoy, Morse, Morse Sel. 230, Morse (Wilson),
Mukden, Norredo, Peking, Scioto, Strain B, Tokyo, Type
117, Type 119, Type 120, Virginia, Wea, Wilson-Five,
Wisconsin Black. Address: 1. Chief in Crop Production;
2. Formerly Asst. in Crop Production; 3. Prof. of Crops
Extension. All: Urbana, Illinois.
2445. Haigh, J.C. 1940. Essais de culture de soja à Ceylan
[Trials with soybean culture in Ceylon]. Agriculture
et Elevage au Congo Belge 14(1):5-8. Jan. Reprinted
in Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et du
Material Colonial 1940. Jan/Feb. p. 17-22. And in: Revue
Internationale du Soja. 1941. March. p. 63-68. [Fre]
• Summary: This is an French-language translation of the
following English-language article: Haigh, J.C. 1939. “Trials
with soybean in Ceylon.” Tropical Agriculturist (Ceylon)
93(3):144-56. Sept. Address: Botanist.
2446. Jungfleisch, Marcel. 1940. Cultiverons nous le soja
en Egypte? [Shall we cultivate soybeans in Egypt?]. Egypte
Contemporaine (L’) 31(188):45-58. Jan. [Fre]*
2447. Opsomer, J.-E. 1940. [Acclimatization of soybeans
in the Belgian Congo]. Matériel Colonial (Le) No. 4. Jan.
[Fre]*
2448. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon).
1940. Note on treatment of soybean. 94(1):32. Jan.
• Summary: The following basics of soybean cultivation are
published for the guidance of all field officers–for example:
“All varieties should be sown in rows. With large-seeded
and/or short-aged [early] varieties the rows will be 1 foot
apart; with small-seeded and/or long-aged [late] varieties
they will be two feet apart in good soil and one and a half
feet in poor or medium soil. In all cases seeds should be
three inches apart in the row. Short-aged varieties require
about 3 months from sowing to maturity; long-aged varieties
four to five months.
“Soybean seeds will not germinate in waterlogged
soil... the sowing date should be calculated backwards by

remembering that dry weather is necessary for ripening of
good seeds. Thus for the maha season, harvest can be in
February or March, and sowing should be in October or
November.
“Soybean seed should be well dried in the pod after
harvest and the pods threshed before storage. If stored
in large quantities, the bins or bags should be opened
periodically and the contents stirred to admit air and prevent
over-heating. Stored in this way, seed at Peradeniya has
given over 80 per cent. germination after eight months.
“Fumigation is desirable and is most easily carried
out with carbon bisulphide...” Gives details of fumigation.
“Fumigation in no way injures the seed.” Address: Ceylon.
2449. Simon, Dr. 1940. Zum Sojaanbau in Deutschland
[On soybean production in Germany]. Mitteilungen fuer
die Landwirtschaft 55(8):115, 132. Feb. 17. Also in Plant
Science Literature 11(16):12 (1940). [Ger]
Address: Berlin.
2450. Haigh, J.C. 1940. Essais de culture de Soja à Ceylan
[Soybean cultural trials in Ceylon]. Revue Internationale des
Produits Coloniaux et du Material Colonial 14(169-70):1722. Jan/Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: This is an French-language translation of the
following English-language article: Haigh, J.C. 1939. “Trials
with soybean in Ceylon.” Tropical Agriculturist (Ceylon)
93(3):144-56. Sept. Address: Botanist.
2451. McRostie, G.P.; Laughland, J. 1940. Soybeans in
Ontario. Ontario Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No.
407. 12 p. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The plant. Uses:
Hay, seed, straw, soybean meal, soiling crop, ensilage,
soil improvement, soybean oil, other products. Feeding
value. Climatic adaptation. Place in rotation. Culture:
Soil, preparation of seed bed, manure and fertilizers, seed
selection, inoculation, dates of seeding, methods and rates of
seeding, depth of seeding, seasonal care, harvesting for hay
or seed, threshing, storing. Varieties. Description of varieties:
Manitoba Brown (Brown, Ogemaw), Kabott (From Mr.
R.R. Kabalkin in Manchuria), Mandarin, Cayuga, Minsoy,
Hudson Heights (Hudson; a selection by T.B. Macaulay of
Hudson Heights, Quebec), O.A.C. No. 211 (selected from
the Habaro variety), Goldsoy, Quebec No. 92, Manchu, Illini.
Soybeans in mixtures (with grains and grasses). Enemies of
the soybean.
Concerning other food products (p. 3): “Soybean flour,
which is made into bread, cakes and muffins, due to its very
low percentage of starch, is of especial value as a diabetic
food. Soybean milk, curd [tofu] and breakfast foods are
products of this bean. Lecithin, a complex fatty material
containing phosphorus and nitrogen, is also obtained from
the soybean and is used in candy making. Green soybeans
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(probably green vegetable soybeans), dried beans and bean
sprouts are used in many ways for the table.”
Concerning varieties (p. 9): “Both Manitoba Brown
and Brown are varieties which have been selected from
Ogemaw which was introduced by E.E. Evans, West Branch,
Michigan, 1902, as a supposed cross between Early Black
and Dwarf Brown varieties. The Manitoba Brown is an early
selection made at the University of Manitoba. All three are
similar in appearance and may be described as follows: seed
colour brown, medium to large in size, hilum chocolate;
plant short, erect, bushy; flower purple. They are very early
varieties suitable for seed and may be successfully grown in
northern districts.”
Concerning enemies (p. 12): “In Japan, according to
reports, there are many destructive diseases which attack
the soybean. In the United States, no pest has assumed
any great economic importance, but there have been some
losses due to rabbits, woodchucks, root rot, cowpea wilt and
caterpillars. Forty-three years of experiments at the Ontario
Agricultural College have shown little loss due to fungus and
bacterial diseases, but some parts of Ontario have reported
that groundhogs show a preference for this crop. This
comparative freedom from plant enemies is a favourable
factor in promotion of soybean culture in Ontario.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Kabott. Address: 1. PhD,
Prof. and Head of Dep.; 2. B.S.A., Extension specialist.
Both: Dep. of Field Husbandry, Ontario Agricultural College,
Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
2452. Ozouf, René. 1940. Le soja [The soybean]. Journal
des Instituteurs et des Institutrices (France) 86(12):47.
March 2. [2 ref. Fre]*
• Summary: This article appears in the section of this
issue titled “Partie Scolaire,” in the subsection titled
“Pour les Grandes et les Adultes.” Contents: Introduction.
Its cultivation (one of the oldest cultivated plants in the
world, widely cultivated for ages in East Asia (especially
Manchuria)), it is an annual, which prefers temperate
climates, there are more than 1,200 varieties, cultivated in
the Corn Belt of the USA, and in Korea, Japan, Java, the
USSR, Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and France
(but yields here are low).
Its utilization: The bacteria in the nodules on its roots
are a source of nitrogen fertilizer. It can be used as a green
forage crop, like lucern / alfalfa. If this is dried, it can be
made into hay or silage. Pigs can be raised on soybean
pasture in the open air. It is much appreciated as a green
manure. Because the seeds are rich in nitrogen, protein and
oil, it is utilized in the form of beans or of oilseed presscake
for the feeding of all farm animals. It also has many uses as
an industrial product. Above al, it is used as a source of oil
and cake / meal.
The modern soybean utilization industry is most highly

developed in Manchuria, where the principal centers are (in
order of importance) Dairen, Harbin, Antung and Yingkou
(W.-G. Ying-k’ou; formerly Newchwang or Niuchwang);
in China, above all in Nanking and Shanghai; in Korea at
Konan (in today’s North Korea) and in the ports of Seishin
(Ch’ongjin, Chongjin, in today’s North Korea), and Rashin;
in Japan at Kobe-Osaka and Tokyo-Yokohama; in Siberia, in
the Russian Far East at Khabarovsk and Vladivostok.
In Europe, Germany is in first place in the various soy
industries, and especially of oil, lecithin, and cakes. Hamburg
and its surroundings are the leading center, followed by
Bremen, Stettin [part of Germany in 1940; Szczecin, in
Poland as of July 2014], Berlin, etc. In the years immediately
preceding the war of 1939, the Reich imported 40-50% of
the soybeans produced in Manchuria. Hull is the principal
soybean crushing center in England. Throughout Scandinavia
the soybean is transformed into cake and margarine, as
well as in the Netherlands and in Belgium. In France, two
factories that make oil and lecithin are in operation near
Arras and Lille.
In the United States soybean processing industries are
developed everywhere, particularly in Chicago [Illinois] and
Milwaukee [Wisconsin] and in the towns of Illinois and New
York. Ford automobile factories use soybeans to make plastic
accessories.
Soybean trade and commerce.
2453. Hamner, Charles L. 1940. Growth responses of Biloxi
soybeans to variation in relative concentrations of phosphate
and nitrate in the nutrient solution. Botanical Gazette
101(3):637-49. March. Based on his 1940 PhD thesis, Univ.
of Chicago. Private edition distributed by Univ. of Chicago
Libraries. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: Experimental results from many
nutrient experiments have shown that, in general, if an
element is lacking or low in concentration in the nutrient
solution or soil solution, it will be lacking or present only
at very low concentrations in the plant. Also, an essential
element present in abundance in the nutrient solution will
probably be present in abundance in the plant, although its
concentration may vary with variation in environmental
factors...” Address: Hull Botanical Lab., Univ. of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois.
2454. Peck, Lyman. 1940. The widening market for soybean
oil meal. National Farm Chemurgic Council, Chemurgic
Paper [No. 19]. 4 p.
• Summary: Presented at the “Sixth Annual Farm Chemurgic
Conference, Chicago, Illinois, March 27-29, 1940.”
“Surely during the last century no other agricultural
crop has developed so rapidly, none has received so much
publicity in so short a time as this oriental immigrant, the
soybean.
“Possibly the chemurgic Movement has had
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considerable influence upon this publicity. It may be that this
crop has been over-publicized both for the farmer’s good and
the good of the industry processing it. Unguided enthusiasm
which disregards known facts of science has always proved a
boomerang.
“The first agricultural problem involved a certain
apple-picking episode wherein Eve was ill-advised.
Apparently times have not changed. The soybean industry
is still suffering from ill-advised enthusiastic statements
made years ago regarding the feeding value of whole or
ground raw soybeans. This same misguided enthusiasm
has caused some to jump into the processing field without
a careful investigation of the responsibilities both chemical
and mechanical which are incumbent upon the processor’s
operations. There is no royal road to success via the soybean
route over any other one agricultural product. Soybeans like
any other crop have to be grown, processed, and marketed.
The more intelligently all these are planned and carried out,
the more profit to everyone concerned.
“Roughly speaking, the soybean crop affords two
marketable products–soybean oil meal and soybean oil. What
the future holds for the processing industry depends upon the
intelligence with which these products are produced and put
into consumption.
“Merely buying beans and processing them is not
enough. Accurate control, both chemical and mechanical,
is necessary at every step in processing in order to assure
consumers that the oil and the meal they purchase are
suitable for their purposes. If this industry prospers, it is
necessary that the feeder receives uniform meal of the
highest nutritive value. The day has already passed when all
soybean oil meals are considered to be of equal value.
“Much has been written and said about the merits of the
different methods of processing. The facts are: the amount
of heat used and the length of time it is applied have more
influence upon the nutritive value of the meal than the
particular method used in processing.
“The annual production of soybean oil meal in the
United States has increased from 21,000 tons in 1926 to
over 1,000,000 tons last year. Indications are that this season
will show a decided gain. My purpose during the next few
minutes will be to review the reasons for this extraordinary
development.
“Any new agricultural crop under present farming
conditions should:
“1. Afford the farmer a better rotation, increasing the
yield of the crop that follows. Tests prove that soybeans do
this, and in addition are an excellent fertilizer when plowed
under.
“2. Fit into the deficiencies of other crops. In case of
a failure or partial failure of other forage crops, soybeans
furnish an excellent hay crop when cut at the proper time.
“3. Present opportunities for a cash crop. Farming is,
after all, a business requiring cash crops as well as those

that may be converted into meat, milk, and eggs, and sold as
such.
“4. Fit into a farm chemurgic program. Because
soybeans have met these conditions so satisfactorily,
growers have greatly increased the acreage devoted to
them. Processing facilities have kept pace with increased
production providing a steady market for the beans.
“Approximately 90-95% of the soybean oil meal
produced in this country at present finds its way into the
rations for livestock and poultry and small animals. The real
reasons for the acceptance of soybean oil meal by feeders
may be summed up by two words: Research and Extension.
“Research: From the Agricultural Experiment Stations
and Colleges, especially during the past ten years, there has
come an ever-increasing flood of experimental data proving
the advantages of soybean oil meal as a protein supplement
in the rations of livestock and poultry. These data indicate
that it is equal or superior to linseed or cottonseed oil meals
meat scraps, and tankage when properly supplemented with
minerals. In the case of poultry, sufficient Vitamin G is also
required. We must not overlook the fact, however, that best
results, particularly with poultry and swine, are obtained
when soybean oil meal is used in combination with animal
proteins instead of replacing them entirely.
“The research work at Wisconsin and at Cornell
involving the effect of heat during processing has had a
most significant effect, because it has enabled processors to
know how to govern their operations to produce meal of the
highest nutritive value. The larger processors with adequate
laboratory facilities and an efficient personnel were quick
to apply this information. As a result, the feeding value and
uniformity of their meals is much superior to what it was a
few years ago.
“It would be unfair to the processors of soybeans to
mention this research at our Agricultural Experiment Stations
and colleges without stating that quite a lot of this research
has been made possible by funds which the processors
provided for this purpose.
“This sponsoring of research by industry has had a
two-fold effect. In the first place, it brought forth unbiased
factual data which is the only firm foundation upon which
to build a business, whether it be processing soybeans or
feeding livestock. In addition, it has brought about a better
relationship between the research workers in our agricultural
institutions and industries. Working together in a common
cause both groups have became better acquainted and, as a
result, have a broader view of the whole problem and a better
appreciation of each other.
“Extension: After research has uncovered basic facts,
the practical problem is to get these facts before the ultimate
consumer.
“About two years ago the National Soybean Processors
Association formed a group known as the Soybean
Nutritional Research Council. This Council is at present
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composed of seven technical men from different processors
whose main purpose is to study experimental data, contact
the research workers at various Agricultural Experiment
Stations and Colleges, and assist them by exchanging ideas
and data.
“The other activities of the council are directed toward
extension work. A literature review of the experimental
data concerning soybean oil meal was prepared and widely
distributed among research workers and teachers. Popular
articles on the feeding value of soybean oil meal were
prepared, carefully checked for accuracy, and then released
through the agricultural press all over this country. Some
of these articles were combined in a booklet which has
been widely distributed to feeders. In this distribution they
have been materially aided by the Agricultural Extension
departments of the railroads, County Agents, Vo-Ag.
teachers in high schools, the field men of commercial feed
manufacturers, and many other agencies. Exhibits have also
been prepared and shown at various large shows attended by
farmers.
“One of the main reasons why the Soybean Nutritional
Research Council has been so successful is because all
the members develop their commercial affiliations while
engaged in this work and regardless of the fact that they are
all competitors, work shoulder to shoulder in a common
cause–advancing the knowledge of soybean oil meal.
“Other Uses: Now let us consider where the balance
of the soybean oil meal finds a market. Industrial research
is developing new uses every day. There is considerable
advance in the field of plastics. Glue and sizing for washable
wallpaper, water paint, and other uses find soybean protein
valuable.
“Last, but by no means least, is the rapidly increasing
use of soybean flour and other byproducts in the human
edible field. All of these subjects are being discussed at this
meeting by men far better qualified in these fields.
“Fertilizer: Due to the research of Anderson and
Swanbeck in Connecticut quite a lot of soybean oil meal is
being used for fertilizer in growing shade tobacco. Where an
organically-bound nitrogen is indicated, soybean oil meal is
an excellent and relatively cheap source.
“The small amount of research and observation to date
indicates that soybean oil meal may have an increasing use
as a component part of fertilizer for golf greens and lawns.
“Additional Research Required: Merely because we
have a great deal of research data on the nutritional value
of soybean oil meal we must not lose sight of the fact
that many questions remain unsolved. Much more data is
needed, particularly on the feeding of this excellent protein
concentrate to horses and dogs. More long-time, carefullycontrolled data is needed to determine the relative value of
soybeans and soybean oil meal for feeding dairy cattle and
sheep.
“The soybean industry, like all other industries

that afford opportunities, must be willing to accept
responsibilities.” Address: [Soybean Nutritional Research
Council].
2455. Walsh, R.M. 1940. Soybeans: New problem.
Agricultural Situation (The) (USDA Bureau of Agricultural
Economics) 24(3):12-14. March.
• Summary: “The rapid increase soybean production in
the United States during the past 6 years has provided
many farmers with a new cash crop, and other farmers
with valuable hay, forage, and green manure crops. On the
other hand, the greater soybean production has materially
increased the domestic surplus of edible fats and oils, and
has been an important factor depressing prices of lard and
cottonseed oil.” Note: This is the “new problem” referred to
in the title.
“Production of soybeans has increased even more
sharply than acreage. Approximately 5 million bushels of
beans were harvested in 1924, 13 million bushels in 1933,
and 87 million bushels in 1939.
“In the four States where the greatest increases in
soybean acreage have taken place–Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
and Iowa–soybean acreage has tended to take the place of
land previously planted to oats and corn. These four States in
1939 accounted for 61 percent of the total soybean acreage
and 91 percent of the beans harvested.
“The marked increase in the production of soybeans in
the Corn Belt has been conditioned by several factors. These
include the ability of the soybean plant to withstand drought,
its relative freedom from pest hazards, its adaptability to
crop rotations, the possibility of harvesting the beans with
the small combine, and the fact that soybeans provide an
additional source of cash income for many farmers. The
necessity for finding a more profitable crop than oats, and
in some cases corn, has been important in bringing about
increased soybean production.”
A large table shows “Production, disposition, and
products obtained from crushings of soybeans; and
production of lard and cottonseed oil in the United States,
Average 1924-33, Annual 1934-39.” Disposition includes:
(1) Used for feed or seed. (2) Exported. (3) Crushed (the
largest of the three; in million bushels. Increased from 1.943
in 1924-33 average, to 9.105 in 1924, to 25.181 in 1935, to
30.310 in 1937, to 44.470 in 1939). Address: USDA.
2456. Times (London). 1940. A vital German supply: The
magic bean. Soya food for man and beast. April 23. p. 7, col.
6; p. 8, col. 1.
• Summary: “From a correspondent. Since the war began
there have been frequent references in the Press to soya
beans, mainly in relation to the Trans-Siberian railway
transport of raw materials to Germany and the so-called
‘Nazi food pills.’ Few people noticing these references
will have appreciated the extent to which Germany is now
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making use of the soya and the importance of the part it
plays both in the Nazi food economy and in the general
economic structure of the Reich. The soya has become
vitally important to Germany from the food, the economic,
and the military standpoints.”
“It has been described as ‘unquestionably the most
important food plant in the world.’ Its chief economic
importance lies in an oil with various industrial applications
and in a special flour... But it has also a multitude of
industrial applications. With good reason the Germans have
called the soya ‘the magic bean’.
Note the use of the term “magic bean” in the title to
describe the soybean.
“A substitute for meat: As for the food aspect, one of
the greatest weaknesses of Germany is the relative lack of
foodstuffs of animal origin (meat, milk, eggs). The Germans
are facing this weakness by developing from the soya a flour
called Edelsoja, which, because of its high content of good
proteins (40 to 45 per cent.) and of fats and carbohydrates,
can completely replace meat or the other animal foodstuffs.
This flour is introduced in the traditional prepared foods and
culinary dishes (soups, sausages, bread, biscuits, macaroni)
in such a way that the taste is unimpaired, the protein content
greatly increased, and through a daily arrangement of diet the
individual receives, without reliance on meat, the minimum
ration of proteins, fats, and mineral salts indispensable for
human nutrition. This soya flour is not an Ersatz, not a ‘food
pill,’ but a new and superior foodstuff with the experience
of centuries in the Far East to confirm its nutritive value.
We cannot afford to smile indulgently on German efforts
to develop its consumption. The United States cannot be
called a starving country, yet, according to official figures,
the Americans produce and consume over 300,000 tons
of soya flour annually and more than forty concerns there
are manufacturing soya flour and soya food products. In
Germany the beans are also used for the production of
margarine, soya oil being the basis of the final product; and
before the war 400,000 tons appear to have been annually
applied as cattle feed.
“Germany built up huge reserves of soya beans in view
of the war. It is believed that these amounted to 2,000,000
tons, sufficient to provide the whole German population with
the equivalents of animal food for five months.” Soya beans
can be imported into Germany from countries like Rumania,
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and Hungary, by barter.
“The military aspect: The military importance of the
soya is due as much to the food products as to the explosives
and other war chemicals which can be manufactured from
it. The flour and prepared products are the ideal military
foods, and are now an established part of the German Army’s
war-time diet... The German soldier can easily carry in
his haversack a three-day ration... At the end of the Polish
campaign Nazi official circles were boasting in Berlin, that
without the soya it would not have been possible for the

German Army to advance so quickly as it had done.
“Germany has always been the largest soya importing
country in the world. From 1928 to 1933 she imported over
1,000,000 tons annually, according to official figures, but
these dropped to about 500,000 tons in 1935-36 and then
rose to 800,000 tons in 1938, and 500,000 tons for the first
six months of 1939. The greater part of these imports came
from Manchuria, but in 1937 and 1938 about 50,000 tons
are said to have been admitted annually from Rumania. It
seems clear, however, that the figure for Rumania cannot be
correct. In 1937 the Rumanian production was estimated at
150,000 to 250,000 tons. No soya is retained by Rumania; it
is known to be all exported to Germany. From this it would
follow that the German import figures deliberately understate
the true position. As long ago as 1933 the Germans realized
that dependence on Manchurian soya, which was almost
entirely brought by sea to German ports, would be dangerous
in time of war and that reliance on Trans-Siberian railway
consignments, even assuming Russia to be bienviellant
[benevolent, friendly], would be precarious. For this reason
immediately Hitler came into power the Germans took
steps to develop the production of the soya in Rumania
and other Balkan countries. The large chemical group I.G.
Farben Industrie, with the full support and encouragement
of the Reich Government, began preparations in 1933 to
promote the cultivation of the soya in Rumania. Thousands
of tons of seed were taken into the country. A Rumanian
company, the Soja S.A.R., was incorporated with German
capital for producing and trading in the beans. The company
provided the Rumanian peasants with seed and bacteria; it
made the necessary advances against future delivery; and
it looked after technical instruction in soya cultivation. Its
activities reached into almost every village in those districts
where production was possible. Further, by guaranteeing
a minimum purchase price to the peasant, the company
encouraged him to concentrate on soya rather than on the
more uncertain maize or wheat which market fluctuations
made less profitable.
“In Germany itself a subsidiary company, the Deutsche
Olsaat Verwertungs, was set up to import from Rumania.
Payments for the soya were to be effected within the ambit
of a clearing system, and by virtue of this arrangement, inter
alia [among other things], the I.G. Farben Industrie was to
export its chemical and other industrial products in return. As
the price paid to the peasants amounted to only 60 per cent.
of the export price, the result of this ingeniously planned
system was to provide Germany with secure and accessible
source of supply on the cheapest possible terms, and without
risk of losing foreign exchange. A similar story may be told
in regard to Bulgaria. In 1934 two companies with German
capital were set up there, having the same range of activities
as the Rumanian. A clearing system to pay for the soya
was likewise developed, and minimum prices guaranteed
to the peasant. In Yugoslavia also efforts were made by the
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Germans to encourage production, but the possibilities there
were less favourable in view of transport difficulties.
“Silos in Austria: Precise figures are difficult to obtain of
the quantity of soya produced in the Balkans under German
promotion. The largest production is certainly in Rumania,
and must certainly have greatly increased since 1937. In the
autumn of last year [1939], it was reported on good authority
that Germany had appropriated 5,000 railway wagons for
the transport of soya from Rumania; and that in addition
200 barges were waiting at the port of Braila to pick up soya
beans. Large silos have been constructed in Austria for the
storage of the soya as it comes up from the Balkans by rail or
by the Danube. It is probable that an estimate of 500,000 tons
for the annual Rumanian production would not be an outside
figure. Latest reports say that production is still further to be
increased. The most recent development is the creation of a
new Germano-Rumanian company to operate from February
1 of this year [1940], its object being expressly to increase
production in Rumania. Apart from Rumania, efforts are now
being made by the Germans to promote soya cultivation in
Hungary.
“As we have said, Russian and Trans-Siberian railway
transport is precarious in any event. It is estimated that with
the present railway material 500,000 tons of soya at most
could be carried annually from Manchuria across Siberia,
and the cost of the product when it reached Germany would
be almost prohibitive. So far as is known, little or no soya
has come during the war by the Trans-Siberian route.
Germany cannot afford to lose her soya supplies, from
whatever quarter they come. The soya has become for the
Germans a vital sinew of the ‘total war’ which they have
conceived, prepared, and developed.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2003) with the term “soya food” in the title.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2003)
that describes the use of government policies (guaranteed
minimum prices) to promote soybean production.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2019)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for eastern
Europe.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2019)
that contains the term “Nazi food pills.”
2457. Walsh, R.M. 1940. Soybeans–New problem:
Increasing the supply of food fats and oils. Cargill Crop
Bulletin 15(4):34-35. April 24.
• Summary: The rapid increase in soybean production during
the past six years has materially increased the domestic
surplus of edible fats and oils, and has been an important
factor depressing prices of lard and cottonseed oil. Between
1924 and 1933 soybean acreage doubled, from 2 million to 4
million acres, increasing to about 10 million acres harvested
in 1939. But the volume of soybeans harvested increased
from 5 million bushels in 1924, to 13 million bushels in

1933, jumping to 87 million bushels in 1939.
“Although the soybean is a legume, it is considered
under the Agricultural Conservation Program to be soildepleting in the North Central and Western States when
the beans or seeds are allowed to ripen and are harvested.
The plant is considered nondepleting when used for other
purposes. It has distinct soil-building characteristics when
plowed under as a green-manure crop. Beginning in 1936,
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration [AAA] has
encouraged this practice by including it as one basis for
making conservation payments to farmers...” Address:
Agricultural Statistician.
2458. Holub, Eduard. 1940. Soja [Soy]. Zemedelsky Archiv
(Agricultural Archives) 31(3/4):170-82. April. [Cze]
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2459. P.J.K. 1940. La agricultura es una industria: Cultivo
e industria de productos oleaginosos [Agriculture is an
industry: The cultivation and processing of oleaginous
products]. Agricultor Venezolano (El) (Ministerio de
Agricultura y Cria, Caracas) 4(47-48):28-36. March/April.
[Spa]
• Summary: Pages 28-31 are an introduction to oilseed
processing to produce oil and meal. Peanuts, soybeans, and
sunflower seeds are mentioned on p. 30. Then comes a long
section on peanuts (p. 31-34), followed by a 3-page section
(p. 34-36) on soybeans titled “Plantas oleaginosas: El haba
de soya y la alimentacion” (Oilseed plants: The soybean and
food).
Discusses: The major new role played by soybeans
during the war in Germany. 400 million people in the Orient
use soybeans daily as food. During the last 20 years soybeans
have come to be widely used in Europe and the USA, but
only to make certain products, such as oil and meal. The
soybean is a rich source of nutrients. 10,000 Chinese infants
developed robustly and normally on soymilk. The most
important product of the soybean is soy flour, which has
remarkable nutritional value and can easily be added to
bread, cakes, etc. Lecithin is another important product and
acidophilus soymilk is a new product. Address: Dr.
2460. Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois). 1940. National
broadcast carries Staley soybean story. April. p. 10-16.
• Summary: “A nation-wide [radio] hook-up on Columbia
Broadcasting company’s Country Gentleman’s hour carried
the story of Staley’s and soybeans to all parts of the United
States Saturday, March 23. Primarily planned to tell the story
of Decatur as the soybean center, the broadcast of necessity
told the part A.E. Staley and the Staley company have played
in developing the industry. Edward Lindsey, editor of the
Herald and Review in Decatur, arranged for and took part in
the broadcast. Part of the script is given below:
“Sound Effect: (Many trains. Up for 10 Sec., then
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gradually fade for background).
“Flannery: Last October and November, the harvest
months, ten thousand grain cars, loaded to capacity with a
product new to the farmer of the United States, rolled toward
a Middle Western city from fifteen directions. Switch tracks
and sidings for forty miles in each direction were filled with
grain cars waiting their turn at new elevators. Railroads
that had underestimated the movement, put on extra
crews, complained of car shortages, made plans for future
expansion. Railroad officials, smiling with new prosperity,
estimated that each car of incoming grain meant two cars
of outgoing processed products. The hauls into the Middle
Western city from the farms were short, but the trips outward
to users and manufacturers would be to the ends of the
continent. This grain was the soybean!
“Sound Effect: (Many trains, fading in during last part of
talk, up 5 Sec. and out).
“Flannery: The story of the soybean in the United
States begins in Baltimore, Maryland, sixty years ago, as a
missionary from the United States, just returned from China,
hands a bag to the son of an old friend.
“Missionary: These, Augustus, are the seeds of a bean.
These beans are the principal food of millions of Chinese
peasants. Their plants fertilize the soil by putting nitrogen
into it, or they may be fed to livestock.
“Young Staley: What do you call them, Dr. Smith?
“Missionary: They are the seeds of the soybean, my son.
“(Pause).
“Flannery: The boy planted the strange seeds in his back
yard. To his amazement, they grew into bushy dark green
plants. In late summer they were laden with heavy pods.
Inside the pods were small round green beans that turned
bright yellow when the plants dried out... These plants grew
and shriveled and died and were forgotten... Until forty years
later. At Decatur, Illinois, this boy grown to manhood had
established a company.
“Voice 1: That’s the A.E. Staley Manufacturing
Company, the largest independent processor of corn products
in the country.
“Woman’s Voice: How did it happen that this
tremendously large plant was established here in Decatur?
“Voice 1: Well, you see we’ve got five railroads here
that fan out in fifteen directions into the broad acres of the
corn belt. And that means the Staley company is able to get
here easily the grain needed to make starch, glucose, corn
sugar and feed stuffs. Decatur is the logical place for such a
company.
“(Pause).
Flannery: Corn in the Illinois region was the big crop.
Corn planted year after year in the rich black land was king
in Illinois.
“Agent: Mr. Long, you should plant more clover or
alfalfa to build up your corn lands–to give them a rest.
“Farmer: Maybe so, maybe so. But I do some of that

crop rotation stuff, Mr. Andrews.
“Agent: But you’ve got to do more. You must do it
regularly, some every year. Your land is wearing out. It’s
giving lower and lower yields. You’ll be able to use it in time
only with mighty expensive chemical fertilizers.
“Farmer: But corn, Mr. Andrews, corn is the big money
crop. We can’t get enough out of those other grains. We have
to grow corn to live!
“(Pause).
“Flannery: Corn! Corn! Corn! Corn planted every year
on the same acres... In his office, Augustus Eugene Staley
remembered back forty years.
“Missionary: (Fade in and out) These beans, Augustus,
are the principal food of millions of Chinese peasants. Their
plants fertilize the soil by putting nitrogen into it, or they
may be fed to livestock... They are the seeds of the soybean,
my son...
“Staley: (contemplatively) If soybeans could be
processed into meat and oil, I could buy soybeans from the
farmers. Corn belt farmers would then have a new money
crop. And that crop, a money crop, would build up the soil...
(Suddenly) That’s what we need! We’ll plant some soybeans
and find out about them! We’ll crush them then and we’ll
see...
“Fade in:
“Farmer 1: Did you hear what they’re doing up there at
the Staley plant in Decatur?
“Farmer 2: The Illinois Agriculture College at Urbana is
working on them beans too–soybeans, I think they call them.
“Farmer 1: They’re planning a meeting at the court
house where we’re to hear about this new bean. I don’t know
though. I can’t see it. I don’t see how they can have a new
grain that’d be worth a tarnation.
“(Pause).
“Flannery: But soybeans became worth plenty. At first
the farmers were slow to plant the new grain. But year by
year they planted more and more and processors bought
more and more. In the decade between 1924 and 1934 the
yield of soybeans in the United States doubled every three
years.
“(Pause).
“Flannery: Because soybeans produced meal–and oil,
too, the Triple A program in 1933 aided soybeans. The
reduction of the cotton crop cut down the production of
cottonseed and made an opportunity for soybeans. The
reduction of hog numbers reduced the production of lard
and made another opportunity. The reduction of corn acres
made an abnormally high percentage of corn belt land
available for an alternate crop–soybeans. What was more,
soybeans, because of their deep roots, withstood the drought.
Soybean production jumped. In Illinois, farmers who planted
a thousand acres of soybeans ten years ago, were planting
almost three million acres... The new crop also brought new
processors.
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“Sound Effect: (Trains and machinery Up 7 Sec., then
down as background. Series of voices, each coming in on top
of other, fast.)
“Voice 1: The A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company’s
now the world’s largest processor by the expeller method of
soybeans.
“Sound Effect: (Trains and machinery. Start up several
lines, then up full 7 Sec.)
“Flannery: Meanwhile, processors talked of new uses
for soybeans and soybean products. Soybean meal and
soybean oil, first thought of entirely as alternate products for
cottonseed meal and oil, were seen in new lights. More and
more manufacturers found them useful in edible markets,
in macaroni, noodles, breakfast foods, infant and diabetic
foods.
“Series of voices, fast, staccato.
“Woman: Soy sauce, made from the whole bean and best
known to most of us for the seasoning on Chinese chop suey,
moved out of Decatur in tank cars.
“Voice 1: Soybean oil went into salad dressing,
chocolate coatings and confections, as well as butter and lard
substitutes.
“Voice 2: Vegetable milk, made from soybeans, became
used in confections, caseins, condensed milk and cheese.
“Voice 1: Soybean flour was accepted throughout the
country as a baker’s specialty.
“Flannery: But these were only the food properties of
soybeans.
“Voice 2: Soybean oil began to find a place in paints,
varnishes and linoleums. The United States Department of
Agriculture found that test blocks, painted with the soybean
products, stood up for more than two years in various parts
of the country, without a single failure.
“Woman: The laboratories made sensational
developments in the plastics field. At Urbana, the director of
the laboratory, R.T. Milner, said:
“Voice 1: (more deliberately) The new product is low in
cost in comparison with others in its field. And it has a range
and depth of color that can’t be achieved with other plastics.
“Flannery: Experiments have shown the possibilities of
soybeans for buttons.
“Voice 2: For leather dressing.
“Woman: For paper sizing.
“Voice 1: Adhesives and laminated board.
“Voice 2: For drugs.
“Woman: For soaps and rayons.
“Voice 1: Ethyl gasoline, celluloid.
“Voice 2: Water proof goods.
“Woman: Printers’ ink.
“Voice 1: Glue.
“Voice 2: Explosives.
“(Pause).
“Flannery: The field for soybean products is yet being
plumbed. Someday soybeans may be one of the most

important products on the farms of the United States,
concentrated now in Illinois, where they produced 25 bushels
to the acre and sold in the neighborhood of a dollar per
bushel... Corn may still be King in the Middle West today–
but the soybean has become at least... the Crown Prince...”
2461. Calma, Valeriano C.; Tiangsing, Julian P. 1940. The
comparative effects of soybean and peanut planted with
sugar cane and ammonium sulfate upon the yield of sugar
cane. Philippine Agriculturist 29(1):20-29. June. [6 ref]
• Summary: Legume intercrops had a detrimental effect on
the germination of sugar cane, and on the yields of cane and
sugar. “The average income from peanut pods ranged from
70.58 to 76.37 Philippine pesos, and that from soybean seeds
from 22.25 to 48.37 pesos.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy,
Univ. of the Philippines, Los Baños.
2462. McClelland, C.K. 1940. Methods and rates of planting
soybeans. Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 390. 18 p. June.
• Summary: Contents: Experimental methods: Methods
of planting, rates of seeding. Row-cultivation method:
Experiments with Mammoth Yellow variety, experiments
with Laredo variety. Soybean seed drilled with smallgrain drill: Experiments with Mammoth Yellow variety,
experiments with Laredo variety. Soybean seed broadcast:
Experiments with Mammoth Yellow variety, experiments
with Laredo variety. Row-cultivation vs. drill or broadcast
methods. Summary and conclusion. Address: Dep. of
Agronomy.
2463. Dittmer, Howard J. 1940. A quantitative study of
the subterranean members of soybean. Soil Conservation
(USDA) 6(2):33-34. Aug. [2 ref]
• Summary: “A method to facilitate the study of a plant’s
adaptability for erosion control was proposed by the writer
three years ago (2). Soil samples 3 inches in diameter and 6
inches deep were taken with a cutting tube, and counts and
measurements were made of the included plant parts. These
samples were found sufficient for making predictions as to
a plant’s soil binding efficiency. The tool used for sampling
was an iron pipe with an inside diameter of 3 inches and
a tapered cutting edge to facilitate entrance into soil when
driven with a heavy maul. Samples were taken of widely
grown agricultural plants and counts and measurements were
made of their subterranean members. Complete quantitative
data of Kentucky blue, grass, oats, and winter rye also have
been published (3).
“The soybean (Soja max Illini) was selected for this
study because it is of great economic importance and
is widely used in crop rotation even on fields subject to
erosion. Soil samples similar to those previously mentioned
were taken from a field under cultivation that had then
been planted for its third successive year in soybeans. The
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yield was between 35 and 40 bushels per acre. The soil was
carefully washed from the root members, and quantitative
data were obtained through counts and measurements of
the roots and root hairs. Table 1 gives the statistical data
for the subterranean members of soybeans. The taproot
system of soybean is very poorly adapted for erosion
control. Most of the branching is from 1 to 2 inches below
the surface, giving the topsoil very little protection. The
taproot has an average diameter of 2.5 mm, and this accounts
for considerable volume but comparatively little exposed
surface area for contact with the soil. The secondary roots,
although not very numerous, expose more surface area than
any other root division. Tertiary roots (those arising from
the secondary members) were the most numerous and had
the greatest total length. However, because of their small
diameter, their surface area was smaller than that of the
roots of the preceding category. Although they divide as
far as the quaternary division, the roots of this category are
exceedingly small; they average only 4 mm. in length and in
all expose only 4.6 square inches of surface area.”
“Root hairs of soybeans were different in appearance
from those of the grasses previously studied. They were
very short (90 to 110 microns) and of comparatively large
diameter (14 to 17 microns). Because of their size, root
hairs of soy. beans are poorly adapted for binding soil.
Their total surface area is small and they do not extend far
from the roots. On the other hand, root hairs of grasses are
long and small in diameter, cover a larger area and expose
considerable surface. It is this large surface area exposed by
root-hair members that is so important in binding soil.
“Table 2 presents in summary the quantitative data of
the subterranean members of the roots and root hairs of three
grasses in comparison with soybean. Blue. grass has over 50
times the surface area exposed by soybean. Winter rye has
nearly 30 times and oat has 12 times the subterranean surface
of soybean. Kentucky bluegrass, because of its habit of
growth, covers the soil much more efficiently than any of the
other plants. Its fibrous root system grows evenly and forms
a compact mat. Its prodigious number of roots and root hairs
present a large surface area potentially in contact with the
soil.
“Very significant in soil studies is the volume occupied
by subterranean members. The last column of table 2 shows
the volume expressed in percent. Soybean has fewer root
members and exposes very little surface, but occupies more
volume in the soil than either oats or rye and about one-third
the volume occupied by bluegrass although the latter has
over 50 times the surface area of soybean.
“A dicotyledonous plant increases its conductive
capacity by increasing its diameter in secondary thickening.
Monocotyledonous plants, lacking cambium, increase their
conductive capacity by increasing the number of main
roots arising directly from the stem. This fibrous-type root
system is typical of grasses and binds the surface soil tightly.

A taproot system, as found in soybean and many other
dicotyledonous plants, penetrates the soil deeply but does not
bind the surface soil.
“All soil in direct contact with roots and root hairs may
be considered bound. Particles of soil closely held between
the subterranean members may also be considered free
from erosion. Consequently, monocotyledonous plants with
their small but numerous roots and root hairs and enormous
surface are far more efficient than most dicotyledonous
plants.
“The role of these four plants in binding soil has been
known by soil conservationists for some time. This study
shows, however, why Kentucky bluegrass is superior to
the other plants and why soybean is a very poor plant to be
grown on fields subject to erosion. It shows also that the soilbinding potentialities of a plant may be determined in a very
short time by making quantitative studies of its roots and root
hairs.”
Tables show: (1) “Data showing totals for soybean
roots and root hairs in a soil sample 3 inches in diameter
and 6 inches deep (42 cubic inches).” (2) “Data showing
comparative totals for all roots and root hairs in a soil sample
3 inches in diameter and 6 inches deep (42 cubic inches).”
Address: Instructor of Botany, Chicago Teachers College,
Chicago, Illinois.
2464. N.G. 1940. Extension de la culture [du soja] dans les
pays du sud-est de l’Europe [Expansion of soybean culture
in the countries of southeast Europe]. Revue Internationale
des Produits Coloniaux et du Materiel Colonial 15(17376):106-07. May/Aug. Summary from Revue Internationale
d’Agriculture, Jan. 1940. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: As was shown by Mr. Schuren in the periodical
Der Vierjahresplan (The Four-Year Plan) (5 May 1939), the
countries of southeastern Europe have taken advantage of
the virtual soybean monopoly enjoyed by Manchuria and
China, by profitably expanding their production of soybeans
in recent years. In Romania, soybean production increased
from 11,000 tonnes in 1935 to 52,000 tonnes in 1938. In
Yugoslavia, soybean production increased from 484 tonnes
in 1936 to 4,648 tonnes in 1938. In 1934 German industry
conducted large soybean agronomic trials in Romania.
Their success led to the founding in Bucarest, Romania, of
the Society “Soia S.A.R.” and in Bulgaria of the society
“Uljarica” (Dec. 1935). In 1938 Germany imported 783,000
tonnes of soybeans from the following sources: Manchuria
717,400 tonnes, Romania 57,300, Yugoslavia 4,800, and
Bulgaria 3,200.
2465. Poschenrieder, H.; Sammet, K.; Fisher, R. 1940.
Untersuchungen ueber den Einfluss verschiedener
Ernaehrung mit Kali und Phosphorsaeure auf die
Ausbildung der Wurzelknoellchen and die Taetigkeit der
Knoellchenbakterien bei der Sojabohne [Studies on the
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influence of various diets with potash and phosphoric acid
on the formation of root nodules and the activity of nodular
bacteria in the soybean]. Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie,
Parasitenkunde und Infektionskrankheiten, Jena, Abt. II
102(18/20):388-89, 395. Sept. 4; 102(21/22):425-32. Oct. 4.
[24 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This two-part article ends with a 9-point
conclusion on pages 431-32. Address: Aus der Staatlichen
Landwirtschaftlichen Forschungs- und Untersuchungsanstalt
Bernburg.
2466. A.C. 1940. La culture de la fève soja [Cultivation of
the soybean]. Croix (La) (Paris). Sept. 7. p. 2, col. 2. [Fre]
• Summary: Would this not be the moment to introduce into
France the cultivation of this Oriental legume?
For 5,000 years the soybean has constituted a substantial
prepared dish for the Chinese, and for the last 30 years
its renown has become international. It has been exported
in bulk and in sacks from all the ports of Manchuria and
mainly from Dairen, the terminus of the “South Manchuria
Railway.” Among the farm products sent from Manchuria,
whose value is about $500 million a year, the soybean
occupies by far the first place.
The Japanese are also interested in this crop. Millions of
immigrants from the provinces of Shantung and Zhili (Chili,
Chihli; dissolved in 1928) come to harvest it.
In their laboratories at Dairen, Japanese chemists have
discovered numerous ways of utilizing the soybean: not only
for feeding man and beast, but it can also be used for making
soap, cheese [tofu], varnish and paints, ink for printing,
enamel, linoleum, explosives and motor fuels, and lubricants.
It is made into bread; the flour is used in Italy for macaroni
as well as for biscuits. An exquisite table oil is extracted
from the soybean. Some flavors in a bowl of soup give the
aroma and the taste if true bouillon. Japan must nourish a
constantly increasing population with the products of its
old, exhausted fields. The waste products from the soybeans
[i.e., from pressing out the oil], pressed into large cakes,
make an excellent fertilizer and contribute largely to the
solution of the problem. The Japanese continue their research
into obtaining a more abundant harvest and improving the
soybean oil.
I believe that the soybean is cultivated in Ireland. Why
is the cultivation of this modern manna not introduced into
France?
Note: Amazing that by Sept. 1940 the writer is unaware
of all the work since 1855 to introduce the soybean to
France!
2467. Balzli, Jean. 1940. La culture du soja “magique” et sa
contribution au redressement de la France [The cultivation of
the “magical” soybean and its contribution to the recovery of
France]. L’Eclaireur de Nice et du Sud-Est. Sept. 17. Later
published Revue Internationale du Soja, March 1941, p. 41-

45. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Includes a discussion of uses for human foods,
including defatted soy flour, soy coffee, soy chocolate,
Worcestershire sauce, soymilk, tofu, and soy sprouts. Other
uses include lecithin and industrial uses of soy oil and soy
proteins.
2468. Davidson, Glenn M. 1940. The use of soybean oil
in edible products. National Farm Chemurgic Council,
Chemurgic Paper [No. 42]. 7 p. Sept. 17.
• Summary: Presented “at the Second Mid-American
Chemurgic Conference September 16 and 17, 1940,
Cleveland, Ohio.”
“Available records indicate the first soybeans were
introduced into the United States in 1804. At that particular
time, soybeans ware regarded as a botanical curiosity and it
was not until recent years when this industry was extensively
developed. The first soybeans milled in this country were
pressed in a cottonseed oil mill in North Carolina in 1913.
The industry is now using three methods for extracting oil
from the soybean, namely, the hydraulic, the expeller, and
the solvent process. The resulting oils are known according
to the method of extraction employed. Hexane is used in this
country for all commercial extraction of soybean oil and the
resulting oil has very desirable characteristics as concerns its
use in edible products.
“During the past few years, we have witnessed the
rise of soybean oil to a position of major importance in
our domestic consumption of fats and oils. The extent of
the uses of soybean oil in the edible and inedible products,
particularly the former, and the keen interest in same, have
been steadily growing in our country and offer ample room
for further expansion of soybean oil consumption. It is
expected that trading in soybean oil futures will be instituted
on the New York Produce Exchange in the near future. This
futures market will afford hedging facilities to merchants
and processors of soybean oil, such as have been available
hitherto in cottonseed oil and other agricultural commodities.
“Soybeans have been grown for many years in the
United States, but the crop and its processing have become
of major commercial importance only during the past few
years. Up to 1929 the major portion of the crop was cut
green for hay, plowed under for green manure, and grazed or
hogged off. From the 1929 crop of soybeans approximately
eighteen per cent was crushed for oil, yielding 13,424,000
pounds. Ten years later, in 1939, the production of beans
aggregated 87,409,000 bushels, and it was estimated sixtysix per cent was crushed for oil, yielding approximately
535,000,000 pounds. It appears possible that the coming
decade will witness continued rapid expansion in the
acreage, and production of soybean oil in the United States.
“The rapid growth of soybean production during the
past few years is attributed to a number of causes. The
tariff act of 1930 imposed a duty of $1.20 a bushel on
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imported soybeans. The acreage restriction programs of
the agricultural adjustment administration, beginning in
1933, made available millions of acres that formerly had
been planted in major crops. The government slaughter of
pigs in 1933 and the draught in 1934 created a shortage of
fats and oils for human consumption and of feed for cattle
that sent soybean prices soaring. Farmers’ response to
this combination of available acreage and high prices was
inevitable. In 1939 soybeans were grown in twenty-eight of
the 48 states with Illinois leading in production.
“The utilization of soybean oil as an edible oil on a large
scale is new to this generation. During the world war and
the immediate post-war period, however, large quantities of
soybean oil were imported from the Orient for processing
into oleomargarine and compound lard. At that time, the
United States was exporting large quantities of lard and
other fats to the Allies, and the resultant shortage in domestic
supplies of edible fats and oils and the attendant very high
prices necessitated the importation of soybean and other oils
for edible purposes. The 1921 price decline, larger supplies
of domestic fats and oils, and the imposition of duties in
1921 and 1922 put a halt to large imports of soybean oil. In
1934, coconut oil originating in the Philippines, formerly
duty free, was subjected to an excise tax of three cents a
pound on the first domestic processing. At about the same
time, a number of states imposed excise taxes of ten to
twelve cents a pound on oleomargarine containing imported
oils. As a consequence of these measures, the demand for
domestically produced soybean oil for processing into
oleomargarine was greatly enhanced. Coincidentally,
the low level of hog slaughter and the short 1934
cottonseed production enhanced the demand for soybean
oil for processing into compound lard, and vegetable oil
shortenings.
“Consumption of fats and oils for edible and inedible
purposes has been increasing steadily for many years and
this is partly the result of a gradual change in dietary habits
and partly the result of new uses in industry. In 1920, the
United States consumed 5.9 billion pounds of all fats and
oils, including butter and lard, or 55.8 pounds per capita.
Last year, 1939, consumption was the largest on record,
aggregating 9.8 billion pounds, or 75.0 pounds per capita.
Domestic consumption of soybean oil in 1939 of 447
million pounds constituted 4.5 per cent of the all fats and
oils total. This may appear small, but soybean oil stood in
seventh place last year among all fats and oils. The relative
position is shown in the following table:
“Total Consumption of Leading Fats and Oils in the
United States in 1939
“1. Butter 2,325,205,000 pounds
“2. Lard 1,655,182,000 pounds
“3. Cottonseed Oil 1,415,334,000 pounds
“4. Tallow (Inedible) 878,437,000 pounds
“5. Coconut Oil 609,575,000 pounds

“Linseed Oil 561,151,000 pounds
“7. Soybean oil 446,925,000 pounds
“The consumption of soybean oil in edible products
alone, for the United States during the year 1939, was
approximately as follows:
“Shortening Products 201,599,000 pounds
“Oleomargarine 70,822,000 pounds
“Other edible Products 32,345,000 pounds The use of
oleomargarine in the United States is not large, but is tending
to increase. During recent years, it has averaged around
three pounds per capita, comparing with an average per
capita butter consumption of around seventeen pounds. In
some European countries where the per capita consumption
of butter is fully as high as in the United States, per capita
consumption of oleomargarine is much greater. Exponents
of increased domestic oleomargarine consumption aver that
it compares favorably in nutritive value with butter, and that
prejudice and legislation are preventing a large portion of the
population from using sufficient quantities of table fats.
“The per capita consumption of oleomargarine and of
butter in United States and in some foreign countries in 1937
is interesting in that it suggests the possibilities for some
domestic expansion of oleomargarine consumption.
A table shows Per Capita Consumption of
Oleomargarine and Butter in Various Countries (in pounds)
and total.
“1. United States: O = 3.1 B = 16.7 T = 19.8
“2. Denmark: O = 45.6 B = 17.9 T = 63.5
“3. Sweden: O = 21.6 B = 17.2 T = 38.8
“4. Belgium: O = 14.6 B = 17.2 T = 31.8
“5. Germany: O = 11.9 B = 19.6 T = 31.5
“6. United Kingdom: O = 6.5 B = 24.2 T = 30.7
“7. Australia: O = 3.6 B = 36.1 T = 39.7
Note: Lowest per capita consumption of margarine is in
the USA, highest is in Denmark.
Lowest per capita consumption of butter is in the USA,
highest is in Australia.
Lowest per capita consumption of the total (by far) is in
the USA, highest total (by far) is in Denmark.
“The comparatively low level of consumption of table
fats in the United States is partially offset by a larger use of
fat meats and of lard, compound lard, standard vegetable
shortening (part hydrogenated) and 100% hydrogenated
vegetable shortenings than in most other countries.
“The composition of oleomargarine has undergone
considerable change over the years. Originally, it was
produced largely from animal fats and oils, of which oleo oil
and neutral lard were the principal constituents. Gradually,
the use of animal fats declined, and they now constitute but
a minor component. Coconut oil replaced animal fats and
oils to such an extent that, at one time, it constituted 75 per
cent of the total of all fats and oils used in the production of
oleomargarine. As a consequence of the revenue act of 1934
and of taxes in some states on oleomargarine containing
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imported oils, the use of coconut oil has declined very
rapidly during the past few years. Simultaneously, the use of
cottonseed oil and soybean oil has increased sharply.
“The following table shows the changes that have
occurred in the use of fats and oils in the production of
oleomargarine in the United States:” (Continued). Address:
General Superintendent, Durkee Famous Food Div., The
Glidden Company, Chicago, Illinois.
2469. Allis-Chalmers, Tractor Division. 1940. Rubber
cushions beans in the All-Crop Harvester -”Successor to
the binder” (Ad). Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 32.
• Summary: A full-page ad. “See the new 1940 Model 60
All-Crop Harvester. $545 F.O.B. factory.”
An illustration shows 3 pointed stakes on a post, all
pointing to a clip-out coupon. “To better living. To better
farming. To more profit.”
Photos show: (1) The Model 60, pulled by a tractor, at
work in a field of soybeans. (2) The new 1940 Model 40
All-Crop Harvester, pulled by a tractor, at work in a field of
soybeans. “Only $375 F.O.B. factory.” Address: Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
2470. Case (J.I.) Co. 1940. Two best buys for home help
harvest: Case cropsaver combines (Ad). Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association p. 70.
• Summary: A full-page ad. “Look at the latest: Model
‘F’ for smaller farms.” There is also the “Case six-footer.”
“These combines are built in the bean belt, designed from
the beginning for farmers who have both soybeans and
other seeds, small grains, etc.” A sidebar lists “Other bean
machines” made by Case. Photos show: (1) A front view of
a tractor in a field pulling Model “F.” (2) A side view of a
tractor pulling a Case six-footer. Address: Racine, Wisconsin.
2471. International Harvester Company (Incorporated).
1940. Soybean harvest–coming up: Let the McCormickDeering No. 61 and No. 42 help you! (Ad). Proceedings of
the American Soybean Association p. 54.
• Summary: “This year, two McCormick-Deering HarvesterThreshers are ready to help you make short work of the
soybean harvest. They are the 6-foot [wide] No. 61 and the
new 4-foot No. 42.” A photo shows a front view of the No.
61 combine in action harvesting soybeans, being pulled by
a tractor. An illustration shows a rear view of the No. 42
doing the same. Address: 180 North Michigan Ave., Chicago,
Illinois.
2472. Tomlinson, F.R. 1940. Cost of threshing soybeans.
Farming in South Africa 15(174):336. Sept. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Last year a machine for threshing soybeans
was designed and patented by a well-known farmer.”
Address: Economist, Agricultural Research Inst., Pretoria.

2473. Brioux, Ch. 1940. A propos de la culture du soja
[Concerning soybean cultivation]. Comptes Rendus des
Seances de l’Academie d’Agriculture de France 26:828-33.
Meeting of Oct. 30. [Fre]
• Summary: Includes a discussion of some selection and
acclimatization trials conducted at the agronomic station of
Seine-Inférieure [later renamed Seine-Maritime; located on
the English Channel northwest of Paris] from 1920 to 1924,
inclusive. These showed that the soybean is of great potential
interest because of its seeds and forage.
2474. Arnold, H.C. 1940. Soya beans. Notes on cultivation.
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 37(10):588-606. Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties for milling.
Soil and rainfall conditions. Date of sowing. Seed sowing.
Depth of sowing. Weeding. Harvesting. Yields. Market
prospects. Production costs. market values. Place in the
crop rotation. Inoculation with specific bacteria: Seeddusting with prepared soil. Fodder varieties: Rate of sowing,
retention of seeds in the pods, Jubiltan No. 65, 67, 77, 109.
Summary.
“The undesirable features of previous strains of soya
beans which made their successful cultivation on a large
scale a difficult matter, appear to have vanished in the new
strains which have been tried out at the Salisbury Experiment
Station. The most important of these is Potchefstroom No.
184... The soya bean is a valuable food: although the costs
of growing would be higher, the marketing costs would be
lower than those for maize.”
Note: By May 1941 this article was available as the
station’s Bulletin No. 1165. Address: Manager, Salisbury
Experiment Station.
2475. Charles, Jean J. 1940. Pour une politique française du
soya [Toward a French politics of soya]. Terre Francaise
(La). Nov. 9. [Fre]*
• Summary: This is the first of a series of interesting articles
on this subject in this excellent agricultural weekly. Articles
also appeared on April 5 and April 12, 1941–and perhaps
every week until late 1941. Address: France.
2476. Nacion (La) (Buenos Aires, Argentina). 1940. El
cultivo de la soja en el pais y sus posibilidades. Gestiones
realizadas al efecto por el Instituto Argentino del Suelo [The
cultivation of soybeans in Argentina and its possibilities.
Measures taken for this purpose by the Argentine Institute of
Soils]. Nov. 28. [Spa]*
2477. Nacion (La) (Buenos Aires, Argentina). 1940.
Propaganda de la soja [Promotion of soybeans]. Dec. 24.
[Spa]*
2478. Lloyd, J.W. 1940. Range of adaptation of certain
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varieties of vegetable-type soybeans. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 471. p. 77-100. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Range of successful
culture in Illinois. Successful culture in cool climates (of
collection A–Giant Green, Bansei, Fuji, Willomi): Upper
Mississippi Valley and the Northwest, New England,
Iowa and South Dakota, performance at high altitudes.
Performance of varieties in collection B (No. 80494,
Jogun, Illington, Imperial): Central Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Nebraska, Connecticut, Missouri, and New
Jersey. Performance of varieties in collection C (Giant Green,
No 80490-1, Emperor, Higan): Kansas, Missouri, Eastern
states bordering the south (Kentucky, Tennessee, Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia), Southern States (North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Arkansas, Texas), California, and
Arizona. Performance in Canada and other outlying regions.
Acceptability of vegetable-type soybeans. Demand for seed.
Place in vegetable industry. Summary.
A map of the United States (p. 83) shows “Areas
reporting successful growth of vegetable-type soybeans.”
Table 2, titled “Performance of four varieties of soybeans
(Collection A) in cool climates, 1939” (p. 85) gives figures
summarizing 265 reports (218 of which–82%–were
successful) from the following states: Colorado, Idaho,
Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Montana,
Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New York,
North Dakota, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Utah,
Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin, Wyoming. Page 96 adds:
“The vegetable-type soybeans were grown successfully in
eleven California counties, distributed from Tehama in the
north to San Diego in the south, and including both interior
and coast regions... For the most part, the crops were grown
under irrigation. One grower in Ventura county commented:
‘They [vegetable-type soybeans] are now our favorite
vegetable for fall, and I only wish they were a year-round
crop... At the Agricultural Experiment Station at Tucson,
Arizona, eight varieties... were grown under irrigation at
an elevation of 2,400 feet. Planted June 12, all the varieties
made satisfactory yields, Illington, No. 80490-1, and
Emperor being especially prolific.”
“A few observations on the range of adaptation of
vegetable-type soybeans were included in Bulletin 453
of this Station, ‘Eighteen Varieties of Edible Soybeans,’
published in March, 1939. These observations were based
on reports received from persons to whom seed had been
distributed during the years 1935 to 1938 inclusive. The
publication of this bulletin and press announcements
regarding it contributed to the manifestation of a widespread
interest in vegetable-type soybeans and resulted in the
receiving of requests for seed from every state in the Union
except two. There were also requests from five Canadian
provinces and six foreign countries other than Canada.
Persons living in 90 of the 102 Illinois counties requested
seed.

“In response to these requests a total of 1,880 lots of
seed were sent out from Urbana; 216 requests from the
southern states were referred to W.J. Morse, of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., who had seed
of varieties presumably better adapted to the South.
“The seed furnished most of these correspondents
consisted of four packets, each containing approximately 100
seeds. Four varieties were represented, covering the season
from early to late so far as possible with the seed available
and with due consideration to the climatic conditions in the
different parts of the country to which the seed was sent.”
In Canada, early varieties were tested at St. George,
Ontario; Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa; Barrington
Passage, Nova Scotia; Bogot, Manitoba; Swift Current,
Saskatchewan; Sea Island County and Westminster, British
Columbia; Grand Falls, Newfoundland (49º north latitude,
approximately. Planted in June, “the plants made a luxuriant
growth but had not yet blossomed when killed by frost on
Aug. 26). Varieties were also tested at Chihuahua, Mexico at
6,000 feet, and Honolulu, Hawaii.
Results based on reports received from 810 persons to
whom samples of vegetable-type soybeans were sent in the
spring of 1939: Had success in growing the crop: 78.8%.
Liked the table quality 68.8%. Considered it a promising
crop: 66.7%. Saved some seed for planting in the future:
76.5%. Main complaints: Difficulty in hand-shelling the
green beans, and the readiness with which the mature beans
shatter from the pods.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2019)
concerning soybeans in Newfoundland province, Canada,
or the cultivation of soybeans in Newfoundland. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Newfoundland, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Newfoundland (June 1939). The source of these soybeans
was the University of Illinois.
2479. Soybeans harvested for beans. Acreage, yield, and
production. By counties for 15 principal states. 1940-1953.
Serial/periodical. USDA Crop Reporting Board.
• Summary: North Carolina was the first state in the United
States to grow soybeans on a large state. It was by far the
leading state from 1917 to 1923. In 1924 North Carolina was
passed by Illinois as the leader in soybean production.
2480. Giesecke, F.; Lin, Y.L. 1940. Steigende
Kaliumsulfatgaben in ihrem Einfluss auf Ertrag und
Zusammensetzung der Sojabohne [Increasing use of
potassium sulfate fertilizer in its influence on the yield and
composition of soybeans]. Ernaehrung der Pflanze (Die)
36(7):73. [Ger]*
• Summary: Experiments showed that heavy applications
of potassium sulfate increased the yield and oil content of
soybean seeds, but lowered the yield of straw. The vegetative
period was shortened.
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2481. Janjic, Jasa. 1940. Soja i njeno gajenje [The soybean
and its cultivation]. Poljoprivredni Glasnik (The Agricultural
Herald) 20(5):1-5. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
2482. Pennsylvania State College of Agriculture and
Experiment Station, Paper. 1940. Pea and edible soybean
variety and strain trials. No. 1002 (in the Journal Series
1940). *
2483. Suranyi, Janos. 1940. Idoszeru adatok a szojarol es
termeszteserol [Seasonal data about the soybean and its
cultivation]. Termeszettudomanyi Kozlony (J. of Natural
Science) 72:70-79. [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
2484. Guatemala. Dirección General de Agricultura. 1940.
Las habas soya [Soybeans]. Secretaria de Agricultura. 20 p.
19 cm. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climatological
conditions. Soil. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Preparation of the
soil. Time of seeding. Depth of planting seeds. Method of
seeding. Density of seeding. Tillage. Varieties. Cultivation
of soybeans in rotation. Soya in mixed cultures: With corn,
with garbanzos, with sorghum (zahina), with Sudan grass.
Uses of soya. Soybean hay. Soybean pasture (Pastaderos de
soya). Soya for ensilage. Soya as green forage. Value of soya
for improving the soil. Production of soybean seeds: Harvest
and threshing of the grain, the food value of soybean seeds,
soybean seeds for human nutrition, soy oil and flour, the
straw or grain chaff. Enemies of the soybean.
This document tells quite a bit about the rise of soybeans
in the United States, but does not say when the soybean was
introduced to Guatemala. Address: Guatemala.
2485. Matagrin, Am. 1940. La culture du soja: Avec des
notions sur l’histoire, l’intérêt économique, la composition,
les emplois agricoles, alimentaires et industriels de la fève
asiatique [Cultivation of soya: With notes on the history,
economic interest, composition, and agricultural, food, and
industrial uses of the Asiatic bean]. Chindrieux (Savoie
dept.), France: Published by the author. 125 p. 22 cm. [17
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: The soybean and
its seed, historical summary of the culture and use of
soybeans, economic questions–the soybean worldwide and
in France. I. The climatic and agrological preferences of
the soybean and its needs for fertilizers (organic, chemical,
or microbiological). II. Methods and cultural styles for
soybeans: the seed, the plant, and its evolution. III. The
soybean harvest: Methods, yields, storage, how to select the
seeds.
Conclusion: Agricultural, food, medicinal, and

industrial uses of soybeans: 1. Agricultural uses:
Fertilizer and livestock feed. 2. Food uses (p. 108-18):
As a vegetable, sprouts, flour, milk (incl. tofu, condensed
milk, and fermented milk), fermented products, roasted
(as a coffee substitute), oil (incl. margarine and vegetable
butter), lecithin, and edible casein (purified soy protein). 3.
Medicinal uses (p. 118). 4. Industrial uses: the oil, soaps,
industrial proteins.
Note: Matagrin has written previous books: The industry
of chemical products and its workers (1925), In the country
of the sun (1927, a novel with Felix Vial), The soap-maker’s
manual (1938), and The soybean and its industries (1939).
Address: Anc. Professeur et Bibliothecaire Scientifique,
Conseil en Chimie appliquee, Savoie, France.
2486. Piatier, André. 1940. Le miracle du soja [The miracle
of soya]. Clermont, France: Editions Fernand Sorlot. 32 p.
(Cahiers francais, No. 3). [36 ref. Fre]
Address: France.
2487. Piedallu, André. 1940. Produisons du soja [Let’s
produce soybeans]. Gouvernement General de l’Algerie.
Direction de la Production Agricole. Documents et
Renseignements Agricoles. Bulletin No. 19. 4 p. [Fre]
• Summary: Describes the basics of cultivation: Soil, culture,
fertilization, sowing for forage or seeds, time of planting,
harvest, threshing, yield (forage and seeds), composition
of the seeds compared with wheat and beef. Products made
from soybeans: Flour for diabetics, oil, lecithin, paints and
varnishes, soymilk, tofu, artificial wool, soybean cake for
feeds, soy sprouts, roasted soy coffee that is popular in
Switzerland and Italy, soy oil mixed with hydrogenated
fish oils is used in Germany to make margarines. Address:
Pharmacien Lieutenant-Colonel, Docteur es-Sciences,
Ingenieur Chimiste.
2488. Sampaio, Sebastiao C. 1940. Soja [Soybeans]. Sao
Paulo, Brazil: Tipografia Brasil, Rothschild Loureiro & Cia,
Ltda. 43 p. Secretaria da Agricultura, Industria e Comercio
do Estado de Sao Paulo. [20 ref. Por]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Soya. Botanical
description. Varieties. Composition of the plant. Culture/
cultivation. Enemies and pests. Improvement of the seeds:
Improving the oil (óleo dos graos de soja), improving the
cake and flour, other improvements. Commerce and trade.
This general book draws heavily on U.S. publications,
including Piper and Morse, 1923. The section titled “other
improvements” (p. 38-39) briefly mentions many food uses
of soybeans, including vegetable-type soybeans (Easycook
and Hahto), green vegetable soybeans (Quando verdes...
elas constituem ótimo legume verde = when green... they
constitute an excellent green vegetable), sprouted seeds
(sementes germinadas), soy flour, soymilk (leite de soja),
soy casein, soy cheese (queijos e requeijoes) [tofu], shoyu,
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and miso. The Japanese colony in Sao Paulo makes shoyu in
commercial quantities.
Note 1. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (June 2009) that mentions green vegetable
soybeans, which it describes as shown above.
Note 2. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term óleo dos graos
de soja to refer to soybean oil.
Note 3. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Jan. 2013) that mentions sprouted soybeans,
which it calls sementes germinadas.
Note 4. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (April 2013) that uses the term queijos e
requeijoes to refer to tofu. Address: 3a Seccao Tecnica do
Departamento do Fomento da Producao Vegetal, Sao Paulo,
Brazil.
2489. Schulze, E.W. 1940. Soja i njeno gajenje [The soybean
and its cultivation]. Beograd. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
2490. Uganda Protectorate Department of Agriculture,
Annual Report. 1940. Report of the provincial programmes
of experimental work. Part II. p. 39-84. For the year ended
June 30, 1939. See p. 78.
• Summary: The section titled “Soya Beans in Bunyoro”
states: “Single plots of ‘Local,’ ‘Barberton Y.1’ and ‘R.42’
sown at Bulindi on 26th April 1939, and a second series
sown on 26th May, 1939, gave excellent germination in
respect of ‘R.42’ but very poor germination in the case of
the other two varieties. The ‘R.42’ plots yielded at the rate
of 3,636 lbs. per acre. Soya Beans had not previously been
grown on this land. The ‘Local’ variety took 16-18 weeks to
mature against 12-14 weeks for the ‘R.42’ and ‘Barberton’
varieties.” Address: Uganda.
2491. Wilson, Perry William. 1940. The biochemistry of
symbiotic nitrogen fixation. Madison, Wisconsin: The
University of Wisconsin Press. xiv + 302 p. Illust. Index. 24
cm. [708+* ref]
• Summary: An outstanding, comprehensive book. An early
classic. Soy is mentioned on about 98 pages in this book.
Contents: I. The Nitrogen Economy of Man and Nature:
The Problem. Immobilization of Soil Nitrogen. Restoration
of Immobilized Nitrogen. Losses of Nitrogen. Gains of
Nitrogen.
II. Leguminous Plants in Agricultural History:
Agriculture in Ancient Greece and Rome. The Medieval
Period of Agriculture. The Beginnings of Agricultural
Science. The First Controversy: Nitrogen Fixation by Plants.
Origin of Modern Controversies.
III. The Biochemistry of the Bacteria: General Survey of
the Root Nodule Bacteria. Special Nutritive Requirements.
Influence of Physical-Chemical Characteristics of Medium.

The Vitamin B Complex. The Bios Complex. Nitrogen
Metabolism of the Root Nodule Bacteria. The Carbon
Metabolism of the Bacteria. Growth and Respiration.
Respiratory Enzymes.
IV. The Interaction of Host and Bacteria: Production of
the Nodule. Biological Factors Influencing Fixation. Strain
Variation. Host Plant Specificity. Bacteriophage. Rate of
Fixation. Symbiosis and Accessory Growth Substances.
V. Fixation of Nitrogen by Bacteria and Plant: The
Bacteria as the Agent of Fixation. Olaru’s Experiment.
Golding’s Experiments. Use of Accessory Growth
Substances. The Plant as the Agent of Fixation. Fixation by
Germinating Seeds. Applicability of the Kjeldahl Method to
Biological Nitrogen Fixation Studies. An Absolute Method.
Fixation through Association of Plant and Bacteria. Fixation
by Nodulated Leguminous Plants. Fixation by Excised
Nodules.
VI. The Carbohydrate-Nitrogen Relationship in
Symbiotic Nitrogen Fixation: Experimental Bases for the
Theory. Effect of Combined Nitrogen. Effect of Carbon
Dioxide. Addition of Carbohydrate. Light Intensity.
Statement of the Hypothesis. Test of the Hypothesis.
Mechanism of Control.
VII. Excretion of Nitrogenous Compounds by Legumes:
Explanations of the Practice of Mixed Cropping. Early
Investigations on Excretion of Nitrogen by Legumes. Recent
Studies on the Excretion of Nitrogen. The Joint Experiments
at Helsinki. Factors Controlling Excretion.
VIII. The Chemical Mechanism of the Fixation
Process: Nitrogen Metabolism of Green Plants. The
Ammonia Hypothesis. Occurrence of Ammonia in
the Nodule. Ammonia as an Intermediate in Nitrogen
Fixation by Azotobacter. The Hydroxylamine Hypothesis.
Hydroxylamine and Related Products in Symbiotic Nitrogen
Fixation. Hydroxylamine as an Intermediate in Nitrogen
Fixation by Azotobacter. The Organic Nitrogen Hypothesis.
Comparative Metabolism Studies. Examination of the
Hypotheses.
IX. Physical-Chemical Characteristics of the Enzyme
System: Physical-Chemical Studies of Nitrogen Fixation
by Azotobacter. The Symbiotic Nitrogen Fixation System.
The pN2 Function. Hydrogen as a Specific Inhibitor. The
pO2 Function. pH and Minerals. Energetics of Symbiotic
Nitrogen Fixation.
X. Some Practical Applications: Associated Growth
of Legumes and Non-legumes. Corn and Soybeans. Other
Forage Mixtures. Pasture Mixtures. Other Aspects of Mixed
Cropping. Combined Nitrogen and Leguminous Plants.
Combined Nitrogen in Mixed Cropping-Free vs. Combined
Nitrogen for Nutrition of Legumes. Artificial Inoculation of
Leguminous Crops. Carbon Dioxide Fertilization. Minerals
and Symbiotic Nitrogen Fixation. Soil Gases.
XI. Concluding Observations.
List of Plates: The book contains 34 plates (each on
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glossy paper, on unnumbered pages), 27 figures (illustrations,
charts, etc.), and more than 22 tables.
One feature of the extensive bibliography (708+ entries)
is that with each entry, the page(s) in the book where that
entry is cited are given. This enables the reader to understand
what the author said about a particular article or book.
This book is dedicated “To Edwin Broun Fred who
for a quarter of a century has provided the inspiration and
leadership for the research at this station. No work on
biological nitrogen fixation from the University of Wisconsin
would be complete that did not acknowledge his many
contributions. His first studies in the field were begun in
1907 while he was still an undergraduate at the Virginia
Polytechnic Institute. These were continued through his
doctorate, taken at the University of Gottingen, and formed
the basis of his first investigations after he joined the faculty
of the University of Wisconsin in 1913. The research he
has done since that time, and the service he has rendered in
training others, are too well known to require elaboration
here. It is with deep satisfaction that acknowledgment is
made of the aid and counsel he has given at every stage
of the work. His unfailing interest has stimulated both the
research and the writing of this volume.”
Although soy is not listed in the index, the word appears
on the following pages: p. xiii, p. 43 (mentioned twice;
questions the value of cross-inoculation groups), p. 44
(mentioned twice), p. 46, p. 47, p. 48 (mentioned 3 times;
table comparing the chemical composition of cells and gum
of root nodule species), p. 59 (use of amino acids by the
rhizobia bacteria), p. 60, p. 62 (mentioned twice; carbon
metabolism of the root nodule bacteria), p. 67 (mentioned 3
times; the biochemistry of the bacteria), 68 (in both parts of
Tables 6; Rate of respiration of various tissues–for soybean
tops, roots, whole nodules, sliced nodules, crushed nodules,
homogenized nodules, 4-day hypocotyls; percentage
of respiration of total plant–soybean: tops 27.8%, roots
65.8%, nodules 6.4%), p. 69 (mentioned twice; all species
of root nodule bacteria require at least some oxygen for
growth), p. 70 (in table; soybean culture 505), p. 73 (the
interaction of host and bacteria; production of the nodule),
p. 79, p. 83, p. 88-89 (Table 7: Comparison of uptake of
free and ammonium nitrate nitrogen by soybean, based
on “greenhouse experiments with soybeans made at the
Wisconsin station”), p. 106 (“soybean” on top line), p. 110
(Whiting, 1915, finds that the nodules are the seat of nitrogen
fixation), p. 119 (mentioned twice; Giöbel 1926), p. 120-122
(Table 12, with data from Giöbel 1926; Table 13 with two
graphs showing “The effect of nitrate on reducing sugar in
the sap of soybean plants; one is after 4½ weeks and the
other after 5½ weeks), p. 126, facing p. 127 (Plate 14: two
glossy photos showing “Effect of shading on growth of,
and nitrogen fixation by, soybean plants grown in sunlight
of high intensity” {Orcutt & Fred 1935}), p. 131 (Rüffer,
1932). p. 136 (mentioned three times; Reid 1936, Orcutt &

Fred 1935), p. 138, p. 154 (Wilson & Wyss, 1937), p. 17981 (Orcutt 1937), p. 182-183 (Umbreit & Burris, 1938),
p. 186, (“soybean nodules contain little true arginine”), p.
209, p. 211, p. 213 (mentioned twice), p. 215, p. 216, p. 225
(“Corn and soybeans”), p. 226 (mentioned 4 times’ Table 21:
“Field results of associated growth of corn and soybeans”),
p. 227 (mentioned 3 times), p. 228 (mentioned 4 times), 229
(mentioned twice), 244 (mentioned twice), p. 253, p. 261 on
(References); p. 262, p. 264, p. 267, p. 269-272, p. 274, p.
276, p. 278, p. 281, p. 284-285, p. 286 (mentioned twice), p.
291, p. 296, and p. 299.
A review in 1940 by C.A. Shull stated: “The book is
well written, and is worthy of careful reading by anyone
who wishes a comprehensive summary of the entire field of
nitrogen fixation by bacteria and legumes. The 32 pages of
literature citations will be useful in obtaining more complete
treatment of particular phases. There are 34 full-page
plates and 27 text figures. A short subject index adds to the
usefulness of this valuable treatise.” Address: Assoc. Prof.,
Agricultural Bacteriology, Univ. of Wisconsin.
2492. Chéron, E.P. 1940? Le Soja: Culture et récoltes. Ses
applications alimentaires, industrielles et thérapeutiques.
Son avenir. Recettes gastronomiques et culinaires. 5e
édition. Provendes au Soja [The soybean: Cultivation and
harvest. Its food, industrial and therapeutic applications. Its
future. Gastronomic and culinary recipes. Uses as fodder].
Sanguilles, Indre département, France: Comptoir Agricole de
Centre. 48 p. Undated. Illust. (many photos). No index. 21
cm. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Study of the botany
and composition of the plant: its cultivation and vegetation.
2. Study of the seed; food and industrial applications.
Soymilk, condensed and powdered soymilk, fermented
soymilk (kefir, yogurt), okara (résidus de laiterie de Soja),
Ajimoto [sic, Ajinomoto], soy cheeses / tofu (fromages de
soja), applications of soy legumine in industry: vegetable
wool and rayon, soy oil, sterol, soy flour, soy germ flour
(farine de germe de Soja), soy coffee (Sofépur / Sofepur,
Grillsoy), feed for animals, soymilk for animals, soybeans
as feed for adult animals, conclusion. Appendix to the first
edition: the soybean, a complete food, a medicinal food, a
food for infants. Recipes for soy cuisine. Soy industries:
making soy oil, lecithin, plastic materials, soybean cake:
refining, neutralization, deodorization, decoloration,
properties of soy oil, use of soy oil in France. The byproducts of soy oil: lecithin, its properties, food uses,
industrial uses. Soy casein, substitute textiles and plastic
materials based on soy. Use of soy for raising young animals.
Note 1. A previous edition may have been titled: Le
Soja: Son histoire, sa culture, ses applications industrielles
et alimentaires.
Note 2. On page 1 the author’s enlarged title is given
as Président du Syndicat National des Producteurs, des
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Amis et des Techniciens du Soja por la propagation du Soja
en France et en Afrique du Nord. Address: Président du
Syndicat National des Producteurs de Soja en France et aux
Colonies, France.
2493. Balzli, Jean. 1941. Le soja: La plante aux cent
richesses [The soybean: The plant of a hundred riches].
Toulouse, France: Editions “Le Soc.” 134 p. Jan. 9. 25 cm.
[10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Dedication. Keynote.
Preamble. By way of introduction. To the memory of Léon
Rouest. The soybean around the world. A little physiocracy
[on the value of agriculture]. A peace-making plant. Marital
status and soybean reporting. The cultivation of soybeans.
Varieties from which to choose. Preparation of the soil.
Fertilizers and manure. Nitragin fixation / inoculation
and planting. Harvesting: Green forage and hay, seed
and straw. Threshing. Homecoming and storage of the
seeds. Transplanting. Mixed cropping and crop rotation.
Assimilation effect (according to S. Strakosch). Diseases
and enemies of the soybean. Condensed sunlight: chemical
composition of the soybean. Conclusions: Routine or
renewal? The soybean and our table, by my cousin Annette.
Soy sprouts and recipes. Utilization of the seeds (incl.
vegetarian ragout). One soy recipe for each of the 12 months
of the year.
Pages 30-31 are titled “To the memory of Leon Rouest.”
Nobody prepared better the arrival of soya in France than
Léon Rouest (1872-1938), a promoter and martyr to whom
I shall apply Louis Pasteur’s famous quote: “I suffer of the
scorn that France has for the great works of the mind.”
Since the end of the previous war [World War I],
Léon Rouest never stopped experiencing the need for an
agricultural and economic renewal in France. Soya attracted
his attention. He devoted himself completely to the study
of this plant from which other countries already had drawn
great advantages.
As early as in 1907, Léon Rouest had undertaken,
with success, selections of soya plants. He started again,
with zeal, such selections in 1918. By 1925, he was able to
declare himself satisfied.
The results he achieved prove that, better than anyone
else, this patient and learned selector was qualified to
definitely acclimate soya in metropolitan France. He
bestowed upon us forty two beautiful varieties, named
Rouest, as they should be. Mr. Henry de Guerpel, Mayor of
Percy-en-Auge (Calvados), deceased since then, collaborated
on the work of these selections. Around his manor at
Planville, near Mezidou (Calvados), he developed and
perfected, for five years, the cultivation of the best varieties.
Léon Rouest’s trials took place in various areas of France.
These two promoters published, together, in 1936, a beautiful
book titled: The French soybean: its agricultural and
industrial applications [Le soja français et ses applications

agricoles et industrielles].
Nobody is a prophet in his own Mother land. Léon
Rouest experienced this sad truth. Instead of being
encouraged, he was mocked, fought and defamed. Pushed to
the end of his resources, he found himself forced to accept
the offer extended to him by the Soviet Russia to direct Soya
cultivation trials in the Caucasus. From 1930 to 1935 he was
the Director of the Soya Laboratory in the North Caucasus.
He returned to France disillusioned and full of bitterness.
The USSR could not put to good use the teachings that Léon
Rouest bestowed upon it. It only achieved mediocre results
This partial failure was due to the carelessness and ignorance
of the Russian peasants (muzhiks / moujiks); to the general
method applied, far too ideological and not sufficiently
conciliatory with the demands and the risks inherent to
agriculture; to the modes of cultivation poorly selected
because they were stupidly mechanical in nature.
After such worthy efforts, Léon Rouest died in total
deprivation. He faced the bitter fate and the discouragement
that many French scholars experienced before him. But with
the benefit of time, he will appear in the history of French
agriculture as he truly was: one of the best of the most
dedicated champions of a cause [paladins] in France: one of
those who, through his foresight, was worthy of others like
him [de leurs congénèrs].
Letter (e-mail) from Hervé Berbille of France. 2011
March 9. Hervé is a great admirer of Léon Rouest and has
studied his life and work. He writes that Léon Rouest’s soy
project failed because of the hostility toward it from the
colonial peanut lobby of Bordeaux and the colonial coconut
lobby of Marseilles / Marseille. These two cities were (and
still are) two of the largest ports in France. At the time
Rouest was researching soybeans, all of France’s peanuts
were imported. For a long time, peanut oil was the main
edible oil used in France; peanuts were cultivated mostly in
Senegal even after that colony became independent. This
situation had terrible consequences during the German
occupation of World War II. The sea routes by which peanuts
had been imported were been cut by the Allies and France
suddenly discovered its dramatic dependence on this raw
material and, more generally, on edible oils (corps gras).
Remarkably, Rouest realized and discussed this dependence
at a very early date, but nobody paid any attention to his
warning. Address: Docteur, Nutritionist, Toulouse, France.
2494. Chouard, Pierre; Vergnaud, H. ed. 1941. Sur les
prochaines cultures de Soja [Cultivation of soya in the near
future]. Revue Horticole; Journal d’Horticulture Pratique
(Paris) 113(2077):320-25. Jan. 16. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article contains three parts: (1) Introduction
by Mr. Chouard. (2) Extracts of a note from Mr. Henri
Vergnaud, secretary general of the Institut Agricole et
Industriel du Soja: Definition of soybeans, temperature and
actinometry (measurement of the sun’s radiation), soils,
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preparation of the soil, spreading dung on the land and
soil amendments, inoculation, time of planting, method of
planting, quantity of seeds per hectare, depth of seeding,
varieties, care and maintenance, place in the rotation, five
causes for lack of success in soybean cultivation.
(3) Extracts from a note from the Ministry of Agriculture
concerning a note issued by the National Soya Center
(Centre National du Soja, 8 Cours de Gourgue, Bordeaux).
It discusses: Place in the rotation, manure/fertilizer and soil
amendments, nitrogen-fixing bacteria, planting, enemies of
soybeans, threshing and storage.
Organizations now promoting the cultivation of
soybeans in France are: Centre National du Soja (8, cours
de Gourgue, Bordeaux), Institut National du Soja (5, rue
de Logelbach, Paris, 17e), Institut Agricole et Industriel du
Soja (formerly Institut International du Soja; 13, rue des
Saussaies, Paris 8e). Address: Secretaire General, Institut
Agricole et Industriel du Soja (formerly Institut International
du Soja), 13 rue des Saussaies, Paris (8e).
2495. Chouard, P. 1941. Études d’actualité sur le soja:
Quelle attitude adopter au sujet des problèmes du Soja en
France? [Studies of the current status of soya: What attitude
should be adopted on the subject of soybean problems in
France? (Abstract)]. Revue Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture
Pratique (Paris) 113(2074):190-92. Jan. 16. (New Series,
Vol. 27, No. 8). [Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
French-language article: Chouard, P. 1941. “Un plan d’action
sur le problème du Soja en France pour 1941” [A plan of
action on the problem of Soya in France for 1941]. Revue des
Agriculteurs de France, 73(1):14-18. Jan. Address: In 1946:
Professeur d’Agriculture, Conservatoire National des Arts et
Metiers, France.
2496. Revue Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture Pratique
(Paris). 1941. Expériences sur les conditions de culture
de soja dans l’Illinois [Experiments with the conditions of
soybean cultivation in Illinois (Abstract)]. 113(2074):192-94.
Jan. 16. [Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
English-language bulletin: Burlison, W.L.; Van Doren,
C.A.; Hackleman, J.C. 1940. “Eleven years of soybean
investigations: Varieties, seeding, storage.” Illinois Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 462. p. 123-67. Jan.
2497. Alexandrow, Alexandre. 1941. Los abonos verdes
[Green manures]. Agricultor Venezolano (El) (Ministerio de
Agricultura y Cria, Caracas) 5(57-58):50-57. Jan/Feb. [Spa]
• Summary: Gives details of trials with three plants:
Canavalia ensiformis, Crotolaria juncea, and soybeans (Otoo-tan variety). The soybean plant contains more nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potash than the others. Three photos show
various plants growing in fields. Address: Chief, Dep. of

Agronomy.
2498. Pornin, Pierre. 1941. Le marché allemand du soja
[The German soybean market]. Revue Internationale du Soja
1(1):27-29. Feb. Also in Revue Internationale des Produits
Coloniaux, No. 14. Feb. 1939. [Fre]
• Summary: Soybeans were introduced into Europe only
about 30 years ago. In 1908, a Japanese company sent its
London-based correspondent a test shipment of a few tons of
soybeans (fèves de soja). A 5,200-ton order was then placed.
The merchandise had garnered interest. In December 1909,
sales in Europe reached 300,000 tons, for a total of 2 million
pounds.
It was in 1910 that Germany really began importing
soybeans (graines de soja). Up until this time, these oilseeds
were subject to a customs duty of 20 or 40 marks per ton,
depending on whether or not the soybeans were imported
from a country that had concluded a trade treaty with
Germany. Since soybeans were primarily used to extract oil,
the German Federation of Oil Mills (Fédération des Moulins
à Huile Allemande) asked the Reichstag for an exemption
from entry taxes. This request was granted, and the influx of
soybeans into Germany increased. In December 1910, the
first freight of soybeans to benefit from the lack of customs
duty was brought to Hamburg on a Swedish steamship, with
a total of 4,600 tons. Large shipments quickly followed.
The first, largest soybean seed shipper was Mandschurische
Export Comp. G.m.b.H., with its headquarters in Hamburg.
Another large company that dealt in these goods was Henry
P. Newmann & Co. from Hamburg. But in reality, these two
companies were simply branch offices of parent companies
that were established in other countries. It was Thörl’s
Vereinigte Oelfabriken from Hamburg that can be considered
the first German factory to work with soybeans.
Before the war, these beans from Manchuria were
exported almost equally via Vladivostok and Dalian.
Vladivostok is about one-third closer than Dalian to the place
where soybeans are assembled, which makes transport to
Vladivostok significantly less expensive. Vladivostok is also
a more protected port, and is accessible to all types of ships.
For these reasons, it was preferred for exporting to Japan and
Europe, while Dalian shipped primarily to China.
After the war, Germany became more specialized in
working with soybeans, and its imports increased more
or less steadily until around 1932-1933, a time when they
reached almost 1,200,000 tons annually. First and foremost,
these soybeans provided Germany with oils and fats. The
press cakes were used as livestock feed. Perfectly equipped
factories, in particular Hansa-Mühle (which could process
up to 1,200 tons of soybeans per day) and Thörl’s Vereinigte
Oelfabriken A.G., pressed soybeans, extracting and refining
their oil. A significant portion of this oil was exported to
numerous European countries, and even to French Morocco
and Tunisia. Annual exports surpassed 30,000 tons in 1932
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and 1933. It is true that Germany also imported soy oil (huile
de soja), particularly by way of the Hamburg-America Line,
but the quantities never surpassed ten thousand tons per year.
During recent years, Germany has markedly reduced its
soybean imports, which only reached 515,000 tons in 1935,
485,000 tons in 1936, 600,000 tons in 1937 and 705,000
tons from January to November in 1938. Germany’s soy oil
imports have mostly held steady, but exports, on the other
hand, have almost stopped altogether. Of course, the Far East
remains the main soybean supplier for Germany. In 1935,
out of the 515,000 tons imported, 494,000 tons came from
the Far East. For several years, the Balkans have provided
an increasingly large portion of Germany’s supplies, but this
amount has not surpassed 70,000 tons per year.
The average purchase price for a ton of soybeans was
set at 94 reichsmarks in 1933, 93 reichsmarks in 1937
and 99 reichsmarks in 1938. This price has therefore held
remarkably stable for several years.
Germany’s main port of entry for soybeans is Hamburg,
where, for example, from August 1937 to May 1938, no
fewer than 378,000 tons were unloaded, of which 357,000
tons came from Dalian and Korean ports. As a percentage,
Hamburg receives more than 60% of German imports.
Germany never had an actual market for soybeans.
An autonomous body of importers never existed: shippers’
representatives would sell their merchandise directly to oil
mills through brokers or other intermediaries.
This situation has changed, in that for several years now,
the government has exercised its policy of economic control
and fixed soybean prices, along with the operational profits
that the mills are authorized to receive.
Even brief studies on soybeans in Germany would be
gravely lacking if they did not cover the work that has been
carried out in the Balkans to introduce soybean cultivation in
these regions, in a way that created powerful economic ties.
The large chemical products group, I.G. Farbenindustrie,
took the initiative to address the problem around 1932.
Facing financial difficulties due to the collapse of the Viennabased banking establishment Osterreichische Kreditanstalt
in 1931, I.G. Farbenindustrie was seeking a way to access
its assets that were frozen in the Balkans, which amounted
to no less than 600 million lei [a unit of Romanian currency]
in Romania alone. The group decided to introduce soybean
cultivation to the region, as Germany was a significant
importer. First, it was important to select the species that
were best suited to Balkan soil, and to procure certain
bacteria that play an important role in cultivating soybeans.
In 1934, I.G. Farbenindustrie was able to bring
42,000 tons of seeds to Romania, along with the necessary
inoculation bacteria. In 1936, it decided to create the public
Romanian company Soja S.A.R. This company has an
extremely broad field of activities. It provides farmers with
seed and bacteria, and gives them advance payment as
necessary; it provides them with technical instruction; in

some districts of northern Bessarabia [in today’s Moldova
and Ukraine], along the Moldova River and in Bucovina [in
today’s Romania and Ukraine], it created an organization
that has ramifications in every village. Finally, it guarantees
farmers a firm price, which is currently 5 lei per kilo, from
the nearest railway station.
At the beginning of December 1938, Soja S.A.R. held
an extraordinary meeting during which it decided to increase
its capital stock from 3 to 50 million lei. This increase in
capital reflects the considerable growth soybean cultivation
has made in Romania over four years. It appears that the
company’s balance sheet total, which reached a total of
approximately 600,000 lei in 1937, will reportedly be around
1 billion in 1938.
The efforts of I.G. Farbenindustrie have thus proved
successful. There were more than 100,000 hectares of sown
areas in 1937, but they were reduced to around 65,000 in
1938, since the company did not renew the contracts of
the more irresponsible farmers. In all likelihood, however,
soybean cultivation will continue to develop in Romania
over the coming years.
Production per hectare in Romania is around 1,500 kilos
for average harvests, but it can be higher, and exceptional
harvests have yielded up to 2,500, or even 3,000 kilos.
Almost all Romanian soybeans go to Germany (11,297
tons in 1936, 43,489 tons in 1937, and around 50,000 tons
in 1938). The soybeans are imported into Germany by
Deutsche Ölsaat-Verwertungs- G.m.b.H., a subsidiary of I.G.
Farbenindustrie.
Germany is also trying to encourage Bulgaria and
Yugoslavia to grow soybeans, but the results so far are not
yet on par with those from Romania.
Finally, attempts have long been made to introduce
soybeans within Germany itself. Tests in Bonn-Poppelsdorf,
Hamburg-Wohldorf, Giessen, Delitzsch, and other areas,
have led to the selection of species [sic, varieties] that–even
in the German climate–ripen and produce a good yield. To
encourage these efforts, the Reichsnährstand (corporative
food organization) guaranteed producers a firm price of 32
reichsmarks. That price is at least three times higher than
global soybean prices.
Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle,
Washington.
2499. Roux, Charles. 1941. Le soja [The soybean]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 1(1):4-20. Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: An introduction and overview. Contents:
Introduction: Varieties, composition. Soybean cultivation.
Feed, food, and industrial uses of soybeans.
The author has recently discovered a way of making
petroleum from soybeans (p. 18). Address: Directeur General
de l’Association Technique Africaine.
2500. [Letzgus, E.V.; Vergnaud, Henri]. 1941. But de la
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Revue [Objectives of the International Soya Revue]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 1(1):1-3. Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: Throughout the ages, no plant has sparked as
much curiosity and roused as much passion as the soybean
(le soja).
Along with rice, the soybean has been grown for
thousands of years in the Chinese Empire, and would have
likely remained an “unremarkable vegetable product” if it
were not for the Japanese, who were struck by the marvelous
possibilities of this legume (légumineuse-papilionacée) and
carried out the systematic scientific research with which we
are now familiar.
The laboratories set up in Dairen by the South
Manchuria Railway Company developed many methods for
using soybeans, particularly in the form of oil, fresh milk,
casein, and their derivatives. 6,000,000 tons of soybean seeds
(graines de soja) are now being produced in Manchukuo.
The future prospects of Japanese research attracted
the attention of neighboring countries, and after the Soviet
Union, soybean cultivation was developed on a large scale
in the United States, a place where unprofitable ventures are
generally short-lived.
In 1935, the gross crop in the U.S. reached
approximately 1,120,000 tons, and yielded 990,000 tons of
seeds. That same year, Germany imported more than 500,000
tons of seeds and 76,000 tons of oil.
In 1938, Henry Ford devoted 11,000 ha to soybean seed
production, and harvested 161,000 hl.
These figures are indicative of our current interest in the
soybean (haricot oléagineux chinois), a plant that has been
adopted in numerous countries.
A recent presentation given at the Academy of Sciences
(Académie des Sciences) showed that one particular plant–
matricaria discoidea [commonly known as pineappleweed,
wild chamomile, and disc mayweed]–took one hundred years
to spread around the world.
It has already been two centuries since the soybean
took its own “trip around the world.” If, unlike matricaria
discoidea, it did not become established more quickly in
our country, it was due to man’s negligence or carelessness
in deciding to grow only eight to ten main plants, as Milton
Whitney argued.
Nonetheless, the soybean appeared for the first time in
France in 1740, and then successively in 1855, 1897, 1901,
1918, 1925 and 1932.
Likewise, the soybean first appeared in Italy 1740, USA
1804 (incorrect, 1765), Austria-Hungary 1870 (incorrect,
1860), Switzerland 1873 (incorrect, 1861), Poland and
Czechoslovakia 1890 (incorrect 1876), Argentina 1904,
Jamaica 1905, Romania 1910 (incorrect 1878), Porto Rico
1912 (incorrect, 1903), Great Britain 1914 (incorrect, 1861),
Cuba 1917 (incorrect, 1904), Germany 1920 (incorrect,
1794), Mexico 1925 (incorrect, 1911), USSR 1927
(incorrect, Russia, 1833), British Guyana 1927 (incorrect,

1905), Peru 1928, El Salvador 1932.
Note 1. The source of many of these dates was probably
Kaltenbach and Legros (1936), or Le Soya dans le Monde
(1936).
Note 2. The term “(incorrect)” after a date indicates that
subsequent research has shown the date to be substantially
incorrect, usually too late.
Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Argentina, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Argentina (1904). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
The source of this date is also unknown–and suspect. The
earliest date we have seen for soybeans in Argentina is 1908.
Léon Rouest and Henry de Guerpel, whose memories
we honor in passing, were significant players in introducing
and acclimatizing the soybean in France. The names of
these two agronomists are synonymous with the soybean
in mainland France, and it is only right that one day these
apostles receive the public tribute they are due.
We would also like to mention Amédée Matagrin in
passing, for the highly remarkable work that he did for our
country, which we continue to reference for information on
the soybean’s industrial aspects.
But while all past works were intended to educate the
general public–and particularly those we have referred to as
soybean planters and industrialists–we felt that the soybean
deserved “its own review,” which would act in part as a
repository for worldwide information and documentation, as
well as a means of contact and close, fruitful collaboration
between all those who participate directly or indirectly in
soybean cultivation and industry.
It was easy to come up with a name for this review. The
“International Soy Review” (Revue Internationale du Soja)
has thus come at an opportune time.
First, because our country can no longer remain
indifferent to the developments in soybean cultivation and
industry throughout various countries in recent years.
Next, because real achievements have never been so
necessary, at a time when France must strive get the most out
of its land in order to fulfill its most basic food requirements.
The “International Soy Review,” in close collaboration
with the Agricultural and Industrial Soy Institute (Institut
Agricole et Industriel du Soja), would also like to focus its
efforts on popularizing, encouraging and developing soybean
growth throughout the French Empire.
The review’s sections will inform readers about all soyrelated problems and aspects.
The documentation aims to be scientific, agronomical,
industrial and economic.
Finally, like any large-scale, respectable review, it plans
to cover corporate life, international news, bibliographies,
offers and requests, as well as all pertinent correspondence
from our subscribers.
It is this goal of popularization and circulation to which
the creators of the “International Soy Review” wish to
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devote themselves. No doubt that with the knowledge of
some, the experience of others, and the dedication of all, we
can produce timely and encouraging results that are in our
country’s best interest–The editorial board (La rédaction).
Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Paris.
2501. Note confidentielle sur le Centre National du Soya
[Confidential note about the National Soybean Center]. 1941.
Bordeaux, France. 14 p. Unpublished typescript. March 1. 30
cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Its origin, goals, and organization,
2. The first year’s activities. The National Soybean Center
was born in July 1940 at Bordeaux, at the same time as a
plan for the extension of soybean cultivation in France. This
plan was undertaken by Mr. Jo. Philippart, President and
Director-General of the Great Bordeaux Oil Mill (la Grande
Huilerie Bordelaise), President of the Resources Service
(Service des Ressources) and administrator of the S.I.R.P.O.
(SIRPO).
Note: In the upper left corner of the title page the
following initials are written: “PB/JJ.” Address: 8, Cours de
Gourge, Bordeaux, France.
2502. Beeson, Keller E. 1941. Soybean production: The
university viewpoint. National Farm Chemurgic Council,
Chemurgic Paper No. 83. 3 p. March 28.
• Summary: Presented “at the Seventh Annual Chemurgic
Conference, Chicago, Illinois, March 28, 1941
“Interest in the soybean in the corn belt of the United
States previous to 1915 was chiefly one of curiosity. During
the next decade it found a place as a valuable source of
roughage and home grown protein. Following 1927 came
a rapid expansion of acreage for commercial processing
purposes, and the acceptance of soybeans as a cash crop in
many grain farming areas. For a part at least of the present
decade the fertility effect of the crop is being critically
examined.
“Discussions on the soil building and depleting power
of soybeans have indicated such wide variations in opinions
and conclusions that the layman must be somewhat puzzled
as to their true merit as soil builders. The broad statement
that soybeans are soil builders immediately prompts some
qualifications by the agronomist, and the practical farmer
may or may not realize beneficial soil building effects from
this legume.
“Like any other legume, the gathering of nitrogen from
the air is dependent on thorough nodulation of the roots.
Recent tests conducted by the Purdue University Agricultural
Experiment Station have shown that even on a soil not
supplied with the proper nodule bacteria, but fertile enough
to produce an average yield of 27.5 bushels per acre, artificial
inoculation of the seed has produced an average increase of
5.4 bushels per acre in 3 years tests. Increase in yield reflects

increased soil building power, for approximately four pounds
of nitrogen are required to produce one bushel of soybeans.
According to this evidence, at least 20 pounds of nitrogen
were brought from the air, and other experimental evidence
shows that as much as two-thirds of the nitrogen in a legume
crop may be taken from the air with thorough inoculation.
Not only does this nitrogen contribute to the yielding ability,
but also to higher protein content of both plant and grain,
and to less removal of nitrogen from the soil. Whether an
acre of soil gains in nitrogen or loses as the result of soybean
production depends on the use that is made of the crop.
“Unlike most other legumes, the highly efficient
soybean plant makes most of its growth above ground
and has a comparatively small and shallow root system.
Consequently, more nitrogen is removed in the hay crop than
is procured from the air. The return of manure or of residue
from combined soybeans, changes the fertility balance and
may result in an increase of 25 pounds of nitrogen per acre.
Maximum fertility effects result only in case the entire crop
is turned under and then the nitrogen content of the organic
matter compares favorably with the total amount in any
legume crop. One hundred or more pounds per. acre may be
expected from a reasonably heavy growth which equals the
amount needed for a 65 bushel corn crop and twice as much
as for a 30 bushel wheat crop. The excess supply of nitrogen
above the requirements of wheat and other small grains is
responsible for the lodging that frequently occurs in small
grains following a green manure crop of soybeans.
“Much is heard about the heavy mineral removal by
the soybean crop. The plant gives much evidence of its
hardy feeding qualities on its ability to grow in thin soils,
and to withstand adverse weather and fertility conditions.
Doubtless this ability has led to the erroneous impression
that it removes much more than other crops. The phosphoric
acid requirements of a 60 bushel corn crop and a 25 bushel
soybean crop are practically the same. The small grain
requirements for similar production levels are about threefourths as great. Potash requirements of the above corn crop
is 89 pounds while the soybean crop requires 48 pounds,
and wheat is the only one of the commonly produced farm
crops that falls appreciably short of soybeans in its potash
requirements. When compared on a basis of the mineral
content per bushel, soybeans show much more phosphorus
and potash removal than a bushel of corn or small grain.
On an acre basis which is more logical, requirements of the
commonly grown legume hay crops, and of corn and its
stover are greater than the soybean crop.
“Fertility effects, however, are more accurately
determined through field use of the crop than by calculations
of plant food additions or removal. For practically a quarter
of a century such field studies have been carried on at
Purdue and other corn belt Experiment Stations. Standard
rotations without soybeans have been expanded to include
them. The popular corn, wheat, clover rotation, highly
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regarded for its fertility effect has been expanded to include
soybeans between corn and wheat. The corn, corn, wheat
clover rotation has been similarly changed. Crops in all
four rotations grown side by side at the Purdue University
Agricultural Experiment Station have shown the following
yields during the last ten years of this 25 year period.”
A table shows four different rotations and the yields of
corn, soybeans, wheat, and clover with each.
“In all of the above rotations, manure equivalent to the
produce harvested, except the wheat grain, has been applied
and all corn crops have received 100 pounds per acre of
0-12-12 in the hill and all wheat crops have received 200
pounds of 2-12-6 fertilizer.
“It is evident at once that the fertility level as indicated
by acre yields of crops is no lower in the soybean rotations
than in the rotations omitting soybeans. Yields of corn
are slightly higher as a result of the inclusion of a second
legume, soybeans, in the rotation, and wheat yields have
been materially benefited. It appears that the organic
nitrogen in the soybean residue is particularly beneficial to
small grains, and is made available in mid-spring when soil
nitrogen supplies are often inadequate for the needs of the
small grain.
“At least three factors are necessary to obtain this
beneficial effect on succeeding small grain yields. First, the
inoculation must be good. Second, soybean stubble fields on
most soils should be disked or worked very lightly. Thorough
disking over loosens a soil already loose enough for wheat,
and results in an unfavorable seed bed. Third, wheat
following soybeans must be just as well fertilized as wheat
following corn. This supply of readily available plant food
is especially important for the wheat in this position in the
rotation, because the soybean being a shallow rooted crop,
has drawn heavily on the available nutrients in the surface
soil.
“In case corn follows soybeans, it is equally important
that corn be liberally fertilized or manured unless the soil
is already very fertile. Lack of an abundant supply of soil
nitrogen or potash is likely to result in unfavorable yields of
corn following the actively feeding soybean crop. Bacterial
life of the soil is likely to be benefited, however, by the
growth of the soybean.
“Residues following the combined soybean crop may be
heavy and may offer difficulties in drilling wheat. Burning
of these residues results in loss of nitrogen and humus.
Production values of this residue in studies carried on at
Purdue University show that it is worth four dollars per acre
in effect on ensuing crops.
“Erosive effects of soybeans on the soil are usually
mentioned as an objectionable feature, yet erosion is not
reported to be as great following soybeans as after corn. In
addition, except on nitrogen rich prairie or river bottom soils,
it is the common practice to follow soybeans with wheat or
other winter cover crops on very rolling soil. This cover is

particularly important.” Address: Purdue Univ., Lafayette,
Indiana.
2503. Edmondson, J.B. 1941. Soybean production–grower’s
viewpoint. National Farm Chemurgic Council, Chemurgic
Paper No. 103. 3 p. March 28.
• Summary: Presented “at the Seventh Annual Chemurgic
Conference, Chicago, Illinois, March 28, 1941.
“It is a pleasant opportunity for me to appear on this
program as a producer of soybeans, as a soybean roots
farmer, so to speak. I always feel quite at home whenever
I can find some one who will listen to a discussion of this
favored subject. So I suggest that you take a farm walk with
me down through the soybean field, see what’s going on
there, imagine you hear a meadow lark or two, and catch a
breath of refreshing country air.
“I like to grow soybeans! There is a peculiar fascination
about them that I have never quite gotten over. To me, the
farm affords no more inspiring sight than the vision of a fine
field of soybeans, waist high, shimmering like a beautiful
dark green lake in the drowsy air of an August afternoon.
More than once, during periods of drought, have I turned
away from a heat-stricken field of corn to be heartened with
a renewed faith by the glimpse of a healthy, luxuriant growth
of soybeans in the adjoining field.
“I have grown soybeans on the same farm for twentyseven years. During that time, I have probably come to
bat with about all the problems that the average soybean
grower has to face. Out of this experience, I feel qualified to
suggest at least three sure ways by which a farmer may lose
his soybean crop. In fact, I am convinced that most of the
failures come from one or more of these causes, or perhaps a
combination of all three.
“First I would mention, is a poor stand of beans. A
goodly per cent of all failures can be credited to this point.
Let’s get down to the causes of unsatisfactory stands.
“The germination of soybean seed has been particularly
bad of late years, due doubtless to weather and other
unfavorable conditions. Many thin stands have resulted
from the failure to know the germination of the seed and to
increase accordingly the rate of seeding to offset the weak
and dead beans. No soybeans should ever be planted without
a positive knowledge of their growing qualities.
“In this connection, it is quite important that soybean
ground be plowed early. Time was at home, when we tried
to get all our corn planting out of the way before starting in
on the soybean ground, but we have changed that practice.
We soon learned that the hazards of hard ground, clods, and
insufficient moisture to sprout the beans were too great, and
that it was just as important to plow the soybean ground
early as the corn ground. After the plowing is done, whatever
operations are necessary to pulverize and level the soil and to
kill all weeds, should be done without reserve. The disc and
drag, used liberally, are simple but effective implements to
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do this job.
“Generally speaking, I prefer row to solid planting,
particularly if intended for the combine. I have observed
many times that soybeans will germinate more quickly and
come up more evenly if planted with a corn planter, beet
drill or similar implement that controls accurately the depths
of planting and that packs the soil around the seed with the
wheel. This method of planting is in contrast to the use of the
wheat drill where the seed is sown loosely in the soil. This
difference is particularly noticeable in a dry seed bed.
“Heavy rainfalls soon after planting which crust or
puddle the soil is a common cause for worry; for soybean
seedlings cannot lift themselves through hard or crusted
ground. When this condition develops, the rotary hoe will do
the job if the ground is merely crusted; however, if the soil is
badly run together, the rotary hoe is useless. To meet such an
emergency on one occasion, I had to resort to the tractor and
disc in an effort to help the seedlings through. This method
was indeed drastic but it was at least effective, for, although
many of the seedlings lost their heads, those that did escape
the disc came through on good condition and produced a
satisfactory crop.
“I would underscore the following points, then, as
important in securing a good stand of beans: strong,
germinable seed, sufficiently heavy seeding, early plowing,
carefully prepared seed bed and, lastly, an abiding faith that
it won’t rain for a few days
“The second headache for soybean growers is weeds.
Weed control does not require methods peculiar to the
soybean crop. Precautions that will outsmart the weeds in the
corn field will operate just as effectively in the soybean field.
“Weed seeds in the soil constitute Mother Nature’s shot
gun mixture, scattered in a hundred ways, to make sure that
there shall be no vacant spaces. The logical thing to do, then,
in outwitting the old lady is to provide a thick, even stand
of soybeans, such as we have just been considering. A poor
stand invites all sorts of weeds to come in, and they are not
slow to respond. There is nothing on the farm that looks
quite so discouraging to me as weedy field of soybeans,
unless it be an ornery, lousy, runt pig.
“Planting soybeans too early in the season increases
greatly the weed hazard. Early planting may have some
advantages at times, but easy weed control is not one of
them. The latter half of May is a good time to plant soybeans
in the latitude of central Indiana, from the standpoint of weed
control.
“Early plowing usually allows the top layer of weed
seed to sprout before planting time. These can then be killed
with the disc at one master stroke. Later, if a second crop of
weeds come on they can be knocked out at planting time.
Such a program would obviously give the soybean plants a
decided jump on any later crop of weeds that might come on.
“From the weed standpoint, fields of known foul
tendencies should be planted in rows so that heavy

cultivation can be administered if needed. Quite often, wet
weather keeps all cultivating tools out of the soybean field
for many critical days and the weeds get a beautiful start
before anything can be done about it. It is then the soybean
grower thanks his wise foresight for planting the crop in
rows; for with the tractor and cultivators, he can very quickly
bring order out of what would soon be chaos. The rotary
hoe is good for upsetting weeds that have just started, but is
practically useless where the weeds have become rooted to
the ground.
“Summing up, weeds in soybeans can be controlled,
first, by providing a good stand of soybean; second, by not
planting too early; third, by killing absolutely dead all weeds
before planting; and fourth, by planting in rows suitable for
heavy cultivation.
“The matter of harvesting is the last hurdle and very
often the weather is the most difficult factor to contend
with. Little can be done about that, but there are other points
worthy of consideration. A satisfactory harvest presumes the
use of adapted varieties, neither too early or too late, and also
that thorough inoculation was provided for. It is at harvest
time that one appreciates the advantages of clean cultivation.
A soybean field, infested with heavy weeds is a difficult
problem for the combine and often harvesting has to be
delayed until after the frost kills the weeds before combining
can be done. Such delays are full of grave risk.
“Before any combining is done, the pods should at all
times be dry enough to release their seed readily on being
pressed between the finger and thumb. Failure to observe this
precaution is usually responsible for the heating in the bin
that sometimes takes place. I have never had beans to heat in
the bin after harvesting if they were dry enough in the field to
combine properly.
“To avoid some of the common harvesting difficulties
then, I would give consideration to the following points:
select the variety of good growing habits that matures well
ahead of the frost; provide for thorough inoculation of the
plants and thereby increase both the quality and yield of the
seed; control the weeds so far as possible, especially the
heavy kind such as jimson, rag weeds and smart weeds; wait
until the beans are ready before starting the combine; and,
lastly, do not be satisfied until the best adjustment is made
on the combine to do a perfect job of threshing.” Address:
Clayton, Indiana.
2504. Balzli, Jean. 1941. La culture du soja “magique” et sa
contribution au redressement de la France [The cultivation
of the “magical” soybean and its contribution to the recovery
of France]. Revue Internationale du Soja 1(2):41-45. March.
Originally published in the “Free Zone” on 17 Sept. 1940 by
L’Eclaireur de Nice et du Sud-Est. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Includes a discussion of uses for human foods,
including defatted soy flour, soy coffee, soy chocolate,
Worcestershire sauce, soymilk, tofu, and soy sprouts. Other
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uses include lecithin and industrial uses of soy oil and soy
proteins. Address: Dr., France.
2505. Beeson, Kenneth C. 1941. The mineral composition
of crops with particular reference to the soils in which they
were grown. A review and compilation. USDA Miscellaneous
Publication No. 369. 164 p. March. [607* total; 14 soy ref]
• Summary: The content of various minerals in soy is
mentioned in tables throughout this book, and a source is
given in the extensive bibliography for each value. Tables:
(20) The principal chemical elements in some important
crops. The nine columns are: (1) Plant or plant part, soil type,
and location. (2) Fertilizer used. (3) Number of analyses. (4)
K (potassium %). (5) Ca (calcium). (6) Mg (magnesium). (7)
P (phosphorus). (8) S (sulphur). Reference No. The plants
are (p. 111): Soybean leaves, grown in France. Soybean pod,
grown in France. Soybean stem, grown in France. Soybean
hulls and vines, grown in South Carolina. Soybean vine, in
full bloom, summary. Soybean vine, pods forming, grown in
Massachusetts. Soybean hay, maturity unknown, grown in
Dekalb silt loam, Kentucky, with fertilizer: None, ML, MP,
MPK, MLP, MLPK. Grown in Tilsit silt loam, Fertilizer:
None, M, ML, MP, MPK, MLP, MLPK. Summary:
Maximum, minimum, mean. Soybean, entire plant including
rots, grown in Kentucky. Soybean, green, shelled, matured
as for food, summary: Maximum, minimum, mean. Soybean,
mature seed. Summary: Maximum, minimum, mean. Refs:
335, 339, 215, 14x, 452.
(21) The minor-element content of some important
crops. Barium (p. 21) Soybean seed mature, grown in
Kentucky. Soybean, above ground portion, cut for hay,
grown in Kentucky. Soybean, stems and leaves, grown in
Missouri. Refs: 369, 469.
Boron (p. 123). Soybean seeds mature, grown in
Virginia. Soybean, above ground portion, grown in Virginia.
Ref: 120.
Chlorine (p. 123). Soybean leaves, France. Soybean
pods, France. Soybean stems, France. Soybean seed, mature,
Ohio. Refs: 335, 192.
Copper (p. 134). Soybean leaves, Kentucky. Soybean
seeds, mature, Kentucky. Soybean seeds, green, Wisconsin.
Soybean, above-ground portion, cut for hay, Kentucky. Refs:
372, 166, 14x.
Iodine (p. 138). Soybeans, above-ground portion, cut for
hay, South Carolina. Ref. 423.
Iron (p. 144). Soybean leaves, Kentucky. Soybean seed,
green, Kentucky. Soybean seed, mature, Kentucky. Soybean,
above-ground portion, cut for hay, Kentucky. Refs: 372, 14x.
Manganese (p. 151-52). Soybean leaves, Kentucky.
Soybean seeds, green, Wisconsin. Soybean seeds, mature,
Kentucky. Soybean, above-ground portion, cut for hay,
Kentucky. Refs: 372, 528, 371, 14x.
Sodium (p. 158-59). Soybean leaves, France. Soybean
pods, France. Soybean stems, France. Soybean hulls and

vine, South Carolina. Soybean, above-ground portion,
full bloom, South Carolina. Soybeans, seed mature, South
Carolina. Soybeans, above-ground portion, cut for hay,
Kentucky. Refs: 335, 359, 14x.
Zinc (p. 164). Soybean leaves, Kentucky. Soybean seed
mature, Kentucky. Soybean, above ground portion, cut for
hay, Kentucky. Refs: 372, 14x. Address: Chemist, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA.
2506. Laumont, Pierre; Robert, J. 1941. Observations sur les
possibilités de culture du soja en Algérie [Observations on
the possibilities of cultivating soybeans in Algeria]. Bulletin
de la Societe d’Agriculture d’Algerie No. 505. Jan/March.
[Fre]*
• Summary: Experiments are needed too specify within what
limits the salty and the chloride lands will be opposed to the
development of the [soybean] plant which, being very close
to the haricot bean, is a priori susceptible to salt.
2507. Letzgus, E.V. 1941. Intérêt et possibilités de
l’introduction de la culture du soja en Afrique noire et
principalement en A.O.F. [The interest in and possibilities of
introducing the cultivation of soybeans in black Africa and
principally in French West Africa]. Revue Internationale du
Soja 1(2):61-62. March. [Fre]
• Summary: M. Charles Roux, while on his mission in
1932 to French West Africa (A.O.F., Afrique Occidentale
Française), became convinced that soybean culture could
be introduced there. Professor Perrot feels the same way.
Unfortunately meat is rare or often even completely
lacking in certain regions of French West Africa and French
Equatorial Africa (A.E.F., Afrique Equatoriale Francaise).
“All the observations made in French West Africa by
Prof. Perrot and by Mr. Charles Roux indicate that there
certainly exist several regions that are favorable for soybean
cultivation. Prof. Perrot insists especially on the FoutahDjallon and similar regions in the central Ivory Coast and in
Dahomey [later renamed Benin]. Mr. Charles Roux insists on
the Sudan and upper Senegal (Haut Sénégal) [later renamed
Mali]... It is likely that on the irrigated lands of Niger one
would be able to harvest two crops a year.” Note: This is the
earliest document seen (March 2019) concerning soybeans in
connection with (but not yet in) Niger. Address: France.
2508. Morse, W.J. 1941. Early Chinese disagreed on planting
time: Modern problem troubled early experts too, reviews of
ancient Chinese literature reveal. Soybean Digest. March. p.
5, 11.
• Summary: The following translations of extracts
concerning the Ta tou, or soybean, are from the Chih Wu
Ming Shih T’u Kao, translated by M.J. Hagerty, USDA, May
1917.
“In the earliest written records, writers on various
agricultural problems gave plenty of advice as to the proper
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time to plant ‘Ta tou’ of ‘Shu’ (soybeans). The best time
of planting given by these ancient agricultural writers was
usually based on the based on the position of some of the
heavenly bodies or nature’s signs of spring similar to those
used by the American Indian in planting corn or beans.”
“In one of the oldest writings, Calendar of the Hsia
dynasty [Note: This is a section in the Dadai liji (Ritual
of the Elder Tai) (100 AD)] we find: ‘In the fifth month
when we see the planet Mars in its zenith in the Heart
constellation, then it is time to plant the Shu, or bean.’
“The Hsiao Ching (Book of Filial Piety) says: ‘Red
soil is suitable for the Shu. This bean is a staple crop which
may be stored and kept to provide against famine and is
easily made suitable for food. In ancient times it was used
as a food in times of scarcity. Count the number of persons
in the family and plant five acres for each person. This is a
fundamental rule in farming. In the third month about the
time when the seed pods appear on the elm trees, and after a
rain has fallen, the uplands may be planted with Ta tou seed.
The soil should be fine and free from lumps of earth. Seed of
the Ta tou may be planted within twenty days of the summer
solstice (June 21) with assurance that it will bud and grow.
The best results are obtained when the earth has not been
plowed too deeply. The Ta tou thrives best when planted
evenly and not too closely.’
“The Shuo Yuan (Anecdotes from Ancient Chinese
History) [Shuoyuan, Garden of discourses, 20 BC] has the
following: ‘In the summer season when the planet Mars is
in its zenith, we may plant the Shu, or bean.’ These writers
all say that the Shu, or bean, should be planted in the fifth
month while the Nung Sang Chi Yao [Nongsang jiyao,
Fundamentals of agriculture and sericulture, 1273 AD]
quotes the Chi Min Yao Shu [Qimin yaoshu, 544 AD] and
says that the Ta tou should be planted in the spring following
the planting of the grain. That which is to be harvested late in
the season can be planted in the fifth or sixth month. When
planted in the fifth or sixth month additional seed should be
sown.
“Li Shih-chen writes: ‘The Ta tou may be planted in the
second month during the period when the constellation Orion
is in the heavens. At this time when the apricot blossoms are
abundant and the fruit of the soft mulberry is red, the Ta tou
may be planted, this being the best season for planting. In
the southern part of China, the Ta tou is planted before and
after the Spring Grain Festival and in the time of the summer
solstice (June 21) the plants are covered with clusters or
pods.’
“From Chi Min Yao Shu (Important Rules for the People
to Gain their Living in Peace) [Qimin yaoshu, 544 AD] we
learn: ‘In the spring season the Ta tou is planted after the
grain. Between the tenth an twentieth days of the second
month is the proper time for the first crop. Use eight pints of
seed. Between the first and tenth days of the fourth month
is the proper time to plant the third crop. Use one peck and

two pints of seed. A late crop may be obtained by planting
in the fifth or sixth month. Naturally the harvest will be late
according as the seed is sown late. The beans which have
ripened of the crop planted in the autumn may be harvested,
but these are few as the stems grow densely and yield but
few beans. The seeds should be planted deeply because the
nature of the bean is strong and the stems of the roots will in
this way get plenty of moisture. Ta tou thrives best when the
climate is warm. If the land is not plowed in the fall then the
soil will not be moist.’
“Fan Sheng-chih’s Chih Shu [10 BC] states under the
heading of ‘Method of cultivating the Ta tou’: ‘Dig holes for
seeds about six inches deep and about two feet apart. In one
acre, 1680 holes should be made for planting seed. When
these holes are all made each should receive a pint of good
manure mixed with earth, and filled. When about to plant the
seed, irrigate each hole with three pints of water. Sow three
seeds to each hole and spread the earth over the hole, but not
very thick, using the hand to pat it down, bringing the seeds
and earth in mutual contact. When the seed has germinated
and grown five or six leaflets, the plants should be cultivated
with a hoe. When the soil becomes dry, irrigate, using three
pints of water to each hill of beans. One man can take care
of five acres up to the time of fall harvest. Each acre planted
with seed will yield 35.5 bushels of seed.’
“As to time of planting, this same writer advises: ‘In the
third month when the elm tree is bearing its seed pods and
after a rain, the Ta tou may be planted on the elevated fields.
Within 20 days after the summer solstice (June 21) the seed
also may be planted. The late variety is planted in the fifth
month at the latest.’”
Photos show: (1) Planting soybeans on ridges in
Manchuria, using a plow drawn by two mules; the seed is
scattered by hand. (2) A Chinese farmer planting soybeans by
hand. Address: USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
DC.
2509. Roux, Charles. 1941. Le soya [The soybean]. Revue
Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et du Material
Colonial 16(181):8-25. March. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Chemical composition.
Cultivation. Food and industrial uses of soybeans: Incl.
soymilk, tofu, soya casein, soy flour, soy bread, soy oil,
soybean cake, green vegetable soybeans, fermented soy
condiments (natto, miso, shoyu), roasted soy coffee,
industrial uses, petroleum substitute.
Appendix A: Composition of various parts of the
soybean plant: (1) Green–stems, leaves, pods. (2). Dry–
stems, leaves, pods. (Averages based on analyses by M.
Lechartier). (3) Composition of soybean seeds: Whole seeds,
cotyledons, embryos, seed coats (based on analyses by the
Municipal Laboratory of Paris and the Laboratory of the
Biological Society of the Far East {la Société Biologique
d’Extrême-Orient}).
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Appendix B. Composition of the seeds of various
soybean varieties by various analysts: Steuf, Pellet, By Steuf:
From Hungary, Yellow from Mongolia, From China, Chinese
reddish brown. By Pellet: From China, from Hungary,
from Etampes. By Giljaransky [Gilyaranskiy, Giljarinsky,
Giljaranskii, Giljaranski, Gilyaranskii, Gilyaranskii]: Yellow
from Russia, Yellow from China, Yellow from Japan, Black
from China, Black from Japan, Green from Japan. By
Lechartier: From Etampes, Etampes dry, Black, Black dry.
By Jardin Colonial: Soja from Laos, Soja from Tonkin, Soja
from China. By Schroeder: Reddish brown dry, Yellowish
brown dry, Tumida pallida yellow. By König: Tumida
castanea brown, Tumida astrospermal [sic, atrosperma]
black.
Appendix C. (1) Composition of soybeans (maximum
and minimum) compared with four other legumes.
(2) Composition of soybeans and beef compared. (3)
Composition of soy flour and wheat flour compared.
Address: Director General of the Association Technique
Africaine.
2510. Vergnaud, Henri. 1941. Instruction pratique concernant
la culture du soja [Practical instructions on the cultivation of
soybeans]. Revue Internationale du Soja 1(2):46-48. March.
[Fre]
• Summary: Discusses the basics: Preparation of the soil,
spreading dung and fertilizer on the land, inoculation, time
of sowing, method of sowing, quantity of seed per hectare,
place in the rotation. Address: Ingénieur diplômé E.C.A.T.,
Paris.
2511. Blanchard, M. 1941. Conservation des semences
de soja [Storage of soybean seeds]. Comptes Rendus des
Seances de l’Academie d’Agriculture de France 27(8):50003. April. [1 ref. Fre]
Address: Directeur intérimaire de la Station d’Essais de
semence, France.
2512. Blanchard, M. 1941. Cycle végétatif du soja en
France [Vegetative cycle of soybeans in France]. Comptes
Rendus des Seances de l’Academie d’Agriculture de France
27(7):420-29. April. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “Since 1935 we have pursued several
agronomic trials with soybeans at the central station for seed
trials and in the region of Paris.” The author obtained yields
of 1,500 to 1,700 kg/ha. Address: Directeur Intérimaire de la
Station d’Essais de Semence, France (near Paris).
2513. Castelli, T. 1941. Considerazioni sulla coltivazione
della soja [Considerations regarding the cultivation of
soybeans]. Annali di Microbiologia 1(1):202-09. April. [Ita]*
• Summary: In these trials some soybeans were inoculated
with a culture of Bacillus radicicola which was specific to
this legume, and others were not. Inoculation was found to

increase yield of the soybean crop and of soybeans.
2514. Rossini, Mario. 1941. El cultivo de la soja en la
República Argentina [Cultivation of soybeans in the
Republic of Argentina]. Revista de la Bolsa de Cereales
(Buenos Aires, Argentina) 31(1649):51, 53. May 13. [Spa]
• Summary: Past, present, and future importance of
Argentine soybean production.
This article begins: The recent increase in literature
regarding this legume of oriental origin, the Glycine soja of
the botanists, widespread in the countries of central Europe
and in The United States of North America, and the opinions
so opposed that with respect to the convenience of its
culture in our country according to the diverse authors, have
induced us to approach the subject, with the object to clarify
some concepts regarding soy, considering especially the
importance that it had, that it has and that it could have in the
future, in the Argentine Republic.
A table (p. 53) shows exports of vegetable oils from
Argentina to the United States:
1939–34,000 kg
1940–10,000 kg
1941–24,754,000 kg
1942–56,323,000 kg
1943–79,994,000 kg. Address: Ing. Agrónomo.
2515. Mann, H.H. 1941. Soya bean culture in Great Britain.
Nature (London) 147(3735):660-62. May 31. [5 ref]
• Summary: The author is interested in knowing if it is
possible to grow soya beans successfully on a commercial
scale in Great Britain. All early experiments indicated
that most of the available types of soya beans were of no
use for seed production in Britain. “Attempts have been
made, at least since 1914, to select suitable varieties, and
the work of J.L. North at the old Royal Botanic Society’s
gardens in Regent’s Park resulted in the production of types,
several of which ripened in September or the beginning
of October... Further, W. Southworth, previously of the
Manitoba Agricultural College [Manitoba, Canada], settled at
Rothamsted in 1932, bringing with him a type derived from
the well-known American soya bean ‘Ogemaw’ and some
others, and under his general supervision several of these
and North’s also have been grown almost every year since
then at Rothamsted and Woburn. The results of these trials
with some of the most promising types in existence have
not been encouraging for the prospects of the soya bean as a
commercial crop.”
The soybean seems to demand three conditions which
are not readily found in Great Britain: (1) The soya bean
cannot be sown until serious danger of frost is over; (2) The
soya bean crop seems to require a ‘continental summer,’ i.e. a
period of high temperature while it is growing; (3) The time
of ripening should not be later than the first week of October,
preferably the last week in September.
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“The possibilities for the future seem to depend on
the development of types which yield more heavily in our
climate than any of those tried hitherto and which are still
early enough to ripen at least by the first week in October,
and on finding cultivation methods that will give again a
larger yield than those I have hitherto adopted. I am not
unhopeful of the chances in both these directions, but a very
great deal of work will be required before the cultivation
of the soya bean can take a large part in ordinary farming
practice, even in the South of Great Britain.” Address: Dr.,
Woburn Experimental Station, Bletchley, England.
2516. Ferguson, Carl Edwin; Albrecht, William A. 1941.
Nitrogen fixation and soil fertility exhaustion by soybeans
under different levels of potassium. Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station, Research Bulletin No. 330. 52 p. May.
Based on his 1941 PhD thesis, Univ. of Missouri. [42 ref]
• Summary: “The effect of fertility depletion by continuous
cropping on nitrogen fixation and carbohydrate production
was also studied. Attention was given to the rate and
degree of depletion from the soil of the various elements by
successive croppings of soybeans. On the basis of this work
the following facts seem of importance.
“1. Nitrogen fixation increased with higher levels of
available potassium when accompanied by constant amounts
of calcium, phosphorus, and magnesium.
“2. The concentration of reducing sugars in both
nodulated and non-nodulated crops decreased with
increasing potassium treatment.
“3. In non-nodulated soybeans the starch content
increased tremendously, both in percentage and totals, with
the higher levels of available potassium. Soybeans which
were nodulated and fixing nitrogen increased in total starch
but remained relatively constant in percentage concentration
as increments of potassium were supplied.
“4. Crops on media which were too low in the fertility
items to permit nitrogen fixation and protein production
were almost constant in total nitrogen content, but contained
increasing amounts of carbohydrates, especially starch, in
proportion to the amount of potassium metabolized.
“5. Soybeans lost potassium from the seed to the soil in
cultures with no initial treatment of potassium, even though
the soil was fully saturated with bases other than potassium
and approximately neutral at the outset.
“6. Potassium was taken by plants in relatively large
quantities from soil initially saturated with bases and
containing potassium in an exchangeable form.” Address:
Missouri.
2517. Institut National du Soja [National Soybean Institute].
1941. Manuel du cultivateur du soja: Enseignements et
conseils représentant ce qu’il est utile de savoir [Manual
for the cultivator of soybeans: lessons and technical advice
representing what is useful to know for the cultivation of

soybeans]. Paris: INS. 16 p. May. [Fre]*
• Summary: A French-language booklet for first-time
growers of soybeans. Sells for 5 francs in 1942.
2518. Vergnaud, Henri. 1941. Le culture du soja en France
continentale [The cultivation of soybeans in metropolitan
France]. Revue Internationale du Soja 1(3):102-08. May.
[Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Definition. Zone of cultivation.
Temperature and actinometry (the maturation of soybean
seeds requires a total of 2,500 to 3,000º C). Soils. Preparation
of the soil. Manure / chemical fertilizer and soil amendments.
Inoculation. Time of planting. Method of planting (30-40
kg of seed per ha, plant about 2 cm deep). Varieties: Black
soybeans, yellow soybeans Care and maintenance. Place
in the crop rotation. Causes of lack of success in soybean
cultivation. Address: Ingénieur E.C.A.T., Secretary General
of the Soybean Agricultural and Industrial Institute (l’Institut
Agricole et Industriel de Soja).
2519. Johnson, E.F. “Soybean.” 1941. Soybean as a cash
crop for the South. National Farm Chemurgic Council,
Chemurgic Paper No. 111. 4 p. June 18.
• Summary: Presented “at the Annual Southern Chemurgic
Conference, Nashville, Tennessee, June 18, 1941,
“I will confine my discussion entirely to soybeans
harvested for grain, as I do not feel that utilization of the
crop for hay, plowing down, or interplanting with other crops
has any place on a chemurgic program.
“I wish to discuss this very important topic from two
viewpoints: (1) Agronomic Problems, and (2) Sale and,
Utilization of the Products,
“The agronomic problem could be stated as follows:
Can soybeans be produced profitably on a portion of the
tillable acreage in the South? There are probably six factors
that contribute to a full consideration of this question. Most
important of these are: low cost of production; high yields
per acre; varieties of high fat content; nearby marketing;
effect on following crops; and successful labor utilization.
“Probably the most important problem facing the
Southern grower of soybeans is acquiring a fundamental
knowledge of the soybean plant and applying it to the
growing and harvesting of the crop. The soybean is a quick
growing, annual legume with a shallow root system. It is
only able to gather nitrogen from the air when properly
inoculated. Its manner of growth and habits are such that it
is easily adapted to the machinery of those sections which
grow small grain. If a cotton farmer is going to use his
present cotton equipment and methods for planting and
cultivating soybeans, then I can definitely assure him that
his results will be unsatisfactory. The ordinary grain drill has
been used in most of the commercial sections for planting
soybeans, regardless of whether they were seeded solid or in
rows twenty-one to twenty-four inches apart. In the last few
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years there has been a tremendous increase in the acreage
planted in rows. This change from solid to row planting is
largely the result of the weed problem in solid seeding and
partly because of the saving of seed that can be made in
row planting. The recent introduction of planting equipment
that will plant any width row and can be converted into
surface cultivators is doing much to increase the planting of
soybeans in rows.
“Varieties for the South: Probably the biggest drawback
to the expansion of soybeans in the South today is lack of
varieties of proven ability to yield both in bushels per acre
and oil per bushel. At the present prices of oil, each change
of one per cent in the fat content of soybeans justifies a
change of 5 cents a bushel in the price paid for the beans.
Most of the southern varieties range from 2 to 5 per cent
lower in fat content than do beans grown today in Illinois.
No Southern grower can hope to make a profitable operation
on his soybeans if he uses a variety in which the low fat
content results in a discount of 15 to 25 cents a bushel. The
work of Heartsill Banks at the Ralston Purina Company
plant at Osceola, Arkansas during the past six years has,
I believe, proven conclusively that it is possible to select
or develop varieties which will have a fat yield as high as
those grown in the Corn Belt. In our experimental plantings
at this Arkansas station, we have developed selections and
new strains that during the past three years have consistently
shown a fat content equal to the better varieties in Illinois
and have averaged three to five per cent higher than the
parents from which these varieties originated. This is very
encouraging, for if I felt that the South would always be
destined to grow soybeans of a low fat content, I would have
declined to appear on this program, as I would not be able
under those conditions to see any economic possibility for
this crop in the South.
“Labor Utilization: Some years ago I felt that the
soybean might be almost a 100 per cent solution to the
problem of reduced cotton acreage in the South. I realize
now that I was badly mistaken in that deduction. I do
believe that by the use of right varieties and correct cultural
practices, soybeans will solve the farm income problem
brought about by decreased cotton acreage. I believe the
soybean crop can also solve the problem of the cottonseed
mills by increasing their days of operation. I also believe that
the fertility of the soil can be increased by using soybeans in
the place of cotton. However, I now realize that you cannot
replace acreage of a crop that requires the maximum number
of man hours per acre with a crop that requires a minimum
number of man hours. One man with proper machines can
grow and market a hundred acres of soybeans. Each of you
can answer better than I how many men would be required to
grow and market a hundred acres of cotton.
Sale and Utilization of Soybean Products: I do not think
there is anyone in the United States who is more optimistic
and hopeful of the future utilization of soybean products in

industry than I am. However, we must face facts, and future
utilization will not furnish a market for present production.
“It is possible that with the war situation creating a
scarcity of some important metals, we may see tremendous
strides in the next few months in the utilization of both
cotton and soybean protein in the development of a new
plastic-like material to replace aluminum and many other
of our lighter alloys. Unfortunately, with the natural secrecy
that must go with any military operation, it is not possible
to secure any accurate information as to the progress on
the utilization of plastics or plastic like substances in the
construction of war machines. We do know that high-speed
investigation and development are under way. But until
such time as we actually see sizeable quantities of soybean
oilmeal going into industrial utilization, we will have to
depend upon poultry, livestock and fertilizer as being the
only outlets for this commodity.
“Today soybean oil selling at 9½ cents a pound presents
no particular problem as far as the producers of soybeans are
concerned. We all realize that this is an artificial situation
brought about, in a large measure at least, by diverting
to other uses ships normally engaged in moving foreign
vegetable oils to the United States. I for one fear to put much
dependence upon such artificial conditions on a long-time
project. If the Fulmer Bill, which raises the duties on foreign
oils approximately 100 per cent, should be enacted, then I
would have much more faith in a continuation of high prices
on both soybean and cottonseed oil in the future.
“Can Southern Markets Absorb Meal and Oil Produced
From Soybean Acreage? The marketing of soybean oil
and soybean oilmeal from soybeans produced in the South
presents a very complicated problem. For the last few years
the South has experienced considerable difficulty in finding
a satisfactory market at a satisfactory price for its cottonseed
meal and cottonseed oil. Adding a new crop like soybeans
to your acreage in the South is going to make this problem
even more difficult, as at present cottonseed and soybean
oil both find the same outlet in the market. In a similar
manner, cottonseed meal and soybean oilmeal are largely
interchangeable
“High Meal Yield Per Acre High on Soybeans: Even
using ground that will yield a bale of cotton per acre, it
requires around six acres of cotton to produce one ton of
cottonseed meal. With ordinary yields, six acres of soybeans
will yield approximately four tons of soybean oilmeal. Each
acre of cotton replaced with soybeans will result in a fourfold
increase in the amount of concentrated protein meal to be
marketed.
“Soybean Oil: In the last few months considerable
progress has been made in the fractional separation of
soybean oil into saturated and unsaturated fatty acids.
The saturated acids are used in soap production, while the
unsaturated offer potential possibilities as a substitute in
paint for linseed oil. Last week the University of Minnesota
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released information which seemed to indicate that they
have developed a chemical treatment for soybean oil which
shortens the drying time approximately 50 per cent.
“These new processes are only in the experimental
stage. How rapidly they will develop is a matter of pure
guess-work. In the meantime, the use of soybean oil in paint
has decreased due to difficulties in securing tung oil with
which to blend it. Without a doubt, some future day will find
us using large quantities of soybean oil in paint. However,
future progress cannot make a market for this year’s crop.
“I feel at the present time that much of the increase in
soybean acreage which has taken place this spring in the
South will present a real marketing problem to many of
the southern mills that will buy these beans in a hope of
prolonging their period of operation.
“In concluding, I feel I should call attention to a new
utilization that bids fair to gain prominence before plastics
and many other fantastical uses reach their goals. I refer
to the use of soybeans in the human diet. Although this is
not a chemurgic utilization, there is no doubt that canned
soybeans, soybean flour, and soybean milk as a portion of
the diet of our most able chemists may be of material aid in
quickening their brain action, increasing their endurance, and
improving their powers of concentration so they may more
quickly arrive at an industrial utilization of not only soybean
products but cotton as well.” Address: Ralston Purina Co.,
St. Louis, Missouri.
2520. Hudgions, Frank. 1941. Soy bean plant is started
operating: Large crowd witnesses formal opening of new
industry. Gleaner and Journal (Henderson, Kentucky). June
19. p. 1, 6.
• Summary: “Henderson’s new $60,000 processing plant of
the Ohio Valley Soy Bean Cooperative took its seat on the
production roster Wednesday when formal opening of the
plant was held at 10 o’clock with a program being conducted
by Charles Ball Smith, president of the Co-op, and G.W.
Allen, general manager of the plant.
“Several hundred visitors poured through the plant
during the morning and the general manager and president
explained in detail how machinery on all three floors of the
plant will work.
“Many visitors: Visitors were from Indiana, Illinois,
Kentucky, Ohio and Virginia, the registration book showed.
Due to the illness of Ben E. Niles, president of the state and
local Farm Bureau organizations, Mr. Smith opened the
meeting and later turned the program over to County Agent
Jackson.
Mr. Smith “declared that the soy bean plant is the
realization of a strong Farm Bureau, cooperation of the big
and little men and the splendid assistance of the Louisville
Bank of Co-operatives.” Dignitaries were then introduced,
and short speeches given. “T.R. Bryant, from the College of
Agriculture, University of Kentucky, Lexington, explained

the soy bean as a defense crop” [in relation to the war in
Europe].
“Shortly after 11 o’clock in the morning, President
Smith, with Manager Allen and other dignitaries looking on,
pressed the button that started conveyors dropping cracked
beans into the tempering bins... The two bins have a capacity
of 600 bushels of beans daily.”
“Attracting considerable interest also were the
reconditioned [used] storage elevators composed of 18 tanks
and ten interstices with a total storage capacity of 200,000
bushels.” A “frame and metal building was placed over them.
A section of the concrete roof still remains too.
“Erected in the room on top of the storage elevators is
the huge bean cleaner, capable of cleaning 3,000 bushels
of beans daily. The processing capacity of the plant is in
excess of 1,200 bushels a day–400,000 to 500,000 bushels
annually.”
“The cooperatives more than 300 members signed up
15,300 acres of soy beans for 1940 and 1941 at $1 an acre,
giving the organization $30,600 of common stock already
subscribed of a maximum of 40,000 shares at $1 par value.
Beans grown last year are now stored in the bins at the plant.
“Livestock feed: ‘The soy bean serves the greatest
number of useful purposes of any product of the soil and
holds the greatest promise of agriculture of any plant,’ says
Mr. Allen, general manager and secretary of the plant.
“Farmers in this section first began to grow soy beans
about 20 years ago. County Agent H.R. Jackson explains
principally as feed for livestock and later for the sale of seed
and for export to other neighborhoods. The plant is ideal for
rotation with corn, of which Henderson county is a heavy
producer, Jackson said. It is a legume and its root system
stores nitrogen, thereby enriching the soil.”
“Move started in Feb.: Also, several years ago, the
farmers sensed the decline in returns from dark tobacco and
began to lean more heavily on livestock. This trend created a
demand for additional supplemental livestock feed. All these
factors have contributed to the steady increase in soy bean
acreage.
“Finally the need for a processing plant resulted in
concrete action in February 1940 under the sponsorship of
the Henderson County Farm Bureau of which Ben E. Niles is
president.
“The first step was an educational trip by a group of
interested farmers and businessmen to Urbana, Illinois,
where a government soybean laboratory [U.S. Regional
Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory] is located.
“Interest increased rapidly after the trip and the co-op
was formed under the Bingham Cooperative Marketing Act
after a mass meeting has been held to determine whether an
effort would be made to interest private capital in the plant or
whether or whether the project should be set up under a cooperative association.
New building erected: A five acre tract on which stand
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18 concrete elevators with a total storage capacity of 200,000
bushels was purchased. This was part of the plant of A.
Waller and Company, grain dealers. The mill was destroyed
by fire several years ago.
“Reconditioning of the elevators was completed and a
metal building 40 x 30 feet has been built to house the two
processing mills.”
A brief biography of Mr. Allen is given. For the last
10 years he was “the agricultural agent for the Ohio Valley
Trust company, directing operations of the farm properties
under its management.” The plant will have two presses and
“will serve an area in Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois within a
radius of 75 to 100 miles of Henderson.”
Note: The members of this cooperative were farmers;
by the 1950s, the members of most soybean processing
cooperatives were cooperative grain elevators.
2521. Blanchard, M. 1941. Conservation des semences de
soja [Preservation of soybean seeds]. Bulletin des Matieres
Grasses (Paris) 25(6):106-09. June. [Fre]
Address: Directeur interimaire de la Station d’Essais de
semence.
2522. Hildebrand, A.A.; West, P.M. 1941. Strawberry root
rot in relation to microbiological changes induced in root rot
soil by the incorporation of certain cover crops. Canadian
J. of Research, Section C: Botanical Sciences 19(6):183-98.
June. [15 ref]
• Summary: The authors investigated the effect on
strawberry root rot of turning into the soil a succession of
cover crops of different types; a succession of soybeans
(in 1939) greatly reduced root rot and at the same time
significantly increased the bacterial balance. Address: 1.
Asst. Plant Pathologist, Dominion Lab. of Plant Pathology,
St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada.
2523. West, P.M.; Hildebrand, A.A. 1941. The
microbiological balance of strawberry root rot soil as related
to the rhizosphere and decomposition effects of certain
cover crops. Canadian J. of Research, Section C: Botanical
Sciences 19(6):199-210. June. [26 ref]
• Summary: In the first of two papers, the authors
investigated the effect on strawberry root rot of turning into
the soil a succession of cover crops of different types; a
succession of soybeans greatly reduced root rot and at the
same time significantly increased the bacterial balance.
In this second paper they showed that this increase in
the bacterial balance index was not due to any rhizosphere
of living soybean roots, but to the decomposition of soybean
tissue after incorporation into the soil. This beneficial
effect of soybean residues was ascribed to promotion of a
“carbohydrate type of decomposition” in the soil. Glucose
(at a rather high rate, equivalent to 10% by weight of soil)
was shown to exert a similar beneficial effect in controlling

root rot and raising the bacterial balance index. Address: 1.
Agricultural Asst., Div. of Bacteriology and Dairy Research;
2. Asst. Plant Pathologist, Dominion Lab. of Plant Pathology,
St. Catharines. Both: Ontario, Canada.
2524. Barbier, René. 1941. Le soja, culture d’exploitation
familiale [The soybean, a crop for improving family
farming]. Revue Internationale du Soja 1(4):155-57. July.
[Fre]
Address: Agronomist (Ingénieur Agronome).
2525. Coanda, Henri. 1941. Le soja, facteur d’une rénovation
de l’artisanat rural [The soybean, a factor in a renovation of
rural craftsmen]. Revue Internationale du Soja 1(4):150-54.
July. [Fre]
Address: Ingénieur civil E.N.S.A., Vice-President of
l’Institut National du Soja.
2526. Matagrin, Am. 1941. Réponse aux objections
françaises à une culture nationale du Soja [Response to
French objections to the nationwide cultivation of soybeans].
Revue Internationale du Soja 1(4):135-49. July. [5 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Li Yu-ying is presently staying in Provence.
Since his return from Russia, Léon Rouest has been in
Vaucluse, where Messrs. Roudet and Bataillet (of La Maison
du Soia {The House of Soya} at Aubignan) have, for the
past 6 years, obtained good harvests with many different
varieties, well selected and perfectly acclimatized, to Indre [a
departement in central France] where a National Syndicate of
Soya Producers (Syndicat National des Producteurs de Soja)
was founded in Feb. 1938 by Mr. E.-P. Chéron, director of an
agricultural bank.
The use of soy and peanuts together is also discussed.
2527. Probst, A.H.; Cartter, J.L. 1941. A portable soybean
nursery thresher and its operation: Notes. J. of the American
Society of Agronomy 33(7):673-75. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Interest in the improvement of the soybean
has given rise to a marked increase in the testing of
introductions, selections, and varieties at numerous localities
in the major producing areas. Threshing at outlying
nurseries is a major problem since soybean plants are bulky
and consequently costly to transport. Also, when handled
excessively, the plants shatter badly, resulting in loss of
considerable seed.
“In order to overcome some of the inconveniences of
this threshing problem, a portable nursery thresher was
constructed at Lafayette, Indiana, in 1938 and has been used
very successfully through three seasons. This machine was
designed after a thresher originally built by the junior author.
Some of the features of the threshing and cleaning equipment
of the nursery thresher used at the Indiana Agricultural
Experiment Station and previously described by Cutler are
incorporated.’
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Photos show: (1) Portable nursery thresher viewed
from one side; it is mounted on a platform on wheels,
pulled behind a truck or car. (3) The portable thresher in
operation; three men are at work around it. Address: 1.
Junior Agronomist; 2. Agronomist. Both: Div. of Forage
Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry and Bureau
of Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering; U.S. Regional
Soybean Industrial Products Lab. [Urbana, Illinois]. USDA.
2528. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1941. M. Pierre-Alype,
préfet de la Gironde, visit les cultures de multiplication du
Soja [Mr. Pierre-Alype, prefect of the Gironde, visits the
soybean multiplication crops]. 1(4):157. July. [Fre; eng+]
• Summary: Note: In the title, “multiplication crops” the
author seems to mean plants grown for the purpose of
propagation (since the seeds were bad); the prefect is touring
these plantings to learn about them.
François Pierre-Alype, prefect of Gironde, wanted
to learn about efforts to develop soybean cultivation, in a
cautious and sensible way, as recommended by Pierre Caziot,
Minister of Agriculture.
Accompanied by Mr. Dufoux, director of agricultural
services in Gironde, he went to the National Soybean
Center (Centre national du soja) headquarters, in Bordeaux,
whose mission is to propagate and test the best acclimatized
soybean varieties in our various regions, both in occupied
[by the Nazis] and unoccupied zones.
The propagation, made necessary by poor seed
(semences) quality, was conducted this year, either in
collaboration with the official agricultural research stations,
or elite farmers.
Guided by Mr. Jo. Philippart, and surrounded by his
collaborators Mr. Breittmayer and Mr. Saillenfest, Mr.
Pierre-Alype wanted a detailed explanation on the National
Soybean Center’s work throughout France.
Then, he visited the propagation crops produced by
the Southwest Agricultural Research Center (Centre de
recherches agronomiques du Sud-Ouest), at the Grande
Ferrade Research Station (Station d’essais de la Grande
Ferrade), in Pont-de-la-Maye, in collaboration with the
National Soybean Center.
With the station’s interim director, Mr. Darpoux, as his
guide, he spent a long time looking through the experimental
crops, and gained an appreciation for the value of the
scientific work taking place there. He also praised the
excellent organization that allows the agricultural warning
station (station d’avertissement; a group that sends warnings
regarding weather advisories, insect infestations, and other
farming-related information) to provide highly effective
services for regional farming.
Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier of Seattle,
Washington. Address: Agronomist (Ingénieur Agronome).
2529. Times (Morning ed.) (Chattanooga, Tennessee). 1941.

The lowly soybean rises. Aug. 29.
• Summary: “Most people don’t know what soybean are.
They associate them, rather loosely and vaguely, with cover
crops on farm hillsides. Something cows eat, maybe. But the
lowly soybean may hold the future of the world health in its
little husk.
“Henry Ford has been experimenting with soybeans
down on his Ways (Georgia) plantation for many years.
He has grown a lot of soybeans and has turned them into
plastic things. Mr Ford, it is said, drinks soybean milk. It is
healthful.
“Over at the Madison (Tennessee) sanitarium they grow
a lot of soybeans, too. The doctors at Madison have found
out how to make the soybean look like beefsteak. It not only
resembles steak, but it tastes like steak. The soybean is a
fine source of protein. So is steak, but the soybean is said to
have steak beaten for the most proteins. The Germans have
been using the soybean in their blitzkrieg tactics. The Nazi
soldiers have been partly on a soybean diet since the war
began.”
2530. International Harvester Company. 1941. Introducing
the brand new “six footer”! (Ad). Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 3.
• Summary: “New McCormick-Deering No. 62 combine.
More beans in the bag! When you harvest with McCormickDearing.” “Harvester-threshers–For all grains and seed
crops.” A box bears the title: “The No. 62 and No. 42
thresh All these crops–and more–easily, efficiently.” It lists:
“Alfalfa, barley, beans (navy, lima, kidney, pinto, etc.),
buckwheat, carrots, clovers (all kinds), crotolaria, emmer,
flax, grain sorghums (feterita, milo, hegari, kafir, sorgo,
etc.), lespedeza, lettuce, millet, mustard, oats, parsnip, peas,
radish, rice, rye, soybeans, spelt, Sudan grass, sunflowers,
turnip, vetch, wheat.”
Photos show: (1) A front view of the No. 62 combine
in action harvesting soybeans, being pulled by a tractor.
(2) A rear view of the 4-foot No. 42 doing the same. Note:
International Harvester has adopted the strategy of the
“all-purpose” combine–a strategy that would soon lose to
the specialty combine designed to harvest and thresh only
soybeans. Address: 180 North Michigan Ave., Chicago,
Illinois.
2531. Time. 1941. Jack & the soybean. 38:38-41. Sept. 15.
• Summary: The soybean is the most remarkable legume
since Jack & the beanstalk. Soybean experts predict a record
harvested crop of 110 million bushels; that’s up from only
1 million bushels in 1912 and 6.5 million bushels in 1923.
And despite the record crop, soybean prices have risen 75%
since this year’s low to $1.70 a bushel. The main reasons:
(1) demand for the oil in Lend-Lease’s program to send oils
and fats to Britain. (2) estimates of a low cotton crop and low
cottonseed oil production.
Soybeans are now the 5th biggest crop in America after
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corn, wheat, cotton and tobacco.
Botanists and chemists say the soybean is the world’s
most all-around useful crop. Yet only 2% are used for the
much heralded industrial uses.
The soybean was known in China “as far back as 2838
B.C. when it was called China’s greatest legume in a materia
medica written by the Emperor Shen-Nung (‘The Heavenly
Farmer’).”
The soybean first arrived in America in 1804, brought
by Dr. James Mease an amateur horticulturist. It took another
century before U.S. farmers took even a faint interest in
the newcomer. It took the Russo-Japanese War to attract
attention in Europe and the USA. That war left Japan with a
surplus of Manchurian beans to unload somewhere. In 1908
the banker-merchant company Mitsui shipped 2,000 tons to
England, where cottonseed and linseed oils were temporarily
scarce. Soybean oil proved to be a good substitute and
from then on both Britain and the USA imported increasing
quantities of soybeans and bean products.
Some 2,500 soybean varieties are now available in the
USA, some with Japanese names (Ito San, Hahto, Manchu)
and some with American names (Lexington, Tarheel Black,
Illini, Wilson, and Roosevelt).
Soybeans grow well anywhere corn and cotton grow–
in the U.S. corn and cotton belts. A legume, it harbors
specialized bacteria on its roots; they take nitrogen from the
air and fix it in the soil, to leave the soil more fertile than
ever. The plant is called a green manure crop. A two-ton crop
of soybeans plowed under adds to the soil as much nitrogen
and organic matter as at least seven tons of manure. The
soybean still has no major enemies–except the rabbit.
Why has the soybean not caught as a major food among
Western people? Because it cannot be baked or boiled like
their other beans.
Soybeans make tender and tasty sprouts. In 1939 some
360,000 cans were packed in the U.S.; most were consumed
in Chinatowns.
Soybeans can be ground into a pale yellow flour, which
is best mixed with wheat or other cereal flours. It can also be
used to make a kind of milk or milk powder.
56% of beans harvested as beans are crushed to make
soybean oil and meal. Describes how the oil is used. The
soybean has a bright future.
After passing through the U.S. “pressing mill,”
the soybean becomes (by weight) about 15.5% oil and
78% meal. Of the oil about three-fourths is refined and
deodorized; of this, 57% goes into vegetable shortenings,
20% into margarine, and 9% into salad and cooking oils,
salad dressings, etc. One-fourth of the oil, unrefined, goes to
other uses such as paint and varnishes (the biggest “other”
user), soap, and linoleum.
Industrial uses of the protein include plastics, synthetic
wool-like fibers now being developed for use in auto
upholstery by the Ford Motor Co., alternatives to casein in

coated papers, plywood, water paints, leather finishes, etc.
These “technological uses” of the soybean’s oil and
meal take up no more than 3% of recent crops.
Photos show: (1) An uprooted soybean plant. (2)
Many whole soybeans. (3) A field of soybeans harvested
with a tractor: “Plenty of tonnage–and all of it good for
something.” A map shows where soybeans grow in the USA.
Superimposed is one graph that shows soybean production
(in million bushels) since 1920 and another than shows price
fluctuations (in dollars per bushel) since 1920; prices were
lowest in about 1931-1932.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2017) that
contains the term “technological uses” in connection with
soybeans.
2532. Burns, W. 1941. The soybean–Its politics,
performances and possibilities. Indian Farming 2(9):451-57.
Sept. [7 ref]
• Summary: The author contends that soybeans should be
cultivated and used on a large scale in India. Contains an
excellent, early review of the history and past agronomic
investigations of the soybean in India. Contents:
Introduction. Wide range of uses. Soybean production. Iron
ration. Spread in the U.S.A. Commercial exploitation. In
the British Empire. Soybeans in Germany. Nutritive value.
A strange fact. Comprehensive tests. Doubtful palatability.
Points for consideration. Preparation of recipes (Note: No
actual recipes are given). Cultivation of soybean in India.
Cultivation procedure. Some non-official experience.
“In the British Empire: In 1908 when the first largescale importations began to be made into Europe, soybean
was admitted into England without tariff, while other
countries imposed an import duty. When the other countries
recognized the disadvantages of this imposition they
cancelled it and England then lost its premier place as a
soybean importer. England withdrew soybean from its free
list in 1935 in order to give effect to the principle of Imperial
preference. Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister, then Secretary of State
for the Colonies, emphasized that every colony producing
palm kernels, groundnuts or soya beans had asked for this
preference owing to the increasing competition in soybeans.
He hoped that the preference would stimulate the production
of soybeans in the territories concerned. There was certainly
ground for hope that there might be commercial production
of soybeans within the Empire.
“The story of the successful introduction and cultivation
of soybean in England is told by Elizabeth Bowdidge in a
book The Soya Bean (Oxford University Press, London,
1935). This success was obtained by Mr. North on the Ford
Company’s farm at Boreham in Essex in 1933 and 1934.
Soil inoculation and plant acclimatization were necessary
but success was obtained and yields of from 15 to 25 bushels
were got. Soybean cultivation has not yet, however, spread
in England. As an imported crop it has been used as a food
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for farm animals, and until the outbreak of the present war a
large part of the imports was converted into flour, oil, etc. as
well.
“Soybeans in Germany: Under the auspices of the
Forschungsdiest (the All-Germany Agricultural Research
Organization) research on soybean in Germany was much
speeded up in the years 1934-37. Attempts to introduce
soybean into German cultivation had up till then been
a failure, mainly for the same reason that keeps it from
spreading in India, i.e. its low price on the world market.
The fixing of a more attractive price for soybeans grown in
Germany and a greater appreciation of their nutritive value
put a different complexion on the matter. Scientific work has
been mainly in the direction of plant breeding, one institution
dealing with no less than 30,000 single plant cultures. The
plant breeding work has shown that the supposed antagonism
between high fat and high oil content does not always exist,
and that it may be possible to breed varieties that are high in
both.
“On the agricultural side the following are some of the
results obtained [in Germany]: (1) Drill sowing is better than
broadcasting. (2) Thick sowing accelerates maturity. Breadth
between rows should not exceed 50 cm. (= 20 inches). The
lighter the soil, the smaller the space between the lines,
but not less than 35 cm. (= 14 inches). In the rows the best
distance between plants is 10 cm. (= 4 inches). (3) Seed
rate should not be less than 15 kilograms per ¼ hectare (67
lb. per acre). (4) Soybeans can be successfully grown as a
mixed crop with early potatoes. It is to be noted that these
recommendations are for German conditions and might not
suit India.”
The author recently received a letter from an agricultural
chemist who noted a strange fact: “’I find that the
explanation of why soybeans are not more widely grown
than they are, in India, is because there is no market for
them. Now in these days of deficient dietaries, financial
stringency and other economic factors connected to the
War, it does seem to me to be a very strange fact that there
is no market for one of the most nutritious foodstuffs both
for humans and animals in this country... Here is a produce
which can be easily grown, easily transported, without
deterioration, and for which in these days there ought to be
an almost unlimited demand and yet it is not grown because
we are told there is no market for it. I myself take soybean
in vegetable curry two or three times a week and it is a most
excellent food... We ought to be supplying this to the army
in large quantities. In addition there are many industrial
products which can be manufactured from the soybean and
which are manufactured in other countries but not in India. I
suggest that we ought to consider the soybean for India and
get down to the problem of propaganda and the production of
the soybean and soybean products on a considerable scale.”
“Preparation of recipes: There are two ways by which
soybean could be introduced into the Indian dietary. The

bean might be prepared and cooked by domestic methods
and consumed as an alternative or addition to other pulses...
Alternatively, soybean flour of neutral taste could be
manufactured [using the Berczeller process], as in Germany,
and used as an ingredient in biscuits, cakes, etc.” The author
doubts that either approach would succeed. “In addition to
the Darjeeling district of North Bengal, soybean is grown
also in Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkim, the total area in all these
places being probably about 20,000 acres. It is also grown
in the Kumaun hills. In addition there has been experimental
cultivation in almost every part of India and soybean has
been grown in the Punjab, Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, Assam,
the Central Provinces and Berar, Madras, Bombay, Baroda,
the United Provinces, Sind, Mysore and Kashmir. The
Agricultural Departments of several of these provinces
and states have issued leaflets giving directions for its
cultivation.”
“Some non-official experience: Mr. M.R. Dokras, LL.B.,
of Chandur, Berar, published a small pamphlet in which he
gave his experience of growing soybean since 1916.” Seed
yields ranged from 500 to 2,000 lb/acre. “Mr. George A.C.
Hearsey has, since 1936, grown soybeans on his place–Palia
Ranch, near Palia Kalan Station, R. & K. Railway, Oudh. In
1937 he harvested 185 maunds from 45 acres, an average
of just over 4 maunds (330 lb.) per acre... His dairy cows
ate greedily the dried soybean plants and soybean bhusa.
“In 1940 Dr. W. Thompson, of St. Luke’s Hospital, Chabua,
Upper Assam, grew for the first time soybean supplied by
the Assistant Director of Agriculture, Shillong. Two sowings
done in August ripened together and gave a heavy yield.
“Economics: In 1934 a Crop Planning Conference
was called in Simla by the Government of India, when
consideration among other things was given as to what
new or substitute crops should be encouraged. Notes were
submitted by various Directors some of which reported
that soybean could be grown quite well in their provinces
or states but that the price was so low that it was not
worth while to try to produce it.” In 1934 the Director of
Agriculture from Sind (Karachi), and from Punjab each made
such a statement. “It is not an impossibility to introduce a
new crop into India (the history of groundnut in India shows
this) but the new crop must put more money in the pocket of
the cultivator than the crop it is going to replace.” Address:
C.I.E., D.Sc., I.A.S., Agricultural Commissioner with the
Government of India.
2533. Pynaert, L. 1941. A propos du soja en Belgique
[Concerning the soybean in the Belgium]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 1(5):161-66. Sept. [Fre]
• Summary: Discusses the cultivation of soybeans.
Introduction. Regions and situations suitable to the soybean
for the production of seeds. Soils. The place of soya in
the rotation. Preparation of the terrain / land. Manuring.
Varieties. Planting and inoculation. The danger from wild
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animals. Care. Harvest, threshing, and storage of the seeds.
Soybean varieties cultivated at the Jardin Coloniale de
Laeken (colonial botanical garden in Brussels). A full-page
table (p. 166), titled Observations on 1 Aug. 1941, gives
details on 25 soybean varieties. For each is given: The name,
source, size and growth habit, flowering, number of pods
per plant. Address: Directeur du Jardin Colonial de Laeken
[Brussels, Belgium].
2534. Struckmeyer, B. Esther. 1941. Structure of stems in
relation to differentiation and abortion of blossom buds.
Botanical Gazette 103(1):182-191. Sept. [7 ref]
• Summary: Biloxi soybean was one of five species studied.
Address: Dep. of Horticulture, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison,
Wisc.
2535. Balzli, Jean. 1941. La culture et l’utilisation du soja
[The cultivation and utilization of the soybean]. Nice,
France: Chambre de Agriculture des Alpes Maritimes. 10 p.
[Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. What is the soybean?
Preparation of the soil. Applying fertilizer and manure.
Nitrogination (including via root nodules). Seeds. Quantity
of seeds. Varieties of seeds to choose from. Evolution. Care
of the crop. Irrigation and watering. Transplanting. Diseases
and enemies of the soybean. Spoilers of the soybean (rabbits,
hares, and roe-deer are very fond of young soybean shoots /
sprouts. Rats, field mice, voles and hamsters devour the pods
with their seeds. Pigeons and crows steal the seeds. To stop
or reduce the exploits of these thieves, you can use a hand
rattle, a loud shout, or any means of terrorizing them using
traps, snares, or poisons).
Harvest (the seeds and the straw), threshing and the
storage of the seeds, mixed cultures and rotations, soybeans
in France’s colonies. Advantages of soybean culture. Green
soybeans and soybean hay. Soybean straw. Using soybeans
to feed animals. The use of soymilk by farmers (to raise
lambs, piglets, chicks, fatten hogs, etc.). How farmers can
make soymilk. Soybean cakes (les tourteaux de soja). Use of
soybeans and soybean cakes as fertilizer.
Soybeans as human food (soy oil, soy flour, soy coffee,
soy chocolate, Worcestershire sauce, soymilk, tofu, and soy
sprouts). Industrial uses of soy (soy protein, soy oil).
Note: A similar but shorter document was published
in Revue Internationale du Soja, March 1941, p. 41-45.
Address: Doctor.
2536. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Spec. Circ.
1941. Green shelled soybeans as garden crops. No. 153. Oct.
*
2537. La delegation generale du gouvernement à
l’Equipement National et le Centre National du Soya: Etude
sur l’extension de la culture et des utilisations du Soya; leurs

conditions actuelles dans le cadre national [The general
delegation of the government of National Equipment and
the National Soybean Center: Study on the extension of the
cultivation and utilization of Soya–their present condition
in the national plan]. 1941. Bordeaux, France. 16 p.
Unpublished typescript. Nov. 15. 30 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Note: In the upper left corner of the title page
the following initials are written: “PB/JJ.” Address: 8, Cours
de Gourge, Bordeaux, France.
2538. Drake, Mack; Scarseth, George D. 1941. Why
soybeans should be fertilized. Better Crops with Plant Food
25(8):12-15, 43-44. Nov.
• Summary: Page 44: “To show the importance of plowing
down the fertilizer for soybeans, the following information is
presented, The yield on an unfertilized Crosby silt loam (pH
5.2) at Lafayette in 1940 was 15.7 bushels of grain or 3,570
pounds of hay per acre. When an equivalent of 1,000 pounds
of 4-10-25 had been broadcast and disked into the topsoil
immediately before seeding, the yield was increased only 1.9
bushels. (There was no injury to the stand.) However, when
this same amount of fertilizer was broadcast and plowed
under, the yield was 23.4 bushels of grain or 4,653 pounds of
hay per acre. When lime, at the rate of 3 tons per acre, was
used with the fertilizer and plowed under, the yield was 28.2
bushels of grain or 5,377 pounds of hay per acre.” Address:
Purdue Univ., Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
2539. Huebscher, Ad. 1941. Le soya sur le rivage suisse
du lac Léman [The soybean on the Swiss shore of Lake
Geneva]. Revue Internationale du Soja 1(6):213-15. Nov.
[Fre]
• Summary: Nine years ago the writer decided that he would
figure out a way of growing soybeans on the west (French)
shore of Lake Geneva.
Nine years ago, I used–in an “unusual” way–a vineyard
I owned at Corseaux (Vaud), on the shore of Lake Geneva.
I pulled out all the wine stocks. In their place, I had erected
a villa, surrounded by fruit trees, with espaliers and shrubs.
Rather than producing sufficient wine and alcohol, I
preferred harvesting fruit and vegetables; from this, the
health of my family gained enormously. Having lived part of
my life in the United States, I am a mortal enemy of slums.
Just like the soybean, I love fresh air and sunshine. Our villa,
called “Bel Air,” opens to the atmosphere and allows us to
enjoy from morning to evening invigorating and beneficial
radiance.
I was not regarded as a “nut.” On the contrary, some
followed my example. Today my little eden is the center of
a multitude of similar properties. All the inhabitants of our
quarter are model builders and planters. The stupid routine is
repugnant to us. We have done good work. We produce and
we harvest, according to carefully studied methods, fruits,
vegetables, potatoes, and soybeans of the very first quality.
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In spite of the restrictions occasioned by the war economy,
we do not suffer. We are well nourished, we are in the best
of health, and our food is inexpensive. We are our own
gardeners, for here is our motto (imported from the United
States):
Early to bed
early to rise
makes [a man] healthy, wealthy and wise.
I am particularly interested in the soybean. I told myself
that I had to succeed with this plant, since it prospers not
only in Italy and in the Balkans, but also in Germany, in
Holland, in Denmark, in Lithuania, in Sweden, in England,
and in all the territory of the United States and Canada. Yes,
in France and in Switzerland, failures have been reported.
It is not necessary to accuse the soybean, but the ignorance
of those who, instead of listening to the soy devotees
(les soyaïstes), have worked things out in their heads and
haphazardly.
He carefully studied the basic nature, characteristics, and
needs of the soybeans–and of different varieties.
I conducted trials in 1939, in 1940 and in 1941. Above
all, the selected seeds were difficult to find, but, for the
future, we counted on selections from Hungary (like Dr.
Olthon Knapp, of Iregszemcse) and from France.
In 1939, I had already succeeded. My small quantity
of seeds gave an encouraging harvest. The plants grew to a
height of 35 to 40 cm.
In 1940, encouraged by the relative success of the
preceding year, I continued my trials. I had numerous plants
that grew to a height of 55 to 60 cm. These furnished a good
provision of seeds which I transformed into flour. And this
flour served us better than the best eggs. For the year 1941,
M.E. Lieberherr, former Swiss consul to the Far East, and
presently co-director of the house of Morga S.A. of EbnatKappel (canton of Saint-Gall), procured for me yellow
seeds harvested in the canton of Tessin [Ticino, which is the
southernmost canton of Switzerland. It is the only canton
where Italian is the sole official language]. In 1939 and in
1940, a had only black soybeans. This year, I had, therefore,
the pleasure of planting two varieties. These seeds were
planted in 8 different locations, and what I had learned from
the preceding trials served me well.
Up to this time, I did not have recourse to nitrogen
fixing bacteria, which is to say that I have not used earth
mixed with pulverized nodules, nor pure cultures of
bacterium radicicola soyae. But the opponents of inoculation
(nitragination) did not rejoice too soon. As a bacteriologist,
I intend to make by myself, for my own needs, azobacterial
cultures and to experiment with them methodically... I
planted the seeds with an appropriate amount of fertilizer,
then I covered them with soil to a depth of 2 cm.
By the time I write these lines (22 Aug. 1941) my best
soy plants are in the same location where, in past years,
I planted potatoes. Very vigorous, they promise a good

harvest.
The black soybeans were planted on April 19. On Aug.
4, that is to say after a vegetative period of 107 days, they
were 83 cm in height. The diameter of the stems, at ground
level, is up to 0.8 cm. And here are the corresponding figures
for the yellow soybean: 72 cm. and 0.6 cm. The soybean
plants bear no more than 16 to 23 pods, which, on average,
are 6 cm in length. The yellow soybean plants bear 12 to
21 pods per plant. Many of the pods of the yellow variety
contain only 2 seeds per pod, but all of these seeds are rather
large and bloom well (bien épanouies).
For sure, these results are modest, but my plantings are
but a start and I have not yet used inoculation. In any case, I
will not abandon the cultivation of soybeans.
I can confirm that the soybeans are eager to have air
and sunlight. They abhor shade. Planted under trees that are
not widely spaced, they become sickly and weak, and give
a very mediocre harvest. The less I restrict them, the better
they develop. What an intelligent plant! They are not content
merely to give richly of useful products, but at the same time
they have relatively few needs. Very often, one hoeing, with
a slight mounding, is sufficient. Later, the luxuriant foliage
smothers most weeds. I should add that does not like to be
watered to much or too often during times of the greatest
heat, for it resists dryness / drought better than excessive
irrigation.
2540. Kee, Pank Kwok. 1941. Studies on the fertilizing value
of Mayon Volcano ash. V. Effects upon the growth and yield
of soybean. Philippine Agriculturist 30(6):500-09. Nov. [10
ref]
• Summary: In general, this ash neither stimulated nor
adversely affected the growth, development, or yield of
soybean plants.
2541. Styrdom, J.J. 1941. Soybeans in the North-Eastern
Orange Free State. Farming in South Africa 16(188):380.
Nov.
• Summary: “During the past season 20 experiments were
started in the Vrede, Frankfort, Reitz and Heilbron districts.”
Using a 10-morgen plot for each, they were conducted with
the cooperation of farmers practicing different farming
systems. The results and yields are discussed. Address:
Extension Officer, Frankfort.
2542. Centre National du Soya [National Soybean Center].
1941. Bordeaux, France. 2 p. Unpublished typescript. Dec. 5.
30 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Discusses the Center’s accomplishments during
its first year. Address: 8, Cours de Gourge, Bordeaux, France.
2543. Chouard, Pierre. ed. 1941. Revue de la presse
horticole–Essai de culture du soja en Belgique [Revue
of publications on horticulture–Soybean cultural trial
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in Belgium (Abstract)]. Revue Horticole; Journal
d’Horticulture Pratique (Paris) 113(2084):524. Dec. 16. [2
ref. Fre]
• Summary: A summary of: Journée, C.; Tilkin, F. 1940.
“Un essai de culture du soja en Belgique (2ème note)
[Further trials on soya-bean growing in Belgium (2nd
note)].” Bulletin de l’Institut Agronomique et des Stations de
Recherches de Gembloux (Belgium) 9(1/4):16-37. Address:
France.
2544. Charles, Jean J. 1941. Pour une politique française
du soya: Le bilan d’une année d’efforts [Toward a French
politics of soya: The balance of a year of efforts]. Terre
Francaise (La). Dec. 20. p. 5 (Saturday). [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: About the National
Soybean Center (Centre national du Soya; Bordeaux,
France). The agricultural problem. A work of general
interest. The “soya community.” A fruitful action. Study
of the varieties. The multiplication of seeds in 1941.
Surveillance of crops. The future. A sidebar explains that this
newspaper was born on 9 Nov. 1940; it is dedicated to longterm studies on France’s agricultural problems and is deeply
interested in the soybean. Photos show: (1) A farmer standing
in a field of soybean rows. (2) A close-up of soybean pods,
leaves, and two hands. 3. A farmer inspecting soybean plants
in a field. Address: France.
2545. Agricultural Marketing Service, USDA. 1941. Annual
crop summary: Acreage, yield, and production of principal
crops by states, with comparisons. Washington, DC. Dec.
• Summary: Two half-page tables (p. 79) give: (1) Soybean
acreage (for all purposes): Grown alone: Average 193039, 1940, 1941. Interplanted: Average 1930-39, 1940,
1941. Equivalent solid: Average 1930-39, 1940, 1941. (2)
Soybeans (for beans): Acreage harvested: Average 1930-39,
1940, 1941. Yield per acre: Average 1930-39, 1940, 1941.
Production: Average 1930-39, 1940, 1941.
In 1941 the states with the largest soybean production
(in 1,000 bushels) were (in descending order of production):
Illinois 49,128. Iowa 16,608. Indiana 14,442. Ohio 13,143.
Missouri 2,150. Arkansas 1,740. North Carolina 1,710.
Michigan 1,344. Minnesota 1,200. Address: Washington,
DC.
2546. Dode, L. 1941. Essais de culture de Soja dans le
Bourbonnais [Soybean culture trails in Bourbonnais]. Revue
de Botanique Appliquee & d’Agriculture Tropicale 21(24344):784. Nov/Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Bourbonnais is a former province in central
France, west of Burgundy. Address: Savant AcclimateurDendrologiste, Sorbier.
2547. Genevois, L. 1941. Recherches sur la culture et la
selection du soya faites à Bordeaux en 1941 [Research on the

cultivation and selection of soybeans conducted at Bordeaux
in 1941]. Bordeaux, France. 8 p. Unpublished typescript.
Undated. 30 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Goal of the research. Horticultural
soybean varieties: Harvest and use as green vegetable
soybeans or dry soybeans. Industrial uses: Soy flour. Forage
uses: Black and late varieties (Biloxi).
Bordeaux is a commercial seaport and the capital
of Gironde department in southwest France. Research
conducted in 1941 is a continuation of that from 1940 at
the request of the National Center for Scientific Research.
The research of 1940 showed that the soybean thrives in the
sandy and humus-rich soils of Gironde, and gives very high
yields of both seeds and forage. Address: Prof. of biological
chemistry and plant physiology [Bordeaux, France].
2548. Annales de Geographie. 1941. La culture du Soja
en Roumanie [The cultivation of soybeans in Romania].
50(283):222. Summary of article by Conrad Cigné. 1940.
“La Roumanie fournisseur du Reich.” Supplement to
Bulletin Quotidien de la Societe d’Etudes et d’Information
Economiques. Feb. 7. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Soybean cultivation, introduced to Romania
in 1934, is perfectly suited to the climate of Moldavia and
Bessarabia. The crop has made rapid progress, from 1,465
ha in 1934, to 48,253 ha in 1936, to 63,000 ha in 1938, to an
estimated 80,000 to 100,000 ha in 1939, and an estimated
130,000 ha in 1940. Soybean production rose to 51,000
tonnes in 1938.
Germany imported 578,000 quintals of soya from
Romania in 1938, compared with 7,174,000 quintals
purchased from Manchuria. It was Germany who contributed
to the development of this crop in Romania, organized by the
Society Soja. Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg.
2549. Berkner, Fritz. 1941. Zwanzigjaehrige Erfahrungen
in der Pflanzuechtung–Die Sojabohnen [Twenty years
of experience with plant breeding–The soybean].
Forschungsdienst, Organ der deutschen Landwirtswissschaft
(Research Service, Journal of German Agronomy) 14:13842. Sonderheft. [16 ref. Ger]*
Address: Direktor, Institut fuer Pflanzenbau und
Pflanzenzuechtung, Universitaet Breslau.
2550. Gericke, S. 1941. Reaktions und
Duengungsansprueche der Sojabohne [Response to and
demands for fertilizer by soybeans]. Bodenkultur und
Pflanzernaehrung 25(2/3):136. [Ger]*
2551. Kerpely, Antal. 1941. A szojabab eredmenyes
termesztese ojtassal [The effective cultivation of soybeans
with inoculation]. Kisalfoldi Gazda (Kisalfoldi Farmer)
2(13):4-7. [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
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2552. Krugel, C.; Dreyspring, C.; Heinrich, F. 1941.
Phosphorsaeure- Staffelungsversuche mit Sojabohnen
in Gefaessen [Phosphoric acid step-by-step experiments
with soybeans in containers]. Bodenkultur und
Pflanzenernaehrung 10(5/6):307. [Ger]*
2553. Luedecke, H. 1941. Die Bedeutung der
Phosphorsaeure fuer das Wachstum der Sojabohne und
die Taetigkeit ihrer Knoellchenbacterien [The importance
of phosphoric acid for the growth of soybeans and the
effectiveness of nodule bacteria]. Phosphorsaeure 10(2):196.
[Ger]*
2554. Luedecke, H.; Sammet, K.; Lesch, W. 1941.
Untersuchungen ueber den Naehrstoffbedarf und den
Einfluss steigender Gaben Phosphorsaeure und Kali auf
Ertrag und Beschaffenheit der Sojabohne [Investigations
on the need for nutrients and the influence of increasing
amounts of phosphoric acid and potash on the yield and
quality of the soybean]. Bodenkultur und Pflanzernaehrung
25:1-31. [Ger]*
2555. Purdue University Agric. Exp. Station, Div. of
Agronomy. 1941. Edible soybeans. Project 8, Form 5.
Unpublished manuscript. *
2556. Sammet, K.; Lesch, W. 1941. Untersuchungen ueber
den Naehrstoffbedarf und den Einfluss steigender Gaben
Phosphorsaeure und Kali auf Ertrag und Beschaffenheir der
Sojabohne [Nutrient needs and the influence of increasing
amounts of phosphoric acid and potash on the yield and
fertility of soybeans]. Bodenkultur und Pflanzernaehrung
15(1):1. [Ger]*
2557. Sterz, M. 1941. Ueber den Einfluss verschiedenartiger
Mineralduengung auf die Fettbildung in den Samen von
Glycine Soja [The influence of various types of mineral
fertilizers on the composition of oil in the seeds of Glycine
soja]. Bodenkultur und Pflanzernaehrung 24(1):34. [Ger]*
2558. Becker, Joseph A.; Froehlich, Paul; Jackson, D.; et al.
comps. 1941. Agricultural statistics, 1941. Washington, DC:
U.S. Government Printing Office. 731 p. For soybeans and
soy products see p. 7, 299-305, 490, 494, 496, 519, 523. 24
cm.
• Summary: “This volume presents information formerly
published (until 1935) in the statistical section of the
Yearbook of Agriculture” (p. 1). “Export and import statistics
of the United States include trade with the Philippine Islands.
They also include any trade between foreign countries
and Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico, but do not include
shipments between continental United States and these
possessions. Prior to January 1, 1935, the Virgin Islands of

the United States were treated in the same manner as the
Philippine Islands, but since that date the Virgin Islands are
treated in the same manner as Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto
Rico.” (p. 5). A bushel of soybeans weighs 60 lb and a
gallon of soybean oil weighs 7.5 lb (p. 7). Note: No separate
statistics are given for soybeans or soybean products grown
in or exported to or from Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, or the
Virgin Islands.
Table 392 (p. 299) gives U.S. soybean acreage statistics
for the years 1924-1940, including: Acreage grown alone for
all purposes, total acreage (incl. half the interplanted acres),
acreage harvested for beans, yield per acre, production, price
(dollars/bushel), farm value (in 1,000 dollars), foreign trade
(imports and exports, year beginning in July). In 1924 for
soybeans: Acreage grown alone for all purposes: 1,567,000.
Total acreage: 1,782,000. Acreage harvested for beans:
448,000. Yield per acre: 11.0 bushels. Production: 4,947,000
bushels. Average price per bushel received by farmers: $2.46.
The corresponding figures in 1928 were: Acreage grown
alone for all purposes: 2,154,000. Total acreage: 2,439,000.
Acreage harvested for beans: 579,000. Yield per acre: 13.6
bushels. Production: 7,880,000 bushels. Average price per
bushel received by farmers: $1.88.
Table 393 (p. 299) gives U.S. soybean production and
farm disposition statistics for the years 1924-1940, including:
Total production, used for seed (total, or home grown), fed to
livestock, sold.
Table 394 (p. 300) gives U.S. soybean statistics for
acreage, yield, production, and season average price received
by farmers, by States, average 1929-38, annual 1939 and
1940. The states are: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas, and USA total.
Table 395 (p. 301) gives soybean statistics for acreage
and production in specified countries, average 1930-34, and
annual 1935 to 1940. The countries are China, Manchuria,
United States, Chosen [Korea], Japan, Taiwan, Netherlands
Indies, Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Hungary, and
estimated world total.
Table 396 (p. 302) gives the average price per bushel of
soybeans received by U.S. farmers each month and season
average from 1930 to 1940.
Table 397 (p. 302) titled “Soybeans for seed” gives
the average wholesale price per bushel at Baltimore and
St. Louis, 1931-1941, each month from Jan. to May and
average.
Table 398 (p. 302) titled “Soybeans for crushing”
gives the average price per bushel, U.S. No. 2 Yellow, bulk,
carlots, net track Chicago, 1933-40, each month from Oct. to
Sept.
Table 399 (p. 303) gives statistics on amount of
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soybeans crushed, and production, imports, and
exports of soybean oil (crude basis), and soybean cake
and meal, USA, 1930-1940.
Table 400 (p. 303) gives the average price per
pound of soybean oil (domestic crude) in tank cars,
midwestern mills, 1929-1940, each month and yearly
average.
Table 401 (p. 303) gives the average price per
pound of soybean oil (domestic crude) in drums, New
York, 1931-1940, each month and yearly average.
Table 402 (p. 304) gives the average price per
ton of soybean meal (41% protein), at Chicago, 19301940, each month and yearly average.
Table 403 (p. 305) for soybeans and soybean
oil, gives international trade (exports and imports),
averages 1925-1934, annual 1938, 1939. For
soybeans: Principal exporting countries–China,
Manchuria, United States, total. Principal importing
countries–Germany, Japan, Denmark, United
Kingdom, Sweden, Italy, Netherlands, Canada, total.
For soybean oil: Principal exporting countries–China,
Manchuria, Denmark, Japan, Sweden, total. Principal
importing countries–Netherlands, United Kingdom,
Italy, Germany, United States, Belgium, Chile, France,
Morocco, Norway, Algeria, Austria, Czechoslovakia,
Canada, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, total.
Table 659 (p. 490) gives U.S. exports (in pounds)
of vegetable oils (incl. corn, cottonseed, linseed, cocoa
butter, coconut, peanut, and soybean oil) from 1914 to 1939.
Table 617 (p. 455) gives statistics on oleomargarine–
materials used in manufacture, USA, 1924-1940. Concerning
soybean oil: Less than 500 lb were used in 1924 and 1925,
but 33,000 lb were used in 1926. The first significant amount
was used in 1930: 2.25 million lb. Note: Additional statistics
on oleomargarine production and consumption in the USA
are given on p. 454-57.
Table 660 (p. 494) gives U.S. imports (in pounds) of
oilseeds (incl. soybeans {but no data given for 1918-1926},
sesame seeds, rapeseed) and vegetable oils (incl. olive oil,
palm oil, palm kernel oil, peanut oil, perilla oil, rapeseed oil,
soybean oil, and tung oil) from 1914 to 1939.
Table 662 gives imports of principal agricultural
products (incl. soybean and soybean oil) into the United
States, by countries, each year 1932-1940. The source
countries for soybean (p. 519) are: Kwantung, Japan,
China, Germany, other countries, total. The source countries
for soybean oil (p. 523) are: Kwantung, Japan, China,
Netherlands, other countries, total. Address: U.S. Dep. of
Agriculture, Yearbook Statistical Committee, Washington,
DC.
2559. Blanchard, Marcel. 1941. Le soja en France: Ses
possibilités culturales. Ses débouchés industriels. Son
intérêt économique [The soybean in France: Its cultural

possibilities. Its industrial outlets. Its economic interest].
Paris: Societe d’Editions Geographique, Maritimes et
Coloniales, 17 rue Jacob, 6eme. ii + 200 p. Illust. 22 cm.
[158 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Part 1: Cultivation of
soya. 1. The soybean. 2. Soybean cultivation worldwide.
3. The varieties of soybeans. 4. The requirements of the
soybean crop. 5. Sowing soybeans. 6. The soybean during its
vegetative stage. 7. Harvesting soybeans. 8. Mixed cropping
and intercropping of soybeans. 9. The enemies and diseases
of the soybean.
10. History of soybean cultivation in France
(introduction in 1739 at Jardin des Plantes under direction of
Buffon, 1850–National Society for Acclimatization, around
1880 MM Vilmorin-Andrieux, M. Paillieux, M.P. OlivierLecq, Messrs. Lechartier, Denaiffe, Dr. Le Goff, Boulanger
& Dausse, Brioux, Semichon, Carle de Carbonnières,
Rouest, de Guerpel).
11. The vegetative cycle of the soybean in France. 12.
The soybean at the various French agricultural research
centers (les Centres de Recherches agronomiques français)
including Centre de Versailles, Station de Dijon, de Colmar,
de Clermont-Ferrand, d’Antibes. 13. The possibilities of soya
in France in terms of its cultivation.
Part 2: The nutritional value of the soybean. 1. The
nutritional value of the soybean.
Part 3: Utilization of soya. 1. Soybeans in the farm
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economy. 3. The soybean in human nutrition and in industry.
Part 4: The soybean from an economic viewpoint. 1.
Commerce and trade in soybeans and soybean products
up to Sept. 1939. 2. The present economic possibilities
of the soybean in France. Conclusion. Bibliography. 16
illustrations. 8 maps.
The introduction begins: “In a letter written on 15
Jan. 1935, on board the Chenonceaux which was sailing
toward Shanghai, Li Lu-Ying [sic, Li Yu-ying], president
of the National Academy of Peiping (l’Académie Nationale
de Péping) offered to furnish us with the translation of
important documents in the Chinese, Japanese, and Russian
languages concerning all aspects of soya. Let him find here
the expression of our gratitude, because he introduced us to
a plant, in which there is more interest abroad than in the
country of its origin.”
The publisher was formerly named Maison Challamel,
founded in 1839.
Illustrations show: (1) The branch of a soybean plant,
with the flowers and young pods, enlarged 3x. (2) The flower
of a soybean plant as it is about to open, enlarged 5x. (3)
A soybean branch with mature pods and leaves, enlarged
2x. (4) Two views of a soybean seed with parts labeled.
C = chalaza (chalze). H = hilum (hile). M = micropyle
(micropyle). R = radicle (radicle). A-H = hypocotyl
axis (germ) (axe hypocotylé). G = raphe, bud, leaf-bud
(gemmule). Enlarged 3x. Note: The raphe is a small grove
extending to the chalaza, where the integuments were
attached to the ovule proper.
(5) Microscopic view of a transverse section of the
seedcoat: C.P. = palisade layer of cells (cellules en palisade).
C.S. = hourglass cells (cellules en sablier). P.E. = spongy
parenchyma (parenchyme externe). C.A. = aleurone
layer (cellules à aleurone). P.I. = remains of parenchyma
cells of endosperm or internal parenchyma (parenchyme
interne). Enlarged 247x. (6) Cells of the epidermis facing
the microscope. Enlarged 460x. (7) Microscopic view of
a transverse section of a cotyledon, two views, showing
starch grains (grain d’amidon), oil droplets (oléolaste), and
aleurone grains (grain d’aleurone; high in protein). (7a) Six
large maps of soy in Asia and in Oceania, in North America
and in South America, in Europe and in Africa in 1939 (p.
12-36). (8) Nodules containing nitrogen-fixing bacteria on
the roots of a soybean plant (p. 66). (9) Planting soybeans;
a man walks behind a planter pulled by two horses (p. 84).
(10) Cultivating soybeans; a man sits on a cultivator pulled
by two horses (p. 89). (11) A field of long, straight, weedfree rows of soybeans in the United States. (12) Drying of
soybean hay in shocks. (13) Harvesting soybeans; a man
sits on a harvester pulled by two horses. (14) Threshing
soybeans using a machine (p. 99). (15) Intercropping of soya
and maize. (16) The soybean variety Lisbonne growing at
the Central Station for Seed Trials (Station Central d’Essais
d Semences) (p. 122). (17) Map of France with isotherm

lines of July and a line showing the northern limit of maize
cultivation (p. 134).
Tables: (1) Asiatic varieties: Chinese and Manchurian
varieties (6 varieties), varieties from the British Indies (7),
from the Dutch Indies (11), Japanese varieties (17).
(2). American varieties: Canadian varieties (7), U.S.
varieties (40 varieties) (for each is given: Days to maturity,
flower color, seed color, color of the oil, oil content, protein
content, weight of 1,000 seeds in grams, seed yield (in kg/
ha), yield of hay containing 15% moisture (in kg/ha)). (3)
European varieties: German (7), Austrian (3), English (4),
Italian (1), Polish (7), Czech (9), Soviet Russian (9).
Mineral needs of the soybean. Yield of two soybean
varieties, with and without inoculation. Yield of three
soybean varieties with and without inoculation. Germination
percentages of 8 French soybean varieties at the Station
Centrale d-Essais de Semences in 1938-39 (ranges from 91%
to 100%). Variation in the composition of soybean hay at
4 stages of maturity. Weight of seeds vs. straw for 10 U.S.
soybean varieties (the straw weighs 1.5 to 2.7 times as much
as the seeds). Average yield of soybeans in four countries in
1933 (in kg/ha): Manchuria 1,200. Japan 1,000. Korea 650.
China 950. Length of the vegetative cycle at four stations
with 10 varieties in France (ranges from 98 to 157 days).
Length of the vegetative cycle at four more stations with 16
varieties in France (ranges from 95 to 172 days). 18 varieties
that completely matured their seeds at 2 stations in 1921
and in 1922. Oil and protein content of 7 French soybean
varieties at Station de Clermont-Ferrand. The seed yield of
10 soybean varieties at the same station. The seed yield of 6
soybean varieties at Station d’Antibes. Six tables (p. 138-42)
on the nutritional value of soybeans. Six tables (p. 148-61)
on the utilization of soybeans in the farm economy and for
feeding animals 2 tables (p. 162-42) on the soybean in the
human diet and in industry. 5 tables (p. 175-42) in trade in
soybeans and its by-products. 7 tables (p. 181-86) on the
present economic possibilities of the soybean in France.
Chinese and Manchurian varieties soybean varieties (p.
48): Chu Yen Tou Erh, Kung-Chu-ling pai Mei, Pai Hoa Tso
Tse, Su Li Huang, Ta Li Huang, Tieh Chia, Tou Tse.
Soybean varieties from the British Indies (des
Indes britanniques) (p. 48): Behrum, Hto-nao, Htonang, Mirjanhat, Pekyat-pyin, Pe-Ngypi [pè-ngapi], and
Santonauk. Note: According Thompstone & Sawyer (1914),
some of the above names are the names of the yellow
soybean in different parts of Burma.
Soybean varieties from the Dutch Indies (des Indes
néerlandaises) (p. 48): Djepoen, Idjo, Ireng, Krawe, Mentik,
Poetik, No. 16 sélectionné, No. 17 sélectionné, No. 27
sélectionné, No. 28 sélectionné, No. 29 sélectionné.
One variety from Indochina (p. 48) is Langson.
Soybean varieties from Japan (p. 50): Akasaya,
Banseihikarikuro [Bansei hikari kuro], Chinseihikarikuro
[Chinsei hikari kuro], Gindaizu [Gin daizu], Ishikarishiro
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[Ishi kari shiro], Kanro, Kurosaya, Mitsuishidaizu [Mitsuishi
daizu], Naktchadaka, Oyachi no. 2, Rankoshi no. 1,
Shimoshirazu no. 1 [Shimo shirazu no. 1], Shirokotsubu,
Shirotsurunoko, Tsurunoko, Wasehodaka / Waschodaka,
Yoshiokatairin [Yoshio katairin].
Soybean varieties from Canada (p. 50): A.K. (Harrow),
Brun du Manitoba, Soja jaune de Montréal / Montreal, Soja
jaune de Québec / Quebec 92, Manchu (Hudson), Mandarin
(Ottawa), O.A.C. No. 211. Address: Directeur interimaire,
Station d’Essais de Semences (Ministere de l’Agriculture),
France; In 1946 Chef de Travaux at this station.
2560. Fallon, F. (Baron). 1941. Le soja [The soybean].
Belgique. Ministere des Colonies. Direction Generale de
l’Agriculture et de l’Elevage. Propagande et Vulgarisation
Agricoles No. 21. 39 p. Bruxelles: Impr. Industrielle et
Financiere. [17 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Botanical description: Introduction,
the plant’s needs, varieties. Soybean cultivation in Europe:
Introduction (for some countries preferred early, medium,
and late varieties are listed), France, Great Britain, Hungary,
Poland (selection has been done at the Wilna experiment
station using varieties imported from Hungary and
Czechoslovakia), Romania (About 30,000 ha are devoted
to soybeans, primarily in Bessarabia [Besarabia], Dobrouja
[Dobrudja, Dobrogea], Bukovina [Bucovina], Walachia or
Wallachia or Valachia [now called Muntenia, a fertile belt
across southern Romania], and Moldavia. Most of these
varieties came from Austria), Switzerland, USSR (the main
soybean regions are all warm ones–the Caucasus, Ukraine,
and Transcaucasia). Soybean cultivation in America.
Soybean cultivation in Africa (especially in South Africa,
mainly for forage in the Natal and Transvaal). Soybean
cultivation in Asia: China and Manchuria, Malaysia, British
Indies, Dutch Indies, Indochina, Japan. Soybean cultivation
in Oceania (mainly Philippines).
Cultivation: Crop rotation, inoculation, planting
and propagation, maintenance and manuring the land,
harvest, seed storage, yield, selection of varieties. Soybean
utilization: As human food (dry soybeans, soy sauce, soy
flour, soymilk, tofu, soy oil), industrial uses (soy oil, refining
and use, soymilk casein). Soya as a fertilizer: Green manure,
or soybean cakes. Soya as a feed for domestic animals:
Green forage, hay, silage, pasture, seeds, cakes. Soybean
cultivation in the Belgian Congo. Soybean trade.
In the Congo various soybean trials have been
undertaken since 1936 at the stations of the National Institute
for Agronomic Study of the Belgian Congo (l’Institut
National pour l’Etude agronomique du Congo Belge).
Numerous varieties from the USA and Manchuria have
been tested. Address: Directeur au Ministere des Colonies,
Professeur a l’Institut Agronomique de Gembloux [Belgium].
2561. Ferguson, Carl Edwin. 1941. Nitrogen fixation and

soil fertility exhaustion by soybeans under different levels of
potassium. PhD thesis, University of Missouri. Reprinted in
Missouri Agric. Exp. Station, Research Bulletin No. 330. 52
p. [42 ref]*
Address: Univ. of Missouri.
2562. Obermayer, E.; Suranyi, Janos. 1941. Rizs es
szojabab [Rice and soybeans]. In: L. Becke, ed. 1941.
Mezogazdasagunk Iranyitasanak Alapjai (The Foundations
of the Direction of Our Agriculture). Budhapest, FM. See p.
11-12. [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
2563. Pume, Nikolaj; Skoda, V.; Truksa, V. 1941. Soja,
pestováni, pouziti a národohospodársky vyznam. 2 vyd
[Soyabeans: Their cultivation, uses and significance in the
national economy]. Praha (Prague): Nakl. Ministerstva
Zemedelstvi. 304 p. 65 illust. 117 tables. Earlier edition
1935. [557 ref. Cze]
• Summary: Of the 557 references, exactly 200 are in
Czechoslovakian. Address: Czechoslovakia.
2564. Rakovodstvo za otglejdane na soiata [A manual for
soybean cultivation]. 1941. Sofia, Bulgaria: Zadruga, O.O.
Drujestvo na Sayuza na Popularnite Banki [Zadruga Ltd.
Corporation of the Popular Banks]. 14 p. 2nd. ed., Sofia,
1942. [Bul]*
• Summary: Rosen L. Paskalev (1986) notes: Zadruga Ltd.
was very interested in promoting the cultivation and use
of soybeans in Bulgaria, rather than promoting exports.
Address: Bulgaria.
2565. Soroa, José Maria de. 1941. La soja. Su cultivo y
aplicaciones. Segunda edicion, corregida y aumentada [The
soybean. Its cultivation and utilization. 2nd ed.]. Madrid,
Spain: Ministerio de Agricultura. Seccion de Publicaciones,
Prensa y Propaganda. 87 p. Undated. No index. 16 cm. First
ed. was by Abadal and Soroa, 1932. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: The soybean. Recent history.
Some antecedents to the present trials conducted in Spain.
Agronomic notes (incl. soybean varieties). Preparation of the
soil. Utilization of soybeans. Food uses. Other applications
of the seed. Industrial uses. Soybean oil. Extraction and use
of the flour and milk of the soybean. Exploitation of the
soybean plant as feed. Forage. Use of soybean in clinical
analysis (urease). Appendix: Soybean production worldwide
in 1925-1929 and 1933 (from IIA, Rome).
For some years the author has been dedicated to the
economic propagation of this legume (la soja) in Spain. He
has succeeded in calling attention to its merits, both with the
first edition of this book (1932) and with subsequent work
and demonstrations; a number of farmers have experimented
with the crop. He was asked to do a new edition of this
booklet by the Ministry of Agriculture’s Department of
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Publications, Press, and Propaganda / Advertising, in order to
synthesize some observations of recent years and to give an
opinion on the possibilities and economic advantages of ‘la
soja’ in Spain. The author reflects that the days of hunger in
the ‘red zone’ are not far away (p. 5).
The Station of Cereal Culture (Estación de
Cerealicultura) and the Institute of Agronomic Investigations
(Instituto de Investigaciones Agronómicas) are already
working on soybean cultivation. The author offers to the
Superior Council of Scientific Investigations the subject of
the use of soy in the diet, and how to perfect the soybean,
lower its price, and employ its derivatives in as many
technical fields as other countries already do. In effect, not
alone did Russia start giving maximum attention to the
soybean (p. 7).
In southeast Spain, soybeans have been cultivated on
the farms of Jerez de la Frontera by the author’s esteemed
teacher and the director of the Center D. Eduardo Noriega
Abascal (p. 8). A graph on page 10 shows soybean imports
and exports for 1934 for various countries.
Some antecedents to the present trials conducted in
Spain: In 1917 the Spanish council in Shanghai, don Julio
Palencia, sent to the Spanish Department of State a study on
the cultivation of soybeans, proposing that trials be made to
acclimatize the valuable legume to their country.
In Motril (a city in south central Spain on the
Mediterranean) and then in the Southern Agricultural Station
at Malaga (a town just to the west of Motril, also on the
Mediterranean), soybeans started to be cultivated about 10
years ago (c. 1931) by the agronomic engineer D. Arsenio
Rueda, in parcels of 5 ares = 0.5 ha, from which he obtained
yields each of 60 litres (.78kg/liter), so 46.8 kg per 5 ares.
Both white and black varieties have given good results,
but the white was better, and the seeds obtained have been
divided among agriculturists...
In Spain, besides the trials cited above, for more than
25 years (since ca. 1916) the soybean has been cultivated
with excitement thanks to the zeal and the interest, realized
in patriotic labor on the farm in Jerez (southeast Spain),
of the agronomical engineer Eduardo Noriega, and also of
Mr. Oritz, comrade of the former. They shared yellow and
black varieties with Valencian farmers; Valencia is on the
Mediterranean. Cultivation has since been accomplished
in the central Spanish region. There is also a record of the
cultivation of soybeans in Lerida in the years 1925-26 by the
doctor don Jose Abdal, an illustrious pharmacist.
The sowing was done with seeds procured from Japan
of the variety soja hispida, yellow seeded, with the object
of seeing if it would grow in this province. The seeds were
soaked for 10 hours in water, then planted in a garden
without more security or care than they would take with any
other plant. They were sown at the end of April and most
of the seeds germinated, reaching a height of 65 cm. They
developed and flowered perfectly, and were completely

developed by the end of August. This small trial can only
demonstrate that the soybean will grow in irrigated terrain,
on a warm site, and without much care (p. 12-14).
The agronomic engineer Jesus Andreu, 20 years ago, did
tests on the culture of soy as a forage plant in the province
of Pontevedra with good results. There is also news, if
incomplete, of other successful tests in the provinces of
Madrid and Toledo.
As a consequence of this news–and perhaps of the
spreading of these and of the foreign trials, and of the
experiences of the National Agronomic Institute–soybeans
have been divided among individuals and farms for the last
10 years by the General Direction of Agriculture. And the
Institute of Cereal Culture has resumed trials with seeds of
Japanese origin. The author’s companions, don Felix Sancho
Penasco and don Fernando Gaspar are studying a hundred
varieties, and will determine the requirements of each variety
in order to select the ones appropriate for each region (p. 15).
Note: No date is given in this book. However a
bibliography in the Sept/Oct. issue of Revue Internationale
du Soya gives the date as 1941. Address: Ingeniero
Agronomo, Madrid, Spain.
2566. Uganda Protectorate Department of Agriculture,
Annual Report. 1941. Section II.–Work of the Department. p.
7. For the period 1st Jan. 1939 to 30th June 1940. (Entebbe).
• Summary: The section titled “Food Crops” notes that
“Work on Eleusine millet [finger millet], Sorghums, Soy
beans, etc., has continued. Promising strains of these have
been isolated and are being worked up for distribution.”
Address: Uganda.
2567. Villax, Odon. 1941. Ujabb adatok Magyarorszag
szojatermesztesehez, kulonos tekintettel Erdelyre [Recent
data concerning Hungary’s soybean cultivation, particularly
with regard to Transylvania]. Budapest: Patria. [Hun]*
2568. Ziegelmayer, Wilhelm. 1941. Rohstoffefragen der deutschen Volksernaehrung: Eine
Darstellung der ernaehrungswirtschaftlichen und
ernaehrungswissenschaftlichen Aufgabe unserer Zeit. 4.,
verb. und erweiterte aufl. [Raw material problems related
to the nutrition of the German people: A description of the
nutritional economics and nutritional science problems of
our time. 4th ed.]. Dresden and Leipzig: T. Steinkopff. xii +
374 p. Illust. 24 cm. 1st ed. was 1936. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The chapter titled “Rohstoff Sojabohne” (p.
128-46) has the following contents: General overview:
Ways of using soybeans as food, as fodder, and green
manure and fertilizer, and in industry. Questions concerning
cultivation and utilization. On the necessity of growing
soybeans in Germany. The soybean as a source of protein.
The significance of soybean meal. The soybean as a source
of oil. The soybean as a source of lecithin. Lecithin as a
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good article for export. Note: The author was born in 1898.
Address: Berlin, Germany.
2569. Znachemie i otglejdane na soiata [The importance and
the cultivation of soya]. 1941. Sofia, Bulgaria: Drujestvo
Soia (Soya Association). 16 p. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
2570. Centre National de Soya. 1942. Note d’information
No. 5. Strictement personnel & confidentiel [Information
note No. 5. Strictly personal and confidential]. Bordeaux,
France. 6 p. Unpublished typescript. Jan. 20. 30 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Associates. Campaign (growing
season) of 1941. Preparation for the campaign of 1942:
In France, in North Africa (Mr. Breittmayer, SecretaryGeneral of the Center, is presently on a mission to Algeria
and Morocco). Official relations: Ministry of Agriculture,
National Farmers’ Corporation (Corporation Nationale
Paysanne), Groupement Interprofessionnel des Oléaginoux
Metropolitains (Lyon), Equipment National, importation of
seeds (incl. Etablissements Vilmorin). Publicity.
Note: In the upper left corner of the title page the
following initials are written: “JS/MLD.” Address: 8, Cours
de Gourge, Bordeaux, France.
2571. McComas, Earl W.; Hazen, M.W.; Comfort, J.E. 1942.
Soybean and Korean lespedeza hays compared with alfalfa
for wintering beef calves. USDA Circular No. 629. 7 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Experimental procedure:
cattle used and methods of feeding and handling, feeds used.
Weather conditions during the experiments. Experimental
results: experiment 1 (1934-35), experiment 2 (1935-36).
Summary and conclusions.
“In recent years a decreased acreage of grain crops
on farms in the Middle West, followed by a proportionate
increase in the amount of land devoted to forage crops,
particularly legumes, has tended to heighten the demand for
knowledge about the value of the latter in livestock feeding.
“Soybeans have been definitely established in the crop
rotation on many farms, and Korean lespedeza, although a
legume relatively new to the Corn Belt area, gives promise of
becoming a crop of considerable importance. In view of this
trend, it was deemed advisable to determine experimentally
how these crops, harvested as hay, compare with alfalfa for
wintering beef calves. Accordingly, such experiments were
conducted cooperatively at Sni-A-Bar Farms, Grain Valley,
Missouri, by the United States Department of Agriculture
and the University of Missouri. In these experiments beef
calves, immediately after being weaned in the fall, were fed
the three hays in addition to a limited quantity of concentrate
mixture and silage. The results are reported in this circular.”
Address: Bureau of Animal Industry; Univ. of Missouri.
2572. Toit, J.J. du. 1942. Cultivation of soybeans. Farming

in South Africa. 17(190):9-16, 53. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses and market
prospects: as food for man and beast, in industry, effect
on soil fertility. Adaptation. Varieties. Soil and fertilizer
requirements (incl. inoculation). Method of planting.
Cultivation. Harvesting. Yields per morgen (“25 bags or
more under irrigated conditions are not impossible”). Hay
and silage. General observations.
“(1) As a food for man and beast.–As mentioned before,
the protein content of the seed is exceptionally high, viz.,
approximately three times as high as that of wheat and more
than twice that of fresh meat. Soybeans can be successfully
stored for long periods more readily than meat and although
it may not possess the same biological value as food, it is
a very good substitute for meat, especially in time of war.
Apart from its value as food for soldiers, the soybean is
undoubtedly an asset in countries where the poorer classes
cannot afford meat regularly, since it can be produced much
more economically than meat. Soybeans are also used in
the form of meal (prepared by a special process) mixed
with wheaten flour and mealiemeal [coarsely-ground corn
flour] in order to increase the nutritive value of the latter and
furnish a better balanced ration for man and beast. In future
large quantities of soybeans will probably be used in South
Africa, e.g., in the diet of natives on the mines. At present
there are millers at Delmas, Johannesburg and elsewhere
who are anxious to obtain soybeans for milling purposes
and offer comparatively high prices. From experiments
carried out by the Low Temperature Research Institute at
Cape Town, soybeans can be canned successfully for human
consumption. This bean is also suitable for table use both
in its green, shelled form and after ripening. Various tasty
dishes can be prepared from these beans.
“From a stock-feeding point of view soybean meal
can be used to advantage in intensive dairy, poultry and
pig farming as a substitute for a portion of the meat meal
in the rations, when meat meal is expensive and difficult to
obtain. Most farmers wish to be selfsupporting and therefore
try to produce all the stock-feed they require. This crop
makes excellent hay and silage. The plants are erect and
can therefore readily be cut with a mower. The hay contains
approximately 12 per cent. digestible protein and can be
used instead of lucerne where the latter cannot be raised
successfully under dry-land conditions.” Address: Lecturer in
Agronomy, Potchefstroom College of Agriculture.
2573. Weiss, Martin G.; Wilsie, C.P.; Lowe, Belle;
Nelson, P.M. 1942. Vegetable soybeans. Iowa Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. P39. p. 381-95. Jan. New
Series. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The vegetable soybean is a new crop for the
Iowa farm garden and the Iowa canner. It has been found
distinctly superior to the field soybean as a whole-bean
food for human consumption. Used as a green vegetable,
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when harvested in the green-bean stage, or baked as mature
dry beans, the high nutritive value of the soybean makes it
especially valuable in the human diet.
“Eighty-nine vegetable varieties and four field varieties
of soybeans were tested for desirability as a human food. The
varieties were judged on the basis of agronomic performance
and desirability as a human food when in the green-bean
stage. Three vegetable varieties of different maturities were
selected as most desirable under Iowa conditions: Sac, a very
early variety; Kanro, a mid-season variety; and Jogun, a late
variety. When planted at the same time these three varieties
provide a succession of green vegetable beans throughout the
late summer.
“All vegetable varieties tested had a tendency to shatter
more severely when mature than the field varieties now in
commercial production. This characteristic necessitates the
harvesting of vegetable soybeans immediately upon maturity.
“Seed yield of Kanro and Jogun was approximately
80 percent that of commercially-grown field varieties. Sac,
because of its earliness, yielded much less under Iowa
conditions.
“Seed size of vegetable varieties was generally
considerably greater than that of field varieties now grown in
Iowa. The proper green vegetable state was found to extend
from the time the pods were approximately two-thirds filled
until they attended maximum size, but before they began to
turn yellow.
“Parboiling of the pods for 5 minutes greatly facilitated
shelling of the green beans.
“Canned green vegetable soybeans proved to be a
palatable and desirable food. The addition of sugar in
canning improved their palatability.”
Table 1, titled “Summary of agronomic data and
palatability scores of soybean varieties tested for suitability
as human food at Ames, Iowa, 1935-1939” (p. 394-95) lists
all 89 varieties. The following varieties had names: Agate
(81037), Bansei, Chusei, Eatum [Etum] (86100), Fuji, Giant
Green, Hakote, Hiro, Hokkaido, Illington, Imperial, Jogun,
Kanro, Kanum, Kura, Osaya, Sac, Sato, Shiro, Sousei, Suru,
Tastee, Toku, Willomi, Wolverine. Probably not vegetable
types: Dunfield, Illini (2514 seeds/lb), Manchu, Mukden
(2431 seeds/lb). For each variety is given: Date green beans
picked, date mature, height in inches, lodging (0 = perfect, 5
= badly lodged), seed quality (0 = poor, 5 = excellent), seed
mottling (0 = none, 5 = much mottling), No. of beans per
pound (seed weight), mature seed yield (bu/acre), palatability
score (0 = very poor, 10 = excellent). Address: 1. Asst.
Geneticist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Ames, Iowa.
2574. Balzli, Jean. 1942. Semis, germination et levée du
Soya [Planting, germination and raising of the soybean].
Revue Internationale du Soja 2(9):57-61. Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: Discusses these 3 key phases of soybean

cultivation.
2575. Bordas, J. 1942. Résultats des essais de culture du soya
en 1941 [Results of cultivation experiments with soybeans
in 1942]. Comptes Rendus des Seances de l’Academie
d’Agriculture de France 28(3):208-14. Feb. [2 ref. Fre]
Address: Directeur, Station de Recherches agronomiques
d’Avignon.
2576. Bulletin de l’Association des Chimistes (Paris). 1942.
Petit manuel de notions générales de la culture de soja [Small
manual of general ideas about soybean cultivation]. 59(12):153-54. Jan/Feb. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The National Soybean Institute in Paris (Institut
National du soja) is the author and editor. It is a brochure in
octavo, 16 pages, 5 outside texts.
Contains practical information needed for cultivating
soybeans, preparation of the soil, manuring / fertilizing,
seeds and planting, how to maintain the crop, and harvesting.
Unfortunately it contains no information about soybean
varieties, the sale and the outlets for soybeans. These are
omissions that the institute should fix, soon.
2577. Kiesselbach, Theodore A. 1942. Soybeans as a crop
in 1942. Nebraska Crop Improvement Association, Annual
Report Vol. 33. For the year 1942. In Nebraska State Board
of Agriculture, Annual Report 1942. p. 183-197. [6 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Farmers’ planting
intentions in Nebraska. Economic considerations: urgent
demand, favorable price ratio, crop diversification.
Production: Nebraska and other Cornbelt states,... Production
practices: crop rotation, seedbed preparation, seed
inoculation, manner and rate of planting, time of planting,
tillage, harvest, threshing and storage, market gardens.
Tables show: (2) Annual acreage and yield of soybeans
grown in Nebraska, 1929-1941. The total harvested acres
increased from 2,000 in 1929 to 29,000 in 1941. In all years
but 1941 the majority of acreage was grown for hay, but
in 1941, 20,000 of the 29,000 acres were grown for beans.
Soybeans were first grown for beans in 1938 when only
1,000 acres were grown. The yield per acre for beans ranged
from 10-12 bushels.
(3) Production and grain yield of soybeans in cornbelt
states in 1941, and also the average yields during four years
1938-1941 and 12 years 1930-1941. Nebraska had the lowest
soybean acreage of the 7 cornbelt states, whereas Illinois had
by far the highest. Address: Nebraska.
2578. Lagelez, J. 1942. La culture du soya sur sols salins ou
avec eau salée [Soybean cultivation in saline soils or with
salt water]. Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et
du Materiel Colonial 17(186):24-27. Feb. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The question of the possibility of such a
culture is often posed nowadays; it is especially important
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in Algeria. Experiments need to be conducted on: (1) The
effects of sea salt on plant life. (2) The tolerance of soybeans
to abnormal or poor soils. (3) The possibility of rapid
experimentation.
In any case, cultural trials of soybeans in the presence of
salt will be instructive, and it is to be hoped that they will be
undertaken by experimenters.
2579. Laumont, Pierre; Dauphin, M. 1942. Conseils
pratiques sur la culture du soja en Algérie [Practical advice
on the cultivation of soybeans in Algeria]. Gouvernement
General de l’Algerie. Direction de la Production Agricole.
Documents et Renseignements Agricoles. Bulletin No. 60.
Feb. [Fre]*
2580. Pierre, W.H. 1942. Four men look at the soybean
situation: Agronomist. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 3.
• Summary: “The need for a large increase in soybean
production to meet our wartime production goals raises many
questions among farmers about the effect of soybeans on soil
fertility as well as the reverse, the effect of soil fertility on
soybean yields.
“Being a legume, soybeans are often considered a soilbuilding crop. This is true, however, only when the crop is
plowed under as a green manure. When they are used for
grain production, which is of primary interest at present,
soybeans should be considered essentially as a soil-depleting
crop. This does not mean, however, that soybeans are ‘harder
on the land than corn.’
“Two effects: Like all cultivated crops, soybean
influence soil fertility in two ways: Directly by removing
plant food elements from the soil, and indirectly by exposing
to soil itself to serious loss by erosion. The loss of soil by
erosion when soybeans are grown on sloping land may be
even greater than with corn, because soybeans leave the soil
rather loose and easily erodible. Moreover, like corn, it is
seeded late in the spring, and soil washing often takes place
before the crop makes enough growth to protect the soil.
“For these reasons, soybeans are best suited to level or
only gently rolling soils.”
“He suggested a corn, soybeans, oats, clover rotation.” A
small portrait photo shows Dr. H.W. Pierre. Note: This is the
earliest document seen (Jan. 2014) that uses the term “soil
fertility” in connection with soybeans. Address: PhD, Head,
Dep. of Agronomy, Iowa State College.
2581. Pontac, Marquis de. 1942. La culture du soya dans les
régions tabacoles [Soybean cultivation in tobacco regions].
Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et du Materiel
Colonial 17(186):21-23. Feb. [Fre]
Address: Engineer (Ingénieur), I.C.T.
2582. Rouest, Antoine. 1942. Le soja français [The French
soybean]. Argenton, France: Langlois. 48 p. Preface by J.

Bordas. Illust. No index. 24 cm. [9 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Dedication (To Léon Rouest, born
on 11 Nov. 1872 in Paris; died 27 Feb. 1938 at Chartres).
Introduction. Part I. 1. What is the soybean? Composition
properties of the soybean. 2. Cultivation of the soybean
in France: Climatic zones in France for the cultivation
of soybeans, A–Atlantic Zone, B–Continental Zone, C–
Mediterranean Zone and climate, influence of latitude on the
soybean, soils best suited for soybeans, fertilizer / manure,
bacteria, soybean varieties, crop rotation, intercropping.
Part II. 3. Technical advice (Conseils techniques) for
the cultivation of soybeans in France: Labor and preparation
of the soil, seeds, soybean vegetation, germination, ways
of cultivations (façons culturales), irrigation of soybeans,
flowering and fruiting, diseases and enemies of the soybean,
harvesting soybeans, harvest soybeans as forage, threshing
and storage, yield.
Part III. 4. Use of soybeans on the farm: As green
manure, green forage, hay, silage–which uses the stems
and leaves of the plant. 5. Soybean seed and cake in the
feeding of animals: Soybean cake in the feeding of dairy
cows, conclusions, soybean cake in the fattening of animals,
soybean cake in the feeding of pigs, conclusions, the value
of soybean cake, soymilk, how to make soybean milk (on the
farm).
6. Use of the soybean as a human food: Soybean coffee,
dry roasted soybeans, Sojenta (made from cooked potatoes
and whole soybeans), soybean pâté (a meat alternative),
soybean sprouts, salad of soybean sprouts, soybean sprout
casserole with vegetables, sweet soya preserves (Confiture de
soja), soy flour and its use by Germany during World War II,
Comparative production of nutritive elements by the various
legumes (haricot beans and peas), calorie content of various
foods (table), soy flour (again), soy sauce. 7. Industrial uses
of soybeans. Conclusion.
The Dedication reads: In homage to my father, the man
who acclimatized the soybean to France. Léon Rouest. Born
in Paris on 11 Nov. 1872. Died at Chartres on 27 Feb. 1938.
A small portrait photo shows Léon Rouest. Address: Son of
Léon Rouest, France.
2583. Soybean Digest. 1942. Develops his own soybean
harvester. Feb. p. 6.
• Summary: G.E. Pritchard of Elizabeth City, North
Carolina, invented his first soybean harvester in 1909.
Pritchard says “this machine does two jobs at the same
time where soybeans are interplanted with corn: (1) Cuts
the cornstalks. (2) Harvests the soybeans. This enables the
grower to utilize his ground for two cash crops–corn and
soybeans.” The machine has 3 sets of bales. “Mr. Pritchard
is convinced that his machine can be retailed for $325, and
is interested in finding someone who will invest as a partner.
He can be reached at Elizabeth City.” A photo shows his
latest model, pulled by horses.
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2584. Morse, William J.; Baker, John. 1942. Soybean
production. Radio broadcast. NBC. National Farm and Home
Hour. March 2. 5 p. transcript.
• Summary: “Baker: Soybeans are one of those oil crops
vital to our war effort. Since the war in the Pacific has
virtually cut off our normal source of fats and oils in the Far
East, farmers of the United States are being asked to raise
more soybeans this year, than they’ve ever raised. The farm
production goal is set at 9 million acres for 1942–more than
half again as many soybeans as were planted last year. And
last year broke all records for soybean production. We’ve
asked William J. Morse from the Bureau of Plant Industry
to join our Farm and Home Hour gathering today so we
might talk over some of the things involved in raising all
these soybeans. Just how are we going to get this increased
production, Mr. Morse?
“Morse: Well–the main thing is plant more soybeans.
“Baker: I suppose many farmers will plant soybeans for
the first time this year.
“Undoubtedly. And I think many farmers will want to
know what’s involved in raising soybeans.”
The rest of the discussion concerns the basics of
soybean cultivation. Address: 1. Agronomist, Bureau of Plant
Industry; 2. Office of Information. Both: USDA.
2585. Fortschrittliche Landwirt (Der) (Graz, Austria). 1942.
Erweiterter Sojabohnenanbau 1942–Der Erzeugerpreis auf
RM. 80–je Doppelzentner erhoet [Expanded 1942 soybean
cultivation–Producer price increased to 80 Reichsmarks per
metric hundredweight]. 24(12):4-5. March 28. [Ger]
• Summary: In recent years, soybean cultivation
(Sojabohnenanbau) has increased very rapidly in
different parts of the provincial farming community
(Landesbauernschaft) in the land of the Danube (Donauland)
and the Südmark [the Nazi-era designation for Styria and
Carinthia including East Tyrol and Southern Burgenland] and
is very promising. The cultivation of soybeans (Sojaanbau)
is centrally organized and is managed by the Soya Circle,
Registered Limited Liability Cooperative (Sojaring, reg.
Gen. m. b. H) in Vienna. This year as well, all operations
that have land available on which soybeans thrive ought
to increase their cultivation areas once again. The soybean
can be planted on nearly all types of soil with the exception
of cold, wet, and acidic soils. It is a plant that is in need of
heat, and what comes into consideration for its cultivation
are above all else those areas where middle-maturing and
late-maturing varieties of corn still mature. The best period
for sowing is April through, at the latest, early May. This
should be oriented toward climate, soil, and location. The
more favorable these are, the earlier the sowing may take
place. If soybeans are planted on the same area as in the
previous year, a repeated inoculation is no longer necessary.
The purchase of the seed harvest is ensured by the agreement

for 1942 that was concluded by the Soya Circle with the
High Command of the Army (Oberkommando des Heeres).
The purchase price has at this point been increased through
the order by the Reich Commissioner for Price Setting
(Reichskommissar für die Preisbildung) in consideration
of the great significance to the war economy of soybean
cultivation to 80.00 reichsmarks per 100 kg. For the 1942
cultivation contracts, growers have also been granted
by the Soya Circle an increase in the water billing limit
(Wasserverrechnungsgrenze) from 12 to 15 percent as well
as the return of 10 percent of the waste products in the form
of concentrated feed. The seeds for sowing that are required
for the cultivation, the inoculant, and the cultivation contract
are all made available by the Soya Circle on the basis of
the application which is to be carried out by the operations
directly with the Soya Circle (Schauflergasse 6, Vienna
District I).
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. The subtitle of this newspaper is Fachzeitschrift
fuer neuzeitliche Landwirtschaft [Trade Magazine for
Modern Agriculture].
2586. Photograph of Henry Ford standing with Clem
Glotzhober outdoors, Dearborn, Michigan, March 28. 1942.
• Summary: Negative number: unknown.
Note: This photo negative may be filed in the Ford
Archives at: “Ind–Autos–FMC–Eng & Des” which means
“Industry–Autos–Ford Motor Co.–Engineering and Design.”
2587. Miège, Em. 1942. La culture et le commerce du Soya
au Maroc [The cultivation and commerce of soybeans in
Morocco]. Revue Internationale du Soja 2(10):113-14.
March. [Fre]
• Summary: Numerous soybean varieties (more than 40)
have been tested in the different experiment centers of the
Protectorate, planted in either the spring or fall, using either
dry cultivation or irrigated. Varieties that performed well are
listed.
In 1935 Morocco imported, for both food and industrial
uses, 73,650 quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg) of soy oil, having
a value of nearly 11 million francs, the main suppliers being
China, Netherlands, and Denmark.
In 1936 these figures decreased, with 54,900 quintals
being imported worth 9.67 million francs. It was used as
follows:
For industrial uses: 7,100 quintals worth 1 million
francs.
For food uses (refined): 14,200 quintals worth 3.27
million francs.
Crude soy oil to be refined: 33,600 quintals worth
5.40 million francs. Address: Former director, Center of
Agronomic Research (Centre de Recherches Agronomiques),
Morocco.
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2588. Oveson, M.M. 1942. Re: Trials with soybeans at the
Sherman Branch Experiment Station, Moro, Oregon. Letter
to Mr. E.R. Jackson, Extension Specialist in Farm Crops,
Oregon State College, Corvallis, Oregon, April 23. 2 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “In 1917, four varieties of soybeans were
planted on May 19. The yield from this planting was as
follows: Early Green 11.4, Ito San 10.5, Manchu 10.5, and
Black Eyebrow 7.8 bushels per acre.
“In 1918 12 varieties were planted on May 4th. These
12 included the four mentioned above and 8 new varieties.
Good stands were obtained but rabbits destroyed most of the
plants and the trial was discontinued.
“In 1941 thirty five varieties were seeded on May 6th
in 16 foot rows two feet apart. The yields from this seeding
varied from 1.4 to 9.6 bushels per acre. Many varieties were
late in maturing and would normally be caught by an early
frost.” F.P.I. 68488 harvested on Sept. 22 gave the highest
yield, 9.6 bu/acre.
A table shows all varieties planted in May 1941, plus
the date harvested and yield. The named varieties are: Illini,
Mandarin, Mukden, Hudson Manchu, Manchu 606, Manchu
831-1, Montreal Manchu, McRostie Mandarin, Manchuria,
Minsoy, Hahote [Hakote], Tastei [Tastee], Ontario, Sausei,
Seneca, O.A.C. 211, Habaro, Bansei, Richland, Cayuga,
Chief, and Giant Green. Thirteen varieties have only F.P.I.
numbers.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2004) that mentions the soybean variety Montreal
Manchu (or “Manchu (Montreal)”). Address: Superintendent,
Sherman Branch Experiment Station, Moro, Oregon.
2589. Abbayes, H. des. 1942. La culture du Soja est-elle
possible en Basse-Bretagne? [Is soybean culture possible
in lower Brittany?]. Revue de Botanique Appliquee &
d’Agriculture Tropicale 22:198-200. March/April. Originally
published in Bulletin de la Societe Scientifique de Bretagne
(1941). [Fre]
• Summary: The writer’s full name is Pr. Henry Nicollon
Des Abbayes (lived 1898-1974).
Although the first attempts to introduce this legume
in Bretagne are rather old, it seems as if the first cultural
methods were not undertaken with a view to selecting
varieties well adapted to this climate. It was not until 1940
that a trial of this type was undertaken by Mr. Chalaud,
Professor in the Faculty of Sciences at Rennes, who
distributed about 50 varieties to various experimenters
throughout the province. Subsequent events prevented the
pursuit of these trials on a large scale and no results have
been published up to the present.
The writer concludes that certain varieties can succeed
in the climate of Lower Brittany so long as they adapted
to these conditions. Brittany is a region in northwest

France. Lower Brittany denotes the parts of Brittany west
of Ploërmel, where the Breton language (a Celtic language
brought from Britain in the 6th century) was traditionally
spoken, and where the culture associated with this language
is most prolific. The name is in contra-distinction to
Upper Brittany, the eastern part of Brittany, which is of a
predominantly Romance [Latin-speaking] culture.
2590. Dies, Edward J. 1942. Soybeans: Gold from the soil.
New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. 122 p. April. Index. 21
cm. Revised ed. March 1943. 122 p. Includes index, Illust.,
22 cm. [205 ref]
• Summary: A landmark popular book and a good
description of the pioneering period of soybean production
and processing in the United States.
Contents: 1. A certain man of science (William Morse
and Dr. C.V. Piper). 2. Vignette from antiquity (how the
soybean vine saved a caravan in China besieged by bandits).
3. Birth of an industry (U.S. soybean crushing). 4. The big
drive starts (A.E. Staley, Glidden, Central Soya, Buckeye
Cotton Oil Co., Drackett Co., ADM, Allied Mills, Ralston
Purina, Spencer Kellogg and Sons, Swift & Co., Shellabarger
Grain Products Co. Standard Soybean Mills, Iowa Milling
Co.). 5. Breeding new types (Burlison, Hackleman). 6.
Scientists commend product (oil and meal). 7. Lakes of oil.
8. In the field of industry (U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial
Products Laboratory, and Henry Ford). 9. Listening post
for soy (NRRL at Peoria). 10. Whims and price turmoil. 11.
Milk for the tots of China (Dr. Harry Miller). 12. Soys in the
home garden (“the vegetable soybean for table use,” “garden
varieties of soybeans,” “green soybeans,” “green vegetable
soys,” “vegetable type soybeans,” “edible varieties”). 12.
Americanizing soy foods (mainly about soy flour and
improving its taste for use during World War II). 14. Little
bean, what now? Appendix: Chronology of the soybean (27
entries). Bibliography. Dies was born in 1891.
Illustrations and diagrams show: (1) Principal centers
of U.S. soybean production (p. 19, map). “Almost 90 per
cent of all soybeans are harvested in Illinois, Iowa, Indiana,
and Ohio. If three other states are included as shown on the
map–Missouri, Michigan, and Virginia–the total is 97 per
cent. (2) Principal centers of U.S. soybean processing (p. 20,
map). Discs of different size show the various centers. Since
Illinois produces 52% of the harvested soybeans, central
Illinois is the center of soybean processing [crushing] in
the USA. “Total processing capacity in late 1942 exceeded
100 million bushels for the regularly established soybean
processing plants.” (3) Diagram of uses of the soybean (p.
68).
Chapter 2, “Vignette from antiquity” begins: “Even
when the Pyramids were being built, three hundred years
before the Tower of Babel, and twelve centuries before
Solomon fashioned his temple, the soybean was hoary with
age. The earliest writings on the subject go back to the period
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of the Pyramids.
“But of the science of soybean growing you will find
no recorded beginnings in the musty tones [sic, tomes] of
oriental history. No book reveals the name of the inquisitive
oriental who in the misty long ago began sowing the seeds,
harvesting the beans, pounding them into a mash for cooking
and eating, and probably boring his friends no end with tales
of their merit. There is no record depicting this unsung hero’s
foresight in saving the seed of the magic plant against next
year’s hunger. Likely as not he was a crude dreamer who
fumbled his hunches and accomplished little in a lifetime of
wrestling with the problem of proper cultivation.
“Oriental literature of a later date contains much about
the plant but of its origin as a food product again there are
only legends.
“A choice vignette from antiquity on the initial use of
soybeans runs something in this fashion. Long, long ago,
far back in the dim past, a caravan pulled out of an eastern
China town. It consisted of a number of merchants and
their servants... The caravan was bound for a distant inland
settlement intent upon disposing of its valuable wares.” After
trading in the north, the caravan headed home, “now laden
with gold, silver, and choice furs received in payment for the
merchandise. Suddenly at dusk on a day when the caravan
was still far from home it was surrounded by bandits who
had learned of the rich prize at hand. Merchants and servants
took quick refuge in a rocky defile easy of defense. Here
they were besieged day on day until their scanty provisions
ran low and starvation seemed inevitable. At length a
servant whispered to his master and pointed to a vinelike
plant bearing some sort of legume. No one could recall
having seen such a plant before but all were touched with
the pinch of hunger. So with grave doubts the men pounded
the beans into a thick flour, mixed it with water, and made
coarse cakes. Upon these cakes the caravan survived, and
with renewed strength fought off the foe until help arrived.
And, so the legend goes, from that day forth the miracle
bean became the staff of life in China.” Note 1. This story
of the caravan besieged by bandits in China is a longer and
embellished version of the tale first dreamed up and told by
H.W. Galley in Soybean Digest (Dec. 1940).
“True or false, the story has lived through the ages.
“For the first written record of the soybean one must
turn to ‘Materia Medica,’ written by Emperor Shen-nung in
2838 B.C. It describes many plants of China including that
of the soybean, but even the name is clouded with antiquity.
In the early Chinese history the name ‘Shi-yu’ [sic] and the
‘Ta-tou’ were applied to the soybean. These names probably
antedate the first authoritative records of the plant.”
Dies then discusses Engelbert Kaempfer, Linnaeus, and
Moench.
“Then in 1804 a Yankee Clipper ship in full sail glided
down the coast of China searching for ports for a return
cargo. Not sure of the length of the return journey, the

captain ordered several bags of soybeans tossed into the hold
as a reserve food supply. And thus did the first soybeans
enter America. Little was done about the soybeans then.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2003)
that further embellishes the myth of the “clipper ship”
with phrases like “glided down the coast of China” or
“ordered several bags of soybeans tossed into the hold”–
all supposedly in connection with the introduction of
the soybean to the United States. This is also the earliest
document seen (Aug. 2000) that compares the age of the
soybean with that of the pyramids (in Egypt; the oldest and
largest was built for Khufu at Giza in the 26th century B.C.),
the Tower of Babel (in Babylon [today’s Iraq]), or Solomon’s
Temple (in today’s Israel), arguing that the soybean was
much older than all of them.
“James Mease of Pennsylvania first mentioned in
American literature shortly after this importation that the
soybean was adaptable to Pennsylvania and should be
cultivated” (p. 9).
In Chapter 3 (p. 14) Dies notes: “The first soybeans
processed in this country were imported from Manchuria in
1911 and sold to Herman Meyer who had a small crushing
plant in Seattle, later called the Pacific Oil Mills. From the
raw material he produced the two chief products–soybean
oil meal for livestock feed and soybean oil, selling the latter
locally for industrial use. The meal was advertised and sold
as ‘Proteina,’ a high-protein feed. The venture did not last
for any considerable period; a few years later Meyer passed
away.” Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May
2010) that mentions Herman Meyer.
“Soybeans grown in this country were first processed by
the Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Company at Elizabeth
City, North Carolina. W.T. Culpepper, now postmaster at
Elizabeth City, was manager of the new mill, started in 1912.
The first domestic soybeans were crushed for commercial
purposes there in the late fall of 1915. It was a small
operation.”
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (May 2010)
that mentions W.T. Culpepper.
“At that time, most of the soybeans were grown in
North Carolina, and the Winterville Cotton Oil Company
at Winterville, North Carolina, purchased expellers for
processing purposes, and these operated on soybeans for a
limited period. Still another mill, operated by Havens Oil
Company at Washington, North Carolina, crushed thirty
thousand bushels of beans as an experiment in 1916”
“’My uncle, Jonathan Havens,’ says J. Havens Moss,
‘was the first to plant soybeans in this section, devoting
considerable acreage to the mammoth yellow [Mammoth
Yellow] type which grew and matured splendidly from the
very start. Its value to the land was obvious’” (p. 14-15).
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2016)
which mentions that Havens Oil Co. crushed soybeans as
early as 1916.
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Note 6. On the first page of the copy owned by Soyfoods
Center is a signed inscription, in dark blue ink, which reads:
“With kind regards to Russell East, who has done much on
behalf of the soybean–Edward Jerome Dies.”
Note 7. Only minor changes were made on about 13
pages of the revised edition published in March 1943. None
of the statistics in the many tables were been updated, and
the bibliography was not changed. Address: USA.
2591. Genevois, L. 1942. Un essai de culture d’une série
de variétés de Soyas en Médoc en 1940 et 1941 [A cultural
trial with a series of soybean varieties at Médoc in 1940 and
1941]. Revue Internationale du Soja 2(11):128-31. April.
[Fre]
• Summary: Note: Médoc is a region of France, well known
as a wine growing region, located in the département of
Gironde, on the left bank of the Gironde estuary, north of
Bordeaux.
Table 1 gives the names for French soybean varieties
and a detailed list of characteristics: (1) Brown seeded and
early: Rouest E, Brun Vilno, Brun Chéron, Vilnensis. (2)
Black seeded: Tokio noir, Cayuga, Rouest B, Noir Vah.
(3) Green seeded, greenish yellow, or variegated: Rouest
F (large green), Giant Green, Rouest C (large, greenish
yellow), Rouest D (large, yellow and black). (4) Clear
seeded: Rouest A, Rouest G, Rouest 250, Roumanie 1,
Roumanie 2. Address: Professor of biological chemistry and
plant physiology, faculty of Sciences, Bordeaux, France.
2592. Kiesselbach, T.A.; Lyness, W.E. 1942. Soybean
production in Nebraska. Nebraska Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 339. 18 p. April. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Description. Importance. Utilization.
Economic Considerations. Adaptation in Nebraska. Place
in the Rotation. Varieties. Seedbed Preparation. Seed
Inoculation. Manner and Rate of Planting. Time of Planting.
Tillage. Harvest. Threshing and Storage. Market Grades.
Address: Dep. of Agronomy.
2593. Lang, A.L.; Miller, L.B. 1942. What about fertilizing
soybeans? Illinois Extension Service Agron. Home
Economics Leaflet. AG1087. 5 p. April. *
Address: Illinois.
2594. Miege, Em. 1942. La culture et le commerce du Soya
au Maroc [Cultivation and commerce of soya in Morocco].
Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et du Materiel
Colonial 17(187):45-46. April. [Fre]
• Summary: More than 20 soybean varieties have been
tested in the different agricultural experiment centers in the
protectorate of Morocco, being planted either in the spring
or the fall, and grown with or without irrigation. The fall
planting should be abandoned.
In 1933 a number of soybean varieties from Canada

were introduced to the Rabat Station: O.A.C. 211, Manchu,
A.K. [probably A.K. (Harrow)], and Mandarin. These
gave good yields when irrigated. Since 1935 Morocco has
imported large amounts of soy oil. Address: Former Director,
Centre de Recherches Agronomiques du Maroc [Morocco].
2595. Schropp, W. 1942. L’action du bore sur la graine
de Soya [The effect of boron on the soybean seed]. Revue
Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et du Materiel
Colonial 17(187):47-52. April. [Fre]
2596. Sherman, W.C.; Albrecht, H.R. 1942. Edible soybeans.
Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 255.
16 p. April. [24 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nutritional value:
Protein, fat, minerals, vitamins. Varieties of edible
soybeans. Cultural methods. Shelling, canning, and cooking
recommendations. Soybean recipes: Using green soybeans,
cooked mature soybeans, soybean flour, soybean sprouts.
Literature cited.
“Although soybeans have been an important constituent
of the diet of Oriental peoples since ancient times, interest
in soybeans for human food has developed in this country
mainly during the last decade... Soybeans are a rich source of
protein, both as fresh green vegetables and as mature seed.”
Green shelled soybeans contain 12.2% protein, which is 63%
more than green lima beans and 30% more than cowpeas.
Mature dry soybeans contain 40.6% protein, which is 2.24
times as much as dry lima beans and 1.9 times as much
as dry cowpeas. Green shelled soybeans contain 0.072%
calcium, which is 2.57 times as much as lima beans or
English peas. Mature dry soybeans contain 0.212% calcium,
which is 3 times as much as dry lima beans, 2.5 times as
much as dry English peas, and 32.5% more than navy beans.
“Fresh green soybeans are a very good source of vitamin A
and are definitely superior to other beans and peas.” Table
4, titled “Yields of dry beans and certain characteristics of
edible soybean varieties tested at Auburn, 1937-1940” (p.
9) lists the varieties by time of maturity: (1) Early–Toku,
Green Giant, Bansei, Jogun, Willomi, Imperial, Emperor.
Midseason–Higan, Funk Delicious, Hokkaido. Late–Easy
Cook, Rokusun, Mammoth Yellow, Tokio, Mamloxi, Delsta,
Biloxi, Kura, Delnoshat, Chame, Mamotan. For each variety
is given: No. of years in test, average yield of dry beans (bu/
acre), color of dried beans, size of green beans, period edible
green beans borne (e.g. late July & early August), quality of
cooked dry beans, and per cent beans soft after cooking.
Recommended varieties include (p. 12): (1) Early:
Emperor, Imperial, Willomi; (2) Midseason: Funk Delicious,
Hokkaido, No. 85560; (3) Late: Cherokee, Delnoshat, Delsta,
Rokusun, Seminole, Tokyo. Early maturing varieties tend to
shatter more than midseason or late varieties.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2013) that
mentions the soybean variety Cherokee. Address: 1. Assoc.
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Animal Nutritionist; 2. Asst. Agronomist.
2597. Robertson, D.W.; Brandon, J.F.; Tucker, R.H. 1942.
Facts about soybeans in Colorado. Colorado State College
Extension Service. D-23. 4 p. May. Colorado Farm Victory
Program.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Competing crops.
Yield at the U.S. Dry Land Field Station, Akron, Colorado.
Seedbed preparation. Method of seeding: Irrigated land,
dry land. Rate of seeding. Date of seeding: Irrigated land,
dry land. Inoculation of seed. Irrigation. Stages to soybean
harvest. Harvesting methods.
“The average yield of soybeans under irrigation [in
Colorado] has been about 1,200 pounds/acre [20 bu/
acre]. In one test under dry-land conditions, soybeans
failed three times in six years. In another [dry-land] test at
Akron, covering the 9-year period between 1933 and 1941,
inclusive, soybeans yielded 169 pounds per acre while pinto
beans averaged 174 pounds... For crushing, Scioto [1,254
lb/acre average irrigated yield at Fort Collins] and Minsoy
[1,142 lb/acre] are the recommended irrigated varieties,
while Manchuria, a brown-saddle variety, may be grown for
feed.”
Note 1. Vegetable varieties were tested but none were
recommended. Note 2. This was also published in 1942
as Miscellaneous Series No. 131. Address: 1. Agronomist,
Colorado Agric. Exp. Station, Fort Collins, Colorado.
2598. Robertson, D.W.; Brandon, J.F.; Tucker, R.H. 1942.
Facts about soybeans in Colorado. Colorado Agricultural
Bulletin, Miscellaneous Series No. 131 No. 131. 3 p. May.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Competing crops.
Seedbed preparation. Method seeding: irrigated land, dry
land. Rate of seeding. Date of seeding: irrigated land, dry
land. Inoculation of seed. Irrigation. Stages to harvest
soybeans. Harvesting methods.
“Inoculation of Seed (p. 3): Soybeans should be
inoculated with the soybean strain of legume bacteria before
planting. This is especially necessary if they have not been
grown in the field before. Bacterial cultures may be obtained
from commercial seed companies at a small cost. In treating
soybeans, care should be taken not to soak the beans.
Sprinkling a water mixture of the bacteria on the beans is
advised. If treated this way, they can be planted immediately
without drying.”
Tables: (1) Yield at the U.S. Dry Land Field Station,
Akron, Colorado (1933-1941 and average). Compares Black
Eyebrow soybeans with pinto beans (in pounds per acre).
Soybeans averaged 169 lb; pinto beans 174 lb (1 bushel of
soybeans weighs 60 lb).
(2) Varieties to plant–Yield at Fort Collins, Colorado.
Scioto, Minsoy, Illini, Manchuria, Mukden. For crushing,
Scioto and Minsoy are recommended irrigated varieties.
Address: 1. Agronomist, Colorado Agric. Exp. Station,

Fort Collins, CO; 2. Assoc. Agronomist, Office of Dry
Land Agriculture, U.S.D.A. and Superintendent of the U.S.
Dry Land Field Station, Akron, Colorado; 3. Extension
Agronomist, Extension Service, U.S.D.A., Colorado State
College, Fort Collins, Colorado.
2599. Dannen, Dwight L. 1942. Soys win on new front.
Soybean Digest. June. p. 6-7.
• Summary: “This is another success story of the soybean.
With the national goal for this crop 54 percent over last
year’s all time high, the goal in normally dry Kansas is
166 percent more than a year ago. Even though this is only
125,000 acres it is four times more than was produced in
Kansas in 1940. All of this is new acreage of a new cash crop
on a new front and will be in the eastern third of Kansas. The
southeastern corner of Nebraska and northwestern Missouri
are not far behind. Soybean acreages here will run up
tremendous increases in the coming growing season.
“Credit to Soder: There are many reasons for this
phenomenally rapid spread of soybeans south and west of
the corn belt. For example, a young man from Iowa, Keats
E. Soder, now Agricultural Agent for the Rock Island Lines
at Kansas City, believed soybeans would compare favorably
with other crops farther west if given fair trials and proper
production methods and varieties. Starting three years ago
he called on the agricultural college authorities to seek their
assistance in promoting an acreage of soybeans.
“In order to secure farm yield figures, cooperative
combine yield tests were instituted in 10 counties in the
states of Kansas and Nebraska with the Dannen Soybean
Mill at St. Joseph, Missouri, furnishing seed of five principal
suitable varieties to plant the test plots of one-half acre.
These were so successful they were expanded to 30 tests last
year in Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska.
“Meetings Booked: Farmer meetings were held with
county agents, college extension specialists, and soybean
processors in the counties and communities along the Rock
Island from Omaha to Fairbury, from Trenton to Kansas City
and St. Joseph, and from Troy to Clay Center and Wichita.
The crops specialists didn’t promise sudden riches to farmers
raising soybeans nor recommend them for hillsides, nor
to build up worn out land. They did say they would fit any
rotation, were resistant to chinch bugs which were a major
menace in eastern Kansas and southeastern Nebraska, would
often make a crop when other cash crops failed entirely,
would enable a farmer to keep his eggs in more than one
basket, were more profitable than many so-called cash crops,
and would give the farmer a chance to raise his own protein
supplement. Then as wheat was lost by Hessian fly, or not
planted at all due to acreage control or an unusually wet fall,
new opportunities showed up. Finally, June rains and floods
ruined a lot of corn late in June and this could be replanted to
soybeans long after it was too late to plant corn.
“Agents Assist: A great many farmers along the Rock
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Island in Nebraska, Missouri, and eastern Kansas have
listened to this soybean story in the last three years. College
men and county agents, realizing soybeans were spreading,
willingly boosted soybeans for bottom land and for gumbo
soils. They agreed that yellow beans, as dual purpose beans,
were better for the farmer than black or brown beans which
are not wanted by processors and hence could be used only
for hay. Their principal concern was to keep beans off slopes
in order to prevent erosion. At every meeting this faculty of
the soybean to improve soil tilth was given greatest possible
emphasis. Naturally the railroads expect to run a long time,
and to destroy the soil would be very short sighted.
“As a result of these meetings, publicity and the
combine test plots, and before the recent rise in prices,
Kansas in 1941 produced 80% more beans for grain than in
1940, Nebraska increased its production 500%, and Missouri
70%. Unrestricted use of soybeans for grain as a soilconserving crop and the high price last fall were also potent
factors in the increase in harvested acres last year.
“Railway Men Help: Again this spring the Rock Island
Agricultural Department has cooperated with other agencies
in publicizing and popularizing soybeans by organizing and
holding 46 county-wide soybean clinics in northwestern
Missouri, southeastern Nebraska, and northeastern Kansas.
Mr. Soder had the assistance of agricultural agents for two
other interested railroads, Harold W. Benn, Union Pacific
Railroad, Omaha, and S.J. Oberhauser, Milwaukee Railroad,
Minneapolis [Minnesota]. Others who cooperated are E.A.
Cleavinger, Extension Agronomist, Kansas State College,
Manhattan; G.T. Webster, Assistant Extension Agronomist,
University of Nebraska, College of Agriculture, Lincoln; and
J. Ross Fleetwood, Extension Crops Specialist, University
of Missouri, Columbia. Soybean mills sending out their men
on these meetings to help boost local production of the crop
they process were the Dannen Grain & Milling Company,
St. Joseph; Allied Mills, Omaha; and the Pete Marr Soybean
Mill, Fremont, Nebraska.
“The total attendance at this spring’s meetings was
3200. The strong interest is evidence that the quota will be
met in Kansas, and that Nebraska and Missouri will follow
close behind. The guaranteed price of $1.60 per bushel on
the farm, and the prospects of continued high prices all are
helping build interest in growing soybeans west of the corn
belt. Meeting Plan
“All of the meetings follow a general plan in which the
local county extension agent acts as chairman; the college
extension agronomist gives authoritative information on
cultural practices, recommends adapted varieties, principally
Dunfield and Illini, and warns against possible losses from
weeds and erosion; a representative of the nearest soybean
mill describes soybean grades, processing methods, and
production and price trends; Union Pacific and Milwaukee
Railroad agricultural representatives describe soybean
products and wartime uses for oil and meal; and Soder

representing the Rock Island Lines shows colored slides
illustrating various phases of soybean history, production,
feeding, and uses. This program is planned so that a complete
story of soybean production is given and the questions in the
minds of new growers are answered.
“All goals are being over-subscribed. The only limiting
factor will be availability of satisfactory seed. Results prove
that soybeans are meeting new successes yearly on the
western front. Now it truly can be said–’Soybeans Rocket
West.’”
A portrait photo shows Dwight L. Dannen. Address:
Dannen Soybean Mill, St. Joseph, Missouri.
2600. Laumont, P.; Dauphin, M. 1942. Conseils pratiques
sur la culture du Soya en Algérie [Practical advice on the
cultivation of soybeans in Algeria]. Revue Internationale du
Soja 2(12):181-84. May/June. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The cultivation
of soybeans for seeds. The regulation of the crop. The
cultivation of soybeans as a forage crop. How to obtain
seeds. Address: 1. Professor; 2. Assistant-Professor
(Préparateur). Both: of Agriculture at the Agricultural
Institute of Algeria (à l’Institut Agricole d’Algérie).
2601. Laumont, Pierre; Dauphin, M. 1942. Conseils
pratiques sur la culture du soya en Algérie [Practical advice
on soybean cultivation in Algeria]. Revue Internationale des
Produits Coloniaux et du Materiel Colonial 17(188):77-80.
May/June. [2 footnotes. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultivation of soybeans
for seeds. Regulations in Algeria. Cultivation of soybeans
for forage (best varieties: Wisconsin Early Black, Virginia,
Haberlandt, Palmetto, Monetta; plant alone or with maize–30
kg maize + 60 kg soya). Sources of seeds and information in
Algeria. Address: 1. Professor; 2. Assistant (Préparateur):
Both: of Agriculture at the Institut Agricole d’Algérie
[Algeria].
2602. Matagrin, A. 1942. Réponse aux objections françaises
à une culture nationale du Soja [Response to French
objections to the nationwide cultivation of soybeans
(Abstract)]. Bulletin de l’Association des Chimistes (Paris)
59(5-6):537. May/June. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is a French-language summary of a
French-language article with the same author and title
published in 1941 in: Revue Internationale du Soja 1(4):13549. July.
The author notes the evolution of an unfavorable attitude
among the powers that be on the subject of the soybean in
France. He attributes that public opposition to the importers
of peanuts and the industry that makes dairy products, as
well as to the concern of the government to reserve all the
arable land for the traditional, well-known crops. The author
attempts to demonstrate, in a well-documented expose the
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ungrounded nature of these fears.
2603. Ramstad, Paul E.; Geddes, W.F. 1942. The respiration
and storage behavior of soybeans. Minnesota Agricultural
Experiment Station, Technical Bulletin No. 156. 54 p. June.
[45 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Historical overview.
Outline of investigation. Methods of determining moisture
in soybeans. Hygroscopicity of soybeans and soybean oil
meals. Respiration studies at constant temperature. Effect
of storage conditions on the viability of soybeans. Effect of
damage in storage on the chemical composition of soybeans.
Adiabatic storage studies. Bulk storage of soybeans.
Production of carbon monoxide by heating soybeans.
Discussion and conclusions. Summary. Acknowledgments.
Literature cited.
Aerobic respiration in seeds is analogous to oxidative
combustion; the initial and final products are the same in
both cases. Hexose sugars + oxygen lead to carbon dioxide,
water, and heat (calories). In addition to the respiration of
the seeds themselves, the respiration of bacteria, molds and
insects associated with the seeds may account for a large
share of the total respiratory activity exhibited in storage.
“When respiration occurs at a sufficiently rapid rate to
produce more heat more quickly than it can be dissipated, the
temperature of the grain rises and heat damage may result.”
“Moisture content has long been recognized as one
of the major factors determining the intensity of the
respiration of stored grain.” Research has also shown that
cracked, shriveled, immature kernels respire more rapidly
than sound, plump grain of the same moisture content. The
presence of foreign material or of sprouted, frosted, or heatdamaged kernels also increases respiration. Address: Div. of
Agricultural Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota.
2604. Blanchard, M. 1942. La culture du soja au Nord de la
Loire [Cultivation of soybeans north of the Loire]. Comptes
Rendus des Seances de l’Academie d’Agriculture de France
28(13):475-78. July. [Fre]
Address: Directeur intérimaire de la Station d’Essais de
semence, France.
2605. Photograph of ten members of the laboratory staff
(including Bob Smith and Austin Curtis) standing in warm
coats in front of the food laboratory. 1942.
• Summary: Over the laboratory door is written in large
letters “George Washington Carver.” Negative number:
unknown.
Note: This photo negative may be filed in the Ford
Archives at: “Ind–Autos–FMC–Eng & Des” which means
“Industry–Autos–Ford Motor Co.–Engineering and Design.”
2606. Photographs of the inside of the Carver Lab. in
Dearborn, Michigan. 1942.

• Summary: (1) Shows work benches, equipment, and bottles
of chemicals. (2) Twelve men at work in the Lab. Negative
number: unknown.
Note: This photo negative may be filed in the Ford
Archives at: “Ind–Autos–FMC–Eng & Des” which means
“Industry–Autos–Ford Motor Co.–Engineering and Design.”
2607. A.D. 1942. Culture du Soja dans les Deux-Sèvres
[Cultivation of soybeans in the Deux-Sèvres (department of
western France)]. Petit Courrier (Angers, France). Aug. 1516. [Fre]
• Summary: A photo shows Mr. Mensenoual of the National
Soybean Center in Bordeaux holding a soybean plant,
standing in a field with Mr. Misbert, the owner of the field, in
Vallans.
Note: Angers is a city in the Maine-et-Loire department
in western France about 300 km (190 mi) south-west of
Paris. Angers is located in the French region known by its
pre-revolutionary, provincial name, Anjou.
2608. Farm Implement News. 1942. Harvesting soybeans.
63(17):18. *
• Summary: A table shows soybean harvesting capacity per
season for combines allowing for turning, servicing, and
unloading.
2609. Farrington, C.C. 1942. Commodity’s market program.
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 5, 28.
• Summary: This is the text of a speech presented Sept. 17
at ASA convention explaining the soybean price support
of $1.60. “Commodity Credit Corporation [CCC], in
cooperation with other agencies of the Department of
Agriculture, the War Production Board [WPB], and the
Office of Price Administration [OPA] is developing a
comprehensive program for dealing with marketing, storage,
and processing problems of the four major oilseed crops–
cottonseed, soybeans, flaxseed, and peanuts.”
“On August 15, 1942, the Acting Chairman of the War
Production Board, issued Directive No. 7 delegating to
Commodity Credit Corporation authority to direct the use
of facilities suitable for the storage and processing” of these
4 major oilseed crops and their products. Subsidy programs
“will be designed to prevent the formation of bottlenecks
which might result from the inadequacy of margins between
the Government support prices of oilseeds, on the one hand,
and the price ceilings on oilseed products on the other.”
Farrington then explains the objectives and complex working
of these government programs.
Photos show: (1) Portrait photo of C.C. Farrington. (2)
Prof. K.E. Beeson (left) and C.C. Farrington (right) standing
on a platform with a loud speaker as Farrington addresses
the American Soybean Association convention crowd at
Purdue University [Indiana] Experimental Farm, Sept. 17.
(3) Part of the crowd of 600, seated in chairs, who attended
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the Thursday afternoon program. Address: Vice President,
Commodity Credit Corp., Washington, DC.
2610. Tracts de la Corporation Paysanne de Reich. 1942.
Was ist zu beachten wenn man Koerner-Soja anbauen will?
[What should one take note of when planting soybean
seeds?]. No. 30. 7th edition. Sept. [Ger]*
• Summary: This admirable tract, precise, clear, and
succinct, is published by the Reichnährstandsverlag, 139-40
Linienstrasse, Berlin 4, Germany. Address: Berlin.
2611. Vergnaud, Henri. 1942. Ressources apportées par le
haricot d’Asie à l’alimentation humaine [Resources supplied
by the Asiatic bean (soybean) to the human diet]. Chimie et
Industrie (Paris) 48(3):126-33. Sept. (Chem. Abst. 37:6049).
[9 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Repeats, with minor modifications, the history
of the arrival of the soybean in various countries, given in
Letzgus and Vergnaud 1941. Address: Ingénieur E.C.A.T.
Secrétaire général de l’Institut Agricole et Industriel du Soja
(Paris).
2612. Zahnley, J.W. 1942. Soybean production in Kansas.
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 306.
31 p. Sept. (Bulletin No. 282, revised).
• Summary: This is a revised edition of Bulletin No. 282,
first published in 1939. Soybean production in Kansas has
increased since 1940 due to war conditions.
2613. Yoder, R.E. 1942. Summary of selected Ohio
experiments on corn and soybean fertilization. Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Depart of Agronomy
Mimeograph No. 82. 10 p. Oct. 30. See p. 5-10. Presented at
Ohio Fertilizer Conference, Ohio State University.
• Summary: Soybeans yielding 25 bu/acre remove 25 lb/acre
of phosphorus and 30 lb/acre of potash–more of each mineral
than corn, oats, or wheat. “From the viewpoint of mineral
removal, the soybean is the most potent soil depleting grain
crop commonly grown in Ohio.” In addition, despite the
fact that the soybean is a legume, it depletes soil nitrogen
supply and destroys soil organic matter at rates comparable
to corn. It is useless to waste fertilizer on soybeans unless
the soil carries an abundant supply of active lime (calcium).
“Soybeans leave the land in a loose, highly erodible
condition with less than half as many roots to bind the soil
as would be left by an average crop of corn.” Address: Chief
Agronomist, Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster, Ohio.
2614. Arnold, H.C. 1942. Soya beans. Rhodesia Agricultural
Journal 39(5):384-90. Sept/Oct.; 39(6):418-32. Nov/Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Notes on cultivation. Edible and
manufacturing varieties. Strain [variety] trials: Hernon No.
18, No. 107. Soil and rainfall conditions: The humus content
of soil seems to be of great importance. Fertiliser trials.

Inoculation with specific bacteria. Material for inoculating
the seed. Seed inoculation: The dry soil method, the muddymilk method. Sowing the seed: Early sowing is best.
Part II: How to sow. Distance planting trials. Depth of
sowing. Weeding. Harvesting. Comparison of yields of soya
beans with those of maize. Market prospects. Method of
using and nutritive value. Soya beans produce more protein
per acre than other food crops. Palatability trials. Green
soya beans as vegetables. Fodder varieties: Jubiltan (black
seeded) and Hernon strains. Rate of sowing. Harvesting: The
retention of seeds in the pods. Summary.
Using 12 inch, 18 inch, and 24 inch spacings in
Rhodesia, he consistently got his best yields from the 12inch spacings, even in droughty conditions, but he also
commented that this spacing precluded mechanical tillage.
Address: Manager, Agric. Exp. Station.
2615. Bordas, Jean. 1942. Résultats des essais de culture du
soya en 1941 [Results of soybean cultural trials in 1941].
Revue Internationale du Soja 2(14):258-61. Sept/Oct. [Fre]
• Summary: This is a communication to the Academy of
Agriculture presented by Mr. Albert Demolon on 11 Feb.
1942.
This trials were conducted in southern France (le Midi
de la France). A table shows the names of the varieties tested
at the Avignon station with the yield (in kg/ha) and the days
to maturity. The varieties tested were: Hatto jaune L.D.
[Hahto jaune], Mandarin Canada, Tokio noir no. 5, Tokio
rouge no. 105, Tokio jaune no. 10, Tokio saumon no. 1,
Mandchou (Station d’Avignon; under trial since 1934), Tokio
jaune no. 10 bis, Hatto noir no. 6, Tokio jaune no. 40.
The highest yielders were: (1) Mandchou (Station
d’Avignon) 2,200 kg/ha, 122 days. (2) Tokio jaune no. 10 bis
1,700 kg/ha, 130 days.
The days to maturity ranged from 98 days to 140 days.
Address: Director, Station of Agronomy and Plant Pathology,
Avignon.
2616. Haken, Werner von. 1942. Deutscher Soja-Anbau
[Soybean production in Germany]. Berlin: MaisanbauGesellschaft (Soya Culture Section). [Ger]*
• Summary: The German Corn Growers Assoc. encourages
German farmers to grow soybeans under contract with them–
and they pay a good price! Address: 46 Kurfuerstendamm,
Berlin W. 15, Germany.
2617. Haken, Werner von. 1942. Wissenwertes ueber die
Sojabohne [Things worth knowing about the soybean].
Berlin: Maisanbau-Gesellschaft (Soya Culture Section). 15th
edition. [Ger]*
• Summary: With few words, but many tables and
photos, the author explains what is important. Address: 46
Kurfuerstendamm, Berlin W. 15, Germany.
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2618. Saunders, A.R. 1942. Legumes in crop rotation.
Farming in South Africa. 17(199):621-23. Oct.
• Summary: “The practice of growing legumes in rotation
with other crops is centuries old and forms an integral part
of well established agricultural systems. Its foundation is
not only the value of the crops as food for man and beast,
but also their ability to take nitrogen from the air and fix it
in the soil through the agency of symbiotic, nodule-forming
bacteria.
“In South Africa, the percentage of land planted to
legumes is still deplorably small. Throughout most of the
summer rainfall area it is generally less than 2 per cent. and
seldom exceeds 5 per cent. Even under normal peace-time
conditions such a situation should give grounds for serious
concern, and under the present circumstances it demands the
earnest attention of all who have the interests of agriculture
at heart.”
Page 622: “Cowpeas and Soyabeans. Apart from
lucerne, which has, perforce, to be grown mostly under
irrigation, the most important legumes for hay are cowpeas
and soya-beans. In the main, cowpeas are best suited to the
drier parts of the summer rainfall area and soya-beans to
the high rainfall localities, including the coastal belt: Both
crops have the same high feeding value and are the equals of
lucerne when cut at the right stage and properly cured. Their
soil requirements are approximately the same as for maize,
and although they respond well to phosphatic fertilizers it
is suggested that such quantities as are available be used on
the non-leguminous crops, leaving the legumes to depend on
residues left over from previous applications.” Address: PhD,
Deputy-Director of Production.
2619. Rohwer Outpost (The) (Rohwer Internment Center,
Rohwer, Arkansas). 1942. Agriculture program: Soy bean
may be grown on land now being cleared by lumberjacks.
1(6):4. Nov. 14.
• Summary: An agricultural program for the community was
announced today by James F. Rains, Agriculture and Industry
Chief.
“Forest land being cleared was not considered suitable
for garden crops. However soy bean will be grown there as
an experiment, he indicated.”
2620. Cartter, J.L. 1942. Equipment for maintaining
controlled temperature and low humidity in a seed storage
room. J. of the American Society of Agronomy 34(11):101727. Nov. [2 ref]
• Summary: Mainly about soybean seed. “Summary: In an
effort to obtain more comparable samples of soybean seed
held for chemical analysis, controlled low-humidity storage
conditions are being utilized. Such low-humidity storage
would be of value to the plant breeder in preserving the
viability of seed stocks over an extended period.
“Equipment for maintaining constant low humidity in a

laboratory seed storage room is described. This equipment
is capable of maintaining 16% relative humidity and 70ºF
temperature in an insulated room used for the year around
storage of soybean seed.” Address: Agronomist, Div. of
Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
2621. France’s Commercial Agent in Chicago. 1942. La
culture et le marché du Soya dans le Middle West des EtatsUnis [The cultivation and market for soybeans in the Middle
West of the United States]. Revue Internationale du Soja
2(15):277-81. Nov/Dec. [22 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Overview. Production.
Methods of cultivation and varieties. Standards. The market
for soybeans. Soybean exports in 1939 by country: The top
5 export markets are The Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden,
Norway, and Canada. Utilization of the soybean: Whole
seeds, soybean straw (used as forage), soybean cake (the
residue left after extraction of the oil; On the other hand,
it is reported that the laboratories of Ford factories have
manufactured a new artificial textile based on this cake), soy
flour (the three different types are whole soy flour, low-fat
soy flour made by the expeller process, defatted soy flour,
made by the solvent process; a table compares the nutritional
composition of the three types of soy flour), soy oil (is made
in the USA using three different processes; the hydraulic
press, the screw press or expeller, and solvent extraction. Soy
oil is used mainly for various food products. Indeed, from
a production of 360,760,000 pounds in 1939, 201,509,000
pounds were used by the margarine industry. Soy oil is now
used in preference to egg yolks for obtaining lecithin. Soy oil
is also used for making various industrial products such as
paints and varnishes).
2622. Hutcheson, Thomas B. 1942. Soybean production.
Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 345.
14 p. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses of soybeans.
Soybeans for soil improvement. Varieties of soybeans. Soil
adaptations. Preparation of seed bed. Method of planting.
Time of planting. Inoculation. Fertilizers and lime for
soybeans. Cultivation. Rotations for soybeans. Methods of
harvesting soybeans. Address: Agronomist, Blacksburg.
2623. Matagrin, A. 1942. Les points obscurs de la question
“Soya” [The obscure points of the “soy” question]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 2(15):290-92. Nov/Dec. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Crop rotation or use of fertilizer?
Non-nitrogen extracts (carbohydrates). Whole soybeans or
soy flour.
2624. Saillenfest, Jean. 1942. La culture du Soya au Portugal
[Cultivation of soybeans in Portugal]. Revue Internationale
du Soja 2(15):284-85. Nov/Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Last spring Portugal imported 5 metric tons of
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soybeans from the United States. These have been on order
for a long time by the Portuguese government, The climate
of Portugal is excellent for growing soybeans. A table lists
the names of the varieties tested and the source of each (USA
or Japan).
2625. Fisher, R.; Sammet, K.; Poschenrieder, H.
1942. Beziehungen zwischen Naehrstoffaufnahme,
Knoellchenbildung und Taetigkeit der Knoellchbakterien
bei der Sojabohne unter dem Einfluss wechselnder
Duengung [Relationship between nutrient intake, nodule
development and the effectiveness of nodule bacteria in
soybeans under varying levels of fertilizer]. Bodenkultur und
Pflanzenernaehrung 27(4):181-97. [4 ref. Ger]
Address: Anhaeltischen Versuchsstation, Staatlichen
Landwirtschaftlichen Forschungs- und Untersuchungsanstalt,
Bernburg.
2626. Kosaka, K.; Fukuoka, M. 1942. Taka-aze daizubatake
ni okeru riipaa (gaikaki) shiyô seiseki [Results of using a
reaper to harvest high-diked soybean fields]. Minami Manshu
Tetsudo K.K., Hokuman Keizai Chosajo. Hokkei Chosa Toku
(South Manchuria Railway Co., North Manchuria Economic
Survey Office, Special) No. 38. 8 p. [Jap]*
Address: Manchuria.
2627. Potash Journal (The). 1942. Soybeans: A war crop.
5(6):6-9.
• Summary: Soybeans have become a war crop because of
the urgent need for increased domestic production of oils.
“So far there has been comparatively little fertilizer
used on soybeans. This is partly due to the common belief
that soybeans are a poor-soil crop and as such do not need
fertilization. It is true that soybeans will grow on soils more
acid and lower in fertility than many other crops, but this
does not mean that they will not benefit from proper liming
and fertilization. Schuster and Phillips of the Delaware
Experiment Station found that the yield of unfertilized beans
over an 11-year period averaged 11.4 bushels per acre. The
use of 100 lbs. of fertilizer analyzing approximately 0-12-9
increased the yield an average of 6.6 bushels of beans per
acre. One hundred pounds of fertilizer analyzing about 3-1612 increased the yield an average of 8.4 bushels of beans.
Yields were not maintained during an 11-year period of the
work, the authors concluding that the rather light fertilization
was not sufficient to meet the needs of the crops. Lime was
only moderately beneficial in this work but Albrecht of the
Missouri Experiment Station has shown that when soybeans
are grown under a deficiency of lime the plants do not
fix nitrogen from the air, and lose many of their desirable
characteristics as a legume. The result is a plant of very low
feeding value.
“When the plant food removed by soybeans is compared
with the little or no fertilizer commonly applied to the crop,

it will be seen that instead of being a crop highly beneficial
to increasing soil fertility it is in fact a soil-depleting crop
under most conditions. Lucas at Purdue University has
shown that a bushel of soybeans contains about a pound of
potash and three-quarters of a pound of phosphoric acid.
Other investigators have reported even higher content. Thus
a 25-bushel crop of beans would remove at least 25 lbs. of
potash and 18 lbs. of phosphoric acid from the soil even if
all the straw were left on, the land. If the crop is harvested
for hay, heavier drain on the soil minerals is made. A 2-ton
hay crop removes about 40 lbs. of potash and 30 lbs. of
phosphoric acid. Part of this plant food may be returned to
the soil as manure later in the rotation but probably not over
half will find its way back to the field, and crops immediately
following the soybeans may not get any of it.
“These figures show that the crop certainly must be
fertilized to maintain the fertility of the soil, in addition to
the increased yield and improved quality of the crop that
are obtained if proper fertilization and lime are provided as
shown by the other references quoted. While their nitrogen–
fixing ability may make the soybeans self-sufficient for this
nutrient, the phosphate, potash, and calcium must come
from the soil. Unless the nutrients removed by the crop are
replaced, the soil is that much poorer. Moreover, Albrecht’s
work shows that if the plant does not have sufficient mineral
nutrients, it will not be able to get its nitrogen from the air.”
Tables show: (1) Acreage and production of soybeans in
the United States from 1929 to 1941 (preliminary), including
acreage harvested for beans. (2) Acreage and production
of soybeans in leading states, 1939, 1940, and 1941
(preliminary). The top 4 states in 1941 are Illinois, Iowa,
Indiana, and Ohio.
A large graph shows production of soybean oil in the
United States, 1930-1939. It rose from about 35 million lb in
1933 to more than 500 million lb in 1939.
2628. Cromer, S.S.; Cutler, G.H.; Weber, W.J. 1942.
Soybeans: Their production, improvement, and utilization
in Indiana. An instructional aid for teachers of vocational
agriculture. Purdue Univ., Agricultural Education Service
Bulletin No. 6. 72 p. Also published as Vocational Education
Bulletin No. 8. And: Ag. Education Series No. 6. [57 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Acknowledgments. Foreword. A
Description of the Syllabus and the Film Strip. Learning
Objectives, or What the Farmer Should Know. How to Use
the Syllabus With the Film Strip. How to Use the Syllabus
Without the Film Strip. Frame Legends. A Table Showing
Allocation of Frames to Selected Learning Objectives. The
Syllabus Context. Bibliography.
Foreword: “The 107 pictures, 34 charts, and 7 graphs
presented in the film strip provide in each instance a
‘springboard’ for the brief statements that constitute the total
of 148 ‘readers’ of the syllabus. The film strip is divided into
four parts in conformity with the divisions of the learning
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objectives, with 16 frames applying to Part I, 24 frames
to Part II, 44 frames to Part III, and 64 frames to Part IV.
The pictures were obtained through a search of existing
files for those that were suitable. Before they were finally
chosen, however, they were evaluated by means of a list of
validated criteria for film-strip pictures and by a validated
set of learning objectives for the farmer who would grow
soybeans.”
“Frame Legends: Part I. The Soybean Crop and Its
Importance (Frames 1-16). 1. The Production, Improvement,
and Utilization of Soybeans. 2. Importance of the Crop in
the United States. 3. Soybean Acreage in Indiana. 4. Why
Soybeans Are Popular. 5. Why Soybeans Are Popular
[II]. 6. A Crop of Many Uses. 7. Few Insect Pests. 8. Few
Troublesome Diseases. 9. The Soybean Plant a Good Feeder.
10. Soybeans Involve Erosion Problems. 11. Soybeans Fit
Well Into the Rotation. 12. Soybeans Pay in the Rotation.
13. Plant Food Used by Farm Crops. 14. Using Soybeans to
Supply Nitrogen. 15. Phosphate Helps Wheat after Soybeans.
16. Yearly Increase in Yields of Soybeans.
Part II. How Adapted Varieties Are Made Available to
the Farmer (17-40). 17. Soybean Test Plots in Indiana. 18.
The Great Grandparent and Children. 19. Plant Breeding Is a
Building and Reconstruction Program. 20. Specifications and
Objectives in Breeding Good Varieties of Soybeans. 21. High
Yield, High Oil, Iodine Number, and Protein Content. 22.
Stiffness of Stem Is Important. 23. Seed Shattering Is Costly.
24. Medium-sized Seed of Good Appearance and Quality.
25. The Soybean Flower. 26. Ready for the Pollen. 27. The
Flower Is Protected. 28. Necessary Technique in Breeding.
29. The Plant, the Unit for Breeding. 30. Individual Plant
Thresher. 31. Selecting a Few from Thousands. 32. Testing
Promising New Strains. 33. Portable Thresher for Strain
Tests. 34. A New Variety Being Multiplied at Purdue. 35.
Mandell–an Upright Variety. 36. Gibson–a 1942 Release.
37. Gibson–an Erect Whip-like Type. 38. Patoka–a 1942
Release. 39. Richland–an Early Maturing Variety. 40. Choose
an Adapted Variety.
Part III. Growing and Managing the Crop (41-84)...
Address: 1. Prof. of Agricultural Education, Purdue Univ.
2629. Fivel, Paul. 1942. La panacée au jardin–Petite guide de
culture et d’emploi du soja [The panacea of the garden: Little
guide to the cultivation and use of soya]. Albertville, France:
Rey-Gorrez. 24 p. 21 cm. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: To the reader (purpose of booklet,
recommends 3 books about soja in French, comparative
composition of the soybean). Introduction. The cultivation of
soja in France (neither difficult nor new): The soil, fertilizer,
placement of the seeds, preparation of the soil, choice
of varieties, how to plant the seeds, digging the soil and
weeding, the harvest, enemies and adversaries, rotations (five
are given), use as a garden plant (all the above is about use as
a farm crop), yield.

The soybean and nitrogen: Nitrogen, nitrogen-fixing
bacteria, inoculation, advantages of inoculation.
Let’s move on to the cuisine: Introduction, soynuts
(cacahuetes), serious cuisine (using cooked whole soybeans,
in salads, with butter, in croquettes, au gratin, ground in
cakes). Uses of soy flour: Ground soynuts for breakfast,
homemade soy flour, cake(s), soy crottes. Soy sprouts.
Note: Albertville, France is about 100 miles east and a
little south of Lyon in southeast France. Address: France.
2630. Giraud-Gilliet, J. 1942. Le soja, aliment d’avenir:
manière de le cultiver; 2 à 300 façons de le consommer
[Soya, food of the future: How to cultivate it; 200-300 ways
to consume it]. Saigon: Imprimerie de C. Ardin. 285 p.
Index. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Dedication. Introduction. Part I:
Summary study of soya (the soybean): Its cultivation. 1.
The nature of soya: Its area of expansion. 2. Cultivation of
soya: Soil, manure & fertilizer, seeds. 3. Interest in soya:
Its richness in nutritive elements and comparison with other
foods. Various possibilities for utilization: therapeutic uses
for hygiene and diseases (vegetarian diet, diabetes, beriberi,
diseases of the nervous system, anemia, slimming, milk diet),
agricultural uses for fixation of nitrogen in the soil and as
a fertilizer, use in the feeding of animals (green forage, dry
forage, soybean cake, flour, seeds, germinated seeds, straw
and pods, soymilk, milk), industrial utilization (soybean
oil and its derivatives, glycerine, soy casein), use as human
food (whole dry soybeans, soy sprouts, soybeans mashed or
ground after they are cooked, soybeans cracked or crushed
before they are cooked, fermented soybeans, soymilk,
soymilk derivatives / foods made from soymilk {tofu / dâuphu, yuba / tao hu ky, dry yuba rolls / phu chuc, beverages},
edible oil), utilization for social work (drops of milk, bowls
of soya, inexpensive restaurants, battle against malnutrition
and degeneration, for school gardens, pagodas, waste lands).
Part II: The main soyfood products and how to prepare
them at home. 1. Soymilk, soymilk curds (tau hu hoa), small
white cheeses (petits fromages blancs {dâu-hu miêng}),
folded sheets of yellow yuba (feuille jaune plissée de crème
de soja {dâu-hu ky vang}), white sheets of yuba (feuille
blanche unie {dâu-hu ky trang}), dried or smoked yuba
(plaquettes séchées ou fumées {dâu-hu ky ngot}), fermented
tofu–like cream cheese (fromages fermentées: cancoillotte
comtoise au soja). 2. Soy flour: Roasted soy flour, soy bread,
sojenta (soy polenta), pasta (soy vermicelli and vermicelli of
mung beans {dâu xanh} or song than). 3. Soy condiments.
Solid condiments: natto and douchi (taotché), condiments
that are pastes: miso and doujiang (tao tjiung) and koji [sic,
not a paste but used to make miso, doujiang, shoyu, and
jiang-you], liquid condiments: shoyu, jiang-you (tsiang
yeou), (tao yu), ketjap (Indonesian soy sauce), Vietnamese
soy sauce (tuong).
Part III: Recipes. 1. Introduction: Essential
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recommendations, the cookery of the poor, comparative
cuisine, general recipes. 2. Soups and paps. 3. Hors
d’oeuvres and salads. 4. Vegetables. 5. Meat, fish and egg
dishes. 6. Breakfasts, sweets, and desserts.
Conclusion. Appendix. Errata. Address: Administrateur
des S.C. de l’Indochine; Vietnam.
2631. Kurnik, Ernö. 1942. Szojatermesztési és ojtási
kisérletek [Soybean cultivation and inoculation experiments].
PhD thesis (Doktori ertekezes), Budapest. Szemes and
Eckstein, publisher (imprint). [Hun]*
• Summary: The Hungarian Wikipedia entry for Ernö
Kurnik, when translated by Google Translate, states: Born
17 Aug. 1913 at Mecsekszabolcs, Hungary. Died 3 March
2008 at Pecs–at age 94. He was an agricultural engineer,
plant breeder, and university lecturer. Doctor of Agricultural
Sciences, the Academy of Sciences ordinary member. A
significant figure in breeding soybeans, sunflowers and peas,
large-scale cultivation of soybeans and the initiator of the
so-called Hungarian method. He was the developer of the
fodder production system in Iregszemcse. From 1955 to
1983 he was the director of the Feed Production Research
Institute in Iregszemcse.
In addition to breeding work, he was at the forefront of
organizing and launching large-scale soybean production in
Hungary.
His main works related to soybeans:
1942–Soybean cultivation and grafting experiments.
Budapest.
1962–Soybeans. Budapest.
1976–Large-scale soybean production. Budapest.
1987–The soybean (with Laszlo Szabo). Budapest.
Address: Hungary.
2632. Löbbe, Henrique. 1942. Cultura da soja no Brasil. 6a
ed. [Culture of soybeans in Brazil. 6th ed.]. Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil: Serviço de Informaçao Agrícola, Ministerio da
Agricultura. 35 p. 23 cm. 4th edition, 1939, 33 p.; 7th ed.,
1945, 74 p. [Por]
• Summary: Contents: History (in East Asia, Europe, and the
USA). Markets. Soybean trials in Brazil (from March 1921
at Campo de Sementes de Sao Simao). Letter dated 28 Sept.
1926 from W.J. Morse of the USDA to Dr. Henrique Lobbe
(after Lobbe’s visit with Morse to Arlington Farm [Virginia],
Morse sent Lobbe one ounce each of 51 varieties of named
American soybeans, plus 17 varieties of cowpeas). Table
showing the 48 varieties of soybeans tested at Sao Simao
in 1927, with the dates of planting, germination, flowering,
maturation, and harvest, days to maturity, resistance to pests
(vagens), height of the plant, and yield (in grams). Botanical
description. Nomenclature (in Brazil the soybean is called
“soja,” “feijao China,” “ervilha oleaginosa do Japao,” “feijao
Japones,” and “fava da Mandchúria”). Varieties (divided
into 5 groups from very early [80-90 days] to late [130-150

days]). Green manure. Climate and soil. Chart showing
products of the soybean (from Piper & Morse, The Soybean
1923). Preparation of the soil. Inoculation with bacteria.
Sowing. Chemical fertilizer. Things to be careful of during
cultivation. Diseases and pests. Harvest and yield. Cost of
cultivation. Use as forage. Chemical composition of the
seeds. Oil. Cake. Use as a food for humans: Hahto and
Easycook, soy sauce, soymilk and tofu (leite e queijo de
soja), use in diabetic diets, soy flour. Address: Brazil.
2633. Mumford, H.W. 1942. A year’s progress in solving
farm problems of Illinois, 1937-38. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 51:1-350. For the year
ended June 30, 1938.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Introduction (p. 5-6; “Phenomenal
growth in the Illinois acreage of soybeans, largely as a result
of the station’s investigations and encouragement, can be
cited as an outstanding example in production adjustment.
Not quite two decades ago only about 15,000 acres of
soybeans were grown in this state, while in 1937 more than
two million acres were in this crop. More than half of the
total volume of soybean produced was grown in Illinois.
Only 17 years ago the first car of domestic soybean oil
produced in the state was sold on the Chicago market. In
1937 about 170 million pounds of this oil were processed
in Illinois and about 490,000 tons of soybean oilmeal
manufactured”).
Soils and crops investigations: Farm practices determine
effects of soybeans on soil (p. 38-39; “When farm practices
are properly adjusted to prevent erosion, soybean plantings
need not be injurious to the soil”). Soybean investigations
at Illinois extend over 40 years (p. 39-40; “Studies on
production have been conducted for the most part at DeKalp
in northern Illinois, at Urbana in central Illinois, and at
Alhambra in the southwester part of the state.” Tests include
rates and methods of seeding, age of seed). High-yielding,
early maturing varieties of soybeans sought (p. 40-41; By
C.M. Woodworth). Nodulated legumes save $33 million
dollars in Illinois (p. 42; “Investigations with the Peking
soybean and its nodule bacteria have shown that of the two
strains of this variety that have now been isolated, one is
very easily nodulated and the other is almost completely
resistant to the action of nodule bacteria. Reasons for this
unsatisfactory nodulation have not yet been discovered”).
Good inoculants available to Illinois farmers (p. 42-43; “To
insure satisfactory results in the field, tests of commercial
inoculants sold in Illinois are carried on systematically year
after year...” Farmers should “make certain that the cultures
they obtain are suited to the seed to be inoculated and that
they have not been exposed to direct sunlight”). Hail injury
shown to delay and reduce soybean yields (p. 77-78).
Livestock investigations: Sows and pigs thrive on rye
pasture, corn and supplement (p. 99-10; “This supplement
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consisted of a mixture of two parts tankage and one part of
soybean oilmeal).
Dairy investigations: Hybrid corn, legume crops again
prove valuable for silage (p. 147; legumes include soybeans).
Higher yields from dairy pastures obtained in tests (p. 14748; Includes soybeans).
Agricultural economics investigations: Trend is toward
smaller combines (p. 200-01; Soybeans made up 74% of the
6,635 acres on which records were secured”). Methods of
growing and harvesting soybeans compared (p. 244-47; The
wheatland disk, sometimes called the one-way plow, was
found superior to the mouldboard plow, which is commonly
used on Illinois farms. The three-plow tractor was compared
with the two-plow tractor).
Home economics investigations: Green soybeans [fresh]
deteriorate rapidly in storage (p. 308-11; “Beans held at
room temperature lost flavor more rapidly than those held
in refrigerators. The Hokkaido variety was rated as being
‘very good’ when it was eaten during the first 24 hours after
harvesting,...).” Table 110, titled “Loss of sugars in green
soybeans during storage” (vacuum-dry basis) has 4 columns:
(1) Varieties (Hokkaido, Illini). (2) Length of storage after
harvest (6 times, from 1 to 72 hours, room temperature or
refrigerated). (3) Reducing sugars (%). Total sugars (%).
Palatability rating (from very good to poor).
“The methods of utilizing soybeans for human
consumption are rapidly becoming numerous. However,
vegetable varieties are still in the experimental state in the
Occident, and are not generally available.”
Both fresh and dry soybeans with a high sugar content
were found to rate highest in palatability. Address: Dean and
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.

Bordeaux, France. 2 p. Unpublished typescript. Undated. 30
cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: 1. The soil. 2. Climate. 3. Preparation
of the soil. 4. Planting: For seeds, for forage. 5. Yields. Note:
Inoculation. Address: Bordeaux, France.
2639. National Soybean Center. 1942? La culture du soya (1)
[Cultivation of soybeans. I.]. Bordeaux, France. Unpublished
typescript. Undated. 30 cm. [Fre]
Address: 8, Cours de Gourge, Bordeaux, France.
2640. Bengham, Walter N.; Echeverri Y., Hernan. 1943. El
frijol soya como producto agricola en Costa Rica. Campo de
experimentación, finca “La Francia” de la Good Year Rubber
Plantation Co., en Cairo, línea Vieja [The soybean as an
agricultural product in Costa Rica, Field of experimentation
is “La Francia” estate of the Good Year Rubber Plantation
Co. in Cairo, linea Vieja area]. Revista del Instituto de
Defensa del Cafe de Costa Rica 13(98/99):91-95. Dec. 1942/
Jan. 1943. [Spa]*
2641. Edmondson, J.B. 1943. Soybeans from the farmer’s
viewpoint. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 6, 14.
• Summary: “From an address before the American Soybean
Association Convention, Purdue University.”
“You may infer from my subject that I am appearing
before you as a farmer, that I am a practical sort of fellow
and that I possess a soybean viewpoint; all of which may be
more or less true. It is generally understood nowadays that
farming is a scientific enterprise and that the farmer must be
a scientist.
“While I admit the charge, I still have a sort of longing

2634. Ramstad, Paul Ellerston. 1942. A study of the
respiration and storage behavior of soybeans. PhD thesis,
University of Minnesota. 54 p. In: Doctoral Dissertations
Accepted by American Universities, 1942. See also Ramstad
and Geddes 1942. [45 ref]*
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.
2635. Saillenfest, Jean. 1942. Le Soya, sa culture, ses
utilisations, son avenir [The soybean: Its cultivation, use, and
future]. Bordeaux, France: Centre National du Soya (8 Cours
de Gourgue). 32 p. [Fre]*
Address: France.
2636. Struthers, D.K. 1942. Harvesting soybeans. Iowa State
College Agricultural Extension Pamphlet No. 46, folder. *
Address: Ames, Iowa.
2637. Villax, Ödön. 1942. Szojatermesztesi utmutato [A
guide to soybean cultivation]. Budapest. [Hun]*
2638. La culture du soja [Cultivation of soybeans]. 1942?
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to get my feet on the solid ground again and talk about
soybeans in the old, familiar way.
“So just let me talk soybeans as they grow down on the
farm. I am not worried about any misstatements I may make
for you can pass them off by saying, ‘Well, he’s a farmer
anyway, and probably doesn’t know any better.’ The joys
and sorrows of growing soybeans are just about the same
as always. A fine crop of soybeans is a source of extreme
pride to any farmer but a poor crop is a cause of great
disappointment, whether it be due to a lack of knowledge or
foresight or to some unpredictable antic of nature.
“Surprised: I am still surprised at some of the practices
of farmers in growing their crop of soybeans. I know farmers
who planted soybeans last spring that they knew wouldn’t
grow over 50%. The result was no stand; I know of farmers
who planted beans in late June, using varieties that require
the fullest possible season. The result is that the beans today
are still green as they were in July; I know of farmers who
sowed their beans on wet soil with no effort to kill the weeds
first; the result is a pitiful sight today.
“And here is another situation that seems hardly
credible to me. A few years back, the soybean world was
startled by a new ‘wonder’ bean that was discovered over
in Ohio and which was sold for a fabulous price per bean
by the discoverer. Almost unbelievable claims were made
for this new bean. Immediately the agronomy departments
of Indiana, Ohio, Illinois and Iowa were on the alert and
secured samples of this bean for testing. At first glance, these
soybean men became suspicious and the subsequent behavior
of the bean in the test plots bore out their suspicions: in
short, it had all the earmarks of the old Midwest variety that
the older soybean growers discarded years ago–so long ago,
in fact, that most growers today have either forgotten about
them, or never heard of them.
“This new variety proved to have all the weakness of the
old Midwest which had caused its early demise. It shattered
badly, it was late in maturing, it lodged badly and worst
of all it was low in oil content. Immediately, the extension
departments in all these states sent out warning against
investing in this get-rich-quick gold mine.
“McClaves now: Yet in various parts of Indiana last
winter, I found evidences of this variety being grown and
exploited. True, it had in most cases lost its original name
of ‘Mcclave.’ I found the ‘Clay,’ the ‘Claybank,’ the ‘New
London,’ the ‘Cluster Bean’ and the ‘Premier.’ Yet, wherever
I could find a sample of them, they all looked very much
like the same old Midwest that I have fought worse than
cockleburs to keep out of my Dunfields. This, in spite of the
fact that processing plants spread the word far and wide that
this new variety would not be bought by the mills except at a
twenty cent discount on account of their low oil content.
“You would think that at such odds, the McClave
soybean wouldn’t have a chance. Yet, not over six weeks
ago, a good farmer came to me with the news of meeting a

grower in central Indiana who, he said, had a wonderful new
bean that he was selling at $8.00 per bushel and he wanted
to know if I didn’t think it a good investment for him to buy
some seed. I told him!
“I cannot let this opportunity pass without taking
another swat at the weed problem. And of course when weed
control is mentioned a number of other questions pop up for
consideration. It should be borne in mind that weed troubles
are very often the result of poor stands of beans, so that those
practices which are designed to promote a full population of
soybean plants are likewise the best possible measures for
taking care of the weed problem. Weeds, like some people,
can make a big noise so long as the competition is negligible,
but fold up when there is a tough fight for existence on hand.
Give a good stand of soybeans a head start in the spring and
the weeds are pretty well whipped for the season.
“To further the chances for a good stand of soybeans,
I have always cautioned against too early planting in the
spring. The last half of May has always been my choice time
to plant. However, the corn borer menace may definitely
break into this schedule. One of the most effective methods
of combatting the borer is the late planting of the corn crop,
which would mean the last two weeks in May. Farmers have
generally practiced the plan of planting the corn crop before
starting in on the soybeans. It is quite possible that this
process will have to be reversed, since it is quite obvious that
both crops cannot be planted during the last half of May.
“Soybeans planted the first half of May are subject to
more cold, wet weather, and a colder soil. Being by nature a
warm weather plant, the possibility of a slow uneven start is
enhanced. Also if the seed happens to be weak, the chances
for good germination is lessened; all of which makes a
setting for a real fight with the weeds. With little opportunity
to kill the weeds, previous to planting, both weeds and beans
have a comparatively even start with the odds in favor of the
weeds.
“Under such conditions, row planting of the soybeans
is strongly recommended. For thirty-one long years I have
preached this method of planting soybeans and still there are
many misguided souls outside the fold. But if it becomes
necessary to thus change our planting practices, to gear in
with the corn borer fight, then the advantages of row planting
of soybeans should be doubly impressive.
“Soybeans and wheat: Another problem that has not
yet been satisfactorily solved on many midwestern farms
is the one of producing a soybean crop in time to follow it
with wheat sowing. A full season variety of soybeans often
leaves too little seasonable weather for the wheat crop to get
a favorable start. Some interesting data is now being worked
out on the Purdue farm, which we visited today, in regard to
the feasibility of planting earlier varieties, thus sacrificing
somewhat on yield, but giving the wheat a chance to more
than make up the difference.
“Another idea came to me recently. This idea came from
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our friend Keller Beeson and I mention it to you. And that
is to plant tall, stiff stemmed varieties in rows wide enough
to allow the wheat drill to pass through and sow the wheat
before harvesting the beans. But whatever the plan, I have
learned from experience that frost, freezing weather and
cold, fall rains do not mix well with soybean harvesting.
“Farmers will, I believe, keep up the pace set this year
in growing soybeans for another season, particularly if the
government needs continue to be as great. The problem of
adjusting the rotation, while disrupting, will be made some
way or other. It is not likely that any great amount of corn
acreage will be pulled out for soybeans, but the other grain
crops will probably give way to this demand. The growing
seriousness of the shortage of help on the farm [due to World
War II] will doubtless be the greatest handicap to overcome
in this program of increasing the acreages of two cultivated
crops that compete for what little extra labor the farmer will
be able to muster.
“But let us keep in mind as farmers that through sheer
necessity, the impossible is being done today in industry,
on the battlefields of North Africa and the Solomons, and in
the stratosphere of central Europe. Our farmers of America,
in spite of bickerings over price ceilings, labor shortages,
and possible inequalities, will in the same stride continue to
keep their end of the doubletree on an even keel in this great
emergency.”
A portrait photo shows J.B. Edmondson. Address:
Clayton, Indiana.
2642. Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et
du Material Colonial. 1943. La culture et le marché du
Soya dans le Middle West des Etats-Unis [The cultivation
of and market for soybeans in the Midwest of the USA].
18(192):11-15. Jan/Feb. [22 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article was written by the unnamed
commercial agent of France in Chicago, Illinois. Address:
France.
2643. Saillenfest, Jean. 1943. La culture du Soya au Portugal
[Cultivation of soybeans in Portugal]. Revue Internationale
des Produits Coloniaux et du Material Colonial 18(192):1819. Jan/Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: Last spring, we learned with interest, 5 tons of
soybean seeds arrived in Portugal from the United States.
These seeds have been on order for a long time by the
government of Portugal and they were expected to be sold at
cost and without any tariff to the farmers desires to cultivate
them.
In effect the soil as well as the climatic conditions
appear clearly to favor Portugal as a place of cultivation,
especially in the southern province of Algarve and in the rich
valleys of the Tage and Mondego rivers.
It should be noted, likewise, that Portugal lies
between the 37 and 42 degrees north latitude, and that this

corresponds rather exactly with the states of the USA which
are the main producers of this seed. This remark becomes
especially important when one realizes the sensitivity of
soybeans to photoperiod.
And Portugal was able to import, this year, not only an
early variety such as the Manchu, but also the late varieties
such as the Mammoth Yellow and the Improved Yellow. In
France, the Mammoth Yellow variety, suited for short days,
flowers only in the south of France and must be planted
rather late.
The seeds imported this year to Portugal permit
the cultivation of 100 ha in addition to the area already
cultivated, a rather small amount to be sure.
This effort has been made possible thanks to the research
of the National Agronomic Station at Sacavem, under the
leadership of its eminent director Prof. A. Camara.
Situated about 12 kilometers to the northeast of Lisbon,
Sacavem lies on the banks of the Tage river, within a fertile
region.
The National Agronomic Station has obtained from
Japan and the USA about 100 soybean varieties which have
been cultivated in the experimental fields.
From among these varieties Prof. Camara has chosen
about 30 which seem to be of greatest interest to Portugal
and which appear in the station’s catalog for 1942. Here is
the list with the number, name, and country of origin, sorted
by number.
8345–Manchuria 13-17, USA.
8346–Dunfield, USA.
8347–Ito San, USA.
8348–Harbinsoy, USA.
8350–Peking, USA.
8351–Illini, USA.
8352–Mandarin, USA.
8353–Wis-Mandchu, USA.
8354–Rikuu 10, Japan.
8355–Akita, Japan.
8356–Rikuu 27, Japan.
8357–Tamatakuri, Japan.
8358–Sennari, Japan.
8359–Yogetsu, Japan.
8360–Sirassaya, Japan.
8361–Ou 1, Japan.
8363–Rikuu 3, Japan.
8364–Aoda, USA.
8364–Aoda, USA.
8369–Creole, USA.
8370–Dixie, USA.
8372–Georgian, USA.
8373–Haberlandt, USA.
8374–Hahto, USA.
8376–Hayseed, USA.
8379–Kura, USA.
8380–Laredo, USA.
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8387–Mansoy, USA.
8389–Mukden, USA.
8391–Palmetto, USA.
8393–Rokusun, USA.
8394–Scioto, USA.
8395–Tokyo, USA.
8396–Virginia, USA.
8400–Large Seeded Tokio, USA.
The research undertaken at Sacavem has as its goal to
study the adaptation of the soybean to the different regions of
Portugal as well as the possibilities of its expansion.
The work of selection at the station was targeted
particularly at obtaining early varieties which were also
productive [high-yielding] and all matured at about the same
time.
The results obtained during the first year of experiments
indicate that the early varieties (less than 120 days) are those
of greatest interest to Portuguese cultivators.
Among these varieties, the following American varieties
are of special interest: Dunfield, Ito-San, Wis-Manchu,
Manchuria 13-17, Peking, and Illini.
Among the medium-early varieties, those of greatest
interest are Sennari, Scioto, Rikuu 29, and Yogetsu. Three of
these come from Japan. All these varieties yield more 2,000
kg/ha. Address: France.
2644. Schad, C. 1943. Possibilités de culture du soya en
France et données pratiques sur cette culture [Possibilities
of cultivating soybeans in France and practical facts on such
cultivation]. Comptes Rendus des Seances de l’Academie
d’Agriculture de France 29(3):103-08. Feb. [3 ref. Fre]
Address: Directeur de la Station d’Amelioration des plantes
de Clermont-Ferrand, France.
2645. McIlroy, G.G. 1943. Problems of the soybean grower.
National Farm Chemurgic Council, Chemurgic Paper No.
210. 3 p. March 25.
• Summary: Presented “at the Ninth Annual Chemurgic
Conference, Chicago, Illinois, March 25, 1943.
“The problems of the soybean grower at this time are on
the wane. He is guaranteed a fair price by our government;
and, in amount he can grow, sky is the limit.
“Those of us who have been soybean growers for the
last twenty-five years well remember times when the price
was low and acreage limited. We feel that our opportunities
today are as promising as ever before. Of course, we do
have problems as in the production of any crop, such as
weather, seed, labor and equipment. These difficulties are
evidenced today by the thousands of acres of unharvested
beans over the soybean belt which are practically worthless
as marketable beans.
“We are continually reading that this catastrophe
was due to lack of labor and equipment only. That is
partially true. But there is another factor which figured

in this situation to a greater degree than most of us will
acknowledge.
“A few weeks ago, I sat in a group of expert farm men.
Some of the number had been growing soybeans successfully
for years and years. Someone asked what we thought to be
the actual key to successful soybean production. An answer
came promptly from the member of the group who, in my
opinion, was the best qualified to give an answer. It was one
word only, and that word was ‘Alertness.’
“How correct he was:
“Webster’s dictionary says ‘alertness’ refers to the
ability to be quick, nimble, to move with celerity, prompt,
ready to take advantage of opportunities. Friends, that’s what
it takes to be a successful soybean grower. Of course, the
principle applies to any successful accomplishment, but it
is especially pertinent and applicable to the growing of our
soybean crop.
“Last fall we had lots of new growers, and among them
our failures in harvesting are most noticeable. These new
growers had not learned to be ‘nimble and quick’ and to take
advantage of opportunities offered.
“It was my personal observation that old growers, with
few exceptions, harvested their entire crops and have already
paid their first installment on their income tax on farm
proceeds so derived.
“Certainly there are exceptions–cases where there was
ample and good reason for failure. Some of my neighbors
would agree with that statement.
“On my own farm we had 175 acres of soybeans. For the
harvesting we had two combines–one 10 foot cut and one 6
foot cut. Although we had made no definite commitments as
to harvesting our neighbors’ beans, it was understood among
my own men that when we finished our crop we would help
anyone in our community who needed assistance. What
happened was this–our ten foot combine broke down after
the first five hours operation, and we had to have some new
castings before it could be started again. This situation was
immediately reported to me, and I telephoned the implement
branch at Columbus where I was told the needed repairs
would have to come from Chicago. I asked that they wire
or telephone at my expense as it was imperative to avoid all
possible delay. I was then told that they had been instructed
not to wire in or telephone in for repairs as they had no
facilities for handling such orders. (One might have thought
he was getting a report from some government agency).
“The final result was that the necessary parts were
received in good shape some time in December after all
chance for combining was past. The order had gone in in
October.
“We finished our 175 acres with the one six foot
combine and helped a neighbor for one day before
combining for 1942 stopped. At present time there are 150
acres of unharvested beans that would have been saved had
we been able to get our repairs promptly. What happened
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to the original plans of these neighbors I don’t know, but it
is evident that they failed to materialize. I will say that my
experience in getting repairs on this occasion was unusual.
I know of no other example of such an extended delay.
However, I do not have much admiration for an implement
manufacturing company who can’t handle telephone orders
for repair parts for a combine under such conditions as
existed in this country last fall.
“The problems of 1943, as I see them, appear to be more
numerous than those encountered last year. In ‘42 we had
good planting conditions pretty generally throughout the
corn belt following the fall of 1941 when it was possible for
the farmers to do a lot of plowing. This fall plowed land in
Ohio gives us our best soybean seed bed. I think that applies
in most of our soybean producing states.
“A minimum of plowing has been done. If we have
a wet spring it will mean that a lot of beans will go in
the ground under improper conditions. In addition to the
problem of overcoming bad soil conditions we are faced with
a shortage of equipment and labor and a chance that spring
crop work will be delayed on many farms on account of man
labor hours necessary to complete last year’s farming–to
harvest the corn and what is left of the soybeans. All in all,
our chances for getting away to a good start are bad. We
may have our ‘43 crop curtailed in the spring as our ‘42
production was at harvest. It will require a Kind Providence
to save us this spring and summer.
“This fall may have more combines, probably will
have less labor, but I would expect to have weather more
favorable to harvesting than we had last year. I am sure many
new growers learned a lot by sad experience, and these men
will be up on their toes when harvest time comes. Many
acres of earlier varieties will be planted. That’s a good idea
as the use of the combine can be extended a week or so if
a portion of the acreage is planted to a soybean such as the
Richland, which is a week earlier than some of the older
main crop varieties.
“The demand for the soybean is unlimited. We farmers
have the incentive to produce, and produce we will. Those of
us who are not favored with an abundance of the ‘alertness’
will try to absorb some from our good farming neighbors.”
Address: President, Farm Management, Inc., Irwin, Ohio.
2646. Allen, Denver I. 1943. Differential growth response
of certain varieties of soybeans to varied mineral nutrient
conditions. Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station,
Research Bulletin No. 361. 43 p. March. Based on his 1942
PhD thesis at University of Missouri. [25 ref]
• Summary: Contains a good review of the literature.
Address: Instructor in Field Crops, Missouri College of
Agriculture, Columbia, Missouri.
2647. Castanie, H. 1943. Mémento de la culture du Soja
[Memorandum on soybean cultivation]. Voix des Colons

(La). March 15. [Fre]*
2648. Kiesselbach, T.A. 1943. Soybeans in Nebraska.
Nebraska History 24(1):25-35. Jan/March. [3 ref]
• Summary: Note: “Address at Annual Meeting, State
Historical Society, September 27, 1941.”
Contents: Adaptation and economics of production
(“While enumerating the various pests which need to be
considered, the jackrabbit should not be forgotten. In some
communities, small isolated plantings of five or ten acres
may be virtually destroyed by this unwelcome guest”).
Composition. Utilization: Feed, food (“Soybeans have an
extremely high value as food for human consumption”),
industrial uses (Regional Soybean Industrial Products
Laboratory located at Urbana, Illinois). Growing the crop:
Crop rotation value, varieties (Illini, Dunfield, Richland),
seedbed preparation, seed inoculation, manner and date of
planting, time of planting, tillage, harvest, threshing and
storage.
Page 28: “In round numbers the following annual
acreages [of soybeans] were grown in Nebraska: 1936, 3,000
acres; 1937, 4,000 acres; 1938, 7,000 acres; 1939, 14,000
acres; 1940, 20,000 acres. The farmer’s chief interest in this
crop has been its use for forage, as evidenced by the official
estimate that only 20% were planted for grain in 1940.”
“Nine varieties were tested at the Station during 1903
and 1904, with an average grain yield of 26.2 bushels per
acre.”
Table: (1) “Summary by five-year periods of annual
yields of soybeans and other crops; maximum and mean
temperatures during the four months, June to September, and
annual precipitation Oct. 1 to Sept. 30 Nebraska Agricultural
Experiment Station, 32 years, 1909-1940.”
(2) “Composition of soybeans and other grains, forage,
and certain by-products.” Address: Univ. of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Nebraska.
2649. Anales de la Sociedad Rural Argentina (Buenos Aires).
1943. La soja [The soybean]. 77(4):347-64. April. [Spa]
• Summary: Discusses the soybean and its cultivation in
Argentina: introduction, instructions for cultivating the
soybean, preparation of the soil, planting, quantity of seeds
per hectare, maintenance and tending of the crop, harvest.
Yield: Production of hay, production for seed, advantages of
growing soybeans.
Cultivation in North America: its importance in the
United States. Chart: Products that can be obtained from
the soybean. Cultivation in Argentina: 300 hectares in 1940
increased to 5,000 ha in 1941. Places in Argentina where
soya was planted in 1941-1942. Uses as feed for different
types of livestock and poultry. Nutritive values for human
and animals.
2650. Browning, G.M. 1943. On the contour: more corn,
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more beans. Farm Science Reporter (Iowa State College)
4(2):7-8. April.
• Summary: In a number of experiments conducted in Iowa
in 1942, the average increase in yields from contour plowing
and planting was 3.2 bushels per acre. Similar results were
obtained in 1943, the average increase in yield for the two
years on 68 fields was 2.7 bushels per acre.
Note: Published by the Iowa Agricultural Experiment
Station and the Iowa Agricultural Extension Service.
Address: Iowa.
2651. Gay, H. 1943. La culture du soya en Tunisie [Soybean
cultivation in Tunisia]. Revue Internationale du Soja
3(17):31-41. March/April. Also in: Bulletin de la Direction
des Affaires Economiques, 2nd trimester, 1936. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: The environment. Climatic factors
affecting soybean trials during 1932-34 near Tunis. Varieties
tested during these years: white seeded and colored, early
and late, those suited for grain vs. forage. Design and
implementation of the trials. Results of the trials: Influence
of the date of planting, of spacing, of the soil type, of the
fertilizer used, of the bacteria used for inoculation, combined
action of the fertilizer and bacteria, of irrigation, crop
management, harvest and yield (of seed and forage; the
highest seed yields came from Mansoy, Virginia, Illini, and
Mandarin; the highest forage yields came from Virginia,
Laredo, and Tarheel Black), the influence of soybean culture
on the following wheat crop. Enquiry and investigation of
farmers who grew soybeans in other parts of the country
(1932-34). Notice and advice concerning soybean varieties
and cultivation addressed to farmers in 1934.
Trials of the utilization of soybean products: Soymilk,
tofu (le fromage de soya), soy coffee, whole dry soybeans
and soy nuts (Soya Légume, soya salés et grillés), soybean
forage. Conclusions. The results are inconclusive. Special
thanks goes to Mr. Serge Livoff, Mr. Chabrolin, and Mr.
Parisot. The latter is directeur du Domaine des Fermes
Françaises de l’Oued Tessa. Address: Conseiller a la
Direction des Affaires Economiques de Tunis.
2652. Argeneaux, George. 1943. Does it pay to plow under
soybean? Sugar Bulletin 21(15):114-16. May 1, 1943. *
• Summary: Results of experiments not conclusive.
Prevailing system of green manures for sugarcane may not
be economically sound.
2653. Planiol, M. 1943. Notes sur la Soja [Notes on soya].
Paris. 36 p. May 12. Unpublished typescript. 30 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: These notes, based largely on extracts from
existing publications, were compiled in Paris during the
month before publication on May 12.
Contents: A word of introduction: History of personal
interest in soybeans, and sources. The soybean around the
world: Climate, acclimatization (USA, Central Europe,

France, England). Characteristics and varieties. The soil.
Preparation of the soil. Fertilizer. Inoculation. Date of
planting. Planting practices (Pratique des semailles).
Maintenance practices (Façons d’entretien). Date of harvest.
Harvesting. Soybean yields. Storage and preservation.
The soybean as a food. Green forage and pasture. Soybean
hay–its production. Soybean hay–its consumption. Mixed
forages. The soybean for ensilage. Soybean seeds as animal
feeds. Soybean cake. Soybean straw. Effect of fertilizers
on soybeans. Enemies of soybeans. Photoperiodism and its
discovery. Views of the future. Henry Ford and the soybean.
In the Introduction, the author explains that upon
arriving in Enfidaville [Enfida, a town in northeast Tunisia]
in Oct. 1912 for a course in agriculture, he first heard about
soybeans at the Colonial School of Agriculture (l’Ecole
Coloniale d’Agriculture) in Tunis, where the crop was being
studied. In July, in the region of Mornag, he had seen the
first field of soybeans (Mammoth variety), which had made a
strong impression on him.
In 1920, I happened to come into contact with Léon
Rouest, a true misunderstood genius who would die a poor
man in 1938, after battling tirelessly for thirty years to
promote soy (soya), spending six years selecting soybeans
from the Soviets, creating some of our best soybean varieties
and writing a book with Mr. de Guerpel that can no longer be
found.
In 1921 his contact with soya was interrupted for 20
years. Then in 1941 he rediscovered the soybean at Rennes,
where Mr. Winter was Director of the Botanical Garden
(Jardin des Plantes), and himself a remarkable geneticist
and convinced experimentalist. Winter introduced Planiol
to The soybean in France, by Blanchard, Marcel (1941),
an excellent book. Blanchard was director of the Station
for Seed Trials (Station d’Essais de Semences) at 33 rue
de Picpus in Paris, where he maintained a collection of
many soybean varieties; in addition he had organized
here a veritable headquarters for soybean trials conducted
throughout France–and all of this (remarkably) on his own
initiative.
Mr. Winter introduced him to Mr. Cuisance at Reims. In
late March 1943 Mr. Blanchard introduced him to many of
the world’s key publications on soybeans–which he cites.
2654. Johnson, Howard W.; Koehler, Benjamin. 1943.
Soybean diseases and their control. Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 1937. 24 p. May.
• Summary: The article is divided into three sections: (1)
Leaf, stem, pod, and seed diseases; (2) Root and crown
diseases; (3) Control measures. Brief accounts are given of
following diseases: (1) Bacterial blight, bacterial pustule,
pod and stem blight, frog-eye spots, brown spot, anthracnose,
downy mildew, Alternaria leaf spot, arsenical injury,
mosaic, chlorosis due to deficiencies of potash, iron, and
nitrogen, seed discolorations associated with Cercospora
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and Alternaria (2) Charcoal rot, sclerotial blight, Fusarium
blight, root rots, and lightning injury. (3) Control measures
include disease resistant varieties, crop rotation, diseasefree seed, seed treatment, and exclusion (constant vigilance
is needed to prevent introduction of new diseases into the
United States).
Concerning seed treatment (p. 23-24): “The results of
tests to determine the value of seed treatment with chemical
disinfectants in controlling seed-borne diseases of soybeans
were reported by the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment
Station in 1925 and 1926 and by the Delaware Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1929. In North Carolina in 1925
the application of formalin solution, corrosive sublimate
solution, and Bayer dust to 2-year-old Mammoth Yellow
soybean seed caused no appreciable reduction in the amount
of bacterial leaf spot and downy mildew on the resulting
plants. Formalin greatly reduced the stand of plants from
these 2-year-old seeds, whereas corrosive sublimate and
Bayer dust greatly increased the stand as compared with
that from untreated seed. These effects on germination were
observed again in North Carolina in 1926 with the Mammoth
Yellow variety. In all the concentrations used, formaldehyde
reduced the germination of the seed very materially, whereas
solutions of Semesan and Uspulun, as well as Bayer and
Semesan dusts, increased the percentage of germination. It
was concluded from these 2 years’ results that formaldehyde
should not be used as a disinfecting agent for soybean seeds
and that the gain in germination due to the use of organic
mercury disinfectants may be sufficient to make soybean
seed treatment profitable entirely apart from any benefit
accruing from control of seed-borne diseases.”
“In 1942 the Oklahoma Agricultural Station reported
that treating seeds of Virginia soybeans with Spergon and
New Improved Ceresan was effective in preventing seed rots
and pre-emergence damping off when the seed was sown in
soil naturally infested with Rhizoctonia solani.”
“Greenhouse tests were conducted at the Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station in 1940 with 23 samples
of soybean seed, and Semesan Jr. and Cuprocide as
disinfectants, and in 1942 with 13 seed samples, and Barbak
C and Spergon as the disinfectants.”
“Summarizing, it appears that suitable seed treatment
will frequently improve the stand of soybeans, especially
when the vitality of the seed is not very high. The use of
certain disinfectants seems to be no deterrent to successful
inoculation of the seed and subsequent solution.”
Contains many photos of soybean diseases on various
parts of the plant, including “Nematode root knot on a
soybean plant grown in Monetta, South Carolina” (p. 20).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2010)
that mentions Spergon, which is a fungicide used in treating
seeds, made by United States Rubber Co., Naugatuck
Chemical Division. Address: 1. Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry; 2. Chief in Crop

Pathology, Illinois Agric. Exp. Station.
2655. Smith, Dwight D. 1943. Soybeans and soil
conservation. Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 469. 16 p. May. [7 ref]
• Summary: On the cover is a photo of contour planting
of soybeans with this caption: “Soybeans can be grown
successfully without serious soil erosion. For conservation
of soil, contour planting and terraces are two of the essential
practices on sloping land for production of this essential seed
crop.
Contents: Summary and conclusion. Introduction.
Erosion under soybeans in rows 42 and 8 inches apart.
Erosion under cover crops with soybeans. Soil condition
and erosion under soybeans. Soil fertility and grain and
hay yields of soybeans. Soil depth and grain yield. The
conservation effect of contouring soybeans. Address: Soils
Dep., Missouri Agric. Exp. Station, and Soil Conservation
Service, USDA cooperating.
2656. Weiss, Martin G. 1943. Inheritance and physiology of
efficiency in iron utilization in soybeans. Genetics 28(3):25368. May. Based on his 1941 PhD thesis, Iowa State College.
[14 ref]
• Summary: “Striking differences in chlorosis typical of iron
deficiency were noted in 1938 among a considerable number
of soybean varieties when tested on calcareous soils for the
first time since their introduction into the United States from
Manchuria.”
The author determined that susceptibility of soybean
PI-54619-5-1 to chlorosis was determined by a single major
gene. Address: Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering,
Agricultural Research Administration, USDA, and Iowa
State College, Ames, Iowa.
2657. Hartz, Jacob. 1943. Soybeans in the south. Chemurgy
Digest. June 30. p. 99-100.
• Summary: “The history of soybeans in the South has been
very brief. Soybeans were first grown for hay and forage
purposes approximately twenty years ago in a very small
way in the Mississippi Valley...
“When the small harvester-threshers, commonly called
combines, were introduced for the harvesting of soybeans,
the acreage increased by leaps and bounds. At that time,
(1933) the cotton reduction program was staged by the Triple
A. This took out of production 13½ million acres of cotton
land in the South and Southwest. Therefore, soybeans really
made the first big increase in acreage a decade ago.
“However, the big impetus to soybean growing in the
South was given when all supplies of vegetable oils and high
protein meals were shut off from the Orient and Southwest
Pacific. Japanese aggression resulted in freighters being
put to uses other than bringing these products to the Pacific
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coast.
“The writer has been growing and selecting adapted
varieties and distributing soybeans as a seedsman in the
South for the past eighteen years” [i.e. since 1926].
“Had Southern farmers and seedsmen insisted on their
colleges of agriculture and experiment stations doing half as
much work in the propagation of new varieties as has been
done in Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, our soybean program for
the South would be much further advanced than it is today.”
“World War II has stopped the flow of vegetable oils and
meal from the Orient and South America to our West Coast.
The War Production Board, acting last year through the
A.A.A., encouraged Southern farmers to triple their soybean
acreage by pegging the price at $1.60 per bushel. This
resulted in the South’s largest production.”
“For several years past the United States Regional
Soybean Research Laboratory has directed a program in the
twelve northcentral soybean growing states. Unfortunately,
their funds were not sufficient to permit work in the South.
However, funds have been made available since January 1
through the Bankhead-Jones Act to enable this laboratory,
working under the direction of the United States Department
of Agriculture Bureau of Plant Industry to carry on the same
type program in twelve southern states including Oklahoma
and Texas. This work is being done with the cooperation of
the colleges of agriculture and experiment stations in those
states.”
“Mr. Jacob Hartz is a member of the Chemurgic
Council, and is recognized as one of the leading authorities
on soybean growing, being Southern Director of the
American Soybean Association. He is owner of the Jacob
Hartz Seed Company at Stuttgart, Arkansas, and is a member
of the Arkansas State Plant Board, representing the Arkansas
Seed Growers’ Association. He has been active in various
seedsmen’s groups including the Southern Seedsmen’s
Association.” Note: This article was adapted from one in
Southern Seedsmen. Address: Owner, Jacob Hartz Seed Co.,
Stuttgart, Arkansas.
2658. Blanc, Louis. 1943. Note sur la culture du soya:
observations personnelles [Note on the cultivation of
soybeans: personal observations]. Revue Internationale du
Soja 3(18):73-75. May/June. [Fre]
Address: Ingénieur-Chimiste Licencié ès-Sciences.
2659. Tovar, Wálter Cevallos. 1943. La soya o poroto soya
(Glycine max). [The soybean or green vegetable soybeans].
Revista de Agricultura (Bolivia) 1(1):35-38. July. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Botanical. Varieties. History. Climate
and soil. Inoculation. Planting. Crop rotation.
History: The soybean originated in southeast Africa
[sic]. Address: Director, School of Agronomy, “Las Cuadras”
Station [Bolivia].

2660. Enfield, Geo. H. 1943. More soybeans, please. Better
Crops with Plant Food 27(7):23-25, 48-49. Aug/Sept.
• Summary: One key to increasing soybean yields is to
make sure they have adequate plant foods (fertilizers).
Tests at Purdue Univ. have shown the importance of this. In
particular they need adequate potash and phosphate.
“Indiana’s war-time fertilizer recommendations for
soybean production include:
“Lime all very acid soils at the rate needed for red
clover.
“Where soybeans are drilled in rows for cultivation,
apply with a divider fertilizer attachment up to 150 pounds
per acre of the phosphate-potash mixture recommended for
corn, usually an 0-20-20, or 0-12-12.
“On soils low in productivity, plow under 300 to 500
pounds of the above phosphate-potash mixture recommended
for corn. On potash-deficient soils, use the 0-9-27 mixture
at the rate of 500 pounds per acre.” Address: Purdue Univ.
Agricultural Extension Service, Lafayette, Indiana.
2661. Ettinger, Akiva. 1943. [The cultivation of soya beans].
Hassadeh (Tel Aviv) 23:316-18. July/Aug. [Heb]*
• Summary: The text is in Hebrew.
2662. Garnier, Ed. 1943. Notes sur le Soya [Notes about
soybeans]. Revue Internationale du Soja 3(19):101-03. July/
Aug. [12 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: The richness of the soybean
(especially in oil {18%} and protein {about 38-40%}).
Choice of land (terrain). Choice of varieties. Method of
cultivation. Planting (semailles). Harvesting the soybean.
Soy flour on the farm (The soybean is most suited to the
south of France {Le Midi de la France}).
2663. Garnier, Edmond. 1943. Notes sur le soya [Notes on
soybeans]. Revue Internationale du Soja 3(19):101-03. July/
Aug. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: The richness of soya (in oil, protein,
and yields). Choice of terrain. Choice of varieties. Method of
cultivation. Sowing. Harvest: Soy coffee, use of soy in foods.
Soy flour on the farm: Well-dried soybeans can be milled
easily.
2664. Matagrin, Am. 1943. La culture sur eau, ou sur sable,
ou gravier humecté [The cultivation of plants in water
[hydroponics], or in sand or in moistened gravel]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 3(19):97-100. July/Aug. [12 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is mainly an American invention,
which dates from 5-6 years ago. It was first explained in a
1938 brochure by Hoagland and Arnon of the California
agricultural experiment station titled “The water-culture
method for growing plants without soil” (updated in 1950).
Address: Technical Adviser of the National Soybean Center
(Conseiller technique du Centre National du Soya).
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2665. Probst, A.H. 1943. Border effect in soybean nursery
plots. J. of the American Society of Agronomy 35(9):662-66.
Aug. [5 ref]
• Summary: “One of the most important factors in
connection with breeding soybeans is the accurate evaluation
of new strains in the yield-testing program. This is especially
true when testing strains in which there is not much spread in
the yields. Published data on plot technics with this crop are
very limited.
“In an effort to evaluate some of the present plot
technics used in soybean testing, a study of border effect
was undertaken at Lafayette, Indiana, by the U.S. Regional
Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory and Purdue
University Agricultural Experiment Station cooperating, with
four varieties of soybeans. The work was conducted over the
4-year period from 1938 to 1941, inclusive.
“The data of Arny and Hayes show increases in yield
resulting from border effect from only the sides of plots
which varied from 7.9 to 15.3% with an average of 12.5%
in oats, from 14.1 to 23.7% with an average of 18.4% in
wheat, and from 21.1 to 45.8% with an average of 26.3% in
barley. They observed a rearrangement in yield rank due to
border effect and decided to remove the plants from an area
at least 1 foot wide within the margins of variety test plots
to obliterate border effect.” Address: U.S. Regional Soybean
Industrial Products Lab., Urbana, Illinois; and Purdue Univ.
Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
2666. Riede, Wilhelm. 1943. La culture du Soya en Europe
[Soybean cultivation in Europe]. Revue Internationale du
Soja 3(19):87-89. July/Aug. [Fre]
Address: Prof., Inst. of Agricultural Botany, University of
Bonn, Germany.
2667. Bunnell, D.J. 1943. The soybean processor, yesterday
and today. National Farm Chemurgic Council, Chemurgic
Paper No. 267. 3 p. Sept. 29.
• Summary: Presented “at the Fourth Mid-American
Chemurgic Conference, Cincinnati, Ohio, September 29,
1943.
“Today I take pride in speaking before this Chemurgic
Conference as a representative of an established industry,
hardly matured to the point that we may say it is entirely
out of its infancy–yet definitely occupying a place among
agricultural industries of recognized primary importance to
the war effort.
“Today’s second two hundred million bushel crop of
soybeans is assurance that production is becoming stabilized
upon a plane of permanent, large volume that assures its
place in the scheme of American agriculture. Upon the eve
of the harvest of this second large crop–a crop that may even
surpass the one harvested a year ago–it is fitting that we
look back over the road that has been traveled and then look

forward to the possibilities of the future.
“It stands out that the early endeavors of the visionary
pioneer fathers of the soybean industry have been followed
by achievements far beyond their expectation. In the
beginning, the task was a simple one of converting soybeans
into only two products: soybean oil and soybean meal. Today
soybean products are being multiplied and operations are
becoming more complex. The process of diversification is
finding and opening new channels of consumption. We have
progressed into a transition period.
“In the early 1920’s, farmers had to be convinced that
soybean acreage had a profitable place in his plan of rotation.
The first objective was attained by guaranteeing the farmer
a satisfactory return upon his acreage planted to beans.
When convinced that he was assured a market, the farmer
and his neighbors increased acreage from year to year until
production expanded to the point that finally terminated in
today’s two hundred million bushel crop.
“Then it was necessary to teach the farmer the value of
soybean protein. It was a slow uphill struggle to introduce
something new, especially when other products were being
satisfactorily used to meet the feeders’ needs. Gradually
it became recognized that soybean meal was a desirable
and result-producing feed for all classes of livestock. Once
convinced of its value, the farmer used it in ever-increasing
volume.
“After several years of effort in educating the farmer
to the use of expeller soybean meal, a new start had to be
made when extracted soybean meal began to be produced in
volume. At first there was considerable sale’s resistance to
this new type of meal because of the difference in appearance
and taste. This was overcome by subjecting extracted meal
to a toasting process which made it palatable and gave it
the physical appearance that the farmer associated with
vegetable protein concentrates.
“In addition to the problem of soybean meal distribution
was the necessity of finding a market in the industrial
and edible fields for increasing-quantities of soybean oil.
Imported soybean oil had been used in varying degrees
for industrial purposes long before soybeans were grown
in commercial quantities in this country. Therefore, basic
acceptance in this field was established and the problem was
one of developing specific types of oil for specific purposes.
There was no such experience to give impetus to the use
of soybean oil for edible purposes. Its high iodine number,
rightly or wrongly, gave soybean oil the reputation of being
an oil not too desirable in the edible field. It was considered
to have drying characteristics that adapted it best to technical
uses and to the paint industry. The major objection to the
use of soybean oil for edible purposes was its tendency
to oxidize rapidly. It could not be satisfactorily stabilized
for use in food products to insure keeping qualities.
Without doubt, hydrogenation eliminated the objectionable
characteristics of liquid soybean oil. This was rapidly
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recognized by the edible trade with the result that soybean
oil was used in increasing proportions in oleomargarine and
shortening until a place was gained in the best quality and
most highly advertised products on the market.
“While these adjustments were taking place, facilities
were being expanded and crushing machinery was being
improved. The original equipment of the pioneer soybean
processor was an expeller that was hardly able to convert,
in a twenty-four hour run, more than 150 to 200 bushels of
soybeans into oil and soybean meal.
“The early years developed a persistent search for
more efficient equipment, for success could be gained only
through larger capacity and higher oil out-turn.
“It was logical for the soybean processor to turn his eyes
to Europe to study the solvent extraction processes that were
being used there in processing various types of vegetable oil
seeds. Economics had compelled the European to develop
oil extraction to the highest possible point of efficiency. This
efficiency is best illustrated by the fact that the extraction
process leaves hardly one percent oil in the resulting meal,
while expeller soybean meal will average an oil content of
about five percent.
“The first complete solvent extraction units were
imported from Germany in the middle 1930’s. It took only
a few short years for the industry to recognize the innate
advantages of the extraction process. Use of this type of
equipment today approximates twenty-two percent of the
capacity of the industry, and is still being expanded so
rapidly that it can now be envisioned as the type of operation
that shall completely dominate the industry in the future.
“While these changes were in progress, the improvement
of expeller machinery was not being neglected. Compared
to the early low-capacity expellers, today’s new models can
carry a load up to one thousand bushels for each twenty-four
hour period,
“The soybean industry arrived at its first milestone at the
beginning of the World War. It had come of age. So recently
responsible for a revolution in the use of mid-western
acreage it now finds itself rated as one of the essential
contributors to America’s agricultural effort toward victory.
“Soybean oil filled the gap that resulted when sources of
imported oils–the world over–were shut off. Soybean meal
is the major source for protein concentrate so necessary to
the development of the unprecedented animal population,
required by the War Food Program. War conditions, for the
first time, have emphasized the importance of soya protein
in the human diet. Soybean flour under the stimulus given by
army, navy, lend-lease and domestic demand has been found
to be not only a valuable substitute for foods not available
now but an important ingredient, in its own right, in the
human diet.
“These brief references give only the highlights of the
adaptation of soybean usage in the war effort. No statement
would be complete without allusion to other well established

uses such as soybean casein, glues, lecithin, fractionated oils,
isolated proteins and the adaptation of soybean oil for special
uses as in the case of synthetic rubber.
“Today we have an established industry. We have
arrived at a period of transition, a natural growth
development after intensive, short pioneering years. Are we
going to maintain the present status of rapid advancement
and development or are we going to relax in order that we
may view, with satisfaction, past accomplishments? The past
records, I believe, entitle us to take a dynamic viewpoint
toward the future. Research now being conducted is opening
new horizons. We have arrived at the stage of specialization;
the adaptation of new products to new uses. I shall not try
to predict the problems that are to be faced–they are many.
It can be stated without hesitation and without reservation
that this newly established industry will face the future
with confidence and serve the nation in the problems of
peace with the same initiative and vigor it has shown in the
problems of war.” Address: Vice President, Central Soya Co.,
Chicago, Illinois.
2668. Cartter, J.L. 1943. Save weather-damaged soybeans:
Our country needs this crop. USDA Agricultural War
Information (AWI) AWI-71. 11 p. Sept. [4 ref]
• Summary: “If the fall season is unfavorable, soybean
growers should be prepared to protect their harvests from
weather damage that may result from late plantings.
“How to handle a late crop: Cut the crop immediately it
is ready. Frosted soybeans may combine very well if frost is
followed by dry weather. But don’t risk the weather too long.
“To facilitate handling and to keep down moisture
content, harvest frosted or rain-damaged beans as late in the
day as practicable.
“Use every precaution to keep down the moisture
content, especially if it already exceeds 13 or 14 percent.
Spread the beans thinly on bin floor and turn often. If there
is much chaff or dirt, have them cleaned, or send them to a
commercial elevator that has facilities to care for them.
“Beans may be dried artificially by using forced air at
moderate temperatures. High temperatures will dry them; but
under too rapid drying they will lose in test weight and may
suffer a lowering of grade or a loss of viability.
“For soybeans with less than 14 percent moisture,
Commodity Credit Corporation is authorizing a premium
over base price–and a discount for those over 14 percent.
“Under official standards all types of damage are
considered together. The maximum total damage in the
various grades is as follows:
“2 percent in No. 1
“3 percent in No. 2
“5 percent in No. 3
“8 percent in No. 4.
“Soybeans usually are the driest, keep the best under
farm storage conditions, and give the best germination the
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following spring.
“Seed from fields harvested late in fall is more apt to
be high in moisture content, contain more weather-damaged
beans, and have a lower viability than seed from early
combined fields. The moisture content of soybean seed is
the factor that controls their keeping well in storage. One
precaution to observe, especially with weather-damaged
seed, is to be sure that the moisture content is low enough to
prevent molding and heating in the bin.
“What to do about it next year: It is important to plant
adapted varieties of soybeans. The kinds that are a little too
late for a given section are very apt to be those that give
the highest yield during seasons favored by late fall frosts.
For this reason some varieties are at times planted farther
north than the region to which they are safely adapted under
ordinary conditions. These are the beans usually damaged
most severely by frost.
“It is strongly recommended that farmers consult State
agricultural experiment stations for information on the
proper varieties to grow in any specific locality. It is also
recommended that seed be tested for germination before
planting, to insure adequate stands and prompt emergence.
If seed with a moisture content above 12 percent has been
stored over winter, a germination report obtained during the
winter months may indicate a viability that will be higher
then than at the time of spring planting. This is due to bin
damage that may occur during the warmer temperatures
that are usually experienced late in spring. When in doubt,
the safest procedure is to obtain a germination test before
planting time in spring.
“For further information on the subject of soybean
production, write to the Office of Information, Department of
Agriculture, for any of the following publications:
“Farmers’ Bulletin 1520, Soybeans: Culture and
Varieties.
“Farmers’ Bulletin 1605, Soybean Hay and Seed
Production.
“Farmers’ Bulletin 1617, Soybean Utilization.
“Farmers’ Bulletin 1937, Soybean Diseases and Their
Control.
“The State agricultural experiment station will have
information on the best varieties to grow and the best cultural
practices for a given locality.
“Facts are Ammunition: Listen to Department of
Agriculture radio network broadcasts for facts about wartime
farming and homemaking.
The National Farm and Home Hour gives farmers facts
from the Department of Agriculture about the changing
war needs for their products, information on Government
programs to help meet production goals, and policy
discussions by agricultural war leaders. It gives homemakers
facts about food supplies, ideas on how to save food and
clothing, and suggestions on keeping families well fed under
rationing.

“Consumer Time presents a dramatized story and
discussion combined with the expert advice of a guest
authority. These broadcasts present to the consumer the
latest facts on conservation, nutrition, rationing, and the
wise purchase and use of food, clothing, and household
equipment, together with practical tips on wartime living.
“Listen to–National Farm and Home Hour:
“Monday through Friday over stations associated with
the Blue Network.
“12:30 p.m. Eastern War Time.
“11:30 a.m. Central War Time.
“10:30 a.m. Mountain War Time.
“6:15 a.m. Pacific War Time. (In California, Oregon, and
Washington the early morning broadcasts are the programs
presented the previous day in other parts of the country.)
“The National Farm and Home Hour is available to all
Blue Network stations.
“Listen to–Consumer Time
“Saturday over stations associated with the National
Broadcasting Company.
“12:15 p.m. Eastern War Time.
“11:15 a.m. Central War Time.
“10:15 a.m. Mountain War Time.
“9:15 a.m. Pacific War Time.
“Consumer Time is available to all NBC stations.
Consult radio schedule in local newspapers for stations
carrying the program.” Address: Senior Agronomist,
Director, U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana, Illinois.
2669. Gibson, R.M.; Lovvorn, R.L.; Smith, B.W. 1943.
Response of soybeans to experimental defoliation. J. of the
American Society of Agronomy 35(9):768-78. Sept. [6 ref]
• Summary: Summary: “5. Weights of stems and roots were
inversely related to severity of defoliation treatments.
“6. Any degree of defoliation resulted in a decrease in
the weight of seed produced. Yields tended to be inversely
related to the severity of the defoliation.
“7. Defoliation treatments caused greater reductions
in seed yields of Tokyo than of Biloxi, but Tokyo produced
more beans under all treatments.” Address: Dep. of
Agronomy, North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Raleigh, NC.
2670. Proceedings of the Agricultural Society of Trinidad
and Tobago. 1943. Soya beans. 43(Part 3):213-14. For the
quarter ending Sept. 1943.
• Summary: “In these days when attention is being turned to
any agricultural product which can be used as food for man
or animals or which can be manufactured into a commodity
to replace another which cannot at present be imported
under war conditions it is not surprising that much attention
is being given to the Soya Bean from which such a large
number of commodities are already being manufactured.
“The Soya Bean is not commonly grown in Trinidad and
people are asking why this crop does not figure more largely
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among our cultivations. There are two reasons; one, that it
is a crop more suitable to countries of lower rainfall, and
secondly, it hardly pays to grow where cultivation methods
are still in the hand forking stage.
“A fairly wide range of varieties has been grown in
Trinidad at one time and another, but only two have proved
successful. These are the Yellow Mammoth or Venezuelan
Yellow variety and the Otootan variety, the former of which
can be grown for culinary purposes. The Otootan is more of
a hay type...
“Under Trinidad conditions Soya Beans do not retain
viability for very long and poor germination often results
from seeds kept over from one year to the next.”
“These are the difficulties which would attend
commercial plantings, but better success may be expected in
garden plots where small quantities of seed may be sown at
a time and where it is not necessary always to wait until the
seeds reach maturity before reaping.
“For culinary purposes the types with hairless pods can
be reaped young and cooked in the pods, or when the seeds
are well grown but still green they may be extracted from the
pods and cooked as pigeon peas. The mature and dried beans
may be cooked like dry pigeon peas.”
2671. Kollmorgen, Walter M. 1943. The soybean goes to
college. Tennessee Planner 4(1):15-20. Sept/Oct.
• Summary: The author was invited to lunch at Madison
by E.M. Bisalksi, who is in charge of the food research and
production program. The menu, typical of the meatless meals
served on the campus, included: Meatless meat balls (Yum),
fresh soymilk, Zoy-Koff (coffee substitute), margarine (75%
soybean oil), and bread (made in part from soybean flour).
“It should be noted that in the above menu animal foods and
animal products are completely absent, with the exception
of a small portion of cream used in the Zoy-Koff... Cans
of Madison Foods substitutes for milk and meat carry the
words “Contains no animal products.” These food were not
developed to stretch meat ration points during the war; some
of them are nearly 20 years old.
Large photos on a 2-page spread show the following
Madison products: Wheatasoy, Kreme O’Soy (sliced bread),
Kreme O’Soy (canned soymilk), bottled soymilk, Yum,
Zoyburger, Soy Cheese, Kreme O’Soy Butter Muffins,
Stake-Lets, Not-Meat, Vigorost, and Zoy-Koff.
“Dr. Floyd Bralliar, Vice President of Madison College,
has for years conducted experiments with soybean varieties.
In this work he is closely associated with experts in the
United States Department of Agriculture. Dr. Bralliar
believes that Tennessee farmers can profitably devote more
acreage to the soybean. He holds that canneries will do well
to can more fresh soybeans...” Address: Research Director,
Tennessee State Planning Commission.
2672. Planiol, Maurice. 1943. Vue d’ensemble sur la culture

du soya [Overview of the culture of soybeans]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 3(20):104-36. Sept/Oct. [12 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Much of this long, detailed article consists
of quotations from other publications, many of them from
the USA. Contents: A word of introduction (including
important books about soy). The soybean around the world.
The climate. Acclimatization: America, Central Europe,
France, England (J.L. North, Royal Botanical Society of
London, Henry Ford). Characteristics and varieties. The
soil. Preparation of the soil. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Date of
planting. Method and details of planting. Crop maintenance
(weeding and dealing with disease). Date of harvest.
Method or practice of harvesting. Soybean yields (17-27
quintals/ha is considered good). Storage and conservation.
The soybean as a food (in East Asia, in Europe). Forage
and pasture. Soybean hay and how to produce it. Soybean
hay–consumption. Mixed forages. The soybean for silage /
ensilage. Soybean plants with their beans intact as feed for
animals (e.g. hogging off). Soybean straw. The fertilizing
effect of soybeans (by fixing nitrogen in the soil). Soybeans
in crop rotation. Enemies of the soybean (including rabbits).
The selection of soybeans according to Léon Rouest (his key
book is Le Soya française. Rouest also discusses Le Jardin
Potager, by Pierre Joigneaux, which does not mention the
soybean). Photoperiodism and its discovery. Views of the
future. Henry Ford and soybeans.
2673. Uyeda, Shigeo. 1943. How to grow soybeans. Hawaii
Farm and Home 6(10):27, 46. Oct. *
• Summary: Discusses the results of field trials at the
McBryde Sugar Co., Kauai.
2674. Tervet, Ian W. 1943. Improper storage of soybeans
oftentimes causes injurious molds: reason for many stunted
slow-growing plants and improperly ripened seed. Seed
World 54(10):8-9, 46. Nov. 19.
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.
2675. Morse, W.J.; Stuart, W.M., Jr. 1943. Vegetable
varieties of soybeans. Washington, DC: Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 6 p. Nov. [12
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nutritive value of the
soybean. Classification of varieties as to use and maturity
(very early is 100 days or less; very late is 161 days or
more. The two types by use are “green vegetable” and “dry
edible”). Soil and climatic adaptations. Preparation of the
seedbed. Fertilizers and lime. Inoculation. Time of seeding.
Method, rate, and depth of seeding. Cultivation. Harvesting
and shelling green vegetable beans. Harvesting and threshing
mature beans. Utilization: Shelled green soybeans, mature
soybeans. Enemies of soybeans. Seed supplies of vegetable
varieties. Publications.
“About 10 years ago agricultural explorers in the Orient
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collected more than 100 varieties of soybeans that were
used solely as green vegetable or dry edible beans. The term
‘vegetable varieties’ has been applied to such edible types
to distinguish them from varieties grown for other purposes.
These varieties, differing in size, shape, and color of seed
and ranging in maturity from 85 to 165 days, have been
under test for the past 8 or 9 years at various experiment
stations throughout the United States and its insular
possessions.
“In extensive tests of the cooking quality and
composition of the green and dry soy beans made by the
Federal Bureau of Home Economics and by the Departments
of Home Economics of various agricultural colleges and
experiment stations, the vegetable varieties have proved
to be much superior to the field varieties in flavor, texture,
and ease of cooking. Some varieties have also been judged
superior for the manufacture of bean milk, flour, and other
food products.”
“Classification of varieties as to use and maturity.”
“The recommended uses and classification as to the length
of growing season of the following vegetable varieties are
based on observations made at Arlington Farm: [Arlington,
Virginia]: A table shows:
Very early (100 days or less): Green vegetable: Agate,
Giant Green, Hidatsa, Sac, Sioux. Dry edible: Giant Green,
Sac.
Early (101-110 days): Green vegetable: Bansei, Chusei,
Etum, Goku, Kanro, Kanum, Waseda. Dry edible: Bansei,
Chusei, Etum, Goku, Kanro, Kanum, Waseda.
Medium Early (111-120 days): Green vegetable:
Emperor, Fuji, Hakote, Hiro, Hokkaido, Jogun, Kura, Osaya,
Sato, Shiro, Sousei, Suru, Tastee, Toku, Willomi, Wolverine.
Dry edible: Emperor, Fuji, Hokkaido, Jogun, Osaya, Sousei,
Suru, Toku, Willomi, Wolverine.
Medium (121-130 days): Green vegetable: Funk
Delicious, Hahto, Illington, Imperial. Dry edible: Funk
Delicious, Illington, Imperial.
Medium late (131-140 days): Green vegetable: Aoda,
Chame, Higan, Rokusun. Dry edible: Easycook, Higan,
Rokusun.
Late (141 to 160 days): Green vegetable: Edsoy, Green
and Black, Jackson, Jefferson, Nanda. Dry edible: Edsoy,
Jefferson, Nanda.
Very late (161 days or more): Green vegetable:
Cherokee, Seminole. Dry edible: Seminole.
“In general, the method of planting vegetable soybeans
is practically the same as that of field varieties except that
they are always planted in rows far enough apart to permit
cultivation. Three feet has been found a satisfactory distance
between rows, although the very early varieties may be
planted in 2-foot rows.”
Note: To see refinement in Morse’s thinking, compare
this with a similar article written about two years earlier:
Morse, W.J. 1941. “Shanghaied... a super food.” Soybean

Digest. July. p. 4-5, 10. Address: 1. Senior Agronomist; 2.
Asst. Agronomist. Both: Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases,
USDA, Washington, DC.
2676. Hochbaum, H.W. 1943. Shall we plant soybeans in the
Victory Garden? In: U.S. Food Distribution Administration,
War Food Administration, ed. 1943. Soybeans and Soya
Products. Program for Meeting of Interdepartmental
Nutrition Coordinating Committee. 25 p. See p. 7-8. Dec. 7.
• Summary: “One of our aims in the Victory Garden
Program is to encourage more people to plant the kinds of
vegetables that are of greatest value in protecting health,
and which at the same time are fairly easy to grow. Now
some of the vegetable varieties of soybeans fill this need
admirably, and everything should be done to encourage
greater plantings by home gardeners. Soybeans are easily
grown, they yield well, and they are rich in food value. The
fresh green soybeans are very rich in vitamin A, especially
the varieties that are deepest green in color. They are also
a very good source of thiamine (vitamin B-1), and a good
source of riboflavin (vitamin G) The fresh green soybeans
are very rich in vitamin A” and thiamin, and are a good
source of riboflavin (vitamin G [sic, vitamin B-2]) we are
told in Leaflet 166 of the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
entitled ‘Soybeans for the Table.’ Moreover people learn to
like soybeans as a fresh vegetable.
“Some varieties come to bearing in mid-August, and
other later, so that by a selection of proper varieties, we
can have them in bearing here until November. Especially
valuable they are in areas where the gardens so often dry
out in summer, for soybeans stand dry soil pretty well and
yield something green when some of the garden is on strike.
Therefore, soybeans deserve every consideration, for one of
the problems of the Victory gardener is to plan and cultivate
the garden so that it produces to the fullest in late summer.
“Mr. Werner Meyer on the Federal staff of the Extension
Service had a fine Victory garden in Bethesda, Maryland this
year, and said his garden was the finer and more enjoyable
because of the excellent yield he obtained from green soya.
His family enjoyed them fresh from the garden, and through
the winter they will enjoy the canned soybeans put up during
the summer.
“The Extension Service of the University of Tennessee
found that three kinds of soybeans averaged 1 1/3 cups of
shelled beans to three feet of row. The yield, however, has
been exceeded by some gardeners who have good soil and
favorable growing conditions. In fact, Mr. William J. Morse
(who spoke to us earlier and whose name will be linked
permanently with soybeans not only in the Department of
Agriculture but throughout the United States) has told me
that some of the vegetable varieties of soybeans yield from
two to two and one-half times as much as our common lima
beans.
“Mr. Morse recommends the following varieties for
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the Eastern and Central States: Hokkaido, Jogun, Imperial,
and Kanro. Giant Green and Tastee are two early varieties
recommended to enable enthusiasts to lengthen the season
of production. For the Southern States, Seminole, Edsoy
[Delsoy], Nanda and Rokusun are recommended. For those
who have room and want to grow small dry beans for
sprouts, the well known Bansai is suggested.
“Soybeans should be grown in rows 24-30 inches apart.
Therefore, it may not be practical to grow them in the small
Victory gardens, say gardens less than 30 x 50 feet. Too
many Victory gardeners planted corn, potatoes, cucumbers,
and other space-taking crops in 1943. Such crops do not
yield enough in small gardens, and in planting them the
Victory gardener sacrifices space that might be given to other
vegetables that yield more commensurately.
“Soybeans should be planted at corn planting time when
the ground is warm and all danger from late frost is past.
The seeds should be planted about one inch deep and three
inches apart in the row. At this rate, one pound of seed will
plant about 400 feet of row. The seeds preferably should be
inoculated with a soybean culture before planting.
“The crop is cultivated like corn or any other garden
vegetables. The beans are ready for use when the pods turn
yellow green. This is from 100 to 130 days after planting.
“So far as pests go, soybeans have one advantage and
one disadvantage. The Mexican bean beetle which is such a
pest on our common snap beans does not bother soybeans if
other beans are nearby. But oh! how the rabbits love them.
Some Eastern Victory Gardeners plant soybeans to lure the
rabbits away from the snap beans.
“Shall we plant soybeans in the Victory garden? Well,
if we want a delightful fresh green vegetable in late summer
and fall, one that is easily grown and yields well, we will by
all means plant soybeans–that is, provided we have enough
space and a fairly long growing season. And on farms and in
the larger Victory gardens in town and suburbs, we should
also increase our plantings to have soys to can, to dry,
and for sprouts.” Address: Extension Service, WFA (War
Food Administration), and Chairman of Victory Garden
Committee.
2677. Pariser Zeitung (La). 1943. La culture du soya en
Roumanie [The cultivation of soybeans in Romania]. Dec.
19. [Fre]*
• Summary: In 10 years, the area cultivated to soybeans has
increased from 1,400 to 84,000 hectares.
2678. Drown, Marion Julia. 1943. Soybeans and soybean
products as food. USDA Miscellaneous Publication No. 534.
14 p. Dec. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nutritive value of
soybeans: Why soybean protein is important, minerals
and vitamins of soybeans, the fat of soybeans–soybean
oil. Recent increase in soybean production [in the USA].

Soybean products: Soya flour, soya grits, flakes and meats,
soya with sausage and in soup. Soybeans as a green or dried
vegetable: Varieties, growing and harvesting, preparation and
cooking. Soybean “milk.” Soybean curd. Soybean sprouts.
(Note: A description is given of how to make the three
previous foods at home.) Other edible soybean products (Soy
sauce, Worcestershire sauce, soya crackers and breakfast
foods, a coffee substitute, and salted soys [soynuts]).
“In 1942 nearly 210 million bushels of soybeans were
produced on about 11 million acres [yield = 19.1 bushels/
acre]. If the 4.6 million acres on which soybean plants were
grown for forage and other purposes are added to this figure,
only five other crops–corn wheat, hay, oats, and cotton–
occupied more land in the United States in that year. These
figures contrast strikingly with those of 1924, when less than
5 million bushels of soybeans were harvested from 448,000
acres” [yield = 11.16 bushels/acre]. Figure 1 shows soybean
production in the USA (in million bushels) from 1924 to
1942. The rapid increase in production began in 1934. In
1942 production doubled as a result of wartime needs.
“Soybean meats are split or coarsely ground soybeans,
dehulled and debittered. They are chiefly used in place of
roasted peanuts in confectionery and baked goods, but they
can also be cooked and eaten like navy beans.
Vegetable soybeans make an excellent Victory Garden
crop. “The most suitable varieties for green shelled or dried
beans have straw-yellow or olive-yellow seeds that cook
easily and have a mild flavor.” A table (p. 8) shows: “Some
of the desirable garden varieties for green and dried beans,
classified as to their length of growing season” (from Morse
& Stuart, Nov. 1943). State experiment stations can usually
supply information about the “seeds of vegetable varieties
of soybeans... Many State experiment stations furnish pure
cultures of soybean bacteria at cost, and commercial seed
firms also sell them” (p. 9).
“When soybeans follow corn on fertile land, they should
produce a good crop without direct application of fertilizers.
The use of fertilizers, however, is recommended on sandy
soils or soils of low fertility, the best results being obtained
with stable manure or superphosphate and muriate of potash.
Wood ashes may be used if the potash is not available.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2005) that uses the word “debittered” (or
“debitter,” “debitters,” or “debittering”) in connection with
flavor problems in soybeans. Most early documents that
used the term were written in German. Address: Associate
editor, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering.
2679. Earley, E.B. 1943. Minor element studies with
soybeans. I. Varietal reaction to concentrations of zinc in
excess of the nutritional requirement. J. of the American
Society of Agronomy 35(12):1012-23. Dec. [21 ref]
• Summary: There is usually considerable variation among
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plant varieties of a given species in reaction to temperature,
drought, disease, insects, etc. It is likewise known that plant
varieties react differently in the absorption and metabolism
of at least some of the chemical elements. “Hudson Manchu
[Canadian soybean variety] will successfully tolerate 8 and
perhaps 12 times the external concentration of zinc as will
Peking.”
This is “A contribution for the former U.S. Regional
Soybean Industrial Products Lab., Urbana, Illinois, a
cooperative organization...” Address: Asst. Agronomist,
Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, U.S. Dep. of
Agriculture.
2680. Jacklin, Arden W. 1943. There’s a future for soybeans
in state of Washington. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 6, 12.
• Summary: Editor’s introduction: “The crop has been
successful under irrigation, says Arden W. Jacklin, of the
Jacklin Seed Company, who have been growing it since
1935. Condensation of an address before the Washington
State Farm Chemurgic Committee.
“We of the Jacklin Seed Company were intrigued
several years ago with the possibilities of soybean production
and the challenge existent in those possibilities.
“In 1935 we started actual growing tests and trials with
the most common strains and varieties of oil or field type
soybeans, There was no definite background information
other than that the state experiment stations in the Inland
Empire were not enthusiastic regarding the possibilities of
soybean production based upon their growing trials. Our
trials were located on the Garrison gravelly loam soil under
irrigation in the Spokane Valley of eastern Washington.
“Without going into detail about these early experiments
let us say that we became thoroughly involved with nonadapted strains and varieties, and more important, with the
cultural problems of production. At that time we nearly gave
up our trials. None of our soybeans showed promise.
“In 1936 we gave our soybeans another trial and
included several new rather specialized strains. In that year
we were pleased with the showing made by an unnamed
strain secured from Wisconsin. For want of a better or true
name it has since been called ‘Jacklin’s Soybean.’
“This bean under the condition where it was grown
produced well and matured satisfactorily. The seed quality
was excellent having good size, viability and color. Tests
of oil and protein content showed that the seed compared
very favorably with standards for soybean seed. From this
point on we devoted our time to cultural problems of the
production of this one soybean–and they were numerous.
Among other things we raised our seeding rate per acre from
30 pounds up to 90 pounds. Depth of planting was adjusted
from two to three inches, common with garden seed beans,
to an inch and a half or shallower. Cultivation techniques
for the control of weeds after the soybeans had sprouted and

were above ground were developed. Soil fertilizing tests
were conducted. Planting equipment and other problems
were studied. But the biggest problem of all, inoculation,
remained as a major obstacle.
“We don’t know just what is, or has been, wrong.
We only know that to date, in general, we have not been
getting proper and sufficient inoculation. Several methods
of artificial inoculation have been tried. Strain trials of
inoculating bacteria within the type that work with soybeans
have been conducted and improved bacteria or selected
strains are being bred for soybeans in the Pacific Northwest.
“We have been able to secure first year partial or crown
inoculation but we have not economically secured in the first
year, coverage of the entire root system, or what we term
sufficient inoculation.
“Increased: We must have, at least in our present terms
of thinking–heavy or complete inoculation of powerful
adapted strains of soybean inoculating bacteria to grow
soybeans successfully. Seed yield, seed quality, growth,
maturity, in fact, the entire productive capacity of soybeans
seems to be intimately governed by inoculation.
“We don’t thoroughly understand the soybean
inoculation problem and admittedly haven’t solved it.
“In 1940 our company had increased the Jacklin
Soybean to some 200,000 pounds. We were securing yields
in the Spokane Valley of up to 38 bushels of seed or 16
to 22 tons of green manure per acre on a field basis. At
that time the Centennial Flouring Mills were interested
in the industrial development of soybeans and bought
the seed with all the industrial development rights to it
with the idea of testing soybeans further for widespread
production. Their testing was over a two-year period and was
supplemented by the Jacklin Seed Company’s assistance by
previous agreement. This work was carried on through seed
production contracts with farmers and through test plots with
state and local chapters of Smith Hughes in Washington.
“A general summary of these test results shows that
soybeans were not successful under the conditions grown
and methods used on the dry lands of the Pacific Northwest.
This doesn’t mean that they cannot or will not be grown
there, but we haven’t been successful yet with the methods
and kinds used.
“Irrigation: Soybeans have, in general, been successful
under irrigation when grown in rows and cultivated.
However, we still have many problems on this type of
production. The economics of production is still in question
and probably cannot be answered until after the impact of
war production is evened out and soybeans can be fitted into
a normal production pattern.
“In 1942 the yield of soybean seed in the Spokane
Valley was light. It was a poor year for soybeans there. Yet
in the sub-irrigated, diked, Northern Kootenai Valley in
the vicinity of Creston, B.C., it has been reported that four
carloads of soybean seed were shipped out last year and over
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1,000 acres are being grown this year.
“Because of the light crop experienced in 1942 and also
due to the pressure of wartime business which necessarily
forces curtailment of experimentation and trials, the
Centennial Flouring Mills decided to drop the soybean
business, at least for the time being. The Jacklin Seed
Company bought the stock seed and business rights back
from them and are now holding this seed. We are selling this
seed and are hopeful that through farmers’ trials we may, in
an indirect way, get some answers to production problems
still unsolved. Our company cannot expend much time on
soybean studies, trials or experiments now because of the
pressure on us for production of edible and seed peas and
beans. We believe that we shall be growing soybeans in the
Inland Empire of the Pacific Northwest. At present irrigated
lands look the most promising. Our hopes are high for
soybean production in quantity when the Big Bend comes
under irrigation.
“We believe that soybeans will grow successfully in
many parts of the Northwest but we do not have all the
problems of production under control.”
A large photo shows two men standing in a field of
soybeans, waist high, in the Spokane Valley. At left is B.H.
Jacklin, manager of the Jacklin Seed Co. Address: Jacklin
Seed Co., Spokane, Washington.
2681. Milner, Max; Warshowsky, B.; Tervet, I.W.; Geddes,
W.F. 1943. The viability, chemical composition and internal
microflora of frost damaged soybeans. Oil and Soap
20(12):265-68. Dec. [14 ref]
• Summary: Unseasonable early frosts in Sept. 1942,
followed by warm dry weather in the northern Corn Belt,
led to many immature and frost-damaged beans reaching
the market. The damaged seeds were characterized by a
marked decrease in viability and by increases in phosphate
acidity, amino-acid acidity, nonprotein nitrogen, reducing
sugars, and in the internal aerobic microfloral content of
the seeds. Address: Divs. of Agricultural Biochemistry and
Plant Pathology, Minnesota Agric. Exp. Station, St. Paul,
Minnesota.
2682. Mulvey, R.R. 1943. Lincoln soybeans. Indiana
(Purdue) Agricultural College, Agronomy Mimeo No. 44.
Dec. 2 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Lincoln is the most promising mid-season
variety of soybeans released to date. The purpose of this
mimeograph is to serve as a guide to growers for the
multiplication of this variety in Indiana.
“Origin: The Lincoln soybean variety is a selection from
a natural cross, probably between a white flowered Mandarin
plant and Manchu, made in 1934 by Dr. C.M. Woodworth,
Chief in Plant Genetics, Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station.
“Description: Lincoln soybeans resemble the Mandell

variety in appearance, height, standing ability, time of
maturity, and in most other respects except that it is higher
yielding, produces seed of much higher oil content, and
has white flowers instead of purple. Lincoln is intermediate
in height between Dunfield and Illini and lodges less than
either of these two varieties. When grown on fertile soil,
three seeds to the pod predominate. The seed is yellow with
a prominent black hylum resembling Manchu and similar
varieties and are slightly larger than seed of Illini and slightly
smaller than seed of Dunfield.
“Cooperative Release: Lincoln soybeans were multiplied
in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Iowa during 1942 and 1943
for simultaneous release in 1944 under supervision of the
agencies in these various states. This state is indebted to both
Ohio and Illinois Stations for seed stocks.
“Place of Lincolns in Indiana: The Lincoln variety of
soybeans have been included in performance trials at eight
locations in Indiana. The results are given in Agronomy
Mimeo. 42. The Lincoln variety of soybean is well suited
to the same conditions under which other varieties of the
same maturity group, such as Dunfield, Illini, Mandell,
and Mingo, are now being grown in Indiana, and might
well replace these varieties in the state because of its high
yield, good standing ability, and high oil content. It is best
adapted in central Indiana. Lincoln should be used only
for early planting in northern Indiana and for medium-late
planting south of U.S. Highway 50. Earlyana, Richland,
Chief, Patoka, and Gibson are expected to continue to fill the
conditions of their special adaptation for which they have
been recommended.
“Rate of Seeding: The rate of seeding Lincoln soybeans
probably should be the same as that of other varieties in the
same maturity group with seed of similar size. However, the
rate of seeding for 1944 and 1945 should be somewhat lower
than optimum in order to increase seed stocks more rapidly.
Seeding in rows for cultivation rather than solid seeding
should be practiced during this period. Table 2 indicates
what may be expected from thinner than the normal rate
of seeding in rows under favorable conditions for seeding
emergence.
Page 2 is titled “Experiments with Lincoln Soybeans on
the Soils and Crops Farm, Lafayette, Indiana.
Tables show: (1) Yield and Oil Content of Soybean
Varieties on the Soils and Crops Farm, Lafayette, Indiana,
1942-1943. It compares the early varieties, Earlyana and
Richland, the mid-season varieties Lincoln, Dunfield, and
Illini, and the late varieties Chief, Patoka, and Gibson. For
each it gives the seed yield per acre in bushels per acre (at
13.5% moisture), the hay yield, and the oil content on a dry
basis.
(2) Yield of Lincoln soybeans seeded at various rates
[pounds per acre] as compared to Illini seeded at one rate
in 34-inch rows, Soil and Crops Farm, Lafayette, Indiana,
1943. “From the above table as well as past yield records, it
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is reasonable to assume that under conditions favorable for
seedling emergence, Lincoln soybeans should yield at least
as much when seeded in rows at 30 pounds per acre as other
commercially grown varieties in its maturity group when
seeded in rows at heavier rates.
“Fertilization: Superior yielding ability of any variety
cannot be expected to its fullest extent except on soils,
with favorable physical and drainage conditions, that are
supplied with an adequate amount of plant food. In order to
rapidly increase seed stocks of high quality, Lincoln should
be grown on land that is capable of producing at least 30
bushel of soybeans per acre. If such land is not available, it
is advisable to plow under 500 pounds per acre of 0-12-12
fertilizer or its equivalent. Land decidedly deficient in potash
should be especially avoided.
“For effect of fertility level on yield and quality of
soybean seed, see Agronomy Mimeo. No. 40.” Address: Dep.
of Agronomy, Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette,
Indiana.
2683. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1943. Culture
intercalaire et familiale blé–Soya [Intercropping soybeans
with wheat to improve wheat yields]. 3(21):164-65. Nov/
Dec. [Fre]
2684. Castelli, T. 1943. La coltivazione della soia in Italia
[Soyabean cultivation in Italy]. Annali della Facolta di
Agraria, Universita di Perugia 2:21-30. [11 ref. Ita]*
2685. Flueckiger, Walter. 1943. Die Kultur der Sojabohne
[Soybean culture]. Bâle, Switzerland: Published by the
author. 16 p. [Ger]*
• Summary: An excellent summary, with few words and 4
good illustrations, of the basics of soybean cultivation and
utilization. The author has introduced the cultivation and
utilization of soybeans to the Hospices Civils de Bâle. He has
also studied soybeans in Alsace and Italy. Address: Soybean
specialist, 19 Hagentalerstrasse, Basel (Bâle), Switzerland.
2686. Poschenrieder, H.; Sammet, K.; Fisher, R.; Lesch,
W. 1943. Untersuchungen ueber den Einfluss langjaehriger
einseitigen Duengungsmassnahme der Wuerzelknoellchen
von Sojabohne [Investigations on the influence of long-term
ill-balanced fertilizing measures on soybean root nodules].
Bodenkultur und Pflanzernaehrung 32(1/2):1. [Ger]*
2687. Steinhausz, Miroslav. 1943. Kultura soje u kraljevini
Hrvatskoj i Slavoniji do godine 1918 [Cultivation of
soybeans in the kingdoms of Croatia and Slovenia up to
1918]. Gospodarski Glasnik (Farmer’s Bulletin) 3(6):97.
[Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.

[Cultivation of the soybean]. Buenos Aires (Province).
Ministerio de Obras Publicas. Dirección de Agricultura,
Ganaderia e Industrias. An. Rural 11:77-82, 84-86. [Por]*
2689. Browning, G.M.; Russell, M.B.; Johnston, J.R. 1943.
The relation of cultural treatment of corn and soybeans to
moisture condition and soil structure. Proceedings–Soil
Science Society of America 7(C):108-13. [5 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “In order to meet the
increased need for oils in the ‘Food for Freedom’ program,
the acreage of soybeans in Iowa has been increased from
1,318,000 acres in 1941 to 2,241,000 acres in 1942, or an
increase of 70%. Additional increases may be necessary
in 1943. Fortunately, most of the soybean acreage is in the
north central part of the state where the land is least subject
to erosion. However, as the acreage is expanded, there is
an increasing tendency for soybeans to be grown on rolling
land, which may cause serious soil depletion through erosion
unless precautionary measures are adopted.
“It is recognized generally that a crop of soybeans leaves
the soil loose and susceptible to erosion.” Address: Iowa
Agric. Exp. Station, Ames.
2690. Dona dalle Rose, -. 1943. Problemi agronomici della
soia [Agronomic problems of soybeans]. Italy: Consiglio
Nazionale delle Ricerche (National Research Council). [Ita]*
2691. Huebscher, Adolf. 1943. Die Soja: Ihre Kultur,
Verwendung, Zukunft! [The soybean: Its culture, use, and
future!]. Grenchen, Switzerland: A. Niederhaeuser. Published
by the author. 52 p. Undated. Illust. with 18 line drawings.
[Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Soya–The dispenser
of work and bread. Botanical description of the soybean.
Cultivation and manuring of the fields. Seeds and sowing.
Nutritional composition and food value. Harvest, storage
and use as silage. Enemies of the soybean. Economic
significance of the soybean. Preparation of the soybean for
use as food. Soya minestra (an Italian dish, also consumed
in Switzerland). Soya beefsteak. Soya cutlets. Tomatoes
stuffed with soya. Soy sauces–Japanese shoya [sic, shoyu]
and Shimosa. Vegetable cheese [tofu]. Miso-cheese. Natto
cheese. Soy coffee. Soy flour (Soja-Mehle, made by Morga
S.A. of Ebnat-Kappel, Switzerland). Soya cakes. Soya
salad. Green vegetable soybeans (Soja-Gruengemuese).
Soya Muesli. Soya Kasha (Soja-Kascha, the newest food
for soldiers, athletes, and heavy laborers. It consists of a
mixture of soy flakes, rolled oats, corn flakes, sugar, salt,
and powdered milk). Soymilk (The first soymilk in Europe
was made in Paris in 1882). Soy yogurt (Soja-Yoghurt). Soy
cream for the tropics (Soja-Crème-Tropenmilch). Address:
Dr. and veterinarian, villa Bel-Air, Corseaux (Vaud),
Switzerland.

2688. Arambarri, Domingo. 1943. El cultivo de la soja
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2692. Institut National du Soja. 1943. Petit manuel de
l’utilisation du soja à la ferme [The little manual for soybean
utilization on the farm]. Institut National du Soja, 5 rue
Logelbach, Paris. [Fre]*
2693. Nye, G.W. 1943. Foreword. Uganda Protectorate
Department of Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 1-2. For the
period 1st July 1941, to 30th June 1942. (Entebbe).
• Summary: “The long awaited demand for foodstuffs for
export [during World War II] materialised early in 1942
with a request for maximum production of oilseeds for
the Ministry of Food. Later in the year, a full production
programme for East Africa was drawn up by the newly
formed East African Production Committee... In addition
to targets of 10,000 tons of groundnuts and 5,000 tons of
sesame, Uganda was called upon to produce maximum
quantities of rice and soy beans, and to increase production
of wheat and European vegetables.” Address: Acting
Director of Agriculture, Uganda.
2694. Perry, Josephine. 1943. The cotton industry. New York,
NY: Longmans, Green and Co. 128 p. Frontispiece. Illust. 22
cm. Series: America at Work.
• Summary: This book was written for the boys and girls of
America. Soybeans are mentioned once: Green manures for
cotton include crops of soybeans, which are plowed under (p.
30).
No information is given about the historical growth in
the production of cotton oil vs. soy oil.
2695. Rebelo Hespanha, Jaime. 1943. A soja: Cultura e
utilizacao dos seus produtos [The soybean: Cultivation and
use of its products]. Lisboa, Portugal: Livraria Rodrigues. 42
p. No index. [Por]
• Summary: Contents: Part I: Soybean culture. 1.
Introduction: History and origin, botanical description,
advantages of its cultivation for farmers. 2. Soybean culture:
Climate, terrain, types of culture, seed and sowing, varieties
and sub-varieties, seed characteristics, time of planting,
manuring and fertilizing, precautions during cultivation,
harvest. 3. Yields.
Part II: The products of soya and its utilization. 1. As
human food: As a green vegetable (como legume), flour
(farinha), milk (leite), cheese (queijo-caseina [tofu]), oil
(oleo), the hulls (bagaço). 2. Feed for cattle. 3. Industrial
products.
In Spanish the soybean is called “Soja, Soya, Haba, or
Guisante de Japan.”
In the section on soybean culture, pages 10-11 state:
“For 20 years [i.e. since 1923], the soybean has been
cultivated in Ribatejo, with the only goal of providing feed
for cattle. The soybean is now being cultivated technically
in Alentejo, in Baixo-Minho, and in parts of Estremadura.
[Note 1. Ribatejo, Alentejo, Estremadura, Baixa, and

Minho are all provinces of Portugal, according to the U.S.
Board of Geographic Names for Portugal, 1961.] The land
in these areas is well suited for growing soybeans. The
most admirable initiative for the cultivation of soybeans
in Portugal was undertaken by the Malange [Malanje]
Agricultural Station (in Angola), which obtained a yellow
variety that had been given an excellent classification in
Germany.
“Soybean cultivation in Angola could be extensively
spread, even among European farmers. The growing period
does not exceed 145 days, and the yield averages 700 kg of
seeds [per hectare], bringing a price of $25 (0.25 angolares)
per kilogram. It would be good if the example given by
the Malange Agricultural Station would spread to the [area
around the] cities.”
Note 2 This is the second earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in Portugal, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Portugal. This document contains the second
earliest date seen for soybeans in Portugal, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Portugal (1923 in Ribatejo). The source of
these soybeans is unknown. The author was born in 1891.
Note 3. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (April 2013) that uses the term queijo caseina
to refer to tofu. Address: Major do S.A.M., Portugal.
2696. Ricino, soja y sesamo: Siembra, cultivo, cosecha
e industrializacion de estas tres plantas oleaginosas. 2nd
ed. [Castor-oil plant, soybeans and sesame: Sowing,
cultivation, harvesting, and industrialization of these three
oleaginous plants. 2nd ed.]. 1943. Buenos Aires, Argentina:
Editorial Atlantida, S.A. 148 p. See p. 41-150. Illust. 17 cm.
(Biblioteca de “La Chacra” Dirigida por Waldemar Martínez
Pintos). [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Products obtained
from the soybean (chart). As a human food. The seeds (los
porotos; the soybean is called poroto soja). Green vegetable
soybeans (porotos verdes). Soy flour. Soy oil. Soy sauce. Soy
sprouts (vastagos). Soy milk (leche vegetal). Tofu (queso).
Curd (cuajada). For livestock or cattle destined for slaughter.
For sheep and poultry. Preparation of the seeds for obtaining
oil. Utilization of the oil. Defatted soybean flour (harina de
torta). Soybean cake for animals. Soybean cake for fertilizer.
Other uses of the cake. The soybean for hay. For pasture. For
silage. Address: Buenos Aires, Argentina.
2697. Simmons, Charles F. 1943. More soybeans needed
for oil. Arkansas Agricultural College, Extension Leaflet
(Fayetteville) No. 23. [3] panels each side, front and back.
Revised.
• Summary: Contents: Varieties. Seedbed preparation.
Fertilizer requirements. Inoculation. Time of seeding.
Method of seeding. Rate and depth of seeding. Testing seed.
Cultivation. Harvesting. Storage. Classes and grades of
soybeans.
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This leaflet begins: “Soybeans, especially needed at
present for oil in the nation’s war program, may be grown
throughout Arkansas on any land that is adapted to the
production of cotton, corn, or rice. Soybeans produced
for oil purposes are the green- or yellow-seeded varieties,
which usually have coarser stems, produce seed of higher
oil content, and produce a brighter meal than the dark- or
black-seeded varieties recommended for hay. In successful
production of soybeans for oil, careful consideration should
be given to choice of varieties; seedbed preparation; fertilizer
use; inoculation; time, method, rate, and depth of seeding;
cultivation; and harvesting.” Address: Extension Agronomist.
2698. Swardt, S.J. de; Saunders, A.R.; Bergh, W.F.; Roux,
L.L.; Bronkhorst, J.J.; van Wyk, D.J.R.; Hoek, T.; Groene
woud, P.W.G. 1943. Soya beans in South Africa. South
Africa, Department of Agriculture and Forestry, Bulletin
(Capetown) No. 240. 58 p. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The production of soya
beans, by A.R. Saunders. The economic aspect, by S.J. de
Swart. Use as livestock feed, by W.F. Bergh and L.L. Roux.
Nutritional value and domestic use, by D.J.R. van Wyk and
Miss T. Hoek (Mrs. P.J. Serfontein) (Composition, mineral
content of selected foods, comparative analyses of selected
foodstuffs, soya bean bread. Soya beans on the menu: 41
recipes). The industrial preparation and uses of soya bean
products, by P.W.G. Groene woud (Edible soya-bean flour,
oil, plastics). Address: South Africa.
2699. Uganda Protectorate Department of Agriculture,
Annual Report. 1943. Section II.–Work of the Department.
p. 7. For the period 1 July 1940 to 30th June 1942.
(Entebbe).
• Summary: The section titled “Food Crops” notes that
“Soy beans were fickle in behaviour and they did not appear
to benefit from early planting but lines one foot apart
were better at Serere than lines two feet apart and at both
places plants 12 ins. apart in the line were definitely too
wide. At the end of the season all work on Soy beans was
concentrated at Kawanda.” Address: Uganda.
2700. Institut National du Soja. 1943? Le soja: Son origine,
son intéret, sa culture [The soybean: Its origin, interest, and
cultivation]. Institut National du Soja, 5 rue Logelbach, Paris
(17e), France. 3 p. Undated. 30 cm. [Fre]
Address: Paris, France. Phone: WAGram 48-76 or 48-77.
2701. Institut National du Soja. 1943? Petit manuel de
notions générales de la culture du soja [The little manual
of general ideas concerning soybean cultivation]. Institut
National du Soja, 5 rue Logelbach, Paris. [Fre]*
2702. Morse, W.J. 1944. Marketing and storage of soybeans
in Manchuria. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 6-7.

• Summary: “The soybean is the most important agricultural
crop in Manchuria.” Soybeans make up more than 25% of
Manchuria’s staple crop acreage; annual production is about
150 million bushels. About two-thirds to three-fourths of
Manchuria’s soybeans and soybean products (the oil and
cake) are exported, and account for more than 60% of the
value of Manchuria’s exports.
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The great movement of soybeans from the farmer to
market begins in November or December, after the ground
and rivers freeze, since the trails across the country are
otherwise unfit for heavy hauling in the cumbersome twowheel carts.
The farmer threshes his beans using a primitive flail, or
by having a donkey or horse pull a stone roller over them on
the dirt threshing ground. The seeds are then stored in small
bind made of hand-woven grass matting along the side of the
threshing ground. When travel conditions permit, the farmers
sacks his beans, loads from 8 to 12 sacks upon the cart, and
starts overland to the nearest rail or river point, where the
beans are sold to Chinese grain merchants.
In North Manchuria, where the fall and winter months
are comparatively dry, open storage with little covering
on the beans prevails. The beans are placed in bags, each
holding 213 pounds, and piled in large ricks. In some cases,
matting or canvas is used to cover the top and part way
down the sides of the ricks. In South Manchuria, where there
is more or less rain or snow during the winter months, the
beans are placed in covered storage. Osier bins are widely
used by the Chinese grain merchants in this region to store
beans, millet, or kaoliang. “In the construction of these bins,
logs or heavy pieces of timber are placed close together in a
circle with a diameter of about 18 feet. A matting of closelywoven kaoliang stalks is then placed over the logs or timber
forming the floor of the bin. The wall of the bin is made of
strips of rice straw matting about 15 inches wide. As the bin
is being filled the strips are gradually wound around until
about 20 feet high. The roof of the bin consists of bundles
of rice or millet straw overlapping each other like shingles.
The average osier bin is said to hold about three carloads of
beans, each carload containing 150 sacks.”
Photos show: (1) Many large, cylindrical osier bins,
about 20 feet high, in the storage yard of a Chinese merchant,
Kaiyuan, Manchuria. Some 6-8 two-wheel carts, piled high
with bags, are arriving and unloading their cargo. In this
storage yard, more than 80 osier bins are filled with newcrop soybeans and many others are being filled. The yard is
said to receive about 1,000 carts of beans a day during the
height of the bean season. (2) Soybeans, piled high in large
sacks, stored in a modern metal warehouse of the South
Manchurian Railway, Dairen, Manchuria. (3) Transporting
soybeans in bags on a junk with one rectangular sail. (4) Two
men standing by a soybean storage bin (about 4 feet high)
made of woven grass matting at the side of the threshing
ground. (5) An osier bin for storing soybean seed commonly
used in South Manchuria. (6) The foundation of an osier bin,
showing the logs over which a matting of kaoliang stalks is
laid. (7) Inspecting soybean seed in a railway yard. Address:
Senior Agronomist, USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC.
2703. Norum, Enoch B. 1944. Do soybeans hurt soil? Some

Iowa tests. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 15-16.
• Summary: “There is very little doubt but that most northcentral Iowa farmers who planted corn on soybean ground in
1942 received larger yields of corn than would have been the
case if the field had been in corn the previous year.
“That, in brief, is the conclusion we have drawn here
at the Iowa Station following some tests to try to find the
answer to whether soybeans are hard on the land.
“The first test, which we made in 1942, was to find
out the comparative yield of corn following soybeans and
following a corn crop. Thirteen fields in Story and Hamilton
counties were selected. These were all handled uniformly
except that in 1941 part of each field was planted to corn
and part to soybeans. Then, in 1942, field samples were
taken from the corn grown on corn ground and from the corn
following soybeans to determine yields and moisture content.
Since both parts of the field had been handled alike, the
differences in yield were probably the result of the effect of
the soybeans grown in 1941.
“We confined our study to sails of the Webster series
and to Clarion loam. The results of the yields are shown in
table 1. On the Webster soils the yield in one field following
soybeans was 18.8 bushels an acre more than when corn
followed corn. The average was 8.3 bushels more from the
land which had been in soybeans the previous year.
“On the Clarion loam, as on the Webster soils, all fields
yielded more following soybeans than following corn, with
one field producing 14.4 bushels more. The average was 9.5
bushels larger for the corn following soybeans.
“From what we know of the nitrogen needs of corn,
the results are about what would be expected, especially on
the Clarion soils. A 60-bushel corn crop may be expected to
remove about 60 pounds of nitrogen, whereas a 25-bushel
soybean crop may actually add a little nitrogen if the plants
are well inoculated. As a general rule one may expect more
nitrogen to be available for a crop following soybeans than
for a crop following corn.
Nitrogen: The importance of nitrogen to corn yields is
shown by the results that we get when corn follows clover.
In an 8-year test at the Indiana Station, corn following
clover yielded 7.6 bushels per acre more than corn following
corn. Although the straw was removed from the field, corn
following soybeans yielded 2.4 bushels more per acre than
corn following corn. If the soybean straw had been left on
the ground, a still greater increase would have been expected
for corn following soybeans. Corn takes nitrogen out of the
soil but adds none; both clover and soybeans should add
some nitrogen.
“In our tests we were interested in the fact that the
Clarion soil which gave the largest percentage increase (field
10) had the most sand and was the shallowest of all the
Clarions we used. One would expect such a soil to furnish
less nitrogen from native sources than the less sandy and
deeper soils. Why was this field out in front? The operator
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of the farm told us that in 1941 the soybean crop had carried
unusually heavy nodule development. We assume that from
the extra nitrogen furnished by the soybean nodules came
this large increase in corn yield the next year. Soybeans may
affect the yield of crops that follow in other ways besides
adding nitrogen–they have a loosening effect which is
particularly marked in soils with much clay. We think that
probably accounts for some of the increase we obtained on
the Webster soils.
“In an experiment run for several years at the Ohio
Station, soybeans had a beneficial effect on corn, oats and
sugar beets that followed. The yield of corn following
soybeans was 34.8 bushels an acre as compared with 21.6
bushels following corn and 34.2 bushels for corn following
sugar beets. The beneficial effect in this test was attributed to
the loosening action of soybeans on the heavy soil used.
“In all likelihood more nitrogen is available following a
soybean crop than following a corn crop and this is of benefit
to corn. The loosening effect of soybeans may be important
in increasing yields on heavy soils. In other years, however,
differences in rainfall, differences in season and other
factors that vary may lead to results different from those we
obtained in 1942.
“When plowed under for green manure, soybeans, like
other legumes, are a soil building crop. When grown for hay,
however, soybeans may deplete the soil of some nitrogen
and organic matter. In contrast, alfalfa and clover grown for
hay will result in the addition of nitrogen and organic matter.
The main reason for the difference is that alfalfa and clover
roots make up about one-fourth of the total growth of these
plants, whereas soybean roots make up only about a tenth
of its growth. If grown for grain, a well inoculated crop of
soybeans may add a little nitrogen if the straw is left on the
ground.
“From the standpoint of removing mineral nutrients,
soybeans rank about average among the crops grown in
the Corn Belt, provided the straw is left on the ground. A
25-bushel crop of soybeans will remove from the soil about
the same amount of phosphorus as a 60-bushel corn crop and
about twice as much potassium, but only about half as much
potassium as a 2-ton crop of clover hay.
“With conditions as they were in 1942, there seems to be
little doubt but that corn following soybeans will yield more
than corn following corn–at least on these soil types.
A table shows yield of corn following corn and
following soybeans in (a) Webster soils, and (b) Clarion
loam.
A portrait photo shows Enoch Norum. Address: Iowa
State College, Ames, Iowa.
2704. Blanc, Louis. 1944. Les engrais chimiques pour soya
[Chemical fertilizers for soybeans]. Revue Internationale du
Soya 3(22):22-24. Jan/Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: Begins with a discussion of the different

types of fertilizers. Then discusses: 1. Nitrogen. 2. Potash
(Potasse). 3. Phosphorus. 4. Calcium. 5. Magnesium. 6.
Sulfur. 7. Trace elements. Remarks and conclusion. Address:
Chemist (Ingénieur-Chimiste; Licencié ès-Sciences).
2705. Fried, Otto. 1944. Etude sur la culture du Soya en
France [The study of soybean cultivation in France]. Revue
Internationale du Soya 3(22):6-15. Jan/Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: Geographical area. Botanical characteristics.
Principal varieties. The soybean in Europe. Crop rotation.
Planting. Fertilizer / manure. Analyses. For feeding animals
(as forage, as silage). As human food. Industry (soy oil,
soybean meal). In the national economy (and in the future).
Note: Castelnaud-de-Gratecambe is a commune in
the Lot-et-Garonne department in south-western France.
Address: Propriétaire et champ d’expérience à Castelnaudde-Gratecambe, près Villeneuve-sur-Lot (L.-et-G.).
2706. Paulus, A.P. 1944. Increasing the production of
soybeans for wartime / war needs. University of Tennessee
(Knoxville), College of Education, Subject Matter Mimeo No.
9. 39 p. Feb. (Knoxville; spiral bound). *
Address: 1. Teacher of Vocational Agriculture, Martin,
Tennessee; 2. Prof. and Subject Matter Specialist, Dep. of
Agricultural Education.
2707. Probst, A.H. 1944. Influence of fertilizer, fertilizer
placement, soil moisture content, and soil type on the
emergence of soybeans. J. of the American Society of
Agronomy 36(2):111-20. Feb. [8 ref]
• Summary: “A factor of great importance in the continued
economical production of soybeans in view of the vast
expansion in soybean acreage and the constant decrease in
fertility of the soil, is the application of mineral fertilizers to
soybeans under those conditions that warrant their use.
“Since soybeans are frequently impeded in germination
and emergence by mineral fertilizers, it is of importance
to know what kind and amount of fertilizer may be applied
and under what conditions, without injurious effects to the
germinating seed and the young seedlings.” Address: Asst.
Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of
Plant Industry, ARS / USDA; and U.S. Regional Soybean
Industrial Products Lab., Urbana, Illinois; and Purdue Univ.
Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
2708. Soybean Digest. 1944. Grits and flakes... from the
industry: The Central Soya Co., Fort Wayne, Indiana,
has announced the organization of a new department of
agronomy. Feb. p. 12.
• Summary: “The new department will direct its attention to
problems of production of soybean crops, the study of new
soybean varieties and the development of new varieties, as
well as to problems of fertilization, cultivation methods and
weed control. Experiments will be conducted on 6,000 acres
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of farm land owned in northern and north-central Indiana by
the Central Sugar Co., which is affiliated with the McMillen
interests and of which Central Soya is a part. J. Ward
Calland, vice-president and member of the board of directors
of the Central Sugar Co., is the director of the new agronomy
department.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2010) that
contains the term “weed control.”
2709. Univ. of Illinois, College of Agriculture. ed. 1944.
Report of the First Soybean Processors’ Conference. Urbana,
Illinois: University of Illinois and Soybean Processors
Cooperating. 51 p. Held 24 Feb. 1944 at Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana. [26 ref]
• Summary: “The First Soybean Processors’ Conference
was held in the Illini Union, University of Illinois, Urbana,
Illinois, February 24, 1944. The suggestion for the
conference originated with the processors and the program
was arranged by the Department of Agronomy, University of
Illinois, in consultation and cooperation with the processors
and the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory.”
Program. Chairman: W.L. Burlison. Opening the
conference, by Edward J. Dies, President, National Soybean
Processors’ Association, Chicago, Illinois. How soybean
varieties behave, by R.F. Fuelleman, Dep. of Agronomy,
Univ. of Illinois (UI). Creating new kinds of soybeans, by
C.M. Woodworth, Dep. of Agronomy, UI. Soybeans do
have serious diseases, by W.B. Allington, U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory, U.S. Dep. of Agric (USDA). The
place of soybeans in the rotation, by M.D. Appleman, Dep.
of Agronomy, UI. Does fertilizing soybeans pay?, by A.L.
Lang, Dep. of Agronomy, UI. What does it cost to produce
soybeans, by R.H. Wilcox, Dep. of Agric. Economics, UI.
Luncheon–Gothic and Federal Room. Illini Union.
Afternoon: Chairman–W.L. Burlison. Soybeans in
Illinois–Review and Preview, by J.C. Hackleman, Dep.
of Agronomy, UI. The work of the U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory–Jackson L. Cartter, U.S. Regional Soybean Lab.,
USDA. The soybean in the postwar World, by Lamar Kishlar,
Ralston-Purina Co., St. Louis, Missouri. Practical problems
of the soybean processor, by D.J. Bunnell, Central Soya Co.,
Chicago, Illinois. Other soybean investigations in progress
(informal), by W.L. Burlison, Dep. of Agronomy, and E.W.
Lehmann and D.G. Carter, Dep. of Agric. Engineering, UI.
On pages 50-51 is list of the name, address, and
organization of the conference attendees. Address: Urbana,
Illinois.
2710. Vestal, Edgar F. 1944. Diseases in stored grain
and soybeans in Iowa. Plant Disease Reporter (USDA)
28(6):184-86. March 15.
• Summary: Page 186: “Soybeans: Five samples of
soybeans were secured in the survey and germinations
secured. These varied from 86.86 to 90.00%. Lack of

time has prevented the determining the kinds of fungi that
occurred on the seed. During the survey just completed only
one sample was secured. In some cases the seed had not
been secured while in others the farmer indicated that no
soybeans are to be planted this year. In the northwestern
portion of the State this indicated an increase in the hemp
plantings. During this survey no attempt was made to
secure data on hemp.” Address: Emergency Plant Disease
Prevention Project, Iowa.
2711. Cuisance, P. 1944. Note sur la culture du soja
en Champagne [Note on the cultivation of soybeans in
Champagne]. Revue Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture
Pratique (Paris) 116(2108):50. March 16. [Fre]
• Summary: Although the latitude and climate of
Champagne are already in the far northeast of France, they
are not unfavorable for soybean cultivation, as trials last
year have shown. The key is to choose early varieties.
2712. Dunn, J.E. 1944. Soybean crop possibilities in central
and eastern Washington. Chemurgic Digest 3(6):83. March
31.
• Summary: “There are definite possibilities for the
profitable production of soybeans, both the edible and oil
varieties, in two sections of the state.” Unfortunately we are
not told which two sections. Address: Research Laboratories,
Yakima, Washington.
2713. Kishlar, Lamar. 1944. The soybean in the postwar
world (Continued–Document part II). National Farm
Chemurgic Council, Chemurgic Paper No. 304. 5 p. March
31. [2 ref]
• Summary: (Continued): “In the early days of the soybean’s
domestication large quantities of cottonseed oil and animal
fats were available at low prices. Partly because of the price
situation then existing and partly because of the romantic
attraction of creating new industrial uses, most of the
creative thinking was devoted to developing soybeans with
high iodine number oil, and greater progress was made
along this line.
“In 1933, just ten years ago, less than one million
pounds of soyoil were used for all edible purposes while 22
times that amount were used for soap, paint, linoleum and in
similar mechanical products. Today, the figures are reversed
and nearly 1-1/5 billion pounds are used for food while
less than 1/60 that amount finds its way into mechanical
industry. Thus the soybean finds its greatest opportunity
in the postwar world in the food field. If the soybean is to
retain its share of the edible oil market, soybean varieties
yielding light-colored, bland-flavored oils with low iodine
numbers are desired. It is no longer enough to evaluate a
soybean variety by its yield of seed alone. The quality of
the protein and oil produced from the seed must also be
evaluated if the soybean is to retain its dominant position.
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The grower of the soybean will be a most important factor in
the campaign of the soybean to capture its rightful place in
the food field of the postwar world. Each year many beans
become impaired; some become damaged by nature’s causes,
others become injured because of the frailty of man, and
many become needlessly harmed because the producer of
the beans did not realize what became of his raw material
and how greatly a little damage can affect the final quality
of his product. Tremendous advancement has been made in
the science of refining fats and oils in the last forty years. It
was not until 1902 that Norman, an English chemist, made
the first commercial application of hydrogenation, which
is the combining of hydrogen gas with vegetable oils to
harden the liquid oils into solid or semi-solid fats. At about
the same time, David Wesson, an American, was developing
his epoch-making process for the vacuum deodorization
of edible fats and oils. Without this, hydrogenation would
have been impractical for food, because the hydrogenation
process produced a strong unpleasant flavor which had
to be removed. It was not until the first World War that
shortenings which had a neutral flavor, odor, and color
were produced solely from vegetable oils. In more recent
years, manufacturing methods have been further improved
by processing molten oils through special machines.
These quickly chill and plasticize the mixture until it has
special physical properties highly prized by the baker. The
incorporation of inert gas instead of air has given additional
improvement to the flavor and keeping quality of the product
until now the supremacy of lard is threatened.
“Within a few short years, the oil technologist has
created new man-made products from vegetable oils which,
on their own merits, have crowded many animal fats
formerly used into the soap kettle. The oil chemist needs the
continued help of the grower of vegetable oil seeds so that
the products which the chemist makes may continue to hold
this supremacy. The modern oil chemist has a whole bag of
tricks for decoloring dark oils and for removing unpleasant
odors and flavors. But these modern refining methods are
relatively costly, require special handling of the oil, and
reduce the manufacturing capacity. The excessive treatment
which many dark oils require removes some of nature’s
protective substances from the oil so that the resulting
product may have a poorer keeping quality. In too many
cases, the chemist fails to remove all of the odor and color
and the resulting refined oil must be diverted into a product
of lower quality than intended.
“Thirty-six percent of all the soybeans grown in the
United States last year were harvested in Illinois. Eightyfive percent of all soybeans harvested for seed in 1943 were
grown in the four states of Illinois, Iowa, Indiana and Ohio.
(2) The reason that the soybean is concentrated in these
states is not entirely because these states pioneered in the
growing of this crop nor that the farmers in this area are
more experienced in its cultivation. Part of the cause of the

phenomenal growth of the soybean in this section is due to
the soil and the climate.
“Ohio, Illinois, Iowa and Indiana have a potential yield
over 1,000 pounds of soybean oil meal per acre. This figure
is based on the average yield of soybeans per acre for 1942
and 1943. (2) Missouri and the lower half of Michigan and
Wisconsin have a potential yield of from 750 to 1,000 pounds
of soybean oil meal per acre. The other states bordering this
area have a potential yield of only 500 to 750 pounds per
acre, or only about half the average yield of the four leading
states while the remaining states have slim possibilities
except for isolated areas.
“As new varieties of soybeans are developed which
yield better on southern soil in southern climate and as
the farmers in the states where soybean culture is still new
become experienced the states in the low yielding areas may
advance into higher yielding areas. It was not until 1944 that
Ohio, Indiana and Iowa took their place beside Illinois in the
top yield group.
“The soybean grower can no longer be satisfied with
bushels per acre alone. The soybean crusher must broaden
his horizon to think beyond goals measured in terms of tons
of oil meal and pounds of oil. The soybean technologist of
the postwar world must think as much about color, odor,
flavor and keeping quality of this oil as he does about
high yields and low refining losses. Moreover, the soybean
technologist must think as much about proper cooking and
extraction to give better flavor, better uniformity, and better
growth in oil meal as he does about percent nutrients printed
on the tag. It is final results–not printing on the label–which
will count in this postwar world.
“If the soybean is to retain its leadership in the world
of tomorrow, the grower, the processor and the refiner must
think more about Mr. Boss, the man who uses the final
product. If the soybean is to move into the postwar world
without serious repercussions, we who are helping to guide
its destiny must see in each bushel of soybeans not just 60
pounds of seeds–we must adjust our vision to see in each
bushel 10½ pounds of margarine or 8.4 pounds of shortening
or 8.4 pounds of salad oil which will, in turn, produce from
13 to 25 pounds of salad dressing depending on the kind.
We must not only see in each bushel fifty pounds of soybean
oil meal. We must also see in each bushel fifty pounds of the
highest quality protein which when properly balanced with
the right amounts of carbohydrates, vitamins, and trace
minerals will help produce more milk, more butter, more
beef, more pork or more chicken to feed a hungry world.
“1. Feed Supplies and Needs. Feed Industry Council,
January 1944. (based on January 1, 1944 Crop Report)
“2. United States Department of Agriculture Crop
Report, December 19, 1943.” Address: Ralston-Purina
Company, St. Louis, Missouri.
2714. Slatensek, J.M.; Kiesselbach, T.A. 1944. Edible
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soybeans in Nebraska. Nebraska Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 356. 10 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Palatability and nutritive value.
Productivity and varietal descriptions. Recommended
varieties. Growing the crop: Adaptation, seedbed
preparation, time and manner of planting, cultivation,
harvesting (green soybeans, mature soybeans), preservation
(green-vegetable soybeans, mature soybeans).
“No very sharp distinction need be made between
vegetable and field varieties as some of the best standard
industrial varieties, such as Dunfield and Illini, are also
edible and palatable as food.” Address: Univ. of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Nebraska.
2715. Soybean Digest. 1944. Some Illinois experience with
inoculation. March. p. 16-17.
• Summary: “Russell S. Davis, Clayton, Ill.: There are still
a lot of questions about inoculation that I don’t have the
answers for. I have thought at times there was a difference
in varieties in their ability to make use of inoculation. But
later we find seemingly easy varieties to inoculate bearing
no nodules whatever even when growing in soils previously
producing crops with abundant nodules.
“We had an unusual experience in 1943:
“Field A–One of our highest in fertility level; has grown
inoculated soybeans in the rotation for 25 years; plowed
early April 1943; extremely wet season run ground together;
water grass and smart weeds ten inches high were disked
down June 20th (three diskings needed); weather favored us,
we got a clean seedbed; planted forty inch rows; no cultures
used; crop clean; good deep green color; but no nodules.
Every little variation in fertility level in the field was reflected
in the height of the crop. Yield 15 bu. per acre. Grew beans
1942.
“Field B–Joins Field A; similar in every way except
the general fertility level is about five bushels per acre
less; plowed wet June 21st; seedbed quite rough; forty inch
rows; no cultures; planted June 23rd; clean crop; same
variety as Field A; plenty of nodules; plants uniform height
(not showing the little variations in fertility level); yield 27
bushels per acre. Grew corn 1942, except for an acre and
a half in the middle of the field where we had an isolation
multiplier plot of Lincoln soybeans in 1942. The crop on this
acre and a half was very like that on Field A. No nodules,
uneven height, no check was made on its yield, but it was
visibly poorer.
“The $64 question is–What made this difference in
nodulation, and yield? We often hear reports of beans
following beans doing better than following corn, but this
is one exception. The cultures people tell us that is just one
more illustration of why we should use cultures every year.
How I wish we might have had a cultures check strip in Field
A. We had used cultures on all but these two fields. Shortage
of help, and the rush to get to cultivating forbade getting it

done on these last plantings.
“J.E. Johnson, president of American Soybean
Association, Champaign, Ill.: With an apparent letting down
in the soybean acreage on the part of those states supplying
the large percentage of the Nation’s soybeans, the efficiency
and capacity essential for producing the much needed food
as a vital weapon of war should be given the most careful
consideration. Inoculation, speaking for soybeans, has long
been known as one of the very important items in the efficient
production of soybeans. Granting that tests would indicate
little benefits on fields where soybeans had been grown for
several years the cost of inoculating soybeans is so small
that growers can not afford to take chances with even these
fields and surely not where soybeans are being planted for
the first, second or third time. This practice could be likened
to the carrying of insurance on your property, while we do
not expect the fire we take this as a safety measure.
“Through the Digest we wish to encourage each and
every grower to think in the terms of highest efficiency in
soybean production for the 1944 and all succeeding crops,
making use of proper inoculation as one of the factors for
obtaining the highest possible yields.
A photo shows “J.E. Johnson, president of the American
Soybean Association, is one of Illinois’ leading farm
managers. All soybeans grown on the more than 60 farms
under his direction are inoculated.”
“Harold L. Garwood, Frank S. Garwood & Sons,
Stonington, Ill.: Up until three or four years ago, it was our
belief that soybeans need not be inoculated more often than
every second or third soybean crop, on land that did not
show acidity. However, experimentation on our own farm
within the past two or three years has proved to us, that we
get slight increases in yield by inoculating our soybean seed
each year. This increase in yield has been more than enough
to compensate for additional inoculation and handling costs.
“On more acid soils and soils of lower fertility levels,
inoculation has seemed to increase yields to a greater extent
than it has on non-acid soils of higher fertility levels.
“Nebraska:
“Martin V.H. Prinz, Omar, Inc., Omaha: Less than
40 years ago a few enterprising farmers tried to raise this
new crop (soybeans), generally with discouraging results.
Meanwhile scientists had discovered the secret of soybean
cultivation. It consists in a certain type of bacteria, growing
on the roots of the plant, which converts nitrogen from the
air into soluble nitrogen compounds that can be assimilated
by the growing plant. These bacteria are different from those
growing on the roots of other leguminous plants. In the Far
East, where soybeans have been grown for thousands of
years, they are present in the soil. In the West they were not,
and their absence was the reason for poor growth, low yields
and an inferior composition of the seeds. The only remedy
was to breed these bacteria in laboratories and to distribute
the cultures among farmers, who had to be taught how to
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inoculate either the seeds or the soil, in order to obtain
satisfactory crops. This was done in the United States on a
large and ever increasing scale.”
2716. U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory. 1944. Southern
States Soybean Planning Conference, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Stoneville, Mississippi, February 29 to March 3,
1944 (Continued–Document part IV). RSLM (U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 112.
[March.] 14 p.
• Summary: (Continued):
“7:30 p.m., March 2, Stoneville, Mississippi
“L.F. Williams, chairman
“Discussion of breeding methods and maintaining pure
seed stocks
“1. Maintaining stocks of pure seed
“Mr. O’Kelly explained a system that he had used
to develop pure line strains from the Ogden and Volstate
varieties.
“Dr. Aamodt suggested that a large number of plant
rows be grown. The off type rows could be discarded or at
least kept separate, and the typical rows could either be
bulked together or they could be planted in larger plots
the next year and then bulk the lines that were alike. The
advantage of keeping the lines separate through the second
year is that there is an opportunity to check the lines again
and make sure that no off type lines were included. This
system is essentially the one followed by Mr. O’Kelly.
Varieties were assigned to most experiment stations
represented at the Conference, and it was suggested that as
soon as possible (the plants could be collected in 1941) that
this system be used to develop pure seed stocks.
“Ogden and Volstate are the only varieties in the
South that have been purified by this method. Dr. Williams
suggested that if there are different lines of any of the
southern varieties, they should all be grown at the same
station to determine if they are the same or not and to save
the best one.
“2. Methods of handling hybrid material
“At the North Carolina Experiment Station plants are
selected from the F2 population and grown in plant rows
in F3. F3 lines that seem to be of the desired type that are
reasonably uniform in plant type are harvested and planted
in a yield test in F4.
“Dr. Williams mentioned that at the Iowa Experiment
Station a yield test is conducted in F3 by spacing the F2
plants far apart in the row.
“The backcross method is being used by Dr. Williams
and also in North Carolina. The crosses listed below were
made by Dr. Williams in 1943. Anyone wishing to have the
Laboratory use these to make backcrosses should notify Dr.
Williams. The crosses are:
“Female Parent, Male Parent, Number of seeds
“Lincoln x Biloxi, 22 seeds

“Lincoln x Ogden, 5
“Lincoln x Mammoth Yellow, 6
“Lincoln x Herman, 11
“Lincoln x Edsoy, 13
“Lincoln x Ralsoy, 15
“Macoupin x Ogden, 6
“Macoupin x Herman, 6
“Ralsoy x Lincoln, 8
“Ralsoy x Edsoy,
“Ralsoy x 89775A, 1
“Ralsoy x Ogden, 12
“Ralsoy x Herman,
“Ogden x Edsoy, 7
“Ogden x Biloxi, 10
“Mammoth Yellow x Ogden, 7
“Missoy x Ogden, 14
“Biloxi x Ogden, 13
“Nanda x 81044, 9
“Nanda x Edsoy, 12
“Nanda x Seminole, 5
“Nanda x Rokusun, 2
“Seminole x Rokusun, 1
“In 1943 a number of F2 populations and F3 lines were
grown at the Delta and North Carolina Experiment Stations.
These were harvested and grouped according to maturity
dates. It was suggested that Mr. Henson send lists of all of
this material to the collaborators in the southern states so
they could request the material they thought suitable for their
area.
“Sixth Session: 8:30 a.m., March 3, Stoneville,
Mississippi
“P.R. Henson, chairman
“1. General agronomic problems with soybeans in the
southern states
“J.F. O’Kelly:
“a. Problems to be considered in soybean projects in the
South
“(1) Cropping and fertilizer studies to raise level of
fertility of soils used for soybean production
“(2) Weed control should be cooperative project
between agronomists and agricultural engineers
“(3) Disease studies
“(4) Storage
“(5) Development of improved seed stocks
“(6) Utilization–determine best varieties for sprouting
and canning
“b. Discussion
“The relationship between germination and seed coat
color and retention of viability was brought up. Mr. Cartter
mentioned that there was some data on this that could be
obtained from the U.S.D.A. Seed Laboratory in Washington
and mimeographed for distribution.
“2. Discussion of date of planting tests and suggestions
for 1944 The need for data on date of planting seemed to be
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general, but there was a difference of opinions on the method
to use in obtaining those data. It was finally agreed to select
several varieties then each station could select four varieties
from that list. The varieties selected wore: Macoupin, S100,
Arksoy, Ogden, Palmetto, Volstate, and Acadian. Each
collaborator was to let Mr. Henson know how many tests he
would grow and which varieties would be included.
“3. Administrative problems: J.L. Cartter
“4. General discussion.
“Motion by Mr. Manko, seconded by Dr. Aamodt, and
passed unanimously that the Conference go on record as
appreciating the fine cooperation of the Delta Experiment
Station throughout the Planning Conference.
“Dr. Adams expressed his appreciation in having the
Conference at the Delta Experiment Station.
“C.R. Adair, Secretary of Conference
“February 29 to March 3, 1944
“RSLM 112”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2018) that contains the words “backcross” or
“backcrosses” (or “backcrossing,” “backcrossed,” etc.).
Dr. L.F. Williams of the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory
seems to be the main person connected with this new
breeding technique. Address: U.S. Regional Soybean
Industrial Products Lab., Urbana, Illinois.
2717. Beeson, K.E. 1944. Grow more soys in ‘44: but
the really big problem is about harvesting them. Indiana
Farmers’ Guide (Huntington, Indiana) 100(7):2. April 1. *
2718. Beeson, K.E. 1944. More about soybeans: corn and
beans remove about the same amount of potash, phosphate
per acre. Indiana Farmers’ Guide (Huntington, Indiana)
100(8):4. April 15. *
• Summary: About fertilizing soybeans.
2719. Garden Gate, Columbia Broadcasting System. 1944.
Interview with W.J. Morse. Radio broadcast. CBS. 9:15 to
9:45 AM. April 22. 3 p. transcript.
• Summary: “Worcester: I’ve a guest with me today to tell
about a relatively new crop in the Victory Garden. He’s W.J.
Morse–well known authority on soybeans. And after you
hear him tell of the uses and values of the soybeans that can
be grown easily in the average Victory Garden–I’m sure
you’ll agree that most any garden plot of reasonable size
ought to include a row or two of vegetable soybeans this
year.
“Mr. Morse–I’d like to know first off, what’s the
difference between these so-called vegetable soybeans and
the kind farmers in the middlewest have been raising by the
millions of acres for these past few years–for oil and for
livestock feed?
Morse: There really isn’t a great deal of difference.
They’re all soybeans. They look alike and grow alike. But

the vegetable varieties have certain qualities that make them
better eating. For instance, most of the regular soybeans are
more difficult to prepare and are tougher and harder. Many
of the beans used for livestock feed have a less desirable
flavor. So the vegetable soybeans are really just a selected
group of varieties better suited for table use.”
“Tell me Mr. Morse–have we paid much attention to
soybeans in this country until recent years?
“Morse: A little over 50 years ago the Indiana
Experiment Station mentioned the use of soybeans as a
coffee substitute [Plumb 1894]. That’s the first published use
in this country other than for forage purposes. It seems that
some Indiana farmer and his neighbors had been roasting
the beans to make a coffee substitute. Only in recent years
however has there been widespread interest in soybeans as
human food in this country.
“Worcester: Well let’s get down to the facts of raising
these vegetable soybeans in the home victory garden. What
kind of crop are they? Anything like other beans?
“Morse: They grow much the same as the regular
green bush beans. You plant them about the same time of
year as corn or beans. They grow best in rows, 2½ to 3 feet
apart and about 3 inches apart in the row. Seed ought to be
inoculated before planting, and seeds can best be planted by
hand in a small garden, putting them in about 1 inch deep.
“Worcester: How long before they’ll be ready for the
table?
“Morse: That depends on the variety you plant and
the way you use them. Some kinds like the Giant Green and
the Sioux will mature in about 100 days. Others like the
Hahto and Rokusun will take half again that long or about 5
months.
“Worchester: That’s a little too long for some gardens in
the northern states.
“Morse: Yes, I’m afraid so. In fact, unless the season
is unusually favorable, many parts of the northern states
are too cold for soybeans–the growing season just isn’t long
enough. Of course, if you use the beans as a green vegetable,
shelled from the pod like peas or lima beans, then you can
harvest a little earlier than if you are trying to get mature dry
beans.”
Also discusses how to harvest, shell, cook vegetable
soybeans. The biggest pest is rabbits, which can be stopped
by dusting with hydrated lime. The key point is to be sure you
have the right variety “and a long enough growing season so
that the soybeans will mature before frost. They take quite a
bit more time than the usual green beans.”
2720. Hampton, Herbert E.; Albrecht, W.A. 1944. Nitrogen
fixation, composition and growth of soybeans in relation
to variable amounts of potassium and calcium. Missouri
Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Bulletin No. 381.
36 p. April. Based on his 1943 PhD thesis, Univ. of Missouri.
[36 ref]
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• Summary: “Summary and conclusions: A study was
made of the influence of variable supplies of exchangeable
potassium and calcium on nitrogen fixation and chemical
composition of soybeans. Clay cultures, prepared by titrating
electrodialyzed colloidal clay with the desired amounts of
the nutrient ions, were used. The data obtained warrant the
following conclusions:
“1. Plant growth and the fixation of nitrogen were
increased by additions of both potassium and calcium. High
levels of calcium stimulated nitrogen fixation to a greater
extent than did increments of potassium, which functioned
chiefly in the production of carbohydrates.
“2. The influence of calcium on growth and nitrogen
fixation was more pronounced at low than at high potassium
levels.
“3. Additions of calcium increased while those of
potassium lessened the activity of the plant in utilizing
magnesium.
“4. A low ratio of potassium to calcium was necessary
for maximum nitrogen fixation.
“5. High nitrogen levels in the plants were closely
related to increase potassium intake.
“6. In comparison to the non-nodulated plants, the
inoculated soybeans were characterized by high potassium
as well as high calcium and nitrogen contents.” Address:
Columbia, Missouri.
2721. Madson, B.A. 1944. Growing soybeans in California.
University of California Agricultural Experiment Station,
Lithoprint No. 37. 4 p. April. (Berkeley, Calif.). Also cited as
Multilith No. 80.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties. Climatic and
soil requirements. Culture. Harvesting. Enemies (Rabbits,
red spider, and nematodes).
An excellent summary of experience with soybeans in
California. “According to the results of tests carried on
during the past twenty-five years, however, there is little
prospect of the soybean’s becoming an important cash crop
in this state. During this period numerous varieties have
been tested, many of them in several localities; but seldom
have the yields been high enough to be profitable... or to
justify continued production.” The two best-yielding varieties
(in pounds of seed per acre in 1938) were Laredo (1,250)
and Virginia (1,100).
Where yields were good, as on bottom lands of the
lower Sacramento River and warmer coastal valleys, other
crops would yield a greater net cash return per acre. Notes
that most available soybean varieties are susceptible to
shattering. Address: Prof. of Agronomy and Agronomist,
Univ. of California, College of Agriculture, Agric. Exp.
Station, Berkeley 4, California.
2722. Pierre, W.H. 1944. Soil fertility factors affecting
soybean yield. Soybean Digest. April. p. 12-13. [3 ref]

• Summary: Editor’s introduction: “Experiment Station
studies prove that soybeans are definitely not a ‘poor land’
crop. They respond as well as other crops to good soil
management practices, including lime and fertilizer in the
rotation where necessary, contouring on rolling soils, and
the use of manure, says Dr. W.H. Pierre, Iowa State College
agronomist.
“The importance of the relation between soil
fertility and the yield of soybeans has often not been
sufficiently appreciated nor fully understood. Part of
this misunderstanding arises from the fact that soybeans
sometimes produce relatively better yields on soils of low
to fair productivity than do such crops as alfalfa or corn.
Moreover, as shall be indicated more definitely later,
soybeans usually do not respond as well to direct fertilizer
applications as do other common field crops. There is ample
evidence, however, to show that soybeans vary markedly
in yield on different soil types because of differences in the
natural fertility of the soil or because of differences in soil
management. It is my purpose in this discussion to review
some of these fertility factors that affect soybean yields
and to present some data obtained on several phases of the
problem.
“Effect of Fertilisers: In most of the experiments that
have been conducted in the midwestern states on the value
of direct fertilization of soybeans with phosphorus and
potassium, the results have in general been disappointing
except where the fertility of the soil was low. In experiments
conducted in Iowa by Dr. M4rtin Weiss in the years 1939 to
1941, inclusive, a significant decrease of nearly two bushels
per acre was obtained on two fields in 1940 from the use of
300 pounds of superphosphate per acre. In the other two
years, 1939 and 1941, there were no significant increases or
decreases from the use of either phosphorus or potassium
fertilizers. Lime increased yields an average of two
bushels per acre. The yields of the untreated plots in these
experiments ranged between 20 and 25 bushels per acre.
“In order to determine whether or not the relatively
poor results obtained from fertilizing soybeans on soils
of moderate productivity might be due to the method of
applying the fertilizer, studies were conducted in 1942-43
in different sections of the state comparing two general
methods of applying the fertilizer: (1) plowing under the
fertilizer, and (2) broadcasting after plowing and before seed
bed preparation. In some plots the fertilizer was broadcast
before plowing, while in others it was applied in a narrow
band in the bottom of the plow furrow. A summary of some of
the results obtained from seven fields studied is reported in
Table 1.
“The data show that in only two of the fields were
significant increases in yield obtained from the use of 250
or 300 pounds per acre of 0-20-20 fertilizer. Moreover, in
none of the cases did the 500-pound rate of application
give higher yields than did the 250-pound rate. In the two
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fields where increased yields were obtained from fertilizers,
different results were obtained from the two methods of
application. In 1942 on the Webster silty clay loam in
Story County, the yields were higher from broadcasting
the fertilizer after plowing than from plowing it under. In
1943, however, on the Marion silt loam in Monroe County
a larger increase in yields was obtained from plowing
under the fertilizer than from broadcasting it after plowing.
In both 1942 and 1943 the rainfall distribution was quite
satisfactory during the growing season. Although these data
are inadequate to allow definite conclusions to be drawn,
it appears likely that in dry seasons there may be a real
advantage in plowing under the fertilizer for soybeans rather
than in broadcasting and discing it into the soil. The fact
remains, of course, that in only two of the seven fields did
fertilizer produce increased yields; but it should be noted
that these fields were all fairly productive, as indicated by
the yield of the check plots.
“The fact that soybeans have not responded so well to
direct fertilization as has corn or other legumes common in
the corn belt has sometimes led to the erroneous belief that
soybeans are a ‘poor-soil’ crop. The data obtained in the
long-time fertility experiments conducted at nearly all the
midwestern states all show, however, that as the fertility level
of the soil is raised by the application of lime, fertilizers and
manure in the rotation, good increases in yield of soybeans
are obtained. For example, the average yields obtained at
the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station from the use
of different soil treatments in the rotation on four fields in
1937-1941 were as follows: (1) no treatment, 13.7 bushels;
(2) manure, 18.3 bushels; (3) manure and lime, 22.3 bushels;
and (4) crop residues, lime, phosphorus and potassium, 21.0
bushels.
“Soil Fertility Levels: One of the factors that will help
to determine the long-time place of soybeans in corn-belt
agriculture is its ability to compete with corn on soils of high
productivity. An important question is, do soybeans respond
as well to high levels of soil productivity as does corn? The
evidence from many of the long-time rotation and fertility
experiments in the Midwest indicates that although soybeans
do respond to lime, manure and fertilizers in the rotation, the
percentage increase in yield is usually not as high as for the
corn in the rotation. In most of these experiments, however,
these results might be explained by the fact that corn follows
the legume sod whereas the soybeans follow the corn in the
rotation. Moreover, the manure is applied to corn.
“In order to get more information on this point,
soybeans were substituted for corn on one-half the plots
in second year corn in our four-year rotation experiment
of corn, corn, oats and clover at the Agronomy farm at
Ames in 1942 and 1943. In this rotation experiment, which
has been in progress since 1916, certain of the plots have
received lime, fertilizer and manure in different amounts and
combinations, while other plots have not received any soil

treatment during this 28-year period. The yields of soybeans
and of corn on the six untreated or lowest-yielding plots and
on the six highest yielding plots during the past two years
show quite conclusively that soybeans responded just as well
to good soil treatment or high fertility level, as did corn.
With both soybeans and corn, the yields were higher by 41
percent on the plots that had received lime and manure than
on the untreated plots. Another interesting result obtained
in this experiment is the marked response of soybeans to
large applications of manure in the rotation. Those plots that
received 20 tons of manure per rotation (4 years) yielded an
average of 6 bushels more per acre than those that received
only 8 tons. This indicates that the abundant amount
of organic matter added in the manure or the nitrogen,
phosphorus, or potassium it contains is responsible for the
marked increases in yield.
“Contouring: Another practice that is important in
obtaining high acre yields of soybeans on rolling soils is
the practice of contouring. In a number of experiments
conducted in Iowa in 1942 the average increase in yields
from contouring was 3.2 bushels. Similar results were
obtained in 1943, the average increase in yield for the two
years on 68 fields being 2.7 bushels per acre. In view of
the fact that a substantial amount of the expanded soybean
acreage in 1943 will be on rolling soils, that there is a great
need of getting the highest production possible, and that
contouring is very effective in conserving soil and water
the importance of contouring on such soils should be fully
recognized.
“Conclusions: It is evident from this brief discussion
that soybeans should not be considered a ‘poor land’ crop.
Just as with other crops high yields can only be obtained on
soils in a good state of fertility. Although soybeans do not
respond as well to direct fertilization with phosphorus and
potassium fertilizer as do such crops as alfalfa or corn, they
do respond well to good soil management practices. The use
of lime and fertilizers in the rotation where necessary, the
practice of contouring on rolling soils, and especially the use
of manure all contribute to high acre yields.”
Tables: (1) “The response of soybeans to applications
of 0-20-20 fertilizer on different soil types, or affected by
methods of application.” The columns in this table are:
Experiment number. County. Soil type. Yields of untreated
plots. Increased yields in plowed under vs. broadcast after
plowing (most were “none”).
(2) A comparison of the effect of soil fertility level on
yields of corn and soybeans (Webster silt loam, Agronomy
Farm, Ames) 4-year rotation: (1) Corn (2) Soybeans or Corn
(3) Oats (4) Clover.
A small portrait photo shows Dr. W.H. Pierre. Address:
PhD, Iowa State Agric. Exp. Station.
2723. Saunders, A.R. 1944. Soya beans, cowpeas, and other
legumes. Farming in South Africa 19(217):251-54. April.
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• Summary: “Apart from lucerne, soya beans and cowpeas
are undoubtedly the most important leguminous hay crops
grown. An ever increasing production of these and other
leguminous crops as protein-rich feed for animals and as soil
builders in rotation with maize and other crops would be one
means towards balanced farming and perman6nt agriculture.
In addition, there is a great future for the soya bean as a seed
crop, though large-scale developments in this direction will
require a general improvement in the standard of farming
and the use of labour-saving machinery,
“Soya Beans: As a hay crop, the soya bean has already
established itself firmly in the more favourable parts of the
summer rainfall area, but owing to inexperience on the part
of farmers, high prices of competitive crops, and the lack of
proper machinery for handling the crop, seed production has
not made the progress expected a few years ago. This fact
is, however, no criterion of the possibilities of the crop, and
there is no doubt that the soya bean will in future occupy a
far more important position in our agriculture than it does
to-day.
“Unlike in the case of maize, soya beans are still planted
far too thinly. The common practice is to plant at the rate of
35-40 lb. per morgen, whereas at least double, or, if planting
is done in 18 inch rows, treble this quantity of seed should
be used. Details concerning methods of production are
irrelevant to this brief discussion, but a few practical hints
might not be out of place. In the first instance, if a maize
planter is employed, thicker plates should be used. A plate
¼ inch in thickness gives uniformly good results and usually
obviates nearly all the seed breakage which is so often
responsible for poor stands. Secondly, planting should only
take place on soil which is moist enough for the seed to start
germinating immediately, and the depth of planting should
he carefully regulated so as not to exceed 1½ to 2 inches.
“For threshing the beans any wheat thresher can be
used provided special sprockets or pulleys are fitted so
as to reduce the speed of the drum to not more than 500
r.p.m. Removal of one or two rows of concave teeth and
replacement of the top screen, if it is of metal, by a wooden
screen are additional aids to successful threshing. A certain
amount of splitting of the seed is, however, unavoidable, but
the splits can be removed readily by passing the seed over a
3/16 inch by 3/4 inch screen.
“Soya-bean seed is not readily damaged by insects and
rodents and will retain its viability for at least three years
if thoroughly dry and stored in a cool place. Seed with a
high moisture content deteriorates rapidly and may lose its
germinability entirely within a year.
“Varieties.–The time is past when farmers need concern
themselves about the old varieties such as Mammoth,
Brownie, Chinese White, and others. The market requires
a yellow bean and the new non-shattering strains are all
of this type. Of the first of these strains distributed Nos.
34.S.51, 34.S.256 and 34.S.395 have given the best results.

This does not mean that they cannot be improved upon, for
already superior types are in the course of development. In
this regard two new strains give particular promise, viz.,
35.S.277 and 38.S.58, and it is hoped to have seed of the
former available for distribution next year and of the latter
the year after. Strain 35.S.277 is the earlier of the two in
maturity and should prove suitable for highveld conditions,
while 38.S.58 is likely to give its highest returns in areas with
a growing season of at least 135 days.
“Cowpeas.–In relatively dry areas the cowpea is a more
reliable crop than soya beans. On the other hand it is much
more sensitive to excessive moisture. At Potchefstroom this
year cowpeas have suffered seriously from water-logging of
the soil, while soya beans on the same soil show no injury at
all.
“The same remarks apply to cowpeas as to soya beans
as regards the necessity for closer spacing than is commonly
practised. This is especially true of the upright types,...”
Fig. 1 shows “A field of strain 35.S.277 soya beans
standing to a height of 3 ft. at the time of flowering. Source:
College of Agriculture, Potchefstroom.” Address: PhD,
Senior Professional Officer, Div. of Animal and Crop
Production.
2724. Soil Conservation Service. 1944. Soil conservation
aids soybean production. USDA Agricultural War
Information (AWI). AWI-92. 6 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Conservation measures needed
in growing soybeans. Method of planting affects soil and
water losses. Contouring increases yields. Terracing gives
adequate protection. A place for soybeans in the rotation.
Winter cover before and after soybeans. Increase the yield by
protecting the land.
This bulletin begins: “Soybeans play an essential role
in the production of many civilian and war goods. Oil, flour,
meal, and other soybean products have many commercial
uses. The importance of this crop is indicated by the fact that
the acreage of soybeans harvested for beans has increased
from nearly 4½ million acres in 1939 to approximately 11
million in 1943. To reach this acreage, much sloping land
has been planted, and serious erosion has resulted. Unless
conservation measures are employed, acre yields will drop
and it will be difficult to reach production goals.
“Special care should be taken to plant soybeans on land
not subject to severe erosion or to plant where adequate
conservation measures and practices can be used to control
excessive soil and water losses. Land which has lost most of
its topsoil should not be planted to soybeans. The yields will
be disappointing, and gully erosion may be started. Soybean
fields left unprotected after harvest are subject to severe
erosion.”
Photos show: (1) Curving rows of soybeans planted
on the contour. (2) “Serious erosion occurs when soybeans
are planted and cultivated in straight rows up and down the
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slope.”
(3) “A close-up view of gully erosion in a soybean field
where land is sloping and the topsoil is thin.” (4) “Sheet
and gully erosion caused by excessive water runoff after
soybeans have been harvested.”
(5) Soybeans drilled solid give greater protection to
the soil. Erosion is greatly reduced (Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station).” (6) “Soybeans in 42-inch rows
adequately protected from erosion by terraces and contour
tillage.”
(7) “Combining soybeans on a terrace ridge. No
evidence of erosion.” (8) “Soybeans in a 3-year rotation
of red clover-soybeans-grain. The beans are planted and
cultivated in 42-inch rows in a contour strip-cropping
system.”
(9) “Plowing under a grass-legume sod for soybeans.
The soil is protected by the plants until shortly before beans
are drilled. The legumes provide nitrogen and organic matter
leaves the soil loose and in good tilth to absorb moisture.”
(10) “Rye sown in soybeans the last of August with a 5-hole
grain drill. Beans are ready to be harvested and the good
growth of rye will provide winter protection to the soil.”
(11) “Drilling winter wheat on soybean stubble
immediately behind a combine harvesting soybeans. No
seedbed preparation is necessary, the soybean straw is not a
tillage obstacle, and the crop residue provides a protection
to the surface of the soil” (Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station).
On the bottom half of the last back cover: “Further
information can be obtained from the regional, State, or
local office of the Soil Conservation Service, your State
agricultural college, or your county agent.”
2725. Beeson, K.E. 1944. Row or solid seeding? Questions
often asked in planting soybeans–Beeson gives directions for
each method. Indiana Farmers Guide 100(10):11. May 15.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Row seedings
advantages. Row seeding directions.
Which method of planting “will give the higher yield
depends to a considerable extent upon soil. Briefly, higher
yields can be expected from row seedings on highly fertile
soils or weed infested soils and especially under favorable
growing seasons, and on very droughty sandy loams. Under
average soil conditions, solid seedings are likely to do at
least as well, and probably a little better than row seedings
in bushels per acre.
“On the highly fertile soils solid sown beans may go
down before the flowers have been pollinated. If so, seed set
is likely to be poor.” Address: Extension Agronomist, Purdue
Univ. Agriculture Extension Dep.
2726. Rossini, Mario. 1944. El cultivo de la soja en la
República Argentina [Cultivation of soybeans in the Republic
of Argentina]. Boletin Oficial de Bolsa de Comercio (Rosario

de Santa Fe, Argentina) 32(777):3-5. May 31. [Spa]
• Summary: Soybean production has not been successful in
Argentina because of lack of a consuming market.
Note: This article seems to be very similar (or identical)
to one by the same author with the same title in ÈRevista de
la Bolsa de Cereales (Buenos Aires, Argentina). Both articles
begin (in Spanish): “El aumento en los últimos tiempos de
la literatura referente a esta leguminosa de origen oriental, la
Glycine soja de los botánicos,...” Address: Ing. Agrónomo.
2727. Agronomy Department. 1944. Soybeans: Seed spacing
for various planting rates and widths of rows. Indiana
(Purdue) Agricultural College, Mimeo No. 54. May. 1 p.
• Summary: This mimeo contains no text, except in tables.
The data for both tables is from R.R. Mulvey.
A tall table near the top contains these columns: (1)
Distance between rows: 7, 21, 28, 35 and 42 inches. (2)
Pounds of seed [planted]: Ranges from 20 to 120 lb. (3) Soy
seed per yard. (4) Inches apart in row (ranges from 1.0 to 3.6
inches). (5) 1942 yield in bushels per acre for Illini. (6) For
Richland. (7) 1943 yield for Richland.
A short table near the bottom contains these columns:
(1) Distance between rows: 34 inches. (2) Pounds of seed
[planted]: 25, 35, 45 and 50. (3) 1943 yields for Illini. (4) For
Lincoln.
Note: The date received stamp shows that this document
was received by USDA’s National Agricultural Library
(NAL) on 11 July 1944. Address: Purdue Univ. Dep. of
Agricultural Extension [Lafayette, Indiana].
2728. Bunnell, D.J. 1944. Problems of the soybean
processor. Soybean Digest. May. p. 12-14.
• Summary: Editorial introduction: “Soybeans must be
treated as an oil seed rather than a grain crop and graded
accordingly, with premiums and discounts for fluctuations
above and below a basic oil content. So says D.I. Bunnell,
vice president of Central Soya Co., Inc. An address before
the Soybean Processors’ Conference at the University of
Illinois.”
“Influences of this global war have penetrated into every
phase of our national life until now each individual–of every
class–has been affected. After the bitter experiences of the
last two years, we have become fired with a determination
that is the foundation for ultimate victory... In recent years,
as an outgrowth of such endeavors, the soybean has become
an important new source for oil and protein.
“In the period before there was a processing industry,
some farmers regarded soybeans as a crop to improve the
soil, even though harvested for seed, because they knew the
plant to be a legume. Many farmers were primarily interested
in the seed crop for each spring there was, a good market for
all the available supplies of the varieties known at that time.
The Hollybrook, the Ito San, AK’s Haberlandt and Early
Brown were varieties that have long since been replaced by
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names well known today. It is interesting to recall that after
the first World War, in the spring of 1920, these varieties
were sold for seed at prices that ranged from nine to eleven
dollars per bushel.
“At the beginning of the 1920’s, soybeans were
harvested by threshing machines–or separators as they were
sometimes called. They were then sacked or stored in bulk
in a dry bin until spring. The crop movement, if you care to
give it that name, took place in April and early May, when
seedsmen started out, after clover seed sales were about
completed, to buy up stocks of the specific varieties to serve
their trade. The local dealer, in the districts where farmers
were known to have threshed beans for seed, helped the
seedsmen in this work of accumulation. He always had a
list of farmers, the number of bushels and varieties raised
and therefore functioned as the contact man between grower
and seedsmen. The beans were sacked, loaded into cars
and shipped to the seedhouses. There they were cleaned,
germinated and then sold to the seedsmen’s dealer trade
through the medium of price cards that were mailed out each
week. Some farmers used a hand powered clipper-cleaner to
clean their own beans, and sold them to their neighbors.
“At this time a limited alfalfa acreage was just getting
started in the Middle-West, and sweet clover was still
considered a weed. Seedsmen were even fearful that
soybeans would replace Medium Red, Mammoth and Alsike
clover as a soil builder, thereby undermining their more
profitable trade in these old, established legumes. Gradually,
with each passing season, there came a better understanding
of the place soybeans would occupy in relation to other
crops. For the farmer, this was a period of exploration and
adjustment. His knowledge about planting, cultivation and
harvesting grew; he was learning to plan soybeans as a part
of this regular production.
“Two decades have brought a great change. Today
we can look back upon all the constructive influences of
the trial and error period and give thanks that these efforts
were so well timed as to make possible today’s large, badly
needed soybean production. The accomplished task is
better expressed in terms of annual production of 1 billion
300 million pounds of oil for edible and technical uses,
and over 3 million tons of protein concentrate for man and
animal. Today’s near 200 million bushel crop is assurance
that production is becoming established upon a plane of
permanent, large volume that assures its place in American
agriculture.
“War-time economics have brought fixed prices to
soybeans and the major products–oil and meal. Processors,
in their operations, are now contracted with the government–
for it is the best way to safeguard continuous, maximum
production regardless of the rapidly changing economic
influences always present during a war period. It is not my
purpose to go into a description of this complex relationship,
for it is temporary. We have enjoyed our association with the

government, and we honor the men in the various agencies
who have helped fit our problems to the accomplishment of
the objective. We shall continue to cooperate with all our
energy and with the full employment of all our resources
until peace returns again. Then we look forward to a future
that will return free enterprise to growers, to ourselves and
to our customers, for we are believers in the principles that
established this industry in the beginning; in the time-tried
principles of individual initiative and fair competition.
“I should like to direct your minds to the problems of
a processor as related to the more normal circumstances of
peace time.
“The First Problem: After the scientist has developed the
most desirable soybean for a given set of circumstances, the
processor is then concerned with the resulting harvest that
gives him suitable raw material for a successful operation.
“The first problem that is faced by the processor is the
physical characteristics and quality of the crop. Weather
conditions give a different set of circumstances each year.
No better illustration can be cited than the experience of the
last three seasons. Two years ago there was a prolonged wet
harvest. Last year an early frost developed green damage,
followed by serious field damage in thousands of acres that
were not harvested until late winter and early spring. This
year we have a soybean of high quality, according to grain
standards, yet an oil content below normal.
“This is a young industry. Our experience has not
exhausted all the possibilities that make for varying
characteristics of bean quality. Any new set of conditions
shall give us new, unlooked for problems and difficulties.
The complications and hazards of handling a wet crop begin
at the country elevator. Soybeans of high moisture must be
moved without delay to avoid spoilage. Every shipper–in his
effort to serve the farmers of his community–rushes these
problem beans to the processing plants. Upon arrival, in
non-storable condition, an exacting drying operation begins.
This chain of events develops a volume of movement that is
staggering. The processor must adjust his drying operation to
large volume bean receipts. Of necessity, this means he can
take out only part of the moisture on the first handling. The
immediate danger is thus removed, and in this condition the
beans are put into temporary storage where the problem of
good soybean warehousing begins. Constant watch must be
kept of every bin to be assured that condition is maintained.
As soon as the rush movement is over, it is then necessary
to complete the drying operation by reducing the moisture
content to a safe level.
“Two years ago beans arrived in such a wet condition
that even the second drying did not give assurance of safety.
In the operation of our company, we were forced to keep
beans turning on a 24 hour basis all through the winter until
they were processed. Notwithstanding these precautions,
hundreds of thousands of dollars were lost throughout the
industry because soybeans went out of condition.
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“Last year thousands of acres went into the winter
unharvested. When these beans were finally combined in
the late winter and early spring, field damage ranged from
25 to 80 percent. The problems of storage, preparation for
processing and actual handling in the plant were the most
difficult that have ever confronted the industry. Not only
were the products substandard in quality, but the strain on
processing equipment was so heavy that the ingenuity of
processors was sorely taxed. Very heavy adjustments had to
be paid to move the oil into consuming channels. Judged on
a basis of grain standards, the quality of the 1943 crop was
one of the best ever harvested. In a very short time, however,
all processors realized that the oil yield was quite a little
below normal. This confirmed what had been in the minds of
thoughtful processors for a number of years–that the value of
soybeans to the processor could not be determined according
to grain standards, but upon an analysis for oil content. This
year, oil content at 14 percent moisture has hardly averaged
17 percent, over the soybean belt. In other years it has
averaged from 18 to 18½ percent.” Address: Vice President,
Central Soya Co., Inc.
2729. Cruz, F.B. 1944. Frijol soya: método para cultivarlo
en Cuba [The soybean: A method for cultivating it in Cuba].
Revista Nacional de Ciencias Polit-Econ.-Sociales 3(30):34.
May. [Spa]*
2730. Vittum, M.T.; Mulvey, R.R. 1944. More about soybean
fertilization. Better Crops with Plant Food 28(5):6-10, 4546. May. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Results of
demonstrations in 1942. Results in Lafayette in 1943. Results
on Clermont silt loam. Results on vigo silt loam. Contains 6
tables.
“Summary and conclusions: From the above data, it is
shown that: (1) the soybean crop can be fertilized directly,
and (2) this crop has the ability to recover plant food which
remains in the soil after heavy fertilization of the preceding
crop, usually corn.
“Therefore, our recommendations for fertilizing
soybeans in Indiana include:
“1. Lime all acid soils at the rate recommended for red
clover. Do not attempt to grow soys on acid land without
lime. Inoculate all soybean seed.
“2. Where soybeans are drilled in rows for cultivation,
apply 150 pounds per acre of 0-20-20 [NPK] or 250 pounds
0-12-12 in the row with a divider fertilizer attachment.
“3. On soils low in productivity, where corn yields
average less than 40 bushels per acre, plow under 300
pounds per acre of 0-20-20 or 500 pounds of 0-12-12. 4. On
potash-deficient soils, plow under 500 pounds per acre of
0-9-27 per acre.” Address: Agronomy Dep., Purdue Univ.,
Lafayette, Indiana.

2731. Vittum, M.T.; Horrall, N. 1944. Effect of unharvested
soybean residues on the yield of the succeeding wheat crop
at different soil fertility levels. J. of the American Society of
Agronomy 36(5):468-69. May. [7 ref]
• Summary: In 1942 an experiment was conducted to
determine the best method and rate of fertilizing a 4-year
rotation of corn (rye intercrop), soybeans, wheat, and clover
on a light-colored (Crosby) silt loam soil which was very low
in fertility and organic matter.
The outer rows of the soybean plots were trimmed using
a mower. The soybeans on these plot borders were green
when cut. They were left where they fell, and decayed slowly
to form an effective mulch.
Then the rest of the soybeans from the plot were cut
on Sept. 25 and threshed October 2. “The straw from each
harvest area was returned to the plot from which it came. The
land was disked and Fairfield wheat was drilled October 13.
“As soon as the wheat crop came up, it was evident that
the plants on the plot borders from which no soybeans were
removed made much better growth than the plants on the
adjacent areas from which the beans had been removed. This
difference was very prominent during the spring of 1943;
therefore, it was decided to obtain wheat yield data from
both borders and plots.” Address: Agronomy Dep., Purdue
Univ. Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
2732. Skiver, C.E. 1944. How to grow better wheat
following soybeans. Purdue University (Indiana), Dep. of
Agricultural Extension, Extension Leaflet No. 255. 5 panels.
June. Reprinted in July.
• Summary: Harvest your soybeans early, fertilize your
wheat, sow more seed per acre. Cut wheat growing costs.
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Lafayette, Indiana.
2733. Englehorn, A.J. 1944. Place of soybeans in the
rotation. Soybean Digest. July. p. 9-11. [2 ref]
• Summary: From a talk before the Iowa Processors
Association.
“The soybean has developed markedly as a major crop
in the corn belt during the past several years. Farmers have
learned how to grow this crop, new uses have been found for
it, its products have established themselves in the economy
of the nation. The acreage devoted to the soybean has
increased by large percentages.
“One may question, however, just how important the
soybean may be in the future. Will the acreages remain at
present levels; will they increase or will they decrease?
The fact remains that any new crop must establish itself at
the expense of older and tried crops. A prediction as to the
future status of the soybean may be somewhat difficult to
make. The demand for the products from its seed will be
one determining factor. We can probably assume that that
demand will become increasingly important.
“On the other hand, how well the soybean may become
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established will depend on how well it assumes a place on
the land. There are certain limiting factors in this connection.
They are briefly these: (1) The land suitable for the growth
of the soybean is not unlimited; (2) The soybean does not
always yield favorably in comparison with other crops and
must establish itself in competition for space; (3) It will need
to assume a favorable position in regular rotations with other
farm crops.
“Not all land devoted to crop production is suitable
for the growth of the soybean. In Iowa, for instance, there
are about 25.5 million acres of land in regular rotation.
This might be considered to be potential land for growing
soybeans, except that a certain amount is too sloping for
this crop. About 8.2 million acres of the 25.5 million acres
are level and can be considered suitable for the use of the
soybean. A second class of land which might be suitable for
growing this crop is that which ranges from 3 to 7 percent
in slope. There are about 9 million acres of rotation land of
this nature in Iowa. Not all of this would be satisfactory for
the soybean, however, since sloping land once under timber
or with certain tight subsoils which make such lands more
erodible are not very satisfactory for this crop. On this basis
there are about 7.1 million acres of sloping land suitable for
soybeans in Iowa. The two groups of land–level and most
of that 3 to 7 percent in slope–will amount to 15.3 million
acres. This we consider to be suitable for the growth of the
soybean. Nineteen percent of this land will be needed to
reach the soybean goal of 2,890,000 acres set for 1944. On
this basis it would appear that the suitability of the land is far
from a limiting factor to an increasing soybean acreage.
“Other crops, however, such as corn, small grains and
hay and pasture will compete with soybeans for this acreage.
The permanency of the present position of the soybean will
be governed by the ease with which it can compete with
other crops for this land. That may depend on its relative
yield as compared with other crops on the various soils and
on the adaptability of new varieties, particularly with respect
to the climate in areas otherwise favorable for expanding
acreages. In Iowa, for instance, the yield of soybeans as
compared with corn varies widely. In certain southern Iowa
counties the ratio is less than 2.5 bushels of corn for each
bushel of soybeans; in central Iowa the range is between 2.5
and 3.0 and in southwestern, northern and northeastern Iowa,
from 3.0 to nearly 4 bushels of corn for each bushel of beans.
Undoubtedly the soybean will be able to hold its position
in competition with corn to a greater extent as this ratio
becomes lower.
“Any new crop or any crop expanding in acreage
necessarily supplants that formerly allocated to other crops.
Today the soybean seems to be competing definitely with
corn for acreage. How well it can do this will depend on
those factors already mentioned, and on its value as a cash
crop. In 1943 the corn-soybean ratio in Iowa was 5.5 acres
of corn to 1 of soybeans. If the 1944 goal is reached, the

ratio will be slightly less than 4 to 1. It might appear that
the soybean crop has about reached its maximum acreage
in Iowa–particularly when the tremendous increase that has
taken place in the past few years is noted. On the other hand,
however, it has not nearly reached the comparative acreage
that exists in such states as Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, where
the respective ratios in 1943 were 2.5, 2.6 and 2.9 acres of
corn to 1 of soybeans. It is true the intertilled acreages are
lower in these states which may be a further indication for
believing soybean acreages could increase in Iowa.
“The ability with which the soybean crop can fit into
the present rotation systems is believed to be the most
important of the three limiting factors governing the place of
soybeans in the Iowa crop pattern. Several things will need
consideration in this connection. Contrary to our early belief,
the soybean is not a soil-building legume in a strict sense of
the word. There are several reasons why this is true. In the
first place, it is not as useful in supplying nitrogen to the soil
as are other legumes. One-tenth of the total nitrogen in the
soybean plant is in the root system, while in red clover, onefourth to one-third of the total nitrogen is found there. In the
second place, the soybean does not have such fibrous roots as
does red clover. This is important in preventing erosion and
in increasing organic matter supplies.
“As a Soil Builder: Whether or not the soybean can be
considered a soil-building legume will depend upon how it is
used. If plowed down as a green manure crop nitrogen will
be added, but if all the crop is removed, there will be a loss
of this element. As commonly handled in the corn belt today,
with the seed hauled to market, the leaves decomposed on
the surface and the coarse straw often burned, there cannot
be much gain of nitrogen from growing this crop.
“In this connection the question is often raised as to the
effect of the soybean on the following crop. Experimental
evidence on this point is not extensive but it would seem to
indicate that there is a beneficial effect to be derived from
growing beans. In Indiana, for instance, when corn followed
clover there was a 7.6 bushel increase over the yield of corn
following corn; and a 2.4 bushel increase in corn following
soybeans as compared with corn following corn. At Ohio,
when corn followed corn, the yield was 24.2 bushels and
with corn following soybeans, 34.8. At the Iowa Station
tests on two different soil types indicated increased yields
because of the soybean in the rotation. In 1942 it was found
that corn following corn on Webster soils gave a yield of
63.4 bushels while with corn following beans the yield
was 71.7–a difference of 9.6 bushels. On Clarion loam the
respective yields were 64.6 and 74.1–a gain of 9.5 bushels an
acre because of the soybean. Similar results were obtained in
1943.
“The soybean is often thought of as a possible substitute
for the oat crop, especially when that crop is low-yielding
and of comparatively minor importance. New oat varieties
which are high-yielding and disease-resistant are now finding
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their place on the general farm of the corn belt. Present
indications now are that oats will maintain their position and
are making demands for more acreage. Moreover, the oat
crop is needed as a companion crop when clover seedings are
made, and if a clover and alfalfa acreage is maintained after
the war at a high enough rate to maintain soil fertility the
present oat acreage will probably have to be continued.
“It appears then that the soybean should be considered
as an intertilled crop and will therefore compete with
other clean-tilled crops. To fit it into the rotation will
undoubtedly mean lengthening present rotation systems.
That is, if the rotation was corn, corn, oats and clover, then
to accommodate the soybean it should probably be corn,
soybeans, corn, oats and clover. The benefit of the clover
crop would then be passed on directly to the first corn crop,
corn being a heavy feeder on nitrogen, and some benefit
would accrue to the second corn crop in the rotation, from
the soybean.
“If the soybean acreage is increased, sloping lands will
need to be used more. Measures designed to control erosion
will thus need to be adopted to a greater extent on sloping
lands now devoted to soybeans and on additional acreages.
This will need to be done particularly when rotations now
efficient in controlling erosion are changed to accommodate
the soybean. Evidence being obtained in Iowa and elsewhere
seems to indicate erosion of soil will occur under beans to
the same extent or somewhat greater than under corn, other
circumstances being equal. Contour farming will need to be
adopted as soybeans are introduced on sloping lands in order
to prevent further soil losses.
“Evidence being accumulated now indicates that an
added advantage is obtained when the soybean is grown on
the contour, since yields are generally increased because
of this practice. Data obtained at the Iowa Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1943 indicated an increased yield of
3.2 bushels of soybeans could be obtained from contouring
the crop. Will the soybean become established as a major
crop? There appears to be room for it on the land and
even though it needs to be looked upon as a clean-tilled
crop competing for space with corn in regular rotation and
cannot substitute for a legume, it has certain beneficial
effects on succeeding crops. As varietal improvements and
management practices increase, this crop should move into
a more favorable position in relation to corn with respect to
yield and should claim its just position in the corn belt crop
pattern.” Address: Iowa State Agric. Exp. Station.
2734. Arnold, H.C. 1944. Agricultural Experiment Station,
Salisbury. Annual report of experiments, season 1942-43.
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 41(4):208-25. July/Aug.
• Summary: Yields of maize and soya beans in bags (200
lb each) per acre are given. Soya bean yields are up 30%
because (1) a heavier yielding strain, Hernon 107, was sown;
(2) there was complete inoculation with the specific bacteria

through sowing on land which had grown soya beans only
2 years previously; (3) the frequent rain favored soya bean
growth.
The effect of various manurial dressings [fertilizers such
as compost, lime, phosphate, and various combinations of
these] on soya bean seed production was studied. Compost
+ lime gave the highest yields (8.8 bags/acre; 1 bag = 200
lb). Soya beans were also used as a green manure crop and
their effect on maize and on other soya beans was shown to
be significant. Soya bean strain trials were conducted. The
best Hernon strains in general cultivation now are No. 107,
55, and 18. Address: M.B.E., Manager, Salisbury Agric. Exp.
Station.
2735. Probst, A.H.; Cutler, G.H. 1944. Lincoln: A new midseason variety of soybean well adapted for central Indiana.
Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural College, Agronomy Mimeo
No. 42. Aug. 5 p.
• Summary: “Lincoln is the most promising mid-season
variety of soybean released to date.
“Origin: The Lincoln soybean variety is a selection
from a natural cross, probably between a white-flowered
Mandarin plant and Manchu, made in 1934, by Dr. C.M.
Woodworth, Chief in Plant Genetics, Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station. The final selection, L6-685, was made
by Dr. L.F. Williams, Associate Agronomist, U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory*, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils,
and Agricultural Engineering, United States Department
of Agriculture, cooperating with the Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station in soybean breeding.
“Description: The Lincoln soybean resembles the
Mandell variety in appearance, height, standing ability,
time of maturity, and in most other respects except that it is
higher yielding, produces seed of much higher oil content,
and has white flowers instead of purple. The white flowers
distinguish it from all other varieties with brown pubescence
now grown in Indiana. Lincoln is intermediate in height
between Dunfield and Illini. It lodges less than either of these
two varieties, but is not as stiff-stemmed as Richland.
“The seed is yellow with a prominent black hilum,
medium in size (3,000 per pound), about the same size
as Mandell, slightly larger than Illini (3,200 per pound),
and slightly smaller than Dunfield (2,750 per pound),
and Richland (2,800 per pound). Three seeds to the pod
predominate when grown on fertile soil.
“Cooperative Tests in Indiana: The U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory has cooperated in the testing of soybean
varieties at eight different locations representing different
soil and climatic conditions in Indiana. Lincoln has been
included from one to four years at all locations and the yield,
chemical composition, and maturity results as compared to
several other varieties of soybeans are given in Tables 1, 2,
and 3.
Footnote: * A cooperative organization participated
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in by the Bureau of Plant Industry Soils, and Engineering,
Agricultural Research Administration of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture and the Agricultural Experiment Stations of
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
Nebraska, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma,
South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia,
and Wisconsin.
On page 3 are 2 tables: (1) “A Comparison of Yield,
Maturity, and Chemical Composition of Lincoln and Several
Other Varieties of Soybeans Grown at Four Locations in
Northern and North Central Indiana.” The other varieties
are: Early: Earlyana, Richland. Mid-season: Dunfield,
Illini, Lincoln. The four locations are LaGrange, Wanatah,
Bluffton, Lafayette. The chemical composition gives (in all
tables) the percentage of oil, percentage of oil, and iodine
number of the oil.
(2) “A Comparison of Yield, Maturity, and Chemical
Composition of Lincoln and Several Other Varieties
of Soybeans Grown at Three Locations in Central and
Southeastern Indiana.” The other varieties are: Mid-season:
Dunfield, Illini, Lincoln. Late: Patoka, Chief. The three
locations are Lafayette, Greenfield, Vernon.
Page 4: The top half contains a third table and the
bottom half more text: (3) “A Comparison of Yield,
Maturity, and Chemical Composition of Lincoln and Several
Other Varieties of Soybeans Grown at Two Locations in
Southwestern Indiana.” The other varieties were: Midseason: Illini, Lincoln. Late: Patoka, Chief, Gibson, Kingwa.
“Adaptation: The Lincoln variety of soybean is well
suited to the same conditions under which other varieties
of the same maturity group, such as Dunfield, Mandell,
Manchu, and Mingo, are grown in Indiana, and might well
replace these varieties in this state because of its high yield,
good standing ability, and high oil content. It is best adapted
in central Indiana. Lincoln should be used only for early
planting in northern Indiana and for medium-late planting
south of U.S. Highway 50, because of its time of maturity.
Earlyana, Richland, Patoka, Gibson, and Chief, are expected
to continue to fill the conditions of their Special adaptation
for which they have been recommended.
“Seed Quality: Lincoln has equalled or excelled Illini
and Dunfield in seed quality in central and northern Indiana.
It has produced seed of a poorer quality than Gibson or
Chief, when planted in May in southwestern Indiana in 1942
and 1943, but has about equalled the seed quality of Illini in
this area of the state. Date of planting studies at Evansville
indicate that fairly good seed quality is obtained with Illini
when planted after the first week of June. Similar results may
be expected with Lincoln.
“Cooperative Regional Tests: Lincoln has been widely
tested throughout the soybean belt in 95 cooperative
tests between the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory and
the Illinois, Ohio, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Michigan,

Wisconsin, Virginia, and Purdue Agricultural Experiment
Stations. The tests were conducted in Illinois in 1938: Illinois
and Ohio in 1939: Illinois, Ohio, Iowa, and Indiana, in
1940 and 1941: Illinois, Ohio, Iowa, Indiana, Missouri, and
Nebraska, in 1942: and in Illinois, Ohio, Iowa, Missouri,
Nebraska, Michigan, Wisconsin, Virginia, and Indiana, in
1943. The results of these tests are presented in Table 4.
Page 5 contains two tables plus text. Table (4):
“Summary of Yield and Chemical Data for Lincoln, Illini,
and Dunfield Soybeans Grown in Regional Tests in Indiana,
Illinois, Ohio, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Wisconsin,
Michigan, and Virginia, 1938-1943.”
“Lincoln has exceeded the average yield of Dunfield and
Illini in each of the individual years and has averaged 5.2
bushels, or 18.6 per cent. higher than these varieties for the
six-year period. It likewise has had better quality seed and
has lodged less than either of these varieties. The oil content
has been high, even exceeding Dunfield, a variety noted for
its high oil content. In these tests, Lincoln has matured about
one and one-half days earlier than Illini and about the same
as Dunfield.
“Lincoln Excels Mandell in Grain Yield and Oil
Content: In 31 of the cooperative regional tests conducted
in the states indicated above during the three-year period
1940-1942, Lincoln averaged 34.2 bushels per acre and 21.4
per cent oil in comparison to Mandell which averaged 28.3
bushels per acre and only 19.1 per cent oil.
“Hay Yields: Hay yield tests were made at Lafayette,
Indiana, by R.R. Mulvey, Associate in Crops in Agronomy,
Purdue University, and are presented in
Table 5: “Yield of Hay of Lincoln and Several Other
Varieties of Soybeans Grown at the Soils and Crops Farm,
Lafayette, Indiana, 1942-1943.” The varieties are: Early:
Earlyana. Mid-season: Lincoln, Dunfield. Late: Gibson,
Patoka. Gibson had the highest hay yield at 2.82 tons/acre
compared with Lincoln at 2.68.
“Lincoln Soybean Seed Available for 1945:
Approximately 5,600 acres were planted with the Lincoln
soybean in 1944 in 75 Indiana counties by some 300 growers
who agreed to have the seed certified and make it available
for planting in 1945. Since Lincoln growers are located in all
the important soybean-growing counties in the state, a supply
of seed should be available locally. The names of local
growers may be obtained from the county agent: or seed
sources secured by writing to the Indiana Corn Growers’
Association, West Lafayette, Indiana.” Address: 1. Assoc.
Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering,
Agricultural Research Administration, USDA; 2. Asst.
Chief in Agronomy, Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp. Station [West
Lafayette, Indiana].
2736. Roberts, James L.; Olson, F.R. 1944. Influence of
phosphorus and potassium on symbiotic nitrogen fixation. J.
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of the American Society of Agronomy 36(8):637-45. Aug. [14
ref]
• Summary: Experiments with soybean, alfalfa, and clover.
Table 2, “Nodulation and nitrogen content of soybeans
and lespedeza from Bedford plots in July, 1938,” shows
vividly for soybeans how nodules per plant, weight per plant
(grams), % N, and total N per plant increased with treatments
of lime, phosphorus, and potassium. “Soybeans deficient
in phosphorus are relatively lower in percentage nitrogen
content and contain a somewhat higher concentration of
soluble nitrogen than normal plants, suggesting that a
deficiency of phosphorus may inhibit nitrogen fixation by
interrupting protein synthesis.
“Soybeans deficient in potassium are relatively higher
in percentage nitrogen and contain a lower concentration
of soluble nitrogen than normal plants. These facts may be
explained by assuming potassium to have some role in the
synthesis or mobilization of carbohydrates.” Address: 1.
Assoc. Bacteriologist in Botany and Plant Pathology; 2. Asst.
in Agronomy and Botany and Plant Pathology. Both: Dep. of
Agronomy and Dep. of Botany and Plant Pathology, Purdue
Univ. Agric. Exp. Station, West Lafayette, Indiana.
2737. Carter, Deane G.; Holman, Leo E. 1944. Soybean
storage studies. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 35, 64.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Respiration studies.
Moisture changes. Bin structure. The storage of soybeans
on the farm involves problems of properly designed
structures, insect infestation and control, the maintenance or
improvement of the quality of stored beans, and the effect
of typical farm storage on the market grades, condition, and
quality.
“A comprehensive study was established at the Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station in 1943, in order to find the
answers to some of the many questions that relate to farm
storage. The problems of storage can be solved only by the
continued study of full-sized farm-type bins with sufficient
duplication to verify the results. The Illinois project has
not been in operation long enough to warrant conclusions.
Nevertheless, considerable progress has been made in
methods of operation and in tentative results that indicate the
need for more detailed study.
“The project facilities include 67 storage bins of various
types. About 60,000 bushels of soybeans were stored in 1943
at different moisture contents and in various types and sizes
of bins. The comparisons of structures include the following:
“Bin sizes: From 760 to 2,800 bushels.
“Bin colors: White, black, red, and natural galvanized
steel.
“Bin shapes: Round, square, 12-sided, and oblong;
depths from 6 to 13½ feet.
“Construction materials: Steel sheets, matched boards,
painted plywood, and asphalt-covered plywood.
“Foundations: Crushed rock, concrete blocks, and

earth fill.” Address: 1. Prof. of Farm Structures, Dep. of
Agricultural Engineering, Univ. of Illinois; 2. Agricultural
Engineer, USDA.
2738. Farrar, M.D. 1944. Insects attacking soybeans stored in
Illinois. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 32, 65.
• Summary: Editor’s introduction: “When the moisture
content of stored soybeans is high look out for insects.
Dr. Farrar describes the conditions under which insect
infestation is most apt to occur. Since 1932 the author has
been research entomologist with the Illinois Natural History
Survey, specializing on insecticides and fumigants and
the ecology of insects and plants. He is a member of the
American Association of Economic Entomologists and the
Entomological Society of America.”
“Observations on insect damage to soybeans in
storage over the past 2 years indicate that most graininfesting insects do not damage hard, dry soybeans. When
the beans contain moisture in excess of 12 percent, they
become subject to attack by several species of insects. At a
moisture content between 12 and 14 percent, probably little
deterioration will occur from the presence of insects. When
the moisture content of the grain exceeds 14 percent, insects
that are attracted to decaying organic material may become
abundant, with damage to the grain as a result.
“The number of insects found in bins of soybeans
stored 1 year or longer may be associated with the moisture
condition of the beans in the bin. Soybeans absorb moisture
quickly and form spots of decaying beans under roof leaks,
or along the sidewalls where moisture has entered. Wherever
these spots are formed, insects become abundant. Since
insect breeding is confined to the area of high moisture, the
remainder of the bin is not seriously injured.
“Bins of soybeans standing for one or more seasons
establish a definite pattern of moisture transfer. Moisture
from the lower levels of grain accumulates in the surface
layer in a lens-like mass 12 to 24 inches deep in the center,
becoming very thin or disappearing within 2 feet of the side
walls.
“The accumulation of moisture probably never
becomes sufficiently high to cause molding in bins filled
with soybeans containing less than 10 percent moisture. At
moisture contents above 10 percent, the transfer of moisture
into the upper layers increases somewhat in proportion to the
moisture content of the grain. Data indicate that soybeans
with 12 percent or greater moisture content will become
moldy in the upper layers within 1 year of undisturbed
storage. In bins of soybeans with lower moisture content the
moldy area in many cases is not sufficiently large to cause an
insect hazard for the entire bin of grain.
“In this surface mass average moisture percentages
may exceed 20 percent. This moisture change starts in the
fall, October-November, within a few days after the beans
are placed in storage. The moisture reaches a peak about
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March, after which the upper layers of grain tend to dry. The
following fall and winter additional moisture is deposited
to raise the moisture to as high as 25 percent. Where this
occurs, decay of the beans is common. In this surface mass
average moisture percentages may exceed 20 percent.
Molding occurs in the area of high moisture, along with
active breeding by several species of insects. Breeding is
normally confined to areas of high moisture, but adults may
be found in all portions of the grain mass.
“Insects that were found to breed freely in soybeans
containing moisture above 12 percent are as follows:
Indian meal moth, Plodia interpunctella Hbn., breeds in
the upper and sidewall layers of grain, feeding primarily
on cracked kernels. Webbing of the grain surface is
common. The rust-red flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum
Herbst., breeds throughout the grain mass where moistures
exceed 10 percent. It feeds on cracked grain, with larvae
damaging whole kernels where moisture content of the
grain goes above 15 percent. Large numbers of this species
give abnormal odors to the grain. The flat grain beetle,
Laemophloeus minutus Oliv., is common in all bins of
soybeans. It breeds freely in spots of grain with high
moisture content, feeding primarily on cracked grain and
foreign material. The saw-toothed grain beetle, Oryzaephilus
surinamensis L., is found in small numbers in most bins,
breeding on cracked grain and foreign materials. The foreign
grain beetle, Ahasverus advena Waltl., is common in all bins
of grain with high moisture content, or with small areas of
decomposing grain caused by leaks in the roof or sidewalls
of the bin. They breed freely on soybeans ‘not in condition,’
feeding on decaying organic matter. They apparently cannot
maintain themselves in dry grain. The hairy fungus beetle,
Typhaea stercorea L., is common with the foreign grain
beetle, breeding under similar conditions. Insects found in
bins but of little or unknown importance are Psocids or book
lice, Liposcelis divinatorius L., grain mites, several species;
two-banded fungus beetle, Alphitophagus bifasciatus Say;
black carpet beetle, Attagenus piceus Oliv.; dermestid,
Trogoderma versicolor Creutz; Litargas baltedtus Lee; and
long-horned flour beetle, Cyneaus angustus (Lec.).” Address:
Research Entomologist, Illinois Natural History Survey
(since 1932).
2739. Fouts, Taylor. 1944. Soyland saga. Soybean Digest.
Sept. p. 15-16.
• Summary: “Taylor Fouts was growing soybeans 40 years
ago [near Deer Creek, in Carroll County, Indiana]. First
meeting of A.S.A. [American Soybean Association] was held
on his farm, Soyland, and he served as president in 1920 and
1928. He gives an account of his experiences with the crop.”
“About the turn of the century the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, being aware of the potential worth of a seedbearing legume, began to distribute soya seeds to farmers for
experimental purposes. Some seeds fell on fertile soil, such

as the hands of Isaac Smith (Soybean Smith), of Warren,
Indiana [in Warren County, southeast of Carroll County].
He talked and wrote about them, and his experiences and
observations were ‘good news’ to many farmers confronted
with clover problems, and more efficient rations for the
livestock. All glory to this man of the late 1890s.
“About 1896 or 1898 my father [Solomon Fouts] was
recipient of free seeds from the U.S.D.A. These included two
varieties of cowpeas and two varieties of soybeans. These
were drilled across a cornfield, one row each, and attracted
considerable attention by the end of the season, particularly
the soybeans because of their erect growth and promising
seed production. A lasting impression was made upon the lad
[Taylor] who resolved to do something about them when the
school years were over. Doubtless much seed fell on other
fertile soil and may have aroused sufficient interest to start a
soybean nucleus in many parts of the Cornbelt.”
During his years as a student at Purdue University,
Taylor “became convinced that the whole Cornbelt needed
soybeans and would like them for keeps. So in the spring of
1904 seed was collected from the Indiana Experiment Station
and Soybean Smith, enough to plant 4 acres, 1 acre each of
Ogema, Ito San, Early Brown and Hollybrook. The seed-bed
was too fine, the seed was drilled too deep, rains were heavy.
Lesson No. 1 was almost a knockout. Fortunately a few spots
came through and proved their worth by a splendid growth.
I mowed with a scythe and doodled, flailed out the precious
seed on the barn floor, and prepared it for another trial in
1905. More soys each year and by 1907 the varieties were Ito
San and Hollybrook.
“Incidentally, Mrs. Fouts was obliged to postpone her
wedding day until those soybeans were threshed. We finally
set October 24 [1907] as being amply late, but I just finished
threshing at noon that very day. We were married at 3 p.m.
and were off for the long-planned honeymoon.
“So 1907 was an eventful year for three reasons: (1)
our father completed his career, a true, typical pioneer of 80
years, prosperous and honored; (2) I had 200 bushels of seed
beans, a unique possession; and (3) I had a companion for a
home, a true helpmate indeed.
“By 1908 we ventured drilling soybeans with the corn,
so that our western lambs to be purchased in September
would have a more balanced ration. My two older brothers
took readily to this plan and thereafter grew soybeans as a
habit.”
“A soybean day in September 1910 [at Taylor Fouts’
farm] was sponsored by the Purdue agricultural extension
department and our county agent and proved quite a help in
creating interest in the crop. Report of this demonstration
reached Illinois, and a few days later in drove two ‘suckers’–
Chas. L. Meharry and Wm. Riegel, all the way from Tolono.
They came in a new, open top Buick roadster, with the
cute single seat high up behind. I was interested in this car
(although the new Ford was peeping out of the shed door)
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and they were intensely interested in soybeans. So we talked
and walked and thus began the friendship that was to be
mutually helpful through all the years. I think that their visit
in 1910 inspired the marvelous development of soybean
production in Illinois.”
The price of soybeans “ranged for many years
around $2.00 to $2.50 per bushel due to the big gamble in
germination and seasonal demand, and the crude tools of
production. By 1917 war prices began to show up to $3.00
was a going price. In 1918 it was around $5.00 and I believe
1919 probably reached the peak at $6.00 to $8.00 a bushel.
At the end of that period we were offered $10.00 per bushel
so we scoured the community for remnants from seeding and
shipped 30 bushels for $300.00.
“First elevator: An old pioneer type elevator was
purchased at Camden about 1914, remodeled and equipped
with recleaning and grading mill and elevators for preparing
and storage of our seed beans. This was perhaps the first
soybean elevator devoted exclusively to the handling and
shipping of soybean in the U.S.
“Another soybean day was held at Fouts Bros. Farms in
1916–more acres, varieties and experiences, and more folks
to see and talk. By this time there were regional meetings of
this kind and interest was quite general. The name Soyland
was adopted for the farm in 1918 and seemed to fit.
“Thus with the general popularity of soybeans
throughout all the Midwest states it seemed an opportune
time in 1920 to stage a Cornbelt soybean conference. This
was sponsored by Purdue’s agricultural staff with county
agents cooperating, and also ably assisted by the agronomy
departments of the adjoining states and the U.S. Department
of Agriculture crop specialist. It was deemed best to stage
the meeting on some farm with a background of soybean
experience and a going demonstration of how to grow and
utilize the crop. Soyland about filled the bill. We responded
for the occasion by seeding a number of variety plots. We
grew 150 acres designed for seed and hay, and planted
soybeans in over 200 acres of our corn. It was a favorable
year and demonstrations showed well. By the ‘Day’ we had
hay plots showing how and why. In the corn-bean field we
had a sample load of black-faced lambs browsing on the
luxurious soy-leaves, and how they liked their new home.
The gaps in the fence were opened so the shotes roamed at
leisure in the ‘paradise soon to be.’ Several neighbors also
had excellent fields of soybeans.
“Yes, ‘Soyland’ was all set for September 3, 1920, and
the weather man was kind indeed, for you notice it was cool
enough to wear our coats. The soybeaners came from all the
Midwest states and the U.S.D.A.–and some stragglers with
pencils–over 1,000 of them. Inspection of the various fields
was made during the forenoon.
“At noon they all lined up for the cafeteria lunch that
the Presbyterian Ladies Aid had so well planned. There were
sandwiches galore, soybean salads, coffee [non-soy] and a

sumptuous layout of pies. The soybeaners all crunched the
roasted and salted soybeans as though they were a rare treat.
Soybeans were even set to music that day, when a quartet
of local growers sang a very appropriately worded song,
‘Growing Soybeans to Get Along.’” Note 1. The lyrics, given
below, were first published in Vol. II of the Proceedings of
the American Soybean Association.
“It seemed an opportune time to form definite
organization. At that time the name, ‘National Soybean
Growers Association,’ was appropriate, and that name was
agreed upon. However, in a short time the industrial aspects
of the potential crop indicated a more comprehensive name,
and the American Soybean Association was adopted and has
been most satisfactory.
“The honor of being its first president was kindly
bestowed upon the host of this first national field day, and
its secretary was the late Chas. L. Meharry, par excellence.
It was unanimously agreed that a soybean field day be held
each year as a vital activity of the Association.”
A photo shows Taylor Fouts standing with his wife and
two daughters. From left to right: Taylor, Pauline Fouts, Mrs.
Lillie May Wagoner Fouts, and Mary Margaret Fouts.
Note 2. This article was written by Taylor Fouts for
the 25th anniversary of the American Soybean Association.
Address: Camden, Indiana.
2740. Fuelleman, R.F.; Burlison, W.L. 1944. The germination
of stored soybeans. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 30.
• Summary: “Many factors affect the germination of stored
soybeans. Some of these may be listed as follows:
1. The percentage of moisture when stored.
2. Temperature of beans when stored.
3. Atmospheric humidity.
4. Air temperatures.
5. Size and type of storage bin.
6. Percentage of damaged beans.
Most of these are interrelated in their effect on
germination. High temperatures, for example, may be due to
a high moisture content within the body of the stored beans.
This in turn may cause chemical changes in the beans and
subsequent loss of germination.
“The germination of stored soybeans is apparently most
strongly affected by changes in the percentage of moisture
during the storage period. Experiments conducted by the
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station and the Illinois
Natural History Survey in 1942 and 1943 showed that as the
moisture content of beans increased, germination decreased.
A similar trend is apparent in the present study. A parallel
trend in the storage of soybeans over long periods of time
is a gradual loss in germination caused by aging. However,
this loss is small during the first year of storage and does not
account for any large part of the losses occasioned by high
moisture.
“In this study, beans having a low moisture content at
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the time of storage suffered only small losses in germination
at the end of 6 months. Beans containing a relatively high
percentage of moisture at the time of storage (12 to 15
percent) sustained some losses in germination during the
same period.
“A large bulk of beans placed in storage when air
temperatures are high as often is the case in September,
lose heat rather slowly. Atmospheric humidity, probably
in conjunction with temperature, has some effect on
germination although in the present study the soybeans
were stored when air temperatures were low. These factors
are difficult to separate. In this study the temperature of the
beans in February 1944 ranged from 15º to 32º Fahrenheit.
In June the temperature range was 39º to 60º Fahrenheit. The
range of temperatures at the time of filling the bins was 26º
to 38º Fahrenheit.
“Beans for germination tests were obtained from the
various bins of the storage project by taking average samples
at the time of storage in November 1943 and in January and
February 1944. Composite samples and also spot samples
were taken again in June and July. These samples were
placed in a constant temperature-humidity room until placed
in the sand benches of the greenhouse. Duplicate samples
of 100 beans were planted in the sand benches at a depth of
1½ inches. At the end of a 9-day period counts were made
classing beans as strong and weak in germination or dead.
“In this storage experiment weakly germinating beans
are grouped with dead beans. Under actual field conditions
many weakly germinating beans undoubtedly produce good
plants if conditions are favorable. Grouping weak beans
with strongly germinating beans does not necessarily change
the relative ultimate position of soybeans with respect to
keeping quality because beans may be entirely lacking
in germinability and show no other external evidence of
spoilage.
“It is too early to draw conclusions from the work on
this experiment.
“A cooperative project conducted by the Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station, the Illinois Natural History
Survey, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural
Research Administration. Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils
and Agricultural Engineering, Division of Agriculture
Engineering.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.
2741. Lang, A.L. 1944. Facts on soybean fertilization.
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 52, 54, 58.
• Summary: Piper and Morse state that in China and
Manchuria the only fertilizer applied is a compost of stable
manure and earth. In some districts in Japan, straw ashes
and phosphate of lime are used, while in others wood ashes
and phosphate of lime are used. “These treatments would
indicate response to organic matter, calcium, phosphorus and
potassium.”
The first fertilizer studies on soybeans in the USA were

by Flagg at Rhode Island and Phelps at Connecticut. Flagg
found that applications of 150 to 450 pounds of nitrate of
soda were not profitable. Phelps found in studies from 1895
to 1901 that nitrogen fertilization failed to increase the yield
or protein content of the beans produced.
In recent years, research on soybean fertilization
has been concentrated in the Midwest Cornbelt areas.
Researchers include Albrecht and Klemme of Missouri,
H.R. Meldrum of Iowa, and R.E. Yoder of Ohio [in the
Agronomy Dept., Ohio Agric. Exp. Station]. “At the Illinois
Station, soybeans have been grown on the soil fertility plots
of the local farm and outlying experiment fields since 1903.”
Soybeans seem to do better on poor run-down acid soils
than almost any other Cornbelt crop. They respond well to
phosphate and potash fertilizers. A photo shows A.L. Lang.
Address: Assoc. chief of the soil experiment fields, Univ. of
Illinois.
2742. Lehmann, E.W.; Bateman, H.W. 1944. Contributions
of machinery and power to soybean production. Soybean
Digest. Sept. p. 25-27.
• Summary: Tells the story of how the harvesting of
soybeans using combines came to Illinois, starting in 1924.
“As new crops develop or as old ones are introduced
into new areas, there are many factors which determine
their adoption by farmers in their production program.
The ability to secure seed and its cost may be a stumbling
block. The labor required in production and the need of new
machinery or the adaptation of existing machines are often
limiting factors. The success of a crop may be dependent
on the development of a single machine. Harvesting the
soybean crop 25 years ago with the harvesting machines
then available was found to be a major problem wherever
soybeans were grown for grain. The combine, when finally
used in 1924, proved to be a solution to the soybean
harvesting problem. Other machines have been developed
during the past 25 years which have contributed to the
production of this crop.”
“Special Harvester: A special soybean harvester of
the beater type, was developed in Virginia and was used to
some extent in other southern states. Such a harvester was
secured by the Department of Agricultural Engineering in
1923 for test purposes in Illinois. This beater machine was
not successful for harvesting due to the high losses. Other
harvesting machines tested before the combine came on the
scene were: the self-rake reaper and thresher; the mower,
rake and thresher; and the binder and thresher. Tests on these
various methods indicated the average losses approximated
30 percent, with individual losses as high as 45 percent.”
“In 1923 a conference was arranged with representatives
of three of the large manufacturing companies, and they were
requested to loan a combine to the University for testing
its possibilities for harvesting soybeans. The idea of using
a combine, then available in large sizes in the West, on the
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smaller farms east of the Mississippi River where grain had
always been shocked and later threshed was considered
by them as a ‘wild-eyed dream,’ and their decision was
unfavorable.
“Through the interest of C.A. Dennison [sic, Denison],
branch manager of the Massey-Harris Co., of St. Louis
[Missouri], a machine from Canada was secured which
was sold in 1924 to Garwood Bros. of Stonington, Illinois.
According to the best information we have, this was the
first combine that was ever used any place for harvesting
soybeans. In 1925 Mr. Denison sold 11 additional combines
in Illinois. In June of that year, at the request of Mr. Denison,
I surveyed the possibilities of using combines in Mississippi
and he sold several machines in that state that year. By 1926
other manufacturers of combines had recognized their error
and realized that the combine apparently was the solution to
the soybean harvesting problem. A total of 52 machines of
various makes were sold in Illinois during 1926, making a
total of 64 machines available.
“Most of the early combines were purchased for
harvesting soybeans, although many other crops were
successfully harvested with these machines. The soybean
acreage made up 53 percent of the 11,105 acres of all crops
harvested by 52 of the 64 machines being used in Illinois
in 1926. The average losses incurred in harvesting with the
combine were less than one-third the amount lost with the
other methods, which proved the combine to be the machine
for harvesting soybeans. However, it is evident that since the
cutter bar loss is still fairly high, a great need exists for the
development of a variety of soybeans which produces all the
pods higher up on the stalk and which will not shatter and
lodge as badly as do existing varieties.
“Was Most Convincing: The higher quality, in addition
to lower losses, of beans harvested with the combine was
also most convincing as to the value of the combine in
harvesting soybeans. During 1925 and again in 1926, when
the soybean harvesting seasons were exceptionally wet,
tests indicated the higher quality of combined beans since
they were not only of lower moisture content but also the
germination of the combined beans was much higher than
of those harvested by other methods. A difference of 10.1
percent moisture content was found in beans harvested the
same day in adjacent fields, one lot with the combine and
the other with a threshing machine. The beans threshed from
the shock had 24.6 percent moisture content while those
harvested with the combine contained a moisture content of
only 14.5 percent. It is easy to understand that standing beans
dry much more rapidly following a wet period than shocked
beans. Consequently many of the shocked soybeans were of
a poor quality when threshed.
“Results showing the higher germination of combined
beans as compared to the germination of beans harvested
by various other methods were reported by the Illinois Crop
Improvement Association. In 1925 only 6 out of 90 lots of

soybeans submitted for certification passed the germination
test. It is of particular interest that of these six, five were
harvested with the combine, as compared to one of 84 lots
harvested by other methods.
“Rapid Increase: Before the combine was used to
harvest soybeans, approximately 50 percent of the relatively
small acreage of beans produced was grown for hay. To
a large extent, those farmers who grew beans for grain
expected to sell them for seed. Following the advent of
the combine as a means of harvesting beans for grain, the
acreage of soybeans has increased very rapidly.
“There have been changes in the combine design, but
in principal it is essentially the same as the combine which
was introduced from the west 20 years ago. Three types
of combines were used in 1926: the motor-mounted type
which was drawn by a tractor, the power take off type,
and a combine mounted on a tractor and driven from the
belt pulley. The latter was one of the first models of the
self-propelled types which has been developed to a more
successful machine and put on the market in limited numbers
by a few companies this season.
“The first small combines, that is the 5- and 6-foot
cut, came into the picture in 1935, and the 3½- and 4-foot
machines were available in 1939. These small combines
were of the power take off type and were designed so
that they could be operated successfully with the tractors
available on most farms. Since the investment required
for these small machines was low, farmers with small
acreages of beans were justified in purchasing them. Having
a combine gave these farmers more assurance of getting
their beans harvested in time than to depend on a custom
operator. The increased sales of small combines has been in
proportion to the increase in the soybean acreage since 1935
and no doubt the availability of these combines has played
a considerable part in making possible the rapid increase in
the soybean acreage for grain. At present, 80 percent of the
combines in the Cornbelt are of the 6-foot size.
“The reason for the increase in the use of the small
combine is indicated by the fact that 75 percent of the farms
in Champaign County, the leading soybean producing
county in the United States, grow 84 acres or less. The small
combine, however, has a capacity to harvest more than this
acreage in a season and is available to do custom work on
other farms in many cases. It has been possible, therefore, to
harvest the great increase in soybean acreage even with the
large portion of small combines being used.
“In recent years further contribution in labor reduction
has been made through the improved design of the 8- and
9-foot machines so they may be operated successfully by one
man. The self-propelled machine, which is now receiving
considerable attention, has the distinct advantages of saving
labor, making it easy to open a field, and saving more grain
in opening a field. Its inherent high cost seems to make it
justified where large acreages can be harvested on a farm or
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through custom harvesting” (Continued). Address: 1. Head,
Dep. of Agricultural Engineering, Univ. of Illinois [Urbana,
Illinois]; 2. Associate in Agricultural Engineering.
2743. Lehmann, E.W.; Bateman, H.W. 1944. Contributions
of machinery and power to soybean production (Continued–
Document part III). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 25-27.
• Summary: (Continued): “Tractor Power: Through a proper
combination of machines and certain changes in practices,
farmers have not only been able to reduce labor but have also
made more efficient and economical use of tractor, power in
soybean production. It is becoming generally known that the
cost of operating a tractor when it is loaded at 25 percent of
its capacity is almost as great as when it is loaded to 75 to
100 percent. Studies made by the Department of Agricultural
Engineering of the University of Illinois indicate that many
farmers can further improve their operating economies by
using a combination of machines to take full advantage of
the tractor power available as well as to reduce further the
labor requirements. Combining the operations of discing
and drilling required only 63 percent of the labor and 58
percent of the fuel required to do these two operations
separately. These operations come at a time when there is a
peak demand on labor, and it is important to reduce the labor
requirements to a minimum.
“It should be remembered that planting beans in rows
and the necessity of cultivating them increases the labor time
required. It is important to note that the actual planting width
of an 8-foot drill is increased to 9 1/3 feet when planting
four 28-inch rows, while the actual planting width of a tworow corn planter is only 7 feet, which increases its time
requirement for planting as compared with the drill. There
is no advantage over a 2-row corn planter if four 21-inch
rows are planted with an 8-foot drill. Time is saved, however,
in combining 42-inch rows with a 5-foot combine as the
effective width is thereby increased to 7 feet, while only two
28-inch rows or slightly less than 5 feet could be cut with a
5-foot machine. On the other hand, a 6-foot machine could
be used to cut three 28-inch rows or a total width of seven
feet.
“Another saving some farmers have made is by
preparing a satisfactory seedbed for soybeans without
plowing [later known as “no till”]. This greatly reduces
the labor and fuel required, and removes the possibility
of plowing up a crop of weed seed which may have been
plowed under in previous years.
“To determine the over-all effect or the contribution of
power and machinery to increased production and yields of
soybeans is next to impossible. Timeliness in planting and
its relationship to moisture availability, the control of weeds,
planting to proper depths, etc., have had their influence on
the increased yields that have resulted. However, we cannot
express these benefits in exact terms as definitely as we can
the effect of the combine on net or harvested yields.

“The average yield of soybeans in Illinois as reported
for the 5-year period of 1919 to 1923 before the combine
was used was 11.6 bushels per acre. Tests of the common
methods of harvesting beans during this period showed a
loss of approximately 30 percent in Illinois. The average
used in the illustration taken from tests, of similar methods,
made in Illinois and other states amounts to 28.7 percent.
On this basis, the harvested yield was only 71.3 percent of
the total produced which amounted to 16.3 bushels per acre.
Improved varieties, improved practices, improved planting,
use of the combine, etc., have increased the harvested yield,
however, to 20.9 bushels per acre during the 1939-43 period.
With the combine harvesting method, however, instead of
losing 28.7 percent of the beans, only 8.8 percent loss occurs
under average conditions. Then the total calculated yield
produced during 1939-43 was 22.9 bushels per acre.
“The contributions of the various factors resulting in
increased yields during the period from 1919 to 1943 have,
therefore, increased the harvested yield 80 percent. If we
assume that the total crop of 22.9 bushels had been harvested
by the methods of 1919 to 1923, the harvested yield would
have been 16.3 bushels instead of 20.9 bushels, or the
difference of 4.6 bushels could be credited to the combine.
“All individuals and groups who have helped to make
possible the various power and machinery contributions
to increase soybean production and yields are to be
commended: the agricultural engineers along with the
manufacturers in particular who have improved the
combine and adapted it to the needs of the small farmer,
who have designed and built new machines and made
existing machines better suited for soybean production, and
who have virtually made a complete conversion in their
harvesting machinery business; the agronomists who have
developed better varieties and determined the production
requirements needed for maximum yields; the experiment
station agricultural engineers and farm managers who
have determined the factors influencing efficient use of
machinery and labor and other practices that improve
production and increase the profit; and the farmers who have
used their farms as proving grounds to make the various
phases of production practical to the end that the production
of soybeans is profitable for the farmer and their use is
profitable to the processor.”
A small portrait photo (p. 25) shows E.W. Lehmann.
A small photo or illustration (p. 27) shows “one of the new
self-propelled combines.” This reminds use that most earlier
combines were pulled (and powered) by tractors. Address:
1. Head, Dep. of Agricultural Engineering, Univ. of Illinois
[Urbana, Illinois]; 2. Associate in Agricultural Engineering.
2744. Norman, A.G. 1944. Inoculation and nitrogen nutrition
of soybeans (Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest.
Sept. p. 41-42.
• Summary: (Continued): “This isotopic nitrogen technique
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is quite recent, and, incidentally, is applicable to the
study of many problems of nitrogen fixation. In one such
experiment, increasing quantities of nitrate were added
to inoculated soybeans in a soil of low fertility. The
applications were made, not in one large amount initially,
but in eight equal amounts at weekly intervals. The first
conclusion from this experiment is that, as shown before,
the yield of the nodulated plant is affected by the level of
available nitrogen present. The plants receiving a high level
of available nitrogen outyield the plants receiving a lower
level, despite the presence of the supplementary source of
nitrogen provided by the nodule. Secondly, there was an
appreciable amount of nitrogen fixed even at the highest
rate of nitrogen application. The column for nitrogen fixed
does not distinguish between that taken from the air and that
from the soil organic matter, but the latter can be assumed
to be low because of the nature of the soil used in the test.
Increasing the available soil nitrogen, then, does not appear
proportionately to reduce that which is fixed.
“These experiments might seem to be rather artificial,
and the next step is to test these results in the field.
Experiments were conducted on immediately adjacent
terraces on Marshall silt loam that differed only in the
fact that, while one had been in a rotation which included
a legume for about nine years, the rotation on the other
included no legume. Since soybeans had not before been
grown on the land, it was possible to include also inoculated
and uninoculated plots. A hilltop nearby with deeper topsoil,
and that also had had a legume in the rotation, was also used.
“Fertility Level: As the general fertility level increased,
so also did both yield and nitrogen in the beans from the
uninoculated plots. This is as one would expect but the same
was the case in the inoculated beans, the growth of which,
despite the presence of the supplementary nitrogen-fixing
mechanism, was nevertheless affected by the fertility level,
which in this experiment would be manifest primarily in the
amount of available nitrogen present in the soil.
“In fact, the apparent benefit of inoculation or, more
properly, the difference between unnodulated and nodulated
plots are proportionately less as the fertility level improves.
Moreover, a yield of almost 23 bushels was obtained in an
uninoculated crop, which bears out the original contention
that these prairie soils do ordinarily provide sufficient
available nitrogen for a good yield without any contribution
from the nodule. This is not, however, to be interpreted as an
argument against inoculation.
“The next point to consider is why the level of soil
nitrogen should have this apparently dominant influence on
the ultimate growth and yield of the plant, which one might
expect would be rendered independent of it, if nodulated.
It is necessary to remember the relatively short season of
growth of this crop. Like other plants, its growth curve can
be represented by a flattened S, at first slowly rising, then
rapidly, then slowly levelling off. If the plant is to make

the maximum yield, it should not be limited for nitrogen
through the middle season period. The question arises then
as to whether the nodule in this short mid-period of 30 to
40 days can provide as much as the plant can utilize. If not,
then any additional available nitrogen in the soil should
show dividends in yield. In the same experiment some
uninoculated plots were treated with an excess of nitrogen
applied as urea at the rate of 94 pounds per acre at planting
time and 64 pounds additional late in July, approximately
70 days after planting. Beans so treated and without nodules
significantly outyielded the inoculated beans. Such a heavy
rate of application is, of course, not practical, but the
experiment shows that the soybean can effectively use more
nitrogen than is provided by the nodule mechanism.
“Midseason Nitrogen: The deduction is that any
management practice which tends to raise the available
nitrogen in midseason is likely to increase the yield of the
crop. The easiest way to do this experimentally would be to
make applications of nitrogenous fertilizer at that time. This
was done in comparison with similar applications made at
planting time. The midseason application gave significant
increases in yield in two different experiments in 1943,
both experiments being on land of high fertility. In the case
of Field A, on some other plots no less than four nitrogen
applications were made through the growing season in order
to have an excess available at all times. The beans in these
plots did not yield higher than those receiving the single
midseason application.
“Plowing under straw at a heavy rate on the same field
did not decrease the yield of beans, and, in fact, increased
it slightly but not significantly. However, the combination
of straw plowed under in the spring and nitrogen fertilizer
applied at mid-season gave the highest yield of all plots.
There was a highly significant increase of 4.8 bushels over
check, the check itself being at the high level of 29 bushels.
The interpretation here is that the effect of the straw was
to redistribute the supply of available nitrogen in the soil,
somewhat reducing it at the early part of the season when the
crop was not large enough to make use of it, and spreading
out the effect of that added later.
“As mentioned earlier, this amounts to a progress report.
Certain things have been established and certain theories
formulated. It is clear that the nitrogen nutrition of the
soybean is by no means as simple as it might seem. It has
been established that even under the best conditions, the
yield of the nodulated plant is much affected by the available
nitrogen supply, which means that maximum growth
cannot be obtained if the plant is dependent on the nodule
mechanism alone.
“Critical Period: The midseason period appears to be
the critical period with respect to use of nitrogen by the
plant, and the probability is that any management practice
that results in an increase in available nitrogen at this time
is likely to result in greater yield. In the management of
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soybeans in the past, it has perhaps too frequently been
assumed that, as far as nitrogen is concerned, the plant would
take care of itself because of the presence of nodules. It has
been our experience, and I believe the Illinois experience
too, that soybeans do not respond well to direct fertilization
with phosphate and potash and yet, almost paradoxically,
that they do respond to management practices that might be
expected to raise the general fertility level of the soil.
“It would seem to me that this alone should cause us
to wonder whether the available nitrogen in the soil might
not be a determining factor in the yield of soybeans as it is
with non-legumes, and the evidence which we have been
assembling certainly points to the fact that we have expected
too much of the fixation mechanism and so have had too
restricted an idea of the nitrogen nutrition of this crop.”
Address: Prof. of Soils, Iowa State Univ. College (since
1937); formerly biochemist to the Rothamsted Experiment
Station, England.
2745. Ostrander, W.A. 1944. It’s fun to remember [the birth
of the American Soybean Assoc.]. Soybean Digest. Sept. p.
16-17.
• Summary: One of the best early histories of the A.S.A. It
all began on the Fouts Bros. farms near Camden, Indiana.
The author, now a farm manager, was formerly a member of
the Purdue University faculty. He was one of the founding
spirits of ASA and served as its secretary for the first four
years. “The American Soybean Association grew out of
the soybean campaign that was started in 1920 in Indiana
because we needed a larger acreage of legumes in the
cornbelt rotation. Clover was failing us possibly because of
soil acidity, its biennial growth, or things we didn’t know
anything about. Soybeans looked like an answer.”
“It was in the fall of 1920 that we in Indiana decided to
have a sort of statewide get-together to see where we stood
on the soybean situation, appraise what we had, and outline
where we were going. We had had county soybean field
meetings over the entire state and it seemed right that we
hold a big get-together to finish it up. As we worked out the
plan for this meeting it occurred to us that a good neighbor
policy would be to invite the growers and experiment station
men from our surrounding states to join us. Start it off with
a bang. So out of that which started to be a state meeting
was a Cornbelt meeting and out of it the American Soybean
Association. All this on the Fouts Bros. farms near Camden,
Indiana. Our idea was to take the soybeans to the farmer
and the farmer to the fields of soybeans in his country.
Conversion on the ground.
“The response to this meeting was away above what
A.L. Hodgson, County Agricultural Agent of Carroll County,
and I had any reason to expect. Illinois, Ohio, Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Kentucky sent growers, county agents and
men from the experiment stations. Over a thousand came.
We fed them well. The start was made.

“All speeches were limited to three minutes; it shut off
some of the long-winded folks but it gave all a chance.
“G.I. Christie reported for Indiana. He said we had
200,000 acres and thought he had the record stopped and I
guess it was for the day. No one dared to go higher, but this
year it is just 10 times that amount, 2 million acres. In those
days we counted every acre that had a bean on it, in the corn,
for hay and for seed.
“W.L. Burlison of Illinois said there were 25,000 acres
in his state and more in sight. He was right. Last year they
had 4 million acres.
“George Briggs was modest in reporting 4,000 acres for
Wisconsin and he still is modest for they had 115,000 acres
there last year.
“Wallace Hanger of Ohio surmised that Ohio had 15,000
acres and there the acreage is now 1,500,000.
“Iowa reported 50,000 acres and now has 2,200,000
acres and still going strong.
C.R. McGee [Megee] of Michigan said they were just
getting going with 5,000 acres but they now have 150,000
acres.”
“After visiting the soybean fields on the three Fouts
Bros. farms, eating soybeans and talking our heads off and
making many new friends, it was decided to hold a winter
meeting at the time of the International Hay & Grain Show
at Chicago, to keep the iron hot and to carry on. The first
meeting was held on the bridge connecting the two exhibit
rooms as we were not considered important or big enough
to rate a room. Each year our numbers grew until we had to
have the largest room they had. At these winter meetings we
hashed over the latest soybean findings, worked on standards
for the grading of the crop, talked over certification rules and
always as a final job selected the state in which was to be
held the summer meeting. Each year it was to be a different
state.
“Our first big problems were better varieties, methods or
harvesting, and the utilization of the crop.
“Just by a lucky break we brought the Manchu down
from Michigan and this was our first unintentional success,
a bean that was a ‘natural’ for the Cornbelt at that time. It
did well most anywhere for hay or grain and did not shatter
as did those we had. We were growing largely the old socalled Hollybrook (the Association changed its name to the
Midwest) and the Ito San was our early variety. Our big
headache was the harvesting of the crop... A combine seemed
to be the answer.
“Then came the utilization of the crop. Up to 1920 we
had been using all soybeans produced in the Cornbelt for
seed, for hay, hogging off and seed again. It was not a grain
crop yet. We went to the oil extraction companies and they
said sure we will put in additional machinery to take care
of them as soon as you have the quantity to make it worth
while. Back to the farmers we went but they came right back
and said sure we will put in more acreage and glad to as soon
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as we are certain we can get rid of the crop at a fair price.
So–there we were. It is too long a tale to tell all that came
and went until the oil plant at Chicago Heights was taking all
beans offered. It was the old hydraulic system and it worked
fairly well. The late Russel East and I got the corn starch
plant at Edinboro, Indiana, to try some beans through their
Anderson Expellers. It worked. It wasn’t long then before
Bloomington, Monticello, and Taylorville, Illinois, had
plants and that chapter was ended.
“It had not been hard to sell the idea to our farmers that
they were wise to grow their own protein feed. That was a
natural. When we fed the soybeans alone as a supplement the
oil in the beans gave us soft pork and that was a black eye for
a few years but now that, too, has been eliminated.
“Where we fell down the worst, as I see it now, was that
we did not stress the human food side stronger. We talked
about it enough but got nowhere. The principal reason, I
believe, was in our shortsightedness in not dropping the word
‘bean’ and just using the word ‘soy.’ Let’s give away half of
the name after we work on the grain and open up the road to
unlimited food uses of this best of all protein grains raised on
our farms.
“Many still with us: One of the fine things as we look
back over the past 25 years is that so many of the boys that
were with us at that first meeting are still going strong for
soys. I don’t believe the old mainspring, W.J. Morse of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, has missed a single
meeting, at least not of his own volition. Probably the ones
we miss most are the two Fouts Bros., Noah and Finis,
Charles Meharry and Dean J.H. Skinner. They were always
on hand. You can not meet Burlison, Hackleman or Bill
Riegel of Illinois without talking soybeans. George Briggs of
Wisconsin is still his old soybean story self.
“Helms of Missouri, McGee [Megee] of Michigan, and
Hanger of Ohio still talk of that first meeting under the trees
on the Fouts farm. Hughes of Iowa is as strong as ever for
the beans and Christie, while he has been gone to Canada,
this some time, can still tell a tall soybean story. Our own
A.T. Wiancko here in Indiana, who guided us so well from
behind the scenes, is still the active pusher for soys that he
always was.
“We have been making soybean history in the
Association for the past 25 years. If we can go on as much
farther in the next 25 years–soybean history will have been
made.”
Photos show: (1) “The birthplace of the A.S.A.” The
three Fouts brothers, Taylor, Finis, and Noah (from left to
right, each wearing a hat, coat, and tie) standing in front of
a barn on which is written “Soyland–Taylor Fouts,” at the
first meeting of the ASA, September 1920. (2) “1,000 at
first meeting.” The top half of this photo shows hundreds
of attendees seated on the grass under trees in the yard at
Soyland listening to a speech. “Attendance was far beyond
that expected, with representatives from many states.” The

bottom half shows 25-30 mean and women standing in a
soybean field at Soyland. Address: Lafayette, Indiana.
2746. Riegel, W.E. 1944. Twenty-five years of soybean
growing in America. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 23-24.
• Summary: “Prominent among the early soybean growers in
the Midwest, who began to study and visualize the possible
future of this new crop as early as 1890 in Illinois was
J.C. Utter of Wabash County, later followed by Stoddard,
Hurrelbrink, Rowe, Allen, Meharry, Smith, Oathout, and
Riegel. In Indiana were the Fouts Brothers of Carroll County,
J.B. Edmondson of Hendricks County, and Frank Goodwine
of Warren County. In Ohio were Glen G. McIlroy of Union
County and Leonard Hill of Miami County. In Iowa, Bert
Strayer, William McArthur, John Sand, and J.W. Horlacher
were some of the earlier growers. Many other states like
Wisconsin, Missouri, and the Carolinas had their earlier
growers and champions.”
“As early as 1915 demonstration projects were set up
in different counties in the various states for the purpose
of acquainting farmers with the new soybean crop and
its culture.” “Early processors: The value of such field
demonstrations may be illustrated by referring to some
of Illinois’ early progress. First in 1920, Illinois had three
demonstrations in the state and in 1925, 28 counties had
demonstration plots. This brought the soybean work to the
very front door of many farmers.
“Second in 1922, approximately 50 bushels of a pure
selection of Manchu soybeans were introduced into the state
from A.A. Evans, West Branch, Michigan, and certification
of that seed started. A soybean survey made at the end of
1927 indicated that the Manchu occupied between 65 to
70 percent of the commercial soybean-producing area in
Illinois.
“Third, the rapidity with which farmers have changed
to new and better varieties of a crop is illustrated by the
swing from Manchu to Illini... Illini was introduced into the
(demonstration) plots in 1924 and was released for increase
in 1926. A survey made in the fall of 1930 showed the Illini
on three-fourths of the commercial acreage.
“A very definite ‘bottle neck’ began to show up in the
soybean production in the early ‘20’s, because of the lack of
proper harvesting equipment. The small grain harvesting and
threshing machinery was not at all adequate and satisfactory.
Due to the fact that soybean were not ready to harvest until
late fall, the soybean grower encountered many difficulties,
such as fall rains, mud, competing with corn harvest, etc.
“As early as 1920, at a large soybean meeting held on
the Fouts Brothers farm at Camden, Indiana, Taylor Fouts
showed us a small direct harvesting machine for soybeans.
I am sure that the most optimistic persons attending that
meeting did not realize that the combine harvester would
become prominent in harvesting soybeans so quickly.
“In the fall of 1924 Garwood Brothers used the
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first combine in the state of Illinois to harvest soybeans.
Fortunately the first combines which came into the soybean
fields did a good enough job to prove that they had a future
in soybean harvesting, but they were far from being perfect.
Consequently for several years, many of the combine
builders spent days and weeks with their respective machines
in the soybean fields. From 1926 to about 1930 it was no
uncommon sight to see a carload of men, including president,
vice-president, chief engineer and the best mechanics the
company had drive into the soybean field and spend plenty
of time, not only studying to improve their own machine but
not missing an opportunity to see what improvements the
other manufacturers had made. The agricultural engineers
of the various college made a very definite contribution in
helping improve the combine. As an example, during those
early years Mr. Blauser and Mr. Young of our own [Illinois
Univ.] Agricultural Engineering Department spent many
days in the fields behind the combine gleaning the straw and
stubble for wasted soybeans.
“Another stalemate in the development of the soybean
industry seemed unavoidable previous to the establishing
of a commercial market for the surplus beans. The earlier
popularity and demand for seed kept pace with production
for a few years but in the early 20’s many of the producers
began to see the day when the demand for seed beans
would not be equal to the crop harvested. Efforts to find a
commercial processor willing to help pioneer a new industry
made relatively slow progress. The processor immediately
found it difficult to interest manufacturers
of mixed-feeds in soybean products. They
were reluctant to attempt to add soybean
oil meal to their formulas because there
was no assurance of being able to get the
needed amount each year. The producer,
at the same time, was thinking about
reducing his acreage of soybeans because
he feared there would not be a market
outlet for his beans. This rather uncertain
production program came to a climax in
1928.
“Peoria Plan: As a result of
suggestions made in the winter of 192728, H.G. Atwood, president, and Arthur
G. Heidrick, vice president, of Allied Mills offered to discuss
the possibilities of working out a marketing plan for the
increased output of soybeans. At a conference attended by
Messrs. Atwood, Heidrick, James McConnell of G.L.F.
Farms, Farm Adviser Wilfred Shaw and J.C. Hackleman,
a plan was formulated for underwriting the production of
50,000 acres of soybeans. Press and radio helped acquaint
producers with the program.”
“This guaranteed price for soybeans did not stop in 1928
but was renewed in 1929 not only with Illinois but was also
offered to Indiana and Ohio. This was surely the turning

point in soybean history.
“In the winter of 1928-29 a small group of members
of the American Soybean Association, Walter Godchaux of
Louisiana, C.L. Meharry of Indiana, John T. Smith and W.E.
Riegel of Illinois went to Washington [DC] in the interest
of tariff protection in soybeans, soybean oil and soybean oil
meal. Until 1930 soybean producers had very little protection
on beans and oil and none on the meal.
“With the increased demand for soybean products
in the United States, many people felt that our soybean
farmers should not and could not compete with the Orient in
producing cheap soybeans. As the result of the committee’s
week in Washington, we now enjoy the protection of the
tariff passed June 18, 1930, of $1.20 per bushel on soybeans,
3½ cents per pound on soy oil and $6.00 per ton on soy oil
and meal.” Also discusses the Peoria Plan, and the NSPA,
soybean standards (1925), the Bankhead-Jones Act, and the
U.S. Regional Industrial Products Laboratory.
A portrait photo shows W.E. Riegel. Address: Farm
manager of the Meharry land in Champaign County, Illinois.
2747. Soybean Digest. 1944. First soybean combining. Sept.
p. 26.
• Summary: “By the fall of 1923 the four Garwood brothers,
Frank, Harry, Herman and William, who were extensive
soybean producers at Stonington, Illinois, had decided that
they must find a new method of harvesting if they were to
continue to expand acreage. It was their belief that it should

be possible to adapt the combine as used in the western
wheat fields to soybeans.
“Several harvester companies were contacted and the
Massey-Harris Company agreed to make the trial which was
held October 22, 1924.
“Twenty-seven and 65-acre fields of AK soybeans were
harvested with a 12-foot combine. The late A.E. Buchanan,
Massey-Harris engineer of Toronto, followed the machine
making necessary adjustments. People from all over Illinois,
including farm paper and farm machinery representatives,
attended.
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“The trial was successful and those who came to scoff
went home convinced. Several harvester companies came out
with combines the following year.
“The above photo of the first combine in operation on
the Garwood farm is from Prairie Farmer, which sent a
representative to cover the event.”
A large, grainy photo (2½ by 4½ inches) shows a man
standing atop an early combine.

plantations d’arbres fruitiers [The soybean: intercropping in
fruit tree plantations]. Revue Agricole de l’Afrique du Nord
(Algiers, Algeria) 42:210-11. Nov. 24. [Fre]*

2748. Colwell, W.E. 1944. Fertilizing soybeans in North
Carolina. Better Crops with Plant Food 28(8):23-25, 44-45.
Oct.
• Summary: “The available information leads to the
conclusion that overcoming potash deficiency may
be expected to bring about higher yields of soybeans
in many fields. At the same time, the existence
of other troubles for which no remedy is known
at the present time is recognized. Top-dressing
applications of 50-100 lbs. muriate of potash prior
to the first cultivation are recommended under all
conditions. Depending upon previous fertilization,
the application of 200 to 300 lbs. 0-10.10, or 0-12-12
(or 3-9-9 if after small grain), is recommended. A
broadcast application of around 1,000 lbs. dolomitic
limestone is recommended as a practical means of
meeting the calcium and magnesium requirements.” Address:
Agronomy Dep., North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station,
Raleigh, North Carolina.

2753. Soybean Digest. 1944. Pioneers: [John T.] Smith, [Bert
S.] Strayer, [Frank] Hurrelbrink. Nov. p. 9.

2749. El-Chazli, Riad; Canaan, Chafik. 1944. La culture
du soja en Égypte [Soybean culture in Egypt]. Bulletin de
l’Union des Agriculteurs d’Egypte 42(353):217-20. Sept/Oct.
English-language summary in Soybean Digest, Feb. 1946, p.
22. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Long cultivated in East Asia, the soybean is a
rich source of protein, phosphates, and vitamins. Until very
recently, no one has taken seriously the cultivation of soya in
Egypt. Based on the American experience, we now know it
is necessary to introduce special nitrogen-fixing bacteria into
the soil in which this plant will be grown. In Egypt one can
easily find soils suited to soybean cultivation. The authors
then discuss details of soybean cultivation and harvest as
they would apply to Egypt. They believe that the soybean has
a good future in Egypt. Address: Ing.-Agr., Egypt.
2750. Timson, S.D. 1944. Alternative green manure crops.
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 41(5):352-55. Sept/Oct.
• Summary: Page 4: Soy is mentioned only in passing under
“Eelworms:” “It may be mentioned that among the more
important field crops which are susceptible to eelworm attack
are potatoes, tobacco, onions, sweet potatoes, soya beans,
haricot beans, cotton, pyrethrum.” Address: Agriculturist.
2751. Vivet, E. 1944. Le soja: culture intercalaire dans les

2752. Ramírez, J.H. 1944. Utilización de la soya en el hogar
y en la industria [Utilization of soya in the home and in
industry]. Bolsa de Comercio. Boletin Oficial (Rosario de
Santa Fe, Argentina) 32(789):15-17. Nov. 30. [Spa]*

• Summary: These “three pioneers, two of them [Smith and
Hurrelbrink] still living, blazed early trails for soybeans in
Illinois and Iowa.
“Frank Hurrelbrink of Taylorville, Christian County,
Illinois, saw a few varieties of soybeans growing on the
Illinois University farm in the fall of 1903, and asked for a
small amount of seed of each of several varieties. He grew
these the following year and has been producing soybeans
annually since that date. Mr. Hurrelbrink soon had a definite
idea as to what he wanted in a good variety–one that would
stand well, resist shattering and one that could be left in the
cornfield until the livestock could harvest the seed from the
standing plants. So he developed the Hurrelbrink soybean
which is still being grown and is still in demand.”
John T. Smith, who lives in Champaign County, Illinois,
grew his first soybeans in 1908, when he procured a bushel
of seed each of two varieties from Dr. [sic, Mr.] W.J. Morse
of the USDA. The following year he obtained seed from
Charles Meharry.
“In 1921, John T., with Frank Barton and J.E. Johnson,
past president of the American Soybean Association, took the
lead in inducing farmers in that part of Illinois to standardize
on a new strain of so-called black hilum Manchu. He took 59
of the original 80 bushels of this seed and increased it on his
farm.
“In 1924, he held a soybean harvesting demonstration on
his farm, with everything from the old reap hook, through the
cradle, flail, mower, self rake, binder and finally the modern
combine being shown. Since that day John T. has harvested
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his soybeans with a combine, and his farm served as a
laboratory for at least one farm machinery manufacturer for
several years.
“Mr. Smith and Mr. Hurrelbrink are still active members
of the American Soybean Association.”
“B.S. Strayer grew his first soybeans on his farm at
Hudson, Iowa, in 1912, and probably was the first to grow
them in the Midwest west of the Mississippi. He obtained
seed of the Columbia variety, a large yellow bean from
South Carolina. This he planted for three years and secured
not a single mature soybean during that time. He was about
to give it up as a bad job when he secured some seed of the
Blackeye [sic, Black Eyebrow] soybeans. These, as a final
trial, he planted with popcorn–and got a bumper crop of
corn and beans [in 1915]. Soybeans have been grown every
year since at the Strayer Seed Farms for the past 20 years
commercially. Bert took his son, George, now editor of The
Soybean Digest, into partnership with him, and later his other
son, Gordon. So the Strayers have been Iowa pioneers and
leaders in growing this crop from the beginning. Since 1935
U.S. Department of Agriculture soybean test plots have been
located on the Strayer farm. Mr. Strayer died in 1941.”
Note from Dennis Strayer (June 1999): Bert S. Strayer
was born in 1880 on a farm in Black Hawk County, Iowa.
He married Velma Martin, who was born in 1888 in Webster
City, Iowa. They had three children, all born on their farm in
Black Hawk County, Iowa: George M. Strayer (1910-1981),
R. Gordon Strayer (1912-1998), and Virginia Strayer (1919). “Bert (legally shortened from Robert) was an innovative
farmer in Black Hawk county, Iowa. He started a seed
business at the urging of neighbors in 1904. He was an early
soybean grower in 1912 and had one of the first combines in
Iowa. The business began production of specialty soybeans,
sometimes referred to as ‘edible’ or ‘vegetable’ soybeans,
in 1936. Some of the specialty production was contracted
to the government during World War II. Velma, Bert’s wife,
was active in the business of Strayer Seed Farms and Strayer
Farms. Early business records indicate that she was keeping
the books during the 1940s, following Bert’s death. Velma
Martin Strayer died in 1982.
Small portrait photos show Smith, Strayer, and
Hurrelbrink.
Note 1. This is one of two articles published in
1944 which appear to be the forerunners of the concept
of “honorary life members” in the American Soybean
Association–which began in Sept. 1946.
Note 2. Concerning Bert Strayer: The Columbia soybean
variety was first available in the USA by Dec. 1910, and the
Black Eyebrow variety by May 1915. Strayer was definitely
not the first person to grow soybeans in the Midwest west of
the Mississippi River; soybeans were first cultivated in Iowa
in 1852, in Missouri and in Arkansas in 1855, in Kansas in
1889, in Nebraska in 1898, and in Minnesota in 1900.

2754. Associated Seeds, Inc. 1944. A descriptive catalogue
of field, pasture grass and soil-improvement crops: Asgrow–
Texgrow. San Antonio, Texas. 48 p. Dec. 1. 23 cm.
• Summary: On the cover of this catalog the word “Asgrow”
is in a horizontal oval. The Foreword states that this is
the first edition of this catalog, and that Associated Seed
Growers, Inc. is the parent company of Associated Seeds,
Inc. The page titled “Associated Seeds, Inc.” states that the
company has its main office and warehouse at 1226 East
Houston St., San Antonio, Texas. They have two branch
warehouses (in Robstown and Weslaco), and a breeding
station and experimental grounds at Robstown. The company
is “Distributors of Asgrow and Texgrow seeds for farm,
ranch & garden.” Associated Seeds is “Affiliated with
Associated Seed Growers, Inc., breeders and growers of
seeds since 1856, New Haven 2, Connecticut.”
The section titled “Legumes” (p. 16+) begins by noting:
“Legumes comprise a vast group of more than 7,000 species,
among which are many extremely important crops plants
such as peas and beans high in protein for food; soybeans
of great value for food, feed, and industrial uses...” A large
photo shows the nodules on legume roots, which are caused
by nitrogen-fixing bacteria. The first legume in the section is
alfalfa (Medicago sativa), which is a perennial legume but
not a clover.
The full-page section titled “Soybeans–Soja max” (p.
23) notes that under the growing conditions of south Texas,
they are recommended only for use as green manure, to
which the two varieties offered–Laredo and Red Tanner–are
well adapted. A large photo (p. 23) shows two men standing
in a field of Asgrow soybeans grown for seed. A two-page
table titled “Planting table for San Antonio Area” (p. 24-25)
gives information on more than 50 crops, for example: Name
of crop: Soybeans. Time to sow: Feb. to May–July to Sept.
Pounds of seed required per acre: Rows 20-40. Broadcast:
60-90. Depth to plant: 2-3 inches. Pounds per bushel: 60.
Approx. number of seeds per pound: 2,000 to 8,000.
The section titled “Better strains for southern farmers.
The Asgrow program of development” (p. 44-45) contains
large photos of: (1) “Our plant-breeding station at Robstown,
Texas.” Customers are always welcome to visit. (2) “A
100-acre breeding field of Asgrow corn. Tassels have been
removed from all but the lighter rows, which are the pollen
parents.” (3) “Carefully bagged and stored, Asgrow Seeds
await shipment” in a large warehouse. Many stacks of bags
are piled 7-8 feet high.
The section titled “Associated Seeds, Inc.” (p. 46-47)
contains photos of: (1) “Our San Antonio premises, 1226
East Houston Street, located for speedy service.” A railroad
siding goes along one side of the building. On that side
of the building are written: “Associated Seeds, Inc.” and
“Asgrow Seeds.” (2) “A corner of our warehouse and store at
Robstown.” (3) “Modern [seed cleaning] mills are installed
at our San Antonio plant, but...” (4) “... some species must
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finally be picked by hand.” Eleven women are seated at
separate stations picking out unwanted material. The index
(last page) lists 86 plant species or varieties, including 31
different sorghums and 19 grasses. On the back cover are
the words “Asgrow” in a horizontal oval and, below it,
“Texgrow.”
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
1226 East Houston St., San Antonio 6, Texas. Phone: Fannin
0353; L.D. 515.
2755. Arnould, J.F. 1944. Le Soja [Soybeans]. Revue
d’Agronomie Coloniale (Costermansville) 1(2):7-39. Dec.
[Fre]*
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Part I. Introduction.
Botanical. Soybean culture. Threshing. Yields. Storage.
Inoculation. Part II. Varietal improvement: Adaptation,
selection, study of heredity. Chemistry of the soybean.
Technology: Uses, transformations. Address: Ingenieur
Agronome A.I. Gx. [Association des Ingenieurs sortis
de l’Institut Agronomique de l’Etat a Gembloux]
[Costermansville].
2756. Iftner, G.H. 1944. Soybeans after the war–6:
Government and the grower. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 6-7.
• Summary: “Soybean growers in the postwar era will
expect little more from government than they received in
the immediate pre-war years, judging from the reaction of
representative producers who have expressed opinion on the
subject.
“Growers may be expected to look to governmental
agencies for some activity in postwar years in four areas
of the industry–namely: (1) production, (2) marketing, (3)
processing, and (4) industrial uses and consumption.
“The degree of their interest will be greater in the field
of production and lesser in the industrial division of the
industry.
“Production: Soybeans have become an important crop
in Midwest agriculture because they have been a profitable
crop. Soybeans became profitable because governmental
agencies, through investigations and research, brought
forth improved varieties and cultural practices, enabling
growers en masse to grow the crop successfully. It was
the Division of Forage Crops and Grasses of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, cooperating with various state
agricultural experiment stations and pioneer growers that
placed soybeans high on the list of farm crops produced
in the prewar period. The work of these agencies is not
finished. Therefore producers will expect them to carry
on experimentally in the postwar years, particularly along
these lines: Control of diseases and insects, variety studies,
determination of oil and protein content, fertilization,
inoculation, livestock nutrition, harvesting and storage
factors, and cultural methods.” Address: Director of grain

marketing, Illinois agricultural Assoc.
2757. Steece, Henry M. 1944. Soybean projects of the State
agricultural experiment stations, 1944. Washington, DC;
Office of Experiment Stations (USDA). 23 p. Unpublished
typescript.
• Summary: Page 2, “Explanatory notes” states: “This is
a list of the research projects concerned with soybeans,
including edible soybeans and soybean products, currently
active at the several State agricultural experiment stations.
It was compiled in response to requests from the State
experiment stations, the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
and other agencies for such information as an aid in their
work on various problems connected with the production,
handling, and utilization of soybeans.
“This list supersedes a similar publication entitled
Soybean Projects of the State Agricultural Experiment
Stations, 1937 (May 20, 1937). Most of the projects listed
as active in the earlier publication have been completed
and replaced by new researches. These deal with numerous
problems constantly arising in the soybean industry and
reflect the broader scope and greater complexity of the
general problem. Enormous expansion in the United States
soybean acreage, with recent shift in center of production
from the Southeastern States to the Corn Belt, has brought
forth problems inherent in the peculiar sensitiveness of
soybeans to variations of soil and climate. In addition
are those problems concerned with newer production
methods, changes in cropping systems, insects and diseases,
harvesting, and storage. Other fields of inquiry have come
out of wartime demands for soybean oil and meal for use in
strategic materials, and the increasing use of soybean meal
as a high-protein feed for livestock and poultry. Changes
in eating habits in which the soybean plays an important
part as a green or dried vegetable and as a protein food to
supplement animal products, like meat, eggs, milk, and
cheese, have also provided many problems for station
research.
“Stations cooperating with the U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois) in conducting coordinated
adaptation (nursery) tests with groups of varieties and
selections include the Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin Stations.
At several stations these tests are carried on as distinct
projects, while at other stations the tests proceed as phases of
other projects.
“The entries in the list include the project title,
experiment station departments involved, and cooperation
with the U.S. Department of Agriculture.”
As an example, here is the first state listed:
Alabama
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“Breeding of legumes for forage and soil improvement,
Agron. & Soils (Coop. B.P.I. S.A.E.).
“Soybean variety test, Agron. & Soils, 3 substations.
“Cooperative uniform tests, Agron. & Soils (Coop. B.P.I.
S.A.E.).
“Factors influencing seed production of legumes, Agron.
& Soils.
“Adaptation of edible soybean varieties, Agron. & Soils.
“Forage tests for hay, temporary grazing, and winter
grazing value, Agron. Soils.
“The inorganic nutrition of plants, Agron. & Soils.
“Effect of inoculation on certain legumes, Agron. &
Soils,
“Factors affecting vitamin A stability and utilization, An.
Indus.
“Oil crops for Alabama, Agron. & Soils.”
Note 1. Abbreviations:
Agron. = Agronomy
An. Indus = Animal Industry
B.P.I. = Bureau of Plant Industry (USDA)
Coop. = Cooperating with
S.A.E. = Soils and Agricultural Engineering.
Note 2. In addition to “Stations cooperating with the
U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory,” states where soybeans
are a very minor crop are also listed with their
projects, e.g., Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado,
Delaware, Hawaii, Washington State, West Virginia,
and Wyoming. Address: Senior Experiment Station
Administrator.

Address: Yugoslavia.
2762. Vittum, M.T.; Mulvey, R.R. 1944. More about soybean
fertilization. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Journal Paper No. 163. Reprinted from Better Crops
with Plant Food (May 1944). *
2763. Bordas, Jean. 1944. Le Soja: Agronomie du soja,
utilisations agricoles et alimentaires, usages industriels,
économie du soja, état actuel de la question en France.
Dieuxème ed. [The soybean: Agronomy, agricultural and
food uses, industrial uses, economics, and present status in
France. 2nd ed.]. Montpellier, France: Dubois et Poulain. 32
p. The 1st edition (36 p.) was published in 1937. [39 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction (he notes that
World War II is “the war we have just lost”). 2. Soybean
agronomy: Botanical characteristics, varieties (in Japan,
China, Manchuria, USA), acclimatization trials in
Europe, soybean cultivation (incl. inoculation), 3. Food
and agricultural uses of soya: Chemistry of the soybean,
alimentary physiology, as a feed for animals (soybean cake,
forage, soybean seed and flour, soymilk mixed with 25%
animal milk), other agricultural uses, as a human food (soy
sprouts, tofu, fermented tofu, smoked tofu, how to make

2758. Cox, Joseph F.; Jackson, Lyman E. 1944.
Crops: a self-teaching course, based on crop
management and soil conservation. New York, NY:
Wiley. Revised ed. 1948. *
• Summary: Contains a chapter on soybeans.
2759. Fulop, B. 1944. A szoja, mint a kukorica
koztes novenye [The soybean as a companion plant
for intercropping with corn]. Koztelek (Common
Ground) 54(17):385. [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
2760. Guruby, D. 1944. A szoja mint koztes
noveny [The soybean as a companion plant for
intercropping]. Koztelek (Common Ground)
54(13):297. [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
2761. Steinhausz, Miroslav. 1944. Kultura soje
na prodrucju nase drzave. Poprvi put je soja u
ove krajeve stigla 1873 godine [The cultivation
of soybeans in the territory of our state. Soybeans
reached these regions for the first time in 1873].
Gospodarstvo (Farming) 4(106):3. [Ser]*
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tofu), condiments–sauces (soy sauce, miso, tuong of the
Annamites, soy coffee, provisions / rations), human therapy
(incl. infant foods).
4. Industrial uses: Soybean oil, casein, plastic materials
(Sojalithe), vegetable lecithin, cellulose, sterol.
5. Soy in the economy: Production, imports and exports.
6. The present state of the soybean question in France–
Conclusion.
A full-page table (p. 7) shows varieties developed and
acclimatized to various countries. France: Rouest 29. Rouest
250. Rouest 104. Rouest 14. Rouest 71. Rouest 60. Rouest
178. Rouest 16. Rouest 36. Rouest 85. Rouest 6. Rouest 67.
Rouest 40. Rouest 500 M. Rouest 13. Vilnensis.
Russia: Schribaux (Rouest). Lawes et Gilbert (Rouest).
Miège (Rouest). Staroukrainskaya. Halton 502/2. Kouben
0.354. Kouben 0.375. Kharbinskaya 190.
Germany: Früheste Mittelhôhe gelbe. Mittel Frühe.
Mitteleurope. Diekmanns frühgelbe. Diekmanns hel’gelbe.
Diekmanns grungelbe. Platter silo [what does this name
mean?]. 236 Pappelsdorf. 238 Pappelsdorf.
England: Green Jap. Brown C. Yellow J.
United States: Cayuga. Manchu. Illini. Tokio noir
[Tokyo Black]. Mandell. Black Eyebrow. Wisconsin.
Chestnut. Mandarin. Lisbonne.
On page 8 is an interesting map of France which shows:
(1) Twelve centers of agronomic research. (2) A shaded
zone which is the area of optimal production of soybean
seeds. It is in the southeast of France and along the eastern
side of France all the way to the northern border. This zone
includes (from southwest to northeast) the following centers:
Toulouse, Montpellier, Avignon, Antibes, Clermont, Dijon,
and Colmar (in Alsace).
Pages 5-6: The first trials made by the agronomic
stations in France date from 1901. Mr. Lechartier, director
of the station at Rennes, concluded at the end of his
observations, that the production of soybean seeds would be
more advantageous in a climate that was drier and warmer
than that of Brittany (Bretagne).
These were the same conclusions that Mr. Brioux,
director of the agronomic station at Rouen, arrived at some
years later.
Starting in 1924 the agronomic station at Avignon, the
central station for plant improvement at Versailles, in 1935
the stations at Colmar, Clermont-Ferrand and Dijon, and in
1940 the School of Merle (Bouches-du-Rhône), established
soybean [germplasm] collections which originated in
many different places, in order to test the earliest and most
productive varieties that were adapted to each region.
Rouest and Rondet in the south of France, Dr. Balzli
in Alsace and de Guerpel in Normandy were the main
agronomists and selectionists who were passionately
interested in the cultivation of Soya in France.
Note: Rouen is the historic capital city of Normandy,
in northern France on the River Seine. Address: Ingénieur

Agronome, Directeur de la Station Régionale de Recherches
Agronomiques d’Avignon, France.
2764. Hackbarth, J. 1944. Die Oelpflanzen Mitteleuropas
[The oil plants of central Europe]. Stuttgart, Germany:
Wissenschaftliche Verlagsgesellschaft m.b.H. 378 p. 25 x 15
cm. [Ger]*
• Summary: In the decade before the start of World War
II, the extension and development of oil crops was part of
German policy for ensuring an adequate supply of oil during
the war. This theme is discussed in the two introductory
chapters. Details are given on the major individual plants,
including the soybean. For each plant there is a discussion
of the systematics, morphology, cytology, cultivation,
manuring, sowing, husbandry, diseases, pests, yields, seed
storage, breeding, varieties, the oil (its properties and uses),
and other ways of using the crop.
2765. Hampton, H.E.; Albrecht, Wm. A. 1944. Nodulation
modifies nutrient intake from colloidal clay by soybeans.
Proceedings–Soil Science Society of America 8(1943):23437.
• Summary: “If plant nutrition is viewed as a phenomenon
of ion exchange between the root and the colloidal complex
of the soil (3), the question of the chemical composition of
the root as a factor in this exchange readily presents itself.
That the root of a legume should be a different force in
exchanging ions with the soil than is the root of a nonlegume
was the postulate given attention in the study reported
herewith.” Address: 1. Research Asst. in Soils; 2. Prof. of
Soils. Both: Missouri Agric. Exp. Station, Columbia, Mo.
2766. La soya: Excellente alimento así para el hombre como
para el ganado, y valiosa materia prima de numerosos usos
industriales: Indicaciones para su cultivo y aprovechamiento
[The soybean: Excellent food for people and for livestock
and valuable raw material with numerous industrial uses.
Remarks on its cultivation and utilization]. 1944. New York,
NY: Reader’s Digest. 32 p. [3 ref. Spa]
• Summary: On the cover: This book was compiled
from information from the Farmers’ Bulletins of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture; the Boletín de la Unión
Panamericana and other sources. Edited by Selections
from the Reader’s Digest for free distribution in the Latin
American republics. Address: New York City, New York.
2767. Markley, Klare S.; Goss, Warren H. 1944. Soybean
chemistry and technology. Brooklyn, New York: Chemical
Publishing Co. vii + 261 p. Foreword by Edward Jerome
Dies, President, Soybean Nutritional Research Council.
Illust. Index. 28 cm. [684 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Part I: Foreword, by Edward
Jerome Dies, President, Soybean Nutritional Research
Council. Introduction. Composition and properties.
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Mineral constituents. Protein and other nitrogenous
constituents. Enzymes. Carbohydrates. Glycosides:
Saponins, phytosterolins, isoflavone glycosides. Pigments.
Vitamins. Oil and oil-soluble constituents. Physical and
chemical characteristics of soybean oils: Acetyl value (see
hydroxyl number), acid value (see free fatty acids), break
material (mostly phosphatides, pigments, and mucilaginous
materials), color, congealing temperature, density,
diene numbers, fatty acids, flash, fire and smoke points,
fluorescence, free fatty acids, Hehner number, hexabromide
number, hydroxyl number, iodine number, optical rotation,
refining loss, refractive index, Reichert-Meissl number,
saponification number (or Koettstorfer number), smoke
point (see flash), specific heat, thiocyanogen number, titer,
unsaponifiable matter, viscosity, miscellaneous data (Weight
of soybean oil per gallon: 7.67 pounds. Weight of soybean oil
per standard U.S. tank car: approximately 61,000 to 62,000
pounds. Volume of soybean oil per standard U.S. tank car,
approximately 8,000 to 8,060 gallons).
Fatty acids and glycerides. Sterols and other
unsaponifiable constituents. Oil-soluble pigments.
Antioxidants. Phosphatides (p. 101-18): Applications–
(1) Food modifier in oleomargarine, shortening, candies
and confections, bakery, milk and other products. (2)
Pharmaceuticals and cosmetics. (3) Textiles. (4) Leather. (5)
Plastic compositions. (6) Soaps and detergents. (7) Special
emulsifiers. (8) Petroleum products.
Literature cited.
Part II: Development of the soybean processing
industry. Grading and storage. Methods of processing
soybeans. Processing by means of continuous presses: The
Anderson expeller, the French screw press, operation of
continuous presses. Processing by means of continuous
solvent extractors: The Hildebrandt system, the Bollmann
system [or Hansa-Mühle], extraction system of the French
Oil Mill Machinery Company (so closely resembles the
Bollmann system in most respects that a detailed description
will not be given), the Allis-Chalmers extractor, the Ford
extraction system, the Detrex continuous extractor (uses
non-inflammable trichloroethylene), other solvent systems,
solvents, hot alcohol extraction process, extractor design
data. Hydraulic pressing. Miscellaneous processing methods.
Soy flour. Cost of processing soybeans: Manufacturers of
soybean processing equipment, soybean processing mills
in the United States. Production and refining phosphatides.
Processing soybean oil for food uses: Neutralizing and
washing, bleaching, hydrogenation, deodorization,
winterizing, shortening, margarine. Literature cited.
The Allis-Chalmers extractor (p. 180-82): An early
edition (Fig. 20) consists of a vertical, cylindrical column
containing “a series of horizontal circular plates, equally
spaced and fixed to a central shaft which is slowly rotated
by a gear-motor. The upper surface of each plate is wiped
by a stationary scraper arm fastened to the inner wall of the

cylinder. Slots are cut in the plates so that, during rotation,
the stationary baffles sweep material, resting upon the
disks, through the slots into the plate immediately below.”
Footnotes explain that this design is based on U.S. Patents
issued to Michelle Bonotto in 1937, 1938, and 1939, and
called the Extractol Process.
Figures (photos unless otherwise noted) show: (1) The
soybean plant, in foliage and mature. (2) Graph of spectral
transmittance and color of crude pressed soybean oils. (3-4)
Graphs of spectral transmittance and color of crude, solventextracted soybean oils. (5) Elevators at a soybean processing
mill (Central Soya Co.). (6) Cracking rolls used to prepare
soybeans for pressing in expellers or screw presses (AllisChalmers). (7) Two steam-heated rotary driers connected
in series for drying cracked soybeans (Allis-Chalmers). (8)
V.D. Anderson Super-Duo oil expeller. (9) French screw
press (French Oil Mill Machinery Co.). (10) An installation
of two rows of many Anderson expellers crushing soybeans.
(11) A battery of French screw presses crushing soybeans.
(12) Flaking mill for rolling cracked soybeans into thin
flakes, in the solvent extraction process (Allis-Chalmers).
(13) Flowsheet [Flow sheet] of the Hildebrandt system
of solvent extraction, and cross-sectional view of the
extractor–vertical screw (Sieck and Drucker, Inc.). (14) Side
view of Hildebrandt extractor (3 floors cut away). (15) An
installation of two Hildebrandt extractors (3 floors). (16)
Hildebrandt solvent distillation equipment (3 floors). (17)
Illustration of basket filling and discharging mechanism of
Bollmann solvent extractor. (18) Cross-sectional diagram of
Bollmann paternoster extractor. (19) An installation of the
Bollmann system of solvent extraction. (20) Cross-sectional
diagram of Allis-Chalmers extractor. (21) Side view diagram
of Ford system of solvent extraction. (22) The horn-angle
flaking rolls used in Ford extraction system. (23) Interior of
Ford plant at Saline, Michigan. (24) Side view of the Detrex
oil extractor. (25) Flow diagram of the Detrex oil extractor.
(26) Primitive Manchurian oil mill powered by an ox. (27)
Old Chinese wedge presses. (28) vertical screw presses
at soybean oil mill in Dairen, Manchukuo. (29) Five-high
flaking rolls (sectional view). (30) Phantom view of stack
cooker used to prepare material for hydraulic pressing and
for toasting solvent-extracted soybean flakes. (31) Cake
former in which cooked soybean flakes are molded into
flat cakes and wrapped in cloths, preparatory to hydraulic
pressing (French Oil Mill Machinery Co.). (32) A hydraulic
press. (33) Hydraulic press boxes. (34) Battery of Sharples
Super-Centrifuges, soybean oil refinery, A.E. Staley Mfg. Co.
(35) Battery of National Acme Centrifuges for continuous
refining of soybean oil.
Tables: (1) Soybean production in selected countries
from 1935 to 1941. The countries are China, Manchuria,
United States, Chosen, Japan, Taiwan, Netherlands Indies,
Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Hungary. In both 1935 and
1940 China was by far the world’s leading soybean producer,
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followed (both years) by Manchuria. Source: Foreign Crops
and Markets.
(2) Acreage, yield and production (in 1,000 bushels) of
soybeans in the United States from 1924 to 1943. Source:
USDA Agricultural Statistics. (3) Soybean utilization: The
plant, soybean oil, soybean meal, green bean, and dried
bean (including industrial uses). (4) Chemical composition
of soybeans. (5) Composition of the component parts of
soybeans: cotyledons, germ, seed coat.
(6) Mineral content of soybeans (air dry beans). (7)
Distribution of phosphorus in Dunfield soybeans, containing
6.02 milligrams of phosphorus per gram of whole bean. (8)
Results of fractionation of monoamino acids of soybean
protein. (9) Relative vitamin G content of common feedstuffs
used in poultry feeding. Dried pork liver is by far the richest
source at 100 units per gram.
(10) Factors affecting the refining loss of crude soybean
oils [for 21 samples]. (11) Color variation of soybean oils in
Priest-Gibson (N) color units. (12) Average smoke, flash, and
fire points of soybean oils. (13) Specific heat of soybean oil
(at various temperatures). (14) Viscosity of soybean oils (at
various temperatures).
(15) Composition of [different varieties of]
solvent-extracted soybean oils. (16) Component acids
of phosphatides derived from soybeans. (17) Grade
requirements for yellow soybeans, green soybeans, brown
soybeans, black soybeans, and mixed soybeans. (18)
Soybeans processed by expeller, solvent and hydraulic
methods. By crop year from Oct. 1936 to Oct. 1941. [18A]
Eight manufacturers of continuous process presses. [18B]
The temperature and moisture contents of soybeans at
various stages in the continuous process. (19) Manufacturers
of different types of soybean processing equipment.
(20) Soybean processing mills in the United States
(full- or part time). For each is given the state, city, company
name, and capacity of mill (S = small = less than 50 tons of
soybeans per day. M = medium = 50-200 tons per day. L =
large = over 200 tons per day). Source: Northern Regional
Research Laboratory; revised to Jan. 1944. (Continued).
Address: 1. Principal Chemist, Southern Regional Research
Lab., New Orleans; Northern Regional Research Lab.; 2.
Senior Chemical Engineer, Northern Regional Research
Lab., Peoria, Illinois.
2768. Martin, William H. 1944. Growing better plants–
Growing plants better. New Jersey State Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 64:20-28. See p. 22-23.
This annual report is also titled “Plowshares and Swords.”
The 56th Annual Report of the New Jersey Agricultural
College Experiment Station, 1942-43.
• Summary: Under “Variety testing,” field soybeans and
edible soybeans are discussed. Recommended field or grain
varieties are Chief, Granger, and Harbinsoy. New Jersey
was a pioneer in soybean variety testing, starting in 1879.

Soybean acreage grown for grain has increased tenfold in 5
years, from 3,000 acres in 1938 to an estimated 30,000 acres
in 1943. In addition, the state raises more than 45,000 acres
of soybeans for silage, hay, and green manure purposes.
Recommended edible soybean varieties are Giant Green,
Etum, Sousei, Hokkaido, and Jogun. “Four of these varieties
were planted on some 250 acres in New Jersey in 1943 and
seed for planting should be available next year.” Address:
Director of the Station, Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick, New
Jersey.
2769. Martinoty, C. 1944. Nouvelles méthodes pratiques
de multiplication de la pomme de terre, de culture espacée
du blé et du soya et de fertilisation du sol dans les jardins
familiaux [New practical methods for multiplying potatoes,
the cultivation of wheat and soybeans in spaced rows and
fertilization of the soil in family vegetable gardens]. Lyon,
France: Imprimerie du Nouvelliste. 56 p. Illust. 21 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: This practical handbook was published during
the German occupation of France during World War II.
The section titled “The Soybean” (Le Soya) (p. 31-42) has
the following contents: Its value as a food. Food uses of
soybeans. Then come various recipes: Velvety soup with
vegetables. Soybean sprouts. English-style soybean sprouts.
Puree of cooked whole dry soybeans. Puree with cheese.
Sojenta. Pâte de soya. Bread sticks with soya. Soy flour. Soy
cheese (tofu). Soy confection (Confiture de soya).
Family cultivation of soybeans (Culture familiale
du soya): Botanical characteristics. Climate and soils
preferences (with a small illustration of a soybean plant).
Fertilizer needs. Choice of varieties. Inoculation of the seeds.
Planting the seeds. Illustration showing growth of the plant
and its root system. Care and maintenance (“to-do list”).
The author mentions (p. 33 footnote) that René Brochon,
head of the Soybean Cultivation service (chef du service
“Culture Soya”) speaks every Monday at 1:45 p.m. about
soybeans and every Wednesday at 9:40 p.m. about intensive
cultivation and family vegetable gardening. On page 34 the
author summarizes one of Brochon’s talks comparing wheat
and soybeans, and on page 35 quotes Brochon on feed uses
of soybeans.
Note 1. Villeurbanne is a commune in the Rhône
department in eastern France. It is situated northeast of
Lyon, with which it forms the heart of the second-largest
metropolitan area in France after that of Paris (Source:
Wikipedia).
Note 2. Hervé Berbille adds: “Brochon was not a
speaker with the Free French at the BBC! Brochon hosted
a weekly radio program at the Radiodiffusion française
nationale (also known as “Radio Vichy”). In other words,
Brochon spoke with the full agreement of the occupation
authorities. However, it does not mean that Brochon was a
“collaborateur”.
Brochon’s purpose was to help the French population
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through the development of soybeans. However, in no case,
did Brochon want to help the German war effort (this is an
assumption on my part. But as Brochon promises a family
culture of soybean, the small quantities produced, moreover
dispersed throughout the country, could not be used with
sufficient profitability by Germany).
“In this regard, we must remember the dilemma that
Louis Winter and Alexis Carrel had to face. Under German
occupation, both became involved in developing soybeans in
France in order to help the French people, but feared that this
strategic raw material was forfeited to the German war effort.
So, it is reasonable to assume that Brochon was in a similar
bind, simply pragmatic, even, in some respects, patriotic.”
Address: Agricultural extension worker, France (Président de
l’Oeuvre des Jardins Ouvriers de Villeurbanne; Lauréat du
Concourz du plus beaux plant de blé).
2770. Matagrin, Am. 1944. Le soja: Culture et utilisations
[The soybean: Cultivation and utilization]. Paris: GauthierVillars. 72 p. Illust. No index. 28 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Why does soybean
culture remain little known in France? 1. What is the soybean
(le Soya)? Why should it be cultivated?: The plant and
its varieties, the soybean (la fève de soya) and its general
characteristics, alimentary interest in soya, agricultural
interest in soya, industrial [non-food] interest in soya.
2. Soybean cultivation: The question of climate, choice
of the variety to cultivate, choice and preparation of the
land/soil, fertilizers for soya, soya in crop rotations, seeds,
sowing, and seedlings, mixed cultures or intercropping,
soybean vegetation and crop management, maturation,
harvest, yield, and storage.
3. Use of the soya plant and its seeds: Soya in
agriculture and livestock feeding, soya in human foods,
recipes, industrial uses of soya, people and organizations
connected with soya, contracts for growing soybeans in
1944. Table of contents.
The section on soya in human foods, based on the
author’s 5-6 years of personal experience, discusses, with
recipes: green vegetable soybeans (soya en légume vert),
whole dry soybeans (soya en légume sec, with 6 recipes). soy
sprouts (germes de soya), fermented soy condiments (shoyu,
miso, natto), soy flour (Farines de soya; bread containing 1525% soy flour was made at Paris and even at Vichy in 1939),
soymilk and tofu (lait de soya et fromage végétal), roasted
soybeans and a coffee substitute (soya grillé, substitut de
café), soy oil (huile de soya).
In this book title Matagrin uses the Le Soya, but in his
books published in 1939 and 1940 he uses Le Soja in the
title. So the spelling of this word in French is changing in the
1940s.
Page 2: In France, despite many successful trials in
many regions of central or southern France (du Midi), or
even near Paris (we recall in particular the Soja d’Etampes,

a handsome yellow variety that Vilmorin adopted) and
despite the propaganda attempted from 1888 to 1913 by the
hygienists partisan to a vegetarian diet and also by physicians
recommending soya in the treatment of diabetes mellitus and
rheumatism... We have forgotten so soon this precious plant
which is not savory enough to impose itself upon a people of
gourmets and gormands.
Page 7: The soybean can be referred to as Le fève de
soya or La graine de soya, or sometimes as pois oléagineuse
de la Chine. The names of many different French and
English soybean variety names is given.
Pages 23-25: Early and near-early varieties include
(with seed color, oil color, and days to maturity): Mandchou,
Mandarin du Canada, Rouest 250, Easycook, Dieckmanns
Fruehgelbe, Dieckmanns Gruengelbe, Haberlandt américain,
Hispida Vilmorin, Ungarische [Hungarian], Hahto, Miko
d’Aubignan, Rouest Mandchou, Dieckmanns 18, Vilmorin
brun (chocolate brown), Vilmorin GH (chocolate brown),
Cacao Matagrin, Tokio roux, Tokio dit saumon (purplish
red), Soja Vilnensis brun, Rouest Pasteur, Virginia des
Landes, Black-eyebrow, Tokio noir, Hahto noir d’Aubignan.
Page 29: Varieties for coffee substitutes: Almost all
varieties work after roasting (torréfaction).
Pages 51-52: In France (unlike the USA, Germany, and
the USSR), there was no government help in introducing
and developing the soybean as a commercial crop. No
agricultural universities were working on it; just isolated
individuals (Rouest, Matagrin, etc.) and a few seed
companies (Vilmorin).
The first 49 pages of this 72 page book are about
soybean agronomy; the rest is about utilization, mostly as
human food in France.
Page 62: The questions of industrial uses of soybeans
have often been addressed by us and our collaborators in the
International Review of Soya (Revue internationale du Soya;
Paris, E.-V. Letzgus, editor, 97 rue Saint-Lazare in Paris).
Note: 51 issues were published from Feb. 1941 until 1949.
The advertisements are as interesting as the articles and
recipes.
Page 65: Contracts for growing soybeans were proposed
in 1943 (on 05. to 1 ha or less 60 kg of seed per ha, at 20
francs per kg mutual agreement to sell and buy all of the
harvest at 13 francs per kilogram) have been proposed, in
1943: 1st by the first by the National Soybean Center (Centre
National du Soya, 8, Cours de Gourgue, Bordeaux), and
2nd by the French Society for the Exploitation of Soybeans
(Société française d’Exploitation du Soja, contact M. Louis
Bataillet, à Aubignan, Vaucluse). Other companies (in Isère,
Loire, Haute-Savoie) are pending authorization and may
be looking to purchase soybean (soya) harvests in 1944.
Dr. Durupt’s “Vaccinoseed” (Vaccinograine), a bacterial
fertilizer, is available for purchase in Paris (Labtech Products
Company (Société des Produits Labotechniques), 20, rue
de la Pompe) and in Lyons (Charret-Tomasi Laboratories
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(Laboratoires Charret-Tomasi), 23-25, Grande-Rue de Cuire,
Lyons-Croix-Rousse); the “multipurpose” dose (which can
also be used for peas, haricot beans and leguminous fodder
plants), for 1/8 of a hectare: 95 francs in 1943; relatively
less expensive doses for ¼, ½ and 1 hectare. There are also
specific quantities for soy, which are a bit more expensive.
A topsoil with magnesium content, which is particularly
suited to soybeans, is manufactured and sold by Louis
Janin Establishments (Établissements Louis Janin), 245,
avenue Lacassagne, Lyons (7th [arrondissement]) (factory in
Villeurbanne; they deliver 100 kg, if the bag is returned).
Seeds for specific varieties (cultures particulières) are
hard to obtain; the Author (Auteur) offers only a few samples
of around thirty well-established varieties. It is possible, with
no guarantee except that you will receive very good quality
if the delivery is granted, to contact Mr. Célestin Bonnaud,
gardener-selector, Villeneuve-lès-Avignon (Gard); Mr. E.
Jacqinod, horticulturist-market gardener, Ouilly-Gleizé
(Rhône); Mr. Edw. Gilles, Saint-Aubin (Lot-et-Garonne);
Mr. Germain Sourbès, agricultural magistrate, Gabarret
(Landes). In the north zone (zone Nord [occupied zone]):
Mr. E.P. Chéron, 35, rue Ledru-Rollin, Châteauroux (Indre)
and Mr. Ed. Garnier, 6, rue Armand-Gauthier, Paris (18th
[arrondissement]) can, for small crops, procure or help locate
a rather wide variety of seeds. Some agricultural service
departmental directorates procure limited quantities of seeds.
Be wary of some urban sellers, who purchase soy (that is
sometimes mediocre) at 20 to 40 francs per kilogram, and
often increase the retail price by 12 to 15 francs for every
100 grams.
Since the Soy Institute (Institut du Soya) (rue des
Saussaies, Paris) is primarily an organization affiliated with
the Saint-Gobain Company (Compagnie de Saint-Gobain),
and the National Soy Center (LLC) (Centre National du
Soya (S.A.R.L.–”Société à Responsabilite Limitée”)) is a
type of commercial consortium that groups producers and
processors, or those who use the soybean (fève asiatique),
it must be acknowledged that there are no associations in
France that are truly scientific and national in nature, devoted
to studying and encouraging the spread of soybeans. This
gap, now and in the past, has been due to the hostility of
commercial partisans, combined with the indifference or the
mistrust of government circles. Outside of Paris, associations
in support of soy were founded a relatively long time ago
in Châteauroux, and more recently in Marseilles and in the
Var [department]. Continued. Address: France; In 1946:
Technical Consultant to Bureau Francais du Soja.
2771. Matagrin, Am. 1944. Le soja: Culture et utilisations
[The soybean: Cultivation and utilization Continued–
Document part II]. Paris: Gauthier-Villars. 72 p. Illust. No
index. 28 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: (Continued): Besides the leading figures
described above for seed supply, we can name the following

people who are capable of guiding beginners in large- or
medium-scale cultivation / farming (culture): Mr. Vincent
Colcombet, agricultural engineer and director of the model
farm in Saint-Bonnet de Cray, by Charlieu (Loire), at the
outer limits of the Charolais; Baron Dugas de la Catonnière,
La Rey in Saint-Galmier (Loire), cooler climate; engineer P.
Laurance, in Viguéron (Tarn-et-Garonne), who also works
with the bean’s industrial uses; Dr. Albert Delucq, mayor
of Vic-Fezensac (Gers) and director of “Agricultural and
Viticultural Armagnac” (L’Armagnac agricole et viticole),
ardent proponent of new crops: soybeans, sunflowers,
oilseeds, sweet sorghum, Jerusalem artichoke for making
alcohol, and so on; Mr. L. Van de Putte, at the Château du
Perron, in Madiran (Hautes-Pyrénées), who also specializes
in sorghum; and particularly, with Mr. Bataillet, who was
already mentioned as regards contracts, his ex-associate, Mr.
Henri Roudet, in Aubignan (Vaucluse), who met and helped
the trailblazer Léon Rouest.
Pages 68-69: Of the 534 correspondents who consulted
with us between December 1939 and November 1943
concerning information about soybeans (soya) and how they
are grown or used, only around fifty of them were living
in the occupied zone (Ile-de-France, Lorraine, FrancheComté, Vendée, Saintonge [modern day Charente, CharenteMaritime and Deux-Sèvres], Guyenne [today’s Gironde,
Lot-et-Garonne, Dordogne, Lot, and Aveyron]). In this zone,
besides Henry de Guerpel, son of a Norman agronomist who
collaborated with Léon Rouest on a publication and helped
spread soybeans in the Mézidon [today’s Mézidon-Canon]
region, we must point out the kitchen-garden crops in Côted’Or and Nièvre, grown by Mr. Ed. Garnier, a Burgundian
and sporting goods merchant in Paris, who was authorized
to make radio communications on this subject (whereas in
the non-occupied zone (Z.N.O.), administrative constraints
and other private affairs interfered with the publications and
work of a technologist who had a background of twenty
years of study in this topic, and six seasons of experience
growing soybeans on several 100-meter plots in soil that
is conducive to this plant). Mr. Perdriat, from Saint-Jeand’Angély (Charente-Maritime), recently shared some
interesting acclimatization results with us; Mr. Eugène
Drouard, a Parisian agent from a large plant oil factory, was
able to compare the effect of different locations on this plant,
during a long stay as a refugee in Saint-Paul-en-Jarez, before
returning to the outskirts of the capital, where he continues to
grow this crop.
Page 71: Growing contracts for 1944:
According to some late information, growing contracts
for 1944 will be drawn up by the official representatives
from the Ministry of Agriculture (Ministère de l’Agriculture)
or the Interprofessional Group of Metropolitan Oilseed
Crops (Groupement Interprofessionel des Oléagineux
Métropolitains) (G.I.O.M., which has taken over the former
National Soy Center (Centre national du Soya)), with the
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following conditions:
1. A contract, subject to specific conditions, will be
signed by the farmer;
2. The minimum surface area for cultivation will not be
smaller than 1,000 square meters (instead of the previous 1
hectare, at least on adjoining sites);
3. The purchase of the entire crop is guaranteed at the
price set by the government;
4. It seems that the benefits in kind accorded to farmers
in 1943 will be continued: 4 kg of oil and 10 kg of “soybased feed meal” (farine alimentaire à base de soya) per 100
kg of delivered beans;
5. The retail price for the seeds will be approximately 45
francs per kilogram, with cash-on-delivery shipping.
Illustrations: (p. 5) Eight different parts of the soybean
plant. (p. 16) Nitrogen-fixing bacteria radicicola on soybean
roots. (p. 26) Four different types of soybean plants with
seeds. (p. 45, 47) Six views of soybean cultivation around
the world: Tonkin, harvesting potatoes intercropped with soy,
shocks of mown soy in Rumania, mixed culture of soybeans
with maize for forage or ensilage in the USA, selection of
soybean seeds in Holland, mowing soybean seed with a
small combine in Bône, Algeria. (p. 59) The Chinese device
used for grinding soybeans to make soymilk.
Photos: (p. 42) Soybeans grown as a garden vegetable
in Chautagne (in east-central France): Above, Mandarin du
Canada. Below: Hahto variety.
Tables: (p. 9) Composition of soybean seeds compared
with other common plant foods (other legumes, wheat, oats,
barley, maize, rice, bread or pasta). (p. 14) Composition of
the soybean plant compared with other forage plants (hay
at 15-17% moisture–lucern, sainfoin {a legume}, trefoil /
clover; straw at 8-10% moisture–soya, wheat, oats). (p. 34)
Amounts of mineral fertilizers to use for soya.
Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle,
Washington. Address: France; In 1946: Technical Consultant
to Bureau Francais du Soja.
2772. Mehlich, A.; Colwell, W.E. 1944. Influence of nature
of soil colloids and degree of base saturation on growth and
nutrient uptake by cotton and soybeans. Proceedings–Soil
Science Society of America 8(1943):179-84. [15 ref]
• Summary: Limited information is “available on the specific
influence of the nature of colloids on the growth and mineral
uptake of plants.”
“Three mineral soils selected on the basis of differences
exhibited in their pH-base saturation, relationships and
representing wide differences in their contents of kaolinitic
and montmorillonitic material were treated with Ca(OH)2 to
identical but increasing degrees of Ca saturation.” Address:
Associate Agronomists, Dep. of Agronomy, North Carolina
Agric. Exp. Station, Raleigh, N.C.
2773. Norman, A.G. 1944. The nitrogen nutrition of

soybeans: I. Effect of inoculation and nitrogen fertilizer on
the yield and composition of beans on Marshall silt loam.
Proceedings–Soil Science Society of America 8(C):226-28.
[4 ref]
• Summary: Volume 8: “Containing papers presented at the
annual meeting held in Cincinnati, Ohio, November 10-12,
1943.” Published 1944.
Summary and conclusions: “Inoculation increased the
yield of beans by almost one-third, significantly increased
the protein content of the beans, and decreased the oil
content. On an acre basis the production of both protein and
oil was substantially greater. The yield of mature straw was
not appreciably increased by inoculation.
“Applications of urea at the rate of 94 pounds and 158
pounds N per acre brought about substantial increases in the
yield and protein content of unnodulated beans. The figures
for the higher rate exceeded those given by inoculated beans,
which presumably did not receive through the fixation
mechanism as much nitrogen as could be used by the plant
for maximum growth.” Address: Research Prof. of Soils,
Iowa Agric. Exp. Station, Ames, Iowa.
2774. Nye, G.W. 1944. Foreword. Uganda Protectorate
Department of Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 2-3. For the
period 1 July 1942 to 30th June 1943. (Entebbe).
• Summary: “The popularity of soy beans in Buganda
resulted in a spectacular increase in plantings. Good yields
and guaranteed prices have provided a satisfactory stimulus
and although so far practically the whole crop is sold, it is
most probable that before long the growers will realise what
a valuable addition to their diet they now have.” Address:
Acting Director of Agriculture, Uganda.
2775. Pons, Marc. 1944. Le soja et sa culture [The soybean
and its culture]. Edit. Techniques Agricoles. [Fre]*
2776. Saillenfest, Jean. 1944. Le Soya: Sa culture et ses
utilisations [The soybean: Its culture and uses]. Paris:
Editions de Montsouris, 1 rue Gazan, Paris XIV. 96 p. 19 cm.
Series: Collection Rustica. Preface by Pierre Chouard. [10
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Foreword. 1. The soybean
worldwide and in France. 2. The plant: Botanical description,
varieties, vegetative cycle, climate, area of cultivation. 3.
Soybean culture: In fields (fertilizer and soil amendments,
symbiotic bacteria, sowing, soya forage), in the garden. 4.
Diseases and enemies of the soybean. 5. Soybean utilization:
Table of uses, main industrial uses, uses on the farm, the
soybean in the family cuisine (green vegetable soybeans
[graines de soya vertes], soy sprouts [germes de soya],
soaking soybeans, cooked ground soybeans [pâté de soya],
soya desserts (dry roasted soynuts [Soya grillé], soy cakes
and confections with roasted soy flour), soy coffee, how to
make soy flour at home, soymilk, tofu [fromage de soya]). 6.
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Regulation of soybean varieties: Table of varieties: The role
of G.I.O.M. (Groupement interprofessionnel des oléagineux
métropolitains), growing contracts, classification and catalog
of varieties, prices of seeds, how to obtain seeds. Address:
France.
2777. Uganda Protectorate Department of Agriculture,
Annual Report. 1944. Section I.–Agriculture in the
Dependency. p. 3, 7. For the period 1 July 1942 to 30th June
1943. (Entebbe).
• Summary: The section titled “Soy Beans” states:
“Encouragement to increase soy bean production in Buganda
was given throughout 1942 and seed stocks were increased
during that year to enable larger scale planting to take place
in 1943. The crop is a popular one in Buganda and here was
a keen demand for all available seed. The acreage planted
in the spring of 1943 was only limited by the seed supply
and the area planted justified an estimate of 3,000 tons for
sale during the 1943/44 season. Small acreages of soy beans
were also grown in Bunyoro, Toro and Ankole for seed
multiplication.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2009)
that gives statistics on soybean production, area or stocks in
Africa. Address: Acting Director of Agriculture, Uganda.
2778. Uganda Protectorate Department of Agriculture,
Annual Report. 1944. Section II.–Work of the Department.
p. 8, 10. For the period 1 July 1942 to 30th June 1943.
(Entebbe).
• Summary: The section titled “Food Crops” states: “All
work on Soy beans is now being organized from Kawanda,
where routine variety trials were maintained. A trial at Ngetta
added to previous information on sowing date and spacing;
a full range of combinations was tested and it would seem
that close spacing within the row is particularly important.”
Address: Uganda.
2779. Union Nacional de Cooperativas del Campo. 1944.
Instrucciones sobre el cultivo de la soja y sus aplicaciones.
2nd ed. [Instructions on the cultivation of the soybean and its
applications. 2nd ed.]. Madrid. 16 p. [Spa]
• Summary: Pages 12-14 list industrial uses of soybeans,
give a nutritional analysis of white and black soybeans (Soja
blanca, Soja negra) done by the Central Agricultural Station
(Estación Agronómica Central) using samples from Granada,
and briefly describe several soyfoods, including soy flour,
soymilk, and tofu (queso de soja). Thus section concludes:
“Outdoing the known anecdote of Permantier, who offered
Louis XVI a succulent feast in which all the dishes were
made of potatoes, today one could make a menu that was
more varied, rich and select in which the delicacies as well
as the serving utensils would all be derived from soya.”
Address: Madric, Spain.

2780. Department of Agronomy. 1944? Are soybeans a
menace to soil improvement? Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
College, Mimeo No. 48. 2 p. Undated. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Since the introduction of the soybean crop
into Indiana it has been championed by enthusiasts as a
wonderful soil improvement crop and by its critics has
been condemned as one of the worst of the soil depleting
crops. Obviously such extreme points of view, along with
intermediate appraisals have left farmers much confused.
“The following material has been drawn from the best
experiment station sources in order to help clear up the
confusion that seems to exist in comparing soybeans with
other farm crops from the standpoint of soil improvement:
“1. The problem of erosion with soybeans is much the
same as with corn. On rolling lands soybeans should be
planted on the contour, preferably drilled solid, and should
be followed by a winter grain or cover crop.
“2. On acid soils limestone or marl is the first need
for soybeans. Without lime on such soils fertilizers have
little effect. These soils after liming usually give marked
responses to fertilizer (P & K), when plowed under for beans.
Highest yields of beans result from pH of about 6.5.
“3. All crops when grown and removed from the land
deplete the soil minerals (PK etc.) On an equivalent yield
basis soybeans are no more soil depleting in minerals, (P.K.
etc.) than corn, alfalfa and some other crops.
“4. Following is shown the removal of minerals (P. &
K.) by the four crops in a rotation of corn, soybeans, wheat
and clover, in which all grain has been removed but all crop
residues returned. Fertilizer was applied as follows: 300 lbs.
2-16-8 on wheat, 200 lbs, 0-16-8 on corn before planting and
100 lbs. 2-16-8 in the hill. Even with this treatment the crops
showed a potash deficiency.
A table shows “Mineral removal by grain, soybeans and
hay: Based on yields and analyses from Purdue Agr. Expt.
Station Bulletin #468. Soils and Crops Farm–1938-1940.”
This table (with 9 columns) compares corn, soys, wheat and
clover. It includes the grain, straw, stover and hay.
“Data above shows about the same phosphate removal
by crops as reported by Henry and Morrison but considerably
less potash removal.
“A more nearly normal yield ratio than the above would
be 70 bu. corn, 25 bu. soybeans and 30 bu. of wheat per acre.
Compared on this basis the removal of minerals (PK) in
the grain for corn and beans is about the same. The mineral
removal by wheat (grain) is only about 55 percent that of
corn or beans.
“5. Purdue data shows that 60 lbs. of nitrogen are
required to produce the grain in a 70 bushel corn crop.
Soybeans, according to the Illinois station (Bulletin 456)
‘can obtain about two thirds of their nitrogen from the air’
when well inoculated. When a 20 bushel crop of beans is
combined, the seed removed and the straw left on the land,
the Illinois station estimates that 16 pounds of nitrogen
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are returned per acre above that removed from the soil.
Considering the total of nitrogen, phosphorus and potash
removed in the grain, as when sold from the farm, soybeans
are less soil depleting than corn.
“6. The goal for soybean production in Indiana for 1944,
is about 10 percent greater than for 1943. This reflects the
need for soybeans which when processed furnish oil for
a variety of uses and protein supplement second to none.
Soybeans fit naturally in the rotation following corn and
in this way aid in corn borer control, and increase small
grain yields. In any soil improvement program, deep rooted
legumes, clovers, alfalfa etc. should always be grown where
soybeans are included in the rotation. Extra amounts of
fertilizer (P & K) should be used in the crop rotation to
replenish the plant food removed when beans and other
grains are sold as a cash crop. For further information on
soybeans read Purdue Ext. Bulletin 231, ‘Soybeans in
Indiana.’
Note: The date received stamp shows that this document
was received by USDA’s National Agricultural Library
(NAL) on 11 July 1944. Address: Purdue Univ. Dep. of
Agricultural Extension [Lafayette, Indiana].
2781. Division of Agronomy. 1944? Late planting of corn
and soybeans. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural College, Mimeo
No. 56. 4 p. Undated. [1 ref]
• Summary: This mimeo (which is mostly about corn and
corn hybrids) says the following about soybeans:
“How late can soybeans and corn be planted and still
be reasonably sure of maturing crops that can be stored or
marketed? So many factors affect the maturity of these crops,
such as variety, fertility, soil type, amount and distribution
of rainfall, September and October temperatures, etc. that no
absolute answer can be given to this question. Nevertheless
farmers have to face this problem of delayed planting,
because of excessive rains.
“The attached table [p. 4] gives the latest dates that corn
hybrids and soybeans of the different maturity groups can
be planted, in different parts of the state, with reasonable
expectation of safe maturity. These planting dates are based
on time of planting, experiments and maturity studies of both
corn and beans by the Agronomy Department of Purdue,
and should be applied on the basis of average fertility and
average dates of killing frosts. Later than average frost dates
or higher than average fertility would make slightly later
planting dates possible and, vice versa, earlier than average
frost and lower than average fertility would require slightly
earlier planting than indicated.”
“Late planting shortens the necessary growth period
of Soybeans, but later than normal planting results in less
growth and lower yields even tho beans mature fully. Late
corn planting results in high moisture content late in the
season when the weather is such as to double the time
required to dry the crop sufficiently for storage as compared

to the same corn planted at an earlier date. Too much delay
results in a soft corn crop that will not dry out for safe
storage.
“Soybeans for Hay may be planted later than is shown
in the table, with the result that hay making will be late
unless the crop is harvested at an earlier stage than is usually
followed.”
The full-page table (p. 4) concerns safe planting dates
when the state is divided into four regions: north, north
central, south central, and southwestern. For soybeans, one
set of dates is given for Richland (from June 15 to July 20),
another set for Mandell, Dunfield, and Illini (from June 5 to
July 15), and a third set for Kingwa No. 7, Kingwa No. 5,
Chief, Patoka, and Gibson (from June 10 to June 30).
Note 1. The date received stamp shows that this
document was received by USDA’s National Agricultural
Library (NAL) on 11 July 1944.
Note 2. Purdue Univ. Special Collections states: This
mimeo was published once (in about 1944; undated) with
two separate revisions published afterward (total of three
publications numbered 56ar, 56ar2, and 56ar3 at four pages
each equals 12 total pages); published in 1956. Address:
Purdue Univ. Dep. of Agricultural Extension [Lafayette,
Indiana].
2782. Timson, S.D. 1944? Alternative green manure crops.
Rhodesia Agricultural Bulletin No. 1277. Undated.
• Summary: Page 4: Soy is mentioned only in passing under
“Eelworms:” “It may be mentioned that among the more
important field crops which are susceptible to eelworm attack
are potatoes, tobacco, onions, sweet potatoes, soya beans,
haricot beans, cotton, pyrethrum.”
Note: At top of front cover it says: “Reprinted from
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal,” with a citation to the
volume, issue, date, and pages. Address: Agriculturist.
2783. War Relocation Authority (WRA). 1944? Photograph
of Mr. Kamaya examining plants in soy bean field at
Minidoka camp in southern Idaho. Undated.
• Summary: See next page. This photo was taken by an
unknown WRA photographer on an unknown date. Courtesy
of the National Archives and Records Administration
(Number 210-CMB-AGI-1124) and of the Densho Digital
Archive. Address: Minidoka incarceration camp, Jerome
County, Idaho.
2784. Voelkischer Beobachter–Wiener Ausgabe (Vienna).
1945. Sojaanbau–kriegswichtig [Soybean cultivation–
Important for the war]. 58(10):5. Jan. 12. [Ger]
• Summary: “In order to ensure the food freedom of the
German people right during the current situation, the greatest
attention is to be devoted to the increased production of
fat and protein. Thanks to its multifaceted possibilities
of use as a provider of both protein and fat, the soybean
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(Sojabohne), that ancient crop from East Asia, has been
called upon first of all to become a factor in world power
and to stand with dignity in its significance beside that of
petroleum, fibrous material, coal, and iron. The cultivation
of the soybean makes possible the highest yield of protein
and fat from a unit of area! We are capable of covering our
requirement of carbohydrates within the Greater German
Reich by means of the cultivation of potatoes, beets, and
grain. Clover, alfalfa, and the cultivation of the other
legumes (peas and beans) make possible for us as providers
of protein a substantial closing of the protein gap, and the
cultivation of oil crops (winter rapeseed, poppies, safflower,
Roland flax (Rolandlein), oil flax, and so on), along with
the increased production in milk fat, have to contribute to
opening up the bottleneck in the supply of fat. If it is taken
into consideration that within the framework of the war food
economy, the soybean has been tirelessly enlisted first and
foremost as a high-quality protein plant for the supply of the
troops in the army, and that as a result of the discontinuation
of the import possibilities of soybeans, we have to rely
exclusively upon our own production, then the fulfillment
of the slogan “Grow Soybeans!” (“Bauet Sojabohne!”)
is a decisive contribution to the sixth Battle for Wartime
Production (Kriegserzeugungsschlacht).
From the business management point of view, the

cultivation of soybeans (Sojaanbau) has also turned into a
rewarding source of income thanks to the justified increase
in prices and to the presence of varieties that are certain to
mature. The soybean, as a legume and consequently as a
natural gatherer of nitrogen, signifies at the same time in
its value as a previous crop [in a crop rotation] a valuable
enrichment of our subsequent crops as we make demands
upon it now specifically within the context of the lack
of nitrogen fertilizers. The expenditure in labor with the
cultivation of soybeans (Sojakultur) is at most a quarter
higher than that of cereal crops (Halmfrucht). In any case,
with regard to the planting time, distancing within the
stand (density of sowing), and the measures of care, the
experiences that have been collected must be taken into
consideration. Carrying out the planting as early as possible–
and therefore starting from the middle of April–in order to,
in so doing, take advantage of the length of the vegetation
period that is available to the greatest extent possible is just
as important as the adherence to the correct sowing density.
The latter is indicated by the Soya Circle in consideration
of the germination capability and the seed size to every
grower with the sending of the seeds to be sown. The
quantity that is sent therefore corresponds to the quantity
of seeds to be sown on the requested area. The distance
between rows continues with between 25 and 40 centimeters
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to be considered as ideal, within the context of which it is
to be taken into consideration that the varieties with more
abundant foliage (Angerer, Wolfsthaler, and Südmährische)
tolerate the 40 centimeter distance better.
The most important cultivation which remains crucial
for success is to be indicated as the first hoeing, which
absolutely has to be done before the hoeing of the sugar
beets. If the soybeans (Soja) are kept weed-free in the early
stage of development, then and only then are their further
flourishing ensured. In addition, every soybean grower
(Sojaanbauer) will furthermore receive more detailed
instructions.
The difficulty which the fulfillment of the oil crop
apportionment places upon our dry areas is at this point
in time made more easy by the fact that soybeans are
completely taken into account in the oil crop apportionment.
The entire cultivation of soybeans takes place in
organizational terms through the Soya Circle in Vienna,
and the farmers who plant soybeans under the contract are
entitled to the following advantages:
1. The complete taking into account of the areas of
soybean cultivation in the prescribed areas of oil crop
cultivation.
2. An increased purchase price of 120.00 reichsmarks
per 100 kg of the soybean harvest (Sojaernte) as calculated
under the contract.
3. The return shipment of 30 percent of the quantity
of soybeans (Sojamenge) that had been delivered in
the form of residues from the processing of soybeans
(Sojaverarbeitungsrückständen) or other fodders.
4. A special allocation of commercial fertilizers,
and specifically in the areas of the provincial farming
communities (Landesbauernschaften) of the Lower Danube
and of Vienna of 150 kg of Thomas meal per 1 hectare of
soybean growing area (Sojaanbaufläche).
The exploitation under the plan of the areas of
cultivation that are most suitable is the precondition for the
soybean–as a plant that is in need of heat, even though it is
also capable of adaptation–achieving cultivation in the dry
areas of the Pannonian Basin (pannonische Trockengebiete).
Constant wetness and humidity that is too high are
detrimental to it. Therefore, what comes into question for
the cultivation of soybeans are all those areas in which
corn of the middle to late-maturing varieties matures. The
application for the cultivation of soybeans can take place
directly with the Soya Circle in Vienna. As a result of the
application that has arrived, the grower will be sent by the
Soya Circle the cultivation contract as well as the seeds for
sowing and the inoculant that are necessary for growing, as
well as the cultivation instructions.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This newspaper was published from 1920
until 30 April 1945; it was the NSDAP’s journalistic

campaign paper and the flagship to National Socialist (Nazi)
propaganda. NSDAP stands for Nationalsozialistische
Deutsche Arbeiterpartei [National Socialist German
Workers’ Party]–a Nazi party.
2785. Colwell, W.E. 1945. Fertilizing soys in North Carolina.
Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 11-12.
• Summary: Soybeans grown on the dark, highly organic,
poorly drained soils of the North Carolina Lower Coastal
Plain suffered from potash deficiency. The application of
muriate of potash as top dressing is recommended. Address:
Agronomy Dep., North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station,
Raleigh.
2786. Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of Agricultural
Economics). 1945. Statistics of important crops, by states,
1943 and 1944, with comparisons: Soybeans for beans,
soybeans for hay, soybeans grazed or plowed under.
22(1):12. Jan.
• Summary: Gives statistics for the following states: New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,
Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas, United
States [total].”
Under “Soybeans [harvested] for beans,” gives for each
state: (1) Acreage harvested (Average 1933-42, 1943, 1944).
(2) Yield per acre (bushels) (Average 1933-42, 1943, 1944).
(3) Production (in 1,000 bushels) (Average 1933-42, 1943,
1944).
Under “Soybeans [harvested] for hay,” gives for each
state: (1) Acreage harvested (Average 1933-42, 1943, 1944).
(2) Yield per acre (bushels) (Average 1933-42, 1943, 1944).
(3) Production (in 1,000 tons) (Average 1933-42, 1943,
1944).
Under “Soybeans grazed or plowed under,” gives for
each state (in 1,000 acres): Average 1933-42, 1943, 1944.
In 1944 the top states in acreage harvested for beans
(in million acres) were: Illinois 3.400, Iowa 2.129, Indiana
1.403, and Ohio 1.308.
2787. Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of Agricultural
Economics). 1945. Soybean acreage for all purposes.
22(1):26. Jan.
• Summary: Gives statistics for the following states: New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,
Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas.”
For each state gives acres grown alone, interplanted,
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and equivalent solid (acres grown alone plus one-half the
interplanted acres) for the following three time periods:
Average 1933-42, 1943, 1944.
In 1944 the top states in equivalent solid acreage (in
million acres) were: Illinois 3.857, Iowa 2.229, Indiana
1.776, and Ohio 1.484.
2788. Schofield, Maurice. 1945. The amazing soya bean.
Contemporary Review (London) 167:48-51. Jan. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contains a good but brief history of the
soybean, including the history of its cultivation in Britain.
Samuel Dale, the British botanist, probably thought of
soybean cultivation long ago. The “Royal Botanical
Gardens at Kew saw some specimens in 1790. But it was
the awakening in the West which stirred up the ground
at Woburn, where prior to 1914 the Royal Agricultural
Society had several years’ experimenting with it before
concluding that soya needed a warmer climate than ours. In
1916 the Board of Agriculture, though maintaining that the
Japanese and Manchurian varieties hitherto tested would not
produce seed in economic amounts in Britain, suggested the
possibility that varieties more suitable might be bred...
“After Mr. Henry Ford’s success with thousands of
acres of soya near Detroit [Michigan], it was not surprising
in 1933 to hear of part of the Fordson Estate at Boreham,
Essex, being turned over to soya cultivation. A six-acre
field was prepared, 47 varieties of soya from North
America, Manchuria and Japan being sown. Despite very
good weather in that year, the initial fast-growing period
(experienced in the hot season of Manchuria) was not good
enough: our merry month of May was not so merry for soya.
By September many plants had very small pods; others had
not got beyond the flowering stage; others yet again had not
bloomed at all. A year later a twenty-acre field was prepared
to utilise what was hoped to be acclimatised seed from the
previous year. There was a good race to maturity between
‘green Jap,’ ‘brown C,’ and ‘black O,’ with the ‘Jap’ variety
winning...
“That there is still a case for soya in England is the
belief of enthusiasts like J.L. North, of the Royal Botanic
Society, Miss Elisabeth Bowbridge, who was connected
with the Essex experiments, and Dr. H. Hunter, director of
the National Institute of Agricultural Botany at Cambridge.
Dr. Hunter, after twelve years’ experience, holds that only
varieties like ‘Jap’ and ‘brown C’ have a tolerable chance
of full maturity in this country, yet soya cultivation is
still worthy of a place in British agriculture because of its
superior qualities.” Address: England.
2789. Tervet, Ian W. 1945. The influence of fungi on
storage, on seed viability and seedling vigor of soybeans.
Phytopathology 35(1):3-15. Jan. [10 ref]
• Summary: A 1942 survey of the microflora of soybean
seeds from Central and Southern Minnesota showed that

Alternaria species were most frequently found, with
Fusarium species and bacteria next in frequency. The
percentage of seeds infected with fungi and bacteria
increased in proportion to the frost damage.
The percentage of seeds infected by fungi, especially
Aspergillus species, increased with the moisture content of
the soybean seeds and with the temperature under which the
seeds were stored. Address: Univ. Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota.
2790. Eastman, Whitney H. 1945. The soybean industry and
its place in our agricultural and industrial economy. Soybean
Digest. Feb. p. 6-8.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cotton and politics. All
in one package. Market for soy flour. Improved facilities.
“As the automobile and the tractor supplanted the
horse during the early period of mechanized agriculture
and transportation, some of the acreage devoted to oats was
no longer needed for that purpose, and soybeans became a
logical substitute in the farmers’ crop rotation program... a
recent study made in the research laboratories of General
Mills, showed an amazing list of 181 products–all of which
might have numerous variations as to type and properties.”
“Market for Soy Flour: A much smaller quantity of
soybean protein in the form of soy flour is being used in a
variety of processed food products. The public in general
has not become enthusiastic about the flavor and taste of
the conventional types of soy flour currently appearing on
the market. As the technology is advanced in this field and
we learn how to treat soybean protein and adapt it for use in
human foods so as to develop more popular taste appeal and
at the same time preserve the valuable nutritive properties,
we will, without doubt, develop a very broad market for
soybean protein. It is believed by leading nutritionists that
the soybean may hold one of the important keys to the
problem of providing the low income groups a well-balanced
diet at a reasonable cost.
“Soybean protein to some extent is being used in
the manufacture of such industrial products as vegetable
plywood glue, adhesives, paper coatings and sizings, water
emulsion paints, washable wallpaper, moulded plastics,
textiles, insecticide-sprays, wallboard, insulation materials,
core binder and fire foam. Soybean protein is also used to
some extent as fertilizer for plant food and as a carrier for
the natural enzymes found in the soybean for use in the
manufacture of fermentation products.
“Soybean oil, often referred to as the all-purpose oil,
now occupies an important place in the edible oil field as
measured by the quantity produced. The current production
of cottonseed and soybean oil is running slightly over 20,000
tank cars annually for each oil.
“On account of government restrictions limiting the use
of soybean oil in the technical field, a very large percentage
of our domestic soybean oil production is now being used in
the edible field for such products as vegetable shortenings,
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margarine, mayonnaise, salad oils, salad dressings, and
cooking oils. In peacetime when the demand for our edible
fats and oils is not as great as it is at present, more of this
versatile soybean oil is used in substantial quantities in
the protective coating and other industrial fields in the
manufacture of a long list of products, principal among
which are the following: paint, lacquers, enamel, resins,
putty, caulking compounds, oilcloth, linoleum, shade
cloth, oiled clothing, leather, wallboard, core oils, oiled
parchment, sulphonated oils, lubricating greases, printing
ink, disinfectants, insecticides, tin plate and terne plate, soap
and waterproof cement.
“Fatty acids of soybean oil have some very unusual and
useful properties. By splitting off the glycerine the acids
find a wide and expanding use in alkyd resins, synthetic
rubber, resynthesized glycerides and a long list of chemical
compounds and derivatives. A new series of soybean oil
derivatives has just recently emerged from the research
laboratories of General Mills. They are in the form of
alcohol soluble resins used for protective coatings and heat
sealing adhesives. Chemically the products are known as
the ethylene diamine polymide of dimerized and trimerized
linoleic and linolenic acids of soybean oil.
“Phosphatides or phospholipids, known to the trade as
commercial lecithin, are fat-like substances and are produced
commercially from the soybean. Lecithin, a complex organic
compound of a colloidal nature, has some very unusual
and unique properties. Lecithin acts as a wetting agent and
fat dispersing agent and has strong emulsifying properties.
Lecithin has a wide field of usage in such products as
chocolate coatings, candy and confections, bakery products,
edible fat and oil products, ice cream, textiles, leather,
rubber, lubricating oils and greases, chemicals, powdered
metals, anti-knock, gasoline, anti-foaming agents, wood
impregnation products, munitions, pottery, paint and printing
ink pigments, insecticides, liquid coal, pharmaceuticals and
cosmetics.”
Photos show: (1) A portrait photo of Whitney Eastman.
(2) Margarine packages on a conveyor. “Margarine is one
of the most significant market for soybean oil.” Address:
Vegetable Oil and Protein Div., General Mills, Inc.
2791. Jordan, G.L. 1945. A tribute to Dr. W.L. Burlison.
Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 14.
• Summary: “Highest honors and the gratitude of every
soybean grower, processor, and user are bestowed freely
on Dr. W.L. Burlison for his initial research and continued
emphasis on the industrial uses of soybeans.
“As head of the department of agronomy, University of
Illinois College of Agriculture, he encouraged his associates
to develop improved varieties of soybeans including the
Illini, the Chief and the Viking. The new Lincoln variety
was also a University of Illinois find. Other colleagues
worked on soybean disease prevention, the improvement of

harvesting equipment, the utilization of soybeans and
soybean products as food and feed, soybean storage and
marketing problems, and the problems of weed control,
erosion, and the maintenance of soil fertility when soybeans
occupy an important place in crop rotations. Although he
would be the last to claim any credit, Dr. Burlison gave
freely of his time as an active participant or counsellor in all
these fields. For 31 years [since 1914] he has been a friend
of soybeans. Even though they came to us from China as a
‘freak’ crop Dr. Burlison recognized their possibilities and
became their sponsor in the heart of the Cornbelt. Many
articles and bulletins were inspired by his ‘crusade’ for the
lowly immigrant. However, in the field of industrial uses he,
personally, is the recognized founder.
“One of the first series of experiments by the University
of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station in the industrial
uses of soybean products began in 1913. The object of these
early experiments was to find a method of successfully
utilizing soybean oil in paint. This project was successfully
directed by Dr. Burlison and led directly to the utilization of
large quantities of soybean oil by several of the large paint
manufacturers.”
Dr. Burlison was also one of the leaders in the
development of ‘edible’ varieties of soybeans. “On his desk
can usually be found a dozen of small containers filled with
the ‘edible’ varieties that have shown most promise in latest
test. He calls each by name and commends this variety for
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certain characteristics and that variety for some other good
quality... His interest in ‘edibles’ has been second only to his
interest in industrial uses.”
“We can be sure that Dr. Burlison must feel happy to see
his immigrant protege develop so much importance that it is
now an indispensable war crop without which the struggle
would be longer.”
A large portrait photo shows Dr. Burlison.
2792. Mississippi Agric. Exp. Station, Delta Branch Station.
1945. Delta study on soybean planting methods indicates
crop suitable to mechanization. Mississippi Farm Research
8(2):1, 8. Feb.
• Summary: “It is apparent from the number of inquiries
into the merits of various labor-saving practices from delta
planters that cropping systems on many plantations will be
greatly modified in 1945 because of the shortage of labor.
In this connection experiments were conducted at the Delta
Experiment Station in 1944 to evaluate various methods of
planting soybeans.
“In one test the relation of row and drill or broadcast
plantings at different dates of planting was studied. Row and
drilled plantings of Ogden soybeans were made April 17,
May 8, May 29, and June 19. Those in rows were planted
flat at the rate of 40 pounds of beans per acre, with rows
40 inches apart. The drilled plots were planted with a disk
grain drill (disks 9 inches apart) at 75 pounds per acre. Four
replications of the row and drilled plots were made at each
date of planting. Before making the first planting the entire
test area was thoroughly disked, killing all weeds. At each
subsequent planting, plots remaining to be planted were
again disked. Thus, in all plantings except the first, at least
two crops of weeds were killed before planting. The yields
and plants per square foot are given in table 1.
“The counts of number of plants per square foot show
considerably larger numbers in the drill planting, but
between dates of planting the differences are not large.
The yields obtained from the two methods of planting are
interesting. Ogden soybeans planted April 17, and May 8, in
40-inch rows yielded significantly more than drill plantings
made at the same time. In the later plantings, however, there
was little if any difference in yield from the two methods of
plantings.
“The greatly reduced yields of early plantings of
the drilled plots were due very largely to the excessive
competition from weeds in these plots. There were
progressively fewer weeds in the later plantings due largely
to the fact that a second crop of weeds had been killed before
planting. While the weeds were controlled by cultivation
in the row plantings, the earlier plantings had to be hoed.
The Rough Pigweed, Amaranthus retroflexus, was the most
troublesome weed in the test area.”
Page 8: “It is of interest to note that the yields increased
progressively with the date of planting. While a part of this

difference may be attributed to better weed control, seasonal
conditions, primarily rainfall, were unusually favorable to
later plantings. Dates of planting tests in the past have shown
that plantings in mid-May have consistently produced high
yields of soybeans.
“In another experiment the productivity of check
versus row plantings of soybeans was determined. The test
was planned to compare the productivity of the Ogden and
Volstate varieties of soybeans, in check plantings of 2, 4, 8,
and 16 plants per check hill, with 40-inch rows planted in
the usual manner. Five complete replications of each method
was planted on May 9. Because of unfavorable conditions
for germination and subsequent growth, the number of plants
per hill was less than had been planned, particularly with the
check plantings of 8 and 16 plants per hill. The averages of
plants per hill, yield, and plant height for each variety are
given in table 2.
“It should be noted from this one-year test, that there
was no appreciable difference in yield of these varieties
when planted in rows or check planted. The yields from the
hills with a large number of plants were not significantly
greater than those with fewer plants in this test.
“It should be pointed out that these data are the result of
only one test. Had several years data been available, more
reliability could be placed in the results.”
Tables show: (2) “Averages of number of plants, plant
height and yield of the check versus row method of planting
test.” Address: Stoneville, Mississippi.
2793. Grove, L.C. 1945. How to grow soy beans.
Horticulture 23:126. March 1. *
2794. Beard, David F. 1945. Boost Ohio yields with early
high-oil varieties. Soybean Digest. March. p. 15-16.
• Summary: In 1938 soybeans changed from a hay to a grain
crop in Ohio. For the first time in the State’s history a larger
acreage was harvested for beans than for hay. That year the
acreage for grain was 281,000. In two years this figure had
doubled; 570,000 acres being harvested for grain in 1940.
War drums had already begun to rumble and an increased
demand for fats and oils called for still greater production. In
the next two years acreage doubled again and last year, 1944,
it was 1,321,000.
“Thousands of Ohio farmers had to learn quickly how
to grow soybeans. This involved not only better cultural
practices but also the choice of better varieties. In spite of
their inexperience, farmers succeeded in increasing the State
average yield during the five years of rapid expansion, 193943. Yields and acreages by five-year periods prior to this
were:
Years Bu/Acre Ave. Acreage for Grain
1924-28 13.3 20,000
1929-33 16.1 33,600
1934-38 18.7 148,400
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1939-43 19.8 832,000
“Obviously, during the past 20 years considerable
improvement has been accomplished in soybean production.
This has been due to (1) better varieties, (2) improved
cultural and harvesting methods and (3) the utilization of
more productive land for growing soybeans. As shown
by Figure 1, the growing of soybeans for grain is now
concentrated in the northwestern part of the State.
“Richland, Dunfield and Mingo are widely grown
varieties that have contributed to the improvement of the
Ohio crop.
Richland Leads: The most widely used variety in Ohio
is Richland. In 1939 it was unknown to most Ohio farmers.
Large quantities of Richland seed were brought into the
State that year by Certified Seed producers who rapidly
spread the variety throughout the northwestern part of the
State. Farmers quickly accepted Richland because it gave
them something no other variety had–lodging resistance. Its
standing ability, relative earliness, and shortness permitted
prompt and rapid harvesting with the combine. The small
amount of straw left after combining was an advantage in
speeding soil preparation for wheat seeding. Other varieties
either lacked these advantages or fell down in yield.
Richland, therefore, couldn’t miss. In five years it rose to No.
1 position in Ohio and is now grown on a third of the grain
acreage.
“But Richland has its disadvantages too: On poor soils
or over the high spots of a field it seldom grows more than a
foot tall. Dry seasons seem to be equally effective in keeping
down the height of Richland. Because of the dry summer in
1944, many Ohio farmers were disappointed with the growth
of their Richlands. However, in spite of the unsatisfactory
appearance of many of the fields during the growing season
the yields were not nearly so disappointing. At harvest time
farmers wondered where all the beans came from.
“Now and for some years to come Richland will
undoubtedly continue to fill an important place in Ohio, as
shown by Figure 2. When planted early, and in favorable
seasons, Richland can be harvested early enough to be
followed with wheat in most of Ohio. However, it cannot be
relied upon regularly to precede wheat except in southern
Ohio. Mingo and Dunfield are the other two varieties that
are chiefly responsible for the present satisfactory status of
soybean production in Ohio. They yield a little better than
Richland but are later in maturity and do not stand as well.
Although they are of about the same maturity as the new
Lincoln they lodge more and yield less.
“If Lincoln performs as well in the future on Ohio farms
as it has throughout the State during the past five years it
should replace as rapidly as seed supplies permit, the various
strains of Manchu, Mingo, Scioto, Illini, Dunfield, Mandell
and all other previously grown varieties, except Richland.
During these five years that it has been tested throughout
Ohio it has, with one exception, been the highest yielding

variety in all tests. Of the varieties that Lincoln should
replace, Mingo is the highest yielder. However, during this
five year period in 40 tests, Lincoln averaged three bushels
more per acre than Mingo.
“In the same period it has outyielded Scioto, which is a
week later, by more than four bushels per acre. In view of the
past performance of Lincoln, it would certainly be unwise
to grow other varieties of similar maturity if Lincoln seed is
available.
“Earlyana is another new variety which has recently
been released and recommended for Ohio farmers. It is
sufficiently early to precede winter wheat in the crop rotation
in northern Ohio. The chief advantages of Earlyana over
Richland are earlier maturity and taller growth. The extra
height is an advantage on less fertile soil or under droughty
conditions. However, Earlyana does not stand up as well as
Richland. As far as yield and oil content are concerned there
is little if any difference between the two. Since Earlyana
is definitely earlier than Richland it does have a place in
northern Ohio that Richland cannot fill. That place is to
precede wheat in the crop rotation. On soils of low fertility
it also has the definite advantage over Richland of growing
taller. The region primarily suited for this variety is shown in
Figure 4.
“Newer Varieties: Thousands of new strains are being
grown and tested in Ohio each year. At present greater
emphasis is being placed on developing an early variety that
will have the combined good qualities of our two present
early varieties–Richland and Earlyana. Some of the material
under preliminary tests seems to exhibit these qualities.
“To date little attention has been given soybean varieties
regarding their reaction to the several soybean diseases now
present in Ohio. Although no great loss from diseases has
occurred in soybean production in the past, it is inevitable in
the future unless definite precautionary measures are taken.
The disease reaction of present varieties as well as varieties
being developed is being carefully studied so that growers
may avoid serious disease losses.
“Although Lincoln is an excellent variety it would
be better if it had greater lodging resistance and disease
resistance. Some improved strains with Lincoln as one parent
are now being tested that appear to have these qualities. But
in the cooperative testing work among states of the soybean
belt a new strain undergoes a vigorous examination, and
testing before it is released for commercial production.
Consequently, even though new superior selections are being
made each year, a minimum of five years is required to
properly evaluate these before the best can be determined for
seed increase. Another year or two of seed propagation under
close supervision must precede the release of the variety to
farmer-growers.
“Developing improved varieties is a time consuming
process. The Earlyana and Lincoln varieties are excellent
examples. Earlyana was first selected at the Indiana station in
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1931 and Lincoln was first selected at Illinois in 1934. Both
of these were approved for release in 1943. The growing
seasons of 1943 and 1944 were reserved for controlled seed
increase and not until 1945 was seed of these two varieties
released for commercial production. Improved varieties
will continue to appear from time to time as the cooperative
breeding and testing work continues.”
Four maps of the state, including the outline of each
county, show: (1) Where soybeans were grown in Ohio (1943
data, each dot represents 2,000 acres for grain). (2) Areas
adapted to the Richland soybean variety. Right-sloping slash
= Early enough to precede winter wheat. xxx = Full season.
(3) Shaded area shows Lincoln adaptation. xxx = Fullseason. (4) Earlyana fits northern Ohio. Right sloping slash
= early enough to precede winter wheat. In the unshaded
area Earlyana matures earlier than necessary even for wheat
seeding. Address: Extension Agronomist, Ohio State Univ.
2795. Carr, Robert B. 1945. When to plant in Mississippi.
Soybean Digest. March. p. 19. [1 ref]
• Summary: “A test to determine the time to plant soybeans
was conducted at the Delta Experiment Station at Stoneville,
Mississippi, in 1943. The experiment included the four
varieties Arksoy, Ogden, Mammoth Yellow, and Magnolia,
planted at 3-week intervals beginning April 3 and continuing
through July 15. Even though the rainfall was below normal
throughout the planting season, there was sufficient moisture
to secure good stands with all varieties at every planting
except the one on July 15. On this date the soil was so dry
that all of the varieties failed to emerge. The growth of the
beans planted April 3 through June 3 was normal, averaging
approximately 29 inches in height. The growth of those
planted June 24 was greatly retarded by the drought of July.
The average height for this date of planting was 21 inches.
The varieties were harvested as they matured. The yield and
other agronomic data and percentage of oil and protein are
given in table 1.
“There was little variation in the yield of Ogden for the
plantings April 3 through June 3. The highest yield of Arksoy
and Mammoth Yellow was obtained when planted May 13.
The yield of Magnolia when planted April 3 and June 24 was
considerably less than when planted April 24 through June
3. The quality of the seed of Ogden and Arksoy was better
on the medium to late plantings than on the earlier plantings.
That of Magnolia was best for the May 13 planting which
matured October 8. Those harvested October 22 were of
slightly inferior quality. The quality of seed of Mammoth
Yellow was better on the early plantings than on the late
plantings.
“The percentage of oil in Ogden was greater in the early
plantings than in the late plantings. In the other varieties
there seemed to be no relationship in the date of planting and
in the content of either the oil or protein.
“These data are in agreement with previous

investigations and indicate that soybeans should be planted
from April 15 to May 15 for the best results.”
A large table, “Dates of planting soybeans: Stoneville,
Missippi,” has 8 columns: Variety, date planted, date mature,
yield (bu/acre), oil (%), protein (%), plant height (inches),
seed quality.
This is a Cooperative investigation between the Bureau
of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering,
U.S. Department of Agriculture; the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory [Urbana, Illinois]; and the Mississippi
Agricultural Experiment Station. Address: Asst. Agronomist,
Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Soils and Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural Research
Administration, U.S. Dep. of Agriculture.
2796. Milner, Max. 1945. The respiration and storage
behavior of soybeans. PhD thesis, University of Minnesota.
70 p. March. In: Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by
American Universities, 1945. Also published as Minnesota
Agric. Exp. Station, Scientific Journal Series, no. 2247,
2249, 2274, 2304. See also Milner and Geddes 1945-1946 in
Cereal Chemistry. [102 ref]
• Summary: Four parts discuss heating, interseed air
movements, aeration, moisture content, mold growth. In the
temperature range of 25-40ºC, the respiratory quotient (RQ)
of high-moisture was found to be practically unity.
At the end of the thesis is a Vita (autobiographical
sketch). Max Milner was born in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
on 24 Jan. 1914. Address: Univ. of Minnesota.
2797. Alabouvette, L. 1945. A propos de la culture du soja.
Catalogue de variétés de soya [Concerning the cultivation of
soybeans. Catalogue of the varieties of soybeans]. Progres
Agricole et Viticole (Montpellier) 123(16/17):129-32. April
22-29. 62nd year. [Fre]
2798. Calland, J.W. 1945. Soybeans in 1945. Soybean
Digest. April. p. 7-9, 21.
• Summary: From an address before the American Society
of Farm Managers and Rural Appraisers. Discusses factors
which have a bearing on the future of soybeans.
Contents: Introduction. Plans for 1945 crops. Soil
productivity. Harvest time. New varieties. Plant half of
Cornbelt. Future outlook.
Photos show: (1) “One of the advantages of the new
Lincoln soybean over the older varieties is a higher yield
of oil. Dr. D.F. Beard, extension agronomist of Ohio State
University, left, and Dr. J. Boyd Page of the University,
compare the oil obtained from Lincoln and a standard
variety. That in the tube at left is Lincoln. Dr. Beard says an
acre of Lincolns produced 376 pounds of oil as compared
to 302 by a standard variety.” (2) “Through dealer displays
and by representatives on farm programs the J.I. Case Co. is
doing some important work with soil conservation. Here two
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fathers and two sons study a display in the Weiss Hardware
Co. store at Allentown, Wisconsin. From left to right Dad
Jos. Bingen and son Edgar; Son Alois Doll and Dad Arthur.”
(3) “Harvest time: Father and son harvest soybeans near
Mt. Vernon, Iowa. On the tractor is Luther Plattenberger, on
the combine is son, Robert. The two own and farm two farms
totaling 320 acres.”
“Last year the United States harvested a 200 million
bushel crop of soybeans. What happens to a crop of 200
million bushels after we grow it? Of the total of 15 million
acres planted to soybeans in 1943, two-thirds, or 11 million
acres, were harvested as beans. Again two-thirds of these
beans were processed [crushed]–about 132 million bushels,
the balance going for seed, carry-over and feed on the farms
where they were grown.
“Here are the products obtained from this 132 million
bushels processed: 600,000 tons of soybean oil; three million
tons of oil meal; and 300,000 tons of soy flour, grits, and
flakes.
“Here is how–in war time–these products were used:
90 percent of the meal was used for livestock and poultry
feeds; the balance going into flour, flakes and grits for human
consumption. A little meal found its way into glue for P.T.
boats and into plastics for pistol-grips and helmets.
“Ninety-five percent of the oil went to products for
human consumption, largely shortening, margarine, and
salad oils for the use of our civilians, armed forces and lendlease. The balance of the oil went for industrial uses having
priorities such as soap, protective coverings, textile and
leather processing, glycerine, medicines, and printers ink.”
Address: Director of Agronomic Research, Central Soya Co.
2799. Jungfleisch, Marcel. 1945. A propos du soja
[Concerning soybeans]. Bulletin de l’Union des Agriculteurs
d’Egypte 43(356):54-57. March/April. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Why is the problem of growing soybeans in
Egypt taken up periodically but never resolved? During hard
times, we find difficulty in trying new things. There can be
no doubt that the soybean is an interesting and promising
new plant, which is succeeding in other countries to which
it is new. Past trials show that the soybean does well in
Egypt under the proper conditions–which are outlined. The
particular taste of the soybean has always been an obstacle
to its popularization as a food plant. Before World War II,
the bulletin of the Universal Company of the Suez Canal
(Cie Universelle du Canal de Suez) mentioned the constantly
growing quantities of soya passing through the Canal under
the “chargements à ordre.” Egypt must decide once and for
all whether to seriously consider growing this crop. Address:
Egypt.
2800. Shollenberger, J.H.; Goss, W.H. 1945. Soybeans:
Certain agronomic, physical, chemical, economic, and
industrial aspects. USDA Bureau of Agricultural and

Industrial Chemistry. AIC-74. 84 p. May 15. Mimeographed.
Slightly revised 1947. 81 p. [39 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Origin and description. Structure.
Chemical composition: Protein, oil, carbohydrates, ash,
vitamins. Culture and harvesting. Production. Crop
disposition: Relative importance as a crop. Marketing:
Grades, international trade, prices. Utilization of whole
soybeans: Seed, feed, food. Industrial development: History
of industry, processing (derived products, production of oil
and meal), considerations in determining size, type, and
location of plants (processing costs, size of plant, millingin-transit privilege, other economic factors), location
and capacity of existing plants. Utilization of soybean
oil: Shortening, margarine, other edible products, soap,
paints and varnishes, linoleum and oilcloth, printing inks,
miscellaneous products, new developments. Utilization of
protein fraction: Feed, food, industrial. Selected references.
Acknowledgments. Address: 1. Commodity Development
Div.; 2. Engineering and Development Div. Both: Northern
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.
2801. King, B.M. 1945. Soybean seed production in
Missouri. Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station,
Circular No. 300. 11 p. May.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean land: soil
fertility requirements, Map of Missouri showing where
soybeans are grown; 75% are grown in the northeast and
southeast corners. Soil treatments. Varieties for seed: Table
of adapted varieties, Lincoln. Soybean culture: Preparation
of seedbed, inoculation, time of planting, method of planting,
rates of planting, cultivation. Harvesting.
Page 2: “It has long been recognized by farmers and
investigators alike that the production of soybeans is highly
conducive to soil erosion. This objectionable result can
be readily overcome by growing the crop only on slightly
rolling land or level land where erosion is not a problem.”
Note the use of the term “Soybean culture.” Address:
Columbia.
2802. Bain, Douglas C. 1945. Diseases reported on
leguminous forage and cover crops: Soybean mosaic in
Louisiana. Plant Disease Reporter (USDA) 29(19):495. June
1.
• Summary: “A very large acreage is planted to this cover
crop this year. Thus far, the only disease that has been seen
is mosaic (virus). In several fields in Avoyelles and Rapides
Parishes the percentage of infected plants appears to be quite
high.–Douglas C. Bain, May 1-12.”
2803. Dimmock, F. 1945. Soybean growing in Canada.
Soybean Digest. June. p. 8-9.
• Summary: Canadian soybean production has more than
quadrupled in 4 years. The soybean was the first grown in
trial plots at Guelph, Ontario, in 1895. It was largely lost
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sight of during the next 30 years.
“According to official statistics the soybean crop in
Canada totalled approximately 45,000 acres in 1944, of
which 44,700 acres were grown in Ontario... Only last year
one of the finest and most up-to-date processing plants on
the whole continent was put into operation, and is capable of
handling 3 million bushels of soybeans annually.”
“Of the varieties grown at present, Mandarin (Ottawa),
and A.K. (Harrow) are the most widely used. Mandarin
(Ottawa) is early maturing and possesses many other
excellent characteristics, among them being the ability to
yield well, high resistance to lodging, and good plant type.
A.K. (Harrow) is later in maturity, higher-yielding and
produces seed of excellent quality. Both are selections which
have been developed as the result of the breeding program
conducted by the Dominion Department of Agriculture.
Other popular varieties are O.A.C. No. 211 and Manchu.
More recently new varieties made available through breeding
work in the Dominion are Pagoda, Goldsoy, Kabott, Capital
and Harmann.”
In Canada, the stage is now set for an expansion of
soybean production. High yielding, well adapted varieties are
available and good market facilities have been provided.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013) that
mentions the soybean variety Capital. Address: In Charge,
Soybean Breeding Work, Central Experimental Farm,
Ottawa.
2804. Gattoni, Luis A. 1945. Frijol soya [Soybeans].
Honduras Agricola No. 8. p. 5-7. June. English-language
summary in Soybean Digest, March 1946, p. 29. [Spa]
• Summary: The diet of the people of the tropical countries
of America is composed almost exclusively of rice, bananas,
corn, and beans. The author believes that the ideal daily
diet consists of daily consumption of 1 pound of meat and
a half liter of milk. However since the people cannot afford
such a diet, especially with the rapid population growth, Mr.
Gattoni believes that these countries are faced with a postwar
nutrition crisis.
As a partial solution, he recommends that they produce
soybeans on a large scale, both to be consumed as whole
soybeans, and to be made into oil and flour. He proposes
that the schools, radio, movies, conferences, etc. be used as
mediums for educating the people about soybean production.
He points out that soybeans can be cultivated satisfactorily
in areas where corn, beans, and peanuts are grown. In
Honduras, the best soil and climate for the crop exists in the
tropical zone of the coast. Some interesting experiments with
adapted varieties are being conducted at the Pan American
agricultural school of El Zamorano.
In the area of La Lima in the department of Cortés (a
“county” in northwest Honduras), according to a report
of the Office of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, 9
soybean varieties have been tested (see USDA Farmer’s

Bulletin 1520 of 1939). “In the Experimental Grains
department of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs at
Toncontín, Comayagua (35 miles northwest of Tegucigalpa),
and Danlí (45 miles east of Tegucigalpa), the following
edible yellow varieties were sown, besides some forage
types: Mammoth Yellow, Bansei, Funk Delicious.” Yields
were good when the soybeans were inoculated.
In Santa Ana, Wallace Farm, Costa Rica, 11 varieties
(Fuji, Hahto, Hakute, Gogun [Jogun], Kanro, Kura, Sato)
were tested. Seed yields ranged from a high of 3,186 lb/acre
(53.1 bu/acre) for Hahto No. 20, down to 868 lb/acre for
Hakute.
On May 15 the following varieties were planted at
Toncontin: Ogden, Arksoy, Ralsoy, Volstate, Cherokee,
Delsoy, Tastee, Hahto, Rokusun, Aoda, and Woods Yellow.
The author then discusses soybean cultivation, soils,
bacteria that fertilize the plants, planting, harvest, and yield.
He concludes: “Note: The National Commission on Food
and Agriculture encourages all people interested in soybean
cultivation to apply to them, indicating the quantity of seed
that they wish to cultivate so that, for one-time trials to find
the best-yielding and most useful varieties in Honduras, we
can tell how much we need for planting in September, which
is the most appropriate time for its cultivation.”
Photos (black and white) show: (1) An experimental
plot of inoculated soybeans cultivated at the Central Project
of Toncontin [near Tegucigalpa]. The development and
yield have been satisfactory. (2) The same soybean varieties
planted in the same soil but without inoculation; the results
are noticeably inferior.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2011)
concerning soybeans in Honduras, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Honduras. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Honduras, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Honduras (May 1945). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. It seems likely (but not certain) that
the soybeans described in this paper were planted in Sept.
1944.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Delsoy. Note: It seems
like there must be an earlier record announcing this variety
in the USA. Address: Ingeniero Agronomo del Instituto de
Asuntos Inter-Americanos (Inst. of Inter-American Affairs),
Honduras.
2805. Soybean Digest. 1945. Results with fertilizers. June. p.
19.
• Summary: “The remarkable ability of soybeans to produce
a fair crop on land of moderate or even low fertility gives
the impression that the crop is an ‘easy keeper’ and does not
need much fertilizing nutrients.
“However, L. B. Miller, assistant chief in soil
experiment fields, University of Illinois College of
Agriculture, points to chemical analyses to disprove this
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general belief. He reports that a 30-bushel crop of soybeans
removes almost as much phosphorus, twice as much potash
and five times as much lime as an 80-bushel corn crop.
Facts like these, he says, show how soybeans draw upon the
mineral supply in the soil.
“Experiments have indicated the soybean response to
fertilization. Miller points out that as far as phosphate is
concerned there have been few significant responses except
on soils which were extremely deficient in this nutrient. On
soils which are moderately deficient in potassium, the use of
muriate of potash, or of a mixed fertilizer rich in potassium,
has given fairly good results. The material may be either
broadcast or drilled at planting time, but direct contact with
the seed beans should be avoided.
“If soil tests show a deficiency of the plant nutrients,
Miller says that studies show it is good business to apply
enough fertilizer at one time to take care of the needs of all
crops in the rotation.”
2806. Soybean Digest. 1945. As weed killers. June. p. 18-19.
• Summary: “Many farmers have found that soybeans are
one of the best smother crops to use in killing noxious
perennial weeds such as quack grass, Canada thistle or
bindweed.
“E.P. Sylwester, Iowa State College plant pathologist,
reports that the use of soybeans along with a program of
plowing and cultivation not only will destroy the weeds but
will bring the land back up to good production standards.
Plans should be made to follow the program more than one
year, with these general steps recommended.
“1. The infested area should be plowed in the spring as
soon as weed growth starts.
“2. A spring tooth harrow or surface cultivator should
be used on the ground at 10-day intervals or whenever new
weed growth appears.
“3. Plow the ground again about May 30.
“4. Prepare a firm seedbed and drill inoculated soybeans
the same day at the rate of three bushels per acre.
“5. Harvest the beans when ripe. Plow immediately and
resume fallow operations.
“6. Repeat the process every year until the weeds are
eradicated.
“On rolling ground the beans should be planted on the
contour. It is often a good plan to seed rye in October after
the beans have been harvested. The rye can be plowed under
in the spring and soybeans planted again.”
Note that no herbicides are used in this program.
2807. Soybean Digest. 1945. Increase of rowed beans. June.
p. 18.
• Summary: Soybean growers in Illinois have about doubled
the percentage of beans planted in rows since 1940, and
acre yields have varied from three to five bushels more for
the row-planted beans than for the drilled seed, reports J.C.

Hackleman, professor of crops extension at the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture.
“Studies of the 1940 soybean crop showed that 25.8
percent of the beans in the state were planted in rows. Of the
1944 crop, 54 percent were row-planted.
“Comparative yields reported by farmer cooperators on
the 1940 crop showed an average yield of 20 bushels an acre
for the state as a whole for the row-planted beans, while the
drilled beans produced 17.1 bushels an acre, or a difference
of three bushels in favor of the rowed beans. Comparative
yields on the 1944 crop have not been determined.
“At the Urbana station experiments have been carried
out over a six-year period with four different seeding rates
when the beans were planted in rows, and five different rates
of seeding when they were drilled. The combined average
yield for all row-planted beans was 31.9 bushels an acre
compared with 27.1 bushels an acre for the drilled beans, or
a difference of 4.8 bushels in favor of row planting.
“Highest yields from the row-planted experiment came
from a rate of seeding of 50 to 60 pounds an acre compared
with the highest yields from the drilled planting at a seeding
rate of 90 to 120 pounds an acre. The difference between the
best of the row planting and the best of the drill planting was
4.7 bushels in favor of the row planting.
“In the Illinois 10-acre soybean contest which has been
running now for four years, no grower with solid-seeded
beans has approached the top in yields. In each of the four
years the winner has grown his beans in rows. Hackleman
pointed out the possibility of controlling weeds as one of
the advantages of row planting. With almost universal use
of the combine, in bean harvesting, farmers have learned
the necessity of controlling weeds. Otherwise, he said, some
fields become so thoroughly infested with weeds that it is
necessary either to practice row seeding and control weeds or
to quit soybeans. Row planting makes cultivation possible,
which keeps most weeds in the bean field under control.
“It was also emphasized that by row planting up
and down slopes the danger of erosion will be increased.
Therefore, where soybeans are being grown on rolling land
or on gently undulating soils where erosion is a problem, this
difficulty can be minimized by planting the beans in rows
which are run on the contour.
“About one-half as much seed is needed for planting in
rows as for drilling. This fact has not been overlooked in the
trends of recent years to plant soybeans in rows, according to
Hackleman. He further stated that farmers have discovered
that in growing beans for seed production purposes a finer
quality of bean is obtained when the beans are planted in
rows.
“In addition, he emphasized that should a year of drouth
occur, the row-planted beans, with fewer plants to the
acre, will be able to withstand the conditions better than an
extremely heavy seeding such as would be experienced in
drilling 2 to 2½ bushels of beans an acre.”
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A small portrait photo shows J.C. Hackleman.
2808. Barnes, E.E. 1945. Defoliating soybeans [with
cyanamid dust] to facilitate harvesting. Soybean Digest. July.
p. 8-10.
• Summary: “Where soybeans are raised for seed, the
combine has proven to be the most popular means of
harvesting them. However, if this implement is used, it is
necessary in most cases to wait until there is a killing frost
before the crop can be harvested. This is necessary so that the
leaves will have dried up or fallen from the soybean plants
and that any weeds will have dried so they will not interfere
with the operation of the combine or with the soybean grain
keeping in storage.
“This delay in harvesting has two undesirable aspects.
First, it usually delays harvest until it is impossible to seed a
fall-sown cereal on time. Second, harvesting may be delayed
until bad weathers sets in; in fact, it may be impossible to
harvest the crop at all as happened in many places in the fall
of 1942.
“If the plants could be killed immediately after maturity,
thus making it unnecessary to wait for a frost, harvesting
could be advanced materially in many seasons. A recently
developed practice of using powdered cyanamid to defoliate
cotton before picking suggested this method of defoliating
soybean plants. Experiments were started at the Ohio
Agricultural Station in 1943 to determine the rate at which
cyanamid dust must be applied to soybeans to defoliate
them and also to determine the length of time required after
dusting before combining could be started.”
Note: This is the earliest article seen concerning
intentional chemical defoliation of soybeans. Address: Ohio
Agric. Exp. Station.
2809. Lal, B.N. 1945. Plant-injection methods for the
diagnosis of mineral deficiencies in tobacco and soya bean.
Annals of Botany (London) (Open Access) 9(35):283-95.
July. New Series. [3 ref]
• Summary: Deficiency symptoms in soya beans.
“(i) Nitrogen. Plants deprived of nitrogen were the first
to show symptoms. These appeared a week after the element
was withheld, and 2 days later the plants looked distinctly
unhealthy. They bore small yellow leaves, were stunted, and
shed their leaves prematurely.
“(ii) Phosphorus. The young plants of this series were
characterized by the slaty appearance of their leaves, which
later took on a purplish green colour, and growth was
stunted.
“(iii) Potassium. The plants deprived of potassium bore
leaves which had dead areas along their margins.
“(iv) Iron. Symptoms of iron deficiency appeared a little
later than those of nitrogen. Both young and mature leaves
became chlorotic.
“(v) Boron. Boron deficient plants were characterized

by the abnormal appearance of the leaves, loss of turgidity,
death of growing-points, and tillering. Young leaves
presented a finely mottled appearance, the interveinal areas
being sometimes almost devoid of chlorophyll (Plate III, Fig.
4). In some leaves only narrow strips near the veins remained
green. Leaves tended to become greener with increasing
age and the mature leaf had a mottled yellowish-green
appearance. The growth of the plant was stunted.” Address:
East Malling Research Station, Kent [England].
2810. Probst, A.H. 1945. Influence of spacing on yield and
other characters in soybeans. J. of the American Society of
Agronomy 37(7):549-54. July. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Many varieties and strains of soybeans
differing in numerous characters frequently are tested
together in rod-row nursery yield trials. Although much care
may be taken to obtain comparable stands, there may be
considerable variation in stand among different strains, or
even within strains in different replications. Published data
on the influence of plant spacing on different varieties of
soybeans in nursery trials are very limited.
“To study the effects of plant spacing of soybeans on
yield and several other characters commonly obtained in the
evaluation of varieties, an experiment on spacing was carried
out with four varieties of soybeans at Lafayette, Indiana,
by the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory and the Purdue
University Agricultural Experiment Station, cooperating. The
work was conducted over the 4-year period from 1938 to
1941, inclusive.
“Wiggans found that the soybean plant has the ability to
make wide adjustments to space and that optimum rates and
spacings for soybeans should be determined not only for the
various soybean-producing areas but also for the varieties to
be grown.” Address: Associate Agronomist, U.S. Regional
Soybean Industrial Products Lab., Urbana, Illinois; and
Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
2811. Smith, Harry C. 1945. 21 years of soybean harvesting.
Soybean Digest. July. p. 11-12.
• Summary: Discusses the early use of the combine in
harvesting soybeans, and the importance of the combine in
transforming the soybean into a major American crop. “The
growing of soybeans as a major grain producing crop did not
become of importance until about 1924. It was first grown
in America as a forage or hay crop and a soil builder. Many,
at that time, knew of the varied possibilities the soybean
possessed as a grain crop but because there was no suitable
equipment to harvest such a crop of ripened grain, its field
was limited.
“The same equipment that planted and harvested the
yearly wheat crop was used to harvest the bean, namely, the
grain drill, the grain binder and stationary thresher.
“The soybean, when grown to maturity and ripened,
shatters out of the pod quite easily. Consequently, the grain
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binder caused quite a loss in cutting and binding the crop.
Also, the soybean kernel cracks or breaks quite easily, and
the stationary grain thresher damaged too great a percentage
of beans in threshing what was left of the crop after the
binder and attendant handlings had taken their toll of losses.
These losses plus the costs of seeding and cultivating–plus
the absence of a visible market for soybeans as a product–
stifled anyone’s enthusiasm for growing the crop extensively.
“Gene Staley, founder of The Staley Co. of Decatur,
Illinois and Garwood Brothers, Stonington, Illinois, the
former a processor and the latter producers; partly through
environment and partly through faith and vision might well
be given credit for creating the impetus that started the
phenomenal growth of the soybean industry.”
It was the Garwood Brothers who first showed the world
that soybeans could be grown without excessive crop losses
or without exorbitant hand labor costs. The displacing of
the horse with trucks and motor cars had cut deep inroads in
the oats market. Visualizing the necessity for another farm
crop to take the place of this loss of a market for their oat
crop, the Garwoods turned to soybeans and a study of the
attending problems. Their study of the harvesting problem
took them to the makers of the combined wheat harvesters
that had already proven successful in wheat growing areas.
“Here, the Garwoods were rebuffed with the usual
barrier that confounds every new enterprise. They visited
two prominent manufacturers of combine-harvesters and
were told that it was neither practicable nor possible to try
to harvest a crop or ripe soybeans with a ‘wheat machine.’
This, however, did not stop them. They next visited the
Massey-Harris Harvester Co. Here their story was greeted
with a note of optimism. An agreement was eventually made
whereby a Massey-Harris Reaper Thresher built to cut a 12foot swath would be sent to the Garwood farms and tried out
in a field of ripened beans at no cost to them if the machine’s
operations proved unsuccessful. After some changes and
alterations had been made by the Massey-Harris engineers,
the reaper thresher was accepted by the Garwood Brothers as
a successful and economical harvester of ripe soybeans.”
“Before the advent of this equipment (1924) 13 manhours, 29 horse-hours and three-quarters of a tractor hour
where required to grow and harvest 1 acre of soybeans. Now
an acre can be grown and harvested with 3.7 man-hours and
2.1 tractor hours. The horse had practically disappeared from
this field of activity.”
A large photo shows a six-foot clipper type combine,
pulled by a tractor, harvesting a field of soybeans. Address:
Service Manager, Massey-Harris Co., Racine, Wisconsin.
2812. Bender, C.B. 1945. Soybeans for silage. Soybean
Digest. Aug. p. 16.
• Summary: “The soybean has become increasingly popular
in our farming system. Because it is an annual it can be used
as a catch crop or part of a planned rotation. It is high in

protein and is frequently planted for hay in place of alfalfa
under certain conditions. Because of the coarseness of the
stems it is quite difficult to cure as hay; however, excellent
silage can be made from this plant if the proper precautions
are followed.
“Soybeans as ensilage is not a new use for this popular
legume. As early as 1919 Eckles of Missouri tried to ensile
this plant but found it to be more difficult than most crops
to preserve properly. Other investigators in 1924 tried
ensiling the soybeans alone and in combination with sudan
grass and observed that the combination made better silage.
Since then soybeans were ensiled with sorghum, corn or
millet with success. Evidently these crops furnish sufficient
carbohydrates to preserve the soybeans.
“In 1935 Elting preserved soybeans by using molasses
and found the silage quite palatable to the dairy cow. Bechdel
in his work with soybean silage concluded that the ensiling
of the soybeans is preferable to curing the crop for hay. Other
investigators reported no difference between the feeding
value of soybean hay and soybean silage.
“Good soybean silage should be free from obnoxious
odors and when ensiled alone should be handled in the
following manner for best results:
“1. Immature soybeans should be allowed to wilt
slightly and then ensiled with 100 pounds of molasses or 250
pounds of corn meal or corn and cob meal per ton of green
material.
“2. Mature beans, i.e., when the beans have filled the
pods, but before leaves are lost from the bottom of the plants,
will make excellent silage when preserved with 80 pounds of
molasses or 200 pounds of corn and cob meal.
In 1943 the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station
studied the comparison of molasses-soybean silage and
corn meal-soybean silage as feeds for the milking cow.
The feeding values, apparent digestibility, metabolizable
energy, protein and mineral metabolism of these silages were
carefully evaluated.
“The results of this study showed that milking cows fed
both the molasses-soybean silage and corn meal-soybean
silage showed excellent calcium and phosphorus retention
but the protein of the soybean silage was not quite adequate
for the needs of the animals.
“Both methods of preservation resulted in very good
soybean silage and were found to be as valuable as corn
silage in the rations of milking cows.
“The molasses-soybean silage was less digestible and
contained less metabolizable energy when fed to milking
cows as the sole feed than when fed as part of a complete
ration.” Address: Prof. of Dairy Husbandry, New Jersey
Agric. Exp. Station.
2813. Garrison, C.S. 1945. Growing soybeans in New Jersey.
New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No.
499. 8 p. Aug.
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• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses. Soybeans in the
rotation. Prepare a fine, firm seedbed. Soybeans need ample
fertilizer and lime. Date of planting. Seedling rates. Row
versus solid seedings for grain. Shallow planting ensures
better stands. Inoculation is essential for high yields. Use
good seed of adapted varieties. Control weeds in soybeans.
Harvesting methods. Mixtures for hay, ensilage, and pasture.
Soybean acreage in the Garden State has increased
from less than 4,000 acres in 1930 to 57,000 acres in 1943.
Address: Assoc. Extension Specialist, Farm Crops, New
Brunswick, New Jersey.
2814. Bailey, M.V. 1945. Defoliation of plants for profit.
Scientific Monthly 61:234-36. Sept.
• Summary: In photosynthesis, a reaction which takes place
in the green leaves of plants, carbon dioxide from the air,
water from the soil, and energy from the sun, are elaborated
into sugars. This is undoubtedly the most important chemical
reaction known to humans, as our food, clothing, heat,
and shelter are practically all the direct or indirect result
of it. “It is in the younger leaves of plants that most of the
photosynthesis occurs, whereas the more mature leaves
usually serve chiefly as organs of water and food storage
for the plants.” Yet after the leaves of many deciduous crop
plants reach a certain stage of maturity, they become useless
and a hindrance to the production of seed, fruit, or fiber. Too
many large leaves may delay maturity of the early fruit. This
phenomenon has been most widely studied in cotton.
“In most seasons the seed of the soybean dries out on
the plant only very slowly, and harvesting is consequently
delayed. This is largely because the loss of water by
transpiration forces the leaves to continue to pull water from
the soil through the plant stems long after the same leaves
lose their usefulness in increasing seed production.”
Calcium cyanamide is the active ingredient in a
commercial chemical dust when can be used for chemical
defoliation of various plants. “Applied dry on leaf surfaces,
when dew is present or when dew will form in a few hours
after treatment, it quickly combines with water and with
the respiration of the leaf cells, causing cell deterioration,
but does not harm the leaf petiole or stem of the plant. The
active chemical causing this lethal effect on the living cells is
not stable. By the time the leaf cells are killed it has further
reacted with water to form harmless compounds...”
When plants are defoliated late in the season, the fruit
or seed matures much more rapidly and is ready for harvest
at a much earlier-than-normal date. “The Midwest soybean
acreage has been greatly expanded because of the war, but
farmers have not yet found the proper place for this crop in
their usual rotations. Wheat should logically follow beans,
but the latter mature so late that the best wheat seeding dates
are past before the beans are ripe enough to harvest and
store... Chemical defoliation of the plants any time after the
seeds lose their green color causes rapid loss of moisture

without reduction in yield or quality of seed.
“The date of safe harvesting is, consequently, advanced
a few weeks, and the harvesting operation is greatly
simplified because there is much less quantity of plant
material to go through the combining machine. In years of
bad weather in late fall and early winter many beans are lost
by storm damage because they cannot be harvested early.
Defoliation permits of harvesting before the average dates
for damaging storms.” Address: American Cyanamid Co.
2815. Lang, A.L. 1945. Soybeans need lime, phosphorus,
potash. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 32.
• Summary: Editor’s introduction: “Soybeans follow corn
like the hog the steer. If the corn crop is well fed soybeans
need little or no fertilizer, says the author, who has been
working on soil fertility problems at the University of Illinois
for 24 years.
“Limestone is the number one requirement of soybeans,
on acid soil. Even though soybeans are well adapted
to a wide variety of soil conditions and perform better
than most cereals on acid soils, still they are sensitive to
mineral deficiencies and respond well to properly used soil
amendments.
“In 1944 the 71 million bushels of soybeans harvested
in Illinois took from the soil almost twice as much calcium
as the 400 million bushel corn crop. At the same time they
removed more potassium and one-half as much phosphorus
as the corn: The 7l million bushels of soybeans removed
from the soil 120 million pounds of calcium, phosphorus,
and potassium, while 400 million bushels of corn removed
only 20 million pounds more or 140 million pounds of the
same elements. In terms of liming and fertilizing materials
the 1944 Illinois bean and corn crop removed from the soil
calcium, phosphorus and potassium equivalent to 20,000
tons of limestone, 320,000 tons of rock phosphate and
200,000 tons of potassium chloride. Even at the present time
when more fertilizing materials are being used than ever
before in the history of the country landowners and operators
are falling far short of returning to the soil the plant food
removed by the corn and soybeans alone.
“No wonder thinking people are concerned.
“But let’s blame the culture, not the crop.
“The high mineral requirement of the soybean plant
and its inherent ability to forage its nutrients beyond the
range and scope of other crops tend to give it an undeserved
bad reputation for being a soil robber or depleter. But, as a
matter of fact, when truly evaluated, that inherent ability
of the soybean plant to ferret out plant nutrients that other
crops cannot reach makes it surprisingly suited to the
Cornbelt cropping system. The soybean follows the corn
crop as effectively and in the same manner as the porker
following the steer in the feed lot. If the steers are well fed
the hogs need very little attention. Likewise, the soybean–if
the corn crop is well fed the bean crop will need little or no
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fertilization.
“The problem, then, of returning plant food removed
from the soil by the soybean crop becomes not one of direct
application applied for the plant itself, but rather a matter
of determining the needs of the entire cropping system and
making the applications to those crops which can use them
most effectively.
“In analyzing the needs of a typical Cornbelt rotation
including corn, soybeans, small grain and legume hay for
a heavily cropped level to rolling prairie soil many factors
need to be considered. The key to high productivity on such
a soil when measured in bushels of corn and soybeans is
the amount of legumes that can be plowed down preceding
the growing of the corn crop. The legume supplies the large
quantity of nitrogen without which the corn crop cannot
make maximum yields. In addition, the legume supplies
organic matter which in turn gives tilth, aeration and waterholding capacity to the soil, all of which are as vital as
minerals supplied through fertilization. The amount of a
legume which can be grown is largely determined by the
nutrient-supplying power of the soil and so the first efforts to
soil improvement should be directed to and for the legume
hay pasture or manuring crop. When sufficient limestone,
phosphate and potash is applied to meet the maximum
requirements of the legume forage crop in the rotation
grain crops like corn and soybeans will be amply cared for,
providing enough of the forage crop is returned to the land in
either green or animal manures.
“For the average Cornbelt soil this means 2 to 4 tons
of ground limestone every 8 to 10 years; for most soils
it also means 1,000 to 1,500 pounds of finely ground
rock phosphate every 8 to 12 years or its equivalent in
superphosphate, 500 to 800 pounds an acre each rotation.
Where potassium is shown to be deficient by test, then 200 to
400 pounds of potassium chloride per rotation will do the job
either all applied for the clover or divided between the clover
and grain crops.
“This outlined fertilizer program for soybeans has peen
proved to be effective by more than 30 years of results from
the many permanently established outlying soil experiment
fields in Illinois. It is simply and easily put into practice by
owner and tenant operators alike.”
Two photos show fields of rowed soybeans, with a
sign between rows of each that reads: (upper) 0, 10, 20.
(lower) Limestone, 0, 20, 20. The caption: “Soybean
plots at Ewing Soil Experiment Field in Franklin County,
Illinois, demonstrate that mineral fertilizers supplying only
phosphorus and potassium are of little value on gray flat
prairie soils without limestone. Limestone was not applied
on plot shown in upper picture.” The lower field appears
to have a better stand of soybeans. Address: Chief, Soil
Experiment Fields, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.
2816. Nelson, W.L.; Colwell, W.E. 1945. Fertilizing for

better soybeans in North Carolina. Better Crops with Plant
Food 29(7):22-26, 45-48. Aug/Sept. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Approximately 300,000 acres of soybeans are
grown for seed in North Carolina with more than 90 per cent
of this acreage in the Coastal Plane. The use of fertilizer for
soybeans is not a common practice.”
Despite new soybean varieties, lack of fertilizer leads to
low yields. The state average is about 12 bu/acre.
Yield experiments were conducted by fertilizing
promising varieties–Tokio, Arksoy, Woods Yellow and
Herman Potash was found to be the principal nutrient
limiting soybean yields.
Yields of 43.0 bu/acre were found to be possible on
Portsmouth sandy loam soil.
Fig. 4 (a bar chart, p. 48), titled “Lime increased the
yield of three varieties of soybeans grown on Norfolk sandy
loam (Wilson County),” shows that yields were roughly
doubled for Volstate, Arksoy and Ogden soybean varieties.
Address: Agric. Exp. Station, Raleigh, N.C.
2817. Park, J.B. 1945. Twenty-nine years with soybeans in
Ohio. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 25, 53.
• Summary: “When I moved to Ohio in 1916 soybean fields
were hard to find. The only important use for the crop was
hay where clover failed.” In the early days, the plants lodged
badly and soon after maturity the beans shattered from the
pods. “Methods of harvesting the crop were the binder, the
mower with windrower attached and the old self-rake reaper.
Threshing machines were adjusted for beans by changes
in cylinder speed, in concaves and in screens.” Major
changes occurred with the introduction of new varieties
and–most important–the combine. The combine made
large-scale production of soybeans possible by lowering
labor requirements and reducing bean losses due both to
bad weather and to shattering in handling. Address: Dep. of
Agronomy, Ohio State Univ.
2818. Uhland, R.E. 1945. Soil conservation in soybean
production. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 28-30.
• Summary: “Such soil conservation practices as contour
planting and solid drilling instead of row planting hold
promise of safe and profitable production for the soybean
grower.
“Experiment station findings and farmer experiences
agree, too, that raising this crop without unreasonable
erosion damage to the land can be accomplished by
observing such simple rules as growing the soybeans after
sod or other soil-conserving crops instead of after corn or
soybeans themselves. Terracing, stubble-mulching and other
soil and water saving practices likewise may be important.
“Much has been said and written about the erosion
hazards of growing soybeans on sloping land. Investigations,
however, show that soybeans are conducive to erosion only
when they follow a crop whose excessive tillage has caused
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the destruction of the granular soil structure. Soybeans after
sod were not especially conducive to erosion. But when they
followed corn or a crop of soybeans or other clean-tilled
crops they were subject to erosion.
“Obviously, when soybeans are grown on sloping land
they should not be used in addition to corn but in place of
corn in a soil-conserving rotation. Other soil-conserving
practices also should be used, including the utilization
of crop residues, application of soil amendments, and
supporting practices such as terraces and contour tillage
needed for controlling erosion and maintaining soil fertility.
“Soybeans were almost unknown in most sections of
the United States less than 40 years ago. In 1907 there were
but 50,000 acres of soybeans grown in the entire country,
but by 1938 the acreage had increased to 7,262,000 acres.
For the past three war years, the acreage has been around
14 million acres, more than 10 million acres of which
have been harvested for beans. Because of the war and the
need for a greater production of vegetable fats and oils in
the United States the acreage of soybeans is continuing to
expand, as indicated above. The listed acreages are exclusive
of interplanted acres which in 1940 amounted to almost 1
million acres, when only one-half of the interplanted acres
were counted.
“Reports from many sections of the Corn-belt, where
more than three-fourths of the soybeans are grown, indicate
that the acreage this year may equal that of past years.
Excessive rains have delayed corn planting and caused a
large acreage to be planted to beans.
“The Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station reported
in Missouri Bulletin 366 that the erosion losses from land
planted to soybeans in 42-inch rows at Columbia were
95 percent as great as the losses from continuous corn.
The slope of this land was a little under 4 percent. Where
soybeans were drilled annually in 8-inch rows, the soil loss
by erosion was but 44 percent as great as from land in corn
year after year. This study covered the period 1924 to 1931,
and in both cases the soybeans were followed with a rye
cover while the corn land remained bare.
“Cooperative studies by the Soil Conservation Service
and the Missouri State Experiment Station at Bethany show
that land in soybeans grown in 42-inch cultivated rows lost
soil at the rate of 33.3 tons per acre, as compared to a loss of
but 17.5 tons when drilled in 8-inch rows. For 1936, rowed
and cultivated beans lost 31 tons of soil to the acre, while
those drilled solid lost only 17 tons an acre. The slope of this
land was about 8 percent.
“The effect of the cultivated soybeans continued into
the next year, when still greater soil losses occurred. For
example, the soil loss from oats in 1987 following cultivated
soybeans was 15.2 tons an acre, while that from wheat
after soybeans drilled in 8-inch rows was less than 1 ton to
the acre. Sixty percent of the loss of soil from the oat land
occurred in early April soon after the oats were seeded.

“Erosion Losses: Erosion losses from terraced land at
Bethany where soybeans were grown in a 4-year rotation
of corn, soybeans, wheat, clover and timothy showed
for a 9-year period the average annual per acre loss from
contoured soybeans and corn was 3.6 tons for each, while for
oats it was 1.2 tons, and for clover and timothy the loss was
but 0.7 tons.
“Though the average soil loss from contoured corn
and soybeans for this 9-year period was identical, attention
is called to the fact that corn followed clover and timothymeadow each year. The erosion loss for the first year corn
after sod is usually only about one-half as great as that from
land in second-year corn. Also, the corn land remained bare
until the soybeans were planted in May, and the soil loss that
occurred from January until May was charged against the
soybeans.
“Results of more recent soil conservation on this
important crop are reported by D.D. Smith in Missouri
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 469 [May 1943].
Here, the soybeans were harvested for hay, but the soil loss
from a rotation of barley-meadow-soybeans, in which the
beans followed the meadow crop, averaged only 1.86 tons
an acre per year, compared with 5.68 tons an acre from an
annual rotation of barley-soybeans, and 8.51 tons an acre
annually from a 4-year rotation of wheat and lespedezalespedeza-corn-soybeans. Studies made by C.A. Van Dorn
at Urbana, Illinois, showed that soybeans harvested for
hay were more susceptible to water losses and erosion than
similar areas where soybeans had been combined. At the
end of a 20-minute rain in the fall of 1942, during which
0.68 inch of water fell, the plot harvested for grain with the
residues returned was losing runoff water at the rate of 41
percent. The same rain caused a runoff of 75 percent on land
where the soybeans had been harvested for hay.
“Because soybeans generally have been grown after
land in a clean-tilled crop, the soil condition in consequence
of two or more tilled crops in sequence has contributed
materially to the general belief that soybeans are one of the
most erosion-conducing crops. Where the beans follow sod
crops in the rotation they cannot he classified as particularly
conducive to erosion, thus suggesting that the soil condition,
rather than the crop, is the, factor of concern.
“Observations of the writer and reports of others indicate
that more beans are being grown in rows than before. J.C.
Hackleman reported in the June issue of the Soybean Digest
that 54 percent of the 1944 soybean crop in Illinois was row
planted, compared with 25.8 percent in 1940. He states,
also, that the rowed beans for one year, 1940, grown by
cooperators yielded 2.9 more bushels to the acre than drilled
beans. The control of weeds is given as, one of the, major
advantages of row planting.
“Obviously, from an erosion standpoint it is highly
objectionable to increase the acreage of rowed beans, as
the soil losses are about double those from drilled beans.
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The weed problem can be met equally well where the
soybeans follow a sod crop in place of continuous soybeans
or another clean-tilled crop., After the war, there likely will
be less pressure for large acreages of clean-tilled crops, thus
permitting better crop rotations and correspondingly better
soil conservation.
“Rotation Important: The greatest erosion and runoff
in the Cornbelt usually occurs in the spring around planting
time, again in late fall, and early the next spring. During the
period when soybeans are growing most rapidly, however,
they actually protect the land against both runoff and erosion.
For example, on August 13, 1940, at Bethany, Missouri,
when the soybeans were about knee high, 2½ inches of rain
fell in but 30 minutes. The runoff in the catchment tanks
was so clear that sampling for soil was not necessary. Had
a rain of this intensity come in early spring, the soil loss
from newly seeded soybeans or soybean-stubble land would
have been extremely large. This experience emphasizes the
importance of using a good rotation, leaving a considerable
amount of residue on the surface, contouring both row and
drilled beans and, where possible, using terraces so that
needed protection will be supplied at all times.
“Earlier findings covering tests extending over several
years in Illinois, Ohio and Indiana show that higher yields
of both grain and hay were obtained when soybeans were
drilled solid than when they were planted in rows and
cultivated. Illinois Bulletin 428 reports an average yield
of 23.2 bushels of soybeans an acre when the crop was
drilled, and 17.8 bushels per acre when planted in rows and
cultivated. It states that in 1935 about 85 percent of the beans
grown in the large bean producing section of central Illinois
were drilled solid. Indiana Circular 242, revised in May
1941, shows that for an 11-year period larger yields of both
grain and hay resulted when the beans were drilled solid”
(Continued). Address: USDA Soil Conservation Service.

of rowed beans the erosion losses will be increased markedly
on sloping land. They also show that the removal of surface
soil by erosion sharply lowered the yield of beans. For the
Shelby soil, the loss of each inch of surface soil lowered the
per acre yield from 1.2 bushels to 2.4 bushels. These losses
can be reduced materially by using terraces, with contour
tillage as necessary supporting soil conservation practices for
soybean rotations.
“Fertilizer Lessens Losses: The use of lime and fertilizer
in the rotation will boost the bean yield further and greatly
lessen the erosion losses. Soybeans draw heavily on the
mineral supply in the soil. Based upon chemical analyses, a
30-bushel crop of soybeans removes from the soil almost as
much phosphorus, twice as much potash and five times as
much lime as does an 80-bushel corn crop.
“Contour tillage for the 5-year period 1939-1943 in
Illinois increased the yield of soybeans 2.7 bushels over
those planted up-and-down the slope. In Missouri, records
for 1942 show yield increases of 12 to 15 percent where
contouring was practiced. For Iowa, the increase was 3.2
bushels in 1942 and 2.2 bushels in 1943.
“Results at the Bethany Soil Conservation Station show
that contour cultivation in preparing land for small grain and
for producing corn over a 7-year period reduced the water
loss an average of 20 percent, and the soil loss by 52 percent.
Equally as marked reductions in soil and water losses may be
expected from practicing this type of cultivation in producing
soybeans and by growing soybeans in place of corn, rather
than in addition to corn.
“Farmers will be well advised to give careful
consideration to these soil conservation measures in postwar
production of this important crop so that they can continue
to produce satisfactory yields of soybeans, as well as other
crops, without undue injury to their basic asset–the soil.”
Address: USDA Soil Conservation Service.

2819. Uhland, R.E. 1945. Soil conservation in soybean
production (Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest.
Sept. p. 28-30.
• Summary: (Continued): Short-time tests reported in Ohio
Bulletin 384 and Illinois Bulletin 462 for comparing grain
yields for soybeans drilled solid and soybeans planted in 24inch rows showed a slight advantage in favor of the 24-inch
rows. It is pointed out, however, in the Illinois bulletin that
yield is not the only consideration, but that relative growing
costs, competition with other crops (mainly corn) for labor
and equipment, and relative control of weeds also must be
taken into consideration. Growing costs usually are higher
when the beans are planted in rows far enough apart to be
cultivated two or three times with a row cultivator. Coming
at the same season, these cultivations are likely to compete
with corn for labor and equipment; therefore there is an
added advantage to drilling the soybeans.
“Research findings show that by increasing the acreage

2820. Soybean Digest. 1945. Quit starving soybean research!
(Editorial). Oct. p. 7.
• Summary: “During the war years the Midwest states
have been blessed with a crop that produced on fewer acres
greater quantities of edible fats and oils and valuable protein
than America’s breadbasket has ever produced. Soybeans
have solved many of the problems of the war. Farmers have
adopted them with open arms because war-stimulated prices
have been favorable.
“State agricultural colleges and experiment stations
instituted research work on soybean varieties, cultural
practices, storage, and utilization before the war–but on a
very limited scale. Shortage of manpower has reduced that
research to inconsequential proportions during war years.
Energetic, resourceful, scientific-minded young manhood
has been drafted for the Army and Navy without thought of
scientific research. Soybean research in most Midwest states
today is shameful as compared with that of other crops.
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Possible alibi is the relative youthfulness of the crop as
compared to corn, oats, wheat, vegetable and fruit crops.
“Now–the fall of 1945–the spring of 1946–is the time to
revise college and experiment station thinking and bring it
up to date in recognition of wartime developments. Research
programs designed to increase our knowledge of production
and utilization of soybeans should be instituted immediately–
utilizing the young manhood which is now beginning to
trickle from our armed services. Instead of one man who
spends only a part of his time on soybean varietal work,
the second most important cash grain crop of the Cornbelt
should rate the best brains of several resourceful men in
each state. Soybean processing methods merit extensive
research. Soybean storage studies are still in their infancy.
Soybean oil utilization in the Midwest area has never had the
consideration which it merits. Soybean protein studies have
only been scratched, in both the feeds and industrial fields.
Commercial fertilizers, defoliation, canning and freezing,
insect pests and diseases, production machinery–they are
only a few of the phases of the industry demanding early
attention.
“The crop which now produces the second largest
portion of the farm income of the Midwest states merits
far more consideration from experiment station directors
than it has ever received in any state, with the possible
exception of Illinois. To the directors of those agencies–to
the planners and the policy-makers of the state institutions
which reputedly lead the agricultural thinking of the Midwest
because of their state and federal financing as land-grant
colleges–we suggest immediate revision of plans and
programs to utilize the crop which we have at hand–and the
manpower which is again becoming available to do the type
of research work in the agricultural field which has made the
United States the winner in the field of warfare.
“As servants of the public, college and experiment
station men are eager and willing to serve the interests of the
taxpayers of their respective states. Secure and smug in their
salaried positions which are not dependent upon weather
and crop conditions, college men sometimes lose sight of
the things which are important to the average farmer at the
moment. It is our job–yours and mine–and it does mean
you–to express in person or by letter to the director of the
experiment station in your state your views on the need for
soybean research–now. And further, it is your job to assist in
any way possible the planning of that work.
“Today we have an opportunity which may never again
be presented to us. Let’s utilize the education, the training,
the inquisitiveness, the eagerness, the lack of defeatism and
the supply of confidence of the returning G.I. and the Gob to
initiate research programs, on a statewide scale, of which we
may be proud. And let’s see that our legislatures provide the
funds with which to do it! In so doing lies the future of the
soybean industry in the heart of America.”

2821. Massey, George F. 1945. Contribution of power
machinery. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 18-19.
• Summary: Today only one-fifth as much labor is required
to produce a bushel of soybeans as was required in 1920,
thanks to ever-improving farm machines–especially the
combine, which resulted from the marriage of the grain
harvester and the grain thresher. “It was fortunate for the
American soybean industry that the combination of the grain
harvester and thresher into one field-operating unit, known
as the combine, came along when it did. Without such a
machine the soybean could never have advanced by such
leaps and bounds into the very middle of our agricultural
picture.”
“Certainly the soybean belt could never have been
served by the combine without the tractor. Now the selfpropelled combine, in all its up-to-date array of rubber tires
and expert design, has entered the scene and, with the war
behind us, will effect even larger economies with adequate
factory production.
“Essentially it is a one-man outfit built around a tractor.
It short-cuts the whole harvesting operation. Many soybean
growers hail it and are eager to use it when the time comes,
perhaps a season or so after V-J Day.”
G. Heartsill Banks was the first American to demonstrate
that the narrow-row method of planting and cultivating
soybeans had great merit. He did this in about 1915 at
Colton College, a few miles outside Memphis, Tennessee,
planting the soybeans in rows 16 inches apart. Today Banks
is superintendent of the new Ralston-Purina soybean mill in
Kansas City, Missouri.
2822. Milner, Max; Geddes, W.F. 1945. Grain storage
studies. II. The effect of aeration, temperature, and time on
the respiration of soybeans containing excessive moisture.
Cereal Chemistry 22(6):484-501. Nov. [23 ref]
• Summary: These influences were examined on soybean
seed containing about 18.5% moisture. Address: Div. of
Agricultural Biochemistry, Minnesota Agric. Exp. Station,
Univ. Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota.
2823. Milner, Max; Geddes, W.F. 1945. Grain storage
studies. I. Influence of localized heating of soybeans on
interseed air movements. Cereal Chemistry 22(6):477-83.
Nov. [9 ref]
• Summary: “The heating of grain in bulk usually starts
in small pockets of high moisture.” Address: Div. of
Agricultural Biochemistry, Minnesota Agric. Exp. Station,
Univ. Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota.
2824. Mayo, J.K. 1945. Soya beans in Nigeria. Tropical
Agriculture (Trinidad) 22(12):226-29. Dec. [10 ref]
• Summary: “The first recorded trial of soya beans was made
in 1910 at Ibadan. The crop was a failure.
“In 1928, in response to requests to the United States
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and Southern Rhodesia for fodder legumes likely to succeed
in Nigeria, the Department of Agriculture received several
varieties of soya beans. These were grown for some years
at Kano, Zaria, Yandev and Ibadan. Yields up to 500 lb. per
acre were recorded at Zaria in small scale trials and nodules
developed without inoculation. As a fodder plant it was
found inferior to other plants, as an export crop it had no
prospect at that time in competition with Manchuria, and
as a food for human beings it was not seriously considered.
Trials were discontinued in 1933. The best of these varieties
seemed to be Otootan (black seed) which gave 500 lb. per
acre at Zaria and 430 lb. at Yandev in 1930 and 1932. Five
varieties from Russia were discarded after two years’ trial.
“The Missions, especially the Church of the Brethren
Mission at Garkidda on the plateau and the Leper Settlement
in Itu in the Eastern Provinces have, from time to time,
introduced and tried a number of varieties. They grow the
crop solely as a food for human beings
“In 1937, tropical varieties were introduced and tried by
the Botanist at Ibadan and Zaria. These varieties came from
Trinidad, British Guiana, Malaya, India, the Philippines,
Ceylon, the Dutch East Indies, the United States and South
Africa... From 1940 onward the more promising varieties
were grown at most of our farms with very variable
success... variable yields were recorded sometimes as high as
800-1,200 lb. seed per acre, the best yielders being Malaya
and Benares... In the Cameroons soya beans have been tried
at Bamenda (4,500 ft.) and Esosong (3,300 ft.) which lies on
a slope of Mount Kupe...
“The peasants have not begun to grow soya beans
in Nigeria, except here and there under the direct
encouragement and example of Europeans, e.g. at Yandev
and Ilorin, in the Anchau ‘corridor’ in Zaria Province, and
near Bamenda...
“Dr. Ogle carried out a controlled experiment on school
children in Lagos in 1942 using soya bean milk and flour.
She concluded that ‘it is dangerous as well as difficult to
interfere with native diets’ and recommended that further
tests with steamed flour and soya bean milk be carried out
and beans distributed to teachers and health workers for
trial in their homes... The army tried soya beans as part of
the rations of West African troops in 1944, but further trials
by the Medical Department are needed.” Address: Senior
Botanist, Dep. of Agriculture, Nigeria.
2825. Ministerio de Agricultura y Cria (Caracas,
Venezuela). 1945. La soya: Indicaciones para su cultivo
y aprovechamiento [Soya: Remarks on its cultivation and
utilization]. Caracas, Venezuela: Direccion de Gabinete.
Series No. 4. 1st edition. [Spa]*
2826. Devoto, Franco Enrique. 1945. El poroto soja y
su influencia para conservar la fertilidad del suelo [The
soybeans and its influence in conserving soil fertility].

Buenos Aires, Argentina. [Spa]*
2827. Easley, Tildon. 1945. More soybeans needed for
oil. Arkansas Agricultural College, Extension Leaflet
(Fayetteville) No. 23. [3] panels each side, front and back.
Revised.
• Summary: Contents: Varieties. Seedbed preparation.
Fertilizer requirements. Inoculation. Time of seeding.
Method of seeding. Rate and depth of seeding. Testing seed.
Cultivation. Harvesting. Storage. Classes and grades of
soybeans.
This leaflet begins: “Soybeans, especially needed at
present for oil in the nation’s war program, may be grown
throughout Arkansas on any land that is adapted to the
production of cotton, corn, or rice. Soybeans produced
for oil purposes are the green- or yellow-seeded varieties,
which usually have coarser stems, produce seed of higher
oil content, and produce a brighter meal than the dark- or
black-seeded varieties recommended for hay. In successful
production of soybeans for oil, careful consideration should
be given to choice of varieties; seedbed preparation; fertilizer
use; inoculation; time, method, rate, and depth of seeding;
cultivation; and harvesting.” Address: Extension Agronomist.
2828. Lager, Mildred. 1945. The useful soybean: A plus
factor in modern living. New York and London: McGrawHill Book Company, Inc. xii + 295 p. Illust. General index.
Index of recipes. 22 cm.
• Summary: One of the most important and innovative
books on soyfoods ever written. Contents: Preface. 1.
Agriculture’s Cinderella: America discovers the soybean,
our wonder beans, soy as a food in the United States, soy
in rehabilitation food programs, soybeans as an emergency
crop, soybean terminology. 2. World-wide use of soybeans: A
real antique, monarch of Manchuria, soybeans in mechanized
warfare–Germany, soybeans in other countries (USSR,
Italy, Spain, Belgium, Holland, Norway, Denmark, Sweden,
Great Britain, Canada), soybeans in Lend-Lease and United
States Agricultural Marketing Administration, Food for
Greece, soybeans and the Mexican Indian, soybeans in
Hawaii (Mr. C.G. Lennox). 3. Soybeans and industry: The
versatile soy, uses of soybean in industry, soybean paint
(from soy oil, incl. Duco finishing), soybean protein (used in
making plywood, plastics, water paints, paper sizing, leather
finishes, and insecticide sprays), Henry Ford and soybeans,
soybean glue (I.F. Laucks and the firms he has licensed turn
out some 30,000 tons of soybean glue annually), rubber
substitute (Norepol), paper industry (Glidden), plastics, soycotton helmets, firefighting compounds, lecithin, fertilizers.
4. Nutritional nuggets: Food value of soybeans and soy
products (vegetable or edible types of soybeans, protein, fat
& carbohydrate, minerals, vitamins, lecithin, alkaline ash,
economy, exaggerated claims), principal uses of soybeans
and soy products (meat substitutes, meat enrichers, fortifying
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foods with soy flour). 5. From soup to nuts: Green beans, dry
beans, frozen beans, roasted soybeans, sprouted soybeans,
the cow of China–soy milk, the meat without a bone–tofu or
soy cheese, the little giant among protein foods–soy flour,
soy grits, puffed grits, soy oil, miscellaneous soy products
(soy butter [soynut butter, p. 99-100], sandwich spreads,
malts, coffee substitutes, soy sauce, soy albumen–a new
product, greatly improved during the past two years, is now
used to “replace egg albumen in candy manufacture” [as in
marshmallows]).
Note 1. This is the second earliest document seen (Aug.
2002) in which the soybean is called the “cow of China.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2015) that uses the term “soy albumen” (or “soy
albumens”) to refer to isolated soy protein as a product.
6. The blazed trail: Introduction (history and pioneers),
our tardy acceptance, food pioneers (health-food stores,
Dr. W.D. Sansum of Santa Barbara and soy bread, allergy
studies, vegetarians, Seventh-day Adventist food companies,
meatlike products, Madison College of Tennessee, Loma
Linda Food Co., the International Nutrition Laboratory and
Dr. H.W. Miller, special dietary concerns and diabetic diets),
establishing soybeans in the kitchen (The Edison Institute
and Henry Ford, the USDA and the U.S. Bureau of Home
Economics, the Agricultural Marketing Administration, U.S.
railroads, the Soy Products Division of the Glidden Co., the
Soy Flour Association). 7. The challenge of nutrition: The
dangers of hidden hungers, nutrition and health, corrective
nutrition, starch-restricted diets, meatless diets, allergy
diets, bland diets, building diets, reducing diets, acidophilus
culture, lecithin. 8. Our wonder crop: Jack and the beanstalk,
early history, new varieties, aids to the industry (Regional
Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory, American railroads,
American Soybean Association, Fouts Brothers of Indiana,
Soybean Digest and George Strayer in Hudson, Iowa, Soy
Flour Association with Edward Kahl as first president, Soya
Kitchen in Chicago (Illinois) opened in Jan. 1943, National
Soybean Processors Assoc., National Farm Chemurgic
Council), educational program, restrictive regulations. 9.
Soybeans and the farmer: Varieties, sources of information,
seeding and inoculating, harvesting, grading, soybean
diseases, crop rotation, damaged beans. 10. Tomorrow:
Acreage and production, soybeans on the farm, soybeans
in nutrition, postwar industrial uses, future improvements.
11. A few suggestions for better living: Kitchen diplomacy,
personal opinions, soybeans for everyone. Recipes: Green
soybeans, dry soybeans, sprouted soybeans, roasted or
toasted soybeans, meat-substitute dishes, soy-enriched meat
dishes, soy noodles, macaroni, spaghetti, sauces and gravies,
soups, salads, dressings, soy spreads, soy milk, tofu or soy
cheese, soy butter, soy cereals, soy desserts, soy candies, soy
beverages, soy-flour recipes, bread and muffins, pancakes
and waffles, soy gluten recipes, baking-powder biscuits,
pastry, cookies and doughnuts, cakes.

Contains recipes for “Soy milk molasses shake (p.
238). Soy puddings. Soy ice cream (p. 250; “Soy milk may
be used in place of regular milk in ice-cream recipes...
adding whipped cream”). Soy fruit ice cream. Soy chocolate
dessert (Eggless) (p. 250-51). Soy shake “(p. 254, made in a
“liquefier or mixer”).
The story of Allied aid to Greece [p. 24-26] is one of the
great mercy stories of World War II. Starting in March 1942,
as many Greeks were starving, the first mercy ship sailed to
Greece with food and medicine. Up to Nov. 1943, the United
States through Lend-Lease sent 82 million pounds of food to
Greece. A number of these foods (including soup powders,
stew mixes, and spaghetti) were based on soy flour and grits,
and specifically developed to suit Greek tastes.
Concerning Henry Ford (p. 35-38), his “first
experiments were made in a laboratory in connection with
the Edison Institute in 1930. In these experiments, several
tons of wheat were used, also several thousand bushels of
carrots; sunflower seeds, which have a high oil content;
cabbages; onions; and cornstalks. It was not until December,
1931, after a long series of experiments with the soybean,
that Mr. Ford and his chemists felt that they were at last
approaching a solution to the problem of finding a basic farm
material from which the ordinary farmer could develop a
commercially profitable product.”
Note 3. This is the earliest published English-language
document seen (Sept. 2013) that uses the term “Soy ice
cream” (p. 250).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (July 2007,
one of two) that uses the word “Cinderella” in connection
with the soybean. The author, however, does not elaborate on
this idea.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that contains the term “soy-flour”–however
it is used as an adjective. Address: Southern California.
2829. Löbbe, Henrique. 1945. Cultura da soja no Brasil. 7th
ed. [Culture of soybeans in Brazil. 7th ed.]. Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil: Directoria de estatistica da produccao, Ministerio da
Agricultura. 74 p. Illust. 2nd ed. was 1935. [Por]
• Summary: This 7th edition (1945) contains more than
twice as many pages as the 6th edition (1942). There are no
references and no English abstract.
Contents: Historical. World production of soybeans.
Economic importance of soy production in the Far East.
Economic importance of soy cultivation in the United
States. Markets. Trade in soy and its by-products. Botanical
description.
Varieties (500 varieties exist; list of names of very
early–80 to 90 days; early–90 to 100 days; semi-early–100 to
110 days; semi-late–120 to 130 days; late–130 to 150 days).
Experiments.
Copy of letter from William Morse of USDA dated 28
Sept. 1926. “In accordance with a promise made to you on
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your visit to Arlington Farm, I am taking pleasure in sending
you one ounce each of the following varieties of soybeans,
and one ounce each of the following varieties of cowpeas:
“Soybeans: Haberlandt, Minsoy, Ilsoy, Mammoth
Brown, Ito San. Sooty, Yokoten, Mandarin, Midwest, Merko,
Hongkong, Virginia, Wea, Easycook, Barchet, Ebony, Hahto,
Chiquita, Dixie, Medium Green, Laredo, Hoosier, Aksarben,
Wilson-five, Brooks, Mikado, Sherwood, Mammoth Yellow,
Morse, George Washington, Habaro, Old Dominion, Peking
[Pekin], Austin, Goshen Prolific, Chestnut, Jet, Hamilton,
Dunfield, Arlington, Wellmann, Hermann, Tokio, Southern
Prolific, Lexington, Tarheel, Black, Pinpu.”
Climate and soil. Soil preparation. Seeding,
Bacterization of the soil. Chemical fertilizer. Cultural care.
Diseases and insects. Harvest and threshing. Yield. Crop
rotation. Cost of production. Chemical composition of seeds.
Green manure. Byproducts of the soybean: oil, soybean
cake. soy casein, soy fiber, plastic substances, silage, hay
and pasture. Nutritional value of the soybean. Feeding the
animals. Soy for human consumption. Conclusion.
The section on Soy for human consumption mentions
the following: In the Orient, the soybean (a soja) is always
used as human food, to complement the rice diet, as a
substitute for meat, milk and eggs, by virtue of its richness
in protein and oils. Specific foods from the soybean include:
Dry seeds (Sementes sécas); easy varieties to cook include
Easycook, Hahto, Chusei, Rokusun, Jogun, Hokkaido, and
Kauro. Green seeds (Sementes verdes); the most popular
varieties include Hahto Easycook, Willomi, Imperial, Shiro,
Nanda and Tunk.
Soy sauces (Môlho de soja); miso (Misso) and shoyu
(Shôyu). Soy milk (Leite de soja). Soy cheese (Queijo
de soja) called To-fu [tofu] in Japanese. Koji is used to
make miso and shoyu. Yuba is a film that forms atop soy
milk. Soybean curd (Coalhada de soja) made by adding
magnesium or calcium salts to hot soy milk. The curd is
made into tofu. Soy flour (Farinha). Bread for diabetics (Pâo
para os diabéticos). Soy sprouts (Grelos de soja). Address:
Eng. Agronomo, Brazil.
2830. Navarre Direccion de Agricultura y Ganaderia. 1945.
Lino, soja y lúpulo: Cultivos del porvenir [Flax/linseed,
soya and hops: Crops of the future. Revised ed.]. Pamplona,
Spain: Editorial Aramburu. 28 p. See p. 15-22. 1st edition
1938. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents of “La Soja” chapter: Introduction. Its
importance worldwide. Interest in soya in Spain. Cultivation
of soya: Type of plant, inoculation, rotations, preparation of
the soil, fertilizer, sowing, care in culture, harvest and yields,
final observations. Navarre is a province in Spain.
“Interest in soya in Spain–Twenty years ago the soybean
was introduced to Spain rather timidly, with some trials
being conducted by the Count (el Conde) of San Bernardo
in Ecija (Sevilla), by Mr. Valderrama in Montilla (Córdoba),

by the engineer (Ingeniero) Mr. Noriega in Jerez (Cádiz),
and Mr. Abril in Tortosa (Tarragona). And even though all of
them obtained satisfactory results, the routine and static state
of our farmers prevented the crop from developing beyond
these mere trials.
“Nevertheless, the soybean contains qualities that
would allow its introduction to our farmlands, and these
qualities have been confirmed in recent years by the Duke of
Terranova and the engineer Pascual de Quinto in Zaragoza,
as well as by the Directorate of Agricultural Services of
Navarra (Dirección de los Servicios agrícolas provinciales
de Navarra), even though our region does not have the
most favorable conditions for a plant originating in warm
countries...
“It has been proven in the trials conducted in Navarra
that the varieties Manchu and Dunfield grow successfully
in the low mountainous zone. On the other hand, the Illini
and Harbynsoy [Harbinsoy] varieties, which are later early
varieties, do not ripen in that zone, though on its periphery
they grow to perfection. There are hundreds of varieties of
soybeans, and new ones are constantly added; from these we
hope to find types that are better adapted to our climates.”
Address: Navarre, Spain.
2831. Straeten, Edgar van der. 1945. L’agriculture et les
industries agricoles au Congo Belge [The agriculture and
the agricultural industries of the Belgian Congo]. Brussels,
Belgium: L. Cuypers. 335 p. Series: Compagnie du Congo
pour le commerce et l’industrie, Brussels. [Fre]*
• Summary: Soy information summarized in Revue
Internationale du Soja 7(43-44):116-18. Sept/Oct. (1947).
Contents: General considerations. Botanical ideas and
methods of cultivation. Utilization. Economic overview.
Address: Adm.-Directeur de la Compagnie du Congo pour le
commerce et l’industrie.
2832. Uganda Protectorate Department of Agriculture,
Annual Report. 1945. Section I.–Agriculture in the
Dependency. p. 2, 5. For the period 1st July, 1943–30th June,
1944. (Entebbe).
• Summary: The section titled “Soybeans” states: “Large
scale planting of soybeans took place in Buganda, where
conditions had shown themselves suited to the crop and
where large seed supplies had been built up. Approximately
4,000 tons of soybeans were marketed during the year under
review, mainly in Buganda, although production in the
Western Province made good progress.
“This crop gained favour as a food and small amounts
were consumed by growers in the lean period of late 1943
and early 1944. Cultivation of soybeans was extended to new
areas in Mengo and Mubende, also to Busoga and Lango
Districts.” Address: Uganda.
2833. Uganda Protectorate Department of Agriculture,
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Annual Report. 1945. Section II.–Work of the Department.
p. 6-8. For the period 1st July, 1943–30th June, 1944.
(Entebbe).
• Summary: The section titled “Food Crops” states: “The
soybean variety R.184 from Potchefstroom gave by far
the cleanest glass-hard sample at Kawanda. This crop is
troublesome on the drying and threshing floor, particularly in
humid areas, and a fool-proof sample is a valuable character.
It also ensures good germination. No other variety has yet
given a convincingly higher yield than R. 181. It is now
well established that close spacing in the row is essential for
high yield. On the other hand, there is little to commend a
row width of less than two feet. Work on inoculation with
the symbiotic bacterium has been started at Kawanda. Good
nodulation has been obtained, both in the immediate crop
and in a succeeding crop planted with uninoculated seed on
the same land.” Address: Uganda.
2834. Soroa, José Maria de. 1945? La soja. Su cultivo y
aplicaciones. Segunda edicion, corregida y aumentada [The
soybean. Its cultivation and utilization. 2nd ed.]. Madrid,
Spain: Ministerio de Agricultura. Seccion de Publicaciones,
Prensa y Propaganda. 87 p. Undated. No index. 16 cm. First
ed. was by Abadal and Soroa, 1932. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: The soybean. Recent history.
Some antecedents to the present trials conducted in Spain.
Agronomic notes (incl. soybean varieties). Preparation of the
soil. Utilization of soybeans. Food uses. Other applications
of the seed. Industrial uses. Soybean oil. Use of the soybean
plant as feed. Forage. Use of soybean in clinical analysis
(urease). Appendix: Soybean production worldwide in 19251929 and 1933 (from IIA, Rome).
For some years the author has been dedicated to the
economic propagation of this legume (la soja) in Spain. He
has succeeded in calling attention to its merits, both with the
first edition of this book (1932) and with subsequent work
and demonstrations; a number of farmers have experimented
with the crop. He was asked to do a new edition of this
booklet by the Ministry of Agriculture’s Department of
Publications, Press, and Propaganda / Advertising, in order to
synthesize some observations of recent years and to give an
opinion on the possibilities and economic advantages of ‘la
soja’ in Spain. The author reflects that the days of hunger in
the ‘red zone’ are not far away (p. 5).
The Station of Cereal Culture (Estación de
Cerealicultura) and the Institute of Agronomic Investigations
(Instituto de Investigaciones Agronómicas) are already
working on soybean cultivation. The author offers to the
Superior Council of Scientific Investigations the subject of
the use of soy in the diet, and how to perfect the soybean,
lower its price, and employ its derivatives in as many
technical fields as other countries already do. In effect, not
alone did Russia start giving maximum attention to the
soybean (p. 7).

In southeast Spain, soybeans have been cultivated on
the farms of Jerez de la Frontera by the author’s esteemed
teacher and the director of the Center D. Eduardo Noriega
Abascal (p. 8). A graph on page 10 shows soybean imports
and exports for 1934 for various countries.
Some antecedents to the present trials conducted in
Spain: In 1917 the Spanish council in Shanghai, don Julio
Palencia, sent to the Spanish Department of State a study on
the cultivation of soybeans, proposing that trials be made to
acclimatize the valuable legume to their country.
In Motril (a city in south central Spain on the
Mediterranean) and then in the Southern Agricultural Station
at Malaga (a town just to the west of Motril, also on the
Mediterranean), soybeans started to be cultivated about 10
years ago (c. 1931). by the agronomic engineer D. Arsenio
Rueda, in parcels of 5 ares = 0.5 ha, from which he obtained
yields each of 60 litres (.78kg/liter), so 46.8 kg per 5 ares.
Both white and black varieties have given good results,
but the white was better, and the seeds obtained have been
divided among agriculturists...
In Spain, besides the trials cited above, for more than
25 years (since ca. 1916) the soybean has been cultivated
with excitement thanks to the zeal and the interest, realized
in patriotic labor on the farm in Jerez (southeast Spain),
of the agronomical engineer Eduardo Noriega, and also of
Mr. Oritz, comrade of the former. They shared yellow and
black varieties with Valencian farmers; Valencia is on the
Mediterranean. Cultivation has since been accomplished
in the central Spanish region. There is also a record of the
cultivation of soybeans in Lerida in the years 1925-26 by the
doctor don Jose Abdal, an illustrious pharmacist.
The sowing was done with seeds procured from Japan
of the variety soja hispida, yellow seeded, with the object
of seeing if it would grow in this province. The seeds were
soaked for 10 hours in water, then planted in a garden
without more security or care than they would take with any
other plant. They were sown at the end of April and most
of the seeds germinated, reaching a height of 65 cm. They
developed and flowered perfectly, and were completely
developed by the end of August. This small trial can only
demonstrate that the soybean will grow in irrigated terrain,
on a warm site, and without much care (p. 12-14).
The agronomic engineer Jesus Andreu, 20 years ago, did
tests on the culture of soy as a forage plant in the province
of Pontevedra with good results. There is also news, if
incomplete, of other successful tests in the provinces of
Madrid and Toledo.
As a consequence of this news–and perhaps of the
spreading of these and of the foreign trials, and of the
experiences of the National Agronomic Institute–soybeans
have been divided among individuals and farms for the last
10 years by the General Direction of Agriculture. And the
Institute of Cereal Culture has resumed trials with seeds of
Japanese origin. The author’s companions, don Felix Sancho
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Penasco and don Fernando Gaspar are studying a hundred
varieties, and will determine the requirements of each variety
in order to select the ones appropriate for each region (p. 15).
Address: Ingeniero Agronomo, Madrid, Spain.
2835. Bruand, R. 1946. Concours du soja à Colombes et
technique d’arrosage de cette plante [Soybean competition
at Colombes and a technique for watering this plant (Letter
to the editor)]. Revue Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture
Pratique (Paris) 118(2125):5. Jan. [Fre]
• Summary: I am happy to communicate to you the enclosed
results of the soybean competition that we organized last
Sunday, Oct. 14, at Colombes. We asked the contestants to
present the six most beautiful plants from their harvest.
These plants were weighed, with their pods still
attached, before the jury, then the seeds and stems were
weighed separately.
The winners:
1. Toulet 408 gm for 6 plants.
2. Lababsa 367 gm.
3. Rouxel 278 gm.
4. Dorvault 224 gm...
7. Augendre 101 gm.
A few remarks are necessary. In 1944, the six plants
from the first-prize gardener–he placed 6th this year–
produced 186 g. This year, five gardeners surpassed this
amount, which means that considerable progress has been
made by our family farmers in cultivating soybeans.
Mr. Toulet, the winner for this year, kindly offered
to reveal his secret. His garden is situated on the banks
of the Seine, and it was by watering his plants copiously,
although not frequently, that he obtained this magnificent
result. He drew the water he used from the Seine after
having previously stirred the river bottom with a stick to get
muddy water, and it was to this method that he attributed his
success.
After the weighing, we counted the seeds and the 408
grams have given 1,478 seeds, which is a mean per plant of
246 seeds weighing 68 gm.
We are very happy to see these results published in the
Revue Horticole.
Mr. Toulet, who resides at 107, rue des Voies-du-Bois, in
Colombes, is assistant to the mayor of our commune.
Note: This letter is dated 20 Oct. 1945, from Colombes,
which the northwestern suburbs of Paris and thus in the
far north of France. Address: Administrateur-délégué de la
Ligue du Coin de Terre et du Foyer; délégué horticole¼ de
l’Entr’aide Française.
2836. Crops and Markets (USDA). 1946. Statistics of
important crops by state, 1944 and 1945, with comparisons.
23(1):11. Jan.
• Summary: This publication of the USDA Bureau of
Agricultural Economics has a half-page table divided into

3 main parts: (1) Soybeans for beans. (2) Soybeans for
hay. (3) Soybeans grazed or plowed under. Statistics are
given for all of the following states: New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Nebraska, Kansas, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana,
Oklahoma, Texas.
Under the first two of the three main parts are given:
Acreage harvested, yield per acre, and production. And
under each of these are given statistics for: Average 1934-43,
1944, 1945. Concerning soybeans grown for their beans, the
states with the largest production (in 1,000 bu) in 1945 are:
Illinois (74,100), Iowa (34,848), Indiana (27,924), and Ohio
(20,072).
2837. Crops and Markets (USDA). 1946. Statistics of
important crops by state, 1944 and 1945, with comparisons:
Soybean acreage for all purposes. 23(1):22. Jan.
• Summary: This table gives statistics for 30 states: New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,
Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas.
The 3 main headings are: Grown alone, interplanted, and
equivalent solid (Footnote: Acres grown alone plus one-half
of the interplanted acres). Under each of these headings are
given statistics (in 1,00 acres) for: Average 1934-43, 1944,
1945.
The vast majority of soybeans are now “grown alone”
and all of the leading soybean states have no interplanted
acres. Concerning “equivalent solid,” the states with the
largest soybean acreage in 1945 are: Illinois (4,120), Iowa
(2,013), Indiana (1,705), and Ohio (1,261).
2838. Henson, Paul R.; Carr, Robert S. 1946. Soybean
varieties and dates of planting in the Yazoo-Mississippi
Delta. Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 428. 12 p. Jan.
• Summary: “Summary: Uniform soybean variety tests
were located at Tunica, Stoneville, Anchorage, Satartia,
and Onward in 1945. Yields, other agronomic data, and the
chemical composition of the strains and varieties have been
summarized according to maturity.
“The strains C101 and S100 have yielded significantly
more than Macoupin, a commonly known commercial
variety of these strains maturing in early September. The
variety, S100, is taller, produces seed of slightly higher
quality and matures approximately 10 days later than C101.
S100 is low in oil, while C101 is a good oil bean containing
approximately 2 percent more oil than S100. One serious
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objection to these early maturing strains when grown in the
Delta is the low quality of seed produced. In the past, Delta
farmers have reported low germination of Macoupin due
to adverse conditions encountered at harvest and during
the storage period. It is expected that similar problems will
prevail with these strains.
“Ogden is definitely the highest yielding variety of
those normally maturing between October 1 and 15. The
2-year average yield of this variety at Tunica, Stoneville, and
Anchorage, was 34.5 bushels or 40 percent more than the
next highest yielding variety. The chief objection to Ogden
is that it shatters on certain soil types and under dry climatic
conditions at harvest. It has been observed that shattering is
more severe on light or droughty [dry] soils and on heavier
soils of low fertility. Even on soils where shattering usually
occurs, many farmers prefer Ogden to such non-shattering,
lower yielding varieties, as Arksoy 2913 and Ralsoy.
“In the breeding program under way at the Delta Station,
plants coming out of crosses between Ogden and other
varieties are being studied. It is hoped that strains carrying
the high yield of Ogden and the nun-shattering habit of
Arksoy will be developed.
“Of the varieties normally maturing the last half of
October, Volstate and Roanoke, were equally productive.
These varieties are similar in many respects and differ in
that the oil content of Roanoke is slightly higher than that
of Volstate. Both are non-shattering, erect growing, and of
sufficient height to combine readily. Wood’s Yellow has
been quite productive in a number of locations in the Delta;
however, it is low in oil and shatters under dry conditions.
To farmers growing a large acreage of soybeans, the practice
of planting the acreage to varieties of different maturity to
increase the optimum combining period seems advisable,
particularly in the production of soybeans for oil.
“The late maturing varieties have not been as productive
or as high in content of oil as the better varieties of earlier
maturity. The yields of strictly grain types, such as Mamotan,
Mamloxi, Delsta, and Nanda have not been greatly different
from those of the tall growing Louisiana strains, Acadian,
L.Z., and Pelican. These late varieties are particularly well
suited for inter-planting in corn in that they usually mature
after the corn crop is made. Appreciably lower seed yields
were obtained from the hay varieties, Avoyelles, Gatan, Red
Tanner, and from two vegetable varieties, Cherokee and
Seminole.”
Introduction: “Soybean variety and dates of planting
tests have been conducted at the Delta Experiment Station,
Stoneville, Mississippi, for a number of years. In 1943 the
program of the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory was
enlarged to include 12 southern states with headquarters for
the Southern section at Stoneville, Mississippi. As a part
of this program, uniform variety tests have been conducted
at a number of locations in the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta.
The results of these variety tests and a study of the dates of

planting at the Delta Station are reported herein.” Address:
Mississippi State College, Agric. Exp. Station.
2839. Kalton, Robert R.; Eldredge, J.C. 1946. The effect of
simulated hail injury to soybeans. Soybean Digest. Jan. p.
14-15. [17 ref]
• Summary: This publication appears to be based on an
earlier Iowa State Experiment Station, Mimeograph titled
“Progress Report, Soybean hail damage experiments, 1945.”
“Hail damage to the soybean crop has been relatively
severe in certain parts of Iowa. The large acreages of
soybeans in recent years and the numerous storms have
tended to accentuate these losses, of primary concern to
farmers, insurance adjustors, and processors in areas where
hail damage has been prevalent. In an attempt to answer
some of the questions which arise following hail damage,
the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, in cooperation
with the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory, initiated a study
in 1943 to determine the effects of simulated hail injury on
the yield and on other important characters. Only the more
pertinent results will be discussed here.
“The general outline of the experimental work in 1943
and 1944 was as follows: In 1943, one variety, Richland, was
used in the investigations. In 1944, Lincoln also was used in
addition to Richland. The beans were grown in rows spaced
40 inches apart in order to eliminate as much as possible
competition between differentially treated plots. Simulated
hail injury was inflicted on replicated rows at five different
dates (stages of growth) throughout the growing season in
1943. Ten dates of damage were used in 1944, five of them
corresponding to the same stages of growth in 1943. Finally,
at each date of damage, three degrees of severity of damage
were inflicted. These were called light, medium, and heavy.
Check rows, with no damage, were used for comparison.
“The stage of growth and the degree of damage inflicted
at each of the five dates used in both years are shown in
Table I. As the results with Lincoln and Richland were
practically identical in 1944, only the results with the latter
will be discussed, in this way making it possible to consider
on a uniform basis the two years’ data.
“The removal of leaves and parts of the stems was
accomplished by means of upward strokes with an
instrument made by mounting several wire hooks on a
paddle-like board. A clipping shears and supple switches
also were used to advantage. With these implements it was
possible to approach the appearances of actual hail injury
and to obtain the three degrees of damage.
“The results in 1943 showed that the greatest reductions
in yield from all degrees of defoliation and other injury
occurred at the fourth date of inflicted damage. At this stage,
the soybean plants were beginning to show pods at the top
and flowering had ceased. Defoliation during the early stages
of growth, when the plants were less than a foot tall, caused
only small reductions in yield. Plants cut off immediately
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above the cotyledons (seed leaves) at the first date, when
they were 4-5 inches tall, produced new branches in the
axils of the cotyledons and made good recovery. Simulated
hail injury at the last date, when the pods were full and the
bottom leaves were turning yellow, appeared to be primarily
mechanical. In other words, losses in yield at this date were
due almost entirely to pod removal.”
Continues with a “Comparison of Two Years.” There
are two tables. Address: 1. Agent, Div. of Forage Crops and
Diseases; 2. Research Assoc. Prof. of Farm Crops. Both:
Iowa Agric. Exp. Station. Ames, Iowa.
2840. Soybean Digest. 1946. Grits and flakes... from the
world of soy: Growing soybeans under irrigation in Hawaii.
Jan. p. 28.
• Summary: “Faced with a serious protein shortage for their
dairy herd after the Pearl Harbor disaster, McBryde Sugar
Co. has been growing soybeans under irrigation in Hawaii
since 1942. The firm’s experience with the crop is reported
by Shigoe Uyeda in Hawaii Farm and Home for July.”
2841. Webster, C.C. 1946. Improved planting material of
the tung tree: A progress report. East African Agricultural
Journal 11(3):165-69. Jan. [2 ref]
• Summary: Experiments with interplanting in Nyasaland
showed that interplanting soya beans with the tung tree
(Aleurites montana) gave the best yields. The soya beans
were planted in Dec. 1940. Address: Tung Experiment
Station, Dep. of Agriculture, Nyasaland.
2842. Brochon, René. 1946. Bureau Français du Soya
[The French Soy Bureau]. Revue Internationale du Soja
5(23-24):Inside back cover. Jan/Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: The Bureau employs various technical advisors
and publishes a monthly bulletin titled Le Soja Français
(also spelled Le Soja Français). Active staff include René
Brochon (President), M. Chouard (home-level cultivation
of soybeans), Dr. Parturier (Therapeutic dietetics), and
M. Blanchard, M. Boucher, and Abbé Souillet (selection,
multiplication, and crop cultivation). The bureau’s 7 main
goals are listed.
The March 1946 issue of Revue Internationale du Soja
states (p. 46): Le Soja Français, Bulletin of the French Soy
Bureau (Bureau Français du Soja), 15 Rue Cauchois, Paris
(19eme) has published in its first four numbers the following
articles:
No. 1–Is the soybean really the savior food?, by René
Brochon. Soymilk for our infants, by Dr. Jean Balzli.
No. 2. Soybean news (Actualités du soja)–The
Association of Cereals (L’association céréales)–Soybeans.
No. 3. The soybean and vegetarianism, by R. Brochon.
No. 4. Is the present bread ration [in France] sufficient?
Note: Less bread would be necessary if it were fortified
with 5-20% whole soy flour. Address: President, 15, rue

Cauchois, Paris (18e).
2843. Honduras Agricola. 1946. La soya: Excellente
alimento para el hombre como para el ganado y valiosa
materia prima de numerosos usos industriales [The soybean:
Excellent food for people and for livestock and valuable raw
material with numerous industrial uses]. No. 14 & 15. p. 7-9.
Jan/Feb.; No. 16. p. 10-11. March; No. 17. p. 16-17. April;
No. 18. p. 18-19. May; No. 19 & 20. p. 17-18. June/July; No.
21. p. 10-13. Aug. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents continued: No. 14 & 15: Varieties.
Fertilizer and manure to prepare the soil. Inoculation with
bacteria. Time of sowing. Methods of sowing. Plant density.
Depth of sowing.
No. 16: Tillage (Labores). Rotations. Mixed cultures:
Soya and maize, soya and Sudan grass pasture, Soya and
sorghum (zahina). Harmful animals (especially insects).
Diseases. II: The harvest. Introduction. Cutting and
preparation of soya for dry forage or hay. Time of harvest
and reaping
No. 17: Method of harvest. Curing the pasture or
hay. Baling the hay. Exhaustion of the soil. Harvest and
preparation of the grain. Time of gathering. Methods of
reaping. Curing and manipulation. Threshing.
No. 18: Special machines. Exhaustion of the soil.
Storage of the seeds. II. Uses of soybeans. Introduction:
The plant. The flour made from the seed. Green vegetable
soybeans and sprouts (Las soyas verdes y grillos). Dry
soybeans (Las soyas secas) and products made from
them. The oil and its uses. The soybean as a human food:
Introduction, dry soybeans, green vegetable soybeans (Soyas
frescas). Soy sprouts.
No. 19 & 20: Introduction. Flour. Oil. Soy sauce.
Soymilk. Soy curds or tofu (Cuajada o requesón de soya).
Soybeans as food for animals. Soy oil. Extraction of soy oil.
Issue No 21: Uses of the oil. Soybean meal (pulpa, o
bagazo de soya; which remains after extraction of the oil).
Use of soy meal [or flour] in human foods. The meal as a
feed for livestock, for poultry, and as a fertilizer. Soy hay:
For fattening cattle, for dairy cows, for mules and horses, for
other animals. Soya pastaderos. Fresh soy forage. Soya for
ensilage. Soy straw. Soya as a green manure.
On page 10 of this last part is a full-page cartoon of a
woman with fruits and a cooked chicken. “Soya is the ideal
food for children; it nourishes more and costs less. It is a
good source of proteins, oils, carbohydrates, and vitamins.
It can serve as a substitute for milk, eggs, meat, fruits,
and pulses or vegetables (legumbres).” Page 11 states that
people interested in planting soybeans can contact Prof.
Raul Zaldivar, Director of the Rural School at Toncontin
for Training Elementary Teachers (Director de la Escuela
Normal Rural de Toncontin), Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
Address: Honduras.
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2844. Roach, Howard L. 1946. The soybean situation for
1946. National Farm Chemurgic Council, Chemurgic Paper
No. 471. 5 p. March 20.
• Summary: “Being a man of few words, and having had
training that requires conclusions to be reached promptly, I
shall unhesitatingly state, at the beginning of this paper, that
the situation for soybeans in 1946, with respect to planted
acreage, is not favorable. Fewer acres will be planted to
soybeans in 1946 than were planted in 1945.
“Now that I have given you my conclusion regarding
the soybean situation for 1946, I am sure you will expect me
to present to you the reasoning behind this apparent snap
judgment.
“All crops grown on American farms by American
farmers, compete with each other for acreage. I believe we
all agree on this point. As long as the profit system motivates
planning in agriculture, farmers will be inclined to plant the
crop that gives the greatest cash return, other factors being
equal.
“Every crop competes, one with the other, for available
acreage. Soybeans enter into this competition.
“In the corn belt, soybeans compete with corn, oats,
wheat, rotation pasture and hay land. Outside the corn belt,
soybeans contend with cotton, rice, peanuts and hay for the
chance to grow.
“Since the greatest soybean acreage is in the corn belt,
let us look for a moment at the picture there.
“The typical corn belt farm includes an acreage of corn,
oats, soybeans, rotation pasture and hay. Let me point out
the reasoning of the typical corn belt farmer as he formed his
1946 cropping plans and decided whether a given acreage
should be planted to either soybeans, corn or small grain.
“Let us first consider the case of corn versus soybeans.
“We should remember that already, farm plans have
been nearly completed for the current year. Ever since
the early part of December, there has been rivalry for the
purchase of corn, between livestock farmers and others, for
feeding and industrial uses.
“As early as November, 1945, the United States
Department of Agriculture realized the short position of
the corn crop and asked the Triple A Goals Committees in
various corn belt states to recommend the same acreage of
corn for 1946 as for 1945. In their goal recommendation,
however, the same people recommended an overall reduction
in soybeans of approximately 10 percent.
“These recommendations, together with the grape-vine
rumor that the support price for soybeans would be fixed
at somewhere around $1.80 per bushel, led the farmers
to believe that corn would be in a stronger position than
soybeans. That opinion influenced farm planning which
progressed steadily throughout the winter.
“The scarcity of corn for feed and industrial uses,
together with our large livestock population and the small
carry-over of corn, has made the farmer extremely corn-

conscious.
“Livestock farmers do not like to have a yard of
unfinished livestock, no corn in the crib, money in the bank
and unable to find corn for sale.
“The cost of land preparation, planting, tilling and
harvesting is approximately the same for a crop of soybeans
as for a crop of corn. When the farmer contemplates his cash
return from corn or soybeans, he estimates the return at the
amount of dollars he will receive per bushel of the harvested
crop.
“Corn has been netting the farmer considerable more
than ceiling prices when fed to livestock, while soybeans
have been selling at support prices. There are rumors that
there have been black market operations enabling the farmer
to receive more than ceiling price for that portion of his corn
which he had for sale.
“Now, it is easy to see that the farmer was assured of a
ceiling price or better for his corn, while he was under the
impression that he would receive only around $1.80 for his
soybeans, In fact, no announcement was made regarding
support prices and many farmers were very skeptical whether
there would be any support prices for beans at all.
“Recent increases in the ceiling prices on corn and
other grains without corresponding increases in the support
price for soybeans, have justified this thinking on the part
of the farmer and he is even now looking forward to further
increases in ceilings. All of this has directed the farmer’s
attention toward corn and away from soybeans.
“There is no doubt that an announcement before January
first of a support price of $2.04 per bushel for soybeans
would have influenced planning toward a greater acreage of
this commodity. It was repeatedly called to the attention of
those persons having charge of the soybean program, that
an early announcement of a support price was necessary
to maintain a normal acreage of beans. However, for some
reason known only to Washington, a support program
for soybeans was delayed until planting plans had been
formulated by individual farmers.
“Farmers, in planning crops, must obtain seed, fertilizer,
machinery, and plan their labor well in advance of the
planting date and once a decision has been reached and these
arrangements made, they are not inclined to change.
“Disappointing yields of soybeans in 1945, due to
climatic conditions and late planting, also influenced the
farmer to consider other crops in place of soybeans.
“This, then, is the corn-soybean picture.
“Now let us consider the competition between soybeans
and small grains for planted acreage during the current year.
“Small grain can be seeded, tilled, and harvested with
less expense than soybeans, and utilizes labor at a different
period of time, and while the net return is less per acre,
scarcity of labor has strongly influenced the farmer toward
an increased acreage of small grains.
“New varieties of small grains, particularly oats,
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together with the good yields harvested in 1945, made many
farmers feel that small grain acreage should be increased.
“We should also remember that small grain can, and
does, serve as a nurse crop for legume seeding. The depletion
of the soil fertility during the recent war years, due to
increased planting of intertilled crops, has made the farmer
feel that additional acreages of clover and alfalfa should
be established, and to this end, additional small grain was
needed to serve as a nurse crop.
“This, then is the small-grain-soybean picture.
“Almost without exception, corn is planted on the most
fertile acres of a farm, while soybeans are planted on land
not so rich in fertility. It follows then that it is not fair to
the soybean crop to consider the overall net return from
soybeans as compared with corn or small grain. The average
farmer, however, does not take this factor into consideration
when determining the crop to which his acres will be planted.
He thinks only of the bushels of grain produced at the price
he will obtain for same.
“It is also true that the average yield of soybeans is
more uniform over the years than is the crop of corn or small
grain. This is another factor which most farmers have not yet
come to realize.
“When figures are quoted showing the value of other
crops as compared to soybeans, the industry can do a service
to the soybean farmer in pointing out these two previously
mentioned facts; first, more fertile land is invariably planted
to corn and less fertile land to soybeans; and second, that the
yield of soybeans is more uniform over the years than is the
yield of either corn or small grain.
“In spite of all the publicity and notoriety given the
varied uses of the end products of soybean processing, the
fact remains that over 90 percent of the soybean oil meal
manufactured today is consumed by livestock in the form of
soybean oil meal or mixed feeds. Practically 100 percent of
the soybean oil extracted is being processed for human food.
“Nearly all of the livestock and livestock products
produced in our nation come from the same farms that grow
soybeans, and no small amount of criticism has been voiced
by farmers because of their inability to obtain soybean oil
meal manufactured from the soybeans which they marketed.
This is a decided factor in discouraging the planting of
soybeans this year.
“Farmers would be inclined to plant an acreage of beans
if they felt that they could receive the soybean oil meal in
exchange for their crop of beans. They do resent the fact that
they must buy mixed feed at a higher price than soybean oil
meal, when the chief ingredient of this mixed feed is soybean
oil meal” (Continued). Address: President, American
Soybean Assoc., Plainfield, Iowa.
2845. Brumpt, E. 1946. La culture expérimentale du soja en
Touraine: Essai de 27 variétés à la Station Universitaire de
Richelieu (Indre-et-Loire) en 1944 et 1945 [Experimental

soybean culture in Touraine: Trial with 27 varieties at the
University of Richlieu Station (Indre-et-Loire) in 1944 and
1945]. Revue Internationale du Soja 5(25):25-29. March. [3
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Soybean varieties cultivated at the experiment
station in the University’s domain, Richlieu in 1944 (Indre et
Loire) (p. 28, from earliest to latest maturing): Kouban 0.375
(129 days to maturity), Rouest 178, Rouest 29, S 3828 / 38,
Dieckmann schwarze (black), Dieckmann frühgelbe (early
yellow), Dieckmanngrüngelbe (greenish yellow), Dieckmann
hellgelbe (bright yellow), Illini Garnier, Vilnensis, Tokio
noir (black), Hispida Vilmorin, P.G.A. Dr. George / Georges,
Illini Bordeaux, Rouest Garola, Soysota (174 days).
Varieties cultivated at the same station in 1945 not
cultivated in 1944: Superearly Cheron (108 days), Hatif
jaune Cheron (yellow), Universal, Platter 458, Comt. de StBaudel.
Note: At the end of this article is list (consisting of
variety names only) of soybean varieties cultivated by Prof.
Brumpt.
Note: Webster’s New Geographical Dictionary (1988)
defines Touraine as a historical region of northwest central
France, bounded anciently on the north by Le Maine, on the
northeast by Orléanais, on the southeast by Berry, on the
south by Marche, on the southwest by Poitou, on the west by
Saumurois, and on the northwest by Anjou. The capital was
Tours. It was watered by the Indre, Cher, and Loire rivers.
It was sometimes called the “Garden of France.” It was a
province under the ancien régime (i.e. under the monarchy
before the French Revolution). Address: Professeur, Institut
de Parasitologie, Faculte de Medecine de Paris.
2846. Calland, J.W. 1946. Cultural practices in Illinois.
Soybean Digest. March. p. 10-11, 24.
• Summary: “This is the second of three articles on cultural
practice surveys by Mr. Calland. The first one covering the
Indiana survey appeared in February” [1946]. The Ohio
survey will soon be treated in an upcoming issue.
“More than 1,100 farmers in 10 north central Illinois
counties (Footnote: Dewitt, Iroquois, Kankakee, Champaign,
Livingston, Vermillion, Piatt, Macon, McLlean and Ford
Counties) at the request of their farm advisers have told in
detail how they grew 64,000 acres of soybeans on their farms
in 1944. Summarizing their reports we can see just about
how the crop is produced in these typical soybean counties
which grow one-third of the Illinois soybean crop. Probably
their practices are about the same as those used by the
growers over much of the soybean area of the state.
“An average soybean grower in these counties grew
about 58 acres of beans in 1944 and got a yield of 25 bushels
an acre. Forty-two percent planted them solid with a yield of
24.6 bushels while 58 percent planted in rows and got 25.3
bushels–0.7 of a bushel extra. It was wetter in 1945, weeds
were worse and the difference probably was more in favor of
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the rowed beans. Only one grower out of four plants solid in
Livingston and Kankakee Counties but two out of three still
plant solid in Vermillion and Macon. Those planting solid
used 1.6 bushels of seed on each acre while row planters
used 1.1 bushels. The saving on high priced seed, better
weed control, and earlier harvest are generally mentioned as
reasons for the steady increase in row planting.”
Much more detail is given. Photos show: (1) A large
field of soybeans planted solid. “Proper cultural operations
control weeds in solid soybeans.” (2) A large field of
soybeans planted in rows. “Narrow rows gave definitely
better yields than wide rows or solid seedings in this survey.”
(3) A man on a tractor, pulling a planter. “Approximately
one-half of the soybeans grown in the Cornbelt are planted
solid.”
Tables show: (1) Comparative yield of row soybeans
(633 growers). (2) Choice of varieties and variety yields. (3)
Yield based on various planting dates–1944. (4) Preceding
crops. Following crops. (5) Number and size of combines
owned. Address: Director of Agronomic Research, Central
Soya Co. Inc.
2847. Contreras C., Moisés. 1946. La soya; su cultivo y su
importancia [The soybean; its cultivation and importance].
Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Republic: Secretaria de Estado
de Agricultura, Pecuaria, y Colonizacion. 12 p. March. [Spa]
• Summary: Contains many recipes. Address: Agron.,
Republica Dominiciana.
2848. Garnier, Edmond. 1946. Les insuccès dans le culture
du soja [The failures in soybean cultivation]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 5(25):36-37. March. [Fre]
• Summary: A detailed and rather technical analysis of why
soybean cultivation has not been more successful in France.
2849. Kalton, R.R. 1946. Factors affecting soybean yields.
Soybean Digest. March. p. 18-19.
• Summary: From a talk by R.R. Kalton before a Farm
and Home Week audience at Ames, Iowa in February.
Recommendations are for Iowa.
“There are a number of important points that must be
considered in order to obtain maximum yields of soybeans.
Of course, the first essential is the selection of a good,
recommended variety. Other significant factors affecting
yields are date and rate of planting, inoculation, row width,
cultivation, soil fertility, harvesting methods, and seedbed
preparation. Each of these will be discussed briefly in the
following sections in the light of the most recent information
available.
“Date of planting studies just completed indicate that
the best yields are obtained when planting is done early, May
15-25, if planting in rows. If beans are to be drilled solid,
planting should be delayed until the last week in May to
allow more time to kill weeds.

“The correct rate of planting soybeans should give a
thick enough stand to smother weeds in the row and still
conserve on the seed supply. The best rate of planting for
medium width rows (rows averaging 28-32 inches apart)
is about one bushel per acre. Forty-five to 50 pounds of
seed per acre are sufficient for wide rows (rows 40-42
inches apart). If drilling the beans solid, 2 bushels per acre
are satisfactory. All of these rates are based on good seed
with high germination and few cracked beans. Increased
allowances must be made for poor germination and more
than a few cracked seeds. As for inoculation, the best
answer is to inoculate all seed planted with a good soybean
inoculant. It is the cheapest insurance available for high
yields.
“Yield tests with different row widths have been
carried out in several states in this area. The results show
that medium width rows gave higher yields of grain than
either wide-spaced or solid-planted rows. The spacing of
rows should be as narrow as the tractor tread and cultivating
equipment will permit. If narrowing the planter and
cultivating equipment is not practical, the gauge marker on
the planter may be shortened, giving alternate width rows of
about 24-28 inches and 36-42 inches. This practice increases
the number of rows in the field and helps increase yields.
Removing the outside sweeps on the cultivator enables
cultivation to go ahead as usual.
“Weeds are by far the greatest menace to high soybean
yields. Weed control should start even before planting with
thorough surface tillage. Cultivation to kill weeds should be
started as soon as the beans come through the ground. The
rotary hoe, weeder, or harrow, all serve satisfactorily for
early cultivation. They also can be used for breaking a soil
crust before the beans come up. These implements should
be used several times, if necessary, until the beans are 6-8
inches high. After the beans are 6-8 inches high, one to three
row-cultivations generally give sufficient weed control.
Sweep shovels do a good job and leave the field smoother for
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combining.
“Soybeans, like corn, do respond to higher levels of soil
fertility. However, little, if any, increase in yield has been
obtained by direct applications of fertilizer to the soybean
crop. Therefore, it is best to use fertilizers on other crops in
the rotation, and keep up soybean yields by trying to keep all
the good land on the farm in a high state of fertility.
“A well prepared seedbed is essential for a good soybean
crop. When beans follow corn, either fall or early spring
plowing is satisfactory. Several workings with the disk and
harrow help to free the land of weeds before planting. In a
dry spring, firming the soil with a cultipacker may prove
beneficial to germination.
“Practically all soybeans grown for seed are now
harvested with a combine. Even though this method
undoubtedly is the cheapest and easiest method of
harvesting, it too may play a vital role in bringing about
maximum yields. Improper adjustments, or combining at the
wrong time, may cause considerable loss of beans through
shattering, cracking, and poor threshing. Therefore, proper
adjustments and combining at the right time are necessary to
harvest the greatest possible yield of beans.
“Although the factors in the preceding paragraphs may
not all seem of consequence in the attainment of maximum
soybean yields, it is an established fact that the farmers in
Iowa who have been getting yields of 25-35 bushels per
acre the last few years have been following most of these
recommended practices. Average soybean yields in Iowa
during this same period have been between 18-20 bushels
per acre. Good cultural practices do assist the farmer in
realizing a greater return for his efforts.”
A photo shows Robert R. Kalton standing behind a table
as he addresses his audience at Iowa State College. Address:
Agent of the Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Iowa Agric.
Exp. Station.
2850. Walker, E.D. 1946. Soybeans and soil erosion.
Soybean Digest. March. p. 16-17.
• Summary: Soil erosion occurs on sloping land when
soybeans are not planted on the contour and are not followed
by a winter cover crop. A photo states: “This fine field of
soybeans drilled in contoured rows on a 4 percent slope will
lose very little soil and will out yield similar fields planted
up and down the hill.” Address: Assoc. Prof., Agronomy
Extension, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.
2851. U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory. 1946. Second
work planning conference of the U.S. Soybean Regional
Laboratory for the Southern States region, Stoneville,
Mississippi, February 13-15, 1946. RSLM (U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 133.
April 8. 19 p.
• Summary: “The southern soybean program conducted in
cooperation with the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory and

the 12 Southern States began with the 1943 growing season.
The completion of the 1945 tests concludes three years of
testing soybean varieties on a uniform basis in the Southern
States. A very good picture of the adaptation and relative
industrial value of the many varieties and strains is evident
from these tests. During this period breeding programs have
been underway in the various states. A number of new strains
are coming out of these programs and are available for entry
in Uniform Tests in 1946. Many varieties tested two or more
years over wide areas will be dropped to make room for new
strains. We may well consider that the preliminary phases
of the soybean program in the South are over and that the
breeding, testing and development of new strains of soybeans
for industrial utilization is definitely under way.
“Wednesday, February 13–P.R. Henson, Chairman
“The conference was called to order at 9 a.m. by Mr.
P.R. Henson, who introduced Dr. J.E. Adams, Director
of the Delta Experiment Station. Dr. Adams welcomed
the collaborators to the Station and invited them to visit
the various projects at the Station in which they might be
interested.
“Dr. Dorman, Director of the Mississippi Experiment
Station at State College, gave a brief review of the
experimental work at the state and Delta experiment stations.
He also discussed the various possibilities of the Pace Bill.
“The following state and federal personnel were in
attendance:
“Aamodt, O.S., Head Agronomist, Forage Crops &
Diseases, U.S.D.A., Beltsville, Maryland.
“Adair, C.R., Agronomist, U.S.D.A., Rice Branch
Station, Stuttgart, Arkansas.
“Adams, J.E., Director, Delta Branch Station, Stoneville,
Mississippi.
“Adams, W.E., Agronomist, Soil Conservation Service,
Watkinsville, Georgia.
“Allington, W.B., Pathologist, Forage Crops & Diseases,
Urbana, Illinois.
“Carr, R.B., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Stoneville, Mississippi.
“Cartter, J.L., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois.
“Chilton, S.J.P., Pathologist, Louisiana Experiment
Station, University, Louisiana.
“Cralley, E.M., Pathologist, Arkansas Experiment
Station, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
“Dorman, C., Director, Mississippi Experiment Station,
State College, Miss.
“Gore, U.R., Agronomist, Georgia Experiment Station,
Experiment, Georgia.
“Gray, J.P., Agronomist, Louisiana Experiment Station,
University, Louisiana.
Page 2: “State and Federal Personnel in. Attendance
(continued):
“Hartwig, E.E., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
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Laboratory, Raleigh, North Carolina.
“Henson, P.R., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Stoneville, Mississippi.
“Lehman, S.G., Pathologist, N.C. Experiment Station,
Raleigh, North Carolina.
“Marston, H.W., Agricultural Research Administration,
U.S.D.A., Washington, D.C.
“McVickar, M.H., Agronomist, Virginia Experiment
Station, Blacksburg, Va.
“Milner, R.T., Chemist, Northern Regional Research
Laboratory, Peoria, Illinois.
“Morse, W.J., Agronomist, Forage Crops & Diseases,
U.S.D.A., Beltsville, Maryland.
“O’Kelly, J.F., Agronomist, Mississippi Experiment
Station, State College, Mississippi.
“Paden, W.R., Agronomist, S.C. Experiment Station,
Clemson, South Carolina.
“Pitner, John, Agronomist, Delta Experiment Station,
Stoneville, Mississippi.
“Presley, J.T., Pathologist, Mississippi Experiment
Station, State College, Mississippi.
“Reynolds, E.B., Agronomist, Texas Experiment Station,
College Station, Texas.
“Rigney, J.A., Agronomist, N.C. Experiment Station,
Raleigh, North Carolina.
“Staten, H.W., Agronomist, Oklahoma Experiment
Station, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
“Stephens, J.L., Agronomist (U.S.D.A.) Coastal Plain
Experiment Station, Tifton, Georgia.
“Strand, E.G., Economist, U.S.D.A., Washington, D. C.
“Washko, J.B., Agronomist, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, Tennessee.
“Weimer, J.L., Pathologist, U.S.D.A., Georgia
Experiment Station, Experiment Georgia.
“Williams, L.F., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois.
“York, H.A., Agronomist, Mississippi Branch Station,
Raymond, Mississippi.
“Reports of Collaborators
“Each collaborator was asked for a report of the general
soybean situation in his state and a resumé of the soybean
research work that was being conducted. These reports
follow:
“Alabama–Mr. E.F. Schultz was unable to be present
due to an experiment station conference.
“Arkansas report by C. Roy Adair–In 1945, Uniform
Test Groups VI and VII were grown at six locations and
Uniform Test Group VIII was grown at three locations.
Additional variety tests were also grown at four locations.
Approximately 425 hybrid lines were grown at Stuttgart.
Plant selections were made from 96 of those lines.
“The objectives in the breeding work are for:
“(1) A satisfactory variety that is a couple of weeks
earlier than Arksoy.

“(2) A variety that matures at the same time, and is equal
to or better than Ogden in yield and oil content, and which
does not shatter as badly as Ogden.
“More work should be done on dates of planting as the
results obtained indicate that most soybeans in this state are
planted too late.
Page 3: “Arkansas report by C. Roy Adair (continued)–
The principle soybean growing sections of the state are in
the cotton growing areas of the Delta in eastern Arkansas and
the Arkansas and Red River Valleys and in the rice section
in east-central Arkansas. Soybeans must compete with
cotton and corn in the cotton growing sections of the State.
In the rice section it is a good practice to follow a three-year
rotation with the land in rice one year in three. Under that
system of management, soybeans do not compete with rice
for the land, but the crop does compete with lespedeza and in
some cases with winter oats.
“Florida–Mr. G.E. Ritchey was unable to be present, due
to an experiment station conference.
“Georgia, Coastal Plain, report by J.L. Stephens–This
report covers tests made at Blackville, South Carolina;
Millen, Georgia; Richmond Hill, Georgia; and Tifton.
Georgia. Plantings were made around May 1st. Seasonal
conditions were generally favorable. Good stands were
secured at all locations and vegetative growth was normal.
“Blackville, South Carolina–Planting was made on
Orangeburg sandy loam soil of medium fertility. Soybean
yields were fair. Some leaf diseases were noted but none of
serious proportions. Nematode damage was very light.
“Millen, Georgia–Planting was made on extra good
Ruston sandy loam. Vegetative growth of soybeans was
exceptionally large with many varieties attaining five to six
feet. Vegetative growth continued throughout the summer so
that fruiting was retarded. Many bean pods ‘blasted’ and only
a few varieties matured seed before frost of either Group VII
or VIII. Those groups were not harvested this year, because
of the serious blasting [shattering] and incomplete maturity.
It is believe that earlier maturity and better seed production
would have been secured if plot location had been on poorer
soil.
“Richmond Hill, Georgia–This location is near the coast
and on a Norfolk sand of Hammock type or a sandy soil of
relatively high organic content. Soybean growth is always
good on this type of soil early in the season. Later in the
season, however, nematodes become a serious factor and in
many instances entire plots are destroyed by them. This year
nematodes did more damage at this location than any other
here being reported on. Groups VII and VIII were grown.
“Tifton, Georgia–Groups VII and VIII were grown and
in addition dates of seeding tests. Selections from North
Carolina were also grown. The soil where all plots were
located was Tifton sandy loam in a fair to good state of
cultivation. Nematode damage was slight this year. Growth
of beans was good and on the average, the highest yield of
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beans was secured at this location.
“Georgia, Experiment, report by U.R. Gore–Soybeans
are grown in Georgia for hay, 96,000 acres with a yield of
0.9 ton per acre, and beans 13,000 acres with a seed yield of
6.5 tons per acre. Seed yields of beans are generally too low
to prove profitable to farmers.
“The new soybean variety, Gatan, is a result of the
soybean breeding program of the Georgia Experiment
Station. It originated from a natural cross with Otootan,
which has been selected until practically uniform. Gatan
produces...” Continued. Address: U.S. Regional Soybean
Industrial Products Lab., 205 Old Agricultural Building,
Urbana, Illinois.
2852. U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory. 1946. Second
work planning conference of the U.S. Soybean Regional
Laboratory for the Southern States region, Stoneville,
Mississippi, February 13-15, 1946 (Continued–Document
part II). RSLM (U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory
Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 133. April 8. 19 p.
• Summary: (Continued): Page 9: “Special Topics.
“Discussion of General Soybean Fertility Problems by
E.E. Hartwig–The experiments on soybean fertilization being
conducted in North Carolina by W.L. Nelson were discussed
by E.E. Hartwig.
“In some areas of North Carolina very low soybean
yields have been obtained. Experiments are being conducted
in which a program of soil testing together with fertilizer
and varietal experiments are integrated in an effort to find
the best method to increase the yield of soybeans to an
economical level.
“Experiments have shown that in many soils
applications of lime are necessary. In experiments on five
soil types where the pH ranged from 5.0 to 4.1, broad-cast
applications of 2000 to 9600 pounds per acre of dolomitic
limestone increased the yield in each case. The average
increase was 10.9 bushels per acre. It has been found that
manganese deficiency will result on some of the dark poorly
drained soils in the lower coastal plain if brought above pH
5.8 to 6.0.
“Potash experiments were conducted on seven soil types
in which the available K20 ranged from 28 to 535 pounds per
acre. Substantial increases were obtained in all cases where
the available K20 was 103 pounds per acre or less when
60 to 120 pounds per acre of K20 was side-dressed at first
cultivation.
“Phosphate experiments were conducted at seven
locations on six soil types. Treble superphosphate was
applied in the row at planting at the rate of 40 to 60 pounds
per acre of P205. In one case where the soluble P205 was
32 pounds per acre, an application of phosphate increased,
the yield from 6.4 to 33.6 bushels. In five cases where the
soluble P205 ranged from 50 to 228 pounds per acre an
application of phosphate increased the yield, on the average.

from 27.5 to 29.4 bushels.
“As a result of these fertilizer trials, it is planned to
conduct fertilizer-varietal experiments on farm fields where
the yield of soybeans has been less than 20 bushels per acre.
In these experiments, lime and phosphate will be applied
where needed, before or at planting time, and 150 pounds
of muriate of potash will be applied soon after emergence.
Ogden, Roanoke and a local variety will be used.
“Studies on Soil Losses with Soybean and Cotton
Rotations at the Southern Piedmont Conservation
Experiment Station, Watkinsville, Georgia by W.E. Adams–
The following report gives the soil losses in soil erosion
studies for soybean and cotton rotations for the year 1942.
The 57-year average annual rainfall for Watkinsville,
Georgia, is 49.48 inches. The 1942 total rainfall was 50.09
inches; or 0.51 inch excess. Rainfall is generally fairly
well distributed except for a drop in the spring and fall.
The periodic soil losses based on continuous cotton are as
follows:
“September-February 13% of year’s total soil loss
“March-May 20%
“June-August 67%
“The heavy soil losses during the March-August period
are due to the excessive rains which occur during this period.
Generally about 6 rains cause approximately 90 percent of
the annual soil losses.
Page 10: “Following is the runoff and soil loss summary
for 1945 from a 3-year Kudzu-corn rotation on 11 percent
slope, Class IV land;
“Crop; Runoff, percent; Soil loss, Tin
“1. Kudzu (no hay) 6.2 .24
“2. Kudzu (no hay) 5.1 .29
“3. Corn–Kudzu 6.4 1.04
“The following 3-year corn-Kobe lespedeza rotation
also on Class IV land when compared with the corn-kudzu
rotation, illustrates the effectiveness of kudzu in controlling
soil and water losses.
“1945 data (average of 2 plots). Crop; Runoff (%); Soil
loss (T/ac.)
“1. Oats (seed)–Kobe lesped. for seed 15.5 4.69
“2. Volunteer Kobe lesped. for seed 16.9 2.51
“3. Corn–Oats 14.1 5.48
“Soybean Production in the United States, Past and
Future by E.G. Strand–The soybean is a relatively new crop
in American agriculture. Fifty years ago the soybean in the
United States amounted to little more than a garden curiosity.
However, the merits and possibilities of the plant were
recognized by some workers in the United States Department
of Agriculture and at some of the State Agricultural
Experiment Stations. Consequently, in 1898, there was
begun a program of introducing large number of soybean
varieties into this country, primarily from eastern Asia, and
this was accompanied by a program of improvement through
selection and breeding. Thousands of soybean selections
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were brought in for study and experiment. During the last 40
years the rise of the soybean as an American crop has been
dramatic. The acreage grown for all purposes expanded from
50,000 acres in 1907 to 460,000 acres in 1917. By 1924
the planted acreage was approaching 2 million, in 1934 it
was over 6 million, and in 1943 it was almost 16 million
acres. Since 1942 soybeans have ranked seventh among
American crops, exclusive of hay and pasture, in acreage of
land occupied. In some counties in the Corn Belt soybeans
have occupied more than one-third of the cropland during
the war. A substantial industry based on soybeans has been
developed, during the last decade.
“From the early part of the century until less than 20
years ago most of the soybeans in this country were grown
in the eastern states and in the South. A rapid expansion
began in the North Central States in the 1920’s, and by 1934
the two leading states were Illinois and Indiana. In 1944 the
five leading states were Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, and
Missouri, and these five states accounted for 84 percent of
the acreage harvested for beans in the United States that year.
The five leading states in the South in soybeans harvested
for beans are now Arkansas, North Carolina, Virginia,
Mississippi, and Tennessee.
“At first and for several years, soybeans in the United
States were grown primarily as a forage crop. With the
adoption of improved varieties for bean production a gradual
increase in the proportion harvested for beans began to get
underway. The proportion grown for this purpose increased
rapidly during World War II. In 1944, 72 percent of the total
planted acreage was harvested for beans.
“There has been a strong upward trend in yields of
soybeans in the United States as a whole since 1924. The
yields obtained in the Corn Belt have been the major factor
in the national average. Average yields in the Delta fluctuated
moderately from 1924 to 1937, and since then have moved
upward to a level higher than average yields in the Atlantic
Coast region. In the Atlantic Coast region yields have shown
little trend since 1931 although the direction was downward
before that time. Yields in the five Corn Belt States averaged
60 percent higher than yields in the other two regions during
the four years 1941-44.
“The principal uses of soybeans (i.e., the beans) are for
processing, for seed, and for feed. Processing for oil and
meal constituted a minor use of soybeans until about 1930,
and it was not until 1936 that as much as one-half of the
domestic production was so used. The volume of processing
increased rapidly during the last 10 years. In 1943-44 it was
equal to 74 percent of the production.
“From 90 to 98 percent of the soybean oil meal
produced in the United States is used for livestock feed.
The total quantities used in making soya flour and in the
manufacture of industrial products has never been but a
minor proportion. As for soybean oil, by far the greatest
proportion is used for food purposes (principally in

shortening and margarine) but substantial quantities were
also used in paints and other industrial products before the
war. In 1939 soybean oil comprised 5.6 percent of the total
production of fats and oils (including butter, lard, tallow,
and all vegetable oils) from domestic materials in the United
States. In 1943, the proportion accounted for by soybean oil
was 11.4 percent.
“The important elements in the price of soybeans
are the prices of soybean oil and of soybean oil meal.
Prices of soybeans in the years ahead will therefore be
intimately affected by the general market situation for highprotein feeds and for all fats and oils, for these are highly
competitive fields. The factor that will affect the market
situation most will be the level of economic activity and
employment in the nation. A conservative estimate for the
postwar period might be an annual domestic disappearance
in the United States of 11 billion pounds of all fats and oils
and an annual domestic production of 10 billion pounds. If
we assume that soybean oil will account for 8.5 percent of
the total domestic production of fats and oils it would mean
the harvesting of about 6,850,000 acres of soybeans for
beans annually in the postwar period. (This estimate also
involves the following assumptions: that yields will average
20.5 bushels per acre, that 70 percent of the soybeans
produced will be processed for oil and meal, and, that the
average yield of oil per bushel of soybeans processed will
be 9.5 pounds. The acreage of cotton assumed in connection
with this estimate was about 24 million acres). In addition
to the soybeans harvested for beans about 3 million acres of
soybeans would perhaps be grown for hay and other uses”
(Continued). Address: U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial
Products Lab., 205 Old Agricultural Building, Urbana,
Illinois.
2853. U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory. 1946.
Recommendations for planting, care and taking of records
for the Uniform Soybean Seed Treatment Test, 1946. RSLM
(U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana,
Illinois) No. 134. Undated. 3 p.
• Summary: “One chemical treatment (2 oz. Arasan per
bu.) is used in this test. Five lots of seed, each having
characteristics of inferior quality, are employed. Each plot
consists of two randomized rows of one variety, one row
treated and one row untreated. The plots are arranged in four
randomized blocks,
“1. Planting. Since yield will not be taken in this
test, spacing of rows and length of rows are relatively
unimportant. Apparently most cooperators intend to plant the
seed in 8-foot rows. There are 100 seeds in each packet for
each row. The row numbers are on the packet, and field plans
accompany these instructions. Dates of planting are optional.
In the case of three dates of planting, it is recommended
that the first date be two weeks before normal, the second
about normal, and the third two weeks after the normal
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date. In the case of two dates, the two earlier times would
perhaps be best. Where only one date of planting is made,
it should be about two weeks before the normal date. These
recommendations are based upon the assumption that the
beneficial effect of seed treatment will be most pronounced
on earlier plantings. The untreated seeds should be planted
first or by different persons in order to avoid carryover of
chemical to the untreated seeds. To avoid loss of chemical
from the seed, drop the treated seed directly from the
envelope. The identity of the seed is as follows:
“1. Lincoln x Richland hybrid encrusted with mildew
from Wisconsin.
“2. Volstate with low germination from North Carolina.
“3. Ottawa Mandarin with weather damage from
Minnesota.
“4. Rose Non-Pop with low germination from North
Carolina.
“5. Giant Green, weather damage and low germination.
This lot is from Illinois and produces mostly Alternaria and
Aspergillus in culture.
“2. Records. The final stand records obtained should be
sent in as soon as possible. Other information desired is as
follows:
“1. Type of soil.
“2. General soil fertility.
“3. Previous crop.
“4. Date of last soybean crop.
“5. Method and date of soil preparation.
“6. Moisture conditions at planting time.
“7. Moisture conditions between planting and final stand
counts.
“8. Daily soil and air temperatures if possible
(Maximum and minimum).
“9. Accurate notes on apparent disease control,
particularly bacterial leaf spots, mildew, and seedling blights
such as Rhizoctonia and Pythium.”
On pages 2 and 3 are diagrams concerning the 1st,
2nd, and 3rd planting dates. For each of the three, Blocks A
through D are shown. For each block is given the Row, the
Treatment, and the Variation.
Note: Even though this document is undated, we can
estimate the date by looking at the dates of No. 133 (8
April 1946) and No. 135 (29 April 1946)–the documents
in this series numbered just before and after this No. 134,
which was probably published in mid-April 1946. Address:
U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Lab., 205 Old
Agricultural Building, Urbana, Illinois.
2854. Probst, A.H. 1946. Third work planning conference of
the North Central States Collaborators of the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois, February 20, 21, 22,
1946 (Continued–Document part IV). RSLM (U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 135.
April 29. 37 p.

• Summary: (Continued): Page 15:
“Selecting of Entries for Uniform Test Group IV
“The group agreed to drop Boone, Macoupin, and S5510 from the Uniform Test. Illinois will continue to grow
Macoupin and Missouri will continue to grow Boone.
“C508 was the only new entry in the test.
“Mr. Probst objected to growing S100 on the basis that it
is too late for southern Indiana conditions and other northern
Areas of Group IV territory where it is being grown, and
because of its low oil content. He said the average yield has
been good but it has been badly frosted in some cases with
resulting low yields.
“The varieties and strains chosen for this test, along with
the name of the state that is to furnish 10 pounds of cleaned
seed to the Laboratory by March 15, are as follows:
“Strain, Seed Origin, Seed source
1. Chief, Mini x Manchu, Illinois
2. C101, Dunfield x Manchu, Indiana
3. C425, T117 x Mansoy, Indiana
4. C439, Dunfield x Mansoy, Indiana
5. C447, Dunfield x Mansoy, Indiana
6. C453, Dunfield x Mansoy, Indiana
7. C458, Dunfield x Mansoy, Indiana
8. C461, Dunfield x Mansoy, Indiana
9. C463, Dunfield x Mansoy, Indiana
10. C464, Dunfield x Mansoy, Indiana
11. C470, Rogue from P.I. 54592, Indiana
12. C508 (LX590-13), Patoka x L7-1355, Indiana
13. Gibson, Midwest x Dunfield, Indiana
14. Patoka, P.I. 70218-2, Indiana
15. S55-19, Virginia x P.I. 37062, Missouri
16. S100, Rogue from Illini, Missouri
“Increase and Distribution of New Varieties
“Suggestions for recommendations of new and
superior strains to be released were requested, and Mr.
Kalton suggested the strain designated A4-107-12 from
the cross Mukden x Richland, which had been developed
cooperatively by the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station
and the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory. Mr. Kalton
submitted his recommendations in the form of a report by the
Committee on the Distribution of Seed and. Plant Material of
the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station.
Page 26:
“This recommendation reads as follows:
“Committee on the Distribution of Seed and Plant
Material
“Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station
“Approval is hereby requested for distribution of the
following under the rules of the Committee:
“Identification (Name and/or number):
“Hawkeye soybean
“Pedigree No. A4-107-12
“Pedigree:
“1938–Hybrid No. 1415. (Mukden x Richland) Final
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pedigree No. A4-107-12.
“Origin: Hawkeye (A4-107-12) originated as a single
plant selection in a F5 row of the cross. Mukden x Richland,
made in 1938 by Dr. M.G. Weiss. Plant selections from the
progeny of this cross were made each year from the F2 to
the F5 generation. Yield tests were conducted from the F3
to the F5 generation on a plant-progeny basis, in this way
obtaining a good preliminary evaluation of the progenitors
of this strain. The final plant selection was made in a F5
row of A3-107, by C.R. Weber in 1943. The plants in the F6
progeny row were bulked in 1944, to constitute the original
foundation seed of Hawkeye (A4-107-12) for increase.
“Description (Taxonomic):
“Plant–Flower color–purple
“Pubescence color–gray
“Type of growth–determinate
“Plant height–medium–averages 3-4” taller than
Richland
“Erect growth with few short branches at basal portion
of stem.
“Seed–Size–about 2600 seeds per pound; slightly larger
than Richland.
“Shape–ellipsoidal
“Color–light yellow
“Hilum color–light brown margin, grayish black center
“Pods–turn light brown at harvest, like Mukden parent
predominantly 3 seeded.
“The characteristic hilum color is such as to distinguish
this variety from other commercial varieties now available.
Page 31: “Messrs. Torrie, Lambert, Williams. and
Probst were to organize strains for a HLT II with A3K-884,
Earlyana, Wisconsin Manchu 3, Richland and A4-107-12 as
check varieties.
“The possibility of having a HLT III was mentioned
but no plans were made. Dr. Williams, after previous
consultation with Dr. Milner, Mr. Collins, and Mr. Krober,
suggested the elimination of protein and iodine number
analyses and not regrinding for oil analyses on all early
generation strains, that is, those not entered in the uniform
tests, in order to run more samples for oil analyses. Those
present were agreeable to this suggestion.
“Friday, February 22–H.W. Marston, Chairman
“The Place of Soybeans in the Soil Conservation
Program by C.A. Van Doren, Soil Conservation Research–
The belief is prevalent among farmers that the production
of soybeans contributes directly to an increased loss of
soil from cultivated land. Actual measurements of soil
loss from soybeans, as compared with losses from other
cultivated crops, do not consistently show greater losses
from soybeans than from many other cultivated crops. Under
some conditions, the type of physical structure developed
on soybean ground may increase infiltration, thus reducing
soil losses. Table I shows the relative losses from corn
and soybeans from plots located on a four percent slope at

Urbana, Illinois.
“Table I. Relative Soil Losses from Soybeans and Corn
as Affected by Surface Mulches (1)–Artificial Rain–1.75
inches in one hour.
A table has 7 columns: (1) Date and loss of soil in lb/
acre. (2-3) Bare (2) soybeans or corn. (4-5) Straw mulched
(3) soybeans or corn. (6-7) Residue (4) soybeans or corn.
Oct. 1941. Bare: 1800 vs. 3100. Straw mulch: 97 vs. 94.
Residue: 605 vs. 251. Oct. 1942. Bare: 3400 vs. 4100. Straw
mulch: 26 vs. 36. Residue: 722 vs. 159.
“(1) All tests were made on plots in quadruplicate on a
four percent slope.
“(2) Bare plots were clean-tilled during growing season
and all crop residues removed at harvest time: corn as fodder,
soybeans as hay.
“(3) Straw-mulched plots were plowed in the spring and
mulched after planting with 2 tons par acre of wheat straw.
“(4) Residue plots were clean-tilled during growing
season with soybean straw and corn stover returned after
harvest to the respective corn and soybean plots.
“Farmers want to produce soybeans. We should
therefore attempt to tell them how they may be produced
with a minimum loss of soil by erosion. Four considerations
should be kept in mind in producing soybeans. We should
first consider the land use phases of production. Continued
use of any field for cultivated crops such as corn and
soybeans will eventually bring about a depletion of plant
food nutrients, poor physical condition of the soil, low
organic matter content, and reduced yields. Instead of
substituting soybeans for a grain or clover crop in our Corn
Belt rotations, soybeans should be placed in a rotation
instead of a cultivated crop.” Address: U.S. Regional
Soybean Lab., Lafayette, Indiana.
2855. Calland, J.W. 1946. Cultural practices in Ohio.
Soybean Digest. April. p. 14-16.
• Summary: Editor’s note: “The third of three articles on
soybean cultural practice surveys by Mr. Calland. Reports on
the Indiana and Illinois surveys appeared in the February and
march issues.”
“Fifteen hundred soybean growers in 18 of the
principal soybean counties of northwestern Ohio answered
questionnaires on how they grew their 1944 soybean crop
(Note: The counties were: Auglaize, Champaign, Delaware,
Hancock, Henry, Huron, Logan, Lucas, Marion, Mercer,
Morrow, Paulding, Putnam, Sandusky, Seneca, Union, Van
Wert, and Wood). This information was requested by the
county agents. The growers reports cover 50,000 acres of
soybeans. By summarizing these reports we can get a good
look at the cultural practices used in these 18 counties which
grow 54 percent of Ohio’s soybeans.
“The average soybean grower in these counties grew
33 acres of soybeans and harvested 21½ bushels to the acre.
Ninety-one percent planted their soybeans solid with a yield
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of 21.3 bushels, while 9 percent planted in rows and got 22.7
bushels–1.4 bushels extra. In 13 of the 18 counties row beans
gave better yields than solid plantings. Weeds were much
worse in solid fields in 1945 and the yield advantage of row
beans was doubtless still greater than it was in 1944. In some
solid fields in 1945 weeds reduced the soybean yield by as
much as 10 bushels per acre.
“Growers in Morrow, Huron and Marion Counties
very definitely favor solid plantings with 99, 97 and 95
percent solid. On the row side of the picture Mercer County
leads with 27 percent in rows, followed by 20 percent in
Champaign and 18 percent in Lucas.
“Growers planting solid used 1.86 bushels of seed per
acre while row planters used 1.07 bushels. The reasons
given in other soybean growing areas for the decided swing
from solid to row planting have not caused Ohio growers to
change their seeding methods. However, it is to be expected
that the serious weed conditions of 1945 will influence a
larger proportion of farmers to plant in rows.
“Thirty-four of each 100 growers planting solid
cultivated their soybeans after planting. The other 66 did
not. This survey does not show what steps were taken to kill
weeds before planting, but the growers who cultivated their
solid beans harvested 0.9 of a bushel more beans per acre.
The greatest gain in yield for cultivation was 4.3 bushels
for Seneca County, while with growers in Logan, Sandusky,
Henry and Wood the increase for cultivating solid soybeans
ranged between 3 and 4 bushels per acre.
“The rotary hoe was used for 64 percent of the
cultivating done on solid beans, the spike-tooth harrow 27
percent, the weeder 7 percent and the cultipacker 2 percent.
Sixty-eight out of each 100 growers cultivated but once, 26
cultivated twice and six cultivated three times.
“Fifty-seven out of each 100 growers planting in rows
used the corn planter, 23 the grain drill and 20 used the
beet and bean drill. An interesting comparison appears
here. Beans planted with the corn planter had an average
row-width of 38 inches and a yield of 20.9 bushels; rows
planted with grain drill averaged 24 inches wide with a 24.4
bushel yield; while rows planted with the beet and bean drill
had an average row-width of 21 inches and a yield of 26.9
bushels. It seems that this difference in yield per acre is due
to row-width rather than to the implement used for planting
row beans; since we get similar results by grouping the rowwidths, regardless of implements used, into narrow, medium
and wide rows. See Table 1.
“Eighteen percent of the row beans got one cultivation,
36 percent got two, and 46 percent got three, 59 percent
of the cultivating was done with the regular cultivator, 30
percent with the rotary hoe, 7 percent with the harrow and 4
percent with the weeder.
“The Manchu, a variety in many instances so badly
mixed as to have almost lost its identity, continued to hold
first place in acreage planted in Ohio in 1944 with 38 percent

of the growers planting it. The stiff-stemmed Richland
was next in favor with 30 percent planting it, followed by
Dunfield, Mandell and Mingo. These five varieties account
for 90 percent of the soybean acreage in 1944.
“Only three varieties are recommended by the College
of Agriculture and the Experiment Station for planting in
Ohio in 1946.
“(1) Earlyana for the northern part of the state when
wheat is to follow soybeans;
“(2) Richland for use on fertile fields where other
varieties might go down;
“(3) Lincoln to replace all other mid-season varieties
such as Dunfield, Illini, Mandell, Manchu, Scioto and
Mingo.
“The kind of soil planted to soybeans very definitely
affected yields. Growers were asked to classify the soil as
dark, mixed or light. Twenty-six of each hundred growers
planted on dark soil with an average yield of 24.2 bushels,
61 classed the soil as mixed with a 21.2 bushels yield, and
13 said light soil and 20.6 bushels. This spread of 3.6 bushels
per acre between dark and light soils while not as large as
might have been expected still points out that while soybeans
may yield comparatively better than other crops on light soils
they also respond well to improved fertility. Similar surveys
gave an increase in yield of 7 bushels per acre for dark soils
over light in Illinois and 4.3 bushels in Indiana.
“Soil preparation did not greatly affect yield. Eightythree percent plowed their fields and took off 0.3 of a bushel
more beans per acre than the growers who used the disk
rather than the plow.
“Apparently the fields in most of these 18 counties
now carry almost sufficient amounts of soybean inoculating
bacteria. It is quite generally agreed that the cost of properly
inoculating soybean seed is so low and the insurance value
so high that it is only good business to inoculate. Moreover,
the soybean may not be able to add to the soil’s nitrogen
supply unless these bacteria are present in sufficient
quantities. Growers in Ohio quite generally inoculate.
Eighty-eight percent of them inoculated in 1944 although the
increase in yield for inoculation was only 0.4 of a bushel per
acre.
“Table 3 indicates that the soybean has a long planting
season. It appears that, in 1944 at least, there was very little
difference in yield due to planting date for the eight weeks of
May and June. However, date of planting records for other
years definitely show a reduction in yield for mid-season
varieties when planted much after June 1, while the yield
of early maturing varieties is usually not much effected by
planting date any time in May or June.
“The place of soybeans in the rotation is always a moot
question. These growers were asked to name the crop which
preceded soybeans and the crop which would follow the
soybeans. Both the preceding and following crops are listed
in Table 4. While this does not, of course, show the entire
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rotation scheme, it does show the place where soybeans
occur in the rotation.
“Corn seems to have preceded soybeans in about 55
percent of the fields and to have followed the soybean crop
in only 15 percent of the fields. Soybeans preceded soybeans
on one out of four fields and followed soybeans on one out
of five. Oats followed soybeans in one-third of the fields and
wheat in one-fourth. Thus a rather definite crop sequence of
corn, soybeans, small grain is indicated on about one-half of
the farms.
“One out of five growers fertilized the soybean crop, the
average application was 157 pounds to the acre. Seventy-one
percent of the fertilizer was applied in the rows, 22 percent
broadcast and seven percent plowed down. Fifty-one percent
of the growers who use fertilizer said the results were good,
10 percent fair, 27 percent poor and 11 percent gave results
as ‘unknown’.
“One out of three fields were fertilized in Delaware,
Huron, and Sandusky Counties, while only one grower out of
52 used fertilizer in Paulding County. The brands of fertilizer
used indicate that most growers fertilizing soybeans favor the
kind they have been accustomed to use on the corn crop.
“One-half of the growers own combines and 88 percent
say that the combine scatters the straw. The balance say their
straw is left in bunches. Combine manufacturers should
carefully study the proper disposal of soybean straw as it
comes from the combine. A great many farmers complain
about the difficulty of plowing down soybean straw. Table
5 shows the popularity of the 5 and 6 foot cuts, more than
three-fourths of the combines are of these two sizes.
Photos: (1) A man driving a tractor pulling a harrow.
Caption: “An early cultivation with the rotary hoe or
harrow is important for weed control. (2) A man driving a
tractor pulling a row planter. “Advantages of row-planting
soybeans: 1. Less seed. 2. Better weed control. 3. Earlier
harvest. 4. Better yields.
Tables: (1) Comparative yield of row soybeans (120
growers). The yield is highest (26.9 bu/acre) when the
planter used is a “beet & bean drill,” and when the width
between rows is all small (20-28 inches). (2) Choice of
variety and variety yields. The three most popular varieties
are Manchu, Richland, and Dunfield. (2a) Summary of
soybean cultural practices, 1944 crop, for the 3 states of
Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. This vertical table, two-thirds
of a page wide, contains a massive amount of data on every
conceivable cultural practice.
(3) Yields based on various planting dates, for 8 different
dates from early May to early July. (4) Preceding crops
and following crops (in a rotation). (5) Number and size of
combines owned. Address: Director of Agronomic Research,
Central Soya Co.
2856. Central Soya Company, Inc. Agronomy Dept. 1946.
Soybeans on your farm. Fort Wayne 2, Indiana. 32 p.

Summarized in Soybean Digest. June 1946, p. 19, 22. *
• Summary: Written by J. Ward Calland in cooperation
with agricultural colleges, this very attractive, readable free
booklet summarizes the results of research and field tests
by the Central Soya agronomy department as well as the
findings of various state agricultural experiment stations. It
also lists recommended soybean varieties for Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Iowa, and Missouri. Address: Fort Wayne, Indiana.
2857. Hildebrand, A.A. 1946. Diseases of soybeans:
Their control. Canadian Horticulture & Home Magazine
69(5):129-31, 142. May. Summarized in Soybean Digest,
Nov. 1946, p. 26.
• Summary: A popular account on the control of soybean
diseases by seed treatment, proper cultural practices (such
as optimum planting rate), and other precautions (weather
conditions, wind-borne diseases). Thirteen soybean diseases
have been reported in Canada. These include mosaic
and bud blight, bacterial blight, and a number of fungus
diseases. During the past 3 years at the Harrow plant disease
laboratory, seed lots of soybeans have been treated with
the seed protectant dusts, Spergon, Arasan, and Fermate.
The author says the use of Spergon is compatible with
inoculation. In practice, the seed is treated first with Spergon,
then inoculated according to the manufacturer’s directions.
“Soybeans were first grown in Canada at the Ontario
Agricultural College, Guelph, about 1893. They were first
distributed to farmers of the province in 1901. For many
years they attracted very little attention because as recently
as 1940 there were only 10,000 acres altogether in Canada.
By 1944, however, the acreage had more than quadrupled
itself to 45,000 acres. Of these, 44,700 acres, i.e. 90%, were
in Ontario. Most of the Ontario acreage, i.e. some 35,400
acres, were concentrated in the southwestern part of the
province in the counties of Essex, Kent, Middlesex, Norfolk,
and Lambton.” Address: Dominion Lab. of Plant Pathology,
Harrow, Ontario, Canada.
2858. Milner, Max; Geddes, W.F. 1946. Grain storage
studies. III. The relation between moisture content, mold
growth, and respiration of soybeans. Cereal Chemistry
23(3):225-47. May. [40 ref]
Address: Div. of Agricultural Biochemistry, Minnesota
Agric. Exp. Station, Univ. Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota.
2859. Victory Mills Ltd. 1946. “Here’s why I’m planting
more acreage in soybeans this year!” (Ad). Blenheim News
Tribune (Ontario, Canada). July. [1 ref]
• Summary: Blenheim is a town in Kent County,
southeastern Ontario, about 10 miles southeast of Chatham.
An illustration (line drawing) shows a farmer, dressed in
overalls and holding a pitchfork. The text begins: “This Kent
County farmer planted a 10-acre trial crop of soybeans last
year. They grew well, needed little labor and brought him in
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$610.00. No wonder he’s planting a third of his acreage in
soybeans this year.
“Moreover, Ontario farmers can feel sure of a ready
market for soybeans. For Victory Mills have invested over
$2,500,000.00 in a new plant and want to buy more than
3,000,000 bushels a year.”
The ad then gives “5 sound reasons for growing
soybeans. 1. Soybeans are a Hardy crop–resistant to drought,
light frosts and heavy rains during growing season. 2. They
are a Profitable cash crop. 3. There’s a Ready Market for all
you can grow. 4. Soybeans need a Minimum of Labor–can
be harvested with a combine whenever weather is suitable.
5. A real Soil-Builder, improving soil tilth and adding some
nitrogen–soybeans fit into any ‘crop rotation’ planning.”
A coupon at the bottom of the page invites the reader
to send for a free booklet titled “How to Grow Soybeans–
The Profitable Cash Crop.” Address: 285 Fleet Street East,
Toronto, Canada.

Economics, Agric. Exp. Station, College of Agriculture,
Uniov. of Illinois.
2862. Calland, J.W. 1946. What cultural practices do to
soybean yields. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 29-31.
• Summary: Discusses the effects on yields of the following
practices based on a survey of 4,200 soybean farmers in
Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio: Rows vs. solid seeding, width
of rows, cultivating implements used, soil preparation,
inoculation, soil productivity level, improved varieties,
timely planting, timely harvesting. Address: Director of
Agronomic Research, Central Soya Co., Inc., Decatur,
Indiana.
2863. Eastman, Whitney H. 1946. The growing importance
of the soybean in our national economy. Soybean Digest.
Sept. p. 21-22.

2860. Soybean Digest. 1946. Grits and flakes... from the
world of soy: A new chemical to protect seeds stored now for
planting next spring against decay and insect damage... Aug.
p. 30.
• Summary: “... has been announced by Naugatuck Chemical
Division, U.S. Rubber Co. The chemical is a combination of
Spergon and DDT.”
2861. Wilcox, Roy Harold; Harris, J.R.; Ruwe, A.C. 1946.
Complete costs and farm business analysis on 24 farms
in Champaign and Piatt Counties, Illinois, 1945 (Grainfarming section). University of Illinois, Dep. of Agricultural
Economics. Aug. AE2410.
• Summary: “Soybeans were produced on 38.4 percent of the
cropland in the 24 farms, or within 3.2 percent of the acreage
in corn. The acreage in soybeans for grain has progressively
increased since the early 1920’s, reaching its high point
on these farms in 1945. The average net cost of producing
an acre of soybeans was $20.33 after deducting credit for
pasture was $22.14 in 1945; $20.3 in 1944; and $18.84
in 1943.” Soybean yields on these farms are gradually
decreasing due to “heavy cropping of the land and failure to
put fertility back into the soil either by means of livestock
manure, commercial fertilizers, or by plowing under legume
crops. Although for a good many years the soybean crop has
been second to corn as a high-profit crop, it will lose its place
to alfalfa hay (a close third) unless the farmers reduce the
proportion of their cropland in crops that draw as heavily on
soil fertility as corn and soybeans do” (p. 4-5). Soybean hay
was cut on only five of the farms. (p. 5).
Pages 12-14 give a detailed analysis of the cost of
producing soybeans per ace on 24 farms (2,324 acres,
53,255 bushels). The net profit per acre of soybeans (average
24 farms) was $24.62 in 1945, $30.43 in 1944, $26.69 in
1943, and $22.58 in 1942. Address: Dep. of Agricultural

• Summary: Editor’s introduction: “Mr. Eastman is president
of the chemical division of General Mills, Inc., and formerly
vice president of Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., in charge
of soybean operations. He organized the National Soybean
Processors Association and served as its president for a
number of years.
“Much has been spoken and written during the past 20
years about the economic importance of the soybean crop in
this country. Conservative, courageous and fearless men have
expressed their views. They have received the cold facts as
they know them, based on actual experience with some phase
or segment of the industry.
“Agronomists, soybean growers, industrialists, scientists
and economists have all spoken or written favorably of their
experience with the crop. However, during this 20-year
period in which the crop has been commercially grown and
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utilized, there has been an unusual amount of unsolicited
propaganda by journalists, promoters and publicity seekers.
The wonder bean of the orient has been romanced and given
much undeserved credit for properties it does not possess.
“The crackpots and dreamers have shouted vociferously
about the virtues and properties of the magic bean. Some of
this propaganda has been disseminated by overenthusiastic,
‘get rich quick’ newcomers in the business.
“Great harm has come to the industry because of this
excessive applause. It has been difficult for the consuming
public to evaluate the statements and claims made by this
vociferous group of careless, irresponsible people. It has
likewise been a real task for those who have accepted
leadership in the industry to develop a sound long-range
program, because of all the confusion caused by a strong
crosscurrent of public opinion.
“Scare Crows: In addition to all this disturbing
propaganda, some small but influential groups have hung out
a few economic ‘scare crows’ to stifle sound and justified
enthusiasm or to otherwise further their own selfish interests.
These ‘scare crows’ are but straws in the wind to forewarn us
of things to come. Who knows but that our future enemies–
perhaps unknown to us now–are at work among us laying
plans to effectuate economic strangulation in a possible
future world conflict?
“If there was ever a need in the history of this nation for
a sound, unified national program to safeguard our domestic
oilseed crops for the purpose of insuring national security
and independence, we need such a program now. Tomorrow
may be too late.
“The importance of vegetable oils as well as vegetable
protein concentrates in helping to win World Wars I and II
is well known to the economic and military strategists of
every country on the globe. The importance of our domestic
soybean crop in helping to win the last World War is equally
well known.
“What are we going to do to safeguard this national
asset? It seems to me it has already been demonstrated by
our experience with the soybean crop during the past 20
years that this crop has attained a high ranking place in our
agricultural and national economy.
“Many people are prone to believe that without the
two World Wars the soybean industry would never have
developed in this country and that it will now shrink back
to a relatively unimportant place in postwar years. The
simple facts are incontrovertible and refute any such line of
thinking.
“Prior to the first World War, the soybean crop was
already establishing itself firmly in this country, primarily as
an additional crop in our agricultural crop rotation program.
During the period between the two great World Wars, the
domestic soybean industry, under proper tariff protection–to
avoid disastrous foreign competition from the cheap labor
abroad–grew up in its own right as an important segment of

our agricultural economy and as a vital part of our national
economy.
“It is true that the last World War did provide impetus
to the soybean industry much the same as it did for many
other industries. But what reason have we to believe that
the soybean crop or the industry as a whole will shrink back
to an unimportant segment of our total oilseed industry in
future years?
“Again the economic facts seem unmistakably clear,
if we are willing to recognize them and do not try to
circumvent them. We must be sure, however, that there are
not some obscure or yet unforseen economic or political
factors lurking in the shadows of our international relations.
“Broad Base: The soybean crop has a broad utility
base. No other oilseed crop can be utilized for such a
diversification of uses. Probably no other oilseed crop affords
the same opportunity for research and the development
of new and useful products for all mankind. Untold
possibilities are at once evident when one realizes that the
soybean contains a most unique and unusual combination
of protein, carbohydrates, fat, vitamins, minerals, enzymes
and phospholipids. This varied composition of the soybean,
combined with the easy accessibility of these natural
treasures, places soybeans in a pre-eminent position among
our oilseed crops as an economical source for several basic
ingredients for processed food products and a wide variety of
manufactured products for the technical trades.
“Assuming that we are not going to permit this country
to become wholly dependent upon the other oilseed and
nut producing countries of the world for our national
requirements of vegetable oils and vegetable protein
concentrates either in time of peace or war, what oilseed crop
are we going to grow as the one major crop to insure national
economic security? The answer seems to point to soybeans.
“There are several basic underlying reasons why
the soybean crop appears to answer most if not all of the
prerequisites for an all-purpose oilseed crop in this country.
Soybeans can be grown profitably throughout a rather
extensive area in competition with other oilseed crops and
our heavy-yielding grain and cereal crops.
“Increasing numbers of smart farmers have learned
from their county agents, their agronomist advisors, the
agricultural colleges and from their own book of experience
in growing soybeans over a period of years, that the net
returns from the crop cannot be accurately measured by the
price per bushel paid for soybeans in the marketplace at
harvest time.
“Noticeable benefits are derived from the companion or
synergistic relationship of certain crops grown in rotation.
Progressive and prosperous farmers, having observed this
agronomic phenomenon, have learned to measure their overall net farm income, not for one single crop or for a single
crop year, but for their total farm income for the period of
the crop rotation cycle established for a particular farmer in a
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specific locality.
“The crop has proven itself to be the safest oilseed crop
from the standpoint of resistance to disease, insect pests
and adverse weather and is exceedingly well adapted to our
soil and climatic conditions over an extensive area. The
soybean is economically well proportioned in its percentage
relationship of oil and protein, making it possible for
industry to pay producers a relatively high price for soybeans
in relation to the value of the finished products.
“The oil is an all-purpose oil used to equal advantage in
the food and technical [industrial] fields, and the protein is
likewise an all-purpose protein which finds widespread use
as food for humans and animals and as a valuable low-cost
product in industry. As further unmistakable evidence that
the soybean crop has a broad utility value, there has never
been a sufficient supply of soybeans to satisfy the demand
during the last 20 years.
“The use for soybean products, the industrial plants to
produce them, and the technology in industry have always
kept ahead of soybean production. There are no serious
danger signals ahead which would lead us to conclude that
the demand for soybean products is going to decline, but on
the contrary there is growing evidence and confidence that
the demand for soybean products will continue unabated.
There is likewise a growing feeling on the part of a
widespread group of agricultural and industrial economists
that the demand for soybean products will soon exceed the
demand for all other domestic oilseed products combined.
The feeling is persistently strong that this broad demand
for soybean products can be met at price levels which will
permit the soybean processor to pay the grower an attractive
price” (Continued). Address: President, Chemical Div.,
General Mills, Inc.
2864. Milner, Max; Geddes, W.F. 1946. Grain storage
studies. IV. Biological and chemical factors involved in
the spontaneous heating of soybeans. Cereal Chemistry
23(5):449-70. Sept. [28 ref]
Address: Div. of Agricultural Biochemistry, Minnesota
Agric. Exp. Station, Univ. Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota.
2865. Norman, A.G. 1946. Soybeans and the fertility level.
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 35-37.
• Summary: “The soybean is a relatively new major crop in
Iowa that brought with it many questions relating to proper
land use to which full answers were not available. A newly
introduced crop will establish itself only if it is well adapted
to the soil and climate environment of the region, if it can
compete economically with the existing crops, and if it fits
into and does not disrupt the crop sequences that have to be
used to obtain maximum yields of the other crops.
“The Soybean Corn Yield Relationship: The future
acreage of soybeans in this state (Iowa) will depend largely
on the demand, and the price and yield relationships with

respect to corn. The support prices of the past few years and
the general yield relationship in Iowa have been somewhat to
the disadvantage of the soybean. Demand for both corn and
beans is presumably likely to remain strong for some time
yet.
“Ultimately, however, when oils and fats are in better
supply, there may well be a substantial reduction in soybean
acreage. We ought then to be in a position to say on what
soils or under what conditions may soybeans be most
efficiently grown, particularly with respect to corn. The
reduction in acreage, which perhaps may be said to have
started this season, will not and should not amount to a
uniform thinning. In 1944 there were about 5.5 acres of corn
for each acre of soybeans in the state; this season the ratio is
over 7.
“For the past five seasons the general yield relationship
between corn and soybeans has been 3.6 bushels of beans for
every 10 bushels of corn. A study of yields by seasons and
by counties shows that the spread on both sides of this figure
is considerable, and that there are counties where, over the
5-year period, the relationship has been as low as 2.7 bushels
and as high as 4.4 bushels of soybeans per 10 bushels of
corn. Obviously, in any acreage reduction, other things
being equal, it will be more profitable to retain soybeans
in those areas where the yield is high with respect to corn.
These, however, are not necessarily the areas in which the
soybean yields are highest, and accordingly there must be a
compromise between high yield and high yield relationship
with respect to corn. In table 1 is tabulated the soybean-corn
relationship for the 10 high and low-yielding counties.
“The adaptation of soybeans and corn with respect to
the combination of soil and climate are not identical. The
highest yields of soybeans have not completely coincided
with the highest yields of corn even though these crops have
largely been put on the same land. The lowest yields of these
two crops have usually been in entirely different parts of the
state. In general, the high soybean yielding counties are in
the southeastern and east-central part of the state and only
partly coincide with the high corn yielding counties. The low
soybean yielding counties have in most years been along
the Minnesota line and in the northeastern corner of the
state. Low corn yields on the other hand always are found in
southern Iowa along the Missouri line. This again indicates
that the soil and climatic adaptation of corn and soybeans are
not identical and that the varieties widely grown at present
are not fully adapted to the state as a whole.
“There is, of course, no reason why corn and soybeans
should be expected to have precisely the same adaptation,
but up to the present in our thinking and our programs we
have tacitly regarded them as so. The season is apparently
too short in the northern part of the state for maximum yields
with present varieties. In the southern part of the state, other
than in a few counties toward the southeast corner, yields are
limited by poorer soil conditions, and in the southwest by
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lower rainfall.
“In Des Moines, Henry, Washington, Jefferson and
Keokuk counties the soybean corn yield relationship (almost
4.2) is favorable to soybeans and the yields have been about
20 percent above the state average. In this area there has
been as much as 1 acre of beans for every 2.7 acres of corn.
Further to the north and west (Scott, Cedar, Tama, Marshall
and Grundy counties) where yields have been almost as
good, the yield relationship to corn (3.6) is not quite so
favorable since these are also top corn yielding areas.
“If, however, we look at the areas in which production
has been heavy, that is the counties with largest acreages, we
find that these lie in the north central part of the state, from
Des Moines north. In this area the bulk of the beans have
been produced, and for this area as a whole the soybeancorn yield relationship is about 3.5 bushels of beans per 10
bushels of corn.
“With this analysis before us it will be seen that if the
future acreage of soybeans depends primarily on the price
relationship with corn it is likely that the reduction will be
proportionately greatest in the western and northeastern
counties. It may well be that soybeans will largely disappear
from these areas. Next there is likely to be substantial
reduction in the north central part of the state especially
towards the Minnesota line. In the southeastern counties,
and particularly in those listed earlier the soybean acreage is
more likely to be maintained.
“In order to be a competitive crop every effort should
be made in all areas to obtain maximum yields. This should
include planting the best varieties, greater attention to weed
control, and general use of narrower row spacings, and
greater attention to the fertility relationship of this crop.
“Responses to Good Management Practices: In this
survey corn yields have been taken as the fertility yardstick
against which the soybean crop has been judged, and it
appears that, due to differences in adaptation to climate and
soil, the soybean crop responses do not entirely parallel
those of corn. However, locally the situation is different and
here the evidence which has been accumulated does indicate
that the soybean crop responds as well to high levels of soil
productivity as does corn. Pierre (Soybean Digest, April,
1944) reported studies on the Agronomy Farm at Ames,
where in a 4-year rotation soybeans were substituted for corn
on half of the plots. Where treatments of lime, phosphate
and manure had been applied so that on the average the
corn yields were 41 percent higher than on the check plots,
soybean yields were found also to be 41 percent higher.
These experiments have been continued and the conclusion
then reached is now fully substantiated.
“”It is interesting to note that seasonal effects on the two
crops are so similar. The implications of this are that there
is no case for relegating soybeans to the poorer land under
the mistaken impression that corn responds much better. It is
doubtful in fact if this belief has been held in Iowa in recent

years.
“Effects on Following Crops: Long-time rotation
experiments provide the means of determining direct and
indirect effects of one crop upon another. The information
is obtained slowly, and as yet our newer rotations that
have included soybeans have not gone through sufficient
cycles to form the basis of any generalizations. Enough has,
however, been done to be sure that the soybean crop makes
no excessive demands on the supply of soil nutrients. Almost
all beans in Iowa are row planted, so that as an intertilled
crop there are certain effects on the soil organic matter,
and certain precautions against erosion have to be taken
on rolling land similar to those with corn. Norum (Farm
Science Reporter, January, 1943) reported several years ago
comparisons of corn yields following soybeans and corn, in
which it appeared that, on the Clarion and Webster soils of
the north central part of the state, corn following soybeans
out-yields corn following corn by 8-9 bushels. This has been
extended by C.A. Black to a total of 39 fields in the north
central and western counties. The average for all fields is
65.5 bushels for corn following corn and 74.3 bushels for
corn following soybeans, a difference of 8.8 bushels. In some
instances the differential was quite large, particularly on the
finer-textured soils. It is his opinion that these increases can
be attributed largely to the favorable effect of soybeans on
soil structure.
“Similarly on the Agronomy Farm at Ames the same
comparison has been made on 24 plots in a 4-year rotation.
The mean difference in 1944 and 1945 was 7.3 bushels in
favor of corn following soybeans. This difference seems little
affected by the fertility level though affected by season.
“The effect of soybeans on other crops in the rotation
has not been studied so fully. We have a number of
experiments at several locations in which corn or soybeans
have been followed by small grain. All that can be said of
these is that oats following soybeans have never yielded less
than oats following corn but that significantly greater yields,
though sometimes observed, have not been consistently or
generally found Additional trials with the new high yielding
oats that have a heavy demand for soil nitrogen might
be worth while” (Continued). Address: Iowa Agric. Exp.
Station.
2866. Norman, A.G. 1946. Soybeans and the fertility level
(Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 3537.
• Summary: (Continued): “Position in the Rotation: From
these experiments and the experience that has been gained
it would seem that the decision as to the proper place that
the soybean crop should occupy in the rotation should not
be too difficult. There is no obviously wrong place. The
chief difficulty is that most short rotations carry too high a
proportion of soybeans to corn and that the introduction of
beans increases the intertilled acreage. The probability is,
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therefore that where a farm is operated on a regular rotation,
soybeans are likely to be maintained as a substitute crop
for corn on a portion of the acreage, for example, replacing
second year corn in a C C O M rotation. In those level areas
where the percentage of intertilled crops is high a C S C O M
rotation might be followed on a part of the land.
“Fertilization of Soybeans: In acquiring information
about proper fertilization of soybeans progress has been
disappointing. Perhaps this is because, through urgency, the
approach has been the empirical one of trial, not undertaken
with any fundamental knowledge of the pattern of plant
nutrient requirements of the crop. Of course, it was known
by analysis what the total requirements of phosphorus,
potash, and calcium, etc., are but this is not enough to
provide a guide as to efficient fertilization.
“In many experiments in Iowa and other states no
responses have been obtained to applications of phosphate
or potash in various ways and amounts. Our more recent
work makes it probable that in some instances, at least, these
have not been the limiting elements. It is our view that the
supply of available nitrogen largely determines the yield
of the soybean crop, particularly in the higher yield range.
Although a legume, and therefore having a supplementary
source of nitrogen by fixation in the nodules, the plant can
use much more than the nodule bacteria can ordinarily
supply. Our best estimates are that on the average prairie soil
not more than 20-30 pounds of nitrogen per acre is derived
by fixation, and that the remainder, 60-80 pounds or even
more, is from the soil. The supply in the soil, and particularly
the pattern of its release during the season, may then often
determine the yield.
“The soybean plant can utilize a generous supply of
nitrogen in the midseason period about the time of flowering
and additional amounts supplied then in the form of fertilizer
may give significant yield increases. This has been the case
in a considerable number of experiments on a wide range
of soils, some of which were reported 2 years ago (Soybean
Digest, September, 1944). It is as true on soils of higher
fertility as on poorer soils. The responses that the soybean
crop makes to good soil management practices are probably
due to the increased amount of nitrogen that becomes
available during this critical midseason period.
“These are, therefore, good reasons for believing that in
some, at least, of the many fertilizer experiments in which no
responses were obtained to P or K, nitrogen may have been
the limiting element. This is supported by the results of eight
experiments carried out by K. Lawton on Carrington soils in
northeastern Iowa, where responses to potash are good. The
average yield increase for PK applications was 3.2 bushels
and this was increased to 4.5 bushels by use of nitrogen.
“There are some reasons for thinking that the period
of maximum demand for P and K, like nitrogen, may be
in the midseason period, and that side dressings along the
row, which ensure ready availability, may sometimes be

a more effective way of meeting the need than broadcast
applications either before or after plowing. This season some
careful experiments are in progress to determine in detail the
nutrient uptake curves throughout the season on soils widely
different in fertility.
“It is perhaps worthy of comment also that Lawton
found that lime can be applied along the row where
necessary. In seven experiments in which this was done 2025 days after planting, an average yield increase of 2 bushels
was obtained. Of course, this ordinarily would not be good
practice but there are occasions when soybeans are planted
on unlimed land because of failure of a previous crop or such
adverse weather that no other crop could be planted.
“Oil and Protein Contents: One aspect of this subject
that should much interest the processors might be the
relationships, if any, between fertility level and composition
of beans. The amount of information now available is small
and it might be well worth while if additional studies were
commenced. If the processors are confronted later with a
highly competitive market there might be a case for buying
beans on an oil and/or protein content. A somewhat different
marketing system might be necessary, and rapid methods
of determination of acceptable accuracy would have to be
perfected. There are precedents elsewhere; sugar beet has
long been bought on the basis of sugar content.
“It is well known, of course, that there are varietal
differences in the oil content of soybeans and that there is in
general an inverse relationship between oil and protein, that
is to say, when one goes up the other goes down.
“Preliminary results which we have obtained, rather
incidentally to other work it must be admitted, suggests
that the oil content is slightly but significantly reduced as
the general fertility level is increased. This probably occurs
because the protein content is somewhat increased by the
higher nitrogen status.
“In any particular environment uninoculated beans
would have the highest oil content. This is not an argument
to be used against inoculation, however, because on an acre
basis the oil yield of inoculated beans will substantially
exceed those of uninoculated beans. It does, however,
suggest that if high oil content ever became a desirable goal
it might be better that the beans come off lower fertility land.
“Conclusions: In closing it appears that the soybean is
not the problem crop that some people supposed. It does
not make excessive demands on the land; with proper
precautions the erosional hazard is no greater than with other
intertilled crops; it responds to good management practices
as well as corn; it has no deleterious effects on following
crops; it is, perhaps, less of a legume with respect to its
nitrogen nutrition than had been thought to be the case, so
that the soil nitrogen supply may often determine the yield
and affect the response to fertilizer applications of other
nutrient elements.
“This all implies that on a fertility basis soybeans are
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interchangeable with or may be substituted for corn and that,
therefore, the soybean corn yield relationship may in part
decide when it will persist. Its adaptation to soil and climate
is not, however, identical with corn, so that in Iowa, at least,
acreage reduction when it comes should not be uniform but
biased with this relationship in mind.”
Tables: (1) Soybean-corn yield relationship for 19411945 inclusive. (2) Comparison of the effect of soil fertility
level on yields of corn and soybeans (Webster silt loam–
Agronomy Farm, Ames, 4-year rotation). (3) Comparison
of the effect of soil fertility level on yield of corn following
corn or soybeans. Webster silt loam–Agronomy Farm, Ames,
4-year rotation. (4) Effect of fertility level on composition of
uninoculated and inoculated beans. Clarinda, 1943. Marshall
silt loam. Var. Mukden. Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station.
2867. Souillet, Abbé. 1946. La France et la cause mondiale
du Soja [France and global soy advocacy]. Revue
Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et du Material
Colonial 21(204):132-33. Sept. [Fre]
• Summary: Cultivation of the Soja, in France, is progressing
at too slow a pace from the point of view of those who know
the extensive and varied possibilities of use for this legume
so rich and so beneficial when it is soundly utilized. Why
this slowness while in some countries, the progress is so
rapid? Lack of seeds, seeds sometimes not acclimated, or
varieties of lesser interest, and then, among to many growers
or users: distrust, routine, risk abhorrence, lack of elementary
scientific knowledge. All this may explain, perhaps, the lack
of enthusiasm partially, that the crowd reserves, in actuality
towards the soybean. Does that mean that France will never
hold a nice spot among the soybean growing nations of the
world? (nations sojacoles). I do not believe so. We have
good varieties, well adapted to the different regions of our
country, we do not lack intelligent and prudent pioneers.
It remains for us to intensify by all means the progressive
education of the bounty of producers and of the consumers
or users.
We should not limit our thoughts to our own country.
Any apostle is a citizen of the world. We must encourage
ourselves to assist regions less favored than we are or
working under different conditions. But two problems are
actually slowing the world progress of the Soja.
The first one is the fine tuning of a good variety
specially bred for cold climates. No doubt, there exist
soybean varieties that bear fruit and ripen in the northern
countries and the conviction, formerly so widely held in
official circles that the soybean could not be raised north of
the Loire River, River would no longer be appropriate today.
But nevertheless, one must admit that the yield of these
varieties can be rather meager.
Note: The Loire, the longest river in France, forms the
northern boundary of southwestern France. The river enters
the Bay of Biscay / Atlantic Ocean at Saint-Nazaire, at about

47.5 degrees north latitude. The Loire Valley has been called
the “Garden of France.”
The second problem is the difficulty and the cost of
the harvest of the soybean in countries with large scale
cultivation such as the USA and the USSR. These countries
need an excellent variety, with high yield and capable of
being harvested / mowed when mature by a harvester or
another specialty machinery.
The variety that I presented in 1943 at the contest
(concours) for the best soybean of France and that took
second place, presented the particularity of holding its pods
at 30 centimeters above the ground. Perhaps the readers
of the Revue Internationale de Soja, will be interested in
hearing a few details about this French acquisition with the
calling to provide great services to the world soybean cause.
Address: Abbot, Technical counselor to the French Soy
Bureau (Bureau Français du Soja).
2868. Toole, Eben H.; Toole, Vivian K. 1946. Relation of
temperature and seed moisture to the viability of stored
soybean seed. USDA Circular No. 753. 9 p. Sept. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Seed of Mammoth Yellow and Otootan
soybeans grown in North Carolina in 1933 was adjusted to
four different moisture contents and stored at five controlled
temperatures.”
“With the natural moisture of approximately 13.5
percent the seed was dead after 5 months’ storage at 30ºC.
and after 2 years at 20º. Full viability was kept for 3 years
at 10º, but germination fell rapidly after that. Practically
full germination was maintained for 10 years at 2º and full
germination at -10º.
“Seed dried to 8 to 9 percent moisture showed little or
no loss of germination when stored at 30ºC. for 1 year, but
the fall in germination was very rapid after 1 year. Seed
stored at 20º germinated 90 percent after 5 years and lost
viability gradually in subsequent years. This seed stored at
10º, 2º, and -10º did not change in germination in 10 years.”
Address: 1. Senior Physiologist; 2. Asst. Botanist. Both: Div.
of Fruit and Vegetable Crops, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils,
and Agricultural Engineering, USDA.
2869. Gilardi, C.A. 1946. La soya, son importance agricole
e industrial [The soybean, its agricultural and industrial
importance]. Lima (Peru) Agricultural Experiment Station
“La Molina” (Ministerio de Agricultura) No. 6. 9 p. Oct.
(Ps-8/1742). [Spa]*
Address: Peru.
2870. Gray, S.G. 1946. The cultivation of soybeans in
Australia. Revue Internationale du Soja 5(31-32):129-31.
Sept/Oct. [8 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Trials. Climatic
requirements. Soils. Potential place in Australian agriculture.
Varieties. Research in progress.
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The soybean is not a widely know crop in Australia,
but considerable interest is being taken in its potential,
largely because of its remarkable rise to fame in the USA.
The Queensland Acclimatisation Society has been growing
soybeans in small trials near Brisbane for more than 20
years, and has found that they grow quite well there. One
company in Queensland is growing soybeans commercially
about 100 miles northeast of Brisbane. Since 1936 the
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
has been testing a large number of varieties at its plant
introduction stations in southern and central Queensland,
with variable results.
During the last few years, a small number of farmers
have been growing soybeans commercially in the tableland
districts of northern New South Wales, but no accurate
accounts of their results are available.
Soybean protein is important in Australia as a source of
glue for the veneer and plywood industry. Large quantities of
soybeans have been imported into Australia for this purpose.
Address: BSc, Agriculture, Sydney, Australia.
2871. Flueckiger, Walter. 1946. Quelques mots sur la culture
du soja en U.R.S.S. [A few words about soybean cultivation
in the USSR]. Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux
et du Material Colonial 21(206):171-72. Nov. [Fre]
• Summary: Recently in this periodical (numbers 26 and 27),
Dr. Balzli discussed the Soviet soybean (soja soviétique). His
report is of particular interest, not only because it endeavors
to rectify errors regarding Soviet soybeans, but also because
it shows to a public that has been turned against Soviet
Russia the great discoveries and farming successes of this
country.
Russia can boast several generations of soybean
cultivation in the Far East and in Transcaucasia. I will add
that establishing the kolkhoz [collective farms] largely
contributed to this increase in soybean cultivation. Based on
information from the People’s Commissariat of Agriculture,
the following table shows the increase in the amount of area
in which soybeans are grown.
A table shows soybean area in the following Soviet

regions or nations: Central Black Earth Region, Lower
Volga, North Caucasus, Central Volga, Far East, Cossack
Republic, Siberia, Crimea, Ukraine, Transcaucasia, U.S.S.R.
[Note that the majority of production comes from two areas:
The Far East and Ukraine, with most of the rest coming from
the North Caucasus and Transcaucasia].
It is easy to see that in 1929–even before general
collectivization, which did not start until the fall of 1929–
soybeans covered a respectable 71,500 hectares in the
U.S.S.R. In 1933, when the most severe famine in human
memory struck Russia, soybean cultivation decreased.
Remember, however, that one year before the famine, in
1932, soybeans were still being grown on 300,000 hectares,
according to the Second Five-Year Plan. It is quite likely that
another increase followed. For the end of the Second FiveYear Plan (1937), 350,000 hectares of soybean fields were
planned. Léon Rouest must have been mistaken when he
claimed that the First Five-Year Plan had already set a target
of several million hectares of soybean fields.
Economically speaking, soybean cultivation in the
U.S.S.R. has a different purpose than in China or the
United States. In China, soybeans are used by families and
small businesses. In the United States, in 1930, more than
two-thirds of the soybeans planted were grown as animal
feed. In the U.S.S.R., soybeans are grown above all as a
commercial plant, like sugar beets and cotton. In the Far East
(the coastline north of Vladivostok and the Amur region),
soybeans have always been considered an oilseed vegetable.
In other parts of the U.S.S.R., the manufacturing industry
buys almost all soybean harvests, and industry is the impetus
behind the increase in soybean cultivation. For this reason,
it is not important whether those who some insist on calling
“muzhiks” know how to cultivate soybeans and use the
beans themselves.
There is an extraction factory in Kropotkin (North
Caucasus). In Moscow, a factory was opened in 1933 that
could process 5,000 metric tons of soybean seeds per year.
It specializes in the production of Soviet foods. A similar
factory was built at the same time in Odessa, along with a
soybean “mine” in Tbilisi, and another in Rostov-on-Don.
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The soy-processing industry is the backbone and the
driving force of Soviet soybean cultivation. This industry can
only be based on very large-scale cultivation. This means
that in the U.S.S.R., soybean cultivation must conform to the
principles and methods of large-scale agriculture. The large
agricultural companies (kolkhoz and sovkhoz) are therefore
compulsorily instructed on soybean varieties (Illiky,
Gundschulinskaia, Charbinskaja 118 and 231) some of which
must be harvested using one machine, others another, and
others still a third machine, and this is what Léon Rouest did
not understand.
There is no need to fear that the ignorant and inebriate
muzhiks of yesteryear are still representative of those who
now live in the Russian countryside. What a misconception!
A veritable army of seasoned scientists, researchers and
agronomists now work tirelessly to instruct the peasantry.
It appears that there were 7,000 agronomists prior to the
revolution of October 1917. During the Second Five-Year
Plan, more than 100,000 were tallied.
When considering the global successes of Soviet
agriculture, we can only marvel at them. The widespread and
farsighted use of scientific and technical findings was only
possible through planning. These successes were achieved
in spite of an excessive police regime, unlike one we have
ever seen, which makes most farmers’ work extremely
difficult. We all know that for scientists and technicians to
perform well and proceed in a creative way, they need an
atmosphere of freedom and trust. It is easy to imagine that, in
the planning context, Soviet agronomy would achieve even
greater successes if it was conducted in a free and trusting
environment.
In summary, the soybean has become a remarkable and
important industrial plant in the U.S.S.R. In response to the
needs of the population and industry, agronomists are aiming
to spread soybean cultivation and improve yield. Around a
decade ago, 750 to 1,000 kilos were harvested per hectare, in
large-scale farming. It goes without saying that these yields
have grown, and will continue to do so.
Translated by Elise Kruidenier (June 2015). Address:
Basel (Bâle), Switzerland.
2872. Portères, Roland. 1946. Observations sur les
possibilités de culture du soja en Guinée forestière
[Observations on the possibilities of growing soybeans in
the forested parts of French Guinea]. Bulletin Agronomique
(Ministere de la France d’Outre Mer, Direction de
l’Agriculture, de Elevage et des Forets) No. 1. 80 p. Nov.
[Nogent-sur-Marne (Seine), France]. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Table showing the
climate of the Sérédou [Seredou] station. 1. Varieties tried
at the Sérédou Station: Introduction of soybean varieties (in
1935 [from Manchuria, and Japan], in 1938 [from Annam,
Cochinchine, and Cambodia], in 1939 [from Tonkin, Java,
USA, and France], and in 1940 [from French Cameroon,

Poland, Argentina, Netherlands, Italy], new acquisitions in
1939 and 1940, multiplicity of varieties), classification of
the soybeans at Sérédou, agro-botanical observations on
the varieties, attempt at classification (general, botanical
classification, classification of seed varieties), principal
characters (incl. name and place of origin) of the soybean
varieties cultivated at Sérédou in 1940.
2. Ecology: The ecological behavior of some (39)
varieties, general ecological behavior (the phases of
vegetation and critical periods), soya for forage, soybean
seeds and their selection, facilities needed for cultivation and
production during the year, inoculation of the seeds, quality
of the soil, enemies of the soybean including parasites and
diseases.
3. Plan for production of soybeans in a forested tropical
zone: Organization of cultivation, map of precipitation
in West Africa (Sérédou receives about 2,000 mm/year),
exports (3-4 crops a year can be grown), cropping patterns,
growing soybeans for use as food.
4. Modifications of indigenous methods: The need to
introduce soya as an indigenous food and badly needed
source of protein, difficulty of cooking soybeans, selecting
varieties best suited to cooking, soaking, washing and
cooking, cooking by the local people, times of year favorable
for introducing soya into the diet, place of soya in the crop
rotation.
5. The nutritional composition of soybeans grown in
West Africa (analyses of varieties cultivated at Sérédou
were made by M. Nguyen Van Cuc, a chemist at Nogentsur-Marne), graph showing that oil content and protein
content are inversely related. 6. General conclusions based
on the first trials: Based on the 1939 and 1940 trials one can
conclude that in the forested areas of [southeast] Guinea
(Gueckedou, Macenta, N’Zerekore [Nzerekore]), and the
sub-forested areas (Kissidougou, Beyla), soybeans can be
grown with good results, and every effort must be made in
this direction in the years to come. Soybeans can help meet
the food shortages that exist in June, July, and part of August.
The preface (p. 3) states: “Sporadic attempts at the
introduction of soybean cultivation have been in French West
Africa since 1900. They have been conducted on a small
scale in the various stations of Dahomey [later Benin], Ivory
Coast, Upper Volta, French Guinea, French Sudan (Soudan
français [Mali]), Upper Senegal-Niger (Haute-Sénégal-Niger
[Mali]), and at the Office of Niger (Soninkoura [probably
Soninnkoura in the Segou region of Mali on the Niger
River], using irrigated cultivation). Practical results have
been obtained in forested Guinea (at the Sérédou Station)
and in the upper Ivory Coast. This study focuses on the
results of trials conducted at Sérédou in 1939 and 1940.
The section on “Introduction of soybean varieties at
the Sérédou Station” (p. 5) states that in 1935 five varieties
were tested at Macenta by M. Barthes. They were Nogent
2856–Black Wou T’ecu, from Manchuria. None germinated
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(ne germèrent pas). Nogent 2855–Black Hoi T’ecu, from
Manchuria. None germinated. Nogent 2852–Yellow Huen
T’ecu, from Manchuria. 102 plants matured. Nogent 2817–
Yellow of Japan. 17 plants matured. Nogent 2853–Green
Tsing T’ecu, from Manchuria. 1,000 plants matured. Of
these five, only No. 2853, the green-seeded soybean from
Manchuria did well, and was kept and appreciated, but its
cultivation was continued until 1939.
The best The best period for vegetation is from October
to March in low irrigated lands, and until June in high lands.
The vegetation period varied from 80 to 160 days for the
different varieties (in the short cycle varieties branching is
very reduced). Soybeans can be cultivated for export or for
local consumption, both as forage and as food for the natives.
Soybeans for export must be harvested during March-April
and exported during the dry season. As a food for the natives
it can be a supplement during the food-short months of June
and July. Since soybean seeds lose their germination power
quickly during the rainy season, it is necessary to have a
little cultivation during June, August, and September in order
to produce the necessary seeds for export. This cultivation
cannot be integrated into the cultivation for food as it
produces in a season when rice, which is preferred by the
natives, is available.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in Upper Volta (renamed Burkina Faso
in 1984), or the cultivation of soybeans in Upper Volta.
Note 2. This is the earliest reliable document seen
(March 2019) concerning soybeans in Dahomey (renamed
Benin in 1975), or the cultivation of soybeans in Dahomey.
Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in French Guinea, or the cultivation of soybeans
in French Guinea (1935). The source of these soybeans was
Manchuria and Japan. Address: Ingénieur d’Agronomie
Coloniale, Licencié ès Sciences.
2873. Balzli, Jean. 1946. La culture du soja et le machinism
[The cultivation of soybeans and machinism]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 6(33-34):156-58. Nov/Dec. [3 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Another interesting French word, “machinism”
or the use of machines.
2874. Cerighelli, Raoul. 1946. Faculté germinative &
conservation des graines de soja [The germinating faculty
and preservation of soybean seeds]. Revue Internationale du
Soja 6(33-34):149-51. Nov/Dec. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Much of this research was conducted at
Marseilles, France. The lower the storage temperature
and humidity, the greater the germination percentage of
soybeans. A large table (p. 150) shows these relationships
with the following soybean varieties: Manchu Roudnice.
Kleverhof 527. Géant jaune [giant yellow]. Bitterhof. Dans
Ossijeck 1. Desme 1. Grignon 55. Roudet G. Grignon

1. Dunfield. Rouest jaune [yellow]. Grignon 9. Grignon
5. Grignon 41. Grignon 37. Rouest 29. Lisbonne. Brun
Chéron hâtif. Grignon 39. Soya Sota [Soyasota]. Grignon
32. Staroukra mskaya. Tokio noir. C.B. Poppelsdorf 236.
Wisconsin Black.
2875. Elliott, H.G. 1946. The soybean. Its possibilities
in W.A. [Western Australia]. J. of Agriculture, Western
Australia 23(4):285-93. Dec. Summarized in Soybean
Digest, Nov. 1947, p. 34.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Economic position.
Soybean oil. Uses of oil. Origin. Uses in Western Australia.
Name and origin. Description. Climate. Soils. Cultivation.
Fertiliser. Inoculation. Sowing. Intercultivation. Harvesting.
Varieties. Summary of soybean trials in W.A. (using mostly
American or Canadian varieties). Some edible varieties of
soybeans (as a green vegetable, a cooking dried beans).
“In Australia, the acreage grown is as yet only small
and up to the present time has been mainly experimental.” In
Western Australia it is doubtful if the soybean could compete
as a fodder with other summer-grown fodders.
Varieties: The “Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research have obtained best results with Charlee,
Haberlandt, Creole and Georgian varieties in Queensland,
whilst Manchu Yellow and Haberlandt have been grown with
some success in Western Australia and yields as high as 35
bushels per acre have been obtained experimentally.
“Summary of soybean trials in W.A.: The Department
of Agriculture of this State has for many years introduced
numerous varieties of soybeans for trial at various centres
over a wide range of soil and climatic conditions, from as
far North as Ord River in the Kimberleys to Albany on the
South coast, and the results to date have not been completely
successful. The early trials did not meet with much success
because of three main factors–1. Inability to obtain good
inoculation on plants as a suitable strain of bacteria for
inoculation of seeds was not available. 2. Suitable strains and
varieties of soybeans were not available as those tried were
too long in maturing. 3. Low germination of seed imported
for trial. In recent years better results have been obtained”
since these problems are been solved. “Of the varieties
grown in the South-West, Manchu Yellow, Haberlandt,
Arysoy, Easy Cook, Harrow Mammoth Brown [Harrow,
Mammoth Brown?], Kenway and Q1463 have all given
reasonable results, with yields of up to 30 bushels per acre of
seed.
A table (p. 292-93) shows that at present in Western
Australia some 51 soybeans varieties from the USA and
18 varieties from Canada are under trial at various centers.
For each variety the following information is given: name,
average number of days to mature (range: 89-126), yield (6
varieties have yields from 35.0 to 37.44 bushels/acre), and
whether or not the seed color is yellow.
Named American soybean varieties under trial: Ito
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San, Ohio 9100, Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Elton, Aksarben,
White Eyebrow, Wilson 89, Ohio 9035 (Hamilton), Ohio
7490, Ohio 9016, Wilson, Ebony, Medium Green, Habaro,
Haberlandt, Mikado, Royal, Peking Sel 1-21-8, Peking Sel
1-21-5, Peking Sel 1-21-7, Peking Sel 1-21-3, Sherwood,
Virginia, Peking, Shingto, Chestnut, Early Yellow, American
Coffee Berry, Early Black, Sable, Wisconsin Black, Medium
Early Yellow, Medium Early Brown, Medium Early Black,
Ohio 7046, Mongol, Taha, Jet, Haberlandt, Chernie, Nuttall,
Ohio 7476, Medium Green, Amherst, Mever [Meyer], Cloud.
Named Canadian soybean varieties under trial: St.
Anne’s No. 92, Early Brown, Mandarin, Yellow 210, Yellow
17, Chinaton Echo, Italian, O.A.C. No. 211, O.A.C. No. 81,
Summerland, Black (China), Early Korean, Green, Manchu,
Black Eyebrow, Ito San, Golden, A.K.
Varieties grown experimentally in New Zealand and
having an average yield of 23 bushels: Early Yellow, O.A.C.,
Black Ontario, Manchu (Hudson), Manchu (Ottawa),
Cayuga.
Edible varieties of soybeans that are good for use
as a green vegetable: Agate, Hahto, Easycook, Rokusen
[Rokusun], Funk Delicious, Kura, Aoda, Bansii [Bansei],
Shiro, Hokkaido, Chusei, Higan, Janro [Kanro?], Willoni
[Willomi], Nanda, Jogun.
Edible varieties of soybeans that are good for use for
cooking as dried beans: Easycook, Chusei, Rokusen, Jogun,
Hokkaido, Janro [Kanro].
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013)
that clearly mentions the soybean varieties Chinaton Echo or
Early Korean. Address: Agrostologist, Western Australia.
2876. Flueckiger, Walter. 1946. Quelques mots sur la culture
du soja en U.R.S.S. [A few words on soybean culture in the
USSR]. Revue Internationale du Soja 5(33-34):154-55. Nov/
Dec. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: In this article the writer speaks (line 5) of
sojaïsme soviétique–Soviet soyism, or Soviet soy activism, a
very interesting and useful new term.
A large table shows the area (in thousands of hectares)
dedicated to soybean cultivation in the USSR.
In 1925 some 16.6, all in the extreme East.
In 1929 some 71.5, of which 32.5 were in the Northern
Caucasus and 30.0 in the extreme East.
In 1931 some 467.8 (a huge increase), of which 199.03
were in Ukraine, 88.4 in Transcaucasia, 83.2 in the Northern
Caucasus and 80.0 in the extreme East.
In 1933 some 191.6 (a large decrease), of which
67.5 were in the extreme East, 67.0 in Ukraine, 28.5 in
Transcaucasia, and 24.4 in the Northern Caucasus. Address:
Soybean specialist, Basel (Bâle), Switzerland.
2877. Koch, L. 1946. Essais de culture du soja en Hollande
[Soybean culture trials in Holland {Netherlands}]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 5(33-34):146-48, 151. Nov/Dec. [8

ref. Fre]
• Summary: In 1932 and 1933 the Dutch Station for Seed
Trials at Groningen (Station Néerlandse d’Essai de Semences
de Groninque) planted a small number of soybean varieties
in order to be able to confirm that this plant can mature in
our country and also with the intention of conducting some
physiological experiments.
In 1934 I personally planted, at Aardenburg (near the
Dutch border with Belgium) 25 soybean varieties, among
which some had already been tested at Groningen.
From 1935 to 1945 I conducted these trials in and
around Dijnselburg, in Zeist. In addition we imported
varieties from 22 different countries; many of these were
varieties we had not tested.
In 1935 we examined and tested 566 varieties and
selections, including one commercial variety.
In 1936 some 877 varieties and selections.
In 1937 some 500 varieties and selections.
In 1938 only 25 varieties.
In 1939 some 63 varieties.
In 1940 only 8 varieties.
In short, from 1934 to 1940 we examined and tested
2,064 varieties and selections from outside the Netherlands.
In 1940 we created 325 crosses, of which 2 were
hybrids.
In 1941 we created 398 crosses, of which 3 were
hybrids.
In 1942 we created 332 crosses, of which none were
hybrids.
In 1943 we created 318 crosses, of which none were
hybrids.
In 1944 we created 125 crosses, of which none were
hybrids.
We did some research on adapting the seeds to
utilization, and we are now making plans for the future.
Address: Agronomist (Ingénieur-Agronome, Institut Central
Neerlandais de Recherches Agronomiques de Wageningen),
Netherlands.
2878. Starke, J.S. 1946. Summer crops under irrigation
for grazing and hay production. Farming in South Africa.
21(249):803-20. Dec. [4 ref]
• Summary: Page 804: “The annual crops planted included
the summer cereals, Sudan grass and babala and the
following legumes: cowpeas (upright and procumbent
types), soya beans, velvet beans and sunn hemp. The upright
cowpeas and soya beans were of the varieties developed at
the Potchefstroom College of Agriculture.”
“The following rates of seeding were found to be
satisfactory at Losperfontein:”
“Soya beans (34.S.256)–40 lb. per morgen.
“The Sudan grass, babala and sunn hemp were either
broadcast by hand or drilled in. The cowpeas, soya beans
and velvet beans were planted in rows, 2 ft. 6 in. apart, by
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means of a mealie planter with suitably adjusted plates. For
the soya beans and Iron cowpeas a plate with 20 holes of 3/8
in. diameter was used;” Considerable difficulty was at first
experienced in obtaining a good stand of soya beans, but the
germination was appreciably improved by shallow planting.
No trouble was experienced with the germination of the
other crops.
Page 805: Table 1, “Total grazing capacity” has 7
columns. (1) Crop: Soya beans. (2) Number of camps: 4. (3)
Area (morgen): 7.4. (4) Growth period before first grazing
(days): 99. (5) Times grazed: 1. (6) Cropping period (days):
109. (7) Sheep days per morgen. = lb. S.E.: 1,151.
Soya beans are discussed throughout this article, on
pages 806, 808, 809, 810, 812, 817, and 820. Address: Dep.
of Animal Husbandry, Agricultural Research Inst., Univ. of
Pretoria.
2879. Bangham, W.N. 1946. Hule y maíz. Una excelente
combinación para los trópicos americanos [Rubber and
maize. An excellent combination for tropical America.
Translated by H.E. Yglesias]. In: 3a Conf. Interamer. Agric.
Caracas, 1946. [Spa]*
• Summary: Of the different food plants (including soybeans,
groundnuts, and maize) tested for intercropping with the
rubber plant (Hevea), maize proved most successful in the
Goodyear Plantations region of Costa Rica, where conditions
are tropical. Address: Research Dep., Goodyear Rubber
Plantations Co., Cairo, Costa Rica.
2880. Drake, Mack. 1946. Nutritional factors affecting
production and composition of soybeans. PhD thesis,
Purdue University, Indiana. 91 p. Abstracted in Dissertation
Abstracts 16(1):3-4. Jan. 1956. [60+ ref]*
Address: Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.
2881. El Salvador Ministerio de Agricultura. 1946. La soya
[Soya]. San Salvador. 89 p. [Spa]
• Summary: The two Latin American countries in which
soybean cultivation has acquired importance are Argentina
and Brazil. In Argentina, cultivation began in 1908. In 1940
Argentina produced 15 tonnes of soybeans on 300 hectares,
increasing in 1941 to 204 tonnes on 5,000 hectares. Rio
Grande do Sul in Brazil exported 6,420 kg of soybeans in
1937, rising to 40,000 kg in 1939. Address: El Salvador.
2882. Engelbeen, M. 1946. Le Soja au Congo belge:
Communication au Groupement belge du Soja [Soybeans in
the Belgian Congo: Communication to the Belgian group on
soybeans]. Report. [Fre]*
2883. Hayes, T.R. 1946. Report of the provincial agricultural
officer, Eastern Province. Uganda Protectorate Department
of Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 5-13. See p. 9. For the
period 1st July, 1944–30th June, 1945. (Entebbe).

• Summary: Section 8, titled “Soya Beans,” states: “In
Busonga the progress of this crop is disappointing. The 64
tons of seed issued in the spring of 1944 at the nominal price
of 4 cts. per lb. were mostly eaten instead of being sown and
only 11 tons were marketed. In the spring of 1945, 46 tons
were again imported from Buganda and sold at 9 cts. in the
hope that the higher cost would prevent the seed being used
as a cheap food; of this, 36 tons have had to be sold to the
Soya Bean Factory as they were not taken up. In Mbale 10
tons of seed were imported and sold to growers and a market
will be offered departmentally to extend seed supplies. It is
thought that, even if soya beans do not become a cash crop,
the offer of a price may stimulate production for food and
thus improve the diet of the people.” Address: Provincial
Agricultural Officer, Eastern Province, Uganda.
2884. Nelson, W.L.; Buckhart, L.; Colwell, W.E. 1946.
Fruit development, seed quality, chemical compositions and
yield of soybeans as affected by potassium and magnesium.
Proceedings–Soil Science Society of America 10:224-29. [7
ref]
• Summary: “In respect to seed composition it has been
observed previously in North Carolina that under conditions
of potassium deficiency the oil content was increased
approximately i% by additions of this element (3, 5). Cartter
has reported no effect of potash on oil content of beans under
conditions of little or no yield response from potash additions
(2). Under these conditions there was little effect on protein
content.” Address: Research Assoc. Prof. of Agronomy, Asst.
Prof. of Agronomy, and Research Prof. of Agronomy. All:
North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Raleigh, N.C.
2885. Oberhelman, Lois. 1946. Freezing farm foods. Purdue
University (Indiana), Department of Agricultural Extension,
Extension Bulletin No. 308. 24 p. See p. 11.
• Summary: A table titled “Directions for vegetables” (p.
10-11) states that the following varieties of green edible
soybeans were adapted to preservation by freezing: Bansei,
Giant Green, Hokkaido. “Harvesting and handling: Select
well-filled pods which are bright green and succulent.
Preparation: Wash pods thoroughly in luke warm water.
Boil or steam for 5 minutes; cool and squeeze out of pods.
Blanching (scalding period): No additional blanching
required.” The soybeans are now ready to freeze. Address:
Home Economics Extension, Lafayette, Indiana.
2886. Richardson, A.S. 1946. Foreword. Uganda
Protectorate Department of Agriculture, Annual Report. p.
1-4. See p. 1. For the period 1st July, 1944–30th June, 1945.
(Entebbe).
• Summary: “As in previous years the maximum production
of other food crops such as oilseeds, soya beans and mixed
beans was planned in suitable areas... The cultivation of
soya beans in being extended from Buganda, notably to
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Ankole, where it shows signs of becoming a popular cash
crop. Consumption by the growers is still being encouraged.”
Address: Director of Agriculture, Uganda.
2887. Uganda Protectorate Department of Agriculture,
Annual Report. 1946. Appendix II. Estimate of acreage under
crops, 1944. p. 41. For the period 1st July, 1944–30th June,
1945.
• Summary: Of the soya beans under “native cultivation,”
Buganda Province had 32,329 acres, Western Province had
7,110 acres, and Eastern Province had 1,813 acres–for a total
of 41,162 acres. No acreage was grown under non-native
cultivation.
The three crops with the largest acreage in Uganda were
cotton (1,072,503 acres), Wimbi millet (1,021,274 acres),
and plantain (962,253 acres).
2888. Collins, E.R.; Nelson, W.L.; Hartwig, E.E. 1947.
Profitable soybean yields (Five steps will do it). North
Carolina Extension Circular No. 295. Jan. 4 p.
• Summary: “1. Have your soil tested, and lime accordingly.
Send a sample of soil to the N.C. [North Carolina]
Department of Agriculture, Soil Testing Division, Raleigh,
N.C., for a lime recommendation. Your county agent can
advise on how to take the sample. Apply agricultural
(dolomitic) limestone when needed, at least 2 months in
advance of planting.
“2. Provide adequate plant nutrients. Soybeans have
high potash and phosphate requirements. Each bushel
contains approximately 3/4 pound of P2O5 and 1½ of K2O.
A 40-bushel crop of beans will remove the equivalent of
about 150 pounds of 20% superphosphate and 120 pounds of
50% muriate of potash (300 lbs. of 0-10-20).
“Fertilize with 400 pounds per acre of 0-10-20 unless
beans are grown in rotation with a heavily fertilized truck
crop. Apply fertilizer in bands 2 to 3 inches on each side and
1 inch below the seed, or mix in the row with at least an inch
of fertilizer-free soil between the fertilizer and the beans.
Fertilizer will injure the stand if it comes in direct contact
with the seed.
“3. Insure a good stand of an adapted variety. Ogden
and Roanoke are the recommended varieties. Roanoke is
preferred on the lighter soils of the Coastal Plain and also
in the Piedmont. Plant 10 to 12 beans per foot in 3 to 3½
foot rows (45 to 65 lbs. per acre). A good stand is essential
for high yields. Germination tests may be obtained from the
Seed Testing Division of the N.C. Department of Agriculture.
When the germination is below 85%, treat with Arasan at
rate of 2 ounces per bushel.
“4. Prepare a good seed bed. Destroy all weeds before
planting. Planting between May 1 and 20 usually gives the
best results. If the soil is dry, delay planting until moisture is
favorable for rapid germination.
“5. Control weeds. Closely spaced, vigorous plants will

assist in weed control. Cultivate closely the first time, being
careful not to cover the plants. Stop cultivating when plants
are 18 to 24 inches high.”
Page 2: Table: “Yield response from lime and fertilizer
on Ogden soybeans–1946.” In 6 counties and 9 soil types
shows a dramatic response to lime + fertilizer.
Page 3: Bar chart. “Average yields, treatment costs,
and returns per acre from 9 soybean experiments in 1946
(Ogden variety).” The increased yield from each treatment
far outweighed the cost of the treatment.
Page 4: Table: “Soybean yields, maturity date, percent
oil, and seed holding.” Address: Agric. Exp. Station, Raleigh,
North Carolina.
2889. McKee, Roland. 1947. Summer crops for green
manure and soil improvement. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 1750 (Revised ed.). 16 p. Jan. See p. 1, 14.
• Summary: Very similar to the original 1935 edition.
Address: Senior Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and
Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering, Agricultural Research Administration [USDA].
2890. Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois). 1947. Prize
soybeans: doubtless used here. Jan. p. 34-36.
• Summary: “H.L. Stiegelmeier and Newton L. Halterman
were crowned soybean and corn kings respectively at the
International Hay and Grain Show in Chicago during the
first week in December. Mr. Stiegelmeier, the soybean
champion, produces both certified seed beans and corn on
his big farm near Normal, Illinois. Mr. Halterman farms near
Rushville, Indiana. Doubtless it is a tribute to the efforts of
the late A.E. Staley that the first four awards in soybeans
at the International went to Illinois men, for 25 years ago
Mr. Staley staged an intensive and extensive campaign to
interest Illinois farmers in raising beans. In addition to Mr.
Stiegelmeier, other top place soybean winners were Hirsch
Brothers of Oreana, Ill., near Decatur, runner-up and reserve
champions, Herman Dittman, of Carthage. Ill., third, and
Everett Stoll, of Chestnut, Ill., fourth.
“Mr. Stiegelmeier won his soybean championship with a
sample of the recently developed Lincoln beans. They were
from a 40 acre field which yielded 35 bushels to the acre.
Since he is a believer in planting in rich soil, these beans
were produced on soil which had received a total of five tons
of rock phosphate per acre in the last ten years. He keeps his
soil fertility high with a three year crop rotation that includes
clover, corn and oats or soybeans.
“Lincoln soybeans are high in oil content and are
favorite with processors. Mr. Stiegelmeier, who sells certified
soybean seed, says that he is sure that beans from his high
grade seeds have gone into the Staley mills.
“This year Mr. Stiegelmeier has been doing some
experimental work with another new variety–the Earlyana,
developed at Purdue university. When his early planting of
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this variety was drowned out, he replanted July 7. Even with
the handicap of this extremely late planting this variety this
year produced 20 bushels to the acre.”
A large photo shows H.L. Stiegelmeier, of Normal,
Illinois, who was crowned soybean king at the International
Hay and Grain show in Chicago in November. In his right
hand he holds a tall, inscribed cup trophy, in his left a
wooden box of soybean and his “1st Award” ribbon.

“This and other observations suggest that the difficulty
is due to nutrient deficiencies of some kind, but neither what
nor why is clear.”
A large table shows “Effect of corn and soybeans
as crops to precede alfalfa and clover. Summary of all
treatments for successive years.” The experiments each year
were conducted at either Columbus, Northwestern Exp.
Farm, or Wooster. Address: Ohio Agric. Exp. Station.

2891. Willard, C.J.; Thatcher, L.E. 1947. Soybeans preceding
meadow. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 18.
• Summary: Editor’s introduction: Soybeans do not
adversely affect clover and alfalfa stands following except on
seriously run-down land, this Ohio project would indicate.
Farmers in the Cornbelt have complained for many years
that they did not obtain as good seedings of alfalfa and red
clover in small grains after soybeans as they did after corn.
Experiences at the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station did
not generally bear this out.
“For example, in the rotation experiment at Wooster, the
yield of clover in the 3-year rotation soybeans-wheat-clover
was 3,564 pounds per acre as a 19-year average. The yield in
the corn-wheat-clover rotation for the same period was 3,723
pounds per acre, a non-significant difference.
“Nevertheless, these reports were so insistent that a
project was set up in 1943 to study the problem.
“Corn and soybeans were sown in parallel strips on
suitable block without fertilizer on either crop. After both
crops were harvested, plots of wheat or oats were laid out at
right angles to the corn and soybean strips so that each small
grain plot crossed the corn strip and the soybean strip.
“A mixture of alfalfa and red clover was sown in the
small grain by a number of methods. Some plots of small
grain were fertilized, some were left unfertilized. When the
seedings were made in winter wheat, additional plots were
sewn in which fertilizer was applied with the legume seed,
both on fertilized and unfertilized wheat.
“In 1944, 1945 and 1946, 13 comparisons of alfalfa
clover mixtures sown in wheat as described above were
made at five locations, and five comparisons similarly
sown in oats at two locations. Data from 11 of these 18
comparisons are presented in the table. In the comparisons
from which no data are reported, there were no differences
in the stands obtained which were in any way related to the
preceding crop, and for a variety of reasons no counts or
other records were made on them.
“While there is a definite tendency for the number of
alfalfa and clover plants to be less following soybeans than
corn, there is only one test in which the differences were
obvious and clearly significant. This was at the Northwestern
Experiment Farm in 1946, on the most seriously run-down
land on the farm, or that has been used for these experiments.
Here there were not only fewer plants following soybeans,
but these fewer plants were smaller.

2892. Adair, C. Roy. 1947. Third work planning conference
of the U.S. Soybean Regional Laboratory for the Southern
States region, Memphis, Tennessee, February 5-7, 1947
(Continued–Document part III). RSLM (U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 142.
29 p. Feb. 7.
• Summary: (Continued): Page 20: “Thursday afternoon,
February 6–R.W. Marston, Chairman Special Topic–Factors
Affecting Soybean Production
“Legume Inoculation in the South with Special
Reference to Soybeans by Lewis W. Erdman–Data taken
from New Jersey Station Bulletin 607 were given to picture
the nitrogen balance in the soils of the United States. The
annual additions of 5,464,566 tons of nitrogen fixed by
symbiotic bacteria in legumes (including 1,698,794 tons for
harvested crops; 2,320,772 tons for pastures in farms; and
1,445,000 tons for pastures not in farms) plus 4,366,170
tons fixed by non-symbiotic microorganisms represented
roughly 9/16 of the total nitrogen income from all sources
amounting to 16,450,000 tons. Total annual losses amounted
to 23,660,000 tons, making a net annual loss of 7,210,000
tons.
“Since 1930 these losses have been reduced
considerably, due to the efforts of the Soil Conservation
Service. Likewise, additions of nitrogen have been materially
increased due to the huge increase in acreages of inoculated
legumes, especially during the war years.
“In 1929 estimated total production of legume bacteria
cultures for all cross inoculation groups was around
1,500,000 bushel units. Now the estimated annual production
of legume inoculants is around 22,500,000 bushel units. It
was further estimated that of this total, about 15,000,000
bushels have been prepared for the inoculation of soybeans.
Soybean bacteria (Rhizobium japonicum) are specialists–
some do better on certain varieties, and there is evidence
that adaptation of strains of bacteria for different varieties
in a given locality may be an important factor. Also, the
problems of breeding for increased quality, oil content, etc.,
may influence the genetic factors within the plant that carry
the ability to be nodulated and to enter into an efficient
symbiosis with the Rhizobium. Laredo and Peking soybeans
have always presented an inoculation problem to the soil
bacteriologist, in that they are more difficult to successfully
inoculate than other varieties. Soybeans are grown in corn
belt soils at a time when there is a maximum production
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of NO3 nitrogen by soil organisms. When NO3 is present,
soybeans utilize it; and the need for fixation is lessened. This
may account for the relatively small amount of nitrogen fixed
by soybeans. A 25-bushel soybean crop, requires about 125
pounds nitrogen. It is doubtful if more than 50 pounds per
acre are fixed under corn belt conditions, consequently high
yields are produced at the expense of soil nitrogen.
“In the south, soils are notably deficient in nitrogen
as well as certain other nutrients. Low State averages
mentioned in the State reports seem to offer a challenge for
better cultural and fertilizer practices and perhaps inoculation
research on soybeans.
“There is a need for more accurate data showing the
amounts of nitrogen fixed by different legumes growing
under different soil and climatic conditions. With the new
technique using the stable isotope N15, it will be possible
to calculate the effect of various levels of fertility on the
amount of nitrogen fixed by various legumes.
Page 24: “Soybean meal for poultry has certain
advantages:
“(1) Low price and abundance compared to animal
protein supplements.
“(2) Soybean meal has a good proportion of most of the
essential amino acids though low in one or two.
“Soybean meal has certain disadvantages;
“(1) lower mineral content than some protein
supplements.
“(2) Lower vitamin content (riboflavin especially)
“(3) Heat treatment is desirable to improve biological
value, but too much heating is harmful.
“A laying ration containing 30 percent soybean
meal was satisfactory for egg production but caused low
hatchability and low viability of chicks. This was not true
of some strains of poultry. The laying rations and growing
rations were improved by addition of fish meal, dried
skimmed milk, or fresh cow manure. Green pasture also
improved the gains.
“Cottonseed meal cannot be used in laying ration but
can be used in growing rations. All this work is being done
on expeller and (hexane) solvent meal. The experiments will
have to be repeated if alcohol-solvent meal becomes plentiful
enough to become generally available.
“Discussion of Cooperative Soybean Projects for the
Southern States–Mr. Marston discussed the FlannaganHope bill and tentatively defined marketing as anything that
happens to a commodity after harvest.
“A request from one of the Experiment Stations for
additional research on soybean production problems and on
soybean storage and marketing problems in the South was
brought to the attention of the conference group. Following
a discussion of the need for such work, it was moved by
Professor J.F. O’Kelly, Mississippi Agricultural Experiment
Station, that two projects, (1) breeding, cultural, and
production, and (2) seed storage and marketing for soybeans,

be submitted to the Directors of the Agricultural Experiment
Stations of the southern states for their consideration as a
project under the Flannagan-Hope Research and Marketing
Act. This was seconded by Professor H.W. Staten of the
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station and carried
unanimously.
“The following committees were appointed: (1)
Committee to consider seed storage and marketing project:–
W.R. Paden, C.R. Sayre, H.W. Marston, W.J. Morse, L.E.
Holman, P.R. Henson, and J.L. Cartter; and (2) Committee
to check the production research project:–H.W. Staten, C.R.
Adair, John Gray, and W.B. Allington.
“The committees were instructed, to draw up an outline
of the proposed project consideration at the afternoon
session.
“New Soybean Introductions and Recent Developments
Abroad, by W.J. Morse–The introduction of soybeans since
1932 has been at a rather low ebb. From 1932 to 1946,
inclusive, 316 samples have been received from foreign
countries, of which 100 were from oriental countries–
China, Japan, Manchuria, India, and Java. Although these
introductions have been tested at several locations, as yet
very few have shown any special promise. P.I. 4104,881–
Nanksoy, from Nanking, China–has shown some promise as
a grain type in Louisiana. In 1946, 105 introductions–very
early [page 25] early, and medium early types–were received
from the Belgium Department of Agriculture. This collection
represented varieties and strains obtained originally from
Austria, Canada, Denmark, Netherlands, Portugal, Rumania,
Sweden, United States, and U.S.S.R. Some rather interesting
strains were noted in the introductions grown at Urbana,
Illinois, and Beltsville, Maryland, in 1946. The following
table shows the countries from which introductions were
received and the number from each country by years:”–
Africa, 14 in 1942.
Australia, 7 in 1939.
Belgium, 106 in 1946.
Brazil, 1 in 1936.
Canada, 3 in 1938.
China, 57 in 1933-1937.
El Salvador, 2 in 1946.
England, 1 in 1945.
France, 3 in 1937 and 13 in 1946.
Guatemala, 1 in 1941.
Hawaii, 2 in 1944.
India, 21 in 1936 and 7 in 1937.
Japan, 5 in 1932-1937.
Java, 8 in 1939.
Manchuria, 12 in 1932-1941.
Netherlands, 18 in 1939 and 12 in 1946.
Poland, 8 in 1934 and 1 in 1940.
Spain, 1 in 1934.
Sweden, 1 in 1936.
Tibet, 2 in 1932.
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Uruguay, 1 in 1935.
U.S.S.R., 4 in 1933 and 1 in 1934.
Venezuela, 3 in 1940. In reviewing the introductions
received during the past several years, it was noted that
very few varieties have been obtained south of Nanking,
China. Although the number of introductions has been few,
several have given good results in the Southern States, such
as Biloxi, Laredo, Seminole, Cherokee, Palmetto, Nanksoy,
Clemson, Missoy, and others from the Nanking region. It
would seem that South China offers an excellent region for
exploration of new varieties. Chinese have informed us that
the south region does not have an abundance of varieties.
However, whenever we do get an introduction from that
region, it seems to fit in somewhere in our Southern States
and it is believed that there are many varieties and strains
in the South China region that would be of value to our
southern soybean program.
“As to recent developments abroad with soybeans, it
would seem from the numerous foreign visitors to the office
and our foreign correspondence that interest in soybean
production is world wide. From July 1, 1945, to July 1,
1946, we had at the Division 50 visitors from 20 foreign
countries. Some of these spent from one or two months
to a year studying all phases of the industry. The foreign
requests for experimental lots of seed were numerous. The
following table indicates the widespread interest in the
crop:” (Continued). Address: Secretary of the Conference,
Memphis, Tennessee; U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana,
Illinois.
2893. Associated Press (AP). 1947. October in February:
Soybean harvest on. Detroit News. Feb. 7. p. 1, col. 8.
• Summary: Meredosia, Illinois–Ignoring the calendar
and freezing temperatures, workmen are using combines
to harvest about 1,000 acres of soybeans in Illinois River
bottomlands. Last October the beans were left unharvested
because the ground was too soft to support farm machinery.
2894. American Cyanamid Company. 1947. Aero Defoliant
Chemical Dust: Removes leaves for early harvest (Ad).
Soybean Blue Book. p. 88.
• Summary: This ¼-page ad states: “When your soybean
crop is made, increase your profits by applying Aero
Defoliant Chemical Dust. Aero Defoliant removes the leaves
so that beans dry rapidly to allow easy, efficient combining
at an earlier-than-usual date. Write for our leaflet, No. F-217,
Aero Defoliant for Soybeans.” Address: 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York 20, New York.
2895. Armour, M.L.; Lambert, J.W. 1947. Soybeans for
Minnesota. Minnesota Agricultural College, Extension
Bulletin No. 134. 8 p. March. Revised. Revised Jan. 1956.
• Summary: Contents: A crop of many uses: As a cash crop,
grain for feed, emergency hay, pasture, straw, green manure.

Soybeans and the soil: Introduction, inoculation is insurance,
produce well on most soils. Growing and harvesting:
Choosing the variety, inoculating the seed, prepare seedbed
well, early planting best, plant thick and shallow, planting
not difficult, cultivate to control weeks, harvest at 14 per cent
moisture. Address: Minnesota.
2896. Soybean Blue Book. 1947. Soybean production
[statistics, USA]. p. 20-32.
• Summary: This section consists of many tables of U.S.
soybean acreage, yield, and production statistics: (1)
Soybean production in the United States, 1924-1946. Source:
Div. of Agricultural Statistics, Bureau of Agricultural
Economics, USDA. For each year the following 10 columns
are given: Acres planted: Grown alone, interplanted,
equivalent solid. Acres harvested: For beans, for hay,
grazed, plowed under or abandoned. Average yield per
acre harvested: For beans (bushels), for hay (tons). Total
production: For beans (thousand bushels), for hay (thousand
tons). Total production of soybeans grew from 4.9 million bu
in 1949 to 196.7 million bu in 1946.
(2) Soybeans: Supply and utilization in the United
States, 1924-1946 (1,000 bushels). For each year, beginning
October 1, the following 10 columns are given: Supply: Total
stocks Oct. 1, production, imports, total supply. Utilization:
Seed, feed, processing, exports, other uses, carryover Sept.
30.
(3) Soybeans: Acreage, yield and production 1924-1946
by states. The columns given for each state are the same as
those for table (1). A complete table is given for each of the
following states (which appear alphabetically by state name):
Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan,
Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, Wisconsin. Minnesota
(1933-1947). Other states, 1946 only: West Virginia, Texas,
Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
South Dakota.
2897. Soybean Blue Book. 1947. Uses of soybeans. p. 97.
• Summary: This is a full-page diagram with four columns.
In the left column are: Forage, green manure, and pasture.
Meal. Oil. Green bean. Dried bean.
In the second column, for example: After green bean,
listed vertically, are: Canned, frosted, green vegetable,
salad. After dried bean, listed vertically, are: Baked, boiled,
breakfast foods, feeds, flour, roasted, soy sauce, sprouts,
vegetable milk.
In the third column: After feeds, listed vertically, are:
Cattle, hogs, poultry, sheep. After roasted are: Candied,
coffee substitute, salted.
In the fourth column after flour (with a dotted line
crossing the second and third columns), listed vertically, are:
Baked products, breakfast foods, candies, chocolate, diabetic
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foods, health drink, ice-cream cones, ice-cream powder,
infant foods, macaroni products, meat products (filler). Note:
There are too many uses on the diagram to describe them all
here.
2898. Chevalier, Auguste. 1947. Cultures nouvelles et
cultures qui disparaissent en Afrique Occidentale [New crops
and crops which are disappearing in West Africa]. Revue
Internationale de Botanique Appliquee et d’Agriculture
Tropicale 27(293-294):134-38. March/April. [Fre]
• Summary: Soya is listed among the new crops. “Soya
(Le Soja; Soja max Piper = Glycine soja Zuccar.) in the
indigenous cultures of black Africa in some regions: Upper
Côte d’Ivoire, Sudan, South Nigeria, and Cameroon. It is the
colonial administrations which have extolled the crop and
have distributed the seeds. Thirty years ago the soybean was
completely unknown in black Africa, even at the agricultural
experiment stations. The first acclimatizations succeeded
poorly. It was necessary to introduce the root nodule bacteria
in pure cultures in order to have them sown on lands
where soya was cultivated for the first time. Next, it was
necessary to investigate the varieties suited to the various
tropical climates. The crop was developed in West Africa
at the stations of Bingerville at Sérédou (French Guinea),
at Dschang (Cameroon), in Nigeria, etc. In Côte d’Ivoire it
is only from 1940 that this crop has been propagated and
spread among the indigenous people.
“Only 4 varieties have given good results: Haberland
[Haberlandt], an old European variety, Bingitt 27 and Bingitt
29, and Mocara black [Mocara noir], originally from Java
(Roland Portères). These varieties have spread among the
indigenous people of the high plateaus of Cameroon, to
the south of the Adamawa (l’Adamaoua), and in French
Guinea, the region of Macenta and in Upper Côte d’Ivoire,
near Bobo-Dioulasso, Banfora, Sikasso, etc. The indigenous
people have used them to make fermented pastes to replace
the Soumbara [also spelled “Soumbala” in later documents],
a condiment prepared with the seeds of Parkia. However the
plant does not seem to be able to contend with peanuts for
export. Meanwhile, according to Portères, soya has a certain
and promising future in the Mossi [in what is today central
Burkina Faso] and in certain mountainous regions of black
Africa.
Note 1. This is the earliest reliable document seen
(June 2004) concerning soybeans in Côte d’Ivoire, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Côte d’Ivoire.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2019) that mentions Soumbara (also called Soumbala or
dawadawa), a condiment made from soybeans instead of the
traditional Parkia seeds. Address: Professeur honorare au
Museum national d’Histoire naturelle de Paris, France; and
publisher of this journal.
2899. Gaspar, F. 1947. Cultivo de la soja [Cultivation of

soybean]. Agricultura (Madrid, Spain) 16(180):201. April.
[Spa]
• Summary: Gives instructions for cultivating the Early
Yellow variety of soybean in Spain. In southern Spain,
planting time is April, when the frosts are over. The furrows
should face the south so that the new plants have protection
from the north wind. Rows should be spaced 40 cm apart,
and holes in each row should be 25 cm apart. Place 2
seeds in each hole to a depth of 3 cm and cover with earth
without pressing. Two irrigations are generally sufficient;
no irrigation must be done after flowering. Soybeans can be
used for human food, and they are also ground into flour and
mixed with other products for feeding livestock. Address:
Ingeniero agrónomo.
2900. Kerle, W.D. 1947. Soybeans. Agricultural Gazette of
New South Wales 58(5):227-31. May 1; 58(6):295-98. June
1. Summarized in Soybean Digest, Nov. 1947, p. 34.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. World distribution.
Experience in New South Wales. Soil and climatic
requirements. Soil preparation. Time and methods of sowing.
Fertilisers. Inoculation of seed. Varieties. After cultivation.
Rotation. Harvesting. Storage. Yields. Insect pests and
diseases. Uses of soybeans (soybean oil for food and
industrial purposes, soybean meal for livestock feed, soybean
plastics and wool, soybean flour, green vegetable soybeans,
soybean milk, sprouts, mature soybeans). Economic aspect
of soybean growing.
Experience with soybeans in New South Wales
extends over the past 30 years [i.e., since about 1917].
Hundreds of varieties have been imported from East Asia,
the USA, and other countries, and field experiments have
been conducted in all districts of the State. Numerous
trials have been conducted at Hawkesbury Agricultural
and Experiment Farms with varieties, cultural practices,
fertilisers, seed inoculation, etc. Several soybean varieties
are now recommended and the Northern Tablelands have
been shown to be the district best suited to seed production,
yet the yields there (averaging 7 bushels/acre over a ten year
period) have not been sufficient to recommend soybeans as
a commercial crop. Yields of over 20 bushels/acre, however,
have been obtained in variety trials. The best variety is
Potchefstroom 169, originally from South Africa. Other good
varieties available in NSW include Easy Cook [Easycook],
Haberlandt, Otootan, Lincoln, Dunfield, and Richland.
Before World War II, soybeans were imported from
China and the Netherlands East Indies for about 6 shillings
per bushel. During the war the price for soybeans (whose
production was very small) was as high as 42 shillings
per bushel, and contracts were let at 25 shillings by the
Commonwealth Government in 1942-43. Of all the states of
Australia and New Zealand, Queensland now seems to show
the best promise of success in growing soybeans.
In 1924 in the USA only about 6% of soybean
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production was crushed for oil, but in 1940 this figure rose to
83%.
Photos show: (1) Farmer standing in a field of high
soybeans on the North Coast. (2) A field of soybeans in the
early stages of growth. (3) Soybean roots showing welldeveloped nodules. (4) Mature plant of Potchefstroom 169.
(5) A man examining Easy Cook [Easycook] soybeans
growing in a field. (6) Soybeans “cocked” after harvesting
with reaper and binder. (7) Soybeans being grown as a
green manure crop between tung oil trees. Address: Special
Agronomist, New South Wales.
2901. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Die Kultur der Soja in
Oesterreich [The cultivation of the soybean in Austria].
Vienna, Austria: Scholle-Verlag. 97 p. Scholle-Buecherei,
Bd. 80. With 33 illust. and 16 tables. 22 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword (written in May 1947
at Braunsdorf-Wien). 1. The origin of the soybean and
how it spread throughout the world. 2. The history of its
introduction into Europe: Into Austria, into Germany, into
France, into Poland, Hungary, and the Balkans. 3. Botanical
information about the soybean: Its morphology, physiology,
Austrian varieties, European varieties, diseases and pests,
nodule bacteria and hormones. 4. Breeding, the goals of
breeding, and conduct of investigations (Versuchswesen). 5.
Climate and suitable varieties. 6. Culture: Soil, preceding
and subsequent crops in rotations, preparation of the soil,
fertilizing the soil, time of seeding, inoculation, seeds,
scarification (Beizung) of the seeds [to “wound” or scratch
the seed coat so that the seeds imbibe water and thus
germinate better], plant spacing and density of planting,
amount of seeds and depth of planting, damage done by wild
animals (game), care of the crop, harvest, threshing, storage.
Note: Throughout this book, the author uses the word
“Soja” to refer to the soybean. Occasionally he also uses the
German words Sojafrucht (for the bean / seed).
During the summer months, the days grow longer the
further north you go and the closer you get to the summer
solstice (p. 33-34).
Soybean varieties in Austria (p. 41-43): Soybean
breeding in Austria began with the small-seeded black Platter
SS 14; the weight of 1,000 seeds was 65 gm. But from it
large-seeded varieties were developed with a 1,000 seed
weight of 160 gm. The yield of SS 14 was low. In the 1929
seed catalog from Platt the following new soybean varieties
appeared for the first time: Platter gelbe Riesen (Platt Yellow
Giant). Platter gelbe (Platt Yellow). And on the price list the
following varieties appeared: Frühe Braune (Early Brown).
Braungelbe I und II (Brownish Yellow I and II). Fruwirth’s
Black Eyebrow. Schwarze von Rastatt (Black from Rastatt
[in Baden-Württemberg]).
In 1927 twenty varieties were received from the USA;
the names and days to maturity are given.
In 1937 in Austria the Soya Ring (Sojaring) was

founded. Growing contracts were signed with industry and
prices agreed upon. The processing industry was built mainly
on processing imported soybeans, but it was soon agreed
that with the import license a part of the duty could be used
to buy a certain amount of domestic soybeans and process
them.
European varieties (p. 45-47): A list of 10 German
varieties, two Polish varieties, eight Austrian varieties, one
Hungarian variety, and 20 French varieties is given. In 1947
most of the French varieties were developed by Rouest. A
report by H. Gay in Tunisia reports on various U.S. soybeans
grown there. When Henry Ford went to Europe, he first tried
growing soybeans he brought from Michigan. But when
they didn’t ripen, he began to work with Mr. J.L. North. Two
Yugoslavian and two Romanian varieties are mentioned.
The Romans understood that growing legumes improves
the soil for later crops. The Chinese probably understood
that too. But Hellriegel was the first to clearly understand the
nature and function of root bacteria. (p. 50-51).
Soybean breeding in central Europe started in about
1927 (p. 54). The soybean is a plant that prefers warmth (p.
65).
Illustrations show: (1) Exports of soybeans from Asia
to Europe, 1908-1933 (p. 7). (2) Soybean growing areas in
Asia, Africa, and Europe (p. 8). (3) Soybean growing areas
in the USA (p. 9). (4) The four stages of a soybean seed as
it sprouts in the soil (p. 26). (5) A young soybean plant. (6)
The main axis of a soybean plant (p. 27). (7) Three soybean
plant growth types (p. 28). (8) Growth of the plant’s root
systems (p. 28). (9) The shape of two different sets of leaves.
(10) Pods filled with seeds on a stem (p. 30). (11) Empty
pods on a stem. (12) Vegetative and reproductive of the
soybean plant (p. 31). (13) Development of the underground
portions of the plant with time. (14) Graph of day length in
Vienna. Maximum length on June 20 (p. 34). (15) Graph
of day length in Vienna and Lamagistere (shorter days than
Vienna). (16) Relationship between planting date and yield
of seeds and straw (p. 41). (17) Damage by rabbits to young
soybean plants (p. 49). (18) Development of the vegetative
phases of the soybean plant with time (p. 55). (19) Vegetative
development of a late variety. (20) Vegetative development
of a very late variety. (21) Vegetative development of an
ideal variety (p. 56). (22) Shortening of the vegetative
period. (23) Map of Europe showing where large-scale
cultivation of soybeans is possible (p. 63). (24) Map of
Austria showing three zones where large-scale cultivation of
soybeans is possible; most are in eastern Austria (p. 64). (25)
The soybean root system needs deep penetration of the soil
(p. 67). (26) A crust on the soil surface reduces water loss
from sun and wind (p. 68). (27) One ha of soybeans takes
from the soil: 80 kg water, 130 kg nitrogen, 120 kg lime /
calcium, 80 kg silicon, 56 kg potassium, 40 kg phosphorus,
40 kg magnesium. (28) Record the dates of soybean planting
and harvest (p. 70). (29) How to store soybeans: right way
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and wrong way. (30) Different distances between seeds in
a row: 5, 7¼, 10 and 15 cm. (31) Widths between rows.
(32) Planting rows for mechanical harvest. (33) Square,
rectangular and triangular planting patterns (p. 76).
The 33 interesting photos at the back of the book
include: (1) A single soybean plant of the variety Platter
gelbe Riesen [Platt Giant Yellow] with pods. (2a) A plant of
the first acclimatized soybean variety, SS 14. (2b) A soybean
plant of the variety Pflanze gelbe Riesen in Lamagistere,
heavy with pods growing close to the stem. (3a) The first
soybean field in 1924 growing the variety Platter SS 14. (3b)
The same field one year later.
(4a) A soybean breeding nursery in Platt: In the
foreground, early, low soybean varieties. In the background,
late fodder varieties. A man is standing in the middle of the
field. (5a) A soybean breeding nursery in southern France (at
Lamagistere). A man is standing in the middle of the field.
(5b) In April 1937 the best Austrian soybean varieties being
planted at St. Sylvain d’Anjou. Five people are involved
with planting at the front of the field, and two are standing
in the distant background. (6a-b) Already in France, soybean
varieties harvested in Austria are being planted in the
breeding nursery, above at Lamagistere, below at St. Sylvain.
(7a) Preparing the soil for planting in a soybean field in
Austria using a team of bullocks; behind them 3 people are
standing in the field.
(7b) Threshing the cream of the crop of Platter gelbe
Riesen varieties harvested in Casablanca, Morocco. (8a) A
field of Austrian soybean varieties in Marrakech (Marakesh),
French Morocco. (8b) Storing threshed elite soybeans in a
light rectangular wooden box (with two narrow cross-pieces
across the top) in Casablanca. Three men on bended knees,
looking happy, are just behind the box with their hands in the
clean soybeans–which will later be used for seed.
(10a) Marcel Blanchard with a breeding nursery of
Austrian soybeans at Agen (Garonne), France. (10b) Closeup of soybean seeds from Platt. (11a). Soybean nodules
inoculated with Radicin. (11b). Inoculating the sterile agar
nutrient solution with pure culture at the Radicin factory.
The Radicin factory. (12a) Propagation / multiplication of
the bacteria in the incubation room. A scientist in a white lab
coat, is standing in front of floor-to-ceiling cubbyholes for
inoculant in test tubes stoppered with a plugs of cotton. (12b)
A man, standing by a planter as he inoculates the soybean
seeds in the seed box (Säkasten).
(13a-b) a field where investigations of hormone- and
vitamin use on soybean seeds is taking place in Braunsdorf,
Lower Austria. (14a) The first hoeing of emergent soybean
seedlings using a hoeing machine. (14b) Trials with varieties,
row width, and time of planting in Casablanca, Morocco.
Two white houses (one having two stories) are visible behind
the fields of soybeans. (15a) Elite plants in the soybean
breeding nursery at Platt. (15b) Two stoppered test tubes.
Results of inoculation trials with Radicin in Rumania. (16a).

The soybean breeding plots at Platt, Lower Austria. (16b) A
soybean plant heavy with the pods of a new variety, Platter
Gelbe [Platt Yellow].
A ¼-page ad on page 79 states: Seed breeding
enterprise. F.A. Brillmayer. Braunsdorf, Post Roseldorf,
Nieder Oesterreich [Lower Austria]. High quality varieties
of the following: Soybeans, bush beans, red beetroots,
sunflowers, polebeans, carrots, flat millet, Kolben millet.
Address: Braunsdorf, Post Roseldorf, Niederoesterreich
(Lower Austria), Austria.
2902. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Geschichte der
Einfuehrung der Soja in Deutschland [History of the
introduction of the soybean to Germany (Document part)].
In: F.A. Brillmayer. 1947. Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich.
Vienna: Scholle-Verlag. 97 p. See p. 18-20. [Ger]
• Summary: Climatically, Germany is not well suited for
growing soybeans. After World War I, the Germans imported
ever larger amounts of soybeans from Manchuria to use for
oil. The defatted soybean meal (Extraktionsschrot) was used
as a high protein livestock feed. Under these circumstances
the value of the soybean was full appreciated and cultural
trials were started.
One of the first soybean breeders was the seed
wholesaling firm of August Bitterhoff Sohn in Berlin, which
introduced both yellow seeded soybeans for use as food and
tall-growing types with black seeds for fodder and hay. By
1925 the Bitterhoff catalog contained cooking instructions
for soybeans as well as exact instructions for cultivating
soybeans.
Entirely in secret was the work of Prof. Dr. G. Riede,
Director of the Institute for Crop Cultivation and Plant
Breeding (Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzüchtung) at the
University of Bonn. After many years of efforts in secret,
he introduced his new varieties and only after he met with
success did he start to publish his results. His work is the
source of the Diekmann cultivars, especially the greenyellow types.
Soon after the end of World War I, in about 1922,
the agricultural experiment station at Rastatt / Baden
got involved with soybean breeding and introduced the
Rastaetter Black (Rastätter Schwarze). Dr. Heinz in Halle
had better success. Various other people and institutions got
involved, such as W. Holzweissig in Westerrade (Holstein).
At the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Muenchenberg / Mark
various researchers crossed soybeans (according to Dr.
Rudorf).
At about this time Dr. Lene Mueller (today Mrs. HerbMueller) made several world trips to study soybeans and
became quite famous. When she visited Brillmayer in
1927-28, she had just returned from being shipwrecked;
she was rescued from the sea off of Java. She worked in her
experimental nurseries (Versuchsgärten) in Mannheim, later
went to Russia and then to the Balkans. From her work we
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can trace the “L.M.” (Lene Müller) varieties of the Reich
soybean breeding program in Giessen on the Lahn [river].
For some years the Austrian soybeans Platt Yellow Giant
were grown in Germany–as in 1932. In 1935 A. Dieckmann
at Heimburg in Harz began soybean breeding and took over
the breeding material of Dr. G. Riede in Bonn. He produced
a number of good varieties.
The organization of soybean growing in Germany was
carried out by the Division of Soybean Culture of the Corn
Growing Society (Maisanbaugesellschaft) in Berlin and the
price supported through subventions from industry. In spite
of this, the soybean area in Germany never reached more
than 300 hectares; the yields were too low.
Nevertheless the importance of the soybean was
understood and it was realized that despite the low yields
it made sense to grow soybeans when one considered how
much valuable protein they produced per unit area. So
in order to move forward in developing early maturing,
good yielding varieties, the Reich’s Food Ministry
intervened, since through the agency of the state the goal
could be achieved faster than through private initiative.
This is about 1935 the Reich Soybean Breeding Program
(Reichssojazüchtung) was established and affiliated with
the Institute for Crop Production and Plant Breeding at the
Ludwigs University in Giessen. Prof. G. Sessous became the
director and was later succeeded by state director of breeding
O. Richter. The basis upon which they proceeded and built
were the cross-bred hybrids (Kreuzungshybriden) of Mrs. Dr.
Herb-Mueller, the so-called LM-line. The cross between two
populations of the soybean Small Yellow Hungarian split up
into so many varieties that the breeding nursery at Giessen
near Bad Nauheim looked like a variegated chessboard.
Several hundred varieties were at hand, all different. My
variety Giessen 108 came from this cross.
A female student of Prof. Sessous, Ms. Ing. Kläere
Schiller, investigated many physiological problems, then
years later “introduced” the soybean to Spain.
“The Radicin Institute, W. Holzweissig in Westerade,
Holstein, made excellent inoculant and studied it.
“The present situation will surely force Germany to
continue work on soybeans despite unfavorable climatic
conditions; it can secure carbohydrates from potatoes, but
lacks oil / fat and protein, which the soybean can deliver
most efficiently even when yields are low.
Note: There is no mention of Germany’s massive
imports of soybeans from the Balkans. Address: Braunsdorf–
Vienna, Austria.
2903. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Geschichte der
Einfuehrung der Soja in Frankreich [History of the
introduction of the soybean to France (Document part)]. In:
F.A. Brillmayer. 1947. Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich.
Vienna: Scholle-Verlag. 97 p. See p. 20-23. [Ger]
• Summary: The first soybeans in France were grown at

the Jardin des Plantes in Paris in 1779, and served mainly
scientific interest. In 1856 and the following years, the
National Society for Acclimatization conducted cultivation
trials with seeds brought from China. In 1857-1858 this
Society did cultivation trials in Vitry sur Seine and got good
results. The seeds were planted May 10-12, they set flowers
July 25, were harvested at the end of October, and yielded an
average of 183 seeds per plant.
In 1859 the House of Vilmorin-Andrieux had a bad
harvest with late varieties from China. The years 1862-1869
brought alternating successes and failures, apparently the
varieties used were too late ripening and was the decision in
the autumn weather at that time.
After the 1873 Vienna Exposition, the work of Prof.
Haberlandt and the Austrian publicity (propaganda) for the
soybean did not go unheeded in France.
From 1874 to 1880 the Society of Horticulture of
Etampes (in Etampes, Seine et Oise) had great success with
a yellow soybean variety from China; its properties and
chemical composition were thoroughly studied by Lechartier.
A doctor from the surrounding area made plant cheese
(Pflanzenkäse) from soybeans. Yet is spite of all this, the
harvest found no buyers.
In 1880 the Vilmorin catalog offered the Haberlandt
variety, which had been acclimatized in Austria. The Society
for Acclimatization now organized cultural trials all over
France and the results were excellent. The soybean was
described in many publications and its value set forth. Yet, in
spite of all this, its value was forgotten and disappeared.
Note: The author implies a long period of no interest;
but the interest only diminished.
Then the soybean was introduced as a new vegetable,
praised above all for its high nutritional value, without
investigating how (practically) it could be introduced into
the diet. However if the soybean (die Sojafrucht) is cooked
like other beans, it remains hard and does not taste so good.
Today we know that there is a bitter principle in a thin layer
just under the seed coat and that this adversely affects the
soybean’s flavor. Moreover, there was no need for a new
foodstuff, for the French colonies provided everything
by way of food and shelter. The brief burst of enthusiasm
petered out, and again soybeans came to be forgotten.
Thereafter it was medical doctors and scientists who
concerned themselves with the soybean–not the farmers.
In 1919 Prof. R. Lepine published the results of
interesting research in Algeria, and investigations of soymilk.
In the environs of Paris, Dr. Le Goff attempted, with the
Japanese soybean variety Tokyo Black, to grow large areas
for use in canned foods for diabetics.
These attempts and efforts persuaded Mr. Rouest to
continue his selection research with soybeans, which he had
begun in 1907, but it was not until 1925 that he was satisfied
with the results. At that time he described 42 varieties
(out of a total of 2,000). Rouest attempted to interest the
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French government and other existing places, but he had
no success. In 1929 the Soviet government proposed that
Rouest continue his soybean research in the USE and at the
end of 1930 he left France with his family to settle down in
Rostow [Rostov] on the Don [in southwestern Russia, just
46 km / 21 miles northeast of the Sea of Azov]. Here he
began with an area of 1 hectare, where he observed the 200
soybean varieties he brought with him. His successes were
very satisfying. Then, because of practical considerations, his
work was moved [about 250 kilometers (150 mi) southward]
to Krasnodar [a city in Southern Russia on the Kuban River
in the North Caucasus, located around 80 kilometers (50 mi)
north-east of the Black Sea port of Novorossiysk].
In France, Rouest had attempted to find an early soybean
variety that gave a good yield; therefore the majority of his
varieties were short in height (niedrig), and since the yield
correlates with the length of the vegetative phase of growth
(Vegetationslänge), the yield was somewhat lower. The
Soviets wanted an early variety which grew with a minimum
of hand labor, could be harvested by machines, and gave
a high yield. Rouest was not able to achieve this goal, so
in 1936 he returned to France, where he died in 1938. His
son, who returned to France from military service in the
French colonies several years ago, would like to continue his
father’s work where his father stopped.
So far as I know, Rouest’s varieties are the only ones
available in France which have been significantly improved
by breeding. The following varieties, developed by Rouest,
have been grown and observed in my breeding nursery
(Zuchtgarten):
Grignon No. 37, No. 34, No. 39, No. 1, No. 10, No. 5,
No. 82, and No. 45. Rouest No. 9, No. 246, and No. 250.
There was little interest in the soybean in France
before World War II, but during the German occupation
[which started in June 1940] 17 new associations that were
active with soybeans appeared in France, largely because
of the lack of food. Many were simply interested in buying
soybeans abroad and selling them in France.
At an earlier time, the following worked with soybean
breeding: Abbé Souillet in Anjou [a province in north
western France centered on the city of Angers in the lower
Loire Valley], Charles Eckenfels, and Mr. Jean Bordas,
director of the Agricultural Experiment Station in Avignon
[in southeastern France on the Rhône River].
Through propaganda and as an author, Dr. Jean Balzli
made a name for himself in the field of soybeans. Likewise
Amadee Matarin as a manufacturing technologist and
chemist.
In Tunisia, H. Gay did soybean breeding and worked as
advisory director for the trade delegation to Tunis.
The authorized ventures for soybean seed production
and cultivation and expansion in the soybean industry are:
(1) National Soya Center (Centre National du Soja),
Bordeaux.

(2) Agricultural and Industrial Society for Soya (Société
Agricole et Industrielle du Soja), Paris.
(3) Cooperative of Soybean Producers at Lot and
Garonne (Cooperativ des producteurs du Soja de Lot et
Garonne), Agen.
(4) Cooperative of Soybean Producers in the Valley of
the Rhone (Cooperativ des producteurs du Soja de la valée
du Rhone), Valence.
(5) Cooperative of Soybean Production and Sales of
Selected Seeds (Cooperativ des production et vente de
semences selektionées), of Massif Central Clermont-Ferrand.
(6) Toulouse Interregional Soya Cooperative
(Cooperativ toulousaine interrégional du Soja), Toulouse.
(7) Reynaud Geilinger establishment (Etablissements
Reynaud Geilinger), Marseille [Marseilles].
(8) Mr. Hébert, Great Mill at Chartres (M. Hébert,
Grands Moulins de Chartres), Eure et Loire.
(9) Cooperative Society of Soybean Planters in Provence
(Sociéte cooperativ provencale des planteurs de Soja),
Marseille.
Authorized establishments working on food uses of soya
are:
(10) Laboratoires Dulfrance, Bayonne.
(11) Société francaise des produits de Soja, LevalloisPerret.
(12) Société “Les aliments de régime,” Levallois-Perret.
(13) Société “Soja” 57 rue Pierre Charron, Paris.
Climatically, France is a diverse country, so soybean
research must be done in each region. It is now certain that
with seriousness and enthusiasm, soybean cultivation in
France will advance.
As a postscript, the House of Vilmorin near Paris, still
has, after many long years, an acre of land where all 800
soybean varieties obtainable worldwide are grown, observed
botanically, and classified. Success has already been
achieved in their own Institute for Polyploidy. They have
also developed soybeans with seeds as big as small cherries.
Address: Braunsdorf–Vienna, Austria.
2904. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Geschichte der
Einfuehrung der Soja in Oesterreich [History of the
introduction of the soybean to Austria. I. (Document part)].
In: F.A. Brillmayer. 1947. Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich.
Vienna: Scholle-Verlag. 97 p. See p. 11-14. [Ger]
• Summary: Starting in 1920 again, for the second time,
Austria promoted the production and utilization of soybeans,
and with this the impulse for a new “soya wave,” which
now went all over Europe, was unleashed. Here in Vienna
a soya industry also began with the production of Edelsoja.
Assistant Professor Kupelwieser used it to demonstrate the
outstanding significance of soya as a protein source, going
against the then current opinion that soya was primarily
an oilseed. From my soybean breeding location at Platt in
Lower Austria, Austrian cultivars spread all over Europe and
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even overseas.
Why should it not be widely known that valuable
pioneering work was performed in Austria? The line of
soybeans bred in Platt went to Poland, the Balkans, to
Hungary, Belgium, Holland, and Greece, to Turkey, to Persia,
Canada, England, Germany, Dutch Guiana [later renamed
Suriname], Hindustan/the Indian Peninsula [Vorderindien,
incl. India, Sri Lanka, and parts of Pakistan and Burma],
China, Java, Tanganyika, to French Morocco, and Bessarabia
[now part of the Moldavian S.S.R. in the USSR]. It was not
only new breeds of soybeans that spread out from Austria but
a rekindling of the “soya idea” that had its origin here. This
led to a change of opinion and the soybean came to be seen
as a world power factor (Weltmachtfaktor), as is already well
known today.
According to Dr. [E.C.] Winkler’s patented process
for debittering soya, a very modern factory was erected in
Vienna XX. In it, a part of the oil was expressed, leaving
a meal with only half its original fat content. Dr. Winkler
achieved, through prior debittering of the soybeans, an
excellent food and salad oil that did not need to be further
refined. Also, the production of unrefined salad oil from
Edelsoja originated in Austria.
History of the introduction of soya to Austria (p. 11):
On the occasion of the Vienna World Exhibition of 1873,
Japan exhibited soybeans and awakened a great interest for
this Asian plant throughout Central Europe. This was mainly
because of the fact that in the Exhibition attention was
called to the value of the soybean. The Viennese university
professor Friedrich Haberlandt took the matter into his
own hands. Through the agency of the imperial embassy
/ legation he had the Ministry of Agriculture acquire 20
soybean samples from Japan and China. The tests were done
in the warmer provinces of the Monarchy. There were 148
agronomic trials introduced in Hungary, Dalmatia [a former
region on the Adriatic coast of what is now Croatia; formerly
an Austrian crownland], Kärnten [Carinthia, today a state
in southern Austria bordering on Italy and Yugoslavia],
Steiermark [Styria, a state in the mountainous part of
central and southeast Austria], Istrien [Istria, in Slovenia
since June 1991], and Mähren [Moravia, a region in central
Czechoslovakia]. In 1877 Haberlandt had already gathered
so much experience that exact guidance for cultivating
soybeans could be given. At this time the first composition
analyses were undertaken, so exact knowledge of the value
of soybean seeds was obtained. Likewise, through Steuf
and Wolker, experience was gained in pressing oil from
the seeds, and selections were undertaken in the Botanical
Garden at Vienna. The highest yielding types were called
“Haberlandt” and these first appeared in the seed catalog of
the great seed company Vilmorin Andrieux & Co. in 1880.
Haberlandt pointed out the value of the soybean as food
and recommended a diet of soybeans and potatoes, which
contained all nutrients necessary for human life. It was also

recommended that the soybean be incorporated into the
commissary provisions of the army, and in this process that
peas in the popular pea sausage ‘Erbswurst’ be partially
replaced by soybeans.
At that time, the soybean could not stand on its own. It
remained strong for a long time in the peasant agriculture of
Krain [Carniola; now in Slovenia] and Istrien, and served
as a ‘coffee bean’ (Kaffeebohne) in the preparation of a
breakfast drink. There were two conditions which stood
in the way of the spread of soybeans. First, the soybean
is a foreign food to us. When cooked, it remains hard and
has an after-taste, an off flavor that is bitter. The very thin
layer under the seed coat of the bean is the source of this
after-taste. In addition, it was said that Asian soyfoods
have no taste. What is more, there was plenty of food in the
Monarchy, so there was no need for a new, foreign food.
The soybean completely disappeared from memory in
Austria. It was only kept in a few botanical gardens as a
curiosity.
In 1920 I began breeding soybean lines with the goal
of getting ones that would ripen in our climate and give
reasonable yields. Conditions for soybean culture became
ripe after World War I due to the general lack of food. My
starting material was a matchbox full of soybeans that a
prisoner of war had brought with him from Siberia. After a
long delay, the solution to the soybean problem was begun
in Platt in lower Austria, near Zellerndorf in the district of
Hollabrun. Some of the seeds ripened and in the next year
those that ripened earliest were selected. In 1924 I was
able to announce to Dr. Markus Brandl (the top agricultural
official in the area) that I had a field of soybeans that matured
in mid-September. Immediately Dr. Fritz Drahorad was sent
to Platt to inspect and report on the soybean plant. Drahorad
was the current top ranking agronomic official in Vienna in
charge of plant cultivation and seed testing (Oberkommissär
der Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenbau und Samenprüfung)
and the assistant to Privy Councillor (Hofrat) Professor
Dr. Tschermak von Seysenegg, who had been involved
with soya at Royal College of Agriculture (Hochschule für
Bodenkultur) in Vienna. He wrote a confirming report, that a
good yielding, early maturing variety was now at hand. This
first domestic variety was small seeded and black. It was
called Platter SS (Black Seeded) 14.
Using newspaper articles and a small price list, I
propagated soybean culture. I pointed out its significance
as human and animal food, established connections with
central authorities in China, and exchanged experiences and
breeding material with research stations in Manchuria. The
Chinese Eastern Railway soybean station in Harbin, which
then employed a staff of 20 scientists, published annually a
hefty volume with research results dealing with all questions
of culture, breeding and utilization. In this way, Austria
received new breeding material from Manchuria–over 80
soybean varieties. But in Platt they failed to perform up to
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our expectations because of the longer vegetation period.
Meanwhile, from the small-seeded SS 14 a very large
seeded strain was selected. In the price list of 1929, eight
lines appeared, with maturity times ranging from 114 to 128
days. One thousand seeds weighed 158 to 170 gm. Yields
steadily improved throughout 1929. In the same year, the
new varieties of Platt Yellow and Platt Yellow Giant were
made available in small quantities for research. A table (p.
14) shows that 100-gm packets of mixed types were sold,
including many black types and Professor Früwirth’s Black
Eyebrow, all prefaced by the word ‘Platter.’
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Oct. 2007)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Persia [renamed
Iran in 1935]. Address: Braunsdorf–Vienna, Austria.
2905. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Geschichte der
Einfuehrung der Soja in Oesterreich [History of the
introduction of the soybean to Austria. II. (Document part)].
In: F.A. Brillmayer. 1947. Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich.
Vienna: Scholle-Verlag. 97 p. See p. 14-18. [Ger]
• Summary: In 1928 a breeding station was opened for the
CSR by Dr. Georg Hanreich at Wositz in south Mähren
[Moravia] and on the existing steam mill (Dampfmuehle) a
soya factory (Soja-san) was constructed.
Also in 1928 the experiences with soybean culture in
Austria were self-published in a brochure by BrillmayerDrahorad entitled Die Sojabohne, ihre Bedeutung, Kultur,
und Verwendung. Jan Helmus translated this brochure into
Dutch under the title Soja-Cultur, een National Belang. It
was published by Ten Hagen’s Drukkerij en Uitgevers Mij,
den Haag.
In 1931 Dr. Drahorad was asked by the Turkish
government to take charge of growing the first Austrian-bred
soybean seeds they had purchased. He received a leave of
absence and traveled via Constantinople to Samsun on the
Black Sea. The growing went smoothly, despite floods which
the soybeans survived miraculously. The growing area was
steadily expanded.
Two or three years later [in about 1933 or 1934] a man
was sent to visit me by the Shah of Persia to buy Austrianbred soybeans. Astonished, I asked him how the Shah came
to know about Platt in Lower Austria. He answered that
the director of the sugar factory in Alpullu, Turkey, while
visiting the Shah, spoke so enthusiastically of the success
of the soybeans bred in Platt, that the Shah decided to send
a buyer to Austria for soybeans and to Germany for fodder
turnip seeds (Futterruebensamen; Brassica rapa). According
to reports of the Director of the Agricultural Academy in
Tehran, Dr. E. Gauba, the soybean cultures are growing
nicely there.
In the early 1930s, because of the propaganda in
Austria, there was much interest in growing soybeans,
especially among the small farmers of the Alpine districts
who did it on a trial basis. Some got good results; some

were disappointed. Here and there large operations started.
Enthusiastic letters arrived; most wanted to sell the harvest at
a high price as seeds, which hurt expansion of the crop as it
was too expensive for industry to buy. In those days, Austria
was flooded with low-cost soybean meal (Sojaschrot) for
fodder use, so there was little stimulus for home production
of soybeans. They could not sell for more than the cost of
production. The production of soybeans for seed in Austria
was only about 1,000 kg/year.
Meanwhile in Germany agronomic trials were
conducted, especially in Lower Silesia (Niederschlesien),
where the Platt Yellow Giant ripened. There were also good
results in Schleswig, and in Westfallen the crop became
established. On the average in these days, we delivered seeds
for trials to about 100 operations each year.
In 1932, because of a tax on the license for the
multiplication and selling of seeds inside Germany, the way
was paved for dealings with Delitzsch Rapeseed Breeders,
Inc. in Delitzsch [near Leipzig]. But it was broken off at
a discussion in Berlin. The next year brought unification,
and then in Delitzsch I started the first breeding nurseries
(Zuchtgärten) and helped with many operations in the area to
build seed multiplication fields.
In 1934 the Soja Cultur en Handelmaatschappij
Nederland NV was founded in Voorburg, Holland. It bought
soybeans from Austria but the climate was not very favorable
and the organization had little drive.
In 1935 Mr. A. Dieckmann from Heimburg am Harz
came to Platt to see the soybean breeding operation and
fields, and for negotiations on selling breeding material in
Germany. Dieckmann had already, years ago, conducted
soybean trials. The negotiations came to no conclusion
and he ended up acquiring breeding material for Heimburg
from Professor Dr. G. Riede in Bonn, Director of the
Institute of Plant Culture and Breeding (Pflanzenbau und
Pflanzenzuechtung). I was invited to Heimburg and helped
with the establishment of the first breeding nurseries.
At the same time [in 1935] the Department of
Agriculture of the Greek government purchased a large
amount of soybean seeds. Despite enquiries, no news could
be obtained concerning their success.
In 1936 a finance group in Paris took an interest in
soybeans from Platt. A delegation consisting of Messrs.
Leplanquais, van der Weyde, and Rousseau came to Vienna
to inspect the breeding and seed multiplication operations, as
well as Dr. Winkler’s processing factory (Veredlungsfabrik).
On the best of terms–which still exist today–a corporation
was founded named SAIS (Société Agricole et Industrielle du
Soja, S.A.), with capital of 1 million francs. The headquarters
were in Casablanca, French Morocco, with a central bureau
in Paris.
At St. Sylvain d’Anjou near Angers in the Loire valley
they bought land and planted Austrian soybean seeds. I
traveled to Germany four times a year for the establishment
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of the breeding nurseries, observation of the vegetative stage,
harvest, and working up of the material. The successes were
encouraging.
At the same time (1936) a large planting of soybeans
in Morocco was planned. According to climatological data
obtained from several weather station in Morocco, Dr.
Drahorad and Dr. Kopetz in Vienna came to the opinion that
the weeks between Christmas and New Year would be a good
time for planting. But there were delays. In 1936 or 1937
the director in Morocco ordered 15,000 kg of Platt Yellow
Giant and inoculum, via Casablanca. All went well with the
shipment–but then there was no rain. The seeds sprouted,
then withered under the Moroccan sun. Not a single seed was
harvested.
Thereby SAIS lost half its capital. They planted smaller
plots the next year. Brillmayer was supposed to supervise it
and fly to Casablanca, but the Spanish Civil War prevented
him from getting a visa at the French embassy in Vienna.
So he guided the crop by remote control from Austria in an
exchange of airmail letters and photos. The crop succeeded
in Austria.
During the German occupation of France, Brillmayer
was called to France to continue the breeding work done
earlier. How was he, assigned as a military commander for
France, to do large scale propaganda encouraging French
farmers to grow soybeans. The breeding nurseries were
established in the south of France at Lamagistere on the
banks of the Garonne. Colonel Fauché was in charge. The
original SAIS was rebuilt during the war; the group Beauvois
Freres entered. General Médecin Saurel was its president.
The soybeans prospered, and acreage was expanded into
the provinces near the French-Spanish border: in Basses
Pyrennées, in the valley of the Adur, in Tarn et Garonne, and
in Lot et Garonne. By the time of the American invasion
(June 1944), several thousand hectares were planted with
Austrian soybean varieties.
In 1937, a Soya Ring (Sojaring), consisting of Austrian
soybean growers, was founded in Vienna to represent their
interests. (In 1947 its headquarters were at Schauslergasse
6, Wien I, Austria). In 1939 two new soybean varieties were
introduced, Angerner and Wolfsthaler. Much good work was
done.
Tables show: (1) The area planted to soybeans by
members of the Soya Ring expanded from 68 hectares (ha) in
1937 to 654 in 1938, to 1,527 in 1940, to 2,461 in 1944.
(2) The number of farming operations in the Soya
Ring grew, from 16 in 1937 to 868 in 1944. From small
beginnings–from a matchbox of seeds–a considerable
soybean growing movement had arisen in Austria.
(3a-d) Soybean production from 1937 to 1943 by
members of the Soya Ring according to the main four
Lands / areas (Länder) of Austria. Each table contains four
columns: Year. Number of member farms. Area planted
to soybeans (ha). Yield in Doppelzenter per ha. The main

producing area was Lower Austria (Niederösterreich), in
which 228 farms produced a peak of 803 tonnes on 1,256 ha
in 1940. Next was Vienna, then Kärnten, and Steiermark was
far behind with 76 tonnes. The peak yield in Steiermark was
3,300 kg/ha in 1939.
(4) The highest yield each year from 1937 to 1943 and
in which Land. These top yields ranged from 2,100 to 3,300
kg/ha. Lower Austria won the yield record in four years, and
Steiermark won it in four other years.
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Greece, or probably for the cultivation of
soybeans in Greece (1935). Yet we cannot be sure that these
soybeans were actually cultivated in Greece.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Dec.
2007) that clearly refers to soybeans in Persia, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Persia [renamed Iran in 1935].
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Persia, or the cultivation of soybeans in Persia (1933-34).
The source of these soybeans was Brillmayer in Austria.
Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Turkey, or the cultivation of soybeans in Turkey
or the Middle East (1931). The source of all these soybeans
was F.A. Brillmayer in Platt, Lower Austria. Address:
Braunsdorf–Vienna, Austria.
2906. Galley, Henry W. 1947. Soybean oil–Versatility plus.
Guest editorial. American Farm Youth (The) (Danville,
Illinois) 13(3):4, 34. May.
• Summary: This article begins: “Have you ever eaten
soybean oil?
“That question would be answered with a flat ‘No !’ by
most people.
“Yet, the oil from this miracle bean is used in hundreds
of foods in one form or another. Some of these foods are
certain to be in your pantry or refrigerator at home, right
now.
“In these modern times, while still consumers of fats
from meat and fowl, we are, nevertheless, greatly dependent
upon vegetable oils which have been made adaptable to our
needs through the help of science. Vegetable oil shortening
has largely replaced lard in baking. Margarine is probably
also a part of your daily menu. For a balanced diet, salads
too, form a part of your meals, and of course they’re usually
topped with smooth, tangy mayonnaise or salad dressing,
made with salad oils. Thus too, cooking oils are an important
item to every housewife.
“The four principal edible oils have their origins on the
farms of North America. They are soybean, cottonseed, corn,
and peanut oils, and the size of these oil-producing crops
is in the order named. Many Americans are familiar with
cottonseed, corn and peanut oils, but few have a knowledge
at all regarding the comparative newcomer in the field of
edible oils–soybean oil. So here’s a brief description of
what the soybean is and how it came to be one of America’s
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leading crops.
“From as far back as Old Testament days, the soybean
and its products have been virtually the staff of life to
millions of Orientals. During World War I, soybean oil was
shipped to America in large quantities and this action helped
to prevent a food shortage. The soybean oil in these first
shipments was in crude form and had to be processed upon
arrival. It was looked upon as a wartime substitute so its
potential value was generally overlooked.
“It did awaken the interest of one man, however. Eugene
Staley, a lad on a farm in North Carolina, had seen a returned
missionary from China give his father a few soybeans and he
remembered the circuit rider telling his Dad of the popularity
of soybeans as a food in Manchuria and parts of the Orient.
So Mr. Staley, senior, remembering, induced farmers living
around Decatur to grow soybeans as a new cash crop for
rotation with corn which had depleted the soil through yearafter-year planting during World War I. Growing of soybeans
soon spread through Illinois and the entire corn belt, but
Illinois still is the leading soybean-producing state...”
A portrait photo shows Henry W. Galley. Address:
Manager, Oils Div., A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois.
2907. Soybean Digest. 1947. To live: Japan must import
more soybeans. May. p. 36.
• Summary: “The Manchurian soybean crop in large part
holds the key to the economic health of the Japanese people.
This situation is revealed in a special analysis prepared for
the Foreign Economic Administration by F.H. Shelledy of
the U.S. Tariff Commission... In the past the heavily peopled
islands have grown only one-third of their needed soybeans.
The rest have come from Manchuria, chief supplier to
the world soybean trade, and to a smaller extent, from
Korea. The soybean was one reason why the Japs over-ran
Manchuria... Now, however, the Manchurians are growing a
third fewer soybeans than they were before the war... Before
the war Japanese farmers grew from 10 to 14 million bushels
of soybeans annually. Most of their crop found its way to the
island markets, being superior for food to the beans imported
from Manchuria and Korea... But Japanese farmers used a
large part of the crop as green manure, since they lacked
animal manures. They also depended on the Manchurian
soybeans as a source of fertilizer... Before the war the
Japanese were importing 26 million bushels of soybeans
annually...
“’Actually there appears to be little chance of any
substantial increase in soybean production in Japan. If Japan
is to have sufficient soybeans to supply its needs, it will have
to import most of them,’ Shelledy says.”
2908. Walsh, Robert M. 1947. Soybean production–Here
and abroad: And possible competition from other oilseeds.
Soybean Digest. May. p. 18-21.
• Summary: Editor’s note: “It may be 10 or 15 years before

world oilseed supplies become excessive, the author says.”
Contents: Introduction: Soybean production
concentrated in China, Manchuria, and USA, uses of
soybeans oil. War-time role. Short during the war. Early
postwar situation. Possible future developments. Long time
[term] outlook.
“Before the war, Asia produced 400 million bushels
of soybeans a year; the United States 56 million.” China
was the leading producer, with slightly over 200 million
bushels/year–all of which was used domestically. Manchuria
produced about 150 million bushels/year and was the
world’s chief exporter. “The United States, Korea, Japan,
and the Netherlands Indies [today’s Indonesia] were the
only remaining producers of any consequence. Contrary to
popular belief, output in southeastern Europe was extremely
small.”
In the USA, production grew from 5 million bushels
in 1924 (mostly for seed use) to 23 million bushels in
1934, with an increasing percentage “going to oil mills for
crushing. The severe drought of 1934 was a notable factor
leading to the present day importance of soybeans as a
cash crop in the United States. Soybeans proved to be more
drought-resistant than corn. In 1935 farmers more than
doubled their 1934 production.” By 1939 production had
reached 90 million bushels.
“Drought related shortages of lard in 1935-37 resulted
in a rapid gain in the use of soybean oil in shortening.”
Between 1935 and 1939, soybean oil went from being used
mostly in nonfood industrial products (paint and related
products was the biggest use in 1935) to being used mostly
in food products (such as shortening and margarine).
Cottonseed oil was still the main liquid oil used in processed
foods and linseed oil was still the main oil used in “dryingoil products.”
“To sum up, soybean oil made notable gains in
production and use during the late 1930’s. This upward
movement was sharply accelerated by the war which
followed.
“War-time role: Throughout most of 1940 the United
States had large supplies of domestic and imported oils,
and prices were low. And our consumption of fats in 1941
was the largest in peace-time history. Real trouble began
in 1942. Imports fell abruptly after the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor. The United States had been dependent on
Pacific sources for about half its imports of fats and oils.
In the five years 1937-41, imports had averaged 2 billion
pounds annually. From 1942 through 1946, yearly imports
were less than half that amount. The major loss was in
coconut oil,” followed by palm oil from the Netherlands
Indies, and tung oil from China. In addition, the U.S. had
previously lost nearly 100 million pounds of olive oil from
the Mediterranean region, and fairly large amounts of fishand fish-liver oils from the European North Atlantic area.
During World War II, the U.S. government acted to
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increase domestic oil production and to ration supplies.
Soybean production increased. “To induce larger output,
AAA [Agricultural Adjustment Administration] restrictions
on soybean acreage were partially relaxed in June 1941. The
government offered to support prices of 1941-crop soybeans
at approximately $1 per bushel. These actions, together with
rising market prices, brought forth an increase of over 1
million acres in soybeans harvested for beans.
“An all-out war production program for oilseeds was
launched in 1942. High production goals were set for
soybeans, flaxseed, and peanuts... Large-scale increases in
livestock production were fostered.”
Production of soybean oil showed steady gains
throughout the war, rising from some 500 million pounds in
the 1940 season, to 1,200 million pounds in the 1942 season,
and reaching a peak of 1,400 million pounds in 1945-46.
A graph shows “Soybeans harvested for beans:
Production, crushings, and price, United States, 192446.” The upper graph shows U.S. soybean production and
crushings in millions of bushels. The lower graph shows
the price received by farmers in dollars/bushel and the
“comparable price (September 15).”
Photos show: (1) A storage yard of a Manchurian grain
and soybean merchant. (2) The new flax and soybean plant
of Cargill, Inc. at Port Cargill, Savage, Minnesota. Address:
Special Asst. to the Chief, Bureau of Agricultural Economics
[USDA].
2909. Browning, G.N. 1947. Erosion: Do soybeans cause
more erosion than corn? Soybean Digest. June. p. 10-12.
• Summary: “Not if they are compared with corn grown in
the same place in the rotation, the same method of planting
is used and the residues are returned to the soil, the author
says.”
Contents: Introduction. Residues affect erosion. Place in
the rotation. Soybeans and soil tilth. The character of the soil.
Address: PhD, USDA Soil Conservation Service, Iowa State
College, Ames, Iowa.
2910. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1947. Se soja à travers
le monde [The soybean around the world]. 7(39-40):70-71.
May/June. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Belgian Congo (half-page story from
Bulletin Agricole du Congo Belge). United States (patents
granted for soy protein fibers), Manchuria. Nigeria (The first
cultural trials with soybeans in Nigeria took place at Ibadan
in 1910. In 1928 these were taken with several other varieties
to Kano, Zaria, Yandev and Ibadan. Satisfactory results were
obtained with the variety Otootan {black seeded}. These
trials, interrupted in 1933, were resumed in 1937 with the
introduction of numerous varieties into the provinces from
Trinidad, British Guyana, Malaysia, Dutch East Indies
[today’s Indonesia], Philippines, Ceylon, USA, etc. Since
1940 the results have been very diverse).

Belgian Congo: Encountered 40 years ago in
Stanleyville by Commander Lemaire, it appears in the
collections of the Botanical Garden of Eala and was the
subject of experiments in Sankuru in 1914-15.
2911. Staff of the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory,
Southern Section. comps. 1947. Results of the Cooperative
Uniform Soybean Tests, 1946: Part II. Southern
States. RSLM (U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory
Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 141. June. 118 p.
https://www.ars.usda.gov/ARSUserFiles/60661000/
UniformSoybeanTests/46soybook.pdf
• Summary: See next page. Except for the cover, this
document is typewritten.
Contents: Introduction. Cooperation. Location of
uniform tests [outline map of southeastern United States].
Weather summary. Methods. Uniform test, Group III.
Uniform test, Group IV-S. Uniform test, Group VI. Uniform
test, Group VII. Uniform Test, Group VIII. Preliminary
Group V. Effect of location on composition. Disease
investigation.
“Introduction: Breeding to develop adapted highyielding varieties of soybeans, having a composition most
suited to industrial utilization, is the chief objective of the
cooperative program between the U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory and the State Agricultural Experiment Stations
of the Southern States. Active breeding programs are under
way at a number of locations, representative of a wide range
in environmental conditions. The free exchange of material
for preliminary study between cooperative breeders is
providing an excellent basis for the evaluation of new strains
over the region. Many new strains from this program have
been selected from hybrid populations for further study. All
promising material is classified into maturity groups and is
grown along with check varieties at a sufficient number of
locations to enable agronomists to determine the value of
these strains over a wide range of environmental conditions.
“Strains adapted to the Southern States are entered in the
progressively later-maturing tests, Groups IV-S, VI, VII, and
VIII. At normal planting dates, the varieties and strains of
Group IV-S mature from late August to early September. The
varieties and strains of Group VI mature in early October,
those of Group VII in late October, and those of Group VIII
in early November. The maturity of the varieties within these
groups are progressively later across the Upper South and
earlier in the Lower South.
“At the time the southern program was initiated in
1943, strains had not been developed of a maturity between
Macoupin or S100 of Group IV, and Ogden-Arksoy varieties
of Group VI. Varieties of this maturity would be particularly
desirable as the early maturity and harvest would allow more
time for seed-bed preparation and fall seeding of winter
grains, an excellent cropping sequence in the South. The
acreage per combine could also be materially increased by
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growing varieties of different maturities. In this connection,
a group of new strains of Group V maturity, developed in the
cooperative breeding program, were grown in preliminary
tests at a number of locations in 1946. The better strains of
this group were selected by the collaborators and entered as
Uniform Test Group V in 1947 regional tests.”
Pages 4-5: Location of cooperative nurseries and
cooperators.
Page 6 (Fig. 1): Map of southern states showing location
of most of the cooperative uniform tests, 1945. Page 6a:
Subdivisions of the Southern Region (from left to right):
West (Texas and Oklahoma), Delta (Louisiana, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Missouri), Upper and Central South (Tennessee,
Kentucky, West Virginia), Southeast (including all of
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, and South Carolina), and East
Coast (North Carolina, Virginia).
Page 7: Methods: Tells how the following are measured:
Yields. Chemical composition. Lodging. Shattering.
Height (of plants). Maturity. Seed quality (rated from
1 to 5). Statistical analysis (by analysis of variance).
Address: 1. Principal Agronomist; 2. Senior Agronomist; 3.
Agronomist; 4. Asst. Agronomist, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural Research
Administration, U.S.D.A.

2912. Gagnoni, D. 1947. La coltivazione della soia in Italia
[The cultivation of soybeans in Italy]. Olearia, Rivista delle
Materie Grasse. July. p. 36-39. [Ita]*
• Summary: The soybean is already cultivated at Padua in
Italy. Prof. Ducceschi at Padua tested the use of soy flour in
breads at the 10% and 20% levels. At the clinics of Padua,
Turin, Florence, Bologna, and Genoa experiments were made
feeding soymilk to infants with good success.
2913. Nelson, W.L.; Hartwig, E.E. 1947. Profitable soybean
yields in North Carolina. Better Crops with Plant Food
31(6):6-10, 40-41. June/July.
• Summary: “Successful production of soybeans in the
Southeast is largely dependent upon an adequate supply of
plant nutrients and a good stand of an adapted variety (fig.
1).
“The 1939-44 reported yield of soybeans in North
Carolina was 10.9 bushels per acre. Yields such as these
are not profitable. As a rule, little fertilizer or lime is used
on soybeans or on the crops in rotation with soybeans.
Soybeans, however, require potash and phosphorus just like
cotton, tobacco, corn, or any other crop (fig. 2). While the
amounts removed by soybeans vary with location, season,
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and variety, it should be noted that approximately twice
as much K2O [potassium oxide] as P2O5 [phosphoric
anhydride] is removed.
“Experimental work conducted in North Carolina the
past few years shows that yields of 30 to 40 bushels per acre
can be regularly expected if proper production practices are
followed. These important practices were found to be as
follows:
“(a) Liming the soil with dolomitic limestone in
accordance with its requirements as shown by soil tests.
“(b) Fertilizing with adequate amounts of potash and
phosphorus.
“(c) Planting and securing a good stand of to adapted
variety.”
Figures show: (1) Photo of a soybean experiment on a
Norfolk sandy loam low in available nutrients, particularly
potash. The average state yield by application of points a-c
above. (2) Ten bar graphs showing the amount of phosphorus
and potash removed by each of five crops (the yield is shown
for each crop; soybeans are 40 bushels per acre): Soybeans,
tobacco, peanuts, cotton and corn. Soybeans remove the most
of these two soil nutrients. Address: Agric. Exp. Station,
Raleigh, North Carolina.
2914. Cartter, J.L. 1947. Research on soybeans (Continued–
Document part II). Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 12-14, 17.

• Summary: Continued: “A Canadian variety, Capital,
developed at Ottawa, Ontario, has been tested widely from
Oregon to New York for the first time in the Uniform Tests
in 1946, and has proved to be high in yield and high in oil
content. This strain being earlier, taller, higher in yield and in
oil content than Mandarin (Ottawa) should be valuable in the
northern tier of states.
“Another promising strain for the Northern states, a
selection from Mukden x Richland developed in cooperation
with the Iowa station is somewhat earlier than Earlyana,
stands up Much better, yields more and has a higher oil
content. It should be very useful in southern Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Michigan and northern Indiana.
“Another selection from the same cross has been
yielding only slightly under Lincoln, has averaged from 4 to
7 days earlier, and has ranked better in lodging resistance and
equal in oil content. This strain will probably be released this
year and should replace Richland in its area of adaptation as
well as some of the Lincoln acreage where earlier maturity
is desired. Lincoln is probably the most outstanding variety
developed to date. This strain, originating from a natural
cross between Mandarin and Manchu, was developed
cooperatively by the Illinois Station and the Laboratory and
was released for increase simultaneously by several of the
stations in the Cornbelt. Lincoln has proved outstanding in
yield and oil content in its area of adaptation and is rapidly
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replacing such
varieties as Illini,
Dunfield, Mukden,
Manchu, and others
of similar maturity.
The variety Lincoln
at present is grown
on over half of the
soybean acreage
in Illinois and
Indiana and is partly
responsible for the
high yield per acre
obtained last season.
“Drawback
of Lincoln: This
variety, while being
outstanding in yield
and oil content, does not have all the lodging resistance that
producers would like, nor is it early enough for growing in
the northern parts of Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa. A backcross,
Lincoln x (Lincoln x Richland), has been made for the
purpose of combining the high yield and high oil content
of Lincoln with the lodging resistance and earliness of
Richland. The earliest segregates from this backcross have
been sent to Minnesota, the slightly later material sent to
Wisconsin, Iowa, Indiana, and Ohio, and the late material
from the cross held at Urbana and points of similar latitude.
Transgressive segregation for earliness has been obtained
and some of the progeny from this backcross show promise
of being early and lodging resistant, as well as having high
yield and high oil content.
“A selection from a cross Dunfield x developed
cooperatively with Iowa, has averaged higher in oil content
than either of the parents, being outstanding at many of the
nursery locations, occasionally exceeding Lincoln in yield
and oil content. This strain has good lodging resistance, but
its yield performance has been somewhat erratic. It is of
entirely different parentage than Lincoln and for this reason
the pathologists are recommending on the basis of their
experience with other crops that the variety be released for
increase in areas where its performance has been as good as
that of Lincoln. The basis for this recommendation is that in
case of a serious outbreak from some new and quite virulent
disease, one variety of a crop might chance to be resistant
to the particular disease while another variety embodying
different germ plasm might be susceptible.
“Some New Strains: A number of improved strains
of Group IV maturity have been developed in cooperation
with the Indiana Station. One of them from a cross between
Dunfield and Mansoy is being considered for release. This
strain has a high yield and high oil content and is well
adapted in the Group IV area. This strain is taller than Patoka
and equal in lodging resistance. It has better yield and higher

oil content than Chief, Patoka and Gibson, and may well
replace these varieties.
“Thus as we look at the new varieties that have been
developed through the cooperative efforts of the state
experiment stations and the Laboratory, we see that in
general these varieties have a wide area of adaptation,
illustrating the value of a coordinated regional approach in
this work.
“Organization of the Disease Work: We would like to
tell you about the organization of the soybean disease project
in the Division of Forage Crops and Diseases and of some of
the accomplishments of this work.
“For several years after soybeans were introduced into
this country we frequently heard the expression that the crop
was free from diseases. This is the usual experience with
a crop that is introduced into a new locality, and it is not
until the crop has been grown for a number of years and the
acreage becomes concentrated that serious diseases begin
to make their appearance. This is the case with soybeans.
In 1944 through the efforts of soybean producers and
processors funds were made available by Congress to the
Bureau of Plant Industry for conducting research on soybean
diseases.
“At the time the soybean disease work was initiated in
the Department of Agriculture, the fundamental knowledge
in this field was remarkably low. We are, therefore, still very
much concerned in our disease work with the fundamental
nature of the diseases.
“The research work under the new soybean disease
project in the Division is being devoted to the study of the
life histories and control of diseases and the development
of methods of testing soybean strains for resistance. The
work is closely integrated with the work of the Soybean
Laboratory and the state experiment stations. The leader of
this new project is located at Urbana with a coordinator for
the southern work located at the southern headquarters for
the Laboratory project at Stoneville, Mississippi. In this way
close coordination can be maintained. Cooperative disease
work is being conducted in 11 states at the present time.
“There are 25 or 30 diseases that affect the soybean,
some of them being more serious than others. The work on
two of these diseases, bacterial pustule and downy mildew,
exemplify the manner in which we are integrating this work
with that of the breeding project. It has been found that a
Southern variety, C.N.S., while not being a superior one
agronomically does carry resistance to bacterial pustule.
Crosses have been made between C.N.S. and superior
varieties from other areas in order to introduce this factor
of resistance into these new strains. Progeny from several
of these crosses have shown sharp segregation for pustule
resistance, giving us definite promise that this phase of the
program will be successful.
“With downy mildew we have also found that breeding
for resistance is possible and several crosses have been made
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for the purpose of developing improved mildew resistant
strains.
“Two other diseases, bud blight and brown stem rot, are
relatively new and give evidence of being among our most
severe ones in this area. Bud blight caused by the tobacco
ring spot virus has been quite destructive in rather localized
areas and if given ideal conditions might prove serious. This
disease is manifest in several ways, depending upon the
stage of growth of the soybean plant at time of infection.
The disease is not carried in the seed so far as we have
been able to determine by extensive investigations. So far
no insect vector or over-wintering plant has been found to
carry the virus from season to season. The present work on
this disease, therefore, embodies a search for possible insect
vectors, alternate hosts and resistant varieties.
“Brown Stem Rot Threatens: Brown stem rot is possibly
the most threatening of any of the diseases that are now
known to attack the soybean. It is caused by a fungus
recently identified as of the genus Cephalosporium, being a
new species published on recently by Presley and Allington.
The fungus exists in the soil and attacks the soybean plants,
possibly through the roots. The first leaf symptoms usually
appear in the fall as the plants approach maturity, generally
appearing as a withering of the leaf tissue between the veins.
These leaf symptoms often occur quite suddenly and may
be mistaken for a light frost. Stem symptoms consist of a
browning of the pith, usually starting from the base of the
plant and working upwards. It may be distinguished from
bud blight by the fact that bud blight also causes a browning
of the pith but this browning generally starts at the upper
nodes of the plant and works downward.
“In several locations this past season Dr. Allington and
his co-workers have observed areas of severe infection of
brown stem rot sharply delineated from healthy areas in the
field by straight lines. In all of these instances a history of
the field showed that in the infected portion soybeans had
followed soybeans, either directly or with only one or two
other crops intervening in the rotation. The healthy area of
the field was that portion where soybeans had not followed
soybeans directly but where the soybean crops had been
separated at least 3 years in the cropping sequence. These
observations give us a lead on a possible control, and we are
now advocating that in areas where this disease has appeared
soybeans should not follow soybeans in the cropping
sequence oftener than once in 4 years.
“A search is being made among all the introductions and
selections that are available in an effort to find types that are
resistant to the various soybean diseases that are of economic
importance. As these resistant strains are found they will be
crossed with the better agronomic types for the purpose of
producing improved, disease resistant strains for industrial
use.”
Photos show: (1) An aerial view of the Delta Experiment
Station at Stoneville, Mississippi, where the breeding

work of the Southeastern states is centered. (2) J.L. Cartter
standing as he speaks. (3) The Ohio State University football
stadium. Address: Agronomist in Charge, Regional Soybean
Lab., Urbana, Illinois.
2915. Jeter, F.H. 1947. A North Carolina pioneer [C.B.
Williams]. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 17.

• Summary: “Like a voice in the wilderness, C.B. Williams,
agronomist for the North Carolina Experiment Station, and
one-time director, cried out 30 years ago that the soybean
was one of the most valuable plants ever to come to the
state. I met Mr. Williams for the first time in the summer of
1914. That next November, I began work at State College
as extension editor under the newly established agricultural
extension service. One of the first jobs I was called upon to
do was to help Mr. Williams sell soybeans to the farmers of
the state. He stood almost alone. But he was indomitable in
the courage of his convictions.
“Not only did be get samples of the beans from the
farmers down in Hyde County, or from Camden, his
native county, but he encouraged oil mills to buy the beans
for crushing purposes and then he made suggestions to
manufacturing concerns about using the beans for varnishes,
paints, and other uses. That was pioneer work in those
days. It was before the crusading of Henry Ford and others
interested in chemurgy.
“Many a time, I have seen the learned agronomist
crunching a bit of cracker or cookie made from soybean flour
and, though the refining process had not been perfected, he
claimed that it was delicious.
“Perhaps, if he had let his claim remain at ‘nourishing’
and left off the matter of taste, he would have been more
successful in having the soy flour adopted as staple item of
diet.
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“But, having charge of the experimental plots and all
of the research work in agronomy conducted by the state of
North Carolina at that time, Mr. Williams saw to it that all
new introductions of soybeans were tested in this state. He
conducted variety demonstrations, fertilizer demonstrations,
and breeding work. He wrote pages of solid copy for the
newspapers and local farm magazines and he used the
old Farmers’ Institutes and their successor, the extension
meeting, to promote the growth of soybeans. In a way he was
successful. North Carolina adopted the soybean for a brief
period. Some new varieties were originated; studies were
made as to shattering; the two-wheeled mechanical soybean
harvester was invented; and the place of the bean in the crop
rotations of that day was investigated. The first commercial
manufacture of soybean oil and oil meal in the United States
was started on December 13, 1915, by the Elizabeth City Oil
and Fertilizer Co. of Elizabeth City in Pasquotank County,
N.C. This came largely at Mr. Williams insistence. The
mill crushed about 20,000 bushels of soybeans at that time;
and the manager of the mill said that changing over from
crushing cottonseed to crushing the soybeans did not involve
an expense greater than $5. Brought in by Sea Captain: Mr.
Williams once told me that the first soybeans coming to
North Carolina were brought to Hyde County about 1870 by
an old sea captain who secured the beans in the Orient. In
those days, men sailed the seven seas from the sand bound
coast of eastern North Carolina. Later the beans came to
Camden County and to old Edenton and to Elizabeth City
and, still later, began to be distributed about over all of the
coastal country. The growers called them Japan peas, coffee
berries, and other names. They are still known in that section
as ‘peas.’
“As the soybean began to spread from the coastal
lowlands across the state to the mountains, tobacco growers
said the land was made too fertile by the legume. Other kinds
of troubles seemed to follow the bean when it was planted
for a number of years on the farm. The tobacco growers did
not know about crowding more plants on the more fertile soil
or balancing the increased nitrogen by more phosphate and
potash, and so the beans lost favor. The Midwest took them
on, but from that time production began to decline in North
Carolina.
“They are coming back now as Tarheel growers realize
that they had just about lost something very valuable.
New varieties more suited to actual farming conditions in
this section have been originated by such men as Dr. E.E.
Hartwig, J.A. Rigney, and their agronomy associates.
“But the man who gave the soybean to the South was
Prof. Charles Burgess Williams. He was born in Camden
County, N.C.; educated at State College where he was
graduated in the first class; and served the state with lasting
devotion until his death from a heart attack on June 25,
1947. He was 76 years old at the time of his death. He was
the first dean of Agriculture at State College and its first

agronomist. During his prime, he probably knew more about
the crops and soils of his native state than any other man.
He was primarily responsible for the active soil survey work
undertaken, and he based his fertilizer and crop variety
recommendations upon field experiments conducted on the
several soil types. He was not a man who could be rushed
into rash statements, but his convictions were deep; and I
think that, even now, he is still somewhat disappointed in his
fellow North Carolinians who would not see in the soybean
the crop that he believed it to be.”
A portrait photo shows C.B. Williams.
2916. Matagrin, Am. 1947. Les méthodes culturales et
la motoculture du soja aux États-Unis (labours, semis,
entretien, recolté) [Methods of cultivation and motorized
cultivation of soybeans in the United States (plowing
/ tillage, planting, crop maintenance, harvest)]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 7(41-42):80-89. July/Aug.; 7(4546):132-34. Nov/Dec.; 8(47):10-14. [16 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Notice the interesting French word motoculture.
American farming is becoming increasingly motorized,
without horses used previously, especially with the advent of
the tractor, combine, and automobile.
I. Mechanical preparation of the soil for soybeans. 1.
American methods of preparation for soybean forage or
soybean seeds. 2. Plows and tractors or winches; equipment
used to disk and subsoil. II. American practices and material
for planting soybeans. 1. Seeds and planting of soybeans
in the USA: spacing, depth, and inoculation. Elimination
of defective seeds. 2. American seeders and distributors of
chemical fertilizer; rolls.
2917. Vasseur, L. 1947. Comment generaliser la culture du
soja ou échange des grains contre farine [How to popularize
soybean cultivation, or exchanging of seeds for flour]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 7(41-42):90-91. July/Aug. [Fre]
• Summary: This is a critique of soybean culture and of the
use of soy flour. The writer believes that more households
would grow soybeans if they could exchange the mature
dry beans for soy flour, which is much easier to use as food.
Address: Abbot (abbé).
2918. Burlison, W.L.; Woodworth, C.M. 1947. Research on
soybeans. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 56, 58-59.
• Summary: From a paper presented at the Soybean
Conference–Northern Regional Research Laboratory, Peoria,
Illinois, Feb. 27-28, 1947.
Begins with a quotation from King George VI of
England: “’We cannot all think alike amid the dilemmas of
a changing world. Nor is it right that we should. Opinion
striking against opinion ignites the spark that can kindle the
lamp of truth.’”
“This quotation is not given to suggest that there is
a conflict of opinion among experiment station workers
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regarding the phases of soybean production to be
investigated, but rather to suggest that the problems and
needs of our widely scattered states are varied and divergent
and that they themselves thus account for the wide variety of
researches being undertaken.
“On March 14, 1936, a ‘list of the currently active
research projects concerned with soybeans at the several
state agricultural experiment stations was compiled in
response to action taken at the organization meeting of
the Soybean Council, held December 5, 1935 in Chicago,
Illinois.’ This list of projects was brought together by Henry
H. Steece, senior experiment station administrator, U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
“In this first report on soybean projects in this country,
206 titles are listed. At that time five states only were
indicated as not doing research of any kind on soybeans. Our
outlying possessions, as Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico,
had a few active projects. The 1936 report was revised as
of May 20. 1937. This report listed 249 active projects–an
increase of 43. A third revision of soybean projects of the
experiment stations was released February 1, 1944. This
revision included 401 active studies on soybeans, an increase
of about 150 during a period of 8 years (1937-1944). As a
basis for this brief discussion we have used Mr. Steece’s
1941 report. On February 5 of this year Mr. Steece sent us
a partial revision of the 1944 outline of soybean projects.
A few projects have been dropped or made inactive. So far
as we can determine now, the number of active soybean
projects stands at about 370, a decline of 30 titles. It is
doubtful if this represents a decline in research on soybeans
but, rather, a revision and regrouping of projects for greater
efficiency and better coordination. Publications growing
out of these projects would help to indicate the particular
problems being investigated, but time does not permit us to
go that far into the subject today.
“If we classify soybean research studies by departments,
the list stands about as follows:
“Agronomy 193
“Animal Husbandry and Dairy Husbandry 135
“Horticulture 25
“Chemistry 17
“Home Economics 17
“Botany, Physiology, Ecology 13
“Agricultural Engineering 8
“Entomology 5
“Pathology 5
“Bacteriology 4
“Agricultural Economics 3
“This list does not include any USDA projects; hence,
cannot be taken as a complete catalog of investigations in
the United States. However, many state projects are noted as
cooperative with the USDA.
“Another Classification: A second classification based
upon the various problems encountered in producing

and using soybeans on the farm is as follows: 1. Testing
varieties–adaptation, maturity; 2. breeding–selection,
hybridization; 3. diseases; 4. insects; 5. soil type
(topography); 6. seedbed preparation; 7. time of planting;
8. method of planting–solid drilling vs. in rows; 9. amount
of seed per acre; 10. inoculation; 11. cultivation; 12.
physiology-ecology; 13. place of soybeans in the rotation;
14. soil treatment; 15. harvesting–for hay and seed; 16.
storage of seed; 17. farm utilization–feeding; 18. edible
purposes–green vegetable, sprouts; 19. cost of production;
20. marketing; 21. soybeans and soil conservation; 22.
industrial utilization–oil and other products.
“Since the shift in the center of soybean production from
the southeastern states to the Cornbelt, there has been a very
large increase in research on many phases of this crop.
“A careful study of soybean projects indicated that they
may be divided into two main groups on the basis of number
of times the projects are listed by the various states. One
group includes those phases that occur frequently, and the
other group includes those that are represented by relatively
few projects.
“I. Phases or Problems Being Investigated by Many
Stations–The testing of varieties is one of the commonest
projects, there being 42 of them. Varieties differ greatly in
maturity, lodging resistance, tendency to shatter, as well as
yield, and all the stations need tests to enable them to answer
questions about varieties and make recommendations to
farmers. There were also 27 projects on breeding soybeans.
These likely have to do primarily with selections, although
we know that many states are making and studying hybrids.
“There is much interest in soil treatment studies as
evidenced by the fact that 44 projects were listed under
this heading. Higher yields have been much sought after,
especially during the war period. High fertility levels have
been found in general to give high returns but soybeans
have not always responded to certain soil treatments as have
other crops. Also, results are sometimes inconclusive and
conflicting.
“Probably no phase of soybean research is receiving
more attention than cropping systems or rotations which
include soybeans. Forty-two projects were recorded under
this heading. Like soil treatment studies, much more work
will be required on rotations. No single topic is more
frequently discussed than the effect of soybeans on the soil.
This important line of activity should be greatly expanded
along with investigations on soybean management practices
in relation to erosion control. The Soil Conservation Service
is very active in trying to clear up the problem.
“Research on Farm Usage: Research having to do
with the utilization of soybeans on the farm has expanded
enormously during the last 10 years. About 120 specific
projects are listed in this category, distributed about as
follows: Poultry, 53; swine, 20; general, 17; dairy cattle, 13;
turkeys, 9; cattle, 5; sheep, 2.
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“This is a good showing, but more fundamental work of
this kind will be done by the stations rather than less, with
the ever-increasing use of soybean meal as a high-protein
feed for livestock. There is need for more information on the
use of soybeans as hay, pasture, and silage.
“A group of projects–29 in number–on the use of
soybeans for edible purposes is now in progress. Work of
this nature is expanding rapidly. The public seems to grow
hot and cold on the use of soybeans for human food. Note
the following: ‘The soybean in itself does not sell well alone.
The consuming people do not like to eat the soybean as
a soybean. However, when there is a small percentage of
soybeans mixed with cut-off whole kernel corn and frozen, it
does make a nice product and sells relatively well.’ (Letter
from Fairmont Canning Company–H.E. Blesi).
“There is not much doubt in our minds that in time,
soybeans will be used to a considerable extent in the human
diet. ‘Changes in eating habits in which the soybean plays an
important part as a green or dried vegetable and as a protein
food to supplement animal products like meat, eggs, milk and
cheese, have provided many problems for station research.’
(Soybean Projects of the State Agricultural Experiment
Station–{Explanatory Note} 1944 Report H.M. Steece).
“II. Phases or Projects Being Investigated by Few
Stations–There are very few projects on specific phases
of production such as seedbed preparation, method, date
and rate of planting, and cultivation. Some of these may
be included under such general titles as cultural practices,
soybean production, etc.
“So far, very little work has been done by the state
stations on soybean diseases, including seed treatment.
Only six projects are listed. The same seems to hold true
for insects, also. Surely these lines will be considerably
strengthened during the coming years. A very splendid
disease research program by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture is getting well under way. This is fortunate
because diseases are taking a greater toll every year, and
the number of diseases is increasing rapidly. The longer
soybeans are grown in this country, the more trouble we
shall expect from diseases! Research on control methods is
therefore greatly needed.” (Continued). Address: Univ. of
Illinois.
2919. Burlison, W.L.; Woodworth, C.M. 1947. Research on
soybeans (Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest.
Sept. p. 56, 58-59.
• Summary: (Continued): “Eleven projects on inoculation
and nitrogen fixation are now in progress. Thirteen projects
listed seem to fall under the general topic of botany,
including physiology and ecology. It is our impression that
a number of institutions are planning considerably more
research along this line. Very little has been done on such
important subjects as the effect of heat, cold and drouth on
soybeans. Hail injury is another field which needs expansion.

A real start is being made on the chemistry of the soybean
plant and seed with particular reference to content of
riboflavin, vitamin A, phosphatides, sterols, etc. We are all
aware that the physiology of most of our farm crops has been
seriously neglected.
“Three experiment stations are investigating methods
and efficiency of harvesting soybeans. It appears that our
machinery companies are accomplishing much along these
lines.
“Four projects are noted on cost of production. We
believe that a larger number of investigations than is shown
by these four titles is in progress. Cost figures for soybean
production are likely tied in with general cost studies on farm
crops. This same thing surely holds for marketing, for only
one project is shown specifically for soybean marketing.
“Six projects involving the storage of soybeans are
now active. The most extensive researches are being
conducted at the University of Illinois under the general
direction of B.P.I.S.A.E. [Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils
and Engineering] cooperating with the departments of
agricultural engineering, agronomy, and entomology. It is felt
that this project is regional and that results will apply to most
of the United States and particularly to the Upper Mississippi
Valley country.
“To judge by project titles it appears that the genetics
of the soybean is being neglected. Only two stations list
projects on this subject. Likely, however, many of the
projects on breeding or improvement by breeding may
include genetics as one of the objectives. This is true of
Project 405 at the University of Illinois, which has the
title, ‘Improvement of the Soybean.’ In view of the fact
that breeding is based upon a knowledge of inheritance of
characters, and that only a beginning has been made in a
character analysis of the soybean, especially of quantitative
characters having to do with yield and general performance,
more projects on soybean genetics should be initiated by the
state experiment stations.
“Our experiment stations have done very little on the
industrial utilization of soybeans. Only seven projects are
active. Possibly this number is as small as it is because of
the work of the Northern Regional Research Laboratory. On
more than one occasion industry has indicated that much
work should be done on the chemical characteristics of
soybeans as they are being developed by the plant breeder.
No doubt more work of this nature is being carried on than is
indicated by project outlines.
“Extension Service: III. Contributions by the Extension
Service–In promoting the soybean in America, research has
been only one part of the team. The agricultural extension
service has been a very powerful force in bringing the facts
based on research to the farmer. In the leading soybean states
the extension workers have ‘been on the job’ year in and
year out. Especially during the early days, county soybean
demonstration plots did much to keep the farmer up to date
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on new varieties and new ideas in soybean management and
utilization on the farm. The extension people have done an
unusually fine job in providing seed stocks from year to year;
this has been notably true during times of emergency. Most
of you are acquainted with production of seed stocks and the
very rapid distribution of the Lincoln soybean. It is estimated
that 75 percent of the soybeans grown in Illinois during 1946
were of the Lincoln variety. In this connection the soybean
processors and machinery companies should be given credit
for the furthering of our knowledge of soybean production
and utilization. Surely no other crop has moved faster in the
right direction than the soybean. This is because of a large
body of facts rightly used. The soybean is a fine illustration
of the statement that ‘research gives the fact basis for clear
thinking and right acting.’
“We should like to close our remarks with a quotation
from Herbert Hoover: ‘Discovery and invention do not
spring full grown from the brains of men. The labor of a
host of men, great laboratories, long, patient, scientific
experiments build up the structure of knowledge, not stone
by stone, but particle by particle. This adding of fact to
fact some day brings forth a revolutionary discovery, an
illuminating hypothesis, a great generalization or a practical
revolution.’” Address: Univ. of Illinois.
2920. Lambert, W.V. 1947. Improvement and industrial
utilization of soybeans: Research under the Soybean
Laboratory program. USDA Miscellaneous Publication No.
623. 26 p. Sept. Summarized in Soybean Digest, Nov. 1947,

p. 35. [148 ref]
• Summary: Page 1: “Prepared in the Office of the
Administrator of the Agricultural Research Administration
in collaboration with those responsible for the research
described.”
Contents: Introduction. Background of soybean
problems. Organization of the Laboratory. The cooperative
research program. Accomplishments of the research work:
Soybeans and their industrial uses, protein content of
soybeans, oil content of soybeans, improvement of soybean
varieties (the new Lincoln variety, extending the range of
soybean production, basic information on varieties and
strains, physiological studies), disease-control studies,
extension of the cooperative program to the South, storage
of soybeans, establishment of standards and studies of
composition and use, research services to growers and
processors, improving industrial products from soybean
meal, improving industrial products from soybean oil.
Publications of the soybean laboratory and cooperators.
The lengthy bibliography is titled “Publications of
the Soybean Laboratory and Cooperators.” It includes the
research of the Laboratory prior to its transfer to Peoria in
1942. This publication is one of a series of nine covering the
regional laboratories established under the Bankhead-Jones
Act of 1935.
This publication begins: “Establishment of a new
laboratory to study ‘America’s fastest expanding crop’ was
announced by the Secretary of Agriculture on March 16,
1936. ‘Twelve North Central States and the U.S. Department
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of Agriculture have opened a cooperative soybean industrial
research laboratory at Urbana, Illinois,’ the announcement
reported. The 12 participating States were Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska,
Kansas, Missouri, North Dakota, and South Dakota (fig. 1).
“Representatives of the Department and of the
experiment stations of these States had met in Chicago
February 7, 1936, to give joint consideration to the
establishment and planning of a regional laboratory under
the provisions of the Bankhead-Jones Act. Suggestions for
research received from the States were used in outlining
a proposed program for the consideration of the joint
conference, which recommended approval of a soybean
laboratory for the region and agreed to the general
objectives.
“Background of Soybean Problems: During the
period 1926-35 the acreage of soybeans harvested for
beans increased from 466,000 to 2,915,000 acres, and the
production of beans rose from 5,239,000 to 48,901,000
bushels. Much of this expansion took place in States of the
north-central region. The research and educational programs
of State agencies and the Department contributed to this
growth. The availability of new varieties of soybeans suited
to differences in soil fertility and length of growing season
was an important factor in the expansion of production into
new areas. The study and distribution by the Department of
thousands of new introductions of soybeans from the Far
East provided material for this expansion.
“The demand for food and feed crops in the years
1915-25 had given considerable impetus to the growing of
soybeans for hay and grazing, which created a demand for
seed beans. As better adapted varieties were established, seed
production expanded into new areas, and attractive prices for
the seed stimulated seed growing in areas that had previously
depended on outside sources.
“The use of soybeans for hay and grazing familiarized
many farmers with the crop. Soybeans proved resistant to
drought and provided a legume for use on lands unsuited to
the production of red clover. On other lands where red clover
frequently failed, the soybean was used as a catch crop. It
also fitted into the primary cropping system of certain areas
of the region, replacing grain, particularly oats. The period
1925-35 was marked by diminishing export outlets for grain,
and growers were looking for new crops.
“According to the annual report of the Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station for 1935-36, on 102 farms
in the heavy soybean-producing area in Illinois, soybeans
in 1935 occupied 36 percent of the total farm area and 42
percent of the area in harvested crops, as compared with
about 16 percent and 20 percent, respectively, in 1928
and 1929. This rapid increase came about largely because
farmers substituted soybeans for a part of their grain crops.
In 1928 and 1929 the acreage of soybeans on these farms
was second to that in corn; in 1935 there was more land in

soybeans than in corn.
“Reduced domestic production of other oil-bearing
seeds and increase of duty on imported vegetable oils
were favorable to the expanding commercial production of
soybeans for oil. Cottonseed production was down because
of diminishing export outlets for cotton and increasing
hazards from boll weevil in the cotton States, resulting in
reductions in cotton acreage.
“Prices in 1915 and 1925 were favorable to expansion
in soybean seed production. The adaptation of the combine
to harvesting and improvements in varieties and in cultural
methods stimulated production of seed. By 1928 growing
of soybeans for processing was accelerated in Illinois by
an offer by processors of contracts for commercial seed
production up to 50,000 acres with a guaranteed price of
$1.35 per bushel for No. 2 beans delivered at two points in
the State. These market contracts and the later development
of a growers’ marketing organization gave a measure of
stability to commercial production.
“When a soybean laboratory was under consideration in
1935, considerable industrial technology on the utilization
of soybean products had already been developed. Industries
had gained some experience through the use of limited
domestic supplies and large importations of soybeans during
World War I. A measure of the previous developments in
the technology of the crop is the fact that 206 patents were
issued on soybean products and processes in the United
States between 1905 and 1936. The patents included 107
pertaining to food uses, 52 to general processes, and 47
to nonfood industrial processes. Various industries in the
north-central region were ready to use the soybean and its
products. The soap industry with its expanding markets,
paint and varnish manufacturers, vegetable-shortening and
oleomargarine processors, casein and glue producers, and
plastics manufacturers were established in the region. There
was no lack of an industrial market for soybean oil, and
the demands for meal in industrial products and food were
growing.
“The background conditions which have been described
were largely favorable to the expansion of the soybean crop.
The crop and its associated industries, however, had made
progress in the face of many difficulties, and the outlook in
1935 was far from favorable in all respects.
“Returns to growers had been unsatisfactory. The Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station reported that during the
decade 1921-30 soybeans were less profitable on the better
land of the Corn Belt than corn, wheat, alfalfa, or red clover,
though they were more profitable than oats or timothy. It
was further reported that ‘during this period the returns
from soybeans, including seed and mill beans, and straw
lacked 17 cents an acre of being sufficient to pay growing
and harvesting costs and taxes and interest on the land.’
Varieties of beans better suited to industrial utilization and
further economies in the cost of production were considered
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necessary. Those most familiar with the agronomic phases
of the crop saw opportunities to improve its position through
breeding and introducing varieties better adapted to the
region and to industrial uses.
“At the time of the establishment of the Soybean
Laboratory, the expansion in processing facilities had
kept pace with the increased production of beans, and the
products were finding ready market outlets. The equipment
and processes used had been developed for handling other
oilseeds, however, and they needed adjustment to be
effective in processing soybeans. Soybean products were
supplying a market made available by the shortage of lard,
cottonseed, flaxseed, and casein and were looked upon as
inferior substitutes. If the primary products should regain
their normal rate of production, it was feared that soybeans
would lose this market. Those most familiar with the
industry and its problems felt that the future competitive
position of soybeans could be strengthened through
improvement of the industrial processes and modification of
the products. There was a need for adequate market grades
as a basis for dealing with growers. Shortening made from
soybean oil had poor keeping quality and unpalatable flavors.
Soybean oil for paints and varnishes needed improvement
in drying properties and uniformity of quality. Soybean
protein was being used to some extent, but basic information
on its recovery, natural properties, and opportunities for
modification was largely lacking” (Continued). Address:
Administrator of Agricultural Research.
2921. Willard, C.J. 1947. Controlling weeds in soybeans.
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 32-33, 48.
• Summary: “Those of you who were on the field trip
Thursday saw demonstrated in the field most of what can
profitably be said about weed control in soybeans. This paper
will largely summarize what you saw there.
“Not many of you here today were at the meeting of
the American Soybean Association at the Johnson Farms in
Williams County, northwestern Ohio, in 1921. Your speaker
was at that magnificently staged demonstration of soybean
culture and possibilities, and “Soybean” Johnson showed
what was then and still is the most nearly perfect answer
to the weed problem in soybeans. The Johnson Farms
believed in growing soybeans in rows and cultivating them.
They believed in it so strongly that they grew soybeans
for hay in this manner. Incidentally, they grew soybeans in
21-inch rows and cultivated them with beet machinery–a
combination that is hard to beat for maximum results.
“How well they succeeded in keeping down weeds in
the soybeans is shown by the fact that in 1922 they entered a
field of corn in the 100-bushel corn contest which followed
first year sweet clover preceded by several years of soybeans.
This field made 106 bushels of corn per acre without ever
being touched by an implement after the corn planter left
the field. There was no cultivation of any kind, rotary hoe,

harrow, or cultivator, and a yield of 106 bushels per acre
is not obtained with weed competition. The growing of
soybeans in well-cultivated rows had so thoroughly cleaned
that ground of weed seeds that it was possible to grow the
corn crop without any cultivation whatever.
“It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss in detail the
many problems involved in the question of growing soybeans
in rows or drilling them solid. The writer feels that growing
in cultivated rows is in most respects the basic solution for
the weed problem in soybeans. It is his conviction that on
most farms, if we are to introduce soybeans into the rotation
as a regular year-in and year-out crop, they must be grown in
cultivated rows to give satisfactory results.
“However, for a variety of reasons, a large acreage of
soybeans will continue to be drilled solid. It is here that our
most serious weed control problems arise.
“Superior for Smother Crop: Once established, soybeans
are a superior weed smother crop. If we can establish a solid
cover of soybean leaves above the soil, we need not worry
about most of the weeds that germinate thereafter. Practically
no weeds can survive under such a canopy, Our problem is to
put this cover on top of the weeds.
“We obtain this, first of all, by preparing the soybean
land early and keeping it worked from time to time so that
it is well settled, and free of weeds seeds up to the time of
planting the soybeans and with a high percentage of the
weed seeds in the surface layer germinated. Then we work
this well-settled seed bed shallow in order to bring up as
few new weed seeds as possible, plant the beans shallow in
moist soil when the ground is sufficiently warm so that they
germinate in a minimum time. This is especially important.
Beans planted early fall behind many weeds which can grow
vigorously at lower temperatures than soybeans. Soybeans
can endure fairly low temperatures, but they do not grow
well at them.
“This, of course, means later planting of the beans. In
practice, the loss from this is small. In his study of the life
history of soybeans, Dr. Borst found that the development of
beans planted from April 25 to May 25 at Columbus, Ohio,
was practically identical. There is a slight gain in yield for
early planting where weeds are sufficiently controlled, but
compared to the loss from weeds, it is unimportant. If we are
to drill beans solid, we must not drill them until the ground
is warm enough so that the beans can start with maximum
speed.
“Shallow planting is, of course, always a necessity in
planting beans, and is particularly necessary for the rapid
start necessary to get ahead of weeds.
“Thick planting is also important, for a number of
reasons. Thick-planted beans break through a crust more
certainly than thin-planted. Any cultivation will kill a certain
proportion of the beans and extra seed must be planted
to make up for this. The more plants on a given area, the
sooner there is sufficient shade to keep down weed seedlings.
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Furthermore, thick-planted soybeans grow tall and so get
above the weeds more rapidly than thin-planted beans. In
Dr. Borst’s studies, 6 weeks after planting, soybeans planted
thick averaged 3 inches taller than thin-planted soybeans of
the same age.
“On warm, well-prepared soil, the weeds as well as the
beans will sprout rapidly. The weeder, harrow, or rotary hoe
is recommended to control these weeds in the early stages.
The rotary hoe is the best implement under most conditions.
It will break crusts on any soil if sufficient speed is given it,
and it gets small weeds with less damage to the bean plants
than the harrow. The weeder is a beautiful tool on the loose,
highly organic soils to which it is adapted. On heavier soils,
after a rain, it is useless.
“These tools should be used when the weeds are quite
small–when the weeds are ‘in the white’–just coming
through–if possible. It is impossible to overstress the
importance of timeliness. Cultivation when the weeds are
‘in the white’ will do the most damage to the weeds–and
also to the beans, but that cannot be helped. I have been
asked on how large beans we can use a harrow or rotary
hoe. Experimentally, we have harrowed beans 10 inches
high without appreciable injury, but this makes no practical
sense. A good solid stand of beans 10 inches high is in no
danger from any weeds which can be killed by a harrow
or rotary hoe. At the Sinclair farm Thursday, you noted the
outstanding results from one well-timed rotary hoeing.
“However, there will be seasons when the ground will
be wet at the time when the rotary hoe should be used and
the weeds will get so much of a start that they cannot be
controlled in this way. That is the fundamental hazard of
drilling beans solid and nothing can completely get away
from it. Late shallow planting on an early prepared seed bed
is the surest insurance. That is even more important than the
rotary hoe.
“Rotary Hoe in Valuable: The rotary hoe is also valuable
in the culture of beans in cultivated rows. No shovel
cultivator will get the weeds in the bean rows, and an initial
rotary hoeing or harrowing at the right time helps greatly in
obtaining a clean bean field.
“An important method of reducing the amount of weeds
in soybeans is to reduce the amount of weed seeds and
perennial weeds in the soil in which they are growing. This
means that we must consider the rotation in which soybeans
are grown. Soybeans have now been grown as a regular crop
long enough so that the rotation pattern into which they fit is
becoming apparent. Soybeans compete directly with corn for
a place in the rotation. Even when drilled solid, we cannot
replace wheat or oats with soybeans in the eastern Cornbelt
because the hay crop cannot be sown in them. The similarity
of soybeans to corn is obvious if they are sown in cultivated
rows, and soybeans continue to compete with corn as a cash
crop, when they are sown solid. Undoubtedly, erosion is less
in a well-established solid stand of soybeans than it is in a

cultivated crop, either corn or soys.
“We can hardly afford to leave corn out of Cornbelt
rotations. Consequently, our problem is to fit corn, soybeans,
small grain to provide same return from the land in the year
the legumes and grasses are sown, and the soil-building
legumes and grasses into the rotation.
“Soybeans Best After Corn: Except for special cases,
these units in the Cornbelt rotation will best be arranged in
that order. No material advantage to soybeans has appeared
when they follow sod. Soybeans after one year of corn
do as well or almost as well as soybeans after sod. Corn
after soybeans does not do nearly as well as corn after sod.
Consequently, the economical order is sod, corn, soybeans.
“The loss of soil organic matter in this rotation may be
reduced by sowing rye-grass, yellow sweetclover, (not white
sweetclover) or a mixture of the two, in the corn which is to
be followed by soybeans. This can be plowed under early
and furnishes a remarkable amount of organic matter.
“Following corn with soys gives a chance to control
weeds in the corn. This usually is more effective than
controlling weeds in soybeans. There should not be an
accumulation of weeds and weed seed from the sod.
Production of weed seed in the small grain stubble may be
prevented by proper clipping. With this rotation in effect,
there will be less of a burden to control in the soybeans”
(Continued). Address: Weed expert, Ohio State Univ.
2922. Baunet, L. 1947. La culture subtropicale du soja
[Subtropical culture of soybeans]. Revue Internationale du
Soja 7(43-44):115. Sept/Oct. [Fre]
• Summary: “The variety Sancta Maria, selected by Dr.
Nocio Steinmetz in the plantations of Carriba, in Venezuela,
was not ready for commercial cultivation until after long
years of studies and trials. Very rich in oil, it can be handled
by machines without the loss of the seed.
“He was the first in the Americas (en Amérique) to
get this result. That has permitted him to cultivate soya
commercially in large quantities. This is a veritable
revolution: With these four harvests per year, the plantations
of Carriba give the most abundant harvests obtained up until
now...
“We have, in our colonies, lands with essentially the
same climate as Venezuela, and there we could develop this
raw material created by the hand of man.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) that
clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in Venezuela.
2923. Kerle, W.D. 1947. La culture du soja en Nouvelle
Galles du Sud [Soybean cultivation in the state of New
South Wales, Australia]. Revue Internationale du Soja 7(4344):110-15. Sept/Oct. [Fre]
• Summary: Soybeans have been grown in New South
Wales for 30 years. Content: Introduction. History and
distribution. Experience in New South Wales. Conditions of
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soil and climate. Preparation of the soil. Time and method
of planting. Fertilizer. Inoculation of the seeds. Varieties.
Maintenance (after-culture). Crop rotation. Harvest. Storage.
Yield. Harmful insects. Diseases. Utilization of soybeans:
as human food (soy flour, soymilk), industrial uses. The
economic aspect of soybeans in New South Wales. Address:
Instructor in Special Agriculture.
2924. Máthé, Imre. 1947. A szoja-kukorica koztesvetesben
eszlelt novenyklima-viszonyok [Microclimatic conditions
of soybeans and corn planted separately or jointly].
Agrartudomanyi Szemle (Hungarian Review of Agrarian
Sciences) 1(5):385-97. Sept/Oct. [27 ref. Hun; eng]
• Summary: “The author is seeking an explanation of the
experience that soybeans intercropped with corn thrive better
and yield more.” He found the following results: “Soybeans
at the beginning and at the end of their development show
greater progress sown separately than intercropped. On
intercropped areas temperature in and above the soil is higher
than in the case of unmixed planting. In case of intercropping
[there] is less evaporation... [and] relative moisture is
greater.” Address: Hungary.
2925. Ryzhikov, Nikolai. 1947. Utilization and cultivation of
soybeans in the U.S.S.R. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 12.

• Summary: Before the Russian Revolution of 1917, the
soybean was cultivated in only small areas of the Soviet Far
East. But after the establishment of Soviet rule, the soybean
began to be planted over larger areas.
Before World War II “there were large soya plantations
on the collective farms of the Ukraine, Georgia and North
Caucasus, while in the main soya-growing districts of
the Soviet Far East the plantations increased in size four
times between 1926 and 1943, and many times more in
Khabarovsk territory.”
The war inflicted great damage on the USSR and
its crops. “The areas sown to soya in the Ukraine, North
Caucasus and Moldavia decreased considerably as a result
of the war and the temporary occupation. In the Ukranian
SSR the area of these plantations decreased by 80 percent,
in the North Caucasus by 83 percent and in Moldavia by 77
percent.

“With the coming of peace the cultivation of industrial
crops was recommenced immediately. By a decision of the
Soviet government, the area sown to soya is to be increased
by 52,000 hectares this year in order that next year the
plantations be brought up to prewar level. In the Soviet Far
East, where soya is one of the chief industrial crops grown, it
will cover 20 percent of the entire area in some districts.
“The propagation of early-ripening varieties of soya
is of great importance from the point of view of advancing
this crop further north. Only recently have crop breeders
succeeded in combining the properties of a high crop yield
and early ripening in one variety.
“In the Soviet Union with its vast territory and varied
climatic conditions special care is needed in choosing good
varieties for each district. The varieties of soya which grow
well and yield excellent crops in the North Caucasus may
prove unsuitable for the Ukrainian SSR Imported varieties,
including the American, yield less in their unaccustomed
environment than they did in their own country.
“Russian varieties: The successes of Soviet agricultural
science in the spheres of selection, seed propagation and
agrotechnics have helped the farm to achieve high crop
yields. Tested varieties have already been selected with
average ripening and yield properties, suitable for cultivation
on large farms in different districts of the USSR. The
varieties most widely propagated in the
USSR are” the Amurskaya Zheltaya
041 and 042 (developed at the Amur
Selection station), Ussuriiskaya 029,
Staroukrainskaya, Kharkovskaya 149,
Kharbinskaya 231-a, and Kubanskaya 276.
Grown in different regions of the USSR,
all these varieties are distinguished by their
high crop yield and rich albumen [protein]
and fat content.”
On the large farms of the Soviet
Union, soya is generally sown by tractordrawn grain seeders and cultivation is done by tractors.
Only weeding is done by hand. Soya is chiefly harvested by
combines especially equipped for this purpose. Soybeans are
bred so that the lowest beans grow at least 12-15 cm from the
ground.
In 1947, 20% of the actual sown areas was set aside for
seed, thus ensuring an adequate supply of high grade seeds.
On leading farms the yield is over 30 centners per
hectare. Note: One centner in the USSR is 220.46 lb. “Even
last year, when meteorological conditions were highly
unfavorable, the May 1st Collective Farm in Khabarovsk
territory grew a crop yield of 30.6 centners per hectare.”
They hope for a yield of 45 centners/ha this season.
“The All-Union Research Institute of Soya and CastorOil Plants has carried out a great deal of work connected
with the adaptation of the existing combines for soya
harvesting...”
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“Soya has many varied uses in the national economy.
Numerous food-stuffs are made with it, while its refined
products are widely used in the aviation, automobile, rubber,
lacquer and dyes, butter, soap and casein industries.” Fodder
varieties and concentrates made of soya waste [probably
soybean meal] are widely used on livestock farms.
A photo shows many workers threshing grain on a
Russian farm. Address: Head of the dep. of soya and castoroil plants in the Ministry of Agriculture, USSR.
2926. Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois). 1947. Growers
urged to spread bean selling period. Oct. p. 14-17.
• Summary: “At the first day luncheon session of the
‘Looking Ahead with Agriculture’ conference in Decatur
Sept. 19, A.E. Staley, Jr., spoke on ‘Soybean Marketing in
the Postwar Economy’, stressing the need for a more orderly
marketing method. He said “Soybean producers of Illinois and the entire country
suffered substantial losses before the war because they
did not store their soybeans and market them in an orderly
fashion throughout the crop year.
“The University of Illinois has made a study of soybean
prices for the period from the fall of 1925 to the fall of 1941
and estimates the average increase in the price of soybeans
from October to June was 36 cents a bushel or 32.6 per cent.
“Even assuming the cost of farm storage to be as much
as 13 cents a bushel, the producers who joined the harvest
time rush lost 23 cents a bushel.
“Soybean marketing is now in the postwar period. It will
pay the farmer to change his previous marketing methods.
The crop is larger and the losses incurred prewar may be
even greater from here on if the crop is rushed to market.
Therefore, the cause of these losses and the problems faced
in soybean marketing deserve the careful consideration of
growers, handlers, and processors.
“I wish to make it clear that I am not predicting what
may happen this fall. All grain markets, including soybeans,
have had sharp advances. There is a large speculative interest
in the market, but there is also evidence of public resistance
to high prices. The unusual factors now prevailing may or
may not make this year an exception to the historical trend
and to what will probably occur in the future.
“Trace History: To understand the problem, it is
advisable to briefly trace the history of soybean marketing.
When the crop was new and very small, virtually all of it
was sold at harvest time. Producers lacked farm storage for
soybeans and also lacked the knowledge of how to store
them on the farm. Processors were obliged to carry the
principal burden of storing and caring for each year’s crop.
“In those early years this was not much of a problem,
but as the crop grew in size, the marketing pressures at
harvest time became very great. No processor could dare
assume what is known in the grain trade as a ‘long position’
on his entire purchases. He had to hedge them, and the most

effective way of hedging them was to offer soybean meal
and soybean oil for forward shipment at firm prices.
“This hedging operation became a serious problem
as the crop grew in size. A user of manufactured soybean
products would not purchase his entire year’s requirements
without some inducement for assuming that risk. Price was
the only effective inducement. The buyer would not purchase
a full year’s needs unless he obtained a price which was low
enough to avoid or minimize any chance of loss. Thus the
markets for soybean meal and soybean oil were depressed
during the harvest movement by the marketing pressures that
resulted from such movement.
“Prices Dropped: The processor could not accept a
lower price for his products and still pay the same price
for soybeans. The inevitable happened. The processor had
to reduce his bids for soybeans, with the net result that
the producers received less and thereby paid a substantial
penalty for having marketed the entire crop within a few
weeks’ time.
“Some producers were not unaware of this situation.
They noted with interest that the price of soybeans usually
advanced as the harvest rush was over, and decided to take
advantage of this trend. They learned how to store soybeans
on the farm, and where facilities were needed, such facilities
were created. Farm storage for these producers proved
profitable, as the study made by the University of Illinois
demonstrates.
“Immediately prior to the war, more and more producers
were storing soybeans on the farm, and a processor could
expect to purchase a substantial portion of his needs after the
first of the year.
“The advent of the war interrupted this trend. The
Government assumed full control of the soybean market.
Producers were given a support price and a ceiling price. The
spread between the two was usually 6 cents a bushel, which
was not enough to induce producers to store any substantial
portion of their crop on the farm. Thus, during the war years
virtually the entire crop was marketed directly from the
fields.
“Processor Stores Beans: During the war the processor
bought his needs, leased storage space, and paid the elevators
from 6 to 7 cents a bushel to store soybeans for him. These
storage charges, in turn, were covered by the margin
allowed the processor by the Government. In addition, the
Government assumed the full burden of hedging the entire
crop. Maximum and minimum prices were established
for soybean products and the Government stood ready to
take delivery of these products at prices which insured
the processor against loss. Under these conditions the
Government assumed all risks and all costs, and each year’s
crop of soybeans was easily and readily marketed at harvest
time.
“The fall of 1946 was a fantastic period. Soybeans and
their products had been subject to price control, but these
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controls were suddenly removed in the midst of harvest
and after a portion of the crop had been sold. Anyone who
owned soybeans at the time of decontrol received a windfall,
as the price immediately soared upward. When decontrol
was announced on October 17, the Staley Company had
bought a fair quantity of soybeans, but less than the quantity
purchased by the same date in 1945 and other war years.
Thereafter, as prices skyrocketed the bulk of the crop was
rushed to market. By the end of October we had bought 89
per cent of our yearly requirements.
“During this hectic period the processor had to hedge
his position by making forward sales of meal and oil, but
because all soybean products had been in short supply during
the war period, there was no difficulty in obtaining buyers
who were willing to purchase their next twelve months’
needs.
“Products Price Declined: Many buyers of soybean
meal secured their needs at prices ranging from $80 to
$100 a ton, but within thirty days the price of soybean meal
started downward and by the spring of 1947 had reached
the low level of around $52 a ton. Needless to say, the
very substantial losses incurred by these buyers are hardly
conducive to encouraging them to repeat such an operation
in future years. Later the price of soybean meal advanced
and by the end of August had rebounded to around $84 a ton.
“Most of the soybean oil was sold in October at around
20 cents a pound. This price, instead of declining, continued
to advance, and by spring had reached the high level of
35 cents a pound. Later there was a sharp break in the fats
and oils market and the price rapidly declined, reaching a
low of 14 cents a pound by the end of August. In the initial
months these oil buyers received a substantial profit from
their commitment, but the portion represented by contracts
for summer delivery proved to be unprofitable. Again, it is
obvious that many oil buyers will be cautious in the future.
“When harvest time in this and future years arrives,
processors will undoubtedly be offered large quantities
of soybeans, and few, if any, can afford to purchase a
substantial quantity without some form of a hedge. There
are only two hedges available: the use of the soybean option
market on the Chicago Board of Trade and the practice of
offering meal and oil for future delivery at firm prices...”
Address: Decatur, Illinois.
2927. Staten, Glen; Hinkle, D.A. 1947. Maintaining cotton
yields: Through fertilizer and crop rotation. New Mexico
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 340. 15 p. Oct.
[4 ref]
• Summary: Alfalfa and similar legumes such as sweet
clover and sour clover tended to increase cotton yields in
most cases. However soybeans, cowpeas, and sesbania did
not produce profitable increases in yield when a full crop
year was devoted to their production.
Table 4 titled “Effect of annual legume and non-legume

crops on yield of the following crop” (p. 11) includes
soybean hay. Address: 1. M.S.A., Assoc. Agronomist; 2.
Formerly asst. agronomist. Both: New Mexico Agric. Exp.
Station.
2928. Hansen, Peter L.; Mighell, Ronald L. 1947. Oil crops
in American farming. USDA Technical Bulletin No. 940. 55
p. Nov. [28 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. World situation: world’s
major oil crops, trends in world production, trends in world
trade, outlook for 1955, world consumption patterns.
Market outlets for fats and oils: trends in domestic use
of fats and oils, domestic market in food uses, domestic
market in nonfood uses, food and nonfood outlets combined,
role of technology in widening the market.
Market outlets for oil meals: feed uses of oil meals, food
uses of oil meals, industrial uses of oil meals, summary of
market outlets for oil meals.
Domestic production of fats and oils: trends in
production, major domestic fats and oils, animal fats,
vegetable oils, total production from domestic materials,
Place of oil crops in the future.
Summary.
Soybeans are discussed at length throughout this report.
Page 7: Palm oil kernels produce about “2,880 pounds
per acre. This compares with less than 200 pounds of
soybean oil per acre in the United States.”
“In addition, there have been large increases in the
production of some of the temperate-zone oil crops. Peanuts,
cottonseed, and-during the war-soybeans, sunflower seed,
and castor beans have greatly increased in volume produced.
“Peanuts in the United States are not produced for oil
but are used as roasted peanuts, peanut butter, in candy,
and for other purposes. Usually only low-grade peanuts or
peanuts that are diverted under Government programs are
crushed for oil. The soybean, formerly grown mainly in
China and Manchuria, is now one of the major crops in the
Corn Belt. Production was expanded during the war mainly
because of the shortage of fats and oils among the United
Nations. Soybeans have proved so successful that they will
continue to be produced on a large scale partly because of the
high value of the protein meal obtained.”
Page 29: “Feed Uses of Oil Meals: Oil meals belong
to a class of concentrates known as high-protein feeds. The
total supply of these feeds has experienced a remark- able
expansion in the last 20 years, increasing more than 50
per- cent. The supply per animal unit has increased about 25
percent (table 9). This expansion has been largely in the oil
meals and especially in soybean meal. A primary reason has
been the greatly increased production of soybeans and the
fact that soybeans carry a higher percentage of oil meal than
the other oil crops. The most rapid increase in the supply
of high-protein feeds came during the war when livestock
production was expanding and demand for feed was very
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strong.”
Page 31: “Future feed consumption of high-protein
concentrates:... Changes in the future demand for highprotein feeds are especially important for soybeans because
they will have considerably more effect on soybean prices
than on the prices of the other oil seeds. This is simply
because the oil meal is a larger physical proportion of
a bushel of soybeans than is the case for other oil seeds
(nearly twice as much as for cottonseed, three times as
much as for flaxseed in relation to oil). Primarily because
of its importance to soybeans, it is desirable to appraise the
strength of the demand forces that will be pressing on highprotein supplies in the next decade.”
Pages 43-44: Figure 10.- Acreage of soybeans harvested
for beans, United States, and Five Corn Belt States, 1924-46.
“About 85 percent of the total acreage of soybeans
harvested for beans (and nearly 90 percent of the production)
in recent years was produced in the five Corn Belt States.
The Mississippi Delta and the Middle Atlantic Coast States
are two distinct minor areas. Expansion has been general
in all these areas since 1924. By far the greater part of the
wartime expansion took place in the five Corn Belt States
although the relative rate of increase in soybeans harvested
for beans was greater in the Delta and in the fringe areas in
Minnesota, Nebraska, and Kansas.”
Soybeans came in as a good alternative crop to fit in
with the cropping plans developed with the agricultural
conservation program during the late 1930’s. Yields per
acre increased as better varieties became available and as
management of the crop became better understood. By the
time the war stimulated demand, the stage was set for rapid
expansion.
“Because of the erosion hazard, soybeans are best
adapted to areas in which the land has comparatively little
slope. This is especially important if the percentage of the
cropland in intertilled crops is already high. The level cashgrain areas in Iowa and Illinois are especially well suited to
the crop. The high degree of mechanization in such places
also favors soybeans. Returns per acre from soybeans are
intermediate between corn and oats, within the usual range of
prices and of yields. They are competitive with both of these
crops and with others in particular areas. In studying the
relative advantage of soybeans in different areas in the Corn
Belt, much attention has been paid to the corn-soybean yield
ratios. Oat-soybean yield ratios and others may be of greater
significance in particular areas.
“Changes in relative yields are influential elements in
inter-crop competition. Corn, oats, and soybeans have all
shown upward trends in yield in recent years and the trend
seems likely to continue for a while. Hybrid corn has lifted
corn yields 15 to 20 percent and may do still more. Soybean
yields have been rising as better adapted varieties have
been found for each area. The widespread adoption of the
Lincoln and other newly developed varieties gives prospect

of further substantial increases in average commercial yields
of soybeans.” Soybeans as a new crop have been relatively
free from disease and insect hazards. There are some signs
that this relative immunity is about to end and some of the
means of control may involve cropping practices that will
limit acreage in certain areas. Estimates of probable acreage
and production of soybeans in 1955 have been developed in
a special study (18). These were worked out in most detail
for Iowa and Illinois by type-of-farming areas. This made it
possible to consider differences in farming systems and how
soybeans fitted in under alternative conditions.
“The analysis for Iowa and Illinois was aided by
assistance from an experiment station committee in each
State. It also made use of available background information
prepared for other studies. In addition, farmers’ reactions
toward and future plans for growing soybeans were obtained
in four selected areas in each State. With the help of a small
group of farmers in each area the recent history and probable
trend in soybean production in the area was explored.
Estimates of future soybean production by about 1955 for
typical farms were made on the basis of what would be
profitable under specified conditions.
“In dealing with the estimates by type-of-farming
areas, account was taken of trends in the production of
soybeans and of other crops and livestock; of relative crop
yields, soils, and slope of land; and of agronomic and farmmanagement practices. Three alternative price situations
were assumed for soybeans. Under these three situations, the
price of soybeans was alternatively 2.0, 1.6, and 1.2 times
the price of corn. With these assumptions the estimates for
Illinois and Iowa were as follows:
A small, unnumbered table shows that the higher the
soybean to corn ratio, the greater the soybean production.
At a ratio of 1.6, 60.0 million bu of soybeans would be
produced in Illinois and 28.8 million bu of soybeans would
be produced in Iowa.
“Soybean research and breeding work in the Southern
States has been intensified, however, and this may have the
effect of increasing yields relatively more in these States than
in the Corn Belt. This would tend to hold acreage in these
areas at a relatively high level. With relatively favorable
prices there may be less recession from wartime production
levels outside the Corn Belt than in it.
“Special factors will be operating in each area. In the
Delta, for example, mechanization of cotton production may
cause some increase in soybean acreage in the new cropping
systems that will develop. In the fringe States of Minnesota,
Nebraska, and Kansas, some additional soybean acreage may
balance and give stability to existing cropping plans.
“As most of the soybean acreage and production will
still be in the Corn Belt States, major interest will continue to
center on the situation there. A summary of the estimates for
the Corn Belt and for the United States is shown in table 12
(p. 46).
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“If we can assume a price relationship between soybeans
and corn in 1955 in the neighborhood of a 1.6 ratio, then
a national production of about 160 million bushels of
soybeans can be estimated for the United States. This would
result in about 1,150 million pounds of soybean oil with
a 75-percent crushing. A price relationship of 1.6 would
depend on continued technological progress in improving
soybean oil for both food and industrial uses and upon a
strong demand for soybean meal. Without these elements of
strength soybean prices might weaken and a less favorable
ratio would develop” (Continued). Address: Agricultural
Economists, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, USDA.
2929. Hartwig, E.E.; Nelson, W.L. 1947. Soybeans in North
Carolina. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 11-13.
• Summary: “In 1882 a soybean later designated as
Mammoth Yellow was introduced into the northeastern
section of North Carolina. This variety proved to be well
adapted to the Tidewater area of North Carolina and Virginia
and the soybean gained a foothold in America. Soybean
production in that area was for the purpose of forage
production or for seed to be sold in other areas.
“Many of these seeds were planted in more northern
states where the variety would not mature. Consequently,
it could be used for forage purposes only and growers had
to come back to North Carolina for seed stocks each year.
This market was lost when earlier maturing varieties were
introduced into the Cornbelt. However, in 1915, 200,000
bushels of North Carolina grown beans were crushed by
local cottonseed mills.
“The first statistics for the soybean crop were in 1909
when it was reported that 12,000 acres were grown in North
Carolina with an average yield of 12 bushels per acre. A
survey made in 1916 of 50 farms in the Tidewater area on
which soybeans were grown found yields ranging from 4 to
39 bushels per acre with an average yield of about 19 bushels
per acre.
“In the early years of soybean production, harvesting for
seed presented a difficulty. The mule drawn one-row beater
was developed for row planted beans, and under favorable
conditions saved from 50 to 75 percent of the crop. With the
development of the combine harvester most of the one-row
beaters have been replaced.
“Soybean production in the Carolinas is confined largely
to the Coastal Plain area. Here a large part of the crop is
planted in rows and is harvested for seed. The Coastal Plain
can be divided into the Tidewater area immediately along
the coast in which the soils are rather low lying and high in
organic matter, and the upper part of the Coastal Plain which
has lighter soils. The Tidewater area is not as well suited
to the culture of tobacco, cotton, or peanuts as the upper
part of the Coastal Plain so soybeans have occupied a much
larger percentage of the cultivated acreage. In some of the
Tidewater counties of North Carolina, 35 to 45 percent of the

cultivated acreage is planted to soybeans. Although soybeans
are usually considered better adapted to the Tidewater area,
equally good yields have been obtained on the sandier soils
of the Upper Coastal Plain. In the Piedmont area a large
portion of the beans grown are seeded solid after small grain
and cut for hay.
“In the Tidewater area soybeans are planted to occupy
the land for the full season or after mid-June following Irish
potatoes. When grown as a full season crop they are usually
grown in rotation with corn. Farmers in this area consider
that soybeans have a definite beneficial effect on the physical
condition of their soils. In the more southern sections of
the state and in South Carolina, soybeans are often planted
after small grain is harvested. Excellent seed yields can be
obtained with the late plantings but yields will decrease
sharply in most years if the crop is planted after June 20.
“Relatively few varieties have gained prominence in
North Carolina. The Mammoth Yellow variety which grew
so well in the region produced seed relatively low in oil
content, and shattered its seed quite readily upon maturity.
Mammoth Yellow matured in late October. About 1907 the
Tokyo and Haberlandt varieties were introduced. Neither
of these varieties offered any improvement in seed holding
but Haberlandt did have a higher oil content. Tokyo matures
in late October and Haberlandt matures in early October.
About 1936 the T.W. Wood Seed Co. of Richmond, Virginia,
introduced a variety named Woods Yellow which was
reported to be a selection from Mammoth Yellow. Woods
Yellow holds its seed fairly well, has a rather low oil content,
and produces a rank, coarse plant somewhat difficult to
combine. In recent years Woods Yellow has been the most
popular variety, although Tokyo and Haberlandt have been
quite popular in some areas.
“CNS Popular: Another of the old varieties is Biloxi,
a late, rank-growing, brown-seeded type. Biloxi has been
largely interplanted with corn for soil improvement or for
grazing. Several varieties, Palmetto, Missoy, Clemson,
Nanking, and CNS, derived from introductions from
Nanking, China, make excellent growth in the Upper Coastal
Plain of South Carolina and Georgia. All of these varieties
have low oil content and with the exception of CNS shatter
quite badly. CNS is now grown to greater extent than any
other variety in this group.
“Varieties now recommended for North Carolina are
Ogden and Roanoke. Ogden, developed by the Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station, was first grown on a field
scale in North Carolina in 1944, and has been well received
by soybean growers. Ogden has a medium growth type,
stands very well, has a good oil content, and shatters less
than Tokyo and Haberlandt. Ogden will usually hold its
seed at least 2 weeks after it has reached combine maturity.
It matures about October 10 to 15. During the 1946 season
Ogden demonstrated that it could tolerate an excess of
moisture better than some other varieties on the low lying
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poorly drained soils.
“In the spring of 1946, the variety Roanoke was released
from the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station
as a result of cooperative research with the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory. Roanoke is a late-October-maturing
bean, medium tall in growth habit, holds its seed extremely
well, and has the highest oil content of any soybean adapted
to the southern states. Its average oil content for the past 3
years at the Experiment Station farm near Raleigh is 21.9
percent as compared with 19 percent for Woods Yellow.
Roanoke can be expected to give higher seed yields than
Woods Yellow if plant nutrient requirements are adequately
supplied. Since Roanoke is a taller growing variety than
Ogden it has a greater tendency to lodge, especially on
heavier soils. However, the added height is usually an
advantage in the Upper Coastal Plain. Roanoke is also well
adapted to the Coastal Plain of South Carolina.
“A rather extensive breeding program was initiated in
1942 to develop better adapted varieties. This program was
expanded in 1943 in cooperation with the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory. In addition to high yielding ability,
improvement in seed holding, lodging resistance, chemical
composition, seed quality, and disease resistance are
considered highly important. During the past season (1946)
approximately 25,000 F2 plants and over 4,000 single
plant progeny rows were grown for selection purposes.
Approximately 500 new strains, mostly selections from
crosses, were grown in replicated yield trials at several
different locations. Some of these strains give promise of
improvement over existing varieties.
“There is little hope for raising the low average yield for
North Carolina to any appreciable extent by breeding alone.
The production of a profitable yield of soybeans demands
an adequate supply of plant nutrients and the success of
soybeans in the Southeast will depend upon satisfying the
nutrient demands. Unfortunately the soybean early gained
the reputation of getting along without any fertilizer. In
addition to being grown without the addition of any fertilizer,
soybeans are also quite often grown in rotation with crops
receiving only light applications of fertilizer.
“When one drives through the Coastal Plain area in
mid-summer potash deficiency as shown by foliar symptoms
is readily apparent and wide spread. However, numerous
experiments during the past few years have demonstrated
that yield responses can be expected from potash
applications even when plants appear to be making normal
growth and show no foliar symptoms. Not so conspicuous
but equally widespread is the need for limestone. Many
of the soils of the Tidewater area have a pH value of 5 or
below. These soils give excellent responses to applications
of dolomitic limestone. However, liming in excess of pH 6.0
will cause manganese deficiency on some soils. Most of the
Coastal Plain soils are better supplied with phosphate than
with limestone or potash, but phosphate is equally necessary

in producing satisfactory seed yields.
“The present fertilizer recommendations for soybeans in
North Carolina are as follows:
“(1) Lime in accordance with needs as determined by
soil analysis and
“(2) Apply 400 pounds of 0-10-20 fertilizer per acre,
unless beans are grown in rotation with a heavily fertilized
truck crop.
“A 40-bushel crop of beans removes approximately
30 pounds of P205 [phosphoric anhydride / phosphoric
acid] and 60 pounds of K20 [potassium oxide] from the
soil. Results during the past few years indicate that 30 to
40 bushels of beans per acre can be safely expected with
the use of an adapted variety and a complete fertilization
program” (Continued). Address: 1. Associate Agronomist,
U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Bureau of Plant Industry,
Soils & Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural Research
Administration, USDA; 2. North Carolina Agric. Exp.
Station.
2930. Hartwig, E.E.; Nelson, W.L. 1947. Soybeans in North
Carolina (Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest.
Nov. p. 11-13.
• Summary: (Continued): “On Coastal Plain Area: During
1946 nine variety-fertility experiments were carried to
completion in the Coastal Plain area of North Carolina.
These tests included the varieties Ogden, Roanoke, and the
local variety; each variety was grown on limed and unlimed
soil, with and without 400 pounds of 0-10-20 fertilizer. The
average yield for the Ogden variety in these nine experiments
was as follows: no treatment 22 bushels; lime alone, 24.8
bushels: 400 pounds 0-10-20, 27.2 bushels; lime plus 400
pounds 0-10-20 fertilizer, 34.4 bushels.
“A good illustration of the need of a balanced fertility
program are the results obtained in one of these experiments
on the O.P. Wells farm in Duplin County on a Dunbar fine
sandy loam. The Ogden variety produced 22.5 bushels with
no treatment, 22.4 bushels with fertilizer, 32.8 bushels with
lime alone and 37.7 bushels with lime and fertilizer. If this
farmer had used only fertilizer with no lime he could easily
have supported the long standing idea that fertilization of
soybeans did not pay. His soil had a pH of 5.2 and 1 ton of
dolomitic limestone was applied.
“In another experiment on a Norfolk loamy fine sand
very low in potash and having a pH of 5.8 the following
yields were produced; no treatment, 5.0 bushels; lime alone,
2.6 bushels; 400 pounds 0-10-20, 22.1 bushels; lime plus 400
pounds 0-10-20, 31.9 bushels (see Fig. 1).
“Returns from Fertilizers: Some will concede that
fertilization might pay where yields are extremely low.
However, in an experiment on an Elkton silt loam in
Pasquotank County a yield of 42 bushels was obtained
with no treatment and 48 bushels with application of 400
pounds 0-10-20–a return of $16.50 for a $7.00 investment.
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In several instances yields of approximately 30 bushels have
been obtained with no treatment and increases of at least
10 bushels obtained following treatment. While excellent
yield responses have been obtained following applications
of lime and an 0-10-20 fertilizer, there still may be other
factors limiting yield in some instances such as the physical
condition of the soil or minor elements. Either excesses
or deficiencies of rainfall may seriously curtail yields
but fluctuations due to weather are minimized with good
fertilizer practices.
“Along with an adapted variety and sound fertilizer
practices a good stand is essential to high yields. In an
experiment conducted in the Tidewater area in 1944 using
the Ogden and Volstate varieties with 12, 6, 4 and 2 plants
per foot, the average yields of the two varieties were 42, 37,
32 and 25 bushels respectively. At another location the same
year under extremely dry conditions no yield response was
obtained.
“Last year a farmer cooperator combined approximately
25 bushels per acre from his Haberlandt beans with an
average stand of two plants per foot. His same seed planted
in the variety-fertility experiment with an average stand
of eight plants per foot at maturity produced 35 bushels
per acre. In addition to usually giving an increase in yield,
the more thickly planted beans get off to a faster start and
materially aid in weed control. This in itself is considered
sufficient justification for thicker planting. Also from the
standpoint of weed control, a 36-inch row is favored over a
42-inch row as the middles are more quickly and completely
shaded and weed growth is retarded. Present rate of planting
recommendations are to plant 10 to 12 seed per foot. When
planting in 36-inch rows approximately 1 bushel per acre
will be required with either Ogden or Roanoke varieties.
“While research in varietal improvement, fertilization,
diseases, and cultural practices will be continued, an active
extension program under the supervision of Dr. E.R. Collins,
in charge of Agronomy Extension is under way to make the
12-14 bushel state average yield a thing of the past. In 1947
each county agricultural agent in the Coastal Plain area of
North Carolina had at least one demonstration putting the
best production practices known into use. This demonstration
consisted of 1 acre limed in accordance with need at least
2 months before planting and fertilized with 400 pounds
0-10-20 fertilizer. Care was taken that the fertilizer was not
in direct contact with seed. Good quality Ogden or Roanoke
seed were planted at the rate of 10 to 12 beans per foot in 36inch or 42-inch rows. Beans were planted in a well prepared
seed bed between May 1 and 20th and cultivated to control
weeds. One-half acre of beans were planted on either side of
the demonstration acre and handled according to the farmer’s
usual practices. Harvesting of these beans will help many
farmers to realize that they too can produce a good yield of
soybeans.
“With the gradual decline in cotton acreage and

improvement in corn fertilization practices, additional acres
will probably be released for the production of other crops.
Soybeans can readily fit onto this land and will produce
profitable yields when adequately fertilized. Numerous
cotton seed mills (hydraulic press type) each year process
the present soybean crop and are interested in increased
production. The expanding livestock industry gives promise
of an expanding local market for protein feeds.”
Photos show: (1) Response to potash fertilizer in a field
of Ogden soybeans having a Norfolk loamy fine sand very
low in potash. (2) A field showing soybeans planted in beds
for drainage purposes on a low lying soil in the Tidewater
area. Roanoke variety, seed yield 41 bu per acre. (3) Woods
Yellow variety left, Roanoke right, showing rapid early
growth characteristic for Roanoke. Soybean variety-fertility
experiment in Duplin Co. Seed yield of Woods Yellow 29.7
bu per acre, Roanoke 36.4 bu per acre. Address: 1. Associate
Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Bureau of Plant
Industry, Soils & Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural
Research Administration, USDA; 2. North Carolina Agric.
Exp. Station.
2931. Peck, R.H. 1947. Ontario growers organize. Soybean
Digest. Nov. p. 8.
• Summary: “The Ontario Soybean Growers Association was
organized at a meeting at Leamington, Ontario, November 8,
1946. Committees set up for the purpose from five counties
took part in the organization.
“Action had been initiated earlier at a meeting of Essex
County soybean growers interested in an organization to look
after their interests. There, two committees of five men each
from Essex County and Pelee Island were set up to contact
soybean growers in other southwestern Ontario counties
and urge them to select committees to meet with the Essex
County group.
“The Association represents growers of about 60,000
acres of soybeans with an estimated yield of 1,134,000
bushels in 1947. Finances are provided by voluntary
membership fees and some help from local elevators.
“John Wilcox, Woodslee, Essex County, was elected
chairman of the group; and Angus McKenny, Essex County
agricultural representative, secretary.”
“The usefulness of the organization was shown
early. A delegation persuaded the Federal government at
Ottawa to raise the ceiling price of soybeans from $2.15
to $2.40 to bring it more nearly into line with the ceiling
on corn. (Ceiling was removed September 15 of this year.)
Proceedings also were started to form an Ontario soybean
growers marketing scheme under the Farm Products
Marketing Act of Ontario. Under the scheme, which is
subject to approval by a vote of the majority of the growers
of soybeans, a growers’ negotiating committee would meet
with a dealers’ and processors’ negotiating committee to
decide on the price, grade, handling charges, etc., of the
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crop.”
“The Ontario soybean acreage will likely be increased
as earlier-maturing varieties are developed for counties
further north, and when more southwestern Ontario farmers
recognize their value in the crop rotation.
“The future plan of the Association is to do everything
possible to promote the soybean industry.”
Note 1. This was Canada’s first trade association for
soybean growers, and the forerunner of the Ontario SoyaBean Growers’ Marketing Scheme (soon renamed the
Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board), established
in 1949 under the “Farm Products Marketing Act” of
Ontario.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
concerning Ontario Soybean Growers or its ancestors.
Address: River Canard, Ontario.
2932. Rodrigo, P.A. 1947. Soybean culture in the
Philippines. Philippine J. of Agriculture 13(1):1-22 + 5
plates. Third quarter. Summarized in Soybean Digest, May
1948, p. 41. [14 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description and history.
Climatic and soil requirements. Varieties. Propagation.
Preparation of the soil. Fertilizers and lime. Inoculation.
Planting. Care of the crop. Harvesting and production:
For day, for seed. Cost of production. Uses of soybeans.
Diseases. “In the big cities in the Islands, many of the
soybean products like soy sauce or toyo, tokua, tajuri
[fermented tofu], tojo [soymilk curds], miso, etc. are
becoming more popularly used by the Filipinos, and will be
more so as their nutritive values become more fully realized.
Already, in some sections of the country where soybean is
being grown, the seed is used either as a green or as a dry
vegetable. The dried bean is roasted and is eaten offhand
or is used in adulterating coffee, and the bean in the dough
stage is boiled and eaten like peanut” (p. 2).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the word tajuri to refer to
fermented tofu.
Table 1 shows annual imports (in kg) of soybeans and
soybean products into the Philippines from 1929 to 1940,
including dried beans, soy sauces, soybean meal, tausi
(fermented black soybeans, salted), paste (miso), and total.
By far the leading import (by weight) from 1929 to 1937 was
dried soybeans. In 1929 some 4,574,497 kg were imported.
This figure rose gradually (with ups and downs) to a peak of
5,660,575 kg in 1937, then fell sharply to only 237,666 kg in
1940. Soybean sauces were the No. 2 import, starting with
606,231 kg in 1929, rising to a peak of 1,441,563 kg in 1932,
then remaining above 1,000,000 for most years thereafter.
Imports of soybean meal started in 1935 with 660,699 kg;
they reached a peak 1,023,303 in 1936 (the next year), then
remained near 1,000,000 thereafter. Tausi was first imported
in 1940, the amount being 151,571 kg.

Table 2 shows the value of these items (in pesos). In
1940 the imports of greatest value were soy sauces (120,346
pesos), soybean meal (50,682), and tausi (20,280).
“In the Philippines, while the plant has been under
cultivation since the Spanish regime [1571-1898], it has not
gained much headway due mainly to the lack of a variety
suitable for commercial planting, and perhaps due to want
of interest among farmers” (p. 4-5). The Philippine Bureau
of Plant Industry has, to date, introduced more than 200
soybean varieties to the Philippines from the USA, China,
Japan, Hawaii, Java, and India, but it presently recommends
only a few varieties for commercial planting. These include
Ami, which has long been cultivated there and is well
adapted to the varied soil and climatic conditions.
Based on the results of a number of years’ trials in
different regions of the Islands, the following varieties
have been found to be productive: Yellow Biloxi Hybrid
(introduced from Hawaii in 1936), Mis 28 E.B. Str. 3910
(introduced from India in 1937), Mis 33 Dixi (introduced
from India in 1937), Head Green (introduced from the USA
in 1935), and American Black. All of these varieties are good
for May and June planting, and all but Yellow Biloxi Hybrid
are good for September to December planting (dry season).
“In the Philippines, the green but fully developed pods
are harvested, and the seed is cooked and eaten in practically
the same way as lima bean or patani... In Lipa, Batangas,
soybean in the dough stage is boiled in the pod and sold and
eaten offhand” like peanuts. The more common soy products
made in the Philippines are soy sauce or toyo, tokua [tofu],
tausi [fermented black soybeans], and miso. “Soybean milk
is being manufactured by the Bureau of Plant Industry in
a limited scale and a big modern firm has started putting
soybean milk and other products in the local markets” (p. 1516).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2011) that uses the word tausi to refer to
fermented black soybeans. Address: Chief, Horticulture
Research Section, Bureau of Plant Industry.
2933. Cagnoni, Delfino. 1947. La culture du soja en Italie
[The cultivation of soybeans in Italy]. Revue Internationale
du Soja 7(45-46):128-31. Nov/Dec. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soybean and its
characteristics. The nutritive value of soybeans. Utilization
of soybeans: soy oil (incl. refined soy oil), soybean
phosphatides / lecithin, soy flour (various types), soymilk
(lait végétal), tofu (fromage végétal), soy sauce, soy in
diabetic diets, industrial soy protein (caséine végétale),
soybean cake, other products (for animal feed). Bread,
spreads, biscuits, milk, industrial protein, plastics, glue,
soybean cake. Achievements: The province of Padua, Italy.
Address: PhD.
2934. Frank, F.A. 1947. Do soybeans cause clover failures?
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Better Crops with Plant Food 31(12):21-24, 46-49. Dec. [9
ref]
• Summary: They can, but the answer depends on many
factors related to the soil. Address: Agric. Exp. Station,
Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.

Address: USSR.

2939. Davis, D.E. 1947. A contribution to the study of
calcium deficiency in Soja max and Pinus taeda. PhD
thesis, Ohio State Univ. Abstracted in Dissertation Abstracts
(1946/47) 54:103-109. [14 ref]
Address: College of Agriculture, Univ. of Missouri.

2941. Freitag, Felix. 1947. Die Sojabohne: Ihre Geschichte,
Bedeutung, Kultur und Verwertung [The soybean. Its history,
significance, culture, and utilization]. Berlin: Siebeneicher
Verlag. 57 p. Illust. 28 cm. [60 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. The solution of the proteinand fat/oil problems via the soybean. 2. General and
historical: Origin and description of the soybean, history
of its expansion and utilization. 3. The significance and
modern utilization of the soybean: The nutritional/chemical
composition of the soybean, modern methods of utilization.
4. The culture of the soybean under European and especially
German conditions: Variety selection, soil and climate,
tillage, cultivation, and harvest. 5. Instructions for the
utilization of soybeans by the grower, in the household and
in the food industry. Bibliography (Literaturverzeichnis).
Page 12: Only since 1840 did larger agronomic trials
take place in Europe, specifically in Italy and France, and
then later in Hungary and the Balkan countries with growing
success. The soybean was first introduced to Germany in
1870 by Captain Wehrhan. He had brought seeds back
from France from the botanical garden of Montigny near
Metz. He carried out agronomic trials on his estate near
Meissen through 1876 without results because of the lack of
knowledge in the cultivating conditions of the bean.
A photo (p. 12) shows bean oil pots (Bohnenöltöpfe)
(soybeans), each covered with a conical lid of woven
bamboo. Soy oil is a significant export good. The soy oil
export of Manchukuo in 1938 amounted to 5.7 million
quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg); that of the world was
7.6 million quintals. In Austria [Austria-Hungary] and
Germany, the interest in the soybean was awakened by the
botanist, Professor Friedrich Haberlandt. At the Vienna
World Exhibition of 1873, he acquired seeds from China,
Mongolia, and Tunisia. And as a result of his experiments
and agronomic trials, he reported on the soybean and its
significance as an outstanding provider of protein and
fat for European nutrition. After his death, though, the
interest waned again, and in 1911, the Austrian Ministry
of Trade (österreischische Handelsministerium) even
declared the agronomic trials that had been carried out to be
unsatisfactory. Thus the destiny of the soybean for Central
Europe seemed to have been decided, up until the great
shift as a result of its utilization in Europe occurred from
Japan after the Russo-Japanese War, the turning point which
spawned the intensive exploitation of the soybean in modern
countries.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Berlin, Germany.

2940. Antonova, A.G. 1947. Za vysokii urozhai soi [For an
abundant harvest of soybeans]. Khabarovsk: Dal’giz. 24 p.
[Rus]

2942. Fritzsche, Curt. 1947. Die Sojabohne: Anbau und
Verwertung [The soybean: Cultivation and utilization].
Lueneburg [near Hamburg], Germany: Metta Kinau Verlag

2935. Oberdorf, F. 1947. Einiges ueber SojabohnenZuechtung und -Anbau [Some thoughts on soybean breeding
and culture]. Zuechter (Der) 17-18(13-15):411-13. Oct/Dec.
[Ger]
Address: Klein-Wanzleben.
2936. Timson, S.D. 1947. Alternative green manure crops.
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 44(6):618-24. Nov/Dec.
Bulletin No. 1277 Revised.
• Summary: A section titled “Green manures for the Eastern
Border Highlands” (p. 622-24) recommends lupins (blue
or yellow) and soya beans as green manure plants in this
part of Rhodesia. “Soya beans will thrive under a much
heavier rainfall than will velvet beans or cowpeas, and for
that reason can be recommended for green manuring on the
Eastern highlands in preference to those crops. A robust type
is required for the purpose, and the Jubiltan hay varieties are
recommended, and also the Hernon varieties Nos. 55 and 18,
which are suitable for hay as well as grain production.”
Note: Sunn hemp, which is not a type of hemp
(Cannabis), is recommended as a weed smothering crop.
Address: Agriculturist.
2937. Andersson, G. 1947. Svensk oljeväxtodling under
fredstid [Swedish oil crop cultivation during peace time].
Svensk Jordbrugs Forskning Arsbok p. 77-86. For the year
1947. [Swe]*
• Summary: In Sweden in 1940 the area sown with oil crops
(autumn rape, poppy, oil flax, soya, and white mustard) was
400 ha, but this area grew 20-fold to approximately 8,000
ha in 1941, and by 1944 it had increased to 44,000 ha. After
World War II it began to drop, to 37,000 ha in 1945, then
down to 27,500 ha in 1946. For oil crop cultivation in peace
time, an area of approximately 40,000 ha would be sufficient.
2938. Calil, Jose. 1947. Plantemos a soja [Let’s plant
soybeans]. Departamento de Producao Vegetal, Boletim (Sao
Paulo) No. 6,7. [Por]*
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Nachf. 48 p. Series: Kurzschriften fuer Landwirtschaft,
Gartenbau und Siedlung. 11. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Origin of the soybean
(in Asia and Europe, including the work of Haberlandt in
central Europe, plus instructions for making Chinese-style
chiang, soy sauce, and tofu). 2. Description of the soybean.
3. The culture of the soybean. 4. Diseases and enemies of
the soybean. 5. The economic significance of the soybean:
As a food, as an oilseed, and in applied science/industry. 6.
Advantages of the soybean: For the farmer, for the economy.
7. Effect of soybean culture on the national diet. 8. Tested
recipes for the household. Conclusion. Address: Friedersdorf
& Berlin.
2943. National Soybean Processors Association. 1947.
Soybean farming. Chicago, Illinois: Soybean Crop
Improvement Council. 43 p. Second ed., July 1951 (43 p.).
Third ed., March 1955 (43 p). Fourth ed., April 1958. Fifth
ed., April 1961, 40 p. Sixth ed., Dec. 1966. [9 ref]
• Summary: Written by J. Ward Calland, this booklet
provides a good overview of the subject.
“Foreword: The soybean processing industry and the
soybean growers of America have a mutual interest in the
soybean crop. Both share the responsibility and advantage
of maintaining soybeans as a profitable farm crop. This
responsibility can best be met by cooperative effort. Each
needs the other. The farmer needs a dependable market

for his crop. The industry must have a dependable source
of soybeans from which to manufacture the basic soybean
products which in turn provide the market.
“Ninety-five per cent of all soybeans harvested on
farms go directly for processing or for seeding the next crop.
The soybean with its multitude of uses and the processing
industry which provides its market have done much to
stabilize the farm income–they promise to do even more in
the years ahead.
“And just as the profitable growing of grain crops is
closely associated with a large and prosperous livestock
industry, so is the production of soybeans–our most
important oilseed crop–closely related to livestock and
poultry production. A thriving livestock industry needs
protein. Each bushel of soybeans produces 48 pounds of high
protein feed–soybean oil meal.
“Progressive farmers do not measure farm income from
crops by the price per bushel at harvest time, but by the
average income of their total farm enterprise over their full
rotation or crop production period. During the past five years,
soybeans have been grown for the first time on thousands of
American farms. Soybean growers want to know the facts
about this new crop–its relation to soil productivity–to other
crops in the rotation–to soil conservation-the place soybeans
should occupy in their farming scheme.
“This booklet is published by the Soybean Crop
Improvement Council to give the growers a short, easy to
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read report of the answers to questions about the soybean
crop.
“The information given here is gleaned mostly from
reports, bulletins, circulars, and articles prepared by the
men working with soybeans at our agricultural colleges,
experiment stations, and the United States Department of
Agriculture. Their helpful assistance in the preparation of
this material is gratefully acknowledged.”
Page 3-5: Summary:
“Good Cultural Practices Pay Dividends: Results of
experiments as well as reports made by more than 8,000
cornbelt soybean growers show that the present average yield
of below 20 bushels per acre could be increased to 25 or
more bushels per acre and the cost of production per bushel
reduced, if all farmers would adopt the best known practices
in growing the crop.
“Use Best Varieties: Agronomists and plant breeders
say that in addition to raising yields per acre, many of the
problems connected with shattering, lodging, late harvesting,
high moisture, poor quality and low oil content can be very
largely eliminated by growing the right varieties (see list of
recommended varieties on page 32).
“Soybeans and Soil Productivity: The soybean crop,
inoculated and well handled, takes less from the soil than
corn or the small grain crops. Its tilth improving action is not
so great as that of clover and alfalfa, but it takes a smaller
total of nutrient elements from the soil. In many cases
soybeans tend to increase the yield of the crop following in
the farm rotation.
“Relation of Soybeans to Erosion: When handled
properly, soybeans permit less erosion than most other rowcrops. The tilth improving action of the soybean crop makes
the soil loose and granular and increases the water intake,
thus reducing the amount of water available for transporting
soil particles off the field. Some recent experiments show
definitely less soil-loss from soybeans than from corn under
similar conditions.
“Fertilization of Soybeans: Unlike corn, wheat, and
clover, soybeans do not respond well to direct applications of
fertilizer at planting time on most cornbelt soils, but they do
respond well to increased fertility levels. Hence the general
recommendation for fertilizing soybeans is to increase the
productivity of the soil by means of lime, clover, manures,
and crop residues; putting the fertilizer on the other crops
in the rotation. However, on low fertility soils which have
not been well treated, particularly soils low in potash,
good results may be expected from fertilizer high in potash
properly applied to the soybean crop.
“Relation of Soybeans to Cover Crops: The claim
sometimes advanced that the soybean is responsible for poor
clover crops is not supported by long-time results found
at midwest experiment stations, nor by results obtained in
special trials of clover seedings over the past three years at
many locations in Ohio and Indiana. These trials indicate that

there are no special clover problems arising from growing
soybeans in well-fertilized rotations.
“Soybeans and Rotations: Soybeans fit well into cornbelt
rotations. The requirements usually listed for a good rotation
are that it include cultivated row crops, close growing small
grain crops and deep-rooted legume sod crops. Such a
rotation, much used in the cornbelt, includes corn, soybeans,
small grain and legume hay. Soybeans are useful in adapting
a rotation to corn borer control. Highest soybean yields may
be expected in balanced, well-fertilized crop rotations similar
to those giving highest corn yields.
“Adequate Weed Control: Whenever possible, kill
a weed crop before soybeans are planted. Whether the
soybeans are planted solid or in rows, early cultivation
should be made with the rotary hoe, spike-tooth harrow or
weeder when the weeds are quite small or, “in the white.”
When a crust forms before the soybean seedlings emerge,
the crust should be broken with any suitable tool available to
help the plants through.
“Inoculation Essential: On fertile soil, inoculated
soybeans frequently yield 4 to 5 bushels per acre more than
plants without nodules on the roots. Inoculation is even more
important on soils low in nitrogen, where soybeans without
nodules may yield only one-third as much as well inoculated
plants.
“Soybeans Vastly Important to Agriculture: The soybean
is one of our most versatile farm crops. While the soybean
is produced for industry, yet approximately 90 per cent of
all the soybean oil meal comes back to our farms as highprotein feed to save millions of dollars annually in the cost
of properly feeding our livestock and poultry. Soybean oil
has been supplying close to one-half of all the fats used in
shortening and margarine. Soybeans already have hundreds
of uses, but no other farm crop offers such a rich field for
continued research for the development of new and useful
products.
Page 6: Popularity of the Soybean Crop: Crop
authorities agree that these reasons have influenced
expansion of soybean acreage:
“A Valuable Crop for Cornbelt Rotations: Has a long
period of time for planting. Adapted to a wide variety
of cornbelt soils. Easy crop to produce. Handled with
equipment used for corn and grain. Lends itself to high
degree of mechanization. Better cash returns than wheat or
oats.
“A Crop of Many Uses: Rapid growing hay and feed
crop. Fits well in a corn borer control rotation. Fits well as
a late planted crop. Provides excellent seedbeds for small
grains. Better distribution of farm labor on many farms.
Beneficial loosening effect on tight, heavy textured soils.
“A Crop That Can Take It: More resistant to low
temperatures than corn. Relative freedom from insects and
disease. Grows on both acid and sweet soils but responds
well to lime. Adapted by late planting to poorly drained
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fields. Relatively resistant to drought.” A map (p. 40) shows
that in 1944 most of the soybeans harvested for beans in
America were grown in Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio.
Page 41 shows that 1924 was the first year that statistics on
soybean production and utilization began to be kept in the
USA. In 1946 they were kept by the Division of Agricultural
Statistics, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, USDA. In
1924 the average yield per acre for beans was 11.0 bushels.
448,000 acres were harvested for beans, 1,147,000 acres
were harvested for hay, and 187,000 acres were grazed,
plowed under, or abandoned. Some 325,000 copies of this
publication had been sold by Nov. 1961 (Soybean Digest).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2019)
that mentions the Soybean Crop Improvement Council–but
missing the word “National” at the beginning.
2944. Roberts, William; Singh, S.B.S. Kartar. 1947. A text
book of Punjab agriculture. Lahore: Civil and Military
Gazette, Ltd. x + 588 p. See p. 287, 294-96, 456, 473. Illust.
Maps. Index. 23 cm. [2 soy ref]
• Summary: Chapter 12: Foodgrains–Pulses, Natural Order–
Leguminosae, contains information on the “soya bean.”
“The U.S.A. began to explore the possibilities of growing
soya bean in 1920. In 1930 the area was 4½ million acres
and rose to 9 million acres in 1944. This indicates the rapid
progress made by U.S.A. in the cultivation of soya bean. It
thus appears that there is a need for more thorough research
in India on this crop...
“In India average yield of about 800 pounds per acre
is considered fairly good, though in Manchuria yields up to
double this amount are commonly obtained. It has been tried
in the Punjab very successfully on experimental farms of the
Agricultural Department. A yield of about 12 to 16 maunds
[1 maund = 82.28 lb] of grain per acre has been obtained.
Two varieties namely ‘Chocolate’ and ‘Yellow’ have been
successfully cultivated. Unfortunately there is no market for
the crop. Those, who grew it, were compelled to feed the
produce to the cattle...
“The soya bean is free from nucleo proteins, and,
therefore, it does not form uric acid and in consequence
does not encourage gout. Gout is unknown in China, which
is the home of the soya bean... The soya bean has got many
industrial uses. A very large number of Indian and European
dishes can be prepared from soya bean. A large number of
recipes for preparing different types of dishes are given in
the book Soya Bean by F.S. Kale.”
Chapter 16, “Fodder Crops” states (p. 473): “Soyabeans.
Natural order–Leguminosœ. Botanical name–Glycine
hispida. The cultivation is similar to that for cowpeas. The
seed rate is 12 to 15 seers... Three to four irrigations must be
given before the crop is ready. A crop will yield 200 maunds
of fodder per acre when sown alone. In case of mixture
higher yield is obtained. When matured for seed, yield is
about eight maunds per acre.”

An interesting glossary is included. Note: The second
author actually has no surname. His first name is Kartar; the
name Singh is taken by all Sikh males as a middle name.
Address: 1. Sir, late Principal and Prof. of Agriculture,
Lyallpur [in today’s Pakistan]; 2. Late Prof. of Agriculture,
Lyallpur and Asst. Director of Agriculture, Punjab, Lahore.
2945. Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. 1947. The wonder
bean. Decatur, Illinois. 32 p.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Oldest soybean
processor started operations 25 years ago. Research develops
new products... broadens demand for soybeans. Top rank for
soybean meal among protein concentrates. Soy flour helped
us during shortage [in World War II]. Infinite variety in
products made with soybean derivatives. Nutrient made from
soybean speeds streptomycin production [it stimulates the
growth of the organism which excretes the miraculous new
germ-killer]. A story of two missionaries who talked about
soybeans. Farmers who grow soybeans must make three
decisions (what type of seed to use, whether to plant in rows
or solidly, and whether to sell the beans immediately after
harvesting or store for later sale). Research paves the way for
greater usefulness. Facts about A.E. Staley Manufacturing
Co.
“The story of Staley’s entry into the soybean processing
business really harks back to about 1873. Here in the words
of the late A.E. Staley, founder of the firm which bears his
name, is what happened: ‘My father attended a Methodist
conference in North Carolina. There was one of the church
missionaries attending this conference who had returned
from China and brought back a bushel or such quantity of
soybeans and told a story regarding their great food and
commercial value. My father brought back a handful of these
beans and repeated the story to the family.
“’He did not want to bother with the beans and I–then
six or seven years old–planted them. [Note: A.E. Staley was
born on 25 Feb. 1867, so he apparently planted them in about
1873 or 1874.] I grew the first soybeans I have heard of
being grown in this country. We continued to grow the beans
on our farm after that.’
“Many years later, when Mr. Staley was in the starch
business in Decatur and worrying about the decline in
productivity of farm acres which were being depleted by
successive plantings of corn during the years of World War I,
he remembered how valuable soybeans had been–back there
in North Carolina in the years just after the Civil War [18611865]–in building up soil through use in crop rotation.
“And so, from 1916 to 1922, Mr. Staley had
representatives travel throughout the midwest, extolling the
virtues of soybeans: explaining that, planted in rotation, they
improve the yield of other crops in the rotation, improve the
tilth of the soil, help control weeds, increase the nitrogen
content of the soil, help control the corn borer and other corn
pests, stand drouth better than corn, made a ‘surer’ crop, can
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be handled with ordinary farm equipment.”
Staley started crushing soybeans in the fall of 1922. The
company’s first processing plant, although its capacity was
only 500 bushels daily, operated only 74 days during the
1922-23 season, because of the lack of soybeans. Address:
Decatur, Illinois.
2946. Tasiaux, F. 1947? La situation actuelle du problème de
l’acclimatation du soja au Congo belge [Current problems of
soybean acclimatization in the Belgian Congo]. Unpublished
manuscript. [Fre]*
2947. Matrone, G.; Weybrew, J.A.; Peterson, W.J. 1948. The
influence of phosphate fertilization on the soybean plant
(Abstract). Proceedings of the Annual Convention of the
Association of Southern Agricultural Workers 45:87.
• Summary: On the cover: “45th Annual Convention held
in Washington, DC, Feb, 12, 13, 14, 1948.” This abstract
is in the “Agronomy” section. “Chemical, botanical. and
biological measurements have been made to study the effect
of phosphate fertilization on the soybean plant. Data are
presented to show that a proper assessment of nutritive value
in studies of this kind must include control or measurement
of (a) biological variations arising from gradients in soil
fertility. (b) differences in forage composition due to
contamination with other species. and (c) differences in
animal response. The results of animal studies indicate that
replications kept intact from the soil to the animal assist both
in estimating true differences and in evaluating the causative
factors. Application of the equivalent of 40 pounds P2O5 per
acre to a Bladen type soil deficient in phosphorus increased
the yield of soybean hay 100 per cent but did not result in a
significant difference in plant composition as measured by
the standard feedingstuffs analysis.” Address: U.S. Plant,
Soil, and Nutrition Laboratory, Ithaca. New York, and North
Carolina State College, Raleigh, North Carolina.
2948. Associated Seeds, Inc. 1948. Selected Asgrow seeds:
A descriptive catalogue of field, pasture grass and soil
improvement crops (No. 2). San Antonio, Texas. 56 p. March
1. 23 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this catalog is a large bag of
seeds. On it is written “Selected Asgrow Seeds.” Across the
bottom of the bag, in smaller letters, is written: Associated
Seeds, Inc., San Antonio, Robstown, Lubbock–Texas.”
The inside front cover states that Associated Seeds,
Incorporated has its main office and warehouse at 1226 East
Houston St., San Antonio, Texas. They have three branch
warehouses (Robstown, Weslaco, and Lubbock), and a
breeding station and experimental grounds at Robstown. The
company is “Distributors of Asgrow and Texgrow seeds for
farm, ranch & garden.” Associated Seeds, which has its main
office and warehouse in San Antonio, Texas, is “Affiliated
with Associated Seed Growers, Inc., breeders and growers of

seeds since 1856, New Haven 2, Connecticut.”
The title page, which bears the trademarks Asgrow and
Texgrow, states: “Asgrow Texas Co., 1033 Athens Ave., San
Antonio 11, Texas. Since 1950 the growth of our business
made larger premises necessary, and on moving to our new
plant the name of the firm was changed to the foregoing.
We now offer better service than ever, from one of the most
modern seed processing plants, with branches at Crystal City,
Robstown, Lubbock, and Weslaco.”
The Foreword, by Associated Seeds, Inc., begins:
“When the first edition of this catalog was issued three years
ago, it met with such ready acceptance that before long the
need for a new and enlarged edition became evident... In the
meanwhile, our facilities for the production and processing
of Asgrow and Texgrow field seeds have been considerably
expanded... Here it may be mentioned that our field seeds are
sold under two brand names: ASGROW and TEXGROW, the
first being seed of our best standard, including seed from our
own pedigreed stocks; the second being seed of high quality
acquired from reliable growers.”
A half-page section titled “Soybeans–Soja max” notes
that under the growing conditions of south Texas, they are
recommended only for use as green manure, to which the
two varieties offered–Laredo and Red Tanner–are well
adapted. A photo (p. 30) shows the main plant of Associated
Seeds Inc. in San Antonio, Texas. A large sign on one side
says (or appears to say) “Asgrow Seeds.”
Note 1. Associated Seed Growers, Inc. was founded
in 1927; it coined the word “Asgrow” as its cable name.
In 1958 Associated Seed Growers, Inc. formally changed
its name to Asgrow Seed Co. (Source: Asgrow Seed Co.
1994. “Asgrow Seed Company chronology.” Unpublished
chronology. 2 p.).
Note 2. Talk with John Schillinger, Co-President,
Asgrow Seed Co., Des Moines, Iowa. 1998. Jan. 26. These
two soybean varieties ended up being sold by the “vegetable
side” of the company. They were directly imported from
China, with little selection done in the USA.
Location: Special Collections, USDA National
Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address: 1226
East Houston St., San Antonio 6, Texas. Phone: Fannin 0353;
L.D. 515.
2949. Baldacci, Elio. 1948. Prove comparative di coltura di
sedici razze di soia nelle provincia di Pavia [Comparative
cultural trial of 16 soybean varieties in the province of Pavia,
Italy]. Olearia, Rivista delle Materie Grasse 2(2):85-90.
[Ita]*
• Summary: The author gives the results of his attempts to
adapt these plants to the climate and characteristics of Pavia,
in northwest Italy.
2950. Deutsche Arbeitsgemeinschaft Soja. 1948. Anleitung
fuer den Anbau von Soja [Instructions for growing soybeans
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(Leaflet)]. Heilsbronn, Germany. 2 p. March 1. [Ger]
Address: (13a) Heilsbronn, Mittelfr., Waldstr. 5, Germany.
2951. Arnold, H.C. 1948. Soya beans. Rhodesia Agricultural
Journal 45(2):147-68. March/April. Bulletin No. 1217,
reprinted.
• Summary: Notes on cultivation. Edible and manufacturing
varieties. Strain trials. Hernon No. 18 and 107. Soil and
rainfall conditions. The humus content of the soil seems to be
of great importance. Fertiliser trials. Inoculation with specific
bacteria. Material for inoculating the seed. Seed inoculation:
The dry soil method, the muddy-milk method. Sowing the
seed: Early sowing is best, how to sow, distance planting
trials, depth of sowing, weeding, harvesting. Comparison of
yields of soya beans with those of maize. Market prospects.
Method of using and nutritive value. Soya beans produce
more protein per acre than other food crops. Palatability
trials. Green soya beans as vegetables. Fodder varieties:
Jubiltan (black-seeded) and Hernon strains. Rate of sowing.
Harvesting: The retention of seeds in the pods. Summary.
Address: Manager, Agric. Exp. Station.
2952. Maupas, Albert. 1948. La culture du soja dans les
Basses-Pyrénées [The cultivation of soybeans in the BassesPyrénées department of France]. Revue Internationale du
Soja 8(47):3-6. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Intercropped with maize, early soybean varieties
performed very well, with an average yield of 1,500 kg/ha.
This department is in the far southwest corner of France.
Today it is named Pyrénées-Atlantiques. Address: Chemist
(Ingénieur Chimiste E.P.C.I.).
2953. Morse, W.J. 1948. Fourth work planning conference of
the North Central States Collaborators of the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois, March 1-3, 1948.
RSLM (U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph,
Urbana, Illinois) No. 148. May 21. 29 + 9 p.
• Summary: “The Fourth Work Planning Conference of
the North Central States technical collaborators of the U.S.
Regional Soybean Laboratory was held in Urbana, Illinois,
on March 1-3, 1948, to review the accomplishments of
the cooperative research conducted during the past season
and to plan future investigations. Four new soybean strains
were considered for release, and a permanent soybean crop
committee was appointed by the conference to draw up
recommendations for handling the increase and release of
new strains.
“Monday, March 1–J.L. Cartter, Chairman
“The planning conference was called to order at 1215
p.m. in the Faculty Lounge, Illini Union Building, at the
University of Illinois. The following were in attendance:
“Aamodt, O.S., Head Agronomist, Forage Crops &
Diseases, U.S.D.A., Beltsville, Maryland
“Bray, R.H., Agronomist, Illinois Agricultural

Experiment Station, Urbana, Illinois
“Burlison, W.L., Agronomist, Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Urbana, Illinois
“Carroll, W.E., Associate Director, Illinois Agr. Expt.
Station, Urbana, Illinois
“Cartter, J.L., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
“Chamberlain, D.W., Pathologist, Forage Crops &
Diseases, U.S.D.A., Urbana, Illinois
“Collins, F.I., Chemist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
“Cutler; G.H.; Agronomist, Purdue Agr. Experiment
Station, Lafayette, Indiana
“DeTurk, E.E., Agronomist, Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Urbana, Illinois
“Feaster, C.V., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Columbia, Missouri
“Frank, F.A., Agronomist, Purdue Agricultural
Experiment Station, Lafayette, Indiana
“Fuelleman, R.F., Agronomist, Illinois Agr. Experiment
Station, Urbana; Illinois
“Hackleman, J.C., Agronomist, Illinois Agr. Experiment
Station, Urbana; Illinois
“Hartwig, E.E., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Raleigh, North Carolina
“Henson, P.R., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Stoneville, Mississippi
“Heusinkveld, D., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
Holman, L.E., Agricultural Engineer, U.S.D.A., Urbana,
Illinois
“Hoover, M.M., Director, Plant Introduction Station,
Ames, Iowa
“Johnson, I.J., Agronomist, Iowa Agricultural
Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa
“Keim, F.D., Agronomist, Nebraska Agricultural
Experiment Station, Lincoln; Nebraska
“Koehler, B., Pathologist, Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Urbana, Illinois
“Kramer; H.H., Agronomist, Purdue Agr. Experiment
Station, Lafayette, Ind.
“Krober, O.A., Chemist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
“Lang, A.L., Agronomist, Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station; Urbana, Illinois
“McAlister, D.F., Physiologist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
“Marston, H.W., Research Coordinator, A.R.A.,
U.S.D.A., Washington, D.C.
“Milner, R.T., Chemist, Northern Regional Research
Laboratory, Peoria, Illinois Morse, W.J., Agronomist, Forage
Crops & Diseases, U.S.D.A., Beltsville, Maryland
“Pitner; J.B.; Agronomist; Rockefeller Research
Institution, Mexico City, Mexico
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“Probst, A.H., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Lafayette, Indiana
“Saboe, L.C., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Columbus, Ohio
“Stoa, T.E., Agronomist, North Dakota Agr. Experiment
Station, Fargo, North Dakota
“Torrie, J.H., Agronomist, Wisconsin Agricultural
Experiment Station, Madison, Wisconsin
“Van Doren, C.A., Agronomist, Soil Conservation
Service, U.S.D.A., Urbana, Illinois
“Volk, N.J., Associate Director, Purdue Agr. Experiment
Station, Lafayette, Indiana
“Weber; C.R.; Agronomist; U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Ames, Iowa
“Weiss, M.G., Agronomist, Iowa Agricultural
Experiment Station; Ames, Iowa
“Williams, L.F., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
“Woodworth, C.M., Agronomist, Illinois Agr.
Experiment Station, Urbana, Illinois
“Zahnley, J.W., Agronomist, Kansas Agr. Experiment
Station, Manhattan, Kansas
“The first speaker of the afternoon was Dr. W.E.
Carroll, Associate Director of the Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, who welcomed the collaborators on
behalf of the Experiment Station. Dr. Carroll was asked by
the Chairman of the North Central Directors’ Conference
to attend the Soybean Laboratory meetings and to bring a
report of accomplishments to the next Directors’ meeting.
Dr. Carroll in his talk emphasized the importance of both
informal and formal cooperation among agricultural workers.
He stressed the increase in the cooperative approach to
many problems within the North Central States, especially
since the Production and Marketing Administration has
been organized. The Directors have had much informal
cooperation under way before this time, particularly in the
field of livestock marketing and studies on land tenure.
“Reports of Research
“The first afternoon of the conference was devoted to the
presentation of reports on soybean research at each station by
collaborators.
“Illinois report by W.L. Burlison–The Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station has many soybean research
projects, among them one on price studies and one on
the cost of growing and combine harvesting the crop.
The Animal Science Department has projects on protein
supplements for growing and fattening pigs, the nutritive
value of protein feeds and animal products, changes in
nutritive value of feeds due to storage, effect of soybean
meal in poultry rations, and methionine supplementation
in swine rations. The Home Economics Department has
projects on soybeans as human food and on the value of the
protein of soybeans in the dietaries of adult human subjects.
The Agricultural Engineering Department is studying

methods of harvesting, storing, and artificially drying
soybeans. The Entomology Department is studying the
biology and control of grape colaspis on soybeans and the
control of insects affecting soybeans in storage.
“The Agronomy Department has a number of projects
on soybeans, one being on genetics. In the season of 1947,
studies on soybean hybrids, originally made by Gordon
E. Geeseman in 1945, were continued. Ten varieties were
crossed in all possible ways, making 45 different crosses
in all. The varieties were Chief, Dunfield, Illini, Mukden,
Earlyana, Richland, T117, Hawkeye, Lincoln, and Patoka. F1
plants were grown and compared with the parents in 1946.
Analysis of the data has not been completed. Summary tables
have been made for number of branches per plant, yield
of seed per plant, and weight of 100 seeds. In number of
branches per plant, the hybrids were very nearly the same as
the parents, but in yield of seed, considerable...”
Page 12: In 1946 and 1947 a little more than 900,000
acres in Ohio were devoted to soybean production for seed.
A large percentage of this acreage is in the northwestern onefourth of the state.
“South Dakota report by W.W. Adams–During the
last season, the Group 0, Group I, and Group II Uniform
nurseries were grown, spanning the state’s soybean growing
area from extreme north to south. Several standard varieties
were also included with these uniform tests.
“At the main station, a rate of seed experiment and a row
width trial were established but were not harvested because
of the extensive hail damage occurring the last of June.
“The work in 1947 indicated the superiority of the
varieties Capital and Hawkeye for certain areas of the state
and reaffirmed the position of Ottawa Mandarin as a good
variety for the east-central section. Interest has been directed
toward a few other entries in the variety tests having possible
value for one or more areas of eastern South Dakota.
“In 1948 a variety test for hay will be conducted in
addition to the uniform nurseries and other agronomic trials
for seed.
“Wisconsin report by J.H. Torrie–The soybean research
program of the Department of Agronomy, University of
Wisconsin, is conducted in cooperation with the U.S.
Regional Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois. The program
is primarily concerned with the breeding of new varieties
adapted for Wisconsin conditions and the evaluation of new
strains developed in Wisconsin and by other stations. The
program for the southern and central portions of Wisconsin
is centered at Madison, whereas that for the northern portion
is under the supervision of Messrs. A.M. Strommen and
C. Rydberg at the Branch Experiment Station, Spooner,
Wisconsin.
“At Madison experiments are under way to determine
the effect of different dates of planting and methods of
planting (broadcast and different row widths) on the yield
and other agronomic characters of several soybean varieties.
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Studies are also under way to determine any change that may
occur in yield and other characters of successive generations
of several bulked soybean crosses. The inheritance of downy
mildew reaction is under investigation.
“Soybean genetic work at the Laboratory headquarters
by L.F. Williams–Several experiments in breeding are under
way at Urbana. In one experiment the backcross method of
breeding is being compared with the straight cross. In one
test the cross Lincoln x Richland and the backcross Lincoln
x Lincoln x Richland are being compared, and in another the
cross Lincoln x Ogden and the backcross Lincoln x Lincoln
x Ogden.
“An attempt to combine the high iodine number of the
wild soybean with the desirable agronomic characteristics of
the commercial type has failed. The cross Patoka x Wild has
been crossed and backcrossed to Lincoln, selecting only for
erect habit and freedom from shattering. An analysis of 270
lines from this material indicates no lines much higher than
Lincoln in iodine number and many lines similar to Lincoln
in oil content. Many resemble Lincoln in appearance and
yield. However, some of these lines do have a higher protein
content than the common commercial varieties” (Continued).
Address: Secretary of Conference, Agronomist, Forage
Crops & Diseases, U.S.D.A., Beltsville, Maryland.
2954. Farm Quarterly. 1948. Soybeans and the soil:
Soybeans can be either good or bad for the land depending
on how they are handled in the rotation. 3(1):26-31. Spring.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans and the soil.
How to fertilize. Soybeans and titlth. Good green manure.
Soybeans and erosion. Soybeans and the rotation.
“Most farmers no longer believe the myth that you can
take a soybean crop out of the soil year after year and yet
leave it richer and more productive.
A diagram titled “What crops take from the soil” (p.
29) shows how much nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and
calcium a typical crop of corn, soybeans, alfalfa, red clover,
wheat, and oats each take from an acre of land. A crop of
soybeans, yielding 20 bushels per acre, adds nitrogen to
the soil (but the amount depends on how the soybeans are
harvested); but it takes from the soil 8 lb. of phosphorus, 25
lb. of potassium, and 2.6 lb. of calcium. Soybeans add more
to the soil and take less than any other crop in the diagram.
Looking only at the nitrogen added: If the soybeans are
hauled from the field as hay, all the nitrogen goes with them.
If the soybean plants are cut for hay and the manure returned
to the soil, they add 26 pounds of nitrogen. Of the soybeans
are combined and the straw is spread evenly over the ground,
small amounts of nitrogen are left for the next crop. But if
none of the plant or straw is returned, 30 lb. of nitrogen per
acre are taken from the field.
Large photos show: (1) A load of soybeans, worth $700,
filling the back of a truck with wooden side panels. (2) A
farmer plowing a field of soybeans, but not cooperating with

nature by plowing up and down the slopes instead of on the
contour, thus inviting erosion. (3) A badly eroded field of
soybeans. (4) A combine pulled by a tractor; it is expensive,
but it helps keep soybean land fertile by adding straw mulch
to the surface. (5) The roots of a soybean plant bearing
nodules. (6) A farmer in a tractor plowing under a mixture of
soybeans and Sudan grass.
2955. Feaster, Carl V. 1948. Effect of planting time on
maturity, yield and quality of soybeans in southeast Missouri.
Missouri Agric. Exp. Station Bulletin No. 514. 7 p. May.
• Summary: “Summary: Among the five varieties planted
after June 1, S-100 had a advantage over Ralsoy in that it
matured a few days earlier and yielded a little more seed.
Planted prior to June 1, Ralsoy slight advantage over S-100.
From late planting, July 10, Dunfield matured earlier than
any of the other varieties but it yielded less seed. Strain
S-100 yielded the highest from plantings after June 1, and
matured only twelve days later than Dunfield when planted
July 10.
“Soybean harvest can be hastened as a means of making
way for small grain on the soybean field by planting the early
maturing varieties early. Both the use of an early maturing
variety and early planting are essential to early maturity.
While this practice may cause considerable reduction in the
soybean yield and quality, it is still considered sound from
the standpoint of total production by the rotation.
“If planting is delayed because of wet weather or until
after the harvest of small grains, the use of late maturing
varieties is recommended, as early varieties will give lower
yield of seed without much gain in earliness of maturity.
“The date of planting which produced the highest seed
yields always resulted in seed with the highest oil content.
In general, the percentage of protein varied inversely with
percentage of oil. The number of the oils tended to increase
with lateness of planting.”
Also discusses effects on protein, oil content, and iodine
number of the oils. Address: Agent (Asst. Agronomist),
USDA, and Research Associate in Field Crops, Missouri
Agric. Exp. Station, Columbia, Missouri.
2956. Morse, W.J. 1948. Soybeans yesterday and today.
Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service)
12(5):91-95. May. Summarized in Soybean Digest, June
1948, p. 32.
• Summary: A good overview of soybeans and their history
in China, Manchuria, Korea, and Japan (the principal
regions of world soybean production), plus thoughts on their
relatively recent introduction to the Western world.
“In China, the soybean is one of the leading and most
ancient of crops, ranking fifth in extent of culture and
occupying about 9% of the total cultivated area. Although
grown everywhere in China, about 60% of the soybean
acreage and production is confined largely to 3 northern
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Provinces, Shantung, Kiangsu, and Honan. China consumes
practically all its production, estimates indicating 55% for
food, 27% for oil extraction and other purposes, 10% for
stock feed, and 8% of the total cultivated area of Manchuria
and is a dominating factor in the life of that country. As a
cash crop, it provides fully half the total volume of freight
handled by Manchurian railroads. Estimates have indicated
that from one-third to two-thirds of the production of
soybeans was exported; 15 to 20% utilized for food, feed,
and planting; and the remainder processed for oil and oil
meal.
“Korea occupies third place among the soybeanproducing countries of Asia. Acreage and production are
confined largely to the central and northern areas, because
southern Korea, growing chiefly cotton and rice, seems less
well adapted to soybean-seed production. The entire seed
production is used for food, stock feed, export, and planting,
none being used for oil extraction.
“Japan, although a large producer of soybeans, has
consumed all its own production and imported large
quantities of seed from Manchuria and Korea. Since World
War I, production of soybeans in Japan has decreased to
some extent, more emphasis being placed on the greater
production of rice. The proportion of soybeans used by Japan
for various purposes was: Miso (soybean-rice fermented
paste), 22%; soy sauce, 22%; oil and oil cake, 21.5%;
bean curd, 15.5%; confections, 7.2%; forage, 6.2%; green
manure, 2.5%; seed, 1.8%; green vegetable beans, 0.8%; and
miscellaneous 0.5%.
“In the Soviet Far East the soybean is said to be one of
the chief industrial crops and in some districts to constitute
20% of the cultivated area. Acreage and production have
increased markedly since 1926, especially in the Khabarovsk
territory.
“Previous to 1935 soybean oil in the United States was
utilized chiefly in soap, paint, and varnish. Since that time,
however, 70 to 85% of the soybean-oil supply has been used
in the food industries... The soybean has become one of the
most valuable, if not the most valuable, of China’s gifts to
the Western World.”
Photos show: (1) Manchurian soybean in bags being
loaded on a freighter at the Dairen wharves for shipment
to European oil mills. (2) Two horses pulling a plow, and a
2nd man planting soybeans on ridged rows in Manchuria.
(3) Soybean plants growing along the edges of rice paddies,
as is common in oriental countries; the green beans will be
used for home consumption. (4) Two Korean men threshing
soybean plants in a courtyard with bamboo flails. “In Korea,
as well as in many other oriental countries, bamboo flails
are used in threshing soybeans.” (5) A man with a sickle in
a field of dried soybean plants. “Soybeans are harvested by
hand in all the soybean-producing countries of the Orient.”
(6) A combine harvesting soybeans in the USA. It has “been
one of the important factors in the economic production

of soybeans in the United States.” (7) “General view of a
Chinese oil-mill yard in Manchuria, showing mill, storage of
soybeans in osier bins, and steel tanks.” Address: Principal
Agronomist, USDA Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases,
BPI [Bureau of Plant Industry], SAE [Soils and Agricultural
Engineering], ARA, Beltsville, Maryland.
2957. Chevalier, Aug. 1948. La culture du Soja en
Afrique occidentale [The cultivation of soybeans in West
Africa]. Revue Internationale de Botanique Appliquee et
d’Agriculture Tropicale 28(307-308):259-60. May/June.
[Fre]
• Summary: “Interesting efforts have been made for some
time to expand the culture of soya in the upper Ivory Coast
and in the territories of Volta, in Sudan, in Togo, and in
Dahomey. The question concerns a crop only recently
recommended by the agricultural services. It made its debut
in 1939 in the Ivory Coast starting with several tonnes of
seeds produced at the agricultural stations of Ferké and
Saria. It then spread to the middle of the Ivory Coast (to the
area around Korhogo) and into Upper Volta, except for the
regions with a semi-desert (sahélien) climate. In 1941 this
crop emerged from the trial stage in which 984 hectares gave
a yield of 417 tonnes.
“For the campaign of 1942-43, the program envisioned
a yield of 400 to 450 kg/ha, with an amount of 1,800 to
2,000 tonnes left over for consumption and export, plus 225
kg for future planting. But these figures were not attained.
Consequently, the potential production was evaluated at
2,000 tonnes, divided as follows: Bobo Dioulasso 240
tonnes, Gaoua 270 tonnes, Korhogo 50 tonnes, Koudougou
1,170 tonnes, Man 10 tonnes, and Ouagadougou 260 tonnes.
[Note: These towns and cities are in Upper Volta, today’s
Burkina Faso.]
“In 1946 the Ivory Coast exported 380 tonnes.
Thereafter, the natives of Bobo and Koudougou refused to
grow the crop.
“The market price of soya at Bobo on 1 Jan. 1946 was
only 2.65 francs/kg (West African francs), which was totally
insufficient remuneration. Then the purchase price there rose
to 15 francs/kg. At Koudougou a yield of 1,696 kg/ha was
obtained from a white variety named Kédélé blanc.
“In the subdivisions of Diebougou at Boromo, good
results were also obtained.
“At Dahomey the report of 1945 indicates that the black
soybean variety Makara noir gave better results than the
Kédélé blanc, however the yields were very low: 296 kg/ha
for Kédélé blanc and 355 kg/ha for the Makara.
“The soybean varieties planted in West Africa are mainly
the white-seeded Kédélé blanc and the black-seeded Makara
noir. It looks like the crop will expand. At the time of our
visit to Bobo in Jan. 1948, it was estimated that deliveries
to the trading depots for that harvest would be about 3,000
tonnes. However, certain tribes are reluctant to grow this
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crop. The blacks prefer growing peanuts and haricot beans.
The culture of the teperary bean, introduced to the Sudan
about 15 years ago, has made great progress and the product
is currently delivered to the trading markets in West Africa.”
Note 1. This document contains the earliest clear date
seen for soybeans in Dahomey (today’s Benin), or the
cultivation of soybeans in Dahomey (1945). The source of
these soybeans is unknown.
Note 2. This document also contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Upper Volta (Burkina Faso), or the
cultivation of soybeans in Upper Volta (1942). The source of
these soybeans is unknown.
Note 3. This document also contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in the Ivory Coast, or the cultivation of
soybeans in the Ivory Coast (1939; one of two documents).
The source of these soybeans is unknown.
2958. Dimmock, F. 1948. Soybeans. Canada. Department of
Agriculture, Farmers’ Bulletin No. 149. p. 1-19. June. Also
called Canada. Dept. of Agriculture, Publication No. 807
(Actually 808). Revision of Farmers’ Bulletin No. 80 (1939).
Summarized in Soybean Digest, Nov. 1948, p. 38.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the
soybean plant. Soil and climatic adaptation. Uses of soybean
seed: Soybean oil, soybean meal, soybean flour. Uses of the
soybean for forage and soil improvement. Varieties (incl.
maturity and seed color; see best varieties below): Yield,
varietal adaptation, protein, oil, and iodine number, size
of seed (weight in grams of 1,000 seeds for 11 varieties),
color of seed. Culture: Soil preparation, lime and fertilizers,
inoculation of the seed, time of seeding, method of seeding,
rate of seeding, depth of seeding, cultivation, harvesting,
threshing. Storage of the seed.
Until 1940 the area devoted to soybeans in Canada
“did not exceed 20,000 acres annually, but since then it has
increased steadily until it averages 50,000 to 60,000 acres
with every indication of still further increase. Nearly all of
the present soybean acreage is in Ontario. Small patches
are being grown in Quebec, Manitoba, Alberta, and British
Columbia and investigations are under way in practically
every province to determine the possibilities for soybean
production.”
A map (p. 13) shows that Ontario is divided into 5
climatic zones for soybeans, with each zone having earlier
and later areas. The varieties best suited for each zone and
area are given. Proceeding roughly from north to south,
they are: Pagoda (Maturity: very early. Seed color: yellow.
Weight in gm per 1,000 seeds: 175), Kabott (early, yellow,
235), Flambeau (early, yellow with black hilum, 185),
Goldsoy (yellow, 225), Capital (yellow with buff hilum,
162), Mandarin (Ottawa, yellow, 218), Earlyana (yellow with
pale hilum, 181), Richland (yellow with dil. black hilum,
188), Harman (yellow with black hilum, 185), A.K. (Harrow,
yellow with buff hilum, 165), and Lincoln (yellow with black

hilum, 175).
Tables show: (4) Average maturity period, source,
and origin of the 11 soybean varieties listed above. Note
on sources: C.E.F. = Central Experimental Farm. D.E.F. =
Dominion Experimental Farm. O.A.C. = Ontario Agricultural
College. A.E.S. = Agricultural Experiment Station (USA).
Address: Div. of Forage Plants, Experimental Farm Service,
Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
2959. Agricultura Tropical (Colombia). 1948. La conferencia
de presidentes de sociedades de agricultores y la Soya [The
conference of presidents of agricultural societies and the
soybean]. 4(7):17-18. July 15. [Spa]
• Summary: “Among the resolutions of great importance
approved at the recent conference of presidents of
agricultural societies, are those concerning the spreading
of knowledge about the properties and intensification of
the cultivation of the soybean (del frijol soja), as described
below:” Within the resolutions are 5 considerations
(Whereas...) and five resolves (Resolved that...). Note: The
soybean is referred to as both el frijol soya and la soya.
Address: Colombia.
2960. Morse, W.J. 1948. El fríjol-soya: Lo que fue ayer y lo
que es hoy [The soybean: What it was yesterday and what it
is today]. Agricultura Tropical (Colombia) 4(7):11-16. July
15. [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: This article is a Spanish-language translation
by Agricultura Tropical of: Morse, W.J. 1948. “Soybeans
yesterday and today.” Foreign Agriculture 12(5):91-95. May.
Address: Principal Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and
Diseases, BPI [Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA], SAE [Soils
and Agricultural Engineering], ARA [Agricultural Research
Administration], Beltsville, Maryland.
2961. Ramos Nuñez, Guillermo. 1948. Por qué no siembran
la soya los agricultores colombianos? [Why don’t Colombian
farmers plant soya?]. Agricultura Tropical (Colombia)
4(7):9-10. July 15. [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: The author has conducted soybean experiments
for 12 years, and has published a bulletin on the subject. This
bulletin has gone through two editions and a third is about
to appear. The article begins: “Consider that we are almost
a century behind when it comes to our knowledge of the
magnificent soybean. It has been cultivated continually since
March 1929 at the Palmira Agricultural Experiment Station,
in spite of the indifference of farmers and industrialists, as
part of the annual planting programs.”
The Station now has seven commercial varieties
which produce very well in the Cauca Valley [of western
Colombia]. A table (p. 10) lists these varieties: Mammoth
Yellow, Aksarben, Hollybrook, Biloxi, Laredo, Missoy, and
81044. For each variety is given: Vegetative period in days,
yield in kg/ha (ranges from 1,601 for 81044 and 1,562 for
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Aksarben down to 976 for Biloxi), percentage of oil and of
protein in the seeds, uses (G = seeds (granos), PV = green
forage / pasture (pasto verde), PH = hay (pasto heno)). These
figures are based on data obtained by the Palmira Station
in 1945. An illustration shows a soybean plant, heavy with
pods, and a cluster of 4 pods to the upper left of the plant.
Address: Ingeniero Agrónomo, Jefe del Departamento de
Caña en la Estación Agrícola Experimental de Palmira.
2962. International Harvester Co. 1948. Soybeans (Motion
picture). Chicago, Illinois: International Harvester Co. *
Address: International Harvester Co.
2963. Soybean Digest. 1948. Publications–Oilseeds: Oilseed
cultivation in Britain. July. p. 30.
• Summary: “Report of a talk by Prof. C.E. Blackman,
director of research on new crops and methods of weed
control, department of agriculture, Oxford University, before
Farmers Club. Oil and Colour Trades Journal.
“A number of oil crops including soybeans were
discussed. Professor Blackman said over 60 varieties from
the U.S., Canada, Sweden, Poland and Germany have been
tested in England since 1942. Several have been found that
would ripen in England.
“But these early varieties that would ripen there belong
to the dwarf type with pods set close to the ground. They
could not be cut with a binder without much loss, and do not
dry out enough most seasons to be combined.
“There is also the problem of weeds in the seedling
stage in England. There is a slow rise in temperature in May
so that soybeans germinate and grow slowly, allowing weeds
a head start.
“Before soybeans can be regarded as even a probable
crop in England, in Professor Blackman’s opinion new
varieties will have to be found which are earlier, taller, more
productive, and have the lower pods set well off the ground.
And some means of overcoming the weed problem must be
found.”
2964. Webster, C.C. 1948. A note on the cultivation and
manuring of tung plantations (A. montana). Nyasaland
Agricultural Quarterly Journal 7(3):58-64. July.
• Summary: Interplanting soybean with the tung tree
(Aleurites montana) was found to increase yields of tung
oil. A table on page 59 shows the increased yields when
soybeans are interplanted. Address: Malawi.
2965. Lagos U., José Angel. 1948. Cultivo de la soya
[Cultivation of the soybean]. Revista de Agricultura (Costa
Rica) 20(9):365-67. Sept. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botanical
characteristics. Climate. Soil. Planting. Cultivation. Rotation.
Fertilizers (including importance of root nodules with
nitrogen fixing bacteria, and use as green manure {abono

verde}). Harvest. Utilization. Hay (and silage).
The soybean is known by various names: Soya or soja,
frijol chino (Chinese bean), frijol japonés (Japanese bean),
and haba de Manchuria (Manchurian bean).
Utilization: It has many uses. Its oil has practical
application in manufacturing industries. The seeds or beans
are used for human food. It can be used to make delicious
dishes, salads, etc.
Note 1. No mention is made of soybean cultivation in
Costa Rica.
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (March 2012) that gives the name of the soybean as
frijol chino or frijol japonés or haba de Manchuria. Address:
Nicoya [Costa Rica].
2966. Baldacci, Mario. 1948. Risultati du una
sparimentazione agraria sulla soia [Results of a cultural
trial with soybeans]. Olearia, Rivista delle Materie Grasse
2(11):750-56. Nov. [Ita]
• Summary: The author gives the results of trials in the
Apulia (Puglia) region of southwest Italy and in Tuscany on
the initiative of the national association of growers of oilbearing plants, in view of the choice of variety and the time
of planting, the more adapted to the cultivation of soybeans
in the center of Italy. Address: PhD, Technical Director of
the National Oilseed Plant Growers Association (Direttore
Tecnico dell’Associazione Nazionale Coltivatori di Piante
Oleaginose).
2967. Strand, Edwin Gustaff. 1948. Soybeans in American
farming. USDA Technical Bulletin No. 966. 66 p. Nov. [50
ref]
• Summary: An excellent overview. Contents: Introduction.
Rise of soybean production: Early developments, recent
trends, geographic pattern. Factors affecting trends: Prices
and market outlets, adaptation to climate and soils, variety
improvement, intercrop competition (competition between
corn, oats, wheat, barley, tame hay, and soybeans for beans),
yield per acre, mechanization, relative costs and returns.
Estimates of future supply: Alternative price relationships,
balancing permanent cropping systems, relative trends in
production costs, supply estimates. Long-time demand
and market outlook: Market outlets for fats and oils,
role of technology, market outlets for high protein feeds.
Comparison of prospective supply and demand. Summary.
Basic statistical tables. Literature cited.
Figures: (1) Graph of soybean acreage–total for all
purposes: Harvested for beans, harvested for hay, and
grazed or plowed under, United States, 1924-47. (3) Map
of soybeans harvested for beans in the USA, acreage, 1944.
90% of soybean acreage is in the North Central region.
(4) Map of farms reporting soybeans harvested for
beans, as a percentage of all farms, United States, 1944. The
heaviest concentration of farms growing soybeans is in the
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North Central region. (5) Map of soybeans harvested for
beans, as a percentage of all land used for crops, 1946 (by
county). Soybeans for beans occupied 20% or more of the
cropland in 52 counties in 1946. (6) Graph of prices received
by farmers for soybeans, corn, and oats, United States,
season average, 1924-47. Soybeans received the highest
prices followed by corn then oats.
(7) Graph of acreage of soybeans for beans and other
specified crops harvested in Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa,
1924-47. Soybeans take up a small percentage of the total
acreage. (8) Graph of trends in yield per acre of soybeans for
beans, corn, oats, and winter wheat, in five Corn Belt States
(Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri), 1925-47. 5-year
moving average (1925-29 = 100). Yields of soybeans have
increased the most (in 1940 they were 50% above 1929),
followed by corn, winter wheat, oats. “The principal factors
influencing the upward trend in yield of soybeans appear to
have been improvement of varieties and mechanization of
harvesting operations [which has reduced harvesting losses].
Additional factors were experience with the crop, better
management of soils, more timely operations,... and other
phases of mechanization... plus increased use of inoculation,
row planting, and improved cropping systems” (p. 27-28).
(9) Map of soybeans: Yield per acre, 3-year average,
1942-44. Areas of highest yields of soybeans for beans
coincide closely with the areas of heaviest concentration of
soybean acreage. There are some exceptions: Illinois is north
west of the area of heaviest acreage concentration, Iowa is
the highest yielding area southeast of the most concentrated
acreage. (10) Graphs of production of vegetable oils (crude
basis) and oilseed meals (including cake) from soybeans and
other oil crops, domestic materials only, United States, 192446.
Tables: (1) Acreage of soybeans planted for all purposes,
United States, and selected groups of States, averages 192529, 1930-34, and 1935-39, and each year from 1940 to 1947.
The groups of states are: Corn Belt, Lake States (Minnesota,
Wisconsin Michigan), Plains States (Kansas, Nebraska,
South Dakota, North Dakota), Delta States (Arkansas,
Mississippi, Louisiana), Atlantic States (North Carolina,
Virginia, Maryland, Delaware), All other states. (2) Acreage
of soybeans harvested for beans, United States and selected
groups of States, averages 1925-29, 1930-34, and 1935-39,
and each year from 1940 to 1947.
(3) Plant-food elements added or removed by selected
crops. Soybeans grown for beans add 16 pounds of nitrogen
per 20 bushels harvested. The elements removed are nitrogen
(N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), calcium (Ca) and
magnesium (Mg). (4) Average yields of corn, soybeans, oats,
and wheat in the first year after soybeans and other specified
crops, Indiana experiments, 19 years, 1922-1940.
(5) Yields per acre of corn following corn and following
soybeans, Iowa experiments, 1942. (6) Percentages of total
cropland from which specified crops were harvested, and

percentages in pasture and in other uses, five Corn Belt
States, 1947.
(7) Corn-soybean yield rations in five Corn Belt States,
averages 1925-29, 1935-39, 1942-46. (8) Soybeans, corn,
oats, and winter wheat: Average net returns per acre on
farms keeping farm-account records in Champaign and Piatt
Counties, Illinois, specified years, 1937-1946. (9) Average
value per acre for soybeans, corn, and oats, Illinois, 1925-29,
1930-34, 1935-39, and annual 1940-47 and index numbers
(1935-39 = 100).
(10) Labor and power inputs per acre for soybeans on
farms keeping cost records in Champaign and Piatt Counties,
Illinois, averages 1924-26, 1937-39, and 1944-46. (11)
Acreage, yield, and production of soybeans harvested for
beans, Illinois and Iowa, averages 1935-39, 1942-45, and
estimated 1955 at alternative price ratios. (12) Acreage of
soybeans harvested for beans, United States and specified
groups of States, averages, 1935-39, 1942-45, and estimated
1955 at alternative price ratios.
(13) Acreage, yield, and production of soybeans
harvested for beans, United States, averages 1935-39, 194245, annual 1946-47, and estimated, 1955, at alternative price
ratios. (14) Fats and oils produced from domestic materials,
and net trade, United States, average 1935-39 and annual
1943-46. (15) High-protein feeds produced from domestic
materials, and net trade, United States, average 1935-39,
annual 1943-46.
(16) Acreage, yield, and production of soybeans in the
United States, 1924-47. (17) Percentage that the acreage of
soybeans harvested for beans is of the acreage planted for
all purposes, United States and selected groups of States,
averages 1925-29, 1930-34, and 1935-39, and each year from
1940 to 1947. (18) Supply and utilization of soybeans in the
United States, 1924-1947. Supply: Total stocks, production
(bushels), imports, total supply. Utilization: Seed, feed,
processed for oil and meal, exports, other uses, carryover.
(19) Utilization of soybean oil by classes of products,
United States, 1931-17. Food products: Margarine,
shortening, other (mainly in salad and cooking oils,
mayonnaise, and salad dressings, and direct use in homes,
bakeries, restaurants, and institutions), total. Nonfood
products: Soap, paint and varnish, other drying oil products,
miscellaneous nonfood products, loss including oil in foots,
total, total domestic disappearance.
(20) Supply and utilization of soybean-oil meal and
cake, United States, 1924-46. Supply: Domestic production,
imports, total supply. Utilization: Feed, food, industrial
and other, exports. (21) Average yield per acre of soybeans
harvested for beans, United States and specified groups of
States, averages 1935-39, 1942-45, and estimated 1955 at
alternative price ratios. Note: The highest yields were in the
Corn Belt; 19.2 bu/acre in 1935-39 and 19.6 bu/acre in 194245.
(22) Production of soybeans in the United States and
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specified groups of States, averages 1935-39, 1942-45,
and estimated 1955 at alternative price ratios. (23) Seasons
average prices of soybeans, soybean-oil meal, and other
specified vegetable oils and oil meals in the United States,
1924-46 (incl. peanut, cottonseed, and linseed oils). Address:
Agricultural Economist, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
USDA.

Bonn no. 1, Bonn no. 2, Bonn no. 4, Bonn no. 5, Brunatna
Dublanska, Brunatna de Schlöttenitz, Crama Kisielnicka,
Brunatna Wilenska, Putawska Wcresna, Delitzscher
Schwarze, Tokyo noir nain, Fukunaga 113, Niemiecka C S S,
Escura, Cerna C B var. Roudnicka, Zluta g. var. Slovenska,
Sl (Slovaquie), Amurskaya, Amurskaya jaune OI. Address:
Institut Agronomique Gembloux, Belgium.

2968. Castaine, H. 1948. Dix remarques inédites sur la
culture du soja [Ten unpublished comments about soybean
cultivation]. Revue Internationale du Soja 8(49):53-54. [Fre]
• Summary: These are ten real problems that soybean
enthusiants (sojaïstes) tend to overlook. For example: One
has no inoculant.
Note: E.C.P. might stand for École Centrale Paris, a
French university. Address: Ingéieur E.C.P..

2970. Thornton, Geo. D. 1948. Greenhouse studies of
nitrogen fertilization of soybeans and lespedeza using
isotopic nitrogen. Soils and Fertilizers Abstracts 11:130.
[Geo]*

2969. Tilkin, Fernand; Laloux, René. 1948-1949. Essai de
culture du soja en Belgique (3e communication) [Cultivation
of soybean in Belgium (3rd communication)]. Bulletin de
l’Institut Agronomique et des Stations de Recherches de
Gembloux (Belgium) 17:101-22. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Our study of the possibilities of soybean
cultivation in Belgium began in 1937. The first preliminary
and orientation trials, conducted in 1937, 1938, and 1939
(Journée & Tilkin, 1938, 1940). The purpose of this article is
to summarize the observations which were made during the
years 1940-1948.
The performance of 83 soybean varieties from various
sources was studied to find the varieties best suited to
conditions in Belgium. These plants were studied chiefly for
vegetative characters and for the effects of soil deficiency
in phosphorus, nitrogen and potassium. Since 1937, there
has been ample opportunity to study the effect of rainfall
and temperature. The best yields have been in dry years, but
on the whole the climatic conditions, particularly the low
average temperature and high rainfall, are unfavorable for
soybeans. Not one of the varieties ripened early enough to be
harvested before autumn or after approximately 125 days of
growth.
Table II, containing four columns, gives the varietal
name, seed color, plant size, and origin of the seeds for the
83 soybean varieties tested. They are: Manchu, Mandarin (2),
Wisconsin Early Black (2), Wisconsin Black, Chestnut, Noir
de Toulouse, S. de Kharbine, Kharbinskaya 111, Green Jap
(2), Richland, Aosakigake, O Yachi, D Il. O Yachi, Yoshioka
Chinrin, Yoshioka Chinrin E 60, Weka, Black O (2), Brown
C (2), Brown O (anglais), Bonn Schwarz Glänzend 987,
Bonn Schwarz Matt 989, Bonn Braun Matt F.K., Bonn Braun
Matt F.G., Bonn Braunscheckig 2013, Bonn Gelbbraun
Braunnablig 2016, Bonn Hellgelkb Glänzend IK., Selectie
Mandjoerije E 39, Selectie Manitoba Brown E 47, Manitoba
Brown (anglais), Manitoba, Selectie Kurakake E 51, Selectie
Aosakigake E 54, Selectie Hallesche frühe kurze braune,

2971. Trentin, A. 1948. La soia da granella e le nouve razze
in esperimento [Soybeans and new varieties tested]. Giornale
di Agricoltura della Domenica. No. 14. p. 91. [Ita]*
• Summary: Discusses the choice of soybean varieties based
on the length of the vegetative cycle, the production of seeds,
and the characteristics of the seeds. A table lists the varieties
studied.
2972. Baldoni, Remigio. 1948. Prove sperimentali sulla
coltivazione della soia [Trials on soybean cultivation]. Annali
della Sperimentazione Agraria (Rome) 2(5):603-42. [32 ref.
Ita; eng]
• Summary: The Institute of Agronomy at the University of
Bologna has conducted soybean trials for several years in
different regions of Italy. Tests were conducted on varieties,
plant density, planting time, use of phosphate manure,
inoculation with bacteria, intercropping, and catch cropping
for forage. The author believes that, in the regions examined,
nothing is to be gained from expanding soybean cultivation
since it would take the place of corn (during spring and
summer), and corn is a more productive crop–especially
where other leguminous plants are largely grown in rotation.
A small extension of soybean cultivation is foreseen only
on sub-acid soil, where it is difficult to grow other legumes.
As a summer forage crop, on irrigated land, the soybean can
be substituted for maize and sorghum. Address: Istituto di
Agronomia generale e Coltivazioni erbacee dell’Università
Bologna.
2973. Engelbeen, M. 1948. Le soja au Congo Belge [Soya
in the Belgian Congo]. Brussels, Belgium: Ministere des
Colonies. 94 p. 25 cm. [200 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. The soybean: Habitat
and acclimatization: Genus and species, sub-species and
varieties, habitat and acclimatization. 2. The principal
factors in soybean production: Climate, nature of the soils,
symbiotic bacteria, selection and hybridization, cultural
methods, enemies and diseases. 3. Seed storage and
multiplication. 4. Nutritional value of soya: Generalities,
soymilk, tofu, okara (tourteau de soja; the pulp remaining
after filtering off soymilk), soy oil, soy flour. 5. Industry and
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commerce. 6. Perspectives on soya in the Belgian Congo.
Summary. Bibliography consulted.
The section titled “Introduction and Acclimatization
to the Belgian Congo (p. 30) states: “Known in Africa for
30 years, the cultivation of soya has not yet passed the
experimental stage. Numerous introductory trials were
conducted with multiple varieties which originated in East
Asia and the United States.
“Soya was mentioned for the first time in the Belgian
Congo by Commandant Lemaire [Charles François
Alexandre Lemairé], who first encountered them at
Stanleyville [later renamed Kisangani] in 1908. It was
introduced, shortly afterwards, to the Eala botanical garden
(near Coquilhatville). The first agronomic trials took place
in 1915; the agronomist Mestdagh, at Lusambo (Sankuru
[Kasai]) harvested 1,472 kg of yellow soybeans and 1,786 kg
of black soybeans.”
Note 1. I.N.E.A.C. stands for Institut National pour
l’Étude Agronomique du Congo Belge.
Note 2. This document contains the second earliest
date seen for soybeans in Zaire (1908). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. These soybeans were probably
being cultivated in 1908, but we cannot be sure. Address:
Ingenieur agronome colonial Lv., Chef du Bureau d’Etudes
de l’I.N.E.A.C.
2974. Hutcheson, Thomas Barksdale; Wolfe, Thomas
Kennerly; Kipps, Michael Smith. 1948. The production of
field crops: A textbook of agronomy. 3rd ed. New York, NY:
McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 430 p. Illust. Maps. Index. 24
cm. [8 soy ref]
• Summary: The chapter on “Harvesting and storage of
grain crops” has two sections (p. 124, 131) on soybeans; the
second concerns shrinkage during storage.
The chapter on “Haymaking” has a section on legumes
which states (p. 137): “Soybeans may be cut for hay over a
period of several weeks with good results. Other things being
equal, soybeans are best harvested when the seeds are well
formed and before the lower leaves turn
yellow.”
Chapter 25, titled “Soybeans
(Soja max)” has the following contents
(p. 253-62): Introduction. World
production. Production in the United
States. Historical. Varieties and their
distribution. Classification of varieties
(based on Morse and Cartter 1939) based
on earliness of maturity and four uses of
the seed. Composition. Botanical. Uses:
Food, oil, hay, silage. Culture: Seeds,
time of seeding, rate of seeding, depth of
seeding, inoculation, fertilization (with
phosphorus and potassium), methods
of seeding. Cultivation. Time of cutting

for hay. Curing soybean hay. Time of cutting for seed (The
best varieties yield from 25-40 bu/acre). “Maximum yields
of 50 or more bushels to the acre have been reported from
North Carolina and Tennessee (Morse 1929). Methods of
harvesting seed. Topics for discussion.
Facing the title page is a full-page map (from the
USDA Yearbook, 1943-47) showing “Agricultural research
in the United States.” It shows: (1) Headquarters of State
Agricultural Experiment Stations. (2) Regional laboratories.
(3) Bankhead-Jones laboratories. (4) Other research centers.
Another large map (p. 253; see below), based on figures
from the Bureau of the Census shows soybean acreage in the
United States in 1939. Most of the acreage is concentrated
in the Corn Belt states and along the Mississippi River into
southern Louisiana. A secondary center is in eastern North
Carolina. Practically no soybeans are grown west of 97
degrees longitude.
Thomas K. Wolfe was born in 1892. Address: 1. Dean
of the School of Agriculture, Formerly Agronomy Dep.
Head, Virginia Polytechnic Inst.; 2. Director of Distribution,
Southern States Cooperative, Formerly Prof. of Agronomy,
Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and Agronomist, Virginia
Agric. Exp. Station; 3. Assoc. Prof. of Agronomy, Virginia
Polytechnic Inst. All: Blacksburg, Virginia.
2975. Koens, A.J. 1948. Peulgewassen [Leguminous crops].
In: C.J.J. van Hall and C. van de Koppel, eds. 1948. De
Landbouw in de Indische Archipel [Agriculture in the
Indonesian Archipelago]. ‘S-Gravenhage: N.V. Uitgeverij W.
van Hoeve. Vol. IIA. 905 p. See p. 241-42, 258-274, 473. In
collaboration with G.G. Bolhuis. [79 ref. Dut]
• Summary: This chapter on Leguminous plants has three
parts: (1) Peanuts. (2) Soybean. (3) Kratok.
The part on the soybean (Sojaboon) has the following
contents: The plant. Varieties. Selection. Soil and climate.
Methods of cultivation. Insects and diseases. Economics.
Planting. Utilization. Value as a food (source of nutrients)
for the people of Indonesia (Indonesië). Trade and commerce
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(Handel). Contains an excellent bibliography.
The section on “Utilization” mentions (and describes
briefly how each is made): green vegetable soybeans (de
halfrijpe planten), whole dry soybeans, roasted soybeans,
ketjap (or soja or shoyu or taoyoe), tofu (tao-hoe,
bonenkaas), baked tofu, firm tofu (tao koan; also simmered
with Curcuma longa), sprouts (taogè. Taogè of katjambah
bestaat uit kiemplantjes van sojabonen–which means “Taogé
or sprouted seeds consists of germinated soy beans”),
Indonesian-style miso (tao-tjiong), fermented black soybeans
(tao-dji), tempeh (tempe), MSG (Vetsin), soybean meal
(sojameel).
Note. This is the earliest Dutch-language document seen
(Jan. 2013) that gives a name to soy sprouts; it calls them
kiemplantjes van sojabonen.
2976. Leshchenko, A.K.; Kasatkin, B.V.; KHotulev, M.I.
1948. Soya [Soybeans]. Moscow, USSR: Sel’khozgiz. 271 p.
[67 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Note: The numbers in parentheses refer to page
numbers in the book.
Contents:
Foreword
I. General information about soybean
1. History of soybean cultivation (5).–2. Botanical
description (8).–3. Systematics (24).–4. Chief biological
characteristics and economic indicators of soybean (44).–5.
Historical information about soybean in the USSR (64).
II. Significance of soybean for the national economy
1. Chemical composition of seeds (71).–2. Chemical
composition of other parts of the plant (81).–3. Changes in
the chemical composition of seeds (82).–4. Use of soybean
(90).
III. Agrotechnology and mechanization
1. Tasks for agrotechnology given the plant’s chief
biological characteristics (108).–2. Soybean’s place in crop
rotation (111).–3. Inoculation (114).–4. Fertilizer (123). 5.
Preparing the soil (130).–6. Preparing the seeds for planting
and sowing (137).–7. Caring for the planting (162).–8.
Harvest (171).–9. Threshing (ochistka), drying and storing
(186).–10. Experience of agriculture’s high achievers in
cultivating soybean (191).–11. Agrotechnology of soybean
for forage (195).
IV. Selection and seed breeding
1. Tasks of soybean selection in the USSR (198).–2.
History, current state and future prospects for soybean in
the USSR (200).–3. Chief characteristics of the method and
technique of soybean selection (203).–4. Description of
soybean varieties and geographic demarcation of varieties
(211).–5. Seed breeding (231).
V. Diseases and pests
1. Diseases (250).–2. Pests (260).–3. Quarantinable pests
(264).–4. General measures to fight diseases and pests (266).
Sources.

Note: Translated by Shelley Fairweather-Vega, Seattle,
Washington. Address: USSR.
2977. Matrons, G.; Weybrew, J.A.; Peterson, W.J. 1948. The
influence of phosphate fertilization on the soybean plant
(Abstract). Proceedings of the Annual Convention of the
Association of Southern Agricultural Workers 45:87.
• Summary: On the title page: “Proceedings, Association of
Southern Agricultural Workers. 45th Annual Convention held
in Washington, D.C., Feb. 12, 13, 14, 1948.” This abstract is
in the “Agronomy Section.”
“Chemical. botanical, and biological measurements have
been made to study the effect of phosphate fertilization on
the soybean plant. Data are presented to show that a proper
assessment of nutritive value in studies of this kind must
include control or measurement of (a) biological variations
arising from gradients in soil fertility, (b) differences in
forage composition due to contamination with other species,
and (c) differences in animal response. The results of animal
studies indicate that replications kept intact from the soil
to the animal assist both in estimating true differences
and in evaluating the causative factors. Application of
the equivalent of 40 pounds of P2O5 per acre to a Bladen
type soil deficient in phosphorus increased the yield of
soybean hay 100 per cent but did not result in a significant
difference in plant composition as measured by the standard
feedingstuffs analysis.” Address: U.S. Plant, Soil, and
Nutrition Laboratory, Ithaca, New York, and North Carolina
State College, Raleigh, North Carolina.
2978. Victory Mills, Ltd. 1948. For the successful farmer.
New soybean guide. Toronto, Canada. 20 p. Summarized in
Soybean Digest, May 1948, p. 8. *
• Summary: This booklet contains considerable information
on how to grow soybeans in Canada, including a variety
zone map for southern Ontario, where practically all of
Canada’s soybeans are grown.
“Canada can no longer freely import her fats and
oils requirements, and it is necessary for us to promote
production, both from a point of relieving our immediate
shortage and to better our position in the future, so as
to avoid being dependent on imports of these essential
commodities which are produced in the far-flung corners of
the globe. It is recognized today that it is an economic and
strategic necessity for Canada to be more self-sufficient in
respect of these vital edible and industrial fats and oils.
“Soybeans are the only crop in Canada which produce
edible vegetable oil in substantial quantities.” Address:
Toronto, ONT, Canada.
2979. Wilson, Harold Kirby. 1948. Grain crops. New York,
NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xi + 384 p. Illust. Maps. 24 cm.
2nd ed. 1955. *
• Summary: Contains a chapter on soybeans.
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2980. Field Crop Abstracts. 1948--. Serial/periodical.
England: Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux.
• Summary: An excellent, early abstracting periodical,
published in England, with four indexes: Authors, crops,
subjects, and geographical names.
2981. Kalton, R.R.; Weber, C.R.; Eldredge, J.C. 1949. The
effect of injury simulating hail damage to soybeans. Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Bulletin No. 359.
p. 733-96. Jan. [17 ref]
• Summary: This publication appears to be based on an
earlier Iowa State Experiment Station, Mimeograph titled
“Progress Report, Soybean hail damage experiments, 1945.”
Losses to Iowa crops from hail damage averaged over
$3 million per year from 1923 to 1942. The area planted to
soybeans increased from 170,000 acres in 1936 to 1.5 million
acres in 1946. In order to help in assessing hail damage to
this crop, experiments were designed in which simulated hail
damage (defoliation, stem bruising, decapitation, etc.) was
inflicted on replicated plots of soybeans at different stages of
development. The type and extent of damage, and the mode
of recovery is discussed. Generally, damage inflicted after
seeds begin to develop in the lower pods caused in yield
of 27, 50, or 77% for light, medium, or heavy hail damage
respectively. Address: Ames, Iowa.
2982. Schuh, Wolfgang von. 1949. Soybeans promoted by
German [Soybean] Association. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 50.
• Summary: “For decades Germany has made trials with
cultivation of soybeans. Our own seedstocks [seed stocks]
were developed. During the years 1920 to 1936 a number
of breeders produced soybean seed, in 1936 about 4,000
bushels. Seeds of several varieties were available, adapted
for different regions.
“Then soybean development in Germany was
interrupted because the Germany government moved
cultivation to the Balkan states–to Hungary, Bulgaria and
Rumania–in 1936. German cultivation went backward, and
by the second world war many seed farms were destroyed.
“Now the German Soybean Association is building up
soybean cultivation in Germany again. During the past year
many tests of cultivation have been made that indicate that
soybeans can prosper in many areas of northern and southern
Germany. The year 1948 has shown the first real progress in
introduction of this important crop into the Middle European
area. For the first time many farmers and gardeners have
participated in the development. About 300 acres were
planted in the western zones, and 250 acres in eastern
Germany, occupied by the Soviets.
“I know that is not much in all, but it is only a
beginning. Besides the old plantings, in Bavaria alone nearly
100 acres were cultivated for multiplying seedstocks this past
year. Next year soybean growing will be expanded to the

limit of the seed available.
“Southern Germany has many places well adapted for
soybean cultivation and the climatic conditions are more
favorable than was supposed. The farmers wish to plant this
oilseed. The Military Government of Germany is assisting
the work for furthering the production of protein and fat,
both of which are urgently needed for nourishment.
“This past year the German Soybean Association has
carried out comparative cultivations in Frankonia [mostly
in Bavaria] of 110 varieties and strains of soybeans from
different countries.
“The American Soybean Association gave us a
collection of samples from different regions of the U.S.A.
“On a tour of some days in the middle of September
members of the American Military Government visited farms
growing soybeans in different regions. They saw that the
soybean will prosper very well under the climatic conditions
of Germany in spite of the unfavorable weather of the past
year, which was cold and very moist in the summer months.
Kenneth W. Ingwalson, director of the food, agriculture and
forestry division in the Military Government for Bavaria,
who comes from Minnesota, is much interested in the
tests and in furthering the efforts of the German Soybean
Association. As chairman of this Association I had the honor
of conducting this tour and I am in close touch with the
U.S. offices. We have to thank officers in the U.S. Military
Government who have the greatest understanding of our
needs and assist our work in every possible way.
“The American Soybean Association may be assured
of our heartiest thankfulness for its kind help and good
intentions.” Address: PhD, U.S. Zone, Germany.
2983. Feaster, Carl V. 1949. Influence of planting date
on yield and other characteristics of soybeans grown in
southeast Missouri. Agronomy Journal 41(2):57-62. Feb. [4
ref]
• Summary: In southeast Missouri the growing season is
long, and consequently, soybeans are frequently planted
from mid-April to mid-July. The varieties grown range in
maturity from those commonly grown in the central Corn
Belt to those commonly grown in the northern Cotton Belt,
the greater portion of the acreage being planted to full-season
varieties such as Ralsoy, Arksoy, and Ogden. Under these
conditions, it seems necessary to determine the favorable
planting time and the effect that planting date has upon
maturity, seed yields, and seed quality of different varieties.
“A study to gain information on the effect of date
of planting was conducted cooperatively by the U.S.
Regional Soybean Laboratory and the Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station on the Southeast Missouri Experiment
Field at Sikeston in the four-year period 1942 through 1945.”
Five varieties were tested: Ralsoy (137), S-100 (124),
Boone (117), Chief (109), and Dunfield (100). In parentheses
after each is the rated maturity in days if planted on June 1
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at Sikeston, Missouri. These soybean varieties were selected
to represent maturity groups commonly grown from the
central Corn Belt to the northern Cotton Belt. Address: U.S.
Regional Soybean Lab., Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases,
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agric. Engineering,
Agricultural Research Administration, USDA; Missouri
Agric. Exp. Station, Columbia.
2984. Schad, C. 1949. Adaptation régionale des variétés de
soja en fonction des facteurs température et durée du jour
[Regional adaptation of soybean varieties as a function of
the factors of temperature and day length]. Annales de la
Nutrition et l’Alimentation 3(3-4):335-56. April. [13 ref. Fre]
Address: Directeur de Recgerches.
2985. Banks, G.H. 1949. Soybeans for industry in the South.
Chemurgic Digest. May. p. 24-25.
• Summary: “Most of us know the first U.S. crushing
of soybeans took place in a cottonseed oil mill in North
Carolina during the vegetable oil shortage of World War I.
But not many know the struggles of the early crushers to find
a market for the oil, and still fewer know the impasse that
occurred in disposing of the soybean meal. Nobody knew
anything for sure about it; maybe it would poison livestock;
‘safety first’ prevailed and it was used as fertilizer. And it’s
still a mighty good fertilizer; highly prized by the growers of
certain types of tobacco. But the scientist, the industrialist,
and the chemurgist found literally hundreds of uses for
soybean meal, which make the product far too valuable to
have a practical and economic place in the preparation of
mixed fertilizers.
“The saga of the soybean in American industry is
well-known to this group. Shifting from a forage crop in
North Carolina and nearby parts of the South, the soybean
became first a minor, later a major crop in the great midwest.
It would seem that the cotton-seed oil mills, with several
months idle time each year, would have been the logical
processing plants; but first at Chicago Heights, then the
Staley development at Decatur, and later all over the
Midwest soybean processing became common. Many factors
were involved, including (1) the Southern farmer’s tendency
to use too much hand-labor in production; (2) the cottonseed
crusher’s devotion to the status quo; (3) the work of such
pioneers as Morse and Burlison making available soybean
varieties adapted to the shorter growing season of Illinois
and neighboring states.
“During the late twenties and early thirties Illinois
took and still holds the lead in production. A little later
Iowa passed Indiana and into second place. Still more
recently Minnesota has been giving Missouri a real battle
for fifth place, while North Carolina, an early leader, has
now assumed eighth place. But in the mid-thirties, under
the stimulus of cotton acreage control, the cotton-growing
part of the Mississippi Valley took a new look at soybeans.

With cotton production reduced, oil-mills became interested
in beans for crushing. No actual statistics are available, but
among the mills which started crushing beans about 1935
were Osceola Cotton Oil Company, of Osceola, Arkansas,
Rose City Oil Mill of Little Rock; and the Tunica Cotton Oil
Company, Tunica, Mississippi.
“With a ready market for beans, farmers increased
their acreage, more hydraulic mills turned to beans for a
supplemental crush, and occasional expeller plants appeared.
Eventually the solvent process entered the picture and we
see such complete chemurgic developments as that in the
Osceola-Wilson area, with solvent extraction for beans and
cotton-seed; a vegetable oil refinery, and two margarine
factories (the latter under construction). From Cairo to the
Gulf of Mexico beans are being processed by one or more of
the three accepted systems.
“Including the cotton-growing Southeast tip of Missouri,
this delta country produces approximately 21.000,000
bushels of soybeans. Arkansas is now the 7th ranking state
in bean production; Mississippi is 10th; Kentucky, 11th;
Tennessee 13th. And while Louisiana goes in more for the
hay-type of bean, that state’s production in 1948 was the
not inconsiderable amount of 490,000 bushels of harvested
beans. In this same area was produced in 1948 about four
and one-half million bales of cotton, with its concomitant
crop of cotton seed resolving itself eventually into cottonseed oil and cotton-seed meal. Taken together the two crops’
production of vegetable oil and protein concentrates is highly
significant. Cotton may be King but the soybean has reached
at least the status of ‘Prime Minister.’
“Soybeans are well-established; farmers have suitable
combines and tractors; the bean handlers have made larger
strides in making the marketing convenient and consistent;
and both the farmer and the handler have a lot of ‘know-how’
when it comes to growing and marketing the crop. We need
more funds for fighting the soybean’s battle in Congress but
that’s a story you will hear more about in the near future.
It calls for a little more of that co-operative spirit that is so
characteristic of this fine country, and has accomplished so
much for the Cotton Council. This group doesn’t need any
talk about the uses of soybean oil, soybean meal, cotton seed
oil or cotton seed meal. Vegetable oils, especially edible
vegetable oils, have assumed national and even international
importance in recent years, and our two crops produce
an abundance of highest quality vegetable oil. (About
110,000,000 gallons annually). Our entire national livestock
program is based on the balancing of carbohydrates with
protein concentrates. the latter of which we produce about
1,400,000 short tons.
“Growing a lot of good cotton is not entirely unique;
other sections of the South do this. Growing this large
volume of beans is not distinctive; sections of Illinois and
Iowa have concentrated pretty much on soybeans. The thing
which sets our country apart from the rest of the world is
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that our farmers alone grow both these crops. When Texas
or Georgia cotton farmers rotate, they use several different
crops, but seldom is there seen a cotton-soybean rotation.
The soybean farmer of Illinois rotates but the alternate crop,
be what it may, is not a producer of (1) vegetable oil, and (2)
protein concentrate.
Our distinctiveness lies, therefore, in that all our
acres come close to producing vegetable oil and protein
concentrates every year. It is growing both these crops that
make us so economically important to the nation and to the
world. Our farmers, and our acres, are not content to grow
cotton-seed or soybeans; theirs is a double duty, to produce
cotton-seed and soybeans. No other section does this on a
comparable scale.
“The operation with which I am connected grew about
ten thousand acres of soybeans in 1948 and an equal acreage
in cotton. Ours is largely a two-year rotation; the bean land
of 1948 will be in cotton in 1949 and vice versa. We and
our neighbors do a very good job of producing, but are the
first to recognize our debt to the science of chemurgy for
developing new uses for our crops.”
A small portrait photo shows George Heartsill Banks.
Address: Director of Agricultural Research, O.H. Acom
Farms, Inc.
2986. Calland, J.W. 1949. Six wild statements... about what
soybeans do to your land. Soybean Digest. May. p. 15-18.
• Summary: Cover story–”Soil builder or soil robber?
(See p. 15).” From a talk before the Van Wert, Ohio,
Soybean Roundup. The title is in black letters on an orange
background.
“Crop authorities agree that the following reasons have
influenced the great expansion of soybean acreage.
“Has a long period of time for planting.
“Adapted to a wide variety of Cornbelt soils.
“Easy crop to produce.
“Handled with equipment used for corn and grain.
“Lends itself to high degree of mechanization.
“Better cash returns than wheat or oats.
“Crop of Many Uses:
“Rapid growing hay and feed crop. Fits well in corn
borer control rotation.
“Fits well as a late planted crop. Provides excellent seed
beds for small grains.
“Better distribution of farm labor on many farms.
“Beneficial loosening effect on tight, heavy textured
soils.
“Crop Can Take It:
“More tolerant to low temperatures than corn.
“Relative freedom from insects and disease.
“Grows on both acid and sweet soils but responds well
to lime.
“Adapted by late planting to poorly drained fields.
“However, the soybean crop is not suited to all types of

land, nor have all farmers found it to their liking. Now, when
we don’t like a thing in this country we generally make ‘wild
statements’ about it. Sometimes we make ‘wild statements’
just because we don’t understand things.
“Let’s take a look at some of the ‘wild statements’ that
have been made about soybeans. Here are six of them that
maybe all of you have heard. There are a few more, but these
six will be enough to examine now.
“Six ‘Wild Statements’
“1. Soybeans are hard on the soil.
“2. Soybeans cause most of our erosion.
“3. It’s hard to get clover after soybeans.
“4. You can’t control weeds in soybeans.
“5. Soybeans won’t respond to fertilizer.
“6. Soybeans won’t fit into the rotation.
“Wild Statement No. 1: Soybeans are hard on the soil.
This is a good one to start with. It is the Granddaddy of
them all. First, how do crops affect the soil? Certainly the
following factors should be considered in evaluating a crop’s
effect on the soil.
“1. Is the nitrogen supply increased or decreased?
“2. To what extent are mineral elements removed from
the soil?
“3. How is the supply of organic matter affected?
“4. What is the effect on soil tilth?
“5. What is its influence on biological activity?
“6. What is the carry-over effect on other crops?
“For the next few minutes we shall consider these six
questions in trying to see just what is the effect of soybeans
on the soil.
“First: How do soybeans affect the supply of nitrogen
and mineral elements in the soil?
“The University of Illinois in Bulletin 456, entitled,
Soybeans -Their effect on Soil Productivity, gives the figures
at the bottom of the page on the plant food elements added or
removed from the soil by various crops.”
A table compares the influence of 6 crops on the soil.
The crops are corn, soybeans, alfalfa, red clover, wheat and
oats. The columns are (1) Yield per acre. (2) Added nitrogen.
(3-6) Nutrient elements removed per acre: N, P, K, Ca. (7)
Total removed.
“Here we see that soybeans actually add some nitrogen
to the soil when the leaves, stems and roots are returned to
the land. From the standpoint of removing mineral nutrients,
soybeans rank about average among the common farm crops.
Ohio agronomists in their table of ‘Soil Productivity Factors’
place the soybean as mildly soil depleting, or in between the
soil-building clovers and the soil-depleting grain crops. They
rank soybeans as only one-half as soil depleting as wheat and
oats, and only one-fourth as soil depleting as corn.
“Second: What is the effect of soybeans on the organic
matter supply?
“Fortunately, only the soybean seed is removed from
the land. The plant nutrients contained in the soybean stems,
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leaves and roots are returned to the soil. Thus, the soybean
grower can add to the field some of the nitrogen gathered
from the air and return as much as possible of the mineral
matter taken from the soil.
“Organic matter is quite important in soil. It not only
influences the structure of the soil, but it is also the home of
the micro-organisms whose activity makes plant nutrients
available to plants. Soil depletion is largely the destruction of
organic matter and the loss of soil minerals.
“Third: What influence do soybeans have on biological
activity and soil tilth?
“Soybeans improve soil tilth and biological activity.
The soybean is one of the annual crops with outstanding
ability to loosen and mellow the soil and improve its
granular structure. This is especially beneficial on heavy
clay or silty clay loam soils. By improving the soil structure
better aeration is promoted and this creates a favorable
environment for the roots of growing plants. The improved
aeration and the increase in available nitrogen in the soil also
have a stimulating effect on the number of micro-organisms
which assist in the decay of plant tissues.
“Soybeans improve the soil tilth by shading and
protecting the soil from rain and by root action. The roots
often go down 4 or 5 feet which is deeper than the roots
of small grains, although not nearly so deep as clover and
alfalfa. The roots and the bacterial action they foster tend to
break up and loosen the soil mass, making it more crumbly,
better aerated, more easily worked by tillage implements,
and more easily penetrated by the roots of following crops.
Soybeans leave heavy compact soils in much better physical
condition than do corn and small grains.
“Fourth: What is the effect of soybeans on following
crops?
“Experiments in many states have shown that soybeans,
under a progressive system of soil management, have a
beneficial effect on the crops that follow. Indiana tests at
Purdue, covering 19 years, show that yields of corn, oats
and wheat were all higher following soybeans than after
any other crop except clover. Also, that on heavy soils the
addition of soybeans to a rotation of corn, wheat and clover
stepped up the yields of all the crops in the rotation, and gave
greater dollar return for each year of the rotation. Corn and
wheat yields were increased 5 and 6 bushels per acre.
“Comparisons of corn yields following corn and
following soybeans have been made for several years at
Iowa. Results show corn yields 8.3 bu. and 9.5 bu. more
following soybeans than where corn follows corn on the
Webster and Clarion corn soils of Iowa. Likewise, oat yields
were increased about 20 percent in Iowa when this crop
followed soybeans compared to following corn.
“Ohio Experiment Station tests over a period of 14 years
showed that yields of wheat following soybeans averaged
3.4 bu. more than wheat following oats. Soybeans added to a
rotation of corn, oats, sweet clover on the stubborn Paulding

clay definitely raised the yield of both the corn and oats.
“The beneficial effects of soybeans on the yields of other
crops in the rotation have been reported by many other states
and by farmers throughout the Cornbelt. This increased
yield of following crops should very definitely be credited
to soybeans when the net return from competing crops is
figured. Doubtless many of you know of heavy clay farms
right here in northwestern Ohio that were giving very poor
yield’s of corn, but after a few crops of soybeans the corn
crop gave a much better account of itself. This has happened
on hundreds of so-called claypan farms of Indiana, Illinois
and Missouri.
“There is plenty of evidence coming from the
experiment stations of the soybean states to show that the
soybean is not hard on the soil when compared with other
Cornbelt crops such as corn and small grains.
“We must remember that all crops harvested and
removed from the land deplete the supply of nutrient
elements in the soil. These elements must be replenished by
intelligent management practices.
“Wild Statement No. 2: Soybeans cause most of our
erosion. The soybean is frequently referred to as a crop
which accelerates erosion. Possibly you have heard someone
say that it causes more erosion than any other farm crop. Yet,
we know that most of the millions of acres of eroded land in
America got that way before soybeans came into the picture.
The improper handling of intertilled crops on sloping land
may, of course, permit serious erosion. Especially; if the
land is left bare after the crop is harvested, or if two or more
intertilled crops follow in succession.
“There are wide differences between crops in their
influence on erosion losses. Cultivated row crops are the
least effective in preventing soil losses, small grain crops are
intermediate, and sod crops are most effective. Soybeans are
classified as a cultivated row crop when planted in rows, or
as a close-grown crop like the small grains if drilled solid.
Even on the fairly level lands of northwestern Ohio about
90 percent of the soybeans are planted solid” (Continued).
Address: Managing Director, National Soybean Crop
Improvement council.
2987. Calland, J.W. 1949. Six wild statements... about what
soybeans do to your land (Continued–Document part II).
Soybean Digest. May. p. 15-18.
• Summary: (Continued). “A number of soybean states
have recently been conducting tests where the runoff and
soil losses from soybeans and from other crops have been
carefully measured. After several years of checking, it is
quite evident that soybeans when planted in 40-inch rows
will permit less erosion than corn under the same conditions,
and when planted solid will permit less than half as much as
corn. The tilth improving action of the soybean crop makes
the soil loose and granular and increases the water intake,
thus reducing the amount of water available for transporting
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soil particles off the field.
“Fortunately, soybeans can be readily drilled solid on
land subject to erosion, also on the contour on steeper slopes
and thus permit far less erosion than row crops like corn,
which must be grown in wide rows. So, it appears that the
way soybeans are handled determines the amount of erosion
rather than any characteristic of the soybean.
“Of course, it is a fact that you can get a lot of erosion
on sloping land by growing two or three crops of corn on it
and then planting it to soybeans. But, remember that even
then you will get less erosion with the soybean crop planted
in rows than from another crop of corn, and far less if the
soybeans are planted solid. Soil management is the important
factor in controlling erosion.
“Wild Statement No. 3: Soybeans cause clover failures.
“The claim is sometimes advanced that the soybean is
responsible for poor clover crops. This claim, however, is not
supported by long-time results at various experiment stations.
Ohio has recently reported on 4-year tests comparing the
clover crops following corn with those following soybeans.
Only one test out of 16 showed better results after corn.
Purdue [University, West Lafayette, Indiana] has reported
on 4 years of studies where fields were partly in corn and
partly in soybeans, with both crops followed by small grain
and seeded to clover or alfalfa. In Purdue’s tests the yields
of legume hay following soybeans have topped the yields
following corn, regardless of the fertilizer treatment used
in all but one test. Illinois results are similar. Many farmers
report their best yields of clover following soybeans.
“Some investigators report that because soybeans leave
the soil in good tilth and with more available nitrogen than is
found after non-legumes, the small grains, particularly oats,
following soybeans grow more vigorously and compete more
strongly for moisture and plant nutrients, but make too much
shade for the young clover plants. However, the correction
of soil acidity and deficiencies of mineral nutrients when
necessary, shallow planting of inoculated clover and alfalfa
seed, and cultipacking the ground if it is too loose, will
usually go a long way toward insuring a good clover crop
regardless of whether you had corn or soybeans, or both, in
your rotation.
“Wild Statement No. 4: You can’t control weeds in
soybeans.
“Occasionally, the complaint is made that soybeans
have increased the weed problem on a given farm. Certainly,
with no effort made to control them, weeds become a major
problem in soybeans and also aggravate the weed problem in
other crops. But why blame the soybeans?
“Some good farmers, with fields where weeds are a
serious problem, want a crop of well-cultivated soybeans in
their rotation as a means of weed control. Soybeans planted
in rows and properly cultivated, can generally be kept free of
weeds. Except on an occasional bad year when wet weather
prevents cultural operations, weeds can be controlled in solid

soybeans, Cornbelt experiment stations tell us. There are a
few simple rules to follow:
“1. Kill a crop of weeds before you plant soybeans.
“2. Use the harrow or rotary hoe before weeds start.
“3. Use them again after the soybeans are up.
“4. Go over them again, if possible, in solid plantings.
“5. Cultivate once or twice with cultivator in row
plantings.
“6. If you are proud of your farming, then you may want
to remove a few by hand in the fall.
“Proper cultural methods are the answer to weed
problems in soybeans–just as with corn and other row crops.
Of course, the weather may make it a little tough for you.
“Wild Statement No. 5: Soybeans won’t respond to
fertilizer.
“Fertilizer applications on the soybean crop are
not usually recommended on soils of average or better
productivity. This is because:
“1. Other crops usually respond better than soybeans to
fertilizer applied at planting time.
“2. The soybean is better able to forage for its nutrients
than most other crops–nutrients the other crops were unable
to get.
“3. It frequently requires an additional operation to place
fertilizer so it is not in contact with the soybean seed.
“However, soybeans respond equally as well as other
crops to everything done to raise the general productivity of
the soil, and on some soils direct applications of fertilizer to
soybeans may be quite profitable. Purdue reports excellent
increases in the yield of soybeans when fertilizer was applied
on potash deficient soils. Illinois reports similar results.
Experiments in other states show marked increases in yields
resulting from applications of lime, phosphate and potash on
soils deficient in these elements.
“On the better soils of Ohio it is generally best to
determine the fertilizer needs of the entire rotation and then
put the fertilizer on the other crops, particularly the small
grain and clover crops rather than to apply it to the soybeans.
But this leaves a lot of soybeans that are grown on land of
less than average fertility with little or no manure or clover.
Applications of fertilizer, and lime if needed, will often pay
well when properly applied to the soybean crop on much of
this kind of land.
“Wild Statement No. 6: Soybeans don’t fit into the
rotation.
“Soybeans have helped solve rotation problems on many
Midwest farms. There are several reasons why the soybean is
so well suited to the Cornbelt cropping system.
“1. Its inherent ability to use plant nutrients other crops
in the rotation are unable to get.
“2. It is useful in corn borer control.
“3. Being a legume it does not lower the soil nitrogen
supply like the non-legume crops.
“4. It provides a good seedbed for small grains with
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minimum of preparation.
“5. It usually exerts a beneficial effect on other crops in
the rotation.
“6. Early varieties permit early harvest and the planting
of wheat or other winter cover crops to help prevent erosion.
“7. It meets a definite economic need for protein
supplement and vegetable oil provided by no other crop.
“8. It is a cash crop generally marketed between small
grain and corn.
“9. It has offered a ready means in the past of adjusting
surplus grain acreage. It will help ease acreage adjustments
in the future.
“10. It is the best pinch-hitter on the farm team. In
addition to its usual place between corn and small grain, it is
‘put in’ when the clover crop fails, when something happens
to the corn stand, as an emergency hay and feed crop, and
when it is too late to plant other crops.
“Farmers must reckon the returns from the rotation
as a whole, and the more profitable crops must carry the
less profitable ones required in a good rotation. Corn and
soybeans, the main cash crops in the Cornbelt, must help
carry the oats and wheat crops and the legume crops grown
for soil improvement. Both groups are less profitable than
corn and soybeans, but they are necessary to maintain the
productivity of the soil, and to make the rotation profitable in
the long run.”
Large photos show: (1) A rear view of a man riding on
his tractor. (2) A large sloping field of soybeans. “Soybeans
can be planted on the contour on slopes and this permit far
less erosion than row crops like corn.” Address: Managing
Director, National Soybean Crop Improvement council.
2988. Calma, Valeriano C.; Valencea, I.G.; Tale, J.V.
1949. Effect of mass selection of the seed and of season of
planting on the yield of the soybean. Philippine Agriculturist
32(4):318-28. June. Experiment Station contribution No.
1524.
• Summary: Can better yields be obtained by using, in the
wet-season planting, seeds selected from the crop grown
in the wet season instead of those from a crop in the dry
season? An experiment was conducted in the laboratory
of the Department of Agronomy and in the fields of the
Experiment Station from November 1946 to April 1948.
In the 1946-47 dry-season, selected seeds had 89.6%
germination and control seeds 88.6%. In the 1946 wetseason, selected seeds had 74.7% germination and control
seeds 76.3%. The results show clearly that mass selection of
soybean seeds suited for seasonal planting does not seem to
accrue any seasonal benefit. “The loss of viability of seeds in
storage appears to be the controlling factor.” Address: Dep.
of Agronomy, Univ. of the Philippines, Los Baños.
2989. Chevalier, Aug. 1949. Plantes oléagineuses annuelles
à cultiver dans les Pays tropicaux et spécialement en Afrique

noire [Annual oil plants which could be grown in tropical
countries and especially in Sub-Saharan Africa]. Revue
Internationale de Botanique Appliquee et D’Agriculture
Tropicale 29(319-320):205-23. May/June. [14 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The article begins by noting: “For some years
the peanut, the soybean, and the castor-oil plant have been
almost the only annual oil plants capable of being cultivated
in the tropical countries, which still attract the attention of
farmers and agronomists.” These 3 crops are not mentioned
during the rest of the article–which reviews some of the
oilseeds considered to have special potential and interest in
tropical Africa. These include Sesamum, Sinapis species,
sunflowers, and others. The author also mentions a number
of plants which were grown in the past by the indigenous
peoples but have been abandoned.
2990. Culbertson, Raymond E.; Smith, Allan K. 1949.
Oriental uses of soybeans as food: With attention to
fermented products. Notes on Oriental farming practices. V.
Korea. Soybean Digest. June. p. 15-18, 20, 22.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Breeding work.
Topography. Land use. Soybean varieties. Climatic relations.
Soils of Korea. Cultural practices. Marketing. Soybeans
as foodstuff. Soya sauce. Green pods on the bush. Bean
sprouts. Parched beans. Curd (soybean curd [tofu]) and milk.
Kochuchang. Other uses.
“Prior to World War II, North Korea planted (1940-44
averages) slightly more than 905,000 acres of soybeans
annually which yielded some 7,700,000 bushels. During
the same 5-year period South Korea was planting 626,000
acres which yielded a little over 5 million bushels. The latest
available figures (1947) for South Korea show a production
of 4,480,000 bushels from 662,000 acres.”
Concerning food uses of soybeans in Korea: “Soya
sauce:... is found on the tables of all Koreans, where it is
used quite generally on rice, sukiaki [sukiyaki], fish, chicken,
and other meats and for the flavor it adds to the soup. It is
a very popular appetizer. Most families make soya sauce
and are allocated 2.7 kilograms of salt per person annually
for this purpose. Yearly consumption is about 6 liters per
person. In addition to homemade soya sauce, a supply is also
available from many small factories making it. There are
more than 10 plants in Seoul, the capital city. Making soya
sauce in the home starts about January or February. It is the
custom at this time to take a batch of beans and boil them
in water until soft, following which they are mashed and
formed into a ball, placed in a rice-straw bag and hung up in
a heated room to ferment for a 3-month period. Following
fermentation, the ball is cut open, broken into pieces and
allowed to dry in the sun. When dry, water and salt are
added, inoculant (yeast) introduced and the mixture allowed
to stand in an earthen crock 2 to 3 months. The liquid is
then poured off, boiled about 2 hours and filtered, following
which it is considered to be sauce. The sediment remaining
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in the crock is known as paste. This is used primarily for
making soup. In both home and commercial production
of soya sauce parched and browned wheat or barley is
frequently used in conjunction with the soybeans.
“Green pods on the bush: It is common practice to
market early beans on the bush. The plants are pulled, dirt
shaken from the roots and the leaves removed. The braches
are tied with a string (usually hemp) and the plants are taken
to market where they are sold by the bunch. The housewife
prepares them for eating by picking off the pods and boiling,
and the plant stem is used for fuel.
“Bean sprouts: Bean sprouts are much in demand
especially during the winter months. They are used in
combination with meat, Chinese cabbage, spinach, turnips,
soups and various other cooked dishes. Sprouts are
nourishing and supply much-needed vitamins to the Korean’s
usual polished rice diet. In some instances the beans are
left on the sprouts, in others they are removed. The beans
are sprouted in central places and usually peddled in twowheeled, man-drawn carts. Sprouting requires about a week.
They are sold on a weight basis.
“Parched beans: For parching, soybeans are simply
placed in a pan over a fire and heated slowly until the skin
breaks and part of the beans are slightly blackened. They are
eaten like peanuts or mixed with other foods. Most varieties
are quite palatable and well liked for parching. Note: The
Korean name for parched soybeans is kong.
“Curd and milk: Soybean milk is consumed in Korea but
not so extensively as in China. The milk is made in a manner
similar to the Chinese method which was described in an
earlier report.
“A large percentage of the soybeans’ growth in Korea
are consumed as soybean curd. In addition to the huge
quantities made at home, curd is also made in literally
hundreds of small factories. In Seoul alone there are more
than a hundred. Small units, which on the average employ
five men, can work up about 10 bushels of soybeans daily.
“Kochuchang: Practically every Korean family makes
kochuchang. Boiled [soy] beans are mashed and hung up in
sacks to cure well for 2 or 3 months. This material is then
broken up, dried in the sun, and ground to a fine powder,
usually in an old type hand-operated stone mill. Red peppers
are ground fine, the lot is mixed and salt and water added,
then it is allowed to stand in crocks 2 to 3 months. To
prepare kochuchang for the table, it is taken from the crock
and boiled with the addition of ground meat and sugar, if the
latter is available.”
Note: This is the earliest (and only) Englishlanguage document seen (March 2009) that uses the word
“kochuchang” to refer to Korean-style red pepper and
soybean paste (miso).
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a field of sorghum
interplanted with soybeans in Korea. (2) A Korean woman
examining different varieties of soybeans in woven baskets

in the market place in Seoul, Korea (Aug. 1948). (3) A boy
carrying a wooden bucket on each end of a wooden shoulder
pole. The buckets are used for transporting night soil to
the land in Korea. (4) Soybean curd (cut into cakes) and
vegetables in the market place at Seoul, Korea (Aug. 1948).
An outline map of South Korea and its provinces
shows the principal varieties of soybeans grown, the section
where each variety is grown, acreage and production. A
chung or chungbo is 2.45 acres, and a suk is 5 bushels. The
yields appear very low but this may be due to the custom of
interplanting soybeans with other crops.
Tables show: (1) The 15 chief varieties of soybeans
grown in Korea. For each is given: The name of each variety
(romanized, with a translation of each word). Days to
maturity. Flower color. Stem length. Color of seed coat and
hilum. Weight of 1,000 seeds. Yield per acre. Rank in test.
Year approved (1921-1939). For example: Chang Tan Paik.
“Chang Tan” is the name of a town in Korea; Paik means
“white.”
(2) Analytical data for improved varieties of soybeans
on the basis of the size of the bean. The 3 sizes are large,
medium, and small. Examples of locations are: Southeast
Korea. Northeast Korea. Central Korea. Southeast Korea.
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.
2991. Smith, Allan K. 1949. Oriental methods of using
soybeans as food: With special attention to fermented
products. Notes on Oriental farming practices. USDA Bureau
of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry. AIC-234. June. 40
p.
• Summary: Page 1 states: “The text of this bulletin, with
slight revisions, is as it appeared serially in The Soybean
Digest, issues of February through June, 1949, although
many additional photos appear herein. It is processed with
the publisher’s permission.” Note: An enlarged 65 page
edition was issued in July 1961.
Photos show: (1) Nine people in a field cultivating
soybean with hoes near Nanking, China. All of these workers
but one are women. July 1948. (2) “The three-man shovel,
Korean version of the turning plow. The motive power is
supplied by the mean holding the ropes.” (3) A man and
donkey threshing wheat with a stone roller. (4) A water
buffalo and man pumping water from the rice fields. All parts
of the pump and elevator are made of wood. Near Nanking,
China, July 1948. (5) Windmill used for pumping water. The
sails or vanes are mats woven from grass. (6) Children with
baskets of soybean sprouts and inflated Chinese national
currency in the market place at Canton, China. Aug. 1948.
(7) Soybean milk for sale on the streets of Canton, China.
Aug. 1948. It is in bottles, carried using a shoulder pole.
(8) A wedge press for oilseed operations at Canton, China.
Preformed disks of the flaked or ground meal are inserted in
the slot and turned clockwise in the hollow log; pressure is
applied with wooden wedges. July 1948. (9) Equipment for
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steaming soybeans preparatory to making soy sauce. Steam
is passed upward through the wooden tanks from a boiler
beneath. Peiping, China. 1948. (10) Soy sauce preparation.
Steamed soybeans are placed in woven baskets or trays for
3 to 7 days to permit the growth of the mold Aspergillus
oryzae. Nanking, China. July 1948. (11) Many earthenware
jars for soy sauce production in a courtyard surrounded
by houses. “Following the growth of a thick mold on
the soybeans, they are mixed with parched and cracked
wheat and placed with salt solution in earthenware jars for
fermentation, which lasts 3 months to 2 years. Soy paste
[chiang] is fermented in a similar manner but it contains
less water and the fermentation period is about 3 months.
Shanghai, China. Aug. 1948.” (12) “Soybean curd and
vegetables displayed for sale in market place, Seoul, Korea.
Aug. 1948.” (13) Squares of soybean curd covered with
white mold on round, woven bamboo trays. “This is the first
step in making soybean cheese. Canton, China, Aug. 1948.”
(14) Two rows of large hydraulic presses in the mill of the
China Vegetable Oil Company, Shanghai. June 1948. (15)
Men loading round, hydraulic-pressed soybean cakes onto a
truck, on the Bund. Shanghai, July 1948. (16) Men and an ox
preparing a seed bed at a Japanese agricultural experiment
station near Tokyo. 1948. (17) “A miso plant in Tokyo. The
large tubs [vats] in foreground are used for the fermentation
of miso. A part of this plant was destroyed by bombs during
the war. Aug. 1948.” (18) Three men standing by presses
destroyed during bombing raids over Tokyo. These presses
formerly were used for filtering monosodium glutamate.
July 1948. (19) Many stacked wooden tubs of ajinomoto
(monosodium glutamate) ready for shipment at a plant
located between Tokyo and Yokohama, Japan. Aug. 1948.
This plant had a maximum production of 7.5 million pounds
of ajinomoto in 1937. (20) Agricultural Experiment Station
near Seoul, Korea. This station was built by the Japanese
during their occupation of Korea. Later it was taken over
and administered by the newly formed Korean Government.
Aug. 1948. (21) A Korean boy standing in a field of sorghum
interplanted with soybeans; this is a common practice in
Korea. 1948. (22) A boy using a shoulder pole to carry two
wooden buckets of night soil to the land. Korea. 1948. (23)
A wooden shopper looking over the different varieties of
soybeans in the market place at Seoul, Korea. Aug. 1948.
(24) Outline map of Korea showing where principal varieties
of soybeans are grown, the section in which each variety
is found, the acreage, and production. Address: Head of
Meal Products Investigations, Oilseed Crops Lab., Northern
Utilization Research and Development Div., Peoeia, Illinois.
2992. Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L.; Williams, L.F. 1949.
Soybeans: Culture and varieties. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 1520 (Revised ed.). 38 p. Aug. Revision of 1927 and
1939 editions.
• Summary: Contents: History. Description. Distribution and

production. Climatic adaptations. Varieties. Description of
varieties. Improved varieties. Soil preferences. Soil erosion.
Preparation of seedbed. Fertilizers and lime. Inoculation.
Time of seeding. Methods of seeding. Rate of seeding. Depth
of seeding. Cultivation. Soybeans in rotations. Soybeans
in mixtures: Soybeans and corn, cowpeas, Sudan grass,
millet, sorghum. Insect enemies of soybeans: Grasshoppers,
velvetbean caterpillar, leafhoppers, blister beetles, bean
beetles, Japanese beetles, other beetle enemies, army
worms and other caterpillars, chinch bugs. Diseases of the
soybeans. Other enemies of soy beans (rabbits, pigeons, deer,
woodchucks).
The section on “History,” states (p. 2): “Since 1890 most
of our agricultural experiment stations have experimented
with soybeans, and many bulletins treating of various phases
of the crop have been published. In 1898, the United States
Department of Agriculture began the introduction of a large
number of soybeans from Asiatic countries. Since that time
the acreage of soybeans has increased nearly three-hundredfold–from less than 50,000 acres in 1907 to 12,427,000
acres in 1946. Increase of acreage and production has been
closely correlated with the introduction of varieties and
their improvement through selection. Remarkable progress
has been made in the last few years in developing food and
industrial uses.”
The section on “Varieties” (p. 5-7) states: “Soybean
varieties have been classified as early or late, depending on
when they ripen under the latitude and climatic conditions
at the location where they are grown. Another means of
expressing maturity that is coming into general use among
plant breeders is a classification according to the relative
maturity groups. The varieties being grown in the United
States have been divided into nine maturity groups (0
through VIII), group 0 and I being adapted to the northern
part of the country. The succeeding groups are adapted
further south, group VIII being grown in the Gulf-coast
region. A map of the United States (fig. 3) shows the
areas “where varieties in each of the soybean maturity
classification groups are adapted as a full-season crop.
A full-page chart (p. 7) shows the varieties in each of
the 9 maturity groups. Within most groups, the varieties
are divided into commercial, forage, and vegetable, and the
vegetable group is further divided into “green bean” and
“mature bean.” Group 0: Commercial–Capital, Flambeau,
Goldsoy, Kabott, Minsoy, Montreal Manchu, Norsoy,
Pagoda, Pridesoy. Green vegetable–Agate, Sac, Sioux.
Group I: Commercial–Blackhawk, Cayuga, Habaro, Manchu
3, Manchu 606, Manchukota, Mandarin, Mandarin (Ottawa),
Mandarin 507, Monroe, Ontario, Wisconsin Black. Forage–
Cayuga, Wisconsin Black. Green vegetable–Green Giant,
Hidatsa.
Group II: Commercial–Bavender Special, Earlyana,
Granger, Harman, Hawkeye, Mandell, Mingo, Mukden,
Richland, Seneca. Vegetable: Green bean–Bansei, Etum,
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Hakote, Jogun, Kanro, Kanum, Mendota, Sato, Sousei.
Vegetable: Mature bean–Bansei, Etum, Jogun, Kanro,
Kanum, Mendota, Sousei. Group III: Commercial–Adams,
Chief, Dunfield, Illini, Lincoln, Manchu, Pennsoy, Scioto,
Viking. Vegetable: Green bean–Chusei, Hokkaido, Kura,
Tastee, Willomi, Wolverine. Vegetable: Mature bean–Chusei,
Hokkaido, Willomi, Wolverine.
Group IV: Commercial–Boone, Gibson, Hongkong,
Macoupin, Mansoy, Midwest, Morse, Mount Carmel, Patoka,
Wabash. Forage–Ebony, Kingwa, Norredo, Peking, Virginia,
Wilson. Vegetable: Green bean–Aoda, Chame, Emperor,
Funk Delicious, Imperial. Vegetable: Mature bean–Emperor,
Funk Delicious, Imperial.
Group V: Commercial–Haberlandt, Herman,
Hollybrook, S100. Vegetable: Green bean–Easycook, Hahto,
Higan. Vegetable: Mature bean–Easycook, Higan.
Group VI: Commercial–Arkan, Arksoy, Arksoy 2913,
Armredo, Delsoy, Dortchsoy 2, Magnolia, Mamredo, Ogden,
Ralsoy, Rose Non Pop. Forage–Laredo. Vegetable: Green
bean–Rokusun, Delsoy. Vegetable: Mature bean–Rokusun,
Delsoy.
Group VII: Commercial–Charlee, Clemson, C.N.S.
(Clemson Nonshattering), Georgian, Hayseed, Mammoth
Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Missoy, Monetta, Palmetto,
Roanoke, Tennessee Non Pop, Tokyo, Volstate, Woods
Yellow, Yelredo.
Group VIII: Commercial–Acadian, Arisoy, Creole,
Delsta, LZ, Mamloxi, Mamotan, Nanking, Pelican,
Seminole, Yelnando. Forage–Avoyelles, Biloxi, Creole,
Gatan, Otootan. Forage–Avoyelles, Biloxi, Creole, Gatan.
Otootan. Vegetable: Green bean–Cherokee, Nanda,
Seminole. Vegetable: Mature bean–Nanda, Seminole.
Description of varieties: Each of the varieties listed
above is described here in detail in alphabetical order.
The following synonyms are also included: Black Beauty
(Same as Ebony). Brown Otootan (Same as Tanner). Early
Green (Same as Medium Green). Early Indiana Laredo
(Same as Norredo). Early Laredo (Same as Norredo). Early
Mandarin (Same as Mandarin). Early Virginia Brown (Same
as Virginia). Early Wilson (Same as Wilson). Early Wilson
Black (Same as Wilson). Early Wisconsin Black (Same
as Wisconsin). Early Woods Yellow (Same as Arksoy).
Early Yellow (Same as Ito San). Edsoy (Renamed Delsoy).
Giant Brown (Same as Mammoth Brown). Green (Same
as Medium Green). Guelph (Same as Medium Green).
Hollybrook Early (Same as Midwest). Illinois VC-VT (Same
as Ilsoy). Indiana Hollybrook (Same as Midwest). Japan
Pea (Same as Ito San). Large Brown (Same as Mammoth
Brown). Large Yellow (Same as Mammoth Yellow).
Late (Same as Mammoth Yellow). Late Yellow (Same as
Mammoth Yellow). McClave (Same as Midwest). Mammoth
(Same as Mammoth Yellow). Manchuria (Same as Pinpu).
Medium Early Green (Same as Medium Green). Medium
Early Yellow (Same as Ito San). Medium Yellow (Same as

Midwest). Mongol (Same as Midwest). Northern Hollybrook
(Same as Midwest). Ohio 9035 (Same as Hamilton). Purredo
(Same as Norredo). Red Otootan (Same as Tanner). Red
Tanner (Same as Tanner). Roosevelt (Same as Midwest).
Sable (Same as Peking). Shanghai (Same as Tarheel Black).
Southern (Same as Mammoth Yellow). Southern Medium
Green (Same as Tokyo). Tarheel (Same as Tarheel Black).
Tarheel Brown (Same as Mammoth Brown). Vanderburg
Black (Same as Norredo). Virginia Brown (Same as
Virginia). Virginia Early Brown (Same as Virginia). Wilson
Black (Same as Wilson). Wilson Early Black (Same as
Wilson). Wisconsin Early Black (Same as Wisconsin Black).
Yellow (Same as Mammoth Yellow).
Footnote (p. 8): The following varieties of soybeans do
not appear in the present publication as they are no longer
handled by growers and seedsmen and have been superseded
by improved varieties: A.K., Aksarben, Arlington, Austin,
Black Eyebrow, Chernie, Chestnut, Chiquita, Columbia,
Delnoshat, Dixie, Early Brown, Elton, Fuji, George
Washington, Goku, Goshen Prolific, Hamilton, Harbinsoy,
Hiro, Hoosier, Hurrelbrink, Ilsoy, Ito San, Jet, Lexington,
Medium Green, Merko, Mikado, Ogemaw, Old Dominion,
Oloxi, Osaya, Ozark, Pee Dee, Pine Dell Perfection, Pinpu,
Shiro, Sooty, Southern Green, Southern Prolific, Soysota,
Suru, Tarheel Black, Toku, Waseda, Wea, White Biloxi,
Wilson-Five, and Yokoten.
Note: The term “maturity group” was first used in
1936 by L.E. Kirk, but with a somewhat different meaning
than it now has. This is the 2nd earliest document seen
(June 2009) that uses the term “maturity group” in the
sense that has come to be widely used since 1946, and
the earliest document seen (June 2009) that discusses
the concept in detail. Address: 1. Principal Agronomist;
2. Senior Agronomist; 3. Assoc. Agronomist. All: Div.
of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural Research
Administration [USDA].
2993. Soybean News (NSCIC). 1949-1984. Serial/periodical.
Decatur, Indiana. National Soybean Crop Improvement
Council. Vol. 1-35. Sept. 1949 to Jan. 1984. 3-4 times a year.
• Summary: On the 1st page of Vol. 1, No. 1 we read:
“Editor’s Note–This is the first issue of ‘Soybean News.’
Other copies of this little pamphlet will come to your desk
from time to time. There will be no subscription charge. It
will be free.
“Its purpose will be to relate pertinent, factual
information about soybeans–facts about both the soybean
crop and the things produced from soybeans–new and
improved varieties–better cultural practices–bigger yields–
the effect of soybeans on other farm crops in the rotation–
the relationship of soybeans to soil productivity–soil
conservation and erosion control–the place of soybeans in
the farm scheme.
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“Many of the stories about soybeans will be based on
research findings at the Agricultural Experiment Stations,
Colleges, and other research agencies over the country. It
will also contain actual farm stories–the experiences of
soybean growers.
“’Soybean News’ is sent to you by the National
Soybean Crop Improvement Council, sponsored by the
National Soybean Processors Association. All material is for
immediate release.”
Note: Soyinfo Center has a complete set of this serial
publication. Soybean Bluebook. 1951. p. 14. This publication
is issued four times a year and sent to a mailing list of over
18,000.
In Oct. 1958 the masthead atop page 1 was changed to
yellow and grayscale / black from plain grayscale / black.
The Sept. 1961 the editorial office was moved to
Urbana, Illinois from Decatur, Indiana. The masthead of the
Sept. 1961 issue (Vol. 13, No. 1) states: “Editorial office:
211 S. Race St., Urbana, Illinois 61801. Executive Office
[NSPA]: 3818 Board of Trade Bldg., Chicago, Illinois
60604.”
With the October 1959 issue, this periodical (8½ by 11
inches) expanded to 6 pages from 4 pages.
The main goals of this excellent publication were to
promote and disseminate improved soybean practices,
soybean research, varietal development, and increased
soybean production.
2994. Browning, G.M. 1949. Soybeans and the fertility level.
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 58, 61.
• Summary: “It is common opinion that soybeans are an
erosion hazard on sloping land. They’ are, but so are all
other clean-tilled crops such as corn, tobacco and cotton.
The real question is: are they more of an erosion hazard
than other clean-tilled crops? Studies in Iowa, Missouri and
Illinois show that land in soybeans is no more erosive than
land in corn if they occupy the same place in the rotation.
The Soil Conservation Service and the Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station found that when both soybeans and corn
followed meadow in the rotation that soil loss was actually
somewhat less from soybeans than from corn.

“Why, then, is it a common opinion that soybeans
cause more erosion than corn? They usually follow 1, 2 or
more years of corn in our rotations. Studies throughout the
country show that there is from one-fourth to twice as much
erosion from second-year corn land as from first-year corn.
The actual amount depends on the soil slope and rainfall
conditions. The larger soil loss from second-year corn is easy
to understand if we remember that improved soil tilth from
meadow in the rotation largely disappears during the first
year of corn.
“What we have done is to say that soybeans are more
erosive than corn while what we should have been saying
was that the greater soil loss from soybeans is due to the
place they are grown in the rotation rather than a direct effect
of the soybeans themselves.
“Let’s look at some of our Iowa data. Over a 4-year
period on Marshall soil soybeans cause less erosion than
corn when grown under comparable conditions. We
compared runoff and erosion from corn and from soybeans
with different methods of planting and tillage practices.
These results are shown in Table I. When corn and soybeans
were listed up and down the hill, 19.5 tons per acre of soil
were lost from corn and 7.8 tons from soybeans–more than
twice as much from corn as from soybeans. On the contoured
plots the soil loss was 3.3 tons per acre from corn and 2.7
tons from soybeans.
“In both cases erosion from soybeans was less than from
corn. Perhaps the most important point here is that erosion
from contoured land is only 17 percent as much from corn
and 35 percent as much from soybeans on land farmed up
and down hill.
“Another point of interest in this table is that there is
more-erosion from soybeans surface-planted in 40-inch rows
than when they are planted with the lister. Unfortunately,
listing isn’t practical on soils where most of the soybeans are
grown. It will work and is the common practice in Western
Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska.
“The lowest soil loss of any method of planting
soybeans is when they are drilled solid in 7-inch rows. It
is easy to see why erosion is not so serious when soybeans
are planted with the grain drill. Within a few weeks after
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the beans are drilled, the plants completely cover the
ground. This protects the soil from the beating action of the
raindrops. The surface isn’t sealed and crusted over. More of
the rainfall is absorbed and less erosion occurs.
“Studies over a period of years have shown that there is
a large reduction in runoff and erosion if the soil is protected
from intense rains by vegetation or by plant residues on the
surface. This is what we would expect because if water goes
into the ground it doesn’t run off; if it doesn’t run off, then
there is no erosion. I should have mentioned earlier that in
our studies in Iowa the soybean straw was all returned to
the surface when the beans were combined. This is a very
important point which I should like to emphasize.
“Don’t Burn Straw: Anyway you look at it the straw
from soybeans should go back on the land. I become very
much concerned when I see farmers raking and burning
soybean straw or any other plant residue. It costs money
to rake and burn. Even more important is that a ton or ton
and one-half of badly needed organic matter is not returned
to our soils to say nothing of the 20 or more pounds of
nitrogen that is liberated into the air and of no benefit to the
succeeding corn or oat crop.
“I can understand why farmers rake and burn soybean
straw when it is in large bunches rather than spread
uniformly over the entire field with a good spreader on the
combine. Any of you that have tried to plow through large
bunches of soybean straw after they have been soaked with
water understand why farmers burn instead of plowing it
down. Good spreaders on combines and rolling coulters
on plows help eliminate the need to burn. I don’t know if
we have the right kind of spreaders. What about a shredder
attachment on the combine to chop the straw? The power
may limit such a possibility on combines driven from the
power takeoff. This shouldn’t be a factor on combines
with an auxiliary motor. Maybe this isn’t practical but our
agricultural engineers and machinery manufacturers surely
could give us this answer.
“Leave Soil Loose: I know that most of you have
observed how loose and mellow the soil under soybeans is
as compared to adjacent fields of corn. Why is this and is
it good or is it bad? On light-textured. soils low in organic
matter and where the soybean residue is removed or not
spread, it can be bad. Erosion may be very serious. But if
the straw is there to protect the soil during hard, driving
rains, the surface being loose and open allows the water to
penetrate rapidly and erosion will not be serious.
“On heavy clay soils the loosening effect of soybeans is
good under our present farming practices with high acreages
of intertilled crops that leave the soil cloddy and hard to
work. Legumes and grasses regularly in the rotation will help
to mellow up the soil but we haven’t used enough of them
and probably won’t for some time.
“A crop of soybeans helps mellow up these soils. Why?
In the first place, soybeans make a rapid growth. The soil

surface is soon protected from the beating action of the
raindrops.
“The second way soybeans loosen the soil is through
their effect on soil moisture. The root system of the soybean
plant is not as extensive as the corn plant. They make very
rapid growth in July and August. With the rapid growth
and limited root system, the moisture content of the soil is
depleted faster than under corn. We found soil moisture from
5-7 percent less under soybeans than under corn. The soil
is dried out by the soybeans. Then it rains. This wetting and
drying, if repeated several times during the season, breaks
down the large clods into smaller granules. This has the
same effect on the soil as freezing and thawing. That is why
we plow heavy clay soils in the fall. If plowed in the spring,
heavy clay soils are cloddy and difficult to work down
into a good seed bed. When plowed in the fall, alternate
freezing and thawing breaks down large clods into smaller
clods or granules. By spring the soil has better tilth and it
is much easier to prepare a good seed bed. The third way
that soybeans loosen soil is through the action of nodules
and roots. The nodules are very high in nitrogen. They form
and disintegrate throughout the entire growing season. The
nitrogen liberated serves to stimulate activity of the millions
of organisms that are in the soil. The remains from these
organisms furnish a supply of material to help bind small
particles together into granules. This effect is similar to the
bind action of grass and legume roots.
“We would conclude, then, that in most cases soybeans
are more favorable to soil tilth than corn. The exception
may be on our light soils low in organic material where the
soybeans leave the soil too fine and too loose for good soil
tilth. We should remember, though, that in general intertilled
cropping destroys soil structure–grasses and legumes are
structure builders” (Continued). Address: Iowa State College.
2995. Browning, G.M. 1949. Soybeans and the fertility level
(Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 58,
61.
• Summary: (Continued): “Soil Fertility: From the
standpoint of erosion the least we can say is that any cleantilled crop on sloping land is an erosion hazard. It doesn’t
mean that we have to quit growing them to control erosion
and maintain soil productivity. There is plenty of evidence
to show that the right rotation with lime, fertilizer, and
supporting conservation practices such as contouring, strip
cropping and terraces if and when needed, will control
erosion and maintain soil productivity indefinitely.
“Legumes After Soybeans: A common belief among
farmers is that grass and legume seedings following
soybeans fail more often than seeding after corn. Is this the
case? It may be in dry years when the land is not firmed
with a cultipacker. There is no question that soybeans leave
the land loose. It is easier to get a good seed bed after
soybeans than on corn stalk land. But if it is loose and dry
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weather occurs, the surface 2 or 3 inches of soil dries out and
seedings may fail.
“Over a period of years meadow seedings on our
experimental farms have been better following soybeans
than following corn. We always use a cultipacker to firm the
soil at seeding time. This results in better stands and helps
eliminate the danger of seeding failures during extended
periods of drouth.
“Corn Following Soybeans: We have many reports
from farmers that corn doesn’t yield as well after soybeans
as after corn. In Iowa in 1942 and 1943 we compared the
yields of corn following corn and following soybeans on 30
different fields. We selected sites where part of the field was
in corn and part in soybeans. The entire field was planted to
corn the year yields were taken. The soils were Clarion and
Webster of northern Iowa. These same soils are also found
in southern Minnesota and the results should apply equally
well there. We found that on 16 fields on the Webster soils
that corn following soybeans outyielded corn following
corn by an average of 8.4 bushels to the acre. On 14 fields
of Clarion soil the increase was 7 bushels per acre in favor
of corn following soybeans. The increases for industrial
fields varied with past soil management practice, but in no
case were the yields higher following corn than following
soybeans. The higher yields of corn after soybeans than
after corn is probably due to more nitrogen being available
after soybeans. Soybeans are a legume and if inoculated
fix nitrogen from the air. Studies show that if the beans are
removed and the straw returned to the land, the amount of
nitrogen fixed by the plant is about equal to that sold in the
beans. So we break even. This is small compared to a 50-100
pound per acre increase in nitrogen from sweet clover.
“What about corn? It is a non-legume crop and gets all
of its nitrogen from the soil. If the stalks are returned and the
grain sold, a 60-bushel corn crop removes about 60 pounds
of nitrogen from the soil. This is equivalent to the nitrogen in
180 pounds of NILMO3 at a cost of about $7.
“Oats Following Soybeans: We also have information
on the effect of soybeans on the yields of oats following
corn in contrast to oats following soybeans. In years when
temperature and rainfall conditions are normal, there usually
is little or no noticeable difference in the growth or color
of the oat crop after corn or soybeans. In northern Iowa,
southern Minnesota and, other places through the Cornbelt,
cold, wet springs are common. Biological activity is limited.
Nitrogen is not liberated. The oats turn yellow and make
little growth. This spring, 1949, was an excellent example of
this. You will all recall how poor most of the oat crop looked
early this spring. The yields weren’t as high as usual either.
I imagine that you noticed just as I did that there would be
an occasional field of oats that was dark green and making
excellent growth. Had you bothered to check you probably
would have found that these oats were on land that had been
well managed and with legumes and manure regularly in

the cropping system. Or perhaps they received nitrogen
fertilizer. In some several cases you would have found that
the good fields of oats were on soybean land or on land that
had been plowed.
“The better growth of oats after soybeans may be
explained this way. Soybeans leave the soil loose, it dries
out quicker, and warms up faster than land that was in
corn. This stimulates biological activity. This liberates the
nitrogen in the soybean straw for plant growth. Our studies
on Marshall soils in southwestern Iowa show the yield of
oats to be 4 or 5 bushels higher after soybeans than after
corn in years when growing conditions are unfavorable.
“Conclusions: Soybeans are an erosion hazard but no
more than any other clean-tilled crop. By using rotations,
lime, fertilizer and mechanical conservation practices if and
when needed on sloping land, there is no reason why we can
not continue to grow any or all of our intertilled crops and
still maintain soil productivity.
“Don’t burn soybean straw or any crop residues. Our
soils need the nitrogen and organic matter. Soybeans fit well
into Cornbelt rotations. They are here to stay. The time of
planting and harvesting soybeans fits well into a farming
system with corn and oats and meadows. Soybeans require
soil nutrients just as any other crop. But they are a legume
and fix some nitrogen from the air. If the straw is returned,
the nitrogen removed is about equal to that sold in the seed.
Corn and other non-legume crops take all of their nitrogen
from the soil. The yield of crops following soybeans are
almost always as good and usually better than when they
follow corn. Soybeans leave the soil loose. This is usually a
better seed bed for grasses and legumes than after corn. But
regardless of the crop grown, a cultipacker to firm the soil is
good insurance of getting stands of grasses and legumes–the
key to soil fertility.
“Soybeans are one of the important crops in our
cornbelt agriculture. They fit well in a good crop, soil and
livestock management system that will increase soil fertility,
control erosion, and maintain high soil productivity for a
permanent agriculture.”
A portrait photo shows G.M. Browning.
Table 1 is titled “Soil erosion from corn and soybeans
with different tillage practices, Marshal Silt Loam, Soil
Conservation Experimental Farm, Clarinda, Iowa, 19441947.” Address: Iowa State College.
2996. Romagnoli, M. 1949. Note relative a ricerche
compiute sulla coltivazione della soia in Italia [Research
on soybean cultivation in Italy]. Rivista di Agricoltura
Subtropicale e Tropicale (Florence) 43(7-9):154-60. Sept. [1
ref. Ita; eng]
• Summary: Gives the oil and protein content of different
soybean varieties from trials conducted in central Italy
over many years. Oil content shows greater variability than
protein content. With earlier planting, protein decreases
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while oil increases (planting date varies from April 15 to
June 10). High temperatures have a small effect on oil
content, but medium and especially low temperatures have a
greater effect.
2997. Soybean News (NSCIC). 1949. Many soybeans wasted
at harvest time: Some tips for cutting harvesting losses.
1(1):1, 2. Sept. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The first essential is a good combine,
the second is to follow the manufacturer’s general
recommendations for adjusting the combine to efficiently
thresh soybeans, and the third is to harvest the crop at the
right time. A combine that will not properly scatter the
soybean straw is certainly a nuisance.
“Iowa investigators’ point out five common direct losses
in combining soybeans:
“1. shatter losses
“2. cutter bar losses
“3. cylinder losses-damaged beans
“4. separating losses
“5. cleaning losses.
“They report that while total losses may sometimes be
as low as 3 percent when conditions are just right, yet losses
may be as high as 25 percent. Rather a startling figure isn’t
it? Surely a loss of but 3 to 5 bushels per acre is serious
enough to demand doing something about it.
“It never pays to run a combine too fast. This always
leads to lost time and lost beans. With heavy or lodged beans
it may be necessary to reduce the width of the cut. You can’t
overfeed the cylinder and the cleaning units and expect a
good job. The adjustments are only satisfactory for one
speed; the combine needs to be fed uniformly.
“Shatter losses-beans on the ground–may be as low as
one percent, or they may be discouragingly high. To avoid
this, harvest before the beans get too dry.
“Cutter bar losses are usually under 5 percent, but if
pods are set low on the stalk, if the beans are ridged from
cultivation, and if lodged beans fall between the ridges, then
the cutter bar passes over them and losses may be as high as
20 percent. Varieties that stand up well and less ridging in
cultivation will help in controlling these losses.
“Separating losses–beans riding over with the straw is
usually a result of rack losses or sieve losses. The rack may
be operating too slowly or it may be overloaded with straw
or weeds. The opening in the sieve must be adjusted and the
right wind blast determined.
“Cleaning losses. Excessive tailings will result in
cracked and broken beans. If sieves are not opened enough,
beans will ride over and go back to the cylinder again. If they
are opened too much, dirt and other material will fall through
with the beans and make cleaning difficult. Too much wind
will blow beans over. Normally, after leaving the sieves the
soybeans are passed over a screen that removes the weed
seeds, broken beans, and other material that is smaller than

whole beans. This material, mainly weed seeds, must be
caught, of course, and not scattered back on the ground.
“Cylinder losses are either un-threshed pods in the straw
or bruised and damaged beans. Careful adjustments should
hold losses from un-threshed pods to less than one percent
and cracked beans below 5 percent. Basic adjustments for
cylinder speed and clearance should be made before going
to the field, but only after a trial run can final adjustments
be made to fit field conditions. Cylinder speed, clearance
between cylinder and concave bars, and the number of bars
in cylinder and concave are the important things to check
in this final field adjustment. If beans are quite dry when
harvested, serious damage to germination may be caused
by over-threshing in the combine. Injured seeds may not
germinate at all, or they may produce only stunted plants.
“When Are Soybeans Ready to Combine? If soybeans
are combined before they are matured, the machine will not
do a good job of threshing and a lot of beans may be lost
with the straw. Moreover, the moisture will be too high for
the beans to keep in storage. If they are too ripe, serious
shattering and mechanical damage may occur. Beans can be
combined at 14 percent moisture or higher, but they are not
safe to store until the moisture is 13.5 [percent] or below.
“Pods will split open when squeezed between thumb and
forefinger when ready for combining. Dry beans will break
entirely across when you bite them. If they are still ‘cheesy’
the moisture is likely too high for safe storing.
“With, soybeans worth from 2 to 3 dollars a bushel,
time spent on making sure that your combine is saving every
bushel possible will pay big dividends. If a custom operator
harvests your soybean crop for you, then some time spent
in the field with him when he starts the job may save many
dollars worth of beans.
See: “Harvest Losses in Soybeans”, by E.L. Barger &
C.R. Weber, Iowa Farm Science, June, 1949.
A small photo shows a combine.
2998. Soybean News (NSCIC). 1949. Many reasons for
growing soybeans. 1(1):3. Sept.
• Summary: “There are many reasons why corn-belt farmers
continue to grow twice as many soybeans as they did before
the war. The primary reason, of course, is that soybeans are a
cash crop, ranking next to corn on many cornbelt farms, but
exceeding the return from corn on others and almost always
more profitable than the small grain crops.
“It is frequently claimed that the soybean acreage will
be regulated by the price ratio between corn and soybeans,
and that farmers will not plant soybeans unless a bushel of
soybeans is worth two times as much as a bushel of corn,
or 2½ times, or even 3 times as much. True, this price
relationship with corn is one of the things that farmers
consider but there are many others.
“Corn and soybeans are competitive crops but they are
also complimentary crops. They distribute the use of labor
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and equipment throughout the crop season. Soybeans have a
long period of time for planting. They can be planted either
before or after corn planting. They are handled with the same
equipment that is used for corn and small grain. The crop
lends itself to a high degree of mechanization. Cultivation
can be rapidly performed and harvesting can be completed in
what would otherwise be a slack season. This supplementary
relationship between these two crops is more important than
is generally assumed.
“The ‘net return’ or ‘net profit’ from competing crops is
far from the only factor faced by the farmer in allotting acres
to the various crops. To maintain fertility, to prevent erosion,
to control weeds and other pests, and for other agronomic
reasons, crops must be changed, rotations adapted and a
general farming plan followed.
“A second crop with a lower value may have a high
indirect value because of its contribution to the main crop
and to the entire farming plan. Small grains have such a
value when used as a nurse crop for seedings for hay or
pasture. Yet, for instance, oats when not used for this purpose
must then compete directly for acreage with corn or soybeans
which generally give much better returns than the oats crop.
“The indirect returns that soybeans contribute to the
general farming operation is one of the main reasons why
they fit so well into the cropping plans of cornbelt farmers.
They provide a rapid growing hay and feed crop, fit well into
a corn borer rotation, and can be planted when something
happens to prevent timely planting of corn, or when clover or
alfalfa has failed.
“Soybeans help meet the soil management problem on
many farms. Although they do best on good soils, they will
grow well on soils not well adapted to corn. They generally
have a beneficial effect on the crops following them in the
rotation and provide an excellent seedbed for small grain
crops. Since they can be readily planted solid across the
slope, or on the contour, they offer much better protection
against erosion than row crops such as corn. They are more
resistant to low temperatures, drought or excessive moisture
than is corn, and also have greater freedom from insects and
diseases.
“Crop specialists point out that these indirect benefits of
soybeans have much to do with the number of acres devoted
to this crop on the average farm.”
2999. Barger, E.L.; Weber, Charles R. 1949. Harvest losses
in soybeans. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 16-17, 24.
• Summary: There are five common losses in combining
soybeans [harvesting soybeans with a combine]: Shatter
losses, cutter bar losses, cylinder losses (injured beans),
separating losses, and cleaning losses. Cutter bar losses may
run as high as 20% of the total yield in Iowa; a 5% loss is
not unusual. Cylinder losses are of two types–unthreshed
pods or split beans. Unthreshed pods are usually the result of
attempting to harvest too early in the morning after a heavy

dew, too soon after a rain, or during damp weather. This loss
is reported to be usually less than 1% in Iowa. Address: Iowa
Agric. Exp. Station.
3000. Collins, E.R.; Powell, L.A. 1949. An approved
soybean program for North Carolina. Better Crops with Plant
Food 33(8):22-23, 45. Oct. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Tests conducted cooperatively by the North
Carolina Experiment Station and Extension Service, with
W.L. Nelson supervising the fertility studies and E.E.
Hartwig supervising the variety tests and the breeding
program, resulted in a summary of nine points necessary for
profitable soybean yields. These steps were listed as follows:
“1. Have your soil tested and limed when needed. 2.
Provide adequate fertility. 3. Prevent fertilizer injury. 4. Plant
an adapted variety. 5. Provide enough plants. 6. Treat seed
to prevent seedling diseases. 7. Prepare a good seedbed. 8.
Control weeds early. 9. Control insects.” Address: 1. Head,
Agronomy Extension, North Carolina State College, Raleigh,
NC; 2. County Agent, Currituck Co., NC.
3001. Hieronymous, T.A.; Jordan, Garret L. 1949. Farm
storage of soybeans carries a small price risk. Illinois Farm
Economics No. 173. p. 910-15. Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Explanation of soybean
seasonal: soybean processors’ buying practices, some
examples, the future of risk premiums. Possible collapse in
demand versus seasonal price rise.
A table (p. 912) shows the “Current month prices and
prices actually received by processors for soybean oil and
meal, 1947-48.” The actual price of soybean oil was highest
in January, lowest in October. The actual price of meal was
highest in January, lowest in August.
“For the next few years the farm storage of soybeans
is likely to prove profitable.” Address: [Agricultural
Economists, Illinois].
3002. Weiss, Martin G. 1949. Soybeans. Advances in
Agronomy 1:77-157. [242 ref]
• Summary: A comprehensive review of the literature on
soybean breeding and management. The first such treatment
since Piper and Morse’s classic book, The Soybean (1923).
Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Production and distribution:
In the world, in the United States. 3. Disposition and
utilization. 4. Physiology of the soybean plant: Floral
initiation (varietal differences, duration of dark and
photoperiods, light intensity and photosynthesis, age and
position of induced tissue, temperature effects), nutrition
(nitrogen, phosphorus, major cations, micronutrients), root
temperatures.
5. Effect of climate and location: Location and season
effects, simulated hail damage. 6. Effect of cultural practices:
Rotations, fertilizers and soil management (response,
placement), seed inoculation, seed germinability (viability,
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disinfectants and protectants, hormones), time of planting,
method and rate of planting, weed control, harvesting. 7.
Genetics and cytology. 8. Variety improvement. 9. Effect on
soils. 10. Disease and insect pests. 11. Regional approach to
soybean research (U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory).
Note: None of 242 abbreviated references contains
the title of the document, thereby greatly limiting this
publication’s value and effectiveness. For example: Orcutt,
F.S. 1937. Soil Sci. 44, 203-215. Address: Iowa State
College, Ames, Iowa.
3003. Popovski, Vladimir. 1949. Cultivation of soybeans in
Romania. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 32-33. [8 ref]
• Summary: “In the early 1930’s, the effects of the world
[economic] crisis were felt very sharply by the agriculture
of Bessarabia (in Romania) where I owned a farm. The
high income of farming, characteristic of the first decade
following the war, was gone.” The prices of all grain crops
except clover dropped to such an extent that the costs of
production were not covered.
“In the middle 1930’s, when prices of grain were
somewhat higher, the Soybean Co. opened its offices in
Romania. The company offered the farmers the cultivation
of soybeans on the following conditions: the company would
lend the seed, and the farmer would cultivate the soybeans
under the supervision of the company’s instructors. The
farmer agreed to deliver the entire harvest of soybeans to
the company for a price specified in the contract. The price
offered by the company was approximately 70 percent higher
than the price of wheat prevailing at that time.
“Soybeans were absolutely unknown at that time.
During the first year only a few farmers signed contracts with
the company and started to experiment with their cultivation.
The experiments proved successful, inasmuch as the yield of
the soybean crops was equal to that of wheat, and their value
was almost double that of wheat.
“The area devoted to soybeans grew steadily every
year, especially in Bessarabia where agriculture was on a
much higher level than in Romania. During the first year, a
few hundred acres were planted with soybeans in northern
Bessarabia [in today’s Moldova], but by 1940 hundreds
of thousands of acres were planted. Bessarabia offered
very favorable conditions for the successful cultivation of
soybeans, such as a climate with sufficient rainfall during
the period of vegetation, and an abundance of comparatively
cheap labor.”
The author cultivated soybeans for 7 years on what was,
by Bessarabian standards, a relatively large farm of 250
acres. During his third year in cultivation, he obtained a yield
of 3,000 kg/ha (40.5 bu/acre). The entire harvest of soybeans
grown in Romania was sent to Germany, since there were no
plants in Romania for processing soybeans or using them as
a raw material.
Then twice during World War II, in 1940 and again in

1944, he had to flee before the advancing Communists. Many
larger farmers who did not flee were captured, and branded
as “kulaks” [wealthy peasant farmers]. The men were
sent to Siberia and the women and children to Kasakhstan
[Kazakhstan]. Only after he had crossed Germany did he
realize what an amazing number of food, feed, and industrial
products could be manufactured from soybeans. A portrait
photo shows Popovski.
Note: This document may contain the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Moldova, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Moldova (1938 or 1939). The source of these soybeans is
unknown. Unfortunately the author does not state clearly
in what year he first started growing soybeans in northern
Bessarabia. Address: Factory worker, New York City.
3004. Mitchell, H.H.; Beadles, Jessie R. 1949. The effect of
storage on the nutritional qualities of the proteins of wheat,
corn and soybeans. J. of Nutrition 39(4):463-84. Dec. [35
ref]
• Summary: The nutritive value of the proteins of cereal
grains stored under conditions preventing insect infestation
and mold growth (by lowering moisture content below a
critical level) is not appreciably altered by seed respiration
over long periods of time. This is not true, however, for
soybeans, whose proteins may suffer considerable nutritional
damage after one year of storage. The difference between
the two types of seed may reside largely in the fact that
the living part of the seed, the embryo, constitutes only a
small part of the cereal seed but a large part of the legume.
Address: Div. of Animal Nutrition, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
3005. Barbos, I. 1949. Alguns aspectos do problema das
fertilaçoes organicas dos solos planálticos [Some aspects
of the problem of organic fertilizers on plateaux soils].
Agronomia Angolana 2:45-57. [Por; eng]*
• Summary: The plateaux soils in southern Angola lack
organic matter. A comparison was made between green
manuring, dunging, and artificial manuring. Four crops,
including soybeans and lupins, were used for green manure.
The author concludes that green manuring should be
practiced only where it is difficult to obtain the necessary
quantity of animal manure for the cultivated area.
3006. Everett, A.C. 1949. Soybean harvesting losses with the
combine. MSc thesis, Iowa State University. *
• Summary: This thesis contains the earliest published work
seen on header height controls. It cites two early soybean
header loss studies conducted by Hurst and Humphries in
1935. The first, at 21 locations in Illinois, found a header
loss of 7.18%; header loss was 78.2% of total losses. The
combines were 5 and 6 feet wide, straight-through design.
The average soybean yield was 30 bushels/acre. The second,
at 12 locations in Mississippi, found a header loss of 13.16%;
header loss was 79.4% of total losses. The combines were
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5 and 6 feet wide. The average soybean yield was 13.5
bushels/acre.
Everett’s study in Iowa found a header loss of 15.13%
(range 7.5 to 22%); header loss was 91.2% of total losses.
The combine was an Allis-Chalmers all-crop design operated
at 2.5 to 3.5 mph. The average soybean yield was 33.1
bushels/acre. Address: Ames, Iowa.
3007. Håstadius, N. 1949. Odling av sojabönor.
Studieintryck från en resa i USA [Cultivation of the soybean.
Impressions from a study tour in the U.S.A.]. Lantmannen
Svenskt Land 38:143-44. [Swe]*
• Summary: In the mid-1930s soybean experiments were
initiated on a small scale in Sweden with the object of
producing varieties suitable for home cultivation. When
World War II broke out, no varieties suitable for Swedish
conditions had yet been bred. The researchers have continued
their work and results have shown steady improvement. The
majority of soybean trials in Sweden are being conducted at
Ugerup, south of Kristianstad.
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen for
the cultivation of soybeans in Sweden since the 1700s (mid1930s). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 2. Sven A. Holmberg apparently first brought
soybeans to Sweden in 1940, and thereafter began an
intensive 15-year breeding program (See Holmberg 1955,
Soybean Digest, Nov. p. 18, 20).
3008. Ikeda, Hiroshi. 1949. Studies on the soybean
cultivation in Kagoshima Prefecture. I. Effects of different
dates of planting on the growth, flowering and fruit setting
of soybean plant. Kagoshima Koto Norin Gakko Gakujutsu
Hokoku (Bulletin of the Kagoshima Imperial College of
Agriculture and Forestry) 15:20-30. [Jap; eng]*
3009. Nelson, L.B.; Englehorn, A.J. 1949. Soybean
production in relation to fertilizer applications and crop
sequence. Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Report on
Agricultural Research p. 101. For the year ending June 30,
1949. *
• Summary: Soybean plants growing on high-lime Harpster
soil in north-central Iowa were extremely chlorotic, but
also showed marked recovery 10 days after being sprayed
with 1% ferrous sulphate solution at a rate of 10 lb per acre.
Manganese, zinc, cobalt, and copper applications were
ineffective in reducing chlorosis.
3010. Sachs, Erhard. 1949. Bedeutung, langjaehrige
Versuchsergebnisse, Anbaumoeglichkeiten der Sojabohne
[The significance, based on the results of longstanding trials, of the potential for soybean cultivation].
Landwirtschaftliches Jahrbuch fuer Bayern 26:46-64. [10
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Yields obtained over a long period at

Weihenstephan, and at other places in Bavaria, indicate
that, the soybean is a poor competitor with other oilbearing crops. Its great disadvantage is the uncertainty of
its yield. Soybeans are “twice as uncertain” in their yield
as winter rape. Crude oil and crude protein contents are
also very variable and appear to be dependant on the plant
environment. Address: Bayerische Landessaatzuchtanstalt
Weihenstephen.
3011. Informe de los años 1944 a 1948 del Centro Nacional
de Agronomía [Report of the work of the National Center for
Agronomy during the years 1944-1948]. 1949. San Salvador,
El Salvador. See p. 48. [13 ref. Spa]*
• Summary: Page 48 states: From 35 introductions, 5
varieties having yellow seed were selected: Mammoth
Yellow, Acadian, Pelikan [Pelican], L.Z., and N-44-92.
Address: El Salvador.
3012. Martin, John H.; Leonard, Warren H. 1949. Soybeans.
In: John H. Martin and Warren H. Leonard. 1949. Principles
of Field Crop Production. New York, NY: The Macmillan
Co. ix + 1176 p. See p. 735-54. Chap. 26. [42 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Economic importance. History of
soybean culture. Adaptation. Botanical description. Varieties.
Chemical composition. Rotations. Cultural methods:
Seeding, harvesting for seed, harvesting for hay, soybean
mixtures. Soybean oil extraction. Quality of soybean oil.
Soybean utilization. Diseases: Sclerotial blight (Southern
blight), charcoal rot, root knot or nematode disease (a
microscopic thread worm, Heterodera marioni), bacterial
blight, pod and stem blight, bacterial pustule, frog-eye leafspot disease, mosaic, other diseases. Insect pests. Rabbits.
The section titled “History of soybean culture” begins:
“The soybean is one of the oldest of cultivated crops. Its
early history is lost in antiquity. The first record of the plant
in China dates back to 2838 B.C. (Morse & Cartter 1937).
It was one of the five sacred grains upon which Chinese
civilization depended.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2002) which states that the soybean’s early
history is “lost in antiquity.” Address: 1. Senior Agronomist,
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering,
Agricultural Research Administration, USDA; 2. Prof. of
Agronomy, Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College,
and Agronomist, Colorado Agric. Exp. Station.
3013. Suzuki, Miyoshichi. 1949. Daizu zôshu saibai-hô
[Method of growing soybeans to increase yields]. Tokyo:
Fuminsha. 215 p. [24 ref. Jap]
Address: Fukushima-ken, Nogyo Kairyo Kacho, Ken Noji
Shikensho-cho, Japan.
3014. Philippine Bureau of Plant Industry. 1949? Brief
directions for growing soybeans (Leaflet). Manila. 2 p.
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Undated. 1955 rev. ed. by Office of Agricultural Information.
[Eng]
Address: Chief, Horticultural Research Section, Bureau of
Plant Industry, Dep. of Agriculture and Natural Resources,
Manila, Philippines.
3015. Adair, C. Roy; McClelland, C.K.; Cralley, E.M.
1950. Soybean research in Arkansas, 1936-48. Varietal tests
for seed and hay and studies in disease control. Arkansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 490. 62 p. Jan.
[11 ref]
• Summary: Introduction: Material and Methods. Results
of Varietal Tests: Main Experiment Station, Fayetteville,
Rice Branch Experiment Station, Stuttgart, Cotton Branch
Experiment Station, Marianna, Delta Farm, Soudan, Delta
Substation, Cotton Branch Experiment Station, Clarkedale,
Mississippi County, Desha County, Miller County, Fruit
and Truck Branch Experiment Station, Hope, Livestock and
Forestry Branch Experiment Station, Batesville. Discussion.
Disease Control Studies. Seed Treatments. Leaf Diseases.
Summary. Literature Cited. Appendix.
Introduction: “During the past 25 or 30 years the
soybean has become an important crop plant in Arkansas. At
first soybeans were grown primarily for hay production. The
first record of soybeans being harvested for the seed was in
1924 when 1,400 acres were cut and threshed. The average
yield reported in that year was 14 bushels per acre. The
total acreage of soybeans increased in most years until 1943
when 620,000 acres were planted and 267,000 acres were
harvested for seed. The total acreage has declined since 1943
but the trend in acreage for seed production has continued
up.
“There was a rapid increase in the acreage harvested
for seed from 1941 to 1948, brought about largely by the
demand for oil seeds. Accompanying the increase were the
development of adequate harvesting machinery, the use of
better soils for growing soybeans, and the development of
varieties which produce high yields of seed under Arkansas
conditions.
“There has been an increase in the reported yields of
seed for the 25-year period. The yields have varied from year
to year because of environmental factors, but 5-year average
yields show an upward trend. The average yield for 1924 to
1928 was 10.2 bushels per acre; for 1929 to 1933 it was 10.6
bushels; for 1934 to 1938 it was 10.5 bushels; for 1939 to
1943 it was 12.8 bushels, and for 1944 to 1948 it was 16.3
bushels.” Address: 1. Agronomist, USDA; 2. Emeritus Prof.
of Agronomy, retired; 3. Plant pathologist, Arkansas Agric.
Exp. Station.
3016. Cartter, J.L.; Strayer, G.M. 1950. Bericht an das
Deutsche Ernaehrungsministerium ueber Zuechtung, Anbau
und Verwertung von Sojabohnen [Report to the German
Food Ministry on the breeding, production and utilization of

soybeans in West Germany]. Soja-Briefe fuer die Deutsche
Soja Vereinigung Frankfurt-Main No. 3. p. 1-13. Jan.
Technical Assistance Team, ECA, Project No. 07-03. [Ger]
• Summary: Jackson L. Cartter and George M. Strayer,
both U.S. experts on soybeans, discuss the goals and
implementation of this technical project, which they have
developed with Dr. William Benning.
Yet, despite the wording of this technical project, the
U.S. soybean industry was mainly interested in selling
soybeans and soybean products to West Germany. The U.S.
had little interest in teaching German soybean breeders
anything. Address: 1. Director, U.S. Regional Soybean
Lab., Urbana, Illinois; 2. Head [Hauptgeschaeftsfuehrer],
American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa.
3017. Reed, E.P.; Slipher, J.A.; Beard, D.F. 1950. Putting
soybeans into permanent farming. Ohio State Univ.
Agricultural Extension Service, Bulletin No. 311. 31 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: An Accepted Newcomer: From
East to West, Sudden Surge, Production, Distribution. A
Crop of Many Uses: Oil to Humans, Meal to Animals, A
Forage Excelled by None, As a Green Manure, Cash Crop
of Worth. Land and the Soybean Enterprise: Supplant Corn
on the Graylands, Share With Corn on Mottled Soils, In
Sequence on Dark Soils, Without Honor Elsewhere. Effect of
Soybean on Soil Productivity: To Soybean a Mild Debit, A
Constant Threat: Erosion, After Harvest What? The Soybean
in Rotation Patterns: Yield Potential, Liming to Supply
Nutrient Lime. To Fertilize or Not to Fertilize: Comparison
in Uptake, Able Feeder, Yield Leans on Fertilizer Bag,
A Fertilizer Schedule, Proof of Performance. Soybean
Varieties Adapted to Ohio. Inoculation: To Tap Air Nitrogen:
Is Microbe Missing? Rootbed Architecture. How Plant
on Sloping Land: For Safety-Plant Solid, Terracing Fits
Profiles. On Level Land: Row or Drill: Not a Closed Issue.
Time and Rate of Planting. Gauge Planting Depth by Soil.
Invitation to Air and Water: Cultivation, Tilth by Tillage,
Achilles Heel, Forethought and Technique in Harvesting:
One Guide: Moisture, Hay Not Excelled, Haying Formula
Peculiar to Soybean. Defoliation Advances Date of Harvest.
Land Management Following Soybeans: Disposal of Haulm,
Haulm–Fertilizing Value, Fertilizing the Succeeding Crop,
Legume Seedings Following Soybeans. Market Grades of
Soybeans.
“The soybean was first introduced into the United States
in 1804, but attracted little attention until 1900, at which time
the United States Department of Agriculture began planting
and testing a large number of varieties.
“In Ohio, the farmer’s interest in growing the crop began
in the early 1920’s. During the following 10 to 15 years,
the soybean was grown chiefly for forage and, to a lesser
extent, for seed and market grain. It was due largely to lack
of a ready market for soybean grain that the acreage failed to
expand more rapidly.
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“Sudden surge: However in the last 10 years there has
been a remarkable increase in Ohio’s soybean acreage (Fig.
1)...”
A large table (p. 4) shows “The acreage and production
of soybeans in Ohio for the past 24 years” (from 1924
to 1949). The columns are: Total acres. Acres for grain
[soybeans]. Acres for hay. Yield (bushels per acre). Total
grain production (in bushels).
Total acres increased from 66,000 in 1924 to a peak of
1.484 million in 1944, falling to 902,000 in 1949. Total grain
production rose from 230,000 bu in 1924 to 20.592 million
bu in 1949. Address: 1. Extension Agronomist; 2. Extension
Soil Conservationist; 3. Extension Agronomist. All: The
Ohio State Univ.
3018. Matagrin, Am. 1950. Les progrès du soja aux ÉtatsUnis. III, Inoculation et engrais chimiques pour soja [The
progress of soy in the United States. III. Inoculation and use
of chemical fertilizers for soybeans]. Revue Internationale
des Produits Coloniaux 25(245):37-38. Feb. [8 ref. Fre]
3019. Roberts, I.M.; McRostie, G.P. 1950. The soybean as
a grain crop in Ontario. Ontario Department of Agriculture,
Bulletin No. 474. 19 p. Feb. Summarized in Soybean Digest,
July 1950, p. 26.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Where to grow
soybeans. Soybeans and the soil. Soybeans in the rotation.
Preparation of the seed bed. Depth of seeding. Time of
planting. Sow only good seed: It is sound practice to
purchase Registered or Certified seed at least once every
3-4 years, seed germinating at 85% or better should give
satisfactory field stands, try to plant seed grown the previous
year, seed should be cleaned of inert materials, weed seeds,
splits, and foreign seeds, several forms of seed protectant
dusts may be purchased for treatment against disease.
Inoculation.
Method and rates of seeding: There are many advantages
of planting soybeans in rows rather than solid (7 reasons
are given), narrower rows (down to 21 inches) give larger
soybean yields than wider rows (42, 36, 28, or 24 inches; see
the 1949 High Yield Soybean Contest for Ontario). Weeds
vs. soybeans. Weed control implements (such as rotary
hoe, finger weeder, a set or ordinary, light, spike-toothed
harrows). Methods of weed control [mechanical].
Varieties: Soybeans, like corn, vary in their “time to
maturity, use the right variety for each of Ontario’s five zones
(a table is given), later maturing varieties include (from
Zone 1 to 5) Lincoln, A.K., Harman, Hawkeye, Earlyana,
Blackhawk, Monroe, Harly, Mandarin, Capital, Goldsoy,
Flambeau, Kabott; earlier maturing varieties include
(from Zone 1 to 5) Earlyana, Blackhawk, Monroe, Harly,
Mandarin, Capital, Flambeau, Kabott, Pagoda.
Harvesting. Storage. Fertilizer.
Photos show: (1) Two boys standing in a large field of

soybeans. “The growing of soybeans is now big business
on many Ontario farms.” (2) A man holding soybean roots
that are well nodulated. (3) A large field of soybeans at the
Ontario Agricultural College where the effect of varying the
distance between is studied. (4) A tractor pulling a finger
weeder in a field of soybeans. (5) A large field of soybeans
in which the weeds have been controlled. (6) A well-podded
soybean plant growing at the end of a row.
Figures show: (1) A pair of bar charts of inoculated
vs. non-inoculated soybeans, in high- and low-fertility
soils. “Inoculation pays dividends.” (2) Bar chart showing
the effect of weed competition on soybean yields. “There
is money in weed control.” with Capital and Mandarin
varieties. (3) A map (p. 16) shows each of the soy-bean
growing counties in Ontario. The southernmost county
in Ontario is Essex, on the shores of Lake Erie. Moving
northward, we find Kent County, Elgin County, and Lambton
County.
“Few crops in the history of Ontario agriculture have
had the phenomenal increase in acreage that has been
experienced in the case of the soybean during the past
decade... It is only in the past eighteen years that the crop
was considered of sufficient importance to be recorded in
provincial agricultural statistics.
“In 1932 the acreage was recorded at 7,781. For the
succeeding nine years the acreage remained between 8,602
and 11,272. The demand for oil and protein during the
war years [World War II], coupled with a very substantial
increase in price, raised the acreage nearly four hundred
percent.” Soybean production in Ontario decreased
immediately after the war, but by 1949 it “had more than
doubled from the highest war year production. Most recent
figures for soybean production in 1949 are” about 110,000
acres.
“Until recently it was felt that soybean production was
confined to Essex and Kent Counties [the two southernmost
counties in Ontario]. Now high-yielding, early maturing
varieties have made the greater part of old Ontario a potential
soybean area with yields and net returns comparable to
other cash crops.” (p. 3). Address: Dep. of Field Husbandry,
Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
3020. Rouatt, J.W.; Atkinson, R.G. 1950. The effect of the
incorporation of certain cover crops on the microbiological
balance of potato scab infested soil. Canadian J. of Research,
Section C: Botanical Sciences 28(1):140-52. Feb. [16 ref]
• Summary: After soil was infected with potato scab
(Streptomyces scabies), several cover crops (rye, red clover,
and soybeans respectively) were grown, then incorporated
into the soil. The growth and turning in of several soybean
crops reduced the incidence of disease. The incidence of scab
(on the basis of tuber area) was reduced from 48% in the
control soil to 10.3 after two crops of soybeans. Neither rye
nor clover produced significant reduction in the incidence of
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scab.
The soybean treatment also produced a 4-fold increase
in beneficial bacteria. This increase was similar to that
reported by West & Hildebrand (1941) with bacterial around
infected strawberry roots.
The difficulty of interpreting this effect of green
manuring with cover crops of soybeans to reduce potato scab
was recognized by the authors. They pointed put that green
manuring with soybeans reduced the pH of the soil from 6.4
to 5.0, whereas green manuring with rye or clover did not
change the pH value of the soil. This effect on soil pH value
alone might be responsible for much of the reduction of
incidence of scab. Address: 1. Assoc. Bacteriologist, Div. of
Bacteriology and Dairy Research, Science Service, Dep. of
Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada.

in Arkansas grow from practically nothing at all in the 1930’s
to over 11 million pounds of seed in 1949; and oats from 2
million bushels to 9 million bushels.
“Jake is a past president and past secretary and treasurer
of the Arkansas Seed Dealers Association. He is now a
director of that Association. He is a member for Arkansas
of the executive committee of the Southern Seedsmen
Association. He is president of the Stuttgart Lions Club and
director of the Chamber of Commerce.”
A photo shows Jake Hartz, Jr.

3021. Bayer, G. 1950. Ertragssteigerung durch Anbau der
Sojabohne, ein Beitrag zur Erfuellung des Fuenfjahrplans
[Increasing yield through soyabean growing, a contribution
to the fulfillment of the five-year plan]. Deutsche
Landwirtschaft (East Germany) 2(3):121-26. March. [1 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Discusses methods of intercropping
soybeans with other plants which develop either before,
simultaneously with, or after the soybeans. Address: Dipl.Ing. agr. Dresden, East Germany.

3024. Soybean News (NSCIC). 1950. How can you grow
more soybeans per acre? 1(4):1. April.
• Summary: “Here are Average Results reported by 8700
Soybean Growers of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois in Cultural
Practice Studies conducted in these states. The Results as
reported by Growers agree closely with Experimental Results
obtained by the various Cornbelt Experiment Stations.
“Use best improved adapted varieties–such as Lincoln,
Hawkeye, Blackhawk, Wabash, Ogden, etc.–Increase
Yield–3 bu. [per acre].
“A well prepared seedbed plus high germinating seed–
Increase Yield–2 bu.
“Timely planting for your locality–usually before June
1–Increase Yield–2 bu.
“Inoculation–plus lime if necessary–Increase Yield–2
bu.
“Fertilizer on fields of low productivity, especially those
deficient in potash–Increase Yield–3 bu.
“Careful combining just as soon as the field is ready–
control combine losses–Increase Yield–3 bu.
“Row planting–including better weed control and
cultivating benefits along with earlier combining–Increase
Yield–2 bu.
“a. Narrow rows (18” to 28”) compared to wide rows
(38” x 42”) adds 2 bu.
“b. Narrow rows (18” to 28”) compared to medium rows
(30” x 36”) adds 1 bu.
“c. Cultivated solid beans compared to uncultivated
solid beans adds 2 bu.
“Improved productivity level of the farm, through the
use of lime fertilizer, manure, plowing down clover and
crop residues, good rotation and soil conservation practices–
Increase yield–5 bu.
“Full employment of these proven practices on the part
of all Soybean Growers would put $$$$$ in their pockets and
would increase state and national average yields from 5 to 10
bushels per acre. Yields of 50 to 60 bushels per acre would
be frequent.”

3022. Soybean Digest. 1950. Pioneered soil-building
program. March. p. 31. Cover story.
• Summary: About Jake Hartz, Jr., of Stuttgart, Arkansas,
vice-president of the American Soybean Assoc.; he “has
literally known soybeans from the cradle.
“His father was among the first in the Midsouth to
‘preach the soybean gospel’ and long ago was dubbed the
Soybean King of Arkansas. The well known seed firm, Jacob
Hartz Seed Co., with which Jake is associated is given much
credit for the program of diversified farming that has taken
hold in the rice section of Arkansas. In fact, the firm grew out
of the family’s efforts to induce farmers to change over from
a one-crop system of rice farming.
“Jake was born at Wheatley, Arkansas, in 1920. He
has lived in Stuttgart for the past 25 years. He has been
associated with his father in farming and the seed business
since he graduated from high school in 1938.
“Jake’s grandfather and father with A.R. Thorell formed
the Hartz-Thorell Supply Co., a farm machinery firm, in
1924. But farm seeds had long since become the main line
when the partnership was dissolved in 1942 and the Hartz
boys brought into the firm.
“At present four boys, B.J., Jake, Jr., Marion and Alfred
are associated with Jacob Hartz, Sr., in Jacob Hartz Seed Co.
A fifth, Richard, operates the Hartz farm.
“The farm processes and ships soybeans, oats and
lespedeza. The Hartzes have seen the production of soybeans

3023. Bening, W. 1950. Die Soja in Deutschland [The
soybean in Germany]. Soja-Briefe fuer die Deutsche Soja
Vereinigung Frankfurt-Main No. 4. p. 53-54. April. [Ger]
Address: Frankfurt am Main, West Germany.
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3025. Stoa, T.E. 1950. Growing soybeans in North Dakota.
North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station, Bimonthly
Bulletin 12(4):131-37. March/April. Summarized in Soybean
Digest, Dec. 1950, p. 10.
• Summary: “The oil has a number of industrial uses, but
its use in the food industries is by far the most important.
These food uses include oleomargarine, salad oils, vegetable
shortenings and so-called lard substitutes. In non-food uses
the oil is used in some paints, varnishes, and linoleum, but
these at present are relatively minor compared with its use as
an edible oil. Soybean oil has an iodine number ranging from
125 to 145.” “Soybean meal, the bean residue after the oil is
extracted, is high in protein and as such is of high value as an
animal feed” (p. 131-32).
“Varieties: In 1937 When soybeans were first grown and
harvested on a commercial basis in North Dakota, Minsoy
was the only early ripening variety available. Minsoy could
be depended on to mature in most of the years in the better
adapted sections of Richland county but usually left no
margin in case of a slow ripening season or an early frost.
Minsoy, although yielding quite satisfactorily, lacked some
in plant height, lodged easily, bore pods near to the ground
and thus could not always be harvested easily” (p. 132).
Note: Stoa’s full name was Theodore Ellingston Stoa.
He was Chair of Agronomy from 1934 to 1960. Address:
Agronomist, Fargo.
3026. Canode, Chester L. 1950. Growing soybeans in
Oklahoma. Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin. B-347. 19 p. May. [4 ref]
• Summary: Uses of Soybeans: Feed for Livestock, Food
for Human Consumption, Industrial Uses. Soil and Climatic
Adaptation: Effect of Soybeans on the Soil, Nitrogen,
Other Plant Nutrients, Erosion. Fertilization and Liming.
Inoculation. Varieties Seedbed Preparation. Planting:
Methods, Depth of Seeding, Planting Date Rate of Planting
(For seed Production, For Hay Production). Cultivation.
Harvesting: For Seed, For Hay. Soybean Enemies: Diseases,
Insects, Rabbits (Control by Poisoning). Address: Asst.
Agronomist.
3027. Snider, H.J. 1950. Soil building with legumes: results
from Illinois soil experiment fields. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 539. p. 545-60. June.
• Summary: Contents: “Legumes Add Organic Matter and
Build Up Nitrogen: Amounts of organic matter and nitrogen
in the soil were higher where clover was a part of the rotation
than where it was not. Dark-colored soils gained more in
organic matter and nitrogen from the use of legumes than did
light-colored soils.
“Legumes Increase Yields of Other Crops: Clover in the
rotation meant higher yields of corn and oats and a higher
protein content of the grain.

“Legumes Need Soil Treatment for Best Growth:
Growing legumes under several different soil treatments
showed that the more nearly complete the soil treatment was,
the higher the yield of hay and nitrogen was.
“Legumes Differ in Ability to Improve Soils Corn
following a clover-alfalfa mixture yielded appreciably better
than corn following soybeans and had a higher protein
content. Alfalfa roots that were able to penetrate only 12
inches into the soil weighed as much, and so supplied as
much organic matter, as the roots that went 3 feet or more
into the soil, but shallow sweet-clover roots weighed much
less than those that went deep. When both crops were cut
for hay in September, alfalfa roots maintained their weight,
while sweet-clover roots lost considerable.
“Soybeans Take Nitrogen From Soils: During the time
when the soybeans were making their greatest growth, the
nitrate nitrogen on a treated plot dropped from 256 pounds
an acre down to 20 pounds. On an untreated plot the drop
was from 132 pounds to 16 pounds.
“Residues of Nonlegume Crops Add Organic Matter But
Little Nitrogen: A total of about 5½ tons of organic material
an acre was returned by a rotation of corn, oats, wheat, and
soybeans on treated dark soils; on treated light soils the same
rotation returned about 4½ tons. On untreated dark soils the
total was less than 4 tons and on untreated light soils only
1¼ tons. The total nitrogen returned on each of the fields,
however, was relatively low.
This Bulletin begins: “Legumes are recognized more
and more as the key to a good soil-improvement program.
They furnish generous supplies of organic matter and
nitrogen. Their use enables other crops in the rotation to
make better yields. And they form a cover which protects the
soil against destructive erosion.
“Legumes can be grown abundantly and profitably
on almost every acre of farm land in Illinois. They have
been grown for many years on the Illinois soil-experiment
fields. Some of the differences that have resulted from these
years of experiment with legumes, particularly with alfalfa,
sweet clover, red clover, and soybeans, are discussed in this
publication.”
But each legume is different in its ability to build soils.
Address: Asst. Prof. of Soil Fertility.
3028. Agnew, Donald B.; Keirstead, Clifford H. 1950. Cash
costs of farm storage in marketing soybeans. Washington,
DC: USDA Production and Marketing Administration. 62 p.
Sept. Unpublished manuscript. [30 ref]
• Summary: “In this study it has been found that the cost of
a loan on soybeans stored on the farm (term–6 months, on
soybeans with a market value of $2.11 a bushel) varies from
4.2 to 9.1 cents per bushel. The principal factors causing
variations in the cost of a loan are the source and size of the
loan.” Address: Agricultural Economists, USDA Production
and Marketing Administration, Washington, DC.
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3029. Carlyle, R.E. 1950. Use of chemicals in weed control
and harvest drying of soybeans. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 3839.
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest document seen (April
2020) that mentions chemicals made by Monsanto for use on
soybean plants.
“Soybean acreage in the United States has now reached
a total of approximately 13 million acres each year. Naturally
an acreage of this size presents an inviting potential use for
chemical herbicides as well as any other operation such as
harvest drying.
“As far as herbicides are concerned, soybeans have been
something of a problem. As yet 2,4-D is, generally speaking,
the cheapest and most effective herbicide yet developed.
Unfortunately this compound cannot be used on soybeans
as the beans are a broadleaved leguminous crop that is
susceptible to 2,4-D. Its use results in death to the crop as
well as weeds.
“At this point we should all be clear on the general
classification of herbicides and any user should endeavor to
understand in a general way why and where each type is best
used.
“Classification: In general most herbicides used today
fall into two main categories. First are the contact types.
These are chemicals which kill all kinds of weeds and plant
growth which come in contact with the chemical. These
compounds in general are not selective; that is, they are not
specific for one type of plant and not another. Examples
of these chemicals are sodium chloride, calcium chloride,
sodium chlorate, sodium arsenate, sodium hydroxide,
sodium borate, sulfuric acid, the phenol compounds
(pentachlorophenol and salts, the dinitros), oils and
distillates, and combinations consisting of emulsions of oils
and the phenol compounds.
“Generally speaking this whole class of compounds
cannot be sprayed directly on soybeans without killing
the crop as well as the weeds. In other words, no contact
chemical has been discovered as yet which is selective as
far as soybeans are concerned once they have germinated
and emerged. More will be said of pre-emergence treatments
later on.
“Secondly, there is a large group of chemicals which
are generally known as selective weed killers. This class of
compounds, as the name implies, kill weeds but do not harm
crops.
“Selectivity is obtained in a number of ways such as
actual tolerance of a species of plants, differential wetting,
location of growing points, selective spray placement, and
differences in growth habits which may involve dormancy
and depth of root systems. Actually many selective
herbicides are also contact types, but selectivity is obtained
by varying the concentration or wetting ability of the final
spray.

“While no herbicide is known that destroys all weeds
without harming crops, still research is gradually revealing
an increasing number of particularly organic compounds,
that are truly selective. For example, 2,4-D will kill weeds
such as mustards, radish, and pigweed in cereals, and if
proper timing and concentrations are used, the corn, wheat
and oats are unharmed.
“There are various ways of grouping the selective
herbicides but one way is as follows:
“A–The dinitros. These compounds are not effective on
grassy weeds.
“B–Oil selectives. These herbicides are quite specific
and only certain oils can be used on certain plants. For
example, especially selected oil fractions have been used
to control wild oats in flax. Considerable experience or
the advice of a specialist is necessary in using this type of
selective.
“C–2,4-D selectives. These herbicides are used largely
in controlling broadleaved annual weeds, particularly
in cereal crops, eliminating undesirable brush and some
water weeds. In general, it is not safe to use this group of
herbicides on broadleaved crops such as soybeans.
“D–Another group of rather unrelated selective
herbicides are sometimes known as the grass killers. In
the main, these are isopropyl N-phenyl carbamate (IPC),
trichloroacetate (TCA), phenyl mercuric acetate sold under
various trade names, and potassium cyanate. This group have
not generally been as spectacular as 2,4-D in their action, but
so far they are the best unearthed as grass killers.
“With this short review we can devote our attention to
the chemical weeding of soybeans. This crop is, of course,
a legume and belongs to the broadleaved type of plants.
Hence the great majority of known herbicides cannot be used
on soybeans in sufficient concentration to kill weeds. All
of them have not been thoroughly studied, but certainly we
know that many of both the selectives and contacts cannot be
sprayed directly on and sometimes not even near soybeans
once they have emerged.
“Another avenue, however, was to study the possibilities
of using some of these compounds in the pre-emergence
type of treatment. The term pre-emergence in connection
with herbicides is used to describe the practice of spraying
or applying a chemical to soil just before the weed seeds
germinate or in any event, prior to emergence of the crop.
Ordinarily speaking, this is the ideal way to eliminate weeds.
For example, if we could always have time to prepare the
seed bed, spray onto it a light application of herbicide and
so obtain death of all germinating weed seeds, the problem
would be simple. Then the crop could be seeded after the
weeds were eliminated. With a few crops this is actually
possible by using a selective herbicide.
“In the case of soybeans, we decided to select
compounds that could be used in a pre-emergence way,
that is, sprayed on the seed bed after the beans were sown,
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which would control most of the weeds and yet not damage
the germinating soybeans. With this in mind the following
experiments were carried out on 1-square-rod plots. The soil
was a finely worked silt loam. The beans were seeded on
June 6, 1950. and the chemicals applied the same day. The
plan and results of the experiment were as shown in the table
on the next page...” Address: Monsanto Chemical Co., St.
Louis, Missouri.
3030. Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L.; Hartwig, E.E. 1950.
Soybean production for hay and beans. Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 2024. 15 p. Sept. Supersedes Farmers’ Bulletin
1605, Soybean hay and seed production.
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Soybean hay
production: Varieties for hay, methods of planting for hay,
time of cutting, method of cutting, curing, artificial drying,
storage and baling, yields of hay. Soybean production: Time
of harvesting, defoliation, methods of harvesting, weatherdamaged beans, yields of soybeans. Storage. Grading and
marketing.
Summary: “Soybeans have gained rapidly in importance
as a bean crop with the development of improved varieties
and more efficient cultural practices. They are important also
as a supplementary hay crop. Soybeans are best fitted for hay
when the seeds are about one-half developed. Soybean hay
is a little more difficult to cure than hay from other legumes
but may be handled successfully by practically the same
methods. It requires thorough curing before being stacked,
housed, or baled, since danger of molding occurs when the
hay is stored too soon after a rain or baled too green.
“Unless a special harvester or combine is used, soybeans
should be cut for seed when the beans are in the hard-dough
stage. The most successful method of harvesting is with a
combine-harvester. Cylinder speed should he reduced and
concaves adjusted to prevent cracking of the beans. The
ordinary grain separator can be adjusted to thresh soybeans
without cracking or splitting them. Special bean and pea
separators are also extensively used.
“Soybeans should be thoroughly dried before storing.
Under exceptional conditions only are soybeans attacked by
weevils.
“United States standards are now used extensively for
grading and marketing soybeans.
“This bulletin supersedes Farmers’ Bulletin 1605,
Soybean Hay and Seed Production.”
“Introduction: The soybean, an annual legume, has
found a permanent place as a bean and forage crop in many
farming systems, especially in the eastern half of the United
States. At first the acreage of soybeans harvested for hay
was larger than the acreage harvested for beans. The reverse
has been true since 1935 in the Corn Belt States, 1941 in the
United States as a whole. Although it has continued to grow
in use as a forage crop, a greater percentage of the increased
acreages during recent years has been for the commercial

production of beans. In 1929, 63 percent of the total acreage
devoted to soybeans was harvested for hay; in 1943, 21
percent, and in 1948, 10 percent.
“The methods employed in the production of soybean
hay and beans vary with the farming practices. Increased
acreage and greater utilization of the soybean have brought
about more efficient and economical methods of production
and new or improved types of machinery. Perhaps no greater
advance has been made in any farm practice than in the
production of the soybean crop. The combine-harvester has
been one of the most important factors in the economical
production of soybeans.” Address: 1. Formerly Principal
Agronomist; 2. Senior Agronomist; 3. Agronomist. All: Div.
of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural Research
Administration [USDA].
3031. Porterfield, J.G. 1950. Soybean harvesting losses.
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 46-47.
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Engineering, Iowa State
College.
3032. Weiss, Martin G.; Weber, C.R.; Williams, L.F.; Probst,
A.H. 1950. Variability of agronomic and seed compositional
characters in soybeans, as influenced by variety and time of
planting. USDA Technical Bulletin No. 1017. 39 p. Sept. [14
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Previous investigations.
Materials and methods. Agronomic responses: Maturity date,
lodging, height, seed yield, seed size. Seed compositional
responses: Protein content, oil content, iodine number of oil.
Accuracy of lattice square designs relative to randomized
blocks. Summary.
Tables: (12) Mean seed size per 100 seeds of five
varieties of soybeans planted on five dates for 2 years
(1939-40) at 1 location (test 1) and 5 varieties planted on
5 dates for 3 years (1940-42) at 3 locations (test 2), and
analysis of variance for locations. The soybean varieties are
(alphabetically): Boone, Dunfield Illini, Mandarin, Mukden,
Richland. The maximum mean seed size was 16.40 gm per
100 seeds for Richland in test 1. The locations are: Ames,
Iowa (test 1); Ames, Iowa, Urbana, Illinois, La Fayette,
Indiana (test 3). Address: 1. Principal agronomist; 2. Agent;
3-4. Associate Agronomists. All: Div. of Forage Crops and
Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering, Agricultural Research Administration, USDA.
3033. Agricultura Tropical (Colombia). 1950. Asociación
Colombiana de Ingenieros Agrónomos. Resolución número
2 de 1950 [The Colombian Association of Agricultural
Engineers. Resolution No. 2 of 1950]. 6(10):61. Oct. 15.
[Spa]
• Summary: Considerations: Whereas, in the national
production of foods there are deficiencies in oils and fats,
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and in flours rich in protein, vitamins, and minerals.
Whereas there is also a scarcity of concentrates for food,
domestic animals, and oils for industry.
Whereas, through the cultivation of soya and its
industrial benefits, it makes possible a better food regimen
for humans, oils and flour of the best quality, and byproducts for the feeding of animals and for industry in
general...
Whereas, according to the experimental results of the
Agricultural Station of Palmira since 1929, and of farmers
in various parts of Colombia, the soybean develops and
produces magnificently well in many sectors of the country.
We hereby resolve: (1) To undertake an intense
campaign for the cultivation and utilization of soya.
(2) To entreat the government to order a mixture of
wheat flour with a determined proportion of soy flour in all
baked products and other uses.
There are a total of 6 resolutions. Signed: Carlos Duran
Castro, President. Luis J. Carvajalino J., Secretary General.
Address: Colombia.
3034. Childers, Norman W.; Winters, Harold F.; Robles,
Pedro Seguinot; Plank, Harold K. 1950. Vegetable gardening
in the tropics. Federal Experiment Station in Puerto Rico,
Circular No. 32. Oct. 144 p. See p. 79-81, 105, 118. [120+*
ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soybean” (p. 79-80) states:
“The planting of soybeans should be greatly encouraged
because of their extremely high nutritive value. Under most
tropical conditions this vegetable will produce heavily (fig.
33), particularly when planted as the days grow longer. The
Seminole variety has performed satisfactorily at all seasons
at Mayagüez. Growth and production were definitely highest
when seeded in February to March.
“When planted during the rainy season, soybeans
should be seeded on ridges 6 to 8 inches high, 18 to 24
inches apart. Seeds are planted 3 to 5 inches apart in the
row. Succession plantings can be made every 3 to 4 weeks,
so that a continuous supply will be available throughout the
year. A complete fertilizer or ammonium phosphate should
be applied before planting, either in furrows on both sides of
the seed furrow or 1 or 2 inches beneath the seed furrow. If
the soil is very acid, lime should be applied to bring the pH
to about 6.5. Irrigation may be necessary, particularly during
the early stages of development.
“Soybeans are best for eating when cooked like lima
beans. The tedious task of shelling can be made easier by
dropping the small pods in boiling water for a few minutes,
and then dipping them in cool water. The plump seeds can be
forced out of the pods by slight pressure between the thumb
and forefinger.
“Insects and diseases.–The insects attacking green
and lima beans are found on soybeans, but neither insects
nor diseases have been a serious factor under Puerto Rican

conditions. Pineapple mealybugs, carried by ants, sometimes
appear on the roots and lower part of the plants (fig. 34).”
Photos show: (1) Soybean seeds. (2) A soybean plant of
the Seminole variety. (3) Infestation of pineapple mealybug
(Pseudococcus brevipes) on the crown and roots of soybean
(p. 81).
Table 11 (p. 105-06) lists “Common vegetable diseases
in the tropics,” with a section on “Legumes, including lima
bean, soybean, cowpea, edible podded pea.”
The section on “Spreaders and stickers” (p. 118) states:
“Stickers are materials that increase the adhesive or sticking
qualities of an insecticide, that is, hold it on the plant long
enough for the insects to eat it or come in contact with
it. They are particularly useful when it is desired to keep
suspended materials from being washed off by rains or
overhead irrigation,...”
“Flour: Either wheat flour or soybean flour at the rate of
½ to 4 pounds per 100 gallons of water makes a good sticker.
They are sifted slowly into the spray tank while the solution
is being agitated.” Address: 1. Formerly Asst. Director and
Plant Physiologist; 2. Horticulturist.
3035. Blanchard, Marcel. 1950. Le soja: Son intérêt,
ses possibilités culturales en Algérie [The soybean: Its
advantages and cultural possibilities in Algeria and Paris].
Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux 25(255):219,
221, 223-25. Dec. [8 ref. Fre]
• Summary: It was Dr. Trabut who, starting in 1894,
conducted the first experiments on soybeans in Algeria at the
former Rouiba School of Agriculture (Ecole d’agriculture de
Rouïba).
Very careful trials on a large number of varieties were
then conducted at the Maison-Carrée Botanical Station. The
agricultural laboratory of the Algerian Agricultural Institute
(l’Institut Agricole d’Algérie) worked on soya at various
times, particularly since 1930.
Around 1936-37, at the request of the inspector general
Mr. Vivet, and in order to study how to best develop new
irrigated lands and new forage resources, other soybean trials
were conducted at the Central Station of Maison-Carrée, at
various regional experiment stations, and by some settlers of
Cheliff area, in the districts of Orléansville and Inkermann.
In 1938, Mr. J. Serda experimented with the introduction
and cultivation of soya. In 1940 he was successfully
cultivating 10 hectares of soya in mixed culture with citrus
crops at Chebli in the Mitidja.
The following year Professor Laumont at the MaisonCarrée Central Station for Seed Trials and Improvement of
Plants started an experiment that included a large number
of soybean varieties from France (en provenance de la
Métropole), the United States, and the Balkan States [e.g.
Bulgaria, Romania, Yugoslavia, etc.]. That very careful and
detailed experiment could not be pursued thoroughly as of
the year 1943, when Allied forces landed in North Africa. In
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1948 at the Central Station of Maison-Carrée we introduced
112 varieties of soya from the Paris Seed Trial Station (la
Station d’Essais de Semences de Paris); studies on these
varieties had been started in 1935.
The soybean variety collection at Maison-Carrée
presently consists of 200 varieties.
During the past two growing seasons, the most
interesting varieties were sent to the regional stations of the
Algerian Agricultural Experiment Service to be tested.
This brief historical overview shows that soya has been
known in Algeria for over 55 years. It also demonstrates that
in-depth research on this plant has been conducted.
The author then discusses the main lessons that have
been learned from these many experiments concerning the
soil, the climate, the best regions for cultivation, the best
varieties, method of cultivation, agronomic trials and future
potential, soya in the farm economy and green manure, soya
as feed for animals, soya for human food (soya coffee, whole
dry soybeans), and for industrial utilization, the price, and
conclusions.
Soybeans in Algeria must generally be grown under
irrigation. If grown for seed, early to medium late varieties
are recommended. It is possible to have 2 crops per year
with the early varieties. There is an increasing demand
for soybean seed for planting in Algeria. Address: Chef
de Travaux a la Station Centrale d’Essais de semences et
d’amelioration des plantes de grande culture de MaisonCarree.
3036. Farming in South Africa. 1950. Annual report of the
Department of Agriculture (South Africa) for the year ended
31 August 1950. 25(297):448-504. Dec. See p. 457, 459.
• Summary: In the section titled “Colleges of agriculture”
(p. 457+) the subsection on the “College of Agriculture,
Potchefstroom” (Principal: L.J. Henning, B.Sc. Agric.
(S.A.), M.Sc. Agric. (N.C.), M.Sc. (Cornell)) states (p. 457)
that agricultural research there includes varietal trials on
soybeans, kaffircorn [kaffir corn], groundnuts [also called
peanuts], and sunflower. “An outstanding characteristic of
the [soybean] crop is its ability to resume flowering and seed
production after protracted droughts. Commercial quantities
of seed of the Blyvoor variety are now available.”
The subsection on the “College of Agriculture, Cedara,
Natal” (Principal: H.H. Cornell, B.A.) describes (p. 458-59)
experiments on interplanting maize with soybeans for hay (p.
459).
3037. Hurwitz, S.; Goldin, E. 1950. Ba’ayot iklum hasoya
b’Yisrael [Introduction of soybean into Israel and its
problems]. Jewish Agency for Palestine, Agricultural
Research Station, Bulletin No. 56. p. 41-76. (Rehovot).
English-language summary p. 13-17. Dec. Published in
Ktavim. Vol. 1. 1950. [19 ref. Heb; eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties: Plant

development, growing period, splitting of pods, nodulation,
yields. Sowing methods: Viability of seeds, time of sowing,
vernalization and photoperiodism, sowing depth, rate of
sowing. Time of harvest. Feeding value of the herbage.
Page 1: “Experiments in soybean cultivation were
conducted in the Rehovot Research Station from 1935
to 1944. The main objects were: selection of varieties,
determination of sowing methods and the correct time of
harvesting, and, finally, an assessment of the feeding value of
the herbage.”
Particular points studied were pod splitting, seed
viability, and seed vernalization. Seventy soybean varieties
were imported from various countries for this investigation.
The highest soybean yields under irrigation were obtained
from the varieties Wood’s Yellow, Haberlandt, Creole, Jaune
Grain, White Biloxi, Palmetto, and Missoy; and without
irrigation from the early varieties Dunfield, Macoupin, and
China.
Note: This is the earliest document with an Englishlanguage summary seen (Dec. 2007) concerning soybeans
in Israel (after the nation was created in 1948), or the
cultivation of soybeans in Israel. But a 1936 document by
the International Institute of Agriculture (Kaltenbach and
Legros) discusses soybeans in the country when it was
named Palestine. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Palestine/Israel, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Palestine/Israel (1935; one of two documents).
The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: Div. of
Agronomy and Seed-Breeding.
3038. Nau, Francis A. 1950. Results good from defoliation in
Ohio (Letter to the editor). Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 38.
• Summary: “To the Editor: Several weeks ago you included
an item from Irwin, Ohio, to the effect that defoliated
soybeans were molding. Since we were actively interested
in the defoliation of soybeans, I personally checked. The
attached letter will give the results of my findings.–Francis
A. Nau, Nau Grain Co., Urbana, Ohio.
“(Portions of Mr. Nau’s letter, which was written to
Ralph E. Young of the Ohio Aviation board, follow.)
“Dear Mr. Young: ... You requested our reaction to
soybeans which had been defoliated by aerial spraying.
We have delayed answering as we wished to get an official
federal inspector’s report on beans delivered to us from the
Kirby-Jones farm.
“The federal inspection showed as follows: moisture
10.1%; total damage 0.8 percent; total foreign material 0.8
percent; splits 15 percent.
“You will note that the moisture is very low even though
these beans were among the first harvested in this area. The
damage was less than the average carlot damage as reported
by federal inspectors covering our first cars shipped. This
definitely refutes the contention or rumor that beans which
had been defoliated had molded in the pods.
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“I too had heard that rumor, therefore I visited Mr.
Robert Jones, operator of the Kirby-Jones farm, and
inspected the beans before harvesting. There was no
evidence of spoilage in excess of that found in other fields
which had not been defoliated.
“In harvesting, the various plots were not kept separate
therefore no separate inspections were made. After the beans
were harvested I talked with Mr. Jones who advised that the
beans seemed normal and had no evidence of spoilage or
unusual shattering. He was fully satisfied with the defoliation
and stated that he noticed no appreciable difference between
the different types of defoliant.
“We handled the dust and, Early Frost since we were
distributors for both. Thus far the reaction from our farmer
customers has been very good. In every instance the beans
delivered to us graded No. 2 with no discount for moisture or
other grade factors.–Francis A. Nau, Nau Grain Co., Urbana,
Ohio.
“A report from G.G. McIlroy in the October Soybean
Digest [p. 24] stated: ‘Reports come in that beans defoliated
10 days ago are molding in the pod due to continued damp
weather.’–Editor.” Address: Nau Grain Co., Urbana, Ohio.
3039. Gobern. de Cund. 1950. Cartilla popular sobre cultivo
y uso del fríjol Soya [Popular primer on the cultivation and
use of the soybean]. Bogotá, Colombia. [Spa]*
3040. Håstadius, N. 1950. Sojabönodlingen i Sverigeen
framtidsfråga [Soybean cultivation in Sweden–a future
question]. Svensk Frotidn 19:113-16. [Swe]*
• Summary: The author gives his impressions of a trip to
the USA to study soybean cultivation. In trials in Sweden,
the soybean has proved to be a light-soil plant. The areas
most suited to its cultivation would be certain districts in the
province of Kalmar, on Öland and Gotland, in the region
around Kristianstad, and on the coastal tracts in southwest
Scania.
3041. Informe de las labores del Centro Nacional de
Agronomía durante el año de 1949 [Report of the work of
the National Center for Agronomy during 1949]. 1950. San
Salvador, El Salvador. 95 p. See p. 57. [13 ref. Spa]*
• Summary: Page 57 discusses soyabean sowing date. The
best planting date for the variety Nanda was between the
second and third weeks of August, and for Otootan, which
gave much higher yields, July 26 (the first date tried).
Address: El Salvador.
3042. Oberdorf, F. 1950. Lohnender Sojaanbau durch
Pflanzengemeinschaften [Profitable soybean cultivation
through use of various plant families]. Grundlagen und
Fortschritte Neuzeitlicher Landwirtschaft No. 3. 16 p. [Ger]
• Summary: Contains 12 recipes. Address: Leiter des
Instituts fuer Pflanzenzuechtung, Bernburg, West Germany.

3043. Paulus, Albert J. 1950. Land use planning. University
of Tennessee, Knoxville, Department of Agricultural
Education, Subject Matter Mimeo No. 25. 50 p. *
3044. Calil, Jose. 1950. Vamos plantar a soja [Let’s plant
soybeans]. Sao Paulo, Brazil: Edicoes Melhoramentos. In
Series: ABC do Lavrador Prático. [Por]*
3045. Holman, Leo E. 1950. Handling and storage of
soybeans. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean
Products. Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John
Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 455-82. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Farm storage. 3.
Commercial storage: Soybean pressures, types of storage
bins, elevating and conveying equipment, power application
in modern installations, soybean dryers, dust control, grain
temperature observation, mixing and blending. 4. Country
elevators. 5. Terminal and mill elevators. 6. Commercial
storage in Manchuria.
Concerning “Dust control (p. 472): Prevention of
dust dispersion in grain elevators is usually accomplished
through the use of exhaust fans and ducts which collect the
dust and deliver it to collectors located in a dust house that
is often separate from the elevator. Piping from the dustcollecting system extends to every machine... Many windows
fitted with thin glass help to dissipate the force of a dust
explosion, should one occur... Now most terminals and many
country elevators use covered bins, which decrease the dust
explosion hazard and promote cleaner elevators.”
Note: The use of oil as a dust suppressant is not
mentioned. Nor is the idea of spraying a fine mist of liquid
oil on the dust. Address: Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and
Agricultural Engineering, USDA, Urbana, Illinois.
3046. Iliichev, Hr. 1950. Agrominimum na osnovnite
selskostopanski kulturi unas. I. Agrominimum na soiata
[Agronomy of the basic crops. I. Soybean agronomy].
Sofia, Bulgaria: Ministerstvo na Zemedelieto [Ministry of
Agriculture]. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
3047. Morse, W.J. 1950. History of soybean production. In:
K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products.
Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John Wiley &
Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 3-59. [59 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Origin. 2. Ancient history. 3.
Modern history. 4. Description of soybean plant. 5. World
distribution. 6. Climatic adaptations. 7. Soil preferences.
8. Soil erosion and practices. 9. Varieties and variety
improvement. 10. Fertilizer and lime requirements. 11.
Inoculation. 12. Cultural methods: Preparation of seedbed,
methods of seeding, time of seeding, rate of seeding, depth
of seeding, cultivation. 13. Rotations. 14. Mixture with other
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crops. 15. Hay production. 16. Seed production. 17. Soil
improvement. 18. Diseases. 19. Insect enemies. 20. Other
enemies (rabbits, pigeons, pheasants).
This chapter contains many original, interesting photos
and a map. Figures (photos unless otherwise indicated)
show: (1) Wild soybeans, cultivated soybeans, and Glycine
gracilis. (2) Unloading soybeans from farm carts and storing
the seed in osier bins in a Chinese merchant’s storage yard–
Manchuria. (3) Map of the principal soybean seed producing
areas and countries of the world. (4) A soybean grain market
in Korea. (5) “Fertilizer used for soybeans by Manchurian
farmers is compost placed in piles in the field and scattered
between rows of previous year’s crop just before planting
soybeans.” (6) Roots of soybean plant (2 photos) showing
abundant development of nodules. (7) Ordinary grain drill
(pulled by a tractor) may be used in sowing soybeans in
rows or close drills. (8) Soybeans sown by hand on ridges
in rows about 21 inches apart in Manchuria. Two horses
pull a wooden plow. (9) Korean woman planting soybeans
along ridged rows. (10) Soybeans planted along edges of
rice paddies in Japan, China, and Korea are used for home
consumption. (11) Cultivating soybeans in rows, using a
tractor-pulled rotary hoe, weeder, or harrow, in the Corn
Belt. (12) Hand-cultivation of soybeans in Manchuria. (13) A
field of plants: “The Korean farmer grows many other crops
with soybeans: millet, mung beans, buckwheat, sesame, susu,
or castor beans.” (14) A field of soybeans and Kaoliang in
China planted in alternate hills. (15) The combine has been
one of the most important factors in the economic production
of soybeans in the United States. (16) Harvesting soybeans
by hand methods in Manchuria. (17) Threshing soybeans
in Manchuria using a stone roller pulled over the plants by
horse or donkey. (18) Primitive wind method of separating
soybean seed from threshed plant material in Manchuria.
(19) Korean farmers threshing soybeans with bamboo
flails on the home threshing ground. (20) Japanese farmers
turning under soybeans in a rice paddy for soil improvement.
Address: 6809 Fifth St. N.W., Washington, DC; formerly
Principal Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases,
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.
3048. Morse, W.J. 1950. History of soybean production: 5.
World distribution (Document part). In: K.S. Markley, ed.
1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products. Vol. I. New York:
Interscience Publishers or John Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p.
See p. 10-14.
• Summary: “The production of soybeans, which for many
centuries was confined to the countries of Asia, spread
rapidly after World War I to the western world, and since
World War II practically all leading nations have become
more and more interested in the culture and production of the
crop. Agricultural experiment stations throughout the world
have become engaged in the development of varieties suited

to their soil and climatic conditions through introduction,
selection, and hybridization. Successful results have been
obtained in many countries and, in a few, acreage and
production have increased to the extent that the crop has
become an important factor in that nation’s agriculture. This
is especially true of the United States, Netherland Indies,
Rumania, U.S.S.R., Austria, Bulgaria, and Poland.
“The principal zones of soybean production in the Orient
are China, Manchuria, Korea, and Japan. In Manchuria, the
soybean occupies about 25% of the total cultivated area and
is a dominating factor in the economic life of the country. As
a cash crop it provides fully half the farm income in the north
and more than half the total volume of freight handled by the
railroads. It is estimated that from one- to two-thirds of the
production of soy beans is exported; 15 to 20% is utilized
for food, feed, and planting, and the remainder is used for oil
extraction.
“In China, the soybean is one of the principal and
most ancient of crops, ranking fifth in extent of culture and
occupying about 9% of the total cultivated area. Although
grown everywhere in China, about 60% of the soybean
acreage is confined to three northern provinces, Shantung,
Kiangsu, and Honan. China consumes practically all of her
production, estimates indicating more than 50% for food,
27% for oil extraction and other purposes, 10% for stock
feed, and 8% for planting.
“Korea occupies third place among the soybeanproducing countries of Asia. Acreage and production are
confined largely to central and northern Korea, as southern
Korea, which grows principally cotton and rice, seems to
be less suited to the successful production of soybeans.
The entire Korean production is used for food, stock feed,
planting and export, and none is used for oil extraction.
“Japan, although a large producer of soybeans, has
consumed all her production and has imported large
quantities from Manchuria and Korea. Acreage and
production of soybeans in Japan have decreased since
World War I and greater emphasis has been placed on
increased production of rice. The proportions of soybeans
used by Japan for various purposes are: ‘miso’ (soybeanrice fermented paste), 22%; soy sauce, 22%; oil and oil
cake, 21.5%; soybean curd [tofu], 15.5%; confections,
7.2%; forage, 6.2%; green manure, 2.5%; seed, 1.8%; green
vegetable beans, 0.8%; and miscellaneous, 0.5%.
“In the Soviet Far East, the soybean is said to be one of
the chief industrial crops and in some districts constitutes
20% of the cultivated area. Acreage and production have
increased markedly since 1926, especially in Khabarovsk
territory, the largest seed-producing area.
“South of China, the soybean is cultivated to some
extent in the Netherland Indies, India, Siam, Cochin China,
Philippines, and Australia. Until 1932, the production of
soybeans in the Netherland Indies was not sufficient to meet
the domestic demand. Since then, acreage and production
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have gradually increased until soybeans began to be exported
to Holland about 1936. The soybean has been widely
cultivated for a long time by the natives of the hilly regions
from the borders of Afghanistan eastward to Burma, to
northern Siam, and French Indo-China. The crop in India
has been grown for its forage and food value rather than for
commerce. Although successful results have been obtained
in some of the provinces with varieties of good oil content,
the growing of the crop as an oil seed does not appear to
have been popular with the native farmers. In Australia
successful results with American varieties have greatly
increased acreage and production, especially in the states of
Queensland, New South Wales, and Victoria.
“Although attempts to grow soybeans in European
countries have extended over many years, it is only within
the past few years that there has been any appreciable
production. At present, production is confined largely to
European U.S.S.R., Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Austria, Rumania,
and Czechoslovakia, production being largest in Rumania,
Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia. In the development of adapted
varieties, some progress has been made in Sweden, Poland,
Netherlands, and Hungary. Because of the economic
importance of the soybean, scientists of the U.S.S.R. have
carried on extensive experiments with it, especially in the
development of adapted varieties and utilization. At present,
the principal areas of production are Ukraine, Moldavia, and
certain regions in the North Caucasus.
“Experiments have been conducted with the soybean
in nearly all regions of Africa but as yet it is an unfamiliar
crop to the majority of African farmer. It has been grown
successfully in the upland, midlands, and coastal districts of
Natal [South Africa] and throughout Gambia, Nigeria, Egypt,
the Gold Coast Colony, and also in the corn- and cottongrowing districts of the Belgian Congo.
“Although the soybean has been the subject of
considerable experimental work in practically all countries
of the Americas, little progress has been made in commercial
culture except in the United States and Canada.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) that
clearly refers to soybeans in Afghanistan, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Afghanistan. This document contains the
earliest clear date seen for soybeans in Afghanistan, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Afghanistan (long before
1950). The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address:
6809 Fifth St. N.W., Washington, DC; formerly Principal
Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, USDA,
Beltsville, Maryland.
3049. Morse, W.J. 1950. History of soybean production: 9.
Varieties and variety improvement (Document part). In: K.S.
Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products. Vol. I.
New York: Interscience Publishers or John Wiley & Sons.
xvi + 1145 p. See p. 17-23.

• Summary: “Varieties of soybeans are very numerous
[especially in East Asia], no doubt because of the fact that
the soybean seems to be peculiarly sensitive to changes of
soil and climatic conditions.” Differences in behavior of
the same pure-line variety in different locations are often
so striking that it is difficult to believe that the variety is the
same.
In China, soybean varieties are quite numerous and “are
classified according to color, size, shape, time of planting,
method of planting and use. The local names of varieties
differ in different localities so that it is very difficult to obtain
a variety which is widely known.” There has not been much
organized research on soybean varietal improvement in
China. “The University of Nanking has done more work of
this kind than any other organization.”
Although many soybean varieties are grown in
Manchuria, only three types are distinguished: yellow, green
and black. This has apparently been found adequate for
commercial purposes. In detail, these three groups are:
(1) Hwang Tou–yellow beans. (a) Pei Mei (white
eyebrow, pale hilum). (b) Chin Huang (golden yellow or
golden round). (c) Hei Chi (black belly), dark hilum. These
three varieties are highly prized for the quality of their oil,
but Pei Mei and Chin Huang are also valued for the soybean
curd [tofu] made from them.
(2) Ching Tou–green beans. (a) Green with yellow germ
or cotyledon. (b) Green with green germ or cotyledon. The
green bean with the yellow germ yields more soybean curd
but of an inferior quality compared to that of the yellow
varieties. The green bean with the green germ is preferred for
making sprouts.
Hei Tou or Wo Tou–black beans. (a) Ta Un Tou (large,
black), green germ. (b) Hsia Un Tou (small, black), yellow
germ. (c) Puen Un Tou (flat, black), yellow germ. The Ta
Un Tou is used for oil, the Hsia Un Tou for oil and Horse
feeds, and the Puen Un Tou for salted fermented soybeans
[fermented black soybeans].
“Most of the varieties grown by Manchurian farmers
consist of a mixture of varieties of which more than 90%
are yellow-seeded types.” The distribution throughout
Manchuria of the various types is discussed. Native Korean
soybean are classified into eight different groups.
Since 1898 the USDA had brought into the United States
more than 10,000 introductions from China, Manchuria,
Korea, Japan, India, Netherland Indies [Indonesia], South
Africa, and several European countries.
Table 1 (two pages) shows the “Characteristics of
soybean varieties most generally grown in the United
States,” arranged into seven groups from very early to very
late maturity. For each variety in every group is given: Seed
color (black, brown, green, olive or greenish yellow, straw
yellow), hilum color (black, brown, dark brown, light brown,
pale), seeds per lb., oil %, protein %, iodine value (range:
119 to 140), pubescence color (gray, or tawny), flower
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color (purple, white, or purple & white), shattering (little,
medium, or much), and use (commercial {grain or oil and
meal}, forage, or vegetable). The groups are: (1) Very early:
Agate, Capital, Cayuga, Flambeau, Goldsoy, Habaro, Kabott,
Mandarin, Mandarin 507, Mandarin (Ottawa), Minsoy,
Ontario [developed in USA], Pridesoy, Sac.
(2) Early: Adams, Bansei, Earlyana, Hawkeye,
Illini, Kanro, Lincoln, Manchu, Manchu 3, Manchu 606,
Manchukota, Mendota, Montoe, Richland, Seneca.
(3) Medium Early: Chief, Dunfield, Hokkaido,
Hongkong, Jogun, Mandell, Mingo, Mukden, Scioto, Viking.
(4) Medium: Aoda, Boone, Funk Delicious, Gibson,
Kingwa, Macoupin, Mount Caramel, Patoka, S100, Virginia,
Wabash, Wilson.
(5) Medium late: Arksoy, Arksoy 2913, Haberlandt,
Laredo, Ogden, Ralsoy.
(6) Late: CNS, Mamloxi, Mammoth Yellow, Palmetto,
Roanoke, Tanner, Tokyo, Volstate, Woods Yellow.
(7) Very late: Acadian, Avoyelles, Gatan, Otootan,
Pelican, Seminole, Yelnando.
“Varieties now grown in the United States may be
divided into three general groups, namely commercial
(grain), vegetable, and forage. Varieties for commercial seed
production are preferably yellow-seeded and are used largely
for processing for oil, meal, and soybean flour, but these
varieties may also be used for forage purposes if heavier
rates of seeding are used. The varieties used principally for
forage and green manure are the black- and brown-seeded
varieties, which for the most part are low in oil but yield a
finer and heavier forage than the commercial and vegetable
varieties.
“The term ‘vegetable varieties’ has been applied to
varieties introduced from oriental countries where they
are used solely as green vegetable or dry, edible soybeans.
In extensive tests of the quality of the green and dry
beans made by the Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home
Economics, Department of Agriculture, and by departments
of home economics of various agricultural colleges, the
vegetable varieties have proved much superior to the field or
commercial varieties in flavor, texture, and ease of cooking.
Many of these vegetable types have been found through
experiments to be superior to commercial types for soybean
milk, soybean flour, soybean curd, salted roasted soybeans,
and other food products. (See Chapter XXV). The varieties
used for processing and forage purposes usually do not cook
easily and have a raw ‘beany’ flavor. Nearly all vegetable
varieties cook easily and have a sweet or bland nutty flavor.
The most suitable vegetable varieties are those with strawyellow, greenish-yellow, or green seed, although a few black,
brown, and bicolored varieties do have superior qualities as
green shelled beans. Vegetable varieties, ranging in maturity
from 75 to 175 days, have been developed for all soybeanproducing areas in the United States.
“Several commercial companies have canned large

packs of the green shelled beans of the vegetable varieties.
Quick-frozen green shelled beans alone and in succotash
have been placed on the market by several companies, the
frozen product being highly satisfactory in color, texture, and
flavor. For canning or quick freezing in the green stage, the
yellow- and green-seeded varieties make a more attractive
product than the black-, brown-, or bicolor-seeded varieties.
Vegetable varieties have also become quite popular with
the home gardeners and many seedsmen in various sections
handle two or more varieties” (p. 22).
Listed from very early to very late, vegetable varieties
include: Agate, Sac, Bansei, Kanro, Mendota, Hokkaido,
Jogun, Aoda, Funk Delicious, and Seminole. Address:
6809 Fifth St. N.W., Washington, DC; formerly Principal
Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, USDA,
Beltsville, Maryland.
3050. Wheeler, William Archie. 1950. Forage and pasture
crops. A handbook of information about the grasses and
legumes grown for forage in the United States. New York,
NY: Van Nostrand Co. xi + 752 p. *
• Summary: Contains a chapter on soybeans.
3051. Holland, Charles. 1951. Agriculture in Persia. World
Crops (London) 3(1):15-18. Jan.
• Summary: This article is reproduced by permission from
an article in Great Britain and the East, by Mr. Charles
Holland. Of Persia’s 650,000 square miles, 10-15% is under
cultivation, 15% is grazed, and another 20-30% is suited for
cultivation. Agricultural methods have changed little since
Biblical times. Breeding of livestock (especially sheep and
goats) is the principal occupation of Persian peasants.
Cotton has declined in importance. Castor oil and
sesame are the most important oilseeds, apart from
cottonseed. The section titled “Possible new products” (p.
17) states that, because of the shortage of linseed oil and
linen, the flax plant, “which could be grown in many parts
of Persia, should not only prove a most remunerative crop
but might lead to the establishment of a linen industry. The
soya bean, needed for the paint and plastic industries, would
be another extremely useful crop.” Some 25 major irrigation
plans are being undertaken. A map shows Iran and some of
these projects.
3052. Soybean News (NSCIC). 1951. “Soybeans–The
Feature Story.” A new 16-mm–sound–27 minute film–in full
color. 2(3):2-3. Feb.
• Summary: “The National Soybean Crop Improvement
Council, with the help and advice of Agricultural Colleges
and Experiment Stations of the leading soybean states, has
produced a new colored, sound, 16-mm. soybean movie
entitled ‘Soybeans–The Feature Story.’
“Synopsis: This absorbing informative film, in full color,
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tells the interesting story of the origin and growth of the
soybean from ancient China to its present important place in
our National economy.
“A reporter’s assignment to write the story of soybeans
takes him into many interesting phases of soybean
production. At a local soybean processing plant the history
of the soybean from its earliest beginning to the remarkable
place it occupies in our agriculture today is vividly and
interestingly portrayed. Processing methods, products, uses,
markets, and research are presented in colorful sequences.
“Scientists at the Universities and the U.S. Regional
Laboratory show how soybeans are crossed to produce new
and improved varieties.
“The real heart of the film is the sequence of scenes
emphasizing good cultural practices. The proper steps
in planting, cultivating, weed control and harvesting are
carefully stressed. Both live action and animation are used
to show that soybeans, a legume crop, removes less plant
food from the soil than most farm crops. The relationship
of soybeans to runoff and erosion is explained and the right
planting methods for sloping fields recommended. Out on
the farms of soybean growers combining and marketing
practices are portrayed. Here, with the help of the men
actually producing the crop, the final appraisal of the
soybean is made and the ‘Feature Story’ completed.
“Distribution: Copies of this film have been placed
with the Extension Film Libraries of eight of the principal
soybean states for the convenience of County Agents, Vo-Ag
Teachers, G.I. Instructors, Schools, Farm Organizations, and
others wishing to use the film. It may be secured from the
Soybean Digest of Hudson, Iowa and most of the soybean
processing companies have copies of the film for use in
meetings in their local areas.
“In addition to the above distributing agencies, films will
be available from Modern Talking Picture Service, 142 East
Ontario Street, Chicago 11, Illinois. Film requests to Modern
Talking Picture Service should be addressed to Chicago but
the films will be supplied from the nearest one of their 10
midwest city branches.”
“Additional Soybean Literature Available with Film:
For limited distribution to audiences seeing ‘Soybeans–The
Feature Story’ (one copy per family of actually interested
members) the National Soybean Crop Improvement Council,
Box 108, Decatur, Indiana, will supply free upon request:
“A. Copies of a 4-page colored brochure giving the story
of the film and some pertinent facts about the soybean crop.
“B. Copies of a 44-page booklet entitled ‘Soybean
Farming’ which answers many of the questions about
soybeans and the place this crop should occupy in our
agricultural economy.”
3053. Hughes, Paul C. 1951. 6 right steps to peak production
[of soybean]. Soybean Digest. March. p. 13-14. Published as
a leaflet by ASA and widely distributed.

• Summary: “Thirteen million acres of soybeans in the U. S.
for 1951. That’s the government’s goal.
“Last year the acreage jumped from about 10 million
acres to over 13.2 million acres. The extra acres came out
of the reduction in cotton and corn under the government’s
acreage control program.
“But this year the government wants to increase corn
acreage 6 million and cotton 10 million. How are we going
to put that many acres back in corn and cotton and still hold
up soy acres?
“Instead of an acre production goal the goal should
be stated in bushels or bales. Instead of urging producers
to plant more acres the stress should be on getting more
production per acre. Instead of asking for 13 million acres of
soybeans in 1951 the government should ask for 285 million
bushels.
“This new defense effort is not a one shot affair. It
will be with us for many years. We can’t afford to bankrupt
the soil through heedless plowing up of pastures and
abandonment of rotations that conserve our soil.
“During the past year we raised an all-time-record
soybean crop. But even so our, national per acre average
was only 21.7 bushels. At the same time Cecil Mann of
Promised Land, Arkansas, won the North Mississippi County
soybean yield contest with a yield of 50.8 bushels per acre.
Robert Taylor of Arcadia, Indiana, won the Indiana state
contest with 51.7 bushels. Carl L. Carlson of Roseville won
the Illinois contest with 48.66 bushels. Kenneth Taylor of
Indianola won the Iowa contest with 48.5 bushels. And J.F.
Mollet won the Mexico, Missouri, championship with 48.5
bushels. Each of the champions far more than doubled the
national average!
“All farms or all fields cannot be expected to equal these
championship yields. But the champs do point out the way
to increase the national average. And it can be pushed up
from 21.7 to 25 or 26 bushels per acre. The average yield in
Illinois in 1949 was 26 bushels an acre!
“To increase your yields five or six bushels an acre all
you need to do is to follow these six right steps:
“1–Use the highest yielding varieties adapted for the
conditions under which you are farming. Many varieties
are adapted to your area but only one or two are the top
yielders so choose one of them. See variety map in this issue
for recommendations of agronomists at the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory.
“Get your seed supply early while you can still get seed
that is of known origin and free of disease. Be sure you know
what the germination is–and the higher the germination
the better. Don’t use seed that will germinate less than 80
‘percent if you can help it.
“2–Use a seed protectant when it is needed. It will
improve yields and stands. Seed protection can be profitable
when germination is less than 85 percent, purple stain is
serious, when seed rot, damping off, mildew or other disease
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is a factor, when seed of a very thin seed coat is used, or
when the weather is not favorable for germination.
“But beware of using a brand of seed treatment that
is not tolerant to inoculants. You gain nothing by one
improvement if you knock out another yield factor. Follow
the directions on the package you buy.
“3, 4, 5–Control weeds, inoculate and plant right. These
three steps are so interlocked that they cannot be discussed
separately.
“Weed control to be successful must begin before
soybeans are planted. As early in the spring as possible plow
or disk the land and prepare a crude seedbed so the first weed
crop can germinate and begin to grow. Don’t be in a hurry to
plant soybeans. Wait until the land is warm–usually during
the first two weeks in May or later.
“Choose land for soybeans that is high in fertility–
particularly high in potash and phosphorus. A 40-bushel
soybean crop uses the equivalent of 300 pounds of 0-10-20
fertilizer.
“In some areas of the country–say Audrain County,
Missouri–soybeans respond to a direct application of
fertilizer. But on the whole it can be said that soybeans
respond best to a high fertility level. So instead of using
a direct application of fertilizer pick a rotation that is best
suited for your need and one that has a permanent place for
soybeans. Use a complete fertilizer program on the whole
rotation. Lime the land if it is acid.
“After the land is warm and the first weed crop is up
prepare a firm seedbed by disking the weed crop.
“Then just before the soybeans are to be planted,
inoculate. If the seed has been treated do not inoculate more
than 30 minutes before planting. Inoculation will add bushels
to the yield and should not be omitted. In Indiana tests this
past year inoculated soybeans outyielded uninoculated
soybeans 2 bushels per acre. In Missouri the yield difference
was 4.6 bushels. But this was only part of the gain from
inoculation, Inoculated plants left nitrogen in the soil that
they would have otherwise used in order to grow. It is said
that $20 spent for commercial fertilizer will not replace the
nitrogen used by an uninoculated acre of soybeans.
“Plant soybeans in rows. If necessary, contour. Use
conventional width rows, the same as you are using for your
other crops. Plant 45 to 60 pounds of seed per acre–about 10
to 12 seeds per foot of row.
“If moisture is lacking don’t plant soybeans and then
wait for rain. Let it rain first. Then plant. You get better
germination and weed control that way.
“Just as soon as the soybeans are up to a stand and while
the weeds are still in the white hit them by using a rotary hoe
or spike tooth harrow crosswise of the rows. Do this only
when the plants are free of surface moisture. This operation
will kill the weeds before they get started. Once or twice
over should be enough.
“Then when the plants are eight to nine inches high

cultivate shallow with a regular cultivator. Do this as often as
needed until blooming time or until the plants lap over in the
row. The weeds must be killed before they have become as
big and strong as the soybeans. Otherwise, you’ll have to kill
the soybeans in order to kill the weeds.
“6–Combine properly. This is the payoff, the reason for
planting the crop in the first place. The idea is to harvest all
the crop so it can be sold for a handsome profit.
“Before you hit the field the combine should be checked
and repaired to first class condition. When the moisture in
the beans is down to 14 percent or less it is time to begin
combining. Check the combine for proper cylinder speed
and clearance, the racks for proper speed, sieve for proper
opening, and the air to make sure there’s enough. More
soybeans are lost from too little air than are lost from too
much. Check your combine as you go along. Three soybeans
per square foot of land means the loss of one bushel per acre.
A loss greater than one percent of the crop in combining is
too much. Soybeans are yellow gold! Don’t leave them on
the ground.
“We can produce 285 million bushels of soybeans on
11.5 million acres of land instead of 13.2 million acres we
used to produce that amount last year. We can reach that goal
by increasing the national average to 25 bushels per acre–by
following the six right steps to peak soybean production.”
Contains 5 illustrations, which also appear in the ASA
leaflet.
3054. Porterfield, W.M., Jr. 1951. The principal Chinese
vegetable foods and food plants of Chinatown markets.
Economic Botany 5(1):3-37. Jan/March. See p. 5-9. [68 ref]
• Summary: The soybean “is referred to by Chinese as ‘the
poor man’s meat and the poor man’s milk.’” In New York
City, soybeans are sold in Chinese shops in three main
forms: seeds [whole dry soybeans], bean sprouts, and bean
curd. Soy sauce and soybean oil are also available. Soy sauce
“is a heavy dark fluid which is used as a condiment to supply
saltiness that brings out flavor,...”
When soybean milk is heated, a skin [yuba] such as
forms on milk rises to the surface. Other [Western] uses of
soybeans include soybean flour, meal, lecithin, shortenings,
and margarine.
Nitrogen fixation takes place in the nodules of the
soybean plant, which makes it useful as a green manure.
Crude soybean oil goes into the manufacture of soap (both
soft and hard). Soybean meal can be used to make plastic and
“protein fibers” which are called “soybean wool. “During
the war about 1,000 pounds of soybean wool were produced
each day, and all of it went into the winter uniforms of the
armed forces.”
Note: Which company produced this “soybean wool”?
Drackett?
Some 36 different varnishes with 100% of their oil
content as soybean oil have been developed and given
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exposure tests. A rubber substitute named “norepol”
[Norepol] has been developed and can replace rubber in
“insulation, shoe heels, fruit-jar rings, gaskets, and tubing.”
Soybean protein has been used as a stabilizer in fire-fighting
foam. Other industrial uses [of soy oil and protein?], which
are too numerous to mention, include enamels, printing ink,
linoleum, foundry cores, glycerin, notepaper, and billiard
balls. In the United States, soybean crops and products create
an annual income of $45 million.
Tables show: (1) Nutritional composition (on an “as-is”
basis) of: “Bean cheese (Tou-fou; 13.5% protein). Soybean
milk (3.13% protein). Bean oil (Tao-yu; 7.49% protein). Soy
sauce (Tao-jung; 12.67%). (2) Nutritional composition of
soybeans.
Half-page photos (each with a black background) show:
(1) Bean sprouts ready for cooking. (2) A square of firm
“Tou-fu, bean curd, a cheese made from soybeans.” Address:
3334 Prospect Ave., N.W., Washington &, DC.
3055. Soybean Digest. 1951. Hold first Ontario soybean
convention. March. p. 28.
• Summary: “The first annual Ontario Soybean Convention
held at Chatham, Ontario Feb. 15 and 16, was a big success;
as a result its sponsors plan to make it an annual affair.
“About 400 soybean growers, processors and others
attended the event. Sponsors were Canadian processors,
the Ontario Elevator Association, the Ontario Soybean
Marketing Board and the Farm Products Marketing Board of
Toronto.
“The Ontario soybean growers, concentrated in Essex
and Kent Counties, were told that they should at least
double the 3 million crop they grew in 1950, by Harry Pugh,
chairman of the Ontario Soybean Marketing Board. He
suggested that the growing area could be extended further
north and east with earlier maturing varieties.
“Pugh also urged the growers to store at least half their
annual crop. ‘Freight cars are at a premium in the fall, labor
is scarce to handle the crop and large terminal elevators
are costly. What we would like to see is a steady supply of
beans going to the processor so he can supply meal and oil
to his customers throughout the year. That, alone, will offset
foreign oil and meal imported to compete with us.’
“The problems of marketing and storage of soybeans
were also discussed by Geo. M. Strayer, secretary-treasurer
of the American Soybean Association, who was on the
program.
“New varieties should be available soon with a higher
oil yield, C.E. Jones, field husbandry department, Ontario
Agricultural College, told the group. Jones said Mandarins
are proving to be the highest yielders of oil. Blackhawks
are showing good oil yields, good per acre yield and
have the height and straw necessary for combining, Jones
said. Monroes have not been consistent in their per acre
yields, but have shown good oil content and are excellent

for combining. Hawkeyes have good oil content and per
acre yield but tend to be short for combining in Ontario,
especially when grown on clay.
“The film, Soybeans, the Feature Story, was shown
twice during the meeting.”
“Other speakers included: Dr. F. Dimmock, Dominion
Department of Agriculture, Ottawa; C.W. Owen, Dominion
Experimental Farm, Harrow; Dr. S.J. Slinger, poultry
department, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph; Don
McLachlin, Tupperville, Ontario; Gillis De Putter, Appin,
Ontario; and James Ferris, sales manager, Ford of Canada.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
that mentions the “Ontario Soybean Marketing Board.” The
name, written exactly like this, is mentioned twice.
3056. Noordhoff, Lyman J. 1951. A ground-spray rig for
soybean defoliants. Agricultural Leaders’ Digest 32(4):2021. April.
• Summary: A photo at the start of the article shows the rig.
Caption: “Sheet metal snouts allow ordinary tractor-mounted
ground rig to spray chemicals on soybeans shortly before
harvest to knock off leaves and thereby speed up ripening
and combining with beans.”
Note: This is a nice example of a pre-Silent Spring
article. Address: Asst. Agricultural Extension Editor, Univ. of
Illinois, Urbana.
3057. Soybean Digest. 1951. How to become a yield
champion: By the champions themselves. April. p. 13-14.
• Summary: “Champions, when interviewed for ads in
magazines or newspapers often give full credit for their
success to a brand of cigarets or breakfast food. But the six
soybean yield champions queried by the Soybean Digest
gave no such answer. They all believe that good farming
practices put them over the top.
“Arkansas: Cecil Mann, Blytheville, Ark., won the
North Mississippi, Ark., contest with a yield of 50.8 bushels
per acre. Champion Mann grew Certified Ogdens on the
black delta land for which the territory is noted. He followed
a rotation of soybeans-cotton-cotton-cotton and back to
soybeans in 1950. The field was plowed a month before
planting. Then on the 17th and 18th of April he planted 60
pounds of treated, inoculated seed per acre in rows 38 inches
wide and 1½ inches deep.
“To control weeds, Champion Mann cultivated his
soybeans every week for the first three weeks and then every
two weeks until the 15th of July. He hand hoed them once in
August.
“When asked what made the difference between his
yield and those of the other contestants, Champion Mann
gave this answer: ‘To become a soybean yield champion I
worked the seedbed very good before planting. Also used
certified seed which was treated and inoculated. The land
was well drained at all times during the year.’
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“Iowa: Kenneth Taylor, Indianola, Iowa, won the Iowa
Master Soybean Growers Contest with a yield of 48.86
bushels per acre. He raised the certified Adams variety on
Muscatine and Grundy loam.
“The land had been limed in 1946 and 1949 with three
tons per acre at each application. Past rotation was: 1947,
one-half red clover and one-half soybeans; 1948, one-half
oats and one-half corn; 1949, corn.
“Two hundred pounds of 4-16-0 were applied in 1946
and again in 1948. Seven manure spreader loads of barnyard
manure were applied per acre in 1950.
“Champion Taylor planted 72 pounds of seed per acre in
36-inch rows just deep enough to cover the seed on May 18
and 19.
“For weed control he harrowed and disked twice after
plowing and before planting. He then harrowed immediately
after planting and again crosswise four days later. He used
a rotary hoe just as the soybeans were coming through the
ground. The soybeans were cultivated three times, the last
time when the plants had just about filled in between the
rows. The weeds were pulled out by hand four times.
“Champion Taylor believes that keeping down the weeds
to give the soybeans a chance is very important.
“Illinois: Carl L. Carlson, Roseville, Illinois, won the
Illinois soybean yield contest with a yield of 48.66 bushels
per acre. He grew certified Hawkeyes on a Grundy silt soil.
“The field was limed eight years ago with three tons of
lime to the acre. The past rotation was: 1947, corn; 1948,
corn; and 1949, oats. One hundred and twenty pounds of
3-12-12 per acre was applied to the corn in 1948.
“The field was plowed and disked once in early May.
Nothing more was done until planting time when the field
was again disked and harrowed. On May 19 Carlson planted
between 45 and 60 pounds of inoculated seed per acre. He
used 40-inch rows and planted 1½ inches deep.
“To control weeds Champion Carlson cultivated the first
time just as soon as the plants were high enough and again
about two weeks later. About eight hours of hand labor were
required to clean the soybeans after cultivation. Carlson does
not believe there is any set rule for cultivation. It depends on
the amount of weeds and the number of rains.
“Why was Carlson able to achieve the top Illinois yield
last year? He has some definite ideas on the reasons for his
victory. He planted soybeans in the clover part of the rotation
in the contest field because the clover seeding failed. Due to
the fact that the field lay close to the buildings it has received
more than its share of barnyard manure year after year...”
There are similar statements from Indiana, Ontario and
Missouri, plus a box titled “Summing it up.”
3058. Mehta, T.R. 1951. Soya bean. Agriculture and Animal
Husbandry (India) 1(12):6-10. May.
• Summary: A collection of samples of soybeans was started
in 1935, and this collection, now about 112 strains, has been

maintained at Kanpur. Only one of these, Type 101, which
ripens in about four months, is being grown on a commercial
scale. Address: India.
3059. Rollefson, A.M.; Agnew, D.B.; Keirstead, C.H. 1951.
Improving soybean marketing through farm storage. USDA
Agriculture Information Bulletin No. 57. 28 p. June. Revised
1957. [54 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: “The soybean is the principal
oilseed crop, measured by volume of production or by farm
value, of the United States. Each year since World War II,
production of soybeans for beans has exceeded 180 million
bushels, with a record 287-million-bushel harvest in 1950.
Future soybean crops appear likely to exceed 225 million
bushels annually, in the absence of acreage limitations or
unfavorable conditions during the growing or harvesting
seasons.
“Early in World War II, soybean production had doubled
from 1939 levels, and in 1942 it exceeded cottonseed
production for the first time. Each year during the war, the
quantity of soybeans harvested increased, with soybeans
continuing to exceed cottonseed in production.
“Many factors contributed to this rapid expansion.
Soybeans offered farmers a source of cash income between
the customary selling times for wheat and corn. Prices of
soybeans were maintained during the war at favorable levels
relative to other principal crops. Soybean harvesting was
mechanized, while the labor shortage for cotton harvesting
was acute in many localities during the war. On farms
where soybeans replaced part of the cotton or corn acreage,
total machinery and labor requirements for planting and
harvesting were spread out over a longer period, and peak
requirements were reduced. In the Midwest, and more
recently in the mid-South, improved varieties resulted in
higher yields and lower-cost production through increased
efficiency in cultivation and harvesting; new varieties were
widely available for planting in areas north and west of
the prewar areas of commercial soybean production; the
efficiency and capacity of crushing plants increased along
with the expanded production.
“Much of the rapid expansion in soybean production
and soybean product consumption resulted from more than
10 years’ research by State agricultural colleges, commercial
seed firms, oilseed crushers and product manufacturers, and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Until recently, soybean
research has been principally concerned with problems of
production, processing, and utilization, with relatively few
studies of broad marketing problems. Most of the research
directly affecting soybean farmers has dealt with increasing
net yields and reducing production costs.
“Many farmers have increased their returns from
soybeans by obtaining better yields and reducing cost of
production, but relatively few have done so by obtaining
better prices. Better prices–and more profitable returns–
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usually can be obtained by many farmers, however, by taking
advantage of seasonal price variation. Soybean growers can
avoid selling at depressed harvest-time prices simply by
storing the soybeans for later sale. They can provide storage
on their farms or they can store at commercial warehouses, if
space is available. And while increasing their soybean profits
through storage, they will be helping to reduce other serious
marketing problems.
“How Storage Affects Soybean Marketing: Soybeans are
marketed much as are the cereal grains, but they are utilized
quite differently. More than nine-tenths of the soybean crop
harvested each year is crushed for oil and meal. Somewhat
less than 10 percent is used for planting seed, and the
quantity fed to livestock is almost negligible.
“Limited quantities are exported as beans, but crushing
is the major essential in soybean marketing. Furthermore, the
greater part of soybean oil goes into the manufacture of food
products–mainly shortening, margarine, mayonnaise, and
salad oil–for which uses it must be refined. Value of the oil
varies both with refining loss and final quality.
“About nine-tenths of the soybean meal goes into
livestock feed, and a minor part is used industrially in
plastics, adhesives, and many other products. As a rough
approximation, the oil and the meal in a bushel of soybeans
usually are of about equal value...” Address: USDA
Agricultural Economists.
3060. National Soybean Processors Assoc., Soybean Crop
Improvement Council. 1951. Soybean farming. Revised ed.
Chicago, Illinois. 44 p. July. Revised again in 1955 and in
April 1958, the 1961. 43 p. [9 ref]
• Summary: Written by J. Ward Calland, this booklet
provides a good overview of the subject. The contents is
similar to the 1947 edition.
The Foreword states: “The soybean processing industry
and the soybean growers of America have a mutual interest
in the soybean crop. Both share the responsibility and
advantage of maintaining soybeans as a profitable farm crop.
This responsibility can be met best by cooperative effort.
Each needs the other. The farmer needs a dependable market
for his crop. The industry must have a dependable source
of soybeans from which to manufacture the basic soybean
products which in turn provide the market.
“Ninety-five per cent of all soybeans harvested on
farms go directly for processing or for seeding the next crop.
The soybean with its multitude of uses and the processing
industry which provides its market have done much to
stabilize the firm income–they promise to do even more in
the years ahead.
“And just as the profitable growing of grain crops is
closely associated with a large and prosperous livestock
industry, so is the production of soybeans–our most
important oilseed crop–closely related to livestock and
poultry production. A thriving livestock industry needs

protein. Each bushel of soybeans produces 48 pounds of high
protein feed–soybean oil meal.
“Progressive farmers do not measure farm income
from crops by the price per bushel at harvest time, but by
the average income of their total farm enterprise over their
full rotation or crop production period. During recent years,
soybeans have been grown for the first time on thousands of
American farms. Soybean growers want to know the facts
about this new crop–its relation to soil productivity–to other
crops in the rotation–to soil conservation–the place soybeans
should occupy in their farming scheme.
“This booklet is published by the Soybean Crop
Improvement Council to give the growers a short, easy-toread report of the answers to questions about the soybean
crop.
“The information given here is gleaned mostly from
reports, bulletins, circulars, and articles prepared by the
men working with soybeans at our agricultural colleges,
experiment stations, and the United States Department of
Agriculture. Their helpful assistance in the preparation of
this material is gratefully acknowledged.”
“The booklet has gone through four editions and now
the council has brought out a fifth, fully revised with new
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illustrations and much new material.” Including the 1st
edition in 1947, over 325,000 copies have been distributed
worldwide by Nov. 1961, according to Soybean Digest.
Address: 3818 Board of Trade Bldg., Chicago 4, Illinois.
3061. Gilliland, C.B. 1951. Storing soybeans. USDA
Production and Marketing Administration, Marketing
Activities 14(8):8-11. Aug.
Address: Washington, DC.
3062. Verma, A.B.S.; Kohnke, Helmut. 1951. Effect of
organic mulches on soil conditions and soybean yields. Soil
Science 72(2):149-56. Aug. [3+ ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “The value of organic
mulches in protecting the soil from erosion and excessive
drying has long been recognized. Use of mulches in truck
gardening and in orchards has become an accepted practice.
During the last 30 years stubble mulching, a specific form
of using organic mulches, has been introduced in the grain
fields of the Great Plains for wind-erosion control and water
conservation.”
“Summary: An experiment was conducted to determine
what effect organic and inorganic mulches have on
soybean yields. Physical and chemical soil conditions were
determined to find the direct cause of any variation in yields.
“This experiment was repeated 2 years on different
fields of Carrington loam on the same farm near Lafayette.
“Organic as well as inorganic mulches increased
soybean yields in both years. All mulches decreased the
summer temperatures of the surface soils and especially the
peak temperatures.
“Mulching resulted in an average of 3.3 per cent more
available soil moisture compared to the unmulched soils.
All mulching materials used were essentially similar in this
respect...” Address: Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp. Station.
3063. Carlyle, Ralph E. 1951. Chemical harvest drying of
soybeans. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 59-61.
• Summary: Discusses a drying agent made by Monsanto.
“Along with the benefits [of growing soybeans], some
serious disadvantages have existed. In much of the soybean
growing regions, it has been almost impossible to harvest
soybeans until after heavy frosts. The plants, or parts of
them, remained succulent enough that combine harvesting
was impossible. By the time a frost had occurred the season
usually had advanced into the period of fall rains which still
further delayed harvesting. Hence, many farmers have never
been able to harvest all their soybeans until sometimes as late
as December. By this time the bean pods had shattered and
from 15 to 40 percent of the crop lay shelled on the ground.
“Weathering also reduced the quality of beans delivered
to the elevators. The total result, in spite of the development
of early varieties, was that many farmers lost a sizeable
portion of their crop by shattering and received a lower

price for poor quality for a certain part of the remainder.
Associated with these disadvantages was the worry and
dissatisfaction of a crop that dragged on and on, not
permitting land to be sown to fall crops.
“One other factor has often complicated the harvesting
of soybeans. Some bean fields may be ripe and ready for
harvest hut the presence of green smartweed, pig-weed and
grasses prevents combining as the green weeds clog the
combine and twist around the cylinder. Hence, even although
the bean crop was ripe, dry harvesting had to be deferred
until heavy frosts killed the weeds.
“Chemical Harvest Drying: The conception of the
chemical harvest drying of farm crops grew out of some
soybean tests conducted by the Monsanto Chemical Co. in
1948. At this time some soybeans were sprayed with penta
chlorophenol formulations at Ellesbury, Missouri. It was
noted that the sprayed plants were defoliated and quickly
became dry enough to harvest.
“In 1949 the Shell Chemical Co., and H.I. Cohn of
Valley Farms, Carrollton, Illinois, became interested in
the idea of harvest drying. In due time several acres of
soybeans on the Valley Farms were aerially sprayed with
penta chlorophenol oil solutions at rates of two, four and
six gallons per acre. The original work in Missouri involved
much larger volume rates. H.I. Cohn maintained that
the volume applied must be kept low to be practical. He
suggested a range of two to six gallons per acre which was
accordingly tried. The results were entirely satisfactory even
at the two gallon per acre rate.
“Mr. Cohn was so impressed that he proceeded to spray
approximately 800 acres immediately. During this particular
season, weather conditions were excellent and it was found
that when hot dry conditions prevailed, soybeans could be
harvested in as little time as 48 hours after spraying.
“It was also learned that in some cases yields were
increased by as much as 10 bushels per acre simply by being
able to harvest the soybeans before any shattering took
place. Lastly, but not least, a sizeable portion of the treated
800 acres were delivered to the market in time to receive
the higher prices that prevailed before the general crop was
available. Finally, it was apparent that weeds as well as the
beans were dried by the chemical formulation.
“Application: The chemical harvest drying of soybeans
has been largely done by the aerial application of the drying
agents. Hence it is important that we understand some of the
peculiarities of aerial spraying.
“In all spraying work the first essential is uniformity of
application. This is relatively easy to attain in ground spray
rigs simply by evenly spacing the outlet nozzles along a
spray boom and maintaining the correct spray pressure and
boom height to obtain uniform coverage.
“In aerial spraying work it quickly became apparent
that modifications were necessary. The conventional nozzle
arrangement applied to aircraft spray booms resulted in
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uneven spray patterns in the field...”
A large portrait photo shows Ralph E. Carlyle.
3064. Durán Castro, Carlos. 1951. Necesidad del fomento
del cultivo de la soya en Colombia [The need for promoting
the cultivation of soybeans in Colombia]. Agricultura
Tropical (Colombia) 7(9):5-7. Sept. [Spa]
• Summary: Much of this article is about the large scale
production and utilization of soybeans in the United States,
and how Colombia should learn from this example. Address:
Colombia.
3065. Hartwig, Edgar E.; Johnson, Herbert W.; Carr, R.B.
1951. Border effects in soybean test plots. Agronomy Journal
43(9):443-45. Sept.
• Summary: Page 445: “Multiple row plots of 3 or 4
rows with border rows discarded should give appreciably
greater accuracy than 1-row plots in the evaluation of
soybean strains and varieties.” Address: Agronomist Assoc.
Agronomist and Asst. Agronomist, respectively, USDA,
Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, located at Stoneville,
Mississippi and Raleigh, North Carolina.
3066. Soybean Digest. 1951. Honorary life members 1951
[American Soybean Assoc.]: James William Hayward and
Frank S. Garwood. Sept. p. 22.
• Summary: James W. Hayward was born near Angola,
Indiana, in 1898. In 1925 he was made director of the
department of agriculture at Notre Dame University, which
position he held until 1932, when he entered the University
of Wisconsin to pursue a PhD degree in animal nutrition. He
was awarded that degree in 1935. “He became director of
the new department of nutritional research of the soybean
division of Archer-Daniels-Midland Co. at Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, in 1935, and transferred with the department to
Minneapolis, Minnesota, in 1937, where he now lives.
“The name Jim Hayward has long been intimately
connected with soybean oil meal. He did some of the early
research on its use as a livestock feed... For many years he
has been recognized as a leading authority on the use of
soybean oil meal in livestock feed.”
“Frank S. Garwood, farmer and seedsman, operates over
600 acres of land in Christian County, Illinois.” With his
two sons (Harold and Donald), he grows certified soybean
seed and seed corn; their farm and business is named F.S.
Garwood & Sons. “He is a member of the Illinois Crop
Improvement Association, and is active in testing new
varieties of soybeans, wheat or oats as they develop.
“Mr. Garwood was one of a number of progressive
farmers who pioneered soybean production in Illinois [in the
early 1920s] and were responsible for the rapid progress of
the crop. For the first 15 years of soybean production he was
one of the most consistent producers of large acreages of
soybeans in Illinois, averaging 300 to 600 acres a year.

“The first small combine for harvesting soybeans was
assembled and put into use on the farm of Frank Garwood in
1924. Before that time soybeans had been harvested as were
wheat and oats, with the binder and threshing machine. Mr.
Garwood had some difficulty in getting the major machinery
firms to see the usefulness of a small combine thresher that
farmers could use on soybeans. The Massey-Harris Co.
consented to build him one. Farmers and machinery men
came from many miles to see if it would work. It did. From
then on the combine harvester came into use fast, not only
for soybeans but for small grains as well.
“Mr. Garwood graduated from the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture. He has spent all of his life on the
farm. His ancestors came with the original colony that settled
in Christian County, Illinois, from Stonington, Connecticut,
about 120 years ago. He helped pioneer the establishment of
the Farm Bureau and has served on its board as well as the
board of the Christian County Farm Supply Co. He was the
first president of the Stonington Cooperative Grain Co., a
position he now holds.”
A photo shows each man.
3067. Merwe, J.P. van der. 1951. Crop-rotation systems for
the Eastern Orange Free State. Farming in South Africa
26(308):383-86, 392. Nov. See p. 384.
• Summary: In the section titled “Planing of crop-rotation
systems” (p. 384) subsection (1) lists “Summer cash crops
under clean cultivation,” including soy-beans. Address:
Extension Officer, Standerton, South Africa.
3068. Marassi, A. 1951. L’Oriente peruviano e la Stazione
sperimentale agraria di Tingo Maria [Eastern Peru and the
Tingo Maria Agricultural Experiment Station]. Rivista di
Agricoltura Subtropicale e Tropicale (Florence) 45:62-84,
172-95. [8 ref. Ita; eng]*
• Summary: This forest-covered region is not widely
cultivated. The Tingo Maria Station was founded in eastern
Peru in 1942. An account is given of its varied activities from
1942 to 1948. Soyabean appeared to be the best crop for oil
and green manure. The best varieties were Soya Amarilla,
Ogden, and Charlec.
3069. Rodrigo, P.A. 1951. Brief directions for growing
soybeans (Leaflet). Manila: Bureau of Plant Industry, Dep. of
Agriculture and Natural Resources, Manila. 2 p. [Eng]*
• Summary: Another edition was published in 1955.
Address: Chief, Horticulture Research Section, Bureau of
Plant Industry, Philippines.
3070. Whiteley, J.R. 1951. Row widths and rates of planting
experiments with soybeans. MSc thesis, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville. *
3071. Annual Report of the Department of Agriculture
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(Accra, Gold Coast). 1951. Soya beans. 13 p. For the year
1949-50. See p. 7.
• Summary: In the section titled “Annual crops,” subsection
“41. Soya beans” states (p. 7): “Variety, spacing, and yield
trials were carried out at various departmental stations in
Ashanti, the Colony, and the Northern Territories. The
varieties tested included Malayan, Mamloxi, Acadian,
Ogden, Avoyelles, Pelican, C.N.S., and Ralsoy. Results were
on the whole disappointing, the main reasons being erratic
germination and low seed viability. The Malayan variety was
the only one that gave a reasonable crop. Extension work
with Soyas during the year elicited a poor response from
farmers.”
Several introduced varieties of groundnuts were also
tested. Address: Dep. of Agriculture, Accra, Gold Coast.
3072. Ciancio, Pedro N. 1951. La soja y el problema
alimentario del Paraguay [The soybean and Paraguay’s
nutritional problem]. Asunción, Paraguay: Edit. “El Grafico.”
505 p. No index. 25 cm. Contains a 17-page Englishlanguage summary. Ciencia de la Nutrition (Metabolismo).
[50 ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: On cover: Ciencia de la nutrición
(metabolismo). Contents (from English-language summary,
p. 477-94): 1. Report on the soybean, presented at the First
Interamerican Congress of Medicine (Primer Congreso
Interamericano de Medicina), sponsored by the National
Academy of Rio de Janeiro [Brazil], September 7-16,
1948 (the soybean was the 6th subject on the program;
the report by Dr. Pedro Ciancio, which emphasized the
nutritional benefits of soya as a protective and basic food,
was unanimously approved by the scientific assembly). 2.
The “Paraguayan Soybean,” a new variety (developed after
20 years of cultivation in Paraguayan soil). 3. The nutritional
value of soy in the light of modern science. 4. Deficiencies
in the dietetic regimen in Paraguay and how to correct
them; particular importance of the soy bean to correct these
deficiencies. 5. Peculiarities of the biochemical structure of
the soybean and the medical applications deriving therefrom.
6. Soy cultivation (“Paraguayan soil is excellent for the
cultivation of soy... The average output ranges from 1,500
to 2,000 kilos per hectare but in some regions of Caazapá
(Rosario, Charará, Buena Vista, etc.)... I obtained the
enormous output of 4,000 kilos per hectare, and this without
any inoculation whatever!”). 7. The place of soy in the diet.
8. World production of soy. 9. Conclusion. More about soy
milk (p. 493).
The author emphasizes the many nutritional benefits
of using soy flour (he used the term “whole soy flour,” p.
493), toasted soy meal, and soy milk in the Paraguayan
diet. He believes that soya can be used to improve the diet
without increasing its cost. In 1950 the author conducted
experiments, in collaboration with the distinguished
biochemist Prof. Dr. Ramón Codas of the Faculty of

Chemistry and Pharmacy (Asunción), feeding soy milk
to undernourished families living in the Department of
Caazapá. When 1 liter/day of soymilk was added to the usual
diet for 2 months, “most of the groups had increased their
weights, and better coloring and greater activity could be
noted in all the members of the groups under observation. He
recommended using the resulting okara in soups or tortillas.
Chapter 8, “World production of soy,” states (p. 490):
“Cultivation of soy began in 1921, the year in which I
introduced the plant to our country. Although its cultivation
is only slowly increasing, at the present time there are
already many villages where soy is cultivated, though on a
small scale.”
In 1950 a group of renowned scientists (Bergmann,
Weizmann, and Willstater) at Weizmann’s Institute of
Science at Rehovoth, Israel, confirmed the importance of soy
in banishing world hunger. They developed a soy powder
and Bergmann wrote a report about it.
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Paraguay, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Paraguay (1921). In 1989 E.R. Alvarez-Britos wrote:
“In 1921, Dr. Pedro N. Ciancio, considered the apostle of
soybean cultivation in Paraguay, introduced the varieties
Hollybrook, Manouth [Mammoth?], Pekin [Peking], and
Shanghai, from Argentina, the USA, and Japan.”
Note 2. Much of this book was written between 1940
and 1942. Address: Prof., Dr., Asunción, Paraguay.
3073. Czerwinski, E. 1951. Soja [Soybeans]. Warszawa:
Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Rolnicze i Lesne. 117 p. [29 ref.
Pol]
Address: Poland.
3074. Hsing, Ta-an. 1951. Ta tou fa chia chi [Story of making
the family prosperous by growing soybeans]. Peking, China:
K’ai Ming Book Store. 57 p. (Popular science series, K’o
hsueh p’u chi hsiao ts’ung shu). [Chi]
• Summary: An allegory for the readers of elementary
high school level. Alternate title: “Building up a soybean
enterprise.” Address: China.
3075. Imai, K. 1951. [Practice and theory in soybean
cultivation]. Osaka, Japan: Fuminsha Co. [Jap]*
• Summary: Reported that the promoting effect of high
temperature upon the flowering time of soybeans is generally
higher in the summer type (early ripener) than in the autumn
type (late ripener), and the intermediate type is placed
between them.
3076. Laumont, Pierre; Blanchard, Marcel. 1951. Conseils
pratiques sur la culture du soja dans la région de Bône
[Practical advice on the cultivation of soybeans in the region
of Annaba (Bona), Algeria]. Bone: Union Agricole de l’Est
Algérien. 7 p. 23 cm. [Fre]
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• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Industrial uses of the
soybean plant. Food uses of soybeans. The soybean in
agriculture. Cultivation of soybeans for seed. Cultivation of
soybeans for forage.
“Introduced to Algeria more than 55 years ago [i.e., prior
to 1900], the cultivation of soybeans has been recognized and
extolled many times in our three geographical departments
(départements). Because of its incontestable merits, its good
adaptation to a number of Algeria’s local situations, and its
multiple uses, as much from the agricultural point of view as
from the alimentary and industrial, the soybean deserves to
be grown on a large scale on the plain of Annaba (Bône).”
Note: Annaba is a department of northeastern Algeria.
Formerly Bône and also known as Bona, it is also a seaport
in northeastern Algeria, 70 miles northeast of Constantine.
Address: 1. Professeur; 2. Chef de Travaux. Both: Ecole
Nationale de Agriculture d’Alger (Algeria).
3077. Roberts, William; Singh, S.B.S. Kartar. 1951. A text
book of Punjab agriculture. Lahore, Pakistan: Civil and
Military Gazette, Ltd. xi + 588 p. See p. 287, 294-96, 456,
473. Illust. Maps (part folded). 23 cm. [2 soy ref]
• Summary: The contents of this edition is identical to that
of the 1947 edition. Address: 1. Late Principal and Prof. of
Agriculture, Lyallpur [in today’s Pakistan]; 2. Late Prof.
of Agriculture, Lyallpur and Asst. Director of Agriculture,
Punjab, Lahore.
3078. Smith, Janice M.; Van Duyne, Frances O. 1951. Other
soybean products. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1951. Soybeans and
Soybean Products. Vol. II. New York: Interscience Publishers
or John Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 1055-78. [45 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Vegetable soybeans and their
characteristics. 2. Home processing of green soybeans:
Harvesting, shelling, preparation for use as a fresh vegetable
(nutritive value of cooked green soybeans), preservation
of green soybeans (freezing, canning, dehydration). 3.
Commercial processing of green soybeans: Harvesting and
hulling, canning (selection of varieties, cleaning, blanching,
and processing, acceptance of the product), freezing. 4.
Home processing of dry soybeans: Harvesting and threshing,
cooking, salted soybeans, sprouting soybeans. 5. Commercial
processing of dry soybeans: Harvesting and threshing,
canning, sprouting, salted soybeans.
“The use of soybeans as a vegetable plays a relatively
unimportant role in the American dietary at the present
time.” only a very small amount is preserved by commercial
canning or freezing. “Green soybeans rarely appear in the
retail market. A considerable volume of both green and
mature soybeans is consumed by families in rural areas of
states where production is large and by food fanciers who
grow them in their own gardens.” “The effectiveness of a
shortage of protein in stimulating the use of soybeans was
demonstrated during World War II when protein foods were

in short supply as a result of rationing and local shortages.
Canned soybeans were seen in retail stores and soybeans
appeared on the menu in restaurants. Magazines and
newspapers frequently carried articles on the nutritional
value and possible uses of soybeans in the human diet. With
the cessation of rationing, articles featuring soybeans have
appeared infrequently.”
“The differences between vegetable and field types
are not always clear-cut, but vegetable varieties have
characteristics that make them superior for table use. In
general, the vegetable varieties cook more easily and have a
mild nutty flavor. Their pods and seeds are larger, facilitating
shelling in the green or immature stage.”
Tables show: (170) Characteristics and quality of green
and dry, mature soybeans. For each variety is given the
following: Maturity group. Green soybeans–Color of pods
toward end of edible period. Size of pods and green beans.
Weight (gm) of shelled beans from 100 gm of pods. Shelling
time for 1 lb. of pods. Dry, mature soybeans–Average acre
yields, 1934-1938. Seed color. Hilum color. Average weight
of 100 beans, 1934-1938 (gm). Composite quality rating
for green and mature beans. Maturity groups–Very early:
Giant Green. Early: 80494, Bansei, Fuji. Midseason: Illini,
Hokkaido, Jogun, Willomi, Wolverine, 89162, 84979, 87617.
Late: Illington, Imperial, 87606, Funk Delicious, Emperor,
Higan.
(171) Remarks and recommendations concerning
vegetable soybean varieties compiled from publications
and a poll of agricultural experiment stations. For each
station is given the state name, remarks, and varieties tested.
Stations in the following states had remarks and commented
on certain varieties: Alabama, California, Connecticut,
Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Rhode Island,
Tennessee, Washington state, West Virginia, Wisconsin.
(172) Varieties of soybeans adapted to preservation
by freezing. (173) Relative ratings of different varieties of
cooked dry soybeans.
Figures show: (211) Mung beans and four varieties
(Bansei, Illini, Lincoln, Richland) of soybeans in the
dry, soaked, and sprouted state. Address: Dep. of Home
Economics, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL.
3079. Webster, C.C. 1951. Report of the Department
of Agriculture for the year, 1948. Nyasaland [Malawi]
Department of Agriculture, Annual Report. For the year
1948. Part II. Experimental Work. p. 1-15.
• Summary: This report is primarily about tung trees in the
Nyasaland Protectorate.
Page 5: “Culturing and Manuring Experiments. 17...
This is a randomised block trial, begun in December, 1940,
which compares inter-cropping during the first four rainy
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seasons with (a) soya beans, whole plants being removed for
threshing at harvest time; (5) maize-stems being buried after
harvest... The results over a period of five years are shown
in Table 11. In all seasons and on mean / total yields for
five seasons, plots under soya beans have given the highest
yield, being significantly better than all other treatments at
the 1 per cent. probability level. The girth measurements for
1948 show that the trees in the soya plots were significantly
bigger than all others (P=0.01), there being no significant
difference between the latter. The amount of cultivation and
weeding done each year was about equal on soya and maize
plots... The fact that the superiority of soya beans as regards
both yields and growth of tung which has persisted up to four
seasons after cessation of inter-cropping, seems to indicate
that the trees have benefited markedly from a good start
resulting from thorough cultivation accompanying an intercrop which takes little from the soil. Velvet beans as a green
manure or a cover crop, of Calapogonium mucunoides have
presumably been less successful because these plots received
less cultivation than those under soya. Inter-cropping with
maize, which received about the same amount of cultivation
as soya bean, presents an intermediate position probably
because this crop took more out of the soil than the others.”
Table 11 shows the “Mean yields, lbs, dry seed per tree”
from 1944 to 1948. Soya increased from 4.9 in 1944 to 20.8
in 1948.
Near the bottom of page 5, intercropping annually with
soya beans is mentioned briefly in paragraph 18(a).
Page 6: Intercropping with soya beans as a treatment
is mentioned briefly in paragraph 2a. Address: Senior
Agricultural Officer in Charge, Tung Experiment Station,
Cholo.
3080. Nyasaland Protectorate Department of Agriculture,
Annual Report. 1951? Experimental work. Part 2. 15 p. For
the year 1948. See p. 5-6. Undated. *
• Summary: Investigations are reported from the Tung
Experimental Station, Cholo. (1) In a comparison of
intercropping tung trees during 4 rainy seasons with
soyabeans, maize, velvet beans, and Calapogonium
mucunoides, plots under soyabeans always gave the highest
yields of tung (p. 5).
A comparison was made of intercropping tung trees
with the following: (1) soyabeans; (2) a rotation of maize/
groundnut/maize and beans; (3) permanent cover crops of
Glycine javanica; (4) No intercropping and little cultivation
(p. 6).
3081. Oinuma, Tomoe. 1952. [An artificially induced
tetraploid soybean as green manure]. Ikushugaku Zasshi
(Japanese J. of Breeding) 2(1):7-13. Feb. 7. [10 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Gives the chromosome number of Glycine soja
Sieb et. Zucc. as 2n = 20.
“An autotetraploid of soybeans as green manure

was induced by the colochicine method using one of
the horticultural varieties ‘Chasengoku’. Differences of
characters between the diploid and the induced tetraploid
forms were compared and discussed from the cytological and
morphological point of view.
“Cytologically, 40, chromosomes were observed in
the diploid somatic cells, and 80 chromosomes in the
tetraploid ones. Most somatic chromosomes were of rod
shaped and have median or submedian constrictions. One
pair of chromosomes has a satellite and another one pair
has a secondary constriction at the end of a little longer
arm. Di-somatic cells containing twice the normal number
of chromosomes were sometimes observed in the diploid
form in the cells of pericycle opposite the xylem portion of
the central cylinder or stele. This phenomenon was scarcely
observed in the tetraploid form (Figs. 1a, 1b. 2).
“Morphologically, the tetraploid form equalled or
exceeded the diploid form in height during the earlier stages
of growth and in the later stages the tetraploid was distinctly
shorter than the diploid. The tetraploid of this variety, when
compared with the normal diploid form, had larger stomata
(Figs. 3, 4. Table 1), longer hairs of epidermal cells of leaves
(Table 2), larger pollen grains (Figs. 5, 6. Table 3), larger and
rough leaves (Table 4), and longer period of growth than the
diploid (Table 4).
“Moreover, the tetraploid showed remarkably a low
fertility which led to a poor harvest though it had larger and
heavier seeds. The average number of seeds per pod was also
smaller in the tetraploid (Table 5), This lower fertility in the
tetraploid form was probably due to the irregular meiotic
division as usually observed in the autotetraploids.
“It is an interesting fact that the autotetraploid, in
comparison with the normal diploid form, had a more
expanded root system and showed remarkably developed
root nodule tissues (Fig. 7. Table 6). In this case, all the
plants examined were not inoculated with identical nodular
bacteria, but cultivated in flower-pots using the soil on which
soybeans had previously been grown.
“In short, even the polyploid of soybeans as green
manure is considered to be distinctly inferior to the diploid,
and of little value for commercial utilization, except for its
capacity of nitrogen fixation in nodule tissues.” Address: Div.
of Plant Morphology, Dep. of Biology, Faculty of Science,
Okayama Univ., Okayama, Japan.
3082. Matagrin, Am. 1952. La vérité sur le soya: son réveil
et son avenir en France [The truth about soya: its awaking
and its future in France]. Terre d’Oc (La): Revue moderne
d’agriculture des pays occitans 34:50-63. Feb.; 34:91-100.
March. [24 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This two-part article appeared in two
consecutive issues. Contents: Introduction: The strengths
and weaknesses of the soybean, Haberlandt and the Vienna
World Exhibition, soymilk, tofu, soy sauce, USDA, Bresse-
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Jones, Le Clerc / LeClerc, Morse, Hilbert, Horvath, ADM,
Muscatine processing Corp., Galesburg Products Co.,
Glidden Co. (Soya Products Div.). 1. The soybean in agricole
and in market gardening: Favorable climates and soils
(temperature, light and photoperiodism, humidity, physical
soil needs, chemical and pH soil needs, microbiological soil
needs, soil amendments [soil conditioners], fertilizers, use
as green manure, chemical fertilizers, bacterial fertilizers
{Vaccinograine}, crop rotation). Varieties of soybeans;
selection of the seeds, Asian classifications, based primarily
on color.
1. Varieties of soybeans for all uses: Domestic and
industrial: Early or near-early (mi-précoces): yellow
varieties, green varieties, brown varieties, black varieties.
Late: yellow varieties, green varieties, brown varieties, black
varieties.
2. Soybean varieties for forage: Early or near early.
Late. European varieties, Russian varieties, French selected
varieties, mutations are rather frequent but spontaneous
hybridization is quite rare, the selection of seeds.
3. Preparation of the land (terrain); planting and seeds;
tillage, and protection against diseases and pests.
Footnote 12: Li Yu-ying was the founder of a plant
making soyfoods in the suburbs of Paris in 1911, and former
president of the Scientific Academy of Peking (Académie
Scientifique de Pékin). He returned to stay for a while in
France around 1940. Li and L. Grandvoinnet (a French
agronomist whose tombstone is in our village in the region of
Chautagne [in east Central France]) wrote a book about soya
in 1912 that is still useful.
Mechanized agriculture (motoculture), tractors, date of
seeding.
Part 2: Planting. Maturation, harvest, yield, and storage
of the soybean seed (soya-grain). Appendix: Names of early
American soybean varieties according to earliness.
1. Yellow varieties that are early and productive, adopted
and preferred in 1948-1951 in Canada and neighboring U.S.
states: Blackhawk, Dunfield, Earlyana, Flambeau, Goldsoy,
Hawkeye, Kabott, the various Mandarins, Monroe, Richland.
These mature in 105 to 125 days. Varieties suited for
northern France are Harrow Manchu, Mansoy, Tokio yellow,
etc.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2019) that
mentions the soybean variety Harrow Manchu.
2. Semi-early yellow varieties preferred in the areas of
less-cold temperature: Chief, Lincoln, Wabash (less often
Adams, Dunfield, Hawkeye, and certain Mandarins). These
varieties mature in 125 to 140 days after planting. Several
highly regarded green varieties are Nahto [Hahto?], and
Giant Green.
3. Yellow varieties that are more or less late, grown in
the southern USA: Arksoy, Dortchsoy 31, J.E.W. 45, Ogden,
Improved Pelican, Ralsoy, Roanoke, Volstate. These varieties
in 140-170 days. The fine variety Imperial, which matures

in about the same time in Savoie, can be added as well as
Barchet (brown) or O-too-tan (black).
These late varieties are suited to Roussillon, BasLanguedoc, Provence maritime, northern Africa, and in the
tropical regions of the French Union (l’Union Française
[which lasted 1946-1958]).
At the very end of the article we read: The author of this
article regrets that, from now on, he will not be able to reply
free of charge (as he has very often done) to the numerous
demands for information that he receives concerning soya.
Unlike the majority of his compatriots, he has neither a
salary nor an appointment, nor is he retired nor pensioned,
nor is he a property owner nor a renter. He lives solely on the
modest income from his publications and from consultations
on applied chemistry. He hopes not to appear greedy by
asking future correspondents to add 8 stamps of 15 francs
(or an equivalent amount) to their requests for information
so that he will be able to answer promptly. While cultivating
soybeans for his personal use, he is not a grain merchant and
he will not be able to supply even the smallest quantities
of well acclimatized varieties, but he will willingly make
such shipments against reimbursement of postage costs and
compensation for any product or object of fair exchange.
Hervé Berbille writes (5 May 2014): “This article is
very rich in teachings. I think especially in this footnote (3)
A. Matagrin confirms what I always suspected. Namely, the
Vichy government never had a policy displaying a proactive
attitude in favor of the soybean. Moreover, the Vichy
government never really intended to promote the culture of
this plant, even though the dietary restrictions suffered by
the French population during the Nazi Occupation urgently
required it. All indications are that powerful interests who
foiled the development and cultivation of soybeans in the
1920s under the deceased Third Republic still remained very
influential in the Vichy government.” Address: at Chindrieux
(Savoie).
3083. Holman, Leo E.; Carter, Deane G. 1952. A research
report of soybean storage in farm-type bins. Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 553. p. 451-96.
March. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans are harvested over a short period,
and more than half the crop is marketed direct from the field.
During the fall of 1946, for example, about 120 million
bushels, or 60 percent of the total, was marketed in 6 to 8
weeks’ time... From 1943 through 1951, an average of 29.2
percent of the previous year’s crop was still on farms on
January 1, and 18.9 percent on April 1.” Address: 1. Bureau
of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering,
USDA; 2. Illinois Agric. Exp. Station.
3084. Calland, J. Ward. 1952. Recent advances in soybean
production. Chemurgic Digest. April. p. 17-20.
• Summary: Presented at the 17th National Farm Chemurgic
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Council (NFCC) conference. The basic concept of chemurgy
has been broadened. “Seventeen years ago chemurgy may
have meant finding through chemistry new nonfood uses of
surplus farm crops, their residues, and by-products–organic
materials only. And it also meant the encouragement and
development of new crops which farmers might profitably
grow for industry.” Now it is more concerned with the
conversion of any farm product to human use.
“Soybeans have long been held up as a shining example
of chemurgic progress and accomplishment, and rightly so.”
The soybean removes less plant food from the soil
than most farm crops. It is one of the annual crops with
outstanding ability to loosen and mellow the soil surface, and
in this respect it is definitely a restorative or soil-improving
crop. “Agronomists considering its collective influence on
soil organic matter, tilth, nitrogen, and mineral nutrients,
generally classify it between the soil-building and the soildepleting crops. They use the term ‘mildly soil-depleting’ to
describe the soybean’s position in relation to other crops.”
In a typical test in Iowa, “with corn and soybeans each
planted in 40-inch rows up and down the slope, the soil loss
from the soybeans was less than half as much as that from
the corn. Where soybeans were planted in 7-inch rows with
the grain drill and the corn planted in 40-inch rows, the soil
loss from the soybeans was only 18 per cent of that from the
corn.”
Since 1924 soybean yields have doubled from 11 to
22 bu/acre. Oil content has increased by 25%. The mixed
feed industry takes 85% of the total production of soybean
oil meal in America. Address: National Soybean Processors
Assoc., Decatur, Indiana.
3085. Zupancic, Tomo. 1952. Privredni znacaj soje i njen
uzgoj [The economic importance of soybeans and its
cultivation]. Poljoprivredni Pregled (Agricultural Review)
1(4):158-60. April. [Scc]
Address: Yugoslavia.
3086. Carter, Deane G.; Holman, Leo E. 1952. Storing
soybeans on the farm. Illinois College of Agriculture,
Extension Circular No. 692. 16 p. May.
• Summary: Contents: Moisture limits. Control of moisture.
Temperature control. Insect and rodent control. Types of
bins. Bin construction. Plans for storage bins. Buying readymade bins.
“The common practice of marketing two-thirds or more
of the soybean crop direct from the combine tends to hold
down prices, congest transportation, and overload country
elevators and processors’ bins. Growers who are able to
hold their crop on the farm for a month or two or into the
next year usually gain by doing so. The problem is that
storage space on Illinois farms has lagged far behind soybean
production in the state.
“If you are planning to build more storage space on your

farm, this circular will be helpful in solving such problems
as: safe moisture limits, control of moisture, protection from
insects and rodents, and type and kind of storage bins to use.
The recommendations are based on nine years of cooperative
research by the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.” Address: 1. Prof. of
Farm Structures, Dep. of Agricultural Engineering, Univ.
of Illinois; 2. Senior Agricultural Engineer, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, USDA.
3087. Smith, Paul E. 1952. Soybean yields as affected by
row width. Arkansas Farm Research 1(1):[4]. Spring.
• Summary: “Soybean yields were increased an average of
23 per cent when the seed was planted in rows 10 inches
apart rather than the usual 40-inch rows. These spacing tests
were carried out at three locations in Arkansas in 1950 and
1951. When 20-inch rows were used, yields were 9 per cent
larger than those from 40-inch rows.” The varieties Ogden
and S100 were used in the tests.
3088. Weiss, M.G.; Weber, C.R.; Williams, L.F.; Probst,
A.H. 1952. Correlation of agronomic characters and
temperature with seed compositional characters in soybeans,
as influenced by variety and time of planting. Agronomy
Journal 44(6):289-97. June. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Expansion of industrial uses of soybeans has
stimulated research on composition of the seed, particularly
with respect to oil and protein content and iodine number
of oil. As a consequence, the variability of composition has
assumed importance, particularly as it is affected by genetic
variation,...”
The 5 soybean varieties tested were “Mandarin, an early
variety, Richland, Mukden, and Dunfield, adapted varieties,
and Boone, a late variety for the locations where the tests
were conducted.”
“Among the means of the five varieties studied the
following attributes were found to be significantly correlated:
Large seed size with low iodine number of oil, lateness of
maturity with high oil content, lateness of maturity with low
protein content, low mean temperature during the period
from flowering to maturity with high iodine number of oil,
high oil content with low iodine number of oil, and high
protein content with low oil content.”
Correlations are also found with the 5 dates of planting.
Address: Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, USDA.
3089. Lyons, J.C.; Earley, E.B. 1952. The effect of
ammonium nitrate applications to field soils on nodulation,
seed yield and nitrogen and oil content of the seed of
soy beans. Proceedings–Soil Science Society of America
16(3):259-63. July. [8 ref]
• Summary: Is the application of nitrogen fertilizer to wellinoculated soybeans useful?
“This experiment helps explain some of the variation
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in response of soybeans to nitrogen fertilizers. Rainfall and
temperature conditions during the growing season apparently
have a direct influence on the sufficiency of symbioticallyfixed nitrogen for maximum yields, thus indirectly
influencing the response to added nitrogen.” Address: Dep.
of Agronomy, Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois.
3090. Coyaud, Yves. 1952. Les possibilitiés rizicoles de la
Guyane française [The possibilities of rice cultivation in
French Guiana]. Agronomie Tropicale (France) 7(4):355-66.
July/Aug. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “Rotation of crops
(Assolements)” (p. 365) discusses rotation of soybeans with
forage plants. The soybean would be interesting for use in
rotations if varieties could be found that are adapted to the
climate and day-length. The Dutch at Paramaribo [Suriname]
are presently conducting trials and selections using the white
soybean variety Lawoe which has a maturity of 85 days, and
on the hybrid variety Ringgit. Soybeans grown for the first
time on certain land should be inoculated to facilitate the
formation of nodules.
3091. Dabadghao, P.M.; Gandhi, R.T. 1952. Grassland
research. I. Some promising grasses and legumes at the
Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi. Indian J.
of Agricultural Science 22(III):279-91. Sept. See p. 289-90.
[3 ref]
• Summary: In the section on “Kharif legumes” is a
subsection titled “American soybeans–Glycine max,” which
states that “Soybeans are growing in importance both as a
human and cattle food. The plants show very high content of
protein. A very highly nutritive product of soybean known
as Soya milk is prepared out of the seeds... The American
varieties of soybeans at Delhi, are very early maturing and
are ready for grain in about 2 months time and in about 45
days for fodder. Thus when sown in August, the crop can be
harvested for grain in early October. Out of 24 varieties in
the collection 5 have been found to possess better growth
and are under study. These are Palmetto, Clemson, Monetta,
Creole and Charlee. The grain is bolder than the local
varieties and grain yield of about 10 md. [maunds] per acre
can be had. If cut for fodder, about 150 md. of very highly
nutritious fodder could be obtained.
“The earliness of these varieties is a character which
can be used very profitably. For example, in the rainfed
tracts where wheat is taken, the farmers generally keep the
land fallow during the kharif season. These early maturing
soybeans can very profitably be used as a catch crop in
rotation with wheat.”
The Kudzu vine (Pueraria hirsuta Scheid Syn. P.
thunbergiana) is discussed on p. 290. “The plant was first
introduced in India at Pusa in 1925 and has shown good
promise as a fodder.” Address: Indian Agricultural Research
Inst., New Delhi.

3092. Saunders, A.R. 1952. Soybeans in South Africa.
Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 15-16.
• Summary: “There is an assured future for the soybean
crop in South Africa. Due to extensive breeding work, nonshattering varieties are now available and a profitable market
exists. As in the U.S., soybeans fit well into the rotation with
corn.
“Although the soybean was introduced into South Africa
even before the beginning of this century, the crop has not
yet attained a position of importance in the agricultural
economy of this country.
“There have been many reasons for this comparatively
slow progress, but the most important ones have in the past
been the lack of a remunerative market and the fact that the
first varieties to be tried out shattered their seed so badly that
losses from this cause were excessive. Both these inhibiting
factors have now disappeared.
“Prior to World War II, soybeans could be imported
so cheaply from the Orient that the South African farmer
could not compete, and even a measure of price support for
the local product did not stimulate production. Moreover,
until recently the market was in any case limited, because
manufacturers were not much interested in the crop. Lately
the position has changed very considerably and local
production falls far short of the demand.
“The problem of shattering has been overcome by
scientific breeding work. In 1925, over 300 varieties were
introduced from the Orient, the United States, and elsewhere,
and tested at the College of Agriculture at Potchefstroom
in the Transvaal. All varieties shattered severely but in
two of them from China a few individual plants retained
their seed fairly well. Seed were selected from these plants
and some others, and by 1929 two non-shattering strains
were available, one brown and the other yellow-seeded.
Unfortunately, both were very low in yield.
“The brown-seeded strain, designated as P258, which
traced back to a single non-shattering plant of the 1925-26
crop, has formed the basis of most of the soybean breeding
work in South Africa. It was one of the parents in the original
crosses made in 1928 from which the majority of our present
varieties have been developed. The crosses involved P258
(brown) and P449 (yellow) on the one hand and the varieties
Dixie. Haberlandt, Manchu, and Yellow on the other.
“Selections from these crosses are either grown as
varieties today or have been used in further breeding work,
which is being continued at the Potchefstroom College of
Agriculture and at the Natal Agricultural Research Institute,
Pietermaritzburg, a new institution started in 1947 and
not fully established. Several hundred breeding lines are
included in breeding experiments at the two centres.
“The latter institution is testing the first product of its
soybean breeding work cooperatively with farmers this
year. This strain, No. S212, is a medium-late, erect, non-
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shattering, dual-purpose type bearing its lowest pods well
off the ground to reduce loss from mechanical harvesting.
Practically nothing is known about its adaptation to
and yielding capacity under different conditions of soil
and climate, but at the Ukulinga Experiment Station at
Pietermaritzburg it appears to be superior to any other type
so far tried. especially as far as seed retention is concerned.
“Such famous American varieties as Lincoln and
Hawkeye shatter so severely under Natal conditions that
their commercial production is impossible, but Lincoln has
been crossed with a sister line of S212 and several other nonshattering strains in an effort to combine the early maturity
of the U.S. varieties with the good seed retaining qualities
of the South African strains in new types intended for highlying, cooler areas with a shorter frost-free period.
“Despite the fact that suitable varieties bred in the
country are now available, it will be some years before the
soybean attains its rightful place in our agriculture. The
arguments advanced against it are more or less the same
as those advanced in the United States 25 or 30 years ago:
the crop is said to be fastidious in its soil and climatic
requirements, it is difficult to grow and to harvest, etc.
“Over most of the Maize Triangle of the Union these
arguments really don’t hold water any more. It is all a
question of raising the general standard of cultivation, just
as in the Cornbelt of the United States the standard had to
be raised before the soybean could come into its own. One
drawback at the moment is the very high cost of machinery
for handling the crop. Many machines, especially combine
harvesters, are imported and are either not available at
present or sell at prices which would shock even the
American farmer.
“However, one can but hope that the present difficulties
will pass over, for the fact remains that for certain parts of
the country, particularly in Natal and the better sections of
the Maize Triangle, the soybean is the best summer legume
both for seed production and hay, and fits in excellently as
a rotation crop with maize. A newly awakened interest in
the soybean on the part of farmers as well as manufacturers
is a good augury for the future of the crop in this country.
The writer believes this future to be assured but there is still
a long row to plant and hoe before the soybean attains the
status to which it is entitled.”
Photos show: (1) “A field of soybeans maturing at
Potchefstroom.” (2) “Soybean breeding experiments at
Potchefstroom College of Agriculture.” Address: Director,
Natal Agricultural Research Inst., South Africa.
3093. Soybean Digest. 1952. Soybeans in Colombia. Nov. p.
16.
• Summary: “The production of soybeans as a source of oil
is receiving considerable attention in Colombia, reports U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s Foreign Crops and Markets.
“The cultivation of soybeans is reportedly already

under way in the Valle del Cauca, and plans for a factory
to produce soybean oil, hydrogenated oil and oilseed cakes
from soybeans have been introduced.
“Colombia is currently suffering from a shortage of lard
and other fats and oils, states Foreign Crops and Markets.”
3094. Annual Report of the Department of Agriculture
(Accra, Gold Coast). 1952. Soyabeans. 29 p. For the year
1950-1951. See p. 9. *
• Summary: The soybean varieties Plot 40 and Acadian
yielded 1,360 lb/acre (p. 9).
3095. Borrero, A.P. 1952. Contribución a la inoculación
bacteriana de semillas de soya [Bacterial inoculation of
soyabean seed]. Acta Agronomica (Palmira, Colombia)
2(1):53-72. [15 ref. Spa]*
• Summary: In studies of soybean inoculation in the tropics,
this practice was found to be necessary if good yields were
to be obtained from soils which had not previously grown
this crop. Experiments in sand, in the greenhouse, and in the
field showed that there is a loss of vitality in the root nodule
bacteria when soyabeans are grown for a second and third
time in succession in the same soil. This loss is expressed in
the formation of numerous abnormal, swollen lateral roots
and of abnormal nodules. Either there should be a change
of crop via crop rotation or the second and third sowings
should be accompanied by re-inoculation. Address: Univ. of
Palmira, Colombia.
3096. Scaranari, H.J. 1952. Sistema radicular das principais
leguminosas empregadas como adubo verde em cafèzal
[Root systems of the principal legumes used as green
manures in coffee plantations]. Bragantia 12(7-9):291-96. [7
ref. Por; eng]*
• Summary: The root systems if various plants, including
soybeans (Glycine soya), grown as green manures on coffee
plantations, were studied. The roots of Crotolaria juncea
penetrated most deeply. Address: Inst. Agron., Campinas,
Brazil.
3097. Enken, V.B. 1952. Soya [Soybeans]. Moscow, USSR:
Gosudarstvennoe Izdatel’stvo Selkhoz Literatury (Soviet
National Agricultural Publishing Co.). 179 + 1 p. Illust. 20
cm. 2nd edition 1959, 621 p. [38 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Contents:
Foreword
Soybean’s significance for the national economy and
distribution: Chemical composition (5). Uses (13). Brief
information from the history of cultivation (21). Distribution
(22).
Botanical characteristics of soybean:
Short description of varieties (25). Soybean
classification (30). Traits of cultivated soybeans and their
variability (31). Subvarieties of soybean (42). Determiners of
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variety and type (49). Description of types (52).
Biological characteristics of soybean: Requirements for
light (69). Requirements for warmth (72). Requirements for
moisture (77). Requirements for soil (82). Other biological
characteristics (83).
Soybean agrotechnology: Role in crop rotation (88).
Working the soil (93). Fertilizer (97). Planting (107). Crop
tending (123). Harvest and storage (127). Particularities of
agrotechnology for soybean for fodder (135). Harvesting
soybeans and agrotechnology of the high achievers (138).
Soybean selection and seed breeding: Selection (144).
Seed breeding (157).
Soybean diseases and pests: Diseases (165). Pests (173).
General measures to combat diseases and pests (178).
Literature [List of references]
Note 1. Translated by Shelley Fairweather-Vega, Seattle,
Washington.
Note 2. There may be a Hungarian edition / translation
of this book. Address: USSR.
3098. Goldberg, Ray A. 1952. The soybean industry:
With special reference to the competitive position of the
Minnesota producer and processor. Minneapolis, MN: The
University of Minnesota Press. xv + 186 p. Index. 24 cm.
[156 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: Purpose and scope,
source of data, procedure. 2. Production: World production,
national production, acreage changes in the Corn Belt,
Minnesota production, areas of production, suitable varieties,
acreage changes in Minnesota, summary.
3. Utilization: World utilization, national utilization,
soybean meal utilization, soybean oil utilization, world
and national trade movements, price relations, shortening,
margarine, other edible uses, industrial uses (paints,
varnishes, linoleum), Minnesota utilization, summary.
4. The processing industry: Marketing channels of the
crop, historical evolution, the national processing industry,
the Minnesota processing industry, technical development,
processing costs, Minnesota processing costs, summary.
5. Factors affecting the competitive position of the
Minnesota soybean processor: Transportation, Minnesota
transportation, Buffalo–New York, Fargo–North Dakota, St.
Cloud–Minnesota, Chicago soybean prices, qualifications,
foreign market, summary, storage, commodity markets, price
formulation, government action, the Minnesota processor,
crushing margins, specific example, crushing-margin
relationships over time.
6. Summary and conclusions: The producer,
the processor. Appendixes. I. Tables. II. Interviews.
Bibliography.
Although Minnesota was one of the last states to
develop a soybean crop, the state now ranks 6th in total
soybean production in America. In the decade from 1940 to
1950 the dollar value of the Minnesota soybean crop rose

from $76,000 to $37,000,000.
The U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory is discussed on
pages 24 and 56,
Tables: (1) A comparison of the twelve leading soybean
producing states for 1920 to 1950. (2) A summary of
protein content, and iodine number of soybeans, by area,
three-year averages, 1945-1947. (3) The results of tests
on two groups of varieties of soybeans. (4) The averages
for soybean varieties for date mature and oil content at
three locations, Waseca, Blue Earth, and southwestern
Minnesota. (5) Percentage changes in the use of land by
forty-two Minnesota farmers, 1941 through 1945 (1940 =
100 per cent). (6) Changes in crop acreages between 1939
and 1949. (7) Index numbers (by percentage) of acreage on
fifty southern Minnesota farms, 1941 through 1950 (1941 =
100 per cent). (8) Percentage of total tillable land in specific
crops on fifty southern Minnesota farms, 1941 through
1950. (9) Tillable land and specified crops in Minnesota.
(10) Percentage of total tillable land in specified crops in
Minnesota. (11) The dollar value per acre of grain crops in
Southern Minnesota. (12) The comparative cost and returns
per acre for grain crops in southern Minnesota, 1945-1949.
(13) The indicated frequency with which forty-seven selected
farms produced soybeans, 1941-1950. (14) The number and
percentage of fifty southern Minnesota farms producing
soybeans. (15) Soybean acreage and soybean farms in
Minnesota. (16) Canada: Soybeans crushed, soybean oil,
cake and meal production, 1950, with comparisons. (17)
Canada: Imports of soybeans, edible and inedible soybean
oil, 1950, with comparisons. (18) The production and
distribution of soybean meal by states, 1945. (19) The deficit
in protein for all livestock, using requirements given in feed
standards as the quantity needed, 1937 through 1949. (20)
Prices paid by farmers per 100 pounds of cottonseed meal
and soybean meal, by months, United States, 1950. (21) The
production and processing of soybeans in Minnesota, Iowa,
and Illinois. (22) Minnesota monthly production of soybean
meal, October 1950 through September 1951, and monthly
consumption of soybean meal, October 1945 through
September 1946. (23) Marketing channels for soybeans,
Illinois, 1947-1948 crop years, as a percentage of total sales
off farms. (24) The relative costs of acquiring soybeans for
large and small processing plants, Illinois, crop year 1948.
(25) Soybean-processing plants in the United States, 1950.
(26) The estimated soybean-processing capacities of the
nine largest operators, May 1945 and January 1951. (27)
The number of soybean plants in the United States on July
1, 1944 by size. (28) The number of soybean plants in the
United States on January 1, 1951, by size. (29) Soybean
mills in operation in Minnesota, October 1, 1945. (30)
Soybean production in Minnesota, actual and potential,
December 1951. (31) A summary of soybean-processing
facilities and operation status, excluding mills crushing
soybeans temporarily or less than half their operating time,
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United States, May 1945 and January 1951. (32) Soybean
processing margin by size and type of plant, 1943-1944.
(33) The processing costs of six Minnesota soybean plants,
percentage breakdown and actual cents-per-bushel range,
1951. (34) The capacity of soybean mills in specified areas,
excluding mills crushing soybeans temporarily or less than
half their operating time, May 1945 and 1950. (35) The overall freight advantages per ton of meal shipped, as used by
commercial men for territories rather than specific locations.
(36) Available storage space and estimated requirement for
United States soybean mills, 1951-1952 crush. (37) Monthly
sales of soybeans by farmers, as percentage of total sales,
in ten soybean-producing states, marketing year, 19471948. (38) Soybean stocks on Minnesota farms, quarterly,
1943-1952, by thousand bushels. (39) Range of contract
cash prices of soybeans at Chicago, monthly. (40) Range
of contract cash prices of soybeans at Chicago, yearly.
(41) Receipts of soybeans at Chicago and Minneapolis
grain centers for the last five years. (42) Price supports,
price ceilings, and average prices received by farmers for
soybeans, crop years 1940-1951. (43) Country elevator
base ceiling prices for No. 1 and No. 2 yellow and green
soybeans. (44) Ceiling prices for crude soybean oil, in
tank cars, in cents per pound. (45) Estimated differences
in crushing margins among Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota
processing plants.
Appendix I tables: (1) Soybeans: Acreage, yield per
acre, and production in specified countries, average 19351939, annual 1948-1950. (2) Soybeans: Exports from
specified countries, average 1935-1939, annual 1947-1950.
(3) Soybean oil: Exports from specified countries, average
1935-1939, annual 1947-1950. (4) Suez Canal: Northbound
movement of Manchurian soybeans, December 1950–June
1951. (5) Soybeans: Acreage, yield, and production in
the United States, 1924-1950. (6) Acreage of soybeans
harvested for beans, United States and selected groups of
states, averages 1925-1929, 1930-1934, and 1935-1939, and
annually 1940-1950. (7) Soybeans: Supply and utilization
in the United States, 1924-1950, by number of thousand
bushels. (8) Acreage changes in the six leading soybean
states. (9) Soybeans harvest for beans: Acreage, yield,
and production for the ten leading states, 1945-1950. (10)
Soybeans: Yield per acre, oil content, and oil yield per
acre in the principal soybean-producing states, by states,
1944 and 1945. (11) Soybean oil content, temperature, and
length of day in the principal soybean-producing states,
May-October averages, 1944 and 1945. (12) Soybean oil
meal and cake: Supply and utilization in the United States,
1924 through 1949, by number of thousand tons. (13)
State-to-state movements of soybean meal in the six main
meal-producing states, 1948, 1949, and 1950. (14) Protein
concentrates: Estimated use for feed in the United States,
prewar average and years 1944 through 1950, year beginning
October 1, by number of thousand tons. (15) Relationships

between the prices of soybean meal and prices of other highprotein feeds. (16) Soybean oil, crude basis: Production,
trade, stocks December 31, and apparent disappearance,
1910–September 1950, by number of thousand pounds.
(17) State-to-state movement of soybean oil, 1950. (18)
Vegetable oils: Wholesale prices, in cents per pound, at
specified markets, annual averages, 1930 through 1950. (19)
Wholesale prices, in cents per pound, of leading fats and
oils, United States, for specified periods. (20) State-to-state
movements of soybeans. (21) The cost of the component
parts of a 300-ton capacity, solvent extraction-plant. (22)
The price per ton of shipping soybean meal from Decatur,
Illinois, December 1951. (23) The average per-ton railroad
freight revenue for soybeans, soybean meal, cottonseed,
cottonseed meal, linseed meal, and flax, United States, 1947
through 1950. (24) The total freight traffic, by number of
cars, for 1947 (including duplications). (25) The total freight
traffic, by number of cars, for 1950 (including duplications).
(26) Soybeans: Stocks in various positions, United States,
quarterly dates, 1942-1951, by number of thousand bushels.
(27) The typical cost to farmers, in cents per bushel, for
soybean storage on farms and at country elevators, for threemonth and six-month storage periods, Midwestern soybeanproducing states. (28) Official United States grades and
grade requirements for all classes of soybeans. Continued.
Address: Minnesota.
3099. Ontario Agricultural College. 1952. Soybean
investigations at the Ontario Agricultural College–1951.
Guelph, Ontario, Canada. 16 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Includes results of many soybean variety
trials in Ontario, plus a list of varieties entered in the U.S.
Regional Soybean Laboratory tests for 1951.
The report begins: “Soybean acreages in Ontario again
showed an increase in 1951. Some 176,000 acres were grown
as compared to the previous high in 1950 when 142,000
acres were planted. Indications are that 1952 will again see
increased plantings of soybeans.
“The rather sudden rise in importance of the soybean
crop in the past ten years has made it imperative to accelerate
research work with this crop. There is a need for more
and better varieties adapted to Ontario conditions. This is
especially true in the case of early maturing varieties adapted
to areas outside the present main soybean belt.
“The Field Husbandry Department of the Ontario
Agricultural College has attempted to keep pace with the
rapid development of the soybean crop. At present the
emphasis is on a breeding program, the chief aim of which
is the production of varieties suitable for growing in zones
2, 3 and 4. Through the co-operation of the United States
Regional Soybean Laboratory and the Canadian Stations
of Harrow and Ottawa, a good deal of hybrid material has
been obtained on which to base our selection. As well, this
Department has also initiated a hybridization program of its
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own.
“The 1952 season will see plant lines established in the
following crosses:” Address: Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
3100. Ortigoza Rojas, A. 1952. Contribuicao ao estudo
tecnologico do feijao sojado estado do Rio Grande do Sul
[Contribution to the technological study of soybeans in the
state of Rio Grande do Sul]. Thesis: Cadeira de Quimica
Organica e Tecnologia Rural, Escola de Agronomia Eliseu
Maciel, Pelotas. 128 p. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.
3101. Poletika, W. von. 1952. Vergleichende Klimaoekologie
der Sojaanbaugebiete Eurasiens und Nordamerikas unter
besonderer Beruecksichtigung der deutschen Verhaeltnisse
[Comparative climatic ecology of the areas of soybean
cultivation in Eurasia and North America in view of German
conditions]. Berichte des Deutschen Wetterdienstes in der
U.S. Zone (Bad Kissingen) No. 42. p. 406-12. [13 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The author uses the “temperature sum” and
“hydrothermic coefficient” methods to determine in which
locations soybeans may be grown in Germany. A table shows
extensive data. Contents: Summary. Climatic-Ecological
locations of soybean cultivation in Germany. General
comments on ecological zones. Agrarian-climatic elements
of soybean cultivation. Comparative soybean ecologies:
USA and Manchuria, the Soviet Far East, Caucasia and the
Ukraine, Germany.
A map divides West Germany into 3 zones. The darkest
zone (I) is most suitable for soybean production. Address:
Prof., Dr., Bonn.
3102. Rompietti, Attilio. 1952. Rilievi sui rendimenti e
sul protere germinativo della soia in ambiente siccitoso
[Observations on the yield and germination capacity of
soyabeans grown in a dry environment]. Annali della
Sperimentazione Agraria (Rome) 6(5):1307-28. [2 ref. Ita;
eng]
• Summary: Trials were conducted near Florence, Italy,
in 1948-1950 to study the possibility of introducing
soybean cultivation. Sixty-six varieties with different
vegetative cycles, from different countries, were tested.
Results indicated that summer drought during the growing
season unfavorably affected the yield and the germination
capacity of the seeds. It favored the formation of hard seeds,
especially in varieties having brown or black seed coats.
Of the varieties tested, only the following, which showed
some drought resistance and gave relatively good yields
and germination percentages, gave promise of successful
cultivation: Giessener 850, Giessener 71 (early), Bitter
of Riesen, Montagnana A, Gialla Lombarda, Marron 5 B
(medium); and Wilson and Sennari.
The following 66 varieties are listed on p. 1312, together
with the seed color of each: Giessener F 1, Giessener 850,

Giessener 851, Giessener 71, Montagnana B, Agate, Bitter
of Riesen, Flambeau, Kaiser V, 3234, Montagnana A,
Kabott, Manciuriana, Caiuga, Dikman nera, Gialla lombarda,
Golsoy, J.S. 14, Rauscher 3256/42, Sgaravatti gialla, Dikman
Kaiser, Dikman Riesen, Rauscher 3249/42, Mandarin
507, Mandarin, Frassineto n. I, Rauscher 3254/42, Platter
gialla, Manchu 2 B, Mandarin Ottawa, Kapital, Marrone
di Manfiuria, Earlyana, Marron 5 B, Milano, Hawkeye,
Abaro, Waseda 8, Ito-San, Bansei, Wilson, Chief, Gibson,
Illini, Lincoln, Wabash, Patoka, Macoupin, Cavarzerana,
Palmetto, Pekin, Virginia, Aoda, Sennari, Tokio, Dortchroy
2 [Dortchsoy 2], Dortchsoy 31, Hale Ogden 2, Halito, Borzi.
Address: Istituto Agronomico per l’Africa Italiana, Firenze,
Italy.
3103. Smith, P.E. 1953. Soybean varietal trials in Arkansas,
1949-52. Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Report
Series. No. 36. 11 p. Feb.
• Summary: Soybean production has grown dramatically
in Arkansas. In 1924, approximately 1,400 acres were
harvested for seed, while in 1952, this had increased to more
than 850,000 acres. This report discusses the performance
(agronomic and chemical composition data) of 23 soybean
varieties at four locations for the years 1949-52.
Page 3 notes: “Since 1943 the soybean varietal testing
program has been conducted as a cooperative project
between the Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station
and the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory, Division of
Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural Research
Administration, U.S. Department of Agriculture.” Address:
Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Arkansas, Fayetteville,
Arkansas.
3104. Blanchard, Marcel. 1953. Le soja et l’intérêt de
sa culture en Algerie [Soybeans and the interest in their
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cultivation in Algeria]. Unpublished manuscript. Conference
for the directors of the Stations Regionales du Service de
l’Experimentation Agricole en Algerie. March 1953. [Fre]*
3105. Peric-Modric, Adela; Mihalic, Vladimir. 1953.
Problem soje us kod nas [The problems of soybeans in
Yugoslavia]. Agronomski Glasnik (The Agronomy Journal)
3(3):170-76. March. [Scr; fre]
• Summary: The soybean was introduced to Yugoslav
agriculture about 30 years ago, but it has not progressed in
a manner befitting a crop of its potential. Address: Zagreb,
Yugoslavia.
3106. Viets, F.G., Jr.; Boawn, L.C.; Nelson, C.E.; Crawford,
C.L. 1953. Soil application of zinc for control of zinc
deficiency of beans: with notes on other field crops.
Washington Agricultural Experiment Station, Stations
Circular No. 215. March. 10 p. [2 ref]
• Summary: Zinc deficiency symptoms of beans, including
soybeans, were reported in 1952 in the Yakima Valley
(particularly the Roza area), and in many locations in the
Columbia Basin Project in central Washington.
Soil application of zinc sulfate in fertilizer is now
recommended over foliar application.
Summary: “A high nitrogen level is essential for
absorption of soil-applied zinc by beans. Eighty or 120
pounds of nitrogen are used in these experiments.”
“In these experiments the zinc was placed in bands or
was broadcast and mixed into the soil before planting, The
nitrogen was always banded. Broadcast application of both
zinc and nitrogen may be even better than the combination of
zinc broadcast and nitrogen banded.
“Bean yields were observed to be related to zinc
content of the whole top over the range of 15 to 45 ppm as
determined by laboratory analysis. Each increase of 1 ppm
in zinc content of the plant was accompanied by a yield
increase of 26 pounds per acre.
“Soil application of zinc, when made in a band with
nitrogen, was as effective in increasing yields of zincdeficient beans as foliage applications of zinc, If plants show
moderate to severe zinc deficiency symptoms, yield increases
of about 500 pounds per acre or more may be obtained by
using recommended soil or foliage applications of zinc. Yield
increases have been obtained when no clear-cut symptoms
were apparent.” Address: 1. Soil Scientist; 2. Junior Soil
Scientist; 2. Assoc. Agronomist; 4. Physical Science Aide;
All: Washington Agric. Exp. Station, Pullman, WA.
3107. Winters, R.Y. 1953. Charles Burgess Williams, 18711947. Paper presented at the dedication of Williams Hall
Agronomy Building, University of North Carolina, Raleigh,
NC. [8] p. Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: . On the top half of the first page is a large
portrait of Prof. C.B. Williams. On the bottom half we

read: “Charles Burgess Williams (1871-1947), truly
North Carolina’s pioneer Agronomist, devoted his entire
professional life to the service of his fellow citizens. From
his graduation as valedictorian of the first class at this
institution until his death he served the state as: Assistant
Chemist of the Agricultural Experiment Station, Fertilizer
Control Chemist, Assistant State Chemist, Vice-Director and
Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station, Dean of
Agriculture and Head of the Agronomy Department.
“He served the south: as the organizer, and for twentyfive years, as the chairman of the Tobacco Research
Committee, and of The Southeastern Agronomy Research
Committee of the Association ‘of Southern Agricultural
Workers.
“He served the nation: as a leader in Soil Survey, as one
of the first Americans to promote the growing of soybeans,
as a charter member of the American Society of Agronomy
and as its president in 1926.
“He served those who knew him best–his coworkers–as:
a loyal, sincere, and understanding friend.”
This paper begins: “We have gathered here to honor
the memory of a friend who served this State and region
faithfully and effectively, and to dedicate this building to the
service which characterized his life’s work.
“Charles Burgess Williams was truly a native son of
North Carolina. His people were among the early settlers
of the Albemarle section and were prominent in the public
affairs of the region and State. He was born at Shiloh
in Camden County, the son of Robert Jones and Susan
(Burgess) Williams, on December 23, 1871.
“Our friend was a product of this institution, having
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graduated with highest honors in 1893, the first class of the
college. While a student in the college he came under the
influence of J.R. Chamberlain, agriculturist; W.A. Withers
and B.W. Kilgore, chemists; Gerald McCarty, botanist; and
W.F. Massey, a civil engineer who taught horticulture and
botany. These men were pioneers in the development of
agricultural instruction and their influence was extended far
beyond the confines of their classrooms and field excursions.
An early report of the Office of Experiment Stations
expressed concern about the heavy load carried by such
teachers. Their duties included teaching, lecturing at farmers’
institutes and elsewhere, writing books, compiling bulletins
and newspaper articles, corresponding with large numbers of
persons on a great variety of subjects, attending meetings of
associations, helping with agricultural fairs and conducting
laboratory and field experiments.
“Upon completion of his undergraduate studies, Mr.
Williams accepted work in the college as instructor in
chemistry and assistant in the State Experiment Station
with opportunity to pursue graduate work. He had earned
his master’s degree in 1896 and followed this with a year’s
study of chemistry in Johns Hopkins University. During the
period 1897 to 1907 he served first as Chemist and later as
Assistant State Chemist in Fertilizer Control. In addition to
the analytical work associated with control, Mr. Williams
found time to conduct several studies designed to test and
improve analytical methods. He was an active member of the
Association of Official Agricultural Chemists and the results
of his studies are published in its proceedings and in the
bulletins of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
“In 1907 Mr. Williams returned to college work as
Director of the State Experiment Station and Chief of
the Department of Agronomy (1907-12) and served as
Dean of the College of Agriculture from 1917 to 1923.
By the beginning of this period most of the original staff
of the college and station had gone out to more profitable
vocations and had been replaced by men of greater academic
specialization...”
We will now select a passage related to his pioneering
work with soybeans: “North Carolina was the first State to
recognize the soybean as a valuable forage and industrial
crop and this was due largely to the efforts of Mr. Williams.
He initiated studies of soybeans in the rotation systems, their
fertilizer requirements and varieties adapted to different
areas of the State. Extensive cooperative studies were
made of the new introductions by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture. A recent letter from W.J. Morse (retired),
formerly in charge of soybean research in the Department,
has this to say regarding Mr. Williams’ work: ‘As to his
work with soybeans, no one in North Carolina did more to
promote production and industrial utilization than did our
friend, long before the Middle West entered the game. I
know that he spent considerable time and effort in trying to
get the soybean oil industry started in North Carolina along

with all of his other duties. He really pushed the Elizabeth
City Cottonseed Oil Mill into crushing soybeans for oil and
followed it through with other cottonseed mills. I honestly
think if it were not for Professor Williams’ enthusiasm and
work the North Carolina soybean oil industry would have
been delayed many years. His publications on various phases
of the soybean industry in the early days indicate his tireless
efforts to build the industry in the State. I first called on him
at Raleigh in the summer of 1910. I can truthfully say that in
all of my contacts over the entire United States, I never met
a more cooperative cooperator. I found him as enthusiastic
and interested in all phases of the soybean the last time I
saw him, the fall before his death, as he was the time I met
him in 1910.’ His publicity on the utilization of soybeans
and soybean products attracted the attention of the research
laboratory of the Sherwin-Williams Paint Company and at
their request cooperative studies were made of the quality
of soybean oils for paint manufacture.” Address: PhD,
Asst. for Production and Utilization, Agricultural Research
Administration, USDA, Washington, DC.
3108. Stahler, L.M. 1953. Contact herbicides as preharvest
defoliants or desiccants. J. of Agricultural and Food
Chemistry 1(2):183-87. April 15. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contains a review of developments in the use of
defoliants and desiccants in the USA, including defoliation
of soybeans (p. 185). Address: Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Columbia, Missouri.
3109. Bureau, Marvin F.; Mederski, Henry J.; Evans, C.E.
1953. The effect of phosphatic fertilizer material and soil
phosphorus level on the yield and phosphorus uptake of
soybeans. Agronomy Journal 45(4):150-54. April. [13 ref]
• Summary: In comparison to wheat and corn, the soybean
plant responds poorly to direct mineral fertilization. This is
a field investigation “of the effect of phosphatic fertilizer
source and soil phosphorus level on the soybean yield, dry
matter production, and phosphorus uptake by the soybean
plant. Superphosphate, double superphosphate, calcium
metaphosphate, fused tricalcium phosphate, and dicalcium
phosphate, containing radioactive phosphorus, were
applied to soil having a high, medium, and low level of soil
phosphorus.
“The percentage of the total phosphorus derived from
the fertilizer was found to be inversely related to the level of
soil phosphorus.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Ohio Agric.
Exp. Station.
3110. Whyte, R.O.; Nilsson-Leissner, G.; Trumble, H.C.
1953. Legumes in agriculture. FAO Agricultural Studies No.
21. 367 p. April. [97 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Part I. 1. Economic botany of
legumes. 2. Ecological and biotic relationships. 3. Relation
to soil fertility. 4. Alternate Husbandry. 5. Association with
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grasses. 6. Use as animal feed. 7. Tropics and sub-tropics. 8.
Poisonous plants and weeds. 9. The significance of symbiotic
nitrogen fixation. 10. Plant introduction and exploration. 11.
Adaptation, strain variation and breeding. 12. Investigation
and testing of improved strains. 13. Production of seed.
Soyabeans and the genus Glycine are discussed in detail
on pages 275-78; they are grown in the Philippines, Siam,
India, the East Indies, Natal, Transvaal, Argentina (incl.
the northeastern province of Corrientes), Uruguay. “The
most widespread species is Glycine javanica (East Indies,
Manchuria, tropical Asia, Abyssinia [Ethiopia], tropical
East Africa, and parts of South Africa). In Queensland,
this perennial slender species is an outstanding slender
legume among more recent introductions, possessing
all the characteristics of a good pasture species, since it
makes good growth, is palatable, and seeds prolifically.
It has also shown great promise in Paraguay. In Africa, it
is an excellent substitute for kudzu with similar climatic
requirements. It does not yield so much, but sets seeds
readily and is therefore easier to propagate... Glycine falcata
is a herb occurring in the semi-arid grasslands of Queensland
and is considered a promising pasture plant. It produces
underground pods.”
Soyabeans are discussed briefly at a number of countries
where they are grown, including in the tropics and subtropics. In Jamaica (p. 105), soyabeans are recommended in
a 1-year rotation with maize in higher lands with terra rossa.
In Nicaragua (p. 108) soyabeans appear to be well adapted.
In El Salvador (p. 108-09) the National Centre of Agronomy
recommends soyabeans as a source of fodder. In Northern
Nigeria (p. 119) the soyabean is used as young green
fodder; its composition is given. In South Africa (p. 13839) soyabeans have been well-established since 1926, when
A.R. Saunders at Potchefstroom began a breeding program.
“Hitherto, soyabean production has been approximately
700 short tons per annum. Imported and locally produced
seed are used in the diet of native mine labourers and more
particularly by convalescents. The oil content is too low for
profitable extraction by ordinary crushing methods which
leave about 6 per cent of oil in the cake. Facilities for the
solvent extraction and fractionation of vegetable oils have
led to a greater demand for soyabeans.
“Soyabeans are frequently grazed or used as hay... It
is an important hay crop, but difficult to cure.” Apart from
lupins (Lupinus albus, L. luteus, and L. angustifolius) planted
in late summer, soyabeans are the best annual legume used at
the Dohne Research Station.
In Madagascar (p. 142-43) soyabeans have given
good results at the Station agronomique du Lac Alaotra. In
Pakistan, in East Bengal (p. 145) soyabeans are being grown
on an experimental basis. A number of improved varieties
have been developed and are being distributed to growers.
In Burma (p. 148) and in Thailand (p. 149) soyabeans are
cultivated.

“Plant introduction in Australia (C.S.I.R.O.): Almost
immediately after the establishment of the Division of Plant
Industry (then the Division of Economic Botany) in 1928,
a Plant Introduction Section was formed to rationalize the
introduction and testing of plants for all parts of Australia.
Among the many other plants discussed are peanuts
(Arachis, p. 254-55), milk vetches (Astragalus, p. 255,
incl. Genge), Derris (= Deguelia, p 268), kudzu (Pueraria,
p. 317-21), including long sections on regular kudzu (P.
thunbergiana = P. hirsuta = P. triloba = Dolichos japonicus
= Pachyrhhizus trilobus) and on tropical kudzu or puero (P.
phaseoloides = P. javanica), and Voandzeia (the Bambarra
groundnut, Madagascar peanut, Juga bean or earth pea;
Voandzeia subterranea is a native of Africa). Address: Plant
Production Branch, Agriculture Div., FAO, Rome, Italy.
3111. Simon, Martin S. 1953. Soybeans, economic analyses
relating to processing: with emphasis on analyses designed
to measure effects of increased yields of soybean oil on
prices and total returns. Marketing Research Report (USDA
Agricultural Marketing Service) No. 35. 46 p. May. [24 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Products obtained from
processing soybeans: Factors that affect yield of oil,
factors that affect yield of meal. Relationships involved
in measuring effects of increased yields of soybean oil on
prices, total returns, and other factors. Analyses needed to
measure net effects of increased yields of soybean oil on
prices and total returns for soybeans: methods of processing
soybeans, effect of method of processing on yields of oil
and meal, effect of changes in yield of soybean oil on the
supply and price of soybean oil meal, factors that affect
prices of fats and oils, other than butter and lard, used in
food products, relation of prices of soybean oil to prices
of fats and oils, other than butter and lard, used in food
products, factors that affect prices received for soybeans by
farmers, use of these analyses in measuring net effects of
increased yields of soybean oil on prices and total returns.
Literature cited. Appendix. Address: Agricultural Economic
Statistician, USDA Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
3112. Weber, C.R. 1953. Guide to higher soybean yields.
Iowa Agricultural Extension Service, Pamphlet No. 202. 4 p.
May.
• Summary: Grow the best variety for your region. Plant
in narrow rows, 21 to 24 inches apart. Kill the weeds early.
Plant the seeds about 1 inch apart in a row. Plant in May.
Inoculate seed before planting. Harvest properly.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009)
that mentions “narrow rows,” and the earliest document seen
(Aug. 2009) stating that planting soybeans in narrow rows
gives higher yields. Address: Assoc. Prof. of Farm Crops,
Iowa State College, and agronomist USDA.
3113. Maisurjan, N.A. 1953. [Accelerating ripening of
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legume seeds by the defoliation method]. Zemledelie
(Agriculture, USSR) 3(6):58-61. June. [Rus]
• Summary: Chemical defoliation tests were made at
the Experimental Station of the Timirjazev Agricultural
Academy, Moscow, with crops which included soybeans and
lupins (Lupinus albus).
3114. Muller, H.M. 1953. Soybean production. Farming in
South Africa 28(328):245-48. July. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the plant.
Climatic requirements. Soils and fertilizers. Inoculation.
Soybeans in rotations. Soil preparation. Planting time.
Method of planting. Seed treatment (treatment with a
protectant is beneficial; do not use protectants containing
mercury since they are poisonous to nitrogen-fixing bacteria
in inoculants. “When both a protectant and inoculant are
used... plant the treated seed without delay”). Harrowing,
cultivation, and weeding. Varieties. Harvesting. Seed yields
(vary from 42 bags per morgen on irrigated land to 8-25 bags
per morgen on dry weight. [One morgen = 2.1165 acres; one
bag weighs 200 lb.]). Harvesting for hay and silage. Yields
for hay and silage material (For green silage material, it is
estimated that, depending on variety and spacing, one ton
can be obtained for every 300 lb of seed, or 5-13 tons of hay
per morgen). Utilization of soybeans. Acknowledgement.
Photos show: (1) Soybean seedlings with broken
“necks” when the soil in the rows has been compacted, and
also as a result of wide spacing. (2) Nodules formed on
soybean roots. (3) Soybeans being harvested with a combine.
(4) A man standing in a field of a hay type of soybean at
Potchefstroom; it grew to a height of 4 feet. Address: College
of Agriculture and Experiment Station, Potchefstroom.
3115. Pendleton, J.W.; Slife, F.W. 1953. Hill planting vs.
drilling of soybeans. Agronomy Journal 45(9):451-52. Sept.
• Summary: Planting soybeans in hills resulted in lower seed
yields than planting in rows. The soybeans were also more
difficult to harvest.
The article begins: “In the past, weed control in
soybeans has been confined to cultural practices, such as
early seedbed preparation, delayed planting of the soybean
crop, and row planting instead of solid planting. However, in
1952, certain agricultural experiment stations recommended
preemergence chemicals for weed control in soybeans in
some areas.” Address: Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana,
Illinois.
3116. Dimmock, F.; Warren, F.S. 1953. The influence of time
of planting on the yield and composition of soybean seed.
Canadian J. of Agricultural Science 33(6):550-558. Nov/
Dec. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Planting soybeans at the normal seeding time
gave the highest yield and the highest percentage of oil in the
seed.

“Delayed planting decreased the yield and lowered the
oil content of the seed and the longer the delay, the greater
the reductions became.
“Delayed planting showed a tendency to increase both
the protein content of the seed and the iodine number of the
oil.” Address: Div. of Forage Plants, Central Experimental
Farm, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
3117. Cizek, Jan. 1953. Kako je u Maksimiru vrijeme kosnje
godine 1951 utjecalo na prirod j kakvocu smjesa sudanske
trave i soje i smjese sirka i soje [How the time of mowing
in Maksimir in 1951 affected the yield and quality of the
mixture of Sudan grass and soybeans and the mixture of
broom corn and soybeans]. Stocarstvo (Cattle Breeding)
8(3/12):117-36. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3118. Hashimoto, T.; Okamoto, M. 1953. [Studies on the
magnesium nutrition of crops. 2. Calcium amount of soybean
plant on magnesium deficient conditions]. Nippon Dojo
Hiryogaku Zasshi (J. of the Science of Soil and Manure)
24:231-34. [Jap; eng]*
• Summary: Abstracts of parts 2-4 in Chem. Abs. 48:4058d,
7710d. 1954; 49:15141d. 1955. DNAL 381 Am33C.
3119. Kurnik, Erno; Oberritter, A.; Schueller, F. 1953. A
szoja sávos termesztese [Cultivation of soybeans in rows].
Magyar Mezogazdasag (Hungarian Agriculture) [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
3120. Malawi Department of Agriculture. 1953. Tung.
Report of the Nyasaland Department of Agriculture. For the
year 1951. p. 22-32. *
• Summary: Describes the effect of mulching and
interplanting soybeans and maize with tung trees. Yields of
Glycine javanica are given.
3121. Cooper, George S. 1953. Preharvest chemical topkilling as a possible aid in the natural drying and harvesting
of small grains, corn and soybeans. PhD thesis, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. In: Doctoral Dissertations
Accepted by American Universities, 1953. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
3122. Delorit, Richard J.; Ahlgren, Henry L. 1953. Crop
production. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall.
Revised 4th ed. 1974. 5th ed. 1984. *
• Summary: Contains a chapter on soybeans.
3123. Streetman, Harold L. 1954. Costs and practices in
producing soybeans in South Carolina. South Carolina
(Clemson) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
412. 30 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Purpose, scope
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and method, description of area. Organization of farms
growing soybeans: Classification of farms, organization of
cropland, livestock, implements and machines, labor supply.
Production practices for soybeans: Labor requirements,
seedbed preparation, planting, row width, rate of seeding,
seed varieties, fertilizing, cultivating, harvesting, insects and
diseases. Estimated costs and returns. Marketing and storage.
Summary. Address: M.S., Asst. Agricultural Economist,
Clemson, SC.
3124. Barretto, Castro. 1954. Breve noticia sobre a soja para
suprimento de proteina. Nobre contribucao de recuperacao
do poligono das secas [Brief note on soybeans for protein
supplementation: Noble contribution to the recovery from a
series of droughts]. Boletim de Agricultura, Departmento de
Producao Vegetal (Belo Horizonte) 3(1/2):31-38. Jan/Feb.
[12 ref. Por]
Address: Prof., Brazil.
3125. Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station, Extension
Circular. 1954. Growing soybeans in Georgia. No. 310. Feb.
*
3126. Test Demonstration Research Unit. 1954. Estimated
costs and returns from major farm enterprises, Tennessee,
1952. University of Tennessee (Knoxville) Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology Department, Monograph
No. 268. Feb. 43 p.
• Summary: The text on the cover reads as follows: Upper
right:
“Rural Research Series, Monograph No. 268.”
Near the bottom:
“Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural
Sociology
“Agricultural Experiment Station
“University of Tennessee
“and
“Tennessee Valley Authority
“February, 1954.”
On page 18 are two tables related to soybeans:
“Table 17. Average labor requirement for producing
an acre of soybeans, usual operations, using tractor-drawn
equipment, 1952.” The usual operations are: break, disk,
harrow, plant, cultivate, combine and haul. The man hours
and tractor hours for each operation are given. Total man
hours: 7.4 Total tractor hours: 5.8.
“Table 18. Estimated costs and returns in producing an
acre of soybeans using tractor-drawn equipment, 1952.” The
items are divided into: (1) Receipts from sales of soybeans
(25 bu at $2.75/bu = $68.75).
(2) Cash costs for seed, fertilizer, and operating the
tractor = $9.56.
(3) Non-cash costs for labor, tractor (depreciation and
interest), machinery and land = $14.08.

Total cash and non-cash costs = $23.64.
Summary: Net returns above all costs: $45.11.
“Net returns above cash costs: $59.19.
“Net returns to labor: $48.44.
“Net returns per hour of labor: $6.55.” Address:
Knoxville, Tennessee.
3127. Collins, E.R.; Scott, H.E.; Wells, J.C.; Westmoreland,
W.G. 1954. Soybean production in North Carolina. North
Carolina State College of Agriculture, Extension Circular
No. 381. 8 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Lime requirements.
Fertilization. Planting. Weed control. Harvesting. Pest
control: Table of pests that attack soybeans. Control
measures [for pests; apply DDT]. Plant an adapted variety:
Coastal Plain and Piedmont, Mountains and early bean
for Coastal Plain, Upper Coastal Plain and Piedmont,
varieties for hay. Address: 1. In charge, agronomy section;
2. Extension entomologist; 3. Extension pathologist; 4.
Extension weed control specialist. All: North Carolina.
3128. Tajiri, T.; Kudo, N. 1954. [On growing soybeans as
green manure in paddy fields in Kumamoto Prefecture].
Kyushu Nogyo Kenkyu (Kyushu Agricultural Research)
13:109-11. March. [Jap]*
Address: Japan.
3129. Department of Field Husbandry, Ontario Agricultural
College, Guelph. 1954. Soybeans as a cash crop in Ontario.
Ontario Department of Agriculture, Circular No. 173
(Revised ed.). 7 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Production, price and gross returns
per acre on selected crops in Essex and Kent counties,
1946-1950 average (grain corn gives the highest gross
returns, followed by soybeans). Outlook for 1954. Cultural
practices with the soybean crop: Inoculation, planting date,
soil, rotations and fertilizers, row widths (20-28 inches
recommended), rate of seeding, methods of seeding, depth
of planting, weed control, harvesting, varieties (in each of 5
climatic zones, and early, medium, or late within each zone;
A map shows the 5 zones and all counties in Ontario. Zone
1, the warmest, is Essex County and most of Kent County),
source of seed, storage, marketing. Address: Ontario,
Canada.
3130. Gomes, Pimentel. 1954. Caracteristicas culturais da
soja–Seu valor como alimento [Cultural characteristics of
the soybean–Its value as food and feed]. Sitios e Fazendas
20(4):66-70. April. [Por]
• Summary: Includes the nutritive value of the soybean.
Address: Engenheiro Agronomo.
3131. Nelson, C.E.; Harrington, A.H.; Gifford, Jenn C.
1954. Soybean production in irrigated central Washington.
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Washington Agricultural Experiment Station, Stations
Circular No. 250. April. 9 p.
• Summary: Partial contents: Introduction. Testing adapted
varieties. A fertilizer experiment with Pridesoy 57 soybeans.
The economics of soybean production... Growing soybeans:
Climatic adaptation and soils for soybeans, variety selection,
fertilizing, preparation of the seedbed, planting, cultivating
and ditching, irrigating, harvesting and storing, summary.
Tables: (1) 1949-51 soybean variety trials (Maturity
Group 0, I and II). (2) Yields, lodging and maturity data from
the Moses Lake soybean fertilizer experiment.
Photos: (1) A photo on the front cover, showing a hand
reaching into a cloth sack of soybeans, is titled: “How about
soybeans for the Columbia Basin?” (2) Nitrogen fertilizer
delayed maturity. Pridesoy 57 soybeans (left) received
no fertilizer. Those on the right received 120 pounds of
available nitrogen per acre.
Note: This Circular totally misses the point! Green
vegetable soybeans will grow very well and mature in
Washington state; See Tom Lumpkin 1991+. Address: 1.
Agronomist, Soil and Water Conservation Research Branch,
Agriculture Research Service, USDA, Irrigation Experiment
Station, Prosser, Washington.
3132. Advisory Board, National Soybean Research Council.
1954. The need for research in soybean production. Soybean
Digest. May. p. 16-17.
• Summary: Contents: Soybean research is needed. Soybeans
are one of America’s most important crops (“Soybeans rank
as our fifth most important crop. In a number of states they
rank first”). But our investment in research has declined.
More research is needed.
“Here are some of the opportunities for high returns
from an increase in our investment in soybean research:
“1–Research will give higher yielding varieties. A yield
increase of one bushel per acre will increase the value of the
crop $30 million and reduce the unit production costs.
“2–Research will give higher oil content. Each 1 percent
increase in the oil content of beans will return $15 million in
extra income.
“3–Research will help control serious diseases. By
controlling all soybean diseases, yields can be increased
from 10 to 15 percent.
“4–Research will show how to reduce harvesting losses.
Today from 5 to 10 percent of the soybean crop is lost in
harvesting.
“5–Research will tell more about the fertility
requirements. With this knowledge production can be
increased and soil fertility maintained at the same time.
6–Research will give the knowledge for increasing the
amount of certain amino acids in soybeans.”
So much for so little. How much investment (“only
$175,000 each year”). Who will benefit? The producer. The
livestock farmer. The consumer.

Who will pay? This question is not asked!
Four graphs show (1929-1952): (1) Growth of soybean
production. Added production from research. Increase due to
expanded acreage.
(2) Production of high protein feeds from oilseeds. From
soybeans. From all others.
(3) U.S. production of vegetable oil. From soybeans. All
other. (4) Research investment per $1,000 crop value: This
graph drops precipitously from 1929 to 1941, then drops
slowly from 1941 to 1952, when it is $0.50 per $1,000 crop
value.
3133. Matrone, Gennard; Smith, F.H.; Weldon, V.B.;
Woodhouse, W.W., Jr.; Peterson, W.J.; Beeson, Kenneth C.
1954. Effects of phosphate fertilization on the nutritive value
of soybean forage for sheep and rabbits. USDA Technical
Bulletin No. 1086. 95 p. May. [59 ref]
• Summary: “An investigation concerned with the effect
of phosphate fertilization on the nutritive value of soybean
forage was carried on over a period of 5 years (1945-49).
At extremely low levels of soil phosphorus, phosphate
fertilization brought about numerous changes in the chemical
composition of the soybean plant, with noticeable increases
in the phosphorus, calcium, and protein concentration.
Phosphate fertilization increased the yield of soybean hay by
twofold or threefold. Phosphate fertilization increased the
nutritive value of soybean hay as indicated by the growth
of lambs and the growth and bone formation in rabbits fed
phosphate-treated soybean hay.
“The cause of the increased growth in sheep fed the
phosphate-treated soybean hay appears to be the extra
phosphorus in the phosphate-fertilized hay. In the 1947
crops, the protein and phosphorus factors were eliminated in
the case of the rabbits, but differences in the nutritive value
in favor of the forage grown on the phosphate-fertilized plots
remained unexplained. No evidence was obtained that either
the availability of the phosphorus or the quality of the protein
of the soybean hays for either rabbits or lambs was altered
by phosphate fertilization. Methods were illustrated and
developed for an integrated attack on fertilization problems
from the soil to the animals.” Address: North Carolina Agric.
Exp. Station.
3134. Osler, Robert D.; Cartter, Jackson L. 1954. Effect
of planting date on chemical composition and growth
characteristics of soybeans. Agronomy Journal 46(6):267-70.
June. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Numerous investigations with soybeans and
other crops have shown that variation in planting date may
affect not only yield but other plant and seed characters as
well”–including the chemical composition of the seeds. the
oil content, the iodine number and the degree of lodging.
Delay in planting was generally associated with a greater
degree of lodging. Each variety has a planting date in a
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particular location that will give the highest yield. In general,
the highest oil content was attained at the early dates of
planting and decreased progressively with later planting.
Protein content was generally inversely related to the oil
content; the more protein, the less oil. There was also a slight
decrease in iodine number with delay in planting. Address:
Agronomists, Field Crops Research Branch, USDA ARS and
Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, cooperating.
3135. Robinson, R.G.; Dunham, R.S. 1954. Companion
crops for weed control in soybeans. Agronomy Journal
46(6):278-81. June. [2 ref]
• Summary: In trials in Minnesota at 2 locations in 195253, eight different crops were planted at different dates as
follows: (1) Immediately after planting the soybeans, and
(2) 18 days after planting the soybeans. With method (1) the
soybeans were planted in non-cultivated rows 6 inches apart
with and without companion crops and in cultivated rows
40 inches apart with and without companion crops. With
method (2) The soybeans were planted in non-cultivated 6
and 40 inches apart with companion crops. Discusses the
effectiveness of each method in controlling various weeds.
Address: Dep. of Agronomy and Plant Genetics, Univ. of
Minnesota, St. Paul.
3136. Crittenden, H.W. 1954. Factors associated with
root-knot nematode resistance in soybeans (Abstract).
Phytopathology 44(7):388. July.
• Summary: This abstract is located in a section titled
“Reports and Abstracts of the Eleventh Annual Meeting of
the Potomac Division of the American Phytopathological
Society.”
Page 388: “In the search for soybean varieties having
resistance to one of the root-knot nematode species, namely,
Meloidogyne incognita var. acrita, it has been found that
certain morphological and physiological features appear
to be associated with resistance. These features, listed
below, may aid in the future search for resistant varieties.
The varieties should have some or all of these features: (1)
long, tapering roots that penetrate deep into the soil and
possess a minimum of lateral roots; (2) roots that have a
tendency to become more woody than fleshy early in the
development of the plant; (3) acceptable growth and yield in
soils containing low amounts of potassium; (4) lowest per
cent of oil in the seeds that is commercially acceptable. The
variety Laredo has the greatest resistance of any tested to
date, but is suitable only for hay or a green manure crop in
Delaware. Three commercial varieties (Blackhawk, Monroe,
and Anderson), acceptable for seed production in Delaware,
appear to have a high degree of resistance to Meloidogyne
incognita var. acrita.”
3137. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1954. Factors affecting time of
planting soybeans in the southern states. USDA Circular No.

943. 13 p. July.
• Summary: Contents: Studies at Stoneville, Mississippi:
Factors to be considered in determining planting date:
soil temperature, day length, rainfall in the spring. Plan of
studies. Results: growth rate, time of blooming, plant height,
length of fruiting period, date of maturity, seed yield, seed
quality, chemical composition of seed. West Florida results.
Summary.
Studies were conducted at Stoneville, Mississippi,
during 1949-51, and in West Florida in 1952. They were
designed to provide basic information on the rate of
emergence and growth, total growth, seed yield, and seed
composition of soybeans planted over a range of dates in
the southern USA. Varieties used were Wabash, S-100,
Ogden, and Roanoke, the top-yielding varieties of maturity
groups IV, V, VI, and VIII and classified as very early, early,
medium, and medium late, respectively, at Stoneville.
Summary (p. 12-13): “A time-of-planting study
conducted at Stoneville, Mississippi, with four varieties of
soybeans gave very similar results each year for the 3-year
period 1949-51, even though moisture conditions differed by
seasons.
“Optimum planting date for the Southern States appears
to be that date when the minimum soil temperature attains
65ºF. and after the day length reaches or exceeds 14½ hours.
“Planting under such conditions will give more rapid
emergence, more rapid growth, higher seed yields, and better
seed quality than earlier planting. Rapid emergence and rapid
growth should contribute to greater ease in weed control.
“Medium- and medium-late maturing varieties show
less reduction in bean yield from late plantings than do
short-season varieties. A delay of 72 days in planting delayed
maturity of Wabash 33 days; S-100, 33 days; Ogden, 24
days; and Roanoke, 5 days. Therefore, in a double-cropping
system, where soybeans are planted late following white
potatoes or small grain, a medium-late maturing variety
will usually give higher seed yields than earlier maturing
varieties, and its maturity will closely approximate its normal
maturity date for earlier plantings. Since height is reduced
in late plantings and pods are formed closer to the ground,
less harvesting loss will usually be encountered in very late
plantings by utilizing tall varieties of medium, medium-late,
or late maturity.
“Seed yield data from a date-of-planting study made at
Walnut Hill, Florida, are in agreement with the conclusions
drawn at Stoneville, Mississippi.
Page 3: “For convenience, soybean researchers classify
soybean varieties in nine maturity groups, 0 to VIII. Groups
0 and I are adapted in the northern part of the United States.
Succeeding groups are adapted farther south. Group VIII is
adapted only in the extreme southern area of the country.
Wabash, of group IV maturity, is a full-season variety in
south-central Indiana.” Address: Agronomist, Field Crops
Research Branch, Agricultural Research Service, Stoneville,
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Mississippi.
3138. Chandnani, J.J. 1954. Manuring of wheat. Indian J. of
Agricultural Science 24(Part 3):195-211. Sept.
• Summary: Nitrogen is the dominant requirement for wheat.
Nitrogen can be supplied to wheat in any of the following
forms: farm yard manure, green manure, [oilseed] cakes or
fertilizers. Compared with no treatment, green manuring
with Cyamopsis psoralioides and Crotolaria juncea gave
yield increases of about 35%, which were greater than those
obtained with soybeans (27%), Sesbania aculeata (27%), or
Vigna sinensis [cowpeas] (23%).
Table III, titled “The quantity of green matter buried and
yield of wheat in maunds per acre” (p. 197), shows that when
170.6 maunds per acre of soyabean plants are buried as green
manure, the average yield of wheat is 23.0 maunds per acre,
which is an increase of 27.2% over the control (no soyabean
plants buried). Address: M.Sc. (Agri.), Div. of Agronomy,
Indian Agricultural Research Inst., New Delhi, India.
3139. Howell, Robert W. 1954. Phosphorus nutrition of
soybeans. Plant Physiology 29(5):477-483. Sept. [18 ref]
• Summary: “New strains of crop species in variety
development programs are continuously being evaluated
with respect to one another and to established varieties. In
such a program it is very desirable to know the effect of
nutritional factors on the expression of characters utilized
for selection. Because of the unique role of phosphorus
compounds in metabolic processes and the extensive use of
this element in fertilizers, studies of how plants respond to
varying levels of phosphorus are particularly interesting. The
objective of the present study is to determine the response
of several soybean varieties to different phosphorus levels.”
Address: U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana, Illinois.
3140. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1954. The new varieties for the
southern states (Continued–Document part II). Soybean
Digest. Oct. p. 8-9.
• Summary: (Continued): “This season, Lee, the third new
variety from the southern cooperative program, was released.
Lee averages five days later than Ogden and is superior
to Ogden in seed-holding, disease resistance, and seed
yield. Lee is adapted to the same general area as Ogden. Its
superiority in seed holding should eliminate losses frequently
experienced from shattering. Lee has a growth type very
similar to Ogden. Consequently, it will tend to be rather short
for the area described for best adaptation of Jackson. Lee is
resistant to the diseases, bacterial pustule, wildfire, frogeye,
and purple seed stain. It is moderately resistant to the leaf
disease target spot.
“We believe that because of its seed-holding qualities
and resistance to major southern diseases of soybeans, Lee
will aid materially in stabilizing soybean yields in those
areas where it is adapted. Because of its seed-holding

qualities, it will probably not be necessary to grow any later
maturing variety where Lee makes adequate growth. In the
Delta section, a combination of Dorman and Lee will give
an extended harvest period and also fit in well with rice
harvesting.
“Another new variety developed for a specific purpose is
Improved Pelican. This is a rank-growing variety developed
for production as a green manure crop in the cane fields
of south Louisiana. Unless planted very late, Improved
Pelican is difficult to combine because of its rank growth.
As soybean production moves south in Florida, the value of
Improved Pelican as a seed variety may increase.
“Several selections have been made from the Ogden
variety. None of these selections has differed significantly
from the Ogden variety. Dortchsoy 31 is a variety
comparable to Roanoke and Jackson in maturity, which has
proved inferior to these varieties in all production areas.
“Over the past several years, through the use of
closely-related lines which differ in disease reaction, we
have been able to estimate losses from diseases. We are
attempting to learn more about the behavior of diseases and
the losses which they may cause. The addition of resistance
to the major diseases is an important phase of the breeding
programs now under way in the Southern states.
“The past several years have had rainfall much below
normal in many areas of the South. In these dry years,
May or June plantings have survived the summer drouth
much better than the April plantings. This adds another
advantage to those mentioned earlier for avoiding extremely
early plantings. In 1952 and 1953, yields of 48 and 46
bushels, respectively, were produced on a heavy clay soil at
Stoneville with approximately one-third the normal summer
rainfall. Root penetration of 40-45 inches appears to have
been necessary to make these yields possible.
“Another cultural practice which has aided materially in
giving better drouth tolerance is deep tillage on sandy loam
soils which have formed a hard pan. At Stoneville, a field in
which beans were wilting severely in late June of 1953, no
wilting was observed in mid-August in 1954 on the portion
of the field which had been chiselled 16 inches deep. An
adjoining untreated area was severely wilted in early July.
“In Mississippi, plantings made in May have produced
consistently better results than early April plantings.
However, many growers like to plant in early April because
they believe they can get better stands. The heavy clay soils
are difficult to work. This past season, excellent stands were
obtained without rain by using a double disk opener rather
than the conventional opener. A spring-tooth harrow was
substituted for the disk in preparing the seed bed to avoid
getting an extremely cloddy condition.
“Better varieties and improved cultural practices will
strengthen the competitive position of Soybeans in the
South.”
A portrait photo shows Edgar E. Hartwig. Address:
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Research agronomist, field crops research branch,
Agricultural Research Service, USDA, working in
cooperation with the Delta Branch Experiment Station,
Stoneville, Mississippi, and coordinator of the U. S. Regional
Soybean Lab. Research program conducted in cooperation
with the 12 Southern states.
3141. Viets, F.G., Jr.; Boawn, L.C.; Crawford, C.L. 1954.
Zinc contents and deficiency symptoms of 26 crops grown
on a zinc-deficient soil. Soil Science 78(4):305-16. Oct. [9
ref]
• Summary: Severe zinc deficiency symptoms of
soybeans were reported in central Washington in 1952.
Soil applications of 23 lb/acre of zinc with 100 lb/acre of
nitrogen as ammonium nitrate in a field nursery corrected the
deficiency and normal plants were produced. Address: U.S.
Dep. of Agriculture and Washington Agric. Exp. Station.
3142. Needham, Joseph. 1954-1986. Science and civilisation
in China. Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press.
11 volumes. See especially Vol. 6, Part II: Agriculture, by
Francesca Bray.
• Summary: Dr. Needham is interested in the development
of science in China before the impact from the west. His
research extends up to about the 17th or 18th century.
Address: Cambridge, England.
3143. Barre, H.J. 1954. Country storage of grain. In: J.A.
Anderson and A.W. Alcock, eds. 1954. Storage of Cereal
Grains and Their Products. St. Paul, Minnesota: American
Association of Cereal Chemists. 515 p. See p. 308-357. *
• Summary: Soybeans for seed should be stored at 9%
moisture.
3144. Mackiewicz, Z. 1954. Porównanie odmian soi w
latach 1947-51 w Bydgoszczy i Minikowie [Comparison
of soybean varieties]. Rocznik Nauk Rolniczych, Seria A.
Roslinne 69(2):292-94. [Pol]*
3145. Mackiewicz, Z. 1954. Terminy siewu soi w Polsce
[Time of sowing soybeans in Poland]. Rocznik Nauk
Rolniczych, Seria A. Roslinne 69(2):295. [Pol]*
3146. Malawi Department of Agriculture. 1954. Tung.
Report of the Nyasaland Department of Agriculture. Part II.
For the years 1952-53. p. 20-24. *
• Summary: Describes research on interplanting soybeans,
maize, and Glycine javanica with the tung tree. Fertilizer
trials were also conducted.
3147. Neme, Neme A.; Silva, J. Gomes da. 1954. Cultura da
soja [Culture of soybeans]. O Agronomico (Campinas, SP,
Brazil) 6(63):5-18. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

3148. Revista Protinal (Valencia, Venezuela). 1954. Ya
pueden cultivar soya nuestros agricultores [Our farmers can
now cultivate soybeans]. 1(3):58-60. [Spa]*
Address: Venezuela.
3149. Shafer, N.E. 1954. Crop drying chemicals for seed
production in Nebraska. Down To Earth 10(1):2-3. *
• Summary: Recommends for soybeans: (1) Where weeds
are present: 2 pints of DNOSBP, or 4 quarts of 40% PCP in
5 gallons of diesel fuel per acre. (2) Where crop is clean and
few or no weeds are present: 1 pint of DNOSBP, or 2 quarts
of 40% PCP in 5 gallons of diesel fuel per acre. Address:
Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln.
3150. Yoshida, S. 1954. [Photoperiodic after effects in
soybean]. Nogyo Gijutsu (Agricultural Technology) 10(2):9092. [Jap]*
• Summary: Cited in Japan Sci. Res. Biol. Sci. 5:969. 1954.
DNAL. 442.8 J27.
3151. Addor, Arnaldo Augusto. 1954. Consideracoes acerca
da soja [Considerations relating to soybeans]. Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil: Ministerio da Agricultura, Servico de Informacao
Agricola. 69 p. (S.I.A. publication 797). [54 ref. Por]
• Summary: Discusses the cultivation, utilization, and
nutritive value of the soybean in Brazil. Contents: Preface.
Basic principles and overview. Cultivation. Varieties.
Chemical composition. Oil. Vitamins. Nutritional value
of the protein. Chemical characteristics of the protein.
Preparation of soy flour and techniques for removing the
natural bad flavor and aroma from the soybean and its
flour. Use of the flour to obtain a mixed bread. Use of the
soybean to obtain vegetable milk (leite vegetal, or soy milk).
Extraction of the protein. Protein adhesives. Appendixes.
Summary. Address: Quimico Agricola, Cuiabá, Mato-Grosso,
Brazil.
3152. Barnhart, Floyd. 1954. Soybeans. Caruthersville,
Missouri: Published by the author. xii + 290 p. Illust. Index.
23 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. Where are soybeans
produced? 2. Varieties of soybeans in the U.S. 3. Preparing
soil for planting. 4. Fertilizing soybeans. 5. Planting
soybeans. 6. Inoculation: The function of legume bacteria,
groups of legume bacteria, types of commercial cultures,
the commercial-inoculant method of inoculating legumes,
the need and purpose of inoculation, conditions which affect
legume bacteria, the economic considerations of inoculating
soybeans.
7. Cultivation. 8. Harvesting for beans (mostly with a
combine). 9. Storing soybeans. 10. Insects. 11. Diseases of
soybeans. 12. The place of soybeans. 13. Prices, distribution,
uses, and adaptation factors for soybeans in the U.S. 14.
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Marketing soybeans. Appendix.
Note: The author, who holds a masters degree in
education in agriculture, has written and published a similar
book on cotton. Address: Vocational agriculture instructor,
Caruthersville, Missouri.
3153. Caterpillar Tractor Co. 1954. Fifty years on tracks.
Peoria, Illinois: Caterpillar Tractor Co. 102 p. Illust. No
index. 30 cm.
• Summary: A fascinating company history, full of amazing
old photographs. The Introduction notes that in 1925, the
C.L. Best Tractor Co. and The Holt Manufacturing Company
merged to form Caterpillar Tractor Co. Best and Holt were
leading track-type tractors builders of that time, but they
were also early combine manufacturers and had long been
fierce competitors. Best began building combined harvesters
in 1885, and Holt followed suit in 1886. Benjamin Holt did
not invent the combine, but he was chiefly responsible for its
early development. By 1914 an estimated 90% of the grain
harvested in California and 75% of that grown on the Pacific
Coast was harvested by Holt combines. By 1916 some
6,000 Holt machines were at work. A photo shows a Holt
combine in 1886 powered by a team of 33 mules and 5 men.
In 1891 Holt introduced his sidehill harvester–which became
a great commercial success. These early combines were
“pulled” types. Then in 1911 Holt introduced a self-propelled
combine, powered by a steam engine.
Next came tractors, huge machines, powered by steam.
Then the birth of the crawler–a treadmill-type machine
which got rid of huge wheels and propelled itself like today’s
Caterpillar tractors. Holt built and sold his first commercial
crawler in 1906. After 1900 the gasoline engine moved
quickly to the front. In 1908 Holt purchased Best; Holt
had focused more on combines and Best more on tractors.
The new company kept the name Holt. But then a new best
company was started in California and the rivalry began
again. In 1909 Holt purchased a plant in Peoria, Illinois; it
was a big move eastward.
The Federal Highway Act of 1921 and the
mechanization of roadbuilding marked the rise of real road
construction in the USA. The Act authorized more than $1
billion in federal funds for the next 12 years and motivated
the appropriation of state money for the same purpose.
“Most important it got states to design principal interstate
and intercounty routes, and tied together their rambling road
systems.” Most of today’s two-lane highways were born
during that time (p. 30).
With the 1925 merger to form Caterpillar, the new
company sold the combine part of its business to John Deere
and saw a new opportunity to enter a new field where there
was very little competition–building America’s new roads.
So they put a blade on the front of their best tractor–and
the rest is history. Address: Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria,
Illinois. Phone: 00000.

3154. Popov, Atanas Trifonov; Pavlov, K.; Popov, P.
1954. Rastenievodstvo [Plant cultivation]. Sofia, Bulgaria:
Zemizdat (State Agricultural Publishing). [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
3155. Shuput, Milan. 1954. Uticaj zemljisne vlaznosti
na klijanje i nicanje semena grahorice, suncokreta, lana,
konoplje i repe ugarnjace [The effect of the earth’s moisture
on the germination and sprouting of vetch, sunflower,
flax, hemp, and turnip fallow seeds]. Zbornik Radova
Poljoprivrednog Fakulteta, Beograd (Collected Works of the
Faculty of Agriculture, Belgrade) 2(1):68-80. [16 ref. Scc;
fre]
Address: Yugoslavia.
3156. Grasslands Agricultural Research Station
(Marandellas, Southern Rhodesia), Annual Report. 1954?
Soyabean trace-element and fertilizer trials. 69 p. For the
year ending 30th Sept. 1953. See p. 18-20. Undated. [7 ref]*
Address: Federal Ministry of Agriculture (Southern
Rhodesia).
3157. Blanchard, Marcel. 1955. Le soja en Algérie
[Soybeans in Algeria]. Bulletin de Renseignements Agricoles,
Gouvernement Generale de l’Algerie No. 13. p. 9-12. Jan.
[Fre]
• Summary: An overview of the current status of soya in
Algeria, with a concise history of its development starting
in 1894 with the work of Dr. Trabut, and including the work
of Vivet (1937-39), Laumont at Maison-Carrée (1939),
Blanchard (1948), etc. The soybean collection of MaisonCarrée presently includes 153 varieties. Address: Chef de
Travaux au Service de l’Expérimentation Agricole.
3158. Liger, P. 1955. La culture du soja dans la région
de Bône [The cultivation of soya in the region of Bône].
Bulletin de Renseignements Agricoles, Gouvernement
Generale de l’Algerie No. 13. p. 12-17. Jan. [Fre]
• Summary: Bône (also known as Bona, but renamed
Annaba after the French were driven out of Algeria) is a
region or city in northeast Algeria. This paper was first
presented at a conference held on 4 Nov. 1954 at Bône, on
the occasion of the Assemblée Générale de la Coopérative
des Producteurs de Semences et Plants sélectionnés. The
latter organization has conducted numerous soybean trials
since 1951. A history and review of that work and other
related work is given. Address: Ingénieur des Services
Agricoles de l’arrondissement de Bône.
3159. Kilpatrick, R.A.; Hartwig, E.E. 1955. Effect of
planting date on incidence of fungus infection of Ogden
soybean seeds grown at Walnut Hill, Florida. Plant Disease
Reporter (USDA) (Open Access) 39(2):177-80. Feb. 15.
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• Summary: “Summary: Soybean seeds obtained from
a date of planting study at Walnut Hill, Florida, in 1952
and 1953, showed a high percentage of stinkbug-injured
seeds, especially at the later planting dates. Isolations from
punctured and non-punctured seed yielded a number of
different fungi; however, the data suggest that stinkbug
injury is not necessary for fungus infection of soybean seed.
The symptoms on the seed varied, depending on stage of
development when injury occurred. Seeds punctured at an
early stage of development were small, shriveled and poorly
developed. Seed injured at a later stage generally showed the
puncture surrounded by a discolored ring.” Address: 1. Plant
Pathologist; 2. Research Agronomist: Both: Delta Branch
Exp. Station, Stoneville, Mississippi.
3160. Brim, Charles A. 1955. New Lee soybean: from 100
plants to 20,000 acres... Research and Farming (North
Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Raleigh). Winter-Spring. p. 12.
• Summary: It’s to the Tar Heel farmer’s advantage to switch
to the new Lee soybean. The new variety is the most shatterresistant variety so far developed, it’s resistant to several
major soybean diseases, and it has the yellow seedcoat color
preferred by soybean importers in foreign countries. (About
80 per cent of the soybeans produced in North Carolina
go into export channels.) There should be a plentiful seed
supply for the 1956 crop. More than 20,000 bushels, enough
to plant 20,000 acres, of Lee seed were produced by certified
seed growers in North Carolina in 1954.
“If the season is good, these 20,000 bushels should
produce around a half million bushels of seed in 1955. This
is enough to fulfill the 1956 demand.
“Will Replace Ogden: Lee is expected to replace the
Ogden variety over much of the area where this variety is
now grown. Although Ogden usually produces high yields,
shattering losses often occur with this variety. Shattering is
especially bad where the harvest period is longer than two
weeks.
“Lee has shown very little shattering eight to 10 weeks
after maturity. It is the first soybean variety developed in
which disease control was a major objective, and is resistant
to bacterial pustule, wildfire, and frogeye. Lee is moderately
resistant to purple seed stain. Where Ogden will have 80 per
cent purple mottling, Lee will have 8-10 per cent.
“Lee is also more tolerant to the root knot nematode
than the Ogden variety.” Address: Agricultural Experiment
Station, North Carolina State College, Raleigh, NC.
3161. Calland, J.W. 1955. How to grow 60 bushels per acre:
Varieties, high fertility and doing things on time are all
important. Soybean Digest. March. p. 8-9.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Row widths (“Tests in
most experiment stations show higher yields in narrow rows.
Many good soybean growers would like to use narrow rows,
but the drawback to do this requires special equipment.” The

equipment they have is standard corn or cotton planting and
cultivating equipment). Use of fertilizer (very important).
Weed control (Very important. Rotary hoe widely used).
A small photo shows: “Narrow rows in this field are
being cultivated by an Allis-Chalmers tractor.”
3162. Furutani, Yoshito; Kato, Hiromi. 1955. [Studies on the
growing process of soybeans transplanted between naked
barley rows]. Kyushu Nogyo Shikenjo Hokoku (Bulletin of
the Kyushu Agricultural Experiment Station) 3(1):87-108.
March. [35 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: A study was performed on the
growth habits of summer-type soybeans planted between
naked-barley rows and on the microclimate in the soybean
field as compared with soybeans planted alone. Results
obtained are as follows:
“1. One of the most remarkable changes in the
microclimate of Plot B in which soybeans have been planted
between naked barley rows was the decrease of illumination
intensity of which corresponded to fifty to sixty per cent of
the illumination intensity in Plot A in which soybeans have
been planted alone.
“In Plot B there can be seen the decrease of evaporation,
air and soil temperatures, and the increase of relative
humidity, as compared with Plot A. However, in both plots
the difference between the air temperature and the soil
temperature was not so remarkable. In the later stage of
growth after harvest of naked barley the slightly higher
soil and air temperatures in Plot B may be attributed to the
decrease of canopy.
“2. Growing between preceding crop rows has resulted
in attenuated internodes on the lower part of stems, slender
branch roots and thin leaves with a low chlorophyll content,
and it delayed the rate of the development of leaves and
branches. Soybeans in Plot B were generally slower in the
rate of growth and they possessed larger nodules on their
taproots close to soil surface, as compared with soybeans in
Plot B.
“The poor growth of the soybean plants in Plot B was
gradually recovered after the harvest of naked barley; the
longevity of leaves developed before the harvest of nakedbarley prolonged about ten days, and the thickness and
chlorophyll content of the leaves newly developed after
the removal of naked barley in Plot B were superior to the
leaves in Plot A. Nevertheless, numbers of nodes, length and
diameters of the main stems in Plot B were inferior to those
in Plot A throughout the growing season.
“3. Leaves and stems in Plot B were lower in
carbohydrate content and higher in nitrogen content than
those in Plot A, with the exception of the period ranging
from about a week before the harvest of naked barley to the
flowering time of soybeans. The fact that the carbohydrate
level of the leaves and stems in Plot B was temporarily
higher than it of Plot A in the middle stage of growth, may
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be due to the delay of the growing process in Plot B. The
seasonal changes in C/N ratios of the leaves and stems in
both plots were almost the same as the seasonal changes in
the carbohydrate level.
“4. It was probable that the changes in the morphology
and composition of the soybeans in Plot B were produced
by many factors of the environmental condition, especially
the decrease of illumination intensity brought about by
preceding crops.
“5. In spite of so long shading as forty days produced
by the preceding crop, the reduction in yield of the soybeans
in Plot B was only ten per cent. Such minute reduction in
yield, as compared with other reports, may be explained by
the facts that the soybeans in Plot B were raised between
the rows width of which is greater than that of ordinary
rows reported elsewhere, and that the compensation effect
revealed after the removal of the preceding crop.” Address:
Soybean Lab., Division of Crop II, Kyushu Agric. Exp.
Station, Nishigoshi-mura, Kumamoto prefecture.
3163. Gray, R.B. 1955. Harvesting with combines. Farmers’
Bulletin (USDA) No. 1761 (Revised ed.). 42 p. March. See p.
29-30.
• Summary: The section titled “Description and function
of parts” (p. 4+) states: “The four major units of a combine
are the header, the thresher, the separator, and the cleaning
device. All combines have these four essential parts. The
following are described in detail–with some illustrations:
Header and platform. Thresher: Feeder, cylinder and
concaves, separator, cleaners (incl. sieves), tailings elevator.
Attachments.
In the section titled “Crop characteristics and combine
problems” is a subsection on “Soybeans” (p. 29-30) which
states: “Soybean maturity puts the harvest at a time likely to
be unfavorable on account of bad weather and weed growth.
Hence, once the beans are ready, the harvest should go
forward, if possible, without interruption.”
“Present improved soybean varieties, such as Monroe,
Blackhawk, Hawkeye, Adams, Lincoln, Wabash, Perry,
Dorman, Ogden, and Roanoke, are better adapted to
combining and less susceptible to shattering than previous
varieties.
“Of the improved varieties Hawkeye and Blackhawk
are extremely resistant to lodging. The others are at least
moderately resistant. At present Hawkeye is grown on 25
percent of the soybean acreage of the United States and the
acreage of the Blackhawk is increasing rapidly. The Wilson,
Virginia, Laredo, Lincoln, and Otootan varieties frequently
lodge badly in fertile soils, and under such conditions they
are difficult to harvest.”
A photo (p. 30) shows a combine harvesting soybeans.
Address: Supervising Agricultural Engineer, Agricultural
Engineering Research Branch, ARS.

3164. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1955. Soybean production in the
Southern States. Better Crops with Plant Food 39(3):6-10,
48-50. March.
• Summary: The position of soybeans as a crop in the
Southern States has improved significantly during the past
10 years. In the 11 Southeastern States, acreage of soybeans
planted for harvest has increased from 986,000 acres in
1943 to 2,323,000 in acres in 1952. Much of this increase in
acreage can be attributed to better returns [profits] resulting
from higher yields per acre, brought about by growers
putting into practice the knowledge gained from research
developments during this period. “In 1943 the average yield
per acre was 9.1 bushels, while in 1952 it was 15.6 bushels.
“The average yield is still below the national average.
However, as more growers utilize improved varieties and
production practices, the yield relationship of the Southern
States should equal or surpass that for the Nation. Yields
of 35 to 40 bushels per acre have been produced rather
consistently by some of the better growers in the major
production areas of the South.”
The main improved varieties are Dorman, Lee, and
Jackson.
Contains photos. Address: Research Agronomist,
Stoneville, Mississippi.
3165. Department of Field Husbandry, Ontario Agricultural
College (Guelph, Canada), Circular. 1955. Soybeans as a
cash crop in Ontario. No. 173 (Revised ed.). 7 p. April.
• Summary: A previous edition, very similar in content, was
published in April 1954.
3166. Evans, A.C. 1955. A study of crop production in
relation to rainfall reliability. East African Agricultural
Journal 20(4):263-67. April. [3 ref]
• Summary: This study focuses on the effects of rainfall
distribution on groundnuts and maize. The single sentence
concerning soybeans states: “Sorghum, and probably
soyabean, can be planted at a time determined by the rainfall
distribution to give reasonably good hopes of success.”
Address: Overseas Food Corp., Nachingwea, Tanganyika.
3167. South Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Extension Circular. 1955. Soybeans. No. 370. April.
Revised version. *
3168. Soybean Digest. 1955. More soybeans will be irrigated
this year: Irrigation is not only crop insurance–it is a key
to bigger crops. Do soybeans fit into the irrigation picture?
May. p. 12-13.
• Summary: Irrigated soybeans will be grown in South
Carolina, Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri, Mississippi,
Nebraska, Arizona, and California. A large map shows the
location of these soybean irrigation projects.
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3169. Torrie, James H.; Briggs, George M. 1955. Effect of
planting date on yield and other characteristics of soybeans.
Agronomy Journal 47(5):210-12. May. [8 ref]
• Summary: Five soybean varieties (listed here from early
to late), Flambeau, Mandarin 507, Manchu 606, Manchu
3, and Mukden 4, representative of the range of maturity
groups grown in Wisconsin, were grown during a 5-year
period. Four planting dates in each year were chosen: about
May 10, May 20, June 1, and June 10. Planting date affected
each variety differently; it had little effect on the yield of the
early varieties, however for the later varieties yield tended to
decrease when the seeds were planted after May 20.
The oil content of the two earliest varieties was not
affected by planting date, however for the later maturing
varieties there was a progressive decrease in oil content with
later plantings.
“Protein content showed no tendency to delay with
delay in planting.
“An increase in iodine number, which was consistent for
all varieties, occurred with delay in planting.
“Maturity date for all varieties was retarded
approximately 1 day for each 2 days delay in planting.”
Address: 1. Prof. of Agronomy; 2. Prof. Emeritus of
Agronomy. Both: Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison.
3170. Smith, Paul E. 1955. Pre-harvest drying of soybeans
cuts yields. Arkansas Farm Research 4(2):3. Summer.
Address: Assoc. Agronomist.

3171. Soybean Digest. 1955. New nematode in Carolina.
June. p. 6.
• Summary: “A cyst-forming nematode has been found
infesting soybeans in the Castle Hayne area, New Hanover
County, N.C., according to North Carolina Experiment
Station and U.S. Department of Agriculture workers in the
area. Six or more farms have been found to be infested with
this nematode, or a total area of 200 to 300 acres. So far it
has not been found elsewhere.
“The Experiment Station and USDA are studying the
problem and conducting a survey to learn if the nematode is
widespread in North Carolina. Examination of soybean roots
from small areas where the plants were severely stunted and
chlorotic revealed the presence of numerous lemon-shaped
female nematodes attached to the roots. Soil samples from
infested areas were found to contain several thousand cysts
per pint of soil.
“The nematode has been tentatively identified as the
soybean cyst nematode, Heteroda glycines (Ichinohe). The
known distribution of this species has been only Japan and
China.
“’We do not know yet how the nematode got into this
country, but we do know that some shipments of Japanese
lilies were brought into the area several years ago,’ states
J. N. Sasser, assistant professor of plant pathology, North
Carolina State College, Raleigh. Soybeans in the area are
interplanted with bulbs as a cover crop. There is speculation
that the nematode may have been introduced with a shipment
of lilies. Sasser, N.N. Winstead and C.B. Skotland published
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an article on the nematode infestation in the Jan. 15 issue of
Plant Disease Reporter.
“So far host tests have revealed that the nematode
attacks only soybeans and snap beans. Studies are also being
conducted on soil fumigation, the longevity of the nematode
in the soil in the absence of a suitable host, etc.
“The Golden Nematode Control Project, with Joseph F.
Spears in charge, at Hicksville, Long Island. New York, is
working on the problem.
“Says Spears: ‘It appears that the soybean cyst nematode
could be a threat to the industry if established in commercial
growing areas of this country. Based on what is known about
the seriousness of nematodes in general when they attack
our important crops and their difficulty of control, it is felt
that agricultural workers in all areas should be alerted to this
pest.’”
Note: This is the earliest article seen on nematodes
published in Soybean Digest.
3172. Beeson, K.E.; Probst, A.H. 1955. Soybeans in Indiana.
Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural College, Extension Bulletin
No. 231. 39 p. July. Summarized in Soybean Digest, July
1955, p. 26. Revised, 1955, 1961. *
3173. Gilbert, Deborah. 1955. The use of sprinkler irrigation
systems in Central and South America. World Crops
(London) 7(8):317-19. Aug.
• Summary: The value of sprinkler irrigation systems, using
aluminum pipes, has been clearly demonstrated by increased
yields of many crops. In South America, Soya-bean yields
are nearly double; the beans are 50% larger and contain 11%
more oil. Address: Irrigation Development Corp., New York.
3174. Meulen, J.G.J. van der. 1955. Beproeving van soja op
de Kleigronden van de jonge kustvlakte [Soyabean trials on
clay soils in the young coastal plain]. Surinaamse Landbouw
(De). Surinam Agriculture 3(4):249-67. July/Aug. [6 ref.
Dut]*
• Summary: The soybean proved to be one of the best crops
for growing in rotation with rice; it can be grown for seed or
as green manure. In Surinam, varieties imported from other
tropical countries, especially Indonesia, give the best results.
Generally, early planting gives a better stand than late
planting; late-planted crops suffer from too much moisture.
Application of fertilizers was not usually necessary, but
phosphate may be needed in the long run. For the variety
Vada, which seemed well suited to Surinam, 40 kg/ha of
seed in rows 4.0 cm apart gave good results. When grown
for seed, in rotation with rice, the yields of rice are likely to
remain constant. When soybeans are used as a green manure
for rice, nitrogenous fertilizers need not be applied. Yields
of 800 to 1,000 kg/ha of seed are considered satisfactory, but
1,500 kg/ha can be attained under favorable conditions.

3175. Stout, Ruth. 1955. How to have a green thumb without
an aching back: A new method of mulch gardening. New
York, NY: Exposition Press. 164 p. Aug. No index. 21 cm. A
Banner Book.
• Summary: This pioneering book by a 71-year-old woman
delights as it instructs about a fundamentally new way of
gardening; a joy to read! Dedicated to Fred Rossiter. Ruth is
a sister of Rex Stout, the well-known detective writer.
In March 1930 the author and her husband, Fred, moved
from New York City onto a farm of 55 acres near rural
Redding Ridge, Connecticut. The soil was rocky and bad,
but Ruth began a large organic garden. Through careful
observation and experimentation she developed a new
method of mulching–which she calls “all-over mulching”–
that eliminates the need for cultivating the soil before or after
planting, for weeding, hoeing, making a compost pile, and
for using additional fertilizers or pesticides. The 6-inch thick
blanket of mulch (made of hay and other vegetable matter)
does it all. Her foremost garden adviser was neighbor Scott
Nearing.
But mulching did not keep away woodchucks, which
particularly liked her soy beans, so she covered them with
bushel baskets (p. 93).
“I also grow soy beans, Bansei, which I think are fully
as delicious as the best lima. Harris [seed company] doesn’t
carry them; you’ll have to get them from somebody else.
They freeze perfectly” (p. 103). Note: Clearly she raised the
soybeans for use as a green vegetable. This is the earliest
document seen (June 2020) concerning noncommercial,
organically grown soybeans.
Having grown up in Kansas, the Sunflower State, and
having learned how to enjoy eating sunflower seeds in
Russia, she decided to grow sunflowers (p. 39). Address:
Redding Ridge, Connecticut.
3176. Thayne Muller, E. 1955. Frijol de soya [Soybeans].
Havana, Cuba: Pioneer Seeds, Inc. 13 p. Sept. [Spa]
• Summary: In the prologue “E. Thayne Muller” of Pioneer
Seeds, Inc., expresses gratitude to Dr. Gonzalo del Cristo,
Vice President and Director of the Agricultural Division of
the Cuban Bank for Agricultural and Industrial Promotion
(Banco de Fomento Agrícola e Industrial de Cuba), to all
the officials of BANFAIC and of the Ministry of Agriculture
for their valuable cooperation in our experimental plans for
the agricultural development and planting of soybeans, and
to Ingeniero Raul E. Alonso Olive, Chief of the Department
of Agriculture’s Agricultural Experiment Stations, for his
technical help in the preparation of this pamphlet.
Note: Fidel Castro came to power in Cuba on 1 Jan.
1959. Address: Pioneer Seeds Inc., Habana, Cuba.
3177. Calland, J.W. 1955. The National Soybean Crop
Improvement Council and its work. Soybean Digest. Oct. p.
14-17.
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• Summary: “Presented before the 35th annual convention of
the American Soybean Association.
The National Soybean Crop Improvement Council
was established in 1948 by the National Soybean
Processors Association. It operates on an annual budget
in the neighborhood of $30,000, which is provided by an
assessment of one-eighth of a mill per bushel on soybeans
processed by association members. This budget carries the
salary of the managing director, his secretary, and the costs
of the various activities conducted by the Council.
“The purposes of the Council were outlined in rather
broad terms. It was to cooperate with the agricultural
interests to encourage the profitable growing of soybeans
in the United States and to cooperate with the regional
laboratory, the agricultural colleges and experiment stations
in developing better varieties, which will yield more and
higher quality soybeans.
“I think it is well to consider some of the underlying
factors that led the Processors Association to set up the Crop
Improvement Council.
“Soybeans had shouldered other crops out of some 12
to 14 million acres of farm land, but the crop was still an
interloper; it had not been given a definite place among the
farmer’s regular crops. It was still looked at with suspicion.
It was accused of being hard on the soil, and of causing
erosion; you couldn’t get good stands of clover if you grew
soybeans; the crop didn’t fit into farm rotations; and there
were many others.
“In only three Cornbelt states were farmers actually
encouraged to grow soybeans, and in these states it was
mainly by individual staff members such as Beeson in
Indiana, Burlison and Hackleman in Illinois, and Hughes and
Dyas in Iowa. In other states, soybeans mostly ‘just came in.’
“Research, experimental, and extension programs in
most of the soybean states were set up on the so-called
regular farm crops. Soybean production research usually
got only such funds as were required to cooperate with the
U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory on variety improvement.
A few states had soybean bulletins or circulars on growing
practices, most of them did not. Variety recommendations
were made frequently on the basis of yield with little or no
regard for oil content or seed quality. Examples are Habaro,
Mandell, and S-100, each 2 percent low in oil content.
“Was that important? Well, in the years from 1946 to
1950, according to conservative estimates, we were growing
annually 3 million bushels of Habaro, 5 million of Mandell,
and 7 million of S-100. Now 15 million bushels, each shy
one pound of oil at 10 cents a pound, represented a loss of
$1,500,000 a year.
“Here was a new industry scarcely 20 years old, forced
to spend millions of dollars on research, improved processes,
new plants, advertising and sales promotion to develop new
markets and uses for soybean products. The soybean for
processing was a new crop on American farms. Much work

needed to be done on improved varieties, better cultural
practices, higher yields, harvesting, storage, and marketing,
all aimed at more money per acre for the growers and more
and better soybeans for the processors. What folly not to
cooperate fully with the agricultural interests, the growers,
the plant breeders, the agricultural colleges and experiment
stations who were doing this work!
“Helps Research: The Council was not set up to do
research work, but rather to cooperate with the men and
institutions doing research work. It helps research get started
by assisting in the analysis of soybean production problems
and by pinpointing the things needing research. Then we try
to speed the information gained through research out into the
various segments of the industry.
“Now, what are some of the things the Council has
been doing to try to serve the purposes for which it was
established?
“1–Our 44-page bulletin, Soybean Farming.
“Soybean production had suddenly doubled with World
War II. Thousands of American farmers were growing them
for the first time. Soybean growers wanted to know the
facts about this new crop, its relation to soil productivity,
to other crops in the rotation, to soil conservation, the place
it should occupy in their farming scheme. They wanted
information on cultural practices, varieties, fertilization,
and harvesting. Processors, grain elevators, county agents,
vocational agriculture teachers, farm managers and a host
of others needed, for distribution to farmers, concise factual
information on growing soybeans, information based on
research of agricultural experiment stations, facts that would
apply in general to all soybean areas.
“Moreover, a booklet containing this information should
be available free to anyone interested in soybean production
regardless of state boundaries. Outside of four states, the
colleges, experiment stations, county agents and others
had practically nothing about growing soybeans to offer to
farmers wishing to grow the crop.
“Soybean Farming: Here was a place where we could
immediately begin cooperating with the agricultural colleges
and experiment stations. The material for Soybean Farming
was assembled and submitted to the people working with
the soybean crop in the principal soybean states. With their
help it was put into final form and published. With their
cooperation a revised edition was prepared and printed in
1952 and a third edition in 1955. A total of 300,000 copies
of Soybean Farming has been distributed. They are available
in most county agents’ offices in the soybean states; they are
in the hands of the processors, of the colleges, of the vo-ag
teachers, future farmers, G.I. instructors, and many, many
others. Far more than 200,000 copies have gone directly to
dirt farmers who are growing soybeans. If you don’t have
a copy of the latest edition, write me at Box 108, Decatur,
Indiana, and I’ll send you one. Several of the agricultural
colleges get them in lots of 100 or more for reference books
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for students in farm crops classes.
“2–Our four-page pamphlet, Soybean News.
“Early it became apparent that another way we could
cooperate with college, research, and extension people and
with the producers of soybeans, would be by means of a
small easy-to-read pamphlet containing pertinent factual
information about the soybean crop and the things produced
from soybeans. Many of the stories in Soybean News are
based on new research and experimental findings at the
experiment stations, colleges and other research agencies
over the country. Mainly they supplement and bring up-todate much of the subject material in Soybean Farming. But
the News also carries actual farm stories–the experiences of
soybean growers. It is published in September, December,
February, and April of each year and is sent free to a mailing
list of approximately 22,500. I think you will be interested in
where it goes. To county agents, agriculture teachers, farm
managers, seed growers, PMA offices, farm magazines, farm
editors of daily and weekly newspapers and radio stations.
College experiment station and extension staff members,
USDA offices, conservation workers, processors, 7,200
elevator and grain handlers, an equal number of actual
soybean growers, and a miscellaneous list of close to 1,000.
If you don’t get it and want it, ask to be put on the mailing
list.
“3–The advisory board.
In order to work closely with the scientists who are
doing the research on the soybean crop we had each of the
directors of the experiment stations in 18 of the principal
soybean states appoint a member of his staff to serve
on a Soybean Crop Improvement advisory board. The
membership of the board is made up largely of the heads
of the agronomy or crops departments and also includes
Dr. J.L. Cartter of the Regional Soybean Laboratory of
Urbana, Ill., and Dr. E.E. Hartwig, coordinator of soybean
research for the 12 southern states. Dr. Herbert W. Johnson
of Agricultural Research Service and Dr. John Cowan of the
Northern Utilization Research Branch are not members, but
they frequently attend our meetings.
“Every person here today knows that better beans with
higher yields per acre don’t just happen. They come from
the application of scientific knowledge to crop production.
Scientific knowledge comes from research. The only way we
can keep from running short of knowledge that will increase
yields and raise production profits is to keep the scientists
digging out new facts about the soybean plant” (Continued).
Address: Managing Director.
3178. Williams, L.P. 1955. A soja [The soybean]. Instituto
Agronomico (Campinas, Brazil), Boletim No. 68. 36 p. Oct.
[Por]
Address: USDA; Instituto Agronomico de Campinas.
3179. Boletin de Produccion y Fomento Agricola (Buenos

Aires, Argentina). 1955. Mejoramiento y fomento de los
cultivos industriales y especiales varios [Improving and
promoting industrial crops and various specialty crops].
7(61-66):107-14. July/Dec. [Spa]
• Summary: Section 6, titled Plantas oleaginosas, pimiento
y caupi (“Oilseeds, vegetable pepper, and cowpea”) (p. 10714, from the Division of Oleaginous Plants. Chief: Ing. Agr.
Raimundo Nieves) gives information, for such principal
crops of Argentina as groundnuts, castor seed, sesame,
soybean (p. 111-12), colza, green and red peppers (not hot)
and cowpeas.
Soybeans: Experimentation: Continues the improvement
program initiated in 1947, using about 67 selections and
varieties from various nations. Includes comparative yield
trials, and adaptation trials. Multiplication. Intercropping.
Nutritional analysis.
3180. Morrison, W.R. 1955. Costs and use of storage for
soybeans, oats and wheat in Arkansas. Arkansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 562. 27 p. Dec. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Summary and conclusions: This study was
made in four selected areas of the principal cash-grainproducing regions of Arkansas. Information was obtained
from 181 farmers on their storage operations for soybeans,
oats, and wheat during the 1953 crop year. The data on
variable costs of farm storage were supplemented with
information collected from an additional 100 farm operators
in the four areas who had placed cash grain under the
government loan program.
“Information obtained in the study should help farmers
plan their marketing schedules so that they will obtain the
largest net return from their grain enterprises. It includes the
average costs of owning and using on-farm storage facilities,
and compares these costs to the costs to farmers for storing
grain in commercial elevators.
“The 181 farmers harvested an average of 2,096 bushels
of soybeans, 1,327 bushels of oats, and 741 bushels of
wheat, for a per farm total of 4,164 bushels. Of this total
57.1 per cent was sold direct from the field, 25.5 per cent
was placed in commercial storage, and 17.4 per cent was
stored on farms. Slightly more than half of the farmers
contacted had on-farm storage facilities, but only 22 per cent
stored cash grain on the farm during the 1953 crop year. The
average farm storage capacity was 4,503 bushels while the
average amount stored was 1,834 bushels, or 40.7 per cent of
available capacity.
“In figuring farm storage costs, fixed items such as
depreciation, interest, maintenance and repairs, insurance,
and taxes on a new 1,000-bushel metal bin were first
considered. Then variable cost items on grain actually stored,
including extra labor and transportation, shrinkage, treating,
conditioning, interest on capital invested, insurance, and
taxes, were also calculated.
“Fixed costs enter into a farmer’s decision on whether
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or not to add storage facilities, but not into his decision on
whether to store in bins he already owns. The annual fixed
costs were 3.3 cents per bushel on 1,000-bushel bins if used
to full capacity, but 8.1 cents per bushel if only 407 bushels
were stored.
“Variable expense items vary widely, particularly costs
related to the value of the grain. Interest and insurance
costs are variable within a certain range, according to the
individual farmer’s choice. Extra labor and transportation
costs will vary with the condition existing on individual
farms. Treating and conditioning costs will vary from year
to year on any specific farm depending on condition of the
grain at harvest time. Information in this study can only
indicate the average of the general situation in Arkansas. The
average variable costs for soybeans, oats, and wheat stored
for an eight-month period were 18.5 cents, 10.5 cents, and
22.6 cents per bushel, respectively.
“Average total costs for soybeans stored for a fourmonth period were 16 cents per bushel when 100 per cent of
capacity was used, and 20.8 cents when only 40.7 per cent of
capacity was used...” Address: Dep. of Rural Economics and
Sociology, Univ. of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR.
3181. Warington, Katherine. 1955. The influence of high
concentrations of ammonium and sodium molybdates
on flax, soyabean and peas grown in nutrient solutions
containing deficient or excess iron. Annals of Applied
Biology 43(4):709-19. Dec. [14 ref]
• Summary: Temporary darkening of the green color of
the shoots was produced by 40 parts per million (ppm) of
molybdenum (Mo) in iron-deficient soybean plants, but
was soon followed by more severe chlorosis. Symptoms
of Mo toxicity always developed when 40 ppm Mo were
given, whether or not the intensity of chlorosis was reduced.
With an increase in iron supply, a reduction in Mo toxicity
symptoms was confirmed in soybeans and peas. High iron
reduced the Mo content of both shoot and root in soybeans.
Address: Rothamsted Exp. Station, Harpenden, Herts.
[Hertfordshire, England].
3182. Walda Selase, Makurwa. 1955-1956. Akuri atar
[The soybean]. Ethiopia: Ya’Ersa Minister [Ministry of
Agriculture]. 62 p. 24 cm. [Amh]
• Summary: This soybean growers manual, written in
Amharic, includes instructions on how to use the “foreign
pea,” as soybeans were called at the time in Ethiopia. A
photo on the last page shows Walda Selase.
Note 1. This is the second earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in Ethiopia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Ethiopia.
Note 2. Talk with Fentahun Tiruneh of the Amharic
Div., Hebraic Section, Library of Congress, Washington,
DC. 1991. Oct. 11. The book states that the manuscript
was ready in 1945, about 10 years before it was published.

The author is a French-educated Agronome Geometer, or
agricultural engineer, probably connected with the Ethiopian
Ministry of Agriculture. He seems to have coined the term
akuri atar as the name for the soybean, which he praised for
its many advantages. Akuri means “noble” and atar means
“pea.” A table of contents at the back of the book shows
that it contains 17 chapters. Chapter 1, titled “A strange
crop,” gives a brief history of the soybean, but does not
seem to give its history in Ethiopia. The book does not seem
to contain any references. The Ethiopian Coptic Christian
Church set the year of the birth of Christ as being about 8
years later than the date recognized elsewhere worldwide
based on the Gregorian calendar. This book was published
in 1947 by the Ethiopian calendar, which could be 1955 or
1956 by the standard Western calendar.
Note 3. For details on the Gregorian and Julian
calendars, see the SoyaScan Notes record for 1991 Oct. 11.
Address: Ethiopia.
3183. Chaugule, B.A. 1955. A note on rotational experiments
on bajri and jowar (Nilwa). Poona Agricultural College
Magazine 46(2 & 3):139-41. *
• Summary: The effects of a legume (groundnuts, soyabeans,
or sesame seeds) in rotation with bajri [bulrush millet]
(Pennisetum typhoideum) are discussed. Rotations of bajri/
legume each year or bajri after soyabeans were the best.
Groundnuts and sesame appeared to be unsuitable. Nilwa is a
grain sorghum.
3184. Gutiérrez, D.R. 1955. Contenido de aceite y proteína
y respuesta al abonamiento de ocho variedades de soya
[Oil- and protein-contents and response to manuring of eight
soyabean varieties]. Acta Agronomica (Palmira, Colombia)
5(4):211-21. [7 ref. Spa; eng]*
3185. Lerman, I.; Skzakin, D.F. 1955. Kvoprosu o vlijanii
nedostatka vodi v pocve na nektorie sorte ovsa v razlicnic
periodi razvitije [On the question of the effect of the lack
of water in the soil on several types of oats in various
periods of development]. Kafedra Botaniki, Ucenie Zapiski
(Department of Botany, Scholarly Notes) No. 109. [Rus]*
Address: USSR.
3186. Muller, T. 1955. El cultivo del frijol soya [Cultivation
of soybeans]. Havana, Cuba: Estación Experimental
Agronómica de Santiago de las Vegas. 12 p. [Spa]*
Address: Habana, Cuba.
3187. Orbea, J.R. 1955. Efecto del “mulch” en el
rendimiento de la soja (Glycine max) [Effect of mulch on
soyabean yield]. Revista de la Facultad de Agronomia, La
Plata 31(2):337-40. [4 ref. Spa]*
• Summary: In a plot trial, in which 19 soybean varieties
were planted on Oct. 15 and cut on Jan. 19, a mulch of dry
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grass approximately 25 cm thick was applied between the
soybean rows. Compared with the plots which received
no mulch, it increased the green matter yields by 52-345%
according to variety. Address: Faculty of Agronomy.
3188. Queensland Department of Agriculture and Stock,
Annual Report (Brisbane, Australia). 1955. Crop trials,
Biloela. 99 p. For the year 1954-1955. See p. 40-41. *
• Summary: The soybean varieties Clemson and Rose
Selection No. 2 outyielded Nanda. Rate-of-seeding trials
indicated that plant population per row foot was more
important than the variations between the 27, 34, and 42-inch
row-spacings.
3189. Roche, P.; Velly, J.; Joliet, B. 1955. Utilisation
des engrais verts en rizière dans la région du lac Alaotra
(Madagascar) [Use of green manures in rice-fields in Lake
Alaotra region (Madagascar)]. Riz et Riziculture & Cultures
Vivrieres Tropicales (Paris) 1(4):141-44. [Fre]*
• Summary: Soybeans and Cajanus indicus [pigeon peas, or
Cajan] are recommended as green manures for increasing
rice yields. These legumes are grown as catch crops under
irrigation; their place in the rotation is after rice. They are
planted in June and plowed under in November, while the
rice occupies the ground from December to May.
3190. Zlatanovic, Stanko. 1955. Gajenje soje [The
cultivation of soybeans]. Glasnik Poljoprivredne Komore
u Zrenjaninu (Bulletin of the Chamber of Agriculture in
Zrenjanina) 2(4/5):10-13. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3191. Glacken, Clarence J. 1955. The Great Loochoo: a
study of Okinawan village life. Berkeley and Los Angeles,
California: University of California Press. xvi + 324 p. See p.
280. Illust. Maps. 23 cm. [134 endnotes]
• Summary: A very interesting study in human geography
and culture, and of the details of life in three villages (incl.
Hanashiro and Matsuda) on the island of Okinawa starting
in 1951. This book is doubly interesting because by the year
2000 Okinawans were widely considered to be the longestlived and healthiest people in the world (Willcox 2001).
The author decided to select a village whose economy
was based on agriculture–this meant primarily the cultivation
of rice, sugar cane, sweet potatoes, and soybeans (p. vii).
Okinawan villages have a striking “dependence on
plants, not only for food but for other uses” (p. 3). Chapter
1 is about the geography and cultural history of Okinawa,
which has long been pulled between and paid tribute to
China and Japan. Okinawa is the largest and most populous
of the Ryukyu islands. These islands are generally divided
into four island groups (gunto); the Okinawa, Amami,
Yaeyama, and Mikado groups. Three maps and a table
(p. 8-16) shows these relationships. Naha, the capital of

Okinawa island, is in the southwest.
Bean paste [miso] or bean curd [tofu] are used in the
cooperative ceremonies of housebuilding (p. 70-71).
The most typical shops in rural Okinawa include import
stores, which carry rice, flour, soybean sauce, and wheat (p.
74). Small retail shops sell foods, including soybean oil and
Ajinomoto (p. 76).
“In the farming areas, sugar and rice are the only
significant sources of cash income. Sweet potatoes, rice,
eggs, and soybeans may be sold,” but they do not provide
much cash. The farmer “can produce much of his food and
need spend little money if he is willing to subsist on sweet
potatoes, bean curd, and bean-paste soup” (p. 86).
Chapter 7, titled “Agriculture” states: “Soybeans, grown
for home consumption, are used for making bean curd (tôfu)
and bean paste (miso)” (p. 131, 151). For soybean cultivation
and crop rotation, see pages 136, 138, 151. Soybean plants
are harvested with a small sickle and threshed by a flail;
the residues are used for either fertilizer of fuel. Whereas
soybeans are always used to make tofu or miso, soy sauce is
always purchased.
Another type of bean is the “red dwarf bean (adzuki)”
(p. 151).
Table 16 (p. 153) shows that soybeans are grown as a
dry-land (rainfed) crop; in Hanashiro in 1952 they occupied
19.2% of the total land area; sweet potatoes occupied 50.8%
and rice 15.5%.
The term “waste bean curd” (tofu no kasshu [kasu])
is used to refer to okara (p. 158-59); it is fed to horses and
oxen.
When a person dies, if his descendants are devoted, his
life will be remembered and celebrated periodically until 33
years after his death (p. 204).
Page 280: “One of the most significant links between
family, village, and school is the annual athletic meet
(undôkai)... There is much bustle, laundering, hair washing
and cooking in a village the day before the meet. Special
lunches including rice dyed red, bean curd, slices of fish
paste, beef or pork are prepared.” The infant is with the
mother “when she is turning the quern to make bean curd”
(p. 204).
The main difference is the basic diet is that the poor eat
more sweet potatoes and less rice. For most people, breakfast
includes a “soup made of hot water and bean paste, perhaps
with bits of other foods. For dinner: “Bean-paste soup, rice
or sweet potatoes, bean curd and tea” (p. 223).
“Home-made bean curd (tôfu)” and bean paste (miso)
are an important foods, but miso is the more important of the
two. in the daily diet. The present diet is better than before
the war, when it consisted of mostly of the sweet potato and
bean-paste soup. The latter usually has a few shred of shreds
of fish or meat in it. “In times of scarcity, or if the family is
poor, only the paste is used; when it is dissolved in hot water,
it makes a kind of clear bouillon which is jokingly referred to
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as ‘mirror soup’ (kagami miso) because one can see his face
in it; it is also called ‘nothing in it soup’ (nnshiru)” (p. 224)
The method of making bean curd is described (in part
incorrectly). The remaining whey is used for pig food. “Bean
curd, fried, boiled in a soup, in a mixture with vegetables, or
as an ingredient in sukiyaki is always served at a party.”
“Most families serve bean-paste soup (misoshiru)
every meal every day. It [miso] has four basic ingredients:
soybeans, rice or barley–occasionally the cycad, salt, and
water. Recipes differ considerably among families... It is put
in a large jar (tsubo) which is placed in the kitchen or in a
storeroom and allowed to stand for at least a year, sometimes
for three. With age, the paste becomes sweeter and is
considered to be better; when ready for use, it is very soluble
in water” (p. 225).
An excellent photo (p. 239) shows a woman making
bean curd using a hand mill.
In observances in memory of the dead, when the “tomb
is revisited on the seventh day, rice cakes [mochi], bean curd,
favorite foods of the deceased, and a little sake may be taken
as offerings” (p. 248).
After New Year, the next public holiday is Jûrokunichi
(literally, sixteenth day), the 16th day of the first lunar month
(Feb. 21, 1951); it “is a day of devotion and prayer at the
family tomb.” In Hanashiru, food is taken in two lacquer
boxes (jûbako), the second of which includes bean curd (p.
253).
In historical times, Okinawan culture was for centuries
exposed to Chinese culture, especially from the 14th to the
early 17th centuries, “The most significant borrowings, either
directly from China or via Japan,” have included “articles of
diet, such as bean curd” (p. 298).
Soybean or soybeans are mentioned on pages vii, 74
(soybean sauce), 76-77 (soybean oil), 86, 138 (“The second
month (March 8 to April 5, 1951) is devoted to soybean
planting which continues until about the middle of the
month...” The soybean plots are weeded), 131 (“Four crops
are the mainstays of Okinawan agriculture: rice, sweet
potatoes, soybeans, and sugar cane”), 135-36 (soybeans in
crop rotation), 138-39 (Soybeans are harvested in the fifth
month, June 5 to July 3, 1951), 151 (After the soybean, the
daikon is the most important of the minor crops grown for
home use. Soybeans are planted once a year), 297 (sweet
potatoes, soybeans, and sugar cane can be grown freely
on land unsuited for rice). Address: Geographer, Berkeley,
California.
3192. Gray, S.G. 1955. Experiments with soybeans in
Australia. Division of Plant Industry, Technical Paper
(Australian Commonwealth Scientific & Industrial Research
Organization) No. 4. 18 p. [12 ref]
• Summary: Report on soybean growth feasibility study
for Australia. Summarized the early soybean research done
by CSIRO and emphasized the importance of considering

homo-climes in the introduction of soybean varieties for
sub-tropical Australia. Over 300 soybean introductions
were tested in trials in several parts of Australia from 1944
to 1951. Results of trials at Katherine (Northern Territory),
Redlands Bay (Queensland), and Redcliffs (Victoria) showed
that there is a constant relationship between relative maturity
of varieties and latitude. The most suitable varieties at each
locality were those originating from comparable latitudes
overseas. The author recommends that varieties from eastern
and northern Australia should be sought in regions of lower
latitude than those of the major soybean areas of the world.
Address: CSIRO, Melbourne.
3193. Naude, C.P.; Pretorius, T.P.; Nothling, I.J. 1955.
Fertiliser and irrigation experiments at the Upington
Agricultural Research Station [South Africa] 1942-1952.
South Africa Department of Agriculture, Science Bulletin No.
359. 42 p. (Chemistry Series No. 202).
• Summary: This is a progress report on fertilizer trials
with soybeans, groundnuts, maize, and wheat. Section (2)
titled “Use of compost (1942-1947)” (p. 16-18) discusses a
rotation with wheat, maize, and soybeans. Table 10 shows
maize and soybean yields (in bags per morgen) resulting
from different fertilizer treatments. Soybean yields are low,
but the differences between the various treatments are slight.
Section (5) titled “Lucerne-winter fertiliser experiment
(1948)” (p. 26-27) discusses a rotation of wheat, soybeans,
and lucerne. Table 16 shows wheat and soybean yields
(1948-1949) with different fertilizer treatments. Kraal
manure treatments usually gave higher yields. Address: 1.
D.Sc; 2. M.Sc. Both: Div. of Chemical Services, Pretoria; 3.
B.Sc. (Agric.), Div. of Agricultural Education and Research.
3194. Rodale, Jerome Irving. 1955. Organic gardening: How
to grow vegetables, fruits, and flowers using nature’s own
methods. Garden City, New York: Hanover House. 224 p.
See p. 87, 197. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: J.R. Rodale started the organic gardening
and farming movement in America. Soybean hay is
recommended as a high nitrogen fertilizer (p. 87). If
soybeans are grown as a companion crop with corn, they
shade the bases of the corn plants and this protects them
from highly destructive chinch bugs.
Note: The Library of Congress catalogued this book
under the main subject heading “Organiculture.” Other books
by the author include: Organic Gardening. Pay Dirt. The
Healthy Hunzas. The Health Finder. The Word Finder. The
Phrase Finder.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2020)
concerning with work of J.I. Rodale with soy. Address:
Rodale, Pennsylvania.
3195. Rodrigo, P.A. 1955. Brief directions for growing
soybeans (Leaflet). Manila: Philippine Dep. of Agriculture
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and Natural Resources, Office of Agricultural Information. 2
p. Revised ed. July 21. [Eng]
• Summary: The author concludes: “The soybean crop is
ready to be harvested in 120 to 150 days after planting,
depending upon the variety and the season when grown.
For general purposes, the crop can be harvested when
about 90% matured, especially when there is danger of bad
weather. If intended for seeds, however, the crop should be
thoroughly matured. In the absence of a binder the plants
may be pulled off and tied into small bundles. These bundles
may be set into stacks and threshed as soon as dry. The
Japanese portable rice thresher is also an efficient soybean
thresher. When there is danger of continuous rain the crop
should be harvested and placed in the shade before it gets
wet. At this stage, the soybean is easily spoiled; the beans
rot with great rapidity. Soybean for seed purposes should be
threshed as soon as practicable and the grains immediately
and thoroughly dried. The seeds which should be completely
air-dried are then stored in sealed containers. The straw
and other by-products of threshing should be spread in the
field for manurial purposes.” Address: Chief, Horticulture
Research Section, Bureau of Plant Industry, Philippines.
3196. Fearn Soya Foods. 1955? Recipes for Dr. Fearn’s
Edible Soy Beans organically grown (Leaflet). Melrose Park,
Illinois: Fearn Soya Foods. 12 panels. Front and back. Each
panel: 9.5 x 21 cm. Undated.
• Summary: Printed with black ink on light green paper,
this leaflet opens like a road map. We find it unusual that
the words “organically grown” appear only once–on the
front–in this leaflet. A few of Dr. Fearn’s many products
have these word “pure” in the product name but none have
“organic” or organically grown.” The first 3 panels contain
recipes: Sprouts for salad. Sprout casserole. Sprout tomato
sauce. Bean sprout and chicken souffle. Meatless chop suey.
Soy loaf. Chop suey with meat. Sprouted soybean casserole.
Sprouted soybeans au gratin. Scrambled eggs with sprouted
soybeans. Salted soybeans. Oven-roasted soys. Ground
toasted soybeans. Soy toppings. Cereals. Soy nuts. Soy
omelet. Cooked ground soybeans. Vegetized ground soys.
Soyburgers.
Then if you open the leaflet again, you find 6 panels of
text ad recipes. Across the top: “Add High Grade Protein
to Your Diet.” The top half of the top left panel, is titled
“Soy Beans: The ‘Miracle in Food. begins: “Dr. Fearn was
recognized as the first to produce an edible soybean Flour
and his patented process is used in producing Dr. Fearn’s
Pure Soya Bean Powder used in other Dr. Fearn products.
Dr. Fearn was recognized as the outstanding authority in the
World and he was selected by President Wilson in 1917 to
come to the United States and get the soybean started, as a
war measure to combat the German U-boat warfare, which
was sinking our ships faster than we could build them. The
Soybean offered many times the food value of wheat, corn

and other cereals we were sending to our allies, friends and
displaced peoples of Europe, and would require much fewer
ships than other foods. Dr. Fearn was a surgeon Major in the
British army and he accepted President Wilson’s invitation
to come and promote the soybean in the U.S.A. The war
ended in 1918, before the program was well under way so
Dr. Fearn turned his attention to promoting the soybean as a
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commercial venture.
“He organized and started the first Soybean processing
plant in the U.S.A. in 1920 in New York City and it was
called The Soyex Company. It was far ahead of it’s time
and doomed to failure, because people would not believe
miraculous truth about the soybean. Dr. Fearn then came to
Chicago in 1923 and started the Fearn Laboratories which
prospered and was sold to other interests and is making
excellent progress under another name. He then started the
Fearn Soya Foods in 1935 the present company. Dr. Fearn
died in 1949 at the age of 70.”
The rest of the six inside panels, and the leftmost of the
back 3 panels, contain more recipes.
The back panel, titled “Other Dr. Fearn Foods” lists nine
food products: Dr. Fearn’s Wholewheat & Soya Pancake
Mix. Dr. Fearn’s Regular Pancake Mix. Dr. Fearn’s Wheat
Cereal & Soya. Dr. Fearn’s Pure Soya Bean Powder. Dr.
Fearn’s Soya Granules. Dr. Fearn’s High Lecithin Soya
Powder. Dr. Fearn’s Low Fat Soya Powder. Dr. Fearn’s Corn
Bread & Muffin Mix. Dr. Fearn’s Wheat Germ Powder.
Note: Although this leaflet is undated we can guess the
date from the text at the bottom of the back panel: “Several
of the recipes shown here were taken from Mildred Lager’s
Great New Book ‘How to Use the Soybean’ 350 recipes,
115 pages of useful information on the soybean with all
kinds of special diets. Price $2.75 at your health food store
or from the author directly at 4118 Warner Blvd., Burbank,
California.” This book was published in 1955.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2015)
that tells the basic story of Dr. Fearn’s life with dates, or that
mentions “President Wilson,” etc. Address: 1206 N. 31st
Ave., Melrose Park, Illinois.
3197. Hedge, Porter M. 1956. Washington Digest: Brazil.
Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 32-33.
• Summary: “A soybean expansion program is taking place
in Brazil, Foreign Agriculture officials report.
“A new large crushing plant capable of producing
around 20,000 metric tons of soybean oil a year is being built
by an international concern.
“Technicians have been imported to help develop
satisfactory varieties and demonstrate best methods of
production.
“The expansion is taking place in the southern part
of Brazil where most of present production is. The new
processing plant is being located in this area.
“The Brazilian government in recent years has
encouraged producers in this area to increase production of
wheat so wheat imports could be reduced. Soybeans are a
good crop to rotate with wheat. The area is one with large
operators having ample capital to carry though an expansion
program.
“Brazil’s annual output of soybeans now is around 3
½ to 4 million bushels. The new processing plant would be

capable of handling an increase in volume equal to the size
of the present crop.
“An increase in Brazilian supply would not necessarily
mean a new supply for world trade. Most of the present
output is grown by Japanese and Chinese immigrant farmers,
and is marketed in Japan as soybeans.
“However, Brazil is short of fats. Population is
increasing rapidly there, as in other parts of the world.
The standard of living is rising. It’s felt here that soybean
expansion would be almost entirely for home use rather than
export.”
A portrait photo shows Porter M. Hedge. Address:
Washington Correspondent for Soybean Digest.
3198. Jensen, E.H.; Lambert, J.W.; Caldwell, A.C.;
Kernkamp, M.F. 1956. Soybeans for Minnesota. Minnesota
Agricultural College, Extension Bulletin No. 134. 20 p. Jan.
Revised. Earlier versions: 1934, March 1947.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Growing, harvesting,
storage: Choosing the variety, seedbed preparation,
fertilization, inoculation with nitrogen bacteria, seed
treatment, planting (time, row spacing, rates, depth),
weed control, harvesting, storage. Soybeans and the soil:
Adaptation, effect on the soil (chemical, physical), cropping
sequences. Special uses: Emergency hay crop, silage, grain
for feed. Diseases of soybeans: Summary.
This Extension Bulletin begins: “Soybeans were a minor
Minnesota crop only 15 years ago. Today they rank among
the state’s top cash grain crops. Where production totaled
only about 800,000 bushels in 1940, more than 45 million
bushels were produced in 1955. The same period saw a shift
in emphasis in soybean production. Three-quarters of the
1940 acreage was grown for hay. All but an insignificant part
of 1955’s two-and-a-quarter million acres was grown for
seed and grain.
“There were many factors contributing to this rapid
expansion of soybean production in Minnesota. Some of
them were:
“1. Wartime and postwar needs for domestic oils.
“2. Greatly expanded uses of soybean oil meal in
livestock and poultry feeds.
“3. Availability of new and improved varieties.
“4. Realization that soybeans can be produced rather
easily without costly additions to existing farm equipment.
“5. Realization that soybeans can help smooth out the
labor peaks during the production season.
“6. The fact that soybeans can provide a cash crop which
is often more profitable than barley, oats, or flax.
“Almost all of the soybean crop, other than seed held
back for planting, finds its way into the processing [crushing]
plants.
“Oil and meal are the two principal soybean products.
Oil makes up a sixth or more of the bean and usually
brings two to three times as much per pound as the meal.
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Soybeans of a high oil percentage are, accordingly, preferred
by processors. Oil percentages will vary not only with the
variety, but also with the location and year in which the
soybeans are grown.
“Much of the oil produced goes into human foods
such as shortenings, margarines, and salad oils. There are
important industrial uses for soybean oil, however, in paints,
soaps, linoleum, synthetic resins, and similar products.
“A very high proportion of the soybean meal produced
is used for animal feeds. It is of special value because of
its high percentage of digestible protein. Relatively small
amounts of the meal are used in human food or in such
industrial products as plastics, glue, and emulsifiers.”
Address: Minnesota.
3199. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1956. [Nutritional value
of soy bean and importance of its cultivation in North and
Northeast Brazil]. Revista Brasileira de Medicina 13(2):10509. Feb. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.
3200. Freeman, J.F.; Phillips, S.H.; Doll, E.C.; Richards,
H.R. 1956. Results of the Kentucky soybean variety
performance and fertilizer tests, 1955. Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station, Progress Report No. 37. 7 p. March.
• Summary: Recommended Varieties: Clark, Wabash,
Lincoln–In Northern and Eastern Kentucky. Clark, Perry,
Ogden–In Southern and Western Kentucky.
“Recommended Soil Treatment: If quick tests indicate
that the soil is moderately or strongly acid use ground
limestone at rate of 2 or 3 tons per acre respectively; if low
in available phosphorus use fertilizers to supply up to 80
pounds of P2O5 per acre; and if low in available potassium
use fertilizers to supply up to 80 pounds of K20 per acre.
Apply limestone tea fertilizers either before or after plowing.
To avoid injury to seedling soybeans, do not drill fertilizer
in contact with the seed. Soybeans respond well to the use
of needed lime and fertilizers on other crops in the rotation
ahead of the soybean crop.” Address: Univ. of Kentucky,
Lexington.
3201. Agricultural Research (USDA). 1956. Double
cropping... Why and how: Work in two southern states has
brought some practical advances. 4(10):6-7. April.
• Summary: Six years of trials with soybeans and small grain
in the North Carolina Coastal Plain and Mississippi Delta
regions have demonstrated the feasibility of double cropping.
3202. Calland, J.W. 1956. What are the bottlenecks in
soybean production? Three leading agronomists provide
some answers. Soybean Digest. April. p. 8-9.
• Summary: Photos show the three leading agronomists:
Herbert W. Johnson (“The real problem is profit”), J.L.
Cartter (“Needed a planter and combine designed specifically

for soybeans”), and E.E. Hartwig (“A double disk opener
promising for clay soils”).
“2,435 soybean growers in 17 of the principal soybean
states answered questionnaires in 1955 on the cultural
and weed control practices they use on growing soybeans.
Summaries of their answers will appear in future issues of
the Soybean Digest.
“The final question these growers were asked was,
‘What in your opinion are the “bottlenecks” or principal
problems which limit soybean production?’ Naturally, the
answers to this question varied some between growers in the
North Central states and those of the Southern and Atlantic
Coast states. But in the main they agreed fairly well that the
more serious things that handicap soybean production are:
“Weather, weeds, low soil fertility, poor stands, low
yields, lack of price inducement, insects, disease, lack of
response to fertilizer, poor cultural practices, and combine
losses.
“The growers appeared to rank these problems in about
the order of importance that they are listed here.
“In connection with this survey of soybean growers,
three scientists who have been for many years working on
research problems connected with increased production of
better soybeans were asked to present to the advisory board
of the National Soybean Crop Improvement Council at its
1955 annual meeting what in their opinions are the chief
bottlenecks to increased soybean production.
“Herbert W. Johnson, research agronomist, of the field
crops research branch of the U.S. Agricultural Research
Service of Beltsville, Maryland, commented first on fertility
and our inability to generally increase soybean yields by
application of fertilizer similar to the gains secured on corn
and several other crops. He said the problem of getting good
response to fertilizer applied to soybeans may evolve around
a key time to apply the fertilizer.
“For instance, there is indication that the uptake of
phosphorus is reduced at a time when the plant’s need of
phosphorus is critical. He feels that when we find how to get
good response to fertilizer where the soil is naturally high
in fertility it will not come at planting time but will come
when applications are made at a particular time in the growth
of the soybean plant when it is not taking up enough of the
elements it needs.
“Weed Problem” Commenting on weeds, Johnson said
it is easy to understand why so many growers answered that
their weed control operations kept their soybeans reasonably
free from weeds and still they listed weeds as seriously
reducing yields. He said that even when weeds are removed
at an early stage they will still reduce yields. Getting rid of
weeds is a serious problem because it costs time and money
to do it. The fact that most growers control the weeds does
not eliminate the seriousness of the weed problem.
“Continuing, he said it is a shame to lose 10 to 15%
of the crop during harvesting operations, that surely if
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agricultural engineers and farm machinery manufacturers put
some time on this problem the loss can be reduced.
“It seemed to him that we should think more in terms
of increased profit. Increased yields may not always be
profitable. It depends on the amount of extra cost required to
get this increase. The real problem is how to increase dollars
of profit per acre of soybeans.
“Emphasizing the importance of better cultural
practices, he described two types of disk openers for planting
soybeans that they are experimenting with on heavy clay
lands and said that results have been fantastic not only in
experiments but also on a farm scale.
“J.L. Cartter, director of the U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory at Urbana, Illinois, discussed mainly some of the
problems that are limiting soybean research. He said one of
the major tasks of a soybean plant breeder is determining the
value of new strains. Since most of these come from crosses,
one of the urgent needs is for a method of determining the
combining ability of parental material without involving the
tremendous number of crosses of plant introductions now
required to secure the combination of genes that will give
us the highest gene frequencies for such characters as high
yield, oil, etc.
“New and much faster methods of chemical analysis of
determining oil and protein values are badly needed. Some
improvement has recently been made in a faster method of
determining oil quality but chemists must yet develop rapid
methods for determining the essential amino acids before
they can be used as a tool in breeding to improve protein
quality.
“Another problem, said Cartter, in the development
of new varieties is how to establish uniform epiphytotics
(epidemics) of various soybean diseases in the selection of
strains for disease resistance. When this can be done for even
our more serious diseases, then we can make our selections
for resistance in the F2 and F3 generations and tremendously
reduce the plants that now have to be carried forward to
succeeding generations.
“Getting Stands: Among the cultural bottlenecks
discussed by Cartter were the difficulty of getting good
stands at proper seeding rates and the problems of weed
control. He feels that with further research on chemical
control the weed problem can be reduced, and when they
develop machinery designed specifically for soybean
planting, we may be able to get our seeding rate down to the
optimum for yield.
“He pointed out that since moisture is such an important
factor in environment, we might be able with a controlled
water supply in our soybean nurseries to breed a soybean
that would give maximum yield under average moisture
conditions or a variety with high yield under irrigation.
“In conclusion he said we do not have a combine that
has been specifically developed for soybeans. All we have is
machinery designed for small grains and carried over with

some modifications to handle the soybean crop. Surely it is
time for the machinery manufacturers to make an entirely
fresh start in designing a combine specifically for the
soybean crop.
“Dr. E.E. Hartwig, who is coordinator for soybean
investigations in the 12 Southern cooperating states with
headquarters at the Delta Branch Station at Stoneville,
Mississippi, discussed bottlenecks limiting soybean
production in the South.
“Dr. Hartwig said one of the most uniform things they
have in the production area in the South is the extreme
variability between locations and between seasons. The
differences between seasons in almost any location in
the South are much greater than are generally prevalent
throughout the North Central Area” (Continued). Address:
Managing Director, National Soybean Crop Improvement
Council.
3203. Calland, J.W. 1956. What are the bottlenecks in
soybean production? Three leading agronomists provide
some answers (Continued–Document part II). Soybean
Digest. April. p. 8-9.
• Summary: (Continued): “One of the primary factors
necessary to a satisfactory yield is a satisfactory stand.
Everything that happens is dependent on the stand you get
at the start. That influences your weed control practices, the
harvesting losses and the final yield.
“One of the largest production areas in the South is the
Mississippi Delta area. This is also a cotton growing area.
Cotton is grown primarily on sandy loam and soybeans are
grown on the heavy clay soils where they do well providing
they are planted at the proper time and make a satisfactory
stand. These soils are very fertile but have definite physical
properties that make them difficult to work. Farmers cannot
work the soil down to a fine mulch, but distribute their seeds
among the clods and assume they will get a rain fairly soon.
If they do, they will have a stand. This is also a factor with
other crops grown on these soils. Delaying planting until
some time in early May has shown a definite advantage.
Some feel that the earlier you plant the more chance you
have of frequent rains, but you should be able to put the seed
in the soil at the proper time so that you can get immediate
emergence.
“Double Disk Opener: Dr. Hartwig stated that they had
done some preliminary work which looks very promising,
using a double disk opener. This suits the heavy sticky clay
and will roll through there when the action of the ordinary
shoe opener leaves a very wide trench. It is also possible to
plant in stubble without any preparation. They are working
with the machinery manufacturers who are interested in it
and have made some improvements on it. They hope some
of this equipment will be on the market this coming year
and as it is used more they will learn more about additional
problems in connection with its use.
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“Uniform stands are not the only problem with Delta
soils. Most of the Southern soils respond to the application
of fertilizer, but the problem is getting the proper distance
between the fertilizer application and seed location so as not
to injure stands. There is equipment that does a satisfactory
job but not every farmer has all of it, and some equipment
on the market does not do as good a job as it should.
A little more improvement in the facilities for planting
and fertilization is important, and a uniform stand is also
important to get the best response to the fertilizer used on the
crop.
“The quality of the seed is extremely important. Dr.
Hartwig said that in breeding programs in the South and
in release of newer varieties, they have given attention to
producing strains that would, under their weather conditions,
produce high quality seed. They have made good progress
on the Lee variety and the farmer reports the past year
have been most enthusiastic about Lee. Another problem
they have in the South, Dr. Hartwig stated, is that they
have differences in strains in pod set. They know that time
of planting, etc., influence the percentage set at any given
time. Ogden still is the most commonly grown variety in the
South. With good growth and normal flower production, if
every flower would produce a two-seeded pod, they would
have a potential 250-bushel [per acre] yield. There are
differences between strains in the degree in which they set
pods under these conditions. When the South more fully
understands this problem, it will make considerable progress
in raising the potential yield level of soybeans.” Address:
Managing Director, National Soybean Crop Improvement
Council.
3204. Converse, Charles D. 1956. The first five years at the
Sabi Valley Experiment Station: Progress report. Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal 53(2):285-327. March/April; 53(3):33596. May/June.
• Summary: At this experiment station, at Umtali in
Southern Rhodesia, irrigation, fertilizer and other trials were
conducted on peanuts, soyabeans (p. 347), and other crops
from 1950 to 1955.
“6. Soyabeans have been planted in test plots at the
Sabi station, as well as in green manure trials. They have
never done well. A collection of types [varieties] specifically
adapted to production in the American south has been
imported for further trials” (p. 347). Address: The Sabi
Valley Experiment Station, P.B. 395C, Umtali, Southern
Rhodesia.
3205. Muller, J.; Gilson, P.; Jongen, P. 1956. Possibilités
agronomiques des alluvions du fleuve Congo et de ses
tributaires [Agronomic possibilities of the alluvial soils of
the Congo River and its tributaries]. Bulletin d’Information
de l’INEAC (Institut National Pour l’Etude Agronomique du
Congo Belge) 5(2):61-77. April. See p. 70-75. [Fre]

• Summary: Cultural trials were conducted from 1948 to
1951 in 6 different alluvial environments on soybeans,
groundnuts, Job’s tears, maize, rice, and cassava to determine
the agronomic possibilities of an area estimated at about 2
million ha. The authors believe that the best of these soils
are suitable for the mechanized cultivation of crops in
alteration with meadows, while others are suitable for the
establishment of permanent pastures. Soybeans gave their
best yield in 1948–2,562 kg/ha.
Note: The Congo River forms a long part of the
boundary between Zaire an the Congo Republic. Brazzaville
(in Congo) is on its north bank and Kinshasa (in Zaire) is
on its south bank. Address: 1. Maître de recherches; 2-3.
Assistants à la Division d’Agrologie.
3206. Blanchard, Marcel. 1956. Recherches sur la biologie
et la culture du soja en Algérie [Research on the biology
and culture of soybeans in Algeria]. Annales de l’Institut
Agricole et des Services de Recherches et d’Experimentation
Agricoles de l’Algerie 9(7):1-115. May. (Algiers: Institut
Agricole d’Algerie. Impr. Barbry). [162 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introductions by M. Barbut
(Inspector General of Agriculture), and C. Munck (President
of the Agricultural Associations of Bône). Introduction
by the author. Overview of the soybean and its study
in Algeria: Scientific names, origin, area of dispersion,
forms and varieties, classification, history of soya in
Algeria, the varieties studied and the conditions of the
experiments. 2. Classification of varieties and characters
used: Morphological characters, physiological characters.
3. Determination of varieties: Key to determination of
groups, key to determination of varieties, synonyms and
the place from which varieties were obtained. 4. Biology
of soya in Algeria: Observations made, trials conducted,
results obtained and interpretation of those results. 5. The
cultivation of soya in Algeria: Needs of the plant, the culture,
agronomic trials and possibilities for the future. 6. Outlets
for the soybean in Algeria: Soya in the farm economy,
the commerce of soybean seeds, industrial uses of soya.
Summary and conclusions. Bibliography. 8 tables showing
different varieties.
Before World War II, Leon Rouest was the veritable
apostle of the soybean in France. He studied more than
3,000 samples from around the world and selected the most
interesting varieties. In addition, Mr. Guerpel cultivated
about 50 varieties of soya in Normandy. In 1941 the author
wrote Le Soja en France to popularize the soybean there.
He thanks many people for their help since 1935, including
Li Yu-ying (presently of the National Academy of Peking,
China), Mr. François (director of the laboratory of the
National Institute of Agronomic Research, which since
1935 has been at the base of his studies on soya), Messrs.
Demolon, Crépin, Bustarret, Simonet, Voisenat, Vilmorin,
Barbut, Guinochet, Ozenda, Bernard, Munck, Pasquier, and
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Frezal; a brief description of the position and contribution of
each is given.
Page 12: Beginning in 1894, Dr. Trabut carried out the
first tests on soybeans (Soja) in Algeria, at the former Rouiba
School of Agriculture (Ecole d’Agriculture de Rouïba).
Very meticulous trials on a great number of varieties were
then undertaken at the Maison-Carrée Botanical Station
(Station Botanique de Maison-Carée [today’s El-Harrach,
a suburb of the Algerian capital Algiers]). The agricultural
laboratory at the Algerian Agricultural Institute (Institut
Agricole d’Algérie) studied soybeans on several occasions,
particularly from 1930 on.
Around 1936-37, at the request of Inspector General
Vivet, other trials were conducted at the Maison-Carrée
Central Station (Station Central de Maison-Carrée), at
various experiment stations and by some Chelif River
settlers, near Orléansville and Inkermann [today’s Chlef
and Oued Rhiou]. The aim was to develop new irrigated
perimeters and create new forage resources.
“In 1938 Mr. J. Serda conducted trials for the
introduction and cultivation of soya. In 1940 he successfully
cultivated a dozen acres intercropped with citrus fruits at
Chebli, in the Mitidja. In 1941 Prof. Laumont, at the Central
Station for Seed Trials and Plant Improvement at MaisonCarrée, undertook trials with a large number of varieties
from France, the USA, and the Balkans. This careful
experimentation could not be continued until near the end of
1943 due to the actions of the Allies in North Africa during
World War II. In 1948 we introduced at the Central Station
112 varieties of soya from the collection at the Station for
Seed Trials in Paris, varieties which had been studied starting
in 1935.
“The soybean collection at Maison-Carrée presently
consists of 153 varieties [including 97 varieties originally
collected and studied in Paris]. During the last campaign,
the most interesting varieties have been sent for trial in
the various regional stations connected to the Agricultural
Experimentation Service of Algeria. This the soybean has
been studied in Algeria for more than 60 years.”
The morphological characters associated with the
soybean seed, and with the young, adult, and mature plants,
and with the pods, have been combined into as key for
determining varietal names and eliminating synonyms.
The varieties have been classified into 3 groups based on
the ratio of the number of days from planting to flowering
(or to maturity) in Paris to the corresponding number at
Maison-Carrée. The comparison of the characters under
the two environments focused attention on photoperiodism
and temperature. The “heliothermic index” is calculated
as follows: number of days of vegetation x mean daily
temperature x mean day length. Address: Chef de Travaux,
Service de l’Experimentation Agricole en Algerie.
3207. Golden Key Productions. 1956. Organic farming film!

“Practical methods in Natural Farming.” Produced by Phil
Arena (Ad). Let’s Live. June. p. 25.
• Summary: “In 16 mm, sound and color, shows basic
principles of natural farming from compost making to cover
crops, to planting trees, pruning vines. Photographed over
a period of years on the Phil Arena Farm in Escondido,
California. Narration by Phil Arena. Film runs 25 minutes.
Available for rent or purchase.” Address: 1921 Hillhurst
Ave., Hollywood 27, California.
3208. Moore, R.P. 1956. Harvest with care. Research and
Farming (Agric. Exp. Station, North Carolina State College,
Raleigh). Summer. p. 3.
• Summary: In both peanuts and soybeans, seed injury
resulted in a weakening of seed vigor and reduced seed
stands. A common type of injury is breaks in the seed coats.
Address: North Carolina State College.
3209. Evans, A.C.; Wilson, L.R. 1956. Responses to
fertilisers under farming conditions in the southern province
of Tanganyika. East African Agricultural Journal 22(1):2426. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the effects of nitrogen (ammonium
sulfate) and phosphorus (superphosphate) on the yields
of peanuts, soybeans, sorghum, and maize in 1955 on a
production farm at Nachingwea. The effects of the fertilizers
varied with soil quality and the crop, but in most cases
significant increases were obtained. Financial returns (at
1955 prices) showed that considerable profits were obtained
when the plants gave significant responses. Address:
Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation.
3210. Glitz, Arno. 1956. Soybeans in Brazil (Letter to the
editor). Soybean Digest. July. p. 37.
• Summary: “Soya is produced in exportable quantities (in
Brazil) only in the south, in the state of Rio Grande do Sul.
Some soya is produced in the west of Santa Catarina, which
is exported by us from Rio Grande do Sul.
“The state of Sao Paulo is trying hard to introduce the
cultivation of soya. It seems that there is difficulty in getting
a variety that should do good over there. But they are doing
fine research and good results are expected.
“The new large crushing plant will be located in the
outskirts of Porto Alegre, our state’s capital and some 350 to
400 miles from the main production region. It belongs to the
Bunge and Born international concern.
“The area in our state [Rio Grande do Sul] that produces
99% of our soya is located in the northwest,...”
“Railway transport is difficult because of the bad
condition of our railroad.
“Over 90% of our soya is produced by small
landowners, who constitute the bulk of our production
possibilities. Most soya is planted by family farmers and this
together with corn in separate rows, since most soya farmers
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are primarily pig growers and their most important interest
is the pigs. They sell only the soya they do not need for their
feeding purposes.
“Soya was introduced in our region in the 30s [1930s]
by farmers coming from Rumania.
Even a large increase in soya production will be mostly
for internal use. We are still short of fats, and will be able to
consume a lot of soya oil in the future.
“Soya is taken very seriously over here now. Our state’s
Agricultural Department is maintaining an experiment
station for soya in Julio de Castilhos in our state. So you see
we are trying hard to develop our soya production.” Address:
Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.
3211. Paulus, Albert J. 1956. Land use planning. University
of Tennessee, Knoxville, Department of Agricultural
Education, Subject Matter Mimeo No. 25. Revised. 65 p.
July. *
3212. Mederski, H.J.; Volk, G.W. 1956. Foliar fertilization of
field crops. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Research
Circular No. 35. 12 p. Aug. [16 ref]
• Summary: During a 3-year period, foliar sprays containing
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium (N, P and K) were
applied to soybeans, corn, oats, wheat, and sugar beets. The
sprays were applied at various rates and stages of growth
both as a supplement to, and as a substitute for, conventional
applications of row fertilizers. It was concluded that the
foliar sprays did not serve as an effective supplement or
substitute under the conditions.
3213. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1956. Careful harvesting provides
better seed soybeans: later plantings give better quality and
germination. Delta Farm Press (Clarksdale, Mississippi).
Sept. 6. p. 10.
• Summary: “If you want to have top quality soybeans at
planting time next spring,... you should have begun thinking
about seed quality when you began planting last spring.
“Time of planting studies conducted at Stoneville have
shown that May plantings consistently give higher seed
yields, are easier to keep clean, and produce more superior
quality seeds than earlier plantings.” The germination rate
increases as you plant later. So avoid early planting.
A key point is to adjust the combine cylinder speed
before harvesting. The cylinder should run as slow as
possible and still do a good job of threshing. This will
usually be about 500 revolutions per minute. But if the
moisture content of the seed is as low as 8%, it is very
difficult to adjust the combine cylinder speed to avoid
splitting or injuring seeds. Split or injured seeds will
generally not germinate next spring.
“A moisture range of 10-13% is suggested as a safe
range for handling and storing good quality planting seed.”
Tables show: (1) “Influence of moisture content of seed

when threshed upon germination and percent breakage.
When the seeds’ moisture content was 8.1% at harvest,
the germination of the threshed sample was 87% and the
percent breakage in threshing was 13%. But when the seeds’
moisture content was 13.7% at harvest, the germination of
the threshed sample was 96% and the percent breakage in
threshing was only 2%.
(2) “Germination of 13.9% moisture soybeans stored at
different temperatures.” When the date of germination was
May 3, the germination rate was 87% for soybeans stored
at 86ºF, 99% for soybeans stored at 68ºF, 96% for soybeans
stored at 50ºF, and 97% for soybeans stored at 36ºF. But
when the date of germination was June 6, the germination
rate was 40% for soybeans stored at 86ºF, 97% for soybeans
stored at 68ºF, 91% for soybeans stored at 50ºF, and 96% for
soybeans stored at 36ºF.
(3) “Germination of 9.4% moisture beans stored at
different temperatures.” When the date of germination was
May 3, the germination rate was 98% for soybeans stored
at 86ºF, 96% for soybeans stored at 68ºF, 96% for soybeans
stored at 50ºF, and 98% for soybeans stored at 36ºF. And
when the date of germination was June 6, the germination
rate was 96% for soybeans stored at 86ºF, 95% for soybeans
stored at 68ºF, 94% for soybeans stored at 50ºF, and 98% for
soybeans stored at 36ºF.
A small portrait photo shows Dr. Edgar Hartwig.
Address: PhD, Agronomist, Delta Branch Experiment
Station, Stoneville, Mississippi.
3214. Ci, C. 1956. [Preliminary note on the effect of
microelements on yield and quality of soyabean seed]. Acta
Botanica Sinica 5(4):439-44. Sept. 13. [24 ref. Chi; rus]
• Summary: The microelements studied in cultures were
boron, manganese, molybdenum, zinc, and copper. In
uniform concentrations, zinc and molybdenum gave the
best results in increasing yields. The germinating capacity
of the seed was enhanced by treatment with each of the
microelements. Address: Forest and Soil Inst., Academy of
Sciences, China.
3215. Heitshu, D.C. 1956. The harvesting of soybeans:
Ridging and low pods are serious problems to contend with
in combining. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 50-52.
• Summary: The author has been interested in soybean
harvesting since the late 1920s when he was an agricultural
engineer at the Virginia agricultural experiment station. At
that time, the mower and binder were still widely used, but
with a staggering loss of soybeans. “Several Virginia farmers
were experimenting with units of their own construction that
approximated an abbreviated combine. One machine, that I
recall was made on an old binder frame with the canvases
turned 90º, feeding the beans into a wooden paddlewheel
cylinder. Behind this was a crude cleaning shoe which
emptied the beans into a box or hopper under the elementary
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separator. This man had the forerunner of the straightthrough small combine that became popular in the thirties
and today harvests a sizable portion of our soybean crop.
Incidentally this crude farmer-built combine did a pretty fair
job of harvesting beans.
“A 9-foot-cut combine was loaned to the Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station for field studies, and I was
introduced officially to the combine method of harvesting
soybeans.”
When harvesting soybeans with a combine, ridges
caused by cultivation are a serious problem in cutter bar
adjustment. Address: Chief Engineer, John Deere Harvester
Works, East Moline, Illinois.
3216. Calland, J.W. 1956. Irrigating soybeans. Soybean
Digest. Oct. p. 4-6.
• Summary: “Summary of reports from several different
states; given before the advisory board of the National
Soybean Crop Improvement Council and the American
Soybean Association convention.
“General Conclusions: Soybeans respond less to
irrigation than competing crops such as corn or cotton. They
are more drouth resistant than these crops.
“Soybeans are able to withstand relatively severe
drouths during their early stages of growth. Moisture in
rather liberal supply is important in the July-August period.
“Soybeans may fit into a corn, cotton, alfalfa irrigating
system to give a fuller use of equipment, or justify using
a larger, more efficient system than otherwise would be
practical.
“For maximum yields under irrigation, narrow row
spacings, good stands, adequate fertility, timely applications,
good cultural practices, the best variety and a relatively high
level of available water throughout the growing season are
essential.
“Central Nebraska tests show that maximum increase
in yield per unit of water applied, after starting with a root
zone filled to field capacity at the start, was from a single
irrigation applied when the plants were approaching full
bloom.
“The results presented so far on the irrigating of
soybeans by the various states may serve as a guide for some
irrigation practices, but they mainly serve to emphasize
the need for much additional information. The range
in consumptive use from one year to another should be
known. The relationships of fertilizer and water use to yield
and seed composition need further study. Differences in
varietal responses to irrigation must be studied. Methods of
conserving rainfall need more investigation.
“The problem that is perhaps most important is the
apparent ceiling on yields. In all irrigated tests in Nebraska to
date, only once have yields above 50 bushels been obtained.
Varieties need to be developed that will respond to irrigation.
Then with more information on the requirements of the crop,

with proper application of fertilizer and water as needed, and
with improved cultural practices to supplement the irrigation
of soybeans, yields of 60 to 70 bushels should be attained.”
3217. Vernetti, Francisco de Jesus. 1956. A cultura da soja
[Soybean-growing]. Instituto Agronomico do Sul, Circular
(Pelotas, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil) No. 4. 10 p. Oct. [6 ref.
Por]
• Summary: A discussion of the basic cultural practices.
Address: Pelotas, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil; Eng. Agr.,
Chefe da Seccao de Fitotecnia.
3218. Brewster, John M.; Mitchell, Julia A.; Clark, Stanley
P. 1956. Size of soybean oil mills and returns to growers.
Marketing Research Report (USDA Agricultural Marketing
Service) No. 121. 99 p. Nov.
• Summary: Contents. Summary:
1. Problems and approaches: general characteristics of
the industry, objectives, guiding assumptions.
2. Yields of soybean products.
3. Productive services: plant services (depreciation
rates, interest, taxes, insurance, total plant costs per bushel),
procurement of soybeans (soybean prices received by
farmers, country elevator and other intermediary handling
charges, transportation charges, total acquisition cost and
delivery cost per bushel of beans), operating services (labor
salaries and general administrative services, welfare risks,
maintenance and repairs, utilities, supplies, laboratory
services, insurance, product selling services, working
capital).
4. Mill economies: variation of cost with size of mill
(variation of cost with size of mill assuming production of
usual proportions of bulk and bagged meal, variation of cost
with size of mill assuming production of bulk meal only),
variation of gross revenue with size of mill (the problem of
prices, variation of meal revenue per bushel, of beans with
size of mill, check on meal-revenue estimates), net revenue
per bushel of beans processed and size of mill, returns to
growers and size of mills, comparative economies of small
solvent and screw-press mills.
5. Appendix: Plant designs and investment requirements:
methods of determining investment requirements (drawings,
selection of equipment, machinery costs. materials costs.
equipment installation costs, freight charges, classification
of materials and equipment for tabulation, cost units and
cost groups, general principles), general features of soybean
oil mills, elevator department (requirements for receiving
and storing soybeans, flow of materials, description
and cost of facilities for receiving, storing, and drying
soybeans), processing departments (flake preparation and
meal processing departments in solvent mills oil extraction
departments in solvent mills, soybean preparation, oil
extraction, and meal processing departments in screw-press
oil mills, product storage and shipping departments, meal
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storage and shipping departments, soybean oil storage
and shipping facilities), service department (boiler house,
machine shop, and storeroom, electric substations, trucks
and automobiles, miscellaneous service facilities, inventories
of supplies), fire protection (protection against fire hazards,
fire protection facilities), offices and analytical laboratories,
allowances for railroad tracks, land, total plant investments.
List of tables.
List of illustrations.
Summary (on page 1): “This study determines the way
in which change in the size of solvent soybean oil mills
under typical operating conditions is related to corresponding
change in total cost and total revenue per bushel of beans
processed. The study then compares the efficiencies of
different-size mills as measured by net revenue per bushel of
beans and per dollar of investment. The net returns per dollar
of investment are then used in determining to what extent, if
any, farmers might be benefited, in the form of higher prices
for their soybeans, from industrywide changes in the sizes
of soybean oil mills. The study also seeks to determine the
approximate point in the range of mill sizes at which solvent
mills come to earn more net revenue per bushel of beans and
per dollar of investment than screw-press mills.
“A subsidiary objective of the study was to determine
the approximate point in the range of mill sizes at which
solvent mills come to gain a competitive advantage over
screw-press mills.” Address: 1-2. Agricultural economists,
Marketing Research Div., Agricultural Marketing Service,
USDA; 3. Associate research engineer, Cottonseed Products
Research Lab., Texas Engineering Experiment Station.
3219. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1956. Time of planting, harvesting,
storage–Three factors make or break your soybean seed.
Seedsmen’s Digest 7(11):18, 69. Nov.
• Summary: 1. Anyone wishing to produce soybeans for seed
should avoid early planting. Seed produced from plantings
on May 10 and May 31 had a germination rate of over 90%.
2. The adjustment of the combine is extremely
important. The cylinder should be run as slowly as possible
yet still do a good job of threshing. This will usually be about
500 r.p.m. The lower the moisture content of the seed, the
more easily it is injured in threshing. 10.4 to 12.2% moisture
is optimal for threshing.
3. Seed should contain no more than 12% moisture when
put into storage. Seed stored at 14% moisture or higher was
graded “sample” after storage from January to July. Address:
PhD, Research Agronomist, USDA, in cooperation with
Delta Branch Experiment Station, Stoneville, Mississippi;
Coordinator–U.S. Regional Soybean Lab. Research Program.
3220. Pierce, Walter H.; Pugh, Charles R. 1956. Cost of
producing farm products in North Carolina. A.E. Information
Series (Dep. of Agricultural Economics, North Carolina
State College, Raleigh, NC). No. 52. v + 108 p. Dec.

• Summary: One section, titled “Soybeans” (p. 47-48)
begins: The average labor inputs for soybeans for beans are
shown in Table 33. These data are based primarily upon
conditions in the Northern Tidewater area of the State. Since
most of the operations in commercial soybean production
are mechanized, the estimated costs and returns have been
computed only on this basis (Table 34). It has been assumed
that soybeans would be harvested with a combine. Most
workstock farms would hire this operation which would
increase the direct cash expenses by the amount of the
custom charges.
“An average yield of 22 bushels per acre could be
expected normally with the use of recommended practices.
In the case of late planting following another crop such as
small grain, a slightly lower yield may be expected. On
most soils, an application of 400 pounds of 0-10-20 or 150
pounds of muriate of potash and 200 pounds of 20 per cent
superphosphate would be adequate. Lime also is important.
However, since applications of two tons would be sufficient
every five to seven years, and other crops in the rotation
would share in the benefits, the cost may be prorated on an
annual basis as indicated.
Tables: (33). “Average labor inputs per acre for soybeans
for beans.” (34) “Estimated costs and returns per acre for
soybeans for beans.”
Soybeans are also mentioned on pages iii, v, 2-3, 5 and
107.
The total number of man hours per acre to produce
soybeans (8.5) is much less than all of North Carolina’s other
major cash crops: flue-cured tobacco (389.0), burley tobacco
(378.3), cotton (117.5), and peanuts (45.0). Address: 1.
Assoc. Prof. of Agricultural Economics; 2. Extension Farm
Management Specialist.
3221. British Guiana Dep. of Agric., Annual Report of the
Director of Agric. (Georgetown). 1956. Spacing trials with
soyabean. 45 p. For 1953. See p. 16. *
• Summary: The soybean variety Ringgit gave higher yields
and better ground cover at a spacing of 9 inches by 9 inches
than at 24 inches by 9 inches.
3222. Emirli, Nejat. 1956. The nature and causes of
shattering in soybeans. MSc thesis, Ohio State University. *
Address: Columbus, Ohio.
3223. Furutani, Y. 1956. Kyûshû chihô no daizu saku to
sono kaizen [Soybean cultivation and its improvement in
the Kyushu area]. Nogyo Gijutsu (Agricultural Technology)
11:352-56. [Jap]
3224. Hagenzieker, F. 1956. Studies on subsoil placement
of fertilizer at Urambo, Tanganyika Territory. Empire J. of
Experimental Agriculture 24(94):109-20. [6 ref]*
• Summary: Analysis of the most important soil nutrients
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in the many soil types in the Urambo area showed that
phosphorus and calcium were concentrated in the top 6-8
inches of soil. It appeared likely that the differences in depth
of rooting by soybeans were due to the different distribution
of phosphorus between top soil and subsoil in the sands as
compared to the loams. When phosphorus fertilizer was
placed in the subsoil, in the form of 1.33 hundredweight [1
hundredweight = 112 lb] of superphosphate placed 12 inches
below the soil surface, soybean yields increased 80% over
the unfertilized controls. Address: University College, Gold
Coast.
3225. Hoff, D.J. 1956. Soil and plant manganese studies
with soybeans. I. Chemical estimation of available soil
manganese. II. Methods and materials for correcting
manganese deficiency. PhD thesis, Ohio State University.
Abstracted in Dissertation Abstracts 16(8):1310-1311. Aug.
1956. *
Address: Wooster, Ohio.
3226. Lu, Y.C.; Tsai, K.H.A. 1956. [A report of the
experiments on the different times of planting of the
prospective soybean varieties]. J. of Agriculture and
Forestry, Taiwan (Nung Lin Hsueh Pao) 5:16-38. [10 ref.
Chi; eng]*
• Summary: Sixty soybean varieties of Chinese, Japanese,
and U.S. origin were planted on 10 different dates in 195455. The yields of most varieties were directly proportional
to the length of the growing periods. Most of the varieties
fell into distinct groups related to the planting date. Address:
Formosa, (Taiwan).
3227. Lu, Y.C. 1956. [Inter-cropping of soybean by the
“muddy-in” method with second crop of paddy rice]. J. of
Agriculture and Forestry, Taiwan (Nung Lin Hsueh Pao)
5:39-55. [9 ref. Chi; eng]*
• Summary: Six varieties of soybeans from Taiwan,
Japan, and the USA were planted. Those planted in hills
gave a higher average plant-yield, whereas those drilled
gave a higher yield per unit area. The varieties Wu-tou
and Avoyelles gave high yields but their beans are small
and have dark seed coats, which makes them unsuited
for processing. The variety Shih-shih gave a good yield,
had large beans with a yellow seed-coat, and seemed very
promising for cultivation in Taiwan. Ao-biku, Taiwan-ching
pe tou, and Fukien-ta-tou [Fujian dadou] are also yellow
coated but have small beans and a thick seed coat. Address:
Formosa, (Taiwan).
3228. Milosev, Vasa. 1956. Znacaj gajenja soje [The
importance of cultivating soybeans]. Poljoprivreda Vojvodine
(Agriculture of Vojvodina) 4(11):22-24. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.

3229. Nagai, I. 1956. Production of rice and oil bearing
crops: Report to the government of Yugoslavia. FAO
Expanded Technical Assistance Program, Report No. 464. 20
p. 5 tables. [Eng]*
Address: Japan.
3230. Nyasaland Protectorate Department of Agriculture,
Annual Report (Zomba). 1956. Soyabeans. Pt. 2. 75 p. For
the year 1954-1955. See p. 17-19. *
• Summary: At the Tung Station, early planting, seed
inoculation, and planting seeds in 2 rows per 6-inch ridge
increased the yields of soybeans.
3231. Chen, Philip S.; Chen, Helen D. 1956. Soybeans
for health, longevity, and economy. South Lancaster,
Massachusetts: The Chemical Elements. xii + 241 p. Illust.
Index. 21 cm. 2nd ed. Jan., 1962, 242 p. [24 ref]
• Summary: A comprehensive review of the subject.
Contents: Preface, by the author (South Lancaster,
Massachusetts, July 1956). Foreword, by Geo. M. Strayer,
Vice-President and Secretary-Treasurer, American Soybean
Association. Introduction. Part I: Nutritive value of the
soybean. 1. Protein (incl. Dr. Wolfgang Tiling of Hamburg,
Germany; Dr. Harry Miller). 2. Fat (incl. phosphatides,
sterols and hormones). 3. Carbohydrates and caloric value.
4. Minerals. 5. Vitamins. 6. Soybeans and world population.
7. Soybeans and disease (incl. Dr. Wolfgang Tiling of
Germany).
Part II: Soy products. 8. Soybean oil: Composition
and properties, processing and refining, reversion, uses,
phosphatides, margarine, mellorine (vegetable frozen
dessert). 9. Soybean oil meal: Heat treatment, Gelsoy, Multipurpose Food. 10. Soy flour: Uses, soy bread vs. enriched
white bread. 11. Soy milk. 12. Soy cheese (or soybean
curd, “aptly described by the Chinese as ‘the meat without
bones’”–incl. pressed tofu sheets and yuba). 13. Soy sauce:
Preparation of kojis, brine fermentation, production yields,
microorganisms are available. 14. Soybean sprouts.
Part III: Soybean culture and preservation. 15. Soybean
culture: Two types of soybeans (commercial field vs. edible
or vegetable varieties), inoculation, fertilizer, cultivation,
harvest. 16. Preservation of soybeans: Shelling, canning,
freezing, dehydration, harvesting dry mature soybeans.
Part IV: Recipes. 17. Soybeans and soybean pulp: Green
or fresh soybeans, dry soybeans, soybean pulp (“prepared
by pressing cooked soybeans through a coarse sieve or by
grinding them in a food grinder”), recipes (incl. Soyburger,
Scalloped green soybeans, and Roasted soybeans–dry roasted
or deep-fried (p. 151). Describes how to make wheat gluten
at home and praises monosodium glutamate for its ability to
improve the flavor of recipes–though its use is called for only
in the recipe for Soyburger). 18. Soy flour: Breads, cakes,
cookies, pies, soups, other recipes (A recipe for Wafers, p.
180, calls for “½ cup roasted soybeans, finely chopped”).
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19. Soy grits and soy flakes. 20. Soy milk. 21. Soy
cheese. 22. Soybean sprouts.
Appendices: A. Soybean utilization (chart). B.
Manufacturers and handlers of soy foods (Source: 1956
Soybean Blue Book). C. References.
Chapter 1, “Protein,” begins: “The soybean is best
known for its high protein content (p. 7). It then discusses the
work of Dr. Harry Miller (p. 14-15).
Chapter 15, “Soybean Culture,” describes how to grow
soybeans in a garden. Pages 126-27 discuss the two types of
soybeans: the commercial field type and the edible vegetable
type. Five major differences between the two types are
discussed (p. 126). The edible varieties are larger in size, do
not yield as heavily (though they yield more heavily than
snap beans or lima beans), are more prone to shatter as they
near maturity in the field, are superior in flavor, texture,
and ease of cooking, and some edible varieties are also
superior in the manufacture of soybean flour, soybean milk,
roasted beans and other products. Table 31 (p. 130) lists
eleven varieties of edible soybeans: Very early–Giant Green.
Early–Bansei, Fuji. Midseason–Hokkaido, Jogun, Willomi.
Late: Illington, Imperial, Funk Delicious, Emperor, Higan.
Commercial–Illini.
Chapter 16, “Preservation of Soybeans,” describes how
to preserve “green soybeans” by canning, freezing, and
dehydration.
Photos show: (1) A sack of Lincoln soybeans (facing p.
1). (2) Soybean plants, showing pods and leaves (p. 3 and
4). (3) A beam balance with a small amount of soy flour
balancing many animal products. “The protein value of soy
flour: 1 lb. of soy flour contains protein values equal to 2
lbs. beef, or 34 eggs, or 6 quarts milk.” Source: Health and
Character Education Institute (p. 6). A similar photo (p. 24)
states: “1 lb of soy flour contains food calories equal to 3½
lbs beef, or 3 quarts milk, or 29 eggs. (4) Two views of a
child. Left, suffering from marasmus. Right, after six months
on a soy milk diet. Courtesy Dr. Wolfgang Tiling (p. 62).
(5) A machine at the Northern Utilization Research Branch
of USDA treating soybean oil with alkali (p. 72). (6) The
distribution of MPF [Multi-Purpose Food] to starving Indian
children (p. 91; Courtesy Meals for Millions Foundation). (7)
Quaker City No. F4 grinding mill (p. 102; Courtesy Straub
Co., 4059 Ridge Ave., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). (8) Early
soy cheese (tofu) production in the United States (p. 108;
perhaps at Madison Foods). (9) The Northern Utilization
Research Branch, Agricultural Research Service, USDA–
shows outside of the huge building (p. 113). (10). How to
grow soy sprouts in a glass jar at home (p. 119). (11) Well
nodulated soybean roots (p. 129; Courtesy The Nitragin Co.).
(12) Baked soybeans in a crock (p. 144). (13) Soy flour used
in numerous baked products (p. 159; Courtesy ADM). (14)
Griddle cakes [pancakes] made with soy flour brown quickly
(p. 173). (15) Soy peanut butter cookies (incl. peanut butter
and soy flour; p. 185). (16) Soy grits in a glass jar (p. 198).

(17) Freshly-cooked crisp soybean sprouts in a raw vegetable
salad (p. 219).
Note 1. The first printing of this book (1956)
was dedicated “To Li Yu Ying and William J. Morse,
The Soybean Champions of the Eastern and Western
Hemispheres,” but by the second printing (April 1957) the
dedication had changed “To William J. Morse and Harry W.
Miller, The Soybean and Soy Milk Champions of Our Time.”
The publisher of this third printing was unable to sell
all the books printed, so Chen apparently arranged for a
company named “Outdoor Pictures” (Box 1326, Escondido,
California) to sell them. On the title page, Outdoor Pictures
pasted their name and address over that of “The Chemical
Elements.”
Note 2. According to the National Union Catalog,
Philip Stanley Chen was born in 1903. The back cover
states that he was born in China and is now a naturalized
U.S. citizen. He is a graduate of Emmanuel Missionary
College [in Berrien Springs, Michigan] and Michigan State
University. Before writing this, his first book on diet, health,
or soybeans, he wrote several books on chemistry: (1) The
Chloro Derivatives of m-cresol. 1933. Easton, Pennsylvania:
Mack Printing Co. 7 p. (Abstract of his PhD thesis, Michigan
State College of Agriculture and Applied Science); (2)
The Chemical Elements, Rev. ed. 1948. South Lancaster,
Massachusetts: Chemical Elements (fold chart). (3) 500
Syntan Patent Abstracts, 1911-1950. 1950. South Lancaster,
Massachusetts: Chemical Elements. 125 leaves. (4) Syntans
and Newer Methods of Tanning. 1950. South Lancaster,
Massachusetts: Chemical Elements. 128 p.
In 1962 Chen wrote A New Look at God, published by
Chemical Elements (288 p.). Address: 1. Prof. of Chemistry,
Atlantic Union College, South Lancaster, Massachusetts; 2.
National Science Foundation Fellow, Cornell Univ.
3232. Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. 1956.
The wealth of India: A dictionary of Indian raw materials and
industrial products. Raw materials. Vol. IV: F-G. New Delhi,
India: CSIR. See p. 142-50 (Glycine), plus p. XIII-XXI
(bibliography). [51 ref]
• Summary: “Attempts to popularise and extend soybean
cultivation in India have not met with much success so far.
Various reasons have been assigned to this. The market
demand for the seeds is not steady and there are few
indigenous industries based on soybean. Further, there are
other pulse and oilseed crops adapted to varied climatic and
soil conditions in India which satisfy the dietetic habits of the
people. It is considered, therefore, suitable for introduction
only in regions where pulses are not grown at present, e.g.
regions at elevations about 5,000 ft. This view has been
considered by some to be based on incomplete data.”
Table 2, titled “Estimated acreage and production of
soybean in some Indian states,” gives statistics for 19481952. The leading state is Jammu and Kashmir (India’s
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northernmost state). In 1948-49 (the latest year for which
complete data is available) Jammu and Kashmir produced
502 tons of soybeans on 1,757 acres. Corresponding figures
for other states, ranked in descending order of acreage,
are Assam (208 tons/1,230 acres), Orissa (147/988), West
Bengal (147/800), Madhya Pradesh (12/67), and Uttar
Pradesh (1/33).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for South
Asia.
“Soybean is grown in India mainly for food and forage.
It is generally raised as a kharif crop, sown at the outbreak
of the monsoon in June or July and harvested in DecemberJanuary... Soybean is raised either pure or in mixture with
maize; in some parts of Assam it is grown along with aus
paddy. Being a legume, soybean can be cultivated with
advantage as a rotation crop with potato, as in Assam, or
with sugarcane, as in Bihar. It is grown as a green manure or
cover crop in tea estates...
“Uses: Soybean ranks high among the leguminous
crops of the world. It is grown mainly as a food crop in
China, Japan and other countries of east Asia. The seeds are
consumed green, dry or sprouted, whole or split. Green seeds
are used as vegetable; roasted and salted seeds are used in
cakes and candies. The seeds are ground into flour and used
for bakery products. They are also processed to give a milklike product, curd or cheese. A variety of fermented products
is prepared, including sauces which furnish the basic
flavouring in Chinese and Japanese dishes. Soybean has been
used as a raw material in a variety of processing industries
in U.S.A. The fatty oil extracted from the seeds is used for
edible and industrial purposes...
“In India, soybean has not attained much importance as
a food crop. The seeds are consumed locally after splitting as
dal. They are also parched and used as bhunja or ground into
a meal (sattu) and used in food preparations; a fermented
product is prepared from soybean in Manipur. Soybean
possesses a characteristic nutty or beany flavour which
is not much favoured in India. Efforts have been made to
select types devoid of the flavour and to popularise the use
of soybean in non-cereal catering organizations for such
preparations as porridge and biscuits. Considerable work has
also been done to popularise the use of soybean ‘milk’.”
A detailed discussion is given of each of the following
“soybean products: Soyflour, soysprouts (Sprouted soybean
is used as a green vegetable [but not in India] and is reported
to possess high nutritive value), soymilk, soybean oil,
soybean lecithin, soybean meal.” Table 5 (p. 148) gives the
“composition of some soybean products,” based on earlier
publications: “Soyflour (defatted or full fat), soysprouts,
soycurd.”
Note 2. This is the 4th earliest English-language
document seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the word “soymilk”
(one of two documents).

Note 3. This is one of the earliest English-language
documents seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “soy bean”
in a new way–as a singular noun, like corn or wheat, not
preceded by “the.” Examples: “... there are few indigenous
industries based on soybean.” “Estimated acreage and
production of soybean in some Indian states.” “Soybean
is grown in India mainly for food and forage.” This usage
originated in developing countries. Address: India.
3233. Kurnik, Erno; Oberritter, A. 1956. Az idojaras hatasa
a szoja termesztesere [The effect of the weather on soybean
cultivation]. A Delkeletdunantuli Mezogazdasagi Kiserleti
Intezet Evi Jelentese (Southeast Transdanubian Agricultural
Experiment Institute, Annual Report) (Iregszemcse). [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
3234. Nagata, Tadao. 1956. Daizu-hen [Soybeans]. Tokyo:
K.K. Yokendo. Or Tokyo: Sôgô Nôgaku Taikei. 311 p. [863
ref. Jap]
Address: Hyogo Agricultural College, Japan.
3235. Nyasaland Department of Agriculture, Annual Report.
1956. Soya beans. Part I. 75 p. For the year 1954/55. See p.
17-19.
• Summary: The section titled Soya Beans (p. 17-19) states:
“A variety trial was carried out at Chitedze [Lilongwe, 27
varieties] and the Tung Station [at Bvumbwe] and single
plot observations on varieties at Chitedze, Mbawa [Mzimba]
and Tuchila [Luchenza]. Yields were very good.” The top
yielding varieties at various stations were as follows (lb of
clean seed per acre): Chitedze–Pelican 1,165, Light Speckled
1,140; Tuchila–Pelican speckled 1,602; Tung Station–
Volstate 3,140, Hernon 279 3,066; Mbawa–Potchefstroom
1,900, Glycine 317 1,750.
A table shows the effects of various cultivation practices
on soya beans, including two dates of planting, two row
spacings, use of 200 lb superphosphate fertilizer per acre,
and inoculation.
Note: This is the earliest document seen in which the
soybean varieties “Light Speckled” and “Hernon” are both
mentioned. They were apparently later (by 1964) crossed
to create several varieties each named “HLS” plus some
number (such as HLS 147 or HLS 219). Address: Nyasaland
Protectorate.
3236. Ochoa, O. 1956. Informe de las labores desarrolladas
en la Sección de Cultivos Varios de la Granja Experimental
de Palmira durante el año de 1955 [Report on the
development work in the Department of Various Crops
at the Palmira Experimental Farm during the year
1955]. Colombia: Centro Nacional de Investigaciones
Agropecuarias Palmira. Unpublished manuscript. [Spa]*
3237. Overseas Food Corporation, Annual Report and
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Statement of Accounts. 1956. For the year ended 31 March
1955. 183 p.
• Summary: Soya beans are discussed throughout this report
from Tanganyika. At Urambo (p. 7-8) in 1953-54, 98 tons
of soya beans were produced. Acreages of soya planted at
Urambo by year were: 1951-52–2,561 acres; 1952-53–1,035
acres; 1953-54–602 acres; and 1954-55–341 acres. “In view
of the failure of this crop during the previous year it was only
planted for local consumption.”
At Nachingwea, located in the Southern Province of
Tanganyika, the main variety planted was Dixie, but one
farm grew Hernon 247. The average yield in 1953-54 was
430 lb/acre, but the highest yield was 658 lb/acre. Acreages
of soya planted at Nachingwea by year were: 1950-51–218
acres; 1951-52–468 acres; 1952-53–3,089 acres; 1953-54–
2,388 acres; and 1954-55–1,402 acres.
In the chapter on “Cropping,” pages 76-79 discuss
the following about soya beans: Introduction (“The results
obtained from this crop at Urambo and Nachingwea have
been somewhat disappointing”), soil preparations, time
of planting, method of planting, fertilizing, cultivation,
harvesting, pests and diseases.
The chapter on “Scientific and Experimental Work”
has a section on soya (p. 127-29) including agronomy, soil
fertility, and pests and diseases. In 1948 a wide variety of
soya bean varieties were tested at Kongwa and Urambo. In
1951 and 1951 the best yields were obtained from the variety
Malaya (1,637 lb/acre at Urambo). American varieties grew
6-8 inches high and yielded poorly; this was considered
to be a response to tropical day length which is short in
comparison with that of summer days in the regions of the
USA where soya is grown. Two Batavian varieties [from
Indonesia], however, grew 18 inches high and then flowered
all down the stem. Their yields were not very high (500-840
lb/acre), but were considered promising. Varieties introduced
from the Philippines, Rhodesia, and Nigeria showed more
promise, especially at Urambo.
Pages 179-83 give economic data on soya beans.
They are one of 2 crops that come nearest to complete
mechanization. But because of low yields, and difficulties
in cultivation and harvesting, they cannot yet be grown at a
profit. The report also discusses cultural practices of peanuts,
and other crops. Weed control, disease control, and yields
of peanuts are also discussed. Address: Dar-es-Salaam,
Tanganyika.
3238. Sanchez, C.; Gomez, J. 1956. Informe de las
labores desarrolladas en la Sección de Cultivos Varios
de la Granja Experimental de Palmira durante el año de
1955 [Report on the work in the Department of Soils and
Fertilizers at the Palmira Experimental Farm during the
year 1955]. Colombia: Centro Nacional de Investigaciones
Agropecuarias Palmira. Unpublished manuscript. [Spa]*
• Summary: This report might have been published in 1965

instead of 1956.
3239. Shuput, Milan. 1956. Uticaj gajenja kukuruza i soje
kao zdruzenih useva na prinos [The effect on yield of
cultivating corn and soybeans together]. Zbornik Radova
Poljoprivrednog Fakulteta, Beograd (Collected Works of the
Faculty of Agriculture, Belgrade) 4(2):23-36. [3 ref. Scc; fre]
• Summary: Summarizes the results of trials were conducted
yearly from 1952 to 1955 on growing soybeans and corn
together. Address: Yugoslavia.
3240. Sun, Hsing-tung (Singong). 1956. Ta-tou [Soybeans].
Peking, China: Pei-ching k’o-hsueh ch’u-pan-she. 171 p. [56
ref. Chi]
• Summary: Comprehensive treatment, with bibliography.
Address: China.
3241. Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation, Report and
Accounts. 1956. For the period 1 April to 30 Sept. 1955. 83
p.
• Summary: This is the earliest known report of the
Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation (Stuart Gillett,
chairman), which has taken over the activities of the
Overseas Food Corporation. At Nachingwea, three soybean
varieties (Dixie, Hernon 237, and Malaya) were planted on
1,402 acres. The latter 2 varieties gave the highest yields.
The average yield for the area was 849 lb/acre. The highest
farm yield was 1,195 lb/acre. Page 15 discusses the response
of soya beans to various fertilizers. Page 18 discusses
soybean breeding.
In the “Agronomy” section, a subsection titled “Soya
bean variety trial” (p. 36-38) states that 21 varieties were
grown. Most of the high-yielding varieties were from
Nigeria: Soya 16 (1,412 lb/acre), Benares (1,187 lb/acre),
Yellow Kedeli (1,025 lb/acre), and Avoyelles (937 lb/acre).
At Urambo soya bean yields were disappointing. “From
a trial, with the help of a desiccant / defoliant [sodium
monochloroacetate], it looks as though the harvest can be
successfully mechanized, using a combine.” Various tables
summarize expenditures and income on soya beans and other
crops. Also discusses the cultivation and yield of peanuts.
Address: Dar-es-Salaam, Tanganyika.
3242. Weber, C.R.; Horner, T.W. 1956. Plot shape, size and
cost in a soybean uniformity trial (Abstract). Agronomy
Abstracts 48:73.
• Summary: “Plot shape, size and cost in a soybean
uniformity trial were determined for seed-yield, protein and
oil content and iodine number of the oil from 1088 plots with
the basic unit 8 feet long by 1 row (2 feet) wide, Although
long narrow plots were more variable in yield, other
considerations made them more desirable.
“Total cost (in hours) for obtaining all attributes was
apportioned to yield 40%, oil 24%, protein 24% and iodine
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no, 12%. A minimization of total cost in relation to the same
ml minimum precision on each character resulted in two
items: (1) optimum size considering all characters, and (2)
relative number of replicates for chemical attributes with
their precision comparable to that for yield. Optimum plot
size considering all characters was 3.2 times the basic unit or
only slightly higher than for yield alone (3.1). The relative
number of replicates for yield as compared to chemical
attributes with a comparable precision in the estimate of a
treatment mean showed yield required 33 times more than
oil, 50 times more than protein and 700 times more than
iodine no. When a smaller than optimum plot size was
used, say two times the basic unit, then replication number
increased 33% to maintain the same precision and cost
increased 4.4%.” Address: 1. USDA Agricultural Research
Service; 2. Iowa State College.
3243. Research and Specialist Services. 1956? Agronomy
section; Botany section. Northern Region of Nigeria
Department of Agriculture, Annual Report (Kaduna) Part 2.
100 p. For the year 1954-1955. See p. 8, 14-42. Undated. *
• Summary: The agronomy section (p. 8) states that at
Kontagora, June was the best month for planting soybeans.
The botany section (p. 14-42) states that at Yandev,
the soybean varieties Bilomi No. 3, Yellow Barmelly, and
Malayan have been outstanding over the 3 trial years. At
Kontagora, Yellow Barmelly was the top yielder.
3244. Agricultural Research (USDA). 1957. Is soybean
chlorosis bad? 5(8):11-12. Feb.
• Summary: “Certain strains of nitrogen-fixing bacteria and
certain soybean varieties nodulated with these bacteria have
been found responsible by USDA researchers for widespread
chlorosis in southern soybeans. This condition has caused
some concern for the past 2 years–and last alarmed growers
of the new Lee soybean in the Mississippi Delta area.
“Although the abnormal appearance of affected plants is
spectacular, agronomists believe the chlorosis doesn’t affect
yield appreciably.
“This type of chlorosis shows up rather suddenly as a
yellowish-white area either around the border or in the center
of growing leaves at the top of the plant. The condition
arises in plants about 6 to 8 weeks old and lasts a week or
two. Green color then returns just as rapidly. While some
plants are recovering, others may be yellowing. Chlorosis is
often intermittent through a field, so soil condition or other
environmental factors naturally were suspected at first.
“Bacteria bring on condition: Some light was shed
on this matter in 1954-55 studies of Rhizobium japonicum
bacteria by ARS agronomist G.H. Abel and bacteriologist
L.W. Erdman. They field-tested 80 strains of the bacteria at
Brawley, California–where soil completely lacked soybean
types of root bacteria. This showed which strains were best
for inoculating soybean seeds in the Southwest. Abel also

found much chlorosis from inoculations with certain strains,
none from others. That did not, however, definitely rule out
soil or other environmental causes.
“A rhizobium strain from a non-chlorotic field was
tested on 40 soybean varieties in the greenhouse and caused
little or no chlorosis in any plants. But 2 selected rhizobia
from chlorotic fields, tested on the same 40 varieties, caused
chlorosis in certain soybeans, yet proved to be excellent
symbionts with other varieties. In brief, there was severe
chlorosis in 6 varieties, light to medium chlorosis in 17, and
little or no chlorosis in the other 17 varieties of soybeans.
The 6 highly susceptible ones were Lee, Ogden, Roanoke,
and Gibson and 2 experimental lines.
“Agronomist H.W. Johnson, who collaborated in this
work, says the chlorosis occurs prominently in only a few
southern soybean varieties, especially Lee, Ogden, and
Roanoke. It had been observed in Ogden and Roanoke
in scattered fields for several years. Plantings of Lee,
introduced in 1954, had so much chlorosis that growers
began questioning its dependability. Lee is resistant to
several diseases, is nonshattering, and is very productive.
Fortunately, we now find it can still be grown.
“No serious results expected: The researchers don’t
think this chlorosis will become serious. Although they have
not yet investigated the possibility of replacing the offending
rhizobia already in the soil, they now know that necessary
source material is available for developing resistant soybean
varieties.”
3245. Moore, R.P. 1957. Rough harvesting methods kill
soybean seeds. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 14-16.
• Summary: When harvesting soybeans with a combine,
split or cracked beans are the result of (1) too high a
cylinder speed; (2) insufficient clearance between cylinder
and concave bars; and/or (3) too many bars in cylinder or
concave. Excessive cylinder speed is damaging to seed
viability. Address: Professor, Research, Crop Stands, North
Carolina State College, Raleigh, NC.
3246. Parijez, Risto. 1957. Ekonomske koristi od kulture
soje i problemi njenog uzgoja u Jugoslaviji [The economic
benefits of cultivating soybeans and the problems of
its cultivation in Yugoslavia]. Poljoprivredni Pregled
(Agricultural Review) 6(1/2):25-30. Jan/Feb. [4 ref. Scc]
Address: Yugoslavia.
3247. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1957. Row width and rates of
planting in the southern states: No yield advantage for
narrow rows. Soybean Digest. March. p. 13-14, 16.
• Summary: “Rate of planting and row width studies have
been conducted in all of the major soybean producing areas
of the South. Results of most of these studies are in fairly
close agreement and indicate that the optimum rate within
the row is 10-12 viable seed per foot and that there is no
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yield advantage for planting in rows narrower than 36 to 40
inches.
“Plantings of less than 10-12 seeds per foot of row will
frequently yield as well as thicker planting, but the seedling
growth is at a slower rate and more difficulty is encountered
in weed control. Planting at rates heavier than 10 to 12 seeds
per foot of row gives better early season weed control, but a
greater amount of lodging usually results.
“Thirty-six or 38-inch rows have an advantage over 40inch rows in that four rows can be handled with greater ease
with a 12-foot combine.
“In 1944, the three varieties Ogden, Volstate, and Woods
Yellow were grown at four rates in the row–2, 3, 6, and
12 plants per foot of row at two locations in eastern North
Carolina. For the varieties Ogden and Volstate, this would
mean planting rates of approximately 10, 15, 30, and 60
pounds per acre, and for Woods Yellow the planting rates
would have been approximately 13, 20, 40, and 80 pounds.
Row width was 40 inches. Plantings were made in early
May. All plantings were made at a heavy rate and thinned to
the desired spacing after emergence. Yields in these plantings
are reported in Table 1.
“In these plantings harvest loss from combining the two
and three plants per foot rate would have been greater than
from the two thicker rates, because pods were borne much
closer to the ground.
“In 1947, 1948, and 1949, a rate of planting study was
conducted on a Norfolk Sandy Loam soil at Rocky Mount,
North Carolina. The Roanoke variety was planted in early
May at the rates of 4, 6, 9, and 12 seeds per foot in 42-inch
rows. Seeds having a laboratory germination of 90 to 95%
were used. Seedling emergence ranged from 80 to 85% each
year. Planting rate had no influence on percentage emergence
in any year. A higher percentage of the plants survived to
maturity in the thinner plantings. Seed yields were low in
each of the first 2 years, and very good the third year. Yield
was not influenced by planting rate. The results for the 3
years are reported in Table 2.
“There was a greater amount of lodging in the planting
of 12 seeds per foot than where 9 seeds per foot were
planted. On the basis of these studies and observations
at other locations, a planting rate of 9 seeds per foot was
recommended for Roanoke in North Carolina.
“In order to study the interrelations of row width and
planting within the row, studies were made at Plymouth,
N.C., using four row widths, 24, 30, 36, and 42 inches, and
three rates within the row, 4, 6, and 12 plants per foot. All
plantings were made at a thicker rate and thinned to the
required spacing. Plantings were made in early May. Results
for the Ogden variety are reported in Table 3.
“These studies showed no advantage for planting in
rows closer than the conventional 36- to 42-inch rows.
Thicker plantings in the row had an advantage from the
standpoint of early weed control, regardless of row width.

Lodging increased appreciably as row width was reduced.
“The plant population of 12 plants per foot appeared to
be slightly excessive. A planting rate of 10-12 viable seeds
per foot in 36- to 42-inch rows was concluded to be near the
optimum for seed yield, early weed control, and a minimum
amount of lodging.
“H.M. Camper and Dr. T.J. Smith conducted studies
at Warsaw, Virginia, for the years 1952, 1953 and 1954 in
which they used 12, 24, and 36-inch rows and planted at the
rates of 3, 5, and 7 pecks per acre. Average planting dates
were May 10, May 24, June 8, June 23, and July 9. Narrow
rows had no yield advantage over the 36-inch row for the
Ogden variety in any of the first four planting dates. Narrow
rows gave higher yields than the 36-inch row in the July 9
plantings, but Ogden yielded appreciably less when planted
in narrow rows on July 9 than when planted in 36-inch rows
on June 26 or earlier. Seven pecks per acre reduced yield of
Ogden in the May and June plantings.
“In 1949, Ogden soybeans were planted in late May at
Stoneville, Mississippi, in four row widths–24, 30, 36, and
42 inches–at the rate of 10 viable seeds per foot of row. The
mean yield for all plantings was 39.5 bushels per acre with
no difference for row width.
“In 1950, Dorman, Ogden, and Roanoke varieties were
planted in early May in 28, 32, 36, and 40-inch rows on a
sandy loam soil at Stoneville. All plantings were made at
the rate of 10 seeds per foot of row. In these plantings the
row middles in the 28-inch rows were shaded in 37 days as
compared with 44 days for the 36-inch row. This difference
might mean one less cultivation for the narrow rows. A
greater amount of lodging resulted from planting in the
narrow rows. Seed yields are reported in Table 4.
“Planting rates in 36-inch rows were tested at Stoneville
on a sandy loam soil for the years 1952, 1953, and 1954.
The three varieties Dorman, Ogden, and Lee were planted
at the rates of 6, 9, 12, 18, and 21 seeds per foot. Percentage
emergence was not influenced by planting rate in any of
these plantings. Seed yield was influenced very little by
planting rate. The mean yields for the three varieties in 1954
for the 6, 9, 12, 18, and 21 seeds per foot planting rates
were 36.9, 35.4, 37.5, 36.8, 38.5, and 35.8 bushels per acre.
The six-seed-per-foot planting required a longer time to
give complete ground shading. Lodging was considerably
greater in the 18 and 21 seeds per foot planting rates. For the
Dorman and Lee varieties, the approximate planting rates
would be 27, 40, 54, 80, and 94 pounds per acre, while for
Ogden the rates would be approximately 30, 45, 60, 90, and
105 pounds per acre. The 9-to-12-seeds-per-foot rates gave
excellent early growth with a minimum amount of lodging.
“In 1955, Dorman and Lee were planted at three
planting dates on a heavy clay soil at Stoneville, Miss. Three
planting rates–6, 12, and 18 seeds per foot–were used in 36inch rows. Percentage emergence was slightly higher for the
thinner planting rates. Seed yields for the May 10 and May
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31 plantings are reported in Table 5.
“These plantings were made with an old style double
disk opener which did not place the seed uniformly at the
bottom of the furrow opening. As a result the percentage
emergence was somewhat lower than has been obtained from
the use of newer style double disk openers on the heavy clay
soils. Therefore, the apparent advantage for thicker planting
in late May or early June is not typical.
“During the years 1950, 1951, 1952, and 1953 plantings
of Ogden beans were made by Ralph Smith in west Florida at
the rates of 30 to 120 pounds per acre. These plantings were
made in 36-inch rows in early June. Results are reported in
Table 6.
“In 1952, Ogden soybeans were grown in six row widths
in West Florida. When each row received a comparable
amount of fertilizer and approximately one seed per inch
in the row, the yields for the different row widths were as
follows: 12-inch, 35.2 bushels; 18-inch, 31.9 bushels; 24inch, 32.3 bushels; 30-inch, 32.9 bushels; 36-inch, 34.2
bushels; and 42-inch, 30.6 bushels.
“Studies conducted by the Arkansas Agricultural
Experiment Station at Stuttgart in 1950 and 1951, at
Clarkedale in 1950, and at Marianna in 1951 showed a
distinct yield advantage for planting in narrow rows. Results
obtained for the Ogden variety are reported in Table 7. In
these studies the 10-inch and 20-inch rows were hand hoed
to control weeds and the 40-inch rows were cultivated.
“Plant growth in the Arkansas tests was less than was
produced in the other studies reported from other states.
The reduced plant growth probably explains the greater
differences in seed yield among the different row widths.
“Perhaps growers in the North Central area will wonder
why experimental plantings in their area show a yield
advantage for narrow rows while most results in the South
show no advantage for narrow rows. Much of the difference
can be explained by the fact that adapted Southern varieties
have much heavier foliage and will normally completely fill
the row middles in 36- to 40-inch rows (fig. 1). Crowding
these heavy foliage types into narrow rows results in
increased lodging.
“In this discussion, increased lodging from thick
plantings or narrow rows has been emphasized. Readers may
feel that the data presented does not show too much yield
reduction from the heavy planting rates. However, severe
lodging increases problems in maintaining proper combine
adjustment, particularly height of cutter bar and reel, and will
frequently result in greater harvesting losses.
“Growers frequently say that they like to plant extra
seed because they believe it will improve their chances of
obtaining a stand. Excess seed is no substitute for a good
seedbed. Two bushels per acre in a dry cloddy seedbed will
fail just as surely as 10 viable seeds per foot in 36- to 40inch rows. Rate of planting studies with different varieties
and strains of soybeans have shown little difference in the

optimum planting rate in the row. Soybean varieties do
differ, however, in the number of seeds in a bushel. A large
seeded variety having only 2,000 seeds per pound will
require 87 pounds of seed per acre to give the same planting
rate as will be obtained by planting 50 pounds of a variety
having 3,500 seeds per pound. The most positive method
of checking planting rate is to put seed in one hopper, drive
at regular planting speed on firm ground, and count seed
dropped in several 36-inch sections of row. With seed having
a germination of 90% or better, one seed per inch will
usually be an adequate amount of seed. Seed of any variety
will differ slightly in size from year to year. Therefore, it is
desirable to check planting rate every year ahead of planting
time.” Address: Research Agronomist, Mississippi Agric.
Exp. Station, Stoneville, MS, and coordinator of the U.S.
Regional Soybean Lab. research program.
3248. Jennings, Dana C. 1957. Soybeans and the Soil Bank.
Soybean Digest. March. p. 16.
• Summary: “If you’re putting any land into the Soil Bank,
don’t forget how easy it is to make that land a fertilizer
factory instead of just a fertility-saver. Inoculated legumes
will make nitrogen crop food out of the air and store it for
you. Then when you put that Soil Bank land back under the
plow, you’ll get bigger cash crop yields.
“Clover and alfalfa are the strongest nitrogen-fixers,
capturing in the neighborhood of 200 pounds of air
nitrogen per acre per year, worth about 1,500 pounds of
sodium nitrate. To fix any air nitrogen, any legume must be
inoculated.
“If you’ve got a bushel or two of soybeans left over–
too much to throw away and not enough to keep or sell,
inoculate them and throw them into your Soil Bank mixture.
Although soybeans are not the strongest nitrogen-fixers, they
will do a surprising lot of good.
“Plowed under as green manure (roughly equivalent
to letting them stand unharvested on Soil Bank land) they
compared favorably with cowpeas and with clover in
Michigan and Connecticut studies. Corn yields jumped 45%
in Arkansas following a plowed-under crop of soybeans, and
cotton yields went up 48% in Mississippi (Kansas Bulletin
306).
“Any inoculated legume in your Soil Bank will share its
extra nitrogen with the grasses growing with it to give you
heavier cover for greater erosion control, rainfall absorption
and humus buildup.”
3249. McLean, E.O. 1957. Plant growth and uptake of
nutrients as influenced by levels of nitrogen. Proceedings–
Soil Science Society of America 21(2):219-22. March/April.
[6 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans were one of several crops studied.
“With individual crop species grown in cultures of variable
nitrogen levels, plants took up relatively more Ca and Mg
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with higher nitrogen level. The contents of P, K and Na were
generally decreased with greater nitrogen content of the
medium. This suggests that increased root cation exchange
and its consequent Donnan effects had a regulating influence
upon the uptake of the nutrients by the individual crops.
Other factors affecting nutrient uptake are also discussed.”
Address: Assoc. Prof. of Agronomy, Dep. of Agronomy,
Ohio Agric. Exp. Station.
3250. Soybean Digest. 1957. Wide rows vs. narrow rows–for
Northern states. Most producers and agronomists still favor
standard corn row widths, but narrow rows pay off in some
instances. March. p. 10-12.
• Summary: “C.R. Weber, U.S. Department of Agriculture
and Iowa State College agronomist, points out that in
Northern states of the latitude of Minnesota, 18 inches
between the rows have given the highest yields. But in the
North Central states [Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio]. 21- to
24-inch rows yielded 2-4 bushels an acre more than when
planted in wide rows, 40-42 inches, or when drilled in 7-inch
rows. But as one goes south, wider row widths have given
the highest yields.”
“It is standard practice in most northern soybean
growing states to grow soybeans in corn planter width
rows of 36 to 42 inches, and to use the same planting and
cultivating equipment as for corn and other row crops.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2019)
with the term “narrow rows” in the title which states that
narrow rows give higher soybean seed yields–in some cases.
3251. Staff of Soybean Digest. 1957. How to whip the weed
problem. Soybean Digest. April. p. 14-15 (Cover story).
• Summary: Editorial introduction: “Delaying planting until
soil and weather are warm to give soybeans a head start
on the weeds is most important. Repeated diskings before
planting may not help except to firm seedbed. Chemicals
work best in wet seasons when cultural methods may not be
effective.”
“Farmers are more concerned with weeds in soybeans
than in corn and some other crops. Fred W. Slife, assistant
professor in crop production at the University of Illinois,
says ‘this concern is justified because weeds are unsightly,
cause harvesting losses, cause excessive wear of combine
equipment, and may reduce yields by competition for plant
nutrients.’
“Weeds have reduced yields as much as 17% and on the
average 3 to 4 bushels in tests conducted by C.R. Weber and
D.W. Staniforth at Iowa State College.
“If weeds in your fields cause you to delay harvesting
until frost kills them, you may have greater shattering losses
than you would otherwise.
“And if you still need convincing that it is important to
control weeds in your soybeans, remember that weed seed
and trash in harvested soybeans are objectionable in both the

domestic and export markets. The day is about past when
you can make a profit from selling weed seeds with your
soybeans.
“The first 2 to 3 weeks are the critical period when
soybeans need help in their battle for survival against weeds.
“Henry W. Indyk of the University of Delaware notes
that soybeans are excellent competitors with weeds after they
become well established and conditions are favorable for
rapid soybean growth. But their competitive efficiency is low
until they are able to form a dense ground cover between the
rows.
“Anything at all that will result in a vigorous growing
crop will aid soybeans in their competition with weeds. This
includes almost every step in production, although all are not
directly associated with control of weeds.
“Good rotations so soybeans won’t be grown on the
same land every year, controlling weeds in preceding crops,
with the use of chemicals where needed, maintaining the
land in a good state of fertility and use of fertilizers where
needed, the use of adapted varieties, inoculation and/or
treatment of the seed, planting weed-free seed, planting in
rows so the crop can be cultivated, and correct plant spacing
in the row are all part of weed control.
“Even though several herbicides are now available for
use on soybeans, and they have been given at least qualified
approval by experiment stations, cultural control in the
main is still the most effective and economical method for
keeping down weeds in soybeans. Chemicals show promise,
especially in situations where the weed problem is severe.
“The mechanical steps to take are few and simple.
Recommendations have changed little in years. They are:
“1–Delayed planting until soil is warm.
“2–Disking or harrowing just before planting to kill all
weeds that have emerged, also to prepare a firm seedbed.
Soybeans require a firm seedbed so the drill doesn’t put them
too deep.
“3–Use of the rotary hoe, harrow or weeder after
emergence (once or twice). The best implement to use
depends on soil type.
“4–Use of the shovel cultivator as many times as
needed.
“But attacking the weeds at the right time is everything.
If the practice were as simple as the rules there would be no
weed problem!
“Delayed Planting: Waiting until the weather and soil
are warm before planting is perhaps most important of all
steps in controlling weeds.
“Says Oliver C. Lee, extension botanist at Purdue
University [West Lafayette, Indiana]: ‘There is very little
we can say about mechanical control of weeds in soybeans,
aside from suggesting that growers delay planting. This will
give them an opportunity to prepare a good seedbed and
destroy any weeds before the beans are planted.’
“R.G. Robinson and R.S. Dunham report that in
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Minnesota tests late planting was shown to give excellent
weed control.
“If you wait until the soil is warm and growing
conditions are favorable soybeans will emerge quickly after
planting and grow rapidly.
“Most weed men recommend early preparation of the
seedbed, then late planting on a firm seedbed so the beans
come up quickly.
“Says C.J. Willard, professor of agronomy at the
University of Ohio: ‘Beans get ahead of the weeds if they
germinate quickly. This ability of soys to outgrow weeds is
the vital thing. Thick seeding is important in this connection.
Beans planted thick will be 2 to 3 inches higher than thinplanted when the latter are 4 to 6 inches high.
“’Year after year in my chemical control experimental
plots, even though I sow German millet and rape as
additional weeds, I have had late planted soys control these
and all incidental weeds to the point of very little loss-often
with no cultivation in solid drilled beans.’
“It has been quite standard to recommend harrowing or
disking to kill one or more crops of weeds before planting.
However, there may not be so much advantage for several
diskings as had been thought. Quoting Willard: ‘My own
feeling is that killing weeds before planting, except as an
immediate prelude to planting, is unimportant. This reduces
the weed seed population in the soil, but has little effect
on the numbers of weeds this year. Each disking brings up
plenty!’ And, Robinson and Dunham point out that under
Minnesota conditions working the soil before planting does
not help weeds to germinate–in fact, it may have the opposite
effect. Purpose of the disking is to kill weeds that have
already come up, not bring them up, and to firm the seedbed.
“Robinson and Dunham recommend late planting,
but to confine disking or harrowing to planting time under
Minnesota conditions.
“Best early planting dates for soybeans vary of course
with the season, and range from May 15 to May 25 in the
North to late April in the South.
“Of course there is such a thing as delaying planting too
long, with resulting lower yields. The point is to wait until
the soil is warm enough to support rapid germination.
“Rotary Hoe: After the beans emerge use the rotary
hoe or spiketooth harrow or both. The rotary hoe should
be operated lengthwise of the row, the harrow crosswise or
diagonally across the row. The implements should be used
when the bean plants are rather limp, usually in the heat of
the day. Slife says: ‘We strongly recommend the use of the
rotary hoe as the first cultural operation, using it to break the
crust as well as destroy the weed seeds that are in process of
germinating.’
“But the rotary hoe is not effective under all conditions.
“States Dunham: ‘We go along with other soybean states
in recommending the harrow and rotary hoe. Our greatest
objection to the rotary hoe is that timeliness of cultivation is

very important and often our soil is too wet or too dry to use
the implement at the time the weeds are in the proper stage
for uprooting.’
“Cultivator: Timely shovel cultivation, one to three
times, is necessary to keep down weeds. It is very important
to destroy as many weeds as possible at the first cultivation
by getting close to the rows.
“Harvesting will be easier if care is taken not to ridge
the rows. Slife says the timing of the cultivations is not too
important except that if you have a choice the soybeans
should be cultivated after a rain rather than before it.
“The foregoing recommendations are for soils and
conditions where the soil can be worked readily. Growing
beans on some bottom lands and on heavy clay soils presents
a different set of problems.
“On soils that are in proper condition to work during
only short periods, and soils that should be worked as little
as possible, timing planting to give the beans every possible
advantage over the weeds becomes vitally important.
Chemicals may be of real value under such difficult
conditions.”
A photo shows: “Weedy conditions like this may
result in discounts when soybeans are sold at the elevator.
Volunteer corn and buttonweed are especially prominent.”
3252. Bolton, Bill; Lindsey, Morris M. 1957. Data for farm
planning in the Delta cotton areas of Louisiana (including
cotton, corn, soybean, oat, and wheat enterprises). Louisiana
D.A.E. Circular No. 203. 42 p. May. See p. 25-28. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: D.A.E. stands for Department of Agricultural
Economics. Table 10 gives “Usual operations and labor and
power requirements per acre for soybean production, in the
Delta cotton areas of Louisiana.” Hours per acre for man
and power are given to: Disk land, bed row, disk row, drag
harrow, plant, cultivate, combine, and haul. Tables 11 and 12
give expected costs and returns per acre for soybeans with
good management practices in (1) Mississippi and Red River
alluvial areas, (2) Mississippi River terrace area. Address:
Baton Rouge.
3253. Deveza, Manuel Carneiro. 1957. Mais uma cultura
para Moçambique [One more crop for Mozambique]. Gazeta
do Agricultor (Mozambique) 9(96):140-42. May. [Por]
• Summary: This crop is the soybean. Trials conducted at
the Embeluzi Experiment Station (Estacao Experimental do
Umbeluzi) showed that soybeans yield from 1,800 to 2,400
kg/ha. Some 19 varieties were found to be good for forage,
including Jubiltan 65, 67, and 77, Improved, Canadian,
Charles, Laredo, Palmetto, Seminole, etc. Most soybeans
have a long vegetative cycle, longer than 130 days. Some 13
varieties were found to give the best yields: Nigra, Seminole,
Creole, Biloxi, Maxum, Palmetto, Avoyelles, Otootan, etc.
Details on cultivation and inoculation are given.
Note: This is the earliest detailed document seen
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(March 2019) concerning soybeans in Mozambique, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Mozambique. Address: Eng.
Agrónomo, Da Estacao Experimental do Umbeluzi.
3254. Erdman, Lewis W.; Johnson, H.W.; Clark, F. 1957.
Varietal responses of soybeans to a bacterial-induced
chlorosis. Agronomy Journal 49(5):267-71. May. [4 ref]
• Summary: Shows the degree of susceptibility of 40
soybean varieties. “Ten varieties showed no chlorosis
when given selected inoculants in greenhouse tests; 7
others proved to be negligibly susceptible; 11 varieties
showed a light or variable susceptibility; 6 were moderately
susceptible; and 6 were highly susceptible.” Address: 1.
Bacteriologist; 2. Research Agronomist; 3. Microbiologist.
All: Soil and Water Conservation and Field Crops Research
Branches, ARS, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.
3255. Hartwig, E.E. 1957. Eleven steps toward high
production of soybeans in the Mississippi Delta. Soybean
Digest. May. p. 18.
• Summary: “1–Time of Planting. Plant soybeans after
cotton is planted. In general, best results will be obtained
from plantings made between May 1 and May 25. In studies
including varieties maturing at different dates, all have given
higher seed yields when planted during May than when
planted in early April.
“Seed harvested from these varieties planted during May
has been of superior quality to that from April plantings.
“All varieties make more rapid growth when planted
after the soil is warm than when planted in cold soil.
Comparative studies show that varieties planted April 10
and April 20 have made only 60% as much growth 6 weeks
after emergence as when planted later. Rapid growth is of
considerable value in weed control.
“Delaying planting of Ogden from Apr. 10 to May 20
results in approximately 4 days delay in maturity.
“On sandy soils where crops have a tendency to suffer
from drouth, best results can usually be obtained from
delaying planting until early June, but do not plant after
grain.
“2–Depth of Planting. Planting depth should be
regulated by moisture supply in the soil. On sandy loam
soils, plant as shallow as possible and yet place seed in moist
soil. Approximately 1-inch depth is excellent, unless soil is
dry.
“If packer wheels on the planter do not leave soil firm,
cultipack immediately after planting. On heavy, clay soils
plant about 2½ inches deep when planting after May 1.
“If soil must be disked deeply to destroy winter weeds,
delay planting until after a rain and plant with very shallow
land preparation, placing seed in moist soil. A cultivator
mounted on the front of a tractor having a rear-mounted
planter with a sweep placed over the row aids in getting seed
placed in moist soil.

“Excellent stands have been obtained without rain in
each of the past 3 years by using a double disk opener rather
than the conventional sword opener. The double disk opener
permits deep placement of seed in firm, moist clay soil. A
spring-tooth harrow has been used satisfactorily for shallow
cultivation prior to planting with the double disk opener.
“3–Rate of Planting. Plant 10 to 12 viable seeds per foot
of row. With a well-prepared seedbed, this is an adequate
stand for top seed yield and for early weed control. With
varieties such as Dorman, Ogden, Lee, Roanoke or Jackson,
when planted in 36- to 40-inch rows, 40 to 60 pounds of seed
will be required per acre.
“4–Row Widths. No yield advantage can be expected
under most conditions in the Delta from planting adapted
varieties in rows closer than conventional 36- to 40-inch
rows. Although row middles will be shaded earlier in narrow
rows, more lodging is encountered. Four 36-inch or 38inch rows can be handled with greater ease with a 12-foot
combine than four 40-inch rows.
“5–Cultivation. The main purpose of cultivation is
to control weeds, and consequently, should be only deep
enough to destroy weeds. When using regular cultivating
equipment, set as close to the row as possible for first
cultivation. The rotary hoe does an excellent job of
destroying annual weed seedlings while beans are small. If
land is heavily infested with Johnson grass, plant small grain
after soybeans are harvested, and summer fallow the next
year after grain is harvested to destroy Johnson grass.
“6–Seed Source. The area where seed is grown has no
influence on the crop produced. Good quality seed of adapted
varieties can be produced locally. Seed should be harvested
as soon as possible after it is mature and be put in storage
with a moisture content of 12½% or less.
“7–Inoculation. Soybeans will produce their own
nitrogen if properly inoculated with nodule bacteria.
These bacteria will live for several years in the soil and no
yield response has been obtained from inoculation where
nodulated soybeans have been grown in the past 3 to 5 years.
However, if nodulated soybeans have not been grown in
recent years, be sure to inoculate seed at planting time with
soybean nodule bacteria. When it is necessary to inoculate,
do not use seed treatment. If nodules are not present on
soybean roots, the plant will require nitrogen fertilization just
as cotton or corn.
“8–Seed Treatment. Treating seed with Spergon or
Arasan will usually result in improved stands. Seed may be
treated with these materials at any time between harvest and
planting time. Seed treatment will reduce the effectiveness of
inoculation, but will not harm the bacteria already in the soil.
“9–Fertilization. On nearly all Delta soils, soybeans
have given no response to applications of phosphorous or
potash. No increase in seed yield can be expected from
nitrogen fertilization if soybeans are properly inoculated.
“10–Defoliation. Soybeans normally shed their leaves as
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they reach maturity. This is a normal maturation process with
food materials being moved from the leaves to the seeds as
the plants mature. Defoliation will reduce yields. Removing
leaves from Ogden at 21 days prior to normal combine
maturity resulted in a yield loss of nearly 30%. This early
defoliation would have permitted combining 3 days earlier
than normal. Removing leaves as they were beginning to
yellow still resulted in a 15% yield loss.
“11–Harvesting. The combine is built to do a good job
of harvesting soybeans. However, to do its best work, it must
be properly adjusted and soybeans must be low in moisture.
For every 36 to 40 seeds per square yard on the ground,
there is a harvesting loss of 1 bushel per acre. Care should
be taken to keep the cutter bar close enough to the ground to
cut below the pods. Cutting high enough to leave 5 to 6 pods
per foot of row means a loss of 1 bushel per acre.” Address:
Agronomist, Delta Branch Experiment Station, Stoneville,
Mississippi.
3256. Spooner, A.E. 1957. 1956 results from soybean
irrigation. Arkansas Farm Research 6(2):7. Summer.
3257. Weber, Charles R.; Horner, Theodore W. 1957.
Estimates of cost and optimum plot size and shape for
measuring yield and chemical characters in soybeans.
Agronomy Journal 49(8):444-49. Aug. [7 ref]
• Summary: Chemical characters to be measured were
protein content, oil content, and oil iodine-number.
Experiments were conducted using 1,088 plots with a basic
size of 8 feet long and one row (2 ft.) wide. Optimum plot
size was about 3.2 times the basic size. Address: Iowa Agric.
Exp. Station and Statistical Lab., Ames, IA; Crops Research
Div., ARS, USDA.
3258. Hernández Alba, Alejandro. 1957. Abonos verdes:
Anotaciones sobre leguminosas cultivadas en el Tolima
[Green manures: Notes on legumes grown in Tolima
(Colombia)]. Agricultura Tropical (Colombia) 13(9):561-76.
Sept. [11 ref. Spa]
• Summary: For more than 8 years the author has studied
the growing of green manures in rotation with the principal
crops of the region, such as cotton, maize, sesame (ajonjoli),
and kudzu. The following green manure plants are especially
recommended: Some varieties of soybeans, Crotolaria
juncea [sunn-hemp], and the shrubby varieties of cowpea
(Vigna sinensis). Address: Ing. Agr (Agricultural Engineer),
Director, Instituto Piloto de Educación Fundamental,
Pamplona (Norte de Santander), Colombia.
3259. Holman, Lee E. comp. 1957. Aeration of grain in
commercial storages. Marketing Research Report (USDA
Agricultural Marketing Service) No. 178. 43 p. Sept. [9 ref]
• Summary: Aeration systems are typically motor-driven
fans that move air through the grain. Address: Agricultural

Engineer, Transportation and Facilities Branch, Marketing
Research Div.
3260. Hougen, Volorous H. 1957. The Argentine soybean
venture. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural
Service) 21(9):13-14. Sept. Reprinted in Soybean Digest,
Nov. 1957. p. 15.
• Summary: There is new evidence that the soybean may one
day join sunflower, cottonseed, and flaxseed as an important
oilseed crop in Argentina.
“This is not the first effort Argentina has made to grow
soybeans. But it is the first scientifically planned introduction
of the crop.
“Past history: Soybeans have a long history of
misfortune in Argentina, dating from around 1882. The
end of [the 19th] century saw good results from plantings
in La Rioja Province; and in the early 1900’s the Córdoba
[Cordoba] Agricultural College reported successful trials.
About this time experiments in using soybeans for fattening
steers brought favorable results. In 1915, very large yields
were reported in Córdoba Province. Seed was increased, and
in 1924 the Ministry of Agriculture distributed it to farmers,
on the theory that drought resistance and value as an animal
feed would make soybeans a useful crop. This program did
not, however, succeed in establishing the crop on a sound
footing in any area.
“In the early 1930s a commercial organization imported
about 300 tons of soybean seed, and about 14,800 acres were
planted. However, unsatisfactory yields led to low returns,
which gave little incentive for continued production. In
1941 the Instituto Argentino del Suelo [Suelo = land, soil,
or ground] encouraged a commercial firm to make further
seed imports. This firm sold the seed and took an option to
buy the crops. But again production failed to come up to
expectations, apparently because growers did not know how
to plant and how to grow the crop. In the crop year 1942-43,
about 12,300 acres yielded only about 117,600 bushels of
soybeans–10.4 bushels per acre, compared with average U.S.
yields of about 20 bushels in 1951-55.”
In recent years, Japanese colonists in subtropical
Misiones Province (in the far northeast, bordering Paraguay)
have brought their own seed and “grown a few thousand tons
for their own food.” But this area does not have the best kind
of climate and soil for soybeans.
“Now, however, Argentine commercial interests have
undertaken the introduction of soybeans on a large scale.
They believe the crop may be more profitable than cotton,
wheat, corn, and sunflower in certain marginal districts.
“The area selected for immediate development–about
the size of Kansas–includes all of Santa Fe Province and
parts of the adjacent Provinces.”
“Production efforts for the 1956-57 crop centered in
northwestern Santa Fe and western Chaco Provinces. Last
November, although 19,000 acres had been prepared for
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planting, the season was so dry that only about 3,600 acres
were actually planted, and much of the 1,000 tons of seed
specially imported from the United States remain unused.
But the expected yields of 20 to 21 bushels per acre will
provide pure seed for planting this fall, plus some beans for
the market.
“It was clear to me that careful planning has gone into
this program. Argentine agronomists and soil scientists,
trained in the United States, are analyzing soils and climatic
conditions in cooperation with the Ministerio de Agricultura
y Ganadería. Economic analyses are establishing the level
of performance soybeans must reach if they are to displace
other crops. At the government research centers and
experiment stations, soybean varieties are receiving careful
tests. In 1956-57, 74 varieties were on trial in different parts
of the country. Those performing satisfactorily will receive a
further test in field plantings.”
“Like the varieties, the farmers themselves are carefully
selected. Each gets not only a contract for the purchase of
his crop, but seeds, inoculants, fertilizers, and technical
guidance. Five times during the 1956-57 crop year, each
grower received instruction and practical demonstration,
covering everything from preparing the seedbed, planting,
cultivating, and controlling diseases and insects, to
harvesting the crop. Successful farmers are expected to help
train others in future years.”
A map shows Argentine soybean areas, centered on
Santa Fe Province. Dark asterisks show permanent research
centers. Small circles show experimental fields. The name of
each is given.
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen
for the cultivation of soybeans in Argentina (1882).
Unfortunately, no citation for this date is given, and we are
not told the source of these soybeans or where they were
grown. Address: Fats and Oils Div., FAS [USDA].
3261. Weber, Charles R. 1957. Selection for yield in bulk
hybrid soybean populations with different plant spacings.
Agronomy Journal 49(10):547-48. Oct. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Synopsis: Selection of single plants superior
for yield and constant maturity was practiced in drilled
4- and 8-inch plant spacings from 6 bulk hybrid soybean
populations. The progenies of these selections evaluated
in replicated drilled plantings showed no yield, height
nor lodging differences among spacings within crosses.
Phenotypic selection in drilled plantings resulted in slightly
later maturity in final evaluations than did selection in wider
plant spacings.
“Seed yields of individual soybean plants vary widely
according to the spacing in the row.” Address: Iowa Agric.
Exp. Station, Ames, Iowa; and U.S. Regional Soybean Lab.,
Peoria, Illinois.
3262. Knowles, Paul F.; Abel, George H.; Edwards, Roydon

T.; Miller, Milton D. 1957. Soybean tips for California
farmers. California Agricultural Experiment Station
Extension Service, Leaf[let] No. 94. 2 p. (8 panels; quarter
fold). Nov.
• Summary: Experimental soybean yields of 3,360 kg/ha
have been reported in California. “These are the questions
most commonly asked concerning soybean production [in
California].” An answer is given after each question. “Do
soybeans require a certain soil type? When do you plant?
Can soybeans be grown successfully as a double crop? Do
you need to fertilize? Is a special seedbed required? How do
you plant soybeans? What variety should be planted? What
is the seeding rate? Is it necessary to inoculate and treat the
seed? How much water do soybeans require? How many
cultivations are needed? Is it necessary to windrow? When
should soybeans be cut for hay? What diseases and insects
are to be expected on soybeans? How do soybeans fit into the
California picture? What yield nay be expected? Who will
buy soybeans in California? What about prices?” Address:
Univ. of California, Davis.
3263. Cook, R.L. 1957. Minimum tillage for soybeans.
Soybean News (NSCIC) 9(2):1, 4. Dec.
• Summary: “Minimum tillage may be defined as the least
amount of tillage which may result in quick germination and
a good stand. Any further working of the soils in not only
wasteful of time and expense but is injurious. This seems
perfectly logical when one remembers that virgin soils are
more productive, over the country as a whole, than are those
which have been tilled for crop production.
“Advantages of Minimum Tillage: Plants cannot
function without oxygen. It may actually be considered as
a nutrient, perhaps the forgotten nutrient. Air moves readily
through the loose soils resulting from moldboard plowing
without subsequent packing. Thus adequate oxygen is
assured.
“Loose soils are permeable to water. Rainfall enters
readily to result in less run-off and erosion. Evaporation
losses are less from loose soil and the greater pore space
increases the soils capacity to hold water. Plants suffer less
from drought.
“Better aeration hastens organic matter decomposition.
Nutrients are thus made available to growing crops and the
carbon dioxide liberated during the decomposition helps
in the breakdown of nutrient bearing minerals. Roots more
completely permeate a loose plow layer. They grow faster
and are able to pick up more water and plant food than from
soil compacted by excessive tillage.
“Seed Bed vs. Root Bed: The old idea that seed beds
should be firm is true and still desirable. Close contact
between seed and soil results in quick movement of water
from soil to seed and quick germination. Only the soil in the
immediate vicinity of the seed, however, needs to be firm.
The rest, where the roots are to flourish, should be loose, for
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the reasons mentioned above. In other words, the soil in the
row should be firm, that between the rows should be loose.
“Plow, Smooth, and Plant Immediately: Experiments
conducted over an eleven year period, on sandy and clay
loam soils, have shown that a moldboard plow, with a
light smoothing implement attached, can in one operation
accomplish all the tillage necessary for oats, sugar beets,
corn, and soybeans. Several smoothing implements have
proved satisfactory. Under most soil conditions, the spike
harrow has been satisfactory, with very heavy soils, or soils
covered with a heavy sod, the revolving bladed tiller does a
somewhat more satisfactory job. In reality, it simply makes
planting easier but may be no better than the spike harrow so
far as yields are concerned.
“Planting should follow immediately after plowing.
Moisture is never better than right after the soil is turned
(assuming soil moisture was fit for plowing): At that time,
germination will be quick, emergence rapid, if planting is
properly done.
“The press drill, common in Canada, does a good job
of planting in loose soil. The press wheels bring about firm
contact between seed and soil but leave most of the surface
soil loose. A narrow drill, attached directly to the plow may
be used to plant oats and soybeans in the same operation as
plowing. Farmers in Western Canada have used this method
for spring wheat for many years.
“Wheel-track Planting Best for Corn: In this method
tractor wheels and row widths are adjusted so the planter
shoes trail in the tractor wheel tracks, using a four wheel
tractor. A tricycle type tractor leaves an unwanted extra
wheel track. A relatively small tractor is better than a very
heavy one. The standard tractor wheels prepare an ideal seed
bed. Good stands are a certainty. The soil should not be too
wet but may be somewhat on the dry side. Stands will still be
good if planting follows at once after plowing, whereas they
may not be good if relatively dry soil is harrowed several
times and planted a day or two later. Weed control is easy
when planting follows immediately after plowing. Weed
seeds, especially the annual grasses start slowly, compared
with crop seeds. They do not start to germinate, however,
until they are turned up to the air. When the crop seeds have
a chance to start at the same time, the plants emerge long
before the weed and grass seedlings. A high phosphate starter
fertilizer hastens early growth of crops to such an extent that
the first cultivation may be delayed as long as four weeks
after planting. Corn will then be 12 to 14 inches tall while
weeds will be 3 or 4 inches. Those in the row may easily be
covered by setting the cultivator teeth to fill the wheel track
with soil. A second cultivation may not be necessary. Two
will surely be enough.
“Michigan farmers are rapidly adopting minimum tillage
methods. Sugar beet growers are particularly well satisfied.
Many of them are working their soil deep in late summer
and fall with a field cultivator. They then plow as soon as the

soil dries out in the spring and plant the same day. The only
tillage after plowing is accomplished by spike drag or plow
packer attached to the plow.
“Corn growers are well pleased with wheel track
planting immediately after plowing. Some have started with
a few acres, then have planted their entire acreage that way
the next year.
“Researchers at Michigan State University have planted
soybeans by minimum tillage methods very successfully for
several years. This was done on the Ferden farm in Saginaw
County. The land was plowed with a revolving bladed tiller
attached to the plow. Planting followed immediately. It was
done with a conventional 4-row beet and bean drill. This was
not one but several years.
“During 1956 and 1957, soybeans were planted on
a field scale by several minimum tillage methods. Three
methods were used in 1957. One was the press-drill behind
the plow. In another part of the field they were planted in
tractor wheel tracks with a corn planter. In a third area, an
experimental one-row planter was attached to the tractor
which did the plowing. All methods were successful. Try it in
1958, then you will believe!”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that uses the term “minimum tillage” in connection with
soybeans.
Note 2. It is also the earliest document seen (June 2020)
concerning any type of reduced tillage practice.
Note 3. No mention is made of herbicides. Address:
PhD, Head, Soil Science Dep., Michigan State Univ.
3264. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). 1957. Soil. xiii + 784
p. For the year 1957.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed on the following pages:
Fertilization (p. 223). Soybean meal in composts (p. 242).
Yield (p. 353). Soybeans (p. 387). Production in the Midland
feed region (p. 535). Soil requirements (p. 654).
This book also contains extensive information about
aluminum in soils. Clay soils are composed primarily of the
atoms silicon, aluminum, and oxygen. Iron, aluminum, and
titanium oxides contribute to the cation (positive charged
ion) exchange capacity of soils (p. 14-15).
“Hydrogen, aluminum, calcium, magnesium, potassium,
and sodium are the most abundant exchangeable cations.
Their proportions vary from soil to soil, depending on
inherited characteristics and past management practices.
Hydrogen and aluminum are the predominant exchangeable
cations in most acid soils” (p. 74).
At least 16 elements are considered necessary for
the growth of green plants. The micronutrients are iron,
manganese, zinc, copper, molybdenum, boron, and chlorine.
“Silicon and aluminum occur almost universally in plants,
but they perform no recognized function” (p. 80-81).
Phosphorus occurs naturally in soils in various forms,
including calcium phosphates, iron phosphate, and aluminum
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phosphate. Acid soils contain a large excess of iron and
aluminum. Alkaline and calcareous soils contain calcium.
“Hydrated iron and aluminum oxides in acid soils are known
to adsorb soluble phosphorus from fertilizers to form iron
and aluminum phosphates” (p. 96).
In acid soils, “When the pH is below 5, the
concentrations of manganese and aluminum may be large
enough to be toxic to the plant... Liming these soils may
lower the toxicity of aluminum and manganese...” (99).
“Silicon and aluminum dominate the soil mass and are
present in large quantities. They are always found in plant
materials” (p. 150).
Aluminum sulfate is an acid former is soils.
“Soybeans grow in highly acid to slightly alkaline
soils... They need moist to heavy moisture conditions and
do not tolerate salinity. Alumino-silicates are compounds
containing aluminum, silicon, and oxygen atoms as main
constituents.”
3265. Anthony, K.R.M.; Willimott, S.G. 1957. Cotton
interplanting experiments in the south-west Sudan. Empire J.
of Experimental Agriculture 25(97):29-36. [4 ref]*
• Summary: During 1952-1955 field experiments were
conducted in Equatoria to determine the feasibility of
interplanting cotton into groundnuts, soyabeans, cowpeas, or
Phaseolus angularis [azuki beans], the legumes being sown
at the beginning of the cropping season. Results showed that
this system cannot be recommended in south-west Sudan
unless the legume crop is sown no later than early April.
Address: Yambio Exp. Farm, Research Div., Ministry of
Agriculture, Republic of Sudan.
3266. Deveza, Manuel Carneiro. 1957. Elementos sobre as
possibilidades culturais da soja [Elements on the possibilities
of cultivating soybeans (in Mozambique) (Leaflet)].
Umbeluzi: Estacao Agraria do Sul. 2 p. Typewritten. [Por]*
3267. Mekinda, Marijan. 1957. Soja kao kultura u nasim
uslovima [Cultivating soybeans in our conditions].
Poljoprivrednik (Farmer) 16-II, III. 64. (3:64?). [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3268. Neme, Neme A. 1957. A soja [The soybean]. O
Agronomico (Campinas, SP, Brazil) 9(3-4):6-7. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.
3269. Oliveira, H.A. 1957. Indicaçoes sóbre a culture da
soja no Rio Grande do Sul [Directions for the cultivation of
soybeans in Rio Grande do Sul]. Secretaria de Agricultura,
Industria e Comercio do Rio Grande do Sul, Circular No.
91. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.
3270. Rothamsted Experimental Station, Report (Harpenden,

Great Britain). 1957. Soyabeans. 280 p. For 1956. See p.
209. *
• Summary: Page 209 states that the soybean crop did
not bear seed in 1956 and confirmed the conclusion that
soybeans seem to have little future in Britain.
3271. Vrebalov, Tihomir. 1957. Uticaj mineralnih dubriva na
prinos soje na ogajnjacenoj smonici [The effect of mineral
fertilizers on the yield of soybeans grown on burned soil].
Zemljiste i Biljke (Field and Plants) 7(1):105-09. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3272. Alekseev, Aleksei Mikhailovich; Gusev, Nikolai
Alekseevich. 1957. Vliianie mineral’nogo pitaniia na vodnyi
rezhim rastenii [The influence of mineral nutrition on the
water regimen of plants]. Moscow, USSR: Akademiia Nauk
SSSR (Academy of Sciences of the USSR). 223 p. ANSSSR.
20 cm. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
3273. Fan Sheng-chih. 1957. Fan Sheng-chih shu chih shu,
Wan Kuo-ting chi shih. Ti 1 pan [The book of Fan Shengchih, an agricultural treatise. Wan Kuo-ting, ed. Vol. 1].
Peking, China: Chung-Hua Book Publishing Co. 172 p. 18
cm. See translation by Shi Shenghan, 1959. (Pinyin: Fan
Shengzhi shu). [Chi]*
• Summary: Based on the original edition published in ca. 32
B.C.
3274. Mitrovic, Andjelka. 1957. Uticaj vremena setve na
razvitak i prinos soje na podrucju Juznog Banata [The
effect of the time of sowing on the development and
yield of soybeans in the Southern Banat region]. Arhiv za
Poljoprivredne Nauke (Archives of Agricultural Science,
Belgrade) 10(30):96-104. [3 ref. Scr; fre]
• Summary: As a result of 4 year’s observations the author
concludes that soybean yields in this region are best when
the seed is planted between April 10th and 20th. Absolute
seed weight ranges from 143 to 153 gm per 1,000 seeds.
Address: Yugoslavia.
3275. Muller, H.M. 1957. Soybeans. In: Handbook for
Farmers. Vol. II. Pretoria, South Africa: Government Printer.
See p. 192-95. *
3276. Tanganyika Department of Agriculture, Annual Report.
1957. Main crops. For the year 1956. Part I. p. 7-24. See p.
17-18.
• Summary: The section titled “Pulses” (p. 17-18) states: “At
present the only appreciable production of soya beans comes
from the farms of the Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation
at Nachingwea, where this crop is now well established. It
was also planted most successfully on a sisal estate in Kilosa
District and it is felt that there is considerable scope for the
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expansion of this crop in many parts of the Territory. Work
continued at research centres to prove suitable varieties.”
The previous section titled “Oil seeds” discusses
groundnuts, sesame, and sunflower. The next section is titled
“Pyrethrum.”
3277. Snow, W.W. 1958. Crop sequence effects on soybeans.
MSc thesis in agriculture, University of Toronto, Ontario,
Canada. 54 p. Jan. 28 cm. [23 ref]
• Summary: “When introduced into Ontario, soybeans were
considered to be a high protein livestock feed with little
value as a cash crop. The development of the vegetable
oil industry in Ontario and the general use of the combine
harvester have given impetus to greatly increased production.
At the present time only grain corn is regarded as a more
important cash crop in the south-western section of the
Province.”
This is a study of the effect of the previous crop, of
fertilizer use, and of crop rotations on soybeans. Crop
rotation was found to increase soybean yields. Address:
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
3278. Caviness, C.E. 1958. When should soybeans be
planted? Arkansas Farm Research 7(1):3. Jan/Feb.
Address: Junior Agronomist.
3279. Freeman, J.F.; Phillips, S.H.; Richards, H.R. 1958.
Results of the Kentucky soybean variety performance
and fertilizer tests, 1957. Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment Station,
Progress Report No. 64. 8 p. Feb.
• Summary: Recommended Varieties:
Clark, Wabash, Lincoln–In Northern
and Eastern Kentucky. Clark, Perry,
Ogden–In Southern and Western
Kentucky.
“Recommended Soil Treatment:
If quick tests indicate that the soil is
moderately or strongly acid use ground
limestone at rate of 2 or 3 tons per
acre respectively; if low in available
phosphorus use fertilizers to supply
up to 80 pounds of P2O5 per acre;
and if low in available potassium use
fertilizers to supply up to 80 pounds
of K20 per acre. Apply limestone tea
fertilizers either before or after plowing.
To avoid injury to seedling soybeans,
do not drill fertilizer in contact with
the seed. Soybeans respond well to
the use of needed lime and fertilizers
on other crops in the rotation ahead of
the soybean crop.” Address: Univ. of
Kentucky, Lexington.

3280. Keim, Myron M. 1958. Fertilize soybeans for
maximum profits. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 14-16.
• Summary: Editor’s summary: “Dr. Keim says every
producer should aim at 40 or more bushels per acre. Building
up the soil’s fertility level is a necessary step toward that
goal.”
“During the past 20 years, average soybean yields in
the United States have increased from 14 bushels per acre
in 1936 to 21.8 bushels per acre in 1956, or more than 50%.
Progress of this magnitude reflects the use of fertilizer which
has more than tripled during this same period. The increasing
importance of the soybean crop demands that we recognize
the fertility requirements of soybeans if maximum yields are
to be obtained.
“Soybeans are less responsive to direct fertilizer
treatments than are other farm crops such as corn, wheat, and
cotton. Thus, the impression has been created that it doesn’t
pay to fertilize soybeans. This is far from the truth, except on
highly fertile soils or where preceding crops in the rotation
have been liberally fertilized.
“A great number of soils are lacking in fertility and
are producing low or only moderate yields of beans. It is
under these conditions where fertilizers can be used most
advantageously to insure high yields and increase profits
from this important crop.
“Plant Food Requirements: A 40-bushel yield of
soybeans contains, in the grain alone, 150 pounds of
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nitrogen, 35 pounds of phosphorus (P205), and 55 pounds
of potash (K20). Thus, a soybean yield of this size removes
as much phosphorus and more than twice as much potash
as 100 bushels of corn. Two tons of soybean hay contain
90 pounds of nitrogen, 20 pounds of phosphate, and 50
pounds of potash. When grown on soils that will not supply
plant nutrients as needed, soybean yields will be decreased
accordingly.
“Balanced nutrition is essential for maximum soybean
yields. On acid soils deficient in phosphorus and potash,
a mixed fertilizer containing both phosphorus and potash
produces much higher yields than either one applied alone.
Progressive farmers striving for top yields have used mixed
fertilizers advantageously.
“It is interesting to note from a recent Purdue
publication that 793,402 acres of soybeans were fertilized
in Indiana in 1954. This represented 41% of the acreage
harvested. Of the acreage fertilized, soybeans received an
average of 163 pounds of fertilizer containing 24 pounds of
P205 and 26 pounds of K20 per acre.
“Soil Tests: Every soybean grower should have his
soil tested and plan his fertility program accordingly.
There is little reason to guess about the lime and fertilizer
requirements of the soybean crop. Soil tests can be the best
investment a farmer can make.
“Lime the soil as indicated by soil tests. Although
soybeans do not require as much lime as alfalfa, sufficient
limestone should be applied to satisfy the requirements
of all crops in the rotation. This will normally be a pH of
about 6.5 on most soils, but on dark poorly drained soils, it
may be advisable to stay below pH 6.3 to avoid manganese
deficiency. Liming with dolomitic limestone is a satisfactory
way of supplying needed magnesium.
“Liming: Liming is especially important for soybean
production. Some of the benefits attributed to adequate
lime are: Increases the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by
bacteria in the nodules on the roots of soybean plants.
“Supplies essential plant foods–calcium and magnesium.
“Increases the availability of fertilizer and soil
phosphate.
“Reduces Manganese toxicity. Benefits other crops in
the rotation.
“Inoculation is always good insurance in growing
soybeans. Being a legume, this crop contains nodules on
its roots in which bacteria are able to take nitrogen from
the atmosphere and change it into forms which the soybean
plants can use. However, these miniature nitrogen factories,
so important for high soybean yields, are made ineffective on
strongly acid soils.
“Phosphorus and Potash: Phosphorus fertilizer, on lowphosphorus soils, gives young soybean plants a faster start.
This helps overcome the weed problem by making possible
quicker cultivation. Rapid early growth and the hastening of
maturity are especially important where soybeans are planted

late as the second crop after small grain harvest.
“Phosphorus starvation is normally indicated by stunted
and slender growth. Adequate phosphorus helps overcome
deficiency by producing full growth and top yields.
“A sufficient supply of potash is often one of the most
important keys to high and profitable soybean yields.
A potash deficiency is often indicated by the following
symptoms:
“Brown leaf margins, with perhaps uneven edges later
on in the season.
“Slow maturity and delayed defoliation.
“Soybean pods fail to fill and mature normally.
“Discolored and shriveled seeds of poor quality.
“Reduced yields.
“Soybean yields are often considerably reduced by a
potash deficiency even before symptoms are noticeable.
Therefore, it is unwise to wait for potash deficiency
symptoms to appear before applying fertilizer.
“It is apparent from the above chart that maximum
net returns were obtained when money was spent for lime,
phosphate, and potash. A soil test will help determine what
combination of these three important essentials are required
for any particular condition.
“Adequate fertilization of soybeans, as recommended
by the various agricultural experiment stations can mean
producing additional soybeans for considerably less than $1
per bushel. It also provides an opportunity for realizing an
additional $10 to $20 profit per acre. As the yields go up,
cost of production per unit is decreased.
“For Maximum Profits: The goal of every soybean
grower should be to produce 40 bushels or more of good
quality soybeans per acre. Important steps to follow in
achieving this goal are:
“Test soil and apply sufficient limestone to correct
acidity to approximately pH 6.5.
“Build up fertility level of the soil by applying
phosphate and potash as needed, sufficiently for growing 80
to 100 bushels of corn or 40 to 45 bushels of wheat per acre.
“Inoculate seed each year soybeans are planted.
“Choose adapted soybean varieties recommended by
your agricultural experiment station.
“Fertilizer Recommendations: Soybeans have the
ability to produce some yield at low fertility levels and
are sometimes referred to as a ‘poor land crop.’ Because
soybeans often benefit from residual fertilizer and can pick
up plant foods applied previously, they are noted for being
good plant food ‘scavengers.’ Both of these factors, while
advantageous, have misled many farmers into believing that
soybeans do not require, or would not benefit from, direct
fertilization. However, fertilizing soybeans pays handsome
dividends under many conditions.
“Most states suggest fertilizer for the soybean crop
when the soil tests low in phosphorus or potassium. If only
small amounts of fertilizer, ranging from 100 to 200 pounds
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per acre, are to be applied, then row fertilization with safe
placement equipment would be preferred.
“When larger applications of fertilizer are required than
can be safely applied near the row, which is perhaps 150 to
200 pounds per acre, then it is advisable to broadcast some
fertilizer ahead of planting.
“Rotational Fertilization: When and how farmers apply
fertilizer for soybeans may depend on the crop rotation,
machinery on hand for safe fertilizer placement, and labor
and capital available. Farmers who have built their soil
to a high fertility level and are fertilizing to strive for 80
to 100 bushels of corn or 40 to 45 bushels of wheat per
acre, etc., may prefer to let their soybeans eat at the second
table. In this case, they are actually fertilizing the soybean
crop by liberal additions to the other crops in the rotation”
(Continued). Address: Head Agronomist, Virginia-Carolina
Chemical Corp.
3281. Keim, Myron M. 1958. Fertilize soybeans for
maximum profits (Continued–Document part II). Soybean
Digest. Feb. p. 14-16.
• Summary: (Continued): “Row Fertilization: Row
fertilization of soybeans is recommended by most states for
soil comparatively low in available phosphate and potash,
and where a relatively small amount of fertilizer is to be
applied per acre. This method is practical and beneficial
when fertilizer is applied safely and efficiently with proper
equipment. Soybeans are more sensitive than corn to salt
injury from fertilizer and therefore application should never
be in direct contact with the seed.
“Preferred placement for row fertilizer is in a single
band about 2 inches to the side and 2 inches below the
seedbed, where the fertilizer is placed in moist soil, away
from the seedling, but where feeder roots can reach the plant
food very soon after germination.
“Row fertilizers for soybeans normally contain
phosphate and are comparatively high in potash. Some
states recommend a complete mixed fertilizer containing a
small amount of nitrogen. This nitrogen is most important
on low fertility soils to give soybeans a good start before
their root systems and nitrogen-fixing relationships with
nodulating bacteria have been established. Because nitrogen
does promote weed growth, it is customarily omitted from
soybean fertilizer broadcast ahead of planting.
“The amount of fertilizer normally recommended as a
row fertilizer for soybeans ranges from 150 to 200 pounds
per acre. Additional amounts should best be broadcast ahead
of planting.
“Profits From Fertilization: Like all farm crops, large
soybean profits are the result of high yields. Dollars invested
in soybean fertilizer pay handsomely when applied to soils
low in fertility. This principle is illustrated by the following
data from North Carolina:
“Plant tested seed in rows as close together as planting

and cultivating equipment will allow. A good stand is
important for top yields.
“Apply 150 to 200 pounds per acre of mixed fertilizer
comparatively high in potash to the side and below the seed
at planting time. Never allow fertilizer to come in direct
contact with soybean seed.
“Broadcast 200 to 500 pounds per acre of fertilizer
ahead of planting on low fertility soils or where need is
indicated by soil test.
“Manganese and iron deficiencies may be corrected by
spraying plants directly with manganese or iron sulfate.
“Control weeds by working fields early and use a rotary
hoe after planting when weed seeds begin to germinate.
“Save all the beans you grow by careful harvesting.”
Address: Head Agronomist, Virginia-Carolina Chemical
Corp.
3282. Opalic, Risto. 1958. Neki problemi uzgoja soje i nacin
njihovog rjesavanja na Poljoprivrednom dobru “Semberija,”
Bijeljina [Some problems in the cultivation of soybeans and
the way to solve those problems on the agricultural property
“Sembrija,” Bijelina]. Poljoprivredni Pregled (Agricultural
Review) 7(1/2):3-12. Jan/Feb. [Scr]
Address: Poljoprivredno dobro “Semberija”, Bijeljina,
Yugoslavia.
3283. Walters, H.J. 1958. Soybean seed treatment. Arkansas
Farm Research 7(1):12. Jan/Feb.
• Summary: Soybean seed treatment with the fungicides
Arasan, Spergon, Captan and a check. The soybean varieties
treated were Lee, Dorthsoy 67 and Dorman.
The article concludes: “These results show that with
seed of good quality planted at standard seeding rates, under
environmental conditions that are favorable for emergence
of seedlings, little if any benefit can be expected from seed
treatment. On the other hand, the combination of poor
quality seed and cold, wet weather may result in considerable
reduction in stands if seeds are not treated. Since Dorman
soybeans characteristically have a low germination rate, it is
recommended that seed of this variety be treated.” Address:
Assoc. plant pathologist.
3284. Knowles, Paul F.; Edwards, R.T.; Miller, M.D. 1958.
Soybeans in California. Cotton Gin and Oil Mill Press
59(5):14, 28-30. March 8.
• Summary: Yields of from 1,500 to 3,690 lb/acre of
soybeans have been produced annually in small commercial
plantings and experiments in California since 1954... There
are three reasons for interest in soybeans in California.
“First, the state imports 600,000 tons each year at a freight
cost of $21.6 million. Second, current government cotton
and rice acreage restriction programs have created a situation
whereby nearly a million acres of land in the state need
alternative crops. Surplus oil seed crushing facilities are
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available that could well crush soybeans to fill out currently
light schedules. Third, production on the West Coast should
provide a freight advantage in competition with other U.S.
production areas for the export market to the Orient.”
Discusses: Research findings: Variety tests, salt tolerance
and boron, irrigation tests, fertilization, insects (spider
mites), harvesting. Reducing production costs. Soybeans
have proven very sensitive to salts, but several varieties
have considerable salt tolerance. Address: 1. Associate
Agronomist; 2. Field Technologist; 3. Extension Agronomist.
All: Univ. of California [at Davis].
3285. Agricultural Extension Service, University of
Tennessee. 1958. Chemical weed control guide for field
crops. No. 385. 14 p. March.
• Summary: Page 3-4: “Introduction: This guide is based
on experiments conducted by the University of Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station and by adjacent states.
Recommendations may change with the development of new
herbicides. Information on weed identification and basic
control procedures may be found in Extension Publication
No. 370, ‘Some Common Weeds and Their Control.’
“The information contained herein is based on average
conditions. Since climatic and soil conditions vary widely
from one location to another, it is suggested that only a small
portion of the crop acreage be treated the first year when
using a new herbicide in order to gain experience and to
observe effects.
“Chemicals alone are not the final answer to weed
control problems. They serve as another tool to be used with
recommended farm practices such as proper crop rotation,
good seedbed preparation, the use of clean crop seed,
adequate fertilization, etc.
“Terminology
“Band Application–an application of spray or dust to
a continuous restricted area. This might be in or along a
crop row rather than over the entire field. This method of
application may be used when the cost of the herbicide is
high in order to reduce the total amount of material needed.
“Broadcast Application–an application of spray or dust
over an entire area rather than in a band only on rows, beds,
or middles.
“Post-Emergence Treatment–any treatment made after
the crop plants emerge.
“Pre-Emergence Treatment–any treatment made after
the crop is planted but before the seedlings emerge.
“Selection of Herbicides: Since both crops and weeds
may be susceptible or resistant to different herbicides,
care must be taken to select a herbicide that will do the job
properly. After selection of the herbicide, the concentration
should be noted on the label (the number of pounds of active
chemical per gallon). Generally a high concentration (for
example a formulation containing 4 lbs. per gallon of 2,4-D
acid equivalent, compared to one containing 2 lbs.) costs

more per gallon but usually costs less per pound of actual
herbicide material, resulting in a lower per acre cost.
“Method of Application: Sprayer–Usually materials can
be applied most easily as a spray. Hand or power sprayers
may be used, depending on the size of the area to be treated.
“Low-pressure sprayers (developing 20 to 50 pounds
per square inch pressure) are desired because of their coarse,
large droplet spray. A coarse spray will not drift as much
as a fine mist or fog type of spray. With pre-emergence
applications, low volumes (10 to 30 gallons per acre) give
good results and are easy to apply. However, on postemergence application where dense foliage growth is present.
larger volume (50 to 100 gallons per acre) sprayers are
required to give complete coverage. The use of nozzles with
replaceable tips allows the operator to select more accurately
the volume of material that the sprayer will discharge.
“Wide angle fan nozzle tips give uniform distribution
and can be operated close to the ground to help reduce spray
drift. Drift also can be reduced if application is made when
there is little or no wind. Since spray drift may be harmful to
adjacent susceptible crops, it often is essential that drift be
kept to a minimum.
“Calibration: The rate of application of many herbicides
is extremely critical. If the rate is too low, weeds will not
be controlled; if it is too high, crops may be damaged.
Since some materials are applied at very low rates, careful
calibration is essential.
“Probably the simplest method of calibrating a sprayer
is: fill it with water, spray a given area at the same speed
and pressure and under the same conditions of application
which are encountered in the field such as cultivating and
planting while applying the herbicide to the field; then
measure the amount of water required to refill the tank to
the original level. Divide the amount sprayed by the part of
an acre covered to determine the gallons applied per acre.
For example, if two gallons were needed to fill the tank after
one-eighth of an acre had been sprayed, the spray had been
applied at the rate of 16 gallons per acre. Mix the amount of
herbicide recommended per acre...
Page 7: “If ten pounds per acre of a powdered material
is suggested and the formulation to be used contains 50%
active ingredient, then this formulation should be applied at
the rate of 20 pounds per acre, The rate may be computed as
follows:
“Amount of material required = recommended rate
divided by % active ingredient.
“Suggested Selective Chemical Weed Control for Major
Farm Crops:...
“Soybeans, Pre-Emergence: BNDP, 4 to 6 pounds
per acre to control annual weeds. (See note under cotton
regarding band application).”
Page 14: BNDP is Dinitro-O-sec-butyl-phenol.
3286. Hoff, D.J.; Mederski, H.J. 1958. The chemical
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estimation of plant available soil manganese. Proceedings–
Soil Science Society of America 22(2):129-32. March/April.
[15 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Nine methods of extracting
manganese from 25 soils were studied and correlated with
manganese absorbed by soybean plants.”
“Results indicate that manganese deficiency in soybeans
may be expected if the manganese extracted with ammonium
dihydrogen phosphate or phosphoric acid is less than 40
pp2m. With alcoholic hydroquinone, manganese deficiency
may be expected if the manganese extracted is less than 125
pp2m.” Address: Ohio Agric. Exp. Station.
3287. Schwab, G.O.; Shrader, W.D.; Nixon, P.R.; Shaw,
R.H. 1958. Research on irrigation of corn and soybeans
at Conesville and Ankeny, Iowa, 1951 to 1955. Iowa
Agricultural and Home Economics Experiment Station,
Research Bulletin No. 458. p. 249-59. March. [8 ref]
• Summary: Irrigation significantly increases soybean yields.
The average increase was 6.4 bu/acre or 33.8%. The amount
of increase depends on the variety, the soil type, and the local
rainfall. Irrigation also tends to increase protein content and
decrease oil content. Address: Iowa State College, Ames,
Iowa.
3288. Cocking, W.P.; Lord, R.F. 1958. The Tanganyika
Agricultural Corporation’s farming settlement scheme.
Tropical Agriculture (Trinidad) 35(2):85-101. April.
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Introduction: History
of the scheme, original objectives, organization. A typical
year: Recruitment of farmers, housing and welfare,
advance in cash and kind, the season’s work on the holding,
documentation of transactions, marketing of crop. Results
obtained by farmers, cropping, financial results. Overall
financial implications of the scheme: Need for subsidy in
earlier years, difficulty of assessing charges for services,
avoidance of scheme losses. Present problems: High cost
of administration, maintenance of fertility, social problems.
Future developments.
The Farming Settlement Scheme has been operated by
the Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation in Nachingwea.
The scheme involves mechanized and farmers from different
tribes living and working together within the scheme. The
latter has caused many social problems, and future schemes
should be operated on a tribal basis. In 1952-53, soya beans
accounted for 19% of the total crop acreage in the scheme,
decreasing to 17% in 1956-57. Soya bean yields rose from
449 lb/acre in 1952-53 to 807 lb/acre (13.5 bu/acre) in 195556. Address: Tanganyika Agricultural Corp., Dar es Salaam,
Tanganyika.
3289. Mederski, H.J.; Hoff, D.J. 1958. Factors affecting
absorption of foliar-applied manganese by soybean plants.
Agronomy Journal 50(4):175-78. April. [8 ref]

• Summary: A 1% solution of manganese sulfate in contact
with the leaf surface of intact soybean plants grown in a
greenhouse increased the plant manganese concentration by
84 parts per million (ppm). After 15 minutes of contact, the
concentration increased by 230 ppm. The increase in plant
magnesium was 3 to 6 times greater when a 5% rather than
a 1% solution was used. Address: Ohio Agric. Exp. Station,
Wooster.
3290. National Soybean Processors Assoc., Soybean Crop
Improvement Council. 1958. Soybean farming. Revised ed.
Chicago, Illinois. 44 p. April. Revised again in 1961. 43 p. *
• Summary: According to Soybean News (Oct. 1958. p. 6):
“Free copies of this very popular 44-page booklet on the
soybean crop are now ready.
“Send for your free copy–today! Extra copies are
available for classes in schools and colleges, County Agents
Offices, Veterans Training, Adult Classes, 4-H, F.F.A., and
other Educational Groups.
“Send your request to the National Soybean Crop
Improvement Council, Box 108, Decatur, Indiana.” Address:
3818 Board of Trade Bldg., Chicago 4, Illinois.
3291. Cartter, Jackson L. 1958. Time of planting studies:
Northern states. Soybean Digest. May. p. 12-14. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Effect on maturity.
Effect on yield. Effect on height. Effect on lodging. Effect on
seed quality. Effect on oil. Effect on iodine number. Effect on
protein. The best time to plant. Soybean varieties discussed:
Adams, Blackhawk, Clark, Wabash.
“Probably no single cultural factor is more important
to soybean production than the date of planting.” Four
soybean varieties planted in Urbana, Illinois, on May 1 yield
higher than when planted at any later date. Address: U.S.
Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana, Illinois; Plant Physiologist
and Agronomist, respectively, Crops Research Div., ARS,
USDA.
3292. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1958. Time of planting soybeans in
the south. Soybean Digest. May. p. 16, 19.
• Summary: The time of planting is determined largely by
day length and by soil temperature. The critical number of
daylight hours is specific for each variety and determines in
part its area of adaptability and time of maturity. Soybeans
should typically be planted when the day length reaches
14½ hours, which ranges from April 24 in Warsaw, Virginia,
to June 10 in Miami, Florida. Address: Agricultural
Research Service, Crops Research Div., USDA, working
in cooperation with the Delta Branch Experiment Station,
Stoneville, Mississippi.
3293. Farm and Home News (Tennessee). 1958. Profit in
soybean crop rests upon good practices. June 2. p. 7.
• Summary: “For more profitable production of soybeans
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some of the production practices farmers should follow are:
Inoculation, liming and fertilization, correct planting and
good cultural practices.
“Soils that have not produced nodulated soybeans within
the past five years should be inoculated, H.W. Luck, U-T
[University of Tennessee] Extension assistant agronomist,
says. Soybeans are not inoculated by bacteria from nodules
of any of the other commonly cultivated legumes. If
soybeans are properly inoculated they assimilate nitrogen
from the air. Nodule development may be retarded if
excessive nitrogen fertilizer is used.
“Liming and fertilization should be based on the soil
test results from representative soil samples, Luck says. Best
yields are usually obtained when the soil pH is 6.0 to 6.5.
An application of 150 to 200 pounds of 0-20-20 has given
good results of most soils of the state. Soybeans following
a heavily fertilized crop may not respond to fertilization.
Soybean seed are easily injured by fertilizers, therefore,
the fertilizer materials should be placed approximately two
inches to the side and one inch below the seed.
“Planting rates will be determined by the percent of
viable seed. Seed with 80 percent germination should be
planted at the rate of approximately 15 seed per foot of row.
Soybean seed should be placed in moist soil (not more than
2½ inches) so they will come up quickly. When planting
after June 1, it is important to select one of the full season
varieties such as Ogden or Lee.
“Cultivation with a rotary hoe should start soon after the
soybean seedlings appear. It is very essential to keep grass
out of soybeans. The rotary hoe should not be used early in
the morning while seedlings are very brittle. Cultivation after
flowering starts may injure blossoms causing them to fall
off.”
3294. Fonseca, Lourival. 1958. A soja: Sua cultura,
industrializacao e emprego na alimentacao [The soybean:
Its culture, industrialization, and use as food]. Boletim de
Agricultura (Belo Horizonte, Brazil) 7(5/6):35-45. May/June.
[Por]
Address: Eng. agronomo do Departamento de Producao
Vegetal.
3295. González Diaz, Enrique; Ramos Ledon, Leandro;
Alonso Olive, Raul. 1958. El cultivo del frijol soya
[Cultivation of soybeans]. Havana, Cuba: Banco de Fomento
Agrícola e Industrial de Cuba (BANFAIC). 18 p. [Spa]*
• Summary: In 1958 the Cuban Bank for Agricultural
and Industrial Promotion (Banco de Fomento Agrícola e
Industrial de Cuba; BANFAIC), in cooperation with the
Agricultural Experiment Station at Santiago de las Vegas,
published this bulletin, which was the first major document
on soybeans in Cuba published after the Cuban revolution
of 1955. It describes the areas of soybean extension located
in the savannah areas of Santo Domingo (province of Villa

Clara), in the estate ‘Pablo’ (Ciego de Avila), and in the
rice-growing area of southern Pinar del Rio. The objectives
of soybean cultivation are: extraction of the oil to replace
some of the $30,000,000 worth of imported vegetable oils
and the use of the cake for feeding all classes of livestock.
Of the soybean varieties evaluated, the following were
recommended for use of the seeds: Palmetto, Improved
Pelican, Ogden, Yellow Mamloxi, and Mandarin. For
forage: Palmetto, Improved Pelican, Biloxi, Otootan, and
Santa Maria. The best time for planting was thought to be
from July 1 to Aug. 30. Address: Estacion Experimental de
Santiago de las Vegas, Cuba.
3296. Hoff, D.J.; Mederski, H.J. 1958. Correcting manganese
deficiency can double soybean yield. Ohio Farm and Home
Research 43(312):36-37. May/June.
Address: 1. Asst. Prof., Ohio Agric. Exp. Station Agronomy
Dep.
3297. Agricultural Research (USDA). 1958. How pod and
seed losses affect soybeans. 7(1):13. July.
• Summary: “Soybeans can lose up to 40% of their pods
and still produce a normal yield. USDA research shows that
nature compensates for pod loss by increasing seed size and
decreasing natural pod shedding... Researchers found that
removing even 10% of the pods increased seed size.”
“Depodding causes larger and heavier seeds because
the normal leaf-area supplies food to a smaller-than-normal
number of seeds, which thus get plenty. Conversely,
defoliation causes smaller and lighter seeds because fewer
leaves are left to nourish the large number of seeds.”
3298. Park, Joseph K.; Webb, Byron K. 1958. Seed
harvesting in the Southeast. South Carolina (Clemson)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 461. 38 p.
July. See p. 34.
• Summary: This bulletin reports on the results of the first
5 years of studies on combine harvesting conducted from
1952-56 in the coastal plain of South Carolina. For all crops,
the average total harvest loss was 9.7%. The percentage of
harvest loss generally decreased as total yield increased.
When only fields producing over 20 bushels per acre were
considered, the average loss was 5.9%. Several fields
averaging 40 to 50 bushels per acre had a harvest loss of less
than 4%. A graph on the cover shows general relationships
(for all types of seeds), for early, optimum, and late harvest
times, of: seed produced, harvest yield, and seed losses due
to cleaning, threshing, cutterbar shatter, and weather shatter.
The section titled “Combine peas and soybeans” (p.
34) states that the problems in harvesting soybeans with a
combine are very similar to those in harvesting peas. Seed
damage was a key consideration in harvesting both crops.
Cutterbar shatter was sometimes quite severe.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 1998)
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that uses the word “cutterbar” (spelled as one word) in
connection with soybean production. Address: 1. Agricultural
Engineer, USDA; 2. Asst. Agricultural Engineer, South
Carolina Exp. Station.
3299. Savile, A.H.; Wright, W.A. 1958. Notes on Kenya
agriculture. III. Oil seeds, pulses, legumes, and root crops.
East African Agricultural Journal 24(1):1-9. July. See p. 3-4,
9.
• Summary: The section on the soya bean discusses its
preferred climate and soils, cultivation (as for maize),
harvesting, and major uses. Concerning the latter: “Beans for
human consumption, green manure, green fodder, hay and
silage. Soya bean meal is valuable stock feed. Soya bean oil
has various industrial uses.”
Page 9 states that soya beans, seeded at the rate of 2030 lb/acre should give yields of 800-900 lb/acre, 4½ months
after planting. Address: Dep. of Agriculture, Kenya.

Lee, Ogden, Dorman, Jackson, Improved Pelican. Planting
seed quality. Inoculation. Time of Seeding. Seed treatment.
Seedbed preparation. Fertilization. Moisture requirements.
Harvesting. Address: 1. Agronomist, Texas Extension
Service; 2. Agronomist, Texas Agric. Exp. Station.

3303. Barber, Stanley A. 1958. Relation of fertilizer
placement to nutrient uptake and crop yield. I. Interaction of
row phosphorus and the soil level of phosphorus. Agronomy
Journal 50(9):535-39. Sept. [4 ref]
• Summary: In a six-year experiment with corn, soybeans,
wheat and hay, wheat and soybeans gave maximum yields
with either broadcast or row applications of phosphorus.
Address: Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette,
Indiana.

3305. Nagata, Tadao. 1958. Studies on the flowering and
fruiting of summer vs. autumn soybean types. V. Effects
of the day length after flower primordia initiation upon the
flowering process with reference to the adaptation to planting
time in autumn soybean type. Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji
(Proceedings of the Crop Science Society of Japan) 27(1):8790. Sept. [11 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Adaptation of soybean to planting time has been
of great interest to human beings since ancient times, when it
was discussed in the Lu-shi chun tsiu (ca. 250 B.C.).
“In the temperate zone of Asia such as Central and
South China and South Japan, the differentiation between
summer vs. autumn soybeans–the former is a short season
crop planted in April, and the latter a full season crop planted
from June to July–is a well known fact as recorded in many
old documents in China, such as Ch’i-min yao-shu, and Tienkung kai-wu, and in Japan, such as Nogyo zensho, Seikei
zusetsu and Honzo zufu.”
The author has already reported the following: (1)
For autumn soybean types, the variation of seed yield
corresponding to a given planting time depends on the
flowering process rather than on the ratio of pods to flowers.
(2) Autumn soybean types had more flowers of moderate
duration when they were planted in June, but fewer flowers
that were too long in duration when they were planted in
April.
In this experiment a typical autumn soybean type (also
called a “late flowering soybean”), Akazaya-shirodaizu,
belonging to class VII, was planted on May 5 in 1954
and April 25 in 1955. Some plants were given short day
treatment before and after flowering primordia initiation.
The author found an important new relationship between
the planting time and the day length after flower primordia
initiation. He found that the day length after flowering
primordia initiation controls the flowering duration and
the number of flowers per day. If the autumn soybean in
planted at the proper time, it will bear abundant flowers
in a comparatively short duration and have a high seed
yield. Thus planting time is the key to high yield and this
is primarily a phenological response to the variation in day
length. Address: Hyogo Agricultural College, Japan.

3304. Hodges, R.J.; Staten, R.D. 1958. Soybeans. Texas
Agricultural Extension Service, Leaflet No. 411. 8 panels.
Sept.
• Summary: Most of the commercial acreage harvested
for seed is grown on the High Plains and is not irrigated.
Contents: Plant characteristics. Recommended varieties:

3306. Johnson, Herbert W.; Clark, Francis E. 1958. Role
of the root nodule in the bacterial-induced chlorosis of
soybeans. grafting experiments with susceptible and resistant
varieties. Proceedings–Soil Science Society of America
22(6):527-528. Nov/Dec. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Plant grafting experiments with chlorosis-

3300. Brown, J.C.; Holmes, R.S.; Tiffin, L.O. 1958. Iron
chlorosis in soybeans as related to the genotype of rootstalk.
Soil Science 86(2):75-82. Aug. [19 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Genotype of rootstocks is a
controlling factor in the utilization of iron from a growth
medium. Hawkeye soybean rootstalks are much more
efficient than PI-54619-5-1 soybean rootstalks in the sorption
of iron.” Address: U.S. Department of Agriculture.
3301. Kamprath, E.J.; Miller, E. 1958. Soybean yields as
a function of the soil phosphorus level. Proceedings–Soil
Science Society of America 22(4):317-19. July/Aug.
Address: 1. Research Asst. in Soils; 2. Prof. of Soils. Both:
Missouri Agric. Exp. Station, Columbia, Mo.
3302. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Extension
Leaflet. 1958. Soybean seed production in Tennessee. No. 19.
Aug. *
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susceptible and chlorosis-resistant varieties of soybean,
observations on a difficultly-nodulating experimental line,
and isolations of bacteria from chlorotic plants were made
in order to characterize more fully the bacterial-induced
chlorosis of soybeans... It was concluded that when certain
strains of rhizobia invade and nodulate chlorosis-susceptible
varieties of soybean, some growth-damaging or chlorophyllinhibiting factor is formed in nodular tissue.” Address: 1.
Research Agronomist; 2. Microbiologist. Both: Crops and
Soil and Water Conservation Research Divisions, ARS,
USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

the highest rate of nitrogen increased yield approximately
7 bushels per acre while the combined effect of these
treatments increased yield 20 bushels per acre. Irrigation
increased the 1949 yield approximately 4 bushels per acre
at all levels of nitrogen, but did not affect yield in 1950.”
Address: Wooster, Ohio.

3307. Mederski, H.J.; Wilson, J.H.; Volk, G.W. 1958.
Response of soybeans to plow-down and side-dress
applications of nitrogen on irrigated and non-irrigated soils.
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Circular
No. 59. 8 p. Nov. [7 ref]
• Summary: Data collected from a number of field and
greenhouse experiments at the Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station indicate that soybeans may not obtain enough
nitrogen from symbiotic association with nodule bacteria
to produce maximum yields. That soybeans do not produce
maximum dry weight yields when relying predominantly on
symbiotic nitrogen was also demonstrated by Norman and
Krampitz (6) and Thornton (7). Norman (5) demonstrated
that non-nodulated soybeans supplied with adequate fertilizer
nitrogen produced yields as large as those produced by
nodulated but non fertilized beans. This work indicates that
either fertilizer nitrogen or nitrogen fixed by the symbiotic
bacteria were equally effective and that yield depended on
the quantity of nitrogen fixed by the plant plus the quantity
of nitrogen the plant was able to obtain from the soil. In
the event that environmental conditions limit symbiotic
nitrogen fixation, the yield may depend upon the quantity of
‘supplemental’ nitrogen available in the soil.”
“Summary: In these experiments the yield of soybeans
was increased by the application of fertilizer nitrogen in three
out of four years at Wooster, Ohio and in two out of three
years at Hoytville, Ohio. In six of the seven experiments the
application of nitrogen to soybeans did not produce yield
increases which were profitable at current price levels.
“The increase in soybean yield was related to the level
of soil moisture, the quantity of nitrogen that was applied
and the method of applying the nitrogen.
“Side dressing the soybeans with nitrogen when the
beans began to flower produced larger yields than when
the nitrogen was plowed down prior to planting; the yield
differences, however, were small.
“Soybean yields increased progressively with increasing
rates of nitrogen from 0 to 100 pounds per acre. Application
of nitrogen in excess of 100 pounds per acre did not produce
an additional yield increase.
“The effect of irrigation varied with season and rate of
applied nitrogen. In 1948 the single effect of irrigation or

3309. Oizumi, Hisakazu; Mikoshiba, Haruo. 1958. [On
the growth of soybean plants sown between rows of
wheat plants, especially on the difference of physiological
condition of soybean plants before and after the harvest of
wheat]. Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji (Proceedings of the
Crop Science Society of Japan) 27(2):312-14. Dec. [5 ref.
Jap; eng]
• Summary: “We examined the difference in the growth
process of soybean plants sown between rows of wheat
plants and sown in the naked land.
“(1) Soybean plants growing between rows of wheat are
more or less hygrophytic type, but after the harvest of wheat
the growth becomes temporary slow and afterwards they
grow well. In the late stage, the plants are in better condition
than the ones sown in the naked land.
“(2) The most important stage in the growth of soybean
plants sown between rows of wheat is before and after the
harvest of wheat. Especially carbohydrate content of the
plants was markedly increased.
“(3) The increase of carbohydrate content in this stage is
due to the higher ability of the carbon assimilation and to the
less consumption of carbohydrate in the nitrogen metabolism
and dry matter production.
“(4) Growth and yield of soybean plants sown between
rows of wheat is possibly influenced to greater extent by
condition, especially intensity of radiation at the time of
before and after the harvest of wheat.” Address: Tohoku
Agric. Exp. Station.

3308. Camper, H.M.; Smith, T.J. 1958. The effect of date of
planting, rate of planting, and width of row on two soybean
varieties. Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, Research
Report No. 21. p. 1-27. Dec. *

3310. Soybean Digest. 1958. Publications: Most Russian
beans in Soviet Far East. Dec. p. 24.
• Summary: This is a review of the book: Soybeans–A HighGrade Protein, Oil and Forage Crop, by I.A. Minkievich,
Soviet doctor of agricultural science. Translated from the
Russian original by O. Fua.
“By far the greater part of Russian soybean acreage is
found in the Soviet Far East where the soybean is produced
for both grain and forage, according to I.A. Minkievich,
Russian doctor of agricultural science.
“In this area, according to Dr. Minkievich, a significant
increase in seedings is hardly practicable, since the crop
already takes up large acreages as compared with other
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crops. For instance, in the Amur province and in the
Primorsky region many state farms keep two and even three
fields in soybeans, in rotation.
“Efforts to develop soybean cultivation in regions
farther to the North, in the left-bank plains of the Ukranian
Republic, as well as in the Southeast and the central ‘nonblack earth’ strip have up to now been unsuccessful because
of lack of adequate rainfall. Attempts to introduce the
soybean into Western Siberia and in the non-black earth strip
have failed also because of lack of adapted varieties.
“However, some new early maturing varieties have
been developed which should make it possible to introduce
soybean culture into northern districts of the Far East and
certain areas of Siberia with adequate rainfall according to
Minkievich.
“Soviet soybean production can be expanded materially
in the next few years by improving acreage yields on land
where the legume is already grown and by putting large areas
of new territory into the crop, he says.
“’The introduction of soybean culture into vast new
territories will enable us to obtain sufficient crops for grain
and forage, as well as for green manure,’ says Minkievich.
‘This will of course be an important factor in improving the
level of agricultural and livestock raising operations in those
areas.
“’We must recommend that large-scale experimental
seedings of soybeans with corn and millet for forage and
silage be carried out in the districts of the `non-black earth’
strip, in the Baltic Republic [sic], where the day is long
and rainfall heavy, seedings of soybeans with corn in the
districts with sufficient moisture (Northern Caucasus), and
again seedings of soybeans with corn and foxtail millet in
the southern districts of the Altaic region with adequate
moisture, as well as in some other Siberian provinces.”
Note 1. Where is the “Baltic Republic”? Is he referring
to Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.
Note 2. Where is “the Altaic region”? It seems to be a
province in southern Siberia.
3311. Belic, Bogdan. 1958. Inspitivanja uticaja velicine
vegetacionog prostora na prinos i neka svojstva kod soje
[Study of the effect of the size of vegetation area on yield
and some features of soybeans]. Poljoprivreda Vojvodine
(Agriculture of Vojvodina) 6(3):192-98. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3312. Belic, Bogdan. 1958. Inspitivanja uticaja velicine
vegetacionog prostora na prinos i neka svojstva kod soje,
Prethodno saopstenje [Study of the effect of the size of
vegetation area on yield and some features of soybeans. A
preliminary report]. Poljoprivreda Vojvodine (Agriculture of
Vojvodina) No. 3. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.

3313. Belic, Bogdan. 1958. Proizvodni proces za soju [The
production process for soybeans]. Poljoprivreda Vojvodine
(Agriculture of Vojvodina) 6(1):13-16. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3314. Department of Agriculture, Annual Report (Dar-esSalaam, Tanganyika). 1958. Ilonga. Part 2. 106 p. For 1956.
See p. 40-58. *
• Summary: At Ilonga, soybean yields decreased with later
planting dates.
3315. Keleny, G.P. 1958. Report to the Government of
Indonesia on the development of leguminous crops. FAO
Report No. 1094. 48 p. [33 ref]*
• Summary: The author visited Indonesia from Oct. 1956 to
March 1958 to advise the government of that country on a
program of research and demonstration work with legumes.
He visited the islands of Java, Sumatra, and the Lesser
Sumba. His recommendations concerned mainly soybeans
and groundnuts, but they also included legumes for fodder
and green manure. Discusses the climate of Java and the
cultivation of soybeans, groundnuts and legumes for green
manure and fodder in Indonesia, as well as trials to test many
introduced varieties of soybeans and groundnuts, many of
which yielded more than the local varieties.
3316. Mitrovic, Andelka. 1958. Uticaj gustine i nacina setve
na morfoloske osobine i prinos soje na podrucju juznog
Banata [The effect of density and method of sowing on
the morphological features and on the yield of soybeans in
South Banat]. Arhiv za Poljoprivredne Nauke (Archives of
Agricultural Science) 11(33):44-54. [4 ref. Ser; eng]*
• Summary: In this region of the Yugoslav/Romanian border
[approximately 45ºN. latitude, 21ºE longitude] the highest
yield of soybeans was obtained from populations of 267,000
plants per hectare, i.e. with a vegetation area of 375 square
centimeters per plant. This was achieved by planting 40 kg of
seed per hectare, at a spacing of 50-60 cm between the rows.
Address: Yugoslavia.
3317. Report of the Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation
(Dar-es-Salaam). 1958. Rotation experiment. For the years
1956-1957. p. 52. *
• Summary: Discusses the effects of crop rotations in
Tanganyika on the yields of peanuts and soybeans. In 195657 soybean yields were 1,168 lb/acre in a 2-year rotation
with groundnuts and Rhodes grass (Chloris gayana), and
1,160 lb in rotation with groundnuts and velvet beans
(Sitzolobium sp). Address: Exp. Fm, Urambo; Tanzania.
3318. Report of the Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation
(Dar-es-Salaam). 1958. Soil fertility. For the years 19561957. p. 29-32. *
• Summary: Discusses the effects of phosphorus and
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nitrogen fertilizers (ammonium sulfate) in Tanganyika on the
yields of 4 crops. In fertilizer experiments begun in 1954,
average responses to annual applications of 100 lb of single
superphosphate per acre in 1954-57 were (in descending
order of response): 345 lb/acre for sorghum, 201 lb/acre
for maize, 121 lb/acre for soybeans, and 86 lb/acre for
groundnuts. Responses to a second 100 lb of superphosphate
were sorghum 124, maize 38, groundnuts 32, soybeans 16
lb/acre. Soybeans and groundnuts gave little response to
ammonium sulphate.
Note: Superphosphate is a soluble mixture of phosphates
used as fertilizer and made from insoluble mineral
phosphates by treatment with sulfuric acid. Address: Exp.
Fm, Nachingwea; Tanzania.
3319. Report of the Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation
(Dar-es-Salaam). 1958. Agronomy: Soyabeans. p. 28. For
the years 1956-57. *
• Summary: Yield increased from 85 lb/acre after a growth
period of 90 days, to 1,258 lb/acre after 120 days. The rate of
increase declined after about 114 days, when the plants were
mature. Address: Experimental Farm, Nachingwea.
3320. Soroa y Pineda, José Ma de. 1958. La soja: Cultivo,
aprovechamientos, industrias [The soybean: Cultivation,
exploitation, industries /commerce]. Madrid: Dossat [Reyes].
56 p. Illust. (color). 22 cm. [Spa]*
Address: Spain.
3321. Auckland, A.K. 1958. Southern region: Regional
Research Centre, Nachingwea–Plant Breeding. Tanganyika
Department of Agriculture, Annual Report. For the year
1957. Part II. p. 62-69.
• Summary: Contents: Soya beans: General, selection,
breeding (F3 and F4 generations crossing). Sesame. Sorghum
and sunflower. Cashew, rice, and kudzu (Mahiwa). Table II
lists the characteristics of 11 soya bean varieties including
the source (Nigeria, Southern Rhodesia, Belgian Congo,
Philippines, USA), yield per acre (best is 1,996 lb/acre),
habit (indeterminate, determinate, or intermediate), days to
maturity, and seed colour. Table II gives nutritional analyses
of the seeds of each variety. Table IV gives the results of
a spacing and variety trial using Hernon 237 and Light
Speckled. Address: Botanist.
3322. Deveza, Manuel Carneiro. 1958. A soja: Sua
importância e possibilidades culturais [The soybean:
Its importance and possibilities for cultivation (in
Mozambique)]. Publicacoes. Serie B: Divulgacao
(Mozambique) No. 10. 21 + [2] p. [9 ref. Por]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Trials observing the
vegetative behavior of soybeans. Spacing trials. Trials
concerning time of planting. Comparative production trials.
Trials for fertilizers and soil amendments. Trials inoculating

soybeans with specific bacteria. Laboratory study to
determine the oil and protein content. Cultural instructions:
Climate. Terrain and soils. Preparation of the land for
planting. Planting. Varieties suitable for planting (and their
proper spacing). Weeding and thinning the plants. Irrigation.
Harvesting. Threshing.
The author conducted soybean experiments at the
Umbeluzi Experimental Station for four years (1954-1957),
starting in Jan. 1954. The first seeds were planted on 12
Jan. 1954. The varieties tested during the first 3 years were
Potchefstroom 184, and Mammoth. During late 1956 and
early 1957, Acadian and Seminole were tested. The highest
yield obtained during these 4 years were 1,465 kg/ha from
Acadian, planted on 9 Nov. 1956. Note 1. The source of
these soybeans was probably South Africa, and maybe also
the United States.
Note 2. Umbeluzi is probably in southern Mozambique
near Swaziland, since the Umbeluzi (or Umbelosi) River,
about 120 miles long, flows eastward through Swaziland
and southern Mozambique, into Delagoa Bay, near Maputo.
Address: Eng. Agrónomo, Da Estacao Experimental do
Umbeluzi, Mozambique.
3323. Minkievich, Ivan A. 1958. Soybeans: A highgrade protein, oil and forage crop. Translated by O. Fua.
Summarized as “Most Russian Beans in Soviet Far East” in
Soybean Digest, Dec. 1958, p. 24. *
• Summary: The greater part of Russian soybean acreage is
found in the Soviet Far East where the soybean is produced
for both grain and forage. In this area, according to Dr. I.A.
Minkievich, a significant increase in seedings is hardly
practicable, since the crop already takes up large acreages as
compared with other crops. In the Amur province and in the
Primorsky region, for instance, many state farms keep two
and even three fields in soybeans, in rotation. Dr. Minkievich
says Soviet soybean production can be expanded materially
in the next few years by improving acreage yields on land
where the legume is already grown and by putting large areas
of new territory into the crop.
Note: It is not clear whether this is a book, an article, or
a report. Address: Soviet doctor of Agricultural Science.
3324. Nyasaland Department of Agriculture, Annual Report.
1958. Soya beans. For the year 1956/57. Part II. 142 p.
• Summary: In the section titled “Other Legumes” the
subsection on “Soya Beans” states: “At Makanga, on
the Lower Shire, yields of about 2,000 lb. per acre were
obtained and superphosphate was found to decrease yields.
At Magomero, observation plots of seven varieties gave
over 1,500 lb. per acre seed, the best being B.C.A. Yellow,
Volstate and Light Speckled.
“In the Northern Province, Potchefstroom seems
to be about the best variety. It gave 1,400 lb. per acre at
Katowo and 650 lb. per acre at Ng’onga in Rumpi District.
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Inoculation did not increase yields very much this year,
though last year on the same plots the effect was marked.
Early planting increases yields, but the crop can be sown as
late as Christmas time in the north without losing too much
in the way of yield.
“At Chitedze a poorly-grown bulk of soya beans yielded
600 lb. per acre.” Address: Nyasaland Protectorate.
3325. Sun, Hsing-tung (Singong). 1958. Soya [The soybean].
Moscow, USSR: Gosudarstvennoe Izdatel’stvo Selkhoz
Literatury (Soviet National Agricultural Publishing Co.). 248
p. Illust. No index. 19 cm. Translation from the Chinese of
his book Ta-tou (1956). [59 ref. Rus]
• Summary: A biological and economic study with special
reference to conditions in China. For college students and
technical workers.
Contents: 1. The meaning of soybeans in China’s
agriculture and the world economy. 2. The use of soybeans
in industry, food and agriculture. 3. Nutritional and chemical
composition of soybeans. 4. Geographical distribution of
soybeans. 5. Botanical characteristics of soybeans. 6. General
types, varieties and most important varieties of soybeans.
7. Biological characteristics of soybeans. 8. Physiological
and morphological characteristics of soybeans. 9. Place of
soybeans in crop rotations. 10. Cultivation of soybeans.
11. Root nodule bacteria of soybeans–their appearance,
morphology, breeding, preparation of compounds and uses.
12. Growing improved varieties of soybeans. 13. Diseases
and pests of soybeans and protection against them. Address:
China.
3326. Tanganyika Department of Agriculture, Annual Report.
1958. Main crops: Oil seeds, pulses. For the year 1957. Part
I. p. 10-11.
• Summary: In Tanzania, yields of various crops, including
oil seeds and pulses, were studied under various tillage
practices. The oil seeds included castor, groundnuts, sesame,
sunflower, and three wild oil seeds. Pulses: “Mixed beans,
haricot beans, pigeon peas, cow peas, chick peas, bambarra
nuts [Voandzeia subterranea], green gram and yellow peas
are all grown in different areas and the surplus production
is marketed... The production of soya bean was largely
confined to the Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation farms
in the Southern Province and to one or two estates in the
Eastern Province. Trials with the crop are continuing
elsewhere and very promising yields were obtained from
off-season plots on the Rufiji Basin Survey’s pilot irrigation
schemes. One of the main attractions of the crop is that it can
be fully mechanized.”
3327. Durán Castro, Carlos. 1958? El cultivo de la soya [The
cultivation of soybeans]. Buga, Vallee Dept., Colombia:
Grasas S.A. 24 p. Undated. Illust. 21 cm. [Spa]
• Summary: Introduction. Agricultural evolution of Valle del

Cuaca: Advantages of soya, advantages of animal industry,
environment, climate and soils, rotations, preparation of
the land, inoculation with nitrogen-fixing bacteria, methods
of inoculation, times for planting, how to plant the seeds,
initial care, cleanliness, insect pests, harvest and harvesting
equipment (incl. the combine {combinada}). Some problems
with mechanical harvesting: their causes and solutions.
Saving seed.
Across the bottom of the front cover we read that this
booklet is “Courtesy of Grasas S.A., Buga.” On the back
cover: “Grasas S.A., Buga. Pure, refined oils for cooking.
Soy oil is Oliosoya. Butter Le Garza. Pure soya flour
Soyavit. Soy grits and semolina. Cake of soya, cottonseed,
and sesame for animal feed. Lecithin and material for soap
factories.”
The Introduction states (p. 1): The technical work of
acclimatizing the soybean to Colombia has been done mainly
by the Agricultural Experiment Station at Palmira. Since
its foundation in 1929, it has tested new soybean varieties
to compare their merits and diverse conditions for both
cultivation and industry; the best ones were chosen. Then
Grasas S.A. multiplied these, and provided them to farmers
who grew them. Address: Ing. Agr., Colombia.
3328. Hollowell, E.T. 1959. Growing soybeans in the South.
Cotton Gin and Oil Mill Press. Jan. 10. p. 7, 34-35.
• Summary: Soybeans pay in the Cotton Belt. They offer
many farmers from the Carolinas to Texas the best crop to
put on land they cannot put in cotton. Address: National
Cottonseed Products Assoc. (NCPA) Research and
Educational Div.
3329. Barber, Stanley A. 1959. Relation of fertilizer
placement to nutrient uptake and crop yield. II. Effects of
row potassium, potassium soil-level, and precipitation.
Agronomy Journal 51(2):97-99. Feb. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Synopsis: Both potassium soil-level and
row potassium treatments were about equally effective
in supplying potassium for a corn-soybean-wheat-hay
rotation. Relative increases in corn and soybean yields due
to potassium fertilization were inversely correlated with
the amount of rainfall which occurred during the growing
season.” Address: Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp. Station,
Lafayette, Indiana.
3330. Bowers, Wendell; Bateman, H.P.; Baird, Jack. 1959.
Minimum tillage: Reduces work without reducing yields.
Illinois Research (Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana)
1(1):3-4. Winter.
• Summary: “Reducing the number of trips over the field
in preparing a seedbed for corn or soybeans will save time,
labor, and production costs. But will these savings be offset
by a reduction in yield?” The answer is almost always “no.”
Research on minimum tillage at the University of
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Illinois began in 1952, when H.P. Bateman started a study
to compare basic tillage methods and their effects on corn
yields and properties. A small portrait photo shows Wendell
Bowers. Address: 1. Asst. Prof. of Agricultural Engineering,
Univ. of Illinois.

Science 87(3):130-34. March. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Plant species differences and K levels in the
nutrient solution have generally been considered the major
factors, other than Na level, influencing Na absorption by
plants.” Address: Univ. of California, Los Angeles.

3331. Johnson, Herbert W.; Cartter, J.L.; Hartwig, E.E. 1959.
Growing soybeans. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 2129. 12
p. Feb. Summarized in Soybean Digest, May 1959, p. 32.
Supersedes Farmers’ Bulletin 2024 and Farmers’ Bulletin
1520. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Uses. Soils: Rotations, seedbed,
fertilizers, lime. Varieties. Seed treatment. Inoculation.
Planting: When to plant, how to plant. Weed control:
Cultivation, chemicals. Irrigation. Harvesting: When to
harvest, adjusting the combine, yields. Storage. Soybeans for
hay: Feed value, forage varieties, time to cut, curing. Insects
and diseases.
“Seed treatment: Chemical seed treatments protect
the seed from soil-borne diseases. They generally result
in improved stands, especially if low-germinating seeds
are used. Seed treatment is not a substitute for good seed.
It does not increase yields in proportion to the increase
in stand. Seed can be treated any time before planting–
even in the preceding fall at harvest. Chemical treatment
reduces effectiveness of inoculation, but treated seed can be
inoculated successfully. It does not reduce effectiveness of
nitrogen-fixing bacteria already in the soil.” Address: Crops
Research Div., ARS.

3334. Probst, A.H.; Luetkemeier, O.W. 1959. How much
cultivation for best soybean results. Soybean Digest. March.
p. 6-8.
• Summary: Editorial introduction: “The Soybean Digest
is privileged to carry three very unusual articles on weed
control in soybeans, based on Purdue University, Iowa State
College and University of Missouri investigations. Two of
the articles follow. The third will appear in April.”
“Although chemical weed control is becoming more
important in soybean production, you should not forget that a
good weed control job can be done and yields increased with
the equipment you have on your farm. Dependable chemical
control of weeds in soybeans is lacking generally except for
the control of grasses. Your rotary hoe and shovel cultivator
are important tools to control weeds and help increase
soybean profits. Use them right and the profits are yours.
That’s what we found at Purdue University when we studied
the effectiveness of the rotary hoe and shovel cultivator over
a 3-year period. We planted 45 to 50 pounds per acre of
Harosoy soybeans in rows 40 inches apart and also 110 to
120 pounds per acre solid (7-inch drill rows) on plowed and
well-prepared, good, dark-colored soil at Lafayette, Indiana.
This is good soybean soil, and like most good soils it is
weedy. We planted June 1 in 1955, May 18 in 1956, and June
5 in 1957, about the same time our neighbors planted. Our
treatments were replicated four times in plots about 300 feet
long and four rows wide in the row experiment and 12 feet
wide in the solid-seeded experiment. With plots of this size
we were able to rotary hoe, cultivate, and combine at speeds
and under conditions like you do on your farm.
“We left some plots uncultivated, some we rotary hoed
only, others we hoed and shovel cultivated, and in one case
we even hand weeded in addition to hoeing and cultivating.
The treatments we used and the results we obtained are
shown in Tables 1 and 2. In each year we had a good soilmoisture supply at planting, and rainfall was generally
abundant and timely through August. September was usually
hot and somewhat dry. In each year we rotary hoed and
cultivated when we considered it most timely to do a good
job for best weed control.
“In 1955 the predominant weed was barnyard grass,
which was very abundant. In 1956 and 1957 we were
bothered most with smart weeds, ragweeds, pigweeds, and
panic grass (Figures 1, 2 and 3).
“In 1956 and 1957 we harvested all the weeds from
several areas in all plots to determine how many weeds we
had in our soybeans. We were surprised to learn that we
grew over 2 tons (4,006 pounds) of dried weeds per acre in

3332. Hildebrand, S.C.; White, R.G.; Potter, H.S.; Porter,
J.A. 1959. Soybean production in Michigan. Michigan State
Univ., Cooperative Extension Service, Extension Bulletin No.
362. 20 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History. Uses.
Adaptation. Place in the rotation. Choosing the variety. Soil
preparation. Use good seed. Seed treatment. Inoculation.
Fertilizing. Planting. Weed control. Harvest. Storage.
Soybean diseases.
“Soybeans are increasing in importance as a cash crop
in Michigan, especially in the southeastern part of the state.
In 1957, Michigan farmers produced 236,000 acres of
soybeans–double the state’s 10-year average of 1946-55. The
average yield in 1957 was 21.5 bushels per acre and about
94 percent of the crop was produced for beans. Most of the
soybeans are produced in southeastern Michigan, 50 percent
of the crop being grown in Monroe and Lenawee counties.”
Note: In July 1969, this bulletin was revised under the
same name and number. In June 1975 it was revised again,
with the same number (362), but with a new title: “Producing
soybeans profitability in Michigan.” Address: East Lansing.
3333. Huffaker, R.C.; Wallace, A. 1959. Sodium absorption
by different plant species at different potassium levels. Soil
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our 40-inch-row uncultivated soybeans. Even with so many
weeds we averaged over 26 bushels of beans per acre. This
was, however, over 10 bushels per acre less than in the area
where we had very few weeds. We don’t like weeds, but
weedy beans are certainly worth harvesting.
“In 40-inch rows, highest yields and No. 2 market grade
soybeans were obtained when the beans were rotary hoed
twice and shovel cultivated twice (Table 1). These beans
had only 332 pounds of dried weeds per acre, and most
farmers would call them ‘clean.’ Additional rotary hoeing,
cultivating, or hand weeding had essentially no effect on
yield but did produce No. 1 soybeans.
“With one rotary hoeing and one shovel cultivation we
averaged only 1.4 bushels per acre less than for two rotary
hoeings and two shovel cultivations, but we had almost three
times as many weeds (949 pounds per acre) and the beans
graded No. 3.
“The rotary hoe is very effective in reducing weed
populations, but it cannot do the entire job of producing
maximum yield. We dropped from 3,067 pounds of weeds
per acre with two hoeings to 2,362 pounds when we hoed
three times (Figures 1 and 2). When we used the rotary
hoe only, we produced No. 4 beans. Our yields were 3 to 5
bushels lower with hoeing only than when we added one or
two shovel cultivations to our culture.
“In our solid-seeded soybeans (Table 2) rotary hoeing
had little effect in reducing weed population or in increasing
yield in 1956 or 1957. Weeds were not abundant in these
years as you will note in Table 2. In 1955 barnyard grass was
especially bad, and we had a lot of it whether we hoed or not.
With a single hoeing in 1955 yields were increased from 26.8
to 30.3 bushels per acre. The grade was raised also from No.
3 to 2.
“To sum it up, we believe the best culture of row beans
is two timely rotary hoeings plus two shovel cultivations.
This treatment should give the most economical returns
under most conditions and should keep weed populations
near a minimum. Stage of weed and bean growth, and soil
and weather conditions should govern when you do these
jobs. With two hoeings and two shovel cultivations we hoed
about 16 and 22 days after planting and cultivated about 27
and 39 days after planting during the 3-year study.
“In solid seeding a single timely rotary hoeing should
generally give most economical returns.
“When beans become crusted during emergence, the
rotary hoe should be used to break the crust to aid emergence
even if this is not timely for weed control.”
Tables: (1) The effect of cultural weed control on the
yield of dried weeds, percentage of foreign material in the
grain, market grade, and yield of Harosoy soybeans grown in
40-inch rows at Lafayette, Indiana, 1955-1957.
(2) The effect of cultural weed control on the yield of
dried weeds, percentage of foreign material in the grain,
market grade and yield of Harosoy soybeans seeded solid

(7-inch drills) at Lafayette, Indiana, 1955-1957.
Three figures, each of weed growth and each taken
on two dates (about two months apart) contain detailed
captions. Address: Research agronomist, crops research
division, Agricultural Research Service, USDA and associate
prof. of agronomy, Purdue Univ. [West Lafayette, Indiana];
and superintendent of Agronomy farm, Purdue Univ.,
respectively.
3335. Schmid, A.R.; Caldwell, A.C.; Briggs, R.A. 1959.
Effect of various meadow crops, soybeans, and grain on the
crops which follow. Agronomy Journal 51(3):160-62. March.
[6 ref]
• Summary: There is no doubt that crops have residual
effects on those that follow. Nitrogen was the single most
important factor influencing yields of corn and wheat
following soybeans, meadows, and grain. Corn yields
following soybeans were greater than those following oats.
Address: Minnesota Agric. Exp. Station, St. Paul.
3336. Frans, R.E. 1959. Effect on soybean yields of
herbicide and narrow row width combinations. Arkansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Report Series. No. 84. 19 p.
April. [3 ref]
• Summary: Introduction. 1956 experimental work:
Comparison of row widths, pre-emergence weed control,
varieties, and dates of planting, Marianna. 1957 experiments:
Comparison of row widths with pre-emergence weed control,
Marianna, comparison of row widths with pre-emergence
weed control, Osceola, comparison of row widths with preemergence weed control, Fayetteville. 1958 experiments:
Comparison of row widths, pre-emergence herbicides,
and cultivation, Stuttgart, comparison of herbicides and
cultivation, Fayetteville. Summary and conclusions.
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Arkansas, Fayetteville,
Arkansas.
3337. Hardy, Glenn W. 1959. Nitrogen fertilization of
soybeans. Soybean Digest. June. p. 18. Reprinted from
Arkansas Farm Research, Jan.-Feb. 1959.
• Summary: “Under excellent growing conditions soybean
yields of 40 or 50 bushels per acre are not uncommon in
Arkansas, with higher yields occasionally reported. The
question of how to increase yields naturally arises in the
minds of those whose yields are well below these figures. In
an attempt to find at least a partial answer to this question, a
study of nitrogen fertilizer of soybeans has been undertaken
in several states.
“Soybeans in general are not as responsive to
fertilization practices as are many of our other field crops.
The soybean plant is a legume whose root system is normally
host to microorganisms which are capable of taking nitrogen
from the air and changing it into a form that the plants can
use. Agronomists have learned, however, that this source of
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nitrogen is usually not sufficient by itself for high soybean
yields. This means that some of the nitrogen that soybeans
use must come from the soil. Thus it has been suggested that
soybean yields might well be limited by a deficiency of soil
nitrogen.
“From time to time workers in other states have reported
results of field trials using nitrogen on soybeans. In some
cases increases in yield have been reported, while in others
there has been very little response.
“In recent years some of the North Central States have
reported small but economic increases in soybean yields
when nitrogen was sidedressed at the very early bloom stage.
This past season two such experiments were carried out at
branch experiment stations in Arkansas. Different nitrogen
carriers were sidedressed at two levels of nitrogen, as shown
in table 1. It can be seen readily that nitrogen sidedressed
at the very early bloom stage did not increase yields in
1958. The small yield differences that did occur were not
significantly different in the statistical sense.
“A field trial in which nitrogen was applied in a factorial
experiment with phosphorus and potassium was conducted
at the Rice Branch Station on Crowley silt loam in 1957 and
repeated in 1958. The fertilizer was applied in a band 2 to 3
inches to the side of the plants a few days after emergence.
A similar experiment was conducted in Lafayette County
outlying from the Southwest Branch Station on Lonoke silt
loam in 1958. In this instance the fertilizer was placed under
the bed prior to planting. All three tests were replicated five
times. Only the nitrogen effects will be discussed here.
“The data in table 2 show that only a very small increase
in yield was obtained from nitrogen applications at Stuttgart
in 1957, with no response to applied nitrogen in 1958.
A small but unimportant decrease in yield resulted from
nitrogen applications in Lafayette County in 1958.
“While none of the data presented here indicate marked
response to nitrogen, it would be well to remember that the
past 2 years have been excellent ones for soybean production
in Arkansas. Umbreit and Fred pointed out many years ago
at the University of Wisconsin that under optimum growing
conditions, where the carbohydrate-nitrogen ratio in the plant
was kept balanced, the soybean preferred free nitrogen from
the air rather than fertilizer nitrogen. However, if the balance
was disturbed by any cause, including adverse temperature
and moisture relationships, fertilizer nitrogen was desirable.
“Also, with one exception, the soils used in this study
showed a capacity for producing relatively high soybean
yields without fertilization. With these things in mind, it
seems possible that in other years on the same or different
soils greater response to nitrogen may be obtained. Work will
be continued on this problem.”
Tables show: (1) Effect of nitrogen sidedressed at very
early bloom stage on soybean yield, 1958. (2) Average
nitrogen effect in 2 by 3 NPK factorial experiments. Address:
Asst. Agronomist, Univ. of Arkansas.

3338. Park, Joseph K.; Webb, Byron K. 1959. Soybean
harvesting losses in South Carolina. South Carolina
(Clemson) Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No.
123. 8 p. June.
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Total seed loss. Pre-harvest
shatter. Cutterbar losses. Losses through the combine.
Combine adjustments and operations. General machine
adjustments. General observations.
A 1958 survey of 62 combines operating in the coastal
plain of South Carolina showed average total harvest losses
of about 9.7%, with 7.8% attributed to the cutting losses
(beans left in the field), 1.4% losses through the combine,
and 0,5% pre-harvest shatter loss. Cutterbar losses included
pods left on the stubble, beans which fell to the ground
shattered by the cutterbar and reel, stalks and branches that
fell to the ground after being cut, and lodged plants that were
not cut. Most of the shattered loss was charged to the action
of the cutterbar. Address: 1. Agricultural Engineer, ARS,
USDA; 2. Asst. Agricultural Engineer, Clemson College.
3339. Rattray, A.G.H. 1959. The soya bean in Rhodesia.
In: Legumes in Rhodesian Agriculture: Proceedings of
the Fourth Conference of Specialist Officers. Ministry of
Agriculture, Salisbury. 131 p. See p. 34-43. Held 9-11 June
1959 at the University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.
[3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botanical classification.
Climatic conditions. Soil requirements. Position in the
rotation and effect on the soil. Preparation of seed bed. Time
of planting. Depth of planting. Spacing and rate of seeding.
Manuring and fertilizing. Cultivation. Harvesting. Yields.
Diseases. Insect pests. Varieties. Chemical analyses. Use of
soya beans. Production of soya beans. Prices and marketing.
The future of soya beans in Rhodesia. Summary. Discussion.
“In spite of its great potential value, and the fact that for
fully twenty years it has been grown successfully on research
stations and been found well suited to Rhodesian conditions,
the soya bean is today planted on few farms in this country.
This neglect seems surprising when one considers the lack
of, and the search for, additional cash crops to maize which
can be cultivated on the more fertile soils in the higher
rainfall areas. It seems, and is, inexplicable when one
considers that many of the other leguminous crops, planted
on an extensive scale both for green manure and fodder
purposes, are today proving increasingly difficult to cultivate
successfully, and farmers cry out for suitable substitutes. If
this paper, intended as a summary of soya bean cultivation
experience on the Salisbury Experiment Station over the
last twenty years, helps in any way to popularize the crop
and indicate how it can be grown more widely, it will have
served some purpose.” Note 1. 1 bag of soybeans weighs
200 lb. Total soybean acreage increased from 1,902 acres
in 1954-55 to 4,658 acres in 1956-57. Note 2. This paper
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was presented at the Fourth Conference of the Department
of Research and Specialist Services. Address: Salisbury,
Rhodesia.
3340. Vrebalov, Tihomir S. 1959. Ispitivanje optimalnog
vremena setve soje u uslovima Sumadije [An investigation
of the optimal time for planting soybeans under conditions
in Sumadija]. Savremena Poljoprivreda (Contemporary
Agriculture) 7(6):472-77. June. [11 ref. Scr; ger]
Address: Agricultural Research Institute, Kragujevac,
Yugoslavia.
3341. Huffaker, R.C.; Wallace, A. 1959. Effect of potassium
and sodium levels on sodium distribution in some plant
species. Soil Science 88(2):80-82. Aug. [7 ref]
• Summary: “It is generally thought that many plant species
exclude Na [sodium] (3). Recent studies (2, 4, 6) showed that
Na was absorbed in relatively large quantities by roots of
species not accumulating Na in stems or leaves, and that both
K (4) and Na (4, 6) levels influenced the amount of Na being
translocated from roots. The purpose of the present work was
to study in more detail the Na distribution in various plant
species with K and Na levels different from those of previous
studies in which only amounts in leaves, stems, and roots
were given (4).” Address: Univ. of California, Los Angeles.
3342. Sapin, P. 1959. Le soja dans le monde [The soybean in
various countries of the world]. Bulletin Agricole du Congo
Belge et du Ruanda-Urundi 50(4):897-948. Aug. [39 ref. Fre;
dut]
• Summary: This article focuses on soya at Yangambi in
the Belgian Congo. Content: Introduction. 1. Historical and
worldwide distribution. 2. Climatic adaptation: Comparison
of the climates in Harbin (central Manchuria) and Yangambi
(near the equator), photoperiodic and thermal characteristics
of soybeans, comparative study of the behavior of soya at
Yangambi and its main zones of cultivation, eco-climatic
chart of soya, classification of soybeans (des sojas) into
fundamental climatic types and directives for the realization
of their introduction to Yangambi.
3. Selection: Classification of the soybean varieties,
genetics, and selection. 4. The cultivation of soya.
5. Characteristics of forage and utilization: Green
manure (engrais vert), pasture, green forage, silage, hay,
grain. 6. Characteristics of the seed and its utilization:
Composition of the seed, Oriental preparations based on soya
(soy sprouts, soymilk, tofu, natto, Hamanatto, yuba, miso,
soy sauce or shoyu), soy oil and by-products, soybean cake,
use of soya in the West.
7. A glance at soybean production. 8. The situation in the
Belgian Congo.
The author identified a number of soybean varieties
adapted to different ecological zones in the tropics, which
helped soybeans spread to tropical countries, especially in

Africa. Tables: (1) Utilization of soybeans (full page, p.
922). (2) Alphabetical list of the soybean varieties introduced
into Yangambi (p. 944-48). The table has two columns. (a)
The names of the varieties listed alphabetically in French.
(b) The country or U.S. state of origin, including Algeria,
Australia, Borneo (divided among Indonesia {73%} to
the south, Malaysia, and Brunei) Brazil, China (northern),
Congo Republic (incl. Nioka), Cuba, Cyprus (Chypre in
French), Dahomey, France, Iraq, Jamaica, Japan, Lithuania,
Mauritius, Morocco (Rabat), Nigeria, Republic of the
Congo (incl. Brazzaville), Rhodesia, Rwanda (Rubona),
Spain, Tanganyika, Trinidad, USA (incl. Alabama, Arizona,
Arkansas, Maryland). Address: Assistant à la Division des
Plantes Vivrières de l’INÉAC, à Yangambi [Belgian Congo].
3343. Lin, Tsung. 1959. [The influence of insecticides on
the seed germination percentage of rice, wheat and soybean
during storage]. Chung-hua Nung Hsueh Hui Pao (J. of the
Agricultural Association of China) No. 27. p. 60-62. Sept. [2
ref. Chi; eng]
Address: Technician, Taiwan Agricultural Research Inst.
3344. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1959. West Africa’s fats and oils
industry. USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS-M 62. 42
p. Sept. Summarized as “West African soybean production is
down” in Soybean Digest, Dec. 1959, p. 28. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans in West Africa are grown mainly in
the Tiv areas of Benue Province. They are also grown in the
provinces of Kabba and Zaria, and the Jos Plateau region.
In the Tiv areas where soybeans are grown in rotation, they
are planted on land that is just being taken out of fallow or
following millet in July or August.
“At Samaru, an effort is being made to introduce new
high-yielding varieties of soybeans. Imported varieties are
being studied, including some U.S. varieties. As present peracre yields are low, expansion of the crop will be modest
until high-yielding varieties are developed.
“Soybean production for export has expanded rapidly
since 1950, but production of the 1959 crop was down
considerably.” Address: Fats & Oils Div., USDA, FAS.
3345. Hartz (Jacob) Seed Co, Inc. 1959. New oat variety for
soybean farmers (Ad). Courier New (Blytheville, Arkansas).
Oct. 28. p. 8.
• Summary: “Following soybeans–plant Moregrain Oats.
“Following Moregrain Oats–plant soybeans. Take
advantage of this double cropping opportunity now by
planting Moregrain this fall.
“Blue Tag certified Panogen treated...” Address:
Stuttgart, Arkansas.
3346. Budisic, Marko. 1959. Utjecaj gustoce sjetve na prinos
soje [The influence of the density of sowing on the yield
of soya-beans]. Savremena Poljoprivreda (Contemporary
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Agriculture) 7(10):812-18. Oct. [3 ref. Scr; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: During the period 1956-1958,
the Institute for the advancement of Agriculture in Osijek
conducted experiments concerning the question of
investment with soya-beans. The variations in investment
consisted in sowing the crops in rows, separated by distances
varying from 30-70 cm., and in spacing the plants in the
rows at 3.5 and 8 cm.
“The check-plots were sown in rows 50 cm. apart and
with plants, spaced within the rows at 5 cm. In all these
experiments the variety: Dicksman-Grüngelbe was used.
Note: As of Sept. 2015, Osijek is the 4th largest city in
Croatia.
“It has been stated that rather similar yields of kernels
have been obtained where the crops were sown in rows
30-50 cm apart, but, with greater certainty where the rows
were less far apart. On plots, where the crops were sown in
rows further apart (60-70 cm) the yields showed a tendency
to decrease, averaging 1.5-17.5% when compared with the
results of the check-plots.
“The crops, sown in rows 30 cm apart with plants
spaced at 3 cm within the rows, yielded only 6.2% more
kernels, when compared with plots on which the plants were
sown in rows 50 cm apart and spaced at 3 cm in the rows.
“Because of the possibility of cultivating the crops
mechanically between distant rows, an investment based
on sowing in rows 40-50 cm apart and applying of 80-100
kg of seed per/ha (the quantity of seed depending upon the
size of the kernels) is to be recommended.” Address: Ing.,
Zavod za unapredenje poljoprivredne [Inst. for Agricultural
Advancement], Osijek, Yugoslavia.
3347. Hall, John P.; Paulus, Albert J. 1959. Soybean
production for beans. University of Tennessee, College
of Education, Subject Matter Mimeo No. 29. 176 p. Oct.
(Knoxville; spiral bound). [140 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Acknowledgement.
Introduction. Ode to the soybean. 1. Deciding on the acreage
of soybeans to grow. 2. Selecting the land for soybeans. 3.
Selecting the variety and procuring the seed. 4. Preparing
a suitable seedbed. 5. Inoculating the seed. 6. Planting
the crop. 7. Fertilizing the crop. 8. Controlling weeds. 9.
Controlling insects and diseases. 10. Harvesting the beans.
11. Storing the beans. 12. Marketing the beans.
“Foreword: This Mimeo deals with a crop of
considerable importance in Tennessee. It is grown in every
county from a few farms to as high as 54% of the farms
in Lake County. It is harvested for beans in 85 of the 95
counties. The crop is 5th in source of cash and represents
nearly 4% of the total value of all crops in the State.
“Most of the acreage (89%) is grown alone. Of the 276
thousand Tennessee acres grown in 1958, 58% were grown
for beans, 28% for hay, 12% for silage and grazing and
2% for a green cover crop. While the center of commercial

production is along the western border of our State the
crop is widely adapted and can replace other cash crops in
response to government regulations and price shifts.
“The importance of soybean meal in the feed industry
and its ever expanding use in the human diet provide
considerable assurance for a steady market in the future.
During the last few years the demand for meal has pushed
production ahead of ready uses for the oil. How to bring the
two into better balance is now one of the bigger challenges to
the industry.
“Some of the special advantages of the soybean crop are
its ready market; lends itself to regular tillage, seeding and
harvesting equipment; no limit in acreage; easily substituted
for other summer cash crops and so far, diseases and insects
have been less a problem than with longer established crops.
“The content of this Mimeo was guided by fellow
teachers in the soybean producing areas of our State. The
fact that it is co-authored by one of them should have a
special meaning. The other author needs no introduction to
this group. The content follows a familiar pattern which has
proved its worth many times over in the 28 mimeos which
preceded this one. As always the College of Agriculture has
checked the technical accuracy.
“I am happy to say that our Department is providing a
copy for every teacher in the State, and multiple copies to
those who will be teaching the crop to the boys, young and
adult farmers in their classes. For their sake study this latest
addition to our mimeo family most carefully and then teach
it with the vigor and enthusiasm which you know will bring
results.
“J.W. Carney, State Supervisor, Vocational Agriculture.”
“Acknowledgement: This publication is the 29th in the
Mimeo series. It consists primarily of quotations and tabular
data from agricultural experiment stations and extension
service publications. The users of this Mimeo are indebted
to the many institutions and people who supplied the needed
information.”
Introduction (by Paulus): “Many things have happened
in the soybean world since the publication of Mimeo 9,
‘Increasing the Production of Soybeans for Wartime Needs,’
in February, 1944. That publication of 39 pages seemed
to bring together most of the information on soybean
production which was then available.
“The rapid expansion of the feed industry and the
many new uses for the bean in industry and for human
consumption has almost completely changed the picture
during the last 15 years. This Mimeo attempts to cover these
changes and to provide the sort of information which will
permit the individual producer to fit his own farm operations
into the larger picture.” Address: 1. Teacher of Vocational
Agriculture, Martin, Tennessee; 2. Prof. and Subject Matter
Specialist, Dep. of Agricultural Education.
3348. Strayer Seed Farms. 1959. Classified ad: Delicious,
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healthful, organically grown vegetable soybeans... Organic
Gardening and Farming 6(10):92, col. 2.2. Oct.
• Summary: “... for cooking, baking or sprouting–5 lbs.
$2.00, 10 lbs. $3.75 postpaid anywhere in the U.S.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
concerning commercial, organically grown soybeans.
Address: Hudson, Iowa.
3349. Caviness, C.E.; Smith, P.E. 1959. Effect of different
dates and rates of planting soybeans. Arkansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Report Series. No. 88. 19 p. Nov. [2 ref]
• Summary: Introduction: Location and plan of experiments,
weather conditions. Results: Effects of planting date on
yield, plant height as influenced by planting date, maturity as
affected by planting date, lodging as influenced by planting
date, seed quality as influenced by planting date, effects of
rates of planting. Summary and conclusions.
Summary: “This report includes results from four
years of studies on dates and rates of planting soybeans
at the former Alfalfa Substation and the Northeast Branch
Experiment Station in Mississippi County, and the Cotton
Branch Experiment Station at Marianna, and three years’
data from the Rice Branch Station, Stuttgart.
“Optimum planting dates appeared to be in May,
based on results for a four-year period, although there were
considerable year-to-year variations.
“Yields of the Lee variety planted in early or midApril were not significantly different from those of the May
planting when the results were based on a four-year period.
Dorman yielded significantly less when planted at the early
date.
“Soybeans planted in June yielded less at all locations,
but the results indicate that planting may be made somewhat
later (up to about June 20) on the Crowley silt loam soils in
the rice area and still produce satisfactory yields of soybeans.
“July dates of planting were included for two years
in Mississippi County and for one year at the Rice Branch
Station. Based on these results, maximum yields cannot be
expected from a July planting date.
“The midseason varieties (Lee and Roanoke) produced
higher yields than the early varieties (Perry and Dorman)
at all planting dates. Furthermore, when planting was late,
there was less reduction in yield of the midseason ‘varieties
than with the early varieties. Therefore, when soybeans are
planted in June or later, adapted midseason varieties would
be expected to give highest yields.
“A reduction in plant height was associated with
extremely early planting. This was attributed to a slower
growth rate resulting from low soil temperatures and too
early flowering under short-day conditions. Initiation of
flowering tends to limit further growth in plant height. The
short growth resulting from early planting did not effectively
shade out weeds. Also, the short and stocky plants produced
pods too near the ground for efficient combine harvesting.

“Varying the planting date did not influence date of
maturity of the late varieties as greatly as it did with the
early varieties. A delay of a month in planting the Dorman
variety delayed maturity about two weeks. This is contrasted
to a delay of about 3 to 7 days in the maturity of Lee and
Roanoke when plantings were made at monthly intervals.
“Late dates of planting were conducive to high lodging.
Severity of lodging was not associated with plant height.
Generally the plants were the tallest at the May plantings
and shorter at the April and June plantings. However, the
June-planted beans lodged more than the May plantings. The
short, stocky plants that developed from early April planting
were not conducive to lodging.
“Seed quality of the midseason varieties usually was
superior to quality of the early varieties. The highest quality
seed was produced by May plantings of the Lee and Roanoke
varieties, with the quality of Lee being slightly better than
that of Roanoke.
“No yield differences were obtained when the Lee
variety was planted at rates of 1/3, 3/4, and 1 bushel per acre
in four years of experiments in Mississippi County. However,
even though there was no reduction in yield at the 1/3 bushel
rate, a rate this low is not recommended because of the
failure of a thin stand to shade out weeds and the fact that
pods set near the ground are difficult to combine. Dorman
planted at the rate of 1/3 bushel of seed per acre yielded
significantly less than when planted at 3/4 and 1 bushel
rates in two of four years of these experiments.” Address:
Agronomy Dep., Univ. of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
3350. Haynes, J.L.; Johnson, W.H.; Stringfield, G.H. 1959.
Planting methods for improved stands of corn and soybeans
on clay and silt-loam soils. Agronomy Journal 51(11):64042. Nov.
• Summary: “Synopsis: Removal of dry surface soil and
pressing seed into the soil were advantageous to seedling
emergence of corn and soybeans on winter-plowed clay.
Reduction of voids and clods and pressing the seed were
advantageous on spring-plowed clay. Reduction of voids was
advantageous on spring-plowed silt loam.” Address: 1. Prof.
of Agronomy; 2. Asst. Prof. of Agricultural Engineering.
Both: Ohio Agric. Exp. Station; 3. Agronomist, Crops
Research Div., ARS, USDA.
3351. Raheja, P.C. 1959. Why not grow soybeans? It is
nutritious and paying. Indian Farming 9(9):26-29. Dec.
Series 2. Continued in the Jan. 1960 issue, p. 18.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Search for promising
varieties (starting at Pusa in Bihar in 1920). Cultivation:
Sowing, fertilizer application, thinning and inter-culture,
irrigation. Diseases and pests: Mosaic, downy mildew, pod
borers, leaf hoppers. Seed viability.
“The soybean can be grown successfully in the drier
areas of the country where rainfall does not exceed 35
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inches. It is grown in the hills up to elevations of 6,000
feet above sea level, particularly in Assam, Orissa, Bengal,
Manipur, the Khasi and Naga Hills and the Kumaon Hill is
U.P.” [Uttar Pradesh].
The best time for planting soybeans in Delhi is the last
half of July.
3352. Urano, Keishi; Nagase, Yoshimichi; Hiraoka, Koichi.
1959. [Studies on the irrigation and the deep plowing. I. On
the growth and yields of upland rice and soybean plants].
Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji (Proceedings of the Crop
Science Society of Japan) 28(2):236-38. Dec. [8 ref. Jap;
eng]
Address: Kikyogahara Branch, Nagano Agric. Exp. Station.
3353. Boletin de Divulgacion (Bogota, Colombia). 1959. La
soya [Soyabeans]. No. 18-19. p. 14-16. [Spa]*
• Summary: Soybeans appear to have the potential to
become an important crop in the cotton-growing area of
Colombia, especially in the Cauca Valley, where they could
be introduced into the crop rotations. Preliminary results
from varietal trials are summarized. The variety Pelícano
showed good adaptation and yielded 1,529 kg/ha of seed.
Wabash is considered suitable for green manure only and
Otootan for fodder.
3354. Dordevski, J.; Babamov, Lazar. 1959. Specijalno
poledelstvo [Specialized agriculture]. Skopje, Yugoslavia.
[Mac]*
• Summary: Skopje is the capital of Macedonia. Address:
Yugoslavia.
3355. Harrington, J.F. 1959. Drying, storing, and packaging
seeds to maintain germination and vigor. In: Proceedings,
Mississippi Short Course for Seedsmen. See p. 89-107. *
Address: Seed Technology Lab., Mississippi State Univ.,
State College, Mississippi.
3356. Lalic, Mladen. 1959. Oslobodenje provrsina za uzgo
soje [The clearing of land for the cultivation of soybeans].
Prehrana (Nutrition) 4(9):24-25. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3357. Lugo-López, M.A.; et al. 1959. Response of some
tropical soils and crops of Puerto Rico to applications of
lime. University of Puerto Rico Agricultural Experiment
Station, Technical Paper No. 28. 19 p. [31 ref]*
• Summary: Liming of acid soils in Puerto Rico significantly
increased yields of soybeans grown for green manure.
3358. Malawi Department of Agriculture. 1959. Rotations.
Report of the Department of Agriculture, Nyasaland. For the
years 1957-58. Part II. Zomba. p. 66-72. *
• Summary: Describes research on the uses of soybeans and

other crops as green manures.
3359. Zabaznyj, P.A. 1959. Mehr Beachtung dem Sojaanbau
[Pay more attention to soybean production]. Ackerbau
(UdSSR) 7(11):72-78. [Ger]*
3360. Dutta, Prasanta K. 1959. The effects of previous crops
on growth, yield and certain chemical constituents of two
soybean varieties. Thesis, University of Minnesota. 53 p.
Abstracted in Dissertation Abstracts 19(11):2707-08 (1959).
[60+ ref]*
Address: Minnesota.
3361. Elias, Aureo M. 1959. Experiéncias com soja no
Rio Grande do Sul [Experiments with soybeans in the
Rio Grande do Sul]. In: 1959. Soja no Rio Grande do Sul.
Secretaria da Agricultura (Companha da Produtividade
Agricola): Porto Alegre. 83 p. See p. 23-48. Chap. 3. [Por]
• Summary: A table shows the increase and planted area
and soybean production from 1953/54 to 1957/58. Address:
Secretaria da Agricultura, Diretoria da Producao Vegetal,
Brazil.
3362. FAO (Food and Agricultural Organization of the
United Nations), Plant Production. 1959. Tabulated
information on tropical and subtropical grain legumes.
Rome, Italy: FAO. xiv + 367 p. 28 x 21 cm.
• Summary: This publication was compiled from the replies
of questionnaires submitted to agricultural stations, or
other organizations, in tropical and subtropical countries.
Information is given on morphology and habit, uses, yield,
and quality of grain and/or forage. Among the many species
considered are soybeans, peanuts, winged beans, and
bambarra groundnuts (Voandzeia subterranea). An appendix
gives the geographical location of the contributing stations
and countries, together with data on local temperature,
precipitation and soil type. This work is in English, only, but
French and Spanish equivalents of the headings are given.
Page vii shows the various countries from which
information on the cultivated soybean was collected. At least
one page is devoted to the soybean in each of these countries,
as follows:
(1) Angola (p. 90). Local name: Soja Preta. Station
submitting information: Estacao Agricola Central, Vila
Salasar. Seed yield: 1,400 kg/ha. Uses: Green manure,
human consumption, livestock feed, oil extraction. Angola
#2 (p. 107). Station submitting: Estacao de Melhoramento de
Plantas, Nova Lisboa for variety Medium Yellow. Seed yield:
500–2,500 kg/ha. Uses: Human consumption, livestock feed,
oil extraction.
(2) Belgian Congo (p. 91). Station submitting:
I.N.E.A.C. Station, Gandajika. Seed yield: 260-850 kg/ha.
Use: Human consumption.
(3) Jamaica (p. 92). Station submitting: Department of
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Agriculture, Kingston. Seed yield: 1,080 kg/ha. Uses: Green
manure, human consumption, livestock feed.
(4) Puerto Rico (p. 93). Local names: Habichuela Soya,
Haba Soya. Station submitting: U.S. Federal Agricultural
Experiment Station, Mayaguez. Seed yield: 1,620–2,160 kg/
ha. Uses: Green manure, human consumption, livestock feed,
oil extraction.
(5) Southern Rhodesia (p. 94). Station submitting:
Agricultural Experiment Station, Salisbury. Seed yield: 1,500
kg/ha. Uses: Human consumption, livestock feed.
(6) Thailand (p. 95). Local names: Tua Luang, Tua
Nao, Tua Mei Tai. Station submitting: Mehjo Agricultural
Experiment Station, Mehjo. Seed yield: Not given. Uses:
Human consumption, livestock feed, oil extraction.
(7) Belgian Congo (p. 96-98, 100, 102, 104, 105, 108,
109, 112, 113). Local names: Soja. Stations submitting:
I.N.E.A.C., Yangambi for varieties 37/S/38/345/666
(introduced from South Africa), Atootan (Otootan;
introduced from Brazil), Jubitan 109 (introduced from
Southern Rhodesia), Palmetto (introduced from Brazil),
and Trinidad (introduced from Nigeria), I.N.E.A.C. Station,
Nioka, Ituri for varieties Atootan SH. 030 and Herman SH.
02 (both introduced from USA), INEAC Station, Bambesa
for varieties E.35 and S.H.E. 43, I.N.E.A.C. Station,
Keyberg, Elisabethville for variety K 92/6/2/2/1, I.N.E.A.C.
Station, Mont Howa, Ituri for variety Mammoth, I.N.E.A.C.
Station Rubona, Ruanda for variety Palmetto. Seed yields:
1,000–1,500 kg/ha (2 varieties at Yangambi), and 500 kg/
ha at Nioka. Uses: Green manure, human consumption,
livestock feed, oil extraction.
(8) Australia (p. 99). Station submitting: Department
of Agriculture and Stock, Brisbane, Queensland for variety
Clemson Non-shatter. Source of crop: Introduced from the
USA. Seed yield: Not given. Uses: Human consumption,
livestock feed, oil extraction.
(9) Morocco (p. 101). Station submitting: Centre de
Recherches Agronomiques for variety Gibson S.C. 335.
Seed yield: 400-500 kg/ha. Uses: Green manure, human
consumption, livestock feed, oil extraction.
(10) Brazil (p. 103). Station submitting: Instituto
Agronomico, Campinas, Sao Paulo. Variety name: I.A.455.
Seed yield: 1,200–1,600 kg/ha. Uses: Erosion control, green
manure, human consumption, livestock feed, oil extraction.
(11) India (p. 110). Station submitting: Department of
Agriculture, Nagpur, Madhya Pradesh for varieties S.B.
5 and S.B. 8. Seed yield: 1,486 and 1,172 kg/ha. Uses:
Livestock feed.
(12) Ceylon (p. 114). Station submitting: Agricultural
Research Station, Maha Illuppallama for variety Yellow
(introduced from India). Seed yield: 860–1,080 kg/ha. Uses:
Green manure, livestock feed, oil extraction. Address: Rome,
Italy.
3363. Keleny, G.P. 1959. Report to the government of

Indonesia on the development of leguminous crops. FAO
Expanded Technical Assistance Program, Report No. 1094.
48 p. 9 tables. Proj. INS/AgP. [26 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Focuses on soybeans and groundnuts. The
author’s research was conducted in Indonesia from 13 Oct.
1956 to 31 March 1958. Address: Legume Agronomist.
3364. Kiss, B. 1959. A szojas silokukorica nagyuzemi
termesztese [Large-scale cultivation of soybean-and-corn
silage]. PhD thesis (Doktori ertekezes). [Hun]*
3365. Kurnik, Erno. 1959. A szojatermesztes es felhasznalas
nehany kerdese. Mezogazdasagunk a belterjesseg utjan [A
few questions about soybean cultivation and utilization.
Our agriculture on the path of intensification]. Budapest:
Mezogazdasagi Konyvkiado. See p. 96-105. [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
3366. Le Mare, P.H. 1959. Soil fertility studies in three
areas of Tanganyika. Empire J. of Experimental Agriculture
27(107):197-221. [22 ref]
• Summary: “The results of over 200 field experiments
on soil fertility problems in the Southern, Central, and
Western Provinces of Tanganyika are summarized. In most
of the experiments the crop was groundnuts or maize,
but a few experiments with sunflower, sorghum, soya,
safflower, castor, and tobacco are also included... The
work reported in the paper was carried out in 1947-52 as
an activity of the Scientific Department of the East African
Groundnut scheme.” A map (p. 198) shows the Tanganyika
Territory; Nachingwea is in the southeast corner at about
10º south latitude. Page 207 shows the response of soya
and groundnuts at Nachingwea to 25 lb of phosphorus as
single or ‘triple’ superphosphate, without nitrogen fertiliser.
Address: Empire Cotton Growing Corp., Namulonge,
Uganda.
3367. Litynski, A. 1959. Erfolge in der Akklimatisierung
und im Anbau der Sojabohne in Polen [Successes in the
acclimatization and production of the soybean in Poland].
Internationale Zeitschrift der Landwirtschaft (Sofia-Berlin)
No. 2. p. 66-69. Translated from the Polish by Chr. Krueger.
[Ger]
Address: Institute for Plant Breediung and Acclimatization,
Warsaw, Poland.
3368. Rio Grande do Sol, Brazil, Secretaria da Agricultura,
Industria e Comercio. 1959. Soja no Rio Grande do Sul
[Soya in Rio Grande do Sul]. Porto Alegre. 83 p. (Campanha
da Produtividade Agricola). [Por]
• Summary: Contains 8 chapters by different Brazilian
authors; each is cited separately. Address: Brazil.
3369. Schueller, Ferenc. 1959. A szojatermesztes idoszeru
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kerdesei [Current issues of soybean cultivation]. Budapest:
Orszagos Mszogasdasagi Konyvtar es Dokumentacios
Kozpont, 1958 [National Agricultural Library and Document
Center, 1958]. 48 p. Temadokumentacio. [224 ref. Hun]
Address: Hungary.
3370. Shih, Shêng-han. trans. 1959. On “Fan Sheng-chih
shu”: An agriculturistic book of China written by Fan Shêngchih in the first century B.C. Peking, China: Science Press.
(Kexue Press). 68 p. 28 cm. Reprinted several times, incl.
1974. No index. [10 ref. Eng; Chi]
• Summary: This book is “A collection of the fragmentary
remains of original Chinese text of ‘Fan Shêng-Chih
Shu,’ rearranged, translated into English and discussed
in an analytical essay.” The Chinese text appears on each
left-hand page, and a parallel text translation with critical
commentaries in English appears on each right-hand page.
Contents: Preface. The fragmentary remains of
the original text of Fan Shêng-Chih Shu (with English
translation): 1. Basic principles of farming. 2. Choice of
date and sorts for sowing. 3. To treat the seeds (to give
drought-tolerant plants). 4. Cultivation of certain crop
plants. 5. Harvesting. 6. Seed corn, selection and storage.
7. Cultivation in shallow pits. A brief analytical survey of
Fan Shêng-Chih Shu: I. Fan Shêng-Chih the agriculturist
and his book Fan Shêng-Chih Shu. II. The background
of Fan Shêng-Chih Shu. III. Subject matters dealt with in
Fan Shêng-Chih Shu. Appendix I. Table of approximate
equivalents of measures used in Fan’s book. Appendix II.
Table of the 24 sub-seasons of a Chinese calendar year.
The text of more than 3,000 words was translated by
Shih Shêng-Han at the Northwestern College of Agriculture,
Wukung, Shensi.
A translation of the parts that mention soybeans is given
at the original document: See Fan Shengzhi shu (10 BC).
4.8 To plant hemp: Ameliorate the ground thoroughly
before sowing... 4.9 To plant male hemp: Plough and drill the
field in spring time when it thaws. After sprouting of weeds,
apply manure and plough down, harrow to level out (then
sow). See also 4.8.1 to 4.9.1.
“5. Harvesting... 5.2 How to harvest beans: When the
pods begin to darken and stalks are grey, reap immediately,–
or else you will lose the falling seeds. Hence the saying goes:
“beans ripen on (threshing) ground.” Ripening on threshing
ground means harvest with green pods above and darkened
pods below.” Then describes how to harvest female and male
hemp plants. “5.3.2. Twenty days after summer solstice, soak
harvested male hemp plants in water to soften. Basts thus
obtained are as good as silk.”
7.5 Lesser beans (azuki) “4 to 5 shêng per mou, may be
sown among melons; the bean leaves can be sold as greens.”
7.8 mentions cultivation of Perilla and sesame in shallow
pits. Address: Ph.D., Prof. of Plant Physiology, Northwestern
College of Agriculture [Wukung, Shensi], China.

3371. Stojkovic, Angelina. 1959. Pojedinacno i uzajamno
dejstvo mineralnih dubriva na prinose soje na Kosovu
[Single and compound effect of fertilizers on the yield of
soya in Kosovo, Yugoslavia]. Zbornik Naucnih Radova,
Institut za Poljoprivredna Istrazivanja AKMO–PEC (Review
of Research Works of the Institute for Agricultural Research–
PEC) 2(2):125-38. [9 ref. Scr; eng]
• Summary: “Soya as an oil and protein containing plant was
not known in the region of Kosovo, and there was therefore
no experience for its cultivation... Combination of all 3
nutrient elements (nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium)
in the total amount of 800 kg/ha gave very good results;
nitrogenous fertilizers, when applied singly did not pay,
but only in combination with others. The effect was very
pronounced in the initial stage of the plant growth.” Address:
Ing., Yugoslavia.
3372. Tanganyika Department of Agriculture, Annual Report.
1959. Main crops: Oil seeds, pulses. For the year 1958. Part
I. p. 7-9.
• Summary: Continues studies reported the previous year.
Mafura Nut (Trichilia emetica) was a new oil seed studied.
Production of groundnuts in the Central Province was greater
in 1958 than the previous year–over 3,000 tons being sold
through the Native Administration markets alone. “Among
the types of pulses grown are grams (Phaseolus species),
various kinds of beans, including haricot beans (Phaseolus
vulgaris), bonavist beans (Dolichos lablab), soya beans
(Glycine max), chick peas (Cicer arietinum), pigeon peas
(Cajanus indicus), bambarra nuts (Voandzeia subterranea),
cowpeas (Vigna sinensis), and field peas (Pisum sativum).”
It is estimated that over 12,000 tons of pulses were marketed
during the year.
3373. Tanganyika Department of Agriculture, Annual Report.
1959. Main crops. For the year 1958. Part I. p. 2-9. See p. 8.
• Summary: The section titled “Pulses” states: “A wide
variety of pulses are grown in Tanganyika and they form an
important part of the African diet. Among the many types
of pulses grown are... haricot beans (Phaseolus vulgaris),
bonavist beans (Dolichos lablab), soya beans (Glycine max),
chick peas (Cicer arietinum), pigeon peas (Cajanus indicus),
bambarra nuts (Voandzeia subterranea), cowpeas (Vigna
sinensis), and field peas (Pisum sativum).”
3374. Tanganyika Department of Agriculture, Annual Report.
1959. Date of planting. Soya. For the year 1958. Part II. p.
10-11, 26.
• Summary: One table compares the yield of groundnuts,
maize, and soya when they were planted at Ilonga in early
January and early March. All three crops had much higher
yields in January.
Table 10 shows the reduction in yield for 6 crops (incl.
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soya beans and groundnuts) once the last good planting date
is passed.
Table 11 titled “Effect of date of planting on three crops
to which fertilizers have been applied–lb. per acre” (p. 10)
shows the effect of sowing date on yields of maize, soya and
groundnuts. In trials at Ilonga, soyabeans gave the highest
yields (795 lb/acre) when planted on December 11. Soybeans
planted on Dec. 28 yielded only 499 lb/acre.
In the section titled “Crops” is a full-page subsection on
“Soya” (p. 26). “A single plant selection from Hernon 237
has out-yielded the parent variety in three successive years
(1956-1958) and is being bulked up for issue as Hernon
Nachingwea.” Other varieties include Light Speckled and
CNS.
3375. Brown, J.C.; Tiffin, L.O. 1960. Iron chlorosis in
soybeans as related to the genotype of rootstock: 2. A
relationship between susceptibility to chlorosis and capacity
to absorb iron from iron chelate. Soil Science 89(1):8-15.
Jan. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Rootstocks of PI-54619-5-1 (PI) and Hawkeye
(HA) soybeans regulate the absorption and translocation
of Fe from a growth medium (5). A continuous source of
available Fe is necessary for the growth of both soybean
varieties (3), but to prevent iron chlorosis the PI variety
requires more available Fe than the HA.
“Iron chelates have been used effectively in soils and
nutrient culture as an available and soluble source of Fe
for plant growth. Tiffin and Brown (11) found that Fe was
absorbed from the metal chelate at the root, leaving most of
the chelating agent in the nutrient culture. It was suggested
that a metabolic process in the root may be involved in
releasing Fe from iron chelate and that this process may
determine a plant’s capacity to absorb Fe from a growth
medium.” Address: USDA Agricultural Research Service,
Beltsville, Maryland.
3376. Pendleton, J.W. 1960. Gearing up for narrow-row
soybeans. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular
No. 813. 8 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Want to harvest more beans per acre?
Then grow more rows per acre. How to plant: Grain drill,
beet or bean planter, adapted corn planter. How to cultivate:
Regular cultivator, beer or bean cultivator. Harvesting (no
machinery changes are needed). Analyze your situation:
Inventory, calculate, consider, compare.
“Research by the Illinois College of Agriculture shows
that soybeans grown in narrow rows (21 to 28 inches)
average 15 percent more in yield than soybeans grown in
40-inch rows.” Address: Assoc. Prof. of Agronomy, Urbana,
Illinois.
3377. Raheja, P.C. 1960. So many uses has the soybean.
Indian Farming 9(10):18-19. Jan. Series 2.

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Green manure. As
fodder. Soybean oil and cake. As human food. Food include
“the green pods,” soybean flour, soy milk, and “soy curd” or
tofu. “Soy curd is prepared out of soy milk by adding milk
curd to it. You can also add acetic acid instead of milk curd.”
Address: Indian Agricultural Research Inst., New Delhi.
3378. Lehman, W.F.; Lambert, J.W. 1960. Effects of spacing
of soybean plants between and within rows on yield and its
components. Agronomy Journal 52(2):84-86. Feb. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Synopsis: Seed yields tended to be higher at
the narrow spacing between rows. The effects of spacing
within row were variable. All four components of yield were
affected to some degree by spacing. However, seed and pod
numbers were affected more than seed weight and seeds per
pod. The relative importance of branches varied with spacing
for seed and pod numbers but had little or no effect on seed
weight and seeds per pod.” Address: Univ. of Minnesota, St.
Paul, MN.
3379. Lööf, Bengt. 1960. The agronomy and present position
of oil-seed crops in Scandinavia–a review of the literature.
Field Crop Abstracts 13(1):1-7. Feb. [43 ref]
• Summary: A table (p. 1) shows the harvested area of oil
crops in Sweden in the years 1940-58 (in 1000’s of hectares).
In 1940 some 20 ha of soyabeans were harvested, followed
by 40 ha in 1942. No statistics are given for soyabeans after
1942, because trials showed it was not economical to grow
soyabeans in Sweden. The leading oilseed crop harvested in
Sweden in 1940 was linseed, but only 200 ha were harvested,
and these mostly in southernmost Sweden. In 1959 the two
leading oilseed crops in Sweden were winter rape (51,900
ha), followed by winter turnip rape (25,400 ha).
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen for
the cultivation of soybeans in Sweden since 1800 (1940).
The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: Swedish
Seed Assoc., Svalöf, Sweden.
3380. Kerr, J.A. 1960. Growing soybeans in Queensland.
Queensland Agricultural Journal 86(3):153-57. March 1.
Summarized in Soybean Digest, Jan. 1962, p. 31.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean plant. Varieties
(Nanda, Yelnando, Clemson non-shatter, and Pelican are
most promising for commercial seed production; Avoyelles,
Otootan, and Gatan for green manure or fodder). Time of
planting. Planting. Depth of planting. Hay stands. Crop
cultivation. Damage by hares and wallabies. Harvesting.
Yields. Storage of seed. Soybean hay. Green fodder or
ensilage. Crop prospects.
“The Queensland Department of Agriculture and Stock
has been working for 25 years [i.e., since about 1935] on
the selection and testing of soybeans in the South Burnett
district.”
“Soybeans have been produced in commercial quantities
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in Queensland for the past 10 years and there are indications
that the acreage planted will expand considerably during the
next few years” (p. 157).
The plant breeding program conducted by the
Department of Primary Industries at Kingaroy resulted in
the adaptation of several progenies and varieties, including
Nanda. Yields of 36 bu/acre have been harvested from
commercial stands in South Burnett, but the average is about
15-18 bu/acre. Yields from irrigated areas will normally
exceed yields from rain-grown crops by up to 50%.
A photo shows soybeans being harvested with an
autoheader.
Note from Paul Smith of Soy Products of Australia Pty.
Ltd. 1995. April 11 (p. 2). “Archie Kerr was a well know
agronomist who was extremely active in the Kingaroy areas.
In the late 1940s and early 1950s the farmers in Kingaroy
were particularly progressive and innovative, pioneering
the growing of navy beans, haricot beans, peanuts and
soybeans–urged on by people like Kerr and my father” [Ron
Smith of SPA]. Address: Plant breeder, Queensland Dep. of
Agriculture, Australia.
3381. American Soybean Association. 1960. Soybean Blue
Book. Hudson, Iowa: American Soybean Assoc. 144 p.
Advertisers’ index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Contents: American Soybean Association.
Japanese American Soybean Institute. National Soybean
Processors Association. Soybean Council of America.

Midsouth Soybean and Grain Shippers Association. Ontario
Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. U.S. Department
of Agriculture: Agronomic Research (ARS [Agricultural
Research Service]), Disease Research, Entomological
Research, Utilization Research and Development (Northern
Utilization Division [NRRL], Eastern, Southern, Western),
Marketing Research.
Tables: (1) World soybean production. (2) Canadian
soybean production. (3) Soybean production, utilization
and value, 1936-1959 Canada. (4) Soybean crushings in
Canada. (5) Soybean production–United States (with acreage
and yield), 1924-1959. (6) U.S. Soybean production by
states (1959). (7) U.S. soybean production, supply, and
utilization (incl. exports, carryover), 1924-1959. (8) U.S.
soybean production, acreage, and yield by state, 1924-1959.
(9) U.S. soybeans: Inspected receipts. (10) U.S. soybeans–
supply and distribution, 1952-1959 (1,000 bushels). (11)
U.S. Soybean oil meal and cake production, supply and
utilization, 1924-1959 (1,000 tons). (12) Soybean oil, meal
and cake production and stocks by states, 1955-1958. (13)
Oilseed cake a meals, supply and distribution, Oct. 1950-59.
Incl. soybean, cottonseed, linseed, peanut, copra, total. (14)
Production of protein concentrates (cake and meal), 193741 (avg.) to 1951-59. Incl. soybean, linseed, cottonseed,
copra, gluten feed and meal, tankage and meat scraps, fish
cake and meal, dried milk products (dried and concentrated
skim milk, buttermilk, and whey used for animal feed),
other milk products (fed on farms), total. Note: In 1953-
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54,395,000 tons of dried milk products were fed to animals.
(15) U.S. soy flour production. (16) Production and exports
of soy flour and grits (incl. full fat, low fat, and defatted
products, exported commercially or to military). (17)
Production of mellorine [frozen dessert where vegetable oil
replaces butterfat], 1953-59, by month. (18) U.S. fats and
oils production, 1937-41 (avg.) to 1959. Incl. Butter, lard,
edible beef fats, total edible animal fats, corn oil, cottonseed,
edible olive oil, peanut oil, soybean oil, total edible vegetable
oils, inedible oils. (19) Soybean oil utilization, 1931-1959
(million lb). Incl. Foods: Margarine, shortening, other, total,
Non-food products: Soap, paint & varnish, other drying
oil products, miscellaneous, loss, total, total domestic
disappearance. (20) Same as No. 19 but in percentages.
(21) Utilization of soybean products, 1955-56 to 195859. Incl. meal and oil: Livestock feed, industrial, fertilizer,
export; from 1955 to 1959, use of soybean oil meal as a
fertilizer was negligible, whereas 2.5 to 3.9% was exported.
(22) Prices of U.S. soybeans, by month and season average,
1923-1959. (23) Same as No. 22 but only for No. 1 yellow:
Chicago, Illinois country shipping points, Minneapolis. (24)
Same as No. 21 but soybeans for crushing, No. 2 yellow.
(25) Value of U.S. soybean crop, 1925-59 (thousand dollars)
in these states: Total USA, Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio,
Missouri, Minnesota. (26) Soybean price support operations,
1932-33 to 1959-60. Started in 1941-42 and has continued to
the present, with a peak of $2.56 per bushel in 1953-55. (27)
Price spread, soybeans and end products, 1945-1958. Spread
between price received by farmers and value of products.
(28) Prices of U.S. soybean oil meal (44% protein), 19291959 by month. (29) Prices of U.S. crude soybean oil, by
month, 1929-30 to 1959-60. (30) Imports, exports, soybeans,
oil and meal.
(31) Soybeans: Inspections for export, 1957-59, with
country of destination and port of departure. (32) U.S. trade
in soybeans, fats and oils. (33) Oil and fat exports under
P.L. 480. Total, cottonseed oil, soybean oil, Oct. 1954 to
Sept. 1959. Incl. country of destination, the top four being
Turkey, Pakistan, Israel, and Egypt. (34) Imports, exports
cake and meal, 1929-1958, incl. cottonseed, soybean,
linseed, peanut, copra. Exports incl. country of destination.
(33) Soybeans: Crushings and yields of oil and meal. (35)
Bar chart: Major markets for U.S. soybeans since 1953:
West Germany, Netherlands, Other Europe, Japan, Canada,
Other. (36) Composition of soybean seeds, by variety, incl.
Maturity Group No., % protein, % oil, weight of 100 seeds in
grams. (37) Amino acids of soy protein. (38) Composition of
Lecithin. (39) Composition of soybean oil, by variety. Incl.
linolenic acid, linoleic acid, oleic acid, saturated acids.
Official standards for soybeans, Revised effective
Sept. 1, 1955. Soy flour standards, for full-fat, low-fat, and
defatted. Densities of various soybean products. Map of the
USA showing the best adapted soybean varieties for each
major soybean producing state. Directories: Processors of

soybeans, by state, with address and names of officers (p. 5674). Canadian soybean processors (p. 74). Manufacturers of
50% protein soybean meal (by state, p. 76). Foreign soybean
processors, by country (p. 78-81). Refiners of soybean oil,
by state (p. 82-84). Manufacturers and handlers of soy foods
(p. 86-93): Beverages, breakfast foods, canners of green
vegetable soybeans, canners of mature soybeans, cookies,
crackers, toasts and wafers, frozen desserts (companies
that make vegetable oils used in frozen desserts), health
food store & supply houses, lecithin, macaroni, spaghetti
& noodles, margarine, meat substitutes, proteins (Griffith
Labs, Gunther, Worthington Foods), pudding powders
(Brockville, Ontario, Canada), Salad and cooking oils,
shortening, sausage binders, seasonings, soups, soybean
oil, soybeans for cooking and sprouting, soy butter (Town
Food Co., Riverside, California, makes “Town: soy lecithin
spread”; Shedd-Bartush Foods, Detroit, Michigan, makes
“Willow Run” soy spread), soy cheese [tofu], soy flour, grits
and flakes, soy flour mixes, soy milk, soy sauce, sprouts,
vitamins, whipping agents.
Manufacturers of industrial products employing
soybeans (p. 94-95): Caulking compounds & floor tile,
coated papers & leather dressing, fire-fighting foam,
glues, plywood & adhesives, insecticides, laminating,
lecithin, oilcloth and coated fabrics, paints and varnishes
(13 companies), paper sizings, wallpaper and wallboard
coatings, resins, soaps, soybean fatty acids (8 companies),
soybean oil. Services for the industry (p. 96-109): Analysts,
appraisals, brokers, commission merchants & jobbers,
consultants, engineering services, export elevators, exporters
& importers, export warehousing and handling, farm
management, field warehousing, futures market, market
analysis, mill construction contractors, milling service,
miscellaneous services, oil transports, transportation.
Equipment and supplies for the soybean industry (p.
110-32): Aspirators, bagging equipment, belting, chains,
conveyors, elevators, defoliants, drying and aeration
equipment (farm driers, grain driers, meal driers), dust
control systems & dust collectors, elevator buckets,
fans, farm equipment, fertilizers, fumigants, fungicides,
germinators, grain and seed cleaning and separation
equipment, grain grading equipment & moisture testers,
grain handling equipment, granulators, grinding & mixing
equipment, herbicides, insecticides & pesticides, inoculants,
laboratory equipment, man-lifts, material level indicators,
materials handling equipment, miscellaneous equipment,
packaging materials, pelleting machines, power transmission
equipment, pumps, respirators, seed protectants, sifters,
soil testing, soybean storage (elevator & processing units,
farm units), spraying and irrigating equipment, temperature
systems, transportation equipment, truck lifts, unloaders,
waterproofing, weighing and packaging equipment.
Soybean processing [crushing] and oil refining
equipment and supplies (p. 134-42): Bleaching and filtering
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equipment, catalysts, complete plants [for crushing],
continuous counter-current solvent extractors, continuous
screw presses, degumming, deodorization, fractionation,
hydraulic pressing equipment, hydrogenation, margarine,
miscellaneous equipment, neutralization, shortening, solvent
recovery, solvents, soybean seed [suppliers and private
breeders], vegetable soybean seed. Advertisers’ index. Incl.
Allied Mills, V.D. Anderson, ADM, Arkansas Grain Corp.,
Big 4 Cooperative Processing Assn., Blaw-Knox Co., Buhler
Mill Engineering Co., Cargill Inc., Central Soya Co., Crown
Iron Works Co., Dannen Mills Inc., Delphos Grain and Soya
Products Co., Albert Dickinson Co., Louis Dreyfus Corp.,
Esso Standard Oil, Farmers Cooperative Assn., Farmers’
Cooperative Co., Felco Soybean Oil Meal Dealers, French
Oil Mill Machinery Co., Funk Bros. Seed Co., Galesburg
Soy Products Co., General Mills Inc., Jacob Hartz Seed Co.,
Inc., Honeymead Products Co., Huntley Mfg. Co., Illinois
Soy Products Co., Iowa Milling Co., Iowa Soya Co., Jensen
Mills, Kansas Soya Products Co, Inc., Spencer Kellogg
& Sons, Inc., Lauhoff Soya Co., Albert Lea Engineering
Co., North Iowa Cooperative Processing Assn., Penola Oil
Co., Phillips Petroleum Co., Pillsbury Co., Port of New
Orleans, Quincy Soybean Products Co., Rice Grain Corp.,
Seedburo Equipment Co. (measures oil content of soybeans
in 10 minutes), Skelly Oil Co., A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., T.W.
Wood & Sons (Seedsmen since 1879; Richmond, Virginia).
Address: Hudson, Iowa.
3382. Hartwig, E.E. 1960. Soybean varieties, diseases, and
practices in the midsouth. Soybean Digest. April. p. 16-17.
• Summary: From his talk before the Tri-State Soybean
Production and Marketing Forum, Lake Providence,
Louisiana.
“Soybeans are now either the No. 1 or No. 2 crop from
the standpoint of land use on many of your farms. Because
of the high percentage of land used for soybeans, the success
of your farming operation will be closely related to your
success with soybeans. Soybeans are well adapted to the area
and their management requirements are such that the crop
can be fit in very satisfactorily with the production of cotton,
corn, or rice.
“One of the first requirements for success with soybeans
is to set a goal to produce 35 to 40 bushels per acre. This
goal can be reached in most years and exceeded in some
years. The basic requirements to produce such a yield are to
plant an adapted variety during May or early June, obtain a
uniform stand, and then control weeds and insects.
“Disease Resistance: Much of our soybean research
program at the Delta Station is devoted to a breeding
program to develop varieties better adapted for the Southern
States. In this program we are also studying the factors which
make one variety better than another. We have learned that
diseases can reduce yields. The high humidity along with
high temperatures, which is common during the summer

months, is favorable for the development of leaf diseases.
The most efficient method of controlling these diseases is
through the use of resistant varieties.
“The disease bacterial pustule is present on susceptible
varieties over much of the South each year. Yield reductions
of 8% to 15% have been measured. The varieties Lee, Hood,
and Hill are resistant.
“Another common disease in the Delta area is target
spot. Yield reductions of 18% to 32% have been measured on
susceptible varieties in 6 of the past 11 years. Dortchsoy 31
is one of the most susceptible varieties. Jackson, Lee, Hood,
Hill, and Bienville all have a high degree of resistance.
“Much publicity has been given to the cyst nematode
since it was found in west Tennessee. All of our best adapted
varieties are susceptible. We do have a source of resistance
and work is progressing as rapidly as possible to add this
resistance to our better varieties. Although we are attempting
to develop resistant varieties as rapidly as possible, a 2-year
rotation is very effective for producing soybeans on infested
soil. Crop damage from cyst nematodes has been observed
only on the very light sandy soils.
“Another factor which has received considerable
attention in our breeding program is seed holding. Shatter
resistance in a variety is additional insurance against losses
after the crop is produced and permits harvesting a larger
acreage with each combine. Lee has the highest degree of
shatter resistance of any variety available but Hill follows
closely. The varieties Hill, Hood, Lee, Jackson, and Bienville
are all capable of producing high yields of good quality
seed. They cover a range in maturity of 6 weeks and differ in
growth characteristics. For the area represented here, I would
rate Lee the No. 1 variety around which to add either earlier
or later varieties for convenience in harvesting and other
management practices. Lee has a 10-year average of 43.5
bushels per acre in plots on Sharkey clay at Stoneville. Lee
is resistant to the major diseases common to the area and has
excellent seed holding.
“Hood was named in 1958 and seed-stocks are now
available at reasonable prices. Hood is 8 to 10 days earlier
than Lee. It is a yellow. seeded variety released specifically
to replace Ogden. Hood has produced higher seed yields in
all areas than Ogden and is superior in seed holding. Hood
does not hold its seed as well as Lee. At Stoneville, Hood
has an 8-year average yield 8% below that of Lee, but at
Stuttgart Hood has a 5-year average slightly above Lee.
Growth characteristics are much like Ogden.
“Hill is a new variety named in 1959 and seed is still
limited. It is 14 to 18 days earlier than Hood. Hill resembles
Lee in many of its characteristics and holds its seeds nearly
as well. It is somewhat better suited for production in the
north Delta than in the central or lower Delta. It is also
better suited for production on the heavier soils. On clay in
Mississippi Delta tests it has a 6-year average of 8-10% less
than Lee.
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“Jackson is 10 days later and 12-15 inches taller than
Lee. The 10-year average yield for Jackson at Stoneville is
8% below that for Lee on the sandy loam. Jackson does not
hold its seed as well as Lee. The taller growth of Jackson
may be preferred by some growers.
“Bienville is 3-5 days later than Jackson and averages
slightly taller. In most areas the production is very similar
to that of Jackson. At Baton Rouge, Bienville has produced
higher seed yields and better quality seed than Jackson.
“Weed Control: Weed control is essential if top yields
are to be produced. A good chemical for effective weed
control in soy beans is still something for the future. On
land known to be heavily infested with weeds, delaying
planting until late May or early June will permit preplanting
cultivation to destroy many weeds and weaken others. It also
will enable soybeans to emerge quickly and grow rapidly and
get ahead of the weeds.
“The rotary hoe is effective for destroying emerging
weed seedlings but will do nothing to established
Johnsongrass or nut grass. Summer fallowing after
harvesting a grain crop is perhaps the most efficient method
of controlling Johnsongrass.
“On the heavy soils where many of our soybeans are
grown, the hazards of obtaining a stand can be reduced
appreciably through the use of a planter equipped with
double-disk openers. This equipment permits placing seed in
firm, moist soil where it will germinate immediately. Rapid
emergence is very beneficial from the standpoint of weed
control.
“After the crop is produced care should be taken to
adjust the combine so that harvest losses are held at a
minimum. Cutting high enough to leave 5 or 6 pods per foot
of row means a loss of 1 bushel per acre. Thirty-six to 40
beans on the ground per square yard is also 1 bushel per acre.
Harvest losses are known to run as high as 8 to 10 bushels
per acre. Additional care to save these beans adds little to the
production costs, but adds appreciably to the profit.
“Two very worthwhile attachments for the combine are
a rotary cleaner and a straw shredder. The rotary cleaner will
remove the weed seeds and aid in putting a quality product
on the market. The straw shredder chops the straw into short
pieces and spreads it evenly over the ground. The straw can
then be worked into the soil with little difficulty with other
machinery.” Address: Research Agronomist, Delta Branch
Exp. Station, Stoneville, Mississippi.
3383. Jamison, V.C.; Thornton, J.F. 1960. Results of deep
fertilization and subsoiling on a claypan soil. Agronomy
Journal 52(4):193-95. April. [7 ref]
• Summary: “Synopsis: Subsoil shattering alone on Mexico
silt loam depressed crop yields. Applications of lime or
phosphate to the plow sole before shattering was slightly
beneficial, the residual effects for alfalfa lasting several
years. Subsoil applications of lime and triple superphosphate

in subsoiler clefts or by deep plowing gave significant corn
or alfalfa yield increases in some cases. However, if the soil
surface was adequately fertilized the increases over surface
treatment alone were small and of questionable value.”
Note: A “claypan” is a plastic clay layer in the subsoil.
“It is characterized by poor drainage as well as by poor
fertility and high acidity. In most soils of this group the
claypan is more than 6 inches thick and starts at a depth of
[about] 18 inches.” Address: 1. Soil Scientist, Soil and Water
Conservation Research Div., ARS, USDA; 2. Agricultural
Engineer, Missouri Agric. Exp. Station.
3384. Pendleton, J.W.; Bernard, R.L.; Hadley, H.H. 1960.
For best yields grow soybeans in narrow rows. Soybean
News (NSCIC) 11(1):2-5. April. Also published in Illinois
Research 2(1):3-4 (1960).
• Summary: “Many years ago, when soybeans first came
into the corn belt, Illinois agronomists showed that optimum
yields were obtained from narrow row spacings. However
the ease with which soybeans could be planted and cultivated
with corn equipment led most farmers to use 40-inch row
spacings.” But tests show that 24-inch rows give 15% more
yield than 40-inch rows. Address: 1. Assoc. Prof. of Crop
Production, Univ. of Illinois.
3385. Soybean Digest. 1960. Weeds–still your worst enemy:
Timely culture is still most important. Delays may be
serious. But don’t plant too early. April. p. 6-7. Cover story.
• Summary: “’Due to the cost and the annual variability
of the presently recommended weed control chemicals
in soybeans, we still favor proper cultural weed control
methods,’ says Paul W. Santelmann, assistant professor of
the department of agronomy, University of Maryland.
“’Proper seedbed preparation, not planting too early,
use of high quality weed-free seed, proper rotary hoeing
and cultivation are still the best recommended weed control
practices here in Maryland.’ As elsewhere. Herbicides are
recommended by a number of state experiment stations for:
“1–Exceptionally weedy situations where even the best
cultural methods do not control the weeds, or where it has
not been possible to cultivate at the proper time. Oliver C.
Lee, Purdue University extension botanist, notes: ‘I have yet
to see a practice of cultivation that will handle giant foxtail
in the row. I would say that in extreme cases of giant foxtail
there is only one answer and that is to treat with chemicals
over the row.’
“2–Use on other more tolerant crops in the rotation. A
good program of weed control includes all crops, and the
herbicides are used mostly on the other crops, at least until
we find more satisfactory herbicides for use on soybeans.
“Cultural practices on soybeans include three basic
steps:
“1–Seedbed preparation, using disk and harrow.
2–Across-the-row shallow tillage with spike-tooth
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harrow, weeder or rotary hoe.
“3–Between-the-rows cultivation with shovel or sweeptype cultivator.
“Soybeans are good competitors of weeds (except for
grasses) when the soil is warm, but poor competitors in cold
soil. That is why delaying planting until the soil is warm is
universally recommended. Then the beans emerge quickly
and have a chance to get ahead of the weeds.
“Seedbed Preparation: The old idea of seedbed
preparation was to work the land several times to kill several
crops of weeds before planting the crop. Some research men
now question whether this system results in more effective
weed control. But Iowa workers say that under conditions
of heavy weed infestation, optimum growth and delayed
seeding the technique may be effective.
“In any case, the most important tillage operation in the
preparation of the seedbed is the one just before planting.
When this is done properly, soybeans emerge ahead of the
weeds and the soil surface is left level as an aid to shallow
tillage operations. Good seedbed preparation results in dry
topsoil at the time of seeding with the beans being planted in
the moist soil below. This gives the beans a boost and retards
the weeds which mostly germinate in the top 1 inch of soil.
“Delays in seedbed preparation due to wet weather may
be serious if they delay seeding and may necessitate an extra
tillage operation.
“Illinois workers are convinced that farmers can cut
down on field operations in preparing their seedbeds without
also cutting yields. In tests with minimum tillage in which
the ground was plowed and the seed planted with no other
working of the soil, yields were just as high as with the usual
method–plowing, disking, harrowing and planting.
“Minimum tillage is not expected to increase yields but
the Illinois men say it does cut costs.
“Shallow Cultivation: The spike-tooth harrow, the
weeder and the rotary hoe all operate at shallow depths
and at speeds that permit large acreages to be covered in a
day. The rotary hoe generally gets the nod as first choice. It
can be used over a wider range of soil conditions and bean
seedling sizes than the other two implements. The low cost
of the use of the rotary hoe permits economical weed control
even when repeated two or three times.
“You should begin with the rotary hoe after the majority
of weeds have germinated but not yet emerged–when
they are in the white. As soon as surviving weed seedlings
become established and the bean seedlings are large enough
to be seriously injured–say 4 to 6 inches high–then shift to
row cultivation.
“In general two timely and effective hoeings will
be enough in many fields, but this is determined by the
season and by the kind and size of weeds. The rotary hoe is
useless after the weeds become well established. Drive the
implement at a speed of 8 to 12 miles per hour and weight as
needed to properly stir the ground.

“Elroy J. Peters, research agronomist at the University of
Missouri, notes: ‘In some cases it may be better to rotary hoe
when the field is wet and the weeds are small rather than wait
for dry weather and run the risk of having the weeds become
too large. We think rotary hoeing can be done successfully
when it is just dry enough so that the soil will hold the tractor
and mud will not ball up on the rotary hoe.’
“Professor Santelmann at the University of Maryland
states: ‘Many of our farmers are switching from grounddriven rotary hoes to power-takeoff rotary hoes and report
much more satisfactory results with regard to weed control.”
“Row Cultivation: In many cases one row cultivation
may be enough, but two or more are common. In Purdue
University experiments the highest yields and No. 2
soybeans were obtained with 40-inch rows when soybeans
were rotary hoed twice and cultivated twice. Additional
rotary hoeing, cultivating or hand weeding had little effect on
yield but did produce No. 1 grade soybeans.
“One rotary hoeing and one shovel cultivation dropped
the yield only 1.4 bushels per acre as compared with two
of each, but resulted in three times as many weeds, and the
harvested beans graded No. 3.
“A.H. Probst and O.W. Luetkemeier of Purdue
University state: ‘We believe the best culture of row beans is
two timely rotary hoeings plus two shovel cultivations. This
treatment should give the most economical returns under
most conditions and should keep weed populations near
a minimum. Stage of weed and bean growth, and soil and
weather conditions should govern when you do these jobs.
With two hoeings and two cultivations we hoed about 16 and
22 days after planting and cultivated about 27 and 39 days
after planting during the 3-year study.’
“Quoting Robert P. Upchurch, department of field
crops, North Carolina State College, Raleigh: ‘Our biggest
problem seems to be the control of broadleaf weeds which
emerge with the soybeans and grow at about the same rate
as the soybeans. Such weeds are cocklebur, lambsquarter
and pigweed. These weeds may also germinate in the middle
of the soybean rows after the last plowing. These particular
weeds cause a problem not only from the standpoint of
competition with soybeans for nutrients and water but they
also interfere with the harvesting operation.
“’The weedy grasses and certain types of broadleaf
weeds do not seem to cause a great deal of a problem
where the soybean farmer can perform his mechanical
cultivation at an appropriate time. Many of our soybean
farmers are controlling weeds in their soybeans by two to
four cultivations. These can be performed at an expense of
approximately 50 to $1 per acre. With this cost of controlling
weeds, I seriously doubt that we could market and sell them
an herbicide which would result in a saving.’”
3386. Soybean Digest. 1960. Herbicides for use on
soybeans: A roundup of the latest State Experiment Station
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recommendations. April. p. 7-10.
• Summary: Recommendations are given by state for the
following states: Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Iowa, Missouri,
Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Arkansas,
Mississippi, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, South Carolina,
Georgia, Arizona.
The widely recommended herbicides are: Randox
(CDAA, for annual grasses, especially giant foxtail [made
by Monsanto]), Alanap-3 (NPA, for broadleaf weeds), Dow
Premerge or Sinox PE (DNBP amine, for all emerged annual
weeds), CIPC, Amiben, Napchlor or Sodium PCP, herbicidal
oils.
“A number of perennial weeds are difficult if not
impossible to control in soybeans with the herbicides
currently available,” according to W.C. Shaw, USDA plant
physiologist, Beltsville, Maryland. Yet all such weeds can be
efficiently controlled by the use of herbicides in crops grown
in rotation with soybeans. Thus, the Canada thistle, which
cannot be controlled with herbicides when it is growing
in soybeans, can be controlled with herbicides when it is
growing in wheat, corn, or alfalfa–without injury to those
crops.
3387. Washko, J.B. 1960. Soybean varieties for forage and
grain in Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 666. 9 p. April.
• Summary: “Several soybean varieties were evaluated at
University Park and Landisville over the 6-year period,
1951-56, for both forage and grain production.” At
University Park, in the early maturity group, the top 4 seed
yields were given by Blackhawk, Chippewa, Earlyana, and
Monroe. Top four in the midseason maturity group were
Adams, Lincoln, Harosoy and Hawkeye.
The 1954 Census shows that only 42,000 acres of
soybeans were produced in Pennsylvania. “This acreage
was distributed among the following uses: 21,000 for grain,
10,000 for hay, 9,000 for grazing, hogging down, and silage,
and 2,000 for green manure. During the 10-year period,
1946-1955, soybean grain yields averaged 17.4 bushels;
and hay yields, 1.66 tons per acre, according to the 1957
Pennsylvania Crops and Livestock Annual Summary.”
Address: Prof. of Agronomy, University Park, Pennsylvania.
3388. Runge, E.C.A.; Odell, R.T. 1960. The relation between
precipitation, temperature, and the yield of soybeans on the
Agronomy South Farm, Urbana, Illinois. Agronomy Journal
52(5):245-47. May. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Synopsis: Precipitation and maximum daily
temperatures from June 25 through September 20 explained
68% of the variation in soybean yields from 1909 through
1957. Above-normal precipitation during July (period of
major vegetative growth) and from mid-August to midSeptember (grain filling period) increased soybean yields,
but abundant rainfall during other periods decreased yields.

Maximum temperatures during July and August are too high
for optimum soybean yields.”
Varieties mentioned include Ebony, Illini, and Hawkeye.
Address: Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, IL; Univ. of
Illinois.
3389. Soybean Digest. 1960. More rows for more beans.
May. p. 16.
• Summary: “Farmers can increase their soybean yields more
by growing them in narrow rows from 22 to 28 inches, than
by changing almost any other practice.
“This is the conclusion of University of Illinois
agronomists J.W. Pendleton, Henry Hadley and Richard
Bernard after 1958 tests at Urbana and 1959 tests at DeKalb,
Urbana and Brownstown. They planted Chippewa, Harosoy,
Shelby and Clark varieties and varied the seeding rates from
60 to 105 pounds an acre.”
3390. Lawton, K.; Patino, E. 1960. Fertilizer studies in the
Cauca Valley of Colombia. Proceedings–Soil Science Society
of America 24(3):202-05. May/June. [9 ref]
• Summary: Small amounts of soybeans are grown in
the Cauca Valley, on the Edgardo Patino farm, located 2
miles of Florida, Colombia, close to the foothills of central
Andes cordillera. The fertilizer trials were conducted over
a 2-year period from Oct. 1957 to Sept. 1959. Tests showed
that, for soybeans, direct application of fertilizer was of
only moderate value in improving seed yields. Address: 1.
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing; 2. Univ. Nac., Palmira,
Colombia.
3391. Loehnis, Marie P. 1960. Effect of magnesium and
calcium supply on the uptake of manganese by various crop
plants. Plant and Soil 12(4):339-76. June. [28 ref]
• Summary: In 1951 and 1952 trials were conducted on
soybeans. Acid soil hurt the plants. Magnesium increased
the uptake on manganese significantly. Address: Lab. of
Microbiology, Agricultural Univ., Wageningen, Netherlands.
3392. Rattray, A.G.H. 1960. The soya bean in Rhodesia.
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 57(3):179-85. May/June. [3
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botanical classification.
Climatic conditions. Soil requirements. Position in the
rotation and effect on the soil. Inoculation. Preparation of
seed bed. Time of planting. Depth of planting. Spacing
and rate of seeding. Manuring and fertilizing. Cultivation.
Harvesting. Yields. Diseases. Insect pests. Varieties.
Chemical analyses. Use of soya beans. Production of soya
beans. Prices and marketing. The future of soya beans in
Rhodesia.
“In spite of its great potential value, and the fact that for
fully twenty years it has been grown successfully on research
stations and been found well suited to Rhodesian conditions,
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the soya bean is to-day planted on few farms in this country.
This neglect seems surprising when one considers the
lack of, and the search for, additional cash crops to maize
which can be cultivated on the more fertile soils in the
higher rainfall areas. It seems, and is, inexplicable when
one considers that many of the other leguminous crops,
planted on an extensive scale both for green manure and
fodder purposes, are to-day proving increasingly difficult
to cultivate successfully, and farmers cry out for suitable
substitutes. If this paper, intended as a summary of soya bean
cultivation experience on the Salisbury Experiment Station
over the last twenty years, helps in any way to popularize the
crop and indicate how it can be grown more widely, it will
have served some purpose.
“In Rotation F2 on the Salisbury Experiment Station,
soya beans and maize have been grown alternately since
1940...”
Table 10 shows acreages and yields of soybeans in
Southern Rhodesia from 1954-55 to 1957-58. During this
period total acreage rose from 1,902 acres in 1954-55, to
a peak of 4,658 acres in 1956-57, falling to 2,871 acres in
1957-58. In the peak year, 41% of the acreage was for use as
green manure, 38% for hay or silage, and 21% for seed.
The last 2/3 page of this article is titled “Soya beans in
Nyasaland,” written with help from Mr. S.T. Hoyle, Chief
Agricultural Research Officer, Nyasaland. Contents of
Nyasaland: Variety. Inoculation. Fertilizers. Time of planting.
Spacing. Acknowledgments.
“A number of attempts have been made to introduce
soya beans into the local diet [of Nyasaland] on account
of their high nutritive value but none of these has been
successful. Production of soya for export has always been
on a limited scale and has never exceeded 700 tons per
annum. Soya grows well in most parts of the country and in
some, characterized by higher than average rainfall the beans
grow exceptionally well.” In one soybean variety trial at
Bvumbwe, the variety Volstate gave the best yield, 15.7 bags/
acre. Note: 1 bag weighs 200 lb, so 3,140 lb/acre or 52.3 bu/
acre, an outstanding yield. Address: Salisbury, Rhodesia.
3393. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal. 1960. Agricultural
Experiment Station, Salisbury [Southern Rhodesia]: Results
of experiments, season 1958-1959. 57(3):231-43. May/June.
[3 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Stubble mulching and trash
farming” (p. 232) discusses the effects of maize stover and
other crop residues on soya beans (variety Hernon 273) and
maize. During 1958-59 soya beans were grown as a test crop,
and the stalks were ploughed back (as green manure; trash
farming). Yields are measured in bags (1 bag = 200 lb). Both
maize and soya beans gave higher yields when the stalks
were ploughed back.
In the section titled “Soya bean variety trial” (p. 239) a
table shows yields for 24 varieties, both for the year 1958/59

and for the mean of 5 seasons. The named varieties are 8
different Hernons and Gunsen’s Browny. Hernon 147 gave
the top 5-season yield of 7.44 bags/acre. One bag = 200 lb,
so 1,488 lb/acre [= 24.8 bushels/acre]. Address: Salisbury.
3394. Auckland, A.K. 1960. Soya beans in a mechanized
farming system in Tanganyika. Tropical Agriculture
(Trinidad) 37(3):201-09. July. [6 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Crop history of the
groundnut scheme in Nachingwea. Present organization of
the area. Economics of crop production: Yields, prices, costs
of production. Soya bean cultivation. Soya bean breeding.
Summary. Acknowledgements.
“The original place of groundnuts [peanuts] as the
most important crop in the area has now been take by soya
beans.” Starting in 1958, soya bean acreage first exceeded
that of groundnuts. The agricultural and economic reasons
for the importance of soyabeans are explained. It is expected
that new higher-yielding soya bean varieties, suitable for
mechanical combine harvesting, will contribute substantially
to the economic success of the scheme.
“The Overseas Food Corporation was established by
the Overseas Resources Development Act in 1948. One
of the duties charged to the Corporation was to secure
‘the large scale production of groundnuts, together with
crops rotational therewith or ancillary thereto, in Colonial
territories in East and Central Africa, and the marketing
thereof’ (Overseas Food Corporation Report 1948-49). One
of the areas in which the ill-fated ‘Groundnut Scheme’ was
developed was at Nachingwea in the Southern Province,
Tanganyika.
“Clearing of the land had been begun by contractors in
November 1947, and was in progress when the scheme was
taken over by the Overseas Food Corporation, but it was
not until the 1951 season that any large scale plantings were
carried out.”
Soya beans were first planted in 1951. “In 1957 it was
realized that soya beans could be an important production
crop and a decision was made to increase the acreage
appreciably in 1958, because of its high yield, low cost of
production and the higher premium price obtained for the
type of beans produced... The undertakings of the Overseas
Food Corporation in Tanganyika were transferred in March
1955 to the Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation.”
Table 5 (p. 208) shows the characteristics of 8 soya bean
varieties (name, source, 1957 yield in lb/acre, habit, days
to maturity, and seed colour). The varieties are: Malaya,
Benares and Glycine Ruggett (from Nigeria), Hernon 237,
Light Speckled, and R.184 (from Southern Rhodesia),
MIS28EB (from Indonesia), CNS (from the USA). Of these,
the two highest-yielding varieties in 1957 were Malaya
(1,996 lb/acre), and Hernon 237 (1,990 lb/acre).
Concerning habit of growth (p. 208): Indeterminate
varieties sometimes produce very rank growth, which often
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lodges badly and is difficult to harvest. They have numerous
branches borne at a wide angle to the main stem and as many
pods on the side branches as on the main stem. Hernon 237,
which is indeterminate, is used in Southern Rhodesia as a
forage variety.
“Determinate varieties have fewer branches than
indeterminate ones and the branches are borne at a narrow
angle to the main stem. Most of the pods are clustered
thickly on the main stem and there are usually more pods
per flower stalk than in the indeterminate varieties. The
determinate varieties have a shorter period of maturity and
are smaller than the indeterminate varieties. Although the
determinate varieties are most efficient plants (especially
Light Speckled and R184) they are unsuitable for combining
due to the pods being borne close to the ground.” Address:
Botanist, Ministry of Natural Resources, Tanganyika.
3395. Woodruff, C.M.; McIntosh, J.L.; Mikulcik, J.D.;
Sinha, H. 1960. How potassium caused boron deficiency in
soybeans. Better Crops with Plant Food 44(4):4-8, 11. July/
Aug. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Conclusions: 1. The reason for depression of
growth of soybeans by large amounts of potassium on a low
boron soil is complex, It is related in part to a depression
of the uptake of boron by the plant and also the subsequent
depression of the uptake of calcium and magnesium. With
adequate amounts of boron in the soil, large amounts of
potassium produced no such adverse effects.
“2. The tendency of potassium to depress the
concentrations of calcium and of magnesium in plants,
sometimes leading to symptoms of deficiencies of these
elements, may in many cases indicate only that the soils in
question lack sufficient boron.
“3. It would appear that where soils are low in boron,
the evaluation of the effects of potash fertilizer by field plot
tests should be made only in conjunction with applications
of boron–or after ascertaining by means of soil tests that
adequate amounts of boron are present.
“4. If the results of soil tests are to provide reliable
guides for the fertilization of soils, especially in regions
where soils may need boron, then soil testing laboratories
should be equipped to make a test for boron. A knowledge of
the potassium-boron relationship should aid in establishing
suitable standards for such tests.”
Contains 3 photos showing the effects of boron on
soybeans.
Table 1 shows the “Composition of the soybean leaf as
affected by potassium and boron treatments of the soils.”
Address: Dep. of Soils, Missouri Agric. Exp. Station.
3396. Barnes, Harris H., Jr. 1960. Factors affecting the
relationship between cotton and soybeans. Soybean Digest.
Sept. p. 57-58.
• Summary: “Cotton is still king in the major cotton

producing sections of the Midsouth, but King Cotton very
definitely has a queen in Queen Soybean. These Southern
States account for 20% of the total crop of over 500 million
bushels. The South has risen again, as evidenced by a yield
in 1943 of 9.9 bushels per acre as compared to a yield of
23.2 bushels per acre in 1959 and a U.S. yield of 24 bushels
per acre last year. In my native state of Mississippi during
the last 15 years we have increased our bean acreage 1,000%
to a total this year of 1 million acres and have increased our
yields per acre almost 100%, from 12.5 in 1944 to 23 in
1959.
“My home county of Coahoma is a typical cotton county
in the Mississippi Delta, where the income from crops
amounts to $27 million, cotton accounting for 80%, soybeans
15%, and all other crops 5%. Cotton acreages have fluctuated
between 77,000 acres to 100,000 acres in the last 5 years,
while soybeans have had a phenomenal growth from 37,000
acres to 81,000 acres. Therefore, it can be easily seen that
the wedding of King Cotton and Queen Soybean has been a
very proper one and competition from corn, wheat, oats, rice,
and other crops has been lessened each year. It is true in most
Delta counties that the soybean acreage is about the same
as the cotton acreage. At the present time, Mississippi ranks
eighth in total production. With an increase this year of 3%
in soybean acreage, it will, with its 1 million acres, try and
top the national average yield per acre.
“No doubt, if you were to single out one factor
responsible for the expanded production and economic
growth of the soybean in the cotton-producing South, I feel
that research would head the list. Dr. E.E. Hartwig of the
Delta Branch Experiment Station at Stoneville, Miss., is
the daddy of the southern soybean. As coordinator of the
southern soybean work, Dr. Hartwig has done a wonderful
job in his breeding and selection work, to perfect varieties
that will produce well, hold the beans in the pod, and resist
the diseases common in this section. As most of you know,
Dr. Hartwig has been primarily responsible for the release
of the Lee, Hill, Hood, Dorman, Roanoke, and Jackson
varieties. It is impossible to estimate how much he has added
to the wealth of the South with the release of these varieties.
“He has also done much outstanding work on cultural
practices, such as dates of planting, rotary hoe work, and
planting in sod with the double-disk opener, not to mention
work on soybean diseases and his efforts to develop beans of
high protein content. I am sure we farmers will never be able
to repay him for the success he has brought us in the soybean
field since World War II.
“With research, better varieties, and cultural practices,
the extension service through its county agents has
with meetings, newspaper articles, and personal contact
endeavored to make the cotton farmer accept the soybean as
a real profitmaker and has striven to make us quit treating
it as a stepchild. Today, much more attention is being given
the soybean as a result of this missionary work by the
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extension service and the satisfying results are easily shown
in increased acreages and income.
“Look for Other Crops: In the past, the cotton farmer
has looked for other secondary crops that would work well
with his cotton machinery and layout, and after trying corn,
wheat, oats, rice, vegetables, and other crops, most of the
farmers have settled on soybeans as the secondary cash crop.
This is not to say that these other crops are not grown. They
are grown to meet a demand for feed, and in the case of
small grains, to rid ground of noxious weeds with a program
of summer fallow in connection with the grain crop.
“In the cotton country, we have so-called cotton land
that is planted almost continuously in cotton, although
rotation would help in almost every case. This cotton land
is usually the easiest to work and usually the most grassfree. Beans are finding more favor as the years go by. At the
present time, there is more rotation with cotton and soybeans
than any other crop, as the soybean has been found to leave
land in better shape as far as the grass and weed problem is
concerned. As has been stated, with more attention being
given to beans, more work is being done on pre-emergence
with chemicals and chopping or roguing of the bean fields
during the growing season. This has made for greater yields,
easier fields for combines, and less grass and weedseed for
crops to follow in the future.
“We have found, too, that soybeans work in well with
our cotton in the timing of the crop and with the better
utilization of our cotton machinery. Thanks to Dr. Hartwig,
we wait now until May 1 to start planting our beans, whereas
in the past we have had a real rat race trying to plant the
cotton and the soybeans about the same time in the middle of
April, resulting in poor planting of both crops and reduced
yields and extra weed control costs in the beans. Very few
beans are planted prior to May 1 and our planting continues
until after the small grain harvest, when we usually plant in
the undisturbed sod with the double-disk openers and are
able to put our seed in the moisture for fast germination, with
very little expense in land preparation.
“Our bean land is prepared with our cotton equipment
and is planted in much the same manner. We usually plant on
a slight bed with a four-row planter that has had the cotton
plates and bottoms removed, and the bean bottoms and bean
plates installed. We do have some bunching of beans, due to
the flexible seed tubes on some planters, but generally the
cotton planters work very well and we are able to get our
recommended 12 to 15 seeds to the foot.
“Cultivation is done with our regular cotton cultivators,
usually set up for 38- to 40-inch rows. It is a simple matter to
go right into a bean field from a cotton field and not change
the settings on the cultivator. Our beans are plowed until
they lap in the middles or at a time we feel that we are doing
damage to the beans, even with fenders on the cultivators.
“Harvest is principally with self-propelled combines
with 12- to 16-foot cutterbars. These same combines are used

earlier in the year for the harvest of small grains or clovers.
They are generally used more during the year than the
mechanical cotton picker that works about 60 days per year.
There is much interest in the South, as there is elsewhere,
in the close-row spacings of soybeans. This type planting
is easy for us to accomplish with the rear mounted tool bar
type planter and cultivator. Cross planting with regular width
planters has also been done on clean fields or fields where
broadcast chemicals have been used with much the same
increases in yields. It is also common now to see most farm
trailers built to haul either soybeans or cotton, with solid
metal sides built up to the bean load limit and the higher
sides made of expanded metal to accommodate the greater
quantities of the lighter cotton.
“For the most part, cotton takes the high road or the
high sandy ridges, and soybeans take the low road, or the
lower depressional clay soils. Most of the varieties are well
suited for this type of soil and do well, after the farmer has
successfully gotten them up to a good stand. Some of this
land, being so low, is planted to an early maturing variety to
enable the farmer to harvest the beans before the winter rains
make combining impossible and to also enable the farmer
to break or prepare this land in the fall and avoid the pitfalls
of trying to prepare ‘buckshot’ ground in the spring for
planting.
“Beans have not done too well on some of the lighter
soils and this has worked out very well in shifting the cotton
and the corn to the higher ridges. One reason that chemicals
probably have not shown up too well on beans is the fact that
all pre- and post-emergence chemicals tend to perform better
on the lighter soils.
“In our area, we do not feel that we have satisfactory
chemicals to control the grasses and weeds in our soybean
fields and we are looking forward to the day that we can
obtain good chemical control of weeds and grasses–
Johnsongrass, bermuda grass, coffee weed, nutgrass, and
other grasses that are common to the heavier soils that
are principally devoted to the production of soybeans”
(Continued). Address: General Farm Manager, King &
Anderson, Inc., Clarksdale, Mississippi.
3397. Barnes, Harris H., Jr. 1960. Factors affecting the
relationship between cotton and soybeans (Continued–
Document part II). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 57-58.
• Summary: (Continued): “This year for the first time, the
Department of Agriculture has permitted the planting of any
number of rows of soybeans in our strip-planted cotton, that
is cotton planted four rows and four rows fallow. In these
skips, some of us planted two normal rows, four normal
rows, and in some cases, four close 24-inch rows. These
beans for the most part were planted late in June so as not
to detract from the cotton yields. We have high hopes of
making good yields on these late planted beans, and also
that the beans will not draw too heavily on the moisture and
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nutrients required by the cotton to reduce the cotton yields.
“These beans will be harvested with 8- to 10-foot header
combines and in some cases will not be harvested until after
the cotton harvest is completed, when the combining can be
done with the regular wide header combines.
“So you see, we have not interplanted beans with cotton
at the present, but we are planting side by side. With this
practice, also, we will rotate the cotton to the bean land in the
following year, and take advantage of the humus left by the
bean crop.
“The four close rows present problems in cultivation,
but the four and two normal rows offer no problems in
cultivation, poisoning, or defoliation with ground machinery.
We feel that the beans will benefit from the extra space on
the outside rows much the same as cotton does, and it could
mean, as it does in cotton, an increase in yield of 30%.
“I feel that the future holds much for soybean production
in the cotton-producing areas of the South. It is felt that
most farmers will continue to do a better job each year with
the production management of this crop. Of course we are
limited in cotton production by acreage restrictions. Should
these limitations remain the same, I look for larger acreages
and more return per acre.
“Much land is being fallowed and planted to small
grains each fall, with the purpose in mind of cleaning and
ridding the fields of weeds and grasses to the point that
soybeans can be satisfactorily grown. This land will come
into production during the next year or two. Should the
planting of beans in the fallow strips prove to be a good
practice, I believe a considerable acreage will come in here.
“We have set our goals at an average 35 to 40 bushels
production. With average costs of production running $20
to $25, there can be a very nice cash income for us on this
crop. We have good markets at the oil mills and elevators,
and most farmers have storage of some sort.” Address:
General Farm Manager, King & Anderson, Inc., Clarksdale,
Mississippi.
3398. Hoshino, Masao; Matsumoto, Fumie; Ikeda,
Jugo. 1960. [Some experiments on the storage of seeds
of leguminous plants]. Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji
(Proceedings of the Crop Science Society of Japan)
29(1):177-78. Sept. [4 ref. Jap; eng]
Address: Div. of Forage Crops, National Inst. of Agricultural
Sciences.
3399. Fleetwood, J. Ross. 1960. Row spacing and weed
control in soybeans. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 6-7.
• Summary: “A report on the National Soybean Crop
Improvement Council advisory board before the American
Soybean Association convention in Memphis.
“Soybeans as a crop are in much the same position as
middle kids in a big family. As many of you know from
experience the ‘in-between’ youngsters have had to live on

the leftover affection and attention of their parents, wear the
hand-me-down clothes and play with the cast-off toys of
their older brothers and sisters. Economic necessity made
this a fact in many homes.
“Soybeans came into the agriculture of this nation with
the established crops such as corn, cotton and small grain
already established. It was only natural that the baby crop
was raised on and with the land, techniques, knowledge,
and equipment already available for the older children. It
was almost inevitable, therefore, that soybeans were grown
in row spacing adapted to the planting and cultivating
equipment available. As my friend Dr. C.R. Weber of Iowa
often says they were even harvested by a combine designed
for other crops.
“In the early days when their volume was small this
was no serious handicap, but as they assumed a bigger and
bigger role in the total farm economy high yields assumed
importance. We do grow 150 or more bushels of corn per
acre, three or more bales of cotton and 60 or more bushels of
wheat. Why not 60, 70 or more bushels of beans per acre?
“It has been known for many years that closer spacing
of rows often did give higher yields in soybeans. However,
when yields were low the small percentage increase hardly
seemed to justify new methods or equipment. At least no
serious or long sustained effort has ever been made to secure
the adoption of such changes. Have times changed?
“The first topic of the [Crop Improvement] Council
at this year’s session was to reassess the problem of row
spacing in soybeans. Dr. J.W. Pendleton and Dr. J.W.
Lambert, of Illinois and Minnesota, presented recent data to
show that present-day varieties would give an increase for
spacings around 20 to 24 inches as compared to the common
36-to-40-inch spacing. These data were substantiated by the
reports from many of the other states in the Cornbelt.
“Dr. Edgar Hartwig of the UDSA reported that data in
the southern portion of the soybean belt indicated closer
spacing did not necessarily give higher yields. Dr. R.E. Frans
of Arkansas and Dr. H.T. Rogers of Alabama reported that in
their states where weeds were controlled, closer spacing did
give higher yields.
“Chemical Control: I would like to leave our
conclusions for just a moment and take up our second topic.
Either by the very intelligent design or extreme good luck
of Ward Calland our second topic fitted in beautifully with
the major problem raised by closer spacing, namely weed
control.
“Dr. W.C. Shaw, ARS, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland,
gave us a very good rundown on chemical weed control.
I found it rather difficult to summarize his rapid flow of
highly technical terms and highly complicated and hard
to pronounce chemical names. Since I doubt if you could
understand or pronounce them either I will simply say that he
said:
“1–Weeds do make a big contribution to the cash cost of
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producing soybeans.
“2–No presently available chemical is entirely
satisfactory and safe for use either as a pre- or postemergence spray on soybeans.
“3–However, like Mr. Hoover’s prosperity, such a
chemical is just around the corner. Some new chemicals are
showing much promise. Amiben is one of these and others of
the benzoic acid materials could be what we are looking for.
“4–He pointed out that basic research on how the
various chemicals act on plants and how the various plants
act on chemicals as proving an important key as to how to
make certain chemical changes to secure more satisfactory
results and extend the usefulness of many chemicals.
“5–Finally, he discussed the problems faced in using
various chemicals safely in cropping systems involving
various crops and chemicals.
“6–I believe he did say something about needing some
more money for his project.
“Dr. W.R. Paden of South Carolina gave a progress
report on the work there in connection with double-cropping.
He stated that nearly three-fourths of their soybean acreage
was double-cropped, mostly with small grains. He further
stated that the trend now is to reduce this and grow more
beans alone. His reasons:
“1–Timing problem.
“2–Lower yields of both crops plus the higher labor and
other costs.
“3–Increased disease and insect problems in both crops
where grown on the same land continuously.
“4–Lack of specific equipment to do the job of preparing
a seedbed in the straw left after combining the small grain–
BURN THE STRAW.
“Some Conclusions: Up to this point I have confined
myself to as nearly a reporting job as I could. From here on
I would exercise some editorial license. However, I hope the
following conclusions will not be too objectionable to my
colleagues on the Council:
“1–Where weeds can be controlled closer row spacing
with near normal spacing of plants in the row will give a
yield increase near 10%-15%. The returns will probably be
higher and more consistent in the northern area and decrease
in the southern area.
“2–Since present chemicals are expensive and not
entirely satisfactory cultivation will be necessary to control
weeds. Therefore, the farmer will have to decide whether
his operations are large enough to justify shifting to closer
spacing if it requires more time or new equipment
“3–The program carried out in Illinois this year does
indicate that many farmers are willing to give closer spacing
a trial at least. Pendleton reports they intend to survey at least
a portion of this year’s new participants in order to more
accurately assess their reactions to this method.
“4–If we can get a successful, economical, and near full
season weed control chemical it seems likely that farmers

will adopt close drilling of soybeans. Present indications
are that this would seldom decrease yields materially and
in some areas would rather consistently give a significant
increase in yield with very little added cost and a lower labor
load.”
A photo shows J. Ross Fleetwood. Address: Univ. of
Missouri, Columbia, Missouri.
3400. O’Brien, Donald K. 1960. Early risers save the most
soybeans. Farm Journal (Eastern Edition) 84:52. Oct.
• Summary: If you start your combine rolling at 6:00 A.M.,
you’ll harvest an extra $2 to $3 per acre, say Ohio State
University scientists. The additional morning moisture helps
the beans to stay on the stalk and in the pod while they’re
going into the combine. Also discusses other factors that help
a combine to increase yields.
3401. Zovkic, Ivica. 1960. Sortni ogledi sa sojom u
sjevernoj Bosni [Various experiments with soybeans in
northern Bosnia]. Savremena Poljoprivreda (Contemporary
Agriculture) 8(11):891-94. Nov. [Scr]
Address: Ing., Yugoslavia.
3402. Gerlow, Arthur R.; Mullins, Troy. 1960. Economics of
supplementary irrigation of soybeans. Arkansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 634. 34 p. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Use of cropland.
Supplemental irrigation on survey farms. The need for
supplemental irrigation. Relation of yields to irrigation.
Costs of irrigating soybeans. Estimating costs and returns
from supplemental irrigation of soybeans. The problem of
rationing water among irrigated crops. Summary. Appendix
with 9 tables.
“Summary: Soybeans have become a leading crop in the
rice-producing areas of Arkansas; they now contribute about
40 percent of the gross income on rice farms. Supplemental
irrigation has contributed prominently to this development.”
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics and Rural
Sociology.
3403. Peters, Doyle B.; Johnson, Leonard C. 1960. Soil
moisture use by soybeans. Agronomy Journal 52(12):687-89.
Dec. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Synopsis: From one-fourth to one-half of the
moisture loss from soybean plots was due to evaporation
directly from the soil surface, depending on the nature
of the season and the plant population. Soybeans used
large amounts of moisture stored in the lower part of the
rooting zone. Planting in 20-inch rows increased yields of
soybeans, especially where the soil surface was left open to
evaporation.
“In the principal soybean growing areas of the
midwestern United States, the normal rainfall for the
growing season is less than that required for high levels of
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crop production. For high production, therefore, soybeans
are greatly dependent on water stored in the soil profile.”
Address: 1-2. Soil Scientists, Agricultural Research Service,
Urbana, Illinois.
3404. Smartt, J. 1960. A guide to soya bean cultivation
in Northern Rhodesia. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal
57(6):459-63. Nov/Dec. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climatic requirements.
Soil requirements and land preparation. Inoculation and
fertilization. Planting and plant population density. Pests and
diseases. Varieties. Harvesting. General conclusions.
“With the increase of interest in diversification of
cropping in Rhodesian farming systems, which has become
apparent of late, the soya bean is receiving consideration
as a crop for production on a wider scale. Although it has
a great deal to commend it as a Rhodesian crop, in the past
its production has been restricted on account of the lack
of economic outlets in local or export markets. Recently,
however, a local market for soya beans has developed for use
in the production of animal feeding stuffs. With expansion
and development of industry, new markets for the crop
may be opened. The extensive use of the soya bean and its
products in human foodstuffs may also develop, although
there is no immediate prospect of such an event taking
place. The value of soya beans as a source of high quality
protein is generally recognized; the problem has been to
make use of this protein. As far as human food is concerned,
difficulties of preparation and a certain lack of palatability
have precluded its use by the African population, who
conservatism in food habits has restricted such a change as
the use of soya beans would entail.
“Very largely as a result of efforts to persuade the
African to use soya beans as food, this crop has been grown
experimentally for a number of years at several Agricultural
Stations throughout the Territory. The crop has shown itself
to be the most consistent yielder of all the legume crops
which have potential or actual economic value.”
Concerning varieties: “Variety selection in Northern
Rhodesia has been based so far on the Southern Rhodesian
Hernon strains... Variety trials have been conducted at Mount
Makulu for the last four seasons, 1956-1960. Results are
presented in Table 6.” The best yield obtained was 1,870 lb/
acre (31.2 bu/acre) with variety No. 6 in 1959-60. Address:
Plant Breeder, Mount Makulu Research Station, Northern
Rhodesia.
3405. Martinez, E.; et al. 1960. Soya, su cultivo en el
noroeste [Soya, its cultivation in the Northwest]. Mexico,
Centro de Investigacion Agricola del Noroeste No. 9. 7 p.
[Spa]*
3406. Mello, F.A.F. de; Brasil, M. de O.C. do. 1960.
[Chemical composition of some green manures]. Anais da

Escuela Superior de Agricultura “Luis de Queiroz” 17:34750. [Por; eng]*
3407. Ollagnier, M. 1960. Sur le développement des
oléagineux au Brésil [The development of oil crops in
Brazil]. Oleagineux 15(11):749-55. [Fre]*
• Summary: The main annual oil crops are cotton,
groundnuts, soybeans, and linseed. The cultivation of
soybeans and groundnuts is extending rapidly in the southern
regions.
3408. Report of the Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation.
1960. Rufiji Basin survey scheme. Trial farms (Legumes).
For the years 1957-1958. p. 92-93. *
• Summary: At Rujewa, Tanzania, the effects of
phosphorus fertilizers were studied on the yields of
peanuts and groundnuts. The application of 112 lb of triple
superphosphate per acre increased the yield of soybeans
from 300 to 700 lb/acre, but had no effect on groundnut
yields. December was the best month for sowing both crops.
Address: Tanzania.
3409. Revista Protinal (Valencia, Venezuela). 1960. Ensayos
de cultivo de soya [Soybean cultivation trials]. 7(1):5-9.
[Spa]*
Address: Venezuela.
3410. Budisic, Marko. 1960. Pokus s uzgojem zdruzenog
usjeva kukuruza i soje za zrno i silazu u 1959. godini
[An experiment in cultivating corn and soybeans together
for seeds and silage in 1959]. Agronomski Glasnik (The
Agronomy Journal) 10(7/8):349-358. [Scr]
Address: Zavod za unapredenje poljoprivrede Osijek,
Yugoslavia.
3411. Budisic, Marko. 1960. Utjecaj razlicitih kolicina
sjemena na prinos soje [The effect of various quantities of
seeds on the yield of soybeans]. Agronomski Glasnik (The
Agronomy Journal) 10(1/2):47-48. [Scr]
Address: Zavod za unapredenje poljoprivrede Osijek,
Yugoslavia.
3412. Novak, Aleksandr Grigor’evich. 1960. Soya na
Dal’nem Vostoke [Soybeans in the Far East {USSR}].
Vladivostok: Primorskoe Knizhnoe Izdatel’stvo. 303 p. [140
ref. Rus]
• Summary: Contents:
Foreword
Chapter I. Significance of soybean for the national
economy
Chapter II. History of soybean cultivation and future
prospects for developing soybean farming in the Far East
Chapter III. Biology of soybean in connection with
the conditions for its cultivation in the Far East: Soybean’s
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response to a watering regimen (29). Soybean’s response
to warmth (43). Soybean’s response to fertilizers and
environmental reactions (48). Soybean’s response to soil
acidity (69)
Chapter IV. Varieties and questions of soybean
seed breeding: Characteristics of varieties by regional
classification (73). Tasks for selection (84). Seed breeding
questions (97)
Chapter V. Soybean agrotechnology: Soybean’s role
in crop rotation (101). Soybean as a preceding crop (112).
Preparing the soil (126).
Chapter VI. Soybean fertilization: Inoculation of
soybean (149). Use of fertilizers on soybean (153)
Chapter VII. Planting: Planting time frame (158).
Sanitizing seeds before planting (167). Planting methods
(168). Seed planting norms (190). Mechanization of soybean
planting (192)
Chapter VIII. Crop maintenance: Activity plan for crop
maintenance (196). Fighting pests (206). Mechanization of
soybean crop maintenance (208)
Chapter IX. Gathering the harvest and storing seeds
Chapter X. Soybean as animal fodder: Agrotechnology
of fodder soybean and soybean mixtures with hay (225).
Planting soybean for green fodder in pure form (233).
Planting soybean for green fodder in mixed plantings (236).
Planting soybean for green fodder and silos in a mixture with
barnyard grass (payza), Sudan grass (sudanka), Siberian
millet (chumiza) and oats (240). Using soybean for pasturing
(243).
Chapter XI. Soybean for green manure.
Chapter XII. Economics of soybean production:
Marketability of soybean and strengthening the economies
of collective farms and state farms (258). Monetary income
from soybean sales for collective farms (264). Labor costs
for soybean production and ways to reduce them (273).
Production cost of soybean and ways to reduce it (282).
Organizing and paying for labor in growing soybean (289).
Literature consulted.
Note: Translated by Shelley Fairweather-Vega, Seattle,
Washington. Address: USSR.
3413. Ohlrogge, A.J. 1960. Mineral nutrition of soybeans.
Advances in Agronomy 12:229-63. [81 ref]
• Summary: A good review of the literature. Contents:
Introduction. Growth analysis. Nitrogen: Concentrations
in the plant, rate of uptake, redistribution [translocation],
fertilization. Phosphorus. Potassium. Calcium. Magnesium.
Sulfur. Iron. Manganese. Boron. Zinc. Copper and other
elements. The future of soybean nutrition. Address:
Agronomy Dep., Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.
3414. Reischauer, Edwin O.; Fairbank, John K. 1960. East
Asia: The great tradition. Boston, Massachusetts: Houghton
Mifflin Co. xiii + 739 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. First published

1958. [150+* ref]
• Summary: A masterful history of the subject, focusing
on political history. Contents: 1. The setting of East Asian
history. 2. Early China: The birth of a civilization. 3.
Classic China: The golden age of Chinese thought. 4. The
first Chinese empire: The Ch’in and Han dynasties. 5. The
“barbarian” challenge and the regeneration of the empire. 6.
The late T’ang and Sung: The golden age of Chinese culture.
7. China and the “barbarians”: The Mongol empire. 8. State
and society under the Ming. 9. Traditional China at its
height under the Ch’ing (incl. Manchu Conquest, Tibet). 10.
Traditional Korea: A variant of the Chinese cultural pattern.
11. Early Japan: The absorption of Chinese civilization. 12.
Feudal Japan: A departure from the Chinese pattern. 13.
Tokugawa Japan: A centralized feudal state. 14. East Asia on
the eve of modernization.
Page 12 states that “many of the principal crops and
animals of East Asia, notably rice, the soy bean, the chicken,
the water buffalo and the pig, seem to have come from hot
and humid Southeast Asia.” Note: As of 1995 the soybean
is thought to have originated in northeast China, not in
Southeast Asia. Address: Harvard Univ.
3415. Saric, Zora. 1960. Sojata–nova kultura vo naseto
republicko zemjodelstvo [Soybeans–A new crop in the
farming of our republic]. Socijalisticko Zemjodelstvo
(Socialist Farming) (Sjopje) 12(11/12):44-53. [8 ref. Mac]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (p. 44-46). Biological
properties–Climate and soil (p. 46). Agricultural techniques
of the soybean–Cultivating the soil and fertilizing before
planting (p. 46-47). Planting (p. 47-49). Agricultural
measures during vegetation (p. 49). Harvesting (p. 49-50).
The introduction begins with a brief historical
overview and general world significance of the soybean.
It then discusses: Nutritional value for human and animal
consumption. Other biological traits. Chemical properties of
its organic matter. Value/benefits to the agricultural industry.
Enrichment of the soil with nitrogen. Role of the soybean
in the food industry, and industrial uses in the chemical,
textile, aviation, and paint industries. The large percentage
of soybean crops in the world yielding 25,000 to 30,000
kg/ha compared to the smaller yields of crops harvested
in Yugoslavia. This section ends with a small analysis.
In Yugoslavia during the past 10 years, 5,510 ha/year of
soybeans were planted with a yield of 9,100 kg/ha. In 1949
some 15,500 ha were planted, decreasing in 1950 to only
13,100 ha. Because of the very low yields produced during
these two years, approximately 3,000 kg/ha, the planting
of soybeans in Yugoslavia began to decline. Then in 1959,
soybeans were planted on 10,100 ha, with the improved yield
of 16,600 kg/ha.
The only mention of soybeans in Macedonia appears on
page 45 (paragraph 1, sentence no. 11-13): “In the Peoples
Republic of Macedonia the soybean is exclusively found
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in gardens as a so-called ‘garden coffee’ and was used as a
surrogate for coffee.”
The last two paragraphs of the introduction (p. 45)
discuss: (1) The primary economic role of the soybean,
and the secondary role–soil enrichment. (2) The various
agricultural measures and systems used worldwide to obtain
higher yields. The importance of conducting studies to
improve the cultivation in the region with regards to climate,
soil, and level of mechanization.
Three tables (p. 51-53) give rainfall and temperatures
for the months of October, November, and December 1960,
respectively. The far left column of each table gives the
names of cities in which weather stations are located–Skopje,
Bitola, Palanka, etc. The left half of the table gives rainfall in
millimeters, and the right half gives temperature in degrees
Celsius.
Note 1. This is the earliest solid document seen (April
2020) concerning soybeans in Macedonia or the cultivation
of soybeans in Macedonia. Unfortunately, we are not told
when the soybean was first cultivated in Macedonia, but it
was being cultivated by 1960.
Note 2. Yugoslavia at this time included the 6 republics
of Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Slovenia,
Macedonia, and Montenegro. However none of these
republics except Macedonia is mentioned in this article.
Address: Yugoslavia.
3416. Secen, Branko; Sever, Vjekoslav; Maceljski, Milan;
Vujovic, Velimir. 1960. Soja [Soybeans]. Zagreb: Zadruzna
Stampa. 31 p. (Biblioteka: Suvremena Poljoprivredna
Proizvodnja). [Scr]
Address: Zagreb, Yugoslavia.
3417. Tanganyika Department of Agriculture, Annual Report.
1960. Main crops: Oil seeds, pulses. For the year 1959. Part
I. p. 7-8.
• Summary: Continues studies reported the previous year.
The section titled “Pulses” (p. 8) states: “Soya Beans.
Interest in this crop revived in Bukoba and Karagwe,
where all the crop was bought for seed for next year, and in
Nachingwea by the improved varieties being bred there.”
Also discusses (under pulses): Bambarra nuts
(Voandzeia subterranea), black and green grams (Phaseolus
mungo and P. aureus), Bonavist beans (Dolichos lablab),
castor beans, cowpea (Vigna sinensis), chick peas (Cicer
arietinum), field peas (Pisum sativum), groundnuts, haricot
beans (Phaseolus vulgaris), pigeon peas (Cajanus indicus),
sesame, sunflower. And mafura nut (Trichilia emetica).
3418. Tanganyika Territory, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperative Development, Annual Report. 1960. Investigations
of local interest. For the year 1959. Part II (Research). p.
12-13.
• Summary: Soya beans (Hernon 237 variety) were planted

at Wami, Tanganyika, on Jan. 16, Feb. 17, and March 3. The
best yields were obtained from the Jan. 16th planting (1,522
lb/acre). In the Duthumi area of Eastern Province soya beans
were tested but emerge populations were very low so results
were unreliable. In the Arusha District “soya beans grew well
but were badly damaged by buck; in spite of this one variety
yielded 620 lb. per acre so it would appear that this crop
might do well.”
3419. Soybean Digest. 1961. Publications: Soybean gains as
crop in Taiwan. Jan. p. 19.
• Summary: “The soybean until recently was a minor crop in
Taiwan but is of increasing importance because of growing
demand for the oil and bean cakes for food.
“The first improved variety of soybeans was released for
commercial planting in 1956 in Miaoli, prefecture north of
Taichung, where the soybean has never been grown before.
Within a period of 3 years the area devoted to this variety
has been greatly expanded and other new improved varieties
have been selected for extension in other districts of the
island.
“In 1959 the acreage occupied by the new varieties was
expected to reach a total of 28,000 hectares, more than 50%
of the total planned acreage.
“Such rapid increase in the acreage of new soybeans is
due to several reasons:
“1–The new soybean varieties are of yellow seed type,
good for food, oil and bean cakes.
“2–They yield significantly better than the native green
or black beans, and fit better in the local cropping and
rotation system.
“3–There is an increasing demand for more soybeans as
a result of the increase in population and the expansion of the
hog raising program.
“The American variety, Palmetto, is promising in North
Taiwan, and by 1959 replaced half the acreage of native
varieties in some provinces. Palmetto not only outyields the
native varieties but matures earlier. This is important, for in
some provinces more than 80% of the soybeans are planted
in winter on paddy fields between the harvesting of the
second rice crop and the transplanting of the first rice crop
the following year.
“Before the coming of the new varieties, soybeans in
Taiwan were grown with very crude cultural methods. No
soil preparation or seedbeds were made. The seed was sown
broadcast. There was no definite spacing between plants or
rows. Under such conditions, no cultivation or weeding were
possible and plants were usually heavily infested with insects
and sometimes with disease. Consequently, many fields
were turned under as green manure before maturing, and
those that set seed averaged only about 11 bushels per acre.
But cultural practices have been greatly improved since the
introduction of the new varieties.
“Soybean Improvement and Seed Production in Taiwan.
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By Chung-Fu Cheng, Chinese-American Joint Commission
on Rural Reconstruction, Taipei, Taiwan.”
3420. Baker, E.J., Jr. 1961. Combine: Reflections. Implement
& Tractor (Kansas City, Missouri) 76(4):35-36. Feb. 1. [1
ref]
• Summary: First the author reprints a prophetic editorial
he wrote 36 years ago in the 20 Nov. 1924 issue of Farm
Implement News. That prophetic editorial began: “Recent
tests of a combined harvester in Illinois in harvesting soy
beans may prove a milestone in the extension of the use of
this great labor-saving machine from the comparatively dry
grain growing sections of the west to the eastern part of the
country more blessed with rainfall.”
It was the soybean that turned out to be responsible
for the introduction of the combine into the eastern United
States.
He then reflects on the history of the combine and the
developments that were necessary to make it a practical
and widely used farm machine. In the USA during the early
1900s, combines were made and used only in California. No
effort was made to sell them to the “humid east” because
it was widely believed that no small grain containing more
than 14% moisture could be combined and the grain stored
without overheating and spoiling.
Meanwhile in Australia, starting as early as 1843, a large
market had developed for a harvesting machine that stripped
the kernels from the stem but did not cut the stems; it left the
winnowing to a later operation. In 1884 Hugh Victor McCay
of Sunshine, near Melbourne, perfected a stripper-harvester
that cleaned the grain after stripping it. This as similar
competitive harvesters which followed revolutionized grain
harvesting “Down Under” and later, by exports, in Argentina.
These developments prompted North American makers
of harvesting machines to follow suit. In 1901 Massey-Harris
(MH) of Toronto (Ontario, Canada) began production of a
stripper for export; in 1904 the International Harvester Co.
(IHC) of Chicago, Illinois, did the same. Amazingly, neither
company sold these machines to their domestic markets.
But they both began to think about making smaller versions
of the huge California combines, which were harvesterthreshers rather than strippers. Thus, in 1910 Massey-Harris
introduced a 10-foot reaper-thresher which had a cutterbar;
it would be sold to the export markets of Australia and
Argentina; in 1914 International Harvester did the same. Not
long after, a market for combines developed in “dry” Kansas.
Holt machines got there first, with IHC not far behind. At
that time, MH had no sales organization in the USA.
The some time in 1923 or early 1924 Farm Implement
News (FIN) received a letter from a subscriber in downstate Illinois. He was also an IHC dealer. He explained that
one of his big customers [one of the Garwood Brothers of
Stonington] was raising that newfangled crop, the soy bean,
on a large scale, and he thought he could harvest them better

if he had a combined harvester. He was willing to buy and
use it at his own risk. IHC had discussed the matter at its
headquarters and refused to ship a combine to Illinois under
any circumstances, since it believed that combining any crop
was impractical in any humid region such as Illinois. So,
enquired the dealer, could FIN suggest any other source of a
combine for his customer. Mr. Baker referred the subscriber
to the Massey-Harris Co. of Canada as the only possible
source of a moderate-sized machine, but knowing full well
that MH did not sell in the USA. After some correspondence
and reflection, Massey-Harris shipped the combine to
Illinois, “and may even have sent an expert to see that it was
set up and operated right.”
The editorial in FIN described not only first successful
combining of soy beans in Illinois–but also the first
successful use of a combine on any crop east of Kansas.
Before 1925 all combines were pulled by horses or
a tractor. In 1925 the first self-propelled combine was
introduced in Australia. Named the Sunshine auto-header,
it was developed by Headlie S. Taylor of H.V. McKay
Pty., Ltd., of Sunshine, Australia. In 1939 Massey-Harris
introduced the first self-propelled combine in North
America. Its design had been perfected by the time World
War II began and the demand for wheat skyrocketed. But
steel was in very short supply during the war, and needed
for crucial military operations. A man named Joe Tucker, a
Michigan-born expert in heavy machinery with good ideas
and irresistible drive, joined Massey-Harris at that fateful
moment. He started the “Harvest Brigade” and persuaded the
U.S. government to ship scarce domestic steel to a Canadian
company so it could make combines to harvest American
wheat. This, in turn, helped prevent delay of farmer
acceptance of the new technology. Details of the history of
the Harvest Brigade success are given.
Photos show: (1) A man with a big smile stepping onto
a machine bearing a large white sign: “Massey-Harris, SelfPropelled, Harvest Brigade.” (2) Front view of a MasseyHarris self-propelled combine working in a field.
3421. Abel, George H., Jr. 1961. Response of soybeans
to dates of planting in the Imperial Valley of California.
Agronomy Journal 53(2):95-98. Feb. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Synopsis: With successive delays in planting,
the time from planting to flowering was reduced more for
later varieties than for earlier varieties. In contrast, the time
from flowering to maturity was reduced more for earlier than
for later varieties. Maturity was delayed relatively little by
each successive delay in planting. Date of planting affected
the seed yield of intermediate and late varieties considerably
more than that of the very early and very late varieties.”
Address: Crops Research Div., ARS, USDA.
3422. Mississippi Farm Research. 1961. Late planting aids
control of weeds in soybean crop. 24(2):1, 8. Feb.
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• Summary: “Pre-Planting Treatment: Since soybeans are
planted in late spring or early summer, shallow pre-planting
cultivation may be used as a means of controlling one or
more crops of early weeds. Very shallow disking, plowing,
use of harrows or rotary hoes or tillers should destroy the
weeds and form a shallow mulch. Where annual weeds such
as crabgrass, Brachiaria, goosegrass, pigweed, and annual
morningglory present early-season weed problems the use
of herbicides may be warranted. Two kinds of treatments for
controlling these weeds are recommended.
“Pre-Emergence Treatment: NPA, and Na-PCP are
recommended for trial use on soils having textures of
medium sandy loam to clay loams. Rates for various soil
types are presented in Table 17.” Address: Mississippi.
3423. Barriga, Celio; Sifuentes, J.A. 1961. El cultivo de
la soya en el Noroeste [The cultivation of soybeans in
northwest Mexico]. Circular CIANO No. 13. 12 p. March.
Revised 1966. (Secretaria de Agricultura y Ganaderia, Centro
de Investigacion Agricola del Noroeste). [Spa]
• Summary: CIANO stands for “Centro de Investigacion
Agricola del Noroeste.”
This also appears to be published in Circ. 13 Sec.
Agricultura y Ganaderia (1961, 11 p.). Address: Tecnicos del
Centro de Investigacion Agricola del Noroeste (CIANO),
S.A.G., de Ciudad Obregon, Sonora, Mexico.
3424. Estacion Experimental Agricola de Los Llanos,
Boletin Informativo. 1961. Los resultados de investigaciones
agrícolas en “Los Llanos” al servicio de Bolivia [The results
of agricultural investigations at “Los Llanos” in the service
of Bolivia]. No. 1. 31 p. March. [Spa]
• Summary: This bulletin was published by the Servicio
Agrícola Interamericano, Ministerio de Agricultura,
Ganadería y Colonización, Santa Cruz, Bolivia. (General
Saavedra). Contents: Introduction. Sugar cane. Rice. Corn.
Horticulture. Oilseeds. Fruit trees. Green manure crops.
Meteorology.
The agricultural experiment station of Los Llanos
is located in the province of Obispo Santisteban, in the
department of Santa Cruz, 65 km north of the city of Santa
Cruz de la Sierra (capital of the department) and 3 km east
of the town of General Saavedra, at an altitude of 350 meters
above sea level. It has a median annual temperature of
23.3ºC and 1,305.5 mm of precipitation.
In the section on oilseeds, a subsection titled “Soya” (p.
22-23) states: “In the area around Santa Cruz, the climate
and soil are well suited to the cultivation of the soybean (de
la soya), which has a bright future in the edible oil industry,
for preparation of foods, concentrates for livestock, and
green manure. The experiment station has conducted trials
with varieties, and time and density of planting.
“Varieties. The introduced varieties that have been
outstanding are Acadian, Abura, San Pablo, and Okinawa,

each with a seed yield of more than 2,500 kg/ha, as shown
in table 6.” The top yielder was Acadian, at 2,969 kg/ha, 106
days from planting to harvest, plants 90 cm tall, and yellow
seed of medium size. Other varieties tested were P-I 205912 (2,365 kg/ha), Improved pelican (2,334), Good yellow
(2,324), Biloxi (2,244), and Bienville (2,108).
The best time for planting is from Dec. 15 to Jan. 1.
Density of seeding: Plant inoculated seeds at the rate of
30 kg/ha for seeds or 60 kg/ha for forage or green manure,
densely in rows 60 cm apart. A photo shows 2 men working
in a field of soybeans.
Soy is mentioned again in the section on green manure
(p. 27-29). Two soybean varieties were tested: (1) Variety PI
205-912 gave a dry-matter yield of 7.09 tonnes/ha, followed
by maize yielding 2.85 tonnes/ha. (1) The variety Otootan
gave a dry-matter yield of 6.07 tonnes/ha, followed by maize
yielding 2.78 tonnes/ha. The heading of table 7 seems to
indicate that these green manure yield experiments were
conducted in 1957.
Note 1. Victor Lozada is in charge of oilseeds at this
station. Jose Kushner is the director.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
concerning soybeans in Bolivia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Bolivia. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Bolivia, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Bolivia (1971). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Address: Santa Cruz, Bolivia.
3425. Green, G.D.; Hurt, B.C.; Crockett, S.P.; Albritton,
R.C.; Walton, B.; Coats, R.E. 1961. Soybeans–variety, row
width studies: hill section results. Mississippi Farm Research
24(3):3. March.
• Summary: “For seed production, Lee, Jackson, Hood
and Hill are the leading recommended varieties for the hill
section of Mississippi.
“Lee should be the main variety for this purpose due to
its yielding and seed holding ability. Jackson should yield
more hay because it grows taller than the others listed. Lee
matures about mid-October at State College. Hood is a few
days earlier and Jackson a few days later than this. Hill
matures from mid to late September.”
A table titled “Soybean varieties, general test, 1960, hill
stations, yield in bushels per acre” has 9 columns: Variety
name [listed in descending order of yield], State College,
Pontotoc Flatwoods, Holly Springs, Verona, Brooksville,
Raymond, Average [yield], Date cut at State College.
The varieties tested are Lee, Dortchsoy 2A, Ogden,
Hood, Dortchsoy 31. Hill, Dorman, Jackson, Dortchsoy 67A,
Clark, Bienville, Yelnanda, CNS-4, ML 57-257, ML 57-225.
Also shows: LSD @ 5%, CV. %, Soils at each station, Date
planted.
Thus, Lee had the best average yield at 35 bushels per
acre. At Raymond the yield of Lee was 46 bu/acre. Address:
Mississippi Agric. Exp. Station, Stoneville.
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3426. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1961. Soybeans–variety, row width
studies: Delta results. Mississippi Farm Research 24(3):3.
March.
• Summary: Six soybean varieties were evaluated on the
two major soil types at the Delta Station in 1960. Plantings
on clay were made May 4 and those on sandy loam May 24.
Maturity, height, lodging, and seed yields for the plantings
on clay along with a 7-year comparison with Lee yield
considered as 100 percent are reported in Table 1. Similar
data are reported in Table 2 for plantings made on a sandy
loam soil.
The other soybean varieties listed in these two tables are
Hill, Dorman, Hood, Jackson and Bienville.
For each is given: Maturity date, height in inches,
lodging, seed yield (bu/acre), 7-year average yield and yield
as a percentage of Lee. Address: Mississippi Agric. Exp.
Station, Stoneville.
3427. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1961. Narrow rows fail to increase
yield of seed in Delta. Mississippi Farm Research 24(3):3.
March.
• Summary: “Reports of the importance of narrow rows for
producing top soybean yields in the North-Central states
have stimulated questions on the use of narrow rows in the
Delta area of Mississippi.
“Studies at the Delta Station in 1949 and 1950 showed
no yield differences between soybeans grown in 36- and 40inch rows, but yields were reduced as much as 10% when
row widths of 24 to 28 inches were used. From these results,
it was concluded benefits could not be expected from setting
up special equipment for planting and cultivating soybeans
in row widths different from those commonly used for other
row crops in the area.
“Additional studies were made in 1960 to compare 40inch with 27-inch rows, since varieties used in the earlier
studies were no longer being grown. The varieties Hill and
Lee were planted on a Sharkey clay soil on May 25 in field
scale plots suitable for combine harvesting.
“Twelve 27-inch rows were planted in the space
required for eight 40-inch rows. The rate of planting was
approximately 10 seeds per foot of row, regardless of row
width. This rate required approximately 40 pounds of seed
per acre for the 40-inch rows and 60 pounds per acre for the
27-inch rows. Yields per acre are shown in Table 1.”
“Apparently the row widths commonly used in the Delta
area of Mississippi do not limit soybean yields.” Address:
Research Agronomist, ARS, Crops Research Div., USDA,
working in cooperation with the Delta Branch Experiment
Station, Stoneville, Mississippi.
3428. Nikolov, Antonio. 1961. Sojata vo nashite uslove
[Soybeans in our environment]. Sovremeno Zemjodelstvo
(Contemporary Farming) (Skopje, Macedonia) 1(3):22-24.

March. [Mac]
• Summary: This article describes the growing of soybeans,
but few dates or places are given. It mentions climatic
conditions; for example there was heavy snow on 50 hectares
of land in May 1943 and the soybean plants survived–but it
doesn’t say where (p. 22). It may well have been in their plot
at the Agricultural Testing Institute (Zemjodelskiot Ispitatelen
Institut), in Skopje, mentioned in the next paragraph, where
they say that in this year’s experiment at the Institute that
had 14 varieties of soybeans, which yielded 2,000 to 4,000
kg/ha of seed.
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Macedonia, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Macedonia (1943). The source of these soybeans is
unknown. There is apparently no indication that in 1943
soybeans were grown outside of the Institute, by farmers for
example.
Note 2. This monthly periodical was published by NIP =
Narodna zadruga. Address: Inzh. (Engineer), Yugoslavia.
3429. Opalic, Risto. 1961. Zdruzena proizvodnja soje i
kukuruza na PD “Sembrija” 1960. godine [Cultivation of
soybeans and corn together on the agricultural property of
“Sembrija” in 1960]. Poljoprivredni Pregled (Agricultural
Review) 10(3):73-79. March. [Scr]
Address: P. d. “Semberija”, Bijeljina, Yugoslavia.
3430. Haghiri, F.; Sayre, J.D. 1961. Strontium-90 uptake by
plants as influenced by soil types and liming. Proceedings–
Soil Science Society of America 25(2):120-23. March/April.
[9 ref]
• Summary: After 5 weeks growth, the most radioactive
strontium-90 was accumulated by buckwheat, followed
by soybean plants, alfalfa, Sudangrass, and maize–in that
descending order. Address: 1. Asst. Prof., Ohio Agric. Exp.
Station; 2. Plant Physiologist, CRD, ARS, USDA.
3431. Spooner, A.E. 1961. Effects of irrigation timing and
length of flooding periods on soybean yields. Arkansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 644. 27 p.
May. [5 ref]
• Summary: “General summary and conclusions: This
bulletin reports the effects of irrigation on the yields of two
varieties of soybeans (Dorman and Lee) over a five-year
period at Stuttgart and a two-year period at Marianna. It also
reports the effects of flooding for different lengths of time on
the two varieties at Stuttgart over a three-year period.
“The results from these tests can be summarized as
follows:
“Rainfall distribution had a marked effect on the
response received from irrigation. “Irrigation water applied
before first bloom did not significantly increase soybean
yields. Thus, any water available for irrigating soybeans can
be utilized best during the fruiting period.
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“High temperatures (above 95º F.) during the flowering
period apparently had a detrimental effect on soybean yields.
“In general, leaving flood water on soybeans longer
than seven days decreased yields. There was a difference
in varietal response to the different flooding treatments.
This difference appeared to be related to the maximum
temperatures immediately following the initial flooding.
“One general conclusion may be drawn from this work.
In most years yield increases can be obtained from irrigating
soybeans.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
3432. Streuber, Eberhard. 1961. Untersuchungen ueber
Anbautechnik und Ertragsleistung der Sojabohne, Glycine
max (L.) Merr. [Cultivation techniques and yields of the
soybean, Glycine max.]. Kuehn-Archiv 75:102-89. June 28.
[164 ref. Ger; eng; fre; rus]
• Summary: “This work deals with researches of comparing
the planting technique, the increasing nitrogen fertilizing
levels and inoculation tests and comparison with other
legumes.
“(1) The experiments of seeding were carried out as a
plot experiment (split plot) during three years on a loamy
loess soil rich in humus and on a sandy soil. Questions of
planting time, of space between the plants and of sowing
quantities are discussed. The results of crop yield, of 1000
grains’ weight and the values of crude protein and crude fat
were analyzed. The effective factors (1000 grains’ weight,
number of beans per capsule [pod] etc) are compared by
counting per square meter area.
“(2) The researches of increasing nitrogen fertilizing
levels and inoculation tests were also carried out on two
different soils (multiple factors; split plot). The effects of
fertilization and inoculation were others with each soil.
Fertilizing with doses of nitrogen later on was effective.
“Vascular trials (vasculars of Mitscherlich) supported
the plot experiments.
“(3) Comparing the legumes during 5 years revealed an
extensive variation of crop yields (Phaseolus vulgaris, Pisum
sativum, Vicia faba, Lupinus albus, Lupinus angustifolius,
Glycine max). An evidence could be brought that it is not
sufficient to compare legumes on their yield of crude protein
per area. To compare the legumes on their physiological
utilisable protein (PNP) that is the fittest comparative
measurement today.
“(4) For the cultivation of soy beans in the German
Democratic Republic the following must be seen: the
strains bred up to day don’ have any chance. But the greater
economy of cultivating soy beans will be attained on light
soils compared to heavy ones.
“Some open questions of farming and cultivating
essential for cultivating soy beans are profitably shown.”
Address: Inst. fuer Acker- und Pflanzenbau der MartinLuther Universitaet Halle-Wittenberg, East Germany.

3433. Leffel, R.C.; Barber, G.W., Jr. 1961. Row widths and
seeding rates in soybeans. Maryland Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 470. 18 p. June. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Row widths had greatest effects on seed yield
and plant height; both of these characters were maximum at
a row width of 2 feet.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, College
Park.
3434. Heneberg, Ruza. 1961. Proucavanje rasta i stepena
zriobe nekih sorti i linija soje (Glycine hispida Max.) u
postrnoj sjetvi [Study of the growth and level of maturity of
some types and lines of soybean (Glycine hispida Max.) in
stubble planting]. Savremena Poljoprivreda (Contemporary
Agriculture) 9(7/8):788-803. July/Aug. [13 ref. Scr; ger]
Address: Institut za oplemenjavanje i proizvodnju bilja,
Poljoprivredni fakultet, Zagreb, Yugoslavia [Inst. for Plant
Breeding and Genetics].
3435. Bellinger, Page L.; Lamp, Benson J., Jr. 1961. You
can cut soybean losses. Successful Farming 59(9):52-53, 83.
Sept.
• Summary: “Combines can thresh and clean grain at 98
to 99% efficiency if properly adjusted. Yet, many combine
operators lose 1/3 of their soybean crop.” Up to 15% of total
losses may occur before you begin harvesting, due to preharvest shattering. But 80-90% of total losses occur during
harvesting.
3436. Howell, Robert W.; Bernard, Richard L. 1961.
Phosphorus response of soybean varieties. Crop Science
1(5):311-13. Sept/Oct. [4 ref]
• Summary: “A marked difference in the response of Chief
and Lincoln varieties of soybeans to high concentrations
of phosphorus in nutrient solution was observed several
years ago. These varieties respond similarly to moderate
phosphorus concentrations, but if phosphorus is increased
five- to ten-fold Chief responds by increased vegetative
growth and seed production whereas Lincoln develops a
reddish-brown leaf discoloration, has a reduced growth rate,
and produces very few seeds.
“Under suitable conditions, the difference between the
two varieties is very striking, with leaf symptoms appearing
on Lincoln plants within 2 to 5 days after establishment
of the high-phosphorus regime. Such symptoms may
also appear on Chief plants, but either much higher
concentrations of phosphorus or longer exposure is required.
“The varietal difference in response to phosphorus
provides an unusual tool for genetic and biochemical studies
of phosphorus nutrition in soybeans. Its potential usefulness
for such studies would be enhanced by information on the
response of additional soybean varieties to phosphorus. This
report presents a classification of a large number of soybean
varieties according to their phosphorus responses. Nearly all
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varieties currently recommended in the United States and
Canada plus others of interest for historical or other reasons
are included.”
Note: This is: “Publication No. 351 of the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois.” Address: U.S.
Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana, Illinois.
3437. DeLoach, Ethel. 1961. The story of Walnut Acres.
Natural Food and Farming (Atlanta, Texas) 8(5):12-13, 3436. Oct.
• Summary: “Here is the story of one of the nation’s most
remarkable organic food businesses–Walnut Acres of Penns
Creek, Pennsylvania.” The story began in 1946 “when Paul
and Betty Keene resolved to raise their family of three girls
‘far from the maddening crowds and ignoble strife’ and
with firm faith that their duty was to learn and teach all they
could concerning natural farming and nutrition.” At last they
found a 150-acre farm in the tiny village of Penns Creek
about 50 miles north of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. “The sign
at the entrance to the lane said: ‘Long’s. Walnut Acres. Pigs
for Sale.’ The lettering was quickly abbreviated to ‘Walnut
Acres.’ The old colonial farmhouse has been restored and the
barn converted, but the black walnuts still thrive along the
creek in the wooded areas.” A pond in the creek serves for
both swimming and fire protection.
“Studied under Dr. Pfeiffer: Paul and Betty started in,
fresh from the Kimberton Farm School (now nonexistent)
near Philadelphia where they had two wonderful years of
work and study with Dr. Ehrenfried Pfeiffer who had come
from Switzerland to direct the school. Of Dr. Pfeiffer, who
is one of the foremost authorities on natural farming, Paul
says, ‘he helped bring all of life together for us in a definite
coherent pattern.’
“The first stone mill was
purchased in 1949 and set up
in a converted brooder house.
In 1958, the huge barn was
transformed into a grinding mill
and modern store. Today seven
mills, all of the closed type to
eliminate loss of flour, grind
grain from the finest flour to
coarse cereals.”
“All of the grain sold
is raised on the farm... No
chemicals or poison sprays
have ever been used.” Only
one crop is harvested from any
particular field every two years.
The usual practice is to put back
more than was removed. Green
manure crops include clovers
and soy beans. Rest for the land
is considered vital. Paul’s yields

exceed those of his neighbors. After the grains are harvested,
they are cleaned, cured, and refrigerated in dry air to prevent
insect infestation. The huge bins have a capacity of 300,000
pounds. The store is a natural foods supermarket, complete
with shopping carts. More than 10,000 customers order
these special foods by mail order. A total of 20 people are
employed.
Photos show: (1) A distant view of the various buildings
at Walnut Acres. (2) An employee filling an order in Walnut
Acres’ modern “supermarket-style natural foods store.” (3) A
man and a combine working in the rich fields of grain. “Only
natural organic methods are used here.” (4) A young lady
looks in awe at 12 foot tall stalks of Krug open-pollinated
corn at the side entrance of the Walnut Acres Mill.
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2020) that contains the term “natural foods store” or
“Supermarket-style natural foods store.
3438. Vernetti, Francisco de Jesus. 1961. Instruçoes praticas
para a cultura da soja [Practical instructions for growing
soybeans (in Brazil)]. Instituto Agronomico do Sul, Circular
(Pelotas, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil) No. 19. 29 p. Oct. [34
ref. Por]
• Summary: A brief discussion of all the basic points to
be covered, including preparation of the soil, inoculation,
density of seeding, harvesting, etc. Address: Eng. Agr.,
Seccao de Fitotecnia e Genetica.
3439. Leffel, R.C.; Newcomer, J.L. 1961. Adaptation and
performance of soybean varieties in Maryland, 1951-1960.
Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 472.
14 p. Nov. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean production has been expanding
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steadily in Maryland since 1940. (Acreages of soybeans for
beans and average yields for the State from 1924 through
1960 are presented in figure 1).
“The data suggest an increase in average yields,
beginning about 1948. Such an increase probably can
be attributed to improved cultural practices and use of
new, improved varieties of soybeans. But it is impossible
to separate the effects of these two agronomic phases
of soybean production, cultural and varietal, as each is
dependent upon the other for maximum expression.
“The cooperative breeding program in soybeans,
initiated in 1936 by the United States Department of
Agriculture and State Experiment Stations, has been an
especially fruitful one. Twenty-four varieties have been
released as a result of this program, eight within the past 3
years. This report summarizes the results of the Cooperative
Uniform Soybean Tests and other soybean variety tests
conducted in Maryland since 1951.”
Contains 13 tables concerning soybeans in Maryland.
Address: 1. Assoc. Prof.; 2. Asst. Prof. Both: Dep. of
Agronomy, Univ. of Maryland Agric. Exp. Station, College
Park, Maryland.
3440. Leffel, R.C. 1961. Planting date and varietal effects on
agronomic and seed compositional characters of soybeans.
Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
A-117. 69 p. Dec. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Summary and conclusions: Variety and dateof-planting studies with soybeans were conducted in nine
environments at three locations (Beltsville, 1951-54; Upper
Marlboro, 1953-54; and Trappe, 1955, 1957-58) in Maryland
from 1951 to 1958. Each experiment consisted of varieties
of soybeans of varying maturity planted at dates throughout
the planting season. The extreme range in planting dates for
all experiments was May 1 to July 28. All experiments were
evaluated for seed yield and quality, plant maturity, height,
and lodging, and purple stain score of seed. Seed size was
evaluated in all but one environment; oil and protein contents
of seed were evaluated in five environments. Shattering of
seed was observed in only one year and iodine number of the
oil was determined from seed samples from one environment
only. Only tests at Trappe in 1957 and 1958 were evaluated
for height of first pod-bearing node and dates of first
flowering, first pod-setting, and termination of flowering.
“These studies led to the following general conclusions:
“All varieties exhibited curvilinear relationships
between characters evaluated in these studies and date of
planting. This tendency of a character to exhibit a greater or
lesser effect as planting was delayed was interpreted as the
effect of photoperiod on the character. Delays in planting
date of any variety past June 20 appeared hazardous.
“Delay in planting had more effect on maturity date and
less effect on seed yield, size, and quality, plant height and
lodging score, and oil and protein contents of early, Group

IV varieties than on the same characteristics of later maturing
varieties of Group V and VI.
“For maximum yields of highest quality soybeans,
varieties of Group V and VI maturity should be planted
in their areas of adaptation as early in the season as soil
temperatures and environmental conditions conducive
to good weed control will allow. Soybeans of Group IV
maturity produced maximum yields of seed when planted
May 20 to 30. Seed quality of later maturing, Group V and
VI varieties deteriorated as a result of delayed planting;
seed quality of Group IV soybeans improved with delayed
planting. Seed yields of Group IV soybeans were superior to
those of Group V and VI when planting of each was delayed
30 days or more past the optimum, earliest planting date for
full-season varieties.
“Infection by purple stain fungus was most severe with
earlier maturing varieties of soybeans. Lee never exhibited
more than 1% visibly infected seed by the purple stain
fungus. Infection of varieties by purple stain fungus was,
however, influenced to a great degree by environmental
conditions.
“Variety and date-of-planting interactions were
paramount in these studies. Varietal performance was
obviously affected by variations in soil moisture throughout
the growing season. Future variety and date-of-planting
studies in soybeans should be conducted with adequate
soil-moisture levels supplied by irrigation.” Address: Assoc.
Prof., Dep. of Agronomy.
3441. Miller, R.J.; Pesek, J.T.; Hanway, J.J. 1961.
Relationships between soybean yield and concentrations of
phosphorus and potassium in plant parts. Agronomy Journal
53(6):393-96. Nov/Dec. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Synopsis: A multiple regression analysis
showed that over 80% of the variation in soybean yield
was accounted for by the variation in the P and K contents
of some plant parts. These results were obtained in an
experiment on a fine sandy loam in which applications of P
and K fertilizers significantly affected grain yield and P and
K content of soybean plants.” Address: Iowa Agric. Exp.
Station, Ames, Iowa.
3442. Anderson, K.L.; Miller, L.; Bufkin, T. 1961. Soybeans:
Production, harvesting, storage, marketing. Mississippi State
University, Extension Service No. 436. 12 p. *
3443. Chen, Ko-Ping. 1961. [The theoretical basis of intercropping, mixed-cropping and under-cropping and its
practical significance]. Chinese J. Agricultural Sci No. 9. p.
19-24. [Chi]*
• Summary: Discusses four advantages of mixed cropping,
including an increase in the foliage area per unit of land area
by mixing shade-tolerant crops (e.g. soybeans, potatoes) with
photophilous ones (e.g. maize). Problems of mechanization
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are also discussed.
3444. Directorate of National Agriculture, Vietnam, Progress
Report. 1961. Cropping systems. p. 140-43. For the years
1960-61. *
• Summary: Various catch crops (including early soybean
varieties, planted after mid-season rice), were successful in
paddy fields. Groundnuts were also successful.
3445. Directorate of National Agriculture, Vietnam.
1961. Field crops improvement. Annual Progress Report,
Directorate of National Agriculture, Vietnam. p. 111-39. For
the years 1960-61. *
• Summary: In soybean variety trials, Palmetto (from the
USA) and Sankuo (from Japan) gave the highest yields. In
the spacing trial the highest yields were obtained at 40 x
20 cm (1 plant per hill). Phosphate and calcium fertilizers
significantly increased soybean yields. Eight varieties were
planted monthly from Aug. to Dec. 1960. The growth period
was shortened and plant height and yield were decreased
by delayed planting. The largest seeds were produced from
plants sown in September.
3446. Marques, J.Q.A.; Bertoni, J. 1961. [Tillage practices in
relation to crop yield and soil erosion]. Bragantia 20(9):40359. [63 ref. Por; eng]*
3447. Miyasaka, Shiro. 1961. Instruçoes para a cultura da
soja [Instructions for the culture of soybeans]. Secretaria da
Agricultura do Estado de Sao Paulo, Campinas, SP, Brazil.
Boletim No. 124. Revised 1965. Instituto Agronomico,
Campinas, Boletim 122. 25 p. Kurihara 1980. [Por]*
3448. Puerta, R.J.; Ruiz-Fornells, R.; Alonso, M. de E.A.
1961. [Serial-sowing trials with soyabean. Comparative
varietal trials with soyabean]. Anales. Instituto Nacional de
Investigaciones Agronomicas (Spain) 10(4):525-642. [Spa]*
Address: Centro Cerealicult. Madrid, Spain.
3449. Queensland Department of Agriculture and Stock,
Annual Report (Brisbane). 1961. [Field crop varietal and
cultural trials]. p. 9-10, 17-19. For the years 1960-61. [Eng]*
• Summary: In a soybean variety trial at Millaroo, CP3
15944 gave the best yields. Because of the influence of
daylength on growth, November was the best month for
planting soybeans.
3450. Ragimov, A.S. 1961. [The influence on different
methods of sowing soyabean on the formation of root
nodules]. Izvestiia Akademii Nauk Azerbaidzhanskoi SSR
(Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences of Azerbaidzhan SSR)
Ser. Biol. and Med. Sci No. 3. p. 37-40. Russian translation.
[5 ref. Ser]

3451. Ragimov, A.S. 1961. Vlijanije sposobov poseva
na biologiceskije osobenosti i urozajnost soji [The effect
of methods of sowing on the biological peculiarities and
yield capacity of soybeans]. Izvestiia Akademii Nauk
Azerbaidzhanskoi SSR (Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences
of Azerbaidzhan SSR) Ser. Biol. and Med. Sci. Izvestiia
Akademii Nauk Azerbaidzhanskoi SSR (Bulletin of the
Academy of Sciences of Azerbaidzhan SSR) No. 1. p. 33-45.
Russian translation. [10 ref. Ser]
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest document seen (April
2008) concerning soybeans in Azerbaijan, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Azerbaijan.
3452. Uklein, A.I. 1961. Opit virascivanija soji v uslovijah
orosenija [Experimental cultivation of soyabeans under
irrigated conditions]. Zemledelie (Agriculture, USSR)
23(12):44-48. [Rus]*
• Summary: Crops of soybeans, preceded by maize, were
grown at the Astrahan Regional Agric. Exp. Station in the
central Volga delta area where arid climatic conditions exist.
Eight irrigation methods were tested. The maintenance of
soil moisture at 80% of the field moisture capacity through
the vegetative period provided the best conditions for plant
growth and high yield of soybeans. Irrigation during crop
emergence and at flowering and filling of the beans was also
an important factor in raising yield.
3453. Vargas, M.J. 1961. [Studies on sowing date for
soyabeans]. Esta. Exp. Agric. Tingo Maria (Peru), Bull. No.
2. 12 p. [Spa]*
3454. Zupancic, Tomislav. 1961. Ogledi sa sojom u 1960.
godini Poljoprivrednog zavoda u Banjaluci [Experiments
with soybeans in 1960 in the Agricultural Department of
Banjaluka]. Savremena Poljoprivreda (Contemporary
Agriculture) 10(6):227-34. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3455. Auckland, A.K.; Spencer, F.M. 1961. Soyabeans.
Department of Agriculture, Tanganyika, Ministry of
Agriculture Bulletin No. 14. 7 p.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil and climate.
Cultivation. Marketing.
In South Africa, the Rhodesias, Nyasaland, Nigeria,
the Congo, and French West Africa soyabeans have been
grown in small amounts. “In East Africa, the crop had been
tried at various times during the past, but it was not until the
inception of the Groundnut Scheme by the Overseas Food
Corporation in 1947 that any large scale attempt to grow
soya in East Africa was made.
“Nachingwea in the Southern Province is at present the
only area in Tanganyika where soyabeans are grown on any
considerable sale. The Nachingwea area is farmed by the
Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation, as ‘a scheme of large-
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scale experimental development to establish the economics
of clearing and mechanized or partly mechanized agriculture
under tropical conditions.’ At present there are 14 Production
Farms varying in size from 550 acres to 1,000 acres. There
is also a Farming Settlement Scheme with about 80 African
tenants, each farming a holding of about 15 acres under crop
and a similar acreage under fallow. On both the Production
Farms and the Farming Settlement Scheme, soyabeans are
now an extremely important crop.”
Table 1 (p. 1) shows that the total acreage planted to
soyabeans in Nachingwea increased from 218 acres in
1951 to a peak of 4,901 acres in 1960. In 1960 soyabeans
accounted for 38% of the total cropland in the province;
the highest farm yield was 1,461 lb/acre (24.4 bu/acre), and
the average yield for all production farms was 1,075 lb/acre
(17.9 bu/acre). “It is possible that soyabeans will be a most
important crop for Tanganyika. The beans now produced
at Nachingwea are all sold to the Far East [East Asia] for
culinary purposes. A premium price is paid” for these
beans because of their small size and pale color. Address:
Tanganyika.
3456. Barriga, Celio; Sifuentes, J.A. 1961. La soya, su
cultivo en el Noroeste [The soybean and its cultivation in
northwest Mexico]. Circular CIANO No. 9. 12 p. (Secretaria
de Agricultura y Ganaderia, Centro de Investigacion Agricola
del Noroeste). [Spa]*
Address: Tecnicos del Centro de Investigacion Agricola del
Noroeste (CIANO), S.A.G., de Ciudad Obregon, Sonora,
Mexico.

3460. Hristoforov, Igor. 1961. Zarneni bobovi kulturi fasul,
grah, soia, nahut [Bean culture: Haricot/French beans, peas,
soybeans, chickpeas]. Sofia, Bulgaria: Zemizdat (State
Agricultural Publishing). 195 p. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
3461. Lamp, B.J.; Johnson, W.W.; Harkness, K.A. 1961.
Soybean harvesting losses–approaches to reduction.
Transactions of the ASAE (American Society of Agricultural
Engineers) 4(2):203-05, 207. [6 ref]
• Summary: This Ohio field survey during 1956 evaluated
harvest losses from 29 combines. The average loss was 10
percent. Most of the loss is caused by the combine header.
The gathering losses (stubble, stalk, shatter, and lodge)
amounted to 70% of the total loss. The authors suggested the
following approaches to reducing soybean harvesting losses:
(1) development of plants better adapted to harvesting, (2)
harvesting when losses are less likely to occur, (3) optimum
machine operation, and (4) improved harvester design.
Note: This article is based on paper No. 60-120, titled
“Approaches to the reduction of soybean harvesting losses,”
presented at the annual meeting of the American Society
of Agricultural Engineers, Columbus, Ohio, June 1960.
Address: Associate Prof. of Agricultural Engineering, Ohio
State Univ.

3458. Dimitrijevic, D. trans. 1961. Mogucnosti unapredenja
kulture soje [Possibilities in the advancement of soybeans
cultivation]. Beograd. Original book by T. Nagata. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.

3462. Lebedev, Ivan Aleksandrovich. 1961. Soia: Tsennaya
kormovaya kul’tura [Soya: A valuable fodder plant].
Moscow, USSR: Selkhozgiz.. 120 p. 20 cm. [Rus]
• Summary: Contents:
Increasing production of fodder protein by expanding
soybean plantings
Soybean cultivation regions
Agrotechnology of cultivating soybean for fodder
Dense mixed plantings of soybean and grain crops
Raising local varieties of soybean for fodder
Using soybean for green fodder
Quality of soybean as a pasture crop
Soybean hay
Preparing and using soybean silage
Soybean presscake (zhmykh) and soybean meal (shrot)
Fodder value of the soybean seed and soy milk
Qualities of soybean straw and chaff (myakina).
Note 1. Translated by Shelley Fairweather-Vega, Seattle,
Washington.
Note 2. The Russian title is also written: Soja: Cennaja
kormovaja kul’tura. Address: USSR.

3459. Gotlin, Josip. 1961. Osnovna problematika
proizvodnje soje u 1961. Godini [The basic problems of
producing soybeans in 1961]. Agronomski Glasnik (The
Agronomy Journal) 11(3):15-21. [Scr]
Address: Poljoprivredni fakultet, Zagreb, Yugoslavia.

3463. Ochse, J.J.; Soule, M.J., Jr.; Dijkman, M.J.; Wehlburg,
C. 1961. Tropical and subtropical agriculture. 2 vols. New
York, NY: Macmillan Co. Vol. 1, iv + 1-760 p. Vol. 2, xv +
761-1446 p. See vol. II, p. 1067-76. 22 x 14 cm.
• Summary: This is a truly prodigious work. The chapters

3457. Bimët e arave. 2. Për specialitetet agronomi dhe
frutikulturë [Crops. 2. For agronomy and fruit-growing
specialties]. 1961. Albania: Shtepia Botuese e Librit
Shkollor. See p. 13. [Alb]
• Summary: On page 13 of this school book is a section
on “Soja (Soja hispida)” which states that the soybean was
first planted in Albania at Korce (Maliq) after the liberation
(1944).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April
2020) concerning soybeans in Albania, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Albania (one of two documents). The source of
these soybeans is unknown. Address: Albania.
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in volume 2 deal with individual crops. The section titled
“Soybean” (vol. II, p. 1067-76) discusses the following:
Vernacular names in various languages. Overview of world
production. Botany. Varieties. Breeding and selection.
Climatic and soil requirements. Culture. Harvesting. Uses
(incl. soy sauce, tempeh, and tofu). Future possibilities.
Diseases. Ochse was born in 1891. Address: 1. Consultant,
Tropical and Subtropical Agriculture, Research Consultant in
Economic Botany, Univ. of Miami, Coral Gables; 2. Assoc.
Prof. of Fruit Crops, Univ. of Florida, Gainesville; 3. Prof.
of Applied Tropical Botany and Genetics, Univ. of Miami,
Coral Gables; 4. Asst. Plant Pathologist, Univ. of Florida,
Everglades Experiment Station, Belle Glade. All: Florida.
3464. Rodale, J.I. ed. 1961. How to grow vegetables and
fruits by the organic method. Emmaus, Pennsylvania: Rodale
Books, Inc. 926 p. See p. 507-09. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
Reprinted in 1974.
• Summary: In the large Section 2, “Organic vegetable
culture: A complete listing,” is a subsection titled “Soybean”
(p. 507-09) with the following contents: Introduction, brief
history [inaccurate], and nutritional value. Range and soil.
Seed. Planting. Enemies. Harvest. Focuses on how to grow
“vegetable soybeans” using the organic method.
“Two types of soybeans are now cultivated in this
country, out of the hundred or more varieties of the Orient.
Field soybeans are used to make hay, for seed, for green
manure and in combination with sorghum, for silage. The
seed is a rich source of oil which has industrial as well as
culinary uses. Vegetable soybeans are used green like peas or
lima beans; dried, like navy beans, or are sprouted like Mung
beans. Soybean protein is more complete than the protein
found in any other vegetable. Soy flour is a valuable protein
additive to baked products and is used for diabetics because
it is low in carbohydrates. Soy milk and cheese [tofu] are
useful for babies and children suffering from cow’s milk
allergies. Soy meal, like cottonseed meal, is a rich source of
nitrogen when used as a fertilizer.”
“Tests at Iowa State have shown that the best way to
plant soybeans is to plant several varieties, maturing in
different periods, at the same time. Judging by gustatory
as well as horticultural standards, Iowa State recommends
Sac, maturing in 9 weeks, Kanro, maturing in 10 weeks and
Jogun, maturing in 12 weeks. These may be expected to
supply green beans for the table during the late summer.”
Photos show: (1) Wilbert Walker, a Pennsylvania
organic gardener, with a sprawling vegetable soybean plant
in his garden. (2) A close-up of soybean pods on a soybean
plant. Address: Editor-in-Chief, Rodale Books Inc., Emmaus,
Pennsylvania.
3465. Soybean Council of America, Spanish Office. 1961?
The role of soybeans and soybean products in the Spanish
food supply. Madrid, Spain: AmSoy. 174 p. Undated. [23 ref.

Eng]
• Summary: On the front page: “This publication is the result
of the foreign market development activities of the Soybean
Council of America, Inc. in cooperation with the Foreign
Agricultural Service of the United States Department of
Agriculture.”
In the center of the front cover is the new “AmSoy” logo
of the Soybean Council of America, Inc.
Summary: The Spanish diet is short on animal protein
and on fats; both need to be increased significantly.
Survey on the diet:
Protein furnished by Cereals
Protein furnished by Pulses
Summary on Vegetable Protein in the Spanish daily Diet
Protein furnished by Meat
Protein furnished by Eggs
Protein furnished by Milk
Protein furnished by Fish
Summary on Animal Protein in the Spanish daily Diet
Summing up the Protein Content of the Spanish daily
Diet
Problems of Spanish livestock:
Livestock Market Products
The Mixed Feed Industry
Postal addresses of mixed feed manufacturers
List of laboratories
Edible oils:
Production
Oil Trade
Exports
Imports
Purchasing procedures
Purchasing Organizations
Methods of Spanish Foreign Trade
Freights unloading and refining
Unloading Stations
Freight and Transportation
Refining
Oilseed:
Trade Imports, Exports
Crushing industry
Soybean cultivation in Spain
The role of soybeans in the Spanish food supply
Literature
Page 139: “In 1917 the Spanish Consul in Shanghai
sent to the Spanish State Department a report on soybean
cultivations in China, and proposed to start growing this
plant in Spain.
“A few years later the Agricultural Stations of Jerez de
la Frontera and Malaga (both in the South of Spain) began
experimenting with this new crop in small plots of land. The
soybeans grown were used only for animal feeding.
“In 1925 soybeans were grown in the Province of
Lérida (Catalonia), but only on a small scale, most of the
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production being devoted to the preparation of special foods
for diabetics. Some tentative cultivation was also started in
the Province of Pontevedra, in the Northwest of Spain, where
the climate is humid and mild.
“The School of Agricultural Engineers began
experiments on soybean cultivation between 1930 and
1935; the crops obtained on small pieces of dry land were
equivalent to a yield of 680 to 720 kgs. per hectare. Further
experiments were interrupted in 1936, at the time of the Civil
War.
“In view of the increasing shortage of olive-oil, the
Government decided to encourage cultivation of oilseeds,
soybeans among them. The Ministry of Agriculture
published an order in the State Gazette of January 30th,
1957, regulating future cultivation of soybeans. This order
stated that the Servicio Nacional del Trigo (National Wheat
Service) would pay 8 pesetas per kilogram to any farmer
selling his crop to the Service; at the same time, the National
Wheat Service would provide fertilizers and grant credits
to encourage soybean cultivation. Soybean cultivation,
however, did not reach high production figures, as can
be seen in table No. 91a.” This table (p. 152) shows that
soybean production in Spain increased from 250 tons in 1955
to 350 tons in 1960. Address: Spain.
3466. Lamp, Benson J.; Johnson, W.H.; Harkness, K.A.;
Smith, P.E. 1962. Soybean harvesting–Approaches to
improved harvesting efficiencies. Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station, Research Bulletin No. 899. 54 p. Jan. [7
ref]
• Summary: The introduction begins: “Growth in soybean
acreage in the United States closely parallels the population
of combine-harvesters. Development of the combineharvester gave the grower a more convenient and efficient
method to harvest the crop. Even so, harvesting losses with
the combine are generally reported to be 10 to 20 percent
of the available crop. Loss of this magnitude is two to four
times as great as the harvesting losses reported for wheat and
other small grains.”
This is the most extensive study of soybean harvesting
made to date. In tests conducted from 1956 to 1960, the
authors found that total harvest losses averaged 12.9%
(range: 9.8 to 19.3%). Gathering losses represented 80% of
all losses and consisted of 55% shatter loss, 28% lodging
and stalk losses, and 17% stubble loss. They also found that
preharvesting loss (mainly from shattering) was negligible
when harvesting was completed with kernel moisture above
10%.
This study proved that operating a standard bat reel 38
to 51 mm (15 to 20 inches) above the ground at reel speed
index of 1.25 resulted in minimum shatter losses. It also
showed that gathering losses increased as the width of the cut
was increased, a problem that was attributed to the rigidity of
the header. As ground speed increased from 4 to 8 km/hour

(2.5 to 5 miles per hour) total machine losses increased by
over 50%. Most of this increase was at speeds greater than 5
km/h (3.2 mph). Address: 1. Formerly Assoc. Prof., Dep. of
Agricultural Engineering, Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster,
Ohio.
3467. Soybean Digest. 1962. Sees growing interest in
soybeans in Philippines. Jan. p. 5.
• Summary: “Soybean production in the Philippines to date
has been insignificant, but there appears to be a growing
interest in the crop at the present time.
“The Philippine Bureau of Plant Industry is carrying
on soybean improvement work including development,
multiplication and distribution of pure seed of high-yielding
adapted varieties.
“In the Philippines, soybeans are planted twice a year, in
the wet season during May and June, and in the dry season
during November and December.”
3468. Torrie, J.H. 1962. Comparison of hills and rows for
evaluating soybean strains. Crop Science 2(1):47-49. Jan/
Feb. [7 ref]
• Summary: Planting in hills instead of rows may be
necessary when either the seed supply is short or the number
of entries is large.
In 1954-57 in soybean varieties of group I and II:
“Average seed yield was higher in row than in hill nurseries
and higher in 15-plant hills than in 10-plant hills. Plant
heights were greater in row than in hill nurseries in 1956,
whereas in other years the differences were small. For all
other characters the responses averaged over varieties were
generally similar for the different types of nursery.
“The relative performance of varieties for all characters
tended to be close for both the row and hill nurseries.
Considering yield, the agreement between the hill nurseries
was closer than that between the hill and row nurseries.
This was not true for the other characters, however. More
replication would be required with hill than with row
nurseries to obtain comparable precision in estimating
differences among varieties for seed yield. For other
characters all nursery types were essentially similar in
precision.” Address: Prof. of Agronomy, Wisconsin Agric.
Exp. Station, Madison.
3469. Crops Research Division, Agricultural Research
Service. 1962. Growing summer cover crops. Farmers’
Bulletin (USDA) No. 2182. 16 p. Feb. See p. 3, 10-11.
• Summary: “The most commonly used summer cover crops
are alfalfa, red clover, soybeans, cowpeas, velvetbeans,
sweet clover, and lespedeza” (p. 3). Other cover crops, both
legumes and non-legumes include Florida beggarweed,
lespedeza (annual or sericea), Sudan grass, alyceclover,
kudzu (p. 14), hairy indigo, miscellaneous legumes, and
weeds.
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“Soybeans, cowpeas, and velvetbeans are used in
rotation as cash crops, as crops to turn under for green
manure, and as crops to grow in combination or intermixed
with corn” (p. 3).
The section on soybeans (p. 10-11) states: “Uses.–
”Soybeans are grown primarily for seed, but are used for
forage and turning under.
“Management.–When soybeans are used for a greenmanure crop late maturing varieties usually give the largest
yields... For green manure the crop should be sown broadcast
or in close drills, 60 to 100 pounds of seed being used per
acre” depending on the variety. Address: Washington, DC.
3470. Blosser, R.H. 1962. High yields boost soybean profits:
you can step up soybean yields materially without raising
cost of production. Soybean Digest. March. p. 6-8.
• Summary: “For most farmers, the easiest way to increase
profits from soybeans is to raise higher yields per acre. This
conclusion is based on a study of the 1958 costs of producing
soybeans on 70 farms in west central Ohio. Detailed figures
from this study are shown in the table at right.
“A yield of only 18 bushels per acre produced a loss of
about $5 but a yield of 26 bushels gave a profit of almost $7
an acre. A 34-bushel yield raised profits to $17 an acre, while
a 42-bushel yield gave a net return of $27 above all costs
including all labor and the use of the land.
“Receipts were figured on the basis of $2 a bushel at
the farm. However, a higher market price would produce
somewhat greater profits than preceding figures indicate. To
pay all costs, the average farmer in western Ohio will have to
raise about 23 bushels of soybeans per acre and sell them at
the farm for $2 a bushel.
“How Expenses Were Calculated: All costs were based
on 1958 production methods and prices. Labor charges were
calculated at $1.50 an hour with the laborer providing his
own house and food. The average amount of labor used was
about 5.3 hours to produce an acre of soybeans yielding 18
bushels and 5.9 hours when the yield was 42 bushels. Tractor
and machinery charges were figured on the basis of size
and number of hours used per year for the entire farm. This

method gave an average tractor charge of about $1.25 an
hour including fuel and oil used.
“Fertilizer charges were determined by calculating
the value of the amount of commercial fertilizer needed
to replace the phosphorus and potash removed by the
respective yields. By using this procedure, consideration
was given to the use of residual fertilizer that had been
applied to preceding crops because many farmers do not
fertilize soybeans. This method of figuring also took into
consideration the residual effect of heavy applications of
fertilizer that were not completely used by the soybean crop
when fertilizer was applied directly.
“Land charges include taxes and a 5% annual return
on the present market value of the land without buildings,
except for soybean storage.
“This study shows that on an acre basis, high soybean
yields cost more to produce than low yields. But on a bushel
basis, high yields cost less than low yields. For example,
an 18-bushel yield cost $41.20 an acre or $2.29 a bushel to
produce. But a 42-bushel yield cost $56.80 an acre or $1.35 a
bushel.
“High soybean yields usually mean lower costs per
bushel and greater profits per acre than low yields because
most crop expenses do not increase in the same proportion as
yields. The main exception is charges for fertilizer and lime.
On an acre basis, costs of plowing, disking, planting and
cultivating are about the same regardless of the size of yield
obtained.”
A small portrait photo shows R.H. Blosser.
A tables gives “Calculated receipts, expenses and profits
per acre for various yields of soybeans. The yields per acre
are 18, 26, 34, and 42 bushels. The higher the yield, the
greater the profit.
A bar graph shows Bushels of soybeans raised per
acre vs. Cost per bushel of soybeans. As the number of
bushels per acre increases from 20 to 45, the cost per bushel
decreases from $2.03 to $1.20. Address: Ohio Agric. Exp.
Station.
3471. Natural Development Company (The). 1962. Edible
soya beans. Organically grown! (Ad).
Natural Food and Farming (Atlanta,
Texas) 8(10):41. March.
• Summary: A 1/3 page vertical ad. Post
paid prices: 2 lb.–$1.00. 3 lb.–$1.40. 4
lb.–$1.75. 5 lb.–$2.00.
West of the Mississippi, add 10¢
per pound for postage.
Also selling: Sunflower seed
(Unhulled [with hulls on], organically
grown). Sunflower seed (Hulled,
organically grown). Pumpkin seed
(pepitas) (Hulled, organically grown).
Note: Another early ad for
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commercial organic soybeans. Address: Perry Hall,
Maryland.
3472. Triplett, G.B., Jr. 1962. Intercrops in corn and soybean
cropping systems. Agronomy Journal 54(2):106-09. March/
April. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Synopsis: Neither grass nor legume intercrops
improved corn or soybean yields where adequate nitrogen
was supplied and where erosion was not a problem. Corn
yields in continuous culture were maintained at a high level
over a 6-year period if adequate nitrogen was provided.
Soybean yields were maintained whether or not nitrogen was
applied. Legume intercrops supplied nitrogen to continuous
corn not fertilized with nitrogen, but not enough to produce
yields comparable to corn after a year of a legume meadow.”
Legume cover crops leave up to 95 pounds of nitrogen
per acre for the subsequent grain crop. Address: Asst. Prof.
of Agronomy, Agronomy Dep., Ohio Agric. Exp. Station.
3473. McWhorter, C.G. 1962. Weed control for soybeans:
in the alluvial floodplains of the lower Mississippi River.
Soybean Digest. April. p. 16-17.
• Summary: “In less than a decade soybean production
in the Midsouth has progressed from the status of relative
unimportance to that of a major crop. In 1960 and 1961,
Midsouth farmers planted more acres of soybeans than any
other crop. In fact for the 2 previous years the combined
cotton and rice acreage did not equal the soybean acreage.
Since 1949 acreage for the harvest of beans has increased
over 400%. This expansion is expected to continue
emphasizing the already present need for adequate weed
control measures in this crop.
“Progress is being made in soybean weed control
technology but many farmers have failed to use existing
practices that would control weeds. For example in 1961
farmers in the Delta of Mississippi used herbicides on less
than 15% of the soybean acreage.
“Why control weeds in soybeans? Research at the Delta
Branch Experiment Station has shown that soybean yields
under some conditions were increased as much as 100% by
the use of adequate weed control measures. In addition, and
equally important, farmers should be aware that adequate
weed control in soybeans means fewer weeds in cotton and
other crops when crops are rotated. The frequency with
which soybeans are rotated with cotton in the Ark-La-Miss
[Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi] Delta was indicated
in a recent survey conducted by the marketing economics
division of the Economics Research Service, Agricultural
Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, at
Stoneville, Miss.
“When one soil type occupies the major portion of
land on a given farm, i.e. sandy loam, clay loam, clay, etc.
soybeans are rotated with cotton every 3rd or 4th year. When
a farm is composed of three distinct soil types ranging from

clay to clay loam to sandy loam, soybeans are rotated from
the clay to clay loam areas every 5th to 6th year but rarely
are soybeans rotated to sandy loam areas. Rice farmers were
found to rotate soybeans with rice every 3rd year.
“Research has shown that weed seed will remain in a
viable condition in the soil for several decades. Preliminary
data from research at Stoneville also indicate that weed seed
will still be emerging in large numbers even after 2 years of
perfect weed control. Data in table 1 show that eight weeds
per square foot germinated after 2 years in which no weed
seed were produced.
In view of the longevity of weed seed, farmers who
follow crop rotations must realize that to control weeds in
a given crop is to control weeds in the subsequent crop. In
certain situations many farmers feel that adequate weed
control in soybeans would be uneconomical but such
philosophy indicates that the farmer has failed to realize that
weed control is a total farm responsibility.
“Considerable weed control in soybeans can be
obtained prior to planting the crop. Research at the Delta
Branch Experiment Station has shown that intensive spring
disking will provide good control of Johnsongrass from
rhizomes (table 2). Some farmers may object to the cost
of disking six to eight times prior to planting soybeans but
present indications are that such a practice would provide
an economical return the 1st year. Intensive disking in April
and May will also provide control of annual weeds which
emerge during this period as well as other perennials such as
nutsedge (nut-grass), redvine, and others.
“On heavy soils such as Sharkey clay (buckshot), which
normally do not have heavy infestations of Johnsongrass
and on which care has to be exercised in pre-planting tillage,
early fallowing can be accomplished with considerable
success through use of spring-tooth type cultivators.
“Early season annual weeds can be controlled with
pre-emergence application of N-1-naphthylphthalamic acid
(NPA) or 3-amino-2,5-dichlorobenzoic acid (Amiben).
NPA was used on more than 140,000 acres in the Delta of
Mississippi in 1961. This material will provide adequate
control on soil types ranging from sandy loam to clay loam
under conditions that are not extremely dry or extremely
wet. No pre-emergence material will perform satisfactorily
under conditions of extremely dry surface soil but with
sufficient subsurface moisture to germinate weed seed. It
also appears that excessive rainfall causes movement of NPA
to the extent that weed control is reduced through dilution of
the herbicide. Failure to provide consistent weed control on
clay soils has proven to be a limiting factor in the use of this
material in the Ark-La-Miss Delta.
“For three consecutive seasons Amiben has provided
excellent weed control with essentially no soybean injury
at the Delta Branch Experiment Station. This herbicide
provides control of a wide spectrum of annual weed species
including coffeebean, cocklebur, and seedling Johnsongrass.
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In work at Stoneville pre-emergence use of Amiben has
resulted in doubled yields of beans. This is the only material
to be studied at Stoneville to perform satisfactorily in
soybeans grown on clay soils. Only limited quantities of this
herbicide will prevent its extensive use in the Ark-La-Miss in
1962.
“Post-emergence weed control can be obtained from use
of herbicidal oils, rotary hoes, or 4-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)
butyric acid [4-(2,4-DB)] [which does not have a general
label clearance]. A single directional spraying with certain
herbicidal oils has given good control of most annual weeds
in soybeans when applied correctly and at the proper time.
The oil should be applied as is recommended for use in
cotton. This treatment, at 5 gallons per acre, is recommended
when the soybeans are 12 to 16 days old. This is a highly
economical treatment.
“When soil conditions are optimum, i.e. slightly crusted,
use of rotary hoes provides excellent early season annual
weed control. For best results the rotary hoe should be used
when weeds are breaking through the soil. The Mississippi
Agricultural Experiment Station recommends that the rotary
hoe be used on at least a 5-day interval and that soybeans not
be rotary hoed after the third trifolium has fully expanded.
When soybeans are nearing the third trifoliate stage of
growth (8-10 inches tall) excessive soybean injury can be
prevented by waiting until the soybeans have some loss in
turgor (slightly wilted), usually by midmorning or near noon.
“Fortunately rotary hoeing, and consequently mixing
the soil, does not have a harmful effect on pre-emergence
control obtained with materials such as NPA and Amiben. In
fact, rotary hoeing seems to supplement and improve the preemergence control that is present at the time of rotary hoeing.
“Four-(2,4-DB) appears very promising for postemergence control of cocklebur in soybeans. At the present
time this herbicide has USDA label clearance for use on
soybeans grown for seed purposes only but indications are
that advent of general label clearance will witness extensive
use of this material.
“Use of previously mentioned treatments, or
combinations of these treatments, will greatly reduce weed
competition in soybeans. When soil conditions and land use
permit even greater weed control, pressure can be brought
against weeds through use of a chemical-crop rotation as
illustrated in table 3. Advantages of such a rotation are (1)
keeping continuous pressure against weeds, (2) rotation of
herbicides prevents possible herbicide accumulation, (3)
cotton herbicides will bring certain weeds under control
that are poorly controlled by soybean herbicides, and (4)
soybeans provide some degree of control to nut-grass, which
flourishes in cotton and corn, as is indicated in table 4.
“With the wide variety of herbicides available a number
of chemical-crop rotations can be designed, depending on
localized needs. Regardless of the crops grown in rotation
with soybeans, the use of herbicides for weed control in

soybeans used in combination with herbicide-crop rotations
offers farmers in the Ark-La-Miss the only practical means
of adequate weed control in soybeans.”
Photos show: (1) Heavy growth of weeds in chemically
untreated soybeans. These soybeans received conventional
cultivation until lay-by. Yield 15 bu/acre. Note: “Lay-by”
means to cultivate a crop for the last time.
(2) Soybeans treated pre-emergence with Amiben at
1.0 lb/A on 12-inch band (3.33 lb/A broadcast). Otherwise
cultural practices identical to figure 1, in same experiment.
Yield 34 bu/acre.
(3) Same treatment as figures 1 and 2. Left side soybean
treated with Amiben. Right side soybeans that received only
conventional cultivation.
Tables: (1) “Number of weeds that emerged in 1961 on
plots which were maintained weed-free in 1959 and 1960.”
“Purslane: 3.0 per square foot
“Goosegrass: 1.2 per square foot
“Fall Panicgrass: 1.1 per square foot
“Crabgrass (brachiaria): 0.4 per square foot
“Coffeebean: 0.3 per square foot
“Others: 2.0 per square foot
“Total: 8.0 per square foot
(2) “Johnsongrass control ratings and yield of soybeans
following various fallow diskings prior to planting
soybeans.” As number of fallow diskings increased from 2 to
10, and date planted increased from April 24 to June 5, yield
of soybeans (bushels/acre) increased from 21 to 39.
(3) “The hypothetical use of various herbicides in a
cotton and soybean rotation.”
(4) “Nutsedge control obtained following various crop
rotations.” Address: Research Plant Physiologist, Crops
Research Div., Agricultural Research Service, USDA, and
the Delta Branch, Mississippi Agric. Exp. Station, Stoneville,
Mississippi.
3474. Soybean Digest. 1962. Weeds: A roundup of the latest
State Experiment Station recommendations. April. p. 18-19.
Cover story.
• Summary: On the cover we read: “Annual weed bill is $5
billion.”
“Weeds are still the No. 1 production problem for
soybeans and other crops. The annual weed bill for the nation
adds up to $5 billion, according to the University of Illinois.
What part of that bill does your farm pay?
“Annual losses due to weeds in soybeans averaged 3.8
bushels per acre in a 10-year study in north central Iowa by
Iowa State University, according to David W. Staniforth.
Losses ranged from 6.5 to 1.6 bushels per acre.
“Weed losses of course can run much higher, particularly
in the more humid areas of the South, where they often cut
yields in half.
“The rules for control of weeds are fairly simple and
well known. Their successful application may not be so
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simple.
“Here are some rules suggested by experiment station
weed men:
“1–Treat weeds as an overall problem for the farm
and not for any one crop. Charge weed control efforts to
succeeding crops as well as the current one, since you are
controlling weeds for the whole rotation. Crop rotations
prevent any one type of weed from building up and, with
good management, are the best control, Fred W. Slife,
University of Illinois agronomist, believes.
“2–Late planting of soybeans is universally
recommended to reduce weed competition.
“Gene Klett, University of Illinois, notes that 90% of the
weeds germinate between April 15 and June 15 in Illinois.
Waiting until late in this period to plant causes more of the
weed seedlings to be destroyed by seedbed preparation.
“However, Richard Behrens, University of Minnesota
agronomist, points out that too late planting may result in
lower yield’s, and that there is danger of frost damage to fullseason varieties in some areas if soybeans are planted late.
“The rule of thumb in planting, says Dr. Slife, is
to prepare seedbeds early, delay planting and then kill
germinating weeds by preparing seedbeds again.
“’Cool soil temperatures slow the germination and
growth of soybeans considerably so that weeds may gain a
competitive ‘advantage,’ according to Minnesota extension
folder 212 for 1962. ‘However, in warm soils, soybeans are
good competitors of weeds because germination and growth
are rapid.
“’Several cultural practices control annual weeds in
soybeans. Fall and early spring plowing plus tillage prior
to delayed sowing of the crop can kill many weeds. Postemergence cultivation with the rotary hoe is effective if done
when the weeds are small and soil conditions are favorable.’
“3–Get the weeds when they are small–the smaller the
better. Quoting North Dakota circular A-250: ‘Start weed
control early. A rotary hoe, spike-tooth harrow or weeder can
be used between planting and emergence of the beans.
“’When the beans are 3 to 8 inches tall, frequent
cultivations with a rotary hoe, light harrow or weeder are
very effective in killing weed seedlings in the rows with
little damage to the beans. (James L. Williams, Jr., extension
botanist, Purdue University [West Lafayette, Indiana],
comments: ‘I question the use of rotary hoe on beans that are
5 inches to 8 inches tall. It tears the beans up!’)
“’Row plantings can be cultivated with ordinary corn or
beet cultivators. Two or three cultivations are usually needed.
Shallow cultivation with sweep-type cultivator shovels is
recommended to prevent ridging, which makes harvesting
more difficult, and to prevent serious injury from root
pruning.
“’Avoid cultivating soybeans when the leaves are wet to
prevent the possibility of spreading diseases which may be
present.’

“And quoting Dr. Paul Santelmann, former weed control
specialist at the University of Maryland now with Oklahoma
State University: ‘Inevitably, farmers now think of chemicals
when they think of weed control. However, soybeans in
Maryland would be much less weedy if farmers would ‘give
more thought to the use of proper varieties, proper land
preparation to kill weed seedlings, proper seeding times, use
of high-quality seed, and proper cultivation–including use of
the rotary hoe.
“’Once correct practices are followed, then herbicides
can be discussed to solve specific problems. Certainly, there
are many occasions when improved cultural procedures
cannot take care of a problem, but chemicals can.’
“From Maryland: Here are the cultural practices for
soybean weed control recommended by Dr. Santelmann and
J.A. Meade for Maryland conditions:
“1–Follow a rotation–many of the weediest soybean
fields have been in continuous soybeans for several years.
Rotating soybeans with other crops can reduce the weed
problems, and may allow other, more effective herbicides to
be used in the field.
“2–Prepare soil early and allow an early crop of weeds
to grow. Then disk or harrow immediately before planting
the beans and kill off the first crop of weeds. Prepare a firm
seedbed.
“3–Don’t plant the soybeans too early. Soybeans will
not germinate in a cool soil, but the weeds will. Then they
are ahead of the beans. Soybeans should not be planted until
about 2 weeks after the best corn planting date.
“4–Use clean, high-quality seed. Poor-quality seed may
have many weed seeds in the bag. Also poor-quality seed
may lead to poor emergence of the crop, resulting in more
space for weeds.
“5–Use a rotary hoe. This can be used either before or
after the beans have emerged but should not be used when
they are in the crook stage of development. The weeds must
be very small to be controlled. High speeds are essential for
best rotary hoeing.
“6–Proper setting and use of shovel cultivators. Many
farmers do not have the shovels set to throw the maximum
possible amount of soil into the row. Also, weed size is again
important. Once the weeds attain much size the weed control
will be poor. (Dr. Behrens of the University of Minnesota
notes that many farmers do not like to throw too much soil
into the row since it makes ridges that result in harvesting
losses.)”
Note: This article was written by the staff of Soybean
Digest.
3475. Nelson, C.E.; Roberts, S. 1962. Effect of plant spacing
and planting date on six varieties of soybeans. Washington
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 639. p. 1-9.
May. [17 ref]
• Summary: The highest soybean yields were obtained from
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the May 5 planting, where the soybeans were spaced 1 inch
apart in each row. All rows were 22 inches apart. The variety
Merit produced the highest yields. During the past few years,
only a few hundred “pilot” areas of soybeans have been
grown in the irrigated areas of central Washington. But there
“are indications that the acreage will expand materially in the
near future.” Address: 1. Agronomist; 2. Senior Experimental
Aide, Washington Agric. Exp. Station; Irrigation Exp.
Station, Roza Unit.

1000 square feet of ground and turn under when the plants
reach the blossom stage. They will then be as large as they’ll
ever be and still be tender enough to decay rapidly in the
soil. Most of the nitrogen has been gathered by this time
also.
“Soybean meal is one of the finest organic fertilizers you
can buy.”
Note: This is the earliest article on soy seen (Aug. 2002)
in Organic Gardening and Farming magazine.

3476. Opalic, Risto. 1962. Primjena vjestackih dubriva za
soju [The use of artificial fertilizers on soybeans]. Savremena
Poljoprivreda (Contemporary Agriculture) 10(5):356-67.
May. [5 ref. Scr; ger]
Address: Poljoprivredno dobro “Semberija,” Bijeljina
[Bijelina], Yugoslavia.

3478. Alexander, Morris W.; Genter, C.F. 1962. Production
of corn and soybeans in alternate pairs of rows. Agronomy
Journal 54(3):233-34. May/June. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Intercropping in corn dates back to the early
American Indian tribes and has been used with alternate
rows of corn and peanuts in the South for many years. In
the eastern (Tidewater) area of Virginia where corn is one of
the major crops, corn is often interplanted in the same row
with soybeans. The corn is usually harvested for grain and
the soybeans and missed corn are ‘hogged off.’ The yield of
interplanted soybeans is generally low.”
Corn intercropped with soybeans yielded approximately
30% more (for area actually in corn) than when planted
alone. Address: 1. Asst. Prof. Virginia Agric. Exp. Station,
Holland, VA; 2. Prof. of Agronomy, Virginia Agric. Exp.
Station, Blackburg, VA.

3477. Shade, Lucille. 1962. How soybeans can help you.
Organic Gardening and Farming 9(5):22-24. May.
• Summary: The subtitle reads: “A remarkable plant that
yields a highly nutritious food, helps build soil, and does a
dozen other jobs–the soybean belongs in your garden.” A
photo caption states: “The vegetable soybean draws heavily
upon lime in the soil, but will return nitrogen if the residue
of the vine is left in the field and turned under. Soybeans give
the most complete vegetable protein.”
“Soybeans can be eaten green in much the same way
you’d eat lima beans... They can be roasted and eaten like
peanuts, or used to make soy milk for babies allergic to other
kinds of milk.
“For the home garden, be sure you get an edible or
vegetable variety, not a farm legume or forage type. Edible
strains differ as much in palatability from field varieties as
does sweet corn from field corn... Two of the better edible
varieties are Bansei and Pando. These mature fully in about
96 days... Green vegetable soys may be prepared the same
way as other garden beans. They make a good addition to
soups, chili con carne, salads, etc. Mixed with corn, they
make a delicious succotash.
“Soybeans should be inoculated like any other legume.
Not only will they do better but the inoculant will help the
plant to utilize nitrogen from the air rather than from the soil.
Soybeans can obtain as much as two-thirds of their nitrogen
from the air.
“A package of inoculant can be purchased at almost
any garden center very cheaply. Twenty-five cents will buy
enough to inoculate 5 or 6 pounds of beans. To use, simply
dump the seeds in a pan, cover with water and then drain
immediately. Sprinkle the inoculant powder over the seeds,
mix well, and plant.
“Soybeans have long been used as a green manure crop
to improve both the condition of the soil and to add a goodly
amount of nitrogen as well. For best results, inoculate the
soybean seeds, plant at the rate of about 3 pounds for each

3479. Holden, E.R.; Page, N.R.; Wear, J.I. 1962. Properties
and use of micronutrient glasses in crop production. J. of
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 10(3):188-92. May/June.
[30 ref]
• Summary: A review of the literature with particular
reference to the boron nutrition of soybeans.
In 1927 Brenchley and Warrington demonstrated
that boron is essential to plant growth (Annals of Botany,
London). Yet excess boron can be toxic to plants. It is now
known that slowly soluble carriers of boron are superior
to soluble forms of boron under some conditions. The
information now available is adequate to permit commercial
applications. Address: 1. Soil and Water Conservation
Research Div., Agricultural Research Service, USDA,
Beltsville, Maryland; 2. Dep. of Agronomy and Soils,
Clemson Agricultural College, Clemson, South Carolina;
3. Dep. of Agronomy and Soils, Auburn Univ., Auburn,
Alabama.
3480. Evans, A.C.; Sreedharan, A. 1962. Studies of
intercropping. II. Castor-bean with groundnuts or soya-bean.
East African Agricultural and Forestry Journal 28(1):7-8.
July. [1 ref]
• Summary: Demonstrates the usefulness of intercropping
as a method of combating pest buildup in a crop and
thereby maintaining a favorable overall yield. At low plant
populations there is a gain in intercropping castor-beans
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with groundnuts or soya-beans so long as there is not a
price differential of three times in favor of castor-beans. At
high plant populations there is no economic advantage to
successful intercropping, but it does protect castor-beans
against severe attacks of Mirids (insects). The soya-beans
planted were variety Hernon 237. Address: Ministry of
Agriculture, Dar es Salaam, Tanganyika.
3481. Republic of Vietnam, Department of Rural Affairs,
Commissariat General for Land Development and Rural
Affairs, Directorate of Rural Affairs. 1962. Field crops
improvement. In: Annual Work Progress Report on Crop
Improvement Program of Rice, Sugarcane, Vegetable and
Field Crops (for the period from July 1961 to June 1962).
Vietnam: Directorate of Rural Affairs. 300 p. July. See p.
v-vi, 135-48.
• Summary: At bottom of cover page: “A cooperative project
between the Directorate of Rural Affairs (DRA), and the
Chinese Technical Mission to Vietnam on Crop Improvement
(CIM).”
The summary section titled “Field crops improvement”
states (p. v-vi): As part of a crop improvement program, 16
varieties of soybeans were tested. Promising varieties were
Palmetto and Sankuo. It was found that growing soybeans
with closer spacing than the conventional spacing could
increase yield. In a field experiment with the soybean variety
Palmetto, sown as a second crop in July, the close spacing of
40 cm by 10 cm and 2 plants per hill gave 38% more yield
than the conventional spacing. Soybeans showed a high
response to phosphate and a moderate response to nitrogen
fertilizer. As for planting date, Palmetto can be grown yearround, but the best seasons for sowing are April and July,
whereas Sankuo is best planted in July as a summer crop.
The larger section on “Field crops improvement” (p.
114-175) contains a subsection titled “IV. Soybean” (p.
135-48) which has this contents: Field work on soybean:
Comparative test of 12 soybean varieties in 1961 (summer
crop, fall crop, yields of each: Sankuo yielded 2,045 kg/ha),
test of planting date of soybean, fertilizer tests, spacing tests.
Recommendation for the future: Exploring foreign markets
(such as Taiwan), developing main production areas near sea
ports and organizing cooperatives, varietal improvement,
cultural improvement (planting date, spacing, fertilizer),
insect control (stem maggot and pod borer are the most
destructive; Leguminivora (Cydia) glycinivorella (Mats.) and
Caloptilia soyella (van Dev.) [Melanagromyza, Ophiomyia];
sprays of endrin, fenthion or Sevin gave good control of the
former).
The soybean is currently one of the crops grown on a
small scale in Vietnam; its production is still insufficient
to meet the demand. For example, in 1959 only 1,416
metric tons (tonnes) were produced on 2,219 ha, and an
additional 400 tonnes were imported for consumption.
Vietnam is working to diversify crop production in order

to expand exports, in order to earn more foreign currency.
Expanded soybean production seems to look promising in
this respect. Therefore, experiments on varietal and cultural
improvement have been carried out at Hung-Loc Station
since 1960. Despite the good experimental results, expansion
of commercial soybean production has faced many obstacles:
1. Local consumption is limited, because the people of
Vietnam do not frequently include soybean products in their
daily meals. 2. Since the difference between the export price
and the local price is small, dealers are not interested in
exporting soybeans at a small marginal profit. Thus growers
have difficulty selling their product. 3. Production is unstable
because of the uneven distribution of rainfall and insect
damage. 4. The reluctance of farmers to plant new crops will
prevent the expansion of soybean culture into new areas.
Address: Vietnam.
3482. Wilkinson, S.R.; Ohlrogge, A.J. 1962. Principles
of nutrient uptake from fertilizer bands. V. Mechanisms
responsible for intensive root development in fertilized
zones. Agronomy Journal 54(4):288-91. July/Aug. [13 ref]
• Summary: This study concerns root proliferation in
soybeans. “Synopsis: Nitrogen-fertilized roots were
consistently higher in growth activity than roots not
fertilized with nitrogen on a total roots per treatment basis.
Phosphorus- fertilized root extracts had less growth activity
than nitrogen-fertilized root extracts, and about equal or
less growth activity than extracts from roots not fertilized
with nitrogen or phosphorus.” Address: Purdue Agric. Exp.
Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
3483. Brown, J.C.; Jones, W.E. 1962. Absorption of Fe, Mn,
Zn, Ca, Rb and phosphate ions by soybean roots that differ
in their reductive capacity. Soil Science 94(3):173-79. Sept.
[8 ref]
• Summary: Discusses absorption of iron, manganese, zinc,
calcium, rubidium. Address: USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.
3484. Lambert, J.W. 1962. Breeding soybeans for the world
market. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 34-35.
• Summary: “It is evident from the discussions of the last 2
days that American soybeans are an increasingly important
commodity in the world market. This international status of
the crop has come about in a relatively short period of time
and is the result of the interaction of many factors.
“Of primary importance, without doubt, is the intrinsic
value of soybean seed itself. Few other seeds have the
fortunate combination of a high content of high quality
protein and a moderately high content of high quality edible
oil. This unique combination is of course the real basis for
the current importance of the soybean in world nutrition and
the reason why our very capable business organizations have
been able to develop the new markets that are absorbing so
large a part of our national production.
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“There are other factors, however, that have been and
will continue to be of importance in expanding the position
of U.S. soybeans and soybean products in the world market.
In no other country, for example, is there a comparable
land area so well suited to soybean production; nor is there
anywhere else a comparable group of such well-equipped
and efficient producers, handlers, and processors. The farflung acres of fertile farm land are a gift of nature but the
corps of producers, handlers, and processors are a product of
the American economic and educational system.
“Stated another way, this group has developed as a result
of hard work, faith, and vision operating in a climate of free
enterprise. Giving direction and vitality to this development
have been research programs of both government and
industry. And it is with such research that the present
discussion is concerned, since by no other means can the
position of American soybeans in the world market be
expanded or even maintained.
“Research on soybeans is proceeding along many
fronts. At this convention you have heard research reports on
utilization by Drs. Senti and Cowan, on weather relations by
Dr. Thompson, and on marketing by Dr. West. My remarks
will be confined to one phase of production research, the
breeding of new varieties.
“The importance of varietal research in the dramatic
rise of the soybean crop in the United States is easily
demonstrated. Before the turn of the century and for some
years after, USDA exploration and plant introduction teams
in the Far East performed the indispensable service of
bringing a large number of soybean types and varieties to the
United States. These were in turn tested in many of the state
agricultural experiment stations. Information was obtained
on varietal adaptation, on cultural methods, and on possible
uses in the farm rotations.
“For 20 or 30 years the principal uses of the crop
seemed to be for forage and soil improvement. The small
amount of selection done by plant breeders during this
period was slanted toward these uses. However, with the
coming of the small combine harvester and the discovery
by oilseed crushers of the value of the threshed seed, a new
day dawned for the soybean in the United States. It was
quickly recognized as a potentially great cash crop. The need
for well-adapted varieties that were suitable for processing
became apparent.
“The appreciation of this need culminated in 1936 in
the establishment of the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory
at Urbana, Illinois. Through the years since, the staff of this
laboratory has done outstanding work in soybean genetics,
pathology, and physiology. In cooperation with workers in
the state experiment stations they have turned out 15 or more
superior varieties for use in the various soybean growing
regions of the United States. Significantly, a very high
proportion of the present soybean acreage of the country is
planted to these varieties. They are tangible witness to the

value of cooperative research.
“Obviously the research team is well organized and
effective. Let us now turn our attention to the proposition of
breeding soybeans for the present world market. And in this
regard perhaps we would do well to include our domestic
demands as a part of this market, since we are still ‘our
own best customer.’ What are the objectives of the soybean
breeder of 1962? Are they different from 30 years ago or
even 20 years ago, and how?
“Toward 60-Bushel Yields: It goes without saying that
the need for high yield of harvestable seed continues much
the same as in the past. This of course means undiminished
attention on the breeder’s part to proper maturity, plant
height, standing ability, and resistance to lodging as well
as to the actual components of yield. In respect to these
attributes we hope that in the foreseeable future we shall
be able to select for them under environmental conditions
that will permit average yields of 60 to 70 bushels per acre
instead of the 30 to 40 bushel yields we now commonly
encounter in our experimental plots.
“I should probably emphasize that I am referring to
yields in experimental plots which for a number of reasons
nearly always are at a higher level than yields in general. The
essential point which I wish to make is that we hope to learn
enough about the soybean plant through basic physiological
and nutritional research to be able to specify the cultural
treatments necessary to produce consistently the 60 or 70
bushels we on rare occasions obtain by chance.
“Once this so-called environmental yield barrier is
broken we shall be in a much better position to raise the
genetic ceiling on yield. That is, we can then proceed to
select the varieties that will produce really superior yields
under optimum environmental condition. This in turn means
that we can perhaps provide the soybean grower with the
varieties and the cultural specifications necessary to make
soybeans really competitive with corn or any other crop.
“The soybean breeding plans of the future will include
much emphasis on resistance to diseases. A great deal of
progress has been made in recent years particularly with
respect to Phytophthora root rot, bacterial pustule, frog
eye leaf spot, target spot, and cyst nematode. Certain other
troubles, however, such as bacterial blight, root rots other
than Phytophthora, and physiological diseases such as iron
chlorosis have received relatively little attention. Breeding
for disease resistance is a never-ending battle because of the
appearance of new diseases and of new races of old disease
organisms, but it is a battle well worth waging in terms of
economic importance.
“The Shift in Emphasis: Up to this point in the
discussion the objectives of the breeding program of 1962
are very little different from those of the programs of 20 or
30 years ago. When we come to the matter of the appearance
and internal quality of the beans themselves, however, we are
forced to stop and ponder. Whereas the American soybean
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industry was born in an era of vegetable oil shortages in
this country and flourished under heavy war and post-war
demands for oil, it now finds itself in increasing difficulty
disposing of the oil in a world market that is well supplied
with edible fats and oils of various kinds.
“On the other hand, soybean meal, once considered
a byproduct, has come to be recognized both at home and
abroad as an excellent protein source in livestock and poultry
rations and its market at reasonable prices seems nowhere
near saturated. Moreover, increasing amounts of whole beans
are apparently moving into the foreign protein market for
direct consumption as human foods.
“Looking back, the directive to the breeder in the
1930’s seemed clear. Higher oil content was called for
even at the expense of lower protein. And I must point out
parenthetically that any appreciable genetic increase in oil
content is almost invariably accompanied by a reduction in
protein.
“In 1962 the directive is not so clear cut. To be sure, a
pound of oil still sells for more than a pound of protein but
not nearly so much more as it once did. Moreover, the pound
of oil would seem to be selling on a less substantial basis;
in other words, it is much more dependent on government
support than is the pound of protein. In short, it would appear
that the world needs soybean oil less than it does soybean
protein.” Continued. Address: Agric. Exp. Station, Univ.
Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota.
3485. Joshi, A.B.; Singh, H.B.; Mital, S.P. 1962. Why be
indifferent to soybean? Indian Farming 12(7):15-18. Oct.
Series 2.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Indian farmer’s
indifference. Soybean for food (as pulse or flour). Soybean
dal. Soybean flour. Soybean milk. Soybean cake [for
livestock feed]. Fodder and green manure. Industrial uses of
soybean (Lecithin, derivatives).
Soybean acreage in India is almost negligible.
“According to ad hoc estimates, only about 43,000 acres
are planted to soybean in India, mainly in the hills of Uttar
Pradesh, with an annual production of about 5,900 tons.”
“Known there as bhat, bharat, or botang, it is commonly
used as muri (roasted beans; just as roasted and salted gram
and peas are eaten elsewhere in the country), or the beans
are ground to make sattu for mixing with barley or wheat
sattu. Occasionally chapatees [chapatis] are also made from
a mixture of soybean flour with maize flour. However, due
to its high oil content, soybean flour can keep well only for
short periods, especially so in warmer locations.”
In China and Japan, soybeans are made into soya milk
and tofu (which corresponds to panir), “a popular milk
product prepared at home and cooked into vegetable curries
in India.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2013)
that contains the word “panir” (or “paneer”) used in

connection with tofu or soy. Panir is a soft, fresh dairy
cheese, widely consumed in India. It is more expensive than
tofu. Address: Indian Agricultural Research Inst., New Delhi,
India.
3486. Weber, J.B.; Caldwell, A.C. 1962. Soybean chlorosis
from heavy fertilization. Agronomy Journal 54(5):425-27.
Sept/Oct. [14 ref]
• Summary: Heavy applications of concentrated
superphosphate alone and in combination with potassium
chloride (KCl) resulted in chlorotic plants. Address: 1.
Graduate Research Asst.; 2. Prof. of Soils. Both: Univ. of
Minnesota, St. Paul.
3487. Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Rhodesia. 1962.
Maize: What’s the alternative crop? 2: Soya beans. Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal 59(6):309, 339. Nov/Dec. [1 ref]
• Summary: Rhodesia’s Federal Ministry of Agriculture
recently published a bulletin titled “Some Alternative Crops
to Maize.” It examined the economical aspects of six crops
which maize farmers can grow to diversify their production.
Soya beans were one of these crops. This article discusses
soybean cultivation. Contents: Varieties (Hernon for seed;
Hernon and Biltan for hay). Fertilizer requirements. Time
of planting. Seeding rates. Harvesting procedure: Hay, seed.
Treatment for pests [treat plants for insects or diseases].
General notes.
“High yields are absolutely essential if worthwhile
profits are to be made.” Seed yields should average 7 to 8
bags per acre (1 bag = 200 lb, so 1,400 to 1,600 lb or 23.3 to
26.7 bushels per acre), and may be as high as 15 bags (3,000
lb or 50 bushels) per acre. Address: Rhodesia.
3488. Parker, M.B.; Harris, H.B. 1962. Soybean response
to molybdenum and lime and the relationship between yield
and chemical composition. Agronomy Journal 54(6):480-83.
Nov/Dec. [15 ref]
• Summary: Synopsis: Soybean seed yield, leaf nitrogen,
seed protein, and seed weight were increased by application
of molybdenum or lime on moderately acid soils. Significant
positive correlations existed between seed yield and soil
pH (where molybdenum was not applied), seed yield and
leaf nitrogen, leaf nitrogen and seed protein, seed yield and
seed protein, and seed yield and seed weight. No correlation
existed between seed yield and soil pH when molybdenum
was applied. “A significant negative correlation existed
between seed protein and oil.”
In 1960 in northeast Georgia, molybdenum increased
soybean yields by 30%, and in 1961 by 55%, The increase in
yield was greatest on the unlimed plots and decreased as the
lime rate increased.
“2. The increase in yield obtained from 0.2 pounds
per acre of Mo (molybdenum) alone was equivalent to the
increase obtained from two tons of lime.
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“3. Significant yield response to lime occurred only
where No was not applied.” Address: 1. Asst. Agronomist,
Georgia Mountain Exp. Station, Blairsville, GA; 2. Asst.
Agronomist, Georgia Exp. Station.
3489. Vieira, Clibas. 1962. A soja e sua cultura [The soybean
and its culture]. Boletim de Agricultura (Belo Horizonte,
Brazil) 11(7-12):16-33. July/Dec. [19 ref. Por]
• Summary: A large chart (p. 18-19) lists the various ways
of using the soybean plant and its seeds, including many
foods and non-food industrial uses. From the cake or meal
(torta) one can make adhesive materials, fertilizers, animal
feeds, glue (cola), and plastics. Also food products: Flour,
sauce (môlho), milk, etc. And industrial protein (proteína
industrial).
From soy oil one can make various food products
including margarine (margarina), salad oil (óleo para
salada), cooking oil (óleo para cozinha). The green seeds
can be used to make conserves or canned foods (conservas),
salad (salada), or cooked dishes (cozida). The dry seeds can
be cooked, sprouted, or used to make flour, milk, or animal
feeds.
Note 1. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Dec. 2015) that uses the term proteína
industrial to refer to isolated soy protein for industrial uses.
Note 2. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (May 2020) that uses the term margarina to
refer to margarine.
Note 3. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (June 2009) that uses the term graos verdes
to refer to green vegetable soybeans. Address: Prof. de
Agricultura Geral–E.S.A. da U.R.E.M.G.–Vicosa, Brazil.
3490. Landero Perez, Robledo. 1962-1963. La soya en
Panamá. Estudio evaluativo de fertilizantes y variedades
[The soybean in Panama: An evaluative study of fertilizers
and varieties]. Tesis Ingeniería Agronómica, Facultad
de Agronomía, Universidad de Panamá, Panamá. 135 p.
(Mecanografiada). [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Part I: The soybean
(El frijol soya). General description. Botanical description.
Morphology. Physiology. Inoculation of seeds. Utilization
of the soybean (3 pages of tables showing food, industrial,
and feed uses of the soybean, soy protein, and soy oil).
Part II: The soybean in Panama. History of soybean
experiments conducted in Panama. Imports and exports of
soybeans and soy products. Potential in the oil industry.
The importance of soybean cultivation in Panama. Part III:
Fertilizer experiments with soybeans. Brief explanation.
Treatments. Experimental plan. Details of different factors
of the experiment. Variations: Observations in the field,
observations of the pods and seeds. Details and explanation
of the plots (cuadros): Observations in the field, observations
of the pods and seeds. Analysis of variance: Explanation of

the tables, conclusion.
Part IV: Replicated experiments with soybean varieties:
Brief explanation, varieties, experimental plan, details of
different factors of the experiment. Variations: Observations
in the field, observations of the pods and seeds. Details
and explanation of the plots: Observations in the field,
observations of the pods and seeds. Analysis of variance:
Explanation of the tables, conclusion.
Part V. Non-replicated experiments with soybean
varieties: Brief explanation, varieties, experimental plan,
details of different factors of the experiment. Variations:
Observations in the field, observations of the pods and
seeds. Explanation of the plots: Observations in the field,
observations of the pods and seeds. Table showing the
production of different varieties. Conclusion.
Part VI. Discussion of the experiment. General
conclusions. Recommendations. Appendixes: 1.
Classification of the varieties used in the experiments
according to the color of their pubescence (chocolate,
cream, or white). 3. Classification of varieties according to
their growth habits (erect, semi-crawling, crawling/vining/
procumbent) (rasteras). 4. Varieties according to the size
of their leaves. 5. Varieties according to the color of their
leaves (green, greenish yellow, yellowish). 6. Varieties
according to the wrinkling/creasing (arrugamiento) of their
leaves. 7. Varieties according to defoliation at maturity.
8. Varieties according to uniformity during maturation. 9.
Varieties according to the size of their first node (Entre
Nudos, in cm). 10. Varieties according to the length of their
pods. 11. Varieties according to the color of their pods. 12.
Varieties according to the caída of their pods. 13. Variety
and number of pods per axil. 14. Varieties according to the
average number of seeds per pod. 15. Varieties according to
the characteristics of the seed: Color of the seed, hilum, and
cotyledons. 16 Varieties according to vanas pods.
The section on the history of soybean experiments in
Panama (p. 12-13) states: “The soybean is a crop that is of
interest to the Department of Agricultural Investigations
(Departamento de Investigación Agrícola) of the Ministry of
Agriculture, Commerce, and Industry for its qualities useful
in the commercial production of oil, its derivatives to make
protein-rich foods, and its great usefulness in industry and in
feeding animals.
“Recently, in relation to the state of our agriculture,
various experiments have been conducted to determine
the soybean’s adaptability and yield potential, the effect
of fertilizers on yield, the effect of time of planting on
production, etc.
“At the Alanje Experimental Station field trials have
been conducted for 5 years [since about 1958] on 86 soybean
lines and commercial varieties, and presently the department
mentioned above is working on the process of determining
the results obtained, and before long they will publish a
pamphlet explaining the conditions.
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“Previous to the work of Alanje, the National Institute
of Agriculture at Divisa (el Instituto Nacional de Agricultura
en Divisa) had dedicated a large part of its efforts to
experimentation with soya. But unfortunately, for reasons
I cannot analyze here, the information that should have
come from these experiments did not yield the benefits that
would have been hoped for. However, the investigators
explain, the experience obtained will be of great use in future
experiments.
“For all of the trials conducted in Divisa, and later
in Alanje, the Ministry obtained the technical help of the
Interamerican Service for Agricultural Cooperation (Servicio
Interamericano de Cooperación Agrícola).
Pages 13-14 discuss imports and exports. A graph
on page 14 shows imports of soya to Panama from 1952
to 1962. In 1952 some 2,677 kg of soya were imported,
however the type of soy product imported is not indicated.
The source of this information is the Directorate of Statistics
and the Census of the General Controllership of Panama
(Direcciónde Estadística y Censo de la Contraloría General
de la República).
The author conducted soybean fertilizer and variety
trials at Tocumen, Panama. He planted seeds for the trials on
2-3 June 1962 and harvested the crop on 10-11 Oct. 1962.
He observed the fungus Cercospora sojina attached to the
foliage of the plants.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009)
concerning soybeans in Panama proper (not including the
Canal Zone), or the cultivation of soybeans in Panama. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Panama (1952 or 1958), or the cultivation of soybeans in
Panama (1958). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Address: Tesis Ingeniería Agronómica, Facultad de
Agronomía, Universidad de Panamá, Panama.
3491. Albinet, E.; Onisie, T. 1962. [Increasing yields of
soyabeans under irrigation]. Lucrari Stiintifice Iasi. p. 43342. [4 ref. Rom; fre; rus]*
Address: Prutet, Iasi, Romania.
3492. Babamov, Lazar; Najcevska, Cvetka. 1962. Rezultati
od prvitesortni ispituvanja na sojata kag nas [Results from
the first types of investigations of soybeans in our country].
Socijalisticko Zemjodelstvo (Socialist Farming) (Skopje)
14(1):8-23. [Mac]
Address: Yugoslavia.
3493. Cantîr, F.; Vasilica, C.; Comarovschi, G. 1962. [Effect
of distance between rows and sowing density on yields of
soyabeans]. Lucrari Stiintifice Iasi. p. 57-64. [8 ref. Rom;
fre; rus]*
Address: Dorohoi, Romania.

under the new support price regulations. American
Cooperation 1962. p. 326-30.
• Summary: A brief history of the Arkansas Grain
Corporation makes it easier to understand how and why it
utilizes the soybean price support program. “The Arkansas
Grain Corporation is a sister organization to the Arkansas
Rice Growers Cooperative Association which has been
processing and marketing rice for its members on a
cooperative basis since 1921.” The Arkansas Rice Growers
Cooperative Association expanded rapidly during the period
from 1945 to 1955 when farmers began harvesting their rice
using combines, and the need for grain driers developed.
During that time 13 “Affiliated Rice Drying Cooperatives”
were constructed in the rice-growing sections of Arkansas.
“The number of acres planted to rice were reduced
substantially when rice acreage allotments were put into
effect. Many of these acres as well as well as acres from
newly-cleared land were then planted to soybeans. In
addition, acres from cotton and small grains were diverted
to soybean production. The rapid increase in soybean
production made it necessary to consider additional
facilities to receive, dry, clean, and store the crop. Members
of The Arkansas Rice Growers Cooperative Association
met to discuss the problems, and in 1958 the Hazen and
Weiner affiliates constructed soybean storage. Since that
time, soybean storage and handling facilities have been
constructed at 14 other locations.”
“In 1960 the Arkansas Grain Corporation constructed
a 1,000 ton (33,000 bushel) per day soybean solvent
extraction plant at Stuttgart, Arkansas. Except when shut
down for maintenance and repairs, that plant has operated
continuously since the last part of October 1960.”
“Prior to 1961 only the rice, cotton, dry beans, peanuts,
and tobacco cooperatives were permitted to put commodities
under price support loans or purchase agreements for their
members. During 1961, the U.S.D.A. agreed to extend price
support privileges to associations of soybean producers
who qualified under regulations issued by the Department.
Arkansas Grain Corporation made a formal application on
September 25, 1961, and were approved as a Cooperative
Marketing Association eligible for price supports under the
1961-Crop Soybean Price Support Program Regulations.”
Financial details of crop payments are then given.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2008)
that mentions the “Arkansas Grain Corporation,” which was
later renamed Riceland Foods. Address: Manager, Soybean
Div., Arkansas Grain Corp., Stuttgart, AR.
3495. Directorate of Rural Affairs, Vietnam. 1962. [Sowing
date and spacing trials with soyabeans]. In: Annual Work
Progress Report C.I.M. Vietnam (for the years 1961-62):
Directorate of Rural Affairs. See p. 138-45. [Vie]*
Address: Hung-Loc Station, South Vietnam.

3494. Carle, W.F. 1962. Cooperative pooling of soybeans
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3496. Galal, Sayed, Jr.; Abdel-Rasool, S.F. 1962.
Possibilities of intercropping corn and soybean in Egypt.
Technical Communication for Oil Crops. (Ministry of
Agriculture Egypt). *
Address: Egypt.
3497. Harrow Research Station, Research Report (Ontario,
Canada). 1962. [Spacing and fertilizer applications for
soyabeans]. p. 25. For the years 1959-60. *
• Summary: In spacing trials with soybeans, the distance
between rows was 24 inches and between plants in each
row from 1 to 4 inches. In general, the highest yields were
obtained from the closest spacing. The addition of fertilizer
increased the plant height, number of branches, and 100-seed
weight at all planting rates but did not consistently increase
yields, yet did cause greater incidence of Phytophthora root
rot.
3498. Nagata, Tadao. 1962. Report to the government of
Yugoslavia on improvement of soybean cultivation. FAO
Expanded Technical Assistance Program, Report No. 1465.
22 p. [Eng]
• Summary: The author served FAO in Yugoslavia for
4 months, from July to Nov. 1961. He travelled in most
of the soybean growing areas of Yugoslavia, and visited
many institutes and experiment farms, several faculties of
agriculture and many farms.
Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Historical review. 3.
Climatic and soil conditions. 4. Present Aspect: Cropping
systems, varieties and breeding, soil management, fertilizer
and nitrogen bacteria, rate and time of sowing, cultivation
and weed control, disease and insect damage, drought
and hail damage, harvesting and yield, interplanting,
cultivation for fodder, cultivation after wheat. 5. Future
Prospects: Cultural practice (cropping system, varieties, soil
management, nitrogen bacteria inoculation and fertilizer
application, rate of sowing, cultivation and weed control,
counter measures against drought, disease and pest control,
practical suggestions), research (cropping system, varieties
and breeding, growing for seed, nitrogen bacteria, fertilizers,
rate of sowing, cultivation and weed control, control of
insect damage, drought damage, machines for planting and
cultivating, yield capacity of soybeans, organization of
research). 6. Recommendations.
Note: This is earliest English-language document
seen that uses the term “pest control” in connection with
soybeans. Address: Hyogo Univ. of Agriculture, Sasayama,
Hyogo-ken.
3499. Përmeti, Mentor. 1962. Mundësit e prodhimit të
misrit hamullor pas korrjes së kulturave forazhere të verës
në kushtet e brezit të tokave bregdetare të shqipërisë
[Possibilities of production of catch-crop maize after
harvesting all summer fodder crops in conditions of the

coastal land zone of Albania]. Buletin i Shkencave Bujqesore
(Bulletin of Agricultural Science–Albania) 1(1):76-108. See
p. 82-91, 96-108. [11 ref. Alb; eng]
• Summary: In 1959 and 1960 various trials were conducted
in which soybeans were intercropped with maize, which was
planted as a catch-crop in late August. It was found that the
weather conditions of the coastal strip of lands allow the
growth and development of maize during September and
October. In the conditions of late summer, through irrigation,
the seed of maize and those of the accompanying crops (soya
and other kinds of beans) germinate earlier than in the spring
time.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2019)
concerning soybeans in Albania, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Albania (one of two documents). The source of
these soybeans is unknown.
Note 2. This is the earliest scientific article seen (Oct.
2019) on the soybean in Albania. Address: Në Institutin e
Lartë Shtetëror të Bujqësisë, Albania.
3500. Schmitthenner, A.F.; Williams, Lansing E. 1962. Effect
of crop rotation on alfalfa and soybean stands, root rots, and
yields (Abstr.). Phytopathology 52:751. *
3501. Secretaria da Agricultura, Departamento de Producao
Vegetal. 1962. Soja: Instrucoes practicas. lv. [Soybeans.
Practical instructions]. Departamento de Producao Vegetal,
Instrucoes Practicas No. 63. [Por]*
Address: Sao Paulo, Brazil.
3502. Streetman, L.J. 1962. Growing soybean in north
central and northeast Texas. Texas Research Foundation
Bulletin No. 12. (Renner, Texas). *
Address: Renner, Texas.
3503. Vrebalov, Tihomir. 1962. Uticaj nekih klimatskih
faktora bioloske i biohemijske osobine soje [The effect of
some climatic factors on the biological and biochemical
features of soybeans]. In: II Kongres Biologa Jugoslavije (II
Congress of Biologists of Yugoslavia). [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3504. British Solomon Islands Protectorate, Department of
Agriculture, Annual Report. 1962. Appendix IV–Results of
rice and soya bean experiments, 1962. For the year 1962. See
p. 10-11.
• Summary: Table IV, titled “Dry season:–Soya bean
experiments” (p. 11) gives the variety name, yield (in lb/
acre), and number of days to maturation for the following
12 soybean varieties: Hernon 237, HLS 147, HLS 154, HLS
167, HLS 219, HLS 239, HLS 241, HLS 263, HLS 273,
Light speckled, Mis 28 E.B., and R184.
The mean yield of the experiment was 1,505 lb/acre.
The variety HLS239 had the highest yield (1,744 lb/acre)
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and the shortest maturation period (88 days). None of the
varieties lodged badly.
“A further bulk planting of soya was made at a rate of
63 lbs of seed to the acre drilled in 14-inch rows. The crop
closed its canopy quickly and no weeding was required. As
was to be expected under these conditions the plants grew
tall and lodged. However, no great difficulty was experienced
in combining it and test areas yielded 2,810 lbs to the acre.”
Note: The many successful Hernon varieties were first
developed in [Salisbury] Rhodesia by H.C. Arnold in about
1940-41, then shared with Nyasaland (1943), Uganda (1946),
and Tanganyika (1956). The HLS varieties were developed
in Nyasaland as a cross between “Hernon” and “Light
Speckled.” Yet this is the earliest document seen (May
2007) that mentions HLS soybean varieties. According to
Holsheimer (1966): “In 1961, small quantities of seeds of 12
varieties were imported from Tanganyika, as a rotation crop
with rice...”
3505. Cartter, Jackson L.; Hartwig, Edgar E. 1962. The
management of soybeans. Advances in Agronomy 14:359412. [174 ref]
• Summary: Contents: I. Introduction: World production
(958,275,000 bushels in 1960), United States production
trends, utilization (processing to obtain oil and meal, hay
and green manure). II. Soil and climatic adaptation: Areas of
production in the United States, soil requirements, climatic
adaptation (effect of temperature on plant growth, effect of
temperature on composition of seed, effect of light on plant
growth, effect of photoperiod on flowering and maturity,
effect of soil moisture on growth). III. Time of planting and
varietal adaptation: Effect on plant characters (maturity,
plant height, lodging, seed quality, size of seed, seed yield),
effect on composition of the seed. IV. Planting methods and
equipment: Seedbed preparation (conventional, minimum
tillage, deep tillage), row width and planting rate (row width,
planting rate), double cropping (after fall-sown grain crops,
after peas), special methods of planting, types of equipment.
V. Rotation practices and erosion control: Effect on
soybean yields, effect on the following crop, effect on weed
population, soil residues from herbicides, erosion control.
VI. Weed control: Effect of planting time on plant growth
and weed competition, methods of cultivation, chemical
weed control (pre-emergence herbicides, post-emergence
herbicides). VII. Seed quality and seed treatment: Factors
affecting seed quality and germination, seed treatment. VIII.
Nutrient requirements: Nitrogen requirements and nodulation
(effectiveness of nodulation as a source of nitrogen, methods
of inoculation, survival of bacteria in the soil, effect of seed
treatment on inoculation, effect of nitrogen applications),
liming and pH levels (pH and plant development, calcium
and magnesium requirements), phosphorus, potassium,
trace elements, fertilizer practices and recommendations.
IX. Water requirements and utilization: Water needs in

relation to plant growth and development, irrigation and
soil management. X. Growth-regulating chemicals. XI.
Harvesting: When to harvest, harvesting methods. XII. Seed
storage. XIII. Discussion.
The USA now produces about 57% of the world’s
soybeans, followed by China (PRC; about 33%), Indonesia,
Japan, Korea, USSR, Brazil, and Canada, in that order. By
1920, U.S. production was 3,000,000 bushels and the leading
states were North Carolina, Virginia, Alabama, Missouri,
and Kentucky–North Carolina producing 55% of the total.
By 1931, the center of production had shifted to the North
Central States, where it is at present.
Note: According to Google Scholar, this is the 3rd most
widely cited article (cited by 172) of which E.E. Hartwig is
an author. Address: 1. United States Regional Soybean Lab.,
Urbana, Illinois; 2. Stoneville, Mississippi.
3506. Graner, E.A.; Godoy, C., Jr. 1962. Culturas da fazenda
brasileira. 2. ed., revista e melhorada [Brazilian farm crops.
2nd ed.]. Sao Paulo, Brazil: Edicioes Melhoramentos.
461 p. Illust. Biblioteca Agronomica Melhoramentos
Melhoramentos, No. 10. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.
3507. Kurnik, Erno. 1962. A szoja [The soybean]. Budapest,
Hungary: Akademiai Kiado [Academy Publishing House].
377 p. (Budapest: Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia.
Agrartudomenyok Osztalya. Monografiai Sorozat [Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, Division of Agricultural Science,
Monographs]). [381 ref. Hun; eng]
• Summary: Contents (in English): Foreword. Part I:
Distribution of the soybean. 1. Historical: Denominations,
legendary world of the soybean, soybean and religious cults,
descent and centre of origin of the soybean, soybean growing
in Asia, introduction of soybean growing into Europe,
soybean growing in the USSR, history of soybean growing in
the USA. 2. Soybean growing in the world and particularly
in Hungary: Situation of soybean growing in Hungary.
Part II: Taxonomic place and morphology of soybean.
1. Taxonomic place of soybean and of related species. 2.
Botanical description of soybean: Morphology of soybean,
anatomical structure of soybean, chromosome number of
soybean.
Part III: Physiology of soybean. 1. Germination
of soybean: Conditions of germination, stimulation of
germination, inhibition of germination, biochemical
processes of germination, carbo-hydrate metabolism
of germination, amino acid and protein metabolism of
germination, lipid metabolism of germination. 2. Physiology
of soybean. 3. Developmental physiology of soybean:
Developmental phenomena of soybean, growth of soybean,
soybean and photoperiodism. 4. Ripening of soybean:
Protein synthesis, oil synthesis, respiration–cell respiration.
5. Chemical composition of soybean seed: Proteins, oils
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and phosphatides, carbo-hydrates, vitamins. 6. Biology of
flowering.
Part IV: The growing of soybean. 1. Climatic and
soil requirement of soybean: Ecologic constitution and
adaptation of soybean, climatic requirement of soybean,
soil requirement of soybean, soybean growing regions of
Hungary. 2. Cold and drought resistance of soybean: Cold
resistance of soybean, drought resistance of soybean, drought
endurance of different varieties. 3. On soybean growing in
general: Preceding crops to soybean, soybean as a preceding
crop, place of soybean in crop rotation. 4. Fertilization
of soybean: Organic manuring of soybean, application of
commercial fertilizers to soybean, effect of liming, foliar
nutrition of soybean.
5. Inoculation of soybean: fixation of atmospheric
nitrogen by nodule bacteria, effect of daylength on nodule
formation, relationship of nutrient supply and nodule
formation, interrelation between time of infection and nodule
formation as well as effectiveness of inoculation, relationship
of nodule formation and surplus yield, yield quantity and
quality as affected by inoculation, effect of inoculation on
some soybean varieties, correlation between the age and the
nitrogen assimilation capacity of Rhizobia. The problem
of repeated inoculations, correlation between effectiveness
of inoculation and climatic conditions, the practice of seed
inoculation in soybean, experiences obtained in the domain
of soybean seed inoculation.
6. Soil preparation. 7. Sowing and emergence of
soybean: Time of sowing, row and plant distance, depth of
sowing, seeding rate, methods of sowing. 8. Plant cultivation.
9. Chemical weed control. 10. Pests and diseases of soybean:
Animal pests, virus diseases, fungus diseases. 11. Harvest
of soybean. 12. Yield of soybean. 13. Storage of soybean.
14. Seed production of soybean. 15. Yield assessment of
soybean. 16. Soybean grown for forage: Soybean grown
for green fodder and hay, soybean grown with silo maize,
association of soybean with other forage crops. 17. Irrigation
of soybean: Soil requirement, place in the crop rotation,
fertilization, soil preparation, varietal problem, sowing, plant
cultivation, irrigation, yields.
Part V: Breeding and varieties of soybean. 1. Problems
of soybean breeding: History of soybean breeding in
Hungary, objectives of soybean breeding, initial material
of breeding, inheritance of morphological and qualitative
plant characters, correlation of plant characters and their
significance in breeding, mutations, breeding methods,
breeding practices, artificial variety mixtures. 2. Varietal
taxonomy of soybean: Ssp. gracilis (Skv.) Enk, ssp. indica
Enk, ssp. chinesis Enk, ssp. manshurica Enk, ssp. korajensis
Enk, ssp. slavonica Kov. et Pinz. 3. Some important soybean
varieties: Improved Hungarian soybean varieties, varieties
bred recently in Ireg, other Hungarian varieties, Soviet
varieties, other foreign varieties, American soybean varieties.
Part VI: Utilization of soybean. What is made of

soybean: Soybean as human food, medical aspects of
soybean, utilization of soybean in Hungary, prospects in
soybean utilization.
Annex: List of figures, list of coloured tables, list of
tables, author index, subject index. Address: Hungary.
3508. Leshchenko, A.K. 1962. Kul’tura soi na Ukraine
[Cultivation of soybeans in Ukraine]. Kiev. [Rus]*
Address: USSR.
3509. Musharraf Ali, Syed. 1962. Effect of spacing of plants
between and within rows on yield and other characteristics
in soybean. Master of Science in Agriculture thesis, Faculty
of Agricultural Sciences, American University of Beirut,
Lebanon. viii + 53 p. 28 cm. [38 ref]
• Summary: This experiment was conducted for two
years, 1961 and 1962, at the American University farm
situated in the Bekaa plain about 80 km (49.3 miles) east of
Beirut, under irrigated conditions. Three soybean varieties
were used: Clark, Grant, and Hawkeye. The first year, the
soybeans were planted on the 9th and 10th of May 1961 (two
replicates each day). The second year they were planted on
25 April 1962.
The author reported that increasing the distance between
soybean rows increases the protein content of the seed. The
oil percentage of the three varieties was not influenced by
the various distances between and within rows. The variety
Clark performed best in both seed yield and protein content
when compared with the other two varieties.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec.
2007) that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in
Lebanon. This document contains the earliest date seen
for the cultivation of soybeans in Lebanon (9 May 1961
at the American University of Beirut). The source of these
soybeans was probably the USA.
Note 2. The writer’s chief advisor was Dr. W.W.
Worzella. Because of U.S. AID (U.S. Agency for
International Development) the writer was able to study at
AUB. Address: Lebanon.
3510. Volkov, A.T. 1962. Mekhanizatsiia vozdelyvaniia i
uborki soi [Mechanization of cultivation and harvesting
of soybeans]. Blagoveschchensk: Amurskoe Knizhnoe
Izdaltel’stvo. 143 p. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
3511. Zolotnitskiy, Vsevolod Aleksandrovich. 1962. Soya
na Dal’nem Vostoke [The soybean in the Far East {USSR}].
Khabarovsk, USSR: KHabarovskoe Knizhnoe Izdatel’stvo.
246 p. [192 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Contents:
Foreword
Chapter I. History of cultivation, yield, nutritional and
technical qualities of soybean
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Chapter II. Botanical description of soybean and a
new taxonomy of its varieties: Classification of cultivated
soybean. Amur subvariety of cultivated soybean. Soybean
varieties.
Chapter III. Biological traits of soybean: Root nodule
bacteria. Fat content in varieties of Amur soybean.
Chapter IV. Soybean varieties: Selected Amur soybean
varieties. Other fast-maturing varieties from the Far Eastern
Scientific Research Institute for Agriculture. Selected
soybean varieties from Primorskiy Territory. Moldovan
varieties. Georgian varieties. Soybean varieties for fodder.
Chapter V. Planting soybean for fodder in pure form and
in a mixture with other crops:
Chapter VI. Agrotechnology of soybean for grain, for
fodder, and for green manure:
Chapter VII. Soybean seed breeding.
Chapter VIII. Amur and Khabarovsk soybean in new
regions: Promoting soybean in the northern Far East and in
regions where virgin lands are being reclaimed. Non-blackearth (nechernozemnaya) zone. Siberia. Eastern Kazakhstan.
Chapter IX. Soybean diseases and pests” Soybean
diseases. Soybean pests.
Literature [references].
Note: Translated by Shelley Fairweather-Vega, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Candidate of Agricultural Sciences,
USSR.
3512. Hardy, Glenn W.; Keogh, J.L.; Maples, R. 1963.
Liming acid soils increases soybean yields. Arkansas Farm
Research 12(1):2. Jan/Feb.
Address: Eastern Arkansas Soil Testing and Research Lab. at
Marianna.
3513. Hurt, B.C., Jr. 1963. Soybean yields may be increased
by molybdenum. Mississippi Farm Research 26(2):1. Feb.
• Summary: “A one year observational study indicates the
role of molybdenum may be very important in increasing the
yield of soybeans in the Pontotoc Ridge and Flatwoods soil
area of Mississippi.
“Molybdenum is a micronutrient required by plants in
only minute quantities–but it serves vital functions in the
fixation and utilization of nitrogen. It enables the root nodule
bacteria of legumes to fix nitrogen from the atmosphere.
“From Australia and New Zealand came word of the first
practical use of molybdenum in agriculture. A soil deficiency
which had plagued farmers in these countries for years was
finally traced to molybdenum. In conducting experiments,
researchers found that clover would flourish only on spots
where trees had been cut down and burned in clearing the
land, The wood ash seem to contain something useful.
Chemical analysis showed it to be molybdenum.
“In 1939 University of California scientists discovered
that tomato plants would not grow in nutrient solution
which is free of all traces of molybdenum. This marked the

establishment of molybdenum as an essential nutrient. Until
recently it has been believed that soils in general contained
sufficient quantities of molybdenum...”
Two photos show: “Lee soybeans at Pontonoc Branch
Experiment Station.” Molybdenum was used in field on the
left. Address: Mississippi.
3514. Hinson, Kuell; Scudder, W.T. 1963. Soybeans on
central Florida organic soils: A concentrated area of soybean
production? Soybean Digest. March. p. 12-14.
• Summary: “The organic soil of central Florida can become
a concentrated area of soybean production rivaling any other
section of the country in yield per acre. Individual field
yields reached 45 bushels per acre in 1962, the first year a
well-adapted variety and good production practices were
used.
“The central Florida muck area is ideally suited to
soybeans in many ways. The soil, classified as Everglades
mucky peat, but commonly referred to as the Zellwood
muck, has an organic layer 5 to 25 feet deep. It is kept at a
high level of fertility by liberal applications of fertilizer to
vegetable crops. Fields are drained by mole drains and canals
which also are used for subsurface irrigation when needed.
The land was developed and is now being used for winter
and spring vegetable production, but practically all of it is
idle during the soybean growing season. Vegetable crops
usually occupy the land until a month or less before soybeans
should be planted making seedbed preparation for soybeans
inexpensive.
“Soybean production also complements vegetable
production by shading out weeds during the summer months.
Alternatives to growing soybeans are (1) planting other cover
crops, (2) allowing weeds to produce a cover, (3) fallowing
by repeated plowing and harrowing, and (4) flooding. Of
these alternatives, only soybeans produce a cash return. Also,
seedbed preparation for winter crops following soybeans is
much less expensive than for any other vegetative cover.
“Vegetable growers in the area recognized that many
conditions were favorable for soybean production as early
as the 1940’s. A number of varieties were planted by several
operators, but the results were usually disappointing.
Observations indicated that inadequate weed control,
inadequate insect control, and poorly adapted varieties were
the three major factors limiting production. Later evidence
confirmed the observations and provided practical methods
for removing these limitations. The extent of the limitations
and the methods by which they can be overcome will be
discussed.”
Goes on to discuss: Weeds. Insects. Varieties (Le, CNS4, Jackson). Other factors. Mineral nutrition. Planting date.
Marketing. Address: 1. Geneticist, Crops Research Div.,
Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Dep. of Agriculture,
Gainesville; 2. Assoc. horticulturist, Central Florida
Experiment Station, Sanford. Both: Florida.
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3515. Lavy, T.L.; Barber, S.A. 1963. A relationship between
the yield response of soybeans to molybdenum applications
and the molybdenum content of the seed produced.
Agronomy Journal 55(2):154-55. March/April. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Synopsis: Molybdenum seed treatment on
soybeans gave yield responses ranging from 0.7 to 7.6
bushels per acre. Molybdenum response was related to soil
pH on the Chalmers-Odell soils. Yield increases occurred
where the soybean seeds produced on the untreated plots
contained 1.6 or less ppm molybdenum.” Address: 1.
Research Asst.; 2. Prof. of Agronomy. Both: Purdue Univ.
Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
3516. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1963.
Soybeans: An ancient crop finding new favour in modern
agriculture. 74(4):209-12. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. In New South Wales.
Soil and climatic requirements. Soil preparation. Time and
methods of sowing. Fertilizers. Inoculation of seed. Varieties
(Nanda is best). After cultivation. Rotation. Harvesting.
Storage. Yields. Insect pests. Diseases. Uses of soybeans.
New South Wales has more than 45 years of experience
with soybean cultivation. More than 500 varieties have been
imported. Field trials have been conducted at Hawkesbury
Agricultural College and experiment farms. Yet yields
have been low, about 7 bushels per acre over a recent ten
year period. “In the 1946-47 season, an attempt at large
scale production was sponsored by the Commonwealth
Government and a considerable quantity of seed of popular
U.S.A. varieties was introduced. Some 2,000 acres were
sown, but again the yield of beans on the area harvested
was only approximately 6 bushels per acre... The area
sown to soybeans in this State in the last ten years has been
negligible.”
Yet new interest in the crop has arisen because of the
need for high quality protein meal [for livestock and poultry
feed] and the superior qualities of the oil in making special
paints.
Note: An article titled “Legume inoculant quality,”
published in the May 1964 issue (p. 1042) of this journal,
shows that lucerne, clover, and vetches are the three main
legumes now grown in New South Wales.
3517. Donovan, L.S.; Dimmock, F.; Carson, R.B. 1963.
Some effects of planting pattern on yield, per cent oil and per
cent protein in Mandarin (Ottawa) soybeans. Canadian J. of
Plant Science 43(2):131-40. April. [8 ref]
• Summary: “The performance of Mandarin (Ottawa)
soybeans was tested over a 4-year period in fifteen planting
patterns resulting from five row spacings (7, 14, 21, 28,
and 35 inches) and three plant spacings (1, 2, and 3 inches)
within the row. Response of yield and oil percentage [in
the seeds] to spacing was considerable. The combination

of narrowest row and widest plant spacing within the row
(7 x 3) gave the highest yield, whereas the highest per cent
oil was obtained from the widest row and the widest plant
spacing (35 x 3).”
The best of both yield and oil is probably obtained from
a 7 x 4 pattern.
“Protein [content in the seeds] showed less response
to spacing. It was highest in the closest spacing... Iodine
number did not respond to spacing.” Address: Canada Dep.
of Agriculture, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
3518. Evans, A.C. 1963. Soil fertility studies in Tanganyika.
II. Continued applications of fertilizer on the red and
red-brown loams of the Nachingwea series. East African
Agricultural and Forestry Journal 28(4):228-30. April. [2
ref]
• Summary: A crop rotation consisting of maize, groundnuts,
sorghum and soya-beans was used to evaluate the effects of
superphosphate, ammonium sulfate, and potassium chloride.
Table 2 shows “Control yields and responses, lb. per acre, for
various crops.” The yields for soya bean seeds over 4 years–
control / response to fertilizer in lb/acre–were as follows:
1958–365 / 430. 1959–288 / 373. 1960–92 / 458. 1960
#2–379 / 556. Soya beans were very responsive to fertilizer
treatments, but much less responsive to farmyard manure
(FYM). In 1960 #2 the response to farmyard manure was
263 lb/acre of soybeans. Address: Ministry of Agriculture,
Tanganyika.
3519. Evans, A.C. 1963. Soil fertility studies in Tanganyika.
III. On the Kikungu and Luseni soil types of the lake and
western regions. East African Agricultural and Forestry
Journal 28(4):231-39. April. [2 ref]
• Summary: These trials were conducted, starting in 1957,
at the Mawanhala Experiment Station located in Nzega
District about 60 miles northeast of Tabora, Tanganyika.
Soya trials conducted in 1958, 1959, and 1960 showed that
soya responded well to fertilizers. A study of the response
of maize, peanuts, sorghum, soybeans, and castorbeans to
superphosphate, ammonium sulfate, and cattle manure, and
of the residual effects of superphosphate and cattle manure.
Also evaluated the influence of planting date on the yields of
maize, peanuts, sorghum and soybeans. Address: Ministry of
Agriculture, Dar es Salaam.
3520. Lambert, J.W.; Behrens, R. 1963. Narrow-row
soybeans without weeds. Soybean Digest. April. p. 10-11.
• Summary: “It now may be possible to grow soybeans in
close-spaced rows without weeds taking over. This is good
news to Midwest soybean producers. They have known for
several years that narrow rows usually give better yields but
have been plagued with the task of controlling weeds. To
hold weeds down, special cultivating equipment had to be
provided and slower tractor speeds used. As a result most
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farmers felt it wasn’t worth the trouble. They stuck with their
conventional 40-inch corn-row spacings, even though it often
meant sacrificing from 3 to 5 bushels per acre of soybean
yields.
“Recent studies in Minnesota indicate that some of
the new herbicides may make it possible to take advantage
of narrow row spacings without the usual weed hazard.
Experimental plantings of Chippewa soybeans made in
two southern Minnesota locations, Waseca and Lamberton,
showed that yields in 24-, 12-, and 6-inch row spacings
averaged somewhat higher than those in 40-inch rows if
weeds were controlled. As indicated by the yields shown in
figure 1, Amiben applied pre-emergence at 3 pounds per acre
was almost as effective in weed control as hand- weeding at
Waseca; CDAA (Randox) at 4 pounds was somewhat less
effective on broad-leaved weeds. In all cases, even in the 40inch and 24-inch spacings where the rows were cultivated,
yields were higher in the herbicide-treated plots than in the
untreated check plots. No cultivation was done in the 12-inch
and 6-inch spacings.
“The yields at Lamberton shown in figure 2, were
highest in the handweeded plots because the weed control by
the chemicals at that location was somewhat less effective
than at Waseca. However, the yields in the plots treated with
3 pounds of Amiben per acre or with 4 pounds of CDAA
gave higher yields than the untreated checks except in the
40-inch spacing. Twenty-four inches appeared to be the
optimum spacing at Lamberton in 1961.
“Previous experiments in Minnesota and other states
had indicated, on the one hand, that yields usually could be
stepped up by narrowing the row spacings and, on the other
hand, that early-season weeds could rather frequently be
controlled by use of either CDAA or Amiben. The studies
reported in this article were an attempt to combine the two
research findings into field practice. Financial support for the
studies was provided, in part, by two industries operating in
southern Minnesota, the Chicago and North Western Railway
Co. of Chicago [Illinois] and the Honeymead Products Co. of
Mankato, Minnesota.
“Obviously, all the answers are not in yet with regard
to row spacings and herbicides. One year’s results are not
completely conclusive. Furthermore, it is known that the
effectiveness of CDAA or Amiben is subject to weather and
soil conditions. Hence it cannot be said, as yet, that soybeans
should be planted in 6-, 12-, or 24-inch rows, treated with
pre-emergence herbicides, and forgotten until harvest time.
However, with the development of new and more dependable
herbicides or at least the development of more dependable
ways of applying herbicides, such a method of production
may become entirely feasible. Costs of herbicides may
well be more than offset by savings in cultivation, by more
efficient harvesting on smooth, level soil surfaces, and by
higher yields from narrow row-spacing.
A photo shows: Rows of soybeans in a field with

“normal 40-inch row spacing and 24-inch row spacing.”
Bar charts show: (1) Weed control and row spacings,
Waseca, Minnesota 1961. Yield (bu/acre).
(3) Weed control and row spacings, Lamberton,
Minnesota 1961. Yield (bu/acre).
Note: On the cover of this issue is printed in big, bold,
black letters on a blue background: “Weed Control North and
South.” Address: Minnesota.
3521. Pendleton, J.W.; Bolen, C.D.; Seif, R.D. 1963.
Alternating strips of corn and soybeans vs. solid plantings.
Agronomy Journal 55(3):293-95. May/June. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Alternating either four, 40-inch
rows or six, 24-inch rows of corn and soybeans resulted
in approximately a 20% increase in corn yields but a 20%
decrease in soybean yields when compared to yields from a
similar area of solid plantings of the two crops. The greater
part of this difference was due to the grain production from
the border rows immediately adjacent to the other crop.
“Twenty-four inch row spacings were superior to 40inch row spacings in both crops.” Address: 1. Assoc. Prof. of
Agronomy; 2. Asst. in Agronomy; 3. Asst. Prof. of Biometry.
All: Dep. of Agronomy, Illinois Agric. Exp. Station.
3522. Mamicpic, Noel G.; Caldwell, William P. 1963. Effects
of mechanical damage and moisture content upon viability of
soybeans in sealed storage. Proceedings of the Association of
Official Seed Analysts 53:215-20. June. [18 ref]
• Summary: In this study two lots each of two soybean
varieties were used. “Half of each lot was mechanically
damaged by cycling the seeds through a pneumatic conveyor
14 times. Different levels of seed moisture were used.”
Table 1 shows the differences in the levels of seed injury
among the seeds that were not conveyed and those conveyed
with different levels of moisture. Seeds with the various
treatments were stored in sealed tin cans at 30ºC. Seeds
with low initial moisture content (ideally 8%) germinated
best after storage. It was found that seed injury causes lower
initial germination and shortens the longevity of soybean
seeds during storage. Address: 1. Research Instructor,
Univ. of the Philippines; 2. Asst. Agronomist, Mississippi
Agricultural Research Station.
3523. Republic of Vietnam, Department of Rural Affairs,
Commissariat General for Land Development and Rural
Affairs, Directorate of Rural Affairs. 1963. Demonstration
and extension of field crops and pest control. In: Annual
Work Progress Report on Crop Improvement Program of
Rice, Sugarcane, Vegetable and Field Crops (for the period
July 1962 to June 1963). Vietnam: Directorate of Rural
Affairs. 266 p. July. See p. 234-49. [Eng; vie]
• Summary: At bottom of cover page: “A cooperative project
between the Directorate of Rural Affairs (DRA), and the
Chinese Technical Mission to Vietnam on Crop Improvement
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(CIM).”
Soybean is a minor crop in Vietnam. Unlike China,
Vietnam uses coconut oil instead of soybean oil, and fish
sauce (Nuoc-Mam) instead of soysauce. Vietnam does not
use soybean as a food or vegetable (bean-sprouts, bean
curd, bean milk, etc.) and does not use it as a feed for pigs
(soybean cakes, after extraction of the oil). Taiwan, with
about the same population as Vietnam, grows about 50,000
hectares of soybean, but still has to import more than
60,000–75,000 metric tons (tonnes) every year to meet its
demand.
In Vietnam the total acreage of two crops of soybean
(planted in mid-May, and mid-July to mid-August) is only
5,940 ha, 80% of which grows in Long-Khanh Province,
concentrated in the 3 villages of Xuan-Loc, Gia-Kiem, and
Phuong-Tho. The yield averages 664 kg/ha. This low yield
could be increased to 2,000 kg/ha or more based on tests at
the Hung-Loc Experiment Station.
In order to promote economic cooperation between
Vietnam and China, the export of soybean to Taiwan will
play an important role to balance the trade between the two
nations.
A regional trial planting of soybean was conducted, and
based on it recommendations were made concerning soybean
planting, fertilization, weeding, pest control, harvest, and
disease control.
3524. Norman, Arthur Geoffrey. ed. 1963. The soybean,
genetics, breeding, physiology, nutrition, management.
New York, NY, & London: Academic Press. x + 249 p. 2nd
printing 1967. Revised ed. 1978. Map. Author index. Subject
index. 23 cm. [835 ref]
• Summary: The book’s four sections are updated and
expanded versions of articles originally published in 1960 in
Advances in Agronomy. Each is cited separately. The author
was born in 1905. Address: Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
3525. Simons, John N.; Swidler, R.; Benedict, H.M. 1963.
Kinetic studies of regreening of iron-deficient soybeans.
Plant Physiology 38(6):667-74. Nov. [2 ref]
• Summary: Chlorosis and reduced growth, both foliar
symptoms of iron deficiency in soybean, are easily overcome
by supplying soluble iron to the roots of such plants.
Chelated iron is a particularly effective means of correcting
iron chlorosis symptoms. Address: Agricultural Research
Center, Stanford Research Inst., South Pasadena, California.
3526. Opalic, Risto. 1963. Rezultati ispitivanja soje Monroe
u raznim gustinama sjetve [Results of a study of Monroe
soybeans cultivated at various densities]. Poljoprivredni
Pregled (Agricultural Review) 12(11/12):414-21. Nov/Dec.
[Scr]
Address: Poljoprivredno dobro “Semberija”, Bijeljina,
Yugoslavia.

3527. Thurman, R.L.; Helm, J.; Womack, D.; Caviness,
C.E. 1963. Oat management trials. I. Oat-soybean doublecropping. II. Fall versus spring forage. Arkansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 679. 13 p. Dec. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Summary–Oat-Soybean Double-Cropping:
“An oat-soybean management experiment was
conducted for three years (fall of 1959 to spring of 1962)
at the Southeast Branch Experiment Station, Kelso. Six
management treatments were involved in the experiment.
“There were minor variations in the three-year average
yields of oats and soybeans in a double-cropping system,
under the management practices used. Soybean yields from
the continuous soybean treatment were significantly higher
than in the five other treatments in only one of the three
years.
“Minor variations were found in the three-year average
value of the grain produced under the five double-cropping
management practices. The three-year average gross value
of products from the five double-cropping practices resulted
in $13.29 more per acre than the continuous soybeans.
However, the increased cost of production for the oat
crop averaged $13.86 per acre.” Note: This is the earliest
document seen (July 2020) that mentions “double cropping”
of soybeans after soybeans–”continuous soybeans.” Note
that it is possible only in very warm area. Address: Dep. of
Agronomy, Univ. of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
3528. Yuwa, J.A. 1963-1964. Introduction of soyabeans into
Abuja [Emirate, south central Nigeria]. Samaru Agricultural
Newsletter 5:100-101. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Abuja Emirate. Introduction of
soyabeans. Production of soyabeans 1950-1962. Extension
activities on soyabeans: To improve the quality of exportable
seed, to increase yield per acre, to increase the acreage of
soyabeans grown in the Division. Other uses of soyabeans.
Abuja Emirate forms the southeastern corner of Niger
Province in Nigeria. It has a total population of over 71,739
people, occupying an area of about 2,337 miles.
“Introduction of Soyabeans: In 1941 during the second
world war, the Ministry introduced soyabeans into Abuja
as an additional cash crop. 4 tons of Malayan seed were
introduced and distributed among all the adult taxpayers
for planting, but many of them dug holes and buried the
seed because they did not like the idea of planting a crop
which they knew very little or nothing about. Some who
were forced to plant by the Native Authority, refused to
harvest their crop, so at harvest only a very small quantity
was produced for export. The farmers did not change their
attitude towards the growing of soyabeans until 1950,
when the Ministry of Agriculture renewed its campaign for
soyabean planting. Another 4 tons of Malayan seed was
introduced and this time distribution was confined to the
northern part of the Division where the people grow less of
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other cash crops. Plots were laid out at Abuja, Madalla and
Jiwa to demonstrate the best method of planting and growing
soyabeans. Campaigns were also carried out both by the
Ministry and the Native Authority to persuade unwilling
farmers to grow the crop. At harvest 8 tons of exportable
seed were produced from 26 acres. The following year
showed nearly a 100 per cent increase with 15 tons from 48
acres. Hereafter the production of soyabeans kept increasing
as can be seen in the table below:
“Production of Soyabeans [in Abuja Emirate] 1950-1962
Year–Tons–Acreage
“1950/51 8–26
“1951/52 15–48
“1952/53 27–83
“1953/54 83–265
“1954/55 116–371
“1955/56 201–640
“1956/57 351–Not recorded
“1957/58 144 after 1955/56
“1958/59 71
“1959/60 112
“1960/61 374
“1961/62 317
“1962/63 561
“The crop is grown mostly in the northern part of the
Division around Diko, B/Tunga, Zariyawa, Abuja Town,
Madalla, Zuba and Gwagwa where “the people grow less of
the other export crops such as benniseed and cotton. For this
reason all the soyabeans gazetted markets are situated here at
Abuja, Diko, Gwagwa and Kabo.
“U.A.C. was the only buying agent until last season
(1962/63) when it was replaced by the newly-formed Abuja
Cooperative Society, which has now taken over all produce
buying in Abuja Division. Last season’s soyabean purchases
totalled 561 tons made up as follows:
“Abuja–291 tons
“Dike–82 tons
“Gwagwa–93 tons
“Kabo–95 tons
“Total–561 tons
“After purchase the soyabeans were shifted to the
nearest railhead (Gudi) and railed to Port Harcourt for
export. The soyabeans in Abuja and elsewhere are never
graded, but merely inspected for impurities, such as stones
and leaves, and to ensure that the sample is reasonably pure
yellow coloured Malayan,
“Extension activities on Soyabeans: Extension activities
have been carried out on the following lines and have yielded
good results:
“1. To improve quality of exportable seed: Fresh seed is
introduced regularly from outside to replace the old stock.
Campaigns to improve quality of exportable seed are carried
out by advising on how the seed should be threshed to reduce
stones and leaf mixtures.

“2. To increase yield per acre: Demonstration farms are
laid out to show the farmers the advantages of early planting,
applying fertilizer, drilling seed on ridges and the use of
improved Malayan seed.
“3. To increase the acreage of soyabeans grown in the
Division: This is being done by extension advice and seed
distribution. We ensure that enough selected seed is reserved
in the store for farmers to buy at planting time. Seed has
also been distributed in the southern part of the Division up
to Dangara, Kuje, Gwagwalada, Kwaiti and Kundu where it
was not grown before.
“The tractor hiring scheme started this year, ploughed 43
acres and has increased the acreage of soyabeans.”
Concerning uses: “The Gwarrin Genge around Diko
have discovered that soyabeans can be used for making
‘Daddawa’ in place of the usual locust bean. The Koros
around Ija pound it into powder and use it in place of melon
seed to thicken their soup.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that contains the word “Daddawa” in
connection with soybeans, or states that soybeans are being
used to make “Daddawa” in Africa. Soybean daddawa
[dawadawa] is a close relative of natto.
“Judging from the record production of soyabeans
reached this year, many of the farmers have indeed started
to realise its importance although still less than half of them
plant it on their farms. It is a good example of a successful
extension exorcise which had caught on with the farmers and
has made a significant impression in the farming pattern in a
comparatively short time.”
Note 2. This is one of several periodicals published
by the Institute for Agricultural Research (IAR), a semiautonomous institute within the Ahmadu Bello University at
Samaru, near Zaria, Nigeria. Before the establishment of the
University in October 1962, Samaru was the headquarters of
the Research and Special Services Division of the Ministry
of Agriculture, Northern Nigeria. As of 1968, IAR had
outstations at Shika, Kano, and Mokwa. Address: Abuja,
Nigeria.
3529. Belic, Bogdan. 1963. [On the cultivation technique of
soybean]. Instituta za Poljoprivredna Istrazivanja u Novom
Sadu., Zborn. Rad. Inst. Poljopr. Istr. Novi Sad, Review of
Research Work 473 p. For the year 1963. See p. 415. [Ser;
eng; rus]*
Address: Institute for Agricultural Research, Novi Sad.
3530. Campos Giral, Helio. 1963. El cultivo de la soya
[Soybean cultivation]. Revista Protinal (Valencia, Venezuela)
9(4):109-15. [Spa]*
Address: Venezuela.
3531. Dimitrov, S. 1963. Sravnitelno izpitvane na niakoi
novi sortove pri polivnii uslovia [Results from the
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comparative trial of certain soybean varieties grown for
grain under irrigation]. Selskostopanska Nauka (Agricultural
Science) 8(5-6):598-604. [7 ref. Bul; eng]
• Summary: In order to find suitable soybean varieties, trials
with 17 varieties were conducted at the Research Institute of
Animal Breeding at Stara Zagora in 1960-62. Nine American
varieties, 4 Bulgarian, 3 Hungarian, and 1 Soviet variety
were tested. The highest annual yields (3-year average)
were obtained from the varieties Pavlikeni-1 (2,152 kg/
ha), Pavlikeni-2 (2,122 kg/ha), and Comet (2,005 kg/ha).
Address: Bulgaria.
3532. Hukill, W.V. 1963. Storage of seeds. Proceedings of
the International Seed Testing Association 28(4):871-83. [5
ref]*
3533. Izvestiia Timiryazevskoi Sel’skokhozyaistvennoi
Academii (Bulletin of the Timiryazev Acricultural Academy).
1963. [The results of a 3-year study of soybean cropping in
Tamboo province]. 3(2):33-48. [Rus]*
Address: Timiryazevskiy, USSR.
3534. Korac, Stojan. 1963. Problemi termicke obrade soje i
koriscenja njenih proizvoda u ljudskoj ishrani [The problems
of the thermal cultivation of soybeans and the benefit of its
processing for human consumption]. Hrana i Ishrana (Food
and Nutrition) 4(2):102-08. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3535. Martinez, R.; Rosas, G.S. 1963. La soja en la region
maicera [The soybean in the maize-growing area]. Estacion
Experimental Regional Agropecuaria (Argentina), Boletin de
Divulgacion No. 27. 8 p. [Spa]*
Address: Argentina.
3536. Mehdi, S.M. 1963. Practices of manuring and spacing
in soybean. Tandojam, Pakistan. *
• Summary: On the K-30 variety, the writer compared the
inter-row spacings of 1, 2, and 3 feet, and found that 2 feet
gave the best yields.
3537. Pan, Y.C.; Lee, K.M. 1963. [A study on the
interplanting of sugar cane with soybean]. T’ai-wan T’ang
Yeh Shih Yen So Yen Chiu Hui Pao (Report of the Taiwan
Sugar Experiment Station) No. 32. p. 1-40. [7 ref. Chi; eng]*
Address: Pingtung and Chishan, Formosa.
3538. Valcanov, D. 1963. [Some promising methods of
maize growing under irrigation conditions]. Izvestiia na
Instituta po Khidroteknika i Melioratsii, Bulgaria 4:63-78.
[Bul; eng; rus]*
3539. Vargas, R. 1963. Cultivo de la soya [Cultivation of the
soybean]. Lima (Peru) Agricultural Experiment Station “La

Molina” (Ministerio de Agricultura) No. 48. 7 p. [Spa]*
3540. Vargas, S.R. 1963. Cultivo de la soya [Cultivation of
the soybean]. Lima (Peru) Estacion Exp. Agr. de La Molina,
Boletin No. 21. 19 p. [Spa]*
• Summary: Note: The Agrarian University is also located at
La Molina in Peru.
3541. Wang, C.-M.; Yeh, S.-F. 1963. [Preliminary results
from study on the sampling units for farm crop trials
in Taiwan]. Chung-hua Nung Hsueh Hui Pao (J. of the
Agricultural Association of China) No. 44. p. 9-17. New
Series. [14 ref. Chi; eng]*
Address: National Taiwan Univ.
3542. Washington State Univ., Extension Service, Extension
Bulletin. 1963. Growing soybeans in Washington. No. 557. *
3543. Wu, H.-P. 1963. [Using probit analysis to study on the
effects of sowing depth for the percentage of emergence of
soybean seeds]. Chung-hua Nung Hsueh Hui Pao (J. of the
Agricultural Association of China) No. 44. p. 53-67. New
Series. [20 ref. Chi; eng]*
Address: National Taiwan Univ.
3544. Bakaeva, Ekaterina Vasil’evna; Chernogolovin, V.P.
1963. Soya v Kazakhstane [Soybeans in Kazakhstan]. AlmaAta, Kazakh SSR: Kazakhskoe Gosudarstvennoe Izdatel’stvo
Selkhoz Literatury (Soviet National Agricultural Publishing
Co.). 35 p. [Rus]
• Summary: In Kazakhstan, soybeans began to be cultivated
in the 1930s. But because of an absence of early-maturing
varieties and because the crop was very labor-intensive,
plans to increase production were curtailed. Cultivation of
soybeans in Kazakhstan was expanded considerably during
1961-62 in accordance with government policy.
Kazakhstan is the second largest Soviet republic (after
Russia), and the largest of the five Central Asian Republics.
Admitted to the USSR as a constituent republic in 1936, its
capital is Alma-Ata. Address: USSR.
3545. Cartter, Jackson L.; Hartwig, Edgar E. 1963. The
management of soybeans. In: A.G. Norman, ed. 1963. The
Soybean. New York: Academic Press. x + 239 p. See p. 161226. [209 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: World production,
United States production trends, utilization (processing to
obtain oil and meal, hay and green manure). 2. Soil and
climatic adaptation: Areas of production in the United States,
soil requirements, climatic adaptation (effect of temperature
on plant growth, effect of temperature on composition of
seed, effect of light on plant growth, effect of photoperiod on
flowering and maturity, effect of soil moisture on growth).
3. Time of planting and varietal adaptation: Effect on plant
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characters (maturity, plant height, lodging, seed quality,
size of seed, seed yield), effect on composition of the seed.
4. Planting methods and equipment: Seedbed preparation
(conventional, minimum tillage, deep tillage), row width
and planting rate (row width, planting rate), double cropping
(after fall-sown grain crops, after peas), special methods
of planting, types of equipment. 5. Rotation practices and
erosion control: Effect on soybean yields, effect on the
following crop, effect on weed population, soil residues
from herbicides, erosion control. 6. Weed control: Effect
of planting time on plant growth and weed competition,
methods of cultivation, chemical weed control (preemergence herbicides, post-emergence herbicides). 7. Seed
quality and seed treatment: Factors affecting seed quality
and germination, seed treatment. 8. Nutrient requirements:
Nitrogen requirements and nodulation (effectiveness of
nodulation as a source of nitrogen, methods of inoculation,
survival of bacteria in the soil, effect of seed treatment
on inoculation, effect of nitrogen applications), liming
and pH levels (pH and plant development, calcium and
magnesium requirements), phosphorus, potassium, trace
elements, fertilizer practices and recommendations. 9. Water
requirements and utilization: Water needs in relation to plant
growth and development, irrigation and soil management.
10. Growth-regulating chemicals. 11. Diseases: Foliar, root
and stem, seed. 12. Insects and spider mites: Leaf feeders,
above-ground stem feeders, pod feeders, root feeders. 13.
Nematodes: Root knot, cyst, others. 14. Harvesting: When
to harvest (moisture content of seed, chemical defoliation,
losses from respiration after maturity), harvesting methods
(historical, combine harvesting). 15. Seed storage. 16.
Discussion.
The USA now produces about 57% of the world’s
soybeans, followed by China (PRC; about 33%), Indonesia,
Japan, Korea, USSR, Brazil, and Canada, in that order. By
1920, U.S. production was 3,000,000 bushels and the leading
states were North Carolina, Virginia, Alabama, Missouri,
and Kentucky–North Carolina producing 55% of the total.
By 1931, the center of production had shifted to the North
Central States, where it is at present.
The subsection titled “Seed treatment” (p. 193) states:
“Seed treatment with a fungicide is not recommended as a
general practice when seed with high germination is planted.
Stands may be increased by seed treatment when seed
having a germination of 85 per cent is planted. Although
seed treatment seldom results in increased seed yields,... the
improved stands resulting from seed treatment aid in giving
soybeans a competitive advantage with weeds. Studies by
Howard W. Johnson et al. (1954) show that seed may be
treated at any time between harvest and planting with equal
effectiveness. The most satisfactory time for treating seed
would be as it is cleaned. The materials Arasan, Captan, and
Spergon have proved to be most satisfactory for treatment of
soybean seed. Before any lot of seed is treated, it may be a

good practice to check the germination with and without the
fungicide to determine the beneficial effect of seed treatment
on each seed lot.”
The section titled “Harvesting methods: Historical” (p.
219) states: “The earliest harvester designed specifically
for soybeans was a two-wheeled, horse-drawn machine
which straddled the bean row (Piper & Morse, 1923, p.
94). This special harvester was common in Virginia and
North Carolina, but was never commonly used in the North
Central States. Harvesting losses ranged from 20 per cent
under favorable conditions to as high as 60 per cent under
unfavorable (Sjogren, 1939). In small-grain growing areas,
the binder and thresher were adapted for soybean harvest.
Harvest losses for using the binder or mower for cutting
and then threshing ranged from 16 to 35 per cent of the total
yield, with an average loss of 24 per cent (Sjogren, 1939).
“The combine harvester was first used for soybeans in
the mid-twenties. The combine harvester has been a major
factor in the expansion of soybean production. This machine
required less labor than earlier methods and was more
efficient.”
Note: This book chapter is quite similar to an article
with the same title by the same authors published in
Advances in Agronomy 14:359-412 (1962). Address: 1.
Agronomist-in-charge, U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Crops
Research Div., ARS USDA, Urbana, Illinois; 2. Research
Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., ARS USDA,
Stoneville, Mississippi.
3546. Dubenko, S.E. 1963. Iz opyta vozdelyvanija soi v
Doneckoj oblasti [Soybean cultivation in the Doneck region,
Ukraine]. In: V.B. Enken, ed., Soia [Soybeans]. Moscow.
[Rus]*
3547. Ennis, W.B., Jr.; Shaw, W.C.; Danielson, L.L.;
Klingman, D.L.; Timmons, F.L. 1963. Impact of chemical
weed control on farm management practices. Advances in
Agronomy 15:161-210. [47 ref]
• Summary: Page 209: “The use of herbicides to control
weeds is removing one of the most important obstacles to
completely mechanized crop production. Chemical weed
control is no longer a supplemental technique, but constitutes
a sound farm practice which is replacing obsolete hand and
cultural methods. Chemical weed control practices possess
great potential to reduce man hours, permit minimum tillage,
reduce equipment horsepower requirements, and reduce the
cost of crop production.
“In 1962 more than 85 million acres of agricultural
land in the United States were treated with herbicides to
control weeds at a cost of more than 200 million dollars for
the chemicals alone. Chemicals are being used increasingly
to control weeds, with a corresponding decrease in
conventional methods of weed control. Present trends
indicate that the use of herbicides will continue to increase.”
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Note: Soy is mentioned 10 times in this paper. Address:
USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.
3548. Gill, Gurbakhsh Singh. 1963. An investigation of some
cultural aspects of soybeans. PhD thesis, The Ohio State
University. 120 p. Page 4338 in volume 24/11 of Dissertation
Abstracts International. *
Address: The Ohio State Univ.
3549. Herzer, Christine. 1963. Das Szu-Min Yüeh-Ling des
Ts’ui Shih: Ein Bauern-Kalender aus der spaeteren Han-Zeit
[The Simin Yueling or “Monthly Ordinances for the Four
Classes” by Cui Shi; A peasant calendar from the late Han
period]. Hamburg, West Germany. 101 p. 21 cm. [150* ref.
Ger]
• Summary: This published PhD thesis, from the Free
University of Berlin, is a translation into German, with
commentaries and discussion, based on Shi’s edition.
Contents: Sources (literature). List of abbreviations. The
Chinese calendar: The earliest existing calendar (Ch’i-yüeh,
Hsia hsiao-cheng, Yüeh-ling), cosmology and calendars
of the Han dynasty. Agriculture during the Han dynasty:
Literary evidence. Degree of development. Social conditions
and relationships. The Simin Yueling: Ts’ui Shih, the author,
history of the text (evidence since the Tang dynasty, sources
of the reconstruction, reconstructed editions since the Qing
dynasty), structure (planting by the calendar, cosmological
influences), content (agriculture, home economy, questions
of the relative strength of agriculture and home economics),
trade, offerings and sacrifices, public affairs. Conclusion.
The translation (divided by months). Address: Leipzig,
Germany.
3550. Mehdi, S.M. 1963. Practices of manuring and spacing
in Soybean. MSc thesis, University of Sind. *
• Summary: Spacings of 1 to 1½ feet between rows gave the
best yields with the varieties K-30 and S.B.L. at Tandojam.
3551. Mikkelsen, D.S.; Freitas, L.M.M. de; McClung,
A.C. 1963. Efeitos da calagem e adubacao na producao
de algodao, milho e soja em tres solos de campo cerrado
[Effects of liming and fertilizing cotton, corn, and soybeans
on campo cerrado soils–State of Sao Paulo Brazil].
Publicacoes do IBEC Research Institute No. 29. 40 p.
English translation in IRI Research Inst. Bulletin No. 29. 40
p. [14 ref. Por; eng]
• Summary: Campo cerrado soils are dry field soils. Address:
Sao Paulo, Brazil.
3552. Ohlrogge, A.J. 1963. Mineral nutrition of soybeans. In:
A.G. Norman, ed. 1963. The Soybean. New York: Academic
Press. x + 239 p. See p. 125-60. [84 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Growth analysis.
Nitrogen: Concentrations in the plant, rate of uptake,

translocation, fertilization. Phosphorus: Concentrations in the
plant, rate of uptake, translocation, fertilization. Potassium:
Concentrations in the plant, rate of uptake, translocation,
fertilization. Calcium: Concentrations in the plant, rate
of uptake, redistribution, and fertilization. Magnesium:
Concentrations in the plant, rate of uptake, redistribution,
and fertilization. Sulfur. Iron: Introduction, concentrations
in the plant, rate of uptake, redistribution, and fertilization.
Manganese: Concentrations in the plant, rate of uptake,
redistribution, and fertilization. Boron. Zinc. Copper and
other elements. The future of soybean nutrition. Addendum.
Address: Prof. of Agronomy, Dep. of Agronomy, Purdue
Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.
3553. Petinov, Nikolai Stepanovich. 1963. Vzaimosvjaz
vodnogo rezima i nekotorih iziologiceskih processov rastenii
s ih produktivnostju v uslovijah razlicnogo vodosnabzenije
[The interdependence of the water regimen and several
physiological processes and their productivity with a
different water supply]. In: Vodni Rezim Rastenii v Svjazi s
Obmenom Vescestv i Produktivnostju [the Water Regimen of
Plants in Connection with the Exchange of Matter and with
Productivity]. ANSSR (Academy of Sciences of the USSR).
[Rus]*
Address: USSR.
3554. Schulze, E.W. 1963. Soja i njena kultura [Soybeans
and its cultivation]. Beograd. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3555. Skazkin, F.D. 1963. Nekotorie voprosi fiziologii
kriticeskogo perioda u jarovih hlebnih zlakov po otnoseniju
k nedostatocnomu vodosnabzenije i v svjazi s mineralnimi
pitaniem [Several questions on the physiology of the
critical period in spring (summer?) grains in relation to an
insufficient water supply and in connection with mineral
nutrition]. In: Vodni Rezim Rastenii v Svjazi s Obmenom
Vescestv i Produktivnostju [the Water Regimen of Plants
in Connection with the Exchange of Matter and with
Productivity]. ANSSR (Academy of Sciences of the USSR).
[Rus]*
Address: USSR.
3556. Tedoradze, S. 1963. [Soya]. Tblisi, Georgia: State
Press. 76 p. 20 cm. [Geo]
• Summary: Page 1 states: Soybeans were cultivated in
Armenia in 1930, and in Azerbaidjan in 1931.
Page 6 states: In 1882 G. Sturua (a Georgian statesman)
gave some soybean varieties to the Caucasus Agricultural
Society; he obtained these from his brother in Japan.
Page 7 states: In 1898, Georgia has many landraces and
varieties of soybeans. Professor L. Dekabrelevich wrote that
the soybean was introduced to Georgia during the 1860s or
1870s.
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Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Armenia, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Armenia (1930). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Azerbaijan, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Azerbaijan (1931). The source of these soybeans is
unknown. Address: Georgia.
3557. Wilkinson, S.R.; Ohlrogge, A.J. 1963. The
micronutrient status of soybeans in Indiana as determined
by foliar analysis. Proceedings of the Indiana Academy of
Science 72:313-18. [7 ref]
• Summary: “Foliar analysis as a means of determining
the nutritional well being of a crop, is a well established
procedure for selected crops in several countries. The
micronutrient status of soybeans in Indiana appears likewise
to be capable of definition by analysis of leaf samples
collected in a recent survey.”
“Summary: Sixty-four leaf samples were collected
in a survey of soybean fields in eastern Indiana in 1957.
These samples were spectrographically analyzed for their
micronutrient contents. Data from an earlier survey were
compared to these later results.
“Variety difference in manganese contents is indicated.
Foliar analysis appears to give a good indication of the
nutrient supplying power of the soil. Both surveys ranked
five soil types in the same approximate order. The greatest
and least precision in the comparison was for copper and
molybdenum, respectively.”
Tables show: (1) Optimal and threshold concentrations
of micronutrients in soybean leaves. The 6 micronutrients
measured are molybdenum, copper, manganese, boron, zinc,
and iron. (2) Micronurient composition of soybean leaflet
and petioles as influenced by soil region and sub-class. (3)
Influence of variety and physiological age on micronutrient
content of soybean leaves. (4) A comparison of Mn, B, Cu,
and Mo content obtained in survey to values previously
obtained from plants grown on similar soils. Address: Purdue
Univ.
3558. Miller, R.J.; Pesek, J.T.; Hanway, J.J.; Dumenil, L.C.
1964. Soybean yields and plant composition as affected by
phosphorus and potassium fertilizers. Iowa Agricultural and
Home Economics Experiment Station, Research Bulletin No.
524. p. 51-68. Feb. [18 ref]
• Summary: “The primary objective of this study was to
determine if soybean grain yields could be predicted by the
P and K content of the growing plant. A supporting objective
was to find what plant parts should be taken, and at what
stage of growth, to give the best relationship. Multiple
curvilinear regression analysis was used to determine this
relationship from data collected in four field experiments.”
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Iowa Agric. Exp. Station,
Ames.

3559. Worzella, W.W.; Abu Shakra, S.; Bray, D.W. 1964.
Forage production trials in the Beqa’a, Lebanon, 1958-1963.
American University of Beirut, Faculty of Agricultural
Sciences, Publication No. 25. 23 p. Feb. See p. 10-11. [7 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: A system of farming which uses forages in
the production of livestock is superior to one which uses
grain or specialized cash crops. A forage system helps to
maintain soil productivity and economic stability. Yet in the
Middle East, research on forage crops is very limited. These
experiments were conducted at the Agricultural Research and
Education Center located in Lebanon’s north central Beqa’a
plain.
In the section titled “Irrigated experiments” is a
subsection on “Trials with different crops” (p. 10-11).
Soybeans and a corn-soybean mixture were grown under
irrigation during the 2-year period 1962-63. The results
(based on data from a 1963 M.S. Thesis by Maun) are shown
in two tables. Table 4 gives the average yield (air-dry) of
four different forage crops during 1962 and 1963: Sorghum,
corn, soybean, and corn-soybean. Sorghum gave the highest
yield (2.96 tons/dunum avg.), followed by corn (2.04), cornsoybean (1.60), and soybean (0.90).
Table 5 gives the protein content of these same four
crops: Sorghum 5.45%, corn 6.28%, corn-soybean 7.45%,
and soybean 11.76%. This protein content is approximately
inversely proportional to yield. Total protein produced per
dunum was: Sorghum 161.3, corn 128.1, corn-soybean
119.2, and soybean 105.8. Address: 1. Prof. of Agronomy;
2. Instructor of Agronomy; 3. Assoc. Prof. of Plant Breeding
and Plant Genetics. All: Faculty of Agricultural Sciences,
American Univ. of Beiruit, Beirut, Lebanon.
3560. Estacion Experimental Agricola de Los Llanos, Boletin
Informativo. 1964. La investigacion agrícola en la Estación
Experimental Agrícola de Los Llanos: Results and general
recommendations [Agricultural investigation at the “Los
Llanos” Agricultural Experiment Station in Bolivia: Results
and general recommendations]. No. 3. 64 p. March. [Spa]
• Summary: This bulletin was published by the Servicio
Agrícola Interamericano, Ministerio de Agricultura,
Ganadería y Colonización, Santa Cruz, Bolivia. (General
Saavedra). The section in oilseeds by Jose E. Rocabado, the
soybean is detail (p. 10-11) under the following headings:
Introduction, varieties, time of planting. Density of planting.
Planting itself. Labor and cultivation. Harvest. Peanuts are
also discussed.
The section on Pastures (p. 15-16, 20), by Gover
Barja, discusses the use of the soybean (Glycine max) as a
forage crop. Also discussed are tropical kudzu (Pueraria
phaseoloides), and kudzu (Pueraria javanica).
The section on plant pathology (p. 41), by Jose Candia
and Oscar Tapia, discusses root knot (Nudos de la raiz),
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which is caused by nematodes. One way of combating this
problem is to rotate the infected crop with soybeans, corn,
sorghum, or peanuts. Address: Casilla correo 247, Santa
Cruz, Bolivia.
3561. Fletcher, H.F.; Kurtz, L.T. 1964. Differential effects of
phosphorus fertility on soybean varieties. Proceedings–Soil
Science Society of America 28(2):225-28. March/April. [17
ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Chief and Lincoln soybeans,
previously shown to be tolerant and intolerant, respectively,
to very high P levels were grown in the greenhouse in soil
admixed with ordinary superphosphate at rates varying from
O to 4,400 pounds of P per acre. The varieties were similar
in P response, dry weight, and mineral composition to around
870 pounds per acre of added P.” Address: 1. Graduate Asst.;
2. Prof. of Soil Fertility. Both: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
3562. Howell, Robert W. 1964. Influence of nutrient
balance on response of sensitive soybean varieties to high
phosphorus. Agronomy Journal 56(2):233-34. March/April.
[3 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: The influence of various nutrient
elements on the response of tolerant and sensitive soybean
varieties to high phosphorus in the nutrient solution was
studied in the greenhouse. ‘Phosphorus toxicity’ response
of the sensitive varieties was virtually eliminated by the
addition of sufficient supplemental nitrate. Either sodium
or calcium nitrate was effective, but the latter required
additional potassium for maximum effectiveness...” Address:
Plant Physiologist, Crops Research Div., ARS, USDA.
3563. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1964. Reinoculation of soybeans:
not necessary where beans are grown in regular rotation.
Delta study shows. Mississippi Farm Research 27(4):1. 3.
April.
• Summary: “Soybeans must be nodulated to produce
profitable yields. The importance of nodulation can be
demonstrated through the use of an experimental soybean
strain which does not produce nodules. In a comparison
of two closely related strains, normal nodulating and nonnodulating, on Sharkey clay the nodulated plants produced at
the rate of 40 bushels per acre of seed with 36% protein. The
non-nodulated plants produced at the rate of 10 bushels per
acre of seed with 23% protein.
“In this study the seeds from the nodulated soybeans
contained 112 pounds more nitrogen per acre than seeds
from non-nodulated soybeans. In the same general area of
the same field other strains of soybeans produced seed yields
as high as 60 bushels per acre which contained 192 pounds
of nitrogen per acre, or approximately 160 pounds more
nitrogen than was in seed produced by the non-nodulated
soybean strain. This means that at least 160 pounds of
nitrogen were produced by an adapted population of soybean

nodulating bacteria living in a soil growing soybeans in
regular rotation.
“In 1959, a study was conducted on a sandy loam soil
on which soybeans were being grown in a 3-year rotation
with corn and cotton. Soybeans in previous plantings had
been well nodulated. Treatments, on Lee soybeans included
no inoculation, no inoculation plus 180 pounds of nitrogen
applied in late August, and 4 strains of soybean nodulating
bacteria selected as being highly effective on Lee in
greenhouse studies.
“The seed yield from the no inoculation plots was 46.6
bushels per acre. No other treatment was superior. It was
assumed that the late nitrogen application should increase
seed yields if plants were not receiving adequate nitrogen
from nodulation. The failure of applied nitrogen to increase
seed yield showed that nitrogen produced by nodules from
the natural population of soybean nodulating bacteria in the
soil was adequate for producing top soybean yields in this
study. However, questions were still raised as to whether
better strains of rhizobia functioning throughout the season
might improve seed yields.
“Ninety-two strains of soybean nodulating bacteria were
evaluated in 1960 on the Hill variety on Sharkey clay having
a previous history of producing nodulated soybeans. The
mean yield in this test was 41 bushels per acre. No strain
of bacteria resulted in an increased seed yield or increased
protein percentage over that on check plots which were not
inoculated.
“Additional greenhouse studies conducted by research
workers at Beltsville, Maryland demonstrated that strains of
bacteria differed in competitiveness. For example, as little
as 1.1% of one strain in a mixture with another produced
85% of the nodules on certain soybean varieties. Twenty-one
highly competitive strains selected specifically for Lee were
evaluated in 1961 on Sharkey clay and on Bosket fine sandy
loam. Mean seed yields were 42 bushels per acre on clay and
43 bushels per acre on loam. No strain of nodulating bacteria
caused seed yield or protein percentage to be greater than
that for the noninoculated check. Plants in noninoculated
plots were well nodulated.
“Studies conducted in 1962 included 8 specially
selected strains of nodulating bacteria. Plantings were
made on Sharkey clay. A high-protein experimental strain
of soybeans was used in addition to Lee, because it seemed
possible that a soybean strain having a 10% higher protein
content might be more useful in measuring effectiveness
of strains of nodulating bacteria. Mean seed yields in this
study were 41 bushels per acre for Lee and 43 bushels per
acre for the experimental high-protein soybean line. No
strains of bacteria caused an increase in seed yield or protein
percentage of either strain of soybeans over that for the
check plots not reinoculated.
“In 1963, a sandy loam field containing a small
rhizobium population was used to evaluate 104 strains of
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nodulating bacteria on Lee. The mean yield in this test
was 42 bushels per acre. Plants in all non-inoculated plots
were well nodulated by midseason. No strain of nodulating
bacteria caused any increase in seed production.
“A reason frequently given to justify reinoculating
each time soybeans arc planted is to insure the presence of
highly effective strains of bacteria. Studies were conducted
at Stoneville during the past 5 years using more than 100
different sources of nodulating bacteria. Many of the strains
used had been selected as being very effective on Lee in
greenhouse studies and also as being highly competitive with
other strains of soybean nodulating bacteria.
“On the basis of seed yields produced by the soybean
varieties used, there was no evidence to suggest that soybean
yields could be increased by reinoculating planting seed
when a natural population of soybean nodulating bacteria
were already in the soil. These bacteria will survive for many
years.
“Soybean seedlings grown in soil in which six cotton
crops had been grown after nodulated soybeans appeared to
be as well nodulated (Figure 1) as seedlings grown in soil
producing a soybean crop the previous year.
“Application of additional nitrogen in late summer gave
no yield increase, indicating that nitrogen from nodules was
adequate for the plant needs. Evidence was also obtained
showing that an adapted population of nodule bacteria had
produced at least 160 pounds of nitrogen for the plant use.
“The results presented show no need for reinoculating
soybeans that are grown in a regular rotation. However,
it is important that soybean seed be inoculated with a
soybean strain of bacteria if the field has no recent history of
nodulated soy beans.” Address: Research Agronomist, Crops
Research Div., Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Dep. of
Agriculture, working in cooperation with the Delta Branch of
the Mississippi Agric. Exp. Station, Stoneville, Mississippi.

variety Chief grew normally, whereas the variety Lincoln
soon became chlorotic and severely stunted. Subsequently,
many varieties were classified for their response to high
levels of phosphorus. “Most were tolerant or slightly
sensitive.”
Publication No. 386 of the U.S. Regional Soybean Lab.,
Urbana, Illinois. Address: U.S. Regional Soybean Lab.,
Urbana, Illinois.

3564. Vieweg, B.K.H.; Botha, T.B. 1964. Soybeans–for
the Eastern Transvaal Highveld. Farming in South Africa
40(1):34-35, 44. April. Summarized in Soybean Digest, April
1965, p. 39.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Experiments conducted.
Seed yields in bags per morgen. [One morgen = 2.1165
acres; one bag weighs 200 lb.] Hay yields. “Since 1959
experiments on soybeans have been carried out at the
Nooitgedacht Agricultural Research Station.” In years of
favorable weather, seeds yields have reached 12.95 bags/
morgen (2,590 lb/morgen = 1,224 lb/acre = 20.4 bushels/
acre). Address: Nooitgedacht Agricultural Research Station,
Transvaal, South Africa.

3568. Harty, R.L.; Bygott, R.B. 1964. Studies on the growth
of soybeans on the Darling Downs, Queensland. Queensland
J. of Agricultural Science 21(2):205-12. June. [3 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans have been in limited commercial
production in Queensland since 1953-54, mainly in the
South Burnett district. Soybean investigations at Hermitage
Research Station date from 1959; the station is situated in the
Swan Creek Valley of eastern Darling Downs at an altitude
of 1,575 ft. Mean annual rainfall for the 18 years to 1962 was
28.46 inches; approximately 70% of the rain fell during the
summer.
Soybean seed yields of up to 1,655 lb (27.58 bushels)
per acre have been produced during the past 3 years at
the Hermitage Station on chernozem type soils. The
highest yielding varieties were Nanda, ECR 973 Congo,
and selections from Delsta and Mammoth Biloxi hybrids.
Address: Queensland Dep. of Primary Industries.

3565. Bernard, R.L.; Howell, R.W. 1964. Inheritance of
phosphorus sensitivity in soybeans. Crop Science 4(3):29899. May/June. [5 ref]
• Summary: At very high levels of phosphorus the soybean

3566. Moga, Iuliu; Slusanschi, H. 1964. [Contributions to the
study of intercalary crops of silo maize and soyabeans under
the Baragan plain conditions]. Probleme Agricole (Bucuresti,
Romania) 16(5):4-14. May. [12 ref. Rom; eng; fre; rus]
• Summary: Intercalary crops are those inserted between
other crops, or intercropped. Experiments conducted “at the
Marculesti stations on intercalary maize and silo soybean
crops in 1961 (rather rainy) and 1963 (droughty) led to the
following conclusions: (1) Successful intercalary maize and
silo soybean crops involve the use of medium early double
hybrids under the Baragan Plain conditions.” (2) The yield
obtainable from such crops is practically equivalent to that
of pure maize crops, but the protein content is significantly
higher. (3) The optimum plant density is 40,000 plants per
ha for maize (100 x 25 cm) and 30-50 soybean seeds per
square meter. (4) Intercalary maize-soybean crops ensure a
production of over 35,000 kg of green matter per ha of which
25-30% is soya. Address: 1. Marculesti Experiment Station;
2. Institutl de ceretari pentru cereale si plante technice. Both:
Romania.
3567. Bostrack, Jack M.; Struckmeyer, B. Esther. 1964.
Effects of gibberellic acid on soybeans grown at different
levels of nitrogen, potassium, or phosphorus. Botanical
Gazette 125(2):142-45. June. [8 ref]
Address: Dep. of Horticulture, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison.
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3569. Foote, B.D.; Howell, R.W. 1964. Phosphorus
tolerance and sensitivity of soybeans as related to uptake and
translocation. Plant Physiology 39(4):610-13. July. [4 ref]
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana; and
USDA.
3570. Schuster, W.; Spennemann, F. 1964. Untersuchungen
ueber den Einfluss der Standweite auf die Variabilitaet
eigener Eigenschaften von verschiedenen Sojabohnensorten
(Glycine soja (L)) [Effect of spacing on the variability of
some characteristics of various soyabean varieties (Glycine
soya L.)]. Zuechter (Der) 34(6/7):262-72. [27 ref. Ger]
Address: 1. Institut fuer Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung,
Ludwigstrasse 23, D-6300 Giessen, West Germany.
3571. Waddell, Elmer. 1964. ASA charter member tells of
experience with soybeans. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 22-23.
• Summary: The author, a pioneer, has been growing
soybeans for 47 years. “I was one of the farmers of Christian
County who attended the first meeting that formed the
American Soybean Association. I am a charter member.
“The University of Illinois had been experimenting with
soybeans, telling farmers they could replace corn and that
chinch bugs would not bother them. That appealed to a lot
of Christian County farmers who had suffered losses from
chinch bugs... The first soybeans I ever saw harvested were
on Dick Allen’s farm near Blue Mound, Illinois. It was in the
fall of 1916. Then and there I decided to raise soybeans. In
1917 I purchased through the University of Illinois enough
seed at $7 per bushel to plant 20 acres...
“In the year 1921, the first carload of beans ever shipped
from the Midwest was shipped from Stonington to Chicago
Heights and was processed by I.C. Bradley, who later was
made manager of Wayne Soybean Mill (now Allied Mills) at
Taylorville, Ill. It is one of the largest and most up to date of
its kind in the world... There are more living pioneer growers
of soybeans in Christian County (of 40 years’ experience or
more) than any county in the Midwest.”
In 1921 the author invented an early soybean seed
harvester and huller, which he demonstrated widely and
which prompted many Illinois farmers to start soybean
production. A photo shows Mr. Waddell. Address:
Taylorville, Illinois.
3572. Arp, H.K. 1964. Farm machinery for soybean
production. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 52.
Address: International Harvester Co., Chicago, Illinois.
3573. Pendleton, J.W. 1964. Soybean culture. Soybean
Digest. Sept. p. 28-29.
• Summary: “Summation: Lest the farm reader be purplefaced by now, this writer hastens to say that the foregoing
remarks do not apply to all soybean growers. Many are doing
as outstanding a cultural job and paying attention to details

just as much with soybeans as with corn. However, on many
farms the present technological advancements in soybean
production have not been fully accepted–because soybeans
come second!
“Research: A comparison of corn and soybeans in
this arena shows an even greater favoritism for corn than
exists on the farm. Not too many years ago one could
count the soybean breeders on the fingers of one hand, and
could hardly name soybean production researchers. While
each state probably had one or several corn geneticists,
the soybean authority was likely to be a variety tester. For
every one fertility or cultural trial with soybeans, there have
been a hundred with corn. Basic studies aimed toward a
real understanding of the morphological development, the
physiology, and the ecology of the soybean plant are as
scarce as hen’s teeth when compared to corn.
“Conclusion: When one considers the secondary
role assigned to soybeans both by growers and research
organizations in the past, should it be too surprising that
soybean average yield increases have lagged behind corn?
The very fact that soybean per-acre yields in Illinois
increased over 40% during the last 10 years is astounding.
This occurred during a period of greatly expanding acreage
for the crop and many new growers.
“Researchers and farmers have found the Cinderella
crop–soybeans–but both are having trouble putting the
shoe on. As each succeeds, soybean yield potentials and
production efficiency will climb!”
A portrait photo shows J.W. Pendleton. Address:
Agronomy Dep., Univ. of Illinois.
3574. Soybean Digest. 1964. ASA’s honorary life
members–1964: Dr. Leonard F. Williams and Dr. Alvin John
Ohlrogge. Sept. p. 10.
• Summary: Geneticist Leonard Williams has had a part in
the development of most of the newer Cornbelt varieties of
soybeans. He was primarily responsible for the Lincoln, the
first soybean variety to be developed and released by the
U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory. At one time, Lincoln
was grown on 75% of the soybean acreage in Illinois, and
on a very substantial acreage in surrounding states. Williams
was also responsible for making the crosses that led to
such varieties as Clark, Shelby, Ford, Kent, and Chippewa.
Williams received his B.S., his M.S. and his Ph.D. degrees
all at the University of Illinois. He was on the staff of the
Univ. of Illinois from 1931 to 1936, and has been a research
agronomist at the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory from
1936 onwards. Note: In late 1951 he was transferred to
Columbia, Missouri.
Dr. A.J. Ohlrogge is a recognized authority on soybean
fertility. He has helped to bring about a better understanding
of the physiological processes of the soybean as they relate
to mineral nutrition. He has been a member of the Purdue
University staff since 1937, and has been a professor of
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Nacional de Investigaciones Agropecuarias, Palmira) del
Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario (ICA) and Oficina
de Investigaciones Especiales (OIE) de la Fundacion
Rockefeller.
3578. Gautam, O.P.; Shah, V.H.; Nair, K.P.M. 1964.
Agronomic investigations with hybrid maize. II. Study
of intercropping, row spacing and method of phosphorus
application with hybrid maize. Indian J. of Agronomy
9(4):247-54. Dec. [7 ref]
• Summary: Soybean is one of the intercrops discussed, but
it is not as promising as Sannhemp [sunn hemp, Crotolaria
juncea L.] and Mung. Cowpeas and wheat were also tested.
Address: Div. of Agronomy, Indian Agricultural Research
Inst., New Delhi, India.
agronomy since 1958. Photos show Williams and Ohlrogge.
3575. Weinhold, A.R.; Oswald, J.W.; Bowman, T.; Bishop,
J.; Wright, D. 1964. Influence of green manures and crop
rotation on common scab of potato. American Potato
Journal 41(9):265-73. Sept. [17 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans were used as one of the green manure
crops each year from 1949 to 1961 (p. 270-73). “A soybean
cover crop and green manure completely prevented the
build-up of potato scab.” However the soybean cover crop
was “completely ineffective in reducing scab incidence
once the pathogen was well established.” Address: Cotton
Research Station, Shafter, California.
3576. Caviness, C.E.; Berger, G.A. 1964. Effects of selected
chemical defoliants and a desiccant on soybean plants.
Arkansas Farm Research 13(5):12. Sept/Oct.
• Summary: It has been estimated that as much as 60% of
the cotton acreage in Arkansas is defoliated with chemical
defoliants. Some of these chemicals drift to adjacent soybean
fields. Chemical desiccants may also be used extensively on
cotton if stripper harvesting proves feasible in Arkansas.
“Experiments were conducted at Fayetteville in 1962 to
evaluate the effects of two cotton defoliants and a desiccant
applied at different stages of growth on yield and other
characters of soybeans. Defoliants used were Shed-A-Leaf...
and DEF.” The desiccant was Dow General. The Hood
soybean variety was used. Address: 1. Assoc. Agronomist;
2. Graduate student. Both: Arkansas Agric. Exp. Station,
Fayetteville.
3577. Gomez Lopez, Jairo A.; Guerrero M., R.; McClung,
A.C. 1964. Informe preliminar sobre los efectos de una
rotación con soya o alfalfa en la producción de maíz
[Preliminary results on the effects of a rotation with soybeans
or lucerne on the production of maize]. Agricultura Tropical
(Colombia) 20(11):625-35. Nov. [Spa]
Address: Programa Nacional de Suelos (Centro

3579. Matson, Arnold L. 1964. Some factors affecting the
yield response of soybeans to irrigation. Agronomy Journal
56(6):552-55. Nov/Dec. [17 ref]
• Summary: “The response of soybeans to irrigation has
often been disappointing to growers. Frequently they have
found that the increase in yield did not pay the cost of
irrigation. Seldom has the response from soybeans been as
great or as profitable as responses obtained from cotton or
corn.”
Ogden, Dorman, Clark soybean varieties were tested.
Address: Dep. of Field Crops, Missouri Agric. Exp. Station,
Columbia, Missouri.
3580. Prine, G.M.; West, S.H.; Hinson, K. 1964. Shattering,
moisture content and seed temperature of soybeans as
influenced by row direction. Agronomy Journal 56(6):59495. Nov/Dec.
• Summary: Seeds with the highest temperature and lowest
moisture content tended to shatter. Lee and Ogden soybean
varieties were tested. Address: 1. Asst. Agronomist, Florida
Agric. Exp. Station; 2. Plant physiologist; 3. Geneticist. Last
two: Crops Research Div., ARS, USDA, Gainesville, FL.
3581. Albinet, E. 1964. [Irrigation of soyabean in Moldavia].
Institutul Agronomic “Ion Ionescu de la Brad,” Iasi, Lucr.
Stiint. Inst. Agron. Iasi, Report on Scientific Work 383 p. See
p. 81. [Rom; fre; rus]*
3582. Giraldi, C.A. 1964. La soya, su importancia agrícola
e industrial [The soybean: Its agricultural and industrial
importance]. Lima (Peru) Estacion Exp. Agr. de La Molina,
Divulgacion Agricola No. 6. 9 p. [Spa]*
3583. Goldsworthy, P.R.; Heathcote, R. 1964. Fertilizer
trials with soya beans in northern Nigeria. Empire J. of
Experimental Agriculture 32(127):257-62. [6 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans respond very well with increased
yields to the application of superphosphate, but the
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monetary return is poor. “Evidence from field trials and a pot
experiment has shown that soya beans respond to an addition
of sulphur and phosphorus and that, as with groundnuts, they
are able to fix nitrogen provided that sulphur is not limiting...
Soya beans grown in the Southern Guinea Zone of Northern
Nigeria where a rainy season of 5 months or more makes the
cultivation of groundnuts difficult.”
“It has already been shown that superphosphate is the
best phosphorus fertilizer to use on groundnuts in this zone,
because of the sulphur it contains; for the same reason it is
likely to be the best fertilizer to use for soya beans, although
in the soya bean experiments no comparisons were made
with other forms of phosphorus fertilizer.”
As a result of pot trials, the authors considered that
application of nitrogen to soyabeans in northern Nigeria
was unnecessary. Address: Inst. for Agricultural Research,
Samaru, Northern Nigeria.
3584. Shaikh, M.A.Q. 1964. Effect of populations and
spacing on yield and other characteristics in soybeans. M.S.
(Ag.) thesis, Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, American
University of Beirut, Lebanon. *
Address: Lebanon.
3585. Smolina, Z.; Polyanskaya, V. 1964. Soya v Brestskoj
oblasti [Soya in the Brest Oblast]. Zernobobovye Kul’tury
(Grain and Bean Cultivation) No. 2. p. 6-8. [1 ref. Rus]
• Summary: The Brest Oblast is a subdivision of southwest
Belorussian S.S.R. The capital city is Brest. It is nearly
coextensive with the former Polesie [pronounced po-LESee-uh] department of Poland. Note: The capital of Polesie
was Brest Litovsk; now in the USSR, this former Polish
department was divided between the Belorussian SSR and
the Ukranian SSR.

agriculture]. Points out that over 3,000 plants are known to
have insecticide properties.
Soybeans are used as a cover crop and for weed control–
see p. 55, 72, 107, 112, 125, 159, 162, 205. Address: White
Mountains, New Hampshire [by July 1965: Hillsboro, NH
03244].
3589. Khristozov, At. 1964. Vurkhu rastezhnite i
produktivnite osobenosti na tsarevichniia khibrid Okhaio
S-92 i niakoi sortove soia, otglezhdani smeseno [Concerning
the growth and production features of the Ohio C-92 maize
hybrid and certain soya varieties, grown as mixed crops].
Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria) 1(11):51-58.
[7 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: The following soya varieties were tested:
Adams, Shelby, Lincoln, Chippewa, Clarke, Harosoy, and
Fourazhna, planted in mixed rows at inter-row distances of
0.60 meters. Tests were carried out as main and catch crops
at a rate of 6,000 maize plants and 30,000–35,000 soya
plants per decare. [Note: 1 decare, a metric unit of area =
0.1 hectare or 10 ares or 0.2471 acres]. Inhibition begins
after the 30th day and is particularly strong between the 30th
and 40th day after emergence, after which, though weaker,
it lasts until the 90th day. “The soya inhibits the growth of
maize stalks and in particular the development of the ears
and does not affect the number of cobs and leaves. Shading
by the maize plants has an adverse effect on the soya, which
is expressed in a poorer development of the entire plant.”
Address: Inst. of Livestock Breeding, Stara Zagora, Bulgaria.
3590. Liu, Wen-ch’ing. 1964. Ta tou tsai-p’ei-fa [Soybean
cultivation methods]. Taiwan: Dept. of Agriculture and
Forestry. 26 p. [Chi]*

3587. Graner, E.A.; Godoy, C., Jr. 1964. Culturas da fazenda
brasileira. 3. edicao, revista e melhorada [Brazilian farm
crops. 3rd ed.]. Sao Paulo, Brazil: Edicioes Melhoramentos.
461 p. Illust. Biblioteca Agronomica Melhoramentos
Melhoramentos, No. 10. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

3591. Novak, A.G. 1964. Vozdelyvanie soi [Cultivation of
soybeans]. Moscow, USSR: Rossel’khozizdat. 104 p. [47 ref.
Rus]
• Summary: Contents:
Prospects for developing soybean cultivation in the Far
East and the national economic importance of soybean
Soybean biology
Varieties and seed breeding
Agrotechnology: Fertilizer, planting, crop tending.
Seed diseases and pests
Gathering the harvest and storing seeds
Soybean for livestock fodder List of literature consulted.
Note: Translated by Shelley Fairweather-Vega, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Doctor of Agriculture, USSR.

3588. Hunter, Beatrice Trum. 1964. Gardening without
poisons. Boston, Massachusetts: Houghton, Mifflin Co. xiv +
314 p. Illust. 22 cm. [150+* ref]
• Summary: This is the story of restoring a California
citrus ranch to productivity using organiculture [organic

3592. Petrakieva, Irina. 1964. Osnovni metodi za
poluchavane na visoki dohodi ot soiata za zarno [Methods
for obtaining high yields of soybean seeds]. Sofia, Bulgaria:
Zemizdat (Haskovo, Pk. At. Stoianov; State Agricultural
Publishing). 22 p. [Bul]*

3586. Tanganyika Ministry of Agriculture. 1964. Time of
planting–a brief review of experimental work 1956-62. Publ.
Ministry of Agriculture, Tanganyika Territory 30 p. *
• Summary: Discusses crop rotation practices, culture
practices, and yields (in soil deficient in nitrogen and
moisture) for soybeans, peanuts, and maize.
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Address: Bulgaria.
3593. Soypro International, Inc. 1964. A study of the
soybean industry in Yugoslavia. Cedar Falls, Iowa. v + 105
p. 28 cm. [10 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The study was prepared by R.W. Fischer for
Church World Service and Lutheran World Relief. The
“primary purpose of the report is to explore the feasibility
of producing edible soy protein-type products in Yugoslavia
to meet the problem of protein deficiency in the diets
of Yugoslav school-children. In meeting this objective,
however, the study inevitably involves many related
questions...”
Contents: Forward. Part I: Soybean production in
Yugoslavia. 1. The soybean production area. 2. Recent
soybean production. 3. Soybean production conditions:
Soils, climate (temperature, rainfall, relative humidity, wind,
climatic conditions during critical crop stages, weathercycles, conclusions), production facilities (machinery, labor).
4. Production practices: Cultural practices (present cropping
practices, land selection, rotation, recommendations),
varieties and adaptations. 5. The economics of soybean
production in Yugoslavia: Yields, prices and net returns
in relation to other crops, price ratios between soybeans
and other basic crops, other factors influencing price
ratios (risk ratio, soil tilth, work scheduling, disease and
pest control), price ratios–conclusion, effects of soybean
production on the over-all value of Yugoslav agricultural
production, the alternative of trading acres. 6. Soybean
production–summary and recommendations. Part II: Grain
handling and transportation. Part III: Soybean processing.
1. Plant locations. 2. Plant size and type. 3. Plant costs. 4.
Construction schedule. 5. Product prices and processing
margins: Oil-meal price relationships, relative value of
soybean meal for livestock feeding, processor margins,
prices of special products. Part IV: Domestic markets:
Yugoslav demand for soybean products. 1. Edible oils. 2.
Soybean oil meal. 3. Edible soy flour and grits: School lunch
program, commercial foods. 4. Industrial soy protein-type
products. 5. Lecithin. 6. Summary of Yugoslav demand for
soy products. Appendix A. Address: 114 West 4th St., Cedar
Falls, Iowa.
3594. Watson, K.A. 1964. Fertilizers in Northern Nigeria.
Current utilization and recommendations for their use.
Samaru Research Bulletin No. 38. 20 p. [18 ref]
• Summary: Soya beans are mentioned throughout this
Bulletin. Groundnuts and soya beans have given responses
to ammonium sulphate in some areas (p. 8). Superphosphate
gives good results when used on groundnuts and soya beans
(p. 9).
Table 2 shows the “Number of fertilizer trials on eight
major crops in Northern Nigeria 1952-63.” The first fertilizer
trial on soya beans was in 1954, reaching a peak of 11 trials

each year from 1959 to 1962.
Table 3 gives the “Number of fertilizer trials in relation
to estimated crop acreage, Northern Nigeria.” For soya
beans, there were 51 trials from 1952-1963. The estimated
soya bean acreage in 1963 was 132,000. So 1 trial was
conducted for every 2,588 acres–the best ratio of all crops in
the table.
The major crops in Northern Nigeria are benniseed
([sesame seed]; Sesamum indicum), cassava, cotton,
cowpeas, groundnuts, maize, millet, rice, sorghum, soya
beans, tobacco, yams (Dioscorea spp.). Minor crops and the
acreage of each are also given.
For soya beans: “Average yield: 335 lb. threshed seed
per acre (not usually interplanted).
“Total production: 19,700 tons threshed seed.
“Price to farmer: £20 per ton approximately (subject to a
transport differential and a sales tax of 5s per ton).
“Average exports 1955-61: 9,860 tons. Value £343,000
(including an average of 400 tons from Eastern Nigeria).
“Note: Acreage and accordingly exports have fluctuated
widely over the last ten years mainly because of variations in
world price.
“Soya beans are regarded entirely as a cash crop in
Northern Nigeria there being virtually no local utilization
other than for seed. The fertilizer recommendation for
soya beans is 40 lb. per acre of superphosphate; this rate
of application can be expected to increase yields by about
15% which will produce a marginal profit.” Address: Senior
Specialist Officer, Inst. of Agricultural Research, Samaru,
Northern Nigeria.
3595. Akehurst, B.C.; Sreedharan, A. 1965. Time of
planting–a brief review of experimental work in Tanganyika
1956-62. East African Agricultural and Forestry Journal
30(3):189-201. Jan. [4 ref]
• Summary: Data are given for 152 time of planting
experiments from 1956 to 1962 covering a range of crops
and sites across Tanganyika. With soyabeans, 22 experiments
were conducted. Table 3 (p. 197) gives the yields (in lb/
acre) for various dates at the following sites: Suluti, Mtopwa,
Nachingwea, Mwanhala, North Mara, Ukiriguru, Ilonga,
Duthumi, Wami, and Puchapucha. The four highest yields
were: 1,522 lb/acre (25.27 bu/acre) at Wami, planted on 16
Jan. 1959. 1,469 lb/acre at Suluti, planted on 6 Jan. 1961.
1,437 lb/acre at Wami, planted on 17 Feb. 1959. 1,409 lb/
acre at Suluti, planted on 30 Jan. 1962. Address: Ministry of
Agriculture, Tanganyika.
3596. Scott, W.O. 1965. How to grow 50 bushels of soybeans
[per acre] in Illinois. Soybean News (NSCIC) 16(2):3-4. Jan.
• Summary: “Why are we concerned about the possibility
of growing 50 bushels of soybeans per acre? One obvious
answer is that a yield of 50 bushels per acre is likely to
be more profitable than the present state average of about
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½ that much. Another reason we are interested is the fact
that during the past decade the yield of corn has increased
proportionately more than the yield of soybeans. Reports of
150 bushels (or more) of corn are not uncommon, yet, 60
bushels of soybeans are seldom reported. Theoretically a
fertility level and season that produces 150 bushels of corn
should grow 67 bushels of soybeans per acre.
“Plant physiologists who have compared the energy
requirement of soybeans to that of corn tell us that, assuming
the two crops utilize similar amounts of the sun’s energy,
soybeans should produce about 45% as many bushels per
acre as corn. The difference lies in the fact that soybeans
convert much of the energy to oil while corn stores energy
in the form of starch. A pound of oil packs roughly 2¼ times
more energy than a pound of starch. More energy is used by
the plant in manufacturing oil than in making starch. Taking
these differences into account plus the difference in weight
per bushel, corn should theoretically produce about 2¼ to 2½
times as many bushels per acre as soybeans under the same
conditions.
“Until a few years ago the relationship of soybean yields
to corn yields was within the theoretical range proposed
above. For instance the average yield of soybeans for the
ten year period 1941 to 1950 was 43 percent of the average
of corn for the same period. During the next 10 year period,
1951 to 1960, the average yield of corn had increased a little
more than soybeans, but the relationship was still fairly close
to the theoretical one. Soybean yields were 41% of corn for
the period. However, the yield of soybeans for the past three
years, 1961 to 1963, has been only 36 percent of the yield of
corn. If this spread in the yield relationship of the two crops
continues to widen and there is no compensating adjustment
in price, corn will become the more economically attractive
of the two.
“Plant breeders, plant physiologists and other scientists
are concerned and are working on this problem. However,
there is no variety or magic productive practice which will
double or triple the yield of soybeans next year. There are
production practices that may help you reach 50 bushels per
acre or more in 1965. Some of these are:
“1. The level of available phosphorus and potassium
in the soil should be high because soybeans do respond to
fertility. The nodules on the soybean’s roots take care of the
crop’s nitrogen requirement. Soybeans are responsive to
potassium and will not produce maximum yields unless the
level of available potassium is quite high. Phosphorus is also
necessary, but soybeans will produce at a maximum rate at
lower levels than will some other crops. This lower response
of soybeans to phosphorus doesn’t eliminate the need to keep
the level of this plant food high. One important step in the
fertility program that is being overlooked by many farmers
today is the application of limestone. Soybeans are a legume
and produce best at a relatively high pH value. Estimates
of the fertilizer use in Illinois would indicate that farmers

have been doing a better job of taking care of the corn crop
than soybeans. For instance, in 1952 about 53,500 tons of
nitrogen were used. By 1964 the use of nitrogen by farmers
in Illinois was estimated as 200,000 tons. On the other hand
Illinois farmers applied 374 million tons of limestone in
1952. Its use is estimated at only 372 million tons in 1964.
While there has been a steady increase in the use of nitrogen
since 1952 the use of limestone has been relatively constant.
The application of limestone is not keeping pace with the
need of Illinois soils. The use of limestone must increase if
we are to realize the greatest return from our soybean crop.
“It is interesting to note that 172 tons of limestone are
required to neutralize the acid formed by the application
of a ton of anhydrous ammonia. Or to say it another way,
about 1.8 pounds of limestone is required to neutralize the
acid formed by the application of 1 pound of nitrogen in the
form of anhydrous ammonia or ammonium nitrate. But five
pounds of limestone is required to neutralize the effects of 1
pound of nitrogen applied in the form of ammonium sulfate.
“2. Selection of seed for planting is an important step
that is sometimes overlooked. We have not surveyed the
quality of soybeans used for seed in Illinois. However, if the
quality of seed of this crop is comparable to that of spring
oats and winter wheat, we would have to conclude that there
is room for improvement. Many farmers use small grain
from their own production for seed. Undoubtedly this is also
true in the case of soybeans. If the beans from the farmers
own production are no better prepared nor selected than the
spring oats and winter wheat seed used by Illinois farmers,
25 to 50 percent of the soybean seed planted is below
optimum in vigor and/or other quality factors. Bin run is
neither selected nor prepared.
“Soybeans used for seed should not only germinate well,
they should be free of splits and other inert matter, free of
weed seeds and corn, and they should be relatively uniform
in size to facilitate uniformity of planting. Most of us would
not think of planting corn that was not properly processed
and graded for size. On the other hand how many soybeans
are planted that have not been cleaned or processed in any
way?
“3. One of the very important decisions of the soybean
farmer is the choice of the variety. In Illinois we are proud of
the fact that 98 percent of the acreage planted to soybeans is
planted to varieties that have been tested and found adapted
to our conditions. The varieties recommended in Illinois
range in maturity from the early Chippewa to late Kent.
There is roughly a spread of 5 weeks in the maturity of these
two extremes. It can be expected that some of these varieties
will be planted outside their area of best adaptation! It is
often necessary to use an early variety following the failure
to get a stand of a full season variety, or the weather may
delay planting past the ‘safe’ time for full season varieties.
However, there is a tendency to use early varieties even
when full season varieties could have been established.
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The percentage distribution of varieties as reported by the
Cooperative Crop Reporting Service for 1964 is shown in
Table 1.
“The comparative performance of Harosoy, Shelby and
Clark at different locations in the southern half of the state
is shown in Table 2. It is obvious that some farmers in south
central Illinois are sacrificing 2 to 4 bushels of soybeans
per acre when they plant Harosoy in preference to Shelby
or Clark. The difference in favor of the full season variety
is greater in southern Illinois. The conclusion is obvious,
maximum yields can be obtained only by the use of the best
adapted variety.
“4. The time of planting is a factor in obtaining
maximum yields of soybeans, particularly if a full season
variety is used. The average yield of soybeans planted during
the first half of May is higher than later plantings.
“5. Research work in northern, central and southcentral Illinois indicates that there is an optimum planting
rate for each row width. Chart 1 demonstrates this fact. The
difference in yield between the optimum planting rate and
a little more or a little less seed is not great, but does exist.
The optimum planting rate will provide a healthy plant about
every inch and a half in the row” (Continued). Address: Prof.
of Crops Extension, Univ. of Illinois.
3597. Scott, W.O. 1965. How to grow 50 bushels of soybeans
[per acre] in Illinois (Continued–Document part II). Soybean
News (NSCIC) 16(2):3-4. Jan.
• Summary: (Continued): “6. An increase of 10 to 15 percent
in yield may be realized by reducing row width. Experiments
in Illinois show a decided advantage for narrow rows.
Soybeans planted in 24 inch rows normally produce 10 to
15 percent more than when planted in 40 inch rows (also
shown in Chart 1). There are certain disadvantages of narrow
rows. Modification of equipment is sometimes difficult
and impractical. Weed control is not as easily obtained as
in wider rows. However, the fact remains that soybeans do
respond to closing up the row width. It may not be necessary
to go all the way down to 24-inch rows. There is some
evidence that 30-inch rows which are more practical from a
machinery standpoint hold almost as much promise as 24inch rows. In addition, machinery manufacturers are showing
interest in this width for corn.
“7. Maximum yields can be obtained only if weed
competition is kept to a minimum. (See article ‘Don’t Pay
the Weed Tax’. Ed.)
“8. Getting the crop into the bin or into the elevator
might be described as a delicate operation. Harvesting care is
extremely important. Experiments have shown that a harvest
loss of 8 percent is about average under good conditions with
a properly adjusted combine. Harvesting losses can climb as
high as 25 percent if the combine is out of adjustment and/or
harvest conditions are not the best. This means that under the
best conditions 50 bushels of beans in the bin requires about

55 bushels per acre in the field. If conditions are less than
ideal you might need as much as 67 bushels in the field in
order to get 50 bushels in the bin.
“These eight points or factors in the production of
soybean need careful attention if you are shooting for 50
bushels of soybeans per acre.
“Fifty bushels of soybeans can be produced in Illinois.
Yields of this magnitude have been reported from almost all
sections of the State. The frequency of 50 bushel yields is
much lower than necessary.
“The contestants in the 1964 5-acre soybean yield
contest demonstrated that high yields can be obtained.
The results of this contest will be announced after January
1, 1965. The top winner planted early, planted in 32 inch
rows, followed an excellent fertility program, and reported
excellent weed control.” Address: Prof. of Crops Extension,
Univ. of Illinois.
3598. Estacion Experimental Agricola de Los Llanos,
Boletin Informativo. 1965. Resultados de la investigación
agropecuaria en el trópico [Results of the investigation
concerning land and cattle in the tropics]. No. 5. 51 p. +
errata. Feb. [Spa]
• Summary: This bulletin was published by the Servicio
Agrícola Interamericano, Ministerio de Agricultura,
Ganadería y Colonización, Santa Cruz, Bolivia. (General
Saavedra). Part of the Alliance for Progress (Alianza para el
Progreso).
In the chapter on the Department of Agronomy and
Soils, there is a report on the Oilseeds Section (Sección
Oleaginosas), by José E. Rocabado, discussing soybeans (p.
18-19), peanuts, and sesame seeds (Soya, mani, sésamo).
This station has been conducting experiments on these 3
crops since 1958, and has published the results periodically.
Concerning soybeans, the station recommends Acadian as
the best seed producing variety (in 1963-64 it gave a yield of
1,062 kg/ha), followed by Biloxi (972 kg/ha). For forage, the
station recommends Otootan, Irán. and P-I-205-912.
The section on tropical legumes (p. 33-34), used to
enrich the soil with nitrogen and for forage, mentions nine
plant species, including Glycine javanica (Common name:
Soya Perenne or Glycine), and Pueraria phaseoloides
(Common name: Tropical kudzu).
The section on entomology (p. 41), by José D. Candia,
states that the insect known locally as La petilla or chinche
verde (Edessa meditabunda F.) attacks sesame, soya, tomato,
and peanut plants. An illustration shows the insect.
Note: Concerning the word agropecuaria, Prof. Ted
Hymowitz (Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), who
lived and worked in Brazil for several years, defines it like
this: “Agropecuaria usually refers to management of land
for animal production, i.e., forages, grass rotations, green
manures, fertilizer regimes, etc.” Address: Casilla 247,
General Saavedra, Santa Cruz, Bolivia.
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3599. Opalic, Risto. 1965. Prilog proucavanju nacina sjetve
soje [A contribution to the study of methods of sowing
soybeans]. Poljoprivredni Pregled (Agricultural Review)
14(1/2):1-6. Jan/Feb. [Scr]
Address: Bijeljina, Yugoslavia.
3600. Caviness, C.E.; Taylor, Maxsie. 1965. Row widths:
Row spacings and soybean seeding rates in Arkansas.
Soybean Digest. March. p. 15.
• Summary: “Most of the soybean acreage in Arkansas is
planted in rows 36 to 40 inches apart. This is the row spacing
generally used for such other row crops as cotton, corn, and
grain sorghum.
“Row spacing experiments with soybeans have been
conducted for a number of years at various locations in
Arkansas, but generally these experiments have been located
on the medium to highly productive silt loam soils. The
full-season varieties generally yielded as much on these
soils when planted in 36- to 40-inch rows as in narrower
rows when planting was at a recommended rate of about one
viable seed per inch of row.
“Limited information is available in the South on the
effects of row spacing and rates of planting on soil types
in which growth and development of the plants may be
restricted. Recent work in some of the Midwestern states
demonstrates yield increases of 15% to 20% with spacings
of 20 to 30 inches between rows. It has been suggested that
soybeans grown in southern states on Sharkey clay and
similar soil types may respond to narrow-spaced rows in a
similar manner.
“Experiments were begun in 1961 at the Northeast
Branch Experiment Station at Keiser on Sharkey clay soil
to explore the feasibility of using narrow row spacings and
heavier seeding rates on this type of soil. The Lee variety
was planted on May 17 at three rates and three row spacings.
“It may be noted from the table that yield differences
generally were small.” Address: 1. Asst. agronomist; 2.
Research assistant. Both: Northeast Arkansas Branch
Experiment Station.
3601. Soybean Digest. 1965. Row widths: Row width
affected by variety, planting date. March. p. 15.
• Summary: “Soybeans in narrower rows usually yield more
per acre, University of Minnesota agronomist R.L. Cooper
reported to the American Society of Agronomy meetings at
Kansas City, Missouri.
“But the amount of yield increase that a farmer gets
from narrower soybean rows depends on the variety he
plants and on the date of planting, the agronomist added.
“Farmers and research men have given increasing
attention in recent years to row width in such crops as
soybeans. In the past, most farmers have used the standard
corn row width–40 or 42 inches.

“Cooper and agronomist J.W. Lambert did their soybean
row spacing studies in southern Minnesota. They used three
varieties–Acme, Merit and Chippewa. Acme is an extremely
early variety, Merit is intermediate in maturity and Chippewa
is the latest, a full-season variety.
“They compared three dates of planting–May 18, June
18, and July 9–for each variety. Also, for each variety and
each planting date, they compared spacing in rows 40 and 24
inches apart.
“First, they found that the highest total yield was in plots
where a full-season variety (Chippewa) was planted early
and in the narrower rows. Regardless of the variety, and the
planting date, the narrower row always gave some increase
in yield, compared with wider ones.
“Thirdly, the magnitude of the increase was greater for
less than full-season varieties and for late plantings. For
example, the early variety Acme in narrow rows produced
36% more in yield, averaged across all planting dates,
compared with the wider rows. The increase for narrow rows
was 26% for Merit and 17% for Chippewa.
“Averaging over all varieties, Cooper and Lambert
found the yield increase in narrower rows was 13% for May
18, 35% for June 18 and 33% for the July 9 planting dates.
“In general, early planting is recommended for
soybeans. But the agronomists said that if for some reason
a farmer must plant late, and must use an early variety, then
it is especially important to plant the soybeans in narrow
rows, because the yield difference may run as much as 5 to 7
bushels per acre.
“Narrower rows are becoming more widely used in
Minnesota. One factor holding up the shift among farmers
is equipment. Most farmers tend to use the same planter for
corn and soybeans, and, in the past, few corn planters were
made for rows narrower than 38 to 40 inches.
“More recently, however, planters with adjustable row
widths have been put on the market.
“So far, 24 inches is about as narrow as soybean rows
can be and still allow for adequate cultivation. Narrower
rows might be possible if weeds are completely controlled
with herbicides, thereby making cultivation unnecessary.
“However, much more research is needed on extremely
narrow rows, and agronomists are not recommending widths
under 24 inches at present.”
3602. Webb, Colin G.; Feight, J.J. 1965. Breaking the
soybean yield barrier. Soybean Digest. March. p. 10-12.
• Summary: Breaking the yield barrier requires: (1)
Improved soybean varieties with higher yields and resistance
to several soybean diseases. (2) Seed treatment with a
fungicide is advocated where germination is less than 80%.
“More than 18% of 943 samples recently tested by the
Illinois Crop Improvement Association failed to give 80%
germination.”
(3) Better weed control using both traditional
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mechanical methods and modern pre-emergence herbicides.
These chemicals include Amiben, Randox, Alanap and
Sodium P.C.P.; in Illinois their use has increased sixfold
since 1960. Specific weed threats include giant foxtail,
johnsongrass, quackgras, Canada thistle, wild garlic and wild
onion.
(4) A good crop rotation, which helps control weeds and
diseases. (5) New minimum tillage methods are $3 per acre
less expensive.
(6) Use of narrow rows; 24 inches apart is
recommended. The width of a horse’s rump was the only
reason for 40-inch corn (and soybean) rows. Machinery such
as grain drills, corn planters, etc. (7) “Seeding rates rise in
proportion to the narrowing of rows. Specialists advocate
planting 45 to 50 pounds of seed an acre under an inch or
two of moist soil. ‘It’s better to wait for rain than to plant too
deeply in an attempt to reach moist soil,’ they say.
(8) Fertile soil. “Row fertilization of soybeans does not
pay unless the soil is deficient in potassium or phosphate.
The best way to find out what extra plant food your soybeans
will need is to test the soil and apply lime, potassium and
phosphate according to the result. In general, soybeans do
not respond as well to the fertilizers, especially nitrogen, as
corn does.”
The average soybean yield in the USA is about 26 bu/
acre.
Photos show: (1) A farmer with 50 giant foxtail plants
per foot of row, which can reduce soybean yields by 11
bushels per acre. (2) D.W. Chamberlain, Univ. of Illinois
professor of plant genetics, examines a plant for disease in an
isolation chamber in the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory.
(3) Univ. of Illinois agronomist Johnny Pendleton standing in
a field of corn with a paperboard cutout of the 40-inch-wide
rump of a horse.
3603. Bredt, H.; Ciorlaus, A.; Timpeanu, I.; Margineanu, T.
1965. [Experimental results concerning the intercropping
of fodder maize and annual Leguminosae under the
Transylvanian Sylvosteppe conditions]. Probleme Agricole
(Bucuresti, Romania) 17(4):28-39. April. [12 ref. Rom; eng;
fre; rus]
• Summary: Corn and soybeans were grown separately in
alternating rows and in mixed rows. The best qualitative and
quantitative yields for silage resulted from single alternating
rows, or from double alternating rows (i.e. 2 rows of corn, 2
rows of soybeans, etc.). For green fodder, intercropping was
not recommended, but planting in close rows was advised.
Address: Turda Agricultural Experiment Station, Turda,
Romania.
3604. Green, D.E.; Pinnell, E.L.; Cavanah, L.E.; Williams,
L.F. 1965. Effect of planting date and maturity date on
soybean seed quality. Agronomy Journal 57(2):165-68.
March/April. [6 ref]

• Summary: Soybean seed quality was usually highest from
late dates of planting. Address: 1. Instructor; 2. Prof. and
Chairman; 3. Assoc. Prof. All three: Dep. of Field Crops,
Univ. of Missouri; 4. Research Agronomist, Crops Research
Div., ARS, USDA, Univ. of Missouri.
3605. Hakman, Vasfi. 1965. Market problems of edible oils
and fats in Turkey. Soybean Digest. May. p. 74.
• Summary: In the rural areas of Turkey, animal fats and
butter are widely consumed. Olive oil is the most commonly
used vegetable oil in Turkey, which produces 50,000
to 100,000 metric tons (tonnes) per year. The 2nd most
important oil crop is cottonseed, with 35,000 to 48,000
tonnes / year. Sunflowerseed is now making a comeback.
In the Black Sea region of Turkey, only about 5,000 tons
of soybeans are produced annually. They are interplanted
with corn and in past years have been exported. Now a plant
with 10,000 tons / year capacity is being built at Ordu, where
locally grown soybeans will be processed to make oil and
meal.
A table shows the amount in tons of vegetable oil
imported into Turkey from 1957 (the first year of imports) to
1964, and the percent of this that was soybean oil each year.
For example, in 1958 soybean was first imported–accounting
for 61.3% of the 69,900 tonnes imported. In 1960 soybean
oil accounted for 100% of the 19,700 tonnes imported, and in
1964 for 66.5% of the 73,700 tons imported.
Oils imported from the United States come through the
Oil Purchasing Agency of Turkey (Et ve Balik Kurumu).
A photo shows the front panels of various containers of
vegetable oil sold retail in Turkey. Address: Director for
Turkey, Soybean Council of America.
3606. South Carolina Crop Reporting Service, Crop and
Livestock Series. 1965. South Carolina soybean statistics:
Trends 1945-1964, county estimates 1954-1964. No. 43.
10 p. May. Foreword by J. Sam Taylor. Also published as
South Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Dept. of Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology, AE273. Supersedes and
supplements South Carolina soybean statistics, AE212,
issued in Aug. 1961, which superseded AE143, dated May
1958.
• Summary: Contents: Production, farm disposition, and
value, 1949-1964. Acreage, yield, production and value of
soybeans, South Carolina, 1945-1964. Soybeans, acreage,
yield, production and value, by county, South Carolina,
1954-1964. Capacity of off-farm grain storage facilities.
U.S. Soybean processing capacity. Export prospects for U.S.
soybean and cottonseed oils.
Soybean production in South Carolina increased from
500,000 bu in 1949 to about 17,158,000 bu in 1964, a record
high. Address: Clemson Univ., South Carolina.
3607. Zahan, P. 1965. Influenta densitatii si distantei de
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demanat asupra productiei la soia pentru boabe si siloz
[Influence of sowing density and spacing on yield of
soybeans for seed and silage]. Probleme Agricole (Bucuresti,
Romania) 17(5):13-23. May. Summary in Field Crop
Abstracts 19(2):128 (1966). [6 ref. Rom; eng; fre; rus]
• Summary: These trials were conducted on a moderatelystrongly podzolised forest soil at the Livada Experimental
Station in 1962-1964. The greater the density of soybean
plants, the higher each plant, and the lower the number of
branches, pods and seeds, and seed weight. The seed yield of
the soybean variety Chippewa was not significantly affected
by the plant density within the limits of 30-70 germinable
seeds per square meter. Address: Statiunea experimentala
agricola Livada, Romania.
3608. Begum, Anwara; Eden, W.G. 1965. Influence of
defoliation on yield and quality of soybeans. J. of Economic
Entomology 58(3):591-92. June. [9 ref]
• Summary: Every year, soybeans in Alabama are attacked
by several species of defoliating insects.
In 1962 intentional defoliation experiments were
conducted–and are described–on Lee and Jackson soybean
varieties in Alabama.
The results of both experiments are presented in table
1. The influence of these treatments on yield were similar at
the two locations. The mean yield at both locations where
no defoliation was done was 38.7 bu/acre. “Removal of
one-third of the leaves at blooming had no significant effect
on yield at either location. Although at Tallassee the loss
of two-thirds of the leaves at blooming had no effect on
yield, the loss was significant at Fairhope and in the mean
for both locations. Removal of all the leaves at this stage
resulted in yield losses at both locations. When the beans
were half grown in the pods, all degrees of defoliation
caused significant yield reductions. When the beans were
fully grown in the pods, the effects of defoliation were less
significant than at earlier stages of growth. There appeared
to be no significant effects on quality of beans from the
treatments.” Address: Auburn Univ. Agric. Exp. Station,
Auburn, Alabama.
3609. Ocampo, Santiago C. 1965. Three-year test of
promising soybean varieties and their response to time of
planting. Philippine J. of Plant Industry 30(1-2):49-62 + 2
plates. 1st and 2nd quarter. [4 ref]
• Summary: Eleven soybean varieties were tested. The
five highest yielders (in descending order) were: Improved
Pelican, Black Manchurian, Yellow Gatan, Mis 33 Dixie,
and Acadian, with yields ranging from 33.33 to 30.74 cavans
per hectare. “Higher yields were obtained in the wet season
but quality of beans produced was very much inferior to
those produced during the dry season.” The best time to
plant soybeans under Ilagan conditions is at the start of the
rainy season in June and early July, and Dec. to early Jan. for

the dry season. Address: Agronomist I, Ilagan Exp. Station,
Bureau of Plant Industry, Isabella, Philippines.
3610. Agricultura de las Americas (Kansas City, Missouri).
1965. En Latinoamérica aumenta el cultivo de la soya [In
Latin America soybean culture is growing]. 14(7):58, 60,
160, 164-65. July. [Spa]
3611. Lambert, J.W. 1965. Two soybean crops a year.
Soybean Digest. July. p. 14-15.
• Summary: “Getting soybeans to grow in the wintertime
is something of a task in northern United States. A few
hundred pots can be grown in a greenhouse or fewer still in
an expensive growth chamber, but several thousand plants,
that is something else. Yet this is precisely what a soybean
breeder needs to do to cut years out of his selection program
and to accelerate the increase and release of a new variety
once he has obtained it. In other words, growing only one
crop a year during the summer makes for slow progress in a
varietal development program.
“Small grain breeders solved such a problem several
years ago when they started growing an off-season nursery
in Mexico in cooperation with the Mexican Ministry of
Agriculture at its Northwest Agricultural Research Center,
located near Ciudad Obregon which lies in the fertile
irrigated Yaqui valley. Planting at Ciudad Obregon in
October or early November allows the harvesting of wheat
and barley in late March or early April, in time to permit
planting again in the Northern states by early May.
“In the winter season of 1961-62 the writer had occasion
to help with the harvesting operations of the international
barley nursery at Ciudad Obregon. Anticipating this trip he
had arranged for exploratory plantings of Minnesota-adapted
soybean varieties at an experiment station near the city of
Culiacan, which is perhaps 200 miles southeast of Ciudad
Obregon. The Minnesota varieties grew no more than 10 or
12 inches tall and had very few seeds. The winters, though
quite mild and frost-free, were nevertheless much too cool
for normal growth of soybeans.
“The next year, 1962-63, five other locations were tried.
One was a station not far from the southern coast of Mexico.
This station near the town of Iguala was much warmer
than Culiacan; in fact it was being used very successfully
as an off-season nursery location for cotton. Despite this,
Minnesota soybean varieties grew only a few inches tall. To
be sure, the plants produced more seeds than had those at
Culiacan, but still not enough to give satisfactory increases.
Moreover, the varieties gave abnormal responses with
respect to maturity and height.
“In addition to the southern Mexico location, four in
the southern hemisphere were included, two in Chile and
two in Argentina. The Chilean locations were Santiago
and Chillan, the two Argentinan locations were Pergamino
and Marcos Juarez. None of these were at south latitudes
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comparable to the north latitude of Minnesota. In fact there is
very little arable land anywhere in the southern hemisphere
at the 430-47º latitude of Minnesota. The four locations
listed lie at 330-35º south. Latitude is of importance because
of its control of summer daylength, which in turn has a
marked effect on flowering and seed sets of soybeans. The
performance of the soybean varieties was very disappointing
at the two stations in Argentina. In contrast growth and
development was very good at both locations in Chile.
Diseases and insects were rife in the warm moist climate of
Argentina, whereas in the drier, milder climate of Chile no
diseases and only a few insects appeared on the scene. Chile
was clearly the best environment that had been encountered
for the off-season soybean nursery. Consequently it was
decided that an effort would be made to put the nursery on a
continuing basis in Chile. Many of the arrangements for the
Chilean nursery had been made through the Office of Special
Studies, an agency whose operations were cooperative
between the Chilean government and the Rockefeller
Foundation. When the writer went to Chile in March 1963
to harvest the experimental nursery, he was invited to spend
a year with the Office of Special Studies, giving special
attention to the problems of oilseeds research. This seemed a
good way to become familiar with any problems that might
exist in growing soybeans in the ‘central valley’ region
of Chile and a fortunate opportunity to make more or less
permanent arrangements for continuation of the off-season
nursery.
“The upshot of the situation was that the writer spent
the year 1964 on sabbatical furlough from the University
of Minnesota and as a research consultant with the Chilean
Agricultural Program of the Rockefeller Foundation.
“On the strength of the first year’s success the 196364 nursery was greatly expanded but was planted only at
Santiago. In addition to the nursery of breeding material
a 1-acre increase of the new variety Traverse was planted.
Thus a fair amount of Minnesota-adapted material was
available for study during the growing season. Seed for these
plantings arrived in mid-December 1963, a much later than
optimum time for planting.
“In fact it was early January before it was all gotten
into the ground. As a result, development was a bit behind
schedule all summer, and harvesting operations ran later than
would routinely be desirable, in view of the likelihood of
rainy weather in late April and early May. Nevertheless, the
weather in 1964 remained warm and dry through May, and
it was possible to get all of the seed ready for shipment back
to Minnesota on May 19. This included seed of about 5,000
individual plants as well as 15 bushels of Traverse.
“Soybeans have never become a crop of economic
importance in Chile. They have been grown experimentally
from time to time, but have been passed up as an oilseed
crop in favor of two others, sunflower and rape. There appear
to be several reasons for this, one being the government has

supported vegetable oil prices at considerably above world
prices, making sunflowers and rape, crops with higher oil
content, more attractive price-wise. Another reason for the
rather extensive production of rapeseed is the fact that it can
be grown in the cool, rainy part of the country where crops
like corn, sunflowers, or soy beans do not thrive. A third
reason for the low priority of soybeans has been a rather
small appreciation of the value of high quality vegetable
proteins for animal feeds and for human foods.
“It must be said, however, that this attitude toward
protein is rapidly changing with the development of the
poultry and swine industries of the country and with a
growing awareness of the need for improving the diets of the
people. It is this change in attitude along with the fact that
the edible oil deficit has been greatly reduced in recent years
through the production of rapeseed that has stimulated a
reevaluation of soybeans for Chile.
“To facilitate this ‘second look’ at soybeans,
arrangements were made to have several of the uniform
nurseries (groups 00 through IV) of the cooperative statefederal soybean improvement program sent to Chile for
evaluation under Chilean growing conditions during the
1964-65 season. Experiments in the past have shown that in
the region of Santiago varieties as late as group IV maturity
can be grown successfully if planted reasonably early (midNovember). The earlier varieties perform fairly well over a
wide range of planting dates. The rather normal development
of group 0 or I varieties under the summer daylength of
Santiago (33º South Latitude) is attributed to the moderate
temperatures, especially the cool night temperatures. By
way of contrast, these same varieties grown in the warm
temperatures of Stoneville, Miss., (about 33º North Latitude)
are very short and unproductive.
“Another experiment carried out during the 1964-65
growing season was a date-of-planting trial with both early
and late varieties. Planting was started in mid-October and
continued at 2-week intervals through mid-December. This
study may have special significance in pointing the way to
a double-cropping opportunity on the high-value irrigated
land of Chile’s central valley. That is, for instance, a crop
of barley or wheat may be taken off in early December and
followed immediately with a planting of an early variety of
soybeans.
“A third project was a 2-acre planting of the variety
Clark in November, the resulting seed to be used in
experimental processing. The oilseeds industry is fairly well
developed in Chile, but has used only sunflowerseed and
rapeseed as raw materials. None of the processing plants
has had experience with soybeans but one or two of the
smaller ones have expressed interest in obtaining seed for
experimentation. They are anticipating that either Chile will
start producing soybeans or they will be able to import beans
for processing.
“One thing seemed clear from the year of study.
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Soybean varieties from the northern part of the United States
can be grown quite successfully in Chile during the offseason. This could be useful to soybean breeders in any of
the North Central states in enabling them to get two crops
per year.”
Photos show: (1) “Increase field of Traverse variety of
soybeans in Chile. Dr. Lambert is at right.” (2) A portrait
photo of J.W. Lambert. Address: Dep. of Agronomy and
Plant Genetics, Univ. of Minnesota.
3612. Le Roux, P.M. 1965. Want to cultivate soybeans? A
few hints. Farming in South Africa 41(4):45-46. July.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climate and soil.
Fertilisation. Varieties. Preparation of seed. Espacement.
Planters. Inoculation with rhizobium bacteria. Cultivation
after sprouting. Harvesting. Insect pests.
“Soybeans can be cultivated profitably in the summer
rainfall region. It is one of the best crops to rotate with maize
because maize planted after soybeans is less subject to root
and stem rot infection. Moreover, the erectness of the maize
improves, which facilitates mechanical harvesting.” Address:
Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of Pretoria, South Africa.
3613. Perry, T.R. 1965. Soybeans in Australia. Soybean
Digest. July. p. 18.
• Summary: “Cultivation of soybeans in Australia dates
back to early in the century but first commercial production
commenced in the Kingaroy district of Queensland in 1951.
Acreage early was restricted because of unsatisfactory
returns and limited markets–all beans being purchased for
edible uses in soy flour and similar products.
“With the entry of the vegetable oil crushers into the
market in 1962, the guaranteed price scheme and assured
market offered by the Linseed Crushers’ Association of
Australia resulted in rapid rise in acreage and increased
interest in soybeans in all states.
“In Queensland and northern areas the soybean is
primarily grown under natural rainfall, but in southern areas
interest has been promoted in irrigated areas by the Crushers’
Association.” Address: Senior Agronomist, Linseed
Crushers’ Assoc. of Australia.
3614. Tewari, G.P. 1965. Effects of nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium on flowering and yield of soybeans in Nigeria.
Experimental Agriculture (England) 1(3):185-88. July. [14
ref]
• Summary: Soybeans do not respond to fertilizers in the
humid tropics in the same way as in temperate regions; soil
types, fertility status, rainfall, etc. are often very different.
In general, most arable soils in Nigeria belong to the group
of latosols, formed under conditions where high rainfall
and high temperature create intense weathering, accelerated
leaching of soluble bases, and increased soil acidity.
One of the best ways to obtain high yields on such soils

in to apply artificial fertilizers, ideally during every cropping
season. Twenty pounds per acre of nitrogen (N2) and of
phosphorus (as P2O5) gave the best yields; potassium failed
to show any response. Address: Dep. of Plant-Soil Science,
Univ. of Nigeria, Nsukka, Eastern Nigeria.
3615. Byrd, Tom. 1965. Pioneer agronomist saw soybean
potential in state [Charles Burgess Williams]. News and
Observer (Raleigh, North Carolina). Aug. 16. p. 17.
• Summary: “What satisfaction C.B. Williams would
probably get if he could ride across the green fields of North
Carolina today!
“On almost every farm, he would see evidence of a
dream come true.
“Charles Burgess Williams was a man who in one
respect lived before his time. He had a vision for the farmers
of North Carolina and that vision centered around the
soybean. He promoted the soybean for more than 50 years.
And at time of his death, it looked as if much of this effort
had been in vain.
“Flourishing: But now the story is different. The
soybean has taken hold. It is growing, flourishing, and, in
fact, providing one of the brightest spots in the nation’s
agricultural economy.
“C.B. Williams (1871-1947) earned many distinctions
in life. Born at Shiloh in Camden County, he was a member
of the first class at North Carolina A. and M. College,
now N.C. State University at Raleigh. He was captain of
the university’s first football team, its first instructor in
chemistry, its first head of the agronomy department and its
first dean of agriculture.
“All told, he was to serve the university for 53 years, a
record that is yet to be equalled. It is said that in his prime
he knew more about the crops and soils of North Carolina
than any other man. Williams Hall, the university agronomy
building, is named for him.
“Almost Alone: It was the soybean, however that was to
occupy a special place in the life of this pioneer agronomist.
He became convinced early in his career that the soybean
was one of the most valuable plants ever to come to North
Carolina. At that time, Williams stood almost alone in his
convictions; his was a voice in the wilderness. Few trained
agronomists, even in the U.S. Department of Agriculture, had
yet seen the potential of this plant. Williams saw that all new
introductions of soybeans were tested in North Carolina. he
conducted variety demonstrations, fertilizer demonstrations
and breeding work. He wrote pages of copy for newspapers
and farm Magazines extolling the virtues of soybeans. He
used the old Farmers’ Institutes and their successors as part
of his campaign.
“Not only did he encourage farmers to grow soybeans,
but he urged oil mills to buy the beans for crushing purposes,
and he made suggestions to manufacturers about using the
beans for varnishes, paints and other purposes.
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“The late Frank Jeter, who was associated with Williams
for 40 years, once wrote in his capacity as agricultural
editor at N. C. State: “’Many a time, I have seen the learned
agronomist crunching a bit of cracker or cookie made from
soybean flour... He claimed it was delicious. Perhaps if
he had let his claim remain at ‘nourishing’ and left off the
matter of taste, he would have been more successful in
having soy flour adopted as a staple item of diet.’
“Williams’ interest in soybeans probably stemmed from
his boyhood days on a Camden County farm. The plant had
been brought into the area a few years before. Williams
himself once said that the first soybeans coming to North
Carolina had been brought to Hyde County about 1870 by
an old sea captain from the Orient. They later spread to
other coastal locations. Growers called them ‘Japan,’ ‘coffee
berries’ and other names.
“In a way Williams was successful with his promotional
campaign. North Carolina adopted the soybean for a brief
period. Some new verities were originated; studies were
made as to shattering; the two-wheel mechanical soybean
harvester was invented; and the place of the bean in crop
rotations was investigated.
“First Oil Plant: A significant milestone was reached
on Dec. 13, 1915. On that date the Elizabeth City Oil and
Fertilizer Company changed over from crushing cottonseed
to crushing soybeans. This was the first commercial
manufacturer of soybean oil and meal in the United States.
“But then trouble set in. As soybeans began to spread
from the coastal lowlands, tobacco growers said the land
was made too fertile by the legume. Other kinds of troubles
seemed to follow the bean when it was planted for a number
of years on a farm. Tobacco growers did not know about
crowding more plants on the more fertile soil or balancing
the increased nitrogen, with more phosphate and potash.
“So soybeans lost favor in North Carolina. The Midwest
took them on.
“Editor Jeter observed shortly after Williams’ death
in 1947: ‘He was not a man who could be rushed into rash
statements (about) his convictions... I think... he... (was)
somewhat disappointed in his fellow North Carolinians who
would not see in the soybean the crop what he believed it to
be.’
“Large Acreage” If only Williams could have lived a
few more years! The tide had already begun to turn by 1947.
Soybeans were coming back to North Caroline in a manner
that probably would have exceeded his fondest dreams.
“This year, Tar Heel farmers are expected to plant nearly
900,000 acres of the crop. Only tobacco and cotton will bring
them more cash income.
“Nationally, the soybean has become the country’s
greatest oilseed crop. It has overtaken such traditional crops
as wheat, cotton and tobacco as America’s chief earner of
dollars in the export market.
“Production continues to expand. Prices remain good.

There are no burdensome surpluses. Truly the soybean is an
abnormality in this area of farm plenty.
“Many Uses: Williams’ dream of soybean cookies and
soybean flour for human consumption has not materialized,
at least not in the United States. But it is doubtful if many
Americans go through many days each year without using a
soybean product.
This versatile little legume now provides about twothirds of all domestic vegetable oil. From this oil comes
such things as margarine, shortening, salad dressing, paints,
detergents and industrial chemicals. About three-fourths
of all oilseed meal for livestock and poultry comes from
the soybean. Separated soybean protein is used in such
things as adhesives, paper coatings, textile sizing and other
manufactured products.
“And looking to the, future, scientists see in the soybean
the hope for getting more protein for the half-starved peoples
of the world.”
3616. Alumot, Eugenia; Calderon, M.; Genige, C. 1965.
Bromine residues in oil seeds and oil meals after fumigation
with ethylene dibromide. J. of the Science of Food and
Agriculture (London) 16(8):464-68. Aug. [5 ref]
• Summary: Fumigation of four oil seeds (sunflower, soyabean, groundnuts, and cotton) with ethylene dibromide
(EDB) was performed at two concentrations in order to
determine the effect of seed structure and oil content on
the sorption and reaction of EDB. The amount of fumigant
absorbed was proportional to the amount of fat in the seeds.
Hulls generally inhibited absorption. The amounts of bound
bromine were not affected by the presence of fat and were
proportional to the initial concentration of the EDB in the
seeds.
A graph (p. 466) shows the bromine content of soyabeans during airing for 40 days. Initially, soy flakes contain
the most bromine and whole seeds the least, with oil meal in
between. About 90% has evaporated after 15 days. Address:
National and Univ. Inst. of Agriculture, Rehovot, Israel.
3617. Harris, H.B.; Parker, M.B.; Johnson, B.J. 1965.
Influence of molybdenum content of soybean seed and other
factors associated with seed source on progeny response to
applied molybdenum. Agronomy Journal 57(4):397-99. July/
Aug. [13 ref]
• Summary: Synopsis: Hill soybean seed obtained from 6
states varied in molybdenum content from 0.6 to 22.4 ppm.
Seed from all sources except Texas contained less than 2.6
ppm and the progeny responded to molybdenum. Seed grown
at Lubbock, Texas, contained 22.4 ppm molybdenum and
progeny from this source did not respond to molybdenum.
“High temperatures during the last 45 days of seed
maturation of Hill soybeans were associated with poor
seedling vigor in the progeny that persisted throughout the
growing period and were reflected in bean yield.”
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“Molybdenum concentrations in plant tissues may vary
from less than 1 to more than 300 parts per million and may
exceed the quantity needed for normal functioning of the
plant.” Address: 1. Assoc. Agronomist; 2. Asst. Agronomist.
Both: Georgia Exp. Station, Experiment, Georgia; 3. Asst.
Agronomist, Georgia Mountain Exp. Station, Blairsville,
GA.
3618. Baumheckel, Ralph E. 1965. Weed control: Machinery
for efficient soybean production. Soybean Digest. Sept. p.
51-52. [3 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: (1) Chemical weed control:
Preemergence application, spraying equipment, granular
applicators, broadcast incorporation, band incorporation,
postemergence–surface applied, postemergence–a new
concept.
Mechanical weed control: the rotary hoe, the sweeptype cultivator. General comments. Address: International
Harvester Co., Chicago, Illinois.
3619. Lamp, B.J. 1965. Machinery for efficient soybean
production: Harvesting. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 54-55. [2
ref]
Address: Massey-Ferguson Inc.
3620. Owens, L.D.; Wright, D.A. 1965. Rhizobial-induced
chlorosis in soybeans: Isolation, production in nodules and
varietal specificity of the toxin. Plant Physiology 40(5):92730. Sept. [9 ref]
• Summary: Rhizobial-induced chlorosis in soybeans
is a rather unusual disease. Four soybean varieties were
grown with various combinations of 6 strains of Rhizobium
japonicum, the root nodule organism. Two of the varieties,
Hawkeye and Lee, have been classified as being highly
resistant to rhizobial-induced chlorosis. The other two,
Otootan and Improved Pelican are classified as being
resistant.
Summary: “Rhizobial-induced chlorosis was found to be
caused by a single, nonspecific, phytotoxin amino compound
produced in the nodules of certain soybean-rhizobial
associations. The phytotoxin was recovered in substantial
quantities from young chlorotic leaves, but not in older,
normal-appearing leaves of soybean plants.” Address: U.S.
Soils Lab., Soil and Water Conservation Div., Agricultural
Research Service, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.
3621. Sellschop, J.P.F.; Niekerk, B.F. van. 1965. Soybeans
are in demand. Farming in South Africa 41(6):52-55. Sept.
[2 ref]
• Summary: In South Africa roasted soybean meal “used
to be generously included in the diet of certain classes
of labourers in gold and coal mines. They are now used
largely for the manufacture of certain patent foods, and
the extraction of oil. The oil is processed for cooking

purposes, for use in paints, and for other industrial purposes.
The protein-rich meal is used to feed livestock. “Shelled
immature soybeans are sometimes used, as a vegetable.”
Soybeans are a good crop to rotate with maize, kaffir
corn, and wheat to help prevent root and stem diseases. They
are an important hay crop in humid localities, they smother
weeds (such as watergrass), and they are not attacked by the
witchweed plant parasite. Soybeans are more resistant to
frost than cowpeas, velvet beans, and groundnuts. The most
suitable areas for soybean production are the warmer, more
humid maize-producing areas of South Africa, where the
annual rainfall exceeds 550 mm (22 inches) per annum, and
where the elevation is less than 5,000 feet above sea level.
“Areas that have produced considerable quantities of
soybeans recently are the districts of Piet Retief, WatervergPotgietersrus, Delmas, Lydenburg, Klerksdorp-Fentersdorp,
and Richmond and Ixopo in Natal.” A map with dots shows
the main soybean producing areas in South Africa; they are
in the northeast, in Transvaal and Natal.
Details on soybean cultivation are given: Soil, fertilisers,
inoculation of the seed, soil preparation, planting time,
implements, seed quality, harrowing and cultivation,
harvesting, storage, yields, hay and silage, disposal [sale].
On dryland, yields of beans average 2,000 to 2,400 lb per
morgen (1 morgen = 2.1165 acres). The yield of hay is about
3 to 8 tons per morgen and the yield of green silage material
about 5 to 15 tons. Address: Agricultural Research Inst.,
Potchefstroom, South Africa.
3622. Sur, S.C.; Sen Gupta, K.; Sen, S. 1965. Many faces of
soybean. Indian Farming 15(6):13, 15. Sept. Series 2.
• Summary: In West Bengal, where the soybean is not
altogether unknown, the cultivation and consumption are
negligible except, perhaps, among the hill tribes of the
Darjeeling district [the northernmost district of West Bengal
state in eastern India].
Preliminary experiments indicate that the plains of West
Bengal are also suitable for the cultivation of soybean as a
kharif crop, but the yields are much lower than in the hills.
The popularity of the soybeans seems to be increasing in
India and, in West Bengal also, there is some demand for its
seeds. Promising varieties include Soyamax (early maturing),
K. 30 (medium), and Baramali (late). A description of each
is given. One photo shows each of these varieties. Address:
Directorate of Agriculture, West Bengal.
3623. Swinford, P.N. 1965. Machinery for efficient soybean
production: Seedbed preparation, planting, fertilization.
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 47, 50.
Address: Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
3624. Reiss, W.D.; Sherwood, L.V. 1965. Effect of row
spacing, seeding rate, and potassium and calcium hydroxide
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additions on soybean yields on soils of southern Illinois.
Agronomy Journal 57(5):431-33. Sept/Oct. [16 ref]
• Summary: Soybean performance was best in 24-inch row
spacings. Higher seeding rates tended to produce higher
seed yields. The addition of either potassium or lime (singly)
reduced seed yields, but when added together they increased
seed yields. Address: 1. Graduate Asst.; 2. Prof. of Plant
Industries. Both: Southern Illinois Univ.
3625. Grabe, Don F. 1965. Storage of soybeans for seed:
Soybean seed may be safely stored up to 10 years, at no
higher than 10% moisture content. Soybean Digest. Nov. p.
14, 16. [10 ref]
• Summary: “There seems to be a fairly common notion
that carryover soybean seeds are categorically unsuitable
for seeding purposes. It has been shown, however, that
under proper conditions of storage, soybeans may be stored
up to 10 years without loss of viability or vigor. This is an
indication that longevity of soybeans in storage is governed
by the same natural forces that affect all other crop seeds.
To preserve seeds successfully for 1 year or 2 years, it is
necessary to recognize the factors affecting longevity of
seeds, and to take these factors into account in setting up a
storage program.
“It is the purpose of this paper to examine the factors
affecting the storage life of soybean seed, the consequences
of poor storage, and the requirements for safe storage.
“In reviewing the seed storage literature in preparation
for presenting this paper, it became apparent that precise
answers to several seed storage problems were not to be
found. Therefore, the paper also discusses some of the things
we do not know about soybean storage and the need for
further research.
“Factors Affecting Longevity: The most important
factors governing soybean seed longevity are the moisture
and temperature of the seeds in storage, and the prior history
of the seed lot.
“Moisture and Temperature: The importance of moisture
and temperature in governing soybean seed longevity is

demonstrated by the following germination data reported by
Toole and Toole of the USDA in 1946.
Three tables show “Months storage” at 86, 68, 50, 36,
and 14ºF and for 1, 5, 12, 24, 37, 48, 61, 72, 96 and 120
months. Table (1) shows seed stored at 18.1% moisture.
Table (2) at 13.9% moisture. Table (3) at 9.4% moisture.
“This study showed that germinability and vigor of
soybean seed at 9.4% moisture could be maintained for 10
years at a temperature of 50ºF or lower. Seed at this same
moisture maintained viability for 3 years at temperatures of
68ºF. Seed at higher moistures or temperatures deteriorated
rapidly.
“Soybean storage in farm-type bins was studied in
Illinois and reported on in 1952 (5). Here it was concluded
that with:
“Moistures of 10% or less. Seed could be safely stored
for 1 year with only a slight decrease in viability.
“Moistures of 12%-12.5%. Seed can be stored through
the fall and winter for next season’s planting with little
decrease in germination.
“Moistures of 13%-15%. Seed should be tested for
germination just before planting.
“In this Illinois study, it was found that the moisture
content of seed going into farm storage usually ranged
from 10% to 13%. Moisture content of the soybeans in the
field fluctuated widely during the day due to changes in the
relative humidity of the air. At Ames, Iowa, for example,
during 1 day in 1942, the moisture content fluctuated from
15.3% at 8:30 a.m. to 9.1% at 4:30 p.m. Thus it can be seen
that moisture in storage may vary considerably depending
on the time of day it is harvested, the relative humidity, and
rains.
“Barre (1), in reviewing an extensive amount of
literature on country storage of grain, stated that soybeans for
seed should be stored at 9% moisture.
“Moisture migration, although often serious in bins
containing high-moisture grain, was not found to be a serious
problem in soybeans with moisture contents below 12% (5).
“Prior History of the Seed: The condition of the seed
when it goes into storage probably has more effect on its
longevity than is usually realized. Viability is lost more
rapidly in seed that is mechanically damaged than in sound
seed (7). Field damage, such as occurs when mature seeds
are exposed to alternate wet and dry periods, shortens
storage life of the seeds. Frost damage to immature soybeans
also results in seed of poor quality. Immature or otherwise
damaged seeds respire more rapidly than sound seeds and
should be stored at lower moisture contents.
“Other Factors Affecting Longevity: Varietal differences
in longevity have been reported (3). Black- and brownseeded varieties seem to store better than yellow-seeded
varieties (2).
“Molds have been shown to be a major cause of
deterioration of high-moisture grains. It has been shown,
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however, that molds cannot grow on soybeans with 11% or
less moisture content (1). Molds are thus automatically taken
care of by storing at low moisture levels.
“Insects appear to be no problem when soybeans are
stored at 12% or less. According to Holman and Carter (5), at
a seed moisture content of less than 10%, there is relatively
little damage from insects. At 10%-12% moisture, insects
may reproduce in 12% moisture areas in the bin. At 12%14%, soybeans may be attacked by a variety of insects and
some spoilage will result. Above 14%, heavy infestations
may occur as the insects become active in warm weather.
“Artificial drying of soybeans is not widely practiced
at this time and is not too often practical. Lowering
the moisture content of wet soybeans may sometimes
be necessary to store well. Viability may be injured by
overdrying or rapid removal of moisture from the seed, even
at relatively low temperatures.
“Handling of soybeans prior to and after storage may
also lead to reduced viability. Certain types of equipment,
such as screw conveyors, may severely damage the seeds if
not operated properly.
“The type of bin used for storage does not appear to
be too important, as long as there are not leaks to allow
moisture to enter (5).
“Prediction of Storage Life: Tests are being developed
by which it will be possible to estimate the relative longevity
of individual seed lots in storage. These tests can be made by
measuring the enzyme activity in a seed lot, or by examining
staining patterns and general condition of the seed in the
tetrazolium test, or by subjecting the seed to a few days of
extremely adverse storage conditions and then determining
the germination percentage.
“These tests, in a sense, take advantage of the fact that
the prior history of a seed lot affects its longevity. The tests
simply measure the amount of deterioration that has already
occurred up to the beginning of the storage period. Those
lots with the least deterioration will tend to store the longest.
With this type of information, a seedsman can know which
lots can be expected to give trouble in storage, and he will be
able to make wiser decisions on the disposition of individual
lots.
“So far, tests for storability are being developed for
other crops. There is no reason to believe they will not work
for soybeans also.
“Consequences of Poor Storage: The most obvious
consequence of poor storage is low germination of the
seed. A Canadian study showed that under local conditions,
germination held up for 3 years, but field emergence dropped
already by the second year (6).
“But considerable deterioration occurs before
germination is affected. This relatively minor deterioration
can result in subtle losses to the farmer which are not
obvious, just as yield losses from weeds and diseases are not
always obvious.

“One of the possible consequences of poor storage is
weakened seedlings that produce lower yielding plants.
There is as yet no data to clearly substantiate this statement.
However, some idea of the possible effects of short-time
inferior storage may be gotten from the results of yield trials
from aged seeds. Torrie, in Wisconsin (10), obtained yields
from 2-year and 3-year-old seed that were significantly
lower than yields from 1-year-old seed, even though all lots
produced satisfactory stands. Average yields from 2 years of
trials were as follows:
“1-year-old seed, 28.1 bu/a.
“2-year-old seed, 25.9 bu/a.
“3-year-old seed, 25.5 bu/a.
“An Illinois study reported in 1940 (2) showed yield
reductions of 4.2 bu/a. from 4-year-old seed. One-year-old
seed averaged .7 bu. lower yield than new seed, with 2%
lower stand.
“Since it is the physiological condition of a seed lot that
is important, rather than the age, there is no reason to doubt
that similar yield differences are unsuspectingly obtained
between seed lots of new seed, depending on the amount of
deterioration that takes place in storage.
“Another consequence of poor storage is the increased
susceptibility of the seed to seed rotting fungi in the soil,
resulting in decreased stands. Treatment of the seed with a
fungicide will protect slightly weakened seeds, but as the
amount of deterioration increases, fungicides are not able
to adequately protect the seed, and differences between
laboratory germination and field emergence become greater.
Some results obtained in 1965 will illustrate this relationship.
Ford soybeans were artificially aged under adverse
conditions in the laboratory. Field emergence of treated and
untreated seeds was then determined:”
A table has 3 columns: (1) Days of storage, 0-16, at
11.9% moisture and 110ºF. (2) Field emergence, not treated
(% emergence drops from 88% at 0 days to 2% at 15 days).
(3) Field emergence, treated (% emergence drops from 91%
at 0 days to 8% at 16 days).
“Moisture Testing: Since moisture content is so vitally
important in seed harvesting and storage, a moisture tester
is one of the most important tools a seedsman can own.
The 1% or 2% differences in moisture that can make so
much difference in seed longevity cannot be measured
accurately without a meter. Several types are on the market,
some expensive and some inexpensive. It is my feeling that
close watch of seed moisture during ripening, and timing
of harvesting and storage to coincide with proper moisture
contents for these operations, will do more than any other
single practice to prevent damage and deterioration of
soybean seed.
“What We Do Not Know: As stated previously,
information on several facets of soybean storage is still
uncertain. For example:
“1–We should obtain more specific information on
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the moisture content necessary, under typical farm storage
conditions, to carry the seed over one summer to the second
planting season with a minimum amount of deterioration.
“2–We should determine the relationship of moisture
fluctuation to longevity, and the possible effects of moistureresistant bags in reducing moisture fluctuation and increasing
longevity.
“3–The economics of moisture in relation to farm
storage practices should be included in storage studies.
“4–In view of more sophisticated methods of measuring
deterioration that are now available, storage practices should
be reevaluated to determine the effects of small amounts of
deterioration on speed of emergence, growth rate, and yield.
“Summary: Primary factors affecting soybean storage
are moisture, temperature, and prior history of the seed. For
successful storage, good sound seed should be stored at no
higher than 10% moisture content.” Address: Seed Lab.,
Iowa State Univ., Ames.
3626. Maini, N.S.; Bains, G.S. 1965. Effect of variety
and agronomic practices on the yield and composition of
soybean. Indian Oilseeds Journal 9(4):231-43. Oct/Dec. [13
ref]
• Summary: These experiments looked at (1) Acclimatization
of varieties, (2) The effect of agronomic treatments and
ecological conditions on the yield and composition of
soybean varieties, including methods of sowing, and the
effects of seed rate, sowing date, spacing, fertilizers, and
variety yield trials, and (3) The effect of variety, locality and
agronomic treatments on the composition of soybean.
Soybeans respond to ammonium phosphate when
it is applied as a topdressing at the rate of 56 kg of
nitrogen per hectare. No significant response was found
to superphosphate when applied at the rate of 24.5 kg of
phosphorus per hectare. The variety Nanking-373 gave high
yields, up to 2,250 lb/acre when grown at the Oilseed Substation at Kangra. Address: 1. Chief Oilseeds Development
Officer, I.C.O.C., Hyderabad; 2. CFTRI, Mysore, India.
3627. Burau, R.G. 1965. An investigation of soil factors in
iron deficiency chlorosis of soybeans. Dissertation Abstracts
26(2):603. *
Address: Univ. Minnesota, St. Paul.
3628. Farhad-ud-din, K.M. 1965. Effect of variety and date
of planting on yield and other characteristics in soybeans.
M.S. (Ag.) thesis, Faculty of Agricultural Sciences,
American University of Beirut, Lebanon. *
Address: Lebanon.
3629. Komarcevic, Dragoslav. 1965. Uticaj visegodisnje
upotreve mineralnih dubriva na prinos kukuruza, soje i
ozime psenice [The effect of the perennial use of mineral
fertilizers on the yield of corn, soybeans, and winter wheat].

Agrohemija (Agrochemistry) (1):23-33. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3630. Përmeti, Mentor. 1965. Disa konsiderata paraprake
mbi sojën në kushtet e Myzequsë [Some preliminary
considerations about soybeans in the Myzeqe conditions].
Buletini i Shkencave Bujqesore (Bulletin of Agricultural
Science–Albania) 4(3):40-48. [6 ref. Alb; eng]
• Summary: Based on two years of trials, the authors discuss
the behavior of three Hungarian and two Chinese soybean
varieties in the low coastal areas of Albania, as well as
their possibilities to produce grain / seed, oil, and fodder.
They conclude: 1. The soybean varieties imported from
Hungary (especially Ireqi Sgirkabarat and Ireqi I.S.Z.–1)
are interesting for oil extraction. 2. The soybean varieties
imported from the People’s Republic of China may be of
interest for growing fodder. 3. The soybean varieties that
have been tested are not of interest if sown mixed with maize
(corn). Address: Në Stacion e Foragjereve, Fushë-Krujë,
Albania.
3631. Brandemuhl, William. 1965. Soybean utilization in
Japan: Figures (Document part). San Francisco, California.
xxii + 478 p. Unpublished manuscript. 28 cm. [189 ref]
• Summary: 1. Black soybeans from Japan’s Tanba region
and American Harosoy soybeans. 2. Soybeans growing on
a dike. 3. Soybean plants drying on rack. 4. Soybean plants
drying just prior to harvesting. 5. Soybean plants drying just
prior to harvesting. 6. Soybean harvester. 7. Depodding rack
and pod filled stalk. 8. Depodding soybeans. 9. Entrance
to the Red Chinese Trade Fair held in Tokyo, during April,
1964. 10. One of the agricultural exhibits at the Chinese
Trade Fair (corn and soybeans). 11. Soybeans and soybean
plants exhibited at the Chinese Trade Fair. 12. Soybeans and
other bean products that Red China is capable of exporting
(exhibition at the Red Chinese Trade Fair). 13. Soybeans
on display at retail store. 14. Soybeans on display at retail
store. 15. Barge unloading soybeans at oil mill. 16. Barge
unloading soybeans at oil mill. 17 Soybean tank receiver at
oil mill. 18. Multi-spout soybean feeder at barge side. 19. An
oil gift assortment.
20. Selling oil at a small oil retail shop. 21. Dispensing
oil. 22. Selection of oil at oil retail shop (notice birds in
cage at right). 23. Vegetable oil displayed with petroleum
products. 24. Vegetable oil displayed with petroleum
products. 25. Bottling facilities at oil wholesaler’s. 26.
Bottling facilities at oil wholesaler’s. 27. Prepackaged oil
products displayed at wholesaler’s. 28. Seafood fried in
soybean oil. 29. Selling soybean oil fried products. 30.
Temperature controlled fryer. 31. At a chicken farm. 32.
Handling 20 kilograms bags of chicken feed. 33. Soybean
meal on top of other components of mixed feed prior to
hand mixing. 34. Bag fastener for mixed feeds packed at
wholesaler. 35. Fermenting agent for bakery (contains equal
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quantities of soybean flour, yeast, and water). 36. Silk worms
eating mulberry leaves. 37. Silk worms eating soybean
protein mixed with mulberry leaves. 38. Tofu. 39. Soybean
grinder.
40. Soybean grinder. 41. Soybean grinder. 42. Open
pit live steam cooker. 43. Open pit wood-stoked cooker.
44. Okara tank and press. 45. Outdated okara press. 46.
Tonyu [soymilk] receiving tanks (precipitation tanks).
47. Removing water from precipitating curd. 48. Pressing
tofu with stone weights. 49. Yakidofu. 50. Yakidofu being
dippered into a shaping box. 51. Mechanical press for
pressing yakidofu. 52. Cutting yakidofu. 53. Roasting
yakidofu. 54. Kinugoshi tofu. 55. Aburaage. 56. Aburaage
prior to being deep fried. 57. Frying sushiage, a product
similar to aburaage. 58. Frying aburaage. 59. Hirosu: left
front; atsuage: right front; sushiage: left rear; aburaage:
center rear.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “Hirosu” to refer to
Kyoto-style deep-fried tofu treasure balls.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) contains the word atsuage or the word
sushiage; they refers to types of deep-fried tofu.
60. Okara for use as cattle feed. 61. Okara for food use.
62. Overall view of production portion of tofu plant. 63. Tofu
peddler. 64. Tofu on display. 65. Bagged tofu. 66. Miso-shiru
soup. 67. Dengaku (yakidofu covered with miso and placed
over low heat). 68. Aburaage formed as a bag with rice
inside. 69. Yudofu, Japan’s most famous but not often eaten
tofu dish. 70. Yudofu. 71. Miso. 72. Fermentation starting
material (rice inoculated with bacteria). 73. The first step in
making home miso. 74. Mashing soybeans for home miso.
75. Rice koji being used for home produced miso. 76. Salt
being added to soybean and koji for the making of home
miso. 77. Mixing home miso components. 78. Mixing home
miso components. 79. Freshly made home miso.
80. Home miso after one year natural fermentation. 81.
Koji maker. 82. Koji filled boxes. 83. Autoclave for steaming
soybeans. 84. Koji mixed with salt. 85. Wooden vat for miso
fermentation. 86. Weights for pressing miso. 87. Removing
miso from fermentation vat. 88. Mixing and grinding miso.
89. Degraining [grinding] miso. 90. Miso on display. 91.
Miso packing and sealing instrument. 92. Packing miso in
a plastic bag. 93. Beef and rice miso preserver. 94. Seafood
and rice miso preserver. 95. Receiving soybean meal at
shoyu factory. 96. Saline solution for shoyu production.
97. Fermenting moromi. 98. Equipment used for bubbling
moromi. 99. Temperature control of moromi.
100. New moromi. 101. Moromi which has fermented
nearly one year. 102. Hydraulic press for pressing moromi.
103. Running moromi into filter cloth. 104. Filter cloth
containing moromi. 105. Raw shoyu storage tank. 106.
Open press for previously pressed moromi. 107. Opening
moromi filter cloth. 108. Removing shoyu kasu (shoyu

presscake) from filter cloth. 109. Bagging shoyu kasu for
sale as cattle food. 110. Quick method shoyu kasu. 111.
Shoyu sterilization instrument. 113. Shoyu bottler. 114.
Bottling shoyu by hand. 115. High speed labeling. 116. Hand
labeling. 117. Preparing sauce for shipment. 118. Shoyu cold
sauce. 119. Filling plastic bottles with shoyu for use in box
lunches.
120. Broiled chicken coated with shoyu. 121. Fish
marinated in shoyu. 122. Fish baked with shoyu. 123. Grilled
eels basted with shoyu. 124. Daitokuji natto (look like raisins
spread on a sheet of paper).
125. Cooker for steaming soybeans for natto. 126.
Pressurized container for inoculating soybeans. 127.
Inoculating soybeans for natto. 128. Traditional method of
packing natto. 129. Traditional method of packing natto.
130. Incubation rack and traditional packages of natto. 131.
Packaging inoculated soybeans prior to incubation. 132.
Packaging inoculated soybeans prior to incubation. 133.
Inoculated soybeans in recently introduced containers. 134.
Natto incubation room. 135. Natto on display at egg shop.
136. Overall view of frozen tofu factory. 137.
Precipitation containers for frozen tofu tonyu. 138.
Smoothing frozen tofu curd. 139. Frozen tofu curd flowing
into shaping box.
140. Shaping box for frozen tofu curd equipped with
sheet metal guide. 141. Removing formed frozen tofu curd
from sink. 142. Cutting formed curd into freezing size. 143.
Sized curd in -20ºC freezer. 144. Sized curd in -5ºC degree
freezer. 145. Defrosting frozen tofu. 146. Removing frozen
tofu curd from centrifuge. 147. Inspecting frozen tofu curd
for dryness. 148. Drying frozen tofu. 149. Grinding frozen
tofu into marketable size. 150. Packing frozen tofu. 151.
Frozen tofu on display. 152. Cooked frozen tofu displayed in
food shop. 153. Cooked frozen tofu mixed with vegetables.
154. Packing kinako. 155. Kinako on display. 156. Covering
pounded rice cake [mochi] with kinako. 157. Yuba. 158.
Yuba hanging on rack above tonyu tank. 159. Lifting yuba
from tonyu tank.
160. Fresh yuba. 161. Rolling fresh yuba into marketable
form. 162. Combining fresh yuba with vegetables. 163.
Rolling dry yuba. 164. Yuba on display. 165. Shoyu vats
at tsukudani factory. 166. Tsukudani cooker. 167. Cooling
tsukudani. 168. Nimame being marketed. 169. Nimame with
shoyu and shrimp. 170. Nimame with shrimp. 171. Selling
nimame. 172. Nimame as served. 173. Hamanatto. 174. Sun
drying Hamanatto. 175. Close-up of sun-dried Hamanatto.
176. Pressing Hamanatto. 177. Grading Hamanatto. 178.
Hamanatto on display. 179. Edamame.
180. Sprouting soybeans. 181. Sprouting soybean
covered with straw. 182. Close-up of sprouting soybeans.
183. Sprouting soybeans. 184. Wetting down sprouting
soybeans. 185. Soybean sprouts. 186. Mappe sprouts
[Note 2. “Mappe” is not a Japanese word; mappe beans are
imported from Burma]. 187. Soybean roasting oven. 188.
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Roasting soybeans. 189. Soybeans and seaweed. 190. Black
soybeans in pounded rice cake [mochi].
Map of Japan. Address: San Francisco, California.
3632. Goldsworthy, P.R.; Heathcote, R. 1965. Fertilizer
trials with soyabeans in northern Nigeria. Samaru Research
Bulletin No. 49. p. 257-62. Originally published in Empire J.
of Experimental Agriculture 32(127):257-65 (1964). [6 ref]
• Summary: “Evidence from field trials and a pot experiment
has shown that soya beans respond to additions of sulphur
and phosphorus and that, as with groundnuts, they are able to
fix nitrogen provided sulphur is not limiting. A summary is
given of the responses of soya beans to superphosphate.
“Soya beans are grown in the Southern Guinea Zone of
Northern Nigeria where a rainy season of 5 months or more
makes the cultivation of groundnuts difficult. If planted late,
groundnuts may suffer from rosette disease; if planted early,
to avoid rosette, the crop matures before the end of the rains
and harvesting is troublesome. Until these problems are
solved soya beans will continue to be grown although they
usually yield less than groundnuts and are worth only just
half the price. Between 1955 and 1962 production fluctuated
between 3,000 and 14,500 tons a year with an average of
10,000 tons a year.” Address: Inst. for Agricultural Research,
Samaru, Northern Nigeria.
3633. Ochse, J.J.; Soule, M.J., Jr.; Dijkman, M.J.; Wehlburg,
C. 1965. Cultivos y mejoramientos de plantas tropicales y
subtropicales [Cultivation and improvement of tropical and
subtropical plants. 2 vols.]. Mexico: Wiley. See vol. II, p.
1162-63. [Spa]*
• Summary: The section titled “Soybean” discusses
the following: Vernacular names in various languages.
Overview of world production. Botany. Varieties. Breeding
and selection. Climatic and soil requirements. Culture.
Harvesting. Uses (incl. soy sauce, tempeh, and tofu). Future
possibilities. Diseases. Ochse was born in 1891.
Note: This book was originally published in English
in 1961 by Macmillan Co. in New York. Address: 1.
Consultant, Tropical and Subtropical Agriculture, Research
Consultant in Economic Botany, Univ. of Miami, Coral
Gables; 2. Assoc. Prof. of Fruit Crops, Univ. of Florida,
Gainesville; 3. Prof. of Applied Tropical Botany and
Genetics, Univ. of Miami, Coral Gables; 4. Asst. Plant
Pathologist, Univ. of Florida, Everglades Experiment Station,
Belle Glade. All: Florida.
3634. Petrakieva, Irina. 1965. Za nachina na zasiavane na
smesen posev ot tsarevitsa i soia za silazh pri nepolivni
usloviia [On the method of interplanting corn and soybeans
for silage under dry farming conditions]. Rastenievudni
Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria) 2(6):103-12. [15 ref. Bul;
rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: Results are presented from studies

on methods of planting combined maize-soybean crop
for silage under dry-farming conditions. To elucidate the
problem trials were carried out over the period 1961-1963
at the experimental field of the Forage Research Institute in
Pleven.
“It is ascertained that mixed crops of maize and
soybeans harvested for silage at milk-dough stage are
inferior to maize alone in green mass yield by 3.9 to 16.4
per cent, in dry matter yield by 4.6 to 13.3 per cent but it is
superior to maize alone in crude protein yield by 6.4 to 28.1
per cent. Highest yields of green material and absolute dry
substance are obtained in the fifth variant with combined
maize-soybean crop, followed by the fourth and second
variants, while highest yield of crude protein is obtained in
the second variant.
“Soybean participation in overall yields of crop mixtures
depends on the number of maize and soybean plants to the
hectare and on the method of planting. A larger number of
soybean plants to the hectare secures a greater percentage
of soybeans in the total yields of green mass and absolute
dry substance. Soybean yield lowers when the number of
soybean plants remains the same with increasing portion of
maize and both components are planted at the same time.
“Both plants influence each other when grown in
combination, affecting their heights, weights, morphological
structures and chemical compositions. Maize and soybeans
have best developed and possess highest percentage of ears
and pods respectively, when grown alone. Mean weights
of maize and soybean plants, planted at the same time as a
mixture crop, as well as mean weights of ears and pods per
plant respectively, diminish with the increasing of number
of plants per unit of area.” Address: Forage Research Inst.,
Pleven, Bulgaria.
3635. Shi, Shenghan. 1965. Simin yueling jiaozhu
[Annotated edition of the Simin Yueling (Monthly
Ordinances of the Four Classes, late 2nd century A.D.)].
Beijing, China: Zhonghua Press. [Chi]*
• Summary: Critical edition with extensive discussion.
Address: China.
3636. Territory of Papua and New Guinea, Department
of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries, Annual Report (Port
Moresby). 1965. Division of Plant Industry. p. 40-123. For
the years 1963-64. See p. 72-73, 96-97, 120.
• Summary: In the section titled “Highlands Agricultural
Experiment Station, Aiyura” table 82 (p. 72) outlines seven
crop rotation trials at Aiyura. Soybean and peanut were
among the crops used. A paragraph on “Soybean variety
trials” (p. 73) states that these varieties were planted in midApril 1964 at Wabag, Korn Farm, Goroka, Gembogi, and
Aiyura. The six varieties showing the most promise in earlier
trials were planted at each site.
The section titled “Plant Introduction and Quarantine
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Station, Laloki” states (p. 96) that 9 bottles of Rhizobium
inoculum for soybean were distributed to growers throughout
the Territory. In addition, soils from various areas in the
Territory were tested for the occurrence of bacteria able to
nodulate some common legumes, including soybean (p. 97).
The section titled “Agricultural chemistry” contains a
paragraph on “Soybean” (p. 120) stating that 21 samples of
soybean were received from variety trials at the Highland
centers of Aiyura and Laiagam. “They showed wide
variations in oil and crude protein content between varieties
and within the same variety between localities.”
3637. Bastidas-Ramos, Gilberto. 1965? La investigacion de
soya en Colombia [Investigation of soya in Colombia]. In:
Soya–30 Años. See p. 9. Undated. [Spa]
• Summary: In Colombia, soya was introduced at the
experimental level in 1929. In 1955 commercial production
was initiated with varieties introduced from the USA, such as
Missoy, Mammoth Yellow, Biloxi, Aksarben, and, years later,
Acadian, Hale 3, Hill and Davis.
In 1960 the soybean was incorporated into the Legume
Program of ICA (Programa de Leguminosas del ICA).
Address: National Head, Legumes and Oilseeds Program,
ICA, Palmira. Region 5.
3638. Linseed Crushers’ Association of Australia. 1965? The
soybean grower’s guide. 67 York St., Sydney, Australia. 14 p.
Undated. Illust. 22 cm. *
Address: Sydney, Australia.
3639. Stangel, H.J. 1966. Fertilizing soybeans: 40-bushel
yields are within the reach of every grower. Soybean Digest.
Jan. p. 18-19, 22-23.
• Summary: “Soybeans are one of the three important crops
in most states, yet they are often planted in the poorer soils,
usually not fertilized, and often planted when and where
other crops would fail. Why then do farmers continue to

plant such large acreages of soybeans? Because no other
cash crop provides the return for such relatively low labor
and capital outlays. Because of this the breakeven point is
relatively high in relation to average yields. For soybeans
the breakeven point is about 20 bushels per acre. It is
immediately evident from table I that a high proportion of
the farmers in some states should find soybeans unprofitable.
With costs continually rising, it is no wonder that farmers are
looking for ways to increase soybean yields.
“Those well acquainted with actual fertilizer practices
for soybeans believe that less than half of the soybeans
are fertilized, and that less than one-third are fertilized at
the optimum level. Why are so few soybeans fertilized? It
may be because of the current fertilizer practices for other
legumes. Our pasture legumes tend to be fertilized the year
of establishment and to receive little fertilizer after that. The
real reason for poor fertilization practices on soybeans is the
persistence of the idea that soybeans do not respond well to
fertilizer. The knowledge accumulated over the past several
years should dispel some of these beliefs. Soybeans do
respond to fertilizer at low levels of fertility. There is little if
any reason for a grower to have yields of less than 40 bushels
per acre. Today most agronomists feel they can confidently
recommend the inputs to achieve this goal.
“We should not expect soybean yields to be as high as
those of corn. Soybeans are high in protein and oil, which
require more energy to synthesize than carbohydrates.
Calculations show that 1 bushel of soybeans contains
about 2.2 times as much energy as a bushel of corn. Thus
if you are averaging 125 bushels of corn per acre, then you
should be able to produce 57 bushels of beans per acre.
While few farmers will willingly set themselves a yield
goal of 50 bushels of soybeans per acre, they will express
dissatisfaction with 125 bushels of corn per acre.
“Table II presents a comparison of equivalent corn and
soybean yields. If your soybean yields are not equivalent
to your corn yields, then you should take a good hard look
at your management practices, in particular, your fertility
practices. Contrary to what many people believe, there are a
set of practices which can consistently increase the yield of
soybeans. It is immediately apparent from table I that over
the past 30 years yields of soybeans in Illinois, Indiana and
Iowa have kept pace with the increase in corn yields. These
are some of the older soybean producing states. Soybean
yields in these states have increased about 50% while the
average yield for the United States has increased about 30%.
The results of surveys of soybean production practices in the
Cornbelt have shown that [table 1 goes here] high yields are
associated with high nutrient levels, pH between 6.0 and 7.0,
good weed control, narrow rows, high yielding varieties and
proper planting date.
“It would be surprising indeed if high soil fertility and
yield were not closely associated. Yet in spite of this rather
common knowledge among farmers an incredible 75% of
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the farmers do not test their soils to determine the fertilizer
requirements for soybeans!
“I know everyone says that the response of soybeans is
unpredictable. But before we examine the fertility practices
necessary to produce an optimum yield of beans, we should
consider the influence of other management practices on the
ultimate yield. Liebig’s law of the minimum applies to all
inputs in crop production.”
Note: Liebig’s law states that growth is dictated not
by total resources available, but by the scarcest resource
(limiting factor).
“It should be no surprise to anyone that optimum
yields will result only when all factors including fertility
are optimum. Put another way, response to fertilizer is more
likely to be high, when all other factors involved present
the opportunity for optimum yields. What are these factors?
They are factors which apply to all crop production such as:
“1–Use adapted high yielding varieties. Don’t waste
your time, your capital and your fertilizer trying to get high
yields from varieties which are not capable of the yield goals
you have set.
“2–Use good seed. It is surprising but true that we still
find a fairly large number of growers using seed of low
purity and viability.
“3–Plant at the proper time. Early rather than late
planting appears to produce the highest yields.
“4–Control weeds. Most studies show that only a few
weeds per foot of row can reduce yields substantially. With
the widespread availability of effective preemergence weed
control chemicals at reasonable cost there is little reason for
not achieving effective weed control.
“5–Plant in narrow rows. This practice alone will
increase yields by 15% in Northern states. Most varieties
show a continual increase in yield until the row spacing also
causes pods to develop higher on the plant with the result
that combine losses are reduced considerably.
“As we have pointed out optimum response to fertilizer
cannot be expected unless each of above factors permits this
response. This is a point that we often lose sight of but to
which every intelligent manager should diligently apply his
efforts.
“Two plant nutritive factors, potassium and lime
seem to be most generally required for optimum soybean
yields. Perhaps this should come as no surprise since most
agronomists agree that about 25% of the growers have a soil
test made before planting soybeans. Yet soil tests, for both of
these nutrients, are reliable and easily available.
“Potassium Requirement: Soybeans seem to be more
sensitive to potassium nutrition than our other major crops.
In fact some agriculturists state bluntly that if they could use
only one plant nutrient it would be potassium. A 50-bushel
soybean crop requires almost as much potassium as does
a 120-bushel corn crop. However, only one-fourth of the
potassium in the corn crop is contained in the grain while

about three-fourths of the potassium in the soybean plant is
contained in the bean. Certainly one should expect from this
knowledge that the yield of soybeans will be affected more
by a marginal soil deficiency or hidden hunger of potassium
than will corn.
“Potassium is a mobile element which can be and is
translocated from the leaf and stem to the seed during the
seed formation period. Since the soybean plant does not
represent the potassium reservoir that the corn plant does,
we should expect and should recommend to the farmer that
he pay more attention to meeting the potassium needs of the
plant than he has in the past.
“Use of Lime: Experiments in many states have
repeatedly shown that soybeans respond poorly to fertilizer
applications on low pH soils. Only after lime is applied to
bring the pH to about 6.5 will optimum yields be realized
from fertilizer.
“Many of the soils, especially in the eastern and
southeastern United States, are too acid for optimum yields
of soybeans. There are many experiments from almost every
state which has a substantial acreage in which the use of
lime has been shown to increase the yield between 6 and 15
bushels of beans per acre. This is not surprising because lime
has a two-fold effect; as it increases the pH, the availability
of and the response to the application of other nutrients
increases. In the case of a legume such as soybeans, raising
the pH to around 6.5 provides optimum conditions for the
development of nodules, efficient operation of the symbiotic
bacteria and thus an adequate supply of nitrogen for the
soybean plants” (Continued). Address: Chief Agronomist,
Chemical Div., Allied Chemical Corp.
3640. Stangel, H.J. 1966. Fertilizing soybeans: 40-bushel
yields are within the reach of every grower (Continued–
Document part II). Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 18-19, 22-23.
• Summary: (Continued): On soils where the pH is quite low,
the full effect from the use of lime is often not realized until
the second year after application. This effect, in addition
to the greater sensitivity of soybeans to a low pH and their
known lack of response to fertilizer at low pH’s has probably
been one of the contributive factors to the belief that
soybeans do not respond to fertilizer.
“Phosphorus and Soybeans: Phosphorus fertilization
is frequently more nearly adequate than for any other
nutrient. This of course will vary from one section of the
United States to another. While soils of the eastern seaboard
frequently contain adequate phosphorus, this is not the
case in many Cornbelt soils. Soils in the Cornbelt have not
received phosphorus over several decades as they have in
the East and they tend to be more intensively cropped. Both
phosphorus and potassium are often limiting.
“The effect of phosphorus on root development has
been emphasized for years. Soybeans have a relatively poor
root system compared to some of our other crops. Some
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indication of this can be found in an experiment which
showed that soybeans fail to make full use of stored soil
water between 40-inch rows. While this may explain, in part,
the advantage of narrow rows, it also emphasizes the need
for an adequate supply of phosphorus to promote optimum
root growth and to insure sufficient phosphorus uptake.
“Application of phosphorus in the row at planting time
is an effective means of application. Soybeans are known
to continue uptake of nutrients from the band put down at
planting time for at least 12 weeks as compared to 6 to 8
weeks for corn.
“What About Nitrogen?: A leading scientist expressed
the opinion that the nitrogen nutrition of the soybean plant
will likely be one of the key factors in increasing yields.
The soybean is a legume and if growing properly should fix
all the nitrogen needed. This is undoubtedly true. However,
there are a number of factors which, if not at optimum levels,
will reduce the nodulation and the efficiency of the symbiotic
bacteria.
“Several states have tested non-nodulating varieties
of soybeans along with closely related nodulating strains.
Theory suggested that the energy required by the symbiotic
nodulating organisms to fix nitrogen was in part responsible
for the yield barrier. This was not found to be the case. The
response of nitrogen-fertilized non-nodulated beans was not
different from nodulated beans whether or not they received
nitrogen. The degree of the response appears to be influenced
by weather, but at best did not justify the use of large
amounts of nitrogen.
“Many of the soils, especially in the southeastern United
States, are too acid for effective nodulation and thus for
optimum yields. At lower pH’s the probability of a response
from the use of nitrogen on the crop increases, yet the
consistent use of large amounts of nitrogen as an ‘insurance
factor’ against poor nodulation is not wise. In a few states
nitrogen was recommended for soybean production, but no
longer is. These were principally is the southeast where soils
are quite acid and sandy. However, farmers seem to continue
to use, and practical agriculturists continue to recommend
the use of from 15 to 20 lbs. of nitrogen per acre for beans
to be grown on acid soils and/or adverse conditions. Several
states have noted a response of up to 5 bushels of beans per
acre from the use of 15 to 20 lbs. of nitrogen per acre on
sandy soils or other soils with a high nitrogen response with
crops such as corn.
“It appears that if nitrogen is to be used on soybeans it
should be used on acid soils below pH 6.0 and on those soils
on which a high nitrogen response is expected from crops
such as corn.
“Manganese: Manganese fertilization has been receiving
more attention. Yield responses to the use of manganese are
most often expected on soils with a pH above 7.0. Soybeans
do not appear to have as high a requirement for manganese
as do oats. No clearly identified manganese deficiency

symptoms have been noted on soybeans grown in fields
where oats suffered from this deficiency. Iowa workers report
that they expect manganese deficiency on high pH, peaty
soils. However, in some of the Eastern states manganese
response has been noted on acid soils. Such areas can be
identified by a soil test.
“Since this nutrient can be applied in relatively small
quantities as a foliar spray, the question is often asked,
should a foliar spray be used rather than application in
the fertilizer? The answer is yes only if the plant has
already emerged. In all other cases it is best to prevent an
insufficiency through application in the fertilizer rather
than correct the problem after it has been expressed and has
already caused a yield reduction.
“Molybdenum: Molybdenum has been extensively
tested on soybeans over the past several years. Its use and
response in most areas has been found to be related to the
pH of the soil. As the pH drops below 6.0, molybdenum
becomes less available.
“Consequently, the response to the application of
molybdenum increases with a decreasing pH. Since very
little molybdenum is required, it can be applied with the
seed. About 0.2 to 0.5 oz. is mixed with each bushel of seed.
In almost all instances the application of lime to bring the pH
to about 6.5 has eliminated the response to molybdenum.
“It has been noted that in many cases there is some
response to molybdenum the first year after liming. By the
second crop year the lime has usually reacted sufficiently
with the soil and no response to molybdenum is found.
“While it is known that the use of lime will eliminate the
response to molybdenum, most practical agriculturists also
recognize that many soils are not or will not be limed to the
desired pH for a variety of reasons. Therefore where soils are
known to be acid the use of molybdenum with the seed in the
recommended amount should increase the yield of soybeans.
“Our efforts to learn how to fertilize soybeans for
optimum yields will be beneficial to all legumes. This does
not mean that soybeans do not respond to fertilizer. It does
mean that to achieve yield goals of over 40 bushels per
acre we do not yet know all the factors necessary to insure
achievement 100% of the time. In retrospect, the efforts of
the past few years may well be regarded as the turning point
in soybean fertilization.
“Agronomists can now recommend the inputs required
to produce 40 bushels of soybeans per acre and can with a
fairly high degree of certainty, expect to achieve this yield
goal. Progress from this point onward will be slow but we
should expect that in the next 5 to 10 years recommendations
for 50- to 70-bushel beans will appear.” Address: Chief
Agronomist, Chemical Div., Allied Chemical Corp.
3641. Weber, C.R.; Shibles, R.M.; Byth, D.E. 1966. Effect of
plant population and row spacing on soybean development
and production. Agronomy Journal 58(1):99-102. Jan/Feb.
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[14 ref]
• Summary: “Plants produced at highest densities were
taller, more sparsely branched, lodged more, and set fewer
pods and seed than those plants at lower densities. Thus, the
seed yield reduction resulting suggested more severe plant
competition at higher plant densities. Plant spacing and
population had a small effect on protein and oil content.”
Address: 1. Research Agronomist, CRD, ARS, USDA, and
Prof. of Agronomy.
3642. Tecnica Agricola Catania. 1966. Oil crops. Feb. 25. *
• Summary: Researchers are investigating the possibilities
of introducing or developing in Sicily (in southern Italy) the
cultivation of soybeans, groundnuts (already grown there on
about 200 ha), rapeseed, sunflower, and sesame seeds. Trials
using varieties from Venezuela are in progress.
3643. Anthony, J.L. 1966. Residual phosphate for soybeans.
Mississippi Farm Research 29(3):4-5. March.
• Summary: “Added phosphorus accumulates to some extent
in soils. This occurs because only a small percentage of the
phosphorus applied in fertilizers is removed in the harvested
portion of the crop. Extent of accumulation depends on such
factors as amounts of phosphorus added, amount lost by
erosion, crop grown, and how much of the crop is removed
from the land.
“Loss by erosion and run-off has been recognized as an
important factor in reducing phosphorus accumulation. The
amount removed from the soil by the plants depends on the
crop and the amount of growth removed. A cotton yield of
750 pounds of lint per acre removes about 45 lbs. P2O5, 100
bushels of corn 60 pounds, and 40 bushels of soybean, 45
pounds per acre.
“The residual value of applied phosphates has been
studied by many researchers who found that yields usually
decline when phosphorus fertilization was discontinued.
However, there was a residual effect that was in proportion
to the amounts that had been added.
“The availability of accumulated phosphorus for
succeeding crops is of practical importance. Soil test can
be used to determine the amount of residual phosphorus
in the soil, and from these tests phosphorus needs can be
determined.
“Background of the Experiment: In the spring of 1962
an experiment was initiated and continued in 1963 using
corn as the indicator crop on a Brooksville clay soil pH
6.7. By test, this soil was very low in available phosphorus,
and medium in potassium. The experimental design was a
randomized block with 4 replications.
“Fertilizers used in the experiment were as follows:
Commercial 13-13-13 containing ammonium phosphatesulphate, 10-10-10 containing ammoniated ordinary
superphosphate, 10-10-10 (0.17%) a nitric phosphate
relatively low in fluorine, and a 10-10-10 (0.9% nitric

phosphate relatively high in fluorine). Ammonium nitrate and
muriate of potash sufficient to give 60 pounds of N and 72
pounds of K2O per acre were mixed with the experimental
fertilizers.
“Each experimental fertilizer was applied in amounts
to supply 15, 30, 45, and 60 pounds available P205
per acre in 1962 and 1963. A no phosphate treatment
was also employed. An additional 60 pounds of N was
applied annually as a top dressing in the spring. Corn was
discontinued as the test crop after the 1963 crop year.
“Soybeans were then used as the test crop. In the spring
of 1964 and 1965 preplant fertilizers from the same sources
and amounts of P2O5 but only 60 lbs. K2O per acre were
added to one-half of each plot, the remaining half received
no additional fertilizers for the two-year period. Inoculated
Lee soybeans were seeded to all plots to study the residual
effect of phosphates applied to corn on the production of
soybeans.
“Yield response was determined by harvesting 12 ½-foot
strips off the two inside rows. Beans were threshed and
transported to State College, cleaned, weighed and per acre
yields determined.
“Results and Discussion: Tables 1 and 2 show soybean
yields for the various fertilizer treatments for the years 1964
and 1965, and table 3 shows 2-year averages. The 1964 and
1965 yields of soybeans for applied 13-13-13 (a highly water
soluble phosphatic fertilizer) were superior to those produced
by the other fertilizers that were less water soluble. Yields
from the residual phosphates did not always show the same
trends as that produced by annual application. Yields from
the residual phosphates for the various sources and rates of
phosphorus were very similar. In most cases soybean yields
were increased as the rate of applied P205 increased.
“Very little increase in soybean yields was obtained
with the residual phosphate until the 45-pound rate was
reached...” Address: Mississippi.
3644. Burton, Joe C. 1966. A modern concept of soybean
inoculation. Soybean Digest. March. p. 13-14, 16, 18.
• Summary: At the top left of the title of this article: “Two
views of inoculation: See page 21 for second article” [by
Ham and Frederick].
Two-thirds of the first page if this article is a photo of
nine soybean nodules in 3 vertical rows. The nodules in the
left row are small whereas those in the right row are about
3 times as large in diameter. The caption: “Soybean root
nodules split open to show the typical pink color of effective
nodules. Left to right, ineffective, moderately effective, and
highly effective nodules.”
“There is good reason to believe that thorough
inoculation with the proper strains of rhizobia can increase
soybean yields substantially even in fields which have
grown this legume many times previously. This article is a
discussion of the factors involved and modern objectives in
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soybean inoculation.
“’Carryover’ Rhizobia: Unlike their host, the nodule
bacteria can endure the frost and cold of winter. As the
nodules decay in the fall, numerous rhizobia are released
in the soil. With favorable conditions, they may survive
in substantial numbers for years. The question is: ‘How
effective are these left-over nodule bacteria for succeeding
crops?’
“The evidence on this point is fragmentary and
controversial. Certain workers have reported that free-living
rhizobia in the soil soon lose their effectiveness. Others
have obtained excellent nodulation and nitrogen fixation in
soils where soybeans have not been grown for as long as
12 to 15 years (Hartwig). This question cannot be answered
unequivocally because there are many factors involved and
undoubtedly results are variable.
“Certainly the wide culture of soybeans over the years
has resulted in a buildup of rhizobia in soils but can these
bacteria left over in our soils from years past provide the
degree of efficiency needed for maximum yields of our
newer varieties? Since the bacteria and host plant work
as a team, progress in development of varieties should be
accompanied by progress in selection and development
of more effective rhizobial strains. The challenge to the
legume bacteriologist is to select more efficient strains and to
develop inoculation procedures to insure nodulation by these
strains in the presence of abundant native rhizobia in the soil.
“Soybean Rhizobia Differ: Although strains of rhizobia
are usually indistinguishable under the microscope and
show only minor differences on culture media, their abilities
to enhance growth of their host often differ immensely.
Of those able to nodulate soybeans, certain strains are
ineffective on all varieties; some are good nitrogen fixers
on only a few varieties; and others are effective on a wide
spectrum of soybean varieties. For optimum symbiosis,
rhizobial strains must be properly matched with soybean
variety. With new varieties being introduced continuously,
rhizobial strain selection becomes a highly important
and ceaseless challenge to the rhizobiologist. Another
equally important characteristic of the rhizobial strain is its
competitiveness or ability to effect nodulation in the environs
of a mixed rhizobial population. USDA scientists have
shown conclusively that strains of soybean rhizobia differ
greatly in this so-called competitive quality which enables
them to effect nodulation. Without this ability, nitrogenfixation efficiency cannot be fully realized.
“In the Midwest, soybeans are commonly rotated with
corn. With the ever-increasing amounts of nitrogen fertilizer
being applied to corn, there is a greater amount of residual
nitrogen for the soybean crop. High soil nitrogen often
impedes effective nodulation and, as was pointed out by
Able, can actually be detrimental to a profitable crop.
“Tests conducted by Nitragin Co. scientists in 1965
indicate that certain rhizobial strains are better suited than

others to effectively nodulate soybeans grown in highnitrogen soils. In replicate tests, seven of nine rhizobial
strains studied brought about significant increases in yields
in a low-nitrogen soil. With 100 pounds N per acre applied
before planting, only four of the nine rhizobial strains caused
significant increases in yield over the noninoculated controls
grown at the same nitrogen level. The indications are that
soil-nitrogen level should definitely be considered in the
screening program for selection of soybean strains.
“Growth Regulators and Nodulation: Most soybean
growers today are interested in seed rather than forage.
Varieties and cultural practices are selected on the basis of
bushels of combinable beans produced per acre. When the
desired effects are not achieved completely by plant breeding
and cultural practices, plant growth regulators are employed.
Although it has not yet been cleared by FDA, one of the
most promising of these is 2, 3, 5, triiodobenzoic acid known
as TIBA. Anderson and co-workers at Iowa State University
have reported increases of 10% or more in yields as a result
of spraying soybeans with as little as 1 ounce of TIBA
per acre during the early blossom period. TIBA increased
branching, shortened leaf petioles, increased fruit set, and
decreased lodging. In essence, TIBA tended to produce
a shorter, more compact plant with equal or improved
photosynthetic capacity.
“Morphological changes of the magnitude produced by
TIBA conceivably could alter the rhizobia-plant relationship.
Tests were made in 1965 by Nitragin scientists to study
this possibility. (Photograph shows field-grown soybeans
with and without the TIBA treatment.) The TIBA treatment
had no adverse effect on nodulation. The shorter, compact
plants were abundantly nodulated; yields of TIBA treated
plants were significantly increased by inoculation. However,
there was an indication that the longer fruiting period and
increased number of pods brought about by TIBA caused a
greater demand for nodule nitrogen. Nitrogen, 100 pounds N
as ammonium nitrate, applied during mid-August improved
yields significantly. Possibly the application of nitrogen
fertilizer would not have been necessary if rhizobial strains
had been selected for their ability to provide nodule nitrogen
during the late fruiting period. Rhizobial strains are known to
vary in this respect.
“Practices Must Be Sound: Many facets in the screening
and selecting of rhizobial strains have been described.
Highly effective strains for particular varieties and conditions
must be supplied. Further, the rhizobial strains must be able
to compete with the native soil rhizobia and effectively
nodulate their host. Screening for efficiency, acceptability
by the host, competitive qualities, etc., are of little avail,
however, without sound inoculation practices. Unfortunately,
the emphasis during recent years has been on making
inoculation easy rather than effective.
“Field studies conducted by the Nitragin Co. the past
3 years show conclusively that from 200,000 to 1,000,000
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rhizobia are needed per seed to bring about effective
nodulation even when soybeans have not been grown
previously in the field. The indications are that many more
will be needed to insure nodulation by seed-applied rhizobia
of soybeans planted in soils naturally infested with soybean
rhizobia.
“Many of the practices currently being employed in
inoculating soybeans would not be at all acceptable by the
farmer were it not for the fact that his soil harbors sufficient
rhizobia to bring about reasonably abundant nodulation.
Inoculation of soybeans for many weeks or even months
in advance of planting is not practical from a scientific
viewpoint. Rhizobia die rapidly when applied to the seed
and this is particularly true when liquid or broth cultures are
used.
“Prudent inoculation can be a big aid to increasing
soybean yields and making the crop highly profitable. The
challenge to the rhizobiologist is to develop the proper
strains and effective inoculation procedures; the challenge to
the grower and seedsman is to insist on reliable inoculants
and reliable inoculation methods.”
Page 14: Photos show: (1) “Highly effective nodulation
on soybeans late in August during the heavy fruiting stage.”
(2) “Typical inoculation of soybeans grown in a soil medium
high in nitrogen. Nodules tend to be small and scattered.
They degenerate long before the plant reaches maturity.”
Address: PhD, Director of Research, the Nitragin Co.
3645. Soybean Digest. 1966. Going to narrow rows? Their
advantages and disadvantages. Who should plant in narrow
rows? How narrow can you plant? March. p. 23-24, 26.
• Summary: “We have known for a long time that soybeans
will make better yields in most Northern states when
planted in rows narrower than the standard corn-row widths.
Experiments over many years have borne this out.
“C.R. Weber, Iowa State University agronomist, cites
experiments totaling over 25 years which show a definite
advantage for the narrower rows in five Midwest states.
In each of the five states, which include Minnesota, Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa, row widths of 21 to 28 inches
produced the highest yields, which averaged 4 bushels per
acre (15%) more than the 40-to 42-inch rows most common
in the Cornbelt. Solid plantings (6 to 8 inches apart) averaged
2 bushels (over 7%) more than the wide rows.
“Yet until recently only a few farmers have grown
soybeans in the narrower rows. Farmers preferred to use
the same planting and cultivating equipment for all their
crops. The cost of owning more than one set of equipment
comes high. Most farmers did not think that the difference
in yield would make it pay to own narrow-row equipment
for soybeans alone. But when growers began to realize that
corn yields also might benefit from narrower rows, there
was a sudden change in their thinking. Farm machinery
manufacturers began to offer planters and cultivators with

adjustable row widths and the shift was on to narrower row
planting for both corn and soybeans.
“All farm equipment manufacturers reported a sellout of
narrow row planters and cultivators last year. Obviously, the
ability to use the equipment for both corn and soybeans was
the motivating factor. But the shift to narrower rows has only
begun and still has a long way to go. In Illinois-the leading
soybean-growing state-almost nine out of 10 growers still
planted soybeans in 36-to 40-inch rows last year, according
to a survey by Illinois crop reporting service. Over threefourths of Illinois farmers used the same row widths for
both corn and soybeans. The Illinois survey showed: of
1,000 farmers, 26 planted in 28-inch rows, 26 in 30-inch
rows, 45 in 32- to 35-inch rows. But 890 planted in 36- to
40-inch rows. Of course, width of rows is not the only factor
in improving yields. Harley Otto and Paul Hasbargen of
the University of Minnesota suggest that a grower who has
low yields should consider’ improving the fertility level of
the land, practicing better weed control and choosing better
varieties before investing in new machinery for narrow row
production.
“Cost of Changeover: The changeover to narrow row
equipment requires a sizable first investment but the cost is
not so great per acre if spread over a large acreage.
“How much of a yield increase do you need to make the
changeover pay? Illinois and Minnesota extension men say 2
bushels per acre on a fairly large acreage (Illinois places it at
200 acres) at recent prices for soybeans. This figure assumes
that part of the cost of new machinery is charged to corn
production.
“Of course, there is not that much yield advantage
for the narrower rows in all situations. Soybeans planted
in narrow rows yield little if any better than wide rows in
Southern states and southern agronomists do not generally
recommend the narrow rows.
“C.E. Caviness and Maxsie Taylor, University of
Arkansas, say yield increases are not likely when soybeans
are planted in rows narrower than 32 inches, and narrow
row spacings may actually reduce yields in some cases.
Narrow rows may give some yield advantage to short season
varieties or soybeans planted late in the South.
“Only when soybeans are planted extremely late, when
plant growth is often drastically reduced, would one expect
to gain an economic advantage from using rows narrower
than 32 to 38 inches in width in the South, say Caviness and
Taylor.
“A reason the narrow rows do not produce a yield
advantage in the South is that the longer-season varieties
grown there produce larger plants that require more room.
The plants shade wider spaces between the rows. Northern
varieties do not produce so much foliage and for this reason
they do a less efficient job of shading the middles and
keeping down weeds in wide row widths.
“When planted in narrow rows, the soybean plants not
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only shade the rows more quickly but produce more foliage
and do a better job of utilizing the sun’s energy. As we go
to varieties with a narrower more conical type of plant such
as the new Amsoy, this will justify narrower rows. Planting
rows north and south will let in more sunlight and make the
narrower rows more productive.
“Agronomists tend to recommend narrower rows for
short season varieties and for late planted soybeans, which
do not produce so much foliage as the longer-season varieties
and the earlier planted beans.
“How far should we go in the trend to narrower rows?
As a practical matter, what is the narrowest width row that
should be considered? Illinois agronomists believe that 30inch rows should be the aim of most soybean producers until
a completely ‘foolproof’ herbicide is available or drastic
changes are made in cultivating tools.
“Also, as we go to narrower row widths, planters that
will drop seed more uniformly become important.
“University of Minnesota agronomists say that 24
inches is about as narrow as soybean rows can be and still
allow for adequate cultivation. They say narrower rows
might be possible if weeds are completely controlled with
herbicides, making cultivation unnecessary. However,
much more research is needed before they can make such a
recommendation.
“Solid Planted Soybeans: What about solid plantings?
Lehman Fowler, Brinkley, Arkansas, soybean grower,
predicted at the American Soybean Association contention
at Memphis last year that by 1970 soybeans will be drilled
solid and a pre-emergence chemical will be applied, with
cultivation as we know it today practically eliminated.
“Dr. L. C. Saboe, University of Ohio extension
agronomist, says, ‘If weeds can be adequately controlled
in 7-inch (planted solid) soybeans, maximum yields can be
expected from these narrow rows.’
“From William F. Meggitt, associate professor in crop
science, Michigan State University: ‘We have obtained an
average of 4-to-6-bushel increase in yield when 7- or 14-inch
rows have been compared with row spacing 36 inches or
greater. Twenty-eight-inch rows have yielded on the average
of 3 to 4 bushels less than those in a solid planting. We have
gotten about the same results using several of the commercial
varieties such as Harosoy and Chippewa.
“’In establishing the narrow row soybeans it is necessary
to have a good weed control program. We have gotten
satisfactory results in our solid plantings using 2 or 3 pounds
of Amiben per acre. I feel that where we are using 7- or 14inch rows and the soybeans will shade the row at an early
stage of growth that 2 pounds of Amiben is sufficient.’
“And Ralph E. Baumheckel, International Harvester
Co., believes improved herbicides and a better understanding
of the precise way in which they function may lead to solid
planting as an established practice in some areas.
“The key, of course, to planting solid or in very narrow

rows is dependable weed control, as all authorities agree. We
are not at that point yet.
“Illinois agronomists mention the following
disadvantages to planting corn and soybeans in narrow rows:
“1–Higher populations usually mean more lodging, so
early harvest is desirable.
“2–Early weed control may be more difficult than in
conventional 40-inch rows. But more shade between the
rows somewhat reduces the problem of late-germinating
weeds.
“Following are some experiment station comments and
recommendations for northern areas and border states:
“Iowa. C.R. Weber, Iowa State University: The same
cultivator and planter are used for both corn and soybeans.
Corn row width is controlled by the corn picker. Corn heads
generally will work successfully on corn planted in rows 28
to 42 inches apart. Most major companies now have corn
heads that will harvest corn in 28- to 32-inch rows. Farmers
can get a worthwhile increase in yields of both corn and
soybeans by changing from their present 40- to 42-inch
spacing to 28- to 32-inch spacing. (Two companies now have
heads for 20-inch rows in limited production.)
“Indiana. M.L. Swearingin and W. Reiss, Purdue
University: Changing to narrow rows is one of the most
consistent means of increasing soybean yields by 10% to
15%. Greatest response to narrow rows would be expected in
(1) northern Indiana, (2) where early maturing varieties are
used, or (3) where beans are planted late.
“The practical width for narrow rows appears to be
between 24 and 30 inches. Rows narrower than 24 inches
can be difficult to cultivate with the wide tractor tires in use
today.
“Farmers with 50 to 100 acres or more of soybeans
should give serious thought to switching to narrow-row
production, especially when present equipment is in need of
replacement or repair...”
3646. Ferris, Virginia R.; Bernard, R.L. 1966. Population
dynamics of nematodes in fields planted to soybeans
and crops grown in rotation with soybeans. I. The genus
Pratylenchus (Nemata: Tylenchida). J. of Economic
Entomology 60(2):405-10. April 1. [7 ref]
• Summary: The influence of crop species on the soil
populations of 4 species of Pratylenchus (P. hexincisus
Taylor and Jenkins, P. scribneri Steiner, P. neglectus Rensch,
and P. penetrans Cobb) was studied for 5 years in 16 fields
rotated to corn, soybeans, oats, wheat, and forage mixtures.
Address: 1. Asst. Prof., Dep. of Entomology, Purdue Univ.,
Lafayette, Indiana; 2. Geneticist, Crops Research Div., ARS/
USDA, Urbana, Illinois.
3647. Bernstein, Leon; Ogata, Gen. 1966. Effects of salinity
on nodulation, nitrogen fixation, and growth of soybeans and
alfalfa. Agronomy Journal 58(2):201-03. March/April. [10
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ref]
• Summary: The experiments were conducted “at four levels
of salinity (0 to 5.4 atm added NaCI) in gravel culture.
Salinity was more inhibitory to the growth of inoculated Lee
soybeans than of nitrate-fertilized cultures. Nodulation was
strongly reduced at 5.4 atm. of added NaCl, and the dryweight percentage of nodules decreased significantly with
increasing salinity of the medium. Nodulation of California
Common alfalfa was only slightly affected by salinity, and
relative growth inhibition by salinity was the same for the
nitrogen-fertilized and the nitrogen-fixing cultures.” Address:
Plant Physiologist and Soil Scientist.
3648. Kottman, Roy M. 1966. 50 x 75 (50 bushels per acre
by 1975). Soybean Digest. April. p. 8-9.
• Summary: He thinks this yield of soybeans in Ohio is
possible if [Ohio] taxpayers will chip in “$200,000 per year
for each of the first 3 years of the decade between now and
1975, $150,000 per year for the second 3-year period of
the decade, and $50,000 per year for the last 4 years of the
decade.
“A Million Needed: This amounts to $1,250,000 of
public funds over a 10-year period if we are to double the
present yield of soybeans in Ohio.” This amount is only
0.1% of the value of the soybean crop, which was $140
million in 1965. Address: Dean, College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, Ohio State Univ.
3649. Zuleta M., E.; Suarez P., O. 1966. El cultivo de la
soya [Soybean cultivation]. Agricultura Tropical (Colombia)
22(4):164-73. April. [Spa]
Address: 1. Bogotá; 2. Buga. Both: Ingenieros Agrónomos,
Instituto de Fomento Algodonero, Colombia.
3650. de Mooy, C.J.; Pesek, John. 1966. Nodulation
responses of soybeans to added phosphorus, potassium and
calcium salts. Agronomy Journal 58(3):275-80. May/June.
[16 ref]
• Summary: “The findings reported in this paper not
only confirm the dominant role of P fertility for optimum
nodulation of soybeans but give a better idea of how high the
levels need to be and of the number and weight of nodules
which may be produced under good growing conditions.”
Address: 1. Research Assoc.; 2. Prof. of Agronomy. Both:
Dep. of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.
3651. Weber, C.R.; Fehr, W.R. 1966. Seed yield losses from
lodging and combine harvesting in soybeans. Agronomy
Journal 58(3):287-89. May/June. [6 ref]
• Summary: Soybean seed losses due to lodging and to
combine harvesting were evaluated for 3 years using
the soybean varieties Hawkeye (lodging resistant and
commercially important) and Bavender Special (lodging
susceptible). The soybeans were planted May 29 in rows

40 inches apart, with 9 to 10 plants per foot of row. The
combine yield loss attributable to lodging averaged 1.3%
(29 lb/acre). When the stubble was 3.5, 5.0, and 6.5 inches
long, the combine yield loss was 5.4%, 9.4%, and 12.2%
respectively. Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.
3652. Humphries, Bill. 1966. Soybean group formed,
assessment vote OK’d. News and Observer (Raleigh, North
Carolina). June 8.
• Summary: “A new organization known as the North
Carolina Soybean Producers Association, Inc., has filed its
charter with Secretary of State Thad Eure.
“The State Board of Agriculture, meeting here
Tuesday, authorized the association to hold a referendum.
To determine whether producers of soybeans wish to
assess themselves not more than one-half cent per bushel
to maintain and protect the future of this important crop in
North Carolina. Tentative plans call for the referendum to be
held in early fall–probably in September so that the program
can become effective on this year’s crop.
“Funds should be collected from producers by grain
buyers at assembly or first-handler markets. In addition
there would be associate membership fees from related
agribusiness.
“Officers of the new association are Leroy W. Powers
of Moyock, president; John G. Reed Jr., Planters Industries,
Rocky Mount, vice president; Dr. Howard G. Small, N.C.
State University, Raleigh, secretary; and S.M. Cozart,
Wilson, treasurer.
“Big Business: Soybeans are big business in North
Carolina and soon will become the third largest income
producing crop in the State. Some 810,000 acres were
harvested last year with yields averaging 24½ bushels an
acre. Gross value of the crop to producers was about $47.6
million. By 1971 it could be $90 million.”
“Also, soybeans are harvested after completion of
tobacco marketing and in many cases tobacco warehouses
can be used for soybean storage. Cargill operates six soybean
buying stations in Western Carolina and is a substantial
factor in the soybean market.”
3653. Bharath, Sam. 1966. A note on the cultivation of
soyabeans and groundnuts with special reference to Trinidad
and Tobago. J. of the Agricultural Society of Trinidad and
Tobago 66(2):171-82. June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction to soyabean. Varieties.
Climatic requirements. Soils. Culture. History of production
in Trinidad. Possibilities of increasing production in Trinidad
and Tobago. Summary. Groundnuts.
The soyabean is not a tropical species. “Except for
Indonesia, there is no important producing country in the
tropics. Attempts have been made to develop the crop
in tropical Africa but these have been only moderately
successful. Nigeria produced 27,000 tons and Tanganyika
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2,000 tons in 1962. In the latter country soyabeans have been
found to be a more economic crop than groundnuts, chiefly
because of the ease of mechanisation and consequent lower
labour requirement.”
“History of production in Trinidad: In order to increase
local food production during the War [World War II], several
varieties were imported and released to farmers and school
gardens. Some of the varieties formed pods but the crop
did not become popular since the flavour of both green
beans and dried seeds are not as attractive as other legumes
already grown, such as red salad beans or black-eyed peas
[cowpeas]. These locally grown legumes also give higher
yields.”
“In 1948 R. Moosai-Maharaj introduced a Venezuelan
variety to the farmers of the Oropouche Lagoon and some
crops were grown in the dry season but again the crop never
caught on. The author compared a black-seeded variety with
the Venezuelan cream variety at the St. Augustine Station
in 1957 and 1958 and yields of 1,000 lbs. per acre of dried
beans were obtained from the black-seeded variety but
only 500 lbs. per acre from the cream variety. The seeds
have since been lost at the St. Augustine Station but Darsan
at the U.W.I. has maintained these varieties in a museum
plot. Incidentally the black-seeded varieties are used for the
preparation by fermentation of soy sauce (Se-ow) and yields
of these varieties are generally lower than cream or yellow
seeded varieties.”
Conclusion: Soyabeans can be grown in Trinidad and
Tobago, but it is unlikely that Trinidadians will ever find the
soyabean an attractive addition to their diet. Varieties better
adapted to Trinidad and better information on cultivation
are needed before farmers can be asked to grow the crop
commercially. Address: M.Sc.
3654. Caviness, C.E. 1966. Spacing studied with Lee
soybeans. Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 713. 19 p. June. [9 ref]
• Summary: Part 1: Row spacings and rates of planting. Part
2: Effect of skips in rows. Part 3: Simulated crossplowing
experiments. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Fayetteville.
3655. Caviness, C.E. 1966. Spacing studies with Lee
soybeans. Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 713. 19 p. June. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Part 1: Row spacings
and rates of planting.
Part 2: Effect of skips in rows.
Part III. Simulated crossplowing experiments.
Summary and conclusions.
Introduction: Historically, when soybeans were
introduced into a section of the United States, the same
production methods were used as for other row crops in that
area. It was unlikely that cultural and management practices
being used were the ones that would produce maximum

soybean yields. Furthermore, growth type and development
of soybean varieties differ in various areas of the country
and this would be expected to have profound influence on
soybean performance under different management systems.
“It is well known that determinate southern soybean
varieties, such as Lee, will compensate to a large extent for
sparse plant populations, skips in rows, and other types of
stand reduction, but the extent of this compensation is not
known.
“Cultural and management experiments on the Lee
variety were initiated in 1959 to study certain practices
that appeared to be limiting yield. Research reported in this
publication involved studies on row spacing, rate of planting,
effect of skips within rows, and simulated crossplowing.
This research varied from year to year and generally did not
follow a uniform plan. Plans were altered and new research
was added as research results dictated changes in procedures.
For this reason, results are reported by sections to facilitate
interpretation.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of
Arkansas, Fayetteville.
3656. Holsheimer, J.G.H. 1966. Growing soybeans in the
Guadalcanal Plains: British Solomon Islands. Soybean
Digest. June. p. 19-20.
• Summary: “Soybean seed was introduced into the British
Solomon Islands Protectorate from Africa in 1961. More
than a hundred varieties from different sources have now
been planted at least twice in observation plots.”
“History: Until 1961, the soybean was a crop which
was almost unknown in the Solomons. Small plots were
occasionally seen at Mission stations. In 1961, small
quantities of seeds of 12 varieties were imported from
Tanganyika, as a rotation crop with rice... In 1962 and 1963
variety and spacing trials were carried out. Yields varied
from 1,071 to 2,092 pounds per acre... In 1963 private
enterprise became interested and interest is increasing. At the
beginning of 1965 89 varieties from various sources were
sent to the Solomons by the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization in Australia... Yields varied
from 220 to 3,020 pounds per acre.”
Guadalcanal is one of the largest islands in the British
Solomon Islands Protectorate. The plains begin east of
Honiara, the capital. Farmers on Guadalcanal are now
growing soybean commercially, small quantities have been
exported, and acreage is increasing. One company plans to
plant 500–1,000 acres in 1966.
Photos show: (1) Soybeans growing on Guadalcanal in
an “observation plot.” (2) A local woman planting soybeans
in a spacing trial. (3) Soybean roots which have very few
nodules if planted in virgin soil without inoculant. Address:
Dep. of Agriculture, Honiara.
3657. McNeal, Xzin. 1966. Conditioning and storage
of soybeans. Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
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Bulletin No. 714. 30 p. June. [2 ref]
• Summary: Page 3: “The conditioning and storage of
soybeans occupies an important position in Arkansas
agriculture. The state’s annual soybean production since
1958 has ranged from a low of 48,526,000 bushels in 1961 to
69,208,000 bushels in 1965. Soybeans were first in number
of row-crop acres planted in 1965 and second in terms of
total return.
“The condition of soybeans (less than 12 percent
moisture) prior to and at harvest to a great extent determines
the precautions necessary for safe storage. Soybeans should
be stored under the environment conducive to the lowest
reasonable rate of deterioration. It is necessary to look at
soybean storage from two viewpoints: first, that of soybeans
to be used for seed, where germination and viability are
paramount; second, that of soybeans to go into commercial
channels for crushing purposes, where free-fatty-acid content
is of prime importance.” Address: Dep. of Agricultural
Engineering, Fayetteville.

Digest. Aug. p. 35-36. Reprinted from Arkansas Farm
Research.
• Summary: Why are cotton defoliants and a desiccant
applied to cotton plants. They drift onto soybeans growing
in fields adjacent to cotton fields and reduce the yield of
soybeans. Address: 1. Associate agronomist.
3660. FAO/WHO/UNICEF Protein Advisory Group (PAG).
1966. Soybean: Production, cultivation, economics of supply,
processing, and marketing. New York. 44 p. R.1/Add.21.
Aug. [3 ref]
• Summary: Reviews work in progress or completed on the
initiation or expansion of soybean production in developing
countries. Based on a report of the Nutrition Division, FAO
Headquarters, Rome, from a meeting of the PAG held in
Geneva. Address: New York.
3661. Lopes, A.D. 1966. Ensaios de sojas, 1959/60 a
1965/66 [Experiments with soybeans (in Mozambique) from
1959/60 to 1965/66]. Sussundenga (Portuguese East Africa).
26 p. Aug. Typewritten. [Por]*

3658. Willatt, S.T. 1966. Soil temperatures under soya beans.
Rhodesia, Zambia and Malawi J. of Agricultural Research
4(2):95-105. July. [5 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the effects of temperature on
inoculation and germination of soya beans grown at
Marandellas [later renamed Marondera] in 1964/65. In
February and March, temperatures in unshaded soil were
high enough to be lethal to rhizobia. However shading
the plants reduced maximum soil temperatures by up to
30ºF at one inch depth. Differences in plant size due to
date of planting had a significant effect on integrated soil
temperatures.
In Central Africa, soya beans are usually established in
November or December after rains have started. “Successful
growth of most legumes in Central Africa depends on the
inoculation of the seed with effective strains of rhizobia.”
Marandellas, is located at latitude 18º south and 5,400 feet
above sea level.
“During the rather cool conditions experienced there
was no evidence of soil temperatures high enough to affect
adversely the inoculum applied to seed planted in NovemberDecember.” However, the soil temperatures late in the
season were high enough to cause failure in the inoculation
of forages crops such as alfalfa/lucerne, which are usually
planted in March or April.
Note: Rhodesia was once divided into North and South.
Northern Rhodesia gained independence on 24 Oct. 1964
as the Republic of Zambia. Southern Rhodesia gained
independence in 1965 as Zimbabwe. Address: A.R.C. Soil
Productivity Research Team, P.O. Bag 757, Marandellas,
Rhodesia.

3663. Blair, I.D.; Tan, C.F.; Palmer, T.P. 1966. Soya bean
trials in Canterbury. New Zealand J. of Agricultural Research
9(4):894-908. Nov. [19 ref]
• Summary: Begins with a summary of reports of soybean
trials in New Zealand published from 1914 to 1939. The
yields were not encouraging. A number of trials were
conducted in Canterbury and other areas from 1958-1966.
The yields of these improved varieties were more promising,
but inoculation was a problem. Address: 1-2. Lincoln
College, Canterbury, New Zealand; Crop Research Div.,
Dep. of Scientific and Industrial Research, Private Bag,
Christchurch, New Zealand.

3659. Caviness, C.E.; Berger, G.A. 1966. Chemical
defoliants and a desiccant on soybean plants. Soybean

3664. Soybean Digest. 1966. More narrow rows mean use of
herbicides. Nov. p. 17.

3662. Marquette, J. 1966. Possibilité et intérêt de la culture
du Soja noir au Lac Alaotra [Possibilities of, and interest
in, the cultivation of black soybeans at Lake Alaotra,
Madagascar]. Agronomie Tropicale (France) 21(9):1049-53.
Sept. [Fre; eng; spa]
• Summary: A study of the possibilities of cultivating black
soybeans was conducted from 1 July 1959 to 30 June 1961 at
the Lac Alaotra Station. The trial was conducted in rice fields
which are used from December to May for the production
of paddy. The trial showed that these fields could be used
during the remaining months to cultivate soybeans as an
off-season fodder crop. If the soybeans are planted in May
or June, soybean production for fodder will be at a peak in
September and October, both months when livestock most
lacks green fodder. Address: Ingénieur de Travaux Agricoles
(IRAM-IRAT).
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• Summary: “Farmers who came to agronomy day, Sept.
15, at the University of Illinois saw field demonstrations of
broadleaf weed control in soybeans.
“’Farmers attending the program saw that herbicides
didn’t kill the broadleaf weeds in the soybean demonstration
plots,’ said Marshal Mc-Glamery, U. of I. agronomist. Later
soybean plantings are less likely to get as much rainfall as
corn, and herbicides do not work well in dry weather.
“Because the soybean is a broadleaf plant it is difficult
to find a herbicide that will kill broadleaf weeds without
injuring the soybeans. Under favorable field conditions,
some herbicides do kill grasses in soybeans.
“Soybeans recover well from chemical injury, but
McGlamery added, ‘We are always concerned about
the possibility that injury may reduce yields.’ The trend
toward less-than-20-inch rows to increase yields means
that farmers will become more dependent on preemergence
and postemergence herbicides. Some of the U. of I.
demonstrations showed soybeans drilled in rows too narrow
for tractor wheels to pass between them.”
3665. Jones, U.S. 1966. Key U.S. scientists tell how to profit
with soybeans: soybean yield potential for the Southeast.
Plant Food Review 12(4):17. Winter.
• Summary: “What can the southeastern farmer do to grow
more soybeans and take advantage of the rapidly growing
market?
“First, select the right soil and prepare it well.
“Second, maintain high soil fertility levels. Test soil and
add amounts of lime and fertilizer needed. Soybeans grow
best on soils with a pH of 6.0-6.5 and above. Inoculate seed
with nitrogen-fixing bacteria just before planting.
“Third, plant the right variety at the right time. Soybean
varieties are adapted to rather narrow geographic belts
running east and west. They also have a rather narrow range
of planting dates for optimum yield per acre. Use certified
seed.
“Fourth, control weeds, insects and diseases.
“Fifth, harvest all you make. Adjust the combine to
reduce shatter and cutter bar losses. Adjust combine cleaning
mechanism. Plant two or more varieties of different maturity
dates to lengthen the harvesting and marketing season.
“Sixth, store and market soybeans wisely. Control
moisture in storage. Sell on a grade basis.
“Finally, because the potential for southeastern soybean
yield per acre is about double the present average yield,
there is a bright future for soybean production, marketing,
and processing in southeastern USA.” Address: PhD, Head,
Agronomy and Soils Dep., Clemson Univ., Clemson, SC.
3666. Kamprath, Eugene J. 1966. Key U.S. scientists tell
how to profit with soybeans: soybeans demand high nutrient
level. Plant Food Review 12(4):16. Winter.
• Summary: Adding P2O3 and K2O fertilizers is cost

effective. Address: Prof. of Soil Science, North Carolina
State Univ., Raleigh.
3667. Mississippi Farm Research. 1966. Crop and fertilizer
recommendations for Mississippi in 1967. 29(12):3-4. Dec.
• Summary: This long article contains sections on: Cotton in
the hill areas. Cotton in the Delta. Corn. Soybeans.
The section on Soybeans has these contents: Varieties–
Delta area. Varieties–Hill section. Soils. Seeding dates and
rates. Inoculation. Fertilization–Delta area. Fertilization–Hill
area.
“Fertilization-Delta Area: Soybeans require no fertilizer
on most Delta soil but a high percentage need lime. A soil
test will indicate the need for lime as well as phosphate and
potash.
“Fertilization-Hill Area: In the Hill Area, phosphate and
potash as well as lime usually are needed. Except for the
dark soils of the Blackland Area of Northeast Mississippi,
some 70 percent of the soils of the Hill Area need lime for
top yield. In the absence of a soil test, apply both phosphate
(P2O5) and potash (K2O) at the rate of 40 pounds per acre
in a band 2 to 4 inches to the side and 2 to 4 inches below
the seed. Avoid contact placement with the seed as well as
band placement directly beneath the seed. Much new land,
as well as land in unfertilized pastures, is extremely deficient
in phosphorus and the rate indicated above probably will not
be adequate for top, profitable yields if planted to soybeans.
On such land the phosphate should be increased to 60 to 80
pounds per acre for a few years by using a mixed fertilizer
of 0-4-3 or 0-2-1 ratio. If fertilizers are applied broadcast
increase the rate by about 30 percent.
“In some parts of the state double cropping of small
grain and soybeans may be practiced. In such a system
it would be satisfactory to apply all of the phosphate and
potash recommended for both crops to the small grain.
“Molybdenum is a trace element required by plants
and the nodule bacteria of legumes. A seed treatment with
molybdenum at the rate of ¼ oz. of sodium molybdate per
acre or its equivalent has increased yield of soybeans in
the Hill Areas about 7 bushels per acre on strongly to very
strongly acid soils and about 2 bushels per acre on soils that
do not need lime, pH 6.0 or above. Decreasing response
to molybdenum with increasing pH, or lime content,
occurs because the native soil molybdenum becomes more
available. Based on results so far, it appears that a seed
treatment with molybdenum may be needed for top yields
regardless of the lime status of the soil. Certainly, it is needed
if the soil is not known to have a pH of 6.0 or above.”
3668. National Soybean Crop Improvement Council. 1966.
Soybean farming. Revised ed. Urbana, Illinois. 36 p. Dec. 23
cm. Last revised in April 1961.
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Soybean credentials.
Growth and importance of the soybean crop. The soybean
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Revised April 1958–20,000 copies.
Revised April 1961–40,000 copies.
Revised December 1966–35,000 copies. Address:
211 S. Race St., Urbana, Illinois 61801.

processor. The export market. Our foreign competition.
Soybean price support. Improvement of the soybean and
products. Soybean production research needs. Returns from
soybeans and principal competing crops. What crops remove
from the soil. Soybean breeding. Varieties. Variety map.
Irrigation. Make more money growing soybeans. Use good
seed. Fertilizing soybeans. Planting soybeans. Controlling
weeds. Diseases. Insects. Harvesting. Storage. National
Soybean Processors Association. National Soybean Crop
Improvement Council. American Soybean Association.
Soybean Council of America, Inc. Soybeans: Production
by states. Acreage and value of U.S. soybean crop. Major
soybean producing countries. Advisory Board of National
Soybean Crop Improvement Council. Cropping systems.
Print history: 1947–200,000 copies.
Revised July 1951–50,000 copies.
Revised March 1955–25,000 copies.

3669. Ohlrogge, A.J. 1966. Mineral nutrition of
soybeans. Plant Food Review 12(4):6-7. Winter.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Composition
of soybeans. Nutrient supply important. Nutrient
requirements exacting. Micronutrients are really
micro. Nitrogen from soil and air. Plant analysis will
bring understanding.
“Nitrogen From Soil and Air: Good inoculation
promotes nitrogen fixation from the atmosphere by
the legume bacteria. These bacteria cannot do the
whole job at the 40- to 60-bushel yield level. At the
20-bushel level they can do the job alone and that is
why soybeans grow on exhausted soils.
“At the 40- to 60-bushel level, however, most
research workers agree that from one-third to as
much as one-half of the nitrogen in the plant comes
from the soil in the form of nitrates and ammonium
ions. A lot of this nitrogen is taken up during the last
month of the growing season when the seeds are
filling. The seeds contain approximately six per cent
and more of nitrogen.
“The conclusion from these facts would seem
to indicate that nitrogen fertilization of soybeans
ought to be a profitable practice, but it is not. The
research agronomist has not found out how to
supply the extra nitrogen without inactivating in part
the rhizobium nitrogen-fixing bacteria. These are
lazy. They just do not like to fix nitrogen if there is
nitrogen in the soil for the plant to adsorb.”
Tables show: (1) Approximate composition of a
50-bushel per acre soybean crop. Total weight is
7,000 pounds dry matter per acre including roots.”
The eight main elements are carbon (3,100 lbs per
acre), oxygen (2,900 lbs per acre), hydrogen (400 lbs per
acre), nitrogen (280 lbs per acre), potassium (90 lbs per
acre), calcium (70 lbs per acre), magnesium (30 lbs per acre),
and phosphorus (30 lbs per acre).
(2) “Nutrient content of roots, straw and grain [seed] of
a 50 bu/acre soybean crop.” 68% of the nitrogen goes into
the grain but only 37.1% of the total dry matter is grain.
A small portrait photo shows Dr. Ohlrogge. Address:
PhD, Prof. of Agronomy, Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.
3670. Overdahl, Curtis J. 1966. Key U.S. scientists tell how
to profit with soybeans: soybean fertilization. Plant Food
Review 12(4):17. Winter.
• Summary: Here “are some guides to fertilizing soybeans
for higher, more profitable yields. Let me mention a few.
“1. Quit looking for the big, quick yield jump in
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soybeans in one year. Instead, concentrate on building soil
fertility and organic matter level. High fertility is good
business for any crop.
“2. Add phosphate, potash and other fertilizer nutrients
according to soil test to build up fertility levels.
“3. Lime as soil tests indicate. Remember that the
soybean plant is a legume and has high lime requirements.
“4. Pay close attention to other details such as weed
control and row spacing.
“’Remember, soybeans, like other crops, are most
profitable when you get high yields.’” Address: Extension
Agronomist in Soils, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.
3671. Robertson, Lynn S. 1966. Key U.S. scientists tell how
to profit with soybeans: fertilizer pays on soybeans. Plant
Food Review 12(4):17. Winter.
• Summary: “Soybeans have a high nutrient requirement.
Because of this, it pays to use commercial fertilizer on
soybeans. This has been proven in many field experiments.
This also has been proven by many farmers who have tried
growing soybeans with and without fertilizer. Most farmers
can expect to obtain a profit from the proper use of the right
kind of commercial fertilizer.
“Today, inefficient farmers are going out of business,
The efficient ones are making money by producing higher
yields. For soybeans, this means 35 to 40 or even more
bushels per acre. Without fertilizer, this is difficult, if not
impossible.
“On the average, soybeans require very little, if any
fertilizer nitrogen simply because they are legumes and have
the ability to obtain nitrogen from the soil air. In the northern
states, research has shown that the use of up to 40 pounds of
nitrogen, where soybeans are grown in a cash crop rotation,
will significantly increase the soybean yields.
“In summary, if you set the stage properly by controlling
soil erosion, weeds, insects, diseases, and so on, and if you
test your soils so that you know what nutrients are required
for your soybean crop, you will obtain higher soybean yields
through the use of commercial fertilizer. You will also make
more profit.” Address: PhD, Prof. of Soil Science, Michigan
State Univ., East Lansing.
3672. Volk, Garth W. 1966. Key U.S. scientists tell how to
profit with soybeans: fertilizer practices for top soybean
yields. Plant Food Review 12(4):16. Winter.
• Summary: “Recommendations for the fertilization of
soybeans to get top yields should be obtained from the
county or state extension specialist.”
“Plant in narrow rows in the Corn Belt, whereas
somewhat wider rows are satisfactory in the South due to
longer growing season.” Address: Chairman, Agronomy
Dep., Ohio State Univ., Columbus.
3673. Weber, C.R. 1966. Status of soybean nodules. Plant

Food Review 12(4):14-15. Winter.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Value of fixation. Good
nodulation essential.
“Soybean nodules contain millions of bacteria,
Rhizobium japonicum. These enter the plant tissue through
root hairs and work with the plant through a process called
symbiosis (plant and bacteria working mutually together).
The bacteria convert nitrogen from air into a form usable by
plants, and the plant, in turn, supplies sugars to the bacteria.
“Activity of these nitrogen-fixing bacterial increases
from the seedling growth stage through late bloom to early
pod set then decrease to near zero at green bean stage of
growth.
“Numerous strains of R. japonicum have been isolated
and indications are that there is a bacteria-soybean variety
specificity for infectiveness and effectiveness. Also,
soil type, soil acidity, organic matter, various nutrient
elements, microorganisms, etc. influence strains of R.
japonicum. It appears possible to breed soybeans for greater
productiveness through increased specificity of superior
nodule serotypes.
“Value of Fixation: Research during 10 years in Iowa
gives some measure of the value of nodulated soybeans
(those with nodules) as compared with nonnodulated
soybeans (those without nodules). These are referred to
as nodulating (nod) and nonnodulating (nonnod) varieties
throughout this article. Four maturity pairs of nod and nonnod soybean lines were tested for three years at locations
representing six major soil types in Iowa. The rotation
used was corn-soybean-oat-meadow. Neither inoculation
nor nitrogen was applied to the soybeans. The four pairs of
responded similarly on the various soil types and the yield
difference averaged 10.5 bushels per acre as shown in Table
1. Only when drouth interfered was there no yield difference
in favor of the nod lines, as shown in Table 2.
Results in figure 1 illustrate how nitrogen fixation in
nod lines decreased linearly as nitrogen fertilizer increased.
Except for a severe moisture stress, as seen in Table 1, the
nonnod line (Table 2) responded linearly to applied nitrogen
with 3.2 pounds of fertilizer nitrogen equivalent to one
pound of plant nitrogen per acre.
“Although not shown in the tables, nodule weight,
number, and size are related positively to increased nitrogen
fixation. Nodule mass is associated closely with nitrogen
fixation.
“Residual effects for the nod and non-nod lines grown
in rotation and continuously at the zero level of applied
nitrogen indicated that the nonnod line following the
nod line accumulated 92 pounds per acre of nitrogen as
compared with 59 pounds per ace of nitrogen when grown
continuously. This presents a recovery from the preceding
nod soybean crop of 33 pounds per acre of nitrogen,
equivalent to recovery from a fertilizer application of 106
pounds of 106 pounds of nitrogen per acre.
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“Further, summarizing both Tables 1 and 2, indications
are that well-nodulated soybeans as compared to nonnodulated soybeans:
“+ do not need nitrogen fertilization
“+ supply 40 per cent of the soybean’s nitrogen needs
and even more under conditions of low soil nitrogen and
adequate moisture.
“+ supply nitrogen equivalent to an application of 174
pounds nitrogen per acre.
“+ supply less of the soybean plant’s nitrogen as soil
nitrogen increases.
“+ supply less of the soybean plant’s nitrogen as
available water decreases.
“+ increase soybean yields 10.5 bushels (41 per cent)
per acre.
+ have 25 per cent larger seed.”
Contains 2 tables and 1 figure (a graph).
A small portrait photo shows C.R. Weber. Address:
Agronomist (Soybean Breeder), Crops Research Div.,
USDA, Prof. of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ., Ames.
3674. Badawi, Y.M. 1966. The effect of variety and date of
planting on yield and other characteristics of soybeans. M.S.
(Ag.) thesis, Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, American
University of Beirut, Lebanon. *
• Summary: Four soybean varieties, varying in maturity,
were planted at 15-day intervals from April 5 to May 20
during the three-year period 1964 to 1966. Thus, the first
soybeans in these trials were planted on 5 April 1964. Each
variety was planted in rows 50 cm apart at a planting rate of
10 kg per dunum. This study shows that soybeans planted on
about April 20 in the Beqa’a Plain will produce the highest
yield with seed that contain high oil (23.8%) and satisfactory
protein (34.2%) contents. Address: Lebanon.
3675. Dzhumalieva, D. 1966. The effect of fertilizers and
of sorghum/soybean ratio in mixed cropping on the growth
and chemical composition of their roots. Pochvoznanie i
Agrokhimiya (Soil Sciences and Agricultural Chemistry)
1(2):195-204. *
• Summary: An abstract of this article is found in Field Crop
Abstracts, 20(1966).
3676. Swallers, C.M.; Bothun, R.E.; Carter, J.F.; Hella, A.N.;
Stoa, T.E. 1966. Effects of stand reduction on performance
of Norsoy soybeans. North Dakota Agricultural Experiment
Station, Research Report No. 16. 14 p. [16 ref]*
3677. Villela, M.E. 1966. Cultura da soja [Cultivation
of soybeans (in Brazil)]. CAMIG, Boletim (Companhia
Agricola de Minas Gerais). No. 95. 40 p. [Por]*
3678. Burkill, I.H. 1966. Dictionary of the economic
products of the Malay Peninsula, 2nd ed. 2 vols. Kuala

Lumpur, Malaysia: Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives. xiv + 2444 p. See vol. 1 (A-H), p. 1098-1103.
Index. 24 cm. [11 ref]
• Summary: Information on the soy bean (Glycine max) is
found under Glycine. Contents: Origin. Man has selected
the more tropical races and is still selecting. Search for a
race suitable for Malaya. Java, long ago, found one suitable
for the drier parts of the island. Secondary uses as fodder,
a cover crop, and green manure. High food-value of the
seed. The seed, ripe or nearly ripe, as food. Its special use
in diabetes. Artificial milk. Vegetable casein [for industrial
uses]. substitute for coffee. Seedlings [sprouts] eaten. Sauces,
&c., from the bean. Témpé made in Malaysia with the aid
of a fungus. Teou-fu [tofu] prepared by the Chinese. Taocho prepared [in Java] with the aid of fungus. Sho-yu or soy
kechap. Miso, a Japanese preparation. The making of soy
kechap in Java. Organisms in fermentation. Oil [soy-bean
oil, or kachang oil]. Criminal use (hairs on the pods cause
irritation within the digestive tract). Fibre (in the stem). Joss
sticks (Ash of the stem is said to be used in joss-sticks in
Indo-China). The soybean is frequently cultivated in Burma
and Siam.
A photo (frontispiece) facing the title page shows Isaac
Henry Burkill (1870-1965). This second edition is only
slightly different from the original 1935 edition of which
2,000 copies were sold. This edition was published on
behalf of the governments of Malaysia and Singapore by the
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. Address: Director of Gardens, Straits Settlements
(Singapore; 1912-1925).
3679. Camacho M., Luis H. 1966. Informe de las labores
desarrolladas pro el Programa de Frijol y Soya durante el
año de 1965 [Report on the development work for a Program
of Beans and Soya during the year 1965]. Colombia:
Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Agropecuarias Palmira.
Unpublished manuscript. [Spa]*
3680. Juras, Franjo. comp. 1966. Jugoslavenska bibliografia
o soji (grada) [Bibliography of soybeans in Yugoslavia].
In: Satovic, Franjo, et al. 1966. Soja; Proizvodnja, prerada,
potrosnja. Jugoslavensko savjetovanje o proizvodnji, preradi
i potrosnji soje, Porec, 1966. Zagreb. 252 p. See p. 68-78.
[303 ref. Scr]
• Summary: This is the best bibliography seen to date on
soya in Yugoslavia. Many of the documents cited in this
work are also cited separately in the SoyaScan database.
Address: Inz., Jugoslavenski leksikografski zavod, Zagreb,
Yugoslavia.
3681. Kovacheva, I. 1966. Sravnitelno izpitvane na niakoi
sortove soia pri nepolivni usloviia [Comparative testing
of some soybean varieties under dry-farming conditions].
Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria) 3(4):53-57. [6
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ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: Varietal trials were carried out
in 1961-1962 at the Agricultural Institute near Russé with
the purpose to establish the most suitable grain soybean
variety for cultivation under dry-farming conditions.
Eleven varieties are comparatively tested, nine of which
are American–Adams, Lincoln, Shelby, Chippewa, Clark,
Harosay [Harosoy], Hokey, Comet and Mandarin and two
Hungarian–Iregy and Korona.
“The trials are run on leached chernozem soil type with
35 germinating seeds per sq. meter, planted in rows at 50 cm
apart.
“The following conclusions may be drawn:
“1. Unirrigated soybeans grown under Obraszov Chiflik
conditions give unstable yields, strongly dependent on
rainfalls and their distribution throughout the vegetation
period.
“2. The early varieties Iregy and Comet are proven as
best adapted for grain production in the area, yielding 1,470
and 1,310 kgs grain to the hectare on a three-year average.
“3. The late varieties are suitable for silage production.
Clark and Lincoln soybean varieties yield 20,790 and 20,220
kg/ha fresh mass respectively in 1963.” Address: Agricultural
Inst. “Obraszov Chiflik”, Russé, Bulgaria.
3682. Lopes, A. Dias. 1966. Experimentacao de sojas–
Resumo de 7 anos de ensaios [Experimentation with
soybeans–Summary of seven years of experiments].
Jornadas Silvo-Agronomicas (Lourenco Marques) 7[17]:1-7.
[Por]
• Summary: These soybean variety trials at Sussundenga
Experimental Farm [Portuguese East Africa] started in
1959/60 and continued over 7 years. The two planting dates
were mid-November and mid-December. The two spacings
were 60 x 10 cm and 60 x 20 cm. During the first 4 years the
soybean varieties tested were Acadian, C.N.S., Yellow, and
279. In 1959/60 C.N.S. gave the best yields. The average
yield was 988 kg/ha and two trials gave yields of 1,070 and
1,063 kg/ha. In 1963/64 the variety Otootan was added to
the trials, and in 1965/66 Hernon 147 (from Rhodesia) and
Masterpiece were added. Address: Engenheiro Agrónomo,
B.T.R. (J.P.P.–Moç).
3683. Lopes, A. Dias. 1966. Um ensaio de rotaçoes com
culturas de sequiro–Relatorio de 7 anos [Rotational
trials: Summary of seven years results]. Jornadas SilvoAgronomicas (Lourenco Marques) 7:1-7. [Por; eng]
• Summary: This report covers a rotation test on dry-farming
conditions conducted at the Sussundenga Experimental Farm
(Posto Experimental do Sussundenga; P.E.S. [in Portuguese
East Africa]) begun in 1959/60, and scheduled to run for 8
years. The soybean variety Acadian, used in the trials, was
planted in November on 60 x 10 cm centers. Maize (corn)
was used in each of the eight rotations. A full description

and detailed analysis of each rotation is given. Address:
Engenheiro Agrónomo, B.T.R. (J.P.P.–Moç).
3684. Menegario, Alaor. 1966. A cultura da soja perene:
Instruçoes práticas [Cultivation of the perennial soybean:
Practical instructions]. Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil:
Departamento da Producao Vegetal. 21 p. [Por]
• Summary: Describes everything from selection of terrain
and climate, preparation of the soil, time of planting, and
spacing, to use of the green biomass, the hay, and the bran.
Address: Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
3685. Satovic, Franjo; Kustrak, Ivo; Popovic, Bogdan;
et al. eds. 1966. Soja; Proizvodnja, prerada, potrosnja.
Jugoslavensko savjetovanje o proizvodnji, preradi i potrosnji
soje, Porec, 1966 [Proceedings of Yugoslavian Conference
on soybeans?]. Zagreb. 252 p. [303 ref. Scr]
• Summary: Contains a superb bibliography on soya in
Yugoslavia compiled by Franjo Juras (p. 68-78). Most of the
documents cited in this work are also cited separately in the
SoyaScan database.
In 1986 Dr. Joze Spanring (a professor at Ljubljana
University) kindly went through all of the 237 entries
concerning soybeans in this bibliography and typed out the
document type, English translation of the title, and English
translation of the journal name. Address: Zagreb, Yugoslavia.
3686. Smith, Christo A. 1966. Common names of South
African plants. Botanical Survey of South Africa, Memoir
No. 35. 642 p. See p. 51-52, 354, 428-30, 571. [392* ref]
• Summary: The soybean is called soya bean, sojaboontjies,
olieboontjie, and soooiboontjie in Natal and Eastern
Transvaal. Page 430 notes that cultivated Glycine soya is “A
bushy hairy annual with long hairy pods. Excellent as a cattle
fodder or for green manuring. The pods may be used as a
vegetable and oil is extracted from the seeds. Occasionally
found as an escape from cultivation.” Address: South Africa.
3687. Spencer, F.M. 1966. Policy. Marketing. Extension
services. Research and other projects. British Solomon
Islands Protectorate, Department of Agriculture, Annual
Report. For the year 1965. See p. 1-10.
• Summary: Section II titled “Policy” mentions (p. 1) that
agronomic research on rice, cocoa, and soya beans continued
throughout the year.
In Section IV titled “Marketing” the subsection on
“Other produce” (p. 3) notes that “soya beans were sold
both locally for pig food and overseas.” A small quantity of
groundnuts was sold in the Honiara market.
In Section VII, titled “Extension services” under “Food
and other crops” we learn (p. 6): “Groundnut and soya
bean seed were distributed on the islands of Choiseul and
Kolombangara... On the Guadalcanal plains... soya beans...
were grown under mechanised conditions.”
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In Section VIII, titled “Research and special projects”
the subsection on “Rice investigations” (p. 9-10) notes that
soya bean trials were conducted. “Of the various rotation
crops tried during the year, soya beans continued to show
most promise...” Address: Director of Agriculture, Honiara.
3688. Stanton, W.R. ed. 1966. Grain legumes in Africa.
Rome, Italy: Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations. viii + 183 p. See p. 10-12, 99-105. Illust.
Subject index. Author index. 23 cm. [7 soy ref]
• Summary: Contents of the section on Glycine max:
Introduction. Origin. Breeding and selection. Physiology and
development. Pests. Diseases. Place in the cultural system.
Soil requirements. Soil preparation. Fertilizer. Rhizobia.
Planting. Cultivation. Harvesting. Storage. Future prospects.
Contains chapters by Joyce Doughty and R. OrracaTetteh, and W. Steele. “Further, there may have been
many attempts, dating from the early part of this century,
at introduction and preparation as human food, including
soybean bread (an early reference to the Gold Coast:
Tropical Life, 1929).” Footnote 14 (p. 99): (1) OFC Trials,
Tanganyika 1948-49; East Africa 1955; Angola 1936; van
den Abeele & Vanderput 1956; INEAC reports 1960. INEAC
is the Institut National pour l’Etude Agronomique du Congo,
active from the 1930s and 1960s.
Note: The OFC (Overseas Food Corporation) was
set up under the Overseas Resources Development Act in
February 1948, for the purpose of producing foodstuffs and
other agricultural products in British Colonies. It promoted
mechanized agriculture and was quite active in Tanganyika.
Its “groundnuts scheme” was seen as a football in domestic
politics since its inception.
“Origin: The soybean is a very ancient cultigen of
China and Japan and its early development is wrapped in
obscurity... Cultivars can be divided into those with erect and
those with reclining stems, but both types can have short or
long internodes... According to Sapin (1959) cultivars grown
for seed can be classified according to the length of their
growth period...”
“Breeding and selection: Soybeans are adaptable to a
wide range of climatic conditions, to which cultivars respond
by considerable changes in growth habit... In the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (formerly Belgian Congo) selection
started as early as 1936, mainly with varieties from the
United States, Indonesia, and Manchuria, and many cultivars
have been developed... Recommended cultivars for Zambia,
Copperbelt Province, are H 273, H 237, and Geduld” (p.
101).
Note 1. This book is poorly edited. It gives many author/
year citations in text but no corresponding bibliographic
entry for most!
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 1999) that uses the word “cultivar” (or
“cultivars”) in connection with soybeans.

3689. Sun, Ying-Hsing. 1966. T’ien Kung K’ai Wu: Chinese
technology in the seventeenth century. Translated by E-tu
Zen Sun and Shiou-Chuan Sun. University Park & London:
Pennsylvania State University Press. xiv + 372 p. See p. 24,
29, 31, 215-16. Illust. 28 cm. [3 soy ref. Eng]
• Summary: The Tiangong Kaiwu, by Song Yingxing
(W.-G. T’ien Kung K’ai Wu, by Sung Ying-Hsing) was
first published in 1637. The title can be rendered as “The
Creations of Nature and Man.” This English-language
translation of the 17th century work on Chinese technology
contains 18 chapters, 151 superb illustrations, and extensive
information on soybeans. The author concluded his preface
in 1637 by warning “An ambitious scholar will undoubtedly
toss this book onto his desk and give it no further thought;
it is a work that is in no way concerned with the art of
advancement in officialdom.”
In Chapter 1, “The growing of grains,” the section
on “General terms” states (p. 3) that “the ‘five grains’ are
sesamum, legumes, wheat, panicled millet, and glutinous
millet. Rice is not included because the ancient sages
who wrote on the subject were natives of northwestern
China. Nowadays 70 per cent of the people’s staple food
is rice, while wheat and various kinds of millet constitute
30 per cent. Sesamum and legumes are used exclusively
as vegetables as [for making] oil, although tradition still
classifies them among the grains.”
The section on “Hemp” (p. 24) notes that the seeds of
hemp and sesame are only two kinds that can be used as
grain or for oil. “Sesame is both delicious and nutritious;
indeed it would be no exaggeration to say that it is the king
of all grains.”
The section on “Legumes” (shu, p. 24, 29, 31) states that
one of these legumes is the soy bean, of which there are two
varieties [colors]: the black and the yellow. They should be
planted not later than the time of the Ch’ing-ming festival
[in early April of the solar calendar] or thereabouts. There
are three types of yellow soy beans: “fifth-month yellow,”
“sixth-month popper,” and “winter yellow.” “The yield of the
first of these is small, while that of the last is always twice
as much. The black variety is harvested invariably in the
eighth month. North of the Huai River horses and mules that
are used on long journeys must be fed this black soy bean
before they can become strong and sturdy. The amount of the
yield of the soy bean depends on the quality of the soil, the
frequency of cultivation, and the amount of rainfall. All bean
jams (shi) [fermented black soybeans], sauces (jiang), and
curds (fu) [tofu] are made from soy.
“South of the Yangtse [River] there is another species
known as ‘long-legged yellow,’ which is planted in the
sixth month after early rice has been cut, and is harvested
in the ninth or tenth month. The method of planting this
bean in Chi-an, Kiangsi [Ji’an, Jiangxi], is quite amazing:
After the rice stalks are cut the stubble is not ploughed
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over, but in the open end of each stalk are placed three or
four beans, which are pushed down with fingers. The beans
are nourished by the dew gathered in the stalk stubs; later
when the beans begin to grow the stubs will rot, providing
further nourishment for the growth of the new crop. Should
the weather be dry after the shoots appear, one pint of water
[per plant?] is fed to the plants. In all, one watering and two
cultivations are sufficient to bring forth a plentiful harvest.
Birds must be kept away after the beans have been planted
and before the young shoots appear, and man is the only
effective guard against them.”
There are also “black-skin and brown-skin varieties
of soybeans.” “In cultivating the fields of soybeans and
green lentils [sic, mung beans], the land should be lightly
ploughed, because the roots of the legumes are short and the
shoots straight. If the furrows are deep the clods will pile
up, preventing half the seeds from growing. Our ancient
agriculturists did not know that deep ploughing was not
suitable for legumes” (p. 29).
Other legumes include: (2) The green lentil (lüdou) [sic,
mung bean], “shaped small and round like a pearl.” (3) The
pea (wandou, Pisum sativum). “It is round like the green
lentil, but it has a black spot and is larger in size.” (4) The
broad bean (candou, Vicia faba), “with its pod shaped like a
silkworm and seeds larger than the soybean.”
(5) The small lentil (xiaodou) [sic, azuki bean]. “The
red variety (chixiaodou) is effective when used medicinally,
while the white variety (baixiaodou) (also known as the
rice bean), is good as a vegetable. Planted at the time of the
summer solstice, this variety is harvested in the ninth month,
and is prevalent in the Huai and Yangtse river regions.”
(6) The black lentil (lüdou), “which is now a common
garden vegetable in north China. Its flour, made into thin
sheets, serves the same purposes as that of the green lentil
[sic, mung bean]. In Peking the street peddlers cry their
‘black lentil sheets’ all day long, indicating that the amount
produced is considerable.
“A further kind is the white bean (baibiandou) [Dolichos
lablab], which grows along trellises and is also known as
the ‘eye-brow bean.’ In addition there are long string beans,
tiger-spot beans, knife beans (large French beans [jack
beans, daodou]), as well as the black-skin and brown-skin
varieties of soybeans, and so forth, which are too numerous
to describe. In all, they can serve as a vegetable and take the
place of grains in the feeding of mankind. How can students
of Nature ignore them?”
In Chapter 4, titled “The preparation of grains,” a
section on “Preparing millet, sorghum, sesamum, and beans”
describes (p. 106) how to separate beans from their pods
using a flail or a stone roller pulled by an ox. These two
processes are shown in full-page illustrations (p. 83, 105).
In Chapter 12, “Vegetable fats and oils,” the section
on “Gradation of vegetable oils” begins (p. 215-16): “For
eating, the oils of sesame seeds, turnip seeds, yellow soy

beans, and cabbage (also called ‘white cabbage’ [i.e., celery
cabbage]) seeds are the best. Next in quality come Perilla
ocymoides ([the plant] resembles Perilla nankinensis; the
seed is larger than that of sesame) and rape-seed oil (in the
South it is called ‘vegetable seed’); next, camellia or tea-seed
oil;... the last in quality is hemp-seed oil...”
The yield of oil (in catties per tan) is given (p. 216) for
many Chinese oilseeds. The two oilseeds with the lowest /
worst yields of oil are: cotton seeds 7, and yellow soy beans
9. By contrast, sesame, castor, and camphor seeds yield 40
and rape seeds yield 30-40. In “Kiangsu [Jiangsu] the bean
oil is used as food for humans, and the meal cakes are fed to
pigs...” Note: 1 catty = 1 jin = 590 gm = 1.3 lb = 20.7 oz. 1
tan = ca. 180 liters. Thus, for soybeans, 9 catties = 5.31 kg of
oil from ca. 180 liters of soybean seeds.
The next section in this chapter, titled “Methods and
implements [for oil-extraction]” gives details of wedge
presses and processes–but soybeans are not mentioned.
Large illustrations show: Roasting and steaming oil seeds
(p. 214). Press for making vegetable oils in China (p. 217).
Pounding and grinding vegetable tallow tree seeds (p. 220).
Also discusses: Hemp seeds and oil (p. 24, 216). Sesame
seeds and oil (p. 3-4, 24, 106, 215-16, 219). Address: China.
3690. Willatt, S.T.; Coker, D.T. 1966. Soil physics.
Agricultural Research Council of Central Africa: Rhodesia,
Zambia, Malawi. Annual report. p. 19-21. For the year 1965.
*
• Summary: Water deficit in the soil was highest after
groundnuts, followed by sunflowers, soybeans, maize,
and (lastly) potatoes. Thus, groundnuts used the most
water. Address: A.R.C. Soil Productivity Research Lab.,
Marandellas, Rhodesia.
3691. Beale, O.W.; Langdale, G.W. 1967. Tillage and residue
management practices for soybean production in a soybeansmall grain rotation. Agronomy Journal 59(1):31-33. Jan/
Feb. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean stands were somewhat larger if
the oat straw was burned or moved from the seed zone.
Properties of the lister-plant-tilled and disk-harrow-tilled
soils were more favorable for soybean growth than those of
the turnplow-tilled soils, although this was not reflected in
soybean yields.
Discusses many different tillage practices, including
“conventional tillage,” “minimal tillage.” “minimum tillage,”
“turnplow tillage,” “mulch tillage,” “lister-plant tillage,” and
“plant tillage.”
Soil properties can be improved and the costs of
production decreased by less tillage.
Note: A “lister planter” is a planter designed specifically
to plant in a listed furrow. The deep furrow planting that was
applicable to drier geographical regions used a lister (doublemoldboard plow) to make the deep furrow needed.
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Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that uses the term “mulch-tillage” or the term “mulch-till”
(regardless of hyphenation).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that uses the term “conventional tillage” (regardless of
hyphenation). Address: Research soil scientists, USDA,
Florence, South Carolina.
3692. Gray, R.W. 1967. Soya bean spacing in a high-rainfall
environment. East African Agricultural and Forestry Journal
32(3):265-68. Jan. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Up to date, soya beans have not been grown
to any great extent on commercial farms in Kenya, but work
has been pursued at Government research stations for some
years.” It seems likely that given the right cultivars for the
right area, yields comparing very favorably with those of
the USA or Tanzania should be obtained. Describes trials of
some soybean cultivars in western Kenya where the Kenya
government has for some years been interested in developing
commercial cultivation of the crop. Inter-row widths of 12
inches gave the best yields. This spacing with the cultivar
“Belgian Congo” attained encouraging yields of about 2,300
kg/ha at Kisii in 1965. Address: Dep. of Agriculture, Kenya.
3693. Lu, Ying-Chuan; Tsai, K.-H.; Oka, H.-I. 1967. Studies
on soybean breeding in Taiwan. I. Growing seasons and
adaptabilities of introduced varieties. Botanical Bulletin of
Academia Sinica 8(1):37-53. Jan. [24 ref. Eng; chi]
• Summary: “Before 1948, soybean culture in Taiwan was
quite limited except for growing them for green manure.
Later, a few varieties introduced from the U.S.A. and Japan
were extended to certain areas of the island. At present,
soybean production is growing year after year, arriving at
55,563 hectares and 61,897 tons in 1965. In retrospect, at the
beginning of this study, the writers wanted to know why no
soybeans had been grown in Taiwan, though this valuable
legume of Asian origin was cultivated in all countries or
areas surrounding the island. We then learned that this was
due to lack of adaptive varieties.” Address: 1-2. College
of Agriculture, Chung-Hsing Univ., Taichung, Taiwan,
Republic of China; 3. National Inst. of Genetics, Mishima,
Japan.
3694. Johnson, Herbert W.; Cartter, J.L.; Hartwig, E.E. 1967.
Growing soybeans. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 2129
(Revised ed.). 12 p. Feb.
• Summary: This edition is only slightly revised from 1959
edition. This bulletin supersedes Farmers’ Bulletins No. 1520
and No. 2024. Address: Crops Research Div., USDA ARS.
3695. Harper, J.C. 1967. Soyabeans (Glycine max (L.) Merr).
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 64(2):27-34. March/April.
[16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Utilisation. Soybeans as

a human food. Climatic and altitude requirements. Varieties.
Soil requirements and rotations. Fertilizer requirements
(and relationship to inoculation). Seed and seed treatment.
Planting. Management. Chemical weed control. Harvesting:
For forage, or seed. Yields: Seed, hay, silage. Pests. Diseases.
Marketing. Economics of production. Analyses (soyabean
oil meal, expeller or hydraulic process; soyabean forage).
Acknowledgements. Summary.
“Rhodesian soyabean production is very small, varying
from one to two thousand acres with an average yield level
of between 1.8 and 3 bags (200 lb/bag) of seed per acre. The
acreage grown for fodder production as distinct from seed
has varied in the past from about 1,600 to 3,000.
“Utilization: Soyabeans are used widely [outside of
Africa] as green shelled beans and dry beans for human
consumption.” “Soyabean oil is used for shortening and
margarine manufacture, as a salad oil, in the making of
candles, core oil, disinfectants, electric insulation, enamels,
glycerin, insecticides, linoleum, paints, printing inks, soaps
and many other products.”
“Depending upon the variety and the locality, time of
planting will vary from the second half of November to the
middle of December... There is no control over the marketing
of soyabeans in this country; the Grain Marketing Board acts
as a residual buyer. It is commonly accepted that there is
little profit in growing the crop until a yield of about 5 bags
per acre is obtained.” Address: Chief Agronomy Extension
Officer, Dep. of Conservation and Extension, Rhodesia.
3696. Pentis, James R. 1967. Outlook for oilseeds, meal and
oil in the USSR and East Europe. Soybean Digest. May. p.
16-20.
• Summary: “By many of the customary yardsticks, Eastern
Europe and the USSR should be using significantly larger
quantities of oilseeds and oilseed meals. West Europe is
consuming more than 11 million metric tons of high protein
meals, the United States is approaching 14 million short
tons; both figures greatly exceeding the estimated 5.5 million
metric tons consumed in the USSR. In addition, the Eastern
countries have lagged far behind the West in consumption
of meat and have every incentive to increase output with the
help of an efficient feed program.
“Beginning in 1961 when the Chinese discontinued
their sizable soybean exports (704,600 metric tons in 1959)
to Russia, Western traders have speculated on the possibility
of large-scale exports to make up this deficit. This did not
occur and the subject was not revived until late in 1963 when
a disastrous harvest focused attention on the meager food
reserves in the USSR. Despite record imports of wheat in
early 1964 and again in 1966, little is heard concerning the
much-sought-after increase in meat production or the way
the animals are to be fed.
“Russia continues to be a net exporter of oilseeds, oil
meals, edible oils and feed grains, and in recent years has
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imported only minimum quantities of soybeans or other
oilseeds. Many in the West do not understand this apparent
contradiction of a pressing need on the one hand, and exports
to frustrate the growing demand on the other.
“Trade Is Political
“In the world of sovereign states, international trade
is not only an economic but also a political activity. Even
between free countries with similar political structures, the
flow of goods is rarely free from governmental direction. It
is understandable then that two blocs with basically different
political systems will invoke rigid governmental controls
resulting in paradoxes that seem unanswerable when only the
economic yardsticks are considered. The problem of EastWest trade is primarily political, and a real understanding
of trade possibilities can best be approached by examining
the political rules. This paper will attempt to outline briefly
some of the practical economics and examine the important
roadblocks to increased East-West trade.
“Some important facts of USSR agriculture are these:
“1–Soviet per capita meat consumption is about onethird of that of the United States. They have acknowledged
the inadequate meat supply and the repeated failure in
reaching planned goals.
“2–The lagging feed supply has been singled out as the
most serious bottleneck in increasing livestock production.
For many years, the Soviet Union has tried to increase the
feed supply, first by indiscriminate expansion of corn acreage
and secondly by an extensive restructuring of the cropping
pattern to replace low-yielding crops with those that were
thought to be better performers.
“3–Livestock and poultry prices have been substantially
increased in a move to stimulate production. These increases
have meant a current price level two to three times that of the
United States. Despite this, production in 1966 is estimated
to have increased only 14% as compared with 1962, when
one of the heavier up-price adjustments became effective.
“4–These prices as well as the feed-meat price
relationships (hog corn, 25-35:1) suggest that USSR
livestock production is high cost and in efficient. Much labor
is required and underemployed. It is estimated that 35%
of the livestock production originates from small private
farms of 1 acre or less. This, of course, greatly hinders
mechanization and development of feeding techniques to
lower cost. The government has tried to eliminate these small
units by various laws. However, the restrictions have been
lifted recently because they were so unpopular. The contrast
between these small holdings and giantism of the state farms
is an extraordinary feature of Soviet agriculture.
“5–USSR agriculturists realize that increases in crop
production must now depend on raising yields since most
arable land has been exploited. Realistic plans have been
made to expand fertilizer production as well as to increase
the area under irrigation.
“6–The problems associated with raising livestock

production are different. Production of corn for grain has
not been successful, so the country must still largely depend
on feeding silage, fodder and root crops. Further research is
needed to develop efficient methods of utilizing these raw
materials both dietary and in mechanized handling. Most
livestock is reared indoors, and the task of getting feed to
animals is enormous.
“7–Investment in agriculture has been inadequate
due to the concentrated demands of industry. The 1966-70
agricultural plan calls for a capital investment of almost
triple that of 1956-60.
“8–USSR estimated population in 1964 was 228
million, up 19 million in the 5 years since the last official
census of 1959 or an annual growth rate of 1.8%. Increased
urbanization and demands for the better life have forced the
government to program increased consumer goods in the
1966-70 plan.
Over one-third of the population is employed in
agriculture. This is a drag on the economy, and since wages
are only 40% of the industrially employed, effective demand
due to ingrained habits and low income is increasing at a
slow rate in this sector.
“9–The average Russian is far from being
undernourished-caloric intake is over 3,000 per day which
is not much different from the United States. Likewise,
per capita protein intake at 93 grams per day is about the
U.S. level, and, in fact, slightly above Western Europe. At
this point, the similarity ends since there are significant
differences in makeup of the protein’s origin. In the United
States about 70% of our protein intake is derived from meat,
eggs, fish and milk, whereas the Russian diet contains only
half as much.
“Over half of the USSR protein is obtained from grain
so the diet is high in starch, low in protein and also low in a
variety of fruit and vegetables that we consider so important.
There is certainly enough to eat. However, the diet is dull,
monotonous and unappetizing. This is what the people want
change and why more resources and research are being
allocated to raising livestock production.
“10–In the last 5 years, oil meal consumption has
increased about 1.5 million tons from 3.8 million in 1962 to
5.3 million tons estimated for 1967. About 800,000 tons of
the increase have come from sunflowerseed and 600,000 tons
from cottonseed. The new 5-year plan calls for only a modest
increase in cotton production and, since sunflowerseed is so
high in oil content and considering the present surplus of this
commodity, it seems unlikely that much additional protein
will come from these sources unless a sizable edible oil
export program is developed.
“Shift to Sunflowers
“Even if this were possible, the historic pattern does not
show a rapid shift to sunflowerseed despite the well-known
successes the Soviets have enjoyed in this area. In the last
10 years, acreage has been increased only 1.3 million acres.
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It seems illogical to expect any significant breakthrough
in protein production from this source. The 1966 soybean
production was approximately 600,000 tons, roughly
double the production in 1961. Anyone expecting this rate
of increase to continue must consider that Asiatic yields are
about half those of the United States and that China, with a
long history of soybean culture, has been unable or unwilling
to increase her production in the last 10 years. Russian
soybean yields have been slightly higher than China’s.
However, being realists, I doubt that they would encourage
this production unless a yield breakthrough appeared
forthcoming.
“Finally, if we assume that the Soviet’s oilseed target for
1980 (10 million tons) will be reached, and the past shows
this to be highly uncertain, it would increase availability
of oil meals by only 1.9 million tons over this year to a
total of about 7.25 million tons. This might be considered
a maximum increase, and yet it is modest considering the
job done, the additional 60 million mouths to feed and a
population approaching 300 million.
“Clearly the need for protein is increasing. Whether this
will become an effective demand for imports is contingent on
development of a large-scale compound-feed industry in the
USSR, and eliminating the roadblocks that stand in the way.
“Livestock numbers for a series of years are given
in table 1. Rate of number increases appears favorable.
However, the USSR production problem is one of converting
these animal units into finished meat. Table 2 shows that
this is far from satisfactory. Feeding practices and efficiency
must be greatly improved before the consumer can reap the
benefit of increased numbers.” Continued. Address: Deputy
Director, Rome Area Office, Soybean Council of America.
3697. Abraham, F.R.; Fisher, G.A. 1967. Soybean
production: Production costs, returns and management
practices in southwestern Ontario, 1957-59-65. Ontario,
Canada: Ontario Dep. of Agriculture and Food, Farm
Economics, Co-operatives and Statistics Branch. 33 p. Aug.
(Ontario Farm Economics Studies). 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: List of tables. Observations and
comments. Introduction. The soybean crop in Ontario.
Variations between years in soybean production costs and
returns. Variation between producer groups in soybean
costs and returns. The effect of management and production
practices in soybean production. Soybeans compared with
other cash crops in southwestern Ontario. Trends in soybean
production costs by years in Elgin County, 1957-1965.
Appendix. Address: Ontario.
3698. Small, Howard G., Jr.; Phillips, Dan V.; Falter, John.
1967. Producing soybeans. North Carolina State College of
Agriculture, Extension Circular No. 381. 27 p. Aug. Revision
of 1954 ed.
• Summary: Contents: Practices for Profit. Rotations (“Two

or three years of continuous soybeans may lower soil fertility
and build up problems with nematodes, insects, diseases, and
weeds”). Lime Needs (“Lime by soil test. Aim for a pH of
6.0”). Fertilize for Higher Yields (Fertilize on the basis of a
soil test. “The soil is the main key to higher yields. Soils with
inadequate phosphate, potash, and lime cannot produce the
higher yields possible with soybeans”). Varieties (“Choose
a variety on the basis of its yield, time of harvest, disease
resistance and seed quality. Plant North Carolina certified
seed. Three good early varieties are Hill, Dare, and Hood.
Five good late varieties are Lee, Pickett, Bragg, Jackson and
Hampton 266). Planting (Use quality seed. Plant in rows for
maximum yield. Plant 8-10 beans per foot of row. Mulch
planting or minimum tillage). Weed Control. Harvesting
(Harvest as soon as bean moisture reaches 13%). Diseases.
Disease Control Guide. Insect Control. Insect Control Guide.
Marketing. Seasonal Prices (Peak prices are in May. Lowest
prices are often at harvest time in Oct.).
“Practices for Profit: You can increase your present
yield by ten or more bushels by adapting the techniques of
production outlined in this publication for soybeans in North
Carolina. Increased acres planted plus higher yields per acre
mean more net profit for you.
“World food demands and increased domestic usage in
the next five years will put a load on the ability of soybean
producers to meet production needs. A portion of these needs
can be met by increasing yields through soil testing, liming,
and fertilization. Further gain is possible in weed, insect,
and disease control through use of chemicals, rotation, and
overall good management. Inoculation, use of certified seed,
and molybdenum also mean gains.
“Expanding and improved markets will demand higher
quality soybeans. Processors and exporters demand high
quality soybeans. It is to your advantage to produce a
superior quality soybean free from damage and most of all
free from foreign material. Soybeans that meet No. 1 grade
standards shall weigh 56 pounds or more per bushel, have 18
percent or less moisture, 10 percent or less splits, and have
not more than 2 percent total damage. Foreign material must
be 1 percent or less by weight, and the grade must contain
not more than 1 percent of black, brown, and/or bicolored
soybeans in yellow or green soybeans. Further, they cannot
be materially weathered or purple stained if they are to
meet the No. 1 grade standard. All soybeans are brought on
a No. 1 basis in North Carolina and soybeans not meeting
this grade bring somewhat less.” Address: 1. Agronomy
Extension Specialist; 2. Plant Pathology Extension
Specialist; 3. Entomology Extension Specialist. All: North
Carolina State Univ., Raleigh.
3699. Army, Thomas J.; Isleib, D.R. 1967. The system
concept for increasing yields. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 38,
40-41.
• Summary: “It is a rare opportunity to speak to a group of
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soybean farmers. Most of the time we talk to corn growers
who also grow soybeans, to cotton farmers who are growing
‘Japan’ peas or tobacco, and to peanut farmers who are
growing ‘a few’ soybeans. The almost second-class status of
this crop is certainly a contributing factor to the horizontal
trend of the national yield average.
“However, the lack of a top priority position of soybeans
on many farms cannot be the reason for the plateaulike
appearance of yield levels in 5-acre contest fields over the
last decade. Management of these contest fields usually
includes the use of the most recent technological advances.
Yet major yield breakthroughs are very infrequent. The
soybean obviously is a stubborn crop to manage. We do not
pretend to have all the answers needed to break the so-called
soybean yield barrier.
“However, we have given considerable thought, and
expended a considerable amount of effort on techniques
and practices to increase soybean yields. We have also
participated in and contributed significantly to soybean
research progress at many of the leading experiment stations
in the United States and Canada.
“Our ‘system philosophy’ development of an improved
total management program for increasing soybean yields
includes many ideas and suggestions from our associates in
this cooperative research program. We do, however, assume
full responsibility for the production package that we will
describe to you.
“As our research and development efforts on soybeans
evolved, we decided:
“1–That soybeans must be thought of and treated as
a high-input crop. The concept that soybeans are most
profitable when they are treated as a ‘scavenger’ crop should
have been discarded years ago!
“2–That the ‘systems approach’ first used in the
aerospace industry, and now widely employed throughout
the business world, might also be successfully employed in a
soybean research program.
“The high input concept is basic to any significant
increase in the average yield-per acre. With the present
highly competitive world market for oil and protein, and
with further price reductions anticipated, it is an absolute
necessity that innovate productive management techniques
be employed.
“Field’s a Factory: The ‘systems approach’ simply
implies a total management concept. We decided to look at
the soybean field as a factory–a chemical manufacturing unit
producing oil and protein in the form of beans. A manager of
a chemical operation doesn’t segment his thinking. He must,
when making changes in one component of his production
unit, consider the need or adjustment of other associated
parts of the production line. In addition, we also wanted
to maximize the advantages made possible by developing
technology. Let me briefly give you a review of the evolution
of the concepts involved in our total management system.

“Recent developments in the technology of effective
weed control through chemicals gave us the opportunity
to move aggressively to reduced row widths. Narrow rows
have long been known to increase soybean yields in the
Cornbelt. However, reluctance to move to narrow rows
was at least partially related to the increased ease of weed
control in wider rows with conventional mechanical tillage
equipment. An effective chemical weed control program now
makes mechanical weed control technically obsolete, if not
economically obsolete.
“With reduced row widths comes the need for increased
plant populations. Most experiment stations in northern
soybean areas now recommend an increase in the amount of
seed per acre as row width is reduced. We reasoned further
that an increased plant population would put an increased
demand on the soil to supply nutrients. Hence, we felt
strongly that soybeans should be produced at high levels of
fertility. We cannot accept the widely held philosophy that
narrow rows are better only at low levels of soil fertility.
“If you want a small cow you certainly don’t starve the
calf!
“Nevertheless, the combination of high fertility levels,
high plant populations and narrow rows often results in
reduced yields due to severe lodging and poor pod set. The
need for improved varieties especially tailored for narrow
rows was obvious. We are certainly happy to see such types
now being developed and made available to farmers in some
areas.
“However, to develop new varieties particularly adapted
for narrow rows, high fertility levels, high plant populations
and for all the diverse soil, disease and climate conditions
typical of major soybean growing areas will require a major,
long-term development program by many individuals, seed
companies and agencies. In the meantime, we needed to find
a method for modifying present varieties so they would be
more adaptable to narrow-row, high-fertility culture.
“While we were exploring these possibilities for
increasing soybean yields through improved fertilization and
reduced row spacings, we learned of the work of Dr. I.C.
Anderson at Iowa State University. This was in 1962. Dr.
Anderson had increased soybean yields through the use of
a plant growth regulator called TIBA-2,3,5-triiodobenzoic
acid. Dr. Anderson found that by applying this chemical at
the correct time and in the correct amounts he increased pod
set and hence increased soybean yields 3 to 6 bushels/acre.
He also found that the treated soybean plants were shorter
and more conical in shape than the untreated plants.
“Through a licensing agreement with the Iowa State
University Research Foundation, Inc., we were able
to include TIBA in our experimental program. After 1
year of exploratory experiments at several locations, we
recognized the opportunity which TIBA offered us in the
systems approach to higher yield. The chemical, now called
REGIM-8, when properly applied, minimized or eliminated
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lodging. With TIBA and chemical weed control agents, we
now had the opportunity to exploit the yield gains of narrow
rows under high fertility regimes.
“First-Class Crop: Our proposed management system
is not complicated. It does, however, demand that soybeans
be considered a ‘first-class crop’ and not a poor relation. It
requires the use of all good management practices normally
required for any crop. For example, soybean soils should be
well drained. The seedbed should be properly established but
with a minimum of tillage after plowing. Top quality seed,
preferably certified, should be planted and inoculum should
be used.
“The field should not be a ‘problem weed patch.’
It should reflect the effects of your total weed control
program in your overall rotations. Where insects and
disease are problems, they will have to be controlled. Soil
test information for pH, phosphorus and potassium should
reflect an adequate nutrient level for high yields. Magnesium,
calcium and sulfur, the three secondary nutrients, as well as
manganese and other micronutrients, must be supplied in
many areas to insure top production” (Continued). Address:
Senior Research Assoc. and Supervisor, Crop Physiology
Research, International Minerals and Chemical Corp.
3700. Army, Thomas J.; Isleib, D.R. 1967. The system
concept for increasing yields (Continued–Document part II).
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 38, 40-41.
• Summary: (Continued): “Remember, a 100-bushel soybean
crop will contain in the leaves, stems and beans about 370
pounds of nitrogen (N), 100 pounds of phosphorus (P2O5)
and about 240 pounds of potash (K2O). The average soils
will supply only about 20 pounds of P2O5 and 120 pounds
of K2O. Without proper fertilization, maximum returns
from an otherwise efficient production system will be
unobtainable. The REGIM-8 system necessitates an adequate
fertilization program.
“Dr. Isleib, who is in charge of our cooperative research
and field testing program for the REGIM-8 system that,
we believe, can materially increase yields and profit, will
discuss, the details and the present ‘state of the art.’
“Two distinct REGIM-8 systems have evolved, one for
northern indeterminate type soybeans and one for southern
determinate types. Research and development have been
more intensive in the North than in the South. Hence, we
have greater insight of northern-type beans than of southern
types. Southern beans and northern beans must be considered
as two separate entities when discussing management
systems. First, let’s look at northern types.
“The narrow-row, high-population, REGIM-8 concept
for northern beans includes row spacings from soliddrilled to 30 inches. As row width is reduced, the time to
obtain complete ground cover is reduced. This is desirable
because solar energy interception is maximized early in
the growth of the crop–bare ground between rows does not

contribute to photosynthesis. Furthermore, early ground
cover helps materially to shade out weed seedlings. We are
very optimistic about row widths (drilled or planted) less
than 20 inches. However, we are well aware that at today’s
technological level management practices such as weed
control and spraying may dictate use of rows up to 30 inches.
Compatibility of equipment between various farm enterprises
(corn and soybeans, for example) may also be very important
in determining row width.
“The optimum soybean population appears to be around
175,000 to 200,000 plants per acre. In drilled beans this
means three to four plants per foot of row, seven to eight
plants per foot in 20-inch rows, and 10 plants per foot in
30-inch rows. We have yet to increase yields significantly
by doubling populations from conventional high densities
of about 200,000 plants to extremes of 300,000 and 400,000
plants per acre. We are, however, exploring high-population
plantings in conjunction with rather high, actually excessive,
levels of growth-regulating chemicals.
“Final Stands Important: It does not seem sufficient to
describe planting rates in terms of pounds, bushels, or pecks
per acre. Final plant stands are particularly important in the
REGIM-8 system–low populations simply do not respond
well to TIBA. We are, therefore, eager to encourage the use
of more specific descriptions for soybean populations such as
those now accepted in corn management. The development
of so-called thin line varieties makes these distinctions
especially important. Our experience suggests that 175,000
to 200,000 plants per acre are adequate–the higher level
for thin-line varieties and the lower level for larger, bushier
types.
“The task of studying REGIM-8 x narrow row x variety
interactions has just begun. In fact, it will be a never-ending
task! With emphasis on variety selection for the narrow-row
environment, we expect to see many new ‘thin line’ varieties
in the next 5 years. However, our studies have shown that
several popular northern varieties respond favorably to
REGIM-8 and narrow rows. These are Harosoy, Hawkeye,
Wayne, Clark, Ford, Amsoy and Hark. Chippewa appears
to be more sensitive and variable than most varieties. While
this variety performs well in narrow rows, it has responded
unpredictably to REGIM-8. Thus we are certain that variety
interaction exists and that we must be selective in the variety
components of the REGIM-8 system. Furthermore, since this
growth regulant tends to hasten maturity, we suggest that
full-season varieties should be used. Specific selection must
be made with regard to local adaptation.
“Lodging was mentioned earlier. As fertility levels are
improved and as plant populations are increased in drilled or
narrow-row culture, we expect lodging problems to increase.
TIBA reduces plant height and increases early pod set at the
lower nodes. This combination of effects materially reduces
lodging. Antilodging effects of TIBA have, in fact, been
striking. This fortuitous result should contribute significantly
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to yield in years when precipitation and temperatures are
conducive to lodging.
“Even without lodging, there is a direct yield increase
with REGIM-8. This is the result of a change in balance
between vegetative and reproductive growth. TIBA-treated
plants flower more profusely, set more pods at lower nodes,
and produce less stem and leaf tissue. Leaf configuration is
changed, orientation is more vertical and the lower leaves
are less shaded. It appears that more of the product of
photosynthesis is directed toward seed production than in
unsprayed beans, and that photosynthetic efficiency of the
crop community is improved. However, we often note a 5%
to 10% reduction in seed size suggesting that we need to
improve photosynthetic efficiency even further.
“By directly and indirectly increasing bean yields,
we believe that the narrow row REGIM-8 system can be
expected to outyield conventional culture by 10% to 26%.
One experiment station worker has reported a yield increase
of 40%.
“Results from studies conducted in Indiana, Illinois,
Iowa, Nebraska and Minnesota since 1962 are summarized
in table 1. The yields are expressed as percent of yield
in conventional 38- and 40-inch rows without TIBA. All
available comparisons were included except those where
obvious overdoses off the chemical occurred or where
extremes in other variables such as weeds rendered the data
unreliable.”
Table 1 goes here.
“Proper Use Important: Proper use of this growth
regulator is vital to the system. The IMC formulation,
REGIM-8, contains 2½ ounces of TIBA per pint. This
is enough for 5 acres. We believe that ½ ounce of active
material per acre is adequate and have recommended this
level on our label. REGIM-8 includes a surfactant and is
intended when diluted with water for spraying at an overall
rate of 20 gallons per acre. This means that the spray boom
should produce a flat coverage at the top of the leaf canopy,
and that rows and middles will be sprayed alike.
“We hope to have information on low volume
application (both ground and air) in the near future.
At present, we feel that the data on 20 gallons per acre
application supports this spray volume.
“Application must be made when about 10% of the
plants show their first bloom, or during the following 7 days.
Earlier sprays may reduce growth too much, cause excessive
branching and reduce yields. Later sprays may be ineffective.
“Most absorption of TIBA occurs within 4 to 8 hours
after application. Rain sooner than 4 hours may wash some
TIBA off the leaves, but it is not possible to estimate how
much is removed. Hence we do not recommend respraying
in such instances” (Continued). Address: Senior Research
Assoc. and Supervisor, Crop Physiology Research,
International Minerals and Chemical Corp.

3701. Army, Thomas J.; Isleib, D.R. 1967. The system
concept for increasing yields (Continued–Document part III).
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 38, 40-41.
• Summary: (Continued): “Normal REGIM-8 response
is first seen as a drooping of petioles at the point of stem
attachment. Later, new growth is more vertical, leaves are
narrow and wrinkled, and height is reduced. Yield responses
have been best with a 15% to 20% height reduction. Pod set
is lower than normal on sprayed plants, but low pod set is
compensated for by increasing the number of plants per foot
of row. Crowding will tend to result in lengthening the first
internodes and this automatically raises the pods off of the
ground.
“We do not anticipate harvesting problems because of
lower pod set. We do, however, expect you to use proper
harvesting techniques. Combine early to reduce shattering
losses–synchronize your ground and reel speed so that all the
beans reach the hopper. ‘Cut ‘em low and cut ‘em slow’ was
the recommendation of the champions!
“In summary, the past 5 years of experiments with
northern beans suggest a favorable yield response in 70% of
all applications where proper rates are applied. There are still
some unanswered questions regarding the timing of TIBA
with regard to irrigation schedules. By and large, however,
we expect the REGIM-8 narrow row system to outyield
conventional culture by up to 25% and to exceed narrow row
unsprayed beans by 10% to 15%.
“Southern Soybeans: Our experiences with southern
beans are somewhat limited. Timing and rates on southern
beans are still under intensive experimental study. It is
certain, however, that spray application, will have to
precede flowering by 6 to 8 weeks. Rates will probably be
comparable to those for northern beans. Also narrow rows
may be less desirable when the very large southern bean
types are involved. Our best responses to date suggest more
modest yield responses in the 10% to 15% range. We remain
optimistic, and we are anxiously waiting to see the 1967
results from North Carolina, Mississippi, Georgia, Florida,
and Arkansas.
“The work in progress is authorized by a temporary
permit of the federal government with 1-year duration.
We hope to have registration for use on northern beans for
seed in 1968, and for unrestricted use on northern beans
in 1969. We should have a temporary permit for farm
cooperator work on southern beans in 1968, and possibly
full registration for southern beans by 1969 if all goes well.”
Address: Senior Research Assoc. and Supervisor, Crop
Physiology Research, International Minerals and Chemical
Corp.
3702. Miller, R.J.; Beard, Ben H. 1967. Effects of irrigation
management on chemical composition of soybeans in the
San Joaquin Valley. California Agriculture 21(9):8-10. Sept.
• Summary: Contents: Review of early tests. Saline
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sensitivity. Current test objectives. Moisture blocks. Boron.
Gross value.
“The recent cutbacks in acreage allotments in the San
Joaquin Valley have caused cotton ranchers with interests
in oil-processing facilities to recognize the need for a
supplemental oil crop, such as soybeans, to allow continued
use of the facilities at or near capacity.”
Soybean investigations were begun in 1966 at the West
Side Field Station, Five Points, California to (1) determine
the yield responses of 3 soybean varieties to 3 levels of
irrigation, and (2) to study the effects of the irrigation
treatments on the oil and protein content of the soybeans.
Seed of three soybean varieties, Chippewa, Clark, and
Wayne, were inoculated and planted in pre-irrigated beds on
May 26, 1966.
Annual reports on irrigation studies with soybeans,
submitted over the past 10-12 years by Edwards, Gautham
and Knowles of the University of California at Davis,
were utilized in the preparation and conduct of these
investigations.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2019)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in California’s San
Joaquin Valley. Previous tests with irrigated cultivation of
soybeans in California were conducted at Davis (1918) and
at Brawley [Imperial County, Imperial Valley, southeastern
corner of California] (1954-55). Address: 1. Asst. Water
Scientist, Dep. of Water Science & Engineering, Univ. of
California, Davis, West Side Field Station, Five Points,
California; 2. Research Agronomist, Crops Research Div.,
ARS/USDA, Southwestern Irrigation Field Station, Brawley,
Calif.
3703. FAO Nutrition Div. 1967. Soybean: Production,
cultivation, economics of supply, processing and marketing.
PAG Bulletin (Protein Advisory Group, WHO / FAO /
UNICEF) No. 7. p. 25-44. Oct. Based on a background paper
(R.1/Add.21) prepared for the Aug. 1966 PAG Meeting. [3
ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Production” states: “There
is limited production in Cambodia, Taiwan (China), and
Thailand in the Far East and in Italy, Yugoslavia, Rumania,
Hungary and Bulgaria in Europe.
“In Africa, soybean has only been grown on a
comparatively limited area. It was introduced into the
Union of South Africa in 1903 where there is still a small
production. The Congos, Rwanda, Tanzania (Tanganyika)
and Nigeria, have also grown a small amount.”
The section titled “Soybean work in various countries”
discusses work in the USA, India, the Congo (Brazzaville),
Western and Eastern Nigeria, and Mexico.
“The total acreage under soybean cultivation in India
is small; according to ad hoc estimates only about 18,000
hectares of soybeans are planted in India, mainly in the hills
of Uttar Pradesh, with an annual production of about 5,900

tons or 320 kg/ha, a very low yield. Elsewhere in the country,
soybean is cultivated, at best, in a few small pockets. In
West Bengal, for instance, where the crop is unknown, its
cultivation and consumption are negligible, except, perhaps,
among the hill tribes of the Darjeeling district. Preliminary
experiments have indicated that the plains of West Bengal
are also suitable for soybean cultivation as a kharif crop
(sown in late spring and harvested in late summer), but the
yields are much lower than those in the hills.”
“Selection and breeding in Africa are increasing in
importance. In the Congo (Brazzaville) selection started
as early as 1936 mainly with varieties from the U.S.A.,
Indonesia and Manchuria.
“In Rhodesia there are now varieties available for grain
that yield reasonably well... On present knowledge the
varieties Masterpiece, Hernon 147, Hood, Lee, and Jackson
are recommended for trial by farmers. In Tanzania, soybean
production has been restricted to the Nachingwea area in the
south where in 1960 the total area planted to soybean was
approximately 2,000 ha., at first using the Dixie variety. With
the use recently of the higher yielding variety Hernon 237,
introduced from Rhodesia, the soybean area has steadily
increased. Most of the Tanzania crop is sold to Far Eastern
[East Asian] countries.”
“In Brazil, Colombia, Peru, Ecuador, Paraguay,
Uruguay, and Venezuela experimental success with some
of the varieties has made it possible to draw valuable
recommendations on the adaptability to different local
conditions as well as the effect of planting date and seeding
rate on yield.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2016)
that clearly refers to soybeans in the French Congo (Congo
Republic), or the cultivation of soybeans in the French
Congo. This document contains the earliest clear date seen
for soybeans in the French Congo (Congo Republic), or the
cultivation of soybeans in the French Congo (1936). The
source of these soybeans was mainly the USA, Indonesia,
and Manchuria. Address: Rome, Italy.
3704. Saxena, M.C.; Bhatnagar, P.S.; Hymowitz, T.; Pandey,
R.K. 1967. Soybeans–A cash crop of high potential. U.P.
Agricultural University, Experiment Station, Technical
Bulletin No. 51. 33 p. Oct. Originally presented at First
Indian Soybean Workshop, Oct. 14.
• Summary: Contents: I. Vice Chancellor’s message (very
interesting and insightful). II. History of soybean. III. The
Coordinated Soybean Research: Past, present and future. IV.
Package of recommended practices for soybean cultivation.
V. Uses of soybean. VI. Organizations and industries
interested in soybean.
History of soybean (p. 10-12): The production of
soybeans has been limited to the hilly districts of the subHimalayan range, where they are grown in scattered pockets.
Farmers of southern Madhya Pradesh and the adjoining areas
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of Maharashtra have been growing soybean on a small scale.
Almost all varieties are black seeded, late in maturity and
poor yielding. Improved Indian varieties like Punjab-1, T-1
and T-49 take long to mature and are not suitable for double
cropping.
Isolated attempts to test the suitability of some of the
imported, more or less erect growing, early maturing and
creamy colored grain-type, non-shattering varieties were
started as early as 1953, when R.N. Davis imported small
seed samples of several varieties from Dr. J.L. Cartter
of the Univ. of Illinois and conducted trials in Yeotamal
(Maharashtra) which continued until 1963. Several
experiment stations started experiments. Though these
trials showed the soybean to have potential, they did not
yield much valuable information. Small scale trials were
conducted at Pantnagar in the year 1963 and 1964 during
the Kharif season by Mr. Edwin Bay, Extension Advisor at
the university, from the University of Illinois. Although the
yields were low, the experiment encouraged further studies,
as it was evident that American varieties could be adapted
to Indian conditions. Similar information came from trials
conducted simultaneously at Government farm in Madhya
Pradesh. The interest in soybean experimentation got fresh
impetus when in 1965 Dr. Earl Leng in collaboration with
Dr. W.D. Buddemeir initiated more extensive studies at
Pantnagar and Jabalpur. Note 1. U.P. Agricultural University
was established in 1960.
The Coordinated Soybean Research Programme–Past,
present and future (p. 13-24): Introduction, experimental
work done (variety trial, date of planting trial, inoculation
trial, herbicide trial), present experiments on soybean and
future plan. “The soybean experiments being conducted
at present (Kharif, 1967) include trials under the above
programme of Cooperative Soybean Investigations as
well as under the All India Coordinated Research Project
on Soybean.” Researchers “hope to answer the following
questions about the soybean:” Eleven numbered questions
are given. Agricultural University Experiment Station:
Soybean variety trials (promising varieties among 12
tested include Bragg, Hardee and Hampton), plus 11 other
projects are described. Future plans: Eight future projects are
described.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010)
that mentions the “All India Coordinated Research Project on
Soybean” (p. 20).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010)
that mentions P.S. Bhatnagar (one of the authors), who soon
became head of the “All India Coordinated Research Project
on Soybean.” Address: U.P. Agricultural Univ., Pantnagar,
District Nainital, UP, India.
3705. Soybean Digest. 1967. Iowa offers new method of
flame weeding. Nov. p. 7.
• Summary: “A new method of using flame to control weeds

in corn and soybeans has been developed by William F. Lalor
and Wesley F. Buchele, agricultural engineers at Iowa State
University.
“Principal of the new flame weeder which was designed
and built by Lalor, a graduate student in agricultural
engineering, is an air curtain that protects crops from the LP
gas flame, which destroys the weeds. The air curtain lifts the
leaves of the crop plants above the flame and also cools the
air around the plant during the flaming process.
“Air for the air curtain is supplied from a centrifugal fan
driven by a gasoline motor on the flame weeder. Air blown
through a system of ducts forms the protective air curtain.
“Lalor’s flame weeder differs from conventional flame
weeders in a number of ways. One innovation is a metal
plate on the burner that presses tall weeds into a compact
mass within 3 inches of the ground. Thus, heat from the
flame is concentrated on the weeds for more effective
control.
“Another new device is a chimney that picks up waste
heat from the burners and exhausts it above the crop where
it doesn’t damage the growing crop. Lalor named several
advantages for flame weeding compared with shovel
cultivation:
“Shovel cultivation brings new weed seeds to the soil
surface where they can germinate into another weed crop.
The flame weeder doesn’t stir the soil, so no new weed seeds
germinate.
“A flame weeder can be used sooner after a rain because
the soil doesn’t need to be dry as with shovel cultivation.
Small weeds can be flamed within the corn or soybean
row; large weeds are stunted. Covering weeds close to the
stalk with a shovel cultivator, however, puts a ridge of dirt
against the crop plant at harvest time. This ridge prevents
the combine cutter bar from being set as low as desirable
when harvesting soybeans. Therefore, the beans close to the
ground are left in the field, resulting in lower yield.
“Comparing flame weeding with chemical weed
control, Lalor stated that you see the weed control results
immediately from flaming. With chemical weed control,
especially with pre-emergence herbicides, you may not know
for several days if the weeds are killed.
“Also, there is no residue from flame weeding. When
chemicals such as Atrazine are used on corn, for example,
the chemical may still be effective enough the following year
to kill soybeans if they follow corn in a cropping rotation.
“In tests plots of both corn and soybeans, weeds were
controlled as well with flaming as with shovel cultivation or
with preemergence chemicals, Lalor said.”
A small photo shows: “Field of weed-free soybeans that
had been flamed twice. Planted May 18. Flamed June 15 and
June 22.”
3706. Thompson, Lyell; Brown, D.A. 1967. Effects of deep
tillage, massive fertilization, and irrigation on soybean
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potassium neither increased nor decreased
soybean yields during the years the fertilizer
was applied, but generally increased yields
during the three subsequent years. This massive
fertilization was in addition to the regular
fertilization of 300 pounds of 0-20-20 made in
each year of the study.
“4. Neither molybdenum seed treatment
nor a zinc foliar spray affected soybean yields
on this soil.”
A bar chart (p. 1) shows “Average yields
of soybeans in Arkansas during three ten-year
periods between 1946 and 1953.” During 194655 the yield was 18.0 bushels per acre. 1951-60
was 18.4 bushels per acre. 1956-65 was 20.8
bushels per acre.
On the last page is a map: “Location of the
main station, branch stations, and substations
of the Arkansas Experiment Station.” Address:
Agronomy Dep., Fayetteville, Arkansas.

production on a rice soil. Arkansas Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 727. 19 p. Nov. [13 ref]
• Summary: This Bulletin begins: “The soybean acreage in
Arkansas, and in the South, has increased by giant strides
during the last two decades. The harvested acreage in this
state rose from 0.21 million in 1945 to 1.22 million in 1955
and to 3.73 million acres in 1966. There is reason to believe
that the acreage will continue to increase during the decade
ahead.”
Summary and Conclusions: In 1960 an experiment was
established on a Crowley silt loam to study the effects of
irrigation, various tillage practices, and massive fertilization
with phosphorus and potassium on soybean yields. These
cultural practices were imposed on one site in 1960 and on
another site during 1961 and 1962.
“From 1963 through 1965 the residual effects of
the massive fertilization and deep tillage were studied.
Molybdenum and zinc variables also were imposed on the
experiment during the residual study.
“The experimental results showed that:
“1. Irrigation significantly increased soybean yields in
three years out of four, for an average yearly increase of 7.5
bushels per acre.
“2. Moldboard plowing to a 10- to 12-inch depth had no
effect on soybean yields during the seasons the fields were
deeply plowed, but tended to reduce yields during the three
subsequent years.
“3. Massive fertilizer applications of phosphorus and

3707. Hunt, D.; Harper, R.W. 1967. Timeliness
of soybean harvesting. Paper No. 67-615
presented at Winter Meeting of the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE),
Detroit, Michigan, Dec. St. Joseph, Michigan:
ASAE. *
Address: Research Associate, Agricultural Engineering Dep.,
Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.
3708. Panama Ministry of Agriculture. 1967-1968. Ensayo
experimentales en el cultivo de la soya. Resultados
preliminares de ensayos de soya [Experimental trials with
soybean cultivation. Preliminary results of soybean trials].
Panama. 9 p. No. 18. [Spa]*
Address: Panama.
3709. Barnes, R.M.; Burlingame, B.B. 1967. Soybeans.
Sample costs of production–suggestions on growing.
Bakersfield, California: University of California Farm and
Home Advisor’s Office. *
Address: California.
3710. Buchele, W.F.; Johnson, W.H. 1967. How to reduce
soybean harvest losses. Iowa Certified Seed News 21(4):5-7.
*
Address: Iowa State Univ.
3711. Campos Giral, Helio. 1967. El cultivo de la soya
en Venezuela [Soybean cultivation in Venezuela]. Revista
Protinal (Valencia, Venezuela) 13(4):97-99. [Spa]*
Address: Venezuela.
3712. Choleva, E. 1967. On the introduction of some
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agricultural crops to Ethiopia. Beitraege zur Tropischen und
Subtropischen Landwirtschaft und Tropenveterinaermedizin
5(1):5-13. [Eng; ger; rus; fre; spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Rainfall and
temperatures at the Ciaffa farm. Proper timing of agricultural
operations. Method of sowing and tending the crops during
the season of vegetation. Period of vegetation for selected
Czechoslovak species. Comparison of some environmental
factors in the CSSR [Czechoslovakia] and in Ethiopia
(Ciaffa): Time of daylight, temperature, and rainfall. Yields
per hectare of some of the introduced crops [soya is not
mentioned].
“In the summer of 1960 a team of Czechoslovak
agricultural experts came to Ethiopia in order to establish and
develop an agricultural farm specialized in crop production
in the province Wollo, situated in the Borghena river valley.
The work was taken up under a Czechoslovak-Ethiopian
agreement on technical assistance...
“On agricultural and de-forested lands the following
agricultural crops were cultivated during the years of
1960-61; neug, teff, chick-pea, durrha, peanuts, sunflower,
mustard, sesame, ricine, flax, soya, beans and some kinds
of vegetables, the total area planted with all these crops
covering approximately 1600 hectares.”
The soybean, a typical short-day plant, took 115 days
in Czechoslovakia, but only 97 days in Ethiopia, or 18 days
less. The soybean was an early variety which is cultivated
in the southern region of Czechoslovakia. No information is
given about how the soybean thrived or its yield. Address:
Praque, Czechoslovakia.
3713. Curtis, J.D. 1967. Soyabean production practices.
Agricultural Research Institute of Ontario, Annual Report
(Toronto, Canada) 235 p. For 1st April, 1965 to 31st March,
1966. See p. 202-03. *
3714. Radomirov, P.; et al. 1967. Vlianie na molibdena vazhu
dobiva i niakoi biohimichni izmenenia na graha, soiata i
lintsernata [The influence of molybdenum on the yield and
some and some biochemical alterations of peas, soybeans,
and alfalfa]. Pochvoznanie i Agrohimia (Pedology and
Agrochemistry) No. 3. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
3715. Berg, Gordon L. ed. 1967. New comprehensive
manual. Modern soybean production. Ambler, Pennsylvania:
Amchem Products, Inc. 67 p. Reprinted in Soybean Digest,
Feb. 1967, p. 37-104.
• Summary: Contents: Foreword, by John Reiser, Jr. 1.
Soybeans–The Cinderella crop, by George M. Strayer
(incl. history). 2. Selecting the right variety, by W.O. Scott.
3. Fertilize for increased profits, by A.J. Ohlrogge. 4.
Row Spacing, Seedbed Preparation and Planting, by J.W.
Pendleton. 5. Full-season weed control, by Ellery Knake. 6.

How to control diseases in soybeans, by F.A. Laviolette. 7.
How to control insects in soybeans, by H.B. Petty. 8. The
proof is in the harvest, by Wendell Bowers. 9. What is good
soybean management?, by H.G. Small, Jr. 10. How profitable
are soybeans, by G.E. Jones. 11. What is the future of
soybeans?, by Stanford N. Fertig. 12. Index.
Note 1. George Strayer is Executive Vice-president and
Secretary-Treasurer of the American Soybean Association.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2007) in which
the soybean is called the “Cinderella crop.” Address: USA.
3716. Camacho M., Luis H. 1967. Informe de las labores
desarrolladas pro el Programa de Frijol y Soya durante el
año se 1966 [Report on the development work for a Program
of Beans and Soya in 1966]. Colombia: Centro Nacional de
Investigaciones Agropecuarias Palmira. [Spa]*
3717. Graner, E.A.; Godoy, C., Jr. 1967. Culturas da fazenda
brasileira. 4a. ed. [Brazilian farm crops. 4th ed.]. Sao Paulo,
Brazil: Edicioes Melhoramentos. [Por]*
3718. Kalaidzhieva, Stanka. 1967. Vzaimootnoshenia mejdu
tsarevichnite hibridi VIR-42, Ohio C-92 i razlichivite sortove
soia pri otglejdaneto im v smeski za silaj [Interrelations
between the corn hybrids WIR-42 and Ohio C-92 grown
for silage in mixtures with different soybean varieties].
Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria) 4(7):99-109.
[11 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: Results are presented from fouryear field trials with growing of the hybrids WIR-42 and
Ohio C-92 in mixtures with different soybean varieties. They
are conducted on chernozem smolnitsa soil in the Sofia area.
“Growing of medium early hybrid WIR-42 in a mixed
crop with soybeans under the conditions prevailing in the
Sofia plain contributes to improvement of the silage quality.
Lincoln soybean variety is established as most suitable
component of the mixture. Its participation brings about
11.3% more feed units and 46% more protein in comparison
with WIR-42 grown alone.
“The late hybrid Ohio C-92 requiring more moisture
reacts adversely to growing together with the tested soybean
varieties. Both species suppress each other in a mixture.
As a result of this mixed crop yields are lower and the
feeding value of the green mass is not improved. The highyielding mixture of Ohio C-92 and Lincoln is superior to the
pure culture by 6.7% in feed units and by 8.8% in protein
content.” Address: G. Dimitrov Higher Inst. of Agriculture,
Sofia, Bulgaria.
3719. Leng, Earl R.; Hymowitz, T.; Farnham, C.H.; Pande,
R.K. 1967. Performance of U.S.-developed soybean varieties
in northern and central India (Abstract). Agronomy Abstracts.
p. 37.
• Summary: “Soybean varieties developed in the United
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States gave very promising results in trials conducted at
Pantnagar (latitude 29º North) and Jabalpur (latitude 23º
North). Soybeans are at present virtually unknown as a field
crop in these areas... The varieties Bragg, Hardee, Hampton
266, and Clark 63 gave highest yields. At Pantnagar, the
variety Bragg attained yields up to 3635 kg/ha (over 53 bu/
acre) in replicated trials... The crop appears to have great
promise as an oil and protein supplier in India, and to be well
suited for growing in annual rotation with wheat as a winter
crop.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010)
that mentions Pantnagar, India, in connection with soybeans.
Address: Univ. of Illinois; Uttar Pradesh Agricultural Univ.
(India); Jawaharlal Nehru Agricultural Univ. (India).
3720. Malawi Department of Agriculture, Ministry of
Natural Resources, Annual Report. 1967. Legumes. For the
year 1963/64. Part II. 142 p.
• Summary: In the section on “Legumes,” the subsection
titled “Soya” (p. 28) reports that two soybean variety trials
were conducted at Bvumbwe [the Bvumbwe Tung and
Agricultural Experiment Station, Box 748, Limbe]. The first
trials were from 1961-63. During this period, Hernon 107
gave the best seed yields (1,153 lb/acre), followed by Pelican
(1,090), and Hernon 147. The mean yield for 5 varieties was
946 lb. The second trial tested 3 varieties from Japan and 6
from Southern Rhodesia. They were planted on 3 Dec. 1963.
Geduld gave the best yield (1,742 lb/acre), followed by Lee
(1,307) and Hood (1,307).
The subsection titled “Soya Beans” (p. 29) states that
the variety collection at Chitedze [Agricultural Research
Station, Chitedze, Box 158, Lilongwe] was planted to renew
seed. Ten varieties that yielded over 800 lb/acre are listed.
“At Chitala [Chitala Experiment Station, Salima] the long
term variety Malaya gave 640 lb/acre seed and the medium
term Volstate 590 lb/acre. There was no response to single
superphosphate at 200 lb/acre.
Note 1. Nyasaland achieved independence and was
renamed Malawi in 1964. Note 2. The title page reads, from
top to bottom: Ministry of Natural Resources. Annual Report
of the Department of Agriculture for the Year 1963/64. Part
II. 1967. Printed and Published by the Government Printer,
Zomba, Malawi. Address: Malawi.
3721. Marinova, Radka. 1967. Prouchvanena razlichni
sortove soia za zelena masa i zarno v raiona na Vidin
[Studies on soybean varieties grown for green fodder and
grain in the Vidin area]. Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science,
Bulgaria) 4(10):97-109. [18 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: Studies are carried out during the
period 1961-1965 at the Complex Experiment Station in
Vidin aimed at ascertaining most promising soybean varieties
to be grown for green fodder and grain. Field trials include
the American varieties Lincoln, Clark, Hokey, Chippewa,

Harosay [Harosoy], Comet, Adams, Mandarin and Shelby,
the Hungarian varieties Iregy and Korona, the Soviet
varieties Staroukrainska and Biruintsa 12, one Yugoslav
variety and four native varieties–Pavlikeni 1, Pavlikeni 2,
Pavlikeni 502 and Pavlikeni 519. The field trials are run on
the lower terrace of Danube river on soils of the meadowcarbonate type.
“It is found that the varieties Pavlikeni 1, Pavlikeni 2,
Pavlikeni 502, Pavlikeni 519, Korona and Mandarin may
be harvested for green fodder 77-78 days after emergence.
Mowing of Adams, Hokey, Harosay, Clark, Lincoln and
Shelby begins 18-23 days later.
“With respect to hectare green mass yield in kg the
following varieties are outstanding croppers: Clark (27,410),
Shelby (26,310), Lincoln (26,040) and Hokey (25,960). The
same varieties return also largest amounts of dry matter to
the hectare.
“Highest hectare grain yield in kg is produced by
Chippawa (2,205) and Hokey (2,200). They yield both crude
protein and crude fats of 1,332 and 1,275 kg/ha respectively.
The native variety Pavlikeni 2 ranks third with grain yield of
2,148 kg and crude protein and crude fats of 1,368 kg/ha.
“Dry matter of the varieties Mandarin, Pavlikeni 519
and Comet contains largest quantities of crude protein
(17.78 to 17.98%). Of the foreign varieties tested, Adams,
Chippawa and Korona have largest protein content of the
grain (40.20 to 4l.22%) and of the native varieties, Pavlikeni
2 and Pavlikeni 519 (43.78 and 41.72% resp.).” Address:
Complex Experiment Station, Vidin, Bulgaria.
3722. Martin, John H.; Leonard, Warren H. 1967. Principles
of field crop production. 2nd ed. New York, NY: The
Macmillan Co. ix + 1044 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. First ed.
1949. [53 ref]
• Summary: Chapter 26 (p. 643-62) is titled “Soybeans.” Its
Contents: Economic importance. History of soybean culture.
Adaptation. Botanical description. Varieties. Chemical
composition. Rotations. Cultural methods: Fertilizers,
Seeding practices, harvesting for seed, harvesting for
hay, soybean mixtures. Soybean-oil extraction. Quality of
soybean oil. Soybean utilization. Diseases: Bacterial blight,
bacterial pustule, wildfire, brown stem rot, stem canker,
pod and stem blight, frog-eye leaf-spot disease, brown
spot, target spot, downy mildew, mosaic, other diseases.
Nematodes (tiny eelworms). Insect pests. Rabbits.
The section titled “History of soybean culture” begins:
“The soybean is one of the oldest of cultivated crops. Its
early history is lost in antiquity. The first record of the plant
in China dates back to 2838 B.C. (McClelland & Cartter
1937; sic, Morse & Cartter 1937). It was one of the five
sacred grains upon which Chinese civilization depended.”
Kudzu (Pueraria thunbergiana or P. lobata) is discussed
on pages 719-21. It probably occupied 500,000 acres in the
USA by 1945. Address: 1. Formerly Research Agronomist,
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Agricultural Research Service, USDA; 2. Late Prof. of
Agronomy, Colorado State Univ.
3723. McKie, J.W. (Bill); Anderson, K.L. 1967. The soybean
book. State College, Mississippi: W.R. Thompson and
Associates. iv + 196 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. Summarized in
Soybean Digest, April 1967, p. 45.

• Summary: Page II: Dedication. This book “is dedicated to
Dr. E.E. Hartwig.
“Had it not been for Dr. Hartwig’s breeding and
selection work on soybeans, they would not be the major
crop in the South today bringing in hundreds of millions of
dollars extra to agriculture.
“I don’t know how he feels about his world-wide
contributions, but I do know how the farmers and everyone
connected with agriculture feel. If ever a man can say to
himself and the world, ‘I’ve done my job well,’ Dr. Hartwig
can.
“As better soybean varieties are developed for the South,
Dr. Hartwig will contribute to their development.
“We don’t ever question any soybean information on
varieties put out by Dr. Hartwig. Everyone connected with
agriculture appreciates his contributions and never ending
efforts.
We say, ‘Thank you, Dr. Hartwig.’
A portrait photo shows Dr. E.E. Hartwig.
Page III: “Preface:
“Have you wanted a soybean dictionary that tells all the
practices to get high yields? Well, here it is for your use.
“This book starts off with land selection for soybeans,
the land not to use and lime and fertilizer needed to get top
yields.
“The varieties to plant, seeding rates, dates to plant,
along with the weed control practices to use is outlined and
easy to read.
“Soybean production was once 15 bushels average per
acre. This is not profitable. You need 35 to 50 bushels per

acre and can get it if you’ll follow this book.
“There isn’t a soybean worker in the South who knows
about soybean production as Bill McKie does, and K.L.
Anderson has helped him with land selection, liming, and
fertilizer to use. There are certain practices to carry out in
soybean production and these are outlined to get top yields.
Bill McKie knows his program and has pushed and sold it.
“The Mississippi Soybean Association is proof of his
organizational work and the interest of the followers.
“One of the secrets of Bill McKie’s and Kelton
Anderson’s success in this work is that they work hard and
have a close working relationship with the research people.
Bill has followed Dr. E.E. Hartwig’s recommendations on
varieties and cultural practices and Dr. Chester McWhorter’s
recommendations on chemical weed control and the others
doing soybean work. When he finds something that will
increase soybean production, he uses it.
“I don’t know of a question that can be asked about
soybean production which isn’t answered in this book.
Farmers are always telling me, ‘I want information which is
to the point and not make me make a selection or choices too
much.’ This book gives short answers to production practices
for high yields.
“Soybeans are grown on more acres than any row crop
and can be our highest cash crop. All the work can be done
with machines and chemicals.
“This soybean book contains every detail of information
to make high yields of beans every year.
“It doesn’t matter whether you’ve produced soybeans
for 10 years or one year or have never grown soybeans, this
book will be your guide.
“W.R. Thompson, Leader Extension Agronomy.
Contents: History of Soybeans. Situation. Outlook. Soil
Selection. Clearing Soybean Land. Varieties. Row Spacing.
Preplanting Cultivation. Planting Equipment. Planting Dates.
Depth and Rate of Planting. Inoculation. Seed Treatment.
Soybean Fertilization. Molybdenum for Soybeans. Minor
Nutrients. Fertilizer Placement. Liquid Mixed Fertilizer.
Fall Application of Fertilizer. Weed Control. Pre-emergence
Herbicide. Costs of Soybeans. Soybean Herbicides.
Promising Chemicals. Cross Cultivation. Fall Application
Treflan. Weeds in Soybeans. Crotalaria in Soybeans.
Summer Fallow. Soybeans on Pasture Land. Mulch Planting.
Soybeans on New Land. Soybeans in Skip Row. Cotton
Irrigation. Response of Soybeans to. Growth Regulator
Soybean Yield estimates. Soybean Insects. Soybean
Diseases. Economics of Soybean. Production Harvesting.
Proper Combine Setting. Foreign Material. Storage.
On-Farm Drying. Marketing. Grades. Uses of Soybean
Products. Soybean Terms. New Soybean Food Products.
Soybean Production and Export Facts. American Soybean
Association. Equipment That Works Well in Soybean
Production. Soybean Facts. The section titled “History of
Soybeans” (p. 1) begins: “The soybean has been known to
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man for over 5,000 years. Its history dates back before the
time of written records. A native of Asia, the soybean was
first referred to in an early book written by the Chinese
Emperor Shen Nung in 2448 B.C. The name of ‘soja max’
is the name used for soybeans in the orient, and when first
grown in the United States, they were called soya beans.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2003) that
gives the date of Emperor Shennong’s book as 2448 B.C.
“The soybean was first brought to the United States
around 1800... Early records refer to the soybean as ‘Japan
pea,’ and later the ‘American Coffee Bean,’ for during
the war between the states, they were used as a coffee
substitute.”
Page 32: “Inoculation: Soybeans will produce their
own nitrogen from the air if properly inoculated with nodule
bacteria. Inoculate soybean seed before planting if it has
been more than 5 years since soybeans were grown on a clay
soil. Some authorities feel that on sandy soil inoculation
should be done if 3 years have passed since soybeans
were grown on a field. If there is any doubt as to whether
inoculation is needed, only a small cost is involved and it
is better to inoculate, it is usually advisable not to apply a
fungicide seed treat-nodulation of soybean plants.
“Do a thorough job of applying bacteria to soybean seed
and keep the inoculated beans out of the sun until planted.”

Photos at the front show: (1) J.W. (Bill) McKie. (2) K.L.
Anderson. (3) Dr. E.E. Hartwig. There are countless photos
and illustrations throughout the book. Address: 1. Soybean
specialist; 2. Soil and fertility specialist. Both: State College,
Mississippi.
3724. Menegário, Alaor. 1967. A soja perene em pastagens
[The perennial soybean in pastures. 3rd ed.]. Campinas,
Sao Paulo, Brazil: Directoria de Publicidade Agricola.
80 p. (Secretaria da Agricultura do Estado de Sao Paulo.
Departamento da Producao Vegetal. Divisao de Assistencia
Tecnica Especializada. Seccao de Leguminosas). [Por]
Address: Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
3725. Top Soybean Grower Survey. 1967--. Serial/periodical.
Urbana, Illinois: National Soybean Crop Improvement
Council.
• Summary: “This is the fourth annual Top Soybean
Grower Survey conducted by the National Soybean Crop
Improvement Council. As in previous surveys, this one
pinpoints the ideas and practices of a large group of soybean
growers who produce yields substantially above state
averages.
“The specific areas covered in this survey include:
“1. A summary of soybean production practices used by
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these farmers.
“2. A look at expected trends in soybean production
practices in the 70’s.
“3. The specific changes these farmers are making in
practices this year (1970).
“4. A look at top farmers’ estimates of their soybean
production costs.
“Early in January 1970, a four-page questionnaire was
mailed to 730 soybean growers in 25 states. 11 growers
receiving the survey had produced above-average yields
in their areas or were known as careful and experienced
soybean growers.
“A total of 309 questionnaires were returned in time for
tabulation.
“Because of regional differences in yield potential and
cultural practices, the surveys are divided into four regions:
Midwest, Southeast, Delta, and West. When possible,
answers are given as averages. In other cases, the results
are indicated by number of farmers giving this answer.
Discrepancies in totals can be the result of growers not
answering questions or giving a split answer.
“Note: The National Soybean Crop Improvement
Council wishes to thank the farmers who cooperated in this
survey. Their assistance in this and three previous surveys
has been very helpful to the Council and soybean growers in
general.
Maps of the four regions are shown on the bottom half
of this page. Address: Urbana, Illinois.
3726. Proceedings. Illinois Soybean Conference. 1967?--.
Serial/periodical. Urbana, Illinois. Illinois Crop Improvement
Assoc. Co-sponsored by Illinois Cooperative Extension
Service. Annual. *
Address: Illinois.
3727. McCormick, L.L. 1968. Growing soybeans in
Louisiana. Louisiana Agric. Cooperative Extension Service,
Publication No. 1519. 15 p. Jan. Reprinted in 1973.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Rotation. Land
selection. Soils and water management. Lime and fertilizer
requirements. Seedbed preparation. Varieties: Early
maturing (Sept. 15 to Oct. 1; Hull, Dare), medium early
maturing (Hood, Davis, Curtis, Lee, Picket), medium late
maturing (Bossier, Bragg, Semmes), late maturing (Oct.
31 to Nov. 7; Bienville, Hampton 266). Plant quality seed.
Seed treatments: Molybdenum, inoculation. Row spacing.
Rate and date of planting. Depth of planting. Weed control.
Irrigation. Diseases. Insects. Harvesting. Marketing.
Acknowledgement.
“The soybean crop in Louisiana has grown from less
than 100,000 acres in 1955 to about 1,300,000 acres in 1967.
Annual production has increased from just over 2 million
bushels in 1955 to nearly 30 million bushels in 1967.”
Address: Specialist (Agronomy), Louisiana State Univ.

3728. Paulsen, Gary M.; Rotimi, Olusegun A. 1968.
Phosphorus-zinc interaction in two soybean varieties
differing in sensitivity to phosphorus nutrition. Proceedings–
Soil Science Society of America 32(1):73-76. Jan/Feb. [17
ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Two soybean varieties [Chief and
Lincoln]... differing in sensitivity to phosphorus nutrition
were grown in nutrient solutions containing various
levels of P and Zn. Low P levels decreased growth and P
concentration in leaves more than in other plant parts. High P
levels decreased growth of the P-sensitive variety more than
the P-tolerant variety but decreased Zn concentration in both
varieties equally. Added Zn overcame the effect of P on the
tolerant variety but not on the sensitive variety, indicating
two different detrimental effects of P.” Address: 1. Asst.
Prof.; 2. Special Student (Currently: lecturer, Ahmadu Bello
Univ., Zaria, N. Nigeria). Both: Dep. of Agronomy, Kansas
State Univ., Manhattan, Kansas.
3729. George Miller, Inc. 1968. Seeds grown by the organic
method: Scout wheat, commercial soybeans, edible soybeans
(Ad). Seed World 102(3):15. Feb. 9.
• Summary: This small ad (2 x 4.5 inches) includes soybeans
grown organically in Iowa. Address: Rt. 2 Box 150, West
Liberty, Iowa.
3730. Soybean Digest. 1968. Soybean trials in India. Feb. p.
15.
• Summary: “U.S. soybean varieties gave very promising
results in trials at Pantnagar [Uttar Pradesh] and Jabalpur in
India, University of Illinois workers reported at the American
Society of Agronomy meeting in Washington, D. C.
Soybeans are at present virtually unknown as a field crop in
these areas. But the crop appears to have great promise as an
oil crop and a protein supplier in India, and to be well suited
for growing in annual rotation with wheat as the winter crop,
they said. Earl R. Long, T. Hymowitz, C. H. Farnham, and R.
K. Pande gave the report.”
3731. Worzella, W.W. 1968. Cultural studies on yield and
quality of field crops in Lebanon. American University of
Beirut, Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, Publication No. 30.
27 p. Feb. [23 ref]
• Summary: These studies described in this publication
“were undertaken to investigate various cultural practices
in order to stabilize production, improve the quality and
increase the yield of crops in Lebanon. Soybeans are
discussed under the experimental results on date of planting,
row width, and within-row plant spacing. “Much information
presented in this publication are the results of the research
of graduate students supervised by the writer and conducted
at the Agricultural Research and Education Center of the
American University of Beirut, in the Beqa’s Plain, Lebanon
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during the 8-year period 1959 to 1966.” (p. 8).
Soybeans planted on about April 20 in the Beqa’a
Plain [in Bekáa Valley] will produce the highest yield with
seed that contain high oil (23.8%) and satisfactory protein
(34.2%) contents.
Row width: “Various rates of seeding for soybeans were
established by planting seed 2, 3 or 4 cm apart in rows 25, 50
or 75 cm apart during the 2-year period 1961 to 1963. The
seeding rates varied from 6 kg of seed per dunum to 35 kg
per dunum. Three varieties of soybeans, varying in maturity
were used. The data for yield, protein and oil percentage
of soybeans grown in rows” are shown in a bar chart. The
soybean yield was highest when planted in rows 25 cm apart,
followed by 50 cm. The protein content was highest in rows
50 cm apart, followed by 75 cm. The oil content was highest
in rows 25 cm apart, followed by 75 cm. “For environmental
conditions similar to those in the Beqa’s Plain, satisfactory
soybean yield and quality can be produced by planting
soybeans in rows 50 cm apart. Soybeans planted in rows
narrower than 50 cm are more difficult to irrigate and weeds
become difficult to control.” (p. 16).
Within-row plant spacing: “Three varieties of soybeans,
varying in maturity, were planted 2, 3 or 4 cm apart in rows
that were spaced 25, 50 or 75 cm apart during the 3-year
period from 1961 to 1963.” Seeding rates varied from 6 kg to
35 kg per dunum. The results are shown in a bar chart (Fig.
15). “Considering both within-row spacing and between-row
spacing results, satisfactory soybean yield and quality can
be produced in the Beqa’a Plain by planting seeds 2 or 3 cm
apart in rows 50 cm apart.” Address: Prof. of Agronomy,
Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, American Univ. of Beiruit,
Beirut, Lebanon.
3732. Informations Techniques CETIOM. 1968. Le soja [The
soybean]. No. 13. 21 p. 1st trimester. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Climatic needs
of the soybean. 2. Experimentation: Climatic conditions,
varietal trials, cultural techniques (influence of planting date,
inoculation, cultivation without weeds {dérobée}), chemical
weed control. 3. Conclusions. Contains 5 maps, one of which
shows where soybeans are cultivated in southern France.
Most areas are irrigated. Address: 174 Av. Victor Hugo, Paris
16º, France.
3733. Reiser, John, Jr. 1968. How I produce maximum
yields. Soybean Digest. March. p. 6-7.
• Summary: “John won the last four Illinois soybean yield
contests with an average yield of 75 bushels per acre.”
Details are given on how he gets such consistently high
yields. Address: Illinois.
3734. Soybean Digest. 1968. How Chandler produced his
alltime record yield [95.16 bu/a]. March. p. 34.
• Summary: Describes how Dean Chandler of Herrick,

Illinois, produced 95.16 bushels of soybeans per acre, “which
won the second national [soybean yield] contest and set an
all-time world record. The contest was sponsored by Elanco
Products Co.” A large photo shows Chandler smiling.
3735. Williams, David H. 1968. Irrigated castorbean,
soybean, and safflower trials at the northeastern branch
station. New Mexico State University Agricultural
Experiment Station, Research Report No. 133. 12 p. March.
• Summary: Irrigated variety trials were conducted at the
Northeastern Branch Station, Tucumcari, New Mexico. Seed
shattering was a major problem in the soybean trials. Lee
was the only variety which exhibited a high and prolonged
shatter resistance. Favorable yields were obtained, indicating
the crop is adapted for production in this area.
Table 6 on page 8 shows that soybean yields have been
measured at the Northeastern Branch Station from 1955 to
1964. In 1955 Lee, Dorman, Ogden, Wabash, and Roanoke
were tested, with Lee giving the highest yield, 50.0 bu/acre.
Table 7 shows cultural practices and climate conditions for
the various varieties from 1955-1964. Address: Las Cruces,
New Mexico.
3736. Indian Council of Agricultural Research. 1968.
Proceedings of the First Workshop Conference on Soybean.
New Delhi, India: ICAR. 8 p. Held 4-5 April 1968 at the
Indian Agricultural Research Institute.
• Summary: Dr. M.S. Swaminathan, Director of the Indian
Agricultural Research Inst., welcomed the delegates.
Various University of Illinois personnel were present. He
noted that that “the most significant point that hindered the
progress of soybean introduction in Indian Agriculture in a
big way in the pre and post World War II periods [was the]
bottleneck in marketing and utilisation of the soybean that
was produced in different parts of the country. In the current
post-Independence period he pointed out that the” situation
is different.
“In view of the special importance of soybean in
the antibiotic industry and a rich and cheap source of
meat-like protein and milk-like invigorating drink, Dr.
Swaminathan stressed the need for agricultural scientists of
diverse disciplines to bend their energies toward attaining
expeditiously the goal of introducing into cultivation
soybean varieties adapted to different latitudinal zones in this
country.”
He pointed out “the current urgent demands for large
quantities of soybean meal and oil by the existing antibiotic
industries in India. This point, at the request of the Chair,
was elaborated by Dr. Thirumalachar, Chief Mycologist,
Hindustan Antibiotics Factory, Pimpri, Maharashtra, who
was present at the workshop by special invitation.
“The Chair also informed the gathering that seed
multiplication of Bragg and Clark varieties that grew well
in the northern plains of India” will be accelerated by
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about 20 tonnes of imported seeds from the U.S.A. in the
coming kharif season to be grown in isolation at Suratgarh
(Rajasthan).
“At the request of the Chairman, Dr. Earl Leng of
Illinois University, gave a talk on ‘Soybeans for India–
Promise and Problems.’
The chair later “related how soyabean could be a
good substitute for urid [a pulse] and maize for rice in the
preparation of idli, the nutritious breakfast food of south
India.
“The inaugural session closed with a brief review of
the working of the All India Soyabean Project during 1967,
the first year of its operation, presented by the Project
Coordinator, Shri H.B. Singh, who noted that he visited the
various cooperating centers during the 1967 season. The
trials at Pantnagar (U.P.), Jabalpur (M.P.), Kalyani (West
Bengal), and Katrain (Himachal Pradesh) were all uniform
and gave useful information.
Also discussed (with Dr. A.B. Joshi, Chair): Concluding
session. Agronomic trials: Fertilizer trial, date of planting
and plant population trial. Breeding (for the plains, for the
hills, vegetable-type soybeans). Pests and diseases. Bacterial
inoculation. Marketing.
Note: This is the earliest English language document
seen (July 2020) that contains the term “agronomic trial.”
Address: Indian Agricultural and Research Inst., New Delhi.
3737. Miller, Marraine. 1968. Soybeans for young landscape.
Organic Gardening and Farming 15(4):38-41. April.
• Summary: “These Minnesota gardeners use soybeans to
rejuvenate sandy soil, fruit trees, flower beds and vegetable
patches–and to eat! Soybeans have earned a place in my
garden. I can’t praise them enough for their services–they
feed the soil and us besides.” The author plants a ring of
soybeans around trees and ornamental shrubs, and cucurbits
to shade the root area, conserve soil moisture, add nitrogen to
the soil, and (when the leaves fall) in the autumn, enrich the
soil with humus. They also form a protective little fence.
“I never plant any soybeans just for harvesting, but
so far we’ve always had plenty of ripe ones by fall for
eating and for next year’s seed. We’ve come to appreciate
the beans, either alone or mixed with navy or lima beans.
Shelled green, they can be prepared like peas. They can be
sprouted and served as a tasty fresh winter vegetable, in
Chinese recipes for example. They can be ground into meal
or flour and used anywhere you would use wheat flour. They
make an excellent source of protein and are low in starch–a
much better meat stretcher than spaghetti–surpassing other
beans in providing complete protein.”
The author planted two soybean varieties: Bansei (sold
by Burgess Seed and Plant Co., Nichols Nursery, W. Atlee
Burpee Co., and Gill Bros. Seed Co.) and Giant Green (sold
by Farmer Seed & Nursery Co.). The legume inoculant
recommended is “Legume Aid” from Burpee’s, or “Nitragin”

from either Gill Bros. or Joseph Harris Seed Co. The address
of each of the above companies is given. Contains 6 photos
of the author’s soybeans.
3738. Soybean Digest. 1968. Soybeans grown no-till after
small grain. April. p. 26.
• Summary: “Some farmers near Hopkinsville, Kentucky,
have been growing soybeans by the no-till method after
barley and wheat with good results, according to J.R. Davie,
area extension specialist at Hopkinsville.
“Douglas McKinney, Rt. 7, Hopkinsville, planted
soybeans no-tillage after wheat in 1967, using 2 pounds of
Lorox per acre for weed control with good results, reports
Davie.
“The Hood beans planted in 40-inch rows yielded 27
bushels per acre; planted in 20-inch rows they yielded 37
bushels per acre.
“The Clark variety planted no-till in 20-inch rows
after wheat yielded over 50 bushels per acre, according to
Mr. Davie. In 1967, Clarks also did well after wheat where
the ground was plowed, and worked with conventional
methods. In 2 previous years they had not done well planted
conventionally after wheat.
“The wheat straw on the McKinney farm was mulched
with a rotary mower after the beans were planted. None of
the straw was removed from the field. Fifty gallons of water
were used with the herbicide. Less water per acre did not
give as good weed control, says Davie.
“On the Young brothers farm near Hopkinsville a field
of no-tillage soybeans after wheat produced 34 bushels per
acre, The Youngs used 2 pounds of Lorox per acre on most
of their 180 acres of no-till beans. Some of the strips of notill soybeans on the farm received a heavy rain immediately
after spraying. Yields on those strips varied from 10 to 21
bushels per acre due to poor weed control.
“Yields of weed control demonstration plots of notillage soybeans in the area varied widely last year according
to the treatment, says Davie. Yield of the check plot (no
spray) was 3.1 bushels per acre; with planavin, 9.8 bushels;
sir-mate, 15.8 bushels; dinitroenide, 23.3 bushels; paraquat,
25.1 bushels; 2 pounds Lorox, 27.6 bushels; and 3 pounds
Lorox, 27.8 bushels. Fertilizer used was 100 pounds of 8-3413 per acre on the row. The Hood variety was used.
“Three strips of no-tillage soybeans (also of the Hood
variety) after wheat were used to determine the effect of
broadcast fertilizer on the beans. The strip with no fertilizer
produced 26.6 bushels per acre; with 400 pounds per acre of
7-14-14 broadcast the yield was 30.9 bushels, and with 500
pounds per acre of 7-14-14, 32.6 bushels.
“In a check of different’ row spacings of no-tillage
beans after barley with Hill variety, 40-inch rows yielded 34
bushels per acre, 20-inch rows 41.6 bushels.
“The equipment used was the Allis-Chalmers No-Til
planter.”
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Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2020) that
uses the term “no-till” or the term “no-tillage” (regardless of
hyphenation).
3739. British Vegetarian. 1968. The Macrobiotic Restaurant.
May/June. p. 239.
• Summary: This new restaurant has “just opened at
136a Westbourne Terrace, W.2, a few minutes walk from
Paddington Station, where Westbourne Terrace crosses
Bishop’s Bridge Road (the entrance is on Bishop’s Bridge
Road). “Mr. Gregory Sams, who runs it, is a vegetarian
and makes a specialty of vegetarian and vegan meals. The
recipes are based on organically grown foods, with rice,
soya, and sesame the features in a varied menu with an Asian
influence; they offer a luxuriously gingery Japanese drink
called ume-syo-kuzu [with umeboshi, shoyu, and kuzu]. The
menu is a la carte. Phone: 01-723-7367. See also an almost
identical article in the July/Aug. issue of this magazine on
page 338. “The Macrobiotic Restaurant” is referred to again
by this name in the Nov/Dec. 1968 issue of this periodical
(p. 529); it is no longer serving lunches. And again in the
May/June 1969 issue (p. 290). The name and address are
unchanged. 1969
Note: The name of this restaurant was apparently
changed to “Seed” shortly after this article was written.
Not in the article is a “Seed” restaurant card and menu
from late 1969 or early 1970 sent to Soyfoods Center by
Gregory Sams, founder.
3740. Kromer, George W. 1968. Soybeans: Seasonal trends
in marketings and use. Fats and Oils Situation (USDA
Economic Research Service) FOS-243. p. 22-28. June.
• Summary: “Each fall, the Economic Research Service
publishes forecasts of the season’s total soybean crushings,
exports, and ending stocks, usually in the November issue of
the Fats and Oils Situation (FOS). Firm reliable estimates of
the new crop and carry-over stocks are available by then. But
there are many uncertainties on the market demand side. As
the marketing year progresses and monthly data on domestic
use and exports, as well as other economic facts, become
available, the initial forecasts are modified and published in
the succeeding issues of the FOS. Important considerations
in the review and revision process include an analysis of the
prospective demand for soybeans during the remainder of the
year, along with historical and seasonal trends in crushing
and exports.
“The U.S. soybean market encompasses both the fats
and oils economy as well as the feed-livestock economy. The
area of competition extends beyond that of other fats and oils
and high-protein feeds to include synthetic materials from
the petro-chemical industry. Consequently, many divergent
factors enter into demand projections of soybeans for
processing and export.
“In view of the rapid expansion in production and use

of soybeans, it should be clear that no 2 years are identical.
Nevertheless, there are certain seasonal usage patterns that
emerge early in most years that tend to mold the year’s
consumption level. This paper is concerned some of these
seasonal movements.
“Marketings are Heaviest in the Fall: Soybeans usually
move from farms to nearby country elevators and on to
processing plants. But as storage space at these locations is
filled, large quantities are shipped to terminal elevators. The
huge terminal elevators are owned and operated by dealers,
processors, and exporters.
“Movement takes place rather quickly after harvest
(usually mid-September through December), with about
2/3 of the soybean crop moving off farms by January 1.
The rapid harvest and large off-farm storage of soybeans
along with excess soybean processing capacity (crushing
mills have operated at about 80% of estimated capacity in
recent years) have been important factors in shaping buying
practices of the processing industry. Processor purchases are
heaviest during harvest, when soybean prices are seasonally
low. About half of the soybeans crushed during the entire
marketing year are received at mills by January 1. Some
soybeans are bought (through futures contracts) before
harvest by elevators, processors, and exporters but many
do not book that early. Processors generally have facilities
for storing large quantities of soybeans, but rarely enough
to meet their full requirements for the entire year. Part of
the soybeans bought by processors at harvest are stored in
commercial facilities outside of Processing plants.
“Soybeans are processed at a fairly uniform rate
throughout the year, in contrast with the bunching of
purchases at harvest time. The interval between the purchase
of beans and their processing involves risk as prices of both
soybeans and soybean products vary considerably. Futures
markets–a focal point of the industry’s pricing system–
operate for soybeans and for soybean oil and soybean meal.
“Processor Holdings of Soybeans–Peak in November:
While U.S. processors always purchase large quantities of
soybeans at harvest, there are some years in which they
procure a larger proportion of their season’s requirements
at that time than others. The proportion depends upon their
appraisal of seasonal price expectations...”
3741. Shepherd, C. Gerald; McCormick, Lowell L. 1968.
Soya: Posibilidades de su cultivo en Nicaragua [Soya:
Possibilities of its cultivation in Nicaragua]. Managua,
Nicaragua: Banco Central de Nicaragua. 32 p. July. 20 cm.
[Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Antecedents (preface / previous
developments). Introduction. Present situation with soya
in Nicaragua. Possibilities and potential for expansion.
Main problems and possible solutions. Summary and
recommendations.
At the end of 1966, representatives of the edible oil
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industry of Nicaragua asked the Central Bank of Nicaragua
for technical assistance from its Department of Technical
Investigaciones. This report is the result (July 1968) (p. 5).
Introduction: In Oct. 1967 a team of 3 specialists in rice,
directed by Dr. J. Norman Efferson, Dean of the College
of Agriculture at Louisiana State University, made an
evaluation of the rice industry in Nicaragua–commissioned
by the Central Bank of Nicaragua. In April 1968 the Bank
again contacted Dean Efferson to ask if he would consider
conducting a similar evaluation on the prospects for soya
(Glycine max (L.) Merr.) in Nicaragua. A 3-member group
arrived in Nicaragua on 19 June 1968 and for 10 days visited
the regions that produce rice and cotton, and other areas
where soybean production might be mechanized. The authors
also had the opportunity to visit the Experimental Center for
Cotton (Centro Experimental del Algodón), near Posoltega,
and the Central Agricultural Experiment Station at La Calera
(Centro Experimental Agropecuario La Calera). He was
helped by AID in Nicaragua. And greatly helped by Dr. F.S.
Parsons, who had conducted some investigations on soya in
the area northeast of the Lake of Managua (área Noroeste de
las costas del Lago de Managua). In 1967 the Bank financed
some experiments with the cultivation of soybeans, and
the team had the opportunity to visit some of the producers
financed by the Bank: Néstor L. Félix, A. Guardián, and José
Velázquez Delgadillo, all of León (p. 7-8).
Today, soya is grown on a limited scale in Nicaragua,
and is strictly experimental. Some variety trials were
conducted in 1968 at the Experimental Center for Cotton
in Posoltega. The variety Improved Pelican gave the best
yields. The same was true at the La Calera center, where
the varieties Seminole and Santa Maria were also tested.
The Bank then had Improved Pelican tested at 11 locations.
The best yields were obtained in the area of León. Dr. F.S.
Parsons conducted experiments with the varieties Improved
Pelican, Hardee, Lee and Bragg. Once again, Improved
Pelican yielded best, followed by Hardee. The amount of
soya planted in Nicaragua has probably never exceeded 30
manzanas (p. 9-10).
Note 1. A manzana, a traditional unit of land area in
Central America, is the area of a square 100 varas on a side;
it therefore varies according to the length of the vara. On
average it equals 0.7 hectares or 1.7 acres.
Note 2. This document contains the earliest clear date
seen for soybeans in Nicaragua or for the cultivation of
soybeans in Nicaragua (1967). The source of these soybeans
is unknown. Address: Experts on soya from Louisiana State
University.
3742. Denaire, J.; Andriamanantena, S.; Ramonjy, J. 1968.
L’inoculation des légumineuses à Madagascar: Résultats de
l’expérimentation de la campagne 1966-1967 [Inoculation of
legumes in Madagascar: Results of experiments during 19661967]. Agronomie Tropicale (France) 23(9):925-66. Sept.

[26 ref. Fre; eng; spa]
• Summary: The authors have isolated 62 local Rhizobium
strains of nitrogen-fixing bacteria from various food plants,
including 10 strains from soybeans (p. 928). They tested
these on soybeans as both food and forage crops during
the rainy season and dry season at various locations and
altitudes and or various soil types from northern to southern
Madagascar. Without inoculation, spontaneous nodulation
was very weak, and yields were low; inoculation raised
the number of nodules to 150-160 per plant, and increased
yields significantly. In trials during the 1966-67 crop season,
the effect of inoculation on crop yields was in all cases
but one better than the addition of 60 kg/ha of nitrogen
fertilizer. Moreover, the cost of nitrogen-fixing bacteria is
markedly lower than the cost of enough nitrogen fertilizer
to give the same yield increase. There is evidence that as
soon as inoculation is widely practiced in Madagascar, the
use of nitrogen fertilizers on legumes will no longer be
recommended.
In tropical soils, which are generally poor in organic
matter, nitrogen is a main limiting factor of agricultural
production, and the most expensive element. In Madagascar,
legume crops would be valuable for the nitrogen balancesheet of soil either in a pluriannual rotation on hills, or in
a double-crop rotation on rice fields. But the introduction
of some legumes has proved difficult in practice. Without
the addition of nitrogen fertilizer, these plants grow slowly,
give low yields, and show symptoms of nitrogen deficiency.
Address: 1. Laboratoire de Microbiologie des Sols (INRA,
Dijon [France]); 2-3. Div. de Phytopathologie (IRAM,
Tananarive [Madagascar]).
3743. Lal, M.S. 1968. Soybean research. Jawaharlal Nehru
Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, Technical Bulletin No. 10. v + 87
p. Sept. (Jabalpur, India). *
• Summary: The soybean was probably introduced to India
through China through the Himalayan mountains several
centuries ago. Some believe that it was also brought via
Burma by traders from Indonesia. Small, black-seeded
varieties were successfully grown in the central provinces
of India in 1882, and the soybean has been cultivated in the
northern hills for centuries. Address: Directorate of Research
Services, JNKVV, Jabalpur.
3744. Sellschop, J.P.F.; Niekerk, B.P. van; Le Roux, P.M.;
Heenhop, C.H.; Lesch, S.F.; O’Connel, J.P. comps. 1968.
The production and utilization of soya-beans on the farm and
in the industries. South Africa, Department of Agricultural
Technical Services, Leaflet No. 34. 12 p. Summarized in
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 66:46. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climatic requirements.
Characteristics of the soybean plant. Soil requirements.
Fertilizers. Inoculation of the seed. Seed quality. Time
and method of planting. Weed control. Harvesting. Yields.
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Storage of soybeans. Marketing and grading of soybeans:
Grading, hay, silage. Diseases. Micro-element deficiency
conditions: Molybdenum, zinc, manganese, iron. Insects and
their control. Soybeans and soybean meals as animal feeds.
Address: Potchefstroom and Pretoria, South Africa.
3745. Amick, R.J.; Allison, J.R. 1968. Production practices
used and costs incurred in producing soybeans in the Georgia
Coastal Plain. Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station,
Research Bulletin No. 46. 24 p. Oct.
• Summary: Summary (p. 23-24): “Due to aroused interest in
soybean production in Georgia during the past few years, an
economic study of soybean production was initiated in 1966.
Data for analysis were obtained from 110 soybean producers
in the Coastal Plain area of Georgia. These growers produced
both first- and second-crop soybeans.
“Usual practices for producing first-crop soybeans were
broadcast fertilizer, disc, plow, disc, plant, cultivate, spray
and combine. Usual practices for producing second-crop
soybeans were burn stubble, broadcast fertilizer, disc two
times (no plowing), plant, cultivate, spray, and combine.
“The average cost of producing soybeans was $37.62
and $31.77 per acre for first- and second-crop soybeans,
respectively, excluding land charges and marketing costs.
These costs are $1.30 and $1.24, respectively, per bushel
of soybeans. The largest cost component was for materials
which included seed, seed treatment, fertilizer, lime (for firstcrop soybeans), and insecticides. The next largest item was
power and machinery costs.
“The biggest advantage or difference in costs of secondcrop soybeans over first-crop soybeans would be in size of
the land charge, which would approximate $16.40 per acre
or $0.57 per bushel (yield of 29 bushels per acre). The land
charge for second-crop beans would either be one-half of this
figure ($0.29 per bushel) or zero.
“One of the variations in costs among producers of
either first-or second-crop soybeans was in power and
machinery. This variation was due to the differences in size
of power and machinery items used. Two combinations of
equipment designated as medium and large were budgeted
for first- and second-crop soybeans. Cost of producing
soybeans, less land charges, using medium equipment was
$39.26 per acre as compared to $36.00 per acre for growers
using large-size equipment. The cost of producing secondcrop soybeans, less land charges, was $33.95 and $31.03
for growers using medium- and large-size equipment,
respectively. These are cost differentials favoring operations
large enough to economically utilize large equipment, but
there were larger variations in costs realized by growers in
the sample using the same equipment sizes.” Address: Dep.
of Agricultural Economics, Georgia Station, Experiment,
Georgia 30212.
3746. Dorworth, C.E.; Christensen, C.M. 1968. Influence

of moisture content, temperature, and storage time upon
changes in fungus flora, germinability, and fat acidity values
of soybeans. Phytopathology 58(11):1457-59. Nov. [6 ref]
• Summary: “A moisture content between 13 and 14%
in soybeans permits invasion by storage fungi, and this
invasion may be accompanied or followed by a decrease in
germination percentage of the beans and an increase in fat
acidity value (FAV).”
Four graphs show these relationships. The lower the
moisture content and the lower the temperature, the lower
the rate of infection by fungi and the higher the germination
rate. At 20ºC (68ºF) 90% soybeans at 14.7% moisture will
germinate after 24 weeks. Address: Dep. of Plant Pathology,
Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55101.
3747. Fehr, W.R. 1968. Soybean blends: Should you try
them? Crops and Soils Magazine 21(2):15. Nov.
• Summary: “About 2 years ago, farmers began seeing
soybean seed sold with a brand name and the phrase,
‘Variety-Not Stated.’ The advertising literature read, ‘A
combination of known varieties.’ These new ‘combinations
of known varieties’ are soybean blends.
“Name of the game: Considerable confusion has arisen
over the difference between a soybean variety, a blend, and a
hybrid. A soybean variety is the equivalent of an inbred line
of corn. Hark, Corsoy, Clark, Lee, and Hill are pure inbred
lines, which can be grown year after year without changing
genetically, unless mutations or natural cross-pollination
occurs.
“A soybean blend is simply a mechanical mixture of
seed from two or more pure varieties.”
A blend tends to be more stable over a range of growing
conditions and it may also provide insurance against certain
diseases.
“What guidelines can be used in deciding between a
pure variety or a blend? Use the same criteria for buying
soybean seed as you do for buying seed corn or other farm
necessities.
“How did the variety or blend perform in reliable yield
tests in your area? Your extension agent can supply the
information if it has been tested by the state agricultural
experiment station. Most people wouldn’t buy a car that
someone said would get 80 miles to the gallon without some
reliable proof, so why not be just as careful about claims for
fantastic increases in yield with a new soybean variety or
blend.
“Is the price right? Is it realistic in relation to other
varieties and blends being sold?” Address: Crop breeder,
Iowa State Univ.
3748. Williamson, A.J.P. 1968. Soybean well worth greater
attention. Queensland Agricultural Journal 94(11):655-63.
Nov.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Ancient crop. Varieties
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(suited for 5 different parts of Australia). Rotation. Soils and
fertilizers. Varietal descriptions. Land preparation and tillage.
Time of planting. Row spacings. Planting rates. Planting.
Crop cultivation. Pests and diseases. Harvesting. Yields.
Storage of seed. Soybean hay. Green fodder or silage. Crop
prospects.
Page 637: Soybean is a crop of promise in Queensland
agriculture, and production this season is expected to be a
record 1,600 tons. A full account of producing the crop under
Greenland conditions is given in this article.
Contains 4 photos.
Tables: (1) Promising varieties for commercial
production in 5 districts in Queensland: North Queensland,
Dawson-Callide, South Burnett, Lockyer Valley, and Darling
Downs.
(2) Varietal descriptions. For each of 22 varieties is
given: Maturity period in days. Growth habit (vining, erect,
or semi-erect). Average height. Height of lowest pods.
Flower colour. Seed colour. Number of seeds per pound.
Shattering, degree of.
(3) Recommended planting dates for various districts
(Nov. to Dec.). Address: Agronomist, Australia.
3749. Camacho M., Luis H. 1968. Resultados de la
investigacion sobre el cultivo de la soya en Colombia. I.
Adaptación de variedades [Results of an investigation on
soybean cultivation in Colombia. I. Adaptations of varieties].
Revista ICA (Instituto Colombiano Agropecuaria, Bogota)
3(4):369-77. Dec. [12 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: The soybean worldwide. The soybean
in Colombia: The first efforts in 1929. Results of adaptation
experiments in the Valley of Cauca: Fábrica de Grasas
S.A., the oilseed section of CNIA Palmira (La Sección de
Oliaginosas del C.N.I.A. Palmira), the National Legume
program of ICA (Programa Nacional de Leguminosas de
grano del ICA). Adaptation studies in the low and hot zones
of Colombia: In Tolima, in the Atlantic zone. Tables show:
(1) Results of a study of seven soybean varieties in 1945 at
the Palmira Center for Land and Cattle Investigations. The
varieties are: Mammoth Yellow, Aksarben, Hollybrook,
Biloxi, Laredo, Missoy, 81044. The highest yield came from
81044 (1,601 kg/ha), followed by Aksarben (1,562). (2)
Agronomic characteristics of 18 varieties of soybeans studied
at the Palmira Center for Land and Cattle Investigations in
1965. They are: Mammoth Yellow, Otootan, Missoy, Laredo,
Lincoln, Wabash, Wabash b, Perry, Manotan [sic, Mamotan],
Dorman, S-100, Red Tanner, C-101, D-423-267, Ogden,
N-44-92, Acadiam [sic, Acadian], Monroe. For each is given:
Vegetative period (in days). Height of the lowest branches
(in cm). Height of the plant (cm). Percentage of protein in
the seeds. Percentage of oil in the seeds. Address: I.A., PhD,
Director, Programa Nacional de Leguminosa de Grano de
ICA, Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Agropecuarias
Palmira, Colombia.

3750. Conference on soybean production and marketing
(First). 1968. Jabalpur: Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa
Vidyalaya. iii + 148 p. Held at Jabalpur. *
3751. Costache, D.; Nica, O. 1968. [Protein and oil content
of soya beans as affected by variety, fertilizer environment].
Lucrarile Stiintifice–Institutul Agronomic “Nicolae
Balcescu” (A) (Scientific Works–Agricultural Institute
“Nicolae Balcescu,” Bucarest) 11:133-47. Summary in Field
Crop Abstracts 23(2):193 (1970). [4 ref. Rom; eng; fre; rus]*
• Summary: In trials conducted in Romania in 1965 and
1966, the authors found that the protein content of soybeans
was greatly influenced by the variety and type of fertilizer
applied. An increase in applied nitrogen usually increased the
protein content and decreased the oil content.
3752. Delouche, James C. 1968. Precepts for seed storage.
In: Proceedings, Mississippi Short Course for Seedsmen. See
p. 85-119. *
Address: Seed Technology Lab., Mississippi State Univ.,
State College, Mississippi.
3753. Huber, W. 1968. Anbau von Sojabohnen zur
Koernergewinnung? [Production of soybeans for seeds?].
Mitteilungen fuer die Schweizerische Landwirtschaft 16:11012. [Ger]
Address: Eidgenoessische Landwirtschaftliche
Versuchsanstalt Zuerich-Oerlikon [Zurich].
3754. Mascarenhas, H.A.A.; Miyasaka, S.; Kiihl, R.A.S.;
Dematte, J.E. 1968. Instrucoes para a cultura de soja
[Instructions for cultivating soybeans]. IAC, Boletim No.
122. 43 p. Instituto Agronomico, Campinas. [Por]*
Address: Campinas, Brazil.
3755. Nelson, Lewis Bailert. ed. 1968. Changing patterns
in fertilizer use. Proceedings of a symposium sponsored by
the Soil Science Society of America and held at the Palmer
House in Chicago, Illinois, February 14 and 15, 1968.
Madison, Wisconsin: Soil Science Society of America. xiv +
466 p. Illust. 24 cm.
• Summary: See Chap. 11, “Fertilizer use on soybeans,” by
A.J. Ohlrogge & E.J. Kamprath, is cited separately. Address:
Chairman, editorial committee.
3756. Orozco, S.H. 1968. Estudios preliminares sobre
distancias de siembra en soya [Preliminary studies on the
planting distances for soybeans]. Instituto Colombiano
Agropecuario (I.C.A.) 3(3):156. [Spa]*
3757. Piquin, Alberto. 1968. Soja: cultivo del futuro
argentino [Soybean: The crop of the future in Argentina].
Revista de la Bolsa de Cereales (Buenos Aires, Argentina)
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No. 2811. p. 38-43. [8 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Characteristics of the
species. Early history in Argentina (from 1956). Quality of
the raw material. Uses of soybeans: The plant (green forage,
green manure, silage), green vegetable (grano verde), whole
dry soybeans, vegetable milk (incl. curds, dry powder,
condensed), powdered milk, flour, oil. Labor requirements.
Varieties suited for 5 ecological zones in Argentina.
Mechanical harvesting. Introduced varieties. Diseases and
insect pests. Yields. Promotion of cultivation. Address: Ing.
Agr., Coordinador Nacional Programa Soja, Salta, Argentina.
3758. Valdivia B., V.; Madariaga L., C. 1968. [Influence of
sowing date on yield and other characters of soyabeans].
Agricultura Tecnica 28(4):158-61. [12 ref. Spa; eng]*
Address: Estac. Exp. La Platina, Santiago, Chile.
3759. Young, R.E. 1968. Mechanical damage to soybeans
during harvesting. MSc thesis, Iowa State University.
Unpublished. *
• Summary: Damaged soybeans swell much more than
sound soybeans when soaked in water. The difference is
large enough that the damaged beans can be removed by
sieving.
3760. Zamfirescu, N.; Nica, O. 1968. [Influence of nitrogen
fertilizers on soybean production]. Lucrarile Stiintifice–
Institutul Agronomic “Nicolae Balcescu” (A) (Scientific
Works–Agricultural Institute “Nicolae Balcescu,” Bucarest)
11:99-110. Summary in Field Crop Abstracts 23(2):193
(1970). [7 ref. Rom; eng; fre; rus]*
• Summary: If soybeans were inoculated with Rhizobium,
seed yields were greatly increased when nitrogen fertilizers
were applied 30 days after emergence.
3761. Central Soya Co. 1968. Unlocking soybean profits.
Fort Wayne, Indiana. 20 p. Summarized in Soybean Digest,
Jan. 1968, back cover. *
Address: Fort Wayne, Indiana.
3762. Kilmer, Victor James; Younts, S.E.; Brady, N.C.
eds. 1968. The role of potassium in agriculture. Madison,
Wisconsin: American Society of Agronomy. xvi + 509 p.
Illust. 24 cm.
• Summary: On the title page: “Proceedings of a symposium
sponsored and financed by the Tennessee Valley Authority
and the American Potash Institute and cosponsored by the
American Society of Agronomy, Crop Science Society of
America, and Soil Science Society of America, and held at
the National Fertilizer Development Center, TVA, Muscle
Shoals, Alabama, June 18-19, 1968.” Address: 1. Chief,
Soils & Fertilizer Research Branch, Div. of Agricultural
Development, Tennessee Valley Authority, Muscle Shoals,
Alabama.

3763. Kovacheva, Ivanka; Dimitrov, Dimitr. 1968.
Prouchvane vurkhu nachina na zasiavane na smesen posev
ot tsarevitsa i soia za silazh pri polivni usloviia [Study on the
method of maize and soybean planting in mixed silage crops
grown under irrigation]. Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science,
Bulgaria) 5(5):85-94. [20 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: Different methods of maize and
soybean planting and various ratios between the numbers of
their plants in mixtures grown for silage under irrigation are
studied in the years 1964-1966 in the Institute’s experimental
field located in the village Slivo polé. Maize crop stands of
55,000, 80,000 and 110,000 plants per hectare and soybean
crop stands of 300,000 to 350,000 and 150,000 to 180,000
plants per hectare are tested on leached chernozem soil at
soil moisture of over 70% of field capacity maintained by
furrow irrigation in the root zone of 0.8 m. Three methods of
maize and soybean planting are experimented, namely both
components planted in rows standing at 60 cm apart, each
component planted alone in rows at 45/15 cm in bands and
hill planting in rows. Maize hybrid Wisconsin 641 AA and
soybean variety Adams are tested.
“The following conclusions are drawn:
“1. A stand of 55,000 maize plants and 300,000 to
350,000 soybean plants grown on a hectare in mixed rows
standing at 60 cm apart is most suitable under irrigation
conditions.
“2. Growing together of maize and soybean for silage is
superior to the growing of each component alone. A mixed
crop saves additional labour which would be needed for
mixing at ensiling of two crops grown alone and it requires
less area for the same amount of produce than the total area
of both components grown separately.
“3. The green mass yield of a maize-soybean mixed crop
is 6.6% to 12.9% lower and the carbohydrate yield is 12.4%
to 18.7% lower but the crude protein yield is 13.3% to 32.7%
higher than the respective yields of maize grown alone.
“4. Dry matter of mixed crops contains from 21.6%
to 44.6% more crude protein, from 7.1% to 9.0% more
crude fats, from 5.0% to 9.1% more raw cellulose and from
9.8% to 16.4% more mineral substances and from 6.7% to
11.0% less carbohydrates in comparison with maize grown
alone.” Address: Agricultural Inst. Obraztsov Chiflik, Russé,
Bulgaria.
3764. Ohlrogge, A.J.; Kamprath, Eugene J. 1968. Fertilizer
use on soybeans. In: Lewis B. Nelson, et al., eds. 1968.
Changing Patterns in Fertilizer Use. Proceedings of a
Symposium Sponsored... Madison, Wisconsin: Soil Science
Society of America. xiv + 466 p. See p. 273-95. Chapt. 11.
Illust. 24 cm. [5 ref]
Address: 1. Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana; 2. North
Carolina State Univ., Raleigh, North Carolina.
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3765. Paulsen, Gary M.; Rotimi, Olusegun A. 1968.
Phosphorus-zinc interaction in two soybean varieties
differing in sensitivity to phosphorus nutrition. Samaru
Research Bulletin No. 97. p. 73-76. [17 ref]
• Summary: Reprinted from Soil Science Society of
America Proceedings 32(1):73-76 (1968). Address: Dep. of
Agronomy, Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, Kansas.
3766. Pesek, John. 1968. Potassium nutrition of soybeans
and corn. In: Victor J. Kilmer, S.E. Younts, and N.C. Brady,
eds. 1968. The Role of Potassium in Agriculture. Madison,
Wisconsin: American Society of Agronomy. xvi + 509 p. See
p. 447-68. Illust. 24 cm. [33 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: Plants react favorably to
improved nutrition expressed as the concentration of an
element or its total accumulation in the plant community
provided the element in question is at a low level of
concentration and is limiting plant growth or crop yield
as much as or more than the other nutrient elements and
environmental factors.” Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames,
Iowa.
3767. Petrakieva, Irina; Kalaidjieva, Stanka; et al. 1968.
Rezultati ot sravnitelni prouchvania na ednogodishni rastenia
i smeski za furaj [Results from a comparative study of plants
used for forage]. In: Proizvodstvo i Izpolzvane na Zelenite
Furaji. Sofia: Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
3768. Petrakieva, Irina. 1968. Rezultati ot sravnitelno
izpitvane na smeski ot tsarevitsa i zakharna metla sus soia i
bakla pri polivni usloviia [Results from a comparative study
of forage made from a mixture of maize and sweet sorghum,
grown under irrigation with soybeans and broad beans].
Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria) 5(7):45-54.
[22 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: Summary: Mixtures of maize and sweet
sorghum with soy- and broad beans were comparatively
tested under irrigation at the Institute in the years 1964-1966.
Data are presented on meteorological and soil conditions
under which the tests were run, on the botanical and
chemical composition, feed value, dry matter content of the
green forage, on yields of green forage, dry matter, feed units
and digestible protein. Data show that the feed unit yield
of maize grown alone levels up with that of maize-soybean
mixtures. Digestible protein yield per hectare of maizesoybean mixtures is from 82.2 to 117.5 per cent higher than
that of maize grown alone (Table 9). The other mixtures are
low-yielding and unpromising.
“Separate planting of maize and soybean for silage is
less advantageous than combined planting of both crops. In
the former case of planting the mixed crop produces less feed
units and digestible protein.
“Growing maize under irrigation for silage together

with soybean results in 2,730 to 3,900 kg more digestible
protein produced per hectare against an input of 500 to 600
kg/ha of soybean seed planted. This mixture is found to be of
economic advantage in producing green forage for silage.”
Address: Forage Research Inst., Pleven, Bulgaria.
3769. Vasev, V.A. 1968. Vurkhu roliata na konkurentsiiata
i alelopatiiata mezhdu tsarevitsata, soia i fasul [The
importance of competition and allelopathy between maize,
soybeans, and haricot beans]. Nauchni Trudove–Vissh
Selskostopanksi Institut “Vasil Kolarov” (Scientific Works–
Vasil Kolarov Higher Institute of Agriculture) 17:259-74. [32
ref. Bul; ger]
Address: Bulgaria.
3770. Remussi, C.; Gutierrez, H. 1968? Soja: Consejos
utiles para su cultivo [The soybean: Useful advice for
its cultivation]. Buenos Aires, Argentina: Facultad de
Agronomia y Veterinaria. Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia
Agropecuaria. Instituto Agroindustrial de Oleaginosas. 10 p.
s/f. [Spa]*
Address: Argentina.
3771. Singh, Vikram. 1969. Influence of plant density and
planting pattern on growth, development, yield and yield
components of soybean. PhD thesis, Cornell University. 139
p. Jan. [80 ref]
Address: Cornell Univ.
3772. Indian Council of Agricultural Research. 1969.
Proceedings of the Second Workshop Conference on
Soybean. New Delhi, India: ICAR. 11 p. Held 12-13 Feb.
1969 at the Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New
Delhi.
• Summary: Mostly about soybean production, cultural
practices, breeding, and plant protection. Address: Indian
Agricultural and Research Inst., New Delhi.
3773. Brown, J.R. 1969. SNAPP: 5-step approach to high
yields. Soybean Digest. March. p. 10-12.
• Summary: “The five steps in the SNAPP approach are:
“Soil-test-based fertilizer and lime recommendations.
“Narrow-row production.
“Adapted, high-yielding varieties.
“Plant in May.
“Pest control.” Address: Asst. Prof., Dep. of Agronomy,
Univ. of Missouri.
3774. Collins, Jimmie L.; McCarthy, Ivon E. 1969.
Mechanical harvesting and shelling of vegetable-type
soybeans. Tennessee Farm and Home Science, Progress
Report No. 69. p. 2-4. Jan/March. (Knoxville, TN). [4 ref]
• Summary: “Vegetable-type soybeans are a nutritious and
flavorful green vegetable when processed in the immature
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stage. Also, the quantity of protein found in the beans
surpasses those of other edible legumes. Although the use of
green soybeans could help alleviate the nutritional imbalance
suffered by many Americans, there has been limited interest
shown in producing this vegetable.”
Pods of a vegetable-type soybeans were harvested at
4 stages of maturity with a Chisholm-Ryder Hi-Boy model
snap bean harvester. The green pods were then heated in
boiling water and shelled in a Dixie Pea Huller. Beans
harvested on Sept. 30 yielded 792 lb/acre of total bean
solids and had a shell-out percentage of 47.0%. These
beans contained 64.3% moisture, and 40.5% protein on a
dry-weight basis. Address: Asst. Professors, Dep. of Food
Technology, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN.
3775. Khan, Ahmed Mustafa; Ali, Safdar. 1969. Varietal
and cultural studies in soybean. West Pakistan Journal of
Agricultural Research 7(1):67-85. March. [19 ref]
• Summary: Soybean is a new crop in Pakistan and trials
are being conducted to determine its potential in the country.
Studies at the Agricultural Research Inst., Tandojam, have
shown that soybean can be successfully grown in the whole
Hyderabad Division.
A two-year study was conducted during 1964 and 1965
to compare the performance of seven promising exotic
soybean varieties: Diashoka (from Japan), Loppa (China),
I-F/60-1 (China), Palmetto (Taiwan, China), Improved
Pelican (USA), E-G-5 (Philippines), and Numa Hung
(China). These were compared with K-30, a standard variety
from Dacca (East Pakistan) and S.B.L., another standard
variety from Lyallpur [Faisalabad] (West Pakistan). The
varieties I-F/60-1 (China) and Improved Pelican gave
the best yields. Loppa was matured the earliest (89 to 93
days). Planting on June 22 gave a significantly better yield
than planting on May 22 or July 22. Address: Agricultural
Research Inst., Tandojam, Pakistan.
3776. Khan, Ahmed Mustafa; Ali, Safdar. 1969. Water
requirement of soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) in
Hyderabad region). West Pakistan Journal of Agricultural
Research 7(1):53-64. March. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Investigations were carried out on
the water requirement of the three selected soybean varieties
namely S.B.L., K-16, and K-30 from 1963 to 1966.
“Results obtained show that 24 to 27 acre inches
resulted in significantly better yields as compared to
irrigations of 18 and 21 acre inches.
“The varieties tried were not found to differ significantly
in the their irrigation requirements; although S.B.L. showed
better performance under 21 acre inches and has somewhat
lower water requirement as compared to varieties K-16 and
K-30. The reduction in yield of S.B.L. under 21 acre inches
was also not much as compared to its yield under 24 and 27
acre inches. S.B.L. also showed the highest yield potential of

all the three varieties tried.
“Application of 27 acre inches also resulted in increased
per plant yield, and in the number of pods per plant; but the
seed size and the number of branches per plant did not show
any marked response to increased levels of irrigations.”
Address: Agricultural Research Inst., Tandojam, Pakistan.
3777. Soybean Digest. 1969. The 100-bu. winners: How they
did it. March. p. 22-23.
• Summary: A photo shows: “The four men who broke the
100-bushel yield barrier with Harris Barnes, president of the
American Soybean Assn. From left, Max Peeler (100.55 bu.),
George Kimmons, (109.64 bu.), Mr. Barnes, Gerald Tarnow
(103.84 bu.), and Harry E. Pick (100.74 bu.).” All competed
in the “National Soybean Yield Contest.” The man with the
highest yield:
“George Kimmons, Ozark, Missouri, champion,
with 109.64 bu/a. Mr. Kimmons planted certified and
germination-tested Clark 63 soybeans in 28-inch rows at
a rate of 14 plants per linear foot of row on May 19. He
broadcast-applied nitrogen at 135 lbs/a, phosphorus 105
lbs/a, and potash 165 lbs/a. He grew soybeans on the same
field in 1967. He spring plowed and disked two times. He
planted May 19 and rotary hoed twice. Kimmons was a
regional winner last year.”
All four of the winners inoculated their seed and they
applied and incorporated Treflan [trifluralin herbicide] on
a broadcast basis. Treflan is made by Elanco Products Co.,
sponsor of the national content.
Similar details are given for each of the other three men.
3778. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1969. Three stages in Far East
soybean markets. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign
Agricultural Service). April 14. p. 6-8.
• Summary: Today soybean markets in the Far East, the
original home of the soybean, have emerged from timehonored Eastern patterns and have differentiated into what
may be called three types–traditional, transitional, and
industrial. In traditional markets soybeans continue to be
sold and used chiefly for human protein foods, and volumes
traded are comparatively small. Also, volumes processed
by modern methods are small. Transitional markets are
characterized by larger volume, the modern processing
of considerable quantities of soybeans for oil for human
consumption, and the developing use of soybean meal for
human food products and for high-protein animal feeds
for emerging livestock and poultry industries. In industrial
markets very large quantities of soybeans are efficiently
imported, marketed, and processed for oils and fats for
human use and for meal for vigorous livestock industries;
at the same time soybeans are still used in traditional foods
and soybean meal is used to make a variety of new food
products.
Korea is a traditional soybean market. Nearly all
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soybeans are processed into human protein foods such
as synthetic milk, flour, paste for soup [miso], curd for
consumption in more solid form, mash, sprouted beans, soy
sauce, and even fermented “cheese”. About 60 to 70% of the
domestic crop of about 200,000 tonnes annually is sold in the
country’s food markets directly to private and commercial
consumers. Total imports in 1968 were 28,000 tonnes–all
from the U.S.
Most processing of soybeans for human use is done in
individual homes by housewives. For example, nearly every
Korean family makes a product known as kochojang, or hot
bean mash, which consists of powdered, fermented soybeans
mixed with red pepper, salt, and water. Some foodmaking
(soybean curd and soy sauce) is organized into cottage
industry. Most of the soybeans imported from the U.S.
are made into traditional soybean foods for rations for the
Korean army by one large food factory. Crushing soybeans
and other oilseeds for oil is done by about 100 small mills
throughout the country. The estimated capacity of all the
mills added together is about 200,000 tonnes per year of
oilseeds of all types. The largest mills have capacities less
than 25 tons per day.
In Taiwan, very little of the imported soybeans are used
to make traditional Far East foods. The larger crushing and
extraction facilities are clustered around large cities–Taipei,
Taichung, Tainan, and Kaohsiung. Only the last is a port,
and even there no mills are located on deep water. Imported
soybeans are discharged by ships’ equipment onto docks,
where they are bagged and then stored. Bagged beans are
sent by truck or rail to inland processing plants. Modern
deep-water bulk discharge facilities are to be built at
Kaohsiung along with storage for soybeans and grain.
Japan is the giant of Far Eastern markets for U.S.
soybeans. One of the most important recent improvements
in soybean logistics has been the development of modern
deepwater grain and soybean terminals where soybeans can
be rapidly discharged from ships’ holds directly to storage,
interim transportation, or crushing mills. The first fastdischarge elevator on deep water for soybeans or grain was
built by an American-Japanese company. At present four
terminals have been built in the Tokyo and Kobe areas, and
two more are under construction. Unloading is accomplished
by pneumatic suction tubes with capacities of 600 to 800
tons per hour (about 6,000 tonnes per 8-hour day). In Korea
and Taiwan, facilities for the fast unloading of large tankers
do not exist. Many large, new crushing mills have been built
on harbor frontage rather than inland so that they can benefit
from bulk transportation methods. The annual capacity
of the 15 large, modern mills in Japan is estimated at 1.8
million tons of soybeans. The first mills in Japan were in the
mountains because most oilseed crops were grown there.
Address: Fats and Oils Div., Foreign Agricultural Service.
3779. Barriga S., Celio; Sifuentes, J.A. 1969. El cultivo de la

soya, en el Noroeste [Soybean production in the northwest.
2nd ed.]. Circular CIANO No. 39. 15 p. April. (Instituto
Nacional de Investigaciones Agricolas–SAG, Mexico City,
Mexico). First published in March 1963. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Use well adapted varieties. Prepare
the soil well. Plant seeds on the recommended date. Inoculate
the seeds. Fertilize the fields adequately. Sow an adequate
quantity of seed. The work of cultivation. Diseases of the
soybean. Fight pests on time. Avoid losses in the harvest.
On the cover is a color photo of a yellow soybean against a
reddish-orange background. Address: Instituto Nacional de
Investigaciones Agricolas, SAG.
3780. Cooper, Richard L. 1969. What’s new in soybean row
spacing and population? Soybean News (NSCIC) 20(3):1-2.
April.
• Summary: In 1967, soybean research plots were grown
for the first time on the farm of Mr. John Reiser, Ashland,
Illinois. Mr. Reiser has been a repeat winner in the State
Soybean Yield Contest and has averaged over 70 bushels per
acre on his contest acreage over a 4-year period. His record
high was 82.7 bu/a achieved in 1965.
“The purpose of research on the Reiser farm was to gain
some insight into factors influencing high yields. A variety
test was planted in 20-inch rows with a seeding rate of 9
seeds per foot. The test looked excellent, with good stands
and rapid early growth. On the last week of July, however, a
3-inch rain with wind caused severe lodging throughout the
entire nursery and the grower’s field. These plants remained
in this lodged condition throughout the season. Average
yields of 60 bushels were obtained with single plot yields in
the 70’s.
Recent research investigations at Illinois, by Pendleton
and Peters, and at Iowa, by Shibles and Weber, suggest that
early lodging in soybeans (late July or early August) may
be quite deleterious to seed set and pod filling and hence
yield of soybeans. This may be due to less efficient use of
the light energy. Also lodging causes increased harvesting
losses. If lodging reduces yield, what would the yields have
been in the Ashland environment if lodging could have
been prevented? How often does lodging limit yields in
growers’ fields? In 1968, an experiment was set up at the
Ashland location to determine if lodging could be reduced
or prevented by reducing the within-row plant population in
20-inch spacing. A similar test was put out at Urbana in 30inch rows. The plots were hand thinned to obtain the desired
stands of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 plants per foot. The results of
these tests are shown in tables 1 and 2.
“Compare the difference in lodging at the two locations.
Four plants per foot at Ashland lodged more severely than 10
plants per foot at Urbana. Although some of the difference
can be attributed to the narrower row spacing at Ashland,
the differences due to environment are striking. At Ashland,
rapid, vigorous, early growth resulted in tall, succulent plants
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with heavy foliage. These plants were leveled by a 2½-inch
rain the first week of August. At Urbana, the plants grew
more slowly, were sturdier, and showed little or no lodging
until mid-August, and then lodging was much less severe.
“The yield data at Urbana are typical of many seeding
rate studies that have been conducted in the Midwest. In
general, if the within-row seeding rate is too low, yield
increases can be expected by increasing seeding rate up to
a point. Beyond that point, further increases in population
fail to give further yield increase and yields tend to level off.
This has led to the practice of adding a few extra seeds per
foot, for insurance against poor emergence, with the thought
that even if all the seeds emerged, little if any yield reduction
would result.
“The results at the Ashland location do not fit the same
pattern, however. Yields increased with increasing population
up to 6 plants per foot but dropped off sharply at 8 plants
per foot. It is suggested that this difference in response to
seeding rate is due to the severity of the lodging at Ashland.
At Urbana, either the lodging occurred too late to reduce
yields or was not sufficiently severe to offset the benefits
of the higher population. At Ashland, lodging at the higher
populations more than offset the benefits from increased
population, resulting in a net decrease in yield. These results
suggest that in environments with high yield potential,
excessively high populations may actually decrease soybean
yields due to increased early lodging. In this manner, early
lodging may be a major barrier to record soybean yields.
“How often does the Ashland situation occur in farmers’
fields? In many growers’ fields, where the yield potential
is in the 30-40 bushel range, factors influencing the yield
potential of the environment, such as moisture and fertility,
are far more important than lodging. But growers who
are routinely producing 150 bushel corn and 50 bushel
soybeans may frequently be encountering the lodging barrier
to higher soybean yields. The Ashland data indicates that
high populations are necessary for record yields, but high
populations increase the risk of lodging. What can be done
about these two opposing factors?
“There are several approaches to this problem. One, of
course, is to grow more lodging-resistant varieties. However,
until more lodging-resistant varieties are available, there
is another approach that can be taken. Row spacing and
within-row population have a significant effect on lodging.
In a given environment, it has generally been observed that
with the same number of plants per acre, reducing the space
between rows results in shorter plants and less lodging. The
reason for this is that it gives more uniform plant distribution
which reduces mutual shading. For example, 2 plants per
foot in 7-inch rows is roughly equivalent in population per
acre to 6 plants per foot in 20-inch rows (see table 3).
“Yield advantages of using narrow rows in Midwest
soybean culture are well documented. The advantage, of the
narrow rows has been attributed, in part, to quicker ground

cover, giving earlier and more complete interception of the
sunlight, and reduced moisture loss from soil evaporation.
Equally important, however, is that narrower rows permit
higher populations per acre with less risk of encountering
a severe lodging problem. Unfortunately, there has been a
tendency for growers to overdo population per acre when
they change to narrow rows. Hence, in many cases, the
lodging problem has actually been increased, rather than
decreased. It is suggested that growers think more in terms
of population per acre when considering seeding rates. They
should be aware of the relationship between seeds per foot
of row and row spacing as it affects the number of seeds per
acre (see table 3).
“Let’s look at the row spacings and populations used
by some of the top winners in the 1968 National Soybean
Contest. The planting pattern ranged from 7-inch rows with
2.5 plants per foot by Harry Pick, Chenoa, Illinois (100.7
bu/a) to 28-inch rows with 14 plants per foot by George
Kimmons, Ozark, Missouri (109.6 bu/a). A third winner,
Mr. Gerald Tarnow, had 30-inch rows with 7.5 plants per
foot (103.8 bu/a). If row spacing and population, as they
influence lodging, are important to record yields, what is
the explanation for the success of these growers who used
greatly different planting patterns?
“There may well be a logical explanation to this
apparent paradox. Many growers have observed extremely
tall soybeans, which failed to lodge only because of absence
of a severe wind and rain storm during the growing season.
Unfortunately, in many upland soils in the Midwest, when
a grower fails to get the rain storm that lodges his beans, he
fails to have enough moisture for record yields. There are
exceptions, however, as apparently was the case with Mr.
Tarnow, whose beans were 64 inches tall but did not lodge.
Rainfall came at frequent intervals with no hard rains.
“Mr. Kimmons grew his beans on river-bottom land. On
such soils, or other soils with a good moisture supply, there
is a better chance of having sufficient moisture for record
yield, without the driving rains. This may explain, in part, the
frequency of record soybean yields on these soil types. Mr.
Kimmons’ beans were 50 inches tall, and although there was
some lodging, it did not occur until late August after most
of the pods had set. The third ranking grower, Mr. Pick, by
using 7-inch rows, low population, and late planting (June 5),
produced plants which were less than 40 inches tall and very
resistant to lodging. These plants stood well in spite of heavy
early rain and flooding conditions in July. The experience of
these three growers, and the reasons for their escaping the
early lodging problem, may be an explanation for why record
yields have been possible over a wide range of row spacings
and populations.
“Which combination a grower should choose depends
in part on the moisture capacity of his soil and how big a
risk he is willing to take. If he is on soil with good water
holding capacity, the main risk he takes is the possibility of
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lodging from a severe wind and rain storm. On upland soils,
however, with only moderate water holding capacity, he must
take a double risk: To get sufficient moisture to obtain record
yields, he needs the rain which could lodge his crop.
“Whether a grower has a good soil moisture supply
or not, using wide rows and high within-row seeding rates
makes him vulnerable to early lodging. Growers producinghigh soybean yields but encountering serious lodging
problems may find it worth their effort to consider both
narrow rows and lower within-row seeding rates.” Address:
Research Agronomist, Crops Research Div., Agricultural
Research Service, USDA, and Assoc. Prof. of Agronomy,
Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
3781. Hymowitz, Theodore. 1969. What is a soybean?
Soybean News (NSCIC) 20(3):3-4. April.
• Summary: “Taxonomically, the soybean is a member
of the Leguminosae or the pulse family. The pulse family
includes the peas, beans, forage, and green manure legumes.
The proper scientific name of the soybean is Glycine max
(L.) Merrill. The scientific name or binomial system of
nomenclature provides a universal method for designating
plants. Some plants have many common names, but all
plants have only one scientific name.
“The soybean can also be defined descriptively. A
workable botanical description of the soybean is as follows.
“An annual usually bushy herb, from 0.5 to 2 meters
high; stems up to 4 mm in diameter; leaves 3 foliolate;
leaflets 3-15 cm long, 2.5-10 cm wide; racemes axillary, 1015 mm long with 1-12 flowers; flower color white, rose, or
purple; pods usually oblong about 25-75 mm long, 8-15 mm
wide with several seeds; seed color cream, brown, or black;
seed weight 4 to 27 grams per 100 seed.
“The above botanical variations and many other types
of differences among soybean plants such as disease, seed
shattering or lodging resistance and climatic adaptation are
the raw materials used by plant breeders to increase per acre
yields of soybeans. Fields of soybeans may botanically vary
from region to region, but one has no problem identifying the
growing crop.
“Recent surveys have shown that in the U.S. and abroad,
the number and proportion of human beings who suffer from
a lack of quantity (calories) or quality (protein) of food is
increasing. Children who fail to get a proper protein diet
during their first few years may become retarded mentally as
well as physically. In addition, the intellectual attainments
of children who have recovered from severe malnutrition
have been shown to be consistently lower than those of
individuals with adequate nutrition during infancy.
“The above findings lead me to the third definition
of what is a soybean–its chemical constituents. Today’s
commercial soybean varieties contain about 41, 21, and 13%
protein, oil, and sugar, respectively. As there is descriptive
variation among soybeans, the same is true for chemical

variation among soybeans. Beans with protein contents from
27-52% and oil contents from 13-20% have been recorded in
the literature. Little is known about the variation in the sugar
content of soybeans.
“Soybean protein in the form of soy meal is used in
livestock and poultry feed for the production of milk, butter,
eggs, poultry, beef, pork, and lamb. In addition to indirectly
supplying man with protein, soybeans offer the most
economical and practical source of dietary protein.
“The increasing protein gap in the world is due to the
lack of foods with the proper balance of essential amino
acids in forms readily available and utilizable for human
consumption. Rice, wheat, maize, sorghum, the millets;
rye, barley, cassava, sweet potato, potato, bananas, and
coconuts are the basic foods for man. In large part, these
basic foods quantitatively are low in total protein content
and qualitatively, they are deficient in certain amino acids.
Except for low methionine content, soybean meal is fairly
well nutritionally balanced. Studies in India have indicated
that a consumption of just 2 oz. of soybean meal a day would
almost balance the defective diets of an average vegetarian
Indian.
“On the average, soybean oil contains 15, 4, 24, 49, and
8% of palmitic, stearic, oleic, linoleic, and linolenic acids,
respectively. Palmitic and stearic are saturated fatty acids
while oleic, linoleic, and linolenic are unsaturated fatty acids.
Soybeans that contain 55-38% linoleic and 11-5% linolenic
acid have been reported in the literature. Soybean oil is
used mainly for the production of margarine, shortening,
mayonnaise, and salad oils.
“Arabinose, glucose, sucrose, raffinose, stachyose,
and verbascose have been reported to be the free sugars in
a soybean. A recent study at Illinois has indicated that the
addition of increments of N, P, and K to the soil had no effect
on the sugar composition of the soybean, However, it is
reasonable to assume, that among soybeans there is variation
in the total sugar content as well as variation among the
individual sugars.
“Chemical plant genetics or the science of genetically
modifying chemical constituents of a plant will increasingly
play a larger role in the expansion of the soybean industry
and also help alleviate the world food crises. Taxonomically
and botanically the soybean of today will probably be the
same soy bean as in the future. Chemically, the soybean
of the future will have little resemblance to the soybean of
today.”
Note: The next short article states: Each year there are
more than 60 million more mouths in the world. Address:
Asst. Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of
Illinois.
3782. Soybean Digest. 1969. Fertilize soybeans? Should you
fertilize direct? What are the lessons of yield contests? April.
p. 6-8.
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3783. Dougherty, Charles T. 1969. The influence of
irrigation, row spacing, plant population, and inoculation
on the yield of soybeans in Canterbury. New Zealand J. of
Agricultural Research 12(2):367-80. May. [16 ref]
• Summary: Harosoy and Chippewa soybean were grown at
Canterbury in 1966-67. Higher yields were obtained from
soybeans grown in rows 20 inches apart at populations of
110,000 plants/acre than from those grown in rows 40 inches
apart with 60,000 plants/acre. Irrigation and inoculation did
not increase seed yield.
Low temperatures during the growing season were
considered to be the major limitation to soybean growth,
and as a result the responses to irrigation and inoculation
were small. Address: Plant Science Dep., Lincoln College,
Canterbury, New Zealand.
3784. Niekerk, B.P. van; Roux, D.P. le; Koen, I.F. 1969.
Soybeans. Germination and emergence (1). Farming in South
Africa 45(3):53-55. June.
• Summary: “The germination capacity of seeds decreases
as the seeds grow older. This phenomenon is the result of
chemical, biochemical and genetic changes in the seed, e.g.
the coagulation of protein, changes in the composition and
quantity of various nitrogen compounds such as amines
and amides, changes in the nucleic and amino acids,
accumulation of inhibiting and toxic substances, destruction
of enzymes, etc.
“The rate at which these changes take place is
determined mainly by the presence or absence of oxygen
and moisture, as well as by the temperature at which the
seed is kept. Any factors that slow down the biological
and/or chemical reactions will therefore also delay seed
degeneration, and vice versa.” Address: 1. Agricultural
Research Station, Bethlehem; 2-3. Agricultural Research
Inst., Potchefstroom. [All: South Africa].
3785. Soybean Digest. 1969. 50% increase seen in soybeans
in Soviet Far East. June. p. 44.
• Summary: “The production of soybeans in the Soviet Far
East is expected to increase 50% and reach 1 million tons in
the next 7 years, according to the publication, World Crops.
“The growth is expected to be achieved through higher
yields, with the main increase to come from the use of
fertilizers, herbicides, and the liming of acid soils. It is
planned to construct several factories to produce ground
limestone to insure an uninterrupted supply for cooperatives
and state farms.
“Soybean plantings have spread far to the north of the
Amur River, to the permanent frost zone. New early ripening
varieties have been developed. The best, Khabarovskaya-4
and Yubileinaya, have a growing period of 100 to 105
days, almost a third shorter than Southeast Asia varieties,
according to World Crops.

“A soybean research institute has been set up in
Blagoveshchensk to develop new varieties and improve
cultivation methods.”
3786. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural
Service). 1969. Four visiting teams view two different
aspects of soybean use. 7(28):13. July 14.
• Summary: Teams from Sweden, Portugal, India, and
Pakistan, sponsored by the Soybean Council of America,
Inc., toured soybean production, processing, and shipping
facilities in the USA during May and June. The Indian and
Pakistani teams were chiefly interested in soybean oil and
the different methods of processing, refining, and shipping
this commodity. They arrived in the USA separately but
during June combined their itineraries from Minnesota
(Minneapolis, Mankato, Albert Lea), to Iowa (Mason
City [The plant formerly managed by Glenn Pogeler, now
of SCA]), Illinois (Peoria–USDA’s Northern Utilization
Research Lab.), Arkansas, and finally Louisiana (New
Orleans–USDA’s Southern Utilization Research Lab.).
“India, for example, is the second largest market for
semirefined U.S. soybean oil, and our exports to that country
in 1968 were 200 million pounds. About the same amount
will be shipped by the United States in 1969 to India under
P.L. 480. The names of the team members from India and
from Pakistan are listed.
By contrast, the Swedish and Portuguese teams were
primarily interested in the processing and use of soybean
meal. Portugal is working to develop a modern beef
industry, whereas Sweden is developing a poultry industry.
The Portuguese team (whose members names are given)
began their U.S. visit on May 16 with a tour of the Chicago
Board of Trade, then visited soybean storage and milling
facilities, and farms in the area that produce soybeans
and feed the cattle rations containing soybean meal. Then
they visited sites in St. Louis, Missouri, and Dallas, Texas.
The Portuguese and Swedish teams joined temporarily on
May 26-27 in Kansas City, Missouri, to participate in the
Third National Feed Production School, sponsored by the
American Feed Manufacturers Association.
The names of the Swedish team members are given.
On May 21 they visited the USDA’s research facilities on
the feeding of animals in Beltsville, Maryland, followed by
visits to a cooperative poultry processing plant (Rockingham,
Virginia), a large integrated farm cooperative (Des Moines,
Iowa), and the Chicago Board of Trade.
3787. Niekerk, B.P. van; Roux, D.P. le; Fourie, S.J. 1969.
Soybeans. Germination and emergence (2). Farming in South
Africa 45(4):11-12. July.
• Summary: Environmental conditions (such as drought
or excessive rainfall) during the growing period, and
particularly the ripening period, as well as mechanical
damage during threshing affect the germination rate,
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emergence, and vigour of soybean seeds. Address: 1.
Agricultural Research Station, Bethlehem; 2-3. Agricultural
Research Inst., Potchefstroom.
3788. Hymowitz, Theodore; Shu, Susan H. 1969. Effects of
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium on the sugar content
of soybeans. Illinois Research (Illinois Agric. Exp. Station,
Urbana) 11(3):7. Summer.
• Summary: Sugars are the third largest component of
soybeans, making up about 13 percent of present day
commercial varieties. Some of these sugars are arabinose,
glucose, sucrose, raffinose, stachyose, and verbascose.
“Raffinose and stachyose are oligosaccharides. They
are primarily responsible for the flatulence that people often
experience after consuming toasted, dehulled, full-fat and
defatted soybean flour. The other sugars (monosaccharides)
are ingested along the lining of the small intestine. But,
because the human digestive tracts lacks alpha-galactosidase
activity, the oligosaccharides pass into the large intestine
where they are anaerobically fermented to produce gas.
“The principal value of soybeans on the world market
lies in their oil and protein content. Their value might be
enhanced, however, if the oil and protein content remained
high and the sugar content were modified to make soybeans
more acceptable for human consumption.
“To determine whether soil applications of nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium affect total sugar content, an
experiment was initiated...
Conclusion: “Evidently any modification of the sugar
content in soybeans must be done by breeding. The oil and
protein contents of soybeans are genetically controlled
by the maternal parent and it has been possible to derive
genetic lines which are high or low in oil and protein. It
is reasonable to assume that the sugars in the soybean are
also conditioned by genetic factors and that it should be
possible to derive genetic lines high or low in sugar content.
Additional investigations are therefore being initiated to
develop soybean lines that vary in total sugar content and
in the kinds of individual sugars.” Address: 1. Asst. Prof. of
Plant Genetics; 2. Graduate Research Asst. in Agronomy.
Both: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
3789. Leng, Earl R. 1969. The soya bean explores new
territory. World Farming 11(8):8-9, 11-12. 14-15.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The potential. Will soya
beans do any better? History of soybean research in India
from 1965. Climatic factors. Variety selection. Seedbed
preparation. Planting techniques. Weed control. Insect
and disease pests. Harvesting and threshing. Seed storage.
Utilization: Full-fat soy flour, soy milk.
For the last 3 years, the author has headed the University
of Illinois’ Coordinated Soya Bean Research Project in India.
Under this program, he has conducted India’s first extensive
field trials using modern soybean varieties suited to Indian

conditions. The soybean is almost unknown in many areas of
the world, such as India and Africa, where protein is in acute
short supply.
“Except for Indonesia, southern China, Taiwan, and
the Philippines, soya beans were almost unknown in the
tropical and sub-tropical regions of the world until about
1960. In the early 1960’s work in southern Brazil rapidly;
showed that good yields and high protein content of soya
beans could be produced in that area. The varieties used
were chiefly those grown in the Gulf Coast states of southern
United States. Yields of 1,500 to over 2,000 pounds [per
acre] were reported from experimental trials in both southern
and central Brazil, and significant acreages are now grown in
southern Brazil.
“In 1965 research workers with the University of
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, U.S.A., began intensive soya bean
field trials at Pantnagar in northeastern India and at Jabalpur
in the central part of the country under a USAID contract.
The first year’s results were only moderately encouraging;
however, the 1966 trials at Pantnagar resulted in some yields
over 3,000 pounds per acre. By 1968, it had been shown that
yields up to nearly 4,000 pounds per acre could be produced
both at Pantnagar and at Jabalpur. These outstanding results
were achieved with varieties developed by U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture plant breeders for the Gulf Coast states of
southern U.S. From these results, it is now clear that high
yields of soya beans can be obtained in much of India,
between latitudes 23º and 30º.”
A photo shows the Leng in a field of soybeans at
Jabalpur, India. Address: Agronomist, Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana.
3790. Hill, G.D. 1969. Soy bean yields in the lowlands of
New Guinea. Papua and New Guinea Agricultural Journal
21(2):23-24. Sept. [2 ref]
• Summary: For many years, farmers in the Markham
Valley of New Guinea have been seeking a suitable crop
to incorporate into a rotation or to replace peanuts in the
monoculture practiced on most farms. In 1964, two trials in
the Markham Valley, designed to assess soy bean varieties in
the wet lowlands, failed due to poor seed germination.
The following trial was conducted in 1968 in the wet
lowlands at Bubia near Lae. Four varieties (obtained from
Aiyura in Aug. 1968, inoculated with Rhizobium strain
CB 1809, and planted on Nov. 7) were tested: NG 4661
Batavian Yellow, NG 4662, SHE 30, and Mission. The first
three varieties yielded more than 1,500 lb/acre of soy beans.
Address: Formerly: Agronomist, Dep. of Agriculture, Stock
and Fisheries, Bubia, via Lae, Papua New Guinea. Presently
Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Western Australia, Nedlands,
W.A. 6009.
3791. Jethmalani, S.C.; Minor, Harry C.; Tiwari, K.L.;
Motiramani, D.P. 1969. Soybean cultivation: Package of
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practices. Indian Farming 19(6):17-18, 33. Sept. Series 2.
• Summary: In 1963 soybean research was initiated at
Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, at Jabalpur,
India, by growing soybeans imported from the United States.
The yields did not exceed 1,300 kg / ha.
Several experiments from 1968 are then described:
(1) Fertility-inoculum experiment. (2) Rate of inoculum
experiment. (3) Micronutrient experiment. (4) Planting date,
spacing and plant population experiment. Plant population
showed great influence on yield. (5) Weedicide [herbicide]
experiment. Five weedicides (Treflan, Vernam, Tok E-25,
Eptam, and CP 50144) were used at three different levels.
Other treatments were no weeding (control) and weed-free
conditions maintained by manual labor (two weedings).
Weed control by manual labor gave the highest yield.
The conclusion states concisely the package of practices:
1. Variety: Bragg. 2. Time of planting: Immediately after the
monsoons. 3. Fertilization (fertilizers): Gives NPK levels
with and without inoculation. 4. Rate of inoculum: 250 gm
per ha. 5. Row spacing: 45-60 cm between rows. 6. Plant
population: Approximately 4 lakh (1 lakh = 100,000) plants
per ha. 7. Weed control: Keep weeds controlled until the crop
is 1 month old. Address: Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa
Vidyalaya, Jabalpur, MP, India.
3792. Narang, S.D.; Kaul, J.N.; Gill, G.S. 1969.
Intercropping of maize with soybean. Indian Farming
19(6):21. Sept. Series 2.
• Summary: Intercropping has been practiced since time
immemorial. It is conducted mainly with the goal of
producing better quality and quantity of rain and forage,
better utilization of land, maintenance of soil fertility,
supply of supplementary requirements of farmers, economic
distribution of labor, safety against weather conditions,
conservation of soil moisture, reduction of certain diseases
and insect pests, suppression of some weed growth, and
increased efficiency in use of fertilizers and irrigation water.
Two experiments show that the best method of
intercropping is to sow soybean in alternate rows with maize
planted at 60 cm x 30 cm. Soybeans work better with maize
than mash as a companion crop. Address: Dep. of Agronomy,
Punjab Agricultural Univ., Ludhiana, India.
3793. Odumosu, Olu. comp. 1969. Publications of the
Nigeria Agricultural Departments 1910 to 1954, and of
the Federal Department of Agricultural Research 1954 to
1969. Ibadan, Nigeria: Federal Department of Agricultural
Research. vi + 36 p. Sept. 30. 33 cm. [2 soy ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Literature cited in
section two (full names of abbreviated journal names).
Serial publications. Publications by members of staff in
scientific journals. Departmental memoranda. Departmental
information papers. Annual bulletins. Special bulletins.
Miscellaneous. Address: Librarian, Nigeria.

3794. La France (France). 1969. La culture de soja en
France [Cultivation of soybeans in France]. Oct. 3. [Fre]
Address: France.
3795. Dougherty, Charles T. 1969. The influence of planting
date, row spacing, and herbicides on the yields of soybeans
in Canterbury. New Zealand J. of Agricultural Research
12(4):703-26. Nov. [9 ref]
• Summary: Soybean varieties Adelphia, Amsoy, and Wayne
were grown at Canterbury in 1967-68. The highest seed
yields (35 bushels/acre) under Canterbury conditions were
grown at 20 inch row spacings. The results obtained from
this and previous research in 1966 and 1969 indicate that
soybeans are presently unable to compete with alternative
crops that give higher profits with less risk. Address: Plant
Science Dep., Lincoln College, Canterbury, New Zealand.
3796. Collins, Jimmie L.; McCarty, Ivon E. 1969. Handling
of vegetable soybeans mechanically. Soybean Digest. Dec. p.
20-21.
• Summary: This article is quite similar to that by the same
authors which appeared in the Tennessee Farm and Home
Science, Progress Report No. 69. p. 2-4. Jan/March (which
see). A photo shows a Chisholm-Ryder harvester harvesting
the green soybean pods.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term “vegetable soybeans” in
the title to refer to green vegetable soybeans–rather than to
vegetable-type soybeans. Address: Asst. Professors, Dep. of
Food Technology, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN.
3797. Holsheimer, J. 1969. Experimental growing and
bulking of rice, soyabeans, sorghum, and cotton. British
Solomon Islands Protectorate, Department of Agriculture,
Rice Report (Honiara) 17 p. For the Second crop 1968.
April/Dec. See p. 2-3, Appendix I and II.
• Summary: The section titled “Soyabeans” (p. 2) notes that
some 132 observation plots were planted. Each soyabean
variety was planted twice. 24 varieties had been planted
previously and 42 varieties had been recently imported from
Zambia, Southern Rhodesia, and Fiji. The seed of many of
the newly introduced varieties had a low germination rate.
The varieties that gave the best yields are listed. Only one
(Wilson Black) has a name; the others are designated by
initials or numbers. The yields are not given.
The next section titled “Fertilizer trials” (p. 2) begins:
“Yields, bean size, and oil content of the locally produced
soyabeans have been disappointing. Private enterprise has
found the growing of soyabeans to be uneconomical and
has ceased growing them. It was thought that with improved
cultural methods, yields and quality may be improved.”
Experiment II was conducted on land at Okea. Urea (200
lb/acre) and elemental sulphur (100 lb/acre) were applied and
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not applied. The variety was Light Speckled. Soybeans were
inoculated or not. The highest yield (2,744 lb/acre or 45.7
bushels/acre) came from inoculated soybeans with the urea +
sulphur treatment. These results were considered excellent.
Appendix I, titled “Soyabean observation plots I and II”
has 126 entries and one column for each of the following:
No. CSIRO No. Name [of variety] (incl. HLS, Seminole,
Wilson Black, Yellow Kedele, CNS, Hernon, Palmetto,
Sangalo, Hood, Hill, Gedulo, Hardee, Yellow Avoyelles,
Halesog, Pelican). Origin (Tanganyika, Israel, Sudan, Congo,
Southern Rhodesia, British Honduras). Planting date. Bean
color. Time to maturity in days. Plant length in inches.
Pods off the ground in inches. Lodging. Shedding leaves.
Shattering. Yield (lbs per acre). Ripening. Remarks (esp.
poor germination).
Appendix II, titled “Soyabean observation plots III
and IV” has 110 entries and the same column headings. All
came from Tanzania. Address: Agricultural Officer, Rice
Experiments.
3798. Rollier, M.; Ferrif, -; Pierre, -. 1969. Le soja:
Experimentation 1966-1968 (suite et fin) [The soybean:
Experimentation 1966-1968 (continued and end)].
Informations Techniques CETIOM No. 19. p. 13-36. 4th
trimester. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: 3. Cultural techniques: Inoculation,
cultivation of weeded soybeans, weed control (desherbage)
and herbicides (trifluraline, chlorambene, linuron, metachlor,
Ramrod, BV 201), mechanization of cultivation. 4.
Economic aspects of soybean cultivation.
3799. Chesney, H.A.D. 1969. The effect of fertilizer
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium on yield of soyabean,
Glycine max, on Arakaka clay loam, Guyana. Agricultural
Research (Guyana) 3:105-07. [3 ref]*
Address: Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources,
Matthew’s Ridge, Guyana.
3800. Goepfert, C.T.; Freire, J.R.J. 1969. Efeito da calagem
e do fosforo em soja [Effect of liming and phosphorus on
soybean]. In: Anais do XII Congresso Brasileiro de Ciencia
do Solo. Curitiba. [Por]*
3801. Grob, H. 1969. Die Kultur der Sojabohne [Soybean
culture]. Diplomarbeit, Inst. fuer Pflanzenbau ETH, Zurich,
Switzerland. 77 p. Unpublished typescript. [Ger]*
3802. IRAT–Cameroun Ouest (Dschang-Bambui). 1969.
Dates de semis soja [Dates of planting soybeans]. In:
Rapport analytique, 1968, vol. II, secteur ouest (DschangBambui) [Analytical report, 1968]. Yaoundé: IRATCameroun. See p. 444-47. [Fre]*
Address: Cameroon.

3803. Nave, W.R. 1969. Reduction of losses and damages in
soybean harvesting. Annual Report 808-077-c210 prepared
for Harvesting and Farm Processing Research Branch,
AERD, ARS, U.S. Department of Agriculture. [2 ref]*
Address: Illinois.
3804. Porres Mateo, A. 1969. Efecto de la población en el
rendimiento del frijol de soya y de la interacción poblacional
por fertilización utilizando tres niveles de fertilización
[Effect of population on the yield of soybeans and on the
interaction of population with fertilizer used at three different
levels]. Havana, Cuba: JUCEPLAN. 5 p. [Spa]*
• Summary: From 1968 to 1972 the author conducted
economic studies on the cultivation of soybeans on the
estate Delicias Grandes, at Alquízar, in Habana province. He
concluded by noting that the unit cost of a ton of soybeans
(in foreign currency) ranged from $63.55 to $94.40 when
produced in Cuba. Imported soybeans cost from $135.00 to
$150.00 per ton (including freight and insurance). Address:
Cuba.
3805. Prado Ramirez, J.R. 1969. Dos experimentos sobre
cultivo de Glycine max var. Hill (Soya) [Two experiments
on the cultivation of Hill variety soybeans]. Ing. Agr. Thesis,
Universidad de San Carlos de Guatemala, Facultad de
Agronomía. 28 p. [Spa]*
• Summary: The experiments concerned the best time to
plant soybeans, the density of planting and spacing, and
cultivation.
3806. Përmeti, Mentor. 1969. Shtimi i proteinave në masën
e gjelbër të bimëve foragjere të verës misër e sorgum me
anë të përzierjes së tyre me bimë bishtajore [The increase
of proteins in the green bulk of summer crops, maize and
sorghum, through intercropping with bean plants]. Buletini
i Shkencave Bujqesore (Bulletin of Agricultural Science–
Albania) 8(2):96-111. [11 ref. Alb; eng]
• Summary: “In this article, the author presents the severalyear long data obtained from experimentation as well as
from some production economies and has reached some
conclusions.
The maize and sorghum crops, which make up the
foundation of green fodder for livestock during the JuneOctober period and the main silage fund, should more
efficiently be sown mixed with soya and vinja [Vigna?] bean
plants. From the mixture (sowing them together or separately
but mixing their green bulk) a protein-rich fodder is obtained
which is well eaten by the animals and is better remunerated
by the products secured.
“In this country’s specific conditions, among the tested
soyas, the Chinese Chan-Nunj 2 soya has proved to be the
best. The maize mixed with this soya had yielded in coastal
areas by 6-10% more fodder than the maize sown as simple
crop and 12-25% of the mixed fodder bulk is made up of
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the soya bulk. The Chan-nunj 2 soya sown as simple crop
in the four points where the test was carried out has yielded
60-90% of the fodder production that can be yielded by
the maize sown as a simple crop. About 20% of the fodder
given by Chan-nunj 2 soya are made up of green beans with
various degrees of ripening which are a special food for
the animals. The Chan-nunj 2 soya in a 5 month period has
given 16-27 quintals per hectare in all the country’s coastal
areas. The securing of such yields ensures the sowing of
areas assigned for green fodder also for the needs of protein
concentrates which are very useful both to human and animal
food.
“Green fodder yields, sown together with the maize
and sorghum are given also by Nova Era vinia [New Era
cowpea? Vigna?].
“The results achieved in this study open prospects for
the beginning of other studies in the same field with a view
to increasing fodder and improving its quality.”
3807. Sichmann, W. 1969. A cultura da soja [Soybean
cultivation (in Brazil)]. CATI, Instrucoes Praticas No. 63. 12
p. Coordendoria de Assistencia Tecnica Integral. [Por]*
Address: Campinas, Brazil.
3808. Vernetti, F. de J.; Moscarelli, M.L.; Ferreira, E. 1969.
Cartilha do produtor soja [Primer of soybean production].
IPEAS, Serie Extensao No. 18. 32 p. Instituto de Pesquisas e
Experimentacao Agropecuarias do Sul. [Por]*
3809. Camacho M., Luis H. 1969. El cultivo de la soya
en Colombia [Soybean cultivation in Colombia]. Palmira,
Valle, Colombia: Centro Nacional de Investigaciones
Agropecuarias. [Spa]
• Summary: The Introduction states: “In Colombia, the first
experimental soybean plantings were done at the Agricultural
Experiment Station of Palmira in the year 1928. The
investigations conducted in the following years by technical
people from this Centro de Investigaciones [CNIA] form the
basis for the development of commercial soybean production
in the Cauca Valley (Valle de Cauca). In spite of the good
experimental yields during those first years of study, the
soybean was not able to succeed in establishing itself as
a commercial crop until the mid-1950s, when the factory
Grasas S.A. de Buga began to operate.” Address: National
Director, Programa de Leguminosas de Grano y Oleaginosas
Anuales, Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Agropecuarias
Palmira, Valle, Colombia.
3810. Dimitrov, Dimitr. 1969. Prouchvane vurkhu polivniia
rezhim na soiata v raiona na rusenskata napoitelna sistema
[Study on the irrigation regime of soybeans in the region of
the Rusée irrigation system]. Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant
Science, Bulgaria) 6(4):105-18. [11 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Field trials were carried out during the period

1964-1967 in the experimental field in the village of Silvo
Polé of the Institute Obraztsov Chiflik near Russé.” Address:
Agricultural Research Inst. Obraztsov Chiflic, Russé,
Bulgaria.
3811. Dougherty, Charles T. 1969. The influence of planting
date, row spacing, and herbicides on the yield of soybeans
in Canterbury. New Zealand J. of Agricultural Research
12(4):703-26. [9 ref]
• Summary: “The earliest maturing cultivar, Amsoy, was
more successful at Lincoln, and data indicate that even
earlier maturing varieties may be more suitable. Soybeans
sown at 20 in. row spacings in mid-November produced
highest grain yields with a minimum of agronomic
difficulties. Generally soybeans grown in rows 20 in.
apart outyielded those grown at wider row spacings and
suffered less from weed competition. Both Treflan and
Amiben treatments increased grain yields, particularly
where soybeans were grown at 30 and 40 in. row spacings,
even though the trifluralin applications reduced soybean
populations.” Address: Plant Science Dep., Lincoln College,
Canterbury, New Zealand. Present address: American
Society of Agronomy, Madison, Wisconsin, USA.
3812. Kawashima, Ryoichi. 1969. Trends of research of
soybean cultivation in Japan. JARQ (Japan Agricultural
Research Quarterly) 4(4):15-19. [4 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: History of research. High
productivity: Photosynthesis, growth analysis, soil and
fertilizer, method of cultivation, high yield cultivation. Good
quality seed. Pest control. Preventative measures against
cold-weather damage.
History: The area of soybean cultivation in Japan
remained at about 450,000 ha until about 1920, when it
began to decrease gradually, falling to half (225,000 ha)
by the start of World War II. This decrease was caused by
increasing imports of soybeans from Manchuria. During
this period of decrease, research on soybean cultivation was
seldom conducted, except for breeding, and that continued
with difficulty.
In the years immediately after World War II, soybean
production in Japan showed no signs of increasing, being
thrust aside by production of urgently needed starch foods
[such as rice and barley].
Then in 1950 soybean production began to increase
rapidly and an area of 400,000 ha was maintained over the
next five years. Detailed studies of soybean cultivation were
undertaken during those years.
In 1945 the first laboratory of soybean cultivation was
established at the Imperial Agricultural Experiment Station.
And with the rapid increase in cultivated area, studied
on soybean cultivation began at the national and public
agricultural experiment stations and universities.
But starting in 1955, as imports of soybeans from
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the United States increased rapidly, the area of soybean
cultivation decreased year after year. But to strengthen the
competitive position of Japanese soybeans, research on
these soybeans was intensified, even after the free trade of
soybeans was opened up in 1961.
However by 1968, due to increasing soybean imports,
the area of soybean cultivation in Japan had decreased to
120,000 ha and soybean production in Japan decreased to 7%
(170,000 tons) of all demand. Nevertheless, soybean research
is still considered important as it is one of the major sources
of plant proteins.
Today, research on soybean cultivation is being
conducted at five breeding institutes and at some national
agricultural experiment stations and universities. Here, in
laboratories, advanced studies are being made. An outline
of the research results is published by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry, and detailed results obtained
during successive years were collected and published in
1953 (obtained in 1939-1951) and in 1967 (obtained in
1952-1963). Address: Chief, 2nd Lab., 2nd Div. of Plant
Physiology, Dep. of Physiology and Genetics, National Inst.
of Agricultural Sciences, Japan.
3813. Kwon, Shin Han. 1969. Soybeans and soybean
products in Vietnam. Saigon: Republic of Vietnam: Ministry
of Land Reform and Development of Agriculture and
Fisheries, Agricultural Research Inst. (Saigon). 113 p. 28 cm.
[60 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Map of South Vietnam showing
all provinces and their names. Preface, by the author. 1.
Introduction: History of soybean, production and trade in the
world and in Vietnam, utilization of soybean (uses, nutritive
value of the soybean). 2. Botany of the soybean plant: Seed,
stem and pubescence, leaves, flower parts, root and nodule
bacteria, genetics. 3. Ecological requirement: Germination,
temperature, rainfall, day length, soil. 4. Cultivation and
storage: Planting (land preparation, depth of seeding,
methods of seeding, rate of seeding, time of seeding,
rotation, erosion), fertilizer (manure, nodule bacteria,
nitrogen, phosphorus, calcium, potash, molybdenum,
application), insects (maggot fly, soybean insects found in
Vietnam, control), diseases (root disease, foliage disease,
seed disease), weed control, harvesting and threshing
(harvesting time, methods of harvesting, drying). 5. Variety
improvement: Aims of improvement (high yielding variety,
disease resistance, insect resistance, day length, varieties
tolerant to unfavorable soil conditions, seed size, seed color,
oil and protein content in seed, palatability), introduction
method, pure line selection method, breeding method
(making the cross, pedigree method, bulk method), regional
trials, variety purification and multiplication (breeder’s seed,
foundation seed, stock seed, extension seed, maintenance). 6.
Seed certification standard. 7. Bibliography.
The author thanks for their help: Dr. Thai-Cong-Tung,

Director of the Agriculture Research Institute, and Mr.
Nguyen-Huu-Quyen, Manager of Eakmat Experiment
Station.
“The history of soybean in Vietnam is meager, but
the references by Loureiro (1790) and Rumphius (1747)
mentioned the cultivation of soybean in Malaysia and
Vietnam. Harmand (1877) collected wild soybean (Glycine
laotica) in the Hue and Bassac areas, and the herbariums
[herbarium specimens] are still available at the Agricultural
Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture, Vietnam.” Since
the history of Vietnam is closely related to that of China, it
seems likely that the soybean has been cultivated for many
centuries in what is today Vietnam (p. 1).
In Vietnam, the soybean is still not a very familiar
crop to the majority of farmers. Although the acreage has
gradually increased since 1958, production had not yet
reached 10,000 tons by 1967. According to the Agricultural
Statistics Yearbook of Vietnam, in 1966 in South Vietnam,
total soybean acreage was 6,610 hectares and production
was 7,585 metric tons, or 1.148 tonnes/ha (p. 7). The main
soybean producing provinces are all in the southern half of
South Vietnam: Long-Khanh (40% of total South Vietnamese
acreage), An-Giang (20.4%), Chau-Doc, Kien-Phong, and
Binh-Dinh (5%). In 1963 some 1,440 tones of soybeans were
imported and in 1966 some 100 tonnes were exported (p. 6).
Table 4 shows an estimate of the costs and returns per
hectare of growing soybeans at the Eakmat Agricultural
Experiment Station in Ban-Me-Thuot in 1968. The net
income or profit from one hectare was about VN$26,000,
which is larger than for any other field crops, including:
cassava (VN$22,766), mung beans ($20,267), sweet potatoes
($19,269), upland rice ($6,828), corn ($6,569), and peanuts
(VN$5,100).
Uses: “In Vietnam, the soybean is not commonly used in
daily food, but a number of foods such as soysauce, tuong [a
soft kind of miso resembling Chinese chiang in consistency,
and sold in crocks], bean curd, vermicelli, soymilk, soybean
wine, chao [fermented tofu, sold in bottles], soybean
oil, [soy] bean sprouts, and green pods [green vegetable
soybeans] are available in the market and they are gradually
becoming popular among Vietnamese.
Note: This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the word “chao” to refer
to fermented tofu.
Photos (p. 11-12) show: (3) Bean sprouts and cooked
beans with tomato sauce. (4) A shop that sells soybean
products in a Saigon market. Soybean paste [tuong] is in big
jars, chao [fermented tofu] is in bottles in front, and bean
curds [tofu] are in the front left corner. (5) A Vietnamese
girl frying bean curds in the market. (6) Bottles with labels
showing various kinds of soy sauces made in Vietnam.
The highest yielding soybean varieties in Vietnam are
presently Palmetto and E-32. In trials, they yield about 1
tonne per hectare. Address: FAO Agricultural Officer. Phone:
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Saigon 91.746.
3814. Perkins, Dwight H. 1969. Agricultural development
in China 1368-1968. Chicago, Illinois: Adeline Publishing
Co.; and Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press. xv + 395 p.
Index. 24 cm. [515* ref]
• Summary: A very important book on this subject.
“Economically oriented interpretation of the relations
between population increase and rises in agricultural
productivity. Rather dubious use of statistical techniques”
(Bray 1981). A map (p. 3) shows the provinces of China, and
another (p. 4) shows the country’s seven regions plus Taiwan
and Tibet. A table (p. 49) shows China’s crops and animals
during the Han dynasty (206 B.C.–A.D. 220). “Grains: Rice,
wheat, barley, millet (3 varieties), sesame. Beans: Soybeans,
small beans [azuki]. Vegetables...”
Concerning beancake (p. 71): “Beancake may not
have appeared until around 1500, although the evidence is
hardly conclusive.* The discovery of the fertilizer potential
of beancake is a significant exception to the more general
picture of a stagnant technology (Footnote: *”Beancake
is not mentioned in the Nung shu (1313 ed.)). The first
reference of which I am aware is referred to in the Ch’en
Tsu-kuei (1958, p. 99). It is also mentioned in Hsu Kuangch’i, 1628, and in the T’ien-kung k’ai-wu [1637], both
seventeenth-century publications.” Conclusion (p. 77):
“Beancake made its appearance for the first time in the
Ming period [1368-1644]...” Beancake was one of the few
commodities generally transported over long distances.
A table (p. 131) shows exports of selected Chinese
farm and processed farm products (selected decades from
1880 to 1959). Amounts are in 1,000 taels prior to 1909 and
1,000 yuan after 1920. During the period 1880-1889, tea
was China’s leading export (41% of total value), followed
by silk (36%), and cotton and cotton textiles (1.6%); beans,
seeds, and oils accounted for only 0.4%. During the period
1900-1909, silk was China’s leading export (32% of total
value), followed by tea (12%), beans, seeds, and oils (8%),
and cotton and cotton textiles (6%). During the period 19201928, silk was still China’s leading export (24%), followed
by beans, seeds, and oils (17%), cotton and cotton textiles
(7%), grain (5%), and tea (3%).
A map (p. 143) shows the major cities in China in about
1900. The three with the largest population are: Shanghai,
Peking, Tientsin. A map (p. 179) shows that in about the year
1400 half of China’s population is concentrated in 250 miles
radius around Nanking, including Shanghai, Hangchow, and
Hankow.
A table (p. 258) shows soybean acreage statistics in
individual Chinese provinces during 1914-1918, 1931-1937,
and 1957. Soybean acreage grew substantially in the decades
prior to 1937, then decreased markedly by the 1950s. In 1957
the provinces with the most soybean acreage (in million
hectares) were: Shantung 2.07, Honan 1.79, Heilungkiang

1.52, Anhwei 1.037, Kiangsu 0.937, Kirin 0.907, Liaoning
0.729. Total: 12.74 million ha.
A table (p. 280) shows soybean yield statistics (in
catties/mou) in individual Chinese provinces during
1931-1937, those given by Buck, and 1957. In 1957 the
provinces with highest soybean yields were: Liaoning 233,
Heilungkiang 149, Hupei 114, and Kweichow 111.
A map (p. 352) shows the Chinese treaty ports as of
about 1900.
A likin is a commercial tax on commodities passing a
revenue station.
China’s agriculture feeds a quarter of the world’s
population on 7% of the Earth’s cultivated land. During the
Han dynasty China’s population and hence its agriculture
were concentrated on the North China Plain and to the west
of the gorges of the Yellow River where, for reasons of
military defense, the capital was located. The crops were
almost entirely dry farmed, with millet as the key crop.
Perkins speaks very highly of Ho Ping-ti. China has never
been a major producer or consumer of meat. Pork has always
been the principal meat of the common man. Hogs were
profitable only because they were a source of both pork
and fertilizer; they were fed on chaff and garbage, rarely on
grains.
For two centuries China was in turmoil from the rise and
fall of the Mongols in China. Initially the Mongols sacked
almost all of North China and parts of the south. Large
numbers of people were killed and crops destroyed leading
to vast starvation. This ended in 1368 with the inauguration
of the Ming dynasty. Then there was relative peace until
about 1840.
Prior to the T’ang dynasty the people of China
concentrated in the North China Plain. In the early Ming
they gathered in five east-central provinces along the lower
Yangtze River.
The Taiping Rebellion (1851-1864) killed over 20
million people; the Taiping provinces were around Shanghai.
Manchuria was China’s principal source of new land
in the early 20th century. Manchuria’s population was (in
millions): 2.0 in 1819, 2.9 in 1851, 3.3 in 1873, 5.4 in 1893,
20.1 in 1913, 35.3 in 1933, 41.7 in 1953, 51.5 in 1957.
In China, major rice producing areas are not found north
of Kiangsu, Anhwei, and Hupei.
The best ways for China to expand agricultural output:
expand cultivated land, improve seeds, improve cropping
patterns (e.g., double cropping), add new crops, improve
farm implements, water control / irrigation, fertilizer, draft
animals, and labor intensity.
The first farm cooperative was set up in 1955-56,
followed by the communes in 1958. World production of
chemical fertilizers in terms of nutrients. 1906–2 million
tons. 1947–10 million tons, 1965–40 million tons. 1988–113
million tons estimated.
In the 1960s, following the poor harvests of 1959-61,
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China’s government shifted emphasis to the promotion of a
modern revolution in agricultural investment and technology,
the key to which was the rise of a large chemical fertilizer
industry, plus rural electrification, motors, pumps, and
modern farm machinery.
Land tenure is related to tenancy–how the land is held.
Each Chinese person has an “ancestral home,” which is very
important. Address: Prof. (Location not given).
3815. Petrakieva, Irina. 1969. Vlianie na sroka na
seitba priniako i sortove soia varhul prodaljitelnostta na
vegetatsionnia period, dobiva kachestvoto na zarnoto
[Duration of the vegetation period, yield and grain quality
of certain soybean varieties as affected by the planting date].
Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria) 6(9):95-107.
[16 ref. Bul; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: The following planting dates
were studied at the Forage Research Institute in Pleven as
affecting the duration of the vegetation period (Table 2),
yield of grain and roughage (Tables 4 and 5), crude protein
and raw fats (Table 6), changes in crude protein, raw fats,
calcium and phosphorus (Fig. 4): I–From April 5 to April
10; II–from April 15 to April 20; III–from April 25 to April
30, and IV–from May 5 to May 10. The varieties Comet,
Chippewa, Pavlikeni 2, Staroukrainska, Harosay [Harosoy],
Adams and Clark were tested in the years 1961-1964 as nonirrigated and in 1964-1966 as irrigated crops. It is ascertained
that the planting date affects the grain yield of non-irrigated
soybean more than of irrigated one.
“Highest yields of grain, crude protein and fats were
obtained from the Comet variety planted on April 25-30;
from Chippewa and Staroukrainska planted on April 15-20,
and from Adams, Harosay and Clark when planted from
April 5-10 to April 15-20. Planting date does not affect the
content of crude protein, calcium and phosphorus. The fat
content of Chippewa and Staroukrainska declines more
than of Comet, Adams and Harosay varieties if planted on
later planting dates. The vegetation period is longest in all
varieties planted on April 5-10 and shortest at planting in
late April and early May. The length of the planting-crop
emergence period varies mostly, namely from 6-8 days at
mean air temperature of 15.5-16.5ºC to 21 days at 9.6ºC.”
Address: Forage Research Inst., Pleven, Bulgaria.
3816. Rubaihayo, P.R. 1969. Investigations into some
aspects of the production of genetic improvement of
soyabean (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) in Uganda. MSc thesis,
University of East Africa (Makerere University College),
Kampala, Uganda. *
• Summary: Between 1913 and 1960 fifty-three soybean
cultivars were introduced to Uganda from the United States,
South Africa, Nigeria, and Trinidad. Past information on
research and development is presented. According to Uganda
Department of Agriculture records, experimental yields of

the order of 1,100 kg/ha were being obtained in 1955 without
the use of fertilizers. Soybean exports between 1944 and
1952 rose to a peak of 4,314 tons valued at £38,799 before
declining. These soybeans were grown as part of Uganda’s
contribution to Britain’s war-time and post-war needs.
Thereafter the market collapsed and production fell to a low
level but persisted nevertheless over large areas of Uganda.
Renewed interest in the crop in Uganda developed in
about 1965 in response to three factors: 1. Recognition of the
need for agricultural diversification. 2. Interest in potential
production by European buyers. 3. Pressure from groups
primarily interested in the problems of human malnutrition.
Serious work was restarted with cooperation between
the Uganda government at Kawanda Research Station at
1965 and the Faculty of Agriculture at the University Farm,
Kabanyolo with the support of the Rockefeller Foundation in
1966.
The author carried out a number of agronomic
investigations and studied such factors as spacing, fertilizer
response, planting date, the effect of weed competition, and
the response of the crop to weed-control measures, both
mechanical and chemical. Several seed yields in excess of
2,530 kg/ha were recorded, and these performances led to
increased optimism about the crop.
Note: During the 1960s and part of the 1970s,
Makerere University in Uganda was also called (sort of
as an administrative title) the University of East Africa. It
was supported by the 2 other countries in the East African
Community (Kenya and Tanzania) and accepted a quota of
students from each country. The Community was formed in
1967 and disbanded in 1977. When the other countries built
their own universities, the name “University of East Africa”
stopped being used. But Makerere Univ. still exists. Address:
Kampala, Uganda.
3817. Singh, J.N.; Saxena, M.C. 1969. Soybean at Pantnagar.
Uttar Pradesh Agricultural Experiment Station, Technical
Bulletin No. 6. 104 p. 27 cm.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Research work
up to 1966. 3. Research work during 1967-68 (Varietal
improvement work, agronomical work, microbiological
work, soybean diseases in the Tarai, entomological work,
machinery for soybean, cost and returns and market potential
of soybean). 4. Package of practices for soybean cultivation
in northern India. 5. List of firms interested in purchase of
soybean (Incl. Gosthes Soy Products, 12/1 Goocuil Lane,
Calcutta 12).
Note: The section on history is taken largely, and
without credit, from Saxena, Bhatnagar, Hymowitz and
Pandey (1967) “A Cash Crop of High Potential.”
3818. News and Observer (Raleigh, North Carolina). 1970.
Soybean yields on N.C. farms show increase. Jan. 19.
• Summary: In North Carolina, both the individual grower
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record and the state average record were broken during the
past season.
The new individual champion is Dewey Smith, Route
7, Fayetteville [North Carolina], who grew 66.2 bushels of
No. 1 soybeans per acre; the old record, set in 1967, was 64.6
bushels.
The state average soybean yield was 26 bu/acre, as part
of the 1969 estimated crop of 1 million acres. It was a good
year for soybeans, according to Dr. John Clapp. extension
specialist at North Carolina State University.
If a soybean grower is unable to get a yield of 30 bushels
per acre, his main obstacles are probably acid soils (fixed by
liming) and generally low soil fertility, weeds, and insects.
More growers in North Carolina should be liming their
soybean fields.
3819. Cooper, Richard L. 1970. Early lodging–A major
barrier to higher yields. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 12-14, 19.
[13 ref]
• Summary: Soybean varieties mentioned: Amsoy, Clark
63, Corsoy, Cutler, Wayne. Address: Research Agronomist,
Crops Research Div., Agricultural Research Service, USDA
and the Associate Prof., Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois 61801.
3820. Byg, Delbert M.; Johnson, William H. 1970. Reducing
soybean harvest losses. Ohio Report on Research and
Development 55(1):17-18. Jan/Feb.
• Summary: A photo shows a man in front of a floating
cutterbar extension. A graph shows the importance of
operating the cutterbar below the lowest pod to keep shatter
loss and stubble loss to a minimum. As beans become too
dry, losses increase. A table shows “Actual and desired
loss levels when combining soybeans in Ohio”–percent of
yield. The four types of loss are Shatter (loose beans), loose
and lodged stalks, stubble, and cylinder and separation.
Address: 1. Assoc. Prof. of Agricultural Engineering, Ohio
Agricultural Research and Development Center (OARDC),
Wooster, Ohio.
3821. Jeffers, D.L.; Mederski, H.J.; Miller, R.H.; et al. 1970.
Attacking soybean production problems. Ohio Report on
Research and Development 55(1):3-10. Jan/Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Developing and testing new varieties
(Disoy, Magna, Prize, Amsoy, Corsoy, Beeson, Calland,
Cutler, Provar). Soybean inoculation. Use of water and
sunlight. Weed control in soybeans. Soybeans in crop
rotations. Fertilizer for soybeans. Contains 13 tables and
many photos. Address: Dep. of Agronomy research faculty,
Wooster, Ohio.
3822. Ohio Report on Research and Development. 1970.
Special Report: Soybean Research. 55(1):1-24. Jan/Feb.
• Summary: Contains various articles by different authors,

each of which is cited separately. Address: Wooster, Ohio.
3823. Soybean Digest. 1970. How the men with the high
yields get rid of weeds: most top yield producers still
cultivate, but there’s an increasing trend to 100% reliance on
herbicides. Feb. p. 18-21.
• Summary: “How do the men who produce top soybean
yields control weeds? What other steps do they take to get
their high yields?
“Soybean Digest asked over 80 growers with high yield
records–many of them past champions–to answer these
questions. Thirty-nine men from 16 states responded.
“They gave a variety of answers, as expected. But they
agree on certain practices.
“1–Every top producer except one used herbicides on
his soybeans in 1969, and all will use them in 1970.
“2–With two exceptions, all still cultivated soybeans
in 1969. Most consider cultivation an integral part of their
weed control operation. But more will go to all-chemical
control in 1970, including the man with the largest acreage:
James Jacks who grows 8,000 acres of soybeans annually at
Thornton, Mississippi. And there is a trend toward narrower
rows or no rows at all with increased reliance on chemicals.
“3–Top soybean yield producers generally use more then
one herbicide or a herbicidal mixture and try to tailor the
choice of herbicide to their individual weed situations. They
are interested in trying new herbicides as they come on the
market.
“4–They try to keep up with other new ideas affecting
yields. They are keenly interested in use of fertilizers as well
as the effect of row width, and also in varieties, certified
seed, growth regulators, and a host of other production
practices that include date, rate, and depth of planting, deep
plowing, and irrigation.
“The men who responded to the Digest questionnaire
averaged 700 acres of soybeans last year, and their average
yield was 40 bu/a. Their best fields or test plots averaged
56.5 bu/a.
“But they were not all big operators. Their acreage in
soybeans ranged from 35 to Mr. Jacks’ 8,000 last year.
“Adverse weather hit some of the group. Average yields
ranged from 15 bu/a (in a drought area in Missouri) to a
5-acre test plot of Donald Kuhle, Assumption, Illinois, that
went 85.33 bu/a.
“Cultivation: A sizable number of producers cultivated
only once last year. A combination of rotary hoeing and
cultivation (each once or twice) was popular. Some used
the disk with the rotary hoe or cultivator, in some cases
following fall plowing.
“Mr. Kuhle, who grows 2,000 acres of soybeans and was
a 1968 yield champion, plows in the fall, disks in the spring,
rotary hoes and cultivates, and plants at the latest possible
date. But others favor earlier planting.
“Clyde G. Scott, Sikeston, Missouri, used the flame
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cultivator along with the rotary hoe and the conventional
cultivator and calls this his best recent weed control idea. His
overall average yield was 40 bu/a on 225 acres of soybeans.
“Bernard McMenamy, St. Charles, Mo., used cultivation
on some but not all of his 450 acres of soybeans last year.
Donald J. Storeholder, Lyons, Ohio, plans to drill solid a few
acres of beans in 1970.
“Robert Huser, Neodosha, Kansas, who grew 220 acres
of beans, will chisel plow, try less tillage, and a broader
spectrum weed killer to permit drilling his beans solid in
1970.
“Charles D. Crawford, who grows 1,000 acres of
soybeans at Eudora, Arkansas, tries not to cultivate except
when his chemicals break down, then uses a crop maker with
one large sweep or a rotary sidewinder.
“Preston Boyd, Hopkinsville, Ky., uses herbicides only
with no cultivation and mostly no-till planting. He will go
to more no-till beans in 1970 and says this way moisture is
no serious problem. He averaged 50 bu/a on 200 acres of
soybeans last year.
“And Mr. Jacks plans all chemical weed control with no
cultivation after seeding on his big soybean acreage this year.
He says only a small amount of spring plowing will conserve
moisture. He expects the moisture conservation and a level
row profile for harvest to increase yield. Mr. Jacks recently
changed from 38- to 30-inch rows.
“Pressing problems: Almost twice as many producers
listed broadleaved weeds as compared to grasses as their
most pressing weed problem. Pigweeds led the list with
cockleburs close behind. Foxtail and giant foxtail were by all
odds the most important grasses. A few listed johnson-grass.
Growers listed 17 troublesome weeds and 6 grasses.
“Mr. McMenamy says the cocklebur is becoming worse
than any other weed in southeast Missouri and will be the
most serious weed in 1970. But Allen I. Earley, Milford,
Illinois, calls grass the worst weed problem. He says timely
working of the ground ahead of the planter remains the best
weed control idea, but weather doesn’t always permit.
“John A. Ludens, Davis, South Dakota, is happy over
his results with chemical control. ‘We have been using
herbicides for several years and we just don’t have much
weed problem,’ he says.
“Eldon K. Ewalt, Knox City, Missouri, has found that
soybeans following corn treated with atrazine has worked
fairly well.
“Mr. Storeholder at Lyons, Ohio, says, ‘Know your
weed problem before planting as it makes a lot of difference
in the herbicide to use on each field.’ He grew 112 acres of
soybeans in 1969 and the yield on his top field was 72 bu/a.
“Richard Johnson, Beloit, Wisconsin: ‘In our area the
past year everything was against us. We drowned out, hailed
out, dried out. You could not cultivate and all weeds went
to seed for next year, such as quackgrass, horseweed, water
weed, foxtail. I would like to know the best spray for each

weed. With declining bean prices, you have to have bigger
yields.’
“Sherrell Bean, Lamar, Missouri: ‘Large-seeded weeds
such as cocklebur, annual morningglory, and jimson have the
ability to sprout and emerge from well below the herbicide
zone, making them difficult to control. It is my thinking that
since I have gone from moldboard plowing to chiseling I will
not be incorporating nearly as many of these seeds at this
extreme depth so that the existing seeds will be concentrated
more in the “herbicide layer” and thus more easily controlled
by the herbicide. Since I quit moldboard plowing 3 or 4 years
ago I believe I can see an improvement in results of some
herbicides which could be attributed to the location of the
weed seed in the soil.’
“Jim Peeler, Hamburg, Iowa, writes: ‘I fall plow or
chisel, depending on soil condition, disk in Treflan with
fertilizer in early spring, disk again about a week before
planting, then level with 24-ft. spring tooth ahead of planter.
“’I use a 600 series Allis-Chalmers 6-row 30-inch
planter. I then run a rotary hoe once or twice, then cultivate
once, twice if needed. I hire high school girls to walk for
weeds that are left. The girls will do a lot more work than
boys.
“’This year I used some Amiben and Lasso. It was too
wet to apply Treflan early. I liked results from both products.’
“Mr. Peeler adds: ‘As a custom combine operator I
find a lot of bean farmers expect miracles from chemicals
and don’t put much effort into the crop. Let weeds, grass,
volunteer-corn, etc. take their crop. Then they wonder how
come their beans didn’t make as much as the ones down the
road that were cared for like they should be.’
“Some of the larger operators, including Mr. Jacks and
Mr. Crawford, are flying on herbicides. Says Mr. Crawford:
‘If the grass or weeds are not too bad we will plant and then
just before the soybeans come out of the ground we will fly
on DSMA and Lorox. That gets the vegetation plus some
weed control with Lorox later and we don’t have to hurry to
get back with our postemerge for about 10 days to 2 weeks’”
(Continued).
3824. Erewhon Trading Co., Inc. 1970. Traditional foods:
Importers, processors, distributors. Mail order catalogue.
Boston, Massachusetts. 16 p. March 1. [2 ref]
• Summary: On the orange cover is the silhouette of
three heads of grain on the plant, by a Japanese crest. The
company sells the following types of foods: 1. Whole grains:
Brown rice (short grain grown by Koda Brothers, in 6
weights from 2 lb. to 100 lb). “Not strictly organic, but the
finest available in the U.S. today.”
Note: The previous sentence, starting with “Not
strictly organic” is deceptive and misleading. According
to “Erewhon, A Biography,” by Paul Hawken (East West
Journal, Aug. 1973, p. 13) the short-grain brown rice being
sold by Erewhon at this time was grown by the Lundberg
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brothers (Wehah Farm, Richvale, California) and harvested
in the fall of 1969. But this rice was the result of a secret
deal, so Koda Brothers is listed in the Catalog as the grower.
According to the Koda website, Koda first started to convert
some fields to organic in 2004. Moreover, this rice was not
“the finest available in the U.S. today.” The only organically
grown brown rice in the USA in March 1970 was grown
by the Lundberg Brothers (Wehah Farms) in Richvale,
California. 1969 was the first year they had grown rice
organically, and they grew 78 acres under contract with
Chico-San, who agreed to buy all the brown rice grown on
that acreage in exchange for the exclusive right to sell that
rice. Chico-San sold half the rice in advance and had no
trouble selling all of it. But they refused to sell any of the
rice to Erewhon. In 1970 Lundberg expanded their exclusive
organic brown rice acreage to 200 acres; that rice was
harvested in the fall of 1971.
Sweet brown rice (also grown by Koda Bros.),
buckwheat groats (Kasha, from Pocono Mts. in
Pennsylvania), wheat berries (organically grown in the
Golden Valley of North Dakota), millet (organically grown),
barley, yellow and white corn (organically grown in Deaf
Smith County, Texas), oats, rye (organically grown in Deaf
Smith County, Texas). Table of prices for different weights.
2. Fresh stone ground flours. 3. Cereals, made from whole
grains and milled in a manner to allow quick cooking, incl.
Kokoh (which can be used as a milk substitute or prepared
as a cereal for children). 3. Noodles (udon, soba, and shonai
fu–wheat gluten cakes). 4. Beans: Azuki beans (“The King
of Beans... Organically grown on the island of Hokkaido,
Japan), black beans (a sweet black soybean imported
from Japan. Organically grown), chickpeas, soybeans
(“Organically grown in Pennsylvania. A food high in protein,
vitamins and minerals. Should be soaked many hours before
cooking. Particularly good if cooked with Kombu”), pinto
beans, whole green lentils, red split lentils. Table of prices
for different weights.
5. Sea vegetables: Nori (dried laver), kombu, wakame,
hiziki, agar-agar. 6. Dried fish and vegetables: Bonita [sic,
Bonito] flakes, chirimen iriko, daikon pickle, gourd strips
(dried), daikon (dried radish). 6. Order form. 7. Beverages:
Kukicha, mu herbal beverage, yannoh, lotus root powder,
mugicha (barley tea), peppermint tea.
8. Soybean Products (imported from Japan): Soy sauce
(“aged for at least 18 months”; 16 oz, 32 oz, ½ gallon, 1
gallon, 4.75 gallon keg). Mugi miso–Soybean puree (“Made
by a special enzymatic process, this Miso is aged for 18
months. It is made from soybeans, barley, water and salt. It
is ideal for making soups and sauces and blends well with
tahini to make a spread for bread.” 1 lb, 2 lb, 4 lb, 44 lb keg).
Hacho miso–Soybean puree (“A darker, stronger miso than
Mugi Miso...”). Moromi (“A thick sauce removed from the
bottom of the Soy Sauce kegs after fermentation. Its uses are
unlimited in soups & sauces”; 7 oz.). Seitan (“A concentrated

protein source made from wheat and soy sauce. When used
in soups or sauteed in vegetables, it has a taste much like
beef”; 3½ oz.).
9. Condiments: Furikake, kuzu arrowroot, tekka,
umeboshi, sesame butter, Erewhon sesame tahini, sesame
salt, white sea salt, grey sea salt. 10. Oils: Refined corn
oil, corn germ oil, sesame oil. 11. Sundries: Sesame
seeds, sunflower seeds, pumpkin seeds, popcorn, raisins
(Thompsons), dried apricots, wheat germ (raw), apple
butter, whole dried chestnuts. 12. Toilet articles: Dentie
(tooth powder made from eggplant and salt), Aditi sesame
shampoo, Orgene [Orjene] herbal shampoo, Fu-nori
(seaweed shampoo), sesame coconut soap, vege oat soap.
13. Kitchen and tableware: Cookbooks: Zen Cookery,
Cooking with Grains and Vegetables, Cooking Good
Food, Zen Macrobiotic Cooking. Tableware: Rice paddles
(bamboo), soy sauce dispenser, oil skimmer, bamboo tea
strainer, vegetable press, vegetable brush, bamboo chopsticks
(Japanese), chopsticks (Chinese), MAC knife (vegetable),
vegetable knife, fish knife, grater, suribachi (3 sizes), Corona
hand grinding flour mill ($10.95).
On the inside back cover is a United Parcel Service rate
chart. Address: 342 Newbury Street, Boston, Massachusetts
02115. Phone: 617-262-3420.
3825. Li, Hui-lin. 1970. The origin of cultivated plants in
Southeast Asia. Economic Botany 24(1):3-19. March. [40
ref]
• Summary: “Cultivated plants represent man’s most
important heritage, and we cannot afford to lose sight of
this fact even in an age of great and rapid technological
advancement... The beginning of scientific studies on origins
of cultivated plants stems from the work of Alphonso de
Candolle, specifically from his Géographie botanique
raisonée (1855). The latest botanical methods were
employed and correlated with evidence from archaeology,
history, and linguistics. The cultivated plants were treated
only as a chapter in a work on the distribution of plants as a
whole... This chapter was later revised and greatly expanded
into his L’origines des plantes cultivées (1882), a standard
classical treatise on this subject even today...
“At about the same time, Mendel was using cultivated
plants in his experimental studies of the nature of variation.
His Versuche über Pflanzen-Hybriden (1865) lay unnoticed
by the scientific world until 1900, when its rediscovery
sparked the science of genetics... It was, however, not until
Vavilov that genetics was consistently and systematically
applied to the elucidation of problems on the origins
of cultivated plants. Vavilov’s Studies on the Origin of
Cultivated Plants (1926) has exerted a great influence on
later workers. He refined and brought up to date the botanical
methods of de Candolle, while the newer approaches of
genetics and cytogenetics were introduced and correlated
with the older methods.” Following continual revision,
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Vavilov’s final scheme indicates 8 world centers of the origin
of cultivated plants (including China) and 3 supplemental
centers. But while Vavilov was most familiar with Europe,
western Asia, and South America, “he seems to have been
relatively unfamiliar with eastern Asia. His ‘Chinese center’
embodies the whole of China from northern cold-temperate
regions all the way to the subtropical south.”
The author proposes four horizontal belts of origin
of cultivated plants in South-East Asia. The Northern
China Belt, which includes the Yellow River Valley and
the southern part of northeastern China (Manchuria) is
the famous loess region, and the place of birth and early
development of Chinese civilization. Though the loess soil
is especially suitable for the development of agriculture, the
climate of this belt is the most severe, the “precipitation is
the least and the most unevenly distributed, and it has the
fewest types of plants. However the cultural level of the
people here is developed to a higher degree, and its system
of agriculture is also the most complete. This situation seems
to agree with Toynbee’s theory that civilization develops as a
result of a challenge.” One of the cereal crops that originated
in this belt is millet, Panicum miliaceum, the most important
cereal in earliest times. Foxtail millet, Setaria italica, also
appeared in this belt at an early date. Both were widely
cultivated in Neolithic times.
“From ancient to present times, the chief legume crop
of northern China has been the soybean, Glycine max. It was
called in ancient times, Shu, and it is now generally called Ta
Tou (Great Bean)... Today, it is the most wide spread and the
most diversely utilized crop in all China...
“The cultivation and utilization of the soybean in ancient
China also greatly affected the development of agriculture.
The ancient peoples are known to have been at first ignorant
of the use of fertilizers, but eventually discovered that the
cultivation of soybeans increased the productivity of the
soil. Thus the soybean is responsible for the development
of crop rotation and the application of fertilizers. Among all
the legume crops, the soybean has the most complete protein
complex, approaching most nearly that of animal protein.
Thus, in human nutrition it can completely replace animal
food. The relatively small development of animal husbandry
and fishery in northern China could be the effect of the use of
soybean...
“The soybean is also the most important edible oil
crop in China. The ancient people, because of their limited
knowledge and technology, did not know how to extract oil
from seeds...
“In ancient times the tender leaves of the soybean, called
Huo, were also used as a leafy vegetable.” Legumes and
oil crops are more important in the north than in the south
of China. When man domesticates plants and animals, he
himself becomes domesticated and civilization begins.
Although the flora of the Japanese Archipelago is fairly
rich, no important cultivated crops originated there; all were

introduced from outside. Address: Morris Arboretum, Univ.
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
3826. Crispin, M.A.; Barriga, S.C. 1970. El cultivo de la
soya en Mexico [The cultivation of soybeans in Mexico].
INIA, Folleto de Divulgacion No. 38. 66 p. April. Instituto
Nacional de Investigaciones Agricolas. [Spa]*
Address: Chapingo, Mexico.
3827. Soybean Digest. 1970. Growers organize a new
association [Kentucky]. April. p. 42.
• Summary: “Fifty soybean producers from 13 counties
in western Kentucky organized the Kentucky Soybean
Association and elected a board of directors and officers at a
meeting at Madisonville March 5.
“The president of the new organization is James Esche,
a Henderson corn and soybean farmer. Secretary is Henry
Lilly from the no-till area of Hopkinsville.” John Stephens,
American Soybean Assoc. field representative, helped
organize the group.
3828. Schmann, W. 1970. Para diversificacao de cultura, soja
e uma boa opcao [For diversification of culture, soybeans are
a good option]. FIR (Sao Paulo) 12(9):63-64. May. [Por]*
3829. Pitcher, Shackford. 1970. Brazil’s soybean output
reaches new records. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign
Agricultural Service). June 22. p. 8-9.
• Summary: “Soybean production in Brazil saw an
unprecedented growth in the 1960’s with continued growth
expected in the 1970’s... In one decade soybean production
increased from the 1960 level of 7.6 million bushels to 34.9
million bushels in 1969. The 1969 crop enabled Brazil to
achieve record soybean exports totaling 11.4 million bushels,
valued at $29 million... By 1967 Brazil had surpassed the
outturn of the Soviet Union and become the world’s third
largest soybean producer...
“Presently almost all of Brazil’s soybean production
is limited to the four southern States, with Rio Grande do
Sul, the southernmost State, accounting for 70 percent of
the crop. The State’s first experiments with soybeans were
conducted in 1941... Today, the bulk of Rio Grande do Sul
soybeans come from larger farms growing wheat as well.
These two crops are grown in rotation, with the soybeans
planted in November and December–often in the same field
on which a crop of wheat was just harvested...
“The tremendous expansion of soybeans in Rio Grande
do Sul can be attributed to the work of the State’s department
of agriculture and IPFS (Instituto Privado para Fomento de
Soya), a private, trade-sponsored institute active in soybean
development during the early 1960’s... Paraná is Brazil’s
second largest soybean producer...
“Sao Paulo, where soybeans were first introduced into
Brazil about 60 years ago by Japanese immigrant farmers,
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is third among Brazil’s soybean-producing States. In 1925
soybean research was initiated at Sao Simao Experiment
Station in Sao Paulo, based on a collection of about 50 U.S.
varieties. Cultivation was on a small scale until the early
1950’s, when the Sao Paulo Department of Agriculture
(SPDA) initiated an expansion program, loaning farmers
combines and purchasing most of the crop. Now almost
100-percent mechanized, Sao Paulo soybean farmers plant an
average of 250 acres of soybeans each; although some plant
as few as 60 acres and others as many as 2,200 acres...
“Much of the research work on soybeans in Brazil is
being done by the Agronomic Institute at Campinas (IAC),
an SPDA agency in eastern Sao Paulo... In late 1969, a
factory for isolating soy protein was inaugurated in Rio
Grande do Sul with a yearly capacity of 1,000 metric tons
of product. Soybean flours of various kinds are already
produced by a number of Brazilian companies.” Address:
U.S. Agricultural Officer, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
3830. Ebong, U.S. 1970. On the Nigerian grain legume
gene bank. Paper presented at Ford Foundation/IRAT/
IITA Seminar IV. Grain Legume Research in West Africa.
Mimeograph. Held 22-26 June 1970 at Univ. of Ibadan,
Nigeria. *
3831. Marquette, J. 1970. Report on grain legumes in
Madagascar. Paper presented at Ford Foundation/IRAT/
IITA Seminar IV. Grain Legume Research in West Africa.
Mimeograph. Held 22-26 June 1970 at Univ. of Ibadan,
Nigeria. *
3832. Silvestre, P. 1970. IRAT’s work on soybean. Paper
presented at Ford Foundation/IRAT/IITA Seminar IV. Grain
Legume Research in West Africa. Mimeograph. Held 22-26
June 1970 at Univ. of Ibadan, Nigeria. *
• Summary: Field trials conducted in the Cameroon show
that soybeans gave no significant response to nitrogen
application. IRAT stands for Institut de Recherches
Agronomiques Tropicales (Tropical Institute of Agronomic
Research).
3833. Silvestre, P. 1970. IRAT’s work on various food
grain legumes. Paper presented at Ford Foundation/IRAT/
IITA Seminar IV. Grain Legume Research in West Africa.
Mimeograph. Held 22-26 June 1970 at Univ. of Ibadan,
Nigeria. *
• Summary: Field trials conducted in the Cameroon show
that soybeans gave no significant response to nitrogen
application.
3834. IRAT–RCA (Republique Centrafricaine). 1970.
Soja: Généralités, variétiés [Soja: General information and
varieties]. IRAT-Republique Centrafricaine, Rapport Annuel
For the year 1969. Vol. II. Phytotechnie. p. 24-31. [Fre]

• Summary: IRAT stands for Institut de Recherches
Agronomiques Tropicales (Tropical Institute of Agronomic
Research). This is a summary of results obtained during
previous years. Page 24 states: “The soybean is not well
known in the Central African Republic [CAR]. Since 1963,
two varieties, San-Kuo and Palmetto have been propagated
at the Grimari station. The seeds were planted in May and
August of each year on the multiplication plots on centers
of 40 by 15 cm, at the rate of 80 kg of seed per hectare, with
40 kg of di-calcium phosphate and 60 kg of ammoniated
phosphate fertilizer. The yields remained low, about 500 kg/
ha. The only disposal of this production was the consumption
by the troop at the station and by infant center (Centre
d’élevage) at Bambari. In the zone of Agoudou Manga in
1968 some commercial planters undertook the cultivation of
soybeans, but this operation was not continued.
In 1967 the Ministry of Development, considering the
soybean to be a nitrogen source for the feeding of animals,
requested that IRAT start experimentation again. The goal
was to find a variety superior to Palmetto and San Kuo, and
to find the best cultivation techniques, especially inoculation
with soil bacteria. A list shows the 81 soybean varieties that
were introduced to the CAR, including 54 from the USA,
3 from Brazil, 7 from Australia, 8 from Ecuador, 4 from
Malaysia, 2 from South Africa, and 1 each from Taiwan,
Nigeria, and Pakistan.
This collection of varieties was planted late, on June 13.
In 1961, they were planted on May 11, and again on Oct. 29.
By 1969 it was clear that the black-seeded variety Avoyelles
(from Australia) gave the highest yields, the mean being
1,18 kg/ha. Other interesting varieties were Wilson Black,
Palmetto, and San-Kuo. Table 8 shows the characteristics of
each variety and Table 9 shows that the yield of Avoyelles
could be increased to 1,519 kg/ha by inoculation and the use
of fertilizers.
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2019) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in the Central
African Republic.
This document contains the 2nd earliest date seen for
the cultivation of soybeans in the Central African Republic
(1963). Address: Central African Republic.
3835. Briggs, George M. 1970. Memories of an “oldtimer.”
Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 50-53.
• Summary: “My personal interest in soybeans has spanned
nearly 60 years–from September 1912 to the present.
My introduction to the crop came when, with a fellow
agricultural student at the University of Minnesota, we
attempted to thresh out some soybeans with old fashioned
flails in a high-sided boarded wagon box at the University
Farm. In a half-hour’s time we harvested about 10 pounds of
little soybeans!”
“Following my graduation from the College of
Agriculture of the University of Minnesota, I became the
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14th county agricultural agent in Wisconsin, serving for 3½
years in Burnett County.
“This county has a large proportion of light, sandy
soils. People needed a cash crop, as well as a legume hay.
Soybeans seemed to offer an answer to the problem of
producing cheaper feed. So, it was natural that we had
considerable interest in the development of a program that
would answer the needs of the farmer.
“During my Burnett County years, and later, in my
years of agricultural extension work at the University of
Wisconsin, it was my privilege to advise and counsel with
people on farm crop culture. An attempt was made to
establish a recommendation that farmers plant soybeans
according to the rule of 1 acre for hay, 1 acre for seed, and 1
acre to plow under as green manure.”
“The production of soybeans in Wisconsin, as well as in
the whole country, was never too great until the combine was
perfected.” Dr. Harry Miller, an ASA member from Ohio,
had been a missionary in China. “He related to me how he
helped develop and distribute a soybean milk for Chinese
infants who were deprived of nutritional foods.
“Soybean milk was introduced in many parts of this
country. Over 50 years ago, one of my nephews in Minnesota
was nurtured to health and growth by its use when regular
milk could not be assimilated properly. The use of soybean
milk as a regular milk substitute in special diets is now well
established.”
“The year was 1920 and the time was ripe to center
attention on problems of imports, problems of sanitation,
problems of production and distribution, of advertising and
marketing. There were more than enough problems to stump
any promoter.
“What varieties will fit in with our growing conditions,
which ones have desirable oil content, which show
nonshattering tendencies, good yields, strength of stand
ability? What about inoculation?
“Will soybeans require a whole setup of new machinery
for producing, care, and harvesting? Will the coarse stalks
be of any account in livestock feeding? What about uses of

soybean oil in other ways than in margarine? What to do
with surpluses?
“With so many questions and problems, 1920 was the
date when the American Soybean Assn. was organized to
help find some of the answers and solutions. Here were
assembled a group of north central soybean growers,
agricultural agents, university faculty, and others–all
interested in meeting the challenge to seek the truth, and
doing what they felt was their duty in protecting their
agricultural industry.
“It was my good fortune to have served as the
Association’s president in 1923 and it has only been in recent
years that I have not regularly attended the annual meetings.
It is my great hope that my own contributions to the industry
and to the Association have been worthy.
“Most of the problems that faced us 50 years ago have
long since been answered, but new ones constantly arise.
“For as long as I have been associated, with soybean
production, my personal ‘calling card’ has been a soybean
and I continue to have them handy for distribution. They
have never failed me!”
Also discusses early problems of soybean production,
soybean hay which was piled in cocks then fed to dairy
cows to increase their milk production, the slow acceptance
of soybean meal for livestock feeding in America, how
I.C. Bradley educated farmers about soybean meal, why
Wisconsin didn’t favor margarine, and work with the ASA.
Photos show: (1) Early shocks of soybean hay in a field.
(2) Soybean pioneer V.P. Atwell (Stevens Point, Wisconsin)
harvesting soys with an old-fashioned reaper. (3) Portrait:
“George ‘Soybean’ Briggs was one of the founders of the
American Soybean Association, and its fourth president.
In fact, he may be the only living member who was at the
first meeting at Camden, Indiana” [at the Fouts Bros. farm].
Address: Univ. of Wisconsin, Agric. Exp. Station.
3836. Buescher, W.M. 1970. Farm machinery and the
soybean. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 84-86.
• Summary: “Ironically, not one single machine has ever
been designed specifically for soybeans. Yet this miracle
crop is today America’s No. 1 cash export.” The soybean
has always used hand-me-down machinery. In the 1930s,
the grain drill (designed for planting grain) was used to drill
soybeans as well. When the failure of drilled beans was
obvious, a corn-planting machine was used as a substitute;
with a few alterations (like adding a soybean plate and
stuffing a gunny sack in two out of every three holes of the
drill) it worked to give soybeans planted in 21-inch rows. In
the preherbicide days of the 1930s, drilled soybeans were
lost to weeds.
Or take the cultivator. Corn had always been planted in
rows 42 inches apart because that was the width of the rear
end of the horse or mule that had to cultivate it. So when
corn planters were used to plant soybeans, the soybeans were
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planted in 42-inch rows. But soybeans led the
switch to narrow rows, because turning a 42-inch
cultivator into a 21-inch cultivator was easy.
The thresher was designed to thresh grain, and
for years nobody thought of using it for soybeans–
which were considered a hay crop then anyway,
harvested with hay machinery.
Then along came the combine, which was
also designed to harvest and thresh grain, such
as wheat. Nobody thought of using the early
combines to harvest soybeans or corn. Then some
enterprising farmers discovered that soybean
seeds could be sold as a cash crop, and the handme-down grain combine was found to work in
soybeans.
At first glance all this sounds pretty bad. But
maybe it was actually part of the soybean’s success
story. “A wonderful new crop that did not need
expensive single-purpose machinery.”
The Great Depression began on 29 Oct. 1929
when the stock market crashed. The “baby combine and the
soybean marched on the depression scene together and things
have never been the same since. This new machine, in 1933
dubbed the Corn Belt Combine and shown at the Chicago
‘Century of Progress’ World’s Fair, was destined to change
things. ‘Corn Belt’ was too restrictive, so it was renamed
the ‘High Speed’ Combine and that put all the servicemen to
work.
“When enterprising farmers found that it would thresh
not only wheat, barley, rye, and oats–but would thresh
birdseed and soybeans as well–the name All-Crop Harvester
was born.”
“Floating headers will work in almost all crops, but it
was the soybean that brought the floating header.”
Photos show: (1) A 17-inch-wide display of farm
machinery at a big soybean field day in Indiana in the early
1930s. Photo courtesy “Lloyd Hahn, president of Hahn Inc.,
Evansville, Indiana. He says his father, Christ J. Hahn, one
of the first soybean growers in southwestern Indiana, helped
to arrange the field day and the machinery display. Christ
Hahn bought his first combine in 1928.” (2) Harvesting
Laredo soybeans at Mississippi State University in about
1920. Photo courtesy E.E. Hartwig. (3) Allis-Chalmers AllCrop Harvester in soybeans about 1940. (3) New Holland
“Haybine” harvests an early crop of soybean hay. (4) AllisChalmers rear-mounted three-row cultivator behind a tractor
in 1944. Address: Allis-Chalmers.
3837. Kromer, George W. 1970. Soybean growth double U.S.
rate: over a 20-year period. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 102.
• Summary: “The U.S. soybean economy expanded
phenomenally during the 1950’s and 1960’s. Output and
usage increased at an average annual rate of about 9%, more
than double the average growth rate for all U.S. industries.

“The soybean economy will continue to expand in
the 1970’s but the rate of growth probably will not be as
spectacular as over the past 20 years.
“Soybean production rose from about 300 million bu. in
1950 to 1,117 million in 1969–an increase of 273%. Most of
the gain reflected the tripling of harvested acreage from 13.8
million to 40.9 million. Yields increased only gradually from
21.7 bu/a to 27.3 bu/a.
“The farm value of soybean production rose from $700
million in 1950 (ranking sixth among cash crops) to $2.6
billion in 1969 (ranking second only to corn). Soybeans have
been second among cash crops since 1964.
“Structural changes have occurred in all sectors of the
industry. These changes have been characterized by shifts
in size and number of farms, in areas of production, fewer
but larger and more efficient crushing mills, processor
vertical integration (into areas such as edible oil refining,
food manufacture, mixed feeds, and export), and expanded
domestic and export markets.
“Factors Stimulating Growth: Many developments have
contributed to the sharp uptrend in soybean production and
use, but several stand out. One is the rapid expansion in
market outlets for soybeans, oil, and protein meal, both at
home and abroad.
“Another factor has been the relatively favorable prices
received by soybean growers, in most years averaging well
above the government support level.
“New varieties of soybeans have resulted in some longrun increase in yields, and broadened the production area
within which competitive returns could be obtained.
“Another major factor has been the rapid increase in
mechanization for planting, cultivating, and harvesting.
“Half Crop in Cornbelt: The 1969 soybean crop was
produced on about 41 million acres in 30 states. The
Cornbelt is the most important region and its yields per acre
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are highest.
“During the past 20 years, soybean acreage in the
Cornbelt has more than doubled, but the proportion of U.S.
acreage situated in the Cornbelt has declined, from 71% in
1950 to 51% in 1969.
“The greatest expansion in soybeans outside the
Cornbelt has occurred in the Delta states. Harvested acreage
increased from about 1 million in 1950, comprising 7% of
the U.S. total, to over 8 million in 1969, or 20% of the total.
“Only Soybeans Increased: Since 1949, over 30 million
acres in the U.S. have been shifted from other crops (mainly
corn, cotton, oats, and wheat) into soybean production.
Soybeans are the only major crop registering a national gain
in harvested acreage during 1949-69, rising 290%.”
A graph shows soybean production and acreage
harvested, as well as yield, 1950-1970. Each of the three
graphs is a percentage of 1950; all start at zero in 1950.
Address: USDA.
3838. Pellett, Kent. 1970. Soybeans: a crop made by people
who tried harder. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 24-28, 30-32, 3435.
• Summary: A superb history of the American Soybean
Association on its 50th anniversary and of soybeans in
America. Contents: Introduction. Market-oriented from the
first. ASA’s founding at Camden, Indiana (3 Sept. 1920 at
Soyland). George M. Strayer takes helm; founds Soybean
Digest (Nov. 1940 at Hudson, Iowa). The great growth of
the markets. Restrictions on margarine. The market for
exports (after World War II, Japanese American Soybean
Institute, Soybean Council of America, American Soybean
Institute {ASI}, and USDA Foreign Agricultural Service).
Soybeans are big business. State soybean associations and
field staff (including the legislative program and referendum
[checkoff]). The task confronting us all.
Concerning state soybean associations and financing:
The Minnesota Soybean Growers Association, the first
affiliated association, was founded in 1962 [but did not
affiliate with ASA until Jan. 1965]. Since then, 16 other
state associations have been formed, and a field staff has
been established to service them. There are presently 1,900
directors of county committees, state associations, and
ASA itself. A Mid-South office was opened in Memphis,
Tennessee, a year ago. Financing of the soybean program is
done in many ways. Many states are participating in Phase II,
a voluntary checkoff at the first point of sale.
“The legislative program and referendum, Phase III,
which enables an automatic deduction of ½ cent per bushel
from all soybean sales in a state, was passed in North
Carolina, South Carolina, and Louisiana, but was defeated
in Minnesota and Missouri. The memory of the defeated
checkoff in those two states is still painfully fresh. Texas and
Ohio have passed enabling legislation for referendums this
year.

“Funds for market development work have also
been provided by the marketing boards or departments of
agriculture in Iowa, Ohio, Mississippi, Missouri, Louisiana,
and Tennessee.”
Photos show: (1) Kent Pellett, soybean historian for
28 years, managing editor then editor of Soybean Digest.
(2) ASA President D. Leslie Tindal, of Ten-Dale Farms,
Pinewood, South Carolina. He raises 500-600 acres of
soybeans annually, helped organize the South Carolina
Soybean Assn., and has made 2 trips to Europe on behalf of
ASA’s marketing program. (3) Taylor Fouts, the first ASA
president. He and his two brothers held the first meeting
of the ASA on their Soyland Farm at Camden, Indiana, in
1920, when they had 150 acres in soybeans plus another 200
acres of soybeans interplanted with corn. Several soybean
field days had been held at Soyland Farm in earlier years.
(4) Panoramic photo (courtesy of George M. Briggs, of
Wisconsin) of the more than 1,000 people who attended the
“First Cornbelt Soybean Conference” at Soyland Farm in
Sept. 1920. Note: As of March 1999, this photo is owned
by Bill Fouts of Indiana. On page 26, from right to left, the
people seated in the second row are: Unknown, Louanna
Fouts (wife of Finis), Finis Fouts, Lillie May Fouts (wife
of Taylor), Taylor Fouts, Lillie Jane (wife of Noah), Noah
Fouts. (5) Some ASA firsts: Paul C. Hughes, the first ASA
fieldman, 1948-1951. He is now manager of the Farmers
Soybean Corp., Blythville, Arkansas. David R. Farlow was
the first executive assistant 1958-61. He is now manager of
the Bunge Corp. vegetable oil division in New York. Shizuka
Hayashi was managing director of the Japanese American
Soybean Institute for ASA in Tokyo from its founding
in 1956 until his retirement in 1968. (6) Dr. Steve Chen,
director of the Taiwan office, with staff. (7) Scott Sawyers,
Far East director, in Tokyo, with Karl Sera, Yoshiko Kojima,
and his staff. Ms. Kojima, who has been with ASA since
1957 and is the longest serving overseas employee, is
chief of the food section of ASI’s Far East Office. (8) Dr.
Karl-Wolfgang Fangauf, director of the German office in
Hamburg, with staff. (9) Enoch Lachinian, director of the
Iran office, with staff. (10-14) ASA staff in the United States,
which started with one part-time person in 1940 and has
grown to 45 in 1970, including regional offices and overseas
staff of 19 in 4 foreign offices. Incl. Chet Randolph, Howard
E. Grow, George McCully, Merv Syverson, Larry Krueger.
(15) Princesses and queens: Mary Ellen Laatz of Illinois
and Julie Carlson of Minnesota were the first to be named
national “Princess Soya” in 1968 and 1969. But “soybean
queens” were being named as long ago as 1948, when Edith
Harris of Dyersburg, Tennessee, was given that title at
Portageville, Missouri.
On the cover of this issue are two oval photos: (1) A
man [probably Taylor Fouts] seated on a cultivator pulled by
two horses. “Cultivating soybeans on farm of Taylor Fouts,
first ASA president, in 1923.” (2) A modern tractor with a
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cultivation attachment behind. “Cultivating soybeans on
farm of Leslie Tindal, 33rd ASA president (left in picture) in
1970.”
3839. Probst, A.H. 1970. Fifty years of soybean variety
improvement. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 66-70.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The trend to yellow
seed. Common objectives of soybean breeders: High yield,
high oil content, high protein content, disease resistance,
improved seed quality, maturity to fit rotations, shattering
resistance, desirable plant height, lodging resistance, high
podding from soil level. Threat of root rot. Reasons for
yields of 100 bushels/acre.
“Soybean varieties have played a vital role in the
expansion of soybean production and in the development of
a soybean industry which has been favorable to the producer,
the processor, and the consumer in the U.S. Soybeans were
scarcely known in the U.S. before the beginning of the 20th
century. Prior to the numerous introductions by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture beginning in 1898, there were not
more than eight varieties grown in the U.S.
“The slow but steady growth of the soybean crop in
the early part of this century, especially up. to 1920, was
tied mainly to its use as a forage crop. The crop was used
extensively for hay, and to a lesser extent for soilage, silage,
green manure, lambing- or hogging-off when grown as a
companion crop with corn, and for direct feeding of the
beans.
“The importance of soybeans as grain in this early
period related primarily to production of seed for the above
purposes. When official production estimates of the crop
became available in 1924, of the 1,782,000 acres produced,
only 448,000, or 25%, were harvested for beans. It was not
until 1941 that 5,881,000 acres harvested for beans surpassed
the 5,510,000 acres grown for all other purposes.
“The development of the soybean processing industry
was nudged into being mainly by World War I when
there was such a shortage of fats and oils in the U.S. that
it was necessary to import Manchurian soybean oil. The
industrialization of an otherwise entirely farm crop in the
U.S. began to take place.
“Although a processing industry was emerging, the need
of high-oil-type soybeans continued to have competition
from hay-type soybeans. The acreage for hay reached
4.8 million acres in 1940 and then declined very rapidly.
Production of soybeans for processing increased at a
phenomenal rate following the start of World War II in 1941.
“Thus, through the first 15 to 20 of the past 50 years
there was still considerable work done in the development
of soybean varieties for hay and nongrain uses. There was
an increasing emphasis on development of varieties with
a high-oil content as well as emphasis on the development
of vegetable varieties for human consumption. In this early
period there was a shift in emphasis from black- or brown-

seeded hay types to yellow-seeded varieties which were thinstemmed and would serve a dual purpose for both hay and
processing for oil and meal.
“The trend to yellow seed: There was a trend to
produce meal only from yellow-seeded soybeans to give a
uniform-appearing product. This trend was a factor in t h e
development of yellow-seeded varieties.
“Of major importance in variety development in the
past 50 years has been the introduction of many varieties and
types from the Orient and other areas of the world.
“Well over 10,000 introductions have been brought into
the U.S. since 1898. Approximately 4,775 introductions were
brought in by W.J. Morse and P.H. Dorsett who spent 2½
years during 1929-1931 on an agricultural exploration trip in
Japan, Korea, and Manchuria.
“The germplasm collection today numbers about 3,200
types plus nearly 300 named varieties. These introductions
range from very early to very late in maturity and serve as a
base for the development of superior varieties.
“Through 1940 most varieties were released either as
direct introductions, rogued introductions, or selections
from introductions. Some selections from introductions may
have been of hybrid origin. A few varieties developed from
introductions which played an important role in the rapid
expansion of acreage planted for processing 20-50 years
ago included Dunfield, Illini, Manchu, Richland, Mukden,
Mandarin, Habaro, Boone, Patoka, and Roanoke. All
vegetable-type varieties up to 1956 were introductions.
“Only a few varieties released through 1940 are
known to have come from artificial hybridization-breeding
programs. These include Mamloxi, Mamotan, Mamredo,
Ogden, Volstate, Tennessee Non-pop, Oloxi, Pee Dee, and
Yelredo.
“Of this group, only Ogden, with numerous good
qualities sought in varieties today, was grown extensively for
a long period. The popularity of Ogden was such that nearly
30 years after its release in 1941 some of it was still being
grown commercially.
“Following 1940, and especially after 1950 there have
been few varieties released which have come directly from
introductions. A few varieties, developed mainly by farmers
or seedsmen, have originated as selections from released
varieties. These varieties have seldom, if ever, been a distinct
improvement over the best varieties recommended by
experiment stations at the time of their release.
“The establishment of the U.S. Regional Soybean
Industrial Products Laboratory (now the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory) in 1936 at Urbana, Illinois, brought
about a tremendous increase in soybean breeding. Variety
development immediately lost its provincialism and went
‘big league’ to have an immediate impact nationally and
eventually internationally. Today, the efforts of personnel
working both within the agricultural experiment stations and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture are reflected in better
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varieties in many parts of the world, including some areas
where the soybean originated.
“Soybean breeders generally have had a common set of
objectives in developing new varieties which include:
“High yield
“High oil content
“High protein content
“Disease resistance
“Improved seed quality
“Maturity to fit rotations
“Shattering resistance
“Desirable plant height
“Lodging resistance
“High podding from soil level
“These objectives in total add up to the development
of higher yielding, higher protein, and higher-oil-content
varieties–all of which are direct benefits to the producer, the
processor, and the consumer.
“Threat of Root Rot: During the American Soybean
Assn.’s 50-year period there have been times when soybean
breeders have had to make a quick change in direction to
meet emergencies. The inroad on yield and the threat to
eliminate soybeans as a crop created by phytophthora rootrot, especially in parts of Ohio, Indiana, Ontario [Canada],
the [Mississippi] Delta area, and elsewhere, dictated
immediate action. Phytophthora root-rot-resistant varieties
were developed and released in the early 1960’s. There has
been a succession of resistant varieties since to minimize
effects of the disease. Resistance to other diseases are
available in numerous other varieties to minimize losses and
avoid emergencies.
“The emergency created by the presence and spread
of the cyst nematode required a crash breeding program.
Obstacles were overcome and varieties were developed
quickly which changed the emergency into ‘production as
usual.’ New resistant varieties are now a part of breeding
programs where the cyst nematode is a problem.
“Several extensive soybean breeding programs are
devoted now to the development of brown-stem-rot-resistant
varieties and to improve quality of seed in varieties. These
are major problems in extensive soybean-producing areas.
“Soybean breeders have recognized the need for
special-purpose varieties, especially for foreign markets.
Several vegetable-type and high-protein varieties have been
developed.
“Today, there are many excellent varieties available to
fit any production area from about 27º latitude in Florida to
near 50º latitude in Canada. A recent listing of the leading
soybean varieties for the U.S. and Canada included 39, plus
seven special-use varieties, five of which were vegetable
types and two were high-protein types.
“Since 1943 over 80 varieties have been or are in the
process of registration by the American Society of Agronomy
or, more recently, the Crop Science Society of America.

“The major part of soybean-variety development in the
past has been accomplished by public agencies, particularly
the agricultural experiment stations and the U.S. Department
of Agriculture. At least one private company has been
breeding soybeans for many years; a few for shorter periods”
(Continued). Address: USDA Research Economist, and Prof.
of Agronomy, Purdue Univ. [Indiana].
3840. Probst, A.H. 1970. Fifty years of soybean variety
improvement (Continued–Document part II). Soybean
Digest. Aug. p. 66-70.
• Summary: (Continued): “During the past few years, a
few number of private companies have entered the field of
soybean breeding and the development of private-brand
soybean varieties, some rather extensively and others to a
lesser extent. Still other companies may become active in
this endeavor if Congress passes the Plant Variety Protection
Bill. This recent activity in soybean breeding is certain to
bring many new varieties on the market. Much progress has
been made in soybean-variety improvement in the past 50
years. Yield, one of the best criteria with which to measure
progress, has increased from a national average of 11 bu/a in
1924 to the all-time high of 27.3 in 1969.
“The impact of recently released, improved varieties
should put the national yield average above 30 bu/a in a few
years. Some individual state yields have risen from a lowly
11-to-12 bu/a in 1924 to 33 to 33.5 in 1969, which are alltime highs.
“Reasons for the 100-bu. yields: In recent years a
number of top soybean growers, who have put all their
know-how into production, have consistently produced
above 60 bu/a. Some have reported just above 100 bu/a.
This yield progress is not due to better varieties alone. Yield
depends also on many cultural improvements. But today’s
varieties do have the genetic potential to produce!
“As an average overall of today’s varieties, there has
been a reasonably good improvement in oil and protein
content over varieties developed and used in the past several
decades. Natural shattering losses of seed are of little or no
concern in today’s varieties. Many varieties have a marked
resistance to lodging. Also, many varieties pod well above
the ground, which helps to minimize seed loss. Most of
today’s varieties have resistance to one or even several
important diseases.
“No review of the past 50 years of soybean improvement
would be complete without recognizing those men who have
administered the work. This includes all the administrators
in many agricultural experiment stations and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture who have quietly, but effectively,
helped bring the soybean crop to its place of prominence. Of
particular note are those men who have guided the soybean
improvement program as USDA soybean project leaders,
including the late W.J. Morse, 1907-1949, who probably
did more than any other man to bring soybeans to their state
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of improvement and prominence today; Dr. M.G. Weiss,
1950-1953, now assistant to deputy administrator, Farm
Research. USDA; Dr. H.W. Johnson, 1953-1964, now head,
department of agronomy and plant genetics, University
of Minnesota; Dr. R.W. Howell, 1964-1965, now chief,
oilseed and industrial crops research branch, crops research
division, Agricultural Research Service, USDA; and Dr. B.
E. Caldwell, 1966-present.
“Also playing an important role in soybean development
are those men who have directed the work of the U.S.
Regional Soybean Laboratory at Urbana, Illinois. These
include J.L. Cartter, 1936-1965; Dr. R.L. Bernard, interim
geneticist-in-charge, 1966; and Dr. R.L. Cooper, 1967 to
present.
“Dr. E. E. Hartwig has coordinated the work in the
southern states since 1948 and has contributed immeasurably
to variety development in that area.”
A large portrait shows: George Kimmons (Ozark,
Missouri; the first person to get 100 bu/acre yields, in 1968
with 109.6 bu/acre).
Small portrait photos across the top of page 70 show:
W.J. Morse. M.D. Weiss. H.W. Johnson. R.W. Howell. B.E.
Caldwell. J.L. Cartter. R.L. Bernard. R.L. Cooper. E.E.
Hartwig. Address: USDA Research Economist, and Prof. of
Agronomy, Purdue Univ. [Indiana].
3841. Spicola, James R. 1970. Fifty years of soybean
marketing. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 62-64.
• Summary: “It has been commonplace lately to refer to
soybeans as the ‘Cinderella’ crop. If by that is meant sudden
discovery and overnight ‘belle-of-the-ball’ status, the term is
more popular than accurate.
“The recorded history of the soybean goes back to 2838
B.C.
“Its present wide acceptance in the U.S. and world
markets came painfully and slowly.
“As early as 1804 a Pennsylvanian named James Mease
advocated the cultivation of soybeans and development
of markets. But it didn’t happen. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture undertook some initial soybean research projects
in 1898 and recorded the first soybean statistic in 1919
with a scant report that there had been 99,000 acres of U.S.
farmland planted in beans during that year.
“It wasn’t until 1924 that the Department reported acres,
yields, and production figures on soybeans grown for beans,
as they had long done for other crops.
“In the early stages of commercial soybean production
in the U.S. the marketing system was basic and quite simple,
far different from the highly competitive, price-sensitive
marketplace we know today. Buyers, primarily processors,
contracted with producers to grow a specific acreage. The
buyer would guarantee a price for the total production on that
acreage prior to planting time. When the crop was harvested,
whatever the farmer produced was delivered to the buyer and

payment was made at the contract price.
“This marketing system gave producers confidence
to plant the new crop, to experiment and to concentrate
on production with no concern whatever for marketing
problems. It provided the buyer with a reasonably well
guaranteed source of supply at an agreed price, enabling him
to plan and develop markets for the products.
“Under the contract production system, markets for
products were developed and acreage expanded.
“Contract buying no longer needed: By the midthirties, production had grown to 49 million bushels and it
became clear that the industry had reached a point when the
contract market system was no longer needed to stimulate
production and that soybean producers wanted to expand
their horizons, to open their crop to the opportunities that a
broad competitive marketplace could provide. The industry
had reached an important point in its maturity.
“Even so, the typical country elevator had space for
perhaps 20,000 bushels of all grains and served a radius of 5
to 10 miles. They reshipped beans to pioneer processors in
small lots and on irregular schedules.
“Then a soybean futures market was established by the
Chicago Board of Trade in 1936. Country elevators and grain
merchandising firms began to compete aggressively for the
soybean crop.
“World War II marked the end of the beginning.
Stimulated by wartime restrictions on imports of oils and
proteins from traditional world sources, soybean production
expanded rapidly. Production increased from 78 million
bushels in 1940 to 201 million bushels in 1946.
“Many in the industry expressed fearful concern that
with peace would come a severe restriction of demand
for soybean products. This fear proved to be ill-founded,
as it soon became clear that soybean products had firmly
established their favor with consumers and, as we have seen
so happily, the greatest growth was still to come.
“Until 1948, prices received by producers for their
soybeans were determined basically by meal and oil demand
conditions within the U.S. That demand for products,
converted to raw soybean price values, was transmitted back
through the market system to farm price values. During
1948-49, there began a development that was to have longterm beneficial effects, not only for the American soybean
farmer, but for U.S. industry and the taxpayer.
“What happened was that the U.S. began to turn the
balance from a net importer of oils, proteins, and oilseeds to
a net exporter. In 1948-49, 23 million bushels of soybeans
were exported, and there was presented to America the
opportunity to become a major supplier of edible oil and
protein to the world.
“Competition is keen in the export market: As with
every opportunity, there comes challenge; the opportunity to
serve world markets presented the challenge of competition.
Foreign buyers had a wide range of supply sources, and if
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U.S. farmers were, together, to become a major exporter they
would have to prepare to compete vigorously.
“And by that time, the competitive marketing system
had developed the capacity to demonstrate its vigor, its
creativity, and its ability to serve producers effectively.
“To build sound, growing markets for soybeans and
soybean products overseas as well as at home a number of
difficult challenges had to be overcome.
“1–Interior handling costs had to be reduced. To this
end, large capital investments in faster, larger, more efficient
country elevators were required. The 20,000-bushel crib
house gave way to the high-speed, 100,000-to-2-millionbushel elevator, equipped with modern drying, cleaning, and
conditioning facilities.
“2–Transportation costs had to be reduced. To that end,
water movement by barge on the river system was initiated.
Trucks increased capacity from 100 bushels to 800 bushels.
Railroads, spurred by new competition and encouraged
by the ingenuity of grain marketing and processing firms,
increased car size, instituted unit shipments and trainload
movements of soybeans and soybean products. The results
have brought a reduction of about 50% (adjusted for
inflation) in the cost of moving soybeans and soy products
to domestic consumers and to positions for marketing both
beans and products abroad.
“3–Highly efficient handling facilities at ports and
processing locations were developed. Export elevators
made multimillion-dollar investments to perform the job
of transferring soybeans and other grains more efficiently
from barges and railcars to ocean vessels. Export elevators
now can load ocean vessels at the rate of 100,000 bu/ hour,
making possible the most efficient use of modern low-cost
ships, many with capacities of more than a million bushels.
“4–Although processing is covered in another
article in this issue, it is not possible to review marketing
developments without reference to the remarkable
technicians who have pushed processing to the fine degree
of efficiency that they have. Without that efficiency–that
saving of cost between producer and consumer–the entire
development of marketing of soybeans would not have been
possible.
“But it has been possible. The product is good. The
quality is there. The need is expanding. The price is right.
Soybeans already produce more cash income for the U.S.
than any other agricultural product. Push that growth of
efficiency in production, processing, and marketing another
50 years and we will have the most fabulous product in
America!”
Photos show: (1) An early Cargill elevator in Northern
Iowa. (2) “Barge traffic has helped reduce transportation
costs.” Here we see the barge Capt. W.D. Cargill at Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, on the Mississippi River. (3) A portrait
photo of James R. Spiccola, vice president and head of the
processing and refining division of Cargill, Inc. Address:

Vice President, Cargill Inc.
3842. Gopani, D.D.; Kabaria, M.M. 1970. Correlation of
yield with agronomic characters and their heritability in
soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.). Indian J. of Agricultural
Sciences 40(10):847-53. Oct. [7 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The potential for growing soybean as a rainy
season crop in Gujarat needs to be explored. Note: Gujarat
is a state in India and its capital is Gandhinagar. Its largest
city is Ahmedabad. Mohandas (Mahatma) Gandhi considered
as India’s “father of the nation,” was a Gujarati who led the
Indian Independence Movement against the British rule.
“Summary: Simple and multiple correlations, multiple
regression coefficients, heritability and expected genetic
advance for yield and agronomic traits were worked out
from a yield trial comprising 6 soybean genotypes.” Address:
Main Oilseeds Research Station, Junagadh, Gujarat.
3843. Young, Harry M., Jr. 1970. What is no-tillage?
Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 10-11.
• Summary: This article is from Young’s “talk before the
No-Tillage Research Conference, University of Kentucky.”
“Current no-tillage practice consists simply of planting crop
seeds, or crop transplants, in previously unprepared soil
and within a very narrow slit, slot, trench, or band only of
sufficient width and depth to obtain suitable seed or root
coverage and acceptable row fertilizer placement.
“No other soil manipulation is needed because weeds are
killed or suppressed by herbicides, by crop rotation, by crop
competition, and by a mulch of crop residues–but principally
by herbicides.
“No-tillage actually is a logical and practical extension
of ‘stubble mulch’ farming now widely used in semi-arid and
windy regions. However, no-tillage is adaptable over a much
wider area and over a greater variety of soil and moisture
conditions.”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (June 2002)
that uses the term “no-tillage” in connection with soybeans
and herbicides. It is also the earliest document seen on the
“no-tillage” system of growing soybeans with herbicides.
Address: Farmer, Herndon, Kentucky.
3844. Acheson, Florine. 1970. Soybeans & more soybeans.
Mother Earth News No. 6. Nov. p. 74.
• Summary: The writer and her husband have not eaten meat
for over two years. Instead they use soybeans–along with
raw peanuts, dairy products and eggs–as their main source
of protein. Their favorite variety is Amsoy. Describes how
to cook soybeans and use them in a meatless loaf, and how
to make dry roasted soybeans (soak well, drain, dry between
towels, spread thinly on a cookie pan, and roast in a 200ºF
oven for 2 hours. Then put the pan under a broiler and,
stirring almost constantly, broil for 5-6 minutes until brown.
Shake in a jar with several drops of olive oil and a little salt).
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This recipe came from The Natural Foods Cookbook [by
Beatrice Trum Hunter 1961, 1967].
Florine gets her organic seed soybeans from The
Ombilical Cord, 611 N. Blackstone, Fresno, California
93701. She thinks they’ll sell most organic food products
by mailorder if you can’t find a local store. Also available as
Mother’s Reprint No. 73.
Note: This is the earliest article on soy seen (Aug. 2002)
in Mother Earth News magazine.
3845. Apontes Martinez, M. 1970. Ensayo de rendimiento y
adaptacion de 5 variedades de soya con dos distanciamientos
de siembra. 1968 [Investigation into the yields and
adaptation of 5 soybean cultivars at two sowing densities.
1968]. Agricultura en El Salvador 10(3):18-23. Sept/Dec. [2
ref. Spa]
• Summary: In El Salvador, this crop was mentioned in
1944, the year in which the Centro Nacional de Agronomia
(National Center for Agronomy) was founded. The first
varieties with which experiments were conducted were
Avoyelles and Otootan, which have large black seeds; later,
from 35 introductions, 5 varieties having yellow seed were
selected: Mammoth Yellow, Acadian, Pelikan [Pelican], L.Z.,
and N-44-92.
In 1967 the soybean varieties grown on a commercial
scale were Mandarin, Pelican, Hill, and Hale-3.
Using the varieties Hale-3, Lucerna Hill, Pelican,
and Mandarin, in El Salvador, the author did not find a
statistically significant difference when soybeans were
planted with 45 or 65 cm between rows. Address: Ing. Agr.
Jefe de la Sección de Cultivos Alimenticios e Industriales,
DGIEA, MAG, Santa Tecla.
3846. Hymowitz, T. 1970. On the domestication of the
soybean. Economic Botany 24(4):408-21. Oct/Dec. [131 ref]
• Summary: The first of Hymowitz’s many pioneering,
brilliantly researched, and very well written and documented
articles on the early history of the soybean that have
transformed our understanding of the subject. This is an
extremely important and influential contribution that replaces
myths with solid historical research.
Contents: Introduction. The current status of the
soybean. Speciation, chromosome numbers, and geographic
distribution of the genus Glycine. Physio-agricultural
geography of China: Kaoliang-soybean region, winter wheatkaoliang region, winter wheat-millet region, Szechwan-rice
region. The myth of the Emperor Shun Nung. The antiquity
of the soybean. The gene center. General conclusions.
“It is unfortunate that the literature concerned with
the antiquity and historical development of the soybean
and its agricultural consequences is fraught with errors and
misconceptions... This paper is an attempt to reconcile the
old archaeological, historical, agricultural and botanical
literature with the more recent data and to establish a

working hypothesis on the domestication of the soybean.”
“According to Chinese tradition, Emperor Shen Nung,
the Father of Agriculture and Medicine, lived and ruled in an
area which today is approximately the Chinese winter wheatkaoliang region. The legend fosters the belief that before
Shen Nung the Chinese were nomadic food gathering people.
With the onset of the reign of Shen Nung, the Chinese
became sedentary food producing agriculturists. Supposedly,
Shen Nung taught his subjects how to use the plow, sow
grain and he kept his people healthy by prescribing for their
ailments native herbs that had medicinal value.
“The earliest record of man’s use of the soybean, dating
back to the herbal Pên Ts’ao Kang Mu (Materia Medica)
of the legendary Emperor Shen Nung, is an often repeated
statement in soybean literature. No fewer than 6 different
years 2838 B.C., 2828 B.C., 2737 B.C., 2700 B.C., 2448
B.C., and 2383 B.C. have been acclaimed as the publication
date for Shen Nung’s book.”
“Chang (1965) and Watson (1966) concur that absolute
dates recorded in history after 841 B.C. should be accepted
as accurate. An accurate chronological dating system for
China prior to 841 B.C. just does not exist. At present, it
is believed that the legendary history of China is for the
most part the result of ethnocentric interpretations by Han
historians. Hirth (1908) is adamant in his belief that the value
of the works of Shen Nung, who is sometimes represented as
having the body of a man and the head of an ox, appears to
be a fabrication of historians, as is the emperor himself.
“’The antiquity of the soybean: ‘The soybean is one
of the oldest cultivated crops’ (Martin & Leonard 1967)
and ‘The soybean has been known to man for over 5000
years’ (McKie & Anderson 1967) are statements repeated
from one agronomic publication to another without citation
or explanation. Ho (1969) quite clearly placed the above
statements in proper perspective by asserting that ‘no trace of
legumes has been found in any Neolithic site in North China
or in records of Shang oracles.’”
“The current evidence for the antiquity of the soybean
lies in the pictographical analysis of the archaic Chinese
word for soybeans (shu), the Book of Odes, and bronze
inscriptions.
“The analysis of the development of the archaic
character for soybean (shu) reflects the observation and
knowledge of the ancient Chinese at a given period. The
character shu pictographically depicts the following concept:
(1) the horizontal line in the middle symbolizes earth;
(2) the upper and lower parts represent the stem and root
respectively; (3) around the root the three tear drop like lines
illustrate the nodules. It is the opinion of T.C. Hu (1963) that
the shu pictograph can be traced back to approximately the
11th century B.C.
“The Book of Odes spans the period from the 11th
century to 7th century B.C. during the reign of the royal
house of Chou. The geographical area covered by the Book
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of Odes is essentially the winter wheat-kaoliang and winter
wheat-millet regions... The character shu appears in odes 154
(8th–7th century B.C.), 196, 207, 222 (9th–8th century B.C.),
and 245 (10th–9th century B.C.), and 300 and was found in
bronze inscriptions dating from [the 10th-9th century B.C.].
“It is quite evident that the three lines of evidence
presented point to the emergence of the soybeans as a
domesticate during the Chou Dynasty [1027-221 B.C.]...
However, emergence of a domesticate carries with it the
connotation of a trial and error process. This process for
soybeans probably took place during the Shang Dynasty or
earlier.”
“Conclusions. Historical and geographical evidence
developed in this paper point to the eastern half of North
China, what is essentially today’s winter wheat-kaoliang
region, as the area where the soybean first emerged as a
domesticate around the 11th century B.C. During the Chou
Dynasty, the winter wheat-kaoliang region was probably the
gene center.”
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in China, or in East Asia, or in the world,
or the cultivation of soybeans in China, or in East Asia,
or in the world (11th century B.C.). The source of these
soybeans was probably wild soybeans from China that
were gradually domesticated over the centuries. Fukuda
(1933) argues that the soybean was first domesticated in
Manchuria. Hymowitz attempts to refute this argument as
follows: Historically, Manchuria “was sparsely populated by
Nomadic tribesmen rather than agricultural people. It was
not until the Han Chinese populated the area that agriculture
flourished in Manchuria. The intensive cultivation of
soybeans in Manchuria is a recent phenomenon. Secondly,
the presence of G. gracilis, the weedy form, in Manchuria
is the consequence of highly intensive cultivation of G. max
and not visa versa. G. gracilis is found wherever there is an
overlap in distribution between G. max and G. ussuriensis.
G. gracilis most likely evolved as the consequence of
outcrossing between G. max and G. ussuriensis.”
Note: As of Sept. 2014 this is the most widely cited
article by T. Hymowitz on Google Scholar, having been cited
in 281 other articles and books. Address: Dep. of Agronomy,
Univ. of Illinois.

combine header. Paper No. 70-630 presented at Winter
Meeting of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(ASAE), Chicago, Illinois, Dec. 8-11. St. Joseph, Michigan:
ASAE. 34 p. [9 ref]
Address: Research Associate, Agricultural Engineering Dep.,
Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.
3849. Schertz, C.E. 1970. Rotary cutters and cylindrical
rollers for gathering function in harvest of soybeans. Paper
No. 70-628 presented at Winter Meeting of the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE), Chicago, Illinois,
Dec. 7-11. St. Joseph, Michigan: ASAE. *
3850. Costa Val, W.M. da. 1970. Soja: Aspectos gerais da
cultura [Soybeans: General aspects of cultivation]. IPEACO,
Serie Pesquisa e Extensao No. 20. 8 p. Instituto de Pesquisa
Agropecuaria do Centro Oeste. [Por]*
Address: Sete Lagoas-MG, Brazil.
3851. Donchev, S. 1970. Soiata kato sledjatvena kultura
[Soya as a second crop]. Kooperativno Zemedelie
(Cooperative Agriculture) No. 5. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
3852. Nave, W.R. 1970. Reduction of losses and damages in
soybean harvesting. Annual Report 808-077-c210 prepared
for Harvesting and Farm Processing Research Branch,
AERD, ARS, U.S. Department of Agriculture. [2 ref]*
Address: Illinois.
3853. Sediyama, T.; Swearingin, M.L. 1970. Cultura da
soja [Soybean culture]. Viçosa: Imprensa Universitaria.
Universidade Federal de Viçosa. 77 p. Mimeograph. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.
3854. Soldati, A. 1970. Untersuchengen ueber has
Bluehverhalten und Ertragsaufbau bei der Sojabohne
[Investigations on the flower-holding and yield improvement
of soybeans]. Diplomarbeit, Inst. fuer Pflanzenbau ETH,
Zurich, Switzerland. 83 p. Unpublished typescript. [Ger]*
3855. Tate, D.E. 1970. The design, construction, and testing
if an air-conveyor system for a combine header to harvest
soybeans. Unpublished Undergraduate thesis on file in
Department of Agricultural Engineering, Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana. *

3847. Nave, W.R.; Tate, D.E.; Butler, B.J. 1970. Combine
headers for soybeans. Paper No. 70-629 presented at Winter
Meeting of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(ASAE), Chicago, Illinois, Dec. 7-11. St. Joseph, Michigan:
ASAE. 12 p. [4 ref]
Address: 1. Project Leader, Harvesting and Farm Processng
Research Branch, AERD, ARS, USDA; 2. Graduate
Assiatant; 3. Prof. All: Agricultural Engineering Dep., Univ.
of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois; 2.

3856. Vargas, S.R. 1970. Instrucciones para el cultivo de la
soya en la costa del Perú [Instructions for the cultivation of
the soybeans on the coast of Peru]. Lima (Peru) Estacion
Exp. Agr. de La Molina, Informe Especial No. 29. 31 p.
[Spa]*

3848. Quick, Graeme R. 1970. Laboratory analysis of the

3857. Zahran, M. 1970. The use of soybean overlapping or
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as a companion crop with forage or grain crops. PhD thesis,
Faculty of Agriculture, Cairo University, Giza, Egypt. *
Address: Egypt.
3858. Auckland, A.K. 1970. Soya bean improvement in East
Africa. In: C.L.A. Leakey, ed. 1970. Crop Improvement
in East Africa. Farnham Royal, England: Commonwealth
Agricultural Bureau of Plant Breeding and Genetics
(Technical Communication 19). 280 p. See p. 129-56. Chap.
5. [39 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Origin and use. Areas of production.
Introduction and development in East Africa. Variation in
Glycine max (L.) Merrill: General, habit and plant size,
disease resistance, photoperiodism. Natural breeding systems
and method of hybridization. The breeding programme
in Tanzania. Seasonal variation in performance in new
Tanzania soya beans: The merits of early generation
compounding, the nature of homeostasis in soya beans.
Selection and breeding work in Uganda. Selection in Kenya.
Agronomic improvements: The use of blends or composites,
spacing and population studies, the use of fertilizers and
insecticides, seed planting and spacing, harvesting, rotations,
intercropping.
Soybeans were introduced into South Africa in
1903. “The first effort to establish the crop in Tanganyika
appears to have been made at Amani in 1907, and further
introductions were made in 1909. In 1938 and 1939 a
collection of 64 cultivars of soya beans was established
at Amani with introductions from India, South Africa
and the USA and a large number of American and Far
Eastern cultivars via Rwanda... In Tanganyika a reasonable
production came from the Bukoba region during the 1939 to
1947 war years...
“It was not until the inception of the Groundnut Scheme
by the Overseas Food Corporation in 1947 that any largescale attempt to grow soya beans in East Africa was made.
The first cultivars tried by the Overseas Food Corporation
gave low yields and were unsuited to Tanganyika conditions.
The Overseas Food Corporation independently made further
introductions in 1950. These showed greater promise and the
variety Hernon 237 (from Rhodesia) opened up the prospects
of profitable soya bean cultivation in the Nachingwea area,
and became the standard cultivar until 1961. After the failure
of the Groundnut Scheme, the Nachingwea area in southern
Tanganyika began to produce soya beans on a considerable
scale. In 1963, there were about 6,000 acres of soya beans
growing in the Nachingwea district of Tanganyika, but then
production ceased because of a change in organization and
not due to the agricultural failure of soya bean as a crop. In
1963 soya produced its maximum profits in the Nachingwea
area...
“The soybean was first introduced into Uganda from
America and South Africa in 1938. Variety trials started
almost immediately at Bukalasa and Serere, and by

1940 promising varieties were already being built up for
distribution. In 1942 soya bean was grown in Buganda and
by 1945 had extended to Ankole, Toro, Bunyoro and Lango,
but only became popular in Ankole where it became the
only cash crop in some areas. In 1946 the crop declined in
popularity since farmers could get better prices for other
crops, such as groundnuts. The yields remained poor, and
until higher-yielding varieties can be found it seems unlikely
that it will regain popularity.”
Soya bean has never become an important crop in
Kenya, though a “large yellow type” was reported to grow
“exceptionally well” in Nyanza in 1943. Note 1. Leakey and
Rubaihayo (1970) state that Auckland’s program is “probably
the most successful soyabean breeding program carried out
in latitudes of 10º or less. Mean experimental yields of the
most productive new cultivars over four or five-year periods
were of the order of 1,980 kg/ha. The highest yield recorded
was 3,040 kg/ha from HLS 219 at 3,800 feet above sea level
and 10º 50’ S.”
Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Tanzania, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Tanzania (1907) (one of two documents). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. Address: Research and Training Inst.,
Ukiriguru, Mwanza, United Republic of Tanzania.
3859. Evelyn, S.H. 1970. Soya bean. Crops Research
Institute, Ghana Academy of Sciences, Annual Report 1967.
p. 37-38. (Accra: Ghana Universities Press).
• Summary: “Breeding and agronomy–Variety selection
and testing: In spite of extremely poor germination, a small
number of plants of 7 to 12 varieties obtained from M.A.
Adansi of the Plant Introduction and Exploration Section
at Bunso, and sown on 24 Oct. 1967, reached maturity and
were harvested in 1968 between 17 Jan. (86 days) and 17
Feb. (117 days).” Single plant analysis of yield characters
gave the range of values for 7 soya bean varieties shown in
Table 27.
Selected varieties “will be planted at Kwadoso in May
and Sept. of 1968 for further study and selection, along
with progenies of 10 new selections obtained from Mokwa,
Nigeria.
“In spite of late planting and growth under relatively
poor conditions, some of this material shows much promise.
Soya bean seed loses its viability rapidly under certain
climatic conditions and selection will be made to try and
overcome this serious disadvantage.” Address: Ghana.
3860. Hemsy, Victor. 1970. Cultivos de la soja en Tucumán:
Trabajos experimentales y estudios realizados [Cultivation
of soyabeans in Tucumán province: Experimental work
and studies carried out]. Revista Agronomica del Noroeste
Argentino 8(1/2):141-44. Presented at First Reunion Tecnica
Nacional de Soja. [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: The article begins: Before starting a
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presentation of the work carried out, I would like to make
some considerations about the cultivation of soy in Tucuman
and emphasize that we are about to deliver to you the results
of the work carried out over a very short period of time.
At present a group of work has been integrated that
began more than a year ago; previously, varietal experiments
were conducted in collaboration wit the program of the
Faculty of Agronomy of Buenos Aires, leg by Agronomic
engineers Remussi and Pascale.
A table (p. 142) gives statistics on soybeans in Tucuman
during the last decade–from 1961-62 to 1967-68. There
are 4 columns: Period, area planted (hectares), yield in kg/
ha, and production in metric tons. The area planted ranged
from 1,140 ha in 1963-64 to 8,900 ha in 1967-68. The yield
ranged from 1.079 kg/ha in 1964-65 to 1.497 in 1961-62.
The production ranged from 1,690 tonnes in 1962-63 to
2,700 tonnes in 1967-68. Total production during these years
was 10,200 tonnes.
Contains a full-page map of Tucuman, a province in
northern Argentina. Address: Facultad de Agronomia y
Zootecnia, Tucumán, Argentina.
3861. Hussain, Muzzafar; Bajwa, M.I. 1970. Effect of
planting date and row spacing on the performance of soybean
yield. Science Ind. (Karachi) Biological Abstracts p. 35-91. *
Address: Pakistan.
3862. Konno, Shoshin. 1970. Soybean cultivation in Japan.
JARQ (Japan Agricultural Research Quarterly) 5(2):21-27.
[Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Soybean demand and production in
Japan. Condition of location. Cropping system. Cultivation
method: Varieties, fertilizer, planting time, planting rate,
land preparation, intertillage and hilling, control of weed,
insect and disease, harvesting and threshing, mechanized
cultivation. Average yield. Green soybean [green vegetable
soybeans]. Problems in soybean cultivation in Japan.
Table 1 shows “Production and consumption of
soybeans in Japan” from 1915 to 1969. Statistics are given
for planted area, production, imports, consumption, and
self-supplying rate (% self sufficiency). Area and production
decreased steadily from 1915 to 1945, skyrocketed in the
early 1950s after World War II, then fell very rapidly after
about 1954, as imports rose. Japan’s rate of soybean selfsufficiency was 66% in 1915, dropping to 45% in 1925, 31%
in 1935, and 18% in 1945. Then it jumped to 69% in 1950,
fell to 27% in 1960, and 5% in 1969.
Soybeans are grown throughout Japan, but are most
widely grown in northern Japan, particularly in Hokkaido,
every prefecture of the Tohoku region and in Nagano,
Niigata, and Kumamoto prefectures.
“Green soybean is harvested at the pod filling stage,
boiled in the pod and used as a food.” Because of the
high profitability, green soybean production has gradually

increased recently so that the area planted reached 7,490 ha
in 1968 and 7,860 ha in 1969 accounting for 5.8% and 7.1%
respectively of the total area planted to soybeans in Japan.
Address: Dep. of Physiology and Genetics, National Inst. of
Agricultural Sciences (Kitamoto).
3863. Matthew, Melvin R. 1970. The centennial history of
Blue Mound, Illinois. Bloomington, Illinois: Published by
the author. 143 p. See p. 94-96. 28 cm.
• Summary: “Corn was king during this period but a new
crop, soybeans, was soon to be experimented with and was
eventually to become significant in the farm economy of the
community as well as the nation.
“During the winter of 1914 Dr. Frederick Bauer of the
Agronomy Department of the College of Agriculture at the
University of Illinois came back to this home town and made
a talk which was instrumental in bringing further diversity of
crops to the community and surrounding townships. Bradley
and Bauer, implement dealers, sponsored the meeting at
which Dr. Bauer showed samples of Middle Yellow soybeans
and explained the value they would be to farmers and the
soil.
“The following spring Harry Griswold, a former student
at the University of Illinois and a believer in scientific
farming, planted forty acres of the new crop and thus
became the first farmer in the region to harvest soybeans in
any significant amount. D.A. Griswold, H.B. McCoy, W.S.
Davidson, and Harry T. Willet each planted a few acres
that year as well. For needed inoculation, the University of
Illinois sent dirt to dust the seed prior to planting. There was
much interest and considerable skepticism in the community
as the beans grew to some 12 to 14 inches in height. When
harvested, they produced from 12 to 20 bu/acre. The only
market was seed companies, so the beans were stored in the
elevator managed by W.I. Moore until L.W. Reis agreed to
sell them for a small commission. He sent them to the Albert
Dickinson Seed Company in Chicago. Encouraged by the
success this small group of farmers had with the new crop,
others planted some seed the next year. Each year thereafter
the acreage increased in the Blue Mound community as it did
in other parts of Central Illinois.
“By 1922 the supply of soybeans exceeded the needs
of the seed companies and the A.E. Staley Manufacturing
Company in Decatur, Illinois began crushing beans for
commercial purposes. The company had been prepared
some time before this to crush the soybeans but the supply
was not sufficient for it to be profitable to process them.
Representatives sent by Staley to talk to farmers, the
innovating farmers who ventured to plant them first, the
local grain dealers, and field men from the University of
Illinois were all instrumental in getting landowners to make
soybeans a part of their regular rotation of crops. They
became a good cash crop and a welcome addition to corn
that was making less than 50 bu/acre at that time.”
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3864. Moraghan, Brian Joseph. 1970. Plant characters related
to yield response of unselected lines of soybeans in various
row widths and plant populations. PhD thesis, Iowa State
University. iii + 201 p. Abstracted in Dissertation Abstracts
71:7311. 28 cm.
3865. Pascale, Antonio J. 1970. Aspectos bioclimaticos y
climaticos de la soja [Bioclimatic and climatic aspects of
soybeans]. Revista Agronomica del Noroeste Argentino
8(1/2):15-40. Presented at First Reunion Tecnica Nacional de
Soja. [Spa]
Address: Facultad de Agronomia y Veterinaria, Universidad
de Buenos Aires, Argentina.
3866. Piquin, Alberto. 1970. La soja: Ensayos culturales
[The soybean: Cultural trials]. Revista Agronomica del
Noroeste Argentino 8(1/2):61-84. Presented at First Reunion
Tecnica Nacional de Soja. [Spa]
• Summary: Contains a brief history of the soybean in the
Western world, and a detailed history of the soybean in
Argentina, although the earliest date given is 1956, when the
Agricultural Experiment Station at Pergamino recommenced
soybean trials. Address: Ing. Agr. Estac. Exper. Nac. Agrop.
de Salta (INTA); Estación Experimental Agropecuaria de
Cerrillos, Salta, Argentina.
3867. Quick, Graeme Ross. 1970. Combine harvesters for
soybean research. MSc thesis, Iowa State University, Ames,
Iowa. [83 ref]*
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.
3868. Remussi, Carlos. 1970. Posibilidades del cultivo de la
soja en la R. Argentina [Possibilities of soybean cultivation
in Argentina]. Revista Agronomica del Noroeste Argentino
8(1/2):41-60. Presented at First Reunion Tecnica Nacional de
Soja. [5 ref. Spa]
Address: Prof. Titular de la Cátedra de Cultivos Industriales,
Facultad de Agronomia y Veterinaria, Universidad de Buenos
Aires, Argentina.
3869. Revista Agronomica del Noroeste Argentino. 1970.
Revista agronomica del noroeste Argentino [Papers presented
at the 1st National Technical Meeting on Soyabeans, held
in San Miguel de Tucumán, Argentina, 11-12 July 1968].
8(1/2):1-224. Presented at First Reunion Tecnica Nacional de
Soja. [Spa]
• Summary: Fifteen papers were presented; twelve are cited
separately. Address: Tucuman, Argentina.
3870. Scott, Walter O.; Aldrich, S.A. 1970. Modern soybean
production. Cincinnati, Ohio: The Farm Quarterly; and S&A
Publications, P.O. Box 2660, Station A, Champaign, IL
61820. 192 p. Illust. Index. 29 cm. 2nd ed. 1983.

• Summary: See next page. Contents: 1. How the soybean
plant grows. 2. Variety selection [and maturity zones]. 3.
Seedbed preparation and planting. 4. Fertilizer for soybeans.
5. Water management. 6. Weed control. 7. Troubleshooting.
8. Harvesting, storage, and marketing. 9. Soybeans: Food,
feed, and future. Appendix.
Chapter 1, “How the Soybean Plant Grows,” contains
a detailed description (with good photos) of the sprouting
process. A good supply of moisture during germination
is essential. The seed must contain 50% moisture before
germination can begin. The radicle, which becomes the
primary root of the soybean seedling, is the first part of the
embryo to penetrate the seedcoat. After the radicle emerges
and grows downward (eventually becoming the taproot),
the hypocotyl begins to elongate. It forms an arch which is
pushed upward through the soil. As the arch breaks the soil
surface, it pulls the two cotyledons and epicotyl upward.
The epicotyl will become the plant’s stem. The first three
leaves begin expanding from the epicotyl. The first two
leaves are unifoliate–each having only one leaf blade; they
are opposite each other and located at the same node. The
third leaf, and all those that follow, are trifoliate (three leaf
blades). The trifoliate leaves are located only one at a node
and at alternate positions on the stem. Soon after being
exposed to sunlight, the cotyledons and other plant parts
develop chlorophyll and turn green. But the food stored in
the two cotyledons remains the main source of the seedling’s
nourishment for about a week after emergence. The
cotyledons drop after the seedling is capable of supporting
itself. Lateral roots are formed less than a week after the
radicle emerges, then root hairs, the main absorbing surface
of the root system, develop. The small plant develops root
nodules within a week after emergence. Bacteria in the
nodules convert atmospheric nitrogen to forms that can be
used by the growing soybean plant.
The 1970 edition of this book was later widely cited as
the first document to have a map of the United States with
ten horizontal, hypothetically optimum, maturity group
zones, based on photoperiod, superimposed on it. Zone 00
was in the far north (in northern North Dakota) and zone
VIII included the southern half of Louisiana and Georgia and
all of Florida (e.g., cited by Mourtzinis and Conley 2017).
Address: 1. Prof. of Crops Extension, Univ. of Illinois; 2.
Prof. of Soil Fertility Extension, Univ. of Illinois.
3871. Zuccardi, Ramon B. 1970. Estudio comparativo de
los factores ecologicos en soja en una zona de EEUU y en 2
zonas de Tucuman [Comparative study of ecological factors
in soyabeans in a region of the USA and in two regions
of Tucumán province]. Revista Agronomica del Noroeste
Argentino 8(1/2):145-51. Presented at First Reunion Tecnica
Nacional de Soja. [12 ref. Spa]
Address: Facultad de Agronomia y Zootecnia, Tucumán,
Argentina.
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3872. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1971. Mexico boosts imports
of U.S. soybeans and cottonseed to fill oil and meal gap.
Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service).
Jan. 25.
• Summary: Mexico’s production of oilseeds in the 197172 season was as follows (given in thousands of tons):
Cottonseed 650.0-750.0; Safflowerseed [safflower seed]
400.0; and Soybeans 250.0. The total amount of oilseeds
produced in Mexico during this period was 1,655,000–
1,805,000 tons. Soybeans have provided a major new
profitable crop in Mexico since 1959. Production has
increased rapidly in recent seasons (except for 1970, when
drought reduced crops). Output for 1971 is projected at 250300,000 tonnes. Most soybeans are grown on the irrigated
land of Sonora (particularly in the Yaqui Valley) and Sinaloa,
in rotation with wheat and often with cotton, if there is
enough irrigation water. In May, after the wheat harvest,
soybeans are sown as fast as the land can be prepared, for
harvesting in September and October by modern combines.
Soybean meal (49-50% protein) is used at rates of up to
30%, but the average rate is around 15% in poultry feeds,
combined with around 5% fishmeal. Conversion ratios for
broilers have been running as low as 2.2 pounds of feed
to 1 pound of meat produced. Address: Fats and Oils Div.,
Foreign Agricultural Service.
3873. Agronomie Tropicale (France). 1971. Le soja [The
soybean]. 26(1):114-18. Jan. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents. Introduction. Varietal development:
Introduction of new varieties, varietal experimentation,
influence of the ecology on varietal characteristics. Cultural
techniques: The cultural calendar, planting density, seed
storage. Fertilization and mineral nutrition: Fertilizers and
manures, symbiotic bacteria. Conclusion.
Starting in 1965, IRAT introduced soybean varieties
into Senegal, Madagascar, Central African Republic (CAR),
and Cameroon. These varieties originated in various other
countries including the USA, Rwanda, Malawi, Tanzania,
and South Africa, and Asia. A table (p. 114) shows the
maturity group (in parenthesis) of each of the following
varieties and the number of days to maturity in Senegal,
Madagascar, and CAR: Amsoy (II), Wayne (III), Kent,
Delmar, Clark 63 (IV), Hill, Dorman (V), Hood, Lee, Dare,
Ogden, Davis, Picket (VI), Jackson, Semmes, Roanoke,
Bragg (VII), Bienville, Hampton (VIII), Biloxi. The number
of days to maturity ranged from 73 to 92 days in Senegal,
90-123 days in Madagascar, and 100 to 110 days in CAR.
Address: GERDAT–Groupement d’Etudes et de Recherches
pour le Développement de l’Agronomie Tropicale.
3874. Arthur, R.E.; Davis, W.H.; Shepherd, E.L. 1971.
Method for precision planting of small plots of soybeans.
Agronomy Journal 63(1):138-39. Jan/Feb.

• Summary: “A punched belt, precision seed placement
vegetable planter was combined with a vacuum seed
extraction method in order to allow precision planting of
uncounted seeds into a uniform population plot regime.”
Three close-up photos show the planter. Address:
Research Operations Manager, Senior Research Scientist,
and Soybean Agronomist, respectively. Teweles Seed
Company, Soybean Varietal Breeding Project, Research
Central, Clinton, Wisconsin 53525.
3875. Spatcher, David L. 1971. Influence of linuron on
minimum tillage soybeans (Abstract). Proceedings of the
Southern Weed Science Society 24:172-75. Jan.
• Summary: Du Pont’s brand name for this herbicide is
“Lorox.” The practice of no-tillage farming is not new. It
has been successful with many crops, including corn, cotton,
grain sorghum, tobacco and soybeans, from Florida to
Michigan, and from New Jersey to Oregon. “With soybeans,
however, no-tillage farming has had its greatest increase
in the east-central upland soils which include parts of 14
states. The region represents a zone of transition from the
Gray-Brown Podzolic to the Red-Yellow Podzolic soils.
These soils are characteristically subject to erosion due to
the geographic terrain and the relatively high precipitation
throughout the area. Organic matter of the many classes of
soils in this region is generally in the 1 to 4% range.
“Our first experience with no-tillage was in 1967 on a
farm in South Christian County, Kentucky, owned by Harry
M. Young, Jr.
“Double cropping the no-tillage way where soybeans
is the second crop requires a herbicide that demonstrates
two types of activity. A high degree of contact activity is
needed initially to control existing vegetation at the time of
planting” and “favorable residual characteristics to control
seedling weeds and grasses that emerge after a soybean
stand is established. Lastly, a crop protection compound
that performs these functions must also exhibit safety to the
soybean plant.”
Mr. Young tried using linuron at different rates per
acre. The best results were obtained at 1½ lb per acre plus
a surfactant. “Paraquat gave the fastest contact activity. In
1968, 185 acres were treated with linuron, paraquat, and a
surfactant.
“Results of independent research at North Carolina
State University by Dr. A.D. Worsham and Ohio Agricultural
Research Station at Wooster by Dr. D.G. Triplett, Jr., show
that a weed control program built around linuron and
paraquat + a surfactant works best for no tillage soybeans.”
Factors that affect the performance of linuron in
controlling weeds in no-tillage soybeans are:
“1. Adequate coverage [with 40 gallons carrier]
“2. Spray pressure [40-50 psi to penetrate mulch
residue]
“3. Ground speed [3 miles per hour]
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“4. Row width [soybean planted in rows 20 inches apart
have fewer weed problems]
“5. Dispersal of straw [a combine should be equipped
with a chopper or shredder for uniform distribution of small
pieces of straw]
In Kentucky the preferred program is 1 lb linuron +
½ lb paraquat + a surfactant. Tests conducted by the Univ.
of Kentucky found these rates gave the highest yields of
soybeans per acre.
Soybeans planted after small grains in the principal
double-cropping method in Kentucky, Tennessee, and North
Carolina. Du Pont prefers to apply the herbicide after the
soybeans are planted, not before.
“In summary, the influence of linuron on no-tillage of
soybeans has opened a new cultural practice in an area that
heretofore was considered marginal for soybean production.
Residual chemicals such as linuron are replacing labor
and time at planting and throughout the growing season.
Soybeans can benefit by the additional in-ground growing
time saved over conventional tilling operations. Powerful
mechanical equipment can be reduced, erosion problems
solved, and soil moisture conserved. Lastly, over a period
of years, a progressive farmer can, through effective crop
rotation, minimize his persistent weed problems. We feel
we have a product that can be a part of this new concept of
agriculture, and has already proven itself over the past four
years.
“I would now like to present a few slides which show
the use of linuron in no-tillage soybeans.”
Note: Herbicides replace tillage to control weeds in
minimum tillage or no-till farming. Address: Industrial and
Biochemical Dep., E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company,
Western Springs, Illinois.
3876. World Farming. 1971. Save those soyabeans!
13(1):16-17. Jan.
• Summary: Discusses harvesting losses and how to reduce
them. The average U.S. farmer in Ohio loses 12.35 bushels/
acre.
3877. Petrova-Kovacheva, I. 1971. Ima li u nas uslovia za
otglejdane na soia [Are conditions suitable for growing soya
in our country]. Kooperativno Selo (Cooperative Village) No.
37. Feb. 13. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
3878. Soybean Digest. 1971. How Profit Panel members
control weeds: no-till is the longterm trend. Feb. p. 14-15,
17-18.
• Summary: “The ASA Soybean Profit Panel view chemicals
as an important tool in their overall weed control program.
Ninety-two percent are currently using herbicides in soybean
weed control.
“Some would like to do away with cultivation entirely

and go to some form of no-till. Some are already into this
type of operation and this appears to be the definite longterm
trend.
“But few plan to rely on herbicides 100% any time
in the near future. They view them rather as part of a total
soybean operation, which includes some tillage and such
things as rotations, delayed planting, and taking care to avoid
spreading weed seeds during combining.
“The great battle is to be effective and at the same time
to hold down labor and costs.
“Panel members are particularly ready to try new
herbicides and new practices. They tend to use more than
one chemical or to use mixtures, to diagnose their particular
weed problems, and prescribe accordingly.
“C.E. Bowen, Bowen Farms, Champaign, Illinois,
writes: ‘I think the spread of weeds is a quite serious
problem. I see more and more fields infested seriously each
year all through Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri. I do see
some fields practically weed free and I would like to know
how they do it.’
“Chemicals vs. the cultivator: Should you use chemicals
or the cultivator to control weeds? Though some would like
to dispense with cultivation entirely and a few will have
nothing to do with chemicals, most ASA Soybean Profit
Panel members think each has its place in a good weed
control program.
“Dick Potter, Morgan, Minnesota, handler, says 99% of
growers have accepted the fact they must use herbicides ‘in
order to raise a more respectable crop of beans.’
“J.L. Landino, Columbia, N.C., makes a strong case for
herbicides even though he says he does not have a good one
for his high organic soils. ‘We will use the best available
even if we get only 50% control. We expect yield increases
or we wouldn’t spend the money.’
“E.D. White, Union City, Tennessee, comments: ‘Hand
labor for weed control is too expensive at $1.50/ hour and
too scare and inefficient anyway. Weeds and grass must be
controlled and this must be done with chemicals that will
work.’
“Joe Leach, Plainview, Texas, broadcasts Treflan to kill
volunteer milo and goes over the field by hand as needed. He
made his best yield of 50 bu/a by this method.
“Meredith L. Worner, Manito, Illinois, tries to plant his
beans the latter part of May after the weeds have germinated
a couple of times. He bands with Amiben and broadcasts
Treflan in bad grassy areas, then follows with rotary hoe and
cultivator.
“Paul Rocke, Eureka, Illinois, says his farm has been
cleaner than average so he hadn’t been using much herbicide
until last year. But giant foxtail seems to be coming in so he
used herbicide on all his beans in 1970 with good results.
“Bill Fordham, Ohio, Illinois, will increase the use
of herbicides broadcast in 1971 to ease the pressure on
mechanical weed control methods.
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“Joe Gramman, Fowler, Indiana, intends to plant all his
beans between May 26 and June 5 next spring and to give
them an extra rotary hoeing. He hopes to cultivate only once,
and this later than usual. He used chemical weed control on
all his beans last year and will do so again in 1971.
“Carl Sedlacek, Cedar Rapids, Iowa: ‘We use Treflan
on all our beans. We p u t beans in corn ground. With the
fertilizer carryover, the beans do real good. We use from 2 to
3 pounds Atrex on our corn which doesn’t hurt the beans.’”
3879. Implement & Tractor (Kansas City, Missouri). 1971.
Soybean combining: Search for a better way. 86(6):40.
March 7.
• Summary: The majestic combine “was criticized for its
shortcomings by agricultural engineers from 14 states and
Canada during the Univ. of Illinois soybean equipment
conference, Feb. 4-5.
“’The combine is a child of the grain industry and serves
that industry well. But soybeans demand more tender loving
care than the combine provides,’ said William M. Bruce,
chief of USDA’s harvesting and Farm Processing Research
branch, Beltsville, Maryland.”
Agricultural engineers can help agronomists increase
soybean yields. “’An additional 2 bushels of soybeans per
acre due to better harvesting machinery will increase the
current average yields of soybeans by 7.5 per cent. That’s 85
million bushels, or about $250 million in terms of the 1971
crop,’” said Henry Parker, manager of Swift Edible Oil Co.,
Champaign, Illinois.
Agricultural engineers from eight major soybean
producing states reported on research programs on combines
at their land-grant universities: Illinois, Minnesota, Nebraska,
Iowa, Missouri, Louisiana, and Michigan.
Note: The soybean was first harvested by combine
in 1924, and this crop was, in fact, responsible for the
introduction of the combine into the eastern United States.
3880. Hall, William A. 1971. A study of the relations
of average two-year soybean yields produced to use
of recommended production practices and selected
characteristics of Marion County producers. MSc thesis,
University of Tennessee, Knoxville. ix + 141 p. March. 27
cm. [14 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: The purposes of the study were
to: (1) determine certain characteristics of Marion County
soybean producers and their farms; (2) more accurately
determine which recommended production practices soybean
producers were using in 1968 and 1969; (3) study the
relation between use of recommended production practices
and yield levels; and (4) identify some of the more important
factors influencing adoption of recommended soybean
production practices. Thirty-eight soybean producers, which
constituted both population and sample, were interviewed for
the purpose of gathering data for study purposes. The data

included the crop years of 1968 and 1969. Growers were
categorized in above and below average yield levels, and
main comparisons were made between these two groups.
“Findings disclosed that soybean producers and their
farms had the following characteristics: (1) had an average
farm size of 430 acres; (2) had an average of 155 acres of
cropland; (3) planted an average of 102 acres of soybeans;
(4) had an average educational level of 9.5 grades; (5) had
an average age of 47.1 years; and (6) had a median gross
family income of $14,375 (for those answering this optional
question).
“When the High and Low yield groups were compared
it was found that the former had: (1) a larger average farm
size (498 vs. 365 acres); (2) more average acres of cropland
(178 vs. 150 acres); (3) planted fewer acres of soybeans (92
vs. 114 acres); (4) a slightly higher average educational level
(9.9 vs. 9.2 grades); (5) a slightly lower average age (46.8
vs. 47.9 years); and (6) a higher median gross family income
for those answering this optional question ($17,499 vs.
$13,333).
“With regard to adoption of eleven recommended
soybean production practices studied, farmers in the High
yield group had slightly higher total average practice
diffusion ratings than did the Low yield group. Essentially
no difference was shown between the High and Low yield
groups with regard to use of soybean production practices
and the producers position in the diffusion process, although
more of the former were liming and fertilizing according
to soil test recommendations and were seeking advice from
professionals.
“Some reasons given to explain why soybean producers
were not adopting recommended soybean production
practices included: (1) lack of adequate machinery and
equipment; (2) lack of technical knowledge needed; (3)
relative cost of the practice and net returns per acre; (4) more
rewarding activities demanded grower’s time and money;
and (5) belief that practices were not sound.
“With regard to sources of advice about soybean
production practices the growers listed (in order of frequency
mentioned): neighbors and friends; seed, fertilizer, or
pesticide dealers; soybean buyers; equipment dealers;
Extension agents; Soil Conservation Service representative;
soybean specialist; Farmers Home Administration
representative; and banker or Production Credit Association
representative. Additional sources of information mentioned
were farm magazines, Extension distributed bulletins
and publications, Extension newsletters, radio, weekly
newspapers, farm meetings, commercial bulletins, daily
newspapers, field days and tours, and television in that order.
“It was recommended that study findings be used in
the development of an Extension teaching plan for soybean
producers in Marion County.” Address: Tennessee.
3881. Hammerton, John L. 1971. The future of soyabean in
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the Caribbean. Caribbean Farming 3(1):29-30. March.
• Summary: “Experiments on soyabean have been in
progress in the Faculty of Agriculture of the University of
the West Indies since 1967, and we have now reached the
difficult stage in the development of any new crop–the stage
between small-plot research and large-scale commercial
planting... Satisfactory yields of soyabean, in the order of
one to 1.5 ton per acre, have been obtained in Trinidad and
Jamaica respectively from experimental plots.” Address:
Agronomist, Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of the West Indies,
Mona, Jamaica.
3882. Hanway, J.J.; Weber, C.R. 1971. Dry matter
accumulation in soybean (Glycine max (L) Merrill) plants as
influenced by N, P, and K fertilization. Agronomy Journal
63(2):263-66. March/April. [10 ref]
• Summary: “To produce a final plant weight of 10,000 kg/
ha, the average daily increase in dry weight of plants was
186 kg/ha/day between stages 5 and 9. Rapid increase in
seed yield began at about stage 8 and continued to stage 10.
Other plant parts lost weight after stages 8 or 9. At maturity,
dry matter consisted of 28% fallen leaves, 15% fallen
petioles, 17% stems, 11% pods, and 29% beans.” Address:
Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station,
Ames.
3883. Gaskiya Corporation. 1971. Guide to the production
of soya beans. Zaria, Nigeria: Gaskiya Corp. See p. 187-90.
April. *
Address: Zaria, Nigeria.
3884. Saxena, M.C.; Pandey, R.K.; Hymowitz, T. 1971.
Agronomic requirements of soybean (Glycine max (L.)
Merr.). Indian J. of Agricultural Sciences 41(4):339-44.
April. [2 ref]
• Summary: The following were studied using promising
soybean varieties in the Nainital foothills of India (a region
of India called the tarai, in the Kumaon foothills of the outer
Himalayas): Optimum date of planting, plant population
per hectare, inoculation requirements, and fertilizer
requirements.
Note: The Terai [tarai] “is a belt of marshy grasslands,
savannas, and forests at the base of the Himalaya range in
India, Nepal, and Bhutan, from the Yamuna River in the
west to the Brahmaputra River in the east. This narrow belt
is characterized by humid climate, shallow water-table, and
higher soil fertility. Above the Terai belt lies the Bhabhar,
a forested belt of permeable rock, gravel, and soil eroded
from the Himalayas where the water table lies from 5 to
37 meters deep. The Terai zone lies below the Bhabhar. It
is composed of less permeable layers of clay and sand that
brings groundwater nearer the surface so there are many
springs and wetlands. The Terai zone is inundated yearly
by the monsoon-swollen rivers of the Himalaya. Below the

Terai lies the great alluvial plain of the Yamuna, Ganges,
Brahmaputra, and their tributaries. East of Nepal in Bengal,
Bhutan and Assam this ecoregion is also called the Dooars”
(Source: Wikipedia, Oct. 2010). Address: Uttar Pradesh
Agricultural Univ., Pantnagar, UP, India.
3885. Soybean Digest. 1971. What row width? April. p. 1214.
3886. Soybean Digest. 1971. No-till: The fastest takeoff
since hybrid corn. April. p. 22-23.
• Summary: “A relatively new practice called ‘no-tillage’
planting of crops more than doubled in planted acreage last
year–and the peak is nowhere in sight, say U.S. Department
of Agriculture experts.
“About 7 million acres were planted in this manner last
year compared with an estimated 3 million in 1969.”
“The system has made its biggest impact among corn,
soybean, and sorghum producers in Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska,
Kentucky, and Missouri” said B.D. Blakely, chief agronomist
for the Soil Conservation Service.
“A farmer can simultaneously plant the seed and apply
fertilizer and herbicides to control weeds. Soil Conservation
Service officials say farmers have reported saving of $8 to
$14 through cutting down on the number of trips across a
field to plant and care for the crop.
“By leaving crop residues on top of the ground, moisture
losses can be reduced and the soil protected from erosion.”
A sidebar, titled “What Profit Panel members say,”
states: “Members of the ASA [American Soybean Assoc.]
Soybean Profit Panel show a keen interest in no-till and also
minimum till as well as many other new practices.” Harold
Kuehn of Du Quoin, Illinois, said “double-cropped or notilled soybeans following wheat were reported as yielding
about as much per acre as conventional-tilled soybeans last
year.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 1997)
with the term “no-till” in the title, referring to no-till
cultivation of soybeans.
3887. Schuster, W. 1971. Der Einfluss der Umwelt auf
die Fettzusammensetzung der Sojabohne [Influence of
environment on fat composition of soybean]. Fette, Seifen,
Anstrichmittel 73(5):305-14. May. [39 ref. Ger; eng; fre; rus]
• Summary: “Location and seasonal effects have stronger
influence on oil- and protein content as well as on fatty
acid composition of soybean than differences among the
varieties. Content of linoleic and linolenic acids and fat
content were lower under dry and hot climatic conditions.
Under cold and humid conditions of growth, the content of
less desirable linolenic acid distinctly increased. However,
growing conditions were interrelated with the varieties as
well; thus under definite climatic conditions, individual
varieties exhibited more favourable fatty acid composition.”
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Address: Institut fuer Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung,
Ludwigstrasse 23, 6300 Giessen, West Germany.
3888. Collins, J.L.; McCarty, I.E.; Swingle, H.D. 1971.
Shelling mature green soybeans with a roller-type sheller.
Tennessee Farm and Home Science, Progress Report No. 78.
p. 2-3. April/June. (Knoxville, TN). [2 ref]
• Summary: “The present production of green vegetable-type
soybeans is limited to small plots grown in home gardens.”
Commercial production has been hindered by the difficulty
of removing the beans from the pods. The results of this
study indicates that after being harvested with a ChisholmRyder green bean harvester, a roller-type sheller (Taylor
“Little Sheller”) can be used satisfactorily for shelling green
soybeans. The gear-driven rollers of the sheller have a small
diameter: one is 13/16 inch and the other is 1 inch. The space
between the rollers is constant but adjustable. Normally, the
beans are difficult to remove from the raw pod, but when the
pods are preheated in water the beans can be removed by
applying gentle pressure. The beans were free of placental
material and did not show a significant amount of damage.
Address: 1. Assoc. Prof.; 2. Asst. Prof. Both: Dep. of Food
Technology, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN; 3. Dep. of
Horticulture.
3889. Hoag, D.L. 1971. Properties related to soybean
shatter. Paper No. 71-341 presented at Annual Meeting of
the American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE),
Pullman, Washington, June. St. Joseph, Michigan: ASAE. *
Address: Research Associate, Agricultural Engineering Dep.,
Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.
3890. Product Name: Eden Soybeans (Organically Grown
in Michigan; Whole Dry Yellow), and Soy Flour (Organic).
Manufacturer’s Name: Eden Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 211 South State St., Ann Arbor,
MI 48108. Phone: (313) 769-8444.
Date of Introduction: 1971 July.
Ingredients: Soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Soybeans: 60 lb bag. Soy flour:
50 lb.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Eden Foods Inc. 1971. July
26. Wholesale pricelist. “Soybeans, Mich. org.” “Soy Flour,
org.”
Eden Foods pricelist. 1972. Oct. 5. Organically grown
soybeans are now sold in 1 lb, 2 lb, and 5 lb sizes. Soy flour
is now in 25 lb size.
Eden Foods, Inc. 1973. April 15. F.O.B. Pricelist. “Soy
Flour, organically grown (Deaf Smith, Texas).” Note that the
flour is no longer made from soybeans grown in Michigan,
though the soybeans themselves are still grown organically
in Michigan.
Ad in Soycraft. 1979. Summer. p. 38. “Traditional

Soy Products from Eden Foods.” “Our organically grown
soybeans come from Michigan’s mineral rich Saginaw Valley
region, an area world famous for its high quality agricultural
products. Comes in 10 lb and 50 lb sizes.”
Talk with Ron Roller of American Soy Products
(formerly of Eden Foods) in Saline, Michigan. 1991. Nov.
27. A farmer 10 miles from Saline was growing soybeans
organically for Eden Foods starting in about 1969. Originally
the soybeans were grown in Washtenaw County; later they
were grown in the Saginaw Valley region, and many other
places.
Talk with Michael Potter of Eden Foods. 1993. Oct. 31.
The soybeans used to make this soy flour were grown by
Tom Vreeland. Eden cleaned them then ran them through a
roaster (the same one they made cereal in) at 211 South State
St. After the flour cooled, it was ground in a Meadow’s Mill
that was located in the same room as the roaster. The man
who ground these first organic soybeans was Royce (“Roy”)
Seeger, who now lives at 133 S. Clinton, Manchester,
Michigan 48158. Phone: 313-428-0973.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made with organically grown soybeans.
3891. Laurelbrook Foods. 1971. Wholesale order and price
list. Arrowhead organic products. Bel Air, Maryland. 1 p.
Aug. 23. 28 cm.
• Summary: Margy Coates says (March 1992) that this is
Laurelbrook’s very first price list, and the only one that was
saved. Apparently all of the products were ordered from
Arrowhead mills. Wheat, corn & rye (50 lb bag). Cracked
wheat (12 x 2 lb or 50 lb). Wheat flour (2 lb or 5 lb). Corn
meal. Whole millet. Macro flaked cereals (oats, rye, wheat).
Soybeans (60 lb bag, or 12 x 2 lb bags). Pinto beans. Alfalfa.
Hulled peanuts. Peanut oil–Deaf Smith.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2020)
concerning Laurelbrook Foods in Bel Air, Maryland.
Address: P.O. Box 47, Bel Air, Maryland 21014.
3892. Vernetti, F.J.; Rosinha, Rui Colvara. 1971. Producao
de sementes de soja no Rio Grande do Sul [Soyabean seed
production in Rio Grande do Sul]. Instituto de Pesquisa
Agropecuaria do Sul, Boletim Tecnico (IPEAS, Pelotas) No.
74. 27 p. Aug. [22 ref. Por]
Address: Pelotas, Brazil; RGS, Brazil.
3893. Beard, Benjamin H.; Hoover, Richard M. 1971. Effect
of nitrogen on nodulation and yield of irrigated soybeans.
Agronomy Journal 63(5):815-16. Sept/Oct. [6 ref]
• Summary: Even though early nitrogen-deficiency
symptoms were observed for unfertilized soybeans, yields
were similar to those of soybeans that had received nitrogen
fertilizer. Address: 1. Research Agronomist, Crops Research
Div., ARS, USDA, Brawley, 92227; 2. Superintendent, and
Assoc. in the experiment station, West Side Field Station,
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Univ. of California. Both: California.
3894. Hawken, Paul. 1971. Erewhon gambles all for quality
rice. East West Journal 1(13):6, 13.
• Summary: Starts with a brief history of rice cultivation
in the USA, where South Carolina was the first major rice
growing state. In 1912, rice was grown commercially for
the first time in California. This year over 9,000 million lb
of rough rice will be harvested in the U.S., but only about
25% of it will be used here; the rest will be exported, making
America the largest rice exporter in the world. The leading
rice-producing states are Arkansas, Texas, California, and
Louisiana.
While looking for a farmer who could grow rice
organically for Erewhon, Paul and Frank Ford (of Arrowhead
Mills) drove into the Arkansas countryside and met Mr. Carl
Garrich of the Lone Pine Rice and Bean Farm, in Lone Pine,
Arkansas. Most farmers in that area had been “organic”
farmers prior to World War II, growing their crop without
chemical fertilizers or sprays. Formerly they used high-water
culture for weed control instead of 2-4-D or Ordram. And
they would rotate their crops with legumes and vetch to
enrich the soil with nitrogen. “In Arkansas it was a common
practice to graze cattle or raise fish on alternate years. Rice
straw was stubble-mulched instead of being burned.”
A week later Erewhon signed a contract with Carl
Garrich, including a guaranteed income per acre. Erewhon
was taking a huge risk. “If the crop failed for reasons other
than floods or natural catastrophe, Erewhon would go
right out of business in order to compensate for the loss.”
They began to prepare tons of compost. The land on which
they chose to grow the first crop had been in soybeans for
a while, so they felt it would be fairly fertile. Also they
used biodynamic compost based on inoculation of the soil
with nitrogen-fixing microorganisms, based on the work
of German biochemist Dr. E.E. Pfeiffer. To complete the
fertilization program, they added potash, rock phosphate,
and mineralized seaweed. Then they planted an additional
300 acres of organic soybeans for next year’s rice crop. They
were fortunate to have pure well water for irrigation. In late
April and early May the untreated short-grain rice seeds were
drilled. At first weeds seemed to be choking out the rice, then
the weeds matured and died as the rice grew with increased
vigor. They have refurbished an older Arkansas mill and
“equipped it with a Japanese rubber sheller which will
carefully remove the outer hull without harming the delicate
germ and bran layers” of the rice.
Note: Mountain Ark’s Guide to Whole Foods (1982, p.
7) added that Hawken first went to Arkansas looking for a
farmer to grow rice organically in December 1970. Erewhon
and Garrich finalized their agreement in March 1971, after
Erewhon had been turned down by 8 other Arkansas rice
farmers. Erewhon placed $150,000 in a secured account as
a credit against any losses the farmer might suffer. In April

1971 Garrich planted his first organic rice crop on 330 acres.
That year he got a bumper-crop yield of 120 bushels per
acre. Garrich, who started farming in 1941, didn’t start using
synthetic agrochemicals until 1950, when it seemed like a
wise thing to do. He knew that organic farming required a
lot more care and work to ensure the growth of the plants.
Address: [Vice-president, Erewhon, Inc.].
3895. Nave, W.R.; Wax, L.M. 1971. Effect of weeds on
soybean yield and harvesting efficiency. Weed Science
19(5):533-35. Sept. [7 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract. A reduction in soybean... yield
of 25% (1968) to 30% (1969) resulted from one smooth
pigweed (Amaranthus hybridus L.) per ft in 30-inch rows. A
giant foxtail (Setaria faberii Herrm.) infestation of one plant
per ft in 30-inch rows reduced yield 13% in 1969. Harvesting
before weeds were desiccated resulted in significant
threshing and separating losses as speed was increased from
1 to 2 and 3 mph. Stubble, lodging, and stalk losses were
more than double in the pigweed and foxtail plots when
compared to the weed-free plots after weeds were desiccated
by frost.” Address: Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana,
Illinois.
3896. Singh, J.N.; Negi, P.S.; Tripathi, S.K. 1971. Response
of inoculated soybean varieties to levels of nitrogen and
phosphorus in Tarai region of U.P. [Uttar Pradesh]. Indian J.
of Agronomy 16(3):305-08. Sept. [3 ref]
• Summary: A 2-year field experiment revealed that no
applied N is required for inoculated soybeans under Tarai
conditions. The protein content of seed tended to increase
with increased levels of P, but the yield was not otherwise
affected by varying doses of P. Address: Dep. of Agronomy,
Govind Ballabh Pant Univ. of Agriculture and Technology,
Pantnagar, Uttar Pradesh.
3897. Product Name: Soybean Flour–Full Fat (Organic,
from Deaf Smith).
Manufacturer’s Name: Erewhon Trading Co., Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 33 Farnsworth St., Boston, MA
02210. Phone: (617) 542-1358.
Date of Introduction: 1971 November.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 50 lb.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Erewhon Trading
Company Inc. 1971. Thanksgiving Day. [Nov.]. Price list.
“Stoneground flours: Soybean Flour, full fat, organic Deaf
Smith. 50 lb. $11.00.”
Midwest Natural Foods Distributors, Inc. 1975. Catalog
#7. Nov. Ann Arbor, Michigan. 108 p. See p. 3, 26. Bulk.
“Soy Flour Deaf Smith Organic.” 35 lb. Arrowhead Mills,
“Soy Flour lightly toasted,” 24 oz.
Ad in Tom Riker and Richard Roberts. 1979. The
Directory of Natural & Health Foods. p. 57. Shows the label
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for “Organically grown–stone ground soy flour.” 24 oz. On
the front panel is a description of how to make soy milk from
soy flour.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2001)
concerning Arrowhead Mills and soy.
3898. Product Name: Organic Soybeans.
Manufacturer’s Name: Erewhon Trading Co., Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 33 Farnsworth St., Boston,
Massachusetts. Phone: (617) 542-1358.
Date of Introduction: 1971 November.
New Product–Documentation: Erewhon Trading Company
Inc. 1971. Thanksgiving Day. [Nov.]. Price list. “Beans:
Soybeans, organic. 60 lb for $8.40.”
Talk with Bruce Macdonald. 2011. March 2. Bruce is
not sure who grew Erewhon’s first organic soybeans. It may
have been Frank Ford at Arrowhead Mills (who supplied a
large percentage of Erewhon’s early grains and beans, for the
first 3 years) or it may have been Carl Garrich, the organic
rice grower in Lone Pine, Arkansas. Arrowhead sold quite
a few items that it did not grow in Texas. “We didn’t start
pushing the contract organic farming program until Paul
Hawken returned from Japan.”
3899. Ross, J.P. 1971. Effect of phosphate fertilization on
the yield of mycorrhizal and nonmycorrhizal soybeans.
Phytopathology 61(11):1400-03. Nov. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Yields of soybeans grown in
fumigated soil were not related to phosphate fertilization
levels when plants were infected with the mycorrhizal
fungus, Endogone;...” Address: Plant Pathologist, Crops
Research Div., ARS, USDA, P.O. Box 5397, Raleigh, North
Carolina 27607.
3900. Williamson, A.J.P. 1971. Soybean is an expanding
crop. Queensland Agricultural Journal 97(11):571-81. Nov.
[1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses of soybean.
Summer growing legume. Varieties. Description of varieties.
Rotation. Soils, fertilizers and nodulation. Land preparation
and tillage. Time of planting. Row and plant spacings.
Planting. Pests and diseases. Irrigation. Harvesting. Yields.
Seed handling and storage. Fodder and hay. Marketing.
“Soybeans have been grown commercially in
Queensland for several decades but until 1969 the area
devoted to the crop had not exceeded 5,000 acres. The main
area of production was the South Burnett and soybeans
were grown mainly for food. In the past few years,
considerable research has been conducted on soybeans in
southern Queensland. Largely as a result of this research,
the Darling Downs and West Moreton regions are now the
biggest producers of soybeans. The largest production to
date for Queensland came from the 1970-71 season when
an estimated 8,730 tons were harvested from 12,500 acres.”

Address: Agronomist, Queensland, Australia.
3901. Hwang, In-mok. 1971. Kasik i taedu kyorhyop e
michinun yonghyang [Transplanting soybeans?]. South
Korea. 13 p. Dec. [17 ref. Kor; eng]
Address: South Korea.
3902. Barakat, M.A.; Mitkees, A.; Anter, I.M.; Farah,
A.M.; Fawzy, E.S. 1971. Salt tolerance of vegetable crops.
Agricultural Research Review 49(2):173-77. [4 ref]*
Address: Soil Salinity Lab., Soils Dep., Ministry of
Agriculture, Alexandria, Arab Republic of Egypt.
3903. Chan, Ik. 1971. Vlianie na azotno-fosfornia rejim
na hranene na soiata varhu dobiva himicheskia sastav,
beltachnite fraktsii i sadarjanieto na aminokiseli ni [Influence
of nitrate phosphoric fertilizers on soybean yield, chemical
composition, proteins, and amino acids]. Post-graduate
thesis, Vissh Selscostopanski Institut G. Dimitrov, Sofia.
[Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
3904. de Queiroz, E.F.; Terasawa, F.; Kaster, M.; et al.
1971. Cultura da soja [The cultivation of soybeans].
IPEAME, Circular No. 9. 24 p. Instituto de Pesquisas e
Experimentacao Agropecuarias Meridional. [Por]*
Address: Curitiba, Brazil.
3905. Gerlach, J.C.; Cottier, K.; Cumberland, G.L.B.;
Nixon, G.; Bimler, K.; McCormick, S.J. 1971. Studies on
the cultivation of soyabean (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) in
New Zealand. Proceedings of the Agronomy Society of New
Zealand 1:129-137. [21 ref]*
Address: Field Research Section, New Zealand Dep.
of Agriculture, Ruakura Agricultural Research Centre,
Hamilton.
3906. Goepfert, C.T. 1971. Importancia do fosforo
na nodulacao e no rendimento da soja [Importance of
phosphorus in the nodulation and yield of soybeans].
Agronomia Sulriograndense (Porto Alegre) 7:5-9. [Por]*
3907. Hammerton, John L. 1971. The future of soyabean in
the Caribbean. Cajanus: Newsletter of the Caribbean Food
and Nutrition Institute (Trinidad) 4(5/6):303-08. Reprinted
from Caribbean Farming 3(1):29. Hammerton 1971, p. 303.
[1 ref]
• Summary: Experiments on soyabean have been in progress
in the faculty of Agriculture of the University of the West
Indies since 1967. “Satisfactory yields of soyabean, in
the order to one to 1.5 ton per acre, have been obtained in
Trinidad and Jamaica respectively from experimental plots.
This level of yield compares favourably with that found in
many parts of U.S.A... Information on the cost of production
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of soyabean grown on a field scale in the Caribbean is
virtually non-existent. So far, very few attempts at ‘nonexperimental’ production have been made and in those
plantings modern methods of mechanised production were
not utilized.”
Discusses planting on large areas, farming techniques,
and equipment. Conclusion: The soybean is a potential food
and industrial crop for the Caribbean. Address: Agronomist,
Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of the West Indies, Mona,
Jamaica.
3908. Hodson, R.C.; Traylor, H.D. 1971. Farm soybean
storage in Louisiana. Rice Journal No. 4. p. 12, 14. *
Address: Louisiana.
3909. IRAT–Côte-d’Ivoire. 1971. Soja: Essai de
comportement [Soybeans: Agronomic trial]. In: Rapport
1970 [Report 1970]. Bouaké: IRAT-Côte-d’Ivoire. See p. 5.
[Fre]*
Address: Côte-d’Ivoire.
3910. Lawn, R.J. 1971. Responses of soybean varieties to
planting date, population and arrangement in South-East
Queensland. M. Agr. Sci. thesis, University of Queensland. *
• Summary: Soybeans have been actively introduced to
Australia, and well over 1,000 accessions have been obtained
since the 1930s.
3911. Nave, W.R. 1971. Reduction of losses and damages in
soybean harvesting. Annual Report 808-077-c210 prepared
for Harvesting and Farm Processing Research Branch,
AERD, ARS, U.S. Department of Agriculture. [2 ref]*
Address: Illinois.
3912. Saxena, M.C. ed. 1971. Soybean at Pantnagar, 196970. Uttar Pradesh Agricultural Experiment Station v + 165
p. *
Address: U.P. Agricultural Univ., Pantnagar.
3913. Shaw, S.W. 1971. Report of field work carried out
by the Agricultural Mission from the Republic of China to
Mauritius covering the period from February to August 1970.
Revue Agricole et Sucriere de l’Ile Maurice 51(1):31-37.
Series 2. *
• Summary: Crops involved in this work include rice,
soybeans, sweet potatoes, groundnut, asparagus, and fruit
crops.
3914. Vidor, C.; Freire, J.R.J. 1971. Efeito da calagem e
da adubacao fosfatada sobre a fixacao simbiotica pela soja
[Effect of liming and phosphate fertilization on the symbiotic
fixation by soybean]. Agronomia Sulriograndense (Porto
Alegre) 7(2):181-90. [Por]*

3915. Belikov, I.F.; Kurkaev, V.T. eds. 1971. Vnekornevaia
podkormka soi na Dal’nem Vostoke [Foliar feeding of
soybeans in the Soviet Far East]. Vladivostok. 150 p. Illust.
[10+ ref. Rus]
• Summary: Discusses foliar fertilizers. Contents: 1.
Agrochemical characteristics of soil in the Primor’ya
and Priamur’ya region and the necessity of soybeans in
fertilization. 2. Biological basis of foliar fertilization of
soybeans. 3. Foliar superphosphate fertilization of soybeans.
4. Influence of foliar fertilization of superphosphates on the
accumulation of oil, albumen and phosphorus connections
in soybean seeds. 5. Influence of foliar fertilization
consisting of nitrogen and molybdenum on some of the
biochemical processes of soybeans. 6. Influence of foliar
fertilization consisting of nitrogen and molybdenum on
amino acid concentration of albumen in the seeds and leaves
of soybeans. 7. Influences of foliar fertilization on the
development of fungal diseases of soybeans. Address: USSR.
3916. Biologiia i vozdelyvanie soi [Biology and cultivation
of soybeans]. 1971. Vladivostok. 202 p. Based on reports
presented at an All-Union conference. [20+ ref. Rus]
• Summary: The proceedings of this conference contains
numerous papers by different authors. Address: USSR.
3917. Camargo, Angelo Paes de.; Chiarini, J.V.; Donzeli,
P.L.; Sichmann, W.; Agros, E. 1971. Zoneamento da aptidao
ecologica para a cultura de soja, girassol e amendoim no
Estado de Sao Paulo [Ecological regions in Sao Paulo
State best suited for cultivating soybeans, sunflowers, and
almonds]. Sao Paulo, Brazil: Instituto Privado para Fomento
de Oleaginosas, Secretaria da Agricultura do Estado de Sao
Paulo. 35 p. Plus 11 folded leaves of plates. [32 ref. Por]
Address: Sao Paulo, Brazil.
3918. Delouche, James C.; Baskin, Charles E. 1971.
Accelerated aging techniques for predicting the relative
storability of seed lots. Seed Science and Technology
1(2):427-52. [36 ref. Eng; fre; ger]
• Summary: Soybeans are one of the seeds discussed. “The
storage potential of a seed lot is determined by its prestorage
history (excluding genetic differences) or the level of
deterioration it sustained from the time of maturation in the
field until storage. Storability is, therefore, determined by the
physiological quality of a seed lot.”
“Accelerated aging techniques were developed
for assaying the relative storage potential of lots of 16
different seed kinds. These techniques involve exposure of
small samples from all lots under test to adverse levels of
temperature and relative humidity for 2 to 8 days (40-45ºC
and 100% R.H. [relative humidity]) or 2 to 24 weeks (30ºC–
75% R.H.) followed by a regular germination test. Seed lots
that maintain germination well during accelerated aging also
maintain germination well in storage under more ‘normal’
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conditions. Conversely, those that are severely reduced in
germination by accelerated aging decline rapidly in viability
during storage.”
Photos show Delouche and Baskin. Address: Mississippi
Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station, Mississippi
State Univ., State College, Mississippi.
3919. Fussell, G.E. 1971. Crop nutrition: Science and
practice before Liebig. Lawrence, Kansas: Coronado Press.
232 p. [360* ref]
Address: Sudbury, Suffolk, UK.
3920. Hymowitz, T.; Jethmalani, S.C.; Tiwari, K.L.;
Walker, W.M. 1971. Effect of inoculum, variety, nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium on yield, protein, and oil content
of soybeans at Jabalpur, M.P., India. Communications in Soil
Science and Plant Analysis 2(4):283-92. [14 ref]
• Summary: There is a great need for information on
soybean management and productions practices in India.
This study, conducted in 1967 on research plots of the
Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya (JNKVV)
found: “Regardless of inoculum or fertility rate Bragg
outyielded Clark 63 soybeans. Yields of Bragg and Clark
63 were increased by about 1000 kg per ha by treatment
with inoculum at the rate of approximately 313,000 bacteria
per seed. At the highest rate of applied Nitrogen, yields
of uninoculated soybeans, were lower than the inoculated
soybeans at the lowest applied Nitrogen rate. Phosphorus
fertilizer increased yields at a decreasing rate and yields
were decreased at the highest rate of applied phosphorus.
Potassium fertilizer had a negative affect on soybean yields
and did not significantly effect the protein or oil content of
soybean seed. With increasing phosphorus fertilizer rates,
there was a decrease in oil content and an increase in protein
content of soybean seed.” Address: Agronomy Dep., Univ. of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
3921. Jethmalani, S.C.; Tiwari, K.L.; Hymowitz, T.; Walker,
W.M. 1971. Effect of inoculum, variety, phosphorus, and
potassium on certain attributes of two soybean varieties at
Jabalpur, M.P., India. Communications in Soil Science and
Plant Analysis 2(4):301-10. [11 ref]
• Summary: In 1967 an experiment to determine the effect of
inoculum, nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and potassium (K)
on certain attributes of two soybean varieties was conducted
at JNKVV. The experimental area in which the soybeans
were planted had had no previous history of soybean
production and contained few, if any, soybean rhizobia
bacteria.
“Plant height, height to first pod, lodging, seed quality,
and seed weight were affected by applied N. Applied P had
a quadratic effect upon plant height [related to the square
of the height], while plant height decreased linearly with
increasing levels of applied K... Uninoculated plants had

seed with poorer seed quality scores and lower seed weights
than inoculated plants. Applied P increased seed weight.”
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi
Vishwa Vidalaya, Jabalpur (JNKV), Madhya Pradesh, India.
3922. Khristozov, A.; Stoimenov, B. 1971. Prouchvane
varhu soiata za zarno [Studies on soya grown for grain. I.
Post-harvest growing of soya for grain under irrigation].
Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria) 7(2):51-60. [5
ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: Field tests were conducted in 1968-69 at the
Institute of Livestock Breeding (Stara Zagora, Bulgaria) for
studying the possibilities of post-harvest growing of certain
soybean varieties for grain. The soybeans were sown in late
June and harvested from the 7th to the 10th of October. “The
temperature conditions in the region of Stara Zagora are
favourable for growing soybean for grain winter barley as
predecessor. The crop should be grown only under irrigation
since the precipitations are insufficient.” The highest yields
were obtained from the variety Merit-212. Address: Inst. of
Livestock Breeding, Stara Zagora, Bulgaria.
3923. Littlejohns, D.A.; Frayne, L.I.; Buzzell, R.I. 1971.
Soybean production in Ontario. Ontario Department of
Agriculture and Food, Publication No. 173. 15 p. AGDEX
141/10. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Growing soybeans:
Selecting varieties, planting, seedbed preparation, row
width, seeding rate, seed treatment, inoculation, fertility,
weed control, soybean diseases, insects, harvesting, storage,
production costs, marketing soybeans as a cash crop, feeding
soybeans. Ontario Soybean Committee. Sources of additional
information. Address: Ridgetown College of Agricultural
Technology, Ridgetown, ONT, Canada.
3924. Minas Gerais. Secretaria de Estado da Agricultura.
1971. Programa de desenvolvimento da cultura da soja
[Program to develop soybean cultivation (in Brazil)]. Belo
Horizonte. 52 p. [Por]*
3925. Minor, Harry Cameron. 1971. Effects of plant spacing
on yield components of sorghum in the USA and soybeans
in India. PhD thesis, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign. iv + 115 leaves. Illust. 29 cm.. Page 668 in
volume 32/02-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. [50+
ref]*
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
3926. Petrakieva, Irina. 1971. Seitbena norma i nachin na
zasiavane na soiata za zurno sus i bez napoiavane [Seeding
rate and method of seeding soybeans grown for grain as
irrigated and non-irrigated crops]. Rastenievudni Nauki
(Plant Science, Bulgaria) 8(9):109-19. [25 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: Field trials were conducted in
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1964-1966 at the Forage Research Institute in Pleven in
determining the seeding rate and method of seeding soybeans
grown for grain as irrigated and non-irrigated crops. Rates
of 300, 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800 thousand germinative
seeds per hectare sown in rows 60 cm apart and in 60 x 25
cm bands experimented. Grain yields of non-irrigated crops
are presented in Table 2, of irrigated crops in Table 3; data
on varying plant height are given in Figures 1 and 2; mean
number of pods, of grains and grain weight per plant are
pointed out in Table 4; crude protein content and crude fats
content are presented in Table 5: crude protein yield and
crude fats yield per decare (1/10 of a hectare) are presented
in Figures 4 and 5. On the basis of the experimental results
recommendation is made to plant the Chippewa and Adams
soybean varieties in the Pleven area at the hectare rate of
300 to 400 thousand germinative seeds, when grown as
non-irrigated, and of 400 to 500 thousand germinative seeds
when grown as an irrigated crop in rows 60 cm apart. Such
seeding rates secure most sustained grain yields of high
quality.” Address: Forage Research Inst., Pleven, Bulgaria.
3927. Vallejo R., Rodrigo. 1971. El cultivo de la soya
[Soybean cultivation]. Colombia: Programa Para Graduos–
UN–ICA. Ecologia de Cultivos. [Spa]
• Summary: The Introduction states: “In Colombia, the first
experimental soybean plantings were done at the Agricultural
Experiment Station of Palmira in the year 1928.”
“In 1948 the Colombian Farmers’ Society (Sociedad
de Agricultores de Colombia) asked the federal government
and the National Federation of Coffee Growers (Federación
Nacional de Cafeteros) to increase the projects for studying
and promoting education concerning its food use.
“In 1950 the Colombian Association of Agronomic
Engineers (Asociación Colombiana de Ingenieros
Agrónomos) started promoting soybean cultivation and
recommended that the government provide facilities for
the importation of equipment necessary for the extraction
of the oil. Also in 1950 the Secretary of Agriculture of the
Departments of Valle, Cundinamarca, Tolima, Antioquia and
Cauca undertook a campaign for the promotion of soybean
cultivation.
“On the Atlantic coast, in 1967, the Colombian Institute
of Land and Cattle (Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario)
started work on the study of soya in the National Center
for Land and Cattle Investigations at Turipana (Centro
Nacional de Investigaciones Agropecuarias Turipaná). The
first studies were based on the observation of a collection of
varieties, and subsequently they conducted semi-commercial
trials but, to date, have not obtained acceptable results. This
may be the result of environmental conditions.” Address:
Colombia.
3928. Walker, W.M.; Hymowitz, T.; Jethmalani, S.C.;
Brooks, B.L. 1971. Economics of P [phosphorus]

fertilization of two soybean varieties at Jabalpur, M.P.,
India. Communications in Soil Science and Plant Analysis
2(4):293-300. [21 ref]
• Summary: An economic interpretation was applied to
a soybean yield prediction equation. No level of applied
phosphorus could substitute for variety selection in terms
of either soybean yield or economic returns per hectare.
Address: Agronomy Dep., Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
3929. Leakey, C.L.A.; Rubaihayo, P.R. 1972. Soyabean
agronomy in Uganda. I. Plant populations and spacing. East
African Agricultural and Forestry Journal 37(3):201-05. Jan.
[16 ref]
• Summary: “A hypothesis is proposed that under moisture
regimes where water stress occurs during critical periods
of growth, that squarer spacings may be more advantages,
but where soil moisture is not limiting the more undulating
and open canopy of more rectangular arrangements may be
advantageous.” Address: Makerere Univ., P.O. Box 7062,
Kampala, Uganda.
3930. Malhotra, R.S.; Singh, K.B.; Dhaliwal, H.S. 1972.
Correlation and path-coefficient analysis in soybean (Glycine
max. (L.) Merr.). Indian J. of Agricultural Sciences 42(1):2629. Jan. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Correlation and path-coefficient analyses were
made for 7 characters in 37 strains of soybean... The yield
as positively associated with pods per plant and the primary
branches, but negatively correlated with the 100-seed
weight.”
“Partial regression and path-coefficient analyses
revealed that the pods per plant is the most important
character contributing to yield. In general, a high degree
of similarity was observed between genotypic correlation
and coheritability values among different character pairs.”
Address: Punjab Agricultural Univ., Ludhiana [India].
3931. All India Coordinated Research Project on Soybean.
1972. Highlights of 1971 soybean research at Jawaharlal
Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh.
Jabalpur: Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya. ii +
171 p. Presented at the Fifth Research Workshop-Conference
on Soybean held 24-26 Feb. 1972 at JNKVV, Jabalpur.
Sponsored by Indian Council of Agricultural Research. *
3932. Chatterjee, B.N.; Roy, B.; Maiti, S.; Roquib, M.A.
1972. Effect of lime and Rhizobium strains on the growth
and yield of soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.). Indian J. of
Agricultural Sciences 42(2):130-34. Feb. [6 ref]
• Summary: Field experiments in leached sandy loam,
alluvial and slightly acid soils revealed differences in grain
yield due to Rhizobium strains, and that liming helped in
increasing grain yield, dry matter accumulation, nodulation
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and N, P and Ca contents in plants. High doses of N reduced
nodulation but increased the yield, as did liming. The effects
of lime and rhizobial strain persisted in soils for 3 years.
Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of Kalyani, Kalyani,
India.
3933. Ghorashy, S.R.; Niknejad, M.; Kheradnam, M. 1972.
Effect of planting date, nitrogen fertilization and inoculation
on the yield of soybean in Iran. Indian J. of Agricultural
Sciences 42(2):127-29. Feb. [7 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean was introduced into Iran more than 30
years ago [i.e., before 1942]. But it is only recently that an
extensive research has been initiated to develop a production
system for this crop.” This experiment was conduct in 1968
and 1969 at the Experimental Farm of the Pahlavi University
in Iran.
Optimum planting dates for Iran in this experiment were
April 17-27. Planting after May 17 reduced the yield of all
varieties. Application of N (85 kg/ha) either at the time of
planting or at flowering gave the highest yield (2,107 kg/ha).
Inoculation had no effect in 1968, but increased the yield in
the second year. Address: Pahlavi Univ., Shiraz, Iran.
3934. Oliveira, Selenio Simoes de. 1972. Cultura da soja
na Varzea [Cultivation of soybeans in the plains]. Lavoura
Arrozeira (Porto Alegre, Brazil) 25(265):33-43. Jan/Feb.
[Por]
3935. Agricultura de las Americas (Kansas City, Missouri).
1972. En México el cultivo de la soya aumentó diez veces en
diez años [In Mexico soybean production has grown ten-fold
in 10 years]. 21(3):12-13, 38-39. March. [Spa]
• Summary: Discusses: Density of seeding, fertilization,
depth of seeding, cultivation, use of herbicides, irrigation,
technical works, improvement.
In 1958 the state of Sonora planted only 300 ha of
soybeans, but in 1969 the figure exceeded 150,000 ha. In
1970-71 Mexico’s soybean production was estimated at
300,000 tonnes (metric tons), with a yield of 2.5 tonnes/ha
in the state of Sonora. Soybean production in Mexico has
decreased during some years for lack of water for irrigation,
since most commercially grown soybeans are irrigated.
Interest in soybeans has extended from the state of Sonora
to the states of Sinaloa, Chihuahua, Coahuila, Guanajuato,
Jalisco, Tamaulipas, Yucatan, Veracruz, and Chiapas.
3936. Nester, Ruel P.; Gattis, James L. 1972. Si cultiva soya
este drenaje puede servirle [If you cultivate soybeans, this
drainage can be useful]. Agricultura de las Americas (Kansas
City, Missouri) 21(3):14-15. March. [Spa]
• Summary: By complete mechanization, without loss
of soil, time, or money, with the roundup of flood zones.
Address: 1. Extension agronomist; 2. Extension agricultural
engineer. Both: Univ. of Arkansas.

3937. O’Mara, Charles J. 1972. Brazil’s new soybean crop
may beat record by million tons. Foreign Agriculture (USDA
Foreign Agricultural Service). March. p. 11.
• Summary: “From a record 1970-71 crop estimated at 2.1
million metric tons, some optimists expect Brazil’s soybean
production in 1971-72 to climb by another 1 million tons
to slightly more than 3 million. The 1969-70 crop was 1.3
million tons.
“Rio Grande do Sul is expected to be top producer in
1971-72 with an output estimated at 1.9 million tons. Parana
will likely produce some 850,000 tons, while Sao Paulo will
grow another 150,000 tons. The States of Mato Grosso, and
Goias will produce yet another 100,000 tons between them.
“Increased yields and greater acreage have been largely
responsible for the boost in production. Area grew by 59
percent between 1969-70 and 1970-71, from 2.9 million
acres to 4.6 million.
“Growth in the production of soybeans has, strangely
enough, been advanced by Government assistance given to
wheat growers. Because farmers have found it is economic
to rotate soybeans with wheat, soybean production will
probably continue to grow apace as wheat output increases.
“Brazil’s estimated calendar 1971 exports of soybeans
and soybean products were 3,000 tons of oil, 655,000 tons
of meal, and 200,000 tons of beans. Compared with 1970,
oil exports increased, meal shipments were up by 25 percent,
and bean exports declined.
“Brazil’s export volume depends not only on price, but
also–and perhaps more importantly–on the soybean situation
in the United States. Brazil’s soybean crop comes in toward
the end of the U.S. crop and, therefore, the size of the U.S.
carryover limits Brazilian soybean exports.
“Generally the market for Brazilian meal has been good
and indications are that its export will increase steadily in
the next few years. But because of the larger production
predicted for the 1971-72 crop and also because of the
expected oil surplus this year prices will probably drop.
“Whether these factors will make Brazilian oil more
attractive on the world market this year cannot be determined
at this time. The trade is pessimistic about this year’s market,
but it hopes that within the next year or two, the Government
of Brazil will take action (probably in the form of additional
tax incentives) to insure the competitiveness of Brazilian oil.
“Within Brazil, consumer use of soy products is
increasing between 6 and 7 percent a year and the future
looks bright. Soft margarine was market tested in Rio de
Janeiro last year and its production and sale will begin in San
Paulo soon.
“Consumption of soybean products by the feed industry
is also expanding, especially as Brazil’s poultry and swine
industry grows and becomes more aware of the advantages
of using protein meals. Figures are not available on actual
use by the feed industry, but there is no question that soybean
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meal will find an ever expanding market as its use in animal
feed increases.
“Although the domestic soybean price situation was
so unstable in 1971 that cheaper alternatives were often
substituted in feed rations, feed companies now believe that
within the next 5 years they may be supplying domestically
produced soybean meal to Brazilian cattle operations.”
Note: Based on a dispatch by C.J. O’Mara. Address:
Asst. Agricultural Officer, Sao Paulo [Brazil].
3938. Motiramani, D.P.; Lal, M.S.; Lokras, V.G.; Dube,
J.N.; Hittle, C.N. 1972. Production research on soybeans in
Madhya Pradesh. Madhya Pradesh, India: Jawaharlal Nehru
Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya (JNKVV) & University of Illinois /
USAID. 36 p. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and history. 1. Variety
trials in Madhya Pradesh–Kharif season. 2. Results of
agronomic trials in Madhya Pradesh. 3. Protein and oil. 4.
Soybean diseases. 5. Insect pests of soybean. 6. Results of
1971 demonstration plantings. Tables 1-29.
Limited experimental work with soybeans in India
was begun as early as 1882, and regular trials with the best
selections were started as early as 1917 (Sharma 1969).
Varieties tested (at 7 locations) include Bragg, Hood,
Lee, Hardee, Hill, Dare, Pickett, Davis, Semmes, Pb-1,
Improved Pelican, Clark 63. Address: 1. Director of research
services; 2. Soybean botanist; 3. Soybean agronomist; 4. Soil
microbiologist; 5. Adviser in crop production (soybeans).
3939. Swearingin, Marvin L. 1972. Trends in soybean
production. Soybean News (NSCIC) 23(3):2-3. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (soybeans prices are at
their highest level since 1947-48). Acreage (in Indiana it is
increasing relative to corn, and is now at 3 soybean acres
for every 5 corn acres). Yield spread (historically, soybean
yields have not increased as rapidly as corn yields. However
there is some evidence in recent years that soybeans are at
least holding their own in yield increase and, perhaps, even
increasing faster in yield than corn). Row width (narrow
rows are increasingly popular especially since about 1966,

when narrow row equipment became widely available).
Fertilizer usage (In 1970, surveys showed that 61% of
Indiana soybean acres received some direct fertilization. This
is the highest state and compares with 46% for Ohio and
only 17% for Illinois and 13% for Iowa. In the early 1960s
only about one-third of soybean acres received any direct
fertilization). Lower plant populations. Earlier planting.
Systems approach to weed control. Double cropping with
soybeans. Use of improved commercial varieties.
Note: A new masthead, with a brown overlay, is running
across of the first page of this issue. Robert W. Judd is editor
at 211 S. Race Street, Urbana, Illinois. Address: Extension
Agronomist, Purdue Univ., Indiana.
3940. Comité de Coordination pour le Developpement en
République du Zaïre (CODEZA), and Comité Diocesian
de Developpement Intégral de Kananga (CDDI). 1972.
Séminaire National sur le Soja [National Seminar on
Soya]. Kananga, Zaire: CODEZA. 160 p. Proceedings of a
conference held 3-10 May 1972 at Kananga, Zaire. No index.
28 cm. Re-issued (Ré-édtion) with minimal adaptation in
Sept. 1986. [Fre]
• Summary: Contains about 18 papers by various authors
related to soya, each cited separately. A number of other
papers concerning related health issues in Zaire have not
been cited.
The front matter contains directories of the 11 organizers
of this conference and soya program (p. 4; most are from
Kinshasa or Kananga), 11 speakers (p. 5), 13 participants (p.
6), and 17 observers (p. 7-8). “To think of soya in Zaire is to
think first of the Technical Secondary School of Tshibashi
(Ecole Technique Secondaire Supérieure d’Agriculture, de
Tshibashi; ETSA).” Address: Kananga, Zaire.
3941. Ekpete, D.M. 1972. Assessment of the lime
requirements of eastern Nigeria soils. Soil Science
113(5):363-72. May. [16 ref]
• Summary: Various soils from 20 locations in eastern
Nigeria were analyzed for lime requirements. The results
were compared with the lime requirements determined in
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pots with soyabean as a pH-sensitive test crop. Address: Dep.
of Plant/Soil Science, Univ. of Nigeria, Nsukka, Nigeria.
3942. Kabadi, Ngandu Wa Luboya. 1972. L’integration
du projet soya dans le programme agricole provincial
[Integrating the soybean project into the provincial
agricultural program]. In: Comité de Coordination pour
le Developpement en République du Zaïre (CODEZA).
Séminaire National sur le Soja [National Seminar on Soya].
Kananga, Zaire. 191 p. See p. 43-46. Published in 1986.
[Fre]
• Summary: Several years ago, soybeans (le soja) were
grown on a small scale in our province, primarily in
regions with community development activities and by
ETSA (Secondary Agricultural Technical School, École
Technique Secondaire Agricole) in Tshibashi, with the aim
of conducting some culinary trials. Several methods for
consuming soybeans were identified and tested, but most
were abandoned, not because the recipes were not consumed,
but because they required too much work from the women
and used methods that were very different from how they
usually prepared their staple food, bidia. After much research
and trial and error, we decided on the current method, which
is to mix the soybean flour (farine de soja) with corn flour in
a 1:3 ratio. This mixture produces bidia with the same flavor
that is high in protein.
This discovery of enriched bidia is the result of research
supported by ETSA Tshibashi and the dietitian Ms. D’Heer.
We extend our heartfelt thanks to them.
Before discussing what we did to integrate soybean
cultivation into the governmental program, it would be useful
to compare soybean cultivation with another plant commonly
grown here, to give us an idea of the soybean’s significant
place in the human diet and how easy it is to grow.
The crop for comparison is peanuts, from the same
order of legumes and the same family as the soybean,
papilionaceae.
I. Comparison of peanut and soybean cultivation
(1) From an ecological perspective: The peanut requires
medium-rich, loose and adequately moist soil. It needs
500 mm of rain during the vegetation period. On the other
hand, the soybean can grow in any soil as long as it contains
nodule bacteria, and the soil is deep and light. It is droughtresistant and its water requirements do not increase as it
approaches maturity. The dry season begins here around midMay, which is why sowing takes place on February 15 at the
latest so that seed maturity coincides with the last rains.
(2) Cultivation work: For the peanut, the land is cleared,
plowed and sowed. The soybean is grown on land used
previously for peanuts or beans; the only work to prepare
for sowing involves haulm (stem) removal and a light
plowing (hollage) Since there is no soil preparation required
for planting soybeans, they are a beneficial addition to the
educational works program, and do not exceed the standard

number of taxable days per year allocated for work (45
days).
(3) Protein content: Chemical analyses have shown that
the peanut contains 27% protein. However, we must add that
not all of this protein can be digested in humans. Soybeans
processed into flour at the Tshibashi pilot factory contain
37% digestible protein. Yet another convincing reason to
require the cultivation of soybeans in this region, where
animal proteins are very rare in the human diet.
(4) Consumption: The peanut is a periodic food,
meaning that it is eaten most during harvest time. Once
dried, the peanuts are stored in baskets for the next sowing,
and their consumption declines and eventually ceases
altogether. And yet, the body always needs protein. We
should note that consuming large quantities of peanuts
causes diarrhea.
Soybean consumption is regular and can be spread
out from one harvest to the next depending on the harvest
quantity, since soybeans keep for a relatively long time in
flour form. This flour mixed with corn flour is used only to
prepare bidia. To make bidia, women only use the mixture
necessary and no more, which means no waste. Eating bidia
every day means consuming soybeans every day.
(5) Sources of income: Food is grown for a living,
and to live you also must eat. After eating well, you must
ensure material well-being, which is only achievable through
money. A producer with peanuts will not eat all of them–he
will sell some for money. Concerning the sale, the minimum
regulation price for 1 kg of peanuts for producers is 4,000
[Congolese?] francs. For soybeans, the same kilo brings in
at least 8,000 francs, double the price of 1 kilo of peanuts.
Therefore, a planter who sells 100 kg of soybeans would
have to sell 200 kg of peanuts to achieve the same result. The
soybean is both a source of protein and of income.
(6) Yield per unit of area: In our province, up until now,
peanuts have yielded 600, 800 or even 1,000 kg per hectare.
This depends on the variety planted and the soil’s fertility.
Soybeans can yield as much per hectare, or even
more. Furthermore, in places where peanuts have produced
nothing, soybeans will produce a significant harvest.
II. Our participation in the soybean project
Since a method for preparing this product for human
consumption was already developed, requests for flour have
grown significantly; for the city of Kananga, people had to
go to ETSA-Tshibashi to get it; sometimes, you could find
some bags of flour for sale at the city’s parish offices, but
not all of these locations are accessible to everyone. We
needed to find popular, highly visited stores to sell soybeans,
because opening a store solely for soybeans would be
expensive. In 1968, the Provincial Agriculture Department
(Service Provincial de l’Agriculture) contacted store owners
in the city throughout the year, asking them to sell soy flour
in their establishments. Six responded favorably.
Today, everyone knows how to easily buy this flour in
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these stores.
Moreover, observing that soybean consumption was
outpacing its production, and with constant requests for
seeds from all over, the Department of Agriculture (Service
de l’Agriculture) integrated soybean cultivation into the
provincial educational works program in the interest of the
population. Considering the amount of seeds available, in
January 1969, this crop was only made mandatory in the
Lulua District. In the meantime, our propagation station in
Kamuandu started working on providing planters with the
seeds they need. Our production capacity is around 2,000 kg
per year. This year, we are growing 4 ha.
We did not limit soybean cultivation to the Lulua
District. Our intention was to get this legume growing
everywhere that peanuts are planted. We ordered 4 metric
tons of soybean seeds from the INERA (Institute of
the Environment and Agricultural Research, Institut de
l’Environnement et de Recherches Agricoles) in Gandajika to
distribute in the villages. But unfortunately, we only received
1,000 kg in the first shipment, and part of this was also
distributed in the 5 territories of the Kasai District. These
1,000 kg will constitute a base of seeds for the area. We hope
to receive the remaining 3,000 kg in the next season.
In this district, we also opened the Bena-Longo Station
in Mweka. The goal was the same: seed propagation. This
year, in addition to other crops, we sowed 1 hectare of
soybeans.
In addition to our soybean sales and propagation work,
we also conduct social work. Our staff includes a group of
rural animators (Animateurs et Animatrices Ruraux). These
agents work with villagers and city residents to provide
practical advice regarding agriculture, health and diet.
My intention is not to list the animators’ activities; I will
explain their role in the soybean program and what they do
in neighborhoods of the city of Kananga.
The rural animation directorate previously reported
to the Social Affairs Ministry (Ministère des Affaires
Sociales); today, on a national level, it is the 5th directorate
of the Ministry of Agriculture (Ministère de l’Agriculture);
in the provinces, it is the 3rd section of the Directorate of
Agriculture (Direction de l’Agriculture). Our animators are
former social workers who completed a specific training with
us, taught by Ms. D’Heer (Continued). Address: Zaire.
3943. Kabadi, Ngadu Wa Luboya. 1972. L’introduction et
la vulgarisation de la campagne de soya dans le programme
du Service Provincial d’Agriculture [Integrating the
soybean project into the provincial agricultural program
(Continued–Document part II)]. In: Comité de Coordination
pour le Developpement en République du Zaïre (CODEZA).
Séminaire National sur le Soja [National Seminar on Soya].
Kananga, Zaire. 191 p. See p. 43-46. Published in 1986.
[Fre]
• Summary: (Continued): We selected the female animators

to work with the local women: women’s problems are
best solved by women, as the local women will speak
unreservedly about their difficulties with female animators,
and since they have similar issues, they can try to solve the
problem together.
Here is how an animator is able to get people to eat
soybeans in the areas where she works. The first step is
to meet with women who have children between 3 and
18 months old. She speaks to them about the usefulness
of weighing their children. With her baby scale, she notes
the weight of each of the children. At the same time, she
observes the appearance of some children who appear
anemic. She sends them to the clinic to determine the cause
of this health issue. Some are diagnosed with worms, others
have malaria, etc. The second day, she goes through the
neighborhood for home visits, and at the same time, she can
find out how the children are doing. She sees many plots of
land and toilets. She sometimes enters houses and talks with
the women, who at times will share personal difficulties.
She returns home and prepares a health lesson based on her
observations. For instance, she speaks about how to prevent
worms by using toilets and keeping them clean, and using
garbage holes to avoid having empty boxes on the land that
collect water where mosquitoes can breed. She gives advice
on how to keep everything at home clean. To finish, she
refers to the first lesson to explain that when children are
free of worms or malaria, their weight increases, they have
a lot of blood and they are healthy. When she returns a third
time, she gives a small lesson on nutrition. She cites the three
food groups: proteins, fats and carbohydrates, and vitamins
and minerals. She provides the different resources and the
role each group plays. When she talks about protein, that is
when she explains the importance of soybeans as the most
affordable source of protein.
Several questions come up now: how to eat soybeans
and in what form. When the animator returns the fourth
time, she brings one or two bags of soybean flour and tells
the mothers where they can easily buy it. We insist that the
animator prepare soybean recipes using utensils found on
site, primarily to make panade and enriched bidia, since other
recipes are only used occasionally at home. The animator
has each mother and child present taste the prepared meal.
I can assure you that every time these recipes are presented,
everything is eaten. Our animator finishes her lesson by
asking the mothers to do the same every day for the whole
family’s health.
A quick word on the support from certain large
departments set up in the province: primarily the departments
of health and national education.
Far be it from us to impose anything agricultural on
the health department, which is so specialized in healing
human illnesses. But it is a fact that the latest pharmaceutical
products may not even be effective on patients unless they
have a good diet.
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We all eat agricultural products. In all simplicity, we can
suggest that the Health Service prescribe soybeans to patients
with anemia or those who are developing it. These people
often receive medical prescriptions that are very expensive,
or even impossible to follow considering their financial
resources, such as eating meat or fish every day, with eggs
and two to three glasses of milk per day, while everything
found in meat, fish and milk is also in soy flour that costs
only 15,000 francs for 600 gm.
Spreading technical information about soybeans is up
to agronomists and agricultural instructors, but information
shared by doctors in their clinics, nurses presenting their
medication administration tables, the sister at the prenatal
and maternity consultation, would have a very beneficial
impact on the appreciation of the crop, leading to increased
production.
The soybean campaign would also be a greater success
if school directors and administrators spoke to students
about soybeans, how to grow them, eat them and the various
advantages they present, because once these children have
the information, they will share it first with their parents and
then throughout the population. Address: Zaire.
3944. Scohier, P. 1972. Le soya, buts poursuivis par les
introducteurs et les résultats obtenus à la station de l’INERA
de Gandajika [The soybean: Goals pursued by those
introducing the crop and results obtained at the INERA
research station in Gandajika]. In: Comité de Coordination
pour le Developpement en République du Zaïre (CODEZA).
Séminaire National sur le Soja [National Seminar on Soya].
Kananga, Zaire. 191 p. See p. 35-42. Published in 1986.
[Fre]
• Summary: An appendix on pages 41-42 discusses the
activities of INERA in the Republic of Zaire. INERA is the
Institut National pour l’Etude et la Recherche Agronomiques.
Soybeans were first grown at the agricultural experiment
station at Gandajika in 1937. Address: Chef de groupe des
plantes vivrières, INERA–Gandjika, B.P. 22, Mbujimayi,
Zaire.
3945. Stevenson, K.R.; Alexander, J.C. 1972. Propionic acid
for storage of high moisture soybeans. Canadian J. of Plant
Science 52(3):291-94. May. [6 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: “Soybeans at 18 and 22% moisture were treated
and stored by adding 0.75% by weight of propionic acid.
No heating was observed in the acid-treated beans during
the 10-week storage period. Mold counts of the treated
samples were much lower than the controls. The lack of
fungal activity suggests that the probability of mycotoxin
production during storage is very low. Propionic acid
treatment almost eliminated the ability of the soybeans to
germinate...” Address: 1. Dep. of Crop Science; 2. Dep. of
Nutrition. Both: Univ. of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada.

3946. Vanneste, G. 1972. De la campagne de soya la
campagne d’education sanitaire integrale [From the soya
campaign to the comprehensive health education campaign].
In: Comité de Coordination pour le Developpement en
République du Zaïre (CODEZA). Séminaire National sur le
Soja [National Seminar on Soya]. Kananga, Zaire. 191 p. See
p. 47-58. Published in 1986. [Fre]
• Summary: The soybean campaign is part of the social work
and agricultural extension conducted by ETSA (Secondary
Agricultural Technical School, École Technique Secondaire
Agricole).
In general, we try to meet all perceived and justified
needs to the best of our abilities and specializations. These
activities may seem extracurricular, but they are fully
integrated into our school’s program and activities. They
provide exercises and excellent learning opportunities for
our students’ social and professional training, thus preparing
them for their future work.
If the soybean project has eclipsed other projects in its
development, it is because its objective (a balanced diet)
meets a strong, generally perceived need. Its success and
extension are above all due to the momentum and support of
our archbishop and to collaboration from the region’s social
and educational projects, along with international, national
and provincial organizations. With this short report, we want
to show how the soybean campaign led to the comprehensive
health education campaign, and how it inspired, and even
necessitated, some fundamental principles for the campaign.
I. Origin and background
(a) Origin: The medical service suggested growing
soybeans to address protein malnutrition, the primary cause
for ineffectiveness in medical efforts. According to doctors,
50% or more the of energy and money put into health care
will be wasted if the population’s diet is not improved. The
problem of nutrition, and therefore health, is closely tied to
farming, and requires the collaboration of agronomists.
(b) Background: Our soybean campaign began in 1960.
Prior to 1960: Several attempts to introduce soybeans
took place long before 1960. People have always agreed, at
least in principle, that soybeans are a good solution to the
problem of protein malnutrition in disadvantaged regions.
Many attempts prior to 1960 in Zaire and other African
countries concluded that the failures were exclusively due to
the fact that Africans do not like eating soybeans. We were
led to believe that the problem was so difficult and chances
of success were so uncertain that priority had to be placed on
other, more sure methods, even if these methods were less
effective in theory at solving protein malnutrition in the near
future. Some put the soybean project on hold, and others did
away with the program altogether. We heard these opinions
expressed again in 1967 at the Scientific Advisory Counsel
(Conseil Scientifique Consultatif) of the INERA (Institute
of the Environment and Agricultural Research, Institut de
l’Environnement et Recherches Agricoles) in 1967, and
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in 1968 at a conference in Abidjan [Ivory Coast]. It was a
general conviction that still persists in some spheres.
Since 1960: We relaunched the soybean campaign, well
aware that all previous attempts had failed.
We can break down the evolution of the campaign into
three theoretical periods, with regard to cultivation and
consumption of soybeans.
The following table and chart provide the amounts of
soybean seeds (graines de soya) purchased in the province,
and the amounts of seeds processed into toasted flour by
ETSA.
Year, Seeds Purchased, Toasted flour
1960-1964, -, 1965, 250 kg, 1966, 2,500 kg, 950 kg
1967, 10,500 kg, 6,500 kg
1968, 16,500 kg, 9,000 kg
1969, 22,500 kg, 23,000 kg
1970, abt. 30,000 kg, abt. 40,000 kg
1971, abt. 60,000 kg, abt. 94,000 kg
Note: we began importing soybeans from abroad in
1970.
Chart: in annex.
Evolution of soybean cultivation
1st period: Preparatory study from 1960 to 1964.
(1) In-school research to improve cultivation methods:
Sowing date and method
Choice of land and rotation
Maintenance work
Variety trials (37 varieties), etc.
(2) First attempt to spread crop in centers and villages.
In 1962, at the request of doctors from the WHO,
we began spreading information about soybeans in the
tuberculosis center in Matamba and the neuro-psychiatric
center in Katuambi for patient nutrition. This first trial was
a total failure. The students who worked on the project
summarized the causes of this failure.
The workers who receive a fixed salary have no personal
investment in the work.
Lack of authority and organization.
The students themselves suggested no longer working
with paid laborers, but to continue trials with peasants who
depend on farming for their livelihood.
We therefore started planting soybeans in the villages,
around the school and in the community development pilot
villages, but exclusively with the objective of subsistence.
This trial also ended in failure. Introducing peasants to two
factors at once–growing soybeans and incorporating them
into their diet–meant two unknowns, entailing too great a
risk and leading to distrust.
2nd period: First achievements (path towards success):
from 1964 to 1970
We changed our method starting in September 1964.
We began disseminating soybeans both for food production

(subsistence) and industry (to sell). Planters were guaranteed
a high price for their production. At this time, the seeds,
which they had previously received for free, were sold at
half price, and then at full price the following season. This
method significantly reduced the risks, and the villagers
began to cautiously grow soybeans.
3rd period: Intensified information campaigns starting in
1970 (harvest in 1971)
Soybean consumption evaluation
Our first attempts quickly convinced us that integrating
soybeans into the local diet was the crux of the problem,
and our campaign’s success depended on solving it. Almost
spontaneously, we focused our greatest efforts on this issue.
1st period: from the beginning to 1966–”Trial and error”
period: Researching culinary preparations, without success.
We took two different approaches:
Since the seeds look like beans, we tried to prepare them
like beans. In particular, we tried to make their preparation
easier (soaking) and improve the flavor (fry with palm oil
and use pili-pilli).
Chinese recipes (with help from a Chinese woman):
roasted or cooked, sweet or salted; sprouted soybeans
(germes de soya); soy milk (lait de soya) and derivatives
(cheese–yogurt).
None of these preparations were really effective.
2nd period: from 1966 (April) to 1969 (October):
Developing effective recipes.
This was primarily the work of the dietitian from the
WHO. The recipes that were selected and accepted primarily
used toasted soy flour (farine de soya toastée). People
commonly use flour to prepare their staple foods: bidia
(mixture of cassava flour and corn flour) and panades for
babies (primarily cassava flour). We were able to incorporate
toasted soy flour into these essential foods–bidia for adults
and panade for children–in proportions that conform to
scientific data. By incorporating the corn-soy mixture (rather
than just corn) into the staple food, cassava, we respected
dietary habits and used the common bidia recipe to produce
an ideal food in the quantity and quality of its proteins that is
accessible to all:
(a) For children: Corn-soy panade (1st phase of bidia
preparation). The quality of protein in this panade is higher
than that of milk;
(b) For adults: Enriched bidia, which is equivalent to
everyday bidia plus 100 to 150 g of meat.
In principle, we therefore resolved the protein
malnutrition problem in our regions.
3rd period: starting in 1969:
The actual dissemination of the recipes as part of
integral health education (theme for study days October
31-November 3, 1969; BMS Luluabourg). (Continued).
Address: Ingénieur agronome, Director of ETSA–Tshibashi,
B.P. Kananga, Zaire.
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3947. Vanneste, G. 1972. De la campagne de soya la
campagne d’education sanitaire integrale [From the soya
campaign to the comprehensive health education campaign
(Continued–Document part II)]. In: Comité de Coordination
pour le Developpement en République du Zaïre (CODEZA).
Séminaire National sur le Soja [National Seminar on Soya].
Kananga, Zaire. 191 p. See p. 47-58. Published in 1986.
[Fre]
• Summary: (Continued): Notes:
1. In November 1970, the soybean seed reserve was
depleted. To continue the education programs, we had to
import soybeans from abroad. In spite of this, we were no
longer able to meet the demand for toasted flour.
2. Currently, the problem with the soybean campaign
has moved from consumption to production, which is largely
insufficient. With scaled-up information campaigns, we hope
that this problem will be resolved by next year’s harvest
(June 1972) or the following harvest (June 1973).
3. More and more people are consuming a portion of
their own harvest (family preparation). Some medical-social
centers purchase soybeans, which they prepare for patients
and orphans, and for use in their nutritional centers. It is
impossible to quantify the exact production. We estimate
that the school purchases approximately half of the local
production.
II. The key to the problem
During the years when we researched preparations, we
demonstrated the necessity to improve diet, we conducted
information campaigns, and we did research in other African
countries. To our knowledge, soybeans were not eaten
anywhere. We benefited from the collaboration of some
Chinese people, who are familiar with many soybean-based
preparations. None of this was successful, and the soybean
campaign remained stymied.
We heard the same thing over and over again: “Africans
don’t like eating soybeans.”
Finally, in 1966, using trial and error, we identified the
solution, which led us relatively quickly to effective recipes.
The key is in the approach
The approach that generally leads to failure:
Transposing and importing foreign methods, techniques,
habits and ideologies. We tried preparations following the
Western or Chinese perspective.
The approach that generally leads to success:
Start from the concrete reality, way of life, habits and
ideology of the population–of its culture. Contributions
from the local population are essential when searching for
successful, effective recipes.
This key, the right approach, inspired our current method
and allowed us to identify the fundamental principles.
Pages 55-58 contain an appendix report on publicity
for soya since 1962, by Bernard Mpinda and Crispin
Kayembe of ETSA (Ecole Technique Secondaire Supérieure
d’Agriculture, de Tshibashi).

Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Ingénieur agronome, Director of
ETSA–Tshibashi, B.P. Kananga, Zaire.
3948. Vanneste, G. 1972. Visite guidée é l’E.T.S.A.
(Ecole Technique Secondaire Supérieure d’Agriculture)
[Guided tour of ETSA, the Higher Secondary Technical
School at Tshibashi]. In: Comité de Coordination pour
le Developpement en République du Zaïre (CODEZA).
Séminaire National sur le Soja [National Seminar on Soya].
Kananga, Zaire. 191 p. See p. 145-72. Published in 1986. [1
ref. Fre]
• Summary: ETSA is the Ecole Technique Secondaire
Supérieure d’Agriculture, de Tshibashi. During the tour,
Father Vanneste discussed 4 main subjects, based on 4
separate document written previously by Vanneste: (1)
Toward the teaching of integrated agriculture. ETSA was
founded by the University of Louvain in 1939 under the
name CADULAC (Centre Agronomique de l’Université de
Louvain au Congo). The school offered a 4-year program to
graduate agronomes, and has issued 258 diplomas. A new
spirit has developed in the school since independence from
Belgium. One of the schools projects is the Soya Project,
which began after 7 years of research. It has been conducted
with the collaboration of the O.M.S., the government, and
various provincial organizations.
(2) Some thoughts on animal proteins in the feeding
of local populations. Results of a survey conducted by the
students of ETSA in Dec. 1962 titled “The importance of
insects as a source of animal protein in the region (written
Jan. 1963 at Tshibashi). In the former district of Lulua
(in which ETSA is located), 32% of the protein comes
from insects (especially caterpillars, termites, larvae, and
grasshoppers/locusts), second only to 48% from fish and 4
times as much as from domesticated meat or poultry. Only
64% of the theoretical protein needs are satisfied by all
protein sources. Yet locally, the students found that 60-80%
of the animal protein comes from insects.
(3) Some thoughts on the subject of human nutrition
and protein. Justification of the introduction of soya in the
region. In local diets, there is a protein shortage, which
can be met with high-quality, low-cost soya protein. The
author discusses the food value of soya, world production
of soya, soybean cultivation, the culinary aspect of soya,
how to propagate soya among the population, especially in
the province of Luluabourg–cultivation and utilization must
go hand in hand, the work of ETSA (written Jan. 1963 at
Tshibashi).
(4) Soybean cultivation: Climate, crop rotation, choice
of terrain, sowing, crop maintenance, harvest, enemies and
insects. Address: Ingénieur agronome, Director of ETSA–
Tshibashi, B.P. Kananga, Zaire.
3949. Karbachsch, M. 1972. [Effect of mixing Rhizobium
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japonicum with soil and different amounts of nitrogen
fertilizers on soybean yield]. Iranian J. of Plant Pathology
8(2):30-31, 68-74. June. [7 ref. Per; eng]
• Summary: “The results of the trials indicated that:
“1–Both the bacteria and the N-fertilizers had significant
effects on soybean yield. However, bacteria effects were
more pronounced than those of the N-fertilizers.
“2–There were no significant interactions between the
bacteria and the N-fertilizers.
“3–Addition of N above what is supplied by the bacteria
does not give any results.
“4–By comparing the effects of N-fertilizers and those
of the bacteria it can be concluded that the effect of bacteria
in increasing the soybean yield was greater than the effect of
120 kg N/ha.
“5–Mixing of bacteria with the seeds, in the soils where
soybean is planted for the first time, may not produce the
nodules in the first year. As recent investigations have
shown, mixing of bacteria with the soil is a more preferable
method.”
Note: An English-language summary is on pages 30-31;
the full article in Farsi in on pages [68-74]. Address: Soil
Dep., Agricultural College, Rezaieh, Iran.
3950. Boyer, J.S. 1972. Relationship of plant moisture status
to irrigation need in corn and soybean crops: Final report.
Water Resources Center Research Report (Univ. of Illinois)
No. 60. 35 p. July. Project no. B-036-Ill. [40 ref]
Address: Principal Investigator, Univ. of Illinois Water
Resources Center, 2535 Hydrosystems Lab., Urbana, IL
61801.
3951. Cheng, Chien-pan. 1972. Current situation of food
legume crops production in Taiwan, The Republic of China.
Tropical Agriculture Research Series No. 6. p. 11-22. Sept.
Symposium on Food Legumes. [6 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the soybean, peanut, mungbean,
and red bean (Phaseolus angularis; adzuki in Japanese).
“Currently, peanut and soybean are the two leading legumes
produced in Taiwan. They were introduced from the China
mainland by Chinese immigrants at the end of the fifteenth
century. However, full attention to their production was only
given during the last two decades...
“In Taiwan, the most distinctive feature for the
production of soybean, peanuts and other field crops is the
practice of a specific of a specific rotational pattern–the
multiple cropping system–which will be discussed in this
text for each of the concerned crops.”
“Prior to 1945, soybean production in Taiwan was
very limited and its cultivation was largely for use as a
green manure.” During that period, soybean for human
consumption depended mainly on imports. In 1953 both
varietal and cultural improvements were started in order to
make Taiwan more self-sufficient in soybeans. Table 1 shows

the growth of soybean production in China each year from
1946 to 1971, including area (hectares), production (metric
tons), and yield (kg/ha). Production peaked in 1967 at 75,226
metric tons. Yield peaked in 1970 at 1,525 kg/ha.
Taiwan is favored with three soybean planting seasons–
spring, summer, and fall. Planting is usually greatest in the
fall.
Note: This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Taiwan (late 1400s). The source of
these soybeans was Chinese immigrants from the China
mainland. Unfortunately no citations is given for the source
of this information. Address: Joint Commission on Rural
Construction.
3952. Demetrio, Jefren L.; Ellis, R., Jr.; Paulsen, G.M. 1972.
Nodulation and nitrogen fixation by two soybean varieties as
affected by phosphorus and zinc nutrition. Agronomy Journal
64(5):566-68. Sept/Oct. [22 ref]
• Summary: “Zinc deficiency decreased shoot weights, Zn
concentrations in all plant parts, nodule weights, nodule
leghemoglobin concentrations, and amounts of N fixed.
Growth and P and Zn concentrations in one or more plant
parts and nodule weights were greater for the P-tolerant
variety than for the P-sensitive variety.” Address: Dep. of
Agronomy, Kansas Agric. Exp. Station.
3953. Jain, H.K.; Konno, S.; Na Lampang, Arwooth. 1972.
Discussion: Soybean seed viability. Tropical Agriculture
Research Series No. 6. p. 240-42. Sept. Symposium on Food
Legumes.
3954. Kashive, R.C.; Williams, S.W. 1972. Comparative
profitability from cropping systems that included soybeans
and alternative uses of land. Research Bulletin (JNKVV,
India) No. 2. Sept. Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa
Vidyalaya, Dep. of Agricultural Economics and Farm
Management, Jabalpur. *
3955. Matsumoto, Shigeo; Ohba, Torao. 1972. Growing
techniques of soybean in Japan. Tropical Agriculture
Research Series No. 6. p. 75-86. Sept. Symposium on Food
Legumes. [12 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Ecotypes of soybean varieties
and local distribution. Soybean cultivation in west
Japan: Summer soybean cultivation, autumn soybean
cultivation, inoculation of root nodule bacteria, fertilizer,
application, rotation system. Soybean cultivation in east
Japan: Characteristics of soybean cultivation in east Japan,
cultivation methods. Discussion.
Summer soybeans, which are early-maturing varieties,
belong to ecotypes Ia, Ib, and IIa, and are grown either in far
northeastern Japan (Hokkaido) or in far southwestern Japan
(southern Kyushu). However summer soybeans give low
yields when grown in southwestern Japan, and are almost
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never grown there.
Autumn soybeans, which are late-maturing varieties,
belong to ecotypes IVc and Vc, and are grown either on the
island of Shikoku or in northern Kyushu in southwestern
Japan. Address: Second Agronomy Div., Tohoku National
Agric. Exp. Station, Morioka-shi, Japan.

land now in kharif fallow. Research Bulletin (JNKVV, India)
No. 3. Oct. Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, Dep.
of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, Jabalpur.
*
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics & Farm
Management.

3956. Na Lampang, Arwooth. 1972. Production and research
on food legumes in Thailand. Tropical Agriculture Research
Series No. 6. p. 93-100. Sept. Symposium on Food Legumes.
[3 ref]
• Summary: Note: The author is a man. Address: Oil Crop
Project Leader, Dep. of Agriculture, Bangkok, Thailand.

3959. Shanker, Kripa; Lal, M.S.; Goswami, U. 1972. Size
and shape of plots and blocks in yield trials of soybean
(Glycine max (L.) Merr.). Indian J. of Agricultural Sciences
42(10):901-04. Oct. [3 ref]
• Summary: A technical agronomy paper that discusses the
optimum size and shape of plots and blocks for conducting
field trials on soybeans in Madhya Pradesh. It also discusses
the geographical orientation (north-south vs. east-west)
of the plots. Address: Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa
Vidyalaya, Jabalpur, India.

3957. Somaatmadja, Sadikin. 1972. Problems of soybean
production in Indonesia. Tropical Agriculture Research
Series No. 6. p. 69-74. Sept. Symposium on Food Legumes.
[3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Average yield. Factors
affecting yields. Efforts to increase soybean production:
Varietal improvement, use of good seeds, control of
insect pests, disease control, other approaches. Summary.
Discussion.
Tables show: (1) Five year average harvested acreage
and production of soybean in Indonesia, 1950-1969. The
number of hectares harvested has increased from 431,742
in 1950-54 to 601,644 in 1965-69. Soybean production has
increased from 294,834 metric tons (tonnes) in 1950-54 to
410,197 tonnes in 1965-69. The average soybean yield in
Indonesia seems to be about constant at 6.81 quintals per
hectare (1 quintal = 100 kg); this is quite low.
(2) Infestation and percentage of damage to soybean
plans, caused by several species of insects during the dry
season of 1971. (3) Improved soybean varieties in Indonesia.
The four columns are variety, seed color, weight of 1,000
seeds (in gm), maturity (days). Three of the eight varieties
have black seeds; the rest have yellow. Named varieties are
Ringgit, Sumbing, Merapi (black), and Wakashima.
(4) Yields of new soybean varieties in trials conducted
during the dry season of 1970 and the wet season of
1971/72 (quintals per hectare) at seven locations. (5) Yields
of soybean with and without weeding or pest control at 3
locations, dry season of 1969.
Although soybean has long been known as a food crop
in Indonesia, its cultivation has expanded steadily during the
20th century. It is cultivated using three different systems:
simple / traditional, semiintensive, and intensive. About 80%
of the soybeans are planted in paddy fields in the dry season.
The harvested acreage of rice in Indonesia is more than ten
times that of soybean. Address: Central Research Inst. for
Agriculture, Bogor, Indonesia.
3958. Kashive, R.C.; Williams, S.W. 1972. Economics of
cropping systems that provide more intensive use of rainfed

3960. Thorburn, W. Garth. 1972. Growing world demand for
soybeans and soybean meal stimulates Brazilian production
and trade. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural
Service). Oct. p. 2-3.
• Summary: “Business has never been better for U.S.
soybean producers, who this year are enjoying record high
prices as world demand for soybeans and soybean meal
continues to spiral. However, this same strong demand
is also sparking a challenge to U.S. dominance of world
soybean trade, as a onetime insignificant producer, Brazil,
makes increasing inroads in the important European
Community (EC) market.
“Brazil this year is planning to export about a million
tons of soybeans and over a million of soybean meal. If
realized, this would be a nearly fivefold gain over 1971 for
soybean exports and a 13-percent gain for meal. Both go
mainly to the EC.
“The Brazilian Government has been a major force
behind this growth, actively encouraging the acreage
expansion needed to bring about larger production and
trade. This, plus unprecedented high world prices, has led
to production rising more than 60 percent in 1971-72 to
an estimated 3.4 million metric tons. More increases are
planned in the years ahead, and production could double by
1976-77.
“Brazil’s record soybean crop this season comes from
an estimated 5.7 million acres–42 percent more than area
planted in 1970-71. Unusually good yields accompanied the
acreage expansion, especially in Parana, where they were
described as spectacular.
“Most Brazilian sources believe that the high yields
cannot be repeated again in 1972-73. But large acreage gains
will keep production moving sharply upward. In Parana, a
50-percent increase in area to 1.9 million acres is expected
to raise production to 1.3 million tons from 930,000 this
season. And in Rio Grande do Sul, the State Government
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is conducting a campaign to boost production 50 percent
to nearly 3 million tons. (Recent heavy rains here have
damaged wheat severely, with a resulting loss of income.
Farmers might thus find it necessary to reach the 3-millionton mark in order to compensate.) Sao Paulo State also plans
to increase production to about 300,000 tons from 220,000.
“These increases are expected to expand Brazil’s total
soybean crop next season to at least 4 million tons, and
it could go even higher if some of the planting forecasts
materialize.
“Brazil’s soybean exports through the first 7 months of
1972, according to unofficial sources, were 628,563 metric
tons–a good start toward the 1-million-ton export goal for
the full season. This compares with sales in all of 1971
of only 213,000 tons–a decline from the 290,000 tons of
1970 as a result of domestic prices being 15 percent above
export prices. (Presumably, only Sao Paulo’s exports were
competitive last year because of removal of the 15-percent
ICM levy, a State municipal sales tax, from exports.)
“The drop in soybean sales during 1971 was more than
made up by increased shipments of soybean meal–up by
78 percent from 1970 to 872,000 tons. These larger sales
created stiffer competition for U.S. meal in the important
EC market–which last year purchased 75 percent of Brazil’s
meal exports and 2.7 million metric tons of U.S. meal. This
year, expected Brazilian sales of at least a million tons of
meal will mean greater competition for the United States.
However, world demand for soybean meal is so strong that
meal prices are at record levels.
“Between January and July of this year, 217,454 tons of
soybean meal had actually been shipped out.
“Exports of soybean oil totaled 21,559 tons in the first
7 months of 1972, according to unofficial data, and some
sources believe that they may reach 100,000 by year’s end.
This compares with 7,000 tons shipped out last year.
“Domestic consumption of soybean oil and meal
continues to grow, but at a slow rate when compared with
exports. Total fats and oils consumption, for instance, is
estimated at 565,000 metric tons in 1972 and is forecast to
rise to around 605,000 in 1973 and 690,000 by 1975. Since
production of soybean oil is forecast at 375,000 tons and
consumption at 275,000, efforts are being made to ship all
exportable oil as soon as possible.
“The Brazilian Government has been encouraging
expansion in production and exports by providing ample
credit and good minimum prices. Its reasoning reportedly
is that since only the United States and Brazil are exporters
of note and since it estimates that demand for soybeans and
meal is rising at about 10 percent a year, there is room for
expansion in both countries without harming their markets.
“Government support prices were increased 20 percent
to $2.01 a bushel. in 1971-72 and were upped to $2.29
beginning July 14 of this season.
“Prices have remained well above support levels–

actually reaching a peak of $2.97 a bushel last season–and
have thus attracted land away from cotton, corn, and coffee
and encouraged the use of new land. In Parana State, for
instance, most of the expanded acreage can be attributed to
cotton farmers turning to soybeans after being disappointed
with returns.
“Crushers also find soybeans profitable (despite some
statements that they make no money exporting soybean
oil) because high returns from meal sales enable them to
gain an adequate crushing margin. Exports of the beans as
such reportedly provide small profit margins to exporters,
depending upon time of year and volume of sales.
“An important factor that has indirectly boosted soybean
production is Brazil’s wheat program. Farmers who benefited
from the Government’s subsidized wheat price of $95 per
metric ton in 1971 learned that using a wheat / soybean
rotation is more economic than merely planting wheat.
“This rotation spreads wheat capital costs for fertilizer
and equipment over the two crops because soybeans benefit
from residual fertilizer, and farmers are able to use combines
to harvest two cash crops in the same year. The 1971 wheat
area of 5.3 million acres, mostly in Rio Grande do Sul,
suggests the acreage available for double cropping of wheat
and soybeans.”
Bar graphs show: (1) Brazilian soybean exports in 1969
and 1970, with estimates for 1971 and 1972. (2) Brazilian
soybean meal exports in 1969 and 1970, with estimates for
1971 and 1972. Most of Brazil’s exports go to the European
Community, with small amounts to East Europe and Spain
and Portugal. Address: U.S. Agricultural Attaché, Brasilia.
3961. Singh, N.P.; Saxena, M.C. 1972. Field study on
nitrogen fertilization of soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.).
Indian J. of Agricultural Sciences 42(11):1028-31. Nov. [5
ref]
• Summary: In the rainy seasons of 1968 and 1969 a field
experiment was conducted (n soil rich in nitrogen and
available phosphorus) to evaluate the influence of nitrogen
(N) and inoculation on the grain yield and characters that
contribute to the yield of Bragg soybean.
The soybean is well known to make use of atmospheric
nitrogen through symbiotic nitrogen fixation to meet a major
part of its nitrogen needs.
As a result of inoculation, grain yield increased
significantly. “Under inoculation, an increase in the N levels
of up to 80 kg N per ha caused an almost linear reduction
in grain yield. But 240 kg N per ha restored the yield to
the level obtained under the control. In the absence of
inoculation there was a linear to exponential increase in
yield with an increase in N levels, and 240 kg N per ha gave
a yield equivalent to that obtained with inoculation. The
grain yield per plant, number of pods per plant, number of
grains [seeds] per pod and 1,000-grain weight improved with
inoculation.” Address: G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture &
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Technology, Pantnagar, India.
3962. Bhangoo, M.S.; Albritton, D.J. 1972. Effect of
fertilizer nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium on yield
and nutrient content of Lee soybeans. Agronomy Journal
64(6):743-46. Nov/Dec. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Marked yield increases were obtained from N
and K fertilizers and from various NPK combinations. Yield
increases from N ranged from 10 to 15%, and from K, from
9 to 19%. Yield increases in 1967, 1968, and 1969 from NPK
over the check were 32.8, 28.3, and 14.7%, respectively.
“Fertilizer application increased the N and K content
of both the leaves and grain and depressed their Ca and Mg
content. Soybean yield showed a positive correlation with
the N and K and negative correlation with the Ca and Mg
content of grain and leaf tissue. Elemental content of the
leaf tissue declined with plant age.” Address: 1-2. Profs. of
Agronomy, Arkansas Agricultural, Mechanical and Normal
College, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.
3963. Bastidas R., G.; Camacho M., L.H.; Longdoño V., J.F.;
Buitrago G., L.A.; Davis, F. 1972. [Effect of plant density
on some agronomic and physiological characteristics of
three genotypes of soyabean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) under
tropical conditions]. Fitotecnia Latinoamericana 8(3):37-43.
[13 ref. Spa; eng]*
Address: Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Agropecuarias,
Palmira, Colombia.
3964. Bonato, E.R.; Dall’Agnoll, A. 1972. Comportamento
de cultivares de soja nas regioes do Alto Uruguai e Planalto
Medio do Rio Grande do Sul [The performance of soybeans
cultivated in the highlands of Uruguay and the mid plateaux
of the Rio Grande do Sul]. Indicacao de Pesquisa No. 47. 3
p. [Por]*
Address: Instituto de Pesquisa Agropecuaria do Sul, Pelotas,
Brazil.
3965. Borrero F., A. 1972. [Soyabeans. Aspects of their
cultivation. Varieties]. Agricultura, Spain 41(478):81-84. [11
ref. Spa]*
Address: Departamento del Algodón, INIA, Sevilla.
3966. Caceres, J.R. 1972. Guía para el cultivo de la soya
[Guide to cultivating soybeans]. DESAGRO, Boletin Tecnico
No. 63. 14 p. Dirección General de Desarrollo Agropecuario.
[Spa]*
Address: Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
3967. Chatterjee, B.N.; Roquib, M.A.; Maiti, S. 1972.
Phosphate manuring of soybean and its effect on wheat yield.
J. of the Indian Society of Soil Science 20:375-78. *
3968. Germani, G. 1972. [Chlorosis of legumes in Upper

Volta due to the presence of a nematode]. Comptes Rendus
des Seances de l’Academie d’Agriculture de France 58:20205. [3 ref. Fre]*
Address: ORSTOM, Adiopodoumé, Ivory Coast.
3969. Gokaj, F.; Meta, Sh. 1972. Soja ushqim me vlere per
blegtorine [Soybeans, a useful feed for sheep]. Bujqesia
Socialiste (Socialist Agriculture) (Albania) No. 3. p. 26-28.
[Alb]*
3970. Laing, D.R.; Byth, D.E. 1972. Soybeans in Australia–
Crop review. In: Proceedings of the Specialist Conference on
Crops of Potential Economic Importance, Sydney / Manly,
NSW. 2 vols. Illust. *
• Summary: Expansion of soybean production in the near
future in Australia will probably occur mainly in irrigated
areas. Current production areas are largely between 26ºS and
33ºS latitude, and most of the anticipated growth in the near
future is expected to take place in this region.
3971. Lompang, A.N. 1972. [Soyabean seed–how to harvest
and store it]. Kasikorn 45(1):37-42. [Tha; eng]*
Address: Dep. of Agriculture, Bangkok, Thailand.
3972. Manner, E.L.; Sankara Reddi, G.H. 1972. Trials on
soybean at Tirupati. USAID and Tirupati: Andhra Pradesh
Agric. University. iii + 70 p. *
3973. Mishra, R.S. 1972. Production potentials of soybeans
in Madhya Pradesh. Jabalpur: Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi
Vishwa Vidyalaya. *
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics & Farm
Management.
3974. Paraguay. Ministerio de Agricultura y Ganaderia.
Banco Nacional de Fomento. 1972. Programa nacional de
soja [National soybean program]. Asuncion, Paraguay. 119 p.
Mimeographed. [Spa]*
Address: Paraguay.
3975. Rathod, K.L.; Motiramani, D.P. 1972. Potential
production of soybeans and soybean-based industries in
Madhya Pradesh. Jabalpur: Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa
Vidyalaya. i + 15 p. *
3976. Reddy, M.N. 1972. Mixed cropping of soybean with
maize, sorghum and rice. PhD thesis, University of Kalyani,
India. *
3977. Rollier, Michel; Obaton, Michel. 1972. Quelques
aspects techniques des possibilités de culture du soja dans le
midi de la France [Some technical aspects of the possibilities
of soybean culture in the south of France]. Bulletin des
Recherches Agronomique (Gembloux, Belgium) H Series. p.
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422-39. [Fre]
• Summary: Here the authors (who are probably French,
since they used to work at INRA and CETIOM) describe in
great detail the situation with soya in France at the beginning
of the 1970s. Contents: Introduction. Climatic needs of
the soybean. Varietal needs: L. Rouest selected many new
varieties, but these have been largely surpassed in yield by
American varieties. Cultural techniques. Inoculation of the
seeds. Economic aspects.
Tables show: (1) European importation of soybeans in
1969. The top importing countries are: Germany 1,960,000
tonnes (metric tons). Spain 902,000 tonnes. France 845,000
tonnes. Italy 740,000 tonnes. Holland [Netherlands] 626,000
tonnes. Great Britain 396,000 tonnes, and Belgium 322,000
tonnes.
(2) Price of crude protein from different sources: Beef
49.58 FF. Pork: 46.35 FF. Poultry: 16.17. Reconstituted
powdered milk: 4.40 FF. Average leguminous seeds: 3.78 FF.
Soybeans: 1.49 FF.
Figures show: (1) Map of the parts of southern France
where soybeans will grow with and without irrigation. (2)
Consumption of soybean meal in France. (3) Expansion of

soybean area and yield in the USA, 1924-1968. In 40 years,
soybean area has been multiplied 24-fold, and the yield 2.4
fold. (8) Yield of soybean seeds obtained in two trial fields
as a function of the richness of inoculation. (9) Yield of corn
and soybeans at critical temperatures of 90, 100, and 110ºC.
(10) Yield of corn and wheat at critical temperatures of 90,
100, and 110ºC.
Hervé Berbille, who kindly sent this document to
Soyinfo Center adds (5 March 2014): “So far as I know, this
is just about the best document describing the situation of
the soya in France at the beginning of 1970s. However, this
document makes me also very sad because its confirms (see
page 428, 2. Études Variétales) that all of Léon Rouest’s
work was definitively lost just as I feared: a hard life of
labour and relentless work wasted because of the egoism of
some.”
“Léon Rouest’s work was denigrated in particular by
the French colonial traders of peanuts imported from the
French Empire (Senegal). They strove to discourage the
culture of soya with the French farmers. As a result, in the
1970s, the delay of France in varietal selection is huge,
since the selection was interrupted after work Rouest and
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Christian Schad in the 1920s and 1940s. That’s why Rollier
and Obaton write they are ‘widely overtaken’ (largement
dépasses). Nevertheless, Léon Rouest had developed very
successful varieties for their time. If his works had been
pursued, France would have benefited from successful
varieties in 1970. An immense waste in the end.
“Today, the southwest of France still provides 70%
of the French production of soybeans. However they are
also grown in Burgundy (east-central France) and Alsace
(northeast France).” Address: 1. C.E.T.I.O.M.; 2. I.N.R.A.
Both: France.
3978. Ruiz-Fornells, R. 1972. [Soyabean trials carried out in
Spain. Varieties and sowing dates. Sowing density. Fertilizer
N. Herbicides]. Agricultura, Spain 41(478):85-90. [Spa]*
3979. Shaw, S.W.; Oogarah, P. 1972. Report of field work
carried out by the Agricultural Mission from the Republic
of China to Mauritius covering the period from September
1970–February 1971. Revue Agricole et Sucriere de l’Ile
Maurice 51(1):30-45. Series 2. [1 ref]*
• Summary: Crops involved in this work include rice,
soybeans, groundnut, sweet potatoes, fruit. and vegetable
crops. Address: Taiwan Agricultural Mission, Belle Vue
Farm, Mauritius.
3980. Shaw, S.W.; Oogarah, P. 1972. Report of field work
carried out by the Agricultural Mission of the Republic of
China to Mauritius (covering the period from February to
August, 1971). Revue Agricole et Sucriere de l’Ile Maurice
51(2):97-114. Series 3. *
Address: Taiwan Agricultural Mission, Belle Vue Farm,
Mauritius.
3981. Tskhakaya, K.E.; Tskhadaya, E.T. 1972. [Changes in
carbohydrate contents in soyabean seeds as affected by trace
elements]. Tbilisie Universitetis Shromebi No. A5(147). p.
155-58. [Geo; rus]*
Address: Universitet, Tbilisi, Georgian SSR.
3982. Verboom, W.C. 1972. Growing soya beans in Zambia.
Lusaka, Zambia: Ministry of Rural Development. 13 p. [3
ref]*
Address: Land Use Services Div., Ministry of Rural
Development, Lusaka.
3983. Arroyo, Jesus Enrique. 1972. Lodging in soybeans and
its effect on yield and other characteristics of the plant. MSc
thesis, Iowa State University. 104 p. *
Address: Venezuela.
3984. Buzzell, R.I.; Donovan, L.S.; Giesbrecht, J.E. 1972.
Growing soybeans. Agriculture Canada, Publication No.
1487. 19 p. Revised in 1979.

• Summary: Contents: Selecting a variety. Soybeans in a
rotation. Soils and fertilizers. Preparing a seedbed: Fall
tillage, spring tillage. Planting the crop: Seed treatment,
inoculation, time, rate, and depth of seeding, row width,
equipment. Controlling weeds: Cultural methods, chemical
methods. Diseases: Seed decay, root and stem rots, leaf
diseases, stem diseases. Insect pests. Harvesting. Storage.
Producing seed soybeans. Marketing. Soybean research in
the Canada Department of Agriculture. Acknowledgments.
Address: 1. Research Station, Harrow, Ontario; 2. Ottawa
Research Station, Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa,
Ontario; 3. Research Station, Morden, Manitoba. All:
Canada.
3985. Christensen, C.M.; Kaufmann, Henry H. 1972.
Biological processes in stored soybeans. In: A.K. Smith and
S.J. Circle, eds. 1972. Soybeans: Chemistry and Technology.
Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xiii + 470 p. See p. 27893. Chap. 8. [19 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Heating and
respiration: Seed respiration, fungus respiration. 3. Examples
of soybean storage losses: Case one, case two, analysis
of losses. 4. Nature and cause of storage losses: Nature
of losses, seed structure related to losses, damage and
heat damage (damaged kernels, heat-damaged kernels),
mycotoxins, germinability, fungi and storage. 5. Storage
conditions and quality: Moisture limits, moisture transfer,
temperature, time, condition of seed on storing, foreign
material. 6. Maintenance of quality: Moisture testing
problems, periodic testing, accuracy of moisture meters,
temperature detection systems, aeration, removal of foreign
material. Address: Univ. of Minnesota.
3986. Dunn, William Ellis; Nave, W.R.; Butler, B.J. 1972.
Combine header component losses in soybeans. MSc thesis
in Agricultural Engineering, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign. vii + 59 p. 28 cm. [21 ref]
• Summary: “The methods used to harvest soybean seeds
in this country have almost always been the same as for the
small grains. One exception to this was a special harvester
for soybeans which was common to Virginia and North
Carolina. This was a two wheeled horse drawn design which
straddled the row between the horses (Piper & Morse 1923,
p. 91-95). A rotating cylinder with long teeth functioned as
a reel to gather in the plants over the front of the machine
and to shatter the beans from the pods into the harvester.
Harvesting losses from this method ranged from 20 to 60
percent (Norman 1967, p. 219).
The objectives of this investigation were to design and
employ a unit to (1) isolate the loss associated with the
following three header gathering components: cutterbar,
reel, and auger, and (2) evaluate the relative magnitude
of each gathering component loss. Results: The cutterbar
was charged as having caused 81% of the total header loss.
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There was no significant loss contributed by the reel or
the auger. Therefore any attempt to design equipment for
fewer gathering losses should start with the cutting device.
Address: Univ. of Illinois.
3987. Howell, R.W.; Caldwell, B.E. 1972. Genetic and other
biological characteristics [of soybeans]. In: A.K. Smith and
S.J. Circle, eds. 1972. Soybeans: Chemistry and Technology.
Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xiii + 470 p. See p. 27-60.
Chap. 2. [142 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Nomenclature and description:
Morphology. 2. Seed. 3. Areas of adaptability:
Environmental effects on adaptability. 4. Growth of the
soybean plant: Germination, vegetative growth habit, root
growth, nodulation and nitrogen fixation, mineral nutrition
and fertilization, photosynthesis, seed development. 5.
Diseases and weeds: Diseases, weeds, insects and mites.
6. Quantitative genetics. Address: 1. Chief, Oilseed and
Industrial Crops Research Branch; 2. Leader, Soybean
Investigations; Both: USDA Plant Science Research Div.,
Beltsville, Maryland.

moisture, total ash, and 3 minerals.
Table 4, titled “Seed yield, protein yield, and in 1968
and 1969 for four soybean varieties: Ogden, Ito-San, Shelbi,
and Urumchi.
Note 1. Ashkhabad, formerly Poltoratsk, is the capital
of the Turkmen SSR. It is located near the Iran border in a
fertile oasis.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2008)
concerning soybeans in the Turkmen SSR (Turkmenistan), or
the cultivation of soybeans in Turkmenistan. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Turkmenistan,
or the cultivation of soybeans in Turkmenistan (1968). The
source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 3. Reference 2 is titled “Cultivation of bean seeds
in the south of the republic,” published in Agriculture in
Turkmenistan (1968). Reference 5 is titled “Content and
quality of protein and bean seeds,” published in Vestnik
Sel’skokhozyaistvennoi Nauki (Journal of Agricultural
Science, Moscow) (1962). Address: Institut Botaniki [Inst.
of Botanical Sciences], Akademii Nauk Turkmenskoi SSR,
Ashkhabad, Turkmen, SSR.

3988. Kuznetsova, A.A.; Muradov, K.M.; Kazantseva, V.N.
1972. Khimicheskii sostav nekotorykh zernovykh bobovykh
kul’tur, perspektivnykh dlya vozdelyvaniya v Turkmenskoi
SSR [Chemical composition of some legumes, prospective
for cultivation in Turkmen SSR]. Izvestiia Akademii Nauk
Turkmenskoi SSR, Seriia Biologicheskikh Nauk (Proceedings
of the Academy of Sciences of the Turkmen SSR, Biological
Sciences Series) No. 5. p. 47-50. [5 ref. Rus; tum; eng]
• Summary: Vigna, Dolichos, soybeans, and jack beans
are fodder crops in Turkmenistan. Data on seed yields and
seed contents of protein, starch, moisture, phosphorus,
potassium, and calcium are given for these legumes which
were introduced in 1968-69 into the Turkmen SSR. The
chemical composition of the green matter and seeds of the
crops is strongly influenced by the phenological rhythm of
development. The largest amounts of protein (25.0–33.7%)
accumulate at the beginning of flowering.
Table 1, titled “Nitrogen content of the seeds of various
beans (% of dry matter): Experiments in 1968-69” (p. 48)
contains six columns: Species and varieties, yield, nitrogen
content (average), albuminous nitrogen, non-albuminous
nitrogen, protein (N x 6.25). The soybean varieties tested
were: Ogden, Ito-San, Shelbi, Urumchi. Ito-San gave the
highest yield in both years (2,280 kg/ha and 2,830 kg/ha).
Table 2, titled “Protein content of the green mass of
various plants corresponding to stages of development,”
(p. 48) contains three columns for stages of development:
Beginning of flowering, full bloom and beginning of bean
formation, and beans fully grown. Figures are given for the
Ogden and Ito-San soybean varieties.
Table 3, titled “Chemical composition of the ash of
different varieties of bean seeds” (p. 49) gives figures for

3989. Quick, Graeme Ross. 1972. Analysis of the combine
header and design for the reduction of gathering loss in
soybeans. PhD thesis, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa.
v + 282 p. Illust. No index. Page 163 in volume 33/01-B of
Dissertation Abstracts International. [83 ref]
• Summary: Contents: List of symbols and abbreviations.
1. Introduction. 2. Research objectives. 3. Review of the
literature: Historical perspectives, header performance in
cereal grains, “open vs. closed fronts” in cereals, header
performance in some other crops (rice, sorghum, small
seeds), soybeans and combine header performance, modified
headers and attachments for soybeans, summary. 4. The
Soybean crop: Soybean production and usage, economic of
header loss to the farmer, selection of suitable varieties, row
spacing and plant population, timeliness of harvest, crop
physico-chemical characteristics, mechanically-induced
shatter. 5. Experimental procedures for evaluating the
header. 6. Characteristics of the standard header. 7. Header
component analysis, evaluation and re-design. 8. Cutterbars.
9. Summary. 10. Conclusions. 11. Recommendations for
further study. 12. Acknowledgements. 13. Bibliography. 14.
Appendix.
Introduction: “The modern combine harvester (called a
“header” in Australia) is the most complicated and expensive
piece of equipment used on most farms. It is probably also
the least used. In order to increase combine use and justify
the expense of ownership, manufacturers have favored a
universal design approach; they produce a standard model
which will perform reasonably well, with only minor
modifications, in a wide variety of crops and field conditions.
The adaptation of the corn head as an attachment for the
standard combine in 1954, for example, has increased
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combine harvest acreage in the U.S. over 20 percent.”
Combine losses fall into two categories: (1) Gather
or header loss, and (2) Through-combine loss (threshing,
separating and cleaning, body leakage). Header losses
have been given relatively little attention, but the header
is the “capacity limiting component of the machine when
harvesting soybeans.”
“Soybean yields have been rising consistently, from
11.0 bu/acre when the first combine was driven into a
soybean field in 1924 by the Garwood Brothers in Illinois,
to a national average of 27.3 bu/acre in 1970. The combine
made possible the initial upsurge in production of soybeans
for seed; prior to this the crop had been grown primarily
for forage and fertilizer.” An illustration (p. 3) shows the
essential parts of a standard header, with pickup reel,
reciprocating cutterbar with 3 inch guard spacing, and an
auger platform.
Near the beginning of the Review of the Literature
section, the author states: “Seeds and grains constitute 67
percent of man’s diet. To use these commodities as food for
animals doomed for slaughter and to decrease thereby the
effective food supply to one tenth of what it would have been
by direct consumption needs to be more seriously challenged
in this age of environmental awareness. Society can be
enlightened to the nutritional advantages of the vegetarian
diet.”
In North America the combine was developed and
evolved for harvesting cereal grains on the West Coast. Many
decades passed before it was first used in 1924 to harvest
soybeans in the Midwest. By 1927 it had made considerable
inroads, largely due to the need to harvest soybeans more
efficiently than was possible with the standard mower,
binder, and thresher teams.
By 1928 Heitshu had alluded to the design of a floating
cutterbar. In 1931 the first patent on a pickup reel was filed.
In 1949 the first recorded work on header height controls was
published. Then during the 1950s, following the decline in
use of the draper conveyor, the reel-auger-cutterbar header
design became universally established (p. 6).
“It is unlikely that much credit can be given to combine
designers for the steady increase in soybean yields. In fact,
it might be concluded that the breeding of more shatter- and
lodging-resistant varieties has probably been offset by the
tendency of the operator to make fuller use of the increasing
power of the combine, and thereby increase his losses by
operating at higher forward speeds. As the forward speed
increases, average stubble length increases; furthermore,
header loss increases with header width” (Lamp et al. 1962;
p. 20).
The first survey of soybean harvesting losses was
undertaken in 1927. But a review of subsequent surveys
showed that harvesting losses still averaged 9% of total
yield in the U.S. and had not markedly declined since loss
measurement began. He developed a quantitative shatter

index for soybeans.
A table (p. 21) summarizes the results of 15
investigation conducted from 1926 to 1970 on soybean
header losses (standard headers only). For each study is
given: Year of study, investigators/reference, state, magnitude
of header loss and range, header loss as a percentage of total
losses, and comments (such as type of combine, number of
locations, yield, etc.).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2005)
that uses the term “pickup reel” or “reciprocating cutterbar”
in connection with soybean production. Address: Iowa State
Univ., Ames, Iowa.
3990. Quick, Graeme Ross. 1972. Historical perspective
(Document part). In: G.R. Quick. 1972. Analysis of the
Combine Header and Design for the Reduction of Gathering
Loss in Soybeans. PhD thesis, Iowa State University, Ames,
Iowa. 282 p. See p. 6-13. [83 ref]
• Summary: Patrick Bell in England (1826), and the
McCormicks (1816-1850s; Cyrus Hall McCormick, lived
1809-1884 was an American inventor) and Hiram Moore
(1838) in the U.S. developed and used cutting reapers.
Shortly thereafter (in 1842) Australian inventors initiated
the development of the “header-stripper” for standing cereal
crops.
“The American horse-drawn machines probably evolved
out of Cyrus Hall McCormick’s 1831 reaper. They employed
a cutterbar reciprocating through guards, conveying canvas
and the bat reel. The first successful Australian machine,
John Ridley’s, used a stripping comb over which revolved
a set of beaters to knock off” the heads, thresh them, and
“deliver them to a box. There was no knife and the full straw
was left standing.”
“A 22-foot wide platform, side-fed harvester, with a
steam engine replacing the horse team, was probably the
first self-propelled machine. This was built by Wm. Berry in
California in 1887 and was capable of harvesting 50 acres
of wheat in a day. By 1893, Benjamin Holt had built and
operated a 50-foot cut combine in California (Nyberg 1957).
Daniel Best of San Leandro was credited with having built
the first combine which replaced ground wheel drive power
with an auxiliary steam engine drive (Caterpillar Tractor Co.
1954). The need for traction and flotation for these enormous
combine harvesters led to the development of the first
successful crawler track. Best and Holt later merged their
interests to form the Caterpillar Tractor Company in 1925.”
In Australia, by 1884, Hugh Victor McKay had added a
winnower cleaning section to the basic Ridley-type, and in
1909 McKay built a 24-foot self-propelled stripper-harvester
with an internal combustion engine side-mounted on the
chassis. A market was growing for the stripper-harvesters
made at McKay’s “Sunshine” factory and, between 1895
and World War I, the company even exported 10,000 of
its machines. This huge volume of exports caused North
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American harvester manufacturers to take note, and one
result was that in 1901 Massey-Harris of Toronto, Ontario,
Canada, began production of stripper-harvesters, followed
in 1904 by International Harvester Co. of Chicago. Neither
company sold these machines on their domestic markets
(Baker 1961).
The Australian-born “stripper-harvester revolutionized
the harvest operation by combining the gathering and
threshing operations into one machine, but the [Ridleytype] stripper-beater, with its knifeless long tooth comb
had severe limitations in wet or down and tangled crops.
Grain loss was also high in sparse crops. The challenge to
produce a machine in Australia which could cope with these
conditions was partially met by some farmers in New South
Wales. They worked with Massey-Harris representatives, and
adopted the knife into their ‘reaper-thresher’ (Wheelhouse
1966). By 1910 the Canadian firm was manufacturing
this long tooth combed machine specifically for export to
Australia. It was another New South Welshman, Headlie
S. Taylor, who finally overcame the problem of harvest
lodging with the long toothed comb, after several years of
development of his header-harvester. He installed augers
over the comb. This development attracted the interest
of machinery manufacturer, H.V. McKay, who became
impressed with the possibilities. McKay bought the
manufacturing rights and then employed Taylor to work at
the Sunshine factory in Victoria. In 1920, after a wet season
in the Eastern Australian wheatbelt, the Sunshine header
had won a wide reputation.” Five reasons are given for the
success of the twin-auger-header over the stripper-harvester.
“In 1924 Taylor produced the first Sun Auto-Header, a
12-foot self-propelled combine ‘with the comb front forming
the widest part of the machine.’ The Tee-shaped combine
configuration had arrived! This concept was patented and no
other make of self-propelled combine with full-width header
was commercially released until the patent expired 17 years
later. In 1938 a Sun Auto-Header harvested 3,300 bu of
wheat in one day–a record that was unsurpassed during the
next 33 years.
The pioneering research on combine design and
manufacture in far-away Australia, conducted between the
1880s and 1924, was about to have a major and direct effect
(via Canada!) on soybeans in America.
“Elmer J. Baker, ‘the Reflector,’ of Farm Implement
News fame (later Implement and Tractor Magazine), was to
be instrumental in directing the Massey-Harris Company
to deliver a combine for soybean harvesting to a subscriber
in Illinois. The subscriber was an International Harvester
dealer who was disgruntled because his company refused to
ship him a combine for sale to the Garwood Brothers–clients
who were growing soybeans near Stonington, Illinois. There
is no record of a combine having been tested in any crop in
Illinois to that date, 1924. The Reflector referred his reader
to Massey-Harris at Toronto, with full knowledge that they

had no sales facilities in the U.S. What followed is history.”
Baker wrote about what happened in the 20 Nov. 1924 issue
of Farm Implement News (which see).
“The success of the combine in the Illinois soybeans
was followed by intensive breeding trials for the Garwood
farms. The increase in plant size and yield led to a preference
for the wide cylinder type combine. Several other harvesters
were developed concomitantly for soybeans, but none could
even approach the efficiency of the combine header (Sjogren
1939). No other method succeeded as well. The American
self-propelled and pull-type combines of this era continued
to use the draper-conveyor and side feeding.
“The ‘straight-through’ or ‘scoop’ design, with fullwidth threshing cylinder, made its appearance around 1935
and in 1938 Massey-Harris released the first self-propelled
version, the ‘Clipper’ (Massey-Ferguson Inc., 1964). In
1939, coincident with the expiration of Taylor’s patent,
Massey-Harris offered the Model 21 combine of Teeconfiguration” which now competed with McKay’s AutoHeader made in Australia.
“Possibly the first U.S. combine to employ the auger
was Curtis Baldwin’s ‘Gleaner.’ Baldwin’s earliest machines
anticipated the ‘Unisystem’ approach to farm machinery
design, whereby the same power system is used for a
variety of field machines. Baldwin mounted his machine
on a Fordson tractor in 1923. His concept of mounting the
threshing-cylinder on the header still lingers in the modern
‘down-front’ Allis-Chalmers combines. All U.S. combines
now utilize the auger conveyor for header cross-feeding.”
“Combine sales did not increase significantly until
World War II when wartime shortages of manpower and
grain spotlighted the need for more efficient harvesting.
Today an estimated 3 million combines are in use throughout
the world.
“The present day version is more versatile than ever–the
same machine can harvest a 5000-fold range of seed sizes–
but it is also more complicated, containing an estimated
35,000 parts in one machine. It is more efficient, but it is
more expensive than ever.”
An illustration (p. 7) shows landmarks in the history of
the harvester and header. Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames,
Iowa.
3991. Schuck, J.H. 1972. Eficiencia no uso da terra e das
praticas agricolas na producao de trigo, soja e milho–Ibiruba,
RS [Efficiency of land use and agricultural practices in
the production of wheat, soybeans and corn–Ibiruba, RS].
Thesis, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Porto
Alegre, Brazil. 146 p. [38 ref. Por]*
Address: Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Porto
Alegre, Brazil.
3992. Stepanova, Vera Mikhailovna. 1972. Bioklimatologiia
soi [The bio-climatology of soybeans]. USSR. 123 p. [105
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ref. Rus]
Address: USSR.
3993. Stephanova, Vera M. 1972. Bioklimatologiia soi
[Bioclimatology of soybeans]. Leningrad: Gidrometeoizdat.
121 p. [30+ ref. Rus; eng]*
Address: USSR.
3994. Zambia Ministry of Rural Development, Dep. of
Agriculture, Annual Report of the Research Branch (Lusaka).
1972. Annual Report of the Research Branch 1970-1971. p.
51-52. Part 2, p. 99. [Eng]
• Summary: In the section on “Beans,” subsection D is
“Soya Beans.” (a) Variety Evaluation The observation plots,
planted at Msekera for the 1968-69 season, grew well and
led to the selection of fifteen varieties, which were tested
over a wide range during the 1969-70 season. Pending
further introductions, the best performers from these varieties
were retested over the same range during 1970-71. Soya
Bean Variety Trials (MN 1790/A2-J2) Locations:
“A/2. Msekera RRS (High Rainfall)
“B/2. Jumbe S/S (Low Rainfall)
“C/2. Mt Makulu RS (Medium Rainfall)
“D/2. Kabwe RRS (Medium Rainfall)
“E/2. Misamfu RRS (High Rainfall)
“F/2. Copperbelt RRS (High Rainfall)
“G/2. Magoye RRS (Medium Rainfall)
“H. Mochipapa RRS (Medium Rainfall)
“J/2. Marisa RRS (High Rainfall)
“The trial was spoiled both at Msekera and Jumbe,
but a selection of eight varieties chosen from the following
was planted at each of the remaining sites in an 8 x 8 Latin
Square design: Geduld, Davis, Bossier, Hernon 147, Hale
3, SHR 12, Rhosa, Yellow Avoyelles, Americana, Improved
Pelican, Hardee, Dortchsoy 2A and Hood.
“As indicated in Table XXIII it is difficult to separate the
first five varieties, as none has performed consistently well.
Geduld can be regarded as the safest all-round variety, with
Hale 3 perhaps more suited to the wetter areas and Davis,
with Hernon 147, more suited to the drier areas. Of the six
varieties planted on all sites, SHR 12 is the worst on balance,
but even this ranked first in Misamfu. Of the remainder,
Yellow Avoyelles appears to merit further trial, especially as
its two quite creditable placings were achieved despite very
poor germination due probably to old seed. Improved Pelican
also ranked second in the only trial where it appeared.”
On the next page, Table XXIII gives “Yields of soya
beans, by stations (MN 1790/A2-J2), in kg per ha.”
The varieties are: Geduld, Davie, Bossier, Hernon 147,
Hale 3, SHR 12, Rhosa, Yellow Avoyelles, Americana,
Hardee, Improved Pelican, Dortchsoy 2A, and Hood.
The stations are: Misamfu, Kabwe, Copperbelt, Magoye,
Manse, Mochipapa, and the Mean of all stations.
In the same annual report, “Part 2–Results of the Trials”

(from Mount Makulu Research Station, Lusaka, Zambia),
page 99 is about “Soya Beans.”
“1. 1790/D/2.
“2. Soya Bean variety trial.
“3. Kabwe R.R.S.
“4. To compare the performances of 8 varieties of soya
beans.
“5. 8 varieties (see table).
“6. 8 x 8 Latin square.
“7. Gross plot: 2.4m x 5.5m = 3.20m2 = 1/757.58 ha.
“Harvest area: 1.2m x 4.9m = 5.88m2 = 1/1700.68 ha.
“8. All seed inoculated with Rhizobium. Basal 25 kg P
per ha 1971.
“9. Planted 11.12.70; harvested March,
“10. N/A.
“11. Yields of Soya Beans in kg/ha
“Variety Yield
“Hernon 147 655
“Improved Pelican 633
“SHR 12 482
“Davis 345
“Geduld 309
“Bossier 291
“Rhosa 180
“Hale 3 56
“Mean 369
“This trial was not analysed and the field file is not
available, but the yields are unusually low for the area and
this is not entirely accounted for by the poor stands which
were nowhere higher than 30%. It is not considered that
these yields are representative either of the varieties or of the
potential of the area.” Address: Lusaka, Zambia.
3995. Product Name: Organic Soybean Flakes (34%
Protein–Arrowhead Mills).
Manufacturer’s Name: Eden Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 211 S. State St., Ann Arbor, MI
48108. Phone: (313) 769-8444.
Date of Introduction: 1973 January.
Ingredients: Soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 25 lb bag.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Eden Foods wholesale
catalog and price list. 1973. Jan. [Undated]. Eden Foods,
Inc. 1973. April 15. F.O.B. Pricelist. “Soybean Flakes,
organically grown (Deaf Smith, Texas).” Eden bought this
product from Arrowhead Mills in Hereford, Texas.
3996. Ham, G.E.; Nelson, W.W.; Evans, S.D.; Frazier, R.D.
1973. Influence of fertilizer placement on yield response of
soybeans. Agronomy Journal 65(1):81-84. Jan/Feb. [11 ref]
• Summary: Relatively few studies have been conducted
on the placement of fertilizer in relation to soybean seeds.
“Fertilizer treatments consisting of banded starter, starter
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in contact with the seed, and a combination of banded and
seed placement were superimposed on broadcast fertilizer
treatments at three locations. Responses varied depending on
environmental factors. With low rainfall and a low soil test
P level, the largest response was from broadcast fertilizer.”
Address: Minnesota Agric. Exp. Station, St. Paul, Minnesota.
3997. Lawn, R.J.; Byth, D.E. 1973. Response of soya beans
to planting date in South-Eastern Queensland. I. Influence
of photoperiod and temperature on phasic developmental
patterns. Australian J. of Agricultural Research 24(1):67-80.
Jan. [14 ref]
• Summary: “In recent years considerable interest has
developed in the soya bean as an alternative crop for many
agricultural areas in eastern Australia.” Eighteen cultivars
from Morocco, USA, Tanzania, and Nigeria, plus local
selections were tested. Table 1, titled “Cultivar information,
gives the name of each variety, the relative maturity (very
early, early, mid season, late, etc.), the flowering type (all
but two are determinate), and the country of origin. Named
varieties include Hill, Dorman, Lee, Ogden, Bragg, Wills,
Hampton, Semstar, Avoyelles, Hernon, Ross, Gilbert,
Daintree, and Mamloxi.
“Phenological development of a range of soya bean
cultivars for a series of planting dates was studied at Redland
Bay, Queensland.” The duration of the different phases of
development were related to the day length and temperature
pattern during each phase. Varieties differed markedly in
their sensitivity to photoperiod. Temperature had a significant
influence only on those least sensitive to photoperiod.
Address: 1. Dep. of Agriculture, Univ. of Queensland, St.
Lucia, Qld. 4067; present address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ.
of Minnesota, Minneapolis; 2. Dep. of Agriculture, Univ. of
Queensland, St. Lucia, Qld. 4067.
3998. Matthews, Marvis. 1973. The case of the stubborn
soybean. Organic Gardening and Farming 20(1):154-57.
Jan.
• Summary: The author saw an ad in a seed catalog for
“Green, edible soybeans.” He purchased some, grew 1½
rows of them in his garden, harvested the green pods, shelled
them by hand (with great difficulty), and ate the beans as
green vegetable soybeans. He cooked them, and “with a
dab of superfluous butter, they turned out to be the most
delectable dish our good organic garden had produced yet–
barring none! One excellent feature is that they are not heavy
and gas-producing, like regular beans. And believe me, they
have a flavor and chewy texture all their own. Why soybeans
are not as common as sweet corn, I cannot understand.”
3999. Castillo Ruiz, Luis Antonio. 1973. Efecto de
tres distanciamientos de siembra entre hileras sobre el
rendimiento de tres variedades de soya (Glycine max (L.)
Merrill) [Effect of three sowing distances between rows

on the yield of three soybean varieties]. Tesis Ingeniería
Agronómica, Facultad de Agronomía, Universidad de
Panamá, Panamá. 44 p. Feb. [23 ref. Spa]
• Summary: In 1971 at total of 11,372,289 kg (gross) of
crude soya oil were imported into Panama, and refined for
a value of B/. 3,353,753 (Note: B = balboa, the monetary
unit of Panama). This is so because soybean cultivation
is not established on a commercial scale in Panama. The
aim of this study is to provide guidance for practical
soybean cultivation in Panama. The trials were conducted
on a parcel on field No. 2 at the Center for Agricultural
Investigations of the Faculty of Agriculture at the University
of Panama in Tocumen. The parcel, 600 square meters in
size, as divided into 36 sub-parcels. Three soybean varieties
(Palmeto [Palmetto], Kaohsiung, and Tainong) with different
characteristics and growth habits were tested, their degree
of adaptation grades, and the oil and protein content of the
seeds measured. Three distances between rows were tested:
75 cm, 60 cm, and 45 cm. Address: Facultad de Agronomia,
Universidad de Panama, Panama City, Panama.
4000. Chone, E. 1973. La culture du soja en France:
Perspectives [The cultivation of soybeans in France:
Perspectives]. Paris: CETIOM. 30 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Variety studies in France (Maturity
Group 00 to V). Experiments with different varieties from
1966 to 1969: Group 00: Portage, Flambeau. Group 0:
Merit, Grant, Capital, Comet, Traverse, Mandarin-Ottawa.
Group I: Hudson, Chippewa. Group II: Amsoy, Harosoy 63,
Hawkeye 63, Hark, Corsoy. Group III: Wayne. Conclusion:
Amsoy was found to be the best variety. Address: Service
Développement du C.E.T.I.O.M., Paris.
4001. Clapp, J.G., Jr.; Baird, J.V.; Sullivan, G.A.; Wells, J.C.;
Hinnant, C.D. 1973. 1972 soybean on-farm test report. North
Carolina Agricultural Extension Service, Miscellaneous
Extension Publication No. 94. 29 p. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Method of Lime
Application. Rotation and Rate of Fertilization. Method
and Rate of Fertilization. Comparison of Fertilizer Grades.
Micronutrients. Method of Weed Control. Nematode Control.
Seed Treatment. Spacing Within the Row. Row Spacing.
Seeding Rate for Drilled Soybeans. Yield Potential. Soybean
On-Farm Test Cooperators–1972. Firms Supplying Materials
for 1972 Soybean On-Farm Tests.
“Introduction: The soybean on-farm test program is
designed to evaluate certain agronomic practices which
may enable soybean producers to become more efficient in
producing soybeans. The program is coordinated between
North Carolina State University, local extension personnel
and the local producer. The program is designed to extend
the University’s role through applied research in order to
provide producers with new information which will be
more applicable to local conditions. A list of all cooperators
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can be found on pages 27-29. Appreciation is extended
to these individuals for their cooperation in helping to
conduct the on-farm tests and to obtain the information
contained in this report. Appreciation is also extended to
the Soil Testing Division, North Carolina Department of
Agriculture and Nematode Research Laboratory, North
Carolina State University, for soil test and nematode assay
analysis, respectively. Many agri-business firms (page
30) were responsible for supplying materials for use in
conducting these tests and appreciation is also extended to
these organizations.” Address: North Carolina State Univ.,
Raleigh.
4002. All India Coordinated Research Project on Soybean.
1973. Highlights of 1972 soybean research at Jawaharlal
Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh.
Jabalpur: Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya. i
+ 94 + 18 p. Presented at the Sixth Research WorkshopConference on Soybean held at College of Agriculture,
Dharwar, Mysore, March 29-April 1, 1973. Sponsored by
Indian Council of Agricultural Research. *
4003. Pizarro, José B. 1973. Rentabilidad de la soja frente
a cultivos competitivos en el area maicera tradicional
[Profitability of soya compared with competitive crops in
the traditional maize-growing area]. Estacion Experimental
Regional Agropecuaria Pergamino (Argentina), Informe
Tecnico No. 121. 15 p. March. [13 ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: Soybean appears as an attractive production
option for several areas of Argentina because of its favorable
possibilities in both the domestic and international markets.
It can be used profitably in the traditional corn area in
rotations with wheat and/or corn.
In Argentina, although the cultivation of soybeans has
been known since 1910-1911, only recently, starting in 196162, has it become a relatively important crop. During the last
2 years production has expanded greatly. The major soybean
producing provinces are Misiones, Tucuman, and Santa Fe.
Factors that have prevented a more rapid expansion of the
crop are lack of varieties adapted to different ecological
zones in Argentina, the lack of availability of good quality
seed, inoculant, etc., the lack in some areas of adequate
machinery for the crop, and the need for moving the crop
from an experimental basis to one based on commercial
production on a higher technological plane. But these factors
can be fairly easily corrected. Soybean production has
increased from 26,800 tonnes in 1967/70, to 59,000 tonnes in
1970/71, up to 78,000 tonnes in 1971/72. Soybean flour has
been imported in past years from Brazil and Paraguay for the
purpose of preparing balanced foods.
Page 5 states that the soybean, introduced in 1927 into
Casilda, has been cultivated principally in the departments of
Caseros, San Lorenzo, and Constitución, at an increasing rate
during the past 4-5 years. Address: Ing-Agr, INTA, Estacion

Experimental Regional Agropecuaria Pergamino.
4004. Product Name: Soy-Rice Shells (Organically
Grown).
Manufacturer’s Name: Eden Foods, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 330 Maynard St., Ann Arbor, MI
48108. Phone: (313) 769-8444.
Date of Introduction: 1973 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 15 lb.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Eden Foods, Inc. 1973.
April 15. F.O.B. Pricelist. “Soy-Rice Shells, organically
grown.”
Eden Foods, Inc. 1974. Feb. 1. Wholesale prices, FOB.
“Soy-Rice Shells (Erewhon) organically grown.” This is
the first time the word “Erewhon” appears after the product
name. It looks like Erewhon was requiring Eden to add it–
which may have caused bad feelings.
4005. Joshi, S.N.; Kabaria, M.M.; Babaria, L.H. 1973. Note
on the estimates of optimum plot size for field experiment on
soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.). Indian J. of Agricultural
Sciences 43(4):423-24. April. [8 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The “coefficient of variation” was the key
mathematical concept used in determining the optimum plot
size for field experiments. Too small a plot requires many
plots to get a 5% standard error. A plot of 7 by 3 meters
appeared to be optimum. Address: Main Oilseeds Research
Station, Junagadh, Gujarat, India.
4006. Ram, Mahabal; Kempanna, C.; Balasubramanian, A.
1973. Soybean: The multi-purpose crop. Indian Farming
23(1):11-13. April. Series 2.
• Summary: This is one of the first of many articles that
tries to minimise the importance of the role of U.S. soybean
researchers, who lived and worked in India for many years,
in the development of the soybean in India; it tries to “write
them out of the history.”
“Progress of research: In 1967, Government of India
provided funds for developing an All-India Co-ordinated
Soybean Project to improve the crop. This project provided
interdisciplinary co-operation in soybean research. A broad
research programme was drawn up to evolve high-yielding
varieties suitable for hills as well as plains, to develop
suitable agronomic and plant protection techniques for
boosting the yield per acre and to find out storage, marketing
and food technology for its large scale consumption.”
“On the basis of the recommendations of the All-India
Co-ordinated Soybean Workshop, held in February 1969,
three varieties of soybean were released for commercial
cultivation in the year 1969, named as ‘Bragg’, ‘Punjab-I’
and ‘Lee.’” Note: The First All-India Co-ordinated Soybean
Workshop was apparently held in 1968.
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“Agronomic practices: During the Fifth All-India Coordinated Soybean Workshop held in February, 1972, at
JNKVV, Jabalpur, a Special Committee on Agronomy met to
discuss the agronomic practices to be recommended on the
basis of results of the trials conducted.” These fall under the
following headings: Date of planting (by zone). Seed rate.
Fertilizer and inoculation. Weeding and hoeing. Irrigation
(soybean is normally grown under rainfed conditions).
Harvesting. Storage. Soil types. Crop rotation. Plant
protection measures–Insect pests. Diseases. Hints for high
yields. Address: Indian Council of Agricultural Research,
New Delhi.
4007. Sharma, D.; Singh, L.; Maheshwari, S.K. 1973. In
M.P. [Madhya Pradesh] soybean-arhar ensures more profit.
Indian Farming 23(1):33, 40. April. Series 2.
• Summary: The combination ensures more profit than the
traditionally practiced monoculture of wheat. Address: Dep.
of Plant Breeding and Genetics, Jawaharlal Nehru KVV,
Jabalpur, India.
4008. Germani, G.; Dhery, M. 1973. Observations et
expérimentations concernant le rôle des nématodes dans
deux affections de l’arachide en Haute-Volta: La “chlorose”
et la “clump” [Observations and experiments concerning the
role of nematodes in two groundnut disorders (chlorosis and
clump) in Upper Volta]. Oleagineux 28(5):235-42. May. [10
ref. Fre; eng; spa]
• Summary: Soybeans, grown in Upper Volta in 1970,
experienced chlorosis, which significantly reduced the
seed yield. A map of Upper Volta shows the major cities
and legume growing areas. Address: 1. Laboratoire de
Nématologie, Centre ORSTOM d’Adiopodoumé, Ivory
Coast; 2. Directeur de l’IRHO en Haute-Volta, Station de
Saria, Haute-Volta.
4009. Parvin, David W., Jr. 1973. A new technique for
estimating the economic potential for irrigation of peanuts,
corn, and soybeans in the Georgia Coastal Plain. Georgia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Bulletin No. 127.
42 p. May. [37 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction–The problem of variable crop
yields: The competitive position of the Georgia Coastal
Plain in crop production is severely handicapped by highly
variable yields. Advancing technology, including higher
rates of applied plant nutrients, augments the problem of
risk related to variable crop yields. Under usual production
practices, including insect and disease control measures,
variable crop yields are largely the result of inadequate or
poorly distributed rainfall and other weather stress factors.
Data on yields for selected counties and years provide an
indication of the magnitude of the problem. Treutlin County
averaged 280 pounds per acre of peanuts in 1958. In 1967,
Wilcox County averaged 2,475 pounds of peanuts per acre.

In 1954, the average yield per acre for corn was 5.4 bushels
in Johnson County and 6.2 bushels per acre in Telfair county.
In 1967, average yield per acre of corn was 68.2 bushels in
Peach County and 68.6 bushels in Sumter County. Soybeans
have shown similar variability.”
Summary (p. 39-40): “Methodology was developed to
estimate irrigation response from time series nonirrigated
yield data. Average county yield data for the general period
1954-69 were used to estimate the effect of technology,
weather, and irrigation on yields of peanuts, corn and
soybeans for the Georgia Coastal Plain. The estimated annual
change in yield due to technology for farmers in the Georgia
Coastal Plain was 80.15 pounds for peanuts, 1.91 bushels for
corn, and 1.33 bushels for soybeans per acre.
“Results indicated that weather in the Georgia Coastal
Plain has influenced corn yields more than other crops. The
weather effect on corn was estimated to have varied from a
40 per cent reduction to a 32 per cent increase. For peanuts,
the range was from an 18 per cent reduction to a 21 per cent
increase. The weather effect on soybeans ranged from a
negative 35 per cent to a positive 16 per cent.” Address: Dep.
of Agricultural Economics, Georgia Station, Experiment
(Griffin), Georgia 30212.
4010. Schuster, W.; Marquard, R. 1973. Ueber den Einfluss
des Standortes und des Anbaujahres auf Protein- und
Fettgehalt sowie das Fettsaeuremuster bei unterschiedlichen
Sojabohnensorten [Influence of location and the year of
planting on the protein- and fat content and fatty acid pattern
of different soybean varieties]. Fette, Seifen, Anstrichmittel
75(5):289-98. May. [30 ref. Ger; eng; fre; rus]
• Summary: “These studies were carried out using 12
different materials [soybean varieties] that were collected
during a cultivation period of 2-3 years from various
locations in Germany, France, Italy and Turkey. In addition,
8 Asian varieties of soybean, 4 of which were grown in
Hongkong and 4 in Sweden, were investigated as well.”
In field trials in 1969-1971, twelve soybean varieties
were grown at sites in West Germany, Italy, France, and
Turkey. Crude oil and protein contents of the seeds showed
significant varietal differences, but these were lower than
the differences related to location or year. Oil content was
influenced mainly by differences between years/seasons and
crude protein by differences between location. Fatty-acid
composition also showed significant differences between
varieties, but again these were less than the influences of
season and locality. Table 8 shows the strong influence of
climatic conditions on experiments with soybean varieties
from Asia which were grown in Hong Kong and Sweden.
Varieties grown in Hong Kong were: Iksan, Bong-Ui,
Kwang-Kyo, and Changdan-backmok. The palmitic
acid and oleic acid content of each is given (average,
plus range). Address: 1-2. Institut fuer Pflanzenbau und
Pflanzenzuechtung, Ludwigstrasse 23, 6300 Giessen, West
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Germany.
4011. Soybean Digest. 1973. Tips on boosting yields from
key agronomists. May. p. 10-11.
4012. Beard, B.H.; Knowles, P.F. eds. 1973. Soybean
research in California. California Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 862. 67 p. June. [45 ref]
• Summary: See next page. Contents: Introduction, by
B.H. Beard, M.D. Miller, and P.F. Knowles. Morphology
and development of the soybean plant, by P.F. Knowles.
Economic facts: Supply, competition, use, by M.D. Miller
and B.H. Beard. Climate factors, by P.F. Knowles. Soil
factors, by G.H. Abel and A.J. MacKenzie. Management
practices for various areas in California, by B.H. Beard
and P.F. Knowles. Sowing methods and practices, by P.F.
Knowles, G.H. Abel, and B.H. Beard. Weed control, by B.B.
Fischer and W.A. Harvey. Irrigation, by D.W. Henderson
and R.J. Miller. Varietal testing and improvement, by B.H.
Beard and P.F. Knowles. Spider mites and insects, by E.C.
Carlson. Diseases, by D.H. Hall. Harvest and storage, by
J.R. Goss, M.D. Miller, and R.T. Edwards. Soybeans for
forage and green manure, by M.D. Miller, R.T. Edwards, and
W.A. Williams. Summary and conclusions, by B.H. Beard.
Acknowledgements. Literature cited.
“Soybean yield and other data from small plot and
field size experiments in California have been included in
annual reports of various research organizations for over 50
years. However, these data are not generally available to the
public. Even though there has been no sustained commercial
production of soybeans in California, there is a continuing
interest in the crop by farmers, oil mill processors, and
consumer organizations. This bulletin summarizes the results
of various soybean experiments in California and compares
these results with data from other areas where the crop has
been profitable to produce.”
There is no chapter on inoculation of soybeans and
nitrogen fixation, however it is discussed throughout the
book, as follows:
Page 7: Like other legumes, soybean roots develop
nodules if the appropriate race or strain of Rhizobium
bacteria is present. These nitrifying bacteria invade the
plant through root hairs and form colonies, which appear
as nodules. Each nodule contains millions of bacteria. The
bacteria obtain carbodydrates from the plant, in return
supplying the plant with nitrates which they produce from
the nitrogen of the air. (This cooperative arrangement is
called ‘symbiosis.”) The strain of bacteria required by
soybeans, being absent from California soil, must be added
to the seed just before planting (page 25).”
Pages 25-27: “Inoculation: As a general rule, soybean
seed should be inoculated with Rhizobium bacteria of the
type required especially for soybeans. It is an absolute
necessity that the seed be inoculated the first time the crop is

sown in a field, and it is usually advisable to inoculate again
if more than a year has passed since the last time soybeans
were grown. Because soybean inoculum is not widely used
regularly in California, arrangements for its purchase and
delivery should be made at the time of seed purchase.
“Inoculum usually appears as a dry black dust, which is
mostly organic matter. A special southwest (SW) inoculum
was developed for the Imperial Valley by mixing seven of the
strains which gave the best nodulation and plant response in
that area (Abel and Erdman, 1964). The Southwest inoculum
has been satisfactory elsewhere in California, although it has
not been compared critically with inoculum developed for
other areas, except in the Imperial Valley.
“Only fresh inoculum should be used, and it should be
stored in a cool place prior to use. Inoculum stored in a cool
place for a year or more, or subjected to temperatures above
80 to 90ºF for 10 to 12 hours, or left uncovered in bright
sunlight for even a short time, will be nonviable. Therefore
only a limited amount of seed should be inoculated at one
time. This may be done by sprinkling 3/4 to 1 pint of water
on 60 pounds of seed in a washtub; the recommended
amount of inoculum is then added and stirred until all seeds
are almost black with inoculum. Because the water makes
the seed coat soft, seed is placed in the planter boxes in small
amounts and sown immediately. Inoculated seed should be
kept cool and covered with a damp cloth. If inoculum is
applied as a dust to dry seed, the amount should be doubled.”
A photo shows “Nodulation pattern of soybean roots:
Left pair: no nodulation. Center pairs: limited nodulation
after seed inoculation. Right pair: general nodulation from
Rhizobium in soil before planting.
“Roots should be examined about 2 weeks after the
seedlings emerge, to see whether small nodules are present.
Lift the roots and soil carefully with a shovel and wash the
soil away. If the bacteria are in the soil at seeding time,
nodules will be distributed over all of the surface roots. If the
bacteria are not present in the soil and seed inoculation is the
only source of the Rhizobium, nodulation will be abundant
only in the region of the germinated seed. Nodules that
furnish nitrogen to the plant appear pink when sliced open;
ineffective nodules are white. As few as three or four large
nodules will be adequate for good growth. If inoculation
fails, and no nodules are found, about 80 pounds of nitrogen
should be applied promptly as a side dressing.
“The benefits of inoculation will depend on the level
of soil fertility. In an experiment in the Imperial Valley on
soil with low levels of available nitrogen, inoculation nearly
doubled yields. Even with applications of nitrogen fertilizer
at 60 and 120 pounds nitrogen per acre yields were much
increased by inoculation (table 12).
“On fertile soil at Davis where yields have varied
between 1600 and 2000 pounds per acre without nodulation,
inoculation had little or no beneficial effect on yield in
experiments conducted in 1955, 1956 and 1957. This was
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true whether comparisons were made with or without the
addition of nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizer. In those
experiments inoculation did not affect oil and protein
contents in a consistent manner but generally lack of
nodulation results in a higher oil and a lower protein
percentage compared with beans from well-nodulated plants.
In 1957, the addition of nitrogen fertilizer depressed nodule
formation, and the addition of honey to the inoculating
solution had no appreciable effect (table 13).
“At Davis in 1955, several strains of Rhizobium were
tested for their ability to produce nodules on the Lee variety.
In the absence of inoculation no nodules were produced,
plants were light green in color, and 112 days after seeding
the yield of hay was 7940 pounds per acre with a protein
content of 11.6 per cent. All Rhizobium strains produced
nodules, and plants were dark green. Where a composite
rhizobial strain was used, yield of hay was 7760 pounds per
acre, and protein content 14.6 per cent. Apparently, good
nodulation can increase protein content of the hay without
affecting yield.
“An experiment at the West Side Field Station illustrated
the relationship between the application of nitrogen and
nodulation. Different rates of nitrogen fertilizer (ammonium
sulfate) were applied before sowing, at flowering, or at
both times. A barley crop was harvested just before seeding
the soybeans. On one-half of the area the barley straw
was buried. On the other half of the area the straw was
shredded and left on the ground. Applications of 50 or more
pounds of nitrogen before planting reduced the number of
nodules (table 14). Delayed application of nitrogen was
associated with significantly higher nodule counts. However,
applications of 150 pounds of nitrogen at flowering time also
reduced the number of nodules. Burned and unburned areas
were not significantly different in nodulation (Beard and
Hoover, 1971).
“Most seed-treatment chemicals are toxic to Rhizobium
bacteria. Thus, they can reduce the effectiveness of seed
inoculation, but when used at recommended rates they
have no effect on Rhizobium bacteria already present in the
soil. Where it appears that both fungicidal seed treatment
and inoculation are essential, best results have come from
applying the fungicide first to the seed, followed by the
Rhizobium, with planting following shortly thereafter.”
Rhizobium are also mentioned in passing on pages 42,
64, and 66. Address: Univ. of California at Davis.
4013. Beard, B.H.; Miller, M.D.; Knowles, P.F. 1973.
Soybean research in California: Introduction. California
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 862. p. 5-7.
June. [1 ref]
• Summary: “It is estimated that 600,000 tons of soybeans
or soybean products are used in California annually. Despite
this large use (equal to 400,000 acres with a yield of
3,000 pounds per acre), California’s agriculture has had a

disappointing role in the production of the crop.
“Soybean yield tests were started in California by the
University of California as early as 1918, and in 1951 the
U.S. Department of Agriculture and the University started
research on soybeans at the Southwestern Irrigation Field
Station in Brawley [Imperial County, Imperial Valley,
southeastern corner of California]. This research, conducted
principally in the Imperial Valley, was discontinued in
1963. The University also conducted extensive experiments
throughout the San Joaquin and Sacramento Valleys in 1955,
1956, and 1957, and another soybean research program was
started in 1966. The later was conducted cooperatively by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research
Service, Oilseed and Industrial Crops Research Branch, and
the Departments of Agronomy and Range Science, Water
Science and Engineering, Entomology, Agricultural Field
Stations, and the Agricultural Extension Service of the
University of California, Davis. A grant to the University
of California by the Oil Seed Crops Research Trust helped
finance the 1966 to 1969 project.
“Almost 30 years of experience with soybeans in
California were summarized in 1944 by B.A. Madson...
“The problems of today are largely the same as those
enumerated by Professor Madson in 1944. Double cropping,
germ plasm that is somewhat tolerant to spider mites, and
varieties less susceptible to shattering are new developments
in the last 10 to 15 years that allow some hope for future
production of soybeans in California, but additional research
is needed to develop adapted varieties.” Address: 1. Research
Geneticist, Plant Science Research Div., ARS, USDA;
2. Extension Agronomist, Dep. of Agronomy and Range
Science; 3. Prof. and Chairman, Dep. of Agronomy and
Range Science. All: Univ. of California at Davis.
4014. Beard, B.H. 1973. Soybean research in California:
Summary and conclusions. California Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 862. p. 63-65. June. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans, originally introduced into the U.S.
from the Orient about the turn of the century [sic, in 1765]
is an extremely important crop in many areas. Even though
the cattle and poultry industries, and other consumers in
California use 600,000 to 700,000 tons of soybeans or
soybean products annually at a freight cost of approximately
$22 million, the crop has not become established in
California. A small acreage of soybean is grown for hay,
silage, forage or as a green manure, but even for these uses
the crop is of minor importance in California...
“Unfortunately yields over 2,500 pounds [41.7 bu] per
acre have been rare in California, even though many tests
have been conducted throughout the state...
“The first time the crop is sown in a field soybean
seed should always be inoculated with the soybean type
of Rhizobium bacteria. It is usually advisable to inoculate
again if more than a year has passed since the last time
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soybeans were grown or if the soil was allowed to become
completely dry between crops. Inoculation may be done in
a farm building or in a shady spot in the field by sprinkling
3/4 to 1 pint of water on 60 pounds of seed in a wash tub;
the recommended amount of inoculum is then added and
stirred by hand until all the seed is almost black with the
inoculum. The inoculated seed should be kept in a shady spot
and covered with a damp cloth. It is best to place only small
amounts of seed in the planter boxes and the inoculated seed
should be sown immediately.
“Selection of the proper variety for the location is very
important. We have divided California into four areas based
on the maturity of the varieties that should be grown... South
of the Tehachapi Mountains maturity groups V, VI and VII
should be grown; in southern San Joaquin Valley maturity
groups IV or V; in the central San Joaquin Valley maturity
groups II and III are best; and in the southern Sacramento
Valley maturity groups 0 or I have given the highest yields...
“Spider mites are always a potential threat to soybean
production throughout California. Research has indicated
that chemical control is possible but is generally too
expensive...
“Depending on soil characteristics, the crop will require
from 20 to 30 inches of water during the growing season...
“Soybeans should be combine harvested as soon as the
beans in the field average 14 per cent moisture. Do not wait
because beans will begin to shatter from the pods at less than
8 percent moisture.
“Acknowledgments: A publication of this kind, which
summarizes experiments over a period of years, does
not include as authors many people who have helped
with various phases of the research. We acknowledge
contributions made by O.P. Gautom, and Mark Campney,
Department of Agronomy and Range Science, Davis; by
Terry Braun, Michael Gaffrey, William Kester, and John
Campbell, Department of Entomology, Davis; and by Farm
Advisors W.G. Lyon and Roy Jeter (Glenn County), W.R.
Sallee and R.F. Miller (Tulare County), L.K. Stromberg
(Fresno County), O.D. McCutcheon (Kings County), M.D.
Morse (Butte County), and Roy Barnes (Kern County). We
also acknowledge help from Richard Hoover, Fred Fisher,
and Richard Munez, West Side Field Station, Five Points;
and Richard Reynoso and Mrs. Robert Wagner, Imperial
Valley Conservation Research Center, Brawley. Mr. Audie
Bell (J.G. Boswell Company, Corcoran), Dr. W.R. Powell
(Kern County Land Company, Bakersfield), and Les
Hefferline (Pacific Vegetable Oil, Woodland) helped conduct
some of the yield tests, and George Cavanagh and R.E. Pruitt
(Ranchers Cotton Oil, Fresno) made oil and protein analyses
of many yield test samples.
“Several companies furnished financial assistance to
support soybean research from 1955 through 1957. We
acknowledge this support with gratitude:
“Albers Milling Company, Los Angeles

“J.G. Boswell Company, Corcoran
“Cargill, Incorporated, San Francisco
“Kingsburg Cotton Oil Company, Kingsburg
“Pacific Vegetable Oil Corporation, San Francisco
“Poultry Producers of Central California, San Francisco
“Producers Cotton Oil, Fresno
“West Coast Oilseeds Development Committee, Arizona
and California
“Several companies have furnished chemicals for use in
soybean experiments. We herewith thank:
“The Dow Chemical Company
“Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co.
“General Chemical Division
“Niagara Chemical Division
“Hercules Powder Company
“Stauffer Chemical Company
“Chemagro Corporation
“California Spray Chemical Corp.
“American Cyanamid Company
“Rohm and Haas Company.” Address: Univ. of
California at Davis.
4015. François, Marie-Thérèse. 1973. Léon Rouest
et l’acclimatation du soja hors de son pays d’origine.
Conclusions à en tirer pour le développement actuel de sa
culture en France [Leon Rouest and the acclimatization of
the soybean outside of its country of origin. Conclusions
to be drawn for the current development of its cultivation
in France]. Revue Francaise des Corps Gras 20(6):335-41.
June. [10 ref. Fre; eng]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction: Brief
biography of Rouest. History of soybean introduction
to: Germany and Central Europe. Soviet Union. Austria.
Italy. Poland. United States. France. Zones suited to the
cultivation of soya in France. Time of planting and selection.
Instructions concerning the cultivation of soya in France.
Predators. Choice of varieties. Irrigation. Soybean utilization.
Conclusions: The writer would like to see soybean
cultivation developed in France.
Hervé Berbille, who sent this article as a PDF e-mail
attachment to Soyinfo Center (Aug. 2011) writes: “I also
found recently that Léon Rouest was an anarchist like Li
Yu-Ying: ‘Léon Rouest, an anarchist expelled from Tunisia
for his writings [and] sentenced to two months in prison [in
Casablanca] to... a pamphlet considered subversive.’ I find
the similarity of the trajectories and commitments (political
and soybean) between Rouest and Li properly amazing. All
the more extraordinary in that their paths are independent,
Rouest and Li will meet each other later in Paris.
“Another surprising thing in common (not so much
in fact), Rouest and Li have fully understood the social
implications of soy.” Address: Prof., Faculty of Pharmacy,
Univ. of Nancy, France.
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4016. Miller, M.D.; Beard, B.H. 1973. Economic facts:
Supply, competition, use. California Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 862. p. 10-15. June.
• Summary: Contents: Cost of producing soybeans in
California. Economics of double cropping. The long-term
soybean outlook. Soybean utilization: For forage, for human
food, protein for livestock feeding, industrial uses.
“Total usage of soybeans for all purposes within the
state is now estimated at 600,000 to 700,000 tons yearly.
Freight costs of these and of commodities based on soybean
oil and meal are estimated at in excess of $22 million.
“Alternatives or ‘new crops’ such as soybeans are not
only desirable but urgently needed because of governmental
crop acreage restrictions on cotton, rice, and the feed grains,
and because of new land currently coming under irrigation
on the west side of the San Joaquin Valley.” Address: Univ.
of California at Davis.
4017. Miller, M.D.; Edwards, R.T., IV; Williams, W.A.
1973. Soybeans for forage and green manure. California
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 862. p. 60-63.
June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Forage varieties, time
to cut. Hay experiments. Silage experiments. Soybeans for
green manure.
“Soybeans for Green Manure: Adapted soybean varieties
may be used as a summer cover or green manure crop in
should not be allowed to become too mature before being
turned under. USDA tests indicate that the highest nitrogen
content and approximately the highest yield of green and
dry matter are obtained when soybeans are in full bloom
(Morse and Carter, 1952). Where a summer grown soybean
green manure crop was turned under between each potato
crop in a Kern County experiment, the potato marketability
never dropped below 99 per cent in 7 successive crop
years, whereas in other treatments there was a highly
significant increase in unmarketable scabby potatoes (due to
Streptomyces scabies) (Oswald et al., 1956). The effect on
scab of growing soybeans to maturity and turning under the
dry straw was not determined.” Address: Univ. of California,
Davis.
4018. Nave, W.R.; Tate, D.E.; Butler, J.L.; Yoerger, R.R.
1973. Soybean harvesting. USDA Agricultural Research
Service ARS-NC-7. 11 p. July. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Results and discussion: Field loss
categories, effect of weeds, effect of population and row
spacing, header comparisons, combine header component
losses, field survey of combine harvest losses. Summary.
Literature cited.
The introduction states: “During the last few years,
soybeans have become the leading cash crop in the United
States. More than a billion bushels are produced on over 40
million acres in 30 states. Even though they have attained

this position, soybeans are generally planted and harvested
with equipment designed for other crops. When present-day
grain combines are used for soybeans, harvesting losses are
generally more than 8 percent of the crop yield. Reduction
of these losses to 4 percent would result in approximately 50
million bushels more for soybean farmers.”
This survey showed that the average soybean producer
loses 8-10 percent of his soybean crop in the harvesting
operation. “Our project was initiated to find ways of reducing
losses by improved equipment and harvest techniques.”
Most soybean losses are caused by the combine header.
Weeds cause a reduction in soybean yield, but they do not
cause significant combine losses if case is used at harvest and
ground speed is reduced when harvesting weedy soybeans.
In most cases, yield is not significantly affected by plant
population and row spacing.
“Reduced harvest losses were obtained by using a
floating cutterbar attachment as compared to a standard
header. An air assist along with the floating cutterbar
provided even greater reductions in harvest losses.
“The amount of harvest loss contributed by the cutterbar,
reel and auger was determined under field conditions. The
average cutterbar loss for three varieties of soybeans was 80
percent compared with 15 percent for the auger and 5 percent
for the reel.” Address: 1. Project leader; 2. Agricultural
engineer; 3. Research leader. All: Regional Soybean Lab.,
Agricultural Research Service, USDA, Illinois.
4019. Hawken, Paul. 1973. Erewhon: A biography. The view
within. East West Journal 3(8):11-16. Aug.
• Summary: An early, critical history of Erewhon, written
without any capital letters [all lowercase], expressing the
viewpoint of one of its early, important, and very innovative
presidents. “Arrogant” is a term often used to describe the
attitude of the people running the company. A store by the
name of “Erewhon” opened in May 1966 on Newbury St. in
Boston, first manned by Evan Root, then Paul Hawken.
Paul “generally worked alone for first year [at Erewhon
in Boston] with the exception of occasional help from
members of the community–Elaine Sutton, Connie Frank,
Peggy Taylor, and even Michio would help bag and clean.
“At that time I was much more interested in lectures,
books, ideas, and more invisible things than food. I had
no intention of doing Erewhon for very long, but that was
before the remarkable and compelling visitations upon my
brain that were precipitated by a five week fast augmented
by only [brown] rice and water.” Paul then describes the
profound spiritual experience he had in 1966–one of great
light and energy reaching down to the cellular level. “I could
fully experience in that one moment the indivisibility of
consciousness and body.”
“Since nothing could really change until cells changed,
it seemed the most logical thing was to provide the resource
for that change to those who were ready for it. Soil and land
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would have to be found that was rich and uncontaminated...
food should contain the life force inherent in natural growth.
The problems posed were complex and many but all these
questions gave me the answer as to the purpose of Erewhon...
for those seeking the unveiling of the spirit, Erewhon would
attempt to provide the renewing and cleansing power of the
earth.
“This ‘visceral mysticism’ was a turning point for me
and my relation to Erewhon. No revelation can arise unless
ignorance precedes it, and the greatest lesson from this vision
was the realization of how little I really knew or understood.
My ignorance in the matters of spirit and consciousness were
so great that I felt more at home with more plain and simple
matters. Raising the quality of food seemed an area that was
neglected, yet vital, in the path to higher consciousness.”
In 1966 “On Thanksgiving day 1968 we opened a
new store down the street [at 342 Newbury St.] which still
exists today. At that time we were doing about $250 a day
and the rent on the new store, with utilities, totalled over
$1,000. It was a chance we took, a big chance, and seemed
to set the pattern for many to come. The decision to place
our economic life on the line was based on growth. By
then Erewhon had grown to be six people, and all of us
felt in our bones that we had a tiger by the tail. A sort of
giddy optimism pervaded the new store, abetted by all of
us working 12 to 20 hours a day–Bruce Macdonald, Jim
Docker, Jean Allison, Bill Tara (later to leave for Chicago,
Illinois), and Roger Hillyard. The intensity was so thick you
could scoop it up and bag it. All of us felt like passengers
on a very fast vehicle bound for unknown places. Business
was increasing very rapidly and it seemed we could do no
wrong. Time moved very quickly and I was soon to leave for
Japan to establish a source of imported foods. My position
as to coming back was ambivalent, so Roger Hillyard was
appointed head in my absence. Bill Tara, who had set up
Food for Life in Chicago on the tenth floor of a downtown
office building, left for Los Angeles with Aveline [Kushi]
and set up another Erewhon due to Aveline’s prodding. It
was later to prove to be our worst mistake and almost led us
to bankruptcy.
“While I was away, roaming around Japan looking for
pure foods and wise men, Roger [Hillyard] and others were
busy establishing a wholesale business based primarily
on the products that were being sent back from Japan. In
retrospect, those times were chaotic, and I do not think
the chaos let up until four years later, the spring of 1973.
The chaos was (as I think back upon it) caused by thinly
veiled ambition clothed in a stylishly cut suit of concern
for our biosphere and guts. Perhaps this was a reflection
of our urgent need to make up for years of bad living, bad
ideas, and trash foods. In any case our actions were hasty,
well-intentioned, very salty, and somewhat crude, but like a
moldboard plow, we just kept coming.
“Chico-San saw us coming and promptly freaked out.

They were very dismayed by their loss of New York business
as our wholesale market developed. Chico-San had given
us the impression in a number of personal conversations
that they encouraged our self-reliance and particularly the
importance of Japanese foods. Bob Kennedy, the head
of Chico-San, candidly admitted that they lost money on
imported items and they were able to stay in business only
because they sold rice cakes. So it came as quite a surprise to
us when they reversed their attitude. They began to express
doubts about our motives and ability to procure good foods.
Their attitude seemed to change into one where they were the
‘official’ food company, and that was that–appointed by the
crown as it were. I can certainly see now how our brashness
and youth did nothing to allay their doubts. In retrospect I
have much sympathy, while realizing also that they did little
to establish a real dialogue.
“Chico-San was formed by middle-aged people who
split from New York City after Ohsawa walked into one
of their meetings one night stoned on Scotch [whiskey]
and announced the bomb was going to drop. This was
during the Cuban [missile] crisis and there were many who
shared that fear. They formed a well-organized caravan of
families and trekked across the United States in a trip that
got national coverage. Their purpose was to find the one
place in America that was safest from radioactive fallout
and also ideal for growing rice. Eureka! Chico, California.
No one was more surprised than the local residents. The
rift that opened between Erewhon and Chico-San has never
closed. The rift could best be described as an ocean now.
Peaceful coexistence. They mainly felt that their maturity
and experience uniquely qualified them to be the best judge
of what foods people should or should not eat. They thought
that there should be only one ‘label’ and that we did not
know enough about food to promote it... Herman Aihara who
worked there then and Bob Kennedy felt that most young
people had been ‘ruined’ by drugs and that their ‘judgment’
could never be completely restored,...” Continued. Address:
[President, Erewhon].
4020. Sirbu, M.; Pinzariu, D.; Rusanovschi, V.; Dornescu,
D. 1973. [New results on the cultivation of soyabeans in the
Jijia basin–Bahlui]. Cercetari Agronomice in Moldova 6:6370. July/Sept. [7 ref. Rom; fre]*
Address: Statiunea Experimentala, Podu-Iloaiei, Romania.
4021. Tanner, J.W. 1973. Where we are and how we got
there: An historical review of soybean production in Ontario.
In: Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board, ed. 1973.
Ontario Soybean Symposium 1973. Ottawa: Agriculture
Canada. 110 p. See p. 11-22.
• Summary: The best summary of soybean history in Canada
seen up to this time. The author believes that, “based on the
chaotic events of the last 12 months... for historical purposes
it would seem desirable to divide the history of soybeans
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into two eras: pre-September 1972 and post-September 1972.
Certainly the events of the last year created an awareness
in producers and the general public alike of a whole new
vocabulary, including words such as anchovies, futures
market, protein gap, embargo, superburger, and soaring
prices. The latter produced another vocabulary most of which
would be unprintable.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2014) that contains the term “superburger” (or
“superburgers”).
“The first report of soybeans grown in Canada was by
C.A. Zavitz in 1893 at the Ontario Agricultural College.
The seeds had been obtained from Dr. C. [Prof. C.C.]
Georgeson, Kansas, who had received them from Japan three
years earlier. [Note 2. Zavitz first published his research on
soybeans in 1901, and first reported the results of his 1893
research in 1908]. For 30 years Zavitz, alone in Canada,
meticulously conducted trials on variety tests, dates of
planting, seed rates and row widths for soybeans grown for
seed and hay.
“By 1927, Zavitz had evaluated over one hundred
varieties, most of them for five years or over. The 31 year
average of his best variety, Early Yellow was 16.78 bu/acre.
The 22 year average green crop yield for the variety Ito San
was 7.5 tons per acre per year. In 1924, Zavitz released OAC
211, the first variety of soybeans registered by the Canadian
Seed Growers’ Association. The variety continued as one of
the recommended varieties until the mid 40’s.
“The soybean program at Harrow was started in 1923
by Dr. F. Dimmock. [In 1923 he grew the first soybeans
at Harrow. In 1925 the first soybeans were grown in Kent
County. In 1930 the first soybean crosses were made at
Harrow.] Dr. Dimmock was transferred to the Ottawa
research station in 1927 where he continued his work on
soybeans and produced a string of excellent early varieties
of soybeans over 35-40 years including Acme, Comet,
Crest, Mandarin, Capital, Merit, Kabott and Pagoda. The
Harrow research was continued by Casper Owen who started
breeding soybeans in 1931. This program was to prove to
be one of the most outstanding in North America producing
such varieties as AK (Harrow), Harman, Harly, Harosoy and
Harome.”
“In the late 1920s a few farmers were growing a small
acreage of soybeans for grain, harvesting with a reaper and
threshing the seed out. Two short-lived crushing plants
were established in the south west part of Ontario in the
mid-1930s, one of which was located at Shelbourne [sic,
Colborne] Street in Chatham.”
Note 3. Founded in 1934 (see p. 18), this was apparently
the first crushing plant in Canada. In Shepherd’s City of
Chatham (Ontario) Directory 1934-35 (p. B-166) we read:
“Soyabean Oil & Meal Co-operative Co Ltd, G E Biles, mgr,
Colborne n, w cor Adelaid.” Spelled out, with punctuation,
this becomes: northwest corner of the intersection of

Colborne St. and Adelaide St. See also C.A. MacConkey
(1935, p. 65) who gives the company name as: Soy Bean Oil
and Meal Co-Operative Co. of Canada, Ltd.
“Subsequently, few beans were grown for hay. The late
1930s were critical years for the soybean in Ontario, and
without the help of the Maple Leaf Mills plant (which was
primarily processing flax) and Toronto Elevators [which later
merged with Maple Leaf Mills in 1962], there would have
been no place to market the new crop.
“The establishment of soybeans as a major crop in North
America was assured by the occurrence of World War II.
Demand for oil created a rapid expansion in acreage and
processing facilities, and in the U.S.A. 1940 marked the first
year in which the acreage harvested as seed exceeded the
acreage harvested for hay. The latter continued to dwindle
away and now, represents an insignificant portion of the U.S.
acreage.
“The rapid expansion in acreage, once the demand
for oil was established, occurred as a result of a major
promotional effort by the consuming industries. With the
construction of a new plant in Toronto in 1944, Victory
Mills launched one of the greatest promotions of a crop ever
witnessed in the Province of Ontario. Extension bulletins,
newspaper advertisements, movies, newsletters and meetings
inundated the farmers with information and enthusiasm.
Ralph Chamberlain and later Ivan Roberts promoted the crop
at every opportunity. Acreage grew and by the early 50’s, the
soybean had become a major cash crop in S. Ontario and had
its own marketing board.
“As the market for oil increased and the acreage
expanded in the 1920’s and 30’s, the problem of disposing
of all of the meal economically became acute, to the point of
slowing the expansion... Gradually the feed industry began
to recognize the value of the meal in livestock and pet foods
with the result that, with a major market established for
the meal by-product, the expansion of the oil industry was
assured.”
“To me there have been three outstanding
accomplishments in the development of soybeans in Ontario
to date: the pioneering work of C.A. Zavitz at the Ontario
Agricultural College... Next, the role of Victory Mills in
promoting the crop once the market for oil was established.
“Finally, the development at the Harrow Research
Station of the variety Harosoy by Mr. Casper Owen.
Released in 1951, Harosoy eventually grew to 80% of the
Canadian crop (1965). However, its total impact was even
greater in the United States Midwest where, in 1966, 26%
of the total U.S. crop of 25 million acres was Harosoy,
including 42% of the crop in Illinois, 48% in Indiana, 46%
in Ohio and 58% of Michigan’s crop. To be that dominant, a
variety can’t just be good, it must be great and Harosoy (and
later Harosoy 63) was certainly that.”
A graph (p. 20) compares soybean yield in the USA and
Canada from 1924 to 1971. The first statistics on Canadian
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soybean yields date from 1941, and from that year onward
Canadian soybean yields were generally higher than U.S.
yields–in some year 5-6 bushes/acre higher.
A second graph (p. 22) shows the surprisingly parallel
growth of the number of soybean acres harvested from 1924
to 1972. Though the number of acres is smaller in Canada,
the rate of growth is almost identical. Address: Crop Science
Dep., Univ. of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
4022. Pimentel, David; Hurd, L.E.; Bellotti, A.C.; Forster,
M.J.; Oka, I.N.; Sholes, O.D.; Whitman, R.J. 1973. Food
production and the energy crisis. Science 182(4111):443-49.
Nov. 2. [80* ref]
• Summary: At a time of soaring energy prices, this
pioneering and carefully documented article shows how
U.S. agriculture has become very dependent on fossil fuels,
and offers many practical suggestions for reducing this
dependence and saving total energy in agriculture. Contents:
Introduction. Corn production and energy inputs: Labor,
machinery, gasoline, nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, seeds
for planting, irrigation, insecticides, herbicides, drying,
electricity, transportation. Alternatives. World food supply.
Conclusions.
This article focuses on corn production; soy is not
mentioned. “The principal raw material [input] of modern
U.S. agriculture is fossil fuel...” Because of this dependence,
when fuel costs soar, so will the costs of crop production,
food, and feed. In 1945 each calorie used as an input in corn
production returned 3.70 calories from the corn; but by 1970
the figure had dropped to 2.82 calories, a decrease of 24%.
The USA is currently using the equivalent of 80 gallons
of gasoline to produce an acre of corn. Green revolution
agriculture also requires high energy crop production
techniques. But as energy prices rise, will developing
countries be able to afford these high costs? Much less
energy is required to produce a nutritious diet based on
plants than one based on animal products.
The protein content of corn has stayed roughly constant,
averaging about 9% since 1910. However this protein
content could be increased to about 12-15% using selection.
A 1% increase in the protein content of corn “would reduce
the need for 2 million tons of soybean meal in U.S. mixed
feeds” (p. 447, col. 2.6).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2000)
concerning energy consumption in agriculture, and the waste
of energy involved in a meat-centered diet. Address: Cornell
Univ., Ithaca, New York.
4023. International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
(IITA). 1973. Proceedings of the First IITA Grain Legume
Improvement Workshop. Ibadan, Nigeria: IITA. 325 p. Held
29 Oct.–2 Nov. 1973 at Ibadan.
• Summary: There are sections on: Legume improvement
by breeding. Legume breeding and testing. Legume

physiology and management. Legume nodulation and
rotation. Improvement of legume quality. Pathology of grain
legumes. Entomology and nematology. Reports of working
groups. List of participants. Includes 5 papers specifically on
soybeans. Address: Ibadan, Nigeria.
4024. Leng, Earl R. 1973. Breeding soybeans for high
productivity under conditions of developing areas. In:
International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture. Proceedings of
the First IITA Grain Legume Improvement Workshop. iii +
325 p. See p. 42-52. Held 29 Oct.–2 Nov. 1973 at Ibadan,
Nigeria.
• Summary: Tables show results of variety trials in Costa
Rica (1972), Nigeria (1971), Madhya Pradesh, India (1972),
Thailand (1971), Jogjakarta, Indonesia (1971), Brazil (197071).
“While a few years ago there were grounds for believing
that the USA could supply all the soybeans needed in world
grain trade, at the present time it is very clear that this crop is
in acutely short supply on a world-wide basis, and that many
countries which previously have imported their soybean
requirements will be considering means by which they may
produce part or all of their needs.
“Development of the soybean from a forage crop into
a major grain crop in the USA was made possible by a
breeding breakthrough at the University of Illinois in the
early 1920’s. Dr. C.M. Woodworth developed types which
had an upright, non-branching growth habit, rather than
the prostrate, vining habit which previously had been most
common. As a result, it became possible to harvest the
crop with normal field machinery. Growth in acreage and
productivity was explosive.”
“In the USA there is at present a sharp distinction
between ‘northern’ and ‘southern’ types. The ‘northern’
varieties are almost all of indeterminate growth habit and are
based primarily on Manchurian and Hokkaido germ-plasm.
The Manchurian types predominate, except in varieties
adapted to extreme northern areas. While these ‘northern’
varieties are considered to be especially day-length sensitive,
recent evidence indicates that their early maturity under
warmer conditions is influenced more by high temperatures
than by actual day-length.”
“The ‘southern’ types may be traced generally to
germ-plasm imported from Taiwan or southern China. All
the modern U.S. varieties in this class are of determinate
growth habit; that is, increase in height virtually ceases once
flowering begins. Although these varieties are popularly
regarded as less sensitive to day-length, they actually tend to
be more day-length sensitive and less temperature-sensitive
than the ‘northern’ types.”
“In our experience with variety trials on a worldwide
basis, we have found that some of the ‘southern’ types from
the USA give superior performance when grown under
favorable conditions, as compared with nearly all other
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germ-plasm tested.”
“Soybean breeding is generally not well developed
in countries other than the USA and Canada. Recently,
however, Brazil and India have undertaken programs on a
significant scale.” Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL.
4025. Chesney, H.A.D. 1973. Performance of soybeans
(Glycine max (L.) Merrill) in the wet tropics as affected by
N, P, and K. Agronomy Journal 65(6):887-89. Nov/Dec. [26
ref]
• Summary: Experiments conducted at Matthew’s Ridge in
the northwest region of Guyana, using 3 nitrogen sources,
indicated clearly that adapted soybean varieties can be
successfully cultivated in the wet tropics. The soybeans were
planted in Nov. 1969 and May 1970. The author found no
effect of starter nitrogen up to 44 kg/ha on soybean yield
during 4 seasons. Address: Central Agricultural Station, Mon
Repos, Ministry of National Development and Agriculture,
Guyana.
4026. Rogers, Howard T.; Adams, F.; Thurlow, D.L. 1973.
Lime needs of soybeans on Alabama soils. Alabama
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 452. 19 p.
Dec. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Conclusions. Introduction. Soil tests
show lime is needed. Response of soybeans to lime on
various soils. Soil pH and lime needs. Magnesium deficiency
and dolomitic lime. Lime and micronutrients–Molybdenum
and manganese. Lime costs and dollar returns.
“Alabama farmers harvested over 135,000 acres of
soybeans as recently as 1960. In 1973, the harvested acreage
was estimated to be 860,000. The crop now occupies more
acreage in the State than corn, cotton, or peanuts.”
The soybean “was the top income producing crop in the
U.S. in 1972.” Address: Auburn, Alabama.
4027. Schuster, Walter. 1973. Die Zuechtung von Sojabohnen
fuer Europaische Anbauverhaeltnisse [The breeding of
soybeans for European growing conditions]. In: Bericht
ueber die Arbeitstagung 1973 der Arbeitsgemeinschaft
der Saatzuchtleiter. See p. 102-26. Held 4-6 Dec. 1973 at
Gumpenstein, Irdning, Austria. [29 ref. Ger]
Address: Inst. fuer Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung,
Ludwigstrasse 23, D-6300, Giessen, West Germany.
4028. Veeraswamy, R.; Rathnaswamy, R.; Palanisamy, G.A.
1973. Biometrical studies of yield and yield components
in the segregating population of Glycine max (L.) Merrill.
Madras Agricultural Journal 60(9-12):1517-21. Sept/Dec.
[11 ref]
• Summary: The variability present in 13 soybean varieties
and 30 F-2 families was assessed. Named varieties included
Bragg, Lee, Hill, Semmes, Mamloxi, Davis, and Hampton
266. Address: 1. Assoc. Prof. of Agricultural Botany; 2-3.

Instructors in Agricultural Botany. All: Dep. of Agricultural
Botany, Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ., Coimbatore 641003,
India.
4029. Chan, Ik. 1973. Vlianie na azotno fosfornoto torene
varhu aminokiselinnia sastav v soiata [Influence of nitrogen
and phosphate fertilizers on the amino acid content of
soybeans]. Nauchni Trudove–Vissh Selskostopanksi Institut
“Vasil Kolarov” (Scientific Works–Vasil Kolarov Higher
Institute of Agriculture) No. 23. p. 169-79. (Agronomicheski
Fakultet, Seria Obshto Zemedelie). [16 ref. Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
4030. Chan, Ik. 1973. Vlianie na azotno fosfornoto torene
varhu natrupanite beltachini v soiata [Influence of nitrogen
and phosphate fertilizers on soya proteins]. Nauchni
Trudove–Vissh Selskostopanksi Institut “Vasil Kolarov”
(Scientific Works–Vasil Kolarov Higher Institute of
Agriculture) No. 23. p. 157-68. [17 ref. Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
4031. Chen, T.L. 1973. [Economic evaluation of dryland
crops irrigated with sprinkler method on sandy soils]. Annual
Report, Dryland Food Crops Improv. 15:309-11. [Chi; eng]*
4032. Chen, T.L. 1973. [Economic evaluation of dryland
crops irrigated with sprinklers on sandy soils]. Annual
Report, Dryland Food Crops Improv. 16:327-29. [Chi; eng]*
4033. Coordenadoria de Assistencia Tecnica Integral.
1973. Cultura da soja [The cultivation of soybeans].
CATI, Instrucao Pratica No. 138. 12 p. Coordenadoria de
Assistencia Tecnica Integral. [Por]*
Address: Campinas, Brazil.
4034. Gadzhiev, O. 1973. Uplotnenie posevov sorgo [Mixed
sowing of sorghum]. Zemledelie (Agriculture, USSR) No. 4.
p. 50-51. [Rus]
• Summary: In 1969-71 irrigated trials with sorghum were
conducted in the Azerbaidzhan [Azerbaijan] SSR. Sowing
sorghum in mixtures with soybeans gave yields of 68.66
tonnes/ha, compared with 51.83 tonnes/ha in pure stands.
The yield form the mixture with soybeans was higher than
in mixtures with Sudan grass (62.73), maize (62.1), vetch
(58.18), cowpeas (62.76), fodder peas (Pisum arvense,
61; also called field pea), or peavine (Lathyrus species,
60.73). Address: Sel’skokhozyaistvennyi, Institut, Baku,
Azerbaidzhan SSR.
4035. Gonzalez, J.M. 1973. Ensayos comparativos de
rendimiento y otras caracteristicas agronomicas y quimicas
de ocho cultivares y de siete poblaciones segregantes de
soya (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) en la sabana de Jusepin
[Comparative trials of the yield and other agronomic
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and chemical characteristics of eight cultivars and seven
segregated populations of soybeans in the savannah of
Jusepin]. Ing. Agr. Thesis Jusepin, Universidad de Oriente,
Escuela de Ingenieria Agronomica. 57 p. [Spa]*
Address: Venezuela.
4036. Guevara, J. 1973. El cultivo del frijol soya [The
cultivation of soybeans]. DESAGRO, Boletin Popular No.
28. 6 p. [Spa]*
Address: Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
4037. Hsu, M.Y. 1973. [Comparison of cropping patterns in
low-yielding paddy fields. II.]. Annual Report, Dryland Food
Crops Improv. 15:316-18. [Chi; eng]*
4038. IRAT–Cameroun Ouest (Dschang). 1973. Compte
rendu d’essai comparatif soja. Compte rendu d’essai
comportement soja [Report of soybean variety trials. Report
of soybean agronomic trials]. In: Rapport analytique, 1972,
vol. I, Dschang-Bambui [Analytical report, 1972]. Yaoundé:
IRAT-Cameroun. See p. 8-13. [Fre]*
Address: Cameroon.
4039. Ivanov, M. 1973. Za visoki dobivi ot soia [How to get
high soybean yields]. Kooperativno Zemedelie (Cooperative
Agriculture) No. 2. p. 18-20. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
4040. Ketupanya, W. 1973. [Soybean thresher]. Kasikorn
46(5):383-85. [Tha]*
Address: Dep. of Agriculture, Bangkok, Thailand.
4041. Miyasaka, Shiro. 1973. Relatorio de viagem ao
Paraguai com vistas ao incremento da cultura de soja [Report
on a trip to Paraguay with the purpose of increasing soybean
culture]. Asuncion, Paraguay. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.
4042. Montalvo, S.R.; Chavez, A.E. 1973. Cultivo de la soya
en la costa del Perú [Cultivation of the soybeans on the coast
of Peru]. Peru. Ministerio de Agricultura. Centro Nacional
de Inv. Agrop. de la Molina, Boletin No. 20. 22 p. [Spa]*
4043. Rayo Centeno, Hector. 1973. Evaluación de 13
variedades de soya en las condiciones de “La Calera.”
[Evaluation of 13 varieties of soybeans in the conditions of
“La Calera”]. Managua, Nicaragua: Escuela de Agricultura y
Ganadería. 2 p. [Spa]*
• Summary: Note: La Calera is a place in Nicaragua. This is
the 2nd earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) that clearly refers
to the cultivation of soybeans in Nicaragua.
This document contains the 2nd earliest clear date seen
for the cultivation of soybeans in Nicaragua (1973). The
source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: Nicaragua.

4044. Tai, Y.C. 1973. [Comparison of cropping patterns in
low-yielding paddy fields. I.]. Annual Report, Dryland Food
Crops Improv. 15:312-15. [Chi; eng]*
4045. Tobar Carrillo, J. 1973. Posibilidades del cultivo
de la soya en El Salvador [Possibilities for the cultivation
of soybeans in El Salvador]. Economia y Planificacion
Agropecuaria (El Salvador) 1(2):41-44. [Spa]*
Address: El Salvador.
4046. Velchev, V. 1973. Vlianie na azotnoto i fosfornoto
torene varhu dobiva ot soia [Effect of nitrogen and phosphate
fertilizers on soybean yields]. Pochvoznanie i Agrohimia
(Pedology and Agrochemistry) No. 1. p. 105-10. [Bul; rus;
eng]*
Address: Bulgaria.
4047. Product Name: Green Soy Beans (Organically
Raised; Fresh Pack, Unsalted).
Manufacturer’s Name: Walnut Acres.
Manufacturer’s Address: Penns Creek, Pennsylvania
17862.
Date of Introduction: 1973.
Ingredients: Only green soy beans and water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb. Probably canned.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Dr. Walter
Wolf of NCAUR, Peoria, Illinois. 2000. Aug. 3. 9.5 inches
by 4 inches. Green on beige. “Suggestions: Add butter,
heat and serve. Or, cover with Marinara Sauce or Ketchup
and bake. Packed by Walnut Acres.” “The soy beans herein
are green vegetable soy beans. They were raised strictly
organically. High in protein and lower in starch than most
beans, they make an excellent vegetable dish. Untreated
well-water used in processing. Here in the quiet countryside,
on our farms and in the old barn, we do wondrous things in
cooperation with Nature.”
Note: This is the earliest commercial edamame product
seen (July 2001) that is organically grown.
4048. Warnayuwat, A.; Kotama, P. 1973. Influence of
plant population and weed control on soybeans. Thai J. of
Agricultural Science 6(2):101-13. [23 ref]*
Address: Northeast Agricultural Center, Khon Kaen,
Thailand.
4049. Basnet, Bhim Singh. 1973. Agronomic performance
of soybeans at two geographical locations. I. Influence
of plant spacings on irrigated soybeans in Kansas. II.
Influence of altitudes on soybeans in Sikkim. III. Influence
of planting date on soybeans in Sikkim. PhD thesis, Kansas
State University. 57 p. Page 4158 in volume 34/09-B of
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
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Address: Kansas State Univ.
4050. Caldwell, B.E. ed. 1973. Soybeans: Improvement,
production, and uses. American Society of Agronomy, 677 S.
Segoe Rd., Madison, WI 53711. xviii + 681 p. Illust. Index.
24 cm. Agronomy series: No. 16. [1500+ ref]
• Summary: Contains 20 chapters by various authors, each
cited separately. Address: USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.
4051. Centre Technique Interprofessionnel des Oléagineux
Métropolitains¼ (CETIOM–Interprofessional Technical
Center for Oilseeds). 1973. Le soja [The soybean]. Paris:
CETIOM. 26 p. 30 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: 1. The soybean plant and its needs.
2. The varieties. 3. Enrichment of the soil and preparation
of the soil. 4. Inoculation. 5. Planting. 6. Fertilizers. 7.
Irrigation. 8. Weed control (desherbage). 9. Harvest.
Address: 174, Av. Victor-Hugo, 75115 Paris, France. Phone:
553-87-35 to 39.
4052. de Geus, J. 1973. Fertilizer guide for the tropics and
subtropics. 2nd ed. Zurich, Switzerland: Centre d’Etude de
l’Azote. *
• Summary: The author reviews the research literature
concerning the growth and yield response of soybeans to
fertilizers, the role of the nodulation bacteria (Rhizobium
japonicum) and the interaction between the level of fertilizer
applied, in particular inorganic nitrogen, and the activity of
symbiotic root organisms. He concludes: “The fertilizing
problems in soya bean growing are primarily concerned with
the maintenance of adequate supplies of P, K and Ca.”
4053. Delouche, James C.; Matthes, R.K.; Dougherty, G.M.;
Boyd, A.H. 1973. Storage of seed in sub-tropical and tropical
regions. Seed Science and Technology 1(3):671-700. [60 ref.
Eng; fre; ger]
• Summary: Soybean seeds are inherently short-lived and
deteriorate more rapidly than the seeds of most cereal
grains (see tables p. 675, 676, 679). The most important
environmental factor affecting seed longevity in storage is
moisture. For most seeds, the storage life is doubled for each
1% decrease in moisture content. The second most important
factor is temperature. The longevity of seed in storage is
approximately doubled for each 5.5º reduction in storage
temperatures within the range 0-45ºC. Designs for seed
storage facilities are given. Address: Mississippi Agricultural
and Forestry Experiment Station, Mississippi State Univ.,
State College, Mississippi.
4054. deMooy, C.J.; Pesek, J.; Spaldon, E. 1973. Mineral
nutrition [of soybeans]. In: B.E. Caldwell, ed. 1973.
Soybeans: Improvement, Production, and Uses. Madison,
Wisconsin: American Society of Agronomy. xviii + 681 p.
See p. 267-352. Chap. 9. [403 ref]

• Summary: Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. Nutrient uptake.
3. Nitrogen nutrition. 4. Phosphorus nutrition. 5. Potassium
nutrition. 6. Secondary elements. 7. The micronutrients.
8. Other factors affecting nutrient uptake. 9. Nutrient
distribution. 10. Soil fertility requirements. 11. Methods of
fertilizer application. 12. Fertilization for maximum yield.
13. Critical nutrient levels. 14. Genetic variation. Address:
1. Prof. of Soils, CSU, U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID) Mission to Pakistan, Islamabad, W.
Pakistan; 2. Head, Dep. of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ.,
Ames, Iowa 50010; 3. Head, Dep. of Crop Production,
Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia.
4055. Encyclopaedia Britannica: Soybean. 1973. Chicago,
London, Toronto...: Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. 23
volumes. See vol. 20, p. 1037-39. [6 ref]
• Summary: An excellent overview of the soybean and
its history. Contents: History. Areas of production. Plant
characteristics. Cultivation. Uses. Uses in Industry. Address:
Chicago, Illinois.
4056. Gomes, Pimentel. 1973. A soja [The soybean]. Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil: Livraria Sao Jose. 15 p. [Por]
Address: Brazil.
4057. International Rice Research Institute. 1973. Annual
report for 1972. Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines. Soybeans:
p. 23-24, 26-27, 29-30, 32. *
4058. Mederski, H.J.; Jeffers, D.L.; Peters, D.B. 1973.
Water and water relations [for soybeans]. In: B.E. Caldwell,
ed. 1973. Soybeans: Improvement, Production, and Uses.
Madison, Wisconsin: American Society of Agronomy. xviii +
681 p. See p. 239-66. Chap. 8. [93 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. Plant environment
and plant water stress. 3. Effect of soil and plant water
stress on growth and yield. 4. Internal water balance and
physiological processes. Address: 1-2. Ohio Agricultural
R&D Center, Wooster, Ohio; 3. Agricultural Research
Service–USDA, Urbana, Illinois.
4059. Pendleton, J.W.; Hartwig, E.E. 1973. Management
[of soybeans]. In: B.E. Caldwell, ed. 1973. Soybeans:
Improvement, Production, and Uses. Madison, Wisconsin:
American Society of Agronomy. xviii + 681 p. See p. 21137. Chap. 7. [124 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. Planting practices.
3. Planting patterns. 4. Inoculation and seed treatment. 5.
Fertility: Nitrogen, limestone, phosphorus, and potassium
needs, micronutrients. 6. Cropping systems: Rotations,
double cropping. 7. Tillage. 8. Water management. 9.
Controlling weeds. 10. Growth regulators [especially TIBA].
11. Special plantings. 12. Topping soybeans and defoliants.
13. Harvesting. 14. Storage. 15. Record keeping. 16.
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Summary.
Seed treatment: “High quality soybean seeds do not
ordinarily require fungicidal seed treatment because small
differences in stand generally do not influence seed yields.
However, seeds visibly weathered or poor in quality, as
demonstrated by poor germination and vigor in laboratory
tests, may respond favorably to chemical fungicides. Such
fungicidal seed treatments should be applied several weeks
ahead of planting... Laws prohibit feeding of or the sale of
soybean seed treated with fungicides for nonseed uses.”
Address: Univ. of Wisconsin; USDA ARS.
4060. Popov, A. 1973. Osnovi na zarnenoto proizvodstvo,
rakovodstvo [Foundations of cereal and bean production,
a manual]. Sofia, Bulgaria: Zemizdat (State Agricultural
Publishing). 436 p. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
4061. Singh, K.B.; Gill, K.S. 1973. Soybean. Ludhiana,
India: Communication Centre, Punjab Agricultural
University. 22 p. Plus 3 leaves of plates. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climatic requirements.
Soil. Rotation. Preparation of land. Manuring. Improved
varieties. Sowing: Good seed, seed treatment, seed
inoculation, time of sowing, seed-rate and spacing,
methods of sowing, depth of sowing. Control of weeds.
Irrigation. Diseases. Insect pests. Harvesting. Storage. Uses.
Conclusions. Appendix (15 recipes).
Recipes include those for soy milk, soy-curd (dahi),
soy-flour, soy-dal and many Indian dishes. Page 12 notes:
“Soybean has wide industrial uses. Edible oil is used in
the manufacture of vanaspati. Refined oil is used in the
manufacturing of a large number of products, such as
candles, electric insulations, fuel-oil, insecticides, greases,
resins, paints, soaps, varnishes, etc. The oil is also used
in the preparation of candy, ice-cream, chocolate coating,
rubber, cosmetics, etc. Crude soybean fatty acids are used in
manufacturing adhesive tape, lubricants, leather dressings,
typewriter ribbons, carbon papers, etc.” Address: 1. PhD,
Senior pulse breeder; 2. PhD, Prof. & Head, Dep. of Plant
Breeding, Punjab Agricultural Univ., Ludhiana, India.
4062. Sri Lanka Dept. of Agriculture. 1973. Soya bean: The
miracle crop of the 20th century. Agricultural Information
Div., 102 Union Place, Colombo 2. 8 p. 22 cm pr panel.
• Summary: This is a poster-size sheet of paper folded into
fourths. On the cover is a photo of four men in a field of soya
beans. The bottom half of this side, titled “Soya bean is the
richest and cheapest source of proteins and fats in the world”
discusses the country’s need for soya bean oil (as a substitute
for coconut oil) and meal. “The Oils and Fats Corporation,
which requires 6,000 to 8,000 tons of soya bean annually
for use in livestock rations over the five year plan period
1972-76, is prepared to pay producers Rs. 1,250/- per ton of

soya bean delivered at its factory in Seeduwa. Meanwhile
the Milk Board is exploring the possibilities of utilizing soya
milk both as a substitute and a supplement to cow’s milk in
the manufacture of condensed milk and full-cream powdered
milk.
Facing the title page is the “Crop budget”–Rainfed, one
acre, and Irrigated one acre. The profit on irrigated land is
Rs. 500 vs. only Rs. 175 on rainfed.
The fully opened poster is titled “Here’s how to cultivate
soya bean successfully.” The 10 points are: “1. Potential
area of production and planting seasons. 2. Recommended
varieties (Hernon, T.K. No. 5, Tainung, Shi-Shi). 3. Land
preparation and manuring. 4. Planting. 5. Irrigation. 6.
Weeding. 7. Fertilizer top-dressing. 8. Plant protection. 9.
Harvesting and yields. 10. Storage.”
4063. Stout, Ruth. 1973. How to have a green thumb without
an aching back: A new method of mulch gardening. New
York, NY: Cornerstone Library Publications. 160 p. Illust. by
Leta MacLeod Brunckhorst. No index. 21 cm. 1st ed. 1955.
2nd ed. 1968.
• Summary: The content of this book is identical to the
original 1955 edition except: (1) Illustrations have been
added. (2) The pages have been renumbered to decrease each
page number by 4; thus page 97 in the 1955 edition is page
93 in this edition. Address: Redding Ridge, Connecticut.
4064. Zambia. Ministry of Rural Development. Rural
Information Services. 1973. Soya bean production. Lusaka,
Zambia: Rural Information Services, Ministry of Rural
Development. 9 p. 21 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Discusses: Soils. Land preparation. Lime.
Fertilizer (and nitrogen fixation). Varieties (Hale 3, Davis;
“The viability of soyabean seed rapidly deteriorates and
fresh seed should be planted each season”). Time of
planting. Yields (1450-1800 kg/ha = 16-20 bags/ha). Forage
soyabeans: varieties (S.H.R. 12, Hernon 147, hay). Address:
Lusaka, Zambia.
4065. Schuster, W.; Asenime, E. 1974. Versuche
zum Gemengeanbau von Mais und Sojabohnen zur
Silagegewinnung [Trials with mixed sowing of maize and
soya beans for silage production]. Zeitschrift fuer Acker- und
Pflanzenbau (J. of Agronomy and Crop Science) 139(1):1-24.
Feb. [27 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: “The suitability of a mixed crop of maize and
soya bean under the conditions of Central Europe was tested
in studies carried out over two years at two distinct sites in
three series of tests: a trial of mixtures, a trial of different
times of cutting and a trial of weed control. The results can
be briefly summarized as follows:
“1. In the trial of mixtures, the highest mean yields of
dry matter for the two years and sites were given by sowing
12 maize and 40 soya-bean plants per square meter (=
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effective plant number of 7 maize and 23 soya-bean plants),
which produced 121.3 dz/ha. The yields from effective plant
numbers of 8 maize and 29 soya plants and 7 maize and 17
soya plants in one row did not however show statistically
significant differences. From the point of view of ease of
sowing and harvest operations, preference can be given to
sowing in one row (mixed seeding).
“2. The highest yields of crude protein could also be
attained from the above mixtures...
“3. The crude-oil content of the soya-bean pods at the
stage of milk ripeness, at 11.4%, was markedly higher than
that of maize ripe for ensilage, at 4.2%. The yields of crude
oil in the individual mixture variants however ranged only
from 2.4 dz/ha crude oil for pure soya beans to 2.8 dz/ha
for the mixture with effectively 7 maize and 23 soya-bean
plants. The crude-fibre contents also ranged in all variants
only from 23.5 to 25.2% (= pure soya bean). The pure maize
had a crude fibre content of 24.9%.
“5. In the trial of times of cutting, the highest yields of
dry matter, crude protein and crude ash were given by cutting
soya beans at the stage of milk ripeness, that is, before
yellowing and leaf fall had set in. The crude-protein content
at this stage, at 15.9% (dry weight), was 3.6% lower than on
cutting at the height of flowering. The yield of crude protein
however, owing to a considerably higher yield of dry matter,
reached 10.3 dz/ha at the stage of milk ripeness.
“6. Weed control in maize-soya mixture is most suitably
carried out with 1.5 to 2 kg/ha of the herbicide ‘Afalon.’
Though it was effective in controlling weeds, no injury
occurred in either plant species.” Address: 1. Institut fuer
Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung der Universitaet,
Ludwigstrasse 23, 63 Giessen, West Germany.
4066. Singh, J.N.; Negi, P.S.; Tripathi, S.K. 1974. Effect
of planting date, plant population and row spacing on yield
and other characteristics of soybean in tarai region of Uttar
Pradesh. Indian J. of Agricultural Sciences 44(2):101-05.
Feb. [13 ref]
• Summary: This experiment was conducted during the rainy
season of 1969 and 1970. Delay in planting from June 11
to July 21 reduced the flowering and maturity period, plant
height, number of branches and lodging, but increased the
seed weight and yield. “An increase in the plant population
increased the lodging and mortality percentage and reduced
the yield.” A population of 200,000 plants per hectare
produced the maximum yield. “A change in row widths did
not influence yield.”
Note that American soybean varieties behave differently
under the agro-climatic conditions of India than under
those of the USA. Address: Govind Ballabh Pant Univ. of
Agriculture and Technology, Pantnagar, Uttar Pradesh.
4067. Berg, James F. 1974. Commercial storage and handling
facilities. Tennessee Valley Authority, Bulletin Y-69. p. 109-

16. March. Soybean: Production, Marketing, and Use. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Where is the grain
stored? Producer selling practices. U.S. soybean crushing
capacity. Export capacity. Address: Research Economist,
COMCO, Cook Industries, Inc., Memphis, Tennessee.
4068. Byg, Delbert. 1974. Expert soybean harvesting:
A worthwhile commitment! Tennessee Valley Authority,
Bulletin Y-69. p. 84-93. March. Soybean: Production,
Marketing, and Use.
• Summary: See next page. Contents: Introduction. Reasons
behind progress: What is an expert? (one who can harvest
soybeans with a field loss of 3% or less), extra bushels mean
more dollars. Keys to efficient harvesting: Types of losses
(preharvest loss, gathering unit loss {shatter loss, stubble
loss, lodge loss, stalk loss}, cylinder loss, separation loss),
operation of reel, positioning cutterbar, avoid excessive
ground speed, cylinder and separation losses. Cultural
practices that help. Pinpoint and measure losses. Operating
practices.
“Positioning cutterbar: Operating the cutterbar too high
above the ground is another common cause for excessive
bean loss. Bean pods, cut by the knife sections, will shatter
and many of the beans will fall to the ground. Also, pods
below the knife will be left on the stubble. The cutterbar
should be operated right on the ground in order to get all
the beans. However, doing this in a modern, self-propelled
combine is most difficult and frustrating... This creates the
need for another control–the automatic header control or
floating header, or better yet, a floating cutterbar extension
used in conjunction with the automatic header height sensing
unit. The floating cutterbar extension is as its name implies
free floating from the rest of the combine and it extends 8 to
10 inches ahead of the usual knife position on the combine
(figure 8). The floating feature allows the knife to cut the
bean stalk at 1 to 1.5 inches above the ground. This is 2½
inches closer to the ground than usual with the regular header
using automatic sensing controls.”
Photos show: (1) A combine with a floating cutterbar
extension. (7) Hydraulic cylinders which make it easy to
raise and lower the reel to suit crop conditions. (8) Side view
of the flexible floating cutterbar mounts ahead of and below
the original knife position. (10) Soybeans planted in ridges,
which can cause combining losses to skyrocket. Address:
Extension Agricultural Engineer, The Ohio State Univ.
4069. Delouche, James C. 1974. Maintaining soybean seed
quality. Tennessee Valley Authority, Bulletin Y-69. p. 46-62.
March. Soybean: Production, Marketing, and Use. [91 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Seed business
growing. Attributes of quality: Genetic purity, physical
purity, germination, and vigor (“The two most chronic seed
quality problems in soybeans relate to germinability and
vigor”). Factors in germination, vigor: Seed development
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and morphology, field environment, harvesting, handling,
bulk storage, aeration, and drying, processing, storage,
miscellaneous. Maintaining varietal purity. Evaluation of
seed quality: Germination, deterioration, and vigor. Quality

and crop performance: Stand failures and inadequate stands,
growth, development and productivity, seed size effects.
Summary.
Documents many instances of poor seed quality in
soybean seed and strongly contents that adverse weather
conditions during that postmaturation, preharvest period
cause moderate to severe seed quality problems.
“Development of the soybean seed begins with
fertilization (sexual). The two cotyledons and growing
points are fully differentiated within 2 weeks. Dry weight
of the developing seed increases slowly until about 20
(late blooms) to 30 days (early blooms) after flowering...,
while moisture content (w.b.) slowly decreases from about
90% to 80% (figure 1, Lee variety). Beginning about 25 to
35 days after flowering, dry matter begins to accumulate
rapidly in the seed, reaching a maximum at 65 to 75 days.
Thereafter, dry weight tends to remain constant or decrease
slightly (sometimes substantially when the seed are severely
weathered prior to harvest). During the period of rapid dry
matter accumulation seed moisture content decreases rather
slowly to 40%-50% at the time maximum dry weight is
attained. Under good field drying conditions seed moisture
content further decreases to 15%-18% in about 1 week.
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“Soybean seed are physiologically mature at the time
maximum dry weight is reached (40%-50% moisture
content). At this stage, germinability and vigor are highest
even though the seed first become capable of germination
when about one-third of the dry weight has been
accumulated” (p. 47).
An illustration (Fig. 2) shows: Seed and seedling
structure in soybeans: A. Seed. B. Seedling. C. Embryo; a.
seed coat. b. hilum. c. hypocotyl. d. plumule. e. cotyledon.
f. primary root. Address: Seed Technology Lab., Mississippi
State Univ.
4070. Gill, William R. 1974. Tillage and soybean root
growth. Tennessee Valley Authority, Bulletin Y-69. p. 66-72.
March. Soybean: Production, Marketing, and Use. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Tillage systems: Factors
to consider in no-till, some soils compact more easily, weed
control always important. Fertilization. Root growth: Tillage
can help root penetration. Soil compaction: Dry soils affected
less, get compaction in bands. Removal of root barriers:
Break up with chisel, different from subsoiling. Traffic
control. Conclusions. Address: Director, National Tillage
Machinery Lab., Auburn, Alabama.
4071. Kamprath, E.J. 1974. Nutrition in relation to soybean
fertilization. Tennessee Valley Authority, Bulletin Y-69. p.
28-32. March. Soybean: Production, Marketing, and Use. [27
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil characteristics of
the major soybean producing areas in the south: Coastal
plain, Mississippi delta, other areas. Lime responses:
Neutralization of exchangeable Al, decrease of water-soluble
Mn, increased Mo availability, nodulation and Rhizobium
activity, supplying Ca and Mg, lime recommendations.
Response to P and K fertilization: Phosphorus responses,
responses to K fertilization. Nitrogen fertilization. Response
to sulfur. Response to micronutrients. Summary and
conclusions. Address: Prof. of Soil Science, North Carolina
State Univ.
4072. Mitchell, W.H. 1974. New developments in supplying
soybean production inputs. Tennessee Valley Authority,
Bulletin Y-69. p. 80-82. March. Soybean: Production,
Marketing, and Use. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Introduce new systems.
Develop equipment. Varietal improvement goal. Innovative
propagation. Sell crop program. Address: Manager, Crops
Div., Tennessee Farmers Cooperative, LaVergne, Tennessee.
4073. Murken, Duane M. 1974. Maintaining soybean quality.
Tennessee Valley Authority, Bulletin Y-69. p. 98-104. March.
Soybean: Production, Marketing, and Use. [43 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Factors in grading.
Splits and foreign matter increase. Use oil and meal factors?

Oil and foreign matter related. Cost of grading. Processors
rank grade factors. Different view at elevators. Forces behind
prices. Summary.
Average moisture in U.S. soybeans 2 months after
harvest was 12.9 to 13.3%, Splits were 6-7% average.
Weight of a bushel of soybeans is 55.6 to 56 lbs. Oil content
at harvest is 22.39 to 21.49%, protein content is 41.33 to
41.66%.
“To the question, ‘Would you be willing to buy soybeans
on an oil and protein content basis, if a fast, economical,
and reliable method of oil and protein determination was
available?’, 103, or approximately 61.0% of the elevator
operators answered ‘Yes’ and 68.4% of the soybean
processors answered ‘Yes.’”
“The two quality characteristics processors [oil content
and protein content] are omitted from grading standards.
Until recently, measuring the oil and protein contents of
soybeans was costly and slow. The use of the infrared
light machine may be a practical solution.” Address: Farm
Management Consultant, Cedar Valley Farm Business
Assoc., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
4074. Nave, W.R. 1974. New developments in machinery
to improve soybean harvesting efficiency. Tennessee
Valley Authority, Bulletin Y-69. p. 94-96. March. Soybean:
Production, Marketing, and Use.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Air-conveyor header
design (incl. a header equipped with a floating cutterbar).
Survey of harvesting losses from farmer-operated combines:
No excuse for big losses, some observations, header
component losses, air guard design.
“A 1927 Illinois survey showed that total harvesting
losses averaged 11.6%. As late as 1960, a more extensive
study in Ohio showed no reduction in total harvesting
losses. A survey of eight combines operated in the central
Illinois area in 1968 showed that field harvesting losses still
averaged 9.2%.” Today, even if the combine is adjusted
properly and the stubble height is low, combine operators can
experience harvesting losses of 8% or greater if harvesting
conditions are not ideal.
“In 1969 we tried an experimental air conveyor header
in an attempt to reduce header losses (harvesting losses
caused by the header). The standard grain platform of the
header was modified by moving the cutterbar forward 2
feet. A stream of air at the back of the cutterbar moved plant
material to the cross auger on the grain platform.” In 1970
an experimental, floating-cutterbar air conveyor header was
tested (p. 94). Address: Agricultural Engineer, ARS-USDA,
Urbana, Illinois.
4075. Nelson, P.T. ed. 1974. Soybeans. Zambia Dept. of
Agriculture, “How to Grow” Series. No. 2. 10 p.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climate. Soil
requirements. Rotation. Seed (Varieties suited to Zambia).
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Land preparation. Fertilizer recommendation. Planting:
Timing, spacing, population. Field management. Diseases.
Pests. Harvesting. Curing and/or drying. Storage and
handling. Marketing. Yields (excellent management yields
2,250 kg/ha, good management gives 1,800 kg/ha, average
crops are in the range of 1,350–1,800 kg/ha). Address: Chief
Crop Husbandry Officer, Dep. of Agriculture, Mulungushi
House, Lusaka, Zambia.
4076. Nelson, Werner L. 1974. Resources for soybean
production. Tennessee Valley Authority, Bulletin Y-69. p. 2127. March. Soybean: Production, Marketing, and Use. [32
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Better know-how at
hand. Soils: Plow pans, soil series, water table, chemical
characteristics, erosiveness. Climate. Other factors: Nutrient
supply, cropping practices, irrigation. Summary. Address:
Senior Vice President, Potash Inst. of North America, West
Lafayette, Indiana.
4077. Phillips, Travis D. 1974. Farm versus off-farm storage.
Tennessee Valley Authority, Bulletin Y-69. p. 104-08. March.
Soybean: Production, Marketing, and Use.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Seasonal prices. Storage
costs: Farm storage, commercial storage, farm versus
commercial. Storage decision. Summary. Address: Prof. of
Agricultural Economics, Mississippi State Univ.
4078. Reynolds, Gary. 1974. Let’s break the soybean yield
barrier. Farm Journal 98(3):21, 44. March.
• Summary: There is reason to believe that soybean yields
can be doubled in the next 20 years–if you [American
farmers] get the help you need from researchers and if you
give soybeans the attention they deserve.
The 1973 national average was 27.8 bu/acre–a disgrace,
up only 53% from 20 years ago, while corn yields are up
125% and grain sorghum yields have jumped a remarkable
220%.
But Wilbur A. Wassenburg (photo) and sons of Nemaha
Co., Kansas, made a remarkable 91.2 bu/acre last year on 5.2
acres of bottom land. “That’s the highest yield ever recorded
in a state contest.” A yield of 80.1 bu/acre was recorded in
Mississippi and 70.1 bu/acre in North Carolina. Other top
yields for 1973 range from 44.3 to 67.6 bu/acre.
So how do they do it? Scientists know that soybeans
give higher yields when the rows are much closer together
(thicker stands), with 15 inches between rows rather than the
typical 30 inches. Some record holders believe in shallow
planting–no more than 1½ inches–if the moisture is there.
And in inoculating seed at extra heavy rates. And in using
“better drills and precision planting.” Perhaps the quickest
and easiest way to increase yields is to cut harvest losses by
running your combine slowly and keeping the cutter bar low.
Harvest losses run from 2-3 bushels/acre and about 80% of

that occurs at the cutter bar. Of course, choosing the best
variety is crucial, “but don’t hold your breath waiting for
hybrids.” Even if breeders do manage to develop a hybrid, it
may not be commercially viable “because of exorbitant seed
production costs.”
Laurel Meade, former head of USDA’s Export
Marketing Service, notes that U.S. markets for soybeans
have grown by 600 million bushels since 1967 and he
predicts they will grow that much again by 1980–if farmers
focus on increasing their soybean yields. precision planting.
4079. Robinson, B.H. 1974. Competitive position of
soybeans in farming systems. Tennessee Valley Authority,
Bulletin Y-69. p. 155-68. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Perspective. Soybeans
in farming systems. Competitive relationships. Profitability
of other crops. Assumptions and procedure: Price
assumptions, yield levels, enterprise budgeting results.
Alternatives for higher profits: Minimum-tillage, doublecropping. Summary.
A 5-page appendix is included with permission from
the authors of the forthcoming USDA publication: Owens,
H.L. and Lampher, Buel F. 1974. “Double cropping with
soybeans–Will it pay on your farm?” Address: Assoc. Prof.
of Agricultural Economics & Rural Sociology, Clemson
Univ., South Carolina.
4080. Tennessee Valley Authority, Bulletin. 1974. Soybean:
Production, marketing and use. Y-69. 187 p. March.
Foreword by Gerald G. Williams, Agricultural Development,
Tennessee Valley Authority. Illust. No index. 28 cm. [265
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. The soybean, status and
trends. Soybean production. Harvesting soybeans. Storage
and handling. Marketing and use. Strategies for reaching
potentials.
This conference was sponsored by the Tennessee Valley
Authority, American Soybean Association, National Soybean
Crop Improvement Council, and land-grant universities of
seven valley states. It represents a multi-institutional, multidisciplinary approach to identifying and developing the
potentials for soybeans in this region.
On page 117, titled “Marketing and Use,” a full-page
black-and-white photo shows various soy-related food
products: Soy Town Roasted Soy Beans (Sea Salted),
Wesson Pure Vegetable Oil, Kroger Bac’n Buds, Jell-o
Whip’n Chill (Deluxe Dessert Mix), Nabisco Famous
Cookie (Sampler, incl. Oreo, Lorna Doone, Cameo, etc.),
Worthington Stripples, Butternut Candy Bar, Red Bird
Imitation Vienna Sausage, Kroger’s Pro Beef and Hydrated
Textured Vegetable Protein Mix (keep refrigerated), Soft
Parkay Margarine, Nestlé Crunch, Lipton Onion Soup and
California Dip, Kraft Creamy Dressing, plus frankfurters and
bread. Address: Muscle Shoals, Alabama.
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4081. Young, Harry M. 1974. No-tillage soybean production
in Kentucky. Tennessee Valley Authority, Bulletin Y-69. p.
176-79. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Advantages. Some notillage sequences. Effect on soil condition. Address: Melrose
Farms, Inc., Herndon, Kentucky.
4082. Steinhart, John S.; Steinhart, Carol E. 1974. Energy
use in the U.S. food system. Science 184(4134):307-16. April
19. [32 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Measures of food
systems. Energy in the U.S. food system (input energy
quadrupled between 1940 and 1970, while food energy
consumed grew only slightly). Omissions and duplications
for food system energy values. Siting of energy facilities.
Performance of an industrialized food system. Energy and
food production. Energy and labor in the food system. The
energy subsidy to the food system. Some economic features
of the U.S. food system. Some energy implications for the
world food supply. Energy-intensive agriculture abroad.
Choices for the future. Where next to look for food? Energy
reduction in agriculture. Energy reduction in the U.S. food
system. Energy, prices, and hunger.
The proportion of the American population engaged
in farming dropped by half between 1920 and 1950, then
fell by half again by 1962 (p. 307). One farmer now feeds
50 people. Fig. 2 (p. 310) shows that energy inputs to the
U.S. food system are nearing a point of diminishing returns;
a large increase in input leads to only a small increase in
output. Fig. 4 (p. 311) shows the history of the U.S. food
system in terms of the number of calories supplied to
produce 1 calorie of food for actual consumption. Before
1910 we got more energy out than we put in. By 1940 we
were putting in 5 calories for every calorie out, and by 1968
this number had increased to about 8. Fig 5 (p. 312) shows
the energy subsidies for various food crops. Feedlot beef is
the most inefficient (about 15 in to 1 out), whereas soybeans
as one of the most efficient (about 0.5 to 1). “High protein
foods such as milk, eggs, and especially meat, have a far
poorer energy return than plant foods.” “The position of
soybeans in Fig. 5 may be crucial. Soybeans possess the best
amino acid balance and protein content of any widely grown
crop. This has long been known to the Japanese who have
made soybeans a staple of their diet.” “In ‘primitive’ cultures
5 to 50 food calories were obtained for each calorie of energy
invested. Some highly civilized cultures have done as well
and occasionally better.”
“It is possible to reduce the energy required for
agriculture and the food system. A series of thoughtful
proposals by Pimentel and his associates (Science 1973)
deserves wide attention.” We should use more natural
manures. Weed and pest control could be accomplished at a
much smaller energy cost by using more cultivation instead

of herbicide application, and biologic pest control. Plant
breeders should pay more attention to energy and water used
by different varieties. Farms could use modern windmills and
solar panels and dryers to harness energy.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2000)
concerning energy consumption in agriculture and the waste
of energy involved in a meat-centered diet–in connection
with soybeans. Address: Inst. of Environmental Studies,
Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison.
4083. Kimber, A.J. 1974. Crop rotations, legumes and more
productive arable farming in the highlands of Papua New
Guinea. Science in New Guinea 2(1):70-79. April. [2 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the results of trials from Nov. 1955
to Nov. 1967 comparing (a) short crop rotations in which
the land was cropped continuously with annual crops (sweet
potato / sorghum / soyabean or groundnuts) with (b) long
rotations.
Soybean was included only in rotation 3, a short rotation
with three annual crops: Sweet potatoes, sorghum, and
soybeans. Soybean yields (in kg/ha of unshelled pods) were
428 in the first cycle, 1,588 in the second, and 1,719 in the
third. Conclusions: Short rotations are the generally most
profitable for farmers. It is necessary to diversify arable
farming in the Highlands, especially by including legumes in
the rotation. “Two of the most likely candidates are peanut
and soybean...” Note: It would appear that the soybeans in
rotation 3 were first planted in 1956.
Legumes are found in many parts of the country. In
the Highlands, large areas are planted to winged bean
(Psophocarpus tetragonolobus) and peanuts rotated with
sweet potatoes.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2007)
that clearly refers to soybeans in Papua New Guinea, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Papua New Guinea (1956).
Address: D.A.S.F., Highlands Agric. Exp. Station, Aiyura,
Papua New Guinea.
4084. Musa, M.M.; Burhan, H.O. 1974. The relative
performance of forage legumes as rotational crops in the
Gezira. Experimental Agriculture (England) 10(2):131-140.
April. [15 ref]
• Summary: The experiments were conducted at the Gezira
Research Station (in Sudan) in four successive seasons, from
1969/70 to 1972/73 on a heavy, alkaline, cracking clay soil
low in nitrogen. Eight leguminous crops were included, six
of which were grown exclusively for forage crops [incl.
soyabean variety Hernon 273, phillipesara, clitoria, and
lubia], and two (Ashford and Barberton groundnuts) as both
oil-seed and forage crops. Only the soyabean was inoculated
with ‘Nitragin.’ Nodule formation was slowest in soyabeans.
Groundnut, cowpea, and soyabean, which are also
known as seed crops, produced comparatively poor forage
yields. Address: Agricultural Research Corp., Medani,
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Sudan.
4085. Quick, Graeme R. 1974. A quantitative shatter index
for soybeans. Experimental Agriculture (England) 10(2):14958. April. Plus 1 unnumbered page with 5 photos at end. [5
ref]
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Engineering, Iowa State Univ.,
Ames, IA.
4086. Riotte, Louise. 1974. Black soybeans are better!
Organic Gardening and Farming 21:108-09. April.
• Summary: The subtitle reads: “Because the black
Kurgmame [sic, Kuromame] soybean is rich in both protein
and potassium, it is especially useful in making a low-cost
diet nutritionally safe. It is also very easy to grow.”
The Kurgmame, called “meat that grows on a vine,” was
obtained from Nichols Garden Nursery of Albany, Oregon.
“If you do not wish to let the beans mature and wish to serve
them green–they are green before they turn deep purple, and
then black–pour boiling water over the fresh picked pods and
let them stand three to five minutes.
“After draining the pods, I break them crosswise and
squeeze out the beans. They can then be cooked until tender
and I find the black ones take about the same cooking time as
other varieties.”
4087. Soybean Digest. 1974. What makes a yield champion.
April. p. 16-18.
4088. Hammerton, John L. 1974. Weed control in
soyabeans. INTSOY Series No. 2. p. 97-108. Proceedings
of the Workshop on Soybeans for Tropical and Subtropical
Conditions (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign). [19 ref. Eng; spa]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract (Spanish). Introduction.
Effects of weeds on soybeans. Weed floras (mainly those
reported from plantings in Jamaica and Trinidad). Weed
control: Herbicides, preplant incorporated treatments, preemergence treatments (the brand names of many herbicides
are given), cultural methods (such as rolling cultivators).
Conclusions.
Tables 1-4 show the effects of weeds on yields. “In
general, absence of weed control reduces yields by about
50%, though I suspect that losses could go much higher
given certain weed floras and/or environmental checks.”
Much “greater attention needs to be given to crop
rotation [for weed control], particularly where relatively
large-scale mechanical production of food (and other shortterm) crops is considered.” Farmers should be aware of
the damage of some herbicide residues to soybean yields.
“Soyabeans are particularly sensitive to triazine residues:
heavy applications of atrazine, for example, should be made
to a preceding corn crop.” Address: Univ. of the West Indies,
Mona, Kingston, Jamaica.

4089. Hinson, Kuell. 1974. Tropical production of soybeans.
INTSOY Series No. 2. p. 38-54. Proceedings of the Workshop
on Soybeans for Tropical and Subtropical Conditions
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
[Eng; spa]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract (Spanish). Introduction.
Photoperiod response. Varieties and population density. Soils
and fertilizers. Inoculation. Mycorrhizal fungi. Diseases and
insects. Summary.
“The rapid increase in world demand for soybeans
and soybean products indicates a need for developing new
production areas. Many tropical areas need the protein
and oil that soybeans can provide. Economic situations
favor local production where this is feasible. My limited
experience with soybeans in the tropics suggests that
soybean production can be profitable in many tropical areas.”
“We normally plant soybeans 20 to 50 days before day
lengths are longest. Seed development takes place when
days are shortening. In northern U.S., we use this part of the
photoperiod cycle because temperature changes force us into
it. In southern U.S., we use it because we get higher yields
by doing so.
“A similar relationship between photoperiod and plant
development cycles probably is best for tropical locations.
My concept of the combination of plant and environmental
traits that would be near optimum for low elevation, tropical
locations is as follows:”
“1. A determinate variety planted 20 to 50 days before
maximum day length... 4. About 120 days from planting to
maturity. 5. About 15 nodes; 30 to 36 inches stem length.”
“We recognize that the length of the dark period actually
controls plant responses. However, we will follow the
established pattern, which uses the reciprocal terms. Day
length and photoperiod are used interchangeable.
“At 0º latitude, effective day length is assumed to be
constant at 12 hours and 48 minutes.”
“Small seeds usually maintain better quality during the
maturation process, deteriorate less if harvesting is delayed,
and are damaged less during threshing and handling. Thus,
small seeded varieties probably would be a more attractive
food source, and they will produce better stands at lower
seeding rates, because there are more seeds per pound and
seeds germinate better.
“Soils and Fertilizers:
“Soybeans can be grown on almost any soil type that
will provide adequate but not excessive moisture. Lime is
often needed to produce a more favorable pH and to supply
calcium and magnesium.”
“Dr. Norman Schenk and I found mycorrhizal fungi
on soybean roots in all fields examined in Florida in 1969.
The species prevalent varied as soil environments varied.
Inoculating plants with one species increased seed yield
53%. Ross and Harper increased seed yields 29% by
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inoculating with a species that we did not find in our Florida
survey.”
“Mycorrhizal fungi that colonize soybean roots
apparently are widespread in the U.S.”
Graphs show: (1) Photoperiod cycles at 0, 10, and 20º
north latitude assuming effective day length when the sun is
less than 6º below the horizon. Shows that the effective day
length is shortest in Dec. [winter solstice] and longest in June
[summer solstice]. (2) Assumed plant development cycles
for Jupiter soybeans planted on June 1 (right) and March 1
(left) at 20º north latitude. Shows periods of floral initiation,
flowering, and maturity. Address: Research Agronomist,
USDA, ARS, Southern Region, Florida-Antilles Area,
Gainesville, Florida.
4090. Pereira, Joao; Braga, J.M.; De Novais, R.F. 1974.
Efeito de fontes e doses de fosforo na adubacao da soja
(Glycine max (L) Merrill), em um solo sob campo cerrado
[Effect of sources and doses of phosphorus in the fertilization
of soybeans (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) in a scrubland soil].
Revista Ceres (Vicosa) 21(115):227-46. May/June. [25 ref.
Por; eng]
• Summary: “The results obtained, permit the following
conclusions:
“1. The sources and rates of phosphorus applied
increased significantly nodules weight, the content of
phosphorus in the leaves and the amount of phosphorus
recommended.
“2. In terms of the phosphorus content of the leaves,
the efficiency of the various sources of phosphorus take the
following order; Thermo phosphate, Thomas slag, ordinary
super phosphate, triple superphosphate, bone meal and
Araxa rock phosphate. The efficiency of recovery of the
various sources take the following order beginning with the
most-efficient: Thermo phosphate, triple super phosphate,
slag, ordinary superphosphate, bone meal and Araxa rock
phosphate.
“3. The level of Ca and K in the soybean leaves tended
to increase with increasing rates of phosphorus while Mg
decreased.” Address: 1. Agricultural Researcher, Ministry
of Agriculture; 2. Scholar of the National Research Council
(CNPq); 3. Adjunct Prof. and Asst. Professor of the Federal
University of Viçosa.
4091. Pereira, Joao; Braga, J.M.; De Novais, R.F. 1974.
Efeitos de fontes e doses de fosforo na nodulacao da soja
(Glycine max (L) Merril), e na sua absorcao de nutrientes em
um solo sob campo-cerrado [Effects of sources and doses
of phosphorus on nodulation of soybeans (Glycine max (L.)
Merrill) and on their uptake of nutrients from a scrubland
soil]. Revista Ceres (Vicosa) 21(115):213-26. May/June. [14
ref. Por]
• Summary: “On the basis of the results it was concluded
that:

“1. The sources and doses of phosphorus have decreased
significantly the weight of the nodules, the percentage of
this element taken up into the leaves, and also the amount of
uptake of phosphorus.
2. The sources used acted differently in relation to
the characterization of the plants that were used. For the
amount of phosphorus into the leaves, for example, the
following sequence, in terms of efficiency was observed:
Thermophosphate Tomas slag, Simple superphosphate,
triple superphosphate, bone flour and apatite of Araxa; for
the uptake of phosphorus the sequence of efficiency was:
Thermophosphate, triple superphosphate, Thomas slag,
simple superphosphate, bone flour and apatite of Araxa.
“3. There was a tendency of increasing the amount
of calcium and potassium, and decreasing the amount of
magnesium in the leaves as the doses of phosphates were
increased.”
Note: In the subtitle, campo-cerrado refers to a field
in the Brazilian “cerrado,” which is a vast tropical savanna
ecoregion of Brazil, particularly in the states of Goiás,
Mato Grosso do Sul, Mato Grosso, Tocantins and Minas
Gerais. Address: Pesquisador em Agricultura do Ministerio
da Agricultura e Bolsista do CNPq, Professor Adjunto e
Professor Assistente da Universidade Federal de Vicosa,
respectively.
4092. Sistachs, E. 1974. Nodulation studies in soybeans. The
influence of the concentration, form and time of application
of combined nitrogen on symbiotic response. Cuban Journal
of Agricultural Science (formerly Revista Cubana de Ciencia
Agricola) 8(2):203-09. July. [11 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The effect of various forms of combined
nitrogen additions at two different growing stages of
nodulated soybean plants was examined in a short term
experiment using sand culture. N doses of 0, 10, 20, 30, 40
and 50 mg/plant, as Na4NO3 or urea, were added at sowing
or immediately after cotyledon exhaustion. Combined
nitrogen additions after plant cotyledon shedding overcame
the marked injuries on primary nodulation found with
any of the forms of combined nitrogen added at sowing.
However, the adverse effects on subsequent nodulation
were not different from those caused by nitrogen added at
sowing. Total nodule dry weight production per plant was
markedly restricted by both forms of combined nitrogen
added regardless of the time of application. Growth and
nitrogen content of well nodulated plants were not improved
by additions of ammonium nitrate. Responses to urea
were attributed to the adverse influence that experimental
technique had on nodulation.” Address: Instituto de Ciencia
Animal, Apartado 24, San Jose de las Lajas, La Habana
[Havana]Cuba.
4093. Siemens, John C.; Hirning, Harvey J. 1974. Harvesting
and drying soybeans. Illinois College of Agriculture,
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Cooperative Extension Circular No. 1094. 12 p. Aug.
• Summary: Contents: I. Soybean harvesting. Where
harvesting losses occur: Preharvest losses, gathering
losses, threshing, separating, and cleaning losses. Weed
control is essential. Have combine ready ahead of time.
Combine adjustments. Header adjustments. Operating
practices. Measure your losses. What are reasonable loss
levels? I. Drying soybeans. High temperature drying.
Address: 1. Assoc. Prof.; 2. Asst. Prof. Both: of Agricultural
Engineering, Illinois.
4094. Veeraswamy, R.; Rathnaswamy, R. 1974. Influence
of spacing on the yield and yield components of soybean
(Glycine max (L.) Merrill). Madras Agricultural Journal
61(8):531-35. Aug. [4 ref]
• Summary: Soybean yields were significantly influenced by
the spacing between plants. Closer spacing produced smaller
plants. Wider spacing increased the number of branches
and pods as well as pod and grain yield per plant. The total
grain yield per unit area was increased under closer spacings
due to the rise in plant population. A very close spacing of
30 cm between rows and 5 cm between plants within each
row gave the optimum grain yield per unit area. Address:
Dep. of Agricultural Botany, Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.,
Coimbatore 641003, India.
4095. Basnet, B.; Mader, E.L.; Nickell, C.D. 1974.
Influence of between and within-row spacing on agronomic
characteristics of irrigated soybeans. Agronomy Journal
66(5):657-59. Sept/Oct. [16 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Several workers have reported on
the effect of varying between and within-row spacing on
soybean... yield but few have used irrigated soybeans. We
studied two row-widths, and two in-row spacings in a splitsplit plot arrangement in 1969 and 1970 using five soybean
cultivars on irrigated plots.
“Plants in 46-cm row width or 3.8-cm within-row
spacing were taller, lodged more, and produced fewer nodes,
branches, pods on branches, pods on main stem, and total
seeds on a per plant basis. Height to the first pod increased as
row-width or in-row spacing decreased. Spacings between or
in rows affected neither seed weight nor quality.
“Highest yields resulted at the lower plant density in
narrow rows in 1969, and at the higher plant density in
wider rows in 1970. Row-width x within-row spacing and
row-width x cultivar interactions were significant for some
of the characteristics measured.” Address: 1. Graduate
Research Asst.; 2. Agronomist; 3. Asst. Agronomist, Dep. of
Agronomy, Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, Kansas 66506.
4096. Doss, B.D.; Thurlow, D.L. 1974. Irrigation, row width,
and plant population in relation to growth characteristics of
two soybean varieties. Agronomy Journal 66(5):620-623.
Sept/Oct. [8 ref]

• Summary: The two varieties were Bragg and Hampton
266. “Many factors are important in soybean production, but
water stress at critical growth periods appears to be one of
the most frequently limiting factors.” “Average bean yields
were influenced more by irrigation or variety than by row
width or plant population.”
Total dry matter and seed yield were found to increase
under irrigated conditions as compared with rainfed
conditions. Address: 1. Soil Scientist, USDA, ARS, Auburn,
Alabama; and Associate; 2. Professor, Dep. of Agronomy
and Soils, Auburn Univ., Auburn, Alabama.
4097. Lawn, R.J.; Byth, D.E. 1974. Response of soya beans
to planting date in South-Eastern Queensland. II. Vegetative
and reproductive development. Australian J. of Agricultural
Research 25(5):723-37. Sept. [18 ref]
• Summary: Sensitivity to photoperiod is the single
most important factor affecting the adaptation of soya
bean genotypes to various latitudes and planting dates.
“Quantitative variation among soya bean genotypes in
photoperiodic response has resulted in the development of a
maturity group classification within the United States, as a
broad basis for characterizing cultivar agronomic response.
Under this system, cultivars classified as group 00 are
those which will flower rapidly in long days, and which
are therefore suitable for the higher latitudes of soya bean
adaptation (45-50 degrees). In contrast, group VIII cultivars
require relatively shorter days to flower, and are adapted to
lower latitudes (25-30 degrees).” Some varieties even exhibit
“day neutrality;” they do not respond to day length. Address:
Dep. of Agriculture, Univ. of Queensland, St. Lucia,
Qld. 4067; 1. Present address of Lawn: Div. of Tropical
Agronomy, CSIRO, Cunningham Lab., St. Lucia, Qld. 4067.
4098. Tsai, Kuo-Hai; Lu, Ying-Chuan; Oka, H.I. 1974.
Mutation breeding of soybean for the resistance to rust
disease. SABRAO Journal 6(2):181-91. [10 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Soybean is a new crop in Taiwan. There were
no bean-producing varieties when we initiated our soybean
breeding experiment in 1949; all native varieties were of
green-manure type. Tests of introduced varieties showed
that there were 2 adaptive cropping seasons, the spring
(seeded in Feb.-March) and the summer (seeded in July).
Later, fall cropping (seeded in early Oct.) became required
for profitable rotation with rice.” Address: 1-2. Food Crop
Research Inst. and Dep. of Agronomy, National ChungHsing Univ., Taichung, Taiwan 400; 3. National Inst. of
Genetics, Mishima City 411, Japan.
4099. Burris, Robert H. 1974. Biological nitrogen fixation,
1924-1974. Plant Physiology 54(4):443-49. Oct. [51 ref]
• Summary: Rotation of legumes with other crops was
practiced in ancient times. It was not until the 1830’s, when
Boussingault established one of the earliest agricultural
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experiment stations, that an explanation for the benefit was
offered.
“The observations of Boussingault touched off heated
controversy and Liebig suggested that the observed increases
in nitrogen in the leguminous crops arose merely because the
large leaved leguminous plants were capable of extracting
more ammonia from the atmosphere than were the smaller
leaved control plants. Because Liebig could speak with
authority in the area of organic chemistry, he apparently
felt that this carried with it the privilege of speaking in the
area of agricultural chemistry without the need to present
experimental evidence in support of his postulates.”
But it was Hellriegel and Wilfarth who first established
firm proof of biological nitrogen fixation.
This review emphasizes advances in our understanding
of the biochemistry of nitrogen fixation. Address: Dep. of
Biochemistry, College of Agricultural and Life Sciences,
Univ. of Wisconsin at Madison, Madison, WI 53706.
4100. Product Name: Sunwheel Organic Hatcho Miso,
Mugi Miso, Tamari, and Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunwheel Foods (ImporterDistributor). Made in Japan. Imported from Muso Shokuhin.
Manufacturer’s Address: London, England.
Date of Introduction: 1974 November.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: CSP form filled out by
Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. Gives date of introduction
as 1974. In 1984 Sunwheel divided and sold its Sunwheel
brand to Northumbrian Fine Foods. Its high quality Japanese
products are now imported by Clearspring Natural Grocer.
Peter Bradford is the contact person. Japanese agent is
Mitoku. Various Japanese manufacturers.
Interview with Bill Tara, founder of Sunwheel. 1991.
Aug. 18. By late 1974 Sunwheel Hatcho Miso, Mugi Miso,
and Tamari were on the market, imported from Muso (Yuko
Okada) in Japan. By 1979 Sunwheel was sold to a larger
health food company.
4101. Araujo, J.E. 1974. Soya y maíz en novedoso sistema de
asociación de cultivos [Soybeans and corn in a new cropping
system]. Agro (Dominican Republic) 3(15):38-39. [Spa]*
4102. Calero, H.E.; Diaz, C.G. 1974. El cultivo de la soya
en la zona central del litoral ecuatoriano [The cultivation of
soybeans in the central zone of Ecuador’s littoral, or coastal
region]. INIAP, Boletin Divulgativo (Ecuador) No. 66. 12 p.
Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Agropecuarias. [Spa]*
• Summary: The littoral refers especially to the shore zone
of the sea between the high and low water watermarks.
Address: Quito, Ecuador.
4103. Camerman, A. 1974. La culture de soja au Rwanda
[Soybean culture in Rwanda]. ISAR (Institut des Sciences

Agronomiques du Rwanda). No. 10. 14 p. [Fre]*
• Summary: Discusses why attempts to introduce soybeans
into the local diet failed.
4104. Carter, O.G. 1974. Detailed yield analysis of the effect
of different planting dates on seven soybean varieties. Iowa
State J. of Research 48(4):291-310. [5 ref]*
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Sydney Univ., Sydney, New
South Wales, Australia.
4105. Carvalho, B.C.L. de; da R., P.H.A. 1974. Soja:
Instrucoes practicas de cultivo [Soybeans: Practical
instructions for cultivation]. Coordenacao de Pesquisas e
Extensao Rural, Circular No. 1. 14 p. [Por]*
Address: Secretaria da Agricultura, Saldor, Brazil.
4106. Chan, C.Y.; Juang, N.S. 1974. [Comparison of
cropping patterns in low-yielding paddy fields. I.]. Annual
Report, Dryland Food Crops Improv. 16:319-22. [Chi; eng]*
4107. Garcia, R. de J. 1974. Aputes sobre el cultivo de la
soya [Notes on the cultivation of soya]. Agro (Dominican
Republic) 3(19):25-27. [Spa]*
4108. Garcia Ricci, -. 1974. Soja: Características de su
cultivo [Soya: Characteristics of its cultivation]. FUCREA
(Uruguay) No. 20. p. 63-64. [Spa]*
4109. Hermoso, M. 1974. El cultivo de la soya [The
cultivation of soyabean (in Spain)]. Hojas Divulgadoras,
Ministerio de Agricultura, Spain No. 5-6-74 H. 24 p. [Spa]*
Address: Ministerio de Agricultura, Madrid, Spain.
4110. Kwon, S.H. 1974. [Soybean culture under tropical
environment]. Korean J. of Breeding 6(2):56-59. [Kor]
Address: Applied Genetics Lab., Korea Atomic Energy
Research Inst., Seoul, South Korea.
4111. Malita, Dh.; Karaj, Selim. 1974. Soja bime vlere te
madhe ekonomike [The economic benefits of soya]. Bujqesia
Socialiste (Socialist Agriculture) (Albania) No. 4. p. 24, 26.
[Alb]*
4112. Solorio, C.B.; Pacheco, M.F.; Moreno, R.O.H.; Reyes,
V.T.H.; Rodriguez, T.A.S.V. 1974. El cultivo de la soya
en el Noroeste de Mexico [The cultivation of soybeans in
northwestern Mexico]. Circular CIANO No. 72. 19 p. [Spa]*
Address: Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Agricoles
(INIA), Mexico City.
4113. Tai, Y.C. 1974. [Comparison of cropping patterns in
low-yielding paddy fields. II.]. Annual Report, Dryland Food
Crops Improv. 16:323-26. [Chi; eng]*
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4114. Zurita O., H. 1974. Estudios experimentales de soya en
Santa Cruz [Experimental studies with soya in Santa Cruz,
Bolivia]. Estacion Experimental General Saavedra, Boletin
(Santa Cruz, Bolivia) No. 1. p. 12-23. [Spa]*
Address: Bolivia.
4115. Zurita O., H. 1974. Soya: introducción de variedades;
comparación de variedades; selección de líneas; control de
malezas con herbicidas [Soya: Introduction and comparison
of varieties, selection of lines, and control of weeds with
herbicides]. Estacion Experimental General Saavedra,
Informe Anual (Santa Cruz, Bolivia) p. 23-45. For the years
1973-74. [Spa]*
• Summary: Includes 10 tables. Address: Bolivia.
4116. Chernogolovin, V.P. 1974. Bobovye kul’tury v
Kazakhstane [Legumes in Kazakhstan]. Alma-Ata, Kazakh
SSR: Kainar. 206 p. [Rus]*
• Summary: The following legumes which grow in the
Kazakh SSR are discussed: peas, soybeans, peavine
(Lathyrus spp.), chickpeas, lentils, (Phaseolus vulgaris),
lucerne, clover, sweet clover, vetch, and sainfoin. For each
crop, the author discusses morphological and biological
characteristics, cultivation techniques, suitable cultivars, and
harvesting.
4117. Coker’s Pedigreed Seed Co. 1974. Coker’s soybean
catalogue for Southern soybean growers. Hartsville, South
Carolina. 8 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Robert R. Coker is company president. Josh
J. Stanton, Jr. was appointed director of Coker Soybean
Research and head of the Soybean Division in 1972. Stanton
graduated from North Carolina State University, joined
Coker’s small grain breeding staff in 1959, then served as
plant breeder in the company’s Cotton-Soybean Division
from 1966-72.
“First hybridized U.S. varieties” (p. 3): “Our first
efforts to evaluate [soybean] varieties, and then improve
them through selection techniques, occurred in the 1920s.
The 1937 USDA Yearbook (See: Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L.
1937. “Improvement in soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture
(USDA) p. 1154-89. For the year 1937. See p. 1188) refers to
our development of Oloxi, PeeDee [Pee Dee], and Yelredo
varieties from crosses. There is no known record of other
varieties being developed in the U.S. by hybridization before
that year.”
A table (p. 3) shows soybean varieties developed by
Coker’s Pedigreed Seed Company: Oloxi–prior to 1940
[actually by 1937]. Pee Dee (Coker 31-15)–prior to 1940
[actually named Coker 31-15 by March 1934 and Pee Dee
by 1937]. Yelredo (Coker 31-19)–prior to 1940 [actually
named Coker 31-9 by March 1934 and Yelredo by 1937].
Majos–1946. Yelnando–1947. Hampton–1962 (Footnote:
Original cross made for Coker’s Pedigreed Seed Company

by Dr. E.E. Hartwig, USDA). Stuart–1964. Coker Hampton
266–1964. Coker 240–1965. Coker 102–1967. Coker 208–
1968. Coker 318–1970. Coker Hampton 266A–1970. Coker
136–1974. Coker 338–1974.
Pages 4-5–Coker 136–A new early maturing soybean for
early planting.
Pages 6-7–Coker 338–A new high-yielding full-season
soybean for the Lower South.
Page 8–Coker Hampton 266A–Southeast’s most widely
planted Group VII maturity soybean!
Coker now also has offices in Tunica, Mississippi, and
Lubbock, Texas.
Photos show: (1) Josh Stanton standing in a field of
soybeans holding a bunch of soybean plants (cover). (2) A
breeding nursery with the plants just emerging. (3) A large
New Holland combine harvesting a field of soybeans. (4)
Portrait of Robert Coker, President (p. 2). (4) Portrait of Josh
Stanton. (5) Stanton in the field talking about soybeans with
visitors at a Coker Field Day near Tunica, Mississippi. (6)
Coker’s new Soybean Research Center at Hartsville (p. 3).
(7) A small, self-propelled plot harvester used for soybean
research plots and small increase blocks. It “can be cleaned
out quickly, enabling us to handle many selections in a short
time.” (8) Equipment in a Coker laboratory that can screen
many selections rapidly and efficiently for high protein. (9)
Robert Coker, President, standing in a field of new Coker
338 soybeans. (10) Dr. J.W. Neely (former director of Coker
research and now retired) and Bill Howle (production
manager) standing in a field of Coker Hampton 266A
soybeans. (11) A bag for soybeans “bearing Coker’s familiar
Red Heart Trademark.”
Note: This catalog was received by the USDA National
Agricultural Library on 27 Sept. 1974.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
Hartsville, South Carolina.
4118. Delgado Hernandez, Felipe. 1974. La soya, su cultivo
y usos [The soybean: Its cultivation and uses]. Mexico,
DF: Direccion General de Distritos de Riego, Direccion
de Estadistica y Estudios Economicos. ii + 131 p. Series:
Memorandum técnico No. 334. [20+ ref. Spa]*
4119. Estado do Rio Grande do Sul, Assembleia Legislativa,
Comissao de Agricultura e Pecuaria. 1974. $oja [Soja]
[Soya]. Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil: A Comissao. 414 p. No
index. 23 cm. [53 ref. Por]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Food: The soybean
in human foods (malnutrition in Brazil, soymilk, lecithin,
isolated and concentrated protein {proteina isolada e
concentrada}), animal feed (the value of protein in animal
feed, the beneficial effect of protein or amino acids on
animals, the importance of soya in feedlots).
Note: This is the earliest Portuguese-language document
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seen (Nov. 2015) that uses the term proteina isolada e
concentrada to refer to soy protein isolates and concentrates.
3. Production: Soybean production in Brazil, fertilizers,
harvest, rural credit, minimum prices, future perspectives
on the expansion of the soybean crop. 4. Storage. 5.
Transportation. 6. Industrialization. 7. Commercialization. 8.
Conclusions and suggestions. 9. Appendixes. Address: Rio
Grande do Sul, Brazil.
4120. Fundacao Educacional Padre Landell de Moura,
Colegio do Ar. 1974. Manual de trigo, milho e soja [Manual
of wheat, corn, and soybeans]. Porto Alegre, Brazil:
Fundacao Educacional Padre Landell de Moura. 30 p. + 12 p.
survey. (Curso de telepromocao rural). [Por]
• Summary: Part III gives details on cultivation of soybeans.
Contents: History of the crop. Economic importance.
Soybean varieties. Climate and soil for cultivation. Time of
sowing. Sowing. Spacing and plant densities. Inoculation
of seeds. Cultural treatments. Harvest. Crop rotation. Crop
storage. Diseases. Pests. Address: Porto Alegre, Brazil.
4121. Ham, G.E.; Fenster, W.E.; Lambert, J.W.; Hicks,
D.R. 1974. Inoculation problems of soybeans. University of
Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service, Fact Sheet Soils
No. 9. 2 p. Revised.
• Summary: “Soybean plants are legumes and can live in
mutual cooperation with certain bacteria (rhizobia) which
form nodules on the soybean roots. The bacteria and the
soybean plant working together can utilize gaseous nitrogen
from the atmosphere. Independently, neither the soybean
plant nor the nodule bacteria can utilize nitrogen from the
air. The soybean plant furnishes food and a home for the
nodule-forming rhizobia; the rhizobia in the nodule convert
the gaseous nitrogen, which makes up 80 percent of air,
into a usable form for soybean plant growth. The process of
converting atmospheric nitrogen into a usable form is called
‘nitrogen fixation.’
“Well-nodulated soybean plants are needed for most
efficient seed production. With medium soil nitrogen and
good nodulation in the North Central States, about 40 percent
of the nitrogen required for a 40-bushel yield comes from
nitrogen fixed in the nodules.
“Many legume species utilize nitrogen from the
atmosphere if they are adequately nodulated. However,
successful nodulation depends on proper matching of legume
with rhizobia. For example, soybean plants require one
kind of rhizobia and alfalfa plants another; they cannot be
interchanged.
“Soybean Rhizobia Vary in Nitrogen Fixing Ability:
Many different strains of soybean rhizobia exist and some
are better nitrogen fixers than others. The differences among
strains are comparable to the differences among varieties of
a crop. Table 1 shows how a difference in nitrogen fixing
ability among rhizobia strains can affect soybean seed yields.

Table 1: “Influence of different soybean strains on seed
yields of Portage soybeans on a ‘rhizobia-free’ soil.’ Using 7
different strains, the yield ranged from 25 bushels per acre to
34 bushels per acre of soybean seeds.
“This study was conducted on a soil which contained
few if any soybean rhizobia and no nodules were formed on
the plants that were not artificially inoculated.
“In many areas of Minnesota, soybeans are rotated
with corn. With heavier rates of nitrogen fertilizer being
applied to corn, increasing amounts of residual nitrogen are
becoming available to the soybean crop. Nodulation and
nitrogen fixation are reduced by high levels of soil nitrogen.
Thus, as the soil nitrogen increases, the amount of nitrogen
contributed by nodulation decreases. However, studies
suggest that certain soybean rhizobia strains are better suited
than others to nodulate soybeans on high-nitrogen soils.
“When the soybean nodule decays, the rhizobia within
the nodule are released to the soil surrounding the root where
they remain viable for a long time. Rhizobia also live and
reproduce on organic materials in the soil between soybean
crops. Researchers in Mississippi have obtained excellent
nodulation and nitrogen fixation where soybeans have not
been grown for as long as 12-15 years.
“Soybean rhizobia are not native to the soils of the
United States. In the early years of soybean production in the
U.S., rhizobia were introduced in soil from Japan and China.
Rhizobia in soil of the current soybean growing areas were
introduced in commercial inoculants. Rhizobia surviving
in the soil from previous inoculation are referred to as
‘naturalized rhizobia.’
“A study conducted on soils which contained a
naturalized population of soybean rhizobia showed
no advantage for inoculation (table 2 [using varieties
Lamberton, Morris and Waseca]). The inoculated soybeans
were adequately nodulated by soybean rhizobia in the soil.
The results probably would have been different if rhizobia
were not present in the soil. However, most soils in the
soybean growing areas of Minnesota already contain a
naturalized population of soybean rhizobia. Introducing new
rhizobia into such soils and getting nodule formation from
them is difficult with present inoculation techniques.
“Studies have shown that rhizobia applied to the seed
at the recommended rate immediately before planting
produced only about 5 percent of the nodules on the plant.
The remaining 95 percent of the nodules were produced
by rhizobia present in the soil prior to planting. This small
proportion of total nodules is not enough to significantly
increase the total amount of nitrogen available to the plant.
“Such results from standard inoculation procedures
clearly indicate that improved techniques are needed to
introduce new and more efficient strains of rhizobia into the
nodules of the soybean plants. Soybean seed yields probably
could be increased substantially if a higher percentage were
formed by more effective strains.
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“Methods of Inoculation: Liquid or peat-based
inoculants are used in inoculating soybeans. Inoculation is
based on the premise that rhizobia placed on the seed will
survive until the root has developed to a stage when it can be
infected. Infection, the process where the rhizobia penetrate
the plant roots, begins shortly after germination.
“The soybean seeds should be planted as soon as
possible after inoculation because the number of live
rhizobia on the seed will decrease with time. However, the
seed should be allowed to dry before planting since seeds
that are wet from inoculation may be damaged by the planter.
Exposing inoculated seeds to sunlight, high temperature,
or severe drying conditions increases the death rate of the
rhizobia. The more adverse the storage conditions, the fewer
live rhizobia on the seed.
“Inoculating soybean seeds weeks or months before
planting has not proven successful. Large numbers of
live rhizobia are required to effectively nodulate soybean
plants and the soybean seed does not provide a suitable
environment for good survival. The number of live rhizobia
will be substantially reduced when inoculated soybeans
are stored in an unheated warehouse in the spring. Liquidinoculated soybeans usually degenerate faster than peat-baseinoculated soybeans.
“An evaluation of all inoculation procedures is needed.
Field studies indicate that very large numbers of soybean
rhizobia (perhaps as many as 200,000 to 1,000,000) are
needed per seed to produce effective nodulation when no
naturalized rhizobia are in the soil. The best inoculation
procedures available are required to provide this large
number of rhizobia. According to laboratory tests, many
samples of inoculated soybean seeds contain below the
number of rhizobia needed for effective nodulation and some
samples apparently contained no live rhizobia.
“The best method of inoculation is the one which will
provide the greatest number of efficient nodule bacteria at
the time the soybean plant is susceptible to nodule formation.
New processes of inoculation must be approached with
caution until their value has been proven.
“Checking for Nodulation: The number of nodules
present on the root varies greatly depending on the stage
of growth of the plant, soil texture, drainage, and other
unidentified factors. Nodulation usually increases from the
time the plants are about 2 weeks old until they begin to form
pods.
“The nodules usually begin to decay when the plant
sets pods. The nodules may decay before pod formation if
adverse environmental conditions, such as drought, prevent
satisfactory plant growth. To determine if the plants are
nodulated, dig them when they are growing vigorously
(mid-July or early August) and wash the soil from the roots.
If the plants are pulled from the soil many of the nodules
are stripped from the roots leaving the impression of poor
nodulation. The total volume or weight of nodules is the

most important indication of successful nodulation. The
size of nodules usually is affected greatly by the number of
nodules on the roots. The greater the number, the smaller the
size. Many small, effective nodules provide as much nitrogen
to the soybean plant as a few large, effective nodules.
“Conclusions: Soybean seed should always be
inoculated when a soybean crop is grown in a field for the
first time. The seed also should be inoculated if the previous
crop contained few or no nodules. If the previous soybean
crop lacked nodulation or if soybeans have not been grown
on the field for several years, the seeds should be inoculated
with a peat-based inoculant immediately before planting.
“If a nodulated soybean crop has been grown on a field
during the last 4 or 5 years, there is not complete agreement
on the merits of inoculation. Repeated tests to demonstrate
yield increases due to inoculation of soybeans have been
negative. For example, an extensive study in Illinois
showed that inoculation increased soybean seed yield in 89
comparisons, decreased yields in 112 comparisons, and had
no effect in 9 comparisons. Still, some feel that soybean
inoculation has value.” Address: 1. Associate Professor,
Soils.
4122. International Rice Research Institute. 1974. Annual
report for 1973. Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines. Soybeans:
p. 25-26, 32-34. *
Address: Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines.
4123. Karimov, Z.K.; Ganych, Z.P. 1974. [Results of a
study of initial material of soya bean under irrigation in
the Gissar valley]. Sbornik Trudov Tadzhikskogo NauchnoIssledovatel’skogo Zemledeliya (Transactions of the Tadzhik
Agricultural Research Institute) 5:189-195. [12 ref. Rus]*
• Summary: The soybean varieties and hybrids studied
fell into four groups based on maturity: Early, midseason,
midlate, and late. The characteristics of the varieties
belonging to each group are given.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2008)
concerning soybeans in Tajikistan, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Tajikistan. Note 2. The title of this periodical
varies: By 1962 it was also called: Trudy Tadzhikskogo
Nauchno-Issledovatel’skogo Zemledeliya (Transactions of
the Tadzhik Agricultural Research Institute).
Note 3. Gissar is the name of a town (population 20,000,
located on a railroad) in western Tajikistan. It is also the
name of a range of mountains (also spelled Hissar) and of a
canal.
Note 4. A summary of this article appears in Referativnyi
Zhurnal (1974) 11.55.181.
4124. Konova, L. 1974. Soiata [Soybeans]. Priroda (Sofia)
(Nature) 23(3):72-74. [Bul]
Address: Bulgaria.
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4125. Mamedov, T.G.; Mirizade, A.R. 1974. [Effect of
sowing methods and stand density of cereal/legume mixtures
on yield and chemical composition of fresh fodder]. Trudy,
Azerbaidzhanskii Institut Kormov, Lugov i Pastbishch 1:613. [Rus; aze]*
• Summary: Fresh fodder yields were higher in sorghum/
soybean and maize/soybean mixtures than in their pure
stands. Data on the chemical composition of fodders in
mixtures and pure stands are given.
4126. National Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Hiratsuka.
1974. [Seed storage catalogue]. Japan: Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry, NIAS. [Jap]*
• Summary: The Japanese germplasm collection is stored at
NIAS, which was started in 1965. They had 1472 entries in
1979.
4127. Quick, Graeme R.; Montgomery, George F. eds.
1974. Bibliography on combines and grain harvesting:
Citations from the international literature on the engineering,
biological, and economic aspects of the harvesting of
crops for grain and seed. St. Joseph, Michigan: American
Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE). 71 p. Index.
28 cm. Under the auspices of the PM 53 Grain Harvesting
Committee of the American Society of Agricultural
Engineers. *
4128. Ruschel, Alaides Puppin; Ruschel, R.; Almeida,
D.L.; Suhet, A.R. 1974. Influancia do nitrogenio mineral
e organico na fixacao simbiotica de nitrogenio em soja
[Influence of mineral and organic nitrogen on symbiotic
nitrogen fixation of nitrogen by soybean]. Pesquisa
Agropecuaria Brasileira, Serie Agronomia 9(10):125-29. [21
ref. Por; eng]
• Summary: “Abstract: In a greenhouse experiment the
effects of Rhizobium inoculation and nitrogen fertilization
(Sodium nitrate, amonium sulphate, amonium nitrate, and
urea) were studied for two soybean varieties (IAC 70-25
and Mineira). Nodulation, nitrogenase activity by acetylene
reduction, amount of nitrogen in plants, and weight of plants
were observed.
“The inoculated plants grown in soil free of nitrogen
added did not develop too much, and were comparable
in weight with that ones not inoculated; however, they
presented the greatest number and weight of nodules, and
nitrogenase activity when the mass of nodules was taken into
account.
“Among treatments which received different sources
of nitrogen, the nodulation was heavier in presence of urea
and consequently the nitrogenase activity was bigger in that
particular treatment. Plants from ammonium nitrate and
urea treatments presented higher, however not significant,
ethylene evolution and total nitrogen in plants, suggesting
a synergetic effect between the nitrogen taken from the

soil and the nitrogen fixed from the atmosphere by the
Rhizobium.” Address: Instituto Pesquisas Agropecuarias do
Centro-Sul [IPEACS], KM 47, Rio de Janeiro, GB, ZC-26,
Brazil.
4129. Vernetti, Francisco de Jesus. 1974. A cultura da soja
no Paraguay: Programa de pesquisa [Soybean culture in
Paraguay: A program of research]. Montevideo, Uruguay:
Instituto Interamericano de Ciencias Agricolas (IICA) de la
OEA, Zona Sur. 97 p. [5 ref. Por]
4130. Zambia. Ministry of Rural Development, Rural
Information Services. 1974. Soya bean production. Lusaka,
Zambia. 9 p. 21 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Describes the basics of soybean production
in southern Africa. Contents: Soils. Land preparation.
Lime. Fertilizer. Varieties. Time of planting. Population
and spacing. Weed control. Pests and diseases. Rotation.
Harvesting. Yields. Forage soybeans. Address: Lusaka,
Zambia.
4131. Bernard, R.L. 1975. Soybeans in the People’s Republic
of China. Soybean News (NSCIC) 26(2):1, 3-4. Jan.
• Summary: “Dr. Richard L. Bernard, ARS-USDA
[Agricultural Research Service] and the University of
Illinois, visited the PRC [People’s Republic of China] in
August-September, 1974. He was a member of an American
Plant Science delegation which consisted of ten scientists
and two Americans who are specialists on China. Dr. Bernard
is in charge of the U.S. world soybean germplasm collection.
In an interview with your editor, Dr. Bernard expressed the
following observations.
“The purpose of the trip, sponsored by the Chinese
Association of Agriculture, was to initiate contact with
Chinese plant scientists to encourage and implement future
exchange of scientific information and plant materials. For
twenty-five years there has been very little exchange between
the U.S. and PRC.
“The soybean is very widely grown in China. However,
it is considered to be a major commercial crop in only the
three northeastern provinces. Large amounts of soybeans
are sold from that area to the state for making traditional soy
food products such as soy sauce and various bean curds for
sale throughout China. These foods represent an important
high-protein part of the diet. Soy product foods are in such
demand in the Shanghai area that they are the main food
items which must be rationed in the markets there.
“In most of eastern China soybean plants can be seen
growing in waste areas, gardens, and small fields even where
it is not a major crop. In the Peking and Sian areas, the
ripe seeds are used in food products usually by the grower
himself or at least within the commune. In the Nanking,
Shanghai, and Canton areas, the soybean is used as a green
vegetable in addition to using the ripe seeds. Large quantities
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of soybeans are sold in the market when they are in the green
pod stage. In some areas the soybean seed or the whole
plant is used for livestock feed. The plant is also used for
green manure or hay as it was in this country on much of our
acreage until World War II.
“Cropping practices: In the Northeast, soybeans are
planted in late April or May and harvested in September and
October. The season is considered too short to permit double
cropping. Seeds are planted 5 cm deep on top of ridges
formed about 20 cm high and 60 cm apart (24 inches). Ridge
planting keeps excess water from the seedlings and provides
a warmer seedbed in early spring. A good plant population is
about 170,000 plants per hectare. That is only half the U.S.
rate.
“Planting is done by hand or with a planter. Handthinning is often practiced. Manure is applied at the rate of
30 to 40 tons per hectare (2.471 acres). Soybeans are rarely
irrigated in this area. Hand weeding is the common practice
but some herbicides are used on highly mechanized farms.
Soybeans are usually harvested with a hand sickle, and after
a little drying are threshed with an electrically powered
cylinder thresher.
“An unusual planting pattern was observed in central
Kirin province where virtually all soybeans are intercropped
with corn. Six to eight-row strips of soybeans are planted
between much wider strips of corn.
“In other areas of eastern China the ways of growing
soybeans are as varied as the climate, topography and
cropping systems into which they must fit. Soybeans, more
than any other crop, are used to plant in what otherwise
would be wasted land. They are seeded along ditch banks,
stream banks, terrace walls, roadsides, paddy dikes, field
margins and any other odd shaped piece of land too small or
too steep for commercial crops. ‘Normal’ cultural practices
are almost non-existent under these conditions. Weeds are
sometimes controlled by hand clipping or with grazing
livestock. Although soybean stands and growth are poor,
some food or feed is produced from land which would
otherwise be unproductive.
“Soybeans are found throughout China with some
small fields in most areas. Soybeans are intercropped with
corn or sorghum in the North and with fruit trees, bananas,
mulberries, etc. in the South. Everywhere soybean plants are
seen in small gardens around farm homes, and are often the
predominant plant in the garden. Soybeans may be double
cropped after winter grains in the North. In the South two
crops are possible.
“Breeding: The major soybean breeding center Dr.
Bernard visited was the Kirin Academy of Agriculture
at Kungchuling. Two other stations visited were the
Genetics Institute in Peking and the Northwest College of
Agriculture located west of Sian in Shensi province. There
are other breeding centers in the northeastern provinces of
Heilungkiang and Liaoning. There may be only a few small

breeding or testing programs elsewhere in China.
“Soybean breeding has evolved since 1949 from an
early stage when local varieties were gathered, evaluated and
superior selections were popularized to the present stage.
They now develop improved varieties through intervarietal
hybridization followed by pedigree selection. Approximately
80 percent of the soybeans seeded in Kirin province are
improved varieties developed at academies or agricultural
colleges. In other parts of China where soybeans are not an
important commercial crop, local varieties are much more
dominant.
“Soybean breeding was started at Kungchuling after
1949 by first collecting local varieties. In 1956 growers
throughout China were asked by the Ministry of Agriculture
and Forestry to collect local varieties. At Kungchuling the
better local varieties were identified and promoted. Kirin
local varieties have a growing period ranging from 110 to
140 days and seed size ranging from 10 to 20 grams per 100
seeds” (Continued). Address: Univ. of Illinois.
4132. Bernard, R.L. 1975. Soybeans in the People’s Republic
of China (Continued–Document part II). Soybean News
(NSCIC) 26(2):1, 3-4. Jan.
• Summary: (Continued): “The predominant plant type is
indeterminant with semi-determinant next and determinant
last. Predominant characteristics of varieties currently grown
in Kirin are white flowers, gray pubescence and about onethird have narrow leaves. Scientists preferred the narrow
leaves ‘to get better light penetration’ but they didn’t feel that
seed yield was necessarily higher.
“Intervarietal crossing has involved varieties from
Kirin and other provinces in China. Pollination is done on
an unusual time schedule with emasculation beginning at 5
AM and pollination from 8 to 10 AM. After 10 the pollen is
gone. A winter nursery on Hainan Island is used to grow F1
and alternate generations to accelerate the breeding program.
There was about one hectare of F2 populations being grown
at Kungchuling involving about 50 different combinations.
The F5 to F8 generations are grown in progeny rows there
(1300 in 1974) and visually selected lines are performance
tested in subsequent years.
Note: When the Japanese controlled Manchuria,
they did extensive and very professional soybean varietal
development at Kungchuling. This work is described by W.J.
Morse in his unpublished log in 1930.
“Final strain testing is done in a regional test grown at
Kungchuling and over 30 other locations in the province. The
1974 test consisted of 25 varieties including experimental
strains developed at Kungchuling and at 5 district research
institutes. The Kungchuling tests were at 2 population rates
in plots 5 rows wide spaced 60 centimeters apart and 10
meters long in 4 replications with 1 replication at a higher
fertility level. The expected yield level was 2000 to 3500
kilograms per hectare (30 to 50 bushels per acre).
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“There was also a test of 11 U.S. varieties of maturity
groups I to IV being grown at Kungchuling for the first time.
Amsoy 71, Beeson, Calland, Clark63, Corsoy, Harosoy63,
Kanrich, SRF 307, Wayne, Wilkin, and Williams were the
U.S. varieties being tested. Growth was good with a height
of nearly 4 feet on the taller varieties with no lodging, partly
because of the low population of 170,000 plants per hectare.
The varieties were similar to their appearance in the U.S.
except Williams was stunted and poorly podded.
“In addition to intervarietal hybridization, a mutation
breeding program is underway using x-rays or gamma rays
to develop earlier maturity. Some progeny rows in the R5
generation appeared to be earlier than the check variety.
“Objectives of their breeding program are: (1) higher
yield, (2) high oil content, (3) resistance to pests (4)
adaptation to intercropping, and (5) strong stems. They
have developed 8 improved varieties at Kungchuling and
popularized them in the Kirin province and nearby areas. The
major pest problem in Kirin is the soybean pod borer. Fields
not treated with insecticide have 10 to 20 percent of the pods
infested. A local variety has been found to have moderate
resistance. Although soybean mosaic is not considered
important in the breeding program, Dr. Bernard observed that
a mosaic-like disease appeared to be affecting yields. Aphids
are a major insect problem but resistant varieties have not
been found.
“The only cultural research on soybeans was seen
at Kungchuling where experiments were conducted on
intercropping with corn. Preliminary results indicated 6 row
strips of soybeans alternated with corn produced more total
yield from the land.
“The soybean breeding program at the Genetics
Institute, Peking, started in 1968 with emphasis on disease
resistance. Two varieties have been developed which are
resistant to purple stain and are being grown by farmers. The
main disease problems now are 3 viruses, soybean mosaic
(the most serious), soybean stunt, bud blight, and the leaf
disease target spot. Soybean mosaic stunted plants were
almost podless and had much more severe symptoms than
plants associated with the disease in the U.S. Resistance has
been identified by observing plants in the field, checking
with inoculation tests and by use of the electron microscope.
Two varieties were found to be moderately resistant and 2
appeared to be immune.
“Having found disease resistance, their next step will
be to breed for yield and lodging resistance. Determinant
varieties having lodging resistance are being grown in
the lowland, and indeterminant varieties are grown which
do well in poor soil areas in the upland. North of Peking
soybeans of an indeterminant type with medium to small
seeds were interplanted with corn and grain sorghum but did
not appear to have good yields in competition with the taller
crops. Grown alone, the varieties appeared to be much better.
Soybean breeding at the Northwest College of Agriculture

west of Sian was initiated more than 10 years ago and is
in cooperation with the nearby Academy of Agriculture
which is the source for germplasm. Their first objective
is to develop early maturing varieties to be planted after
wheat harvest in mid-June for harvest during the first half
of October. Disease resistance is their second objective with
work concentrated on an unidentified virus which causes
stunting of the plant and wrinkling of the leaves. The only
other disease considered is bacterial leaf spot. Although pod
borer is the most important insect pest, adequate resistance
has not been found.
“A new determinant variety was developed in 1970
at the College by pedigree selection. It grows 70 to 80
centimeters tall when planted after wheat, matures early
in 105 to 110 days, is shatter resistant and virus resistant.
Farmers are growing it in central Shensi province. Local
varieties in Shensi are used for bean curd or annual fodder
for cattle and hogs. There are a number of black-seeded
indeterminant varieties grown for fodder. Sometimes the
threshed grain is fed to cattle and hogs.
“In the remainder of China there does not appear to be
much soybean research. Because the crop is widely grown in
China and is an important source of protein, especially in the
diet of rural people, Dr. Bernard believes more research is
justified in the PRC.
“Wild soybeans: The wild soybean is a source of
germplasm that is apparently not being used in China. It
occurs in many areas and was observed to be abundant in the
Northeast. Perhaps it was eradicated from many agricultural
areas of China since it was not found in the Peking, Sian
and Canton areas. It was only found in forest parks and
wasteland around a factory and airport in the NankingShanghai area. At the Institute of Botany of the Academy of
Science at Peking the herbarium has a collection of about
100 sheets of Glycine soja from 17 provinces or regions. An
interesting report of G. hainanensis (or Teyleria koordersii)
was found by Dr. Bernard at the herbarium of the Sun Yat
Sen University in Canton. This specimen, collected in 1933
on Hainain Island was listed as an annual with seeds and
pods appearing to be close to G. soja. However, the pods
occur in rather large clusters and have up to 7 seeds per pod
which would make it an interesting variant of G. soja, if not
a distinct species. This species should be obtained for further
study and as potential germplasm for soybean breeding.”
A small portrait photo shows Dr. Richard L. Bernard.
Address: Univ. of Illinois.
4133. Coffman, B. 1975. Solid stands yield 10% more
soybeans. Farm Journal 99:22-23. Jan. *
4134. Kang, B.T. 1975. Effects of inoculation and nitrogen
fertilizer on soybean in western Nigeria. Experimental
Agriculture (England) 11(1):23-31. Jan. [11 ref]
• Summary: “The effect of inoculation and added nitrogen
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fertilizer on soybean variety TK-5 were studied in pot and
field experiments. In the former bean yields with IARI and
CB 1809 inoculants were better than Nitragin-S. In the field
experiment, inoculation alone was inadequate to supply the
nitrogen need of the crop, 30 kg. nitrogen/ha. being needed
with inoculation, and 60 kg. nitrogen/ha. without inoculation,
for maximum yield. Higher nitrogen application, combined
with inoculation, increased dry matter, nitrogen-uptake,
bean yield, pod number, bean weight and nitrogen content of
seed. Oil content of the seeds decreased with inoculation and
nitrogen application.” Address: International Inst. of Tropical
Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria.
4135. Mikoshiba, Kimito. ed. 1975. Daizu no tsukurikata
[How to grow soybeans]. Tokyo: Nosan Gyoson Bunka
Kyokai. 278 p. Illust. 19 cm. [Jap]
4136. World Farming. 1975. The goal: Hybrid soybeans.
17(1):20. Jan. Adapted from Agricultural Research magazine
(May 1975, p. 11). [1 ref]
• Summary: “For years plant breeders have pressed toward
an elusive goal: a hybrid soybean that would overcome
current yield and production barriers. A recent discovery by a
plant breeder brings the goal a step nearer.
“ARS plant breeder Charles A. Brim and colleagues at
the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, Raleigh,
have demonstrated the inheritance of male sterility in
soybeans, and have developed a soybean line possessing the
male-sterile character. Although it is not the soybean needed
to vitalize economic commercial production, it does have
the male-sterile character needed for developing new plant
material. Dr. Brim stresses that male sterility should not be
confused with cytoplasmic sterility, the breeding tool used in
developing hybrid maize.
“Here’s how plant breeders exploit the male-sterile
character. Normally, soybeans are self-pollinating: that is,
each flower has a fertile male and female organ. The pollen
is shed and fertilization occurs before the flower opens.
In order to generate the variability needed for selection
that is not generated with self-pollination, flowers must
be hand-pollinated. This requires removal of pollen that
may be on the flower and introducing pollen from another
source. Pollination by hand is, of course, expensive and time
consuming.
“In a male-sterile plant the pollen is inviable [not viable]
but the female part of the plant is fertile, so these plants can
serve as the female parents in a cross. They cannot pollinate
themselves, but can be planted close to male-fertile plants
and natural crossing will occur.
“A plant breeder can therefore avoid hand pollination
merely by interplanting the intended male-fertile and malesterile parents and relying on insects to transfer fertile pollen
to the female parent plants.
“’With this technique,’ explains Dr. Birm, ‘a plant

breeder can make more crosses in a year than he could
have gotten in a lifetime before.’ Hand pollination usually
produces one to two seeds per cross, but with the malesterile system, literally hundreds of cross seeds can be
obtained at much lower cost to the breeder. This technique,
then, can hasten the development of soybean lines with the
economically important characteristics that farmers want.
“Potential benefits from easier hybridization of soybeans
include resistance to disease, shattering, and lodging, as well
as increased yields–benefits which bolster bank accounts for
farmers, and provide a better final product for consumers.
“Dr. Brim points out that already there are lines
of soybeans with the kind of yield potential needed to
substantially raise the U.S. average yield of about 71 kg/
ha, with top producers averaging over 102 kg with available
varieties.
“Cross breeding can make it possible to improve on the
102 kg yield, but even if this yield is just maintained, raising
the U.S. yield average to 102 kg would bring growers an
extra US$70 per hectare, or over U.S.$3 billion at current
soybean prices. The big challenge is to develop varieties with
even higher yield potentials.
“A major question remains: Is there a hybrid soybean?
‘No,’ says Dr. Brim, ‘this is a first, fumbling step, and we
have a long way to go.’ The fact remains, however, that this
ARS research advance may make it possible to break down
old barriers to improved soybean yields.”
A large photo shows: “Fertile lines of experimental
soybeans are harvested with a specially designed plot
harvester.”
4137. C. Agropecuaria. 1975. Visao da soja na hora da
colheita [The view of soybeans at the time of the harvest].
(267):1. Feb. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.
4138. Monzon P., Domingo; Ortega, S.; Garcia, Alix M.
1975. Ensayo de uniformidad. I. Soya [Uniformity trials.
I. Soybeans]. Agronomia Tropical (Maracay, Venezuela)
25(1):23-26. Jan/Feb. [5 ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: A field trial was conducted to estimate the
optimum plot size for soybean trials. It was found to be
15 square meters. Address: 1. CENIAP; 2-3. Facultad de
Agronomia de la U.C.V. All: Maracay, Venezuela.
4139. Takeda, Kenneth Y.; Sakuoka, Richard T. 1975.
Vegetable soybeans. University of Hawaii Cooperative
Extension Service, Home and Garden Vegetable Service No.
14. 2 p. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Climatic requirements. Soil
management and fertilization. Planting. Irrigation and
cultivation. Insect control. Disease control. Harvesting. Seed
availability.
“Soybeans can be grown year round in most locations
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in Hawaii by planting the best adapted varieties. Kailua and
Kahala, 2 vegetable-type soybean varieties developed by
the University of Hawaii, yield well in Hawaii. Vegetable
soybean varieties developed in Japan will give good growth
and production only when planted between March and
August.”
“Vegetable soybeans are ready to harvest about 65 to 70
days after planting. The whole plant is usually pulled when a
majority of the pods are well-filled, but before the pods turn
yellow.” Address: 1. Asst. Specialist in Horticulture; 2. Seed
Specialist.
4140. Abdel-Aziz, Ali; Nassib, A.; Mahmoud, S. 1975.
Production of soybean in Egypt. INTSOY Series No. 6. p.
189-95. D.K. Whigham, ed. Soybean Production, Protection,
and Utilization: Proceedings of a Conference for Scientists of
Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia (College of Agric.,
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties adaptation.
Intercropping. Cultural practices. Future program.
Discussion.
“Work on soybean was initiated in the 1930s but
introduction and testing of varieties on a large scale did not
occur until 1963.”
In 1973 Egypt participated in the INTSOY variety trials
at five locations. The best results were given by the soybean
variety Williams, which yielded 524.3 kg/ha at Bahteem.
“In the 1974 season about 5,000 acres, mostly in the
delta and middle Egypt, were grown to soybean with an
average production of 500 kg/acre and a range of 200 to
1,250 kg/acre.” Address: Field Crop Research Inst., Orman
Giza, Egypt.
4141. Abu-Shakra, S. 1975. Soil fertility and inoculation
in soybean production. INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 48-54.
D.K. Whigham, ed. Soybean Production, Protection, and
Utilization: Proceedings of a Conference for Scientists of
Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia (College of Agric.,
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [37 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Inoculation. Nodulation
and fertilization. Phosphorus and potassium. Other nutrients.
General view of nutrient uptake.
Discusses: The importance of inoculation of soybeans
with Rhizobium japonicum where the crop has not been
previously grown. A method for calculating the nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium requirements of soybeans.
Increasing the nitrogen fertilizer rate generally decreases
nodulation. Address: Chairman, Dep. of Crop Production and
Protection, American Univ. of Beirut, Lebanon.
4142. Amirshahi, M.C. 1975. Soybean cultivation and
production in Iran. INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 209-10.
D.K. Whigham, ed. Soybean Production, Protection, and
Utilization: Proceedings of a Conference for Scientists of

Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia (College of Agric.,
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “Soya bean is a new crop in Iran, having been
introduced only about 36 years ago [i.e., in about 1939].
About 6 years ago, interest in soya bean cultivation started to
increase sharply.
“Soya is regarded in Iran as a source of edible vegetable
oil. Reports show that in 1973 the national oil consumption
was about 250,000 tons, of which some 190,000 tons
were vegetable oils and the rest animal oils. The national
vegetable oil production in Iran in 1973 was 70,000 tons and
the balance–120,000 tons, 80 percent from soya bean–was
imported. The principal sources of vegetable oil in Iran are
cotton seed, which supplies 35,000 to 40,000 tons of oil;
sunflower, supplying 25,000 to 30,000 tons; and safflower,
sesame, and soya bean, supplying the rest...
“The total area under soya bean cultivation and soya
bean production in Iran have been reported as follows:
“In 1972, 7,000 ha produced 9,700 tons with a yield of
1,380 tons/ha. In 1973, 6,360 ha produced 9,540 tons with a
yield of 1,500 tons/ha. In 1974, 21,794 ha produced 31,000
tons with a yield of 1,422 tons/ha.
“Three fourths of the soya bean crop is cultivated in the
northern littoral plain of Iran–that is, the Caspian Sea area,
Mazandaran and Gorgan–and only one-fourth in the central
plateau and the west...
“It is estimated that by next year the total soya bean
area will be increased to 60,000 hectares, of which 50,000
hectares will be in the Caspian. It is estimated that in the
next 5 years the total area for soya bean will be raised up to
100,000 to 120,000 hectares...
“The spectacular increase in area under soybean is being
promoted... (1) By informing the farmers of the benefits of
soya bean farming through extension agents. (2) Due to the
high cost of cotton production the farmers are switching
to other crops like soya bean. (3) The soya bean price has
been raised by the Oil Seed Company. (4) Subsidies and
loans in the form of seed, fertilizers, and even money are
paid to interested farmers by the Oil Seed Company and the
government.” Address: Vice Dean, Faculty of Agriculture,
Teheran [Tehran] Univ., Karadj, Iran.
4143. Ashaye, T.I.; Asenime, I.O.E.; Afolabi, N.O.; Van
Rheenen, H.A. 1975. Soybean production in Nigeria.
INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 223-26. D.K. Whigham, ed.
Soybean Production, Protection, and Utilization: Proceedings
of a Conference for Scientists of Africa, the Middle East, and
South Asia (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign). [13 ref]
• Summary: It has been rightly observed that prejudice
and custom are among the factors that prevent people from
adopting new crops of foods quickly. But Ochse et al. (9)
had this to say on the future development of soybeans: ‘The
remarkable progress made in the culture of soybean in the
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United States can be duplicated in many other countries
provided due attention is paid to the selection of varieties
adapted to the particular conditions of soil, climate, and
length of day under which the crop is to be grown. They will
form a valuable addition to the diet of any area and can serve
as a source of raw material for a widely diversified chemical
industry.’
“It appears the time has come when more attention
should be paid to the production of soybean in Nigeria.
At present, our greatest need is to stimulate interest in
soybean production and use. When the Governments of the
Federation show interest and are financially ready to back
up a production campaign, it will not be difficult to find
industries to consume the product. When this happens a great
revolution can take place in Nigerian agriculture. This paper

tries to put together data on the production and
use of soybean in Nigeria.
“Areas of Production: The main soybeangrowing area in Nigeria is in the Southern
Guinea Zone of Nigeria where a rainy season of
5 months or more discourages the cultivation of
groundnuts.
“Benue Province in Benue-Plateau State
is a center of production, followed by the Abuja
area in the North Western State and Southern
Zaria Province in North Central State as minor
production areas. The crop is produced in small
holdings of 1 to 2 hectares per farmer, with an
average yield of 600 to 800 kg/ha. All the areas
of production and centers where research work
is in progress are shown in Fig. 1.
“By 1964 the highest tonnage of soybeans
ever produced for export in Nigeria was 26,450
long tons from about 32,000 hectares (7). The
production of soybeans and its market value is
shown in Table 1.
“Nigerian soybeans form a minor part of the total world
production and most of the crop is sold to United Kingdom
consumers. Italy, Hungary, and Western Germany are other
markets for Nigerian soybeans. When compared with other
world producers such as China and the United States of
America, Nigerian produce is infinitesimal (0.05%). Between
1961 and 1968, world production has risen from 30 to 42
million tons with the United States of America producing
more than half and China one-third of the world crop of
soybean.
“Nigeria soybean production has been erratic, due
mainly to the fact that much of the production is left to the
initiative of the farmers with little governmental control.
Sharp declines between 1967 and 1969 may be mainly due to
the Civil War, and the decline between 1970 and 1973 may
be the result of a combination of
factors such as lack of interest on
the part of farmers and drought
(Table 1).
“Primary Uses of
Soybean in Nigeria: Onochie (10)
discussed the potential value of
soybean as a protein supplement
in Nigeria’s diet. He observed
that soybean has a higher total
digestible nutrient percentage
(91.99%) than cowpeas (79.52%)
and therefore more metabolizable
energy. Soybean also has a higher
content of lysine (6.0 to 6.5%)
than all other common vegetable
protein sources. Soybean has
never become popular in the
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Nigerian diet because it is very difficult to cook in traditional
Nigerian ways, and it lacks the familiar taste. Onochie (10)
noted that its use for the common ‘bean’ recipes in Nigeria
(olele and akara ball) is limited by its poor soaking and
cooking qualities, lack of palatability, and change of color
during cooking which renders it unattractive.”
“Most of the soybeans produced in Nigeria are exported
as a cash crop, except for a few that are used for human
consumption in some parts of the northern states. Yuwa (13)
stated that the Gwarrin Genge around Diko have discovered
that soybeans can be used for making ‘daddawa’ [dawadawa]
in place of the usual locust bean. Also the Koros around
Ija pound it into powder and use it in place of melon seed
to thicken their soup. Recently, however, because of the
prevalent kwashiorkor (acute protein deficiency syndrome)
in many poor Nigerian children, there appears to be
stimulated interest in the use of soybean for human food.
“Incorporating Soybean into the Nigerian Dietary: There
have been many suggested methods of utilizing soybeans for
human consumption in Nigeria. Onochie (10) suggested that
the use of soybean in the Nigerian menu can be improved by
mixing it with the more desirable cowpeas paste for ‘olele’
and ‘akara,’ by using it to fortify wheat flour for bread, or by
making it into soybean milk. This soybean milk can then be
processed into traditional foods such as kosai, alele, panke,
and wara in the northern states of Nigeria or akara ball, moimoi, and puff-puff in the southern states of Nigeria, with
acceptable taste.
“Recently, protein-enriched pap (soy-ogi) has been
developed by the Federal Institute of Industrial Research
(1). This is made by mixing soybean flour with corn flour
and adding sugar for taste. Soy-ogi is meant for cheap baby
food and so replaces costly dried skim milk. From test
results, soy-ogi appeared to be well accepted by children.
If the product is not expensive this may be the first step
toward large-scale use of soybean for human consumption in
Nigeria. The present cost of frying oil and protein meal for
livestock in Nigeria points to the great potential for industrial
uses of this crop when grown in large quantities. The oil will
supplement groundnut oil and the very rich soybean meal
will be valuable to the Nigerian livestock industry.
“Varieties: Until recently, little attention was paid
to soybean research in the southern states of Nigeria
because most people did not recognize the nutritional
value of soybeans for human consumption or their multiindustrial value. In the northern states, where most of the
export crop of soybean comes from, attention has been
paid to variety development. Gowen (5) observed that, in
variety trials carried out in 1964, the collections from the
United States exhibited striking differences in yield, plant
maturity, plant size, pod shattering, standing ability, and
disease resistance. In Northern State of Nigeria, the variety
Malayan, the standard recommendation for all soybean
growing areas (8), has been partly replaced by varieties

such as Bf-S/58, Hernon No. 107, II G-1-7, and II G-1-1.
Variety improvement through breeding was reported by
the Institute for Agricultural Research, Samaru (11). At
Mokwa Agricultural Research Station, which forms part of
the Institute for Agricultural Research, Samaru, crosses had
been made between CNS and Malayan. In a bulk population
program, selections were made that exceeded yields of the
recommended varieties in subsequent trials by about 40
percent. At the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
(IITA) in Ibadan, a soybean breeding program was started in
1970 and work has continued since then.
“Fertilizer requirement for soybean in the northern states
of Nigeria has been investigated. Super-phosphate has been
found to be the best phosphorus fertilizer for soybean and,
provided sulfur is not limiting, nitrogen fixation will occur.
No response to potash has been found.
“Regional Trials: Active research work in soybean
started in eastern Nigeria in 1965 but was discontinued
from 1968 to 1971 (3). Research attention was focused on
variety trials. Most of the varieties tested were the local, lowyielding types, and yield results were generally low.
“Research work in soybean in Western State has
been inconsistent but has been given more attention since
1969. The period 1969-1971 was used for collection and
multiplication of seeds. Variety trials started in 1972 have
continued until the present.
“Variety trials were carried out at Mokwa Agricultural
Research Station and about five other locations in
the northern states of Nigeria, which resulted in the
recommendation of new varieties.
“With the foundation of the IITA in Ibadan, more
varieties became available for trial and breeding and
agronomic work are in progress there” (Continued). Address:
1&3. Inst. of Agricultural Research and Training, Univ. of
Ife, Ibadan, Nigeria.
4144. Assa, A.D.; Edi, K. 1975. Soybean production in
the Ivory Coast. INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 215-16. D.K.
Whigham, ed. Soybean Production, Protection, and
Utilization: Proceedings of a Conference for Scientists of
Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia (College of Agric.,
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: The government is sponsoring soybean
research. “From seeds bought from the United States (2.5
tons of Bossier) and from planting material received from
northern Nigeria and Brazil, seed multiplications have been
established at five different points, of which three are in the
northern part, one in the northwest and one in the central part
of the country. The total area under seed multiplication is
about 66 hectares.
“Field trials are also being conducted with varieties
received from the cooperative trials of the International
Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), Ibadan, Nigeria,
and from the International Soybean Program (INTSOY).”
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Address: 1. Asst. Prof. of Soil Science, Univ. of Abidjan,
Ivory Coast; 2. Farm manager, Ensa School of Agriculture,
Abidjan, Ivory Coast.
4145. Fadhil-Alzubaidi, -. 1975. Planting soya bean in
Iraq. INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 212-14. D.K. Whigham, ed.
Soybean Production, Protection, and Utilization: Proceedings
of a Conference for Scientists of Africa, the Middle East, and
South Asia (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign).
• Summary: “In the past, soya bean was unknown to Iraqi
farmers and its cultivation was not practiced on the state
farms and it was not used by the technicians. It was known
only theoretically in colleges and agricultural institutes.
Within the last four years, however, soya bean cultivation has
been started in Iraq in the form of tests by Iraqi agricultural
technicians. Broad research studies and scientific tests
have been initiated to find out the best ways of soya bean
cultivation in Iraq and many training stations have been
opened (in Mosul, Alhawijah, Suweira, Allatifiyah, Abu
Guraib). The varieties that have been cultivated are Lee and
Bragg.
“The General State Company for Plant Production
planted 2,000 donum (1 donum = 0.25 ha) of soya bean in
Suweira during the planting season of 1974, to find out the
best methods for cultivation, including the best system and
time for planting, and the machinery needed.”
A table of the results from the “wettable system” in 1974
shows that the soybeans were first planted on June 5.
Another table (p. 213) of a 1973 test on Allatifiyah farm,
where Bragg and Lee varieties were planted, shows that
Bragg was first planted on 12 April 1973.
“Summary: Based on the planting at Suweira in 1974,
the following conclusions have been reached: 1. The
wettable system [using a cotton seed drill] is the best way
of planting soya bean. The furrowing system using the grain
seed drill is also successful... 4. The best time for planting
soya bean is June.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007)
concerning soybeans in Iraq, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Iraq. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Iraq, or the cultivation of soybeans in Iraq (12
April 1973). The source of these soybeans was probably
INTSOY, at the Univ. of Illinois, USA. Address: Agricultural
Engineer, General State Co. for Plant Production, Baghdad,
Iraq.

legume in the Western Hemisphere. Probably the most
important food legume in Africa is cowpea. Ninety-eight
percent of cowpeas grown in Africa are intercropped.
“Mixed cropping or intercropping is a husbandry system
in which different crop mixtures are grown at the same time
on the same area of land.
“As a cultural practice, the reasons for the popularity of
intercropping among small farmers in tropical environments
are: Flexibility, profit maximization, resources maximization,
risk minimization, soil conservation, soil fertility
maintenance, weed control, nutritional reasons, sustenance
income, traditional popularity.” Address: Visiting Research
Fellow, Dep. of Crop Science & Production, Univ. of Dar es
Salaam, P.O. Box 643, Morogoro, Tanzania.
4147. Herath, H.M.E. 1975. Soybean cultivation in Sri
Lanka: A progress report. INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 239-51.
D.K. Whigham, ed. Soybean Production, Protection, and
Utilization: Proceedings of a Conference for Scientists of
Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia (College of Agric.,
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “Soybean was first introduced to Sri Lanka in
1947. Various trials were carried out in the dry zone and hill

4146. Finlay, R.C. 1975. Intercropping soybeans with
cereals. INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 77-85. D.K. Whigham, ed.
Soybean Production, Protection, and Utilization: Proceedings
of a Conference for Scientists of Africa, the Middle East, and
South Asia (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign). [35 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean has become the most important
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country but, because soybean was unable to compete with
other pulses, little attention was given to it...
“Failure of attempts to grow soybeans in the past has led
to a general belief that they cannot be grown in Sri Lanka in
sufficient quantities for commercial exploitation. In 1973,
however, with the introduction of the first International
Soybean Program (INTSOY) kits to Sri Lanka, it has been
found that soybean does very well in most locations, and
research since then has shown that there is a possibility of
intercropping certain plantations with soybean...
“Soybean is mainly consumed in Sri Lanka as a
substitute for lentils. There is also an increasing demand
for soy flour used in a mixture with rice and wheat flour.
Pilot projects for the production of soy milk, soy oil and
blending of cowmilk for spray-drying have been initiated.
Since there is a severe shortage of animal feed, soybean and
its by-products are being increasingly used in the livestock
industry.
“The acreage under soybean is increasing annually, from
a few acres in 1971 to nearly 5,000 acres in 1974.”
Detailed information on soybean production research is
given, including yields for many varieties tested, nutritional
composition of varieties, nodulation data, effect of spacing
on yield, effects of pesticides on nodulation, and effect of
storage at various temperatures and times on germination of
different varieties.
A map of Sri Lanka shows the “General agro-climatic
zones of Sri Lanka and International Soybean Program
(INTSOY) locations for 1974.” Colombo and CARI are both
in the West Zone in the southwest of the country. Address:
Central Agricultural Research Inst., Peradeniya, Sri Lanka.
4148. Noor-Mohammadi, G. 1975. Problems of growing
soybeans in Khuzistan [southern Iran]. INTSOY Series No. 6.
p. 217. D.K. Whigham, ed. Soybean Production, Protection,
and Utilization: Proceedings of a Conference for Scientists of
Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia (College of Agric.,
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “A few years ago the College of Agriculture
at Jundi Shapur University in Ahwaz and the Agricultural
Research Center in Dezful started experiments on oil seed
crops, particularly sunflower, safflower, sesame, and also
recently, soybean...
“The late ripening varieties that were sown at about July
20 brought a better yield than the others.” Address: Asst.
Prof., Agronomy Dep.; Vice Dean, College of Agriculture,
Jundi Shapur Univ., Ahwaz, Iran.
4149. Panday, M. 1975. Soybeans in Nepal. INTSOY Series
No. 6. p. 221-22. D.K. Whigham, ed. Soybean Production,
Protection, and Utilization: Proceedings of a Conference
for Scientists of Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “Soybean is the centuries-old crop in Nepal.

Growing of soybean with maize and millet in intercropping
is an old practice in Nepal. Not only soybeans, but almost all
kinds of edible summer and winter legumes, are grown in an
intercropping pattern...
“Due to lack of marketing facilities, our farmers grow
the soybeans only for their self-sufficiency, leaving a very
little amount to sell in the market. Our farmers feed the
soybean flour to their cattle, especially cows and buffalo,
during their lactating period in order to get more milk.
“Local methods of using soybeans in the human diet are:
(a) Roasted soybeans mixed with roasted corn are eaten in
the daily tiffin. (b) Roasted soybean cotyledons mixed with
garlic, onion pieces, salt, and chili are served as a cocktail.
(c) Sprouted soybeans mixed with other sprouted pulses are
used in vegetable soup. (d) Green soybean pods are eaten
after steaming.
“Nowadays the soybean eating habits have been
changed by the people. Some have started preparing milk,
yogurt, and the like from soybean. Rice cooked in soya milk
with some coconut pieces is becoming popular. People have
started using soybean flour in their baby food.” Address:
Dep. of Agriculture, Education and Research, Khumaltar,
Lalipur, Nepal.
4150. Pinzariu, P. 1975. [Application of nitrogen and
phosphorus to the principal crops in irrigated conditions at
Podu-Iloaiei]. Cercetari Agronomice in Moldova 8:67-72.
March. [6 ref. Rom; fre]*
Address: Statiunea de Cercetari Agricole, Podu-Iloaiei,
Romania.
4151. Rachie, K.O.; Plarre, W.K.F. 1975. Breeding
methodology for tropical soybeans. INTSOY Series No. 6. p.
29-47. D.K. Whigham, ed. Soybean Production, Protection,
and Utilization: Proceedings of a Conference for Scientists of
Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia (College of Agric.,
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Opting for improvement. Climatic
considerations. Problems in breeding methodology:
Improving agronomic characters, improving seed quality,
efficiency of nitrogen fixation, economic factors. Adapted
methodology: Varietal improvement, seed multiplication,
land preparation, planting and inoculation, weed and
pest control, field plot technique, harvesting-threshingstorage, field evaluation, equipment requirements, supplies.
Conclusion and summary.
The authors note that soybeans are already well
established in the tropics at intermediate elevations and
in the subtropics. They hasted to add, however, that it is
questionable whether soybeans can be established in the
low latitude, low elevation tropics and suggest that success
depends upon favorable conditions and good management.
Address: 1. Asst. Director and Grain Legume Improvement
Program Leader, IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria.
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4152. Tattersfield, J.R. 1975. Soya beans in Rhodesia.
INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 227-32. D.K. Whigham, ed.
Soybean Production, Protection, and Utilization: Proceedings
of a Conference for Scientists of Africa, the Middle East, and
South Asia (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign). [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Research: breeding,
rhizobium inoculants, fertilizers, weed control, agronomy,
entomology, plant physiology, mechanization. Extension.
Introduction: “Soya beans have, until now, played
a minor role in the agricultural economy of Rhodesia.
Production has been confined to commercial farms. Farmers
of communal land have not produced soya beans to any
extent, preferring to grow groundnuts, field beans, and
cowpeas as edible legume seeds both for home use and for
sale.
“Soya beans can be grown successfully as a summer
crop in rotation with irrigated winter wheat. Timing of the
two crops is very satisfactory, soya beans occupying the land
from late November to early April and wheat from early May
until late October. The same machinery can be used for both
crops and the irrigation necessary for wheat is also available
for soya beans if rainfall is inadequate, thus ensuring high
yields. As to fertility, the crops are complementary; soil
nitrogen is enhanced somewhat by soya beans for use by
wheat and, after heavily fertilized wheat, residual phosphate
and potash can sustain the soya beans.
“Soya beans also rotate well with maize and cotton.
Benefits from preceding maize and cotton with soya beans
include residual nitrogen, easy ploughing and soil moisture
conservation, good tilth, ability to plant maize and cotton
early, more flexibility with chemical weed control systems,
and better utilization of labor and machinery by spreading
peak demands. Although these are real benefits, economic
considerations of costs and prices will be the main factors
determining the popularity of soya beans compared with
the other Crops. Under present conditions, given good
management, the profitability of maize and soya beans
appear to be similar.
“Yields of soya beans have until recently been
disappointingly low, but with better varieties, better growing
methods, and favorable prices, an improvement has been
noted (Table 1). National average yields are usually below
those expected by efficient producers. Farm yields of soya
beans of 2,700 kg/ha are being achieved by a number of
proficient growers and field yields as high as 4,400 kg/ha
have been recorded. Recently, in variety trials, yields of
5,500 kg/ha were achieved. The indications are, therefore,
that with the general application of good management
practices and a satisfactory cost/price relationship, a marked
improvement in the national average yield should occur.
“Research: In the late 1950s it was considered that soya
beans could play an important role in Rhodesian agriculture.

At that time yields and prices were low but it was anticipated
that research could lead to increased yields and that the
demand for such a valuable food crop would inevitably
rise. To increase yields, a research program was initiated
involving various disciplines in the Department of Research
and Specialist Services. Some soya bean research has also
been conducted at the University of Rhodesia in the fields
of plant physiology and microbiology, and the Department
of Conservation and Extension has studied mechanization
problems. A brief account of the research to date, and some
key references of published work are given below.
“Breeding: The first soya bean breeding in Rhodesia
occurred in the 1920s and 1930s, resulting in the release
of a number of ‘Hernon’ strains (1, 9). A second and much
larger program was started in 1963 (13) which is now well
established and to which the comments below apply.” It is
based at the Salisbury Research Station. Since 1963 three
varieties have been released for commercial use: Rhosa from
South Africa, Bragg from the USA, and Orbi from Rhodesia.
Address: Principal Research Officer, Salisbury Research
Station, Salisbury, Rhodesia.
4153. Palmer, J.H. 1975. Soybean yield barrier: A myth?
Soybean News (NSCIC) 26(3):1, 4. April.
Address: Extension Agronomist, Clemson Univ., Clemson,
South Carolina.
4154. Parvin, D.W., Jr.; Anderson, J.M.; Cooke, F.T., Jr.;
Holder, S.H., Jr.; Hamill, J.G. 1975. Specific inputs and
prices associated with soybean production costs for the
Mississippi Delta, 1975. MAFES Research Highlights
(Mississippi Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station)
No. 832. 38 p. April. [4 ref]
• Summary: Results suggest that returns from on-farm
storage are likely to exceed storage costs (amortized
investment and operating costs). Address: MAFES
(Mississippi Agricultural and Forestry Exp. Station), Dep. of
Agricultural Economics, Mississippi State Univ., Mississippi
State, MS 39762.
4155. Sprague, G.F. 1975. Agriculture in China. Science
188(4188):549-55. May 9.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Agricultural research
in China. Map of eastern and central China showing all
provinces and major cities. Organization of communes.
Fertilization. Cropping systems. Plant protection. Rice.
Wheat. Corn. Sorghum and millets. Soybeans. Vegetables
and fruits. Animal production. Outlook for expanding crop
production during the next decade.
This article is based on observations made by the U.S.
Plant Studies Delegation on their recent visit to China (26
Aug. to 23 Sept. 1974), and on conversations with the many
scientists contacted. A more detailed report will be published
by the National Academy of Sciences. Among the delegation
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members was Richard Bernard, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois.
Concerning soybeans: “In the central and southern areas,
soybean culture is largely limited to small fields, gardens,
ditch banks, and other waste lands. Only in the northeastern
provinces does it become an important field crop. Here it
is grown in pure stands or interplanted with other crops,
primarily corn or sorghum.
“Soybeans are used for food in the green stage, but the
more common use is in the manufacture of soy sauce and the
various bean curd products. The vines, pods, and waste grain
are also used as livestock feeds.
“Some soybean breeding work is done at the Genetics
Institute in Peking, but the major breeding effort is
concentrated in the northeastern provinces of Kirin,
Heilungkiang, Liaoning, and at the Northwest College
of Agriculture in Shensi province.” Address: Dep. of
Agronomy, College of Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
4156. Mohta, N.K. 1975. Report of the agronomic trials,
field demonstration and home utilisation programme on
soybean carried out at the Indian Agricultural Research
Institute, New Delhi, during 1974. Paper presented at the
Seventh Workshop of Soybean. Held 12-14 May 1975 at the
University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore. *
4157. Freckmann, James K. 1975. Soybean crops draw
attention of growth areas. Foreign Agriculture (USDA
Foreign Agricultural Service) 13(23):10-11. June 9.
• Summary: Summarizes the regional conference on
soybeans at Addis Ababa in October 1974 which “featured
exchanges of soybean information and research in
subtropical areas by agricultural scientists and planners
representing countries in Africa, the Mideast, and South
Asia.
“Up to now, there has been no substantial expansion of
local soybean production in these areas, although a number
of countries are expressing growing interest in soybean
agronomy and cultivation.
“Several factors–including a 10-15 year lead time before
quantities of beans are available for export, disease, storage,
and harvesting problems–suggest that the long-term outlook
for production of soybeans in many tropical and subtropical
countries of Africa and the Mideast is dim.
“Also, average yields of soybeans in these areas have
proven to be very low even in test trials at research stations–
another factor that acts as a disincentive to commercial
production.
“The growing interest in soybean production now being
expressed by some African and Mideastern countries arises
both from the desire of these countries to improve the levels
of human nutrition as well as to earn more foreign exchange
from exports of soybeans.
“However, the 10-15 year lead time applying to new

soybean production precludes any immediate hope of export
earnings from this crop.
“The following highlights summarize steps taken in
soybean production by some developing countries:
“Ivory Coast: Crash program started in 1974 to grow
soybeans for seed on about 173 acres. About 2,500 acres are
to be sown in 1975... Tanzania: Soybean production was first
tried in 1907. About 1,800 acres sown to soybeans are in
various trials as an intercrop for small farmers and another
2,000 acres have been sown in a peanut area. Japanese are
seeking rights to grow soybeans for export to Japan.
“Ethiopia: About 60 metric tons of soybeans were grown
in 1973 and about 80 tons in 1974 for the Food Nutrition
Institute for use in human (baby care) nutrition. About 700
tons of soy flour were imported from the United States in
1974...
India: Area sown to soybeans may reach about 750,000
acres by 1980, compared with about 210,000 acres in
1974. Twelve processing plants, of which five are solvent
extraction plants, average 50 tons of beans per day. These
plants have a total capacity of 83,000 tons annually, but are
now processing only about 40,000 tons.
“Nigeria: Government has plans to plant 100,000 acres
by 1980 for export crops...
“Sierra Leone: Some trials have been carried out since
1966, but no commercial production has been tried or
contemplated. The country’s small poultry industry imports
meal from the United States, and is pushing for location
production of soybeans to reduce feed costs.
“Ghana: Soybean production was first tried in 1906,
with poor results. In 1972, the Government decided to try
again in hope of reducing large imports of soymeal and oil.
Trials are still being conducted. About 1,300 acres are to be
sown to soybeans in 1975...
“Rwanda: Soybeans were grown on about 4,000 acres in
1974, and plans are to increase this area to 10,000 acres over
the next few years. All current production is for domestic
food, and plans are to export beans to neighboring countries
in the future. A French aid group is encouraging production.
“Sri Lanka: Soybean crops were first tried in 1947.
Varietal testing is now being conducted, and about 5,000
acres were planted in 1974 on rice land as a rotational crop.
Government is issuing free seed to farmers willing to plant
soybeans. Plantings were zero in 1970, but world prices are
encouraging expansion of plantings.
“Iraq: About 13,000 acres were assigned to a seed
multiplication scheme in 1974, and about 50,000 acres are to
be planted in 1975 to meet domestic oil and meal needs.
“Saudi Arabia: Varietal testing is planned.”
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Ghana, or the cultivation of soybeans in Ghana
(1906). However there is good reason to distrust this very
early date, since no source is given and since many earlier
reports give the date of introduction as 1909.
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Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen
(June 2007) for soybeans in Iraq, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Iraq (1974; one of two documents). The source
of these soybeans is unknown. Address: U.S. Agricultural
Attaché, Nairobi, Kenya.
4158. Agronomie Tropicale (France). 1975. Note de synthèse
sur les connaisances acquisés par l’IRAT sur le soja dans
divers pays d’Afrique [Summary of knowledge acquired
by IRAT on the soybean in various African countries].
30(2):182-86. April/June. [Fre]
• Summary: This is one of the best publications seen on
soybeans in French-speaking Africa. IRAT stands for Institut
de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (Tropical Institute
of Agronomic Research).
Contents: Introduction. Variety development. Mineral
nutrition and nitrogen fixation. Cultural practices. Diseases
and enemies. Economics of production and perspectives on
development.
Starting in 1965 and in the course of the following
years, soybeans have been introduced by various countries,
and trials were conducted with the help of IRAT, especially
in Cameroon, the Ivory Coast (1970-1972), Ethiopia,
Madagascar (1966-72), Central African Republic [RCA;
1968-69], and Senegal (1972-74).
A 4-column table gives: The variety names, the source
of the germplasm (from the USA, South Africa, Taiwan, and
China), the maturity group of each variety, and the names
of the countries in which each variety was tested. Later, the
yields in the various locations tested are also given.
Note 1. This document contains the second earliest date
seen for soybeans in Senegal, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Senegal (1972). In Senegal, the first soybean trials were
conducted at Bambey where the rainy season, which is very
short, forces one to plant soybeans like peanuts, starting with
the first significant rains. Yields of more than 2,500 kg/ha
have been obtained, as in 1973.
Note 2. Immediately following this article is a
bibliography of research conducted on soya in Africa south
of the Sahara (177 references), cited separately.
4159. A.T. Kearney, Inc. 1975. Feasibility of developing
containerized transport and storage system for grains and
soybeans to facilitate use of wide range of transport vehicles.
Chicago. 79 p. Prepared for the USDA Agricultural Research
Service.
Address: Chicago, Illinois.
4160. Pearson, Robert W. 1975. Soil acidity and liming in the
humid tropics. Cornell International Agriculture Bulletin No.
30. 66 p. June. [156 ref]
• Summary: A review of the available results of liming trials
to determine information useful in soil management systems
for tropical areas. Under crop response to lime, there are

subsections on soybeans, beans, peanuts and forage legumes
with information on N fixation effects. Soil properties
affecting rhizobia are also discussed. Address: Cornell Univ.,
Ithaca, NY.
4161. Chatterjee, B.N.; Roquib, M.A. 1975. Soybean in
multiple and inter-cropping. Indian J. of Genetics & Plant
Breeding 35(2):264-68. July. [4 ref]
• Summary: In a comparison of pure and mixed cultures
of maize, rice, soybeans and pigeon peas grown in
various combinations, the advantages of soybean / maize
intercropping were most apparent. Address: Faculty of
Agriculture, Univ. of Kalyani, West Bengal, India.
4162. Koranne, K.D.; Singh, Gurmel; Bhushan, L.S. 1975.
Soybean for food and soil cover. Indian Farming 25(4):13.
July. Series 2.
• Summary: Two years’ research at this institute has shown
decisively that “soybean can be grown successfully and
profitably in this region under rainfed conditions and its
thick vegetative canopy can help soil and water conservation.
Gives details on land preparation ad sowing, and on the best
varieties.
Six reasons are given to favor soybean cultivation over
the less efficient traditional Indian pulse crops such as mung
and urd [Vigna mungo].
“1. Soybean yields (2,500 to 3,000 kg/ha) are much
higher than the yields of most of the other pulses.
“2. Nutritive value of soybean is much higher than that
of other pulses. Soybean has 43 per cent protein and 20 per
cent fat and can be an ideal diet for diabetic patients.
“3. Soybean is a crop with multiple uses as compared
with other pulse crops which are extensively used as dal
only.
“4. Research experiences have shown that in crop
mixtures, soybean profitably stands the company of maize
crop whereas crop mixture of maize and urd or mung is not
as successful.
“5. Most important fact in favour of soybean is its
tolerance to irregular rains while lengthy monsoons of Doon
valley affect the urd and mung crops considerably.
“6. Soybean can also profitably be used as a green
manure crop.” Address: Central Soil and Water Conservation
Research and Training Inst., Dehra Dun.
4163. Sistachs, M.; Neyra, M.; Aladro, T.; Leon, J.J. 1975.
Plant density, fertilization methods and weed control in
soybeans. Cuban J. of Agricultural Science (Cuba) 9(2):24353. July. [19 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Populations between 161,000 and 375,000
plants/ha and broadcasting or band application of fertilizer
did not affect plant yields significantly. Best weed control
was achieved with trifluralin, which should be applied at
no more than 0.5 kg/ha lest the number and weight of root
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nodules be reduced. Address: Instituto de Ciencia Animal,
Apartado 24, San José de las Lajas, La Habana, Cuba.
4164. Adams, Fred. 1975. Field experiments with
magnesium in Alabama–Cotton, corn, soybeans, peanuts.
Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 472.
17 p. Aug.
• Summary: The section titled “Soybeans” (p. 13-15)
states: “Soybeans became a major crop in Alabama during
the 1960s.” Comparisons of dolomitic versus calcitic
limestone show a small advantage for dolomitic limestone.
“Magnesium deficiency often reveals itself by leaf
discoloration,...” Address: Auburn, Alabama.
4165. Banco Central de Nicaragua, Departamento de
Investgaciones Tecnológicas, División Agrícola. 1975.
Iníciese en el cultivo de la soya [Beginning soybean
cultivation]. Managua, Nicaragua: Banco Central de
Nicaragua. 16 p. Aug. 28 cm. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. What is soya [the
soybean]? Its potential as a source of protein and oil. The
cost of soy protein in comparison with other sources.
Requirements of the crop: Varieties, soils, altitude, climate,
and water. Techniques of crop management: Time of
planting, preparation of the soil, distance between plants,
quantity of seed planted, inoculation of the seed, planting
machines, control of weeds (and herbicides), fertilization,
pests and their control, diseases, harvest, storage. Costs of
production. Rotation with other crops. Address: Managua,
Nicaragua.
4166. Boakye-Boateng, K.B.; Hume, D.J. 1975. The effect of
mulching on emergence, growth and seed yield of soybeans
(Glycine max L. Merr.) in Southern Ghana. Ghana J. of
Agricultural Science 8(2):135-41. Aug. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Mulching greatly improved seeding emergence
during the major rainy season trial, and increased plant
height and seed size. Grain yield was increased by an
average of 78% over unmulched plots... Mulching appeared
beneficial in soybean production, particularly when seed
viability was low and during the major rainy season when
maximum soil temperatures were high.” Address: Dep. of
Crop Science, Univ. of Ghana, Legon, Ghana.
4167. Boakye-Boateng, K.B.; Hume, D.J. 1975. Effects of
storage conditions on germination of soybean (Glycine max
L. Merr.) seed. Ghana J. of Agricultural Science 8(2):109-14.
Aug. [6 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: Soybean seed was stored in cloth or
polyethylene bags. The four key variables that favor high
germination after long storage are low initial seed moisture
content, low storage temperature, low relative humidity of
storage, and storage in polyethylene bags.
Seed in polyethylene bags at 22ºC (refrigerated) and

11.2% moisture did not lose viability during 50 weeks of
storage. But seed stored at ambient tropical temperature and
humidity rapidly lost their abiltiy to germinate and emerge
after 9-10 weeks. Address: Dep. of Crop Science, Univ. of
Ghana, Legon, Ghana.
4168. INTSOY Newsletter (Urbana, Illinois). 1975. Soybean
production short course underway. No. 5. p. 1-2. Aug.
• Summary: “Since May 14, 16 persons from 15 countries
have been participating in a 17-week course entitled,
‘Technical and Economic Aspects of Soybean Production.’”
The name and country of each participant is listed.
4169. Dornescu, D.; Dornescu, A. 1975. [Path coefficient
analysis of the effect of fertilizer on yield components in
soyabean]. Cercetari Agronomice in Moldova p. 63-66. Sept.
[3 ref. Rom]*
Address: Statiunea de Cercetari Agricole, Podu-Iloaiei,
Romania.
4170. Kromah, Lasana. 1975. Improving grain legumes
in Liberia. In: R.A. Luse and K.O. Rachie, eds. 1975.
Proceedings of IITA Collaborators Meeting on Grain
Improvement. Ibadan, Nigeria: International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture. iii + 179 p. See p. 29-30.
• Summary: “The legume program in Liberia was formerly
carried on by large concessions, mainly the Firestone
plantation, which deal with tree crops such as rubber, cocoa,
and coffee.” Their three objectives are outlined.
“At the Government Research Centre at Suakoko, which
is attached to the Ministry of Agriculture, a grain legume
program has been recently initiated using methods different
from that of Harbel Firestone. Here the legumes are used
in rotation with paddy rice in the dry season after the rice
harvest. Two variety trials have been carried on since 1973...
Both soybeans and cowpeas have been involved in these
experiments. They were introduced from both Nigeria and
the United States as well as Taiwan... Soybean varieties
Jupiter and TK-5 have been successful. Here two tons per
hectare have been obtained with growth duration of 65
days.”
“The early study dealing with the possibility of soybean
production in Liberia was begun in 1964 at the University
[Univ. of Liberia, Monrovia] by Dr. C.C. Chen, an FAO
Tropical Crop Expert. He introduced the variety Polmetto
[sic, Palmetto] from Taiwan. He also initiated in 1965 a
variety trial with 10 varieties introduced from Taiwan.
Results from this trial were indeed encouraging. The yield of
soybean seed was estimated as 1,200-1,500 kg/ha. In 1966 a
Chinese Agricultural Mission to Liberia reported that a few
varieties produced successfully at Gkedin about 180 miles
from Monrovia, Liberia.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March
2019) concerning soybeans in Liberia, or the cultivation of
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soybeans in Liberia. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Liberia, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Liberia (1964). The source of these soybeans (Palmetto
variety) was Taiwan. Address: College of Agriculture and
Forestry, Univ. of Liberia, Monrovia, Liberia.
4171. Soybean Digest. 1975. Storage becomes a marketing
alternative. Marketing series: Part IV. Oct. p. 6-7.
4172. Pimentel, David; Dritschilo, W.; Krummel, J.;
Kutzman, J. 1975. Energy and land constraints in food
protein production. Science 190(4216):754-61. Nov. 21. [85*
ref]
• Summary: This year the world population is expected to
reach 4 billion; by the year 2000 it is expected to reach 7
billion.
With the rapid growth of the human population comes,
obviously, a rapid growth in demand for food.
“An integral part of the population-food equation is the
use of fossil energy.” Plant foods provide over 70% of the
protein consumed by humans; most of this protein (47%)
comes from cereal grains. Legumes provide about 20% of
this plant protein. So cereal grains and legumes account for
most of the protein and calories consumed by the majority of
people worldwide–and these sources are expected to become
more important in the future; however in the United States
69% of the protein is derived from livestock sources.
“An estimated 29% of the world’s protein supply
(51 million metric tons) suitable for human food is fed to
livestock.
Most people live on about 2100 kilocalories per day and
they obtain most of their protein from cereal grains. “Most
of the instances of protein deficiencies occur in parts of the
world where calorie intakes are also inadequate.”
“Vegetable proteins are of poorer quality than animal
protein because most are deficient in one or two of the
essential amino acids.” Proteins provided by rice, wheat,
and corn, for example, are low in lysine. The amino acid
composition of whole eggs is taken as the standard (100%).
Address: College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Cornell
Univ.
4173. Heenan, D.P.; Carter, O.G. 1975. Response of two
soya bean cultivars to manganese toxicity as affected by pH
and calcium levels. Australian J. of Agricultural Research
26(6):967-74. Nov. [30 ref]
• Summary: Manganese toxicity is one of the main factors
contributing to low yields on low pH soils. The problem is
usually corrected by addition of lime (calcium carbonate) to
the soil; this raises the pH and lowers the plant’s uptake of
manganese. Address: Dep. of Agronomy and Horticultural
Science, Univ. of Sydney, Sydney, NSW 2006.
4174. INTSOY Newsletter (Urbana, Illinois). 1975. Soybean

seed storage research. No. 6. p. 1. Nov.
4175. Schwab, G.O.; Fausey, N.R.; Weaver, C.R. 1975.
Tile and surface drainage of clay soils. II. Hydrologic
performance with field crops (1962-72). III. Corn, oats, and
soybean yields (1962-72). Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station, Research Bulletin No. 1081. 37 p. Nov. [13 ref]
• Summary: “This report summarizes the data collected
over the 11-year period, 1962-72, from a long-term field
experiment at the North Central Branch, Ohio.” “Corn,
soybean, and oat yields, plant populations, and drainage
flows were measured on 0.5-acre plots on Toledo silty clay
soil near Sandusky, Ohio... Drainage treatments were no
drainage, surface drainage, tile drainage, and a combination
of tile and surface drainage.” The stands and yields were best
when the combination of tile and surface drainage was used;
next best was tile drainage only.
Note 1. Tile drainage is a practice for removing excess
water from the subsurface of soil intended for agriculture.
Removing excess water usually increases crop yields by
effectively lowering the water table and enabling oxygen to
exist in the soil around plant roots.
In a tile drainage system, a sort of “plumbing” is
installed below the surface of agricultural fields, effectively
consisting of a network of below-ground pipes that allow
subsurface water to move out from between soil particles
and into the tile line. Water flowing through tile lines is often
ultimately deposited into surface water points–lakes, streams,
and rivers–located at a lower elevation than the source. Water
enters the tile line either via the gaps between tile sections, in
the case of older tile designs, or through small perforations in
modern plastic tile.
Note 2. At the end of this bulletin is a page titled “Better
living is the product” which explains: The Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station was established in 1882 at The Ohio
State University, Columbus, Ohio. In 1892 it was moved
to its present location in Wooster, Wayne County, Ohio–in
northeastern Ohio. “In 1965 the Ohio General Assembly
passed legislation changing the name to Ohio Agricultural
Research and Development Center–a name which more
accurately reflects the nature and scope of the Center’s
research program today.” Address: OARDC, Wooster, Ohio.
4176. Bhangoo, M.S.; Albritton, D.J. 1975. Response of
nodulating and non-nodulating soybean isolines to applied
nitrogen. Arkansas Farm Research 24(6):14. Nov/Dec.
• Summary: “The data show that soybean seed yields and
vegetative dry matter production may be significantly
increased by nitrogen fertilizer on poorly drained soils low in
organic matter with a strongly acid subsoil. Rates of nitrogen
applied should be within the range where symbiotic fixation
is not greatly inhibited and be based on the residual soil
nitrogen present.” Address: Profs. of Agronomy, Univ. of
Arkansas, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.
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4177. Kaz’min, Grigorii T.; Gritsun, A.T.; Sirotkin, V.I.;
Baranova, M.M. 1975. Soybean research in the Soviet Far
East. Arlington, Virginia: U.S. Joint Publications Research
Service. 29 p. Originally published in Russian in Sibirskiy
Vestnik Sel’skokhozyayst-Vennoy Nauki, No. 3, 1975. p.
1-5, 26-31, 47-51, 58-62. [Eng]
• Summary: This report contains four different publications,
each by a different author, each first published in Russia,
They are:
(1) “Soy and protein,” by G.T. Kaz-min. “In the USSR
soy began to be planted on a mass scale in 1927. In 1932
323,000 hectares were planted in soy, including 150,000
in the Ukraine. This crop was planted on large areas in the
Krasnodarskiy and Stavropollskiy krays, in Rostovskaya
Oblast, in the TsChO [Central Chernozem Zone]; In
subsequent years the sowing area in the European part of the
country began to decrease systematically. Only in the Far
East did they expand.”
“Experiments of rapidly-maturing soy varieties have
been successfully completed in Altayskiy Kray, Omskaya,
Novosibirskaya and Kemerovskaya oblasts. The figures from
extensive experiments showed that rapidly-maturing soy
varieties can be grown in the area of the south of Novosibirsk
and Omsk and can yield an average of 10 quintals [1 quintal
= 100 kg] per hectare and more grain. At the Barnaul’skiy
Variety Plot the average yield of rapidly-maturing varieties
over 4 years equalled 13-14 quintals per hectare. According
to figures of the Pospelikhinskiy Variety Plot, in the dry zone
of the Altay Steppe, the soy yield comprised 7-8 quintals per
hectare.”
(2) “Local-band method of fertilizing,” by A.T. Gritsun.
(3) “Food quality of soy,” by V.I. Sirotkin. Note: This
section is entirely about feed for animals, not food for
humans.
(4) “Use of herbicides on soy,” by M.M. Baranova, et al.
Address: 1000 North Glebe Rd., Arlington, Virginia 22201.
4178. Lockeretz, William. 1975. Consumption of agricultural
resources in the production of fat cattle and food grains. J.
of Soil and Water Conservation 30(6):268-71. Nov/Dec. [22
ref]
• Summary: Cattle production is significantly more resource
intensive than the production of plant protein. Address:
Center for the Biology of Natural Systems, Washington
Univ., St. Louis, Missouri 63130.
4179. Bernal, A.G.; Rodriguez, V.L.; Garcia, S.D. 1975.
Recomendaciones para incrementar rendimientos en el
cultivo de la soya [Recommendations for increasing the
yields of soybean cultivation]. Circular CIANE No. 60. 16 p.
[Spa]*
Address: Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Agricoles,
Mexico-DF.

4180. Birowo, A.T. 1975. Economic and employment aspects
of the cropping system in Indonesia. Philippine Economic
Journal 14(1&2):272-78. *
4181. Crispin, M.A.; Barriga, S.C. 1975. El cultivo de la
soya en Mexico [The cultivation of soybeans in Mexico].
INIA, Folleto de Divulgacion No. 54. 74 p. Instituto Nacional
de Investigaciones Agricolas. [Spa]*
Address: Mexico City, Mexico.
4182. Karaj, Selim; Daci, Elez. 1975. Pse nuk realizohet
rendimenti i planifikuar ne soje [Why we failed to reach
the planned estimates in soybean production]. Bujqesia
Socialiste (Socialist Agriculture) (Albania) No. 7. p. 26-27.
[Alb]*
4183. Konova, L.; Marinova, R.; et al. 1975. Vlianie
ekologicheskih uslovii na post, rozvite i produktivnost soi
[Influence of ecological conditions on soybean growth
and productivity]. In: Proceedings of a Symposium on the
Genetics of Grain Legumes. Held in Poznan, Poland. [Rus]*
Address: Bulgaria.
4184. Kuan, C.Y. 1975. Soybeans as an intercrop in
Malaysia. In: Proceedings of Conference on Malaysian Selfsufficiency. Kuala Lumpur. *
4185. Leon Diaz, J.R.; Barrios, G.A.; Ortega, Y.S. 1975.
Repercusion de la tecnologia en el desarollo de los
principales cultivos en Venezuela. Cuatro casos: leguminosas
de grano comestibles (caraota y frijol, soya) [Repercussion
of technology in the development of the principal crops
of Venezuela. Four cases: edible grain legumes (Common
beans (Phaseolus vulgaris), cowpeas (Vigna sinensis), and
soybeans (Glycine max)]). Publicacion Miscelaneo No.
21. 215 p. (Maracay, Fondo Nacional de Investigaciones
Agropecuarias; Centro Nacional de Investigaciones
Agropecuarias). [Spa]*
Address: Venezuela.
4186. Ministerio de Agricultura y Cria, Caracas (Venezuela).
Direccion General de Desarrollo Agricola. 1975. Programa
de leguminosas 1976: Caraota, frijol, soya [Legume program
1976: Common beans (Phaseolus vulgaris), cowpeas (Vigna
sinensis), and soybeans (Glycine max)]. Caracas: M.A.C.,
D.G.D.A. 60 p. [Spa]*
Address: Venezuela.
4187. Moreno, F.; Reis, J.C.; Ferrari, R.A.R. 1975. A
cultura da soja em Minas Gerais [Soybean cultivation in
Minas Gerais, Brazil]. EPAMIG (Belo Horizonte) 23 p.
Mimeographed. [Por]*
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4188. Muradov, K.M.; Agaev, A. 1975. [Experience in
growing some legumes in oasis sands of the Turkmen SSR,
USSR]. Problemy Osvoeniia Pustyn (Problems of Desert
Development) (Ashkhabad, Turkmen SSR) No. 6. p. 53-57.
[Rus; eng; tum]*
• Summary: Vigna and Dolichos beans were the most
productive of 18 fodder legumes tested in the oasis sands of
Turkmen SSR, USSR. They were grown with organic and
mineral fertilizers, and sprinkler irrigation. Soybeans and
regular beans were also grown. Address: Inst. Deserts, Acad.
Sci. Turkmen SSR, Ashkhabad, USSR.
4189. Nave, W.R.; Yoerger, R.R. 1975. Use of air-jet
guards to reduce soybean harvesting losses. Transactions
of the ASAE (American Society of Agricultural Engineers)
18(4):626-29. [9 ref]
• Summary: Harvesting is one of the most critical steps in
profitable soybean production. In 1973 the U.S. produced
1,500 million bushels of soybeans. At a price of $6 per
bu, soybean producers could save $360 million each year
if harvest losses were reduced from a level of 8% to 4%.
Since 1968 USDA and University of Illinois researchers
have concentrated on improvements in soybean harvesting
equipment.
An air-jet device for reducing soybean harvesting loss at
the combine cutterbar was designed and tested. On a 15-foot
header equipped with a floating cutterbar, at soybean seed
moisture contents below 13%, air jets reduced header losses
by 45% in 30-inch rows and by 67% in 8 inch rows. “The
adoption of the floating cutterbar and air-jet concept by the
farm equipment industry could reduce soybean harvesting
loss to less than 3 percent regardless of plant moisture at
harvest. This reduction in harvesting loss could result in a
saving of 134 kg/ha (2 bu/acre) of soybeans for producers
with soybeans averaging 2.7 Mg/ha (40 bu/acre).” Address:
1. Agricultural engineer, Regional Soybean Lab., North
Central Region, Agricultural Research Service, USDA; 2.
Professor, Agricultural Engineering Dep., Univ. of Illinois.
Both: Urbana, Illinois.
4190. Osorio Garcia, F.O. 1975. Evaluación de épocas de
siembre para soya (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) en el valle
de El Zamorano, F.M. [Evaluation of the time of planting
soybeans in the valley of El Zamorano]. In: Reunión Anual
del Programa Cooperativo para el Mejoramiento de Cultivos
Alimenticios, 21, Memorias [Proceedings of the Annual
Conference of the Cooperative Program for the Improvement
of Food Crops, 2nd]. Santa Tecla, San Salvador: PCCMCA.
See vol. 1, p. 519-22. [Spa]*
Address: El Salvador.
4191. Perez, G.P. 1975. El cultivo de la soya en el sur
de Tamaulipas [The cultivation of soybeans in southern
Tamaulipas]. CIAT, Circular No. 53. 11 p. [Spa]*

Address: Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Agricoles,
Tampico, Mexico.
4192. Projeto pesquisa da soja, safra 1976: Armazenagem,
transporte e comercializacao [Project on soybean research,
harvest 1975: Storage, transport, and marketing]. 1975.
Curitiba, Parana, Brazil: Departamento Estadual de
Estatistica. Secretaria de Estado de Planejamento. Parana. 95
p. [Por]*
Address: Curitiba, Parana, Brazil.
4193. Razzaque, M.A. 1975. Prospects of intercropping
[soybeans] with sugarcane. Bangladesh Co-ordinated
Soybean Research Project, Annual Report No. 1.
Proceedings, Discussion Forum on Soybean. Held Dec. 9-10.
R/10. *
4194. Romero Franco, J. 1975. Progresos in mejoramiento
de soya, 1974 [Progress in the improvement of soybeans,
1974]. In: Reunión Anual del Programa Cooperativo para
el Mejoramiento de Cultivos Alimenticios, 21, Memorias
[Proceedings of the Annual Conference of the Cooperative
Program for the Improvement of Food Crops, 2nd]. Santa
Tecla, San Salvador: PCCMCA. See vol. 1, p. 167-71. [Spa]*
Address: El Salvador.
4195. Romero Franco, Julio. 1975. Soya y maní: pruebas
regionales 1974; Honduras–Nicaragua [Soybeans and
peanuts: Regional trials, 1974, in Honduras and Nicaragua].
Boletin, Departamento de Investigaciones Tropicales
(Honduras) No. 1. p. 1-32. [Spa]*
Address: Honduras.
4196. Singh, B.; Gunasena, H.P.M. 1975. Studies in
soyabean agronomy (Glycine max (L.) Merr.); Effect of
variety, row-width and within-row spacing on growth and
yield. *
Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of Sri Lanka,
Peradeniya.
4197. Sistachs, E.; et al. 1975. Estudio de la población,
método de fertilización, y control de malezas en el cultivo
de la soya [Study of the population, method of fertilization,
and control of weeds in the cultivation of soybeans]. Revista
Cubana de Ciencia Agricola 9(2):251-61. [Spa]*
Address: Cuba.
4198. Stanilova, D. 1975. Sastav na aminokiselinite v
zarnoto na soiata v zavisimost ot toreneto [Influence
of fertilizer on the amino acid content of soybeans].
Pochvoznanie i Agrohimia (Pedology and Agrochemistry)
5:113-21. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
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4199. Stanilova, D. 1975. Vlianie na usloviata na hranene
i vlajnostta na pochvata varhu dobiva i himichnia sastav
nazarnoto ot dva sorta soia [Influence of soil fertilization and
moisture on soybean yield and the chemical composition
of the beans]. Pochvoznanie i Agrohimia (Pedology and
Agrochemistry) No. 2. p. 82-91; No. 4. p. 130-36. [16 ref.
Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
4200. Product Name: [Manna Miso: Soybean Paste (Barley
Miso, Rice Miso, Hatcho Miso)].
Foreign Name: Manna Miso: Sojapasta (Gerste Miso,
Rijste Miso, Hacho Miso).
Manufacturer’s Name: Stichting Natuurvoeding
Amsterdam. Renamed Manna Natuurvoeding B.V. in 1982
(Repacker, Marketer, Distributor). Imported from Muso in
Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: Rozenstraat, Amsterdam,
Netherlands.
Date of Introduction: 1975.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Sjon Welters.
1989. Aug. 15. When he started to work for Manna in Sept.
1975 they were importing 3 varieties of miso from Japan via
Muso. He does not know which company in Japan made this
miso.
Label sent by Sjon Welters from the Netherlands. 2007.
June. Manna Unpasteurized Organic Barley Miso.
4201. Product Name: [Manna Tamari (Soy Sauce)].
Foreign Name: Manna Tamari (Sojasaus).
Manufacturer’s Name: Stichting Natuurvoeding
Amsterdam. Renamed Manna Natuurvoeding B.V. in 1982
(Repacker, Marketer, Distributor). Imported from Muso in
Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: Rozenstraat, Amsterdam,
Netherlands.
Date of Introduction: 1975.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml bottle retails for 7.70
guilders, 1 liter bottle for 14.45 guilders (11/83).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Richard Leviton. 1983.
Trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct/Nov.
Unpublished manuscript. p. 25. Letters from Sjon Welters.
1989. July 24 and Aug. 10. This product, which was actually
shoyu rather than tamari, has been imported from Muso in
Japan since 1975. It is presently being made by Marushima
Shoyu Co. In about 1980 Manna started importing Manna
Organic Shoyu, and in 1989 they plan to start importing
Manna Organic Tamari, which will be real tamari.
Note: This is the earliest record seen (Aug. 2015)
concerning Manna in Amsterdam.
4202. Thodey, A.R.; Seetisarn, M. 1975. Multiple cropping

in Northern Thailand. Philippine Economic Journal
14(1&2):235-57. *
4203. University of Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland,
Faculty of Agriculture, Research Division. 1975. Annual
report of the Research Division, 1973-74. Malkerns,
Swaziland. 202 p. [3 ref]*
• Summary: In this report of agricultural research in
Swaziland, agronomic trials with soybeans are reported.
Address: Malkerns, Swaziland.
4204. Yap, T.C.; Lee, L.F. 1975. Performance and path
coefficient analysis of soybeans under local conditions.
Malaysian Agricultural Research 4:97-102. *
4205. Akhtar, Gul. 1975. The effect of dates on sowing and
different number of irrigations on the yield of two soybean
varieties. MSc thesis, Faculty of Agriculture, University of
Peshawar. *
Address: Univ. of Peshawar, Pakistan.
4206. Cerne, Vasili; Sintes Pros, Jorge. 1975. La soja:
Su cultivo, su exceptional valor nutritivo y sus virtudes
dieteticas y curativas [The soybean: Its cultivation, its
exceptional nutritive value, and its dietetic and curative
virtues]. Barcelona, Spain: Editorial Sintes. 224 p. Illust.
Series: Biblioteca Naturista. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Origin and general
information. 2. Botanical characteristics. 3. Species and
varieties. 4. The soybean plant’s nitrogen-rich nodules.
5. Surroundings and soil. 6. Preparation of the terrain. 7.
Selection. 8. Planting and germination. 9. Cultural care.
10. Crop rotations using the soybean. 11. Intercropping
with soybeans. 12. Harvesting the pods. 13. Harvesting
the soybean as forage. 14. Yields. 15. The red beetle (el
coleóptero rojo, family Elateridae). 16. Soy oil: Lecithin
and soy oil extraction using the Hansa-Muehle system.
17. Soya (la soja), the exceptional food: Soya in human
nutrition, nutritional composition of the seeds, minerals and
vitamins in soya, soya in the kitchen, soy sprouts, soymilk,
soy casein, curds and soy cheese (requesón y queso de soja),
soy flour, soy bread, defatted soy flakes? (copos de soja),
soy meat (carne de soja), soy sauce. 18. The dietetic and
therapeutic value of soya: Soya–the vegetable meat, soy
proteins, soy oil, soy carbohydrates, digestibility, therapeutic
uses, summary of properties and indications, soya in the
macrobiotic diet. Appendix: A revolutionary food: The bread
of Soyuva (3,600 calories, in existence by June 1974).
“In 1917 soybeans started to be cultivated in Spain
thanks to the efforts of an architect from Tortosa, don
Juan Abril Guanyabens, who was sick with diabetes. His
physician, Dr. Maneget, director of the resort Caldes de
Malavella (Gerona) had recommended this new food to
counteract his diabetes. The magazine Consejos para Vivir
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(Advice for Living) stated in its issue no. 106 of March
1971 that the above-mentioned doctor, in 1918, published an
article on the spectacular results of this plant and its healthy
nutritional effects in the Barcelona periodical La Veu de
Catalunya.”
“In about the 1930s a Spanish farmer grew soybeans and
found himself with big difficulties in selling the harvest, even
though in other countries it was produced and consumed in
huge quantities, due to its high nutritional value, its richness
of protein, and its ability to enrich the soil with nitrogen.
Nonetheless, there is no doubt that the cultivation of this
plant can also provide Spain with substantial economic
benefits.
“For this reason in 1934 the Ministry of Agriculture, as
indicated by the engineer from Montes, don Juaquín Martín
Laplaza, in an interesting work, gave 4 kg of seeds to the
Division of Hydrology and Forests (División Hidrológica
Forestal) to that the latter would conduct the appropriate
tests concerning the cultivation of this plant. This was done,
and care was taken to vary the locality, type of soil and
terrain, climate, and irrigation.
“The locations chosen were: (1) a nursery in the
mountains of Prades, between the city of Montblanch and the
town of Rojals (province of Tarragona); (2) the city of Seo de
Urgell, and (3) in la sierra del Cadí. These test plots were set
on the outermost edges of the agricultural pastures and near
the forest areas of high altitude, the very areas most likely to
be unfavorable for growing soybeans.” But despite this, the
soybean plants gave good yields of both seeds and forage (p.
6-8). Address: Spain.
4207. Ermolaev, I.; Vatashki, A. 1975. Vliianie na razlichnite
normi i suotnosheniia na mineralnite torove vurkhu dobiva
i kachestvoto na zurnoto ot soia, otglezhdana na slabo
opodzoleni chernozemi [The effect of different norms and
ratios of mineral fertilizers upon the yield and quality of
soybean seed cultivated on slightly podzolic chernozem].
Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria) 12(3):89-94.
[13 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: Field fertilization experiments
with soybean (for seed production) and wheat were carried
out during the period 1970-1973 at the ‘Obraztsov Chiflik’
Institute of Cereal and Leguminous Crops near Rousse on
slightly podzolic chernozem soil. The following conclusions
are drawn on the basis of these experiments:
“Yields of over 2,500 kg/ha could be obtained if before
sowing the soybean seed (var. Merit) is treated with Nitragin
[nitrogen-fixing bacteria].
“The effect of fertilization with phosphorus and with
phosphorous-potassium fertilizers is unsatisfactory because
of the high mobility of soil phosphates and good supply of
assimilable potassium. For the same reason, the effect of
phosphorous and phosphorous-potassium fertilization upon
the crop coming after soybean, i.e. wheat, variety Bezostaya

1, is also unsatisfactory.
“The various doses and ratios of mineral fertilization do
not differ essentially as regards their effect upon the quality
of soybean seed.” Address: The “Obraztsov Chiflick” Inst. of
Cereal and Leguminous Crops, Roussé, Bulgaria.
4208. Gonzalez, J.M.; Elías, L.G.; Bressani, R. 1975.
Posibilidad del cultivo del frijol soya en el Altiplano de
Guatemala [The possibility of cultivating soybeans in the
uplands of Guatemala]. In: Reunión Anual del Programa
Cooperativo para el Mejoramiento de Cultivos Alimenticios,
21, Memorias [Proceedings of the Annual Conference of the
Cooperative Program for the Improvement of Food Crops,
2nd]. Santa Tecla, San Salvador: PCCMCA. See vol. 1, p.
497. Summary only. [Spa]*
Address: INCAP, Guatemala.
4209. Gray, Roy Burton. comp. 1975. The agricultural
tractor: 1855-1950. Revised ed. St. Joseph, Minnesota:
American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE). 91 +
60 p. Illust. Index of manufacturers. Index of brand names.
28 cm.
• Summary: First published in 1954 under the title
Development of the Agricultural Tractor in the United States.
In this 1975 edition, the original format was completely
revised. The text, however, remains true to the original,
except where altered to fit the new format. One substantial
change was made, with the addition of two indexes
(Manufacturers, and brand names) following Part II.
Contents: Part I–1855-1919: Introduction. The
beginnings of mechanical power (1705+). Self-propelled
steam engine (traction engine). Some steam tractors
(1877-1919, with photo and year of introduction of
each). Functional units of steam traction engines. Early
internal combustion engines and tractors. V. Early tractor
development (1889+). Some early gasoline tractors (year by
year from 1889, with photos): Ignition systems, lubrication,
governing and carburetion, cooling, clutches, transmissions,
wheels and tracks (type and arrangement), miscellaneous.
VI. Track-type tractors.
Part II–1920-1950. Introduction. Tractor development in
the 1920’s (year by year from 1920, with photos). Table 1 (p.
1) shows the number of tractor companies, tractors produced,
and number of horses and mules on farms, 1904-1920. The
number of tractors produced jumped from 2,000 in 1909 to
62,742 in 1917, to 203,207 in 1920. This table is continued
(Table 2, Part II, p. 21) for the years 1921-1930. The number
of horses on farms peaked in 1919 at 26.436 million. The
number of tractor companies peaked in 1921 at 186. Table
3 (p. 21) shows the U.S. Census of tractors on farms in
1920, 1925, and 1930. In the latter year, the top five states
were Illinois (69,628), Kansas, Iowa, Ohio, and Wisconsin
(50,173). Table 4 (p. 29) shows number of tractors on farms
from 1925-1935.
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The word “tractor” first appeared in 1890, in U.S.
patent No. 425,600 issued on a tractor invented by Geo. H.
Edwards of Chicago. It next appeared in 1906 as a popular
replacement for the longer expression “gasoline traction
engine,” in an ad for a tractor made by the Hart and Parr
Co. of Charles City, Iowa. This company is credited with
having built the first successful internal combustion engine
tractor and founding the gasoline tractor industry. In 1907
the Ford Motor Company of Detroit, Michigan, produced
an experimental tractor using some of the parts from a Ford
car and a binder (p. 23). A photo of the 1906 Ford tractor
and a 1906 International Harvester tractor appear on p. 25.
In 1917 the Ford Motor Co. introduced its Fordson tractor; it
was not called a “Ford” because that name had already been
preempted by a competing firm, the Ford Tractor Company
of Minneapolis, Minnesota (p. 50, 52).
“In 1918, the United States, in its second year of war,
was faced with an acute shortage of labor and work animals.
The farm tractor played an important part in meeting the
situation and that year 132,000 tractors were produced.” The
Fordson accounted for more than 25% of all these tractors.
In 1918 Ford announced that its Fordson tractors would be
sold only to state and national governments. But some were
also sold through Ford auto dealer agencies. By August 1920
Ford claimed that 100,000 Fordsons had been sold (p. 53).
A nationwide depression in 1921 reduced the demand for
tractors. In 1921 the low-priced Fordson accounted for about
50% of U.S. tractor production; and in 1923 and 1925 more
than 100,000 Fordson tractors were produced each year, or
60 to 75% of the tractors produced by all companies. “After
1925 with returning normalcy augmented by the influence
of the general purpose tractor, Fordson production decreased
and its manufacture was finally discontinued in this country
in 1928.” It continued to be made at the Ford plant in Cork,
Ireland (until about 1931), and imported to the USA. General
purpose tractors were produced by International Harvester
Co. (their important Farmall 20 line was launched in 1922),
Oliver Farm Equipment, Massey-Harris, MinneapolisMoline, Case, and Allis-Chalmers.
Based on the number of entries in the Manufacturers
Index, the most important tractor makers (listed
alphabetically) were: Allis-Chalmers Co. (2.6 lines of
entries), Avery Farm Machinery Co. (2.4), J.I. Case Co.
(3.1), Caterpillar Tractor Co. (1.5), Cleveland Tractor Co.
(1.8, Cletrac), John Deere Tractor Co. (2.0). Ford Motor
Co. (1.5, Fordson). Hart-Parr Co. (1.7), Huber Mfg. Co.
(1.6), International Harvester Co. (3.2, Farmall), MasseyHarris Co. (1.5), Minneapolis-Moline Co. (2.7, Universal),
M. Rumely & Co. (1.5), and Russell Tractor Co. (1.7
lines). Address: Former Head, Farm Machinery Section,
Agricultural Engineering Research Branch, USDA.
4210. Hussain Chaudhry, A. 1975. Soybean enters the
cropping pattern of Sind province. Information Bulletin on

Near East Cereal Improvement and Prod. Project (FAO)
12(3):54-55. *
Address: Pakistan.
4211. International Rice Research Institute. 1975. Annual
report for 1974. Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines. Soybeans:
p. 332, 334-37, 339-41. *
Address: Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines.
4212. Kalaidjieva, Stanka. 1975. Vlianie na mineralnia i
simbiotichnia azot varhu dobiva i kachestvoto na zarnoto
ot soia [Influence of mineral and symbiotic nitrogen on the
yield and quality of soybean grain]. Rastenievudni Nauki
(Plant Science, Bulgaria) 12(8):42-49. [20 ref. Bul; eng; rus]
• Summary: “Summary: Studies of the effect of nitrogen
fertilization on yield and quality of soybean grain are
scarce in this country. An accomplished study included
the following 16 variants: O, P80, P80+nitrogen, N40P80,
N40P80+nitrogen, N80P80, N100P80, N40, N80+nitrogen, N80N100,
P80K40+nitrogen N80P80K40, P80Mo0.1 in kg/ha. Results
show a decisive role of the nitrogen fertilization in the
yield formation of soybean grown on meadow-cinnamonic
smolnitsa-like soils under irrigation.
“As a legume soybean better reacts to symbiotic
nitrogen. Mineral nitrogen rates of 40, 60, 80 and 100
kg/ha on a background with and without phosphorus
less raises the yield than nitrogen treatment of soybean
seed. Mineral nitrogen in combination with nitrogen on
a phosphorus background raises much more the yield.
Nitrogen and mineral nitrogen raise the protein content
of grain, thus making soybean growing for a concentrate
more advantageous.” Address: Agricultural Academy “G.
Dimitrov”, Sofia, Bulgaria.
4213. Koinov, Georgi. ed. 1975. Selektsionno genetichni
i agrotehnicheski prouchvania na zarnenite hrani [Studies
on the breeding and genetics of grain legumes and their
applied agricultural practices]. Sofia, Bulgaria: SSA
G. Dimitrov, BAN [The Georgi Dimitrov Agricultural
Academy, Publishing House of the Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences]. 240 p. Proceedings of the Scientific Session of the
Agricultural Research Institute “Obraztsov Chiflik.” Held 30
June 1972 near Rousetown. 20 cm. [Bul; eng]
• Summary: Contains 19 chapters by various authors. The
two related to soy (see p. 33-44, 83-94) are cited separately.
Address: Bulgaria.
4214. Konkoly, I. 1975. A szoja novenyvedelme. [Soybean
plant protection]. Budapest, Hungary: AGROTROSZT. 14 p.
[Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
4215. Konova, L.; Khristov, A. 1975. Rastezh, razvitie i
dobiv na soiata v zavisimost ot pochvenata por’oznost [The
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effect of soil porosity on soybean growth, development,
and yield]. Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria)
12(1):27-40. [9 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: A pot test aimed at determining the
optimum porosity of leached cinnamon forest soil for the
growth, development and yield of soybeans was carried out
in 1971. Soil porosity of 59.6; 52.1; 44.5; 37.8 and 32.8%
and soil moisture maintained at 80% of the field capacity
and 60% of the maximum water holding capacity were
experimented.
“It was proved that sprouting, growth, development and
yield of soybeans are in close dependence on the water-air
regime established by changes in the soil porosity. Optimum
conditions for the sprouting, growth, development and yield
of soybeans may be established at an aerial porosity not
less than 20-22% and hydrate [?] one of about 30% of the
total soil volume or about 52% in total. The lower critical
point of soil aeration in sprouting, growth and development
lies below 9% and over 1.6% of the total soil volume, and
that of moisture between 6% and 3.5% or 10 and 6.5 mm of
available water.
“The consumptive use of water is directly dependent on
the extent of soil damping and the amount of vegetative mass
on the one hand and depth of the water supplying centre
of the root system, on the other hand. Optimum conditions
for an effective use of water may be created at a total soil
porosity of about 52% (aeration and hydrate of about 2022 and 30% respectively). Blooming, pod formation and
grain filling beginning compose the critical period regarding
the water requirements of soybeans.” Address: 1. Inst. of
Genetics and Plant Breeding; 2. Inst. of Soil Science “N.
Poushkarov”. Both: Sofia, Bulgaria.
4216. Krishnamurthy, K.; Shivashankar, K. 1975. Soybean
production in Karnataka [Bangalore, India]. UAS Technical
Series, Publication No. 12. 51 p. (University of Agricultural
Sciences, Hebbal, Bangalore, India). [23 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Crop introduction and
varietal performance. Agronomic trials. Rhizobium studies.
Moisture stress studies on soybeans. Studies on growth
regulators. Crude protein and fat content in soybean. Yield
evaluation with other legumes. Performance of soybean on
cultivator’s field. Multiple cropping practices with soybeans.
Soybean utilization studies. Agro-economic aspects of
soybeans: Stabilization of yield, popularisation of soybeans
in the state, providing seeds, rhizobium cultures and other
inputs, development of package of practices for soybeans,
right price for soybeans, marketing, processing and industrial
utility. Address: Univ. of Agricultural Sciences (UAS),
Hebbal, Bangalore 560024.
4217. McClellan, W.D. 1975. Summary of soybean
research in the San Joaquin Valley–1975. 4 p. Unpublished
manuscript.

• Summary: “In 1973 and 1974 soybeans were grown at
the Gerald Seiner Ranch, Visalia and at a research station
near Farmersville. These trials indicated that soybeans could
be grown successfully as a double crop following winter
cereals. The results suggested that the best yields would
result from: (1) populations of around 100-120,000 plants
per acre; (2) flat plantings, flood irrigated; (3) good mite
control; and (4) the variety Williams. This variety is one of
the most popular midwest varieties with a growing season of
120-130 days.”
Yields (not including harvest losses) range from
2,200 to 3,200 lb/acre (36.6 to 53.3 bu/acre). Mites can be
controlled by using chemical miticides. Soybeans require
less water than the main competing double crops–grain
sorghum and corn silage. “This crop has the best chance of
being economically successful when used as a double crop
following the harvest of winter cereals.” Trials indicate that
high plant populations and close row spacings (20 inches)
help to maximize yields. Address: Tulare County Farm
Advisor, California.
4218. Petrakieva, Irina; Kovacheva, I.; Marinova, R.;
Naneva, D.; Lyubenov, A. 1975. Prouchvane varhu
prigodnostta na sortove soia za otglejdaneto im kato vtora
kultura za zarno pri napoiavane [Study on the suitability of
soybean varieties for growing under irrigation as a second
crop]. In: G. Koinov, ed. 1975. Selektsionno Genetichni i
Agrotehnicheski Prouchvania na Zarnenite Hrani [Studies
on the Breeding and Genetics of Grain Legumes, and their
Applied Agricultural Practices]. Sofia, Bulgaria: SSA G.
Dimitrov, BAN [The G. Dimitrov Agricultural Academy,
Publishing House of Bulgaria–Academy of Sciences]. 240
p. See p. 33-44. Proceedings of the Scientific Session of the
Agricultural Research Institute “Obraztsov Chiflik.” Held 30
June 1972 near Rousetown. [7 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “With a view to establishing the most suitable
variety for Northern and Southern Bulgaria and to studying
the development, the possibility for ripening and productivity
of soybean as a second crop, competitive varietal tests,
based on common methods have been carried out within the
1968-1971 period on the trial fields of the Forage Institute
in Pleven, the Agricultural Research Institute “Obraztsov
Chiflik” (in Rousse), the Complex Experimental Station in
Vidin and the Institute of Animal Husbandry in Stara Zagora.
The following varieties were tested: Merit, Pavlikeni 2,
Fundulea 645, Flambeau, Iregi, Komet, Chippewa, Sekka,
Starooukrainska, Zlotieta, 93-II-g-1-75 and Adams, all of
them being early to medium early with only Adams–medium
late.
“The results obtained give grounds to draw the
following conclusions:
“1. Temperature conditions in the field regions
of Northern and Southern Bulgaria are favourable to
the growing of soybean for a second drop. Moisture is
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insufficient and that is why irrigation providing up to 275
cubic dm per square meter effective moisture is needed.
Under adequate irrigation comparatively good yields are
obtained.
“2. Merit variety is best suited for growing as a second
crop in Northern and Southern Bulgaria. When sown
before July 5th it ripens during the second half of October
with a growing period of 95 to 100 days. It is suitable for
mechanized harvesting.
“3. Flambeau and Sekka varieties give yields lower than
those of Merit, but have shorter growing periods of 85 to 95
days. When sown after July 7th but no later than July 1012th they ripen during the second half of October and can
be grown for grain following barley and wheat harvesting.”
Address: Bulgaria.
4219. Pinto, Aloisio de Arruda. comp. 1975. Bibliografia
sobre soja [Bibliography of soya]. Vicosa, MG, Brazil:
Universidade Federal de Vicosa, Biblioteca Central. 172 p.
22 cm. [1272 ref. Por]
• Summary: This bibliography is divided into the following
sections: Introduction. General aspects of soybean culture.
Fertilizing the soil. Soybean diseases and their control.
Soybean pests and their control. Harmful weeds and
herbicides to control them. Physiology. Improvement.
Varieties. Harvesting and storage. Economics and
commercialization. Ecology and botany. Bromatology [food
uses and their importance]. Odds and ends. Subject index.
Address: Chefe, Secao de Bibliografia e Documentacao,
Biblioteca Central da U.F.V., Brazil.
4220. Ranaweera, S. 1975. [The yield and quality of
soyabean seeds as affected by mineral nutrition of
magnesium and phosphorus under humid tropical and
subtropical conditions]. PhD thesis, Friendship University,
Moscow. [Rus; eng]*
Address: Friendship Univ., Moscow, USSR.
4221. Schlebecker, John T. 1975. Whereby we thrive: A
history of American farming, 1607-1972. Ames, Iowa: The
Iowa State University Press. x + 342 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
Summarized in Soybean Digest, Sept. 1975, p. 42. [175* ref]
• Summary: An excellent historical overview of the
social, economic, and technological aspects of commercial
agriculture in America. Discusses: The tractor appears, 18921914 (p. 199-205). Development of oleomargarine (p. 274).
Discovery of vitamins and their use in oleomargarine (p.
274-76, incl. Casimir Funk and Elmer V. McCollum). Food
for Peace–The new markets, 1945-1972 (p. 284-87): Public
Law 480 (Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance
Act, 1954), price supports, the Soil Bank. Harvesting
machinery (incl. combines for soybeans, p. 247, 297).
Advances in animal nutrition and additives (p. 306-09, incl.
soybean meal, concentrated feeds, vitamin B-12, antibiotics,

the synthetic hormone diethylstilbestrol {stilbestrol}–by
1954 some 80-85% of all beef cattle were on stilbestrol; it
was prohibited late in 1972 as a possible cause of cancer in
humans).
The section on “Grain harvesters” states (p. 247):
“The binder and the stationary thresher remained the chief
machines for harvesting and threshing of the U.S. grain crop
from 1914 to 1945. The combine had appeared in the 19th
century, but it did not dominate grain harvesting until World
War II.
“In 1930, manufacturers added pneumatic tires to
tractors and the combine found new favor because of the
lighter weight and faster operation the tires made possible.
Soybeans, which became an important crop in the 1920s,
could be harvested with the combine. In 1928, Illinois
farmers used 400 of the machines in their soybean fields.
In 1937, manufacturers sold more than 28,000 combines.”
Address: Curator, Agriculture & Mining, Smithsonian
Institution. Formerly Assoc. Prof. of History, Iowa State
Univ. until 1965.
4222. Scott, Walter O.; Aldrich, Samuel A. 1975. Producción
moderna de la soja [Modern soybean production]. Buenos
Aires, Argentina: Editorial Hemisferio Sur. 192 p. Illust.
28 cm. Translated from the English by Andres O. Bottaro.
[Spa]*
• Summary: Contents. 1. How the soybean plant grows.
2. Variety selection. 3. Seedbed preparation and planting.
4. Fertilizer for soybeans. 5. Water management. 6. Weed
control. 7. Troubleshooting. 8. Harvesting, storage, and
marketing. 9. Soybeans: Food, feed, and future. Appendix.
Address: 1. Prof. of Crops Extension, Univ. of Illinois; 2.
Prof. of Soil Fertility Extension, Univ. of Illinois.
4223. Thio, Goan Loo. 1975. Small-scale and home
processing of soya beans with applications and recipes.
Royal Tropical Institute (Amsterdam), Dept. of Agric.
Research. Communication No. 64. vii + 51 p. Illust. Third
ed., revised and enlarged. 1978. No. 64a. 59 p. 24 cm. [26
ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: History, botany,
cultivation, pests and diseases, harvesting, yield and
storage. 2. Chemical composition. 3. Nutritive value:
Supplementation, trypsin inhibitor, hemagglutinins. 4. Smallscale and home processing methods: Soya milk, yogurt of
soya milk, toufu (Soya bean curd), soya-bean sprouts, soya
steak (Tempeh). 5. Applications of soya beans and soya-bean
products [recipes]: Fried soya beans, cooked, young whole
soy beans [green vegetable soybeans], flavoured soya milk,
fried toufu, fried soya steak, dried sliced toufu (toufu crisp/
crisps), soya flour (including soya-milk-residue flour [ground
okara]). 6. Recipes based on soya bean products: soups with
soya bean products, flavoured soya milk, soya yogurt with
fruits, toufu bread/cake, toufu dishes, modified Zambian
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recipes, recipes with soya flour, soya
shashlick (tofu kebab), and soya
[tofu] spring roll. 7. Discussion.
References. Note: Toufu = Tofu.
Note 1. This is the earliest
English-language document seen
(Jan. 2013) that uses the term “soyabean sprouts” to refer to soy sprouts.
Note 2. This is the earliest
document seen (Sept. 2012) that
uses the term “soya yogurt” to
refer to soy yogurt. Address: Dep.
of Agricultural Research, Royal
Tropical Inst. (Koninklijnk Institute
von den Tropen), Amsterdam,
Netherlands.
4224. Bangladesh Co-ordinated Soybean Research Project,
Annual Report. 1975--. Serial/periodical. Dacca. Financed by
Bangladesh Agricultural Research Council. [Eng]
Address: Bangladesh.
4225. Proceedings of the First National Oilseeds Seminar.
1975? Pakistan. *
• Summary: These proceedings contain the results of a
soybean yield test at Swat, Pakistan, in 1974. Lee 68 gave
the highest yield, 4,321 kg/ha. In 1974 the average farmer’s
yield of soybeans was 511 kg/ha, the yield on state farms was
2,074–4,321 kg/ha, the best yield obtained was 4,321 kg/ha,
and the yield potential was 4,321 kg/ha. Address: Pakistan.
4226. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Swan Gardens.
Manufacturer’s Address: Route 1, Box 216, St. Ignatius,
MT 59865. Phone: 406-745-4538.
Date of Introduction: 1976 January.
Ingredients: Soybeans grown without chemical fertilizer,
pesticides or herbicides; artesian water, natural nigari (an
extract of sea water).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978,
Dec. The Book of Tofu (Ballantine pocketbook edition).
“Appendix B: Tofu Shops and Soy Dairies in the West.” p.
396. Swan Gardens, Rt. 1, Box 216, St. Ignatius, MT 59865.
Phone: 406-745-4538. Owner: Dick McIntyre.
Letter from Brenda Wood. 1978-79? Undated. “We have
a tofu shop producing between 260 lb and 390 lb a week.”
Label. 1979, undated. 2.5 by 5 inches. Blue on white. Picture
of a swan and a rainbow.
Needleman. 1981. Soyfoods. Summer. p. 26-27. “Tofu
plant profiles: Swan Gardens, Miami.” “The company began
in St. Ignatius, Montana, in 1978 where they produced 500

pounds of tofu weekly from a small shop situated on an
organic vegetable farm. Jocelyn McIntyre had been making
tofu at home for 8 years previously and finally yielded to
her friends’ encouragement to produce tofu commercially.
In August 1979, they sold their company and farm and used
the proceeds to launch Swan Gardens in Miami, which they
opened in January 1980.”
Note 1. This is the earliest known commercial soy
product made in Montana.
Note 2. This is the earliest record seen (May 2019)
concerning Swan Gardens of Montana (later of Miami,
Florida).
Talk with Dick McIntyre. 1988. Nov. Swan Gardens
started making tofu in January 1976. Note 3. Others later
confirm this date. It was first made on a wood stove and sold
to local people. The tofu was almost certainly made from
organic soybeans.
4227. Taylor, W.E. 1976. Some aspects of grain legume
research in Sierra Leone. Tropical Grain Legume Bulletin
No. 3. p. 16-17. Jan. [4 soy ref]
• Summary: A summary of investigation carried out by the
Grain Legume Research Group on cowpea and soybean
during the 1974/75 cropping season. Includes: 1. Evaluation
of the performance of soyabean cultivars in Sierra Leone
by S.M. Funnah and M.T. Dahniya. 2. The effects of
planting date on the yield and other agronomic characters
of soyabeans in Sierra Leone (Funnah and Dahniya). 3. The
effect of different row spacings, fertilizer and insecticide
application on the growth and yield of soyabeans under
upland conditions (W.E. Taylor, E.R. Rhodes, and A.
Sesay.) 4. The effect of inoculation and nitrogen fertilizer on
soyabeans (I. Haque, C.S. Kamara, S.M. Funnah, and D.S.
Amara). Address: Grain Legume Research Group, Njala
University College, Univ. of Sierra Leone, P.M.B. Freetown,
Sierra Leone.
4228. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1976. Rotation of
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soyabean, wheat urged. Feb. 9. p. 6.
• Summary: Nainital, Feb. 7–Experiments conducted by
Pantnagar agriculture university here have proved that
by following a soyabean-wheat rotation, instead of the
traditional maize-wheat rotation, the problem of protein
malnutrition can be corrected at less expense both in terms of
per-rupee invested and per-kilogramme of nitrogen fertiliser
applied.
Moreover, production of wheat grown after soyabean
was found to be much higher than that after maize.–
Samachar.
4229. Graham, Larry. 1976. Herbicides make drilling
profitable. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 16-17.
• Summary: “Some farmers have been drilling soybeans
for several years, but the practice has not been given much
attention until recent times when soybeans became more
profitable and when new herbicides were developed that
could handle tough weed problems.
“’Farmers are taking a new look at drilled soybeans as
a means of increasing yields and profits,’ says Dr. Garren
O. Benson, Iowa State Univ. agronomist. ‘There are many
advantages of drilled beans such as erosion control, no
cultivation, easier harvesting–in addition to a better yield.’
“Dr. Benson says a farmer drilling beans can usually
expect anywhere from 10% to 30% yield improvement over
wide rows.
“’Our research indicates that the narrower the rows,
the better yield we get,’ says Benson. ‘The main reason is
that the plants are spread out more and are able to catch the
sunlight more evenly. The energy is not wasted on barren
ground between rows.
“He says a farmer going to 30-in. rows from 38-in.40-in. rows may expect a 10% yield increase, and by going
down further to 15-in.-20-in. rows he may receive another
10% yield improvement. ‘Assuming a good stand and
adequate weed control, a farmer drilling soybeans in rows
less than 20-in. may receive anywhere from a 20%-30%
more yield than with the wide rows,’ says Dr. Benson.
“Drilled spacings may be 7, 10 or 14 in. wide. He doubts
that much yield difference exists between these spacings.
“Two Problems: But along with the advantages, there
are at least two major problems with seeded beans: the drill
itself and weed control.
“Dr. Benson says that present grain drills are designed
for small grains and are not well suited as a soybean planter.
It is a better alternative, however, than seeding by air or
using an endgate seeder.
“’We have problems controlling the planting rate, the
planting depth and getting a good soil-seed contact with
a drill,’ he says. ‘New machines are being designed for
soybean drilling, but they are not yet available.’
“’A grain drill often seeds soybeans anywhere from the
surface to 2 in. deep,’ says Dr. Benson, ‘giving the farmer an

erratic or poor germination.’
“He says if the farmer could be assured of a uniform
germination, then the initial planting rate for drilled beans
with present varieties would be the same as for rowed
beans. But, because of the lower percentage of emergence,
farmers who drill beans usually increase planting rates to
compensate.
“Better Seedbed: ‘Soybeans seeded with a grain drill
need a better seedbed than planted beans,’ he says. ‘Use of
a cultipacker or other implement that firms the soil for a
better seed-soil contact definitely helps germination. When a
farmer goes into a cloddy rough seedbed, the grain drill just
doesn’t do a very good job,’ he adds.
“Dr. Benson says that many times crusting may be a
problem with seeded beans and that some farmers increase
their seeding rate to help the beans push through the surface.
He says that this practice does little good. ‘In 40-in. rows we
may have 12 seeds/ft while with a 10-in. drill there are only
3 seeds,’ he says. ‘Even if the farmer pushed his rate to 4 to 5
seeds/ft, there still aren’t enough beans to make a difference.’
“He says a farmer with a crust can still take a tractor and
rotary hoe across the field. Or, as an alternative, the farmer
may want to leave some sort of a skip-row spacing so that he
could get in with a tractor-even to cultivate if he has to.
“Dr. Benson suggests selecting bean varieties with
strong emergence as the individual plant in drilled beans
becomes more critical because they are spread out more.
“He also recommends that farmers select bean varieties
that are noted for standability in their particular area.
“Weed Control: Another major problem with drilled
beans is maintaining adequate weed control.
“’Because the farmer can’t cultivate drilled beans, weed
control becomes essential,’ Dr. Benson states. ‘We usually
recommend that the farmer use the upper recommended rate
of a particular herbicide to suit his own soil type. We’re not
saying to go above that because he may have injury or be
outside the legal label.
“’If a herbicide fails, there are now postemergence
treatments for broadleaf weed control that may be applied as
an ace in the hole,’ he says. ‘These treatments may give the
soybeans enough time to shade the ground.
“’But finding the right herbicide is still the main
problem,’ says Dr. Benson. ‘One herbicide may work on one
farm, but the organic matter may be different on another and
you either underdose or overdose–it takes management.’
“One farmer who has had considerable experience
drilling soybeans is Irving Beseke of Beecher, Illinois.
Beseke has been growing and promoting drilled soybeans for
the last 9 years.
“He also makes use of 15 acres of drilled bean test
plots on which numerous herbicides are tested alone and in
combination.
“Better Yields: Beseke says there were about 3,000 acres
of drilled soybeans in his area this year and the main reason
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farmers changed from wider rows is for a better yield.
“’We receive about 15%-20% higher yields than farmers
planting soybeans regularly,’ he says. ‘Most farmers in this
area average 42 bu/a with drilled beans while row bean
yields averaged about 35 bu/a.’
“’I don’t believe the differences in yields are as great
with a full season as during a short one,’ Beseke says. ‘In
1974 we weren’t able to plant until late June and while the
row beans were getting only about 25 bu/a, drilled beans
were yielding from 35 to 40 bu/a.’ Beseke topped the county
yield that year with 49 bu/a.
“He explains that during a short season the row beans
just don’t have the chance to fill in and don’t grow as tall
because of the shorter exposure to sunlight. He says that the
drilled beans, which were planted at a heavier rate, simply
have more plants per acre for better coverage and moisture
conservation.
“Beseke drills his beans at a rate of 80 to 90 lbs/a. His
experience agrees with Dr. Benson’s recommendations.
“He also suggests using a cultipacker or roller to firm
the soil before seeding. Before he began using these tools,
Beseke says he had a problem with germination. “’We’ve
also found the 14-in. row best for emergence,’ he says. ‘This
is about 4 beans/ft. We tried to find a difference in yield and
weed control from 7-in. rows, but we could find none.”’
“Ease of Harvesting: Beseke says that he believes the
ease of harvesting drilled soybeans accounts for some of the
yield differences between rowed beans.
“’Many farmers mound-up when they cultivate and lose
the lower pods when combining. But with drilled beans you
can set the cutting bar all the way down because there has
been no cultivating to make the ground rough,’ he says.
“In addition to moisture conservation and erosion
control, Beseke says drilled soybeans save at least two
cultivations, plus the machinery and time involved required
to keep rowed beans clean.
“Ken Marolf, Muscatine, Iowa, tried drilling soybeans
in past years, but was unsuccessful, mainly because he could
not control his broadleaf weeds.
“’In addition to our weed problem, we’ve also had
trouble maintaining the proper depth while drilling, along
with germination and a little lodging,’ he says. ‘We had
a difficult time combining them, but we could see their
potential and tried 75 acres again this year.’
“Control Program: This year, he drilled 75 acres of
soybeans at 80 to 90 lb/a using an experimental combination
of 6 qts. Amiben and 2 qts. Lasso/a. ‘We selected herbicides
on the basis of crop tolerance,’ says Marolf. ‘We wanted to
apply the heaviest possible rates without much fear of crop
injury.’
“Marolf says he especially likes drilled soybeans
because of their erosion control. ‘Our land is rolling and we
must contour farm around terraces,’ he says. ‘Drilling beans
not only keeps our land from moving, but also saves a lot on

time turning on point rows.’
“Herbicide and seed expense for drilled beans cost
Marolf about 25% more than if he had planted row beans.
But he claims it’s worth it.
“’It would only take 3 to 5 bu/a increase to cover all
costs involved and you’ve still eliminated all of the work and
have easier combining,’ he says.
“’We eliminated rotary hoeing once and cultivating
twice and if you figure what your time is worth along with
the wear on the machinery, the costs for production are
almost equal for rowed and drilled beans.’”
Photos show: (1) “Irving Beseke of Beecher, Illinois,
has been working with drilled soybeans for the past 9 years.
In 1974 he received 49 bu/a which was double the county
average. He says a grower can expect about 15%-20% yield
increase over row beans.
(2) “Ken Marolf, Muscatine, Iowa, says despite the yield
advantages of drilled soybeans, he likes drilled soybeans
because of the erosion control, ease of harvesting, ease of
planting, and time saved that would be used for cultivating.”
4230. Somers, J. 1976. Brazil, a major soybean producer,
ups area and output. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign
Agricultural Service). March. p. 2-4, 12. March. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Brazil’s soybean harvest in 1973 may be up
as much as 24 percent compared to last year, according to a
U.S. team which visited soybean-producing areas of Brazil in
mid-December 1972. Acreage may mount by 28 percent.
Note: “In addition to the author, the team included
Seymour Johnson, American Soybean Institute, W. Garth
Thorburn, U.S. Agricultural Attache, Brazilia, who
accompanied the team in Sao Paulo and Parana States, and
Joseph O’Mara, Assistant U.S. Agricultural officer, Sao
Paulo, in the State of Rio Grande do Sul.”
“Once a relatively insignificant soybean producer, Brazil
last year ranked as the world’s second largest exporter of
soybeans, soybean meal, and soybean oil–trailing only the
United States. Although the high demand for soybeans and
products on world markets has kept prices high, rocketing
Brazilian output and exports may eventually influence U.S.
prices.
“Although the forecast for 1973 is still highly tentative,
Brazil’s soybean crop this season may reach 4.1 million
tons–up from 3.3 million tons in 1972. Area in soybeans is
projected to climb to 7.2 million acres from 5.6 million acres
planted last year. Average yield. however, may drop to 21
bushels per acre, down slightly from last year’s unusually
high 22 bushels per acre.
“The excellent early condition of the crop in midDecember indicated that Parana, the second largest
producing State, could repeat its record 1972 yield–the
highest in Brazil–of 20 bushels per acre. For Rio Grande
do Sul, the largest producer, yield is expected to be slightly
below the record high of 20.3 bushels per acre.
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“By mid-December, roughly 60 percent of the expected
acreage had been planted in Rio Grande do Sul, 80 percent in
Parana, and 100 percent in Sao Paulo State, a much smaller
producer than the first two.
“Acreages and yield estimates are, of course, subject to
considerable modification, depending primarily on future
weather.
“In recent years, Brazil’s rapid development in soybean
production has been due mainly to acreage expansion and
secondarily to yield improvement. If bean output continues
to increase at a 20-percent rate for the next three crops (after
this year), production would total 7 million tons by 1976,
equivalent to 257 million bushels. A subsequent annual rise
of 10 percent would result in an output of 10 million tons by
1980, or 367 million bushels–triple the 1972 level.
“Exports: New production highs are causing a related
gain in export trade. In 1972, exports totaled about 1 million
tons of beans, 1.2 million tons of meal, and 50,000 tons of
oil, substantially exceeding previous export levels. Needless
to say, if a 4.1-million-ton crop is harvested in 1973, exports
of beans, meal, and oil will again set new records.
“Brazilian State and Federal Governments are
encouraging the export of soybean products, particularly oil,
rather than beans, in an effort to expand exports of processed
products rather than raw materials.
“States levy a tax on bean exports which averages about
14 percent nationally. However, meal and oil are exempt
from this tax. In addition the Federal Government levies an
‘industrialized products tax,’ which is rebated to the extent
of 8 percent of f.o.b. value on soybean oil exports. Also,
processors receive a tax credit on meal and oil exports,
which can be applied to income from domestic sales.
“Finally, if a processor exports up to 25 percent of
his output, he is entitled to a special line of credit both at
commercial banks and the federally-owned Banco do Brazil.
This is an extremely attractive incentive since Brazilian
processors depend almost entirely on back [sic, bank] credit
for working capital.
“Consumption: Although there are no reliable statistics
on meal and oil consumption, soybean meal consumption in
1972 has been roughly estimated at 235,000 tons.
“One industry source places 1972 broiler production
at 400 million birds, which could mean a usage of about
250,000 tons of soybean meal, assuming a 20-percent soy
meal ration content. The same industry source believes the
broiler industry is growing by 20 percent per year, implying
an annual increase in meal consumption of as much as
50,000 tons.
“Hog production is said to be increasing only slightly,
although rations reportedly are being improved as the
industry modernizes. Some whole soybeans are said to be fed
to hogs in Rio Grande do Sul, the main hog region. Cattle do
not receive any soybean meal.
“Soybean oil consumption in 1972 has been estimated at

roughly 275,000 tons. Based on a population of 100 million,
this is equivalent to per capita usage of 6 pounds a year.
Consumption of other oils–especially peanut, olive, cotton,
and corn, as well as sunflower and palm–in aggregate may
be equivalent to soybean oil use. Vegetable oil consumption,
therefore, appears to total at least 575,000 tons, or 12.6
pounds per capita per year–very low by U.S. and European
standards.
With the dynamic growth in Brazil’s income and
population, however, prospects are good for expanded
vegetable oil consumption, particularly soybean oil–the only
domestically produced oil whose production is booming.
Indications are that soybean oil consumption is increasing
at about 30,000 tons per year. Industry sources believe this
increase may gain momentum, as cottonseed and peanut
production is likely to decline in the long run.
“Although olive oil seems to be the preferred salad oil
in southern Brazil, soybean oil is the main cooking oil. But
soybean oil has become important too as a salad oil, being
considerably cheaper than olive, peanut, corn, and cottonseed
oil. Peanut oil, in response to high world prices, is being
exported in increasing volume.
“Prices: In terms of soybean prices, the Brazilian
soybean farmer seems to be at a distinct disadvantage
compared to the U.S. farmer. Brazilian inland freight is 10 to
15 cents per bushel higher than in the United States. Ocean
freight is about 15 cents per bushel higher than from the
United States, although this may decrease as port facilities
are improved and harbors deepened.
“Also, the 14-percent export tax on beans detracts from
the farmer’s price on the proportion of the crop exported
as beans–amounting to roughly 10 to 15 cents per bushel
on the crop. In all, the Brazilian farmer suffers a potential
disadvantage of 35 to 45 cents per bushel. For the 1972 crop,
the Brazilian farmer is said to have averaged about $2.65 per
bushel, compared to the U.S. farmer’s average of $3.05 per
bushel in 1971-72.
“Outlook: The availability of new land varies greatly
among the Brazilian States suited for beans.
“In Parana, the highest yielding State, land is already
very largely farmed in coffee, wheat, soybeans (as a double
crop following wheat), cotton, corn, peanut, sugar cane,
ramie, alfalfa, upland rice and pasture. An estimated 5-to
10-percent additional land, now in woods, can be used to up
production.
“Rio Grande do Sul, which accounts for about 65
percent of Brazil’s bean acreage, has been farmed the longest
and has little land not already in agricultural use.
“Matto Grosso, a huge, undeveloped State, with
insignificant bean acreage, presents enormous potential for
bean expansion. Millions of acres in Matto Grosso seem
to have soil, climate, and topography suited to soybeans.
However, roads, railroads, and warehousing are practically
nonexistent and most of the land is not even settled.
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“Shifts out of existing crops continue to present the
major, immediate potential for bean acreage. In Parana soy
beans have replaced cotton, corn, and pasture, and also some
coffee. However, coffee, corn, and cotton prices are now
higher. In Rio Grande do Sul, important for cattle grazing,
pasture is being plowed up for beans. Double cropping
following wheat is common in Parana and Rio Grande do
Sul, and some marginal output could be added in this way.
“Brazilian farmers may increasingly give up wheat
and grow soybeans as a single crop. In this way, they can
assure early soybean seeding and good seedbed preparation,
providing better bean yield prospects. Although the
Government support price on wheat is $2.65 per bushel–
about the same as for soybeans–the bean yield is about 10
percent greater than that of wheat.
“As of December 1972, when high, late-in-season prices
were in effect, the bean price to the farmer was roughly
$3.50 per bushel, making soybeans a far more profitable crop
than wheat–unless the Government should raise the wheat
support price sharply. Last, but not least, the 1972 wheat
crop was a disaster–about half that of the previous year–due
to frost, rain, and pests.”
Three photos show Brazil’s use of soybean meal in
poultry rations.
A large and very interesting graph titled “Brazil:
soybean acreage, yield and production, 1960-72” gives these
statistics for Rio Grande do Sul, Parana, and total of all
Brazil’s soybean producing areas. In 1960 Brazil produced
a total of 206,000 metric tons of soybeans. By 1972 this had
increased to 3,350,000 metric tons–an increase of 16.2 fold.
Address: FAS.
4231. Persi, Alfred R. 1976. Colombia cuts soybean area in
response to lower prices: After brief self sufficiency. Foreign
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). April 26.
p. 8-9.
• Summary: “In the aftermath of falling world prices for
soybeans, Colombian farmers last September turned away
from this crop, reducing total plantings by about 30 percent
below those of 1974, a record year. Their move assuredly
ended Colombia’s brief attempt at exporting soybeans–and
has prompted imports of soybean oil and possibly soybean
meal in 1976. However, with domestic use of soybeans
on the rise, and research underway to find better adapted
varieties, many Colombians retain hope that soybeans will
eventually live up to their earlier promise.”
The Cauca Valley is the center of the nation’s soybean
production industry. “As in the past, much of the production
growth will be in the lush Cauca Valley of Colombia’s
Southwest. Here, soybeans were introduced as a fledgling
experimental crop in 1928, then nourished and adapted to the
region’s climate and soil during the next 2 decades.”
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Colombia, or the cultivation of soybeans in

Colombia (1928). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
However, this undocumented date is probably incorrect. We
believe the real date should be March 1929; see Patiño 1969.
Address: U.S. Agricultural Attaché, Bogota.
4232. Elkins, D.M.; Olsen, F.J.; Gower, E. 1976. Effects of
lime and lime-pelleted seed on legume establishment and
growth in South Brazil. Experimental Agriculture 12:201-06.
[12 ref]
• Summary: Lime pelleting often improved establishment
and yield of soy and desmodium at low pH (4.8-4.9).
Application of 6 t/ha of lime improved establishment and
herbage yields. Address: Dep. of Plant and Soil Science,
Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale, IL.
4233. Fisher, G.A.; Davies, L.L. 1976. Grain corn and
soybean production in southern Ontario: Production costs
and returns in Essex, Kent, and Elgin counties, 1973 and
1974. Ontario, Canada: Ministry of Agriculture and Food. 19
p. April. (Economics Information). Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Contents: Index to 17 tables. Introduction.
Methods used in determining costs and returns [profits].
Production costs and returns for grain corn. Production
costs and returns for soybeans: Gross returns and yields,
production costs, a comparison of 1973 and 1974 soybean
production costs and returns for ten of the same study farms.
Appendix. Address: Economics Branch, Ontario Ministry of
Agriculture and Food, Legislative Buildings, Queen’s Park,
Toronto, ONT M7A 1B6, Canada.
4234. Gretzmacher, R.; Tanasch, L. 1976. Soybean breeding
in Austria. Soybean Genetics Newsletter 3:7-11. April. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Since Brillmayr [Brillmayer] (1929) published
his first report on soybeans, there has been almost no
intensive research on it in Austria. Its cultivation dropped
gradually and then ceased completely after World War II,
due to the increased import of American soybean products
and the difficulty in producing varieties which suit Austrian
conditions.
“In 1970, the Institute of Agronomy and Plant Breeding,
University of Agriculture, Vienna, started to renew interest in
soybean and worked out a program to develop its cultivation,
aiming to insert it as a suitable leguminous plant in the crop
rotation, and to benefit from this rich source of protein badly
needed for animal and human nutrition.” Address: Inst. of
Agronomy and Plant Breeding, Univ. of Agriculture (Institut
fuer Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung, Universitaet fuer
Bodenkultur), Gregor Mendel Str. 33, 1180, Vienna, Austria.
4235. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: No-Moo Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 90 Sawyer St., South Portland,
ME 04106.
Date of Introduction: 1976 April.
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Ingredients: 1982: Organic soybeans, solidified with
nigari–spring water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter/Order from Peter G.
Beane, Star Route, North Anson, Maine 04598. 1976. Aug.
28. He orders a copy of The Book of Tofu, Vol. II (later retitled Tofu & Soymilk Production).
Judy & Peter Beane. 1977. “No Moo Dairy. The No
Moo Dairy, started in the spring of 1976 as an experiment,
is the only operating tofu shop in Maine. From May to
December, the ‘shop’ was the kitchen, and the average
batch of tofu gave 5-6 lb.” Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1977. Jan.
28. Commercial Tofu Shops and Soy Dairies. Peter & Judy
Beane.
Letter from Peter Beane. 1981. April. “I started the No
Moo Dairy [i.e. started production] with my wife Judy in
April 1976. It lasted for about two years, folding because
of lack of capital. Our marriage also folded.” Label. 1982,
undated. 3.25 by 2 inches. Self adhesive. Black on green.
Country/farm scene illustration. Address now: Peter and Judy
Beane, North Anson, Maine 04958. 8 oz.
4236. Reynolds, Gary. 1976. We saw Brazil’s biggest
soybean crop. Farm Journal 100:22-23, 32, 34. April.
• Summary: Extended subtitle: “Here’s what impressed the
66 farm people who visited Brazilian farms recently with
Farm Journal. Your leading export competitor could harvest
16% more this year.”
In 1976 Brazil’s soybean crop is expected to be 415
million bushels. 1973 was the turning point for Brazil after
the U.S. government briefly slapped export controls on
soybeans. This sent soybean prices skyrocketing. In the past
5 years, Brazil has increased soybean production more than
sixfold. “Her share of world trade in soybeans and meal has
catapulted from 5% in 1970 to 30% in 1975.”
Most of the farms are large, ranging from 750 to 5,000
total crop acres. Parana has the highest soybean yield among
Brazilian states at 30 bu. per acre. but Brazil’s average
soybean yield is about 25 bu. per acre
A map shows southern Brazil and how many million
acres of soybeans are grown in each state. Rio Grande do
Sul, Brazil’s southernmost state, leads in soybean acreage
with 8.4 million acres. Soybeans usually follow wheat in
the rotation. Farmers use the same equipment for planting
and harvesting both crops, and they generally double-crop
soybeans after wheat. Brazil’s soybean expansion has come
partially as a byproduct of the government’s recent drive for
self-sufficiency in wheat. Many large farms were recently in
jungle.
Brazil’s two main soybean production problems are
acidic soils and erosion on newly cleared land. The climate
is frost free and labor is inexpensive. And both transportation
and storage are cheap. Nearly all soybeans move to ports

by truck. The government is funding “export corridors” and
farm storage in efforts to ease this problem.
A large sidebar is titled “Plenty of money and new
services at ag banks.”
Brazil’s military government supports soybean
farming in many ways. It guarantees farmers a minimum
price, presently at $3.70 per bushel. Since last March
the government has paid 40% of farmers’ fertilizer bills.
And farmers can borrow money interest-free to buy farm
machinery. Address: Crops Editor.
4237. Aleman, R.R.; Franco, J.J.; Rodriquez, M. 1976.
Ensayo de fertilizacion en soya en Tocumen, Panama
[Fertilizer trial with soybeans in Tocumen, Panama].
Investigaciones Agropecuarias (Faculdad de Agronomia,
Universidad de Panama) 1974-1975. p. 266-71. May. [Spa]*
Address: Panama.
4238. Aleman, R.R.; Franco, J.J.; Rodriguez, M. 1976.
Ensayo de fertilizacion en soya en el area de Tocumen,
Panama [Fertilizer trial with soybeans in the Tocumen area,
Panama]. Investigaciones Agropecuarias (Faculdad de
Agronomia, Universidad de Panama) 1974-1975. p. 261-65.
May. [Spa]*
Address: Panama.
4239. Aleman, R.R.; Franco, J.J.; Rodriquez, M. 1976.
Ensayo de rendimientos de cuatro variedades de soya en
Tocumen, Panama [Yield trial with four soybean varieties
in Tocumen, Panama]. Investigaciones Agropecuarias
(Faculdad de Agronomia, Universidad de Panama) 19741975. p. 279-84. May. [Spa]*
Address: Panama.
4240. Aleman, R.R.; Rodriquez, M. 1976. Programa
de leguminosas [Legume program]. Investigaciones
Agropecuarias (Faculdad de Agronomia, Universidad de
Panama) 1974-1975. p. 191-92. May. [Spa]*
• Summary: Discusses soybeans, pigeonpeas, and cowpeas
in Panama. Address: Panama.
4241. Criswell, J.G.; Hume, D.J.; Tanner, J.W. 1976. Effect
of anhydrous ammonia and organic matter on components
of nitrogen fixation and yield of soybeans. Crop Science
16(3):400-04. May/June. [22 ref]
• Summary: Anhydrous ammonia did not significantly
affect seed yields, but reduced N fixation and nodule mass.
Depression of the nodule mass was overcome by addition
of organic matter. Address: Crop Science Dep., Univ. of
Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
4242. Jana, R.K.; Sekao, V.M. 1976. Effects of crop
combinations and planting configurations on the growth and
yield of soybeans, millet, and sorghum in intercropping.
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In: J.H. Monyo, A.D.R. Ker, & Marilyn Campbell, eds.
1976. Intercropping in Semi-Arid Areas: Report of a
Symposium Held at the Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and
Veterinary Science, University of Dar es Salaam, Morogoro,
Tanzania, 10-12 May 1976. Ottawa, Canada: International
Development Research Centre (IDRC). 72 p. See p. 19-20.
[12 ref]
• Summary: Summary: “The types and choices of crops
grown in intercropping depend on physical factors (soil
conditions, temperature, moisture regimes), social factors
(personal tastes, traditions), and economic factors (market
prices and transport). However, a legume has almost always
been included in the intercrop, the major ones in Tanzania
being groundnuts, beans, cowpeas, and pigeon peas.
“Although the yields of one or both crops in the
intercrop have been shown to be lower than their respective
pure stands (12, 13) the combined yields from the intercrop
have been higher than the yields of either crop as a
monoculture (13, 14, 21, 22) and the cash returns have been
greater from the intercropping (15, 20). This lower yield has
been attributed to competition for light and nutrients (16)...”
A field experiment was conducted at the Faculty Farm,
Morogoro, Tanzania, to find out the influence of crop
combinations and planting configuration on the growth and
yields of soybeans (cv Improved Pelican) in intercropping
with sorghum (cv Dobbs bora) and millet (cv Serere
composite). There were seven treatments, which included:
soybeans, sorghum, and millet grown in pure stand; sorghum
and soybeans grown within a row and alternate rows;
sorghum and millet within a row; and millet-soybeans within
a row with a total plant population of 111,110 plants/ha.
The growth and yield data collected included days to 50%
flowering, plant height, number of tillers/plant, number of
pods/plant, panicle length, dry matter/plant, grain yield/
hectare; grain yield was converted into land equivalent ratio
(LER).
“The results indicated that only the plant height
of sorghum was significantly different in the different
treatments.” Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and
Veterinary Science, Univ. of Dar es Salaam, Morogoro,
Tanzania.
4243. Kibani, T.H.M.; Keswani, C.L.; Chowdhury, M.S.
1976. Rhizosphere populations in intercropped maize and
soybean. In: J.H. Monyo, A.D.R. Ker, & Marilyn Campbell,
eds. 1976. Intercropping in Semi-Arid Areas: Report of a
Symposium Held at the Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and
Veterinary Science, University of Dar es Salaam, Morogoro,
Tanzania, 10-12 May 1976. Ottawa, Canada: International
Development Research Centre (IDRC). 72 p. See p. 13-14.
[8 ref]
• Summary: Summary: “A rhizosphere is a region of
contact between plant roots and soil from which plants
obtain their nutrients and in which each plant exerts its

particular effect on the soil by stimulating or inhibiting the
growth of microorganisms. Similarly, it is also possible that
microorganisms in the rhizosphere may have effects on the
growth and yield of the plants. Rhizospheres of different
plants harbour different microflora, and the quantitative and
qualitative nature of the microflora depends on the age of the
plant, the depth of the root system, and the physiological and
nutritional status of the plant (1).
“Gantotti and Rangaswami (2) have suggested that
the rhizosphere microflora in association with the roots of
growing plants plays a vital role in improving soil structure.
Gerretsen (3) described the enhancement of nutrient uptake
by plant roots under the influence of microflora and observed
that under sterile conditions without bacteria the uptake of
phosphate proceeds at a lower rate than in the presence of
bacteria. The rhizosphere of maize contains bacteria capable
of releasing phosphorus from its compounds (3, 4)...”
Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and Veterinary
Science, Univ. of Dar es Salaam, Morogoro, Tanzania.
4244. Monyo, J.H.; Ker, A.D.R.; Campbell, Marilyn.
eds. 1976. Intercropping in semi-arid areas: report of a
symposium held at the Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and
Veterinary Science, University of Dar es Salaam, Morogoro,
Tanzania, 10-12 May 1976. Ottawa, Canada: International
Development Research Centre (IDRC). 72 p. Illust. 25 cm
[73 ref]
• Summary: A summary is given of each of the papers
presented. The three with soy in the titled are cited
separately.
The word “soy” appears 45 times in this book. Most of
those appearances are in the three papers with “soy” in the
title, but “soy” also appears on pages 18 (3 times), 25, 31 (3
times), 35, and 46.
All of the 73 references appear on pages 63-66 near the
end of the book; the word “soy” does not appear in any of
these references.
The last section of the book is “List of Participants”
(p. 67-72); each person’s address and title is given. Most of
the participants reside in Africa, and most of those reside in
Tanzania. Address: 1. Head, Dep. of Crop Science, Faculty
of Agriculture, Forestry and Veterinary Science, Univ. of Dar
es Salaam, Box 643, Morogoro, Tanzania.
4245. Reynolds, Gary A. 1976. How Brazilians grow 40 bu.
soybeans. Farm Journal 100(6):J4-J5. May. Central States
edition.
• Summary: A Farm Journal tour, with 60 Americans
participating, visited 5 outstanding soybean growers in
Brazil’s southern state of Parana, as described in last month’s
issue (April, p. 22). They were impressed by what they saw.
Discusses: Tillage, fertility, crop rotation, soybean varieties,
insects and diseases, and production costs.
Contains 5 color photos. Address: Crops Editor.
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4246. Thompson, D.R.; Monyo, J.H.; Finlay, R.C. 1976.
Effects of maize height difference on the growth and yield
of intercropped soybeans. In: J.H. Monyo, A.D.R. Ker,
& Marilyn Campbell, eds. 1976. Intercropping in SemiArid Areas: Report of a Symposium Held at the Faculty of
Agriculture, Forestry and Veterinary Science, University
of Dar es Salaam, Morogoro, Tanzania, 10-12 May 1976.
Ottawa, Canada: International Development Research Centre
(IDRC). 72 p. See p. 29. [2 ref]
• Summary: Summary: “For real benefits to arise from
intercropping, crops must achieve a satisfactory balance
in their competitive ability. Little work has been done on
interspecific competition as it relates to intercropping, and
further work in this field is essential before intercropping
can be fully understood and more advanced intercropping
practices developed.”
“Maize (Zea mays) of two heights was intercropped
with soybeans (Glycine max) to study the effect that
variation in maize height had on the intercropped soybeans.
Differences in height between the tall and short maize were
not substantial at any stage of the experiment. There were no
significant differences in soybean height between the tall and
short maize. The percentage of lodged soybean plants at 60
days after planting was not significant either...”
“The yield of soybeans under the short maize was 17%
higher than in the tall maize. The number of days taken to
reach the 50% flowering point and physiological maturity
(as measured by 50% leaf drop) in the soybean crop did not
differ significantly between the tall and the short maize plots.
These two factors, however, appeared to be insensitive in
their response to differences in competition. The proportion
of soybeans in the combined maize-soybean yield was
similar in both the tall and short maize (0.122 and 0.153
respectively). The only component of soybean yield that was
greatly affected by the differences in maize height was the
number of pods per plant. The proportion of pods attached
to branches was 0.28 in the tall maize and 0.30 in the short
maize. This was significant at the 5% level of probability.
The choice of whether to use tall or short maize when
intercropping with soybeans is obviously an important one,
as experimental results show that even slight differences in
height affect soybean yield. The cereal spacing and the level
of fertility also appear to be important in achieving a proper
competitive balance between the cereal and the legume.
Fisher (30) also concluded that to have one crop completely
dominating another would decrease the benefits accruing
from intercropping.” Address: Faculty of Agriculture,
Forestry and Veterinary Science, Univ. of Dar es Salaam,
Morogoro, Tanzania.
4247. Fiji Government. 1976. Extracts from Fiji’s Seventh
Development Plan, 1976-1980. Chapter 11. Agriculture. Fiji
Agricultural Journal 38(1):1-31. Jan/June.

• Summary: Page 11 states: “Cereals and legumes: 11.74.
Major expansion in the cultivation of sorghum, maize and
pulses will be undertaken. A large scale, 3,200 hectare
project with sorghum, soya-bean, peanut, pulse and livestock
rotations is proposed for Vanua Levu, subject to satisfactory
results from a pilot project and feasibility investigations.
This proposed project will primarily produce animal
feedstuff with pulses substituting present imports for human
consumption.” Table 11.16 (p. 11) shows soya-bean area
scheduled to grow from 100 ha in 1976 to 810 ha in 1980
with a yield of 1.85 tonnes/ha. Address: Fiji.
4248. Soybean Digest. 1976. [American Soybean Assoc.]
Activities, publications, market development program,
educational films, affiliated states. June. p. 34-37.
• Summary: Contents: Activities: Objectives, government,
annual conferences, answers your questions. Publications:
Soybean Digest, Gold Book issue of Soybean Digest
(published each June as a marketing guide and reference
for soybean producers), Blue Book issue of Soybean
Digest (published each June is the directory of the soybean
industry), and Soybean Profits newsletter (published 32
times a year–weekly during the harvest and fall marketing
season–devoted to: (1) Exchange of high-yield ideas among
panel members, (2) Market intelligence information from
a worldwide network of authorities). Membership (active
or contributing. Note: The number of ASA members is
not given). Market development program (started in 1956
in Japan; Fifteen states now have legislated checkoffs:
Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, Georgia, Florida, Arkansas, Texas,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Mississippi, Louisiana,
Alabama, Virginia, Kentucky, and Nebraska).
Educational films: Farmer for the world, The gold that
grows, Japan–Your growing cash customer, More from less
(no-tillage farming), and Soybeans to grow (Elanco).
Affiliated states (24):
Alabama Soybean Producers Association: Organized
1968.
Arkansas Soybean Association: Organized Aug. 1974
[sic, Aug. 1964].
Florida Soybean Producers Association: Organized
March 1969.
Georgia Soybean Association: Organized 1968.
Land of Lincoln Soybean Association (Illinois):
Organized Nov. [sic, Sept. 10] 1964.
Indiana Soybean Growers Association: Organized Sept.
1966.
Iowa Soybean Association: Organized Dec. 1974 [sic,
Dec. 1964].
Kansas Soybean Association: Organized Dec. 1972.
Kentucky Soybean Association: Organized April 1970.
Louisiana Soybean Association: Organized Jan. 1967.
Michigan Soybean Association: Organized March 1974.
Mid-Atlantic Soybean Association: Organized March
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1970 (Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey).
Minnesota Soybean Growers Association: Organized
1962 [Dec. 6].
Mississippi Soybean Association: Organized Dec. 1963.
Missouri Soybean Association: Organized Feb. 1966.
Nebraska Soybean Association: Organized March 1969.
North Carolina Soybean Producers Association:
Organized 1966.
Ohio Soybean Association: Organized March 1966.
Oklahoma Soybean Association: Organized Aug. 1975.
South Carolina Soybean Association: Organized Jan.
1966.
Tennessee Soybean Association: Organized Feb. 1966.
Texas Soybean Association: Organized Jan. [sic, Feb.
20] 1967.
Virginia Soybean Association: Organized Feb. 1968.
Wisconsin Soybean Association: Organized July 1973.
4249. MAFES Research Highlights (Mississippi Agricultural
and Forestry Experiment Station), Bulletin. 1976. Drying
soybeans for seed. Seedsmen must learn restrictions on heat,
handling. 39(7):2. July. *
4250. Nafziger, Emerson. 1976. Soybean varietal and
agronomic trials. Mennonite Central Committee, Agriculture
Program, Report No. 3. p. 91-104. July. (Dacca).
Summarized in Soybean Research Abstracts (Bangladesh).
1978. p. 1.
• Summary: “The goal of all soybean experiments was to
investigate ways of increasing yield potential in farmers’
fields by choosing the best varieties and cultivation practices
appropriate to Bangladesh. Within the last year, four variety
trials and four agronomic trials were conducted in Noakhali.
In addition, this research report includes three agronomic
trials that were conducted in the dry season of 1975.”
A yield trial using ten soybean varieties was conducted
during the rainy (Kharif) season of 1975. The location was
Munshirhat, Chagalnaya Thana, near Feni, Noakhali. The
date of planting was 21 June 1975. Bragg gave the highest
yield, 2,886 kg/ha. The average yield was 2,196 kg/ha.
Seed quality was very poor except in the varieties TK-5 and
Clark-63.
Note: This is the earliest document seen that clearly
refers to the growing of soybeans in Bangladesh after the
country became independent. This document contains the
earliest clear date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in
Bangladesh after the country was so named (21 June 1975).
Address: MCC Agronomist, Dacca.
4251. Departamento Estadual de Estatistica. Secretaria de
Estado de Planejamento. Parana. 1976. Projeto pesquisa da
soja, safra 1976: Armazenagem, transporte e comercializacao
[Project on soybean research, harvest 1976: Storage,
transport, and commercialization. Vol. I.]. Curitiba, Parana,

Brazil. 184 p. May/Aug. [Por]*
Address: Curitiba, Parana, Brazil.
4252. Ruthenburg, Kirk; Dunwoody, J.E. 1976. Agricultural
energy requirements and land use patterns in Illinois.
Springfield, Illinois: Illinois Div. of Energy. 64 p. Aug. [53*
ref]
• Summary: A detailed discussion of agriculture and energy,
and of the energy requirements of producing corn and
soybeans in Illinois. Address: Illinois Div. of Energy, 222
South College Street, Springfield, Illinois 62706.
4253. Majid, F.Z.; Nahar, Lutfur. 1976. Post harvest
technology of soybean. Paper presented at First National
Workshop on Oil Seeds and Pulses. 9 p. Held 6-9 Sept. [16
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean seed storage
(Soybean seeds lose viability more rapidly than most crops
if stored under ordinary conditions). Quality of seed entering
storage. Field environment. Harvesting and threshing
(At 10% moisture content or less, seeds remain in god
condition for up to 4 years): Drying and storage (pre-harvest
prophylaxis, pest-proofing of gunny bags, fumigation of rural
structures (with ethylene dibromide), rat control). Researches
on soybean seed storage in Bangladesh.
Seeds stored in earthenware pots have a lower
germination rate than those stored in paper bags or gunny
sacks. Address: Applied Botany Section, B.C.S.I.R. Labs.,
Dacca, Bangladesh.
4254. Misra, D.P.; Goswami, K. 1976. Soybean and
sunflower for north Bihar. Indian Farming 27(6):27-28. Sept.
Series 2.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans: Varieties
(no varieties can be grown during the rabi season), varieties
for kharif cultivation, cultivation practices, crop care
(weed control, diseases and insects). Contains less oil than
sunflower seeds. Varieties of sunflower. Cultivation practices.
Harvesting and storage. Address: Regional Research Station,
I.A.R.I., Pusa (Bihar).
4255. Triplett, G.B., Jr. 1976. History, principles and
economics of crop production with reduced tillage
systems: History of reduced tillage systems. Bulletin of
the Entomological Society of America 22(3):289-91. Sept.
Presented at ESA Symposium on Crop Production with
Reduced Tillage Systems. [12 ref]
• Summary: During the past 4 decades, efforts have been
made to reduce tillage. Many of the early systems were
based on the moldboard plow, which is now thought to be
at least partially responsible for the dust bowl of the 1930s.
The most profound influence on tillage occurred with
the discovery of selective organic herbicides. “The first
herbicide, 2,4-D, was introduced to farmers in the 1940’s
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and was first used as a supplement to cultivation, and aided
in control of many broadleaf weeds... As more effective
herbicides were introduced, tillage before and after planting
was reduced even more and in some cases postemergence
cultivation was eliminated.” Still the soil was usually plowed
prior to planting. “As early as 1952, Davidson and Barrons
(1954) reported as successful the complete substitution of
herbicides for tillage in row crop production.” Herbicides
have eliminated weed control as a reason for tillage.
“Where suitable, no-tillage offers certain definite
advantages. The erosion hazard on sloping sites can be
reduced as much as 100-fold, opening the use of rolling
terrain for continuous row crop production. Time and labor
demands at planting time are reduced, increasing worker
productivity. Multiple cropping becomes more practical,
permitting rapid establishment of the second crop and
conserving moisture present in the soil by maintaining mulch
cover and leaving the soil undisturbed.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2020) that
uses the term “reduced tillage” (regardless of hyphenation).
Address: Prof. of Agronomy, Dep. of Agronomy, Ohio
Agricultural R&D Center (OARDC), Wooster, OH 44691.
4256. Bates, R.P.; Matthews, R.F. 1976. Ascorbic acid and
-carotene in soybeans as influenced by maturity, sprouting,
processing, and storage. Proceedings of the Florida State
Horticultural Society 88:266-71. Nov. 4-6. (Held 4-6 Nov.
1975 at Lake Buena Vista, Florida. Published 15 March
1976). [22 ref]
• Summary: “Severe ascorbic acid losses (50 to 70%) were
experienced due to cooking or canning, whereas, freezing
and storage losses were less (10-30%). Beta-carotene
retention was 80-90% in all treatments. The large-seeded
vegetable type is preferable as a green-mature vegetable
and the smaller agronomic type is more effective as sprouts.
Vegetable and agronomic types were similar in acceptance
when evaluated at either fresh green or soaked dry
maturities.” Address: Food Science Dep., Univ. of Florida,
IFAS, Gainesville.
4257. Product Name: Island Spring Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Island Spring, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 747, Vashon, WA
98070. Phone: 206-622-6448.
Date of Introduction: 1976 November.
Ingredients: 1978. “Organically grown soybeans, spring
water, bittern (nigari).”
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter / Order from
Sylvia Nogaki, Island Spring, Route 1, Box 624, Vashon,
Washington 98070. 1976. Sept. 9. She orders two copies
of The Book of Tofu, Vol. II (later re-titled Tofu & Soymilk
Production). Vashon-Maury Island Beachcomber. 1976. Nov.
18. Says that Nogaki and Lukoskie started making Japanese

tofu “this week.”
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 399. Phone: 206-567-4205.
Owner: Luke Lukoskie.
Label sent by Luke Lukoskie. 1978. 16 ounces.
Ingredients: “Organically grown soybeans, spring water,
bittern (nigari).” “Keep refrigerated. No preservatives.” This
second run of labels was printed on 22 Jan. 1978.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). Gives the company’s name,
address, and phone number. Owner: Luke Lukoskie.
FIND/SVP. 1981, May. “The tofu market: Overview of
a high-potential industry.” p. 71. The company now makes
about 10,000 lb/week of tofu, five flavors of soyfreeze
(soymilk ice cream), soyloaf, tempeh, soymilk, and spicy
Korean tofu.
Form filled out by Luke Lukoskie for William Shurtleff.
1981. Jan. Island Spring, founded by Luke Lukoskie and
Sylvia Nogaki, began making tofu in Nov. 1976. The
first shop was approximately 225 square feet in size. The
company spent $10,000 to get into business. Products made
during the first year in business: Tofu, Delicious Steamed
Tofu. Production increased as follows: 3,000 lb/month after
one year. 5,000 lb/month after two years. 10,000 lb/month
after three years. Luke believes that Island Spring was the
first company in the USA to make “Korean style prepared
Delicious Steamed Tofu.”
Update: 1997 Oct. 16. Island Spring, Inc. is now located
at 18846 103rd St., S.W., P.O. Box 747, Vashon, Washington
98070. Phone: 206-463-9848. Contact: W.M. Luke Lukoskie,
CEO. They still make tofu and tofu products. This is the
second oldest existing Caucasian tofu manufacturer in the
United States.
4258. Abu Kassim, b. Abu Bakar. 1976. Soybeans in
Malaysia. INTSOY Series No. 10. p. 243-44. R.M. Goodman,
ed. Expanding the Use of Soybeans (College of Agric., Univ.
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Current status.
Domestic markets and utilization. Prospects for production.
Conclusion.
“Because little information on soybeans is available
from East Malaysia, this report is confined to West Malaysia.
Soybeans appear to have been introduced into peninsular or
West Malaysia about 50 years ago [1926]. The crop, which
has been grown among young rubber plants or as a sole crop
in rotation with other annual crops, is planted primarily on
small farms. Last year, however, there was a move by a few
enterprising organizations to try large-scale, commercial
plantings.
“Soybean products are consumed in various forms by
both humans and livestock. The domestic demand greatly
exceeds the local supply, which is therefore dependent upon
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importation...
“Although soybeans can be grown throughout the
country, a large percentage of the crop is raised in the
east coast states of Kelantan, Pahang, and Trengganu of
peninsular Malaysia... Peninsular Malaysia imports whole
soybeans, as well as the flour, oil, and cake of the soybean.
Until 1973 about 200,000 gallons of soy sauce were also
imported, but in 1974 about 15,000 gallons were exported...
Soybeans are used mainly to make beanmilk, curd, sprouts,
and other food products for human consumption... It has
been estimated that the local consumption of soybeans
per capita per year averaged 5.3 kg for the years 1971 to
1973.” Address: Field Crops Branch, MARDI (Malaysian
Agricultural R&D Inst.), Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia.
4259. Al-arfag, Mohamad. 1976. Soybean research in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. INTSOY Series No. 10. p. 24849. R.M. Goodman, ed. Expanding the Use of Soybeans
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Variety trials and
observation nurseries. Agronomic trials: Variety-fertilizer
trial at Hakma (1974-75), varieties and dates of sowing trial
at Dirab in 1975. Problems limiting successful soybean
production.
“At present soybeans are not grown commercially in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Needless to say, successful
local production of this crop would be of great benefit
for human nutrition in this country, where the standard of
living and the production of animal products are rapidly
improving. Consequently, in 1973 the Crop Production
Division, Agricultural Research and Development
Department, Ministry of Agriculture and Water in Saudi
Arabia felt it necessary to start serious field experimentation
on soybeans in various locations in the Kingdom. Efforts
were made to obtain soybean seeds from different sources,
including Egypt, Taiwan, and the United States. This report
summarizes the results of field plot observations, variety
trials, and agronomic experiments conducted between
1973 and the present in order to explore the possibility of
successfully growing this crop in Saudi Arabia.
“Observation plots and field trials were planted at
Uneizah, Qatif, Hofuf, and Hakma (Gizan) in 1973-74.
Low yields, averaging well below 1,000 kg per hectare,
were obtained at all sites... In 1974-75 our research program
was expanded. Seeds were obtained from INTSOY (trials
032, 085, and 086) and also from Taiwan, the United
States Department of Agriculture, and Lebanon. In the first
INTSOY trial planted at Hakma on 30 November 1974,
Jupiter, Calland, and Clark 63 gave yields above 1,000 kg
per hectare...
“The highest soybean yields yet obtained in Saudi
Arabia were from INTSOY trial 086, planted in February
1975 at Uneizah. Jupiter and Calland gave yields of over
2,100 kg per hectare, while Bragg, Forrest, Hill and Clark 63

all yielded over 1,000 kg per hectare.”
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen for
the cultivation of soybeans in Saudi Arabia (1973; one of two
documents). Address: Div. of Crop Production, Agricultural
R&D Dep., Ministry of Agriculture and Water, Ryedh, Saudi
Arabia.
4260. Delouche, J.C.; Rodda, E.D. 1976. Seed quality and
storage of soybeans. INTSOY Series No. 10. p. 38-39. R.M.
Goodman, ed. Expanding the Use of Soybeans (College of
Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Attributes of seed
quality: Genetic purity, physical purity, germination (rate
should be 85% or higher), vigor. Quality of seed entering
storage: Field environment, harvesting and threshing. Drying
and storage.
“Soybean farmers in the United States recognized early
that soybean seed was somewhat different from the seed
of almost all other crops, such as maize, wheat, cotton, and
sorghum, with which they were familiar. Very often soybean
seed germinated poorly even immediately after harvest.
Germination further decreased during storage to the extent
that by the next growing season the seed was worthless for
planting. Ordinary seed-saving practices used by farmers for
self-pollinating crops that require replacement of the seed
only every three or four years did not, and still do not, work
well for soybeans...
“Soybean seed harvested when the moisture content
is above 14 percent must be dried to 13 percent or less
to maintain viability in bulk storage... In tropical and
subtropical areas, where the average annual temperature may
be as high as 25ºC or less and relative humidity of 60 percent
or less are maintained. Under these conditions soybean
seed of reasonably good quality when placed in storage will
remain viable for 8 or 9 months until planting. An alternative
to air-conditioned storage is to dry the seed to about 9
percent moisture and then package it in moisture-vapor-proof
packages. For this purpose polyethylene bags 10 mil (0.26
mm) thick or tightly sealed metal containers have proved
satisfactory.” Address: 1. Seed Technology Lab., Mississippi
Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station, Mississippi
State Univ.; 2. Dep. of Agricultural Engineering, Univ. of
Illinois, Urbana.
4261. Herath, E. 1976. Cultivation and uses of soybeans
in Sri Lanka. INTSOY Series No. 10. p. 250-52. R.M.
Goodman, ed. Expanding the Use of Soybeans (College of
Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cropping patterns.
Cultivation practices. Harvesting and storage. Varietal
improvement. Fertilizer and plant nutrition studies.
Microbiological investigations. Crop physiology studies.
Seed storage, quality, viability, and seedling vigor. Utilisation
research: Soybean milk and milk products, soy flour, soybean
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dhal, cooking time and storage, additional research planned.
Extension.
“Plantation agriculture, with crops of tea, rubber,
coconut, cocoa, and spices, forms the basis of Sri Lanka’s
economy. However, these crops, which are grown in the
central highlands and in parts of the intermediate zones,
comprise only a minor part of the total acreage of 16.2
million acres situated for the most part in the relatively
underdeveloped dry zone...
“Soybean is a relatively new crop, having been
introduced to farmers only in 1972. At present the acreage
under soybeans is negligible and is confined primarily to
a few large, privately-owned farms and to many small,
scattered plots in the dry and intermediate zones. Production
areas should total nearly 8,000 acres for 1976.”
The Yala season (dry) is April to September. The Maha
season (rainy / rain-fed) is October to February.
“The most significant contribution to soybean cultivation
recently has been the introduction of commercial inoculants.
Until this breakthrough, soybean yields and performance
were erratic... With these inoculants all soybean varieties
performed significantly better, giving consistently high yields
of up to 3,540 pounds per acre in research plots.”
“In the 1973 coordinated varietal trials, yields of 3,000
to 4,000 kg per hectare were recorded from the Asian variety
Pb-1 and from the American varieties Hardee, Lee, Bragg,
and Improved Pelican.” Address: Dep. of Agriculture,
Central Agricultural Research Inst., Peradeniya, Sri Lanka.
4262. Na Lampang, Arwooth. 1976. Interrelationship
between soybean varieties and indigenous Rhizobium
strains in northeast Thailand. INTSOY Series No. 10. p. 19899. R.M. Goodman, ed. Expanding the Use of Soybeans
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “On the basis of climatic and soil
characteristics, soybean growing areas in Thailand can be
geographically divided into three major regions, namely, the
North, the Central Plain, and the Northeast. At present, the
first two regions are suitable for soybean production, and
relatively high yields (about 2,000 to 2,500 kg per hectare)
can be obtained with proper management using the standard
varieties, SJ 1 and SJ 2. Furthermore, in the North and in the
Central Plain nodulation, with or without inoculation, has
been observed in every location. In contrast, soybean yields
from the Northeast region are low and lack of nodulation is
common.
“Since the Northeast encompasses about one-third of
the nation’s arable land, the solution of problems currently
limiting soybean production is essential before production
can be increased. To this end, investigations in the Northeast
are being intensified. From a climatic standpoint the
Northeast is considered suitable for soybeans, but poor
soils generally limit yields. As in other tropical countries,
high rainfall and sandstone parental materials may be

primarily responsible for heavy leaching and weathering.
Laboratory analyses have shown that most of the soils are
acidic (pH values from 4.5 to 5.5) and low in important plant
nutrients, thus making them unsuitable for production of
both Rhizobium and soybeans. At the present time, liming
and application of fertilizers are considered uneconomical
because of the high cost of materials and transportation.
“A major factor limiting growth of soybeans in the
Northeast has been the lack of nodulation, which prevents
plants from attaining their normal growth and invariably
results in poor yields (about 300 to 500 kg per hectare).
Attempts to induce nodulation by application of inoculum
rarely succeed. Moreover, large-scale inoculation is
considered impractical at this time because inoculum is
unavailable; consequently, farmers have yet to learn how to
apply it.
“In soybean seed multiplication fields of SJ 1 and SJ 2
in the Northeast, poor plant growth is common. However, a
few normal plants occasionally appear in these fields. Close
examination has shown that these healthy and vigorous
plants possess nodules and have good seed-setting ability.
This in turn suggests the possibility of specific interrelations
between host genotypes and Rhizobium races.
“To confirm this hypothesis, a set of differential soybean
varieties, including the native strains SB 60 and Pakchong,
the recommended varieties SJ 1 and SJ 2, and the introduced
variety Lincoln, were planted without inoculation in several
Northeast experiment stations where records indicated
soybeans had never been previously grown. The results
(Table 1) indicate that only the native varieties SB 60 and
Pakchong formed nodules. This led us to conclude that
indigenous strains of Rhizobium existed naturally in the
soil and that nodules were produced only in the presence of
compatible host genotypes.
Table 1, “Evaluation of Five Uninoculated Soybean
Varieties at the Roi-ed [Roi Et?] Experiment Station,
Northeast Region, 1972,” has 6 columns: Soybean variety,
plant height (cm), dry weight (gm/plant), number of pods,
seed weight (gm/plant), and nodule score (Scored on 0 to 5
basis, 5 indicating heavy nodulation). The varieties are: SJ 1,
SJ 2, S 1160, Pakchong, Lincoln.
“On the basis of these plant yields and at a
recommended population of 200,000 plants/ha, SJ 2 is
expected to yield 500 kg/ha, while SB 60 and Pakchong are
expected to produce up to 2,500 kg/ha.
“Another study was conducted concurrently by placing
one seed of SB 60 along with one seed of SJ 2 in the same
hill in soils that had never grown soybeans. Only SB 60
plants formed nodules; no nodules were observed on SJ 2
plants. These results suggest the existence of genotype x
race interactions of soybeans with Rhizobium and raise the
question of whether the lines that do not form nodules are
incompatible with all Rhizobium strains or are incompatible
only with those strains present in the study.
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“Because native varieties are generally inferior in yield
and seed quality and unfit for existing cropping patterns,
a breeding program has been initiated. One objective of
this program is to transfer the nodulating ability of native
varieties to standard varieties. Crosses between SB 60 and
SJ 2 were made and progenies subsequently grown in virgin
soils devoid of Rhizobium japonicum. Unfortunately, a clearcut pattern of segregation could not be distinguished because
of the difficulty in identifying plant genotypes under field
conditions. Only those plants that showed normal growth
were saved and checked for nodulation at harvest time.
There was a reasonably good correlation between normal
growth and nodulation. Selection had been advanced to
the F6 generation, when an early outbreak of rust seriously
damaged the entire set of materials. Neither parent is
resistant to rust. However, from the information obtained we
are reasonably confident that superior lines able to utilize
naturally occurring Rhizobium strains can be developed
by proper selection following hybridization. We hope that
soybean varieties adapted to the acidic and low fertility soils
of the Northeast will be available in the future.”
4263. Pendleton, John W. 1976. Crop management–The key
to maximum soybean production. Asian and Pacific Council,
Food and Fertilizer Technology Centre (Taipei, Taiwan),
Extension Bulletin No. 82. p. 1-12. Nov. [6 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Introduction. Soybean
production research needs are not similar. Environmental
factors affecting production: Temperature, light, moisture
relationships, nutrition, spacing, pests of the environment
(especially weeds). Future opportunities and needs for
soybean improvement. Positive outlook for progress.
Summary. Address: Chairman, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of
Wisconsin.
4264. Rahman, Lutfur; Hoque, M.Z.; Hobbs, P.R. 1976.
Soybean research in Bangladesh. INTSOY Series No. 10. p.
222-25. R.M. Goodman, ed. Expanding the Use of Soybeans
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
[10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Potential of soybeans in
Bangladesh: Soybeans in potential cropping patterns, present
status. Experiments and results: Varietal performance, rowspacing trials, effects of inoculum, stubble planting, pest and
disease problems. Future soybean research in Bangladesh.
“The first comprehensive yield trial for nine soybean
varieties in Bangladesh was initiated by the Mennonite
Central Committee. Averaged over six locations, the data
relating to different characters indicates a fairly good
performance for varieties such as Adelphia, Hark, Rampage,
Bragg, and Improved Pelican, regardless of location.
This was dry-land farming during the post-winter season
with supplemental irrigation. The results indicate better
adaptability of the crop to different regions.

“Using 21 varieties, the second experiment, also
initiated by MCC and conducted by various organizations
from January to May 1974 suggests that some varieties can
produce yields as high as 3,135.6 pounds per acre.” The two
cropping seasons are Kharif (April to Sept.; the rainy season)
and Rabi (Oct. to March).
Note: This document contains the earliest clear date seen
for the cultivation of soybeans in Bangladesh (1973) after it
became an independent nation. The source of these soybeans
was probably the USA. Address: 1. Bangladesh Coordinated
Research Project, Bangladesh Agricultural Research Council;
2. Bangladesh Rice Research Inst.; 3. International Rice
Research Inst. All: Dacca, Bangladesh.
4265. Sanbuichi, Takashi; Watanabe, Iwao. 1976. Soybean
production in Japan. INTSOY Series No. 10. p. 237-38. R.M.
Goodman, ed. Expanding the Use of Soybeans (College of
Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “Each year Japan produces approximately
120,000 metric tons of soybeans on 90,000 hectares. About
30 percent of this yield is raised on the northern island of
Hokkaido, where large-scale farming is practiced. Especially
in the northeastern part of Hokkaido, soybeans are a very
important crop... Throughout the country the average
soybean yield is about 1.4 metric tons per hectare, but during
the past four years production in the Tokachi District of
Hokkaido has risen to between 1.8 and 2.0 metric tons per
hectare...
“In Japan soybeans are used principally as a source
of edible oil and protein foods, such as miso (bean paste),
shoyu (soy sauce), tofu (soybean curd), and natto (fermented
soybeans). The soybeans produced in Japan usually have
large seeds, a high protein content, and are of a quality
suitable for producing high quality soy products...
“In general, early varieties are cultivated in the high
latitudes and late varieties in the low latitudes, but on the
southern island of Kyushu early varieties are occasionally
used. Known as summer soybeans, they are sown in the
spring and harvested in the summer. Late varieties, which are
called autumn soybeans, are sown in summer and harvested
in the autumn...
“Results show that large-seeded varieties produce high
yields. Soybeans grown in the northern parts of Japan usually
have larger seeds than those raised in southern areas. It is
believed that the marked difference between day and night
temperatures and the favorable soil moisture content during
the early stages of plant growth account for the large size
of soybean seeds grown in the north. The author observed a
serious decrease in seed size when Japanese varieties were
introduced into Thailand...
“Soybeans are raised in several types of areas in Japan.
Traditionally they have been planted beside the footpaths in
paddy rice fields. Intercropping with wheat is another old
cultural practice, although both practices are seldom used
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today. Because of the over-production of rice in Japan, the
government has recently recommended that soybeans be
cultivated in rice fields.” Address: 1. Tokachi Agric. Exp.
Station, Memuro, Kasai-gun, Hokkaido; 2. National Inst. of
Agricultural Science, Nishigahara, Kita-Ku, Tokyo. Both:
Japan.
4266. Shanmugasundaram, S. 1976. Soybean cropping
systems in the tropics. INTSOY Series No. 10. p. 63-64. R.M.
Goodman, ed. Expanding the Use of Soybeans (College of
Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean-rice: Notillage, rice stubble culture, intercropping of rice and
soybeans. Soybeans and other cereal crops. Soybeanplantation crops. Soybean-sugar cane. Address: AVRDC,
Shanhua, Taiwan.
4267. Spiekerman, David. 1976. Four vegetable treasures
from Japan. Organic Gardening and Farming 23:58-60, 62.
Nov.
• Summary: The four are: Gobo or domestic burdock, the
Hokkaido pumpkin (kabocha), black soybeans, and the
Japanese eggplant. “The black soybean is the easiest of these
Far Eastern vegetables to grow.” After 70 days of growing,
the plants flower and produce fruit.
“Unlike the common black bean, the black soybean
is one food few Americans have eaten. When cooked, it is
sweeter than any bean in the world. It is a high-protein sweet,
which the Japanese feature during festive occasions. Prepare
them like any bean, though they cook firmer than most. The
Japanese believe the Hokkaido [pumpkin] strengthens the
liver, whereas the black soybean strengthens the kidneys.
So uncommon is the bean that it retails for over $1.50 per
pound.”
4268. Tongdee, Amnuay. 1976. Soybean production in
Thailand. INTSOY Series No. 10. p. 253-54. R.M. Goodman,
ed. Expanding the Use of Soybeans (College of Agric., Univ.
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production and
production areas. Cultivation. Varieties, fertilizers, and
inoculation. Disease and insect pests. Utilization.
“Soybeans, one of Thailand’s most important crops,
have been grown here traditionally, although there is no
evidence of when they were first introduced. After having
been brought to this country, probably by migrating Chinese,
soybeans became part of the Thai diet. They are processed
into a variety of foods, including tou-hu tou-cheaw, and soy
sauce. Freshly cooked pods [green vegetable soybeans],
called tou-rae, are prepared for immediate consumption.”
Address: Mae-Jo Agric. Exp. Station, Chiang Mai, Thailand.
4269. Whigham, D.K. 1976. International soybean variety
experiment: Second report of results. INTSOY Series No.

11. vi + 223 p. Dec. (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Introduction. Materials and
methods. Results and discussion. Summary. Information and
summary tables. Agronomic data from 1974 trials is given
for the following countries and sites: Africa: Angola (Nova
Lisboa), Cameroon (Wum), Egypt (Bahteem, Seds), Ethiopia
(Awassa, Bako, Debre Zeit, Jimma), Ghana (Kwadaso,
Legon), Ivory Coast (Abidjan, Dekokaka, N’Dakro), Nigeria
(Kadawa), Rhodesia (Salisbury), Sierra Leone (Njala),
Swaziland (Malkerns), Zambia (Kitwe).
Asia: Afghanistan (Baghlan), India (Pantnagar),
Indonesia (Muneng), Malaysia (Serdany), Nepal
(Khumaltar), Pakistan (Parachinar, Sarai Naurang, Swat,
Tandojam, Tarnab), Philippines (La Carlota, Los Baños),
Sri Lanka (Alutharama, Angunukulapalessa, Bandirippuwa,
Gannoruwa, Kilinochchi, Maha Illuppallama, Maskeliya,
Puttalam, Ratmalagara, Thirunelvely), Taiwan (Shanhua,
S. Shanmugasundaram [AVRDC]), Thailand (Chiang Mai,
Khon Kaen, Maejo).
Europe: Spain (Madrid).
Mesoamerica: Costa Rica (Las Juntas, Taboga),
Dominican Republic (Santiago), El Salvador (Santa Cruz
Porrillo), Mexico (Apatzingan, Uxmal), Panama (Tocumen),
Puerto Rico (Isabela, Lajas, Mayaguez), Trinidad and Tobago
(Port of Spain).
Middle East: Iran (Karaj), Israel (Bet Dagan), Jordan
(Wadi Dhuleil), Lebanon (Beqa’a), Saudi Arabia (Riyadh,
Wadi Jizan).
South America: Bolivia (Abapo-Izozog, Palometillas,
Santa Cruz, Villa Montes), Colombia (Ibague, Motilonia),
Ecuador (Boliche, Pichilingue, Portoviejo), Guyana (Ebini,
Mon Repos), Venezuela (Maracay).
Note: This is the second earliest document seen (Dec.
2007) that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans
in Lebanon, and the first that refers to variety trials. This
document contains the earliest clear date seen for the
cultivation of soybeans in Lebanon (26 April 1974). Seven
varieties were tested at Beqa’a by cooperator S. Abu-Shakra.
Bonus gave the highest yield, 771 kg/ha.
This document contains an early date for cultural trials
of soybeans in Panama (5 Sept. 1974). On 5 Sept. 1974,
under the direction of Juan Jose Franco P., fifteen varieties of
soybeans were planted at Tocumen. Bonus gave the highest
yield, 3,678 kg/ha.
This document also contains the second earliest date
seen for soybeans in Swaziland, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Swaziland (25 Nov. 1974). Fifteen varieties were
tested at Malkerns. Bragg gave the highest yield, 3,126 kg/
ha.
The source of all these soybeans was INTSOY (at the
University of Illinois, USA) for ISVEX trials. Address:
College of Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
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4270. Williamson, A.J.P. 1976. Soybeans in Queensland.
Queensland Agricultural Journal 102(6):573-82. Nov/Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses of soybean (and
production in Queensland). The soybean plant. Varieties.
Description of varieties. Rotation. Soils, fertilizer and
nodulation. Land preparation and tillage. Time of planting.
Row and plant spacings. Planting. Irrigation. Pests and
diseases. Harvesting. Yields. Seed handling and storage.
Fodder and hay. Marketing. Soybeans in the regions.
Soybean production in Queensland has risen from 749
tonnes in 1963 to a current peak of 52,542 tonnes in 1975.
During the same period yield has grown from 447 kg/ha
to 1,592 kg/ha. As production has grown, imports have
dropped and Queensland has become more self-sufficient.
In 1966 Queensland produced only 1.35% of the soybeans
it consumed. By 1975 this figure had risen to 90.23%. “The
main areas of production in Queensland are the Darling
Downs, the West Moreton and the South Burnett regions.”
Address: Agriculture Branch, Queensland, Australia.
4271. Aleman, R.R.; Franco, J.J. 1976. Efecto de diferentes
distancias de siembra en tres variedades de soya [Effect
of different sowing distances in three soybean cultivars].
Investigaciones Agropecuarias (Faculdad de Agronomia,
Universidad de Panama) 1974-1975. p. 272-78. [1 ref. Spa]*
Address: Facultad de Agronomia, Universidad de Panama,
Panama City, Panama.
4272. Aleman, R.R.; Franco, J.J.; Rodriguez, R.M. 1976.
Efecto de diferentes niveles de fertilizantes en soya [Effect
of different levels of fertilizer in soyabean]. Investigaciones
Agropecuarias (Faculdad de Agronomia, Universidad de
Panama) 1974-1975. p. 257-60. [1 ref. Spa]*
Address: Facultad de Agronomia, Universidad de Panama,
Panama City, Panama.
4273. Aleman, R.R.; Franco, J.J.; Rodriguez, R.M. 1976.
Efecto de seis densidades de siembra en el rendimiento
de dos variedades de soya (Glycine max) [Effect of six
sowing densities on yield of two cultivars of soyabean
(Glycine max)]. Investigaciones Agropecuarias (Faculdad de
Agronomia, Universidad de Panama) 1974-1975. p. 252-56.
[Spa]*
Address: Facultad de Agronomia, Universidad de Panama,
Panama City, Panama.
4274. Centro Interamericano de Desarollo Integral de Aguas
y Tierras, Merida (Venezuela). 1976. Crecimiento, desarollo
y productividad de cultivos, 1: soya [Growth, development,
and productivity of crops. I. Soybeans (Glycine max)]. In:
Curso sobre Productividad de los Cultivos. Merida. See p.
45-57. [Spa]*
Address: Venezuela.

4275. Clements, R.H.G. 1976. Some agronomic studies on
soyabean. Agricultural Research Seminar Series (Sri Lanka),
Paper No. 76-5. 14 p. *
Address: Peradeniya, Univ. of Sri Lanka, Agric. Faculty.
4276. Decau, J.; Buoniols, A.; Mondies, M.; Pace, A.; Pujol,
B. 1976. Soybean (Glycine max L. Merr.) nitrogen nutrition.
Estimate of symbiotic nitrogen fixation and unsymbiotic
nitrogen uptake from nitrate content. Comptes Rendus de
l’Académie des Sciences, Serie D, Sciences Naturelles
283(7):773-. [Fre]*
4277. East African Agriculture and Forestry Research
Organization (EAAFRO). 1976. Record of research for the
period 1st January to 31st December 1974. Annual report
1974. Nairobi, Kenya: EAAFRO. 194 p. [Eng]*
• Summary: The soya bean was one of the plants studied in
East Africa during 1974. Address: Nairobi, Kenya.
4278. Product Name: Brown Rice (Genmai) Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Erewhon (Importer). Made in
Japan by Sendai Miso Shoyu Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 33 Farnsworth St., Boston, MA
02210.
Date of Introduction: 1976.
Ingredients: Brown rice, soybeans, water, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated preferably.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in East West Journal.
1977. “Erewhon: Our traditional foods are the foods of the
future.” “Recently a brown rice (genmai) miso has been
added to the Erewhon line of imported foods. Based on the
traditional techniques and standards, this new variety was
two and a half years in development before Mr. Ko Haga,
brewmaster of Sendai [Miso Shoyu K.K.] produced what he
considered a successful brown rice koji, or starter.” Sendai
“produced a huller which merely scratches the bran along the
ridges of each grain; even though only 1% of the grain is lost
in the process, this is sufficient to permit spores to enter the
inner starches. You will find genmai miso much sweeter than
the kome [white rice] variety, due to the higher ratio of rice
to soybeans in this special product. Sendai uses a regionally
grown rice, called Sasanishiki, which is highly regarded in
Japan, and the soybeans used are the ‘Prize’ variety grown
organically in Minnesota by farmer Ed Ricke. Genmai miso
is more expensive than the other varieties Erewhon offers.
Besides being the first miso made with organic soybeans,” it
also undergoes an 18-month fermentation.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book of Miso. 2nd ed. p.
236. In 1968 Erewhon started to import miso and shoyu from
Japan. “A wholesale and distribution company was started
that year and soon it was trucking a line of fine Japanese
imported red, barley, and Hatcho misos to a growing number
of natural food stores.” By 1970 sesame miso and tekka
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miso were added to the Erewhon line. By 1976 brown rice
(genmai) miso was added.
Ad (7.5 by 13 inches, full color) in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1989. Feb. p. 25. There are now 4 varieties
of miso under the Erewhon brand: Hatcho (note new correct
spelling), genmai, kome, and mugi. Note that all still use the
esoteric Japanese names. Plastic bag packages are colorful
and attractive. On each is the prominent endorsement:
“Recommended by Michio Kushi. Macrobiotic quality.”
4279. Gomez, J.W. 1976. Crop management: the key to
maximum yield in soybean production. ASPAC/FFTC
Extension Bulletin No. 82. p. 1-12. (Asian Pacific Food
Fertilizer Technology Center, Taipei). *
4280. Jackson, R.T. 1976. The soybean producer and the
world market situation. Paper No. 76-1551 presented at
Meeting of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(ASAE), Chicago, Illinois. St. Joseph, Michigan: ASAE. [4
ref]*
4281. Les, M. 1976. Masuri agrofitotehnice pentru sporirea
de soia in conditiile de la Secueni Neamt [Agronomic
measure to increase yields of soyabean in the conditions of
Secueni Neamt]. Cercetari Agronomice in Moldova No. 4. p.
91-96. [9 ref. Rom; fre]*
Address: Statiunea de nea de Cercetari Agricole, Secueni,
Romania.
4282. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lotus Moon / Sevananda Co-op.
Manufacturer’s Address: 431 Moreland Ave., Atlanta, GA
30307.
Date of Introduction: 1976.
Ingredients: 1979: Organically grown soybeans, water,
curdled with pure calcium chloride, an extract from natural
salt brine.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz packed in water in molded
plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 8 oz.: usable protein 11.5 gm, calcium 326
mg, calories 147.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1977.
Jan. 28. Commercial Tofu Shops and Soy Dairies. Note that
on 19 Dec. 1976 a man named Chandler Barrett, who was
somehow connected with this tofu shop, and who resided at
920 St. Charles Ave., N.E. in Atlanta, hosted a tofu class at
the Sevananda Co-op given by Shurtleff and Aoyagi.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 394. Phone: 404-681-2831.
Owner: Unknown.
Label. 1979, undated. Self adhesive. 3 inch diameter.
Blue on white, hand lettered. “Keep refrigerated.” Address is

now 455 Moreland Ave., N.E.
Talk with Steve Yurman. 1989. Nov. 8. In 1979 he and
his wife, Sarah, were in North Carolina when they heard
that Lotus Moon (a tofu shop in Atlanta, Georgia) had gone
out of business. They went to Atlanta and met with Charles
Unger, the owner, who had purchased the company from
someone named Mike. Lotus Moon only made tofu and
soymilk. Steve never heard of Chandler Barrett. Lotus Moon
at that time was not connected with Sevananda Co-op;
Charles had moved it out. The Yurmans did not buy Lotus
Moon, but rather in July 1979 went into a joint venture with
Unger for about a month, but it did not work out, so they
separated. Then in Aug. 1979 Steve and Sarah founded The
Soy Shop and set up operations making tofu in the kitchen of
the St. Peter and Paul Church in Atlanta.
Talk with Charles Unger in Atlanta (Phone: 404-3730118). 1989. Nov. 8. He thinks that Chandler Barrett (who he
met once or twice) started the company, then sold it to Mike
Bouknight (Pronounced BAWK-nait, whose spiritual name
was Vishvakenah), who was associated with Sevananda and
the Ananda Marga spiritual group. Charles bought this very
small tofu shop from him in about 1977, then apprenticed
from him. The shop was at the Morningstar Cafe, next
door to Sevananda Co-Op on Moreland Ave. Most of the
tofu was sold to Sevananda. They ground the soybeans by
hand in a handmill, and never made more than 90-100 lb/
month of tofu. In about 1975 Charles organized Rainbow
Grocery, which was connected with Guru Maraji’s Divine
Light Mission, then he left and went into the tofu business.
Charles sold a lot of his tofu through Rainbow Grocery and
through DeKalb Farmers’ Market and Sevananda. Charles
greatly enjoyed his work with tofu. Eventually he taught
Steve Yurman how to make tofu. Yurman took the equipment
(Charles is not sure if any money changed hands) then
changed the name to The Soy Shop.
Talk with David Jockusch of Sevananda (Phone: 404584-7875). 1989. Nov. 8. He is an old timer. Gave correct
spellings of names. Mike is now living in Columbia, South
Carolina.
Talk with Mike Bouknight (Phone: 803-796-9784).
1989. Nov. 9. He bought Lotus Moon in the spring of 1977
from Chandler Barrett, who started the company in 1976.
Chandler learned to make tofu both from The Book of Tofu
and probably also from The Farm in Tennessee. Mike learned
from Chandler. At the time, Chandler was making the tofu
in his home (probably on Virginia Ave.), so Mike moved the
operation to the Morningstar Cafe at 427 Moreland Ave. (the
business address was 431 Moreland, at Sevananda Natural
Foods). Tofu production averaged about 200 lb/week.
Shurtleff and Aoyagi stayed at the Bouknight’s home during
their visit to Atlanta in Dec. 1976.
4283. Matos, R.S. 1976. El cultivo de la soya en la Cuencia
del Papaloapan [The cultivation of soybeans in Cuencia del
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Papaloapan]. CIASE, Circular No. 55. 7 p. [Spa]*
Address: Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Agricoles,
Mexico City.
4284. Mohamed, S.M. 1976. Influence of some cultural
treatments on soybean. PhD thesis, Faculty of Agriculture,
Cairo University. *
Address: Egypt.
4285. Reza, A.R. 1976. Soya: su cultivo en el Socomusco
[Soybeans and their cultivation in Socomusco, Mexico].
CIASE, Circular No. 49. 11 p. [Spa]*
Address: Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Agricoles,
Mexico City.
4286. Schuster, W.; Jobehdar-Honarnejad, R. 1976. Die
Reaktion verschiedener Sojabohnensorten auf Photoperiode
und Temperatur [The response of various soybean cultivars
to photoperiod and temperature]. Zeitschrift fuer Acker- und
Pflanzenbau (J. of Agronomy and Crop Science) 142:1-19.
[42 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: “The genotypically determined properties of
ten soybean cultivars from different geographical locations
throughout the world (USA, Canada, South Africa, Germany,
Sweden and Rumania) were studied in pot experiments.
These were carried out in controlled climatic conditions in a
phytotron at two temperatures and two different day length
periods. The object of this investigation on the ten soybean
genotypes was to separate the superimposing interacting
effects of temperature factors and responses to day length
provided in common field experiments. The results may be
summarised as follows:
“1. Distinct differences exist between cultivars with
regard to day length and temperature conditions. The
cultivars Caloria, Gieso, Altona, Merit, Corsoy and Fiskeby
react as long day plant in the high as well as the low
temperature range, and an 18 hour day shortens the time
from sprouting to anthesis [flowering]. Contrary to this the
cultivar Geduld showed a pronounced short day response.
“2. All the cultivars reacted to the reduction in
temperature by an increase in the vegetation period. The
extent of the delay in development differed between
individual cultivars. The cultivars Beeson, Lee and
F66/602 reacted to long day conditions together with high
temperatures as short day plants, whereas under lower
temperature conditions they showed long day reactions. The
effects of day length and temperature were also expressed
in the length of flowering and in the vegetation period from
flowering to ripening.
“3. In all cases the rate of growth and the height of
growth was greater in high temperatures and long day
conditions. A number of interacting effects between climate
and cultivars were produced by high temperatures under
short day, and low temperatures under long day conditions.

The cultivars Caloria, Gieso and Geduld produced higher
growth in short day conditions at higher temperatures, than
in long day conditions at lower temperatures.
“4. Interactions were produced between the cultivars
and both day length periods at high temperatures in relation
to the total lipid content and fatty acid composition. Fiskeby
and Merit which had the highest total lipid contents of all
cultivars showed higher values in short than in long day
conditions. For the remaining cultivars the total lipid content
in the seeds was higher under long day conditions.
“For the cultivars Caloria and Gieso long day conditions
decreased the contents of linolenic acid as well as the acid
oil content. The converse results were found for the cultivars
Merit and F66/602. In both these cultivars a more favourable
fatty acid pattern (high linoleic and low linolenic acid
contents) was found under long day conditions.”
Contains 5 figures and tables.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2020) that
mentions “low linolenic.” Address: Institut fuer Pflanzenbau
und Pflanzenzuechtung der Universitaet, Ludwigstrasse 23,
63 Giessen, West Germany.
4287. Sistachs, M. 1976. Inoculation and nitrogen fertilizer
experiments on soybeans in Cuba. In: P.S. Nutman, ed.
1976. International Biological Programme, No. 7. Symbiotic
Nitrogen Fixation in Plants. Cambridge, England, and New
York, NY: Cambridge University Press. xxviii + 584 p. See
p. 281-88. Meeting held Sept. 1973 at Edinburgh, Scotland.
[Eng]*
Address: Instituto de Ciencia Animal, Havana, Cuba.
4288. West, R.E. 1976. Problems involved in growing
soybeans in the tropics. In: 1976. Proceedings of the
Symposium on Soil Microbiology and Plant Nutrition. Kuala
Lumpur. *
4289. Zurita O., H.; Aldunate, D.J. 1976. Densidades
de siembra [Seed planting density: Soybean]. Estacion
Experimental Agricola de Saavedra, Informe Anual (Santa
Cruz, Bolivia) p. 125-30. For the years 1974-75. [Spa]*
• Summary: Contains 3 tables. Address: Bolivia.
4290. Andrews, R. 1976. Food and nutrition activities in
Trinidad and Tobago. Cajanus: Newsletter of the Caribbean
Food and Nutrition Institute (Trinidad) 9(3):158-63.
• Summary: In the section on “New Agricultural Products”
we read: “Soya beans: The objective of the Pilot Commercial
Farm Project was to determine the economic feasibility of
relatively large scale highly mechanized systems of local
production of corn, soya bean and sorghum. Soya has a
yield of 1,518.1 lbs. per acre, while the yields for corn are
generally twice as high as that in neighbouring countries...
Six hundred acres of soya have been cultivated at Piarco,
and 500 acres at Chaguaramas, and this project has proved
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successful. Local factories can adapt their machinery to
produce oil, and the meal can readily be used for livestock
feed.
“The Chaguaramas Agricultural Project has tested
soya beans successfully for making a variety of foodstuffs
including sausages, cakes, bread, and pastry. The Ministry of
Agriculture is now producing soya bean seeds which are to
be sold at a subsidized rate to farmers.”
Based on a paper presented at the CFNI Workshop in
Food Economics and Food and Nutrition Policy, Trinidad,
March 1976. Address: Director of Planning, Ministry of
Planning and Development, Trinidad and Tobago.
4291. Cajanus: Newsletter of the Caribbean Food and
Nutrition Institute (Trinidad). 1976. Hybrid soya bean being
developed. 9(3):186-87. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Soya bean hybrids which are suited to
Jamaican conditions are being developed on an experimental
plot at the University of the West Indies, says Dr. Charles
Panton, Technical Director of Jamaica Nutrition Holdings
Limited.” The most successful hybrid is UWI 1, which is a
cross between Jupiter (imported from Florida) and a variety
originating in Uganda. UWI 1 is capable of yielding 2,0000
lb/acre. “The experiment was financed by Jamaica Nutrition
Holdings, the Ministry of Agriculture and Seprod Limited.
The University of the West Indies provided the land and
other facilities.”
This article is from The Jamaican Daily News, 6 June
1976.
4292. Escalante, Eduardo E. 1976. Influence of close row
spacing and other factors upon soybean yields and plant
characteristics. MSc thesis, Purdue University, Indiana. 94
p. *
Address: Venezuela.
4293. Flengmark, Poul; Augustinussen, Erik. 1976. Dyrkning
af soyabønner (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) [Growing of
soyabean, Glycine max (L.) Merrill]. Tidsskrift for Planteavl
(Denmark) 80(3):411-23. [15 ref. Dan; eng]
• Summary: From 1968 to 1974 seven soybean cultivars
were planted at 3 sites in Denmark. The sites were Roskilde,
Borris, and Roenhave. The varieties were: Portage, Dr.
Donovans 052-903, and Altona (all from Canada), Fiskeby
V (from Sweden), TFS 7 and TFS 10 (from France), and
Warsjawska (from Poland). The first seeds were planted on 4
May 1968.
Seed yields ranged from a low of 0.52 tonnes/ha in the
cultivar Portage to a high of 2.37 tonnes/ha in the cultivar
Dr. Donovans 052-903. The cultivars Fiskeby V and Balestat
were also suitable for growing in Denmark. Planting in midMay generally gave higher seed yields than earlier or later
planting. Planting at a depth of 2 cm in moist conditions and
at 4 cm in dry conditions gave the best emergence. Planting

deeper than 4 cm resulted in poor emergence. Populations
of 17 and 26 plants per square meter gave seed yields of
1.58 tonnes/ha and 1.8 tonnes/ha respectively. Covering
the plats with transparent and black plastic film accelerated
emergence by 5-7 days and 2-4 days respectively compared
with uncovered plots, but seed yield was not affected. Seed
inoculation with Rhizobium japonicum resulted in poor
development of nodules on plants growing on plots where
soybeans had not been grown previously, whereas nodule
development was plentiful on plots where soybeans had been
grown before, whether or not the seed had been inoculated.
Increasing applied nitrogen from 40 kg/ha to 120 kg/ha
decreased nodule development but increased seed yields.
Address: Statens Forsoegsstation, Roskilde, Denmark.
4294. Harper, J.E. 1976. Contribution of dinitrogen and
soil or fertilizer nitrogen to soybean... production. In: L.D.
Hill, ed. 1976. World Soybean Research [Conference I:
Proceedings]. Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and
Publishers, Inc. xvii + 1073 p. See p. 101-07. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: The reported amounts of nitrogen
derived by soybeans... from soil or fertilizer sources and
from symbiotic N2 fixation are quite variable. Gibson [1]
recently reviewed some of the physiologically important
factors affecting nodule formation and function, including
genetic compatibility, temperature, oxygen tension, light,
moisture, and soil nitrogen status. In addition, Hardy and
Havelka [2] summarized several factors which affect N2
fixation through an effect on photosynthate availability;
these included source size (amount of foliage, plant density,
and lodging), competitive sinks (developing pods), and
environmental alteration (CO2 enrichment). In all instances,
factors which increased the amount of photosynthate
available to the nodules resulted in a stimulation of
symbiotic N2 fixation. That photosynthate supply is critical
in nodule function was also reported by Lawn and Brun [8]
where imposed conditions of supplemental light and partial
depodding stimulated N2(C2H2) fixation over the control
while shading and partial defoliation decreased N2(C2H2)
fixation.
“Of the many factors which affect levels of symbiotic
N2 fixation, soil nitrogen status appears to be the one factor
which alters N2 fixation levels most extensively under
normal field production.” Address: U.S. Regional Soybean
Lab., Plant Physiologist, USDA, ARS, Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign.
4295. Heh-lung-chiang sheng nung yeh k’o hsueh yuan, Tso
wu yu chung yen chiu so pien chu. 1976. Ta tou yu chung
chi shu [Techniques for growing soybeans]. Harbin (Ha-erhpin): Heh-lung-chiang jen min ch’u pan she. 101 p. (1978
printing). 19 cm. [Chi]
Address: Heilongjaing, China.
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4296. Hill, Lowell D. ed. 1976. World Soybean Research
[Conference I: Proceedings]. Danville, Illinois: Interstate
Printers & Publishers, Inc. xvii + 1073 p. Held 3-8 Aug.
1975 at Champaign, Illinois. Illust. No index. 25 cm. [1000+
ref]
• Summary: The book contains the following major
divisions: Foreword. Preface. 1. Production (p. 5-374):
Growth habits and cultural practices, fertilization and
nitrogen fixation, equipment, genetics and varietal research,
techniques of research and selection. 2. Protection (p.
375-638): Control of soybean pests, weed control, disease
control, insect control (incl. nematodes). 3. Economics of
marketing and production (p. 639-774): World trade and
competition, price relationships, storage and transportation.
4. Utilization (p. 775-998): Food products and human
consumption. Animal feed. 5. Summing up (p. 999-1024).
Contributed papers–authors and titles. Authors of invited
papers (directory of 199 authors). List of participants
(directory by country of 522 people).
Note 1. 622 people from 48 countries attended this first
World Soybean Research Conference. It was held on 3-8
August 1975 at the Ramada Inn, Champaign, Illinois. 168
papers were presented at the 5-day session. The Conference
was sponsored by the University of Illinois, Illinois Natural

History Survey, USDA, U.S. Agency for International
Development, and the National Soybean Crop Improvement
Council.
Note 2. These are the proceedings of the world’s first
international soybean research conference, held in Aug. 1975
at Champaign, Illinois. Address: Univ. of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign.
4297. International Rice Research Institute. 1976. Annual
report for 1975. Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines. Soybeans:
p. 370, 373, 385, 390. *
Address: Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines.
4298. Karyagin, Yu. 1976. Soya v Kazakhstane [Soybeans in
Kazakhstan]. Zemledelie (Agriculture, USSR) No. 12. p. 4647. [Rus]
• Summary: Discusses the cultivation of soybeans
in Kazakhstan. In irrigated trials in 1971-75, cultivar
Vysokostebel’naya [all], Kazakhstanskaya 688, and hybrid
Gibridnaya 670 gave average yields of 31.56, 32.98,
and 32.49 tonnes/ha of fresh fodder, and 2.59, 2.85, and
3.7 tonnes/ha of seed, respectively. Address: Institut
Zemledeliya, Politotdel, Alma-Ata, Kazakh, SSR.
4299. Kurnik, Erno. 1976. Nagyuzemi szojatermesztes
[Growing soybeans on a large scale]. Budapest, Hungary:
Mezogazdasagi Kiado. 258 p. [505 ref. Hun]
Address: Hungary.
4300. Lawn, R.J.; Byth, D.E. 1976. Soybean. In: J.V. Lovett
and Alec Lazenby, eds. 1976. Australian Field Crops. Vol. 2:
Tropical Cereals, Oilseeds, Grain Legumes and Other Crops.
Sydney: Angus & Robertson Publishers. 328 p. See p. 198231. [152 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of the literature from
an Australian viewpoint. Contents: Introduction. Uses.
Taxonomy, origin, and distribution. Morphology. Crop
growth and development: Seedling establishment, vegetative
and development, reproductive growth and development,
root growth, nodulation and nitrogen fixation. Eco-physical
basis of adaptation: Photoperiod, temperature, soils, water
requirements. Soybean improvement in Australia: Plant
introduction, cultivars in Australia, soybean breeding,
priorities for breeding in Australia (germplasm base,
breeding for specific environmental adaptation, diseases
and insects, seed quality, nutritional responses). Agronomic
principles and practice: Planting date, population and row
width, planting, weed control, pests and diseases (insects,
diseases). Research needs.
The soybean belongs to the family Leguminosae, subfamily Papilionoideae, and the genus Glycine L. The first
formal soybean breeding program in Australia was started
by CSIRO in 1958 in southeastern Queensland; prior to
that useful selection had been conducted by the Queensland
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Department of Primary Industries. Until the late 1960s
only small soybean areas existed in Australia (500-2,000
ha) mainly in the South Burnett region. Major expansion
began in 1970-71, and has continued to the present, so that
Australian production is now nearing local demand. Most
of the current commercial soybean production occurs in
Queensland, in the Darling Downs and St. George, the
Fassifern, Lockyer and Brisbane Valleys, and the South
Burnett region. The major production area in New South
Wales is centered in the Gwydir and Naomi Valleys on
the northwestern plain, with smaller areas in the coastal
Northern Rivers District, and in the Lachlan and Macquarie
Valleys of the central west. Irrigated farms account for
most of the soybean area, particularly in New South Wales.
It appears likely that most of the production will continue
to be irrigated in the in the major grain-producing areas
of Australia, although dryland acreage is expanding in the
coastal and sub-coastal areas, an in northern Queensland.
“Most of the current soybean production in Australia is
carried out under contract to the major processors, and is
used primarily for oil and meal production.”
In recent years, active soybean introduction and/
or evaluation programs have been pursued by various
organizations in Queensland and New South Wales, and to a
lesser extent in other states of Australia. Most of the current
cultivars are direct accessions of named cultivars from the
USA. Exceptions include the cultivars Wills and Semstar
(farmer releases in Queensland, and the most widely grown
cultivars, particularly in Queensland) and Gilbert, Ross,
and Daintree. The last three cultivars were developed from
a cross of Mamloxi (CPI 17192 from Nigeria) x Avoyelles
(CPI 15939 from Tanzania) by D.E. Byth, and were released
for low latitude use in 1970-71. Address: 1. CSIRO Div.
of Tropical Crops and Pastures, Brisbane; 2. Dep. of
Agriculture, Univ. of Queensland, Australia.
4301. Lewis, W.M. 1976. Double cropping soybeans after
winter small grains. In: L.D. Hill, ed. 1976. World Soybean
Research [Conference I: Proceedings]. Danville, Illinois:
Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc. xvii + 1073 p. See p.
44-52. [16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Examples of double cropping. Variety
selection. Row widths. Planting methods. Herbicides.
Summary. References. Address: Dep. of Crop Science, North
Carolina State Univ., Raleigh, NC.
4302. Littlejohns, D.A.; Brooks, A.K.; Buzzell, R.I. 1976.
Soybean production in Ontario. Ontario Department of
Agriculture and Food, Publication No. 173. 15 p. AGDEX
141/10. [5 ref]
• Summary: This document is almost identical to one
issued under the same title and number in 1971. Address:
Ridgetown College of Agricultural Technology, Ridgetown,
ONT, Canada.

4303. Oschwald, W.R.; Siemens, J.C. 1976. Soil erosion after
soybeans. In: L.D. Hill, ed. 1976. World Soybean Research
[Conference I: Proceedings]. Danville, Illinois: Interstate
Printers and Publishers, Inc. xvii + 1073 p. See p. 74-81. [12
ref]
• Summary: Contents: The erosion cycle. Simulated
rainfall studies. Conclusions. References. Address: 1.
Univ. Extension, Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA; 2. Dep.
of Agricultural Engineering, Univ. of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign.
4304. Pendleton, J.W. 1976. Environmental effects on
soybean production. In: M.A. Rifai, ed. 1976. ASEAN Grain
Legumes. Bogor, Indonesia: Central Research Institute of
Agriculture. 225 p. See p. 131-35.
• Summary: “During the past two decades a great increase
in yield has occurred in the carbohydrate producing grain
bearing crop members of the grass family. This has not been
true with legume crop species. While maize, rice and wheat
yields were increasing by 50-100%, soybeans, cowpeas,
mungbeans, pigeon pea, and other legume species yields
have remained either static or showed marginal 5-15% yield
increases... The energy requirement (calories) to produce a
certain quantity of soybeans is about two and one-half times
that to produce the same quantity of maize. This is because
of the higher oil and protein content.” Address: Univ. of
Wisconsin.
4305. Pendleton, J.W. 1976. Progress through improved
cultural practices. In: L.D. Hill, ed. 1976. World Soybean
Research [Conference I: Proceedings]. Danville, Illinois:
Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc. xvii + 1073 p. See p.
53-55. [6 ref]
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison.
4306. Quebral, Florendo C.; Cagampang, I.C.; Herrera,
W.A.T.; Mendoza, E.R.; Mondragon, R.L.; Payumo, E.M.;
Ragus, L.N. 1976. The Philippines recommends for soybean
1976. Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines: PCARR. vi + 68 p.
Illust. 24 cm. Reissued in 1978. [50 ref]
• Summary: Contents. Foreword. Acknowledgment.
Introduction. 1. Nutritive value. 2. Utilization. 3. Cost and
return analysis of soybean production. 4. Marketing. 5.
Cultural management: Selection of varieties, adaptation (soil
and climate requirements), land preparation, inoculation,
planting, water management, fertilization, crop protection.
6. Post-harvest handling: Threshing, drying, storage. 7.
Soybeans in multiple cropping. 8. Seed production. 9.
References. Appendices: A. Standardization of soybean.
B. Multifarious uses and preparation of soybean and
by-products. C. Climate in the Philippines. D. Available
inoculants and their distributors. E. Symptoms and first aids
for pesticide poisoning. F. Addresses of manufacturers and
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distributors of pesticides. G. Glossary. Appendix tables.
Tables. Figures.
A summary of soybean area, production, and yield in
the Philippines, 1959-1975 follows: The number of hectares
used for planting soybeans went from 1,690 ha. in 1959 up
to 2,200 ha. in 1962, and then decreased annually until it
was only 1,240 ha. in 1973. However, a record high of 2,780
ha. was reached in 1974, followed by 2,018 ha. in 1975.
Production of soybeans was low in 1959-60, only 571.8
and 981.3 tons, respectively. By 1962, however, production
had increased to 2,066.9 tons, but decreased steadily over
the years until 1974. In 1974, a maximum of 2,214.0 tons
was produced. The corresponding annual yields (tons/ha.)
reflect the sharp rise of soybean production in 1961-62 and
the ensuing decline of the industry throughout the rest of the
1960s and early 1970s, until 1974, when production soared
to new heights. Address: PCARR (Philippine Council for
Agriculture and Resources Research), Los Baños, Laguna,
Philippines.
4307. Ralcheva, Irena. 1976. Soia agrotehnika i novi sortove:
Kratak obzor [Soybean agronomy and technology, and new
varieties: A short survey]. Sofia, Bulgaria: SSA G. Dimitrov
(Agricultural Academy, G. Dimitrov). 52 p. [30 ref. Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
4308. Saadat, N.; Firuzeh, P. 1976. Der Einfluss der
N-Duengung und Aussaatzeit auf den Ertrag und den Oelund Eiweissgehalt von Sojabohnen an einem semiariden
Standort des Iran [The effect of nitrogen fertilizers and
sowing time on yield and on oil and protein contents of
soybean in a semi arid location in Iran]. Landwirtschaftliche
Forschung 29(2):170-76. [8 ref. Ger; eng; fre]
• Summary: Trials with seven early maturing soybean
varieties were conducted at Karadj, Iran, a semi-arid area
of cultivation. Calland was found to be the best variety for
yield and quality. The best planting date was May 3. But
inoculation with bacteria and nitrogen fertilizers should be
used.
4309. Saleh, S.A. 1976. Response of six soybean varieties
to phosphatic fertilizer at Wadi Jizan region (Saudi Arabia).
Annals of Agriculture Science, Moshtohor 5:3-10. [14 ref.
Eng; ara]*
Address: Pl. Lab., National Research Center, Moshtohor,
Egypt.
4310. Slife, F.W.; Wax, L.M. 1976. Weed and herbicide
management. In: L.D. Hill, ed. 1976. World Soybean
Research [Conference I: Proceedings]. Danville, Illinois:
Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc. xvii + 1073 p. See p.
397-403. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cropping systems.
Conclusions. Contains 4 large tables.

“Introduction: Prior to 1945, crop rotations and tillage
were the major methods of crop weed control in the United
States. Leighty [4] reported that the crop rotation concept
originated early in our agricultural history as a conserver
of fertility, but it was also important from the standpoint of
weed control. The working of the land in the spring, the date
of seedbed preparation, the variation in crop canopy, and the
time of harvest varied enough with different crops to prevent
any one type of weed species from becoming dominant.
Early records indicate, however, that a wide variety of weed
species could persist when crops of different life cycles were
included in the rotation. A rotation combined with tillage and
hand labor struck a balance that involved living with weeds
that were never absent, but not serious enough to prevent
crop production.
“The use of rotations began to decline in the late 1940’s
with the introduction of synthetic nitrogen sources as a
replacement for legume nitrogen. This factor, combined
with a declining amount of farm labor, resulted in some
farms converting to one or two crops for the entire farm.
Fortunately, new herbicides became available during the
same period that helped support the one or two crop system.
“The abandonment of the rotation without suitable
herbicides led to some intense weed problems. For example,
in the north central part of the United States where corn is
a dominant crop, 2,4-D was used extensively for broadleaf
weed control. In less than 10 years annual grasses had
emerged as the dominant weed problem. The use of 2,4-D
had been so extensive that the minor annual grass problem
and the major broadleaf problem were completely reversed.
“By the late 1950’s, new herbicides became available
to alleviate the annual grass problem.” Address: 1. Dep. of
Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois; 2. U.S. Regional Soybean Lab.,
ARS, USDA, Urbana-Champaign.
4311. Tsen yang chung ta tou pien hsieh tsu pien. 1976. Tsen
yang chung ta tou [How to cultivate soybeans]. Shanghai,
China: Shang-hai jen min ch’u pan she. 173 p. [Chi]*
Address: China.
4312. Winarno, F.G.; Hardjo, S.; Rumawas, F. 1976. The
present status of soybean in Indonesia. Bogor, Indonesia:
FATEMETA, Bogor Agriculture University. xxiii + 128 p. 29
cm. [7 ref]
• Summary: The best and most comprehensive survey up
to this time on the subject, it was done as part of the 1974
Industrial Census of the Central Bureau of Statistics. Full of
valuable statistics and tables.
Contents. Preface. Summary. List of tables. List of
figures. I. Introduction. II. Objectives and survey methods:
A. Objectives. B. Survey methods. III. Cultivation, product
handling and protection: A. Botany of the soybean. B.
Varieties. C. Growth requirements. D. Agronomy of soybean.
E. Crop Management. F. Harvesting and product handling.
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IV. Production: A. Harvested acreage, production and
average soybean yield in Indonesia. B. Center production
areas. C. Harvested acreage of soybean versus other food
crops. D. Factors affecting soybean production. V. Farm
management and soybean marketing in Indonesia: A. Farm
management. B. Marketing of soybean.
VI. Soybean utilization (p. 52): A. Soybean products:
Introduction, yuba, sere (from Bali: cooked whole soybeans,
mixed with onions, hot pepper, turmeric, salt, and coconut
presscake; molded into patties, sun dried, then deep fried),
soybean milk, tofu (coagulated with biang or sioko {calcium
sulphate}), soybean sprouts (tauge), soybean powder
(soybeans that have been cooked, dried, dehulled, and
pounded), soybean mixtures, kecap (Indonesian soy sauce),
oncom (fermented soybean product, red or black), tauco
(Indonesian-style miso), tempe. B. Soybean utilization:
Utilization by farmer (in each of 6 provinces and total),
utilization by processor (tempe, tofu, kecap, miscellaneous),
census conducted by Central Bureau of Statistics, conversion
factor for soybean products. C. Consumption of soybean and
its processed products (by province). D. Other components.
Appendixes.
Tables in body of text: (1) Brief description of
recommended soybean varieties. (2-3). Insecticides used
against Agromyza and Phaedonia inclusa. (4) Soybean
harvest seasons in Indonesia (major harvest months, by
province). (5-8) Harvested acreage, production, and average
soybean yield during 1950-73, 1960-74, and in Java-Madura
(1967-71, 1972, 1973, and 1974). (9) Soybean acreage in
Java-Madura. (10) Major production areas in Java-Madura,
and average 5-year yield, 1965-69. (11) Harvested acreage
of soybeans vs. other crops in Java-Madura, 1971-72. (12)
Production cost and value per hectare of soybeans. (13)
Major trading and harvest months. (14-15) Percentage
of farmer’s share and marketing cost of the trade price in
various provinces. (16) Percentage of farmer’s share of the
trade price. (17) Soybean utilization by farmers, 1975-76.
(18-21) Production/consumption of tempeh, tofu, kecap,
tauco, tauge, yuba, and sere.
(22-29) Raw material utilized by small-scale processors
and by soybean home industries in Java and Jakarta. (3031) Value of raw material and end products of small-scale
industries over 3- and 12-month periods. (32) Conversion
factor of soybean products to raw material. (33-36) Average
daily consumption per capita of soybean and its processed
products at villages in Lampung, Yogyakarta, East and West
Java, and in 4 other provinces.
Concerning sprouts (tauge) in Indonesia (p. 67, 69):
Tauge can be prepared from either soybean or mungbean.
The average amount of soybean processed into tauge is
about 8 qt [=quintal; 1 quintal = 100 kg = 220.46 lb] per year
per processor. The average number of employees is 1 per
processor with 30 workdays per month. The entire product is
for sale.

Table 33 (p. 84), “Average daily consumption per capita
of soybean and its processed products at several villages in
Lampung (a province of Indonesia located on the southern
tip of the island of Sumatra) is: Tempe 18.33 gm. Soy sprouts
6.51 gm. Tofu 3.36 gm. Oncom 2.34 gm. Soybean 0.29 gm.
Okara tempeh 0.25 gm. Okara 0.03 gm.
Table 34 (p. 85), “Average daily consumption per capita
of soybean and its processed products at several villages in
Yogyakarta and East Java is: Tempe 20.08 / 4.63 gm. Soy
sprouts 1.57 / 3.05 gm. Tofu 1.83 / 4.24 gm. Okara tempe
0.53 / NL gm. Soybean 0.35 / 1.07 gm. Okara tempeh 0.25
gm. Okara 0.03 gm.
Table 36 (p. 87), “Average daily consumption per capita
of soybean and its processed products of sample family
farmers in 4 provinces.
Tempe consumption is highest in Yogyakarta (20.08 gm)
followed by Lampung (18.33), Tulungagung (4.63) and West
Java (4.42).
Tofu consumption is highest in Tulungagung (4.42 gm)
followed by Lampung (3.36), Yogyakarta (1.83) and West
Java (0.78).
Soybean sprout consumption is highest in Lampung
(6.51 gm) followed by Tulungagung (3.05) and Yogyakarta
(1.57); no value is given for West Java.
Oncom [ontjom] consumption is highest in Lampung
(2.34 gm) followed by West Java (0.69). Address:
FATEMETA, Bogor Agricultural Univ., Indonesia.
4313. Projeto Pesquisa da Soja: Armazenagem, Transporte e
Comercializacao. 1976--. Serial/periodical. Curitiba, Parana,
Brazil: Departamento Estadual de Estatistica. [Por]*
Address: Curitiba, Parana, Brazil.
4314. Allis-Chalmers Corp. 1976? More from less (Motion
picture). Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 27 minutes. Reviewed in
Soybean Digest, June 1976, p. 36. *
• Summary: No-tillage farming and the latest crop-planting
innovations is the subject of this 27-minute documentary
film recently released by the agricultural equipment division
of the Allis-Chalmers Corp. The moderator is Professor
Shirley Phillips, one of the early researchers in no-tillage
farming, of the University of Kentucky. Harry Young of
Christian County, Kentucky, a pioneer in no-tillage farming,
is among those featured. The film includes a panel discussion
on the broad acceptance of no-tillage farming in many areas
throughout the USA and Canada.
4315. Vernetti, F. de J.; Kalekmann, R.E. 1976? Cultura e
adubaçao da soja [Cultivation and manuring of soybeans].
In: Instituto Agronomico do Sul. Pelotas, Rio Grande do Sul,
Brazil. See p. 3-16. [Por]*
4316. Ouest-France. 1977. Culture du soja: Une nouvelle
variété plus précoce sauvera-t-elle l’Europe? [Soybean
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cultivation: Will a new, earlier variety save Europe?]. Jan.
28. [Fre]
• Summary: The new variety is Hogson; it was first grown
commercially in the USA last year. It may be tested around
Languedoc, in southwestern France. But the key problem is
the price of soybeans. Address: France.
4317. Product Name: [Soyafiltrate (Soymilk)].
Foreign Name: Sojatrank, Filtrat von Soja, Soyafiltrate,
Sojadrank, Filtraat van Soja, Filtrat de Soya.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan.
Manufacturer’s Address: Holleweg 89, 2070 Ekeren (near
Antwerp), Belgium. Phone: 03-664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1977 January.
Ingredients: Water, soya*. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 0.5 liter glass bottle.
Nutrition: Proteins 3.6 gm, fats 2.5 gm, carbohydrates 2.0
gm, minerals 0.3 gm, 45 calories (Kcal) per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Soya Bluebook. 1986. p.
102. Label. Received 1988. 8.5 by 2.75 inches. Glossy paper.
Orange and black on a pastoral background with sea gull and
duckling. “Pure vegetable.”
Form filled out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989. Jan. 11.
This product was introduced in Jan. 1977.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made by Jonathan in Belgium.
4318. Product Name: [Natural Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu Naturell.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan.
Manufacturer’s Address: Holleweg 89, 2070 Ekeren (near
Antwerp), Belgium. Phone: 031-64.41.73.
Date of Introduction: 1977 January.
Ingredients: Water, soya*, nigari. * = biological crop.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
Nutrition: Minerals 0.7%, vegetable proteins 11%,
vegetable fats 1.6%, carbohydrates 6.5%, 84 calories (Kcal)
per 100 g.
New Product–Documentation: Typed letter written in Oct.
1977 on Jonathan letterhead (Jonathan was at Holleweg 89;
at the top of the letterhead was an illustration of two seagulls
and a round yin-yang (t’ai chi) symbol) showing that that
company was selling Tofu (Sojakaas).
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1979. July. New Tofu Shops & Soy
Dairies in the West. Address is Holleweg 89, Ekeren (near
Antwerp), 2070, Belgium.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy
dairies in the West (2 pages, typeset). Jonathan PVBA,
Kapelsesteenweg 693, B-2070, Ekeren, Belgium. Phone:
031-64-4173. Owner: Jos van de Ponseele; near Antwerp.
Letter from Sjon Welters. 1982. April 16. “Jonathan is a
macrobiotic food company. They produce a wide assortment
of macrobiotic products, such as tofu (3,000 lb/week),
ganmo, seitan, paté, mochi, soups and other canned foods.

They make the tofu and soymilk for Lima Foods in Belgium
which is sold all over Europe. It is sterilized, so it keeps a
long time. The address is: Jonathan, Kapelsesteenweg 693,
2070 Ekeren, Belgium. Attn: Jos van de Ponseele. They are
the biggest macrobiotic food producer with quality standards
in Europe, as far as I know.”
Le Compas. 1986. March-April. No. 26. p. 32. Address
is listed as Antwerpsesteenweg 336, Kapellen, 2080
Antwerp, Belgium.
Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 107. Address:
Antwerpsesteenweg 336, Kapellen, 2080 Antwerp, Belgium.
Phone: 32/03/664-5848. Contact: J. van de Ponseele, Mgr.
Label. Received 1988. 6.25 by 5.25 inches. Card stock.
Color photo of tofu cubes in a salad with item name in white
on orange. “Vegetable product.” Label. Received 1988. 10.5
by 2.75 inches. Glossy paper. Orange and black on a pastoral
background with sea gull and duckling. “Pure vegetable.
Ingredients are the same as before. Nutritional composition:
Proteins 11.0 gm, fats 1.6 gm, carbohydrates 6.5 gm,
minerals 0.7 gm, 84 calories (Kcal) per 100 gm. Net weight
500 gm glass jar. Drained weight 220 gm.”
Form filled out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989. Jan. 11.
This product was introduced in Jan. 1977. P.V.B.A. refers to
a partnership with limited liability [like an Ltd. company]. It
is the most common form of small company in Belgium. The
address is now Antwerpesteenweg 336, B-2080 Kapellen,
Belgium. Phone: 03-664-5848.
Note: This is the earliest record seen (Feb. 2003)
concerning Jonathan of Belgium.
4319. Product Name: Laughing Grasshopper Tofu, and
Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Laughing Grasshopper Tofu Shop.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3 Main St., Millers Falls, MA
01349.
Date of Introduction: 1977 January.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi.
1976. Nov. 4. Visited on Tofu & Miso America Tour. Just
prior to opening. Leviton, Leviton, and Timmins. 1977.
Laughing Grasshopper Tofu Shop. Describes production
of the tofu and soymilk. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1977. Jan. 28.
Commercial Tofu Shops and Soy Dairies. The first batch
of tofu was produced on 12 Jan. 1977. The company was
founded by Richard and Kathy Leviton. Tom Timmins joined
the partnership in Feb. 1977, and Michael Cohen joined as
the fourth partner later that year. But Michael soon left to
start his own tempeh manufacturing company, The Tempeh
Works.
Poster. 14 by 18 inches. Reprinted in Soyfoods
Marketing: Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center. “Laughing
Grasshopper Tofu. Hand Made–in the Traditional manner
from Organically Grown Soybeans and Nigari.”
4320. Organically-grown soybeans start to be used by
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many companies in the United States and Europe to make
commercial soyfoods (Important event). 1977. Jan.
• Summary: Here is a list of the pioneers, their companies
and their products–all introduced during 1977.
Jan. Southwest Tofu Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico (Tofu,
Kathryn O. Bennett).
Jan. Jonathan, Ekren (near Antwerp) Belgium (Soymilk,
Jos van de Ponseele).
Jan. The Soy Plant, Ann Arbor, Michigan (Tofu, Steve
Fiering; July, Soymilk).
March. Surata Soyfoods, Eugene, Oregon (Nigari Tofu,
Benjamin Hills).
June. Bhaga Tofu (renamed Lecanto Tofu Shop),
Lecanto, Florida (Tofu, Marvel Huffman).
Sept. Quong Hop & Co., South San Francisco,
California. (Tofu Dressing, Jim Miller & Stanley Lee).
Sept. White Wave, Boulder, Colorado. (Tofu, Steve
Demos).
Nov. Redwood Natural Foods, Santa Rosa, California
(Organic Tofu, Greg Hartman).
Sometime in 1977. Swan Foods, Miami, Florida. (Tofu
Chip Dip, Tofu Baked with Tamari, Tofu (Marinated),
Mary’s Roasted Cashew Tofu Cheesecake, Mary’s Tofu Rice
Salad, Soy Melk, Tofu: Organic (Soybean Curd), Mary’s
Rice Pudding, Robert Pung & Mary Brooks).
4321. Reisz, A.; Magill, H.F. 1977. Solar energy for
industrial drying of soybeans. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 9-11.
4322. Sachansky, S. 1977. Effect of inoculation and NPK
fertilizers on soybean. Tropical Grain Legume Bulletin No.
7. p. 15-17. Jan. [12 ref]
• Summary: Results show that the inoculation of soybeans
in the Kilimanjaro are is very important and an inexpensive
means of increasing soybean seed yield. Adding phosphorus
is also very important for good seed yield; the rate of
application depends on soil fertility but should not be
less than 40-6- kg/ha. It is not necessary to add nitrogen
to produce good soybean seed yield. Address: A.R.I.
[Agricultural Research Inst.], Lyamungu, P.O. Box 3004,
Moshi, Tanzania.
4323. Shannon, J. Grover; Baldwin, C.H., Jr.; Colliver, G.W.;
Hartwig, E.E. 1977. Potash fertilization helps fight soybean
cyst nematode. Better Crops with Plant Food 61(1):12-15.
Jan.
• Summary: “Good fertility is a must for soybeans,
especially where cyst nematode is a problem.
“Our research shows potash deficiency can seriously
limit soybean yields on soils where nematodes are a problem.
“Soybeans are big potash users. If the crop can’t get
enough where cyst nematodes are present, it produces low
yields returning little or no profits.
“And wherever cyst nematode severely limits root

growth, the crop may need more potash than soil tests
suggest.” Address: 1-4. Univ. of Missouri Delta Center,
Portageville, MO; 5. Stoneville, Mississippi.
4324. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Southwest Tofu Co. Renamed
Southwest Soyfoods by Sept. 1980.
Manufacturer’s Address: 121 E. Santa Fe Ave., Santa Fe,
NM 87501. Phone: 505-988-1889.
Date of Introduction: 1977 January.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Attendance roster for
founding members of Soycrafters Association of North
America. 1978. July 28. Kathryn O. Bennett, owner.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 397. Southwest Tofu Co.,
Route 2, Box 234, Santa Fe, NM 87501. Phone: 505-9882443. Owner: Stephen and Kathryn Clarke.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). Gives the company’s new
name and address: Southwest Soyfoods, 121 E. Santa Fe
Ave., Santa Fe, NM 97501. Phone: 505-988-1889. Owner:
Kathryn Bennett.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981.
Jan. 22. Owner: Kathryn Bennett. Richard Jennings bought
the company in the summer of 1982 for $20,000 and began
production on July 15. Soyfoods Center Computerized
Mailing List. 1982 Sept. 17. Owner: Richard Jennings.
Address listed as 2889 Trades West, Santa Fe, NM 87501.
Telephone, 505-471-8979. Talk with Richard Jennings. 1989.
Aug. 17. He has changed his company name to The Food
Plant. His main work now is contract manufacturing of salsa,
jams, and sauces. He also makes tofu, tofu tamales, and tofu
burrito filling.
Talk with Kathryn Bennett. 1989. Aug. 28. She started
Southwest Soy Foods and began making tofu in about
Jan. 1977 at the address shown above. She produced a
regular nigari tofu made with organic soybeans and sold
it in 1 pound water pack cartons. Her maiden name was
O’Connor not Peterson. She spent a lot of time in the early
days working with the New Mexico Dept. of Health to set
standards and good manufacturing practices for tofu. The
department was very nice and grateful.
Talk with Richard Jennings. 1990. Sept. 20. Soybeans
are now grown in eastern New Mexico. For information,
contact the New Mexico Dept. of Agriculture at New Mexico
State University in Las Cruces. His basic tofu is by far his
best-selling product, followed by Tofu Tamales, then Tofu
Burrito Filling.
Note 1. This is the earliest known commercial soy
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product made in New Mexico.
Note 2. This is the earliest soy-related document seen
(Jan. 2013) that contains organically-grown soybeans or any
organically-grown ingredients. Yet in 1977, several other
companies first started using organically grown soybeans.
4325. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Plant (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: c/o Wildflour Community
Bakery (a co-op), 4th Ave., Ann Arbor, MI 48104. In Jan.
1978 moved to 211 East Ann St. Phone: 313-663-8638.
Date of Introduction: 1977 January.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label in The Soy Plant
scrapbook on p. 4. 2 by 4 inches. Black on white. Pressure
sensitive. “Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, nigari. Net
weight: 16 oz (1 lb) drained. Address: Ann Arbor, Michigan,
48108.”
Ellin Stein. 1978. Whole Foods. Jan. p. 36. “When The
Soy Plant started serving the Ann Arbor, Michigan area in
January 1977, they were producing 50 pounds of tofu per
week. They now manufacture 1,000 pounds per week.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 396. The Soy Plant, 211
E. Ann St., Ann Arbor, MI 48104. Phone: 313-663-0500.
Owner: Steve Fiering.
Letter from Steve Fiering. 1979. Oct. 22. He is about
to spend a month on the East Coast studying tofu making
with companies there. He is thinking about starting a SANA
soycrafting school.
Midwest Natural Foods Distributors, Inc. 1979. Catalog
13. Spring, 1979. Ann Arbor, Michigan. iv + 290 p. See p.
259. Soy Plant Tofu. Refrigerated. “Soy Plant Fresh Organic
Tofu / Nigari” (1 lb). On p. 260 is a half-page ad: “Tofu–
’Meat without a bone’–Made with organic soybeans and
nigari. Soysage: Bean sausage.”
Interview with Steve Fiering. 1980. “The Soy Plant
was incorporated in August 1977 and started production
in September 1977. This was America’s second tofu co-op
(cooperative), worker owned and operated, started after
Surata Soyfoods and followed by The Bountiful Bean Plant
in Madison and The Magic Bean in Milwaukee. The deli
opened on 1 May 1978.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). New address: 771 Airport
Blvd., Suite 1, Ann Arbor 48104. Phone: 313-663-8638 (A
collective).
FIND/SVP. 1981, May. “The tofu market: Overview of
a high-potential industry. p. 82. The company makes plain,
nigari firm tofu, tofu spreads, spiced tofu and tofu pies, as
well as other soyfood products such as soymilk, tempeh,

okara peanut butter balls, soy sausage, and ice bean. Soy
sausage is said to be one of their most promising products.
The firm makes about 6,500 to 7,000 lb/week of tofu. If their
other products were included, the production capacity would
increase considerably.
Talk with Steve Fiering. 1988. June 10. This was the
company’s first commercial product. He recalls it being
introduced in the spring of 1977, but it could have been as
early as January.
Talk with Bruce Rose, president of Rosewood Products
Inc. 1989. Dec. 13. In Oct. 1989 the brand on their nigari
tofu was changed to China Rose and that on their calcium
sulfate tofu was Rosewood.
Note: This is the earliest record seen (May 2019)
concerning The Soy Plant (Ann Arbor, Michigan).
4326. Cheng, C.P. 1977. Soybean production in a multiple
cropping system. Food & Fertilizer Technology Center,
Extension Bulletin No. 86. 17 p. Feb. (ASPAC, Taipei,
Taiwan). [5 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “One of the features of modern Asian
agriculture is the increasing interest being shown in the
production of vegetable protein, in an effort to give the
people of the region a better balanced diet. At the same
time, there is a general desire to expand multiple cropping,
following the development of irrigation facilities and the
wish to obtain maximum land utilization.”
“In Taiwan, soybeans and several other field crops are
mainly produced in paddy fields under a multiple cropping
system. Prior to 1945, Taiwan produced only a few hundred
hectares of soybeans, which were used chiefly as green
manure.
“Aware of the ever-increasing population and the
limited area of arable land, around 1950, the Chinese
Government launched a program to promote local food
crop production through varietal, cultural and institutional
improvements. Since then, the production of soybeans has
gradually increased. In 1975, the area devoted to this crop
reached 41,446 ha, with a total output of 61,920 tonnes
and a unit yield of 1,495 kg/ha (204%, 494% and 242%
increases over the 1950 levels, respectively). The expansion
of the soybean area and the increase in the yield of this crop
have been attributed mainly to the development of local
adaptable varieties and the adoption of improved cultural
practices.” Address: Senior Specialist, Plant Industry Div.,
Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR), Taipei,
Taiwan.
4327. Ortega, Simon; Tesara, Juan. 1977. Adaptabilidad de
variedades de soya (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) en Venezuela.
I. Diferentes épocas de siembra en Maracay [Adaptability of
varieties of soya (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) in Venezuela. I.
Different planting times in Maracay]. Agronomia Tropical
(Maracay, Venezuela) 27(1):89-102. Jan/Feb. [7 ref. Spa;
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eng]
• Summary: In Venezuela, up until the present, the
cultivation of soya has not been established in a permanent
way; only in the years 1970 and 1974 was their the intent to
promote the cultivation of soya. 585 and 670 hectares were
planted respectively, using the variety Improved Pelican,
with yields averaging no more than 1,000 kg per ha. Address:
1. Centro Nacional Investigaciones Agropecuarias (CENIAPFONAIAP), Maracay, Venezuela; 2. Protinal, Valencia–Edo.
Carabobo, Venezuela.
4328. Soybean Digest. 1977. Drilled soybean acreage inches
up. Feb. p. 8-9.
4329. Teledyne Brown Engineering., Systems Div. 1977.
Final design report for application of solar energy to
industrial drying of soybeans. Huntsville, Alabama. 390 p.
Final design report SD77-ERDA-2078. Feb. 28. 28 cm.
Address: Systems Div., Teledyne Brown Engineering,
Huntsville, Alabama.
4330. Mears, Leon. 1977. Brazil’s soybean expansion seen
shifting to new areas. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign
Agricultural Service). March 21. p. 5.
• Summary: A shift in soybean expansion is expected as
researchers believe southern Mato Grosso will be the major
growth area over the next 2-3 years as Brazilian soybean
output continues its dramatic rise from only 1.5 million
tons in 1970 toward a 1985 goal of 20 million tons. Over
this longer term, increased soybean production is expected
to move into the cerrados region in central
Brazil, larger areas in northern Mato
Grosso, the Roriama territory along the
Venezuelan border, and sections in northern
Brazil. Presently, Parana and Rio Grande
do Sul account for about 85% of Brazil’s
soybean production. In northern Parana, the
soybean expansion reflects the shift, now
virtually completed, from coffee to soybeans
following the July 1975 freeze. Obstacles
to expanding soybean production are high
transportation costs for bringing in fertilizer
and other farm requirements, and for moving
soybeans to ports for export. But in the
rather poor cerrado soil to the north, yields
are about 50% less. Address: Agricultural
Attaché, Brazil.

• Summary: In France, average annual per capita
consumption for wine has been dropping for years: From
127.7 liters in 1960 it fell to 105.7 liters in 1970, and is
expected to decrease to 91.7 liters in 1980.
Most agricultural scientists believe the answer lies in
switching to new crops in southwestern France. There is
a great deal of talk about soybeans as a replacement crop,
according to Mr. Moulias, head of the production and
markets service in France’s Ministry of Agriculture. But
this is probably not the best solution. Soybeans require little
manpower. And the rate of unemployment, more or less
partial, is large in these regions.
Without a doubt, it is better advised to turn to vegetable
cultivation: France imports 1.5 million tonnes (metric
tons) of vegetables/year! Or towards horticulture whose
production is deficient here [in France]. Address: France.
4332. Product Name: Nigari Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Surata Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 518 Olive St., Eugene, OR
97401. Phone: 503-485-6990.
Date of Introduction: 1977 March.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, nigari (salts from
sea water without sodium chloride), water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: This is Surata’s first
product. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1977. Jan. 28. Commercial
Tofu Shops and Soy Dairies. Labels, undated. 2.5 by 3.25
inches. Green on white. “An Oregon Cooperative.” Interview

4331. Merchier, Georges. 1977. La bibine:
un mauvais héritage dont le Midi viticole
peut se débarrasser [Bad wine: a hurtful
heritage that the wine-cultivating Midi can
cast off]. L’Aurore (France). March 31. p.
13. [Fre]
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with Benjamin Hills. The company was founded in Dec.
1976. They coined the term “soyfoods” at that time and first
used it in the company name. The term “soyfoods,” written
as one word, had never been used by anyone before that
time. They started making tofu in March 1977.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 398. Owner: Benjamin Hills.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). Owners: Ed Miller & Lisa
Rein.
Note of 1987. Sept. 7. This was America’s first tofu
co-op, worker owned and run, followed by The Soy Plant.
Label. 1982. 4 by 3 inches. Self adhesive. Nigari Tofu [Firm
or Regular]. Red and blue on white. The address is now 302
Blair, Eugene, Oregon 97402. Recipe leaflet. 1982. “Tofu &
Tempeh.” Four recipes.
Form filled out by Shevah Lambert. 1990. July 2. Surata
now makes 30,000 lb/month of this product called Firm
Tofu.
Spot in Health Foods Business. 1993. Sept. p. 80. Surata
Soyfoods Cooperative, worker owned and operated, makes
and distributes handcrafted tofu and tempeh with organic
soybeans. Announces a move to new quarters in the Eugene
Planning Mill, 325 West 3rd Ave., Bldg. A (corner of 3rd and
Lincoln), Eugene, Oregon 97401-2524.
Talk with Benjamin Hills, who calls from Hawaii. 1994.
May 31. He and Susan Wallace started Surata. Lisa Rein and
Martha (last name forgotten; she became the bookkeeper)
came in later. Susan is now working with Benjamin making
tempeh in Hawaii.
Update: 1997 Oct. 16. This company is now named
Surata Soyfoods Co-op, 325 West 3rd Ave., Bldg. A, Eugene,
Oregon 97401-2524. Phone: 541-485-6990. Contact: Laura
Nolan, sales & marketing coordinator. They still make tofu
and tofu products. This is the third oldest existing Caucasian
tofu manufacturer in the United States.
4333. Banco Central de Nicaragua, Departamento de
Investgaciones Tecnológicas, División Agricola. 1977.
Guia para el cultivo de la soya en Nicaragua [Guide for the
cultivation of soya in Nicaragua]. Managua, Nicaragua:
Banco Central de Nicaragua. 22 p. April. 22 cm. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Overview. Botanical
description. Varieties. Ecological requirements: Soils,
climate. Cultural practices: Preparation of the land, time
of planting, distance between plants, density of planting,
inoculation of the seed, planting depth, fertilization /
fertilizers. Control of weeds: mechanical, chemical control.
Pests and their control. Diseases. Harvest. Storage. Costs of
production per manzana. Some recipes for preparing foods
based on soya: Corn and soya bread. Whole soya flour. Fresh
soymilk. Soy biscuits or crackers. Maizena with soymilk.
Tofu (Queso de leche de soya, coagulated with lemon juice).

Tortillas with corn and soya. Cooking whole soybeans.
Address: Managua, Nicaragua.
4334. Boyd, William I. 1977. Growing soybeans in the
Northeast. American Agriculturist 174(4):6, 8. April.
• Summary: In 1976, the author grew 250 acres of soybeans
on his farm in Phelps, New York. Here is how he does it.
Address: R.D. #2, Phelps, Seneca County, New York.
4335. Bassiere, Jacques. 1977. Soja: De grands espoirs pour
la production française [Soybeans: Great hopes for French
production]. Ouest-France. May 25. [Fre]
• Summary: France has to import huge amounts of both
petroleum and soybeans–the latter mainly for livestock feed.
Address: France.
4336. Latimore, Mark, Jr.; Giddens, J.; Ashley, D.A. 1977.
Effect of ammonium and nitrate nitrogen upon photosynthate
supply and nitrogen fixation by soybeans. Crop Science
17(3):399-404. May/June. [33 ref]
• Summary: In a determinate cultivar of soybean (Bragg),
there is indication that more photosynthate was transferred
to nodules during the vegetative and early reproductive
stages than has been reported for indeterminate cultivars.
Furthermore, 23% of the total N demand occurred during
a 20-day period (mid-pod and late pod fill stage) at a time
when N fixation was declining. Inorganic N supplied
throughout the season or 10 days prior to sampling reduced
14C in nodules. While ammonium and nitrate sources of N
appeared about equal in reducing the energy flow to nodules,
the latter had a greater effect upon nitrogenase activity.
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Georgia, Athens, GA
30602.
4337. Reboul, Jean-Louis; Yau, R. 1977. Culture du soja
en Polynesie francaise [Soybean cultivation in French
Polynesia]. Polynesie Francaise, Service de l’Econmie
Rurale, Recherche Agronomique [Pirae, Tahiti]. May. 10 p.
[Fre]*
• Summary: In a soybean variety trial, the highest seed
yields were from Davis, Forrest, Bossier, and Calland.
4338. Reboul, Jean-Louis; Yau, R. 1977. Culture du soja
en Polynesie francaise [Soybean cultivation in French
Polynesia]. Pirae, Tahiti: Polynesie Francaise, Service de
l’Economie Rurale, Recherche Agronomique. 10 p. May.
[Fre]*
• Summary: In a soybean variety trial, the highest seed
yields were from Davis, Forrest, Bossier, and Calland.
4339. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Bhaga Tofu. Renamed Lecanto
Tofu Shop by July 1977.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 444, Lecanto, FL
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32661. Phone: 904-746-5374.
Date of Introduction: 1977 June.
Ingredients: Organic soy beans, water, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Marvel
Huffman (P.O. Box 444, Lecanto, Florida 32661) to Akiko
Aoyagi. 1976. April 12. “I have become very interested in
making tofu so after reading your letters I sent for your book
and would like to start a cottage business in this area. W
(my daughter and my self) now make it for our own use and
really like it. Are you planning to be any where in Florida for
cooking classes or talks?”
Florida Dept. of Agric. Food Inspection Report and
Annual Food Permit. 27 Aug. 1976. Bhaga Tofu, S-491
South, Lecanto, FL. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1977. Jan. 28.
Commercial Tofu Shops and Soy Dairies. Marvel Huffman.
Letter to William Shurtleff. 1977. Aug. 4. Label. 1977,
undated. 4.75 inch diameter plastic lid. Green on white.
Illustration of bamboo stalk and leaves. Lecanto Tofu Shop.
Box 444, Lecanto, FL 32661.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 394. Owner: Jean Huffman.
FIND/SVP. 1981, May. “The tofu market: Overview of
a high-potential industry. p. 89. The company now makes
about 2,000 lb/week of plain tofu. The product is packed
in 25 lb bulk containers and small 14 oz plastic containers.
Retail price ranges from $0.99 to $1.49.
Talk with followed by letter from Marvel Huffman.
1988. May 17. P.O. Box 344, Lecanto, FL 32661. Phone:
904-746-6123. The company, originally called Bhaga Tofu,
was making tofu by August 1976 in Lecanto, which is a rural
area about 75 miles from Gainesville. Her daughter, Jean,
who was a vegetarian and who had just graduated from high
school, was the real impetus behind the company’s founding.
Her son, Don, also worked for 6 years. The next year she
would be entering the University of Florida at Gainesville
as a freshman. Marvel was a widow at the time and needed
a source of income. They built a special building near their
home. They learned to make tofu from The Book of Tofu
and also when they flew to Atlanta in December 1976 to
hear Shurtleff and Aoyagi on a lecture tour. Together they
would make the tofu on weekends when Jean went home to
Lecanto, then she would deliver it on Monday in and around
Gainesville. The company’s name was originally Lecanto
Tofu Shop but in about 1978 it evolved to the shorter form,
Lecanto Tofu. In 1981 they moved the business north to
Rte. 3, Box 150, Lake City, Florida to get better access to
Jacksonville and Tallahassee. “If I were the kind of person
who could designate work better, I would have a million
dollar business by now. I tried to do it all myself. So we sold
the business at the very end of 1983 when it was making a
profit. Now it is doing just great.” Letter from Marvel. 1988.

July 6. “The word Bhaga was never used as a commercial
part of the business. Nothing was ever printed etc. with its
use.”
Talk with Rod Prins. 1992. May 19. Two years ago he
sold the business to Don Young, who let it go down hill.
4340. Campo Agrícola Experimental Rio Bravo (Mexico).
1977. El cultivo de la soya en el norte de Tamaulipas [The
cultivation of soybeans in northern Tamaulipas]. CIAT,
Circular No. 14. 22 p. June. [10+ ref. Spa]*
Address: Rio Bravo, Tamaulipas, Mexico.
4341. Erewhon Trading Co., Inc. 1977. Erewhon: Our
traditional foods are the foods of the future. East West
Journal. June. p. 67. [3 ref]
• Summary: This informative advertisement is largely about
miso. Erewhon imports Hacho [Hatcho] miso from Japan;
the source company first made Hacho miso in 1337. “We are
grateful to Muso Shokuhin Company of Japan, a macrobiotic
natural foods company, for originally distributing hacho
miso to the United States through Erewhon and for the work
they continue to do in developing sources of high-quality
organic foods for Japan and the rest of the world. Erewhon is
also grateful to Mr. A. Kazama of Mitoku Company, Ltd., of
Tokyo, for encouraging the development of large-scale miso
production without the use of chemical additives to speed
the aging process. When Mr. Michio Kushi, the founder of
Erewhon first convinced Mr. Kazama of the sizable market
for naturally produced miso, he initiated a search which
resulted in the president of Sendai Miso Company agreeing
to produce enough to keep up with the demand.
“Recently a brown rice (genmai) miso has been added to
the Erewhon line of imported foods. Based on the traditional
techniques and standards, this new variety was two and a
half years in development before Mr. Ko Haga, brewmaster
of Sendai, produced what he considered a successful brown
rice koji, or starter.”
“Sendai uses a regionally grown rice, called Sasanishiki,
which is highly regarded in Japan, and the soybeans used are
the ‘Prize’ variety grown organically in Minnesota by farmer
Ed Ricke.”
Last year 85 tons of traditionally produced miso were
imported into the United States from Japan. Erewhon now
has 3 locations in the USA, in addition to the headquarters
and main warehouse at 33 Farnsworth St.: 342 Newbury St.,
Boston, Massachusetts 02115; 1731 Massachusetts Ave.,
Cambridge, MA 02138; 1 Civic Center Plaza, Hartford,
Connecticut 06103. Address: 33 Farnsworth St., Boston,
Massachusetts 02210.
4342. Jeffers, D.L.; Triplett, G.B., Jr.; Lafever, H.N. 1977.
Relay intercropping wheat and soybeans. Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station, Research Circular No. 233. 11 p. June.
[8 ref]
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• Summary: “Summary: Broadcasting soybeans into
standing wheat is an unsatisfactory planting method because
of poor soybean germination and because of the hazard to
soybeans of surface applied herbicides.
“Double cropping soybeans after wheat harvest can be
satisfactory because wheat yields are normal. Soybean yield
potential is low due to the late planting and the hazards of
drought and frost.
“Relay intercropping takes advantage of the relatively
high value of soybeans compared to wheat, but there is a
trade-off of reduced wheat yield with later soybean seeding
which results in higher soybean yields.
“Herbicide weed control can be acceptable for double
cropping, but is unsatisfactory for relay intercropping. New
effective herbicides will be essential for the latter system.”
Address: 1. Assoc. Prof.; 2. Prof.; 3. Prof. of the Dep. of
Agronomy, Ohio Agricultural Research and Development
Center, Wooster.
4343. Rodell, Stephen; Funke, B.R.; Schulz, J.T. 1977.
Effects of insecticides on acetylene reduction by Azotobacter
vinelandii and soybean nodules. Plant and Soil 47(2):375-82.
June. [14 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Nine organophosphate and
carbamate insecticides were tested for effects on ability of
Azotobacter vinelandii to reduce acetylene. Only Gardona®,
at higher concentrations, was significantly inhibitory. The
same pesticides were tested with soybeans... Some minor
phytotoxic effects were noted, but there was no inhibition
of the ability of the excised nodules of the plants to reduce
acetylene.” Address: Depts. of Bacteriology and Entomology,
North Dakota State Univ., Fargo, ND 58102.
4344. Walsten, M. 1977. Basis gain: Your soybean storage
trump card. Soybean Digest. June. p. 15-16.
4345. Organic Gardening and Farming. 1977. Branch-beans.
24(7):128-30. July.
• Summary: “These green soybeans are a ‘gustatory treat,’
but you’ll have to grow your own because ‘buying them in
the market is impossible.’ Here’s how it’s done.” The author,
who lives in a coastal California valley, decided to plant
soybeans. “My family uses vegetable protein heavily in our
diet, and soybeans, as almost everyone now knows, give
a lot of high-grade vegetable protein. Beyond this reason,
however, was our love of green soybeans. My wife, who
comes from Japan, introduced me to edamame or ‘branchbeans,’ and now all of us look forward to late summer when
the branch-beans come into season...”
The author purchased three garden soybean varieties:
Pickett (85 days to mature) from Park Seed Company,
Kanrich (103 days) from Burpee, and Fiskeby V (68 days)
from Thompson and Morgan. One key to the success of the
crop was to buy and use some bean inoculant, which is sold

under various brand names.
“My wife prepares the branch-beans by first washing
them, pod and all. Then she puts them in boiling water, salts
to taste, cooks until tender, drains and serves. For those who
like to spend a lot of time in the kitchen, removal of the
beans from their pods is time-consuming but not difficult.
Rather than put this extra burden on the cook, my family
likes branch-beans so much that they are served in their pods
so each person can pop out his own. Hold the bean pod up
to your mouth and squeeze. The green beans pop into your
mouth, and the pod can be discarded in a bowl put on the
table for that purpose.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term “branch-beans” (literal
translation of eda + mame) to refer to green vegetable
soybeans.
4346. Product Name: Soymilk [Honey & Vanilla, or Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Plant (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: c/o Wildflour Community
Bakery (a co-op), 4th Ave., Ann Arbor, MI 48104. In Jan.
1978 moved to 211 East Ann St. Phone: 313-663-0500.
Date of Introduction: 1977 July.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: ½ gallon plastic jug, or from a
cooler.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label in The Soy Plant
scrapbook on p. 4. 3 by 4 inches. Black on white. Pressure
sensitive. “Keep refrigerated. Made from water and organic
soybeans by The Soy Plant, a people’s business, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, 48104. (313) 663-0500. Flavored. Just add a little
honey and vanilla.” An illustration shows soybean vines
growing to left and right out of a rayed planet.
Steve Fiering. 1979. Whole Foods. Jan. p. 38, 40. “A
Midwestern Interest in Tofu.” This is included in a list of
products presently produced by the company. Talk with
Steve Fiering. 1988. June 10. This was the company’s second
commercial product. Production probably started when they
were still at Wildflour, before they went to Eden’s. No new
products were introduced while at Edens. At Ann St. it was
also sold in a plastic cooler (a Norris Milk Machine), stirred
by a motorized paddle.
Talk with Steve Fiering, a founder of The Soy Plant
in Ann Arbor. 2000. Dec. 3. The Soy Plant probably used
organic soybeans from day one. They probably got them
directly from the The People’s Food Co-op, a retail store
located next door. The plain soymilk was purchased mostly
by Asian-Americans; they sweetened it with sugar–which
they preferred to honey.
4347. Soybean Digest. 1977. Rotation is good disease control
medicine. July. p. 24.
• Summary: “A lack of concern regarding soybean diseases
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is a sign of potential danger, says M.C. McDaniel, Arkansas
Extension plant pathologist. He says disease agents are silent
but may erupt at the least expected time.
“’It has happened time after time with the concentrated
or one-crop system we are experiencing in soybean and, to a
lesser degree, with rice and cotton production,’ he says.
“Several benefits are obtained from crop rotation.
Among the most important are:
“(1) reduction of the threat of disease, including the
development of new diseases or new races of established
diseases, (2) maintenance of a better plant food balance,
(3) improvement of beneficial soil organisms and (4) weed
control.
“Crop rotation is the only practical method of
controlling certain diseases. This was the case with the
soybean cyst nematode until cyst-resistant varieties and
chemicals became available. ‘Cyst-resistant varieties are
limited now due to the occurrence of new races. We could
have possibly escaped these new races had we used proper
rotation,’ McDaniel indicates.
“Soybean growers faced with Race 4 of cyst should
follow a 4-year rotation consisting of a non-host crop for 2
years, a susceptible variety for 1 year, then a Race 3 resistant
variety. Such rotation will prevent any significant injury and
reduce the possibility of developing new nematode races.”
4348. Product Name: Tofu [Packaged, or Bulk].
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 116 N. Oak St., Telluride, CO
81435. Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1977 July.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1979.
July. New Tofu Shops & Soy Dairies in the West. Matthew
Schmit. The tofu is made at his soy deli. Note: This tofu shop
moved to Arcata, California, in 1980.
Letter from Matthew Schmit. 1988. July. His company
started making tofu in July 1977.
Talk with Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 23. From day
one, this tofu was made using natural nigari (purchased
from Westbrae Natural Foods in California) and organically
grown soybeans (from the Tucson Cooperative Warehouse in
Arizona). However the word “organic” did not appear on the
label.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made by The Tofu Shop in Telluride, Colorado.
4349. Juo, A.S.R.; Lal, R. 1977. The effect of fallow and
continuous cultivation [of maize and soybean] on the
chemical and physical properties of an alfisol in western
Nigeria. Plant and Soil 47(3):567-84. Aug. [14 ref]
• Summary: In the continuous soybean and unmulched
maize plots, soil organic matter and pH declined rapidly.
Address: International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture, PMB

5320, Ibadan, Nigeria.
4350. Publicity and Information Section (Ibadan). 1977.
How to grow soybean. No. 458. 16 p. Aug. *
Address: Ibadan, Nigeria.
4351. Product Name: New Leaf Tofu Dressing [Creamy
Garlic, or Thousand Island].
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1977 September.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (water, organic soybeans, nigarimagnesium chloride), unrefined safflower oil, apple cider
vinegar, fresh garlic, sea salt, and natural spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 fluid oz (1 pint) jar.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 34 gm.: Calories 30, protein 2.4 gm,
carbohydrate 2.3 gm, fat 1.1 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1977. 4 by
2.25 inches. Green on white. “New Leaf All Vegetable
Tofu Dressing. No preservatives. A delicious spread for
sandwiches, as a dip with raw vegetables, or as a dressing
on your favorite salad. Our tofu dressing is made with the
finest natural ingredients.” Leaflet. 8½ by 11 inches, color.
Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods
Center. From New Leaf: Creamy Tofu Dressings. Low
calorie, non dairy, egg free. Thousand Island, or Creamy
Garlic.
Label. 1979? New Leaf Tofu Salad Dressing With
Garlic. 9 by 3 inches. Self adhesive. Light green, black,
and white. 12 oz. “All natural. No eggs.” No eggs symbol,
circle with line drawn through cracked egg. Ingredients:
Organic tofu (water, organic soybeans, nigari-magnesium
chloride), unrefined safflower oil, apple cider vinegar, fresh
garlic, sea salt, and natural spices. “Creamy Tofu Dressing
is an ideal diet production–less than 1/5 the calories of oil
based dressings and 50% more protein. It is egg free and
cholesterol free. The creamy flavor makes it ideal for dips,
on sandwiches in place of mayonnaise, or on your favorite
salad. Nor preservatives or additives.”
Talk with Ben Lee. 1988. Sept. 30. Introduced in Aug. or
Sept. 1977. It was on the market when he returned.
4352. Product Name: [Manna Tofu (Organic, Nigari,
Packaged in Bulk)].
Foreign Name: Manna Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Stichting Natuurvoeding
Amsterdam. Renamed Manna Natuurvoeding B.V. in 1982.
Manufacturer’s Address: Meeuwenlaan 70, 1021JK,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Phone: 020-323-977.
Date of Introduction: 1977 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Packaged in bulk.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
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New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center. 1980.
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages,
typeset). “Manna, Meeuwenlaan 70, Amsterdam Noord.
Phone: 020-323977. Owner: Robert Hendriks.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1981. Soyfoods Industry: Directory
& Databook. Address is now at Meeuwenlaan 70, 1021 JK,
Amsterdam. Phone: 020-323-9777. Contact Robert Hendriks.
1982. Contact either Hendriks or Sjon Welters.
Richard Leviton. 1983. Trip to Europe with American
Soybean Assoc. Oct/Nov. Unpublished manuscript. p. 24-25.
Manna started to make tofu in 1978 in a small village north
of Amsterdam behind the Manna store. Label. 1983. Manna
Tofu. 3 by 4.5 inches. White and dark blue on light blue.
Sjon Welters. 1989. Soya Newsletter. May/June. p. 14.
“Soyfoods in Europe.” The first tofu shop in Europe owned
and operated by non-Orientals was Manna Natuurvoeding.
Opened in Amsterdam in 1977, Manna was a macrobiotic
manufacturer, distributor, and retailer run by a non-profit
foundation. Talk with Sjon Welters. 1989. July 15. This
company was founded in about 1973 by Adelbert Nelissen
and his wife Wieke Nelissen. In 1987 it was purchased by
Akwarius. Adelbert remained active and involved in Manna
until its sale to Akwarius. Letter from Sjon Welters. 1989.
Aug. 10. Manna Tofu (organic, nigari) was introduced in
Sept. 1977. The source of his information is a long interview
with Bernard Faber, who was Manna’s first tofu maker.
Bernard was sure it was 1977, at the end of August or early
September. He has been in the business ever since. This date
also fits with Sjon’s memory. He started his own natural
foods store in September 1977 and he sold tofu made by
Manna.
4353. Product Name: Tofu–Organic [Bulk, or Packaged].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1738 Pearl St., Boulder, CO
80302. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1977 September.
Ingredients: “Organic soybeans, filtered water, nigari, no
more, no less! please refrigerate” (Sept. 1977).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: On 10-11 August 1978,
William Shurtleff visited Steve Demos at White Wave, 1738
Pearl St. in Boulder, Colorado. The company, which started
making tofu in Sept. 1977, was very small and compact, with
a deli in front of the tofu manufacturing space. The tofu is
made from organic soybeans, filtered water, and nigari. It is
sold in 14-oz blocks in Chinese folded-paper food take-out
cartons, each with a wire handle. The oval blue and white
label, with a wave breaking from left to right, is pasted on
each carton. To the right of the wave is written in bold hand
lettering: “White Wave tofu.” Across the top of the oval:
“Boulder–Net wt. 14 oz.–Colorado.” Across the bottom:

“Organic soybeans, filtered water, nigari, no more, no less!
Please refrigerate.” As of Feb. 1999, White Wave still has
originals of the three earliest versions of this horizontally
oval label; Soyfoods Center has color photocopies. Steve
Demos wrote to Shurtleff in Feb. 1999 that the first label
was used in “late 1977 and into 1978 to sell tofu to the retail
healthfood market. The second label came in early 1978 and
this time we had it gummed instead of glueing each one on.”
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This time the ingredients were listed across the top: “soybean
cake contains: Organically raised soybeans, filtered water,
and nigari (salt bitterns).” Steve thinks the third label [which
contains traces of green for added color] was first used in
1980 [sic, probably late 1978]. The ingredients, still listed
across the top, now read: “soybean cake contains: certified
organically raised soybeans, filtered water, and nigari (salt
bitterns). no more, no less! please refrigerate. The “no more,
no less!” was White Wave’s signature at the time. The the
size and shape of the three labels is identical. It is clear
from the earliest label that White Wave was using organic
soybeans from day one: Sept. 27, 1977. Demos was buying
these soybeans from Green Mountain Grainery, a small
distributor of organic and natural foods, which also had a
retail outlet in Boulder. But within a very short time, White
Wave started buying soybeans directly from the farmer (see
1998 Aug. 10 interview with Demos).
Form filled out by Steve Demos in Ann Arbor,
Michigan, at national soycrafters conference. 1978. July 29.
White Wave makes medium-firm tofu in bulk and packaged.
The wholesale prices are $0.65/lb and $0.75/lb respectively.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 393. White Wave Soyfoods,
3869 Walnut, Boulder, Colorado 80302. Phone: 303-4432370. Owner: Steve Demos.
Label. 1979, undated. 3 x 4 inch oval. Self adhesive.
Color illustration of a breaking wave. Black, blue, and
green on white. Product Price List. 1979, winter. Bulk or
packaged. 14 oz. Kreck. 1979. Denver Post. Oct. 17. “Tofu
is remarkable.” Interview with Steve Demos. 1979. Sept.
Address is now (1981): 1990 N 57th Ct., Boulder, CO 80301.
FIND/SVP. 1981, May. “The tofu market: Overview of
a high-potential industry.” p. 78. “White Wave makes plain
tofu in the soft, firm, and extra firm styles. They also make
tofu mayonnaise, tofu miso salad dressing, and other soy
products such as soysage (soy sausage), tempeh, and a frozen
soymilk product, Polar Bean, which comes in five flavors
(similar to ice cream). The company makes approximately
7,500 lb/week of tofu. However if one includes all their
tofu products, the weekly production capacity increases to
between 10,000 and 11,000 pounds.”
Shurtleff. 1987. History of White Wave. Steve Demos
reported that when he started White Wave, “Our direct
competitor was the Spinning Kitchen, which had started 9
months earlier, in about Jan. 1977. They had the Boulder
market locked up when White Wave started.”
Talk with Steve Demos. 1989. Nov. 1. Spinning Kitchen
was in the same building as Corn Mother Restaurant in
Boulder at the same address. They made tofu on the upper
floor; Corn Mother did not make tofu.
Update: 1997 Oct. 16. This company is now named
White Wave, Inc., 6123 East Arapahoe, Boulder, Colorado
80303. Phone: 303-443-3470. Contact: Steve Demos,

president. They still make tofu and tofu products. This is the
fourth oldest existing Caucasian tofu manufacturer in the
United States; it is also the largest of these four.
Talk with Steve Demos. 1998. Aug. 10. The oval label
owned by Soyfoods Center is the second label for this
product. It is identical to the first label except that it contains
more colors (black, blue, and green or white). It was printed
shortly after White Wave moved into Walnut Street.
Note: This is the earliest record seen (June 2019)
concerning White Wave (Boulder, Colorado).
4354. Chacra y Campo Moderno (Buenos Aires, Argentina).
1977. Cosecha en el momento oportuno [Harvest at the
opportune moment]. Oct. p. 37. [Spa]*
4355. Ibrahim, A.F.; Al-Rawi, K.M.; Salman, A.A. 1977.
Performance of corn (Zea mays) and soybean (Glycine max)
under intercropping in alternative rows and at different
population densities. Zeitschrift fuer Acker- und Pflanzenbau
(J. of Agronomy and Crop Science) 145(3):224-37. Oct. [17
ref. Eng; ger]
• Summary: To find the optimum plant densities of
either corn or soybeans under different planting systems,
experiments were conducted in Iraq at Nineveh and Hamam
Al-Alil during the 1975 and 1976 seasons, using the soybean
cultivar Lee. The optimum corn population in all trials was
found to be 40,000 plants / ha. The best intercropping pattern
in northern Iraq was found to be 2 rows of corn alternating
with 2 rows of soybeans; it gave higher total income that
solid corn planting. Address: 1. Agronomy Dep., Faculty of
Agriculture, Cairo Univ., Giza, Egypt; 2-3. Field Crops Dep.,
College of Agriculture and Forestry, Mosul Univ., Hamman
Al-Alil, Iraq.
4356. Product Name: Westbrae Wholewheat & Soy Pasta.
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Berkeley, CA 94710.
Date of Introduction: 1977 October.
Ingredients: Stoneground organically grown wholewheat
flour, toasted organically grown soybean flour, water. No salt
and no preservatives.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz (1 lb). In cellophane
package.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label received from Ken
Krick of Westbrae. It is pasted on a sheet giving the product
number, the date of each print run of labels and the number
of labels printed. For example: 15,000 were printed on 13
Oct. 1977, the 5,000 on 12 April 1978 and finally 6,000 on 8
Aug. 1978.
When these products were sold, the weight of the
product was reduced to 12 ounces, but (except for the weigh
designation) the label remained the same. On 8 Aug. 1978
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10,000 labels of the 12-ounce product were printed.
Note: The name of the manufacturer is not given.
4357. Yoshino, U.; Iwasaki, Y.; Okubo, M.; Okuyama, T.
1977. [Effect of storage conditions on soybean protein].
Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of the Japanese
Society for Food Science and Technology) 24(10):526-29.
[Jap]*
4358. Product Name: Organic Tofu (Vacuum Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: Redwood Natural Foods Inc.
(Packer & Distributor). Made in S. San Francisco by Quong
Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3230 Sebastopol Rd., Santa
Rosa, CA 95401. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1977 November.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, coagulated
with natural nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: This product, introduced
by Greg Hartman in late 1977, was the world’s first vacuumpacked tofu, a major American packaging innovation. Spot
with photo in Whole Foods. 1978. March. “More Time for
Tofu. Using an innovative packaging process, Redwood
Natural Foods has increased the shelf life of its organic tofu
from 10 days to about 4 weeks. The process also reduces
package size, weight, and shipping costs, making tofu more
economical for distributors and retailers.
“The new method is to vacuum pack the tofu without
the usual tub of water, in packages like plastic-wrapped
bulk cheese. The absence of water and oxygen in the pack
prolongs the fresh taste and clean smell of the product.”
Label. 1978, undated. 5 by 2 inches. Red and green on
silver foil. Self adhesive.
4359. Adeyemo, Remi; Malone, G.W.; Phillips, T.D.;
Couvillion, W.C. 1977. On-farm soybean storage: Cost and
potential returns. MAFES Research Highlights (Mississippi
Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station), Bulletin No.
863. 7 p. Dec. [14 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: “Results of this study suggest that
returns from on-farm storage are likely to exceed storage
costs (amortized investment and operating costs). However,
we used mid-1976 data to estimate investment and operating
costs and based our estimates of returns from storage on the
assumption that expected seasonal price changes in the future
will be similar to those in the five-year period (1971-72
through 1975-76).
“Actual future storage costs and seasonal price patterns
can be expected to differ from those of the past. Therefore, a
producer interested in using our results in deciding whether
to invest in on-farm storage facilities needs to adjust our
estimates of costs for changes in prices of purchased inputs

and must make his own assessment of future seasonal price
patterns.
“Also, this publication does not include commercial
storage as an alternative. Therefore, producers in areas
where commercial storage is adequate need to compare
costs of commercial storage with their estimates of on-farm
storage costs. However, factors other than comparative costs
merit consideration. One in particular is the possibility of
costly time delays at commercial elevators that may make
it necessary to ‘stop the combines’ during critical harvest
days. Also, the present investment tax credit of ten percent
was not included and this is a partial offset of the initial
investment cost.” Address: MAFES (Mississippi Agricultural
and Forestry Exp. Station), Dep. of Agricultural Economics,
Mississippi State Univ., Mississippi State, MS 39762.
4360. Merchier, Georges. 1977. L’extraordinaire pouvoir du
soja. II. A la recherche d’une variété peu frileuse capable de
pousser au nord de la Loire [The extraordinary power of the
soybean. I. Research on a variety less susceptible to cold that
can grow north of the Loire]. L’Aurore (France) End Dec.
1977 or early Jan. 1978. [Fre]
Address: France.
4361. Metcalf, Homer N.; Burnham, Milo. 1977. Miscellany,
including celeriac, horseradish, artichoke, peanuts, vegetable
soybeans. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA) p. 228-44. For
the year 1977.
• Summary: This Yearbook is titled “Gardening for food
and fun.” This article that discusses soybeans is in Part II
of this Yearbook, titled “Home garden vegetables.” The
section on “Vegetable soybeans” (p. 240-43) focuses on
growing them in a home garden. “Since fresh, immature
soybeans are seldom found in either canned or frozen forms
on supermarket shelves, they are an excellent vegetable for
home gardeners, who may expect yields of 2 bushels of
green pods per 100 feet or row. Soybeans have a relatively
high protein content for a vegetable and are a good source of
vitamin A.
“Vegetable soybeans grow best where nights are warm
and days not too long. Only very early varieties should be
attempted at higher latitudes. They are unlikely to succeed in
areas having frost-free growing seasons of less than 130 to
135 days.
“Seeds of vegetable soybeans are usually larger than
those grown as a field crop, and only a limited number
of varieties, such as Fiskeby V and Kanrich, are offered
currently by seedsmen. Most vegetable soybeans have
yellow seeds, but other colors are known, such as green,
black and green, and black and yellow.
“Land on which edible soybeans are to be grown should
be well prepared before planting. Soybeans do not thrive on
strongly acid soils, and liming may be desirable if indicated
by soil tests. Because they are legumes, nitrogenous
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fertilizers are seldom used, but on many soils they will
benefit from application of phosphorus and potassium
fertilizers (again the gardener should be guided by soil tests).
“If soybeans have never been grown on the soil, it
may prove wise to inoculate the seeds with nitrogenfixing bacteria. Rhizobium japonicum is said to be specific
for soybeans, and should be available in commercial
preparations.
“Weed control will be more convenient if the plants are
spaced 4 to 6 inches apart, or in hills spaced about 8 inches
apart with the rows 30 inches apart. When seeds of varieties
differing in maturity are available, better results will ensue
if a single planting of these is made-rather than successive
plantings of a single variety.
“Under favorable conditions, edible soybeans will be
ready for harvest as immature beans from early varieties
about 2 months after planting, while 100 or more days of
favorable weather will be needed to mature dry beans.
“Soybeans are self-fertile and have mostly selfpollinated flowers. The beans are borne in pods that are
produced in clusters of 3 to 15. The pods are slightly
curved and hairy, and will average 2 to 3 seeds per pod. In
the Orient, the immature pods and seed are eaten together
[sic, they are served together. The seeds are squeezed from
the pods into one’s mouth, then the pods are discarded /
recycled] but this has seldom been done in the United States.
When eaten in the immature stage, vegetable soybeans are
harvested at about the same maturity as immature lima
beans.
“If vegetable soybeans are to be eaten as green beans,
the pods will shell much easier if they are plunged into
boiling water for about 2 minutes, after which the beans can
be squeezed from the pods without any difficulty.”
“Another way of using edible soybeans is as sprouts (in
the same manner as the sprouts of mung beans). Soybeans
can be sprouted in any container that has holes in the
bottom for drainage and can be covered. In preparing the
sprouts, soak the soybeans overnight and then place them in
a container large enough for the beans to swell at least six
times their original bulk as they sprout. Cover container to
keep out light.
“Moisten the beans at least 3 times a day in summer and
twice in winter. In winter add warm water and keep the beans
in a warm place.
“Time to maturity for soybean sprouts is 3 to 5 days in
summer and 10 to 15 days in winter. The sprouts are fully
grown and ready to be used when 2 to 3 inches long. Once
harvested, sprouts should be kept in a cool, humid place.”
Address: 1. Prof. of Horticulture, Montana State Univ.,
Bozeman; 2. Extension Horticulturist, Mississippi State
Univ., Starkville, Mississippi.
4362. Rahman, A.M.; Afazuddin, M.; Sobhan, A. 1977.
Magnitude of population pressure on yield potential of

soybean. Bangladesh J. of Agricultural Research 3(1):8-12.
Dec. [2 ref]
• Summary: The soybean “is an ancient crop which was
probably introduced during the early 1960s in Bangladesh,
but production of this crop is very much discouraged owing
to lack of development of suitable varieties that can thrive
in monsoon climate together with undeveloped scientific
cultural technology still existing in the country.”
The highest yield in these trials was 2315.9 kg/ha
obtained from spacing 45 x 5 cm. Address: 1. Asst. Prof. of
Agronomy, Bangladesh Agricultural Inst., Dacca; 2. Thana
Extension Officer, Directorate of Agriculture (Extension
and Management), Dacca; 3. Scientific Officer, Bangladesh
Agricultural Research Council, Dacca.
4363. Rahman, M.A.; Shahidullah, M.; Karim, M.A. 1977.
Studies on soybeans: Part IV. Effect of variety and spacing
on the growth, yield components, yield and nutrient contents
of soybean (Glycine Max (L.) Merrill). Bangladesh J. of
Agricultural Research 3(1):13-19. Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: A study was made with Bragg, Lee, and
Improved Pelican soybean varieties using spacings of 5 cm,
7.5 cm, and 10 cm between plants in each row. Improved
Pelican, with maximum plant height and pod number, have
the highest yield. But the highest percentage of oil and
protein was recorded with the variety Bragg. Address: 1-2.
Senior Research Officers, BCSIR Laboratories, Dacca-5.
4364. Pinto, Aloizio de Arruda. comp. 1977-1978. Soja:
Resumos informativos [The soybean: A bibliography with
abstracts. 3 vols.]. Londrina, Parana, Brazil: EMBRAPA
(Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuaria), Centro
Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja. Vol. 1, 339 p. Vol. 2, 354 p.
Vol. 3, 255 p. [2155 ref. Por]
• Summary: Vols. 1 and 3: Plant protection, varietal
improvement, soils and culture; Vol. 2. Ecology and
practical cultivation, economics and marketing, experimental
methods, physiology, utilization (industrial, feeds, food),
nutrition, production systems. Address: Brazil.
4365. Barkla, F.J.; Pritchard, K.E. 1977. Irrigated soybeans
for northern Victoria. Kyabram, Victoria, Australia: Irrigation
Research Station, Dept. of Agriculture. 13 p. 26 cm. *
Address: Kyabram, Victoria, Australia.
4366. Calero, H.E.; Díaz, C.G. 1977. Cómo aumentar su
producción de soya [How to increase your production of
soybeans]. INIAP, Boletin Divulgativo (Ecuador) No. 93. 12
p. [Spa]*
Address: Quito, Ecuador.
4367. FAO-DANIDA. 1977. Food legume crops,
improvement and production. Rome, Italy. *
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4368. Karaj, Selim. 1977. Te tregohet me shume kujdes
per kultivim e sojes [Better care in cultivating soybeans].
Bujqesia Socialiste (Socialist Agriculture) (Albania) No. 5.
p. 37-38. [Alb]*
4369. Konno, S. 1977. Recent thinking and trend in the
breeding and cultivation of soybean in Japan. Farming Japan
11:11-21. [Eng]*
4370. Lencrerot, P. 1977. Effet de l’epoque et de la density
du semis chez deux varietes de soja (Glucine max) placees
dans des conditions pedoclimatiques differentes [Effect
of sowing date and density on two soyabean varieties
in different soil and climatic conditions]. Nouvelles
Agronomiques des Antilles et de la Guyane 2(3-4):344-359.
[11 ref. Fre; eng]*
Address: Station d’Amelioration des Plantes, INRA, 97170
Petit-Bourg, Guadeloupe.
4371. Lupashku, M.F.; Voevutskaya, L.I. 1977. [Mixed
sowing of soyabeans with cereals–reserve for increasing
protein yield]. Korma No. 2. p. 21-23. [Rus]*
Address: Moldavskii Institut Polevykh Kul’tur, Bel’tsy,
Moldavian SSR.
4372. Marquette, J. 1977. Essai de culture du Soja au Togo
[Cultural trial of soybeans in Togo]. Lomé, Togo: IRAT.
[Fre]*
Address: Togo.
4373. Marquette, J.; Volper, S. 1977. Programme
d’aménagement dans le Nord-Togo Tranche “la Kara”, Togo
[Program of development in the North-Togo Tranche, “la
Kara,” Togo]. [Fre]*
• Summary: Experimentation with and production of
selected seeds, campaign of 1977. Address: Ministry of Rural
Development, Togo.
4374. Marquette, J.; Issifou, A. 1977. Projet de
développement rural de la région maritime [Rural
development project in the maritime region]. Recherche
Agronomique d’accompagnement [Fre]*
Address: Ministry of Rural Development, Togo.
4375. Penk, J. 1977. Hnojeni soje dusikem a molybdenum
[Fertilization of soyabean with nitrogen and molybdenum].
Agrochemia 17(2):52-56. [18 ref. Cze; rus; eng; ger]*
Address: UZKUZ, Prague, Czechoslovakia.
4376. Popescu, C.; Axinte, S. 1977. Influenta luminii si
ingrasamintelor asupra productei si consumalui de apa la soia
[Effect of light and fertilizer on yield and water uptake in
soyabean]. Cercetari Agronomice in Moldova (Agronomical
Researches in Moldova) No. 1. p. 67-72. [4 ref. Rom; fre]*

Address: Institutul Politehnic, Iasi, Romania.
4377. Salazar, R.D.; Cardenas, G.O. 1977. El cultivo de la
soya en el Tolima [The cultivation of soybeans in Tolima,
Colombia]. ICA, Boletin Tecnico No. 1. 11 p. Instituto
Colombiano Agropecuario. [Spa]*
Address: Colombia.
4378. Soldati, A. 1977. Forschungsarbeiten auf dem Gebiet
der Sojabohne in den USA und Kanada [Research work in
the field of soybeans in the USA and Canada]. Rapporto
interno, Institut fuer Pflanzenbau ETH, Zurich, Switzerland.
40 p. Unpublished typescript. [Ger]*
4379. St. Andre, Jerry. 1977. Soybean trials, west side of
Fresno County: An update. Berkeley: Cooperative Extension,
USDA, University of California. 26 p.
• Summary: “Mite infestation and boron toxicity have been
our most serious problems.” Address: California.
4380. Product Name: Mary’s Roasted Cashew Tofu Cheese
Cake (Also called Tofu Pie–Cashew).
Manufacturer’s Name: Swan Food Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5758½ Bird Rd., Miami, FL
33155.
Date of Introduction: 1977.
Ingredients: Filling: Tofu (Organic soy beans, pure water,
nigari, a natural solidifier), organic soy melk, pure maple
syrup, roasted cashews, unrefined corn oil, arrowroot flour,
pure vanilla extract, sea salt. Crust: Organic whole wheat
pastry flour, unrefined corn oil, organic soymelk, sea salt.
arrowroot powder, roasted cashews.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 26 oz. 7 inch diameter (round).
Wholesales for $2.80 (April 1978).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1977. 3 by 2 inches.
Light blue on white. “Swan Food Corp.” order form and
price list for distributors. 1978. April.
Ad (full page, black-and-white) in Alternatives magazine
(Miami, Florida). 1978. July/Aug. p. 49. “Remember
the name!” “Tofu Cheesecakes.” Reprinted in Soyfoods
Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center. Recipe in
Shurtleff & Aoyagi’s Tofu & Soymilk Production. p. 164-65.
Nigari tofu, maple syrup, barley malt syrup, vanilla extract,
salt, soymilk, corn oil, arrowroot powder, roasted cashews.
Note: This was the world’s earliest known commercial
tofu cheesecake (or soy-based cheesecake).
4381. Product Name: Soy Melk [Pasteurized: Sweetened,
or Carob].
Manufacturer’s Name: Swan Food Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5758½ Bird Rd., Miami, FL
33155.
Date of Introduction: 1977.
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Ingredients: Carob: Organic soybeans, pure water, carob
powder, pure maple syrup, pure vanilla extract.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Pure-Pak carton: ½ pint
wholesales for $0.35 or $0.38½; quart wholesales for $0.80
or $0.90 (April 1978).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1977. 2.75 by 3.5
inches by 2.75 wide. Pure-Pak gable-top carton (like a milk
carton). Blue, green and red on vanilla. “Keep refrigerated.
Contains no cholesterol. A little heaven on earth. The
kingdom of heaven is within you. Hope you enjoy our
nutritious soy melk. It’s a delicious natural food product that
can be substituted in any recipe calling for milk. Sweetened
soy melk is ideal for desserts. It’s great straight from the
carton, too. Using whole, organic soybeans, our soy melk
is high in protein and other valuable nutrients, and is an
excellent food source. Please try our other fine products:
Soy shakes, iced herb teas, tofu and other tofu products.”
On three of the four panels is a 1-inch diameter circular logo
featuring a stylized swan, with two large wings symmetrical
about a vertical axis and an arched neck on the left side. The
other half of the arch is drawn in to form a heart, inside of
which is written “Because we love you.” Across the inside
top are the large words “Swan Foods.” A full-color rainbow
arches below them and over the swan. At the top center,
between the words “Swan Foods,” are the smaller words
“Nature’s Finest” written one below the other; between them
is an infinity sign.
“Swan Food Corp.” order form and price list for
distributors. 1978. April.
Ad (full page, black-and-white) in Alternatives magazine
(Miami, Florida). 1978. July/Aug. p. 49. “Remember the

name!” “Soy Melk (Sweetened & Carob).” Reprinted in
Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center.
4382. Product Name: Tofu Chip Dip.
Manufacturer’s Name: Swan Foods Corporation.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5758½ Bird Rd., Miami, FL
33155.
Date of Introduction: 1977.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic soybeans, pure water and nigari,
a natural solidifier), umeboshi plum, safflower oil, onion,
garlic, dill, shiso leaves, pure water, tamari, parsley, salt,
cayenne.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz plastic cup. Wholesales for
$0.72 (April 1978).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1977. 3 by 3.5
inches. Self adhesive. Yellow, blue, and red on white. “Keep
refrigerated. No additives. No preservatives.” Illustration
of a swan. “Swan Food Corp.” order form and price list for
distributors. 1978. April.
Ad (full page, black-and-white) in Alternatives magazine
(Miami, Florida). 1978. July/Aug. p. 49. “Remember the
name!” “Tofu Chip Dip.” Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing.
Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center.
4383. Product Name: Tofu Baked with Tamari (Organic
Soybean Curd; Baked Tofu).
Manufacturer’s Name: Swan Foods Corporation.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5758½ Bird Rd., Miami, FL
33155.
Date of Introduction: 1977.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, pure water, nigari (a natural
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solidifier), and tamari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. wholesales for $1.10
(April 1978). Also 14 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1977. 3 by 3.5
inches. Self adhesive. Yellow, blue, and red on white. “No
additives. No preservatives.” Illustration of a swan. “Swan
Food Corp.” order form and price list for distributors. 1978.
April.
Ad (full page, black-and-white) in Alternatives magazine
(Miami, Florida). 1978. July/Aug. p. 49. “Remember the
name!” “Baked Tofu.” Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing.
Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2002)
concerning a seasoned or flavored baked tofu.
4384. Product Name: Tofu (Marinated). Organic Soybean
Curd.
Manufacturer’s Name: Swan Foods Corporation.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5758½ Bird Rd., Miami, FL
33155.
Date of Introduction: 1977.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, pure water, nigari (a natural
solidifier), tamari, garlic, onion powder.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz. wholesales for $0.85
(April 1978).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1977. 3 by 3.5
inches. Self adhesive. Yellow, blue, and red on white. “No
additives. No preservatives.” Illustration of a swan. “Swan
Food Corp.” order form and price list for distributors. 1978.
April.
Ad (full page, black-and-white) in Alternatives
magazine (Miami, Florida). 1978. July/Aug. p. 49.
“Remember the name!” “Marinated Tofu.” Recipe given by
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1979. Tofu & Soymilk Production. p.
166. Firm tofu. Marinade: Shoyu, water, honey, powdered
ginger, garlic powder, dark (toasted) sesame oil, prepared
(wet) mustard, cayenne.
4385. Product Name: Tofu: Organic (Soybean Curd).
Manufacturer’s Name: Swan Foods Corporation.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5758½ Bird Rd., Miami, FL
33155.
Date of Introduction: 1977.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, pure water, nigari (a natural
solidifier).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
Wholesales for $0.66 (April 1978).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Visit by William Shurtleff
to Swan Foods production plant and to the home of Robert
and Mary Pung. 1978. Aug. In late 1976 or early 1977 Mary

had flown a long distance to attend one of the lectures by
Shurtleff and Aoyagi on their “Tofu & Miso America Tour.”
She spoke with them personally at length, expressed her
intention to open a tofu plant in Miami, and invited them to
visit. Swan Foods, founded in 1977 by Robert Brooks and
Mary Pung, has risen to nationwide fame in less than two
years because of its innovative tofu and soymilk products
and full-page ads titled “Swan Foods. Remember the Name!”
Then suddenly and unexpectedly the company became the
U.S. tofu industry’s first major casualty. It fell, with a burst
of light, into bankruptcy and oblivion in December 1978.
During the last intense year of business, the company is said
to have lost $140,000. After that, Robert went into hiding.
Label. 1978, undated. 3 by 3.5 inches. Self adhesive.
Blue, yellow, and red on white. Illustration of a swan.
“Keep refrigerated. Change water daily. No additives. No
preservatives.”
“Swan Food Corp.” order form and price list for
distributors. 1978. April.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 394. Owner: Robert Brooks
and Mary Pung.
Soyfoods. 1983. Summer. p. 38-39. “The Miami
soyfoods scene.” Swan Foods opened in 1977. Danny
Paolucci was their production manager. The company closed
in December 1978, following uncontrolled growth and
mismanagement.
Talk with Fred Sobel of Ojai, California. 1992. Oct.
24. Fred was a close friend of Robert Brooks who, with his
lovely friend Mary, started Swan Foods and were disciples
of Guru Maraji. About 3-4 years ago, Robert committed
suicide (“blew his brains out”) in Coconut Grove, where
he ran an art gallery and was involved with drugs. He was
very depressed that his second wife was in the process of
divorcing him; she was making many financial demands
and he was having lots of legal problems. The suicide had
nothing to do with Swan Foods. Fred has no idea where
Mary is now. Fred says that Robert was becoming quite
successful in the drug trade before Swan Foods failed. He
thinks Robert closed Swan Foods not so much because the
company was under financial pressure (it was actually doing
fairly well) but rather because he felt he could make much
more money dealing drugs than selling soyfoods. Fred thinks
Robert “got bitten by the greed bug.” This “outside drug
money” theory, if true, would also explain how Swan Foods,
a relatively small company, was able to afford full-page ads
in national magazines to advertise its products.
Note: This is the earliest record seen (Feb. 2003; one of
many initial products) concerning Swan Foods Corporation
(Miami, Florida; founded by Robert Brooks and Mary Pung).
4386. Beane, Judy; Beane, Peter. 1977. No Moo Dairy.
Maine. 2 p. Undated. Unpublished manuscript.
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• Summary: “In the spring of 1976, the No Moo Dairy
started out as an experiment spring of 1976 as an experiment
in subsistence-level business management. It is the only
operating tofu shop in Maine. From May to December, the
‘shop’ was the kitchen, and the average batch of tofu gave
5-6 lb. The tofu was made with nigari and organically-grown
soybeans. Now we have one room of our home in South
Portland set up exclusively as a shop so that we can produce
tofu to keep up with growing demands.” Contains 6 tofu
recipes, plus a handwritten note to New England Soy Dairy.
Address: Maine.
4387. Dimancea, St.; Budoi, Ionica. 1977. Cercetari privind
efectul erbicidelor si ingrasamintelor organice si chimice
la soia (Amsoy) pe solul brun roscat-Baneasa [Research on
the effect of organic and chemical herbicides and fertilizers
on soybean (Amsoy) on the reddish brown-Baneasa soil].
Lucrari Stiintifice, Institutul Agronomic “Nicolae Balcescu.”
Seria A (Romania) 17:64-66. For the year 1974. [Rom; eng]*
4388. Dimancea, St.; Berca, M. 1977. Cercetari privind
influenta ingrasamintelor chimice si organice si a densitatii
la soia (Chippewa) in regim irigat pe cernoziom castaniuJegalia [Research on the influence of chemical and organic
fertilizers and plant density on Chippewa soyabean grown
with irrigation on a chestnut chernosem at Jegalia]. Lucrari
Stiintifice, Institutul Agronomic “Nicolae Balcescu.” Seria A
(Romania) 17:67-70. For the year 1974. [5 ref. Rom; eng]
• Summary: “A three factorial experience [experiment?] with
manure, chemical fertilizers and plant density was carried
out in 1969-1972.
“The data show that there are not differences in yield
with plant density of 50 or 70 germinated seeds. Manure
application (20 t/ha) does not affect the yield either.
“NPK applications in various rates are efficient, the
highest yield increase being assured by N48P423K60.
“With the density of 50 seeds/m2 and no manure, the
highest yield is obtained with N48 and with K60 when 20 t/
ha manure was previously supplied. The same situation was
found with the density of 70 seeds/m2.
“Fertilizers application and plant density have no
influence on seed oil content.”
4389. Dimitrov, Dimitr As.; Kovacheva, Ivanka. 1977.
Vazmojnosti za otglejdaneto na soia za zarno kato
vtora kultura pri napoiavane [Possibilities of growing
grain soybeans as a post-stubble crop under irrigation].
Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria) 14(7):29-38.
[11 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: A field trial with 3 soybean varieties
was conducted in 1973-75. The varieties were Seka-2 (early),
Merit (medium early), and Wine (late). All were grown as
main green feed crops (sowing in the third ten-day period of
April), after spring pea for green feed (sowing in the third

ten-day period of May), as second crop following barley
(sowing in the third ten-day period of June) and following
wheat (sowing in the first ten-day period of July). Nearly
optimum soil moisture conditions were maintained through a
regular irrigation of all experimented crops.
“Results showed a speeded up plant growth of all
varieties tested, a reduced growing season and a reduced
plant height in contrast to the main (first) crop. The
vegetative period was curtailed at the expense of the phases
included between the planting and the end of flowering.
Parallel with its reduction in days, the temperature amount
for its fulfillment also decreased. The greater the degree of
the pointed out changes, the later the variety and later the
planting date. The conditions prevailing in the region usually
secured a complete heat amount required by the Wine
variety, grown as a main crop and of the varieties Seka-2
and Merit cultivated as post-harvest crops following spring
green pea as a predecessor forage crop. In over 80% of the
cases, in which the Wine soybean variety was grown after
spring forage pea and Seka-2 and Merit grown after barley as
predecessors, were also well supplied with heat.
“Despite the noted reduced water use, due to a shortened
growing season, the conditions of natural water supply,
particularly after wheat and barley as predecessors worsened
substantially. For that reason a timely irrigation proved to be
of considerable importance in growing soybean as a postharvest crop.
“The productivity of the Wine soybean variety declines
substantially after a spring forage pea and that of Seka-2
Merit–after a wheat predecessor. For this reason as well
as of not always sufficient temperature supplies during the
period following July 10, the soybean as post-harvest crop
after wheat cannot be considered as a secure one. Merit
variety proved most productive.” Address: Inst. of Cereal and
Legume Crops “Obraztsov Chiflik”, Roussé, Bulgaria.
4390. Dobereiner, Johanna. 1977. Present and future
opportunities to improve the nitrogen nutrition of crops
through biological fixation. In: A. Ayanaba and P.J. Dart, eds.
1977. Biological Nitrogen Fixation in Farming Systems of
the Tropics. New York, NY: Wiley and Sons. xi + 377 p. See
p. 3-12. Chap. 1. Based on papers presented at a symposium
held at the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture,
Ibadan, Nigeria, in October 1975. [19 ref]
• Summary: Research during the last decade has revealed
new opportunities for supplying the protein necessary to feed
the world’s rapidly growing population. The most promising
of these is the legume-Rhizobium symbiosis, whereby
biological N2 fixation in the tropics increases protein yield.
“In promiscuously nodulating legumes, plant breeding and
fertilizer treatments seem more important than inoculation
in increasing yields, but a better understanding of bacteriaplant interactions in legumes which are more specific in their
nodulation, such as soybeans and stylo, is indispensable.
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The aim of this chapter is to provide a few striking
examples of the of the many opportunities for substantial
increases in N2 fixation in the tropics.
The “inoculation of legumes is usually not enough to
bring about large yield increases on its own, especially in the
tropics, where promiscuous Rhizobium strains and legume
species are much more common than in temperate regions.”
“Perhaps the most striking example of the possibilities
which exist for substantial yield increases has been shown
for the edaphic savannas [cerrados] which cover large areas
of central Brazil and Colombia (200 million ha). Although
the physical and climatic conditions are excellent, these areas
are virtually unused. Application of phosphorus and minor
elements [such as molybdenum] in many of these soils can
make the difference between no yields and yields obtained
from fertile soils (Table 1.3). The initially high investments
of soil correction can become economically feasible very
rapidly when proper crop rotation is planned so that most
of the necessary nitrogen inputs are obtained by biological
fixation (Fig. 1.2).”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2018) that uses the word “promiscuous” or
“promiscuously” to refer to soybean varieties which are
nodulated by indigenous bacteria. Address: Empresa
Brasilaira de Pesquisa Agropecuaria, Km 47, via Campo
Grande, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
4391. Ellis, M.A.; Tenne, F.D.; Sinclair, J.B. 1977. Effect of
antibiotics and high temperature storage on decay of soybean
seeds by Bacillus subtilis. Seed Science and Technology
5(4):753-61. [12 ref. Eng; fre; ger]
Address: Dep. of Plant Pathology, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
4392. Gayroud, Pierre. 1977. Origine et évolution du soja
en Europe [The origin and evolution of soya in Europe]. 8 p.
Unpublished typescript. [23 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is a review of the literature. The first
description of the soybean was by Engelbert Kaempfer
in Japan. In 1739 Francois Buffon was made director of
the Jardin des Plantes, presently our Museum of Natural
History. Shortly thereafter French missionaries in China sent
him living specimens of the most interesting plants of that
country. The soybean would have necessarily had its place
in this shipment and, without being able to prove it, we have
not doubt of this. A packet from the museum dated 1779
definitely contained soybean seeds. It also carried the dates
1834, 1838, 1837... In summary, soy was most probably
cultivated at the museum since 1790, very certainly in 1799,
and later from 1854 to 1880 without interruption (Rouest
1936).
Under the impetus of Monsieur de Montigny, the
National Society for Acclimatization began in 1855 to
distribute to its members samples of soybean seeds from
China. Cultural trials were pursued until the war of 1870.

Records of this work is found in many agricultural journals
of the period, and especially in the Journal d’Agriculture and
in the Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatition.
The Universal Exposition, which took place in Vienna,
Austria in 1873, had important repercussions in the
introduction of soybeans to Europe. Here prof. Haberlandt
acquired the first seeds used in his influential experiments.
At the Universal Exposition held in Paris in 1878 many
Japanese soybean varieties were shown.
In 1880 MM Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie introduced
in their catalog a variety of soybean cultivated in AustriaHungary, making it very easy to order and grow soy.
Shortly before the World War I in 1913 there was a
rebirth of interest in soy in Germany. But in France the return
of interest began in 1918. Thanks to Messieurs Brioux and
Semichon, a center of experimentation was created in the
region of Carcassone for soy cultivation. The director of this
center was Mr. Leon Rouest, who until 1931 was very active
in developing and popularizing new varieties. He then spent
six years in the region of the Caucasus doing new studies on
soybean propagation, after which he wrote Le Soja Français
(Rouest 1936). He cultivated 2,000 species and selected from
them the best 600. In 1935 he returned to France bringing
back with him all the lines of soya selected with care, and
founded at Avignon, in Vaucluse, with the aid of several
agriculturalists, a “House of Soy” (maison du soja). He died
shortly thereafter in 1938, leaving two books which merit
our study as well as a collection of very important varieties
of soybean adapted to France. His work did not fall into
oblivion since the Station of Amelioration of the plants of
Clermont-Ferrand in 1936 started a study of the classification
of these varieties.
Because of the shortage of fats during the World War
II, France regained its interest in soy. A list of the most
important soybean varieties were published. This list was
approved in 1944 by the Consultative Committee on Soy
(Committee Consultatif du Soja) and propagated. When
peace returned soy was quickly forgotten. A collection
of seeds has been maintained since 1936 at the Ecole de
Grignon. But the best collection is in the U.S.
4393. Gomez, Arturo A.; Zandstra, H.G. 1977. Analysis of
the role of legumes in multiple cropping systems. College
of Tropical Agriculture (Univ. of Hawaii), Miscellaneous
Publication No. 145. p. 81-95. J.M. Vincent, A.S. Whitney,
and J. Bose, eds. Exploiting the Legume-Rhizobium
Symbiosis in Tropical Agriculture. [20 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Potential of intensive
farming (multiple cropping). Some characters of legumes:
Advantages, disadvantages. Environmental requirements
of selected legumes. Cropping patterns involving legumes:
Legumes in rotation with rice, intercropped legumes,
cropping systems involving perennial legumes, legumes in
rotation with other upland annual crops.”
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Advantages of legumes: Most legumes are very tolerant
to drought, some legumes have very short life cycle, legumes
are able to fix atmospheric nitrogen, legumes have many
uses, legumes have a good market. Disadvantages: Yields
of grain legumes are low, many legumes are sensitive to
waterlogging, legumes are sensitive to low pH.
Soybeans are mentioned on pages 84, 86-87, 91.
Address: 1. Univ. of the Philippines at Los Baños, College,
Laguna, Philippines.
4394. Hinson, K.; Hartwig, E.E. 1977. Soybean production
in the tropics. FAO Plant Production and Protection Paper
No. 4. v + 92 p. Illust. 27 cm. (Rome, Italy). Revised 1982.
[82 ref. Eng; Chi; Fre; Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botany: Taxonomy,
morphology, genetic traits of agronomic importance.
Climatic requirements: Temperature, rainfall patterns,
photoperiod response. Soils and soil fertility: Mineral
nutrition, soil management, soil organisms. Water and water
management. Varieties and variety development: Variety
adaptation, variety development. Culture: Growing season,
varieties, seedbed preparation, planting, population density,
pest management. Nitrogen nutrition and inoculation:
Inoculants and inoculation procedures, symbiotic nitrogen
fixation, N fertilization vs. symbiotic fixation. Diseases
and nematodes: Bacterial diseases, fungal diseases, virus
diseases, nematodes. Insects: Leaf-feeding insects, podfeeding insects, stem-feeding insects. Harvesting and seed
storage: Seed quality factors, seed storage, harvesting with
combines, drying and handling, other harvesting methods.
Nutritive quality and use: Processing methods, soy flour,
whole soybean, Asiatic foods (tofu or soybean curd, tempeh).
Rotations and intercropping: Rotations, intercropping.
Bibliography. Address: Research Agronomists, USDA.
4395. Hsu, Vera Y.N.; Hsu, Francis L.K. 1977. [Food in]
Modern China: North. In: K.C. Chang, ed. 1977. Food in
Chinese Culture. New Haven, CT, and London: Yale Univ.
Press. 429 p. See p. 295-316. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean grows easily as a companion crop
with kaoliang or corn. It is consumed all over China” in
various forms; as bean curd [toufu], soybean milk, tou fu
nao (“bean brain”–slightly coagulated soymilk, softer than
tofu), tou cha [okara] (“the finer remains of the soybean from
which the bean milk has been extracted is usually fed to pigs,
but can be the poor mans ta’si [side] dish”).
Young soybeans in pods, freshly picked from the field,
are boiled in water or baked on the fire and consumed as
snacks. They are served with soy sauce and sesame oil and
eaten by using the teeth to scrape the beans into one’s mouth.
Other soybean products consumed in north China
include: soybean sprouts (eaten after submersion in boiling
water for 1-2 minutes), “fermented bean curd (fu ju), molded
bean curd (ch’ou tou fu), dried bean curd [pressed bean curd]

(tou fu kan) (p. 301).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term ch’ou tou fu or the term
“molded bean curd.” Address: 1. Evanston, Illinois; 2. Prof.
of Anthropology, Northwestern Univ.
4396. International Rice Research Institute. 1977. Annual
report for 1976. Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines. Soybeans:
p. 318, 324-28, 330-32, 334-35, 350. *
Address: Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines.
4397. Khan, A.R. 1977. Date of sowing trial on soybean. In:
Annual Report, 1978. Cooperative Research Programme on
Oil Seed Crops. PARC, Islamabad. See p. 164-65. *
Address: Pakistan.
4398. Liu, Wen-ch’ing. 1977. Ta tou tsai p’ei [Soybean
cultivation]. Taiwan: Joint Commission on Rural
Reconstruction in China (U.S. and China). 34 p. Series: T’aiwan sheng nung yeh t’ui kuang shu k’an. [Chi]
Address: Taiwan.
4399. Moomaw, J.C.; Park, H.G.; Shanmugasundaram,
S. 1977. The role of legumes in South and Southeast
Asia. College of Tropical Agriculture (Univ. of Hawaii),
Miscellaneous Publication No. 145. p. 155-69. J.M. Vincent,
A.S. Whitney, and J. Bose, eds. Exploiting the LegumeRhizobium Symbiosis in Tropical Agriculture. [39 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Role of legumes in
agricultural production, role of legumes in human nutrition,
future role of legumes.
“People in South and Southeast Asia rely heavily on
cereals and legumes for their major nutrients. FAO statistics
(FAO, 1975) clearly show that protein needs are inadequately
met and that vulnerable groups are suffering from both
calorie and protein deficiency. At least 90 million people,
mostly children, are suffering from moderate to severe
malnutrition. Greater legume production is necessary to
provide even the generally inadequate protein and vitamins
to the 2,200 million people living in the region.” Legumes
are usually presented in four broad categories: food legumes,
oil seeds, forage and cover crops, and miscellaneous” (p.
155).
“The role of legumes in agricultural production is small
relative to that of cereals, but the role of legumes in human
nutrition is more important than their relative acreage or
production volume (harvested crop) indicate” (p. 158).
“Among the 13,00 species of legumes, about 20 are
eaten in significant quantities by man directly as food.
Soybean is easily the most important of these, especially
in China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and Indonesia. Mungbean
(Vigna radiata), black gram (V. mungo), chickpea (Cicer
arietinum), pigeon pea (Cajanus cajan), lentil (Lens
esculenta), dry beans (Phaseolus vulgaris), lathyrus pea
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(Lathyrus sativus), broad bean (Vicia faba), cowpea (Vigna
sinensis), groundnut (Arachis hypogaea), and dry pea (Pisum
sativum).”
Soybean research in Asia (AVRDC 1976) has five major
priorities (see p. 165).
Tables show: (1) Area, yield and production of pulses
in Asia, North America, and the world, 1961-65 and
1974. Source: FAO Production Yearbook, 1974. In Asia,
area harvested and production have decreased. In North
America, area harvested is unchanged but production has
increased. Worldwide, area harvested and production have
both decreased. (4) Soybean production cost and returns in
Thailand, Philippines, and Taiwan. Source: ARDC 1976.
There is a very small net return (profit) on soybeans in
Thailand and Philippines, and a small loss in the Philippines.
(5) Protein productivity of certain tropical food crops.
Soybeans produce 9.1 kg of protein per ha per day, more
than twice as much as any other crop shown in this table. No.
2 are lima beans (4.5), followed by cowpea (3.3), winged
bean (3.0), peanut (2.7), and chick pea. (6) Nutritional
contribution of AVRDC’s six crops toward balancing a rice
diet. Soybean is the best source of protein (36.8 gm per 100
gm), followed by mungbean (22.9).
Figures show: (1) Food grain yields (for cereal
grains) have increased dramatically since about 1966 in
developing countries as a result of the introduction of “Green
Revolution” technology. Source: After Chancellor and Goss
1976. Address: AVRDC, Shanhua, Taiwan.
4400. Okundaye, Joseph Eghianruwa. 1977. The use of
antioxidants as a means of retarding deterioration in high
lysine corn and soybean seeds. PhD thesis, Mississippi
State University. 121 p. Page 1495 in volume 38/04-B of
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Mississippi State Univ.
4401. Osafo, D.M. 1977. Effect of population density on
yields of two soyabean (Glycine max) varieties in Ghana
forest zone. Experimental Agriculture 13(3):235-40. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Seed yield in two soyabean
varieties–one tall (Improved Pelican) and one short (V/I)–
was mainly determined by the total number of main stem and
branch pods produced when plant population density varied
from 5.4 to 16.2 plants per square meter. An increasing
percentage of the pods was found on the main stems of
Improved Pelican as the crop stand became denser.” Address:
Dep. of Crop Production, Univ. of Science and Technology,
Kumasi, Ghana.
4402. Rachev, Racho. 1977. Vajno uslovie za visoki dobivi
ot soiata [An important condition for high-yielding soybean
crops]. Rastitelna Zashtita (Plant Protection) 25(4):27-30.
[Bul]
Address: Bulgaria.

4403. Singh, B.; Gunasena, H.P.M. 1977. The effect of
storage temperature on seed germination in soybean, Glycine
max (L.) Merr. J. of the National Agricultural Society of
Ceylon 14:21-26. Plus 2 fold-out tables. [12 ref]
• Summary: The effect of three storage temperatures (5ºC,
25ºC and room temperature) on the germination of 10
soybean varieties was studied. The named varieties included
Improved Pelican, Hardee, Lee 68, and Bragg. Germination
increased until 60-75 days after the start of storage (DAS).
“There were no significant differences in germination
due to temperature effects until 165 DAS. Beyond this
stage, seeds stored at 5ºC maintained a higher percentage
of germination than those stored at other temperatures.
Seed storage at 25ºC was also superior to storage at room
temperature.” Address: Dep. of Crop Science, Faculty of
Agriculture, Univ. of Sri Lanka, Peradeniya Campus.
4404. State of Brunei, Annual Report. 1977. Production:
Agriculture. 507 p. See p. 129, 141, 145-46. [Eng]
• Summary: In Chapter 7, “Production,” in the section on
“Agriculture” (p. 107-63), a subsection on “Vegetables–
Introductions” (p. 128-29) states: “The culinary soybean
Early Green has proved consistently successful as well as
being very popular gastronomically. It is normally picked
young [when green] and cooked in the pod. Owing to the
bigger seed size, yield of dried seed have been heavier
(2500-3000 lbs/acre) than Chippewa, a non-culinary
type.” The subsection on “Plant Pathology” states that “In
soyabean, anthracnose (Colletotrichum lindemuthianum) was
found but was not serious.” Page 145-46 list various diseases
were found on the soyabean.
Letter from Dr. Thean Soo “Bobby” Tee, Plant Breeder,
Agriculture Headquarters, Dep. of Agriculture, Bandar Seri
Begawan 2059, Brunei Darussalam. 1996. Oct. 17. He will
try to find an earlier document than that by C.N. Williams
concerning soybeans in Brunei. “I am afraid it will take some
effort. Brunei has changed since 1975. Agriculture, though
still important, has been oriented towards horticultural crops
to meet domestic demand of the urban population. Labour
intensive crops are no longer planted commercially. I will
have to find some time to look in the archives. Syahril
Zanan Syahab was cited in C.N. Williams’ paper. This
could be the earlier work of C.N. Williams and Syahril Z.
Syahab at the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Malaya
at Kuala Lumpur. Our records do not have a researcher by
the name of Syahril Z. Syahab.” Note: Dr. Tee studied at the
University of California at Davis from 1968 to 1971. Letter
(fax) from Dr. Tee. 1997. Feb. 19. “My efforts to locate
further information concerning soybean cultivation in Brunei
Darussalam have not been successful. There were no records
before C.N. Williams’ paper.” Address: Agronomy Section,
Pejabat Pertanian, Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei.
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4405. Taylor, W.E.; Rhodes, E.R.; Sesay, A.; Haque, I.
1977. Grain legume research in Sierra Leone: A review. 2.
Soybeans. Tropical Grain Legume Bulletin No. 9. p. 14-16.
[5 ref]
• Summary: Though the author of this article is from
Swaziland, the article itself only concerns soybeans in Sierra
Leone. It summarizes the results of eleven research projects
with the following titles and researchers: Preliminary
soybean variety trials with two levels of inoculation (S.B.
Kamara; starting 1972). Evaluation of various soybean
cultivars (S.M. Funnah and M.T. Dahniya). Effects of
planting date on the yield and other agronomic characters
of soybeans (S.M. Funnah and M.T. Dahniya). Effects of
inoculation and nitrogen fertilizer on soybean (I. Haque,
et al.). Phosphorus and zinc interaction on soybean (I.
Haque and S.M. Funnah). Optimum fertilizer requirement
for soybean (E.R. Rhodes and W.E. Taylor). Dry matter
accumulation by two soybean cultivars (I. Haque, S.M.
Funnah and C.S. Kamara). Effect of spacing, fertilizer and
insecticide application on cultivars of soybeans (W.E. Taylor,
E.R. Rhodes and A. Sesay). Effect of weeding at different
crop growth stages on the growth and yield of long and
short duration cultivars of soybeans (W.E. Taylor and S.B.
Kamara). Studies on some cultural practices and incidence
of “blight” on some soybean cultivars (W.E. Taylor and
C.T. Pyne). Prospects and problems of soybean production
in Sierra Leone (S.M. Funnah and M.T. Dahniya). Address:
Senior Lecturer, Soil Science, University College of
Swaziland, Luyengo, Swaziland.
4406. Tenne, F.D.; Foor, S.R.; Sinclair, J.B. 1977.
Association of Bacillus subtilis with soybean seeds. Seed
Science and Technology 5(4):763-69. [16 ref. Eng; fre; ger]
Address: Dep. of Pathology, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
4407. Whisker, Ray G.; Dixon, Pamela. 1977. The soybean
grow-and-cook book. London: Gerald Duckworth & Co. 64
p.
• Summary: Mr. Whisker is a soybean breeder and Mrs.
Dixon is the author of countless books and articles. Address:
1. East Molesey, Surrey, England; 2. 24 West Drive, Marrow
Weald, Marrow, Middlesex, England.
4408. Lima, J. 1977? A soja no Rio Grande do Sul [Soybeans
in Rio Grande do Sul]. Porto Alegre: Assembleia Legislativa
do Estado, s.d. 17 p. Mimeographed. [Por]*
4409. Merchier, Georges. 1978. Le maréchal et le soja [The
marshal and the soybean]. L’Aurore (France). Jan. 7-8. [Fre]
• Summary: Explains briefly how to cultivate and use
soybeans. Even Buffon planted soybeans in the 18th century
at the Jardin des Plantes. Address: France.
4410. Gregory, E.J.; Stewart, A.E. 1978. Agronomic

evaluation of soybean varieties in northwestern New Mexico.
New Mexico State University Agricultural Experiment
Station, Research Report No. 359. 8 p. Jan. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean variety trials were conducted under
irrigation at the San Juan Branch Experiment Station in
1970, 1971, 1973, and 1975. Varieties in the early range of
[maturity] group IV and late range of group III were best
adapted to this area.” Clark 63 (maturity group IV) was the
highest-yielding variety for the four years.”
Soybeans are a minor crop in New Mexico. Reported
acreages vary from as few as 100 acres in 1971 to as many
as 4,260 acres in 1970. There is no commercial acreage of
soybeans in northwestern New Mexico.” Clark 63 had an
average yield in 4 trials from 1970-75 of 38.7 bu/acre (range
50.0–34.4 bu/a). Address: 1. Assoc. Prof.; 2. Superintendent
and Assoc. Prof. Both: San Juan Branch Station, Farmington,
New Mexico.
4411. Manternach, Dan. 1978. Soviets can’t piece together
soybean puzzle. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 8.
• Summary: “Despite its vastness, only a small area of
the Soviet Union even comes close to matching soybean
growing conditions in the United States. It’s the rich land
surrounding the Amur and Ussuri Rivers in the Primorye
district of far eastern Russia. (See map.) Total soybean
acreage? An average of 2-million acres from 1971 through
1974, representing 98% of Russia’s total soybean acreage, is
in this Far East region.
“Of course, with irrigation, vast areas would be
available, but that would cause a reduction in crops even
more prized by the Russians–such as wheat, corn, cotton,
rice and sunflowers. Even in that ‘rich’ area of eastern
Russia, soybean yields are pitiful. From 1971 though 1974,
yields averaged 6.7 bushels per acre. Soviet agronomists like
to blame the weather for their poor performance. To a certain
extent, they’re right. The weather there follows a pattern of
light snow in the winter, a dry spring and wet weather during
summer and fall. Soviet agronomists complain that they can
only get good crops when May/July precipitation is above
normal and temperatures are below normal. In a normal year,
yields are downright embarrassing.
“But management practices get a good share of the
blame. They are ludicrous by U.S. standards. Liming
alone could boost Soviet yields by 15%, according to U.S.
agronomists. Yet, there’s only one limepit with crushing
equipment in the entire region. All it would take to expand
its output is a 40-kilometer (km) railroad spur. But even then,
the pit couldn’t meet the annual need of 2.5-million tons of
lime, and the next closest lime deposits are 600 km away.
Phosphorus deficiency is also rampant. The soils call for 120
to 180 pounds per acre, yet are lucky to get 35 to 55 pounds
per acre.
“Herbicide shortages are another problem. Only 15% to
20% of Soviet soybean acreage gets herbicide at all. They’ve
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got to import any herbicides they get from the U.S. When
they use herbicides, it’s usually Treflan or Lorox. Even then,
after the summer rains, weeds are usually taller than the
beans. They developed one of their own, but it just didn’t
work. The huge Russian equipment results in severe soil
compaction, and Russian planters, cultivators and harvesters
are just not designed for beans. Combining losses run 15%
to 20%. Incredibly, the current 5-Year Plan in Russia doesn’t
even call for a speed-up in equipment research. Even if they
think to include such research into their next plan (1981
through 1985), workable models wouldn’t hit the fields till
the middle 1980’s.
“The best crop they ever got off their maximum
2-million acres was 28.7-million bushels in 1975. But, that’s
less than 10% of the crushing capacity they’re building, and
massive exports [imports] are inevitable.”
Photos show: (1) Soviet farm equipment. (2) A huge
field of soybeans in the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist
Republic.
4412. Carlson, Jerry. 1978. Soybean horoscope: Increased
acreage, higher yields, more profits. Soybean Digest. Feb. p.
32-33.
• Summary: This 20-year forecast predicts that soybean
acreage will equal corn acreage by 1998, and a combination
of corn and soybeans will be more profitable than continuous
corn. Worldwide demand for soybeans will keep climbing.
“Farmers will lead the nation in energy management. They
will innovate ways to make fuels from waste conversion.
Microbe digesters will make cornstalks into glucose sugar,
then into alcohol for fuel. Manure will become methone
[sic, methane]. Sunshine will become hydrogen electricity.
By 1998 farmers will depend less on large central power
utilities than any other industry.” An illustration shows huge
windmills and an energy storage center. “The home is solar
heated, as are other farm buildings.”
The caption of another futuristic illustration reads: “The
farm of 1998 may have a data processing center that gathers
information from around the world. The center is linked to
major computer terminals for vital decisionmaking data.”
“Farmers will be comparing yields in metric tons per
hectare in 1998... Soybean yields are expected to increase
more than corn, up to 44 bushels per acre on the average
(from 28) and 70 bushels per acre on some well-managed
farms... Soy-based foods will grow considerably in
popularity.”
4413. Lawrence, Gale. 1978. Growing soybeans in Vermont:
It’s risky but not impossible if you choose the right varieties
for Northern tier climates. Organic Gardening and Farming.
Feb. p. 92-95.
• Summary: Ask your local Extension Service which
varieties are best. In the summer of 1976, the author grew
15 varieties southeast of Burlington, Vermont. The earliest

varieties were Fiskeby V (from Thompson and Morgan,
Somerdale, New Jersey 08083; “I ate some green on Aug.
21–84 days after I had planted them), followed by Okuhara
(Thompson and Morgan; it produced the biggest seed), Envy
(Johnny’s Selected Seeds, Albion, Maine 04910), and Altona
(Johnny’s). “All three were edible green about 90 days after
I planted them. Thus it is not difficult to grow soybeans for
[fresh] green soybeans.
A man from the Vermont Dept. of Agriculture who had
been involved in soybean trials in the 1940s said they had
determined that Vermont’s growing season was too short to
grow soybeans commercially. Address: Champlain Valley,
Vermont.
4414. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Madison Tofu Co-op. Renamed
Bountiful Bean Plant Soyfood Cooperative in 1979.
Manufacturer’s Address: 903 Williamson St., Madison,
WI 53703. Phone: 608-251-0595.
Date of Introduction: 1978 February.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, calcium sulfate,
nigari (magnesium chloride) (1987).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz: Calories 96, protein 11 gm,
carbohydrates 1 gm, unsaturated 6 gm, sodium 17 mg,
calcium 229 mg, iron 2 mg.
New Product–Documentation: List of tofu makers that
attended the First Soycrafters Conference in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. 1978. July 28-30.
Ann Rundell. 1978. Wisconsin State Journal. Sept. 10.
“Cheese-like tofu is high in protein.” Lora Mermin was
introduced to tofu in Japan in 1968. Then Madison got its
own tofu shop [in Feb. 1978] at 903 Williamson St. When
the little co-op started to falter in June, Mermin contributed
financial support. Now she works there daily with Debra
Bachmann, Chris Burant... The name of the shop was
recently changed to The Bountiful Bean Plant.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 399. Owner: Lora Mermin.
“Madison Tofu Co-op, 903 Williamson St.”
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). “Bountiful Bean Plant, 903
Williamson St.” Contact: Chris Burant.
Ellen Porath. 1980. The Register (Madison, WI). Oct.
19. “Tofu makers predict boom for lowly soybean curd.”
The company was started in a cramped East Side building in
1978. Debra [Deborah] Bachmann and Chris Burant took it
over 2 years ago. At that time they made 200 lb/week of tofu.
Now they make 1,200.
Talk with Deborah Bachmann. 1987. Dec. 29. The
company started in Feb. 1978. She and Chris Burant came
during that year. She is leaving now. They presently make
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2,000 lb/week of tofu. Their historical peak was about 2,500
lb/week after the summer of 1985 when they briefly took
over markets vacated right after Magic Bean went out of
business. The company is strong and growing slowly. The
new contact is James Lubbe, 2049½ Atwood Ave., Madison,
WI 53704. Phone: 608-241-8700.
Letter/Order for the book pamphlets on tofu, tempeh,
and miso from “Bountiful Bean Plant.” 1979. Sept. 20. The
company is located at the address shown above.
James Lubbe. 1988. March. Abbreviated History of the
Bountiful Bean. In 1978 the tofu was sold only in bulk, for
$64/lb. It was made in a 4-burner cooker, with body weight
for the okara press. In 1979 they opened a small deli in
the from of the plant; it expanded greatly during the next
few years until it was closed in October 1983. At that time
they started to sell packaged tofu at $0.85/package. On 16
July 1984 the company moved to 2049½ Atwood Ave. in
Madison. Phone 608-241-8700. The letterhead reads: Fresh
tofu and soyfoods. Worker owned and managed. All labels
were re-designed and reprinted in 1985 to reach wider
markets, including supermarkets. Label. 1985. Tofu. 4 by
4.5 inches. Light blue, dark blue, and green. Printed on clear
film.
Talk with Deborah Bachmann. 1990. Nov. 27. In March
1990 the company moved from Madison to Ridgeway,
Wisconsin, but they have had trouble finding people to make
tofu at minimum wage. So two weeks ago the owners of the
cooperative decided to sell it.
Talk with R. Jay Gruenwald of Simple Soyman. 1991.
Jan. 24. The Bountiful Bean is now for sale.
Label sent by Elizabeth Hanson of Bountiful Bean.
1991. Nov. 12. Same label as above, but company is now
located in Ridgeway, Wisconsin 53582.
Letter from Deborah Bachmann. 1991. Dec. 17. In
1979 the company’s name was changed from Madison Tofu
Co-op to Bountiful Bean Plant Soyfood Cooperative. Since
then, there have been no official name changes. In 1987 the
designed the “BB” logo and shortened the name to Bountiful
Bean on stationery and labels only.
4415. Product Name: Soymilk [Plain, Honey-Sweetened,
or Carob Maple].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1738 Pearl St., Boulder, CO
80302.
Date of Introduction: 1978 February.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organically raised soybeans,
honey, vanilla, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart plastic bottle.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. 1980. 2.5 by 3
inches. Self adhesive. Blue on white. Carob Maple: Brown
on white. Reprinted in Tofu & Soymilk Production. 1979.
p. 234, and Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods

Center. Article in Soyfoods. 1981. Winter. p. 17. “Honeysweetened.” Interview with Steve Demos. 1987. Sept.
Started in early 1978.
4416. Town Crier (Greenfield, Massachusetts). 1978. Tofu
manufacturing plant opens. 12(3):1-2. March 22.
• Summary: “The New England Soy Dairy, 305 Wells Street,
in Greenfield, has opened the doors on its new manufacturing
plant... The firm has recently completed a long-projected
expansion into more spacious and efficient facilities where it
utilizes special tofu-making equipment imported from Japan
enabling the company to produce nearly 10,000 pounds of
tofu every week. The Soy Dairy ships this out all across New
England, New York City, and Pennsylvania.” The tofu, which
retails for about $0.75/lb is “made from organically grown
soybeans, water, and nigari, a coagulant extracted from
seawater...
“The company uses the term ‘dairy’ to indicate its
intention to provide a full range of alternative dairy-like
products all derived from soybeans, including ice cream,
yogurt, cream cheese, mayonnaise, whipped cream, tartar
sauce, plain and flavored soymilk. In addition, other less
familiar items will be introduced, such as miso soy bean
paste, deep-fried tofu, and a fermented product, called
tempeh. The Dairy operates at a medium level of technology,
fusing traditional hand craftsmanship with modern labor
saving equipment.”
“The company is open Monday through Saturday, 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. and visitors are welcome.” A photo shows Kathy
Whelan Leviton cutting a large sheet of tofu into cakes.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the word “dairy-like”
(hyphenated) in connection with soyfoods.
4417. Bone, S.W.; Van Doren, D.M., Jr.; Triplett, G.B., Jr.
1978. Corn and soybean production potential of selected
tillage practices on a Typic Argiaquoll (Brookston) soil.
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Bulletin No.
1099. 13 p. March. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Six tillage treatments were
established in 1967 and maintained on the same plots for 8
years. The treatments were: (FP) moldboard plow to 20 cm
depth in the previous fall plus spring disking the week prior
to planting; (SP) moldboard plow to 20 cm depth in April
plus disking the week prior to planting; (FC) field cultivate
to 10 cm depth (timing range from fall to day of planting);
(RT) rotary till to 1 cm depth (timing ranged from fall to
date of planting); (D) disk to 10 cm depth the week prior to
planting; and (NT) no-tillage. Corn was grown the first 4
years and soybeans the next 4 years. The ninth year (1975)
half of all plots were treated as SP and the other half as NT
with corn as the test crop. The soil was Brookston silty clay
loam, a level Argiaquoll soil having tile at 1 m depth and
12.2 m lateral spacing. The objective, generally achieved,
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was to create equal stand among all plots each year and weed
control such that weeds would not cause reduced crop yields.
Results summarized only for plots achieving these goals give
the potential crop-producing ability of each tillage treatment
without hindrance from inferior planter and herbicide
technology.
“Corn yields from FP and SP treatments (1967-1970)
averaged 9% greater than the average of all other tillage
treatments. Soybean yields from the NT treatment averaged
7% less than the average for all other tillage treatments.
Grain moisture contents at harvest were not influenced
by tillage treatments. Eight years of tillage history had no
effects on 1975 corn grain yields. Stand advantage of 16,500
plants / ha probably caused most of the 990 kg/ha yield
advantage of the 1975 SP treatments compared with the 1975
NT treatments.” Address: Wooster, Ohio.
4418. De, Rajat; Gupta, R.S.; Singh, S.P.; Pal, Mahendra;
Singh, S.N.; Sharma, R.N.; Kaushik, S.K. 1978. Interplanting
maize, sorghum and pearlmillet with short-duration grain
legumes. Indian J. of Agricultural Sciences 48(3):132-37.
March. [9 ref]
• Summary: Total productivity per unit area was increased in
some combinations when the cereal crops were interplanted
with greengram, blackgram, soybean or groundnut. Address:
Indian Agricultural Research Inst. (IARI), New Delhi 110
012, India.
4419. Gupta, Y.P.; Kapoor, A.C. 1978. Potential of soybean
for human consumption. Indian Farming 27(12):10-11, 13,
27. March. Series 2.
• Summary: “The work on soybean was originally initiated
in 1882 but experimental trials were properly conducted
in 1917 for its better selection. In 1932, Mahatma Gandhi
made a strong plea to popularize the cultivation of soybean
in India. However, it was not successful since the prevailing
varieties were not suitable in crop rotation at that time,
and the farmers were not able to market their produce
economically...
“In India, interest in soybean research was revived
in 1965-66 especially at the U.P. Agricultural University
(Pantnagar) and at the J.N. Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya
(Jabalpur). Encouraged by the results at these Universities,
and the growing interest of scientists in soybean research
and the desire to meet the protein and oil shortages in this
country, the Indian Council of Agricultural Research initiated
an inter-disciplinary approach on soybean research in 1967
under the All-India Coordinated Project at different centres
in various parts of the country. At present, the area under
soybean cultivation in this country is 125,000 hectares with
a total production of approximately 87,500 tons having
an average yield of 700 kg/hectare.” In India, high protein
baby foods and pre-school children foods containing soy
flour, such as Bal-Ahar and Bal Amul have been developed.

Discusses the great untapped potential of the soybean for
food uses in India. Address: Div. of Biochemistry, Indian
Agricultural Research Inst., New Delhi.
4420. Product Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Plant (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 211 East Ann St., Ann Arbor, MI
48104. Phone: 313-663-8638.
Date of Introduction: 1978 March.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, vinegar, Rhizopus
oligosporus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Calories 157, protein 19.5 gm, fat
7.5 gm, carbohydrates 9.9 gm, calcium 142 mg, iron 5 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Steve Fiering.
1978. Oct. 2. A 5-page detailed description, including
equipment and process, of how The Soy Plant makes tempeh.
Letter from Steve Fiering. 1979. Undated. A 3-page
handwritten description of photos showing how The Soy
Plant makes tempeh. Letter from Steve Fiering. 1979. Oct.
22. A 2-page typewritten description of how The Soy Plant
makes tempeh.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1979. The Book of Tempeh. p.
148. Made by Steve Fiering. Steve Fiering. 1979. Whole
Foods. Jan. p. 38, 40. “A Midwestern Interest in Tofu.” This
is included in a list of products presently produced by the
company.
Letter/Order for The Book of Tempeh from Kurt Getman
of Frog Farm Tempeh (Soy Plant). 1979. Aug. His address
is 5177 Grand River, Fowlerville, Michigan 48836. Two
rectangular Labels in Soy Plant scrapbook. 1980. 6 by
4½ inches. Purple on white. Square Labels in Soy Plant
scrapbook. About mid-1980. 4½ inches square. Black on
white. The soy plant logo is near the bottom of a rayed V
inside a circle. Written across the top of the circle: “Keep
frozen. Thaw only portion used.” No address is given.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan.
22. Owner: Kurt Getman. Listed at 771 Airport Blvd. #1.
Label. 1981, undated. Yellow, purple and green on white.
The company name is given as “The Soyplant Co-op Inc.–A
people’s business.”
Talk with Steve Fiering. 1988. June 10. This was the
company’s fourth commercial product. In January 1978 we
moved into the shop at 211 E. Ann St. and within a couple
of months we built a small incubator and started making
tempeh.
4421. Product Name: Dofu-Gan (Firm Tofu Simmered in a
Marinade). By 1980 subtitled Savory Baked Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Plant (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 211 East Ann St., Ann Arbor, MI
48104. Phone: 313-663-0500.
Date of Introduction: 1978 March.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, nigari, soy sauce,
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honey, garlic, spices.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1980. for Dofu Gan.
Savory Baked Tofu. 2 by 3 inches. Black on white. “Slice
and serve with crackers, sandwiches, or salads.” Company
name is given as Soyplant Co-op Inc. at 211 East Ann St.
Talk with Steve Fiering. 1988. June 10. This was the
company’s third commercial product. “There was a Chinese
guy who worked with us, whose first name was Lee and who
had a recipe for this product. He cooked very firmly pressed
tofu in a marinade. It was sold in the deli, which was our
company’s Ann Street location. The first location was a room
in the basement of a restaurant called Eden’s.” Soyplant.
1984. Produce co-op price list–Delivered. Effective April 30,
1984 and subject to change. Lists Dofu Gan savory baked
($1.92/lb).
4422. Wahua, T.A.T.; Miller, D.A. 1978. Relative yield
totals and yield components of intercropped sorghum and
soybeans. Agronomy Journal 70(2):287-91. March/April. [19
ref]
• Summary: “Intercropping is popular among small-scale
farmers in tropical and subtropical environments.” Some
of the reasons, which have been thoroughly discussed, are:
“built-in balanced nutritional supply of energy and protein
(2), profit and resource maximization (8, 14), efficient water
utilization (3), inexpensive weed control (6), minimization of
agricultural risks (2, 10), and improvement of soil fertility.”
The next step is to determine the processes The
data from a 2 year field study indicate that a judicious
combination of cultivars and plant density can result in
profitable total yields per unit land area. Relative yield
totals of 108 and 111% were achieved. Address: 1. Former
graduate student, now asst. prof., Dep. of Agronomy, Univ.
of Ibadan, Nigeria; 2. Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL.
4423. Wahua, T.A.T.; Miller, D.A. 1978. Effects of
intercropping on soybean N2-fixation and plant composition
on associated sorghum and soybeans. Agronomy Journal
70(2):292-95. March/April. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Nitrogen-fixation by soybeans grown with
tall sorghum was reduced 99% due to reduction in number
of nodules per plant (77%), weight per nodule (50%), and
specific nodule activity, SNA, (96%). Soybean dry matter
and seed percent oil were also reduced by 87 and 8%,
respectively. Soybean percent seed protein and leaf N were
unaffected by intercropping.” Address: 1. Former graduate
student, now asst. prof., Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Ibadan,
Nigeria; 2. Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL.
4424. Keller, E.R.; Soldati, A.; Piattini, E. 1978. 1. Yield
components and development of several soybean varieties
under various climatic conditions in Switzerland. Soybean
Genetics Newsletter 5:77-78. April 1.

• Summary: “Our work on soybeans is intended to provide
information bearing on the following questions: (1) Can
soybeans be cultivated in our country at expenses tolerable to
agriculture; and (2) if not, what must be undertaken in order
to achieve this objective?
“We would like to insert the soybean as a suitable
leguminous plant in our crop rotation (in 1975, 61% of the
fields in Switzerland were cultivated with small grains and
17% with corn) and to benefit from this rich source of protein
(as animal and perhaps as human nutrition). The study of
growth, development and morphological yield formation and
of the effects of fructification are important in determining
the agricultural potential of the soybean in Switzerland.
“Our investigations with different varieties (Maturity
Group 000-II) concerning yield formation and the
development of several soybean varieties under various
climatic conditions have shown that the economic returns,
particularly in northern Switzerland and to a lesser degree
in western Switzerland, are unprofitable. The plants form
a good vegetative structure (stems, branches, leaves and
nodes) under all the climatic conditions investigated.
Vegetative development itself requires a rather high
temperature sum until anthesis. Anthesis takes place only
in the middle of July because of the cooler temperatures in
north Switzerland; therefore only about 60-80 days and a
relatively low temperature sum remain available for pod and
seed formation and for the filling phase of the seeds.
“The test of yield components under various climatic
conditions has indicated large differences between
cultivation sites. The yield potential, as determined by the
number of flowers per plant, was available under all climatic
conditions. For example, plants growing at the location
having cooler temperatures demonstrated a clearly higher
percentage of aborted flowers and pods. The complex
questions concerning floral and pod abortion must be studied
further, although investigations are considerably difficult
due to the small size of the flowers. “The improvement of
yield components of the soybean is desirable. Our intention
was to analyze the most important yield components for
use in a possible subsequent breeding program. Our results
have indicated that an increase in thousand seeds weight
leads to an increase in yield, while the other components
are presumed to remain constant. Next to thousand seeds
weight, which is relatively strongly influenced by genetics,
early maturity must certainly be taken into consideration.
The following factors must be studied within the scope of
a breeding program: inheritance of yield components and
particularly inheritance of the thousand seeds weight, as well
as inheritance of days to anthesis and to maturity.
“The varieties ‘Fiskeby V’ (Ottawa Research Station,
Maturity Group 000) and 0-52-903 (Ottawa Research
Station, Maturity Group 000) reached full maturity under
all the climatic conditions studied. Both varieties, however,
showed a small economic yield. On the other hand, other
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varieties (e.g., ‘Dunn’ and ‘Anoka’, both from the U.S. and
of Maturity Group I) indicated a high yield potential (higher
number of pods per plant combined with a large number of
seeds and a relatively high thousand seeds weight), under
optimum growth conditions. The prerequisites for the
cultivation of soybean under our climatic conditions do exist,
inasmuch as it will be possible by means of actual breeding,
to optimally combine the breeding objectives of early
maturity, yield ability and reliability of yield.
“The field trial experiments and especially those in the
plant growth chambers, have indicated the great importance
of cold tolerance of the soybean in Switzerland. A more
or less strong decrease in temperature must be suspected
each year under our climatic conditions. This decrease in
temperature can have a very negative influence on yield
formation and particularly upon the number of pods and
seeds per plant. Such cold-tolerant forms are known and will
be collected and tested. At the present time such cold-tolerant
varieties are also being investigated in Switzerland from the
standpoint of yield formation and development. With cold
tolerant varieties it should become possible to sow at an
earlier date and by this way gain an additional temperature
sum for the reproductive development.”
Although the cultivation of soybeans in Switzerland
cannot yet be recommended, the long-term prospects
are indicative of success. Address: Swiss Federal Inst.
of Technology, Inst. of Plant Production (ETH), CH8092 Zurich, Switzerland (Inst. fuer Pflanzenbau der
Eidgenoessischen Technischen Hochschule, Zuerich).
4425. Justice, Oren L.; Bass, Louis N. 1978. Principles and
practices of seed storage. USDA Agriculture Handbook No.
506. 289 p. April. See p. 63. [3 soy ref]
• Summary: The authors classify soybeans in the “least
storable group” in their “Relative Storability Index.”
Soybeans are discussed in the section titled “Effects
of storage environment on seed longevity–Vacuum and gas
storage” which states under “Oilseeds” (p. 63): “Soybeans
in open storage for nearly 6 years lost viability (Guillaumin,
1928), whereas seeds sealed in an atmosphere free of oxygen
germinated 92 percent and those under a vacuum had
100-percent viability.”
The title page states: “On January 24, 1978, four USDA
agencies–Agricultural Research Service (ARS), Cooperative
State Research Service (CSRS), Extension Service (ES),
and the National Agricultural Library (NAL)–merged to
become a new organization, the Science and Education
Administration (SEA), U.S. Department of Agriculture.”
Address: 1. Formerly Agricultural Marketing Research Inst.,
Northeastern Region, Agricultural Research Service. Retired
June 1973; 2. National Seed Storage Lab., Western Region,
Agricultural Research Service.
4426. Product Name: Nasoya Organic Tofu (Water Pack).

Manufacturer’s Name: Nasoya Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Mechanic St. Ext. (P.O. Box
841), Leominster, MA 01453. Phone: 617-537-0713.
Date of Introduction: 1978 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: First bulk packed in water, then
water packed in molded plastic trays, then vacuum packed,
finally water packed in trays again.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978,
Dec. The Book of Tofu (Ballantine pocketbook edition).
“Appendix B: Tofu Shops and Soy Dairies in the West.” p.
396. Owner: John Paino and Bob Bergwall.
Ad in Order of the Universe. 1979. No. 52. Autumn/
winter. p. 21. “Tofu. Get the pick of the crop. Nasoya–
Traditional firm tofu. Made with untreated, deep well water
and using organically grown soy beans, stone ground just
prior to cooking in large open cauldrons–a traditional firm
tofu. Great for: Miso soups, salad dressings, stir-fried
vegetables, baked dishes & vegetable stews.”
Letter from John Paino. 1981. Jan. Gives starting date as
April 1978. The company’s main founders were John Paino
and Robert Bergwall. It cost them about $40,000 to get into
business. The first tofu plant was about 1,500 square feet in
size. During the first year, they made tofu and soymilk. After
1 year, they were making 18,000 lb/month of tofu, after 2
years 33,000 lb/month, and now they are making 50,000 lb/
month.
Poster. 1982, undated. 9 by 12 inches. Color. Reprinted
in Soyfoods. Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List.
1981. Jan. 22. Owner: John Paino & Bob Bergwall. 1983.
Winter. p. 64. “Experience the variety of tofu tastes: Rich in
protein, cholesterol free, low in calories.” As of Oct. 1988
Nasoya no longer vacuum packs tofu. They private label
water packed tofu for Cornucopia and Stow Mills.
Talk with John Paino. 1989. Sept. 26. For the first
month after Nasoya started making tofu, they packaged it in
pails in bulk. Then they switched to water packing in tubs,
starting with a small Monkey Packer with a foot pedal that
packed once cake at a time. Under ideal conditions, this tofu
had a 2-week shelf life. For the next 4 years they sold only
water packed tofu. Then Tomsun, their main competitor,
started pasteurizing their water packed tofu, which gave it
a longer shelf life, and gave them a competitive advantage
in supermarkets. Nasoya did not have enough space in their
plant to install a pasteurization unit (the plant’s maximum
output was 5,000 to 6,000 lb/day of tofu), nor the inclination
to pasteurize. So they made a bold move, and in 1981 started
vacuum packaging, using a $55,000 Tiromat film machine.
Their first tofu was vacuum packed in a clear film package,
but within a month everyone told them to either change the
film or take the product out of the produce case, because it
looked terrible; it got beat up very badly. So they changed to
a bottom film.
Nasoya Newsletter. 1990. Jan. p. 2. “Nasoya introduces
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new tofu labels.” In January, Nasoya will introduce a colorful
new tofu label to all supermarkets and natural food accounts.
The new label, which matches the company’s Nayonaise,
Vegi-Dressing, and Vegi-Dip labels, will contain a brief
description of the style of tofu, along with an easy recipe on
the back. A large circle in the center of colorful vegetable
drawings says “Organic. Made with well water.”
Note: This is the earliest record seen (May 2019)
concerning Nasoya Foods.
4427. Product Name: Vidasoy (Maple-Vanilla Soymilk).
Manufacturer’s Name: Nasoya Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Mechanic St. Ext. (P.O. Box
841), Leominster, MA 01453.
Date of Introduction: 1978 April.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, untreated deep
well water, pure maple syrup, pure vanilla extract.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz plastic jug.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from John Paino of
Nasoya. 1979. Jan. 16. Nasoya discontinued its sweetened
soymilk in Aug. 1978. There were spoilage problems after
3-5 days with the screw-cap plastic bottle and distribution
system they used, although it would last 2-3 weeks in the
walk-in at 34-38ºF. They could get 3-5 weeks if they bottled
the soymilk at 180ºF or hotter, but this put quite a strain on
their refrigeration system and the polyethylene bottles were
very easily crushed due to softening while hot. Tetra Pak
was considered ideal but too expensive. The best solution
in retrospect was thought to be hot packing in Pure Pak
cartons. “We feel that there is an excellent market potential
for soymilk, but we were glad to be able to gracefully get
out of making it. The most popular types of soymilk were
the sweetened kinds, and we feel strongly that sweetened
soymilk is not a good quality food for most people to take
on a regular food basis. We arrived at this conviction after
producing a maple-vanilla soymilk for over 2 months, while
watching the effects it produced on ourselves, friends and
co-workers. It made us scattered, confused, and accident
prone, and also created chronic intestinal problems, although
it was cooked for over 30 minutes. Thus we did not wish to
take responsibility for making sweetened soymilk available
commercially.”
Leviton. 1979. Soyfoods. Summer (July). p. 29. John
Paino notes: “’We stopped making sweetened soymilk
because we felt it made everyone too yin, it spaced
people out. If you drink sweetened soymilk every day,
you will loose touch with reality.’ Bob Bergwall says that
when Nasoya first introduced their soymilk last year, the
market was wide open and they could have sold enormous
quantities. ‘But we didn’t want to put out a product we
couldn’t believe in. We might produce a plain soymilk
sometime.’”
Letter from John Paino. 1981. Jan. “We were the first to

manufacture fresh soymilk for non-frozen distribution on the
East Coast.” Label. 1981. 3 inches square. Self adhesive. Red
brown and tan on white. “Nasoya Vidasoy is the wholesome
milk of the soybean, high in easily digested protein and
cholesterol free.” Reprinted in Tofu & Soymilk Production.
1979. p. 234, and Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA:
Soyfoods Center.
Letter from John Paino of Nasoya. 1982. April. Vidasoy
soymilk was introduced in April 1978 and discontinued in
Aug. 1978.
Letter from John Paino of Nasoya. 1990. Sept.
25. Vidasoy was introduced in April 1978, the same
month Nasoya introduced its first tofu product. It was
packaged in 16 oz plastic jugs from Bercon Plastics,
Gardner, Massachusetts. “It was discontinued because
of: 1. Coagulation into curds and whey, or ‘yogurt’ in the
container; 2. Insufficient funds to expand walk-in and repair
ice water tank. I should have stuck with it! But alas, we
were too inexperienced to realize that selling soymilk was a
lot more profitable than selling tofu, which was made very
slowly and with much labor. Live an learn!”
4428. Sorensen, R.C.; Penas, E.J. 1978. Nitrogen fertilization
of soybeans. Agronomy Journal 70(2):213-16. March/April.
[13 ref]
• Summary: Soybean yields increased after nitrogen
fertilization. Address: 1. Prof.; 2. Assoc. Prof. Both: Soil
science, Nebraska Agric. Exp. Station.
4429. Boyd, William I. 1978. Soybean seed and treatment.
American Agriculturist 175(5):16. May.
• Summary: The first step to successful growing of soybeans
in New York is to find the right short-season varieties. Seed
should be treated with an inoculant and a fungicide. Address:
Phelps, Seneca County, New York.
4430. Product Name: Brightsong Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Brightsong Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 371, Redwood Valley,
CA 94570. Phone: 707-485-7050.
Date of Introduction: 1978 June.
Ingredients: Water, organically-grown soybeans and nigari
(sea bitterns) and calcium sulfate (a 99.2% pure and natural
earth mineral) as coagulants.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 5 oz.: Calories 170, protein 17 gm,
carbohydrate less than 1 gm, fat 11 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978,
Dec. The Book of Tofu (Ballantine pocketbook edition).
“Appendix B: Tofu Shops and Soy Dairies in the West.” p.
393. Brightsong Tofu, Box 154, Redwood Valley, CA 95470.
Phone: 707-485-7498. Owner: Not given.
Letter/Order for the book Tofu & Soymilk Production
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from Brightsong Tofu. 1979. Sept. 27. The company is
located at Box 371, Redwood Valley, California 95470.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). Gives the company’s name,
address, and phone number. Owner: David Patton.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan.
22. Owner: Dick Rose. Label. 1981, undated. Brightsong
Tofu. 4 by 3.25 inches. Self adhesive. Blue on white.
“Firm organic. Since 1978. Any yellowing of water is only
the whey. Change water after opening.” Logo is circle of
soybean leaves.
Label. 1985. 3.5 by 5 inches by 1.5 wide. Paper box.
Orange and blue on white. Back says, “Brightsong Tofu and
You... Since 1978 the name Brightsong has stood for the
finest quality Tofu. Brightsong is special because it is: Low
in calories, carbohydrates and sodium. Low in saturated
fat. Free of cholesterol, lactose and butterfat. Free of
preservatives, additives and artificial ingredients. Made with
soybeans that are grown without chemicals. High in calcium,
protein and vitamins and minerals. All natural. Vacuumpacked for freshness and convenience. Quality Assured and
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Brightsong Tofu... for those who
care!” On side, “Brightsong Tofu is so versatile it may be
used in a rainbow of recipes! Useful in most special diets,
Tofu is also a nutritional powerhouse. Made like cheese,
Tofu was first discovered in the Orient over 2,000 years
ago!” Satisfaction Guarantee if not satisfied. Letterhead;
Letter from Richard Rose. 1987. Aug. 29. “Bulk packing.
The old standby.” Talk with Richard Rose. 1988. May 13.
See: Early history of Brightsong Tofu... Joel Brightbill and
Bob Heartsong founded Brightsong Tofu in June 1978, in
Redwood Valley, California. Their last names were used to
make the company name. Sharon and Richard Rose bought
the company in June 1978 from David Patton, to whom Joel
had sold his interest.
Talk with Richard Rose on June 28, 1988. Reviewed
accuracy of above the information.
Note: This is the earliest record seen (Feb. 2003)
concerning Brightsong Tofu–a company that changed names
many times and was owned and run by Richard Rose for
most of its history.
4431. Marking, Syl. 1978. Mule-wide rows: Soon a thing of
the past? New varieties, new chemicals and new equipment
point to narrow rows. Soybean Digest. May/June. p. 20-21.
4432. Walsten, M. 1978. Let speculators pay your storage
bill. Soybean Digest. May/June. p. 24.
4433. Bean suppliers. 1978. Ann Arbor, Michigan. 1 p.
Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: This handwritten, one-page list of soybean
suppliers was compiled by various tofu makers during the
foundation meeting of the Soycrafters Association of North

America, July 28-30, 1978, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Each entry
has three parts: Shop [buying the soybeans], supplier [of the
soybeans] and address, and price (in cents/pound). In some
cases the organic status and/or variety name is given.
(1) White Wave: Living Farms, Tracy, Minnesota. 17.5
cents/lb. [organic]. (2) Swan Food: Golden Acres, Illinois
(certified organic). 20 cents/lb. (3) Nupro Foods / Soywaze
Tofu: Arrowhead Mills, Denver wholesale. 21 cents/lb. (4)
Magic Bean Co-op: Inter-Community Co-op, 1335 Gilson,
Madison, Wisconsin 53715. From Columbus, Wisconsin.
21 cents/lb. (5) Happy Dragon Tofu, Laurelbrook Natural
Foods. 18-20 cents/lb.
(6) Rebecca Miller [Rebecca Uchida, MU Tofu], GIP-C
Warehouse, St. Charles, Minnesota (organic). 19 cents/lb.
(7) Joy of Soy: Ed & Helen Kranz, Diamond K Enterprises,
St. Charles, Minnesota. Corsoy: 14 cents/lb, Veg: 16 cents/
lb. (8) The Tofu Shop–Rochester, New York: Logan Bros.
Farms, Fort Plain, New York. 13.5 cents/lb. (9) Southwest
Tofu, Rt. 2, Box 234, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501: New
Life Food Co-op, Santa Fe, New Mexico. 21 cents. (10) The
Soy Plant, 211 E. Ann, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104. Phone:
663-0500: Tom Vreeland, 5861 Geddes Rd., Ypsilanti,
Michigan. 13.34 cents/lb. Cleaned. 14 years–no herbicides or
pesticides. Beeson variety.
(11) Lecanto Tofu: Ken McCaleb, Clarence, Louisiana.
24 cents/lb. Organic. (12) New England Soy Dairy: New
Life, Tracy, Minnesota. Prize: 19.25 cents/lb. Organic. (13)
Crystal Hills: Logan Bros., Fort Plain, New York. 17.25
cents/lb. Organic.
Note: Of the 13 soyfoods manufacturers listed, 6 (almost
50%) are buying organic soybeans.
4434. Product Name: Happy Dragon All Natural Tofu:
Soybean Curd.
Manufacturer’s Name: Happy Dragon Tofu. Claymont
Society.
Manufacturer’s Address: Box 112, Charleston, WV 25414.
Phone: 304-725-4437.
Date of Introduction: 1978 July.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, natural
nigari (bittern from sea salt).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: List of tofu makers that
attended the First Soycrafters Conference in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. 1978. July 28-30.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 399. Owner: Elizabeth
Martin.
Label. 1979, undated. 3 by 5 inches. Self adhesive. Blue
on white. An illustration (line drawing) shows a dragon.
“Keep refrigerated. Soybean curd.”
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
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in the West (2 pages, typeset). Gives the company’s name,
address, and phone number. Owner: Elizabeth Martin.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made in West Virginia.
4435. Product Name: Joy of Soy brand Organic Tofu:
Soybean Curd [Regular, or Spiced].
Manufacturer’s Name: Joy of Soy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 510 Kasota Ave., Minneapolis,
MN 55414. Phone: 612-379-2390.
Date of Introduction: 1978 July.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, nigari (trace
minerals from seawater: magnesium chloride, natrium
chloride, magnesium sulfate, potassium chloride, magnesium
bromide).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: List of tofu makers that
attended the First Soycrafters Conference in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. 1978. July 28-30.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 396. Joy of Soy, 1307 2nd
Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55409. Phone: 612-3743184. Owner: Jamie Stunkard.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1979. July. New Tofu Shops &
Soy Dairies in the West. Pat Aylward. Label sent by Pat
Aylward. 1980, undated. 5.5 by 4.5 inches. Regular is
Black and yellow on clear film. “Keep refrigerated. Change
water. No preservatives.” Spiced label is green and black
on white. Leaflet. 1980, undated. Joy of Soy Tofu. Contains
basic information plus 11 recipes, including tofu-banana
milkshake, tofu fruit whips, and tarragon tofu dressing.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). Owner: Pat Aylward.
4436. Minnesota soybean growers: Certified by the
Minnesota Organic Growers and Buyers Association. 1978.
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 1 p. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: This handwritten, one-page list of five
Minnesota growers was compiled (it is not clear by whom)
during the foundation meeting of the Soycrafters Association
of North America, July 28-30, 1978, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
(1) Living Farms, 200½ 3rd St., Tracy, MN 56175.
Phone: 507-629-4431. Corsoy: $0.14/lb. Veg. [vegetabletype soybeans?]: $0.17/lb. (2) Earl Cunningham, R.R. 4,
Sleepy Eye, MN 56085. Phone: 507-794-7164. Corsoy:
$0.15/lb. (3) Ron Krengel, Minnesota Lake, MN. Phone:
507-462-3717. Corsoy: $0.14/lb. (4) Ed Ricke, R.R. 1 Box
144, Morgan, MN, 56266. Phone: 507-249-3472. Corsoy:
$0.16/lb. Veg.: $0.18/lb. (5) Diamond K, Rt. 1, St. Charles,
MN 55972. Phone: 507-932-4308. Corsoy: $0.14/lb. Veg.:
$0.16/lb.

4437. Organic Gardening. 1978--. Serial/periodical.
Emmaus, Pennsylvania: Rodale Press. Robert Rodale, editor.
Vol. 25, No. 7. July 1978.
• Summary: Previous title Organic Gardening and
Farming. Subsequent title Rodale’s Organic Gardening.
Continued until Vol. 32, No. 7, July 1985. Address: Emmaus,
Pennsylvania.
4438. Goranov, Hr. 1978. Programiraneto na dobivite
v proizvodstvo soia [Programming of soybean crops].
Kooperativno Selo (Cooperative Village) No. 154. Aug. 3.
[Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.
4439. Hamby, Thomas A. 1978. Major U.S. soybean
competitors: Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay. Foreign
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Aug. 21.
p. 7-9, 15.
• Summary: “Although Brazilian soybean production in
1997 was only one-third that of the United States, Brazil
exported almost 5.4 million tons of soybean meal, 1.1
million tons more than the United States.”
Editorial introduction: “The outlook for expansion
in oilseed production in Brazil, Argentina, and Paraguay
continues to be bright. But rapid growth hinges on improving
infrastructural problems-transportation, crushing facilities,
and seed varieties. For Peru, however, only imports of
soybeans and oil can help fill the void caused by the decline
in the domestic fishmeal and oil industry.”
“During the 1950’s, soybean production in Brazil,
Argentina, and Paraguay was so low that it was hard to
imagine that by 1978 these three countries would account for
the bulk of U.S. competition in the world soybean meal and
oil market. But today, this is a reality and Latin American
oilseed output is still expanding steadily.
“On the other hand, Peru, once the world’s largest
producer/exporter of fishmeal and oil, has fallen on hard
times and is becoming a major market for U.S. soybean oil,
another situation no one could have foreseen even 10 years
ago.
“The long-range oilseed production potential in Brazil,
Argentina, and Paraguay is good, provided various problem
can be dealt with or eliminated. Potential for recovery of
Peru’s fishmeal industry, however, is not very bright, at least
in the short term.
“Brazil. Because of the severe drought in the southern
states of Brazil, this year’s soybean output is being reduced
to around 9.95 million metric tons-down 18-20 percent from
last year’s crop.
“Soybean production has grown tremendously in Brazil,
rising from 152,000 tons in 1959 to 12.2 million tons in
1977. Recently, soybeans and products have challenged
coffee for supremacy as the top foreign exchange earner.
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“Although Brazilian soybean output in 1977 was only
one-third that of the United States, Brazil exported almost
5.4 million tons of soybean meal, 1.1 million tons more than
the United States. While Brazil has not threatened seriously
U.S. dominance of the world soybean market, it has made no
secret of its goal to increase soybean production dramatically
from current levels. To further this goal, heavy emphasis is
being devoted to research into varieties suitable to Brazil’s
various climate and soil types.
“Soybean production in Brazil had its inception in
the State of Rio Grande do Sul in the southernmost part
of Brazil. It was a natural place to begin because the
infrastructure was already in place for wheat, a crop that has
been and continues to be plagued by many problems that
result in poor yields. By planting soybeans in rotation with
wheat, farmers have another cash crop to cushion the effect
of possible wheat crop failures.
“Area in production grew slowly from 114,000 hectares
in 1959 to 1.3 million hectares in 1970. With the explosion
in world demand for soybeans and products, Brazilian area
in production expanded dramatically -rising from 1.3 million
hectares to an estimated 7.5 million in 1977.
“One of the most significant aspects of development
in the oilseed industry infrastructure in Brazil has been the
growth of crushing capacity. Currently estimated at 13-14
million tons, capacity is expected to exceed 15 million tons
by 1980.
“This capacity far exceeds the availability of supplies
for crushing and this year, particularly, some of the smaller,
less efficient crushers may be forced out of business owing to
high prices caused by the short crop.
“This capacity has resulted from easy availability of
credit and has been motivated by Brazil’s desire to export
finished products rather than raw commodities. There is
some indication that credit for this type of investment is
being restricted, but expansion and modernization of existing
plants will continue.
“Inland transportation facilities present a problem
because of limited availability of large bulk carriers such
as trains and barges. In many areas, trucks provide the only
means of transportation and must haul long distances to ports
or crushing plants.
“Much of the road system in Brazil is inadequate to
handle the heavy traffic required of it. The inefficient and
inadequate transportation infrastructure results in high
costs to the producer. Unless rapid improvements are made,
inadequate transportation facilities will present an effective
barrier to rapid development of Brazil’s frontier soybean
production areas.
“These areas in the States of Mato Grosso and Goias are
expected to account for the bulk of Brazil’s future soybean
expansion. Since these States are much further from the sea
than Brazil’s current soybean production areas, adequate
transportation facilities must be developed if Brazil’s

soybean industry is to be viable in these areas.
“Modernization of handling facilities at the two major
soybean export ports of Paranagua and Rio Grande in the
States of Parana and Rio Grande do Sul, respectively, is
expected to continue.
“In calendar 1977, these two ports handled 44 and 43
percent, respectively, of Brazil’s exports of soybeans and
products by volume. The port of Paranagua also handled
approximately 73 percent of Paraguay’s soybean exports.
“Rapid unloading and loading facilities are being
improved. In addition, most of the new soybean storage
capacity in Brazil is being built at the ports.
“Domestic consumption of soybean products–oil and
meal–is increasing; oil consumption is rising rapidly, meal
consumption somewhat more slowly. Currently, soybean oil
consumption is estimated at 80,00090,000 tons per month. In
the Brazilian crop year April 1977-March 1978, an estimated
60 percent of total soybean oil production was consumed
domestically. Consumption of this oil is expected to continue
to increase rapidly since the Government maintains a
price ceiling on soybean oil and meal destined for internal
consumption that is below the world price.
Soybean meal consumption is much smaller in relation
to total production than is soybean oil consumption. In April
1977-March 1978, only about 18 percent of meal production
was consumed domestically, compared with around 60
percent of the oil.
“Most soybean meal consumed internally in Brazil goes
to the poultry and swine industries. Brazil hopes to develop
its poultry industry to provide a cheap source of protein to
the domestic market. It also plans to expand rapidly into the
poultry export market. These efforts could raise domestic
consumption of soybean meal.
“Another plan–to add soybean flour to bread to
improve the nutritional value of that product–could also
boost soybean meal consumption. However, this program is
handicapped by lack of milling capacity to produce soy flour.
“The expansion of planted soybean area in Brazil has
been accompanied by growth of research into varieties of
soybeans that are more suitable to the different soil types and
climates in various parts of Brazil.
“Prior to 1972/73, all soybean varieties planted in Brazil
were of U.S. origin. Since these varieties were developed
for U.S. soils and climatic conditions, they could not realize
their full potential in Brazil.
“For this reason, the Center for National Soybean
Research was established. Headquartered in Londrina in the
State of Parana, the Center coordinates the activities of 200
soybean researchers.
“They have been developing varieties of soybeans more
suitable to Brazilian climatic conditions. These are being
introduced to farmers as they are developed. The result is
that today only 25-30 percent of soybeans planted in Brazil
are U.S. varieties, compared with 100 percent 5 years earlier.
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“A major problem the Center is working on involves
wheat/soybean doublecropping programs. Wheat production
is a high-risk venture. Despite relatively high minimum
price levels set by the Government to encourage production,
the risk of crop failure because of disease and other factors
makes it advisable to have an alternative cash crop.
“Doublecropping declined in Brazil this year, however,
and a further decline is expected in 1979, as much as 30
percent in Rio Grande do Sul. In Rio Grande do Sul, wheat
cannot be harvested until November or December. Because
of the late wheat harvest, farmers sometimes miss the
optimal planting time for soybeans, which occurs between
October 15 and November 15” (Continued). Address:
Agricultural economist, Oilseeds and Products Div.,
Commodity Programs, USDA FAS.
4440. Hamby, Thomas A. 1978. Major U.S. soybean
competitors: Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay (Continued–
Document part II). Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign
Agricultural Service). Aug. 21. p. 7-9, 15.
• Summary: (Continued): “Researchers estimate that
planting soybeans between November 15 and December
15 reduces yields by an estimated 30 percent. This type of
situation is encouraging Brazilian farmers to move away
from the wheat/soybean rotation program in favor of soybean
monoculture.
“Since wheat production remains a high-priority goal,
research is being concentrated on developing new soybean
varieties that can be planted later in the season and still
produce good yields.
“Another potential problem is the occurrence of insect
infestation and disease in soybeans. This has not been a
major problem yet, but this year, there were reports of some
damage caused by insects.
“Brazil’s climate is very warm year round relative to
major soybean-producing areas in the United States. The
lack of freezing weather is conducive to increasing insect
populations because temperatures do not drop low enough
to kill insect eggs and larvae. The present trend toward a
soybean monoculture in Brazil can only increase the risk of
insects and plant diseases becoming a major problem in the
future.
“In addition to developing suitable varieties for
the traditional soybean-producing areas, the Center is
concentrating on developing varieties for planting in frontier
soybean areas in the States of Mato Grosso, Goias, and
Minas Gerais.
“Being highly acidic and low in organic material,
soils in these States are not as fertile as those in traditional
soybean-producing states in the south. This does not appear
to be an insurmountable problem, however.
“The Center is also working on developing soybean
varieties suitable to tropical climates and soils. In the nearequatorial State of Maranhao in northeast Brazil, 2,000

hectares of soybeans were planted as a commercial crop in
1978. Although it is too early to assess the future of soybeans
in the Amazon Basin, researchers indicated satisfaction with
results to date.
“They expressed concern, however, with potential
problems that soybean production in the Amazon Basin
could cause. One problem is that high heat and humidity
provide an environment conducive to plant diseases that
could migrate south to other production areas.
“Different growing seasons for soybean production
in tropical areas and the more temperate south would
mean that Brazil would have soybeans in various stages of
growth practically the year round. This would provide an
environment conducive to developing insect and disease
problems. Whether Brazil realizes its goal depends on
many factors including world prices, improvement in
infrastructure, demand, cost of inputs, as well as weather,
disease, and insect problems.
“The 1978 crop encountered serious drought problems
resulting in the first drop in production since 1968. Should
planted area expand next season at the 7-8 percent rate of
previous years and should yields reach the level attained
in 1977, Brazilian soybean production should resume its
upward climb in 1979.
“According to various cooperatives, currently there is
no real alternative to soybeans in the State of Rio Grande do
Sul. This is not true in the State of Parana, where–depending
on the price–other possibilities include coffee, cottonseed,
and perhaps corn. Another crop that could show increased
production is peanuts.
“Argentina: Unlike Brazil, Argentina does not have
unlimited open lands; most of Argentina’s extremely fertile
land is already in production of some crop, so that any
expansion in oilseed area is going to be a tradeoff with other
crops.
“Oilseed production estimates for Argentina’s 1978
crops are: Soybeans, 2.4 million tons; sunflowerseed, 1.6
million tons; flaxseed, 800,000 tons; peanuts (in-shell basis),
375,000 tons; cottonseed, 370,000 tons; tung nuts, (old crop),
60,000-65,000 tons; and tung nuts (new crop–crushing began
in August) 70,000 to 75,000 tons.
“Soybean exports were estimated at 1.5-1.7 million
tons, with most of the shipments to move in the May-August
1978 period because of lack of crushing capacity and storage
facilities. Since no large-scale increase in either storage
facilities or crushing capacity is expected in the near future,
it is anticipated that this pattern of exports will be maintained
in the future.
“Since existing crushing facilities were designed to
crush sunflowerseed, flaxseed, peanuts, and cottonseed,
these seeds will be crushed first. Soybeans are crushed
after supplies of other oilseeds are depleted. Consequently,
soybean crushing will not begin on a large scale until
September or October.
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“Since soybeans and products are used as a residual
supply in Argentina (i.e., soybean meal and oil make up any
difference between availabilities of oils and meals from other
oilseeds and total requirements), actual export volumes of
soybean meal and oil will depend on availabilities of other
oils and meals.
“Before 1977, exports of oilseeds from Argentina
had been prohibited in favor of products; but during 1977,
exports of soybeans as seed were authorized. This year,
further liberalization is anticipated with all oilseeds to be
available for export in seed form.
“An evaluation of long-range oilseed production in
Argentina indicated that most likely expansion would occur
in sunflower-seed production. Large-scale expansion is not
foreseen in area, but rather in yields owing to larger plantings
of higher yielding varieties.
“It is hoped that by increased plantings of hybrids,
national average yields can be boosted from the currently
low 720 kilograms per hectare to around 2,000 kilograms
per hectare by the early 1980’s. Assuming area remains
unchanged, production of sunflowerseed could increase to
around 3.5 million tons–or 2.5 times greater than current
production.
“Soybean production is also expected to rise; however,
expansion is limited by available land, since increasing land
in soybeans decreases land available for corn–an important
crop in Argentina. By 1980, soybean outturn could be in
excess of 3.0 million tons.
“It should be emphasized that expansion in area to
soybeans and sunflowers will depend on the oilseed grain
price ratio, since soybeans compete with corn and sunflowers
compete with wheat for land in Argentina.
“Of particular concern to Argentine sunflower producers
is the recent expansion of sunflower area in the United
States. The U.S. crop was only 86,000 tons in 1970, but had
mushroomed to 1.3 million tons in 1977.
“The 1978 sunflowerseed crop is estimated at 1.7
million tons–more than Argentina’s expected out-turn for this
year–making the United States the world’s second largest
producer of sunflowerseed after the Soviet Union. Fears have
been expressed that U.S. exports might diminish Argentina’s
market share in the valuable West German sunflowerseed
market.
Paraguay: Regarding oilseed production, Paraguay has
a great deal of potential but also many problems. Following
the United States, Brazil, and Argentina, it is the world’s
fourth largest producer/exporter of soybeans. For 1978,
production is estimated at around 275,000 tons, compared
with an estimated 375,000 tons in 1977.
“Exports of beans reached an estimated 260,000 tons in
1977. Nearly 200,000 tons of this amount were transported
overland through the Brazilian State of Parana and exported
through the port of Paranagua. Some soybeans are crushed
in Paraguay, but the oil and meal are primarily for domestic

consumption. Only insignificant amounts of meal are
exported, mainly to Chile and Europe.
“Soybean production in Paraguay is confined primarily
to an area east of the Paraguay River; about 70 percent of
the country’s soybeans are grown in Itapua and Alto Parana
Departments. The country is getting some investment in
soybean production from Brazil.
“Soybean production has been expanding rapidly in
the past few years, but severe limitations exist, such as
inadequate transportation facilities, poor farming techniques,
and lack of credit.
“According to one source, if these limitations could be
surmounted, there is sufficient land available to produce 5-10
million tons of soybeans; however, much of this land has not
been cleared. In some areas of Paraguay, yields are equal to
those of Parana, but this is not the case everywhere. Yields
on land currently in production are estimated at around
1,600 kilograms per hectare. At present, Brazilian varieties
of soybeans are being planted. One infrastructural problem
is crushing mills–most of them are old, in poor shape, and
designed for cottonseed” (Continued). Address: Agricultural
economist, Oilseeds and Products Div., Commodity
Programs, USDA FAS.
4441. Caribbean Agricultural Research and Development
Institute (CARDI). 1978. Food legume in the Caribbean,
Central America and Panama: Status and possibilities.
Santiago, Chile: FAO Regional Office for Latin America and
the Caribbean. Aug. CULT-7.
• Summary: Pages 45-47 state: “2.2. Glycine max (Soybean):
The level of soybean production in the Region is very
low, with 709 tonnes being produced on 781 ha (Table 5).
Trinidad & Tobago and Guyana are responsible for about
70% of the production. While in Trinidad and Surinam the
crop is grown intercropped with maize or vegetables mainly
on small farms soybean is being grown on a large scale
under the corn-soya project in the intermediate savannahs of
Guyana. Under this project, it is proposed to establish a large
area in soybean in Guyana and Belize.
The main variety used in the region is Jupiter. The
CADP Seed Farm in Trinidad produces seed of this variety.
The produce is generally processed for both human and
animal consumption.
Soybean is a relatively new crop to the area and, except
for the large scale projects planned for Guyana and Belize,
it is not envisaged that it will make an immediate impact
on the food legume situation in the region. However, many
countries are interested in this crop and experiments are
continuing to find suitable high-yielding varieties, with good
agronomic characteristics, that are adapted to the area. Many
of the territories participate in the outreach programmes of
the International Soybean Programme (INTSOY).”
Table 5 (p. 46) shows soybean production and area in
Central America and the Caribbean (no date is given, but it is
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apparently for 1976): (1) Trinidad & Tobago: 250 tonnes of
soybeans are produced on 222 ha (1000 kg/ha). (2) Guyana:
245 tonnes are produced on 243 ha (1008 kg/ha). (3) Costa
Rica: 100 tonnes are produced on 100 ha (1000 kg/ha). (4)
Nicaragua: 90 tonnes are produced on 166 ha (545 kg/ha).
(5) Surinam: 24 tonnes are produced on 50 ha (500 kg/ha).
Total: 709 tonnes are produced on 781 ha (811 kg/ha).
Details are given on soybean production in Guyana,
Trinidad and Tobago, and Nicaragua. In Guyana, soybeans
are processed for both human and animal consumption and
marketed through the Food Corporation. “Production targets
were 420 ha in 1978, rising to 850 ha in 1981.” In Trinidad
and Tobago the crop is used as fodder, and “is consumed
70% fresh and 30% dried. The demand always exceeds
supply and about 1,500 tonnes are imported annually for use
mainly as animal feed.”
In Nicaragua: “Soybean is grown mainly in the Sebarco
and Motoigalpa districts with a mean elevation of 500
meters and with an average rainfall of 800 mm. Production
has increased from approximately 2.3 tonnes in 1972 to 90
tonnes in 1976. Almost all production is mechanized on
medium sized farms (16-25 ha), with an average yield of 800
kg/ha from pure stands.”
Note: It is not whether the following is from the 1st ed.
of Aug. 1978 or the 2nd ed. of July 1983.

• Summary: “Corn/soybean rotations could net you
increased corn yields of 10 to 20 bushels or more, over
continuous-corn yields, and at the same time cut your
fertilizer costs... We’re finding a yield increase that favors
growing soybeans after corn instead of continuous soybeans.
This increased yield amounts to 4 or 5 bushels an acre... The
measurable nitrogen contribution from soybeans is roughly
1 pound of nitrogen equivalent for 1 bushel of soybean
yield. In other words, a soybean crop yielding 40 bushels an
acre will contribute, roughly, 40 pounds of nitrogen for the
following crop.”

4442. Franca de Queiroz, E. 1978. Recomendacoes tecnicas
para a colheita da soja [Technical recommendations
for harvesting soybeans]. Londrina (Parana), Brazil:
EMBRAPA, Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja. 32 p.
Sept. 22 cm. [17+ ref. Por]
Address: Londrina (Parana), Brazil: EMBRAPA, CNPS.

4446. Product Name: Natto Soybeans (Organic).
Manufacturer’s Name: Kendall Food Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 10 White Place, Brookline
Village, MA 02146. Phone: 413-238-5928.
Date of Introduction: 1978 October.
Ingredients: 1988: Organically grown soybeans and
Berkshire mountain water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from John Paino.
1982. April. Charles Kendall makes this natto and sells it to
markets in New England and New York.
Note: Charles Kendall was the earliest known Caucasian
maker of commercial natto in the United States.
Label sent by Charles Kendall, founder and owner of
Kendall Food Co., Rt. 112, Worthington, MA 01098. 1988.
Round. 3 inch diameter. Brown on warm yellow. “Kendall
Food Co. Quality Macrobiotic Foods. Natto Soybeans. Natto
is a fermented soybean product which has been used in Japan
for centuries. It has an unusual taste which is not always
easy to appreciate. It is an excellent source of high quality
protein for non-meat-eating people. By allowing bacteria to
digest the soybeans, they become a very nutritious, easily
assimilable food. Natto needs no further preparation or
cooking. It can be eaten as is. Mixed with a little soy sauce
and chopped scallions or mustard, it makes an excellent
garnish for rice or noodle dishes. Ingredients: Organically
grown soybeans and Berkshire mountain water. Rt. 112,

4443. Product Name: Soymayo. Eggless Imitation
Mayonnaise (Soymilk Based).
Manufacturer’s Name: New England Soy Dairy Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 305 Wells St., Greenfield, MA
01301. Phone: 413-772-0746.
Date of Introduction: 1978 September.
Ingredients: Vegetable oil, water, organic soybeans, apple
cider vinegar, sea salt, spices, guar gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 15 oz, 32 oz, or 1 gallon jars.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Richard
Leviton. 1978. Sept. Label. 1978, undated. 4 by 3 inches.
Paper. Blue on white. “Eggless. Imitation. No preservatives.”
Reprinted in Tofu & Soymilk Production. 1979. p. 254, and
in Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center.
New England Soy Dairy Product and Price List. 1978. Oct.
12. Ad in Soyfoods. 1980. Summer. p. 11.
4444. Ewing, Linda. 1978. Rotation cuts costs and boosts
yields: Rotating your corn and soybeans can increase yields
significantly for both crops. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 18.

4445. Harper, James E.; Nicholas, J.C. 1978. Nitrogen
metabolism of soybeans. I. Effect of tungstate on nitrate
utilization, nodulation, and growth. Plant Physiology
62(4):662-64. Oct. [14 ref]
• Summary: Tungstate, a known inhibitor of nitrate
reductase, caused an increase in nodule mass and acetylene
reduction when accompanied by NO3-, but caused a
decrease of those parameters when accompanied by urea.
The evidence suggests that NO3- does not directly inhibit
nodulation, but has an indirect effect through subsequent
metabolism. Address: USDA Science & Education
Administration, Federal Research and Dep. of Agronomy,
Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
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Worthington, Massachusetts 01098.”
Talk with Charles Kendall. 1988. Jan. 26. He and his
bride-to-be enjoyed natto in the summer of 1976 before he
founded Kendall Food Co. They would go out drinking then
go to a Japanese food store and buy Hime Natto. But at $0.89
for a little packet it was too expensive and not that good. So
they began experimenting making their own at home. They
had many problems getting good quality. By the fall of 1978
they were selling small quantities when they were in Boston.
They fed it to their son 3 months after he was born. It clearly
improved his digestion with stools that were less gassy
and watery. But he first really learned to make it in 1981
at Worthington. Nowadays natto sales are increasing but
are still small; on average he makes 100 lb/week, which is
200+ 7-oz containers. Each is round plastic. This week was
300-400 containers. There are many tricks, not just time and
temperature. The layer of beans must be thin, not more than
1 inch deep. Pressure steaming is the key to good stickiness.
Correct aeration and not letting the beans get too hot. Adding
the starter when the beans are the right temperature. He
learned by trial and error, not from any person or book.
He uses a powdered starter purchased from Japan. He
dissolves it in water in a watering can and sprinkles it over
the soybeans. Of his total sales, natto comprises only about
10%. Amazake and mochi are 45% each. About 2 years ago
Macromuse did an article on his company.
Talk with Showshawme of Transformational Research,
Boulder, Colorado. 1996. March 12. Outside of the
Massachusetts area, Charles Kendall presently sells his natto
only by mail order, shipped via UPS overnight red label. The
customer must buy one case, which is 30 x 5 oz packages.
They are shipped frozen but not deep frozen. Consumers
store them refrigerated, or re-freeze them. Showshawme just
purchased one case, which cost $1.40 per package ($58.80
for the natto) plus $42.00 for the shipping. The shipping cost
increases the further away from Massachusetts you live.
Talk with Sjon Welters. 1997. May 15. He just visited
Kendall. 90% of Kendall’s income is from selling natto,
mostly to Japanese-Americans. The other 10% comes from
amazake.
Talk with Charles Kendall. In 1981, he started using the
round label he sent to Soyfoods Center in 1988. His original
natto label was small, rectangular, printed black on white;
but he cannot find any of those original labels. Talk with
Charles Kendall. 2006. Aug. 7. He first sold natto in the fall
of 1978.
4447. Marking, Syl. 1978. Don’t let soil pH surprise you.
Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 14.
4448. Product Name: Tofu Pie [Carob Creme, MapleVanilla, or Peanut Butter].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Plant (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 211 East Ann St., Ann Arbor, MI

48104. Phone: 313-663-0500.
Date of Introduction: 1978 October.
Ingredients: Filling: Tofu (organic soybeans, water, nigari),
honey, safflower oil, carob powder, vanilla, sea salt. Crust:
Wholewheat flour, corn oil, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Steve Fiering. 1979. Whole
Foods. Jan. p. 38, 40. “A Midwestern Interest in Tofu.” This
is included in a list of products presently produced by the
company. Talk with Steve Fiering. 1988. June 10. “Carol
Ann and Tim Huang eventually got very involved with
tofu pies. We stopped making them and bought from them.
Carob was the popular flavor. These were different from the
cheesecake.”
Oval Label in Soy Plant scrapbook from 1979 or 1980.
2½ by 1½ inches. Green on goldenrod yellow. 5 oz. Address
is now 771 Airport Blvd.
Talk with Steve Fiering, a founder of The Soy Plant
in Ann Arbor. 2000. Dec. 3. The peanut butter pie was
definitely made at East Ann St. and probably created by Ann
Elder, a cook, who created many delicious deli items. She
enjoyed trying out new recipe ideas almost daily. “We were
blessed with creative cooks, who had no commercial sense at
all. We would eat up most of our profits. During the first year
at East Ann St. we must have experimented with 25 different
products. The main cooks were Ann Elder, Jura McDowell,
and (to a lesser extent) Sue Kalen. She didn’t make them
for distribution as commercial products. She usually had a
beatific, or at least happy smile on her face.”
Letter from Carol Ann Krueger of Tucson, Arizona.
2002. April 4. “I believe Tim and I developed the cream pies.
I remember we struggled with developing a crust that did not
use margarine or butter, and came up with the unrefined corn
oil. We started out using a blender and eventually bought a
huge bowl blender (Hobart) that sounded like an airplane
taking off when turned on. We also located a pie crust press
to stamp out the crust. We sold this equipment to The Soy
Plant eventually.”
4449. Williams, C.N. 1978. Effects on drainage, spacing
and fertilizer on soyabeans in paddy soils in Brunei.
Experimental Agriculture (England) 14(4):303-07. [5 ref]
• Summary: Brunei is located at 5º north latitude. The
yield of a Chippewa variety of soybean (from Nigeria) was
investigated in relation to spacings and fertilizer levels on a
range of rice paddy soils showing good, medium, and poor
drainage. The soybeans were planted in August 1975. Under
good conditions of drainage and fertilizer, the optimum yield
was obtained at a density of 100,000 plants/ha. Even under
sub-optimal drainage conditions, satisfactory yields of about
1,500 kg/ha were obtained from this variety, which showed
a similar early-flowering response to photoperiod at all times
of year.
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“Soyabeans have been considered as a potential dryseason rotation crop with rice in many countries, but the two
main problems affecting successful soyabean cultivation
in the equatorial humid tropics are the short photoperiod
that pertains at any time of the year and, in rice lands, the
problems of a high water table and the hydromorphic nature
of most paddy soils.”
“The yields obtained were encouraging, and suggest
that relatively less submerged areas of paddy lands can be
used for successful soybean cultivation in the humid tropics.
Higher plant densities and fertilizer use can be expected to
increase yields, particularly under marginal conditions of
drainage.”
Syahril Zazan Syahab has also studied soybeans in
Brunei.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2010)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Brunei. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in Brunei (August 1975, at Bandar Seri Begawan).
The source of these soybeans is Nigeria. Address: Dep. of
Agriculture, Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei.
4450. Burda, Terrie. 1978. “Every berg needs a tofu shop.”
Benton Bulletin (Corvallis, Oregon). Nov. 29. p. 5.
• Summary: This article is about Mia Posner and her partner
Harry MacCormack of Sunbow Farm Products, a small tofu
maker, on Plymouth Rd. in Philomath, Oregon (Route 2, Box
46, Corvallis, OR 97330). It is one of three tofu shops in all
of Oregon. Their tofu, which retails for $0.79 a pound, is
“selling like crazy.” Sunbow Tofu is made from organically
grown soybeans (which are grown on their property), pure
well water and a bittern (nigari). The tofu at Sunbow is
made in an immaculately clean room which was built as an
addition to the house in January, 1978.
Describes how tofu is made in this home-based tofu
shop. Describes various ways that tofu can be used (but
contains no recipes). A favorite, “T-n-T” stands for Tofu &
Tamari. Sunbow Farm has printed a soy cookbooklet ($0.25)
that contains more than 23 tofu recipes.
Presently Posner and MacCormack are supplying tofu,
soyburgers, and soy sausage to more than a dozen stores and
restaurants in the area.
Large photos show Miso Posner: (1) Stirring “milky
soybean mash” which will be pressed to make soymilk. (2)
Slicing tofu into 1-pound cakes.
Note: Benton County is located in the Willamette Valley
of Oregon. Address: Staff writer.
4451. Benson, G.O.; Shroyer, J.P. 1978. Soybean row
spacing. Iowa State University, Cooperative Extension
Service Pm-864. 3 p.
• Summary: Narrower rows give higher yields. Soybean row
spacing tests in Iowa were begun by Hughes and Wilkins as
early as 1917. Compared with 42-inch rows, 30-inch rows

gave 11% higher yields and 21-inch rows gave 16% higher
yields. Address: Extension Agronomists, Ames, Iowa 50011.
4452. Mengel, D.B.; Kamprath, E.J. 1978. Effect of soil
pH and liming on growth and nodulation of soybeans in
Histosols. Agronomy Journal 70(6):959-63. Nov/Dec. [20
ref]
• Summary: “Soil acidity severely limits the growth of
soybeans... on Histosols in North Carolina.” The critical
range of soil pH for shoot, root and nodule growth was 4.6 to
4.8 for most soils. Positive effects of liming were attributed
to decreasing Al toxicity, increasing soluble Ca and Mg, and
more favorable pH for Rhizobium activity. Address: North
Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Raleigh, N.C.
4453. Pepper, Gary E. 1978. Narrow-row soybeans: What to
consider. Univ. of Illinois, Cooperative Extension Service,
Circular No. 1161. 7 p. Nov.
• Summary: “In 1977 nearly half of the soybean producers in
Illinois use rows spaced 36 inches or wider. Many producers
probably sacrificed yields because of this wide spacing.”
Discusses: Potential yield increases, effect of soybean variety
on narrow-row yields, rate and date of seeding, equipment,
weed control, and good management practices. Address:
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL.
4454. Schroeder, R.C. 1978. Soybean power. Americas 30:910. Nov.
• Summary: “For decades, the United States has had a virtual
monopoly on the soybean trade, supplying up to 95 per cent
of all beans and bean products in international trade. Lately,
however, three Latin American nations have been making
inroads on the soybean market. A recent U.S. Department of
Agriculture publication calls Brazil, Argentina, and Paraguay
the ‘major U.S. soybean competitors.’
“Brazil’s soybean output has risen from 350,000 tons
a year in the mid-1960’s to 12,200,000 in 1977. In 1977,
Brazil actually exported more soybean meal than the United
States (5,400,000 tons vs. 4,500,000 tons), although the U.S.
maintained its lead in oil and whole beans.
“Argentina upped its soybean production 57 per cent
in one year, from 1,400,000 tons in 1977 to 2,200,000 tons
in 1978. The 1979 crop is projected at nearly three million
tons. Paraguay has more than tripled its output in the past
five years, boosting production from 122,000 tons to 375,000
tons.
“Brazil began cultivating soybeans as a second crop in
rotation with winter wheat in the southern states of Minas
Gerais, Sao Paulo, Santa Catarina, and Rio Grande do
Sul. The soybean market proved so lucrative that wheat
soon became the secondary crop. Soy production was
also bolstered by a government decision to uproot some
1,500,000,000 old, low-producing coffee trees in 1968. The
cleared land was planted in beans.”
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4455. Chandra, S. 1978. Monoculture, mixed cropping and
rotations: Implications for Fiji agriculture. Fiji Agricultural
Journal 40(2):63-70. July/Dec. [29 ref]
• Summary: On 26 March 1974 at the Legalega Research
Station in Fiji, three varieties each of soyabean, mung,
urd, and cowpeas were sown as intercrops in sugar cane to
measure their yield variability. Details of fertilizer use and
plant spacing are given. Though intercropping reduced the
yields of the legume crops significantly, the yield of sugar
cane did not decrease, and in some tries it increased slightly.
The total gross revenue generated by intercropping was
better than if these crops were grown singly, and the legumes
probably increased the soil fertility, especially the nitrogen
level.
In the dry zones of Fiji, Bua and Macuata provinces in
Vanua Levu, large scale production of sorghum, cowpeas,
soyabean, and peanuts are being planned. Address: Research
Div., Dep. of Agriculture, Fiji.
4456. Davis, A.G. 1978. Wheat and soyabeans in the Mazoe
Valley. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 75(6):161-72. Nov/
Dec. [56 ref]
• Summary: Mazoe is a fertile valley in northeast central
Zimbabwe, 20 miles north of Harare. Although experimental
work on soyabeans started in Rhodesia in 1925, they were
not grown on a commercial scale on European farms until
1940. The Griffith Committee, established by the Federal
Government to examine the possibilities of expanding
soyabean production, published its report in 1961; it
drew attention to the fact that “reluctance to the growing
of soyabeans stems largely from the low yields obtained
resulting in an insufficiently attractive return per acre.” The
low yields may have resulted from problems in inoculation.
On marketing, the Committee noted the need for an assured
and regular supply of soyabeans in order to justify the
installation of a commercial soybean crushing plant. In 1963
only 784 ha were cultivated, dropping to 364 ha in 1966,
notwithstanding the efforts of Government to foster the
crop’s development in terms of research, extension, and from
1967 the provision of certified and approved seed.
Traditionally soyabeans were sold directly to the trade,
but starting in 1957 the Grain Marketing Board began
to act as a residual buyer; from 1964 to 1968 the Board
set guaranteed prices. Then in 1969 soyabeans became a
controlled product, and all were purchased by the Grain
Marketing Board under rigid standards of acceptance with
guaranteed prices. Soyabeans did not assume commercial
importance in the Mazoe Valley until the 1960s. Since 1967,
fairly comprehensive statistics have been kept by the Central
Statistics Office. In the Valley, in the 9 year period from
1967 to 1976 there was a remarkable expansion from 76 ha
to 3,567 ha; the number of farms growing soyabeans jumped
from 9 to 81. By 1976 yields exceeded 1.5 tonnes/ha, and

yields exceeding 3 tonnes/ha were obtained on 4 farms in
1975.
Also discusses expansion of soyabeans in the Valley,
plant breeding, inoculation, fertilizers, soyabean trials in
the Valley, irrigation, crop protection, production in the
Tribal Trust Lands in the Valley, harvesting and drying,
production of soyabean seed and forage, marketing prices
and gross margins (the Grain Marketing Board), levies,
future prospects for growing soyabeans in the Valley,
acknowledgements. Address: Dep. of Agriculture, Univ. of
Rhodesia.
4457. Hittle, Carl N. 1978. Soybean potential in Nepal: A
report. Mimeographed, spiral-bound manuscript. 30 p. 28
cm. [26 ref]
• Summary: Dr. Hittle served as a soybean consultant
in Nepal from Sept. 23 to Oct. 11, 1978. Contents: 1.
Introduction. 2. Terms of reference for soybean consultant.
3. Background information: Soybean production, production
research, evaluation of germplasm, local varieties and
selections, preservation of soybean germplasm, rhizobial
microbiology, economics of soybeans, soybean statistics,
present uses of soybeans in Nepal, Food Research Services
of the Ministry of Food, the dairy industry in Nepal, solvent
extraction, CARE, UNICEF. 4. Observations at the research
stations: Kakani Hill Station, Pakhribas Agricultural
Centre, Lumle Agricultural Centre, Central Research
Station–Khumaltar, Bhairawa Agricultural Farm, Rampur
Agricultural Experiment Station, National Rice Station–
Parwanipur.
Note 1. The first 3 stations are located in the hills,
Khumaltar is in the Kathmandu Valley, and the last 3 are
located in the plains (Tarai [Terai]).
5. Comments and suggestions: Priority of soybeans,
operational work plan, assignment of national staff,
assignment of international staff, training, linkages, a
national soybean research center. Appendixes. I. Itinerary of
C. N. Hittle. II. Persons met by soybean consultant. III. List
of background information. IV. Sarbottam Pitho (Super Flour
made from 50% soybeans). Uses of soybeans.
The soybean is an ancient crop in Nepal. Generally its
culture has been restricted to terraces and valleys ranging
from 500 to 1,500 meters (1,642 to 4,925 feet) in altitude.
Soybeans are usually grown at lower altitudes in single rows
on the bunds of rice paddy fields, or at higher altitudes as
an intercrop with maize or millet. Hectarage is difficult to
estimate; estimates made from 1976 to 1978 range from
10,000 to 70,000 hectares. Yields are low, ranging from 300
to 500 kg/ha. This is because of the two ways soybeans are
traditionally grown, because they rarely have been grown
in the Tarai [Terai] (Plains area) where higher yields can
be expected, and because little emphasis has been given to
developing superior varieties and cultural practices.
Soybeans are used mainly for human food in Nepal by
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“roasting the dried seeds (parching) or as green vegetables
(boiling or frying the green pods followed by shelling of
the seeds and eating the green soybeans). Parched soybeans
are frequently mixed with popped maize (corn) and eaten
daily as tiffin. Green soybeans are frequently mixed with
other vegetables to make curry. A snack food is prepared by
removing the seed coat of parched soybeans, splitting the
cotyledons and mixing with garlic, salt, and chilli powder.
Sprouted soybeans are mixed with other sprouted pulses and
used as vegetable soup. Fermented soya products include
soya sauce and kirima [kinema].”
Soybeans are one of the main sources of protein for
the majority of the people in the Hill regions. Only small
quantities of soybeans reach the market.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2012)
that uses the alternative spelling “kirima” to refer to kinema,
a fermented soyfood from Nepal and a close relative of
Nepalese kinema and Japanese natto. Address: Soybean
consultant in Nepal.
4458. New Roots (Amherst, Massachusetts). 1978. Grow
soybeans for a strong Northeast. 1(4):61. Nov/Dec.
• Summary: The New England Soy Dairy urges local
farmers to grow soybeans for making tofu. “If all this talk
about revitalizing New England’s agriculture is getting you
kind of excited, here’s a positive suggestion. New England
imports nearly 100% of its grain beans from the mid-west.
We can change this.
“The New England Soy Dairy in Greenfield,
Massachusetts, makes thousands of pounds of tofu each
week, the basic ingredient for which is organic soybeans,
presently imported from the mid-west. But soybeans can
be grown here without much difficulty. The Soy Dairy uses
about 6000 bushels of soybeans each year. That’s something
in the neighborhood of 200 acres worth. Interested? Why not
add soybeans into the old crop rotation? Save yourself a little
cash for nitrogen fertilizer.
“The Soy Dairy is interested in talking to anyone
seriously interested in growing soybeans for them in the
future. They have to be organically grown (three years away
from chemicals) and you have to clean the beans extremely
well before delivery. The Soy Dairy can supply seed. Help
support your local economy. Grow soybeans next year.
Contact Tom Timmins, New England Soy Dairy, 305 Wells
St., Greenfield, MA 01301, tel. (413) 772-0746.”
4459. Product Name: Tofu: Medium Firm Style.
Manufacturer’s Name: Simply Soyfoods. Renamed Love
Life Foods by Jan. 1981.
Manufacturer’s Address: 901 S. Rogers St., Bloomington,
IN 47401. Phone: 812-332-9662.
Date of Introduction: 1978 December.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, sea salt (nigari).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz.

How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978,
Dec. The Book of Tofu (Ballantine pocketbook edition).
“Appendix B: Tofu Shops and Soy Dairies in the West.” p.
395. Simply Soyfoods, 1410 N. Walnut St., Bloomington, IN
47401. Phone: 812-824-9942. Owner: Rob Davis.
Letter/Order for the The Book of Tempeh from “Simply
Soyfoods.” 1979. Sept. 25. The company office is located at
513 E. 8th #3, Bloomington, Indiana 47401.
Itinerary of Soyfoods America Tour. 1980. On June 6
Shurtleff and Aoyagi visited Jay McKinney, owner of Simply
Soyfoods at the address shown above.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). Address: 901 S. Rogers St.,
Bloomington 47401. Phone: 812-334-0695. Owner: Jay
McKinney.
Label. 1983, undated. 4 by 3 inches. Self adhesive.
Red, blue, yellow, green, and black on white. Heart within
rainbow heart illustration. “Lovingly alive food, naturally,
from Bloomington. The Pearl of Southern Indiana. No
preservatives or additives–keep refrigerated. Changing water
maintains freshness!”
Talk with Bob Davis, founder of Light Foods in St.
Louis, Missouri. 1994. May 7. This company was owned by
Jay McKinney and Rob Davis (Bob’s cousin). Rob planned
to work with Bob (who had a pressure cooker system) in S.
Louis, so he sold his interest in Simply Soyfoods to someone
else. Jay also got out, and they both come to work with Bob
in St. Louis. Then Rob dropped out because he wanted to
do other things; Jay stayed on as Bob Davis’ production
manager.
4460. Swan Food Corp. 1978. Collected papers (Archival
collection). Miami, Florida. 5 file folders, 1½ linear inches.
• Summary: Swan Foods was the first soyfoods company
in the United States to make a wide variety of innovative
soyfoods products–and to make them from organically
grown soybeans. The company’s papers are located at
Soyfoods Center in Lafayette, California. In December 1978,
when the company declared bankruptcy after about two
intense years in business, Danny Paolucci cleaned out the
office, keeping all documents that he believed might be of
future importance. He kept them for 19 years, then sent them
to Bill Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center at Shurtleff’s request.
Most of the papers relate to recipes. There are no commercial
papers (invoices, ledgers, etc.).
Folder 1: Bulk soyfoods recipes, typed. Each recipe is
typed on a sheet of 8½ by 11 inch lined paper. Recipes made
in a Hobart mixer are marked with an asterisk (*) after the
recipe name. The recipes (listed alphabetically) are: Baked
tofu (with tamari sauce for marinade, bake at 350ºF for 30-35
minutes). Caraway tofu (add 5 ingredients to curding tofu;
stir and let curds form). Carob cream cake* with topping
(incl. 2 gallons soymelk). Cashew carob swirl cake* (incl. 3
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gallons soymelk). Devils food cream cake* (incl. 2 gallons
soymelk and tofu topping). Eggless egg salad* (incl. 10 lb
boiled and cooled Swan Tofu). Marinade for tofu (incl. 1
gallon tamari; mix all ingredients in a 5 gallon bucket, add
sliced tofu, and seal). Soy burgers* (incl. 2 gallons each
cooked rice and fresh okara, and 2½ cups tamari). Tofu chip
dip* (large and small; the small incl. 6 lb tofu boiled and
cooled, ¼ cup tamari, and ¼ cup umeboshi plum paste; the
large incl. 42 lb tofu).
Folder 2: Lists of ingredients for various soyfoods
products typed on Swan Foods’ blue-on-white letterhead:
The products (listed alphabetically) are: Carob swirl marble
cake (non-dairy) (incl. soy milk). Okara granola. Roasted
cashew tofu pie (incl. tofu and organic soy milk). Soyogurt
(non-dairy): Note: These ingredients are handwritten below a
sample label design on the back of the bottom half of a Swan
Foods order form.
Folder 3: Legal-sized yellow lined note pad with 17
pages of notes written in blue ink–probably by Mary Pung.
Subjects: Nutrition Almanac (soybeans and soy milk, p.
71; malt, p. 76). One page of 6 bibliographic references for
publications related to soy, with a large note: “Sell Book of
Tofu, etc. in shop.” The Health Food Dictionary & recipes
(mu tea, p. 102; soybean, p. 159; tofu, p. 174). Diet for a
Small Planet (Lappé, 1975 ed.) (protein table III–Legumes;
notes on tofu, p. 102, soy yogurt vs. milk yogurt, p. 12829; tofu, p. 132). Recipes for a Small Planet (Ewald, 1973)
(table showing no. of calories you have to consume in order
to get one gram of usable protein, p. 16; notes on Net Protein
Utilization). Soybean Diet (Herman Aihara, 1974) (table of
nutrients in various foods; cow’s milk, p. 44; soybeans can
help with environmental problems, p. 4; soybeans vs. meat,
p. 6, 8-9; tofu preparation, p. 115; nigari, p. 116; nutrient
value of tofu, p. 125). The Book of Tofu (Shurtleff & Aoyagi,
1975) (moral and emotional appeal, health, religion, ecology,
economic, p. 19; complementary proteins, p. 24, 26; easy
to digest and diet food, p. 26; low in saturated fats and
cholesterol, linoleic acid, rich in minerals and vitamins, p.
27; nigari, free of chemical toxins, p. 28; quick and easy to
use, p. 29; ecological, nitrogen from the air, p. 55; okara, p.
77-78; uses of agé, deep-fried tofu, p. 154-55; soymilk, p.
200). Six interesting teas.
Folder 4: Handwritten recipes (some very rough) and
notes, in pen and pencil, mostly on individual sheets of
paper. Soy-related recipe names (listed alphabetically):
Basic tofu cheesecake. Basic tofu pie. Carob marble cake.
Carob on blonde with tofu topping (also called Blonde
on carob; baked, with soy milk). Carob tofu pie. Dips in
tofu containers: Chive tofu dip, pimento tofu dip, sea tofu
dip, Italian herb tofu dip, pimento olive dip (ideas only).
Dressings: Miso, avocado, green goddess, creamy garlic, red
Russian, spinach Russian (ideas only). Eggless egg salad.
Eggless tofu salad. Frozen tofu cutlets. Mary’s deluxe pizza
(with tofu, from “Swan Food Corp.”). Milk shake. Nori

rolls. Okara products: burgers, burritos, felafels (ideas only).
Pumpkin pie. Quiche with tofu. Sweetened carob shake. Tofu
lemon pie. Tofu mayonnaise. Tofu pie filling. Tofu pudding,
vanilla. Tofu quiche lorraine [Note: According to the Joy of
Cooking (1975, p. 254-55), early recipes for quiche called
for bacon and cream, but later cheese was added. When
sautéed onions were included, the dish was called Quiche
Alsacienne. Quiche Lorraine now typically contains egg
white, bacon, milk or cream, and Swiss cheese]. Tofu rice
salad. Tofu tarts. Tofu turkey (Barbara’s, with stuffing).
Yogurt dressing. The names of some people are included:
Diane Kellar. Sherry (nori rolls).
Folder 5: Other. Tear-off recipes published by Natural
Recipes, 94 Bourne St., Boston, Massachusetts 02130. Carob
brownies (copyright 1974). Carob cake (copyright 1975).
Note: Neither of these recipes contains any soy. Address:
5758½ Bird Road, Miami, Florida 33155. Phone: (305) 6677141.
4461. Bharati, M.P.; Jayaswal, M.L.; Sathpit, B.R. 1978.
Studies on intercropping of soybean and maize. Paper
presented at Maize Workshop, 1978. Rathpur. *
4462. Eggen, Larry J. 1978. New Life Foods, Inc. Quality
organic foods. Buyer’s manual and standards. 736 Craig
Ave., Hwy 14, Tracy, MN 56175. 79 p. Illust. No index. 28
cm. [14 ref]
• Summary: Eggen started this company on 15 Sept. 1977.
Pages 55-56 contain “Grain and grade requirements for
soybeans.” Address: Tracy, Minnesota. Phone: 507-6294543.
4463. El-Boray, M.A.M. 1978. Studies on intercropping
soybean with maize. MSc thesis, Faculty of Agriculture, Kafr
El-Sheikh University, Tanta. *
Address: Egypt.
4464. Product Name: Island Spring Pressed Silken Tofu.
Renamed Organic Silken Soft Tofu (Nov. 1987).
Manufacturer’s Name: Island Spring, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 747, Vashon, WA
98070.
Date of Introduction: 1978.
Ingredients: Soybeans grown without chemical pesticides
or fertilizers; water; Nigariko (Pure food grade calcium
sulfate).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 82, protein 8.9 gm,
carbohydrates 2.6 gm, fat 5 gm, calcium 166 mg, phosphorus
120 mg, iron 1.9 mg, thiamine 0,02 mg, riboflavin 0.02 mg,
sodium 6.8 mg, potassium 34.4 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1978. 5.5 by 4.5
inches. Brown and light green on clear film. “Pressed silken
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tofu is best used or pureed for cream sauces, spreads, dips
and salad dressings.” Gives recipe for Tofu Curry Dip.
Talk with Luke Lukoskie. 1987. Oct. 19. The curd is set
in a vat then scooped into cloth-lined tofu boxes and pressed.
It has always been pressed. It sells about 5-10% as much as
the traditional firm tofu. Island Spring Inc. Fact Sheet and
Price List. 1988. This product is still being sold. Eventually
this will become “’Autofu,’ the automatically made tofu.”
4465. Karaj, Selim; Simoini, Gjon; Bardhoku, Nikoll. 1978.
Ndikimi i kompleksit të masave agroteknike në rritjen e
prodhimit të sojës [The impact of agrotechnical measures for
soya cultivation]. Buletini i Shkencave Bujqesore (Bulletin of
Agricultural Science–Albania) 17(2):39-46. [Alb; eng]
• Summary: Summary: “The two or three-year studies of
some disposition of the agro-technical code of soya show
that the application of a complexity of agro-technical
measures in time and quality play an important role, since
this culture [crop] has multi-folded requirements. According
to Fushe-Kruja conditions, the experiments confirm that:
“(1) planting should be performed within 20th of April.
The delays of every decade [10 days] in planting lowers the
productivity at 2-3 kv/ha.
(2) 100-110 kg/ha of seeds should be used (large grain
varieties). For every 10 kg/ha of the reduction of the first
norm, the productivity is decreased by 1-2 kv/ha.
“(3) the best distances for planting varieties that have
high stalks are 60 cm; for varieties that have low stalks 3045 cm. For each 15 cm the reduction of planting distance (in
plantings according to the height of stalk) the productivity is
lowered 2-3 kv/ha.
“(4) manuring with bacterial fertilizer (nitramine)
[nitrogen-fixing bacteria] increases soya productivity at the
extent of 2-3 kv/ha. The best increase is R.S. 2021.
“(5) the use of nitrate fertilizers, partially or combined
with N+P has the best impact on the increase of productivity,
when it is applied in the first stages of development, because
the root of the plant has not started yet the symbioses with
nitrate fixing bacteria.
“(6) irrigation in the reproduction stages (blooming,
beaning, grain forming), when performed in time and
quality, increase the productivity with 6-7 kv/ha or for every
irrigation, the increase is 2 kv/ha.” Address: Në Stacion e
Foragjereve, Fushë-Krujë, Albania.
4466. Lin, E.L.; Gai, Junyi. 1978. [On the cropping systems
of soybeans in Jiangsu province]. Jiangsu Agricultural
Sciences and Technology 3:42-44. [Chi]*
4467. Misión Técnico Agrìcola e la República China en
Bolivia. 1978. Informe sobre los experimentos de soya y
maní en el Chaco (Yacuiba). Julio 1977–June 1978 [Report
on experiments with soya and peanuts in el Chaco (Yacuiba).
July 1977–June 1978]. n.p. 125 p. [Spa]*

• Summary: Note: The place of publication of this document
is unknown. El Chaco is an area is southeastern Bolivia
along the border with Paraguay, running through the
departments of Tarija (in the far southeast), Chuquisaca, and
Santa Cruz.
4468. Product Name: Laughing Grasshopper Organic
Nigari Tofu [Firm Style, or Medium].
Manufacturer’s Name: New England Soy Dairy Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 305 Wells St., Greenfield, MA
01301. Phone: 413-772-0746.
Date of Introduction: 1978.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, nigari (natural
solidifier).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Medium: Only 96 calories per 4 oz. serving.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. 1978, undated.
Label for firm style: 3.5 by 3 inches. Label for medium
style: 3.5 by 4.25 inches. Self adhesive. Blue, yellow, and
green on white. Medium label includes suggested uses.
“Same Protein as Chicken! No Cholesterol. High Protein. No
Preservatives.” Poster. 1978. 10 by 13 inches.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 396. Phone: 413-772-0746.
Owner: Tom Timmins.
4469. Pinzariu, D.; Slonovschi, V. 1978. Aportul unor
masuri agrofitotechnice in sporirea productiei de soia [The
contribution of certain agrophytotechnical measures in
increased production of soyabeans]. Cercetari Agronomice in
Moldova 3:51-55. [5 ref. Rom; fre]*
Address: Statiunua de cercetari Agricole, Podu-Iloaiei,
Romania.
4470. Product Name: [Tofu: Soybean Cake].
Foreign Name: Tofu: Gâteau aux Feves de Soya.
Manufacturer’s Name: Pyung Hwa Food Co. Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2139 Dundas St., Toronto, ONT,
M6R 1X1, Canada. Phone: 416-534-0237.
Date of Introduction: 1978.
Ingredients: Soya beans (Feves de soya), water, magnesium
chloride (chlorure de magnesium), calcium sulfate (sulfate de
calcium).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 600 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: R. Leviton. 1980. Soyfoods
magazine. Summer. p. 16-17. “Mr. Jhasun Koo’s Korean
tofu shop (2139 Dundas St.) is located underneath a garage
and service station. The traditional-style shop, which began
operation in 1976, produces about 5,000 pounds of tofu
weekly, in the form of 2000, 40-ounce containers of nigari-
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made tofu.” He has 7 workers. Two-thirds of Pyung Hwa’s
market is Oriental stores, the rest going to natural foods
stores. With Vital Eat handling his tofu distribution now, and
Mr. Koo’s recent conversion to nigari and organic soybeans,
he expects to increase sales to the natural foods trade.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). Gives the company’s name,
address, and phone number. Owner: Mr. Jhasun Koo.
Label. 1983, undated. 5 by 4.25 inches. Plastic film.
Blue and light blue on clear film. “Soybean cake. Gateau aux
feves de soya. Keep refrigerated.”
Talk with Martha Gifford Thompson of Rochester Zen
Center. 1989. April 11. She once visited a small tofu shop on
Dundas in Toronto. She is not sure what nationality of people
ran it. Talk with Jon Cloud of Soy City Foods. 1989. May 3.
Pyung Wa was an early tofu company on Dundas St.
Talk with Jhasun Koo, owner and founder. 1989. May
4. He started making tofu in 1978 (not 1976) on Dundas St.
Before that he had made soy sprouts in his home basement.
In 1978 the only other tofu companies in Toronto were Yet
Sing (probably the first) and Hwa Chang. Both were run
by Chinese-Canadians and both are still in business. In
1986 he moved from Dundas St. to his current address: 115
McCormack St., Toronto, ONT, M6N 1X8. Phone: 416-7677604.
4471. Product Name: Organic Tofu (Natural Nigari,
Firm-Style Nigari, Calcium Sulfate, or Firm-Style Calcium
Sulfate).
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1978.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans grown in accordance
with California Health and Safety Code 26569.11, natural
nigari (magnesium chloride). Or calcium sulfate (a natural
earth mineral).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1980, undated. 5
by 4 inches. Nigari is green on clear film, firm-style nigari
is red, calcium sulfate is blue, firm-style calcium sulfate is
brown. “Fresh and natural. Since 1906. No preservatives.”
“Quong Hop” written in Chinese characters at top of circle.
Product with Label purchased at Safeway supermarket
in Lafayette, California. 1993. Aug. 25. In two stickers on the
front of the package, Quong Hop now claims that (1) their
tofu is “The original reduced fat tofu;” and (2) “The original
reduced fat–High protein tofu: Serving size 4 oz., Fat per
serving 3 gm. Protein per serving 14 gm.” This is probably in
response to White Wave’s reduced fat tofu. The film label for
the 1 lb tub is now dark red, light red, and white. The price is
$1.39.

4472. Product Name: Tofu [Soft, Firm, or Bulk].
Manufacturer’s Name: Southwest Soy Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 121 E. Santa Fe Ave., Santa Fe,
NM 87501. Phone: 505-988-1889.
Date of Introduction: 1978.
Ingredients: Organic soy beans, calcium sulfate, filtered
water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Kathryn Bennett.
1989. Aug. 28. She introduced these three types of tofu in
1978.
Label from about 1982 brought by Richard Jennings.
1990. Sept. 20. About 5.5 by 4.5 inches. Printed brown ink
on clear film. Illustrations: Around perimeter of container is
a stylized southwest snake-like animal with an arrow tongue
pointing at its tail. In the center is a sort of thunderbird.
The company name is written with filigree letters. “The
traditional food of the future. a.k.a. bean curd or soy
bean cheese. Send stamped envelope for free recipes and
nutritional information.”
Label for “Firm Tofu” from about 1982. Red on pink.
Made from organically grown soybeans and calcium sulfate.
Label for “Firm Organic Tofu.” Sent by Richard
Jennings. 1990. Sept. 28. 6 by 5 inches. Plastic lidding
film. Red and black on pink. With UPC indicia. Company
name now spelled “Southwest Soyfoods.” Weight: 16 oz.
Ingredients: “Organically grown soybeans, water, calcium
sulfate (a natural mineral). All natural ingredients. No
preservatives.”
4473. Product Name: [Manna Organic Whole Soy Flour].
Foreign Name: Manna Biologisch Sojameel.
Manufacturer’s Name: Stichting Natuurvoeding
Amsterdam. Renamed Manna Natuurvoeding B.V. in 1982.
Manufacturer’s Address: Meeuwenlaan 70, 1021JK,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Date of Introduction: 1978.
New Product–Documentation: Soya Bluebook. 1987. p.
100. Letter from followed by talk with Sjon Welters. 1989.
Aug. 10. This product was introduced in 1978. They had it
ground from whole soybeans at a windmill owned by an old
miller, who probably ground the beans with the hulls on,
since he had no way to remove them. The owner of the mill
complained a lot because the high oil content of the soybeans
caused clogging of his millstones.
4474. Streutker, A. 1978. Tensiometer controlled medium
frequency top soil irrigation: A technique to improve
agricultural water management. Water SA (Pretoria, South
Africa) 4(3):134-55. *
• Summary: This journal is published by the Water Research
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Commission in Pretoria. The soybean, wheat, and citrus are
among the crops discussed.
4475. Product Name: Organic Yellow Certified Soybeans.
Manufacturer’s Name: Swan Foods Corporation.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5758½ Bird Rd., Miami, FL
33155.
Date of Introduction: 1978.
Ingredients: Whole dry soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 50 lb bag wholesales for
$10.00, or 1 lb bag wholesales for $0.30 (April 1978).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: “Swan Food Corp.” order
form and price list for distributors. 1978. April.
4476. Product Name: Sweet Earth Savory Soy Vegeburger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sweet Earth Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 597 Lighthouse Ave., Pacific
Grove, CA 93950. Phone: 408-375-8673.
Date of Introduction: 1978.
Ingredients: 1991: Organic soy beans, organic millet,
carrots, bulgar, brown sesame seeds, organic cornmeal,
tamari, tomato, onions, bell peppers,...
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz vacuum packed.
New Product–Documentation: Listed in Fowler Brothers’
catalog. 1991. Jan. p. 74. Talk with Russel Hicks of Sweet
Earth. This was the company’s first product, introduced in
1978. At that time the product name and company name were
different. It is made with whole soybeans. The company also
makes a Gourmet Grain Vegeburger, but it contains no soy.
Label sent by Russell Hicks. 1991. 3½ inches diameter.
4-pack. 10 oz, vacuum packed. Purple, yellow, black and
orange on tan. Note: The company address printed around
the front outside of this label is almost impossible to read.
4477. Brun, W.A. 1978. Assimilation [of carbon and
nitrogen by soybeans]. In: A.G. Norman, ed. 1978. Soybean
Physiology, Agronomy, and Utilization. New York:
Academic Press. xii + 249 p. See p. 45-76. Chap. 3. [115 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. Carbon
assimilation: Photosynthesis, photosynthate distribution. 3.
Nitrogen assimilation: Nitrogen fixation, nitrogen reduction.
4. Summary. Address: Dep. of Agronomy and Plant Genetics,
Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.
4478. Calkins, Peter H.; Huang, Kuang-Rong. 1978.
Soybean production in Taiwan: A farm survey. AVRDC
Technical Bulletin No. 11 (78-89). 27 p. (Shanhua, Taiwan).
[15 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Describes profitability and yield from soybean,
the motivations and problems of farmers, and the reaction
of farmers in the past to measures such as the extension
of improved varieties. Since 1973 scientists at the Asian
Vegetable Research and Development Center (AVRDC) have

been working to improve soybean’s contribution to consumer
diets and farmer incomes in Asia. In Taiwan soybean is used
as a source of cooking oil, “milk, beancurd, sprouts, fresh
seed, dried seed, flour and a green vegetable (the stems and
leaves are fried).” It is also used to make textured vegetable
protein products such as artificial chicken and fish; when
cooked with miso, soysauce, and various spices, these
“are practically indistinguishable from the real versions.
Entire banquets of rice and little else but soybean are
routinely served in the vegetarian restaurants and Buddhist
monasteries of Taiwan.”
“In 1976, the government of Taiwan started
guaranteeing a price of US$277/tonne to encourage farmers
to plant more soybeans. The response has been modest,
largely because soybeans have not been as profitable as
competing winter crops, such as adzuki beans.” Table 1 (p.
2) shows that between 1967 and 1976, the area planted to
soybeans in Taiwan decreased from 52,000 ha to 36,000
ha, the farm price increased from US$188/tonne to $256/
tonne, production decreased from 75,000 tonnes to 53,000
tonnes, but imports increased dramatically from 347,000 to
780,000 tonnes (more than doubling). Thus the total supply/
consumption of soybeans in Taiwan (domestic production
+ imports) increased from 422,000 tonnes to 833,000
tonnes, while domestic production as a percentage of total
consumption decreased from 18% to 6%.
“Before 1945 most soybean cultivars in Taiwan were of
local origin, with an average yield of only 500-600 kg/ha.
However, the government introduced Japanese cultivars such
as ‘Shih-shih’ and Palmetto’ in 1952. Since the early 1960s,
scientists in Taiwan have also worked to develop improved
cultivars by crossing cultivars introduced from abroad (in
this report, the former will be termed ‘improved’ and the
latter ‘introduced’ cultivars). As a result, the percentage
of farmers planting introduced and improved cultivars
has increased steadily, from about 53% in 1963 to 92%
in 1976 and yield has risen to 1.5 tonnes/ha.” Address: 1.
Assoc. Agricultural Economist; 2. Research Assistant. Both:
AVRDC, Shanhua, Taiwan.
4479. Feldens, Aray Miguel. 1978. A transportation-storage
network analysis of wheat and soybeans in Rio Grande
Do Sul, Brazil. PhD thesis, Ohio State University. 171 p.
Page 6248 in volume 39/10-A of Dissertation Abstracts
International. *
Address: Ohio State Univ.
4480. Grain and forage harvesting: Proceedings, First
International Grain and Forage Conference. 1978. St. Joseph,
Michigan: American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(ASAE). vii + 343 p. Held 25-29 Sept. 1977 at Scheman
Center, Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa. ASAE Publication
1-78. [11 ref]
• Summary: The conference coordinator was Dr. Graeme R.
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Quick, who also wrote the preface. Address: Ames, Iowa.
4481. Harrington, Geri. 1978. Grow your own Chinese
vegetables. New York, NY: Macmillan; London: Collier
Macmillan Publishers. xvi + 268 p. Illust. by Michael R.
Brennecke. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: In Chapter 5, titled “The Chinese beans” is
a section on “Soybeans (Glycine max)” (p. 82-85) used
as a green vegetable, served either in the pods or shelled.
Contents: Introduction. Culinary and other uses. Appearance.
When to plant. How to plant. Culture. Harvest. Plant the
seed 1½ to 2 inches deep, with 2-5 inches between plants
each row, and rows 24-30 inches apart. Plant in the spring.
Days to maturity: 75 to 115. Harvest twice: once for “green
shelling,” once for dried beans.
Varieties and sources mentioned are: Kuromame or
Oriental Black Soy Bean from Nichols Garden Nursery
(Albany, Oregon). Panther from Johnny’s Selected Seeds
(Albion, Maine). Fiskeby V from Thompson & Morgan
(Somerdale, New Jersey). Note: The author is a woman.
Also discusses: Adzuki bean (Phaseolus angularis),
amaranth (Amaranthus gangeticus), and sesame (Sesamum
orientale). Address: Author [USA].
4482. Heilongjiang Agricultural Institute. 1978. Tatou tsaip’ei chi-shu [Soybean cultivation methods]. Peking, China:
Nung Yeh. [Chi]*
4483. Hicks, Dale R. 1978. Growth and development [of
soybeans]. In: A.G. Norman, ed. 1978. Soybean Physiology,
Agronomy, and Utilization. New York: Academic Press. xii +
249 p. See p. 17-44. Chap. 2. [138 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Plant development: Introduction,
seed morphology and germination, rooting pattern,
depth, and duration, nodule initiation and structure,
shoot morphology and developmental pattern, canopy
development. 2. Environmental effects on plant development
and performance: Moisture, temperature, day length and light
intensity, soil aeration, soil condition and cropping practices,
soil fertility, exogenous growth regulators.
“Flowering: Flower initiation is controlled by
photoperiod, temperature, and genotype. Soybean stem
growth and flowering habit are of two types: indeterminate
and determinate. The indeterminate type is characterized
by the apical meristem continuing vegetative activity
during most of the growing season; the inflorescences are
axillary racemes, and pods are produced rather uniformly
(comparable number at nodes) up the stem. The determinate
stem type is characterized by vegetative development which
ceases when the apical meristem becomes an inflorescence,
both axillary and terminal racemes exist, and pods are borne
rather uniformly along the stem except for the cluster of pods
at the terminal raceme. The flowering period of the time of
overlap of vegetative and reproductive growth are greater

for the indeterminate than the determinate type.” Address:
Agricultural Extension Service, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul,
Minnesota.
4484. Hobson, Phyllis. 1978. The soybean book. Growing
and using nature’s miracle protein. Charlotte, Vermont:
Garden Way Publishing. iv + 172 p. Illust. by Andrea Gray.
Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Why soybeans? How to grow,
harvest, and store soybeans: Selecting seed (edible varieties
and time to maturity for fresh soybeans and dried beans),
sources of seed, how much seed, planting the seed,
inoculation, germination, the developing plant, the harvest,
storing beans. Saving seed. How to process soybeans: Fresh
soybeans (in the pods), dried soybeans, soy grits, soy pulp
(cooked, mashed dehulled soybeans), soy flour, soy milk
(from whole soybeans or from soy flour; the remaining
“pulp” may be added to meat loaves or casseroles), soy
curd (tofu), soy sprouts. Recipes–Soybean “meats.”
Roasted soybeans. Fermented soybean cakes (tempeh). Soy
beverages. Soy breads. Soy cereals. Soy desserts. Soybeans
with eggs. Soy salads. Soy spreads. Soy snacks. Candy and
cookies. Soy soups. Soymeat dishes. Soybeans with meat.
Soybean vegetable dishes. Supper dishes. Growing soybeans
for animal feeds. Homemade dog and cat food. Using
soybeans for soil improvement.
Note: The chapter on how to grow soybeans (p. 6-20) is
especially useful. Address: USA.
4485. International Rice Research Institute. 1978. Annual
report for 1977. Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines. Soybeans:
p. 390-91, 441-42, 471. *
Address: Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines.
4486. Jonathan. 1978. Prijslijst 1978-1979 [Price list 19781979]. Holleweg 113, 2070 Ekeren (near Antwerp), Belgium.
3 p. [Dut]
• Summary: This price list is written on the company’s
letterhead, at the top left of which is written “Jonathan.”
Below that is an illustration (line drawing) of two seagulls
flying. In the top center is a large round yin-yang (t’ai chi)
symbol, around which is written: “It’s the way to a wonderful
world.” Below that, as part of the letterhead is written (in
Dutch and French): “Preparation of macrobiotic, natural, and
vegetarian specialties.”
Fresh products: Seitan (vegetarian steak, 2 kg or 5
kg). Tofu (sojakaas, 2 kg or 5 kg). Mochi (sweet rice and
sea salt). Seitanburger (seitan, buckwheat, fresh herbs;
20 burgers). Seitan Saté (seitan, tofu, carrots, onion; 20
skewers). Soy flour (Sojamel, biologische gele sojabonenat
[organically grown yellow soybeans], 455 gm pots). Soya
croquettes (Sojakroketten, made from soybeans, 50 pieces).
Vegetable pickles.
Dry goods: Sea vegetable condiment (kombu and
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sesame seeds). Spreads: Nut butter (Notenpasta). Peanut
butter. Nut mix. Almonds. Cashew nuts. Hazelnuts.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2014) that contains the term “Seitanburger” (or
“Seitanburgers”). Address: Ekeren (near Antwerp), Belgium.
Phone: 031-64.41.73.
4487. Jones, M.J. 1978. Summaries of work on soil fertility
at Swaziland experimental sites. 5. Phosphate at Malkerns
Research Station. Swaziland, Agricultural Research Division
Report for the year 1978 No. 20. 16 p. [5 ref]*
Address: Malkerns Research Station, P.O. Box 4, Malkerns,
Swaziland.
4488. Lanzer, Edgar Augusto. 1978. Fertilizer
recommendations from the dynamic Liebig-Mitscherlich
model: The case of wheat-soybeans in Southern Brazil. PhD
thesis, University of California–Davis. 222 p. Page 7446 in
volume 39/12-A of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of California–Davis.
4489. Lavrienko, G.I.; Trofimovich, G. 1978. Soya
[Soybeans]. Moscow, USSR: Rossel’khozizdat. 187 p. 21
cm. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
4490. Leshchenko, A.K. 1978. Kul’tura soi:
Proiskhozhdenie, rasprostranenie, osnovnye botanicheskie
i biologicheskie osobennosti [Soybean cultivation: Origin,
distribution, basic botanical and biological features]. Kiev:
Naukova Dumka. 235 p. 21 cm. Akademiia Nauk USSR.
Ukrainskoe Obshchestvo Genetikov i Selektsionerov im. N.I.
Vavilova. [425 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Across the top of the title page: Academy
of Sciences of the UkSSR [Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic]. N. I. Vavilov Society of Geneticists and Breeders
of Ukraine. Address: Ukraine, USSR.
4491. Metwally, A.A. 1978. Pure stand and intercropped
soybeans and corn. PhD thesis, Faculty of Agriculture, Cairo
University. *
Address: Egypt.
4492. Milner, Max; Scrimshaw, N.S.; Wang, D.I.C. eds.
1978. Protein resources and technology: Status and research
needs. Westport, Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. xxi + 629
p. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [400+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: Contributors. Preface.
Acknowledgments. Section I: Summary and research
recommendations. 1. Objectives and research
recommendations. 2. Factors affecting protein supply
and demand. 3. Common issues in the development and
utilization of protein resources. 4. Status and potential
of specific resources. Section II: Common issues and

problems in protein resource development. 5. United States
and world protein production and consumption. 6. Energy
constraints in protein production. 7. Legal and regulatory
barriers to the introduction of novel protein foods. 8. The
politics of new protein: Obstacles and opportunities facing
research and development. 9. The marketing factor for
nonconventional-protein products. 10. Nutritional evaluation
of proteins and protein requirements. 11. Toxicological
aspects of protein production and processing. 12. Basic food
science and technology problems affecting the properties
and processing of protein resources. 13. The constraints on
improving protein quality in plants by genetic means. 14.
Research on nitrogen and carbon input to increase domestic
crop protein production. Section III: A review of specific
protein resources. 15. Grain crops. 16. Cereal proteins from
grain processing. 17. Oilseed proteins. 18. Food legumes
as a protein source. 19. Livestock animal production. 20.
Proteins from dairy products. 21. Animal protein from meat,
poultry and eggs. 22. Aquatic proteins. 23. Potatoes. 24.
Nonphotosynthetic single-cell protein. 25. Photosynthetic
single-cell protein. 26. Leaf protein in relation to forage
crop production and utilization. 27. Chemical synthesis of
nutrients. Address: MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
4493. Mota, F.S. da. 1978. Soya bean and weather. World
Meteorological Organization (Geneva), Technical Note No.
160. xvi + 64 p. WMO–No. 498. [174 ref. Eng; fre; rus; spa]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Summary (English,
French, Russian, Spanish). 1. Introduction. 2. Soya bean
cultivation: Description of plant, varieties, cultivation
practices, harvest. 3. Origin and history. 4. Distribution
and production: Distribution, average yields, world trade,
uses. 5. Meteorological factors affecting the commercial
production of soya bean: Introduction, climatic requirements,
climates of the main producing regions, temperature, effects
on plant growth, degree-days and plant growth, adverse
effects, other effects, light, photosynthetic effects, shading
effects, effect of photoperiod on flowering and maturity,
photoperiodism, photoperiodism and growth, critical values,
effect of latitude, varietal studies, varietal adaptation, other
effects of light, temperature-light effects, water, introduction,
growth and soil moisture, germination period, yields, root
growth, internal water balance and physiological processes,
water balance and development of photosynthetic potential
in leaves, leaf area, leaf angle and position, diffusion and
assimilation pathways, water balance, photosynthesis and
respiration in leaves, stomatal control, respiration, carbon
dioxide assimilation and relative water content, irrigation,
effect on stages of growth, effect of soil moisture stress,
choice of planting date, efficient water use, other climatic
elements. 6. Bioclimatology of soya bean cultivars. 7. Effects
of planting date: Introduction, regional differences, growth
stages, choice of varieties for cultivation, height and lodging.
8. World agroclimatic zones for soya bean. 9. Climatic
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effects and soya bean quality: Temperature, temperature
and sunshine, other conditions. 10. Conclusions: Water
requirements, light requirements, temperature requirements.
References. Address: Secretariat of the World Meteorological
Organization, Geneva, Switzerland.
4494. Neal, Archie E. 1978. The evolution of the flexible
floating cutterbar. In: Grain and Forage Harvesting:
Proceedings, First International Grain and Forage
Conference. St. Joseph, Michigan: ASAE. vii + 343 p. See
p. 165-69. Held 25-29 Sept. 1977 at Scheman Center, Iowa
State Univ., Ames, Iowa. ASAE Publication 1-78. [5 ref]
• Summary: James Edward Love, a grower of peas in
the Palouse country of Eastern Washington and Northern
Idaho developed the flexible floating cutterbar to reduce
the harvest losses from his pull-type combine. In 1930 Mr.
Love harvested his own pea crop with his first successful
working model. Mr. Love formed a partnership with Horace
D. Hume, a farm equipment dealer in Garfield, Washington,
with whom he had developed a good working relationship.
The first patent owned by this partnership, filed on 13 July
1931 and issued on 4 Oct. 1932, was titled “Pea Harvester”
(U.S. Patent No. 1,881,411). The design incorporated the
major features and principles currently used in commercial
floating cutterbars. The cutterbar is supported by several
floating shoes, including a skid plate which contacts the
ground. In 1935 a second patent was issued (No. 1,996,294)
with improved and simplified shoe design. By 1934 the
Hume-Love Company was in full production of the flexible
floating cutterbar and Hume-Love pickup reels. Within a few
years this new invention revolutionized the harvesting of dry
peas in the Pacific Northwest, by dramatically reducing labor
requirements and harvest losses (from an average of above
50% to less than 10%).
“The first attempt at using a flexible floating cutterbar
for harvesting soybeans was made at Champagne [sic,
Champaign], Illinois in 1934. Twelve flexible floating
cutterbars and 12 Hume-Love pickup reels were delivered to
farms in the area on a trial basis. Company records show that
all 12 reels were sold, and that all 12 bars were returned for
having no apparent value. More than 20 years passed before
a second serious attempt was made–on soybean farms near
Benson, Minnesota.
Initial enthusiasm for the flexible floating cutterbar
during this second round was weak. Many farmers did
not believe the attachment would operate effectively in a
soybean field. They also had little idea of the magnitude
of soybean losses during harvest and where these losses
occurred. Finally, these cutterbars were designed for
harvesting peas and lentils, which are a drilled, flat-culture
crop–whereas are usually planted in rows. Extensive efforts
were made to design a floating cutterbar specifically for
harvesting soybeans. During the 1960s, many universities
initiated tests and research projects to analyze soybean

harvest losses. The conclusion of the field surveys was
summarized by Dunn et al. in 1973.
In 1960 the flexible floating cutterbar was used
only to harvest green peas across the northern United
States, and to harvest lentils and dry peas in the Pacific
Northwest. It is still used in these areas, but today it is also
used to harvest soybeans in most countries that produce
soybeans worldwide. In 1960 there was only one company
manufacturing floating cutterbars in the USA. Today there
are four companies that produce floating cutterbars for
grain heads in the USA: J.E. Love Company, Hart Carter
Company, Hiniker Company, and Year-A-Round Cab
Company. Several companies in Brazil also produce floating
cutterbars. In addition, three companies in the USA produce
flexible floating cutterbars as an integral part of their own
combine headers: John Deere introduced their 200 series
in 1976 and Avco-New Idea and White Motor Company
introduced their machines in 1977.
It has been estimated (by Quick) that use of a flexible
floating cutterbar can increase soybean yields by about 6.5%.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 1998)
with the term “floating cutterbar” in the title in connection
with soybean production. Address: Vice President, J.E. Love
Co., Garfield, Washington.
4495. New England Soy Dairy Inc. 1978. Laughing
Grasshopper organic nigari tofu (Poster). Greenfield,
Massachusetts. 1 p. 33 x 25 cm.
• Summary: This poster, printed with green ink on a beige
background, and a double-lined border, states in handwritten
calligraphy: “Tofu is a high protein food, versatile and easy
to prepare, that can form the backbone of the vegetarian diet.
An ideal food for dieters and budget-watchers, it is low in
fats & calories, free of cholesterol and inexpensive.
“To maintain the highest quality, Laughing Grasshopper
Tofu is made in small batches by skilled tofu-makers, using
organic soybeans, nigari (natural solidifier), and water.
“Here are the many delicious ways in which tofu may be
prepared:
“1. Regular Tofu (Japanese)–dips & spreads; pan frying;
puddings; pastries; pie filling; soups; freezing. 2. Firm
Tofu (Chinese)–deep frying; scrambling; baking; broiling;
barbecuing; soups; freezing.” Address: 305 Wells St.,
Greenfield, Massachusetts 01301. Phone: 413-772-0746.
4496. Norman, A. Geoffrey. ed. 1978. Soybean physiology,
agronomy, and utilization. New York, NY: Academic Press.
xii + 249 p. Illust. Subject index. 24 cm. [417 ref]
• Summary: Contains a preface and 7 chapters by various
authors, each cited separately. Address: Univ. of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, MI 48109.
4497. Norman, A. Geoffrey. 1978. Background [soybean
history, and use in research on plant physiology]. In: A.G.
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Norman, ed. 1978. Soybean Physiology, Agronomy, and
Utilization. New York: Academic Press. xii + 249 p. See p.
1-15. Chap. 1.
• Summary: Contents. 1. Soybean production: In the United
States, worldwide. 2. Uses and economics of soybean
products. 3. The soybean in physiological research.
“There is general agreement that the soybean plant
had its origins in the northeastern provinces of China and
Manchuria.”
“The soybean has been the experimental plant of
choice in a diversity of physiological studies. It is rapid in
growth. Most cultivars do well in greenhouses or controlled
environment chambers if the light level is adequate. A
high degree of uniformity between individual plants can
be obtained by selecting quality seed of equal weight from
a pure cultivar lot. Plants may be grown satisfactorily in
soil, in nutrient solution, or in gravel culture. Attention has
to be given to day length and light intensity if there is a
requirement that studies at different times of year be directly
comparable. Good predictions of probable yield under
field conditions cannot be made from plants grown in the
greenhouse or controlled environment rooms.
“In studies on the initiation of flowering, the soybean
has frequently been used as a representative of the class
of short-day plants. The onset of flowering is mediated by
exposure to a night or dark period in excess of a critical
length. The soybean cultivar Biloxi was the plant of choice
in classical studies on the photoperiodic response.
“The leaf arrangement on the stem of the soybean
makes it convenient for experiments on assimilation and
translocation, much aided by the use of isotope tracers...
The leaf site is the site of photosynthesis. Export of
photosynthate from the leaf to the roots or to the developing
shoot can therefore be followed by isotopic labeling. Similar
procedures have been adopted in the study of the maturation
process of pod-filling, when leaf components including
mineral nutrients are depleted by transport to the seed.
“The soybean has been of special significance in
researches on the biochemistry of the process of symbiotic
nitrogen fixation in the root nodules which are developed
on plants in the presence of Rhizobium japonicum. Soybean
nodules are large and not as convoluted in form as those
developed on most pasture legumes. Surface sterilization
of the nodules is easily accomplished if nodular tissue is
required. Nitrogen fixation by excised soybean nodules
has been demonstrated for a limited period after removal,
again with the aid of isotopic nitrogen. Soybean nodules
have proved to be a good source of the respiratory pigment,
leghemoglobin, which is essential to the fixation process and
unique to the nodule, not being found either in unnodulated
root tissue or in the symbiotic bacteria.
“In greenhouse and field experiments the soybean has
been used in attempts to understand the relationship between
available soil nitrogen and the amount of nitrogen fixed by

the symbiotic mechanism. Maximum yields are not obtained
if no fixed nitrogen is present in the root zone, but fertilizer
nitrogen additions depress the contribution made by the
nodular mechanism.” Address: Univ. of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, MI 48109.
4498. Pimentel, David. 1978. Energy constraints in protein
production. In: M. Milner, N.S. Scrimshaw, and D.I.C.
Wang, eds. 1978. Protein Resources and Technology: Status
and Research Needs. Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xxi +
629 p. See p. 86-89. Chap. 6. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Interrelationships of
energy, land, and labor in protein production. Vegetable
protein production. Energy inputs for animal protein
production. Conclusion. Address: Dep. of Entomology, New
York State College of Agriculture & Life Sciences, 50A
Comstock Hall, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY 14853.
4499. Quick, Graeme R.; Buchele, Wesley F. 1978. The
grain harvesters. St. Joseph, Michigan: American Society of
Agricultural Engineers (ASAE). vii + 269 p. Illust. No index.
29 cm. [337 ref]
• Summary: Chapter 21, titled “Cinderella Soybeans”
(p. 225-39) contains one of the best histories of the use
of combines for harvesting soybeans. Contents of this
chapter: Introduction. Mechanized soybean harvesting (In
1924, soybeans were that brought the combine east of the
Mississippi River).
Pea soup and the floating cutterbar (Joe Zeb, a
restaurateur in Chicago, moved to Spokane, Washington.
There he found big problems harvesting peas. In 1930.
Horace D. Hume and J. Edward Love formed a partnership
to develop and promote a new concept–a floating cutterbar
which would adapt the combine to harvesting ripe peas. In
1933, Hume demonstrated his floating cutterbar and pickup
reel on soybeans, but acceptance was slow).
Deere and Company soybean heads (In 1974 Deere
engineers developed a rowcrop type head). White’s KwikCut head for soybeans (released in 1977).
Soybeans (“Not until the combine was brought to the
Midwest from Western wheat areas in 1924, did the soybean
become an important US crop”).
A photo (p. v) shows both authors and “About the
Authors”
“Graeme R. Quick (left) and Wesley F. Buchele, are
shown here at the International Grain and Forage Harvesting
Conference at Ames, Iowa, September 1977.
“Both active participants in ASAE activities over the
years, it was largely their effort that assured the success of
this conference, the first of its kind. The Conference brought
together representatives from all aspects of the industry and
scientists from 27 countries.
“Dr. Quick is Principal Research Scientist, Agricultural
Engineering Group with the Division of Mechanical
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Engineering, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization, Highett, Victoria, Australia.
Dr. Buchele is Professor, Department of Agricultural
Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa.” Address:
1. Agricultural engineer, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia; 2.
Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.
4500. Quick, Graeme R. 1978. Development of rotary and
axial thresher/separators. In: Grain and Forage Harvesting:
Proceedings, First International Grain and Forage
Conference. St. Joseph, Michigan: ASAE. vii + 343 p. See
p. 151-64, 169. Held 25-29 Sept. 1977 at Scheman Center,
Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa. ASAE Publication 1-78. [11
ref]
• Summary: Gives an historical overview of the technology
of rotary and axial threshers and separators going back to the
Winlaw mill of 1875. Address: Principal Research Scientist,
Agricultural Engineering Group, Div. of Mechanical
Engoneering, CSIRO, Highett, Victoria, AustraliaIowa State
Univ.
4501. Rackis, Joseph J. 1978. Biochemical changes in
soybeans: Maturation, postharvest storage and processing,
and germination. In: Herbert O. Hultin and Max Milner, eds.
1978. Postharvest Biology and Biotechnology. Westport, CT:
Food and Nutrition Press. [xii] + 462 p. See p. 34-76. Illust.
Index. 24 cm. Contains 31 tables and 3 graphs. [125 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Potential,
problems and products: Projections (of U.S. production
of soybeans and edible soy protein products), problems,
soybean food products. Characteristics of mature
soybeans: Garden types, cookability, oil and protein, other
constituents, protein quality. Compositional changes during
maturation: Degree of maturity, lipid composition, protein
composition, carbohydrates, vitamins. Biochemical changes
occurring during germination: General aspects, protein
content, carbohydrates and lipids, minerals and vitamins.
Effect of maturation and germination on protein quality.
Biological and physiological factors: Trypsin inhibitors
(TI), maturation, germination, significance of TI, estrogenic
activity, phytic acid and mineral bioavailability, maturation
and germination, other aspects (phosphorus, phytic acid,
phytase). Flatulence: Elimination of flatulence. Flavor:
Mature soybeans, immature soybeans, effect of variety.
Postharvest storage: Whole soybeans. Research needs.
“The direct use of green immature soybeans because
their protein content is twice that of other food legumes”
and only short cooking times are required. “The primary
difficulty with immature soybeans is the need for special
harvesting and shelling equipment to prevent damage.” In
“immature soybeans, raffinose and stachyose content is
very low and starch content is high.” “Garden-type varieties
are soybeans which the people of the Orient use during
the summer as green beans for the table. The garden types,

which are also referred to as vegetable soybeans, were the
seeds first introduced into the United States (Smith and Van
Duyne 1951).” Address: USDA, Peoria, Illinois.
4502. Tanner, J.W.; Hume, D.J. 1978. Management and
production [of soybeans]. In: A.G. Norman, ed. 1978.
Soybean Physiology, Agronomy, and Utilization. New York:
Academic Press. xii + 249 p. See p. 157-217. Chap. 6. [64
ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. Planting: Soil and
climatic requirements, choice of cultivar, fertility, tillage and
seedbed preparation, weed control, time of planting, row
width and seeding rate, planting equipment, inoculation,
seed dressings. 3. Management during the growing
season: Selection and use of herbicides, lodging, diseases,
nematodes, insects, hail damage, minor elements, irrigation.
4. Harvesting. 5. Drying and storage. Address: Dep. of Crop
Science, Univ. of Guelph, Guelph, ONT, Canada N1G 2W1.
4503. Villegas, Jose A. 1978. Agroclimatologia de
la humedad de suelo en la zona sojera Tucumana
[Agroclimatology of soil humidity in the Tucuman
soybean region]. INTA (Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia
Agropecuaria), Estacion Experimental Regional
Agropecuaria Famailla. 20 p. [20 ref. Spa]
• Summary: In the Tucuman region, the area planted to
soybeans has grown from 5,750 ha in 1969-70 to 35,000 ha
in 1976-77. Address: Ingeniero Agronomo, Tecnico de la
Seccion Ecologia de la EERA, Famailla, INTA, Argentina.
4504. Whigham, D. Keith; Minor, Harry C. 1978. Agronomic
characteristics and environmental stress. In: A.G. Norman,
ed. 1978. Soybean Physiology, Agronomy, and Utilization.
New York: Academic Press. xii + 249 p. See p. 77-118.
Chap. 4. [92 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. Light: Response
to day length, response to light intensity, response to
light quality, interaction between light and temperature.
3. Temperature: Effect of temperature on growth and
development, on nitrogen fixation, on physiological
processes, on seed quality, on protein and oil, and on pests.
4. Water: Effect of mulching, water deficit, excess water,
atmospheric humidity. 5. Wind: Effect of wind, effect of
windbreaks. 6. Pests: Birds and rodents, diseases, insects,
weeds. 7. Conclusions.
The length of the dark period is the controlling factor in
eliciting photoperiodic responses. Flowering occurs when
the day length becomes shorter than the critical value for
the cultivar. An excellent map (p. 79) shows the zones of
best adaptation for cultivars of maturity groups 00 through
X. Table II (p. 80) lists some cultivars classified by maturity
group in North America: 00 (farthest north, mostly in
Canada)–Altona, Portage. 0–Merit, Swift. I–Hark, Hodgson.
II–Beeson, Corsoy. III–Calland, Williams. IV–Clark 63,
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Kent. V–Forrest, Hill. VI–Davis, Lee 74. VII–Bragg,
Semmes. VIII–Hardee, Improved Pelican. IX (farthest south;
southern Florida, Mexico, Cuba)–Jupiter. Address: 1. Dep.
of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA 50011; 2. Dep. of
Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.
4505. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1979. Must we rotate? Soybean
News (NSCIC) 30(2):1. Jan.
• Summary: “As a result of the development of adapted,
disease resistant varieties, soybeans are now grown on
approximately 5 million acres of low lying, slowly drained
alluvial clay of the lower Mississippi Valley. Rice is the
only other major crop adapted for production on these soils
but rice acreage constitutes only about 10 percent of the
soybean acreage. This means that soybeans are being grown
continuously on a large acreage. Continuous planting of a
single crop alarms many people, particularly if they were
reared in the north central corn belt where crop rotation is a
normal practice. On millions of acres of Southeast Asia, rice
has been successfully grown in a monoculture system for
more than 1000 years. In fact, there may be areas where rice
has been grown continuously for 5000 years.
“Intensive cropping is much younger in the U.S. The
producer of flue cured tobacco reserves his selected field
for tobacco production. Many fields in the Virginia-North
Carolina area probably have a history of continuous tobacco
for 250 years. In Mississippi, cotton is grown continuously
on the well-drained, sandy loam soils. A few years ago
when Mississippi still had a 5-acre cotton yield contest,
the winning field had a history of almost continuous cotton
for 135 years. The farm had been owned and operated by
a single family since it was cleared. Except for one year
following the War Between the States when no crop was
grown, cotton was the only crop grown.
“There are many reasons for crop rotation. The corn belt
farmer used oats as a companion crop for clover which he
turned under to supply nitrogen for corn. Corn was not only
the most profitable crop but could be cultivated to control
weeds. Corn was check-planted to permit cross-cultivation
for better weed control. Different crops competed differently
with various weeds, used nutrients in different ratios, and
are attacked by different diseases, nematodes, or insects.
Rotation is a means of reducing risks.
“With monoculture of a crop, the research worker and
the grower must be alert to crop needs and problems. In our
soybean breeding program, all selection and evaluation work
is conducted in a continuous soybean cropping program. We
have utilized one area 30 years, but our entire clay area has
been utilized 25 years. A uniform planting of a single variety
is made in alternate years for management reasons. It is our
belief that if problems are to result from single cropping,
we should be exposed to these problems in our research
program.
“A high level of resistance to the disease phytophthora

rot is required for a variety to be grown on the low lying,
slowly drained, alluvial clay. We can screen for resistance
in the greenhouse, but not all phytophthora rot resistant
selections make satisfactory growth or produce well in the
field.
“As to weeds, we find it easier to control weeds in a
continuous soybean cropping system because of the greater
shade provided by soybeans than that provided by other
crops used in many rotation systems. Currently available
herbicides certainly make continuous cropping more feasible
than was possible 20 years ago.
“The disease target spot is not an economic problem
in cotton, but it does develop on cotton. The woody stems
decay slowly. We have had more development of target spot
on soybeans following cotton on sandy loam soils than when
soybeans followed soybeans.
“Soybeans are heavier users of potash than other
commonly grown crops. A 40 bushel per acre soybean crop
removes twice the amount of potash as a 100 bushel corn
yield or one and one-half bales of cotton. While an adequate
supply of nutrients must be provided in any cropping system,
it is more critical in a monoculture system. In northeast
Mississippi and west Tennessee, we have many farmers
growing soybeans continuously and attributing low seed
yields to the soybean cyst nematode. While cyst nematodes
are present, low potash level is more often a greater factor
in limiting production than is the presence of the cyst
nematode.
“In 1972, we identified a field on the Northeast
Mississippi Branch Station producing a low soybean yield
because of cyst nematodes and low potash. We have grown
soybeans continuously and successfully since then. In 1978,
with limited moisture, the variety Centennial produced 40
bushels per acre. Centennial is resistant to the race of cyst
nematodes present.
“These and other observations indicate to us that
soybeans can be grown successfully in a single cropping
system. We hope to maintain a research program to
recognize problems before they have become major yield
limiting factors. If continuous cropping of soybeans is the
most economically feasible for an acre, we want to be able
to provide the varieties and cultural methods to keep it
efficient.” Address: Univ. of Illinois.
4506. Marking, Syl. 1979. Target: 60-bushel beans. It takes
top management to hit the mark. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 2223.
• Summary: Here’s a checklist of pointers from several
University of Minnesota crop specialists: Squeeze row
width to 30 inches or less; select quality seed; pick the right
variety; plant earlier; watch seeding rate; check planting
depth; provide plenty of nutrients; study weed problems and
chemical choices; watch for chlorosis problems; watch for
insects and soybean diseases.
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4507. Ontario. Ministry of Agriculture and Food. 1979.
Soybeans, cereals and land management. Toronto, Ontario,
Canada. 39 p. Southwestern Ontario Farmers’ Week at
Ridgetown College of Agricultural Technology. Held
Monday Jan. 8, 1979.
• Summary: Contents: Feature address: Soybean market
outlook, by Dr. K.L. Bader. Soybean production:
Phytophthora rootrot control, by R.E. Pitblado. Soybean
variety update, by Dr. R.I. Buzzell. Row widths for soybeans,
by J.C. Schleihauf. Problem weeds in soybeans, by Dr. A.S.
Hamill. Soybean and cereal marketing: Transportation and
storage in Ontario, by J.A. Whitelaw. The Ontario oilseed
market, by O.F. McGregor. New cereal varieties, by Dr. A.E.
Smid. Land management: Ditchbank management, by M.
Sojak. Machinery program for good soil management, by
Hans Harms. Soil erosion in Ontario–Who should care?, by
Dr. W.T. Dickinson. Implications of the Pluarg studies, by
Dr. R. Frank. Address: Ontario, Canada.
4508. Product Name: Savory Baked Tofu (Vacuum
Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1979 January.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, soy sauce
(water, soybeans, wheat, salt) spices, nigari (magnesium
chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3.5 oz.: Calories 193, protein 23 gm,
carbohydrate 5 gm, fat 9.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1981. 3.5 by 2
inches. Self adhesive. Brown and silver on light green.
7.5 oz. Label. 1979. 2 by 2 inches. Self adhesive. Mustard
yellow on white. Back label. 3.75 by 2 inches. Self adhesive.
Brown on white. “Savory Baked Tofu has a flavor and
consistency remarkably like that of smoked or seasoned ham.
Enjoyed for centuries in Northern China, it is prepared by
marinating pressed tofu in natural soy sauce and seasonings,
then baking it to give a meaty texture and wonderful flavor.
The finished savory tofu is 23% protein, more than chicken
or steak, and almost three times as much as regular tofu. One
4 oz serving provides you with 27 gm of quality protein,
nearly half your daily need with only 219 calories.
“Savory baked tofu is ready to eat. Sliced or diced, it can
be used in sandwiches, for hors d’oeuvres or in salads like
ham, bacon, or cheese. It is also delicious in soup or with
noodles. For outdoors, enjoy it from the package as a quick,
high-protein snack. Our unique vacuum packaging allows
savory baked tofu to remain fresh in the package over one
week without refrigeration.
“For more recipe ideas see The Book of Tofu by Shurtleff

& Aoyagi (Autumn Press or Ballantine Books).” Ad in
Whole Foods. 1979. Jan. p. 40. Poster. Color. Reprinted
in Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center.
Vacuum packed tofu! Savory baked–Deep-fried cutlets.
4509. Product Name: Deep-Fried Tofu Cutlets (Vacuum
Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1979 January.
Ingredients: Tofu, water, organically grown soybeans,
pressed safflower oil, nigari (magnesium chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Vacuum-packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3.5 oz.: Calories 169, protein 18 gm,
carbohydrate 3 gm, fat 10 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1981. 3.5 by 2
inches. Self adhesive. Maroon, silver, light blue. “Quong
Hop & Co. since 1906. For sandwiches, soups & stews.”
Label. 1980. 2 by 2 inches. Self adhesive. Maroon on white.
Ad in Whole Foods. 1979. Jan. p. 40. “Vacuum packed tofu
products.” Poster. Color. Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing.
Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center. Vacuum packed tofu!
Savory baked–Deep-fried cutlets. Label. 1986? 5 by 3
inches. Self adhesive. Reddish brown on beige. The Soy Deli
brand. 7 oz. “High in complete protein. No cholesterol.”
4510. Sanford, J.O. 1979. Establishing wheat after soybeans
in double-cropping. Agronomy Journal 71(1):109-12. Jan/
Feb. [5 ref]
• Summary: Overseeding wheat under a closed canopy of
soybean is an acceptable method of establishing the wheat
crop, and allows the wheat to be planted 1 month earlier
(October vs. November). Significant increases in wheat
yield may be expected. Address: Plant Science Lab., ARSEA-USDA in cooperation with the Mississippi Agric. and
Forestry Exp. Station, Mississippi State, MS 39762.
4511. Singh, B.B.; Saxena, M.C. 1979. Soybean production
in India. Indian Farming 28(10):7-9. Jan. Series 2.
• Summary: The soybean has been traditionally grown in
the northern hills and several other scattered areas of India
for many centuries, although there is no available record as
to when it was introduced to the country. It has become an
essential part of the daily diet in those regions and has been
known by various names such as Bhat, Bhatman, Bhatmas,
Ramkulthi, Bhut, Kalitur, Teliakulth and Garryakalay. Since
the varieties grown in these areas were apparently poor
yielding types, with small black seeds and twiny growth
habit, they did not become popular in India. Although
several attempts have been made to popularize soybeans,
these attempts have failed, probably due to lack of sustained
efforts and systematic trials.
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“A fresh interest in soybean became evident with the
preliminary studies conducted at Pantnagar and Jabalpur
during the years 1963 to 1966 using improved varieties from
the U.S.A. Some of the U.S. varieties yielded between 30
and 36 quintals per hectare (ha) which was almost 3 times
as compared to the traditional kharif pulses. [Note: 1 quintal
= 100 kg.] Encouraged by these results, the Indian Council
of Agricultural Research initiated an All India Co-ordinated
Research Project on Soybean in 1967 with 3 main centres
(Pantnagar, Jabalpur and Delhi) and several sub-centres
covering different agro-climatic regions. The main emphasis
of the project has been to develop high-yielding varieties
and package of cultural practices for soybean cultivation in
various agro-climatic zones of India.”
The acreage under soybean has been increasing every
year, although not as fast as targeted, from the modest
beginning of about 300 ha of soybean in kharif 1968. The
total area under soybean in kharif 1975 was about 160,000 ha
of which about 82,000 ha were in U.P. and about 40,000 ha
in M.P. The fastest expansion in soybean cultivation has been
in the low hills and foot-hills (Bharbar) of U.P. where the
average yield of soybean has ranged from 20 to 36 quintals
per ha giving the highest net return per acre as compared to
any other crop. Soybean is also becoming popular in Madhya
Pradesh on current fallows.
The main problem in expanding the area under soybean
is the limited market for soybean and uncertainty of price.
“Most of the indigenous soybean varieties like ‘Kalitur,’
‘Bhat’ and ‘T-1” are black seeded and, therefore, many
people feel that black color is better than yellow. This is not
true... The main reason for growing these varieties in India is
not the black seed color but the small seed size. It has been
experimentally demonstrated that small seeded varieties do
not lose viability during the storage and as such there is no
germination problem.”
Extensive research has been done in India on food uses
of soybeans. Wheat flour fortified with soybean flour makes
more nutritious and good quality chapati. Detailed processes
have been established for preparing soy-milk, soy-cheese,
soy-curd, soy-sweets, soy-nuts and soy-baby foods both at
home level and at commercial scale. G.P. Pant University of
Agriculture and Technology, Pantnagar has been running a
pilot plant producing about 1,000 liters of soybean milk per
day. Similar attempts are also being made at Nagpur.
“Industrial processing of soybean to produce proteinrich food has been initiated in the country, but only on a
small scale. The defatted soy-flour available from some
solvent extraction plants is being used by bakeries for
making bread, chocolates and biscuits. The Soya Production
and Research Association, Bareilly in collaboration with
G.B. Pant University of Agriculture and Technology,
Pantnagar have been manufacturing a series of products
using an extruder cooker. Products like, ‘Nutri Nugget’
with 50% protein and ‘Proteinsnack’ with 15% protein have

become extremely popular.” Address: G.B. Pant Univ. of
Agriculture & Technology, Pantnagar.
4512. Wonder Life Corporation of America. 1979. BioHumic soybeans (Ad). Whole Foods (Berkeley, California)
2(1):30. Jan.
• Summary: This ¼-page black-and-white ad states: “The
Wonder Life Bio-Humic farming program yields certifiable,
high-quality production. Many of the hundreds of farmers in
our program produce fine light hilum soybeans. We are now
contracting for our 1979 production.” Address: 5875 Fleur
Drive, Des Moines, Iowa 50315. Phone: (515) 287-3770.
4513. Brinton, William F., Jr. 1979. Soybeans–The ecology
of productivity. Acres U.S.A. Feb. p. 8-9.
• Summary: This paper was presented recently at the
International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movement
(IFOAM) meeting in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. The author
found that “soybeans responded more favorably to nitrogen
additions stemming from organic sources than to equivalent
amounts from chemical sources. He also found that
undigested manure can exert initial inhibitory effects on root
development, this when compared to composted manure.”
4514. Crookston, R. Kent; Hill, David S. 1979. Grain yields
and land equivalent ratios from intercropping corn and
soybeans in Minnesota. Agronomy Journal 71(1):41-44. Jan/
Feb. [17 ref]
• Summary: Land usage values were either unaffected or
reduced by the intercropping, mainly due to reduced soybean
yield. The data suggested that row patterns might be devised
(e.g. soybeans in strips 3 rows wide or wider and corn in
narrower strips) to increase the productivity of the land units.
Address: Dep. of Agronomy & Genetics, Univ. of Minnesota,
St. Paul.
4515. Ortega, Simon I.; Ramirez, Esteban; Arroyo, Jesus.
1979. Adaptabilidad de variedades de soya (Glycine max (L.)
Merrill) en Venezuela. II. Characteristicas y rendimientos
en Aragua, Cojedes, Lara and Aracuy [Adaptability of
varieties of soya (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) in Venezuela.
II. Characteristics and yields in Aragua, Cojedes, Lara
and Aracuy]. Agronomia Tropical (Maracay, Venezuela)
29(1):17-30. Jan/Feb. [17 ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: This legume is not cultivated commercially in
Venezuela, so it must be imported. In 1978 some 300,000
metric tons of this raw material were imported.
The performance of 19 soybean varieties was evaluated
in five trials located in Aragua, Cojedes, Lara and Aracuy.
The highest yields (in kg/ha) came from: ICA-106
(2,01). Mandarin (1,889). ICA-110 (1,860). FAO 27385
(1,8858). Bossier (1,841). Pelicano (1,791). Other named
varieties include: FAO 27387, FAO 27389, Improved Pelican
SM-ICA, SHE, Lucerna, ICA 111, Harosoy, Ringgitt, Jupiter.
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Address: 1. Centro Nacional Investigaciones Agropecuarias
(CENIAP-FONAIAP), Maracay, Venezuela; 2. Protinal,
Valencia–Edo. Carabobo, Venezuela.
4516. Product Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Surata Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 518 Olive St., Eugene, OR
97401. Phone: 503-485-6990.
Date of Introduction: 1979 February.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, vinegar,
Rhizopus oligosporus (mold inoculant).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz in perforated plastic bag,
in outer plastic bag.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1979, undated. 4.25
by 5.5 inches. Blue on white. “Saute in skillet until brown on
both sides. Add 1/3 cup water, cover, and cook 15 minutes.”
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1979 (July). The Book of Tempeh. p.
149. Made by Benjamin Hills. He learned how to make
tempeh from his former wife, who learned it from The Farm
in Tennessee. Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List.
1981. Jan. 22. Owners: Ed Miller & Lisa Rein. Label. 1982,
undated. Red on beige from 302 Blair Blvd., Eugene, OR
97402. Talk with Newt Loken. 1989. Sept. 19. They now
make bulk tempeh. Average production of all tempeh is 500
lb/week, but on weeks with large bulk orders it may reach
1,500 lb/week.
Form filled out by Shevah Lambert. 1990. July 2.
Surata now makes 1,063 lb/month of this product called Soy
Tempeh. Production started in Feb. 1979.
4517. Product Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3869 Walnut St., Boulder, CO
80301. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1979 February.
Ingredients: Certified organically raised soybeans,
Rhizopus oligosporus mold spores.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Steve Demos.
1979. Sept. 2. Tempeh is a minor product. Only 160 by 8
oz. bags are produced. Chip McIntosh was the first tempeh
maker, followed by Chris O’Riley; Label. Undated. 4 inches
square. Black on tan. Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing.
Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center. Product Price List. 1979,
winter. 10 oz. “Delicious deep fried or steamed with ginger
and soy sauce.” Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List.
1981. Jan. 22. Address listed as 1990 N 57th St., Boulder,
Colorado 80301. Chip McIntosh is the tempeh maker.
4518. Product Name: Soya Rice Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3869 Walnut St., Boulder, CO

80301.
Date of Introduction: 1979 February.
Ingredients: Certified organically raised soybeans, brown
rice, apple cider vinegar, Rhizopus oligosporus mold spores.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1979, undated.
4 inches square. Brown on tan. Reprinted in Soyfoods
Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center. Shurtleff &
Aoyagi. 1985. History of Tempeh. p. 54. This is America’s
first commercial multigrain or soy-and-grain tempeh, and the
first tempeh to contain rice as an ingredient.
4519. Gordon, Ralph. 1979. “Soy dairy” urges Pioneer
Valley farmers to produce [soy] beans. Morning Union (The)
(Springfield, Massachusetts). March 2. p. 11, 26.
• Summary: The New England Soy Dairy expects to use
750,000 pounds of soybeans this year and 1,000,000 pounds
in 1980. The company, which (up until now) has had to buy
all its soybeans from the Midwest, would like to be able to
obtain them from farmers in Franklin County, or anywhere
in the Pioneer Valley, even as far south as Springfield, where
the growing season is about 10 days longer (120 days).
The last large crop of soybeans in New England was grown
in Connecticut about 20 years ago, according to Richard
Leviton who is supervising the local soybean production
project. The Soy Dairy uses only organically grown soybeans
from fields treated that way for 3 years.
4520. Klinsky, Shirley. 1979. Herbicide carryover–It’s easier
to prevent than treat. Soybean Digest. March. p. 37N-38N.
• Summary: “Herbicide carryover problems can slash yields
for unsuspecting soybean growers. But by understanding
herbicide carryover and taking steps to prevent it, you can
avoid most of these losses.
“Triazine compounds remaining in the soil the year
following application on corn is a major carryover problem.
“Soybean injury occurs when roots take up atrazine
from the soil. When herbicide reaches the leaves, it inhibits
photosynthesis. Chlorosis leads to necrosis as leaves
yellow, then die. Sufficient herbicide levels may cause these
symptoms to move up and kill the plant.
“Dick Fawcett, Iowa State University Extension
weed specialist, outlines seven factors affecting herbicide
carryover:
“(1) Rate of application. Although it’s difficult to
determine a specific level when problems will occur, Fawcett
says you can be certain the risk of atrazine carryover exists at
levels above 2.5 pounds per acre.
“(2) Soil moisture. Breakdown of atrazine is a chemical
reaction that requires moisture. There is greater chance
of carryover if the previous year has been dry. Carryover
problems in 1977 increased following the extremely dry
1976, Fawcett reminds.
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“(3) Temperature. Since there is no chemical breakdown
in cold weather, Fawcett says there is a higher probability of
atrazine carryover throughout the Corn Belt in cool years.
“(4) Soil type. Clay and organic matter aid herbicide
breakdown. Higher organic matter and finer texture absorb
more herbicide, leaving less available for uptake by the
plant. If you farm sandy soil, you have an increased chance
for carryover.
“(5) Soil pH. Fawcett stresses soil pH is an important
determinant of herbicide carryover. Researchers have shown
when pH levels are above 7, and especially above 7.4.
triazines are much more persistent.
“In certain areas of southern Minnesota and northern
Iowa, soil pH levels of 7.6 to 7.8 are common. He says many
soybean growers in these areas have given up atrazine.
“High pH soils can also be a problem along limestone
rock roads. You may want to decrease atrazine levels near the
road if you will be planting soybeans the following year.
“(6) Tillage practices. Reduced tillage methods
such as chisel plowing and disking increase chances of
soybean injury if herbicide residue exists. Fawcett explains
moldboard plowing or intensive tillage spreads residue
deeper in the soil. Soybeans generally won’t encounter the
concentrated atrazine until it has been broken down. If you
normally use reduced tillage, you may be wise to intensify
tillage if planting soybeans in a field that had atrazine-treated
corn, especially if the year was dry.
“(7) Soybean herbicides. Although not directly related to
herbicide carryover, Fawcett warns soybean herbicides could
compound a carryover problem. Metribuzins such as Lexone
and Sencor can block photosynthesis in the same manner
as atrazine. If there is a small atrazine carryover in the soil,
application of these herbicides will add to the problem,
possibly increasing it enough to injure soybeans.
“There is no sure-fire solution to atrazine carryover.
Although it may not be a popular remedy, Fawcett suggests
the easiest would be not to use atrazine on corn if you plan
on following it with soybeans. And he stresses if you have
high pH soil, switch to some other corn herbicide.
“Another possibility is to reduce the application rate–
especially if you are using a combination of chemicals.
Applying atrazine post-emergence increases carryover risks,
so Fawcett suggests you disk in atrazine as a preemergence
herbicide in early spring.
“After a dry year in which you used a high rate of
atrazine, Fawcett says to forget planting beans and go to corn
again. And in fields where risk of carryover is high, increase
tillage by moldboard plowing.
“Soybeans will often recover from carryover injury,
especially if the level of carryover is low. Fawcett says that
as long as the growing point is living, there is no major
problem, although yields may be nicked somewhat. If the
injury is severe and many plants are dying, don’t replant
beans. Plant corn instead–unless the soybean herbicide you

used would injure corn. The dinitroaniline family would be
of major concern, says Fawcett.
“Herbicide Carryover–How To Test Your Soil: Two
basic tests can tell you how much atrazine carryover risk you
have–one a laboratory should do and the other you can do
yourself.
“Chemical analysis detects atrazine in the soil in
parts per million. It’s difficult to state exactly what level is
dangerous, but levels above 0.2 to 0.25 parts per million will
usually injure soybeans.
“You can do the other test in the house. Get a
representative soil sample, like you would for a fertility
analysis. You’ll need about 10 pounds. Start the test
immediately, because atrazines will break down faster in
warm house air.
“Divide the soil into two equal parts and put in flower
pots or other containers. Plant about 12 seed in one portion.
Treat the other with a level teaspoon of activated charcoal,
mixing it thoroughly with the soil. You can get activated
charcoal at most drug stores. The charcoal will tie up atrazine
in the soil. Plant 12 seed in that container.
“When plants are 2-inches tall, thin to 6 plants per
container. Put the containers in sunlight at 70 to 75 degrees
Fahrenheit. Sunlight is essential to development of atrazineinjury symptoms.
“If atrazine levels are high, symptoms will become
apparent 8 to 20 days after seedlings emerge. Look for
yellowing symptoms. browning and dying lower leaves.”
4521. Product Name: Miso [Brown Rice, Barley, Mellow
Brown Rice, Mellow Red, or Black Soybean].
Manufacturer’s Name: Ohio Miso Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Route 2, Monroeville, OH
44847.
Date of Introduction: 1979 March.
Ingredients: Soybeans, rice or barley, salt, water.
New Product–Documentation: D.B. 1979. Whole Foods.
Oct. p. 62; Carr. 1980. East West Journal. Jan. p. 68-69;
Leviton. 1980. Soycraft. Summer. p. 26-31, 63-68; Ad in
East West Journal. 1980 Jan. p. 69. Ad in Soyfoods. 1980.
Summer. p. 24. “Transforming organically grown and
beans into quality natural miso since 1979. Ohio Miso is
moving Oct. 1980 to South River Farms, Box 4, Conway,
Massachusetts 01341.” Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book
of Miso. 2nd ed. p. 238.
Note: Thom Leonard was one of the first Caucasian
Americans to make koji in America for use in a commercial
product.
4522. Yaklich, Robert W.; Kulik, M.M. 1979. Evaluation of
vigor tests in soybean seeds: Relationship of the standard
germination test, seedling vigor classification, seedling
length and tetrazolium staining to field performance. Crop
Science 19(2):247-52. March/April. [18 ref]
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• Summary: “Laboratory test measurements were used to
develop models predicting field emergence. Combinations
of three laboratory test measurements in the model gave
near maximum R2 values. Four such models were able to
predict emergence at five of the six planting date and site
combinations each year.” Address: Plant Physiologists,
Seed Research Lab., SEA, AR, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland
20705.
4523. Yaklich, Robert W.; Kulik, M.M.; Garrison, C.S. 1979.
Evaluation of vigor in soybean seeds: influences of date of
planting and soil type on emergence, stand, and yield. Crop
Science 19(2):242-46. March/April. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Each year, seedling emergence and stand were
better on a sandy type soil than on the heavy soil and were
best for the optimum date of planting. Simple correlation
coefficients of emergence and stand counts for both years
were high and significant. However, analysis of variance
showed seed lots did not perform similarity across sites and
planting dates in 1975.” Address: 1-2. Plant Physiologists,
Seed Research Lab., SEA, AR, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland
20705.
4524. Leviton, Richard. 1979. Itinerary and notes from
trip to the Midwest in March-April to study soyfoods and
soybeans. Colrain, Massachusetts. 65 p. April. Unpublished
manuscript. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents (places and people visited): The Soy
Plant, Ann Arbor, Michigan: Their soy deli, deli items on
sale and prices, talk with Steve Fiering. Wonder Life Corp.
of America, Des Moines, Iowa: Founded 1957, bio-humic
method like organic farming. Two bio-humic farmers: Owen
Langlie in Mankato, Minnesota (p. 10); Cyril Vernon in
Iowa. Midwest Soya International, Cedar Falls, Iowa: Talk
with Wes Randall, Altoona processing plant, variety chart
on wall with 1979 yields and 4-year average yield (Corsoy,
Amsoy, Marion, Beeson, Private SS, Agripro 25, Wayne).
George Strayer of Agricultural Exports, Hudson, Iowa (p.
15). Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa: Walt Fehr and the
public soybean breeding program, breeding soybeans low in
lipoxygenase and linolenic acid, Dr. Harry Snyder and work
on lipoxygenase and antinutritional factors. Robert Fischer,
Soypro, Cedar Falls, Iowa (p. 25). Professional Farmers in
Cedar Falls, Iowa. American Soybean Assoc., St. Louis,
Missouri (p. 29). Pfizer Genetics, St. Louis, Missouri (p.
30). Several organic farmers in Arcola, and Oblong, Illinois.
Les Karplus. ADM, Decatur, Illinois. A.E. Staley Mfg. Co.,
Decatur, Illinois. INTSOY program at the University of
Illinois: John Santas, Wm. Thompson, Robert Howell, Joe
Jackobs, Bill Judy, L.S. Wei, John Erdman, R.L. Bernard,
Ted Hymowitz, Dr. Hadley. American Oil Chemists’
Society, Champaign, Illinois (p. 55). National Soybean Crop
Improvement Council (NSCIC), Urbana, Illinois: Robert
Judd. Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois:

Walter Wolf, Joe Rackis. Golden Key Farm: Frank Pilotte.
Joe Rakosky, food industry consultant. Fearn Soya Foods.
Address: 100 Heath Rd., Colrain, Massachusetts 01340.
Phone: 413-624-5591.
4525. Ryder, Gordon J.; Beuerlein, James E. 1979. A study
of soybean production systems. Ohio Report on Research
and Development 64(2):19-22. March/April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Planting date. Row
width. Seeding rate. Variety type. Interaction effects. Good
vs. poor seasons. Choosing the system. Summary. Address:
1. Prof.; 2. Assoc. Prof. Both: Dep. of Agronomy, Ohio
Agricultural Research and Development Center and the Ohio
State Univ., Columbus.
4526. Soybean Digest. 1979. Are your beans getting a
balanced diet? April. p. 14-15.
• Summary: “When soil tests indicate high potassium
and a medium-to-high phosphorus level, most researchers
don’t recommend adding fertilizer. Soybean requirements
can be broken into four groups: (1) lime, (2) nitrogen, (3)
phosphorus and potassium, and (4) secondary and trace
elements–calcium, magnesium, sulfur, molybdenum, zinc,
boron and iron...
“50-bushel soybeans need about 280 pounds of nitrogen,
70 pounds of phosphorus, 120 pounds of potassium, 70
pounds of calcium, 25 pounds of magnesium and 23 pounds
of sulfur...
“Researchers agree lime is the single most-needed
additive soils require for profitable yields. Soybeans
generally yield highest in soils with a pH between 6 and 7.”
4527. Product Name: Soy Moo Non-Dairy Soy Milk
[Plain, or Carob].
Manufacturer’s Name: Health Valley Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 700 Union St., Montebello, CA
90640.
Date of Introduction: 1979 May.
Ingredients: Pure filtered water, organic soybeans, soya oil,
wild honey.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 15 fluid oz plastic bottles or 30
fluid oz Pure-Pak cartons.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per cup: 129 calories, 9 gm protein, 4 gm fat.
New Product–Documentation: Midwest Natural Foods
Distributors, Inc. 1979. Catalog 13. Spring, 1979. Ann Arbor,
Michigan. iv + 290 p. See p. 248. Soy products. Refrigerated.
“Health Valley Soy Milk.” Plain or carob. Pints or quarts.
“Soy milk has all amino acids. Contains no animal fats; no
lactose.”
Ad in Tom Riker and Richard Roberts. 1979. The
Directory of Natural & Health Foods. p. 56. “The
importance of Health Valley natural baby food soups.” “Soy
Moo: This is a very special milk substitute from Health
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Valley since it contains all naturally present vitamins and
minerals found in the Soybean. It is a non-dairy product
that contains all the essential and non-essential amino acids,
twice as much protein as meat or fish, eight times more iron
than cow’s milk. Most important of all for babies intolerant
of milk and dairy products, Soy Moo contains No Lactose.”
Address is 700 Union St., Montebello, California 90640.
Leviton. 1981. Soyfoods. Winter. p. 17. Soyfoods 1982.
Summer. p. 33. Spot in Soyfoods. 1984. Summer. p. 45.
Formerly sold frozen in Pure Paks, the product has been
reformulated and repackaged in 16.9 oz. Tetra Brik cartons.
STS. 1985. Cartons for Soymilk. Shows color photo of 15
fl. oz. Pure Pack carton. Dark blue, light blue, yellow, and
white. “Cholesterol Free. No Sugar Added. From Organically
Grown Soybeans.”
4528. Edie, S.A.; Abu-Shakra, S.S.; Phillips, D.A.; Huffaker,
R.C.; Beard, B.H. 1979. Release of soybean germplasm
UCD-1 with delayed leaf senescence. Agronomy Progress
Report, Agricultural Experiment Station, University. of Calif,
Davis No. 95. June 1.
• Summary: “UCD-1, a soybean genotype which maintains
photosynthetically active leaves beyond the stage of seed
maturation was developed. The line provides germplasm
which may be useful for increasing the proportion of N
derived from symbiotic N2 fixation because root nodules
have prolonged activity in the acetylene reduction assay for
apparent N2 fixation. Increased N2 fixation by a soybean
crop may be beneficial for subsequent crops in a rotation,
and additional stover from green leaves may improve soil
texture.” Address: Univ. of California, Davis, CA.
4529. Product Name: Island Spring Soy Bean Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Island Spring, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 747, Vashon, WA
98070. Phone: 206-622-6448.
Date of Introduction: 1979 June.
Ingredients: Organic soy beans, water, apple cider vinegar,
Rhizopus oligosporus.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (227 gm).
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Luke
Lukoskie. 1979. Oct. 3. He buys his soybeans from Living
Farms; Pacific Coast Soybeans in Walla Walla, Washington,
went out of business last year when the Chinese undersold
them in the Japanese market. Discusses how to buy used
food processing equipment. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1979.
The Book of Tempeh. p. 149. Made by Russ Pals and Ben
O’Loughlin, this was the world’s first tempeh to be packaged
in a tofu tub.
Label. 1980, undated. 4 by 5 inches. Red and black on
white. Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981.
Jan. 22. Owner: Luke Lukoskie. Form filled out by Yvonne
Kuperberg. 1988. Oct. 1. Launched June 1979. Discontinued

after the fire, Feb. 1986.
4530. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: La Soyarie.
Manufacturer’s Address: 25 rue St. Etienee, Hull, QUE,
J8X 1H5, Canada. Phone: 613-235-5356.
Date of Introduction: 1979 June.
Ingredients: Organically grown soya beans (Feves de
soja biologiques), water, magnesium chloride (chlorure de
magnesium).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Won. 1979. The Ottawa
Journal (ONT, Canada). Nov. 28. p. 35. Crosby. 1979. The
Citizen (Ottawa, ONT, Canada). Dec. 4. p. 58. “Miracle tofu
a busy way of life for couple.”
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). Gives the company’s name,
address, and phone number. Owners: Koichi & Francine
Watanabe.
Label. 1983. 5.5 by 4.5 inches. Plastic film. Red and
black on clear film. “No preservatives. To keep fresh, replace
water daily.” A bit of information, “that may amuse you
[from Steve Rowat, March 29, 1989]. Koichi Watanabe who
runs La Soyarie in Hull, Quebec, and who left Japan at age
17, and whose brother runs a tofu operation in Japan, learned
to make tofu by reading The Book of Tofu, in English, like I
did.”
4531. Mughogho, S.K.; Lowendorf, H.S. 1979. The effect of
Rhizobium and fertilizer N on soya bean and cowpea grain
yield and biological nitrogen fixation on a Piarco fine sand.
Paper presented at a Regional Workshop on Tropical Grain
Legumes. Held June 1979 at the University of the West
Indies, Trinidad. *
• Summary: Although inoculation with imported Rhizobium
japonicum increased early nodulation of soya bean in Piarco
fine sand, uninoculated plants formed nodules, especially
late in the growth cycle. These late-forming nodules
were apparently effective, as the uninoculated plants had
significantly higher yields than the inoculated plants. Why?
Indigenous strains of rhizobia are likely to be well adapted
to local conditions and could be more suitable for use as
inoculants than imported strains.
4532. Sharma, R.L.; Rao, A.V. 1979. Response to biofertilizers of legumes and wheat under temperate climate.
Indian J. of Microbiology 19(2):89-90. April/June. [7 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the effect of different strains of
Rhizobium japonicum obtained from different localities on
the yield of soybean under temperate climate. Also discusses
the effect of Azotobacter chroococcum on wheat. Address:
Microbiology Section, College of Agriculture, Solan,
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4533. Fiering, Steve. 1979. Re: Thanks for hospitality.
Next Soycrafters conference. Tempeh equipment. Letter to
William Shurtleff at New-Age Foods Study Center, July 11.
1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Across the top of the letterhead is written
“Organic Soy Products.” “Thank you again for your
hospitality. The evening with you and Akiko was one of
the highlights of the trip for both Sue and myself. I came
back to The Soy Plant with many new insights into the soy
foods business and our shop in particular and my approach
has changed quite a bit. I feel interested in being more
businesslike and professional in my work...
“All plans are still go for the conference, I’m really quite
excited... Please confirm my order for 30 Book of Tempeh
and order 25 Ballantine Book of Tofu.”
Gives the address and phone number of Kerry Sandford
of Ann Arbor, Michigan, who is interested in making bean
busters–a pedal-powered Corona mill for dehulling soybeans.
Gives details on the company’s tempeh incubator and
perforated plate. Address: The Soy Plant, 211 East Ann St.,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104. Phone: (313) 663-0500.
4534. Product Name: Soysage (Meatless Sausage Based on
Cooked Soybeans).
Manufacturer’s Name: Joy of Soy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 510 Kasota Ave., Minneapolis,
MN 55414.
Date of Introduction: 1979 July.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic whole wheat flour,
organic rolled barley, organic soybeans, tamari soy sauce
(containing water, soybeans, wheat, seasalt), unrefined
sesame oil, yeast, spices, granulated garlic, dried onion,
vinegar, seasalt.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1981. 3 inch
diameter. Self adhesive. Green on yellow. “A spicy
vegetarian soyfood. Soysage is precooked. To serve, slice in
sandwiches, scramble with eggs, or crumble over pizza.”
Jamie Stunkard. 1981. Soyfoods. Summer. p. 41.
“Making Soysage.” The main soy ingredient in this soysage
is cooked soybeans; it contains no okara.
4535. Leviton, Richard. 1979. Of soybeans, the soil,
herbicides & farmers: a visit to the Midwest soybean belt.
Soycraft (Greenfield, Massachusetts) 1(1):20-25. Summer.
• Summary: Soyfoods companies in the United States will
use an estimated fifteen million pounds of soybeans this year,
an amount–while only a tiny portion of the entire American
harvest of one-hundred-eight-billion pounds–that is still
large enough to warrant the attention of soybean growers
and distributors. Most of the domestic crop is produced
employing conventional cultural practices, such as synthetic

nitrogen fertilizers and herbicides, while a small percentage
of the soybean acreage is farmed by what are commonly
referred to as ‘organic practices.’ Many soycrafters prefer
‘organically grown’ soybeans while many are not concerned,
yet how much do we actually understand about this essential
ingredient in soyfoods manufacture? I recently visited the
Midwest to meet with farmers and soybean distributors
to investigate the comparative claims of each cultural
method, to assess the importance of Our special soybean
needs in current breeding programs, and to determine how
the burgeoning soyfoods industry is perceived by soybean
suppliers.
“Organic: A Red Flag: There does not seem to be any
unilateral agreement on the exact meaning of ‘organic’
in agriculture. Rick Purvis, writing in Whole Foods,
addressed the problem squarely by noting ‘Different peopleconsumers, distributors, retailers, and farmers-use variations
loosely based on the idea that no chemicals are used in the
production of fruits and vegetables. ‘Organic’ is definitely a
catchword in the present marketing climate of the industry.’
William Boyd, soybean farmer in upstate New York, voices
agreement about the absence of well-defined standards.
‘People who speak of organic or naturally grown food
have something in mind which is really far from reality.
They have in mind that it’s the only thing that’s growing
organically. But anything produced by animals or plants is
organic.’ Mr. Boyd notes further that there are no regulations
to fall back on for certainty, ‘It’s just whatever the buyer
chooses to make it.’ Wes Randall, president of Midwest
Soya International, in Iowa, suggests that ‘if you buy organic
beans from the Midwest you’re probably buying beans that
were actually grown conventionally.’
“Agricultural Exports, in Hudson, Iowa, declines
to use the term ‘organic’ when describing its soybeans
although, as company director George Strayer notes, ‘Very
logically I know we can claim what many other people
claim so far as producing organically grown soybeans.’
Mr. Strayer prefers not to use the catchword because of a
perceived confusion in the common usage of the term; it
seems to impede communication when describing soybean
production techniques and can often serve as a red flag,
inviting controversy and disagreement. An examination of
soybean production practices reveals this delicate distinction.
The normal procedure is to rotate corn and soybeans on a
field, year after year, with the heavy commercial nitrogen
fertilizers applied on the corn crop, which is highly
responsive to nitrogen; whereas, soybeans, following in
the next season, perform better on nitrogen residues in the
soil. In northern climates there are no significant insect
pests that represent a commercial threat to soybeans, so
insecticides are not used. The only place herbicides are
involved are in fields newly brought into production where
weed competition is fierce, and, often, the herbicides
employed are pre-emergents, or sprays incorporated in the
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soil before planting or before seed emergence. On many
fields herbicides are not needed any longer, as the prominent
weeds have been eliminated from the particular field. It
becomes, for George Strayer’s operation, a matter of fieldto-field, year-to-year operation, and one year’s harvest might
represent a herbicide-free crop, whereas the next year some
pre-emergents might have been used. ‘I have always taken
the attitude that we did not want to get into this organic
versus non-organic controversy because there are too many
definitions of just what “organically grown” is.’
“Several soybean distributing companies, operating
within the organic sphere, have pieced together standards for
their soybeans. Living Farms and New Life Foods, both of
Tracy, Minnesota, have published a booklet that spells out
what is required: soil enrichment components are limited
to organic matter products that have not been chemically
fortified; natural rock powders that have not been mined or
processed with synthetic chemicals; beneficial bacteria and
algae cultures that are not chemically fortified; insect control
is to be accomplished by predatory insects, insect disease
cultures, attractants, and, occasionally, rotenone, pyrethrum,
ryania, or sabadilla; weed control shall be done by crop
rotation accompanied with mechanical cultivation; all of the
above must be practiced for three seasons before soybeans
will be accepted from the land involved. These are stringent
and exacting standards and require constant monitoring
and certification to insure the integrity of the program. ‘We
turned down about half of the people that want to certify
with us,’ comments Larry Eggan, of New Life Foods. ‘There
are a lot of people that are in the core transitional stage
of farming, that is, they use some objectionable form of
chemicals, but yet they’re kind of pseudo-organic, so we call
them transitional farmers.’ Mr. Eggan believes the purists
in the consuming sector are growing at the same rate as the
number of ‘true organic farmers’ and that today’s standards
are actually minimal. ‘There will be a levelling off period
some time in the future. When the period hits, the standards
should be increased. Instead of three years away from
chemicals, it should go to five years, and seven, and ten, then
fifteen and twenty years.’
“Consequences for Soil & Consumer: It would seem
that, in assessing the relative merits of either cultural
practice–conventional with herbicides or organic without–
two useful parameters would be the effect on the soil and
the effect on the consumer of either system. Commenting
on soybeans produced with commercial fertilizers, farmer
William Boyd observes that ‘Chemical laboratories can give
me no indication that there is any difference in the protein
content, in the ash content, in the breakdown of amino acids
where the soybeans have been grown on land that received
no commercial fertilizer as compared to land that did.’
According to Eliot Coleman, of the Coolidge Center for the
Advancement of Agriculture, in Topsfield, Massachusetts,
‘Nitrogen is an element, and it probably makes no difference

whether it comes out of a bag or the backend of a cow.’
Mr. Coleman adds that the difference might lie in the
various trace minerals and bacteria present in manure that
might be absent in commercial fertilizers, and which ‘may
possibly have a benefit in proving the biological quality of
the end product.’ Yet this would be difficult to document
and substantiate at an agricultural society meeting because
the difference is subtle. It is more a matter of ‘getting your
whole system together so you have a soil in which natural
processes work to make nutrients available at the rate that
plants, through evolution, have come to require them.’ From
the standpoint of soybean physiology, the source of nitrogen
is not consequential because soybeans can fix atmospheric
nitrogen through their root nodules in the soil, or reduce
nitrates (applied as fertilizer) into amino acids in their leaves.
“Some conventional farmers claim that soil fertility and
humus levels are rising from plowing in the larger cornstalks
produced from heavy nitrogen fertilization. ‘Our baseline
has been attempting to build from the soil,’ remarks Lee
Cunningham, of Wonder Life Corporation, in Des Moines,
Iowa. ‘We feel that soil is the baseboard. We want a healthy
life and so we start from the soil.’ Wonder Life Corporation
is certainly not a typical soybean producing company;
neither are they an `organic’ company. Bio-humic describes
the special program they have developed to escape the bulls’
horn of the organic controversy, and they work closely with
farmers who are attempting to ‘jump off their traditional
programs.’ (The Bio-humic system maximizes the natural
biological process in the soil by increasing trace elements,
humus, and soil bacteria, by practicing crop rotation and
cultivation, and by eliminating pesticides, herbicides, and
acidic fertilizers.) ‘We are trying for the maximization of life
in the soil, allowing it to find its own balance and to create
balanced, nutritious, properly grown plants.’ Crop rotation,
certainly, is not a recent innovation, although, whereas in the
past, a four or five year rotation might be employed, today
the common practice is two years–corn and soybeans. ‘The
primary emphasis is to balance the soil, to treat the soil as a
living, very sensitive organism, and to never mine the soil,’
Larry Eggan points out; and a well-structured crop rotation
is essential to replace deficient nutrients. ‘Everything that
we can learn about nature and how it operates is what has to
be achieved by the organic farmer’” (Continued). Address:
Colrain, Massachusetts.
4536. Leviton, Richard. 1979. Of soybeans, the soil,
herbicides & farmers: a visit to the Midwest soybean
belt (Continued–Document part II). Soycraft (Greenfield,
Massachusetts) 1(1):20-25. Summer.
• Summary: (Continued): “Many proponents of organic
agriculture contend that heavy nitrogen fertilizers and
herbicides acidify the soil and diminish its bacterial
population which is necessary for soil health. Yet supporters
of orthodox modern methods claim that humus and
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fertility levels are improving, both of which are suitable
soil conditions for the beneficial soil micro-organisms. Yet
the discussion can easily swing to the other pole: possible
pesticide residues in soybeans and the consumer’s health.
According to Dr. Walt Fehr, of Iowa State University, there
are few facts about pesticide residues currently available and
it is mainly an emotional issue. Dr. Fehr has cited a residue
study conducted in Mississippi fields that found the same
chemicals in soybeans produced on virgin, non-sprayed
fields as in herbicide-treated fields. ‘If you can’t detect it
with current instrumentation, it must be a very small residual
amount,’ and he adds that he has seen no data that clearly
demonstrates residues carried over to soybean seeds in
levels harmful to human health. Herbicides, ‘if they are long
lasting and have a bit of toxicity, and especially if they are
found in any way to be cancer-producing, don’t get regularly
used,’ comments William Boyd. If the chemicals are handled
properly and not over-used, then, supporters suggest, there
is no danger. Aflatoxins, for instance, poisonous mycotoxins
produced by fungi lodging on corn, have been reported in
the popular press, and, the suggestion runs, if something
comparably toxic were discovered in herbicide-treated
soybeans, the press would run this through the mill as wellwhich has not happened.
“Treflan is a pre-emergent herbicide used by many
Midwestern soybean farmers, and is applied before the beans
are planted, often a week to one month before planting.
By the time of seedling emergence, most of the herbicide,
which has a short half-life, has dissipated; by the time the
beans are mature, it has (supposedly) entirely broken down.
Eli Lilly Company of Indianapolis, when they developed
Treflan, according to George Strayer, ran field studies and
detected no noticeable residues in the soybeans. Viewed
quantitatively, possibly the only way of determining for
certain the presence or absence of pesticide residues would
be sophisticated laboratory analysis, an expensive, and
quite possibly misleading endeavor, because it would be
difficult to determine the origin of various residues found
in the soybeans, if they were grown near sprayed fields or
in an area with high environmental pollution levels. ‘The
reason we set a three-year limitation is that this is generally
accepted as safe. In other words, most of the residues of
the chemicals in the soil have deteriorated significantly
but there are some that have not.’ For Larry Eggan, the
pertinent consideration is the uncertainty of this quantitative
measurement. ‘How many parts per billion is it going to take
to really do some damage, like chromosome damage. I don’t
know; nobody in the United States knows and that’s one
definite tangible asset towards organic soybeans.’
“Herbicides, Economics & Quality Standards:
Herbicides are generally applied to obviate mechanical
cultivation which requires wide row spacings and generally
reduced per acre yields; that is, the maximum per acre
yield is not achieved with wide rows. Soybeans that will be

treated with herbicides may be planted in rows as close as
fourteen inches, which, along with the reduction in weed
competition (which cuts drastically into bushel yields), will
produce more soybeans per acre. Consequently, to abstain
from herbicidal treatment, seems to threaten profitability
at its base. ‘By mechanically controlling the weeds, we
would be all right but in today’s agriculture, where many
people are growing sizeable acreages, it’s just too much of
a gamble to go at this production without herbicides.’ Chris
Hartz, of Jacob Hartz Seed Company, in Stuttgart, Arkansas,
is talking about a typical farm acreage of one thousand
acres. ‘I think it’s romantic, sounds great,’ comments Wes
Randall. ‘I don’t know how much difference there is in
organically grown soybeans, but I’ll tell you if we had to
grow soybeans here in the state of Iowa without a herbicide,
you could probably knock three to five bushels per acre
off our yield.’ Iowa yields hover around forty bushels per
acre but may run as high as fifty or sixty, depending on
the weather. ‘Herbicides are so effective in grass control,’
George Strayer remarks. ‘They are relatively cheap. You
can’t grow beans economically without herbicides; farmers
won’t do it because today’s farms are too large to admit hand
cultivation.’ With weeds, weather, and diseases, the soybean
farmer runs close to his financial margins. ‘The farmer is
raising a crop to sell to make money, the same as a company
that makes automobiles, and for sure he’s going to get it the
cheapest way he can,’ notes Mr. Boyd. Ardell Anderson of
Living Farms, contends that farmers will not experience an
increase in yields from using chemicals and that employing
a rotation of two-thirds small grains and one-third soybeans
in one’s acreage makes it quite easy to control the weeds; the
solid stand from the grains always chokes out the weeds and
leaves a clean field for the soybeans. But where a continuous
row crop, such as corn, is planted, year after year, it becomes
far more difficult to control weed growth.
“Yet production expense can be perceived in a different
light. William Lockeretz, writing in a recent Washington
University study on the motivations of organic farmers,
points out that ‘although personal philosophy may not
motivate growers to use organic techniques, the rising
costs of herbicides, insecticides, fumigants, fertilizers and
other economic considerations are prompting growers to
look for innovative approaches.’ Ardell Anderson believes
farmers could ‘do very well without the chemicals’ and the
expensive fuel and soil amendment purchases; in fact, he
referred me to the experience of a recent dry year when the
organic farmers fared much better than their conventional
neighbors. ‘Organic growing is simply a way of life with us;
we don’t need all the chemicals and we do not want to abuse
our fossil fuel sources.’ While the organic grower may have
increased costs and risks, he is also in a strong position to
charge, a premium for his organic soybeans, and the market
is generally receptive. ‘We try to make it so, in a fairly short
time, the farmers can actually convert over and not really go
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broke and lose profit.’ Lee Cunningham has cited examples
of Bio-humic ‘farmers actually making higher profits on their
soybeans, through premiums and decreased production costs
than their conventional neighbors, and that consistent yields
of forty to fifty bushels are obtained. ‘One of the things
you’ll note here is increased economic returns. With the
Bio-humic system, it doesn’t mean that you won’t go broke,
but you won’t go broke just quite so fast.’ Owen Langlie, a
Bio-humic farmer in Minnesota, notes that he obtains fifty
bushels per acre consistently. In addition, his soybeans ripen
two to three weeks in advance of conventionally produced
soybeans, because high nitrate farming keeps the plant going
beyond the time when it normally shuts down and fills out
the pods. Cyril Vernon, another Bio-humic farmer from
Iowa, cites yields of fifty-six bushels per acre in a good
season and finds he has no severe weed problems.
“Soybeans grown under impeccable organic field
conditions represent one touchstone of quality; yet we
must not overlook physical handling and cleaning after the
harvest, steps which, if improperly conducted, can easily
diminish whatever quality the beans had originally. The
United States Department of Agriculture maintains standards
for what they refer to as ‘Grade No. 1 Soybeans,’ which
allow a maximum of ten percent splits, total maximum
damage of two percent, heat damage maximum of pointtwo percent, foreign material maximum of one percent,
and the minimum test weight to be fifty-six pounds. The
physical handling of the soybeans and their specific growing
conditions can be equally as crucial as inherent protein levels
in the particular variety. Wes Randall notes that ‘we try to
do everything we possibly can to retain the quality of the
product,’ and a recent brochure distributed by his company
indicates, for instance, that Midwest Soya International
exceeded the USDA standards with only one-point-twofive percent splits per bushel. Both Mr. Randall and George
Strayer attest to high standards in their selection of farmers
with whom to contract for soybeans. ‘We have eliminated
many from our list who at one time or another may have
grown for us but didn’t do as good a job as we thought they
should have,’ Mr. Strayer notes, and ‘we handle the beans
very carefully, in a plant that was designed specifically to
handle them gently.’ The handling is accomplished with
rubber belts, rather than screw conveyors, and the elevator
legs in the processing plant are run at half-speed to minimize
seed breakage or cracking. ‘We do everything we can to
preserve the quality of the soybeans because for either seed
or food purposes, you want the best quality soybean you can
get’” (Continued). Address: Colrain, Massachusetts.
4537. Leviton, Richard. 1979. Of soybeans, the soil,
herbicides & farmers: a visit to the Midwest soybean belt
(Continued–Document part III). Soycraft (Greenfield,
Massachusetts) 1(1):20-25. Summer.
• Summary: (Continued): “Henry Fieldson, Soybean Farmer:

I wanted to examine soybean production from a Midwestern
farmer’s perspective, so I visited with Henry Fieldson (not
his real name) in Illinois. He talked at length about the
current ‘cost-price squeeze’ and lack of parity in soybean
farming. Henry farms four hundred acres without herbicides.
‘Some of the noble ideas that we might have in this country,
sometimes we can’t afford them. In the cost squeeze, in 1972
a one-hundred horse tractor was ten thousand dollars; today
it’s twenty-five thousand dollars, and the price of soybeans is
less.’ While the cost of production has risen by nearly three
times, the selling price of soybeans has remained the same,
or even dipped some. ‘That’s a cost-price squeeze, and if you
tie that into how the farmers are going to grow their beans,
he’s got one thing in mind, and that’s profit. Now if he can
grow more bushels, and if he can save himself a little more
work by putting the weed killer on them, if the man has no
concern for health or pesticides and the environment, or even
if he does, he’s going to say, I’ve got to have that dollar.
That’s essentially the mood of the country.’
“Henry demonstrates the squeeze graphically by
making some figures. With typical good farming land in
Illinois priced at three thousand dollars an acre, and ten
percent interest payments to amortize the purchase, this
makes three hundred dollars. With typical per acre yields
of forty bushels, at eight dollars a bushel, this makes three
hundred-twenty dollars per acre, or twenty dollars above
board. ‘Okay, you’ve got twenty dollars to the good, which is
twenty dollars more than what the interest in principal is on
the land. Okay, and it’s going to take about fifteen dollars of
that to pay the taxes. Now what do I get for my work and my
machinery, seeds, fertilizer, and all the good little things that
make life worthwhile?’ Henry would like to see soybeans
sold for at least eight dollars a bushel on the Chicago Board
of Trade and to have American export beans sold at about
twice the present value. These two steps, and perhaps a
reduction in soybean plantings might bring farmers closer to
parity. ‘This is why the farmers in Washington are doing a
little fussing, because they don’t want to go broke.’
“Henry Fieldson, who produces high quality nonherbicide treated soybeans, is trying to become a ‘quality
grower for a specific market’–the soyfoods companies.
‘There’s only one thing that greases them wheels and that’s
the premium price. Now, we’re working on a little premium
here but when you take the expenses off of it, it’s not that
great. It is enough to keep us interested at the moment.
We don’t want to gouge anybody, but we have to live too.’
The biggest change Henry perceives happening among
conventional soybean growers is a move towards narrow
row, drilled soybeans with heavy herbicidal treatment. ‘They
will be doing this to increase the yields and possibly do a
little less work, and the simple logic of making more money
because the freeze is on in agriculture and if you want to
survive, you have to make it.’
“Seated at the kitchen table, looking out over the flat
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Illinois farmland, Henry speaks of other, more favorable
trends he sees shaping up. ‘I think we’re going to be moving
in the direction of contract production whether it be popcorn
or special soybean or special corn. More and more acreage
will be produced with the farmers knowing precisely where
it’s going and what they’re going to get for it.’ This would
eliminate fears of losing profits by selling to the elevator,
and of missing potential markups through dealing with
middlemen, while for the consumer (the soyfoods company),
this would inaugurate an era of custom-production,
whereby a company could specify soybean variety, growing
conditions, and supplies, and have a far more comprehensive
understanding of how this basic raw material is produced.
‘When he’s dealing with this particular farmer, he learns to
know exactly what he’s going to get from him instead of
wondering what the next pot luck load might be.’
“Farmer ownership of the land is another development
Henry speaks of and it is, perhaps, not as central in the
public’ eye as it is in the farmer’s. ‘A terrible amount of
land in this country is owned by family ownership, or
outside ownership, or even foreigners, and the man who’s
actually tilling the soil, doesn’t own it. He generally owns
but a fraction of what he actually tills.’ Of the four hundred
acres Henry plants to corn and soybeans, he owns only two
hundred. Control and ownership of the land are essential
for long-term soil building programs and an abstinence
from herbicides which makes the former possible. ‘As a
producer you can’t hold land for a short period of time and
get the weeds under control and keep them that way without
herbicides; you won’t even have time to get the herbicides
out of the soil.’ And with prime farm land selling for several
thousand dollars an acre, few farmers can afford to increase
their holdings. ‘Right at the moment, I’d say that if a person
is going to produce for you the premium product you want,
without all the pesticides, you’re going to have to pay.’
“Breeding Soybeans for Soyfoods: Perhaps the
dominant emphasis in contemporary soybean breeding
programs is increasing the per bushel yields. According
to William Boyd, ‘When hybridization came into corn, it
shot the yield up about double in a very short time, but we
haven’t been able to get the soybean yields increased as
much.’ The 1940 average harvested yield for soybeans was
sixteen-point-two bushels per acre; for 1975, it was only
twenty-eight-point-four bushels. Soybeans are notorious
for their unresponsiveness to heavy doses of fertilizer and,
being photoperiod-sensitive, their physiological cycle is tied
closely to the shortening of the days in summer. ‘Corn is
probably the easiest plant to work with in the genetic way.
Soybean is probably the most difficult.’ Other considerations
of breeders include increased pod-set, disease resistance,
lodging-resistance, and early maturation. High oil content
is a priority, too, because per pound soybean oil sells for
more than soybean meal; and attention is devoted to varieties
that lend themselves to mechanical production methods.

‘More and more of the one-man farms are growing greater
acreages,’ George Strayer points out. ‘He has to be able
to plant, cultivate, and harvest the soybean crop with a
minimum number of man hours. So there is that emphasis in
the breeding programs.’
“Several soybean producing companies are now
cognizant of the soyfoods industry in this country (partly
from experience with their Japanese soybean customers),
and they are now actively pursuing a new line in their
breeding and production programs. Chris Hartz notes that
his breeding program is ‘shooting for high protein. We
feel that the food market for soybeans has been virtually
untapped.’ The research division of Jacob Hartz Seed Co.
is trying to develop specific and suitable soybean varieties
for each different soyfood. ‘We’ve recently come up with
a new variety for natto that we’re marketing directly into
Japan on a contract basis. For producing a specific bean for
a specific product, we’ve been working now for four years.’
The desirable physical characteristics are supplied from the
buyers and Hartz tries to ‘adapt within our limitations and
our production what we can supply.’
“Hartz plant breeder Curtis Williams has been able to
determine from his customers what qualities they desire in
a bean for natto. These include a seed size of less than six
millimeters, oil content of less than twenty percent, high
carbohydrate count of thirty-five percent, water-absorbing
ability of over two times that of the raw seed weight, clear
hilum, thin seed coat, moisture content not greater than
fourteen percent. ‘I have not been able to obtain the exact
requirements of soybean seed for use in producing miso
or tofu,’ Dr. Williams comments. ‘However, those I have
talked with say they want a large seed, high in protein, high
in carbohydrates, low in oil, clear hilum, thin seed coat,
and high in water absorption.’ Of course, the chief limiting
factor in breeding high protein soybeans is that field yield
and protein content are negatively correlated. ‘Therefore, we
may not be able to get a high protein variety that a farmer
could profitably grow on a large acreage unless there was a
premium for the seed.’
“Most soybean distributors agree that as the soyfoods
market for soybeans increases, there will be a marked
interest among growers and consumers in varieties that are
both agronomically viable and suited for soyfood production.
‘There seems to be an awareness now,’ observes Larry
Eggan, ‘that soybeans are food, and not just a place where
you can get some oil and some meal to feed cattle.’ In the
next couple years we are going to see a shift; I see the
awareness now but no aggressive research being conducted.
We’re going to see more emphasis towards cross-breeding
with, say, Prize with the oil-types to reduce the oil content
but increase the yields’” (Continued). Address: Colrain,
Massachusetts.
4538. Leviton, Richard. 1979. Of soybeans, the soil,
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herbicides & farmers: a visit to the Midwest soybean belt
(Continued–Document part IV). Soycraft (Greenfield,
Massachusetts) 1(1):20-25. Summer.
• Summary: (Continued): “The Soyfoods Industry Viewed
from the Field: My final concern was with future supplies
of food-purpose soybeans and with how soybean producers
and distributors view the rapidly growing soyfoods industry.
I asked Larry Eggan how he would characterize the current
production and consumption pattern in the United States.
‘The soybean crop is one that, every year, there are people
who think this is the year we are going to over-produce,
but so far we have never had over-production on soybeans,
because the demand for protein keeps on going up.’ Plantings
for 1979 are forecast to be up by seven percent over 1978;
this would mean sixty-eight-point-eight million acres planted
to soybeans, which could provide total harvests of nearly
two billion bushels. ‘There is, very simply, a boom. The
farmers created the largest crop the U.S. has ever seen in
soybeans last year. Current estimates say there is going to be
no surplus and that’s astounding. I see soybean production
skyrocketing, but I see consumption skyrocketing also.’ Wes
Randall regards the soyfoods industry as ‘a sleeping giant’
and believes we are dealing with ‘an untapped market.’
Dan Burke, of Pacific Soybean and Grain, in San Francisco
[California], suggests ‘the soyfoods market will be for many,
many years to come, still a minor portion of the market for
soybeans. Yet that’s why we feel it’s so important on our
part to come up with some varieties and practices of better
protein development in a particular bean.’
“Larry Eggan believes meat will always be available
but it will follow the typical pattern in Japan today, where
beef costs twelve to thirteen dollars a pound. ‘I think within
the next five or ten years we are going to see soy products
take over the place of meat in the consuming public’s mind.’
Textured vegetable protein products will undoubtedly
constitute an important portion of this increase because more
research has been conducted in that area than any other.
‘Tofu, as the raw product, is just like TVP was ten years
ago when it was first developed.’ Henry Fieldson sees the
soyfoods industry affecting a few growers in ‘a gradually
increasing way’ yet he doesn’t think it will be too long before
‘we find ourselves out here in the cornbelt producing more
acres of soybeans than corn. We’re rapidly approaching
that stage because the products needed in the world food
economy are protein and oils, rather than carbohydrates,
which is what corn produces.’
“What is necessary here is to make tofu a household
word, Henry suggests; then we will have a different picture.
Dan Burke recommends traditional soyfoods manufacturers
to ‘go ahead full blast’ and ‘to expose the product to as many
people as possible’ and he adds, ‘I think that within the next
ten years the proliferation of soyfoods eaten in the United
States is going to be very dramatic. And I think the greater
growth is going to be in the area of traditional, Asian-type

foods.’ Larry Eggan voices agreement: ‘As people are made
more aware of soyfoods and are willing to accept them, it’s
going to come very fast. There’s going to be a big explosion,
and I don’t think it’s going to take any longer than ten
years, maybe five.’ As the market for high-protein soyfoods
expands, however, so, too, will the number of companies
producing them. Dan Burke offers this mildly ominous
forecast. ‘Very few large food companies are involved in the
traditional soyfood industry at the present time. But in the
years to come, I think they will be; and what they will do
is, rather than do a great deal of research and development
themselves, they will sit back and wait for the acceptance of
soyfoods by the American market and then they will acquire
successful soyfoods companies.’
“Whether or not this gloomy, or perhaps cheerful,
forecast is correct, we cannot presently determine. Yet
we can be certain that soybean growers and distributors
will be scrutinizing this new market and re-evaluating
their production standards, while seeking new varieties of
soybeans, better suited for soyfoods manufacture, in the
years to come.” Address: Colrain, Massachusetts.
4539. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Shop.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1081 Memorial Dr. S.E., Atlanta,
GA 30316. Phone: 404-577-8896.
Date of Introduction: 1979 July.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb and 1 lb/16 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz, Calories 90, protein 10 gm,
carbohydrates 1 gm, fat 6 gm, sodium 6 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center. 1980.
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages,
typeset). Gives the company’s name, address (Zip is 30316),
and phone number. Owners: Sara & Steve Yurman.
FIND/SVP. 1981, May. “The tofu market: Overview of
a high-potential industry.” p. 87. The company now makes
about 3,000 lb/week of tofu, and is planning to increase to
5,000 lb in the near future. Label. 1983. 6.5 inches square.
Plastic film. Black, orange, white and blue, printed on
clear film. “Tofu is a wholesome food rich in protein and
completely cholesterol-free. It fits into many special diets–
perfect for reducing calories in hearty, satisfying meals. Send
a stamped, self-addressed envelope for recipe ideas and more
nutritional information.” Seven serving suggestions on rear
panel.
Interview with Sarah Yurman. 1984. Jan. The company
started in July 1979. They now make 7,000 lb/week of tofu
and 300 lb/week of tempeh.
Label. 1984. 4.5 by 2 inches. Plastic film. Brown and
yellow on clear plastic.
Talk with Steve Yurman. 1989. Nov. 8. In 1979 he and
his wife, Sarah, were in North Carolina when they heard that
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Lotus Moon (a tofu shop in Atlanta, Georgia) had gone out of
business. They went to Atlanta and met with Charles Unger,
the owner, who had purchased the company from someone
named Mike. Lotus Moon only made tofu and soymilk.
Steve never heard of Chandler Barrett. Lotus Moon at that
time was not connected with Sevananda Co-op; Charles had
moved it out. The Yurmans did not buy Lotus Moon, but
rather in July 1979 went into a joint venture with Unger for
about a month, but it did not work out, so they separated.
Then in Aug. 1979 Steve and Sarah founded The Soy Shop
and set up operations making tofu in the kitchen of the St.
Peter and Paul Church in Atlanta. After 1-2 months they
were asked to leave, so they moved to 1081 Memorial Drive
S.E., in Atlanta in early Sept. 1979. There they made tofu,
soysage, a little soymilk, and a little tempeh. They owned
the Atlanta tofu market until Calco moved in, followed by
Swan Gardens. Both of those companies, instead of working
to expand the market, went after Yurman’s market with low
prices. In the fall of 1981 the Yurman’s moved their company
to 1863 Memorial Drive S.E. in Atlanta.
The Yurmans sold The Soy Shop to Kich Lam, a
Chinese American, in April 1985. Why? (1) Many of their
distributors went out of business, owing them lots of money,
and (2) The competition from Jimmy Wang and Calco was
fierce because Calco kept its tofu prices very low, and (3)
There was employee theft.
4540. Product Name: Tofu Mayo (Eggless and Dairyless
Mayonnaise).
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3869 Walnut St., Boulder, CO
80301.
Date of Introduction: 1979 July.
Ingredients: Tofu [organically raised soy-beans, filtered
water, nigari (salt bitterns)], safflower oil, apple cider
vinegar, honey, lemon juice, salt, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz, 1 pint jar. Retails for
$1.26.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 30-60 day shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1979. 2½ by 2½
inches. Self adhesive. Blue on beige. White wave logo.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1979. Tofu & Soymilk Production. p.
162. “White Wave in Boulder, Colorado, uses the following
recipe for Tofu Mayonnaise: Combine the following
ingredients in a (sterilized) high-speed VCM and blend at
high speed until creamy smooth: 60 pounds tofu, parboiled
for 7 minutes; 24 cups oil; 13.5 cups apple cider vinegar;
6.75 cups honey; 10 tablespoons salt; and 2 lemons, juiced.
Pack hot in 1-pint glass jars. Yields 55 pints that retail for
$1.26 a pint (1979). Nice also as a base for spreads or dips.
Keeps 30 to 60 days.”
4541. Product Name: Missing Egg Salad.
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave.

Manufacturer’s Address: 3869 Walnut St., Boulder, CO
80301.
Date of Introduction: 1979 July.
Ingredients: Tofu (organically raised soybeans, filtered
water, nigari salt bitterns), celery, dill pickles, tofu
mayonnaise, shoyu, prepared (wet) mustard, honey,
granulated onion, granulated garlic, granulated kelp,
turmeric, poppy seeds, dill weed, paprika.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz deli container. Retails for
$1.43.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1981. 2.5 by
2.5 inches. Paper. Brown on tan. Wings on chicken legs
illustration. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1979. Tofu & Soymilk
Production. p. 163. “White Wave in Boulder, Colorado, uses
the following recipe for their Missing Egg Salad. Parboil
48 pounds of tofu for 7 minutes and drain very well. Add
tofu and the following ingredients to a VCM: 2½ bunches
celery, chopped; 3 pounds chopped dill pickles; 13 cups
Tofu Mayonnaise, 2¼ cups shoyu; 14 ounces prepared (wet)
mustard; 3/4 cup honey; 9 tablespoons granulated onion; 5½
tablespoons granulated garlic; 4½ tablespoons granulated
kelp; 3 tablespoons turmeric; 1 tablespoon poppy seeds; 9
teaspoons dill weed; and 4 teaspoons paprika. Mix briefly
on low speed to preserve chunks. Yields 56 pounds. Sold in
10-ounce containers for $1.43 retail or sold on a tofu salad
sandwich for $1.25 retail by Grateful Sandwiches in Denver;
their best seller!”
4542. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yaupon Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 404 S. Main St., Elgin, TX
78621.
Date of Introduction: 1979 July.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, natural
nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1979.
July. New Tofu Shops & Soy Dairies in the West. Chico
Wagner & Doug Cox.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). Gives the company’s name,
address, and phone number. Owners: Chico Wagner & Doug
Cox.
Label. 1982, undated. 3.25 inch diameter. Self adhesive.
Green on blue. Illustration: bean vine. “Keep refrigerated.”
Talk with Chico Wagner. 1989. June 21. This was
his first product, launched in 1979. The company name,
pronounced YOE-pon, comes from the name of a native
shrub that grows widely in the area. About 1-2 years after
it started, the company moved to its present location at 226
East. Austin St., Elgin, Texas. Phone: 512-285-3810. He sent
a new label. 6 by 4.5 inches. Greenish blue and white on
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clear film.
Note 1. According to Scientific American (1872 March
30, p. 209) “Yaupon is the name given by the Indians to the
leaves of the Ilex Cassine, a plant indigenous to the Southern
States, but found only along the coast, from Florida to North
Carolina. Mixed with the leaves of other species of the same
plant, Ilex vomitoria and Ilex dahoon, it formed ‘Cassena,’
the basis of their famous ‘black drink,’ which was used by
the red men as a medicine, and as a state drink at some of
their religious festivals... Yaupon is largely used in the South
as a substitute for tea, coffee, and other stimulants; and it is
reported to be very beneficial to inebriates who wish to cure
themselves of their love of liquor.–Henry M. Smith.”
Note 2. This is the second earliest known company in
the USA (after Surata Soyfoods, founded Dec. 1976, began
production March 1977) to use the term “Soyfoods” in the
company name.
Talk with Chico Wagner. 1992. May 29. He now makes
about 5,000 lb/week of tofu. The company makes 4 basic
products: Tofu (1 lb packages and bulk), plain soymilk, and
tempeh.
4543. Judd, Robert W. 1979. National Soybean Crop
Improvement Council 1941-1979. In: R.W. Judd, ed. 1979.
50 Years with Soybeans. Urbana, IL: National Soybean Crop
Improvement Council. 86 p. See p. 81-86.
• Summary: “The National Soybean Processors Association
was organized in 1928 [sic, May 1930]. Farmers harvested
579,000 acres of soybeans for beans that year yielding 13.6
bushels per acre. They also had 1,860,000 acres for hay,
grazing or plowing under for green manure. By 1940 the
acreage harvested for beans increased to 4.8 million yielding
16.2 bushels per acre. Soybeans for other purposes totaled 7
million acres.
“In 1941 the processors established our National
Soybean Crop Improvement Council to assist in wartime
expansion of soybean production. It was also a significant
year because, for the first time, farmers harvested more
acreage for beans than for hay, pasture or other uses. Their
5.9 million acres yielded 18.2 bushels per acre.
“The Council consisted of N.S.P.A. members interested
in serving on the standing committee to promote production
of the industry’s raw material. Council members recognized
a need for a soybean bulletin containing recommended
cultural practices and other information about the minor
crop. They published a booklet named Soybean Farming in
1947 for distribution to farmers in all soybean producing
states. There were 200,000 copies of the first edition
distributed on request to farmers, school children, college
students, libraries, land owners, farm youth groups and
others. It was revised several times. A total of 385,000 copies
had been distributed when the publication was terminated
after the April 1969 revision.
“The industry did not grow from 1942 thru 1949. There

wasn’t a million acres difference in the acreage harvested for
beans between 1942 and 1949. The Processors Association
appraised the situation and employed Ward Calland as a fulltime managing director of their Crop Improvement Council
in 1948. Several of you here today knew Ward Calland. One
of the recently developed soybean varieties was named in his
honor.
“The purpose of the Crop Improvement Council has
not changed since its inception. Our function is to cooperate
with agricultural interests to encourage the growing
of soybeans in the United States, and to encourage the
expansion of soybean production research at federal, state
and private research centers. We cooperate with colleges and
experiment stations, the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
and all segments of the soybean industry to encourage
scientific research for the purpose of increasing soybean
yields, reducing unit production costs, and provide improved
varieties for producers, processors and other consumers. Our
educational activities promote these stated objectives.
“Ward Calland’s initial activities to fulfill the purpose of
our NSCIC were to dissipate unfair criticisms of the soybean
crop and promote its advantages. The labels ‘emergency
substitute’ and ‘poor man’s crop’ were applied to the golden
bean. Even some college professors saw no future for
soybeans in U.S. agriculture and let their views be known.
Opposition to the crop had to be actively discredited before
the industry could expand toward its potential. Mr. Calland
encouraged farmers to start producing soybeans. He told
professors, farm managers, bankers, and other persons who
influenced farmers’ decisions that the soybean had a bright
future.
“In 1949 a 6-page pamphlet named Soybean News
was published by our Crop Improvement Council to relate
pertinent, factual information about soybeans from research
findings at Agricultural Experiment Stations, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and growers’ experiences. The
first issues were sent to university personnel, county farm
officials, grain handling stations, agricultural leaders, and
anyone who might be interested in the crop or industry.
Soybean News is currently published three times a year and
is mailed without charge to the 8 to 9 thousand persons who
have requested it.
“In 1950 the Crop Improvement Council contracted
with a motion picture production company to produce a
sound motion picture, 27 minutes in length with color. The
film was designed to give an interesting, educational story
of the soybean crop and its place in American agriculture.
‘Soybeans–The Feature Story’ was released in 1951 through
several universities and our own organization. Three years
later it was released in black and white for television
showing. Over 30 million persons saw the black and white
film on television and several hundred thousand saw the
color film. The production, excellent distribution, and
utilization of the film resulted in an increased awareness of
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soybeans as a potential, profitable crop for U.S. farmers with
products saleable in both domestic and foreign markets.
“In addition to speeches, the publication of Soybean
Farming and Soybean News, and the film ‘Soybeans–The
Feature Story,’ the director of the Crop Improvement Council
made displays extolling the virtues of soybeans for exhibit
at fairs and other agricultural meetings. He encouraged
companies associated with the soybean industry to create
informational brochures about the crop and products.
“Our Advisory Board was established in 1949. A letter
from Ward dated September 21, 1949 to radio stations’ farm
program directors announced the first issue of Soybean
News and had these men listed as Advisory Board members:
Burlison of Illinois, Etheridge of Missouri, Hayes of
Minnesota, Hinkle of Arkansas, Hoover of Mississippi,
Keim of Nebraska, Kenney of Kentucky, Myers of Kansas,
Peterson of Purdue [University, West Lafayette, Indiana],
Pettigrove of Michigan, Pierre of Iowa, Skold of Tennessee,
and Volk of Ohio. We bade farewell to Hinkle and Volk at
our annual meeting in 1975.
“Our current Board consists of 31 members including a
temporary vacancy for Louisiana. Our group consists of 24
university department heads, 4 from USDA representing AR
[Arkansas] and CR, 1 research center director, 1 representing
private breeders, and 1 from the growers’ organization.
Although we meet only once a year, I depend on you for
valuable counsel.
“During the first 10 years of Ward Calland’s tenure
as NSCIC director, his primary objective was to stimulate
growers’ interest in soybean production. The success of the
effort has been evident from 1948 to date. Soybean acreage
increased 25 out of the past 30 years in this country: It
would be foolish for our Council to take complete credit for
that happening in history. However, we do believe our total
effort was a contributing factor which resulted in production
paralleling the growth in demand.
“In the late 1950’s, the Council entered a transition
period which lasted from 1958 to 1963. The transition
in major effort was from stimulating grower interest in
the crop to providing for increased agronomic research
support. Ward Calland retired in 1961 and I was employed
as managing director of the Council. We have been working
diligently to encourage the employment of more soybean
production research scientists by AR and State Experiment
Stations. I presented our requests for more research funds to
Congress from 1961 to 1971. Then for a few years we had
an agreement with the American Soybean Association in
that they would present the request with us. We attempted
to take advantage of the added political clout growers have
compared to the processors. Recently we have testified
separately to give a double-barreled impact while we
continue to tell the same message.
“You might be interested in the rather recent evolution
of the soybean processing industry. In 1961 there were 58

companies who were members of the NSPA. The American
Soybean Association Blue Book listed 148 U.S. plants
processing soybeans that year. Today there are 28 companies
in the NSPA membership processing over 95% of the crush
in this country. The capacity of their 87 plants has enabled
U.S. processing to double its volume since 1959.
“Our goal is to raise soybean yields and profits through
research. Back in 1960, ARS had $468,326 for 18SYs [sic]
working in soybean production research. Our continued
requests to Congress for more funds in subsequent years
resulted in $2,343,000 added for Agricultural Research and
$500,000 for Cooperative Research. These figures do not
include cost of living and other types of increases granted.
AR has been limited in adding scientists during the last
few years. Their SY total for soybean production research
increased from 18 in 1960 to 64 in 1979. The number of
AR scientists tripled while funds invested increased sixteen
times. The cost of doing business was cheaper any [sic]
yesterday.
“It was difficult to arouse concern about soybean
research because acreage increased to meet expanded
demand for protein and oil. Congressmen finally acted on the
belief that it was less expensive to maintain the health of the
young giant soybeans with additional research investment, so
acreage would increase. Otherwise they might be forced to
purchase the medicine of controlled production for millions
of acres of our other crops which had a sickness of surplus.
Can you imagine our plight if 70 million acres today was not
used to produce soybeans?” (Continued). Address: Managing
Director, National Soybean Crop Improvement Council.
4544. Leviton, Richard. 1979. Local soybean growing
prospectus. Revised ed. Colrain, Massachusetts. 35 p.
Aug. Contains 20 pages of reprinted articles. Unpublished
manuscript. [12 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. World soybean harvests and
uses: A perspective. 2. New England Soy Dairy and the
U.S. soyfoods industry. 3. Why grow soybeans? 4. Quality
requirements and agricultural standards. 5. General
information about soybeans. 6. Cultural practices. 7.
General and indigenous problems. 8. New England Soy
Dairy and the farmer. 9. Projected costs and income sheet.
10. Bibliography. 11. Supplementary reading. Address: 100
Heath Rd., Colrain, Massachusetts 01340.
4545. Marking, Syl. 1979. Automatic harvesting? It may be
closer than you think. Soybean Digest. July/Aug. p. 14-15.
4546. Product Name: Tofu Salad.
Manufacturer’s Name: New England Soy Dairy, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 305 Wells St., Greenfield, MA
01301.
Date of Introduction: 1979 August.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, ‘Soymayo’ (soymilk, soy
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oil, apple cider vinegar, spices), fresh carrots and celery,
prepared mustard, natural soy sauce, sea salt, garlic powder,
turmeric.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soycraft (Greenfield,
Massachusetts). 1979. “New England Soy Dairy plans
expansion.” 1(1):10. Summer. The company plans to launch
Tofu Salad later this summer.
Label. Undated. Sent by New England Soy Dairy. 3.25
inches diameter. Brown, yellow and green on beige.
4547. Pendleton, Johnny W. 1979. Cultural practices and
mechanization. In: R.W. Judd, ed. 1979. 50 Years with
Soybeans. Urbana, IL: National Soybean Crop Improvement
Council. 86 p. See p. 17-21.
• Summary: “The topic, Cultural Practices and
Mechanization, is the most important now or whether one
goes back 50 years or even 12,000 years, when agriculture
and civilization began. This is where the grower becomes
actively involved and expends his money and energy. This is
where all components of the art and science are synthesized
into a profitable enterprise. Poor research or grandiose
hypotheses are quickly discarded in the competitive world of
present day agriculture.”
The author states that cultural practices encompass
variety selection through tillage, fertilizer, pest control,
planting pattern, harvesting, and storage. In his discussion,
he covers double cropping, minimum tillage, irrigation,
growth regulators, row spacing, and seed quality.
“Harvesting: Not until combines were brought into the
Midwest from Western wheat states in 1924 did soybean
acreage really increase. This crop has presented a great
challenge in reducing losses in the harvesting process. Until
recently average losses were 9 to 10 percent.
“The problems or challenges have been:
“1. Low uniform cutting heights must be maintained.
Low enough not to hit low pods, yet not pick up dirt or small
stones.
“2. Fast knife speed to not allow stalks to slip along the
knife blade.
“3. Cultivation practices which ‘earth up’ the rows.
“4. Gentle yet positive control of the plant to reduce
shatter or cutting losses before and after cutting.
“5. Save shattered beans.
“6. Lodged stalks or branches must be lifted above the
cutting zone.
“Agricultural Engineers Bichel and Hengen reviewed
nine patents to help satisfy these requirements. Their
conclusion was that only the Hume-Love floating cutter bar,
Baker’s bean plow, and the Sutherland row crop head have
led to production models.
“The flail or beater harvesters used before combines
resulted in 40% field losses, the cut and thresh methods

which involved mowing, windrowing, hand cocking, hauling
and threshing often resulted in 50% losses primarily by the
seed shattering during all these operations.
“Recent innovations are the air jet system on the cutter
bar developed at the University of Illinois, and the puller
developed at Purdue University [West Lafayette, Indiana].
Both reduced losses by 40-50 percent but have practical
problems. The increased power requirement of the air jets
and the dirt problem introduced by the pullers remain as
challenges.
“The introduction of soybean row crop heads and/
or flexible bar headers will reduce field losses to almost
half that of conventional grain combine heads. These have
potential of leaving only 3-5% in the field.
“The new rotary cylinder combines may have special
appeal to seedsmen because the seeds are not separated from
the pods as violently as in conventional combines.
“All agricultural engineers working on the soybean
harvest loss problem would dearly love to see the plant
breeders eliminate plant lodging and raise the podding height
greater than six inches above the soil surface.” Address:
Agronomy Dep., Univ. of Wisconsin.
4548. Pesek, John. 1979. Soybean production research,
1928-78: Mineral nutrition and fertilizing. In: R.W. Judd, ed.
1979. 50 Years with Soybeans. Urbana, IL: National Soybean
Crop Improvement Council. 86 p. See p. 27-35.
• Summary: “The soybean crop presents a set of challenges
in the understanding of its nutrition and the application
of fertilization practices which are quite different from
those for grass crops or other non-leguminous annual
crops. One reason is that soybeans are mostly grown in a
symbiotic association involving the soybean and rhizobium
japonicum, the nitrogen fixing bacteria. This association
adds to the complexities as the nitrogen nutrition of the
crop is dependent upon it and this relationship might cause
interactions with other mineral element nutrients to be
different.
“Soybeans also produce a crop which is very high in
terms of energy content per unit of weight, high in nitrogen
content, phosphorus content and the content of some of the
bases. In these, soybeans are quite different from the cereal
and feed grains. The seed are borne in a large number of
reproductive organs (pods) distributed along the complete
stem rather than being concentrated in a single ear or head.
When one adds all these differences to the fact that soybeans
are a relative newcomer to the agricultural scene in the
United States, it is apparent why we may not be as fully
informed as we need to be. There is a great opportunity for a
better understanding of soybean nutrition.
“Technical reviews of this topic have been published by
Ohlrogge in Advances in Agronomy published by Academic
Press in 1960; Ohlrogge and Kamprath in Changing
Patterns in Fertilizer Use published by the Soil Science
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Society of America in 1968; Enken in Soybean published
by Selchogiz in Moscow in 1959; Pesek in The Role of
Potassium in Agriculture published by the American Society
of Agronomy in 1968; and by deMooy, Pesek and Spaldon
in Soybeans; Improvement, Production and Uses published
by the American Society of Agronomy in 1973. Readers are
referred to these sources for a review and interpretation of
reports and the literature. This report draws heavily upon the
last named reference.
“Accumulation of the major nutrients in soybeans
is high with levels of up to 358, 34, 123, 90, 39, and 28
kilograms per hectare having been reported for N, P, K, Ca,
Mg and S in the above ground parts. The accumulations
of N, P and K initially usually lag the accumulation of
dry matter but reach a maximum daily accumulation rate
within sixty days after emergence and hold this rate for
approximately 30 days. Maximum rates of accumulation
in kilograms per hectare per day reported in the Middle
West are 4.9, 0.39, 1.9, 3.1 and 1.7 for N, P, K, Ca and
Mg, respectively, and 7.7, 0.41, 4.6, 2.4 and 0.77 in the
Southeast. Considering the foraging of the root system for
water (to depths of five feet or more), it is evident that a high
concentration of nutrients, especially other than nitrogen, is
needed throughout the soil profile to assure uninterrupted
growth.
“The soybean seed crop contains high proportions and,
therefore, removes large quantities of mineral nutrients from
the field.
“Some studies have indicated that two-thirds of the N
and three-fourths of the P absorbed are lodged in the grain
along with about three-fifths of the K. One-fourth of the N
and one-fifth each of the P and K are dropped in leaves and
petioles at maturity, leaving only seven to eighteen per cent
of the individual nutrients in stems and pods. Hence, the
replacement, with fertilizers, of nutrients removed in the
grain (except for nitrogen) is an important consideration in
producing soybeans.
“Generally, the soybean crop accumulates only 40%
of the N and K and about 45% of the P found in the grain
during the period when the beans are developing. This means
that large amounts of these nutrients must be translocated to
the seeds from other plant parts, mostly the leaves, to satisfy
the requirements of the developing grain. Over half of the N,
P and K in the grain at maturity has to be translocated from
other plant parts during the 15 to 20 days prior to maturity.
“Some consideration has been given to selecting
soybean plants which can accumulate unusually high levels
of N, P and K in vegetative tissues for later translocation.
Germplasm material shown to accumulate above average
levels of P and K has been incorporated into breeding
populations. To the extent that yields depend upon
accumulation of nutrients for translocation, this procedure
might help push up the yield potential of cultivars in the
future.

“The economic production of soybeans seems to be
absolutely dependent upon profuse and effective nodulation
with Rhizobium japonicum strains which are highly efficient
in fixing N. It is estimated that most soils in soybean growing
regions of the United States are inoculated with various
strains of R. japonicum for which the serological groups vary
from one soil type to another within the same field. Some of
these adapted (or perhaps indigenous) strains are much more
efficient in N fixation than others.
“It has been shown that there are serological groups
of R. japonicum strains which have been isolated but not
prevalent in field soils which are superior N fixers to those
commonly used in commercial inoculum. There is a major
challenge to cause soybean crops to be inoculated with these
superior strains in preference to those already adapted in the
soil. Various approaches have been proposed and tried. One
of the simplest is simply to add excessively high numbers of
cells of superior strains to the seed row at time of planting.
This has been partially successful. The use of selective
phages has also been suggested but most recently an effort
is being made to give superior strains of R. japonicum the
ability to infect normally non-nodulating soybean lines. If
perfected, the native Rhizobium strains would not nodulate
the plants but the uniquely infective superior strains would.
“One common characteristic of the soybean-Rhizobium
association is that it does not fix very much N if the
supporting soil has adequate supplies of mineralized N
present. The proportion of N in the soybean crop grown
on good agricultural soils brought about by N fixation has
been estimated to be as high as 59% of the total. The highest
amount reported seems to be 164 kilograms per hectare for
soybeans inoculated with strain 110 of R. japonicum.
“Fertilizing soybeans with fertilizer N is not
recommended and has seldom, if ever, been profitable.
Except under unusual circumstances, the responses to
applied fertilizer N have been small and inconsistent. Where
significant responses have been observed, the mineral N
supply was either placed or applied in such a way or at such
time that it was not available to the young soybean plant
and did not interfere with the establishment of efficient,
functional nodulation at the outset of growth.
“In cases where N fertilizers have been applied, recovery
rates of up to 81% have been reported in greenhouse trials.
Non-nodulated soybeans have recovered up to 60% of up to
224 kilograms N applied per hectare. Nodulated soybeans
under the same conditions recovered less.
“Commonly observed levels of N in young mature
leaves of soybean fall between four and seven percent.
Those below four are deficient and those above seven are
considered to be excessive. These values are given for leaves
of plants in the late bloom stage.
“Phosphorus plays a central role in the energy transfer
within cells through the high-energy phosphate bond in
adenosine triphosphate. It is therefore of critical importance
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in the formation and translocation of carbohydrates and other
carbonaceous compounds in plants. The element also is a
component of the nucleo-proteins of cell nuclei.
“Soybeans are considered to be strong absorbers of P
from soils especially the P of soluble phosphate fertilizers.
Recovery of up to 47% of the fertilizer applied has been
reported and most of this was absorbed during about the last
month before maturity.
“Usually the P content at late bloom in the young mature
leaves ranges from 0.2 to 0.8 percent. Values below or above
this range are usually considered to be either deficient or
excessive, respectively.
“Excessive levels of P are of no particular consequence
in most cultivars of soybeans however high levels in the
plant produce phosphorus toxicity symptoms in some lines.
The detrimental effect of high levels of applied P take the
form either of a P induced zinc deficiency in tolerant lines, or
P toxicity in P sensitive lines.
“The level of P nutrition has a profound effect upon
the number of nodules and the size of nodules produced
on many soybean cultivars. Not only is the total mass of
nodules increased by appropriate P applications, but the N
concentration in the nodules may be increased up to 20%
as well and the amount of N assimilated per unit weight
of nodule tissue may be increased three-fold. The overall
effect of P fertilization on apparent N fixation may exceed a
factor of forty times the amount per plant without added P”
(Continued). Address: (Not given).
4549. Pesek, John. 1979. Soybean production research,
1928-78: Mineral nutrition and fertilizing (Continued–
Document part II). In: R.W. Judd, ed. 1979. 50 Years with
Soybeans. Urbana, IL: National Soybean Crop Improvement
Council. 86 p. See p. 27-35.
• Summary: (Continued): “Generally, soybeans are not
considered to be strong responders to directly applied
fertilizer nutrients, including P. Soybeans have been
reported to be stronger foragers for soil and residual P than
other commonly grown crops. They have been observed to
respond well to residual fertilizer applications one or two
years later and they respond well to the general productivity
level of soils or a build-up of fertility or productivity level
to fertilization and management. Perhaps it is the strong
foraging ability of the soybean root system for all nutrients
which tends to limit responses to directly applied fertilizers
to those conditions where the common soil tests indicate
very low or low levels of soil supply. Root studies underway
now may elaborate some of the reasons.
“There are differences among lines of soybeans as far as
levels of P in young mature leaves are concerned at various
stages of growth. Hence, plant selection for this trait as well
as for P tolerance might have merit in the development of
cultivars for the future.
“Potassium has probably been more commonly limiting

for the production of soybeans than phosphorus or other
nutrients. Responses to K are quite common in the Southeast
and in the eastern part of the northern soybean production
region. Even more important than an increase in yield with
K fertilization, is the superior grain quality produced when K
levels are adequate.
“Levels of K commonly found in young mature leaves
of soybeans in the late bloom stage are 1.25 to 2.75 percent.
Levels lower than 1.25 percent are considered to be clearly
deficient and a response to K on fields producing such plants
would be expected. Levels of potassium above 2.75 percent
are considered excessive but may not be detrimental.
“Generally, the absorption of calcium and magnesium
tends to be reduced as K levels are increased. The reverse
effect of Ca application upon K absorption also has been
observed as having positive interactions of P and K. Soluble
sources of K appear to be equally acceptable for fertilizing
soybeans. Care must be exercised to assure that Ca and Mg
levels in the soil are adequate or are corrected prior to or
simultaneously with major K additions and vice versa.
“Soybeans planted and fertilized with K on soils
initially testing very low by common soil testing methods
and calibrations are very likely to respond to the applied
K fertilizer unless other limiting factors are involved.
Soybeans planted on soils testing low respond less and not
as frequently while on medium and high testing soils they
respond little and relatively infrequently.
“Calcium plays a significant role in symbiotic nitrogen
fixation. It appears that Ca is the most important of the
bases in terms of its effect upon nitrogen fixing bacteria.
Cases have been reported where low Ca levels have been
responsible for limiting responses to P fertilizers as well.
“Ca levels in agricultural soils are important in soybean
nodulation, but soybeans have failed to nodulate at levels
of pH below 5 regardless of the level of calcium present in
collodial clay cultures.
“Normal Ca levels in soybean leaves range from 0.2
to 3.0 percent when soybeans are in the late bloom stage.
Levels outside of this range are either too low or excessive.
Ca is one of the elements which normally becomes part of
the cell walls in plants and is an element which is not freely
translocated once assimilated in this way. Because soybean
seeds contain relatively high levels of Ca, it is, therefore,
imperative that a supply of calcium must flow to the seeds
through the xylem system throughout the seed filling stage.
“The soil reaction or pH level comes to mind when
one speaks of Ca because calcium carbonate is a common
neutralizing material used on acid soils. There is general
agreement that the ideal pH for soybeans lies between 6.0
and 7.0. Apparently it lies toward the lower end of this range
in soils which are low in cation exchange capacity because
of kaolinitic clay minerals: it lies toward the upper part of
this range in soils with illitic clay minerals present and with
higher levels of cation exchange capacity. Levels of Ca
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associated with these levels of pH normally do not interfere
with K or Mg nutrition provided there are adequate absolute
exchangeable levels of these elements present.
“Another factor involved is the induced deficiency of
certain micro-nutrients such as manganese, iron or zinc at
high pH levels. The sensitivity of these elements to increases
in pH to neutrality or above is greater on the soils with low
cation exchange capacity and is enhanced by the presence of
free calcium carbonate.
“Magnesium is most commonly associated with the
chlorophyll molecule in all plants. In soybeans the more or
less adequate range of Mg content lies between 0.10 and 1.50
percent in the young mature leaves of soybeans at the late
bloom stage. This is approximately one-half the level of Ca.
Unlike Ca, Mg is relatively mobile in plants.
“An accepted common practice to assure continued
adequate levels of Mg in soils is to neutralize acid soils with
dolomitic limestone. Such liming material usually contains
adequate Mg to maintain an appropriate balance between
exchangeable soil Ca and soil Mg in the upper soil layer.
Responses of soybeans to Mg have been reported from both
the southeastern and northern soybean production regions
although they have been relatively uncommon. Sulfur
deficiencies for soybean production are also uncommon.
There are at least three factors which suggest that more
attention may be paid to S in the future. First, fertilizers
are becoming more and more refined and contain none or
considerably reduced levels of S as compared to fertilizers
used a generation ago. A second reason is that environmental
efforts are destined to reduce the amount of S in the
atmosphere, thus restricting the amount of direct absorption
by plants and reducing the amount of S added to soils in
precipitation. Finally, yields of crops are increasing, thus
increasing the amount of S removed.
“Sulfur is an important constituent of the sulfur-bearing
amino-acids. These are relatively abundant in soybean
protein. Reports are that 0.25 to 0.40 percent S in soybean
plants at the late bloom stage constitute a sufficiency range.
Considerably more research is needed to determine the
best way to predict S needs of crops, responses to S, and
how it might best be supplied. Gypsum seems to be a very
effective and inexpensive way to add S to soils because it
is so plentiful. Experiments with applying elemental S and
thiosulfates as fertilizers are also on record and these sources
seem to be effective.
“The most common micro-element problem with
soybeans is calcium carbonate induced iron deficiency
chlorosis. This problem is best treated by spray application
of iron salts or chelates immediately after the symptoms
appear and reapplying if needed. This has met with varying
degrees of success and is not commonly practiced because
most soybean plants eventually grow out of the difficulty and
the deficiencies commonly occur on irregular small parts of
most fields with calcareous surface soils. This chlorosis is

not consistent season-to-season and area-to-area and learning
the reasons why constitutes an interesting challenge, but
finding out may not be really necessary.
“It may not be necessary because it is known that
susceptibility to this chlorosis is apparently controlled by
a single gene locus with a number of alleles which confer
degrees of tolerance ranging from none (dead plants) to
complete. The long-run solution to calcium carbonate
induced iron deficiency chlorosis appears to be one of
selection during plant breeding. In the meantime, tests
for susceptibility to chlorosis are made and cultivars
are identified according to the degree of tolerance or
susceptibility. Susceptible cultivars are then avoided in
calcareous fields with a history of chlorotic soybeans.
“Manganese deficiencies are usually observed in soils
where to pH approaches or exceeds neutrality, on heavily
limed soils (especially those with low exchange capacity)
and on peat or muck soils. They may therefore occur over
wide regions of the soybean producing areas of the United
States and have been reported widely but the total area is
small. There is a relationship between Mn and Fe nutrition of
soybeans.
“Sufficient levels of Mn in the above ground plant parts
ranges between 20 and 50 ppm. Below 15 ppm, the element
is clearly deficient and the serious excess range appears to be
above 250 ppm.
“Manganese toxicity symptoms have appeared on soils
with a pH below 5.1 and have usually been reported from
the southeastern soybean production region. Apparently it is
possible for soybean root systems to be adversely affected
by Mn toxicity. in the subsoil, preventing root development,
without typical visible symptoms in the above ground plant
parts. Mn toxicity levels occur under soil conditions similar
to those under which aluminum toxicity might occur. One
of the challenges to long-term soil management is the
maintenance of pH levels in subsoils which do not permit
toxic levels of Mn or Al to come into solution...”
“The one serious problem on the horizon with soybeans
is the erosive condition in which the crop leaves the soil...”
Address: (Not given).
4550. Scott, Walter O. 1979. Cooperative extension efforts in
soybeans. In: R.W. Judd, ed. 1979. 50 Years with Soybeans.
Urbana, IL: National Soybean Crop Improvement Council.
86 p. See p. 64-67.
• Summary: The Smith Lever Act officially established
the Extension Service in 1914. But prior to 1914 the word
“extension” was already an accepted word at U.S. colleges.
Cornell [Ithaca, New York] had established a Department of
Extension in 1900. Illinois organized an extension staff in
1901, and these people worked through Farmers’ Institutes.
William J. Morse “probably deserves more credit than
any other one person for the establishment of soybeans in the
U.S. Even though he was a member of the USDA research
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staff, he was a tremendously effective extension educator...
I have heard the late J.C. Hackleman talk about him on
many occasions. In 1974 Martin Weiss wrote Dr. Howell
the following: ‘... on rare occasions he (Morse) would let
his hair down and describe some of the early experiences–
how he would take a few bushels of soybeans with him as
he traveled by train into the southeast; how he would hire
a spring wagon and team of horses at the livery stable and
strike out across country; how he would induce them to plant
a few rows from the seed he had.’ This is how he found some
of the strong cooperators, such as the family at Monetta,
South Carolina.’” Note: In 1936 a soybean variety was
named “Monetta.”
The “beginning of real acceptance of soybeans by
American farmers started in the late teens. Notes made by
J.C. Hackleman state that the soybean acreage in Illinois
increased from 500 acres in 1914 to 3,288 acres in 1919. The
persons who are linked with the early history of soybeans
were mostly on the job before 1929 and had already fallen
in love with soybeans. By 1929 they had developed their
extension education program to promote soybean production.
In the Midwest these would include the familiar names of
J.C. Hackleman in Illinois, Keller Beeson in Indiana, Ed
Dyas in Iowa, and George ‘Soybean’ Briggs in Wisconsin.”
In the early days you had to sell soybeans to farmers. These
extension pioneers were “soybean evangelists.”
“The popularity of soybeans really took an upward turn
in about 1920. The first Corn Belt Soybean Day was held on
the Fouts Brothers farm near Camden, Indiana, September
3, 1920. Over 1,000 people from Indiana, Ohio, Illinois,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Kentucky and the USDA attended.
The following year the second annual Soybean Day was held
on the A. P. Meharry farm on which there were 400 acres
of soybeans, of which 300 were for seed and hay, and 100
acres of corn. This farm was near Tolono, Illinois. About
1600 attended that meeting... As you might expect, Morse
was at both of these events. The National Soybean Grower’s
Association was organized at the Fouts farm in 1920. The
name was changed to American Soybean Association in
1925.
“An extension educational program needs practitionersfarmers who believe in the program. The late J.C. Hackleman
mentioned two farmers more than any others; these were
W.E. Riegel of Tolono, Illinois and John T. Smith also of
Tolono. There were many others including Frank Garwood
and T.H. Lloyd.
“Growers and university people who spoke at the
meeting in Illinois included:
“Edward E. Evans–Michigan
“Ralph Kenney–Kentucky–maybe have been University
of Kentucky
F.S. Wilkins–Iowa–I am sure he was on the staff of Iowa
State
“Taylor Fouts–Indiana–whose farm was the first

Soybean Day site
“F.E. Russell University–Columbia, Missouri–may have
been from the University of Missouri
“George Briggs–Wisconsin–definitely University of
Wisconsin
“C.B. Newton–Ohio
“W.E. Riegel–Illinois
“An extension program then and now is no better than
the research program. Illinois was fortunate in this respect.
Dr. W.L. Burlison, who joined the department in 1912 and
became head in 1920, was an enthusiast about soybeans. He
told me once that Dr. C.W. Woodworth was his first major
appointment. Woodworth developed Illini and Lincoln. At
one time Lincoln was the most popular variety in the Corn
Belt.
“Soybean research dealing with fertility and cultural
practices such as row width, seeding rate, etc. began soon
after the turn of the century but really got underway in the
teens. The first Illinois soybean bulletin was published in
1928 reporting results of research from 1910 to 1926. This
research information was the foundation for a good extension
program.
“Extension programs were similar yet different.
As I reported earlier, the first use for soybeans was as a
high protein (legume hay). In J.C. Hackleman’s annual
reports soybeans were always included in his section titled
legumes. While he discussed bean yields he also always said
something about soybean hay.
“Inoculation was an important topic. Starting in 1920
J.C. put out inoculation demonstrations for several years.
In the circular released in 1928 and later revised in both
1934 and 1938, the use of soil and muddy water to inoculate
soybeans was discussed even though commercial inoculants
were available in 1938.
“Soybean variety demonstrations were used. J.C. wrote
in his 1922 report that ‘The effectiveness of demonstrations
to increase the use of soybeans was even more marked than
hoped. The acreage increased in the counties where plots
were located by nearly 5 times.’
“Also of interest was a separate note attached to a page
of a 1922 report which said Charles Vulgarnot of Oakley
furnished the first load of soybeans to A.E. Staley Company
in Decatur. Staley processed the beans and reported it was
not successful–they gummed up the machine. The main
thrust of programs of course was yield of hay or beans. The
encouragement of processors to process soybeans was also a
part of the programs.
“Methods were about the same but differed. During
the twenties and thirties Hack used project leaders. These
were men who were interested in corn or soybeans and
would establish demonstrations on farms and help with field
meetings. They were given special instruction by Hack and
others on the staff. Winter meetings and field demonstrations
were the backbone of the program.
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“Seed quality was mentioned on more than one
occasion. Hack worked closely with the growers of certified
seed.
“Hack mentioned a soybean train [organized by A.E.
Staley] in one report. I remember Hack and Clyde Lindsay
talking about the project trains when I first moved to Illinois.
“Probably the greatest difference between the soybean
extension program of 50 to 70 years ago was that you had to
sell soybeans to farmers. Hack, Keller, Dyas, and ‘George
Soybean Briggs’ were soybean evangelists. They and many
others like them were directly responsible for the increased
use of soybeans on corn belt farms.
“I would say that since the war the extension educational
program has not been so much selling the crop as it has been
to provide farmers with the most recent research information.
Immediately following World War II there was an influx of
young farmers, fellows my age or younger. Many went to
college before they started farming. These fellows did not
have to be sold; they recognized the value of information
from the college and our main problem has probably been to
keep them from putting the whole farm in a new variety.
“When soybeans started their dramatic increase in
acreage, one of the great changes has been the greater
cooperation between agronomists and agricultural economics
men. This has resulted in the systems approach such as the
economic trade-off of one practice against another: narrow
rows; how narrow. Perhaps farmers have been reluctant to
move to solid seeding because it may not be economically
competitive with 30 inch rows. Corn still sets the style; when
someone can show an advantage for 15 to 20 inch rows over
30 inch rows for corn, we will grow soybeans in 15 or 20
inch rows. Until that time things will stay as they are.
“I must mention the help of two people who are not
members of any state extension staff but who have had a
tremendous influence on the acceptance and use of soybeans.
These are Ward Calland who was the first director of the
National Soybean Crop Improvement Council and Bob Judd
who currently holds this position. Both have contributed
much’ to the development of soybeans in the U.S.” Address:
Univ. of Illinois.
4551. Shaw, W.C.; Wax, L.M.; McWhorter, C.G.; Dowler,
C.C.; Andersen, R.N. 1979. Progress in the development
of weed control technology for soybean production
(Continued–Document part II). In: R.W. Judd, ed. 1979. 50
Years with Soybeans. Urbana, IL: National Soybean Crop
Improvement Council. 86 p. See p. 50-63. [43 ref]
• Summary: (Continued): “In our basic ecological
research we are developing a better understanding of weed
population dynamics, threshold levels requiring control, and
shifts in weed populations as influenced by chemical and
nonchemical control technology. We are rapidly developing
the capability of predicting ecological changes in weed
populations. This knowledge facilitates an adjustment

of weed control technology to prevent undesirable shifts
in weed populations that hinder control. This area of
weed science provides almost unlimited challenges for
improvement (17, 38, 39, 41).
“Excellent progress has been made in determining
which herbicides and combination treatments and application
techniques are most effective in making minimum tillage,
zero tillage, or optimum tillage possible in soybean
production. These practices reduce soil erosion; conserve
water, soil, and fossil fuel; reduce herbicide volatility; and
retard the loss of some herbicides in sediment, sheet erosion,
and runoff (1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 10, 18, 19, 23, 34, 36, 40, 43).
“Progress has been made through basic research to
improve the effectiveness of most herbicides by providing
technology which enables us to assure adequate, but not
excessive, residual activity. Good progress is being made in
developing herbicides with controlled-release characteristics
for weed control in soybeans. Research is underway to
exploit the potential of controlled release characteristics of
polymerized herbicides, copolymers, encapsulation, crop
seed coatings, and related formulation techniques. Such
approaches will enhance the release of active herbicide
moieties uniformly over predetermined periods of time.
Success in the development of such technology will help
revolutionize both the performance efficiency and safety of
chemical weed control. There are good chances that initial
rates of application can be reduced. Losses from volatility,
undesirable downward movement through the soil profile,
crop damage, sheet erosion, drift, and other environmental
problems will be reduced (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 18, 19, 20, 34, 36,
37, 40).
“Progress has also been made in the development of
weed seed germination stimulants that can significantly
improve weed management technology. We are attempting to
develop uniform germination for most weed species through
the development and use of germination stimulants. Through
this approach, chemical weed control could be significantly
improved by stimulating uniform germination of weed
populations and using fewer herbicide applications to control
them.
“We are also making progress in the development
of improved methods for the detection, measurement,
and elimination or minimization of herbicidal residues
in plants, animals, soils, air, and water. We are devoting
increased research emphasis to the development of a basic
understanding of the adsorption of herbicides by soils,
absorption by plants, photodecomposition, degradation
by microorganisms, volatilization, drift, aerial dissipation,
chemical reactions, leaching, and surface runoff. Increased
basic research is needed to develop a better understanding of
the penetration, translocation, sites of action, mechanisms of
action, metabolism in plants and soils, and the behavior, fate,
and effects of herbicides in plants, soils, and the environment
(1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 18, 19, 20, 23, 34, 36, 37, 40).
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“Impact of Advances in Weed Control Technology
on Soybean Production: Advances in and cost of weed
control technology in soybean production are difficult to
assess unless they are evaluated as a part of our total farm
management production and protection technology which
includes: genetically improved varieties; improved crop
management practices; better plant nutrition; improved water
management, farm equipment, and mechanization practices;
improved irrigation equipment, principles, and practices;
and efficient control of diseases, insects, nematodes,
parasites, and other pests. These production and protection
practices have been integrated into high-yielding soybean
agroecosystems compatible with a quality environment. They
have had far reaching benefits (4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 25, 30,
31, 32, 33, 38, 43).
“Advances in chemical weed control technology have
had a major impact on all phases of soybean production,
including the development and selection of varieties,
seedbed preparation, method of seeding, and seeding rates.
Chemical weed control technology has also made possible
a wide choice of row spacings, plant spacings in the row,
and plant populations. Chemical weed control has also had a
major influence on fertilizer practices, including the time of
application and placement (9, 25, 29, 30, 31).
“Tillage and cultivation techniques have been
revolutionized in soybean production because of the parallel
developments in chemical weed control technology. For
soybeans, chemical weed control as a part of IWMS now
makes minimum tillage possible. Even zero tillage now
seems feasible on certain soil types. Weed control has had
a major impact on irrigation practices, harvesting, seed
cleaning-operations, and erosion control (28, 30).
“Soybean production is on the threshold of a
breakthrough in production efficiency because of the impact
of improved weed control technology. New practices have
already established the necessity for a new research cycle
in production that can result in new plateaus in yields,
quality, and production and harvesting efficiency. These are
the kinds of benefits that are difficult to assess in terms of
dollar values. Perhaps it is simply best to state that modern
soybean farming as we know it has closely paralleled the
development of weed control technology, and soybeans
could not be produced as efficiently without the use of
selective herbicides and integrated cultural and mechanical
weed control practices (28).
“A 14-year (1964-1978) IWMS research program
conducted cooperatively by the Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station and Agricultural Research, Science and
Education Administration, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
at Urbana, Illinois, provides striking evidence of the
impact of weed control technology on soybean production.
Chemical weed control significantly increased yields,
reduced weed seeds in soil, reduced tillage, improved
harvesting efficiency, reduced labor requirements, and

dramatically increased net farm profits without damage to
the biological, chemical, or physical properties of the soil;
without reducing the productivity of the soil; and without
causing undesirable shifts in weed populations. There is no
evidence from this long and intensive research program that
any weed species in the study has become more resistant to a
specific herbicide (13, 32, 33).
“Yields of soybeans and corn in the 14-year study were
increased dramatically with the use of herbicides plus one
cultivation as compared with three cultivations without
herbicides. Using a different herbicide treatment each
year in soybeans increased yields by 17 percent, both in
continuous soybeans and soybeans grown in rotation with
wheat and corn. Using a different herbicide treatment each
year increased corn yields by 30 percent in continuous corn
and by 25 percent when corn was rotated with soybeans and
other crops (13, 32, 33).
“The net profit per acre after all costs of production
were deducted was substantially higher when the cropping
sequence included herbicides as compared to cultural weed
control. For example, in a three-year rotation of corn-cornsoybeans, the net profit per acre per year during the period
was $25.46 using cultural practices. The same rotations with
herbicides returned $57.97 per acre per year, or an increase
of 64 percent on the net return (13, 32, 33).
“Weed Problems in Soybean Production: Although
significant progress has been made in the development of
weed control technology for use in soybean production,
weeds continue to cause severe reductions in yield and
quality. The soil provides an almost endless reservoir for
weed reinfestation. In addition as changes in production
technology occur–including the use of cropping sequences
and rotations, cultivation, chemical, and other nonchemical
methods of weed control–ecological shifts in the weed
spectrum also occur. These ecological shifts provide the
impetus for continuing weed research and expanding it as
resources permit. The persistence of weed seeds in the soil,
the quantities and diversity of weed seeds in the soil, and the
certainty of ecological shifts in weed populations also require
the skillful use of IWMS. Even when the most effective
weed control technology is used, there are still serious weed
problems that remain unsolved in soybean production (7, 12,
17, 30, 31, 32, 33, 39, 41). Some of these are outlined below.
The authors then lists weed problems in specific regions.
For each of four regions they list in tabular for: 10 most
common weeds. 10 most troublesome weeds. 10 most costly
weeds.
The 5 most costly weeds are as follows. In the midAtlantic region: Jimsonweed, yerba-de-tago, spurred anoda,
giant foxtail, sicklepod.
In the Southeastern region: Sicklepod, cocklebur, annual
morningglory, johnsongrass, pigweeds.
In the Delta region: Johnsongrass, prickly sida,
cocklebur, nutsedges, annual morningglory.
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In the North Central region: Cocklebur, velvetleaf,
milkweeds, yellow nutsedge, giant foxtail (Continued).
Address: Weed scientists, USDA.
4552. Shaw, W.C.; Wax, L.M.; McWhorter, C.G.; Dowler,
C.C.; Andersen, R.N. 1979. Progress in the development
of weed control technology for soybean production
(Continued–Document part III). In: R.W. Judd, ed. 1979. 50
Years with Soybeans. Urbana, IL: National Soybean Crop
Improvement Council. 86 p. See p. 50-63. [43 ref]
• Summary: (Continued): “In the North Central Region, for
example, weeds that are expected to become more vigorous
and cause greater damage under reduced tillage systems
include jerusalem artichoke, climbing milkweed, common
milkweed, wirestem muhly, field bindweed, hedge bindweed,
wild sweetpotato, horsenettle, trumpetcreeper, and hemp
dogbane. The control of these weeds and others in the other
soybean-production areas will require research to develop
improved control technology.
“Future Trends in Weed Control Technology for
Soybean Production: Current weed control technology
and weed control technology improvements in the future
can be expected to cause the following trends in soybean
protection technology: (a) earlier planting, (b) less tillage for
seedbed preparation, (c) less cultivation, (d) narrower rows,
(e) shorter varieties (semidwarf), (f) increased use of new
herbicides with greater selectivity and less persistence, and
better herbicide mixtures and combination treatments, (g)
controlled-release formulations of herbicides and herbicide
mixtures, and (h) significant improvements in herbicide
application equipment and methods of application (12, 17,
28, 30, 31, 32, 33).
“High-Priority Needs: Progress in the future will require
implementation of the high-priority research approaches
outlined below. This research cannot be implemented by
redirection of current weed research scientists. Additional
resources will be required to achieve the development of
significantly improved integrated weed management systems
technology for soybean production. Several assessments of
these needs have been reported and they are summarized in
Table 1 (27).
“Our future progress in developing IWMS for soybean
production will be determined largely by the resources
we allocate to support research to develop: (a) a better
fundamental understanding of weeds and their vulnerability
to control; (b) new approaches and new, more effective
biological, genetic, physical, cultural, ecological, and
chemical control components; (c) total farm agroecosystems
approaches to weed management; (d) an understanding
of the effects of herbicides on human health, plant and
animal growth, soils, water, and the total environment of
man, domestic animals, and wildlife; (e) knowledge of
the benefits, costs, limitations, and risks of current weed
management practices; (f) formulations of economical, more

effective, more efficient, and less toxic herbicides with less
risks of residues and carry-over damage to subsequent crops;
(g) safety measures that are practical and easy to follow in
the application of herbicides; (h) technology for combining
these techniques and practices into productive integrated
weed management systems and soybean agroecosystms
that are compatible with a quality environment; and
(i) regulations that enhance preventive weed control
technology by minimizing the importation of noxious weeds,
restricting the intrastate and interstate flow of weeds, and
by providing Federal and State coordination and support for
the elimination of infestations of newly introduced noxious
weeds (12, 17, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33).
“We must carefully examine the costs, benefits, and
risks of all components in IWMS for soybean production.
When this has been done using acceptable scientific criteria–
if the risks remain unacceptable–such methods should be
discontinued and replaced with safer alternatives. If such
alternatives are not available, research scientists must
develop them (29).
“We must achieve and maintain a fine balance. On the
one hand we must understand the ecological significance
of weeds and the methods used for their control. On the
other hand we must prevent weeds from jeopardizing the
environment and our health and comfort and our capacity
for producing food and fiber. We must also protect our
environment against the potential hazards of methods used
to control weeds. Costs, benefits, and risks must be carefully
weighed before decisions can be made that are clearly in the
public interest. We are confident that we will succeed.”
Table 1 (p. 60) titled “Research Needed to Develop
Weed Control Technology for Soybean Production,” under
“Areas of Needed Research,” lists six priorities:
“1. Develop integrated weed management systems
“2. Develop improved techniques to control new and
difficult-to-control weeds
“3. Develop optimum tillage practices
“4. Develop equipment and methods for more effective
and economical control
“5. Determine genetic, biological, and physiological
responses of soybeans and weeds to control practices
“6. Research on competition and ecology of troublesome
weeds.” Address: Weed scientists, USDA.
4553. Soybean Digest. 1979. Get a jump on harvest.
Chemical harvest aid gets you in the field faster. July/Aug. p.
12N.
4554. Bulletin CETIOM. 1979. Où peut-on cultiver du soja
en France avec des chances de réussite? [Where can one
cultivate soya in France with a chance of success?]. No. 76.
p. 15-16. 3rd trimester. [Fre]
• Summary: A table shows the varieties registered as of
1 March 1980: Group 00 Group 00 (cycle 95-110 days):
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Altona, Maple Arrow. Group 0 (115-125 days): Swift, Evans.
Group I (125-145 days): Hodgson, Bonna, Weber. Group II
(140-160 days): Amsoy 71, Wells, Kingsoy, Sloane, Verone.
Soybeans have been shown to be economically
successful in southwest France. A map of France shows the
areas where each maturity group does best, and the ideal
planting dates. Address: France.
4555. Carter, T.E., Jr.; Boerma, H.R. 1979. Implications of
genotype x planting date and row spacing interactions in
double-cropped soybean cultivar development. Crop Science
19(5):607-10. Sept/Oct. [22 ref]
• Summary: “The relationships between yield and various
plant traits were different in the various planting date-row
spacing environments. A later flowering date, more seeds /
pod, longer internodes, and shorter reproductive period were
associated with increased yield in the late-narrow but not the
early-wide environments. Since double-cropped soybeans are
usually planted in late June in narrow rows, the magnitude
of the interactions among genotypes, planting date, and row
spacing for yield and the different relationships between
plant traits and yield in the full-season and double-cropped
environments would indicate that development and testing
of double-cropped cultivars should be practiced in a lateplanted, narrow-row environment for maximum progress.”
Address: 1. Dawson Fellow in Agronomy; 2. Prof. of
Agronomy, Univ. of Georgia, Athens.
4556. Deibert, E.J.; Bijeriego, M.; Olson, R.A. 1979.
Utilization of 15N fertilizer by nodulating and non-nodulating
soybean isolines. Agronomy Journal 71(5):717-23. Sept/Oct.
[29 ref]
• Summary: Fertilization of nodulating isolines had no
significant influence on yield of N and oil concentration.
Fertilizer applied at planting at rates above 45 kg N/ha
reduced the symbiotically fixed N fraction, but delayed
fertilizer application had no such effect at even much higher
N rates. Address: Nebraska Agric. Exp. Station, Lincoln, NE.
4557. Machinisme Agricole Tropical. 1979. La culture
mecanisee du soja [Mechanized cultivation of soya]. No. 67.
July/Sept. [Fre]*
4558. Product Name: Tofu (Vacuum Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: Summercorn Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Community Cannery, 1508
W. 6th St., Fayetteville, AR 72701. From spring 1981: 401
Watson, Fayetteville, AR 72701. Phone: 501-521-9338.
Date of Introduction: 1979 September.
Ingredients: 1988: Certified organic soybeans, purified
water, natural calcium sulphate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Calories 72, protein 9 gm,

carbohydrates 2.4 gm, calcium 828 mg, sodium 14 mg, fat 4
gm.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center. 1980.
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages,
typeset). Gives the company’s name, address (401 Watson
St.) and phone number. The owners are Steve Kectner and
David Druding.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981.
Jan. 22. Owners are now Steve Keltner, David Druding,
and Annee Littell. 1981. Spring. Swallows. Summercorn
Soyfoods is now producing tofu, soymilk, and soysage.
Talk with David Druding. 1987. Oct. The company
started in 1974 as a bakery. Rodale Press published their
Uprisings Cookbook. Label. 1988. 3 by 4 inches. Blue and
brown on tan.
Talk with David Druding. 1988. May 18. They started
making tofu in September 1979 in a place they rented in the
Community Cannery, which was about 8 blocks from the
main bakery, and located at 1508 West 6th St. in Fayetteville.
Steve Keltner learned the process from a Korean man who
had worked with Thom Leonard in Lawrence, Kansas. He
also learned from The Book of Tofu. They would cut up
the tofu as soon as it was chilled, transport it to the main
building, package it and make carob pudding, tofu onion dip,
and creamy tofu dressing. They sold the products locally
(Fayetteville and Little Rock) and in Missouri, not to the
11-state region that was part of New Destiny Federation. The
formal trade name of the company/co-op from the beginning
was Summercorn Foods Inc. The name on the incorporation
paper is Summercorn Collective Co, Inc. but at time the
trade name Summercorn Bakery and Soyfoods was used,
informally. The latter never appeared on labels.
Talk with David Druding. 1994. Nov. 2. He moved in
about Dec. 1992 from 401 West Watson St. to 1410 Cato
Springs Rd., Fayetteville, Arkansas. Same phone. At that
time he changed the business name from Summercorn
Bakery and Soyfoods to Summercorn Foods. His business
is doing well. He just started selling his tofu to Walmart,
which is selling it at their new natural and gourmet foods
department in several of their division 1 stores. A health
inspector said that he must establish another barrier to
botulism and other food poisoning bacteria in his vacuum
packed tofu.
4559. Product Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tempeh Works (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 870, Greenfield, MA
01301. Phone: 413-772-0991.
Date of Introduction: 1979 September.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, Rhizopus
culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 182, protein 24 gm,
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carbohydrate 9 gm, fat 6 gm, sodium 11 mg, iron 3 gm.
Percentage of RDA: Vitamin B-12 160%, Protein 40%, Iron
20%, calcium 10%.
New Product–Documentation: Visit to plant by Shurtleff
and Aoyagi. 1979. July. They took many photos of the plant
and production process, which appeared as illustrations (line
drawings) and a description of process in their book Tempeh
Production, published in March 1980.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
or tempeh product made by the Tempeh Works.
Soycraft. 1979. Summer. p. 9-10. “Greenfield,
Massachusetts: Tempeh Works.” Describes “what proposes
to be one of the largest volume tempeh shops in the United
States.” Details of the process are given, but no photos. The
company, founded by Michael Cohen, plans to open in midJuly.
Leviton. 1980. Soycraft. Winter. p. 36-41. “The Tempeh
Works: The soyfood with culture.” Contains many photos
and a detailed description of the process.
Ad in New Age. 1980. July. p. 69. “Tempeh. The super
soyfood! Made from organically grown soybeans... Tempeh,
an exciting new taste in vegetarian eating, is found in
your natural foods market and coop. Wholesale inquiries
welcome!”
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan.
22. Owner: Michael Cohen. Poster. Back to back. 5.5 by 8.5
inches. One color. A photo shows the staff. “Tempeh Works
tempeh. Makes delicious entrees in minutes.”
Ad (1/3 page) in East West Journal. 1981. Aug. p.
63. “Tempeh: The soyfoods with culture.”The ad consists
largely of the tempeh label. “Ingredients: Organically grown
soybeans, water, Rhizopus culture.”
Label. 1982, undated. 5 by 6 inches. Brown on tan. Ad
in New Age. 1982. April. p. 21. “Tempeh. The Soyfood with
Culture.”
Talk with Michael Cohen. 1982. June 30. His weekly
tempeh production peaked at 6,800 lb in Sept. 1981; it stayed
at this level for 3 weeks. Then in early 1982 five competitors
appeared in his market area; his production dropped by
35%. Now sales are rebounding, having reached 4,000 to
4,500 lb/week during June 1982. In the winter of 1981-82
he expanded his incubation space by adding 650 square feet
with trailers.
Talk with Michael Cohen. 1984. Jan. Their tempeh
production averages 5,500 lb/week, maximum 7,000 lb/
week. Their best-seller is soy tempeh, followed by 3-grain,
then by non-fried tempeh burgers. 95% of their tempeh is
sold refrigerated and 5% frozen. A proprietary steaming
method gives a 30-40 day shelf life refrigerated.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. The Book of Tempeh. 2nd
ed. p. 152. “America’s first bona fide commercial tempeh
company, having its own building and specializing in
tempeh, was The Tempeh Works, started in 1979.”

4560. Product Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Factory (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: Route 1, Box 216, St. Ignatius,
MT 59865. Phone: 406-745-4538.
Date of Introduction: 1979 September.
New Product–Documentation: Letter/Order from Gerald
Minsk of The Tofu Factory (formerly Swan Gardens; Box
216 Rt. 1, St. Ignatius, Montana 59865). 1979. Sept. 28. He
orders the books Tofu & Soymilk Production, The Book of
Tempeh, The Book of Tempeh, Vol. II.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1982. July
23. Owner: Brenda Wood; Soyfoods Center Computerized
Mailing List. 1983. June 20. Brenda’s name is now Brenda
Adley. She and Gerald Minsk also make tofu.
4561. Universiti Pertanian Malaysia. 1979. Kekacang di
tropika: Sebuah bibliografi [Legumes in the tropics: A
bibliography]. Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia: UPM. 70 leaves.
Sept. Author index. 28 cm. [1029 ref. Eng; Mal]
• Summary: Developed in preparation for a symposium on
Legumes in the Tropics, held 13-17 Nov. 1979 at Fakulti
Pertanian, Universiti Pertanian Malaysia. The publications
are arranged according to broad subject headings and within
each heading listed alphabetically by title. Materials marked
with an * are available in the university library.
Contents: Introduction. Bibliographies. Journal
abbreviations. 1. Botany. 2. Agronomy (Cropping system
cultivation, rhizobium, seed technology, soil science &
microbiology). 3. Plant protection (General, diseases, pests).
4. Food technology (Diets and supplements, nutritive value,
human instruction, products, method of processing). 5.
Economic and social aspect (General, marketing trade and
prices, production, supply and demand). Author indexes.
Leguminous plants are found throughout the world, but
the greatest variety grows in the tropics. The main legumes
covered are soya bean, groundnuts, winged bean, mung bean,
and long bean. Address: Serdang, Selangar, Malaysia.
4562. Semu, Ernest; Hume, D.J. 1979. Effects of inoculation
and fertilizer N levels on N2 fixation and yields of soybeans
in Ontario. Canadian J. of Plant Science 59(4):1129-37. Oct.
[20 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: “Results indicated that inoculation increased
seed yields only when soybeans were introduced into new
areas. Fertilizer N applications at planting time did not
increase yields in areas where soybeans had been grown
several times previously, indicating that N, fixation could
support maximum yields. Nodule number and mass, and
N2(C2H2) fixation rates were all decreased by fertilizer N.
An increase in nodule efficiency, later in the season, in high
N treatments was most marked at Ridgetown.” Address:
Crop Science Dep., Univ. of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario NlG
2WI [Canada]; Semu’s present address: Dep. of Soil Science,
Univ. of Dar Es Salaam, Box 643, Morogoro, Tanzania.
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4563. Soybean Digest. 1979. You may be drafted to fight
erosion. Oct. p. 8-9.
4564. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Mori, Y.; Ushirogi,
T.; Fujimori, I. 1979. Daizu shushi no kansô shori hôhô to
sono hinshitsu ni tsuite. IV. [Influence of dry treatment after
harvest on quality of soybean seeds. IV. Suitability for food
processing of stored seeds]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No.
35. p. 160-71. Oct. [11 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The effects of dry treatment (drying) after
harvest on the physical properties, chemical composition,
and suitability for food processing of soybean seeds were
investigated. The heat treatments were natural drying and air
drying using heated and non-heated air at 20, 30, and 40ºC.
The seeds were then stored at 15ºC with RH (Relative
Humidity) of 65% and 75%, at 30ºC with RH of 65% and
75%, and at room temperature and humidity in a paper bag
for 30, 60, 120, 180, 270, and 360 days, respectively. These
various storage conditions were further investigated for their
effects on suitability for food processing.
At a given RH, the seed moisture rose as the temperature
rose; many figures are given. Seed quality degenerated
as storage time increased. The following decreased:
absorbability of water in seeds, rate of germination,
extractability of protein from soaked seeds by hot water,
pH of soybean milk, and ratio of weight of steamed seeds
to raw seeds. And the following increased: soluble matter
and protein in soak water, moisture content, hardness and
darkness of color of steamed seeds.
Conclusion: Soybeans should be stored in a cool, dry
place, ideally at a temperature of 15ºC (50ºF) or below and
an RN of 75% or below. Remarkable deterioration was
observed at 30ºC with RH of 75%. Seeds heat dried at 40ºC
showed a significant decrease in suitability for making miso,
natto, or cooked soybeans. Tofu making was less affected by
drying the seeds with heated air.
Reprinted from Proceedings of the Crop Science Society
of Japan (Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji) 48(2):291-302
(1979). Address: 1-2. National Food Research Inst., Ministry
of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (Shokuhin Sogo
Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun,
Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan; 3-4. Hokkaido Prefectural Central
Agric. Exp. Station, Naganuma, Hokkaido 069-13.
4565. Product Name: Cottage Tofu (Non-Dairy Cottage
Cheese).
Manufacturer’s Name: Garden of Eatin’. Made in San
Francisco by Farm Food Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5300 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90029.
Date of Introduction: 1979 November.
Ingredients: Tofu (from organically grown soy beans, water

& Nigari Bitterns), soy oil, apple cider vinegar, natural herbs
& spices, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. or 16 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1981. 3.5 diameter.
Self adhesive. Red and blue on white. “Tofu never had it
so good!” Article and photo in Soyfoods. 1981. Winter.
p. 59-61. Summer p. 44-45. 8 or 16 oz. retails for $1.39
or $2.15. Interview with Al Jacobson. 1981. April 13. His
invoices show that he first started marketing Cottage Tofu in
November 1979. It was his formula, made by Farm Foods
in San Francisco. Note: This is the world’s first commercial
tofu (or soy) cottage cheese.
4566. INTSOY Newsletter (Urbana, Illinois). 1979. Irrigated
soybean production conference. No. 19. p. 1. Nov.
• Summary: “Forty scientists attended a conference entitled
Irrigated Soybean Production in Arid and Semi-Arid
Regions, held in Cairo, Egypt, from August 31 to September
6.” A list of participating countries is given.
“Menoufeia University organized a 1-day field trip
to intensified cropping areas north of Cairo and to the
University research farm.” “The proceedings will be
published early next year as part of the INTSOY Publications
Series”–which now has 17 titles / publications.
4567. Motiramani, D.P.; Rathod, K.L.; Kashiv, R.C. 1979.
Developing appropriate production technology–A case of
soybeans in Madhya Pradesh. Agricultural Situation in India
34(8):523-28. Nov.
• Summary: Black seeded soybeans have long been
cultivated in parts of Madhya Pradesh under the name of
“Kalitur,” at in the Uttar Pradesh hills under the name of
“Bhati.” These black soybeans have small seeds and possess
excellent storability and germination under field conditions.
But they also have drawbacks: low yield potential and a
higher percentage and longer duration of shattering, even
before full maturity.
The All-India Co-ordinated Soybean Research Project
(AICSRP) was initiated in 1967 to stimulate soybean
research in India. However, in the early phase of the
program, black soybeans did not figure in the breeding
programs; only yellow soybeans were used. The commercial
stage of soybeans started in 1971. In Madhya Pradesh, in
1971-72 about 65% of the total hectarage was planted to
yellow soybeans (4,963 ha) and the remaining 2,727 ha to
black. However the percentage planted to black soybeans
steadily and dramatically increased, until in 1977-78 only
5% of the total hectarage was planted to yellow soybeans
(7,033 ha) whereas 95% (132,967 ha) was planted to black.
The reason: The total cost to produce 100 kg of yellow
soybeans was Rs. 98.80 vs. only Rs. 70.18 for black. Black
soybeans are less expensive to produce because they require
less inputs–a key factor among the many farmers with scarce
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capital resources. Under rainfed conditions, black soybeans
are less subject to failure from drought etc. Thus, from year
to year, there is less variability in yield and income from
black soybeans. And the seeding rate for yellow soybeans is
2.5 times more than for black soybeans.
Concerning yield, the largest group of farmers growing
black soybeans (38%) get yields of 900 to 1,200 kg/ha, but
22% of farmers get yields of 1,200 to 1,500 kg/ha, 7% get
yields of 1,500 to 1,800 kg/ha, and 1% get yields of 2,100 to
2,400 kg/ha.
The policy implications of these finds are important.
More effort must be made to develop low-cost, simple
appropriate technology for soybean production, suited to
the needs of the majority of farmers, not just to larger and
wealthier farmers.
In 1977-78 in Madhya Pradesh 6 oil mills, having
a processing capacity of 400 tons/day (based on 3 shifts
per day) crushed soybeans to yield soybean oil and meal.
More than 25,000 tons of the soybean meal were exported.
Address: 1. Director, Research Services; 2. Marketing
Economist (Soybean); 3. Production Economist. All: J.N.
Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, Jabalpur, MP, India.
4568. Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuária. Centro
Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja, LOndrina–Pr. 1979. Ecologia,
manejo e adubaçao da soja [Ecology, management, and
fertilizing of soybeans]. EMBRAPA-CNPSo Circular Tecnica
No. 2. 91 p. Dec. [Por]
Address: Londrina, PR, Brazil.
4569. Product Name: Super Tofu (Curried Sandwich
Filling or Salad with Cayenne and Herbs).
Manufacturer’s Name: Garden of Eatin’.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5300 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90029.
Date of Introduction: 1979 December.
Ingredients: Tofu (100% certified organically grown
soybeans, water, nigari), organically grown sunflower seeds,
vegetables, apple cider vinegar, lemon juice, tamari, honey,
natural herbs, spices, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Al
Jacobson. 1981. April 13. His invoices show he was selling
this by December 1979. Leaflet and price list. 8 or 16 oz.
retails for $1.39 or $2.15. Food Report (Lehmann). 1984.
Oct.
4570. Huang, W.T. 1979. [A study on the comparable
production advantage of soybean and small bean as winter
crops in Taiwan]. T’ai-wan Nung Yeh Chi K’an (Taiwan
Agriculture Quarterly) 14(4):170-89. Dec. [12 ref. Chi]
4571. Laflen, J.M.; Moldenhauer, W.C. 1979. Soil and water
losses from corn-soybean rotations. Soil Science Society of

America Journal 43(6):1213-15. Nov/Dec. [10 ref]
Address: 1. Iowa State Univ.; 2. Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette,
Indiana.
4572. Abdel-Aal, S.M. 1979. Studies on the effect of sowing
date and population density on the growth and yield of
some soybean varieties. MSc thesis, Faculty of Agriculture,
Menoufia University. *
Address: Egypt.
4573. Ageeb, O.A.A.; Khalifa, F.M. 1979. Irrigated soybean
production in the Sudan. Paper presented at conference on
irrigated soybean production in arid and semi-arid regions.
In: Proceedings of a Conference held in Cairo, Egypt. Held
31 Aug. to 6 Sept. 1979. *
• Summary: In 1975 intensive research in developing
improved soybean varieties suitable for irrigated and rainfed
farming was begun by the Agricultural Research Corporation
(ARC), in collaboration with INTSOY–the International
Soybean program, and specifically its ISVEX varietal testing
program. Address: Sudan.
4574. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Bean Mountain Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 121 W. Howard St., Boone, NC
28607. Phone: 704-264-0890.
Date of Introduction: 1979.
Ingredients: Water, organic soy beans, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Rick Mashburn. 1980.
The Sentinel (Winston-Salem, North Carolina). Feb. 15.
p. 7. “From beans to ‘cheese.’” Four photos show Jerry
MacKinnon and Marc Crowell making tofu. A blow-up
photo shows one of their tofu labels. Below the ingredients is
written: “Store in fresh water.”
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). Gives the company’s name,
address, and phone number. Owner: Jerry McKinnon.
Talk with Jon Kessler of Virginia Soyworks, then with
an employee of the company. 1991. Sept. 14. The company,
now named Bean Mountain Natural Foods, has just moved
to 1096 New Stock Rd., Weaverville, North Carolina (phone:
704-658-2326), and has just gotten a major account with
Tree of Life. John Swann is president. The company is
privately owned and presently makes only tofu and tempeh.
D. Christner. 1992. Dec. 14. Times-Dispatch (Richmond,
Virginia). Bear [Bean] Mountain Natural Foods of North
Carolina went out of business during 1992.
Letter (e-mail) from John Swann. 2012. July 18–in
reply to a question from Shurtleff. “I did indeed own a tofu
and tempeh shop from 1987 until 1992. Your books on
commercial tofu and tempeh production were invaluable
to us, and I still have them. Thank you for writing them. I
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would be glad to share a brief history of the company.
“The shop was started in 1979 in Boone, NC, by Gerry
McKinnon. I helped Gerry get it started for the first few
months (he actually rented the production space from me
at the time), but was not actively involved in the business
until I bought it in 1987. We ran it in Boone for three more
years, then moved the plant to Weaverville, NC, (north of
Asheville) in 1990. At the height of the business, we had two
refrigerated trucks and were delivering weekly to retail stores
throughout most of NC. We had Tree of Life, Harris Teeter,
Biggers Brothers (Fresh Market), and Mountain Warehouse
Co-op as wholesale accounts. We also distributed American
Miso Co. and a few other products on our delivery runs,
which is when I met John and Jan Belleme.
“For the tofu operation, we used a hammer-mill
disintegrator and an 80-gallon steam jacket kettle with
a steam injection wand. Our hydraulic okara press was
homemade. We curdled with nigari. We used weighted
buckets to press the tofu, with locally made stainless steel
press boxes. We hand packed in a 16-oz printed cup and
lid, packed 6/ and 12/case, as well as bulk in 12# and 25#
buckets.
“For the tempeh, we used an antique stone mill to split
the beans and a centrifugal commercial laundry extractor
to dry them. We used a sausage mixer to inoculate, and we
incubated on dishwasher trays set in rolling bread racks, in
an incubator room that I designed. We packed in perforated
poly bags, over-wrapped by printed poly bags after steam
oven pasteurization. We packed (24) 8-ounce frozen cakes in
a punch-out display box.
“Unfortunately, the same month that we opened our new
plant near Asheville, Cornucopia Natural Foods (now UNFI)
opened their warehouse in Atlanta, Georgia, bringing with
them Nasoya tofu and Lightlife tempeh. We worked hard for
two years to get Cornucopia to pick up our products, but they
never would pick them up. And my associate John Paino (we
served together on the Soyfoods Association of America for
a year) made good on his promise that he (Nasoya) would
“own tofu in the eastern US,” with killer promos and pricing
through both Tree and Cornucopia. We ran for two more
years, but never could get sales to grow enough to cover the
higher cost of the new plant. So, in 1992 we sold the assets
of the company to Jon Kessler and Twin Oaks Community
Foods in Virginia, and moved on.
“That’s the short story. If you want any more of the
bloody details, I would be glad to fill in the blanks.
The only product that we made other than regular soy
tofu and tempeh was a Dulse Tofu, which only had modest
success.
“Thanks again for your work and all you have done for
the industry.
“Best Regards,...”
“P.S. I am still in Asheville. After Bean Mountain, I
worked in several food related businesses, including a year

as general manager at Great Eastern Sun, and four years with
a local produce distributor. Since then, I have been working
mostly in retail, with seven years at Earth Fare and seven
years with Greenlife Grocery, of which I was a partner.
Since Whole Foods bought out Greenlife two years (over
my strenuous objections), I have been consulting and am
currently developing a new retail venture here in Asheville.”
4575. Koni, Nezir. 1979. Rezultate te mira ne kultivimin
e sojes. (Pervoje nga NB-ja “8 Nentori” e Sukthit)
[Encouraging results in cultivating soybeans (The experience
of Agricultural Enterprise “8 November” of Sukth)].
Bujqesia Socialiste (Socialist Agriculture) (Albania) No. 3.
p. 24-25. [Alb]*
4576. Lila, Islam. 1979. Nga soja merren rendimente te
larta kur punohet me disipline shkencore. (Ne kooperativen
bujqesore “Rexh Deliu” Kruje) [Scientific discipline ensures
high soybean yields (in the cooperative “Rexh Deliu” at
Kruje)]. Bujqesia Socialiste (Socialist Agriculture) (Albania)
No. 4. p. 21-23. [Alb]*
4577. Product Name: Bean Beverage (Soymilk). Later
renamed Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Madison Tofu Co-op. Renamed
Bountiful Bean Plant Soyfood Cooperative in 1979.
Manufacturer’s Address: 903 Williamson St., Madison,
WI 53703. Phone: 608-251-0595.
Date of Introduction: 1979.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Water, organic soybeans, honey,
vanilla ext. [extract].
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart glass jar.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Deborah
Bachmann. 1987. Dec. 29. James Lubbe. 1988. March.
Abbreviated History of the Bountiful Bean. In 1984 vanilla
and maple soymilk were introduced, and in 1985 malt
soymilk. Prior to July 1984 the company bottled their
soymilk in glass jars (Mrs. Clark’s mayo jars), since they
could be recycled and were thus ecologically sound. The
company paid $0.25 per jar and washed them by hand. Few
were recycled back to the company and cash outlays were
huge. Thereafter they sold the soymilk in plastic jugs, and
in re-usable 2-gallon pails. Label. 1985. Vanilla. 2.5 by 4
inches. Blue on white. Plain is black on white, and Malt is
brown on white.
Labels for plain and vanilla soymilk sent by Elizabeth
Hanson of Bountiful Bean. 1991. Nov. 12. Same labels as
above, but company is now located in Ridgeway, Wisconsin
53582.
Leaflet sent by Paul Olson, new owner of Bountiful
Bean Soyfoods. 1993. Nov. 19. The company still makes
soymilk.
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4578. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natural Pacific.
Manufacturer’s Address: 153 Makaala St. (P.O. Box
4352), Hilo, Island of Hawaii, HI 96720. Phone: 808-9353220.
Date of Introduction: 1979.
Ingredients: Water, soybean curd precipitated with natural
nigari. Made with organically grown soybeans.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center. 1980.
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages,
typeset). Gives the company’s name, address, and phone
number. Owner: David Gantz.
Talk with Ty Katibah. 1988. Feb. 10. He bought the
company from David Gantz, the founder in 1987. The
company was started in 1979. Business is booming. He now
makes about 3,000 lb/week of tofu. Labels. Both the original
and the current. The latter says Firm Tofu.
Talk with Paul Duchesne. 1989. Oct. 27. He talked with
Ty, who for a while was coagulating his tofu with sea water–
but it was too much work.
Talk with Ty Katibah. 1999. Dec. 2. His company
moved to a new address in July 1999: 15-205 Wiliama Place,
Keaau (near Hilo), Hawaii 96749. Phone: 808-966-9579. His
tofu sales have dropped about 15% from local newspaper
publication of Lon White’s research. Two other tofu makers
in the island of Hawaii (big island) have indicated a 30-40%
drop in sales. His company is a maker and distributor of
natural foods.
4579. Product Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: North Coast Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3555 Randolph Rd., Cleveland
Heights, OH 44121. Phone: 216-382-7494.
Date of Introduction: 1979.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, Rhizopus
culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1980. 4 by 6 inches.
Black, red, green, and blue on white. Rainbow and tower
motif. “No Cholesterol. Highest Known Vegetable Source of
B-12.” 8 oz.
Form filled out by Lynne McAlister and Jeff Narten. ca.
1982. The company started in Sept. 1982. They are at 3555
Randolph Rd., Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
Jeff Narten. 1987. “History of North Coast Tempeh and
its Products.” 4 p. Dec. 7. He started production at home, at
this address, with Lynn McAlister, his wife.
4580. Product Name: Tofu (Vacuum Packed) [Firm, Firm
Nigari, or Nigari].
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: South San Francisco, California.

Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1979.
Ingredients: Firm Nigari Tofu: Water, organically grown
soybeans, nigari (magnesium chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 to 12 oz vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. 1979, undated. 2
by 3.5 inches. Blue, red, or green on light green background
with silver border. “Vacuum packed. Since 1906. No
preservatives. Firm Tofu (10 oz., blue), made with calcium
sulphate, is for dressings, omelettes & soups. Nigari Tofu (12
oz., green) is for stir frying, baking, and deep frying. Firm
Nigari Tofu (10 oz., red) is for dressings, dips, and spreads.
Later labels. Red and brown on salmon tan. 5 by 3 inches.
“High in complete protein. No cholesterol.
4581. Rodriguez, P.J.; Yepez, H.; Nino, R.; Arencibia, E.;
Garcia, J.L.; Lovera, A.; Sanchez, R. 1979. Resultados
preliminares de la investigacion con soya (Glycine max) en l
region de los llanos occidentales de Venezuela [Preliminary
results of an investigation with soybeans in the region of the
western plains of Venezuela]. Cagua, Fundacion Servicio
para el Agricultor. Estacion Experimental de Cagua. 19 p.
[Spa]*
Address: Venezuela.
4582. Shanmugasundaram, S. 1979. Suggested cultural
practices for soybean. International Cooperator’s Guide
(AVRDC, Shanhua, Taiwan) AVRDC 79-112. 2 p. Revised
Sept. 1979.
• Summary: Brief instructions for growing soybeans based
on AVRDC conditions. Address: Assoc. Plant Breeder,
AVRDC, Taiwan.
4583. Product Name: Country Style Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunbow Farm Products.
Manufacturer’s Address: Route 2, Box 46, Corvallis, OR
97330. Phone: 503-929-5782.
Date of Introduction: 1979.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, natural nigari
(minerals remaining after sea salt extraction), well water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1979, undated. 3.25
by 2.25 inches. Self adhesive. Black on white. “Prepared the
traditional way over a woodfire. Keep refrigerated.” Shurtleff
& Aoyagi. 1979. July. New Tofu Shops & Soy Dairies in the
West; Mia Posner & Harry McCormick. Soy Cookbooklet.
1979.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). Owners: Mia Posner & Harry
McCormick.
4584. Product Name: Soymilque.
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Manufacturer’s Name: Sunbow Farm Products.
Manufacturer’s Address: Route 2, Box 46, Corvallis, OR
97330.
Date of Introduction: 1979.
Ingredients: Well water, organically grown soybeans.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1979.
July. New Tofu Shops & Soy Dairies in the West; Mia Posner
& Harry McCormick. Label sent by Sunbow. 1980? 3.5
inches square. Black on white. “Sweeten to taste. Best when
fresh. If contents thicken and separate, use in baking for light
muffins, pancakes, bread, etc. Container recyclable as solar
mass wall, scoop, or flower pot.”
4585. Product Name: [Herb Tofu].
Foreign Name: Kraeuter Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Svadesha Pflanzen-Feinkost.
Manufacturer’s Address: Winterlehnen 1½, Einweging,
West Germany. Phone: 099-73-1066.
Date of Introduction: 1979.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Sold in round plastic deli
containers.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Svadesha R.
Urban, company founder. 1990. June 13. He introduced
this product while his company was still in Einweging. It is
made by mashing tofu with herbs to give it a cottage cheese
consistency.
4586. Product Name: [Tofu (Made with Natural Nigari),
Okara Burgers].
Foreign Name: Tofu, Okaraburgers.
Manufacturer’s Name: Svadesha Pflanzen-Feinkost.
Manufacturer’s Address: Winterlehnen 1½, Einweging,
West Germany. Phone: 099-73-1066.
Date of Introduction: 1979.
Ingredients: Tofu: Water, organic soybeans, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Tofu packed in water in round
plastic deli containers.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out (about mid1982) by Swami Anand Svadesha (Ruediger Urban). The
address is Aeussere Kötzinger Str. 52a, 8492 Fuerth im Wald,
West Germany. The company started at this address in Fuerth
am Wald on 1 March 1981. They now use 20 lb of soybeans,
3 days a week.
Letter from Sjon Welters. 1982. April 16. Svadesha is a
tofu producer who bought tofu from Manna.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1982.
Sept. 17. Owner: Ruediger Urban.
Interview with Bernd Drosihn. 1987. Nov. 30. They
make about 1,500 kg/week of tofu.
Letter from Harry Whitford of Soyastern. 1987. Dec.
14. Svadesha makes about 1,200 kg/week of organic nigari

tofu. The address is now: Ostpreussenstr. 22, 8000 Munich
81, West Germany. It is well known that Svadesha started the
first tofu shop in Germany.
Talk with Michael Pierce of Georgia (Phone: 912-7528083 Office). 1989. Oct. 30. Svadesh, who started making
tofu before Peter Wiegand, had a small operation in central
eastern Bavaria right near the Czechoslovakian border. He
made only about 25-30 lb/week of tofu, then he drove all
the way to Munich and sold it at 10-11 health food stores
there and along the way. It was in small round lidded plastic
deli containers immersed in water. His tofu was in the stores
when Auenland introduced theirs. Pierce thinks Svadesh
was a Bhagwani, a follower of Sri Rajneesh. Auenland’s
growing business also got Svadesha going; he decided to
come out of the woods and move to Munich. So he set up his
little tofu kitchen/plant in a little place called the Werkhaus
(Workhouse), a little community restaurant and counterculture hangout in Munich.
Die Geschaeftsidee. 1989. Dec. p. 26-27, 32-33.
Ruediger Urban was West Germany’s first tofu maker.
“Since his business was founded in 1979, Urban’s clientele
has grown greatly. The former proprietor of a restaurant on
the Mosel (Moselle) River cooked in the early days in his
own kitchen in the Bavarian forest only with a wood fire
and normal kitchen utensils. Twice a week he produced 3040 kg of tofu. He personally visited each natural food store
(Bioladen) in Munich to enlist outlets for his product. Soon
he was getting more and more orders. In 1983 he moved to
Munich and started a small kitchen; the transportation had
gotten too complicated for him. In 1985 he settled into his
present location near Denning, a suburb of Munich. Today
he makes about 230 kg/day of tofu.” A photo (p. 33) shows
Svadesha and his present shop.
Label sent by Anthony Marrese. 1990. March 22. 8 by 6
inch pre-printed plastic bag. Green, blue, and orange on clear
plastic. Logo of orange sun behind breaking wave. Company
is now Svadesha R. Urban, Ostpreussenstr. 22, 8000 Munich
81, West Germany. Phone: (089) 93 90 05. “Fresh tofu,
made by hand (in Handarbeit hergestellt), rich in highquality protein for light cuisine. Ingredients: Soybeans
(organically grown) and water. 300 gm. 9% protein. Our
tofu is made with the traditional coagulant nigari, obtained
from whole sea salt. Nigari tofu is famous for its smooth
consistency and its fine aroma. Tofu is free of cholesterol
and non-acid forming (nicht saeuerebildend). Tofu contains
all the essential amino acids, which make the protein high in
quality.”
Talk with the receptionist at this company. 1990. June
12. Ruediger Urban is now in the hospital. He is very sick,
with cancer of the cheeks, but he can walk and he visits the
company occasionally. The company changed ownership on
1 June 1990. It is now owned by Robert Mayer and Erhardt
Schwartz. The present business name is Svadesha, and the
“subtitle” is Vegetarische Feinkost.
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Talk with Svadesha R. Urban. 1990. June 13. In about
1979, he started on the side to make tofu in a little farmhouse
at Winterlehen 1½, Einweging, in the Bavarian Forest
(Bayerischer Wald). He made only one product, tofu, using
organically grown soybeans and nigari coagulant. He made
the tofu using a gas stove, which he sometimes used in the
kitchen and sometimes moved out into the garden. The tofu
was sold under his name Svadesha (he was a disciple of
Bhagavan Sri Rajneesh) but he had no officially registered
business. Twice a week he produced about 30-40 kg of
tofu, which he packed in small plastic tubs, and drove more
than 200 km (120 miles) into Munich. There he personally
delivered it to a handful of the new generation of natural
food stores (Biolaeden) that sold all of his tofu.
After about a year making tofu at this location, he
decided to go to India for 6 months, so he entrusted his small
business to another person while he was gone. The company
fell apart during this time. Upon his return from India,
Svadesha moved the business to Aeussere Kötzingerstr. 52a,
D-8492 Fuerth im Wald, very near the Czechoslovakian
border, and farther away (about 200 km or 120 miles) from
Munich.
Talk with Ruediger Urban in hospital (8621-871-326).
1990. June 13. He has cancer of the cheeks. Letter (fax) from
Bernd Drosihn. 1991. Nov. 11. “All the telephone numbers I
have for Svadesh are no longer valid. The last contact I had
was half a year ago. I have heard that he is now in a hospital
for psychiatric problems, but I am not sure about this.”
Note: This is the earliest record seen (May 2019)
concerning Tofurei Svadesha Naturkost Produkte GmbH.
4587. Yorinori, J.T. 1979. Data showing results if
comparative seed health tests of soybean. In: Seed Pathology
Problems and Progress. Londrina, Brazil: IAPAR. 274 p.
Conference held 10-18 April 1976. *
4588. Buzzell, R.I.; Voldeng, H.D.; Bailey, L.D. 1979.
Growing soybeans. Revised ed. Agriculture Canada,
Publication No. 1487. 19 p. First published in 1972.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Selecting a variety.
Soybeans in a rotation. Soils and fertilizers. Preparing a
seedbed: Fall tillage, spring tillage. Planting the crop: Seed
treatment, inoculation, time, rate, and depth of seeding, row
width, equipment. Controlling weeds: Cultural methods,
chemical methods. Diseases: Seed decay, root and stem
rots, leaf diseases, stem diseases, seed diseases. Insect pests.
Harvesting. Storage. Producing seed soybeans. Marketing.
Soybean research by Agriculture Canada. Acknowledgments.
Address: 1. Research Station, Harrow, Ontario; 2. Research
Station, Ottawa, Ontario; 3. Research Station, Brandon,
Manitoba. All: Canada.
4589. EMBRAPA–Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja.
ed. 1979. Anais do I Seminario Nacional de Pesquisa de

Soja [Proceedings of the First National Seminar on Soybean
Research. 2 vols.]. Londrina (Parana), Brazil: EMBRAPA–
CNPS. Vol. 1, 414 p. Vol. 2, 389 p. Held 24-30 Sept. 1978 at
Londrina, Brazil. [320+ ref. Por; eng]
• Summary: Vol. I contains 42 papers divided into the
following groups: Ecology and cultural practices (15),
soil fertility and microbiology (15), and genetics and plant
breeding (12).
Vol. II contains 20 papers divided into the following
groups: Entomology (5), food technology (3), seed
technology (8), plant physiology and nutrition (2), machinery
(1), and economics (1).
The three food technology chapters are cited separately.
Address: CNPS, Rod. Celso Garcia Cid, km 375 (Caixa
Postal 1061), 86.100–Londrina (Parana), Brazil. Phone: 239850.
4590. Gates, C.T.; Mueller, W.J. 1979. Nodule and plant
development in the soybean, Glycine max (L.) Merr.: Growth
response to nitrogen, phosphorus and sulfur. Australian J. of
Botany 27(3):203-15. [26 ref]
• Summary: Extremes of combinations of the nutrients
reduced nodulation to almost zero, but well balanced
combinations favored nodulation from early stages through
maturity. The best nodulation occurred at high levels of all
3 nutrients. Levels of sulfur above 10 ppm counteracted the
limiting effect of ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) on nodule
development.
“Conclusion: When the development of the whole
plant was studied through to maturity over a wide range of
nutrient combinations, we found that in contrast to immature
plants, sulfur deficiencies had a marked effect on all plant
parts, especially on the nodules and the reproductive parts.
Added sulfur, on the other hand, interacted beneficially at
maturity with the favourable effects of phosphorus and the
negative effects of nitrogen on nodulation. The persistence
of nodulation and the vigour of the plant was directly
related to the degree or balance between nutrient levels
in these interactions. The fruitfulness of the plant shared
in this response except that added nitrogen did not have a
negative effect.” Address: 1. Div. of Plant Industry; 2. Div. of
Mathematics and Statistics. Both: CSIRO, Canberra, A.C.T.
2601, Australia.
4591. International Rice Research Institute. 1979. Annual
report for 1978. Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines. Soybeans:
p. 385-91, 394, 411. *
Address: Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines.
4592. Kaplan, Fredric; Sobin, J.M.; Andors, S. eds. 1979.
Encyclopedia of China today. Fair Lawn, New Jersey:
Eurasia Press. xvi + 336 p. See p. 161-62. Chap. 4. Illust.
Index. 29 cm.
• Summary: Pages 37-38 note that in the Inner Mongolian
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Autonomous Region (Nei Mongol) soybeans are one of
the principal crops. Today, only about 20% of the region’s
approximately 9,000,000 people are Mongols, for the most
part living north of the Yin mountains. Only 5% of the total
land area is arable, and only 3% is actually cultivated.
In the Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region, a long, narrow
strip of territory separating Gansu and Inner Mongolia,
soybeans are also an important commercial crop.
A chapter on agriculture in China, starting on p.
145, includes a discussion of collectivization, and the
rural people’s commune (first formed during the Great
Leap Forward in 1958; now the most important unit of
administration and planning in China’s agricultural economy.
In 1963 there were about 75,000 communes).
The section on soybeans (p. 161-62) discusses
quantitative output (a table shows area, yield, and production
for selected years from 1949 to 1975; Source: USDA,
National Council for US-China Trade), and cropping and
planting methods. China’s soybean output peaked in 1959
at 11.5 million tons. Thereafter it fell until 1972 (6.5 million
tons) when it began to climb, reaching 10 million tons in
1975.
4593. Lawn, R.J.; Byth, D.E. 1979. Soybean. In: Alec
Lazenby and J.V. Lovett, eds. 1979. Australian Field Crops.
Vol. II. Sydney: Angus and Robertson. 328 p. See p. 198231. [152 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses. Taxonomy,
origin and distribution. Morphology. Crop growth and
development: Seedling establishment, vegetative growth and
development, reproductive growth and development, root
growth, nodulation and nitrogen fixation, Eco-physiological
basis of adaptation: Photoperiod, temperature, soils, water
requirements. Soybean improvement in Australia: Plant
introduction, cultivars in Australia, soybean breeding,
priorities for breeding in Australia. Agronomic principles
and practice: Planting date, plant population and row width,
planting, weed control, pests and diseases. Research needs.
“The potential of the soybean in Australia has been
recognized for several decades. A Commonwealth mission
to the U.S.A. in 1946 recommended governmental action to
assist oilseed crop development in Australia, with particular
reference to soybeans. A number of short-term soybean
investigations were initiated, particularly in southern
Australia, and were largely unsuccessful. Gray (1955)
recommended that introduction activity should center on
regions of lower latitude than those of the existing major
soybean areas of the world. The first formal breeding
program was started in 1958 by C.S.I.R.O. in southeastern
Queensland, although useful selection was practised
previously by the Queensland Department of Primary
Industries. Only limited soybean areas existed (500-2000
ha), until the late 1960s, mainly in the South Burnett region.
Major expansion began in 1970-71 and has continued so

that Australian production is approaching local demand
and exports from Australia are conceivable in the near
future. Most of the current commercial production occurs in
Queensland, in the eastern Darling Downs and St. George,
the Fassifern, Lockyer and Brisbane Valleys, and the South
Burnett region. The major area of production in New South
Wales is centered in the Gwydir and Namoi Valleys on
the north-western plain, with smaller areas in the coastal
Northern Rivers District, and in the Lachlan and Macquarie
Valleys of the central west. Irrigated farms account for most
of the area, particularly in New South Wales. Concentration
on irrigated production in the major grain-producing areas of
both States appears likely to continue, although expansion of
dryland production is occurring in the coastal and sub-coastal
areas, and in northern Queensland.
Table 9.1 shows (1) Australian imports of soybean
cake and meal, non-defatted meal, whole soybeans, oil,
epoxydized oil, other oil, and total imports yearly from 1967
to 1974; (2) total hectarage and production in Queensland,
New South Wales, and total Australia for the same time
period. About 70-80% of the country’s soybeans are
produced in Queensland, and the rest in New South Wales.
Most of the current soybean production in Australia is
carried out under contract to the major processors, and is
used primarily for oil and meal production.
Soybean improvement in Australia has paralleled the
pattern which occurred earlier in the U.S.: Introduction,
selection among and within accessions, and hybridization.
The majority of cultivars in Australia are direct introduction,
unlike the U.S., where locally improved cultivars are used
exclusively. The availability of improved cultivars from
the southern areas of the U.S. was a major factor in the
substantial expansion of soybean culture commencing in
1970-71. Regional experimentation has shown that a number
of these cultivars are capable of high yields in sub-tropical
Australia. Plant introduction has been active in Australia and
over 1000 accessions have been obtained since the 1930s.
The primary objective of soybean breeding in the
U.S. has been and continues to be the development for
each region of pure-line cultivars capable of producing
high harvestable yields of seed with suitable quality
characteristics (oil and protein percentage and composition).
A great deal of attention has been given to lodging, shatter
resistance and seed pigmentation because of their agronomic
or marketing importance. There is increasing emphasis on
disease and pest resistance.
Expansion of soybean production in the immediate
future will most likely occur primarily in irrigated areas.
Present production areas are largely between 16ºS and 33ºS,
and most of the anticipated expansion in the near future is
expected to occur in this region. Address: CSIRO Div. of
Tropical Crops and Pastures, Brisbane; Dep. of Agriculture,
Univ. of Queensland.
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4594. National Academy of Sciences, National Research
Council, Board of Science and Technology for International
Development, Commission on International Relations,
Advisory Committee on Technology Innovation. 1979.
Microbial processes: Promising technologies for developing
countries. Washington, DC. xii + 198 p. Illust. No index. 23
cm.
• Summary: Soy-related chapters include: 1. Raw materials
for microbial processes. In 1977 an estimated 13,842,000
metric tons of soybeans were grown in developing countries.
Soybeans were number 15 on a list of 22 major food crops
grown in developing countries, and accounted for 1.59%
of the total production. The largest crops produced were
paddy/rice (21.36% of total), cassava (11.87%), wheat
(10.90%), maize/corn (8.41%), and banana/plantain (6.33%).
2. Food and animal feed. Discusses production of meatlike
flavors using miso and shoyu, the koji method of producing
enzymes, and Indonesian tempeh.
3. Soil microbes in plant health and nutrition.
“Mycorrhizal fungi: Most plants, both wild and cultivated,
have roots infected with fungi that increase nutrient and
water uptake and may also protect the root from certain
diseases. These infected roots are called mycorrhizae.
Although the mycorrhizal fungi probably increase uptake of
all the essential elements, they are usually most important
in improving phosphorus nutrition. Phosphate is generally
present in the soil in low concentrations and it is also
highly immobile. Strands of fungal hyphae grow out from
mycorrhizae and greatly increase the volume of soil from
which phosphorus is obtained. So mycorrhizal plants,
in general, can grow and thrive in soils much lower in
phosphate and other essential nutrients than a comparable
nonmycorrhizal plant. Many plants are so dependent
on mycorrhizal fungi for nutrient uptake that they may
starve if these fungi are absent. There are a number of
types of mycorrhizae. The two that occur on the most
economically important crops, the endomycorrhizae and the
ectomycorrhizae, are discussed.”
4. Nitrogen fixation. “Air is four-fifths nitrogen, yet it is
the absence of this particular element that most commonly
limits food production. Neither man, animals, nor higher
plants can use elemental nitrogen; it must first be ‘fixed,’ that
is, combined with other elements such as hydrogen, carbon,
or oxygen before it can be assimilated.
“Certain bacteria and algae have the ability to utilize
(fix) gaseous nitrogen from the air. Some microorganisms
work symbiotically in nodules on the roots of plants, with the
plant providing food and energy for the bacteria, which, in
turn, fix nitrogen from the air for their host...
“Bacteria that fix nitrogen in nodules on the roots of
leguminous plants are called rhizobia...
“Leguminous plants have been known for centuries
to enrich soils, but the reason was not understood until
1886 when two German scientists, Hellriegel and Wilfarth,

found that the bacteria in the nodules on the leguminous
root brought about nitrogen fixation. Nitrogen-fixing
microorganisms fix an estimated 175 million metric tons
of nitrogen annually, or about 70% of our total supply. The
remainder is produced in chemical fertilizer factories.” The
nitrogen fixed by the soybean-rhizobium association is about
60-80 kg/ha/year. 5. Microbial insect control agents. Green
cloverworm on soybeans can be controlled by Bacillus
thuringiensis. 10. Pure cultures for microbial processes.
Discusses world culture collections. Address: Washington,
DC; Peoria, Illinois.
4595. Norbu, Jamyang. 1979. Horseman in the snow: the
story of Aten, an old Khampa warrior. Dharamsala, India:
Information Office, Central Tibet Secretariat. 152 p. See p.
39.
• Summary: A heartfelt story of one man’s struggle for
Tibetan independence. Warriors of Tibet is a vivid portrait of
a Tibetan Khampa warrior, Aten, and his people of Nyarong.
He tells the history of his people, and relates how the
peaceful lifestyle in Kham was shattered by the incursion and
final domination of the Chinese government in the 1950s. He
tells of blood battles and the terrible suffering of his people,
and finally the murder of his family and his escape across the
Himalayas to Dharamsala in northern India.
Page 39: “Our usual crops were wheat, peas, soya beans,
buckwheat, potatoes, radishes, turnips and red pimentos.
Our most important crop was the barley. It was roasted
and ground to make Tsampa, which is the staple diet of all
Tibetans. Tsampa can be prepared and eaten in a variety of
ways.”
These soybeans were grown in Nyarong, in what
was traditionally Eastern Tibet, but which the Chinese
government now says is in eastern Sichuan province. In
fact the Chinese government says that all of Tibet (pinyin:
Zangqu; Bod in Tibetan) is an autonomous region within
Tibet.
Aten is a Khampa from Nyarong.
Note 1. This book was later published in 1987 under the
title Warriors of Tibet.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2014) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Tibet. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in (1979 at Nyarong). The source of these soybeans
is unknown. Yet we wonder: When were soybeans first
cultivated in Tibet and where?
Concerning Nyarong, Wikipedia, under “Kham–
History” gives a map of the contested area and states: “In
the early 19th century, Gombo Namgye raised a rebellion in
Nyarong, an area of Eastern Kham. He is reported to have
taken control of Eastern Tibet, excepting Amdo. Residents
of Derge and the Hor States appealed to both Lhasa and the
Manchu government for help against Namgye. China was
unable to take action, but Tibetan authorities sent an army
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in 1863, and defeated Namgye in 1865. Tibet then claimed
Nyarong, Derge (or De-ge) and the Hor States north of
Nyarong. This appears to have been accepted by the Manchu
emperor” [Source (online): 4. “What is Tibet? Fact and
Fancy.” Excerpt from M.C. Goldstein. “Change, Conflict and
Continuity among a community of nomadic pastoralists–A
Case Study from western Tibet, 1950-1990.” In Resistance
and Reform in Tibet, eds. Barnett and Akiner. London: Hurst
& Co., 1994]. Goldstein has a long and detailed history
of Nyarong, in Eastern Tibet, which went back and forth
between Tibet and China. One of his sources is a firsthand
account by Aten, a Tibetan exile from Nyarong, an Eastern
Khamba area “In 1903... the whole of Eastern Tibet was
occupied by the Chinese” army. Then in 1932 the Tibetan
Army tried to re-take Nyarong and most of Eastern Kham,
but: “After about a year, the Tibetan Army suffered drastic
setbacks in its advance east.” Then On 7 Oct. 1950 “Chinese
troops, without warning or provocation, crossed the Dre Chu
River [the Upper Yangtse River], which has for long been
the boundary into Tibetan territory, at a number of places.
In quick succession places of strategic importance fell to the
Chinese. The armed invasion of Tibet for the incorporation
of Tibet within the fold of Chinese communism through
sheer physical force is a clear case of aggression.”
Note 3. Norbu is a Tibetan political activist and writer,
currently living in the United States, having previously lived
for over 40 years as a Tibetan exile in India. Norbu attended
St. Joseph’s School in Darjeeling, India. As a teenager, he
dropped out of school and ran away from home to join the
Tibetan guerilla group Chushi Gangdruk, which operated
from Mustang in Nepal. He was the creator of Tibetans-inexile taxation system, or the Green Book, which has helped
fund the exile government since 1972. Later he founded and
directed the Amnye Machen Institute, Tibetan Centre for
Advanced Studies, in Dharamsala. He advocates complete
Tibetan independence from China (Source: Wikipedia at
Jamyang Norbu, Jan. 2012). Address: Dharamsala.
4596. Shih, Shêng-han. 1979. [Planting soybean and azuki].
In: West and East Han Dynasty Agriculture Book. Peking,
China: Agricultural Publishing House. See p. 20-21. [Chi]*
Address: Northwestern College of Agriculture, Wuking,
Shensi.
4597. Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja, Comunicado
Tecnico. 1979--. Serial/periodical. Londrina (Parana), Brazil.
[Por]
Address: Londrina (Parana), Brazil: EMBRAPA.
4598. Misión China en Bolivia. 197? Resumen del cultivo
de soya en el Chaco [Summary of soybean cultivation in el
Chaco]. n.p. 10 p. [Spa]*
• Summary: Note: The exact year and place of publication
of this document are unknown. El Chaco is an area is

southeastern Bolivia along the border with Paraguay, running
through the departments of Tarija (in the far southeast),
Chuquisaca, and Santa Cruz.
4599. Fehr, Walter R. 1980. Germplasm exchange and
cooperative research with the People’s Republic of China
(Continued–Document part II). Soybean News (NSCIC)
31(2):3-4. Jan.

• Summary: (Continued): “The soybean collection of the
Liaoning Agricultural Academy was maintained by Chang
Ren Shuang at the Tieling Agricultural Research Institute,
Tieling, Liaoning. He indicated that the soybean probably
originated in Liaoning province because the wild soybean
grows everywhere and the stages of evolution are apparent.
There were 823 accessions collected in the province
during 1956 and 575 are still available. They also have 209
accessions from other parts of China and 178 from foreign
countries, of which 42 are from the US, 31 from Japan,
and the others from Korea or European countries. Soybean
mosaic virus is their most important disease. Most of their
widely grown cultivars in the Tieling area mature later than
Amsoy and earlier than Wayne.
“The soybean collection at the Shandong Agricultural
Academy, Jinan, Shandong, is maintained by Li Tsi Shing.
There were 2,930 accessions after collections were made
in 1956 and 1957. After removal of duplications, the
number was reduced to the current group of 567 entries.
The collection is highly variable for growth type and pest
resistance because of the variable growing conditions in
the province. Two accessions of Glycine soja were in the
germplasm nursery.
“The widely grown cultivars were from about late group
IV to early group VI. Resistance to viruses was a major
concern in the breeding programs in the province. Seed
of their soybean collection is stored in northern provinces
where the air is cooler and drier and viability is maintained
for longer periods of time than in Shandong province.
“The soybean collection for Henan province is
maintained by Hsie Ying Li at the Henan Agricultural
Academy, Zhengzhou, Henan. The number of accessions
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was not indicated, however, many of the accessions from
the collection of 1956 are still available and a recollection
is planned for the winter of 1979-1980. Seed is stored in
heavily insulated rooms and can be maintained for about
three years. Maturity group III seemed most appropriate
for the practice of double cropping soybeans after wheat, a
common practice in the province. Virus resistance is given
highest priority in developing new cultivars.
“The soybean collection for Shanxi province is
maintained by Tai Yong Min at the Shanxi Agriculture
and Forestry Academy, Wu Kong, Shanxi. A group of
75 accessions are being grown for the first time in 1979.
Collection of native varieties in the province is just
beginning. The accessions ranged from black seeded
indeterminate types collected in the dry infertile areas of the
north to determinate and semi-determinate types collected
from fertile areas in the southern part of the province.
Maturity groups V and VI seemed most appropriate for the
Wu Kong area. There were no serious pest problems in the
area.
“The US Germplasm Team was permitted to sample
soybean nodules from each province visited. This was
the first collection of Rhizobium japonicum made by US
scientists in the PRC. The samples will be evaluated for
similarity to US strains and efficiency of nitrogen fixation.
In addition to their scientific value, they represent the
opportunity for cooperative research between the US and
PRC in studies of symbiotic nitrogen fixation.
“What happens next? A proposal for a scientific
exchange on soybeans in 1980 has been submitted to the
US government for consideration in upcoming meetings
with the PRC in January, 1980. The four recommended
areas of emphasis would be cyst nematode, viruses,
symbiotic nitrogen fixation, and germplasm maintenance and
utilization. The purpose of the exchange would be to arrange
for cooperative research between the two countries.
“An initial exchange of germplasm of G. max will be
attempted during the winter of 1979-8O. Contacts made
with the PRC will be pursued in an effort to begin an orderly
exchange between the two countries. Cooperative research
on wild species, such as Glycine soja, probably will not
occur until the PRC has had sufficient time to collect and
evaluate the material. The US Germplasm Team made it
clear that US scientists are ready to assist in collection or
evaluation of the wild species.
“I have made no attempt in this report to present
detailed information received on crops other than soybeans,
production practices for soybeans, and the nature of the
institutions visited. Such information has been prepared and I
will be pleased to share a copy with you upon request.
“The US Germplasm Team was treated with every
possible courtesy by their hosts in the PRC. The itinerary
provided us a good opportunity to see the institutions and
persons involved with plant germplasm. Our discussions

were lively, and we were provided with the information we
requested. Such excellent cooperation speaks well for future
scientific activities between the two countries.”
A small portrait photo shows Walter Fehr.
Note: Again no mention is made of the decades of
soybean varietal improvement work done by Japanese
scientists in southern Manchuria from about 1910 to 1942.
What happened to these improved varieties? Address: Dep.
of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa 50011.
4600. Product Name: Island Spring Smoke Flavored
Soyloaf (Okara & Wheat).
Manufacturer’s Name: Island Spring, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 747, Vashon, WA
98070.
Date of Introduction: 1980 February.
Ingredients: Soybeans (organic), whole wheat flour,
soybean oil, water, dried yeast, Dijon mustard, salt, natural
distilled wood smoke, spices, garlic oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb tray. Wholesales for $1.04.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition: Per 2 oz.: Calories 179, protein 8 gm,
carbohydrate 9 gm, fat 13 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Soycraft. 1980.
Winter. p. 12. “New Soy Products on Market.” Label. 1981.
5 by 4 inches. Plastic. Brown and tan on clear. Gives serving
suggestions. Article in Soyfoods. 1981. Summer. p. 41. They
make 500 lb/week. A detailed description of the ingredients
and process is given. Talk with Luke Lukoskie. 1987. Oct.
19. This product contained okara and wheat, but no whole
soybeans and no tofu.
4601. Quick, Graeme R. 1980. An in-depth look at farm fuel
alternatives. Power Farming Magazine (Australia) 89(2):1017. Feb.
• Summary: Farmers in Australia are very dependent on
liquid diesel fuel. Changes in fuel prices strongly affect farm
profits. Clearly the trend towards minimum tillage, stubble
retention, and direct drilling techniques has been hastened
by rising fuel costs. And rising fuel costs make alternative
energy sources more attractive. In the U.S. Midwest, gasohol
is a motor blend of 10% agricultural ethanol (primarily from
corn) and 90% lead-free gasoline. In Jan. 1978 there were
just 3 outlets for gasohol, all in Illinois. Today over 1,000
stations are selling gasohol in 28 states.
The section titled “Plant oils” notes that “Dynometer
[dynamometer] tests on diesels have been performed on
peanut oil, sunflower, coconut, corn and soybean oils by
Ward and Galloway of Townsville, Qld., on sunflower
oil by Stecher at Footscray, Vic., and on rapeseed oil by
Department of Agriculture officers in West Australia.”
Soybean oil was also studied by Iowa State University in the
U.S. Generally good results were obtained (Figs. 14-16).
“Ultimately, we must learn to live on our income
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rather than consume our capital. In energy terms this means
conservation and the swing to renewable alternatives to fossil
fuels.” Contains 17 charts and graphs.
Note: Neither methyl esters nor transesterification are
mentioned. Address: PhD, Principal Research Scientist,
CSIRO Div. of Mechanical Engineering, Highett, Victoria,
Australia.
4602. Strayer, George M. 1980. The battle of the coconut
cow. The early days of the American soybean industry and
its surprising similarity with today’s soyfoods movement.
Soycraft (Colrain, Massachusetts) 1(2):50-53. Winter.

• Summary: Contains an excellent history of Strayer’s
work with soybeans, and an early history of the American
Soybean Association. So far as George has been able to
determine, his father, Bert Strayer, “was the first man west
of the Mississippi River to use a combine on soybeans.” One
had been used successfully the year before by the Garwood
brothers in Illinois. “We worked with the International
Harvester Company and bought the first of their combines to
be used on soybeans. It was a power take-off drive machine
with a folding platform. The outer end of the cutting platform
folded up so that the combine could be driven through farm
gates. It was a machine designed for farm use on grains and

for a one-man operation. We soon learned that on soybeans
the operation was a two-man job–one man driving the tractor
and keeping the cutting platform in the right position on the
rows, while the other man controlled the cutting height while
riding on the tractor platform.
“For a period of several years, we had the only combine
being used on soybeans in this entire area. The combine
carried a tank, the top of which held about twenty-five or
thirty bushels that could be removed from the tank by driving
a wagon or truck under the edge of the tank and pulling a
lever which opened four holes along the tank bottom and
allowed the soybeans to run out.”
In Sept. 1927 George Strayer attended his first meeting
of the American Soybean Association, held at the University
of Illinois. “One thing that sticks indelibly in my mind is
a statement made by W.K. Kellogg, of Kellogg’s cereals,
Battle Creek, Michigan. He said: ‘Some day people in the
U.S. will realize how foolish it is to feed one hundred pounds
of soybeans to livestock and get back a very small poundage
of meat products which have a protein inferior to the protein
fed to the livestock.”
The “Battle of the coconut cow,” as Strayer calls the
margarine-butter controversy, was the battle to get margarine
legalized in America. First they had to work on the federal
level, which took six years of cooperative work by the
soybean, cotton and the margarine industries. “Then we went
into fourteen different states to change the state laws. We
were successful in getting a small tariff placed on coconut oil
in favor of soybeans at the federal level.
“In September 1940, the Board of Directors of the
ASA met in Dearborn, Michigan and decided we needed a
publication because here we are, growing soybeans all over
the country, but who knows what’s going on, what’s being
grown, the same thing soycrafters are now discussing. I
took the job as editor of the Soybean Digest and we started
out with sixteen pages and had a heck of a time finding
advertising to support it. Before my career as editor ended,
the magazine was going into seventy countries with as high
as one hundred twenty pages per issue. It was designed
for people who grew soybeans, giving them the kind of
information soybean growers needed. And the growing
association went just as far as we could in promotional and
legislative work to protect the interests of soybean growers.
“During the World War II period, the U.S. acreage in
soybeans doubled, then redoubled, because we had been
dependent on other areas of the world for our fats and oils,
but the supply lines were cut off. At the end of the war we
had far more soybeans than we could assimilate. Have you
ever eaten white margarine? It tastes the same as yellow
margarine, but doesn’t look nearly as good. Back then we
had a federal law that said it was all right to make margarine,
put it in a plastic bag, and put in a little capsule of yellow
coloring matter which the consumer would work through
the bag [by squeezing the bag innumerable times] to color
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the margarine. The legislation banning the sale of yellow
margarine and making the sale of white margarine difficult
went back to the days of the ‘coconut cow’ which had been
a major issue before soybeans came into the picture to any
extent. Right after the war we went to Washington [DC]
and spent enough time there to have the federal margarine
law changed to allow the manufacture and sale of colored
margarine. Margarine is now in second place as a user
of soybean oil in the U.S. and margarine consumption is
approximately twice as much per capita as butter. When we
were working on changing the law, it was the reverse.”
“The German army had used soy protein during the war
and issued a soybean cookbook to army chefs on how to use
soy protein, soy flour in army diets. Our basic answer was,
yes, soy protein will eventually become a major part of the
protein source for Germany, just as it will in much of the
world.”
“In 1955 I was asked to go to Japan to make a study of
whether American soybean growers ought to be looking at
Japan as a market for our beans. Keep in mind that soybeans
came to us from the Orient and here we were talking about
selling soybeans back to Japan. I spent seven weeks there
and visited many miso, tofu, natto, kinako and tempeh [sic]
plants, and I decided that, yes, there was a market. But the
first thing a Japanese buyer would tell me was, you can grow
excellent soybeans in the U.S. but why do we get such poor
quality beans from you? One of the first things we did was
change the federal grading standards in a manner which
made it possible for the Japanese buyer to purchase soybeans
on a federal grade that was meaningful. In 1956 I did the
same job in ten countries of northern Europe and wherever
I went, I heard the same story about poor quality soybeans.
At that time we were in the process of changing the grading
standards through public hearings. Today more than fifty
percent of all soybeans grown in the U.S. go into the export
market as raw soybeans, meal, or oil.
“Prior to World War II we were not an exporter of
soybeans. A quarter of my time between 1955 and 1967 was
spent outside the U.S. contacting potential buyers; I also
helped establish the Japanese-American Soybean Institute,
an unheard of concept previously because [in Japan] the
miso makers didn’t talk to the oil crushers or tofu makers.
There was no liaison, no cooperation among the commodity
groups–each operated independently.
“Our first job was to form this institute with
representatives from each of the trade groups on the Board.
Today Japan imports over one hundred million bushels of
soybeans each year from us–our largest customer for U.S.
soybeans outside our own country.
“Soy protein is the most successful food ingredient
in the world because it is the most nearly complete of all
the known vegetable proteins. There is no other vegetable
protein grown widely and in quantity that can begin to match
soy protein, It is the most nearly balanced in the ten essential

amino acids of any vegetable protein. When we talk about
soy protein, we mean something that has a potential far
beyond anything we have yet realized,...”
Photos show: (1) George Strayer, happily lecturing.
(2) A $75,000 grain combine, used to harvest soybeans. (3)
Harvested soybeans being discharged into a waiting truck at
a small New England farm. Address: President, Agricultural
Exports, Hudson, Iowa.
4603. Elbert, B. 1980. Narrow your rows, widen your profits.
Soybean Digest. March. p. 70N.
4604. Marking, Syl. 1980. Go for the gold. Soybean Digest.
March. p. 58-59N.
4605. Torgerson, Susan. 1980. Mankato No. 2 in nation in
soy processing: 40 years ago industry didn’t amount to a hill
of beans. Land (The) (Southern Minnesota) 4(10):1, 13, 38.
April 24.
• Summary: “It wasn’t a farmer, but a lawyer who
introduced soybeans to this area. William Blethen, Mankato,
as a young lawyer in 1938 was handling a case in Winona,
and during the three-day hearing, he roomed with his Iowa
client Riley Lewis.
“Lewis, a retired country extension agent, whiled away
their spare time extolling the success of soybeans in his state
and sent Blethen home with the beginnings of an idea that a
soybean processing plant in Mankato might prosper.”
Blethen’s research showed that southern Minnesota
was within the northern boundary of soybean country. He
hosted three Mankato residents–a banker, a farmer, and a
businessman–on a tour of a soybean processing plant [owned
by Ralph Wells & Company] in Monmouth, Illinois.
Blethen recalled that he put the three men in his twodoor Plymouth coach, paid all their expenses, and took
them to Monmouth–even though he was making only $150
a month at the time. He asked the three to please give him
every reason why he shouldn’t open a soybean processing
plant in Mankato, but none of their criticisms seemed
strong enough to sway him. In Mankato, Good Thunder,
and Rochester (Minnesota; his former home) he sought out
investors who were willing to put up a total of $50,000.
The core group of investors, who lived in Mankato and its
environs, among them several bankers and associates of the
telephone company, included the now deceased Judge S.B.
Wilson, C.P. Barnard, and T.M. Coughlan.
They named the new company Mankato Soybean
Products, Inc. [probably in 1939]. For $7,500 they
purchased the abandoned Minnesota Pipe and Tile Co. on
the current Honeymead site. Their purchase included several
warehouses, a building suitable for offices, a rail line, and a
city block of property fronting the Blue Earth River. They
installed one expeller, which worked like a big meat grinder
to crush and press the oil from the soybeans.
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But they still needed soybeans. In the spring of 1939,
various farm meetings were scheduled in the area. Blethen
and his former client, Lewis, who had been hired to manage
the plant, made the rounds of the meetings, urging farmers
to try this amazing crop. Though Blethen, a lawyer, knew
nothing about farming, he was telling farmers how to plant
and grow soybeans. The meetings attracted interest but few
commitments. The farmers went home, thought it over, and
talked to their neighbors. Richard L. Myers, an investor and
then president of the First National Bank in Good Thunder,
recruited tenants from his family’s farm to experiment with
soybeans.
The time was ripe for soybeans in southern Minnesota.
The main crop had been wheat until the early 1900s, when
corn was introduced. By the 1930s corn was well established
and farmers were looking for a crop–ideally a legume–to use
in rotation with corn. This opened the door for soybeans.
During Mankato Soybean Co.’s first year of operation,
soybeans were not available locally, so they had to be
purchased elsewhere and shipped in by train. The company
lost money its first year and investors had to come up
with another $50,000 to cover expenses. Note: We are
not told when the company began processing soybeans. A
conservative guess would be Sept. 1940, but it could have
been as early as Sept. 1939.
In 1941, Lewis was succeeded as plant manager by Ed
Ober, a Lake Crystal farmer. Fortunately Ober recruited
Frank Bergemann as manager. Bergemann adapted the plant
to also process flax, helping to make the company profitable
by its third year–as more and more local soybeans began
pouring into the plant.
In 1942 Washington Egg and Poultry Association
[WAPA], a poultry cooperative [Lynden, Washington State],
offered the investors double their money for the company;
all of Blethen’s pleading couldn’t stand in their way. In 1946
[sic, 1947] the Andreas family bought the plant from WAPA.
Address: Staff writer.
4606. Product Name: Light Foods Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Light Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6144 Bartmer, St. Louis, MO
63133. Phone: 314-721-3960.
Date of Introduction: 1980 April.
Ingredients: Certified organic soybeans, filtered water,
nigari (salt bitterns).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 8 oz.: Calories 164, protein 17.6 gm, fat
9.6 gm, carbohydrate 5.4 gm, calcium 292 mg, iron 4.4 mg,
sodium 96.0 mg, potassium 96.0 mg, thiamine 0.12 mg,
riboflavin 0.08 mg, phosphorus 286 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Letter/Order for the book
Tofu & Soymilk Production from Bob Davis. 1979. Sept.

24. “Greetings & love. We’re going into the soy business in
St. Louis. Our temporary name and address: “St. Louis Soy
Foods, 613C Broadmoor Dr., Chesterfield, Missouri 63017.
Phone: 314-469-3624. Love and energy to you all.
Letter from Bob Davis of Light Foods (6144 Bartmer,
St. Louis, Missouri 63133). 1979. Nov. 16. He orders The
Book of Tofu, Tempeh Production, The Book of Miso.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). Gives the company’s name,
address, and phone number. Owner: Bob Davis.
Barbara G. Ostmann. 1980. Post-Dispatch (St. Louis,
Missouri). Oct. 29. p. 1E, 4E. “Time for tofu.” Bob Davis
started making tofu 7 months ago. A large color photo
shows the tofu package and label, on which is an illustration
of a winged unicorn jumping across a stream in front of a
rising or setting sun. Label. 1980, undated. 3 inches square.
Self adhesive. Letters blue on white. Color illustration
of a unicorn jumping across a stream at sunrise. “Please
refrigerate.” Label. 1982, undated. 5 by 3 inches. Plastic
film. Dark blue, light blue and orange on clear film. Now
contains the descriptive phrase “A soy cheese. Low calories.
No cholesterol. 100% non-dairy.”
4607. Saio, K.; Nikkuni, I.; Ando, Y.; Otsuru, M.; Terauchi,
Y.; Kito, M. 1980. Soybean quality changes during model
storage studies. Cereal Chemistry 57(2):77-82. March/April.
[14 ref]
• Summary: Because of uncertainties in international
soybean trade, the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and
Fishery in Japan is planning to set aside soybean reserves
to avoid possible shortages. This article analyzes changes
in soybeans stored under conditions that cause significant
changes in qualities important to food uses of soybeans–such
as tofu. Address: 1-3. National Food Research Inst., Ministry
of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishery [Japan].
4608. Urbanski, G.E.; Wei, L.S.; Nelson, A.I. 1980. Effect of
freeze damage on soybean quality and storage stability. J. of
Food Science 45(2):208-12. March/April. [25 ref]
• Summary: When growth of the soybean planted is arrested
prematurely by freeze damage, soybeans that would turn
yellow if allowed to mature normally, are green when
harvested. The authors harvested green immature soybean
pods from growing plants, froze them at -5.5ºC (22ºF) for 6
hours, dried the pods with room-temperature air, removed the
beans from their pods, and stored them at room temperature.
Samples were analyzed after preparation and at the end of
2, 4, 6, 8, and 14 months. Average protein and oil content
remained fairly constant. Trypsin inhibitor activity increased
by 17.6% indicating a decrease in protein digestibility during
storage. Before storage, the lipoxygenase activity of the
freeze-damaged beans was only 43% as much as that found
in sound dry soybeans, and this activity remained fairly
constant during storage, indicating that freeze-damaged
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samples have a lower potential for development of off
flavors. Storage resulted in an increase in average free fatty
acid content (FFA) to 1.63% after 14 months from 0.26% for
the freeze-damaged samples and to 0.48% from 0.14% sound
dry soybeans. Therefore storage of freeze damaged soybeans
greatly increases the losses associated with refining crude oil
from them.
Organoleptic evaluation of the cooked samples showed
freeze damaged samples inferior to control samples in color,
flavor, and off-flavors. Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ.
of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61810.
4609. Glazer, Howard. 1980. Beans become area’s largest
crop. Daily Leader (Stuttgart, Arkansas). May. p. 2E.
Stuttgart Centennial Edition.
• Summary: “From its late-1920s beginning as a ‘second
crop’ planted to prevent land from being exhausted by rice,
the soybean has developed into Arkansas’ most prolific crop,
and Grand Prairie farmers and agribusiness leaders are just
beginning to explore its vast potential.”
A history of the soybean is given. It first arrived in the
USA in 1804, and in Arkansas in 1924. Today the USA is
the world’s largest soybean producing country, ahead of the
soybean’s homeland–China.
“Starts with ten bushels: Jacob Hartz Sr. and A.R.
Thorell, partners in an International Harvester dealership
in Stuttgart, brought the soybean to Arkansas in 1924 after
seeing area farmers suffer from decreasing rice yield the
previous few years.” Rice depletes the soil of nitrogen, but
soybeans enrich the soil with nitrogen. According to Marion
Hartz, son of Jacob Hartz Sr., his father and A.R. Thorell
bought ten bushels of Laredo soybeans from a producer
in Illinois. The Laredo variety was used chiefly for the
production of hay. “Those first beans were given in amounts
of one-half and one bushel to various farmers around the
area for use on land which had been in rice for a number
of years,” according to Marion. “Some of it was allowed
to grow to maturity, some was cut for hay, and some was
plowed under for use as a green manure crop. The following
year, they saw definite yield increases in their rice.”
Thereafter Hartz and Thorell became soybean evangelists.
Jacob Hartz (who had only a 6th grade education) worked
closely with Heartsill Banks–who worked at the rice station
and had a college degree from the University of Arkansas.
Both were good public speakers and easy to meet and talk
with. They traveled 30-50 miles in all directions. “Dad would
talk about the practical aspects while Mr. Banks would
discuss the technical side. People called them the ‘Soybean
Twins.’”
Hartz and Thorell, recognizing at an early date the
potential of soybeans, custom-combined the crop for local
farmers in return for a cash fee, and arranged space for
storage bins in what is now the A.R. Thorell Supply Co.
building on second and college streets. Shortly afterward,

they bought a small cleaner. The beans were scooped off the
trucks by hand.
By the early 1930s, Hartz-Thorell Supply Co. had
become so involved in the soybean business that a new
building was needed. In 1932 or 1933 the company rented a
two-story building on the corner of First and College; it had
a small elevator in back which could carry a small truck. The
partners transferred their soybean growing operations to the
new facility.
In 1935 the partners realized that even their two-yearold facility was no longer adequate for what had become
the Seed Department of the Hartz-Thorell Supply Co., so a
seed cleaning and processing plant was constructed on East
Cleveland St., south of an existing rice mill and east of what
is now Riceland Foods parboil plant. The contractor for this
plant, which had a storage capacity of 50,000 bushels, was
J.B. Barnett, who used material from dismantled sawmills
in southwest Arkansas as his primary construction material.
The plant was constructed as a grain-elevator type of
operation, with refinements for seed processing and a very
large seed cleaning capacity for those days. It soon became
widely known and, at 102 feet tall, was the tallest building in
Stuttgart.
The soybean really started to take off during World
War II. Now Hartz traveled and worked to educate southern
cottonseed crushers in western Tennessee and eastern
Arkansas that the soybean was a good alternative. After a
slow start, the new campaign met with success.
In 1942 Hartz and Thorell divided their history-making
company, Thorell keeping the equipment business while
Hartz took the seed division. Today both companies continue
to prosper, with the Hartz Seed Co. now one of the leaders in
American seed research.
Riceland Foods entered the soybean picture in the
1950s, building crushing facilities at Stuttgart and throughout
eastern Arkansas, including plants at Helena and Jonesboro–
which have helped bring an end to the reign of “King
Cotton.”
A large photo shows tractors pulling combines across a
soybean field in 1936 or 1937.
4610. Hartz (Jacob) Seed Company, Inc. 1980. Hartz
Seed–Congratulating Stuttgart during its centennial (Ad).
Daily Leader (Stuttgart, Arkansas). May. p. 11G. Stuttgart
Centennial Edition.
• Summary: “Farming has progressed over the past 100
years. Harvesting methods have changed tremendously
as depicted in the contrasting photos. Jacob Hartz Seed
Company is proud of the fact that Hartz Seed has remained
the same–the same high quality, the same careful selection
and grading, the same unquestionable integrity that it has
always stood for. We have over 50 years of experience,
research and dependability behind every item we offer.”
Photos show: (1) “Jacob Hartz, Sr. (1888-1963). A
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pioneer in the development of soybean production in the
South. Founded Jacob Hartz Seed Company in 1925 and
later that year built the first small seed cleaner in the State.”
(2) Tractors pulling combines in a soybean field in about
1936-37. (3) A modern soybean combine.
4611. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy City Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2847 Dundas Street West,
Toronto, ONT, M6P 1Y6, Canada. Phone: 416-762-1257.
Date of Introduction: 1980 May.
Ingredients: 1985: Water, organically grown soybeans,
magnesium chloride.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 550 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 72, protein 7.6 gm,
carbohydrate 2.3 gm, fat 5 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center. 1980.
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages,
typeset). Gives the company’s name, address, and phone
number. Owners: Pat Guardino & Paul Whitehead.
Label. 1985. 6.75 by 9.5 inches. Plastic film. Orange,
green, yellow, and brown on clear. “A Good Source of
Protein. Made from Soybeans Organically Grown in
Canada.” Back label says, “Health is the most precious
thing you have. Sustain it by eating good food. Come to our
Soyateria for information, education and cooking ideas on
Tofu, Soy-Pro, Soyettes, and all of Soy City’s delicious and
nutritious products. Soyateria–The Soybean Information
Center.”
Label sent by Jon Cloud. 1989. May 5. Says that this
product was introduced in the spring of 1980.
Leaflet (glossy, color, printed in about 2002) sent by
Lorraine Guardino, sales manager at Sol Cuisine. 2013.
March 11. “Sol Cuisine: Second Nature has found its Sol
Mate.” This leaflet gives a color photo of the front of the
organic tofu package, nutritional information, and the
ingredients. Lorraine adds a note that this product was
introduced in 1980 and became organic in 1985. The label
is now red, dark green and yellow. 500 gm of tofu (drained).
Ingredients: Organic soy milk, calcium chloride, and
magnesium chloride.
4612. Soyanews (Sri Lanka). 1980. Growing soya on paddy
ridges. 2(11):4-5. May.
• Summary: How to grow soyabeans on the ridges around
flooded rice paddies with one illustration and one photo. Just
dibble the seeds on both sides of the each paddy ridge. The
yields are usually quite high.
4613. Tilth (Arlington, Washington state). 1980. Yay,
soybeans! 6(1):18. May.
• Summary: “’Growing and Using Soybeans in the Pacific
Northwest’ was the title of a conference held on February

23-24 on Vashon Island, Washington. Sponsored by
Island Spring Soy Products and the Abundant Life Seed
Foundation, the conference goal was to promote more
regional food self-reliance by stimulating more local
production of soybeans. Luke Lukoskie of Island Spring told
the group that he would much rather buy the 275,000 pounds
of organically grown soybeans Island Spring uses yearly
from a local source than from Minnesota.
“Thirty participants, mainly farmers from Washington
and Oregon, were treated to expert lecturers, tours of
Island Spring’s operation and delicious meals featuring soy
foods. The featured speaker was Dr. William Judy, a noted
agronomist from the University of Illinois. He talked about
soy cultivation techniques and distributed varieties of beans
with which to experiment in this climate.
“Growers interested in trying out any of the twenty
varieties available for experimentation should contact
the Abundant Life Seed Foundation, PO Box 772, Port
Townsend, WA 98368, (206) 385-5560.”
Note: The subtitle of Tilth is “Biological Agriculture
in the Northwest.” It is published at Rt. 2, Box 190-A,
Arlington, WA 98223. The word “tilth” refers to (1) The
quality of cultivated soil. (2) The cultivation of wisdom and
the spirit.
4614. Phillips, Ronald E.; Blevins, R.L.; Thomas, G.W.;
Frye, W.F.; Phillips, S.H. 1980. No-tillage agriculture.
Science 208(4448):1108-13. June 6. [32 ref]
Address: Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington.
4615. Gevaert, Pierre. 1980. Re: Early work with tamari
and miso in Europe. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, June 11–in reply to inquiry. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Your note about the misuse of the term ‘tamari’
is correct.” Lima started producing tamari in 1968. It first
appeared on the market in 1961, under the name “tamari.”
Production continued until 1966. “Our shoyu, called and
registered as ‘tamari’ at George Ohsawa’s request, was a
dark, rather thick liquid very similar to real tamari even
though our product was made from 5% soybeans and 50%
wheat. I think this was because we aged the product for at
least 3 years, and some of it was even older because we
could sell only a small part of the production. In 1967 we had
such large stocks of miso and tamari that we stopped their
production and cured our weak financial situation by selling
off these stocks. We still remember the good Lima Tamari,
and when we started to import from Japan, we always mixed
at least 1/3 of Japanese tamari to approach our own quality.
“This month we will produce a good quality of miso
in our French artisanal factory running on water energy.”
Address: P.V.B.A. Lima, Edgar Gevaertdreef 10, 9830 SintMartens-Latem, Belgium. Phone: (09) 82.41.76.
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4616. Burghart, P. 1980. Sechages des semences de
tournesol et de soja [Drying of sunflower and soybean
seeds]. Informations Techniques CETIOM No. 69. p. 7. 2nd
trimester. [Fre]
Address: Engineer in the Technology section at CETIOM.
4617. Hardwick, Chuck. 1980. Control pests, naturally:
your best allies may be insects and disease, researchers say.
Soybean Digest. May/June. p. 33-34.
• Summary: “There’s nothing new about using ‘natural’
methods to combat weeds, disease and insects. You’ve been
doing it for years with crop rotation to break up pest life
cycles.
“And what’s more natural than mechanical cultivation.
Lately, genetics has helped provide you with seed naturally
resistant to a number of pests and diseases.
“Chemicals and machinery made things easier and
cheaper–until recently. Now you’re being hit with rising
costs for fuel, chemicals and equipment. There’s an
increasing concern for protecting the environment. And some
pests develop resistance to chemicals.
“Result: More people are looking at a return to ‘natural’
controls for different reasons.
“Even Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is
speeding up availability of ‘biorational’ pesticides that
control insects and pests through natural means.
“Biorational pesticides, explains EPA, include viruses,
bacteria and fungi that attract, retard or destroy pests.
“Here’s a look at research that may help you do a better
job of farming, naturally.
“Precise Insect Control: Big push here is using predators
to control unwanted insects. Idea is not new: send a bug
to kill a bug. Of 1,700 identified soybean insect species,
46% are predators, 17% are parasites. You’ve heard about
Ladybugs for years. There’s also big-eyed bugs and certain
spiders. But some insects are being imported for the job.
Assassin bugs from Australia strike fear into loopers and
caterpillars (see photo).
“’It will take a wide variety of pest species with great
gusto in Australia,’ says Merle Shepard, South Carolina
Experiment Station entomologist at Clemson University.
‘We’re anxious to see how it will work in this country.’
“Shepard says an assassin bug from India did not
survive in the U.S. He studied an Australian insect in the lab
last year, and plans to test it in the field this summer.
“He spent 8 months in Australia, returning with the
assassin bug, a parasitic wasp and four viruses and fungi
which attack insects.
“Parasitic wasp fights Southern green stink bug, South
Carolina’s number one insect pest and crop destroyer in
other states. ‘The wasp looks very good, and it has potential
to survive our climate,’ he adds. Parasitic wasps lay eggs in
larvae of developing beetle. As parasite larvae develop, they
kill beetle larvae.

“Maryland also is examining use of another parasitic
wasp in control of Mexican bean beetle in the DelawareMaryland-Virginia Peninsula. That wasp cannot over-winter
in temperate zones, so batches must be released in target
fields each year. A 4-year test virtually eliminated bean
beetles in one field.
“Breeders also can ‘build’ natural resistance to insects in
soybean seed, much like resistance to cyst nematode or root
rot. Basic construction block: presence of naturally occurring
chemicals that inhibit growth of moth and butterfly larvae.
“Growers can plant variety resistant to a specific insect,
lessening need for insecticides and increasing yields.
“Another way to combat insects: make their food
repulsive. USDA tests at Wooster, Ohio show Japanese
beetles would rather starve than eat plants treated with
extracts of the East Indian neem tree. Other insects repelled
by neem: Mexican bean beetle and North American
grasshopper. Extracts do not have EPA approval yet, but
idea has potential, and extract does not threaten wildlife,
researchers say.
“Still another way to eliminate insects: make them
fatally ill. Texas A&M scientists are working on viruses that
kill only certain insects, leaving friendly predators alone.
“Max Summers, entomologist at Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station, College Station, Texas, says viral
pesticides offer a number of advantages: they are not toxic to
anything but target pest, they occur naturally and insects do
not develop a resistance.
“Clemson University scientists, with funds from
American Soybean Association, are studying virus to
control velvetbean caterpillars. Field tests show 40% to 68%
reduction.
“USDA researchers have developed a way to infect
grasshoppers with a deadly, naturally occurring hopper
disease. Several severe outbreaks of hoppers have been
controlled by spraying the disease spores onto wheat bran,
then dropping the bran into infested areas. Grasshoppers
eat the bran, contract the disease and die. Other hoppers eat
remains of their comrades and also die.
“Biological control of weeds also gets a lot of attention.
At Southern Weed Science Lab, Stoneville, Mississippi,
Lynn Walker is working with a fungus that is applied as a
granule to control the weed, spurred anoda.
“’The weed started moving into the area several years
ago in cotton fields,’ he explains. ‘Herbicides to control it
also controlled the cotton. Then it moved into soybean fields,
where it’s very difficult to control. The fungus is safe to use
on cotton or beans, but kills the weeds,’ says Walker.
“Walker says 1979 tests on small plots got 75% to 85%
kill with 100% control. Remaining weeds could not compete
against crop. This year, he wants to work on lowering
dosage rates to economic levels, using it with conventional
equipment and applying it at planting time. Planting time
application should give protection all year, he adds.
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“Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (VPI
& SU) and USDA researchers are working on several ways
to control musk and plumeless thistle–considered noxious in
30 states.
“VPI & SU researchers say arsenal of certain weevils, a
beetle, some fungi and a nematode offers long-term control
of weeds. Ten years of tests with the insects reduced up to
85% of thistles. USDA scientists say there is considerable
potential for using fungi to control thistles.
“’Biological agents won’t eradicate weeds,’ says L.T.
Kok, VPI & SU entomologist. ‘But over a number of years,
biocontrol agents should considerably lower significance of
weeds.’
“And scientists at the University of Wisconsin are high
on biological control of velvetleaf. A wilt disease fungus
attacks velvetleaf as a seedling, causing it to wilt and die.
Once it has infested the soil, it stays, researchers say. Other
plants are not affected. Researchers have tested it with
soybeans and other crops, with good results.
“Next step is to find a way to apply it to fields where
velvetleaf is a problem. The fungus already is found
naturally in Illinois, Minnesota, Maryland and Wisconsin,
but at low levels.”
4618. Product Name: [Soyspread].
Foreign Name: Sojapaste, Pâté de Soya, Sojapasta.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03/664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1980 June.
Ingredients: Well-water, soya*, vegetables*, sesame, brown
rice*, arrow-root, soya sauce, vegetable extract, sea-salt, sea
vegetables, spices. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988. 1.25
by 10.5 inches. Glossy paper. Orange and black on a pastoral
background with sea gull and duckling. “Pure vegetable.”
Form filled out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989. Jan. 11. This
product was introduced in June 1980.
4619. Product Name: [Soyacreme with Seitan].
Foreign Name: Soyacreme Met Seitan, Avec Seitan, Mit
Seitan.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03/664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1980 June.
Ingredients: Well-water, seitan (wheat proteins)*,
vegetables*, soya*, sesame, arrowroot, soya sauce, brown
rice*, vegetable extract, sea-salt, sea vegetables, spices. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Sjon Welters.

1982. April 16. “Jonathan is a macrobiotic food company.
They produce a wide assortment of macrobiotic products,
such as... seitan...”
Label. Received 1988. 3 by 2 inches. Self adhesive.
Orange and black on a seaside background with sea gull.
“Vegetable.” Form filled out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989.
Jan. 11. This product was introduced in June 1980.
4620. Product Name: [Soyacreme Natural].
Foreign Name: Soyacreme Natuur, Naturel, Naturell.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03/664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1980 June.
Ingredients: Well-water, soya*, sesame, brown rice*,
arrowroot, soya sauce, vegetable extract, sea-salt, seavegetables, spices. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988.
3 by 2 inches. Self adhesive. Blue, orange, and black on a
seaside background with sea gull. “Vegetable.” Form filled
out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989. Jan. 11. This product was
introduced in June 1980.
4621. Product Name: [Tofu Salad (Soya-Vegetables).
Natural].
Foreign Name: Tofusalat (Soja-Gemuese), Salade de Tofu
(Soya-Légumes), Tofusalade (Soja-groenten).
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1980 June.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Jar.
New Product–Documentation: Photo in Le Compas. 1986.
March-April. No. 26. p. 14. Label. Received 1988. 4 by 3.5
inches. Card stock. White, gold, and black on orange. “Tofu
Salad. Natuur. Nature. Naturell. Natural. Ingredients (in 4
languages): Tofu (soya proteins)*, sunflower oil*, water,
arrow-root, vegetable extract, sea-salt, herbs, spices. * =
organically grown. Product weight = 100 gm. Nutritional
composition: Vegetable proteins 8.3%, vegetable fats
13.9%, ash 1.62%, carbohydrates 2.3%, 168 calories (Kcal)
per 100 gm.” Label. Received 1988. 10.5 by 1.25 inches.
Glossy paper. Orange and black on a pastoral background
with sea gull and duckling. Additional ingredients include
(organically grown) carrots and parsley. Note that we have 3
labels for Tofu Salad from Jonathan, probably from different
periods. Form filled out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989. Jan.
11. This product was introduced in June 1980. It appears to
be the first of the second-generation tofu products introduced
to Europe by the new wave of tofu companies.
4622. Product Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Noble Bean.
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Manufacturer’s Address: 38 Grange Ave., Chinatown,
Toronto, ONT, Canada.
Date of Introduction: 1980 June.
Ingredients: Soybeans, water, culture. 1998: Organically
grown soybeans, spring water, cider vinegar and rhizopus
culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8.5 oz.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 201, protein 19 gm,
carbohydrates 6 gm, fat/lipids 12 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1985, undated.
5.25 inches square. Green on yellow. “An excellent source
of protein. Culturing fine tempeh since 1979.” 227 gm.
Recipes for Tempeh Shish Kebab, Indonesian Fried Tempeh,
Nutritional Yeast and Tempeh Casserole; Letter from Allan
Brown. 1985. Aug. 7. “I have been making tempeh since
1979. [He started making it commercially on The Farm in
Lanark, Ontario.] We bought Robert Walker’s equipment
in 1980. We just moved back to the country, near Plenty
Canada. We’re at R.R. #1, McDonalds Corners, ONT, K0G
1M0, Canada.”
Talk with John Gabriel, former tempeh maker and
member of The Farm, now living in Nevada City, California.
1992. April 28. Allan Brown is now making 200 lb/day
of tempeh, which makes him the biggest tempeh maker in
Canada.
Talk with Allan and Susan Brown. 1998. May 11,
followed by letters from Allan and Susan. Their company is
still named Noble Bean, not Noble Beans. They first began
making tempeh commercially in mid-1979 at The Farm in
Lanark, Ontario. After about 6 months, by the time Alan
and Susan were ready to leave The Farm, Robert Walker
had suffered a stroke and his tempeh-making equipment
was up for sale. So as the Browns moved to Toronto, they
bought Robert’s equipment. They located a small shop at
38 Grange Ave., in the heart of Toronto’s Chinatown, and
founded Noble Bean. There they began making tempeh in
about June of 1980. They produced 200/300 lb/week. Their
first distributor was Ital Foods, a Rastafarian community that
made vegetarian sandwiches and distributed them, along
with Noble Bean’s tempeh, to natural food stores. Susan
writes: “When we began to make tempeh in Toronto, I made
the starter. I sterilized bottles of rice in a pressure cooker,
and inoculated them with spores from the Tempeh Lab in
Summertown, Tennessee (made by Cynthia Bates). We
incubated them in our tempeh incubator. In 1983 I started
using a larger autoclave to prepare the rice medium. When
our second son, Marty Brown, was born (on April 13, 1988),
we began buying bulk inoculant from the Tempeh Lab, as we
still do.”
Allan writes: “In the fall of 1983 we moved back to The
Farm near Lanark, Ontario, to have a home birth. We brought
a happening scene with us–six freezers and a strong market
in Toronto 225 miles away. We were feeling out what things

were like and discovered much dissention and competitive
vibes among the men (Plenty vs. Farm Foods, etc.). After one
week we knew we weren’t going to stay. It was coming apart
at the seams. But while we were there amongst good friends,
Noble Bean was a community business for a short while. Our
first son, Casey Brown, was born at the community on Nov.
6, 1983.”
Label sent by Allan Brown. 1998. June 30. 6 by 6
inches. Plastic bag. In French and English. Orange, brown,
and green on white. “Made with fresh spring water. 240 gm
(8.5 oz). Pack. Vegetarian. Organic.”
“Black or grey colour is due to normal sporulation of the
culture.”
Email from Allan Brown. 2019. July 25. “Yes, the new
labels were introduced after we moved back to the land from
Toronto. Our landlord in Toronto was a well known graphic
artist and helped us realize our design.”
Note 1. This is the earliest soyfoods company seen
(Aug. 2019) that has the term “Noble Bean” in the company
name.
Note 2. This is the earliest known commercial soy- or
tempeh product made by Noble Bean in Canada.
4623. Soybean Digest. 1980. Energy conservation: The new
no-till incentive? Higher costs may spur more no-till acres.
May/June. p. 9N.
4624. Soybean Digest. 1980. Solidseeded soybeans save $$$.
These growers like extra profits from drilled and broadcast
beans. May/June. p. 48N.
4625. Product Name: Golden Light Baked Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunshine Soy Co. Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4015 Laguna St., Suite “H,”
Coral Gables, FL 33146. Phone: 305-447-1277.
Date of Introduction: 1980 June.
Ingredients: Tofu, organic soybean, pure water, natural
nigari, yeast, tamari, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. retails for $1.50.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Sunshine Soy Company.
1980. Retail price list–Effective May 1980. 8 oz retails for
$1.50. One case of 12 units weighs 6 lb 6 oz and retails for
$18.00.
Needleman. 1981. Soyfoods. Summer. p. 29-30. “Tofu
plant profiles: Swan Gardens and Sunshine Soy (Miami).”
Danny Paolucci started Sunshine Soy in June 1980.
Label. 1983. 3.5 by 3 inches. Self adhesive. Orange,
green, blue and yellow on white. Soy fields with sun
illustration. “Natural. No preservatives.” Label says: “Mtd.
by Sunshine Soy Co. Inc., Coral Gables, Florida 33146.”
Talk with Danny Paolucci, founder and former owner of
Sunshine Soy. He thinks this product was introduced in about
Oct. 1980.
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4626. Product Name: Regular Tofu (Organic, Firm;
Packaged or Bulk).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunshine Soy Co. Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4015 Laguna St., Suite
“H,” Coral Gables, FL 33146. Phone: 305-447-1277.
Date of Introduction: 1980 June.
Ingredients: Soybeans, pure water, natural nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz. package retails for
$0.90.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Sunshine Soy
Company. 1980. Retail price list–Effective May 1980.
“Certified organic soybeans.” “Regular Tofu.” The 14
oz package retails for $0.90; one case weighs 13 lb 8
oz and retails for $10.80. The 16 oz (1 lb) cake sold in
25 lb bulk retails for $0.89. So 25 lb costs $22.25.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and
soy dairies in the West (2 pages, typeset). Gives the
company’s name, address, and phone number. Owner:
Danny Paolucci.
Needleman. 1981. Soyfoods. Summer. p. 29-30.
“Tofu plant profiles: Swan Gardens and Sunshine Soy
(Miami, Florida).” Danny Paolucci started Sunshine
Soy in June 1980. “Sunshine Soy produces 500 to 750
pounds of tofu daily, of which two thirds is packaged,
one third bulk.”
Label. 1983, undated. 4.5 by 4 inches. Plastic film.
Orange, yellow, blue and green on clear plastic. “Keep
refrigerated. Place in water after opening. Change water
daily for freshness.” Address: 4015 Laguna, Coral Gables,
Florida 33146. Recipe for Savory Pan Fried Tofu on back
panel. Also on back panel, “Tofu is a Healthy Economical
protein source, that can serve as an alternative to traditional
protein sources.”
Letter from Tom Nazzaro. 1990. Aug. 17. He worked
for Sunshine Soy for about 18 months after graduating from
the Soycrafters Apprenticeship Program at Island Spring
(Vashon, Washington). Now he lives in New Rochelle, New
York, and wants to get back into the soyfoods industry.
4627. Whisker, Ray. 1980. English soybeans survive (Letter
to the editor). Soybean Digest. May/June. p. SID-8.
• Summary: “I just read through your February issue, kindly
sent me by a soybean friend in Canada, and would like to tell
you about growing soybeans in Surrey.
“As an amateur, I have been concerned with soybeans
since 1968, trying to find and develop strains of vegetable
soy for other home gardeners in the South of England.
“The photograph (see above) is part of my garden
harvest of 3 years ago. It depicts four varieties (two West
German, one Bulgarian and one Soviet) totaling 153 plants,
which yielded 167 ounces of excellent quality seed. The
plants shown were grown in about 8 square yards of garden

soil. The plants averaged 94 pods per plant.
“At East Molesey (Britain’s answer to Illinois) we
average 2,340 heat-units from May 1 through September 30
and 954 hours of sunshine coupled with 244 millimeters of
rainfall. The mean temperature for our warmest month (July)
is 17.3 degrees Celsius (or about 63 degrees Fahrenheit).
“The English climate and environment has absolutely
nothing to offer the soybean, and it can never be a viable
commercial proposition in our country; but if it is tackled as
a high-protein vegetable for home gardeners, then we have
an entirely different ballgame.
“My soybean strains–many of which result from natural
cross pollination made in our garden–have greatly improved
in recent years. It is 4 years since we had a spring, and
3 since we enjoyed a summer. The heat-unit totals from
1977/78/79 were 2,183, 2,183 and 2,209. Such poor seasons
have helped sort the men from the boys.
“The soybean seldom enjoys publicity from the British
media. My own small efforts to make the public aware of
the value and versatility of the soy have hardly set the world
straight: co-author of The Soybean Grow And Cook Book,
several articles and radio broadcasts and a few newspaper
and magazine write-ups.
“During the last 12 years I have been blessed with
wonderful help from professionals in North America, Asia
and other parts of the world. Over 200 varieties and strains
from 19 countries have been accorded small-scale trials in
our garden since 1968.
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“I am now restricted to about 20 square yards in which
to cultivate soybeans, but in 1980 and 1981 I hope to
increase my seed stock to try a one-acre yield trial in 1982.
The results will hardly shake the world, but we are confident
they will exceed most people’s idea of a harvest of soybeans
in Surrey.
“Our garden has grown wild and cultivated soy from
China and many of my East Molesey soy seeds have been
sent to Peking. I have even written a paper for the Chinese
Academy of Agricultural and Forestry Sciences. It was
rewarded with a soybean textbook and five cultivated
varieties of soy.
“I greatly enjoyed the Soybean Digest, especially the
feature on narrow rows (“Skip A Row With Narrow Rows,”
page 12, February 1980). My rows are 14 inches apart,
with three seed per foot. Our plants grow in poor soil, but
all nodulate very well. Most years we do not fertilize. We
believe that strugglers breed survivors–and we all struggle to
survive in Britain.
“By your standards, my seed is somewhat small but of
excellent quality. Germination is almost 100% every year.
As an amateur, my unscientific work does not qualify me for
anything, but I would like to think my efforts during the past
12 years have earned me a farmer’s cap.
“Many world-famous soybean men in the United States
were kind enough and big enough to help me get started. I’d
like them to know we’re still in there pitching. If I get an
acre of ground for my 1982 yield trial, please tell the boys in
Illinois to be on their toes.
“Ray Whisker, 17 Summer Road, East Molesey, Surrey
KT8 9LX, England.”
A photo shows Ray Whisker examining a pile of
soybean plants that he has grown in southeastern England at
about 51.6º north latitude. By comparison, Chicago, Illinois
is 41.8º north latitude and Montreal, Quebec, Canada is
45.5º north latitude. Address: 17 Summer Rd., East Molesey,
Surrey KT8 9LX, England.
4628. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Greenleaf Farm Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Box 206, R.D. 2, Waymart, PA
18472. Phone: 717-937-4071.
Date of Introduction: 1980 July.
Ingredients: Well water, organically grown soybeans,
purified magnesium chloride nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bulk, 3.5 gallon plastic pails,
25 lb/pail.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talks with Joel Schuman.
1989. Sept. 5 and 15. Dr. Joseph Jaffer learned how to make
tofu in the early 1980s. He developed a really superior
product. He was a chemical engineer and thought of this
as a pilot project. He made it on his farm and sold it out
of his station wagon for several years. He kept trying to

interest someone in scaling up, but never was able to find
the right person. Finally he sold the pilot equipment to Bob
Whitcomb in Woodstock. Joe Jaffer is now at Box 206, R.D.
2, Waymart, Pennsylvania, 18472. Phone: 717-937-4071.
Talk with Joe Jaffer. 1989. Sept. 16. In 1979 he had just
finished working elsewhere as a consultant and was looking
for good work that he could do on his rural farm, where he
preferred to live. He first got interested in tofu after reading
a Wall Street Journal article titled “Good old bean curd
is suddenly popular, but you call it tofu” (12 April 1979).
So at age 48 he attended the Second Annual Soycrafters
Conference (26-29 July 1979) at Amherst, Massachusetts,
and was inspired. He renovated an old barn on his farm in
Waymart, incorporated the company as Greenleaf Farm
Foods, Inc. in Jan. 1980 (he just checked the incorporation
papers), and started a small scale plant making a moderately
firm tofu in July 1980. He strove for a quality product,
using untreated water from his deep well, organically grown
soybeans, and purified magnesium chloride nigari. The key
to his good quality was a combination of good water, good
ingredients, a sensible processing stream, rigid sanitation
control, and product consistency. He delivered his tofu once
a week. In bulk in a pail under his ideal conditions, the
tofu had a shelf life of almost a month. He did all the work
himself, including the delivery. Still by 1987 he was able to
make 1,000 lb/day of tofu and a maximum of 3,000 lb/week.
He made good money at the business. He wanted to build
this into a large, substantial business but never could find the
labor and right capital source. So he finally sold the company
in June 1987 to Bob Whitcomb, his second largest customer.
4629. Product Name: New Leaf Soy Ice Dream [Orange,
Fresh Banana, Carob, or Vanilla]. Renamed Soy Ice Delight
by May 1981.
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1980 July.
Ingredients: Fresh organic soymilk (water, organic
soybeans), honey, soy oil, orange juice concentrate, soy
protein, lecithin, vegetable gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz (1 pint).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. 1980, undated. 3.5
inch diameter. Orange, black, and cream on silver-gold.
Leaflet. 1980. “New Leaf Soy Ice Dream.” “Use this
shelf talker to increase your sales of New Leaf products.” 14
x 21.5 cm. Single sided. Pink on white.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. Tofutti & Other Soy Ice
Creams. p. 48. FIND/SVP. 1981, May. “The tofu market:
Overview of a high-potential industry.” p. 69. The company
“recently introduced frozen desserts called Soy Ice Delight.”
4630. Saio, Kyoko; Baba, Keiko. 1980. [Microscopic
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observation of soybean structural changes during storage].
Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of the Japanese
Society for Food Science and Technology) 27(7):343-47.
[Jap; eng]*
4631. Product Name: Tofu Spinach Quiche.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Plant.
Manufacturer’s Address: 711 Airport Blvd., Suite 1, Ann
Arbor, MI 48104.
Date of Introduction: 1980 July.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic soybeans, nigari), spinach,
onions, nutritional yeast, tahini, soy sauce (soybeans, wheate,
salt), vinegar, spices. Crust: Wholewheat flour, corn oil, sea
salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Oval Label in Soy Plant
scrapbook from about 1980. 3¼ by 1½ inches. Black on
white. 5 oz. Hand lettered.
4632. Product Name: Soynaise: Imitation Mayonnaise.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyplant Co-op Inc. (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 711 Airport Blvd., Suite 1, Ann
Arbor, MI 48104. Phone: 313-663-8638.
Date of Introduction: 1980 July.
Ingredients: Tofu (soymilk, nigari), sesame oil, soymilk
(organic soybeans, water), cider vinegar, honey, salt, garlic,
dulse, love.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label in Soy Plant
scrapbook from about 1980. 3 by 3 inches. Black on white.
12 oz. “Please reuse or recycle this container.” This product
was sold in plastic tubs, unpasteurized, like a fresh dressing.
4633. Product Name: Ice Dream or Ice Dreem (Non-Dairy
Ice Cream) [Vanilla, Maple Nut, Carob-Mint, Strawberry, or
Tropical Fruit].
Manufacturer’s Name: Garden of Eatin’.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5300 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90029.
Date of Introduction: 1980 August.
Ingredients: Carob Mint: Organically grown soybeans,
water, maple syrup, honey, soy oil, carob, pure vanilla,
peppermint, guar gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3.5 fluid oz, or pint.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Article and photo in
Soyfoods. 1981. Winter. p. 59-61. “But the coup de grace
of the Wizard’s soy product line is his Soy Dream line of
soymilk ice cream. His current line of ‘frozen desserts’
include vanilla and maple walnut (in both 3½-ounce and
8-ounce cardboard containers) and strawberry, Tropical
Treat, and carob mint flavors are in preparation. As most

experimenters with soymilk ice cream report, recipe
formulation is fairly easy, but the difficulty stems from the
need to rapidly freeze the liquid preparation to avoid the
crystalline structure that usually occurs on thawing. The
Wizard, if I can trust my eyes and tongue, which lolled about
a pint of his maple walnut Ice Dream until it was empty, has
mastered this trick and is proudly marketing a rich, creamy
soymilk ice cream. Mr. Jacobsen’s approach may be the
vanguard of future product development for the soy industry.
Minimum capital outlays are required as his approach is to
engage existing food manufacturing facilities to produce
his formulations. He handles the research, development,
marketing, and warehousing while the bakery and tofu plant
handle the manufacturing.” Pint retails for $1.69.
Leaflet. 1981, dated (Black on blue, 8½ x 11 inches,
front and back). “Yes! It’s here at last! 100% non-dairy Ice
Dreem. Frozen dessert made from fresh soymilk. 5 great
flavors. Vanilla. Strawberry. Maple Nut. Tropical Fruit.
Carob Mint.”
4634. Product Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1508 62nd St., Emeryville, CA
94608. Phone: 415-655-4441.
Date of Introduction: 1980 August.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, apple cider vinegar, water,
Rhizopus oligosporus tempeh culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: This company was founded
by Travis Burgeson. His initial interest was in making okara
tempeh. Label. 1980, undated. Black and white on yellow.
Label, 1983, undated. 3.5 by 4.5 inches. Red and brown on
white.
Leaflet. About 1980, undated. “Pacific Tempeh: A
Cultured Soyfood.” 4.5 by 8.5 inches. Black on beige.
Contents: What is tempeh? It tastes good! Recipes for: Deepfried tempeh. Pan-fried tempeh. Seasoned tempeh. Sweet and
sour tempeh. Tempeh burgers. Tempeh salad spread.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1982.
July 23. Owner: Travis Burgeson. Ad in Whole Life Times.
1982. Aug. “It tastes good!” Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985.
History of Tempeh. p. 51-52. America’s second true tempeh
company and the first to sell vacuum packed tempeh. It was
refrigerated, not frozen.
4635. Product Name: Soymilk or Soy Juice [Maple-Maple,
Honey-Nilla, Carob, or Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name: Redwood Valley Soyfoods
Unlimited.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 371, Redwood Valley,
CA 94570.
Date of Introduction: 1980 August.
Ingredients: Soy Juice: Well water, organic soybeans.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Plastic pints, quarts, halfgallons.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label for Soy Juice. 1980.
2 by 3 inches. Self adhesive. Black on white. “100% Vegan
Organic Pure.” Leviton. 1981. Soyfoods. Winter. p. 17;
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1984. Soymilk Industry & Market. p.
32. Letter from Richard Rose. 1987. Aug. 29. This product
was not introduced until 1980. Initially it was called
soymilk. Then, when that term was found to be illegal, it was
voluntarily (with tongue in cheek) changed to “soy juice.”
“Name changes depended on whether the state Department
of Food and Agriculture, or the Department of Health were
hassling us.” Finally the plain was changed to Fresh & Lite
and each flavored soymilk was given a fanciful name: Maple
Maple, Honey-Nilla, ChocoLite.
Label. 1983. 1.5 by 3 inches. Self adhesive. HoneyNilla: Black on yellow. Maple-Maple: Blue on white. Plain:
Red on white. 2 different label designs. One with double
square on edge; the other without. The labels without square
have bird logo.
4636. Soybean Digest. 1980. Mystery bean is top crop. July/
Aug. p. 15.
• Summary: “The soybean has appeared in recorded history
for about 5,000 years, but is a relatively new crop for
American farmers.
“North Carolina boasts its soils were the first to produce
commercial soybeans in this country. But it wasn’t easy
to get farmers to accept them. And the soybean went by a
number of names.
“Some say soybean originated with the Chinese word
meaning sauce of the bean. Now it’s called soya, soybean
and sojabean.
“According to the late Charles B. Williams, an
agronomist at North Carolina State University, the first
soybeans were brought to North Carolina by an old sea
captain who got them in the Orient. Farmers called them
Japan Peas, coffee berries and soyabeans. And they weren’t
very interested in planting them.
“But Williams kept working at it, spending nearly 50
years promoting the strange little bean. Farmers considered
them useful only for soil improvement and planted them in
rotation with tobacco, then plowed the plants for fertilizer.
“Williams encouraged farmers to grow soybeans,
conducted variety and fertilizer demonstrations, helped in
breeding and wrote as much as he could about it. He also
urged oil mills to buy the beans for crushing and suggested
ways to use the beans in varnishes, plants [paints?] and other
products.
“On Dec. 13, 1915, the Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer
Co. began crushing beans, the first facility in North Carolina
to make the switch from cotton to soybeans. And, claim
North Carolinians, it was the first commercial maker of

soybean oil and meal in the U.S.
“The crop became a part of North Carolina crop
rotations, but eventually farmers there lost interest. Midwest
farmers liked it, found a place for it and eventually made it a
major crop. Now, North Carolina growers are rediscovering
soybeans and planted nearly 2 million acres this year.
“And U.S. soybeans are sold all over the globe, even to
China, where it probably all began.”
4637. Tanzy, K. 1980. Computerize your combine: Spaceage technology helps you reduce losses in the harvest wars.
Soybean Digest. July/Aug. p. 8-9.
4638. Product Name: UFO Tofu (Water Packed in Bulk).
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 135 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1980 August.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic soybeans, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10, 15, 20, or 25 lb of tofu in a
bucket with water.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center. 1980.
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages,
typeset). Gives the company’s name, address, and phone
number. Owner: Paul Duchesne.
Leviton. 1981. Soyfoods. Winter. p. 61. “Putting tofu in
the lunch boxes of America.”
Leviton 1983. Soyfoods. Summer. p. 42. “Wildwood’s
sandwich power.” With their 340 square foot steam kettle
tofu shop, Wildwood, located in Fairfax, California, produces
2200 pounds of nigari tofu every week of which one half is
used for sandwiches, the other half for distribution as bulk
tofu under the “UFO” brand name (“us feeding ourselves”).
Leaflet. 1983. 8 by 6 inches. Blue on white.
“UFOTOFU” (UFO tofu) is a palindrome, which reads
the same forward or backward. (Soybean Curd). “Made in
the tradition of the open cauldron shop with hand presses,
filtered water and lots of good energy.”
Talk with Paul Duchesne. 1989. Aug. 16. This was the
first tofu produced by Wildwood, introduced in Sept. 1981.
It had this name from day one. Bill Bramblett came up with
this palindrome, which also meant “us feeding ourselves
tofu.” The wings were similar to Sufi wings.
Talk with Billy Bramblett, one owner of Wildwood
Natural Foods. 1998. Aug. 8. On 8 August 1980 (08-8-80)
Wildwood first made their own tofu. Though Billy was
already a palindrome freak he did not plan for the date of
the first day that Wildwood made tofu to be a palindrome.
Already, one of his favorite books was “Goedel, Escher,
Bach.” He invented “UFO Tofu,” a palindrome (it can be
spelled forward and backward the same way) which was the
“official” name of all Wildwood’s early tofu. Some people
called in to ask what it meant; he told them “Us Feeding
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Ourselves Tofu.” One person asked if they got their tofu
from a UFO (unidentified flying object). Ans: Sure. Q:
Were the soybeans organically grown? Ans: There are no
pesticides in outer space. Yo Soy, Wildwood’s soymilk, is
also a palindrome. All of the tofu Wildwood made in the
early days was sold in bulk, floating in water in a white
plastic bucket that was refrigerated, had a plastic bag liner,
a lid, and a large blue and white label on the side that read
“UFO Tofu.” One could buy 10, 15, 20, or 25 lb of tofu in a
bucket. He has a Wildwood T-shirt with “UFO Tofu” written
on it. Actually, Wildwood has made many T-shirts; the first
one probably appeared in about 1981-82. Michael Pierce did
the art for all of the early ones. They were green on white,
silkscreened. One of them showed all the equipment used in
the tofu process, in the order used, so that one can see how
tofu is made. The current T-shirt has Wildwood’s logo on it.
All Wildwood’s drivers wear them.
One year for Christmas in the late 1980s, some of
Billy’s friends who knew he was into palindromes, gave
him a crossword puzzle book titled “Rats Live on No Evil
Star”–which is a palindrome. There were 101 (a palindrome)
puzzles. The answer to all the clues in all the puzzles
were palindromes. One of the answers in one puzzle was
“UFO Tofu.” The clue was “Close Encounters of the Curd
Kind” (a play on words derived from the title of the 1977
movie “Close Encounters of the Third Kind,” by Stephen
Spielberg). A fellow named Bella Fleck, who has a band
named the Flecktones, came out with an album several years
ago titled “UFO Tofu.” One of the songs was also titled
“UFO Tofu.”
4639. Product Name: Tofu (Hard & Soft), Tofu/Okara ByProducts, Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Cleveland Tofu Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1797 Radnor St., Cleveland
Heights, OH 44118. Phone: 216-371-3222.
Date of Introduction: 1980 September.
Ingredients: Tofu: Water, organic soybeans, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Tofu: 1 lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center. 1980.
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages,
typeset). Gives the company’s name, address, and phone
number. Owners: Paul Sheldon & Bob Karr.
Label. 1982, dated. 4 inch diameter. Green on clear
plastic lid. “Keep refrigerated. Store in fresh water.” Founded
by Bob Carr. Form filled out by Brooks Jones and Bob Carr.
They started on 22 March 1982. They presently make hard &
soft pressed tofu, tofu/okara by-products, and soymilk.
Levin. 1984. Crain’s Cleveland Business Weekly. Feb.
19. “Cleveland Tofu Co. must educate the market.”
Dun & Bradstreet database search. 1984. May. Company
has two names: Ohio Tofu Company Inc. and Cleveland
Tofu. Address: 6210 White Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44103.

Phone: 216-361-8638. Year started: 1983. Sales this year:
$250,000. Employees: 11. Principals: Brooks Jones,
President; Robert N. Carr, Vice President.
Talk with someone from Ohio. 1988. Feb. 22. Brooks
Jones had to close his business in December 1987. His plant
was in a bad part of town and he had to spend all his profits
on security guards.
Talk with Charles Meeker of VitaLite Foods. 1992.
Feb. 27. Charles does not know why Brooks went out of
business but he has heard that his father was extremely
wealthy and he was just doing the tofu business as a sort of
hobby. He didn’t really need the money. A year or so ago
he was painting strips on parking lots, and now he is in the
consulting business. Moreover, he ran the business poorly.
When Vitalite Foods bought the Cleveland Tofu name and
trademarks from Brooks, he did not even know the names of
his accounts. His records were poor. The man who did the
deliveries knew where the accounts were but Brooks didn’t.
Cleveland Tofu was selling a lot of tofu at the time VitaLite
took it over.
4640. Product Name: Organic Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Downeast Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: RFD No. 2, Box 162,
Lincolnville, ME 04849. Phone: 207-596-6525.
Date of Introduction: 1980 September.
Ingredients: Organic soy beans, water, nigari (natural
coagulant).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center. 1980.
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages,
typeset). Gives the company’s name (Downeast Soy Dairy)
and address. No phone. Owners: Robert Lovell & Fauna
Kenison.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981.
Jan. 22. Address: Main St., Throndike Arcade, Rockland,
ME 04841. Owner: Rob Lovell. The listing gives another
entry: Downeast Soy Dairy, R.F.D. 2, Box 162, Lincolnville,
ME 04609. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1982. Soyfoods Industry:
Directory & Databook. p. 1. Owner is Rob Lovell. Label.
1982, dated. 5 by 4 inches. Plastic film. Red, black, brown
and white on clear film. “Keep refrigerated.” Company is
now Down East Soy, in Camden, ME 04843. In about 1987
Down East Soy was at P.O. Box 1246, Rockland, Maine
04841.
Talk with (call from) Lynn Farver. 1991. Aug. 12.
She and her husband are thinking of starting a tofu shop
in Maine. She has talked to Rob Lovell who was and is a
school teacher and tried to make tofu as a part-time business.
He stopped making tofu 5 years ago but he still has all his
equipment, which he wants to sell. Rob’s phone is now 207236-2161.
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4641. Product Name: Nature Foods Organic Tofu Rico.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nature Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Box 40127 Minillas Sta.,
Santurce, PR 00940. Phone: 809-722-6192 (or 3402).
Date of Introduction: 1980 September.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans, nigari (natural coagulant).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Packed in water in molded
plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center. 1980.
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages,
typeset). Gives the company’s name, address, and phone
number. Owner: Fausto Carrasquillo.
Label. 1982, undated. 3.5 by 3 inches. Self adhesive.
Black and green on red. “No preservatives. Keep
refrigerated, change water daily.”
Letter from Fausto. 1982. May 4. They are producing
about 3,000 lb/month of tofu; they had very hard times
economically, but are trying again.
Talk with Fausto. 1991. Jan. 31. He sold this company in
Aug. 1985 to a lawyer named Federico Rivera Zaez, who still
owns it. Zaez has hired another person who makes the tofu,
which Fausto thinks is poor in quality and very high in price.
The company moved to a new location several weeks ago
(Calle Guayama #14, Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00917. Phone:
758-4614). Fausto recently sold the natural foods distribution
company that he started after he sold the tofu company, but
he is still actively involved with the distribution company.
Now he is planning to get back into the tofu business. Mr.
Zaez has offered to sell the tofu company back to Fausto, but
the price is too high and the plant is not in good condition.
So Fausto will start by importing Lecanto Tofu and Mori-Nu
Tofu, then begin to make his own again. He hopes to have
his own tofu shop open by the end of 1991.
Talk with Fausto. 1995. May 15. Nature Foods is still
making tofu in Santurce, but the quality is poor. When he
introduced this product in 1980 it was sold water packed in a
plastic tray. Five years later, after he met his partner Federico
Rivera Zaez, he started to sell it vacuum packed. Note: This
is the earliest known commercial soy product made in Puerto
Rico.
4642. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Spring Creek Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 136 Main St., Spencer, WV
25276. Phone: 304-927-1815.
Date of Introduction: 1980 September.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, nigari.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center. 1980.
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages,
typeset). Gives the company’s name, address, and phone
number. Owner: Stan Kenner.

Label. Undated. “Tofu.” Spring Creek Soy Dairy, Inc.,
Spencer, West Virginia 25276. Printed blue on white; self
adhesive label.
Talk with Tenley Weaver. 1990. May 22. The company
name was changed to Spring Creek Natural Foods at the time
they moved in July 1989. New address: 212-C East Main St.,
Spencer. Owner: Mark Bossert. It is a co-op and Mark has
been with the company since it started.
Talk with Jon Kessler of Twin Oaks Community Foods.
1996. Feb. 9. Spring Creek now makes about 10,000 lb/week
of tofu and tofu products.
Talk with Mark Bossert, President. 1998. Oct. 11. They
were worker-owned until the start of 1997. They now make
about 10,000 lb/week of tofu. In addition to tofu, they now
make baked tofu, soysage, soy burgers, tofu and salads.
Their main regional competitors are Fresh Tofu (Easton,
Pennsylvania) and Twin Oaks.
Label. Undated. “Traditional nigari tofu” [organic]. 1 lb.
Spring Creek Soy Dairy, Inc., Spencer, WV 25276. Printed
red, blue and yellow on white, on a clear film pouch.
4643. Asimi, S.; Gianinazzi-Pearson, V.; Gianinazzi, S. 1980.
Influence of increasing soil phosphorus levels on interactions
between vesicular-arbuscular mycorrhizae and Rhizobium in
soybeans. Canadian J. of Botany 58(20):2200-05. Oct. 15.
[29 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: In nodulated soybeans growing in sterile
unamended soil, growth and yield increases were obtained by
inoculation with the vesicular-arbuscular (VA) mycorrhizal
fungus Glomus mosseae. These were accompanied by
improved phosphorus uptake (phosphorus is probably the
most important nutrient for growth and effective nodulation
of legumes), lower root to shoot ratios, better nodulation
with higher nitrogenase activity, and changes in the pattern
of the latter during plant growth. Phosphate fertilization
increased yield and phosphorus content, but “higher levels
of phosphate fertilization considerably diminished infection
and, in particular, fungal spread within the roots.” Address:
Station d’Amélioration des Plantes, Institut National de la
Recherche Agronomique [INRA], BV 1540, 21034 Dijon,
France.
4644. Product Name: Donna’s Deva Cookie (With Tofu)
[Peanut Butter, Raspberry Butter, Apricot Butter].
Manufacturer’s Name: Light Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6144 Bartmer, St. Louis, MO
63133.
Date of Introduction: 1980 October.
Ingredients: Peanut butter: Filling: Organic tofu, safflower
oil, barley-malt and/or honey, natural vanilla, pure lemon
juice, seasalt. Cookie: Organic whole wheat flour, okara,
soy margarine, barley malt. Flavoring: Natural unsweetened
organic peanut butter.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3.5 oz.
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How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Barbara G. Ostmann.
1980. Post-Dispatch (St. Louis, Missouri). Oct. 29. p. 1E,
4E. “Time for tofu.” Bob Davis’ company Light Foods Inc.
makes soy cookies. Label. 1981. 2.5 inch diameter. Self
adhesive. Brown on white. “Non-dairy.” Letter from Bob
Davis. 1988. Oct. Gives date of introduction.
4645. Product Name: Tofu Cream Pie (Tofu Cheesecake)
[Carob, or Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Light Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6144 Bartmer, St. Louis, MO
63133.
Date of Introduction: 1980 October.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, honey, safflower oil, vanilla,
lemon juice. Crust: Whole wheat flour, okara, barley malt.
sunflower seeds, safflower oil, vanilla, sea salt. Flavoring.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 11.5 oz minimum.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Barbara G. Ostmann.
1980. Post-Dispatch (St. Louis, Missouri). Oct. 29. p. 1E,
4E. “Time for tofu.” Bob Davis’ company Light Foods
Inc. makes Tofu Cream Pie. A color photo shows the label.
Label. 1981. 3 inches square. Self adhesive. Red and yellow
on white. Illustration of a sun with face and rays. “No
preservatives. Please refrigerate.” Letter from Bob Davis.
1988. Oct. Gives date of introduction. Bob’s mother, Donna,
developed this delicious product.
4646. Mareckova, H.; Sykora, J. 1980. Vliv mineralniho a
symbioticky fixovaneho dusiku na vyzivu soje [The effect
of mineral and symbiotically fixed nitrogen on soyabean
nutrition]. Rostlinna Vyroba (Plant Production) 26(10):109196. Oct. [13 ref. Cze; rus; eng; ger]
• Summary: “Pot trials were conducted to study the
interactions between the mineral nitrogen (rates of 0, 60
and 120 kg N per ha) and the symbiotically fixed nitrogen
in soybean. Inoculation with effective Rhizobium strains
resulted in a significant reduction in the number of nodules
when the dose of 120 N was applied. Dry matter content
was significantly decreased after the application of 60 kg
N per ha. In the yield of grain, content of nitrogen and
amino acids, very high differences existed between all the
inoculated variants, as compared with the uninoculated
variants. The symbiosis with the effective strains manifested
itself favourably at all application rates of mineral N,
improving not only the yield of soybeans but also very
significantly increasing the over-all proportion of amino
acids in the seeds. Without nodulation, the plants failed
to give the same yield as those utilizing both sources of
nitrogen, however high the fertilization rate might be (120
kg N per ha).” Address: Research Inst. of Crop Production,
Prague (Vyzkummy ustav rostlinne vyroby, 161 06 Prague 6
Ruzyne, Czechoslovakia).

4647. McArthur, W.C. 1980. Soybean production practices
and costs in the United States. Georgia Agricultural
Experiment Station, Research Report No. 360. 33 p. Oct.
• Summary: “Summary: This report summarizes 1978
information on production costs and practices for soybeans.
Most of the information was obtained in a survey of soybean
producers in states across the major soybean regions (Figure
1).
“The results show wide spreads in production costs
among regions. For example, average total costs per acre
ranged from $108.66 in Kansas (Northern Plains) to $205.76
in Iowa (Corn Belt). There was generally less cost variation
within regions, particularly in variable and machinery
ownership costs. For example, variable costs ranged from
$61.07 per acre to $69.92 in the Delta region and from
$48.51 to $53.85 in the Corn Belt. The spread was less
marked in terms of cost per bushel. Greater uniformity in
production practices and level of inputs used by growers
within regions accounts in large measure for the relatively
small intraregion variation.
“The Lake States and Corn Belt had the lowest nonland
costs per acre, but the highest land costs. In contrast, the
southern states had the highest nonland costs and the
lowest land costs. The lower levels of production in the
South compared with other regions largely account for the
relatively low land costs.
“Many practices used by farmers in soybean production
are common to all regions. However, considerable variation
occurs in the level of production inputs, such as fertilizer,
insecticides, herbicides, and machinery use. For example,
insect control requires more intensive use of chemicals in the
southern regions than in regions further north. The higher
input levels in the southern states compared with other
regions account for the relatively high level of nonland costs.
“Soybeans produced in a single-crop sequence generally
required less machinery input than soybeans in a doublecrop pattern. Fertilizer requirements also tend to be less
on double-cropped soybeans than on a full season crop
because of residual fertilizer available from the crop grown
in sequence with soybeans. Other production practices tend
to be fairly uniform regardless of type of production method.
The methods of production affect production costs. Full
season soybeans (single crop) had lower costs per bushel in
1978, but higher costs per acre relative to soybeans grown in
a double-crop sequence. The cost spread between methods
relates mostly to differences in level of inputs and, yield
response.
“Regional differences in cost structure influence location
of production and expansion possibilities. Production
tends to move to those resource situations where the
soybean enterprise is most profitable relative to competing
enterprises. The cost estimates in this report provide a base
for determining the competitive strength of soybeans in the
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agriculture of different regions as well as potential impacts
on regional production arising from any new discoveries in
cost reducing technologies in the future.”
4648. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sooke Soy Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2625 Otter Pt. Rd., R.R. 2,
Sooke, BC, Canada V0S 1N0. Phone: 604-642-3263.
Date of Introduction: 1980 October.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, nigari (magnesium
chloride–extract of sea water) (1988).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 70, protein 9 gm,
carbohydrate 1 gm, fat 5 gm, sodium 7 mg, potassium 40
mg.
New Product–Documentation: Leviton. 1982. In a Small
Bright Building. Wayne Jolley. The Healing Exchange News.
1988. Jan. p. 7. “The only organic tofu and soymilk available
in Victoria.”
Talk with and letter from Wayne Fatt. 1988. Sept. 2829. The business was started in 1980 in a small building
in Sooke, a community on the outskirts of Victoria. It has
since relocated twice. In May 1988 Wayne Fatt purchased
the company from Wayne Jolley, and in July 1988 moved
from 2625 Otter Point Rd., R.R. 2, Sooke, BC, V0S 1N0
to a much larger facility at 4247 Dieppe, in Victoria.
The company name is unchanged. They now make the
following soyfood products, all of which are organic: Tofu
(packaged and bulk), herb tofu, tofu cutlets, tofu burgers,
tempeh, tempeh burgers, many pasta types: linguini,
buckwheat linguini, mixed rotini, whole wheat fettuccine
(plain, spinach, and herb), SuperSoy organic soya drink
(natural, malted, or mocha). Non-soy products include
wheatlets (seitan, formerly called Vegetarian Wheat Cutlets,
launched in Sept. 1987) [garlic, ginger, or plain flavors],
mochi (introduced Nov. 1985) [miso, brown rice, multi nut/
maltinut, raisin & cinnamon, plain flavors], amazake [plain,
blueberry, nut, strawberry].
Label. 1988, received. 5 inches square. Blue, green,
yellow and white on clear plastic film. Logo of sun rising
behind fjords. Address: 2625 Otter Point Rd. “A Good
Source of Protein” written in large letters across top of label.
Recipe for Tofu Cutlets.
4649. Vimer, Ana. 1980. Primernost slovenskih podnebnih
razmer za pridelovanje soje [Suitability of Slovenian climatic
conditions for soybean production]. Sodobno Kmetijstvo
(Contemporary Agriculture) 13(10):387-90. 5 tables. [9 ref.
Slv]
Address: Dipl. inz. agr., Kmetijski institut Slovenije, 61000
Ljubljana. Phone: (386) 61 123 1161.

4650. Product Name: Soymilk, or Honey Vanilla Soymilk.
Renamed Yo Soy! by about Sept. 1981.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 135 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1980 October.
Ingredients: Honey-Vanilla: Filtered water, organic soybean
grown in accordance with Sec. 2659.11 of the Cal. health and
safety code, honey, vanilla extract, and a trace of sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Pint or quart plastic bottle.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods. 1983. Summer.
p. 42-43. Labels sent by Wildwood on their letterhead. 1983,
undated. 2 by 3 inches. Self adhesive. Black and green on
ivory. Silhouette of woods with birds. “It’s rich. Not to be
sold after date stamped on container.” The product names are
“Soymilk” and “Honey Vanilla Soymilk.”
Talk with Billy Bramblett, an owner of Wildwood. 1998.
Aug. 8. Soymilk was not a product made from day one. Billy
would estimate that Wildwood started bottling soymilk (plain
and honey-vanilla) in the spring of 1981. Because Wildwood
was distributed outside the country they were in (Marin),
their products suddenly became regulated by the state–rather
than the county. Shortly after this product, labeled “Soymilk”
was launched, the California Department of Health sent two
women (dressed in lab coats) to the plant; they went through
every product Wildwood had, took samples, examined labels,
etc. They found various problems with Wildwood’s labels.
So they went back to Wildwood and told them how to change
their labels to bring them into compliance with state labeling
law. Paul Orbuch was in charge of Wildwood’s labels at
the time; he was a photographer, so he had a lot to do with
the text and graphic design of the labels. A guy who came
along (sort of a Nazi type) told Billy “You can’t use the word
“Soymilk.” Billy asked “Why not? I’ve got a book right here,
written by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, that says its soymilk.” He
said, “If it’s milk, the label must say “dairy,” otherwise it
must say “imitation.” Billy shot back, “How about milk of
magnesia.” The guy got really mad–like a bureaucrat without
an answer, and said “Look–Change the label or we’re gonna
pull the product.” Billy had a huge debate with this guy for
about 2 months. Wildwood toyed with the idea of calling
it Tonyu, which is the Japanese word for soymilk, but they
realized nobody would know what that meant. They wanted
to keep the word “Soy” in the name, so Billy came up with
“Yo Soy,” which is a palindrome.
Talk with Paul Duchesne, founder of Wildwood. 1998.
Aug. 28. Paul still has detailed typewritten records showing
sales of individual Wildwood products in 1980 and 1981.
According to these records, Wildwood first made and sold
soymilk in October 1980; $32,00 worth of plain soymilk was
sold that month. The company consistently made soymilk
from that time on. Sales increased to $34 in November. In
November Wildwood added Honey Soymilk and sold a total
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of $40.00 worth of the two flavors that month. By July 1981
Wildwood was selling $200/month of Honey Soymilk and
$172/month of plain.
4651. Wood, Greg. 1980. New varieties: Reach for high
yields. Here’s how new narrow-row models line up. Soybean
Digest. Sept/Oct. p. 14-15N.
• Summary: “Researchers generally agree on these three
points:
“1. Rows narrower than 15-inches give a yield
advantage.
“2. Avoid varieties with lodging tendencies.
“3. Varieties now in testing stages show much potential
for narrow rows. ‘We’re trying to develop a variety that will
flower early and mature late,’ Shibles explains. ‘Since the
canopy closes early in narrow rows, flowering early could
help–if the variety has a long pod-filling period following
flowering.’”
Three promising new varieties for narrow rows are
Elf (1977), Gnome, Nebsoy, and Will. Two varieties to be
released this month by Dick Cooper in Ohio are Sprite and
Pixie.
4652. Product Name: Tempeh Brothers Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 57, Sea Cliff, NY
11579. Plant in Bayside, NY. Phone: 516-676-0242.
Date of Introduction: 1980 November.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, vinegar, rhizopus
oligosporus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz in pre-printed poly bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 190, protein 20 gm,
carbohydrate 8 gm, fat 8 gm, sodium 10 mg (8.8 mg/100
gm).
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22. Owner: Dave
Sibek. Postcard announcement. 1981. March. “Introducing
Tempeh Brothers Tempeh. A fresh and delicious soy tempeh
produced daily in the New York Metro Area.” Label. 1982.
Feb. 1. 5 by 6 inches. Red, blue, and orange on clear plastic.
“High in B-12. Low in Sodium. No Cholesterol. High in
Protein.”
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1982.
July 23. Owner: Dave Sibek. Address is now 137 New Hyde
Park Rd., Franklin Square, NY 11010. Phone: 516-3527222. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. History of Tempeh. p. 51.
Interview with Robert Werz. 1987. Sept. 9.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial tempeh
product made by Appropriate Foods Inc. or Tempeh
Brothers.
4653. Carlson, Jerry. 1980. Hedge inflation with soybean
land. “Prospects are good that bean and land prices will

continue climbing faster than inflation.” Soybean Digest.
Dec. p. 10-11.
• Summary: During the turbulent 1970s the Consumer
Price Index rose at 7.7% compound rate. However, the price
of soybeans kept pace with that inflation rate. “Soybean
futures through the 1960s traded between $2.00 and $3.00
a bushel–then in 1970 broke away for a violent series of
yo-yo moves... The $3.50 gain in the price base over 10
years represents roughly a 9.5% compound annual rate
of price advance... Nationally, farmland appreciated at a
12.6% compound rate during the 1970s. That outstripped the
inflation rate. Real value of farmland went up.”
4654. Product Name: [Seitan Goulash].
Foreign Name: Seitangoulash.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1980 December.
Ingredients: Water, seitan (wheat proteins)*, peppers,
onions*, carrots*, leek*, peas*, mushrooms, soya sauce,
spices, starch, sea-weed. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Sterilized.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Minerals 1.64%, vegetable proteins 1.26%,
vegetable fats 0.73%, carbohydrates 7.37%. 73.1 calories
(Kcal) per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Jos van
de Ponseele and Magda Verfaillie of Mycelia b.v.b.a. in
Gent, Belgium, in response to an inquiry. 1992. July 6. This
product was introduced at the end of 1980 as a sterilized
product.
Label sent by Jos van de Ponseele. 1988. 6.25 by 10.5
inches. This card-stock sleeve fits over the product. Color
photo of seitan with various vegetables with item name in
white on orange. The product is named Seitangoulash in
English or Seitangulasch in German. “Vegetable product.”
Code CINAB.
4655. Product Name: [Macro-Bio Soya Bean Puree
(Miso)].
Foreign Name: Macro-Bio Puree de Feve de Soja (Miso).
Manufacturer’s Name: Nu-Life Nutrition, Ltd. (Importer).
Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: Vancouver, BC, Canada.
Date of Introduction: 1980 December.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm jar.
New Product–Documentation: Photo of jar and label in
Chimo. 1980. Dec. p. 47. “Miso–Another soy food.” At top
of label: “Authentic Japanese Foods.”
4656. Shanmugasundaram, S.; Tsou, S.C.S.; Selleck, G.W.
1980. Breaking yield barriers in vegetable production at
AVRDC. Paper presented at the 16th Asia-Pacific Food
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Production Conference. 12 p. Held 7-12 Dec. 1980 at
Maurya-Sheraton Hotel, New Delhi, India.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Leguminous and nonleguminous vegetables. AVRDC approach to yield barriers.
Germplasm collection, screening and distribution (for
soybeans: 9,951 accessions. 38 countries of origin). Cultural
practices (incl. development of appropriate beds, protected
with rice-straw mulch has reduced damage from flooding.
Crop rotation). Barriers in transferring improved technology.
Five maps of the world show “AVRDG germplasm collection
and distribution.” Vegetables and fertilizers (“Vegetables,
in general, are less hardy than cereal crops.” “The use of
compost dramatically increases yields in both leguminous
and non-leguminous crops”).
Fig. 6 is a bar chart showing the growth of AVRDC’s
training program: From 2 trainees in 1974 to a peak of 65
trainees in 1979.
Note: This paper was never published.
From the Introduction: In establishing the AVRDC, the
world community has recognized the value of (1) vegetables
in human nutrition, (2) income generation for the vulnerable
low income groups, (3) increasing the efficiency of cropping
systems and (4) enriching the soil by crop rotations,
alternating cereals and vegetables. The emphasis is now on
providing a balanced diet. By complementing cereals with
vegetables (including legumes) the nutritional quality of
the diet can be vastly improved and the intake of total food
(cereals) can be reduced. The strategy is to fight hunger and
malnutrition simultaneously.
“Central to both increased vegetable production and
improved diet is breaking yield barriers in vegetables, as has
been accomplished in cereal crops. AVRDC has mounted a
research thrust which as resulted in a number of important
advances.”
Page 4: “Yields of about 7 t/ha of soybeans were
obtained with AVRDC selection G 2120 which was recently
released in Tamilnadu, India as KM-1. Newly developed
AVRDC soybean lines are adaptable to a wide range
of latitudes and resistant to diseases like soybean rust
(Phakopsora pachyrhizi), bacterial pustule (Xanthomonas
phaseoli var. sojensis), downy mildew (Peronospora
manshurica), purple seed stain (Cercospora kikuchi) and
soybean mosaic-virus. We have identified varieties resistant
to beanfly (Melanagromyza sp.) and pod borer (Etiella
zinkenella) the two most serious pests limiting soybean
yields. New varieties from AVRDC selections have been
released in several countries and we expect that within two
or three years, AVRDC soybean varieties will have been
released in at least 10 countries.”
From Cultural practices: “Crop rotations (despite proven
successes repeatedly in agricultural history e.g. ancient
Egypt, 10th century England and early 20th century U.S.),
tend to be ignored in modern agricultural development.
Programs to increase staple foods, e.g. rice, wheat, white

potato, frequently concentrate on the single crop and fail to
develop concurrently the cropping systems so beneficial to
farmers and to nations. The benefits are many: (1) increased
total production per unit area, (2) diversified agricultural
production, (3) improved nutrient levels of food, (4)
increased income, (5) improved potential for economic
opportunities for generating stability, (6) improved soil
fertility, (7) decreased soil erosion, (8) savings in a second
re-education of the rural population. Normally, the need
for improving the quality of the diet is discovered after the
farmer has succeeded in mastering the technology of the
staple crop. Then comes the difficult task of convincing the
farmer that crop rotation or integrated cropping is needed,
followed by the expensive time–and energy–consuming task
of the introduction of appropriate technology. To reap the
early benefits of a second agricultural industry and a healthy
population, cropping systems which include legumes and
vegetables should be introduced along with the technology
for increased production of the staple crop.” Address:
1. Legume program leader; 2. NEM program leader; 3.
Directors. All: AVRDC, Shanhua, Taiwan.
4657. Product Name: Tofu: Soybean Curds [Packaged, or
Bulk].
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 768 18th St. (Box 4716), Arcata,
CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1980 December.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, nigari (magnesium
chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz water pack or 10 lb
minimum bulk, plus refundable bucket deposit.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Undated (Dec.
1980). 2.5 inches square. Self adhesive. Blue on white. An
illustration (line drawing) shows a dragon. “Soybean curds.
Perishable. Keep refrigerated.” Leaflet. Undated. The Tofu
Shop. Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981.
Jan. 22. Owner: Suzanne Schmit.
Talk with Matthew Schmit. 1988. July 20. He presently
makes about 1,500 lb/week of tofu. He sells at a premium
price to the gourmet market that wants fresh tofu. Some
customers bring their own containers right into his shop to
get the very freshest product. Label (from 1983), sent in
1988. 3 inch diameter. Self adhesive. Gold, blue, green, and
white. “Natural Firm Nigari Tofu.” Text in a diagonal sash–
gold on green: “Handmade since 1977, for a Sweet, Delicate
Flavor.” Around the edge of the label–blue on gold: “Keep
refrigerated. High Protein. Low Calorie. Cholesterol Free.”
Dragon logo.
Unpublished manuscript by Matthew Schmit. 1988.
Brief history of the Tofu Shop (Arcata, California). “The
Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Company, a member of the
Soyfoods Association of America, was born in the Colorado
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Rockies [Telluride, Colorado] in 1977 and relocated in
Northern California [Arcata] in 1980. The deli opened in
Dec. 1980.”
Leaflet from ABC Realty in Eureka, California. 1993.
June 10. The Tofu Shop–Specialty Grocery and Deli in
Arcata is for sale, asking $32,500. Three photos show the
deli: one outside and two inside.
Talk with Mara Devine of Arcata, California. 1995. June
1. Matthew Schmit sold his deli (it never really made money)
but he continues to be active with his tofu business.
Form filled out by Matthew Schmit. 1998. July 16.
Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc., 100 Ericson Ct. Suite 150,
Arcata, CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7401. His company
started making tofu in Arcata in December 1980.
New Label sent by Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 9.
The product was introduced in 1980. 4½ by 3½ inches.
Self adhesive. Blue, black, and orange-yellow on white. A
handsome, impressionistic watercolor illustration shows a
tofu shop (with an Oriental-style roof) on stilts on a cliff
near the ocean, with a tree arching overhead. “Traditional
nigari. Crafted in small batches from whole soybeans for a
sweet, delicate flavor. Low in saturated fat. Cholesterol free.
Contains 170 mg Omega 3 fatty acids per serving. Made in
Humboldt.”
Talk with Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 23. When he
started making tofu in Arcata in Dec. 1980 he used the same
label (blue on white with a blue dragon in the middle) he had
used in Telluride. The word “organic” still did not appear on
the label.
4658. Product Name: Potato-Tofu Salad.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 768 18th St., Arcata, CA 95521.
Date of Introduction: 1980 December.
Ingredients: Potatoes, tofu, celery, parsley, tofu
mayonnaise, seasonings.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet 1980, undated.
“New deli foods from The Tofu Shop” (768 18th St., Arcata,
California 95521). “Your local soyfoods producer.” In the
upper left corner is a dragon in a round circle. In the lower
right is a little man whose body is a paper deli takeout
container; he has two arms and two legs, and is wearing a top
hat.
Label. Received 1988. Launched July 1981. 2.5
inches diameter. Self adhesive. Green on yellow. “Fresh ‘N
Natural.” Net weight: 5 oz. (142 gm). Ingredients: Potato,
fresh organic tofu, celery, green onion, parsley, sesame tofumayo (tofu, safflower oil, fresh lemon juice, cider vinegar,
a touch of sea salt). Great hot or cold as a spread, salad, or
side dish. Lactose-free and cholesterol free. Label. 1983.
3 inch diameter. Self adhesive. Green, blue and yellow on
white. Ingredients: Potatoes, tofu, celery, onion, parsley, tofu,

mayonnaise, seasonings.
4659. Product Name: Tahini-Tofu Salad.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 768 18th St., Arcata, CA 95521.
Date of Introduction: 1980 December.
Ingredients: Fresh organic tofu, celery, green onions,
olives, sesame tahini, tamari, mustard, seasonings.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet 1980, undated.
“New deli foods from The Tofu Shop” (768 18th St., Arcata,
California 95521). “Your local soyfoods producer.” In the
upper left corner is a dragon in a round circle. In the lower
right is a little man whose body is a paper deli takeout
container; he has two arms and two legs, and is wearing a top
hat.
Label. Received 1988. Launched Dec. 1980. July. 2.5
inches diameter. Self adhesive. Green on yellow. “Fresh ‘N
Natural.” Net weight: 5 oz. (142 gm). Great hot or cold as a
spread, salad, or side dish. Lactose-free and cholesterol free.
4660. Product Name: Pumpkin-Tofu Pie.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 768 18th St., Arcata, CA 95521.
Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1980 December.
Ingredients: Tofu, pumpkin, honey, barley syrup, walnuts,
cinnamon, whole wheat crust.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet 1980, undated.
“New deli foods from The Tofu Shop” (768 18th St., Arcata,
California 95521). “Your local soyfoods producer.” In the
upper left corner is a dragon in a round circle. In the lower
right is a little man whose body is a paper deli takeout
container; he has two arms and two legs, and is wearing a top
hat.
Label. Received 1988. Product launched Dec. 1980.
Matthew Schmit says (March 2009) this label was introduced
in 1983. July. 2.5 inches diameter. Self adhesive. Brown
on yellow. “Fresh ‘N Natural.” Net weight: 6 oz. (170 gm).
Ingredients: Pumpkin, fresh organic tofu, barley syrup,
honey, cinnamon, walnuts, ginger, a touch of sea salt. Crust:
whole wheat pastry flour, soybean margarine, water. Great
hot or cold as a spread, salad, or side dish. Lactose-free and
cholesterol free.
4661. Product Name: Natural Firm Nigari Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 768 18th St., Arcata, CA 95521.
Date of Introduction: 1980 December.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, nigari (a natural
curding agent).
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983, undated. 3
inches diameter. Self adhesive. Blue, green, and gold on
white. “Handmade since 1977 for a sweet delicate flavor.
Keep refrigerated. High protein. Low calorie. Cholesterol
free.”
4662. Product Name: Fresh Joy o’ Soy Soymilk [Natural
Unflavored].
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 768 18th St., Arcata, CA 95521.
Date of Introduction: 1980 December.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans (California Health Code,
Sect. 26569.11), and water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Pint or quart plastic bottles.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet 1980, undated.
“New deli foods from The Tofu Shop” (768 18th St., Arcata,
California 95521). “Your local soyfoods producer.” In the
upper left corner is a dragon in a round circle. In the lower
right is a little man whose body is a paper deli takeout
container; he has two arms and two legs, and is wearing a top
hat. Pints or quarts.
Label. Received July 1988. 2.5 by 4 inches, vertical
oval. Self adhesive. Gold, blue, and green on white. “Fresh
Joy o’ Soy Soymilk. Natural Unflavored.” “Additive-Free.
Traditional Methods Since 1977. Cholesterol-Free. Lactose
Free.” Address: 768 18th St., Arcata, California 95521.
Note: This is the company’s 2nd and nicest soymilk
label in Arcata; it was first used in 1983 The first (sent by
Matthew Schmit in March 2009), which first appeared
in Dec. 1980, was round, 3 inches in diameter, green and
yellow on white. A large, horizontal, white oval in the
middle enabled the product name ingredients, and volume
to be stamped on in blue ink, as follows: “Fresh Joy O’ Soy.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans. 16 Fluid ounces (1
pint).”
As of 2002, the unflavored soymilk is sold in pints,
quarts, half gallons, and gallons.
4663. Product Name: Tofu Veggie Patties. Delicious and
Baked.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 768 18th St., Arcata, CA 95521.
Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1980 December.
Ingredients: Tofu (water, organic soybeans grown
according to Cal. Health Code Sect. 26569.11 and nigari).
Fresh vegetables (carrots, green onions, parsley). Tamari
(natural soy sauce made with water, soybeans, wholewheat
and salt). Garlic and ginger.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.

New Product–Documentation: Label (metallic). Received
1988. 4 by 2.5 inches. Self adhesive. Green, red, gold, and
white. “Ready to eat... or reheat, naturally fresh... from our
deli. A perfect snack fresh from the pack. Great in your
favorite burger with all the fixin’s or as a main dish. Simple
to heat in oven (350ºF, 10 minutes) or frying pan. Perishable,
keep refrigerated, 34-39º.” Matthew Schmit says (March
2009) that the metallic label was first used in 1985.
4664. Product Name: Basic Everyday Tofu Spread.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 768 18th St., Arcata, CA 95521.
Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1980 December.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Two Labels sent by
Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 9. The product was introduced
in 1980. Label #1 of Jan. 1997. “Basic Everyday Tofu
Spread.” 3 inches diameter. Self adhesive. Dark green on
blue. Illustration shows a tofu shop on stilts near the ocean
with a tree arching overhead. Ingredients: Tofu (filtered
water, organic* soybeans, magnesium chloride), organic*
canola oil, organic* cider vinegar, lemon juice, salt. * =
Grown in accordance with the California Organic Food Act
of 1990.
Label #2 of Oct. 2002. “Organic Everyday Tofu
Spread.” 3½ inches diameter. Self adhesive. Blue and
orange-yellow on white. A handsome, impressionistic
watercolor illustration shows a tofu shop on stilts on a cliff
near the ocean with a tree arching overhead.
4665. Bharati, M.P.; Neupane, R.K. 1980. Intercropping
of soybean with maize. Presented at Sixth National Maize
Development Workshop. Held at Rampur Agricultural
Station, Chitwan, Nepal. *
Address: Legume Improvement Program, Agronomy Div.,
Kathmandu, Nepal.
4666. Product Name: Honorable Tofu [Dri-Pak (Packed
Without Water), or Water Pack].
Manufacturer’s Name: Garden of Eatin’ (Marketer/
Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 5300 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90029.
Date of Introduction: 1980.
Ingredients: Dr-Pak: Organically grown soybeans, water,
nigari bitterns (derived from seawater).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Invoice/Catalog. 1981.
April. Leaflet. The world’s first dry-packed tofu, sold
pasteurized in tofu tubs that contain no water. 16 oz. retails
for $1.29. Label. 1981. 4.75 by 4 inches. Plastic film. Blue
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red and black on clear film. “Tofu never had it so good!
The Wizard’s guarantee.” That the soybeans are organically
grown, and no artificial ingredients or preservatives are used.
Illustration of Japanese lady in Edo period kimono.
4667. Karaj, Selim. 1980. Karakteristikat dhe rezultatet e
dy llojeve te reja sojash [Characteristics and results of two
soybean varieties]. Bujqesia Socialiste (Socialist Agriculture)
(Albania) No. 1. p. 37. [Alb]
• Summary: As a result of two years of trials, two new
soybean varieties, “Larushku 115” and “Floria,” were
identified as varieties of high productivity and appropriate
biological quality for the agro-ecological conditions of
Albania. The output of “Floria” was 30 kv/ha and that of
“Larushku 115” was 33 kv/ha. Note: kv = quintal; 1 quintal
= 100 kg or 220.46 lb. Two photos show each of the two
crawling varieties stretched beside a ruler. Address: Stacioni
i Foragjereve Fushë-Krujë, Albania.
4668. Product Name: Noble Bean Tempeh Salad.
Manufacturer’s Name: North Coast Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: c/o Cleveland Tofu Co, 8021
Euclid Ave., Cleveland, OH 44121.
Date of Introduction: 1980.
Ingredients: Tempeh (Organic soybeans, water,
Rhizopus culture), Hellmann’s Mayonnaise (soy oil, partly
hydrogenated soy oil, whole eggs, vinegar, water, egg yolks,
salt, sugar, lemon, juice, natural flavors, calcium disodium,
EDTA added to protect flavor), celery, pickles, onion,
parsley, shoyu, mustard, garlic powder.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. Oval 4 by
2.75 inches. Green, blue, red, and yellow on white. Jeff
Narten. 1987. “History of North Coast Tempeh and its
Products.” 4 p. Dec. 7.
4669. Product Name: Noble Bean Tempeh Salad Sandwich.
Manufacturer’s Name: North Coast Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: c/o Cleveland Tofu Co, 8021
Euclid Ave., Cleveland, OH 44121.
Date of Introduction: 1980.
Ingredients: Whole wheat bread (organic whole wheat,
molasses, corn oil, yeast, sea salt, malt), tempeh (Organic
soybeans, water, Rhizopus culture), Hellmann’s Mayonnaise
(soy oil, partly hydrogenated soy oil, whole eggs, vinegar,
water, egg yolks, salt, sugar, lemon, juice, natural flavors,
calcium disodium, EDTA added to protect flavor), celery,
pickles, lettuce, tomato, onion, alfalfa sprouts, parsley,
shoyu, mustard, garlic powder.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz.
How Stored: Unrefrigerated and perishable.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. Oval 4 by
2.75 inches. Green blue, red, and yellow on white. Jeff

Narten. 1987. “History of North Coast Tempeh and its
Products.” 4 p. Dec. 7.
4670. Product Name: Soyboy Tofu (Bulk).
Manufacturer’s Name: Northern Soy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30 Somerton St., Rochester, NY
14607. Phone: 716-442-1213.
Date of Introduction: 1980.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, natural
nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 25 pound bucket,
approximately fifty 8-ounce pieces.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 21 day shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1980, undated. 4.5
by 7 inches. Black on yellow. “Keep refrigerated. Change
water daily. 25 pounds. _____ pieces.” Illustration of a
laughing boy in a circle surrounded by soybeans.
Talk with Andy Schecter. 1991. Feb. 5. Northern Soy
began using natural calcium chloride as a coagulant in about
Sept. 1983. The first tofu product they coagulated with this
natural calcium chloride was their Soyboy bulk tofu, which
had formerly been coagulated with natural nigari. As far as
Andy knows, no other tofu manufacturers in America are
coagulating their tofu with natural calcium chloride, which is
made by pumping water underground and bring up a solution
of several minerals, then crystallizing out the calcium
chloride. The company moved to 30 Somerton St. in the
summer of 1979.
4671. Product Name: Tofu Cutlets Marinara.
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1980.
Ingredients: Tofu cutlets (organic tofu, whole wheat flour,
wheat germ, soy milk, safflower oil), tomato sauce (water,
tomato paste, onion, spices, salt), cheese.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10.5 oz.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1981. 3 by 2 inches.
Self adhesive. Red and brown on white. Shurtleff & Aoyagi.
“From the Soy Deli. New Leaf Quality Soyfoods.” 1980.
List of soyfoods products. Frozen entree. Talk with Ben Lee.
1988. Sept. 30. Introduced in 1980. Frozen.
4672. Product Name: Tofu Eggplant Marinara.
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1980.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, eggplant, breading (whole wheat
flour, wheat germ, soymilk), safflower oil, tomato sauce
(water, tomato paste, spices, salt), cheese.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10.5 oz.
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How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1980. 3 by 2 inches.
Self adhesive. Red and orange on white. “From the Soy
Deli.” Baking instructions. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1980. List of
soyfoods products. Frozen entree. Ad in Whole Foods. 1981.
Sept. Talk with Ben Lee. 1988. Sept. 30. Introduced in 1980.
4673. Product Name: Tofu Quiche.
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1980.
Ingredients: Filling: Organic tofu (water, organic soybeans,
magnesium chloride-nigari) Gruyere cheese, zucchini,
mushrooms, scallions, wheat germ, salt, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1981. 3 by 2 inches.
Self adhesive. Maroon, brown and yellow on white. Wheat,
pitcher, cheese, scallions and mushrooms illustrated on label.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1980. List of soyfoods products. Frozen
entree. Ad in Whole Foods. 1981. Sept. Soya Bluebook.
1982. p. 78. “New Leaf Tofu Quiche.” Talk with Ben Lee of
Quong Hop & Co. 1988. Sept. 30. Introduced in 1980.
4674. Product Name: Tofu Cutlets Cacciatore.
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1980.
Ingredients: Tofu (water, organic soybean, magnesium
chloride-nigari), tomato sauce (water, tomato paste, onions,
spices), onions, bell peppers, mushrooms, wine, spices, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10.5 oz.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1981. 3 by 2 inches.
Self adhesive. Red and green on white. “From the Soy Deli.
New Leaf Quality Soyfoods.” Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1980. List
of soyfoods products. Frozen entree. Ad in Whole Foods.
1981. Sept. Talk with Ben Lee. 1988. Sept. 30. Introduced in
1980.
4675. Rabemananjara, K. 1980. Les mobilisations minérales
du soja (cas de la variété Davis sur les Hautes-Terres
malagaches) [Mobilization of minerals in soybeans (case of
the variety Davis in the Madagascar highlands)]. Thesis–
Mémoire de fin d’études, Université de Madagascar, EESSA.
62 p. [Fre]*
Address: Madagascar.
4676. Product Name: Brightsong Tofu Soysage (Meatless
Okara-based Sausage).
Manufacturer’s Name: Redwood Valley Soyfoods
Unlimited.

Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 371, Redwood Valley,
CA 94570.
Date of Introduction: 1980.
Ingredients: Okara, wheat germ, whole wheat flour,
nutritional yeast, unrefined safflower oil, soymilk, shoyu,
natural herbs and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb units.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1980. 4 by 3.5
inches. Self adhesive. Black on white. “100% Vegetarian. To
use: Remove lid, bake 350º / 40 minutes, or form patties or
balls and cook. Pizzas too!” Ingredients: Okara, wheat germ,
whole wheat flour, nutritional yeast, unrefined safflower oil,
Soy Juice, tamari, natural herbs and spices.
Label. 1980. 5.5 by 4.5 inches. Paper. Red, black and
blue on white. “New! A 100% vegetarian meat substitute.
No preservatives or chemical additives. High protein and
fiber, low calorie and fat. No cholesterol.” Ingredients on
label: Organic okara (soy fiber), toasted wheat germ, Red
Star T-6635 nutritional yeast, organic whole wheat flour,
safflower oil, well water, tamari, honey, garlic, onion, salt
and other natural herbs and spices.
Label. 1981. 3 inches square. Self adhesive. Red and
blue on white. “New! Just slice, heat and eat!” Ingredients:
Organic okara, organic whole wheat flour, toasted wheat
germ, nutritional yeast, safflower oil, well water, shoyu
tamari, honey, garlic and other natural herbs and spices.
Label. 1981. 3.5 by 4 inches. Self adhesive. Red on white.
“Pre-baked! Use on pizzas or burgers, fried or baked. Great
scrambled with Missing-Egg Salad.” Ingredients: Organic
soy fines, organic whole wheat flour, peanuts, toasted wheat
germ, nutritional yeast, soy oil, filtered water, real tamari,
honey, garlic, salt and other natural spices.
Leviton 1981. Soyfoods. Summer. p. 42. “Weekly sales
are 100 pounds.”
Spot in Whole Foods. 1982. April. p. 60. “Convenience
Soyfoods.” Spot in Soyfoods. 1982. Summer. p. 56.
“Prepared Tofu Salads and Desserts. Use as you would
meat.” 16 oz. portions.
Spot in Whole Foods. 1983. Nov. “Soysage
Repackaged.”
4677. Singh, P.K. 1980. Study of soyabean at Alafua: Report
on practical work for the degree of Bachelor of Agriculture,
University of the South Pacific. BA thesis. *
• Summary: Soybean yields were found to be dependent on
the number of pods per plant.
4678. Product Name: Tempeh of the Sea (Containing Sea
Vegetables).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Plant (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 211 East Ann St., Ann Arbor, MI
48104. Phone: 313-663-0500.
Date of Introduction: 1980.
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Ingredients: Organic soybeans, arame, hiziki [hijiki], dulse,
nori, kelp, vinegar, rhizopus oligosporus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Rectangular Label in Soy
Plant scrapbook. 1980. 4½ by 4 inches. Black on white. An
oval illustration in the center shows plants growing by the
sea shore.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. History of Tempeh. p. 56.
Sliced, this tempeh “resembled fish sticks.”
4679. Svoboda, J. 1980. Vliv organizace porostu a dusikate
vyzivy na vynosove prvky soje [The effect of plant density
and nitrogen nutrition on the yield components of soyabean].
Rostlinna Vyroba (Plant Production) 26(10):1081-1089. [20
ref. Cze; rus; eng; ger]*
Address: Vysoka skola zemedelska, 662 65 Brno,
Czechoslovakia.
4680. Product Name: Tree of Life Organic Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tree of Life, Inc. (Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: St. Augustine, FL 32084.
Date of Introduction: 1980.
Ingredients: Purified water, organically grown soy beans,
natural nigari (an extract of sea water).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983, undated. 5.5
by 5 inches. Plastic film. Dark green, cream, and white on
film. “We appreciate your confidence in choosing this Tree
of Life product. To ensure your satisfaction, we have made
certain it contains the freshest, most natural ingredients
available. Each Tree of Life product states clearly on the
label what is inside and we know because we put it there.”
As of 1987, this tofu is made by Swan Gardens in Georgia.
Talk with Donna Detoro at Tree of Life. 1988. Sept. 23.
This product was introduced in April 1980. By 1988 they
were selling 6,000 to 8,000 units/week.
4681. Tu, Jiaji. 1980. Soybean production rapidly restored
[Henan]. China Report: Agriculture No. 109. p. 26-28. Orig.
in Chengzhu Henan Nonglin Keji [Henan Agricultural and
Forestry Sciences and Techniques], 1980-06-10, No. 6, p. 1718. [Eng; Chi]*
• Summary: Discusses soybean production, historical
development, modern cultivation practices.
4682. Whisker, Ray G. 1980. The great bean of China. SHE.
p. 60-63.
• Summary: “Extracted from The Soybean Grow and Cook
Book by R.G. Whisker and Pamela Dixon.” A photo shows
Ray Whisker with some soybean plants.

4683. Afolabi, N.O.; Osiname, O.A. 1980. Effects of
phosphorus on soybean yield in southwest Nigeria
(Abstract). In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean
Research Conference II: Abstracts. Boulder, Colorado:
Westview Press. 124 p. See p. 7.
• Summary: The addition of up to 30 kg/ha of phosphoric
anhydride (phosphoric acid, anhydrous) to Savannah
soils and 45 kg/ha to forest soils of south western Nigeria
was adequate for good seed yields under present cultural
practices of the area. Address: Inst. of Agricultural Research
and Training, Moor Plantation, Ibadan, Nigeria.
4684. Baharsjah, Justika S.; Guhardja, E.; Barizi, -. 1980.
Effects of shading and plant density on yield and yield
components of soybean. In: 1980. Proceedings of Legumes
in the Tropics. Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia: Faculty of
Agriculture, Universiti Pertanian Malaysia. xi + 488 p. See p.
205-11. [16 ref]
Address: Lecturers, Institut Pertanian Bogor, Jalan Raya
Pajajaran, Bogor, Indonesia.
4685. Bastidas-Ramos, Gilberto. 1980. Producción de soya.
2 ed. [Soybean production. 2nd ed.]. Palmira, Colombia:
ICA-INTSOY. [Spa]*
4686. Bharati, M.P. 1980. Cropping system and utilization
of soybean in Nepal (Abstract). In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980.
World Soybean Research Conference II: Abstracts. Boulder,
Colorado: Westview Press. 124 p. See p. 92.
• Summary: Nepal is divided into four physiogeographic
regions which differ significantly in elevation. This results
in a wide variation in temperature within a short distance
from north to south. Soybeans have been grown and used
in Nepal since ancient times, and evidence indicates they
may have been introduced to the country from south China.
Soybeans are widely grown in the hills of Nepal. Mixed
cropping and intercropping of soybeans and corn, and
cropping in bunds of rice terraces are common methods of
cultivation. Soybeans are used in the daily Nepalese diet and
are also used on special occasions in sacred ways. They are
consumed in various forms: As green beans [green vegetable
soybeans], dried [roasted], and fermented. Address: Legume
Improvement Program, Agronomy Div., Kathmandu, Nepal.
4687. Bhattacharya, A.K.; Rathore, Y.S. 1980. Soybean
insect problems in India. In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World
Soybean Research Conference II: Proceedings. Boulder,
Colorado: Westview Press. xv + 897 p. See p. 291-301. [21
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Field pests. Storage pests. Control.
References. Address: Dep. of Entomology, G.B. Pant Univ.
of Agriculture and Technology, Pantnagar (Nainital), India.
4688. Corbin, Frederick T. ed. 1980. World Soybean
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that meeting. The full proceedings contains 74 of the invited
papers in full.
Contents: Keynote addresses. Mineral nutrition.
Engineering. Nitrogen fixation. Entomology. Utilization.
Breeding. Physiology. Production. Protein and oil.
Plant pathology. Modeling soybean systems. Regional.
Agribusiness. Marketing, transport and storage. Weed
control. Research techniques. Addendum.
Note: We find this book of abstracts impossible to use.
We are looking for an abstract by E.L. Pulver, whose name
is listed in the Author Index. We are told that this abstract
appears at “Mon. 1615-1630 in Program 4, Abstract 15.” In
neither of the two volumes (Proceedings and Abstracts) is
there any reference to date or time. Which volume are we
supposed to look in? Presumably “Abstracts” so we looked
manually and never could find the abstract by Pulver. There
are no instructions for how to use this unusual Author Index.
Address: Prof. of Crop Science; North Carolina State Univ.,
Raleigh.

Research Conference II: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado:
Westview Press. xv + 897 p. Held at North Carolina State
Univ., 26-29 March 1979. Author index. 24 cm. [1500+ ref]
• Summary: The book contains the following major
divisions: Foreword. Preface. Keynote addresses. Mineral
nutrition (3 papers). Nitrogen fixation (3). Physiology
(6). Breeding (8). Entomology (8). Plant pathology
(2). Weed control (3). Production (4). Engineering (6).
Modeling soybean systems (6). Research techniques (2).
Utilization–oils (4). Utilization–protein (5). Protein and oil
(3). Agribusiness (4). Marketing, transport and storage (6
papers). Address: Prof. of Crop Science; North Carolina
State Univ., Raleigh.
4689. Corbin, Frederick T. ed. 1980. World Soybean
Research Conference II: Abstracts. Boulder, Colorado:
Westview Press. 124 p. Conference held 26-29 March 1979
at North Carolina State Univ. Author index. 24 cm.
• Summary: The World Soybean Research Conference II
was held on 26-29 March 1979 at North Carolina State
University. This volume contains summaries of the more
than 200 papers, both invited and contributed, presented at

4690. Daminov, Kh.; Ermatova, D. 1980. [Our experience
of soyabean cultivation]. Kormoproizvodstvo No. 6. p. 22.
[Rus]*
• Summary: In trials conducted during 1978 and 1979
under the dry and hot climatic conditions of Uzbekistan,
three fertilizers (NPK) were applied to 3 soybean cultivars
grown in loamy serozem soils: 60 kg of nitrogen, plus 40
kg of phosphoric anhydride, plus 45 kg of potash. These
fertilizers increased the average seed yield by 520-620 kg/
ha from 2.2-2.5 tonnes/ha without NPK. Seed inoculation,
fertilizers, and especially both gave increased nodulation and
seed protein contents. Address: Sovkhoz ‘50 Let UzSSR’
Kashkadar’inskoi Oblasti, Uzbek SSR.
4691. Haque, I.; Amara, D.S.; Kamara, C.S. 1980. Effects
of inoculation and N fertilizer on soyabean in Sierra
Leone. Communications in Soil Science and Plant Analysis
11(1):11-24. [26 ref]
• Summary: Inoculation of Clark variety soybeans was
not effective in increasing yields–perhaps due to high soil
temperature or low soil moisture. Application of 60 and 90
kg of nitrogen per hectare showed significant and highly
significant soybean yields compared to the control. Address:
1. University College of Swaziland, Luyengo, Swaziland; 2.
Njala Univ. College, Njala, Sierra Leone.
4692. International Rice Research Institute. 1980. Annual
report for 1979. Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines. Soybeans:
p. 410-12, 462. *
Address: Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines.
4693. Jana, R.K. 1980. Intercropping soybeans with cereals
in East Africa (Tanzania) (Abstract). In: F.T. Corbin, ed.
1980. World Soybean Research Conference II: Abstracts.
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Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. 124 p. See p. 115.
• Summary: “The major legumes in Tanzania are
groundnuts, beans, cowpeas and pigeon peas... In this study
at Morogoro, the crops that were chosen for experimentation
included two legumes, soybean and green gram, and
three cereals, maize, sorghum, and millet. Each legume
was intercropped with either of the cereals with alternate
rows, alternating within a row, or paired rows of legumes.
The grain yield data of three years’ average indicated that
soybeans grew well in combination with all the cereals
tested. Further, soybeans gave a relatively higher yield when
planted in alternate rows with cereals. The results suggest
that soybeans have a place in the intercropping system of
the peasant farmers of Africa, with particular reference to
Tanzania.” Address: Dep. of Crop Science and Production,
Univ. of Dar es Salaam, P.O. Box 643, Morogoro, Tanzania.
4694. Jordan, Darryl; Jenkins, Suzy. 1980. Plenty
Agricultural Program: Guatemala. Summertown, Tennessee:
Plenty. 46 p. Illust. 28 cm. Presented to UNICEF Guatemala.
• Summary: This is the single best report on the innovative
1978 Plenty-UNICEF project in the San Andres Itzapa
area (Chimaltenango) of the Guatemala highlands. Most of
the report focuses on trials with soybeans and other crops
(written by Darryl Jordan), but there is also an excellent
supplement, with 15 magnificent, lively photos showing the
local people involved in the soy dairy project. Many of these
photos were taken by Jenny Banks Bryant and others.
Contents: Preface, by Edward Sierra, executive director
of Plenty. Soybean variety trials. Photoperiod response
experiment. Soybean insects and diseases. Continuation of
the soybean project. Grain amaranth. Quinoa. Winged bean.
Cover crops and crop rotations. Nematodes. Fertilizer use.
Seed collection. Plenty report for UNICEF, by Suzy Jenkins
(Plenty soy technician). Supplement: Soy utilization and
nutrition. List of figures: Field data for soy variety trials.
Graphs of soybean yield data. Three graphs of soybean
yield data. Yield equivalents for soybeans. Oil and protein
analyses. Relative yields of protein for various crops. Crop
rotation.
A table (p. 12) shows field data on INTSOY variety
trials in 1978. The highest yields came from the soybean
varieties Davis (40.1 bushels/acre = 4,161 lb/manzana;
1.7 manzanas = 1 hectare), Cobb (34.6 bu/acre = 3,590 lb/
manz.), Bossier (32.8 bu/acre = 3,400 lb/manz.), Forrest
(31.4 bu/acre = 3,251 lb/manz.).
Photos in the Plenty report for UNICEF show: (1-3)
Severely malnourished babies lying on their backs. (4)
Suzy Jenkins holding Baby Cruz, now age 8 months, after 4
months of soymilk. “She is one of several children who were
able to regain good health.”
(5) Suzy Jenkins (5’ 4”), a Plenty volunteer (on left)
walking with her friend Juana (4’ 10”), each carrying water
in a pot on their heads for a soy demonstration in Solola.

“Juana stands about the average height for the ladies of
Guatemala. She eats a protein-deficient diet.
(6) A Mayan lady grinding soaked soybeans on a metate,
traditionally used for grinding corn / maize. (7) Add the
ground soybeans and, stirring regularly, cook for 20 minutes
over a wood fire. Suzy stirs.
(8) Ladle the cooked soybean slurry into a colander
lined with several layers of cheesecloth and set over a pot to
catch the soymilk. Soy pulp [okara] remains behind in the
cheesecloth.
(9) “Soymilk, slightly sweetened, contains 9.1 grams
of protein per cup. One pint of soymilk or 1 cup of tofu will
provide nearly one-half of a child’s total protein requirement
for a day. Children love it.” (10). To make soy cheese [tofu]:
Add vinegar (or other coagulant) to hot soymilk, causing
it to separate into curds and whey. Ladle or gently pour
the mixture into a colander lined with several layers of
cheesecloth and placed over a pot. The cheesecloth catches
the curds, while the whey drains through into the pot. The
whey can be used as a soup stock; it contains some vitamins
and other nutrients.
(11) A happy group enjoying their soymilk. (12) Press
the curds to make tofu, which can be sliced and fried, eaten
plain with salt, or scrambled and fried with onions and
tomatoes. A boy, standing, is enjoying a tofu sandwich.
(13-15). People eating tofu, which is a complete protein;
when served with grain foods like tortillas or bread, its
protein quality is increased. Address: 1. Plenty Agricultural
Technician; 2. Plenty Soy Utilization Technician. Both: The
Farm, Summertown, Tennessee.
4695. Kaliberda, K.P.; Gubanov, P.E.; Rudenko, V.I. 1980.
Soya pri oroshenii [Soybeans under irrigation]. Moscow,
USSR: Rossel’khozizdat. 67 p. 20 cm. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
4696. Khalid, M.N. 1980. Optimum plot sizes and shapes for
three selected legumes. In: 1980. Proceedings of Legumes
in the Tropics. Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia: Faculty of
Agriculture, Universiti Pertanian Malaysia. xi + 488 p. See p.
443-47. [8 ref]
Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Universiti Pertanian
Malaysia.
4697. Mandal, R.; Viner, R.; Chandra, S.; Namoumou, S.
(Mrs.); Chanappa, N.; Saua, A. (Miss). 1980. Dry zone
research. Fiji Dep. of Agriculture, Annual Research Report
For the years 1974 and 1975. p. 21-26.
• Summary: This report on agriculture in Fiji is divided
into two parts. The first (p. 1-65) reviews investigations of
1974, and the second (p. 67-141) reviews those of 1975.
The section in part one titled “Dry zone crops” (p. 21-26)
discusses the following crops that were tested: Peanuts,
soyabean, sorghum, sugar cane intercropping, pigeon pea,
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and duruka.
The subsection on soyabean discusses: Insect control,
spacing, variety investigation, time of sowing, seed viability.
“Insect control: “Several soyabean trials, especially those
intercropped in sugar during 1973, were severely attacked by
insects, mainly the agromyzid fly (Melanagromyza phaseoli)
and the leaf skeletanizer larvae (Hedylepta diemenalis). All
trials in 1974 had Carbofuran 3G granules (Furadan) applied
in the furrow at time of sowing at the rate of 2.24 kg a.i.
[active ingredients] per ha and control of these insects was
greatly improved.
A trial laid down in February at Dama (Bua) to
investigate primarily if the crop would grow well in Talasiga
soils, compared four insecticidal treatments factorially with
two row spacings...”
“Variety investigation: Fifteen varieties were introduced
from Queensland, Australia, and 8 varieties from Beltsville
[Maryland], U.S.A. and the seed bulked up. The American
varieties, although medium to long season in U.S.A., when
sown in March under Fiji conditions, all matured within 88
days, having short determinate growth (25-35 cm height at
maturity). The 100 seed weight for these lines ranged from
14.9 gm to 20 gm, compared to 12 gm for Ross or Draintree.
“The new Australian lines had a longer maturity period
for late February sowing (95-102 days) and were more
variable in plant type... See of 23 introduced varieties were
further bulked out of season at the Fiji Sugar Corporation
REsearch Station, Lautoka, using a 2 hour night break.”
Address: Dry Zone Crops Div., Fiji Dep. of Agriculture.
4698. Munns, D.N. 1980. Mineral nutrition and nodulation.
In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean Research
Conference II: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview
Press. xv + 897 p. See p. 47-56. [44 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Assessment of
nodulation. Effects of nodulation on mineral nutrition:
Increased requirement for certain nutrients, poor root
development and nutrient uptake, acidification of the soil.
Effects of mineral nutrition on nodulation: Effects arising
from poor plant nutrition, direct nutritional effects on
nodulation. Address: Univ. of California, Davis, CA 95616.
4699. Nave, W. Ralph. 1980. Soybean harvesting equipment:
Recent innovations and current status. In: F.T. Corbin, ed.
1980. World Soybean Research Conference II: Proceedings.
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xv + 897 p. See p. 43349. [32 ref]
• Summary: Contents: History of soybean harvesting.
Harvesting loss evaluation. Ohio study. Illinois and USDA
study. Iowa study. Development of improved equipment.
Header performance comparisons. Recent developments
in grain threshing. Comparison of rotary and conventional
threshing. Monitoring devices for combines. Summary.
References.

“The earliest harvester designed specifically for
soybeans was a two-wheeled, horse-drawn machine that
straddled the bean row (Norman 1963, p. 219). This special
harvester was used in Virginia and North Carolina about
1920, but was never used frequently in the North Central
States. Harvesting losses ranged from a low of 20% to a high
of 60%. In areas where small grains are grown, the binder
or mower and thresher were used for soybean harvesting.
When soybeans were cut with the binder or mower and then
threshed, harvesting losses ranged from 16 to 35% of the
total yield and averaged 25%.
“The grain combine harvester was first used for
soybeans in the mid-twenties and has been a major factor
in the expansion of soybean production.” A survey of 12
combines operated in Illinois was conducted in 1927.
“The first major breakthrough in significantly reducing
soybean harvesting loss was the introduction of the floating
cutterbar attachment developed by Horace D. Hume and
J. Edward Love in 1930. In 1933 Hume successfully
demonstrated the floating cutterbar and reel in soybeans at
Champaign, Illinois, but acceptance in the soybean region
was slow. As an example, only 12 flexible floating cutterbars
and 12 pickup reels were delivered to farms in Illinois in
1934, and the 12 cutterbars were returned as having no
apparent value (Quick & Buchele 1978).
“Until about 1970, little progress was made in reducing
soybean harvesting losses. In recent years, attachments
such as floating cutterbars with hydraulic height control
and pickup reels with hydraulic height and speed control
have become common features on many combines used for
soybean harvesting.” Address: USDA SEA/AR, Univ. of
Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.
4700. Ontario. Ministry of Agriculture and Food. 1980.
Soybeans and land management. Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
45 p. Southwestern Ontario Farmers’ Week at Ridgetown
College of Agricultural Technology. Held Monday Jan. 14,
1980.
• Summary: Contents: Feature address: Agricultural
practices and water quality, by Karen Switzer Howe.
Soybean production: Soybean inoculation and micronutrient
materials, by J.C. Schleihauf. Soybean varieties for
1980, by Dr. R.I. Buzzell. Variable effects of soybean
herbicides, by C.J. Swanton. Molds, mildews and mites,
by R.E. Pitblado. Soybean marketing: Ontario soybean
insurance program, by H. Ediger. Stabilization and advance
payment for soybeans, by A.E. Proulx. Land Management:
Tillage, by Dr. T.B. Daynard. Crop rotation, by Dr. C.S.
Baldwin. Liming, by R.W. Johnston. Soil structure, by C.K.
Stevenson. Windbreaks can increase crop yields, by D.C.
Craig. Ditchbanks and grassed waterways, by J.B. Arnold.
Municipal drains–who is responsible?, by D.L. Rogerson.
The Ontario Farm Productivity Incentive Program, by G.A.
Driver. Address: Canada.
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4701. Proceedings of legumes in the tropics. 1980. Serdang,
Selangor, Malaysia: Faculty of Agriculture, Universiti
Pertanian Malaysia. xi + 488 p. Illust. No index. 25 cm.
Held 13-17 Nov. 1979 at Univ. Pertanian Malaysia, Serdang,
Selangor, Malaysia.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Seed technology (5 papers). 2.
Physiology (5). 3. Breeding (6). 4. Agronomy (9). 5. Plant
protection (7). 6. Soil science (10). 7. Covers and pastures
(4). 8. General (6). Papers primarily about soybeans are cited
separately. Also contains many papers about winged beans
and about groundnuts. Address: Selangor, Malaysia.
4702. Ravalo, Eliodoro J.; Rodda, E.D.; Tenne, F.D.;
Sinclair, J.B. 1980. Soybean seed storage under controlled
and ambient conditions in tropical environments. In: F.T.
Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean Research Conference II:
Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xv + 897
p. See p. 519-32. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Materials and methods. Results
and discussion. Summary. References. Address: 1. Dep. of
Agricultural Engineering, Univ. of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez,
PR 00708; 2-4: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.
4703. Saito, Masataka; et al. 1980. Daizu no seitai to saibai
gijutsu [The soybean: Its life and cultivation technology].
Tokyo: Nosan Gyoson Bunka Kyokai. 428 p. [240+ ref. Jap]
• Summary: Contains many chapters by various authors.
4704. Shanmugasundaram, S.; Kuo, G.C.; Nalampang, A.
1980. Adaptation and utilization of soybeans in different
environments and agricultural systems. In: R.J. Summerfield
and A.H. Bunting, eds. 1980. Advances in Legume Science.
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey, England.
xvi + 668 p. See p. 265-77. [92 ref]
• Summary: Classification of varieties developed in the USA
are based on their growth habit and days to maturity, but this
classification is not applicable to the tropics. Address: 1-2.
AVRDC, Shanhua, Tainan, Taiwan; 3. Dep. of Agriculture,
Bangkok, Thailand.
4705. Soya Production and Research Association. 1980.
Soybean: Production demonstration and problems. SPRA:
Bareilly, India. *
4706. Summerfield, R.J.; Bunting, A.H. eds. 1980. Advances
in legume science. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond,
Surrey, England. xvi + 668 p. Volume 1 of the Proceedings of
the International Legume Conference. Held 31 July–4 Aug.
1978 at Kew, England. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [448 soy ref]
• Summary: Volume II will be titled “Advances in Legume
Systematics.” Volume 1 contains the following sections, after
the list of contributors and preface: 1. Diversity, adaptation
and yield. 2. Rhizobium, nitrogen metabolism and plant

nutrition. 3. Biochemical composition and nutritional factors.
4. Pests, diseases, resistance and breeding. 5. Glycine
(contains extensive information on soybeans). 6. Phaseolus
and Psophocarpus. 7. Vigna. 8. Arachis. 9. Fodder, forage
and cover legumes. 10. Other taxa (Lupinus, Cicer, Lens,
Vicia faba, Pisum). Address: 1. Univ. of Reading, Dep.
of Agriculture & Hort., Shinfield Grange, Cutbush Lane,
Shinfield, Reading RG2 9AD, Berkshire, England.
4707. Sung, Ying-sing. 1980. T’ien Kung K’ai Wu:
Exploitation of the work of nature: Chinese agriculture
and technology in the XVII century. Taipei, Taiwan: China
Academy. xii + 488 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The T’ien Kung K’ai Wu, by Sung Yinghsing (pinyin: Tiangong Kaiwu, by Song Yingxing) was
published in 1637. This English-language translation of
the 17th century work on Chinese technology contains 18
chapters, 166 superb illustrations, and extensive information
on soybeans. Each chapter was translated by a person
specializing in that subject matter.
4708. Thiam, T.B. 1980. Prospects for soybeans in South
East Asia (Abstract). In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World
Soybean Research Conference II: Abstracts. Boulder,
Colorado: Westview Press. 124 p. See p. 117.
• Summary: “In 1977, South East Asia produced only
about 1% of the total world production of soybeans. The
harvested area of soybeans is less than 800,000 hectares.
Imports of soybeans into these countries, however, are quite
considerable and total more than $100 million. Soybeans
are imported in the form of whole grain and oil for human
consumption and in the form of cake and meal for animal
consumption. The bulk of soybean import is in the form of
whole grain, cake, and meal.
“The import of soybean oil is relatively insignificant.
South East Asia is the major producer of lauric and palm
oil... South East Asian countries have in recent years shown
an increasing interest in cultivating soybeans. This interest
stems from the rapid increase in demand for soybeans
and soybean products.” Address: Univ. of Malaya, Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.
4709. Urbanski, G.E.; Wei, L.S.; Nelson, A.I. 1980. Effect
of freeze damage on soybean quality and storage stability
(Abstract). In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean
Research Conference II: Abstracts. Boulder, Colorado:
Westview Press. 124 p. See p. 34-35.
• Summary: A summary of a 1980 article by the same
authors with the same title published in the Journal of Food
Science 45(2):208-12. March/April (which see). Address:
Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61810.
4710. White, G.M.; Ross, I.J.; Egli, D.B. 1980. Drying
methods and the effect on soybean quality. In: F.T.
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Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean Research Conference II:
Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xv + 897
p. See p. 501-18. [22 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Scope. Soybean
drying research review. Experimental studies: Introduction,
thin-layer drying damage, deep-bed drying damage.
Recommended drying practices: Soybean seed drying,
drying for commercial use. Summary. Address: 1-2. Dep. of
Agricultural Engineering; 3. Dep. of Agronomy. All: Univ. of
Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40546.
4711. Zahidul Hoque, M. 1980. Packages of technology
for soybean production in Bangladesh: An agro-economic
analysis (Abstract). In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean
Research Conference II: Abstracts. Boulder, Colorado:
Westview Press. 124 p. See p. 118.
• Summary: “Soybeans are a new crop in Bangladesh.
Attempts were made during the early forties and late
fifties to introduce the crop in the country but without any
success. The main reasons for failure in fitting the crop in
the cropping systems of Bangladesh were the unavailability
of suitable varieties, crop damage in the rainy season, lack
of irrigation facilities in the dry season, and poor farmer
response. The poor farmer response might have been due to
lack of marketing facilities, low demand for soybean oil, and
farmers’ unfamiliarity with the cultivation method.” Address:
Bangladesh Rice Research Inst., P.O. Box 911, Dacca,
Bangladesh.
4712. MacDonald, Harry A. 1981. Re: History of soybean
production in New York: Agronomic aspects. Letter to
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Jan. 13. 3 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean production in New York had its
beginning in 1909 when one farmer reported producing
a crop for grain (Wiggans, 1929). The variety was not
reported. Ten years later 900 growers reported small acreages
grown for pasture, hay, green manure and grain. Following
this period there was a general decline in soybean production
through the 1920’s. As reported by Wiggans (1929) it was
considered that, ‘The only profitable use of the plant in
New York State, if there is any, must be in the utilization
of the entire plant in the form of forage for livestock or as
green manure in orchards or on lands where it is desirable to
increase the nitrogen and organic contents by turning under
the green crops.’ It was considered at that time that soybeans
could best be used for forage either as hay, silage, or pasture.
Soybean mixtures with corn (maize) were widely studied
at Cornell University Experiment Station in the 1920s and
early 1930s. While the mixture slightly increased the protein
content of the crop, the total yield was not significantly
increased on land which would produce a good crop of corn.
“Many introduced soybean varieties were evaluated
at different locations in New York by Wiggans and others

during the period 1922 to 1929...” Address: Prof.-Emeritus,
Dep. of Agronomy, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.
4713. Product Name: Tofu [Regular, or Firm].
Manufacturer’s Name: Colony Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 12333 Mt. Angel-Gervais Rd.,
Mt. Angel, OR 97362. Phone: 503-845-9261.
Date of Introduction: 1981 January.
Ingredients: Well water, organically grown soybeans,
nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz regular or 14 oz firm.
Packed in water in molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peeloff plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22. Owner: Eileen
Dumont. Labels. 1983, undated. 5.5 by 4.5 inches. Plastic
film. Green or yellow, brown, red and green on clear film.
Bean plant with little bean man illustration. “Home of the
contented bean. No preservatives or additives. Refrigerate.
Change water daily.”
4714. Hardwick, C. 1981. Solidseeded beans are money
in the bank. Side-by-side comparisons show new profits.
Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 22N.
4715. Product Name: [Lima Tofu {Sold in a Jar}].
Manufacturer’s Name: Lima Foods. Made in Belgium by
Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Edgar Gevaertdreef 10, B-9830
Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium. Phone: 09-52-4176.
Date of Introduction: 1981 January.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 225 gm jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22.
Letter from Sjon Welters. 1982. April 16. “Jonathan is a
macrobiotic food company. They make the tofu and soymilk
for Lima Foods in Belgium which is sold all over Europe. It
is sterilized, so it keeps a long time. Talk with Ted Nordquist.
1988. March.
Lima catalogue, price list, and color product brochure.
1989. Shows the 225 gm jar.
4716. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Michiana Soyfoods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1204 Garden, Elkhart, IN 46514.
Phone: 219-259-1729.
Date of Introduction: 1981 January.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, refined
natural nigari (magnesium chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
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New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22. Owner: Kris
Klawitter. Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List.
1981. Dec. 8. Address listed as 2027 N. Merrifield Ave.,
Mishawaka, Indiana 46544.
Label (undated) sent by Bruce Rose of Rosewood
Products. 2000. Oct. 15. Label is from about 1982. Printed
red and black on clear plastic film. Leaves and pods of a
soybean plant are shown against a red circle with a black
border. Address is 2027 N. Merrifield.
4717. Product Name: Organic Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Prairie Soyl.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 80055, 4029
Progressive Ave. #3, Lincoln, NE 68504. Phone: 402-4767653.
Date of Introduction: 1981 January.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22. Owner: Julie
Robinette. Letter from Marla A. Lowell. 1982. June 9. They
started making tofu in early April 1982. Company run by her
and Julie Robinette Diegel.
4718. Soybean Digest. 1981. Plan for reduced tillage. Cut
erosion, compaction, energy and labor costs. Jan. p. 30a.
4719. Lockeretz, William; Shearer, G.; Kohl, D.H. 1981.
Organic farming in the Corn Belt. Science 211(4482):540-46.
Feb. 6. [35 ref]
• Summary: “Widespread use of chemicals–manufactured
fertilizers as well as synthetic herbicides, insecticides, and
other pesticides–is one of the most characteristic features of
the modern agricultural era–which started at about the time
of World War II. “Total use of fertilizers and pesticides has
increased more than sevenfold since 1945” (USDA 1980).
A table shows that yields of soybeans grown organically
are about 5% less than those grown by conventional
methods. Address: 1. Senior Agricultural Scientist, Northeast
Solar Energy Center, Boston, Massachusetts.
4720. Cassman, K.G.; Whitney, A.S.; Fox, R.L. 1981.
Phosphorus requirements of soybean and cowpea as affected
by mode of N [nitrogen] nutrition. Agronomy Journal
73(1):17-22. Jan/Feb. [24 ref]
• Summary: This experiment was conducted at the Univ. of
Hawaii Kuiaha Experiment Site, Island of Maui, Hawaii.
Address: NifTAL Project, Dep. of Agronomy and Soil
Science, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822.
4721. Ehmke, Vance. 1981. Knock out nematodes: If you
use chemicals, here’s how to deliver your punches. Soybean
Digest. Feb. p. 16-17.
• Summary: “Nematodes may be the only thing you wish
your neighbors have that you don’t. But if you’ve got

nematodes, you may be finding out that it takes more than
just putting out a nematicide to knock them down.
“Harry Jones, Louisville, Georgia, agrees. ‘With as
many acres as I have to plant and the cost of nematicide
as high as it is, I just can’t take any chances with erratic
performance of the material.’
“Jones explains that because he was getting poor
nematicide action, he modified his planter so he could
incorporate nematicide as well as preemergence herbicide at
planting time.
“’Our granular applicator drops nematicide just ahead
of the press wheel in an 8- to 10-inch band. Behind the press
wheel we’re also banding on granular Lasso in a 12- to 14inch band,’ he says.
“’But because we felt we needed to incorporate both
materials, we added on a set of spider tines and a drag chain
as wide as the band. Between the action of the press wheel,
the tines and drag chain, we’re certain we’re getting granular
nematicide and herbicide well incorporated.’
“Jones’ county agent, Johnny Dekle, says his efforts are
paying off. ‘Last year I helped Jones set up a test plot to see
if the nematicide and incorporation were helping. Where
no nematicide was used, yields were 19 bushels per acre.
But where Nemacur was used and incorporated, yields were
almost 45 bushels per acre,’ Dekle says.
“Jim Palmer, Clemson University Extension soybean
specialist, says that as farmers cut down on tillage and
double up on planting time operations, they may be causing
problems.
“’Under reduced tillage programs, the fumigants might
be getting a better shake than granular materials because the
granulars are probably not being incorporated as well as they
should be,’ Palmer says.
“’On the other hand, fumigants such as Soil Brom EDB
are cheaper and are easily applied. And being a gas that’s
injected into the soil, it vaporizes and kills nematodes as
it rises. But with the granular materials, you have to have
rainfall to move the chemical down into the soil where it can
do the job–and that was a problem this past year.’
“Jim Arnett, Georgia Extension plant pathologist, says
label status for EDB materials such as Soil Brom is on thin
ice. ‘Last year Soil Brom was cleared only on an emergency
use basis in a number of states. Hopefully that emergency
use label will be renewed for 1981,’ Arnett says.
“As long as fumigants are labeled, Sonny Still,
Blackville, South Carolina, says he’ll use them. He explains
they’re easy to apply and since the gas is injected, there’s
little question about being correctly incorporated. ‘Last year
we used Soil Brom 90 because Nemagon had been removed
from the market.
“’And since we’re able to inject the material behind the
subsoiler shank on our combination planter-subsoiler, we’re
able to save a trip across the field,’ Still notes.
“While labels for Fumizone and Nemagon have been
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removed, Arnett says there’s a definite need for EDB
materials such as Soil Brom.
“’EDB is about the only chemical that’ll control
Columbia Lance and peanut root knot nematodes,’ he says.
“Arnett adds that if lack of labels for EDB materials
prohibit growers from using them, they’re forced to use
DD or Telone 2 if they’ve got a Columbia Lance nematode
problem. ‘However, these compounds are applied preplant
and you must wait several weeks before planting,’ he says.
“He also notes that how much incorporation is needed
depends on the particular nematicide you’re using. ‘We’ve
found the action of the planter itself is in many cases enough
incorporation for products like Nemacur and Temik, though
not enough for Mocap and Dasanit.
“’Also, it’s more important to put Mocap out in a wide
or 10- to 12-inch band. With Nemacur you can go with a
tighter band.’
“John Henderson, Auburn Extension soybean specialist,
says most growers are putting down over-the-row contact
nematicides in a band. ‘And while most of these materials
are going on during the planting operation in order to save a
trip across the field, we’re still not sure if we’re getting these
materials incorporated well enough,’ he says.
“’In general, though, we aren’t getting the responses to
the nematicides we think we should. But again, we’re not
sure if that’s a problem of rate, incorporation or something
else.’
“Henderson also says it’s probably best to shallowincorporate contact nematicides. ‘Currently, researchers are
taking a look at deep incorporation and in-furrow placement,
but it still seems best to incorporate shallow–from 1 to 2
inches deep. But the materials should be covered up.
“’If nematicides are placed in the furrow, you’re
tightening up the band or treated area-not distributing them
over a wider area where they can kill a larger number of
nematodes,’ Henderson says.
“He explains, too, that nematicide performance this past
season was apparently hurt by lack of rainfall which was
needed to incorporate materials banded on at planting time.
‘However, we had a lot of other problems associated with
the drought which made it difficult to tell what was really
happening. It might have been, too, that nematode activity
was low because of high soil temperature and dry conditions.
Still, I don’t feel we got the response to chemicals we
normally do.’
“The Alabama specialist adds that while there’s little
difference between granular and liquid contact nematicides,
the fumigants generally give better results than contact
materials.
“Arkansas Extension plant pathologist M.C. McDaniel
says fumigants usually provide more consistent control
than non-fumigants. ‘That’s mainly because when you’ve
got conditions ideal for planting, they’re usually ideal for
fumigation,’ he says.

“Soil Brom received emergency use clearance in a
number of states for the 1980 season, but had no such label
in Arkansas. ‘That left us with DD, Vapan and Telone as
fumigant choices and Temik., Nemacur and Mocap as nonfumigants.”
“Due to cost considerations, McDaniel says most
growers have been banding on nematicides rather than
putting them out in a broadcast or blanket treatment. ‘If we
can control nematodes in a zone under the row and allow the
plant to develop a healthy root system, then it can withstand
an attack once the roots get out of that zone,’ he says.
“’But it’s still difficult to incorporate materials put out in
a band,’ McDaniel says. ‘Ideally, growers would have some
form of power-driven implement to effectively incorporate.
“’Otherwise, with surface banding or light incorporation,
you need about three-fourths to an inch of rain within 7 to 10
days after application to take the materials down into the root
zone.’
“McDaniel says Arkansas growers can place Nemacur
in the furrow at planting time. ‘This doesn’t provide much
incorporation, though if rates are reduced somewhat, growers
are still getting control as good as they could with an off-tothe-side placement. And it’s quite safe.’
“He also says that if Temik, for example, were placed
in the furrow–a form of placement currently not labeled–
growers might expect some seedling damage. ‘However,
if the band rates were reduced, seedling damage could
potentially be minimized as with lighter rates of Nemacur,’
he concludes.”
A half-page photo shows: “Roy Wood applies Temik on
David Walton’s farm near Lumber Bridge, N.C. They use 2
pounds per acre in a 4-inch band at planting. He also rotates
beans with cotton and corn to control nematodes. Soil tests
locate cyst and hottest fields get higher rates.”
4722. Product Name: Honey-Carob Soy Dream Frozen
Dessert.
Manufacturer’s Name: Joy of Soy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 510 Kasota Ave., Minneapolis,
MN 55414.
Date of Introduction: 1981 February.
Ingredients: Filtered water, honey, carob, tahini, organic
soybeans, unrefined sesame oil, miso.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quarts.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leviton. 1981. Soyfoods.
Winter. p. 63.
4723. Jung, R. 1981. Measuring soybean harvesting losses.
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food, Factsheet No.
81-018. 4 p. Feb. AGDEX 141/745. Revision of March 1973
Factsheet with same title.
• Summary: This concerns losses using a combine harvester.
Contents: Introduction. Preharvest loss. Shatter loss. Stubble
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loss. Lodged and loose stalk loss. Cylinder loss. Separation
loss. How to measure harvest losses. Address: Engineering
section, Ridgetown College of Agricultural Technology,
Ridgetown, ONT, Canada.
4724. Leviton, Richard. 1981. Conventionally and
organically grown soybeans. Soyfoods 1(4):10-11. Winter.
• Summary: The U.S. soyfoods industry processes nearly
19 million pounds of soybeans every year, yet how much
do producers understand about the differences between
organically and conventionally produced soybeans? In midJuly 1980, Soyfoods visited eight Midwest soybean farms (in
Iowa and Minnesota) of which four were organic producers,
and four practiced conventional methods. The information
gathered shattered many agricultural stereotypes while
delineating specific growing practices.
“One important concept that emerged is that an
evaluation of the overall quality of soybeans requires one
to see them in the context of a two-, three- or even five-year
crop rotation and to examine the various fertilizers, soil
additives, and herbicides involved during this multiyear
time frame. Let’s examine the agricultural context for
soybeans. A conventional corn-soybean rotation, which is
practically the norm for the Midwest, follows this general
pattern (Herbicide brand names here represent only a typical,
though not exclusive, selection among farms). In Year No.
1 (corn) the field is prepared in April by disc and chisel
plow; Atrazine (1 1/3 pounds/acre; two to eight months
soil persistence) and Sutan (2/3 pounds /acre; one to two
months persistence) herbicides are soil-incorporated before
planting. In late May to early July there are two mechanical
cultivations followed by (often, but not always) one handweeding in mid-July. Corn is harvested in early to midOctober, and afterwards the field may be disced and chiseled
again, or the cornstalks may be left standing until spring,
as an erosion guard. In Year No. 2 (soybeans) the field is
prepared and a pre-emergent herbicide (Treflan: one quart/
acre; three to six month’s persistence) is applied to control
grasses. After planting in late May and one mechanical
cultivation, a second herbicide (Basagran: one quart/acre;
one month persistence) is applied to control broadleaf weeds.
This is followed by a second cultivation and a hand weeding
(called “walking the beans”) if necessary. Sometimes a third
herbicide (such as Round-up) is sprayed on the plants to
kill late blooming weeds missed by the first two herbicides.
After harvest, the field is chiseled, anhydrous ammonia (gas)
or urea (granular), both nitrogen fertilizers, are knifed into
the soil, and potassium and phosphate are soil-incorporated
as well. This completes the two-year corn-soybean rotation,
involving up to five different herbicides.
“By contrast, soybeans produced under an organic
program emerge from a three- (and sometimes five-) year
crop rotation (corn-soybeans-grain) which is notable for its
avoidance of chemical acidic fertilizers and herbicides. In

Year No. 1 (corn) the field is disced and chiseled, manure
is soil-incorporated (though not always), often a special
mixture of beneficial soil bacteria is added, and as many as
six mechanical cultivations are employed to control weeds.
At harvest time, the cornstalks may be left standing. In
Year No. 2 (soybeans) the field preparation and mechanical
cultivation practices follow the same schedule as for corn.
After the soybean harvest in October, the field is planted to
a cover crop of perhaps rye-clover, alfalfa-clover, or oatsalfalfa. Year No. 3 (grains cover crop) will produce as many
as three hay crops; the grain stubble is chisel-plowed in
October. The third year solid stand cover crop smothers any
competitive weeds, it enriches the soil from incorporating the
rich residue, and it provides extra income from the three hay
cuttings. The organic approach rests on delayed plantings,
timely tillage and cultivations, and efficient use of cover
crops. (A detailed schematic of the conventional and organic
production programs used in the Midwest is available from
Soyfoods for 50 cents and a SASE). While as many as half of
the soyfoods producers prefer organically grown soybeans,
organic soybean farmers themselves are few and far between
in the Midwest. Consistently, they claim their production
costs are lower than those for conventional practices, despite
the many cultivations which are regarded as less costly than
chemical fertilizers and herbicides. Organic farmers are
firm in their conviction that herbicide residues persist in the
soil (and longer than the stated persistence duration), that
they have adverse effects on soil health and tilth, that they
contribute to sickness in humans and farm animals, and that,
generally, they are unnecessary. Conventional farmers, as
might be expected, assert they could not produce a profitable
crop without weed killers while the cost of frequent
mechanical cultivations is prohibitive.
“My own observations indicated that herbicides do not
guarantee crop protection from weeds. Improper application
(too light) may allow vigorous weeds to make a comeback,
or (with too heavy a dose) can actually kill or injure the
soybean plants; even proper application does not insure a
weed-free stand, as I witnessed many weedy soybean fields
under herbicide management. Both conventional and organic
soybean farmers hand-weed their rows once in mid-summer.
Regarding soil health and tilth, conventional farmers claim
that plowing in cornstalks and soybean stubble improves the
organic matter level of their fields. This is not entirely correct
from the vantage point of soil chemistry. Acidic fertilizers
and toxic herbicides kill much of the soil microflora which
is necessary to digest plant matter and transform it into rich
humus: Plant matter and humus are not the same material.
An organic soybean farmer in Minnesota put the case in
these striking terms: One hundred pounds of soil with 4½
percent humus (from organic fields) can hold 195 pounds of
water, whereas the same type of soil with only 1½ percent
humus (from conventional fields) will hold only 35 pounds
of water. The impact of this water-holding, sponge capacity
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of the soil is amply demonstrated in dry times (as in the 1980
crop year) when soybean plants scratch water from a parched
soil.
“Finally, the question of comparative bushel yields
is often raised. From my investigations it seems clear that
field yields can vary from 30-60 bushels regardless of
conventional or organic practices; yields seem to be more
strongly correlated with seasonal conditions and topography.
“Certain farmers suggest the matter of correctness
in growing practice really hinges on whether there are
detectable herbicide residues in the final soybean seeds.
On this question there is much speculation and little hard,
substantiated, and available, fact. While presumably the large
chemical companies that manufacture the herbicides have
documented information on residue tolerances (as required
for labeling by the Environmental Protection Agency) this
information is hard to obtain. Various plant agronomists
inform me that herbicide residue tolerance levels are very
strict, that today’s safety factors are ‘two quantum levels
higher’ than those of 20 years ago, that producing and
labeling any new herbicide costs millions of dollars, and
that the instrumentation used to detect residues is very
highly tuned. While these arguments may be but a scientific
apology for the chemical industry, one need only speculate
on the effect on the soil (and the crop) of a repeated twoyear rotation involving four to five herbicides for each
rotation, to believe that some cumulative negative effect
is happening. A 1980 report from the FDA, ‘Compliance
Program Report of Findings–FY 75 Pesticide Program
(7320.07) and FY 76 Pesticides and Metals Program
(7320.55)’ states: ‘Background levels of lead, cadmium, and
zinc were measured in 13’ raw agricultural products. The
following metals were most frequently found above trace
amounts: (a) lead in sweet corn, soybeans, and tomatoes;
(b) cadmium in soybeans, peanuts, and wheat; and (c) zinc
in wheat, soybeans and peanuts.’ Lead levels greater than
the trace amount were detected in 21 percent of the samples
examined–overall; in soybeans, in 30.4 percent; corn, 40.4;
and wheat, 37.7. Cadmium, for instance, was detected in
95.7 percent of the soybean samples examined.” Address:
Colrain, Massachusetts.
4725. Mangold, Grant. 1981. Reduce tillage–but not weed
control: will “1½-pass incorporation” work for you? Soybean
Digest. Feb. p. 10-11.
• Summary: “Willing to make just one or two trips over
the field before planting–but wonder if you’ll get adequate
herbicide incorporation?
“Research shows two passes with a disk or field
cultivator works best. But that requires more trips than
allowable for a reduced tillage program if you level rough
ground before applying herbicide. And just one pass with
a disk or field cultivator doesn’t give consistent, uniform
herbicide incorporation.

“Applying herbicide directly on rough ground may
be feasible, thinks Loren Bode, University of Illinois ag
engineer. That’s based on 2 years of tests he conducted with
fellow ag engineer Jack Butler. But they caution, watch these
factors: soil residue, clods and soil roughness. And you may
have to slightly increase herbicide rates-but still within label
recommendations.
“For fall-chiseled ground, Bode notes in many cases
ridges mellow over the winter. He recommends ridges be less
than 3 or 4 inches high in order to apply herbicide on rough
ground. And you need a surface smooth enough to operate a
sprayer, he adds.
“’Our tests on both corn and soybeans show spraying
herbicide on the rough surface and incorporating twice with
a disk or field cultivator provides the most consistent weed
control. Leveling the soil surface, applying herbicide, then
incorporating with only one pass resulted in weed streaking
in some cases,’ Bode notes.
“’Based on our data, we feel herbicides can be applied
directly on undisturbed soybean ground or on fall-chiseled
corn or soybean ground,’ he continues.
“’But the results with this technique are not as consistent
as with conventional methods–so there is some risk in
exchange for the advantages of reducing tillage.’
“Another method also shows potential. ‘What we call
1½-pass herbicide incorporation may eliminate at least one
trip across the field–and give adequate weed control for most
herbicides most years,’ Bode says.
“’One pass with a new combination tillage tool gave
better incorporation than one pass with a disk or field
cultivator but not as good as two passes,’ he notes. ‘That’s
about equal to 1½ passes.’
“Another method: ‘Spraying herbicide between the front
and rear gangs of a disk, then coming back with a second
incorporation with a disk or field cultivator also gives what
we call 1½-pass incorporation.’
“’The combination tillage tool may not be as consistent
as two passes for weed control, but it should result in good
control most years if used properly,’ Bode says. He and
Butler tested a Glencoe Soil Finisher this past spring in a
reduced tillage program.
“’The unit could handle heavy residue and had no
problems with stalks getting tangled in shanks. And it left a
good amount of residue on the surface,’ Bode says. ‘But we
need more data on the incorporation pattern,’ he adds. ‘The
disk blades are angled so they throw soil slightly out. That
may not give even distribution in the center of the rig.’
“Another point to watch: shank spacings. ‘The Soil
Finisher has 4 rows each 26 to 36 inches apart,’ Bode notes,
‘so that effectively it has shanks every 6.5 to 9 inches,
depending on the model. Also, watch sweep size to make
sure 100% of the area gets covered.’
“One tillage operation while incorporating herbicide
early in the spring generally controlled germinated weed
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seedlings in their tests. ‘But later in the season, weed
pressure is greater,’ Bode notes, ‘and it’s harder to control
weeds. You may need two tillage trips if you’re planting
soybeans late on untouched ground.’”
4726. Product Name: Tofu Spread [Original], and Sesame
Tofu: Spread and Dip.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natural Alternatives.
Manufacturer’s Address: Alexandria, Virginia.
Date of Introduction: 1981 February.
Ingredients: Sesame (7/92): Organic tofu, tahini,
vegetables, nutritional yeast, sesame seeds, tamari sauce,
spices, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. plastic tub. Retails for
$2.25 (7/92, Maryland).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Beautiful Day Trading Co., College Park,
Maryland. 1992. July. Label is 3 inch diameter. Green on
white. Illustration of 4 beans holding hands and dancing.
Talk with Robert Ashton, founder and owner of Natural
Alternatives / Promart. 1992. Sept. 14. He started this
company (sort of as a hobby) out of his home kitchen in
1981 in Alexandria, Virginia. His first product was Tofu
Spread (Original flavor, introduced in about Feb. 1981),
followed by Sesame Tofu Spread (June 1981). He has never
made tofu; he first purchased it from a company in Maryland
named something like Natural, Inc., owned by a Caucasian
American. In about Sept. 1985 the company moved to its
present location at 721 T St., N.W., Washington, DC 20001.
Phone: 202-462-8415. He now purchases his tofu from Sam
Sung. His company now officially uses the name Promart,
since they learned that a vitamin company on the West
Coast owns the name Natural Alternatives. The Sesame
Tofu Spread is presently his best-selling product. A similar
product is made by Michelle’s in Philadelphia. The company
also makes Hummus and Black Bean something.
4727. Soybean Digest. 1981. Why try reduce tillage? Feb. p.
11.
• Summary: “Conservation tillage offers some important
benefits:
“ + requires less time, fuel, labor,
“ + makes possible earlier planting dates,
“ + requires fewer trips through the field,
“ + conserves soil by reducing erosion.
“Soil conservation alone may be sufficient reason for
reducing tillage, says Bode. ‘Research at the University of
Illinois has shown that any type of reduced tillage system
will considerably reduce soil erosion losses–compared to
moldboard plowing. In a typical test on a 3% to 5% slope
they measured 5 to 6 tons per acre soil loss with 3 inches of
rainfall on moldboard-plowed ground–but well under one ton
per acre soil loss from chiseled soil.’

“However, he notes, some farmers using conservation
tillage report reduced seed germination, increased pest
pressures and inconsistency in obtaining optimum results.
“Another disadvantage: It’s difficult to incorporate
soil-applied herbicides effectively and still retain sufficient
surface residue.
“’But there has to be a tradeoff for the advantages of
reduced tillage,’ Bode believes. ‘You may have to increase
herbicide rates 10% or 15%–or just not expect quite as good
a control some years. Or you may need to come in with
postemergence materials some years.’
“Regardless, Bode sees a trend toward reduced tillage.
At the same time, he sees a definite trend toward herbicide
incorporation.
“In central Illinois for example, he notes farmers
incorporate herbicide on some 75% of the soybean acres.
“Dick Fawcett, Iowa State University weed specialist,
echoes Bode’s comments. ‘There’s a definite trend toward
more herbicide incorporation. And there is some increase in
shallow incorporation of preemerge materials.’
“Success of one-pass incorporation often depends on
the chemical property of the herbicide, he adds. Herbicides
applied either premerge or incorporated may be incorporated
more shallowly than those which must be incorporated–since
herbicide loss from the soil isn’t the problem.
“’Plant residue hinders herbicide incorporation,’ he
explains. ‘And it’s a hard compromise to get adequate
herbicide incorporation with minimum-till systems and still
retain sufficient surface residue to cut erosion.’
“Each time you disk, you reduce surface residue by one
half. ‘When you go into the SCS office for reduced-tillage
program payments, remember that it’s based on residue left
after planting,’ Bode reminds. That limits the number of trips
you can make.
“’Farmers are moving toward reduced tillage. And
they want to know if they can keep surface residue and still
get good herbicide performance. Our preliminary research
encourages us to say they can,’ Bode concludes.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that uses the term “conservation tillage” (regardless of
hyphenation) in connection with soybeans.
4728. Product Name: Soy Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 14668 Doolittle Dr., San
Leandro, CA 94577. Phone: 415-352-1320.
Date of Introduction: 1981 February.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, vinegar, tempeh
culture (Rhizopus oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz in perforated plastic bag
inside pre-printed plastic bag.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 180, protein 22 gm,
carbohydrates 11 gm, fat 8 gm. Percentage of RDA: Vitamin
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B-12 60%, protein 40%, riboflavin 30%, iron 17%.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22. Owners: Valerie,
Gary, and John Robertson. Label. 1982, undated. 5.5 by
7 inches. Blue and orange on clear plastic. “Foods for
Health. A Cultured Soy Product.” Recipes for Sweet & Sour
Tempeh, and Tempeh in Tomato & Herb Sauce. Shurtleff &
Aoyagi. 1985. History of Tempeh. p. 51, 53.
4729. Barger, W.M. 1981. Handling, transport, and
preparation of soybeans. J. of the American Oil Chemists’
Society 58(3):154-56. March. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Short-term
farm storage. Transportation. Receiving. Drying. Storage.
Preparation. Future practice.
A photo shows W.M. Barger. Address: French Oil Mill
Machinery, Piqua, Ohio 45356.
4730. Hardwick, C. 1981. Drilled beans? Ask the men
who grow ‘em. They won’t go back to wide rows. Soybean
Digest. March. p. 52-53N.
4731. Product Name: [Soyacreme with Mushrooms].
Foreign Name: Soyacreme Met Paddestoelen, Avec
Champignons, Mit Pilze.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03/664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1981 March.
Ingredients: Well-water, mushrooms*, vegetables*, soya*,
sesame, soya sauce, arrowroot, brown rice*, vegetable
extract, sea-salt, sea vegetables, spices. * = Organically
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988. 3
by 2 inches. Self adhesive. Brown, orange, and black on a
seaside background with sea gull. “Vegetable.” Form filled
out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989. Jan. 11. This product was
introduced in March 1981.

25276. Phone: 304-927-1815.
Date of Introduction: 1981 March.
Ingredients: Okara (soy pulp), whole wheat flour,
nutritional yeast, water, salt, caraway, mustard, sage, onion
powder, garlic powder, cayenne.
Ingredients in 1988: Okara (fiber from cooked organic
soybeans*), organic whole wheat flour**, nutritional yeast,
filtered water, sea salt, caraway, onion powder, garlic
powder, sage, mustard, cayenne. * = Certified by the Ohio
Ecological Food and Farm Association. ** = Certified by
Western Pennsylvania Organic Growers Association.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Two labels. 1981. 3 inch
diameter. Mild is red ink on white. Spicy is red ink on
yellow.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, single sided, brown and green
on beige) sent by Richard Rose from Natural Products Expo
East. 1989. Sept. “Soysage. 100% organic wheat and soy.
Each package contains six patties... Spring Creek is worker
owned.”
Letter from Tenley Weaver of Spring Creek. 1990.
Soysage (Spicy, and Mild) was introduced in March 1981.
The current paperboard box (with a color photo on the
cover) for Mild Soysage is much more recent. It is 16 oz,
refrigerated.
Also enclosed is a leaflet (3 panels each side. Each
panel: 21.6 x 9.5 cm. Orange and dark green on beige.
Undated). Address: Spring Creek Soy Dairy, 136 Main
St., Spencer, West Virginia 25276. Phone: (304) 927-1815.
Contents: Okara (soy pulp). Soysage. How to use it, Serving
suggestions. Recipe for Soysage quiche. “Spring Creek Soy
Dairy is a worker-owned business which has been producing
quality soy products since 1979. In addition to our soysage,
we offer a complete line of tofu and tofu spreads.”

4732. Lam-Sánchez, Alfredo. 1981. Improving the field
production environment for soybeans. J. of the American Oil
Chemists’ Society 58(3):128-30. March. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Seedbed
preparation. Planting. Date of planting. Planting rates.
Liming. Fertilization. Weed control. Pest control (insects).
Other practices.
A photo shows A. Lam-Sánchez. Address: Plant
Sciences Dep., School of Agriculture and Veterinary
Sciences, UNESP 14.870, Jaboticabal, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

4734. Product Name: [Tofu Meatless Meatballs].
Foreign Name: Tofu Pflanzarl.
Manufacturer’s Name: Svadesha Pflanzen-Feinkost.
Manufacturer’s Address: Aeussere Koetzinger Str. 52a,
8492 Fuerth im Wald, West Germany. Phone: 099-73-1066.
Date of Introduction: 1981 March.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Svadesha R.
Urban. 1990. June 13. This product, which resembles
Bolleten, like meatless meat balls, was introduced at Fuerth
am Wald. “Pflanzarl” is a special Bavarian name for this
kind of product. After moving to Munich in about 1983, he
developed a new and improved variety of this product. It is
now his second best-selling product after plain tofu.

4733. Product Name: Soysage [Mild, or Spicy].
Manufacturer’s Name: Spring Creek Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 136 Main St., Spencer, WV

4735. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Ushirogi, Toshizo;
Tanimura, Yoshimitsu; Wada, Tuguo; Kawasaki, Yoshihiro;
Suzuki, Norio; Koyatsu, Hiroyasu; Takei, Reiko; Kikuchi,
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Shiyoko; Tamura, Katsuichi. 1981. Daizu shushi no kansô
shori hôhô to sono hinshitsu ni tsuite. V. Daizu shokuhin e no
kakô tekisei oyobi tôfu, nattô no kôjô seizô shiken [Influence
of dry treatment after harvest on quality of soybean seeds. V.
Qualities for soybean food processing and tests for factory
production qualities for soybean food processing and tests
for factory production of tofu and natto]. Shokuhin Sogo
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food
Research Institute) No. 38. p. 23-32. March. [12 ref. Jap;
eng]
• Summary: Two harvesting methods and 4 drying methods
were tested. Address: 1-2. National Food Research Inst.
(Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabemachi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan; 3-4. Hokkaido
Prefectural Central Agric. Exp. Station, Naganuma,
Hokkaido.
4736. Product Name: Wizard Baldour’s Hot Stuff [Regular,
or Blazing].
Manufacturer’s Name: Elf Works, Ltd. Later, American
Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O., Box 2321, Chapel Hill, NC
27514.
Date of Introduction: 1981 April.
Ingredients: Apple cider vinegar, deep well water, organic
red miso, unfiltered honey, African bird peppers, cayenne
peppers, umeboshi plums, natural herbs & spices, arrowroot
powder, natural seaweed extract, tarragon.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 fluid oz (147 ml), 10 oz, and
32 oz glass bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Per 1 tsp.: Calories 4, carbohydrate 1 gm,
sodium 43 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983.
The Book of Miso. 2nd ed. p. 239. Label. 1983, dated.
5.5 by 2.5 inches. Red, blue, and yellow on bright orange
background. Picture of wizard and “Blazing” dragon. “Hot
Stuff is an all purpose, all natural hot sauce that’s really good
for ya! Hot Stuff adds sure fire magic to your favorite flavor.
Great on chicken, seafood, Mexican food or as a natural
barbeque baste use your imagination. Shake well to wake up
the dragon!” Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette,
CA: Soyfoods Center. Spot in Natural Foods Merchandiser.
1984. Feb. p. 113. Ad (full page, color) in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1984. “It’s Hot Stuff.” July. At the top of this
full-page color ad is a hand pouring a bottle of Hot Stuff.
Hot Stuff comes in two intensities: Regular and Blazing.
Distributed by U.S. Naturals Corp., 84 Galli Drive, Novato,
California 94947.
Interview with John Troy. 1984. Sept. 26.
Note: This is the earliest record seen (March 2012)
concerning the work of John Troy or Elf Works with miso.
Before this, John made (by hand) an all-natural candy
bar named “Wizard Baldour’s Power Pak.” It was very

successful.
4737. Product Name: Firm Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: San Diego Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2965 5th Ave., San Diego, CA
92103. Phone: 714-296-8029.
Date of Introduction: 1981 April.
Ingredients: Organically grown soy beans, filtered water,
natural nigari (derived from sea water).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: San Diego County Clerk.
1980. Dec. 1. Fictitious business name statement approval.
Application by Gary C. Stein for San Diego Soy Dairy of
2965 Fifth Ave., San Diego, CA 92103.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1981. The company is owned by
Gary C. Stein at 2965 Fifth Ave., San Diego, CA 92103.
Phone: 714-296-8029. Label. 1981. 3.5 by 2.25 inches. Blue
on white. “Premium Tofu. Firm Style.” Talk with Gary Stein.
1989. Feb. 17. In about 1977 Gary and two friends (one was
Todd Takeuchi) started apprenticing with Mr. Haruki Koba,
the tofu maker at Oriental Groceries in San Diego. Haruki’s
son was Dwayne Koba. Initially they worked for no pay as
they learned, but after 6-8 months they were paid as they
helped the business to grow. The apprenticeship continued
for about 18 months. Then Gary left and started his own
company from scratch at 2965 5th Ave. in San Diego. He
signed the lease in Dec. 1980. His first product, firm tofu,
was launched on 1 April 1981. He began the Soycrafters
Apprenticeship Program; 3 weeks training for $1,500. To
date only one person (Liz Appel) has gone through it. He
moved the business to El Cajon (1330 Hill St., Suite B),
California 92020 in Nov. 1986.
Talk with Gary Stein. 1989. Oct. 25. He is now
redoing all his labels except the tofu with wilderness scenes
(mountains, streams, etc.) in 4-color process.
Label sent by Gary Stein. 1990. Dark blue and green
(bamboo and bamboo leaves) on white. Printed on film.
4738. Soyanews (Sri Lanka). 1981. Keynote address: Two
soya crops a year. 3(9):7. April.
• Summary: “This is the concluding part of the Keynote
address delivered by the Director of Agriculture, D. C.R.
Panabokke at the International Soyabean Conference last
January,
“Sri Lanka is more fortunate than many tropical
countries because we can produce at least two Soyabean
crops per year. One crop is produced as a rain-fed crop
during the wet Maha season. The other crop is produced by
supplementary irrigation during the dry Yala season.”
4739. Product Name: [Seitan, and Seitan Hash].
Foreign Name: Seitan, Seitan-Hachee.
Manufacturer’s Name: Witte Wonder Products.
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Manufacturer’s Address: Piet Heinstraat 80, 2518 CK,
Den Haag, Netherlands. Phone: 070-464-5225.
Date of Introduction: 1981 April.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Sjon Welters.
1982. April 16. “Witte Wonder is a macrobiotic center
and production plant for tofu in Den Haag (The Hague);
our competitor.” Richard Leviton. 1983. Trip to Europe
with American Soybean Assoc. Oct/Nov. Unpublished
manuscript. p. 24. Nov. 3. Visited Witte Wonder Products,
Piet Heinstraat 80, 2518 CK Den Haag (The Hague). Talked
to Nico van Hagen and wife Loes Witteman, the principal
tofu makers. They make 900-1,200 kg/week of tofu, plus
500 kg/week of seitan. In 1979 they started their foundation
called Stichting Natuurvoeding as a health food shop and in
April 1981 began to make 100 kg/week of tofu, plus seitan.
Soyfoods Center has labels for Seitan, Seitan-Hachee (both
contain soy sauce), and Kikkererwten Pastei made by Witte
Wonder.
4740. Product Name: [Tofu {Vacuum Packed}].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Witte Wonder Products.
Manufacturer’s Address: Piet Heinstraat 80, 2518 CK,
Den Haag, Netherlands. Phone: 070-464-5225.
Date of Introduction: 1981 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Vacuum packed 250 gm retails
for 1.75 guilder (11/83). Also in 3 kg bulk pails.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Sjon Welters.
1982. April 16. “Witte Wonder is a macrobiotic center
and production plant for tofu in Den Haag (The Hague);
our competitor.” Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1982. Soyfoods
Industry: Directory & Databook. p. 3. Niko van Hagen
is contact person. Richard Leviton. 1983. Trip to Europe
with American Soybean Assoc. Oct/Nov. Unpublished
manuscript. p. 24. Nov. 3. Visited Witte Wonder Products,
Piet Heinstraat 80, 2518 CK Den Haag (The Hague). Talked
to Nico van Hagen and wife Loes Witteman, the principal
tofu makers. They make 900-1,200 kg/week of tofu, plus 500
kg/week of seitan. They make tofu dips at another shop and
will soon consolidate the two operations. In 1979 they started
their foundation called Stichting Natuurvoeding as a health
food shop and in April 1981 began to make 100 kg/week of
tofu, plus seitan. “They know of 3 big Chinese tofu shops
in Den Haag but they are not biological [organic], another
3 in Amsterdam. Holland is probably the best market for
tofu in Europe says van Hagen, but Indonesians are already
supplying themselves so the market is closed to Witte
Wonder. Indonesian products cost less, use calcium sulfate,
and regular (non-organic) soybeans.”
Interview with Sjon Welters. 1984. Oct. 25. They now
make 2,000 lb/day of tofu.

4741. Product Name: Legume Tofu Lasagna.
Manufacturer’s Name: Legume, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 150 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ
07044. Phone: (201) 857-9010.
Date of Introduction: 1981 May.
Ingredients: Feb. 1982: Crushed California tomatoes,
organic tofu, water, whole soy and peanut oil, pure vegetable
shortening, whole wheat flour, arrowroot, garlic, onion,
oregano, basil, parsley, salt, pepper. Pasta: Fancy durum
semolina pasta, soy flour, wheat gluten, wheat germ.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 8 oz.: Calories 296, protein 13 gm,
carbohydrates 38 gm, fat 9 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 660
mg.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Whole Foods. 1981.
Sept. p. 56. “What’s 2000 years old and tastes brand new?
Tofu.” States that Legume Tofu Lasagna is now available.
Food Report (Lehmann). 1982. Jan. Article in Soyfoods.
1982. Winter (Feb.), p. 56. Shows original lasagna label
and lists all ingredients. Spot in Vegetarian Times. 1982.
Issue #55. March. p. 59. A photo shows the original box
with the Legume trefoil logo but no food illustration on
cover. “Legume Inc. has announced the addition of Tofu
Lasagna to its line of protein meals and snacks. This nondairy, cholesterol-free meal is made with DeBole’s Jerusalem
Artichoke Flour–a specially created blend of organic tofu
and spices, and an all-natural whole tomato sauce. Also
available are Tofu Ravioli, Tofu Country Pie, Tofu Muffins,
Tofu “No Creme” Pies and Tofu Cakes.
Label. 7 by 9 inches. Color boxes. Now it has color
illustration of lasagna on cover. “A delicious meal by
Legume. 100% natural. No cholesterol. No artificial
preservatives. No sugar.” The ingredients are now: Crushed
tomatoes, organic tofu, whole wheat flour, water, soy and
peanut oil, garlic, onion, oregano, basil, parsley, salt, pepper.
Pasta: Unbleached fancy durum semolina, soy flour, DeBoles
American (Jerusalem) artichoke flour, wheat germ, wheat
gluten. Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA:
Soyfoods Center. Article in Soyfoods. 1982. Winter (Feb.),
p. 56. Shows original label and lists its ingredients. Ad in
Whole Foods. 1982. March. p. 57. “What’s 2000 years old
and tastes brand new? Tofu makes the difference!” Same
ad in Vegetarian Times. 1982. April. p. 27, and Whole Life
Times. 1982. July/Aug. p. 20.
S.L. Jacobs. 1983. The Wall Street Journal. Jan. 24.
“Company finds a niche selling frozen foods made with
tofu.” A large Italian food company [Celentano] went on
to make Legume’s first tofu lasagna in May 1982, and now
produces all its products. Eventually the baked goods were
dropped in favor of the Italian frozen products.
4742. Product Name: Non-Dairy Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Summercorn Foods Inc.
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Manufacturer’s Address: 401 Watson, Fayetteville, AR
72701. Phone: 501-521-9338.
Date of Introduction: 1981 May.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic whole soybeans.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Steve, David and Annee.
1981. Spring. Swallows. Summercorn Soyfoods is now
producing tofu, soymilk, and soysage. Label. 1981. 2
inch diameter. Black on white. “Sugar and salt free. Keep
refrigerated.”
4743. Product Name: Savory Soysage [Mild, or Spicy
Hot].
Manufacturer’s Name: Summercorn Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 401 Watson, Fayetteville, AR
72701. Phone: 501-521-9338.
Date of Introduction: 1981 May.
Ingredients: Okara (water-extracted organic soybeans),
organic whole wheat flour, nutritional yeast, cold pressed
safflower oil, sesame meal, soy sauce, unsulphured molasses,
spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Steve, David and Annee.
1981. Spring. Swallows. Summercorn Soyfoods is now
producing tofu, soymilk, and soysage. Label. 1987. 3.25 x
2.75 inches. Self adhesive. Brown and green on beige. “No
liquid smoke flavorings or preservatives. New high-protein
recipe. Contact us for detailed nutritional information &
menu ideas.” The company is now named Summercorn
Foods.
4744. Product Name: Tempeh Brothers Soyfurters
(Marinated Tempeh Sticks Resembling Square Hot Dogs).
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 137 New Hyde Park Rd.,
Franklin Square, Long Island, NY 11010.
Date of Introduction: 1981 June.
Ingredients: Organic soy tempeh, shoyu, herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982. June 15. 2 by
5 inches. Orange on light grey. Interview with Robert Werz.
1987. Sept. 9. Made by slicing a cake of tempeh lengthwise
into 4 sticks and marinating in a soy sauce, seasoned with
liquid smoke. Introduced 15 June 1981. Discontinued 30
Dec. 1982.
4745. Kueneman, E.A.; Wien, H.C. 1981. Improving
soybean stand establishment in the tropics by varietal
selection for superior seed storability: cooperation of national
programs. IITA Research Briefs 2(2):6 p. June. *
Address: PMB 5320, Oyo Rd., Ibadan, Nigeria.

4746. Singh, R.P.; Singh, L.; Teotia, R.S. 1981. Effect of
symbiotic and nonsymbiotic nitrogen fixing bacteria on
growth and seed composition of soybean. Acta Botanica
Indica 9(1):104-09. June. [26 ref]
• Summary: “Azotobacter chroococcum, Rhizobium
japonicum and their mixed cultures when used as
inoculants influenced growth, biomass, nodulation and seed
composition of soybean.” Separately, each of these bacteria
increased shoot length, fresh and dry weights of roots and
shoots and number of nodules, but agronomically the effect
of R. japonicum was greater in that it increased the protein
content of the soybean seeds.
“A mixed culture of these non-symbiotic and symbiotic
bacteria was more effective on soybean growth and protein
content” of the seeds. Address: Dep. of Botany, Meerut
College, Meerut, Uttar Pradesh, India.
4747. Product Name: Soy & Rice Tempeh (using brown
rice).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 14670 Doolittle Dr., San
Leandro, CA 94577.
Date of Introduction: 1981 June.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, brown rice, water, tempeh
culture (Rhizopus oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz in two plastic bags.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.; Calories 197, protein 18 gm,
carbohydrates 20 gm, fat 5 gm, sodium 23 mg, vitamin B-12
1.5 mcg.
New Product–Documentation: Label. “Foods for Health.”
On back, recipes for Tempeh “Mock Chicken” Salad, and
Tempeh with Spicy Peanut Sauce. “For more information
and delicious recipes see The Book of Tempeh by Shurtleff
& Aoyagi (Harper & Row).” The Mock Chicken Salad was
made with tempeh, tofu mayo (tofu, oil, vinegar, salt, shoyu,
water), onions, celery, parsley, basil, garlic, salt, and bulgur
wheat. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. History of Tempeh. p. 53.
4748. Product Name: Tempehroni (Herb-seasoned Tempeh
in Sausage-Like Rolls).
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: c/o Hope Co-op, 2017 21st Ave.,
Forest Grove, OR 97116.
Date of Introduction: 1981 June.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, apple
cider vinegar, marjoram, basil, oregano, thyme, summer
savory, Rhizopus oligosporus (tempeh starter).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz plastic wrapped cylinder.
Retails for $1.28.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Tibbott. 1982. Soyfoods.
Winter. p. 31. “The soy tempeh with herbs.” Label, undated.
“New! The soy tempeh with herbs.” This label, 5½ by
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3½ inches, is printed red on white. The Turtle Island logo
appears large in the upper left corner. A turtle, upon whose
shell appears the continents of North and South America,
is inside of a circle formed by a vine with soybean leaves.
Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods
Center. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. History of Tempeh. p. 56.
4749. Wien, H.C.; Kueneman, E.A. 1981. Soybean seed
deterioration in the tropics. II. Varietal differences and
techniques for screening. Field Crops Research (Amsterdam)
4(2):123-32. June. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Prevailing high temperatures and high relative
humidities in the lowland humid tropics make the production
of soybean seed of good viability and the maintenance of its
viability during storage, very difficult. Loss of seed viability
and resultant poor stands are major constraints in Ghana,
India, and Indonesia, and are receiving major research
emphasis in the soybean breeding programs of India.”
Fifty soybean lines originating in Southeast Asia or
the USA were planted in 4 successive seasons after periods
of seed storage ranging from 2-9 months under ambient
conditions to identify soybean lines that maintained good
germinability after prolonged storage. Some small-seeded
lines of Southeast Asian origin maintained more than 50%
germinability after 8 months of adverse ambient storage.
Address: IITA, P.M.B. 5320, Ibadan, Nigeria.
4750. Schroder, David; Headley, J.C.; Finley, R.M. 1981.
The contribution of herbicides and other technologies to
soybean production in the Corn Belt region, 1965 to 1979.
University of Missouri, Dep. of Agricultural Economics.
25 p. July. AAEA paper presented at its annual mmetings,
Clemson, South Carolina, 26-29 July 1981. [35 ref]
• Summary: In 1966, about 30% of soybean acres in the
Corn Belt (vs. 27% in the entire USA) were treated with
herbicides. Alachor and Trifluralin were the two major
herbicide compounds used in 1976. A marginal private
benefit/cost return of $2.30 per dollar of herbicide cost
was estimated for additional land treated with herbicides.
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics, Univ. of
Missouri–Columbia.
4751. Product Name: Soysage (Meatless Okara-Based
Sausage) [Hot].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1081 Memorial Dr. S.E., Atlanta,
GA 30317.
Date of Introduction: 1981 July.
Ingredients: Organic soy fiber, organic whole wheat or rye
flour, nutritional yeast, water, unrefined safflower oil, natural
soy sauce, raw honey, and herbs and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (320 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1981. Red on white.

4.5 x 3.18 inches. Leaflet. 1981. July. Soyfoods: Tempeh,
Soysage, & No Cow Soy Drink.
4752. Product Name: Soydairy Tofu (Pasteurized) [Soft
Style, or Firm Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: New England Soy Dairy Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Greenfield, MA 01301.
Date of Introduction: 1981 August.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb packed in water in molded
plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 130, protein 13 gm,
carbohydrate 1 gm, fat 8 gm, sodium 8 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1981. “Put time
on your side with the Soydairy 28 day shelf life advantage.
Announcing Soydairy pasteurized tofu. As of September 15,
1981 all Soydairy tofu will bear a 28 day open date on its
packages.” Leaflet shows details of Label. 1981. “Protein
with no cholesterol. No preservatives. Low sodium. Special
cookbook offer.” Label from Rochester, New York. 1982.
July. “Soft Style. New. Pasteurized for purity.”
4753. Product Name: Soy-Millet Tempeh (Sausage
Shaped).
Manufacturer’s Name: 21st Century Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30A Germania St., Jamaica
Plain, MA 02130.
Date of Introduction: 1981 September.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans (90%), organic millet
(10%), purified water, fresh Rhizopus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz or 16 oz flat, or 8 oz roll.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 21 day shelf life.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 197, protein 23 gm,
carbohydrate 15 gm, fat 5 gm, fiber 3.45%.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Soyfoods. 1982.
Summer. p. 57. The company, which began production in
September 1981, now makes 400 lb/week of Soy-Millet
Tempeh. Label, various sizes. 2 colors each. Reprinted in
Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center. Label.
1987. 6 by 8 inch plastic bag. Red, yellow, black, and white.
“Healthy food for the whole world. Low calories. Low
sodium. No cholesterol. No preservatives. What is Tempeh?
(Lengthy description on back). Dark areas may occur on our
tempeh, which indicate ripeness, and are normal on foods
naturally cultured.”
4754. Product Name: Soy Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: 21st Century Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30A Germania St., Jamaica
Plain, MA 02130.
Date of Introduction: 1981 September.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, purified water, fresh
Rhizopus culture.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz or 16 oz flat, or 8 oz roll.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 21 day shelf life.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 197, protein 23 gm,
carbohydrate 15 gm, fat 5 gm, fiber 3.45%.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Soyfoods. 1982.
Summer. p. 57. The company, which began production in
September 1981, now makes 400 lb/week. Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. July 23. Owner: Lucio
Armellin. Address: 90 Risely Rd., Brookline, Massachusetts
02146. Phone: 617-739-9164.
Letter from Norbert Belanger. 1984. Jan. 16. He sends
frozen samples of the company’s products. Net sales of all
soyfoods products for the month of Oct. 1983 was 4,074 lb
compared with 975 lb for Jan. 1983. The company is still at
30A Germania St. Phone: (617) 522-7595.
Label, various sizes. 2 colors each. Reprinted in
Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center.
Leaflet sent by 21st Century Foods. 1983. “Tempeh with
a Real Difference.” Individual photos show members of
the Homestyle Tempeh family: Soy-Millet Tempeh, Soy
Tempeh, Tempeh Burgers. Soylami, and Tempeh Fiesta. The
company now uses 200 lb/day of soybeans to make all of its
products.
Label. 1987. 6 by 8 inch plastic bag. Red, yellow,
black, and white. “Whole food for a healthy world. Low
calories. Low sodium. No cholesterol. No preservatives.
What is Tempeh? (Lengthy description on back). Dark areas
may occur on our tempeh, which indicate ripeness, and are
normal on foods naturally cultured.”
4755. Boote, K.J. 1981. Response of soybeans in different
maturity groups to March planting in southern USA.
Agronomy Journal 73(5):854-59. Sept/Oct. [15 ref]
• Summary: “With selection of soybean cultivars of
appropriate maturity, March planting with maturation by
late June was feasible at this latitude, thus permitting double
cropping of soybeans after soybeans.” Address: Assoc. Prof.
of Agronomy, Agronomy Dep., Univ. of Florida, Gainesville,
FL 32611.
4756. Product Name: Legume Tofu Ravioli.
Manufacturer’s Name: Legume, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 150 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ
07044. Phone: (201) 857-9010.
Date of Introduction: 1981 September.
Ingredients: Tofu mixture: Tofu, soy oil, garlic, basil,
parsley, pepper, sea salt. For the pasta: High gluten enriched
wheat flour, organic whole wheat pastry flour, organic soy
flour, DeBoles American Jerusalem artichoke flour, wheat
germ, wheat gluten, corn flour.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 24 ravioli per box.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz serving: 250 calories, 11 gm protein,
110 mg sodium, 5 gm fat.

New Product–Documentation: Ad in Whole Foods. 1981.
Sept. p. 56. “What’s 2000 years old and tastes brand new?
Tofu.” States that Legume Tofu Ravioli is now available.
Label. 7 by 9 inches. Color boxes. Reprinted in
Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center.
Article in Soyfoods. 1982. Winter. p. 56. Ad and spot in
Soyfoods. 1983. Winter. p. 2 and 48. Spot in Soyfoods. 1984.
Summer. p. 42. Spot in Soya Newsletter. 1987. March/April.
p. 6.
4757. Parker, M.B., Marchant, W.H.; Mullinix, B.J., Jr. 1981.
Date of planting and row spacing effects on four soybean
cultivars. Agronomy Journal 73(5):759-62. Sept/Oct. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Soil moisture conditions favor April
planting of soybeans... in the southern USA, but reports
have indicated that soybean cultivars were not adapted to
April planting. Data are not available on the response of
newer cultivars to early and late plantings. Also, reports
from the north central USA have indicated that soybeans
yield more when planted in narrow (46 cm or less) than in
wide (92 cm or greater) rows, but there are conflicting data
regarding row width from the southern USA.” Address: 1-2.
Asst. Agronomists; 3. Agricultural Research Statistician. All:
Univ. of Georgia, Coast Plain Agric. Exp. Station, Tifton, GA
31793.
4758. Product Name: Tofu Ravioli.
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1981 September.
Ingredients: Pasta: Organically grown whole wheat flour,
enriched unbleached flour, water, eggs, sea salt. Filling:
Organic tofu (water, organically grown soybeans, nigari
solidifier), ricotta cheese, eggs, Romano cheese, potato flour,
fresh parsley, salt, pepper, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Whole Foods. 1981.
Sept. Label. 1982. 4.75 by 2.25 inches. Self adhesive. Red
and black on white. Soya Bluebook. 1982. p. 78. New Leaf
Tofu Ravioli.
4759. Product Name: Tempeh Burgers (Non-fried: Vacuum
Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 14670 Doolittle Dr., San
Leandro, CA 94577.
Date of Introduction: 1981 September.
Ingredients: Soy tempeh (made with soybeans organically
grown in accordance with section 26569.11 of the California
Health and Safety Code), natural soy sauce, herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz (170 gm). Vacuum packed
in poly pouch.
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How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3 oz.: Calories 190, protein 9 gm,
carbohydrates 6 gm, fat 3 gm, sodium 466 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Undated. Blue
and red on white, with rainbow border. “No oil. Tasty. To
serve: Brown in oiled pan or steam for 5 minutes.” Ads in
Vegetarian Times and East West Journal. 1982. Oct. “All the
Sizzle... None of the Steak.” Also in New Age. 1982. Dec.
Inside back cover; Spot in Soyfoods. 1984. Summer. p. 43.
“America’s first tempeh burgers were developed by Pacific
Tempeh and Soyfoods Unlimited.” Shurtleff & Aoyagi.
1985. History of Tempeh. p. 53. America’s first non-fried
tempeh burger, sold vacuum packaged.
4760. Product Name: Tempeh, and Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Teac Bán Macrobiotic Center–Fad
Saol Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6 Parnell Road, Harold’s Cross
Bridge, Dublin 6, Ireland. Phone: 01-543943.
Date of Introduction: 1981 September.
Ingredients: Tempeh: Organic soybeans, rice, Rhizopus
oligosporus culture.
New Product–Documentation: Letter concerning an
interview with owners and founders Ann Currie and Patrick
Duggan conducted by Anthony Marrese. 1993. March. This
organization was founded in 1985 or 1986. “They say they
were the first in Ireland to make tempeh in any quantity
and to sell it commercially. The name “Fad Saol Foods” is
used for their products; It means “Long Life,” or, for them,
macrobiotics. Their first contact with tempeh was through
the Community Health Foundation in England. They were
given the first tempeh hand grinder that was used by the
Foundation, and they say it was the first organization in
England to make tempeh. Since tofu and tempeh were
generally not available for their needs in macrobiotics and
dietary counseling, they started making these foods. They
supplied most of Dublin with tempeh at that time, and their
fresh tofu was sold at health food shops. There are Chinese
shops that produced their own tofu at that time and still do.
Ann and Patrick use nigari to make their tofu. They also
run tofu-making classes and tofu cookery courses. They
presently sell most of their tofu and tempeh through only one
retail shop. They have little desire to supply more because of
their current focus on courses and teaching. At present they
make about 35 lb/week of tempeh (sold frozen) and 70 lb/
week of tofu. Patrick produces both these soyfoods on his
own. In the future they are open to increasing production
if people from their courses come in to help. Once a week
they serve a meal prepared by their cooking class and
explain the significance of the foods, their preparation,
etc. Approximately 15 people can be served and they are
generally sold out.
In a letter of 12 May 1994 Anthony Marrese also sends a
business card for the Macrobiotic Centre, a tempeh label, an

issue of Teac Ban News (Vol. 7, No. 3, Autumn/Winter 1992;
the Centre offers shiatsu treatment and classes, macrobiotic
consultations, and courses in alternative medicine [10
sessions] and wholefood cookery [8 sessions, including tofu
and tempeh]), and 2 pages of tofu recipes (from The Magic
of Tofu and The Book of Tofu).
Tempeh Label. 4 by 6.75 inches. Blue on beige. Printed
on both sides–with 6 recipes or recipe suggestions on
the back. “Gluten free. No cholesterol. High protein. No
preservatives.”
Form filled out by Patrick Duggan and Ann Currie.
2001. May 29. Their food company is named Fad Saol
Foods. They started making tempeh in Sept. 1981. They also
send their tempeh label, a one-panel tempeh leaflet, and a
6-panel brochure describing “Teac Ban: The home of healthy
living, macrobiotic cooking, feng shui, and shiatsu.”
Note: These are the earliest known commercial soy
products made in Ireland.
4761. Product Name: Yo Soy [Plain, or Honey-Vanilla].
Later renamed Yo Soy!
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 31 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1981 September.
Ingredients: Honey-Vanilla: Filtered water, organic soybean
grown in accordance with Sec. 2659.11 of the Cal. health and
safety code, honey, vanilla extract, and a trace of sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Pint or quart plastic bottle.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: 1988 Aug. 15–Bill
Shurtleff saw this new brand of soymilk at Living Foods,
University Ave., Berkeley.
Label for Plain flavor sent by Claire and Jim Wickens
of Lafayette. 1993. Sept. 1.75 by 3.75 inches. Self adhesive.
Blue and green on white.
Talk with and Label sent by Bill Bramblett, part owner
of Wildwood Natural Foods. 1998. Aug. 8. Yo Soy! is a
palindrome. He thinks this product was introduced in about
the fall of 1981 at Fairfax. It replaced an identical product
that had formerly been called “Soymilk.”
4762. Storup, Bernard; Ruel, Françoise. 1981. Re: Studying
tofu in America and starting work with tofu in France. Letter
to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Oct. 31. 6 p. Typed,
with signature. [2 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Bernard and Françoise enjoyed the 8 months
they spent studying soyfoods in the USA, and have now been
back in France for nearly 10 weeks. “During the time we
were in the U.S., we had a rather good survey of the small
and medium scale tofu industry, and I think we learned a lot
from all the people we met, and very often what not to do.
“I have been really surprised by the quality of the
welcome we had all along our way, as well as the spirit
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prevailing among most of the people involved with soyfoods
(we did not visit the big factories). This too has been a good
lesson. Another small surprise has been the general lack of
technical experience of most of the people working with
tofu... They could learn a great deal from the dairy industry–
chiefly the small and medium scale cheese-making industry–
by using the techniques and the equipment (very often not
expensive) employed when curding, putting in pressing
boxes by gravity, pressing, etc.”
Concerning Li Yu-ying, “we went with Jean de Preneuf
to the location of ‘La Société Française pour l’exploitation
du soja et de ses dérivés,’ located at 48 Rue Denis Papin, Les
Vallées, Colombes (west of Paris). The buildings had been
pulled down about 20 years ago, but were used for other
manufacture since at least the beginning of the thirties. We
met an old man who has always lived in the neighborhood
and remembers that ‘some Chinese people were making
cakes there before the first world war.’ So, it is certain that
this address was the one of Li’s plant in 1912. We have been
to the town hall of Colombes, but nobody was able to help
us. We have to come back there at the end of November...
“Since our return to France, we had have, with Jean de
Preneuf, a lot of contacts with different people to introduce,
at least, the idea of soyfoods. We met people of the medical
corps, all having an important role in scientific research
(Dr. Sautier, INSERM, Hôpital Bichat, Paris; Dr. Mirouse,
Dean of the Faculty of Medicine in Montpellier–the most
important in France) working on plant proteins for years
(as Dr. Cheftel, Universite de Montpellier, who has been
to Japan several times and has worked on soymilk with
experimental equipment made by Alfa-Laval) and people
from INRA (Institut National de la Recherche Scientifique).
All these people knew or at least had heard about tofu, and
are ready to help us in their own field (analysis or sometimes
technical assistance).
“We also met people from large industry (researchers for
Nestlé, and an executive of Prolait) to ask if they had worked
on soy products other than T.V.P. and soymilk formulas for
infants. They all knew tofu and other soyfoods very well
but said that ‘the market in Europe is not ready yet for this.’
Finally, we met organic soybean producers (and non-organic
too); we wanted to know more about the future policy of the
Economic European Community on soybeans...
“Actually, 9000 hectares of soya (22,500 acres) are
cultivated in France, mostly in the south of France. Soya
represents in value the second largest (after oil) national
import for the French budget.
“In France, we can find tofu only in very few places,
most of the time at a prohibitive price, between $4 and $7 a
kilo. Vietnamese shops in all big cities have tofu, but their
tofu is rather special with a sandy texture and a strong (sour)
taste. We found only one (bad) tempeh producer in Paris. For
these reasons, we have thought more and more that it would
be a good thing to open a tofu shop and to work at the same

time on the informational level. We are now working on a
small recipe book (adapted to the French habits) as well as
on a technical flyer, a pamphlet and other things...
“We are thinking of starting a Soyfoods Center in France
but we will tell you about this in the future as soon as we
have found a new place to settle (it should be near Paris). We
have already made an application.
“Jean de Preneuf contacted different (good) publishers,
and one said The Book of Tofu has been found to be very
interesting by a committee of readers. We are now waiting
for a definitive answer from this publisher (Editions Denoel,
one of the best in France, by quality and volume).”
Accompanying the letter are photocopies of books by Li
Yu-ying and Grandvoinnet (1912) and Rouest (1921) which
Shurtleff had been unable to find in America. Key portions
were highlighted in yellow and translated into English.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2015)
concerning Société Soy or its founders, Bernard and
Françoise Storup. The company’s first soy product was
launched in June 1982. Address: 48 Rue Bouffard, 33000
Bordeaux, France.
4763. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ashland Soy Works.
Manufacturer’s Address: 280 Helman St., Ashland, OR
97520. Phone: 503-482-1865.
Date of Introduction: 1981 October.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, natural
magnesium chloride or nigari (a derivative of seawater).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: What is Tofu? 1981.
Label. 1981. 6 by 4 inches. Red and green on clear film.
“No artificial additives or preservatives of any kind. To
keep fresh, rinse and change water daily.” Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Dec. 8. Owner: James
Muhs. Talk with Diana Muhs. 1988. Feb. 10. The company
started making soyfoods in October 1981. Their first product
was tofu, followed by soymilk about a year later.
4764. Beaver, J.S.; Johnson, R.R. 1981. Response of
determinate and indeterminate soybeans to varying cultural
practices in the northern USA. Agronomy Journal 73(5):83338. Sept/Oct. [23 ref]
• Summary: Determinate soybean varieties have recently
been adapted to northern U.S. growing conditions. Examples
of determinate cultivars are Gnome and Elf. Examples of
indeterminate cultivars are Beeson and Williams. The date of
planting contributed most to the variation in seed yield.
Elf was able to “perform well over plant densities
at harvest ranging from 279,000 to 494,000 plants/ha. A
seeding rate of 400,000 to 500,000 seeds/ha for determinate
cultivars appears sufficient to maximize seed yield, reduce
potential harvest losses due to low basal pod height,
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and insure adequate and uniform stands in unfavorable
seedbeds.” Address: 1. Research associate (currently, asst.
prof., Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Puerto Rico. Mayaquez,
Puerto Rico 00708), Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana, IL 61801.
4765. Product Name: Soymilk [Honey-Vanilla, Plain, or
Carob].
Manufacturer’s Name: San Diego Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2965 5th Ave., San Diego, CA
92103.
Date of Introduction: 1981 October.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, filtered water,
honey and vanilla or unsulphured molasses and vanilla.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 fluid oz plastic bottle.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1981. 1.75 by 2.75.
Self adhesive. Honey-Vanilla: Blue on white. Plain: Red on
tan. Talk with Gary Stein. 1989. Feb. 17. He recalls that these
products were introduced in about Oct. 1981. Product with
Label purchased at Open Sesame in Lafayette. 1991. Feb.
16. 2 by 4.12 inches. Black, red, and grey on beige. Color
illustration of a stream flowing down from snow-capped
mountains, through a forest, into a meadow with flowers.
“100% non-dairy” 1 pint plastic bottle. Plain and vanilla
flavors. San Diego Soy Dairy, San Diego, California 92103.
4766. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1981. Re: History of soybeans in
North Carolina. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, Nov. 2. 4 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “In my early years working with soybeans in
North Carolina, I traveled with Mr. W.J. Morse on several
occasions and he gave me some of the early history of
soybeans. One of the men that he mentioned as having an
active interest in soybeans in North Carolina was Mr. Fred
P. Latham of Belhaven, North Carolina. I wonder if you
have the proceedings of the American Soybean Association
Volume 1 covering the years 1925-1925. Mr. Latham
was active in the early years of the American Soybean
Association. In a report he made in 1924, he indicated that
he had been growing soybeans for 16 years. He credited W.J.
Morse with activating his interest in soybeans. I believe that
it was in the fall of 1950, the last years before Mr. Morse
retired, we visited Mr. Latham on his farm in eastern North
Carolina. He also had retired from active farming. They
enjoyed their visit discussing some of the early years with
soybeans. I believe members of the Latham family are still
farming and growing soybeans in eastern North Carolina.
“C.B. Williams was head of the Agronomy Department
at North Carolina State for many years. He had retired at the
time I began my work in 1943, but I did have an opportunity
to visit with him. He also had worked closely with Mr.
Morse in getting soybeans established in North Carolina.
Mr. Williams recognized the importance of nodulation on

soybeans for successful production and developed a system
of collecting soil from fields that had grown well-nodulated
soybeans to distribute to areas where soybeans were to be
planted the first time.
“As to why soybeans became established in North
Carolina more successfully than other areas is a matter
of several assumptions. I have assumed that some of the
early ships bringing material from Japan had used soybean
material for ballast in their ships, and in docking at ports
such as Norfolk, Virginia or Elizabeth City, North Carolina
had thrown out some of the soybeans that were in excess,
and types such as Mammoth Yellow were at a maturity that
they were well adapted for northeastern North Carolina
and fit into their agricultural practices. I could furnish you
a picture of some of the early harvesters should you desire
this. As to other pioneers in the field, I do not have any other
names to suggest.
“Fertility studies were conducted with soybeans in
North Carolina in the late 1920’s. Dr. S.G. Lehman, who I
have discussed somewhat in the plant pathology work, was
a pioneer in the identification and describing of the diseases
of soybeans. It seems that in introducing soybeans from
the Orient, they introduced most of the diseases attacking
the crop in China and Japan. Although soybeans were a
relatively unimportant crop in the state, Dr. Lehman and
some of his co-workers described many of the diseases that
we now recognize as important problems in the production
of soybeans. He gave me considerable assistance in learning
to identify diseases and recognizing the type of injury which
they caused.
“There was no active breeding program concerning
soybeans in the area until I began my work in 1943. The
varieties Mammoth Yellow, Tokyo, Haberlandt, and Woods
Yellow were major varieties. I am assuming that Mammoth
Yellow was distributed as coming from ballast material
on ships. Tokyo was introduced from Japan in the early
1900’s, and Haberlandt was from Korea. I assume that Mr.
Morse distributed seed of these to people like Mr. Latham.
Woods Yellow was selected as a somewhat later maturing
type out of the Mammoth Yellow variety. Later such black
seeded types as Laredo and Otootan were introduced for hay
production. It was the enthusiasm of people like W.J. Morse,
C.B. Williams, and Fred Latham, who, in their contacts with
farmers, suggested to them that they might try this crop.
There was little attention from extension agronomists or
research projects to stimulate the interest in the crop.
“In 1979 the Soybean Processors Association in their
annual meeting recognized the 50 years of existence as an
organization. The Soybean Crop Advisory Committee in
their meeting recognized some of the achievements and
activities over the period. I am enclosing a copy of the report
which was prepared from this meeting.
“I assume that you have read my chapter on varietal
development, but I am enclosing a reprint. I am returning the
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copies you sent with some modifications and additions.
“I would not classify Mr. W.J. Morse as a soybean
breeder, but rather as an agriculturist. He began working for
the Department of Agriculture in 1907. Research was at a
different level from what it is now. His job was to become
familiar with the crop and see where it might fit into the
U.S. Agricultural system. In the early years, the crop was
considered as a forage crop and also a crop that might be
grown and turned under for soil improvement. But I believe
it was in the mid-1920’s that Piper and Morse stated that the
future of soybeans was not as a forage crop, but as a seed
crop for producing protein and oil. Since this was a crop in
which very few were interested, the early introductions from
Asia were grown and looked at and if they did not appear
to fit an immediate purpose there was no need or really no
system to retain them. You may have mentioned it, but I
might repeat that it was not until 1941 that as many acres
of soybeans in the U.S. were harvested for seed as were
grown for forage. With regard to introductions, we received
a large number from Japan after World War II when the U.S.
Army of Occupation took over. I believe that essentially all
soybean introductions received into the U.S. since 1948 are
in our collection and many of their characteristics described
and many have been utilized in the breeding program.
“From a machinery standpoint, the development of
the combine harvester was a very important aspect in the
development of soybean production. The grain binder and
stationary thresher was used for small grains and was not
as satisfactory for harvesting soybeans. The early beaters
developed for harvesting in North Carolina were rather
unsatisfactory. This was pulled through the field by a pair of
mules and the beaters hit the soybean plants and a portion of
the beans went into the box behind the beaters and many of
the beans flew into the air in all directions. These beaters, to
be moderately successful, required varieties that shattered
rather readily. Thus, the beans had to be harvested at a very
short time after they were ready to be harvested. If they
were not harvested at this time, then seed would be lost to
shattering. The Asiatic farmer usually grew only a very small
area with soybeans. He cut these by hand and tramped them
out. This system was certainly not satisfactory for American
agriculture.
“In South Carolina Mr. John Wannamaker became
interested in soybean production in the early 1930’s. I visited
his farm in 1943. He was growing some material that traced
to introductions from Nanking, China that were distributed
by W.J. Morse. Mr. Wannamaker was very enthusiastic about
soybeans and made selections from the original seed lots that
he received and distributed them to farmers in his area. His
activities and enthusiasm helped get soybeans started in the
coastal plains area of South Carolina.
“W.J. Morse seemed to have an ability to hear of
anyone that was interested somewhat in soybeans. Professor
Tracy had retired as director of the Mississippi Agricultural

Experiment Station and had a home on the Mississippi Gulf
Coast. Mr. Morse regularly sent him new introductions
that were received from parts of Asia that he thought might
be suitable for that latitude. One of the introductions that
Professor Tracy thought well suited for the area, he gave
the name Biloxi. For many years the variety Biloxi was
widely grown for interplanting with corn in the southeast,
and then grazed after corn was harvested by turning hogs or
cattle into the fields. One of the major interests with regard
to the variety Biloxi is that this variety was used by Garner
and Allard in their studies in describing photoperiodism in
plants. Plant physiologists all over the world still request
seed of Biloxi from us when they are conducting photoperiod
experiments.
“I trust these comments will be of help to you. Should
you have further questions which you think I might be able
to give you assistance, feel free to contact me at any time.
“Sincerely,...” Address: Research Agronomist,
Soybean Production Research, Delta Station, P.O. Box 196,
Stoneville, Mississippi 38776.
4767. Gevaert, Pierre. 1981. Re: Pioneering production of
miso and soy sauce in Europe. Letter to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, Nov. 19–in reply to inquiry. 1 p.
• Summary: Lima Foods first began commercial production
of miso and soy sauce in 1959. They stopped in 1966 and
began again in early 1981 (3-1-81) at Lima Andiran in
France. They also plan to make shoyu there in early 1982.
They were the first company in Europe that they know of
to make these two products. They now make 1,200 kg/
month of barley miso and 800 liters/month of shoyu. All
ingredients are organically grown. Address: Lima Foods,
Edgar Gevaertdreef 10, Sint-Martens-Latem 9830, Belgium.
Phone: 09-52-4176.
4768. Stele, Franc. 1981. Soja si pocasi utira pot na
slovenske njive: skromni praporscak zelene revolucije
[Soya slowly makes its way to Slovene fields: The Green
Revolution’s modest banner]. Nedeljski Dnevnik (Sunday
Journal). Dec. 6. p. 8. [Slv]
• Summary: Soya is one of many crops that can help us to
improve the currently unfavorable food production energy
bill.
Text box one: [intro to article, no heading]
Down on the outskirts of the Zadlog plains (Zadloska
planjava), a stone’s throw from a homestead which leans
against a wooded hillside, a strange plant is growing in the
fields this summer. Beautiful green leaves, and bushy stalks
with pods. Not a bean (fizol), nor pea, nor broad bean (bob)...
[Beginning of main article]
In Zadlog, by Crni Vrh, Idrija, 39 year-old farmer
Zdravko was glad to explain, along with his wife Metoda,
what sort of plant this was. He first acquired the seed three
years ago, from a specialist at the Biotechnical Faculty in
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Ljubljana, where they deal with the plant which is, by our
standards, interesting and new. There are other test plots
elsewhere across Slovenia. The plant in question is soya
(Glycine max L. Merr.), of the Papilionaceae family, a name
which is not likely to mean anything to most people, but
which may be recognizable to stock farmers, from the labels
on bags of protein animal feed, which also contain soya meal
(sojina moka). Some will also almost certainly remember it
from the post-war days of UNRRA relief.
Portrait photos show Andrej Lukan and Franc Rupnik.
“This really is an excellent plant,” says Zdravko Likar.
“It grows fantastically well and is even successful in our
atmospheric conditions, which are not exactly ideal, and at
this considerable height above sea level. One bean produced
over 75 more, and the highest yield was some 95 beans. It
tolerates frost, and is not bothered by rust fungus [uromyces
appendiculatus] or black bean aphids [aphis fabae]. It also
makes an excellent meal. We prepare it with eggs, as we
would with brains, and also as a sauce, in minestrone, for
stuffed cabbage leaves and peppers, and also as an addition
to other dishes; bread made from a mix of wheat and soya
is excellent.” Yet for stuffed cabbage leaves or peppers, as
well as rice, we also need meat! And here is the thing: soya is
incredibly rich in proteins (36-40% and up to 20% oil), and
has more of them than any other plant. Which is why we can
replace meat with soya, or rather with soya proteins (sojina
beljakovina). What is more, these proteins are of a very high
quality: they contain all the necessary amino acids that the
human organism needs, which is why there is no difference
between soya protein and animal-based protein.
A Farm that Knows What it’s Doing: here is, however,
a substantial difference in the cost of extracting different
types of protein. Meat-based proteins are considerably
more expensive than those derived from soya. According to
international figures, the same quantity of soya can produce
up to twenty times more digestible protein than an animal
nourished with feed produced on the same quantity of land.
And of course, soya is excellent nutrition for livestock, both
as a grain, or as a green crop or silage. It is therefore no
surprise that Zdravko Likar assures:
“A seed sowing machine has now already been
purchased in Ljubljana and so I’ll most likely begin to grow
soya on a larger plot, on around a hectare of land.”
Likar knows what he is doing by now. On the estate
which has existed since the second division of land in 1872
(a beam inside the house is even inscribed with the year
1815), there is twenty-four head of livestock, of which 17 are
cows. 150 to 200 litres [of milk] are produced daily. Yet such
productivity does not come without substantial feed. And
Zdravko has known for some time that protein feeds are very
expensive, and which is why soybean silage (sojina silaza)
has come at just the right time.
The soybean seeds (seme soje) which Zdravko Litkar
and other farms in Slovenia are (experimentally) sowing

are the fruit of specially selected crops that grew to a
large average seed thickness, and so they are estimating
around 30 hundredweight [one metric hundredweight =
100 kg] of produce per hectare. Its production is not just
important in maintaining both humans and livestock, but also
agrotechnology. The well-developed and deep root system
of the soya plant impacts upon, and improves, the structure
of the soil. Thanks to the symbiosis between the roots and
specific bacteria, both the roots and the earth are enriched
with nitrogen. For this reason, soya is an important plant for
the fertilization of other crops, particularly cereal grains. It is
also relatively self-sufficient and can be sowed successively
for many years on the same land. This could be of particular
value at times when, in exceptional circumstances, there may
not be capacity to work all areas of land. Because of this, and
because of its frugality and range of uses, soya must surely
earn its place in our preparations with regard to the total
national defense concept.
A Specialist Sowing Program: For the meantime, soya is
of course only finding its way. Just as in the fields of France
Rupnik from Hotedrsica. Rupnik is also a cattle farmer for
the main part; he produced 16,000 litres of milk last year.
“Two years ago, Andrej Lukman came to visit and
said that a specialist from Ljubljana had contacted him and
offered some soybean seeds, for us to try sowing. And so,
following a specialist program, we ploughed, fertilized and
sowed the land. The first time we sowed just a kilogram
of seeds. The results were good. This year we sowed
more seeds. There were a few issues with the seed-sowing
machine, which initially sowed the seeds too densely, and
a section of crop was too dense and withered away. But, in
spite of that, we produced more than twenty hundredweight
on that portion of land per hectare, and almost thirty
hundredweight where seeds were sown with greater spacing.
Andrej Lukan from Hotedrsica (whose farm produced
20,000 litres of milk last year) has also been working
with soya for two years. This year he has sowed soya on
approximately ten ares [1 are = 100 square meters]. “The
harvest is more substantial in comparison to beans, and it’s
resistant to frost,” says Lukan, while his wife adds: “we eat it
just warm, as a bean, but we’ve also tried it sweet. There’s a
booklet about soya due out, and we’ll be able to try out some
other dishes.”
How to Feed a Million Hungry Mouths? Worldwide and
domestic results have, up to now, shown beyond doubt that
soya deserves a more prestigious role in the general fight for
food. Which is to say, that the potential yield of nutritional
material per hectare of increasingly costly land has been a
significant issue for some time. Experts say that we are in
effect consuming oil, as current food production methods
and efficacy levels (particularly with cattle) are using a lot
of energy per hectare, in some places as much as 500 litres
of oil and more. Such waste at a time of a global energy
crisis undoubtedly demands new endeavors, directions and
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means of economizing. And soya is one such crop which can
help us reduce our energy expenditure, which is less than
favourable at present.
The world is trying to avoid food shortages with the
so-called Green Revolution, an incentive for increased food
production. Animal proteins are expensive nutrition and
will be increasingly hard to come by in this form. In coming
years we can expect to need new protein sources and that
soya proteins in particular will be critical for our economy
and in providing food for people and animals [end of main
body of article].
As such, soya offers itself as a small and humble, yet
courageous, sustainable and important ensign of the green
revolution: it is one which, here in Slovenia too, could
enable us to make the most of the land, keep production
costs down and limit our dependence on food imports as
much as possible. Plans like this, and similar, help to reduce
the gulf between the developed and non-developed [worlds]
and are signposts as to how to feed the millions and millions
of hungry mouths who are lacking, above all, high protein
foods.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2020)
concerning sustainable agriculture in connection with
soybean production. (Continued). Address: Slovenia.
4769. Asgrow Seed Co. 1981. Asgrow soybean management
system. Northern edition 1982 (Ad). Soybean Digest. Dec.
20-page color insert, starting after p. 36e.
• Summary: Asgrow advocates ten steps for obtaining high
soybean yields: 1. Select superior varieties. 2. Purchase high
quality seed. 3. Match row widths to plant populations. 4.
Plant at proper depth and date. 5. Control weeds. 6. Supply
soil nutrients–Rhizobium bacteria. 7. Reduce harvest losses.
Address: Building 190, Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001.
4770. Fisher, G.A. 1981. The economics of soybean
production in Ontario, 1980. Toronto, Ontario, Canada:
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food. 40 p. Dec. Series:
Economics Information. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Background of the
study: Purpose, approach. An overview of the soybean
industry: Uses of soybeans, production in Ontario, trends in
production costs, marketing. Soybean production practices:
Recommended practices in Ontario, practices used by
growers in this study. Costs, yields, and returns: Production
costs, yields, returns. Comparative production advantage of
soybean and other cash grain crops. Marketing options for
Ontario growers. Appendix. 18 tables. 6 appendix tables.
2 figures. Address: Economics Branch, Ontario Ministry
of Agriculture and Food, Legislative Buildings, Toronto,
Ontario M7A 1B6.
4771. Raymer, P.L.; Ross, G.L.; Kelley, K.A.; et al. 1981.
Performance of commercial soybeans in Illinois. Illinois

College of Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Circular No.
1198. 42 p. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Test program. Performance data.
Suggestions for comparing entries. 1981 test fields and
growing conditions. Sources of seed. Emergence scores.
Results of variety tests in 10 areas. Address: 1. Asst.
Agronomist; 2. Assoc. Agronomist. All: Cooperative
Extension Service, College of Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL.
4772. Scolari, Dante D.G. 1981. Custos e rentabilidade na
produçao de soja nos cerrados do Brasil [Costs and benefits
of soybean production in the “cerrado” of Brazil]. Pesquisa
Agropecuaria Brasileira, Serie Agronomia 16(6):757-62.
Nov/Dec. [8 ref. Por; eng]
• Summary: Soybean production in the “cerrado” soils
of central Brazil may be highly profitable, yielding high
benefit:cost ratios, even if we consider a high interest rate on
the initial investments. Address: Brazil.
4773. Shanmugasundaram, S.; Yen, Chun-Ruey. 1981.
Soybeans for the tropics from AVRDC. Madras Agricultural
Journal 68(11-12):40-47. Nov/Dec.
• Summary: Presented at the SABRAO 4th International
Congress, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, May 4-8, 1981.
Contents: Introduction. AVRDC’s goals in developing
tropical soybeans. Germplasm collection. Screening for
photoperiod and temperature response. Screening for
resistance to diseases. Screening for resistance to insect
pests. Yield potential of soybean in the tropics. Hybridization
and selection. New programmes. Worldwide cooperation.
Transferring improved technology. Concluding remarks.
“Concluding Remarks: The true potential of soybeans
in the tropics is yet to be exploited. The development
of new, early-maturing, high-yielding, disease-resistant,
widely-adapted soybean selections from AVRDC and the
accomplishments of properly trained national program
scientists should bring about a ‘protein revolution’ in the
tropics. To achieve this, concerted efforts should be made by
countries in the tropics to cooperate intensively with AVRDC
and utilize to the full both the germplasm bank and the
breeder’s stock to develop and release new cultivars which
will revolutionize soybean production in the tropics.”
Tables: (1) Soybean varieties identified as moderately
resistant to soybean rust, and their characteristics. (2)
Soybean varieties immune to soybean mosaic virus.
(3) Soybean varieties which are susceptible to soybean
mosaic virus but without symptoms (W. Lim, personal
communication). (4) Wild soybean, (G. Soja Sieb and Zucc.)
accessions least affected by beanflies (Melanagromyza sojae
and Ophiomyia centrocematis) at AVRDC. (5) Soybean
varieties less affected by pod borer, Etiella zinkenella, at
AVRDC. (6) Cultivars with high yield potential in the
tropics. (7) AVRDC selections which have yield potentials of
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4 t/ha or more in about 100 days.
AVRDC’s six main goals are: 1. Assemble, screen,
maintain and distribute germplasm. 2. Develop earlymaturing, high-yielding selections with good seed quality.
3. Incorporate photoperiod and temperature insensitivity for
wide adaptability. 4. Identify resistance to major diseases
and insect pests and develop genetically resistant selections.
5. Select appropriate plant types for intercropping systems.
6. Evolve suitable vegetable types for direct consumption.
Address: AVRDC, Shanhua, Taiwan.
4774. Product Name: Tempeh (Soy & Okara), Tofu,
Soysage, Egg-less Salad, Flavored Soymilk (Carob & Honey,
or Maple).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Beings.
Manufacturer’s Address: 13-C Railroad Square,
Waterville, ME 04901. Phone: 207-872-8790.
Date of Introduction: 1981 December.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Dec. 8. Owner: Richard
Tory. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1982. Soyfoods Industry:
Directory & Databook. p. 1. Form filled out by Richard Tory.
ca. 1982. This is a 5-person collective. “We have a small,
light catering business and wholesale sandwich business
selling locally to natural food stores, etc. Potato salad, tofu
dips, tempeh sandwiches, whole wheat tofu pizza, and
natural pastries.” The tofu contains nigari and organically
grown soybeans. Soysage is made with nutritional yeast,
safflower oil, honey and spices in an okara base. Egg-less
salad made with tofu and eggless mayonnaise.
4775. Product Name: Soylami (Ready-to-Eat SausageShaped Meatless Salami Made from Tempeh; Vacuum
Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: 21st Century Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, whole wheat, sesame seeds,
corn oil, tamari, herbs, spices, tempeh starter, vinegar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz cylinder, vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels (two), undated.
“Pre-cooked. Ready to Eat Snack or Hors D’Oeuvre.” Spot
in Soyfoods. 1983. Summer. p. 52. “One Soylami on Rye,
Please.” Ready to eat. Label. 1987. 3.5 by 6 inches. Red and
white on yellow-orange. “Made from Homestyle Tempeh.
Ready to Eat Snack or Hors D’Oeuvre. Serving Suggestion:
Cut into thin slices. Serve warm or cold. Combine with
mustard or sauerkraut if desired.” Talk with Rudy Canale.
1988. Sept. 13. One of their earliest products, launched in
1981, this is still a popular item.
4776. Bakos, Zs.; Bodis, L. 1981. Szoja [The soybean].
[Hun]*

4777. Bangladesh Coordinated Soybean Research Project.
1981. Special report of BCSRP’s research and development
activities, 1975-1981. *
4778. Barriga S., Celio. 1981. Resultados de la Investigación
en el cultivo de la soya en el Noroeste de México [Results
of the investigation on cultivation of soybeans in northwest
Mexico]. In: 1981. Resúmenes de las Ponencias del
Simposio Nacional de la Investigación Agrícola. INIA,
Mexico. See p. 24-25. [Spa]*
4779. Chiba, H.; Sasaki, R.; Yoshikawa, M.; Ikura, K.
1981. [Storage of soybean under high temperature and low
humidity]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of Food
and Nutrition) 34(3):201-09. [Jap]*
4780. Chiu, F.S. 1981. [Crop pattern improvement on paddy
field for dryland food crops]. Annual Report, Dryland Food
Crops Improv. 23:326-30. [Chi; eng]*
4781. Product Name: Bible Burger. Tempeh Vegetarian
Treat.
Manufacturer’s Name: Garden of Eatin’ (Formulator and
Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 5300 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90029.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Soy tempeh (organically grown soybeans,
water, and tempeh culture), soy sauce, herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz (170 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s catalog.
1981, dated. Label. 1982, dated. “Steamed, not fried! No oil!
No fat! No cholesterol! Tempeh at its best!”
4782. Goss, Barry Andrew; Giles, David E.A. 1981.
Comparative modelling of price determination and storage in
United States and Australian commodity markets: soybeans
and wool. Working Paper, Dept. of Econometrics and
Operations Research, Monash Univ. No. 6/81. 37 p. Also
published as Dept. of Economics Seminar Papers No. 8/81.
[10+ ref]*
Address: Clayton, VIC, Australia.
4783. Hernandez, S. 1981. Essais de désherbage chimique
sur le soja au Sénégal [Trials of chemical defoliation on
soybeans in Senegal]. In: Conférence de la Société ouestafricaine de malherbologie (SOAM-WAWSS). Held 3-5 Aug
1981 in Liberia. [Fre]*
• Summary: This 9-page paper was presented at the
Conference of the Society of West African Weed Scientists.
Address: ISRA (l’Institut Sénégalais de Recherches
Agricoles).
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4784. Hsieh, S.Y. 1981. [Demonstrations on the rotation
system for upland crops in paddy fields in the Chia-nan
area]. Annual Report, Dryland Food Crops Improv. 23:34043. [Chi; eng]*
4785. Product Name: Java Murni Tempeh Schnitzstick
(Seasoned and Breaded Fried Tempeh).
Manufacturer’s Name: Indocon. Div. of Indofoods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Carlsbad, California.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, organic unhulled [dehulled]
sesame seeds, onions, soy sauce, garlic, vinegar, Rhizopus
oligosporus, water, wheat flour, corn flake crumbs, soy oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Calories 72, protein 9 gm, carbohydrates 4.6 gm,
fat 3.2 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1981, undated.
Black on white.
4786. Product Name: Java Murni Tempeh Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Indocon. Div. of Indofoods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Carlsbad, California.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, organic unhulled [dehulled]
sesame seed, garlic, vinegar, onions, salt, Rhizopus
oligosporus, safflower oil margarine, water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: The tempeh part: Calories 102, protein 12.3 gm,
carbohydrates 6.4 gm, fat 4.5 gm, calcium 92 mg, iron 3.2
mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1981, undated.
Black on white.
4787. Product Name: Java Murni Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Java Murni.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4509 Adams Ave., Carlsbad, CA
92008. Phone: 714-434-4131.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Dehulled and cracked organic soybeans, water,
vinegar, Rhizopus oligosporus.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Calories 179, protein 17 gm,
carbohydrates 12 gm, fat 7 gm, calcium 103 mg, iron 3.7 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22. By July 1982
the owners are Max S.T. Tan and Bob I.K. Sih. Label.
1981, undated. Black on white. “Made with loving care and
knowledge for Java Murni Ricetable Ingredients. Try tempeh
at Java Murni Restaurant, 4509 Adams Street, Carlsbad.”
Recipes.

4788. Lassitar, G.C. 1981. Cropping enterprises in eastern
Upper Volta. Michigan State University, Working Paper No.
35. (East Lansing, Michigan). *
• Summary: In Upper Volta (Burkina Fasso), a survey of 480
farm households from 27 villages in 4 zones in the 1970s
indicated that soybean yields ranged from 42 to 483 kg/
ha. Returns from soybean production were similar to those
from sorghum or millet. Farmers who supplied soybeans to a
manufacturer of a soy product earned reasonable profits, but
the market was limited.
4789. Product Name: [Seitan, and Seitan Goulash].
Foreign Name: Seitan, Seitan Goulash.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lima Foods (MarketerDistributor). Made in Belgium by Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Edgar Gevaertdreef 10, B-9830
Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: 11/91. Water, wheat*, soya*, tamari
(soyasauce), kombu (seaweed), herbs. * = Organically
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm (10.5 oz) glass jar.
Retails for $7.65 (11/91, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: 15.7% vegetable protein.
New Product–Documentation: Lima N.V. 1981. Oct. Lima
Natural Foods Pricelist. Vegetable protein products: Seitan
(vegetable protein concentrate, 150 gm jar), Seitan goulash
(seitan with vegetables).
Product with Label purchased from Berkeley Natural
Grocery Co., California. 1991. Nov. 24. Made in Belgium.
Imported in USA by Eden Foods. Label: 10 by 2.75 inches.
Gummed paper. Red, dark brown, and yellow on tan.
Illustration of yellow ears of wheat. “Vegetable protein
preparation. Basic price: 34 German marks per kg. Use in
soups together with cooked or stewed vegetables, in salads,
on wholemeal bread, or simply fried in the pan. Use the
cooking water to make a soup or sauce.” Nature et Progres
organic certification symbol. Note the high price.
Talk with then letter from Mark Callebert from Lima
Foods of Belgium. 1992. April 23 and June 19. Jonathan
P.V.B.A. started to make seitan in 1978. Not long thereafter,
Lima contacted Jonathan in Belgium concerning seitan. In
1981, Lima began buying seitan from Jonathan, and selling
it in bottles under the Lima brand. Mark started to work for
Lima Foods on 1 Sept. 1975 and was working at Lima when
Lima began selling the seitan made by Jonathan.
Lima acquired Jonathan P.V.B.A. on 22 April 1989.
Today Jonathan still makes seitan (and tofu) at a plant
in Kapellen, a small village near Antwerp in Belgium.
The address is Antwerpsesteenweg 336, 2080–Kapellen,
Belgium. Phone: 03/664.58.48.
Leaflet (printed with black ink on pink paper, 8½ x 11
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inches) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West. 1999. March. “Product Data sheet: Organic Gourmet
Seitan.” Distributed in the USA by Ecover Inc.
4790. Lu, S.L.; et al. 1981. [A study of the cultural
regionalization of soybeans in China]. J. of Shanxi
Agricultural University 1(1):10-17. [Chi]*
• Summary: The authors divided China’s three soybean
planting regions into ten sub-regions.
4791. Marquette, J. 1981. Complexe agro-industriel sojamaïs, région centrale. Etude complémentaire sur la culture
du soja à Kazabona [The soya-corn agro-industrial complex,
central region. Complementary study on the cultivation of
soybeans at Kazabona]. Togo: IRAT-Togo. 26 p. [Fre]*
Address: Togo.
4792. Product Name: Nasoya Foods Organic Firm Style
Tofu (Vacuum Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: Nasoya Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Mechanic St. Ext. (P.O. Box
841), Leominster, MA 01453.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, magnesium chloride
(nigari) solidifier.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb vacuum packed. 28 day
shelf life.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 130, protein 14 gm,
carbohydrate 2 gm, fat 8 gm, sodium 15 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983, undated. 4
by 5 inches. Plastic film. Yellow, green, orange and black.
“Made with well water. High protein.” Label also says, “For
the Nasoya Tofu Cookbook send $2.50 to the address below.”
Technical Specification Sheet. 1983.
4793. Nieto-H, Jorge. 1981. El majoramiento del cultivo
de la soya en el trópico mexicano [The improvement of
cultivation of soybeans in tropical Mexico]. In: 1981.
Resúmenes de las Ponencias del Simposio Nacional de la
Investigación Agrícola. INIA, Mexico. See p. 26-27. [Spa]*
4794. Product Name: Tempeh Burger (with Miso).
Manufacturer’s Name: North Coast Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: c/o Cleveland Tofu Co, 8021
Euclid Ave., Cleveland, OH 44121.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Tempeh (organic soybeans, water, Rhizopus
culture), tamari, barley miso, spring water, corn oil, rice
vinegar, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (3 burgers).
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982. 4.25 inch
diameter. Red, green, blue, and yellow on white. Logo of

Jack and the Beanstalk. “No cholesterol. All natural. Pan Fry,
Bake, Steam, or Grill.” Jeff Narten. 1987. “History of North
Coast Tempeh and its Products.” 4 p. Dec. 7. “Our tempeh
burger is our number one product after tempeh. It is unique
to my knowledge in that it is a fairly complicated marinade
and depends less on tamari than many I’ve tasted.”
4795. Product Name: Soyboy Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Northern Soy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30 Somerton St., Rochester, NY
14607.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, cider vinegar, tempeh
starter (Rice, Rhizopus oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1981, dated. 5.5
by 6.5 inches. Orange, green, and black on beige. Recipes
on back for Pan Fried Tempeh, Steamed Tempeh, Tempeh
Lettuce & Tomato Sandwich, Garden Tempeh Spread,
Sloppy Joe Tempeh. Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing.
Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center. Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. July 23. Owners: Andy
Schecter & Norman Holland. Address is now 30 Somerton
St., Rochester, New York. Phone: 716-442-1213.
4796. Product Name: Living Lightly Tofu [Vacuum
Packed: Nigari Style, Organic, or Firm Organic].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Trading Co. Distributed by
Living Lightly.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 40429, San Francisco,
CA 94110.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Nigari style: Water, soybeans (organically
grown in accordance with section 26569.11 of the California
Health and Safety Code), curded with calcium chloride
(nigari style curding agent). No preservatives.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10, 14, or 16 oz vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. 1981. Nigari
style: 4 by 2.5 inches. Self adhesive. Red and blue on white.
Others: 3 inches in diameter. Blue and one other color on
white. Organic tofu is “curded with natural calcium sulfate.
This pure natural earth mineral contains calcium and has
been used in China for 2,000 years. No preservatives. For
recipes see The Book of Tofu, Ballantine Books.”
Leaflet. 1981. Living Lightly Organic Tofu. Describes
the advantages of natural calcium sulfate tofu. “Recent tests
in Japan show that tofu curded with calcium sulfate contains
3½ times as much calcium as tofu curded with nigari.”
“What do experts say? ‘We strongly support the use of tofu
curded with natural calcium sulfate because of its low cost,
high content of essential natural calcium, and good flavor.
We use it regularly in our own cooking.’–William Shurtleff,
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January 1981.”
Labels. 1982. Nigari Style Firm: 14 oz, 5.5 by 4.5
inches; 10 oz, 7.75 by 4.5 inches. Plastic film. Red, white
and blue on clear plastic. Organic Firm Tofu: 5.5 by 4.25
inches. Plastic film. 16 oz, Yellow, white and blue on clear
plastic. 14 oz, Blue and white on clear plastic.
4797. Rahman, Lutfur. 1981. Potentiality of soybean as a
pulse crop in Bangladesh. In: Proceedings of the 1st National
Workshop on Pulses. Held Aug. 18-19 at the Bangladesh
Agricultural Research Inst., Joydepur, Gazipur, Bangladesh.
*
Address: Dep. of Genetics and Plant Breeding, Bangladesh
Agricultural Univ., Mymensingh, Bangladesh.
4798. Product Name: Brightsong Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Redwood Valley Soyfoods
Unlimited.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 371, Redwood Valley,
CA 94570.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Well water, organic soybeans, nigari (bittern).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Poster. 1981. 8 by 5 inches.
Card stock. Black on white.
4799. Saio, K. 1981. [Soybean storage and processing].
Nogyo Oyobi Engei (Agriculture and Horticulture)
56(1):143-49. [Jap]*
Address: Japan.
4800. Salez, P. 1981. Effets des conditions de stockage sur
la germination des graines de soja. Premiers resultats dans
l’Ouest Cameroun d’altitude Dschang [Effects of storage
conditions on the germination of soybeans. First results in
western Cameroon at the altitude of Dschang]. Dschang,
Cameroon: IRA [Institut de la Recherche Agronomique].
[Fre]*
Address: France.
4801. Product Name: Tempeh Salad.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Plant (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 711 Airport Blvd., Suite #1, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48104. Phone: 313-663-8638.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Tempeh (organic soybeans, Rhizopus culture,
vinegar), simmered in shoyu & water, Soynaise (soymilk, oil,
vinegar, spices), carrots, celery, green onions, parsley, basil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz. plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label in Soy Plant
scrapbook. 1980. 2.75 by 2.5 inches. Black on white.

4802. Product Name: Pressed Tofu, and Baked Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Power Company, Inc.
(Marketer-Distributor). Made in Los Angeles by Wy Ky.
Manufacturer’s Address: 235 Montana Ave. #105, Santa
Monica, CA 90403.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1.75 oz: Calories 86, protein 8.4 gm,
carbohydrate 0.2 gm, fat 5.6 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983, undated. 4 by
3 inches. Self adhesive. Yellow, brown, orange and white.
“100% natural, high in protein, no cholesterol. Cut into cubes
and add to soups, salads, or stews. Keep refrigerated.”
Talk with Kevin Cross. 1988. Sept. 22. These products,
originally made by Wy Ky are now made by Quong Hop &
Co.
4803. Product Name: [Manna Tofu-Based Spreads
(Natural, Dill, Sandwich), and Soyanaise (Imitation
Mayonnaise)].
Foreign Name: Manna Tofu Spreads (Naturel), Soyanaise.
Manufacturer’s Name: Stichting Natuurvoeding
Amsterdam. Renamed Manna Natuurvoeding B.V. in 1982.
Manufacturer’s Address: Meeuwenlaan 70, 1021JK,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Naturel: Manna’s tofu-soycheese (sojakaas)*,
unrefined cold-pressed vegetable oil, grain [corn] syrup
(graanstroop), demeter-apple cider vinegar*, ume (Japanese
plum) paste, mustard, white seasalt, guar vegetable binder.
* = van biologische grondstoffen of teelt = from organically
grown raw materials or agriculture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 215 gm glass jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Sjon Welters.
1982. April 16. “Manna started this month to market
tofu spreads, which are a great success right now. It lasts
for at least 3 months refrigerated, with no chemicals or
artificial additives.” Richard Leviton. 1983. Trip to Europe
with American Soybean Assoc. Oct/Nov. Unpublished
manuscript. p. 25. “Manna started to make tofu spreads in
1981. They are now made in a Hobart blender. 200 kg/week
of tofu is used to make 1,000 x 250 gm bottles of spreads.
Some are pasteurized at 85ºC and some sterilized at 100ºC.
The flavor of the spreads is lost at temperatures higher than
85ºC. The Manna spreads are 3.45 guilders per 45 gm jar
for 3 flavors. The natural spread contains tofu, unrefined
oil, miso, apple vinegar, corn syrup, sea salt, guar.” Soya
Bluebook. 1987. p. 100. Label. 16.5 cm by 3.5 cm.
4804. Product Name: Tempeh (Made with Sprouted
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Soybeans).
Manufacturer’s Name: Surata Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 302 Blair Blvd., Eugene, OR
97402.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Sprouted organically grown soybeans, water,
apple cider vinegar, tempeh culture (Rhizopus oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label, undated. 6 by 7
inches. Red on yellow. “An Oregon Cooperative. A PreCooked Cultured Soyfood. Makes 4 burgers.” Recipes on
back for Tempeh Chili, Tempeh Salad, Tempeh Burritos /
Tacos. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. History of Tempeh. p. 56.
“Sprouting the soybeans overnight increased the content of
B and C vitamins, increased the yield by 11%, and facilitated
wet dehulling.”
4805. Product Name: Tofu Vegie Patties: Seasoned and
Baked.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 768 18th St., Arcata, CA 95521.
Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Ingredients: Our own fresh tofu (water, organic soybeans
grown according to Cal. Health Code Sect. 26569.11 and
nigari), fresh vegetables (carrots, green onions, parsley),
tamari (natural soy sauce made with water, soybeans,
wholewheat and salt). Garlic and ginger.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz. vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Three Labels sent by
Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 9. The product was introduced
in 1981. Label #1 of 1981. 4 by 2.5 inches. Self adhesive.
Metallic gold, red, white, and silver on green. “Ready to
eat... or reheat, naturally fresh... from our deli. A perfect
snack fresh from the pack. Great in your favorite burger
with all the fixins, or as a main dish. or Simple to heat in
oven (350ºF, 10 minutes) or frying pan. Perishable, keep
refrigerated, 34-39º.” Illustration in a vertical parallelogram
shows a tofu shop on stilts near the ocean with a tree arching
overhead.
Label #2 of 1992. “Tofu Vegie Patties: 2 Baked.” 3
inches diameter. Black, yellow, and white on green. “Crafted
from whole organic soybeans. Illustration shows a tofu shop
on stilts near the ocean with a tree arching overhead.
Label #3 of Oct. 2002. Dark green and orange-yellow
on white. 3 inches diameter. No adhesive. A handsome,
impressionistic watercolor illustration shows a tofu shop on
stilts on a cliff with a tree arching overhead. “Good source of
protein. Low in saturated fat. Cholesterol free.”
4806. Vidal, André; Arnaudo, Denise; Arnoux, Maurice.
1981. La résistance à la sécheresse du soja. I. Influence d’un

défecit hydrique sur la croissance et la production [Drought
resistance of soybeans. I. Effect of drought stress on growth
and yield]. Agronomie (France) 1(4):295-302. [9 ref. Fre;
eng]
• Summary: “This study attempts to estimate the effect of
a drought stress on the growth of vegetative parts and on
the yield components in soybeans... Genetic variability for
drought resistance has been observed. Fifteen varieties were
cultivated in drought boxes (1 m x 1 m x 0.5 m; 36 plants per
box)...” The two water treatments are described.
“The leaf area index and the water contents of leaves,
petioles and stem were the parameters affected the most
rapidly by the drought stress. For the yield components, the
number of pods per plant was the most sensible character.
A drought resistance index was calculated for each variety,
based on the ratio between the grain yield in each water
treatment. The validity of the experimental procedure and of
the drought resistance index is discussed. Results show large
differences in varietal responses to the drought stress.” So it
seems possible to improve the drought resistance of soybeans
by use of a breeding program.
Note: With the technical collaboration of H. Blayac,
L. Claparede & S. Meynie. Address: I.N.R.A. Station
d’Amelioration des Plantes–Montpellier, France.
4807. Ageeb, O.A.A.; Khalifa, F.M. 1981. Irrigated soybean
production in the Sudan. INTSOY Series No. 20. p. 17378. W.H. Judy and J.A. Jackobs, eds. Irrigated Soybean
Production in Arid and Semi-Arid Regions (College of
Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production technology:
Varietal testing, seeding time, plant spacing, row spacing,
seeding rate, fertilization and inoculation, irrigation, plant
protection. Organization: Research facilities.
Sudan has great potential for growing soybeans. The
country is a “large exporter of vegetable oil and oil seeds.
Soybeans are looked on by planters as a crop for the future
when diversifying crop production for export.” Soybean
varieties were tested at the Gezira Research Station, Wad
Medani, between 1973 and 1977. Yields of over 2,700 kg/ha
were obtained from the Hardee LS variety in 1978. Address:
1. Senior Agronomist, Gezira Research Station, Wad Medani,
Sudan; 2. Kenana Research Station, Abu Naama, Sudan.
4808. Akinyosoye, Vincent Oladoyin. 1981. Theory of
competitive pricing and storage under uncertainty with
application to soybeans. PhD thesis, The University of
Wisconsin–Madison. 174 p. Page 4525 in volume 42/10-A
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: The Univ. of Wisconsin–Madison.
4809. Al-Niemi, S.N. 1981. Soil moisture regimes and
soil type effects on growth and water relation of soybeans.
Mesopotamia J. of Agriculture 16(1):189-201. [22 ref. Eng;
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ara]*
Address: College of Agriculture and Forestry, Monsul Univ.,
Mosul, Iraq.
4810. Clement, Jean-Michel. 1981. Larousse agricole
[Larousse agricole]. Paris: Larousse. [viii + 1208 p. See p.
1045-48. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents of the section titled “Soja, soya:”
Introduction. Botany. Biology. Cultivation: Crop rotation,
fertilizer, varieties, planting, chemical weed control, harvest,
chlorosis and plant diseases. Utilization: Soymilk, soy oil
and meal. Economics.
A very interesting map (p. 1047) shows France with
an outline of each department. Superimposed in 3 different
shades are three zones (from north to south): (1) Where
commercial soybean cultivation is not possible. (2) Where
soybean cultivation is problematic at present. (3) When
soybean cultivation is normally possible–in the southern
one-third of France between about 42 and 46 degrees north
latitude, which is about the latitude of Michigan, Wisconsin,
and Minnesota in the USA. Address: France.
4811. Duke, James A. ed. 1981. Handbook of legumes of
world economic importance. New York and London: Plenum
Press. 345 p. See p. 83-90. 28 cm. [7 soy ref]
• Summary: Discusses for Glycine max and Glycine wightii:
Introduction, folk medicine, chemistry, description of plant,
germplasm, distribution, cultivation, harvesting, yields and
economics, biotic factors (incl. plant protection). For Glycine
max: Folk medicine: Old Chinese herbals suggest that the
soybean was a specific remedy for the proper functioning of
the bowels, heart, kidney, liver, and stomach. A decoction of
the root is said to be astringent. The meal and flour are used
to prepare diabetic foods due to the small amount of starch
contained therein. Soybean diets are valued for acidosis.
Soybean oil, with a high proportion of unsaturated fatty acid,
is recommended to combat hypercholesteremia. Commercial
grades of natural lecithin, often derived from soybean, are
reported to contain a potent vasodepressor. Medicinally
lecithin is indicated as a lipotropic agent. Soybean is listed
as a major starting material for stigmasterol, once known
as an antistiffness factor. Sitosterol, also a soy by-product,
has been used to replace diosgenin in some antihypertensive
drugs.
Also discusses the kudzu (Pueraria lobata (Willd.)
Ohwi; p. 211-14), adzuki bean (Vigna angularis (Willd.)
Ohwi & Ohashi; p. 288-93). Address: USDA, Beltsville,
Maryland.
4812. Edwards, Anne Duncan; Gilbert, Linda. 1981. Fresh
green and sprouted soybeans for human consumption.
Kutztown, Pennsylvania: Organic Gardening & Farming
Research Center, Rodale Press. 21 p. No. 81-5. 28 cm. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Fresh green beans: Soybeans that are harvested

for table use while immature and tender have been referred
to as vegetable soybeans. It is felt that fresh green soybeans
is a more appropriate term, as time of harvest is the primary
factor that separates these beans from conventional field
soybeans.” Taste tests how shown this type of soybeans
and soybean sprouts to be very appealing in both taste and
appearance. The fresh green soybeans were described as
“sweet, nutty, mild and attractive.” The two best varieties
were found to be Verde and Kanrich. For sprouting, the best
varieties were all small seeded. Describes how to sprout
soybeans. Address: Organic Gardening & Farming Research
Center, R.D. 1 Kutztown, Pennsylvania 19530. Phone:
215/683-6383.
4813. Goranov, Hristo B. 1981. Promyshleni tehnologii
za otglejdane i pribirane na soiata: Obzor [Industrial
technologies for cultivating and harvesting soybeans: A
survey]. Sofia, Bulgaria: TS.N.T.I.I. and NAPS. 72 p. Edited
by L. Dimova. Also published in Russian, 46 pages. [120 ref.
Bul; rus; eng; ger]*
• Summary: Rosen L. Paskalev (1986) notes: In 1982
this same book was published in Russian in Sofia by
MSAgroinform, Mezhdunarodnaia Sistema NauchnoTechnicheskoi Informatsii po Sel’skomui Lesnomu
Hozaistvu [International System for Scientific Technical
Information on Agriculture and Forestry]. It was published
under the same author and title, contained 46 pages, and had
a bibliography, pp. 39-42. Address: Bulgaria.
4814. International Institute of Tropical Agriculture. 1981.
Annual report 1980. Ibadan, Nigeria. 185 p.
• Summary: The section titled “Soybeans” (p. 137-55),
within the Grain Legume Improvement Program, discusses:
Genetic improvement, entomology, agronomy, and Tanzania
food crops research. Address: Ibadan, Nigeria.
4815. International Rice Research Institute. 1981. Annual
report for 1980. Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines. Soybeans:
p. 364-67, 382-99. *
Address: Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines.
4816. Khair, Abul. 1981. Irrigated soybean production in
Bangladesh. INTSOY Series No. 20. p. 151-54. W.H. Judy
and J.A. Jackobs, eds. Irrigated Soybean Production in Arid
and Semi-Arid Regions (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “Because soybeans are so important as a
food crop and as an oil crop, the government has launched
a comprehensive program to promote the large-scale
production of soybeans. The Bangladesh Coordinated
Soybean Research Project was established in 1975 to
conduct research on the introduction, cultivation, and use of
soybeans in Bangladesh.
“Agricultural conditions in Bangladesh are ideal for
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producing soybeans throughout the year. Soybean yields
compare well with the yields of other oil-producing crops.
Not only soybean oil, but soybean cake, bread, and milk are
very popular.
“Only a few hundred hectares of land are now under
irrigated soybean cultivation. The Bangladesh Coordinated
Soybean Research Project and the Mennonite Central
Committee are trying to popularize soybeans in Bangladesh.
It is expected that a large portion of cultivable land will
be planted to soybeans by the Bangladesh Agricultural
Development Corporation, the Directorate of Agriculture
(Extension and Management), the Mennonite Central
Committee, and the Bangladesh Coordinated Soybean
Research Project. From the record of the last few years, the
observation can be made that the average yield of soybeans
in Bangladesh is very encouraging, ranging from two to three
tons per hectare, depending on the management practices
used and the season of production.” Address: Asst. Prof.,
Dep. of Irrigation and Water Management, Bangladesh
Agricultural Univ., Mymensingh, Bangladesh.
4817. McClellan, W.D. 1981. Production management
techniques for irrigated soybeans. INTSOY Series No. 20. p.
117-22. W.H. Judy and J.A. Jackobs, eds. Irrigated Soybean
Production in Arid and Semi-Arid Regions (College of
Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: For irrigated soybeans in California, varietal
selection is very important. In California, the Williams
variety has performed quite well at several locations. The
highest yield from a commercial field has been 4,100 kg/
ha [55.3 bu/acre] with this variety. Including the preplant
irrigation, soybeans require 60 to 75 cm of water (2 to 2.5
acre feet) during the crop season. The major soybean pests
include spider mites (Tetranychus urticae; which suck juices
from the plants) and lepidopterous insects.
“The commercial acreage of irrigated soybeans in
California has increased from 2 hectares in 1973 to over
10,000 ha in 1978. The majority of these soybeans have
been planted from mid-June to mid-July as a double crop
following the harvest of a winter cereal grain... Soybean
research has been conducted by the University of California
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture periodically since
1918. Most of the early research indicated that the yields of
commercial varieties tested were too low to be economically
acceptable. With the increased market value for soybeans
in the early 1970s, growers became more interested in
the potential of growing this crop on a commercial basis
under irrigation.” This report concerns research and grower
experience with soybeans over the last 7-8 years in the hot
and arid San Joaquin Valley of California [just east and
northeast of Bakersfield]. In that valley, the major irrigated
field crops are cotton (the major cash crop; 500,000 ha),
cereal grains (300,000 ha), and alfalfa (250,000 ha). The
Williams soybean reaches maturity in this valley in 125

to 130 days. Address: Formerly: Farm Advisor, Univ. of
California Cooperative Extension Service, Tulare County
(Visalia), California. Now: Plant Pathology Specialist, ICI
Americas, Inc., Goldsboro, North Carolina.
4818. Miyasaka, Shiro; Medina, Júlio César. eds. 1981.
A soja no Brasil [The soybean in Brazil]. Campinas, Sao
Paulo, Brazil: Instituto de Tecnologia de Alimentos (ITAL),
Secretaria de Agricultura e Abastecimento. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.
4819. Pedigo, Larry P.; Higgins, R.A.; Hammond, R.B.;
Bechinski, E.J. 1981. Soybean pest management. In: David
Pimentel, ed. 1981. CRC Handbook of Pest Management in
Agriculture. Vol 3. Boca Raton, Florida: CRC Press. [xiv] +
656 p. See p. 417-537. [400 ref]
• Summary: Lists a large number of insect pests. Contents:
Introduction: Plant growth designations. Insect pests:
Introduction, pest fauna (bean leaf beetle, corn earworm,
green cloverworm, mexican bean beetle, soybean looper,
phytophagous stink bug complex, velvetbean caterpillar),
route and appearance of damage (reduction in seed
quantity, reduction of plant stand, reduction in yield per
plant, reduction of seed quality), detection and assessment
of problems, sampling programs, assessment of losses
and economic levels, sequential-decision programs,
management tactics (insecticide component, natural-enemy
component, augmentation and enhancement of natural
enemies, introduction of natural enemies, soybean-resistance
component, plant-culture component, selection of variety,
planting date, tillage methods, trap cropping, crop placement
and rotation). Weed pests: Introduction, pest flora (summer
annuals, creeping perennials), survival and persistence
of weed infestations (quantity of weed seed produced,
weed seed dissemination, seed longevity, dormancy, and
germination, asexual reproduction), route of damage,
detection and assessment of problems, population density
and prediction of damage, management tactics (preventative
control components, plant-culture components, varietal
selection, tillage, plant populations and row spacing, crop
rotation, herbicide component, minimum tillage component).
Disease pests: Introduction, disease types, occurrence
of disease (seed decay and seedling diseases, root and
stem diseases, pod and stem diseases, foliage diseases,
developing-seed diseases, occurrence of noninfectious
diseases), route of damage (reduction of seed quantity,
reduction of plant stand, reduction in yield per plants,
reduction of seed quality, physical and chemical changes,
problems associated with seed production, contamination),
Detection and assessment of problems (weather, cropping
and cultural practices, soil type), management tactics
(cultural control, use of pathogen-free seeds, crop culture,
sanitation, disease-resistant varieties, chemical control).
Nematode pests: Introduction, pest fauna (soybean cyst
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nematode, root-knot nematodes), pathogenic relationships
(route of injury, direct injury, indirect injury, symptoms,
occurrence of problems), detection and assessment of
problems (sampling, population density and prediction of
damage), management tactics (soybean plant-resistance
component, land-management and crop-culture component,
crop rotation, cultivation practices, sanitation, fallow,
fertility, nematicide component, natural-enemy component,
regulatory component). Acknowledgments.
Tables: (1) Description of soybean growth stages. (2)
Notable insect pests (including mites) of soybeans in the
U.S. and general characteristics. (3) Percentage yield loss
from dead plants during all vegetative stages. (4) Gross
percentage yield loss from soybean leaf area destroyed.
(5) Approximate pest management decision levels for
some soybean-insect pests. (6) Sequential decision table
for the green cloverworm on stage R1 to R2 soybeans
with anticipated market value of $6.00/bu. (7) Important
insecticides and acaracides labeled for soybean insect and
mite pests. (8) Notable predaceous arthropods reported from
soybeans. (9) Notable parasitoids reported from insect pests
on soybeans. (10) Notable entomopathogens of soybean
insect pests. (11) Notable weed pests of soybeans in the U.S.
and general characteristics. (12) Potential seed production
of individual plants and seed weight relationships. (13)
Critical periods of weed competition with soybeans. (14)
Selected weed density studies and resultant soybean yield
losses following full-season competition. (15) Estimated
percent loss in soybean yields expected by delaying control
of the specified densities of cocklebur until the specified
week after soybean emergence. (16) Crop compatibility
and relative efficacy of major soybean herbicides. (17)
Important herbicides labeled for soybean weed pests. (18)
Infectious diseases of soybeans. (19) Noninfectious diseases
of soybeans. (20) Important fungicides labeled for control
of soybean fungal diseases. (21) Fungicidal seed treatment
decision considerations. (22) Guidelines for determining
the need for foliar fungicidal sprays. (23) Important
phytoparasitic nematode pests of soybeans in the U.S. (24)
Interrelationships between nematodes and other pathogens
on soybeans. (25) Minimum population densities of various
phytoparasitic nematodes required to cause soybean yield
loss. (26) Nematode-resistant soybean varieties. (27) Growth
of soybean-infecting nematodes on selected crops. (28)
Recommended nematicides for soybean nematode pests.
Figures: (1) Map of the U.S. showing soybean
production regions. Soybean harvested for beans: 1974. (All
farms–county unit basis). 1 dot=10,000 acres. (2) Major
soybean insect pests in the U.S. (A) Bean leaf beetle, larva
left, adult right; (B) corn earworm, larva above, adult below;
(C) green cloverworm, larva above, adult below; (D) green
stink bug adult; (E) velvetbean caterpillar larva; (F) Mexican
been beetle, larva left, adult right; (G) soybean looper larva;
(H) brown stink bug adult. Species not drawn to same scale.

(3) Phenology of soybean-plant development and insect-pest
problems. Address: 1. Prof., Dep. of Entomology, Iowa State
Univ., Ames, Iowa.
4820. Poole, Warren David. 1981. Foliar fertilization of
soybeans during podfill. PhD thesis, Iowa State University.
184 p. Page 1524 in volume 42/04-B Dissertation Abstracts
International. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.
4821. Thompson, John A. 1981. Systems of soybean
production including rotations and multiple cropping.
INTSOY Series No. 20. p. 111-16. W.H. Judy and J.A.
Jackobs, eds. Irrigated Soybean Production in Arid and
Semi-Arid Regions (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign). [14 ref]
• Summary: In New South Wales, Australia, soybeans are
usually grown as a full-season, single crop. The harvested
area of soybeans grown under irrigation has increased from
about 100 ha in 1968 to 15,000 ha in 1979. Over the same
period, average yields have risen from 290 kg/ha to more
than 2,000 kg/ha. Several large commercial fields averaged
3,700 kg/ha during the recent harvest.
Defines and discusses single cropping, multiple cropping
(incl. sequential cropping and intercropping), rotation, and
relay cropping. Address: Research Agronomist, Agricultural
Research Station, Leeton, New South Wales, Australia.
4822. Vandeput, R. 1981. Les principales cultures en Afrique
Centrale [The principal cultivated crops in Central Africa].
A.G.C.D. See p. 653. [Fre]*
• Summary: In 1936 the Belgian government assigned
INEAC to study soybean adaptation to African conditions.
Ninety varieties of soybeans were imported during the 193536 winter and tested at 9 experimental research centers:
Yangambi, Eala, Bambesa, Gandajiha, Uvazi, Nioka,
Mulungu, Rubona, and Kisosi.
4823. Windish, Leo G. 1981. Jacob Hartz, Sr.: Pioneer
seedsman, soybean processor, trailblazer and crusader in
the Midsouth (Document part). In: Leo Windish. 1981. The
Soybean Pioneers: Trailblazers, Crusaders, Missionaries.
Galva, Illinois: Published by the author. viii + 239 p. See p.
91-95. Chap. 18.
• Summary: A good history of this pioneer seedsman. “Few
soybean pioneers worked harder than Hartz to promote
soybeans in the south.” “As early as 1925 the Hartz-Thorell
Co. brought in forage types of soybeans and, with the
assistance of the People’s National Bank, gave soybeans to
key farmers on a trial basis to find out if they were suitable
for production in Arkansas county. The forage varieties
were used principally for hay, silage, and for turning under
as a green manure crop. Hartz had several motives in mind
in inaugurating a new crop in the area.” First, he saw at a
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very early date that rice farmers in the area “were badly in
need of a crop to help change the rotation, help rid the land
of the plague of watergrasses, and, perhaps of even greater
importance, to restore nitrogen to the soils.” Second, HartzThorell was in the farm machinery business and wanted to
create a need and demand for row-crop equipment.
Among the more popular soybean varieties in the South
in the early 1930s were Otoosan, Virginia, Laredo, Biloxi,
and Mammoth Brown. Soybeans seemed to be an ideal crop
for rotating with rice, and they gave the rice farmer a second
cash crop.
“Production of soybeans for seed and forage in Arkansas
county continues to grow in the early 1930’s, and it was
necessary for marketing facilities to be provided, rather than
storage on the farm and hit-and-miss buying and selling.
The Hartz-Thorell Supply Co. in 1936 undertook building
the first elevator, principally for seed, in time for the fall
harvest.” This elevator, with a capacity of approximately
70,000 bushels, was completed at a cost of $40,000 in
time for the harvest. By 1937 more than 60,000 acres were
planted to soybeans in the Stuttgart area. Hartz said: “From
the start we promised our farmers a cash market for all beans
they would bring to us in marketable condition and suitable
for seed purposes.”
“Hartz shipped the first carload of soybeans for
processing and milling purposes in June 1937, and Hartz
reported in an address later that they expected to ship 25
carloads or more above seed requirements.”
In 1937 Hartz predicted in an address: “In my opinion,
I see soybeans as one of the major crops in the South in the
next ten years.” Note: He was one of the first to realize this,
and his prediction came true. “Our basis of prediction for
soybeans being one of the major coming crops of the south
was based on three fundamental facts: First the adaptability
of the plant in all cotton- and corn-growing sections of the
south; second, the recognized value of soybeans by farmers
as a land-builder and forage crop; and third, the cottonseed
crushing industry of the south was highly over-industrialized
and was clamoring for an auxiliary product which would
keep their plants operating through the off-season and slack
periods. This situation was even more pronounced since the
Farm Bill was passed, curtailing the cotton acreage about one
third.”
Jacob Hartz worked closely with his friend George
Heartsill Banks, who was director of field service for the
Arkansas Cotton Growers Cooperative Association from
1921 to 1926 in Little Rock, Arkansas. He was Director in
Charge of the Rice Branch Experiment Station at Stuttgart,
Arkansas, from 1926 to 1937. He was with Ralston Purina
Co. at Osceola, Arkansas and Kansas City, Missouri, from
1937-1946. Banks liked to refer to soybeans “as being the
triple-threat crop of legume plants, first as a soil builder,
second as a forage crop, and third as a grain crop.”
In 1965 Hartz had 110 certified growers, primarily in

Arkansas, supplying the company with certified soybean
seed. Address: 101 Exchange St., Galva, Illinois 61434.
4824. Windish, Leo G. 1981. Dr. E.E. Hartwig, Research
Agronomist, Crops Division, Agricultural Research Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Delta Branch Experiment
Station, Stoneville, Mississippi (Document part). In:
Leo Windish. 1981. The Soybean Pioneers: Trailblazers,
Crusaders, Missionaries. Galva, Illinois: Published by the
author. viii + 239 p. See p. 223-25. Chap. 43.
• Summary: A good, detailed biography of this pioneering
USDA soybean breeder and germplasm collection curator.
“No history of soybean pioneering would be complete
without acclaiming the research work of Dr. E.E. Hartwig
and his colleagues. Great credit is due all of the research
personnel at the agricultural experimental stations in each
of those states in the south. The use of soybeans throughout
the south in a relatively short period of time spread like a
‘prairie fire.’ In fact, we might borrow a word from a popular
TV show and term the growth of soybeans in the south as
‘incredible.’
“Perhaps one the key factors in the rapid increase
can be attributed to the introduction of new varieties,
increased yields, phytophthora resistance, and Bedford, a
new soybean resistant to cyst nematodes. Bedford is the
result of the cooperative efforts of two ARS USDA research
workers, E.E. Hartwig located at the MAPES Delta Branch,
Stoneville, Mississippi, and James Epps, located at the West
Tennessee Experiment Station at Jackson.
“Dr. E.E. Hartwig’s reply to our letter seeking
information on the early use of soybeans in the south, is
reprinted. Here is Dr. Hartwig’s most interesting reply:
“Dear Mr. Windish: I have your letter of January 21
in which you state that you are working on a history of
the soybean in the U.S. and would be interested in having
additional background information on the soybeans in the
south. I began my work with North Carolina in March,
1943. The major varieties being grown in North Carolina at
that time were Haberlandt, Tokyo, and Woods Yellow. All
shattered very readily as soon as they had reached maturity.
We had a small increase of the variety Ogden which was
developed in Tennessee. Ogden was a better producer than
the older varieties, but also shattered very soon after reaching
maturity and had green seed coats which were objected to
by the Japanese buyers when they had indicated they were
buying yellow soybeans.
“In 1943, there were still some one-row harvesters in
operation in North Carolina. These harvesters were pulled
by a pair of mules and had a beater which rotated and hit the
plants and knocked out the seed. From this standpoint the
shattering characteristic of the varieties made this method
of harvest workable. However, seed flew in all directions
and only a portion of the seed went into the container on the
harvester.
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“A moderate size acreage of soybeans to be harvested
for hay was grown in many of the southern states. Many of
these were black seeded and had a rather viney plant type. As
growers later shifted to growing types of seed for harvest, the
nodulating bacteria had already been established in the soil
through the growing of hay varieties.
“Many of the varieties introduced from northwestern
China, where soybeans were being grown for grain
production, were well suited for production in the north
central states. Consequently, production was started in that
area through the growing of direct introductions from China.
However, there was no comparable grain producing region
in China or Korea having a latitude similar to the southern
U.S. and, consequently, it was necessary to develop varieties
for production in the south before the crop could gain
acceptance.
“As I view the situation, shattering of seed at maturity
was not a problem to the Asiatic farmer since he would
usually have less than one acre as his total crop, which could
be cut slightly green and, with the shattering characteristic,
it was easier to tramp out the seed. For our mechanized
harvesting it was essential to have seed holding.
“I transferred to Mississippi in 1949. At that time there
was a small acreage of soybeans planted for harvest in
the State of Mississippi. The Ogden variety was the best
producer. However, growers regularly reported that harvested
yield went down each day of harvest because of shattering.
When we released the Lee variety in 1954, we stated it
would hold its seed six weeks after it was ready for combine
harvesting. Farmers were very skeptical and some left a few
rows standing the first time they grew them just to see how
long it might hold its seed.
“At the time we started our breeding program to
develop improved types in 1943, we also initiated studies on
cultural practices. By the time interest began to develop in
soybean production in the mid-1950’s, we had information
showing that planting should not be made before day length
reached 14½ hours in early May and also information on
rate of planting, and so forth. Many of our growers had
been interested in planting in early April in order to get
the planting out of the way before they were to start cotton
planting. These early plantings gave very poor results
because of early flowering being initiated by the shorter days
of early April.
“We have attempted to develop a series of varieties
covering a range of maturity so that larger growers could
plant a sequence of varieties covering a range of maturity of
nearly one month. We have also developed varieties giving
proper maturity for the different production regions. We
have also had to give considerable attention to building in
resistance to diseases and nematodes and now, also giving
attention to building a resistance to leaf feeding insects.
“I am enclosing descriptive material of several of the
varieties that we have released over the years. Should you

have additional questions, I would be glad to attempt to
answer them for you.
“Sincerely, Edgar E. Hartwig, Research Agronomist.”
A small portrait photo shows Dr. Edgar E. Hartwig.
Address: 101 Exchange St., Galva, Illinois 61434.
4825. Zaveriukhin, V.I.; Sobko, A.A. 1981. Vozdelyvanie soi
na oroshaemykh zemliakh [Cultivating soybeans on irrigated
lands]. Moscow, USSR: Kolos. 159 p. Illust. 21 cm. [44 ref.
Rus]
Address: USSR.
4826. Beck, Hedda. 1981? Publikationen der Bundesanstalt
für Pflanzenbau und Samenprüfung in Wien: 1881-1980
[Publications of the Federal Institute for Plant Cultivation
and Seed Testing in Vienna: 1881-1980]. Vienna, Austria:
The Bundesanstalt. 120 p. Undated. 24 cm. [Ger]*
• Summary: Sojaring is mentioned on p. 16. Soja is
mentioned on p. 17. Address: Vienna, Austria.
4827. Krieger, Verena. 1982. Re: Dr. Johannes Kuhl and
fermented foods in Switzerland. Letter to William Shurtleff
at Soyfoods Center, Jan. 19. 1 p. Typed, with signature. [1
ref]
• Summary: Dr. Kuhl, who wrote in the 1950s and is no
longer living, advocated a natural-foods diet containing
large amounts of fermented foods (one-third to one-half of
all foods consumed). He believed that such a diet is the best
protection against cancer and radioactivity. “His publisher,
who keeps re-editing his books thinks that miso and tempeh
would fit perfectly into his theory (K. himself had probably
never heard of fermented soybeans).
“I have always been fascinated by fermented foods and
feel that they will have to become an important part of the
diet, especially with people moving away from meat eating.
I hope that I shall be able to write a cookbook some day
as a tool on how to integrate them into a practicable diet.”
Address: Bruchmattstr. 24, CH-6003 Lucerne, Switzerland.
Phone: 041-22 50 34.
4828. Boquet, D.J.; Koonce, K.L.; Walker, D.M. 1982.
Selected determinate soybean cultivar yield responses to row
spacings and planting dates. Agronomy Journal 74(1):13638. Jan/Feb. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Previous studies to determine
row spacing (RS)-planting date (PD) effects on yield of
determinate soybeans... in the southern USA have been
conducted north of 33º Lat, and have produced conflicting
results. Current data on the effects of these planting variables
are not available for a large portion of the Gulf Coast area
that now supports a large and rapidly expanding soybean
industry. The objectives of this experiment were to study:
(1) the effects of selected RS and PD on yield of selected
cultivars of determinate soybeans; (2) the interaction of RS
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with PD; and (3) the interaction of cultivars with RS and
PD.”
Five soybean varieties–Forrest, Davis, Lee 74,
Centennial, and Bragg–were planted in row spacings of 25,
50, and 100 cm on 6 planting dates between 15 April and 1
July of 1975, 1977, 1978, and 1979. Address: 1. Assoc. Prof.
of Agronomy, N.E. Louisiana Agric. Exp. Station, Louisiana
State Univ., St. Joseph, LA 71366.
4829. Product Name: [Jakso Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Jakso Tempe.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jakso. Center for Agriculture &
Craftsmanship. (Also/later called Yakso Farms).
Manufacturer’s Address: Voorne 13, 6624 KL
Heerewaarden, Netherlands. Phone: 088-772-189.
Date of Introduction: 1982 January.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm retails for 2.5 guilder
(11/83).
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Tomas
Nelissen of Jakso. 1981. The company opened on 1 July
1981. Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981.
Dec. 8. “Jaksco Ct. Craftsmanship, Voorne 13, 6624 KL,
Heerewaarden, Netherlands. Tomas Nelissen. Phone 088772-189.” Note: By July 1982 Tomas had been joined by
Peter Dekker.
Letter from Sjon Welters. 1982. April 16. Jakso is the
first and still the only shop making tempeh from organic
soybeans: They are at Voorne 13, Heerewaarden. Attn: Peter
Dekker. Form filled out by Jakso. 1982. June. The company
started to make tempeh commercially in Jan. 1982. They
presently make 315 kg/week of tempeh.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. History of Tempeh. p.
31. This was the earliest New Age tempeh shop in the
Netherlands. Probably started on 1 July 1981, but may have
been as late as Jan. 1982. Tomas Nelissen: tempeh maker.
Richard Leviton. 1983. Trip to Europe with American
Soybean Assoc. Oct/Nov. Unpublished manuscript. p. 24;
Sjon Welters. 1989. Soya Newsletter. May/June. p. 14.
“Soyfoods in Europe. During the early 1980s, tempeh was
rediscovered. “Yakso Farms in the Netherlands was one of
the first non-Oriental companies to produce tempeh, made
from organic soybeans, and to process it into spreads, paté,
sauces, and marinated products.” Talk with Sjon Welters.
1989. July 15. This company was founded by Sjon’s brother
in law (his wife’s brother) Tomas Nelissen. Tomas is now a
shiatsu instructor.
Letter from Sjon Welters. 1989. July 24. “Yakso started
to produce tempeh in 1982 as far as I can remember.”
4830. Taira, Harue; Katoh, Kazuhisa; Okazaki, Koichiro;
Ishida, Shigeki; Kawasaki, Yoshihiro; Shimokawara, Hiroshi;
Takei, Reiko; Kikuchi, Syoko; Murakami, Shunichiro;
Okubo, Soichiro. 1982. Daizu shijitsu no kansô shori hôhô
to sono hinshitsu ni tsuite. VI. Tei-suibun ganryô shijitsu no

futsûgata konbain shûkaku–kansô shori ga shijitsu no kakô
tekisei oyobi tôfu, nattô no kôjô seizô shiken ni oyobosu
eikyô [Influence of dry treatment after harvest on quality
of soybean seeds. VI. Influence of combine harvesting and
drying of low moisture seed on qualities for soybean food
processing and tests for factory production of tofu and natto].
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the
National Food Research Institute) No. 39. p. 23-31. Jan. [7
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Two harvesting methods and 4 drying methods
were tested with the middle-sized seed variety Kitamishiro
(Table 1). Address: 1. National Food Research Inst.
(Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabemachi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan; 2-4. Hokkaido
National Agric. Exp. Station, Memuro, Hokkaido, Japan.
4831. Product Name: [Soyana Tofu (Firm)].
Foreign Name: Soyana Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Postfach 8039, Friedensgasse 3,
CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 012-028-997.
Date of Introduction: 1982 February.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 12.9 gm, fat 4.0 gm, usable
carbohydrates 0.1 gm, minerals 1.0 gm, fiber 9.1 gm, calories
90.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. Sept. 17. Owner: Walter
Daenzer.
Letter from Verena Krieger. 1983. March 8. The Soyana
tofu shop opened in Feb. 1982.
Leaflet (1 panel, 21 x 15 cm, single sided, printed
black on white). Gehalt von Soyana-Tofu (fest) [Content of
Soyana Tofu (firm)]. 1982? (undated). Gives the nutritional
composition of the product, as shown above.
R. Leviton. 1983. Report on trip to Europe with
American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov. p. 17, 19. Product seen
in Reformhaus health food store in Zurich, Switzerland. Tofu
production started in Feb. 1982. Letter from Michael Karlen.
1986. Feb. 16. They make organic nigari tofu.
4832. Clemente, R.H.G.; Ocurio, R.A. 1982. Adaptation of
soybeans to pre- and post-rice environment. Presented at
IRRI Saturday Seminar. Held Feb. 27 at Los Banos, Laguna.
*
4833. Fee, Rich. 1982. No-till soybeans. Successful Farming
80(3):18-19. Feb.
• Summary: Farmers report on the many factors that are
leading them to switch to no-till cultivation. Address: Crops
and Soils Editor.
4834. Product Name: Living Lightly Ready to Eat Tofu
Cutlet (Deep-fried Cake of Tofu).
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Trading Co. Distributed by
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Living Lightly.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 40429, San Francisco,
CA 94110.
Date of Introduction: 1982 February.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans (organically grown in
accordance with Section 26569. 11 of the California Health
& Safety Code), soy oil, curded with natural calcium sulfate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.5 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982, undated. 4 by
2.75 inches. Self adhesive. Blue, brown, green and white.
Film label. 1983. 7.5 by 4.5 inches. Blue and green
on white. “Organic soybeans. Use like meat or cheese.”
“Serving Suggestions: Tofu Cutlets are ready to eat. Serve
like cheese, ham, or bacon; sliced in sandwiches or with fried
eggs; diced in salads, soups, casseroles, stews, or scrambled
eggs. Or reheat in a toaster, oven or barbecue, and serve with
a little soy sauce, and garlic or grated ginger.”
4835. Product Name: Tofu (Water or Vacuum Pack)
[Organic, Not Organic, Firm, Regular, Nigari-Style, or
Calcium Sulfate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Trading Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 40429, San Francisco,
CA 94110.
Date of Introduction: 1982 February.
Ingredients: Organic Firm Tofu: Made with: Water,
soybeans (Organically grown in accordance with Section
26569.11 of the California Health and Safety Code), Curded
with natural calcium sulfate. (This pure natural earth mineral
contains calcium and has been used in China for 2,000
years).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14-16 oz water pack or vacuum
pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 21-30 day shelf life (if
pasteurized).
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s catalog.
Label reads: “For delicious TOFU recipes see THE BOOK
OF TOFU by Shurtleff & Aoyagi.”
4836. Product Name: Living Lightly Savory Broiled Tofu
(Vacuum Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Trading Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 40429, San Francisco,
CA 94110.
Date of Introduction: 1982 February.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic), magnesium chloride (nigari),
natural soy sauce, herbs and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz, vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz. serving: 180 calories, 17 gm protein, 5
gm carbohydrates, 10 gm fat.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982. 2.75 by 4.25
inches (circled top). Plastic. Red and yellow. “Ready to eat.

No preservatives.”
4837. Product Name: Living Lightly Tempeh Patties
(Meatless Burgers: Vacuum Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Trading Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 40429, San Francisco,
CA 94110.
Date of Introduction: 1982 February.
Ingredients: Soy tempeh (made from organic soybeans),
natural soy sauce, herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz vacuum packed.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3 oz.: calories 120, protein 12 gm, sodium
443 mg, carbohydrates 8 gm, fat 4 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Undated. 3.5 inch
diameter. Red and blue on white. “Meatless, Ready to eat.
Not fried! No cholesterol. Shelf life at 40ºF is up to 28 days.”
4838. Product Name: Tofu (Vacuum Pack) [Organic, Not
Organic, Firm, Regular, Nigari-Style, or Calcium Sulfate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Trading Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 40429, San Francisco,
CA 94110.
Date of Introduction: 1982 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Vacuum packed.
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s catalog.
Text on label: “For delicious TOFU recipes see THE BOOK
OF TOFU by Shurtleff & Aoyagi.”
4839. Product Name: Marinated Tofu Cutlets.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sooke Soy Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Sooke, BC, Canada V0S 1N0.
Date of Introduction: 1982 February.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic soybeans, water, nigari
[magnesium chloride–an extract of sea water]), soy sauce,
garlic, ginger, cayenne, black pepper.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz / 284 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Calories 104, protein 12 gm,
carbohydrates 3.4 gm, fat 8.2 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1988, received.
6 by 4.5 inches. Yellow, green, blue and white on clear
plastic film. “Ready to serve–Hot or cold. For snacks,
sandwiches, or as a main course. A good source of protein.
No preservatives.”
4840. Favre, Jacques; Marquette, Jacques. 1982. Soja:
Jupiter adopte le Togo [Soybeans: Togo adopts Jupiter].
Afrique Agriculture (France) No. 79. p. 40-41. March 1.
[Fre]
• Summary: In the center of the country, the ‘miracle plant’
grows well in real economic and growing conditions.
The soybean is often described as a miracle plant.
Europe’s reliance on the United States for its soybean
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supply is often considered a significant handicap. Soybeans
indeed present some considerable advantages, with their
many valuable uses in the human diet (foundation for many
culinary and drink preparations), and in the production of oil,
oil cakes, flours and lecithins, not to mention their industrial
uses.
Originally from Asia, and further developed on the
American continent, soybeans took a long time to really take
hold in Africa, where they still occupy only limited area.
Over the last several years, a number of development
projects have nevertheless been created, including the
production of soybeans, in response to agricultural trials that
confirmed the bean’s adaptability to African climate and soil
conditions.
In Togo, the Ministry of Planning (ministère du Plan)
has been aware of the country’s food self-sufficiency needs,
and included soybean development in its projections. The
Centrale region was chosen for an agro-industrial feasibility
study on soybean and corn production, conducted in 1981
by the French group SODETEG (Society for General
and Technical Research; Société d’Études Techniques et
d’Entreprises Générales). This study, funded by the Saudi
Fund for Development, is now complete. Here, we will
present the key results.
This study demonstrated the potential of giving small
farmers access to modern farm production, and promoting
soybeans to benefit rural and urban populations. The project
aims to use and process soybeans locally for added value,
and does not plan to develop soybeans for export, for some
basic reasons.
The project will contribute to human food supply
(protein and fat) and to the strongly desired development of
livestock farming potential.
“SODETEG’s objective to conduct a cost-effective
project with minimum financial, commercial and technical
risks led the organization to support the feasibility
study with many analyses, studies and experiments. In
particular, it collaborated with SOTED (Togolese Society
for Development Research; Société Togolaise d’Études de
Développement) on the market and socio-economic study
produced by the Tropical Institute of Agronomic Research
(IRAT, Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales)
(Note: The (1) indicates a footnote here, likely referencing
the study, but there’s no footnote in the article), which
provided a valuable contribution to the recognition and
identification of favorable soils for soybeans and improving
their cultivation.
The Ministry of Rural Development (ministère du
Développement Rural [Mdr]) facilitated the agronomic trial
conducted in 1981.
Suitable soils and very respectable yields: In many
regions, Togo’s soil is very suitable for growing soybeans.
Since soybeans adapt to mildly desaturated soils (pH of
6) that are shallow but not asphyxiating, they can develop

correctly in the most common ferralitic and ferruginous
tropical soils. The soil’s exchange capacity is sometimes
limited, while it is also somewhat susceptible to deterioration
(erosion, loss of organic material from upper horizons, etc.),
motivating the traditional long fallow practiced in Africa.
But beyond the necessary precautions not specific to
soybeans, this plant does not present any drawbacks. On the
contrary, when planted at an appropriate density, the plants
cover the soil well and protect it. They also fix the nitrogen
they need from the atmosphere, like other legumes of the
same family.
This explains why these types of African soils have
produced very respectable yields, often with foreign varieties
(USA, Brazil, etc.) that are fairly well adapted considering
the very recent introduction of soybeans to this continent.
On the other hand, soybeans may be an innovation,
but African farmers know of, grow and use many other
legumes. These include peanuts, black-eyed peas, Bambara
groundnuts, beans, etc., which require similar soil and
growing methods long used by local farmers.
Of course, soybeans provide specific dietary value
(higher protein than beans, for instance), along with
certain drawbacks (longer cooking time, new taste, seed
pod splitting), but none of the drawbacks seem major or
insurmountable by African farmers. They can be used to
make seasonings, baked goods, flour and drinks.
The length of the soybean’s growing cycle, around
100 to 120 days depending on the variety (very often
photosensitive), corresponds to the length of the rainy season
of many African regions. A useful rainfall of 600? mm
[text cut off] is sufficient, with the water balance related to
evaporation, the soil’s water holding capacity and rainfall
distribution. This means that soybeans could be grown
up to the twelfth parallel (Koupela in the Upper Volta, for
instance), and suggests significant potential for Togo.
The water balance is often favorable in many regions,
making soybean cultivation almost risk-free during the
rainy season, and eliminating the necessity of a costly
irrigation system. In spite of this potential, it is clear that
soybeans have taken a long time to gain a foothold in Africa.
They have essentially remained in the research stage up
until now. Institutions such as IRAT, IITA (International
Institute of Tropical Agriculture), and ISRA (Senegalese
Institute for Agronomic Research; Institut Sénégalais de la
Recherche Agronomique–Bambey, Senegal) have conducted
research adapted to African conditions in Senegal, Nigeria,
Madagascar, Côte d’Ivoire and Togo.
In Togo’s Centrale region, IRAT led studies in Kitanbao
near Bassar, and obtained satisfactory results with the Jupiter
variety over several years. Trial plots of ferralitic, fertilized
soil produced yields of over 3 t/ha. Certain ISRA varieties
are also promising. But the Jupiter variety already provides
Togo with regular yields: its oil content (24%) makes basic
pressing cost-effective, and its protein content is high
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(Continued). Address: 1. SODETEG Agronomist (agronome
Sodeteg; Société d’Etudes Techniques et d’Entreprises
Générales); 2. IRAT Agronomist (agronome Irat / IRAT).
4841. Favre, Jacques; Marquette, Jacques. 1982. Soja:
Jupiter adopte le Togo [Soybeans: Togo adopts Jupiter
(Continued–Document part II)]. Afrique Agriculture
(France) No. 79. p. 40-41. March 1. [Fre]
• Summary: (Continued). From traditional to more modern
practices: IRAT’s technical knowledge was brought to light
and largely confirmed in 1981 in real growing conditions.
This means using large simple plots (½ ha) and farming
methods ranging from traditional practices to using tractors
and herbicides.
This experiment was carried out in Kazaboua at the
Multipurpose Center of the Ministry of Rural Development
(Centre Polyvalent du monistère [sic] du Développement
Rural) in Togo’s Centrale region, by agronomists from IRAT
and SODETEG as part of an agro-industrial feasibility study
on soybeans and corn.
It confirms that:
- yields in real conditions can reach 2 t/ha with low but
adequate phospho-potassic fertilization, 0-50-60 [NPK], for
example;
- yields are reliable for the Jupiter variety;
- the ISRA varieties have African genetic material, and
the potential to serve as a varietal replacement;
- the soybean is not currently affected by any serious
insect or fungal parasite;
- nitrogen-fixing root nodulation occurs sufficiently in
the first growth after the seeds have been inoculated;
- the seeds’ germinative capacity remains the soybean’s
weakness; [Note: Soybeans cannot only stored for 3-9
months at ambient temperature and humidity before their
ability to germinate when planted drops sharply].
- the expected profit margins for one hectare are
substantial, likely to motivate farmers and to encourage
modern methods. Depending on the techniques used
(manual, semi-mechanized, animal power or mechanized),
the cost per hectare is around 60,000 to 90,000 CFA francs,
leaving a gross margin of around 50,000 CFA francs for
a fertilized, semi-mechanized cultivation that uses hoeing
rather than expensive herbicides.
In addition to these agronomic trials, SODETEG has
continued looking into specific uses for these soybeans. The
organization first observed that soybeans can easily be used
in traditional cuisine. Recipes provided to the village of
Kazaboua were applied and were spontaneously shared. In
other conditions, soybeans were observed to substitute for
the African locust bean (tree of the legume family, the pods
of which are used to make a flour for a dish known as ‘afiti’
in Togo, and ‘soumbala’ in the Upper Volta). The soybean
provides direct nutritional value in this case.
Agro-industrial processing has certainly been

considered. Soybeans have been pressed in the Togo Oil
Mill (Huileries Togolaises) in Lomé, with 22% of its seed
weight being high-quality crude oil, leaving behind an oil
cake with 4% residual fats and 44% protein, according to
the biochemical analyses from the GERDAT laboratories
(Tropical Agronomic Development Group for Studies and
Research; Groupement d’Études et de Recherches pour le
Développement de l’Agronomie Tropicale).
Economic studies on this type of processing have shown
that if the crude oil is produced by simple pressing on the
farm, the various costs such as repayment, energy, and labor
were recouped by selling the crude oil at 200 CFA francs/
liter and the oil cakes at 70 CFA francs/liter.
This could mean significant production for the national
economy, since the price is competitive with import prices.
By rotating soybean crops with corn crops in an area of
approximately 10,000 ha in the Centrale region, Togo has
found a way–through an integrated development project
conducted closely with local farmers–to do the following:
improve its food self-sufficiency; grow less dependent on
imports that are disadvantageous to balance of payments;
create jobs in rural areas and slow rural flight; increase
income for farmers through technical and commercial
support; develop intermediary knowledge to support real
professional training; provide a primary material for the
refining units in Lomé; and finally, provide livestock farmers
(poultry, cattle, pigs, etc.) with the much desired means of
meeting the Plan’s objectives for national animal protein
consumption. Address: 1. SODETEG Agronomist (agronome
Sodeteg; Société d’Etudes Techniques et d’Entreprises
Générales); 2. IRAT Agronomist (agronome Irat / IRAT).
4842. Product Name: [Auenland Tofu].
Foreign Name: Auenland Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Auenland Tofu und Soja Produkte.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hub 4, 8210 Prien-Chiemsee,
West Germany. Phone: 08054 579.
Date of Introduction: 1982 March.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bulk.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Dec. 8. Owner: Peter
Wiegand. Letter from Peter Wiegand. 1982. June 22.
Followed by phone talk. Note: Apparently the company had
not yet started. Peter got interested in tofu, in part, through
Wildwood Natural Foods in Fairfax, California.
Form filled out by Peter Wiegand. 1982 (probably).
Says that his company, Auenland Tofu, started making tofu
on a commercial scale in April 1982. It is sold both vacuum
packed and bulk in water.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1982.
Sept. 17. Owner: Peter Wiegand. Label. 1983, undated. 6.25
by 4.5 inches. Self adhesive. Many colored. Shows rayed
sunrise over a rural village.
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Letter from Wolfgang Furth-Kuby of Sojaquelle. 1984.
April 26. “Lukas Kelterborn is not with us any more. The
Rundbrief was mainly his thing. I knew it was not going
to work this way, but I let him do it his way so he could
learn. Lukas wanted to go into production of tofu so badly.
He joined with Peter Wiegand and some other people and
after having stuffed some 70,000 German marks into Peter’s
exhausted business, all went bankrupt.”
Talk with Paul Duchesne. 1989. Aug. 26. Much of
the following is the result of a conversation Duchesne had
yesterday with Michael Pierce in Georgia (Phone: 912-7528070 Office; 912-742-4234 Home). Wiegand sometimes used
to refer informally to his company as “Wildwood II” because
he felt such a strong connection with Wildwood in Fairfax,
but neither the company nor the product was ever officially
named Wildwood Tofu. It was always called Auenland Tofu,
from the first day. Michael Pierce was present in Germany
when the company started production (from Feb. to July
1982) in a small dairy barn, not in a garage. Michael did
the artwork for the original labels. As soon as the products
hit the market, the first plant was too small. Peter will now
be very hard to get hold of. Try contacting his friend and
benefactor, George Eich, Aumuehle 8210, Prien Chiemsee.
George is a filmmaker who has money and may have
invested in Auenland. Wiegand is presently on the outs with
almost everyone–maybe including George. Wiegand also
knew Wolfgang Furth-Kuby, whom he called “the Shurtleff
of Germany.”
Wiegand ran the small company for a while, then built a
larger plant. In July 1983 Wiegand visited Fairfax for the 2nd
or 3rd time. That fall, in October, Duchesne’s son Paul went
back to Germany with him at his new and larger facility. So
the new operation, which Michael described as a huge dairy
almost the size of a basketball court, contained 4 large pots
for cooking, troughs, etc. and it never got completely used.
Wiegand was very much in debt and working very hard.
Everyone wanted the tofu but not the second generation
products. So he sold his tofu mostly to food processors who
made their own second generation products. He was not
good at organizing, negotiating, scheduling, or managing his
workers, who were not very productive. He was enthusiastic
and a good salesman. After a while, he went crazy. His
wife, who had a better head for business than Peter, did the
bookkeeping.
For more history, see interview with Paul Duchesne, 25
Aug. 1989.
Talk with Michael Pierce (Graphic designer, 408 2nd
St., Macon, Georgia 31201. Phone: 912-752-8083 Office).
1989. Oct. 30. Svadesha, who started making tofu before
Wiegand, had a small operation in southeast Germany
near the border, making only about 25-30 lb/week of tofu,
sold at 10-11 health food stores in small lidded plastic tubs
immersed in water. His tofu was in the stores when Auenland
introduced theirs. Pierce went to Germany in Feb. 1982.

The kitchen was getting put together when he arrived. He
helped Wiegand develop a press and they started making
tofu in late Feb. They also made soymilk (sojamilch), a
baked tofu sandwich, tofu pizza, and tofu apple cake. He
has an early German-language publication with recipes
plus some labels. Auenland’s early tofu was sold in bulk.
Everyone was ready for it and people wanted more. In the
early days, Auenland’s people would go to the Rajneesh
center and give classes on how to cook with tofu to 60-70
people. The day the company opened, it was too small. So
Wiegand tried to expand, but that was a disaster, which also
destroyed his family. He couldn’t make enough money.
Michael went to India in Feb. 1983 and when he came back
in June 1983 Wiegand had a gymnasium sized building with
4 big kettles. He got the money from his ex-wife’s father.
Auenland got hooked up with a company near Salzburg
that made mochi and seitan. (Note: It sounds like Sojvita
Produktions & Norbert Brunthaler in Lichtenwörth, which
was making seitan and mochi by mid-1984, but Sojvita was
located southwest of Vienna, far away from Salzburg). That
company had a store in Salzburg but produced foods in a
home about 15 miles outside of the city. Auenland smuggled
tofu to them in Austria and brought back excellent Austriangrown soybeans. Later that Salzburg company started to
make tofu. Auenland also bought organic soybeans from
France, and used them to make tofu. Pierce got to know
Wolfgang Furth-Kuby, whom he feels played a key role in
getting tofu started in Germany, in part by translating The
Book of Tofu into German. Pierce never heard Wiegand call
the company Wildwood, only Auenland. Auenland is a folk
name for that part of Germany (a mystical golden triangle
in the mountains); its not a map term. The area was also
called the Chiem-gau meaning “Bay Area.” And it was also
in a place called Wildenwald, which means “Wildwood.” So
there seemed to be many cosmic connections with Wildwood
in California. It was located about 60 miles southeast of
Munich on the Way to Salzburg.
Pierce also recalls hearing about a big research
organization connected with a university in Stuttgart, both
growing and utilization. They wanted to develop a soybean
that grew in the area.
4843. Boerma, H.R.; Wood, E.D.; Barrett, G.B. 1982.
Registration of Duocrop soybean (Reg. No. 157). Crop
Science 22(2):448-49. March/April.
• Summary: “It is specifically adapted to planting after 20
June where lack of sufficient vegetative growth is often a
barrier to efficient mechanical harvest and higher seed yields
of determinate cultivars. These late-June and early-July
planting dates are often encountered in the southeastern U.S.
when double cropping with soybeans as the second crop.
“Duocrop originated as an F5 plant selection from the
cross ‘Davis” x ‘Columbus’. The cross was made to combine
the late-flowering trait of Davis with the indeterminate
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growth habit of Columbus.”
“Duocrop is classified as a Group VII maturity, maturing
the same day as ‘Bragg” when planted between 20 June and
1 July.”
“Breeder seed of Duocrop was distributed to seed
producing organizations in Georgia and South Carolina in
1982. Breeder seed will be maintained by the Georgia Agric.
Exp. Stations.” Address: 1. Assoc. Prof. of Agronomy; 2-3.
Research Technicians. All: Univ. of Georgia, Athens, GA
30602.
4844. Delouche, James C. 1982. Physiological changes
during storage that affect soybean seed quality. INTSOY
Series No. 22. p. 57-66. J.B. Sinclair and J.A. Jackobs, eds.
Soybean Seed Quality and Stand Establishment (College of
Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [60 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Factors affecting the
rate of deterioration: Inheritance, temperature and moisture
content. Sequence of deteriorative changes. Physiology of
deterioration. Vigor. Summary. Discussion.
“The physiological changes in seed that lead to loss
of viability are termed deterioration... Soybean seeds are
inherently short-lived. They deteriorate more rapidly than
seed of rice, corn, sorghum, wheat, and many other seed
kinds under the same conditions of production, harvesting,
drying, and storage (Table 1). Of the major agronomic
crops only shelled peanut seeds are more short-lived than in
viability soybean seeds.” Address: Agronomist in Charge,
Seed Technology Lab., Mississippi State Univ., Mississippi
State, USA.
4845. Product Name: Earth Angel Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Earth Angel Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 53 Stanley Ave., Mt. Waverley
(E. Oakleigh), VIC 3149, Australia. Phone: 03-544-8020.
Date of Introduction: 1982 March.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, cider vinegar, tempeh
starter (Rice, Rhizopus oligosporus culture).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Debbie
Schmetzer. 1982. March 3. Earth Angel is just getting
underway and their first product is tempeh. They soon hope
to produce tofu and tofu puddings for the health food stores.
Label. 1983, undated. 4 by 8 inches. Black on tan. 250 gm.
Illustration of a a winged elf, with soybean leaves on both
sides.
4846. Gregg, B.R. 1982. Soybean seed quality and practical
storage. INTSOY Series No. 22. p. 52-56. J.B. Sinclair
and J.A. Jackobs, eds. Soybean Seed Quality and Stand
Establishment (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign). [16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Literature review:
Longevity of soybean seed in storage, causes of deterioration

(preharvest field conditions, maturity at harvest, high
moisture, high temperature, moisture-temperature
interaction, mechanical injury, seed treatment, storage fungi
and disease organisms, insects, pests, fumigation). Present
situation: Storage, providing safe storage (shorter storage
periods, vaporproof packages, bulk storage). Resolving
production constraints. Address: Seed Technology Specialist,
Mississippi State Univ./DOAE Seed Div., Bangkok,
Thailand.
4847. Hepperly, P.R.; Mignucci, J.S.; Sinclair, J.B. 1982. The
microorganisms of stored soybean seeds. INTSOY Series No.
22. p. 67-76. J.B. Sinclair and J.A. Jackobs, eds. Soybean
Seed Quality and Stand Establishment (College of Agric.,
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [76 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Literature review:
The role of fungi, the role of bacteria, interactions of
arthropods [invertebrate animals, incl. insects, arachnids,
and crustaceans] and microorganisms in stored grain, control
of microorganisms in storage: physical factors, monitoring
methods, genotypic variation, chemical control. Current
research and development. Constraints to control of storage
microorganisms. Discussion. Address: 1-2. Asst. Prof., Dep.
of Crop Protection, Univ. of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez, Puerto
Rico; 3. Prof., Dep. of Plant Pathology, Univ. of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, Illinois.
4848. Kabeere, Flavia. 1982. Soybean germination problems
in Uganda and current investigations (Abstract). INTSOY
Series No. 22. p. 188. J.B. Sinclair and J.A. Jackobs, eds.
Soybean Seed Quality and Stand Establishment (College of
Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “The establishment of the Uganda Seed
Multiplication Scheme in 1971, with the objectives of
producing, bulking, and planting seeds of high quality,
should have meant the boosting of soybean seed production.
However, large scale production of the legume re-introduced
the problem of poor seed quality. The poor germination
of soybeans in the field led to large losses and made the
crop unpopular with farmers.” Address: Seed Testing and
Certification Officer, Kwanda Research Station, P.O. Box
7065, Kampala, Uganda.
4849. Khaleque, Mohammad Abdul. 1982. [Soybeans in]
Bangladesh. INTSOY Series No. 22. p. 133-35. (College of
Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production technology.
Organization.
“Soybeans are a new crop in Bangladesh. The crop was
introduced during the 1960s, but no attention was given to
its improvement and expansion until 1974. Under a research
program of BARI its feasibility as a regular crop was studied
and its comparative performance with other crops was
observed... In 1975 the Bangladesh Coordinated Soybean
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Research Project was started under the Bangladesh
Agricultural Research Council. After that, serious
work began on matters like cultivar improvement,
cultural practices, and processing. Few farmers
had grown soybeans before the project started.
With the introduction of short duration cultivars,
growing soybeans became popular... But even today
only about 2,000 acres (810 ha) have gone under
cultivation...
“Soybean production averages about 16
maunds/acre (1,475 kg/ha), which is about 30
percent more than other legumes and 25 percent
more than other oilseeds, except peanuts. From
the agronomic point of view it is a viable crop for
Bangladesh and could fit into the cropping system
very well, provided marketing and oil crushing
facilities were available. Crushing facilities are not
at present located in Bangladesh...
“The best yields under experimental conditions
vary from 2,000 to 2,200 kg/ha, with potential
yield up to 2,800 kg/ha... At present soybeans are
grown mainly for protein food. But it is likely that
the extraction of oil will be attempted.” Address:
Project Director Oilseeds, Bangladesh Agricultural
Research Inst. (BARI), Joydebpur, Dacca,
Bangladesh.
4850. Khan, A. Rahman; Qayyum, A. 1982.
[Soybeans in] Pakistan. INTSOY Series No. 22. p. 159-65.
J.B. Sinclair and J.A. Jackobs, eds. Soybean Seed Quality
and Stand Establishment (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production technology.
Cultural practices. Cropping patterns. Fertilizer. Rhizobium
inoculum. Mechanization. Irrigation. Plant protection. Seed
production program. Yield. Cost of production. Constraints.
Organizations. Research facilities. Discussion.
“Pakistan is deficient in the production of edible oil.
National edible oil consumption, increasing at an average
rate of 50,000 tons annually, reached a level of 713,000
tons in 1980-81. With an increased per capita demand for
vegetable ghee and a population growth of more than 3
percent per annum, the demand for crude vegetable oil will
rise to 892,000 tons by 1984-85...
The principal indigenous oilseed crops are cottonseed,
followed by rape and mustard seed. Three new oilseed crops
are sunflowers, soybeans, and safflowers, “all of which were
introduced and tested during the early 1960s. Their economic
production was established about a decade ago” [i.e. about
1971].
“Soybeans have been the most successfully grown
of the newly established crops, and growers have shown
more enthusiasm for this crop than the others. Attempts at
developing commercial acreage have been most successful

in the high-rainfall northern areas and in the irrigated central
and southern areas of the country...
“With increased production, problems connected with
the disposal of soybean meal after oil extraction may arise.”
Soybean production in Pakistan rose from 443 tons on
957 hectares in 1974, to an estimated 2,052 tons grown on
about 4,000 ha in 1979-80. Lee 68 has given the highest
yields, 4,321 kg/ha in 1974. But farmers’ average yield is
only 511 kg/ha.
A map of Pakistan shows the soybean growing areas.
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen
for the cultivation of soybeans (early 1960s) after Pakistan
became a nation. The source of these soybeans was the USA.
Address: 1. National Coordinator, Oilseeds; 2. Research
Officer, Oilseeds. Both: Pakistan Agricultural Research
Council, Islamabad, Pakistan.
4851. Kueneman, Eric A. 1982. Genetic differences in
soybean seed quality: Screening methods for cultivar
improvement. INTSOY Series No. 22. p. 31-41. J.B. Sinclair
and J.A. Jackobs, eds. Soybean Seed Quality and Stand
Establishment (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign). [47 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Causes of seed
deterioration. Screening methods and assessment of seed
vigor. Kinds of stress proposed for seed vigor assessment:
Seed storage (aging seeds), accelerated aging stress,
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cold stress, hot water pregermination stress, osmotic
stress, thermostress during germination, methanol stress.
Methods of evaluating seed or seedling vigor following
stress: Laboratory germination test, field emergence test,
tetrazolium (TZ) test, seedling growth rates, characteristics
of seed leachate. Seed storability: Cultivar differences in
storability, inheritance of seed storability. Field weathering–
field deterioration: Resistance to seedborne pathogens
involved in field weathering–purple seed stain, resistance
to weathering associated with hardseededness (seed coat
impermeability), heritability-resistance to field weathering
(unspecified mechanism). Tolerance to high soil temperature.
Conclusion. Discussion.
“Most resistant lines identified at IITA are from
Indonesia. Soybeans evolved in the temperate regions
but have been grown successfully for a very long time in
Indonesia, which is located in a subtropical region with a
rather adverse environment (warm and humid) for quality
seed production. Indonesian farmers must have selected
varieties resistant to weathering stress. Not all varieties
from Indonesia, however, have high levels of resistance to
weathering...
“We have noted that a high percentage of the varieties
identified as having resistance to field weathering and
superior storability are brown- or black-seeded. However,
not all blackseeded lines have good storability.” Address:
Soybean breeder, Grain Legume Program, International Inst.
of Tropical Agriculture, P.M.B. 5320, Ibadan, Nigeria.
4852. Product Name: [Shoyu].
Manufacturer’s Name: Lima-Andiran.
Manufacturer’s Address: Moulin d’Andiran, 47170 Mezin,
France.
Date of Introduction: 1982 March.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 ml and 1 liter bottles, and
18 liter can.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Pierre Gevaert.
1981. Nov. 19. They plan to start making shoyu on 15 March
1982.
Lima catalogue, price list, and color product brochure.
1989. A color photo shows the Lima shoyu bottle. Three
sizes are listed in the catalog.
4853. Product Name: [Barley Miso].
Manufacturer’s Name: Lima-Andiran.
Manufacturer’s Address: Moulin d’Andiran, 47170 Mezin,
France. Phone: 58-651-002.
Date of Introduction: 1982 March.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Pierre Gevaert.
1981. Nov. 19. Letter from Sjon Welters. 1982. April 16.
“Important news is that Lima started to market their miso.
It is made in their own plant and farm in the southwest of
France.” Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book of Miso.

2nd ed. p. 233. This miso plant, which started in 1981,
was powered by hydropower. Soya Bluebook. 1986. p.
111. “Lima France. Affiliate of Lima Belgium. Le Moulin
d’Andiran, 47170 Mezin, France. Mr. Stevens, Sales Mgr.”
Talk with Don DeBona of American Miso Co. 1997.
March 25. Lima-Andiran was acquired in early 1990 by
Pierre Gevaert’s son (Daniel) and his wife (Valérie), and
renamed Danival. The location of their factory in Mézin,
France, has not changed.
4854. Marking, Syl. 1982. 93-bushels, again. [Roy Flannery]
plots repeat blue-ribbon performance. Soybean Digest.
March. p. 56-57.
4855. Marley, C.F. 1982. Computer plots pH pattern: It’s not
just for bookkeeping anymore. Soybean Digest. March. p.
10.
• Summary: An Apple II computer can show the pH
readings on a farm’s soils and thus aid in efficient addition of
limestone.
4856. Na Lampang, Arwooth. 1982. Factors affecting the
sowing of soybeans: Cropping methods. INTSOY Series No.
22. p. 116-20. J.B. Sinclair and J.A. Jackobs, eds. Soybean
Seed Quality and Stand Establishment (College of Agric.,
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Literature review.
Current research and development. Relay–Intercropping:
Optimum plant density, row widths, row number. Crop stand:
Skips and compensation. Effect on seed quality. Constraints
on efficient production. Acknowledgment. Discussion.
“Due to their short growth duration (100 ± 10 days),
their adaptability to short spells of moisture deficiency and
excess, their high yield potential, and their soil-improving
capacity, soybeans have been a preferred component in
traditional cropping systems widely practiced by Thai
farmers. The first program to promote the growing of
soybeans in Thailand, initiated about 1930, sought the
acceptance of soybeans as a sequence crop to follow the
main rice crop in the north. The idea was well received
wherever irrigation facilities were available during the
dry season.” Address: Director, Field Crops Div., Dep. of
Agriculture, Bangkhen, Bangkok, Thailand.
4857. Nakayama, Yoriko; Saio, Kyoko; Kito, Makoto.
1982. Decomposition of phospholipids in soybeans during
storage. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report
of the National Food Research Institute) No. 40. p. 196-200.
March. [12 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Cereal Chemistry 58:260-64
(1981). Address: National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin
Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukubagun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.
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4858. Panabokke, C.R. 1982. Keynote address: Soybeans
in Sri Lanka. INTSOY Series No. 22. p. 6-8. J.B. Sinclair
and J.A. Jackobs, eds. Soybean Seed Quality and Stand
Establishment (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign).
• Summary: “Soybeans lose their viability very quickly
when stored under conditions of high humidity and high
temperature... In the small-seeded types, it was found that the
seed quality was better...
“Sri Lanka is more fortunate than many other tropical
countries because it can produce at least two soybean crops
per year. One crop is produced as a rain-fed crop during
the wet Maha season. The other crop is produced with
supplementary irrigation during the dry Yala season. Thus,
soybean seeds that are harvested from the Maha crop in
January/February can be conveniently used as seeds for the
Yala planting in April/May.
“Seeds from the Yala crop normally harvested in July/
August can be used for the Maha planting in October/
November. The period of seed storage, therefore, will be
lower than the normal 6 to 8 months that would be needed in
the unimodal rainfall types in most of monsoon Asia.
“The main strategies in the Sri Lankan program are,
therefore, directed along the following lines: 1. Breeding of
heat-tolerant types; 2. Breeding and selection for firmness
of seed coat; 3. Developing small-seeded cultivars because
small size appears to be related to seed viability and
because small seeds can emerge more easily from a hard
soil surface;... 5. Adapting double cropping to avoid long
storage periods.” Address: Director, Dep. of Agricultural
Development and Research, Sri Lanka.
4859. Saio, Kyoko; Nikkuni, Ikumi; Ando, Yoko; Otsuru,
Masaru; Takeuchi, Yutaka; Kito, Makoto. 1982. Soybean
quality changes during model storage studies. Shokuhin Sogo
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food
Research Institute) No. 40. p. 189-95. March. [14 ref. Eng;
jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Cereal Chemistry 57:7782 (1980). Address: 1-2. National Food Research Inst.
(Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabemachi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.
4860. Saio, Kyoko; Baba, Keiko. 1982. [Microscopic
observation on soybean structural changes in storage].
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the
National Food Research Institute) No. 40. p. 201-05. March.
[14 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Contains 14 labeled light micrographs (600 x
magnification) and transmission electron micrographs (up to
10,000 x magnification) of cotyledonary tissues of soybeans
(both control and stored). The labels show: Pb: protein body,
sp: spherosome, cw: cell wall, and s: starch granule.
Reprinted from Nihon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkai Shi (J. of

Food Science and Technology) 27:343-47 (1980). Address:
1. National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo),
Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken
305, Japan; 2. Oils and Fats Research Labs., Ajinomoto Co.,
Inc., 7-41 Daikoku-cho, Tsurumi-ku, Yokohama-shi 230.
4861. Sinclair, J.B.; Jackobs, J.A. eds. 1982. Soybean seed
quality and stand establishment. INTSOY Series No. 22. xiii
+ 206 p. March. Proceedings of a conference for scientists of
Asia. Held 25-31 Jan. 1981 at Colombo, Sri Lanka. (College
of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [150+ ref]
• Summary: This conference was sponsored by: The
Sri Lanka Ministry of Agricultural Development and
Research, The Seed Technology Laboratory, Mississippi
State University, and the International Soybean Program
(INTSOY); In collaboration with: The Food and Agricultural
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID).
The Proceedings are divided into 6 parts: Conference
participants (directory of 85 people from 23 countries).
Inaugural addresses. Invited Papers. Country Reports.
Abstracts of contributed papers. Report of the working
committees: Production, Crop Protection, Storage and
Mechanization.
In the Foreword, W.N. Thompson, Director of INTSOY,
notes: “Part of the rationale for the conference came from
the experience in the INTSOY variety trials program,
particularly in the International Soybean Variety Experiment
(ISVEX), which indicated that high quality soybean seeds
can be produced in tropical and subtropical environments...
“It is especially relevant to present production problems
in countries where high ambient temperatures and humidity
prevail at harvest and during storage, and where high soil
temperature and moisture prevail at planting time.
“The objectives of this conference relate directly to
the overall INTSOY goals of gathering, distilling, and
disseminating the best current knowledge of problems facing
small farmers.” Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
4862. Wang, Jinling. 1982. [Soybeans in] People’s Republic
of China. INTSOY Series No. 22. p. 136-39. J.B. Sinclair
and J.A. Jackobs, eds. Soybean Seed Quality and Stand
Establishment (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign).
• Summary: The author’s name used to be romanized as
Wang Chin-ling in Wade-Giles. Contents: Introduction.
Soybean management in each soybean cultivation region in
China. Yellow River and Hwai River Valley summer soybean
region. Yangtze River Valley summer soybean region.
Autumn soybean region. Multiple soybean cropping season
region.
“... the soybean production area is being kept to about
7.6 million ha, with an annual production of 7 to 8 million
metric tons. In 1975, the area devoted to soybeans was 7.0
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million ha, with a production of 7.3 million metric tons; in
1976, 6.69 million ha and 6.62 million metric tons; and in
1977, 6.842 million ha and 7.235 million metric tons. The
average soybean yield per ha is just over 1 metric ton. One
reason for such low yields is that in most parts of China
soybeans are a secondary crop in a rotation system, and are
sown mostly after the harvest of winter crops or summer
rice. Thus, soybeans grow during the shortest days, and
under other adverse conditions. The main soybean-producing
area is in the northeast of China, where the yield frequently
averages more than 3,000 kg/ha...
“Spring soybean region: The main area of this region
is in northeast China, where there is only one full season
crop each year, and soybeans occupy about 20 percent of
the cropping area. Soybeans are planted in late April to
early May and mature in late September... The main rotation
systems are corn-soybeans-millet (or sorghum), and soybeanspring wheat-corn...
“About 90 percent of the soybean cultivars in present
commercial production in the northeast were developed
through hybridization with indigenous cultivars as parents...
“Yangtze River valley summer soybean region: Near
the urban areas farmers grow spring soybeans, sown around
the middle of April and harvested at the middle of June, like
green beans, to be used as a fresh vegetable. There is also
a large acreage of spring soybeans with a cropping system
that incorporates three crops–winter barley or wheat, spring
soybeans interplanted between rows of barley or wheat at the
dough stage, and autumn paddy rice–in one year. Soybeans
planted along the edge of paddy rice fields are also spring
sown. Another three-crop system consists of winter crops–
early- and middle-season rice and autumn soybeans–in one
year. Such complex cropping systems and various natural
conditions in this region cause soybeans to be exceedingly
diversified in type. Therefore, this region has the most
plentiful soybean germplasm resources.
“Most spring-sown soybeans in this region belong to
maturity groups I to III; most summer-sown soybeans, to
maturity groups VI to VII; and most autumn-sown soybeans,
to maturity groups VIII to IX...
“Autumn soybean region: In the southern part of China,
on the less fertile, water-deficient land, a rotation system of
three winter crops–early or middle-season rice and autumn
soybeans–is favored. The autumn soybeans are sown in early
November...
“Farmers in this region traditionally pay a great deal
of attention to seed selection, cleaning, and storage. The
selected clean seeds are desiccated to a degree (water content
below 11 percent) at which they can be beaten easily into
pieces. The desiccated seeds are stored in glazed smallmouthed jars and sealed to be stored over the hot, moist
summer. The jars are opened early the next fall within 10
days before seeding. It is observed that seeds of small-seeded
types store better.

“Multiple soybean cropping season region: In the
southernmost portion of China, there is a frostless belt where
the mean winter temperature is as high as 18º to 20º C.
Therefore, winter soybeans can be sown in late December
and mature from mid-April to early May. In commercial
production, spring soybeans that are planted from midFebruary to early March and mature from mid-May to early
June are dominant and prevalent, and the yield per unit
area is also as high as 1.5 metric tons/ha. In addition, in
commercial production, summer-sown soybeans are sown
in the middle of May and harvested in the middle of August,
and autumn-sown soybeans are planted in mid-July (after
rice) and harvested in early November.” Address: Prof. of
Plant Breeding, North East Agricultural College, Harbin,
China.
4863. Wang, Lian Zheng. 1982. Some aspects of soybean
production and the quality of soybean seeds in Heilongjiang
Province. INTSOY Series No. 22. p. 195-96. J.B. Sinclair
and J.A. Jackobs, eds. Soybean Seed Quality and Stand
Establishment (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign).
• Summary: “Heilongjiang Province is one of the main
areas of soybean production in the People’s Republic of
China. It ranks first both in area and in total output of all the
provinces. The average output per ha is 1.5 ton. In 1979 the
soybean area in Heilongjiang occupied 1,660,000 ha, but by
1985 it will be 2,000,000 ha... Harvesting is usually done by
Dongfeng combines on state farms but by manual labor in
the people’s communes...
“In the Northeast of China, there are large areas (100200 ha) of field blocks of soybeans with yields as high
as 300 metric tons/ha, but the average yield of the whole
Northeast is only 1 to 6 metric tons/ha. The reason that
soybean production in the South is low is that soybeans
are planted after winter wheat or spring rice, so that the
seeding time is very late, and such soybeans grow under
short day conditions. Another reason is that soil in the
Northeast is richer than that in the South.” Address: Assoc.
Prof. and Vice-Director, Academy of Agricultural Science of
Heilongjiang Province, Harbin, China.
4864. Wolffhardt, D. 1982. Anbauversuche mit Sojabohnen
in Oesterreich [Agronomic trials with soybeans in Austria].
Fette, Seifen, Anstrichmittel 84(3):92-101. March. [Ger]
• Summary: “Experimental work on soybeans started more
than 100 years ago in Austria. However, except during
the last years of the last war [World War II], cultivation
of soybean never gained any importance. The extent of
experimental activity varied considerably during the course
of time. After a phase of little interest, the investigations on
soybeans were considerably expanded after the protein crisis
of the year 1973. The Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenbau und
Samenprüfung carried out varietal studies and studies on the
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amounts used for cultivation. In the varietal studies during
the past years, the American variety Evans (ripening group 0)
stood almost always in the first place.” Soybeans were also
grown in large areas on private farms. Address: Dipl.-Ing.,
Bundesanstalt fuer Pflanzenbau und Samenpruefung, Vienna.
4865. Yacoubi, M.A. 1982. Effect of seeding method
and density on stand establishment and soybean yield in
Slimania, Morocco (Abstract). INTSOY Series No. 22. p.
198. J.B. Sinclair and J.A. Jackobs, eds. Soybean Seed
Quality and Stand Establishment (College of Agric., Univ. of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “Seven different methods of seeding (five hand
and two mechanical) were used along with five seeding
densities (70, 80, 90, 100, and 120 kg/ha) of Clark 63 (in
1978) and Calland (in 1979). These soybean cultivars were
tried in a field located in the northeast corner of Morocco,
near Oujda, on the 22nd of May in both 1978 and 1979... In
1978, the stands varied from an equivalent of 250,000/ha to
321,200/ha and the yields were located between 3.78 metric
tons/ha and 4.95 metric tons/ha.” Address: Prof., Instituto
Agronomique et Veterinaire Hassan II, B.P. 704, Rabat,
Morocco.
4866. Product Name: Soybean Curd, and Soy Milk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Dae Han and Company.
Manufacturer’s Address: 18300 S.W. Boones Ferry Rd.,
Durham, OR 97223. Phone: 503-620-8983.
Date of Introduction: 1982 April.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Yeun
Mo Koo (Korean). The company started on 1 April 1982.
Talk with Paul Moss, who has worked with Dae Han for
7 years. 1990. May 28. The company name is now Dae Han,
Inc., 737 S.E. Alder St., Portland, Oregon 97214. Phone:
503-233-8638. Paul plans to use their plant to make tempeh.
Labels sent by Paul Moss. 1990. May 10. The soymilk is
now called Fresh Wonder Soy (Plain Soy Beverage). The two
types of tofu are Organic Regular Tofu (Japanese Style), and
Organic Firm Tofu (Chinese Style). Both are certified kosher
by Rabbi Yonah H. Geller.
4867. Filho, A.J.B.V.; Peres, F.C. 1982. Competitividade da
cultura da soja em uma empresa da regiao de Campinas, SP
[Soybean production competitiveness in a farm in a region
of Campinas, Sao Paulo]. Pesquisa Agropecuaria Brasileira,
Serie Agronomia 17(4):599-605. April. [5 ref. Por; eng]
• Summary: “Abstract: Soybean production competitiveness
was tested in a cash crop farm of the Campinas Region,
SP. Two cases were considered: one, in which the farmer
was seen as being profit maximizer and risk neutral; in the
other case, he was considered to be risk averter. Soybean
production was found to be competitive in both cases.
Mathematical programming was shown to be a practical tool
in farm planning in Brazil.” Address: Brazil.

4868. Product Name: [Organic Soya Drink].
Foreign Name: Boisson de Soya Organique.
Manufacturer’s Name: Les Aliments Horium Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1050 rue Lacasse Street, C1-18,
Montreal, QUE, H4C 2Z3, Canada. Phone: 514-933-4605.
Date of Introduction: 1982 April.
Ingredients: Extract of Soyabean, water.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 25, protein 4.4 gm,
carbohydrate 3.4 gm, fat 2.5 gm, water 88.6 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1988, received. 5.5
by 2.5 inches. Red and blue on white. In French and English.
4869. Product Name: [Horium Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu Horium.
Manufacturer’s Name: Les Aliments Horium Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1050 rue Lacasse Street, C1-18,
Montreal, QUE, H4C 2Z3, Canada. Phone: 514-933-4605.
Date of Introduction: 1982 April.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, natural salt or sea salt,
purified water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 450 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Yvon Tremblay
and Richard Milon. 1987. Dec. 11. Form filled out by Mr.
Chong-Hong Ho, owner. 1988. Nov. 11. The product was
launched in April 1982. Label. 5 by 7 inches. Red, green, and
black on white. In French and English. “All natural. After
removing package, submerge tofu completely in cold water
and change it regularly.”
4870. Product Name: [Soya Yogurt (Organic)].
Foreign Name: Yogourt de Soya (Organique).
Manufacturer’s Name: Les Aliments Horium Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1050 rue Lacasse Street, C1-18,
Montreal, QUE, H4C 2Z3, Canada. Phone: 514-933-4605.
Date of Introduction: 1982 April.
Ingredients: Soyabean, water, sugar, flavour.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1988, received. 5.5
by 2.5 inches. Red and blue on white. In French and English.
4871. Product Name: [Lima Soy (Soymilk)].
Foreign Name: Lima Soy.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lima Foods. Made in Belgium by
Jonathan.
Manufacturer’s Address: Edgar Gevaertdreef 10, B-9830
Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1982 April.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 0.5 liter or 1 liter Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton. Retails for DM 4.40 in Germany (1/90).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
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Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 3.6 gm, fat 2.6 gm,
carbohydrates 1.0 gm, minerals 0.2 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Sjon Welters.
1982. April 16. “Jonathan is a macrobiotic food company.
They make the tofu and soymilk for Lima Foods in Belgium
which is sold all over Europe. It is sterilized, so it keeps a
long time.
Labels sent 1986 are white, black and blue on green.
Soymilk is being poured into a tall glass.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1982. July
23. Address is Moulin d’Andiran, 47170 Mezin, France.
Phone: 58 65 10 02.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term soy to refer to soymilk.

vegetable shortening, yeast.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 220, protein 8 gm,
carbohydrates 33 gm, fat 7 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 7 by 9 inches. Color
boxes. “A delicious meal by Legume. 100% natural. No
cholesterol. No artificial preservatives. No sugar.” The pizza
crust contains whole wheat pastry flour as a major ingredient.
Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods
Center. Article in Soyfoods. 1982. Winter. p. 56. Ad in
Whole Life Times. 1982. July/Aug. p. 20. “Tofu Makes the
Difference.” Spot in Soyfoods. 1982. Summer. p. 54. “The
Legume Food System. Tofu Makes the Difference.”

4872. Zeiher, Carolyn; Egli, D.B.; Leggett, J.E.; Reicosky,
D.A. 1982. Cultivar differences in N redistribution in
soybeans. Agronomy Journal 74(2):375-79. March/April. [25
ref]
• Summary: In soybeans, the redistribution of nitrogen from
vegetative plant parts to the developing seeds may influence
the duration of seed filling and yield. “The objective of this
study was to investigate the N redistribution characteristics
of soybean cultivars of varying maturities and growth
habit. Eight cultivars ranging from Maturity Group II to V
and including indeterminate, determinate, and semidwarf
growth habits were grown in the field in 1977 and 1978 at
Lexington, Kentucky using conventional cultural practices.”
The study found that nitrogen redistribution does not
appear to be an important factor determining the duration
of seed filling or yield of soybeans. Address: 1. Graduate
research asst., Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Kentucky,
Lexington, KY 40546-0091.

4875. Product Name: Nutcracker Sweets Creme Pie (Tofu
Cheesecakes) [Very Berry, Pineapple Coconut, or Carob
Mint].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sonoma Specialty Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2317 Bluebell Dr., Santa Rosa,
CA 95403.
Date of Introduction: 1982 May.
Ingredients: Topping: Soy milk, soy oil, honey, pure
vanilla. Filling: Tofu (Organic soybeans, nigari), honey,
carob, soy oil, pure mint, pure vanilla, guar gum. Crust:
Graham crackers, nuts, honey, vegetable margarine.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz in plastic deli tub.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. 1983, undated.
Multi-color. “A naturally delicious, ready-to-eat, cholesterolfree dessert.” Spot in Soyfoods. 1983. Summer. p. 55, and
1984. Summer. p. 43.

4873. Kansas State University, Cooperative Extension
Service. 1982. Soybean handbook. C-449 (Revised ed.). 25
p. May.
• Summary: Contains 11 short chapters on the essentials
of soybean production and marketing: Soybean research.
Varieties. Planting recommendations. Fertility needs. Weed
control. Irrigating soybeans. Soybean diseases. Soybean
insects. Harvesting. Drying and storage. Economics. A fullpage photo on the cover shows a New Holland combine
harvesting soybeans.
4874. Product Name: Legume Tofu Pizza.
Manufacturer’s Name: Legume, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 150 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ
07044. Phone: (201) 857-9010.
Date of Introduction: 1982 May.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, crushed tomatoes, peanut and
soy oil, salt, oregano, onion, garlic, parsley, basil, pepper.
Crust: Whole wheat pastry flour, high gluten enriched flour,
DeBoles American (Jerusalem) artichoke flour, water,

4876. Product Name: 3 Grain & Soy Tempeh (With Brown
Rice & Millet & Barley).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tempeh Works (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 870, Greenfield, MA
01301.
Date of Introduction: 1982 May.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, millet, brown
rice, barley, water, Rhizopus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz or 8 oz package.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 190, protein 12 gm,
carbohydrate 25 gm, fat 4 gm, sodium 15 mg, iron 1.5 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Soyfoods. 1982.
Summer. p. 54. “Grains and Beans in One Tempeh.” Ad in
New Age. 1982. July and Dec. p. 26; Shurtleff & Aoyagi.
1985. History of Tempeh. p. 52.
4877. Krieger, Verena. 1982. Re: Recent developments with
tofu in Switzerland. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, June 14. 3 p. Typed, with signature. [1 ref]
• Summary: A person who is knowledgeable on macrobiotics
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and soyfoods in Europe is Mario Binetto from the
Macrobiotic Center in Bern. He can be reached at Restaurant
Sesam, Monbijourstr. 19, CH-3011 Bern. Marty Halsey is
doing work at his tofu shop. Tevan Thieu is trying to start
a tofu business in the Basel-area. In the late 1970s Verena
worked at a natural foods vegetarian restaurant near Chicago,
Illinois, where tempeh and tofu were made frequently. In
June 1979 she and her husband David returned to her native
Switzerland and began work that played a key role in getting
soyfoods into the Swiss consciousness and Swiss kitchens.
“The milestone was set, when I managed to publish
my article ‘Gestern Steak, morgen Tofu.’...into a Sunday
magazine, which is respectable and progressive at the same
time and widely read in Switzerland.
“Thanks to the foresight of my friend Lukas Kelterborn,
who knew that this publication would stir a wave of interest,
we [she and 4 other people interested in tofu] hastily set up a
tofu shop to meet the coming demand for tofu. This was the
birth of the ‘Sojalade.’
“Two months later Swiss national TV did a 30-minute
show during prime time on soybeans, using basic
information from ‘Das Tofu-Buch’ (the book was actually
shown and recommended through the channel), at the end
of which I was given a few minutes to present a meal of
five tofu dishes, tailored to the Swiss palate. Since then tofu
has been a favorite child of the medias. A couple of weeks
ago, our tofu group was even mentioned in the ‘Blick’ (the
‘National Enquirer’ of Switzerland)... With all this noise,
things have remained small and still beautiful. Our shop is
approaching the 1,000 lb/week production level, and we
are distributing our tofu mainly in Zurich (population about
half a million). Demand has gone up steadily, especially
in Zurich. Considering that Switzerland is a classic dairy
country, where the cow is held more holy than in India,
where milk is the next best thing to our life-blood, and where
there is no Asian population to speak of, this is a compliment
to both tofu and the Swiss. Of course, the bulk of tofu is still
being sold in health and natural foods markets...
“The present soyfoods market wants only organically
grown soybeans, and to promote soybean growing just on
that basis is ten times harder than conventionally grown
beans...
“For the fall, Swiss national radio plans a series of
two programs on soybeans, especially directed to farmers.”
Address: Bruchmattstr. 24, CH-6003 Lucerne, Switzerland.
Phone: 041-22 50 34.
4878. Product Name: Tempeh Brothers Tempehburger.
Renamed Tempeh Brothers Tempeh Burgers by early 1983.
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 137 New Hyde Park Rd.,
Franklin Square, Long Island, NY 11010.
Date of Introduction: 1982 June.
Ingredients: Organic soy tempeh, shoyu, herbs & spices.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982. June 15. 3
inch diameter. Yellow, red, blue and white. Spot showing
label in Soyfoods. Winter. 1983. p. 50. “The Tempeh Burger
Takeover. Nationwide at least 7 brands of prepared tempeh
burgers are produced.” The label reads “tempeh burgers.”
Also in Soyfoods. 1984. Summer. p. 43. Interview with
Robert Werz. 1987. Sept. 9.
4879. Product Name: No Cow Soymilk [Plain, CinnamonHoney, or Carob Honey].
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 57, Sea Cliff, NY
11579. Phone: 718-342-7222.
Date of Introduction: 1982 June.
Ingredients: Carob-honey: Organic soybeans, honey, carob.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Pint or quart.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. 1982. June 15. 2
by 3.5 inches. One color on white. “Better than any udder.”
Whole Life. 1986. April. p. 63-64. They make 150 gallons/
week of soymilk. Interview with Robert Werz. 1987. Sept. 9.
Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 101.
4880. Product Name: Soy Milk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ashland Soy Works.
Manufacturer’s Address: 280 Helman St., Ashland, OR
97520. Phone: 503-482-1865.
Date of Introduction: 1982 June.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982. June.
2 by 3 inches. Brown on tan with white border. “NonDairy Product. High protein. No cholesterol. No artificial
ingredients. Keep refrigerated.” Talk with Diana Muhs. 1988.
Feb. 10. The company started making soyfoods in October
1981. Their first product was tofu, followed by soymilk
about a year later.
4881. Eaglesham, A.R.J.; Ayanaba, A.; Ranga Rao, V.;
Eskew, D.L. 1982. Mineral N effects on cowpea and soybean
crops in a Nigerian soil: I. Development, nodulation,
acetylene reduction and grain yield. Plant and Soil
68(2):171-81. June. [15 ref]
• Summary: “In conclusion, we have described excellent
expression of root nodule symbioses, and patterns of
development through the season, in cowpea and soybean
crops in Nigeria at a measured soil-N availability and the
extent to which the symbioses were affected by a measured
uptake of fertilizer-N.” Address: International Inst. of
Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria.
4882. Eaglesham, A.R.J.; Ayanaba, A.; Ranga Rao, V.;
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Eskew, D.L. 1982. Mineral effects on cowpea and soybean
crops in a Nigerian soil. II. Amounts of N fixed and accrual
to the soil. Plant and Soil 68(2):183-92. June. [31 ref]
• Summary: “N-benefits accrued from two of the cowpea
cultivars when grown at low mineral-N levels, but with
higher mineral-N availability, no cultivar contributed N
because of inhibition of nodulation and lowered N2-fixation.
Although the soybeans fixed more N than the cowpeas they
caused greater net N-depletions because they sequestered a
greater fraction of N in the grain.”
It was estimated that soybeans fixed 114-188 kg/ha of
nitrogen in the soil. Address: International Inst. of Tropical
Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria.
4883. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Methow Valley Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: General Delivery, Twisp, WA
98856. Phone: 509-996-2372.
Date of Introduction: 1982 June.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982. 5.25 by
3 inches. Self adhesive. Light green and black on white.
Illustration: man on horse riding up mountain. “Keep
refrigerated.” Letter from Joyce Campbell and Bernie
Bigelow. 1982. June 30. They are “The Tofus” who started
the business. Photo from Joyce and Bernie of Methow Valley
Foods. 1987. May. Shows the inside of their tofu shop and all
its equipment. Their address is now P.O. Box 247, Carlton,
Washington 98814.
Letter from Joyce Ann Campbell. 1999. March 2. She
and Bernie have seen a lot of changes and their tofu company
is changing too. The began a community style tofu business
in 1982. In 1995 they stopped and recently they began plans
to reopen, in collaboration with a cooperative, in the spring
of 1999.
4884. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofou.
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: Plateau de l’Ardennais, 91590
Cerny, France. Phone: (6) 457.52.01.
Date of Introduction: 1982 June.
Ingredients: Water, French-grown soybeans*, sea salt. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Sjon Welters.
1982. April 16. The most important development with
soyfoods in France is that Bernard Storup has just bought a
whole system for tofu production.
Letter from Bernard Storup. 1982. Aug. 19. Bernard and
Jean Preneuf have been making tofou [tofu] since mid-June.

The plant is located at Cerney but he and Françoise (who had
a baby girl on May 9) live at nearby Arpajon. “I think things
will go quicker for soyfoods in Europe than in the U.S.”
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1982.
Sept. 17. Company is named Soy S.A.R.L. at Plateau de
l’Ardennais. Owner: Bernard Storup & Jean de Preneuf.
Richard Leviton. 1983. Oct. 16-17. Visit to Societe
Soy in Cerny. This tofu plant, the largest in France, is
distinguished for its dairy style machinery innovations.
Societe Soy uses 6 workers two days a week to produce
5,000 lb/week of tofu. They use the “tofou” spelling and Soy
not soja for the company name so they could trademark both
in France. Societe Soy began production in Sept. 1982.
Label. Undated. Printed with green, yellow and red on
plastic pouch. (Tofou: Equilibrez vos menus) (Tofu: Balance
your menus).
Letter from and form filled out by Bernard Storup. 1984.
March 22. Contains a brief history of the company. They
now make 2,500 kg/week of tofu, including 1,400 kg/week
of tofu burgers. One year ago they made 1,000 kg/week.
Letter from Bernard Storup. 1986. Jan. 1. “Bernard,
Françoise and I are on the way to move to the center of
France in a new shop (near the mountains and French best
quality water, in St.-Chamond, near St.-Etienne, a little
southwest of Lyon) end of summer 1986. From: 16 Avenue
de le Republique, 91590 Arpajon, France.” Soya Bluebook.
1986. p. 107. Company now named “Soy.” Their product
is listed as “Croque Tofu.” Letter from Harry Whitford
of Soyastern. 1987. Dec. 14. “My feeling is that this
company has lots of capital but not so many good ideas. I
wasn’t impressed by their products, mostly because their
professional packaging awakens professional expectations.
We don’t have much information about their production
amounts. As far as I know they distribute through natural/
health food channels.” Letter from Bernard Storup. 1989.
March 3. “We started to make tofu commercially in June
1982. The company itself was founded in Feb. 1982.”
Label. 1988. 2.5 by 4 inches. Self adhesive. Green,
yellow, and red on white. “The green protein (La proteine
verte). Culinary preparation based on soya. Consume before
1 Aug. 1984. Store refrigerated at + 4ºC. After opening the
sachet, put in a bowl filled with water. For information and
recipes, write Société Soy at Saint-Chamond.”
4885. Product Name: Multi-Grain Tempeh (Sprouted
Soybeans & Rice & Millet).
Manufacturer’s Name: Surata Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 302 Blair Blvd., Eugene, OR
97402.
Date of Introduction: 1982 June.
Ingredients: Sprouted organically grown soybeans, rice,
millet, water, apple cider vinegar, tempeh culture (Rhizopus
oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz in poly bag.
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How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label, undated. Originally
a 1 x 3 inch, white-on-brown add-on for basic tempeh label.
Then a 7 x 8-inch preprinted poly bag, red on yellow. “An
Oregon Cooperative. A Pre-Cooked Cultured Soyfood. A
Complete Protein.” Recipes on back: Tempeh Stroganoff,
Tempeh Burgers, and Tempeh Spaghetti Balls.
Talk with Surata Soyfoods. 1982. June 6. They are using
soybeans that have been sprouted overnight to make their
tempeh. Sprouting increases the levels of B and C vitamins,
increases the tempeh yield by 11%, and makes it easier to do
wet dehulling.
Form filled out by Shevah Lambert. 1990. July 2. Surata
now makes 875 lb/month of this product. Production started
in Feb. 1982.
4886. Product Name: Soft Organic Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Surata Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 302 Blair Blvd., Eugene, OR
97402.
Date of Introduction: 1982 June.
Ingredients: Certified organically grown soybeans, water,
nigari (natural sea minerals).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Shevah
Lambert. 1990. July 2. Surata now makes 4,300 lb/month
of this product. Production started in June 1982. Label sent
by Shevah Lambert. 1991. Jan. 16. 6 by 4.5 inches. Green
and red on clear plastic film. “Perfect for blending–use in
dressings, dips, puddings...! For recipes and information send
a S.A.S.E. to: Surata Soyfoods, Inc.”
4887. Product Name: Calco Tofu, Soy Sprouts, and Mung
Bean Sprouts.
Manufacturer’s Name: Calco of Atlanta.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2059 Manchester St., N.E.,
Atlanta, GA 30324. Phone: 404-874-3650.
Date of Introduction: 1982 July.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, calcium
sulfate (a natural mineral).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 70, protein 10 gm,
carbohydrates 7 gm, fat 0.5 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983, undated. 5.25
by 4.25 inches. Plastic film. Green and white on clear film.
“High quality protein, low in calories & no cholesterol.”
Serving suggestions. Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing
List. 1984. Feb. 7. Owner: Jim Y. Wang.
Interview with Bob Phipps. 1989. Sept. 7. Gives a brief
history and background of Calco in the USA, especially in

Houston.
Talk with Steve Yurman. 1989. Nov. 8. Jimmy Wang,
Taiwanese, owns Calco in Atlanta. He started doing bean
sprouts then expanded into tofu. He sold his tofu at very low
prices and used his family to help keep labor costs down.
He hasn’t raised his tofu prices in 10 years. He is a tough
competitor but helped the Yurmans nicely at times.
Talk with Jimmy Wang and Karen, his sister-in-law.
1989. Nov. 9. The company started in July 1982, making 3
products: mung bean sprouts, soy sprouts, and tofu.
Form filled out and photocopies of Labels sent by Eric
Wang. 1998. July 14. W & W Bean Products, Inc., dba Calco
of Atlanta Inc., 2059 Manchester St. N.E., Atlanta, Georgia
30324. Phone: 404-874-3650. Began making and selling tofu
in 1983. Labels for: Calco Tofu (Extra Firm, or Soft), and
Wonderful Brand Tofu (Firm Style). Weight: 1 lb. Curded
with calcium sulfate.
4888. Product Name: Nature’s Touch Tofu [Regular Style:
Soy Cheese, or Extra Firm].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyfoods of America.
Manufacturer’s Address: Duarte, CA 91010.
Date of Introduction: 1982 July.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, natural calcium
sulfate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Regular style, 16 oz, 19 oz;
Extra firm, 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 90, protein 15 gm,
carbohydrate 1 gm, fat 5 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. 1982, undated. 5.25
by 4.25 inches. Plastic film. Red, yellow, brown, blue and
white on clear film. Logo of a long-haired damsel in an oval
window. Kosher. Leviton. 1982. Soyfoods. Summer. p. 3031. This line was developed by Doug Fiske. Ken Lee later
changed the brand to Nature’s Spring but kept the same logo
and package design. Mrs. Lee recalls the introduction date as
Sept. 1981.
Spot in Whole Foods. 1983. Jan. p. 39. “Nature’s
Touch Tofu. Nature’s Touch introduces the first in a line
of soyfoods produced by Soyfoods of America. Nature’s
Touch Regular Style (8.5% protein) tofu is available in two
versions: one and four piece, water packed in 19-ounce units
and pasteurized for a 30-day refrigerated shelf life.” A photo
shows both labels. Talk with Doug Fiske. 1983. Dec. 13. The
company is now making 10,000 lb/week of tofu. The basic
tofu was in a 19 oz pack, but now changed to 12 oz. Letter
from Ken Lee. 1988. Oct. 10. He stopped marketing the
product in July 1984.
4889. Product Name: New England Tempeh Burgers (By
1984 renamed Lightlife Meatless Tempeh Burgers).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tempeh Works (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 870, Greenfield, MA
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01302.
Date of Introduction: 1982 July.
Ingredients: Organic soy tempeh, soy sauce, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz 2 x 3.5 oz burgers per
package.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983, undated. 3.5
inches square. Brown, yellow and white. Spot in Soyfoods.
1983. Winter. p. 50. “The Tempeh Burger Takeover.
Nationwide at least 7 brands of prepared tempeh burgers are
produced.” Also 1984. Summer. p. 43. Product list. 1984.
“Now you can have a tempeh burger made right here in New
England.” Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. History of Tempeh. p.
52.
4890. Product Name: Tofu Egg(less) Salad. Renamed
Eggless-Tofu Salad by 1983.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 768 18th St., Arcata, CA 95521.
Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1982 July.
Ingredients: Tofu, tofu mayonnaise, green pepper, celery,
onions, pickles, mustard, seasonings.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet 1980, undated.
“New deli foods from The Tofu Shop” (768 18th St., Arcata,
California 95521). “Your local soyfoods producer.” In the
upper left corner is a dragon in a round circle. In the lower
right is a little man whose body is a paper deli takeout
container; he has two arms and two legs, and is wearing a top
hat.
Label. Received 1988. Launched Dec. 1981. July. 2.5
inches diameter. Self adhesive. Green on yellow. “Fresh ‘N
Natural.” Net weight: 5 oz. (142 gm). Ingredients: Fresh
organic tofu, tofu mayo (tofu, safflower oil, fresh lemon
juice, cider vinegar, a touch of sea salt), celery, bell pepper,
green onion, natural pickles, mustard, spices. Great hot
or cold as a spread, salad, or side dish; lactose-free and
cholesterol free.
Two Labels sent by Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 9.
The product was introduced in 1985. Label #1 of Jan. 1997.
“Eggless Tofu Salad.” 3 inches diameter. Self adhesive.
Dark green on yellow. Illustration shows a tofu shop on stilts
near the ocean with a tree arching overhead. Ingredients:
Tofu (filtered water, organic* soybeans, calcium sulphate),
organic* pickles, fresh vegetables (celery, green onion, green
pepper), mustard, organic* canola oil, distilled vinegar, fresh
lemon juice, organic cider vinegar, sea salt, organic* dill,
basil, organic* turmeric. * = Grown in accordance with the
California Organic Food Act of 1990. 8 oz.
Label #2 of Oct. 2002. “Organic Eggless Tofu Salad.”
3½ inches diameter. Self adhesive. Blue and orange-yellow
on white. A handsome, impressionistic watercolor illustration

shows a tofu shop on stilts on a cliff with a tree arching
overhead. “Low in saturated fat. Cholesterol free. Contains
170 mg Omega 3 fatty acids per serving.” 8 oz.
Talk with Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 21. He hired
a lady named Linda Redfield, who had been teaching tofu
classes in the Davis area, to work in the deli. She brought
this recipe into the shop, and also the Tofu Sausage patty.
Talk with Linda Redfield. 2002. Sept. 23. Linda arrived in
Arcata in May 1982 and introduced this recipe to The Tofu
Shop; as far as she knows, she developed it. The tofu and
veggies were mixed together first, then tofu mayonnaise was
folded in at the end. It was probably first sold commercially
at The Tofu Shop in the summer of 1982.
4891. Product Name: [Traditional Tofu].
Foreign Name: Traditionelle Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofuhaus Belsen. Changed to
Yamato Tofuhaus Sojaprodukte GmbH on 1 Jan. 1984.
Manufacturer’s Address: Moessingerstr. 41, D-7406
Moessingen 2-Belsen, West Germany. Phone: 07071-71094
or 95.
Date of Introduction: 1982 July.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Bernd
Drosihn of Soyastern. 1987. Nov. 30. They make about 3,500
kg/week of tofu. Letter from Harry Whitford of Soyastern.
1987. Dec. 14. They make 3,000 to 3,500 kg/week of organic
calcium sulfate tofu. Address: Mössingerstr. 41, D-7406
Mössingen-Belsen, W. Germany. Letter from Klaus Gaiser.
1989. May 5. “In the year 1978 I had the chance to learn
the basic principles of making tofu at Kamakura/Japan. The
master there said that another ‘hen-na gaijin’ [Shurtleff] had
spent the nights on the meadow opposite the house in order
to take part in the early morning work making tofu. He even
wrote a book about it and dedicated one copy to him (the
master). It was your ‘Book of Tofu’ which I had the chance
to study during my stay. It’s about time to say thanks for this
initial help on making tofu. By now, I am looking back on 7
years of running a Tofu-Ya. And if there is ever a chance, I
would be pleased to meet you.”
Die Geschäftsidee. 1989. Dec. p. 27-28. Klaus Gaiser
(with photo and interview), a former student of Sinology and
Japanology, started Yamato Tofuhaus in 1983 in Tuebingen,
making about 150 kg/week. He learned to make tofu in
Japan, where he lived for a year. He now makes 3,500 kg/
week of tofu (up 35% during the past year) and is West
Germany’s most successful company.
Talk with Klaus Gaiser. 1990. March 12. This tofu is
now sold in 250 gm and 400 gm packs. Note 1. Mössingen is
in Baden-Wuertemberg, a little south of Tuebingen.
Talk with Klaus Gaiser. 1990 May 8. The name of his
first company was Tofuhaus Belsen, started as a “single
man’s company” in the village of Belsen near the small town
of Mössingen. He started to make tofu commercially in the
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summer of 1982 (June or July). The company’s main product
was tofu (called Traditionelle Tofu, and coagulated with
calcium sulfate), but it also made a lot of sprouts as a side
business–from mung beans, azuki beans, lentils, and alfalfa
seeds. It changed into Yamato Tofuhaus GmbH on 1 Jan.
1984 at the same address. The company moved from Belsen
to Hirschau near Tuebingen in March 1987.
Letter (fax) from Klaus Gaiser. 1990. May 5. The
information from Die Geschäftsidee about his company
starting in 1983 was incorrect. They also wrote that he stated
with the money somebody else started with. He definitely
started in the summer of 1982.
Note 2. This is the earliest record seen (May 2015)
concerning Huegli.
4892. Gall, N. 1982. The Brazilian connection. Forbes
118:118-22. Aug. 30.
• Summary: “Brazil now earns as much from soybeans as
from coffee. In that startling fact is the story of a great crop
migration–and a moral for U.S. farm policy makers.” In
1973 when President Nixon announced an embargo on the
export of U.S. soybeans, the Marubeni Trading Co. of Japan
bought 50,000 acres of land in the Dourados region of what
is now the state of South Mato Grosso. As Marubeni hoped,
soybeans thrived there. Since the Nixon embargo, between
1974 and 1981, America’s share of the world soybean trade
has dropped from more than 90% to 67%.
4893. Hume, D.J. 1982. Soybean production. Notes on
Agriculture (Guelph, Ontario) 18(1):11-12. Aug.
• Summary: Contents: Adaptation. Soils and land
preparation. Crop rotation. Varieties. Inoculation. Weed
control. Seeding practice. Fertilizer. Disease and pest control.
Harvest practices. Farm storage. Address: Crop Science
Dep., Ontario Agricultural College, Univ. of Guelph, ONT,
Canada.
4894. Odell, R.T.; Walker, W.M.; Boone, L.V.; Oldham,
M.G. 1982. The Morrow plots: A century of learning. Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 775. 22 p.
Aug. [13 ref]
• Summary: These plots, located in the center of the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, were
established in 1876 to study the effects of soils, fertilizers,
cropping patterns, and crop rotations on crop production
and yield. Regular soybean research started in 1967. A cornsoy rotation gives 37 bu/acre unfertilized, 48-50 bu/acre
fertilized. Address: Univ. of Illinois.
4895. Product Name: Tofu Sausage Patties: Seasoned and
Baked.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 768 18th St., Arcata, CA 95521.
Phone: 707-822-7409.

Date of Introduction: 1982 August.
Ingredients: Tofu (water, organic soybeans grown
according to Cal. Health Code Sect. 26569.11 and nigari).
Marinated in a sauce of Tamari (a natural soy sauce made
with water, soybeans, wholewheat and salt). Unrefined
coldpressed Safflower oil, and a blend of eight herbs and
spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988. 4 by
2.5 inches. Self adhesive. Metallic red, blue, gold, and white.
“Ready to eat... or reheat, naturally fresh... from our deli. A
perfect snack fresh from the pack. Great for breakfast, in a
burger, or in your favorite pizza or spaghetti sauce. Simple
to heat in oven (350ºF, 10 minutes) or frying pan. Perishable,
keep refrigerated, 34-39º.” Matthew Schmit says (March
2009) that the metallic label was first used in 1985.
Two Labels sent by Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 9. The
product was introduced in 1985. Label #1 of 1992. “Tofu
Sausage Patties: 4 Seasoned & Baked. 3 inches square. Self
adhesive. Black and yellow on red. Illustration shows a tofu
shop on stilts near the ocean with a tree arching overhead.
Ingredients similar to above, but more organic. * = Grown
according to California Natural Foods Act of 1990. “With
whole, organic, GMO-free soybeans.” Ready to eat or heat.
A Perfect snack fresh from the pack.”
Label #2 of Oct. 2002. No adhesive. Red and orangeyellow on white. A handsome, impressionistic watercolor
illustration shows a tofu shop on stilts on a cliff with a tree
arching overhead. “Good source of protein. Low in saturated
fat. Cholesterol free.”
Talk with Linda Redfield. 2002. Sept. 23. Linda arrived
in Arcata in May 1982 and introduced this recipe to The Tofu
Shop; as far as she knows, she developed it. It was probably
first sold commercially at The Tofu Shop in about Aug. 1982;
there was only one flavor.
4896. Mason, Delores. 1982. Festival may settle burning
issue. Daily Advance (The) (Elizabeth City, North Carolina).
Sept. 7. p. 1.
• Summary: The North Carolina Soybean Festival will be
held on 7-9 Oct. 1982. A recent press release by the planners
stated that “the late C. Wilson Hollowell grew America’s
first soybean in 1915 [sic] on the Hollowell farm, known as
Bayside Plantation.” In 1915 after the late W.T. Culpepper
Sr. began to squeeze oil out of the beans, their use began to
expand.
“The three-day affair will include a visit from Gov.
James B. Hunt Jr., U.S. Rep. Walter B. Jones, Lt. Gov.
Jimmy Green, North Carolina Agriculture Commissioner Jim
Graham, along with local politicians.” A photo shows a local
soybean crop being harvested by a large harvester. Address:
Advance staff writer.
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4897. Khandekar, Sreekant. 1982. Soyabean success:
Madhya Pradesh. India Today. Sept. 30. p. 127.
• Summary: “In 1970-71, Madhya Pradesh produced a
measly 1,000 tonnes of soyabean. Five years later it was
still only 39,000 tonnes. By 1978-79, the figure had tripled
to 124,000 tonnes, and another four years later had gone
up four times again to touch the half million tonne mark.
This year the figure is expected to jump again to 620,000
tonnes. Today the state produces roughly three-fourths of the
national soyabean crop.”
Soyabean is replacing groundnuts and is planted on land
that was lying otherwise unused during the kharif season.
80% of the soy oil is used to make vanaspati. The residual
cake finds great demand overseas as a cattle feed. Last year a
major 5-year soybean project began, sponsored by the central
government, at a cost of Rs 150 million. “This together
with the coming of the Madhya Pradesh State Cooperative
Oilseeds Growers Federation Ltd–Oil Fed for short–is
expected to give production a boost. Oil Fed is owned jointly
by the National Dairy Development Board (NDDB), the state
Government and oil growers’ societies...
“However convenient or profitable soyabean is for
farmers, the increasing shift to this oilseed raises important
questions about Indian agriculture. A major use for soyabean
is in the form of de-oiled soya cake, which is exported
to the West as cattle feed. Nearly two-thirds of the land
under soyabean in Madhya Pradesh was used for growing
jowar, millet and a variety of lentils, apart from cotton and
groundnut. To this extent, the cultivation of soyabean means
less food for Indians.
“Rajan of Oil Fed concedes that ‘It is a criminal waste
to export more than 3 lakh tonnes of de-oiled cake annually
as cattle feed from a country which suffers from protein
deficiency.’ But his solution is to use soyabean [probably in
the form of soy flour] for domestic human consumption after
mixing it with flour in bread, biscuits and baby foods. And,
he says, Oil Fed is setting up a 12,000-tonne edible flour
plant which will be commissioned in 1984.”
4898. Product Name: Tempeh Brothers Super Tempeh
(With Soybeans & Brown Rice & Millet & Barley &
Sunflower Seeds & Sea Vegetables & Herbs).
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 137 New Hyde Park Rd.,
Franklin Square, Long Island, NY 11010.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, brown rice, millet, barley,
sunflower seeds, water, sea vegetables, herbs, spices,
Rhizopus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982. Sept. 1. 4.5 by
5.5 inches. Red and blue on white. “To serve: Simply slice &
fry, steam in broth, broil, bake, or barbecue.” Interview with

Robert Werz. 1987. Sept. 9. This product was introduced on
1 Sept. 1982.
4899. Product Name: Tempeh Brothers Soy-Rice-Sesame
Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 137 New Hyde Park Rd.,
Franklin Square, Long Island, NY 11010.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, brown rice, sesame seeds,
water, Rhizopus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982, undated. 4.5
by 5.5 inches. Black on yellow. “To serve: Simply slice &
fry, steam in broth, broil, bake, or barbecue.” Label. 1982.
Sept. 1. 5 by 6 inches. Red and blue on white. Sea Cliff, New
York. Interview with Robert Werz. 1987. Sept. 9.
4900. Product Name: Blue Lotus Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Blue Lotus Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 44, Gembrook, VIC
3783, Australia. Phone: 756-7374.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. Sept. 17. Owner: Eng Eu
or Beng Eu. Ad in The Macrobiotic Journal Origins. 1982.
Autumn. p. 12. “Blue Lotus Tofu, The food of the future.”
It is made with nigari and hand-pressed in cedar boxes.
Contact: Monbulk [in Melbourne, VIC].
Letter from Darren Fletcher of Darkville, Melbourne.
1984. Sept. 4. Another soyfoods business in Melbourne is
Blue Lotus Tofu, Lot Vika Ave., Monbulk 3793. Phone: 7567374. In Dec. 1986 Soyfoods Center received this address:
Blue Lotus Tofu, Lot Vika Ave. Monbulk 3793, Melbourne,
Australia. Phone: 756-7374.
Letter from Beng Eu. 1989. June 26. “Blue Lotus has
been into natural organic soyfoods in Victoria, Australia,
for 8 years now and is a controlled, small scale tofu
manufacturer.” Address is now P.O. Box 188, Gembrook
3783, Australia. Letter from Beng Eu. 1990. July 23. Address
is now: Blue Lotus Foods (“Makers of fine soyfoods”),
3/83 Main Street, Gembrook 3783, Australia. Phone: (059)
681 307. Letter from Loan Eu. “We are manufacturers
and distributors of soyfoods in Australia and we would
like to include in our range of products all available tofu
cookbooks.” Fax number is now (059) 681866.
Letter (fax) from Beng Eu. 1994. July 18. Address is
now: Blue Lotus Foods (“Makers of fine soyfoods”), 9/83
Canterbury Road, Kilsyth, VIC 3137, Australia. Fax: 61 3
728 6011. Beng and Joan Eu, Partners.
4901. Product Name: Earth Angel Tofu Cheesecake.
Manufacturer’s Name: Earth Angel Soyfoods.
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Manufacturer’s Address: 53 Stanley Ave., Mt. Waverley
(E. Oakleigh), VIC 3149, Australia. Phone: 03-544-8020.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Debbie
Schmetzer. 1982. March 3. “At the moment we are selling
tempeh as well as tofu cheesecakes to a natural foods
restaurant, and the response was great.”
4902. Product Name: Earth Angel Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Earth Angel Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 53 Stanley Ave., Mt. Waverley
(E. Oakleigh), VIC 3149, Australia. Phone: 03-544-8020.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Debbie
Schmetzer. 1982. March 3. Earth Angel is just getting
underway and their first product is tempeh. They soon hope
to produce tofu and tofu puddings for the health food stores.
“Right now there are two Chinese factories that produce
inorganic gypsum tofu and people would rather see organic
tofu on the market... At the moment we are selling tempeh
as well as tofu cheesecakes to a natural foods restaurant, and
the response was great.”
Letter from Darren Fletcher of Darkville, Melbourne.
1984. Sept. 4. “Earth Angel Soyfoods makes tofu and
tempeh. They may close down in the near future. They told
me that they would like to finish and take off for a laid-back
country life style. Too much hard work they said. They will
look for someone to buy the business.”
4903. Product Name: Eastern Flavor brand Tofu [Soft,
Regular, Organic, or Firm Organic].
Manufacturer’s Name: Eastern Foods Corporation.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3225 E. Hennepin Ave.,
Minneapolis, MN 55413. Phone: 612-331-3353.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September.
Ingredients: Firm organic: Organic soybeans, water, nigari
(magnesium chloride derived from sea water).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Firm organic: Per 4 oz.: calories 80, protein 9
gm, carbohydrates 3 gm, fat 5 gm, sodium 8 mg. Percentage
of USRDA: Protein 15%, iron 12%, thiamine 4%.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. Sept. 17. Owner: Mr. Lee
& Calvin Lutzke. Labels. 1985. 5.5 by 6 inches. Red, black,
and green on clear film. The soft is coagulated with calcium
sulfate and glucono delta-lactone, the regular organic with
only calcium sulfate, and the firm organic with nigari. Letter
from Tom Menie. 1988. June. Introduced in 1985.
4904. Fernando, L.H. 1982. Continuous cropping in cereallegume-root crop rotations. Alafua Agricultural Bulletin
(Apia, Western Samoa) 7(3):96-98. July/Sept. [2 ref]

• Summary: Experiments in Western Samoa (Fernando,
Asghar et al. 1982) have shown that pulses or grain legumes,
including the Soya Bean, “are best grown to mature in the
low rainfall months of June and July.” Thus the soya bean
should be planted in April.
The author then describes three crop rotations, none of
which includes soya beans. Address: Senior Lecturer, Crop
Production Dep., School of Agriculture, Univ. of the South
Pacific, P.O. Box 890, Apia, Western Samoa.
4905. Product Name: [Biscuits: Soya Snack (Small, or
Large), Diet Soya Snack (Small or Large), Biona Wholegrain
Soya-Millet].
Foreign Name: Biscuits: Soja-Snack (klein/petit, gross/
grand), Soja-Snack (Diaet klein/diéetéetique petit, Diaet
gross/Diétéique grand).
Manufacturer’s Name: Morga AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel,
Switzerland. Phone: 074 3 19 15.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s catalog
and price list. 1982. In a separate letter dated 16 Sept. 1982
the company notes: “Our company started to manufacture
soyfoods in 1930. The soyfoods we sell are manufactured in
our factory.”
4906. Product Name: Missing-Egg Salad (Diet Center
Formulation).
Manufacturer’s Name: Brightsong Light Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 100-A Poultry St. (P.O. Box
2536), Petaluma, CA 94953.
Date of Introduction: 1982 October.
Ingredients: Organic Brightsong tofu, soy oil, soy sauce,
mustard, spices, citric acid, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz in plastic cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982, undated. 3
inch diameter. Orange on white. “Non-dairy Salad or Dip.
Contains no eggs.” Letter from Richard Rose. 1987. Sept.
19. Diet Center is a chain of 2,000 clinics in the U.S. and
Canada, somewhat like Weight Watchers. The ingredients
differed from regular Missing-Egg Tofu Salad in that the
honey and pickles were removed. Brightsong sold both
products, but to different markets.
4907. Saio, K.; Kobayakawa, K.; Kito, M. 1982. Protein
denaturation during model storage studies of soybeans and
meals. Cereal Chemistry 59(5):408-12. Sept/Oct. [8 ref]
Address: National Food Research Inst., Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, 2-1-2 Kannondai,
Yatabe, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305 Japan.
4908. Product Name: Mellow Barley Miso, Mellow Brown
Rice Miso, Mellow Flint Corn Miso. The Mellow Brown
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Rice Miso was renamed in 1990 to Sweet Tasting Brown
Rice Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: South River Miso Co. Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: South River Farm, Conway, MA
01341. Phone: (413) 369-4057.
Date of Introduction: 1982 October.
Ingredients: In 3/92: Deep well water, organically grown
brown rice and soybeans*, and unrefined sea salt. * =
Organically grown and processed in accordance with Section
26569.11 of the California Health and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 lb, 18 lb, and 45 lb white
plastic buckets.
How Stored: Refrigerated preferably (at home).
New Product–Documentation: Letters from Christian
Elwell. 1981. Feb. 12 and Nov. 29. “Historical Sketch.”
Catalog and price list for spring 1983. 1983. Feb. Lists
Mellow barley miso, Mellow brown rice miso, and Mellow
flint corn miso. This hand-lettered catalog is (according to a
letter from Christian Elwell of 28 May 1992) the company’s
first catalog, which was sent out to a few hundred people in
late 1982 and/or early 1983.
Ad in East West Journal. 1983. Nov. p. 87. “Wisely
given miso gives its own wisdom.”
Soyfoods. 1983. Summer. p. 40-41. “Rural Miso
Making.” Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. Book of Miso. 2nd ed.
p. 238. “Having bought out Ohio Miso Co. in Nov. 1980,
Christian and Gaella Elwell started their own production in
October 1982.”
Hill. 1986. Hampshire Gazette. March 14. “Making
Miso.”
Product with Label sent by Christian Elwell. 1992.
March 13. 1 lb beige plastic tub with black and brown text.
“Unpasteurized. Please refrigerate. Vintage. Winter 1987.”
There is a statement about traditional miso making signed
by Christian and Gaella Elwell, a recipe for everyday miso
soup, and an illustration of a silhouette of a mother handing a
bowl of soup to her son seated across the table.
Talk with Christian Elwell. 1999. Nov. 3. South River
Miso Company originally sold miso only in bulk, in 9 lb, 18
lb, and 45 lb white plastic tubs. Each tub had a plastic lid and
heavy plastic bag liner. The label was on the side of each tub.
The company sent some entire tubs to customers via UPS,
and advised that the miso be refrigerated at home–especially
the sweet and mellow misos. The tubs were not refrigerated
in the retail stores, but the same advice about refrigeration
was given to consumers.
Letter from Anpetu Oihankesni. 1999. Nov. “The
Flint corn miso was especially good. The oil from the
maize seemed to temper the salt in a way neither rice
or barley did, more mellow. We cooked the corn with
pickling lime or hardwood ash (as hominy is prepared)
before inoculating with rice koji culture. The growth was
not as abundant appearing as with rice and because of the
extra labor Christian eventually discontinued it. It was a

uniquely ‘American’ miso. Longfellow Flint, a deep golden
translucent maize, native to New England for centuries, from
the original Algonquian peoples. We also used the corn koji
to make a deeply satisfying amasake–all corn.”
4909. Product Name: Tree of Life Baked Tofu, and Savory
Yeast Baked Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tree of Life, Inc. (Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: St. Augustine, FL 32084.
Date of Introduction: 1982 October.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, purified water,
natural Nigari, soy sauce and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 5 by 4.5 inches.
Plastic. Brown, yellow, green and white. Picture of tree (may
be logo). “We appreciate your confidence in choosing this
Tree of Life product. To ensure your satisfaction we have
made certain it contains the freshest, most natural ingredients
available.” Talk with Donna Detoro at Tree of Life. 1988.
Sept. 23. This product was introduced in Oct. 1982.
4910. Boerma, H.R.; Ashley, D.A. 1982. Irrigation, row
spacing, and genotype effects on late and ultra-late planted
soybeans. Agronomy Journal 74(6):995-99. Nov/Dec. [12
ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: In the southeastern United States
between 25 and 40% of the soybean... hectarage is doublecropped. Information on desirable production practices for
double cropping soybeans after small grains, soybeans, or
corn (Zea mays L.) is limited. The objectives of this study
were to evaluate the effects of late (late June or early July)
and ultra-late (late July or early August) planting dates, 51and 91-cm row widths, irrigated and nonirrigated treatments,
and Maturity Group VII determinate (‘Bragg’) and
indeterminate (Ga76-32 and Ga76-18) genotypes on seed
yield and other plant traits.” Address: 1. Assoc. Prof.; 2. Prof.
of Agronomy: Both: Univ. of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602.
4911. Ouellette-Babin, Diane. 1982. Energy input and output
of grain corn and soybean production. Ontario Ministry
of Agriculture and Food, Factsheet No. 82-084. 3 p. Nov.
AGDEX 100/708. [7 ref]
Address: Agricultural Energy Specialist, Ontario.
4912. Product Name: Homestyle Natural Tofu “No Eggo”
Salad.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sonoma Specialty Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Santa Rosa, CA 95401.
Date of Introduction: 1982 November.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic soybeans, water, nigari), celery,
nutritional yeast, soy oil, apple cider vinegar, soy sauce,
mustard, natural herbs and spices, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz plastic deli tub.
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How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983, undated. 3.75
inch diameter. Plastic. Multi-color: Yellow, green, blue,
orange, red on white. “Naturally light & delicious. Use on
sandwiches, in dips and salads.” Spot in Soyfoods. 1983.
Summer. p. 55. Interview with Benjamin Hills. 1987. Sept.
7. Presently the company’s best seller. Talk with Benjamin
Hills. 1988. Feb. 19. Says introduced in Nov. 1982.
4913. Product Name: [Soyastern Tofu].
Foreign Name: Soyastern Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Thomas Karas und Ingeborg
Taschen. Renamed Soyastern Naturkost GmbH in Dec. 1985.
Manufacturer’s Address: Roonstr. 38, D-5200 Siegburg,
West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1982 November.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans
(Soyabohnen aus kontrolliertem biologischen Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Protein 11.1%, fat 6.7%, carbohydrate 1.3%. 110
cal/100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Sjon Welters.
1982. April 16. “Bittersuess (Händelstr. 35, D-5000 Koeln 1,
W. Germany) is a macrobiotic store that ordered an almost
complete tofu system from us. They will start in the summer,
1982. Attn: Thomas Kasas [sic, Karas].” Note: Thomas
Karas writes on 21 April 1989: “Bittersuess is a natural food
store in Cologne. It was owned by me from 1979 to 1984 and
still exists, but it has nothing to do with soyfoods. It was only
the contact address for Soyastern at the very beginning.”
Soyastern started making tofu in Dec. 1983.
Interview with Bernd Drosihn of Soyastern. 1987. Nov.
30. He is business manager at Soyastern. This product is
still the company’s best seller, accounting for about 30% of
total sales. They make about 4,000 kg/week of all types of
tofu products. Label. 1987. 3.5 by 5.5 inches. Yellow, red,
and blue. “Traditional nigari tofu, made purely from plants
(rein pflanzlich). A fresh soy delicacy for the light kitchen. A
soy protein preparation (Eine frische Soyadelikatesse für die
leichte Kueche. Soyaeiweiss–Zubereitung).”
Letter from Harry Whitford of Soyastern. 1987. Dec. 14.
Soyastern makes 7,000 to 8,000 kg/week of organic nigari
tofu. Germany is probably the most diversified tofu market
in Europe. There is every kind of tofu shop imaginable here,
from tiny one-man hip handicraft traditional shops with local
distribution to middle-sized factories with distribution both
domestically and abroad. Nearly all tofu is sold through
the Naturkostläden (Natural food stores) and Reformhäuser
(Reform Houses or Health food stores). A fair amount is
also sold to restaurants and commercial kitchens, and a
few supermarkets are beginning to introduce tofu. The four
largest companies are Soyastern, Yamato Tofuhaus GmbH,
Henselwerk GmbH, and Svadesha.

Talk with Thomas Karas. 1990. March 14. This
company started making tofu in Siegburg (at Roonstr.
38, D-5200 Siegburg, West Germany) in Nov. 1982. The
original name of the company was Thomas Karas und
Ingeborg Taschen. It was not a GmbH. The original brand
was Soyastern. Since the first day it has always been
spelled “Soyastern,” never “Sojastern.” Ingeborg Taschen
was a woman. Thomas’ residence and the business office
during this time was Hauptstrasse 1, D-5232 Ziegenhain,
near Siegburg. While in Siegburg, they had three products:
Regular tofu, Herb Tofu (Tofu Provence), and Tofu Burgers.
Note: This is the earliest record seen (May 2019)
concerning Sojastern of Germany.
4914. Product Name: Provamel Soya Drink [Choco
{Chocolate}, or Plain {With Sugar}].
Manufacturer’s Name: Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: Zuidkaai 33, B-8700 Izegem,
Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1982 December.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 ml, 500 ml, 1000 ml.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Alpro.
1990. May 30. Alpro began making this product (2 flavors)
in Dec. 1982 in 500 ml cartons. The Provamel line is sold in
health food stores in Europe, whereas the Alpro line is sold
in supermarkets.
4915. Product Name: Provamel Soya Dessert [Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: Zuidkaai 33, B-8700 Izegem,
Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1982 December.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 ml, 500 ml, 1000 ml.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Alpro.
1990. May 30. Alpro began making this product in Dec.
1982 in 500 ml cartons.
Form filled out by Philippe Vandemoortele of Alpro.
1991. Sept. 4. The first soya dessert made by Alpro under the
Provamel label was launched in Dec. 1982. It was originally
sold in choco and plain (with sugar) flavors.
4916. Product Name: Tofutini Dessert (Non-dairy Frozen
Dessert; Renamed Tofu-Zert by Jan. 1984) [Banana, RumRaisin, Maple-Walnut, Strawberry].
Manufacturer’s Name: American Food Lines.
Manufacturer’s Address: Merrick, New York.
Date of Introduction: 1982 December.
Ingredients: Incl. pure honey, soya oil, organic tofu, soy
flour, soya lecithin, guar seed gum, sea salt, water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Liquid mix, 2-gallon dipping
tubs, pints, or 4 oz cups.
How Stored: Frozen.
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New Product–Documentation: Food Report (Lehmann).
1982. Dec. Note that a product with a similar name was
introduced earlier this year by Heller Enterprises in East
Rockaway, New York.
4917. Soyanews (Sri Lanka). 1982. Rice and soya at
Maturata. 5(4):3, 8. Dec.
• Summary: “Soya growing on the bunds of paddy fields is a
common sight in Maturata in the hill country, elevation 3,000
feet. Nobody knows for certain how this practice began and
for how long it has been going on.”
“Some say that the planting of soya is the job of
women–they also keep the profits from the crop. The seeds
are dibbled at intervals of 4 to 6 inches; others first grow
them in nurseries and transplant. The second method keeps
the ash doves away from the soya.” The doves find the
emerging sprouts irresistible.
The people of Maturata consume soyabeans “regularly,
mostly in the roasted form and cooked as a dhal or eaten as a
sweetmeat in the form of aggala or drunk as coffee.
Photos show: (1) A close-up of soya grown on paddy
ridges in Maturata. (2) A more distant view of several
Maturata paddy fields with soya plants skirting the edges.
4918. Soybean Digest. 1982. Reduced tillage: Why it’s
gaining ground. Dec. p. 32d-e.
4919. Vignarajah, N. 1982. Sri Lanka’s grain legumes.
Soyanews (Sri Lanka) 5(4):4-6. Dec.; 5(5):4-5. Jan. (1983).
• Summary: This is the text of a Presidential address to the
Sri Lanka Association for the advancement of Science–1981.
“Sri Lankans have traditionally obtained more than
three-quarters of their protein and carbohydrate requirements
from vegetable sources, that is from non animal sources.
From time immemorial grain legumes have been an
integral part of our diet. However, in recent times, there
has been a decline in the consumption of grain legumes.
This has primarily been due to the decline in availability
of grain legumes in the 1970s. This situation was caused
by the curtailment of imports [due largely to the high price
of petroleum products and of grain legumes] and local
production being unable to meet the demand. Consequently
prices of grain legumes increased.”
“The major grain legumes cultivated in Sri Lanka (in
order of importance): 1. Cowpea (Vigna unguiculata). 2.
Green gram (Vigna radiata) [mung bean]. 3. Black gram
(Vigna mungo). 4, Groundnut (Arachis hypogaea). 5.
Soyabean (Glycine max).”
“The high cost of animal protein places it beyond the
reach of the average Sri Lankan who obtains 80% of his
protein requirement from vegetable sources (40% from rice,
20% from wheat flour and the balance from other vegetable
sources including grain legumes) and only about 20% from
animal sources. The Food Balance Sheets further indicate

that the contribution made by grain legumes to the protein
component of the Sri Lankan’s diet was 9.36% during the
period 1976-1970 but dropped to 3.27% during the period
1971-73 and was 4.17% in 1978.”
Table 3 shows “Quantities of grain legumes imported
and cost to the government” (1969-1980). In 1966 about
65,000 metric tons (tonnes) were imported at a cost of Rs. 60
million. In 1972 this rose to an all-time high of 91,000 tones
at a cost of Rs. 98 million. Then it plummeted. From 1974 to
1978 imports of grain legumes to Sri Lanka were negligible.
By 1980 they had risen to 32,000 tonnes at a cost of Rs. 127
million.
Table 4 shows “Current production and deficit” (in 1,000
tonnes) of grain legumes and rice in Sri Lanka. For each crop
except rice the desired production is 49-83% greater than the
actual production. Why?
Part II: “The curtailment of imports in the 1970s [197478] gave a tremendous boost to the cultivation of grain
legumes.” Table 5 shows the “Progress of grain legume
production in Sri Lanka” (1971-1981, for the five key grain
legumes). For each legume is given the acreage (1,000
acres), production (in 1,000 cwts; 1 cwt = 100 kg), and yield
(in cwt per acre). For soyabean, seed viability is a serious
agronomic constraint. Address: PhD, Deputy Director of
Agriculture (Research), Sri Lanka.
4920. Product Name: Tempeh Balance Burger/Cutlet (With
Soybeans & Brown Rice & Sesame Seeds).
Manufacturer’s Name: Cricklewood Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Route 1, Mertztown, PA 19539.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Tempeh (cultured organic soybeans, brown
rice, sesame seeds), miso, water, expeller pressed corn oil,
lemon juice, onion, and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz. in printed plastic bag.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in CRC Reports.
1982, and 1987. Fall. p. 15. 7 oz. Frozen. Talk with Karl
Krummenoehl. 1988. Jan. 4. He considers this the best
tempeh burger on the market, and their product with greatest
potential. It is sauteed in cold pressed oil.
Ad in CRC Reports. 1990. April. p. 12.
4921. Product Name: Soymilk Yoghurt. Renamed
Soyoghurt by 1986.
Manufacturer’s Name: Earth Angel Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 53 Stanley Ave., Mt. Waverley
(E. Oakleigh), VIC 3149, Australia. Phone: 544-8020.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Soymilk made from organic soybeans, yogurt
culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982. 4.25 by 3
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inches. Paper. Blue on white. “Store below 5º.” Reprinted in
Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center.
Australian Dairy Foods. 1986. Feb. p. 84. The product,
now named Earth Angel Soyoghurt, is sold in a small plastic
tub.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2012)
that uses the term “Soymilk Yoghurt” to refer to soy yogurt.
4922. Product Name: Organic Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Full of Beans Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Castle Precincts, Castle Ditch
Lane, Lewes, East Sussex, BN7 1XH, England.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
New Product–Documentation: Soya Bluebook. 1987. p.
95. Form filled out by John & Sarah Gosling. 2001. June 11.
Company name: Full of Beans. Address: The Old Bottling
Store, Castle Ditch Lane, Lewes, East Sussex, BN7 1YT,
England. Phone: 01273-47267. They have been making
tempeh since 1982.
4923. IITA. 1982. Soybean production training manual.
Ibadan, Nigeria: International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture. [Eng; Fre]*
• Summary: A basic reference manual for soybean
production at IITA. It covers nutritive quality, botany,
physiology, agronomy, pathology, entomology, breeding,
nematology, harvesting, and storage. Published in English
and French. Address: Ibadan, Nigeria.
4924. Kahnt, G. 1982. Sojaanbau nach Verwendungszeck in
Mitteleuropa [Cultivation of soya beans in Central Europe
according to applicability]. Fette, Seifen, Anstrichmittel
84(6):220-23. [2 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: “The test results of the last 80 years do not show
an increase in soybean yields in Central Europe.” Address:
Institut fuer Pflanzenbau der Universitaet Hohenheim,
Postfach 70 05 62, 7000 Stuttgart 70, West Germany.
4925. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Liberty Soy Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: R.R. 1 Box 400, Honesdale,
Pennsylvania 18431. Phone: 570-253-3469.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, nigari (magnesium
chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray, heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label (undated) sent by
Bruce Rose of Rosewood Products. 2000. Oct. 15. Printed
brown on yellow. “Economical. 100% non-dairy. Versatile.”
Talk with Jamie Stunkard, founder and owner. 2002. Aug.
21. Liberty Soy Foods, which started in 1982, and makes
about 180 lb/week of tofu. Located in the basement of the

Himalayan Institute in Honesdale. He also runs Nature’s
Grace: Health foods and Deli (947 Main St., Honesdale,
Pennsylvania) 18431.
Label sent by Jamie Stunkard. 2002. Sept. 2. Printed red
on yellow film. Same text and weight as above.
4926. Product Name: Nasoya Organic Tofu [Firm Style.
Water Packed].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nasoya Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Mechanic St. Ext. (P.O. Box
841), Leominster, MA 01453.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Deep well water, organically grown soybeans,
natural nigari solidifier (desalted sea water).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb packed in water in molded
plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 140, protein 14.9 gm,
carbohydrate 4.5 gm, fat 6.9 gm, sodium 2.5 mg, calcium
57.2 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982, undated.
5.25 by 4 inches. Orange, green, yellow, and brown. “Made
with well water. Nasoya soy foods for health and happiness.
For the Nasoya Tofu Cookbook, send $2.50 to the address
below.” Technical Specification Sheet. 1983.
4927. Product Name: Noble Bean Breaded Tempeh Fingers
with Garbanzo Beans.
Manufacturer’s Name: North Coast Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 18320 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
OH 44112.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Precooked tempeh (organic soybeans, water,
Rhizopus culture), seasoned whole grain bread crumbs,
arrowroot. Gravy: garbanzo beans, brewer’s yeast, vegetable
broth, seasonings.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982. 4.25 inch
diameter. Yellow, green, blue, and red on white. Logo of Jack
and the Beanstalk. “Gravy: Add packet to 4 tbs. butter, stir,
then add water and 2 tbs. sherry. Simmer 10 minutes. No
cholesterol.” Interview with Jeff Narten. 1987. Oct. 9.
4928. Product Name: Noble Bean Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: North Coast Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 18320 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
OH 44112.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, vinegar,
Rhizopus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Fat 6.5 gm, protein 24 gm,
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carbohydrates 4.5 gm, calories 170, calcium 73.5 mg,
phosphorus 0.5 gm, iron 2.7 mg, sodium 28.3 mg, potassium
0.88 mg, niacin 2.2 mg, thiamin 1.9 mg, vitamin B-12 8.5
mcg, vitamin A 8.21 I.U., riboflavin 0.75 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982. 4.5 by
6 inches, self-adhesive, front and back. Colorful green,
red, yellow, and blue on white, with logo of Jack and the
Beanstalk. “All Natural. Rich in Protein. No Cholesterol.
Highest Known Vegetable Source of B-12. Low in Calories
and Sodium.” Four recipes with cartoons on back. Jeff
Narten. 1987. “History of North Coast Tempeh and its
Products.” 4 p. Dec. 7. Plus new current label.
Scan of Label (front and back) sent by Allan Brown,
founder of Noble Bean, Ontario, Canada. 2019. July 15.
Same as described above.
4929. Product Name: Noble Bean Soy-Grain Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: North Coast Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 18320 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
OH 44112.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, millet,
brown rice, vinegar, Rhizopus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982. 4.5 by
6 inches, self-adhesive, front and back. Colorful green,
red, yellow, and blue on white, with logo of Jack and the
Beanstalk. “All Natural. Rich in Protein. No Cholesterol.
Highest Known Vegetable Source of B-12. Low in Calories
and Sodium.” Four recipes with cartoons on back. Jeff
Narten. 1987. “History of North Coast Tempeh and its
Products.” 4 p. Dec. 7. Plus new current label.
4930. Product Name: One World Foods Tempeh: Cultured
Soya Beans.
Manufacturer’s Name: One World Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 188 Old St., London EC1V 9BP,
England. Phone: 01-490 0749.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Soya beans, vinegar, Rhizopus oligosporus,
rice flour.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz poly bag.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label for 1984 product sent
by Anthony Marrese. 1992. March 28. “One World Foods
Tempeh.” 4 inches square. Glossy paper. Dark blue and
white on light blue.
Simon Bailey. 1988. Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “SoyaBased Products.” A photo shows the Label. “Now Organic.”
CSP form filled out by Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. The
contact here is Josef Simpson. This company was formerly
Community Health Foundation.
Interview with Joe Simpson, the owner, conducted

by Anthony Marrese. 1992. March 28. The company
was founded in 1984 and that year started commercial
production of tempeh. The location has not changed.
The East West Center in London is a large building of 5
floors with several rooms per floor. One World Foods has
2 rooms, each approximately 30 ft. by 30 ft. One room is
for tempeh production and the other is for the office and
secondary processing. In 1982 at the same address Joe
started producing tempeh for the Clearspring Restaurant, at
the East West Center, London. As the amount of tempeh used
by the increased, one World Foods was founded in 1984. Joe
was one of the first to introduce organic tempeh in London
and to promote its use. In 1987 the shop expanded from one
room to two at the same address. Success has been based
on a quality product with good customer service, quality
packaging and labeling, plus personal dedication by Joe.
The company’s first product was named Canadian Organic
Soya Tempeh, launched in 1984 and still on the market in
8 oz poly bags. In 1985 the company launched Tempeh
Sandwiches, plainly wrapped with no individual labels. One
World Foods presently makes 600 x 8 oz packages of tempeh
per week. The sandwiches were discontinued in 1989 due
to Joe’s lack of interest in doing more secondary production
and distribution. Joe (the full owner) and one helper are the
only two employees. Sales growth has been slow and steady,
about the same as the 2-3 other tempeh producers in London.
One World Foods also produces some other non-soya
products such as sesame-peanut bars, and seitan. Anthony
closes by noting that Joe is a very dedicated person, willing
to share all he has and knows if it will help others.
New label for “Organic Tempeh Soya: Traditionally
Cultured Soy Beans” sent by Anthony Marrese. 1992.
March 28. 4 inches square. Brown, green, and red on yellow.
Illustration of a wok filled with vegetables and tempeh.
“Frozen. Simple to prepare. Low in saturated fats. High
protein. Salt free.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inches). 1992. “Nourishing delicious
tempeh: The organic soyafood.” Green, red, blue, and brown
on beige. Illustration shows a wok filled with vegetables.
Leaflet. 1992. Tempeh: The cultured soyfood. Dark blue
and light blue on white.
4931. Product Name: Living Lightly Soy Moo (Soymilk)
[Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Trading Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Soymilk (water, organically grown soybeans),
honey, vanilla, cinnamon.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 fl. oz. (1 pint).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Mark
Brawerman, founder. 1982. Brown, blue and black on white.
Round, 3-inches diameter. Illustration shows two seagulls
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flying above waves and below the sun.
4932. Product Name: The Soy Deli Tofu Burgers (Vacuum
Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, fresh carrots and onions, sesame
seeds, sunflower seeds, currants, safflower oil, sea salt,
spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz (199 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1986. 8½ by 11
inches, color. “There is quality and variety after 80!” Shows
all products. Label. 1987. 5 inches square. Orange and
brown on white film. “Soy Deli Tofu Burgers contain the
finest natural ingredients blended together and deep fried to
a golden crispness. Just pop in the toaster and serve. Pop ‘n
serve.”
4933. Sen, C.K.; Sthapit, B.R. 1982. Lumle report on maize
and soybean. Presented at Ninth Summer Crop Workshop
(1981). Held at Parwanipur Agricultural Station, Nepal. *
Address: Nepal.
4934. Shanmugasundaram, S.; Yen, Chung-Ruey; Toung,
T.S. 1982. Genotypic response to maximum and minimum
input in soybean. In: S.C. Hsieh and D.J. Liu, eds. 1982.
Plant Breeding Proceedings. Taiwan: Agricultural Assoc. of
China, TARI. See p. 157-62. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Fourteen soybean genotypes were
evaluated in the spring, summer and autumn seasons under
maximum and minimum management input conditions. The
grain yield was higher in the spring and summer seasons than
the autumn season. Adequate rainfall, higher temperature and
longer photoperiod are probably responsible for high yield
in the spring and summer. AGS 66, AGS 71, AGS 59 and
AGS 144 have genetic high yield potential. Average yield
of soybean in the tropics and sub-tropics can be doubled
either through high yielding genotypes or through efficient
management.
“First and second order interactions between genotypes,
seasons and inputs were highly significant for yield.
Therefore, genotypes adapted to specific seasons, and inputs
need to be selected. Among the genotypes evaluated wide
adaptability is an exception rather than a rule.”
Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Experimental
background. Effect of environmental variation on yield.
Yield differences between genotypes. Effect of maximum
vs. minimum input on yield. Interaction between genotypes,
seasons and inputs.
Figures show: (1) Photoperiodic difference during
three soybean growing seasons at AVRDC. Tables show: (1)

Environmental differences during three soybean growing
seasons. (2) Seed yields of 14 genotypes as influenced by
three seasons [spring, summer, autumn] and two inputs (In
the spring crop, maximum yields were: AGS 144 4,252 kg/
ha. AGS 59 4,174 kg/ha. AGS 68 3,839 kg/ha. AGS 78 3,773
kg/ha. AGS 71 3,715 kg/ha. AGS 66 3,477 kg/ha). (3) Seed
yield of different genotypes as affected by minimum and
maximum input in 1980. Address: AVDRC, P.O. Box 42,
Shanhua, Tainan 741, Taiwan.
4935. Sichmann, W.; Lasca, D.H. de C. 1982. Cultura de
soja em Sao Paulo [Soybean cultivation in Sao Paulo]. CATI,
Boletim Tecnico No. 84. (Campinas, Brazil). [Por]*
Address: Campinas, Brazil.
4936. Product Name: Silken Tofu (Water Pack).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Power Company, Inc.
(Marketer-Distributor). Made in Los Angeles by Mighty Soy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2811-A Ocean Park Blvd., Santa
Monica, CA 90405.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, filtered water,
natural calcium sulfate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (341 gm) packed in water
in molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film
lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 54, protein 5 gm,
carbohydrate 1.4 gm, fat 3.2 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982, dated. 5.25
by 4.25 inches. Plastic film. Blue and red on clear film.
“Creamy not beany. Organic soybeans. 100% natural. High
in protein. No cholesterol. Silken tofu is delightfully smooth
and creamy when blended. Use as a non-dairy base for salad
dressings, mayonnaise, fruit puddings, dips, or spreads.” Talk
with Kevin Cross. 1988. Sept. 22. This water packed silken
tofu was a unique, original product, introduced in 1982.
Originally made by Wy Ky, it is now made by Mighty Soy.
4937. Product Name: Tempeh Cutlet / Burger (A
Rectangular Burger. Vacuum Packed. By 1986 renamed
Tempeh Cutlet).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 14670 Doolittle Dr., San
Leandro, CA 94577.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Tempeh (made with soybeans organically
grown in accordance with section 26569.11 of the California
Health and Safety Code and brown rice), natural soy sauce,
herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz (189 gm). Vacuum packed
in poly pouch.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3 oz.: Calories 190, protein 9 gm,
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carbohydrates 6 gm, fat 3 gm, sodium 466 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982, undated. 2.75
by 3.75 inches. Blue and red on white with rainbow border.
“Not fried. No oil.” Leaflet (on cardstock). 8½ by 11 inches.
2 color. Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA:
Soyfoods Center. Tempeh. Tempeh Cutlet/Burger: A cultured
soy product. High in protein. No cholesterol. Good meat
substitute.
4938. Product Name: [Manna Tofu (Organic, Nigari,
Vacuum Packed)].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Stichting Natuurvoeding
Amsterdam. Renamed Manna Natuurvoeding B.V. in 1982.
Manufacturer’s Address: Meeuwenlaan 70, 1021JK,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Phone: 020-323-977.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
New Product–Documentation: Richard Leviton. 1983.
Trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct/Nov.
Unpublished manuscript. p. 24-25. Manna started to make
tofu in 1978 in a small village north of Amsterdam behind
the Manna store. Klaus Hillberg is now the tofu maker. He
and one helper make 600 kg/week of vacuum packed tofu.
It keeps for 3 weeks. Predated on package. Uses single
chamber vacuum pack machine.
Witte Wonder says that Manna’s tofu production has not
gone up in 3 years. Manna uses its own distribution system
to reach 250 health food stores. Talk with Sjon Welters.
1989. Sept. 20. Sjon started working at Manna the second
time in Jan. 1980. At that time, Manna was selling tofu in
bulk. It was Sjon’s idea to start selling it vacuum packed, in
part so that it could be labeled. He got the idea of vacuum
packing from other Dutch tofu makers in Limburg (maybe in
Kirkrade, a city in Limburg), perhaps from Heuschen (which
was in Limburg and which private labeled under about 12
different brands), which he recalls were vacuum packing tofu
before 1977, especially the tofu that they sold in Germany.
Manna bought their vacuum packaging machine at the same
time they bought their Takai tofu system, which Sjon thinks
was in late 1981 or early 1982. But Takai sales figures show
that a tofu production system was sold to Manna on 20 Sept.
1982.
4939. Product Name: Pasteurized Tofu: Firm Style.
Renamed Organic Tofu: Firm Style by 1992.
Manufacturer’s Name: Stow Mills (Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Brattleboro, VT 05301.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic soybeans, nigari (a saltfree sea mineral, magnesium chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz. Retails for $1.19 (7/92,
Maryland).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: 7/92. Per 4 oz.: Calories 120, protein 13 gm,

carbohydrates 3 gm, fat 6 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 9
mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1982, undated. 4 by
4.75 inches. Plastic film. 4 color featuring blue, green, red,
orange, yellow and white on clear plastic. Picture of plate
with brocoli, carrots and tofu with card which says, “100%
Natural.” Package says, “No Chemicals. No Cholesterol.
No Preservatives. Low in Sodium. Low in Calories. High in
Protein.”
Product with Label purchased at Fresh Fields, Rockville
Pike, Maryland. 1992. July 20. Label is 4 by 6 inches.
Blue, black, green and orange on white. “Creamy texture.
No cholesterol. No chemicals. No preservatives. 100%
natural. Low sodium. Los calories. High in protein. High in
calcium. Refrigerate 34-38ºF. Vacuum packed for freshness.”
Ingredients: “Filtered water, organically grown soybeans,
natural calcium chloride Nigari–a naturally occurring
mineral coagulant, not a preservative.” Distributed by Stow
Mills, Chesterfield, New Hampshire 03443.
4940. Product Name: Baked Marinated Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Summercorn Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 401 Watson, Fayetteville, AR
72701. Phone: 501-521-9338.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Certified organic soybeans, purified water,
natural calcium sulfate, soy sauce, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 3.25 x 2.75
inches. Self adhesive. Brown and green on tan. “High in
protein and calcium. No cholesterol. Contact us for detailed
nutritional information & menu ideas.”
4941. Product Name: Tofu Cutlets: Marinated and Baked.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 768 18th St., Arcata, CA 95521.
Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Tofu (water, organic soybeans grown
according to Cal. Health Code Sect. 26569.11 and nigari).
Marinated in a sauce of Tamari (a natural soy sauce made
with water, soybeans, wholewheat and salt). Water, lemon,
garlic and kelp.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label of 1985. Received
1988. 4 by 2.5 inches. Self adhesive. Blue, green, gold,
and white. “Ready to eat... or reheat, naturally fresh...
from our deli. A perfect snack fresh from the pack. Great
in your favorite sandwich, diced and sauteed with rice and
vegetables, or as a main dish. Simple to heat in oven (350ºF,
10 minutes) or frying pan. Perishable, keep refrigerated, 3439º.”
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Two Labels (front and back) sent by Matthew Schmit.
2002. Sept. 9. The product was introduced in 1982. Label
#1 from Feb. 2002. 3¼ by 2.75 inches. Self adhesive. Blue
and orange-yellow on white. A handsome, impressionistic
watercolor illustration shows a tofu shop on stilts on a cliff
with a tree arching overhead. Label #2. Larger watercolor
illustration. More white in the background. Will be used
when the company is certified organic in Oct. 2002.
4942. Product Name: Organic Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Importer).
Made in Japan by Sendai Miso-Shoyu Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4240 Hollis St., Emeryville, CA
94608. Phone: 415-658-7518.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
New Product–Documentation: Label, color. Reprinted in
Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center. Soya
Bluebook. 1986. p. 105.
4943. Product Name: Santa Cruz Tempeh. Soy-Rice:
Tempeh of the Sea with Nori Seaweed (Vacuum Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: Western Soy Complements.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-479-05968.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Organically grown* soybeans, water,
organically grown brown rice, Nori seaweed, brown rice
flour, Tempeh culture (R. oligosporus) grown on sunflower
seeds, vinegar. * = Organically grown in accordance with
Section 26569.11 of the California Health and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz vacuum packed. Retails
for $1.59 (8/88 Berkeley, CA).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Products with Labels
purchased in Berkeley, California. 1988. Aug. 30. 2.75 by
5 inches. Black, white and brown. “A cultured soyfood.
Preparation: Use as a protein-rich staple food: slice, fry,
bake, or steam. Season to taste. Occasional black or grey
spots are part of the tempeh culture and not indicative of
spoilage.
Note that this company is at the same address as
Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa Cruz.
4944. Product Name: Tofu-Curry Salad. Later renamed
Curry-Tofu Salad.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 135 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Wildwood tofu (filtered water, soybeans
organically grown in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990, nigari/magnesium chloride, a natural
firming agent), okara (soybean pulp), celery, carrots, dried
apples, soy sauce, safflower oil, curry powder, mustard,

apple juice, garlic, spices and salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz plastic tub. Retails for
$2.25.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods. 1983. Summer.
p. 42-43. “Dated for 7 days shelf life.” Label. 1983, undated.
3 x 2 inches. Dark and Light green on white. Silhouette
of woods with birds. “Ready to Eat Foods. Naturally.
Perishable–Keep refrigerated.” Saw Tofu Curry Salad and
Tofu Veggie / Vegetable Salad on sale in Berkeley. 1988.
Aug. 30.
Label sent by Billy Bramblett of Wildwood. 1990.
Label sent by Billy Bramblett of Wildwood. 1998. July.
He says this product was introduced in 1982.
4945. Product Name: Yaupon Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yaupon Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 226 East Austin St., Elgin, TX
78621. Phone: 512-285-3810.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, apple
cider vinegar, rhizopus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter/Order for The Book
of Tempeh (professional edition) from Chico Wagner of
Yaupon Soyfoods, 404 S. Main, Elgin, Texas. 1979. Aug. 31.
Label. 1982, undated. 2.5 by 3.5 inches. Black and green
on yellow. 8 oz. Talk with Chico Wagner. 1989. June 21. This
product was launched in 1982 or 1983. The company is now
at 226 East. Austin St., Elgin, Texas. Phone: 512-285-3810.
The label has not changed.
4946. Angarita Macias, J.E. 1982. Effect of seed size on
plant development and yield of soybeans. MSc thesis,
University of Florida. 49 p. *
Address: Venezuela.
4947. App, A.; Eaglesham, A. 1982. Biological nitrogen
fixation–Problems and potential. In: Peter H. Graham and
Susan C. Harris, eds. 1982. Biological Nitrogen Fixation
Technology for Tropical Agriculture. Cali, Colombia: Centro
Internacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT). xv + 726 p.
See p. 3-7. Based on papers presented at a workshop held
at the Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical, March
9-13, 1981. [9 ref]
• Summary: Soybean yields have increased only 14-21% in
the past 25 years, while yields of cereal grains have increased
approximately 50-75% during this same time. It is thought
that grain legumes are experiencing a “yield barrier.” Table
2 (p. 5) shows that yields of soybeans grown organically are
about 5% less than those grown by conventional methods.
Address: 2. Boyce Thompson Inst. at Cornell Univ., Ithaca,
New York.
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soybeans]. 174 Ave. Victor Hugo, 75116 Paris. 20 p. [Fre]*
4948. Ayiseni, D.A.R. 1982. Yield component interrelations
and heritability estimates in soybean (Glycine max (L.)
Merr.). MSc thesis, University of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. *
• Summary: As early as 1955, soybean was recognized in
Tanzania as a useful crop, although its full potential has yet
to be realized. Address: Univ. of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
4949. Beets, Willem C. 1982. Multiple cropping and tropical
farming systems. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. 156 p.
[143 ref]
• Summary: Soya beans are discussed on p. 104-06. The
multiple cropping index (MCI) is a measure of land-use
intensity which is calculated by dividing total crop area by
total cultivated land area, and multiplying by 100. The higher
the MCI, the more crops are planted and harvested from the
same piece of land during one year. This implies that both
land and labor are intensively utilized.
Table 8.1 (p. 105) shows “Grain yield of maize and soya
beans grown together at different populations and spatial
arrangements in monocultures.” Fig. 8.3 (p. 106) graphs the
“Relation between maize and soya beans in seven multiple
cropping systems.” Address: The Asian Development Bank,
Manila.
4950. Bharati, M.P. 1982. Report on the status of grain
legumes production in Nepal. In: 1982. Grain Legumes
Production in Asia. Tokyo: Asian Productivity Organization.
550 p. See p. 449-72.
• Summary: The soybean is one of the widely grown
and consumed grains in Nepal. It is eaten both as a green
vegetable and as a dry grain. Popped corn and parched
(dry-roasted) soybeans are eaten daily by people in Nepal’s
hill region as ‘tiffin.’ Protein from animal sources is rare
and expensive and, therefore, not widely consumed by the
average Nepalese. Thus grain legumes play a major role in
providing the bulk of the daily protein requirement. However
in Nepal the average consumption of grain legumes is low–
estimated to be 5 kg per capita per year–and is not adequate
to supply the protein requirements. Therefore protein
malnutrition is common in Nepal, especially among growing
children and child-bearing mothers.
Of the 3-4 physiographic regions in Nepal, the Tarai is
the lowest; it lies along the southern border, an extension
of the broad plain of India. It is home to about 40% of
the country’s population and produces about 62% of the
country’s total food grains. Soybeans are widely grown in
the Hills which range in elevation from 650 meters to 4,000
meters. They are planted on the dikes or bunds around the
rice fields, or intercropped with maize, or planted in home
vegetable gardens. Address: Agronomist, Agronomy Div.,
Dep. of Agriculture, Kathmandu, Nepal.
4951. Cetion, ? 1982. La culture du soja [The culture of

4952. Chang, Jui-chung. 1982. Ta tou tsai p’ei [Soybean
cultivation]. Pei-ching: Nung yeh ch’u pan she. 70 p. 19 cm.
[Chi]
Address: China.
4953. Collins, Joseph; Lappé, Frances Moore; Allen, Nick.
1982. What difference could a revolution make? Food and
farming in the new Nicaragua. San Francisco, California:
Food First / Inst. for Food and Development Policy. x + 185
p. 22 cm. [21* ref]
• Summary: “In July 1979, the Nicaraguan people toppled
the Somoza dictatorship and began a long struggle against
an economic system in which the richest 2 percent of
landowners had taken control of half the farmland–while
60 percent of the children went hungry.” In the mid-1970s
almost 70% of the country’s entire gross national product
was in export production, in contrast to 10% for Mexico and
18% for Chile. The main agricultural exports were coffee,
sugar, and cotton.
This book reports on the dramatic changes brought by
the first 3 years of the Sandinista revolution. The author
believes that hunger can only be eliminated through political
and economic changes that redistribute power over foodproducing resources to the food producers themselves.
In April 1981 a national food plan to achieve food selfsufficiency as soon as possible was unveiled. The initials of
the Programa Alimentario Nacional, P.A.N., conveniently
spell the word for bread in Spanish. The focus was on
growing corn and beans. Boosting producer prices was the
key to the success of the program.
Pages 115-16 note: “Efforts to introduce cultivation of
soybeans and consumption of soy foods have also been one
of the focuses of P.A.N.’s plan to improve the nutritional
well-being of the Nicaraguan people.”
Pages 163-65 contain a good chronology of Nicaraguan
political history.
Letter from Joe Collins of Food First in San Francisco,
California. 1982. March 10. “For more information on
soybeans and soyfoods in Nicaragua contact Pedro Blandon,
Vice-Ministro, P.A.N., MININDRA, Managua, Nicaragua.
He is responsible for the National Food Program. He knows
English and is a graduate of the University of California at
Berkeley, I believe. Within the Ministry we refer to him as
‘Peter Pan.’” Address: Food First, 1885 Mission St., San
Francisco, California 94103. Phone: (415) 864-8555.
4954. Daenzer, A. Walter. 1982. Tofu, die Einladung ins
Schlaraffenland [Tofu, invitation to the land of plenty].
Zurich, Switzerland: Verlag Bewusstes Dasein. 97 p. Illust.
21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contains 100 recipes. Contents: 1. Soy protein–
Food of the future. 2. What is tofu? 3. How is tofu produced.
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3. A visit to the Soyana tofu shop (Tofurei; includes a
discussion of Sri Chinmoy and 8 photos of the Soyana tofumaking process). 4. The value of organic tofu for nutrition
and the diet. 6. Tofu and soymilk in developing countries. 7.
100 tofu recipes from the land of milk and honey.
The author talks a lot about purines, antibiotics,
hormones, and cholesterol in meat. Also emphasizes
organically grown (biologisch) soybeans and tofu (made at
Tofurei), and Reform Houses. Living Farms, one source of
organic soybeans, was founded on 6 Jan. 1975.
Note: The word Schlaraffenland is widely translated as
“Cockaigne” [pronounced ko-KAIN, an imaginary land of
great luxury and ease] or “land of milk and honey.” Address:
Soyana, Zurich, Switzerland.
4955. Fehr, Walter R. 1982. Control of iron-deficiency
chlorosis in soybeans by plant breeding. J. of Plant Nutrition
5(4-7):611-21. Presented at a symposium Iron Nutrition
and Interaction in Plants, held 12-14 Aug. 1981 at Brigham
Young Univ. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: A series of research studies has
been conducted at Iowa State Uhiversity to determine the
possibilities and problems associated with the development
of soybean... cultivars with improved resistance to irondeficiency chlorosis on calcareous soils. An evaluation
was made of the amount of yield reduction associated with
different levels of chlorosis symptoms. Cultivars ranging
from highly resistant to highly susceptible to iron chlorosis
were tested on calcareous and noncalcareous soils. Chlorosis
symptoms were rated visually with scores ranging from 1,
no yellowing, to 5, severe yellowing with some necrosis.
The average percentage yield loss increased linearly by 20%
for each unit increase in chlorosis score. There was yield
reduction whenever yellowing was observed, even if the
symptoms were slight. To completely avoid yield loss from
iron chlorosis, cultivars must be developed that have no
symptoms any time during plant development.
“Tests of soybean cultivars and plant introductions from
foreign countries indicated that no genotype was available
that did not exhibit some chlorosis symptoms on some
calcareous soils in Iowa. A breeding program was initiated
to develop lines with an improved level of resistance to iron
chlorosis. Lines were developed with resistance superior to
any genotype that has been tested for chlorosis resistance in
Iowa. The selection program and related inheritance studies
have indicated that resistance to iron chlorosis is controlled
by multiple genes and can be considered a quantitative
character for breeding purposes, even though a major gene
Fe is related to iron efficiency in soybeans.” Address: Dep.
of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA 50011.
4956. Flannery, R.L. 1982. Maximum yield soybean
experiment in 1982. Annual Report. Adelphia, New Jersey. *

4957. Forrestal, Dan J. 1982. The Soybean Special train
(spring 1927). Helping to establish the National Soybean Oil
Manufacturers Association (1930) (Document part). In: Dan
Forrestal. 1982. The Kernel & the Bean: The 75-Year Story
of the Staley Company. New York, NY: Simon and Schuster.
xxv + 315 p. See p. 64-68.
• Summary: Gene Staley was concerned that farmers would
not be farsighted enough to plant enough soybeans to keep
up with his ambitious plans. He felt he would need more
than 300,000 bushels of soybeans by the mid-1930s. So he
decided to conduct a massive education program throughout
central Illinois by hiring a train! He announced that “the
newest thing on rails will be the Soybean Special.” Working
together with the Illinois Central Railway Company, the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture, and Southern
Illinois Normal University, Staley helped put together a
promotional marvel. The project was planned in 1926 and
began operation in the spring of 1926.
When the Soybean Special rolled out for inspection on
28 March 1927 in Decatur, it was “whistle-tooting proof that
Gene Staley was a salesman, an ‘operator,’ an entrepreneurial
innovator, and a spirited crusader for the lowly bean.”
The Soybean Special consisted of an engine and six cars.
“At the rear was an office car containing dining and sleeping
quarters for officials.” There were two cars contained
exhibits and displays on soybean planting, cultivation,
processing, and utilization, prepared with the help of
Professor J.C. Hackleman of the University of Illinois. There
were also two cars converted into motion picture theaters and
a lecture car. In 1927, between March 28 and April 17, a total
of 33,939 passed through the train as it traveled 2,478 miles
and made 105 scheduled stops.
A special touch of showmanship, suggested by Staley,
was a contest–with prizes were awarded in seven districts of
the 19 counties visited by the train. Each prize was the same–
50 tons of soil-enriching limestone. The game involved
guessing the number of soybeans in a 5-gallon glass jug.
“Frederick Wand, articulate expert on soybeans, was
the Staley company’s principal and constant representative
on the train, but Gene Staley went aboard for some parts
of the excursion. When a young visitor asked Staley if he
was the ‘inventor’ of soybeans, and displayed a sense of
modesty which was appropriate under the circumstances but
otherwise atypical. When a newspaper reporter asked Staley
if he ever had time to cultivate a hobby, he replied, ‘Sure.’
When the reporter followed through with the question, ‘What
might your hobby be?’ the Decatur entrepreneur answered,
‘Soybeans–just soybeans I guess.’”
“The year 1927 showed the Staley company far out in
front in the soybean industry, crushing 216,000 bushels and
accounting for 39% of all beans processed by an industry
that was now up to 18 processors. (This leadership role was
destined to be staunchly maintained by Staley until 1957
when Cargill Inc., the formidable Minneapolis [Minnesota]
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company, unceremoniously jostled Staley off the peak.)”
The early years were difficult because, before 1922,
not many soybeans were grown on farms around Decatur.
Gene Staley recalls (p. 68): “But I worked hard and wound
up losing money on soybeans in the start-up years... even
though I always knew we were on the right track and would
need perseverance and patience in order to achieve profits.”
I was nice to have a profitable corn refining company to
support these new, experimental ventures.
“By 1930 the soybean processing industry had expanded
enough to feel it needed a trade association. The Staley
company was represented at an organizational meeting
held at the City Club in Chicago as were Archer Daniels
Midland Company, Allied Mills Inc., Funk Bros. Seed Co.,
and Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc. By the time the National
Soybean Oil Manufacturers Association was completely
organized, it had 12 processing companies in its ranks. It
subsequently changed its name to the National Soybean
Processors Association.” Address: Decatur, Illinois.
4958. Forrestal, Dan J. 1982. The kernel & the bean: The
75-year story of the Staley Company (Photo captions). New
York, NY: Simon and Schuster. xxv + 315 p. Illust. Index. 22
cm.
• Summary: The photographs are not numbered, nor are the
glossy pages on which they appear.
Photos show (after page 6): 1. “Company founder A.E.
Staley Sr., poses proudly with his Masonic emblem in his
lapel. Born in 1867, he died in 1940.”
2. “This is the grave of William Staley, father of the
company’s founder. The cemetery is located adjacent to the
farm where Augustus Eugene Staley was born, near Julian,
North Carolina.”
3. “Mr. and Mrs. William Staley are shown in this
early photo, made near Julian, North Carolina. Their first
child, born in 1867, Augustus Eugene–who would become
the founder of the Staley company–is at the left. The other
children are Georgiana, Arthur and Wilhelmina. The photo
was made circa 1880.”
4. “Starting in 1898 with $1,500 capital, Mr. Staley set
the groundwork for the A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company
by selling Cream Corn Starch to housewives and small
grocers in the East.”
5. “Below, one of the earliest subscriptions for shares of
preferred stock in the Staley company. Note the 1907 date.
The company was incorporated the year before.”
6. “Incorporated in 1906, the Company purchased this
defunct corn processing plant in Decatur in 1909 and began
operations three years later.”
7. Pictured above in a Decatur Review of 1912
were ‘structures on which $150,000 is to be expended in
remodeling by the A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company,
which will employ 200 men when in operation.’”
8. “George E. Chamberlain was hired as general

superintendent in 1912 with the assignment to ‘run the plant.’
He held the same position until his death in 1926.”
9. “W.S. ‘Billy’ Pritchard, originally hired by Staley
to pack Cream Corn Starch, was the oldest employee in
point of service. More than once, when the new business
was performing poorly, Pritchard nearly resigned, only
to be induced to stay. Originally hired as a salesman, at a
salary of $3.25 per week, Pritchard ultimately was elected to
membership on the board of directors.”
10. “Charles J. Schuster was hired as secretary-treasurer
in 1903 at the Staley company’s Baltimore office, remaining
there until the office was closed during the Great Depression
30 years later.”
11. “A five-room frame building, with a brick vault
added as an afterthought, provided ample office space for
the company in 1910. Later growth could be marked by the
way additions were built on to the structure. By the time it
was demolished in 1930, the frame structure was a large twostory building.”
12. “Providing hot meals for employees in a plant was
an innovation in 1911. Staley people of that day remember
eating heartily of ‘home cooked’ meals served at a counter.”
13. “The tall, slender gentleman disguised by the
distinguished-looking beard and Panama hat is a much
younger George Chamberlain.”
After page 38: 14. “The Staley Fellowship Club Journal,
forerunner [the Staley Journal and later] of today’s Staley
News, was first published in 1917. Pictured on the cover, top
row, from left, are C.G. ‘Boob’ Keck, a foreman in the plant
who was president of the fellowship club; Woodrow Wilson,
president of the United States; and A.E. Staley, Sr., company
president. Pictured below them is George Chamberlain,
general superintendent of the plant.”
14. “These were attendees when the first sales meeting
was held in Decatur in December, 1922. Front row, from
left, Reginald Pope, W.H. Randolph, Jr., New York; L.R.
Dickinson, Boston; G.A. Dean, Spartanburg, S.C.; Don J.
Houran, Jack Hixon. Second row, from left, Theodore Jones,
Tommy Webb, George Diamond and J.W. Pope, Atlanta.”
15. “These were the members of the Staley Fellowship
Club, formed in 1917.”
16. “Addition to Mill House, circa 1919.”
17. “Under construction in 1920 was the syrup refinery,
which in this photograph is mistakenly labeled the Bone
Black Kiln house. The building is now known as No. 10 and
is still in use.”
18. “The Syrup Packing House, or Building 17, under
construction in 1919.” A huge building.
19. “A.E. Staley, Sr., pictured above, generally
recognized as the founder of soybean processing in this
country, opened the first soybean expeller plant in Decatur
on September 30, 1922. Mr. Staley had to use all of his
persuasive skills to convince corn farmers, who used
soybeans solely as a nitrogen replenisher for the soil between
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corn plantings, that there was money to be made in rotating
the two crops.”
20. “This was the pioneering professional football team,
the Decatur Staleys, which was organized and managed
by George Halas starting in 1920. This legendary team
won the national professional championship in 1920 with
ten victories, one loss and two ties. Most of the players
had achieved fame at colleges before signing on as Staley
football-playing employees who had additional duties to
perform in the Decatur company’s office and plant.” The
name of each player is written in white on his dark jersey.
21. “Mr. Staley gave Halas $5,000 ‘seed money,’
allowing him to move the team to Chicago. He asked only
that Halas continue to call the team the Staleys for one more
season.” A full-page letter, written on Staley letterhead,
details the agreement.
22. “Joe ‘Iron Man’ McGinnity, left, joined the company
as manager of the Staley baseball team in 1919. He had set
major league pitching records for Brooklyn and Baltimore in
1900 and 1901, and ultimately was enshrined in the Baseball
Hall of Fame at Cooperstown, New York. George Halas,
above, better known for his football exploits, was a hardhitting outfielder on the Staley team. Halas earlier played
briefly for the New York Yankees.”
23. “For many years the Staley field, located at the
corner of Eldorado and 22nd Streets in Decatur, was the
center of the city’s sports interests.”
24. “Founder Staley (in derby) and Judge Kennesaw
Mountain Landis, on his left, at the 1927 dedication of
Decatur’s Three-I League ballpark, Fans Field.”
After page 102: 25. “This headline from a Decatur
Review of 1930 told of an explosion at Staley. Note
misspelling of the word ‘receive.’”
26. “Early quality control was conducted in small but
adequate quarters in Decatur.”
27. “Immediately following World War I, Staley glucose
syrup was shipped to England in large [wooden] barrels.”
Note: Staley was making corn syrup commercially by about
1919-1920. By 1923 it was named “Staley Syrup.”
28. “In 1920, when he was chosen as the Democrats’
nominee for vice president of the United States, Franklin
Delano Roosevelt visited the Staley plant in Decatur,
accompanied by Mrs. Roosevelt. The visitors are flanked
by A.E. Staley, company founder (right), and George E.
Chamberlain, general superintendent (left). Roosevelt and
James M. Cox, the presidential nominee, were defeated
by Republicans Warren G. Harding and Calvin Coolidge.
Roosevelt later was elected to four terms as president in
1932, 1936, 1940 and 1944, the only man in history to hold
that distinction.”
29. “Thornton C. ‘Chase’ Burwell, top left, was a longtime vice president and manager of transportation. Edwin
Scheiter, above right, joined Staley upon graduation from
Decatur High School and rose through the ranks to become

the first non-Staley-family president of the company. James
H. Galloway, below left, was the company’s first plant
superintendent, while C.C. ‘Dok’ Hollis, below right, was
placed in charge of the firm’s Chicago office in 1927.
30. “Officers of the Staley Sales Corporation in the
early years included, seated from left, Roy M. Ives, Ray C.
Scherer, A.E. Staley, Jr., and Edwin K. Scheiter. Standing is
Company President A.E. Staley, Sr.
31. “Members of the early grocery products sales force
drove their own delivery trucks, in an attempt to assure
customers of prompt, individual service.”
32. “Lake Decatur has for many years provided an
important supply of water to the Staley company. The upper
floor of the pumping station, at the shoreline, formerly
served as headquarters for the Staley Fellowship Club.”
33. “Some early delivery trucks displayed signs
identifying the company they represented.” This sign says
“Staley’s.”
34. “The Staley Viaduct, a ‘great, safe route to the
Northeast,’ was opened on July 3.”
35. “The viaduct, which carries traffic over the plant site,
was built as a cooperative effort among the Staley company,
the Wabash Railroad, the City of Decatur and Decatur
Township.”
36. “A.E. Staley was proud of his 1929 touring car and
prouder of the Administration Building erected at the east
end of town.”
37. “Ground breaking for the building took place on
February 16, 1929. On April 19, 1930, employees moved in.
At 206 feet, the structure was the tallest and most modern
in downstate Illinois. It has been referred to in print by such
names as ‘The Castle in the Cornfields’ and ‘Lighthouse of
the Prairie.’” Note. We have included another view (aerial)
of this Castle after it was finished (from Windish 1981, p.
68).
38. “The seal of the A.E. Staley Manufacturing
Company is embossed in granite on the face of the
company’s Administration Building in Decatur.”
39. “The lobby of the Administration Building is a
favorite spot for visitors, many of whom are noticeably
impressed by the architectural style of the building’s interior.
Founder Staley insisted that no expense be spared when he
commissioned the building’s construction.” (Continued).
Address: Decatur, Illinois.
4959. Giurova, M.S. 1982. Agrometereologichni uslovia
za otglejdaneto na soiata v Balgaria [Agro-meteorological
conditions for soybean cultivation in Bulgaria]. Plovdiv,
Bulgaria: VSI “V. Kolarov” [Vasil Kolarov Higher Institute
of Agriculture]. 294 p. [Bul]*
• Summary: This is a post-graduate thesis. Address:
Bulgaria.
4960. Gordon, James Douglas. 1982. A study of international
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soybean production, trade, and storage, and the prospects for
price stabilization. PhD thesis, University of Pennsylvania.
242 p. Page 875 in volume 43/03-A Dissertation Abstracts
International. *
Address: Univ. of Pennsylvania.
4961. Habit, M.A. 1982. Manual sobre transferencia
tecnologica en base a la metodologia de aprender haciendo
[Manual for the transfer of improved technology based on
the method of learning by doing]. Rome, Italy: FAO. 153 p.
With English supplement (111 pages). [Eng; Spa]*
• Summary: This manual aims to help in the transfer of
technology for growing legumes in Spanish-speaking
countries by bringing together research and extension
technicians and farmers to describe the most effective new
production technologies. Chapter 4 reviews basic concepts of
food legume production and national courses on soybeans in
Panama and Cuba. Address: FAO Regional Plant Production
and Protection Officer for Latin America.
4962. Hinson, K.; Hartwig, E.E. 1982. Soybean production
in the tropics. Revision 1, by Harry C. Minor. FAO Plant
Production and Protection Paper No. 4. 222 p. Illust. 28 cm.
No index. (Rome, Italy). Original edition was 1977. [168 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introductory note, by Hazim A. AlJibouri, Senior Officer, Plant Production and Protection
Div., FAO, Rome. Foreword, by William N. Thompson,
Director, International Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign. Preface, by Harry Minor, University of
Missouri–Columbia (22 Feb. 1982). Introduction. Botany:
Taxonomy, morphology, Genetic traits of agronomic
importance. Climatic requirements: Temperature, rainfall
patterns, photoperiod response. Soils and soil fertility:
Mineral nutrition (major nutrients, secondary nutrients,
micronutrients, liming), soil management, soil organisms.
Water and management. Varieties and variety development:
Variety adaptation, variety development (germplasm sources,
varietal improvement programs, breeding procedures, how
to make crosses). Cultural practices: Date of planting,
varieties, seedbed preparation (conventional tillage,
minimum tillage, hand labor methods), plating, population
density, pest management (weeds, insects, disease and
nematodes). Nitrogen nutrition and inoculation: Inoculants
and inoculating procedures (slurry method, sprinkle
method, dry or powder method, soil inoculation method),
symbiotic N2 fixation, N fertilization vs. symbiotic fixation.
Diseases and nematodes: Bacterial diseases, fungal diseases,
virus diseases, nematodes, mycoplasmalike diseases.
Insects: Damage from stem feeding insects, damage from
leaf feeding insects, damage from pod feeing insects,
insect control. Harvesting and seed quality: Seed quality
factors (harvest date, seed treatment, location and season
of seed production, varietal differences in seed quality

characteristics), harvesting (harvesting with combines, other
harvesting methods), drying and handling, seed storage.
Nutritional quality and use: Uses of the soybean in the
East, uses of the soybean in the West, summary. Rotations
and intercropping: Rotations, intercropping. Bibliography.
Address: 1-2. Research Agronomists, USDA; Minor: Assoc.
Prof. of Agronomy, Univ. of Missouri.
4963. Juang, T.C.; Tann, C.C.; Tsou, S.C.S. 1982. Effect of
nitrogen fertilization on leaf nitrate reductase and nodule
nitrogenase activity in soybeans. In: Peter H. Graham and
Susan C. Harris, eds. 1982. Biological Nitrogen Fixation
Technology for Tropical Agriculture. Cali, Colombia: Centro
Internacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT). xv + 726 p.
See p. 303-08. Based on papers presented at a workshop held
at the Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical, March
9-13, 1981. [8 ref]
• Summary: In soybean, the activity of leaf nitrate reductase
(the primary enzyme in nitrate metabolism) is high during
early growth but decreases rapidly after flowering. N2
fixation by the root nodules reaches a peak during flowering
and pod-fill, then declines. Address: 1-2. Research Inst.
of Soil Science, National Chung Hsing Univ.; 3. Asian
Vegetable Research Development Center (AVRDC). Both:
Taiwan, Republic of China.
4964. Keswani, C.L.; Ndunguru, B.J. eds. 1982.
Intercropping: Proceedings of the Second Symposium
on Intercropping in Semi-Arid Areas, held at Morogoro,
Tanzania, 4-7 August 1980. Agriculture, Forestry and
Veterinary Science, University of Dar es Salaam, Morogoro,
Tanzania, 10-12 May 1976. Ottawa, Canada: International
Development Research Centre (IDRC). 168 p. Illust. No
index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Contents related to soybeans: Intercropping
maize or millet with soybean, with particular reference to
planting schedule E.N. Nnko and A.L. Doto (p. 33+).
Influence of plant combinations and planting
configurations on three cereals (maize, sorghum, millet)
intercropped with two legumes (soybean, greengram) D.B.
Nyambo, T. Matimati, A.L. Komba, and R.K. Jana (p. 56+).
Soybean-cereal intercropping and its implications in
soybean breeding M.M. Makena and A.L. Doto (p. 84).
Address: 1. Assoc. Prof., Dep. of Crop Science, Univ. of Dar
es Salaam, Tanzania.
4965. Palmer, Reid G.; Smith, Keith J. 1982. Soybean
germplasm [in the People’s Republic of China]. In: S. Wong,
ed. 1982. China Program Reports, Vol. 1. 80 p. See p. B-28
to B-50.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (The urgency of
germplasm exchange). Soybean germplasm: Glycine max,
Glycine soja (the wild soybean), intermediate types, hybrids
among the various species. Breeding objectives. Breeding
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methodology. Seed release and multiplication. Cultural
practices. Soybean tissue culture.
Appendix 1. Germplasm collected by the team (in four
provinces). Appendix 2. Germplasm presented to Iowa
State University (Authority given by Chinese Academy of
Agricultural Sciences, Beijing). Appendix 3. Rhizobium
japonicum samples collected by the team (Aug. 1981, 17
samples).
Members of team:
“Robert M. Goodman, Professor, Soybean Virology,
Department of Plant Pathology, University of Illinois, N-519
Turner Hall, 1102 South Goodwin Avenue, Urbana, Illinois
61801.
“Marcos Kogan, Professor, Entomology, University
of Illinois and Illinois Natural History Survey, 172 Natural
Resources Building, 607 East Peabody, Urbana, Illinois
61820.
“Reid Palmer, Agricultural Research Service, USDA,
c/o Department of Agronomy and Genetics, Iowa State
University, Ames, Iowa 50010.
“Robert D. Riggs (Team Leader), Professor,
Nematology, Plant Science, 217, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701.
“Keith J. Smith, Director of Research, American
Soybean Association, 77 Craig Road, P.O. Box 27300, St.
Louis, Missouri 63141.
“Samuel G. Turnipseed, Professor of Entomology,
Edisto Experiment Station, P.O. Box 247, Blackville, South
Carolina 29817.” Address: 1. ARS, USDA, Iowa State Univ.;
2. American Soybean Assoc.
4966. Riggs, R.D.; Goodman, R.M.; Palmer, R.G.; Smith,
K.J.; Kogan, M.; Turnipseed, S.G. 1982. Soybean cultivation
and research in the People’s Republic of China. Washington,
DC: USDA Office of International Cooperation and
Development, Scientific and Technical Exchange Div. 80 p.
Based on a study tour jointly sponsored by the USDA OICD
and the Ministry of Agriculture of the People’s Republic of
China. *
• Summary: This is identical to Wong 1982, China Program
Reports, #16391. Address: USA.
4967. Shanmugasundaram, S. 1982. Role of AVRDC in
soybean and mungbean improvement [for the developing
tropical countries]. In: 1982. Grain Legumes Production in
Asia. Tokyo: Asian Productivity Organization. 550 p. See p.
137-50. [28 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean. Importance of
soybean in the Asian region. Important changes in agronomic
practices. Breakthroughs in varietal development.
Tables: (1) Soybean area, production, yield, imports
and exports for selected Asian countries: Taiwan (ROC;
19,000 ha; 1,644 kg/ha), India, Indonesia (755,000 ha; 795
kg/ha), Iran (70,000 ha; 150,000 metric tons; 2,143 kg/ha),

Japan (100,000 ha; 2,000 kg/ha), Korea (Rep. of = South;
260,000 ha; 1,350 kg/ha), Nepal (19,000 ha; 650 kg/ha),
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand (160,000 ha; 783 kg/ha),
China (PRC; 14,430,000 ha; 925 kg/ha) [1979 & 1980]. (2)
Yield response of post-rice soybean crop to irrigation and
tillage. (3) Effects of different soybean sowing methods on
plant stand and yield. (4) Soybean responses to Rhizobium
japonicum inoculum. (5) Effect of fungicide seed treatment
on soybean plant stand when grown in rice stubble culture
with excessive soil moisture after sowing. (6) Soybean
germplasm collections available in Asian countries. (7)
Soybean varieties and their characteristics identified as
moderately resistant to soybean rust. (8) Soybean varieties
immune to soybean mosaic virus. (9) Soybean varieties
susceptible to soybean mosaic virus but are symptomless.
(10) Wild soybean, (G. soya Sieb and Zucc.) accessions
least affected by beanflies, (Melanagromyza sojae and
Ophiomyia centrocematis) at AVRDC. (11) Soybean
varieties less affected by pod borer, Etiella zinckenella at
AVRDC. (12) Major soybean varieties grown by farmers in
different countries until 1972. (13) Major soybean varieties
developed after 1972 and grown by farmers until 1980.
(14) Performance of AVRDC selection compared to local
cultivars in Indonesia. (15) Yield of six soybean cultivars in
four locations during summer in a district trial experiment.
Address: AVRDC, Shanhua, Taiwan.
4968. Shannon, Dennis Alan. 1982. A study of factors
responsible for variable growth of soybeans in the Southern
Guinea Savanna of Nigeria. PhD thesis, Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York. 271 p. Page 1680 in volume 44/06-B of
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Cornell Univ.
4969. Udoh, Rose E. 1982. A bibliography on grain legumes
in the library of the National Cereals Research Institute,
Ibadan, Nigeria. Moor Plantation, Ibadan, Nigeria: National
Cereals Research Institute. 316 p. Author index. No subject
index. Memorandum No. 133. 28 cm. [4002 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction, Abbreviations of
serial titles, Bibliographical list: General (199 references),
Breeding, Agronomy, Pests and Diseases, Processing and
utilization (127 references), Economics of production (5
references). Address: NCRI, Ibadan, Nigeria.
4970. Victory Soya Mills Limited. 1982. Soybeans in
Canada. Toronto, ONT, Canada. 25 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: History, world
production, characteristics and products. 2. Plant growth and
development: The seed, vegetative growth and development,
reproductive growth. 3. Growing the crop: Varietal selection,
soils, seedbed preparation, planting date, planting rate,
planting depth, row width, seed inoculation, seed treatments,
soil fertility, weed control, mechanical weed control
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measures, chemical weed control measures, crop diseases,
insects, harvesting, drying, storage. 4. Marketing and
utilization. 5. Appendices: Soybean varieties and distributor
addresses, herbicides, insecticides, publications.
On the cover of this attractive color booklet is a photo of
a white sack filled with white-hilum soybeans on a wooden
floor; a Canadian flag projects from the top of the bag.
There are two photos of Victory Soya Mills on the Toronto
waterfront. “Most of Canada’s [soybean] production is still
centered in the five southwest counties of Ontario (Essex,
Kent, Lambton, Middlesex and Elgin). New early varieties,
however, are rapidly spreading the crop throughout Ontario
and even into the prairie provinces.” Address: 333 Lakeshore
Blvd. E., Toronto, ON M5A 1C2. Phone: (416) 363-8771.
4971. Viner, R.; Prasad, M.; Nath, R.; Kumar, H.; Prasad, R.;
Singh, B.; Nand, S. (Mrs). 1982. Pulses and dry zone crops.
Fiji Dep. of Agriculture, Annual Research Report For the
year 1981. p. 32-34.
• Summary: The following pulses and dry zone crops were
tested: Intercropping trial, soya bean (also spelled “soya
beans”), urd, mung, pigeon pea, peanut, maize, sorghum,
farming systems.
The subsection on soyabeans states: “Variety trials:
Three Intsoy trials were laid out, one in Bua in April and 2 at
Legalega in late March and late April [1981]. The trial in Bua
suffered severely from drought and nutritional deficiencies.”
The best yields came from I GH 24 (2,100 kg/ha; sown April
25 in 30 cm rows) and Tunia (2,090 kg/ha; sown March 31 in
60 cm rows). Address: Fiji.
4972. Zlateva, I.Z. 1982. Vlianie na soiata za zarno,
otglejdana kato vtora kultura pri razlichni niva na mineralno
torene varhu razvitieto, productivnosta i stopanskite
kachestva na pshenitsata, echemika, tsarevitsata za zarno i
zaharnoto Tsveklo v usloviata na Yugoiztochna Balgaria [The
influence of soybean culture, as a second culture, on seeds
according to the levels of fertilization on the growing, yields,
and economic qualities of the first culture (wheat, barley,
maize, sugar beet) in the southeast part of Bulgaria]. Plovdiv:
VSI V. Kolarov (High Agricultural Institute “V. Kolarov” in
Plovdiv). 150 p. [Bul]*
• Summary: This post-graduate thesis, was written under
the guidance of G. Koinov in the city of Burgas. Address:
Burgas, Bulgaria.
4973. Product Name: Coconut Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Earth Angel Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 53 Stanley Ave., Mt. Waverley
(E. Oakleigh), VIC 3149, Australia. Phone: 544-8020.
Date of Introduction: 1982?
Ingredients: Soymilk made from organically grown
soybeans, coconut milk, and honey.
How Stored: Refrigerated.

New Product–Documentation: Letter and Label sent by
Debbie Schmetzer of Earth Angel Soyfoods. 1983. Feb. 19.
“I am interested in improving our soymilk. At present we are
making coconut soymilk sweetened with honey... Do you
have any information on how the Japanese (Bonsoy) soymilk
is made, using pearl barley and barley malt as sweeteners?”
Label. 8.5 by 2.5 inches. Paper. Dark blue on beige.
Coconut trees with sun peeping out from between them.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1986. Soymilk Industry and Market,
Update.
4974. Product Name: Diet Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lucky Bean Cake.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1060 W. 39th St., Norfolk, VA
23508. Phone: 804-489-1493.
Date of Introduction: 1982?
Ingredients: Organically grown soybean, purified water,
calcium sulphate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label (undated) from about
1982 sent by Bruce Rose of Rosewood Products. 2000. Oct.
15. Red, black, and white on yellow, printed on clear film.
Note: The company name is not clear. Contains four serving
suggestions.
4975. Product Name: Paul’s Tofu Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name: Paul’s Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: The Old Brewery,
Wheathampstead House, Wheathampstead, Hertfordshire,
England. Phone: Wheathampstead (058283) 4241.
Date of Introduction: 1982?
Ingredients: Organically grown soya beans, whole grain
cereals, vegetables, and herbs.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet titled “Paul’s Tofu”
(undated, but sent in 1982). Address: The Old Brewery,
Wheathampstead House, Wheathampstead, Hertfordshire,
UK. Phone: Wheathampstead (058283) 4241. 3 panels on
each side. Each panel: 21 x 10 cm. Printed brown ink on
beige paper. Contents: Introduction to tofu. For whom is tofu
intended? The qualities of tofu. Suggestions for use. Storage.
Try these recipes with your tofu (5 recipes from The Magic
of Tofu, by Jane O’Brien; Thorsons Publishers). Community
Health Foundation (188-94 Old Street, London EC1V 9BP).
“Paul’s Tofu Burgers are made from organically grown soya
beans, whole grain cereals, vegetables and herbs...”
4976. Product Name: Morning Calm brand Organic Tofu
(Soy Bean Cake).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1900 Oak Crest, Roseville, MN
55113.
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Date of Introduction: 1982?
Ingredients: Organic soybean, water, natural nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 15 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
Retails for $1.10.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label (undated) sent by
Bruce Rose of Rosewood Products. 2000. Oct. 15. Black
and yellow on white film. “Tofu (Vegetable protein). Tofu
is a versatile, easily digestible source of vegetable protein.”
Contains six serving suggestions.
4977. Product Name: Yamaki Organic Miso [Hatcho,
Mugi, or Genmai], and Yamaki Organic Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Chico-San, Inc. (Importer). Made
in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 810, Chico, CA 95927.
Date of Introduction: 1983 January.
New Product–Documentation: Crackerbarrel. 1983. Jan.
No. 1. p. 1. “Our new line of organic imports. Long awaited
soy sauce and miso from organically grown ingredients
introduced... The Yamaki Co. [Yamaki Jôzo], owned by
Tomio Kitani, contracts directly with family farmers for his
organically grown grains. Yamaki miso is unpasteurized. The
organic soy sauce has 16.9% salt.”
Note: The Yamaki Co. is located in Kamiizumi-mura,
about 75 miles from Tokyo, Japan.
4978. Kueneman, E.A. 1983. Genetic control of seed
longevity in soybeans, Glycine max (L.) Merrill). Crop
Science 23(1):5-8. Jan/Feb. [17 ref]
• Summary: Soybean seeds have a short storage life,
especially in humid, tropical environments. Recently,
however, a few varieties have been identified that have
superior seed longevity. The results of four reciprocal
crosses suggest that the maternal plant genome can influence
soybean seed longevity, and that cytoplasmic gene action
may also be involve in expression of seed longevity.
“Because of the large noncytoplasmic maternal plant
influence, it is suggested that selection for seed longevity be
delayed until at least the F-3 generation.” Address: Soybean
Breeder, International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan,
Nigeria.
4979. Product Name: Legume Tofu Manicotti.
Manufacturer’s Name: Legume, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 91 Roseland Ave., Caldwell,
New Jersey.
Date of Introduction: 1983 February.
Ingredients: Sauce: Crushed tomatoes, organic tofu, water,
peanut oil, soy oil, garlic, onion, oregano, basil, parsley,
pepper, San-J miso; For the pasta: high gluten enriched
wheat flour, whole wheat flour, soy flour, DeBoles Jerusalem
artichoke flour, wheat germ.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz carton.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 8 oz.: 240 calories, 12 gm protein, 11 gm fat,
24 gm carbohydrates, 390 mg sodium.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Soyfoods. 1983.
Winter. p. 2. Spot in Soyfoods. 1983. Summer. p. 53, and
1984. Summer. p. 42.
4980. Product Name: Light Tofulogna (Cooked Tofu
Bologna).
Manufacturer’s Name: Light Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6144 Bartmer, St. Louis, MO
63133.
Date of Introduction: 1983 February.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, okara, soy oil, water, dried egg
white, textured soy protein, salt, barley flour, honey, shoyu,
locust bean gum, onion and garlic, natural spices, paprika,
natural spice oils.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz cylinder, plastic wrapped
and vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1.6 oz. slice: Calories 105, protein 6.4
gm, carbohydrates 5.9 gm, fat 7.0 gm, sodium 510 mg,
cholesterol 590 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Whole Foods.
1983. Jan. p. 39. “New Tofu Line. Light Foods, Inc. presents
a new dimension to soyfoods: Light Links, Light Tofulogna
and Light Soysage. Spot in Soyfoods. 1983. Winter. p. 48;
Manufacturer’s leaflet. 1983, undated.
Label. 1988 received. Chub-packed in a sausage-style
waxed paper tube. 10 by 3 inches. Orange, yellow, and tan.
With label printed directly on tube. “Pre-cooked. Meatless.
100% cholesterol free.”
4981. Marking, Syl. 1983. 13 steps to higher profits. Soybean
Digest. Feb. p. 66-67S.
4982. Product Name: Tempehroni (Herb-seasoned Tempeh
in Sausage-Like Rolls) [Hot!, or Mild].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 218, Husum,
Washington 98623.
Date of Introduction: 1983 February.
Ingredients: Hot! Organically grown soybeans, water,
apple cider vinegar, marjoram, basil, oregano, thyme, savory,
cayenne, garlic, onion, black pepper, Rhizopus oligosporus
(tempeh starter).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz plastic wrapped cylinder.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Seth Tibbott
of Turtle Island. 2000. Sept. 12. Tempehroni, introduced in
June 1981, now has a spicy cousin. And the label for regular/
mild Tempehroni has been changed. Each label (red on
white) has a thermometer on the right side; it measures the
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“Tempehture.” For the hot, the red mercury rises to the top,
labeled “Hot.” A cartoon figure standing to the right of the
thermometer, with a body like a soybean pod and wearing
a sombrero, makes a gesture with one hand to indicate “just
right.” For the mild, the red mercury rises only halfway
up–to the mild mark. A different cartoon figure, with a body
of similar shape and wearing a chef’s hat (toque) is tossing
a pizza into the air over his head. The Turtle Island logo
appears large in the upper left corner of each label.
Talk with Seth Tibbott, founder and owner of Turtle
Island. 2000. Oct. 10. These two products were introduced in
about Feb. 1983, shortly after the company moved to Husum.
4983. Joyce, Michael; Joyce, Julie. 1983. Re: Growing
soybeans in Australia. Tempeh and tofu down under. Letter
to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, March 5. 4 p.
Handwritten.
• Summary: “In Queensland, Australia, soybean still are
grown mainly inland, away from the coast. But in coastal
regions the wet season occurs when the bean is mature
(March-April).
“The beans are sown the first week in December. Inland
the yield averages 1.25 tonnes (metric tons) per acre while
on coastal regions, if weather permits, yields can be up to
2.25 tonnes per acre. The Department of Primary Industries
is presently encouraging sugar cane farmers to intercrop
soybeans as a nitrogen fixer, while contracting at $217.00 per
tonne this year to the United Grasiers Association.
“Most of the production is high oil content, small beans.
I believe we have a similar climate to Florida and I would be
interested in high protein soybeans grown in that region for
tempeh and soyfoods production. Names of varieties would
be a big help. The varieties grown for oil here are Wills,
Leslie, and G522 and their heritage can be traced to the
Florida region.
“Most soybeans are now grown by a method called “No
tillage direct drill,” which is by no means organic. It requires
aerial spraying with Round-Up, a systemic herbicide, then
direct drilling sowing (same as planting sugar cane) one
week later.
“We are fortunate to have an organic farmer, supplier, of
three generations, farming 200 acres for the culinary trade.
He grades and cleans and supplies to us only his biggest
beans which we find suitable for tempeh and tofu.
“Cyril and Elly Cain have indeed pioneered tempeh
in Australia. They have now set up a small, low-tech shop
in Maroochydore, Queensland, and are proud parents of a
7 week old beautiful girl named Jessimin. They are soon
to return to the U.S. and Julie and I will be taking over
the tempeh shop and moving production to our farm at
Cooloolabin, which is west of Yandina and Eumundi at
1,000 feet. We feel it will be more suitable for tempeh in
the mountains where we will be more subject to a tropical
climate than on the coastal regions only 10 miles away.

“We hope to develop these small beginnings into a
“pilot plant” which may spread knowledge of soyfoods to
both residents and non-residents of Australia. As our vision
unfolds we shall keep you informed of all aspects of progress
and the greater good prevailing in this important work.
Cyril and Elly will always be remembered as the producers
of Australia’s first and finest commercial soy tempeh.
Their tempeh is known throughout the East Coast to be
unsurpassed for flavour and shelf life. Always sold fresh, not
frozen. Delicious. We wait in hope and peace. Giving glory
to God.” Address: Queensland, Australia.
4984. Product Name: [Ready-cooked soyabeans].
Foreign Name: Zubereitete Sojabohnen, Fèves de Soya
Préparées, Toebereide Sojabonen.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03/664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1983 March.
Ingredients: Soya-beans*, well-water, onions, sea
vegetables, sea-salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm jar.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988. 1.25
by 10.5 inches. Glossy paper. Orange and black on a pastoral
background with sea gull and duckling. “Pure vegetable.”
Form filled out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989. Jan. 11. This
product was introduced in March 1983.
4985. Product Name: A Dressing from the Second
Kingdom (Tofu Dressing) [Garlic-Dill].
Manufacturer’s Name: Light Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6144 Bartmer, St. Louis, MO
63133.
Date of Introduction: 1983 March.
Ingredients: Organic nigari tofu, safflower oil, pure lemon
juice, parsley, shoyu, dill, sea salt, garlic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983. 3.5 inches
diameter. Self adhesive. Green on white. “A Dressing from
the Second Kingdom.” Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing.
Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center.
4986. Reeve, S. 1983. They grow 100-bushel beans. [Roy
Flannery, Richard Cooper and Ron Martin]. Soybean Digest.
March. p. 60-61N.
4987. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Fujinami, Hiroko;
Matshita, Zenichi; Ebine, Hideo; Ushirogi, Toshizo;
Fujimori, Ikuo. 1983. Daizu shushi no kansô shori hôhô
to sono hinshitsu ni tsuite. VII. [Influence of dry treatment
after harvest on quality of soybean seeds. VII. Quality of
food processing and test for miso making]. Shokuhin Sogo
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food
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Research Institute) No. 42. p. 18-26. March. [12 ref. Jap;
eng]
Address: 1-2. National Food Research Inst., Ministry
of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (Shokuhin Sogo
Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun,
Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan; 3. Central Miso Research Inst.,
Shinkawa, Chuo-ku, Tokyo; 4. Hokkaido Prefectural Central
Agric. Exp. Station, Naganuma, Hokkaido 069-13.
4988. Altunay, Atila. 1983. Soyabean research in Turkey.
Eurosoya No. 1. p. 41-42.
• Summary: “Soyabean is a new crop in Turkey.” In 1978,
attention was first given to it as a second crop. “Research on
soyabean is one of the major parts of the Double Cropping
Development Programme.” Its performance compared to
other crops has been investigated. “Soyabean is grown as a
second crop after wheat under irrigated conditions during the
summer months from June to October (115 to 130 days).
The program is studying three areas of soybean
production: (1) Varietal improvement, focusing on short
maturity cultivars. After evaluating 200 improved cultivars,
it has 8 as promising; Hodgson, Shawnee-II, Washington-V,
Woodworth, Calland, Amsoy-71, Mitchell, and Williams. (2)
Cultivation and production technology (plant spacing, tillage
systems, fertilizer types and levels, weed control, depth of
planting). (3) Plant protection (insects, diseases).
A map shows the Second Crop Research Project and its
components within the entire country. Turkey is on about
the same latitude as southern Indiana in the USA. Izmir, on
the western Mediterranean coast is at 38º 35’N. Antalya, on
the southern Mediterranean coast, is at 36º 52’N. Address:
Regional Research Inst., P.O. Box 39, Antalya, Turkey.
4989. Cejudo-Fernandez, Jeronimo. 1983. Futuro de la soja
en Europa [The future of soya in Europe]. Eurosoya No. 1.
p. 7-8. Presentation to FAO Consultation on the European
Cooperative Network on Soybean, Seville, Spain, 5-8 Oct.
1982. [Spa]
• Summary: Spain, with more than 3 million tonnes of
imports and subsequent consumption of corresponding
flours, presents in this aspect a record which is difficult to
surpass, close to 85 kg per inhabitant and a sustained growth
of 65% during the last ten years.”
“With respect to Spain, during the years 1965 to 1980
the consumption of total protein per capita per day grew
from 79 grams to 95 grams, an increase of 20%, but of these
proteins, animal proteins increased from 29 grams to 53
grams, an increase of 83%.
“The consumption of meat increased from 25 kg per
capita per year to 70 kg, an increase of 145%. That of
eggs increased 60% and that of milk 70%. This signifies a
substantial change in the dietary habits of the population, a
change which brings us closer to the consumption level of
the western countries but with a very different structure in

regard to the types of meats consumed.”
“Two thirds of France’s meat consumption comes from
beef and pork and only 14% from chicken. In Italy nearly
25% of meat consumption is in the form of chicken, making
Italy, after Spain the country which consumes the most
chicken.”
“In 1969 a commission was created to promote the
cultivation of soybeans under the direction of Puerta Romero
who at that time was already involved with the subject.”
Address: Seville, Spain.
4990. Product Name: Lima Yamaki-Brand Organic Soy
Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Chico-San, Inc. (Importer). Made
in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 810, Chico, CA 95927.
Date of Introduction: 1983 April.
Ingredients: Organically grown whole soybeans, whole
wheat, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 oz dispenser, quart, or gallon.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Crackerbarrel. 1983. April.
Insert. Made by Mr. Tomio Kitani of Yamaki Miso-Shoyu
Co., Japan. Spot in Whole Foods. 1983. June. p. 28. A blackand-white photo shows the 5-oz. bottle. Made entirely from
organically-grown ingredients, this soy sauce is made by the
Yamaki Company in Japan, brewed and aged naturally for 2
years.
4991. Dibb, David W. 1983. Agronomic systems to feed the
next generation. Agronomy Journal 75(2):408-12. March/
April. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Urgency for higher
yields. Expanding world food needs. Economic necessity
of the farmer. Meeting expanding world food needs: What
is a potential? A maximum yield research approach. A
team approach. Areas of potential breakthrough: Genetic
engineering, rhizosphere technology, plant growth regulators
(PGR), positive interactions, simple interactions can be
significant, complex interactions in the total system, new or
unusual ideas, building agronomic systems to feed the next
generation.
“1. Genetic engineering:... New techniques such as
gene splicing and cloning provide tools that have great
potential for increasing yields, improving adaptation,
disease tolerance, etc., and doing it more rapidly.” Address:
Southeast Director and Latin American Coordinator, Potash
and Phosphate Inst., Atlanta, Georgia.
4992. Makino, Jun. 1983. Imported from Japan: A visit to
the Yamaki Miso-Shoyu Company. Crackerbarrel (Chico,
California) 1(2):1, 6. April.
• Summary: Mr. Tomio Kitani is the company’s owner and
a third generation master maker of soy sauce and miso.
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The factory is relatively small. It uses whole soybeans,
organically grown locally, and does not pasteurize the miso.
Mr. Kitani’s grandfather started the company over 58 years
ago. He recommends that miso be aged for more than a year.
Chico-San is now importing this miso to America. Address:
Chico-San, Inc., P.O. Box 810, Chico, California 95927.
4993. Marking, Syl. 1983. Plant seeds per acre, not pounds.
Yields respond to proper population. Soybean Digest. April.
p. 62.
4994. Marking, Syl. 1983. Iron chlorosis steals yields:
Disease thrives on high lime soils. Soybean Digest. April. p.
51N.
• Summary: Discusses nutrient deficiency. “Until resistant
varieties came along, application of foliar iron was the only
alternative for iron chlorosis. It can be effective, but timing is
critical. Most effective treatment, says Fehr, is a single spot
treatment with the iron chelate Sequestrene 138Fe, produced
by Ciba-Geigy.”
Note: In April 1991 Dr. Walter Fehr said that chlorosis
was not a disease. Here the writer says that it is.
4995. Product Name: Incredible Tofu Salad, and Cottage
Tofu Salad (Non-Dairy Cottage Cheese).
Manufacturer’s Name: San Diego Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2965 5th Ave., San Diego, CA
92103.
Date of Introduction: 1983 April.
Ingredients: Tofu (organically grown soybeans, filtered
water and natural nigari), celery, carrots, sunflower seeds,
nutritional yeast, parsley, scallions, Dr. Bronner Bouillon,
olive oil, lemon juice, spices, fresh garlic, rice vinegar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1985. 4 inch
diameter. Plastic. Blue and yellow on white. Talk with
Gary Stein. 1989. Feb. 17. He thinks these products were
introduced in about April 1983.
4996. Product Name: Baked Tofu in Teriyaki Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: San Diego Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2965 5th Ave., San Diego, CA
92103.
Date of Introduction: 1983 April.
Ingredients: Tofu–organically grown soy beans, filtered
water, natural nigari, tamari, sesame oil, rice vinegar, barley
malt, fresh garlic and ginger, Dr. Bonner’s Mineral Bouillon,
spices, sesame seeds.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983. 3.5 by 2
inches. Self adhesive. Brown on white. “Delicious.” Talk
with Gary Stein. 1989. Feb. 17. He thinks these products

were introduced in about April 1983.
4997. Soyanews (Sri Lanka). 1983. Seven reasons while soya
is a popular crop. 5(8):2. April.
• Summary: In the Anuradhapura District the target set for
the 1982/83 maha was 20,000 acres, but the area actually
planted to soya was 25,000 acres. The Assistant Director of
Agriculture (Extension) Anuradhapura gives seven reasons
why the crop is so popular.
4998. Toniolo, L.; Mosca, G.; Voltan, R.; Sattin, M. 1983.
Soybean production in north-eastern Italy. Eurosoya No. 1.
p. 43-45. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Since 1974 the Institute of Agronomy of
Padua has begun its evaluation with the aim of discovering
the more adapted and productive varieties. The trials were
undertaken at the experimental farm of Agriculture Faculty
in Legnaro (Padua).” Address: Inst. of Agronomy, Univ. of
Padua, Italy.
4999. Toniolo, L. 1983. Soybean situation in Italy. Eurosoya
No. 1. p. 51.
• Summary: “The most important news about soybean in
Italy at an official level, seems to be the interest which our
Ministry of Agriculture has started to show in the problem...
It is worth pointing out that the cultivations undertaken
in our region in 1982 gave, in several cases, satisfactory
results, with yields which can sometimes be compared, on
an economic basis, with those of corn.” Address: Inst. of
Agronomy, Padua, Italy.
5000. Toniolo, L. 1983. Soybean activities at Institute of
Agronomy of Padua (Italy). Eurosoya No. 1. p. 53-54.
• Summary: Contents: Evaluation of new varieties.
Plant density. Growth analysis. Rhizobium Japonicum
strains evaluation. Crop rotation and mineral fertilization.
Traditional tillage and sod seeding in double soybean
crop. Nitrogen mineral nutrition and symbiotic fixation.
Intercropping soybean-maize. Address: Inst. of Agronomy,
Padua, Italy.
5001. Wolffhardt, D. 1983. The soybean situation in Austria.
Eurosoya No. 1. p. 49-50. [Eng]
• Summary: “The Soyabean is a species on which research
work has been done in Austria for more than 100 years
by some people or institutes. The growing area was of no
account in agriculture, with the exception of the last years
of World War II, when this crop was cultivated over about
2.400 ha.
“With regard to the climate, the Northeastern, Eastern
and Southeastern parts of Austria are suitable for soyabeans,
but irrigation may be necessary in some regions which are
influenced by the continental climate.
After the protein-crisis in the early seventies and for
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the demand of vegetable oils, soyabean growing was of new
interest again. It was possible to grow rapeseed, sunflowers
and soyabeans in the year 1979 to a small extent, by
contracts with the fat-industry. The producer price was S 7
[Austrian Shillings], for 1 kg soya-bean seed. Contracts were
made for about 170 ha soyabeans, the average yield was
about 1,500 kg/ha, the yield ranged between 750 and 2,550
kg/ha.
“Unfortunately it was impossible to grow soya-beans
with contracts during the following years. The soyabean-area
decreased and was mainly limited to experiments on farms.
The extent of these experiments was approximately 50 ha
in 1980, 13 ha in 1981 and 15 ha in 1982. The average yield
was about 1,850 kg/ha in 1980 and of experiments in LowerAustria about 1,700 kg/ha in the year 1981. Two experiments
were carried out in the southern part of Burgenland this year,
but yields of 1,430 and 510 kg/ha were very low. In general
we can say that there was a very wide range between the
lowest and the highest yields.
“Besides these experiments soyabeans were grown
for other purposes such as so-called ‘bioproducts’, with an
acreage between 5-15 ha each year. Evans was the main
variety for the experiments on farms. McCall, Maple Arrow
and Harcor were grown besides Evans, HL 18 and HL 20
additionally in 1980. The last two cultivars were too early
and Harcor very late under Austrian conditions.”
“In my opinion the value of soyabeans lies in Austria
like during the last war in the direct human consumption in
times of need. Therefore it is necessary to continue the work
with soyabeans even if the production is uneconomic at the
moment.”
“Institutes at which work is done on soyabeans besides
the Federal Institute of Plant Production:
“Universitaet für Bodenkultur, Gregor Mendelstrasse 33,
A-1180 Wien;
“Institut für Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung
(Director: Prof. Dr. O. Steineck). Dr. R. Gretzmacher,
Breeding of soyabeans;
“Institute für Pflanzenschutz (Director: Prof. Dr. J.
Weindlmayr).”
“Bundesanstalt fur Pflanzenschutz (Director: Dipl. Ing.
E. Kahl) Trunnerstrasse 5 A-1020 Wien
“Prof. Dr. H. Neururer, questions of weed-control.
“D.B. Wodicka, questions of diseases.
“With regard to the scientists named here, I have to
underline that research on soyabeans is done in a very small
extent only.” Address: Bundesanstalt fuer Pflanzenschutz,
Alliertenstrasse 1, A-1021 Vienna, Austria.
5002. Product Name: [Soyo Soymilk].
Foreign Name: Soyo.
Manufacturer’s Name: Celnat S.A. Later made in Belgium
by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: Z.I. de Blavozy-Saint-Germain,

43700 Blavozy (Brives Charensac), France. Phone:
71.03.04.14.
Date of Introduction: 1983 May.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter Tetra Pak Aseptic carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1983. Jan. 17. Celnat Sarl, 38
Ave. Charles-Dupuy, 43700 Brives-Charensac, France.
Phone: 71 09 23 84.
Richard Leviton. 1983. Oct. 16. Trip to Europe with
American Soybean Assoc. Celnat began production of Soy,
a soymilk in Tetra Pak liters, in May 1983. Z.I. Blavozy, St.
Germain, 43700 Brives Charensac. Phone: 71-030414.
Letter from Bernard Storup. 1984. March 22. “A new
type of soymilk is Soyo, made with organic soybeans, non
sugary, Tetra packed, sold by Celnat S.A. at Z.I. de BlavozySt. Germain, 43700, Brives Charensac.” This company is
also an organic bean grocer. Soyo is made with a small Takai
W-30B system in a big French dairy plant: Prolait S.A. in
Niort, 85000 France.
Letter from Mr. Noboru Sakaguchi in France. ca. 1984.
“Natural soymilk maker: Celnat.” Gives address, above. But
phone is (71) 08.04.14. Ad in Le Compas. 1986. MarchApril. p. 36. Now listed as an importer.
Leaflet. 1989. “Soyo: Soymilk from organically grown
soybeans. Soya: Food of health.” This 6-panel, black and
blue-green leaflet describes Soyo soymilk and desserts,
shows how to use the soymilk to make tofu at home, and
gives 4 recipes.
5003. Kueneman, E.A.; Root, W.; Shannon, D.; Dashiell,
K.E. 1983. Soybean improvement at the International
Institute of Tropical Agriculture: A position paper. IITA,
PMB 5320, Oyo Road, Ibadan, Nigeria. 31 p. May. [9 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: See next page. Contents: Introduction. The
potential and importance of expanding soybean production
in Africa: General comments, agro-climatic suitability for
rainfed production, country activities. Research undertaken
to minimize biological constraints to production: Seed
longevity and establishment, nitrogen fixation in soybeans.
Soybean agronomy research. Entomology. 6. Cooperation
with national programs.
Under “country activities,” soybean programs in the
following countries are discussed in detail: In West Africa:
Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Benin, Togo, Ghana, Sierra
Leone, and Senegal. In Central Africa: Rwanda and Zaire. In
Southern Africa: Zimbabwe and Zambia.
The title page reads “IITA’s Soybean Improvement
Program: A Position Paper.” Address: 1&4. Soybean
breeder, IITA, Ibadan; 2. Soybean breeder, IITA, Zaria; 3.
Agronomist.
5004. South River Miso Co. Inc. 1983. South River Miso
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[Mail order catalog and price list]. South River Farm,
Conway, MA 01341. 3 panels each side. Each panel: 22 x 9
cm. Undated.
• Summary: Three similar versions of this very interesting
hand-lettered leaflet/catalog are available. All bear the date
of spring 1983. This was the company’s first catalog, sent out
to a few hundred people–according to a letter from Christian
Elwell of 28 May 1992.
On the first two versions, the front consists of three
panels; the company name, address, and date (spring
1983) appear at the top of the first (left) panel. Below that
is the company logo (three waves in a circle) then a brief
description 3 types of miso: Mellow barley (pearled barley,
aged 2 months, 9% salt), Mellow brown rice (lightly polished
California Lundberg short grain brown rice, aged 2 months,
7% salt), and Mellow Flint Corn (Longfellow flint corn,
aged, 7% salt, cooked with hardwood ash & lime, puréed).
“All made from organic grain and large seeded ‘Prize’
soybeans, deep well water, solar dried Mediterranean seasalt,
and koji culture. Direct wood fired. Fermented naturally in
wooden vats. Unpasteurized. Mellow miso must be stored at
40º [Fahrenheit] or less.”
On the second panel of version #1 is written: “Like a
lightning rod man stands erect between heaven and earth.
Simple food springs from the earth. May it cultivate in us its
simplicity. Like wind-pollinated grain, we need no flowery
show.
“Pure fire breathes on us from heaven. We bare
ourselves before this universal One. Like the midday sun
may we constantly fire each other’s spirit and nourish all our
relations.
“South River Farm is the coming together of three
families seeking common livelihood. Miso-making poises us
at a focal point between earth’s food and heaven’s revolving
seasons. Miso ferments sharing between us and you.”
On the second panel of version #2 is written: “Grain,
fruit and seed one, has shared age long intimacy with man.
Head erect, ears catching the wind, it puts on no flowery
show for its fruition. Bowing in ripeness, it is the most
abundant and sustaining of all foods. Together with legumes
this provides a foundation for physical well-being.
“Miso is a living organism, greater than the sum of
its parts. Although miso’s structure is more complex than
any single food, as an external digestive system its essence
is one of simplifying and returning to origin.” Inside of
a horizontal-axis infinity sign we read in flowing words:
Spring–sow aspiring. Summer–respiring grow. Fall–expiring
mature. Winter–endure inspiring.” Then at the bottom:
“Earth bears simple food, clothing and shelter. Heaven
bares simple thought, expression and pattern. Man sets the
elements of miso together. Day, season and year mature it
to consummation. South River Farm is the coming together
of three families seeking common livelihood. Cupped by
the two hands of God, expansion and contraction may we

share this flow with all our relations.” The third panels of
versions #1 and 2, like the first panels, are identical. The
top half, titled “Cost” gives a breakdown of the company’s
costs plus a pie chart: Ingredients 17%, packaging 8%,
shop overhead 20%, study and cultivation of sources 22%,
livelihood [profit] 33%. The bottom half, titled “Shipping
and ordering,” states: “Available in 9, 18, and 45 pound
containers at $12.60, $25.20, and $63.00 each, $1.40 per
pound. Mellow Flint Corn only in 9 pounds. Net shipping
weights 10, 20, and 47 pounds. Prices are F.O.B. Conway,
Massachusetts. We can not ship mellow miso between
May 15 and October 1. We ship by UPS unless you specify
otherwise. Please see rate chart and add charges accordingly.
Checks payable to South River Miso.”
The back, which consists of one panel titled “Cooking
with mellow miso,” contains five miso recipes.
On the third version, there is no mention of the three
families. Panels 2 and 3 are merged into one, with poetical
text quite like that of panel 2, of version 2. The cost panel
has been moved to the back, and on it is the date: “Price list–
Spring 1983.”
One of the earlier leaflets was sent by Anpetu
Oihankesni in Dec. 1999. He writes: “The recipes on the
flyer were written up and developed by Hannah [Bond]. I
composed the logo... and did the calligraphy/printing. The
text in the middle portion [second panel] was written by
Hannah and myself and edited by other folks. Hannah also
had an expression which later flyers from the shop, after we
left, continued to use–’Miso, wisely given, gives its own
wisdom.’” Address: Conway, Massachusetts.
5005. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Notes from a visit to Eden
Foods of Michigan. 19 p. June 4. Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: These notes were condensed into an excellent
article in East West Journal (April 1984) titled “The organic
Garden of Eden: A Michigan-based natural foods company
stresses quality and fidelity.” Address: 100 Heath Rd.,
Colrain, Massachusetts 01340. Phone: 413-624-5591.
5006. Shurtleff, William. 1983. In Harbin (June 8). Interview
with Zhang Guodong. Next morning in Harbin. Afternoon
fly from Harbin to Beijing (June 9) (Document part). In:
William Shurtleff. 1983. Log of Soyfoods Research Trip to
China and Japan: 29 May to 10 July. Lafayette, California:
Soyfoods Center. 117 p. See p. 14-16. Unpublished
manuscript.
• Summary: Hong Kong will revert to China on 30 June
1997 at midnight.
Mr. Li Weicheng is Director, Bureau of Light Industry,
DTD says he is their most important man in China. We
served him and others Hi-C, Vitasoy, and 3 types of soymilk
made by DTD. Everyone present likes Hi-C better than
Vitasoy. Mr. Li likes the 3 DTD soymilks better, but he likes
them all the same. He says the plain has no beany flavor. Key
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point. Chinese (at least in Heilongjiang) do not like beany
flavor in soymilk.
Interview with Zhang Guodong, Director, Soybean
Research Institute, Heilongjiang.
China’s six largest soybean producing provinces are: (1)
Heilongjiang. (2) Hunan. (3) Shandong. (4) Anhui. (5) Jilin.
(6) Liaoning.
Soybean production in China is increasing. In 1978
the Chinese government raised the price it pays farmers for
soybeans. It was raised again in 1982 to 34.5 fen per chin
(1 chin = 500 grams). This is the same as the price of 3 chin
(1,500 gm) of maize. Also, farmers growing soybeans get top
priority fertilizer–especially phosphorus. Both programs are
nationwide. It is believed that these new incentives will lead
to increased soybean production.
Heilongjiang province now has 25 million mou = 4.25
million acres planted to soybeans. The main work now is
to increase soybean yield. The present yield is 75-90 kg/
mou, with a goal of 125 kg/mou by 1990. One problem here
is the long, cold weather (there are only 80 frost-free days
in northern Heilongjiang) and the northerly latitude. Also,
expanding hectarage for all crops in the Three-River Plain
area must be done near the eastern border.
The Soybean Research Institute in Heilongjiang was
founded in 1975. It now employs 71 people with an annual
budget of 200,000 yuan. Its main purpose is to breed better
soybean varieties for Heilongjiang–for higher yield, and
higher oil + protein. Also to develop new technology and
management practices for farmers, improved chemical
fertilizer use effectiveness, better understanding of diseases,
physiology, etc.
Important developments: (1) Several good soybean
species and ones with improved photosynthesis. (2) A
package of practices that will enable farmers to get yields
of 3,000 kg/ha. (3) Inexpensive harvester developed in Jilin
province.
The FAO Project. Funding of $525,000. It will run from
7 Feb. 1982 to Aug. 1984. To import U.S. consultants, send
students abroad for training (4 to USA, 2 to Italy). Import lab
and farm equipment.
They are working with breeding wild soybeans for
resistance to drought and to disease, plus high protein
content.
In China there is no terminology to distinguish
vegetable-type vs. field-type soybeans. But vegetable type
are large, and grown mostly in southern China for use as
green vegetable soybeans [edamame]. Soybeans for canning
whole are not grown or sold in northern China.
More than 50% of China’s soybeans are crushed, but
this percentage is decreasing as the standard of living rises,
since more people want soyfoods such as tofu.
China’s leading soyfoods in order of importance: (1)
Tofu, all types, including fermented tofu. (2) Chinese-style
miso (doujiang). (3) Soy sauce (jiangyou). (4) Soymilk. (5)

All others. Most of the fermented tofu, yuba, and fermented
black soybeans are found in southern China.
Defatted soybean meal is used mostly in feeds. In Jilin
there is a Soybean Research Institute with similar goals as
the one in Heilongjiang. There is some cooperation between
the two. Shao Rongchun is the Institute’s director at Jilin.
Soyfood research and uses: Research on soyfoods is
conducted at Heilongjiang Commercial College, which is
under the Bureau of Commerce. An ASA representative will
visit them in mid-June. They are working on soy protein
isolates, artificial meat, etc. One good book is Integrated
Application of Soybeans (Dadou te zhung he liyun),
published in 1958 by the Shanghai Bureau of Cereals. It’s
about soyfoods. Many soy history books have been written
since 1949.
A new soy beverage is made in Heilongjiang and sold
in Harbin. He does not know who developed it. It is a
refreshing nondairy summer drink named Jinbo Juice, but it
is not like soymilk.
The future of soybeans in Heilongjiang and China looks
very good. Production will grow since yields are low and the
Ministry of Agriculture is interested in expanding production
and protein from soybeans–not from meat. It is for the
people of China.
At the end of July will be the Jilin Seminar, #2 USAChina Soybean Symposium. For a list of topics ask Intsoy.
June 9. Morning in Harbin. One company in
Heilongjiang makes a powdered milk which is soy-dairy
blend; they make their own soymilk by the traditional
method. Address: Wan Da Shan Foodstuff Factory. Farm
No. 8511, [Bureau of State Farm]. Heilongjiang province.
Product name: Cow’s Milk Malted Soymilk Powdered
(Instant Niunai Maijing). Brand: WanDaShan. Label of
ingredients: Added maltose, glucose, sucrose. Gives protein
complementarity. Mix 3 tablespoons of the powder with
hot water to make a paste, then add more hot water. Keep
powder cool and dry after opening. Address: P.O. Box 234,
Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 415-283-2991.
5007. Product Name: Tofu Delight Tofu Brown Rice
Pudding.
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 137 New Hyde Park Rd.,
Franklin Square, Long Island, NY 11010.
Date of Introduction: 1983 June.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, brown rice, barley malt, raisins,
cinnamon, nutmeg, vanilla.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Catalog. 1983. June. In
June 1984 changed to New York Soy Deli brand. Label.
1984. June. 1.5 by 3 inches. Black on tan.
5008. Product Name: Tofu Delight Tofu Mousse [Carob,
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Vanilla, Chocolate, or Strawberry].
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 137 New Hyde Park Rd.,
Franklin Square, Long Island, NY 11010.
Date of Introduction: 1983 June.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Organic tofu, maple syrup, agar-agar,
pure vanilla extract.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Catalog. 1983. June.
In June 1984 changed to New York Soy Deli brand.
Three Labels. 1984. June. 1.5 by 3 inches. Black on red.
Distributed from June 1984 to June 1986.
5009. Product Name: Tofu Delight Tempeh Salad [Curry,
or Herb].
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 137 New Hyde Park Rd.,
Franklin Square, Long Island, NY 11010.
Date of Introduction: 1983 June.
Ingredients: Organic tempeh, brown rice, miso, tamari,
herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Catalog. 1983. June. In
June 1984 changed to New York Soy Deli brand. Label.
1984. June. 1.5 by 3 inches. Black on orange. Distributed
from June 1984 to June 1986.
5010. Living Farms. 1983. Organically grown soybeans
(Ad). Soyfoods Summer. p. 16.
• Summary: This half-page black-and-white ad states: “Our
special service includes: Products direct from the farm.
Organic certification. Partial or full truck loads. Grains
cleaned, bagged, or bulk. Other commodities available.” A
photo (1½ by 4½ inches) shows many soybeans. Note: The
founder and owner of Living Farms was Ardell Anderson,
who developed his own organic standards before there were
any others. Address: Box 50, Tracy, Minnesota. Phone: (507)
629-4431.
5011. Massey-Ferguson. 1983. Genesis... the act of creating.
Revelation... a striking disclosure (Ad). Soybean Digest.
May/June. p. 14-15.
• Summary: The text of this 2-page ad, based on a Biblical
theme, begins: “In the beginning, Massey-Ferguson
developed the first self-propelled combine. That was back in
1938.” On the left page is a large black-and-white photo of
this combine. On the right page is a large color photo of the
new MF 850 combine–with a description of its features.
5012. Mayse, M.; Pitre, H.N.; Whitcomb, W. 1983. Effects
of cultural practices on natural enemies. South Carolina
(Clemson) Agricultural Experiment Station, Southern

Cooperative Series, Bulletin No. 285. p. 49-55. Chapt.
6. June. Regional Research Project S-74. Natural Enemy
Subcommittee. [32 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Planting date. Row spacing. Tillage.
Cultural practices outside the crop. Address: 1. Dep. of
Entomology, Univ. of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR; 2. Dep. of
Entomology, Mississippi State Univ., Mississippi State, MS;
3. Dep. of Entomology and Nematology, Univ. of Florida,
Gainesville, FL.
5013. Product Name: Tempeh Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nasoya Foods (Distributor). Made
in Greenfield, Mass., by The Tempeh Works.
Manufacturer’s Address: Mechanic St. Ext. (P.O. Box
841), Leominster, MA 01453.
Date of Introduction: 1983 June.
Ingredients: Organic soy tempeh, natural soy sauce, herbs,
spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983, undated. 4
inches square. Yellow, black, blue, green. “100% natural.”
Coupons. 1983. Dated.
5014. Product Name: Tofu-Mousse (Delicate Dessert)
[Cocoa-Carob].
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 768 18th St., Arcata, CA 95521.
Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1983 June.
Ingredients: Fresh organic (Cal. Health Code 26569.11)
tofu, water, honey, cocoa, carob, agar, arrowroot, real vanilla,
a touch of sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 oz (142 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerate at 34-39ºF.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988. 2.5
inches diameter. Self adhesive. Brown on sky-blue. “Fresh ‘n
Natural. Lactose-free and cholesterol-free.” Matthew Schmit
says this product was introduced in 1983.
5015. Product Name: Tofu-Charlotte (Rich Dessert)
[Maple Almond].
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 768 18th St., Arcata, CA 95521.
Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1983 June.
Ingredients: Fresh organic (Cal. Health Code 26569.11)
tofu, water, real organic maple syrup, safflower oil,
arrowroot, agar, real vanilla, almond extract, a touch of sea
salt. Crust: rolled oats, barley malt, coconut, sesame seeds,
wheat germ, corn oil, vanilla & cinnamon.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 oz (142 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerate at 34-39ºF.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988. 2.5
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inches diameter. Self adhesive. Blue on peach. “Fresh ‘n
Natural. Lactose-free and cholesterol-free.”
5016. Product Name: [Tofu (Organic Nigari)].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Albert Hess Tofuhaus Rittersheim.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hauptstrasse, D-6719
Rittersheim, West Germany. Phone: 06-352-3473.
Date of Introduction: 1983 July.
Ingredients: Soybeans, water, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm and 400 gm vacuum
pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: The company was
apparently originally called Albert Hess Tofuhaus
Rittersheim, 6719 Rittersheim, W. Germany. Phone: 06-3523473.
Interview with Bernd Drosihn of Soyastern. 1987. Nov.
30. They make about 1,000 kg/week of tofu.
Letter from Harry Whitford of Soyastern. 1987. Dec. 14.
Albert Hess of Tofuhaus Tiefental, Hauptstrasse 13, D-6719
Lautersheim, W. Germany. He makes about 1,000 kg/week
of organic nigari tofu. Form filled out by Albert Hess. 1988.
Jan. 25. Production began June 1983. He makes 4,000 to
6,000 kg/month of tofu. Leaflet. 1988. “Produced in the
traditional hand-crafted way, using soybeans and nigari.”
Label. 1988, received. 2.5 by 3.5 inches. Black on brown.
Note: As of 1 Dec. 1988 the company letterhead reads
Tofuhaus Tiefenthal, Tofu und Soja-Produkte. Albert Hess.
The logo is taken from The Book of Tofu by Shurtleff &
Aoyagi. Some products now have the brand “das Tofuhaus.”
Die Geschäftsidee. 1989. Dec. p. 32. Albert Hess began
to make tofu in 1983, starting with a DM 2,000 investment.
He now makes 1.5 tonnes/week of tofu.
Label brought by Albert Hess of Albert’s Tofuhaus.
1995. March 11. 2.5 by 4 inches. Green and white on purple.
An illustration shows a large personified cake of tofu, with
smiling face and arms held out.
Note: This is the earliest commercial soy product seen
(May 2015) made by Albert Hess or Tofuhaus Rittersheim.
5017. Product Name: [Tofu Sandwich Spread (Paprika,
Herbs & Garlic)].
Foreign Name: Tofu-Brotaufstrich (Paprika, KraeuterKnoblauch).
Manufacturer’s Name: Albert Hess Tofuhaus Rittersheim.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hauptstrasse, D-6719
Rittersheim, West Germany. Phone: 06-352-3473.
Date of Introduction: 1983 July.
Ingredients: Paprika (1995): *Tofu, *brown rice, *safflower
oil (disteloel), paprika, *tomato paste, vegetable broth, sea
salt, herbs. * = Organically grown (Rohstoffe aus kontrolliert
biologischem Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 180 gm glass.

How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1988. The
ingredients are pureed, filled into glasses, and sterilized.
They make 50 kg/month of the garlic spread. The horseradish
is new. Form filled out by Albert Hess. 1988. Dec. 1. This
product was introduced in July 1983. Labels. 1988, received.
5.5 by 1 inch. Black on yellow or orange.
Label brought by Albert Hess of Albert’s Tofuhaus.
1995. March 11. 5.5 by 1.3 inches. Black, red, and white on
light yellow.
5018. Dubetz, Steve; Major, D.J.; Rennie, R.J. 1983.
Production practices for early maturing soybeans in southern
Alberta. Canadian J. of Plant Science 63(3):641-47. July. [12
ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: Delaying seeding of soybeans to late May or
early June reduced yields in southern Alberta. Address:
Research Station, Agriculture Canada, Lethbridge, Alberta
T1J 4B1, Canada.
5019. Kogan, Marcos. 1983. Cooperation in soybean
entomology. INTSOY Series No. 25. p. 180-83. B.J. Irwin,
J.B. Sinclair, and Wang Jin-ling, eds. Soybean Research in
China and the United States (College of Agric., Univ. of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “The University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign and its allied institution, the Illinois Natural
History Survey, have a broadly based program in soybean
entomology. Over the years, this program has developed
strong interactions with other programs within the U.S.
through the development of collaborative projects. We have
maintained also a strong interest in international activities
and have developed cooperative programs in South America
and the Orient.
“Looking at the various soybean production areas of the
world, we can identify different agricultural ecosystems. For
example, in midwestern U.S. the typical agro-ecosystem is a
maize-soybean system with patches of permanent woodlots
and occasional patches of forage crops, particularly alfalfa.
Double cropping with wheat is introducing additional
diversity in the midwestern agroecosystems. In the Orient,
agroecosystems are more diverse through the practices of
intercropping and multiple cropping with a large variety of
other crops growing together or in succession with soybeans.
“Differences in agroecosystem composition and
complexity directly affect the pest composition and intensity
of pest problems. We have made attempts to collect data
from many soybean ecosystems throughout the world.
These data are being assembled in a synoptic collection of
soybean arthropods. Based on the data collected and also
on published information, we have made some comparative
analyses and have come to the conclusion that in the areas of
the world where soybeans have been introduced recently or
where the crop is expanding, there is a dynamic process of
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adaptation of insect pests to the crop. Adaptive shifts seem
to occur in contemporary time leading native species to
better exploit available resources. We have observed also that
pest management tactics may have an impact on the rates
and directions of these adaptive shifts, and they should be a
major concern in integrated pest management programs.
“Integrated pest management (IPM) is defined as the
selection of practices that will assure favorable economic,
environmental, and social consequences through the use
of appropriate cultural, biological, and chemical control
measures.
“With the advantage of having visited the major soybean
producing areas in the People’s Republic of China in 1981,
I would like to discuss some fundamental components of
IPM programs for soybeans that I believe offer excellent
opportunities for the development of collaborative programs
between the People’s Republic of China and the U.S. The
following summary of the main areas may serve as a basis
for future discussions.
“The key pests of soybeans in the Orient are pod borers
and the soybean aphid. These pests are not known to occur
in the western hemisphere. However, well-adapted legume
feeders such as the bean leaf beetles (Cerotoma spp.) and
the Mexican bean beetle (Epilachna varivestis), as well as
certain species of stink bugs of the American continent, do
not occur in China. The recent history of invasions of new
areas by exotic pests shows that such pests are difficult to
detect by regular quarantine procedures, and are difficult, if
not impossible, to eradicate once they become established.
It is therefore extremely important to build a background of
knowledge on these pests before they are transferred from
one region to the next. Joint programs in the studies of some
of these pests would be of great benefit.
“Foundations of IPM Programs: Sampling Techniques
with Emphasis On Development of Sequential Sampling
Plans.
“Sampling is the foremost tool both in basic ecological
studies of animal populations and in the development of
IPM programs and decision-making. Great progress has
been achieved in the U.S. on the improvement of sampling
techniques and the development of sequential sampling
plans for pests, natural enemies, and damage levels. Such
techniques should be locally tested if they are to be applied
in other parts of the world. The experience accumulated in
this area can be made available through exchange channels
with the People’s Republic of China.
“Definition of Economic Injury Levels: It is impossible
to implement an effective pest management program without
a definition of economic thresholds for the major pests. It is
becoming increasingly apparent that a better understanding
must be achieved of the impact of pest complexes. A body of
experimental procedures now is available to test economic
thresholds for defoliating insect pests, pod-feeding pests, and
some of the interactions, particularly with weed competition

and plant pathogens. There is much interest, and great
difficulty, in defining economic thresholds for pests with
sucking mouth parts such as the soybean aphid. Work in this
area should help both China and the U.S. in the definition of
these thresholds.
“Development of Forecasting and Predictive Models:
Great advances have been made in the use of systems
analysis in the description of the complex interactions that
exist between the crop and the pests, particularly with regard
to insect populations. Models now are available that describe
the crop growth. Superimposed on these models and coupled
with them are models that describe the population dynamics
of several insect pests as they are affected by weather
and natural enemies. One of these models was developed
in Illinois for the bean leaf beetle, and it is helping us to
forecast outbreaks. The technology that is accumulating is
potentially useful for other pests. It may be useful for the pod
borer as this univoltine [producing one brood in a season and
especially a single brood of eggs capable of hibernating–used
of insects] pest may be modeled using biological information
that is available. Development of such a model would help
the design of pest management programs.
“Control Tactics: Host Plant Resistance.
“The main emphasis in the breeding programs in the
U.S. has been breeding for resistance to defoliating pests.
Three PI’s [Plant Introduction numbers] have been identified
as sources of resistance to defoliators: PI 171451, 227687,
and 229358. A breeding program was started at UIUC in
1971. In 1981 it produced advanced lines with some levels of
resistance and good agronomic characteristics. Five of these
lines were released for public use. Screening programs also
are underway for stink bug resistance, and we have initiated
a screening program in Puerto Rico for resistance to certain
stem- and pod-feeding pests. These breeding materials are
available for evaluation under other conditions. We have
worked to improve screening and evaluation techniques
for breeding lines. In addition, we have been very much
involved in investigations on the mechanisms of resistance to
defoliators. Advances have been made in the understanding
of the chemistry of resistance in some of these lines.
“There is a great need to evaluate new agronomic lines
for insect resistance. There has been a tendency by breeders
to spray their nurseries for insect control, thus eliminating
any possibility of evaluating new cultivars before they are
released. There is a need to establish criteria for evaluation
of new cultivars prior to their release by submitting them to
normal insect pressures.
“Biological Control: We have made an effort to evaluate
the action of natural control agents of pests in our soybean
ecosystems and to define the impact of other control tactics
on the effectiveness of natural enemies of pests. Work
has been done on the effect of chemical control on the
resurgence of pest populations, on the interactions between
cultural control and natural enemies, and interactions of plant
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resistance and natural enemies. Recent work has led to the
identification of new sources of biological control agents in
South America and in the Orient. Of particular importance
were parasites of stink bugs, Heliothis, and loopers. Also,
promising pathogens of several lepidopterous larvae have
been collected. Some of these natural enemies currently
are kept under laboratory conditions and are available for
exchanges. We have had an opportunity to survey and
collect a few natural enemies of soybean pests in China and
are proposing an extension of this collaborative program.
In China there may be potentially useful natural enemies
of stink bugs for the U.S., and China may benefit from the
importation of certain types of insect pathogens, particularly
nuclear polyhedrosis viruses of Heliothis and loopers”
(Continued).
Note 1. Polyhedrosis, a word first used in 1947, refers to
any of numerous diseases that affect specific insect larvae...
that are caused by double-stranded DNA viruses of a family
(Baculoviridae) or by retroviruses of a genus (Cypovirus),
and that are characterized by dissolution of tissues and
accumulation of virus-containing granules in the resultant
fluid.
Note 2. A retrovirus, a word first used in 1975, is any of
a group of RNA viruses which insert a DNA copy of their
genome into the host cell in order to replicate, e.g. HIV.
Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
5020. Kogan, Marcos. 1983. Cooperation in soybean
entomology (Continued–Document part II). INTSOY Series
No. 25. p. 180-83. B.J. Irwin, J.B. Sinclair, and Wang Jinling, eds. Soybean Research in China and the United States
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: (Continued): “Cultural Controls: Cultural
practices have a direct impact on insect pests and natural
enemies. Research is under way to determine the long-term
effects of changing cultural practices, such as minimum
tillage, crop rotation, and intercropping, on the insect
community. The technique known as trap cropping has been
employed in certain areas. Traps are strips of attractive plants
on which pests are concentrated and treated. A trap-cropping
plan has been proposed for the control of soybean pod borers
in Korea. Given the biological characteristics of the soybean
pod borer, using strips of plants whose maturity coincides
with the emergence of the pod borer would have a potential
for use in IPM programs for this pest.
“Chemical Control: Any IPM system is not complete
without a definition of the roles of insecticides in the
program. This definition should be made on the basis of
minimum effective rates to achieve control of the pest with
the least impact on the beneficial parasites and predators.
This is the key for integration of biological control with
chemical control. Additional screening for new and more
effective insecticides should be made not only on the
target species but also on their natural enemies. As part of

a chemical control program, potential shifts in the status
of resistance in the natural pest populations should be
monitored.
“Integrated Pest Management: When implemented,
IPM programs should reduce the cost of application of
insecticides and the undesirable side effects of programs that
rely solely on insecticide use for pest control. I saw examples
of successful IPM programs in China for the pod borer on
soybeans. Integrated programs represent an area of interest
to both China and the U.S., and this is the area in which
much progress can be achieved by combining efforts and
exchanging experiences and information.
“Exchange of Information:
“During the last 12 years Illinois has made a major
effort to develop a comprehensive data base for information
on soybean entomology through SIRIC, the Soybean Insect
Research Information Center, and ISIC, the International
Soybean Insect Collection. SIRIC is devoted to the
search and retrieval of the published literature on soybean
entomology and ISIC to identification of arthropods
associated with soybeans in the world. Both data bases
are computerized and represent a resource available
to cooperators throughout the world. SIRIC made one
of the first overtures to establish contact with soybean
researchers in the People’s Republic of China soon after
the reestablishment of relations between the two countries
in 1976. A letter was sent to the major institutions in China
to identify sources of literature. As a result we now receive
and exchange publications with several major research
institutions in China.
“Through the exchange of visiting scholars, graduate
students, and scientific delegations, we hope to maintain an
active program in soybean entomology with the People’s
Republic of China. If we are to credit several estimates
that have been made in many parts of the world, a yearly
loss of 10% to 30% is due to the impact of insect pests.
By developing sound IPM programs one may expect to
substantially reduce the economic impact of these pests.
“Discussion: Wang Jin-ling stated that approximately
$4,000,000 was spent in Heilongjiang Province to control a
borer which is normally not destructive. Lights were turned
on in one village during the night, apparently in an attempt to
attract the insects.
“Zhang Zi-jin stated that there are ten major insect pests
of soybeans and soybean aphids are the most important.
Soybean pod borers also are important. Control is effected
with resistant cultivars such as Jilin 3, 4, 33, and 13.
Chemical control and biological control also are practiced.
“R.L. Bernard asked what control methods are used for
soybean aphids and if there are resistant cultivars.
“Zhang Zi-jin replied that there are resistant cultivars.
An example is Big White Eyebrows, which has a high
level of resistance to aphids. A discussion concerning the
mechanism of resistance then took place. Resistance to
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aphids may be due to the leaves being coarse and rough with
more pubescence. This cultivar is indeterminate. There is
also a determinate cultivar which is resistant and has a thick
leaf.
“S.E. Halbert noticed two species of aphids colonizing
soybeans during her visit to PRC and wondered if Zhang was
breeding for resistance to those two species.
“Zhang Zi-jin replied that they are just beginning their
research and do not fully understand the biology of these
aphids.
“G. Kampmeier asked how often aphid-resistant
cultivars are planted in the PRC. Again, the reply was
that they are just beginning to work. The question was
asked about how often alates [having wings or winglike
appendages] are formed on PRC cultivars. The answer was
that there may be 15 generations of nonalate aphids formed
during the season. Alates may be formed only on winter
hosts.
“However, S.E. Halbert stated that she saw alates during
July.
“R.L. Bernard asked if chemical control is used for
aphids.
“Wang Jin-ling replied that at the moment the most
efficient method of control is chemical control, and
the Chinese use Cygon (dimethoate) with low-volume
applications.” Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
5021. Lemaire, A. 1983. Techniques culturales motorisees
dans la Vallee du Niari e Republique Populaire du Congo
[Mechanized cultural practices in the Niari Valley of the
People’s Republic of Congo]. Mechanisme Agricole Tropical
CEEMAT (France) No. 83. p. 35-55. July. [6 ref. Fre; eng;
spa]*
• Summary: Five agricultural programs were carried out
at Loudima in an area with a large number of mechanized
farms, which produced food and industrial crops, such as
soybeans, corn, rice, cassava, and peanuts. Double-cropped
soybeans and corn were tested. Note: Loudima is located
near the Niari River in western Congo. Address: Centre de
Recherches Agronomiques de Loudima, Brazzaville, Congo.
5022. Pepper, G.E. 1983. Soybean production practices.
INTSOY Series No. 25. p. 133-38. B.J. Irwin, J.B. Sinclair,
and Wang Jin-ling, eds. Soybean Research in China and the
United States (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign).
Address: Asst. Prof. of soybean extension, Univ. of Illinois.
5023. Scott, W.O. 1983. An overview of cultural practice
activities of soybeans in the United States. INTSOY Series
No. 25. p. 32-34. B.J. Irwin, J.B. Sinclair, and Wang Jinling, eds. Soybean Research in China and the United States
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
Address: Prof. emeritus, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois,

Urbana.
5024. Wax, Loyd M.; Slife, Fred W. 1983. Weed control in
soybeans. INTSOY Series No. 25. p. 143-45. B.J. Irwin, J.B.
Sinclair, and Wang Jin-ling, eds. Soybean Research in China
and the United States (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “Soybeans are grown widely in the U.S., but
in the past 15 years the areas of production have become
more concentrated. Major areas of production are the northcentral region (Corn Belt), the southern region (Mississippi
Delta), and the southeast region. These three areas produce
approximately 90% of the total U.S. production.
“The problem weeds in soybeans are primarily annual
weeds, although some perennial weeds are common to all
three production areas. The specific weeds present are a
result of the management system imposed and the climatic
adaptation of the weed species. Foxtail (Setaria spp.) is the
prominent annual grass species in the north-central region,
while crabgrass (Digitaria spp.) is dominant in both the
southern and southeast regions. Annual grass species are
more common than annual broadleaf species but since the
annual grasses are well controlled, the immediate weed
problem is annual broadleaf weeds. Six to eight species are
common to each region.
“Perennial weeds are present in all regions and occur
mainly in localized areas. The exception, Johnsongrass
(Sorghum halepense), is widespread in both the southern
and southeast regions. Uncontrolled infestations can reduce
yields 50% or more.
“The basic weed control system used in all areas
involves chemical control and cultural practices. Some
hand-weeding is used to prevent weed seed production.
Biological control has developed very slowly in the U.S. in
terms of annual weeds in soybeans, but in the past five years
considerable research effort has been initiated. We hope it
will develop rapidly in order to reduce our dependence on
chemical weed control.
“Currently we are in the midst of changing tillage
practices in all regions of soybean production. Soil
conservation has become a prominent theme throughout
the U.S. In order to reduce soil erosion, producers are
encouraged to leave as much of the previous crop residue on
the soil surface as possible. This practice greatly reduces soil
erosion, but it also interferes with some of the chemical weed
control systems. The need for soil conservation is so critical
that weed management systems will have to be adjusted to
fulfill this need.
“Weed control in soybeans has progressed to where
essentially all soybeans receive one or more herbicide
applications. In most instances, the soybeans are also rotaryhoed and are cultivated at least once. Under these conditions,
losses due to weeds in soybeans have been reduced markedly
over the past 10 to 15 years, so that, under optimum
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conditions, a majority of fields are nearly free of weeds.
“Unfortunately, conditions are not always optimum.
Further, application and incorporation techniques leave
something to be desired, and changing tillage practices tend
to create problems with control of existing weed species
as well as promoting the growth and development of weed
species not normally associated with conventional tillage
systems. Thus we seem to have a continuing supply of
problems with weeds in soybeans.
“The wide variety of herbicides available for preplant
incorporation, such as Treflan (trifluralin) for grass control,
Sencor or Lexone (metribuzin) for broadleaf control, or a
combination for broad spectrum control, continues to provide
excellent control under optimum conditions. However, when
conditions are less than optimum, growers may expect lessthan-perfect results. Practices in use are making outstanding
weed control more difficult with these herbicides. Most
growers are using less adequate incorporation than was
formerly practiced. In most situations (good seedbed, not too
much moisture or plant residues) good weed control is being
achieved. In less-than-optimum conditions, weed control
may not be as good as desired. These kinds of treatments
will likely continue to be the mainstay of most weed
control programs for the immediate future in areas where
conventional tillage is used, or in reduced tillage situations
where not too much residue is left on the surface.
“Preemergence herbicides such as Lasso (alachlor), Dual
(metolachlor), Amiben (chloramben), and Lorox (linuron)
are applied to the soil surface and are still popular in many
areas. When there is adequate rainfall after application,
they provide excellent weed control with good crop safety.
They remain dependent upon rainfall, however, and may
fail completely in the absence of rainfall within a reasonable
time after application. Preemergence treatments will likely
remain popular for the immediate future in areas where they
have been especially popular in recent years.
“The greatest increase in herbicide usage in soybeans
in recent years has been for postemergence applications
over the top of soybeans and weeds early in the season.
These treatments, such as Basagran (bentazon) and Blazer
(acifluorfen), may provide excellent control of many
broadleaf weeds under optimum conditions. Basagran and
Blazer, while applied at about the same stage of growth,
differ in the species they control. Growers usually consult
with experiment station and extension personnel and read
labels before making a decision about which of these
herbicides is appropriate for a particular situation.
“Another area that seems to hold a great deal of promise
for the future is the use of postemergence grass killers
such as Fusilade (fluazifop) and Poast (sethoxydim). We
have evaluated a number of these, and several appear to
have extremely high potential for selective postemergence
grass control in soybeans. In general, these chemicals are
effective at very low rates, in the range of 0.28 kg/ha (active

ingredient), have very little soil residue, and do not seem
to be markedly affected by weather, or condition or stage
of growth of the plants. They have, in our experiments,
provided effective and consistent control of annual grasses,
and at somewhat higher rates show great potential for control
of perennial grasses such as Johnsongrass and quackgrass
(Agropyron repens).
“These postemergence grass killers would seem to have
considerable potential for use as a backup treatment in case
earlier pre-planting or preemergence treatments were not
effective. In addition, as a primary treatment, they give the
grower the option of selectively controlling annual grasses
when, and if, they appear. Growers would probably want
to fully assess how consistently effective these treatments
are under their conditions before committing a very large
area to primary treatment with one of these new herbicides.
These new chemicals would seem to have special importance
for use in reduced tillage situations where adequate
incorporation for preplanting treatments destroys too much
residue and preemergence treatments are dependent on
rainfall.
“The herbicide Roundup (glyphosate) is fairly widely
used as a directed treatment over the top of soybeans where
it is applied to weeds that have grown taller than soy-beans.
It is applied with a variety of devices, including recirculating
sprayers, rollers, and rope wicks. When applied correctly,
it is effective for control of such weeds as Johnsongrass,
shattercane (Sorghum bicolor), and volunteer maize (Zea
mays). It is somewhat less effective on several annual and
perennial broadleaf weeds. Because some competition has
already occurred at the time of treatment, this treatment is
not considered a primary treatment, and would be used when
earlier treatments allowed some weed escapes.
“Certain special problem areas seem to come to attention
more often than others and may deserve special mention
here. One of these, narrow row or drilled soybeans, seems
to be increasing in hectarage and drawing a lot of interest
from producers, seed companies, chemical companies,
and equipment companies alike. Insofar as weed control is
concerned, there are a few extra problems associated with
drilled soybeans. The primary problem is simply that the
elimination of cultivation results in no backup system in
the event that herbicide applications were uneven, or the
incorporation pattern was streaked, or in the rare event that
the herbicide treatment was just not effective.
“On the positive side of drilled soybeans, there are
several excellent combinations of herbicides that, when
combined with a thick, vigorous stand of drilled soybeans,
can result in excellent weed control, easier harvesting, and
often a small yield advantage over soybeans grown under
the same conditions but in wide rows. There is definitely a
place for drilled soybeans, but with the present treatments
they are usually planted on land that is not too weedy and is
not infested with perennial weeds” (Continued). Address: 1.
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Research Agronomist, USDA and Prof. of Plant Physiology:
Both: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign.
5025. Wax, Loyd M.; Slife, Fred W. 1983. Weed control in
soybeans (Continued–Document part II). INTSOY Series
No. 25. p. 143-45. B.J. Irwin, J.B. Sinclair, and Wang Jinling, eds. Soybean Research in China and the United States
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: (Continued): “Certain perennial weeds seem to
be either remaining stable or increasing their spread under
reduced tillage and cultivation practices. Weeds like yellow
nutsedge (Cyperus esculentus) can be controlled but only
when a system involving herbicides, tillage, cultivation,
and crop management is involved. Other perennials, such
as common milkweed (Asclepias syriaca) and hemp dogbane (Apocynum cannabinum), continue to remain as real
problems with very little means of control in soybeans.
Rotation of soybeans with maize, combined with tillage and
the limited chemical control measures available at present,
provides barely adequate control at best.
“Special weeds such as eastern black nightshade
(Solanum ptycanthum) seem to come and go and get a lot
of attention from farmers. Black nightshade seems to favor
moist conditions for germination and growth. The nightshade
remains green after a light frost, and the combination of
green forage and black berries filled with sticky sap and
seeds makes harvesting almost impossible. Further, the
berries may remain intact and contaminate seed supplies by
their presence or by discoloration of soybean seeds. This is
especially troublesome for farmers who are producing seed
for replanting.
“Black nightshade is relatively tolerant of herbicides in
wide use such as Treflan and Sencor or Lexone, so it grows
relatively well in those situations where most other weeds
have been controlled by herbicides. Several herbicides,
such as Dual, Amiben, Lasso, and Blazer, are effective for
control of black nightshade; however, they are not usually
completely effective, mainly because black nightshade
may germinate at various times from April to October. We
believe, however, a treatment with one or more of these
herbicides in soybeans, combined with a rotation to maize
and effective weed control in that crop, can greatly reduce
the losses caused by this weed.
“There is now available a wide array of chemical
treatments for weed control in soybeans, allowing the
producer various choices in reducing losses caused by weeds.
The newer herbicides on the horizon for post-emergence
grass control broaden choices even more and promise a
bright future for weed control in soybeans.
“Discussion:
“Wang Jin-ling asked if aerial application of herbicides
is a common practice.
“F.W. Slife said it is common in the south, but limited in
the north because of drift and injury problems.

“Wang Jin-ling stated that though herbicide use is
common in Northeast China, spring drouth limits herbicide
effectiveness. There is also a plentiful labor supply for handweeding.
“S.E. Halbert asked how weeds are controlled in
intercropping.
“L.M. Wax said that for this we need a long-lasting
chemical that is safe and effective on both crops. Control
needs to last until development of the soybean canopy;
this can be a problem if soybean growth is poor. Dual
and Surflan (oryzalin) have worked for grass control, and
Modown (bifenox) for broadleaf weeds. We may also need a
postemergence grass herbicide.
“Wang Jin-ling asked if there is a herbicide for wild rye
control.
“L.M. Wax said no, but some new post-emergence
herbicides look promising, particularly with low-volume
application.
“Qu Ning-kang asked about the nature of weed
resistance to herbicides.
“L.M. Wax replied that some has probably been acquired
and some simply selected for. Most has appeared where high
rates of herbicide have been used continuously.
“D.A. Holt stated that there also is evidence of enhanced
herbicide breakdown in the soil.
“L.M. Wax said this could be considered a different type
of ‘resistance,’ due primarily to microbial degradation.
“Sun Huan asked if there are cultivar differences in
response to herbicides.
“L.M. Wax said yes. For example, we have identified a
line that is very susceptible to bentazon, a chemical which
soybeans normally tolerate well. Also, lines have been found
to vary widely in response to the herbicide metribuzin.
“Qu Ning-kang asked if there has been any effort to use
genetic engineering to identify resistance.
“L.M. Wax said very little work has been done in this
area to date, but that genetic engineering work to identify
resistance is anticipated in the near future.
“Sun Huan asked if any biological weed control work
has been done.
“L.M. Wax said that more work has been done in the
south than in the north. For example, diseases have been
found which will help control velvetleaf and northern
jointvetch. In the latter case, spores of the disease are
marketed commercially.
“R.Y. Yih said that ideally we would like to see
nonpersistent herbicides used, such as Stam, which is used in
rice in both the U.S. and the People’s Republic of China. We
also need crops resistant to persistent herbicides. However,
there has been weed resistance to 2,4-D after prolonged use
in wheat in the P.R.C.
“F.W. Slife said that in general, weed control now is
better than ever before. Herbicides remain the primary
method of control. There is a need to diversify control
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methods to reduce problems associated with continuous
herbicide use.” Address: 1. Research Agronomist, USDA and
Prof. of Plant Physiology: Both: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana,
Champaign.
5026. Product Name: [Biodelis {Soy Beverage}].
Foreign Name: Biodelis.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Birkenwej 1-6, CH-3123 Belp,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1983 August.
New Product–Documentation: Soya Bluebook. 1985. p.
85; 1986. p. 104. Talk with Conrad Seewer of Galactina.
1990. May 21. This product is for clinical feeding. Made
from whole soybeans, it is made for medical use and
marketed only to clinics and hospital, not to the consumer.
It is a liquid food in Tetra Pack. It is a complete meal for
people on liquid or partially liquid diets.
Talk with Peter Speck. 1990. May 23. Vita Drink is sold
in Switzerland. It is very similar to Biodelis, which is sold
only in France. The base and flavors are the same but the
vitamin and mineral content is slightly different to meet the
different regulations in each country.
Letter from Conrad Seewer of Galactina. 1990. July 13.
The first exports to France were in Aug. 1983. No labels are
available.
5027. Product Name: [Lima Soy (Organic Soymilk)].
Foreign Name: Lima Soy.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lima Foods. Made in Belgium by
Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: Edgar Gevaertdreef 10, B-9830
Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1983 August.
New Product–Documentation: Richard Leviton. 1983.
Nov. Alpro makes the soymilk for Lima using organically
grown soybeans from France. These are twice as expensive
as regular soybeans.
Letter from Bernard Storup. 1984. March 22. One new
type of soymilk is Lima Soya Drink, sold by Société LimaAndiran, made by Vandemoortele Co. [Alpro] in Belgium. It
uses organic soybeans, is non-sugary and Tetra Packed.
Leaflet. 1986. Lima Natural Gourmet Recipes from
Europe. Contains a color photo of all products. Label reads:
“Filtrat de soya.”
Lima catalogue, price list, and color product brochure.
1989. Shows the Label. Tetra Brik carton. Blue and white
on light green. An illustration (line drawing) shows white
soymilk being poured into a glass. “Lima Soy is a filtrate of
yellow soybeans obtained without additives. The filtrate of
soya is light and nourishing. It contains no cholesterol and
few calories for its high protein value.” Note the interesting
name of this product. Traditionally, the term “soy” used in a
product name such as this would refer to a type of soy sauce.

Now, in part because of European dairy laws forbidding use
of the term “soymilk,” the term “soy” has come to refer to
soymilk, rather than soy sauce.
Label sent by Anthony Marrese. 1990. Jan. Liter carton.
Dark blue and white on green. “Filtrate of organically grown
soya. Without addition of sugar. Best before 12-06-90.”
Written in Dutch, French, German, English, Italian, Spanish,
Danish, Swedish, and 1 other language. Nature et Progres
logo. CINAB logo.
Form filled out by Philippe Vandemoortele of Alpro.
1991. Sept. 4. Soymilk made with organically grown
soybeans by Alpro for Lima Foods was introduced in Aug.
1983.
5028. Chen, F.C.; Chen, L.F.; Hwang, T.H.;
Shanmugasundaram, S. 1983. Bibliography of tropical and
subtropical soybean: 1970-1982. Asian Vegetable Research
and Development Center, P.O. Box 42, Shanhua, Tainan
741, Taiwan. v + 123 p. 28 cm. AVRDC Tropical Vegetable
Information Series, SB-1. [1125 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The references, which are not annotated, are
divided into 14 subjects. The first section (53 references) is
general information. Ten sections (979 references; 87.0% of
the total) concern soybean production, physiology, breeding,
harvest, and storage. Three of these (93 references; 8.3%
of the total) concern soybean processing, economics and
marketing, nutritive value and utilization. There are good
subject and author indexes. Address: 1. Catalog Librarian;
2. Principle Research Asst., Legume Program; 3. Librarian;
4. Program Leader and Plant Breeder, Legume Program:
AVRDC, Shanhua, Taiwan.
5029. International Symposium on Soybean, September
26-October 1, 1983: Abstracts. 1. In the tropics and
subtropics. 2. In tropical and subtropical cropping systems.
1983. Tsukuba, Japan: Office of the Secretariat of the
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries Research Council,
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestries, and Fisheries. 36 p. Sept.
27 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The Foreword is by S. Shanmugasundaram
(AVRDC Symposium Chairman) and Ken Ichi Hayashi
(Secretary of the TARC Organizing Committee). Address:
Tsukuba, Japan.
5030. Product Name: [Soya Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Soja Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Paul Stuart Zacharowicz. Renamed
Vollwert und Wertvoll by June 1984. Later renamed
Natuerliche Lebensmittel. Named “Von Anfang an Natur,
Paul Stuart’s” by Dec. 1992.
Manufacturer’s Address: Staudgasse 70, A-1180 Vienna,
Austria. Phone: 0222/48 50 03.
Date of Introduction: 1983 September.
Ingredients: Sojabohnen aus oesterr. Umstellungsbetrieb:
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biologischer Landbau, Edelpilz, Wasser.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Paul Stuart
Zacharowicz. 1983. Sept. 28. “After much hardship, tempeh
is now available in limited quantities at health food stores in
Vienna. I currently produce about 50 kg/week and enjoy it
immensely. It is sold fresh, wrapped in wax paper and keeps
fresh up to 5 days. Our work is done completely unofficially.
The costs of government food inspections is exorbitant.”
Letter from Paul Stuart Zacharowicz. 1984. June 22.
“Currently I produce about 75 kg of tempeh per week; 30 kg
is sold refrigerated in plastic bags and 75 kg is cut into 60gm pieces (each 7 by 8 cm), dipped in seasoned batter, and
fried ready to eat. Our predominant market is natural food
stores with a few restaurants. Vienna University has also had
our tempeh on the menu. Our company is called Vollwert and
Wertvoll, Paul Stuart Zacharowicz & Co. OHG, Neustiftg
27, 1070 Vienna.”
Letters from Norbert Brunthaler of Sojvita. 1988. Jan.
4 and Feb. 2. Label. 1987. 5.5 x 4 inches. Black, gold,
and green on white card stock. “Natur. A cultured fresh
soybean product to fry, bake, steam, smoke, or grill. Keep
refrigerated; can also be frozen. Contains 100% vegetable
protein and is the richest vegetable source of vitamin B-12.
Free of cholesterol, low in calories, easy to digest, tastes
excellent. Tempeh is suited for all types of preparations, both
the traditional and the new light cuisine. Dark spots on the
surface of the tempeh are a natural sign of ripening. They can
be rinsed off under cold water.”
Letter from Paul Stuart Zacharowicz. The company
started unofficially in Sept. 1983, officially in Sept. 1984.
It was originally named Paul Stuart Zacharowicz, Tempeh,
Hasnerstr. 159/18, 1160 Vienna, Austria.
Letter from Paul Stuart Zacharowicz. 1992. Dec. 22.
“The name of my company is now ‘Von Anfang an Natur,
Paul Stuart’s.’ We produce tempeh and tempeh products as
well as vegetarian burgers, spreads, and nut butters. I would
like to upgrade my tempeh selection with products that are
meat and meat product like.” The company address is still
Staudgasse 70, A-1180 Vienna.
5031. Summerfield, R.J.; Roberts, E.H. 1983. The soyabean.
Biologist (London) 30(4):223-31. Sept. [35 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soyabeans as a world
crop. Classification, germplasm, and utilization. Self
sufficiency for nitrogen? The plant. Time of flowering and
adaptation to environment. Yields. Utilization in teaching
and research. Prospect. Acknowledgements. Address:
Univ. of Reading, Dep. of Agriculture and Horticulture,
Plant Environment Lab., Shinfield Grange, Cutbush Lane,
Shinfield, Reading, Berkshire, England.
5032. Ehmke, Vance. 1983. Is less tillage more trouble?
Residue changes crop production methods. Soybean Digest.

Sept/Oct. p. 16.
• Summary: “The trend to reduced tillage and no-till is still
gaining ground. But agronomists and other crop scientists,
while not discouraging the switch, warn that planting in high
levels of residue may mean changing more than tillage.
“Wisconsin soil scientist Tom Daniel recommends
planting vigorous, strong-rooting soybean varieties in
reduced tillage. ‘We found soil compaction increased rather
than decreased in our no-till corn plots. Land that had been
no-tilled was actually denser and more compacted than land
which had been plowed.
“’Also because soil temperatures run as much as 8
degrees F. cooler when beans are no-till planted behind corn,
I’d lean toward soybean varieties that have good early season
vigor with strong germination.’
“Daniel says a corn / bean rotation may help solve the
problem of no-till soils compacting-by loosening soil which
freezing and thawing couldn’t.
“Ed Oplinger, Wisconsin agronomist, says no-till
soybeans with early season vigor can have as much as a 3 to
4 bushel yield advantage over less vigorous varieties.
“’Hodgson 78 yielded 55 bushels per acre when notill drilled; only 48 bushels when drilled after fall plowing.
Evans, however, yielded 45 bushels in both cases.’
“But Oplinger admits higher yields are more consistent
with conventional tillage. ‘This is partly because with tillage,
you can prepare a better seed environment than what you’ll
find year-in and year-out with no-till,’ he says. ‘There are just
fewer variables involved with conventional tillage and fall
plowing. You have other things to consider, though, if you’re
on erosive soils.’
A large photo shows a tractor plowing in stubble. The
caption: “Agronomists say reducing tillage may require
you to review crop varieties, soil fertility methods, and
herbicides.”
5033. Hanthorn, Michael; Duffy, Michael. 1983. Corn and
soybean pest management practices for alternative tillage
strategies. Inputs Outlook and Situation (USDA Economic
Research Service). IOS-2. p. 14-17. Oct.
• Summary: “Per-acre weed control costs do not vary
significantly for most U.S. corn and soybean farmers using
different tillage strategies. However, Midwest no-till soybean
farmers incur significantly higher weed control costs than
other Midwest soybean farmers because they apply more
herbicides. In general, conservation-till corn and soybean
farmers substitute broad spectrum herbicide applications for
mechanical cultivation to control weeds.
“Per-acre insecticide use and costs are not significantly
different among tillage strategies for soybean farmers. Peracre returns are not significantly different among tillage
strategies for corn and soybean farmers, except in the
Midwest where conventional-till soybean farmers harvest
a significantly higher yield than no-till soybean farmers.”
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Address: Agricultural Economists, Natural Resource
Economics Div., ERS.
5034. Hobbs, E.H.; Muendel, H.-H. 1983. Water
requirements of irrigated soybeans in southern Alberta.
Canadian J. of Plant Science 63(4):855-60. Oct. [22 ref.
Eng; fre]
• Summary: Water use peaked in late July or early August
with a daily requirement of 7 mm. Address: Research
Station, Agriculture Canada, Lethbridge, Alberta T1J 4B1,
Canada.
5035. Product Name: Nuclear Freeze (Soymilk Ice Cream
Pops) [Carob-Mint, Raspberry, Maple-Walnut, or BananaCoconut].
Manufacturer’s Name: Garden of Eatin’.
Manufacturer’s Address: Los Angeles, California.
Date of Introduction: 1983 November.
Ingredients: Banana Coconut: Soy milk (made from
organically grown soybeans and water), bananas, coconut,
honey, soy oil, lemon juice, natural vegetable stabilizers
(guar, carrageenan, pectin).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3 fluid oz on a stick.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1983, dated. “Get
involved in Nuclear Freeze. 100% non-dairy frozen delight.
It’s delicious!”
Los Angeles Times. 1984. July 16. Business–”Mixes ice
cream, philosophy.” Al Jacobson has created Nuclear Freeze.
Spot in Soyfoods. 1984. Summer. p. 43. A sort of
3-ounce soymilk popsicle on a stick developed by Al
Jacobson. “One of the tastiest yet lightest soyfoods desserts
on the market.” Leaflet. 1983, dated. “Jelly beans, no!.
Nuclear Freeze, Yes! We have it! 4 Delicious Flavors.”
5036. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Visit with Christian Daems
and Philippe Vandemoortele at Alpro, Izegem, Belgium. Oct.
28 (Document part). In: R. Leviton. 1983. Report of Trip
to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. 82 p. See p. 21.
Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Vandemoortele doesn’t like soy protein isolates
in soymilk because of their poor image. A good tasting plain
soymilk is possible if it is properly made. Isolate-based foods
don’t have the old basic food Oriental image. They also don’t
like isolates because, if the product’s sales become large, the
dairy industry will jump on the isolates for fakery and low
quality. If used in place of dairy, the product would be called
100% synthetic. So not using isolates is a defensive measure.
Codex Alimentarius (in Feb. 1984) will look at this issue.
They may allow the term “soymilk” if a product is made
from whole soybeans, but “soy drink” if it is made from
isolates.
Alpro is opening a new soymilk plant in Ghent in Feb.
1984–the biggest in the world. They will make a 100%

natural product from liquid and powder. [Note: Alpro never
ended up making the powdered soymilk, says Philippe
Vandemoortele 9/91.] This soymilk plant will have a sewage
treatment system to recover all the water. The okara will
be sold to the mixed feed industry. They will try to make
soymilk powder at the same price as subsidized dairy milk
and sell the powder for reconstitution. Alpro soymilk will be
sold in supermarkets by Sept. 1984. They want high margins,
will do promotions, and plan new products. Vandemoortele
uses 50,000 tons of soybeans every 2 weeks [for all products,
not just soymilk]. Alpro uses organically grown beans from
France to make soymilk for Lima Foods in Belgium; these
are 100% more expensive than regular soybeans. They will
look to the USA and Asia for more markets for this output
since the European market is too small. They will focus on
areas that have a protein shortage or lactose intolerance.
They have sold one turnkey soymilk plant to Madagascar.
Alfa-Laval has not sold any soymilk plants recently due to
currency problems.
Europe is such a bad market for soymilk, in part because
of the many languages. With 10 European countries and
languages, labeling requirements make it very complicated
to market one food uniformly. Alpro sells more soymilk
in north Belgium than in the south. There are more
macrobiotics and more money in the north. This is typical for
Europe as a whole with natural foods.
At ANUGA, British Arkady received lots of interest
in their soymilk made from soy protein isolates, and health
foods interest in their soy proteins. It is a Tetra Pack soymilk
in raspberry, banana, and strawberry flavors. They exhibited
meats and biscuits using isolates. A.E. Staley was pushing
isolates for bakery uses.
Michael Martin of the American Soybean Assoc.
explains European regulation problems. Soymilk is taxed
at 17% when it is traded in the EC. This Value Added Tax
(VAT) would be only 6% if soymilk were reclassified as a
health food instead of a liquid, powder, or paste. The VAT
varies by country but is usually higher on beverages. Dinner
with Martin at Le Paradoxe, a natural foods restaurant in
Brussels. They serve “croquettes de soja, tofu brochette,
and Tofu Ganmo (2 burgers). There are 6 natural foods
restaurants in Brussels and all use tofu. The Japanese wanted
Alpro to do their soymilk in Europe. They started soymilk in
1975 with the idea of bringing alternative vegetable sources
to developing countries.
Vandemoortele’s sales are now $600 million/year. In
1936 Philippe’s grandfather imported Manchurian soybeans
for crushing in Europe. Vandemoortele, which now competes
with Unilever in margarine, has a high level of expertise in
R&D.
“We sample Alpro soymilk. One tastes thin, metallic,
then gives a fatty mouthfeel. Another with sugar and vanilla
is too sweet. I’m not impressed with them.
“Philippe is about age 35 and macrobiotically oriented
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in diet. Very confident, perhaps overly.”
The tofu market is completely different from that of
soymilk. Tofu is all education work and no comparison
of products. With soymilk, there is comparison, but no
education work needed. Philippe and Christian are concerned
that most of the low-tech soyfoods industry and retailers in
Europe are unskilled, small, and unprofessional. They don’t
want the average public to associate their soymilk with this
vegetarian style. They want it to be seen not as a special
food, but for everyone.
The European vegetable protein industry made a classic
blunder. They put soy steaks in German supermarkets in the
1970s using TVP from British Arkady and ADM. Address:
Colrain, Massachusetts.

week of tofu. Susan Gerber is converting a dairy into a tofu
shop. [Note: It never was finished.] A friend of Verena’s,
Gauthier Loeffler, sells 200 tofu burgers one day a week in
the Zurich open market.
Letters from Verena Krieger. 1990. July 5 and Aug.
10. In 1989 this company’s name was changed from
Genossenschaftstofurei to Tofurei Genossenschaft Engel,
because the former name was not acceptable to Swiss
trade regulations. The present manager is Peter Martmer.
Mr. Hans Opplinger never owned a company making
soyfoods in Switzerland, but he is still a member of Tofurei
Genossenschaft Engel in Ottenbach. The company has never
sold soymilk (despite a listing in Soya Bluebook, 1984, p.
63). Address: Colrain, Massachusetts.

5037. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Brief history of Sojalade (Die
Genossenschaftstofurei) and Verena Krieger’s work with
soyfoods in Switzerland (Document part). In: R. Leviton.
1983. Report of Trip to Europe with American Soybean
Assoc. 82 p. See p. 17-19. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Based on talks with Verena Krieger. Sojalade
in Ottenbach was renamed Genossenschaftstofurei in 1982.
It is an 8-member cooperative that makes 400-500 kg/
week of tofu and services the Zurich-Lucerne market. The
company started in Aug. 1981 in a small laundry room
in Zurich then moved downstairs to a butcher shop with
a tile floor on the ground floor of a 300 year old home.
Elsewhere in the building is a co-op cafe. They use a BMI
Mini Mite disintegrator, double steam jacketed kettles, an
Erme Verpackungen vacuum packer (2 chamber, 1 lid), and a
ratchet press.
Zurich is the best and biggest market in Switzerland.
The country’s population is only 6 million. They even sell
some tofu by mail-order. Their tofu is sold in some dairy
stores (Molkerei/Laiterie), specialty produce stores, 10-12
Japanese or Chinese restaurants, 4 vegetarian restaurants,
and health food outlets. The Reform Houses are a chain of
500 outlets in Switzerland stemming, at least in spirit, from
the days of Dr. Bircher-Benner and his natural nutrition
reform ideas. Tofu is strong in Switzerland because of this
established health foods tradition and the country’s general
affluence. Sojalade works with local farmers to grow organic
(“biological”) soybeans, without herbicides. In 1982 some 2
tons of soybeans were produced biologically and another 4
tons by conventional means. Maple Arrow and Giesso (from
Germany) are the best suited varieties. Fiskeby gave low
yields.
Soyana sells its tofu throughout Switzerland, while
Marty Halsey services Geneva. Hans Opplinger in Cham is
not a company. An English guy, Jean Spearing, is starting a
shop named Tofurei Pfannenstiel in Maennedorf. In Bern,
the macrobiotic group, Infinity, will start making tempeh and
seitan mainly for use in their restaurant. [Note: This later
became Berner Tofurei.] In Thusis, someone makes 5 kg/

5038. Product Name: [Lima Heiwa Instant Miso Soups
(Regular, and Red)].
Foreign Name: Lima Instant Miso Soup.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lima Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Edgar Gevaertdreef 10, B-9830
Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1983 November.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 x 10 gm.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: R. Leviton. 1983. Report
on trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov. p.
17. Product seen in Reformhaus health food store in Zurich,
Switzerland.
Lima catalogue, price list, and color product brochure.
1989. A color photo shows both labels, one pea green and
one red. Both bear the Heiwa brand over the Lima brand.
The miso in the red label package has undergone a longer
fermentation.
5039. MacLean, Jayne T. comp. 1983. Legumes in crop
rotations, 1970-1983: 143 citations. USDA National
Agricultural Library Quick Bibliography Series NAL-BIBL
84-10. 9 p. [73 ref]
• Summary: “Data Base Searched: AGRICOLA.” Address:
USDA National Agricultural Library, Reference Section
Room 111.
5040. McNeil, Maggie. 1983. How Brazilians grow beans
[soybeans]. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 47N.
• Summary: “Brazilian soybean production skyrocketed
from less than 2 million metric tons in 1970 to a record
setting 15 million metric tons in 1983. The inexpensive
credit that the Brazilian government made available to
farmers and processors aided the dramatic expansion.”
“Jack Schultz was raised in a small southern Illinois
town, and worked in the family seed business. Harvardeducated, he first travelled to Brazil in 1974 while working
on a research paper on the young Brazilian soybean industry.
Impressed with Brazil, he returned in 1976 to start buying
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land. Prices in the more traditional southern growing areas
were already beginning to rise, so he travelled north to newer
producing areas in Mato Grosso do Sul.
“About three times the size of Illinois, Mato Grosso do
Sul is blessed with about 60 inches of rain per year, level
terrain, dense soil, and a big, inexpensive work force. It
has proven an ideal area to grow soybeans. Production has
leaped from 100,000 metric tons a decade ago to 2 million
metric tons this year, more than 10% of Brazil’s crop.”
“Schultz farms 2,000 acres of soybeans in the central
area of the state. In addition, he grows 300 acres of rice and
doublecrops 1,000 acres of his beans after wheat. He planted
half of his land no-till this year.
“Schultz starts planting beans by the end of October and
finishes by November 20. He harvests from late February to
late April, then plants wheat for harvest in September.”
“Parana was once a coffee state. But coffee started
losing acreage to beans 20 years ago, somewhat like the
switch from cotton to beans in the Southern U.S.”
5041. Morett, Emmanuel. 1983. Ideas sobre lineamientos
de un programa para el desarollo del cultivo de la soya
en Venezuela [Ideas on the features of a program for the
development and cultivation of the soybean in Venezuela].
In: 1983. Workshop for Work on a Program of Soybean
Investigation for the Western Plains. Universidad Nacional
Experimental de los Llanos (U.N.E.LL.E.Z.), Guanare, Edo.
Portuguesa. See p. 38-46. Nov. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Aspects of the
investigation. Registration, production, and certification
of seeds. Activities for promotion and encouragement of
soybeans. Conclusions. Soybeans should do well in the
western plains (Llanos). Address: Ing. Agr., Coordinator
Proyectos Agricolas, Fundacion Polar. Phone: 239-93-33.
5042. Asgrow Seed Co. 1983. Asgrow soybean management
system. Northern edition 1983. Kalamazoo, MI 49001. 20 p.
28 cm.
• Summary: In 1971, the year the Plant Variety Protection
Act became law, there were 24 public soybean breeders
(mostly at universities and at the USDA) and 8 private. Ten
years later, in 1981, there were 51 public and 56 private
soybean breeders. Williams is now the most widely grown
soybean variety in the U.S.
Asgrow’s ten steps for obtaining high soybean yields
are: 1. Select superior varieties. 2. Purchase high quality
seed. 3. Match row widths and plant populations (solid
seeding increases yields). 4. Plant at proper depth and date.
5. Control weeds. 6. Supply soil nutrients and Rhizobium
bacteria. 7. Reduce harvest losses. Address: Building 190,
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001. Phone: (616) 385-6441.
5043. Product Name: Pureharvest Organic Soy Drink
[Natural, or Vanilla].

Manufacturer’s Name: Ceres Natural Foods Pty. Ltd.
(Importer & Distributor). Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: East Bentleigh, Victoria,
Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1983 December.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 ml Tetra Brik.
How Stored: Refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Don
Lazzaro of Ceres Natural Foods. 1995. June 15. In Dec. 1983
they introduced soymilk in vanilla and natural flavors, in 200
ml Tetra Brik cartons, made by and imported from Kibun in
Japan.
5044. Product Name: [Soyanaise (Imitation Mayonnaise)].
Foreign Name: Soyanaise.
Manufacturer’s Name: Manna Natuurvoeding B.V.
Manufacturer’s Address: Meeuwenlaan 70, 1021JK,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Date of Introduction: 1983 December.
Ingredients: Tofu (sojakaas), cold pressed, unrefined corn
germ oil, apple vinegar, guar (binder), sea salt, corn syrup.
New Product–Documentation: Manna Bulletin. 1983.
Dec. No. 8. “New Soyanaise. A delicious “mayonaise”
[mayonnaise] made from tofu (sojakaas), with cold pressed,
unrefined corn germ oil, apple vinegar, guar (binder), with
sea salt and corn syrup.”
5045. Raymer, P.L.; Ross, G.L.; Kelley, K.A.; et al. 1983.
Performance of commercial soybeans in Illinois. Illinois
College of Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Circular No.
1223. 61 p. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Test program. Performance data.
Suggestions for comparing entries. 1983 test fields. Sources
of seed. 1983 entries and germinations. Results of variety
tests: Regional trials, 7-inch row trials, 30-inch row
trials. Address: Cooperative Extension Service, College
of Agriculture, Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, UrbanaChampaign, IL.
5046. Product Name: Coco Pudding (100% Dairyless).
Manufacturer’s Name: San Diego Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2965 5th Ave., San Diego, CA
92103.
Date of Introduction: 1983 December.
Ingredients: Tofu (organically grown soybeans, filtered
water, natural nigari), soymilk, coco powder [cocoa powder],
honey, malt syrup, vanilla.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 oz (113.5 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Gary Stein.
1989. 2.5 inch diameter. Dark blue and light blue on white.
Talk with Gary Stein. 1989. Feb. 17. He thinks this product
was introduced in about Dec. 1983.
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5047. Product Name: Homestyle Tempeh Fiesta (Tempeh
& Millet & Veggie Spread or Salad).
Manufacturer’s Name: 21st Century Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30 Germania St., Jamaica Plain,
MA 01230.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Organic soy tempeh, marinated in tamari,
herbs, and spices; cooked organic millet, finely cut carrot,
celery, bell pepper, onion, parsley; corn oil, vinegar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz plastic tray with lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1983. “Tempeh
with a Difference.” Spot in Soyfoods. 1984. Summer. p. 44.
“A Meal in Itself.” Talk with Rudy Canale. 1988. Sept. 13.
This is still being made but is now called simply Tempeh
Fiesta. It was never renamed “Tempeh Spread.”
5048. Antal, J. 1983. A szojatermesztes technologiaja.
[Soybean cultivation technology]. Mezögazdasagi Kombinat,
Boly, Szoja Szakszolgalatanak Kiadvanya, Boly. [Hun]*
5049. Apolitano-S., Cesar. 1983. El cultivo de la soya en el
Perú [The cultivation of the soybean in Peru]. In: INTSOY,
Reunion Latinoamericana sobre Mejoramiento de Soya.
Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois. INTSOY Project
Reports. [Spa]*
• Summary: Peru imports about 90,000 tonnes of soybeans
and soybean products and has only 1,000 ha under
production. Commercial production began in the early
1970s and peaked at 6,400 ha in 1981, with mean yields
of 1.9 tonnes/ha. This expansion occurred when there was
a government campaign with technical assistance from
INTSOY. Address: Peru.
5050. Product Name: [Organic Tofu, and Seitan].
Manufacturer’s Name: Berner Tofurei.
Manufacturer’s Address: Monbijoustr. 19, CH-3000
Bern, Switzerland. Later: Obere Bahnhofstrasse, CH-3714
Frutigen, Switzerland. Phone: 33-71-3090.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Thomas
Andersen, founder of Thomas Tempeh. 1990. May 24. In
late 1986, after selling his company (Thomas Tempeh) in
Denmark, he went to Switzerland to help out at Berner
Tofurei, which was owned by Infinity, which was owned by
all the macrobiotic big shots in Switzerland. He would guess
that they had been in business for about 2 years. Their main
product was organic tofu, but they also made seitan. Thomas
worked there until 1987.
Letter (fax) from Verena Krieger. 1990. May 31. Berner
Tofurei used to be named Restaurant Sesam. The company
is now located at Obere Banhofstrasse, CH-3714 Frutigen,
Switzerland. Phone: 33-71-3090. The owners are Roland and
Dassa Wickart. They make 400 kg/week of tofu and 100 kg/

week of tempeh.
5051. Davydenko, O.G. 1983. Soya dlya Belorussi [Soya in
Byelorussia]. Sel’skaya Gazeta No. 226. p. 2. [Rus]
Address: Minsk, Belarussian SSR.
5052. Diaz-C., Gorky. 1983. El cultivo y la investigación
de la soya en el Ecuador [Cultivation and investigations of
soybeans in Ecuador]. In: 1983. Reunión Latinoamericana
Sobre Mejoramiento de Soya. Unpublished manuscript.
INTSOY Project Reports. University of Illinois, Urbana.
[Spa]*
• Summary: Although Ecuador currently grows soybeans on
about 25,000 ha, with mean yields of about 1.8 tonnes/ha, it
imports about 50,000 tonnes of soybean oil, which represents
another 134,000 ha. If production were expanded, the
country would need to identify a market for the excess meal.
Soybeans are presently grown in the central coastal region
where rainfall is generally adequate and the southern coastal
region where irrigation is frequently necessary.
Note: Programa de Oleaginosas Agropecuarias, which is
part of the national institute of agricultural research (INIAP),
undertakes varietal improvement. As of 1987, three varieties
were produced commercially: INIAP Jupiter, 301, and 302.
5053. FAO. 1983. Soybean agronomy in the People’s
Republic of China. Rome, Italy: Food and Agricultural
Organization of the United Nations. *
5054. Product Name: Soysage (Meatless Okara-based
Sausage) [Regular, or Hot & Spicy].
Manufacturer’s Name: Golden Soy Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 495, Athens, OH
45701.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Regular: Okara (soy fiber from organic
soybeans), whole wheat flour, wheat germ, corn oil, shoyu
(water soybeans, wheat, salt), nutritional yeast, garlic
powder, molasses, mustard, oregano, fennel seed, sage, salt.
Hot & Spicy adds red cayenne as the last ingredient.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb plastic wrapped.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1.5 oz.: Calories 120, protein 5 gm,
carbohydrates 14 gm, fat 5 gm, sodium 29 mg.
New Product–Documentation: News release. “A great
protein alternative.” Domitz. 1986. Messenger (Athens,
Ohio). June 1. “Soysage offers a healthful alternative.”
Ellers. 1986. Plain Dealer (Cleveland, OH). Dec. 21.
“Vegetarian’s work rooted in low-calorie soy products.”
Label. 1987. Self adhesive. 3.5 by 8.5 inches. Self adhesive.
Blue, yellow, and white. Hot & Spicy: Blue, yellow, white
and pink. “Vegetarian. All Natural. Very Low Sodium. Ready
to Eat. Slice and fry for breakfast and sandwiches. Use in
lasagne, spaghetti, chili, tacos, burritos & casseroles.”
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5055. Product Name: [Fried and Marinated Tempeh Burger
(Round), Tempeh Cubes (¼ inch), Tempeh Spreads/Pâtés].
Foreign Name: Temmo, Fruutjes, Tarzan Tempeh Pâté.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jakso. Center for Agriculture &
Craftsmanship. (Also/later called Yakso Farms).
Manufacturer’s Address: Voorn 13, 6624 KL
Heerewaarden, Netherlands. Phone: 088-772-189.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Sjon Welters.
1989. July 24. “Yakso started to produce tempeh in 1982,
as far as I can remember. The fried and marinated tempeh
products were developed by themselves and introduced in
early 1983, if I recall well. I developed their tempeh spreads
in the summer of 1983 and they were introduced that fall.
The sauces mentioned in the Soya Newsletter contained no
tempeh.” Letter from Sjon Welters. 1989. Aug. 9. Describes
the three products.
5056. Product Name: Teriyaki Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natural Pacific.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 4352, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii, HI 96720. Phone: 808-935-3220.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Tofu (water, organically grown soybeans,
filtered seawater), shoyu, honey, ginger, onion, garlic, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Not listed in any Hawaiian
City Directory prior to 1968. Talk with Ty Katibah. 1988.
Feb. 10. Labels. Both original and current. Brown and white.
5057. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Osoja: La Maison du Tofu.
Renamed SPADE S.A., then Tofushop Centanin SA in 1987.
Manufacturer’s Address: 11, chemin du Faubourg de
Cruseilles, CH-1227 Carouge (by Geneva), Switzerland.
Phone: 022/42 73 28.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983, undated. 3.25
by 5.25 inches. Self adhesive. Soybean vine illustration
with orange sun. Green, blue, and orange on white. “Soja
biologique, biologische Sojabohnen. Riche en proteines
pauvre en calories, proteinreich kaloriearm. A conserver au
frais, Kuehl aufzubewahren.” No ingredients or weight are
given. Le Compas. 1986. March-April. p. 32.
Letter from Robert Gaillard. 1983. Aug. 4. “We have
started a tofu factory in Geneva.” Note: It is not clear which
company he is connected with.
Soyfoods (ESFA). 1987. April p. 4. “Switzerland:
SPADE S.A. which manufacture and sell Tofu and Soyourt,
is available for sale or majority participation. Minimum
investment: Swiss France 250,000. For more information

contact: SPADE S.A., Mr. A. [Albert] Kaeser, 11 rue du
Faubourg de Cruseilles, 1227 Carouge, Switzerland. Phone:
(4122) 42 73 18.
Letter (fax) from Verena Krieger. 1990. May 31. This
company, which is now named Tofushop Centanin and
owned by Renzo Centanin, makes 750 kg/week of tofu. They
are still at the address shown above.
5058. Papa, Dhimitër; Laba, Xhafer; Stambolliu, Naun;
Staka, Alush; Çuko, Kozma; Toshka, Arit; Senka, Liri; Guga,
Elmaz. 1983. Kultura e sojës dhe disa plobleme për zgjidhje
në NB-në “29 Nëntori” Lushnje [The soybean and some
problems to be solved concerning it in the “29 Nentori”
agricultural enterprise]. Buletini i Shkencave Bujqesore
(Bulletin of Agricultural Science–Albania) 22(1):87-97.
[Alb; eng]
• Summary: Soybean trials were conducted in Albania
from 1974 to 1977. In order to increase the productivity
of the soybeans, three problems were defined to be solved
during the period 1978-1981: (1) To find varieties that were
more productive and more suitable for the conditions of the
enterprise; (2) To determine the best conditions for sowing;
and (3) To determine the best amount of seed to be used for
planting. The work was conducted in experimental fields.
The conclusions were as follows: (1) The varieties with
an average ripening time (110-125 days) that give the best
production are “Rampage,” “Peterson 85,” and “Shipeva 64.”
The late ripening varieties (125-150 days) that secure high
productivity and are suitable for mechanized agriculture are
“Wattworth,” “Vaine No. 1,” “Sy-sjen-1” and “Kirin 5.” (2)
Experimental data from these trials show that soybeans are
best sown during the first 10 days of April. (3) The amount of
seed needed in rows 60 cm apart is 80 to 100 kg per hectare.
Address: 1. Profesor Mentor Përmeti, Albania.
5059. Prasad, B. 1983. Project coordinator’s report and
summary tables of experiments conducted in 1982-83. In:
1983. Proceedings of the XIV Annual Workshop of All-India
Coordinated Research Project on Soybean. See p. 152-56.
Held at Almora, India.
• Summary: Table 7.1.147 is “An economic analysis of
soybean production in Nainital.” Table 7.2.148 is “Cropping
pattern on sampled farms (area in hectares),” during kharif
(soybean is planted on 23.1% of the land, the largest
percentage, followed by paddy [11.27%]), and rabi (wheat
is planted on 28.73% of the land; soybean is not planted).
Table 7.3.149 is “Crop rotations followed in sample farms.”
The most widely practiced rotation is soybean-wheat
(100% of farmers, followed by paddy-wheat [61.53%], and
paddy-gram [23.07%]). Table 7.4.150 is “Trends in soybean
hectares on sample farms.” Area in 1982-82 is 41 times
as great as it was in 1972-73. Table 7.5.151 is “Frequency
distribution of reasons reported by farmers for increasing the
area under soybeans.” The main reasons are: Low investment
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but higher profit (20 farmers), low water requirement (9),
low labour requirement (8), and it is a cash crop (3).
5060. Product Name: Pasteurized SoyFresh (Soymilk)
[Unsweetened, Natural, Almond, Maple, or Carob].
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Carob: Water, organic soybeans (grown
accordance with California Health and Safety Code
26569.11), honey, barley malt, carob.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 23 fl. oz (1 quart) Pure Pak
Carton (Ex-Cell-O Corp. by Weyerhauser).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label purchased in 1983.
Leaflet. 1986. 8½ by 11 inches, color. “There is Quality &
Variety after 80!” Shows all products. In Pure-Pak quarts
and pints. Labels sent by Quong Hop (Carob, Natural).
Note: This is one of America’s first commercial refrigerated
soymilk products.
5061. Product Name: The Soy Deli Firm Style Tofu (In a
Box, or Water Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: South San Francisco, CA 94080.
Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans (grown in accordance
with California Health and Safety code 26569.11), natural
magnesium chloride (nigari).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb vacuum packed in an outer
box.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 122, protein 12.2 gm,
carbohydrates 3.5 gm, fat 8 gm, sodium 7 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label (outer box). 1983,
undated. Yellow, white, and black on red. Color photo of tofu
in a wok. “No preservatives. No cholesterol. Sodium free.”
Recipe on back for Almond Tofu, and ad for the book Tofu
Cookery by Louise Hagler.
Soya Bluebook. 1987. p. 95. Water Packed label. 1988.
Brown and orange on clear film. “Gourmet Firm Tofu. No
Cholesterol. No preservatives. High Protein. Low Sodium.”
5062. Salez, P. 1983. Recherches conduites en 1982 sur
l’association culturale maïs-soja [Research conducted in
1982 on a maize-soybean mixed cropping system]. Dschang,
Cameroon: IRA [Institut de la Recherche Agronomique]. 20
p. [Fre]*
Address: Dschang, Cameroon.
5063. Product Name: Soy Leche (Soymilk).
Manufacturer’s Name: Southwest Soyfoods.

Manufacturer’s Address: 2889 Trades West Rd., Santa Fe,
NM 87501. Phone: 505-471-8979.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart bottle. Retails for $0.75
(9/90, New Mexico).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Richard
Jennings. 1987. Dec. 28. Gave date of introduction. “Soy
Leche” means “I am milk” in Spanish. Richard started at
Southwest Soyfoods on 15 July 1982. The company has
always been named Southwest Soyfoods. At that time only
tofu and one kind of tamale (red chile) were on the market.
Katherine Bennett started the company in 1979. Unicorn
Village is out of business. For details contact Tucson Coop Warehouse. “I’m working on Tempeh Chips and a Miso
Butter Replacer.”
Label sent by Richard Jennings. 1990. Sept. 28. 2.5 by 3
inches. Self adhesive. Red on white. “How to use soy leche.
As a milk substitute in cooking and baking. Soy drink: Add
to this bottle 2 T [tablespoons] honey, 3-4 drops vanilla, a
pinch of salt. Mix well. Soy shake: Blend 1 cup soy leche, 2
bananas, 1 T honey, dash of cinnamon or nutmeg.”
5064. Product Name: Tempeh Burger, Hi-Pro Burger
(Marinated Tempeh Burger), Tempeh-Tofu Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Power (Marketer/Distributor).
Made in South San Francisco by Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2811-A Ocean Park Blvd., Santa
Monica, CA 90405.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Hi-Pro Tempeh Burger: Soy tempeh from
organically grown soy beans, shoyu, oleic safflower oil,
lemon juice, natural hickory smoke, herbs and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983. 3 inch
diameter. Self adhesive. Dark brown and white on lighter
brown. “100% Natural. High in Protein. No Cholesterol.
Hi-Pro Tempeh Burgers may be eaten fresh from the pack or
steam 6 minutes in a covered pan with 5 tablespoons water
sprinkled around burger. Serve in pocket bread, garnished
with your favorite burger type trimmings (tomato, alfalfa
sprouts, onion, etc.).” Talk with Kevin Cross. 1988. Sept. 22.
Introduced in about 1983.
5065. Product Name: Okara Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Summercorn Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 401 Watson, Fayetteville, AR
72701. Phone: 501-521-9338.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Okara (ground, water-extracted organic
soybeans), Rhizopus oligosporus, filtered water, cider
vinegar.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 18 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 3.25 x 2.75
inches. Brown on tan. “Dark areas are normal and do not
detract from quality or flavor.” Talk with David Druding.
1988. May 18. Ken Audley, a mycologist, started this product
in about 1983.
5066. Svoboda, J.; Hrushka, L. 1983. Agrotechnika
charakteristika nekterych odrud soje [The management
practices applicable to certain soybean cultivars]. Acta
Universitatis Agriculturae, Brno, A Facultas Agronomica
31(1-2):137-143. [16 ref. Cze; rus; eng; ger]*
Address: Vysoka skola zemedelska, 662 65 Brno,
Czechoslovakia.
5067. Product Name: [Tofu Spread (Smoked, or Rustic)].
Foreign Name: Raeucher Tofu Aufstrich, and Tofu
Aufstrich Rustical.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofuhaus Belsen. Changed to
Yamato Tofuhaus Sojaprodukte GmbH on 1 Jan. 1984.
Manufacturer’s Address: Moessingerstr. 41, D-7406
Moessingen 2-Belsen, West Germany. Phone: 07071-71094
or 95.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Glass jar.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Klaus Gaiser.
1990. May 8. This spread was meant to be spread with a
knife on bread. It had a creamy consistency. It differed from
Tofu Pastete, introduced in 1985, in that the latter could be
cut into slices. The pastete is more like jelly; it contains agar.
It is like a sausage in a glass jar. You can get it out in one
piece. Note: This seems to be the first smoked tofu made in
Europe since 1911.
5068. Trikha, R.N.; Singh, M.P. 1983. Soybean
demonstrations in Uttar Pradesh (India). In: 1983. XIV
Soybean Workshop. Almora, India. 9 p.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. National
demonstrations: Soybean–wheat rotation, soybean–potato
rotation, maximum production demonstrations, varietal
demonstration.
“The University started laying out demonstrations on
farmer’s fields from the year 1968 in different agro-climatic
regions of the state. Those demonstrations were conducted
with three main objectives: (1) To educate the farmers to
grow soybean as an import Kharif [rainy season] crop; (2)
To demonstrate to farmers the methods of cultivation and
economic returns from soybean, and; (3) To demonstrate the
suitability of soybean in different crop rotations.
The demonstrations were conducted in the fields of
farmers having small and medium size holdings.
Tables show: (1) Yearwise summary of soybean–wheat
rotation (1971-1981). Average total production cost and

return (Rs) per hectare. (2) Yearwise summary of soybean–
potato rotation (1971-1981). Average total production
cost and return (Rs) per hectare. (3) Results of soybean
demonstration in 9 locations. Grain yield, cost of production,
and net profit per hectare. (4) Frequency distributions of
yield data. (5) Results of soybean varietal demonstration
at 5 locations. Six varieties, incl. Bragg, Sheelaji, and four
numbered varieties were planted.
Conclusions: (1) Soybean gives the highest yield and net
return in the Hills and Bhapar.
Note: Bhabhar is the region south of the Lower
Himalayas and the Siwalik Hills where the alluvial grade
merges into the Indo-Gangetic Plain. Geographically this
corresponds to current administrative sub-division of
Haldwani.
(2) Soybean fits well in two crop rotations tested. (3)
Soybean shows good resistance to drought and high rainfall
conditions. (4) For better germination and nodulation,
soybean seed must be treated with a fungicide and rhizobium
culture before planting.
5069. Verneti, F.J. 1983. Soja, clima, planta, molestias
e invasoras [Soybeans, climate, the plant, illnesses and
enemies]. Fundacao Cargill. [Por]*
5070. Product Name: Tofu (Organic Soft Style).
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1990 North 57th Court, Boulder,
CO 80301.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, nigari (salt bitterns).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983. 4 by 5.75
inches. Blue, yellow and green on white. A huge wave is
breaking from the left.
5071. Product Name: Tempeh Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1990 North 57th Court, Boulder,
CO 80301.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Soy tempeh (made with cultured soybeans
organically grown in accordance with the California Health
and Safety Code, section 26569.11), soy sauce, garlic, onion,
spices.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Soyfoods. 1984.
Summer. p. 43. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. History of
Tempeh. p. 54. By 1984 this was the company’s best-selling
tempeh product, followed by frozen soy tempeh, soy &
rice tempeh, then 5-grain tempeh. In May 1988 the round
Soyfoods Unlimited Meatless Burger was merged into this
product, but using the Soyfoods Unlimited Label with the
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juicy glazed burger and the two onion rings floating above
it. The full title of the new label now reads: White Wave
Tempeh Burger. Marinated Soy Tempeh. All the Sizzle...
None of the Steak. Ready to eat in 1 minute. Pareve.
5072. Product Name: Wildwood Tofu (Water Packed in
Bulk).
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 135 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans*, filter water, natural nigari.
* = Grown in accordance with Section 26569.11 of the
California Health and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10, 15, 20, or 25 lb of tofu in a
bucket with water.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label for Wildwood Tofu
sent by Michael Pierce. 1983. 3 by 6.5 inches. Self-adhesive
label. Green on white. There is a ¼-inch-wide green border
around the top, left, and right sides. Along the bottom is the
green silhouette of a wild wood (forest) with birds flying
over it in three places. The text below the product name
reads: “Handmade with organic soybeans*, filter water
and natural nigari, using the traditional cauldron method to
produce the highest quality and finest flavor. ‘Our Specialty.’
Delivered fresh–Taste the difference.” Perishable, keep
refrigerated. Note: In 1983. this label replaced the UFO
Tofu label on Wildwood’s bulk water-packed tofu. Since this
actual label has both the Fairfax and Santa Cruz addresses
written across the bottom in white letters, it must date from
1986 or afterwards since Wildwood opened its Santa Cruz
facility in 1986. The same label was used, from about 1986
on, on the outer of sleeve of trays of 16 x 10 oz cakes of
vacuum pack tofu make at Santa Cruz. Wildwood used this
label on their bulk tofu until about 1994.
On sale in Berkeley. 1988. Aug. 30. Vacuum packed in
10 oz. and 20 oz. sizes.
Product with Label purchased at Safeway supermarket
in Lafayette, California. 1992. Dec. 9. The product is now
named “Wildwood Natural Foods Organic Tofu–Firm.” It is
sold in a 16 oz. water-packed tub, retailing for $1.39. 4.75
by 5.75 inches. Plastic film. Green, black, white, and red.
“Local and fresh. Complete vegetable protein–Contains all
8 essential amino acids.” “Fresh tofu” is written in Chinese
characters on the front panel. Nutritional information
is given. “Ingredients: Soybeans (organically grown in
accordance with the California Foods Act of 1990), filtered
water, nigari. Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Fairfax, CA 94930.”
5073. Product Name: [Lentil Spread (With Miso)].
Foreign Name: Linzen Pastei.
Manufacturer’s Name: Witte Wonder Natural Products
B.V.

Manufacturer’s Address: Piet Heinstraat 80, 2518 CK Den
Haag, Netherlands.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Lentils*, bread, onion*, miso (sojapasta),
kombu, herbs. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983. 6 by 1.5
inches. Self adhesive. 2 color: Green and light green on
white. Illustration of lentil plant. “Delicious on bread,
cracker, or toast. After opening, keep refrigerated.” Talk with
Sjon Welters. 1989. Aug. 13. This product was a spread, not
a croquette, pie, or pasty.
5074. Chang, Te-Tzu. 1983. The origins and early cultures
of cereal grains and food legumes. In: David N. Keightley,
ed. 1983. The Origins of Chinese Civilization. Berkeley,
California: Univ. of California Press. xxxi + 617 p. See p.
65-94. [133 ref]
• Summary: An excellent overview. Prehistoric civilization
in China began to bloom and spread when crop production
progress was made “in the central plain, in areas bordering
the southern banks of the Yangtze Chiang basic, and
probably in the adjoining areas. Shu (1 Chinese character
given) (millet), chi (1 Cc) (millet), tao (1 Cc) (rice), mai (1
Cc) (barley and wheat), and shu (1 Cc) (soybeans)–the five
cereals mentioned in mythological writings–provided the
basic necessities for the eventual expansion and development
of Chinese civilization.”
A map (p. 67) shows “Geographic distribution of the
cereals and soybeans in nine chou (districts) during the Chou
dynasty.” A dark broken line shows the western and northern
limit of rice cultivation ca. 450 BC, and a lighter broken line
shows the western and northern limit of rice cultivation ca.
100 BC; the shifted eastward and southward.
“From the Spring and Autumn to the Warring States
periods (722-256 B.C.) millets and soybeans were the staples
of the north (Liu 1960 [in Chinese]).
Both millets “are adapted to semi-arid climates and
infertile soils.” They are also adapted to alkali soils. “The
millets require less intensive care than other cereals...” (p.
69).
“From the beginning of the Warring States period, shu
(the soybean) began to overtake the millets in predominance,
as indicated by various writings. Between the Ch’in and
Western Han, however, mai and ho (millets) still dominated
shu (soybeans) (Liu 1960).
Pages 80 and 81 are about “The soybeans and other
legumes,” including: The origin and domestication of the
soybean. Antiquity of the soybean. Impact of the soybean.
“The shu pictograph can be traced back to approximately
the eleventh century B.C. (Hu Tao-ching 1963). Both shu
and jung-shu (2 Cc) appear in the odes [Book of Odes, Shihching] several times (Ho 1975, p. 78).
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“The soybean probably emerged as a domesticate during
the Chou dynasty (Ho 1969a: 168; Hymowitz 1970: 416).
The proto-Tungusic people in the northeast plains could
have brought the seeds to the early Chou court. It became
widely disseminated in the Chou culture area only after 664
B.C., following the expedition of Lord Huan of Ch’i, who
brought seed from the Mountain Jung tribe (Ho 1975: 7779). As the Ch’in dynasty expanded and trade increased, the
legume spread to the south (Li Ch’ang-nien 1958), to Korea,
Japan, and southeast China. The northeastern provinces
became a center of diversity (Hymowitz 1970). The soybean
thrives better in mesophytic regions than in arid zones
(see King 1966: 180 for comparative data on efficiency of
transpiration).
“Millet and soybeans became important crops grown
in rotation in about the fourth century B.C. The long lapse
between the first domestication of millet and that of the
soybean indicates a prolonged process of trial and error by
people who were probably of different tribes (Ho 1975: 80).
“Impact of the Soybean: Soon after domestication and
dissemination during the Chou dynasty, the soybean became
an important source of plant protein. Because its root nodules
fix nitrogen, it entered into the widely practiced millet and
soybean rotation system (this is mentioned in the Kuan-tzu
{2 Cc} of the fifth to third century B.C.; Li Chang-nien
1958). Within three centuries, millet and soybeans became
the major crops in areas north of the Huai river.” Address:
Geneticist and Leader, Genetic Resources Program, The
International Rice Research Inst., P.O. Box 933, Manila,
Philippines.
5075. Flannery, Roy L. 1983. New world record corn and
soybean research yields in 1982: 338 bu/A corn, 109 bu/A
soybeans. Better Crops with Plant Food 67(Winter):4-5.
• Summary: Work done in cooperation with the Potash &
Phosphate Institute. Address: New Jersey Extension soils
specialist.
5076. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO). 1983. Fertilizers and their use: a pocket
guide for extension officers. FAO Land and Water
Development Series (Rome, Italy) No. 8. *
5077. Fundacao Cargill. 1983. Soja [Soybeans. 2 vols.].
Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil: Fundacao Cargill. [Por]*
• Summary: Vol. 1. Planting, the climate, plant protection.
Vol. 2. Genetics, improving production. Address: Campinas,
Sao Paulo, Brazil.
5078. International Rice Research Institute. 1983. Annual
report for 1981. Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines. Soybeans:
p. 472, 474-80, 503. *
Address: Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines.

5079. Kang, B.T. 1983. Fertilizer use in multiple cropping
systems in Nigeria, Tanzania, and Senegal. FAO Fertilizer
and Plant Nutrition Bulletin No. 5. p. 36-45.
• Summary: Multiple cropping, defined as the growing of
two or more crops on the same field in a year, includes mixed
intercropping (growing two or more crops simultaneously)
and sequential cropping (growing two or more crops in
sequence). Relay intercropping involves growing two or
more crops simultaneously during part of the life cycle of
each. Alley cropping is mixed intercropping in alternate
rows.
Only during the last two decades have serious research
efforts been made to evaluate the merits of intercropping
in tropical Africa. Many studies have show numerous
advantages of intercropping systems including: higher
combined yields, higher yield stability from season to
season, better spread of production over the growth period,
improved quality of products, reduced adverse effects of
pests, high economic returns, and better protection against
soil erosion.
In the section on “Nigeria” under “Cropping systems,”
subsection “2.2 Sequential cropping” states: “Under rainfed
conditions, sequential cropping is only feasible in the
southern region, where it has been found that a higher maize
yield can be realized with a maize-cowpea than a maizesoybean system, particularly without N application. The
maize-maize system gave the lowest yield. (Table 4).”
Table 4 shows the effect of different amounts of nitrogen
added to the soil and rotation on the grain yield of maize
variety TZBP. In the maize-soybean system, the more
nitrogen applied, the higher the grain yield, both the first and
second season.
The section titled “Fertilizer use in multiple cropping:
Tanzania” states that maize grain yield increased with N
[nitrogen] and P [phosphorus] applications, while the yield
of soybeans did not (Fig. 3). Address: Soil Fertility Scientist,
International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture, PMB 5320,
Ibadan, Nigeria.
5080. Kazakova, N.K.; Kuzin, V.F.; Shelevoi, G.K.;
Sukhov, V.A.; Stepkin, N.M. 1983. Faktory povysheniya
produktivnosti soi: sbornik nauchnykh trudov [Factors of
increasing productivity of soybeans: collected scientific
articles]. Novosibirsk, Russia, USSR. 151 p. No index. 20
cm. [101 ref. Rus]
• Summary: This is a collection of 21 chapters by different
authors in the USSR. On p. 139-48 is a summary of each
of the chapters. On p. 151 is more information about the
publisher of this book. Address: National Academy of
Agriculture, Siberian Division, Russian Academy of Science
(VASKNIL), Novosibirisk, USSR.
5081. Parks, W.L. 1983. Soybean row width more important
than plant spacing within row. Better Crops with Plant Food
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67(Spring):20-21, 23.
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville,
TN.
5082. Scheuring, Ann Foley. ed. 1983. A guidebook to
California agriculture. Berkeley, Los Angeles, London:
University of California Press. xvi + 413 p. See p. 132. 28
cm.
• Summary: The book is by the faculty and staff of the
University of California.
In chapter 6, “Field Crops,” the section titled
“Soybeans” (p. 132) notes that soybean trials have been
conducted in California for a great many years, but
sustained commercial production has never been achieved.
Interest in the crop has come mainly from cottonseed oil
processors. When cottonseed crushing facilities ran at less
than full capacity, efforts were made to develop soybeans
as a commercial crop and to expand research. Obstacles
to success were susceptibility to mites and low net returns
compared to competing crops. Soybeans have looked most
promising as a summer crop in a double cropping system
after winter crops such as wheat and barley. Address: Univ.
of California, Davis.
5083. Weber, Cornelia. 1983. Ueber die Sojabohne in China
[On the soybean in China]. Thesis for Magister Artium der
Philosophie, Ludwig Maximilians University, Munich, West
Germany. 66 p. 29 cm. [70 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Botanical description
of the soybean: In Western languages, nomenclature, in
the Chih wu hsüeh tz’u tien. 2. The first appearance of the
soybean: Mythological and archaeological considerations,
a history of the literature mentioning the soybean, the word
for “soybean,” documents that mention the soybean before
the Han period, earliest documents that mention various soy
products and the relationship among these products.
3. Dissemination of the soybean and its cultivation:
Areas where it is cultivated, agricultural basics (translation),
the role of the soybean in crop rotation, cultural techniques
(preparation of the soil, manuring the soil, planting seeds,
care of the soil, protection against damage from birds,
four-legged animals and insects, harvest and seed storage),
Chinese works cited in the Tou Lei (with the Chinese
characters for each). Conclusion. Footnotes. Address:
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitaet, Munich, West Germany.
5084. Product Name: Homestyle Tempeh Burgers (Sesame
Wheat Tempeh Burger).
Manufacturer’s Name: 21st Century Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30 Germania St., Jamaica Plain,
MA 01230.
Date of Introduction: 1984 January.
Ingredients: Organic soy tempeh, San-J tamari, herbs,
spices.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz 2 round burger patties,
vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 30 day shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet from Norbert C.
Belanger, General Manager. 1984. Jan. 16. The company
now makes and sells six tempeh products, including Tempeh
Burger. Label. Undated. 3 inch diameter. Reddish brown on
yellow. Leaflet. 1983. “Tempeh with a Difference.”
5085. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1984. Some thoughts after thirty
years of soybean research in the South. Soybean News
(NSCIC) 35(1):5, 4. Jan.
• Summary: “As one travels across the South today and
observes field after field of soybeans, one must respect the
foresight and judgment of some of our research leaders who
in the early 1940’s initiated a program within the United
States Department of Agriculture for developing soybeans
for grain production in the South. I reported for duty March
1, 1943 to begin a cooperative program between USDA
and the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station
at Raleigh, North Carolina, with the responsibilities of
developing soybean varieties suitable for grain production.
At that time, there were probably no more than two or
three hundred thousand acres of soybeans being planted for
seed production in the South. Along with other production
problems, severe shattering was a strong possibility if
harvesting was not completed within a few days after the
soybeans were mature. A staff member at North Carolina
State University working with fertility and management
problems with small grains informed me that he thought
the decision of USDA officials who decided to place a
man in the area to work with soybeans was about as stupid
a decision as was possible to make. He recognized that
soybeans had limited possibilities as a hay crop but saw no
potential for them as a seed crop.
“Local workers who had some experience with soybeans
advised me that I must get my plantings made by midApril in order to obtain a stand. The general opinion also
existed that soybeans needed no fertilizer. The soybean as
a legume produced its own nitrogen. Nitrogen was more
or less considered synonymous with fertilizer since the big
response with corn or cotton was from nitrogen. About 50%
of my plantings failed because of the early planting and lack
of adequate nutrition for the plants. I decided that mid-April
was too early to plant soybeans, and later research showed
that we should delay planting until a 14½-hour day had been
reached and for much of the South this day length was not
reached until after early May.
“Dr. Ralph Cummings was then head of the Agronomy
Department at North Carolina State University. I indicated
to him that I did not believe that a breeding program with
soybeans could succeed without additional fertility research.
He was receptive to the idea and arranged for initiating
a soybean fertility research program. In 1945, Dr. W.L.
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Nelson, now senior vice president with the PhosphatePotash Institute, began work on the fertility program with
soybeans. He also had responsibilities for two or three other
crops. During the next several years we developed what I
considered an excellent team research program to investigate
the interaction of varieties with fertility. The importance
of an adequate supply of potash was clearly demonstrated.
Results demonstrated that varieties differed in their response
to higher fertility levels, and also that with adequate levels
of fertility and high-yielding varieties, the most efficient use
of the fertilizer was obtained. It is somewhat amazing to me
how frequently low pH or lack of phosphate or potash are
still limiting factors in the production of soybeans, especially
when we realize how simple it is to take soil samples
and obtain quite precise information as to the nutrient
requirements of a particular soil. I like to think of the plant
as a miniature factory that utilizes water and nutrients to
produce the end product seed.
“In the fall of 1948, I began working at Stoneville,
Mississippi, in a program cooperative with the Delta Branch
of the Mississippi Agricultural and Forestry Experiment
Station. In addition to the research program at Stoneville,
I coordinated a program with state workers in the southern
states to evaluate breeding lines that were being developed.
At this time, cotton acreage had been reduced appreciably in
the Delta area. Cotton was best suited to the better-drained
sandy loam soils. A large acreage of low-lying, slowlydrained, heavy clays was available for other uses. Much
of our soybean breeding work was therefore concentrated
on types that would produce well on the clay. The variety
`Ogden,’ which had been developed at the Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station, was available and produced
better than some of the varieties that had been available.
However, seed-holding qualities of Ogden were poor, and
growers reported that harvested yield decreased with each
day of harvest. Ogden had another disadvantage in that seed
coats were green. Actually, there was nothing wrong with
green seed coats except that market standards were set up for
yellow soybeans, and buyers seriously objected to receiving
green soybeans when they thought they were buying yellow
soybeans. Although cotton acreage had been reduced
appreciably, growers were primarily interested in cotton,
and many considered it to be somewhat of a waste to have a
research program for a crop for which there was no interest.
I would like to again emphasize the importance of foresight
by research leaders. Research does not give instant results.
Having a period with no outside pressure permitted us to
develop improved production practices, and by the time we
had improved varieties available, we could make suggestions
as to how the crop should be grown.
“A major impact upon soybean production in the South
was the release of the variety ‘Lee’ in 1954. Lee had been
evaluated in the cooperative regional tests and had shown
adaptation over much of the South. A simultaneous release

was made in each of the 12 southeastern states. At the
time of its release, we stated that Lee would hold its seed
satisfactorily for 6 weeks after it was ready for harvest. Thus,
it was possible to ensure that the crop could be harvested
if a crop was grown. Several growers were skeptical, and
at the time they grew their first crop, they left a few rows
unharvested to see for themselves whether or not it would
hold its seed. In addition to having a good seed-holding
quality, Lee was resistant to several foliar diseases that
were causing severe losses. These included bacterial pustule
and target spot. Resistance to these two diseases has been
maintained in nearly all subsequent variety releases in the
South. Lee was well-suited for production on the low-lying,
slowly-drained clays. At the time, we thought it was because
of an ability to develop a root system in these soils. Later
we learned that a major problem in the slowly-drained clays
was the disease phytophthora rot. Lee-had what we described
as a moderate level of resistance to the disease. Major
genes giving higher levels of resistance have now been
incorporated into other varieties. By 1957, a considerable
acreage of Lee was being planted. A prolonged rainy period
began in November and many fields were not harvested until
in February. Growers were impressed with the fact that they
still had marketable seed to be harvested.
“The variety ‘Bragg’ was released in 1963. Bragg
had many of the same qualities as Lee, but was later in
maturity and made more growth. It was particularly suited
for the coastal plains soils of the Southeast. Bragg had a
high level of resistance to root-knot nematodes which are
common in many of the coastal plains soils. Because of its
greater growth, Bragg competed better than Lee with the
johnsongrass and cockelbur which were not being controlled
in the soybean fields of the Delta. Bragg became a major
variety in the Delta as well as in the Southeast.
“Herbicides to control johnsongrass and cocklebur
have simplified soybean production in much of the South,
but especially in the Delta area where these weeds grew so
luxuriously. As cotton acreage was reduced, many of the
fields had lain idle for several years before soybean were
planted. Thus, there had been excellent opportunity for good
development of johnsongrass and cocklebur. As soybeans
were planted in these fields, it was sometimes difficult to
recognize that soybeans were there. If one could see that the
johnsongrass was in rows, one could then assume that there
were also soybeans there.” Continued. Address: Research
Agronomist, USDA, ARS, Stoneville, Mississippi.
5086. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1984. Some thoughts after thirty
years of soybean research in the South (Continued–
Document part II). Soybean News (NSCIC) 35(1):5, 4. Jan.
• Summary: Continued: Research usually does not remain
static. In 1954, the soybean cyst nematode was identified
in southeastern North Carolina. At that time, it was thought
to be a pest recently introduced into the U.S. The soybean
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cyst nematode had previously been identified in parts of
China and Japan. The area in southeastern North Carolina
grew flower bulbs, and it was first thought that the nematode
had been introduced with bulbs from Japan. Later, as it was
recognized that the nematode was quite widely distributed in
the U.S., it was assumed that it had been in the country much
longer. This nematode also reproduces well on the annual
lespedezas and the areas where it was most prevalent were
areas that had been growing the annual lespedezas. Little
attention was given to the lespedeza, so it could easily have
been present in these fields for many years without being
noticed, and thus was available to attack soybeans when
they were grown. A search to identify sources of resistance
to the soybean cyst nematode was begun in 1956 with some
plantings of germplasm lines in the field in North Carolina
where the nematode was first identified.
“At that time, we had a collection of about 3,00 [3,000?]
soybean strains from eastern Asia maintained at Urbana,
Illinois, and at Stoneville. All of these lines were planted
in the field in North Carolina in 1957. A few lines which
were resistant to the nematode were identified, and crosses
were made that year to initiate a breeding program to
develop productive varieties with resistance. All of the lines
identified as resistant were low in productivity and had black
seed coats, another undesired quality. Breeding work was
conducted cooperatively among workers at Raleigh, North
Carolina, Stoneville, Jackson, Tennessee, and Portageville,
Missouri. The first resistant variety developed from this
program was ‘Pickett’ released in, 1967. Pickett had good
resistance to the more common forms of the soybean cyst
nematode, but yielded approximately 10% less than adapted
material in the absence of the nematode. The next step
was to develop material having the resistance and higher
productivity. The variety ‘Forrest,’ released in 1973, had
the cyst nematode resistance level of Pickett, a high level
of resistance to several types of root-knot nematode, and
was a top yielder on well-drained soils in the absence of
nematodes.
“As the variety Pickett was being developed, breeding
lines were screened against cyst nematodes from North
Carolina, Tennessee, and Missouri. However, as Pickett
was planted on farmers’ fields, areas within these fields
were identified as having cyst nematode injury. It was then
recognized that there were variants of the nematode, and
another search was necessary to find sources of resistance
to what was later identified as race 4 which was present
in many fields in west Tennessee, northeast Arkansas, and
southeastern Missouri. A screening program to evaluate
available germplasm was initiated at Jackson, Tennessee, and
resistant material was identified in 1969. Resistant material
was used immediately to initiate a breeding program. A
resistant variety `Bedford’ was released in the fall of 1977.
“The soybean research program in the South has been
flexible, and has been modified to respond to problems as

they were recognized. A close working relationship among
state and Agricultural Research Service employees has made
possible rapid evaluation and dissemination of improved
material as it was developed. New problems continue to be
recognized. To date, we have been able to identify sources
of resistance from within the soybean germplasm collection
to all the disease, nematode and insect problems we have
identified. We now have approximately 10,000 germplasm
lines being maintained at Urbana, Illinois, and at Stoneville.
This collection will continue to provide genes for improving
the soybeans we grow commercially. As soybean acreage
and economic value have increased, the number of people,
both public and private, conducting research with soybeans
has increased markedly. It is now relatively easy to justify
spending either public or private funds on soybean research.
However, we must admire the courage and foresight of W.J.
Morris [sic, Morse] for his leadership activity in getting a
small soybean research program organized for the South in
1942.”
A portrait photo shows Edgar E. Hartwig. Address:
Research Agronomist, USDA, ARS, Stoneville, Mississippi.
5087. Judd, Robert. 1984. Final edition. Soybean News
(NSCIC) 35(1):1. Jan.
• Summary: “Volume 1, Number 1–September, 1949 Editor:
Ward Calland.
“Volume 35, Number 1–January, 1984. Editor: Robert
Judd.
“In September, 1949 editor Ward Calland wrote about
the new publication in the first issue of Soybean News stating
‘Its purpose will be to relate pertinent, factual information
about soybeans–facts about both the soybean crop and the
things produced from soybeans–new and improved varieties–
better cultural practices–bigger yields–the effect of soybeans
on other farm crops in the rotation–the relationship of
soybeans to soil productivity–soil conservation and erosion
control–the place of soybeans in the farm scheme.’
“In 1949 there were 10½ million acres of soybeans
harvested for the beans and over a million acres for hay
and green manure. Additional acres were planted in
intercropping. The crop ranked 6th in harvested acreage. In
1983 more acres of soybeans were harvested in the U.S. than
for any other crop.
“Soybean News has provided information about our
favorite crop for 35 years–starting when soybeans were
hardly ever mentioned in any of the news media. There is
adequate information available now from State Extension
Services, USDA, farm magazines, journals, and newspapers.
“Thanks to all the authors who have contributed
throughout these years. Many other potential authors were on
our list to be contacted for future publications; however, they
have been saved from that task now. Thanks to everyone for
all your help.”
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5088. Kansas State University, Cooperative Extensive
Service. 1984. Soybean handbook. No. 449. 28 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Soybean research. Varieties. Planting
recommendations. Fertility needs. Weed control. Irrigating
soybeans. Soybean diseases. Soybean insects. Harvesting.
Drying and storage. Economics. Address: Manhattan,
Kansas.
5089. TeKrony, D.M.; Egli, D.B.; Balles, J.; Tomes, L.;
Stuckey, R.E. 1984. Effect of date of harvest maturity on
soybean seed quality and Phomopsis sp. seed infection. Crop
Science 24(1):189-93. Jan/Feb. [26 ref]
• Summary: “Seed infection by Phomopsis sp. was the
major factor influencing seed quality and was negatively
correlated (r = -0.88) with seed germination. Phomopsis sp.
seed infection decreased and standard germination increased
with later dates of harvest maturity.” Address: Dep. of Plant
Pathology, Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40546-0091.
5090. Product Name: Tempeh Burgers [Plain, or Bar-B-Q].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2017 21st Ave., Forest Grove,
OR 97116. Phone: 509-493-2004.
Date of Introduction: 1984 January.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, well water, soy sauce,
herbs, spices, apple cider vinegar, rhizopus oligosporus.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz package. Retails for $1.79
(Plain), $1.89 (Bar-B-Q).
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Seth Tibbott
of Turtle Island. 1984. Jan. 17. The burgers are sold vacuum
packed.
Soya International. 1990. April/June. p. 24. Contact:
Seth Tibbott. Address is now P.O. Box 218, Husum,
Washington 98623.
Leaflet. 1992. “Discover Turtle Island.” Turtle Island
makes 3 types of burgers, with have the registered trademark
“Big T Burgers.” They are marinated, not fried, and vacuum
packed in resealable bags, two patties per pack. “Eat one/
save one” and still have a handy “Ziploc” bag when all is
done. Sold frozen or refrigerated–delicious, ready to eat.
Tempeh Burgers are made from the company’s own soy
tempeh, simmered to perfection in their own herb soy sauce
blend. Great as a quick meal. BarBQ Burgers are cooked
through and through with Turtle Island’s own special
barbecue sauce to make them jut right for your grill or
microwave.
5091. Ryerson, Knowles. 1984. Reflections on the USDA,
Frank N. Meyer, and William Morse (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. Feb. 19. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: Ryerson entered the USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry in about 1928. He never met Frank Meyer, but

everyone he knew in the Bureau felt that Meyer had
committed suicide. Meyer and Dr. Pieters in Forage Crops
had an extensive correspondence, including metaphysical
issues. Shortly before his death, Meyer was very depressed
since he was within sight of the mountains where he wanted
to go exploring for plants but the Russians wouldn’t let him
go for about 6 months. He was boxed in and inactive.
Ryerson knew Morse well: “He was quite a shy person
until you got to know him. He was outgoing but not forceful.
He was a very thorough person in his studies and with a good
sense of humor and very cooperative. He and Dorsett made
a great pair.” Concerning P.H. Dorsett: “They only made
one like him. He was active and enthusiastic and a great
photographer. He went day and night. Decidedly outgoing,
very friendly, very enthusiastic about his work, very helpful,
deeply concerned about the affairs of the Department. He
was concerned there were not enough men as interested in
the work as he was. Wilson Popenoe was like him in his
strong interest.”
The Dorsett-Morse expedition was a turning point for
soybeans in America; before that expedition most of the
soybeans here were used for fodder and green manure. He
thinks the varieties they brought back became the basis of the
new industry or their hybrids. [Note: See partially dissenting
viewpoint by Ted Hymowitz, 1984, in Economic Botany].
They were certainly widely distributed.
David Fairchild wrote three books but he did not write
a history of plant introduction to the USA. Ryerson wrote
such a history for a symposium on plant introduction held
at the school in Honduras of which Wilson Popenoe was
the head. This document contains the only complete list
of U.S. expeditions. It was published by that school using
Rockefeller Foundation funds.
Note: In 1983, when Wm. Shurtleff visited his home at
15 Arlmont Dr., Kensington, California, Mr. Ryerson was
91 years old and very clear of mind. He loaned Shurtleff his
copy of a typescript of each of Frank Meyer’s letters with
permission to photocopy them carefully, and gave him some
lemons from a Meyer lemon tree growing in his back yard.
Address: 15 Arlmont Dr., Kensington, California 94707.
Phone: 415-526-0230.
5092. Product Name: Provamel Soya Drink [Without
Sugar].
Manufacturer’s Name: Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: Zuidkaai 33, B-8700 Izegem,
Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1984 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 ml, 500 ml, 1000 ml.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Food Report (Lehmann).
1984. Aug. Described in leaflets issued to health food stores
in the Netherlands. Labels. 1988. No sugar or salt, with sugar
and salt. Talk with Ted Nordquist of Aros Sojaprodukter,
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Sweden. 1988. March 27. “In late 1984 the only soy drink
sold in Scandinavia was GranoVita, made for DE-VAU-GE
by Alpro in Belgium. When DE-VAU-GE started their own
soymilk plant (constructed by STS), Alpro introduced their
own soymilk line brand-named Provamel [launched in Dec.
1982]. They marketed it in Scandinavia, competing with
GranoVita.”
Simon Bailey. 1988. Natural Choice. Aug. 15. A photo
shows the Label. “No added sugar. 100% natural. Free of
animal fats.” CSP form filled out by Simon Bailey. 1988.
Sept. 28. Gives date as Feb. 1984. All made with organic
soybeans. Adds honey & malt flavor. The importer in
England is Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd., Ashley House, 86-94
High St., Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1NH. Phone: 01-577
2727.
Label sent by Anthony Marrese. 1990. March 22. Green
and yellow on white. 1 liter Tetra Brik carton, without
addition of sugar. In French, Dutch, Italian, and German.
“Organic.” Retails for DM 3.85. Imported and distributed by
Lucas Meyer s.r.l. Consumer Div., Vigonza (Padova).
5093. Flannery, Roy L. 1984. 1983 soybean research yields
top 118 bu/A. Better Crops with Plant Food 68(Winter):6-7.
Address: New Jersey Extension soils specialist.
5094. Product Name: Harvest Light Tofu (Made with
Natural Calcium Chloride as a Curding Agent).
Manufacturer’s Name: Northern Soy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30 Somerton St., Rochester, NY
14607. Phone: 716-442-1213.
Date of Introduction: 1984 February.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organically grown soybeans,
natural calcium chloride nigari (a naturally occurring mineral
coagulant, not a preservative).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 28 day shelf life.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 120, protein 13 gm,
carbohydrate 3 gm, fat 6 gm (saturated fat 0.8 gm,
polyunsaturated fat 3.5 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 9 mg.
[Calcium 145 mg, not listed on label].
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s catalog.
1987. Oct. Talk with Andy Schecter. 1988. Feb. 17. This is
the brand for their vacuum packed (non-pasteurized) tofu.
Before this product was introduced, all of their tofu had been
unpackaged, fresh in bulk.
Talk with Andy Schecter. 1991. Feb. 5. Lab tests show
that this tofu contains 175 mg of calcium per 4 oz., although
it is not listed on the label. Major nutrients as a percentage
of the USRDA are: Calcium 20%, protein 20%, iron 10%.
Northern Soy began using natural calcium chloride as a
coagulant in about Sept. 1983. The first tofu product they
coagulated with this natural calcium chloride was their
Soyboy bulk tofu, followed by this Harvest Light Tofu. As
far as Andy knows, no other tofu manufacturers in America

are coagulating their tofu with natural calcium chloride,
which is made by pumping water underground and bring
up a solution of several minerals, then crystallizing out the
calcium chloride.
5095. Product Name: [La Vie Claire Tofu Burgers (Garlic
& Fines Herbes, or Mushrooms)].
Foreign Name: La Vie Claire Galettes de Tofu (Ail et Fines
Herbes, Champignons).
Manufacturer’s Name: Société Française d’Alimentation
Saine (SFAS) (Marketer). Made in France by Société Soy.
Manufacturer’s Address: B.P. 77, 70 Avenue de la
Republique, 94703, Maisons-Alfort Cedex, France. Phone:
43.78.11.32.
Date of Introduction: 1984 February.
Ingredients: Burgers with Garlic: Tofu (water, soybeans),
oat flakes*, tamari (soy sauce), sunflowerseed oil, garlic
3.8%, spices and aromatics. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received from
Bernard Storup of Société Soy. 1989. March. 2.5 by
5.5 inches. Self adhesive. Green and red (or brown for
mushroom) on white. “A food preparation based on soya
and cereals. Made without artificial colors or preservatives.”
Logo of flying bird. Illustration of garlic (or mushrooms)
with green herbs against cross-hatch background.
Letter (fax) from Bernard Storup. 1990. March 10. “We
made the burgers for ‘La Vie Claire’ under their brand from
Feb. 1984 to Oct. 1987. Since that date, they have sold all
their burgers (same varieties) under our ‘Soy’ brand name.”
The company name is Société Française d’Alimentation
Saine (SFAS). They make no soyfoods. They sell those
made by Société Soy and soymilk made by Cacoja. In
the mushroom burgers, the ingredients are: Tofu (water,
soybeans), oat flakes*, mushrooms from Paris 14%, tamari
(soy sauce), sunflowerseed oil, garlic 3.8%, spices and
aromatics. * = organically grown.
5096. Product Name: [La Vie Claire Tofu].
Foreign Name: La Vie Claire Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Société Française d’Alimentation
Saine (SFAS) (Marketer). Made in France by Société Soy.
Manufacturer’s Address: B.P. 77, 70 Avenue de la
Republique, 94703, Maisons-Alfort Cedex, France. Phone:
43.78.11.32.
Date of Introduction: 1984 February.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans*, sea salt. * = Organically
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received from
Bernard Storup of Société Soy. 1989. March. 4 by 2.75
inches. Self adhesive. Red and orange on white. “A food
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preparation based on soya and cereals.” Logo of flying bird.
Illustration of open soybean pods on a vine against a crosshatch background.
Letter (fax) from Bernard Storup. 1990. March 10. “We
made this product for ‘La Vie Claire’ under their brand.” The
company name is Société Française d’Alimentation Saine
(SFAS).
5097. Henningsen, Peter. 1984. Re: Growing soybeans in
Nova Scotia. Improving tempeh incubator. Letter to William
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, March 15. 2 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Peter is working for Wolfgang Furth-Kuby,
translating The Book of Tempeh, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi,
into German. He and his wife now live at exactly 45 degrees
north latitude. All of Germany and most of France is far
north of their home. “Soybeans are grown commercially in
the Annapolis Valley of Nova Scotia, one of the best areas in
Canada for growing apples...” Statistics show that production
of pedigreed soybean seed production in Nova Scotia was
17,367 kg in 1979 and 7,167 in 1980.
Peter and his wife live in a very good microclimate in
zone 5b. “Our problem here is that the soil keeps very cold
long into the spring, and soybeans need fairly warm ground
to germinate–otherwise they will hesitate and be overtaken
by rot. So I plan to plant my soybeans by the middle of
June, which leaves me with 105 or maybe even 120 days
before the first frost.” The climate of Nova Scotia during
the summer gets very hot during the day–very similar to the
climate of Brazil in summer.
“By the way, I think you could improve upon [the design
of] your small incubators [for making tempeh at home]
by putting the heat source at the bottom and using a lowtemperature heat source like a mini-greenhouse heating cable
(light bulbs give off so much radiant heat that heats only the
surface it strikes).” Address: RR#1 Walton, Nova Scotia,
Canada B0N 2R0.
5098. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1984. Soybean in India–Retrospective
and perspective. Tropical Agriculture Research Series No.
17. p. 11-22. March. International Symposium on Soybean in
the Tropics and Subtropics. [22 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean in India. A
fallacy. Soybean development. Research in India. Seed
production. Production technology. Microbiology. Plant
protection. Product development, utilization and production
economics. Constraints to rapid expansion of soybean.
Table 1 shows imports of soybeans and soy oil to India
from 1970-71 to 1979-80. Imports of soybeans were zero
or insignificant except for 516 tons in 1978-79. Imports
of soy oil fluctuated widely, from 78,956 tons in 1970-71,
to only 3,509 tons in 1975-76, reaching a peak of 350,617
tons in 1978-79. Address: Project Coordinator, All-India
Coordinated Research Project on Soybean, ICAR, G.B. Pant

Univ. of Agriculture and Technology, Pantnagar 263145,
U.P., India.
5099. Ehmke, Vance. 1984. Scientists say: Go slow with notill. Soybean Digest. March. p. 20N, 27N, 29N.
• Summary: No-till is definitely the system of choice for
controlling erosion.
5100. Gai, Jun-yi. 1984. Soybean cropping systems in South
China. Tropical Agriculture Research Series No. 17. p. 7379. March. International Symposium on Soybean in the
Tropics and Subtropics. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Regional distribution
of soybeans in China. Cropping systems of soybeans in
southern China. Approaches to increase soybean production
in southern China.
The three major planting regions in China are: 1.
Northern single cropping, spring planting region. 2. Northern
double cropping, summer planting region. and 3. Southern
multiple cropping, multiple planting region. Within these
three are ten sub-regions–3 in region 1, 2 in region 3, and 5
in region 3. The Southern Region accounts for about 23%
of China’s total soybean acreage and production. Of the five
sub-regions in the southern region, the Chang-Jiang subregion (the most northerly of the five) is the most important
in terms of soybean production.
Tables: (1) The acreage and production of soybeans in
southern China. (2) Major cropping systems of soybeans in
southern China (relay cropping, and intercropping with corn
or sweet potatoes). (3) The dates of developmental stages
of various planting types of soybeans in southern China
(planting type, dates of planting, flowering, and maturity).
Address: Prof., Dep. of Agronomy & Deputy Director
Soybean Research Lab., Nanjing Agricultural College,
Nanjing, China.
5101. Gotoh, K. 1984. Historical review of soybean
cultivation in Japan. Tropical Agriculture Research Series
No. 17. p. 135-42. March. International Symposium on
Soybean in the Tropics and Subtropics. [24 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Before the Meiji era (1866): Dissemination, instructions to farmers. Traditional
cultivation (1867-1945): Characteristics of this period,
special methods of cultivation. Scientific approaches (19461977): Characteristics of this period, genetic resources,
cultivation practices recommended, physiological studies,
planting density, differences between record yields and
average yields. Recent situation (1978-): Take-off in yields,
problems in the near future.
“The time when the soybean was introduced from the
northern part of China to Japan is not precisely known.
The earliest reference to soybean appeared in the Kojiki
(completed in 712 AD) and Nihonsyoki [Nihonshoki] (in 720
AD). They referred also to rice, barley, Italian millet (Setaria
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italica Beauv.), Japanese millet (Echinochloa frumentacea
Link), and adzuki beans (Vigna angularis (Willd.) Ohwi and
Ohasi). Thus, it appears that soybeans were grown as one of
the important crops in olden times.”
Nagata (1959) proposed that soybeans first entered
Japan in the northern part of the country, having been
disseminated from Korea. Prior to that they had arrived in
Korea from north China. “Nagata’s assumption that soybean
may have been introduced to the northern part of Japan
seems plausible. In 1932 and 1933 at the Komoriyama ruins
located in Senhata, Akita Prefecture, which date back to the
Jyômon (Jômon) era (see Note) carbonized soybeans and
hulled rice were found in an old house. The dating of this
specimen of soybean was not performed since radio-carbon
was not available at that time. As will be mentioned later, a
large number of land races have been found in Tohoku, as
a result of extensive surveys conducted in the early 1950s.
Apart from the Nagata’s hypothesis it is probable that
soybeans may have been first introduced as an important
medicinal herb and later as a food crop into the ports along
the Japan Sea.
“Instructions to farmers: Engishiki (completed 927 AD)
which described in detail the regulations on crop products
(for example, exchange rates of soybeans with bundles of
rice and barley for yearly tribute), stated that the Kinki,
Chugoku, and Shikoku districts [all located in southwest
Japan, from Kyoto in the northeast to just above Kyushu in
the southwest] were the main soybean production areas, as
shown in Fig. 1.
“Seiryôki (published around 1560) which is the
oldest Japanese book of agronomy, identified two types of
soybeans, namely summer and autumn types. Aizu-nôsyo
(1684) and Hyakusyô-denki (around 1688) described in detail
the characteristics of many cultivars, and various cultivation
practices, namely ridging and intercropping with barley.
Nôgaku-zensyo (1697) outlined the principles and practices
of soybean management already widely applied, and mention
was made of vegetable beans (Edamame) [green vegetable
soybeans]. Kôka-shunjyû (1707) described special types of
soybeans, such as boiled soybeans (Nimame). This book also
described how to grow soybeans on dikes or levees between
paddy fields. Seikei-zusetsu (1804) outlined the methods of
soybean production as recent practices.”
Note: According to Fairbank, Reischauer, and Craig’s
East Asia: Tradition and Transformation (1973, p. 327):
“The earliest neolithic culture, named Jômon for its
characteristic “cord-pattern” pottery, spread throughout Japan
about 6,000 years ago. The Jômon people lived in sunken pit
dwellings and subsisted by hunting, fishing, and gathering
nuts, roots, and shellfish. They left behind extensive shell
mounds and a wealth of pottery, unsurpassed in richness and
imaginativeness of design by any other stone-age culture in
the world.” Note that they did not practice agriculture. In
the third century B.C. Jômon culture was replaced by Yayoi

culture in western Japan and by the end of the first century
B.C. it had spread as far east as the Kantô plain. Address:
Faculty of Agriculture, Hokkaido Univ., Nishi 9, Kita-ku,
Sapporo, Japan.
5102. Gotoh, K. 1984. Historical review of soybean
cultivation in Japan: Traditional cultivation (1867-1945)
(Document part). Tropical Agriculture Research Series No.
17. p. 137-38. March.
• Summary: “1. Characteristics of this period: When the
Meiji era started in 1867, acreage of cultivated soybean was
approximately 400,000 ha with grain yields of 0.5 ton/ha on
the average. In 1908 the acreage became the largest during
the history of soybean production in Japan, namely, 487,700
ha, and the highest production was recorded in 1920, namely,
547,800 tons.
“Since the beginning of the Showa era in 1926, imports
of soybeans have increased. Imports accounted for 60% of
annual consumption in 1928 and 70% in 1938. Thus, acreage
of soybeans decreased gradually, especially in the Kanto and
Tosan areas, in contrast with the increase of production in
Hokkaido.
“As for the cultivars, Iwate No 2 and Ou No 13 were
released in 1920 and 1929 in Tohoku. They were bred
through artificial crossing. Norin No 1 and No 2 were
released from the Ibaraki Agricultural Experiment Station in
1939 and 1940 in Kanto. Dairyu-hodaka and Nagaha-hadaka
derived from crossing were released in 1936 and 1939 in
Hokkaido. Thus before the time of release of these cultivars,
land races and strains derived from pure line selection were
grown in Japan.
“Determinant type of cultivars was mainly grown.
Dewamusume was the first indeterminate cultivar
recommended in Honshu and it was released in 1977 from
the Tohoku Agricultural Experiment Station. The reason why
the indeterminate type was not grown remains unknown.
It can be inferred that the slightly larger variation of grain
size in the indeterminate type than in the determinate type
may not be favorable for marketing. One of the interesting
characteristics of soybeans in Japan is the size of grains
which are large. Furthermore, there are many kinds of grains
with varying size and seed coat color which have been
produced for special usages.
“Fertilizers used consisted of ashes, barnyard manure,
rice bran, and dried fish (sardines), when available. In 1904
superphosphate was applied...
“So far the scale of soybean cultivation per farm
had been rather small. In the areas where upland crops
were grown, soybeans were produced under marginal and
poor conditions, and in the areas where paddy rice was
grown soybeans were grown on dikes for farmer’s own
consumption. According to the results of a survey conducted
in 1961, ratio of amounts of commercial use to total products
was 49% on the average throughout Japan. The scale was
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such that only Hokkaido and Iwate Prefecture produced more
than 200 kg per farm.
“2. Special methods of cultivation: In the cultivation
of soybeans on the dikes of paddy fields damage due to
dry conditions and various pests (diseases and insects) is
limited. Due to the presence of sparse stands, sunshine and
wind easily pass through the canopy and fairly high yields
of grains with high quality could be obtained. However,
there were some disadvantages. For instance, the decrease of
rice yields was somehow inevitable and weeding was rather
laborious.
“Transplanting of seedlings was practiced extensively.
Planting date was earlier (for instance 10 days) than the usual
date, and seedlings 15 to 30 days of age after planting were
used. Transplanting caused growth depression, and thus plant
height was reduced. Flowering was delayed, but maturity
was hastened...
“Topping has been widely applied. It also depresses the
growth. When topping is performed in the early stages of
growth, secondary branches are increased, and flower and
pod numbers are also considerably increased. Flowering
and maturity are delayed slightly. In this treatment deep
root system may be obtained. Cultivars adopted for topping
treatment should have many branches. They must be sown
earlier than the usual date. Since topping reduces growth
remarkably, it must be applied under fertile soil conditions.
“Ridging is generally practiced in soybean cultivation
as well as weeding, and lodging may be prevented to some
extent...
“During this period intercropping systems were
occasionally adopted, with soybeans being grown mainly
with cereals (barley and common millet (Panicum miliaceum
L.)) and cotton.” Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Hokkaido
Univ., Nishi 9, Kita-ku, Sapporo, Japan.
5103. Gotoh, K. 1984. Historical review of soybean
cultivation in Japan: Scientific approaches (1946-1977)
(Document part). Tropical Agriculture Research Series No.
17. p. 138-40. March.
• Summary: “1. Characteristics of this period: Extensive
research work on soybean breeding and cultivation started
after World War II. Nagata (1955) wrote a book on soybeans
in a comprehensive manner, based on domestic and foreign
information. It may be said that Nagata’s publication was the
first well written Japanese book on soybeans.
“The progress of research works was compiled by Saito
(1972; breeding), by Kaizuma and Fukui (1972; quality
breeding), by Konno (1972; physiology) and by Matsumoto
and Ohba (1972; production techniques) in the Proceedings
of the Symposium on Food Legumes held at the Tropical
Agriculture Research Center in 1972.
“In the early stage of this period, production of soybeans
for oil was attempted. However, since the quantity of
soybeans imported from the USA increased, especially after

1961 when the Japanese market was opened for soybean
importation, production became restricted to protein use or
food.
“During this period the constraints on soybean
production were analysed in each area in Japan...
“Thus breeding for overcoming these hazards was
undertaken and cultivars showing cool weather tolerance,
cyst nematode resistance, virus disease resistance, resistance
to several important diseases, and lodging resistance were
released in each location.
“One of the important objectives of breeding was to
obtain cultivars with white hilum of grains which was
requested from the processing industry, especially for miso
production. Thus, 30 of a total of 43 cultivars released from
1961 to 1977 had white hilum. As mentioned previously,
large seed size was preferred for consumption, and the
cultivars with large seed size became predominant. However,
several cultivars with small seeds were maintained for natto
production.
“2. Genetic resources: During the period 1952-1954
surveys on land races of soybeans were conducted and the
data were summarized in 1957. According to the results,
Tohoku had abundant genetic resources. Almost all of the
land races were grown in dikes surrounding paddy fields and
some were used for soiling under alluvial and diluvial soil
conditions and for the cultivation of vegetable beans.
“It was well known that the wild soybean (Glycine
soya Sieb. et Zucc.) is native to Japan, except for Hokkaido.
However, in 1973 this variety was observed along the river
Saru in the Hidaka area of Hokkaido and thereafter along
several rivers there...
“3. Cultivation practices recommended: Several research
workers attempted to introduce modern technology for the
management of soybeans...
“4. Physiological studies: Fukui and Arai (1951)
classified cultivars, based on the length of growth from
germination to flowering and flowering to maturity. This
classification which does not correspond with the maturity
groups of the USA is widely used in Japan. Groups Ia, Ib,
and IIa belong to the so-called summer type, IIb, IIc, IIIb,
and IIIc to the intermediate type, and IVc and Vc to the
autumn type, respectively...
“5. Plant density: Although progress has been made in
the understanding of soybean characteristics as a crop, the
cultivation of soybean in practice is still based on sparse
planting on an individual plant basis. This concept may
be due to the fact that under the hot and humid conditions
prevailing in Japan luxuriant growth and severe lodging
are likely to be associated. Thus plant growth must be
inhibited and the number of branches must be increased
for increasing the number of nodes in turn results in the
increase in the number of pods. Consequently, cultivars
bred before 1960 were generally adapted to such growing
conditions. However, several cultivars bred after 1961 had a
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stiff stem and seemed to be adapted to dense planting. These
findings suggest that the plant type has been changing from
the branching type to the main stem type in which a larger
proportion of pods occurs on the main stem, and lodging
resistance becomes far more important.
“6. Differences between record yields and average
yields: During this period record yields were obtained in
several Agricultural Experiment Stations and in some yield
contests as outlined in the paper of Gotoh (1982). However,
the average yield of soybeans was low as usual, namely, less
than 1.5 tons.” Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Hokkaido
Univ., Nishi 9, Kita-ku, Sapporo, Japan.
5104. Hong, E.H.; Kim, S.D.; Hwang, Y.H. 1984. Production
and use and research on soybeans in Korea. Tropical
Agriculture Research Series No. 17. p. 81-93. March.
International Symposium on Soybean in the Tropics and
Subtropics.
• Summary: Abstract. Trends in soybean production:
importance of soybeans, area planted, yield, production
and import, regional distribution. Trends in supply and
consumption: demand and supply, utilization. Methods of
cultivation currently applied: cultural practices (planting
time, land preparation and planting, fertilizer application,
management, harvesting and processing, marketing and
procurement, cropping patterns, competitive power),
varieties and their distribution, major diseases and pests,
problems in farm cultivation. Soybean research and
extension service. Government participation in and support
for soybean production. Future prospects of soybean
production and main constraints. Discussion.
In Korea, soybeans rank third among all food grain
crops, in both the area planted and in production, after rice
and barley. Soybean “products such as soy paste [doenjang],
soy sauce [kanjang], beancurd [tofu] and beansprouts are the
primary side dishes in conventional daily Korean meals.”
The area planted to soybeans has steadily decreased from
about 300,000 acres average in 1967-1971 to only 183,000
acres in 1982.
Tables: (1) Area planted and production of major food
crops in Korea. (2) Production, yield and import of soybeans
by year in Korea. (3) Regional distribution of soybean
production in Korea. (4) Demand and supply of soybeans
in Korea. (5) Utilization of soybean in Korea. (6) Regional
distribution of soybean planting times in Korea. (7) Results
of sample investigation for the application of herbicides on
soybean in Korea. (8) change of cropping systems in the
central part of Korea. (9) Farm income derived from major
summer crops in Korea. (10) Characteristics of main soybean
varieties currently recommended and their geographical
distribution in Korea. (11) Research institutions, location
and number researchers related to soybeans in Korea. (12)
Amounts, area planted, and production for every class of
soybean seeds in Korea in 1982. (11) research institutions,

location and number of researchers related to soybeans in
Korea. (12) Amounts, area planted, and production for every
class of soybean seeds in Korea in 1982. (13) The amount
and purchasing prices of soybean by the government and the
prices of imported soybeans by year in Korea. Figures: (1)
Marketing channels for soybean in Korea. (2) Flow chart of
soybean research and extension services in Korea. Address:
Crop Exp. Station, Office of Rural Development, Suwon
170, South Korea.
5105. Jian, Yu-yu. 1984. Situation of soybean production and
research in China. Tropical Agriculture Research Series No.
17. p. 67-72. March. International Symposium on Soybean in
the Tropics and Subtropics. [3 ref]
• Summary: Abstract. Northern spring-sown soybean region.
Huanghe and Huaihe valley summer-sown soybean region.
Southern multiple cropping soybean region. Tables: (1)
The soybean acreage and production of the provinces in
1981. (2) The acreage and production of soybean in China.
Figures: (1) Soybean production regions in China. (2)
Soybean distribution in China (1979). (3) The organization
of research. Address: Soybean Inst., Jilin Academy of
Agricultural Science, Gongzhulinh, Jilin province, China.
5106. Konno, S. 1984. Soybean production in Japan.
Tropical Agriculture Research Series No. 17. p. 95-102.
March. International Symposium on Soybean in the Tropics
and Subtropics.
• Summary: Abstract. Trend in soybean production.
Trends in supply and consumption of soybeans. Methods
of cultivation currently applied in Japan. Soybean research
and extension. Government participation in and support of
soybean production. Future prospects of soybean production
and main constraints. Discussion. Tables: (1) Production
and trade of soybeans in Japan. (2) Soybean consumption
in Japan. (3) Varieties registered during the last decade.
Figures: (1) Soybean production by region in Japan (1983).
(2) Planting and harvesting time of soybean in Japan. (3)
Centers for breeding and research on soybean affiliated to
the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries in Japan.
Address: Tropical Agriculture Research Center, Yatabe,
Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan.
5107. Martin, Larry. 1984. Soybean marketing strategies. In:
Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. ed. 1984.
Ontario Soybean Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, Canada:
OSGMB. 319 p. See p. 168-80. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean growers in Ontario have available
a variety of methods of pricing their product. They can (1)
forward contract before harvest, (2) sell in the spot market at
harvest, (3) speculate in cash beans after harvest by storing
and selling later, (4) price using a basis contract before or
after harvest, (5) hedge in the futures market before or at
harvest or (6) sell cash beans and speculate in a long future
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position.” Address: Prof., Agricultural Economics, Univ. of
Guelph, Guelph, ONT, Canada.
5108. Miranda, M.A.C. de; Bulisani, E.A.; Mascarenhas,
H.A.A. 1984. Soybean situation in Brazil. Tropical
Agriculture Research Series No. 17. p. 1-10. March.
International Symposium on Soybean in the Tropics and
Subtropics. [Eng]
• Summary: Abstract. Soybeans in the world. Soybean
production in Brazil. Crop characterization (climatic
conditions, soils, soil acidity and liming, fertilization,
cultivars, tillage practices, weed control, pest control,
diseases, nematodes, cultural practices). Perspectives.
Discussion. Table: Production of soybeans in the states
of Brazil in the 1969/70-1981/87 period. Figures: (1)
Areas under soybeans and future expansion areas. (2)
Climatic zones. Address: Research Agronomists, Secao de
Leguminosas, Instituto Agronomico de Campinas, Caixa
Postal 28, CEP.13.100 Campinas.
5109. Morett, Emmanuel. 1984. Una experiencia de siembra
de soya en Venezuela: Proposiciones para el fomento de su
cultivo [An experience with sowing soybeans in Venezuela:
Proposals for promotion of their cultivation]. Caracas,
Venezuela: Fundación Polar. 24 p. March. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Antecedents
(predecessors). Development of the experiment. Perspectives
on soybean cultivation.: Proposal for the encouragement
of its cultivation. Appendixes 1-6: 1. Cultural practices
recommended on the Las Guacamayas estate in 1983.
2. Technological standard for soybean cultivation tested
during 1984 on the Las Guacamayas estate. 3. Comparison
of agroindustrial characteristics of Venezuelan soybean
seed versus one originating in the USA. 4. Suggestions on
normal Venezuelan requirements for reception of soybean
seeds. 5. Cost of production per hectare of soybeans on the
Las Guacamayas Estate in 1983. 6. Yields of 7 cultivars of
soybeans in 5 locations in Venezuela during the dry cycle of
1983. Address: Ing. Agr., Coordinator Proyectos Agricolas,
Fundacion Polar, Venezuela.
5110. Na Lampang, Arwooth. 1984. Soybean production in
Thailand. Tropical Agriculture Research Series No. 17. p.
37-43. March. International Symposium on Soybean in the
Tropics and Subtropics. [6 ref]
• Summary: Abstract. Soybean production in Thailand.
Cropping patterns and practices. Varietal adaptation and
improvement. Pest management. Harvest and storage.
Marketing. Consumption and utilization. Prospects and
constraints. Acknowledgement. Discussion. Tables: (1)
Soybean acreage, yield and production in Thailand (197181). (2) Balance of soybean export and importation during
1976-1930. (3) Soybean prices at different locations (US g/
kg) (1977-1981). Address: Field Crop Research Inst., Dep. of

Agriculture, Bangkhen, Bangkok 10900, Thailand.
5111. Rennie, J. Clare. 1984. A look at the progress of
soybeans [in Canada] in the last decade. In: Ontario SoyaBean Growers’ Marketing Board. ed. 1984. Ontario Soybean
Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: OSGMB. 319 p.
See p. 22-35.
• Summary: “In 1893, Professor C.A. Zavitz, crop specialist
at the Ontario Agricultural College, grew probably the first
field of soybeans, as a replacement for cow peas which had
failed, and set in motion a 30-year variety testing program
for Ontario farmers. Canada’s first new variety, OAC 211,
was introduced in 1923; this was followed in the 1930’s
by three early maturing ones, A.K., Mandarin, and Capital,
introduced by Dr. Dimmock of the Harrow Dominion
Experimental Station. A colleague, Dr. Cass Owen, was the
originator of Harosoy, introduced in 1951. It quickly became
a leading Ontario variety as well as the main one grown in
the American soybean belt for many years...
“However, soybeans were not a major crop in Ontario,
or for that matter in the USA, until the Second World War.
What was grown was largely for green manure and forage.
The statistics on soybeans in Ontario were not even given
separately until 1942. The predominance of linseed meal and
cottonseed meal and oil was too strong to be easily overcome
by another crop. The wartime demand for an easily available
source of vegetable oil and protein gave soybean production
its first big boost...
“In Ontario, the production figures for the last decade
show... sharp increases. Aside from demand which made
it economically attractive for farmers to grow soybeans,
this increase has been made possible by a breeding and
management research program to extend Ontario’s soybean
area and to maintain yields at competitive levels. Until the
late 1970’s, virtually all of the province’s soybeans were
grown in Essex, Kent, Lambton, Middlesex, and Elgin
Counties. With new early maturing, high-yielding varieties
adapted to the growing conditions in Central, Western and
Eastern Ontario, production in these areas is increasing
rapidly. The number of hectares planted has risen from 4,010
ha in 1972 to 61,500 ha in 1982...
“The Ontario breeding program has emphasized not only
early maturity and high yields, but also resistance to disease
and to pod shattering, and good nodulation capabilities.
Under the direction, since 1976, of Dr. Wally Beversdorf...
the program is rapidly coming of age. Maple Arrow, a
high-yielding variety adapted to 2,600 heat unit areas, was
developed at the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa. Its
introduction in 1976 was the shot in the arm needed to
expand the soybean-growing area, and the OMAF/Guelph
program is aimed at continuing this expansion...
“In the last decade, we have largely overcome
nodulation problems, with the introduction of granular
inoculants in the mid-1970’s. These inoculants, which have
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proven particularly effective in first-time soybean fields...
“The introduction of a flexible floating cutterbar has
further cut harvest losses, which had been as high as 30
percent with rigid cutterbars and conventional combines...
“With the establishment of the [Maple Leaf Monarch]
crushing facility at Windsor [in July 1979], the province’s
daily crushing capacity has increased by 300 tonnes per
day, and the three crushing plants at Toronto, Hamilton, and
Windsor are crushing about 35 million bushels of soybeans
each year.”
Table 4 shows that in 1972 only 9,909 acres (2.5% of
the total Ontario province planting) took place outside the
traditional five-county region. By 1982 this had increased to
151,964 acres (17% of the total planting)–largely due to the
development of new short-season varieties in the “Maple”
series, which matured in 100-108 days at 2200 to 2550 heat
units. Address: Asst. Deputy Minister of Technology and
Field Services, Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food
(OMAF).
5112. Somaatmadja, Sadikin. 1984. Development of soybean
culture in Indonesia. Tropical Agriculture Research Series
No. 17. p. 23-36. March. International Symposium on
Soybean in the Tropics and Subtropics. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Area and production: Share
in national food production, national soybean production,
producing centers, soybean area. Supply and demand
situation: Export and import, future demand and production,
utilization. Methods of cultivation: Cropping system,
cultivation, pests, diseases and other problems. Research
and CRIFC: Research program and activities. Support for
soybean production. Further prospects and main constraints.
Discussion (questions and answers).
Utilization (p. 28): “1. Side-dish with rice: Tempe
(fermented soybean cake), tahu (soybean cake), tauco
(soybean paste), tauge (soybean sprout), kecap (soy sauce)
and goreng kedelai (fried soybeans). Of these, tempe and
tahu are very important in the diet of the people.
“2. Snacks: Roasted soybeans, kerupuk tahu (tahu
chips), boiled young soybean pods” [edamame].
Tables: (1) Annual average soybean production during
and before PELITA (Five-year development plan, 19641981). (2) Soybean production in the last six years, 19771982 (East Java, Yogyakarta, Lampung, Central Java, Nusa
Tenggara Barat {NTB}, West Java). (3) Soybean production
in six [major soybean producing] provinces, 1988-1981. (4)
Soybean production in four additional centers, 1977-1981
(D.I. Aceh, N. Sulawesi, Bali, S. Sulawesi). (5) Soybean
harvested area, yield and production in sawah (rice fields)
and tegalan (dry land), 1979-1981. (6) Export and import of
soybean, 1969-1982 (Indonesia was a small exporter until
1977 when exports stopped; imports over 100,000 tonnes
began in 1976, and by 1982 had risen to 476,000 tonnes). (7)
The estimated demand for soybean and production target,

1983-1988 (Source: Directorate General of Food Crops).
(8) The important insects of soybean. (9) Improved soybean
varieties. (10) Packages of technology in the intensification
and areal [area] expansion programs.
Graphs: (1) Demand, production, and import of
soybeans, 1978-1982. (2) Target of soybean area, 1983-1988
(tegalan field area is expected to rise rapidly; sawah field
area will stabilize starting in 1985). A map of Indonesia
(p. 31) shows seven research institutes under the Central
Research Institute for Food Crops (CRIFC). They are located
in Bogor, Sukamandi, and Lembang (W. Java), Sukarami
(W. Sumatra), Banjarmasin (S. Kalimantan), Maros (S.
Sulawesi), and Malang (E. Java). Address: Central Research
Inst. of Food Crops, JL Merdeka 99, Bogor, Indonesia.
5113. Wan, Hsiung. 1984. Soybean production and research
in Taiwan. Tropical Agriculture Research Series No. 17. p.
45-51, 53-65. March. International Symposium on Soybean
in the Tropics and Subtropics. [101 ref]
• Summary: Abstract. Production. Supply and demand.
Methods of culture: varieties used, planting methods and
field management (conventional method, rice-stubble
planting method), harvesting, disease and pest control.
Soybean research and extension systems: research
institutions, extension service. Major research programs
completed: variety improvement, breeding and genetics
research, physiology, nutrition and cultural practices,
diseases. Major constraints in soybean production: import
of low-priced soybeans, competitive crop in soybeanproducing center, unfavorable growing conditions in the
tropics, high cost of production. Measures for promotion of
soybean production: price support, expansion of acreage,
change in the aim of variety improvement, reduction of
production cost. Prospects. References. Tables: (1) Soybean
production in Taiwan. (2) Soybean production in KaohsiungPingtung area, Taiwan. (3) Soybean production in different
planting seasons in Taiwan. (4) Soybean varieties released
in Taiwan and their characteristics. (5) Acreages of soybean
and adzuki bean. Figures: (1) Location of soybean research
and extension institutions. Address: Taiwan Agricultural
Research Inst., Wufeng, Taichung, Taiwan.
5114. Leviton, Richard. 1984. The organic Garden of Eden:
A Michigan-based natural foods company [Eden Foods]
stresses quality and fidelity. East West Journal. April. p. 18,
20-23.
• Summary: A good history of Eden Foods (although the
early dates are incorrect), which has blossomed from a
student-run co-op in Michigan in 1967, to a nationally
recognized name in 1984. Based on an interview with Mike
Potter, who had become interested in macrobiotics in 1967
when, sick with hepatitis in California, he met Herman and
Cornellia Aihara and found that macrobiotics “all articulated
my own intuition.” Potter is now a seasoned businessman,
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with 13 trips to the People’s Republic of China and 7 to
Japan.
“Eden’s beginnings are a little vague, Mike Potter
explains... In July 1967 a group of students in Ann Arbor
began distributing macrobiotic staples from Boston. This
effort eventually led to a co-op called Eden Foods; in 1968
it became a full-fledged, though small, retail store. Around
1969 Potter visited Ann Arbor and the brand new Eden
Foods. At the time, he was busy managing a natural foods
store in nearby Birmingham [Michigan].
“In these days Judy and Bill Bolduc and Tim Redmond
owned the 1,500 square foot Eden store. By 1971 the
group was milling flour and baking granola and they asked
Mike [Potter] to become a manager with an ownership
position. In 1973 they moved the manufacturing end into
a much larger building a half block away, and sales topped
$175,000 a year. By late 1973 Eden was sharing a building
with competitor Midwest Natural Foods and co-distributing
products. They also relocated their retail store, adding on
a natural foods restaurant and a whole grain bakery, and
employed 25 people. By 1972 Potter and the Bolducs had
begun to distribute their products using first a Dodge van,
then a couple of refrigerated twenty-food trucks. But all this
relocating and moving the retail store about, which had been
underwriting the wholesale and manufacturing aspects, used
up their cash flow. Financial troubles ensued. Mike bought
out the Bolducs. ‘I can make this thing work, he told them.
“Potter traveled to Japan and made important contacts
with Muso, a leading macrobiotic supplier. Eden imported
Erewhon-branded products directly from Japan. They started
searching Michigan farms for organic crops... A cornerstone
of Eden policy since 1973 is support of local Michigan
farmers. Eden supports sixteen farms in Saginaw Bay which
grow organic grains and beans (and three organic rice
growers elsewhere) for a total of 6,000 acres [in 1984]–up
from 1,000 in 1977... In 1977 Eden opened Turtle Island
restaurant, which stayed open until the fire. In 1978 Eden
started to advertise in magazines. But the company had
grown wobbly, bureaucratized, and unwieldy.”
“Late in the evening of November 26, 1979 the Eden
warehouse was consumed and destroyed by flames... An
estimated $800,000 in inventory, machinery, and supplies
were lost, much of it irreplaceable, since the eventual
insurance settlement covered barely one half the loss. Most
old-timers at Eden agree that the fire was ultimately highly
beneficial... ‘The fire was constructive,’ says Ron Roller.
‘The energy here was stagnated, with too many departments
each claiming a turf. The management was in disarray; a
change was needed...’ The Eden of 1979–2,400 products,
100 employees, a natural foods restaurant, a whole grain
bakery, a retail store in Ann Arbor, several tractor trailer
trucks, a $50,000 computer with eight terminals, a 10,000
square foot building–burned to the ground. Eden, somehow,
was out of operation for only two weeks after the fire.

Immediately it began to function in an empty 5,000 square
foot building next door (the truck garage). They got the cash
flowing again on an inventory staggeringly depleted. The
insurance company gave them a depressingly small advance
against damages and refused to settle on the claim. Eden was
advised to declare bankruptcy.” About a year after the fire,
construction on the new building was completed. By 1980
Eden had moved into this 20,000 square foot building at
701 Tecumseh Road in the tiny town of Clinton, Michigan,
(population 2,000) about 60 miles southwest of Detroit. It
was 27 months [2¼ years] before the final settlement.
In 1982 Eden imported 25 container loads (each
weighing 35,000 lb) of Japanese natural foods, including
natto miso and buckwheat miso. Ron Roller is now
purchasing manager, Bena Burda is sales manager, Bill
Swaney is production manager, and Kathy Nohr is office
manager. Cliff Adler and Mike Gorman are also key coworkers. The company has nine shareholders, of whom
seven are daily employees. Address: 100 Heath Rd., Colrain,
Massachusetts 01340. Phone: 413-624-5591.
5115. Saric, Z.; Milic, V. 1984. Studies of nodular bacteria of
soybean. Eurosoya No. 2. p. 58. April. [Eng]
• Summary: “Problems studied: (1) Collection of bacterial
strains on soybean. (2) Selection of Rhizopus japonicum
strains for increased efficiency. (3) Production of Rh.
japonicum for soybean.
“So far a large number of strains have been isolated.
Attention is focused on the problem of efficiency of Rh.
japonicum strains. A method of selection of active strains
by growth regulators has been devised. Changes of Rh.
japonicum strains in chernozem soil under the effect of crop
rotation are also studied.
“The collection of Rh. japonicum strains will be
enlarged by new strains from those parts of Yugoslavia
where these nodular bacteria occur as the native microflora
of the soil.
“The Department of Microbiology made preparations
for soybean planting in 1982 by producing Rh. japonicum for
soybean for 72,000 a. Four highly efficient Rh. japonicum
strains isolated in the previous period were used in the
production of Rh. japonicum.
“Another important target in the selection of Rh.
japonicum is the problem of compatibility between Rh.
japonicum strains and the soybean varieties grown, i.e.,
which partners will readily enter the symbiotic relationship
during the growth period of soybean. The results obtained
show that bacterial efficiency may the increased by carefully
selecting the partners.
In January 1942, as part of the Holocaust, there was a
massacre of Jews at Novi Sad, a city on the Danube. Note: In
1945 Novi Sad became part of Yugoslavia. Since 2006 Novi
Sad has been part of independent Serbia. Address: Faculty of
Agriculture, Novi Sad, Yugoslavia [in today’s Serbia].
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5116. Product Name: [Marinated Tofu: Pressed soy protein
in a seasoned marinade].
Foreign Name: Tofu Mariniert (gepresstes Sojaeiweiss in
pikanter Marinade).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1984 April.
Ingredients: Soybeans (from controlled cultivation), water,
tamari (natural soy sauce), herbs, spices.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Brochure sent by Sojarei
Ebner-Prosl. 1989. Oct. 12. “Fresh products.” Label,
received 1989. Oct. Red, black, green, and white on
yellowish orange. 1.75 by 3.75 inches. For frying, baking, or
grilling in soups, sauces or sandwiches. Made purely from
plants (rein pflanzlich), of high quality. Without chemical
preservatives, artificial colorings or flavorings. Logo is a
green soybean plant against a white circular background.
The term “aus kontrolliertem Anbau” (from controlled
cultivation) refers to a loosely defined type of organically
grown crop.
In the company’s Jan. 1989 catalog this product is called
Tofu Mariniert, is precooked, and sells retail in 150 gm, or
1,000 gm, weights. Each piece weighs about 80 gm. It is also
sold to food processors in 1 kg, 30 kg, 60 kg, 100 kg, and
200 kg weights.
5117. Product Name: [Tofu: Pressed Soya Protein].
Foreign Name: Tofu: Gepresstes Sojaeiweiss.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1984 April.
Ingredients: Soybeans (from controlled cultivation), water,
nigari as a coagulant (Bittersalz als Gerinnungsmittel).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letters from Norbert
Brunthaler of Sojvita. 1988. Jan. 4 and Feb. 2. Brochure,
received 1989. Oct. 12. “Tofu aus der Sojarei.” The company
sells many fresh soy products, mostly made from tofu.
Label, received 1989. Oct. Red, black, green, and white on
yellowish orange. 1.75 by 3.75 inches. For frying, baking, or
grilling in soups, sauces or sandwiches. Made purely from
plants (rein pflanzlich), of high quality. Without chemical
preservatives, artificial colorings or flavorings. Logo is a
green soybean plant against a white circular background.
In the company’s Jan. 1989 catalog this product is
called Tofu Natur, is made from organically grown soybeans
(With Erntedank certification from Purity Foods, Okemos,
Michigan), and sells retail in 250 gm, 500 gm, and 100 gm
weights. It is also sold to food processors in 1 kg, 30 kg, 60
kg, 100 kg, and 200 kg weights.

Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2019)
concerning Sojarei Ebner-Proslof Austria.
5118. USDA Statistical Reporting Service. 1984. Usual
planting and harvesting dates for U.S. field crops. USDA
Statistical Reporting Service, Agriculture Handbook No.
628. 77 p. April.
• Summary: See next page. Sixteen major U.S. farm crops
are discussed. Soybeans are discussed on pages 28-30.
Introduction: “U.S. soybeans, yielding 2.23 billion bushels
in 1982, are grown primarily for beans which are processed
for oil and meal. The main soybean producing area is in
the North Central States, although the South Central and
South Atlantic States are becoming increasingly important
producers. Illinois, followed by Iowa, are the leading States,
together accounting for about 30 percent of the total U.S.
production in 1982. Other top-ranking States are Indiana,
Arkansas, Missouri, Minnesota, and Ohio.”
Outline maps of the USA show: (1) The usual start of
planting soybeans for beans in the principal areas of the
USA. Hash-marks are use to distinguish: Before May 5 (in
the southeast). May 5 to 15 (in most of the soybean-growing
area). After May 15 (in northern and western areas).
(2) The usual start of harvesting soybeans for beans
in the principal areas of the USA. Hash-marks are used to
distinguish: Before Sept. 20. Sept. 20-30. Oct. 1-10. After
Oct. 10.
(3) Where soybeans were harvested for beans in 1978.
One dot = 10,000 acres (based on U.S. Department of
Commerce–Bureau of the Census).
Table 12 (p. 30) shows “Usual planting and harvesting
dates, by state and principal producing areas.” The 7 columns
are: (1) State name. (2) 1982 harvested acreage (000). (3)
Usual planting dates. (4) Usual harvesting dates: (4a) Begin.
(4b) Most active. (4c) End. (7) Principal producing areas and
counties.
5119. Boethel, David J. 1984. Evolving crop production
systems for soybean: Impact on pest and beneficial arthropod
species. In: S. Wong, et al., eds. 1984. Proceedings of the
Second U.S.-China Soybean Symposium. Washington, DC:
USDA OICD. xix + 464 p. See p. 348-59. [43 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Double-cropping
and planting date. Narrow row spacing. Irrigation. Tillage
management. Pesticide usage. Integrated pest management.
Address: Louisiana State Univ.
5120. Dong, Zhenda. 1984. Soil conditions for high soybean
yields and measures for improving soil fertility. In: S. Wong,
et al., eds. 1984. Proceedings of the Second U.S.-China
Soybean Symposium. Washington, DC: USDA OICD. xix +
464 p. See p. 311-14.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. I. Maintaining high
organic matter content in the soil is the basis of high
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soybean yields. II. Measures for improving soil fertility:
strawy manure, plowing green manure, applying organic
manure, turf manure. Address: Scientific Academy of Land
Reclamation of Heilongjiang.
5121. Fee, Rich. 1984. The undeniable benefits of a corn/
soybean rotation. Successful Farming 82(7):18-19. May.
Address: Crops and Soils Editor.
5122. Güerere, Abdel; Hernández, A.; Limongi, E.; Lobo,
E.; Luna, M.; Pinto, Z. 1984. Selección preliminar de tierras
para el cultivo de la soya en Venezuela [Preliminary selection
of areas for soybean cultivation in Venezuela]. Venezuela:
Ministerio del Ambiente y de los Recursos Naturales
Renovables (MARNR), Dirección General Sectorial de
Planificación y Ordenación del Ambiente. Dirección de
Ordenación del Territorio. División de Estudios Nacionales.
28 p. May. [7 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Potential areas for
soybean cultivation. Conclusions and recommendations.
Cartographic appendix. Address: Venezuela.
5123. Hu, Jicheng; Huang, Guichao; Yu, Zilin. 1984. Aspects
of soybean disease, insect pest and weed management in
China. In: S. Wong, et al., eds. 1984. Proceedings of the
Second U.S.-China Soybean Symposium. Washington, DC:
USDA OICD. xix + 464 p. See p. 104-10.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. I. Research on soybean
diseases. II. Research on soybean pest control. III. Chemical
weed control in soybean crops.
For weed control, “hand weeding is still generally
used, but now chemical weed control in soybean crops has
become an important measure in integrated control, with
the rapid development of chemical herbicides.” The area
using herbicides has expanded since the 1970s, and in recent
years has developed more rapidly followed by the adoption
of minimum or no-till systems in China. Address: 1. Jilin
Academy of Agricultural Sciences; 2. Heilongjiang Academy
of Agricultural Sciences; 3. Chinese Academy of Agricultural
Sciences.
5124. Ling, Yilu; Gai, Junyi. 1984. Rotation and cropping
systems of soybeans in lower reaches of the Changjiang and
Huaihe rivers. In: S. Wong, et al., eds. 1984. Proceedings of
the Second U.S.-China Soybean Symposium. Washington,
DC: USDA OICD. xix + 464 p. See p. 297-301.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Conventional cropping
systems. Developing rotation and cropping systems: The
dry farming regions, the triple-cropping area with double
rice, the dry grain crop and cotton area. Cultural practices
of soybean in triple-cropping systems: The naked barleysoybean-rice system, the naked barley-rice-soybean system,
the barley/naked barley/broad bean-close planting cornautumn soybean system. Address: 1. Jiangsu Academy of

Agricultural Sciences; 2. Nanjing Agricultural College.
5125. Nelson, Werner L. 1984. Progress in soybean
production practices. In: S. Wong, et al., eds. 1984.
Proceedings of the Second U.S.-China Soybean Symposium.
Washington, DC: USDA OICD. xix + 464 p. See p. 54-76.
[42 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production practices:
Tillage, water use efficiency (WUE), soil profile
modification, plant spacing, date of planting, double
cropping. Plant nutrients: High yields take up high amounts
of nutrients, potassium is a major nutrient in soybeans,
placement of phosphorus may influence yield, soil pH and
micronutrients, nitrogen fixation, response to applied N,
moisture stress and response to nutrients, recommendations
based on soil tests and yield goals, plant analyses, quality of
soybeans. Interactions. Establish a maximum yield system
area on farms: Yield goal, soil, tillage, hybrid or variety, row
width, population, inoculation, planting date, pest control,
duration, rotation, fertility, soil testing, plant analysis,
measure, figure, evaluate. Address: Potash & Phosphate Inst.
5126. Pepper, Gary E. 1984. A farmer supported soybean
extension project. In: S. Wong, et al., eds. 1984. Proceedings
of the Second U.S.-China Soybean Symposium. Washington,
DC: USDA OICD. xix + 464 p. See p. 307-10.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean project history.
Project activities. Publications. Summary. Address: Univ. of
Illinois.
5127. Pu, Muhua; Pan, Tiefu. 1984. A study on the
regionalization of soybean producing area in China. In: S.
Wong, et al., eds. 1984. Proceedings of the Second U.S.China Soybean Symposium. Washington, DC: USDA OICD.
xix + 464 p. See p. 45-53.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. The production of
soybean in China. 2. The relation between the cropping
system and soybean cultivation. 3. The relation between the
natural conditions and soybean cultivation. 4. Regions and
sub-regions: The northern single cropping spring planning
region, the Huang, Huai and Hai valleys summer planting
region, the south multiple cropping planting region. Address:
1. Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences; 2. Jilin
Academy of Agricultural Sciences.
5128. Toumbi, Bienvenu; Gomes, Joaquim Vincente. 1984.
Etat de la question de l’implantation, du développement et de
l’amélioration de la culture du soja en Afrique noire [State of
the question of implantation, development, and improvement
of soybean cultivation in black Africa]. Paris: Club de Dakar.
101 p. [148 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Acknowledgments. Outline of the
report. Introduction: The world’s major soybean producers
1979-1984 with production, area and yields (USA, Brazil,
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China, Argentina, Mexico), major soybean producers in
Europe (USSR, Romania, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria). Part I: The
implantation of soybean cultivation in black Africa. Zones of
production: Nigeria, Zimbabwe. Zones of experimentation:
Senegal, Cameroon (since 1924), Madagascar, Cote d’Ivoire
(since 1974), Togo (since 1969), Benin (since 1969), Ghana
(from 1909), Rwanda (from 1930), Upper Volta, Mali
(from 1977), Gabon, Other (Guinea-Bissau, Central African
Republic, Congo, Guinea, Ethiopia).
Part II: Development and improvement of soybean
culture. Improvement–Contribution of the research centers
and institutes (IRAT, IRHO, GERDAT): Localization of the
regions adapted to soybean cultivation, varietal selection
and inoculation. Development: Popularization of cultivation,
products derived from soya, mechanization of cultivation
(planting, harvest).
Part III: Socioeconomic aspects of the future of soy
projects in Africa. The problems of supply: The peasants, the
public powers. The markets for soya: For grain, for cake and
meal, for oil, the world market for soy proteins (flours, soy
concentrates, soy isolates, textured soy protein products),
African markets for soya. Conclusion.
Appendixes. I. General information about soya:
Cultivation, requirements of the plant (climate, water,
soil, photoperiod), good for use in crop rotations. II.
Techniques of inoculation. III. Products derived from soya.
IV. Consumption of soya in traditional products: In Africa
(Sumbala, faros or to de Soja, tofu, soy bread, soy as a
condiment, roasted soya used as coffee in Madagascar), in
Asia. V. Initials and abbreviations. Bibliography (extensive
but incomplete references; country by country as follows):
General (52 references). Africa (general; 3). Cameroun (24).
Central Africa (1). Cote d’Ivoire (16). Gabon (3). Upper
Volta [Burkina Faso] (4). Ethiopia (2). Madagascar (13).
Mali (4). Senegal (20). Togo (6).
A map of Africa (p. 15) shows 4 types of nations: (1)
Those now producing soybeans (mainly English-speaking
countries such as Egypt, Nigeria, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi,
Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe, and South Africa); (2) Those
now producing and experimenting with soybeans (Senegal,
Guinea-Bissau, Cote d’Ivoire, Upper Volta, Cameroon,
Gabon, Rwanda, etc.); (3) Those only experimenting with
soybean cultivation (Mali, Guinea, Ghana, Togo, Benin,
Ethiopia, Central Africa Republic, and Madagascar); and (4)
Those apparently not either producing or experimenting with
soybeans (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Mauritania,
Sierra Leone, Niger, Chad, Sudan, Djibouti, Somalia, Kenya,
Malawi, Mozambique, Angola, Namibia, Botswana).
Note: This book has an extensive but extremely poor
and hard to cite bibliography. In some cases even the year
of publication is missing. In no case is the number of pages
given. Address: Université Paris X., Nanterre, France.
5129. Ye, Xiuqi; Jing, Shumin. 1984. An investigation of

the relation between yield and meteorological conditions in
summer soybeans (Summary). In: S. Wong, et al., eds. 1984.
Proceedings of the Second U.S.-China Soybean Symposium.
Washington, DC: USDA OICD. xix + 464 p. See p. 315-18.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Relation between
yield and the total cumulative temperature in the
growing period. 2. Correlative analysis of the yield and
climatic conditions. 3. The effect of temperature, light
and precipitation in each period on yield: The average
temperature in each 10 day period versus yield, sunlight
versus yield, rainfall versus yield. 4. Forecast equation
for soybean yield as related to climatic conditions. 5.
Conclusion and suggestions. Address: Shandong Academy of
Agricultural Sciences.
5130. Product Name: Vegetarian Paté (Made with
Tempeh).
Manufacturer’s Name: 21st Century Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30A Germania St., Jamaica
Plain, MA 02130. Phone: 617-522-7595.
Date of Introduction: 1984 June.
Ingredients: Organic soy tempeh, sesame tahini, carrots,
parsley, onions, lemon juice, olive oil, garlic, tamari, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz glass jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987, undated. 4 by
2 inches. Red and black on white. “Ready to eat. Gourmet.
Organic.” Posner. 1987. 21st Century Whole Foods Cook
Book. Inside back cover. Talk with Rudy Canale. 1988. Sept.
13. The invoice for printing the labels for this product is
dated June 1984.
5131. Product Name: New York Soy Deli Tofu Spread.
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 137 New Hyde Park Rd.,
Franklin Square, Long Island, NY 11010.
Date of Introduction: 1984 June.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, onion, umeboshi [salt plum],
tahini, tamari, herbs.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1984. New York Soy
Deli Brand. 1.5 by 3 inches. Black on blue. Interview with
Robert Werz. 1987. Sept. 9.
5132. Product Name: New York Soy Deli Tofu Pie
[Pineapple, or Coconut Custard].
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 137 New Hyde Park Rd.,
Franklin Square, Long Island, NY 11010.
Date of Introduction: 1984 June.
Ingredients: Coconut Custard: Organic tofu, coconut,
honey, tahini, soy oil, arrowroot, lemon, vanilla.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 oz.
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How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1984. June. 1.5 by 3
inches. One color on one color.
5133. Product Name: Tempeh Burgers (Marinated and
Baked. No Oil).
Manufacturer’s Name: Noble Bean.
Manufacturer’s Address: Toronto, ONT, Canada.
Date of Introduction: 1984 June.
Ingredients: Tempeh (organic soybeans, spring water, cider
vinegar, culture), Tamari, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4.5 oz (127 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Allan Brown.
1985. Aug. 7. Ready to eat. 4 oz for $1.65. Letter (fax) from
Allan Brown. 1998. Jan. 21. Tempeh burgers were first sold
in June 1984.
Label sent by Allan Brown. 1998. June 30. 5½ by 4½
inches. Plastic bag. In French and English. Orange and green
on white. “Heat and serve. Refrigerate or freeze. 127 gm (4.5
oz). McDonalds Corners, Ontario K0G 1M0.” Two burgers
per package.
5134. Product Name: LeTofu (Non-Dairy Soy Ice Cream
in Hard Pack and Soft Serve. Later written Le Tofu) [DutchChocolate, Vanilla-Almond, California Strawberry, French
Vanilla, Carob, Maple, Plain, or Coffee].
Manufacturer’s Name: Brightsong Light Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 100-A Poultry St. (P.O. Box
2536), Petaluma, CA 94953.
Date of Introduction: 1984 July.
Ingredients: French Vanilla: Water, tofu (water, organically
grown soybeans, pure calcium sulfate coagulant), high
fructose corn sweetener, soy oil, corn syrup solids, honey,
pure vanilla extract, crystalline fructose, natural flavors,
cellulose gum, lecithin, guar gum, Irish moss, carob bean
gum, annatto for color, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Soft serve pints, 5 oz cups, or 3
gallon dipping tubs.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 3.2 fl. oz. Vanilla: Calories 100, protein 1
gm, carbohydrates 13 gm, fat 5 gm, sodium 21 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (black on pink,
typewritten; single sided, 8½ x 11 inches). 1984. June.
Dated. “LeTofu has arrived.” It is made entirely by
Brightsong Light Foods in California. Meets “our customers’
need for a natural, soft-serve tofu honey-ice cream mix of the
highest quality...”
Labels. 1985, dated. “Naturally delicious. Le Tofu... an
exciting frozen dessert for today’s lifestyle. A wonderful food
for people watching calories, fat, cholesterol, and sodium
without compromising enjoyment. Light and natural, Le
Tofu is a deliciously rich and creamy healthy treat... for those
who care!” Brightsong Foods. 1985. Brightsong debuts tofu

frozen dessert (News Release). The product, Le Tofu, has
a suggested retail price of $1.99/gallon. Flavors are Dutch
Chocolate, French Vanilla, and California Strawberry. Curtis
& Tompkins, Ltd., Analytical Laboratories, San Francisco.
Phone: 861-1863. Analyses of Le Tofu (Chocolate, Vanilla,
Strawberry, Plain) and of Yodolo (Peach), Tofutti (Wildberry,
Soft Serve). Brightsong Foods. 1985. What is Le Tofu? It
contains 15% organic Brightsong Tofu. Sweetened with
fructose and honey, it is kosher and pareve. Spot in Food
Engineering. 1984. July.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. Tofutti & Other Soy Ice
Creams. p. 79. A Tofutti-style product containing soy protein
isolates; In Business. 1985. Nov/Dec. p. 25. “It is different
from all other soy-based frozen desserts because it contains
15% real, organic tofu instead of the more commonly
used processed soy powder. The suggested retail price is
$1.99 per pint.” Spot in Whole Foods. 1986. Jan. “Frozen
Tofu.” A photo shows the product (California Strawberry
flavor). Letter from Richard Rose. 1987. Aug. 29. The main
ingredient was fresh tofu. It contained no soymilk.
5135. Product Name: Ah Soy: Natural Non-Dairy
Beverage (Soymilk) [Chocolate, Vanilla, or Original].
Manufacturer’s Name: Great Eastern Sun (Importer).
Made in Japan by San-iku Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Asheville, NC 28806. Phone:
704-252-3090.
Date of Introduction: 1984 July.
Ingredients: Original: Water, organically grown soybeans*,
barley malt, pearl barley malt, cold pressed safflower oil,
sea salt. * = Organically grown and processed in accordance
with Section 26569.11 of the California Health and Safety
Code.
Vanilla: Vanilla extract. Chocolate: Natural cocoa,
natural vanilla extract.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 fluid oz (180 ml) in stand-up
foil retort pouch.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Original: Per 6 oz.: Calories 100, protein 4.5
gm, carbohydrate 9.4 gm, fat 5 gm. Vanilla: Calories 142,
protein 4.3 gm, carbohydrate 21.2 gm, fat 4.4 gm. Chocolate:
Calories 149, protein 3.9 gm, carbohydrate 25.5 gm, fat 3.5
gm.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. 1984. 4 by 6.25
inches. Plastic packs. Original: Red and white on blue.
Vanilla: Red and white on tan. Chocolate: Red and white on
dark brown. The words “ah soy” are written in script and
look rounded, as if they were made from brightly colored
round tubing. Text on front panel: “Made with organically
grown soybeans.” “The really soft drink.” On back panel:
“It drinks like a shake and you can use it to bake. Ah Soy
is the most versatile, delicious and nutritious natural nondairy soft drink you can buy. Can something so smooth, so
rich, so refreshing, really be good for you? Ah Soy is. Ah
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Soy is full of protein, free of cholesterol, low in calories
and has no cane, fruit or milk sugars. And of course, there
are no chemical additives and no preservatives. Use Ah Soy
on breakfast cereal, as the secret to spectacular sauces, to
make extra fluffy pancakes, and as a healthy, all natural thirst
quencher.”
Note: This is the earliest commercial soymilk product
seen with an English-language label (June 1999) that has a
flavor named “Original.” In March 1982 a Japanese company
named Nagoya Seiraku introduced a soymilk in Japan named
Sujaata no Gen Tônyû, which means “Sujaata Original
Soymilk.”
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1984. Soymilk Industry and Market,
Update (Based on interview with Bob Ballard, 21 March
1985). This product has been a “fantastic success.” During
the period from 1 Nov. 1984 to 25 Jan. 1985 (just under 1
fiscal quarter), 525,000 unit packs of 4 flavors were sold.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. Soymilk Industry and Market,
Update. By March 1985 sales of Ah Soy are growing rapidly,
now accounting for 15-20% of Great Eastern Sun’s total
sales. The favorite flavor is vanilla, followed by original
[plain], carob, and chocolate, in that order. By 1987 Ah Soy
was being made in the USA in quarts. Shurtleff & Aoyagi.
1986. Soymilk Industry and Market, Update. By March
1987 Ah Soy is selling about 270,000 units (10,906 gallons)
per month. Sales by flavor are vanilla (35% of the total),
original/plain (30%), carob (17.5%), chocolate (17.5%).
Sales have been flat for the past year.
Letter from Bruce Sturgeon, Vice President, Great
Eastern Sun, Enka, North Carolina, to East West Journal.
1989. Jan. p. 6. Convincingly refutes EWJ’s award to Ah Soy
for the “Most Questionable Beverage Label Claim.”
5136. Product Name: Colorado Organic Misos [2 or 3 Year
Sweet Potato, or 2.5 Year Squash].
Manufacturer’s Name: Mountain Ark (Distributor). Made
in Colorado by Linda Payone.
Manufacturer’s Address: 120 South East St., Fayetteville,
AR 72701.
Date of Introduction: 1984 July.
Ingredients: Sweet potato: organic soybeans, organic sweet
potatoes, wheat koji, Muramoto’s sea salt, well water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb tub. Retails for $4.25, incl.
shipping.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Summer Flyer. 1984. June/
July. p. 2. “Linda studied the art of traditional miso making
with Noboru Muramoto in California.”
5137. Product Name: Yamaki Organic Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Mountain Ark (Importer). Made in
Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: 120 South East St., Fayetteville,
AR 72701.

Date of Introduction: 1984 July.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Glass bottle.
New Product–Documentation: Summer Flyer. 1984. June/
July. p. 2. “Aged 2 years, unpasteurized. 16 or 32 oz bottle.”
5138. Product Name: Yamaki Organic Nama Shoyu. Twice
Fermented.
Manufacturer’s Name: Mountain Ark (Importer). Made in
Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: 120 South East St., Fayetteville,
AR 72701.
Date of Introduction: 1984 July.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Glass bottle.
New Product–Documentation: Summer Flyer. 1984. June/
July. p. 2. “Aged 4 years, unpasteurized. 16 or 32 oz bottle.”
5139. Product Name: Homestyle Tofu “No Egg” Salad.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sonoma Specialty Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2317 Bluebell Dr., Santa Rosa,
CA 95403. Phone: 707-525-8822.
Date of Introduction: 1984 July.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic soybeans*, water, nigari),
soy oil, soy milk, celery, relish, tamari, mustard, vinegar,
nutritional yeast, natural herbs and spices, sea salt, and
honey. * Grown in accordance with CA H&S Code
26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz or 15 oz plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 2.66 oz.: Calories 105, protein 8.1 gm,
carbohydrates 1 gm, fat 6.5 gm, fiber 1.3 gm, sodium 0.80
gm, cholesterol 0.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 4.5 inches
diameter. Black, green and yellow on white plastic lid. 15 oz.
“Improved! Non-Dairy. Cholesterol Free. Ready to Eat on
Sandwiches, as a Dip & in Salads. Natural. No Preservatives.
Nutritious. Delicious. Kosher.” Illustration of a cottage in
front of a picket fence.
5140. Product Name: Nature’s Spring Tofu [Japanese
Regular Style, or Chinese Firm Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyfoods of America.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1091 E. Hamilton Rd., Duarte,
CA 91010. Phone: 213-681-5393.
Date of Introduction: 1984 July.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, natural calcium
sulfate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz. Chinese style: Calories 90, protein 10
gm, carbohydrates 1 gm, fat 5 gm, sodium 6 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Soyfoods. 1984.
Summer. p. 3. “12 oz. pasteurized, 4 week shelf life.” Mrs.
Lee recalls introduction date to be Sept. 1981. Label. Red,
orange, brown, blue and white.
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5141. Product Name: [Natural Organic Nigari Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu Natur.
Manufacturer’s Name: Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur.
Manufacturer’s Address: Oelkersallee 14a, D-2000
Hamburg 50, West Germany. Phone: 040/89 49 37.
Date of Introduction: 1984 August.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans (Sojabohnen aus
kontr. biol. Anbau), water, nigari (MgCl).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm, 400 gm, or 1000 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: 72 calories, protein 8.5 gm, fat 4.5
gm, carbohydrate 1.5 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Bernd
Drosihn of Soyastern. 1987. Nov. 30. Christian Nagel makes
about 1,000 kg/week of tofu. Letter from Harry Whitford of
Soyastern. 1987. Dec. 14. He makes about 900 kg/week of
organic nigari tofu. Form filled out by Christian Nagel. 1988.
Jan. Their tofu was introduced in August 1984. They are now
making 1200-1500 kg/month. Label. Inhalt: 1000 gm. 1988.
2.5 by 3 inches. Blue or black on white.
Manufacturer’s brochure. 1989? “Nagel’s Tofu.” 4
panels. Black on blue. The company name seems to be TofuManufaktur Christian Nagel GmbH. Discusses: The essential
merits/advantages of tofu (Rich in high quality protein,
protein complementarity, low in calories, free of cholesterol,
rich in vitamins and minerals, easily digestible, versatile in
the kitchen). Includes 8 tofu recipes, plus a graph showing
the number of kilograms of protein obtainable from one
hectare of land using various protein sources.
Poster. 1989. “Nagel’s Tofu.” 23 by 16 inches. Dark
blue, green, black and light blue on white.
Report of visit to Christian Nagel’s tofu company in
Hamburg, by Anthony Marrese 1989. Dec. Marrese enclosed
two leaflets, a post card and a progression of four tofu labels,
over 5½ years; the oldest on the top left and the current one
on the lower right.
Talk with Christian Nagel. 1990. May 4. The company
name was Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur until 1 Jan. 1989,
when it was changed to Tofumanufaktur Christian Nagel
GmbH. The original address was Oelkersallee 14a, D-2000
Hamburg 50, West Germany. He moved to his present
address on 1 Aug. 1986. His first product was called Tofu
Natur.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made by Christian Nagel.
5142. Marking, Syl. 1984. Southern scientists grow–90bushel beans. Soybean Digest. July/Aug. p. 52.
5143. Product Name: WestSoy Natural (Soymilk).
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Importer).
Made in Japan by San-iku Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4240 Hollis St., Emeryville, CA

94608. Phone: (415) 658-7521.
Date of Introduction: 1984 August.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, malted barley,
expeller pressed corn oil (less than 1%), sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 fluid oz (180 ml). Stand-up
foil retort pouch.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Per packet: Calories 140, protein 5 gm,
carbohydrates 25 gm, fat 2 gm, sodium 124 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1984, dated. 4
by 6.25 inches, color. Retort pouch. Blue, brown, white
and black on orange background. Milk bottle illustration.
“Non dairy drink. Organic. Shake well. Serve chilled. Low
sodium. Half the fat, all the protein of milk. No cholesterol.
No refined sugar. No preservatives.” Reprinted in Soyfoods
Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center. Shurtleff &
Aoyagi. 1984. Soymilk Industry and Market, Update. This
plain soymilk, similar to Ah Soy (launched 1 month earlier
and also made by San-iku Foods in Japan), is Westbrae’s first
soymilk product.
Talk with Marty Roth of Westbrae Natural. 1985. Jan.
3. Their Westsoy natural was a sort of me-too effort, so that
Westbrae could have its plain counterpart to Edensoy, AhSoy, and Vitasoy. Westbrae didn’t put a lot of effort into the
product. Westsoy, introduced a little before the Malteds, was
not eventually as successful as the Malteds but it quickly
became one of the company’s better products. Its features: 1.
Organic. 2. The lowest price plain soymilk. It was made in
the same plant (Saniku Foods in Japan) as Ah-Soy and had a
similar flavor.
5144. Product Name: New York Soy Deli Tofu Cheddar
Spread.
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 137 New Hyde Park Rd.,
Franklin Square, Long Island, NY 11010.
Date of Introduction: 1984 September.
Ingredients: Cheddar: Organic tofu, carrots, tahini, miso,
umeboshi, black olives, pimentos, onions, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1984. New York Soy
Deli Brand. 1.5 by 3 inches. Black on orange. Interview with
Robert Werz. 1987. Sept. 9.
5145. Product Name: New York Soy Deli Tofu Salad
[Deviled, or Garden Chive].
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 137 New Hyde Park Rd.,
Franklin Square, Long Island, NY 11010.
Date of Introduction: 1984 September.
Ingredients: Chive: Organic tofu, tahini, umeboshi, lemon,
chives, radish, carrots, brown rice, vinegar, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz.
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How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1984. New York Soy
Deli Brand. 1.5 by 3 inches. Black on red or green. Interview
with Robert Werz. 1987. Sept. 9.
5146. Product Name: New York Soy Deli Sesame Miso
Spread.
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 137 New Hyde Park Rd.,
Franklin Square, Long Island, NY 11010.
Date of Introduction: 1984 September.
Ingredients: Organic white miso, tahini, toasted sesame oil,
herbs.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1984. New York
Soy Deli Brand. 1.5 by 3 inches. Dark brown on light brown.
Interview with Robert Werz. 1987. Sept. 9.
5147. Product Name: New York Soy Deli Tofu Ricotta.
Manufacturer’s Name: Appropriate Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 137 New Hyde Park Rd.,
Franklin Square, Long Island, NY 11010.
Date of Introduction: 1984 September.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, tahini, miso, umeboshi vinegar,
tamari, herbs.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1984. New York
Soy Deli Brand. 1.5 by 3 inches. Brown on yellow. Interview
with Robert Werz. 1987. Sept. 9.
5148. Product Name: Oregon Baked Tofu, and Curry
Baked Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ashland Soy Works.
Manufacturer’s Address: 280 Helman St., Ashland, OR
97520. Phone: 503-482-1865.
Date of Introduction: 1984 September.
Ingredients: Oregon: Tofu (water, organically grown
soybeans, natural magnesium chloride or nigari: a derivative
of seawater), soy sauce, oil, garlic, honey, spices. Curry:
Tofu, soy sauce, oil, peanut butter, honey, onion powder,
spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 4 by 3 inches.
Self adhesive. Orange or yellow and brown on white. Talk
with Diana Muhs. 1988. Feb. 10.
5149. Brown, Lester R.; Wolf, Edward C. 1984. Soil erosion:
Quiet crisis in the world economy. Worldwatch Paper No.
60. 49 p. Sept. [51* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The causes of soil
erosion. Dimensions of the problem. The erosion of

productivity. Erosion’s indirect costs. The economics of
conserving soil. The governmental role. The global balance
sheet. Notes. Address: Washington, DC.
5150. Product Name: [Fresh Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Frisches Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Byodo Naturkost.
Manufacturer’s Address: Thalkirchenstr. 57, D-8000
Munich, West Germany. Phone: (089) 16 85 70.
Date of Introduction: 1984 September.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water,
vinegar, beneficial mold culture (Edelpilzkultur) Rhizopus
oligosporus.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 19.5 gm, fat 7.5 gm,
carbohydrates 9.9 gm, calories 157, vitamin B-12 5 mcg.
New Product–Documentation: Die Geschaeftsidee. 1989.
Dec. p. 32. The third tofu maker in Munich, Byodo, was
founded in 1985. The present owners, Bernd Steyers [sic,
actually Steyer] and Michael Biedenbach. They also make
tempeh.
Letter from Anthony Marrese. 1990. March 22. Based
on a March 21 interview with Bernd Steyer, tempeh
production manager and builder of their first tempeh
incubator in 1984. The company started in 1984, when they
started to make their own tempeh. Present production is said
to be 50 kg/week of tempeh plus 500 burgers/week.
Bernd Drosihn. 1989. Tempeh: Ein traditionelles
Nahrungsmittel mit Zukunft [Tempeh: A traditional food
with a future]. p. 38. Says the company makes fresh tempeh
from whole soybeans, tempeh burgers, and tempeh chips. A
source of tempeh starter.
Letters (faxes) from Harry Whitford. 1990. May 11 and
June 9. “Byodo Naturkost was founded in the summer of
1984 by Lukas Kelterborn (whose idea it was), Hermann
Konrad, and myself. I contributed the name–Byodo is the
Japanese Buddhist term meaning “eternity,” or with extended
vowels (Byôdô) “equality” as implied in the perfection of
indifference. The full original name was “Byodo Naturkost,
Lukas Kelterborn, Hermann Konrad & Harry Whitford.”
It’s legal status was a “GbR” (“Gesselschaft buergerlichen
Rechts”–a “Personen Gesellschaft”), that is, a company
made up of individuals who carry full personal responsibility
for the debts and assets of the company. In Germany, such
a company must include the names of all owners in the
company name. Hermann and I were both cooking at Keyno
Vegetarian Restaurant, where I was in charge of soyfoods
production and quality. We made our own tofu and tempeh at
the restaurant.
“Byodo started as a tempeh company. The first
product was Frisches Tempeh (Fresh Tempeh, in English).
Production started in about Sept. 1984. Originally we
were located at Thalkirchenerstr. 50, D-8000 Munich, in a
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former bakery together with the Italian Aikido-teacher and
Tofu maker Georgio Sapia. We started making a Tempeh
Burger (Tempehburger) later that fall after we realized we
couldn’t keep the company going only on tempeh. A Tofu
Burger (Tofuburger) followed shortly afterwards that fall
and Lukas’ last service to the company was to establish the
tie to Soyastern, which was unable to fry burgers due to
complaints by the neighbors. We started buying tofu from
Soyastern in Cologne to make burgers for them–at a distance
of 400 miles!”
Label sent by Anthony Marrese. 1990. April 15. 4 by 6
inches. Purple on white, printed on a 5.25 by 8.75 inch outer
plastic bag. “Occasional gray to black spots are a sign of full
ripeness. The fresh soy specialty product. Rich in protein.
Free of cholesterol. Low in calories.
Letter from Bernd Steyer to Anthony Marrese. 1990.
March 23. Bottom of letterhead lists the company owners as
Bernd Steyer, Gert Borst (crossed out in pen), and Michael
Biedenbach. They will start a new tempeh plant in August.
Phone: 0 88 06/5 09.
5151. Product Name: [Tempeh Burger–Deep-fried].
Foreign Name: Tempeh-Burger–Frittiert.
Manufacturer’s Name: Byodo Naturkost.
Manufacturer’s Address: Thalkirchenstr. 57, D-8000
Munich, West Germany. Phone: (089) 16 85 70.
Date of Introduction: 1984 September.
Ingredients: Soybeans, water, vegetables (Carrots, zucchini,
soy sprouts) in varying proportions by weight, whole oats,
whole wheat, brown rice, sesame seeds, sunflower seeds,
spices, soy sauce (shoyu), sea salt, vinegar, beneficial mold
culture (Edelpilzkultur) Rhizopus oligosporus. Ingredients
predominantly organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 130 gm plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Anthony
Marrese. 1990. March 22. Based on a March 21 interview
with Bernd Steyer, tempeh production manager and builder
of their first tempeh incubator in 1984, when they started to
make their own tempeh. Present production is said to be 50
kg/week of tempeh plus 500 burgers/week.
Bernd Drosihn. 1989. Tempeh: Ein traditionelles
Nahrungsmittel mit Zukunft [Tempeh: A traditional food
with a future]. p. 38. Says the company makes fresh tempeh
from whole soybeans, tempeh burgers, and tempeh chips. A
source of tempeh starter.
Letter (fax) from Harry Whitford. 1990. May 11. “We
started making Tempeh Burgers (Tempehburgers) later that
fall (1984) after we realized we couldn’t keep the company
going only on tempeh.”
Label sent by Anthony Marrese. 1990. April 15. 5 by
2.25 inches. Green on yellow, printed on front and back of
plastic bag. “A nutritional soya specialty (Eine vollwertige
Soja-Spezialität). Store at 4-8ºC.”

5152. Hacklander, Duane; Gardiner, Walter. 1984. Soybeans:
Background for 1985 farm legislation. USDA Economic
Research Service, Agriculture Information Bulletin No. 472.
34 p. Sept. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Structure and
Performance of the Soybean Industry: Production
Characteristics, Domestic Soybean Uses, Soybean Exports,
Price Trends and Processing Margins, Soybean Product
Value, Costs and Returns.
History of Soybean [Government] Programs: World War
II Provisions, Soybeans in the 1950’s and 1960’s, Programs
in the 1970’s and 1980’s.
Program Effects: Producers, Consumers, Taxpayers,
Indirect.
Summary.
Additional Readings.
Appendix Tables.
Abstract: U.S. soybean production has increased rapidly
and now ranks as the number two value crop. Much of the
growth has come from foreign trade, but the United States
faces increasing competition in the world markets for
beans, meal, and oil. Soybean meal and oil also face strong
competition from other high-protein feed sources and highly
substitutable fats and oils in the edible oil market. Soybeans
are a relatively new cash crop in the United States and have
shifted to new production areas, being free of any acreage
or production restrictions. Although soybeans are relatively
free from direct Government programs, production levels
are affected by other agricultural programs. Soybeans are
supported by a loan rate which, in most years, has been
below prices received by farmers. Issues for 1985 legislation
will probably center on the determination of the support level
and trade issues.”
“Introduction: The soybean industry is one of the
fastest growing agricultural sectors: domestic production
has increased almost sevenfold during the last three
decades while world production has risen about fivefold.
Soybeans accounted for over half the world production of
major oilseeds in 1980/81 to 1983/84. Other major world
oilseeds were cottonseed (16 percent), peanuts (11 percent),
sunflowerseed (9 percent), rapeseed (8 percent), flaxseed
(1 percent), and palm kernel (1 percent) (appendix table 3).
With a farm value of $13 billion in 1983, soybeans rank as
the number two value crop in the United States. Soybean
and soybean product exports averaged $8.4 billion annually
in 1980-82. The demand for soybeans is derived from the
demand for the joint products of meal and oil. Both the meal
and oil markets are very competitive, with a high degree of
substitutability among high-protein sources and fats and oils.
“The soybean industry is expected to continue its
growth, but at a much slower pace. Much of the growth in
U.S. soybean use has come from foreign trade. The U.S.
dominance of the world market has eroded recently because
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of weakened demand for high-protein feedstuffs, competition
from South American soybean production, increased foreign
production of vegetable oils, especially palm oil, and impacts
of trade policies, both domestic and foreign. The future of
the foreign market is vital to the U.S. soybean industry.”
“History of Soybean [Government] Programs: Under the Soil
Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act of 1936, soybeans
harvested for grain, hay, or seed were classified as soildepleting, while soybeans left on land or turned under for
green manure were soil-building. Farmers participating in the
soil conservation program received payments if they reduced
acreage of soil-depleting crops, increased acreage of soilbuilding and soil-conserving crops, and followed practices
to check erosion and reduce soil depletion. Participating
farmers could expand acreage of harvested soybeans only
within their total land allotment of soil-depleting acres.
Soybean acreage increased from 3.5 million acres in 1930 to
10.9 million acres in 1939.
“World War II Provisions: Emphasis during World
War II shifted to increasing soybean production for oil. The
legal status of soybeans harvested for crush changed from
soil-depleting to erosion-resisting. The Steagall Amendment
established support prices at not less than 85 percent of
parity on nonbasic commodities, including soybeans for oil,
for which the Secretary of Agriculture requested production
increases. The Steagall provision was amended to a support
level of not less than 90 percent of parity.
“Support levels for soybeans started in 1941 at $1.05
per bushel. A price support loan for soybeans has been in
effect every year since 1941, except for 1975 when economic
conditions indicated that support loans would not be
necessary to encourage production.
“Although the loan and purchase agreement program
has been the primary Government program affecting soybean
production, other provisions have also dealt with soybeans.
Price ceilings were placed on soybean products during World
War II. However, soybean support prices were above prices
processors could pay if they were to sell products at ceiling
prices. To alleviate this inconsistency, the Government
entered into subsidy contracts with the processors. In effect,
the processors purchased soybeans for the Government
at the price support and the Government, in turn, resold
the soybeans to processors at a price low enough so that
processors could make soybean product sales at ceiling
prices. This program was in effect from 1943 to 1946.
“Soybeans in the 1950’s and 1960’s: Following World
War II, price support loans were in effect for soybeans.
The loans were not mandated by farm legislation but were
authorized at the discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture.
Between 1949 and 1954, soybean supports were set at levels
that were 80 to 90 percent of the parity price. Market prices
averaged above those levels and there was only a minimum
of loan activity.
“There were no allotments or marketing quotas for

soybeans. This allowed soybean acreage to expand onto land
that could not be used for wheat, corn, rice, and cotton due to
marketing quotas and allotments. Soybeans were especially
competitive in the Corn Belt and the Delta, the traditional
areas for corn and cotton, respectively. Soybean acreage
expanded from 12.5 million acres in 1949 to 23.6 million
acres in 1959. In contrast to the other major field crops,
there was virtually no change in yield, so the increases in
production came from increased acreage.
“The 1956 farm act provided that whenever the price of
either cottonseed or soybeans was supported, the price of the
other had to be supported so the two oilseeds would compete
on equal terms in the market.
“By 1958, production increases had exceeded growth
in use, and stocks began to increase. By the fall of 1958,
the CCC owned over 44 million bushels of soybeans. This
prompted a drop in the support rate from $2.09 for the 1958
crop to $1.85 for the 1959 crop. Market prices averaged
below the support rate in both 1957 and 1958.
“In January 1959, USDA announced the first reseal
program on soybeans for 1958 farm-stored soybeans, where
farmers in designated areas were able to extend farmstorage loans or convert purchase agreements to loans for
an additional year following the loan maturity date. The
reseal program was offered because of the large quantities
of soybeans placed under support from the record 1958 crop
and because of the demand placed on commercial storage
facilities by record supplies of other grains. The reseal
program was also used for the 1961, 1963, and 1966-69
crops when it appeared that CCC would otherwise obtain
heavy support loan deliveries. For the 1967-69 crops,
commercially stored soybeans, as well as farm-stored, could
be resealed. This program was especially effective for the
1961 and 1963 crops when 22 million bushels were resealed
and only about 3.4 million bushels were eventually delivered
to CCC.
“While soybean supplies occasionally approached
surplus levels during the late 1950’s and afterwards, the
situation did not become chronic. Soybean acreage continued
to increase, but so did demand. Because of the increasing
demand, policymakers were able to encourage a shift in
acreage away from crops with chronic oversupply problems
to soybeans. Another factor was that soybean yields still rose
only gradually.
“In 1961, soybeans eligible for support were restricted
to farms where the 1959-60 average acreage of conserving
and idle land had been maintained. The purpose was to
encourage increases in soybean production on land that
would otherwise be used for crops in surplus. The 1966
feed grain program was revised to allow increased soybean
production by providing support payments to feed grain
program participants who voluntarily planted soybeans on
feed grain acreage.” Continued. Address: USDA.
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5153. Hacklander, Duane; Gardiner, Walter. 1984. Soybeans:
Background for 1985 farm legislation (Continued–Document
part II). USDA Economic Research Service, Agriculture
Information Bulletin No. 472. 34 p. Sept. [11 ref]
• Summary: (Continued): “Programs in the 1970’s and
1980’s: The Agricultural Act of 1973 gave farmers greater
freedom to make shifts between soybeans and alternative
crops by providing farmers the option of planting soybeans
on allotted acreages of basic crops to maintain their
allotment history. The loan and purchase agreement program
for soybeans was legislatively mandated for the first time
under the Food and Agriculture Act of 1977. The Agriculture
and Food Act of 1981 continued this price support loan
program for soybeans. The 1981 Act requires the Secretary
to establish the loan level for soybeans at 75 percent of
the simple average of prices received by farmers over the
preceding 5 marketing years–excluding the high and low
years–with a minimum level of $5.02 per bushel. This
formula is inoperative until the simple average farm price is
over $6.69 per bushel. The formula-determined soybean loan
rate for 1983 would have been $4.74 per bushel.
“Soybeans are usually grown as part of a crop mix on
individual farms, especially with corn, wheat, and cotton.
Thus, farmers growing soybeans must consider the effects on
soybeans of other Government programs. Although soybeans
were not covered in the PIK program [USDA’s Payment in
Kind program], soybean acreage declined because soybeans
were not allowed to be planted on conservation use acres,
such as those set aside in the wheat PIK program. This
reduced the amount of double-cropped wheat and soybeans.
The PIK program improved the market prospects for corn,
wheat, rice, and cotton and farmers shifted some soybean
acreage to the allowed acreage of those crops. Soybean
producers do not have a history of high price supports,
nor have they pushed for them. Soybeans have never been
subject to an acreage reduction program in the United
States. The 1981 Act prohibited the Secretary of Agriculture
from requiring any production control as a condition of
price support eligibility. It also stated that soybeans would
not be eligible for any reserve program and that payment
to producers to cover storage of soybeans could not be
authorized.
“Soybean price supports have not acted as a price floor
in international trade. Soybean interests have never had to
deal with chronic surplus conditions. On the other hand,
the industry has faced the problem of short supplies which
prompted an export embargo in 1973 to ensure domestic
supplies. This interruption to market-dictated flows may have
[sic, certainly did] hurt the soybean industry’s image as a
reliable supplier.
“The prohibition of acreage controls for soybeans and
the minimum loan level of $5.02 per bushel leaves the
Government exposed to large support loan deliveries if
soybean prices should happen to fall below the loan rate. In

the past, the Government has implemented a reseal program
when cash prices fell to near or below the loan rate, whereby
producers could extend their loans until prices improved.”
Note: “Loans generally are available during several
months following harvest, until a month before a loanmaturity date which is announced for the crop. When a
‘reseal’ program is announced, farmers may also continue
their price-support loans on certain grains in on-farm storage
facilities beyond the first season. They thereby earn storage
payments during the extended reseal period.”
Source: “Fact Book of US Agriculture,” by USDA
Office of Information. Address: USDA.
5154. Larcher, Jacques; Godon, P.; Salez, P. 1984.
Conservation des semences de soja (Glycine max (L.)
Merrill) en zone tropicale [Storage of soybean seeds in the
tropics]. Agronomie Tropicale (France) 39(3):252-58. July/
Sept. [11 ref. Fre; eng; spa]
• Summary: These experiments were conducted in Senegal,
French Guiana, and Cameroon from 1980 to 1982, in 3
different sets of climatic conditions, using two package types
(hessian [burlap] and sealed plastic bags), and two storage
methods (aerated room and cooled room). Maintenance of
seed germination capability was most strongly dependent
on seed moisture during storage, followed by storage
temperature. In a dehumidified cold room, 90% of the seed
would germinate after one year. In Senegal and Cameroon,
storing seeds in sealed plastic bags or, even better, under
vacuum, was a less expensive way to assure viability from
one planting to the next. Address: IRAT research engineers:
1. At ISAR (Institut Senegalais de Recherches Agricoles) in
Senegal; 2. With IRAT-Guyane; 3. With IRA (Institut de la
Recherche Agronomique), B.P. 44, Dschang, Cameroon.
5155. Product Name: [Organic Nigari Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu natur.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojatopf. Renamed Soto in April
1989.
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedrich-Ebert-Str. 40, D-8323
Trostberg, West Germany. Phone: 08621-62538.
Date of Introduction: 1984 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Thomas
Karas of Soyastern. 1989. April 21. List of members of new
Organic Soyfoods Assoc. The owners are Prabuddha (Rolf
Barthof) and Prembudda (G. Schramm).
Note: This company seems to be the same as Sojatopf,
Friedrich-Ebert-Strasse 40, D-8223 Trostberg, W. Germany.
Phone 08621-62538. Founded by Stefan Zauner prior to Jan.
1988.
Letter from Bernd Drosihn. 1990. May 10. This
company, owned by Barthof and Schramm, is now located
at Wolfsbergerstr. 47, D-8211 Breitbrunn, West Germany.
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Phone: 08054/1283.
Talk with Harry Whitford of West Germany. 1990. May
20. He knows Soto well and will send more info. They are a
small company but are growing rapidly; they have some very
good products. They moved recently to Breitbrunn, where
they have a very nice, clean production room, with excellent
possibilities for expansion. Sojatopf was their former name.
Harry is a close friend of Prembuddha, because they are both
students of the same spiritual teacher. They see one another
often.
Letter (fax) from Harry Whitford. 1990. May 30. Gives
full details on product based on interview with Gerhard
(Oskar) Schramm. The company’s original name and address
are shown above. The original owner was Rolf Barthof
(Prabuddha). From Oct. 1985 until July 1988 Stefan Zauner
was also an owner. Then Oskar Schramm (Prembuddha)
from July 1988 until the present. So the current owners are
Barthof and Schramm. On 1 Jan. 1990 the company moved
to Wolfbergerstr. 47, D-8211 Breitbrunn am Chiemsee,
West Germany. Phone: 08054/1283. All their tofu is vacuum
packed, which is the usual packaging method for tofu in
Europe. Current production is 700 kg/week.
5156. Product Name: [Tofuburger].
Foreign Name: Tofuburger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojatopf. Renamed Soto in April
1989.
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedrich-Ebert-Str. 40, D-8323
Trostberg, West Germany. Phone: 08621-62538.
Date of Introduction: 1984 September.
Ingredients: Incl. tofu, vegetables, oatmeal, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 gm vacuum pack.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Harry
Whitford. 1990. May 30. Gives full details on product based
on interview with Gerhard (Oskar) Schramm. On 1 Jan. 1990
the company moved to Wolfbergerstr. 47, D-8211 Breitbrunn
am Chiemsee, West Germany.
5157. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1984. How to
grow soybeans in your home garden. Soyfoods Center, P.O.
Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 7 p. Oct. 15. Unpublished
typescript. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Growth requirements:
Latitude and climate, soil conditions. Selecting seed:
Photoperiod sensitivity, maturity groups, vegetable versus
field soybeans, sources of seed, how much seed to use.
Inoculation. Soil preparation and planting: Planting date,
soil preparation, row and seed spacing. Crop management.
Protection. Harvesting. Drying and storing the soybeans.
Saving seed. Putting the garden to bed. Bibliography.
“This spring, why not plant some soybeans in your
home garden or (biointensive) mini-farm? Although most
soybeans in America are grown on huge farms, they are very
easy to grow on small plots, and the rewards, especially in

delicious green vegetable soybeans, are well worth the effort.
“Nationwide surveys in 1980 showed that from 4347% of American households had a vegetable garden, and
the percentage is steadily increasing as people discover that
gardening is a wonderful way to save money, get closer to
Mother Nature, exercise, and relax; some now call gardening
‘horticultural therapy.’ A garden can give you delicious
food at its peak of freshness, flavor, and nutritive value,
free of chemical fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides, and
at very low cost. Moreover, a home garden helps us all to
conserve energy in at least three ways: (1) the gardener’s
labor is substituted for gasoline in farm machinery; (2)
fertilizer from a compost pile can replace energy-intensive
chemical fertilizers and save the gas used by the garbage
man; and (3) it eliminates the huge amounts of energy used
in transporting, processing, packaging, and storing the food,
then going to market to pick it up in your car.
“Growth Requirements. An extremely hardy crop,
soybeans will grow well in most parts of North America on
nearly all types of soil, wherever corn grows well.
“Latitude and Climate. Most soybeans in North America
are grown in the Corn Belt or northern Cotton Belt, along
the Mississippi River at 35-45 degrees north latitude (Fig.
1). The states with the greatest production are Iowa, Illinois,
Minnesota, Indiana, Ohio, and Missouri. However soybeans
grow well wherever corn does, in virtually any temperate
climate with a fairly humid, warm summer. They thrive well
up in Canada (Ontario is the major producing province) and
down into the Deep South along the Gulf of Mexico. In some
areas such as Arizona, New Mexico, and parts of California,
where there is very hot weather while the pods are forming,
the plants grow well but the seeds remain very small.
Likewise at high altitudes where the nights are cool the seeds
often fail to mature. Fortunately soybeans are quite resistant
to frost, drought, and excessive moisture.
“Some varieties of soybeans do very well in the tropics
and semitropics. Since 1973 INTSOY, the International
Soybean Program at the University of Illinois, has developed
improved varieties that give excellent yields in such areas.
This has led to rapid increases in soybean production in
countries such as India, Egypt, and Sri Lanka.
“Soil Conditions. Soybeans grow best in well-drained
fertile loams or sandy loams, the same soil preferred by corn.
The ideal soil pH is 6.5 to 6.8.
“Selecting Seed. Much of the success in growing
soybeans in a garden depends on selecting the right variety
of seed.
“Photoperiod Sensitivity. Soybeans have one important
characteristic that distinguishes them from many other beans:
a built-in time clock. The plant gets its signals for flowering
not from the air temperature but from the length of the day
(actually, the length of the night) or, as agronomists and
botanists say, the photoperiod. Long days (short nights)
delay flowering; short days (long nights) speed up flowering.
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During midsummer, when most soybeans flower, the days
are longer the farther you move away from the equator. For
example, on June 22, the day length at the equator (which
is constant year-round) is 12 hours and 48 minutes, while
in Minneapolis, Minnesota it is 15 hours and 37 minutes.
Because of their sensitivity to the photoperiod, most soybean
varieties will only produce a good crop in a band no wider
than 150 miles from north to south. North of this band the
variety will flower and mature later than is desirable; south
of it, earlier.
“Maturity Groups. Seed soybeans are classified into
various maturity groups based on the number of days
required for the plant to mature. In North America there are
ten such groups, each corresponding approximately to one
of the horizontal bands shown in Figure 7.3. Varieties in
the 00, 0, and I maturity groups, adapted to northernmost
production areas, are called early, early maturing, or short
season varieties; they mature in 80-90 days? to suit the short
growing season and the delay in flowering caused by the
long days. They will flower in almost continuous daylight.
Varieties in maturity groups III through V are intermediate
varieties that mature in 90-100 days? And varieties in groups
VI through VIII, the late maturing varieties adapted to
southern warm climates, take 100-150 days to mature. There
are more than 100 varieties of soybeans currently available in
North America and new improved varieties that give higher
yields (or higher protein yields), are more resistant to insects
and disease, and less sensitive to photoperiod limitations are
constantly being developed by private plant breeders and
agricultural colleges. Each variety belongs to one maturity
group. All varieties are bush beans, not pole beans.
“Vegetable versus Field Soybeans. When ordering
soybeans you should specify whether you want the largeseeded vegetable-type (also called edible- or garden-type)
beans or the smaller field-type beans. Vegetable-type
soybeans are recommended for home gardens; they are best
for green vegetable soybeans, easier to cook and shell, and
better flavored. Present popular varieties (with the number
of days required to produce green vegetable soybeans and
the number required to yield mature dry soybeans shown in
parentheses) include: Prize (85/115), Kim, Kanrich (60/90),
and Giant Green. Popular field beans that are good for tofu,
soymilk, tempeh, etc. include: Amsoy (70/100), Corsoy,
Fiskeby V? (68/69). Two black-seeded soybeans are Panther
(85/115), and Oriental (70/100).
“Sources of Seed. Probably the easiest way to obtain
the right soybean variety for your garden is to contact
one of the following national mail-order seed companies
in the USA: W. Atlee Burpee Co., Warminster, PA 18974
Kitazawa Seed Co., 356 W. Taylor St., San Jose, CA 95110
Johnny’s Selected Seeds, Albion, ME 04910. For northern
latitudes. When you order be sure to tell them where you
live, Whether you want vegetable-type or field-type beans,
and ask for inoculum for the beans (see below). If you use

stored seed, be sure it is not more than one year old, lest it
fail to germinate well. Properly stored, certified seeds give
assurance of quality. For more information on seeds, contact
your local county agricultural agent, extension service, or
college.
“How Much Seed to Use. One pound of seed (600900 soybeans) will plant about 150 feet of garden rows,
yielding 20-25 pounds of shelled green vegetable soybeans;
this should be enough to feed a family of four. Typically 90
pounds (range 50-150 pounds) of soybeans will plant one
acre; the bigger each seed and the narrower the rows, the
more pounds of seed per acre are needed.
“Inoculation. For soybean plants to produce large yields
of soybeans with a high protein content, it is important
that they have proper strains of nitrogen-fixing Rhizobium
japonicum bacteria living in their root nodules. The soybean
rhizobia are not native to most soils. So unless your plot has
grown a good crop of well-nodulated soybeans within the
past 3-5 years and thus contains enough of these bacteria,
you should inoculate your seed before it is planted with
a commercial powdered inoculum or with soil from a
plot that has recently grown well-nodulated soybeans. A
majority of farmers inoculate their seeds year after year, but
many gardeners inoculate only once. The soybean rhizobia
inoculum can be purchased from most seed dealers at the
same time you buy your seed beans;” (Continued). Address:
Lafayette, California.
5158. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1984. How to grow
soybeans in your home garden (Continued–Document part
II). Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 7
p. Oct. 15. Unpublished typescript. [3 ref]
• Summary: (Continued): “it is sold at some nursery supply
stores. Use only an inoculum prepared specifically and
only for soybeans, preferably for your specific variety. The
culture will contain an almost astronomical number of live
(viable) bacteria, enough for about 1 million per seed to
be inoculated. Larger quantities of inoculum can also be
ordered direct from the producer such as Nitragin Inc., 3101
W. Custer Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53209. Follow directions
on the package. In most cases, the seeds are inoculated
by dampening them and mixing in the required amount
of inoculum. Note that many fungicides will kill soybean
rhizobia. Note also that the single most common cause of
soybeans’ failure to produce a good crop is lack of proper
bacteria in the soil; this causes the plants to produce very
small beans and yellowish (unhealthy) leaves. Actually on
soils that are very rich in nitrogen, soybeans will do quite
well even if there are no soybean rhizobia in the soy, but the
soybeans will quickly draw the nitrogen from the soil and the
seeds will generally have 15-20% less protein.
“Soil Preparation and Planting. As spring approaches
you should have your seeds and inoculum ready. Soybeans
are as easy to grow as snap or pole beans.
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“Planting Date. Plant your soybeans as soon as possible
after the last expected frost. In most parts of the Midwest
soybeans are planted on about May 1, however if the weather
is still unusually cold, planting may be delayed until May 15.
It is possible to have a supply of green vegetable soybeans
from midsummer to late fall by doing several successive
plantings of the same variety at intervals of 7-10 days, or by
planting several varieties from different maturity groups at
the same time. Beans for green vegetable soybeans can be
planted as late as 70 days before the first fall frost, and easily
as late as June 1. To get early beans or a long season, start
some of the beans in a greenhouse.
“Soil Preparation. Soybean roots like to go deep, so dig
your beds deep. The deepest roots go down 3½ to 4 feet,
although most are within 6 inches of the surface. You may
wish to dig down 18-24 inches with biointensive-type double
digging, deep bed methods. If you have a soil testing kit
(available at low cost at many nurseries), test the soil pH.
Ideally it should be 6.5 to 6.8. If it is too low, work enough
lime (in the form of ground limestone or dolomite) into
the soil to raise the pH above 6.5. Liming, which also adds
essential calcium to the soil, is the most important part of
soil preparation. Next work in plenty of natural compost and,
if available, well-rotted manure or stable bedding. Soybeans
do not need any commercial fertilizer if they are planted in
well composted soil. Where organic fertilizers are not used
it is advisable to dig in some potassium (K, the natural form
is potash from wood ashes) and some phosphorus (P, natural
forms include rock phosphate and bone meal). Use about
5 pounds of each for every 100 square feet of soil. On low
fertility soils, typical farmers add 200-400 pounds of 0-2020 NPK fertilizer or 8-10 tons of manure per acre (43,560
square feet). Nitrogen fertilizer need not be added, since the
soybeans produce their own. Applications of micronutrients
such as iron, manganese and molybdenum increase yields
under most conditions.
“Row and Seed Spacing. In your garden lay out either
regular rows 15-20 inches apart, or narrow rows 7-15
inches apart. Drop in seeds 2½ to 3 inches apart (4½ to 5
seeds per foot of row) and 1 to 1½ inches deep (2 inches
deep in coarse soil). You can give the seeds a head start by
sprouting them for 1-2 days prior to planting. Biointensive
gardeners get very high yields by planting their soybeans
in a solid triangular grid pattern with one soybean at each
corner of many connected 6-inch equilateral triangles.
Cover the beans with well crumbled soil, pack lightly, and
water well. You may want to lay down a layer of mulch
(such as compost, lawn trimmings, or leaves) over the rows
to conserve moisture, prevent soil crust formation, shade
out weeds, and prevent erosion. For companion plants, soy
grows with anything and helps everything. You may want
to try interplanting soy with corn, since both grow under the
same conditions and the soy feeds free nitrogen to the corn,
which needs a lot of it. Soy also does well interplanted with

tomatoes or beets.
“Crop Management. Germination starts when soil
temperatures are about 10ºC (50ºF). The young plants should
emerge 5-10 days after planting; the warmer the soil, the
earlier the emergence. Although most soybeans grown on
large farms are not irrigated, garden soybeans should be
watered every few days and whenever they begin to wilt.
Do a first weeding 2-4 weeks after planting and a second
weeding after flowering. If you feel it necessary to add
fertilizer after the plants emerge, place it 1½ to 3 inches to
the side of each plant, not in direct contact with the plant.
Soybeans begin to flower as the days start to shorten in
late June, when the plants are 24-36 inches tall; the flowers
are self-pollinating, so no bees are needed. The first pods
will appears 10-14 days after the first flowers. They will
soon be covered with fuzz and will fill rapidly as maturity
approaches.
“Protection. Soybeans in home gardens are seldom
bothered by insects or disease but watch out for rabbits,
woodchucks, and other small rodents; they love young
soybean plants more than almost any other plant in the
garden. To keep them out, put up a good wire fence or
protective cover, or sprinkle bloodmeal (a soil nutrient)
around the plot to frighten them away.
“Harvest. Since dry soybeans are widely available at
low prices and are somewhat difficult to harvest, most people
who grow garden soybeans serve them as green vegetable
soybeans. These beans should be ready 70-90 days after
planting, around mid-July. Pick them as soon as the bright
green pods have filled with succulent green soybeans, just as
they mature but before the pods (and leaves) start to yellow.
Watch your crop carefully and harvest quickly, since most
varieties only stay at their peak of tender freshness for 5-10
days. Generally all beans on a plant ripen at about the same
time, so rather than harvesting the pods continuously, most
people simply uproot the entire plant or cut off the stem
just above the ground, then find a shady spot to pick off the
pods. Since the fresh beans begin to lose flavor and nutrients
rapidly after they are picked off the stems, they are best
when cooked and served (or frozen) within several hours
after picking; for recipes, see Chapter 22. After shelling, the
green vines may be composted, dug back into the soil as
green mature, or fed to livestock.
“Putting the Garden to Bed. Since organic fertilizers
take time to break down, they are best added to the soil in the
fall. So after your crop is harvested, first supply the soil with
lime (if necessary) by sprinkling it with wood ashes, crushed
egg shells, or crushed limestone. Then till or spade in the
soybean pods and stalks from your garden. Next year, plant
your soybeans in another part of the garden to enrich that
part. Rotate other non-legume crops onto the former soybean
plot so that they can take full advantage of the free nitrogen
fertilizer in the soil. Rotation also helps minimize plant
diseases.
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“Resources. In order of importance. (1) Hobson 1978, p.
6-18; (2) Chen 1956, p. 125-138; (3) Scott and Aldrich 1970.
“Hobson, Phyllis. 1978. The Soybean Book. Growing
and Using Nature’s Miracle Protein. Charlotte, VT: Garden
Way Publishing. 172 p.
“Chen, P.S. 1956. Soybeans for Health, Longevity, and
Economy. Revised, ed. 1973. Soybeans for Health and a
Longer Life. New Canaan, CT: Keats Publ. Co. 178 p.
“Scott, W.O. and Aldrich, S.A. 1970. Modern Soybean
Production. Champaign, Illinois: S & A Publications. 192 p.”
Address: Lafayette, California.
5159. Product Name: Lima Ohsawa’s Miso [Genmai,
Hatcho, or Mugi].
Manufacturer’s Name: Chico-San, Inc. (Importer). Made
in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: Chico, California.
Date of Introduction: 1984 October.
New Product–Documentation: Chico-San Cracker Barrel.
1984. Oct. p. 1, 4. Labels read: “Pressure release valve. Keep
unclogged. Organic, Unpasteurized.” Aged over one year
(Genmai and Mugi); Over 2 years for Hatcho. This pressure
release bag is a major innovation, and a first.
5160. Product Name: [Soyastern Tofu-Burger].
Foreign Name: Soyastern Tofu-Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Debrecini-Drosihn-Karas.
Renamed Soyastern Naturkost GmbH in Dec. 1985.
Manufacturer’s Address: Roonstr. 38, D-5200 Siegburg,
West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1984 October.
Ingredients: Rice, Tofu (Water, soybeans*), seasonal
vegetables* (carrots, celery, leeks, onions), sunflower seeds,
sesame, vegetable oil, spices, sea salt. * = Organically
grown; Soyabohnen aus kontr. biologischer Anbau.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 x 8.5 inch plastic bag.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Bernd
Drosihn of Soyastern. 1987. Nov. 30. He is business manager
at Soyastern. This deep-fried patty is the company’s best
seller among its ready to eat “Frischeprodukte.” It is sold
on the counter, and is not refrigerated. Label. 1987. 5.5 by 2
inches. Black on green. Printed on plastic bag.
Letter (fax) from Harry Whitford. 1990. May 11.
Byodo started to fry Tofu Burgers in the fall of 1984. Lukas
Kelterborn’s last service to the company was to establish
the tie to Soyastern, which was unable to fry burgers due to
complaints by the neighbors. We started buying tofu from
Soyastern in Cologne to make burgers for them–at a distance
of 400 miles!
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2015)
concerning Bernd Drosihn, part-owner of Soyastern. A
soyfoods pioneer in Germany, he founded Viana in 1989.
5161. Product Name: Tofu (Bulk).

Manufacturer’s Name: Fresh Tofu Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 900 Line St. (P.O. Box 1125),
Easton, PA 18042. Phone: 215-258-0883.
Date of Introduction: 1984 November.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, water.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Gary
Abramowitz. 1989. Aug. 21. This company was founded by
Jeff Connerton, Incorporated in 1983, it began operation in
Nov. 1984. The first product was bulk tofu. The company
address has not changed since the beginning and the tofu
has always been made with nigari and organically grown
soybeans. Gary bought in as an equal partner in March 1985,
and in Oct. 1988 he bought out Connerton to become the
sole owner and president. Now the company is doing very
well. Gary doubled his production space in April 1989 and
expanded his system, yet now he is operating a full capacity,
unable to produce any more. They have never advertised;
the growth has some solely from word of mouth from
satisfied customers. Production has doubled each of the past
2 years. He now makes about 7,500 lb/week of fresh tofu,
of which about 60% is used in second generation products.
The location, midway between Manhattan [New York] and
Philadelphia [Pennsylvania] is excellent. He is trying not
to grow too fast, and so far it is working well. His basic
philosophy is “Fresh.” The company does basically all of its
own distribution, and he wants to keep it that way. He has
talked with Wally Rogers repeatedly about buying a bigger
system but each time it decides not to.
The only article ever written about the company was
written a long time ago when they sold only tofu. It was not
very well written and he doesn’t think he can find a copy.
Talk with Cathy Kobayashi. 1995. June 1. She is a
student at Pennsylvania State University, and is now working
on a project for Fresh Tofu in Easton. The company is alive
and well.
5162. Product Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrisoy Pty. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 255 Forest Road, Arncliffe 2205,
NSW, Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1984 November.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, cider vinegar, and
culture (Rhizopus oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm in plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label with date sent by
Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling this product in Nov. 1984. Red, green and white
on yellow. Front panel: “Nutritious. Cholesterol free. Frozen
fresh natural. Fitness food. Fry, bake, grill or steam for a
quick and easy meal. Fitness food. Bermutu Tinggi.”
5163. Product Name: Wild Leek Miso (Wild Spring Leeks
Pickled in Three-Year Organic Barley Miso).
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Manufacturer’s Name: South River Miso Co. Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: South River Farm, Conway, MA
01341.
Date of Introduction: 1984 November.
Ingredients: Organic wild leeks (Allium tricoccum) and
Maine coast kelp (Digitata) pickled for one summer in threeyear Barley miso made from deep well water, organically
grown barley and soybeans, Lima sea salt, and koji culture.
New Product–Documentation: Mountain Ark Trading Co.
catalog. 1984. April. p. 1. Pickled for 2 full years. $8.50/lb.
Label sent by Christian Elwell. 1992. March 15. After the
miso has aged for 2 summers, the land- and sea vegetables
are added then the mixture is allowed to ferment until the
end of the third summer. He started selling this miso in the
winter of 1984. Label. 3.5 by 2 inches. Black on white. Self
adhesive. “100% organic ingredients. Unpasteurized. Please
refrigerate.”
5164. Product Name: Dandelions Pickled in Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: South River Miso Co. Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: South River Farm, Conway, MA
01341. Phone: 413-369-4057.
Date of Introduction: 1984 November.
Ingredients: Wild spring dandelion greens, harvested
by hand, washed, lightly steamed, and pickled in Barley
Miso for 1 full summer. The Barley Miso itself is aged two
summers, made from deep well water, organically grown
soybeans and barley, solar dried sea salt and koji culture.
New Product–Documentation: Mountain Ark Trading Co.
catalog. 1984. April. p. 1. Pickled for 2 full years. $8.50/lb.
Talk with then Label sent by Christian Elwell. 1992.
March 13. He started selling this miso in Winter 1984. Label.
3.5 by 2 inches. Black on white. Self adhesive. “Containing
not less than 3 dandelions (about ¼ lb.) embedded in Barley
Miso-aged 2 summers.”
5165. Product Name: Pureharvest Organic Soy Drink
[Natural, Vanilla, Barley Malt plus Other Flavors].
Manufacturer’s Name: Ceres Natural Foods Pty. Ltd.
(Importer & Distributor). Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: East Bentleigh, Victoria,
Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1984 December.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml Doypack stand-up retort
pouch.
How Stored: Refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Australian Dairy Foods.
1985. Feb. p. 51. “Soy report.” Over the past year sales have
increased greatly. Also distributing Morinaga Tofu. Don
Lazzaro is director of this company.
STS. 1985. Containers for Soymilk. Shows color photo
of package. Brown, yellow, and orange.
Australian Dairy Foods. 1986. Feb. p. 84. Shows two
sizes of Tetra Brik cartons, each vanilla flavor.

Letter (fax) from Don Lazzaro of Ceres Natural Foods.
1995. June 15. In Dec. 1984 they introduced Pureharvest
soymilk in vanilla and natural flavors, in 500 ml Tetra Brik
cartons, made by and imported from Kibun in Japan.
Letter (fax) from Daniel Hannaford of Ceres Natural
Foods Pty. Ltd. The company’s brand is Pureharvest. They
apparently import soymilk from Mitoku. The address is now
18 Ardena Court, P.O. Box 187, East Bentleigh, Victoria
3165, Australia. Phone: (03) 579 3422.
5166. Mkumbula, S.; Javaheri, F.; Joshi, J.M. 1984. Hill
planting: an alternative approach to soyabean planting by
small scale farmers in Zambia. Farming in Zambia 15(1):56. Dec.
• Summary: “Introduction: Soyabean are a relatively new
crop in the small scale sector in Zambia. Lack of suitable
varieties able to perform reasonably well in a wide range of
locations without inoculation with Rhizobia have hitherto
been some of the major hinderances to expansion.
“However, the release of two varieties able to nodulate
with indigenous rhizobia in most Zambian soils have boosted
the potential for production by small scale growers. These
two varieties are Magoye and Hernon 147.
Conventional Planting: If the crop is to be hand weeded,
the row spacing for soyabean is half of the row spacing
maize, cotton or sunflower, i.e. 50 cm. If an oxen-pulled
or tractor-mounted cultivator is to be used for weeding,
rose spacing of up to 75 cm depending on the width of the
cultivator is advised. This spacing also allows for oxen and
tractor movement without damaging the crop.
“In the rows, 30-40 seeds/m (30 seeds for 50 cm and 40
seeds for 75 cm spacing) are drilled uniformly in the planting
furrow. This rate will give a plant population of 300,000 to
400,000 per hectare.
“Hill Planting: For those farmers hand planting their
crop, drilling the seed at the recommended rate within the
row can be a time consuming job. Hill planting or ‘Semi
check row’ method is one in which wider intra-row spacing
with higher number of seeds/station is used. This method
is less tedious to the grower and fits in well with traditional
methods of planting.
“In hill planting, 7 to 10 seeds are dropped per station (7
seeds for 50 cm and 10 seeds For 75 cm rows). The stations
are spaced 25 cm apart. No thinning is required. Planting
stations should be shallow and wide rather than small and
deep holes. This facilitates emergence.
“Conventional Versus Hill Planting: The hill planting
method may only be ideal if soyabean yields are not
adversely affected. The data shown in table 1 is taken
from an experiment conducted at three locations during
the 1980/81 season (Magoye, Msekera, Copperbelt). The
data shown in table 1 is for soyabean varieties Magoye and
Hernon 147. In this experiment plant population was kept at
400,000 plants/ha rows being 50 cm apart, but the following
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intra-row spacings were evaluated:
“1. Control (drilling) One plant/2.5-5 cm within the row.
“2. 10 cm with 2-4 plants/station.
“3. 20 cm with 4-8 plants/station.
“4. 30 cm with 6-12 plants/station.
“The results indicate (Table 1) no significant differences
in yield between drilling and planting on hills spaced 20 cm
within the row for both Magoye and Hernon 147, although
this is especially more so for the former than the latter.
“Farmers preferring to plant at wide intra-row spacing
of 25 cm can therefore expect reasonable yields of both
varieties. There is no evidence that leaving wide gaps within
rows will result in high weed infestation. The data shown
in table 2 are taken from a 1983/84 season trial conducted
at Magoye Research station to determine the rate of canopy
closure of different varieties at various spacings.
“The data indicate that plants spaced up to 25 cm (hill
planting distance) will close canopy within 30 days after
planting, thus effectively assisting in suppressing weed
competition.”
Tables show: (1) “Effect of drilling versus wide intrarow spacing in soyabean.” For two varieties, at three
locations plus the mean of the three. With three different drill
spacings.
(2) Percentage canopy closure, days to maximum
canopy closure and days to flowering (Magoye Regional
Research Station).
5167. Product Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sooke Soy Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2625 Otter Point Rd., R.R. 2,
Sooke, Vancouver Island, BC, V0S 1N0, Canada. Phone:
642-3263.
Date of Introduction: 1984 December.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, and culture
(Rhizopus oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (227 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Calories 163, protein 19 gm,
carbohydrates 13 gm, fat 5 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1988, received. 6
inches square plastic bag. Blue, white, green, and yellow on
clear film. “An excellent source of protein. Soy. Organic. No
preservatives. On Back: Quick and Easy Recipes for Saucy
Tempeh, and Sweet and Sour Tempeh. If you like our tofu–
you’ll love our tempeh! * Tempeh, like tofu, is so versatile it
adapts itself to any cooking method and all types of cuisine.
* Tempeh is terrific in stir frys, soups, stews, and sandwich
spreads. * Tempeh is delicious deep-fried like fish sticks,
broiled as cutlets, or barbecued. * Invent your own dishes;
great in Mexican and Italian foods! Grey or black areas on
tempeh are due to normal sporulation, and do not indicate
spoilage.” Letter from Wayne Fatt. 1988. Sept. 29. The
product was introduced in Dec. 1984.

5168. Bardhi, Gezim; Karaj, Selim. 1984. Kur zbatohen
teknologjite e reja ne kultivim e sojes. (Ne rrethin e Krujes)
[Implementation of new technologies in cultivating soybeans
(In the Kruja district)]. Bujqesia Socialiste (Socialist
Agriculture) (Albania) No. 2. p. 21-23. [Alb]*
5169. Product Name: Tasty Tofu (Herb Tofu–Marinated
and Baked).
Manufacturer’s Name: Bountiful Bean Plant. Baked at
Nature’s Bakery.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2049 1/2 Atwood Ave., Madison,
WI 53704.
Date of Introduction: 1984.
Ingredients: Herb Tofu (water, organic soybeans, calcium
sulfate, magnesium chloride, herbs and spices), baked with
shoyu soy sauce and oil at Nature’s Bakery.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 oz. or 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Deborah
Bachmann. 1987. Dec. 29. This is an herb tofu that is
marinated with shoyu, baked, and vacuum packed. It is ready
to eat. Ad. 1987. Spring. “Whee! Pop me into your toaster.
Ready to eat. Serve Tasty Tofu hot or cold for snacks, hors
d’oeuvres, in salads, sandwiches, or cubed in stir fries.”
Label. 1985. 4 by 3.25 inches. Self adhesive. Maroon and
green on white. “Ready to eat. Serve Tasty Tofu hot or cold
for snacks, sandwiches, salads, hors d’oeuvres, or as a main
course. No preservatives. Pareve.”
Labels sent by Elizabeth Hanson of Bountiful Bean.
1991. Nov. 12. 4 oz. and 8 oz. Same labels as above, but
company is now located in Ridgeway, Wisconsin 53582.
Leaflet sent by Paul Olson, new owner of Bountiful
Bean Soyfoods. 1993. Nov. 19. “Tasty Tofu: This handy
snack is simply our Herb Tofu block, pressed, basted with
shoyu soy sauce, and baked in a medium oven for two
hours.”
5170. Product Name: Calco Doufu-gan (Tofu Cake; Very
Firm Tofu).
Manufacturer’s Name: Calco of Atlanta.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2059 Manchester St., N.E.,
Atlanta, GA 30324. Phone: 404-874-3650.
Date of Introduction: 1984.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, calcium
sulfate (a natural mineral).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 70, protein 10 gm,
carbohydrates 7 gm, fat 0.5 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jimmy Wang.
1989. Nov. 9. This product was introduced in 1984.
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5171. Product Name: Clearspring Sakae Organic Shoyu,
and Wheat-Free Mansan Tamari.
Manufacturer’s Name: Clearspring Natural Grocer
(Importer). Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: 196 Old St., London EC1V 9BP,
England. Phone: 01-250 1708.
Date of Introduction: 1984.
New Product–Documentation: Simon Bailey. 1988.
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo
shows the Labels. “Traditional Soya Sauce. The perfect
seasoning for savoury dishes.” CSP form filled out by
Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. Gives date of introduction
as 1984. Formerly sold under the Sunwheel label (1974).
Sold to Clearspring in 1984. Peter Bradford is proprietor.
The company is an importer, wholesaler and retailer of
high-quality Japanese shoyu, tamari, miso, koya-dofu and
macrobiotic specialties. Japanese agent is Mitoku. Various
Japanese manufacturers. Letter from Simon Bailey. 1988.
Oct. 10. In 1984 the old Sunwheel company on Orpheus
Street closed. The brand name Sunwheel was sold, along
with some higher turnover products, to Granary, which sold
it in turn to Northumbrian in 1987. This brand includes
shoyu, tamari, and miso that are sold to the mainstream
health food trade. Clearspring, Peter Bradford’s present
business, agreed not to compete with the Sunwheel range,
but continued to import high quality tamari, shoyu and miso
for their own label, some of which he had formerly imported
as the original Sunwheel company. These are available
mostly in independent natural food and macrobiotic stores.
Note: Mansan tamari is also imported by Great Eastern Sun
in the USA.
5172. Dickson, T. 1984. Japanese soybean research institutes,
including the First International Symposium on Soybeans in
Tropical and Subtropical Cropping Systems, Tsukuba, Japan,
26 September to 1 October 1983. Brisbane: Queensland
Dept. of Primary Industries. i + 10 p. Study tour report. 30
cm. *
Address: Australia.
5173. Mennonite Central Committee. 1984. Research results.
Agricultural Program, Report No. 11. (Dhaka [Dacca],
Bangladesh). [36 ref]*
Address: Mennonite Central Committee, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
5174. Product Name: Tempeh (Family Pack; 340g/12 oz).
Manufacturer’s Name: Noble Bean.
Manufacturer’s Address: 293 Augusta Ave. (in Kensington
Market, near Oxford St.), Toronto, ON M5T 2M2.
Date of Introduction: 1984.
Ingredients: Soybeans, water, culture. 1998: Organically
grown soybeans, spring water, cider vinegar and rhizopus
culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (340 gm) perforated

plastic bag (not vacuum packed).
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 201, protein 19 gm,
carbohydrates 6 gm, fat/lipids 12 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Allan Brown
who wrote on 11 May 1998. “We left [Ontario] in Jan. 1984,
when Casey was 2 months old, and moved back to Toronto,
where we rented a house at 293 Augusta Ave. (two doors
from Oxford St., postal code M5T 2M2) in Kensington
Market. This was the ethnic food center of Toronto. At our
house on Augusta, we had our tempeh shop on the first floor,
and we lived upstairs. We were then distributing to 40 stores
weekly. We also distributed tofu burgers from La Soyarie of
Ottawa, Ontario. In late 1984, EcoFarms began distributing
our tempeh to farther-flung stores in Ontario.”
In June 1985, after about 5 years in Toronto, they bought
ten acres of land near McDonalds Corners (not far from The
Farm in Lanark, Ontario), and moved Noble Bean onto that
land.
The larger Family Pack was introduced in 1984 but it
got a new label in 1985.
Label sent by Allan Brown. 2019. June 30. 6 by 6
inches. Plastic bag. In French and English. Orange, brown
and green on white. “Made with fresh spring water. 340
gm (12 oz; Family Pack). Vegetarian. Organic.” On back
of Family Pack (brown on yellow, in English and French):
“Tempeh is a delicious, high quality protein food made
from soybeans. Like cheese and yogurt it’s made by natural
culturing.
“Tips for your eating pleasure: Tempeh can be steamed,
broiled, sautéed, baked, deep-fried or-simmered in soups or
sauces.
“Cook for 20 minutes or deep fry until golden brown.
“Great in Mexican, Italian or Oriental dishes.
“For a nice breakfast treat try pancakes and deep fried
Tempeh with maple syrup or apple sauce,
“Keep Refrigerated or Frozen.
“Black or grey colour is due to normal sporulation of the
culture.”
Email from Allan Brown. 2019. July 25. Includes the
original 340g label, green on grey. “Yes, the new labels were
introduced after we moved back to the land from Toronto.
Our landlord in Toronto was a well known graphic artist
and helped us realize our design. The final 1985 label was a
collaboration between myself and Angelo Sgabellone.”
5175. Product Name: [Tempeh Spread with Garlic].
Foreign Name: Tartiner au Tempeh (Ail).
Manufacturer’s Name: Noble Bean.
Manufacturer’s Address: Toronto, ONT, Canada.
Date of Introduction: 1984.
Ingredients: Organic soy tempeh, tamari, spring water,
garlic, chives, soy oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 227 gm.
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How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1985, undated.
3.5 inches in diameter. Orange and green on white. “FreshDelicious-Nutritious. Great for sandwiches or on crackers.
All natural. Ready to eat.” Letter from Allan Brown. 1985.
Aug. 7. 8 oz for $1.95. Letter (fax) from Allan Brown. 1998.
Jan. 21. This Garlic Tempeh Spread was first sold in 1984,
and continued being sold until 1986.
5176. Sison, R. 1984. Rationale/objectives of the National
Soybean Program. Paper prepared for the first orientation
training seminar on soybean production for rice based areas.
Held 11-13 Dec. 1984 at Los Banos, Philippines. *
• Summary: In the Philippines, the major producer is
Mindanao, which is in the south. Although production has
gradually increased in the last 10 years, the total area planted
to soybeans was only 8,320 ha in 1983. Imports that year
totaled 31,000 tonnes of soybeans and 261,000 tonnes of
soybean meal. The demand for soybean meal as animal
feed has prompted the government to direct efforts toward
accelerating production.
5177. Product Name: Tofu Tamales [Green Chili, or Red
Chili].
Manufacturer’s Name: Southwest Soy Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2889 Trades West Rd., Santa Fe,
NM 87501. Phone: 505-471-8979.
Date of Introduction: 1984.
Ingredients: Corn, organic tofu (soybeans, water, calcium
sulfate–a natural mineral), green or red chili, wheat berries,
safflower oil, tamari (water, soybeans, salt), spices, salt,
baking powder, lime.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 20 oz plastic vacuum pouch
contains 6 tamales, 8 inches square. Retails for $2.00 (9/90,
New Mexico).
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Richard
Jennings. 1987. Dec. 28. Gave date of introduction. Labels
brought by Richard Jennings. 1990. Sept. 20. 3.5 by 3 inches.
Self adhesive. Green or red on yellow. Illustration of corn
with leaves. “Real Fast Foods. Steam for 15 minutes. Bake
covered for 12 minutes at 350ºF. Microwave for 6 minutes.”
Later version has a UPC indicia.
5178. Product Name: Tempeh Specialties [Soy/Rice, Italian
Tempeh, Soy/Peanut, or Tempeh Burgers].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Shop.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1863 Memorial Dr. S.E., Atlanta,
GA 30317.
Date of Introduction: 1984.
Ingredients: Burgers: Organically grown soybeans, natural
apple cider vinegar, nutritional yeast, herbs & spices, organic
whole wheat flour, tempeh cultures.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. Retails for $1.29.

New Product–Documentation: Label. 1985, dated. 4.5
inches square. Green and white on yellow. Four labels in
one. Very creative and economical.
5179. Sumarno, -. 1984. Defining soybean breeding
objectives for the Indonesian cropping system programme.
Presented at the Asian Soybean Workshop, Jakarta. *
5180. Product Name: [Tempeh Spread (Vegetable)].
Foreign Name: Tempeh Spread (Groenten).
Manufacturer’s Name: Witte Wonder.
Manufacturer’s Address: Slachthuiskade 10–2685
Poeldijk, Netherlands.
Date of Introduction: 1984.
Ingredients: Paprika: Soybeans*, water, Rhizopus oryzae,
apple vinegar*, olive oil, sunflowerseed oil*, sea salt, barley
malt syrup, paprika, tomato puree. * = Organically grown
(van biologiese teelt).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 350 gm jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1986? 6 by 1.5
inches. red or green, tan, and white. Use for bread, crackers
or toast, or in sauces.
5181. Bray, Francesca. 1984. Science and civilisation in
China. Vol. 6, Biology and biological technology. Part II:
Agriculture. Joseph Needham series. Cambridge, England:
Cambridge University Press. xxvii + 724 p. Illust. Index. 26
cm. [1487* ref]
• Summary: Contents: List of 271 illustrations. List of 13
tables. List of 17 abbreviations. Author’s note. Introduction:
General characteristics of Chinese agriculture, agricultural
regions, origins of Chinese agriculture. Sources: The yüeh
ling or agricultural calendars, agricultural treatises, statecommissioned compilations, monographs, supplementary
sources, the content of the Chinese sources and the
implications for historical interpretation, a comparison
with European tradition. Field systems: Land clearance
and reclamation, shifting cultivation, permanent fields.
Agricultural implements and techniques: Tillage implements,
sowing, fertilisation, weeding and cultivation, harvesting and
threshing and winnowing, grain storage. Crop systems: Crop
rotation, millets and sorghum and maize, wheat and barley,
rice, legumes (incl. soybeans and adzuki beans [Phaseolus
angularis, or hsiao tou]), oil crops, tuber crops, fibre crops,
vegetables and fruits. Conclusions–Agricultural changes and
society–stagnation or revolution?: Did China contribute to
Europe’s agricultural revolution?, agricultural revolution in
China?, development or change?
Bibliographies: Abbreviations. Chinese and Japanese
books before + 1800: 254 references. Chinese and Japanese
books and journal articles since + 1800: 306 references.
Books and journal articles in Western languages: 778
references. Note: There are 560 references in Chinese.
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“This book is dedicated to the memories of Shih Shenhan of the Northwestern Agricultural College, Wukung,
Wang-Yü-hu of the Peking Agricultural College, and Amano
Motonosuke of Osaka University, without whose pioneering
work on the history of agriculture in China this volume
would not have been possible.”
The section titled “Monographs” (p. 74-75) notes that
farm tools and machines were not considered interesting
by Chinese writers. “It would never have occurred to
an educated Chinese to attempt to benefit mankind by
improving the design of the plow, and there is none of the
technical, experimental literature that we find in the West on
such topics.” Address: Cambridge, England.
5182. Essa, T.A.; Kohistani, R.E.; Flowerday, A.D. 1984.
Influence of intra-row spacing on the morphological and
agronomical characteristics of seven soybean cultivars
(Glycine max. (L.) Merrill). Iraqi J. of Agricultural Sciences
2(3):7-13. [10 ref. Eng; ara]*
Address: College of Agriculture, Baghdad Univ., Baghdad,
Iraq.
5183. Eweida, M.H.T.; Okaz, A.M.; El Sonbaty, M.M.;
Kassem, A.M. 1984. Effect of location and season of
growing on oil characteristics of some soybean varieties.
Annals of Agricultural Science, Moshtohor (Egypt) 21(1):3746. [13 ref. Eng; ara]
• Summary: The soybean varieties chosen and the locations
in which they were grown had a significant effect of the oil
content of the soybeans. Varieties grown in lower Egypt
had a high oil content, whereas those grown in upper
(northern) Egypt had a low oil content due to the relatively
hot weather there. The variety Davis had the highest oil
content. “Also, soybean varieties showed to be a good source
of phospholipids. Differences due to varieties, location and
years in oil characteristics; iodine number, saponification
number, refractive index, acid value and unsaponifiable
matter were significant...
“The soybean was introduced for Egyptian agriculture
more than 30 years ago. Since 1974, the area under
soybean was gradually increased to reach 100,000 feddan
in 1981. [Note: 1 feddan = 1.038 acres.] Thus, increasing
the production of soybean from the limited area is of great
importance.” Address: 1-3. Agronomy Dep., Faculty of
Agriculture, Al-Azhar Univ.; 4. Agricultural Research
Center, Tech. of Cereal and Legume Sec., Giza. All: Egypt.
5184. Hefni, El-S.H.M.; Gaballa, F.I.; Eid, M.H.M.; Khedr,
E.S.A.F. 1984. Studies on interplanting soybean in maize
fields. I. On growth measurements. Annals of Agricultural
Science, Moshtohor (Egypt) 21(1):281-91. [13 ref. Eng; ara]
• Summary: During 1980 and 1981 two field experiments
were conducted at the Center for Agriculture Research at
Giza to study the effects of interplanting soybeans with

maize at different densities. Different nitrogen treatments
effected the average height of the two plants. Leaf area,
stem diameter for maize, average number of pods per plant
for soybeans, and the average number of leaves per plant
were studied. Address: 1-2. Dep. of Agronomy, Faculty of
Agriculture, Zagazig Univ., Moshtohor; 3. Soil Research
Inst., Agriculutral Research Center; 3. Field Crops Research
Inst., Agricultural Research Center.
5185. Hefni, El-S.H.M.; Gab-Alla, F.I.; Eid, M.H.M.; Khedr,
F.A.F. 1984. Studies on interplanting soybean in maize fields.
II. On yield and yield components. Annals of Agricultural
Science, Moshtohor (Egypt) 21(1):293-313. [19 ref. Eng; ara]
• Summary: “The interplanting systems had a significant
effect on the ear weight, number of grains per row and ear
diameter in both seasons. The treatment C (i.e. 50% maize
and 50% soybean) gave the highest values...
“The differences between the averages of plant weight,
pods weight/plant and seed weight/plant of soybean were
significant in both seasons. The pure stand of soybean gave
the highest values in both experimental seasons.” Address:
1-2. Dep. of Agronomy, Faculty of Agriculture, Moshtohor,
Zagazig Univ.; 2. Soil Research Inst., Agricultural Research
Center; 3. Field Crops Research Inst., Agricultural Research
Center. All: Egypt.
5186. IITA Research Highlights. 1984. Soybean lines for the
lowland tropics. p. 86-88. For the year 1983.
• Summary: Two major constraints to soybean production
in the tropics are the inability of most lines to form nodules
necessary for symbiotic nitrogen fixation, and rapid loss of
seed viability in storage in a warm, humid environment. IITA
scientists have found several soybean lines that help to solve
these problems. Note: In the front of the publication is an
aerial photo of IITA. Address: Ibadan, Nigeria.
5187. IITA Research Highlights. 1984. Secondary and
micronutrient requirements of soybeans in the savannas. p.
89-91. For the year 1983.
• Summary: “Agroclimatic zones with the greatest potential
for soybean production in West Africa are the Guinea
savannas, but only limited work has been done on the
secondary and micronutrient requirements of the crop in
these regions of Nigeria. Trials were conducted at two sites
in Benue State to determine these requirements, as well as
for phosphorus and potassium.” Address: Ibadan, Nigeria.
5188. International Institute of Tropical Agriculture. 1984.
Grain Legume Improvement Program: Research Highlights
1981-1984. IITA, PMB 5320, Oyo Road, Ibadan, Nigeria. 81
p. [4 ref. Eng]
5189. Nagornyi, V.D.; Plyushchikov, V.G. 1984.
[Productivity of mixed stands of maize and soyabeans on a
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serozem soil of the Golodnaya steppe]. In: Puti Povysheniya
Proizvodstva Rastitel’nogo Belka (Means of Increasing
Productivity). Moscow, USSR. See. p. 36-44. [Rus]*
• Summary: In the Golodnaya steppe of Uzbekistan, a mixed
stand of intercropped maize (52,000 plants/ha) and soybeans
(48,000 plants/ha) gave yields of 61.6 tonnes/ha of fresh
fodder and 24.6 tonnes/ha of dry matter–compared with
63 and 23 tonnes, respectively, for maize at 55,000 plants/
ha in pure stands. Crude protein [CP] yield in the mixed
stand was 280 kg/ha higher than for maize in pure stand.
Seed inoculation with Rhizobium increased the weight and
CP content of soybean plants. New photosynthetic activity
[NAR] of the mixed stand was higher than that of the pure
maize stand.
5190. Shafshak, S.E.; El-Debaby, A.S.; Salem, M.S.; Roshdy,
A.; Gommaa, M.R. 1984. Studies on the succession of some
legumes in the crop rotation. II. Effect of growing some
legumes in succession on soybean. Annals of Agricultural
Science, Moshtohor (Egypt) 21(1):173-84. [19 ref. Eng; ara]
• Summary: “Two field experiments were conducted to
investigate the effect of growing some summer and winter
legumes on the growth and yield of soybean.” Alfalfa and
fallow as preceding summer treatments favorably affected
the growth and some yield components of soybeans.
Field beans and berseem as preceding winter crops had
a significant effect on the growth characters and yields
of soybeans. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Faculty of
Agriculture, Moshtohor, Zagazig Univ., Egypt.
5191. Sipas, M.T.; Amaducci, M.T.; Venturi, G. 1984. La
soia [The soybean]. Rome, Italy. [Ita]*
Address: Italy.
5192. Venturi, G.; Amaducci, M.T. 1984. La soia [The
soybean]. Bologna: Edagricole. viii + 255 p. Includes many
color photographs, maps. 21 cm. [Ita]
• Summary: This is a glossy, hardcover book with many
graphs. Address: Italy.
5193. Bragachini, Mario A.; Gil, Rodolfo C.; Bonetto, Luis
A. 1984? Siembra de soja [Planting of soybeans]. Manfredi,
Argentina: Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia Agropecuaria.
23 p. [Spa]*
Address: Manfredi, Argentina.
5194. Product Name: [Smoked Tofu (With Red Wine,
Mushrooms, or Sea Vegetables)].
Foreign Name: Raeucher Tofu (Rotwein, mit Pilzen,
Algen).
Manufacturer’s Name: Svadesha R. Urban.
Manufacturer’s Address: Das Werkhaus, Leonrodstr. 19,
D-8000 Munich 19, West Germany. Phone: 089 / 93 90 05.
Date of Introduction: 1984?

Ingredients: Red wine: Tofu*, red wine, provincial
herbs, sea salt, smoke from juniper wood and herbs. * =
Organically grown (aus kontrolliert biologischem Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. March 22. 4 by 1.5 inches. Red, black, or
green on white. Logo of sun behind breaking wave. The
company’s brochure titled “Svadesha Tofurei” states that the
mushroom variety contains Egerlingen mushrooms, parsley,
and diced leeks. The sea vegetable once contains hijiki and
arame. The ingredients are mixed into the curds before the
tofu is pressed. They are fried, drained, and then smoked
with a mixture of birch and juniper woods, plus herbs. When
sliced, the specks of ingredients are clearly visible.
Talk with Svadesha R. Urban, company founder. 1990.
June 13. This product was introduced while the company
was located in Das Werkhaus on Leonrodstrasse in Munich.
He thinks it was the first smoked tofu in Germany. It is now
the company’s third best-selling product.
5195. Product Name: [Tofu Spread].
Foreign Name: Tofu Pastete.
Manufacturer’s Name: Svadesha R. Urban.
Manufacturer’s Address: Das Werkhaus, Leonrodstr. 19,
D-8000 Munich 19, West Germany. Phone: 089 / 93 90 05.
Date of Introduction: 1984?
Ingredients: Tofu*, fresh Egerlinge mushrooms, olive oil*,
wheat*, carrots*, shoyu*, arrowroot, balsam vinegar, finely
minced vegetables, sea salt. * = Organically grown (aus
kontrolliert biologischem Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. March 22. 4 by 1.5 inches. Green on white.
Logo of sun behind breaking wave. The company’s brochure
titled “Svadesha Tofurei” states: “As simple as herb tofu, so
varied are the ingredients and so extravagant and lavish is the
production of these Pastete. A dough is prepared from tofu,
fresh carrots and onions, organic olive oil, shoyu, balsam
vinegar, and a unique mixture of fine vegetables. Pastry
forms are filled with this dough and boiled in water.” Talk
with Svadesha R. Urban, company founder. 1990. June 13.
This product was introduced on Leonrodstr. in Munich. After
moving to Ostpreussenstr., he introduced new versions of the
product, one with herbs and one with tempeh.
5196. Arulnandhy, V. 1985. Major accomplishments in
breeding soybeans in Sri Lanka. In: 1985. Sri Lanka Soybean
Utilization Training Program and Workshop: Proceedings.
See p. 57-70.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cropping pattern for
soybean (the major rainy season, or Maha season, is Nov. to
Feb. whereas the minor rainy season, Yala season, is May
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to Aug.). Production constraints: Poor seedling emergence
and stand management, poor seed quality, pest and disease
infestation, weed competition, drought stress, ineffective
inoculation, minimum inputs.
Major breeding accomplishments (Breeding for
high yield is not sufficient in Sri Lanka, “Other attributes
that contribute to yield stability are equally important”):
Adaptability to farmer’s conditions of cultivation, seed
viability, earliness, season specificity (soybeans are grown
during both the wet season, Maha, and the dry season, Yala,
in Sri Lanka), shade tolerance, disease resistance, insect
resistance, efficient nitrogen fixing ability, identification of
efficient strains of rhizobia, protein and oil.
Breeding methodology: Screening, crossing, breeding
methods, testing programs.
Varietal improvement (It began in 1973 with the
INTSOY program in Sri Lanka), Hardee, Bossier, Pb-1, four
improved lines developed in Sri Lanka. Outlook. Address:
Soybean breeder, Agricultural research station, Maha
Illuppallama, Sri Lanka.
5197. Product Name: Tofu, Tofu Cheesecake, Tofu Burger,
and Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Dragonfly.
Manufacturer’s Address: 9, Moorashes, Totnes, South
Devon, England. Phone: 86-4724.
Date of Introduction: 1985 January.
Ingredients: Tofu (11/91): Organically grown soya beans,
filtered water, nigari.
New Product–Documentation: Owner: Sue Harker.
Note from Simon Bailey. 1988. Oct. 10. Not operating at
present. Business for sale. Future uncertain. Talk with Philip
Marshall. 1990. March 29. This company now makes a small
amount of organic tofu.
Letter from I.J. Mohammed of Oasis Wholefoods. 1991.
Oct. 13. He worked for a while in about 1986 at Dragonfly as
a partner. Since 1986 Dragonfly has been sold four times.
Letter and Labels from Simon and Dawn Boreham of
Dragonfly Foods. 1991. Nov. 1. They are now located at 19A
Riverside Buildings, Staverton Bridge Mill, Totnes, Devon,
TQ9 6AQ, UK. Phone: 0803 865667. They first wrote on 9
Feb. 1990 to order books on tofu. Then Simon and his wife
“purchased in June 1990 a small tofu factory in Devon called
Dragonfly Foods. Together we regularly produce each week
up to 200 kg of handmade organic nigari tofu, and 2,000 x
100 gm tofu burgers, with 4 different recipes, distributed
and sold throughout the southern part of England. We are
certified organic by the Soil Association and our products
are approved by the Vegetarian Society.” They are now
developing a “business plan with a view to move to a larger
site with greater production capacity.” Label for Handmade
Dragonfly Organic Tofu. 4 by 3 inches. Self adhesive. Green
on white. “Soya bean cholesterol-free protein. Store below
4ºC. Once opened, refrigerate in a bowl of fresh water.” The

company is listed as “Dragonfly Kitchen, Staverton Bridge
Mill, Totnes, Devon TQ9 6AQ. Phone: Staverton 0803
865667.”
Handwritten letter from Simon Boreham in reply to
typed questions from William Shurtleff. 1991. Dec. 2. Hard
to read. “Dragonfly first began making tofu in 1984, with
the organic status of tofu certified by the Soil Association
in 1991. Dragonfly was founded by Sue Harker and Sarah
Budd. Simon is trying to persuade the Polytechnic South
West Plymouth Business School (Drake Circus, Plymouth,
Devon PL4 8AA, UK) to conduct a market research project
on tofu. He encloses a copy of a letter from this organization
stating that they plan to conduct such a study to be completed
by early December 1991.
Letter from I.J. Mohammed of Oasis Wholefoods
in England. 1991. Dec. 16. Dragonfly (which was the
company’s official name) was probably founded at about
the end of 1984 as a partnership by Sue Harker and Sarah
Child. Their private home address was 9, Moorashes, Totnes,
Devon, England. They started selling soyfoods (mainly tofu,
tofu cheesecake, and tofu burgers) in early 1985. In Feb.
1985 Mr. Mohammed started to work with Dragonfly. Soon
the business changed to a partnership between Sue Harker
and himself. While he was there, the company made tofu
(which he had learned how to make in Japan) and miso. He
left the company in Oct. 1985. The company was then owned
by Mark, and then by Linsey, who sold it to Simon and
Dawn Boreham. Dragonfly Foods now makes tofu and tofu
burgers.
Talk with Simon Boreham. 1999. Dec. 7. On 1 Jan. 1994
the company moved to its present address: 2A Mardle Way,
Buckfastleigh, Devon TQ11 ONR, England. Phone: +44
1364 642700. When Simon and Dawn bought Dragonfly, the
turnover (sales) was £25,000/year. Today it is £325,000/year.
The company, which is growing nicely, now makes three
types of tofu (natural, smoked, and deep-fried), and ten types
of beanies (veggie burgers containing 45% okara). Simon has
just registered to web domain names: beany.com (which will
be a fun site) and tofu.co.uk (which will be a serious site).
5198. Product Name: [Vegetable Terrine with Tofu].
Foreign Name: Terrine Végétale: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: La Maison du Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hameau de la Magdeleine,
69770 Montrottier, France. Phone: 74.70.11.38.
Date of Introduction: 1985 January.
Ingredients: Soya*, rolled oats*, sesame puree, onions*,
parsley*, soy sauce, salt, nutmeg, carrots. * = Organically
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 160 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Patrick
Wintzer for Anthony Marrese. 1989. Nov. This company
began production of two tofu products in Jan. 1985. They
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now make 120 kg/month of this product.
Label. 1989. Orange on white. The logo is a rayed sun
rising behind a house and mountains.
Note: Webster’s Dictionary defines terrine (a French
term first used in about 1706) as “a mixture of chopped meat,
fish, or vegetables cooked and served in a terrine.”
5199. Product Name: [Natural Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu Nature.
Manufacturer’s Name: La Maison du Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hameau de la Magdeleine,
69770 Montrottier, France. Phone: 74.70.11.38.
Date of Introduction: 1985 January.
Ingredients: Organically grown French soybeans (code ***
Cinab), water, natural magnesium chloride.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Patrick Roger
of Arts. 1985. June 12. Patrick Wintzer makes tofu.
Le Compas. 1986. March-April. p. 32. Form filled out
by Patrick Wintzer for Anthony Marrese. 1989. Nov. This
company began production of two tofu products in Jan.
1985. They are a small craft-oriented shop (petit atelier
artisanal) with only local distribution. They now make 500
kg/month of natural tofu.
Label. 1985 and 1989 editions. 1985 is blue on white.
1989 is green on white. The logo on both is a rayed sun
rising behind a house and mountains. The location on both
is Montrottier. “After opening the sachet, rinse and store
refrigerated in a container filled with water.” CINAB organic
certification symbol.
5200. Logan, Terry J.; Miller, Robert H. 1985. Effects of
low application rates of digested sewage sludge on yield
and elemental uptake of corn, soybeans, and wheat. Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Bulletin No.
1167. 19 p. Jan. [6 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Methods and materials:
Methods of sludge analysis, Methods of soil analysis,
Methods of plant analysis. Results and discussion. Summary.
In 1978 various departments of the university “entered
into a cooperative agreement with the Ohio Farm Bureau
Federation and the USEPA Municipal Environmental
Laboratory to conduct a demonstration research project on
utilization of municipal sewage sludge on Ohio farmland.”
Municipal sewage sludge applied to farmland at 5.5
to 13 metric tons per hectare had no effect on soybean
yields. This sludge applied at rates of 13 mt/ha or less is a
good source of nitrogen and phosphorus, gives corn yields
similar to those obtained with fertilizer, and shows little
accumulation of trace metals (such as cadmium or zinc) in
edible grain. Address: OARDC, Wooster, Ohio.
5201. Oyekan, Peter; Navasero, Evelyn; Omueti, Olusola.

1985. Current status of soybean research, production,
and utilization in Nigeria. In: 1985. Sri Lanka Soybean
Utilization Training Program and Workshop: Proceedings.
See p. 459.
• Summary: “Soybean was introduced to Nigeria about
1908 and it was cultivated for many years as an export crop
in a small area in Benue State where the introduced variety
‘Malayan’ was adopted. The crop is usually grown in small
holdings in mixed cropping with sorghum or maize or as
an intercrop in citrus orchards... active soybean research
programs that were started in the 1960s at four agricultural
research institutes with Nigeria have produced soybean
varieties with inherently better storability as well as ability to
nodulate without prior inoculation with prepared Rhizobium.
These improved varieties yield between 1.5–2.0 tonnes/
ha as against about 1.8 tonnes/ha from the local variety
‘Malayan’...”
“The improved varieties are also adapted to a wider
area of the country, making it now possible to grow soybean
commercially in 12 of the 19 states of the country instead
of only one. This development has led to increased soybean
production estimated at 75,000–80,000 tonnes in 1984.
“At present all the soybean produced in Nigeria is
consumed locally. The bulk of the current production is used
in making ‘Dawadawa’ a fermented soybean produce used in
flavouring Nigerian soups.”
“The Federal Government of Nigeria has recently
adopted soybean as one of the crops that is being given
priority. The Federal Government is currently funding some
aspects of soybean research.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that contains the term “Dawadawa”
(unhyphenated) in connection with soybeans; it is a close
relative of natto. Address: Nigeria.
5202. Schwab, G.O.; Fausey, N.R.; Desmond, E.D.; Holman,
J.R. 1985. Tile and surface drainage of clay soils. IV.
Hydrologic performance with field crops (1973-80). V. Corn,
oats, and soybean yields (1973-80). VI. Water quality. VII.
Cross moling over tile drains. Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station, Research Bulletin No. 1166. 29 p. Jan. [23 ref]
• Summary: Note: “In the construction industry, moling is
a trenchless method used to lay pipes. During the moling
process, a pneumatically-driven machine known as a mole
forces its way through the soil along the desired path of
the pipe. Moling avoids the need to dig a trench and can be
used to lay water pipes and the heating coils of heat pump
systems.” Source: Wikipedia, at moling (4 June 2008).
Address: OARDC, Wooster, Ohio.
5203. Product Name: Tofu Creme Pie (Non-Dairy
Cheesecakes) [Carob-Coconut, Banana-Almond, or
Mint Carob Chip; Topped with Unsweetened Blueberry,
Raspberry, or Strawberry Preserves].
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Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Delites, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 56, Matawan, NJ
07747. Phone: 201-229-5799.
Date of Introduction: 1985 January.
Ingredients: Filling: Organic tofu, honey, sesame tahini,
pure soy oil, lemon juice, natural vanilla flavor. Crust:
organic whole wheat flour, pure soy oil, honey. Flavor or
unsweetened fruit topping: As noted.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 oz slices or 20 oz pies. $1.50/
slice or $4.50 a pie.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Whole Life Times. 1985.
June. Whole foods in the news. Whole Life. 1986. April. p.
52-61. “A guide to the best tofu cheesecakes in New York.
Louis Fellman at Soy Delites makes the best commercially
available tofu cheesecake we’ve seen.” Form filled out by
Louis Fellman. 1987. Nov. Started 1/85. Address is now
568 Broadway, Long Branch, New Jersey 07740. They
now make 1,100 lb/month. Label. 1987. 2.5 inch diameter.
Self adhesive. Blue on yellow background. “Non-dairy, no
cholesterol, no added salt, no sugar.”

Talk with the founder and present owner of Geestland,
Paul E. Bremer. 1990. April 25. The company was founded
in Feb. 1985. It started in a natural food shop (Bioladen) at
Burgermeisterschmidt Strasse 212, D-2850 Bremerhaven.
There were four products from the beginning, as shown
above. About 2 years ago the company moved to:
Friedrichstrasse 19, D-2850 Bremerhaven.
Their smoked tofu is made by a special process.
Ordinarily, smoking foods imparts benzopyrene (a chemical
carcinogen), but they have developed a special smoking
process after which no detectable benzopyrene can be found
in the tofu.

5204. Berdufi, Bashkim; Dyla, Bardhok. 1985. 19 kv soje
per ha pa perdorur plehra azotike (Tribune e pervojes se
perparuar) (Ne sektorin e Thumanes te NB-se se Mamurrasit,
Kruje) [16 kv/ha of soybeans without nitrogen chemical
fertilizers (An example of progress in the Thumane sector
of the Agricultural Enterprise of Mamarrus, Kruje)]. Zeri i
Popullit (Voice of the People, Albania). Feb. 5 (5 shkurt).
[Alb]*

5207. Product Name: [Dr. Kousa Organic & Light].
Foreign Name: Dr. Kousa Bio Leger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Milupa.
Manufacturer’s Address: Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1985 February.
New Product–Documentation: Food Report (Lehmann).
1985. Feb. A box containing five slimming products based on
soya.

5205. Product Name: [Natural Tofu, Herb Tofu, Smoked
Tofu, Dried-frozen Tofu, Tofu with Toasted Nori, Seitan in
Soy Sauce].
Foreign Name: Tofu Natur, Kraeuter-Tofu, Raeucher Tofu,
Tofu-gefriergetrocknet, Tofu mit geroesteter Nori-Alge,
Seitan in Sojasauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Geestland.
Manufacturer’s Address: Burgermeisterschmidt Str. 212,
D-2850 Bremerhaven, West Germany. Phone: (0471) 2 60
20.
Date of Introduction: 1985 February.
Ingredients: Natural Tofu: Water, soybeans*, nigari
(MgCl). * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm poly bag. Retails for
DM 2.60.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. 5 by 2 inches. Dark green, yellow,
black, and light green on white. “Natural food and
macrobiotic from organic agriculture. 100% vegetarian
(vegetabil). Other tofu specialties from our house:...” An
illustration of a green and yellow framed house is next to a
round yin-yang (t’ai chi) symbol.

5208. Ochiai-Yanagi, Sonoe; Galeazzi, Maria A.; Saio,
Kyoko. 1985. Properties of soybeans in model storage
studies. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 49(2):525-28.
Feb. [6 ref]
• Summary: Various studies have found that the storage
conditions are very important for soybeans that will be
used to make food products. Low humidity is especially
important, even if the temperature is high, in preserving
the original soybean properties, including some enzyme
activities.
The acid value of soybeans is determined by grinding
the dry soybeans, extracting the oil with petroleum ether,
then measuring the amount of potassium hydroxide (KOH)
needed to neutralize it.
The varieties Enrei and Koganedaizu were studied.
Enrei had large seeds (weighing 35 gm per 100 seeds) and
high protein content (78.8 mg of nitrogen per gm of dry
weight). When stored under the various conditions tested,
the moisture content of Enrei gradually decreased for the
first 6 months, then remained constant after that. Address:
1&3. National Food Research Inst., Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries, Kannondai, Yatabe-machi, Tsukubagun, Ibaraki 305, Japan; 2. Faculty of Food Engineering

5206. Lin, Jiunn-Yann. 1985. Soybean cultivars for summer
cropping in Saudi Arabia. TVIS News 1(1):3. Feb.
• Summary: The highest yield was obtained from the check
cultivar Davis. Days to maturity: 130. Weight of 100 seeds:
14 gm. Yield (tonnes/ha): 4.5. Yield/ha/day (kg): 35. Four
cultivars yielded more than 4 tonnes/ha. Address: Ministry
of Agriculture and Water, P.O. Box 220, Unayzah, Gassim,
Saudi Arabia.
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and Agriculture, Univ. of Campinas, Cidade Universitaria,
Campinas 13100, Brazil.
5209. Product Name: [Tofu Tidbits {Tofu Burger Pieces}].
Foreign Name: Tofu Happen.
Manufacturer’s Name: Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur.
Manufacturer’s Address: Oelkersallee 14a, D-2000
Hamburg 50, West Germany. Phone: 040/89 49 37.
Date of Introduction: 1985 March.
Ingredients: Tofu, rice, onions, carrots (Moehren), wheat
groats (coarsely ground meal; Weizenschrot), soy sauce*
(Sojasauce*), arrowroot flour (Pfeilwurzelmehl), sea salt
(Meersalz). * = Not organically grown (aus nicht biolg.
Anbau.).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 70 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1988. 4 by 3 inches.
Black on brown. Handwritten. The company also makes
Seitan, for which a label was sent. 250 gm.
Label sent by Anthony Marrese after visit to
Christian Nagel in Hamburg. 1989. Dec. Black on yellow.
Handwritten. 70 gm.
5210. Hanway, Donald G. 1985. History of Crop Science.
Crop Science 25(2):206-08. March/April.
• Summary: An excellent history of an outstanding
periodical. “The Crop Science Society of America (CSSA)
initiated publication of Crop Science in 1961 to function as
its professional journal.”
In 1955 CCSA was organized as an affiliate of the
American Society of Agronomy.
Tables: (1) Annual and average annual distribution of
Crop Science, 1961-1983. Total distribution increased from
2088 in 1961 to 7259 in 1983.
(2) Divisions of the Crop Science Society of America.
“C-1. Crop breeding, genetics and cytology
“C-2. Crop physiology and metabolism
“C-3. Crop ecology, production and management
“C-4. Seed production and technology
“C-5. Turfgrass
“C-6. Crop quality and utilization.”
(3) Crops included in the registration program for
cultivars, germplasm, and parental lines: Soybean is one of
the 21 crops included.
(4) Editors associated with publication of Crop Science,
1961-1984.
“Page charges have been used to supplement
subscription income in meeting publication costs. In 1961,
the first year of publication, an extra page charge of $50
was made for pages more than 4. In 1964 this was increased
to $70. Beginning in 1976 the charge for each of the first
4 pages was made $20 with an extra page charge of $50
per half page.” Address: CSSA historian and professor of
agronomy Emeritus, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln.

5211. Amaducci, M.T.; Rosso, F.; Venturi, G. 1985.
Introduction et développement du soja en Italie [Introduction
and development of soya in Italy]. Eurosoya No. 3. p. 88-90.
April. [Fre]
• Summary: Since 1940, there have been many attempts to
introduce soybean (soja) crops in Italy.
The results have always been disappointing, either
because the varieties were not suitable for the environment,
or the growing techniques were incompatible; but also
because the prices were not profitable.
With limited production and low prices, soybeans
were not competitive in relation to other crops. Moreover,
the country’s economic and agricultural situation was not
conducive to introducing a new crop to replace traditional
ones: wheat, beets, corn, etc.
In the early 1980s, the situation changed dramatically:
Italy was importing 1.5 million tons of flour and press cakes
(tourteaux), around 90% of which were made from soybeans.
Taking into consideration raw and refined imported oils
as well, currency outflows exceeded 600 million dollars per
year.
In addition, in order to satisfy its needs, the E.E.C.
[European Economic Community] had become almost
completely dependent on imports of plant-based protein
flours (80%) and vegetable fat-based protein flours (70%), of
which soybeans represented 55% and 70%, respectively.
At this time, a surplus of grains was being produced in
the E.E.C., while in the short term the goal was only to grow
enough for the domestic market.
All of these factors led to talks of promoting soybean
cultivation in Italy, which was proving not only desirable,
but vital.
This necessity that arose from the national economic
policy coincided with the increasingly urgent search by farms
for an alternative crop that could be added to the traditional
rotations and generate satisfactory revenue, since production
costs for traditional crops were rising more quickly than the
selling prices for their products.
In the north, in the Po Valley, corn crops had virtually
become a monoculture; south of the Valley, a beet-wheat
rotation had been used for a long time, while in south-central
Italy, the predominant crops were fall-seeded grains. At the
same time, alfalfa was becoming less profitable and was
progressively removed from rotations.
Increasingly short rotations, essentially leading to the
repetition the same crop (corn), began to create problems
due to both the spreading of parasites, and the greater
difficulty of fighting self-propagating plants and lower soil
productivity.
As a result, production costs went up, since more
technical methods were needed to maintain the production
levels.
This is why farms sought a crop that could resolve
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these problems, which they could add to these rotations to
increase production levels and reduce costs, while ensuring a
significant source of revenue.
Moreover, the Italian processing industry, capable
of processing around 2 million metric tons of seeds–a
production of more than 600,000 hectares (with a yield of
3 metric tons per hectare)–was particularly interested in
national soybean production.
The alignment of these interests–the national economy,
farms and the processing industry–created the conditions
necessary for the testing, introduction and popularization of
soybeans in Italy.
Public research, coordinated within the Ministry of
Agriculture’s Project of Oilseeds (Projet des Oléagineux
du Ministère de l’Agriculture), was able to collaborate with
private research to confirm the results obtained from farming.
The key challenge was to identify suitable maturity
groups, and within these groups, the most appropriate
varieties for the different areas where crops could be grown.
Concurrently, growing techniques were developed.
Thanks to existing ties between public research and
cooperative sectors, results could be verified at the farm
level, using crucial information about the level of production
and the crop’s economic response.
The farmers’ development efforts were therefore
supported by serious data supplied by a group of wellcoordinated groups: public and private research, along with
the largest processing industry (Gruppo Ferruzzi), which
both provided technical assistance to farmers and purchased
soybeans at a guaranteed fixed price prior to seeding.
This led to an expansion of soybean cultivation, which
went from 125 hectares in 1980 (experimental phase) to 300
hectares in 1981, leading to the true rollout of the crop in
1982 (2,900 ha).
Beginning in 1982, many Italian farms, particularly in
the north, began to see this crop’s value: soybean acreage
increased nearly tenfold in 1983, and then increased by 37%
in 1984, even though the results in 1983 were not satisfactory
(see table 1).
Currently, around 90% of soybean acreage is
concentrated in the Po Valley, where the crop has found the
most favorable conditions due to:
(a) rains that are more spread out and abundant, and a
higher level of relative humidity (a low of 40 to 45%, and a
high over 85%) during the growing cycle;
(b) deep soils with high fertility;
(c) an organization of farms that facilitates the reception
of this new crop.
Over three years, from 1982 to 1984, yields met
expectations in spite of some annual variations, particularly
in the main crops, due to the amount of rainfall recorded in
July, a period when soybean pods generally form and fill out
(remplissage).
Tables 1 and 2 show the relationship between yields and

weather conditions (rainfall and sum of temperatures).
Sum temperature values (May to September) decreased
progressively over the three years studied without affecting
levels of production.
This confirms, among other things, that the maturity
groups responded well, and their temperature requirements
were met.
The decreased yield observed in 1983 was essentially
due to the low rainfall recorded in July, in a year when the
growing cycle was regular. The same effect was not observed
in 1984, because the crops were late-growing due to low
temperatures, which meant that the critical water period for
the crops (when the pods grow) coincided with the rains
recorded in the first ten days of August.
Independent of weather conditions, the production levels
varied each year depending on the maturity groups (tables
3 and 4). The groups were selected by producers based on
their yield, but above all based on the rotations used, and
particularly the time when the post-soybean crop is sown.
The possibility of doubling soybean crops after sixrowed barley, and often after peas or wheat, has proved
beneficial, particularly when the soybeans are sown during
the first ten days of July. In theory, this delayed growing
cycle allows the reproductive phase to coincide with the endof-summer rainfall.
This is why the level of production for double crops
over the years has been very similar to the yields from main
crops in the United States.
Tables show: (1) The area planted to soybeans in ha in
all of Italy and in the Po Valley, and the percentage planted
in the Po Valley in three years: 1982: 2,900 / 2,600 / 89.7%.
1983: 26,278 / 23,195 / 88.3%. 1984: 35,960 / 33,000 /
91.8%.
(2) Rainfall and sum of the temperatures in the Po Valley
in May to September, July and August for the same three
years.
(3) Average yields (in quintals/ha at 14% moisture in
the soybeans) for four maturity groups (0, 0 late, 1, and I
late) for the same 3 years. In 1984 group I late yielded best
with 38.2 q/ha (1 quintal = 100 kg). (4) Average yields (in
quintals/ha at 14% moisture in the soybeans) when soybean
was planted as a double crop for four maturity groups (0, 0
late, I, and I late) for the same 3 years. In 1984 group I late
yielded best with 29.8 q/ha.
Translated by Elise Kruidenier. Address: 1&3. Institut
d’Agronomie, Universite de Bologne, Via Filippo Re, 6/8–
40126 Bologna, Italy.
5212. Product Name: Traditional Red Miso, Mellow
White Miso, Sendai Genmai Miso, Traditional Barley Miso,
Mellow Barley Miso, Amakuchi Mugi Miso, or Inaka Mugi
Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: American Miso Co., Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Box 541, Route 3,
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Rutherfordton, NC 28139.
Date of Introduction: 1985 April.
Ingredients: Barley: Soybeans, barley koji, sea salt, well
water. Red: Soybeans, brown rice koji, sea salt, well water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1985. 3 by 4.5
inches. Self adhesive. Barley: Black and brown on white.
Red: Red and black on white. “All natural. Unpasteurized.
For over 400 delicious recipes, see The Book of Miso by
William Shurtleff & Akiko Aoyagi.” Label. 1985. 3.25 by
4 inches. Self adhesive. Blue and black on white. Fine line
farm illustration. “Inaka Mugi Miso. Traditionally-made
organic miso. Non-pasteurized. No preservatives. Country
barley miso. Aged at least 24 months.” Ad in Macromuse.
1984. No. 18. Winter. p. 47. And in East West Journal. 1985.
April. p. 23. “Introducing Our 7 New Misos. Traditionally
Made and Superbly Delicious.” Leaflet. 8½ by 11 inches.
Labels (2-color) reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette,
CA: Soyfoods Center.
Labels (plastic tubs for all 7 types) sent by American
Miso Co. Each 1-pound tub is 4.5 inches across the top,
and 3 inches deep. Black, brown, and one other bright color
on yellowish beige. Several varieties (Traditional Red,
Traditional Barley) have the Miso Master logo on the lid.
Ingredients for each are listed but no nutritional composition
is given, so the salt content is unknown. “Traditionallymade organic miso. All natural. Unpasteurized. Refrigerate.
Naturally fermented soybean paste. Made with imported
Lima sea salt.” Circle K Kosher. On the side of each tub is a
recipe, a statement about Miso Master, and a statement about
this particular type of miso. Amakuchi Mugi Miso has been
renamed Sweet Barley Miso, and Inaka Mugi Miso has been
renamed Traditional Barley Miso.
Letter (fax) from Don DeBona. 1997. April 20. America
Miso began selling its miso in plastic tubs soon after Don
took over in 1985. Initially and before that it was sold in
plastic bags. Since 1996 it has been available in glass jars (10
oz) as well.
5213. Batie, Sandra S. 1985. Soil conservation in the 1980s.
A historical perspective. Agricultural History. April. p. 10723. [52 ref]
Address: Virginia Polytech Inst.
5214. Kahnt, G.; Hijazi, L.A. 1985. Agronomic measures to
develop a soybean production system. Eurosoya No. 3. p.
17-23. April. [24 ref. Eng; eng; fre]
• Summary: “Inoculation of cultivar Gieso with different
Rhizobium japonicum strains gave no significant increase in
grain yield. An application of 100 kg nitrogen/ha at R4 stage
increased the yield significantly in all treatments from 13
to 19.7 dt/ha in control and from 16.1 to 23.3 dt/ha in strain
<y> treatment. Repeated cultivation of soybean brought a

successive increase in yield from 17 to 21 and 25 dt/ha in the
1st, 2nd and 3rd year, respectively. In the 3rd year a supply
of 100 kg N/ha to cultivars Fiskeby, MA 96, Evans and Gieso
at the time of flowering increased yield by 3, 6.2, 3 and 1 dt/
ha, respectively. The corresponding values of control were
27, 28.8, 22.4 and 27.8 dt/ha. N application at sowing caused
a depression in yield in all cultivars except in Fiskeby which
showed an increase of 3 dt/ha (11%) with 200 kg N.
“Application of 200 and 400 dt FYM [farm yard
manure]/ha in autumn or 400 dt/ha in spring showed no
effect on grain yield of Gieso in the first year of application,
whereas respective grain increases of 3.5, 5.6 and 4.0 dt/ha
in the second year after application and 1.2, 1.1 and 3.6 dt/ha
in the third year were registered. The control yield was 25 dt/
ha.
“Three tillage operations viz., ploughing or cultivation
up to a depth of 20 cm and rotary cultivation up to a depth
of 6 cm produced no differences in soybean yield. Green
manuring with field beans, field peas and soybeans increased
soybean grain yield up to 28.6., 35.7 and 21.4% respectively
over control being 12.6 dt/ha under noninoculated
conditions, with inoculation the effect was offset. Green
manuring with mustard and rape showed hardly any effect.
“Plant densities from 28 to 70 plants/m2 in Gieso and
from 41 to 83 in Fiskeby did not significantly influence
the plant height and grain yield. In crop rotation studies it
was found that soybean (Gieso) when planted after four
years monoculture of wheat yielded 28 dt/ha grain being
significantly higher than after monoculture of other cereals or
interruption of these monocultures by other crops. Soybean
and lupine were better preceding crops for soybean than
maize and field beans, the grain yields produced were 28.5,
29, 23 and 24 dt/ha, respectively.” Address: Inst. of Plant
Production, Univ. of Hohenheim, 7000 Stuttgart 70, W.
Germany.
5215. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1985. City notes:
‘Soyabean could replace traditional seeds.’ May 24. p. 10.
• Summary: The Soyabean Processors Association of
India (SOPA) believes that the cultivation of soyabean in
this country is more advantageous to farmers than that of
mustardseed / rapeseed or groundnut. It notes that a number
of the most advanced countries in the world have adopted
and developed soyabean cultivation because it makes good
sense in terms of economics, agriculture, and nutrition.
Mr. M.K. Mansinghka, president of SOPA, says that
the amount of oil recoverable from 1 hectare of soyabean is
144 kg, compared with 175 kg from mustardseed / rapeseed
and 150 kg from groundnut. However the recovery of deoiled cake from soyabean is as much as 655 kg, compared
with 325 kg from mustardseed / rapeseed and 200 kg from
groundnut. Furthermore, the amount of oil that can be
imported by exporting the de-oiled cake is 154 kg in the case
of soyabean vs. 19 kg in the case mustardseed / rapeseed and
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35 kg in the case of groundnut.
In conclusion, total oil recovery is as much as 298 kg
in the case of soyabean vs. 194 kg in the case mustardseed
/ rapeseed and 185 kg in the case of groundnut. In other
words, India could get 61% more oil if farmers grew
soyabean than if they grew groundnut. So soyabean is the
best crop to solve India’s perennial shortage of edible oils.
Yields are based on unirrigated conditions and prices on
present prices.
The soyabean has already become quite popular in
Madhya Pradesh, and its cultivation is encouraged on fallow
land where no other crop can be grown profitably. In less
than a decade, soybean production in India has risen to
900,000 tonnes, so it is clearly a crop that has come to stay.
In the rest of the article, the writer attempts to prove that
SOPA’s statistics are incorrect and their argument and logic
are “foolhardy.” Time will tell which side is right.
5216. Abon, C.C.; Pandey, R.K.; Irabagon, J.A. 1985.
Studies on cultural management of soybean (Glycine max)
planted under lowland rice-based cropping systems. Paper
prepared for the 16th annual scientific meeting of the Crop
Science Society of the Philippines. Held 8-10 May 1985 at
Muñoz, Nueva Ecija, Philippines. *
5217. Product Name: [Soyastern Provence Tofu with
Herbs].
Foreign Name: Soyastern Tofu Provence.
Manufacturer’s Name: Debrecini-Drosihn-Karas.
Renamed Soyastern Naturkost GmbH in Dec. 1985.
Manufacturer’s Address: Roonstr. 38, D-5200 Siegburg,
West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1985 May.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans*, herbs, spices, sea salt.
* = Organically grown; Soyabohnen aus kontrolliertem
biologischen Anbau.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Protein 11.3%, fat 7.2%, carbohydrate 1.9%, 118
kcal/100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Bernd
Drosihn of Soyastern. 1987. Nov. 30. He is business manager
at Soyastern. This product is the company’s #2 best seller.
Label. 3 by 5.5 inches. Light green, dark green, red and
white. “Soyastern traditional nigari tofu, made purely from
plants (rein pflanzlich). A piquant seasoned soya specialty
for use as an addition to salads or a crisp pan-fried food
(Eine pikant gewuerzte Soyaspezialität als Salatbeigabe oder
knuspriges Pfannengericht).”
Talk with Thomas Karas. 1990. March 14. He says this
product was called Tofu Provence.
5218. Product Name: [Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Tempeh.

Manufacturer’s Name: Thomas Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Address: 167 Tagensvej, DK-2400 NV
Copenhagen, Denmark.
Date of Introduction: 1985 May.
Ingredients: Incl. organic soybeans.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Thomas
Andersen of Urten’s Tofu. 1990. May 24. He founded this
company at this address and started making tempeh in
May 1985. It was Denmark’s first tempeh company. The
tempeh was made with organically grown soybeans from the
very beginning. On 1 Jan. 1986 he moved the business to
Soendergade in the city of Toelloese, Denmark. The business
was still named Thomas Tempeh.
5219. Roger, Patrick. 1985. [Re: New developments
with soyfoods in France, and the Association Rurale
des Travailleurs sur Soja]. Letter to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, June 12. 3 p. Typed, with signature. [1 ref.
Fre; eng+]
• Summary: “Many of the farmers in my region have told me
that they grew soybeans during World War II. It seems that
this was a sort of culture (tax or duty on which the farmers
were owing/in debt), for the German occupants considered
the soybean to be a strategic commodity.
“More recently, in 1974, it is under the impetus of
Mr. Jean Claude Sabin, sometimes called ‘Mr. Soja,’ that
the culture of soya has taken off again in France, starting
with the Department of Tarn. Mr. Sabin is presently
president of various organizations actively involved with
popularizing soybean culture in France. I’d like to point out
the little newsletter edited by l’ONIDOL (Office of Oilseed
Development) titled L’Inoculum. It contains extensive useful
information on the culture of soya in France. Subscriptions
are free. Write: L’Inoculum, 17 rue Fleurance, 31400
Toulouse, France.
“Finally a little history of l’ARTS. Our association
was officially created in December 1983 by Olivier Attie,
who is today its president, by Jacques Isnard and Alain
Lacombe, who manage SOJADOC, which makes tofu and
tofu products, and by myself who am now director. The base
of the association is now widened to include other members.
Those in charge of businesses such as Mrs. Sakaguchi, Colin,
Wintzer, Garcia; people working in public organizations;
soy researchers; wholesalers. Presently the three of us most
actively involved are (1) Olivier, who is most particularly
interested in the development projects in Africa. (2) Anne
Caderas de Kerleau, who is collecting important documents
and writing a book on soya, and (3) me, who keeps people
connected by publishing La Lettre de l’ARTS and does
investigations as on markets, adapted varieties of soybeans,
etc.
“By the way, we have a project to launch in the near
future the idea of a European Soyfoods Manufacturers Assoc.
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(but there is no good equivalent for the word ‘Soyfoods’ in
French). We are in the process of working out the laws but
the divisive political and linguistic context in Europe makes
these things very delicate. In this body we will try to work
together to establish standards for production and labeling, to
protect soyfoods from the attacks of the dairy lobbies, and to
publish a ‘Soyfoods Letter’ in English and French...
“Here is a list of recent arrivals on the market in France:
Sojadoc (fresh tofu and tofu cuisine), Sojagral Ouest (tofu),
La Maison du Tofu (tofu), L’Athanor (tempeh), Sapov
(soymilk, natural or deodorized)... It seems that 1986 will be
the boom year for soy products in France...
“Our training session on tofu took place in November
1984 at Penne and Corbarieu. It has been followed by
Mani Coulibali of Senegal, who has since been sent
by AGROPOL [Association pour le Developpement
International Agronomique et Industriel des Proteagineux
et des Oléagineux] as a soya expert for Africa, and by Koffi
Aquereburu, who is looking for partners/financiers for a tofu
project in his country, Togo.
“I have previously set up a shorter session in the same
way (at the same time) a dossier of study (in Spanish)
for Hidegar Garcia of Venezuela in view of setting up an
experimental shop in that country. I have had no news from
him since then.
“The next stage, organized by Olivier Attie, will take
place in July by a person from Burkina Faso (formerly Upper
Volta) in view of implementing a low technology shop
in his country.” Address: Director: 1. La Guitarde, 82370
Corbarieu, France; or 2. ARTS (Association Rurale des
Travailleurs sur Soja), Presbytere de Saint-Paul-de Mamiac,
81140 Penne du Tarn, France. Phone: 63/56 34 09.
5220. Coulibaly, Many. 1985. Le soja comme solution en
Afrique [Soya as a solution in Africa]. Inoculum (L’) No. 10.
p. 18-20. April/June. [Fre]
• Summary: The ecological conditions in black Africa make
it possible to cultivate soybeans throughout the continent.
The crop does best in areas where the rainfall is greater than
or equal to 1,200 to 1,500 mm/year, where it can be grow
after a crop of maize (corn) or rice or intercropped with
maize.
African countries can be divided into two types: Those
which are now producing soybeans commercially and those
in which the cultivation is in an experimental state. A map of
Africa shows these two types.
Soybeans produced in Africa represent 0.4% of total
world production and 0.7% of total world cultivated area.
Africa’s eight major soybean producing countries, most of
which are English speaking, are: South Africa, Côte d’Ivoire,
Nigeria, Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania, Zaire, Zambia, and
Zimbabwe. Commercial yields are far below experimental
yields, and yields differ widely among countries, from 2,300
kg/ha in Zimbabwe to 250 kg/ha in Tanzania. Africa’s two

largest soybean producers are Zimbabwe (91,000 tonnes
from 35,000 ha) and Nigeria (75,000 tons from 195,000 ha).
Nigeria, long in first place, would still be first were it not for
its very low yields.
Also discusses: Soybean varieties, the work of IRAT,
ISRA (Institut sénégalais de la recherche agronomique)
in Senegal, IITA in Ibadan, IRHO in Upper Volta, and
INTSOY, inoculation and its importance, market outlets.
A table shows various African countries, the best-yielding
soybean varieties, and the yield in metric tons per hectare
(? = varieties unknown): Benin: Jupiter & Davis, 3.4 &
2.7; Cameroon: Clark, Jupiter, Williams & Forrest, 3,1, 2.8,
2.3-2.5; Côte d’Ivoire: Improved Pelican–Cobb, Jupiter, 2.52.6, 2.2; Ethiopia: Bossiu, Hardee–Hampton, 3.1, 3.2–3.4;
Gabon: ?, 10-12; Ghana: ?, 15–40; Guinea: ?, 2.5; GuineaBissau: ?, 2.7–3.5; Guyana: Jupiter & Davis, 34 & 29; Upper
Volta: Davis–Cobb–Jupiter, 2.6–2.8; Madagascar: Davis,
2.5–4.7; Mali: Cobb–Colombus [sic, Columbus]–Jupiter, 20–
21- 20; Togo: Hardee–Davis–Jupiter, 31–34; Senegal: ISRA
22/72, ISRA 26/72, ISRA 44/73, 2.42, 2.79, 2.9. Address:
Expert Agropol.
5221. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Life Food.
Manufacturer’s Address: Wallstrasse 3, D-7800 Freiburg,
West Germany. Phone: 0761/50 61 55.
Date of Introduction: 1985 July.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans (organically grown), calcium
sulfate (Nigari-ko brand).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 400 gm vacuum packed or 1 kg
for fresh sale.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Die Geschäftsidee. 1989.
Dec. p. 32. In 1986 Klaus Kempff began his company Life
Food in Freiburg. He built his first shop very simply in a
cellar. He now has 6 workers and uses a 60 square meter
plant in Freiburg. He sells direct and to distributors.
SoyaScan interview with Klaus Kempff. 1990. March
14. He started making tofu in July 1985.
Label sent by Anthony Marrese. 1990. March 22. 4
by 2.5 inches. Black, green, and yellow on white. Logo of
orange circle. “Organic.” Marrese notes that the company
started making this product in Dec. 1985 and now makes 500
kg/week. Letter from Klaus Kempff. 1990. June. The original
name of this product was just tofu. Later it was renamed
Taifun Tofu.
Note: This is the earliest record seen (May 2015)
concerning Life Food of Freiburg, Germany.
5222. Product Name: Granose Soya Milk [Sugar Free,
Plain/Dairylike, Organic; Coconut, Chocolate, Strawberry,
Banana, Carob].
Manufacturer’s Name: Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer).
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Made in West Germany by DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Stanborough Park, Watford,
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction: 1985 August.
Ingredients: Coconut: Water, dehulled soya beans, raw
cane-sugar, coconut powder, sea-salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 ml: 70 calories. Fat fractions:
polyunsaturates 39%, saturates 15%.
New Product–Documentation: STS. 1985. Containers for
Soymilk. Shows color photo of 500 ml Tetra Brik carton.
Orange and green on white. “100% Vegetable. Rich in
protein. High in polyunsaturates.” Use by 7/84.
Spot in Food Trade Review. 1986. June. Granose Foods
Ltd. (UK) launched new strawberry soya milk in 500 ml
Tetra Paks. Ad in The Vegan. 1986. Summer. p. 17. “Why
does Granose Soya Milk flow so smoothly? Well, its the
natural choice.” Shown in 500 ml and 1,000 ml. Sugar free
or sweetened with raw cane sugar.
Photo and Spot in The Vegetarian (UK). 1986. Sept/
Oct. “Granose strawberry flavoured soya milk. Absolutely
delectable–pure strawberry essence, no artificial flavour or
colour so its not bright pink!”
Label. 1987. Gold, yellow, brown, blue, and green.
Illustration of sunrise seen through a farmhouse window.
Soyfoods (ESFA). Granose Foods Ltd. has launched
a strawberry soya milk, made from soya beans, pure
strawberry essence, raw cane sugar, sea salt, and natural
vegetable flavoring. Presented in 500 ml “Tetra Paks,” it has
a 6-month shelf life unopened.
Ad in The Vegan. 1988. Summer. p. 16. “Granose Soya
Milk [Banana flavoured with no added sugar].”
5223. Rodale’s Organic Gardening. 1985--. Serial/periodical.
Emmaus, Pennsylvania: Rodale Press. Robert Rodale, editor.
Vol. 32, No. 8. Aug. 1985.
• Summary: Previous title Organic Gardening. Subsequent
title Organic Gardening. Continued until Vol. 35, No. 4,
March 1988. Address: Emmaus, Pennsylvania.
5224. Product Name: [Organic Nigari Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Byodo Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hirschbergstr. 9, D-8000 Munich
19, West Germany. Phone: (089) 16 85 70.
Date of Introduction: 1985 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bulk: Immersed in water in
buckets.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Bernd
Drosihn of Soyastern. 1987. Nov. 30. They make about 400

kg/week of tofu. Letter from Harry Whitford of Soyastern.
1987. Dec. 14. They make 400 to 500 kg/week of organic
nigari tofu.
Die Geschaeftsidee. 1989. Dec. p. 32. The third tofu
maker in Munich, Byodo, was founded in 1985. The present
owners, Bernd Steyers [sic, actually Steyer] and Michael
Biedenbach, make about 400 kg/week of tofu, which is sold
largely to distributors. They also make tempeh.
Letters (faxes) from Harry Whitford. 1990. May 11
and June 9. “Byodo Naturkost GmbH (Co. Ltd. in German)
was founded on 2 July 1985. Michael Mossbacher entered
the company at that time, and the base capital was used
to move to Hirschbergstr. 9. In the fall of 1985 we started
making tofu after a scandal: We had been buying tofu from
Sapia to make our burgers for the Munich market. But he
bought conventionally grown beans and sold the tofu as
bio [organic]! As far as I can recall, the product was simply
called Tofu. It was sold immersed in water in buckets to bulk
users only.”
5225. Hexem, Roger W.; Boxley, Robert F. 1985. Trends
in double cropping. USDA Economic Research Service
Cropland Use and Supply, Outlook and Situation Report.
CUS-2. p. 24-30. Sept. [16 ref]
• Summary: “Double cropping occurs when two crops are
grown for harvest on the same field within a year... Acreage
double cropped in the United States nearly quadrupled
during 1969-82, increasing from 3.1 to 12.4 million
acres. This acreage represented 3.7 percent of all acres
harvested in 1982, compared with only 1.1 percent in 1969.
Expansions in double cropping were especially strong in
the Appalachian, Delta States, and Southeast regions, where
growing seasons are relatively long. But, more acres have
been double cropped throughout the United States, because
of rising commodity prices during the 1970’s, development
of earlier maturing plant varieties, shifts to conservation
tillage (which allows more timely planting of the second
crop), more supplemental irrigation, and formulation of
herbicides suitable for conservation tillage.” Address:
Agricultural economists, Economic Research Service,
USDA, Washington, DC.
5226. Patni, Manmath. 1985. Soybean–Present situation and
future possibilities. Poultry Guide (India) 22(9):53-62, 8590. Sept.
• Summary: This paper was presented at the Zonal
Agricultural Research Station, College of Agriculture,
Indore. Contents: Miraculous tiny seed. Source of vital
goodness. World leader soybean. Processing of soybean.
Effect of heat treatment on nutritive value / functionality.
Basic protein food from soybean. Soya protein concentrate.
Soy protein isolate. Texturized protein product. Whole
soybean products: Soya milk, tofu, tempeh. Full fat soya
flour. Miracle crop of many uses. Present situation and future
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possibilities.
“For over 5,000 years this tiny seed has been the staple
food of certain parts of the East, including North China,
Japan, Korea and some areas of India. The ancient Yogis,
who were among the world’s first vegetarians, placed great
faith in the soya bean as a supplement to their meatless
diet. In fact it became known as, and is still in the Far East
referred to as, ‘The Meat of the Soil.’”
Note: In a letter to William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center
dated 21 May 1997, M. Patni states that the source of his
information about ancient yogis and soybeans was a book
titled About Soya Beans, by G.J. Binding (1970, p. 10).
“Source of Vital Goodness: Soybean is not new to India.
Black soybean has been cultivated for ages in the low hills of
Kumaon and Garhwal regions of U.P. [Uttar Pradesh] as well
as on the foot hills of the Himalayas and in some scattered
pockets of central India. However, strangely enough the crop
has not so far become popular in the Indian sub continent
and other tropical countries.”
The Soybean Processors’ Association of India is opening
a Research & Development cum-Training Center at Indore.
Address: Product Development Manager, Prestige Group of
Industries, Indore.
5227. Product Name: [Tofu, and Marinated Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Thomas Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Address: 167 Tagensvej, DK-2400 NV
Copenhagen, Denmark.
Date of Introduction: 1985 September.
Ingredients: Incl. organic soybeans.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Thomas
Andersen of Urten’s Tofu. 1990. May 24. Followed by a
letter of June 23. He founded this company at this address
in 1985. In 1985 he bought most of the tofu equipment
from Dansk Tofu and started making tofu and marinated
tofu in late 1985. On 1 Jan. 1986 he moved the business
to Söndergade nr. 2 in the city of Toelloese, Denmark. The
business was still named Thomas Tempeh.
5228. Daily Leader (Stuttgart, Arkansas). 1985. Founder’s
foresight reflected in company’s success. Oct. 2. p. 3B, 3C.
Insert.
• Summary: “Jacob Hartz Sr.’s dream of a good future for
soybeans on the Grand Prairie has been realized over the past
six decades, and work is continuing to make the soybean’s
future even brighter.”
Jacob Hartz and A.R. Thorell were partners in an
International Harvester dealership in Stuttgart in 1924, when
they became interested in the soybean. “Rice yields had been
falling as nitrogen was depleted from the Grand Prairie soil,
and Hartz recognized that the use of soybeans as a rotation
crop would help replenish the nitrogen level.”

“Hartz bought 10 pounds of Laredo beans from a
producer in Illinois, and small amounts were distributed to
various local farmers. The farmers who planted the beans
saw an increase in their next rice yields.
“Within a year after the first soybean crop was grown in
Arkansas in 1926, Hartz had built the first small seed cleaner
in the state and was aggressively promoting soybeans not
only in Arkansas, but in Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana
as well.”
By the early 1930s, soybeans had become such a big
part of the Hartz-Thorell business that they had to rent a
building at First and College to house their soybean seed
growing operation. The operation continued to grow, and in
1935 a seed cleaning and processing plant was built for the
Seed Department of Hartz-Thorell Supply Co.
“Monsanto Company, a multinational company,
acquired Hartz Seed Co. in April 1983. Hartz is now part of
Monsanto’s HybriTech Seed International subsidiary.”
Below the article is a large ad by the Stuttgart Co-op
Buyers Association titled “Congratulations Jacob Hartz Seed
Co., Inc.”
5229. Brody, Jane E. 1985. Organic farming moves into the
mainstream. New York Times. Oct. 8. p. C2.
• Summary: Discusses the work of the Rodale Research
Center in Kutztown, Pennsylvania, and its “regenerative”
agriculture techniques. The main focus of this research is
finding economically viable ways that farmers can switch
from conventional to organic farming. Weed control is
another focus. Legumes are widely used for erosion control.
Rodale researchers deplore the attention being given to
so-called “conservation tillage,” in which land is not plowed
to reduce erosion, but lots of herbicides are used to keep
the weeds down. This technique is being promoted by the
herbicide manufacturers.
The conventional approach of modern agriculture is to
dominate nature; But the Rodale approach is to try to work
with nature. Address: Staff.
5230. Product Name: Tofu Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name: 21st Century Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30A Germania St., Jamaica
Plain, MA 02130. Phone: 617-522-7595.
Date of Introduction: 1985 October.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, sourdough bread crumbs,
vegetables, roasted sesame seeds, herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5.5 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 3 inches
diameter. Red, green, black, orange, and white. “All natural.
Organic. Gourmet. Ready to eat. Pareve.” Howard Posner.
1987. 21st Century Whole Foods Cook Book. Inside back
cover. Talk with Rudy Canale. 1988. Sept. 13. The invoice
for printing the labels for this product is dated Oct. 1985.
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5231. Product Name: Provamel Soya Drink [Carob, or
Honey & Malt].
Manufacturer’s Name: Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: Zuidkaai 33, B-8700 Izegem,
Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1985 October.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 ml, 500 ml, 1000 ml.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: CSP form filled out
by Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. All made with organic
soybeans. Adds honey & malt flavor. The importer in
England is Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd., Ashley House, 86-94
High St., Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1NH. Phone: 01-577
2727.
Form filled out by Philippe Vandemoortele of Alpro.
1991. Sept. 4. The carob and the honey & malt flavors were
launched in Oct. 1985.
5232. Product Name: [Delicious Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Le Delicieux Tempe.
Manufacturer’s Name: Athanor.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4, rue Toiras, 34000 Montpellier,
France. Phone: (67) 58 41 81 or 67.87.06.08.
Date of Introduction: 1985 October.
Ingredients: Organic soya, water, starter.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm doubled plastic bag.
FOB price is 10.50 FF.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 6 weeks shelf life at 4ºC.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Energy 182 calories, phosphorus
233 mg, calcium 82 mg, magnesium 6.6 mg, iron 5.2 mg,
zinc 1.0 mg, manganese 1.4 mg, copper 0.6 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Luis Garcia.
1985. March 12. “Hi. We are a couple from South America
that moved to this side of the earth... We are trying hard to
get going a tempeh cottage industry, to hopefully supply the
southern area of France. We have been doing test batches for
the last 8 weeks (aided by The Book of Tempeh) with ups and
downs, and thought that The Book of Tempeh II can be very
helpful.”
Letter from Patrick Roger of Arts. 1985. June 12. Luis
Garcia makes tempeh. Two Labels. 1985, dated. Photocopy
black on green. “Produit du soja biologique fermente.” With
three recipes.
Letters from Cilica Chlimper. 1985. Oct. 2 (5 p.
handwritten) and Oct. 28 (2 p. handwritten on letterhead).
Luis Garcia is her husband. “We are now half way installed
and producing about 150 x 250 gm packages per week
(only enough to pay the rent).” She helps him with sales
and promotion. They are doing cooking demonstrations and
using tempeh in French-style recipes. They would like to
make a ready-to-eat saucisson product (like salami). They
are in close contact with Patrick Roger at Olivier of Arts.
Leaflet with recipes. 4 p. Sent by Luis Garcia and Cilica

Chlimper. Le Compas. 1986. March-April. p. 34.
Form filled out by Luis and Cicilia for each of Athanor’s
commercial soy products. 1988.
5233. Bayona, Luis. 1985. Cultura da soja [Cultivation of
soya]. Maputo, Mozambique: Ministério da Agricultura. iv
+ 123 p. Illust. 21 cm. Divulgaçao Série–Agricultura No. 4.
[18 ref. Por]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Overview: Origin
and dissemination, taxonomy, morphology, phases in
the development of soya. Cultural needs: Temperature,
rain and its distribution, the effect of photoperiod, soils.
The technology of soybean production. Diseases and
pests. Harvest and storage. Production of soybean seeds.
Importance of the soybean as a food for human consumption:
How to resolve the problems of flavor, smell, and time
of boiling or baking; soymilk, other forms of consuming
soybeans (e.g. roasted or as flour). Address: Engenheiro
Agrónomo, CEDASPE, INIA, Maputo, Mozambique.
5234. Product Name: Cream of the Bean Soygurt [Plain,
Vanilla, Raisin].
Manufacturer’s Name: Cream of the Bean, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3973 Grove Ave., Gurnee, IL
60031. Phone: (312) 623-4114.
Date of Introduction: 1985 October.
Ingredients: Plain: Whole organic soybeans, filtered water,
unsweetened fruit juices, cold pressed corn oil, calcium
sulfate, active cultures.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz (170 gm) plastic cup.
Retails for $0.87.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 6 oz.: Calories 146, protein 7 gm,
carbohydrates 16 gm, fat 6 gm, sodium 20 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. Tan and green on
white. “100% organically grown soybeans. Non-dairy. No
cholesterol. No lactose. Low sodium. No preservatives. Fiber
rich.” Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1985. Feb. p. 62,
and in Vegetarian Times. July. 23, and in East West Journal.
July. p. 22. Label on 6 oz plastic cup. Reprinted in Soyfoods
Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center.
Spot in Dairy Foods (Chicago). 1986. May. States that
this soy yogurt product was introduced in Feb. 1986. A 6-oz.
carton retails for $0.89–$0.99. Ingredients in the plain are:
Whole organic soybeans, filtered water, fruit concentrate,
cold pressed corn oil, calcium sulfate [a tofu coagulant],
and active cultures (S. thermophilus and L. Bulgaricus).
Comments: “This is the first product for Cream of the Bean,
which makes its own soy milk under a patented process.”
Talk with Stuart Doblin. 1989. Aug. 14. The product
was really launched in April 1986, but it was being sold on a
small scale as early as Oct. 1985. The original flavors were
plain, vanilla, and raisin.
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5235. Product Name: Tempeh Delites [Mild Cutlets, or
Sticks; Spicy Cutlets, or Sticks].
Manufacturer’s Name: Harvest Earth Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2789 Steamboat Springs,
Rochester, MI 48063.
Date of Introduction: 1985 October.
Ingredients: Tempeh. Batter and breading: Certified
organically grown corn, hard red spring and winter whole
wheat, brown rice, barley malt, tofu, soybean oil, bicarbonate
of soda, rare herbs, imported spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 per 16 oz pack.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1985. Oct. Made from certified organically
grown soybeans and whole grains. Leaflet. 1985, undated.
“Create a main course or sandwich! Fully cooked–Just heat
& serve.”
Product Alert (Naples, WY). 1986. March 17. “16.
Frozen misc. foods.” Tempeh Delites from Harvest Earth
Foods of Rochester, Michigan, comes in four varieties. Mild
Cutlets and Spicy Cutlets with 6 per pack. Mild Sticks and
Spicy Sticks with 9 per pack. All four are in 16 oz size.
Talk with Charles J. Leonardi, owner. 2001. May 18.
Harvest Earth Foods is now located at P.O. Box 816, Sterling
Heights, Michigan 48316. Phone: 810-469-1730. Charles
bought the company from Dr. Jerry Skrocki, the founder.
5236. Product Name: Tofu Tortellini.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ithaca Soy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 403 N. Plain St., Ithaca, NY
14850.
Date of Introduction: 1985 October.
Ingredients: Dough mixture: Durum flour, semolina,
water, tomatoes (red pasta), spinach (green pasta). Filling:
Organically grown soybeans, water, rice miso, spices, tofu
made with calcium sulfate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz in clear plastic wrapper
with a stick-on paper label.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1985. “Great hot
with sauce and in soups! Delightful cold in marinated
salads.” Product Alert. 1985. Oct. New Product News. 1988.
Dec. 9. “A 4 oz. package is sold nationally in health food
stores.” Soya Newsletter. 1988. Nov/Dec. Gives company
name as Ithaca Soyfoods Co. Pasta is tri-colored: tomatoes
color red and spinach colors green. Now sold frozen.
Contact: David Scovronick.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, glossy color, front and back)
sent by Richard Rose from Natural Products Expo East.
1989. Sept. “Ithaca Soyfoods Tofu Tortellini.”
5237. Roger, Patrick. 1985. Interview de Jean Claude Sabin,
Président du CIS-ONIDOL [Interview with Jean Claude
Sabin, President of CIS-ONIDOL]. Point Soja–Soyfoods.

Autumn. p. 1-2. [Fre; Eng]
• Summary: Concerning the history of soybeans in France,
cultivation on a national scale dates back to 1973 after
CETIOM had done some research in the preceding years.
Before that, soybeans were widely grown during World War
II, sometimes even with strong pressure from the Vichy
government. Soybeans used to be roasted to make coffee.
“During the 1960s experiments with soybean cultivation
were conducted, one of them initiated by M. Dolfuss, who
made an unsuccessful attempt at the time at being elected
a deputy. He used a pamphlet together with a documentary
film on soybean cultivation. But at the time there were
no guidelines for growing soybeans, and no seeds were
available. “I became interested in soybeans in 1965, because
of the large amounts being imported for animal feed. Around
the same time, heads of the French oil industry asked the
Ministry of Agriculture to start a research program... So
CETIOM conducted experiments in soybean cultivation
and microbiological research on the inoculum. Without the
1973 American soybean embargo, there still would not be
any soybeans grown in France. President Pompidou became
angry in the middle of a Council of Ministers meeting, and a
research mission was sent to the U.S.
“On the cultivation level, the pioneer areas
[departments] were Tarn, Haute-Garonne, and Gers [all
located in the southwest of France], with some experiments
in Bas Rhône. Later the growing expanded northwards...
Around 1965 the GATT accords were signed. The U.S.
allowed corn to develop, but locked up soy growing. Since
that time, there have been no custom duties on oilseed
products in Europe. And until the embargo, none of the
politicians ever noticed that fact! Then, after 1979, and the
new soy reglementation [system with strict regulations for
growing soybeans], this crop has been in steady expansion.”
Mr. Proudon has played a key role in this process.
France needs to reduce its surpluses of cereals (such as
wheat), expand production of oilseeds, and use the two to
balance crop rotations. “I am quite a believer in soyfoods.
Our western food habits are out of balance. People are
starting to look for a different way of feeding themselves... I
do think that tofu and tempeh have very good prospects.”
Note: CIS = Conseil Interrégional Soja. ONIDOL =
Office National Interprofessionnel de Développement des
Oléagineux. CETIOM = Centre Technique Interprofessionnel
des Oléagineux Metropolitains (France). CIS-ONIDOL
Is located at 17 rue Fleurance, 31400 Toulouse, France.
Address: President, Office National Interprofessionnel des
Oleagineux.
5238. Horlings, George; Martens, Ron. 1985. Soybeans
in Bangladesh: A background report. Dhaka [Dacca],
Bangladesh: Mennonite Central Committee. 65 p. Nov. [36
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Agronomic, nutrition,
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soybean in Bangladesh. Existing situation: Area and
production, yields, soybean varieties, agronomic details,
competing crop survey, soybean in India. Soybean
utilization: Soybeans as a pulse, ramgati cooking
demonstration evaluation, oil expelling, soymilk, soya
biscuits, chanachur, suggestions from BCSIR, other
soybean foods, soybean oil, soymeal. Marketing system
and prices. Soybean programs: Bangladesh Coordinated
Soybean Research Project (BCSRP), Bangladesh
Agriculture University (BAU), Bangladesh Agriculture
Research Institute (BARI), Bangladesh Agriculture
Development Cooperation (BADC), Bangladesh Council
of Scientific and Industrial Research (BCSIR), Directorate
of Agricultural Extension (DAE), other organizations in
Bangladesh, International Soybean Program (INTSOY),
Asian Vegetable Research and Development Centre
(AVRDC), International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
(IITA), Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). Seed
production and storage: Seed multiplication, seed storage.
Constraints: Market and demand, land competition, research
& development, seed availability, inoculant availability and
use, extension services. Conclusion. Appendices: Unreleased
soybean varieties tested by MCC, soybean cultivation guide,
cultivation guide for soybean in West Bengal, soybean
recipes, objectives of the BCSIR, integrated oilseed research
project (soybean breeding).
“Soybeans were first introduced into Bangladesh in
1942. In 1960-61 varietal screening resulted in the selection
of S3, Pelican and Barmeli for the kharif season. These
varieties were later found to be susceptible to yellow mosaic
virus.
“In 1972-73 MCC began with research and extension
work on soybeans, primarily as a rabi season crop. The
Bangladesh Coordinated Soybean Research Project (BCSRP)
was established in 1975. This project involved Bangladesh
Agriculture Research Institute (BARI), Bangladesh
Agricultural University (BAU), Bangladesh Council of
Scientific and Industrial Research (BCSIR), several other
government institutions, and Shilpee Food Products, as well
as the Mennonite Central Committee (MCC). In 1981 the
BCSRP was discontinued. The two main problems were felt
to be: difficulty in producing high quality seed and the lack
of a solvent oil extractor.
“MCC has continued with soybean research and
extension work, believing these problems can be overcome
or other solutions found. BAU is continuing with work
on soybeans in its Integrated Oilseeds Research Project
(IORP). BCSIR continues to work on soyfoods and the
Bangladesh Sugar and Food Industries Corporation (BSFIC)
produces some soybeans on its farms. Other institutions and
organizations are still involved to varying degrees.” Address:
1. Agronomist; 2. Food Technologist, Mennonite Central
Committee, Dhaka, Bangladesh.

5239. Product Name: Island Spring Extra Firm Tofu
(Vacuum Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: Island Spring, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 747, Vashon, WA
98070.
Date of Introduction: 1985 November.
Ingredients: Soybeans organically grown in accordance
with chapter 19.86 Sec. 3 revise code of WA state; water;
bittern or nigari, an extract of seawater; natural calcium
sulfate (traditional Chinese ingredient).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (340 gm) vacuum
packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated (34-36ºF).
Nutrition: Per 4 oz: Calories 155, protein 16 gm, fat 9 gm,
carbohydrates 3 gm, sodium 1 mg, cholesterol 0 mg, lactose
0 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Luke Lukoskie.
1987. Oct. 19. Talk with Yvonne Kuperberg of Island Spring.
1988. June 2. The product was launched in Nov. 1985 and
vacuum packed. Label. 3.5 by 2.5 inches. Self adhesive.
Purple, black, yellow, red and green. Illustration of the moon
rising over the hills behind a lake or sound. “Organic. High
Protein. Lactose Free. Cholesterol Free. Sodium Free.”
5240. Ochiai-Yanagi, Sonoe; Galeazzi, Maria A.M.; Saio,
Kyoko. 1985. Properties of soybean in model storage studies.
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the
National Food Research Institute) No. 47. p. 330-33. Nov. [6
ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: The following properties were studied during
storage of Glycine max var Enrei: Moisture content, nitrogen
solubility index (NSI), acid value, germination capacity,
weight of 100 seeds (Enrei was 35 gm/100 seeds), fat
content, and protein content.
Reprinted from Agricultural and Biological Chemistry
49(2):525-28 (1985). Address: 1&3. National Food Research
Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries, Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi,
Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan; 2. Faculty of Food
Engineering and Agriculture, Univ. of Campinas, Cidade
Universitaria, Campinas 13100, Brazil.
5241. Saio, Kyoko; Kobayakawa, K.; Kito, M. 1985. Protein
denaturation during model storage studies of soybeans and
meals. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report
of the National Food Research Institute) No. 47. p. 176-80.
Nov. [8 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Cereal Chemistry 59(5):408-12
(1982). Address: 1. National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin
Sogo Kenkyujo), Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries, Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun,
Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.
5242. Product Name: Vegetarian Gourmet Tofu Quiche
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(Eggless).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Source (Kenish, Inc.).
Appropriate Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 137 New Hyde Park Rd.,
Franklin Square, Long Island, NY 11010.
Date of Introduction: 1985 November.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, whole wheat flour, durum
semolina, unbleached wheat flour, water, spinach, soy oil,
onions, lemon, sea salt, herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.5 oz.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1985. Sept. 3
by 3 inches. Self adhesive. Dark purple on light purple.
“Delicious. Quick and Easy. Cholesterol Free. No
Preservatives.” Kennedy. 1987. New York Times. June 24.
Interview with Robert Werz. 1987. Sept. 9.
5243. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1985. Soybean in India: Problems and
prospects. Special review article. Indian J. of Agricultural
Sciences 55(12):709-22. Dec. [19 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production potential
in the country. Place in cropping systems. Research in
India. Breeding, genetics and seed production. Production
technology. Microbiology. Plant protection. Production
economics. Product development and utilization. Future
strategies. Address: All-India Coordinated Research Project
on Soybean (ICAR), Govind Ballabh Pant Krishi Evam
Praudyogiky Vishwa Vidyalaya, Pantnagar, Uttar Pradesh
263 145 India.
5244. Clemson Univ. Cooperative Extension Service,
Circular. 1985. Growing soybeans for profit in South
Carolina. No. 501. 45 p.
• Summary: Contents: Preplant management. Planting
considerations. Cost-effective disease and nematode
control. Weed control. Insect management. Harvesting.
Store soybeans to maintain quality. Watch costs in growing
soybeans. Double cropping. Some market considerations.
Other soybean information.
Soybeans are planted on about 1.5 million acres each
year in South Carolina–more than the combined acreage of
all other field crops. In 1984 they were South Carolina’s top
money crop, showing cash receipts just over $200 million.
Address: Clemson, South Carolina.
5245. Egli, D.B.; Guffy, R.D.; Leggett, J.E. 1985.
Partitioning of assimilate between vegetative and
reproductive growth in soybean. Agronomy Journal
77(6):917-22. Nov/Dec. [25 ref]
• Summary: The results suggest “that variation in fruit
and seed number may be more closely related to variations
in crop growth rate than to variations in the allocation of
assimilate between vegetative and reproductive plant parts.”
Address: 1. Prof., former graduate research assistant (current

address, Dep. of Agron., Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801),
Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY
40546-0091.
5246. Jayakody, D.P.P. 1985. Inter cropping of soybean
under coconut. Soyanews (Sri Lanka) 7(7):3. Oct/Dec.
• Summary: “Regional Agricultural Research Centre
[RARC], Makandura, was established in 1981.” “Since 1981
Yala season different varieties of cowpea, groundnut, green
gram and soybean have been tested under coconut [trees]
at RARC Madura.” Of these four crops, soybean gave the
best results, although the shade reduces its yield somewhat.
A table shows “Average yield of soybean obtained at RARC
Madura, under coconut, kg/hectare.” The yields ranged from
1,448.6 kg/ha in 1983 yala to 541.6 in 1985 yala. In 1981/92
maha all varieties were completely damaged by rabbits.
Address: Research Officer, RARC, Makandura, Sri Lanka.
5247. Larcher, Jacques. 1985. Effets d’une récolte retardée
sur le rendement et la qualité des semences de soja (Glycine
max (L.) Merrill) au Sénégal [Effect of a late harvest on
yield and quality of soybean seed in Senegal]. Agronomie
Tropicale (France) 40(4):337-41. Nov/Dec. [16 ref. Fre; eng;
spa]
• Summary: Soybeans of the variety IRAT 273 (ISRAIRAT 44A/73) were grown at Sefa, Senegal, in 1982. Losses
due to natural dehiscence of pods, to harvest handling and
mechanical threshing were about 30-40% for a harvest made
20 days after stage R8; they reached 50% 25 days after stage
R8. Address: Mission IRAT, Papeete, French Polynesia.
5248. Lins, I.D.G.; Cox, F.R.; Nicholaides, J.J., III. 1985.
Optimizing phosphorus fertilization rates for soybeans grown
on Oxisols and associated Entisols. Soil Science Society of
America Journal 49(6):1457-60. Nov/Dec. [12 ref]
• Summary: “The objective of a soil test interpretation is to
be able to recommend the optimum rate of fertilizer.”
“Although soils vary considerably in their P sorption
characteristics, this factor is often not considered in a soil
test interpretation. One soil property closely related to P
sorption is clay content.” Address: EMBRAPA Fellow,
Professor, and former Associate Professor, Soil Science Dep.,
North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh, NC 27695-7619.
5249. Reagan, John J. 1985. Better-fed beans: These timing
and application tips can help you get more bang for your
fertilizer buck. Furrow (The) (John Deere Co., Moline,
Illinois). Nov/Dec. p. 27-28.
• Summary: “Most soybeans live on leftovers. As recent
USDA figures indicate, only one out of every three acres
of soybeans gets a direct application of phosphorus or
potassium fertilizer.”
5250. Product Name: [Grinioc Grain and Tofu Burgers
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(Rice, Millet, or Bulgur)].
Foreign Name: Grinioc: Galettes de riz (millet, or blé) aux
légumes.
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: Plateau de l’Ardennais, 91590
Cerny, France. Phone: (6) 457.52.01.
Date of Introduction: 1985 December.
Ingredients: Rice: Whole grain rice* (66%), legumes
(15%): Peas, tomatoes, onions, hot red and green peppers,
soya, sunflowerseed oil, spices and aromatics. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Protein 3.3%, lipids 10.3%,
carbohydrates 19.5%, calories 186.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1988. Front and
back. 6 panels. “Grinioc fresh wholemeal burgers. The best
way to eat wholemeal cereals (rice, millet, wheat), as an
accompaniment to vegetables or as is when you are feeling a
little peckish, Grinioc is actually a complete meal in itself.”
Labels for all 3 products. About 1988. 3.5 by 7 inches.
Self adhesive. Shows a color photo of one burger/croquette
on a plate with garnishes such as shrimp, mushrooms, or
sliced tomatoes. Refrigerate at 4ºC.
Letter from Bernard Storup. 1989. March 3. These
products were launched in Dec. 1985.
5251. Soyanews (Sri Lanka). 1985. [Ceylon] Oils and Fats
Corporation grows own soybean. 7(7):1-2. Oct/Dec.
• Summary: “Two hundred acres of soya are under
cultivation this Maha [rainy] season at the Nikaweratiya
cattle station. This is a pilot project initiated by the Ceylon
Oils and Fats Corporation in an attempt to ensure supplies of
this high protein high oil legume for its factory in Seeduwa.
“The Corporation requires about 20,000 tons of soya
annually for the preparation of livestock feeds. It has been
able to meet only 7-8% of this requirement from local
supplies.”
A large photo shows two workers harvesting the soya
plants by hand; they are tied into bundles to be taken to the
threshing floor.
5252. Product Name: Herb Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Bountiful Bean Plant.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2049 1/2 Atwood Ave., Madison,
WI 53704. Phone: 608-241-8700.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, calcium sulfate,
nigari (magnesium chloride), herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz in plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz: Calories 96, protein 11 gm,
carbohydrates 1 gm, unsaturated 6 gm, sodium 17 mg,
calcium 229 mg, iron 2 mg.

New Product–Documentation: Label. 1985. 4 by 4.5
inches. Light blue, green and maroon on clear plastic film.
Interview with Deborah Bachmann. 1987. Dec. 29.
Label sent by Elizabeth Hanson of Bountiful Bean.
1991. Nov. 12. Same label as above, but company is now
located in Ridgeway, Wisconsin 53582.
Leaflet sent by Paul Olson, new owner of Bountiful
Bean Soyfoods. 1993. Nov. 19. The company’s tofu is curded
with nigari and calcium sulfate. The herb tofu contains basil,
thyme, granulated garlic, onion powder, and cayenne.
5253. Product Name: Calco Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Calco of Atlanta.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2059 Manchester St., N.E.,
Atlanta, GA 30324. Phone: 404-874-3650.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 70, protein 10 gm,
carbohydrates 7 gm, fat 0.5 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jimmy Wang.
1989. Nov. 9. This product was introduced in 1985.
5254. Product Name: [Tofu (from Organically Grown
Soybeans, or Non-Organic), and Silken Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu: Pate de soja, Kinugoshi-dôfu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Daizou SARL.
Manufacturer’s Address: 883 Rue de Bernau–Z.I., 94500
Champigny sur Marne, France. Phone: 48 82 39 90 or
47.06.33.71.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
Ingredients: Water, yellow soybeans, sea salt. * Some
organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 360 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by
Anthony Marrese based on an interview with Mr. Hirayama.
1989. Nov. Mr. Sakaguchi is the owner of Daizou and
Mr. Takatoshi Hirayama is the tofu production manager.
Le Bol en Bois started in the 1970s as probably the first
macrobiotic restaurant in Paris. They made tofu for their own
use and their outside business grew slowly. In 1985 Tama
(an importer and distributor of Japanese natural foods) and
Daizou (a food manufacturing company) were made separate
business divisions of Le Bol en Bois restaurant and health
food store. The three companies employ about 50 people, 6-7
in food production. In 1985 the company introduced three
types of tofu: Present production amounts are as follows:
Non-organic 4,500 kg/month, organic 500 kg/month, and
silken 150 kg/month. Also in 1985 the company started
making konnyaku and shirataki [thin konnyaku noodles], and
in 1987 they launched mochi.
Talk with David de Korsak. 1990. Jan. 31. David, a
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Frenchman, worked for this company in Sept. 1987. He
did an internship with them, setting up a computer system.
The manager was Takatoshi Hirayama. Daizou has about
8 employees total. The tofu company was formerly in the
basement of Le Bol en Bois in Paris. They moved when they
outgrew that space. They sell mostly to Japanese (in water
pack tubs), and their main outlet is at Le Bol en Bois. They
use 100-125 kg/day of soybeans to make about 300-375 kg
of tofu. They also sell some vacuum packed tofu, made with
organically grown soybeans, to 1-2 health food shops in
Paris.
Letter from Bernard Storup of Société Soy. 1989. March
3. Daizou was founded by Le Bol en Bois (Paris) in 1985.
Mr. Sakaguchi was the first to make tofu in France [Actually,
Li Yu-ying was probably the first, in 1911].
5255. Davydenko, O.G.; Anoshenko, B. Yu.; Podlisskikh,
V.E.; Sokolov, A.A.; Trukhanovets, N.L. 1985. Perspektivy
selektsii soi dlya uslovij Belorussii [Perspectives on selection
of soybeans in Byelorussia]. In: Problemy i Perspektivy
Selektsii Zernovykh, Zernobobovykh i Kormovykh Kul’tur
v XII Pyatiletke: Tezisy Dokladov Konferentsii (13-14
Noyabrya 1985 g). Zhodino. See p. 48-50. [Rus]
Address: Minsk, Belarussian SSR.
5256. Davydenko, O.G. 1985. Pestrolistnost’ rastenij soi,
indutsirovannaya ehritromitsina [Soya in Byelorussia?].
Tsitologiya i Genetika (Cytology and Genetics) (Kiev)
19(4):277-81. [Rus]
• Summary: For an English translation see Davydenko, O.G.
1985. Cytology and Genetics (Translation). Address: Minsk,
Belarussian SSR.
5257. Houghton, D.A.; Pearce, P.A. 1985. Zero-till soybean
production in pastures. Brisbane, Australia: Queensland
Dept. of Promary Industries. 12 p. Illust. 30 cm. *
Address: Queensland, Australia.
5258. Hrushka, L.; Labounek, V. 1985. Ovlivneni struktury
vynosu hustotou a odrudami soji [Effect of crop density and
variety on yield structure in soyabean]. Acta Universitatis
Agriculturae Brno, A Facultas Agronomica 33(2):33-41. [6
ref. Cze; rus; eng; ger]*
Address: Vysoka Skola Zemedelska, 613 00 Brno,
Czechoslovakia.
5259. Product Name: Soy “M” Non-Dairy Soy Milk
[Carob, or Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name: H.V. Natural Foods (Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Los Angeles, CA 90021.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
Ingredients: Plain: Pure filtered water, organic soybeans,
soya oil, honey. Carob: Same plus carob and vanilla as last 2
ingredients.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 15 fluid oz (444 ml). Pure-Pack
carton. $1.25 plain. $1.39 carob.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Plain: per cup (8 fl. oz.): Calories 130, protein
2 gm, carbohydrates 17 gm, fat 5 gm, sodium 55 mg,
potassium 120 mg. Carob: Calories 160, carbohydrates 12
gm.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. 1985, dated. 2.75
by 4 inches by 2.75 wide. Paper carton. Carob: White and
tan on dark brown. Plain: White and light blue on dark blue.
Glass of soy milk illustration. “From organically grown
soybeans. Refreshing lite beverage. Drink it like milk. Use
on cereal (plain) or in shakes (carob). Cholesterol free. No
refined sugar added.” H.V. stands for “Health Valley.”
Talk with George Mateljan, founder of Health Valley.
1985. Oct. 20. Soy “M” is made in Los Angeles. Health
Valley was founded in 1970. Hain was much earlier.
Soyfoods Center product evaluation. One of the best
soymilks we have ever tasted.
5260. Karaj, Selim. 1985. Mundesite e shtimit te prodhimit te
sojes dhe mbjellja kulture e dyte [Possibilities of increasing
soybean production and sowing soybeans as a secondary
crop]. Bujqesia Socialiste (Socialist Agriculture) (Albania)
No. 8. p. 16-17. [Alb]*
5261. Karaj, Selim; Bardhoku, Nikoll. 1985. Per te marre
35-40 kv/ha soje [Getting soybean yields of 35-49 kv/ha].
Bujqesia Socialiste (Socialist Agriculture) (Albania) No. 3.
p. 23-25. [Alb]*
5262. Product Name: Soy Beans, Green Soybeans
(Organic).
Manufacturer’s Name: Laurelbrook Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Bel Air, Maryland.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
Ingredients: Whole dry soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: One Label for each product
sent by Margy Coates. 1992. March. Each weighs 1 lb and
is “Packed and distributed by Laurelbrook Foods.” Soy
Beans (Green ink on tan paper). 4.37 x 2.75 inches. “Dried
Beans are a rich source of nutrients, especially valuable as
an economical, vegetable-protein food. Use alongside whole
grains or seeds in soups, salads, burgers, stews and spreads.
For easy digestion of the harder Beans, remember to soak
them at least 3 hours or overnight and discard the soaking
water. Use fresh water for cooking.”
Green Soybeans (Black ink on light beige paper). 4.25 x
2.63 inches. “These are easy cooking good eating soybeans,
organically grown by local farmers. To prepare: wash and
soak overnight. Drain and cover with water, then simmer
(without salt) ‘till soft (just 2 or 3 hours). Substitute these
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beans for regular field beans in your favorite soybean recipe.
They’re grown especially for people food.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2013)
that contains the phrase “discard the soak” or “discard the
soaking water”–in order to reduce the intestinal gas caused
by sugars in beans, without losing essential nutrients. Then
cook the beans in plenty of fresh water.

staple food of the finest quality. It is prepared carefully in
Switzerland using Swiss water, selected soybeans and quality
ingredients... Here is a delicious drink with its full-bodied
taste, light and easily digestible–for breakfast, breaks, and
also in cooking.” Note: A sticker atop the Natural flavor
states that the product is made with organically grown
soybeans.

5263. Product Name: Living Foods Organic Tofu Spread
[With Garlic, Dill, or Celery].
Manufacturer’s Name: Living Foods (Importer). Made in
The Netherlands by Witte Wonder.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 66, Chichester, W.
Sussex, England.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1986, undated. 8
inches by 1.5. Purple and black on beige. “A natural, dairyfree, vegetarian spread. Produce of Holland.” Letter from
Sjon Welters. 1989. July 24. Witte Wonder started private
labeling their tofu spreads for Living Foods in 1984 or 1985.

5266. Product Name: Meatless Burger. Marinated Soy
Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 14670 Doolittle Dr., San
Leandro, CA 94577.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
Ingredients: Soy tempeh (made with cultured soybeans
organically grown in accordance with the California Health
and Safety Code, Section 26569.11), soy sauce, garlic, onion,
and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz vacuum packed.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Undated. “All the
Sizzle... None of the steak. Ready to eat in 3 minutes.” This
product, introduced in September 1981, was originally called
“Tempeh Burgers.”

5264. Product Name: One World Foods Tempeh
Sandwiches.
Manufacturer’s Name: One World Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 188 Old St., London EC1V 9BP,
England. Phone: 01-490 0749.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Joe
Simpson, the owner, conducted by Anthony Marrese.
1992. March 28. In 1985 the company launched Tempeh
Sandwiches, plainly wrapped with no individual labels; they
were discontinued in 1989 due to Joe’s lack of interest in
doing more secondary production and distribution.
5265. Product Name: [Soyaquell Soya-Drink (Natural,
Fruit Flavored, or Chocolate)].
Foreign Name: Soyaquell Soya-Drink (Natur).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyaquell [Soyana].
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, CH-8039
Zurich, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
Ingredients: Natural: Water, soybeans, fruit sugar
[fructose], malt, seasalt (0.1%), natural vanilla. In addition,
for chocolate: chocolate powder, vegetable gelling agent.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: ½ liter Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for DM 2.40.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Plain, per 100 gm.: Protein 4.3 gm, fat 2.1 gm,
carbohydrates 3.0 gm, calories 49.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. March 22. 3.75 by 3.5 by 2.5 inch carton.
Blue, white, green, and red. Illustration of a soybean plant
with pods and red flowers. Logo of a small bird flying.
“Non-dairy (rein pflanzlich). Soyaquell-Soyadrink is a new

5267. Sthapit, B.R. 1985. Report on soybean improvement
works. Presented at Twelfth Summer Crops Workshop
(1984). RAS. Chitwan, Nepal. *
Address: Nepal.
5268. Arnoux, Maurice. 1985. The European Cooperative
Research Network on Soybean. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985.
World Soybean Research Conference III: Proceedings.
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p.
1240-43.
• Summary: Contents: Organization and structure. Activities.
Orientation of research. Address: Coordinator, INRA, 9 place
Viala, 34060 Montpellier, France.
5269. Barrau, Enrique M. 1985. Production constraints
and soil erosion in the humid tropics of densely populated
Java. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean Research
Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview
Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 1145-50. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Major constraints to soybean
production. Soil erosion, the greatest threat to agriculture
production. Programs in conservation. Production as an
incentive to achieve conservation. References. Address: U.S.
Agency for International Development (USAID) / AGR,
Jakarta, Indonesia.
5270. Baz, A-g. I.O.; Abdallah, A.R.; Safwat, M.S.A. 1985.
Effect of nitrogenous and phosphorus fertilizers on growth,
yield, nodulation and chemical components of soybean.
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In: H. Ssali and S.O. Keya, eds. 1985. Biological Nitrogen
Fixation in Africa: Proceedings of the First Conference of
the African Association for Biological Nitrogen Fixation
(AABNF). See p. 245-52. Held 23-27 July 1984 in Nairobi,
Kenya. [17 ref]
• Summary: “This work was conducted in 1980 and
1981 seasons at The Experimental Farm of the Faculty
of Agriculture, El-Minia University. The effect of 30 kg
nitrogen, 100 kg phosphorus/fedden (0.42 ha) and the
mixture between them on the growth, nodulation, chemical
composition of soybean plants at three different stages of
growth (45, 70 and 110 days from planting), the yield of
seeds and its components were studied. Results showed that
the application of these different fertilizers to soybean plants
significantly increased their vegetative growth, nodulation,
chemical components (total nitrogen and reducing sugars)
at the three different times of growth, yield of seeds and
its components of total nitrogen and percentage of oil
compared to control. The highest significant values, however,
were obtained, using a mixture of 30 kg nitrogenous and
100 kg phosphorus fertilizer/fedden.” Address: Faculty of
Agriculture, Suez Canal Univ. and Faculty of Agriculture
El-Minia Univ., Egypt.
5271. Calkins, P.H.; Ma, J.C. 1985. Soybeans and cropping
patterns in China. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean
Research Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado:
Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 67-77. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Soybean production regions and
associate cropping patterns. Motives for including soybean in
cropping patterns. Trends in soybean yield and area planted.
Profitability and factor use by region in soybean production.
Prospects for the future. References.
“Traditionally, China was self-sufficient in soybean
production, and exported large amounts from the
northeastern provinces. Today, however, as the result of the
pro-grain agricultural and pro-natal demographic policies of
the 1949 to 1979 period, China has become a net importer
with an annual production of 8.4 million tons, far less than
the historical high of 11 million tons in 1938...
“As of 1981, eight major provinces (Heilongjiang, Jilin,
Liaoning, Hebei, Henan, Shandong, Jiangsu, and Anhui)
accounted for 76.5% of the total area and 80.3% of the total
production of soybeans. Figure 1 shows that these provinces
lie along the northern and central portions of China’s eastern
seaboard... the eight key producing provinces lie in Regions
I and II, where growing seasons are the shortest and the
potential for multiple crops per year the lowest. Thus, the
major soybean cultivation is associated with a low multiple
cropping index. However, soybeans are grown throughout
China and are found in an astonishing array of cropping
patterns...
“20th-century soybean production in China can
be divided into four periods, based upon technological

improvements in soybean yield and politico-economic
inducements to expand or contract the area planted to
soybeans:
“1. The pre-1949 base period... soybean production
was grown primarily in the northeast, where soybean’s
comparative advantage was greatest. Because of a lack of
modern research, soybean yields per ha were modest, but the
large area planted contributed to large, total output, reaching
11.3 million tons in 1936.
“2. 1949-1959; post-war recovery and growth. During
the early period of collectivization, soybean breeding
through scientific research was begun. Furthermore, the
recovery of China’s agricultural economy as a whole meant
that farmers could expand production from 5.1 million tons
in 1949 to up to 11.5 million tons. This period saw relatively
free crop choice.
“3. 1960-1978; grain first policy, with rice as the key
link. Here there was active discrimination against soybeans
in the push for maximizing total grain tonnage per ha. To
discourage soybean production, three measures were taken.
First, the relative producer price of soybeans flagged as
planners increased only the prices of other grains. Second,
research, if not suspended entirely, as during the peak of the
Cultural Revolution (1966 to 1969), was severely restricted.
Thus, only token technological development was possible.
Third, the cropping patterns... were forced out by cropping
systems with relatively greater grain intensity.
“4. 1979-present: the Responsibility System and other
reforms. Chinese farmers now have much more freedom in
deciding what and how to produce, can fulfill their quotas
with any type of grain, and enjoy a soybean:rice price ratio
of 2.89 in 1981, up from 1.51 in 1976. Thus, farmers have
increased their soybean planted area faster than for any
other crop except cotton. Even so, total production has only
regained its 1952 level, while the population has increased
by 60%...
“Price policies have been shown to be an effective
stimulus to soybean output. If soybean prices continue to
increase relative to other crops, output may continue to
grow. The recent decision to price soybean in relation to its
nutritional advantages by giving it a grain-equivalent rating
of two in quota fulfillment augurs well for continued strong
price stimulus...
“China is also moving to correct previous
underemphasis upon genetic and production research in
soybeans. The crossing of low-yielding Chinese cultivars
with wide genetic base and high-yielding American cultivars
with narrow genetic base gives hope for higher-yielding
cultivars adapted to each of China’s five producing regions.”
Address: 1. Assoc. Prof.; 2. Graduate Student. Both: Dep. of
Economics, Iowa State Univ.
5272. Caviness, C.E.; Collins, F.C. 1985. Double cropping.
In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean Research
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Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview
Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 1032-38. [16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Double cropping systems. Straw
management. Other considerations. References. Address: 1.
Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas
72701; 2. Rohm and Haas Seed, Inc., P.O. Box 420, Marion,
Arkansas 72364.
5273. Damicone, John Peter. 1985. Growth, yield, and
foliar injury response of early-maturing soybean genotypes
to ozone and Fusarium oxysporum. PhD thesis, University
of Massachusetts. 143 p. Page 1770 in volume 46/06-B of
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Massachusetts.
5274. Duhon, David; Gebhard, Cindy; Jeavons, John; Stoner,
Gary. 1985. One circle: How to grow a complete diet in less
than 1000 square feet. Ecology Action, 5798 Ridgewood Rd.,
Willits, CA 95490. 200 p. Illust. No index. 28 cm. [27 ref]
• Summary: Duhon is a student of John Jeavons and Alan
Chadwick, using the Biodynamic / French Intensive method
of gardening. For good information on growing soybeans in
a home garden or mini-farm, see p. 105-08. The Contents of
this section are: Introduction. Use. Plant physiology. Culture.
Varieties. Potential problems. Harvest. Storage. “If green
beans are desired, harvest some of the pods before they turn
yellow.” Address: Willits, California.
5275. Elsahookie, M.M.; Sarkies, N.O. 1985. Response of
soyabean cultivars to planting: Density and method. Iraqi J.
of Agricultural Sciences 3(3):37-50. [14 ref. Eng; ara]*
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, College of Agriculture,
Baghdad Univ., Abu-Ghraib, Iraq.
5276. Francis, C.A. 1985. Intercropping–competition and
yield advantage. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean
Research Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado:
Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 1017-24. [18 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Intercropping. Soybean intercrop
results. Competition effects on soybean. Conclusions.
References. Address: Rodale Research Center, Box 323, RD
1, Kutztown, Pennsylvania, 19530.
5277. Hume, D.J.; Shanmugasundaram, S.; Beversdorf,
W.D. 1985. Soyabean (Glycine max (L.) Merrill). In: R.J.
Summerfield and E.H. Roberts, eds. 1985. Grain Legume
Crops. London: Collins. xvi + 859 p. See p. 391-432. Illust.
Index. 24 cm. [192 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: History, current status
and future projections. Principal economic yield and uses
of crop products. Principal farming systems. Botanical and
agronomic features: Symbiotic nitrogen fixation potential.
Principal limitations to production and yield: Developing
countries, developed countries. Fertiliser requirements.

Quality of seed constituents. Germplasm resources. Principal
breeding strategies: Adaptation to new geographic areas,
breeding methodology, breeding objectives, seed quality, pest
and disease tolerances, current trends in soyabean breeding.
Avenues of communication among researchers (INTSOY,
AVDRC, IITA, FAO). Prospects for larger and more stable
yields.
Tables: (1) Area (1000 ha), yield (kg per ha), and
production (1000 tonnes) of soyabeans from 1969-71 to
1982. (2) Maturity durations and productivity potentials
of soyabeans in selected countries. (3) Glycine species
collections around the world. (4) Sources of resistance
among soyabeans to selected insect pests. (5) Sources of
resistance among soyabeans to selected diseases.
Table 9 shows that there are soybean germplasm
collections in 15 countries. This table has 4 columns:
Country, location (city), curator, and number of accessions.
AVRDC in Taiwan has the largest germplasm collection in
one location (10,400 accessions, Tainan), followed by USA
(9,648, Illinois and Mississippi), India (4,000, Pantnagar;
1,800 Amravati), Japan (3,541, Tsukuba; 200, Morioka),
USSR (3,000, Leningrad), China (3,000 Jilin; 3,000 Hubei;
2,930 Shadong [sic, Shandong {W.-G. Shantung}]; 2,500
Beijing; 960 Heilungjiang [Heilongjiang]). Also: Australia
400, France 500, Nigeria 1,300, Indonesia 600, South Korea
2,833, North Korea 300, South Africa 600, Sweden 1,200,
and Thailand 1,686.
Most tropical soybean types are determinate. Address:
1&3. Univ. of Guelph, Dep. of Crop Science, Guelph,
Ontario N1G 2W1, Canada; 2. Asian Vegetable Research
and Development Centre (AVRDC), PO Box 42, Shanhua,
Tainan 741, Taiwan, Republic of China.
5278. IITA Grain Legume Improvement Program. 1985.
Large scale soybean production in Nigeria. Ibadan, Nigeria:
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture. 10 p. 27 cm.
• Summary: Contents: How to start. Where to grow. Site
selection. Land preparation. How to use fertilizer. How
to plant. When to plant. Weed control. Birds. Rodents.
Insect control. How to harvest. Mechanical harvesting.
Storage. Soil conservation. Rotation. Critical periods.
What equipment is needed for mechanized production?
Recommended varieties. Address: Oyo Road, PMB 5320,
Ibadan, Nigeria.
5279. Johnson, Richard R. 1985. Machinery for cropping
systems. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean Research
Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview
Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 1046-53. [19 ref]
• Summary: Contents: The past (planting and harvesting
equipment, greater use of conservation tillage). Where we
are (clean tillage before 1960, benefits of conservation
tillage, no-tillage, reduced tillage). Tillage considerations.
Planting equipment. Cultivation and harvesting. Costs and
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returns. Summary. References.
The use of conservation tillage has tripled during the
past decade; as of 1982 about 7, 38, and 55% of the U.S.
soybean area was in the no-tillage, reduced tillage, and clean
tillage categories. Address: Staff Agronomist, Deere and Co.
Technical Center, Moline, Illinois.
5280. Jones, J.W.; Boote, K.J.; Mishoe, J.W. 1985. Soybean
crop modeling for production system analysis. In: R.
Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean Research Conference III:
Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii +
1262 p. See p. 1066-73. [16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Model overview. Model
implementation. Applications. References. Address: 1&3.
Professor, Agricultural Engineering Dep.; 2. Associate
Professor, Agronomy Dep.: Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL.
5281. Karaj, Selim. 1985. Probleme të kultivimit të sojës në
zonën e ulët bregdetare të vendit tonë [Problems with the
soybean cultivation in low littoral areas of Albania]. FushëKrujë, Albania: Instituti Kërkimeve Foragjere e Kullotave.
24 p. 24 cm. [Alb]
• Summary: This booklet is based on the author’s 1985 PhD
thesis. The soybean was cultivated in Albania for the first
time in 1942 at Korça as an experiment on a certain small
piece of land.
During 1960-1970 the Institute of Agricultural Research
at Lushnja started some soybean trials, and found that a yield
of not more than 10 kv/ha could be expected. This was not
sufficient or economically profitable. [Note that kv = quintal;
1 quintal = 100 kg or 220.46 lb.].
In 1973 the Institute of Fodder and Pasture Research at
Fushë-Kruja conducted further soybean trials. This Institute
received or inherited from the Institute of Agricultural
Research at Lushnja all the latter’s results, studies,
publications, and soybean seeds. Selim Karaj, a specialist at
the Institute of Fodder and Pasture Research at Fushë-Kruja,
studied the possibilities of soybean cultivation in Albania
for many years, from 1973 to 1992. In 1985 he defended his
degree thesis titled “Problems with the soybean cultivation in
low littoral areas of Albania.” This thesis is composed of two
parts: Part 1 gives basic information on the soybean plant,
its origin, history in Albania, benefits, dissemination, and
morphological and biological characteristics. Part 2 describes
the author’s experiments in the low littoral areas of Albania,
including his methods and results, plus the characteristics of
some of the best soybean varieties, and conclusions about the
potential of soybeans in Albania. His experiments showed
that the best soybean varieties for Albanian conditions are
Çipeva, Floria, Violet, Vnimk, Vaine, and Vatvorth.
Note 1. On the title page and cover is written:
“Autoreferat–I Disertacionit Për Gradën Shkencore–
Kandidat I Shkencave. Udhëheqës Shkencor, Arian Babo,
Bashkëpuntor i Vjetër Shkencor.”

Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen
(Oct. 2019) for soybeans in Albania, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Albania (1942). The source of these soybeans
is unknown. Address: Bashkëpunëtor Shkencor, Instituti
Kërkimeve Foragjere e Kullotave, Fushë-Krujë, Albania.
5282. Kueneman, E.A.; Root, W.R.; Dashiell, K.E.;
Singh, S.R. 1985. The soybean improvement program at
the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture. In: R.
Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean Research Conference III:
Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii +
1262 p. See p. 1244-47. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Within the network of international
agricultural research centers the International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture (IITA) has been given responsibility for
research on soybeans for the tropics with major emphasis on
Africa. For the past five years IITA’s program had focused
primarily on development of cultivars for the lowland, humid
and semi-humid tropics with emphasis on the West African
Savanna, which is characterized by sandy soils with low
fertility and a growing season ranging from 100 to 150 days.
Recently work has been initiated to develop material adapted
to higher elevations and to potential growing areas in
southern and eastern Africa. Many breeding lines developed
at IITA in Africa will be useful in tropical environments
in other regions of the world. IITA, in collaboration with
the International Soybean Program (INTSOY) based at the
University of Illinois, USA and the Asian Vegetable Research
and Development Center (AVRDC) based in Taiwan, is
planning an integrated trial network to make improved
soybean lines available to cooperators around the world. In
this network IITA will take a major coordinating role for
trials in Africa.
“Soybean production in Africa is presently only a very
small percentage of what is possible. There were fewer than
10,000 tons produced in developing countries south of the
Sahara in 1979. An FAO study (1978) estimated that 145
million hectares are suitable to very suitable for growing
soybeans under low input farming, and about 179 million
hectares could be used for soybean production if an intensive
input farming system was used (Figure 1). The area where
soybeans can be grown is similar to the areas where maize
(Zea mays L.) is adapted, and soybean production is likely to
expand in Africa, primarily as a rotation crop with maize.
“Food production per capita in Africa has declined over
the past ten years. Soybeans, having approximately 40%
protein, could play a major role in increasing the protein
intake for the people of Africa. Locally processed soybean
oil could replace the large quantities of vegetable oil which
are now imported.
“In 1972, research was initiated on soybeans at IITA at
Ibadan, Nigeria. Researchers identified cultivars, primarily
from the southern USA, with superior yield potential for the
humid tropics. They also identified two major difficulties that
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have prevented or slowed the expansion of soybean as a crop
in Africa and other tropical areas.
“The first problem is that soybeans lose their viability
rapidly when stored in warm, humid environments. The
second problem is that cultivars introduced from the USA
require inoculation with Rhizobium japonicum. Most
developing countries lack inoculant industries to produce and
distribute inoculant, and most African farmers lack facilities
to store it and the expertise to apply it. Consequently,
researchers at IITA decided to develop ‘promiscuous’
soybean cultivars capable of nodulating effectively with
the indigenous cowpea-type rhizobia which are ubiquitous
in Africa. In 1976-1977 soybean germplasm was screened
for seed storability and for ability to nodulate with rhizobia
indigenous to Africa. In 1978 major efforts were initiated at
IITA to develop cultivars with superior seed storability and
promiscuous nodulation. The methods used at IITA to breed
for improved seed longevity are presented in a companion
paper in this volume: ‘Breeding for Management of Soybean
Seed Diseases.’ This paper will focus primarily on breeding
promiscuous soybean lines capable of nodulating with
indigenous cowpea-type rhizobia.
“In 1978, 400 soybean lines of diverse origin were
evaluated for their ability to nodulate at five locations
representing diverse climatic and soil conditions in Nigeria.
Ten lines were highly ‘promiscuous’, in that they formed
effective symbiosis with rhizobia native to all sites. Rhizobia
strains were isolated from nodules collected at each location,
and the promiscuous lines were found to be compatible with
a large majority of native strains. The improved cultivars of
U.S. origin established an effective symbiosis with only a
few of the isolates (Pulver et al., 1984).
“To evaluate the efficiency of the symbiosis with
indigenous rhizobia, a study was conducted which involved
grafting the shoot of a U.S. cultivar ‘Bossier’, onto the root
of a promiscuous cultivar ‘Orba’. When the shoot of Bossier
was grafted onto the root of Orba ana grown in uninoculated
field soil, the growth and yields were equal to Bossier grafted
onto itself and inoculated with Rhizobium japonicum. Similar
results were observed for grafting experiments involving
the U.S. cultivar `Jupiter’ and Orba. In studies conducted to
compare responses of promiscuous and non-promiscuous
germplasm accessions to inoculation and nitrogen fertilizer
(Pulver et al., 1982; Rao et al., 1981), it was observed that
promiscuous accessions gave little or no yield response while
non-promiscuous accessions gave large responses.
“In 1978 crosses were initiated to incorporate genes for
promiscuity and superior seed longevity into high-yielding
backgrounds. The frequency of promiscuous progeny in
segregating generations is relatively high (ranging from 13
to 34%, depending on the cross), suggesting inheritance
of promiscuity is conditioned by relatively few major
genes (IITA, 1980). Selections for promiscuity are made
by growing the breeding nurseries in fields that are low in

nitrogen and have never been inoculated with R. japonicum.
In early generations individual plants that give vigorous
growth and are well nodulated are selected. Plants are dug
at physiological maturity and assessed for nodule mass.
Seeds of selected F5 and F6 plants are tested for seed
storability, and are multiplied in progeny rows for use in
multi-locational, replicated, preliminary yield trials, which
are also grown on low N soils without history of inoculant
application. Plants from both ends of each plot are dug 65 to
75 days after planting and nodule mass is scored. Lines that
do not nodulate well across sites are discarded. Nodulation
and seed storability are also evaluated in advanced and
uniform trials. This method of selection has been very
successful. Several promiscuous lines that also have good
seed longevity have performed well at several locations in
the savanna of Nigeria.
“To test the effectiveness of symbiotic nitrogen fixation
with rhizobium other than R. japonicum, promiscuous lines
were grown with and without supplemental nitrogen fertilizer
at the rate of 50 kg/ha applied 30, 60 and 90 days after
sowing. For lines identified as promiscuous, no consistent
differences have been observed between plots grown with
ample nitrogen fertilizer and plots using only fixed N
(Table 1). IITA microbiologists also have tested the most
promising breeding lines with and without R. japonicum, and
preliminary results are similar to trials mentioned previously.
Large responses to inoculants are commonly observed for
standard non-promiscuous cultivars, whereas inoculation
generally results in only small yield increases when applied
to promiscuous lines.
“An international testing program was initiated in 1982
by IITA with a focus on Africa. The entries in these trials
are elite IITA breeding lines. The objectives are to assist the
breeders at IITA in determining how their breeding lines are
adapted to various tropical environments, and to distribute
germplasm to national programs. Lines that perform well
in these trials will then be entered in the new global testing
program involving IITA, INTSOY and AVRDC. IITA will
coordinate the African trial network.
“While exciting progress has been made, there is still
scope for improvement. Future breeding efforts will continue
to focus on seed longevity and promiscuous nodulation.
Emphasis will also be placed on improving stem strength,
virus resistance, and shattering resistance. Most of IITA’s
improved cultivars mature from 115 to 140 days. Cultivars
with 100-day maturation would be useful for some cropping
systems, and selections are currently being made with this in
mind.
Figures: (1) Soybean generalized agro-climatic
suitability assessment for rainfed production (FAO, 1978).
Tables: (1) Yields of some soybean lines grown with and
without supplemental N applied in 50 kg/ha doses at 30, 60,
and 90 days after sowing at 2 sites in West Africa in 1982.
The check variety at Odienne was ‘Bossier’; the check at
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Sotouboua was ‘Jupiter’.
Note: IITA has also published the Tropical Grain
Legume Bulletin since the mid-1970s. Address: Grain
Legume Improvement Program, IITA, Oyo Road, Ibadan,
Nigeria.
5283. Laflen, J.M.; Moldenhauer, W.C. 1985. Soybean
production and soil erosion problems–North America. In:
R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean Research Conference
III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii +
1262 p. See p. 1166-74. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Soybean production and cropping
changes in the U.S. Effect of soybean on current U.S. soil
erosion problems. Solutions to erosion problems under
soybean production. Summary. References. Address: 1.
Agricultural Engineer, USDA/ARS, Ames, Iowa; 2. Soil
Scientist, USDA/ARS, National Soil Erosion Lab., West
Lafayette, Indiana.
5284. Lal, R. 1985. Soybean production and soil erosion
problems and solutions–Africa. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985.
World Soybean Research Conference III: Proceedings.
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p.
1151-57. [24 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Soil erosion. Soybean cultivation
and soil erosion. Erosion control measures for soybean.
Conclusions. References. Address: International Inst. of
Tropical Agriculture, Oyo Road, Ibadan, Nigeria.
5285. Lantican, Ricardo M. 1985. Soybean production in
Asia. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean Research
Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview
Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 1203-06.
• Summary: Contents: Production statistics. Production
systems in Asia: Humid equatorial belt, middle to high
latitudes (25º to 50ºN). Present and future research needs.
Asia, the ancestral home of the soybean, has become
a net importer of soybeans, requiring an annual average of
2.67 million tons of raw beans, 1.26 million tons of oil, and
0.94 million tons of cake and meal. In the humid equatorial
belt, where rainfall is the chief limiting factor to yields, the
yield potential is 2 tonnes/ha. Address: Prof. of Agronomy
and Director, Inst. of Plant Breeding, Univ. of the Philippines
at Los Baños, College, Laguna, Philippines.
5286. Ling, Yilu; Gai, Junyi. 1985. Soybean production and
research in Jiangsu province and South China. Nanjing:
Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Science, and Nanjing
Agricultural University. *
Address: 1. Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences; 2.
Nanjing Agricultural College.
5287. McCracken, D.V.; Holdenhauer, W.C.; Laflen, J.M.
1985. The impact of soybeans on soil physical properties

and soil erodibility. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean
Research Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado:
Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 988-94. [42 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Positive effects of soybean on soil
physical properties. Negative effects of soybean on soil
physical properties. Effect of soybean on soil loss and
soil erodibility. Reasons for the soybean influence on soil
physical properties. Methods of erosion control. Conclusion.
References. Address: 1. Research Agronomist, Purdue Univ.;
2. Soil Scientist, USDA/ARS, National Soil Erosion Lab.,
West Lafayette, Indiana; 3. Agricultural Engineer, USDA/
ARS, Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA.
5288. Morett N., Emmanuel. 1985. Proposiciones para el
desarrolo comercial del cultivo de la soya en Venezuela
[Proposals for the commercial development of soybean
cultivation in Venezuela]. In: Grasas, Aceites y Oleaginosas
en Venezuela. San Felipe: Ediciones CIEPE. Series
Eventos Tecnicos, 3. See p. 371-408. Based on Seminario
Problematica de las Grasas... Held in San Felipe, 1984. [Spa]
Address: Ingeniero Agrónomo, Coordinador de Proyectos
Agrícolas, Fundación Polar, Caracas, Venezuela.
5289. Navarro, Luis A.; Kass, Donald L. 1985. Economics
of intercropping. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean
Research Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado:
Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 1039-45. [39 ref]
• Summary: Contents: History and world perspective.
Advantages of intercropping. Economic measurement and
intercropping. Perspectives for research on intercropping.
References. Address: Senior specialists in 1. Agricultural
Economics and 2. Soil Management. Both: Plant Production
Dep., Tropical Agricultural Research and Training Center,
(CATIE), Turrialba, Costa Rica.
5290. Noodén, L.D. 1985. Regulation of soybean
senescence. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean
Research Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado:
Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 891-900. [39 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Senescence: The concept and
the process. Measures of senescence. Role of mineral
redistribution and a decline in root functions. Substituting
defined solutions for the root system: The use of explants.
On the role of cytokinin: Control of mineral redistribution.
Transpiration as a factor in foliar senescence and partitioning
of assimilates. Conclusions and outlook.
“Senescence is an internally programmed degenerative
process leading to the death of an organism, organ or cell.”
The developing seeds ultimately cause the death of the
plant, but the plant dies because its leaves fall. A hormone
probably sends the signal that induces senescence. “The use
of explants, which are excised stem sections with one node,
its leaf, and associated pods, offers an opportunity to study
the role of a decreased mineral and cytokinin supply.”
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Note: Webster’s Dictionary defines cytokinin (a term
first used in 1965) as “any of various plant growth substances
that are usually derivatives of adenine.” Address: Botany
Dep., Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1048.
5291. Obaton, Michel; Kimou, Okomian. 1985. Nitrate
reductase and nitrogen (C2H2 reduction) activities of fieldgrown soybean and the influence of drought. In: H. Ssali
and S.O. Keya, eds. 1985. Biological Nitrogen Fixation in
Africa: Proceedings of the First Conference of the African
Association for Biological Nitrogen Fixation (AABNF). See
p. 267-76. Held 23-27 July 1984 in Nairobi, Kenya. [22 ref]
• Summary: “The nitrogen nutrition of legumes can be
satisfied by assimilation of nitrate from the soil which is then
reduced, essentially in the leaves, by nitrate reductase and
through nitrogen fixation by nitrogenase of nodules. These
2 enzymatic activities are usually successive during the
growing season and complementary... a drought depresses
more the nitrogenase activity than the nitrate reductase
activity. When there is severe water stress the legumes do not
fix atmospheric nitrogen and use the nitrate from the soil.”
“The amount of biologically fixed nitrogen by legumes
varies a great deal depending on the Rhizobium strain, the
cultivar of the host, and the environmental conditions.”
Address: 1. INRA, 9 place Viala, 34060 Montpellier, France;
2. ENSA, 08 B.P. 35, Abidjan 08, Ivory Coast.
5292. Pitre, Henry N. 1985. Ecological effects of doublecropping on soybean insect populations. In: R. Shibles, ed.
1985. World Soybean Research Conference III: Proceedings.
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p.
667-73. [30 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Tillage. Planting date.
Row spacing. Pesticide interactions. Address: Dep. of
Entomology, Mississippi State Univ., Mississippi State, MS
39762.
5293. Priestley, D.A.; Cullinan, V.I.; Wolfe, J. 1985.
Differences in seed longevity at the species level. Plant, Cell
and Environment 8(8):557-62. [28 ref]
• Summary: See p. 559 for Glycine max, which is the species
with the 6th shortest seed longevity–less than 3 years.
Address: 1-2. Boyce Thompson Institute and Dep. of Plant
Breeding and Biometry, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY 14853; 3.
School of Physics, Univ. of New South Wales, Kensington,
NSW, Australia.
5294. Pusposutardjo, Suprodjo. 1985. Growth and yield
modeling of irrigated soybean and peanut in tropical rain
monsoon climates. PhD thesis, Utah State University. 358
p. Page 2734 in volume 46/08-B of Dissertation Abstracts
International. *
Address: Utah State Univ.

5295. Quayum, A.; Rao, M.S.S.; Kerketta, V. 1985.
Soybean–A miracle oilseed crop. Its prospects and
constraints in Bihar Plateau. In: H.C. Srivastava, et al, eds.
1985. Oilseed Production Constraints and Opportunities.
New Delhi: Oxford & IBH Publishing Co. xix + 700 p. See
p. 219-32. [7 ref]
• Summary: Bihar is a state in northeastern India. Bihar lies
mid-way between the humid West Bengal in the east and the
sub humid Uttar Pradesh in the west which provides it with
a transitional position in respect of climate, economy and
culture. It is bounded by the country of Nepal on the north
and by the state of Jharkhand to the south.
Contents: Bihar plateau. Climate, rainfall and water
resources. Population and farming community. Soil and its
fertility. Physico-chemical properties based on toposequence:
Upland, medium land, lowland. Predominant crops and
cropping pattern in the plateau region. Status of the plateau
region as an oilseed producer. Introduction of soybean as an
oilseeds crop. Soybean production as oilseed in the world.
Area, production and productivity of soybean in India.
Soybean in the plateau of Bihar. Varietal improvement
programme (Bihar plateau). Yield maximisation trials (Bihar
plateau). Performance of soybean with respect to other crops
in the plateau region of Bihar: Dominant crop and soybean,
oilseed crops and soybean. Prospect and constraints of
soybean in the plateau region of Bihar: Prospect, constraints
(Production constraints, administrative constraints).
Tables: (1) Seed and oil production of major oilseed
crops in the world, 1980. (2) World soybean production (in
‘000 tonnes) in selected countries in selected years during
1939-79. (3) Area, production and productivity of soybean
in India. (4) Targets and achievements of soybean area and
production during 1983-84 in different soybean growing
States of India. (5) Performance of varieties in varietal trial.
(6) Performance of mutation-bred varieties between 1978
and 79. (7) Yield of soybean on different dates of planting.
(8) Yield of soybean with different plant population (yield
kg/ha). (9) Effect of weed control by weedicides on seed
yield of soybean (kg/ha). (10) Effect of lime on soybean
crop. (11) Average yield of five crops of Chotanagpur region
under different rainfall patterns. (12) Cost-benefit ratio
of soybean with respect to other Kharif crops of plateau
region of Bihar. (13) Oilseed crops of Bihar plateau, their
oil content, optimum yield, oil production and by-products.
Address: Birsa Agricultural Univ., Ranchi-834006, India.
5296. Salunkhe, D.K.; Kadam, S.S.; Chavan, J.K. 1985.
Postharvest biotechnology of food legumes. Boca Raton,
Florida: CRC Press. 160 p. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [25 soy ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. Seed structure,
production, and distribution (Soybean, p. 8-10, 17-18). 3.
Chemical composition. 4. Nature and causes of losses. 5.
Harvesting, threshing, and drying (Soybean, p. 69-70). 6.
Storage. 7. Processing and utilization (Soyfoods, p. 121-36).
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8. Food legumes in protein crisis.
Chapter 7, “Processing and utilization,” discusses tofu,
tempeh, soy flour, soymilk, miso, shoyu, natto, Hamanatto,
and cereal-soy blends. Address: 1. Vice-Chancellor; 2. Prof.
of Food Science & Technology; 3. Asst. Food Science &
Technol. All: Mahatma Phule Agricultural Univ., Rahuri,
Maharashtra State, India.
5297. Shanmugasundaram, S.; Chen, Li Fen; Tanjung,
Azran; Chen, Keng-Feng. 1985. Appropriate inputs for
maximum economic yield in soybean (Abstract). Agronomy
Abstracts p. 38.
• Summary: The yield response due to herbicide, insecticide,
irrigation and fungicide on 2 soybean genotypes were
examined in 3 locations. Address: AVRDC, Shanhua, Tainan
741, Taiwan.
5298. Sharpe, Dennis B. 1985. Project 2002: The longrange future for soybeans from a U.S. perspective. In: R.
Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean Research Conference III:
Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii +
1262 p. See p. 25-31.
• Summary: Contents: The future belongs to those who plan
for it. Synopsis of results and recommendations. Strategic
recommendations. Alternative demand, production and
planting requirements. Address: Director of Corporate
Relations, American Soybean Assoc., 777 Craig Rd., St.
Louis, Missouri 63141.
5299. Shibles, Richard. ed. 1985. World Soybean Research
Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado, and
London, England: Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p.
Conference held 12-17 Aug. 1984 at Iowa State University,
Ames, Iowa. Author index. 24 cm. [2000+ ref]
• Summary: See next page. The book contains the following
major divisions: Foreword. Preface. 1. Economics (p.
3-134): Plenary paper, supply and demand prospects,
government policy impacts, microeconomics of production
and marketing, emerging issues in processing, marketing,
and distribution. 2. Utilization (p. 135-260): Plenary paper,
protein chemistry, utilization of soybean protein, utilization
of soybean products in animal feeds, soybean oil utilization.
3. Breeding and genetics (p. 261-494): Plenary paper,
molecular biology, germplasm and breeding methodology,
nematode and insect resistance, disease and insect resistance,
physiological traits. 4. Pathology (p. 495-604): Diseases of
seeds, nematology, fungus diseases.
5. Entomology (p. 605-714): Plenary paper; plant
damage syndromes, yield losses and economic decision
indices; sampling, ecology, and insect population dynamics;
insect management strategies. 6. Physiology (p. 714-902):
Plenary paper, partition and transport of assimilates, carbon
assimilation, nitrogen metabolism, developmental aspects of
growth and productivity. 7. Rhizobium (p. 903-962). 8. Soil

and crop management (p. 963-1076): Soil-crop interactions,
cropping systems.
9. Weed science (p. 1077-1126): Herbicide technology,
weed biology and ecology. 10. Dimensions of world
production, utilization, and research (p. 1127-1256): Plenary
paper, world soil erosion: problems and solutions, seed
programs in the tropics, regional production and utilization,
international programs and networks. Continuing committee
for World Soybean Research Conference–IV. Constitution for
World Soybean Research Conferences. Author index. Note:
The editor’s surname is pronounced SHAI-bulz. Address:
Dep. of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA.
5300. Thorne, John C. 1985. Equipment and techniques for
field research in soybeans. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World
Soybean Research Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder,
Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 319-27. [11
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Plot planting. End-trimming. Hillplots. Plot harvest. Data collection. A challenge. References.
Address: Soybean Research Dep., Northrup King Co., P.O.
Box 949, Washington, Iowa, 52353-0949.
5301. Trabulsi, I.Y. 1985. [Effect of fertilization with
phosphorus on nodule formation in soybean cultivars
“Williams” and “Davis”]. J. of the College of Agriculture,
King Saud University 7(1):8. [8 ref. Ara; eng]*
Address: King Saud Univ., Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
5302. Umarov, Z.U.; Abdazov, K.A.; Radzhabova, M.
Ya. 1985. [The pattern of plant distribution and yield].
Kormoproizvodstvo No. 3. p. 39-40. [Rus]*
• Summary: Maize and soybeans were grown in separate
rows of a pair of rows 20 cm apart with an interspace of 70
cm between the two pairs of rows. This pattern gave yields
of 115.9 tonnes/ha of fresh fodder, 2088 feed units [FU] per
ha, and 2.32 tonnes/ha of digestible crude protein [DCP],
compared with 101.4 tonnes, 1826 FU and 2.03 tonnes/ha
respectively, where two maize plants and 4 soybean plants
were grown in the same hill in rows 90 cm apart. Address:
Tashkentskii Sel’skokhozyaistvennyi Inst., tashkent, Uzbek
SSR.
5303. Van Heemstra, Maria Ingeneta. 1985. Studies on
intercropping corn with soybeans and sorghum with
soybeans in New Jersey. PhD thesis, Rutgers University. 256
p. Page 2136 in volume 46/07-B of Dissertation Abstracts
International. *
Address: Rutgers Univ.
5304. Welch, L.F. 1985. Rotational benefits to soybeans and
following crops. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean
Research Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado:
Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 1054-60. [10 ref]
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• Summary: Contents: Soybean effect on following crops.
Other crops effect on soybean. How rotations influence
crop performance. References. “Extensive research has
established that rotating crops almost always results in higher
yields than from monoculture... Rotations help reduce the
severity of adverse effects from weeds, diseases, and insects.
Rotations allow a greater diversity of herbicide use, and this
provides for better weed control than monoculture.” Address:
Prof. of Soil Fertility, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois, 61801.
5305. Whigham, D.K. 1985. Strip and relay intercropping of
soybeans. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean Research
Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview
Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 1025-31. [18 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Strip intercropping. Relay
intercropping. References. Address: Agronomy Dep., Iowa
State Univ., Ames, Iowa, 50011.
5306. Yacoubi, M.A.; Day, A.D. 1985. Effects of cultural
practices on soybeans in Morocco (Abstract). Agronomy
Abstracts p. 39.
• Summary: “Experiments were conducted in Morocco over
a 7-year period to study the effects of a number of cultivars
and cultural practices on the yield and quality of soybeans.
This research confirmed our hypothesis that soybeans can
be profitably grown for both human food and livestock feed
under irrigation in Morocco.” Address: Agronomic Inst.
Hassan II, Rabat, Morocco.
5307. Product Name: [Vegetable Tofu].
Foreign Name: Gemuese-Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Byodo Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hirschbergstr. 9, D-8000 Munich
19, West Germany. Phone: (089) 16 85 70.
Date of Introduction: 1986 January.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans*, carrots*, leeks*, spices,
herb salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 175 gm plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Harry
Whitford. 1990. May 11. “In 1986 we also started making
Vegetable Tofu (in German Gemuese-Tofu), which is
tofu with chopped veggies pressed into it–ready to fry.
Somewhere along the way we started to make tofu to sell
also. I don’t know when.”
Label sent by Anthony Marrese. 1990. April 15. 3 by
2.25 inches. Green on yellow, printed on front and back of
plastic bag. “Ready to fry. A fresh soy specialty product.
Versatile: Fry or bake. Marinate or steam. Use cold in salads,
or with breads, etc. Store at 4-8ºC.”
5308. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.

Manufacturer’s Name: Byodo Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hirschbergstr. 9, D-8000 Munich
19, West Germany. Phone: (089) 16 85 70.
Date of Introduction: 1986 January.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, nigari
(Traditional Japanese).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 400 gm plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 7.8 gm, fat 4.3 gm,
carbohydrates 0.5 gm, calories 71.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Harry
Whitford. 1990. May 11. “In 1986 we also started making
Vegetable Tofu (in German Gemuese-Tofu). Somewhere
along the way we started to make tofu to sell also. I don’t
know when.”
Label sent by Anthony Marrese. 1990. April 15. 4 by
3 inches. Red on white, printed on front and back of plastic
bag. “Prepared according to a traditional Japanese recipe. A
fresh soya specialty. Store at 4-8ºC. Member of the Natural
Food Assoc. (Bundesverband Naturkost e.V.).”
5309. Product Name: [Tofu, Smoked Tofu, Tempeh, and
Tofuburger].
Foreign Name: Tofu, Tofu Fumé, Tempeh, Galette: Petit
Roti Végétal.
Manufacturer’s Name: Gaec de La Lix: United
Macrobiotic Company.
Manufacturer’s Address: 32260 Tachoires–Seissan,
France. Phone: 62.65.35.04.
Date of Introduction: 1986 January.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out for Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Sept. These four products were introduced
as follows with the amount presently produced shown in
parentheses: Tofu (80 kg/week) and Soyaburger (800 pieces/
week), Jan. 1986. Smoked Tofu (8 kg/week), June 1986.
Tempeh (40 kg/week), Oct. 1986. Anthony visited the
community in mid-Oct. 1989 and noted: “They are a small
group similar to Terre Nouvelle, but doing more with soya.
Very nice kitchen production (see color slide), which is
growing. They sell through markets and through 10 stores,
which helps them to educate people. They are all Germans
who came to France about 5 years ago mainly because land
prices were lower in France. They also make small quantities
of miso (experimental stage) and 4 kg/week of koji for
amazake and miso.
Labels for all 4 products. 1989. 4 by 2.75 inches. Each
photocopied with black handwritten letters on pastel color
paper, and each with the Nature et Progres logo indicating
organically grown. Each label has a description of the food
on the back.
For details and an update to 1989 see the letter from
Gaec de La Lix: United Macrobiotic Company to Anthony
Marrese, of Sept. 1989.
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5310. Product Name: [Deep-Fried Tofu with Nuts].
Foreign Name: Nuss-Tofu, fritiert.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojatopf. Renamed Soto in April
1989.
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedrich-Ebert-Str. 40, D-8323
Trostberg, West Germany. Phone: 08621-62538.
Date of Introduction: 1986 January.
Ingredients: Incl. tofu, hazelnuts, tamari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm vacuum pack.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Harry
Whitford. 1990. May 30. Gives full details on product
based on interview with Gerhard (Oskar) Schramm. Tofu
with hazelnut pieces pressed into it is marinated in tamari,
then deep-fried. On 1 Jan. 1990 the company moved to
Wolfbergerstr. 47, D-8211 Breitbrunn am Chiemsee, West
Germany.
5311. Product Name: Homestyle Tofu Dessert (Puddings)
[Chocolate Royale, or Carob Mint].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sonoma Specialty Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2317 Bluebell Dr., Santa Rosa,
CA 95403. Phone: 707-525-8822.
Date of Introduction: 1986 January.
Ingredients: Chocolate Royale: Tofu (organic soybeans*,
water, calcium sulfate), cocoa, fructose, soy oil, tapioca,
pure vanilla. * Grown in accordance with CA H&S Code
26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4.5 oz in plastic cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 3 inches
diameter. Red and black on white lid. “Cholesterol & Lactose
Free.” Soy Power. 1987. Catalog. 4.5 oz. Interview with
Benjamin Hills. 1987. Sept. 7. Chocolate Royale introduced
in Jan. 1986, Carob in Aug. 1986, Cherry Berry in about
August 1987. New Labels in April 1988. 3 inches diameter.
“Non-Dairy. Cholesterol Free. Nutritious. Natural. Kosher.
Ready to Eat.” Spot in Health Foods Business. May.
Talk with David Burns. 1991. April 10. The company
introduced a new label for the chocolate and cherry-berry
flavors in March 1991. They hope to have the new label for
the strawberry out by June 1991. The vanilla pudding is not
yet ready.
5312. Product Name: Tofu-Vegie Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1986 January.
Ingredients: Wildwood Tofu (organic soybeans grown
without synthetically compounded pesticides or fertilizers
in accordance with Section 26569.11 of the California
Health and Safety Code, filtered water and nigari), any of
the following fresh vegetables (carrots, onions, celery, kale,

or potato), garlic, pure expeller-pressed hi-oleic monounsaturated safflower oil, unrefined peanut oil, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.5 oz vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3.25 oz.: Calories 205, protein 15.4 gm,
fat 10.8 gm, carbohydrates 11.5 gm, Vitamin A 3396 I.U.,
calcium 115 mg, iron 3 mg, sodium 271 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jeremiah
Ridenour. 1988. Aug. 26. The company started making
Tofu Burgers in January 1986. Label. 1986. 3.25 inches
diameter. Red on yellow. Logo of birds flying over a forest
silhouette. “Complete protein. 25% fresh vegetables. Great
flavor. Cholesterol free. Easy to prepare: Heat in toaster,
microwave, or on a barbecue. Serve hot or cold or as an
appetizer or with your favorite burger garnishes and enjoy.”
Label sent by Billy Bramblett. 1990. Round. Red
on yellow. Logo of birds flying over a forest silhouette.
“Complete protein.” “25% fresh vegetables.”
Label sent by Billy Bramblett. 1998. July. He says this
product was introduced in 1986, and made at Wildwood’s
plant in Fairfax.
5313. Product Name: Tofu of the Sea with Dulse Sea
Vegetable.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1986 January.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans grown in accordance with
Section 26569.11 of the California Health and Safety Code,
filtered water, dulse sea vegetable, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jeremiah
Ridenour. 1988. Aug. 26. The company started production in
Jan. 1986. The dulse is layered into the curds in the forming
boxes. It has a strong purple dying action. Label. 1987. 2.5
inches diameter. Blue on white. Logo of birds flying over a
forest silhouette.
5314. Marking, Syl. 1986. Test your seed treatment I.Q.
[fungicides]. Soybean Digest. Mid-Feb. p. 10-11.
• Summary: “If you’re like a lot of soybean growers, you
don’t understand seed treatments. ‘I think there’s confusion
over what fungicide seed treatments are, and especially
which fungicide is effective against which disease,’ says
Laura Sweets, Iowa State University plant pathologist.
“Many scientists recommend fungicide seed treatment
be limited to beans planted in cool, wet soils, often found in
early planting or when seed quality is low because of seedborne disease.
“Seed lots with greater than 80% germination generally
won’t benefit from seed treatment when planted at
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recommended seeding rates, says Fritz Schmitthenner, Ohio
State University plant pathologist. Treating seed with less
than 80% germination may increase stand and possibly yield.
Any fungicide seed treatment effective against seed-borne
diseases will not increase germination more than 20%, he
adds.
“Seed treatments also add protection against dampingoff and seedling blights for several soil-borne fungi, says
Einar Palm, University of Missouri plant pathologist. ‘Early
planted soybeans are much more susceptible to seedling
diseases,’ he declares. ‘Fungicide seed treatments provide
inexpensive insurance.’
“The insurance angle, long promoted by fungicide
companies, has at least found acceptance with many, though
not all, university plant and seed pathologists. Many others
advise it only under certain conditions.
“University of Nebraska plant pathologists recommend
seed treatment when:
“ + Planting seed in cool soils (less than 55ºF). The use
of larger, faster machinery and heavy emphasis on early
planting has made this more common. Seed treatments
protect against seed rot in these cool soils.
“ + Reducing seeding rates. In this situation, it is critical
that 70% or more of the planted seed emerges.
“ + Planting seed into a minimum or no-till seedbed.
Poor seed/soil contact or cool and/or wet soil, found often
with reduced tillage, can delay germination.
“Schmitthenner is among the scientists who don’t favor
using fungicides for insurance.
“’This idea of dumping something on the seed for
insurance is a practice we should move away from,’ he says.
‘We should learn what our specific problems are and seek to
control them specifically. We’ve got basically two problems,
a seed problem and a soil problem...’”
5315. Product Name: Nasoyanaise (Tofu-Based
Mayonnaise).
Manufacturer’s Name: Nasoya Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 23 Jytek Park, (P.O. Box 841),
Leominster, MA 01453.
Date of Introduction: 1986 February.
Ingredients: Nasoya tofu (well water, organic soybeans,
natural nigari type coagulant), cold-pressed sunflower oil,
well water, rice syrup, wood-aged apple cider vinegar,
prepared mustard (vinegar, water, mustard, salt, turmeric,
spices, natural flavor), seasalt, natural vegetable gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz jar, 12 per case.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 1 tbsp, 14 gm.: Calories 40, protein 1 gm,
carbohydrate 1 gm, fat 4 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods. 1983. Summer.
p. 52. “Nasoya Restyles Tofu Dips.” This product, originally
named Soyannaise, was introduced in December 1979;
Label. 1985. 9.25 by 2.25 inches. Paper. Red, white, blue and

light yellow. “Made with fresh tofu. Less than ½ the calories
of mayonnaise. No cholesterol. No sugar. 100% natural. Low
sodium. Use Nasoyanaise right from the jar as a delicious
alternative to other spreads and dressings in your favorite
salad or sandwich, on vegetables, fish, baked potatoes and
more. Nasoyanaise will add a special wholesome richness
to your favorite recipes.” Ad in Vegetarian Times, Aug.
1986, inside back cover. “Introducing Nasoya Creamy
Tofu Dressings and Nasoyanaise.” Ad in East West. 1986.
Nov. p. 83, and in Vegetarian Times. 1986. Nov. p. 33.
“Introducing... 2 New Ways to Enjoy the Goodness of Tofu!”
Food Report (Lehmann). 1986. Feb.
5316. Product Name: Harvest Light Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Northern Soy Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30 Somerton St., Rochester, NY
14607. Phone: 716-442-1213.
Date of Introduction: 1986 February.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, filtered water,
apple cider vinegar, live tempeh culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz vacuum packed. Not
frozen. Steamed.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 45 day shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s catalog.
1987. Oct. Talk with Andy Schecter. 1988. Feb. 17. This
is the brand for their steamed, vacuum packed, non-frozen
tempeh. The separate brand idea started with their vacuum
packed tofu; previously all of their tofu had been fresh and
unpackaged in bulk.
5317. Product Name: Super Soy Drink (Organic Non Dairy
Beverage).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sooke Soy Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2625 Otter Point Rd., R.R. 2,
Sooke, Vancouver Island, BC, V0S 1N0, Canada. Phone:
642-3263.
Date of Introduction: 1986 February.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic soy beans, barley.
Malted: Natural ingredients, barley malt, natural vanilla, sea
salt. Mocha: Roasted chicory, dandelion, and carob.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: The Healing Exchange
News. 1988. Jan. p. 7. “The only organic tofu and soymilk
available in Victoria.” Address: Sooke Soy Foods Ltd.,
2625 Otter Point Rd., R.R. 2, Sooke, BC, V0S 1N0. Phone:
642-3263. Label. 1988, received. “Super Soy Non Dairy
Beverage.” Flavors: Natural, Mocha, and Malted. 5.5 by
4 inches. Self adhesive. Blue, green, and yellow on white.
“Organic. Refrigerate. Use within 4 days after opening for
quality, freshness.”
5318. Product Name: [Tofu Ravioli (with Bolognese
Sauce, or with Cheese Cream Sauce)].
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Foreign Name: Tofu-Ravioli (an Sauce Bolognese, or an
Kaese Rahmsauce).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, Postfach 8039,
CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 01-202-8997.
Date of Introduction: 1986 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 400 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Michael
Karlen. 1986. Feb. 16. They now sell soymilk. Brochure.
1986. Soyana. The Future has begun. 10 panels. Blue and
white. In German. Tofu Ravioli. Without flesh. Ready
to eat; just warm in a pan. Keeps without refrigeration.
Whole-grain, organically grown. Two varieties. The sauce
Bolognese is made with tomatoes and Soyana soy protein
[TVP].
5319. Soybean Update. 1986. Doublecrop bean acreage still
on the decline. March 31.
• Summary: Doublecrop acreage on decline from peak 11
million acres (16% of total planted acreage) in 1982 to 5
million acres (8%) in 1985.
5320. Clemson University. 1986. Bean-Aid–A soybean
production and marketing guide (Microcomputer software
program). 295 Barre Hall, Clemson, SC 29634-0355. *
• Summary: Retail price: $10.00. Machine type(s): IBM.
Description: A series of program modules to help soybean
producers in certain production and marketing decisions.
Some examples of the programs include: (a) Soybean Variety
Selection–A decision aid program for South Carolina taking
into account such factors as location, planting date, disease
problems, nematode infestation. (b) Variety Descriptions.
(c) Performance Tables. (d) List of varieties by location and
planting dates. (e) Soybean Yield Estimation. (f) Soybean
Disease Diagnostic Guide. Although these programs are
tailored to South Carolina conditions, some states are
modifying the programs to fit their local conditions. LIMITS:
48K, 1-Drive. Address: Clemson, South Carolina. Phone:
803-656-3475.
5321. Product Name: Miso Master Miso [Country Barley,
Traditional Red, Mellow White, Mellow Barley, Sweet
White, or Chickpea with Barley].
Manufacturer’s Name: Great Eastern Sun (Marketer).
Made in North Carolina by American Miso Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 92 McIntosh Rd., Asheville, NC
28806. Phone: 1-800-334-5809.
Date of Introduction: 1986 March.
Ingredients: 1996: Organic soybeans, organic partially
polished brown rice, sun dried sea salt, well water.
Organically grown/processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1996: 1 lb plastic tub. Retails
for $6.59 (Lafayette, California).

How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in East West. 1986.
March. p. 10. Nov. p. 81; Soy Power. 1987. Catalog. All
16 oz. Product with Label purchased at Open Sesame in
Lafayette, California. 1996. Dec. Price: $6.59. 4.25 inch
diameter lid. Black, brown, and light green printed on clear
plastic. An illustration shows the Miso Master logo. Text on
the side of the tub reads: “The American Miso Company is
proud to present domestic organic miso.” Soyfoods Center
taste test. 1996. Dec. Excellent flavor, color, and aroma.
5322. Jones, J.W.; Mishoe, J.W.; Boote, K.J. 1986.
SOYGRO: Soybean crop model for technology transfer
using microcomputers. TVIS News 2(1):2-3. March.
Reprinted from Agrotechnology Transfer, No. 1, p. 4-5. [1
ref]
• Summary: SOYGRO version 5.0 is a computerized
crop model which runs on an IBM-PC or compatible
microcomputer and is being adapted and tested as part of the
International Benchmark Sites Network for Agrotechnology
Transfer (IBSNAT) program. Applications are described.
Address: Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32601.
5323. Ohio Report. 1986. Double crop soybeans. 71(1):4.
March.
• Summary: “Many growers in Ohio, especially in southern
counties, have attempted to double crop soybeans after
winter wheat. No-tillage planting of soybeans through
the wheat stubble is a favored planting method because
significant time is saved compared to using conventional
plow-disk-harrow tillage.
“Studies with full-season soybeans have shown that notillage alone is a yield reducing treatment. But with surface
residues from a prior crop, yields are comparable to those
with conventional tillage.
“Results for double crop soybeans were remarkably
similar. No-tillage without wheat straw residue decreased
soybean yield 14 percent, while no-tillage yields with
residues were similar to conventional tillage without
residues.
“Putting wheat straw residue on soil that had received
conventional tillage increased soybean yield 23 percent
compared to conventional tillage with no residue. As with
full-season soybeans, double crop soybeans benefit from
both tillage and surface residue, but the residue effect was no
greater than the benefit from conventional tillage.
“The most practical option for growers is no-tillage
planting while retaining surface residues.”
5324. Product Name: The Soy Deli Tofu-Tempeh Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1986 March.
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Ingredients: Organic tofu, organic tempeh, fresh carrots and
onions, sesame seeds, sunflower seeds, currants, safflower
oil, sea salt, garlic powder.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 ox (199 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3.5 oz.: Calories 268, protein 18.6 gm,
carbohydrate 9.3 gm, fat 17.3 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1986. 8½ by 11
inches, color. “There is Quality & Variety after 80!” Shows
all products. Pre-cooked, they are quick and easy to prepare
by toasting, broiling, frying, or microwaving. Labels (front
and back). 1987. 5 inches square. Orange and brown on
white film. “High in protein. No cholesterol, contains no
meat. Pop ‘n serve.”
Product Alert (Naples, WY), 1986. March 17. “27. Misc.
foods.” Soy Deli Tofu-Tempeh Burgers were spotted “at a
recent health food show.”
5325. Product Name: The Soy Deli Pacific Tempeh Burger
[Original, or Marinated].
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1986 March.
Ingredients: Marinated: Organic soy tempeh, water, shoyu
(natural soy sauce), lemon juice, natural herbs and spices,
safflower oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz (199 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Marinated: Per 3.5 oz. Calories 247, protein 18
gm, carbohydrates 12.1 gm, fats 13.75 gm, sodium 13 gm,
vitamin B-12 2.2 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Labels for both. 1987. 3.5
inches diameter. Front and back. Front is full color, with
orange, yellow and red lettering. Photo of a round burger
with onions rings on top, on mushrooms, lettuce and tomato.
“Pop ‘n Serve. Meatless. Delicious. High Protein. No
Cholesterol. Good food in minutes.”
5326. Product Name: The Soy Deli Pacific Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1986 March.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, tempeh
starter (Rhizopus oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 190, protein 20 gm,
carbohydrates 14 gm, fat 9.7 gm, sodium 10.5 mg, vitamin
B-12 2.5 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Note: Pacific Tempeh was
acquired by Quong Hop & Co. in South san Francisco on
1 July 1984. Label. 1987. 3.75 by 4.25 inches. Full color,

with orange, yellow and red letters. Photo of a dish of fried
tempeh on rice. “Cultured soyfood. Delicious. High protein.
Easy to cook. No salt.”
5327. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1986. Soybean research and
development in India–Diagnostic analysis of constraints and
future strategies. In: P.S. Bhatnagar, comp. 1986. National
Seminar & 17th Annual Workshop. Proceedings & Technical
Programme: G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture & Technology.
iv + 247 p. See p. 4-29. [11 ref]
• Summary: Today almost all of India’s defatted soybean
meal is being exported to affluent countries for use in
livestock feeding. This amount increased from 140,420
tonnes in 1981-82 to 432,819 tonnes in 1984-85. In the latter
period the meal, selling at 1,968 rupees/tonne earned India
851 million rupees of sorely needed foreign exchange. The
author emphasizes the need for a program to utilize soy flour
(especially defatted) in India. Address: Coordinator, AllIndia Coordinated Research Project on Soyabean (ICAR),
G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture & Technology, Pantnagar, UP,
263145, India.
5328. Product Name: Cream of the Bean Soygurt [Organic
Blueberry, Raspberry, Strawberry, Coffee, Kiwi, Lemon, or
Lime].
Manufacturer’s Name: Cream of the Bean, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3973 Grove Ave., Gurnee, IL
60031. Phone: (312) 623-4114.
Date of Introduction: 1986 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz (170 gm) plastic cup.
Retails for $0.87.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 6 oz.: Calories 146, protein 7 gm,
carbohydrates 16 gm, fat 6 gm, sodium 20 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1986. Feb. “Presenting Cream of the Bean
Soygurt.” Product Alert (Naples, New York). 1986. June
16. “Miscellaneous Foods.” Cream of the Bean Soygurt is
made with certified organic soybeans, fruits, and flavors.
Sold in plastic containers, the flavors include coffee, plain,
raspberry, strawberry, blueberry, pina colada, vanilla, and
kiwi. “Sounds like a new version of Jofu–tofu in yogurt-like
consistency.”
Ad in Vegetarian Times. 1986. July. p. 60. “Presenting
Cream of the Bean Soygurt.” “Certified organic soybeans,
fruits, and flavor. 100% wholebean cultured soymilk. Finally
yogurt that doesn’t come from cows! This soy yogurt from
Cream of the Bean is made from whole, organically grown
soybeans with filtered water, unsweetened fruit juices, coldpressed corn oil, calcium sulfate, organic fruit and active
cultures (S. Thermophilus and L. Bulgaricus). It comes in a
variety of flavors including strawberry, raspberry, blueberry,
kiwi, mocha and plain. The company’s unique patented
process retains the nutrition contained in the whole bean.”
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Ad (full page, color) in East West Journal. 1986. Aug.
Inside back cover. “Cream of the Bean Soygurt.”
Talk with Stuart Doblin. 1989. Aug. 14. The product
was really launched in April 1986, but it was being sold
on a small scale as early as Oct. 1985. The original flavors
were plain, vanilla, and raisin. In April 1986 he introduced
organic blueberry, raspberry, and strawberry, and in October
coffee, kiwi, lemon, and lime. The lemon and lime were on
the market until Oct. 1987. Then they refocused and just
produced the six they have now (cherry, peach, raspberry,
strawberry, Tropical Fantasy, and organic blueberry) in JanFeb. 1988.
5329. Hera, C.; Picu, I.; Dencescu, S. 1986. The soybean
research program in Romania. Eurosoya No. 4. p. 103-04.
April. [Eng]
• Summary: “Romania, a country with a tradition in soybean
growing, has at present a strong research sector, which
develops its activity within the Fundulea Research Institute
for Cereals and Industrial Crops and its agricultural research
stations from all over the country, while the area cultivated
covers at present about 300,000 ha as a main crop and
100,000 ha as a second crop in irrigated area after barley and
wheat.
“The researches regarding the growing of soybean
developed mainly in the last 30 years and resulted in the
creation of new varieties and the improvement of the
cropping technology for the various ecological areas of
Romania.
“Research regarding soybean breeding: By the activities
of soybean breeding that are carried out at the Fundulea
Research Institute for Cereals and Industrial Crops and
the Turda Agricultural Experimental Station, the aim is
to achieve early varieties, with a high yielding capacity,
resistance towards the main diseases, a high content of
protein, resistance to lodging and shattering. At the same
time, researches are made to increase the distance between
the insertion of pod height and the soil.
“By improving the plant earliness we aim at achieving
varieties for the main crop in all areas of soybean cultivation
and for the second crop in irrigated area in south part of the
country, these varieties being adapted to the soil and climate
conditions of each cropping area.
“By improving the yielding capacity we aim at
achieving varieties for the main crop with a yielding capacity
of 4200-6000 kg/ha as an irrigated crop and of 3000-3800
kg/ha as a nonirrigated crop while for the second crop, we
tend to create varieties with a yielding capacity of 2500 kg/
ha.
“By improving the resistance towards diseases such
as soybean mosaic, bacterial blight and downy mildew, we
intend to ensure a constant yielding level.
“In order to increase the seed quality with regard to
the content of useful substances, the increase of the protein

content in the new varieties represents one of the main
objective, the aim being to achieve a content of 41-46% of
protein.
“To ensure the application of mechanized technology
for the soybean crops and in order to cultivate new varieties
under irrigation conditions great efforts are made to improve
the lodging and shattering score.
“The breeding activities have been finalized up to the
present by the registration of the Romanian varieties Precoce
90, Tomis, Flora, Violeta, Danubian, which at the present are
cultivated on about 50% of the overall soybean area while
after extending the Danubian variety, the latest created, the
surface with Romanian varieties will grow to over 60% of
the overall soybean area in Romania.
“Research regarding the soybean cropping technology:
The research objectives regarding the soybean cropping
technology aim at:
“- improving the methods of soil tillage and seeding in
view of reducing the consumption of energy, manpower and
production costs;
“- improving plant nutrition;
“- taking steps towards weed, diseases and pests control;
“- using irrigation with increased efficiency.
“We appreciate that stable yields of over 3 t/ha soybean
in the southern part of the country, under irrigation (zone I),
2.5 to 3 t/ha in the plain in the western part of the country
and south of Moldavia (zone II) and 2 to 2.5 t/ha in hilly
areas (zone III) will be achieved.
“Soybean, as second crop under experimental
conditions, proved to be able to achieve yields of 2 to 2.5 t/
ha in the southern area on irrigated fields.
“The research on soil tillage technology have been
concentrated, in the last decades, on establishing the
efficiency of some systems involving reduced works:
minimum tillage and direct seeding on the unworked field.
To the second crop this method has a special importance in
order to perform an early seeding.
“During the last 10 years the seeding methods have been
changed, the distance between rows is reduced from 70 cm.
to 45-50 cm, seeding is performed in equidistant rows or
in bands in order to facilitate a combined methodology for
mechanical and chemical weed control.
“A new technology is being developed and studied at the
present which involves a small distance between the rows
(25 cm) and suitable systems of machinery and necessary
herbicides.
“The research on nitrogen nutrition of soybean crop
is concentrated on the possibilities for a more efficient
utilization of the three nitrogen sources: soil supply,
fertilizers and symbiotically fixed nitrogen. The new
Rhizobium japonicum strains are tolerant to the high rates of
mineral nitrogen in the soil and shows a high ability to fix
biologically the atmospheric nitrogen. The improvement of
biopreparates [?] along with the inoculation methodology
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is also an important objective. In order to determine the
quantities of biologically fixed nitrogen and to establish
the most efficient cropping technologies the research on
the use of isotopic methods have also been enlarged during
the last 10 years. This research has been carried out in the
framework of some programmes coordinated by FAO/IAEA
Joint Division from Vienna, or in the framework of National
Programme for use of nuclear energy in agriculture and has
led to the achievement of remarkable results which have
already been used at a production scale.
“Nitrogen fertilization is also being studied from the
viewpoint of its contribution to the improvement of the
mineral nutrition in the plants inoculated with Rhizobium
japonicum. The determination of soybean crop requirements
in phosphorus, potassium and microelements nutrition, in
various pedoclimatic conditions is also being considered.
Other research programmes follow up the influence of
pesticides application on the symbiosis activity and also the
soybean crop influence on soil fertility.
“The research on water consumption, forecasting
methods, and irrigation methodology had as main target
the achievement of high yields by a reduced water, energy
and manpower consumption. Irrigation contributes to the
increase of soybean yield in the southern areas of the country
by 1.5 to 3 t/ha, as depending on the water shortage during
plant growing stages.
“In the framework of plant protection methodologies,
an integrated control system is being used whereas a more
important part is played by the chemical one, in controlling
in the so-called ‘problem’ weeds such as:
“Sorghum hialepense; Solanum nigrum, Xanyhium sp.
Abutilon, as well as some diseases as Sclerotinia, bacterial
and virotic [viral] diseases.
“Recently some research has been organized on soybean
crop formation in order to determine the effects of growing
technology and of climatic conditions on the yield level. This
research aims at establishing new possibilities for obtaining
high and constant yields.
“The research within the Romanian soybean programme
is being carried out in 18 experimental stations and 3
Colleges of Agriculture located in areas where soybean is
cultivated, under the direct coordination of the Fundulea
Research Institute for Cereals and Industrial Crops.
“If in research remarkable results have been achieved,
we have to recognize that there are still certain problems
to be solved with regard to the generalization of the results
in production and we are convinced that together with the
Ministry of Agriculture and Food Industry these problems
will be solved soon.” Address: Research Inst. for Cereals and
Industrial Crops, 8264 Fundulea, Romania.
5330. Product Name: [Light Tofu Burgers {Low-fat,
Cooked without Oil} (Italian-Style, Chinese-Style, and
Breaded)].

Foreign Name: Croque Tofu Léger: Galettes Fraiches de
Soja (Italienne, Chinoise, Gratinée).
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: Plateau de l’Ardennais, 91590
Cerny, France. Phone: (6) 457.52.01.
Date of Introduction: 1986 April.
Ingredients: Garlic and Fines Herbs: Tofu (water and
soybeans*), rolled oats*, soy sauce, garlic and fines herbs
(3.4%), sunflowerseed oil, spices. * = Organically grown
(issus d’agriculture biologique).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 x 100 gm patties.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Protein 15.4 gm, lipids 9.6 gm,
carbohydrates 7.8 gm, calories 179.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Bernard.
April 1989. Croque Tofu Léger. 4 by 7.75 inches. Red,
brown, and green on white. Printed on poly bag. Nature
et Progres logo. Text in French and Dutch. Two burgers
are vacuum packed side by side behind the one label.
“Reheat at low heat without oil in an oven or frying pan.” A
simple illustration (line drawing) on front the panel shows
vegetables.
Letter from Bernard Storup of Société Soy. 1990. June 6.
Tof’in was introduced first (in 1986) and Croque Tofu Léger
came second (Feb. 1987). They are the same product but the
packaging for each was different.
5331. Product Name: [Tof’in Tofu Burgers {Precooked
without Oil} (Garlic and Fines Herbes, Provençale with
Tomato & Onions, or Forest Mushrooms)].
Foreign Name: Tof’in (Ail/Fines Herbes, Provençale,
Forestière).
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix,
42400 Saint-Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.24.42.
Date of Introduction: 1986 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 x 100 gm cakes in vacuum
pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 28 day shelf life at 4ºC.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 11.6 gm, fat 8.8 gm,
carbohydrates 8.1 gm, calories 158.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods (ESFA), 1987.
Jan. “Launched at SIAL (Oct. 1986). Tofu cakes, precooked
without oil, containing different vegetables, spices, and
seasonings. Must be heated before serving, and can be
included in snacks or the main meal instead of animal
proteins. The three flavors are Garlic & Herbs, Provençale,
and with Mushrooms.
Letter from Bernard Storup. 1989. March 3. Tof’in (low
fat tofu burgers, cooked without fat) in 3 flavors (Garlic &
Fines Herbes, Provençale, and Forestiere) were introduced
in April 1986 and discontinued in March 1988. Three other
flavors (Italienne, Chinoise, and Gratinée) were introduced in
Sept. 1988, which see.
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Letter from Bernard Storup of Société Soy. 1990. June
6. Tof’in was introduced first (in 1986) and Croque Tofu
(deep-fried burgers) came second (Feb. 1987). They are the
same product but the packaging for each was different.
Talk with Bernard Storup. 1990. June 13. Tof’in
(pronounced toe-FEEN) was packaged for supermarkets.
It was the same as Croque Tofou, but not the same as
Croque Tofou Léger, which came in Italienne, Chinoise,
and Gratinée flavors. Tof’in was discontinued about 2
years ago. Then 18 months later the company launched, for
supermarkets, a product named Dorés de Soja, which is the
same as Tof’in (i.e. deep-fried).
Letter from Bernard Storup. 1990. Dec. 26. This product
was not deep-fried. It was prepared without fat.
5332. Product Name: [Tofu Dressing (Mexican, Herb, or
Italian)].
Foreign Name: Dressing op Tofu basis (Mexicaans,
Tuinkruiden, or Italiaans).
Manufacturer’s Name: Witte Wonder Natural Products
B.V.
Manufacturer’s Address: Slachthuiskade 10–2685
Poeldijk, Netherlands. Phone: 01749-45999.
Date of Introduction: 1986 April.
Ingredients: Water, tofu* (soybeans, water, coagulant),
sunflower oil (cold pressed), dried vegetables and herbs,
barley malt syrup, malt vinegar, sea salt, guar gum (as a
binder), saffron. * = from organically grown source.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 ml bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Protein 2.9%, fat 18.1%, carbohydrates 3.6%,
calories per 100 gm = 189.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1989. “tuinkruiden,
italiaans, mexicaans Tofu Dressing.” Shows 3 white bowls
of dressing in front of lettuce, tomato, and cucumber. Inside
shows the front of the Label of each, plus a recipe and a
photo of the finished recipe. Ingredients and nutritional
information are given on the back.
5333. Elliott, E.T. 1986. Aggregate structure and carbon,
nitrogen, and phosphorus in native and cultivated soils. Soil
Science Society of America Journal 50(3):627-33. May/June.
[23 ref]
• Summary: “1. Native sod soils were more stable than
cultivated soils when slaked.
“2. The decreased stability with cultivation is paralleled
by reductions of organic matter concentrations and increases
in microaggregates.
“3. Microaggregates have less organic C, N, and P and
lower specific N mineralization rates than macroaggregates.
“4. Microaggregates have relatively more N and again
more P than C compared with macroaggregates.”
Note: “Slaking is the breakdown of a lump of soil into
smaller fragments on wetting. It is caused when clay swells

and the trapped air bursts out. Organic matter reduces slaking
by binding mineral particles and by slowing the rate of
wetting.” “Slaking occurs when aggregates are not strong
enough to withstand internal stresses caused by rapid water
uptake.” Address: Research Ecologist, Natural Resource
Ecology Lab., Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins, CO 80523.
5334. Product Name: [Tofu Stew].
Foreign Name: Tofu-Blanquette.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03/664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1986 May.
Ingredients: Tofu (soya-proteins)*, peas*, onions*,
carrots*, mushrooms, celery*, seaweed. Sauce: Soya milk*,
water, wheat meal*, vegetable fats, soya sauce, seasoning
spices. * = biological crop.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm.
Nutrition: Minerals 1.4%, vegetable proteins 6.3%,
vegetable fats 3.52%, carbohydrates 5%. 76.9 calories (Kcal)
per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988.
6.25 by 5.25 inches. Card stock. Color photo of tofu cubes
stewing with various vegetables with item name in white on
orange. “Vegetable product.” Form filled out by Jos van de
Ponseele. 1989. Jan. 11. This product was introduced in May
1986.
5335. Product Name: Natural Soymilk Products: Soy Milk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natural, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6650 Santa Barbara Ct.,
Elkridge, MD 21227. Phone: 301-796-3211 (Balt.); 301621-5388 (DC).
Date of Introduction: 1986 May.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 32 fluid oz, 64 fluid oz, or 128
fluid oz plastic jugs.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Larry Betzler.
1988. April 1. This company opened in the spring of 1986.
Their first two products were tofu and soymilk made for
Betzler’s American Soyfood Industries.
5336. Product Name: Mozzarella Style Tofu-Rella
(Organic Tofu-Based Cheese Analog with Casein).
Manufacturer’s Name: Brightsong Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 100-A Poultry St. (P.O. Box
2536), Petaluma, CA 94953.
Date of Introduction: 1986 June.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, soy oil, casein (milk-free
protein), salt, citric acid, soy lecithin, guar gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. Plastic wrapped.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1986, undated. 2.5
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by 4 inches. Red on white background. “A delicious, natural,
nutritious cheese alternative. 51% of Tofu-Rella is organic
tofu. Contains NO cholesterol, artificial ingredients or
lactose.” The ingredient listing deceptively describes casein
as “milk-free protein.” Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing.
Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center.
News release. 1986. Sept. “New Tofu ‘Cheese’ from
Brightsong.” Tofu-Rella, a mozzarella cheese-like product
containing 51% tofu, “is the first non-dairy cheese to contain
large amounts of real tofu instead of soy powders... It looks,
tastes, smells, slices, grates, melts, and even burns like real
cheese, but contains no artificial ingredients, cholesterol, or
lactose!... Compared to whole milk mozzarella cheese, TofuRella contains 33% more protein, 11% fewer calories, 43%
less fat and none of the lactose or cholesterol.”
Letter from Richard Rose. 1987. Aug. 29. Medoff.
1987. Whole Life. Sept/Oct. p. 82. The company’s earlier
label has been changed. Rose acknowledged his error and
realized his definition of casein “just served to confuse
more than enlighten.” Subsequent labels of Tofu-Rella were
changed to call casein a “pure protein derived from milk.”
The product now also contains full nutritional labeling. “The
information now on Tofu-Rella labels represents the most
extensive disclosure statements we’ve seen to date on a
casein-containing soy cheese substitute, and he [Rose] is to
be lauded for that.” Article contains a copy of the new Label.
TofuRella purchased at Trader Joe’s in Concord,
California. 1994. April 26. Both the Mozzarella and Cheddar
flavors retail for $2.89/lb. On the shelves above each product
is a colorful hand-made sign (shelf talker) giving the product
name and stating “Dairy Free,” even though the products
contain casein. The products are now marketed by Sharon’s
Finest in Santa Rosa, California. Richard Rose says (April
27) that these shelf-talkers are made by Trader Joe’s and that
he (Richard) has asked them more than once not to describe
TofuRella as “Dairy Free.”
5337. Robeznieks, Andis. 1986. The growing resistance to
pesticides. Vegetarian Times. June. p. 12-14, 16-19, 42.
• Summary: The total amount of synthetic pesticides
produced has grown from 124 million pounds in 1947 to
1,800 million pounds in 1981, a 14.5-fold increase.
5338. Sfredo, Gedi Jorge; Lantmann, Aureo Francisco;
Campo, Rubens Jose; Borkert, Clovis Manuel. 1986. Soja:
Nutricao mineral, adubacao e calagem [Soya: Mineral
nutrition, fertilization, and liming of the soil]. EMBRAPACNPSo Documentos (Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja,
Londrina, PR, Brazil) No. 17. 51 p. June. [22 ref. Por]
Address: [Brazil].
5339. Product Name: Sesame-Wheat Tempeh (Sausage
Shaped).
Manufacturer’s Name: 21st Century Foods Inc.

Manufacturer’s Address: 30A Germania St., Jamaica
Plain, MA 02130. Phone: 617-522-7595.
Date of Introduction: 1986 July.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, purified water, bulghur
wheat, roasted sesame seeds, fresh Rhizopus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz or 16 oz flat, or 8 oz roll.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 21 day shelf life.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 197, protein 23 gm,
carbohydrate 15 gm, fat 5 gm, fiber 3.45%.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 6 by 8 inch
plastic bag. Orange, blue, yellow, black, and white. “Whole
food for a healthy world. Low calories. Low sodium. No
cholesterol. No preservatives. What is Tempeh? (Lengthy
description on back). Dark areas may occur on our tempeh,
which indicates ripeness, and are normal on foods naturally
cultured.” Talk with Rudy Canale. 1988. Sept. 13. The
invoice for printing the labels for this product is dated July
1986.
5340. Product Name: [Tofu Croquettes].
Foreign Name: Tofu-Kroketten.
Manufacturer’s Name: Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur.
Manufacturer’s Address: Oelkersallee 14a, D-2000
Hamburg 50, West Germany. Phone: 040/89 49 37.
Date of Introduction: 1986 July.
Ingredients: Tofu*, millet (Hirse)*, onions*, nori,
soy sauce (Sojasauce), rolled oats (Haferflocken)*. * =
Organically grown (aus kontrol. biolg. Anbau).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Christian
Nagel. 1988. Product introduced July 1986. They now make
120-160 kg/month. Label. 1988. 4 by 3 inches. Black on
beige. Handwritten.
Label sent by Anthony Marrese after visit to Christian
Nagel in Hamburg. 1989. Dec. Black on red. Handwritten.
No weight is given.
5341. Mennonite Central Committee. 1986. Station and
cropping systems research results. Agricultural Program,
Report No. 13. 45 p. July. (Dhaka [Dacca], Bangladesh). [36
ref]
• Summary: Contents of the section titled “Soybean” (p.
11-44): Soybean variety trials: Introduction, results and
discussion, conclusion. Tables: (1-2) Chuadanga kharif
soybean variety trials (12 varieties tested, two planting
dates). (3) Chuadanga planting date x variety trial (2 varieties
tested). (4) Chuadanga kharif soybean date of planting
observation trial (34 varieties tested, two planting dates).
(5) Feni kharif season soybean variety trial (3 varieties
tested). (6) Raipur BAU soybean zonal yield trial (5 varieties
tested). (7) Chuadanga BAU soybean zonal yield trial (5
varieties tested). (8) Raipur soybean advanced variety trial
(12 varieties tested). (9) Char Bata soybean variety trial
(9 varieties tested). (10) Chuadanga rabi soybean variety
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trial (12 varieties tested). (11) Feni international soybean
observation trial (44 varieties tested). (12) Raipur soybean
date of planting x variety observation trial (29 varieties
tested). (13) Chuadanga soybean date of planting x variety
observation trial (34 varieties tested).
Soybean seed vigor trials: Introduction, results and
discussion. Tables: (1) Showing the effects of ambient
storage on the seed quality of 23 genotypes that were
harvested in Nov. 1984 and stored until July 1985, in
Chuadanga. (2) Showing the effects of ambient storage on
the seed germination of 36 genotypes that were harvested
in Nov. 1985 and stored until July 1986, in Chuadanga. (3)
Chuadanga farmers’ Pb-1 storage method trial. (4) Noakhali
Pb-1 soybean seed, farmers’ storage trial.
Chuadanga cropping pattern trial: Introduction, results
and discussion. Tables: (1) Chuadanga cropping pattern trial.
Chuadanga kharif soybean Pb-1 white fly control trial:
Introduction, results and discussion. Tables: (1) Chuadanga
kharif soybean Pb-1 white fly control trial.
Chuadanga kharif soybean sulfur fertilizer trial:
Introduction, results and discussion. Tables: (1) Chuadanga
kharif soybean sulfur fertilizer trial. (2) Chuadanga rabi
sulfur residual trial.
Chuadanga kharif Pb-1 spacing x date planting trial:
Introduction, results and discussion. Tables: (1) Chuadanga
kharif Pb-1 spacing x date planting trial. Address: Mennonite
Central Committee, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
5342. Mennonite Central Committee. 1986. Soybeans.
Agriculture Program, Report No. 13. p. 26-36. July. (Dhaka
[Dacca], Bangladesh).
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Kharif season
(Chuadanga): Agronomic observations, seed production,
cropping pattern survey. Rabi season (Noakhali / Comilla):
Agronomic observations, soybean demonstrations, seed
purchase. Marketing / utilization. Photos. Agronomic
research: Introduction, Chuadanga, Noakhali, other trials
(Char Bata, Feni, storage research). Address: Mennonite
Central Committee, 1/1 Block “A”, Mohammedpur, Dhaka
-7, Bangladesh.
5343. Product Name: Fresh Organic Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrisoy Pty. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 255 Forest Road, Arncliffe 2205,
NSW, Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1986 July.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, cider vinegar, and
culture (Rhizopus oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm in plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label with date sent by
Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling this product in July 1986. Brown, red and white
on yellow. Front panel: “No cholesterol. Source of protein

and vitamin B12. Complete protein food. Excellent meat
substitute. Fry, bake, grill or steam for a quick and easy meal.
Fitness food. Bermutu Tinggi.”
5344. Product Name: Tempeh Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrisoy Pty. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 255 Forest Road, Arncliffe 2205,
NSW, Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1986 August.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, soy sauce, sunflower
oil, cider vinegar, spices, herbs, and culture (Rhizopus
oligosporus). “Black spots are normal sporulation and do not
indicate spoilage.”
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm in plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label with date sent by
Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling this product in Aug. 1986. Orange, green, yellow,
black and white on red. “Sandwich filling. Ready to serve,
hot or cold.”
5345. Dauphin, F.; Rachim, A. 1986. The role of socioeconomic factors in low soybean production yields in Garut,
West Java. Presented at the Workshop on Food Legume
Improvement for Asia Farming Systems. Held 1-5 Sept.
1986, ACIAR, Khon Kaen. *
5346. Product Name: Organic Tofu [Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name: Oasis Wholefoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit 3C, Dart Complex, Steamer
Quay Rd., Totnes, South Devon, England. Phone: 0803865076.
Date of Introduction: 1986 September.
Ingredients: Fresh soya milk (water, soyabeans), nigari
(bittern).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 227 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Simon Bailey.
1988. Oct. 10. Company name is now Oasis Wholefoods.
Phone: 0803-863167. They now make Organic Tofu (plain &
smoked), Tofuburger, Organic Tempeh. In Dec. 1987 Francis
Checkley sold the company to I.J. Mohammed.
Letters from I.J. Mohammed. 1991. Sept. 30 and Oct.
13. This product was introduced in Sept. 1986. “I was the
original tofu maker. Lifestream Wholefoods, owned by
Mr. Francis Checkley, did not make or sell any soyfoods;
they only sold nutritional yeast imported from America.
Lifestream occupied part of the Unit 3C complex. In Dec.
1987 Francis Checkley sold his share of the ownership of
Oasis Wholefoods to me, so that I owned 100% of Oasis,
as I still do. I felt like the father of the new project and
Mr. Checkley was basically my financier. As far as I know
Lifestream Wholefoods are no longer trading.” Label sent
by I.J. Mohammed. 1991. Sept. 30. 3 by 2 inches. Pea green
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on yellow. Illustration of palm trees. “A source of protein,
calcium, phosphorus, potassium & all essential amino acids.”
5347. Dauphin, Francois; Bottema, J.W.T.; Rachim, A. 1986.
Soybean yield constraints: Socio-economic or technologic?
Palawija News (Bogor, Indonesia) 3(2):1-2, 11.
• Summary: SYGAP (Soybean Yield Gap Analysis
Project) investigates the discrepancy in yields between
farmers’ yields and research station yields of soybean
in Java, Indonesia. The SYGAP methodology takes into
account location specific conditions and comprises 3 major
components: 1. Studying the farmers’ resources, strategies
and perceived needs, with special attention to cultivation
practices; 2. Testing and assembling technology to build a
proven reference package, and 3. Adjusting this package,
together with the farmer, so that he can make practical use of
it. Address: CGPRT Centre, Bogor.
5348. Product Name: Health Valley Soy Moo: Non-Dairy
Soy Drink.
Manufacturer’s Name: Health Valley Natural Foods
(Marketer-Distributor). Contract packaged in the Western
USA.
Manufacturer’s Address: 700 Union St., Montebello, CA
90640.
Date of Introduction: 1986 October.
Ingredients: Pure water, organically grown soybeans*,
concentrated grape juice, malted barley, vanilla, dulse (sea
vegetable) (2/91). * = Organically grown and processed in
accordance with Section 26569.11 of the California Health
and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 ml and 1 liter Tetra Brik
Aseptic cartons.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 6 fl oz.: Calories 90, protein 6 gm,
carbohydrate 9 gm, fat 3.5 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 85
mg, potassium 25 mg. RDA of calcium = 2%.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi.
1985. Soymilk Industry and Market, Update. “During early
1985 Alpro continued to make a private-label soymilk,
brand-named Soy Moo, for Health Valley in Los Angeles.
Then in mid-1985 Health Valley switched to having their
product made in America, probably from powdered soymilk,
packaged in 250 ml and 1 liter Tetra Brik cartons by a
contract packer in the western USA.”
Golbitz. 1987. Soya Newsletter. March/April. p. 8.
After severing ties with Vandemoortele in 1985, Health
Valley worked for nearly a year on a new Soy Moo soymilk
and re-launched the produced in the fall of 1986. Talk with
Gordon Bennett of Westbrae. 1988. April 2. Health Valley
uses a soymilk powder from some source (perhaps Clofine)
and trucks it to a Tetra Brik company, that reconstitutes and
packages it.
Product with Label purchased at Open Sesame in

Lafayette. 1991. Feb. 16. 3.75 by 6.5 by 2.5 inches. Tetra
Brik Aseptic carton. Front: Color photo of milk being poured
into a glass that is surrounded by muffins, strawberries, and
a blue bowl of cereal against a sky-blue background. The
Health Valley Logo is in the center of the glass. “Cholesterol
free. Lactose free. Made with organic soybeans. Ready to
use.” The company address now given as 16100 Foothill
Blvd., Irwindale, California 91706-7811. “Product of
U.S.A.” Soyfoods Center product evaluation. Flavor: Soso, with a somewhat unpleasant and unnatural aftertaste.
Package design: Excellent.
5349. S.D. 1986. Duel lait/soja, où en est-on? [The duel
between milk and soya: Where are we?]. RIA–Technicien de
Lait. Sept/Oct. p. 12-15. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: On page 1 is a large cartoon showing a startled
dairy cow, standing beside a pail of milk, watching the
invasion of an army of upright snake-like or sprout-like
creatures, each with slanted eyes and wearing a conical
Chinese-type hat, and bearing a banner “Yellow Peril.” The
large text reads: At this time of milk quotas, imitation milk
products and their derivatives make French dairy producers
afraid. France has adopted a very restrictive policy toward
them, while the European Commission insists that they be
allowed to be sold freely.”
An estimated 60,000 tonnes of imitation products
are consumed today in the EEC. A French law of 24 June
1934 prohibits in France the production, sale, import, or
export of all products that imitate cream, cheese, powdered
milk, condensed milk, ice cream, etc. The French Ministry
of Agriculture still supports this law and demands strict
regulation of imitation dairy products. The European
Commission’s position advocating free trade and freedom
of choice for consumers was first set forth in the spring of
1984 and upheld in April 1986. The regulation of imitation
products within the EEC varies widely. Belgium is the most
liberal. The UK and Ireland allow these products but place
emphasis on labeling. Denmark, Germany (RFA) and the
Netherlands are opposed to imitation products but make
allowances for things like coffee whiteners. Italy and France
are not much concerned. France and Luxembourg prohibit
them firmly.
But it is difficult to define exactly what products
are imitations. The problems started in 1869 when the
Frenchman Hyppolitte Mauries [sic, Hippolyte Mège] was
issued a patent for margarine. Soymilk (“lait de soja,” a term
which is clearly a misnomer) is one of the clearest imitation
products; 9-10 million liters were consumed in the EEC in
1983. This is not much compared with 30,000 million liters
of cow’s milk. Tofu can be used as a substitute for meat and
fish. An estimated 5,000 tonnes are consumed yearly in the
EEC, not much, but the market seems to have a promising
future in part due to tofu’s excellent nutritional properties.
Yet it can also be used in place of milk and cheese. The
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main tofu makers in France are Sojadoc and Soy (in Cerny).
Soy uses soybeans grown organically in southwest France.
Labels of 3 of Soy’s products (Croque Tofou in Leek/Ginger,
Mushroom, and Emmenthal flavors) are shown. In the USA
the tofu market is making rapid progress, growing at 15-20%
a year and having 181 producers.
Coffee whiteners are also a problem. In the USA
100,000 tonnes are made. In the UK, Carnation has 80% of
the market and is the sole producer in Belgium. In the UK
production has grown 20% a year, from 2,850 tonnes in 1978
to 6,700 tonnes in 1984. Still another problem is imitation
cheeses. In the USA in 1984 they represented more than 5%
of the total cheese market, estimated to grow to 12.5% by
1990.
Little by little soy-based imitation products are gaining
ground. Recently soyfoods producers have organized the
European Soyfoods Association to defend their interests
against unfriendly regulators. They held a conference
at Dravail on 13-14 March 1986. The association is
headquartered in Paris and Philippe Vandemoortele of Alpro
is its head. Its secretary general is Guy Coudert, director
of communication and marketing at ONIDOL, the French
national interprofessional oilseeds organization (Organisation
Nationale Interprofessionelle Oléagineux). Address: France.
5350. Product Name: [Bioforme Soymilk (Natural
Chocolate, Vanilla). Renamed Formoja in early 1989].
Foreign Name: Bioforme Soja à Boire (Nature, Chocolat,
Vanille); Formoja.
Manufacturer’s Name: Cacoja. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar (CAC).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France. Phone: 68.74.17.07.
Date of Introduction: 1986 November.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml and 1,000 ml Tetra Brik
Aseptic cartons.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Journal of the American
Oil Chemists’ Society. 1987. Oct. p. 1602. Talk with
American Soybean Assoc. 1988. Feb. This French co-op is a
partner in a cooperative venture with Alfa-Laval. Talk with
Richard Rose. 1988. March 12. They visited him and he has
their brochure. The company was founded about 40 years
ago. About a year ago they entered a joint venture with AlfaLaval to build a fully automated soymilk plant at Issenheim,
France. The plant took less than a year to build. They make
UHT soymilk and puddings. The facility uses Alfa-Laval
equipment to produce vanilla, plain and chocolate-flavored
soy drinks and vanilla and chocolate-flavored desserts under
the brand name “Bioforme”. Coopérative Agricole des
Colmar / Céréales, a cooperative of 3,000 French farmers,
joined forces with Alfa-Laval to build the facility.
Alfa-Laval. 1988, June. Soyfoods: Old traditions with
new potentials. p. 9. Shows a color photo of the front of the

package. This and the closely related dessert package designs
are among the least interesting, creative, and appetizing seen
to date for any major soy product. Poor!
Letter from Monica Kjellker Gimre of Alfa-Laval. 1990.
May 30. Alfa-Laval sold a complete soybase plant to Cacoja
in France. It had a capacity of 1,500 liters/hour and began
operation in 1986. Food Focus. 1987. No. 3. Shows a color
photo of the cartons.
Cacoja brochure. 1990. April. Formoja “Plain Soy Milk”
is sold in 500 ml and 1 liter long-life packages. “Chocolate
Drink” and “Vanilla Drink” are sold in 500 ml packages.
Note: This is the earliest record seen (Feb. 2003)
concerning Cacoja (later Sojinal) of Issenheim, France.
5351. Product Name: Natural Prepared Entrees: Tofu
Nuggets.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natural, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6650 Santa Barbara Ct.,
Elkridge, MD 21227. Phone: 301-796-3211 (Balt.); 301621-5388 (DC).
Date of Introduction: 1986 November.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, nigari (magnesium
chloride), soybean oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
5352. Gyawali, Bishnu K. 1986. The insect complex in
the soyabean agro-ecosystem at Khumaltar in Kathmandu
Valley, Nepal. Tropical Pest Management 32(4):327-32. [9
ref]
• Summary: Soybeans have been cultivated in Nepal since
ancient times. They are used both as a vegetable and an
oil seed. “Major areas under soyabean cultivation are in
the mid- and higher hills, mostly intercropped with maize.
Nepalese farmers prefer to grow soybeans as an intercrop,
using the influence of one crop on the other for the reduction
of pest incidence.” Address: Entomology Div., P.O. Box 976,
Kathmandu, Nepal.
5353. Product Name: Creamy Miso Dressing [Sesame,
Mustard, or Vinaigrette].
Manufacturer’s Name: Simply Natural, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 295 (Evelyn and
Gershel Avenues), Norma, NJ 08347.
Date of Introduction: 1986 December.
Ingredients: Sesame: Organic light miso, unrefined
sunflower oil, filtered water, apple cider vinegar, barley malt,
toasted sesame oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Sesame, Per ounce: Calories 86, fat 1.5 gm,
sodium 136 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Vegetarian Times.
1987. March. p. 67. These feature mellow miso. Leaflet.
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1987. Shows Label. These dressings are made from the
mellow white miso in which their Soft Tofu Cheese is
fermented. Brochure. 1987. Oct. “Discover the New Simply
Natural and Rediscover Natural Cuisine.” Introduces
Soyalite (formerly Soft Tofu Cheese), Pasta Lite (formerly
Tofu Pasta), and Miso Dressing. Explains why the names
were changed and shows labels. Red on white. 4 pages. Ad in
Vegetarian Times. 1988. May. p. 58. “Everything Your Heart
Desires.”
5354. Product Name: [Sojachouette {Snack with Roasted
Soybeans}].
Foreign Name: Sojachouette. Soja Grille.
Manufacturer’s Name: Athanor (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 4, rue Toiras, 34000 Montpellier,
France. Phone: 67.87.0608.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Soybeans [roasted], peanut butter 15%,
vegetable oil 3%, onion powder, potato starch 2%, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 50 gm or 75 gm plastic bag.
How Stored: Shelf stable, 8 month shelf life.
Nutrition: Protein 40%, oil 26%, carbohydrates 24%, raw
fiber 4%, water 2%, sea slat.
New Product–Documentation: Athanor Price List. 1988.
Label. 1986. 3.25 by 2.25 inches. Red on white. “Organically
grown” (Issu de culture biologique). Concerning the product
name, it is a combination of “Soja” plus “chouette,” which is
a colloquial term meaning “fine” or “marvelous.”
5355. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Atlantis Tofurei.
Manufacturer’s Address: Insterburgerstr. 7, D-6454
Bruchkoebel, near Frankfurt, West Germany. Phone:
06181/71438.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Bernd
Drosihn of Soyastern. 1987. Nov. 30. He says they started
in 1986 and make about 200 kg/week of organic nigari tofu.
May be 300-400 kg/week.
5356. Product Name: [Soya Flakes].
Foreign Name: Floçons de Soja.
Manufacturer’s Name: Celnat.
Manufacturer’s Address: Z.I. de Blavozy-Saint-Germain,
43700 Blavozy, France. Phone: 71.03.04.14.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. This product was introduced in 1986.
The company presently makes 10-20 tonnes/year. The
company also dehulls soybeans for Société Soy and for
others who produce soya milk. They started to process soya
beans in 1979 and now process 25 tonnes/week.

5357. Product Name: Tofu Sandwich Spread (Eggless
Alternative to Mayonnaise).
Manufacturer’s Name: Golden Soy Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 495, Athens, OH
45701.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Organic tofu [water, organic soybeans, calcium
sulfate (natural coagulants)]. soy oil, cider vinegar, water,
honey, salt, vegetable gums, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 fluid oz (1 pint) glass jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 1 tablespoon (19 gm): Calories 35, protein
2 gm, carbohydrates 2 gm, fat 2 gm, sodium 100 mg (510
mg/100 gm).
New Product–Documentation: News release. Label.
1987. 10 by 2.5 inches. Orange, blue and white. “Dairy and
cholesterol free. A great alternative for mayonnaise. All
natural. Low sodium.”
5358. Product Name: [Lima Tempeh in Shoyu].
Foreign Name: Lima Tempeh Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lima Foods (Marketer). Made
from Tempeh made in Belgium by Jonathan.
Manufacturer’s Address: Edgar Gevaertdreef 10, B-9830
Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Tempeh-Shoyu: Organically grown soybeans,
water, and tempeh culture-starter. Packed in water with
shoyu and herbs.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm of product in a 340 gm
glass jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1986. Lima Natural
Gourmet Recipes from Europe. Contains a color photo of all
products. Label reads: “Tempeh in soy sauce with ...” Eden
Foods catalog. 1987. Nov. p. 18. “Lima tempeh is a Flemish
country version of the traditional Indonesian delicacy.”
Lima catalogue, price list, and color product brochure.
1989. Shows a color photo of a 200 gm jar labeled Tempeh.
Label sent by Anthony Marrese. 1990. March 22. 7.75
by 2.25 inches. Light green, orange brown, and dark brown
on beige. CINAB organic certification symbol. Nature et
Progres organic certification symbol. “Fermentation of
organically grown soybeans. Use: Baked or fried, with
vegetables, whole rice, spaghetti, in soup or on pizza. The
black spots are due to the natural fermentation.”
5359. Product Name: [Lima Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Lima Tempeh Nature.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lima Foods (Marketer). Made in
Belgium by Jonathan.
Manufacturer’s Address: Edgar Gevaertdreef 10, B-9830
Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium.
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Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, and tempeh
culture-starter.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm / 7 oz glass jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1986. Lima Natural
Gourmet Recipes from Europe. Contains a color photo of all
products. Label reads: “Tempeh in soy sauce with ...” Eden
Foods catalog. 1987. Nov. p. 18. “Lima tempeh is a Flemish
country version of the traditional Indonesian delicacy.”
Lima catalogue, price list, and color product brochure.
1989. Shows a color photo of a 200 gm jar labeled Tempeh.
5360. Product Name: Soysage. A Spicy Vegetarian Soy
Pate.
Manufacturer’s Name: Local Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 307 Route 59, West Nyack, NY
10994. Phone: 914-358-2309.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Soy pulp and soymilk from farm verified
organically grown soybeans, whole cornmeal, whole wheat
flour, nutritional yeast, wheat germ, safflower oil, tamari
sauce, herbs and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Sam Weinreb.
1987. Dec. 29. Label. 1987. 3.25 inch diameter. Orange or
red and blue. “Mold into non-meat balls, scramble with eggs,
slice-heat-eat, pre-cooked, refrigerate or freeze, spread on
bread, use in lasagna, sprinkle on pizza.” Sam learned this
from a Scotch tofu maker, Sian McLean, in Nova Scotia,
Canada.
5361. Product Name: Tofu [Silken, Soft, Firm, or Extra
Firm].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nasoya Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 23 Jytek Park, (P.O. Box 841),
Leominster, MA 01453.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. 1986. Printed on
film. “Organic. Made with Well Water. High in Protein/
Custardy Smooth.” Leaflet. 1986. 8½ by 11 inches, color.
“Nasoya. America’s premium tofu. Made with deep well
water. Stoneground organically-grown soybeans. Bright,
attractive packages with see-through window.”
5362. Product Name: Noble Bean Tempeh and Tahini
Spread (Savory Spread for Sandwich or Dip with Umeboshi
Plums).
Manufacturer’s Name: North Coast Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 18320 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
OH 44112.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Tempeh (Organic soybeans, water, Rhizopus

culture), tahini, onion, parsley, barley miso, lemon juice,
umeboshi paste, cider vinegar, olive oil, garlic powder.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. Oval 4 by
2.75 inches. Blue, red, green, and yellow on white. Jeff
Narten. 1987. “History of North Coast Tempeh and its
Products.” 4 p. Dec. 7.
5363. Product Name: Noble Bean Bogie Roll (Pita Pocket
with Tempeh).
Manufacturer’s Name: North Coast Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 18320 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
OH 44112.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Whole wheat pita, dill pickle, Tempeh and
Tahini Spread (Tempeh [organic soybeans, water, Rhizopus
culture], tahini, onion, parsley, barley miso, lemon juice,
umeboshi paste, cider vinegar, olive oil, garlic powder), and
sprouts.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 oz.
How Stored: Unrefrigerated and perishable.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. Oval 4 by
2.75 inches. Red, green, blue, and yellow on white. Jeff
Narten. 1987. “History of North Coast Tempeh and its
Products.” 4 p. Dec. 7.
5364. Product Name: Noble Bean Black Soybean Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: North Coast Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 18320 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
OH 44112.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Incl. organic black soybeans.
New Product–Documentation: Jeff Narten. 1987. “History
of North Coast Tempeh and its Products.” 4 p. Dec. 7.
5365. Product Name: Soy Sauces: Yamaki Organic Nama
Shoyu (aged 4 years and unpasteurized), Yamaki Organic
Two Year Shoyu, Lima Natural Shoyu and Tamari, Suyamo
Sweet Shoyu and Tamari, Koji (Brown Rice, White Rice, or
Barley).
Manufacturer’s Name: Ohsawa America (Importer). Made
in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3608, Chico, CA
95927.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
New Product–Documentation: Ohsawa America
Macrobiotic Foods Catalog. 1986. Ad in East West. 1987.
April. p. 27. “Ohsawa-Japan & Ohsawa America–Guided by
a Philosophy for Life. Ohsawa America imported products
are provided by our companion company, Ohsawa-Japan.
Founded more than 35 years ago by George and Lima
Ohsawa...” East West. 1988. Oct. Nama Shoyu is called “The
best soy sauce.” Full page ad in East West. 1988. Nov. p.
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64, and Dec. p. 1. “Nama Shoyu Organic Soy Sauce. Fresh.
Unpasteurized. Organic. Aged an extraordinary four years by
our unique double brewing process. 17% less sodium than
common soy sauces. Nama Shoyu is preferred over “Low
Sodium” soy sauces which contain preservatives, or use ionexchange to remove salt.”
5366. Product Name: Misos: Yamaki Organic Misos
(Barley, Brown Rice, Soybean), or Tateshina Sweet Misos
(Barley, Rice, Soybean).
Manufacturer’s Name: Ohsawa America (Importer). Made
in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3608, Chico, CA
95927.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
New Product–Documentation: Ohsawa America
Macrobiotic Foods Catalog. 1986. Ad in East West. 1987.
April. p. 27. “Ohsawa-Japan & Ohsawa America–Guided by
a Philosophy for Life. Ohsawa America imported products
are provided by our companion company, Ohsawa-Japan.
Founded more than 35 years ago by George and Lima
Ohsawa...”
5367. Product Name: Ohsawa Organic Dried Tofu and
Shredded Daikon.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ohsawa America (Importer). Made
in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3608, Chico, CA
95927.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
New Product–Documentation: Ohsawa America
Macrobiotic Foods Catalog. 1986. Ad in East West. 1987.
April. p. 27. “Ohsawa-Japan & Ohsawa America–Guided by
a Philosophy for Life. Ohsawa America imported products
are provided by our companion company, Ohsawa-Japan.
Founded more than 35 years ago by George and Lima
Ohsawa...” Note: This dried tofu is dried-frozen tofu.
5368. Product Name: Yamaki Organic Tamari Pickles.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ohsawa America (Importer). Made
in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3608, Chico, CA
95927.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
New Product–Documentation: Ohsawa America
Macrobiotic Foods Catalog. 1986. Ad in East West. 1987.
April. p. 27. “Ohsawa-Japan & Ohsawa America–Guided by
a Philosophy for Life. Ohsawa America imported products
are provided by our companion company, Ohsawa-Japan.
Founded more than 35 years ago by George and Lima
Ohsawa...”
5369. Product Name: The Soy Deli Baked Savory Tofu.
Renamed Savory Baked Tofu by 1999.

Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans (grown in accordance
with California Health and Safety Code 26569-11), tamari
soy sauce (water, soybeans, wheat, salt), spices, magnesium
chloride (nigari, a natural mineral).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3.5 oz.: Calories 193, protein 23 gm,
carbohydrate 5 gm, fat 9 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1986. 8½ by 11
inches, color. “There is Quality & Variety after 80!” Shows
all products. Label. 1986? 5 by 3 inches. Self adhesive.
Brown and orange on beige. The Soy Deli brand. “High in
complete protein. No cholesterol.”
Product (Savory Baked Tofu) with Label purchased
at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California. 2000.
April 16. The 6 oz vacuum pack retails for $3.49. Label
(copyright 1999) is orange, green, and black on white.
Front panel: “Hand crafted by tofumasters since 1906. All
natural. Risk of Heart Disease may be reduced with a daily
diet low in saturated fat and cholesterol, containing 25 gm
of soy protein. This product contains 25 gm of soy protein
per serving. Made with organic soybeans.” Top of back
panel: “50 mg of isoflavones per serving.” Main ingredients:
Nigari tofu (Water, whole organic soybeans*, magnesium
chloride**), tamari (water, soybeans, salt, alcohol, wheat),
spices, granulated garlic, granulated onion. * = Grown and
processed in accordance with the California Organic Foods
Act of 1990. ** Nigari, a natural component of sea water,
primarily magnesium chloride.
5370. Product Name: The Soy Deli Baked Five-Spice Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, tamari soy sauce
(water, soybeans, wheat, salt), spices, magnesium chloride
(nigari, a natural mineral).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz, vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3.5 oz.: Calories 193, protein 23 gm,
carbohydrate 5 gm, fat 9 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1986. 8½ by 11
inches, color. “There is Quality & Variety after 80!” Shows
all products. Label. 1986? 5 by 3 inches. Self adhesive.
Brown and dark blue on beige. The Soy Deli brand. “High in
complete protein. No cholesterol.”
Product with Label purchased at Open Sesame in
Lafayette, California. 1995. March 11. Now 6 oz. “Low fat.
Cholesterol free. High in complete protein.”
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5371. Product Name: Tofeata Tofu, and Tofeata Smoked
Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Regular Tofu Company Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hayhill Industrial Estate, Unit
25, Barrow Upon Soar, Leicester, Leicestershire, England.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Water, dehulled organic soybeans, calcium
sulphate (natural coagulant).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz paperboard box. Vacuum
packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Energy 78.5 kCal, Protein 7.8 gm,
Fat 4.3 gm, Carbohydrate 2.3 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Soya Bluebook. 1986. p.
107. Label. Best before 27 Jan. 1988. Paperboard box. 5.25
by 3.25 by 1.38 inches. Red, yellow, black, and green on
white. “Fresh, light. A non-dairy meat alternative. Tofeta
Tofu–Soya bean curd. Made from organic soya beans.” By
Hera. Recommended by Kenneth Lo. Front panel contains
color photos of deep fried tofu cubes in a salad and a stir-fry,
and a whipped tofu dessert. Manufacturer is now Haldane
Foods Ltd., Unit 25, Hayhill Industrial Estate, Sileby Rd.,
Barrow-Upon Soar, Leicestershire, England. Recipes on back
for Kenneth Lo’s Summer Cold-Tossed Tofeta, Tofu Burgers,
Tofu Nut Loaf.
5372. Soegijatni, S.; et al. 1986. Evaluasi seleksi massa
jagung komposit pada pertanaman monokultur dan
tumpangsari dengan kedelai [An evaluation of two
mass selection methods on maize composite planted in
monoculture and intercropped with soybean]. Penelitian
Palawija 1(2):87-95. [Ind]*
5373. Soegito, J.S.; Siemonsma, -; Sutrisno, -; Kuntyastuti,
H. 1986. Soybean on-farm yield trials in Pasuruan.
Penelitian Palawija (Research on Secondary, Non-Rice
Crops, Malang) 1(1):16-25. *
• Summary: Note this new Indonesian journal.
5374. Product Name: Sloppy Mo (Made with 4-Grain
Tempeh; Later Renamed Tempeh Sloppy Joe).
Manufacturer’s Name: Southwest Soy Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2889 Trades West Rd., Santa Fe,
NM 87501. Phone: 505-471-8979.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Tempeh (pulp [okara] from organically grown
soybeans, rolled oats, bulghur, sunflower seeds, vinegar,
Rhizopus oligosporus culture), water, wheat, onions, celery,
green peppers, tomato paste, molasses, safflower oil, vinegar,
herbs, spices, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 20 oz.
How Stored: Frozen in tofu tubs.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Richard Jennings

of Southwest Soyfoods. 1990. Aug. 2. This tempeh-based
version of Sloppy Joe was launched in one flavor in about
1986. Made with the scraps from the tempeh burger,
crumbled.
Label for “Tempeh Sloppy Joe” brought by Richard
Jennings. 1990. Sept. 20. 3.5 by 3 inches. Self adhesive.
Reddish brown on yellow. Illustration of burger-like product
between two buns. “Real Fast Foods. All natural ingredients.
Heat & serve.”
5375. Product Name: Bar-B-Q Tempeh Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name: Southwest Soy Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2889 Trades West Rd., Santa Fe,
NM 87501. Phone: 505-471-8979.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Tempeh (pulp [okara] from organically
grown soybeans, rolled oats, bulghur, sunflower seeds,
vinegar, Rhizopus oligosporus culture), water, tomato paste,
molasses, tamari (water, soybeans, salt), vinegar, safflower
oil, herbs, spices, natural smoke flavor.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Richard
Jennings of Southwest Soyfoods. 1990. Aug. 2. This was an
unfried, square tempeh burger, launched in about 1986, and
marinated in a barbecue sauce. The tempeh was fermented
in trays. Richard made a roll with many spikes protruding
(sort of like a lawn aerator), which he would roll across the
tempeh to perforate it in many places to facilitate absorption
of the thick marinade. After being marinated, it was baked,
cut, packaged, and frozen. It was introduced at the same time
as Sloppy Mo; the broken pieces and scrap tempeh from the
burgers were used in the Sloppy Mo/Joe.
5376. Product Name: [Soyastern Mild Smoked Tofu].
Foreign Name: Soyastern mild geraeuchert Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyastern Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Osteratherstr. 26, 5000 Koeln 60,
West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans* (Soyabohnen), spices
(Gewuerze), smoke, sea salt. * = Organically grown (aus
kontrolliertem biologischen Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Protein 11.8%, fat 8.3%, carbohydrate 1.0%, 126
kcal/100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Bernd
Drosihn of Soyastern. 1987. Nov. 30. He is business manager
at Soyastern. This product is the company’s #4 best seller
among its 4 basic products. Label. 3 by 5.5 inches. Beige,
brown, and green. “Soyastern traditional nigari tofu, made
purely from plants (rein pflanzlich). A piquant soya delicacy,
ideal on bread, as an addition to salads, or a crisp pan-
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fried dish (Eine pikante Soyadelikatesse ideal auf Brot, als
Salatbeigabe oder knuspriges Pfannengericht).” Note: No
mention of it being smoked on the label.
5377. Soybean Yield Gap Analysis Project. 1986. Semiannual report of soybean yield gap analysis project: Science
and technology development. SYGAP, Indonesia. *
5378. Product Name: Soya Drink [Honey Sweetened
Chocolate, Honey Sweetened Vanilla/Almond, Sweetened
Plain, Unsweetened Plain].
Foreign Name: Boisson de Soya (Sucré au Miel Chocolat,
Sucré au Miel Vanille/Amande, Sucré, Non Secré).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunrise Market Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 729 Powell St., Vancouver, BC,
V6A 1H5, Canada. Phone: 604-254-0701.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Vanilla/Almond: Soy milk (water, organically
grown soya beans), honey, barley malt, natural flavours,
locust bean gum, carrageenan, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 litre carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Michael Weiner.
1987. Dec. 16. Peter Joe of Sunrise now makes soymilk
for the Chinese market and flavored soymilks for the
supermarkets. 4 Labels. 1987. Vanilla/Almond: Brown, light
green, and red on white. Illustration of a sun rising over the
fields plus flower motif. “A good source of protein.” Note the
use of the term “soy milk” or “lait de soja” in the bi-lingual
ingredient listing! Form filled out by Peter Joe. 1988. May
20. Gives date as 1986.
5379. Product Name: Westbrae Natural Organic Shoyu.
Naturally Brewed Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Importer).
Made in Japan by Sendai Miso-Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4240 Hollis St., Emeryville, CA
94608. Phone: (415) 658-7521.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Well water, organically grown whole
soybeans, organically grown whole-wheat, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 fluid oz (1 pint), 473 ml.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1986, undated. 8 by
3.5 inches. Paper. Black, gold, orange, green, yellow, white.
Japanese village, Mt. Fuji in background. “Westbrae Natural
Organic Shoyu is produced exclusively by a religious
community in Japan, who apply the strictest standards
of quality to every aspect of its manufacture. Aged for 2
summers in cedar wood barrels, it literally is hand-made
in very limited quantities, according to the most traditional
methods, using pure well water and sun-evaporated sea
salt...”

5380. Product Name: Westbrae Natural Organic Tamari
(Wheat Free Soy Sauce with Mirin).
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Importer).
Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4240 Hollis St., Emeryville, CA
94608. Phone: (415) 658-7521.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Organic tamari (organically grown whole
soybeans, water, sea salt), mirin (cultured rice, water).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 fluid oz (147 ml).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1986, undated.
6.5 by 3.5 inches. Paper. Gold, yellow, blue, green, orange,
white. Mt. Fuji logo illustration. “For Sushi. Deeper...
darker... richer taste than regular soy sauce. Perfect for
dipping sushi... bring it to your favorite sushi bar. Wheat
free... aged in cedar kegs for over 1 year.”
5381. Product Name: Tofu [Vacuum Packed].
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: 1998: Filtered water, organic soybeans (grown
and processed in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990), nigari (magnesium chloride, a natural
firming agent).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 and 20 oz vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Jeremiah
Ridenour. 1985. Dec. 30. “I have recently come into a
relationship with the principals of Wildwood Natural Foods
[of Fairfax, California]. Our new company is Wildwood
Natural Foods of Santa Cruz, Inc. I am building a small scale
cauldron type plant to produce fresh tofu for Wildwood’s
needs and for secondary product development work.”
Talk with Jeremiah Ridenour. 1988. Aug. 26. The
company started production in June 1985, making tofu and
soymilk. They have a 100-gallon steam jacketed cooker, a
Japanese roller extractor, and some cheese equipment. They
hope to use more American-made dairy equipment and less
Japanese equipment. The company is growing very rapidly.
Wildwood owns a fleet of trucks.
5382. Product Name: Teriyaki Baked Tofu (Organic).
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 31 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: 1998: Wildwood Tofu (filtered water, organic
soybeans grown in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990, nigari {magnesium chloride, a natural
firming agent}), soy sauce, rice vinegar, tomato paste, rice
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wine, fruitrim (fruit juice, natural grain dextrins), brown
rice syrup, garlic ginger, garlic powder, safflower oil, ginger
powder, arrowroot.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.0 oz. Retails for $1.99.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Wildwood Natural Foods
price list. 1995. Jan. 9.
Original Label sent by Billy Bramblett. 1998. July. He
says this product was introduced in 1989.
5383. Product Name: [Tempeh, and Tempeh Paté].
Foreign Name: Tempeh, Paté de Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Zuaitzo.
Manufacturer’s Address: Calle Diputacion 5* Piso, Calle
Correria 39 Bajo, 01001 Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain. Phone:
945/28 86 30.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Biological [organically grown] white
soybeans, apple vinegar, culture [fermento].
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 275 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter on letterhead. 1986.
Sept. 10. “I’ve been working in the last four years making
tofu, seitan, and tempeh, in a craftsman way, in the north of
Spain, in the Basque country.” Letter from Javier Arocena.
“I started to work with soy in 1982 on a family scale and
in 1984 on an industrial level. I started to sell tempeh and
Paté de Tempeh in Nov. 1987.” Note that this disagrees with
statement from previous letter. Label. 1987. 3 by 4 inches.
Self adhesive. Light green on white. “Tempeh. Torta de
Judias de Soja Fermentadas.”
5384. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1986. Soybean–for higher returns at
low input cost. In: Low-Cost Crop Production Technology
for Farmers. 1986. Compiled and published by Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development, Dept. of Agriculture
and Cooperation, Directorate of Extension, Government of
India. See p. 118-22.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Choice of varieties.
Selection of fields and land preparation. Date of sowing.
Seed rate and depth of sowing. Plant population. Seed
treatment and bacterial culture. Irrigation. Weeding and interculture. Plant protection. Harvesting, threshing, and seed
storage. Intercropping.
The earliest statistics for soybean in India show 300 ha
being grown in 1968. A new soybean processing complex
has been proposed near Haldwani, Uttar Pradesh. Address:
Coordinator, All-India Coordinated Research Project
on Soyabean (ICAR), G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture &
Technology, Pantnagar, UP, 263145, India.
5385. Carangal, Virgilio R. 1986. Soybean in ricebased farming systems: The IRRI experience. In: S.
Shanmugasundaram and E.W. Sulzberger, eds. 1986.
Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical Cropping Systems.

Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research and
Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 25-36. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean is one of several upland crops that
can be grown after rice... China, Indonesia. Thailand, and
India each grow large areas of soybean after one or two rice
crops.”
“In the early 1970s IRRI began to study rice
intercropping with soybean and corn...With an expansion of
the program in 1974, the potential of soybean as an upland
crop after puddled rice was also researched. Present studies
concentrate on the identification of better soybean cultivars,
optimum plant populations, inoculation and fertilization
practices, establishment techniques after rice, intercropping,
and drought and water-logging tolerance.” Address: Head,
Rice Farming Systems Program; Network Coordinator, Asian
Farming Systems Network, International Rice Research Inst.,
Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines.
5386. CETIOM (Centre Technique Interprofessionnel des
Oleagineux Metropolitains). 1986. Physiologie et adaptation
du soja aux conditions françaises [Physiology and adaptation
of soya to French conditions]. 17, rue de Fleurance, 31400
Toulouse, France. 181 p. Les Publications Scientifiques 403.
[Fre]*
Address: Toulouse, France.
5387. CGPRT. 1986. Socio-economic research on food
legumes and coarse grains: Methodological issues. No. 4. ix
+ 255 p. [50+ ref]
• Summary: Based on a workshop “Towards
recommendations for research, policy and extension:
Methodological issues in socio-economic analysis of food
legumes and coarse grains,” Held 18-23 Nov. 1985 in
Bandung, Indonesia. Forty-seven researchers and policy
makers from various Asian countries participated in the
workshop. Address: Indonesia.
5388. Chung, Yong-kyu. 1986. The development of
multi-cropping systems and soybean production in the
Asian-Pacific region. In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W.
Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical
Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 40916. [10 ref]
• Summary: A major reason for slow production growth is
the low net income. In U.S. dollars it was only $65/ha in
Taiwan, but minus $100/ha in Japan and minus $200/ha in
Korea.
“The need to develop multi-cropping systems for Asian
and Pacific countries is widely recognized... Rice is the
dominant crop in the region, and there may be a regional
surplus by the late 1980s. Japan and Taiwan have already
instituted rice reduction programs...”
“A case study in Korea revealed that the income
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elasticity for soybean demand, including induced demand,
was 1.2851, while the value in relation to soybean used for
human consumption was 9.8418... This means that a 10%
increase in real per capita income will result in a 12.9%
increase in aggregate soybean demand and an 8.4% increase
in direct consumption.”
“World soybean production increased by 5.7% per
annum during the last decade... Soybean production in the
Asian and Pacific region, however, increased at a rate of
only 4.8% during this period. Japan and Korea had small
production increases, mainly because of higher yields.
Production in Taiwan decreased from 65,000 tonnes in 1970
to 26,000 tonnes in 1980.”
“The prospects for soybean production in Taiwan,
Japan, and Korea are poor considering recent decreases
in production and strong price supports for other crops.
The ratio of the farm household sale price to the imported
price (1981) in Taiwan, Japan, and Korea was 1.7, 3.7, and
3.1, respectively. This was primarily due to differences in
production costs. For example, the production cost for 10
kg of soybean in the USA (1979) was estimated at US $1.34
(Pan 1980) compared with U.S. $3.82 in Taiwan, and US
$12.78 in Japan. A dramatic increase in soybean production
in the region is therefore unlikely.”
“Most governments in the region have already
established strong price supports for soybean.” Address:
Agricultural Economist, Food and Fertilizer Technology
Center for the Asian and Pacific Region, 5th Floor, 14
Wenchow St., Taipei, Taiwan.
5389. Committee for Soybean (The). 1986. The Philippines
recommends for soybeans. Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines:
Philippine Council for Agriculture and Resources Research
and Development. 111 p. Technical Bulletin Series No. 14A.
Revision of 1976 edition. [51 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Written by The Soybean Committee (Dr.
Florendo C. Quebral, a plant pathologist at UPLB,
chairman), this work focuses on recent technologies for
soybean production. A foreword by Ramon V. Valmayor,
Executive Director of PCARRD, notes: “The importance
of soybean has been stressed continuously. To encourage
its widespread production, the Ministry of Agriculture and
Food (MAF) launched the Soybean Production Program in
Mindanao. Likewise, PCARRD initiated and coordinated the
implementation of Soybean Pilot Production Project in 1983
to demonstrate the feasibility of growing soybean profitably
in Luzon.”
Contents: Foreword. Acknowledgments. The Soybean
Committee. Introduction. Production management.
Marketing. Soybean cropping system. Crop protection. Seed
production. Processing and utilization: Raw materials for
industry, soybean as food. References. Appendixes. List of
tables. Lists of figures.
Table 1 shows soybean production in the Philippines

from 1974 to 1985. Area in hectares grew from 2,780 ha in
1974 to a peak of 11,250 ha in 1976 and was 8,479 ha in
1985. Production grew from 2,214 tonnes in 1974 to a peak
of 11,466 tonnes in 1982 and was 8,430 tonnes in 1985.
Yield grew from 0.80 tonnes/ha in 1974 to a peak of 1.05 in
1982 and was 0.99 in 1985. Local production does not begin
to supply local demand. In 1984 380,691 tonnes of soybeans
and products were imported. Most of the imports were
soybean meal.
Table 2 shows imports and exports of tausi (salted,
fermented soybeans), oil cake (huge imports), soy sauce
(large exports), soy oil (refined; large imports), soybean
paste, taho (soymilk curds, often sold topped with a little
brown sugar), bean cheese (tokwa [tofu]), hypoallergenic
soy food, crude soy oil. Page 50 shows all current uses of
soybeans in the Philippines, and p. 51 gives the nutritional
composition of Philippine soyfoods. Note the terms Geerligs
cheese (Tahu; 92.7% moisture and 2.9% protein), Soybean
curd (Tahuri; 61.3% moisture and 11.4% protein), Fermented
soybean cheese (Tausi; 51.5% moisture and 13.8% protein),
and Soybean cheese (Tokwa; 77.0% moisture and 12.9%
protein).
Recipes are given for preparing soy sauce (p. 53),
miso, tahu (soymilk curds, p. 59), tokwa (soybean cheese,
or firm tofu), tao-si (salted, fermented soybeans [fermented
black soybeans]), soybean milk (p. 61), and soybean coffee.
Descriptions are given for sufu (p. 62), tempeh, soy flour and
grits, soy protein concentrates and isolates.
Note: In the section on nutritional composition, two
words are incorrectly defined. The term “Tahuri” actually
refers to tofu in brine, and “tausi” refers to salted, fermented
soybeans.
Appendix E (p. 90+) contains recipes for green
vegetable soybeans, whole dry soybeans, and soy sprouts.
Address: PCARR.
5390. Dashiell, K.E.; Keuneman, E.A.; Root, W.R.;
Singh, S.R. 1986. Breeding tropical seed for superior seed
longevity and for nodulation with indigenous rhizobia.
In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W. Sulzberger, eds.
1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical Cropping
Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research and
Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 133-39. [7 ref]
• Summary: “In the early 1970s experimental soybean
plots at IITA often suffered from poor seedling emergence.
Subsequent research revealed that poor stand establishment
was primarily due to reductions in seed viability that take
place during storage.”
Research showed that the rate of decline in seed viability
varied directly with seed moisture content; the higher the
moisture, the shorter the viability. Seed-borne fungi played
only a minor role in seed deterioration during storage. The
Indonesian lines with excellent seed longevity proved to
have poor agronomic characteristics.
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“In 1978 attempts were made to identify soybean lines
that form effective symbiotic relationships with indigenous
West African rhizobia. About 400 lines of diverse origin
were evaluated for their ability to nodulate at six locations.
Eight lines were found to be highly ‘promiscuous’, i.e. they
formed an effective symbiosis with rhizobia native to all six
sites.”
However all of these promiscuous lines proved to have
poor agronomic characters, so in 1978 crosses were made to
incorporate promiscuous genes into high yielding cultivars.
Address: International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture, PMB
5320, Ibadan, Nigeria.
5391. Dauphin, Francois. 1986. Indonesia: Methodology of
the Soybean Yield Gap Analysis Project (SYGAP). CGPRT
No. 4. p. 181-84.
• Summary: “Soybean is an important traditional food in
Indonesia, particularly in Java. Possibly because of the rising
income of large segments of the population, the demand for
soybean is increasing; however, production is stagnating.
In response to the growing concern of the government in
view of the rapidly increasing soybean imports, the CGPRT
Centre has initiated a research project in collaboration with
three Indonesian research institutes, CAER [Center for
Agro-Economic Research], BORIF [Bogor Research for
Food Crops] and MARIF [Malang Research Institute for
Food Crops], and with CIRAD [Centre de Cooperation
International en Recherche Agronomique] a French research
Institute. Financial support was obtained from EEC for a
two-year research and development project on soybean.
The goal of the project is to investigate reasons for the low
productivity of soybean in Java and to propose techniques or
policies which could facilitate an increase in production.
“The potential for an extension of the soybean area in
Java appears to be small, but a large yield gap exists between
researchers’ and farmers’ levels, indicating a large potential
for yield increase.” Another concern is to understand the
yield differences between different farmers and different
farms. Address: Senior agronomist, ESCAP/CGPRT Centre,
Bogor, Indonesia.
5392. Dechates, Supote; Kulamongkon, Pinit. 1986.
Thailand: Methodological aspects in the analysis of
constraints to soybean production. CGPRT No. 4. p. 226-30.
• Summary: The soybean is an important economic crop in
Thailand. Although it constitutes only a small of national
agricultural output, soybean affects Thailand’s foreign
exchange position.
The Thai government is concerned about the growing
level of soybean imports and would like to see domestic
production expanded to meet the demand. Because of limited
available land, the government prefers to yield increases to
expansion of area. Soybeans can be grown in two parts of
Thailand: rain-fed or irrigated. In rain-fed areas, farmers

usually plant soybeans as a major crop during the early
rainy season, that is in May and June, and harvest the crop
in August and September. “In the late rainy season, farmers
grow soybean in the same plots of land from August to
October after the early rainy season crop has been harvested,
and the harvesting of the late rainy season crops takes place
during November and January. The crops in the irrigated
areas are usually grown in the paddy fields after the rice
has been harvested, that is, December and January, and
harvesting is done during March and April.”
5393. Dutt, A.K. 1986. Soybean in rice-fallows in the
Sunderbans [West Bengal, India]. In: S. Shanmugasundaram
and E.W. Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and
Subtropical Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian
Vegetable Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p.
See p. 435-38. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Indian soybean research began in 1967 under
the auspices of the All India Co-ordinated Research Project
on Soybean at Pantnagar Agricultural University. The Project
now has five main centers and 12 sub-centers covering
different agro-climatic regions.”
“Soybean processing factories have stimulated
production throughout Madhya Pradesh.”
“More than 80% of the defatted soymeal produced in
India is exported to Southeast Asia, the Middle East, or
Europe. The remainder is used by local industry, primarily
for food processing. In 1980-81, the export value of defatted
Indian soybean meal was more than US $35 million.
“In the Tarai region of Uttar Pradesh, at the foothills of
the Himalayas, many rice growers are switching to soybean
because of the crop’s lower input requirements and the
absence of yellow mosaic virus, one of India’s most serious
soybean diseases. Several soybean-based food products are
being sold in India. However their market price is beyond the
reach of the urban and rural poor.”
“The target for soybean hectarage during the Sixth
(national) Plan Period, which ends in 1986, is 2.5 million
ha. Of this figure, 1,032,000 ha are targeted for the United
Provinces and Madhya Pradesh.” Address: Farming,
Plantations, and Agro-chemicals Formulations Consultants,
P-16, Darga Road, Calcutta 700017, India.
5394. Galal, Sayed, Jr.; Abdalla, M.M.F.; Metwally,
A.A. 1986. Intensifying land and nutrient equivalent
ratios by intercropping corn and soybean in Egypt.
In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W. Sulzberger, eds.
1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical Cropping
Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research and
Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 101-06. [11 ref]
• Summary: “The feasibility of growing soybean in Egypt
was first studied about 30 years ago. Subsequent experiments
[starting in 1962] showed that corn (Zea mays) and soybean
were compatible as companion crops.” Address: Agronomy
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Dep., Faculty of Agriculture, Cairo Univ., Giza, Egypt.
5395. Giosan, N.; Nicolae, I.; Sin, G.H. 1986. Soia [Soya].
Bucharest, Romania: Editura Academiei Republicii
Socialiste România. 342 p. [442 ref. Rom; eng; rus]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. 1. History, economic
importance and geographical distribution. Systematics.
Origin. Morphology, anatomy and biology. Mapping.
Cytology and cytogenetics. Genetics. Breeding. Cultivated
areas in Romania. Seed production. Diseases and pests.
Crop management. Double cropping. Harvesting, drying and
storage. Economic efficiency. Processing and utilization:
Chemical composition, processing of soybeans, processing
of soybeans for oil, production of soybean oil, processing of
soybean oil, oil conversion to food products, processing of
soybean for protein food products, utilization of soybean for
animal feeding, restrictions and indication in the utilization
of soybean products.
5396. Goddard, Susan. 1986. Focus on soya. Hove, E.
Sussex, England: Wayland (Publishers) Ltd. 48 p. Illust.
Index. 21 x 22 cm. Series: Focus on Resources. [3 ref]
• Summary: This is a brief introduction to the subject with
many color photos. Contents: 1. The importance of soya.
2. The beginnings of soya. 3. Where soya beans are grown.
4. The beginnings of soya processing. 5. The soya plant.
6. Planting. 7. Harvesting. 8. Threshing and storage. 9. At
the processing plant. 10. Extracting and refining the oil.
11. Making margarine. 12. Animal feed. 13. Soya protein
products. 14. Textured vegetable protein. 15. Other soya
products. 16. The nutritional importance of soya. 18. Soya
as a world commodity. 19. The future. Facts and figures.
Glossary. Books to read. Sources of further information.
Numerous large color photos show commercial soya
products. Page 23: Granny Ann High Fibre Cooked SoyaBran, Bilsons Fibrefit, Nature’s Way Soya Flour. Page 24:
Waitrose Soya Soft Margarine, Prewetts Pure Soya Bean Oil.
Page 27: Life All Natural Salad Cream Style Dressing (egg
free) [with soya oil].
Page 30: Mapletons Body Bulk (Malt flavoured milk
& soya protein drink mix. Make with milk), Healthcrafts
Soya Protein Powder (84% protein). Page 31: Cauldron
Foods Vegetable Pâté (mushroom flavour), Cauldron Foods
Tofu Burgers (nut style, chilli, or vegetable), Direct Foods
Protoveg Menu 5 Grain Burgamix, Direct Foods Protoveg
Menu Minced Soya & ___ Mix, Direct Foods Bean __ st
(Oriental Style), Direct Foods Protoveg Menu Sizzles, Direct
Foods Protoveg Menu Sausmix, Direct Foods Protoveg
Menu Burgamix, Sunrise 4 Vegetarian Quarterpound
Burgers.
Page 33: Direct Foods Mr. Fritzi Fry’s Soy Sausage
Mix, Granose Vegetarian Goulash, Direct Foods Protoveg
(textured soya protein food) Beef Flavour Chunks. Page
34: Duchesse All-Natural Tofu Dressing & Dip, Amoy

Light Soya Sauce, Witte Wonder Organic Tofu Spread (with
paprika), Morinaga Ever-Fresh Silken Tofu. Page 35: Plamil
Soya Milk Rice Pudding, Provamel Soya Dessert (vanilla
[made by Alpro in Belgium]), Sunrise Soya Milk (500 ml,
sugar-free, or sweetened with raw cane sugar).
5397. Hadjichristodoulu, A. 1986. Variety and sowing
date trials with soybeans. Agricultural Research Institute,
Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Cyprus,
Technical Bulletin No. 75. 7 p. [10 ref. Eng]*
Address: Agricultural Research Inst., Minsitry of Agriculture
& Naural Resources, Nicosia, Cyprus.
5398. Hwang, Y.H.; Hong, E.H.; Kim, S.D. 1986. Soybeanbased cropping systems in Korea. In: S. Shanmugasundaram
and E.W. Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and
Subtropical Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian
Vegetable Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p.
See p. 107-12. [16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Major soybeanbased upland cropping systems: Monocultures, sequential
cropping (crop rotation), intercropping (barley/soybean
relay-intercropping, corn/soybean strip-intercropping,
potato/soybean relay-intercropping, tobacco/soybean
relay-intercropping), summer soybean, rice-bund soybean
(approximately 15,000 ha/year of rice-bund soybeans are
grown in Korea, equal to 7.3% of the country’s total soybean
acreage). Address: Crop Experiment Station, Office of Rural
Development, Suwon 170, South Korea.
5399. Kelley, T.G.; Jackobs, J.A. 1986. Yield stability
of sole-crop and intercrop planting systems. In: S.
Shanmugasundaram and E.W. Sulzberger, eds. 1986.
Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical Cropping Systems.
Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research and
Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 49-56. [30 ref]
• Summary: “Farmers who operate under subsistence
conditions use strategies that ensure minimum levels
of system performance. It is because farmers’ decisions
are made in uncertainty that they regard security or risk
minimization so seriously... Minimizing risks and achieving
production stability are the factors that most affect the
farmers’ willingness to adopt new technologies.”
“Diversification tends to promote yield stability because
all of the crops in a mixed-cropping culture are not likely to
be equally affected by weather variations or pests. Surveys
indicate that farmers consider yield stability and protection
from crop failures a primary reason for using mixedcropping.” Address: 1. Assoc. production agronomist, IADS,
Bangladesh; 2. Prof., Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, Illinois.
5400. Kurnik, Erno. 1986. Nagyüzemi szojatermesztes
[Large-scale soybean grower]. Budapest, Hungary:
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Mezögazdasagi Kiada. 251 p. [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
5401. Lacey, Robert. 1986. Ford–The men and the machine.
Boston and Toronto: Little, Brown and Co. xix + 778 p. Plus
48 pages of plates. Index. 24 cm. [450* ref]
• Summary: Contains a chapter titled “Food for Thought”
(Chap. 13, p. 220-236 + photos at end) plus extensive
endnotes, a 23-page bibliography, and a good map of
Dearborn and Detroit. An insightful, very well researched,
and slightly irreverent overview of Ford’s work with
soybeans and attitudes toward diet and health.
Henry Ford had a distrust of doctors. He blamed a
doctor for his mother’s death and for the operation that
marked the end of his wife’s childbearing in the 1890s. In
Nov. 1932 he was admitted, at age 69, to the Henry Ford
Hospital for a hernia operation. It was the first medical
operation of his life. The next morning he insisted on getting
up, against doctor’s orders, and sitting in a chair beside
his bed. Persisting with his own therapy, a week after the
operation he declared himself ready to go home. Five days
later he was back at work, totally cured. To his surgeon’s
amazement he remained cured. “It was not long before
postoperative ambulation became one of the new features of
treatment at the hospital.”
“Old Henry Ford had always believed that we are what
we eat. Dietary reform had been one of the radical new
strands of thought swirling through Michigan in his youth,
thanks to the Seventh Day Adventists’ Western Health
Reform Institute, founded in Battle Creek in 1866.”
Henry Ford was a pioneer in employing Negroes and
treating them fairly. William Perry, his first black worker,
was employed in 1914. “By the early 1920s there were more
than 5,000 blacks working for Ford and by 1926 there were
double that number–a tenth of the entire work force. The
Ford Motor Company employed more blacks than all other
car companies put together... But Ford never paid a man
more, or less, on account of his skin. Henry Ford’s black
employment policy was genuinely ahead of its time.”
Henry Ford had been thinking in terms of chemurgy and
villages for many years. “As early as 1916 he had formed
a company with Edsel, ‘Henry Ford & Son Laboratories’
to carry out ‘mechanical, botanical and chemical research.’
Henry had a notion that alcohol could be distilled from
vegetable matter for use as a tractor fuel, thus making the
farmer totally self-sufficient, and he hired his old school
friend, Dr. Edsel Ruddiman, away from his university
researches to work on this. He set Dr. Ruddiman up in a
corner of the Dearborn tractor plant, and here the chemist
analysed all manner of vegetable produce from the evergrowing acreage of the Henry Ford farms.” One of the crops
he analyzed was soybeans. Ford’s interest in the soybean
was not primarily in its nutritional value but rather in the
potential that it held for use by industry.

Of the several Western prophets who popularised
the soybean, Henry Ford was the first to try growing and
harvesting the crop on a major scale, using farm machinery
extensively.
“Chemurgy, a technological child of populism, sprang
from the woes of American farmers in the 1920s and
1930s. As unemployment grew, there were fewer and fewer
customers to purchase the abundant crops grown by farmers.
Surpluses resulted and the glut sent prices plummeting.
Chemurgy was based on the “hope that modern science
might be able to teach farmers to produce more than just
food. If the agricultural sector was producing more than
people could eat, while the industrial sector was languishing,
it seemed obvious that the two should get together... the
latest developments in chemistry suggested that this was
where the future lay. Wood was providing the raw material
for the miraculous new fibre, rayon... Both the technology
and ideology meshed with the causes dearest to Henry Ford’s
heart, and it turned out that he had been a chemurgical
pioneer all the time without realising it, since the coil cases
of the 1915 Model T had been constructed from a plastic
based on wheat gluten. As the chemurgical movement
gathered strength in the early 1930s, its champions found a
ready audience in Dearborn, and in 1935 the Dearborn Inn
became the site of America’s first chemurgical conference,
under the sponsorship of Henry Ford.” The first conference,
and the second, held at the same location the next year, were,
“like all enterprises associated with Henry Ford, a curious
blend of vision and nostalgia.”
In an attempt to maintain the chemurgic spirit, Henry
Ford appeared in 1939 in a silklike soya-bean tie while
wearing a soya-bean suit.* (Footnote: *The suit was more
fragile than its woollike texture suggested; its tailor gave
Henry Ford firm orders not to cross his legs in public.)”
Lacy is an Englishman, who writes non-fiction company
histories. A Ballantine Books edition (832 p., 18 cm) was
published in 1987. Address: England.
5402. Mak, C.; Yap, T.C. 1986. Soybean intercropping with
rubber and oil palm. In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W.
Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical
Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 61-65.
[10 ref]
• Summary: Soybean is not indigenous to Malaysia.
“Soybean is not a commercial crop in Malaysia, but it
could be in the future. Major production constraints include
soybean’s susceptibility to inspects and diseases and the lack
of a dry season for harvesting.
“Most farmers feel that soybean is less profitable to
grow than other crops.” Address: 1. Dep. of Genetics and
Cellular Biology, Univ. of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia;
2. Dep. of Agronomy and Horticulture, Univ. of Agriculture,
Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia.
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5403. Manuel, Paciencia C. 1986. Methodological aspects
of the analysis of production constraints in soybean
development in the Philippines. CGPRT No. 4. p. 185-208.
Includes 13 tables and charts. [9 ref]
• Summary: In the Philippines, consumption of soybeans for
human food is quite small. About 70-90% of the soybeans
used in the Philippines go into animal feeds; that demand is
usually met by imports–mostly of defatted soybean meal.
In 1983, imports of soybeans and of soybean meal
amounted to U.S. $8.3 million (30,555 metric tons) and
U.S. $63 million (260,954 metric tons), respectively, or a
total import cost of $72.2 million. Soybean production in
the Philippines is one of the smallest in Asia. In 1981 it
contributed less than 1% of total Asian soybean production.
In 1969 the Philippine national soybean production
programme began when the Department of Agriculture and
Natural Resources (DANR, now the Ministry of Natural
Resources and the Ministry of Agriculture and Food)
harnessed 900 hectares for soybean and sorghum planting
to meet the requirements of the local livestock and poultry
industries. Address: Asst. Prof., UPLB-CDEM, Philippines.
5404. Morooka, Yoshinori; Rachim, Abdul. 1986. Indonesia:
Methodology of the soybean-based farming system study in
Garut. CGPRT No. 4. p. 233-43.
• Summary: “Background: In many cropping systems in
Indonesia, soybean is frequently chosen for intercropping
in the rotation systems practiced by farmers. The cropping
systems which dominate in the lowland areas under rainfed
conditions are primarily based on rice, whereas the dominant
systems in upland areas are based on secondary crops
(palawija), including soybean.” Address: 1. Agricultural
economist; 2. Research Asst., ESCAP CGPRT Centre, Bogor,
Indonesia.
5405. Nassib, A.M.; Cassman, K.G.; Hassan, M.Z.; ElSherbeeny, M.H.; Abdalla, S.T. 1986. Irrigated soybean
production in Egypt. In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W.
Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical
Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 42934. [5 ref]
• Summary: Commercial soybean production in Egypt began
in the early 1970s.
“Local soybean production meets only 30-40% of the
country’s requirements for oil and poultry feed. Government
planners are promoting soybean production, and are calling
for a 40% increase in the area under production by 1987.”
A table titled “Soybean production in Egypt, 19721982” shows total production increased from 1,356 tonnes
(metric tons) on 1,190 ha (1.1 tonnes/ha) in 1972, to 169,800
tonnes on 64,260 ha (2.6 tonnes/ha) in 1982.
Note: The Gaza Strip, which contains the seaport of

Gaza, has been occupied by Israel since 1967. Address:
1. Food Legume Research Station, Field Crops Inst.,
Agricultural Research Center, Gaza, Egypt.
5406. Palaniyappan, K. 1986. Soybean cropping systems
in Tamil Nadu, India. In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W.
Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical
Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 71-72.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cropping systems in
Tamil Nadu: Mixed-cropping, intercropping (with coconut,
banana, or sugarcane), companion-cropping, catch-cropping.
Conclusions.
“Soybean has attracted considerable attention in India
because of its oil and protein content. The government, for
example, recently launched a ‘National Soybean Project’
which earmarked more than US $15 million for soybean
development in the states of Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, and Bihar.
“These types of programs, however, have had very
little impact in southern India. Nevertheless, agricultural
universities and the departments of agriculture in the states
of Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, and Tamil Nadu have
conducted extensive studies concerning the introduction and
development of soybean. Their results suggest that soybean
in southern India has a yield potential of approximately 1.5
to 2.0 tonnes/ha.
“Because of the production opportunities that exist in
Tamil Nadu State, the private sector has established soybean
processing factories with a total capacity of 400 tonnes/
day. The factories use 100,000 tonnes of grain per year,
most of which is imported.” Address: Sakthi Sugars Ltd.,
Coimbatore-18, Tamil Nadu, India.
5407. Pasaribu, Djuber; McIntosh, Jerry L. 1986. Increasing
tropical soybean production with improved cropping systems
and management. In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W.
Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical
Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 1-11.
[10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean in lowland rice
areas: Common management practices. Soybean in upland
rainfed areas: Common management practices, production
prospects. Soybean in tidal swamps: Management practices,
production prospects. In fresh water swamp areas: Common
management practices, production prospects. Recent
soybean research in Indonesia: Stand establishment, fertilizer
management, rhizobium and nitrogen nutrition, intercropping
(“In general, yield is reduced when soybean is planted as an
intercrop with taller plants.”).
In 1978 Indonesians consumed 4.85 kg/year of soybean,
or 13.29 gm/day. This provided daily: 53 calories, 4.66
gm of protein and 1.35 gm of fat. By comparison, cereals
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provided 31.97 gm/day of protein, all pulses and oilseeds
(incl. soybeans) provided 8.08 gm/day of protein, while
meat, eggs, milk and fish together provided a total of 4.66
gm/day of protein, exactly the same as soybeans. Address:
1. Agronomist, Bogor Research Inst. for Food Crops; 2.
Farming Systems Liaison Scientist, Cooperative CRIFC/
IRRI Program in Indonesia, Agency for Agricultural
Research and Development.
5408. Picasso, Christian. 1986. Soybean in Burkina
Faso–Agronomic studies and development prospects.
In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W. Sulzberger, eds.
1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical Cropping
Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research and
Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 421-25.
• Summary: This country was formerly called Upper Volta.
Soybeans were introduced for experimental studies in 1958
by IRHO in an attempt to diversify traditional cropping
patterns. Experiments were established at two research
stations–one in the central part of the country (Saria, rainfall
800 mm) and one in the southwest (Niangoloko, rainfall
1,200 mm).
Introduction to Rural Areas: In the 1970s, after suitable
varieties had been identified, and following the successful
extension of improved groundnut cultivars to small farmers
in the vicinity of research stations, a similar attempt was
made to popularize soybean.
“The crop was gradually accepted by small landholders.
‘Nere’ seeds (Parkia biglobosa) are used for making a
fermented condiment known as ‘soumbala.’ The soybean
cultivars that were distributed (black seed coats) looked
much like nere, and could be prepared in the same way. This
culinary use has become widespread, and some families
prefer soybean to nere. The black seed coat is no longer
a reason for preference; cream-colored seeds are equally
acceptable.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that mentions “soumbala” (also called
soumbara or dawadawa), a condiment made from soybeans
resembling natto.
Constraints: “In 1975, the Regional Development
Organization (RDO) in the eastern part of the country
attempted to promote soybean. The RDO’s intention was to
train the farmers and then purchase their crops.
“A total of 4.5 tonnes of seed were distributed in 1976
and 25 tonnes in 1977. The RDO, however, did not concern
itself with the sale of the product, and in 1977 found that
the farmers had produced about 200 tonnes, most of which
RDO could not purchase. The experiment was, of course, a
disaster, and the following year soybean production dropped
dramatically.
“Farmers have no particular objections to soybean, since
it presents no basic agronomic problems, but marketing is a
major problem.”

Future Development: “Recent events provide some hope
for soybean production. A pilot soybean milk manufacturing
unit with a capacity of 200 liters/hour should be operational
by 1984. A factory with much greater capacity will be built if
the first plant is successful.
“In addition, a hydroponic center is now operational.
From 1984 onwards it will require 250 tonnes of soybean
for use as fish food.” Address: Institut de Recherche pour
les Huiles et Oleagineux (IRHO), BP 1345 Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso.
5409. Poincelot, Raymond P. 1986. Toward a more
sustainable agriculture. Westport, Connecticut: AVI
Publishing Co. xiv + 241 p.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed extensively in terms of
energy use, soil erosion, no-till, organic farming, and crop
rotations. Address: Biology Dep., Fairfield Univ., Fairfield,
Connecticut.
5410. Rahman, Lutfur. 1986. Cropping systems and soybean
production in Bangladesh. In: S. Shanmugasundaram
and E.W. Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and
Subtropical Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian
Vegetable Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p.
See p. 81-86. [12 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean cultivars.
Management studies: Land preparation and planting,
inoculum, input levels, zero-tillage. Cropping patterns
(soybeans are intercropped in Bangladesh with sugarcane,
maize, sweet potato, banana, and mulberry).
“Soybean is a comparatively new crop. It was first
introduced during the Second World War [1941-1945], reintroduced during the 1960s, and it appeared a third time in
1972-73. Previous failures to establish soybean production
were mainly due to a lack of early maturing cultivars, the
absence of research, and the failure to promote soybean as a
food and industrial commodity.
“Research began in 1975 under the auspices of the
Bangladesh Coordinated Soybean Research Project. Various
studies have indicated substantial potential for soybean in
Bangladesh, both agronomically and from the point of view
of consumer acceptance. Large-scale production has yet to be
established, largely because of extension problems.
“Soybean Cultivars: Only two cultivars have been
released by the National Seed Board: Bragg and Davis.
These materials are stable under a variety of conditions;
yields are approximately 1.7 tonnes/ha for both cultivars.
Davis is recommended for the winter season, while Bragg
seems to perform well year-round.” Address: Dep. of
Genetics and Plant Breeding, Bangladesh Agricultural Univ.,
Mymensingh, Bangladesh.
5411. Ramadan, H.A.; Al-Niemi, S.N.; Hamdan, T.T. 1986.
Water stress, soil type and phosphorous effects on corn and
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soybean. II. Effects on nutrients in plant tissues. Iraqi J. of
Agricultural Sciences, ‘ZANCO’ 4(1):79-88. [16 ref. Eng;
ara]*
Address: Dep. of Soil Science, Mosul Univ., Hamman AlAlil, Mosul, Iraq.
5412. Roger, Diallo. 1986. Soybean in the Ivory Coast.
In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W. Sulzberger, eds.
1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical Cropping
Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research and
Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 427-28.
• Summary: “The policy of the government of the Ivory
Coast is to improve soybean production so as to: (1)
diversify food crop production in the country’s savannah
zone; (2) increase farm incomes; (3) stimulate the settlement
of itinerant farmers; (4) achieve national self-sufficiency in
protein foods; and (5) provide a stable source of high protein
feed for livestock.
“To encourage soybean production, government–in
cooperation with Brazilian experts–established a soybean
production plan in 1978. The plan called for the creation
of four 2000-ha mechanized seed farms. The government
has also taken the responsibility for soybean research,
production, and processing, and plays a role in input supply.
“Government policy emphasizes manual production
practices so as not to displace farmers from their land. The
soybean production area in 1980-82 exceeded 2,000 ha;
average yields were about 1.5 tonnes/ha. The official price of
soybean is US $150/tonne.”
Varietal Adaptation: “Soybean production in the Ivory
Coast is principally located in the Savannah zone...”
“The Ivory Coast Soybean Project is responsible for
introducing and adapting high yielding cultivars.” Address:
Soybean Project, Ministry of Agriculture, Abidjan, Ivory
Coast.
5413. Sanders, J.L. 1986. Maximum yield and maximum
economic yield for soybean. In: S. Shanmugasundaram
and E.W. Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and
Subtropical Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian
Vegetable Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p.
See p. 189-201. [24 ref]
• Summary: “This paper discusses the development of the
concepts of maximum yield research (MYR) and maximum
economic yield (MEY) of soybean in North America and
their potential application in the tropics.”
“The concepts of MYR and MEY have been widely
adopted in North America by researchers and farmers.”
“Maximum yields may not be economically practical,
but agricultural scientists should not, for supposed economic
reasons, fail to attempt to raise the limits on productivity
imposed by technology.”
“Maximum economic yields can be defined as the
corresponding yield level where net profits are maximized

in response to increasing inputs or improved production
practices.”
“’The difference between average yield and maximum
economic yield is the world’s greatest food reserve.’ It also
represents the farmer’s greatest potential source of economic
survival.”
“Maximum yields or MEY of soybean can only be
achieved through the integrated management or control of
the following factors: (1) optimum soil fertility, (2) proper
inoculation, (3) higher plant populations, (4) superior cultivar
selection, (5) proper row spacing, (6) optimum planing
date, (7) proper tillage, (8) good drainage, (9) supplemental
irrigation, (10) pest control, (11) crop rotation, (12) multiple
cropping, and (13) good harvesting techniques.” Address:
Potash and Phosphate Inst. of Canada, 555 Burnhamthorpe
Road, Suite 507, Etobicoke, ONT, Canada M9C 2Y3.
5414. Sayogyo, -. 1986. Constraints in palawija [secondary,
non-rice crop] production and demand: The case of corn and
soya in Java, Indonesia. CGPRT No. 4. p. 175-80.
• Summary: Also published as a report by Institut Pertanian,
Bogor. Address: Prof., IPB (Institut Pertanian Bogor), Bogor
Agricultural University.
5415. Shanmugasundaram, S.; Sulzberger, E.W. eds.
1986. Soybean in tropical and subtropical cropping
systems: Proceedings of a symposium, Tsukuba, Japan, 26
September–1 October 1983. Revised ed. Shanhua, Taiwan:
Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center. xv +
471 p. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [500+ ref. Eng]
• Summary: Note: The first edition, hardcover, published
Oct. 1985, was recalled and discarded, due to errors in
the text. Contents: Section 1. Cropping systems. 2. Plant
breeding. 3. Management. 4. Diseases and insects. 5. Plant
nutrition. 6. Physiology. 7. Economics. 8. Related topics.
59 chapters total, most of which are cited separately.
Symposium participants. Author index. Subject index.
In the Foreword, G.W. Sellek, Director General of
AVRDC, notes that the proceedings of this symposium
were published in two sections. The proceedings of the first
section, recently published by the Tropical Agricultural
Research Center of Japan (TARC), cover country reports and
special research projects. These proceedings cover cropping
systems. “In the recent past, research was aimed almost
exclusively at raising soybean yields rather than developing
cropping systems that provide the stability needed to grow
soybeans under high-risk conditions. There also seems to
be a greater sense of urgency to integrate cropping systems
research with disciplines such as plant breeding, crop
management, pest control, and plant nutrition.” There is
a strong “need to ensure that scientists from a variety of
disciplines and backgrounds work together so that their
research efforts are well coordinated.” Address: AVRDC,
Taiwan.
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5416. Shanmugasundaram, S.; Toung, T.S. 1986. Soybean
genotypic responses for minimum and maximum input
in different seasons. In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W.
Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical
Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 18188. [13 ref]
• Summary: High soybean yields can be produced in the
tropics but this potential is rarely seen on farmers’ fields,
largely due to underutilization of inputs. From the farmers
point of view, yield increases due to improved germplasm
are preferable to those derived from expensive cultural
practices and inputs. Therefore, cultivars are needed that
can produce higher yields under a variety of input levels.
Address: 1. Legume program leader and soybean breeder; 2.
Asst. specialist: AVDRC, P.O. Box 42, Shanhua, Tainan 741,
Taiwan, China.
5417. Spehar, C.R.; Souza, P.I.M.; Urben Filho, G. 1986.
Soybean in the Brazilian tropics. In: S. Shanmugasundaram
and E.W. Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and
Subtropical Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian
Vegetable Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p.
See p. 145-50. [19 ref]
Address: Cerrados National Research Center, Caixa Postal
70.0023, Brasilia, D.F., Brazil.
5418. Sprague, Milton A.; Triplett, Grover B. eds. 1986. Notillage and surface-tillage agriculture: The tillage revolution.
New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons. A Wiley-Interscience
Publication. xix + 467 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Contains 15 chapters by various authors. The
soybean is mentioned on pages 177, 184, 190, 371, 377,
382 (the previous 3 pages in the chapter on “Management
of vertebrate and invertebrate pests”), and 448. Address: 1.
Prof., Emeritus Rutgers, The State Univ. of New Jersey, New
Brunswick, New Jersey; 2. Prof. of Agronomy, Mississippi
State Univ., Mississippi State, Mississippi.
5419. Thulasidass, G.; Selvaraj, S.; Vijayakumar, G.
1986. Soybean cropping systems in southern India.
In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W. Sulzberger, eds.
1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical Cropping
Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research and
Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 73-75.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean as an intercrop:
Intercropping with pigeonpea, soybean-cotton, with other
crops. Constraints. “Pulses are one of the major protein
sources in India. Although the total area planted to pulses has
increased slightly in recent years, productivity is somewhat
static and per capita availability has decreased from 70 g/day
to 45 g/day.
“In 1967 the Indian Council of Agricultural Research

inaugurated the All India Coordinated Research Project on
Soybean... Extensive testing resulted in the identification
of the following cultivars for use in the country’s southern
zone: Improved Pelican, Hardee, KHSB 2, DS-74-40, and
PK-74-292.”
“In 1971, the Government of Tamil Nadu State started
its own soybean program at the Agricultural Experiment
Institute at Kudumiamalai, Pudukkottai.”
“Soybean in India was grown on 0.6 million ha in 198081 (447,000 ha in Madhya Pradesh and 131,000 ha in Uttar
Pradesh). Soybean production in southern India is negligible,
mainly because of marketing constraints. This problem
could be resolved if an organization was established to buy
the crop at a pre-determined price.” Address: 1. Prof. and
Head; 2-3. Asst. Profs.: National Pulses Research Centre,
Pudukkottai, 622 001, India.
5420. Tongdee, Amnuay. 1986. Minimum tillage soybean
following rice in Thailand. In: S. Shanmugasundaram
and E.W. Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and
Subtropical Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian
Vegetable Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p.
See p. 67-69.
• Summary: “Thailand’s 1972 soybean crop totaled 72,000
tonnes produced from a land area of 83,000 ha. [This is
an average yield of 0.86 tonnes/ha or 12.78 bu/acre.] By
1974 production reached 252,000 tonnes, and since then
has remained relatively stable with some fluctuation due to
prices and rainfall distribution. In the northern part of the
central highlands, Thailand’s largest soybean production
area, the crop is usually grown following rice (Oryza sativa
[Oryzae sativa]) during the dry season with irrigation. The
farmer’s system is to plant soybean in rice stubble.” Address:
Director, Tak-Fa Field Crop Research Center, Tak-Fa,
Nakornsawan province, Thailand.
5421. Trikha, R.N. 1986. The potential of soybean in Indian
cropping systems. In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W.
Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical
Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 77-80.
[1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Research and
extension: Double-cropping demonstrations, fertilizer usage,
intercropping (with finger millet, sorghum, pigeonpea, rice,
sugarcane). Address: Dep. of Agricultural Communication,
G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture and Technology, Pantnagar,
Nainital (U.P.) India.
5422. ICAR (Indian Council of Agricultural Research).
1986? Soybean: Package of practices for increasing
production. New Delhi, India: ICAR, Krishi Bhawan. 9 p.
Undated. Unpublished manuscript.
Address: New Delhi, India.
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plastic film. Written in both English and French.
5423. Product Name: Biogenic Soymilk (Honey
Sweetened).
Manufacturer’s Name: Russels-Russels.
Manufacturer’s Address: Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1986?
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for $3.40 Australian.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1986.
Soymilk Industry and Market, Update. This company is
owned by a New Zealand Health Chain.
5424. Product Name: [Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Svadesha R. Urban. Made in
Munich by Byodo Naturkost.
Manufacturer’s Address: Ostpreussenstr. 22, D-8000
Munich 81, West Germany. Phone: 089 / 93 90 05.
Date of Introduction: 1986?
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Svadesha R.
Urban, company founder. 1990. June 13. After moving to
Ostpreussenstr., he started selling tempeh, which was made
by Byodo Naturkost.
5425. Product Name: [Tofu Spread with Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Tofu Pastete mit Tempeh?.
Manufacturer’s Name: Svadesha R. Urban.
Manufacturer’s Address: Ostpreussenstr. 22, D-8000
Munich 81, West Germany. Phone: 089 / 93 90 05.
Date of Introduction: 1986?
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Svadesha R.
Urban, company founder. 1990. June 13. After moving to
Ostpreussenstr., he introduced new versions of the product,
one with herbs and one with tempeh. He also started selling
tempeh, which was made by Byodo Naturkost.
5426. Product Name: [VFP Organic Tofu: Fresh Soya Bean
Curd].
Foreign Name: VFP Tofu Organique: Caillé Frais aux
Fèves de Soya.
Manufacturer’s Name: Victor Food Products, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 102 Hymus Rd., Scarborough,
ONT, M1L 2C9, Canada. Phone: 416-752-0161.
Date of Introduction: 1986?
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soya bean,
magnesium chloride (chlorure de magnesium).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. undated. 5 by 4.25
inches. Orange, green, yellow, and white. Printed on clear

5427. Product Name: Provamel Organic Soya Milk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: Alpro N.V., Vlamingstraat 28,
B-8610 Wevelgem, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1987 January.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 ml: Energy 46 kcal (calories; 196 kJ),
protein 3.6 gm, carbohydrates 3.3 gm, total fat 2.1 gm (of
which polyunsaturated fatty acids: 60%), cholesterol 0 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Philippe
Vandemoortele of Alpro. 1991. Sept. 4. In Jan. 1987 Alpro
launched Provamel Organic Soya Milk, the first soymilk
containing organically grown soybeans that was made
by Alpro and launched under one of the company’s own
brands. In Aug. 1983 Alpro had first used organically grown
soybeans to make soymilk, but that product had been sold by
Lima Foods.
5428. Product Name: Barbecue Baked Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ashland Soy Works.
Manufacturer’s Address: 280 Helman St., Ashland, OR
97520. Phone: 503-482-1865.
Date of Introduction: 1987 January.
Ingredients: Tofu (water, organically grown soybeans,
natural magnesium chloride or nigari: a derivative of
seawater), tomatoes, molasses, honey, apple cider vinegar,
chili powder, prepared mustard (vinegar, water, mustard, salt,
turmeric, spices), soy oil, tamari (soy sauce), onion, garlic,
parsley, liquid smoke.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 4 by 3 inches.
Red and brown on white. Talk with Diana Muhs. 1988. Feb.
10.
5429. Product Name: Soy Milk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ashland Soy Works.
Manufacturer’s Address: 280 Helman St., Ashland, OR
97520. Phone: 503-482-1865.
Date of Introduction: 1987 January.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, honey,
vanilla extract.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. Jan. 1.5 by 3
inches. Brown on yellow. “Non-Dairy Product. High protein.
No cholesterol. No artificial ingredients. Keep refrigerated.”
Talk with Diana Muhs. 1988. Feb. 10. The company started
making soyfoods in October 1981. Their first product was
tofu, followed by soymilk about a year later.
5430. Product Name: Tofu Nuggets.
Manufacturer’s Name: Bud, Inc.
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Manufacturer’s Address: 1100 Wicomico St., Baltimore,
MD 21230.
Date of Introduction: 1987 January.
Ingredients: Organic nigari tofu, sunflower seeds, sesame
seeds, sea salt, spices, soybean oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1988, Jan. (dated).
3.5 by 3 inches. Card stock. Red and pink on white. Under
English product name is the Chinese name: Chin wei cha
doufu. “Keep refrigerated. Serving suggestions: Heat and
serve or mix with salad, stir-dry with vegetable, or use it as
an ingredient in soup.” Logo says: “Soyfoods for a healthy
world.”
5431. Product Name: [Bioforme Soy Dessert {Pudding/
Dessert} (Vanilla, or Chocolate). Renamed Formoja in early
1989].
Foreign Name: Bioforme Soja en Dessert (Vanille,
Chocolat).
Manufacturer’s Name: Cacoja. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar (CAC).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France. Phone: 68.74.17.07.
Date of Introduction: 1987 January.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans (7%), cane sugar, corn starch,
natural vanilla extract, carrageenan (extract of marine algae),
sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 510 gm Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Vanilla, Per 100 gm: Protein 3.2 gm, lipids
1.7 gm, carbohydrates 15.4 gm, lecithin 20 mg, calories
90, sodium 30 mg, calcium 30 mg, phosphorus 50 mg,
magnesium 30 mg, phosphorus 160 mg, iron 0.5 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Article in Toyo Shimpo.
1987. Dec. 1. Cacoja makes soymilk in Europe. Label. 1988.
Red, yellow, green, and white. “Food preparation of soya.
100% Vegetarian. Without cholesterol. Rich in protein. Soya
is rich in protein, lecithin, polyunsaturated fatty acids, and is
very balanced in amino acids. A group of farmers in Alsace
deliver to us rigorously selected soybeans. They undergo
more than 10 controls before processing to guarantee that
the Soja Bioforme line is of irreproachable quality. Enjoy
Soja Bioforme throughout the day. At home, a delicious
light dessert. For parties, a stimulating taste, on picnics it is
practical.” This plant was established in a joint venture with
Alfa-Laval.
Alfa-Laval. 1988, June. Soyfoods: Old traditions with
new potentials. p. 9. Shows a color photo of the front of the
package. “100% vegetarian (vegetal). No cholesterol. Rich in
protein.”
Technique Laitiere & Marketing. 1988. Nov. p. 65.
Cacoja was introduced by the cooperative of Colmar.

Food Focus. 1987. No. 3. Shows a color photo of the
cartons.
Formoja brochure. 1990. April. The Formoja dessert line
consists of chocolate and vanilla soybean desserts, each in
510 gm Tetra Brik cartons. “These two non-dairy products
are light smooth custards. They can be eaten as a dessert or
used to make cakes.”
Letter from Sylvain Stievenard of Sojinal (named
Cacoja prior to Aug. 1990). 1990. Sept. 24. Only these two
flavors were produced. The date is correct.
5432. Gantzer, C.J.; Buyanovsky, G.A.; Alberts, E.E.;
Remley, P.A. 1987. Effects of soybean and corn residue
decomposition on soil strength and splash detachment. Soil
Science Society of America Journal 51(1):202-206. Jan/Feb.
[22 ref]
• Summary: “The conclusions developed from this
experiment are:
“1. Incubation with soybean residue causes small (ca.
5-10%) but significantly greater soil splash than incubation
with the same amount of com residue, suggesting small
differences in stability are related to residue quality. No
difference in soil strength was detected, indicating a subtle
difference between splash and strength as measures of
surface-soil stability exist.
“2. Aggregate wet sieving did not differentiate treatment
effects on soil stability as well as soil splash or strength, and
therefore techniques other than aggregate wet sieving should
be used routinely.” Address: 1-2. Asst. Prof. and Associate
Prof. of Agronomy, Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, MO.
5433. Mangold, Grant. 1987. High tech comes down to
earth: Electronics spark new production practices. Soybean
Digest. Jan. p. 20d-e, 20h.
• Summary: A computer mounted in the cab of a spreader
can produce a soil map of the field, for computerized
fertilizer application. With the new Soilection system from
Soil Teq (Waconia, Minnesota), “computerized fertilizer
application is already here, propelling crop production
soundly into the computer age. And soon, computer-based
technology could control planters, sprayers, irrigation rigs
and combines, using the same computerized field map for
guidance.” Satellites offer possibilities but current satellite
tracking systems, similar to the “global positioning system
used by the military, are either not available or are too
expensive” at present.
Color photos show: (1) The computer screen above the
steering wheel in the cab of the spreader. (2) The spreader in
a field as it applies precise amounts of fertilizer–with the aid
of radio trackers. (2) A computer-produced map of several
fields that uses 5 colors to show how growth potential varies;
red is poor, dotted light-green is average, dark green is very
good.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
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concerning precision agriculture–based on GPS (Global
Positioning System).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that uses the term “global positioning system.”
5434. Product Name: Vegetarian Nature’s Patties Burger
with Tofu [Original, or BBQ].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nature’s Path.
Manufacturer’s Address: 9451 Van Horne Way,
Richmond, BC, V6X 1W2 Canada. Phone: 604-278-4584.
Date of Introduction: 1987 January.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic soybeans, nigari, water), soya
protein, sunflower seeds, brown rice, potato, rolled oats,
sesame seeds, walnuts, gluten, tomato, onion, pimento,
carrots, peppers, celery, sunflower oil, Engevita nutritional
yeast, herbs and spices, tamari soy sauce, psyllium seed,
molasses, dijon mustard.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Family size 10 x 3.3 oz patties,
or 4 x 3 oz patties. Each is a plastic bag.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Calories 236, protein 17.4 gm,
carbohydrate 22.9 gm, fat 12.0 gm, sodium 185 mg,
potassium 185 mg, fiber 1.5 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1987, undated.
8½ by 11 inches, color. “Nature’s Path Vegetarian Nature’s
Patties with Tofu. Contains no animal fats, eggs, dairy
products, nitrates, or cholesterol. Succulent non-meat patties.
17% protein.”
Spot in Soya Newsletter. 1987. 1(4):6. “Made with
tofu (17%) and a wide selection of grains and vegetables.
Contains no egg or dairy products.”
Label. 1988. 10 by 5.5 inches. Plastic bag. Red, black,
and blue on white with color photo of burger and vegetables.
Letter from Rick Furdal, manager. 1988. April 4. They
have moved to #170-2540 Simpson Rd., Richmond, BC V6X
2P9. Their restaurant, Woodlands Natural Foods, 2582 West
Broadway, Vancouver, BC V6K 2G1 (Phone: 604-733-5411)
makes over 100 fresh soyfoods recipes on a rotational basis.
5435. Product Name: Organic Tofu Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oasis Wholefoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit 3C, Dart Complex, Steamer
Quay Rd., Totnes, South Devon, England.
Date of Introduction: 1987 January.
Ingredients: Organic brown rice, tofu, carrots, onions,
sunflower seeds, okara, garlic, shoyu, sea salt, vegetable oil,
spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 160 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Simon Bailey.
1988. Oct. 10. Company name is now Oasis Wholefoods.
Phone: 0803-863167. They now make Organic Tofu (plain
& smoked), Tofuburger, and Organic Tempeh. In Dec. 1987
Francis Checkley sold the company to I.J. Mohammed.

Letter from I.J. Mohammed. 1991. Sept. 30. This
product was introduced in Jan. 1987. There is only one type/
flavor. Label sent by I.J. Mohammed. 1991. Sept. 30. 2.5
inches diameter. Pea green on yellow. Illustration of palm
trees. “Ready for eating hot or cold.”
5436. Prevedell, Donna. 1987. Can CRP [Conservation
Reserve Program] succeed? Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 40, 42N.
• Summary: The program is designed to check soil erosion
by taking the most erosive land out of production.
5437. Product Name: [Soyeux Silken Yogurt-like Dessert
(Vanilla, Chocolate, Hazelnuts, Orange, Redberries, Pear,
Strawberry, and Peach-Apricot)].
Foreign Name: Soyeux (Vanille, Chocolat, Noisettes,
Orange, Fruits des Bois, Poire, Fraise, Pêche-Abricot).
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix,
42400 Saint-Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.24.42.
Date of Introduction: 1987 January.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Water, soybeans* (20%), red cane
sugar, natural vanilla aroma, carrageenan (natural extract
of marine algae for thickening), sea salt, plant extracts. No
sugar added. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm plastic cup, 2 per pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 30 day shelf life at 4ºC.
Nutrition: Vanilla: Per 100 gm: Calories 80 (335 kJ),
protein 4.0 gm, lipids/fats 2.6 gm, sodium 12 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods (ESFA), 1987.
Jan. “Launched at SIAL (Oct. 1986). A new dessert, 100%
vegetal, based on soybean milk, contains no coloring nor
chemical preservatives. Presentation: Fresh product, to be
kept refrigerated and sold within 21 days. The net weight is
150 gm, and the cups are sold in 2-cup packs. Two flavors
will be proposed at the beginning: Vanilla and chocolate.
Other flavors such as nuts or chocolate will be presented later
on. Soyeux will be sold in health food shops.”
Color French-language brochure. 1988, undated.
Soyeux: The fresh soya dessert without sugar. Fructose is
added to some flavors. It is made with soymilk and gelled
with carrageenan. Address is now: Société Soy, 1 rue du
Crêt de la Perdrix, 42400 Saint Chamond, France. Phone:
77.31.23.66. Telex: 307072. Talk with Raymond Delcuratolo.
1989. Feb. 5. This is a yogurt-like dessert. Letter from
Bernard Storup. 1989. March 3. All flavors were introduced
in 1987. Vanilla, chocolate, hazelnut, orange, and redberries
in Jan., (orange and redberries were discontinued in July
1987), peach, strawberry, and peach/apricot (without added
sugar) in Sept.
Labels for Vanilla, Hazelnuts, and Pear. 1989. 2.5 inch
diameter foil lids and printed cups. Vanilla lid is white and
blue on beige. “No cholesterol.” The ingredients for pear
are: water, soybeans * 21%, fruit concentrate, pear (pulp and
morsels) 10%, corn starch, thickener, carrageenan, natural
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aroma, sea salt. Per 100 gm: 76 calories, 25 mg sodium.
Letter from Bernard Storup with new Labels. 1995.
Sept. 8. He encloses labels for Soyeux in four flavors
(Vanilla, Chocolate, Hazelnut, and Apricot) and notes that
this product is based on an old product, put on the market
again in June 1995. In French, Soyeux means “silken” or
“having the consistency of silk.”
5438. Product Name: Living Foods Organic Soy Drink.
Manufacturer’s Name: Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate,
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire SK6 2RF,
England. Phone: 061-430-6329.
Date of Introduction: 1987 January.
Ingredients: Incl. barley malt.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Neil Rabheru of
Unisoy. 1990. July 2. This product was launched by Living
Foods in early 1986. It is exported to the Netherlands. It
contains barley malt. It was made as a private label brand for
a company named Living Foods, but after that company went
into liquidation (bankruptcy), Unisoy decided to continue
making the product and marketing it themselves. It is not
selling very well because the product concept is wrong. But
it has potential.
Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. This
product was introduced after White Wave Soya Milk. It
contained a little organic barley malt and pearl barley. The
product originally belonged to a company named Living
Foods (in Brighton, England), founded by David White.
Living Foods was an importer-marketer, not a manufacturer.
They imported products (such as tofu from the Netherlands)
and sold it under the Living Foods brand. They were an
agent for Lima Foods, and imported Lima rice cakes.
This soyamilk was originally made by Soya Health Foods
(Sunrise), but Living Foods was not happy with the price and
quality, so they asked Unisoy to make the product, starting
in late 1986 or Jan. 1987. In the process, Living Foods went
bankrupt, so Unisoy bought the Living Foods brand to use
for soyamilk.
5439. Product Name: Westbrae Natural Malteds [Carob
Malted, Vanilla Malted, Cocoa-Mint Malted, Almond
Malted, or Caffeine-free Java Malted].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods
(Marketer). Made in Los Angeles by House Foods &
Yamauchi, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4240 Hollis St., Emeryville, CA
94608. Phone: (415) 658-7521.
Date of Introduction: 1987 January.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Vegetarian Times.
1987. April. p. 1. “Malteds... thicker and richer than ever–
half the fat of a shake! A non-dairy delight. Five delicious
flavors. Organic soybeans. Grain sweetened [rice syrup].” No
gums or carrageenan are used to enhance thickness. Spot in

Soya Newsletter. 1987. 1(3):6. Note: Introduced in 1984 and
imported from Japan. In Jan. 1987 the product started being
made, packaged, and retorted for Westbrae by House Foods
& Yamauchi Inc. in Los Angeles.
5440. Product Name: Tofu Spread [Dill, Celery, Garlic, or
Paprika].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wonder Natural Products
(Importer). Made in the Netherlands by Witte Wonder.
Manufacturer’s Address: 709 7th St., Hudson, IA 50643.
Phone: 319-988-3811.
Date of Introduction: 1987 January.
Ingredients: Dill: Fresh tofu* (made from soya beans with
filtered water and coagulated with nigari), filtered water,
soybean oil, barley malt syrup*, apple vinegar*, dill, guar
vegetable binder, herbs, seasalt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (220 gm) glass jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Dill: Per 1 tablespoon (14 gm): Calories 25,
protein 0.8 gm, carbohydrates 1.2 gm, fat 2.0 gm, sodium 40
mg (320 mg/100 gm).
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 9.5 by 1.25
inches. Black, green, and tan on white. “Delicious taste. Low
calorie. Contains organic ingredients. No cholesterol. No
sugar. Low sodium.” An illustration (line drawing) on the
front panel shows a traditional tofu master (taken from The
Book of Tofu without permission). “White Wonder emerged
from the pioneering activities of a group of consciously
living people. We believe in producing healthy, nutritious,
and good tasting food products which are made using only
the finest organic or natural ingredients.” Soyfoods Center
product evaluation. 1 May 1988. Herb. Delicious, but a little
rich on oil. Soya Bluebook. 1987. p. 95. Soya Newsletter.
1987. Nov/Dec. p. 6. Talk with Ruth Young. 1988. Sept.
15. The product was first sold in America in Jan. 1987. It is
imported from Witte Wonder in the Netherlands.
Leaflet (glossy color, 2 panels each side, each panel 10
x 14 cm) sent by White Wonder Natural products, Hudson,
Iowa. 1988. Sept. 22. “Tofu Spread: Contains organic
ingredients.”
5441. Bahar, Farid A.; Saenong, Sania. 1987. Yield
constraints to soybean production in south Sulawesi. CGPRT
No. 10. p. 387-94. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and
G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and Development in
Indonesia. [12 ref]
• Summary: Summary. Plant population: The plant type, soil
fertility and present management practices will affect the
density of plants. An appropriate plant spacing would be 40
to 50 cm between the rows and 10 to 20 cm within the rows.
At this plant spacing, 2 plants per hill is maintained.
Discusses: Liming; Rhizobia; Pests (the most destructive
insect is Etiella zinkenella). Address: Maros Research Inst.
for Food Crops (MORIF), Ujung Pandang, south Sulawesi
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(Celebes).
5442. Benjasil, Vichitr. 1987. Soybean production and yield
constraints: The situation in Thailand. CGPRT No. 10. p.
423-28. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and G. Gijsbers,
eds. Soybean Research and Development in Indonesia. [7
ref]
• Summary: “Soybean is grown in Thailand as part of the
cropping system in the north and the central region of the
country... Approximately 70% of soybean production is
from upland rainfed planting in the rainy season of which
the greater part of production is the early rainy season crops.
Dry season cropping makes up about 30% of production and
approximately half of this is under irrigation.
“Soybean production in Thailand has increased threefold
in the past decade due mainly to increases in acreage and
favourable prices. The current demand for soybean, however,
has exceeded local production capacities. The demand for
soybean meal for industry is especially high, requiring
annual imports of about 200,000 tonnes to satisfy the total
annual demand of 350,000 to 400,000 tonnes.” A table giving
the value of oil crop production (million U.S. dollars), shows
soybean at 34.4 for 81/82; and 76.9 for 85/86.
In summary, it is “indicated that pest control
management and time of planting in relation to water
availability are probably the major factors contributing to
yield constraints.” Address: Director, Field Crops Research
Inst., Dep. of Agriculture, Bangkhen, Bangkok, Thailand.
5443. Bosshart, R.P.; Uexkull, H.R. von. 1987. Maximum
yield research on soybean: A new approach to overcoming
yield limiting factors. CGPRT No. 10. p. 439-50. Feb.
J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean
Research and Development in Indonesia. [27 ref]
• Summary: “In its childhood in North America, Europe,
and Japan, newborn in China and the Philippines, and
in gestation in Malaysia and Thailand, maximum yield
research (MYR) has not yet been conceived in Indonesia. A
relatively new approach to agronomic research, MYR aims
to maximize crop yield by simultaneously overcoming all
factors limiting yield. To be successful, MYR must promote
positive multiple interaction among all factors affecting
yield. After the maximum yield has been determined,
economic analyses must identify the optimum input rates
and other practices to produce the maximum economic
yields (MEY) which gives farmers the highest net profit per
hectare...
“Traditionally, Justis Von Liebig’s ‘Law of the
Minimum,’ or single-limiting-factor concept, has guided
researchers in increasing crop yield. Using the analogy of
the water level in a barrel representing crop yield and the
staves of the barrel the limiting factors, the single-limiting
factor concept dictates that the water level or yield is
controlled by the height of the shortest stave or the level

of the most limiting factor. After the limitations caused by
one factor, such as N fertilizer rate, are overcome, another
factor is studied... Liebig’s law, though applicable at the
low end of the yield curve, has shortcomings in high-yield
agriculture: multiple interaction among nutrients, water,
and management practices may not be recognized... The
MYR concept attempts both to increase the size of the barrel
and to raise the water level to the top of the barrel in one
step by increasing the height of all staves simultaneously...
To achieve the maximum crop research yield for a given
location, an intensive multidisciplinary effort is required to
optimize all controllable factors...” Address: Deputy Director
and Director, East and Southeast Asia programme of the
Potash and Phosphate Inst. and the International Potash Inst.,
126 Watte Estate Rd., Singapore 1128.
5444. Bottema, J.W.T.; Dauphin, F.; Gijsbers, G. eds. 1987.
Soybean research and development in Indonesia. CGPRT
No. 10. ix + 477 p. Proceedings of a Workshop held 24-26
Feb. 1987 in Capayung, Indonesia. (Regional Co-ordination
Centre for Research and Development of Coarse Grains,
Pulses, Roots and Tuber Crops in the Humid Tropics of Asia
and the Pacific, Bogor, Indonesia). 25 cm. [400+ ref]
• Summary: The proceedings are divided into 9 sections: 1.
Introduction. 2. Policy and programme issues. 3. Economics.
4. Soybean support programmes. 5. Technical factors in
production. 6. Regional research and development and case
studies. 7. Contributions from international agencies. 8.
Summary. 9. Participants.
In the introduction, Dauphin notes: “Soybean is
a traditional food crop in Indonesia, it is mentioned in
Rumphius in the 17th century. It is grown mostly on Java, in
a multitude of farming systems, in irrigated lowland and in
dryland, in pure stand or associated with various other crops.
A diversity of uses has developed, particularly in human
consumption, which is matched in few other countries. Still
a relatively expensive part of the diet, soybean consumption
has grown rapidly during the past 2 decades with the rapid
increase in income of large segments of the population of
Java. Production has increased at a much lower rate and, as a
result, a growing part of the demand, at present, can only be
met by imports in spite of the Government’s efforts to boost
soybean production.
“After the remarkable success obtained with rice, for
which self-sufficiency has been recently attained, it was
only logical to follow a similar strategy to increase soybean
production. This implicitly assumed similarities in the
production systems of the two commodities, an assumption
which must be questioned...”
“One of the most striking findings is the extreme
diversity of the farming systems in which soybean is found
as well as of the technologies used to grow it. Practices differ
not only in varieties and in quantities of seeds, fertilizers
and other inputs, but also in other aspects, often covered by
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recommendations, such as the techniques used to prepare
the soil, to plant the seeds or to irrigate, or the selection and
arrangement of companion crops. A part of these differences,
which occur from farm to farm as well as from area to area,
may be explained by socio-economic factors such as access
to land, capital or knowledge. The rest are due to differences
in local climates, soils, irrigation facilities, or in pest
infestation, and indicate a certain degree of technological
adjustment by farmers to suit their environments.
“In this context of a diverse environment and of
already diversified techniques, uniform recommendations
as now developed without systematic on-farm verification
on the target areas may have little or no significant benefit
over traditional practices. They may well present serious
drawbacks affecting the soybean crop or other components
of the farming system.” Address: 1. CGPRT, editor 2. Senior
agronomist, CGPRT Centre.
5445. Bottema, J.W.T. 1987. Summary. CGPRT No. 10. p.
465-68. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and G. Gijsbers,
eds. Soybean Research and Development in Indonesia.
• Summary: “The CGPRT Centre organized a workshop on
Soybean Research and Development in co-operation with
AARD and CRIFC... In the period 1985 to 1987, the Centre
implemented the first phase of 2 major research projects,
the study of Soybean-based Farming Systems (SFSI) and
the Soybean Yield Gap Analysis Project (SYGAP). Both
studies are aimed at identifying constraints in the social
and agronomical sphere to soybean production.” Address:
CGPRT Centre [Indonesia].
5446. Brotonegoro, S.; Manshuri, A. Ghozi; van Staveren,
J. Ph. 1987. Soybean research and development in East
Java. CGPRT No. 10. p. 295-311. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema,
F. Dauphin, and G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and
Development in Indonesia. [40 ref]
• Summary: “With the establishment of the germplasm
unit at MARIF, the variability of local soybeans has been
assessed, evaluated and compared to modern improved
varieties... Results obtained so far have indicated the need for
putting more emphasis on the utilization of local varieties in
soybean breeding and selection work... Four major soybean
production systems have been recognized, including soybean
after sawah [wet] rice, mono- and intercropping of soybean
on rainfed upland, and production of seed planted on
rainfed upland during the rainy season.” Address: Director,
Crop physiologist, Agronomist, and Soil Scientist: Malang
Research Inst. for Food Crops (MARIF), Malang, Indonesia.
5447. Brotonegoro, Soetarjo; Heriyanto, -; Krisdiana, Ruly;
Laumans, Q.L. 1987. Soybean production constraints after
rice. CGPRT No. 10. p. 179-188. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema,
F. Dauphin, and G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and
Development in Indonesia. [8 ref]

• Summary: The Government of Indonesia has tried to
develop soybean production since 1974, but the rate of yield
improvement at the farmer level is still low. The target of the
Fourth Five-year Development plan (PELITA IV) is about
1.15 tonnes/ha. Address: Malang Research Inst. for Food
Crops (MARIF).
5448. Dauphin, F. 1987. Variability of soybean cropping
systems in Java: Implications for research and extension.
CGPRT No. 10. p. 157-65. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin,
and G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and Development in
Indonesia. [16 ref]
• Summary: Farmers work in diverse environments. It is
important to learn from their practices, avoid the temptation
to provide fixed recommendations, but provide practical
useful information and develop a farmer’s ability to use that
information in his decisions. A case study is given. Address:
Senior Agronomist, CGPRT Centre, Bogor, Indonesia.
5449. Guerts, P.M.H. 1987. Soybean trials and
demonstrations in West Sumatra 1984/1985 to 1986/1987.
CGPRT No. 10. p. 359-77. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin,
and G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and Development in
Indonesia. [6 ref]
• Summary: “The Government of Indonesia, assisted by the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,
implemented the Secondary Crop Intensification Programme
in 1978, to increase the production of secondary crops.
“Activities in West Sumatra started in 1983 and
over a 3-year period, 450 simple dispersed trials, 200
demonstrations, 5 block demonstration farms and 15 special
purpose trials were carried out.”
Terms in the Glossary include: Legin–”A peat-based
soybean inoculum produced by the University of Gajah
Mada in Yogyakarta, used in the INSUS programme.
Characterization: 10 million–1 thousand million Rhizobium
japonicum bacteria per gram; pH 6.8–7.2; storage at T
25º-30ºC up to 6 months if cooled, Legin expires after
1 year.” Sawah–”Bunded land used for lowland rice
production.” Secondary crops–”Food Crops often grown in
rotation with rice.” Upland–”Refers to either flat or sloping
land that is not bunded and on which crops are grown
under non-flooded (rainfed) conditions.” Address: FAO
Representative, Jakarta.
5450. Hseu, Ming-Lii. 1987. Improvement of soybean
production in East Java. CGPRT No. 10. p. 321-32. Feb.
J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean
Research and Development in Indonesia.
• Summary: “East Java produces 60% of the soybean
in Indonesia where the crop has been grown for several
decades. Management techniques in East Java are now
rather advanced, however the area of soybean has gradually
decreased. The main cause of this reduction is the poor yield
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per unit area. The yield increased very slowly from 750
kg/ha in 1974 to 850 kg/ha in 1984. The capital invested
increased but the profit has declined gradually. Farmers are
becoming less interested in growing soybeans.
“The Agricultural Technical Mission, Republic of China
(ATM-ROC) has studied the potential for soybean production
in East Java since 1983... Soybeans have a high potential
in East Java, since the net profit can be doubled or even
tripled with proper farm management. Soybean yield could
be increased by: proper planting, use of improved varieties,
intensive management, effective pest control, and good
post-harvest processing and storage.” Address: Specialist,
Agricultural Technical Mission, Republic of China [Taiwan]
to East Java.
5451. Ismunadji, M.; Zulkarnaini, I.; Somaatmadja, S. 1987.
Nutritional disorders of soybean in Indonesia. CGPRT
No. 10. p. 167-74. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and
G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and Development in
Indonesia. [11 ref]
• Summary: Nutritional disorders of soybean are common
in Indonesia. Visual symptoms, such as leaf chlorosis
(potassium deficiency), stunted growth, and malformation
of leaves are often observed in the field. Molybdenum and
phosphorus deficiencies, aluminum toxicity, and acid mineral
soils (corrected by careful liming) are common problems on
specific soil types.
Soybean is the most important grain legume crop
grown in Indonesia. It is used for food and feed and plays an
important role in the Indonesian diet as a source of protein.
Soybean protein is much cheaper than protein from animal
sources. Soybean-based food such as tempe, tahu, soy
sauce and taucho are very popular. Indonesia is not yet selfsufficient in soybean and imports are close to a half million
tons/year. The Government is promoting soybean production
by acreage expansion and intensification. Address: Bogor
Research Inst. of Food Crops (BORIF).
5452. Kuntyastuti, Henny; Dauphin, F. 1987. Soybean yield
reducing factors in East Java: A summary of the SYGAP
investigations in Pasuruan. CGPRT No. 10. p. 333-42. Feb.
J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean
Research and Development in Indonesia. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Most of the soybean in East Java is grown
in paddy fields after rice... Wetland soybean in Pasuruan is
planted during 2 seasons: early dry season (DS-1: March/
April to June) and late dry season (DS-2: July to October).”
Address: MARIF staff and agronomist, CGPRT Centre.
5453. Lokollo, Erna Maria; Dauphin, F.; Rachim, A. 1987.
A study of farmers’ practices on irrigated soybean. CGPRT
No. 10. p. 313-19. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and
G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and Development in
Indonesia. [2 ref]

• Summary: “The survey was conducted as part of the
Soybean Yield Gap Analysis Project (SYGAP) in Pasuruan
district, East Java, during the late dry season soybean crop.”
Address: 1. Economist, Centre for Agro-Economic Research
(CAER); 2. Senior Agronomist and Research Associate,
CGPRT Centre.
5454. Product Name: [Rice Miso, and Sweet White Miso].
Foreign Name: Komé Miso, Shiro Miso (Miso doce).
Manufacturer’s Name: Miso Produçoes.
Manufacturer’s Address: Rua do Douro, No. 92 r/c,
Rebelva, 2775 Parede, Portugal. Phone: (1) 247 50 68.
Date of Introduction: 1987 February.
Ingredients: Rice miso: Organic soybeans, rice koji, salt,
water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 350 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 153, protein 13.5 gm,
carbohydrates 19.1 gm, sodium 4400 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Miguel
Azguime, owner. 1989. Oct. 31. The rice miso is aged 2
years in wooden kegs. The sweet rice miso is aged 1-2
months. There are 5 varieties of Nerimiso. In 1990 rice
vinegar and mugi (barley) miso will also be available. Miso
is aged in 800 kg capacity wooden kegs, stored outside under
a large roof.
Eight years ago (in 1981) the company started research
on producing koji, in order to make natural miso on a
community scale. As demand increased, so did production
and understanding of the process. They shared experiences
with many friends, especially in Europe, studying
microbiology and making many experiments at the Lisbon
University Laboratory. [Parede is located about 10 miles
west of Lisbon, near the Atlantic Ocean.] Two years ago they
started using organically grown grains and by the end of
1990 all of their products will be guaranteed organic. Their
products are made using simple, time-honored techniques
to guarantee quality. They are the only company in Portugal
making koji and products derived from it. He and his wife
are professional musicians.
Labels. 1989. 7 by 2.75 inches. Black on white.
Illustration of a Tibetan vajra on each label. The rice miso
was introduced in Feb. 1987 and the sweet white miso in
Dec. 1987.
5455. Product Name: Soyboy Tofu Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name: Northern Soy, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30 Somerton St., Rochester, NY
14607. Phone: 716-442-1213.
Date of Introduction: 1987 February.
Ingredients: Harvest Light Tofu (filtered water, organicallygrown soybeans, natural calcium chloride nigari–a natural
mineral coagulant, not a preservative), red miso (water, rice,
soybeans, salt), carrots, dried onion, sesame seeds, sunflower
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seeds, spices, guar gum, carrageenan.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.25 oz 2 burgers per package.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 45 day shelf life. Or frozen.
Nutrition: Per burger (3.125 oz.): Calories 180, protein 14
gm, carbohydrate 4.3 gm, fat 12.5 gm, sodium 350 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s catalog.
1987. Oct. Gives ingredients. Talk with Andy Schecter. 1988.
Feb. 17. Launched in Feb. 1987. Label. 1987. 3.25 inches
diameter. Red, green, and black on yellow. “All natural
meatless entrees. Cholesterol-free. No preservatives and
nothing artificial. Precooked for your convenience.”
5456. Product Name: Organic Tofu [Smoked], Organic
Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oasis Wholefoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit 3C, Dart Complex, Steamer
Quay Rd., Totnes, South Devon, England.
Date of Introduction: 1987 February.
Ingredients: Cultured soya beans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (227 gm).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Simon Bailey.
1988. Oct. 10. Company name is now Oasis Wholefoods.
Phone: 0803-863167. They now make Organic Tofu (plain &
smoked), Tofuburger, Organic Tempeh. In Dec. 1987 Francis
Checkley sold the company to I.J. Mohammed.
Letter from I.J. Mohammed. 1991. Sept. 30. The smoked
tofu was introduced in Feb. 1987 and the organic tempeh in
Aug. 1987.
Label for Organic Tempeh sent by I.J. Mohammed.
1991. Sept. 30. 4 by 8 inches. Green on yellow. Illustration
of palm trees. “Cultured soya beans. Low in saturated fats.
High in protein. Cholesterol free. Salt free.” Three recipes
are given in condensed form in small type.
5457. Papendick, Robert I.; Elliott, L.F.; Power, J.F. 1987.
Alternative production systems to reduce nitrates in ground
water. American J. of Alternative Agriculture 2:19-24.
Winter. [28 ref]
• Summary: Between 1959 and 1980, the amount of nitrogen
fertilizer used in the USA increased by more than 600
percent. “Evidence indicates a strong positive relationship
between nitrogen fertilizer use on cropland and nitrate
concentrations in shallow ground water.” The solution
to the problem lies in improved nitrogen management
on croplands. Address: 1-2. Soil Scientists, Agricultural
Research Service, USDA, Pullman, Wahington 99164-6421;
3. Soil Scientist, Agricultural Research Service, USDA,
Lincoln, Nebraska 68583-0915.
5458. Rachim, A.; Dauphin, F. 1987. Agro-economic surveys
of soybean in upland areas, Garut, West Java. CGPRT
No. 10. p. 87-97. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and
G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and Development in

Indonesia. [3 ref]
• Summary: The results summarize the findings of surveys
conducted in the framework of The Soybean Yield Gap
Analysis Project during 1985 and 1986. A first survey
was conducted in Wanaraja in October 1985 and a second
in Banyuresmi in March 1986. The survey was aimed at
identifying agro-economic factors constraining productivity
in these areas.
The survey “confirms that decisions relating to soybean
cultivation, including relative area to be allocated to this crop
and the amount of input used for it (except labour), are only
weakly related to farm resources. It is also verified that there
is no statistical relationship between the amount of inputs
used for soybean and its yield–which does not mean that
there is no response to fertilizers.” Bean fly was the major
yield limiting factor during the early rainy season in 1985.
Address: Research Asst. and Senior Agronomist, CGPRT
Centre, Bogor, Indonesia.
5459. Saenong, Sania. 1987. Maintenance of soybean seed
viability and its relation to grain yield. CGPRT No. 10. p.
227-35. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and G. Gijsbers,
eds. Soybean Research and Development in Indonesia. [16
ref]
• Summary: “The predominant unsaturated, fatty acid
composition of soybean seed is the major cause of seed
deterioration. The albumin and globulin protein of soybean
seed absorbs more water than the other fractions of protein
which contributes to higher moisture content of the seed and
therefore enhances seed deterioration...
“When seeds are stored at room temperature (28 to
32ºC), it is recommended that an air-tight container be
used and the moisture of the seed be maintained at 6 to 8%.
This depends on the duration of the storage period. When
air-conditioned storage is available, then seeds can be kept
longer especially if their moisture is low.
“The use of high quality seed will produce good crop
stands, require less seeds per hectare and is more likely to
produce a higher grain yield.”
The Department of Agriculture has decided to increase
the national production of soybean through intensification
and extensification programs. Address: Maros Research Inst.
for Food Crops, South Sulawesi, Indonesia.
5460. Sarasutha, I.G.P.; Maamun, Yusuf; Bahar, Farid A.
1987. Prospects for soybean production in south Sulawesi.
CGPRT No. 10. p. 379-85. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin,
and G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and Development in
Indonesia. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean became an important secondary
crop after rice when Indonesia began importing to fulfill the
domestic demand (Sihombing 1985; Djauhari and Malian
1985). Domestic production has never met local demand
except during the first 5-year development plan (Sihombing
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1985). To meet the increasing demand for soybean, the
government implemented a national programme called
Bimas Palawija (mass guidance for secondary crops), the
aim of which was to persuade farmers to grow soybean, at
least for local needs... The inability of many soybean farmers
to increase productivity is due to improper management
and few or no inputs in the form of fertilizers or pesticides.
Appropriate technological packages leading to high yield are
necessary if farmers are to increase productivity... In South
Sulawesi, farmers have grown soybean intensively since
1979... The total area harvested increased from 10,195 ha in
1982 to 17,885 ha in 1985.” Address: Maros Research Inst.
for Food Crops (MORIF), Ujung Pandang, south Sulawesi
(Celebes).
5461. Sebayang, K.; Sihombing, D.A. 1987. The technology
impact of soybean yield in Indonesia. CGPRT No. 10. p. 3748. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and G. Gijsbers, eds.
Soybean Research and Development in Indonesia. [9 ref]
• Summary: East Java, as the production center of soybean,
cannot increase its contribution since the growth of its yield
and total production are low. To solve the problem, the
Government of Indonesia has launched a special program,
beginning on November 10, 1985 (National Hero’s Day),
to expand the production area through intensification of the
movement of transmigrants from Java to other islands and
by introducing a package program to increase the level of
soybean yield. Several Government supports in promoting
soybean production include: 1. Establish guaranteed floor
price; 2. Subsidize the use of farm inputs; 3. Subsidize the
use of Rhizobium inoculant; 4. Subsidize liming; 5. Intensify
extension activities; 6. Intensify research and development.
The successful soybean campaign in 1985/1986 increased
the production of soybean through the expansion of area
harvested (288,000 ha or a 32% increase compared to 1985
production) and, to some extent, its average yield. Address:
Directorate of Food Crop Production.
5462. Shanmugasundaram, S.; Tsou, S.C.S. 1987. Filling the
yield gap in soybean: Strategies and methodologies. CGPRT
No. 10. p. 405-21. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and
G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and Development in
Indonesia. [40 ref]
• Summary: “The average yield of soybean in Asia in 1985,
according to FAO statistics, ranged from 600 kg/ha for the
Philippines to 1812 kg/ha for Turkey and 978 kg/ha for
Indonesia.”
“The first strategy to fill the yield gap is to set the yield
goal. For a researcher it is both the attainable yield and
maximum yield; for an extension worker and progressive
farmer it is the best farm yield; for the average farmer it
is the maximum economic yield; and for the region or
country it is to improve the average yield. For example, the
maximum yield goal for Indonesia should be 4 tonnes/ha;

best farm yield should be 3.5 tonnes/ha; maximum economic
yield should be between 2.5 and 3.0 tonnes/ha; national
average yield should be to achieve at least 1.5 tonnes/ha.
“The second strategy concerns constraints on high
yield. Constraints can be varietal, edaphic, environmental,
biological, socio-economic or a combination of the above.”
In conclusion: “Researchers must first understand the
farmers’ problems before developing a technology for them.”
Address: Plant Breder and Director, Production Systems
Programme, AVRDC, Taiwan.
5463. Smis, Tom. 1987. Soybean intensification experience
of the FAO technical co-operation programme in East Java.
CGPRT No. 10. p. 129-40. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin,
and G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and Development in
Indonesia.
• Summary: In October 1985, the Government of Indonesia
initiated a Crash Programme with the objective of obtaining
self-sufficiency in soybean production by the end of
REPELITA IV. At the beginning of the Crash Programme,
the main constraints to soybean production in the country
were identified as: 1. The lack of quality seeds of high
yielding varieties; 2. The prevalence of pests, diseases
and weeds; and 3. The lack of skill and knowledge of the
extension workers and farmers in the field of soybean
production techniques. The goals of the Crash Programme
were set on the removal of these 3 constraints.
Concludes that based on the results of the FAO TCP
project (for which extensive data is given), soybean
cultivation practiced in a highly intensive way is very
profitable. In east Java it would be realistic to expect the
average farm productivity to reach 1,750 kg/ha. To reach
this level it will be necessary to adopt the whole package
of improved cultural practices. Gives numerous specific
recommendations. Address: Technical advisor, FAO TCP/
INS/6653.
5464. Taslim, H.; Pirngadi, K. 1987. Constraints on soybean
production in Jatiluhur irrigation command areas. CGPRT
No. 10. p. 267-72. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and
G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and Development in
Indonesia. [6 ref]
• Summary: Soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr) is the second
most important food crop after rice in Indonesia. The low
input technology of soybean production may account for the
low soybean average yield in Indonesia of 0.7 tonnes/ha.
Address: Agronomists, Sukamandi Research Inst. for Food
Crops.
5465. Product Name: Braised Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 31 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1987 February.
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Ingredients: As of 1998: Wildwood tofu (filtered water,
soybeans organically grown in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990, nigari/magnesium
chloride, a natural firming agent), onions, celery, carrots,
water, tomato paste, honey, rice vinegar, rice syrup, rice
wine, scallions, arrowroot, garlic, ginger, salt, toasted sesame
oil.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jeremiah
Ridenour. 1988. Aug. 26. This product was introduced about
18 months ago (1987). It is braised on a grill and served with
a sauce.
Label sent by Billy Bramblett. 1998. July. He says this
product was introduced in 1987, and made at Wildwood’s
plant in Fairfax.
5466. Ehmke, V. 1987. Rotation decks soybean cyst
nematode. Soybean Digest. Mid-March. p. 36, 38.
• Summary: Although nematacides provide good SCN
control (see table listing 9 brands), they can be more
expensive than crop rotation.
5467. Product Name: Barbara’s 14 Grains.
Manufacturer’s Name: Barbara’s Bakery, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3900 Cypress Drive, Petaluma,
CA 94592. Phone: 707-765-2273.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
Ingredients: Whole wheat*, barley, corn*, millet, oats,
rye*, triticale*, brown rice, soybeans*, flax seeds, oat bran,
wheat bran*, buckwheat, milo, quinoa, amaranth*. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz box, 12 per case.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Barbara’s Bakery.
1989. March 1. The breakfast cereal was launched in March
1989. They buy the soybeans already flaked. Barbara’s was
founded in 1971 as a whole wheat bread bakery.
5468. Ehmke, V. 1987. Yields blossom under no-till rotation.
Soybean Digest. March. p. 32d, 32f.
• Summary: Heavy herbicide usage is required.
5469. Mangold, Grant. 1987. Narrow row trend stalls.
Soybean Digest. March. p. 22-23.
• Summary: Slim profits slow switch to solid seeding. Yields
are higher, but so are costs.
5470. Product Name: Nasoya French Country Herb Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nasoya Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 23 Jytek Park (P.O. Box 841),
Leominster, MA 01453.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
Ingredients: Well water, stoneground organic soybeans,
herbs [marjoram, rosemary, thyme] and spices, magnesium

chloride (nigari), calcium sulfate, seasalt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz (284 gm) packed in water
in molded plastic tray, with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film
top.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Adweek East. 1987. April
6. Leaflet. 1987. 8½ by 11 inches, color. “Nasoya Delicious
Seasoned Tofu.” Label reads: “Organic. Made with Well
Water.” LaBell. 1987. Food Processing. May. Spot in Food
Engineering. 1987. May.
5471. Product Name: Chinese 5 Spice Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nasoya Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 23 Jytek Park (P.O. Box 841),
Leominster, MA 01453.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
Ingredients: Well water, stoneground organic soybeans,
herbs and spices [ginger, garlic, anise, cloves, fennel],
soysauce, magnesium chloride (nigari), calcium sulfate,
seasalt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz (284 gm) packed in water
in molded plastic tray, with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film
top.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1987. 8½ by 11
inches, color. “Nasoya. Delicious Seasoned Tofu.” Label
reads: “Organic. Made with well water.” LaBell. 1987. Food
Processing. May.
5472. Product Name: Nasoya Sweet & Sour Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nasoya Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 23 Jytek Park (P.O. Box 841),
Leominster, MA 01453.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
Ingredients: Tofu (well water, stoneground organic
soybeans, magnesium chloride, nigari), calcium sulfate,
expeller pressed sunflower oil, sauce: sauce, well water,
apple and pear juice, soysauce, apple cider vinegar, lemon
juice, natural herbs, spices and flavorings, natural vegetable
gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1987. 8½ by 11
inches. Color. “Make Meatless Meals in Minutes. Tofu
in Oriental Sauce.” Label reads: “Heat and serve. Tofu in
sweet ‘n sour sauce.” Soya Newsletter. 1987. 1(3):8. Spot in
Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1987. June. p. 56. Retails for
under $2.50 per 16 oz package. Has a 5 week shelf life.
5473. Product Name: Organic Tempeh, Organic Seasoned
Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrisoy Pty. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 255 Forest Road, Arncliffe 2205,
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NSW, Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
Ingredients: Seasoned: Organic soybean, water, cider
vinegar, sea salt, garlic, coriander and culture (Rhizopus
oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm in plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels with dates sent by
Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling these products in March 1987. Seasoned: Blue,
yellow and red on white. On the front panel: “Nutritious.
Cholesterol free... For a high energy breakfast, quick lunch,
or hearty main meal. No artificial flavouring, colouring, or
preservatives. Improved quality. Fitness food.”
5474. Palawija News (Bogor, Indonesia). 1987. Workshop:
Soybean Research and Development in Indonesia. Held 2426 February 1987 at Cipayang, Indonesia. 4(1):1-2, 7, 9, 11.
• Summary: CGPRT organized this workshop in cooperation
with the Agency for Agricultural Research and Development
(AARD) and the Central Research Institute for Food
Crops (CRIFC). In attendance were 106 scientists from all
major research institutes in Indonesia and several overseas
institutions. An overview of Indonesian soybean production
and consumption is given. The per capita consumption of
soybean grain in the country rose from 3 kg in 1969 to 8 kg
in 1986. This lead to a major increase in imports. Address:
CGPRT Centre, Bogor.
5475. Product Name: [Tofumé Smoked Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofumé.
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix,
42400 Saint-Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.24.42.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans (23.4%), soy sauce, spices,
and aromatics.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm poly bag, two per bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 129, protein 13.1 gm, fats
8.2 gm, carbohydrates 0.6 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Full-color Englishlanguage leaflet. 1988, undated. Smoked tofu with spices.
Letter from Bernard Storup. 1989. March 3. This product
was launched in March 1987 and is still on the market.
Label. 1989, received. 8 by 4 by 1.5 inch paperboard box.
Red, yellow, green, and brown on light yellowish beige.
“Recipes for two inside. Preparation based on soya. Smoked
on a wood fire. Easy to cook. The green protein (La proteine
verte). Store at +4ºC. Order our recipe book by sending 20
French francs in postage stamps.” Color illustration on cover
of diced smoked tofu with vegetables, cheese, and shrimp.
Color recipe on the back.
Label. 1989. 4 by 7.5 inches. Brown, green, red, and

yellow on white. Printed on poly bag. “Fresh tofu smoked on
a wood fire. Tofu, a food balanced in protein 16.1%, lipids
9.2%, and carbohydrates 1.6%, is prepared by SOY from
the best organically grown soybeans.” Shows the Nature et
Progres logo indicating organically grown ingredients.
5476. Product Name: Emperor’s Best Amaranth Tempeh
(With Soybeans).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Source (Appropriate Foods,
Inc.).
Manufacturer’s Address: 292 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, NY
11207.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, amaranth, Rhizopus
oligosporus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. March 1. 3 by
4 inches. Black on silver. Soya Newsletter. 1987. 1(3):6. 8 oz
for $1.40 retail. Interview with Robert Werz. 1987. Sept. 9.
5477. Product Name: Emperor’s Best Rye Caraway
Tempeh (with Soybeans).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Source (Appropriate Foods,
Inc.).
Manufacturer’s Address: 292 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, NY
11207.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, rye, caraway seeds,
Rhizopus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. March 1. 3
by 4 inches. Black on yellow. Interview with Robert Werz.
1987. Sept. 9.
5478. Product Name: Amaranth Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc.
(Marketer). Made in Boulder, Colorado, by White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Leandro, CA 94577.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans (grown in accordance with
Section 26569.11 of the California Health and Safety Code),
amaranth, barley, millet, water, tempeh culture (Rhizopus
oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (227 gm). In perforated
plastic big inside printed plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 184, protein 16 gm,
carbohydrates 20 gm, sodium 23 mg, fat 4 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987, undated. 5.5
by 6.5 inches. Green letters with yellow printed on plastic
bag. “Foods for Health. Amaranth. Legendary Aztec staple
food. Delicately nutty seed. High in amino acid lysine.
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Recipe for Amaranth Tempeh Stroganoff on back.” Interview
with Lonnie Stromnes. 1987. Aug. 31.
5479. Product Name: Szechuan Baked Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Surata Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 302 Blair Blvd., Eugene, OR
97402.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
Ingredients: Tofu (organically grown soybeans, water,
nigari), E.V.K. Szechuan Sauce (soy sauce, vinegar, water,
salt, toasted sesame oil, cooking sherry, arrowroot, herbs,
spices).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz in poly bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. undated. 2.5 by
3.25 inches. Red, silver, and black on white. “An Oregon
Cooperative. Hot & Spicy.” A second label, same size and
color, received June 1988 and said to be introduced in
March 1987, has the following ingredients: “Surata Tofu
(organically grown soybeans, water, nigari), Szechuan Sauce
(water, soy sauce, vinegar, toasted sesame oil, cooking
sherry, herbs and spices, carob bean gum, carrageenan).”
Form filled out by Shevah Lambert. 1990. July 2. Surata
now makes 300 lb/month of this product. He says production
started in July 1988, but in Jan. 1991 says that the product
was actually introduced in March 1987.
5480. Product Name: Tempeh Temptations: Marinated
Tempeh Filets.
Manufacturer’s Name: Western Soy Complements, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Santa Cruz, CA 95062.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
Ingredients: Soybean tempeh (made with organic soybeans
and brown rice according to CA Health and Safety Code
Section 26569.11), shoyu (a natural soy sauce), fresh ginger,
garlic, spices, peanut or safflower oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz vacuum packed. Retails
for $1.69 (8/88 Berkeley, CA).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1988. 2.5 by 3.25
inches. Orange, black, and white. “A cutlet. A burger. For
salad. Stir fries. Heat ‘n’ eat. Complete protein. Delicious
cold, too! Perfect for toaster or microwave.” Talk with
Jeremiah Ridenour. 1988. Aug. 31. This is a fried and
marinated product that was launched in March 1987.
Product with Label purchased at Safeway supermarket
in Lafayette, California. 1990. Dec. 3. The ingredients have
changed: Soy-rice tempeh is used instead of soy tempeh, and
canola oil instead of peanut or safflower oil. It is now a 6 oz.
vacuum pack that retails for $1.79.
5481. Product Name: Santa Cruz Tempeh. Soy-Rice [Three
Seed with Sunflower, Sesame & Poppy Seeds].
Manufacturer’s Name: Western Soy Complements.

Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-479-05968.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
Ingredients: Organically grown* soybeans, filtered water,
organically grown* brown rice, sunflower seeds, sesame
seeds, poppy seeds, brown rice flour, Tempeh culture (R.
oligosporus), vinegar. * = Organically grown in accordance
with section 26569.11 of the California Health and Safety
Code. safflower oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz vacuum packed. Retails
for $1.59 (8/88 Berkeley, CA).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Products with Labels
purchased in Berkeley, California. 1988. Aug. 30. 2.75 by
5 inches. Black, white and brown. “A cultured soyfood.
Preparation: Use as a protein-rich staple food: slice, fry,
bake, or steam. Season to taste. Occasional black or grey
spots are part of the tempeh culture and not indicative of
spoilage.”
Note that this company is at the same address as
Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa Cruz.
5482. Product Name: Sea Veggie Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1990 North 57th Court, Boulder,
CO 80301.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
Ingredients: Organically raised soybeans, water, hiziki
[sic., hijiki] and arame (sea vegetables), culture (Rhizopus
oligosporus grown on a vegetable medium).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz perforated plastic bag in a
printed plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz: Calories 184, protein 16 gm, fat 4 gm,
sodium 36 mg, carbohydrates 16 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987, undated.
5.5 by 6.5 inches square. Pea green and white on turquoise
background. Pareve. Back panel reads: “This tempeh is well
suited for stir-fry dishes, stews, and soups, imparting just a
subtle flavor of the sea.” Recipe for Tempeh & Vegetable Stir
Fry on back. Interview with Lonnie Stromnes. 1987. Aug.
31.
5483. Product Name: Island Spring Fettuccine, Linguine,
Spinach Fettuccine.
Manufacturer’s Name: Island Spring, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 747, Vashon, WA
98070. Phone: 206-622-6448.
Date of Introduction: 1987 April.
Ingredients: Fettuccine: No. 1 enriched durum semolina
flour, organic tofu (water, soybeans organically grown
and processed in accordance with Section 26569.11 of the
California Health and Safety Code, calcium sulfate, glucono
delta lactone). No preservatives added.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Six 10 oz packets per case.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition: Fettuccine: Per 4 oz.: Calories 316, protein
14 gm, carbohydrates 58 gm, fat 3 gm, sodium 7 mg. No
cholesterol or lactose.
New Product–Documentation: Island Spring Inc. Fact
sheet and price list. 1988. A pasta maker makes the final
product using Island Spring tofu. Label for Fettuccine. 1988.
4 by 6 inches. Green, white and red on black. Sketch of an
impressionistic 3-color heart. “We’ve replaced the eggs with
nutritious, cholesterol-free tofu!”
5484. Product Name: [Tofu Salad (Soya-Vegetables):
Garlic, Special, and Smoked].
Foreign Name: Tofusalat (Soja-Gemuese), Salade de Tofu
(Soya-Légumes), Tofusalade (Soja-groenten).
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1987 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Jar.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988. 4
by 3.5 inches. Card stock. White, gold, and black on orange.
“Tofu Salad. Natuur. Nature. Naturell. Natural. Also comes
in garlic, special, and smoked. Ingredients (in 4 languages):
Tofu (soya proteins)*, sunflower oil*, water, arrow-root,
vegetable extract, sea-salt, herbs, spices. * = organically
grown. Product weight = 100 gm. Nutritional composition:
Vegetable proteins 8.3%, vegetable fats 13.9%, ash 1.62%,
carbohydrates 2.3%, 168 calories (Kcal) per 100 gm.”
Label. Received 1988. 10.5 by 1.25 inches. Glossy paper.
Orange and black on a pastoral background with sea gull and
duckling. Additional ingredients include (organically grown)
carrots and parsley. Note that we have 3 labels for Tofu Salad
from Jonathan, probably from different periods. Form filled
out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989. Jan. 11. These flavors were
introduced in April 1987.
5485. Product Name: [Soyastern Soya Drink].
Foreign Name: Soyastern Soya Drink.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyastern Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Osteratherstr. 26, 5000 Koeln 60,
West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1987 April.
Ingredients: Wasser, Sojabohnen aus kontrolliert
biologischem Anbau.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987, undated. 7
by 3 inches. Black on white and blue. “A natural soy protein
drink, cholesterol-free, unsweetened. Produced traditionally,
not deodorized or sterilized, no artificial flavors. As with
all high-quality natural foods, this fresh product must be
refrigerated.” Letter from Thomas Karas. 1989. April 21.
“We started to produce this Soy Drink in April 1987 as

a fresh product, but stopped soon because of sanitation
problems. Nevertheless we will try again soon, because now
we have a new production plant on a higher standard.”
5486. Product Name: [Bio Mets Athanor Vegetable
Blanquette (Tempeh Stewed in White Sauce)].
Foreign Name: Bio Mets Athanor Blanquete Végétal.
Manufacturer’s Name: Athanor SARL.
Manufacturer’s Address: ZAE La Biste “Atelier 9,” 34670
Baillargues, France. Phone: 67 87 0608.
Date of Introduction: 1987 May.
Ingredients: Tempeh, carrots, onions or leeks, mushrooms,
soymilk, apple cider, arrowroot, sunflowerseed oil, aromas,
unrefined seasalt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm plastic tray in a
paperboard box. FOB price 12.95 FF.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Calories 171, lipids 15.9 gm,
protein 4.2 gm, carbohydrates 2.7 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988.
May. Paper box, 5.5 by 4 by 1 inches. Multi-colored
illustration of blanquette on front panel with sun logo.
“100% Plant Protein. Preparation based on tempeh and
vegetables. Ready in several minutes.”
5487. Product Name: [Bio Mets Athanor Vegetable
Bolognaise {With Tempeh}].
Foreign Name: Bio Mets Athanor Bolognaise Végétal.
Manufacturer’s Name: Athanor SARL.
Manufacturer’s Address: ZAE La Biste “Atelier 9,” 34670
Baillargues, France. Phone: 67 87 0608.
Date of Introduction: 1987 May.
Ingredients: Tempeh, onions or leeks, carrots, tomato paste,
soy sauce, sunflowerseed oil, aromas, unrefined seasalt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm plastic tray in a
paperboard box. FOB price 11.85 FF.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Calories 54, lipids 2.5 gm, protein
5.6 gm, carbohydrates 2.3 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988.
May. Paper box, 5.5 by 4 by 1 inches. Multi-colored
illustration of Bolognaise on front panel with sun logo.
“100% Plant Protein. Preparation based on tempeh and
vegetables. Ready in several minutes.”
5488. Product Name: [Bio Mets Athanor Vegetable Curry
{With Tempeh}].
Foreign Name: Bio Mets Athanor Curry Végétal.
Manufacturer’s Name: Athanor SARL.
Manufacturer’s Address: ZAE La Biste “Atelier 9,” 34670
Baillargues, France. Phone: 67 87 0608.
Date of Introduction: 1987 May.
Ingredients: Tempeh, onions or leeks, carrots, white
turnips, cauliflower, raisins, soy sauce, pure sunflowerseed
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oil, spices and aromas, unrefined seasalt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm plastic tray in a
paperboard box. FOB Price 12.35 FF.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Calories 111, lipids 7.9 gm, protein
6.0 gm, carbohydrates 3.9 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988.
May. Paper box, 5.5 by 4 by 1 inches. Multi-colored
illustration of curry on front panel with sun logo. “100%
Plant Protein. Preparation based on tempeh and vegetables.
Ready in several minutes.”
5489. Product Name: [Bio Mets Athanor Vegetable Ragout
{With Tempeh}].
Foreign Name: Bio Mets Athanor Ragoût Végétal.
Manufacturer’s Name: Athanor SARL.
Manufacturer’s Address: ZAE La Biste “Atelier 9,” 34670
Baillargues, France. Phone: 67 87 0608.
Date of Introduction: 1987 May.
Ingredients: Tempeh, haricot beans, carrots, onions or
leeks, tomato paste, aromas, soy sauce, sunflowerseed oil,
unrefined seasalt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm plastic tray in a
paperboard box. FOB price 12.15 FF.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Calories 92, lipids 6.3 gm, protein
6.1 gm, carbohydrates 2.6 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Note: Webster’s Dictionary
defines ragout (derived from the French ragoût, and first
used in about 1664) as “Well-seasoned meat and vegetables
cooked in a thick sauce.”
Label. Received 1988. May. Paper box, 5.5 by 4 by 1
inches. Multi-colored illustration of ragout on front panel
with sun logo. “100% Plant Protein. Preparation based on
tempeh and vegetables. Ready in several minutes.”
5490. Product Name: [Bio Mets Athanor Mixed Salad
{With Tempeh}].
Foreign Name: Bio Mets Athanor Salade Composée.
Manufacturer’s Name: Athanor SARL.
Manufacturer’s Address: ZAE La Biste “Atelier 9,” 34670
Baillargues, France. Phone: 67 87 0608.
Date of Introduction: 1987 May.
Ingredients: Tempeh, carrots, onions or leeks, cider
vinegar, olive oil, garlic, unrefined seasalt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm plastic tray in a
paperboard box. FOB price 11.65 FF.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Calories 100, lipids 6.8 gm, protein
4.1 gm, carbohydrates 4.3 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988.
May. Paper box, 5.5 by 4 by 1 inches. Multi-colored
illustration of the tempeh salad on front panel with sun logo.
“100% Plant Protein. Preparation based on tempeh and

vegetables. Ready in several minutes.”
5491. Beuerlein, Jim; Jeffers, D.L.; Eckert, D. eds. 1987. The
soybean in Ohio. Ohio Extension Bulletin No. 741. iv + 128
p. May. Illust. 28 cm.
• Summary: See next page. Bound as a paperback book with
a full-color cover, this is a collection of chapters covering
all aspects of soybean production, with two chapters on
feeds and one on food uses (largely modern soy protein
products). A color photo of each author is given. Contents:
1. Origin and history of Ohio soybean industry, by Brian
McBlain. 2. Development and growth, by Daniel L. Jeffers.
3. Variety development, by S.K. St. Martin. 4. Seed quality,
by Miller McDonald. 5. Variety selection, by Jim Beuerlein.
6. Tillage practices, by Donald Eckert. 7. Soil fertility and
crop nutrition, by Jay Johnson. 8. Cultural practices, by
Jim Beuerlein. 9. Growing semidwarf varieties, by Richard
L. Cooper. 10. Disease control, by A.F. Schmitthenner. 11.
Weed control, by Kent Harrison and Ed Stroube. 12. Insect
control, by Ronald Hammond. 13. Multiple cropping, by
Daniel L. Jeffers. 14. Harvesting, drying, handling and
storage, by Bill Schnug and Jim Beuerlein. 15. Production
economics, by Darrel Acker. 16. Soybean marketing
alternatives, by Dean Baldwin. 17. Feeding soybean products
to livestock, by John Staubus, Steve Loerch, Don Mahan,
and Ed Naber. 18. Soybeans as a forage crop, by Robert
Van Keuren. 19. Soybean food products, by Andrew Peng.
20. Problem identification and solution, by Jim Beuerlein.
Glossary. Appendix.
Note: This publication was issued by the Ohio
Cooperative Extension Service, not by OARDC (Ohio
Agricultural Research and Development Center, which is
the successor to the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
starting in 1965). Address: Ohio State Univ.
5492. Product Name: Light & Creamy Blue Cheese
Dressing (Originally Called Golden Soy Tofu Blue Cheese
Salad Dressing).
Manufacturer’s Name: Golden Soy Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 495, Athens, OH
45701.
Date of Introduction: 1987 May.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (water, organic soybeans, calcium
sulfate), soy oil, real dairy blue cheese, water, apple cider
vinegar, raw honey, nutritional yeast, dried onion, salt,
vegetable gum, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 fluid oz (1 pint) glass jar
retails for about $3.40.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 1 tablespoon (19 gm): Calories 50, protein 2
gm, carbohydrates 2 gm, fat 4 gm, sodium 120 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Product Alert. 1987. April
27. “Golden Soy Tofu Blue Cheese Salad Dressing.” News
release. 1987. Aug. 12. “Cholesterol free, low calorie, low
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fat.” Label. 1987. 10 by 2.5 inches. Light blue, dark blue,
yellow, and white. “Low cholesterol. Low fat. Low sodium.
Rich and creamy. All natural. No preservatives.”

chlorosis (Neibur and Fehr, 1981) should be used to prevent
chlorosis expression.” Address: Deere & Co. Technical
Center, Moline, Illinois.

5493. Product Name: Light & Zesty Onion Dip (Originally
Called Golden Soy Onion Dip).
Manufacturer’s Name: Golden Soy Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 495, Athens, OH
45701.
Date of Introduction: 1987 May.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (water, organic soybeans,
calcium sulfate coagulants), water, dried onion, soy oil,
apple cider vinegar, shoyu (water, soybeans, wheat salt),
raw honey, whole wheat flour, nutritional yeast, dried
parsley, salt, vegetable gum, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 fluid oz (1 pint) glass jar
retails for about $3.40.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 1 tablespoon (19 gm): Calories 45, protein
1 gm, carbohydrates 2 gm, fat 3 gm, sodium 170 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Product Alert. 1987.
April 27. “Golden Soy Onion Dip.” News release. 1987.
April 20. The product will be released in May. News
release. 1987. Aug. 12. “Cholesterol free, low calorie, low
fat.” Ads in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1987. Oct. p. 35.
Label. 1987. 10 by 2.5 inches Blue, gray-green, yellow,
and white. “Dairy free and no cholesterol. Delicious dip
for vegetables & chips. All natural. No preservatives.”

5496. McBlain, Brian. 1987. Origin and history of Ohio
soybean industry. Ohio Extension Bulletin No. 741. p. 1-7.
May. Beuerlein et al. eds. The Soybean in Ohio. iv + 128 p.

5494. Harper, James E. 1987. Nitrogen metabolism. In: J.R.
Wilcox, ed. 1987. Soybeans: Improvement, Production, and
Uses. 2nd ed. Madison, Wisconsin: American Society of
Agronomy. xxii + 888 p. See p. 497-533. Chap. 13. [287 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Nitrate metabolism. 2. Nodulation
and dinitrogen fixation. 3. Interactions of nitrate metabolism
and symbiotic dinitrogen. 4. Conclusion.
A high level of inorganic nitrogen, especially nitrate, in
soil depresses nodulation and nitrogen fixation of soybean
plants. Address: USDA-ARS, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL.

• Summary: Contents: Domestication and dispersal of the
soybean in the Orient. Introduction of the soybean to Europe
and North America. Development of soybeans in the United
States and Ohio. The soybean as food. Industrial uses. The
future.
A.H. Ernst said that the soybean “had come to Illinois
and Ohio from San Francisco in [actually after] 1850...
In 1882 the first annual report of the Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station (OAES) reported that the species was
grown that spring and had potential as a soiling crop (greenchop) and for green manure. The 1893 OAES Annual Report
included a positive report on the adaptation of the crop to
Ohio. Soybeans were grown annually by the OAES from
1892 and by 1904 were being grown on 14 acres... In 1900
OAES Report No. 206 recommended solid seeding the crop
for forage and use of the crop as a replacement for clover...”
“The USDA played a key role in the development of
this crop in the United States in cooperation with the state
agricultural experiment stations. In 1907 the crop was one
of the responsibilities of C.V. Piper, who was head of the
USDA’s Office of Forage Crops. Piper was called “the
Prophet” by his colleagues; he felt that soybeans were a
neglected crop that needed promotion. That year he hired
W.J. Morse as the first full-time soybean researcher in the
United States and possibly in the world. He was to evaluate

5495. Johnson, R.R. 1987. Crop management. In: J.R.
Wilcox, ed. 1987. Soybeans: Improvement, Production, and
Uses. 2nd ed. Madison, Wisconsin: American Society of
Agronomy. xxii + 888 p. See p. 355-90. Chap. 9. [182 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Seed selection. 2. Tillage. 3.
Fertility. 4. Planting practices. 5. Cropping systems. 6.
Postemergence crop management. 7. Harvesting. 8. Crop
management outside the USA. 9. Summary.
“Iron chlorosis is a common problem on calcareous
soils. Iowa researchers have developed a visual score ranging
from 1, no yellowing, to 5 severe yellowing. Froehlich
and Fehr (1981) reported that average yield loss increased
by 20% for each unit increase in chlorosis score. Thus,
Fechelate sprays (Randall, 1977) or cultivars resistant to iron
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soybean introductions for potential cultivation in the United
States.”
Note: We can find no evidence that Morse was hired by
Piper as a “full-time soybean researcher.” The soybean is not
even mentioned in the correspondence leading up to Morse’s
hiring. Morse was told that he would be working with
various forage crops. During his first two years on the job,
he focused on comparing cowpeas and soybeans, but as late
as 1928 he was still working with and writing articles about
kudzu, velvet beans, and pigeon peas. Before long, however,
his interest increasingly shifted toward soybeans and by 1909
he may well have been devoting at least half of his time to
them; by 1921 he was considered USDA’s “soybean expert”
and in March 1931 a document first stated that he was “in
charge of soybean investigations” at USDA’s Bureau of Plant
Industry.
“In 1908 the OAES received two dozen strains for
evaluation from William Morse.”
“In 1916 there were 4,921 acres of soybeans in Ohio,
and by 1923 some 128,000 acres were grown as a hay crop.”
“The first soybean varietal releases from OAES were
four unspecified selections from varieties available before
1898. They were released as small seed lots in 1916. The
variety Hamilton was first selected at OAES in 1909 from
Medium Brown. Hamilton was named by 1922, but it was
likely one of the four lines released in 1916. It was a latematuring, brown-seeded hay type. John Wing, a seedsman
from Irwin, Ohio, apparently sold the first private soybean
variety in the state by 1925 and possible before 1912. The
variety was called Wing Jet and was a black-seeded hay
type.”
Note: Wing Seed Co. started selling soybeans in its
1909 catalog–with high praise for the relatively new crop.
Four varieties were offered: Medium Early Yellow, Ito San,
Ogemaw, and Brownie. By 1910 the company was offering
three soybean varieties it had developed by itself, through
selection: Wing’s Mikado, Mongol, and Sable. In its 1911
catalog Wing first offered a soybean variety named Jet.
“The USDA and state agricultural experiment stations
had evaluated more than 800 accessions from various
countries by 1925. Morse, as head of the USDA Office of
Soybean Investigations, directed development of soybean
varieties for the Midwest and selected many of the first
ones. Varieties were evaluated and other USDA agronomic
research on soybeans continued mostly at the Arlington
Experimental Station [in Virginia] through 1927.
“Most varieties grown in Ohio up to the present are
descendants of six selections from the original 800. These
six were yellow-seeded varieties, a necessary trait for
the production of light-colored soybean oil. Two of these
varieties, Manchu and Manchuria, and selections from
them began to supplant the pre-1890’s variety, Ito San, in
Ohio by 1923. Scioto and Mingo, selected in the mid-1920s
from Manchu, were yellow-seeded and released in the mid-

1930s by OAES. Two varieties selected from Manchuria in
1913 and 1920 and called Manchuria 13177 and Manchuria
20173, respectively, may have been informally released by
OAES in the 1930s.”
Note: In a letter to Soyfoods Center dated 23 Aug. 1989,
McBlain acknowledged that the first sentence above should
have read “from San Francisco after 1850...”
A color map shows the location of soybean production
in the United States in 1975; it was prepared from county
yield data. Address: Asst. Prof. of Agronomy, Ohio State
Univ.
5497. Mengel, D.B.; Segars, W.; Rehm, G.W. 1987. Soil
fertility and liming. In: J.R. Wilcox, ed. 1987. Soybeans:
Improvement, Production, and Uses. 2nd ed. Madison,
Wisconsin: American Society of Agronomy. xxii + 888 p.
See p. 461-96. Chap. 12. [196 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Mineral nutrition of soybean. 2.
Soybean fertilization practices currently used in the USA.
3. Diagnosing fertilizer and liming needs. 4. Liming. 5.
Soybean response to fertilizer application. 6. Fertilizer
application method for soybean. 7. Residual effects of
fertilizer applications.
“Soil pH has a major influence on the need for specific
micronutrients. Iron chlorosis is a serious concern for
soybean producers on some calcareous soils. Attempts to
overcome or correct this problem have been described by
Frank and Fehr (1983) and Wallace and Mueller (1978).
Foliar applications of various Fe-containing materials have
the potential to correct the chlorosis problem. Kaap (1973)
has summarized several studies which deal with foliar
application of these materials.
“Variety selection is another management tool that can
be used to reduce the severity of the chlorosis problem. The
physiology of Fe accumulation for contrasting varieties has
been researched by Elmstrom and Howard (1970).” Address:
1. Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana; 2. Univ. of Georgia,
Athens, GA; 3. Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
5498. Odendaal, T.E.M.; Van Deventer, C.S. 1987. Genotipeomgewingsinteraksie by sojabone [Genotype-environment
interaction of soybeans]. Suid-Afrikaanse Tydskrif vir Plant
en Grond (South African J. of Plant and Soil) 4(2):65-69.
May. [10 ref. Afr; eng]
• Summary: “A combined analysis of variance was
performed on the grain yields and protein percentages of
the seed of 14 soybean cultivars which were evaluated at
nine different localities over 3 years.” Address: 1. Olie- en
Proteïensadesentrum, Navorsingsinstituut vir Graangewasse,
Privaatsak X1251, Potchefstroom, 2520; 2. Departement
Genetika, Universiteit van die Oranje-Vrystaat, Posbus 339,
Bloemfontein, 9300. Both: Republiek van Suid-Afrika.
5499. Product Name: White Wave Soya Yogart [Raspberry,
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Strawberry, Black Cherry, Honey & Muesli]. Renamed
Unisoy Soya Yogart in Aug. 1989.
Manufacturer’s Name: Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate,
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire, England.
Phone: 061-430 6329.
Date of Introduction: 1987 May.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 120 gm cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Simon Bailey. 1988.
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo
shows the label. “Dairy Free. Yogurt-style Cultured Soya
Milk.” On the top of each cup is a square logo, with one
corner at the top–so that it looks like two triangles, one
facing up and one down. In the top triangle is an illustration
of a breaking wave, and in the bottom half are the words
“White Wave.” CSP form filled out by Simon Bailey. 1988.
Sept. 28. Gives date of introduction as Autumn 1986. Neil
Rabheru is in charge of production and Martyn Webster of
sales.
SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1990. 1(1):3. New products
from Unisoy include Soya Yogart in 4 flavors. It is made
with fresh organic soya milk and sweetened with pure apple
juice.
Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1990. July 2.
Followed by letter (fax) of July 9. This product was launched
in May 1987 and was renamed Unisoy Soya Yogart in Aug.
1989. The original yogurt was made with ordinary inorganic
soyamilk and sweetened with raw cane sugar. “This was
the first ever extended shelf life [soy] yogart in Europe. It
was also the first to be made from fresh soya milk.” All the
previous soy yogurts in the UK had contained soy protein
isolates, since the manufacturers did not know how to make
soymilk with a high protein level.
In Aug. 1989 the company launched a new soy yogurt,
Unisoy Soya Yogart, which had the fruit (such as raspberry)
preserved in apple juice (instead of sugar), used organic
soyamilk, and was sweetened with pure apple juice, which
see.
Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. They
started with four flavors shown above. When they switched
over to the Unisoy brand, they dropped the Honey & Muesli
flavors and replaced it with Peach Melba.
5500. Van Doren, D.M., Jr.; Reicosky, D.C. 1987. Tillage
and irrigation. In: J.R. Wilcox, ed. 1987. Soybeans:
Improvement, Production, and Uses. 2nd ed. Madison,
Wisconsin: American Society of Agronomy. xxii + 888 p.
See p. 391-428. Chap. 10. [140 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Tillage. 2. Irrigation. 3. Summary.
Address: 1. Ohio State Univ. & Ohio Agricultural Research
& Development Center, Wooster, OH; 2. USDA-ARS-NCR,
North Central Soil Conservation Research Lab., Morris,
Minnesota.

5501. Wilcox, J.R. ed. 1987. Soybeans: Improvement,
production, and uses. 2nd ed. Madison, Wisconsin: American
Society of Agronomy, Inc. xxii + 888 p. Subject index. 24
cm. Agronomy series: No. 16. [3282 ref]
• Summary: Contains 21 chapters by various authors, each
cited separately. Address: Purdue Univ., West Lafayette,
Indiana.
5502. Product Name: SweetSoy (Soymilk) [Absolutely
Plain, Honey-Vanilla, Simply Carob, Cha-Cha Cherry, or
Oriental Almond].
Manufacturer’s Name: Ambrosia Soy Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 199 Saltonstall Parkway, East
Haven, CT 06512. Phone: 203-467-8821.
Date of Introduction: 1987 June.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, soy lecithin, flavor.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 pint plastic bottle with cap
retails for $0.89, or 1 quart retails for $1.59.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 19 day shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: Olivero. 1987. New York
Times (Connecticut Ed.). Aug. 9. Interview with Liz Appel.
1987. Oct. 7. She started June 1987. Uses a Takai pressure
cooker system bought through Bean Machines. Uses hot
grind to reduce beany flavor, hot fill to extend shelf life.
Distributed by Country Barn to health food stores in New
England.
Ad (2¼ by 5 inches, black and white) in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1989. Feb. p. 12. “People say, ours is better!
Soymilk, pies, puddings, dips, and yogurt. The Ambrosia
Soy Company of East Haven, Connecticut. Fresh, organic,
and pure. We’re the new kid on the block.” An illustration
(line drawing) shows a bottle of soymilk against a bed of
soybeans.
Soya Newsletter. 1989. Jan/April. p. 12. “Ambrosia
Soy’s fresh soymilk in supermarket dairy case.” At
Waldbaum’s Foodmart.
Talk with Liz Appel. 1989. Nov. 9. Fresh soymilk is a
hard product to sell in America. Soy yogurt is much easier.
5503. Product Name: [Soybean Spread with Herbs].
Foreign Name: Soja-Aufstrich Kraeuter.
Manufacturer’s Name: Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur.
Manufacturer’s Address: Osdorfer Landstrasse 4, D-2000
Hamburg 52, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1987 June.
Ingredients: Soybeans* (Sojabohnen*), onions*,
sea salt (Meersalz), herbs (Kraeuter), lactic acid
bacteria (Milchsaeurebakterien), sunflowerseed oil
(Sonnenblumenoel). * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 ml.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1988. 3 by 2 inches.
Black on white. This product is made from Soja Quark. Note
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that on 1 Aug. 1986 the company moved to this new address
in Hamburg.
5504. Cole, Desiree C. ed. 1987. Proceedings of the
workshop for the Southern Africa region on basics of
soybean cultivation and utilization. Harare, Zimbabwe: Crop
Science Dep., Univ. of Zimbabwe. 199 p. Held 24 Feb. to 7
March 1986, University of Zimbabwe. Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: The cover title: “Soyabeans in southern Africa.”
Contents: Opening ceremonies. Welcome remarks.
Opening address. Keynote address.
Soyabean Production (4 papers).
Soyabean Breeding (4 papers).
Rhizobium (5 papers).
Land Preparation (4 papers).
Seed (2 papers).
Diseases of Soyabean (4 papers).
Pests (4 papers).
Soyabean Economics (4 papers).
Soyabean Utilization (6 papers).
Country Reports (1 paper; 8 reports about 6 countries).
A very interesting book. Each chapter in this book
is cited separately. Address: Crop Science Dep., Univ. of
Zimbabwe, P.O. Box MP 167, Mount Pleasant, Harare,
Zimbabwe.
5505. Product Name: Cream of the Bean Soy Ice Cream
[Chocolate, Carob, Strawberry].
Manufacturer’s Name: Cream of the Bean, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3973 Grove Ave., Gurnee, IL
60031.
Date of Introduction: 1987 June.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz plastic cup.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Stuart Doblin.
1989. Aug. 14. The company made a soy ice cream only
during the summer of 1988 and sold it through local health
food stores. It was hard pack pints. They dropped it to focus
on Soygurt and because more sophisticated equipment was
needed for soy ice cream.
5506. Product Name: [Jonathan Dressing (Tofu, Hot, or
Napoli)].
Foreign Name: Jonathan Dressing (Tofu, Hot, or Napoli).
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03-664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1987 June.
Ingredients: Tofu Dressing: Water, tofu (soya proteins)*,
virgin sunflower oil*, malt barley syrup*, mixed vegetables,
malt vinegar, sea-salt, natural lactic acid, garlic powder,
mixed herbs, vegetable gum. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm glass jar.
Nutrition: Proteins 2.9 gm, fats 18.1 gm, glucides 3.6 gm.

189 calories (Kcal) per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988.
7.5 by 2.5 inches. Glossy paper. Green, gold, and black on
a white background with small, color photo of vegetables.
Form filled out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989. Jan. 11. This
product was introduced in June 1987.
5507. Product Name: [Jonathan Tofu Dressing].
Foreign Name: Jonathan Tofudressing (Soya).
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03-664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1987 June.
Ingredients: Tofu (soya proteins)*, water, virgin sunflower
oil*, corn syrup, vinegar, mustard, sea-salt, guar, saffron. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm glass bottle.
Nutrition: Proteins 7 gm, fats 28 gm, glucides 7 gm, salt
0.32 gm. 285 calories (Kcal) per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988.
7.5 by 2.5 inches. Glossy paper. Aqua, gold, and black on
a white background with small, color photo of vegetables.
Form filled out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989. Jan. 11. This
product was introduced in June 1987.
5508. Product Name: [Jonathan Tofunaise (Tofu
Mayonnaise, Natural and Lemon)].
Foreign Name: Jonathan Tofunaise (Natuur, Nature and
Citroen, Citron).
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03-664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1987 June.
Ingredients: Tofu (soya proteins)*, virgin sunflower oil*,
corn syrup, apple vinegar, mustard, sea-salt, guar, saffron. *
= Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm glass jar.
Nutrition: Proteins 7 gm, fats 28 gm, glucides 7 gm, salt
0.32 gm. 285 calories (Kcal) per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988.
7.5 by 2.5 inches. Glossy paper. Aqua, gold, and black on
a white background with small, color photo of vegetables.
Form filled out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989. Jan. 11. This
product was introduced in June 1987.
5509. STS–Soya Technology Systems Ltd. 1987. Storage,
cleaning, screening & dehulling of soybeans. The quality
of a soymilk depends on the quality of the raw material
used (Leaflet). 11 Dhoby Ghaut #11-06, Cathay Building,
Singapore 0922. 2 panels each side. Each panel: 30 x 21 cm.
Also published in Chinese. [Eng; Chi]
• Summary: Contains 11 color photos with descriptions
showing soybeans during the cleaning process. STS is a
member of the DTD group.
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5510. Torii, Yasuko. 1987. New developments with tempeh
in Japan (Interview). Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center, July 1. 2 p. transcript.
• Summary: Torigoe-Seifun stopped making tempeh in
mid-1987. They had a hard time popularizing it. Marusan’s
tempeh is not selling well. They, too, are thinking of
stopping. Mr. Kanasugi and the Natto Assoc. are trying
to cooperate with Marusan. They suggest selling “tempeh
miso,” made as follows: Mix 10 kg tempeh, 10 kg barley
koji or rice koji, and 1 kg salt. Grind in a meat grinder and
let stand at room temperature in the summer for 1 month.
The result is a sort of Finger Lickin’ Miso. Barley koji works
best, and the resulting tamari is delicious. Mr. Kanasugi
hopes some miso maker will make this. Only Mr. Kanasugi
is doing tempeh research. He makes this miso in his
restaurant daily. He also makes a spread like peanut butter.
Mr. Ose is still making tempeh but his business, Udai, is not
doing well. No one is left at the Ministry of Agriculture with
an interest in tempeh: Mr. Katoh went to work with FAO in
Rome and Ohta went to Showa Seiyu.
Why did tempeh fail to catch on in Japan? 1. It was
poorly marketed. 2. The ads and Torigoe aimed at the older
generation who still know how to deep fry foods. 3. It is not
clear whether the attempted tie-in with natto was helpful or
harmful. Natto is a convenient fast food. Now tempeh is not
even sold at Natural House, the natural foods supermarket.
Organic soybeans from Living Farms are now widely used in
Japanese miso and natto.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2020)
that mentions a “natural foods supermarket” in Japan.
Address: Kamitsuchidana 324, Ayase-shi, Kanagawa-ken
252, Japan. Phone: 0467-76-0811.
5511. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1987. Pari de mitsuketa
honmono no tôfu. Munôyaku daizu tsukai parikko ni apiiru
[Real tofu made in Paris with organically-grown soybeans
and it appeals to the Parisians]. July 31. p. 13. [Jap; eng+]
• Summary: Mr. Noboru Sakaguchi, age 59, has a tofu shop
located in Champaigny–only 20 minutes away from Paris.
The shop opened 3 years ago and is called Daizou. The
majority of the employees are French. Sakaguchi employs
a Japanese plant manager, Mr. Takatashi Hiroyama, age 39.
Mr. Sakaguchi also has a health foods store and restaurant,
Le Bal en Bois. This is the parent company of Daizou. They
produce about 1,000 cakes of tofu (1 cake = 380 gm) a day.
Of these, 200 are made with organically grown soybeans
and are vacuum packed. The company also uses regular
soybeans from Canada and organically grown ones from the
U.S. They use nigari in their tofu manufacturing process.
They have been experimenting with silken tofu (kinugoshi)
and have done market studies with some newly developed
soymilk mayonnaise. Their tofu sells for 7 French francs per
cake wholesale, and 9-12 francs retail. They sell their organic

tofu for the same price as the regular cakes as a method of
introducing it into the market. Right now, their big enemy is
water that is too alkaline.
5512. Hapgood, Fred. 1987. The prodigious soybean.
National Geographic 172(1):66-91. July.
• Summary: Superb photos and an interesting original
color painting done by artist James Gurney, in the style of
Norman Rockwell, shows more than 60 products containing
soybean ingredients (both food and industrial). But, except
for the first 2 pages, the text of this far-ranging article is
mediocre to embarrassingly erroneous; even the National
Geographic editors didn’t like it, but Hapgood refused to
correct his many errors. For example, large bold print at
the top of the first page reads: “For centuries Chinese have
called the Soybean ‘Yellow Jewel’ or ‘Great Treasure.’ Now
this prodigious bean is seen by some as a weapon against
world hunger.” Note: This is the earliest English-language
document seen (July 2007) that uses the term “Yellow Jewel”
or “Great Treasure” to refer to the soybean.
Superb photos by Chris Johns show: (1) Selling tofu in
China. (2) Harvesting soybeans with combines. (3) A tractor
suspended high over the hold of a cargo ship loaded with
soybeans. (4) Making koji at Kikkoman. (4) 42 different
colors and shapes of soybean seeds. (5) Henry Ford on 2
Nov. 1940 wielding an ax against a car trunk lid made from
a highly resilient soybean-derived plastic. (6) Yuba drying
over pans of soymilk. (7) A Japanese woman with her driedfrozen tofu drying under the farmhouse eaves. (8) Favorite
Japanese soyfoods dishes: Dengaku, Simmering tofu, yuba,
and miso dumplings. (9) Hatcho miso in vats with stones
piled high on each in an earthquake-proof pyramid shape.
(10) Mame-maki (bean-throwing ceremony) at Setsubun,
held each February in Japan; the beans are thrown from
small wooden measuring boxes (masu). (11) The hari-kuyo
ceremony for broken needles in Tokyo. (12) A martial arts
master and former Shaolin temple monk in China testing his
strength by plunging his arm elbow-deep into a soybeanpacked barrel. Address: Boston.
5513. Product Name: Organic Barley Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Junsei Yamazaki.
Manufacturer’s Address: Route 1, Box 1333, Orland, CA
95963. Phone: 916-865-5979.
Date of Introduction: 1987 July.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, organic barley,
well water, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bulk. 15 lb costs $72.00 incl.
shipping.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Yamazaki. 1987. The
Junsei Yamazaki Miso and Umeboshi Story. 6 p.
5514. Product Name: [Taifun Smoked Tofu].
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Foreign Name: Taifun Geraeuchertes Tofu / Raeuchertofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Life Food.
Manufacturer’s Address: Stuehlinger Strasse 9, D-7800
Freiburg, West Germany. Phone: 0761/50 61 55.
Date of Introduction: 1987 July.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic), natural soy sauce, smoke (from
birch and juniper), herbs, wine vinegar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. March 22. 3 by 2.25 inches. Green, black,
yellow, and orange red on beige. Logo of yellow circle.
Refrigerate at 2-7ºC. They now make 60 kg/week.
5515. Product Name: [Taifun Tempeh, and Smoked
Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Taifun Tempeh, und Tempeh geraeuchert.
Manufacturer’s Name: Life Food.
Manufacturer’s Address: Stuehlinger Strasse 9, D-7800
Freiburg, West Germany. Phone: 0761/50 61 55.
Date of Introduction: 1987 July.
Ingredients: Smoked: Organically grown soybeans, tempeh
starter, smoke.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm poly bag. Retails for
DM 4.50.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. 3.5 by 1.5 inches. Dot matrix printed
on a white self-adhesive label. Refrigerate at 4ºC or below.
Marrese notes that they currently make 20 kg/week of
tempeh.
Note: This is the world’s earliest known smoked tempeh.
5516. Mennonite Central Committee. 1987. Soybean project.
Agriculture Program, Report No. 14. p. 29-41. July. (Dhaka
[Dacca], Bangladesh).
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Kharif season
(Chuadanga): Seed contracts and sales, agronomic
observations (stand establishment), insects and diseases, seed
production, cropping pattern survey.
Rabi season (Noakhali, Lakshmipur, Comilla): Seed
sales, agronomic observations (stand establishment, insects,
diseases and other problems, demonstration plots, yields).
Agronomic research: Introduction, Chuadanga (kharif
season, rabi season), Noakhali rabi season (Raipur, Char
Bata, other trials). Seed storage trials. Utilization and
marketing (Thirteen women in Chaudanga and Noakhali
now demonstrate cooking with soybeans. Visit by Ellen
Jayawardene of the Soyfoods Research Centre in Sri Lanka).
Address: Mennonite Central Committee, 1/1 Block “A”,
Mohammedpur, Dhaka -7, Bangladesh.
5517. Product Name: Sharon’s Finest Tofu-Rella (TofuBased Cheese Alternative with Casein) [Monterey Jack

Style, Jalapeño Jack Style, and Mild Cheddar Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sharon’s Finest. Div. of Rose
International (Product Developer-Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 2687, Petaluma, CA
94953-2687. Phone: 707-778-7721.
Date of Introduction: 1987 July.
Ingredients: Mild Cheddar style: Real Tofu, soy oil,
casein*, sea salt, citric acid, lecithin, natural flavor, guar
gum, annatto seed for color. *Casein is the protein in nonfat
milk. It is free of cholesterol, lactose and rennet, and is what
allows this tofu product to be so similar to cheese.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz vacuum pack. Retails for
$2.29.
How Stored: Refrigerated. 6 months shelf life if unopened.
New Product–Documentation: Product Fact Sheet. 1987.
States that Tofu-Rella “contains 51% real tofu” but Richard
Rose (the developer) says that it contains 4 gm of spray dried
tofu and 18 gm casein. He is allergic to dairy products, so
rarely eats it. Soyfoods Center product evaluation: 1989,
Feb. 19. Delicious, and it melts just like dairy cheese.
Labels. 1988. April. 3 inches square. Red and orange,
green, or blue on white. The product name is written “TofuRella.” “Cholesterol free. Lactose free. Nothing artificial.
Use just like cheese... Made expressly for Sharon’s Finest.”
Note 1. This is one of the first labels for cheese alternatives
which explained clearly that casein comes from milk (see
ingredients listing). Note 2. There is no mention of “Rose
International” on the label.
New Labels. 1990. March 1. For Monterey Jack and
Jalapeño Jack styles. 4 inches square. Self adhesive. One
label each for front and back of package. Black and one
other color on white. Illustration of two bamboo stalks with
leaves. The front panel states: “Made with organic tofu. No
cholesterol. Low in saturated fat. 8 oz.” Back panel: “Thank
you for buying Tofu-Rella...”
Product with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s in
Concord, California. 1993. Oct. 11. 2.5 by 3 inches. Red and
blue on white. Price: $2.89/lb. The ingredients listing notes
that “Casein is protein from nonfat milk.”
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, black, purple, and green on tan
kenaf paper) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo West (Anaheim, California). 1994. March 10-13.
“Product information. Sharon’s Finest Healthy Alternatives.”
“TofuRella. The original tofu-based cheese alternative, and
still the best! Lower in fat and free of cholesterol, it comes
in 5 delicious flavors. Melts, shreds, stretches, and tastes just
like cheese.” Talk with Richard Rose, president of Sharon’s
Finest. 1994. April 21. This product was first sold under the
Sharon’s Finest brand in July 1987. The same product was
introduced in June 1986 by Brightsong Foods (the forerunner
of Sharon’s Finest) in Petaluma, California. It was in July
1987 that Sharon’s Finest was formed as a division of Rose
International. Sharon’s Finest was also a consumer brand.
This was Sharon’s Finest’s first and flagship product. By
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that time Richard thought that his company would be getting
into cheeses in a big way. Rose International was phased out
in about 1989. FDA just finished reviewing all of Sharon’s
Finest’s labels and they gave Richard permission to continue
using the terminology “Cheese Alternative” instead of
“Imitation Cheese” (which the FDA would have preferred).
Richard thinks his company might have been the first to
use the term “Cheese Alternative.” Now most companies
are using this same term. FDA allows foods to be labeled
“Nondairy” even if they contain casein, caseinates, whey, or
whey protein concentrates.
5518. Product Name: Vitasoy Natural Soy Drink (Liter
Size Organic) [Creamy Original, and Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Vitasoy (USA) Inc. (Importer).
Made in Hong Kong.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, CA 94107.
Date of Introduction: 1987 July.
Ingredients: Creamy Original: Filtered water, organic
soybeans, barley malt, pearl barley, sunflower oil, seaweed
(Japanese kelp), sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8.4 fluid oz (250 ml), 1 liter
Tetra Brik Aseptic carton. $1.89 retail.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Per 6 fl oz.: Original: Calories 110, protein 7 gm,
carbohydrate 10 gm, fat 5 gm. Carob: Calories 150, protein 6
gm, carbohydrate 22 gm, fat 4 gm. Chocolate: Calories 160,
protein 6 gm, carbohydrate 24 gm, fat, 4 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. 1986. 8.4 fl oz: 2.5
by 4.25 inches by 1.5 wide. Paper carton. Original: Orange,
green, white on tan with blue band and little soy beans.
Chocolate: Dark brown band with chocolate pieces. Carob:
Orange band with carob pieces. All illustrated with glass of
soy drink with straw. “Natural soy drink. Truly a non-dairy
delight!”
Ad in East West. 1987. Aug. Inside front cover. Fullpage color. “Introducing New Liter Size Vitasoy. Greattasting soymilk made with organic soybeans. Vitasoy also
comes in 4 flavors of individual serving size... Creamy
Original, Rich Chocolate, Carob Supreme and Vanilla
Delite.” Also in Vegetarian Times. 1987. Aug. p. 47, Nov.
inside front cover. Ad in East West. 1987. Oct. Inside back
cover. Full page color. “Our family size is here. Good news
for Vitasoy fans. Great-tasting soymilk made with organic
soybeans.” Same ad in New Age. 1987. Sept/Oct. inside
from cover, and 1988. March/April. p. 8. Talk with Grace
at Vitasoy. 1988. Sept. 7. The liter size original and vanilla
were launched in July 1987.
Ad in Vegetarian Times. 1988. Nov. Back cover.
“Soymilk users love Vitasoy. Here’s why...” Four quotes
from satisfied users. Also in April 1989. p. 3. Leaflet. 1988.
April. “We’ve got what you’ve been looking for... Great
tasting. Wholesome ingredients. High in protein, rich in
vitamins. Low sodium, low fat and fewer calories. 100%

cholesterol free. Totally no-dairy. Long shelf life. Versatile in
usage. Great value for the price.”
5519. Beg, Akhtar. 1987. Soybean research in Pakistan.
In: Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center.
1987. Soybean Varietal Improvement: Proceedings of the
International Workshop, Jakarta, Indonesia, 21-22 July 1984.
Shanhua, Taiwan: AVRDC. vii + 93 p. See p. 63-72.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History of soybean
research in Pakistan. Problems of soybean production and
research. Research objectives and development activities.
Future soybean research: Evaluation of soybean cultivars for
different areas, evaluation of soybean as a companion crop,
soybean seed production, inoculum production, minimum
tillage. Research findings: Insect pests and diseases, yield
trials, cropping systems, intercropping of soybean under
shade, varietal trials. Address: National Coordinator
(Oilseeds), Pakistan Agricultural Research Council, P.O. Box
1031, Islamabad, Pakistan.
5520. Carangal, V.R. 1987. Selection and testing of soybean
for rice-based cropping systems. In: Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center. 1987. Soybean Varietal
Improvement: Proceedings of the International Workshop,
Jakarta, Indonesia, 21-22 July 1984. Shanhua, Taiwan:
AVRDC. vii + 93 p. See p. 25-30.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Asian rice-farming
systems network. Varietal characteristics of soybean.
Collaboration with the University of the Philippines. Varietal
testing of upland crops. Address: Head, Rice Farming
Systems Program, International Rice Research Inst., Los
Baños, Laguna, Philippines.
5521. Product Name: Homestyle Tempeh “No-Chicken”
Salad.
Manufacturer’s Name: Homestyle Foods (Formerly
Sonoma Specialty Foods).
Manufacturer’s Address: 2317 Bluebell Dr., Santa Rosa,
CA 95403.
Date of Introduction: 1987 August.
Ingredients: Tempeh (organic soybeans, culture), celery,
soy oil, soy milk, relish, soy sauce, mustard, vinegar, garlic,
parsley, spices, and honey; Improved recipe (1988). Tempeh
(organic soybeans*, culture), celery, soy oil, soy milk,
mustard, tamari, vinegar, sesame, relish, garlic, parsley,
natural spices and honey. * Grown in accordance with CA
H&S Code 26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 2.66 oz.: Calories 155, protein 7.5 gm,
carbohydrates 7.4 gm, fat 10.7 gm, fiber 2.0 gm, sodium 0.25
gm, cholesterol 0.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 4.5 inches
diameter. Red and blue on white plastic lid. “Natural.
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Non-Dairy. Cholesterol Free. No Preservatives. Use on
sandwiches, in Dips and Salads.” Interview with Benjamin
Hills. 1987. Sept. 7. In 8 oz plastic tubs. Label. 1988. In both
8 and 15 oz tubs. Red, black, and yellow on white. “New!
Non-Dairy. Cholesterol-Free. Ready to Eat. Natural. No
Preservatives. Nutritious.” Spot in Health Foods Business.
1988. April.
5522. Product Name: Homestyle Tofu Dessert (Pudding)
[Cherry Berry].
Manufacturer’s Name: Homestyle Foods (Formerly
Sonoma Specialty Foods).
Manufacturer’s Address: 2317 Bluebell Dr., Santa Rosa,
CA 95403. Phone: 707-525-8822.
Date of Introduction: 1987 August.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic soybeans*, water, calcium
sulfate), fruit concentrate, soy oil, natural cherry and
raspberry flavor, tapioca, natural beet extract, lemon,
and vanilla. * Grown in accordance with CA H&S Code
26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4.5 oz in plastic cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 2.25 oz.: Calories 75, protein 2.5 gm,
carbohydrates 8 gm, fat 2 gm, fiber 0.3 gm, sodium 0.2 gm,
cholesterol 0.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 3 inches
diameter. Red and black on white lid. “Cholesterol &
Lactose Free.” Soy Power. 1987. Catalog. 4.5 oz. Interview
with Benjamin Hills. 1987. Sept. 7. Cherry Berry introduced
in about August 1987. New Labels. 1988. 3 inches diameter.
“Non-Dairy. Cholesterol Free. Nutritious. Natural. Kosher.
Ready to Eat.” Spot in Vegetarian Times. 1988. Oct. Also
shows Carob Mint and Chocolate Royale flavors. Talk with
David Burns. 1991. April 10. The company introduced a new
label for the chocolate and cherry-berry flavors in March
1991.
5523. Product Name: Aurora Delight (Tofu Ice Cream)
[Vanilla Almond, Cherry Amaretto, Chocolate Truffle,
Peanut Butter, Caffe Jamaica]. Formerly named Island
Spring Frozen Tofu Dessert.
Manufacturer’s Name: Island Spring, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 747, Vashon, WA
98070. Phone: 206-622-6448.
Date of Introduction: 1987 August.
Ingredients: Vanilla almond: Water, organic tofu (water,
soybeans, organically grown and processed in accordance
with section 26569.11 of the Calif. health and safety code,
calcium sulfate); high fructose corn sweeteners, lightly salted
roasted almonds, corn oil, natural unsalted almond butter,
pure vanilla, vegetable gums (guar gum, carrageenan).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 pints per case.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Vanilla almond: Per 4 fl. oz.: Calories 260,

protein 4 gm, carbohydrates 27 gm, vegetable fat 15 gm,
sodium 70 mg, calcium 47 mg. No cholesterol or lactose.
New Product–Documentation: Island Spring Inc. Fact
Sheet and Price List. 1988. Brochure. 1988. Frozen Assets!
“There’s no product like it–The premium dessert that stands
alone–cholesterol free, low sodium & all natural. Aurora
Delight.” Gives photo of package plus ingredients and
nutritional information for each flavor. “Here’s to healthy
self-indulgence.” Note: The name was changed to this name
from Island Spring Tofu Frozen Dessert in Aug. 1987.
5524. Sumarno, -. 1987. Soybean breeding for Indonesian
cropping systems. In: Asian Vegetable Research and
Development Center. 1987. Soybean Varietal Improvement:
Proceedings of the International Workshop, Jakarta,
Indonesia, 21-22 July 1984. Shanhua, Taiwan: AVRDC. vii +
93 p. See p. 9-13. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Potential soybean
areas. Problems in soybean production. Breeding objectives:
Adaptability to minimum or no tillage, and weeding,
earliness, seed viability, season specificity, low pH tolerance,
shade tolerance, pest resistance, disease resistance, breeding
methodology, regional yield evaluation. Research findings.
Research collaboration. Address: Soybean Breeder, Bogor
Research Inst. for Food Crops, Bogor, Indonesia.
5525. Vitasoy Vitabrations. 1987. The making of Vitasoy.
1(2):3-6. Summer.
• Summary: A fairly detailed description of the
manufacturing process used at the new $20 million plant
in Hong Kong’s New Territories. It has a daily capacity of
1.2 million non-carbonated Tetra Pak units. The process
uses organically grown soybeans, certified through a farm
verification program by independent third party agronomy
professionals. Concludes with six questions about Vitasoy
soymilk.
Photos show: (1) A carton of Vitasoy Creamy Original.
(2-6) Soymilk processing equipment inside the factory, incl.
Winston Lo standing by a filling machine. Address: 99 Park
Lane, Brisbane, California 94005.
5526. Soybean Update. 1987. Brazilian farmers likely to pick
planting [soy] beans over corn. Sept. 28. p. 2.
• Summary: Brazilian farmers now make more profit on
soybeans than on corn or wheat. Analysts predict a 5-10%
increase in soybean production this year. In Brazil, soybeans
are planted from early October to the end of December and
harvested from early Feb. to the end of May.
5527. Bernard, Richard L.; Hymowitz, Theodore. 1987. The
U.S. soybean germplasm collection: A national resource.
Illinois Research (Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana)
29(2/3):6-8. Summer/Fall.
• Summary: The Northern Soybean Germplasm Collection
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of the USDA is maintained as part of a joint project between
the Univ. of Illinois and the USDA. This collection contains
the seeds of over 8,000 varieties and strains of soybeans,
wild soybeans, and other closely related species. The curator
is Richard L. Bernard. Another collection containing 3,000
soybean varieties and strains from the lower latitudes is
maintained by the USDA at the agricultural experiment
station in Stoneville, Mississippi. The curator of that
collection is Edward E. Hartwig. Both collections keep the
seeds at 7% moisture and 50ºF (10ºC) in cold storage. Last
year from the Urbana collection 13,000 seed packets were
sent to 314 people in 31 states and 26 foreign countries.
China, potentially the biggest donor, has recently
donated commercial varieties despite its political ban on
the exchange of soybean germplasm. Bernard and Hartwig
provide a general agronomic evaluation of each germplasm
entry as well as data on the composition of the seeds. These
data are made available through periodical publications and
the USDA Germplasm Resources Information Network,
Beltsville, Maryland. This new nationwide computer system
is available to any researcher with a computer and the
appropriate hookup. Until the mid-1940’s, most midwestern
soybean varieties were simply transplanted from China. The
ancestry of most commercial soybean varieties grown in the
U.S. traces back to soybeans introduced from China during
the period from 1911 to 1927. With traditional methods, wild
perennial relatives cannot be crossed with the soybean or
even wild soybeans. But by using newly developed tissue
culture techniques, crosses with most of the twelve wild
species are now possible. Address: Profs. of plant genetics,
Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.
5528. Egli, D.B.; Guffy, R.D.; Heitholt, J.J. 1987. Factors
associated with reduced yields of delayed plantings of
soybean. J. of Agronomy and Crop Science 159(3):176-85.
Sept. [27 ref]
• Summary: “The reductions in seed number were associated
with lower insolation interception during flowering and pod
set and with smaller vegetative mass (gm per square meter)
at growth stage R5 (beginning seed fill). The data suggest
that a vegetative mass at R5 greater than that required to
intercept 90% or more of incident insolation is required
to maximize seed number. The length of the seed filling
period was not affected by planting date. Mass per seed was
positively related to mean air temperature during seed filling,
which suggests that the smaller seed from delayed plantings
are a result of the lower temperatures associated with the
later maturity.” Address: 1. Prof., Dr., Dep. of Agronomy,
Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky, 40546-0091.
5529. Pepper, Gary E.; Hummel, John W. 1987. Soybean
production research. Illinois Research (Illinois Agric. Exp.
Station, Urbana) 29(2/3):27-29. Summer/Fall.
• Summary: Summarizes two applied studies that deal

with issues which at some time relate to concerns of
virtually every producer in Illinois: When to replant, and
Conservation-tillage production systems. Three types of
tillage include intensive tillage, reduced tillage, and notillage. Address: 1. Associate Prof., Soybean Extension; 2.
Prof. of agricultural engineering and agricultural engineer,
USDA Agricultural Research Service. Both: Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana, IL 61801.
5530. Product Name: Sharon’s Finest Cottage Salad (NonDairy Tofu Cottage Cheese).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sharon’s Finest. Div. of Rose
International (Product Developer-Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 2687, Petaluma, CA
94953-2687.
Date of Introduction: 1987 September.
Ingredients: Tofu, soy oil, onion*, dill weed*, citric acid,
sorbic acid, salt. * = Dehydrated.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Richard Rose.
1987. Nov. 13. Ascorbic acid is used to reduce spoilage
(molding). Label. 1987. “A delicious nondairy treat. This
Curry Salad conforms to the Diet Center maintenance diet,
and provides 1 protein allowance and 1 oil allowance per
container. Available only at Diet Centers and selected fine
natural food stores. Kosher Pareve.” Label. 1988, July. 4.5
inches diameter. Plastic tub lid. Red and blue on white.
“Delicious, non-dairy, low in calories. This Cottage Salad
conforms to the reducing diet, and provides 1 protein serving
and 1 oil serving (2 tea.) per container. Each container
contains 280 calories and 250 mg sodium.” Talk with
Richard Rose. 1088. July 27. Cottage Salad is now selling
3,000-4,000 lb/week, exclusively through Diet Centers. It is
made by Sonoma Specialty Foods.
5531. Product Name: Vegetarian Wheat Cutlets (Seitan)
[Garlic, Ginger, or Plain]. Renamed Wheatlets.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sooke Soy Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2625 Otter Pt. Rd., R.R. 2,
Sooke, BC, Canada V0S 1N0. Phone: 604-642-3263.
Date of Introduction: 1987 September.
Ingredients: Ginger: Gluten from organic wheat, water,
shoyu (soybeans, wheat, salt), herbs and spices, kombu sea
vegetables.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 225 gm (7.9 oz).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 124, protein 15 gm,
carbohydrates 6 gm, fat 1 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Leviton. 1982. In a Small
Bright Building. Talk with and letter from Wayne Fatt. 1988.
Sept. 28-29. The business was started in 1980 in a small
building in Sooke, a community on the outskirts of Victoria.
It has since relocated twice. In May 1988 Wayne Fatt
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purchased the company from Wayne Jolley, and in July 1988
moved from 2625 Otter Point Rd., R.R. 2, Sooke, BC, V0S
1N0 to a much larger facility at 4247 Dieppe, in Victoria.
The company name is unchanged. They now make Wheatlets
(seitan, formerly called Vegetarian Wheat Cutlets, launched
in Sept. 1987), available in garlic, ginger, or plain flavors.
Label for Wheat Cutlets sent by Wayne Fatt. 1988.
Sept. 6 by 4 inches. Self adhesive. Dark brown and white
on orange-yellow. The product is now named “Grainwave
Vegetarian Wheat Cutlets,” Made by Grainwave, Sooke,
B.C. V0S 1N0.
5532. Product Name: Tofu-Vegie Treasure Balls.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1987 September.
Ingredients: Wildwood Tofu (organic soybeans grown
in accordance with Sec. 26569.11 of the Calif. health and
safety code, filtered water and nigari), any of the following
vegetables (carrots, onions, celery, mushrooms, kale
or potato), garlic, pure expeller-pressed hi-oleic monounsaturated safflower oil, unrefined peanut oil, and sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.8 oz vacuum packed. Retails
for $1.95 (8/88, Berkeley, CA).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jeremiah
Ridenour. 1988. Aug. 26. The company started making
Treasure Balls in Sept. 1987. These are also sold to
restaurants. Product with Label purchased at Berkeley
Natural Grocery Co., California. 1988. 3.5 by 2 inches. Gold
and red. Silhouette of a wild wood with birds. “Serve hot or
cold, in a sauce or as an appetizer.” Six balls, each 1.5 inches
in diameter. Curry flavor. Soyfoods Center organoleptic test:
7.
5533. Soybean Update. 1987. Competitively priced soybeans
stirring Argentine expansion. Oct. 27. p. 2.
• Summary: Argentine farmers now make more profit on
soybeans than on corn or wheat. Analysts predict a 5-10%
increase in Argentine soybean production, at 8.0 to 8.5
million tonnes, up from 7.5 million in 1986. In Argentina
soybeans are planted from mid-October to the end of
December and harvested during April and May.
5534. Akobundu, I.O.; Poku, J.A. 1987. Weed control
in soybeans in the tropics. In: S.R. Singh, K.O. Rachie,
and K.E. Dashiell. eds. 1987. Soybeans for the Tropics:
Research, Production and Utilization. New York, etc: John
Wiley & Sons Ltd. xx + 230 p. See p. 69-77. Chapt. 6.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Weed interference:
Critical period for competition. Methods of weed control: 1.
Cultural methods, including weeding by hand, draft animals,

and machines; tillage; mulching and crop rotation (important
because it helps prevent colonization by weeds that mimic
crops). 2. Biological weed control, involving the suppression
of weeds by insects, plants and microorganisms. Use of plant
pathogens (mycoherbicides) to control weeds in soybeans
has been highly successful in temperate agriculture. The
fungus Colletotrichum gloesporioides is now on the market.
3. Chemical control, though little has been published about
herbicide use in tropical Africa. 4. Preventive weed control,
one of the least costly options, uses measures to minimize
the movement of weed seeds from infested fields to clean
ones. 5. Integrated weed control involves a mix of the above
methods.
In the tropics, weeds are the major pests of improved
cultivars, particularly food legumes such as soybeans.
They reportedly reduce yields 12-80%. Those commonly
associated with soybean are annual grasses, annual broadleaf
weeds, perennial grasses, and sedges. Weeds interfere with
crops by competing for nutrients, water and light. They
may also introduce allelochemicals into the habitat they
share with crops. Address: International Inst. of Tropical
Agriculture (IITA), PMB 5320, Ibadan, Nigeria.
5535. Demos, Steve. 1987. History of White Wave, Inc.
(Interview) (Continued–Document part II). Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: (Continued): At the same time White Wave
started making nut and seed products in the same little
shop, starting with gomashio (sesame salt), tamari-coated
sunflower seeds and almonds, and nut butters.
Just a year after opening, White Wave was forced to
expand out of the tiny Pearl Street shop by the demand for its
deli products from outside retailers, such as Arati and other
natural food stores in Boulder. Demos recalls:
“We acted with very little foresight. It was more like
‘What do you want to do today? Let’s make something new.’
Finally we couldn’t get out the front door. We had to step
over the top of buckets of tofu, presses, and boxes used to
deliver our little Chinese fish cartons of tofu, stacked up so
high we couldn’t see out the window. It was chaotic. We
were making money and business was booming, but we were
only paying ourselves $1.42 and hour.”
On 28-30 July 1978 a meeting of tofu manufacturers
from across the USA was held in Ann Arbor, Michigan. The
meeting was organized by Steve Fiering, Jerry MacKinnon
(plus coworkers at The Soy Plant) and Bill Shurtleff,
and hosted by The Soy Plant. Steve attended this historic
meeting, and ended up rooming with Tom Timmins, head of
the New England Soy Dairy. “I thought I was rooming with
one of the idols of the industry. Just by virtue of association,
I was going to do well.” At this meeting the Soycrafters
Association of North America (SANA) was established,
with Larry Needleman as executive director of the new trade
association. Steve was elected to be one of six members of
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SANA’s steering committee. Various photos of the meeting
show Steve, with long hair and mustache, leading and
participating in the discussions. A yellow lined sheet titled
“Tofu Sales” was circulated to all attendees; Steve wrote that
White Wave was making medium-firm bulk and packaged
tofu, which wholesaled for $0.65 and $0.74 per pound, f.o.b.
plant. Several days after the Ann Arbor meeting, William
Shurtleff and Wataru Takai visited Demos, and saw how
he made tofu at his tiny shop on Pearl St. in Boulder. They
sampled and enjoyed the various creative offerings in the
deli, and Shurtleff took home a label from each product.
At Walnut Street: In September 1978, after just a year at
Pearl Street, the tofu company had long since outgrown its
minuscule ‘back room’ space. So manufacturing operations
were moved to a 3,000 square feet converted warehouse at
3869 Walnut Street. It felt like they had moved into a castle,
with ten times as much space. Now there was great pressure
to expand the business to use up the extra space. The
company began to make new products (such as tempeh, ice
cream, and new deli foods) and look for new markets.
The deli remained at Pearl Street, and was given a
new name, The Cow of China (a term from The Book of
Tofu). The name “White Wave” was reserved for the tofu
manufacturing company. But there was only one set of
books, under White Wave. The company now changed to a
partnership, with seven equal partners, all active. Demos was
president and Pat Calhoun did the bookkeeping, and only
these two were interested in meditation.
Right after the move, to announce The Cow of China
as a retail outlet and its vegetarian deli products, Demos
did his first real advertising, using three charming posters.
The first read: “White Wave Through the Cow of China
Offers Food from The Kingdom of Plants. We make it all
here in Boulder. 100% Dairyless.” It then listed 14 soyfoods
plus some non-soy desserts, almond-, cashew-, and peanut
butters, and tahini. A second poster showed a soybean, with
head, tail, and legs like a cow and dotted lines to delineate
the choice butcher cuts. But instead of rump roasts and flank
steaks were Soysage, Miso Dressings and the like. A third
showed Jack, standing under a giant beanstalk, about to trade
in his cow for the magical beans at which he is gazing in
wonder. The caption: “We’ve got an alternative. White Wave
Soy Dairy.” The latter two posters were used as catalog
advertisements with a growing number of natural food
distributors.
The tofu plant now consisted of an open kettle, VCM
grinder, and hand press for the curds on the end of a
swinging levered bar. White Wave started to deliver product
to some Denver health food stores and in late 1978, not
long after the move to Walnut Street, they landed their first
supermarket chain, King Soopers supermarket chains, which
began to order 100 cases. As business expanded, so did the
need to improve packaging and marketing, and to control
costs.

New packaging: White Wave couldn’t get its tofu into
supermarkets unless it was sold in water-packed film-sealed
plastic tubs (trays); the Chinese carry-out food/fish cartons
were not acceptable. So Demos bought a little hand-packing
machine that allowed one person to pack one block of tofu at
a time in water in a plastic tray, then seal the tray with a film
lid. Steve remembers first using this machine at the Walnut
St. plant. Initially, he would seal the tofu tray with clear,
unprinted film, then run one of their oval labels (the one with
a hint of green color in it, used previously on the Chinese
cartons) through a gluing machine (which was less expensive
than buying pre-glued labels), and slap the label on the clear
plastic film. This was White Wave’s “first true commercial
mass market package.” The new marketable package led
to many new accounts. After King Soopers the company
got into the City Markets chain, then about a year later into
Safeway, followed by a host of other chains in outlying
areas. As business expanded, White Wave could afford
pre-printed film labels for its tofu in plastic trays. The label
design, though rectangular, was basically the same as the old
oval. The ingredients new read: “High protein soybean cake
contains: Soybeans grown without the use of herbicides or
pesticides, filtered water, and nigari (salt bitterns). No more
no less!” Soon a variety of textures were available: Extra
firm press, firm organic, extra firm, and sift.
New sources of soybeans: White Wave had made its tofu
from organic soybeans from day one. When the company
first moved into Walnut Street, they were still buying these
soybeans from Green Mountain Grainery in Boulder. But
in the fall of 1978 Steve drove to a meeting of the Organic
Growers Association in Iowa. He spoke about the demand
for organic soybeans and met Marvin Kurpkeweight,
who was already growing soybeans organically in eastern
Nebraska. Steve visited Marvin’s farm and contracted with
him to buy organic soybeans direct from the farmer. Address:
Lafayette, California.
5536. Product Name: Organic Soybean Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Eat Your Beans.
Manufacturer’s Address: Route 1, Box 83, Williamsport,
TN 38487.
Date of Introduction: 1987 October.
Ingredients: Soybeans, vinegar, cultured rhizopus
oligosporus.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987, undated. 3 by
5 inches. Black on beige, photocopy.
5537. Hassan, Mahmoud Zaki; Abdalla, Safia Tamam. 1987.
Soybean oil and meal: The focus for production and research
in Egypt. In: S.R. Singh, K.O. Rachie, and K.E. Dashiell.
eds. 1987. Soybeans for the Tropics: Research, Production
and Utilization. New York, etc: John Wiley & Sons Ltd. xx +
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• Summary: The area cropped to soybean in Egypt has
increased rapidly over the past decade. In 1972 only 1,100
ha were planted to the crop whereas in 1983 the figure was
62,000 ha. During the same period the average seed yield
increased from 1.1 tonnes/ha to more than 2.5 tonnes/ha.
In 1980 soybean oil represented about 5% of the edible oil
consumed in the country (386,000 tonnes) and soybean meal
contributed about 35% of the requirements of the poultry
industry.
Constraints on production include the competition for
arable land; lack of elite varieties adapted to local conditions;
damage by insects, which are difficult to control in the dry
season when soybeans are grown; poor crop establishment
because of dense soils; and high requirements for nitrogen
fertilization because of the limited nodulation by local
rhizobia. To date, some progress has been made on all these
fronts in the Agricultural Research Center (ARC).
Tables show: (1) Yield of seven early maturing varieties
grown in field trials at two sites in 1983 (Sakha and Sids)
and four sites in 1984 (Nubaria, Sakha, Gemmeiza, and
Bahteem). (All sites were planted in the first half of May).
The highest yields in 1983 were from Crawford at Sakha
(3.80 metric tons per ha) and in 1984 from Clark at Bahteem
(5.42 mt/ha).
(2) Evaluation of seven soybean varieties in late planted
yield trials conducted at three sites in 1983 and 1983. (All
sites were planted in the first half of June). The highest yields
in 1983 were from Clark at Menia (5.59 mt/ha) and in 1984
from Forrest at Giza (3.98 mt/ha).
(3) Evaluation of six very early maturing varieties at two
sites in 1983 and 1984. (All sites were planted in the first
week in April). The highest yields in 1983 were from Clark
at Sakha (2.58 mt/ha) and in 1984 from Lakoa at Gemmeiza
(4.24 mt/ha).
(4) Evaluation of 12 varieties’ resistance to the cotton
leaf worm in a field experiment. (5) Seed qualities of 12
varieties as determined by in vitro germination test and
emergence from seeds planted in pots under stress. The
varieties are: Calland, Crawford, Clark, Cutler 71, Will,
Kent, Delmar, Mitchell, Pella, Desoto, Columbus, Union.
For the in vitro experiment numbers are given for 100-seed
weight, hard seed (%), fungal seed (%), radicle length (mm).
For the pot test: Germination (%) ad % seed emergence
(Calland is highest at 79%).
(6) Yield of Columbus as affected by plant population
and distribution at three sites in 1981.
(7) Nodulation and top dry weight of at 35 and 70 days
after seeding as influenced by inoculation with Rhizobium,
method of inoculation, and N [nitrogen] fertilizer in an
experiment conducted in farmers’ fields at three sites in
Menia governate in 1982.
(8) Soybean nodulation, dry matter production and yield
of (A) nodulating and (B) nonnodulating Clark isolines at

three rates of N fertilizer in field experiments, Gemmeiza and
Shandaweel, 1983. Address: Food Legume Research Section,
Field Crop Research Inst., Agricultural Research Center,
Giza, Egypt.
5538. INTSOY Newsletter (Urbana, Illinois). 1987. INTSOY
research focuses on green soybeans as commercial frozen
vegetable. No. 37. Oct. p. 1-2.
• Summary: One of the most interesting articles and
innovative research on “green soybeans” [green vegetable
soybeans] in 40 years. “Certainly no other vegetable can
match soybeans for nutritional value. Green soybeans have
an average of 12% protein on a wet basis, compared to 7.6%
for lima beans and 5.4% for peas. Frozen soybeans in the
pod are regularly imported to Japan from Taiwan. Green
soybeans are even imported into the U.S. to meet the demand
from Oriental specialty food markets... Numerous highly
positive taste tests of green soybeans cooked after being
frozen indicate that the product could have wide appeal
eaten alone, used in frozen dinners and vegetable mixes,
or marketed as a specialty Oriental food product. The main
obstacles have been in harvesting and breaking open the
pods during processing.”
The results of 1986 field trials conducted in cooperation
with the Joan of Arc division of Pillsbury showed that
available green bean picking equipment could easily pick
60-70% of the immature beans in a single pass. This rate
compares closely to the results in commercial pea, green
bean, and lima bean operations. Ordinary field varieties,
rather than vegetable types, were found most suitable for
commercial harvesting. A combine type green bean picker,
model SP 6710GB, developed by the Frank Hamachek
Machine Co. of Kewaunee, Wisconsin, is effective in cutting,
harvesting, cleaning and depodding the beans in the field.
Harvesting of Hack and BSR 201 varieties took place about
80 days after planting during the R6 stage. The beans’
moisture content was 68-72%. The average yield was 2,000
kg/ha. Improvements are expected with more experience.
This work was also reprinted in Prairie Farmer
(Lombard, IL), March 15; Illinois Agri-News (La Salle, IL),
March 11.
5539. Product Name: Tempehworks Garden Vegetable
Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lightlife Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 870, Greenfield, MA
01302. Phone: 413-772-0991.
Date of Introduction: 1987 October.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, green pepper, sweet
red pepper, carrots, celery seed, sea salt, tempeh culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz vacuum pack. Retails for
$1.79.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 45 day shelf life. Or frozen.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 142, protein 17.9 gm, fat 4.5
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gm, carbohydrates 8.6 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet and Label. 1987. 3
by 6.25 inches. Dark green, light green, yellow, orange, and
white. Soya Newsletter. 1987. Sept/Oct. p. 6. Spot in Natural
Foods Merchandiser. 1988. Jan. p. 49.

5541. Product Name: Tempehworks Quinoa Tempeh with
Sesame.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lightlife Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 870, Greenfield, MA
01302. Phone: 413-772-0991.
Date of Introduction: 1987 October.
Ingredients: 7/92: Organically grown soybeans*, water,
quinoa, sesame seeds*, tempeh culture. * = Grown in
accordance with Section 26569.11 of the California Health
and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. vacuum pack. Retails for
$1.59 (7/92, Maryland).
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 198, protein 19 gm, fat 8 gm,
carbohydrates 14 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet showing Label.
1987. The National Academy of Sciences has called quinoa
(pronounced KEEN-wa) “one of the best protein sources in
the vegetable kingdom.” The Incas [of Peru] called Quinoa
“the mother grain.”
Product (“Organic Quinoa-Sesame Tempeh”) with Label
purchased at Fresh Fields, Rockville Pike, Maryland. 1992.
July. 20. Label is 4 by 9.25 inches. Green, orange, and black
on light greenish-yellow. “Low in fat. Low in sodium. Zero
cholesterol. 1% for peace. UPC indicia. May be sold frozen
six months after date. Occasional gray spots on tempeh are
a result of the natural culturing process and do not affect the
quality of the product.”

p. See p. 87-92. Chapt. 8.
• Summary: Discusses the production and utilization of
soybeans (mostly for oil and meal) in Zimbabwe, Zambia,
Mozambique, Malawi, Angola, and Swaziland. The demand
for edible oils is increasing in Southern Africa as is that
for livestock feed, stimulating the production of soybean
throughout the region. Zimbabwe (formerly Rhodesia) is
the leading producer with 90,000 tonnes/year, followed by
Zambia, with 10,000 tonnes/year. Malawi and Mozambique
produce about 1,000 tonnes/year. During the early 1980s,
nine Southern African nations formed the Southern African
Development Coordination Conference (SADCC) to
work together for regional improvements In the region,
12 scientists are working on soybeans, including 5 each in
Zimbabwe and Zambia. At present the bulk of soybeans is
produced by large-scale growers who rotate the crop with
dry-season (May-Oct.) irrigated wheat. In Zambia, soybeans
are now being incorporated in flour (5% soy flour with 95%
wheat flour), for breadmaking, in sausages (5-10% soy),
breakfast foods, baby foods, and high protein biscuits. They
are also being used in baby foods and to supplement flour in
Swaziland and Zambia.
Tables show: (1) Soybean research personnel in the
five SADCC countries (Malawi, Mozambique, Swaziland,
Zambia, Zimbabwe). (2) Production and yield of soybeans in
Zambia and Zimbabwe (1981-1984). In Zambia production
increased from 4,100 tones (metric tons) in 1981 to 10,500
tonnes in 1984. In Zimbabwe production increased from
65,800 tonnes in 1981 to 90,000 tonnes in 1984.
(3) Performance and characteristics of soybean cultivars
grown in Zambia and Zimbabwe. In Zambia, the highest
yield (1.91 tonnes/ha) came from the varieties Santa
Rosa and Caleya (both of which originated in Brazil). In
Zimbabwe, the highest yield (3.47 tonnes/ha) came from the
variety Duiker (which originated in Zimbabwe).
(4) Production of soybeans by the small-scale sector
in Zimbabwe, 1981-84. Production peaked at 600 tonnes in
1983.
(5) Soybeans purchased by expressers [for oil] in
Zimbabwe, 1980-84. They purchased 71,900 to 84,300
tonnes per year, accounting for 40-44% of the total oilseeds
purchased.
(6) Uses of soybeans in five SADCC countries (Malawi,
Mozambique, Swaziland, Zambia, and Zimbabwe). The uses
are for cooking oil, animal feed, baby foods, and supplement
flour. Address: 1&3. Dep. of Research and Specialist
Services, Causeway, Harare, Zimbabwe; 2. AID, Magoye
Regional Research Station, Magoye, Zambia.

5542. Naik, D.M.; Joshi, J.M.; Tichagwa, J.S. 1987.
Expanding production of soybeans in Southern Africa. In:
S.R. Singh, K.O. Rachie, and K.E. Dashiell. eds. 1987.
Soybeans for the Tropics: Research, Production and
Utilization. New York, etc: John Wiley & Sons Ltd. xx + 230

5543. Product Name: Soyboy Tofu No Baloney.
Manufacturer’s Name: Northern Soy, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30 Somerton St., Rochester, NY
14607.
Date of Introduction: 1987 October.

5540. Product Name: Tempehworks Macro Power Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lightlife Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 870, Greenfield, MA
01302.
Date of Introduction: 1987 October.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, carrots, sea
vegetables, scallion, aduki beans, sesame, miso.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz vacuum pack. Retails for
$1.79.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 45 day shelf life. Or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1987. Lightlife
Foods. “New Products Coming From Lightlife this Fall.”
Soya Newsletter. 1987. Sept/Oct. p. 6.
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Ingredients: Real tofu (filtered water, organically-grown
soybeans, natural calcium chloride nigari–a natural mineral
coagulant, not a preservative), isolated soy protein, herbs &
spices, natural flavorings, onion powder, garlic powder, sea
salt, vegetable gums, liquid smoke.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 35 day shelf life. Or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s catalog.
1987. Oct. But not yet launched. Label. 1987. 3.5 inches
diameter. Red, green, and black on yellow. “All natural
meatless entrees. Cholesterol free. No preservatives and
nothing artificial.” Talk with Andy Schecter. 1988. Feb. 17.
Launched in Oct. 1987.
Talk with Andy Schecter. 1991. Feb. 5. This product was
discontinued for a while then re-launched in 1990.
5544. Pandey, R.K.; Sumarno, -; Potan, Nark; Navarro,
R.; Dharmasena, C.; Beg, Akhtar. 1987. Asia’s shortfall
in production of soybeans and the response of national
programmes. In: S.R. Singh, K.O. Rachie, and K.E. Dashiell.
eds. 1987. Soybeans for the Tropics: Research, Production
and Utilization. New York, etc: John Wiley & Sons Ltd. xx +
230 p. See p. 101-09. Chapt. 10.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Constraints. National
research programmes: Varietal improvement, cultural
practices. Cooperative research: A new dimension.
Demand for soybeans and products in the region is about
twice the regional production. By the year 2000, if current
trends continue, Asia’s demand for soybeans is projected to
be more than three times the amount produced.
The leading soybean producers in Asia, in descending
order of tonnes produced in 1983, are China, India,
Indonesia, Korea, and Thailand. In Indonesia, soybean
production during the past 10 years has been constant at
about 700,000 tonnes (metric tons) per year; soybeans are
produced mainly in Java.
In 1984 Thailand produced 284,000 tonnes, which was
far below its demand of about 350,000 to 450,000 tonnes. A
national program set a goal of producing 390,000 tonnes by
1986.
In the Philippines, Mindanao, located in the south, is
the leading soybean producer. During the last 10 years,
producing has gradually increased, however in 1983 only
8,320 ha were planted to soybeans; that year, imports totaled
261,000 tonnes of soybean meal and 31,000 tonne of whole
soybeans.
In Pakistan, commercial soybean production began in
1970 and is concentrated in the North Frontier Province,
Sind and Punjab. The area planted to soybeans is small
(4,300 ha) but the potential for expansion is very large.
Vietnam produces only about 1% of Asia’s soybeans,
however the amount is increasing.
The following countries started research programs on
soybean breeding and production at an early date: China,

Indonesia, Thailand, India, Philippines, Korea, and Sri
Lanka; these programs have made great progress during the
past few years. China has large and well-run germplasm
collections.
Since 1967, the Indian Council of Agricultural Research
has had an interdisciplinary team working on soybeans.
The project’s headquarters are currently at Pantnagar, and
a network of 19 centers throughout India tests varieties and
production techniques.
In Indonesia, soybean research is coordinated by the
Central Research Institute for Food Crops in Bogor, and
conducted by five research institutions.
In Thailand, soybean research is coordinated by the
Field Crop Research Center at Chiangmai.
In Sri Lanka, in 1973, the government initiated soybean
research, with technical assistance from the International
Soybean Program (INTSOY), to promote soybean
production and utilization in the country.
In 1984 the Asian Soybean Improvement Network
(ASIN) was launched in a cooperative effort to extend
the resources devoted to research by national programs,
IITA, IRRI, AVRDC, INTSOY, the Australian Centre for
International Agricultural Research (ACIAR), and the United
Nations Economic and Social Council for Asia and the
Pacific. The network is coordinated by representatives of
AVRDC and IITA.
Figures show: (1) Pie charts–Asia’s proportion of
world area and production of soybeans. Concerning world
production, Asia has about 15.7% of the total, compared
with 57.3% for North and Central America, 24.6% for South
America, and 2.4% for others. Within Asia, China has 79.1%
of Asia’s total soybean production, followed by India (5.9%),
Indonesia (4.5%), Korea (3.0%), Others (incl. Japan; 7.2%).
(2) Pie charts–Trade in soybeans, soybean meal and
oil in Asia and the world. For soybean oil imports, Asia is
the leader (37.9% of the world total), followed by Europe
(24.5%), Africa (13.9%), South America (12.5%) ad Others
(9.2%). For soymeal imports, Europe is the leader (73.0% of
the world total), followed by USSR (10.2%), Asia (8.2%),
and Others (8.6%). For whole soybean imports, Europe is the
leader (58.0% of the world total), followed by Asia (30.6%),
North & Central America (6.4%), USSR (5.0%), and Others
(0.0%). Within Asia, for soybean oil imports, India is the
leader (36.4%), followed by Iran (22.9%), Pakistan (19.3%),
Turkey (6.4%), Bangladesh (3.57%), and Others (11.4%).
For soymeal imports, Korea is the leader (15.2%), followed
by Philippines (14.7%), Iran (12.9%), Japan (12.5%),
Thailand (10.0%), Malaysia (8.0%), Others (26.7%).
For whole soybean imports, Japan is the leader (61.2%),
followed by China (17.5%), Korea (6.6%), Israel (6.6%),
Indonesia (2.7%), and Others (3.9%).
(3) Changes in the area planted to soybean over the past
15 years (1965-1983) in selected Asian countries. Graphs
of India, Thailand, Indonesia (which have increased, with
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India’s graph increasing dramatically), Asia, China, and
Korea (which have decreased somewhat).
(4) Soybean production, consumption, and projected
demand in Asia by the year 2000 (Source FAO, 1960-83;
IFPRI, 1977). Asia will have to steadily increase its imports
of edible oils, since consumption (production + imports) of
soybeans is falling behind demand. Address: 1. International
Rice Research Inst., Los Baños, Philippines; 2. Central
Research Inst. for Agriculture (Lembaga Pusat Penelitian
Pertanian), Bogor, Indonesia; 3. Field Crops Research Inst.,
Dep. of Agriculture, Bangkhen, Bangkok, Thailand. 4. Inst.
of Plant Breeding, Univ. of the Philippines, Los Baños,
Philippines. 5. Soybean Project, Peradeniya, Sri Lanka. 6.
Agricultural Research Council, Islamabad, Pakistan.
5545. Product Name: Soft Soyalite (Non-Dairy Cream
Cheese) [Garlic, Herb, Onion/Chive, or Plain]. Formerly
named Soft Tofu Cheese.
Manufacturer’s Name: Simply Natural, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 295, Norma, NJ 08347.
Date of Introduction: 1987 October.
Ingredients: All: Organic tofu, organic miso. Herb: Italian
seasoning (Oregano, basil, savory, thyme, rosemary).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per ounce: Calories 43, sodium 167 mg, fat 2.3
gm, carbohydrates 1.6 gm, protein 3.8 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1987. Oct. Shows
label. “A non-dairy cheese substitute.” Label. 1987. 4
inches diameter. Green and purplish red on white “Simply
Natural Gourmet Soy Foods Soft Soyalite. Plain. A NonDairy Cheese Substitute. Only 43 calories an ounce!”
Brochure. 1987. Oct. “Discover the New Simply Natural and
Rediscover Natural Cuisine.” Introduces Soyalite (formerly
Soft Tofu Cheese), Pasta Lite (formerly Tofu Pasta), and
Miso Dressing. Explains why the names were changed and
shows labels. Red on white. 4 pages. Leaflet. 1988. “We’re
back... And better than ever! Better price. Better shelf life.
Better packaging. Better flavors. Super summer discount thru
31 Aug. 1988.” Ad in Vegetarian Times. 1988. May. p. 58.
“Everything Your Heart Desires.”
Product Alert. 1988. May 23. “After extensive research
and market surveys, Simply Natural, Inc. of Norma, NJ,
has decided to rename and reformulate its Soft Tofu Cheese
product. It is hoped the new name, Soyalite, will end the
confusion behind the old product name–is it cheese, tofu or
a combination. Soyalite has approximately half the calories,
43 per ounce, of soft dairy cheeses. Packaged in an 8 oz tub,
this spread and/or dip has been reformulated so it has a more
‘velvety’, smoother texture. Four varieties are available,
Plain and Herb are reformulations of the original tofu cheese
product while Onion/Chive and Garlic are new additions to
the line.”

5546. Singh, S.R.; Rachie, K.O. 1987. Introduction. In: S.R.
Singh, K.O. Rachie, and K.E. Dashiell. eds. 1987. Soybeans
for the Tropics: Research, Production and Utilization. New
York, etc: John Wiley & Sons Ltd. xx + 230 p. See p. xv-xx.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production. Constraints.
Outlook. The soybean has proved more useful than
many other grain legumes because it is a good source of
both protein and oil, and it is well adapted to temperate
conditions. Soybean is easier than its competitors to improve
genetically because of its higher number of chromosomes
(2n = 40 compared with 2n = 14 and 2n = 20 for other grain
legumes).
Most of the credit for bringing this plant into the
twentieth century must go to a small group of brilliant,
highly dedicated crop scientists who began using modern
methods of plant improvement during the past 50 years.
Soybean yields in Africa were the lowest, 660 kg/ha,
while those in East Asia were next lowest, 960 kg/ha. An
FAO study indicates potential soybean production in Africa
on about 145 million hectares if inputs were low and up to
270 million hectares under high-input conditions.
The main barriers to soybean production in the tropics
are biological constraints on the crop and the lack of markets.
The lack of early progress on production in the tropics is
attributed largely to the lack of a critical mass of researchers
working in a multidisciplinary fashion, the lack of a clear
understanding of the unique problems of soybeans in the
tropics, and the lack of improved germplasm.
But gradually, the technical obstacles to production
began to be understood and addressed by soybean
researchers at international centers (especially at the
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture in Ibadan,
Nigeria, and the Asian Vegetable Research and Development
Center, in Taiwan) and several national programs.
Increasingly scientists in developed countries began to
lend their expertise and germplasm. Among the most helpful
were INTSOY (the International Soybean Program at the
University of Illinois) and the NIFTAL Project (studying
nitrogen-fixing plants at the University of Hawaii).
By the mid-1970s, systematic study of major constraints
had begun. The major biologic constraints identified
during this period included: Seed longevity under ambient
storage, poor nodulation, shattering in temperate varieties,
the complex of pests and diseases, and sensitivity to
photoperiod.
Several challenges remain: The most immediate and
crucial concern is to develop attractive, easily prepared
local dishes from soybeans. Address: International Inst. of
Tropical Agriculture (IITA), PMB 5320, Ibadan, Nigeria.
5547. Sun, Huan; Ling, Yi-Lu; Gai, Jun-Yi. 1987. Cropping
systems and research with soybeans in China. In: S.R. Singh,
K.O. Rachie, and K.E. Dashiell. eds. 1987. Soybeans for the
Tropics: Research, Production and Utilization. New York,
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etc: John Wiley & Sons Ltd. xx + 230 p. See p. 119-24.
Chapt. 12.
• Summary: Soybeans have probably been cultivated for
4,000 to 5,000 years in China. “As a native to the country,
‘shu’ (the local name for soybean) has been found inscribed
on tortoise shells from the Shang Dynasty (from about the
16th to the 11th century BC). In the Book of Songs, one of
the five Chinese classics, ‘shu’ appeared in 7 of 305 songs
written between the 11th and 7th centuries BC.
“Soybean seeds have been discovered several times in
relics unearthed in archaeological studies. In 1959, large
amounts of yellow-seeded soybean weighing 18-20 gm were
found in Shanxi Province, dating back 2,300 years. In 1980,
some carbonized soybean seeds were found in Jilin Province,
dating back about 2,600 years.
“China led the world in soybean production and export
until 1954.” Before World War II, 8 to 10 million tonnes of
soybeans were produced in China each year, accounting for
82-90% of the world’s total production.
Because of the destruction in China caused by World
War II, and later the civil war [1946-1949], soybean
production fell to its lowest level in 1949. During the 1950s,
average annual soybean production was more than 9 million
tonnes but the government favored policies to promote cereal
grains [rice, wheat, etc.] and soybean production eventually
became unprofitable. In 1947, for example, Chinese farmers
were paid only CNY (Chinese yuan renminbi) 32.4 per 100
kg.
The three main cropping systems are: (1) Northern
spring-sowing region, which includes Heilongjiang, Jilin,
Liaoning, Inner Mongolia and the northern parts of Hebei,
Shanxi, Shaanxi and Gansu provinces. Soybean is planted
from late April to mid-May and harvested in September. (2)
Summer-sowing region, which is located along Huanghe,
Huaihe and Haihe river valleys including Shandong, Henan,
the northern parts of Jiangsu and Anhui, the central and
southern parts of Hebei, Shanxi and Shaanxi provinces. The
common pattern is to produce two crops a year or three crops
in 2 years. Usually, soybean is planted after winter wheat.
(3) Southern multicropping region, which is located south of
Qinling mountain and Huaihe river. Because of the abundant
rainfall and high temperatures, two or three crops can be
achieved in 1 year. Soybean is planted in spring, summer,
autumn or, in the southern parts, even in winter.
Three institutes in China are devoted solely to soybeans:
they are within the Heilongjiang, Jilin and Anhui academies
of agricultural sciences.
Table 1 shows Soybean area, yield and total production
in eight provinces of China (in million tonnes). In
descending order of production they are: Heilongjiang
288.5, Henan 128.0, Anhui 91.5, Jilin 88.0, Liaoning 69.5,
Shandong 64.5, Jiangsu 52.0, Heibei 25.0. Address: 1.
Soybean Inst., Jilin Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
Gongzhuling, China; 2. Nanjing Oilseed Crops Lab., Jiangsu

Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Nanjing, China; 3.
Nanjing Agricultural Univ., Nanjing, China.
5548. Product Name: WestSoy Natural (Soymilk).
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Importer).
Made in East or Southeast Asia.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4240 Hollis St., Emeryville, CA
94608. Phone: (415) 658-7521.
Date of Introduction: 1987 October.
Ingredients: Incl. soybeans, rice, and barley malt (made
from sprouted barley), oil, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Tetra Brik Aseptic cartons. 250
ml retails for $0.69; 1 liter retails for $1.99.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1987. Oct. p. 62. “A Great Tasting Source of
Nourishment. Made from Organic Soybeans and Rice.” This
product has a new package (yellow, white, blue, and brown),
new ingredient (rice), new size (liter), and new maker
(somewhere in Southeast Asia; Bob Gerner 1/88 says Hong
Kong).
Talk with Gordon Bennett of Westbrae. 1986. Nov. 15.
Even after the end of the year, he will not disclose where and
by which company his soymilk is made.
Bennett. 1987. Soya Newsletter. Sept/Oct. p. 10. Ad in
Vegetarian Times. 1987. Nov. Back cover. Leaflet. 1987.
WestSoy. What is the shelf life of WestSoy? How can
WestSoy be used? Why don’t local soydrinks taste as good
as WestSoy? Ad in Vegetarian Times. 1988. April. p. 14.
“A Great Tasting Source of Nourishment.” Price change.
Effective Nov. 14. Case of 27 x 8.45 oz is $8.60 FOB West
Coast.
5549. Product Name: Westbrae Natural Organic
Unpasteurized Miso [Mellow White, Mellow Red, and
Mellow Brown Rice].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Importer/
Distributor). Made in Canada by Amano Miso Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4240 Hollis St., Emeryville, CA
94608. Phone: 415-658-7521.
Date of Introduction: 1987 October.
Ingredients: Mellow White: Cultured white rice,
organically grown* whole soybeans, water, sea salt. *
Organically grown and processed in accordance with Section
26569.11 of the California Health and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 13 oz (396 gm) plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per tbsp (18 gm)/per 100 gm: Calories
40/239, protein 2/9 gm, carbohydrate 8/45 gm, fat 0/1 gm,
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 740/4080 mg, potassium 50/290
mg.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Gordon Bennett.
1988. April 2. About 6 months ago they switched from Cold
Mountain Miso (made by Miyako Oriental Foods in Los
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Angeles) to that made by Amano in Canada. Gordon felt
that Amano had a better, rounder flavor. Amano uses organic
soybeans (which Miyako did not), and gave Westbrae
exclusive distribution rights for the USA. Labels. 1988.
Plastic tubs. Blue, red, or brown (respectively) and black on
white. “Mellow Miso is not pasteurized so slight swelling
of the tub may occur. Unpasteurized miso is a source of
beneficial enzymes and organisms. No preservatives or
coloring added. Fermented in cedar kegs by the Amano
family, master miso makers for 3 generations. Keep
refrigerated.” The lid contains a recipe for one-pot miso
soup, and the tub one for sweet ‘n tangy miso spread (miso,
tahini, and brown rice syrup).
Talk with Graham Amano of Amano Foods Ltd. 1997.
June 16. They still make miso for Westbrae. They also make
shoyu. The market in British Columbia is too small, so they
would like to expand.
Product with Label purchased at Open Sesame in
Lafayette, California. 1998. Jan. $4.39 for 13 oz plastic tub
of Mellow Brown Rice Miso (made with organic soybeans,
unpasteurized).
5550. Cloud, Jon. 1987. Breeding soybeans for food uses in
Canada, the Organic Crop Improvement Association, new
developments with okara, and Soy City Foods (Interview).
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, Nov.
15. 2 p. transcript.
• Summary: Jon Cloud has done much work on breeding
soybeans for food uses, especially for tofu. He started the
Organic Crop Improvement Assoc. (OCIA) in Canada. It
is now in 6 countries and 22 states in the USA. OFPANA
has not progressed. He is doing exciting new work with
soy mash overseas, with Griffith Labs. Soy City Foods is a
corporation that is worker owned. Address: Soy City Foods,
Toronto, ONT, Canada.
5551. Eden Foods, Inc. 1987. Product description: Eden
Foods quality natural foods. 701 Tecumseh Rd., Clinton, MI
49236. 21 p. Plus 6 pages of inserts. Catalog.
• Summary: The catalog lists the following soyfoods:
Edensoy (Original, Vanilla, Carob; shown on page 1.
“Edensoy is the best tasting, best selling, best made natural
soymilk on the market”), black soybeans (they “have a
hearty yet sweet taste. In Japan, black soybeans are always
prepared for the New Year’s celebration as they are a symbol
of health.”), organically grown soybeans (usually Corsoy
or Amsoy), Eden tekka (“a hearty, nutritious condiment
made from hacho miso, carrots, burdock, ginger root, and
unrefined sesame oil; 2.8 oz), dried tofu (actually driedfrozen; 5.8 oz), barley (mugi) miso, brown rice (genmai)
miso, buckwheat (soba) miso, light (shiro) miso, rice (kome)
miso, hacho (100% soybean) miso, natto miso “Kinzanji,”
shoyu, organic shoyu, low-sodium shoyu, wheat-free tamari,
tamari-roasted nuts and seeds wheat free (pumpkin seeds,

sunnies [sunflower seeds], almonds, cashews, mixed nuts),
and Lima Tempeh.
Some interesting non-soy foods listed in the catalog
include quinoa (16.2% protein), kudzu-kiri, kudzu root
starch, adzuki beans, mochi (100% brown rice, with
mugwort, or with millet), sea vegetables, organic amazake,
barley malt syrup, and Lima seitan.
In the spring of 1986, Eden Foods became General
Agent for North America for the Lima Company of Belgium.
Lima soyfood products include Lima Tempeh. Note: This
catalog was still in use in Jan. 1989. Address: Clinton,
Michigan. Phone: 517/456-7424 or 800/248-0301.
5552. Product Name: Island Spring Organic Silken Soft
Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Island Spring, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 747, Vashon, WA
98070.
Date of Introduction: 1987 November.
Ingredients: Water; Soybeans organically grown and
processed in accordance with Section 26569.11 of the
California Health and Safety Code; calcium sulfate, a natural
mineral; glucono-delta-lactone.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 82, protein 8.9 gm,
carbohydrates 2.6 gm, fat 5 gm, calcium 166 mg, phosphorus
120 mg, iron 1.9 mg, thiamine 0,02 mg, riboflavin 0.02 mg,
sodium 6.8 mg, potassium 34.4 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 5.25 by 4
inches. Blue, purple, white, and black. Moon rising over
mountains and water, with two herons. “Cholesterol free.
Sodium free. High protein. Lactose free. Nutritional and
recipe information on back of label.”
5553. Product Name: Living Foods Tofu Dressings [Cool
Italian, Hearty Herb, Spicy Mexican, or Tofunaise].
Manufacturer’s Name: Living Foods (Importer). Made in
The Netherlands by Witte Wonder.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 66, Chichester, W.
Sussex, England.
Date of Introduction: 1987 December.
New Product–Documentation: The Vegan. 1987. Winter.
p. 14. “Shoparound: Lis Howlett surveys the latest vegan
products.” “Make way for a new range of really delicious
tofu dressings from Living Foods.”
5554. Product Name: Organic Tofu [Plain, or Smoked],
Tofuburger, and Organic Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oasis Wholefoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit 3C, Dart Units, Steamer
Quay Rd., Totnes, South Devon TQ9 5AL, England. Phone:
0803 863167.
Date of Introduction: 1987 December.
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New Product–Documentation: Note from Simon Bailey.
1988. Oct. 10. Formerly Lifestream Wholefoods, owned by
Francis Checkley, this business was sold in Dec. 1987 to Mr.
I.J. Mohammed.
Letter from I.J. Mohammed. 1991. Sept. 9. He makes
tofu, tofu burgers, tempeh, miso, breads and cakes on a
community scale. He has been making these foods for the
last 5 years, all by hand.
5555. Rachim, A.; Sunarlim, N. 1987. Economic evaluation
of N-fertilizer trial on soybean at Garut, Ngawuku season,
1986/87. Palawija News (Bogor, Indonesia) 4(2):4-6.
• Summary: Optimum economic fertilizer treatment is 150
kg/ha. This gives a net yield of 1,022 kg/ha compared with
420 kg/ha when no nitrogen was added. Address: 1. Research
Associate, CGPRT Centre, Bogor; 2. Agronomist, BORIF.
5556. Shurtleff, William. 1987. Breeding and marketing
soybeans for food uses: The basic approach. Soyfoods
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 4 p. April.
Unpublished manuscript. [1 ref]
• Summary: There are four key components in developing
a program to become a leading supplier of soybeans to the
soyfoods industry: Information, specifications, research &
development, and education. Details of a computer data
entry screen and suggestions for four computer-generated
graphs are given. Includes notes on a talk with Jon Cloud of
Soy City Foods in Toronto concerning his long-term work
in developing soybean varieties for food uses, and with the
Organic Crop Improvement Association.
Here are some excepts:
“1. Information: This is the key concept. The company
that will control the market for soybeans for food uses in the
future will be the company with the best information about
those soybeans. The information should be available as both
printed materials and a computerized database. The business
of buying soybeans for food use is presently characterized
by an almost complete lack of basic information. In the case
of tofu, for example, the breeder must first identify what
variables tofu manufacturers presently consider is deciding
what soybean variety to buy. This can be done by interviews
and on site visits with tofu manufacturers. Second, the
breeder must review the extensive scientific literature on
tofu production to see what variables have been identified
by researchers in studying tofu production, and how each
effects the final product. Many tofu manufacturers are not
aware of key variables well known to scientists, such as 7S
and 11S proteins. Third, the breeder should begin to develop
information for the tofu manufacturer about these variables,
how they effect tofu production, and how they have been
used in his breeding program to produce superior soybeans
for making tofu.
“2. Specifications. When an intelligent buyer goes
looking for a sophisticated product, he starts by developing

specifications, then checks the available products against
his specifications. Specifications state the buyers needs and
expectations. Most buyers of soybeans for food use have
only three specifications: They know that they want good
food yield, good flavor, and low cost. In many cases they
also want organically grown soybeans. But they don’t know
what soybean characteristics produce the food characteristics
of good yield and good organoleptic properties.
“Because of a lack of information and specifications,
people now buy soybeans by trial and error, rather than
scientifically and systematically. By trial and error they find a
bean that seems to work pretty well, and they stay with it as
long as it is available.
“The job of the soybean breeder is to work with
food companies to develop precise specifications, then
to DESIGN soybeans to meet those specifications. Like
Designer Jeans, we need Designer Beans.
“Are soyfoods manufacturers willing to pay a premium
price for quality soybeans? Look at the number that already
do pay 10-20% more for organically grown soybeans.
“Where do soyfoods companies go for their information
about soybeans for food uses? Generally they have to
develop it themselves, empirically, in house, without an
R&D lab. Some they get from other soyfoods producers,
some from the farmer from whom they buy their beans, and
some from books (such as Tofu & Soymilk Production by
Shurtleff & Aoyagi). Few have a good knowledge of the
scientific literature.
“3. Research and Development. The breeder needs a
laboratory to do R&D on soybeans for specific soyfoods.
The lab director needs to spend time with commercial
companies at their plants, learning their needs and studying
their processes. This can serve as a starting point for his own
lab research. He must keep good records in a computerized
database. Development of a “Soybeans For Foods” software
program and database is extremely important. It will later be
impressive to buyers.
“4. Education. The soybean breeder must educate the
buyer (soyfoods manufacturer) about what the buyer wants.
The soyfoods manufacturer opens the soybean breeder’s
booklet and gets an education about what he wants. The
breeder who can educate the soyfoods manufacturers will
become their supplier, as long as the prices of the custom
designed soybeans are reasonable.
“While most of the basic research can be done by
working with North American companies, once the varieties
have been developed, there is a huge potential world market,
especially in East Asia. Key products are tofu, soymilk,
natto, and miso.” Address: Soyfoods Center, Lafayette,
California.
5557. Product Name: Tempeh Tabooli.
Manufacturer’s Name: 21st Century Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30A Germania St., Jamaica
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Plain, MA 02130.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Organic sesame wheat tempeh, cracked wheat,
carrots, cabbage, parsley, onions, olive oil, wood aged apple
cider vinegar, 100% pure natural lemon juice, garlic, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 3.5 inch
diameter. Green and black on yellow. “New! 100% natural.
No preservatives.” Posner. 1987. 21st Century Whole Foods
Cook Book. Inside back cover.
5558. Product Name: Sesame Wheat Tempeh Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name: 21st Century Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30A Germania St., Jamaica
Plain, MA 02130.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Organic soy tempeh, bulghur wheat, roasted
sesame seeds, tamari, natural hickory smoke, lemon juice,
herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5.5 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 3 inch
diameter. Black and red on yellow. “New! All natural.
Gourmet.”
5559. Agencia de Cooperación Internacional del Japón
(JICA). 1987. Estudio sobre cosecha macanizada de soya
en Santa Cruz [Study of mechanized harvest of soybeans in
Santa Cruz]. Santa Cruz, Bolivia. 69 p. [Spa]*
5560. Antal, J. 1987. A szojatermesztes technologiaja
[Soybean cultivation technology]. Mezögazdasagi Kombinat,
Boly, Szoja Szakszolgalatanak Kiadvanya, Boly. [Hun]*
5561. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Die Tofurei.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hueetlinstr. 10, D-7750
Constanz, West Germany. Phone: 07531-21897.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Thomas
Karas of Soyastern. 1989. April 21. List of members of new
Organic Soyfoods Assoc. The owners are Robert Mestel and
Kurt Mueller.
Die Geschäftsidee. 1989. Dec. p. 32. Kurt Mueller has
made tofu in Konstanz since 1987. In Aug. 1989 he moved
into a bakery. He makes 800 kg/week of tofu.
Letter from Bernd Drosihn of Viana Naturkost. 1990.
April 8. Around the Bodensee in the south of Germany there
are several little tofu manufacturers. All of them supply fresh
tofu in water, in the best Japanese tradition. The biggest and
oldest one is Die Tofurei, Hueetlinstr. 10, D-7750 Konstanz.

5562. Product Name: [Biodelis Plus {Soy Beverage}].
Foreign Name: Biodelis Plus.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Birkenwej 1-6, CH-3123 Belp,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Soymilk (from whole soybeans), plus soy
protein isolate.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Peter Speck.
1988. March 11. “In 1983 we developed, in addition to the
products for enteral tube feeding, flavored drinks, called Vita
Drink, with a very similar composition. In 1987 this line
was completed with a product line enriched with isolated
soy protein: Biodelis Plus and Vita Drink Plus. In France
our products are sold under the brand names Naga Sonda,
Biodelis, and Biodelis Plus. The corresponding products
in Switzerland are Naga Sonda, Vita Drink, and Vita Drink
Plus. According to legal requirements, the vitamin and
mineral composition of the French products differ slightly
from those of the Swiss products.”
5563. Product Name: Seitan.
Manufacturer’s Name: Gold Mine Natural Food Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1947 30th St., San Diego, CA
92102. Phone: 619-234-9711.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Whole wheat*, soy sauce*, onions*, ginger*,
kombu seaweed, garlic*, filtered water, sea salt. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz ball in broth in a 16 oz
deli tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jean Richardson,
co-owner of Gold Mine Natural Foods. 1992. July 8. This
product, made by Gold Mine, was introduced in the spring
of 1989. It is made entirely by hand by Alice Peckham, who
learned the process from Carlos Richardson (her husband),
who probably learned it from Hannah Bond, who now lives
in Vermont. Most of the product is sold to local wholesale
accounts. Production averages 150 lb/week.
Talk with Carlos Richardson of Gold Mine. 1992.
July 10. He first saw seitan in about 1980 in Vermont, in a
natural food store refrigerator. It was made by Chrys and
Bruce Bailey of Bailey’s Traditional Seitan. in northwestern
Massachusetts. He first learned how to make seitan in 1983
either in Hawaii from Marijke Steevensz, or in Los Angeles
at the East West Center, perhaps from Loretto Beamonte,
who had come up from Mexico. Gold Mine started business
in 1985. The first seitan sold commercially by Gold Mine
(in about 1989) was purchased from Arturo Beamonte at the
East West Center in Ensenada, in Baja California, Mexico
(current phone: 667-61005), and then from a Canadian
fellow who made it at the East West Center in San Diego.
After that, Carlos made the seitan sold by Gold Mine starting
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in about 1989. He learned on a commercial scale by practice
and by talking about the process on the phone with Chrys
Bailey.
5564. Product Name: [Windmill Tofu, Smoked Tofu, Tofu
Burgers, Satem Tofu {Packed in Foil}].
Manufacturer’s Name: Heuschen-Schrouff B.V.
Manufacturer’s Address: Reeweg 137, 6381 BW Ubach
over Worms, Netherlands.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
New Product–Documentation: Soya Bluebook. 1987. p.
96. This company is the largest tofu manufacturer in Europe.
Letter from Harry Whitford of Soyastern. 1987. Dec. 14.
Holland, once the company with the most tofu producers,
is now dominated by this one company. Only the company
Morgenstond still produces tofu themselves. All others
have concentrated on tofu based products, buying their raw
materials from H-S. We estimate the latter’s total production
to be at the very least 20,000 kg/week. It could run as high
as 50,000 kg/week. They sell huge amounts at dumping
prices on the Asian-shop market, and claim to make organic
tofu for the bio-shops, but seeing that they refuse to allow
any control organization to check their records on bean
purchases, nobody believes that their tofu is organic.
5565. Ismail, A.M.A.; Khalifa, F.M. 1987. Irrigation,
planting date and intra-row spacing effects on soybean
grown under dry farming systems. Qatar University Science
Bulletin 7:149-167. [25 ref. Eng; ara]
• Summary: Two soybeans cultivars were grown in Sudan;
one under supplementary irrigation, the other at another site
in the central rainlands.
“Cultivars responded differently to the system of
production. Sowing date and moisture availability were
the main factors controlling soybean production. The late
maturing cultivar Semmes outyielded the early maturing
cultivar Davis under supplementary irrigation whereas under
rainfed conditions the reverse was true. Delayed sowings
and wider intra-row spacings reduced grain of both cultivars
under two systems of production. Irrigation increased grain
yields and yield components of both cultivars markedly. The
results seem to support the view that the optimum time of
sowing both cultivars is over the period mid-June to midJuly, rather than a delayed date.” Address: Dep. of Botany,
Faculty of Science, Univ. of Qatar, Doha;.
5566. Product Name: [Seitan Stew].
Foreign Name: Seitaneintopf.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03/664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Seitan (wheat proteins)*, marrows*,
tomatoes*, aubergines* [eggplants], onions*, olive oil,

garlic*, provence spices, sea-weed. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Minerals 0.92%, vegetable proteins 2.3%,
vegetable fats 0.12%, carbohydrates 6.93%. 37.3 calories
(Kcal) per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Jos van de
Ponseele. 1988. 6.25 by 10.5 inches. Card stock. This cardstock sleeve fits over the product. Color photo of seitan
with various vegetables with item name in white on orange.
“Vegetable product.”
5567. Product Name: Shoyu (Naturally Brewed Soy
Sauce), Organic Shoyu, Traditionally Brewed Tamari (Wheat
Free Soy Sauce), Organic Tamari, and Tamari Teriyaki.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kaiora Natural Ltd. (Importer).
Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: CPO Box 3007 (180 Victoria St.
West), Auckland 1, New Zealand. Phone: 09-370 454.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
New Product–Documentation: 1. Shoyu (naturally brewed
soy sauce): Made by Sendai Miso Shoyu Co. in Japan. The
moromi mash is left to mature in huge cedar wood casks
at ambient temperatures for up to 2 years. 300 ml and 750
ml. Labels are light and dark purple. 2. Organic shoyu:
“Produced exclusively by a religious community in Japan...
The community farms its own organically grown soybeans
and wheat in Hokkaido.” 150 ml and 750 ml. Labels are
light and dark red. 3. Traditionally brewed tamari: Brewed
by the San Jirushi Company of Japan. Matures for over one
year in cedar kegs. 150 ml, 300 ml, and 750 ml. Labels are
light and dark green. Salt content: 14.2%. 4. Organic tamari:
Brewed by the Mansan Company of Japan. It is made in the
traditional manner, maturing for over 1 year in cedar kegs.
Labels are light and dark tan. 150 ml and 750 ml. Contains
natural mirin. Salt content: 14.2%. 5. Tamari teriyaki. Made
by San Jirushi. 300 ml. Label is brown and gold. Contains
tamari, rice vinegar, mirin, honey, miso, ginger, garlic,
spices. No preservatives or additives. Labels sent 1988. Dec.
by Austin Holden.
5568. Lindmayer, N.-Né 1987. A szojatermesztes
technologiaja [Soybean production technology]. Budapest,
Hungary: GBBR Gödöllö. 27 p. [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
5569. Product Name: Quinoa Tempeh with Sésame.
Manufacturer’s Name: Noble Bean.
Manufacturer’s Address: R.R. 1, McDonalds Corners
(near Elphin), Ontario K0G 1M0, Canada. Phone: 613-2782305.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans and sesame,
quinoa, spring water and tempeh culture.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 240 gm (8 oz).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Allan
Brown. 1998. Jan. 21. This tempeh was first sold in 1987.
Label sent by Allan Brown. 1998. June 30. 6 by 6
inches. “Quinoa Tempeh with Sésame.” Plastic bag. In
French and English. Orange, blue and brown on white.
“Made with fresh spring water. 240 gm (8.5 oz). Organic.
Product of Canada. Quinoa (keen-wa) is the sacred mother
grain of the ancient Incas.” On back of label is a recipe:
“Tempeh with Sesame-Gingerroot Sauce”–in both English
and French. “From The Book of Tempeh. Try steamed
tempeh, blended with water, soy sauce and spices for a
delicious dip. Keep refrigerated or frozen (use within 5
days after thawing. Black or grey colour is due to normal
sporulation of the culture. Organic food from a country
cottage food industry).”
5570. Product Name: Noble Bean Eggless Tempeh Salad.
Manufacturer’s Name: North Coast Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1088 Ivanhoe Rd., Cleveland,
OH 44110.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Tempeh (Organic soybeans, water, Rhizopus
culture), imitation mayonnaise (soy oil, water, honey, cider
vinegar, lemon juice, natural spices, kelp, onion powder),
celery, pickles, onion, parsley, shoyu, mustard, garlic
powder.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. Oval 4 by
2.75 inches. Blue, red, green, and yellow on white. Jeff
Narten. 1987. “History of North Coast Tempeh and its
Products.” 4 p. Dec. 7.
5571. Okigbo, Bede N. 1987. Towards a new Green
Revolution: From chemicals to new biological techniques
in the improvement of tropical African agriculture. In:
G.B. Marini-Bettolo, ed. 1987. Towards a Second Green
Revolution: From Chemical to New Biological Techniques
in Agriculture in the Tropics. New York & Amsterdam:
Elsevier. See p. 457-81. [16 ref]
• Summary: The greatest problem facing the world today is
that of inequality in the capabilities of countries in different
parts of the world to effectively tackle the problem of
producing enough food to meet demands of their rapidly
rising populations. The African food crisis is of major
worldwide concern in this regard. There is general consensus
among recent reports on the present and future trends of
events in Africa that political and ecological crises are
concurrent with the agricultural, food and demographic
crises. The overall result is that most countries in SubSaharan Africa are increasingly relying on food imports
and/or food aid to satisfy demands at a time when they lack

foreign exchange and are bearing unprecedented heavy
foreign debt burdens.
“While in absolute terms agricultural and food
production rates have been steadily going up at a reasonable
rate of 1-2% per annum since the 1970s, the number of
people to be fed is increasing at a faster rate than that of food
production and averages 3% per annum.”
“All the IARCs have as their general objective the
execution of mission-oriented research and training on
CGIAR mandated commodities and/or problems that directly
or indirectly contribute to the quantitative and qualitative
improvement of food production in the major ecological
zones in the developing countries of the world.”
“Soybeans are a new crop in tropical Africa. Although
areas of Sub-Saharan Africa suitable for soybeans vary
from 140-270 million hectares, less than 5% of this area is
currently being utilized. Early attempts to grow soybeans
from colder climates in the tropics encountered problems
of low seed viability, low yields, inability to nodulate
with indigenous rhizobia, shattering, stink bug and virus
damage. Improved soybeans adapted to the tropics have
been developed at IITA with satisfactory levels of storability,
ability to nodulate with indigenous rhizobia and yields of
1.5-3.5 tonnes/ha.”
The International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
(IITA) is one of 13 international agricultural research
centers (IARCs), supported by the Consultative Group for
International Agricultural Research (CGIAR). It is one
of four IARCs located in Africa. Address: IITA, Ibadan,
Nigeria.
5572. Product Name: The Soy Deli Gourmet Fresh Tofu
Salads/Dips/Spreads [No Tuna Salad, Curry Salad, Dilly
Salad, Garlic Salad / Dip, Mild Jalapeno Sesame Spread /
Dip, Salada Sin Carne, Curry Savory Salad].
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: No Tuna Salad: Organic tofu (water, organic*
soybeans, nigari), safflower oil, sunflower seeds, shoyu
(water, whole soybeans, whole wheat, sea salt), water
chestnuts and/or jicama, cider vinegar, scallions, sesame oil,
spices. * Grown in accordance with Calif. Health & Safety
Code 26569.11.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Ben Lee. 1988.
Sept. 30. Introduced in 1987, this was a local line of fresh
products. Not a lot is happening with this line, just a small
local market. He is revamping a lot of the labels. Labels.
1987. 3.5 inch diameter. One color plus black on white.
“Master Tofu-Makers Since 1906.”
5573. Product Name: The Soy Deli Gourmet Fresh No
Tuna Salad San (Tofu Sandwich).
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Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (water, organic* soybeans,
nigari), safflower oil, sunflower seeds, shoyu (water, whole
soybeans, whole wheat, sea salt), water chestnuts and/or
jicama and/or celery, cider vinegar, scallions, sesame oil,
spices, whole wheat bread, (and/or lettuce, sprouts, bell
peppers). * Grown in accordance with Calif. Health & Safety
Code 26569.11.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Ben Lee. 1988.
Sept. 30. Introduced in 1987, this was a local line of fresh
products. Label. 1987. 3.5 inch diameter. Black and blue on
white. “The original.”
5574. Product Name: The Soy Deli Gourmet Fresh BBQ
Tofu Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (water, organic* soybeans,
nigari), fresh carrots and onions, sesame seeds, sunflower
seeds, currants, safflower oil, sea salt and spices, sesame
whole wheat bun, (and or bell peppers, avocado, lettuce,
parsley, squash, sprouts), BBQ sauce, mild jalapeno, sesame
tofu spread. * Grown in accordance with Calif. Health &
Safety Code 26569.11.
Nutrition: Per 3.5 oz.: Calories 212, protein 17 gm,
carbohydrate 8 gm, fat 13 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 3.5 inch
diameter. Red and black on white. “The Original. Master
Tofu-Makers Since 1906.”
5575. Product Name: The Soy Deli Gourmet Fresh Almond
Veggie-Nut Butter (Tempeh-Based).
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Organic tempeh (water, organic* soybeans,
Rhizopus oligosporus), apple cider, carrots, pinto beans,
water, raw almonds, corn oil. * Grown in accordance with
Calif. Health & Safety Code 26569.11.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. 1987. 3.5 inch
diameter. Salmon tan and black on white. “Master TofuMakers Since 1906.”
5576. Product Name: [Soy Drink].
Foreign Name: Soja-Getraenk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Schwartzbrot (Importer). Made in
Japan. Exported by Muso.

Manufacturer’s Address: Klaus Griesbach, 2000 Hamburg
50, West Germany. Phone: 040–39 31 34.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans*, dehulled job’s tears or pearl
barley (hatomugi, Semen coicis), kombu (Laminaria sp., a
sea vegetable), barley malt extract. Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Send by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Jan. Black, green, and red on white. “Natural
foods from Japan (Naturkost aus Japan). Pasteurized. Can be
stored without refrigeration. A refreshing, nutritious drink of
mild sweetness. Purely of plant origin. Easily digestible. Also
well suited for use in soups, sauces, and desserts of all types.
Write the importer or Muso for a free booklet containing
recipes and a description of all our products.” Marrese adds:
This is Bonsoy imported to Germany.
Talk with Yuko Okada of Muso. 1992. July 16. Muso
started exporting Bonsoy soymilk to this company in about
1987.
5577. Singh Sandihu, Jeet; Bhatnagar, P.S. 1987. Evaluation
of induced populations of soybean for seed storability. Seed
Research (India) 15(2):164-68. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Three soybean varieties viz. T 49, Bragg and
Bhatt were evaluated for storage potential with stress tests.
Accelerated aging and methanol stress tests were found
equally desirable as pre-action tests.” Address: G.B. Pant
Univ. of Agriculture and Technology, Pantnagar 363145,
India.
5578. Product Name: [Tofu].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojafarm.
Manufacturer’s Address: Im Paradis, D-6531
Trechtingshausen, West Germany. Phone: 06721-6470.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Thomas
Karas of Soyastern. 1989. April 21. List of members of new
Organic Soyfoods Assoc. The owner is Lothar Stassen.
Die Geschäftsidee. 1989. Dec. p. 33. He began to make
tofu in early 1987 with a partner. He became the sole owner
when the partner left for Australia. He now makes 1,000 kg/
week of tofu.
Letter from Bernd Drosihn of Viana. 1995. April 19.
Sojafarm’s address is unchanged except for the postal code,
which is now 55413 Trechtingshausen. Phone: 06721 6470.
Fax: 06721 6298.
Talk with (call from) Waltrand Stassen, Lothar’s
wife, who speaks good English. 1997. Dec. 9. They are
considering making tofu noodles using a noodle machine.
Talk (call from) with Waltrand Stassen. 2000. March 10.
They are still in business and active. She sends a company
catalog, brochure, and labels of 9 tofu products they make.
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5579. Product Name: [Soft Nigari Tofu].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojalpe.
Manufacturer’s Address: Saint Quentin sur Isère, 38210
Tullins, France. Phone: 76.93.60.21.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Harry M.
Whitford of Soyastern. 1987. Dec. 14. Located in SE France,
they make 900 kg/week of soft nigari tofu using French
organic soybeans (Nature et Progres logo). They are working
on a line of commercial kitchen (institutional foodservice)
products. They are high on ideas but low on francs. Most of
their distribution is through natural food stores.
5580. Product Name: [Canned Tofu Entrees {Like
Quenelles, Midway Between a Sausage and a Souffle}].
Foreign Name: Royales au Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojalpe.
Manufacturer’s Address: Saint Quentin sur Isère, 38210
Tullins, France. Phone: 76.93.60.21.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: 67% tofu*, whole egg*, palm oil (not
hydrogenated), flour (mehl)*, salt*, vegetables. * =
Guaranteed organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Can.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Harry M.
Whitford of Soyastern. 1987. Dec. 14. “I found these entrees
much better than similar Dutch products.”
Manufacturer’s brochure. 1987? In German. “Die
Royales: Das Know-how der Kuechenchefs.” The joy of
eating... without putting on weight. We have developed
Tofu-Royales with the aid of traditional recipes from
Prosper Montagné (Chef: New Gastronomique Larousse)
with constant care to present an excellent dietetic dish.
Preparation: Bake Royales for 10 minutes in an oven
with sauce, mushrooms, and green olives. Recipes for the
following sauces are given: Tomato sauce, mushroom sauce,
or fish or shellfish sauce. The company logo is a steepled
building with 5 soy-shaped leaves growing out of the steeple,
set in front of towering mountains. A photo on the front
shows the Royales to be about the size and shape of small
potatoes. Two dishes in sauces are shown. At the top is an
illustration (line drawing) of a laughing male chef in a white
top hat.
Alfa-Laval. 1988, June. Soyfoods: Old traditions with
new potentials. p. 9. Shows a color photo of the front of the
can. In the center of the label is a laughing male chef with a
white top hat. Tan, yellow, white, red, and dark green.
5581. Product Name: Soy Devine Cajun Barbeque Style
(Frozen Tofu Entree) [As is, or on a Nine Grain Bun].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Devine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Box 668, Miranda, CA 95553.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Processed organic tofu [frozen], tomato sauce,

onions, honey, mustard, cider vinegar, safflower oil, tamari
(Westbrae), peanut butter, garlic, miso, spices (incl. paprika,
cayenne, allspice).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: In a tub.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Mara Devine.
1988. April 7. She used to make the Village Soyburger. This
may be America’s first second-generation product made
with frozen tofu. She buys the tofu from Quong Hop. It
is not shaped like a burger. She freezes the tofu, slices it,
marinates it in a sauce, then bakes it, pours on the sauce and
bakes it a little more. It is akin to Sloppy Joes. She also sells
it in a bun. Its very chewy. She has a whole book on frozen
tofu. Label. 1988. As is, 4.5 inches diameter. Black, red and
green on a white lid. Logo of an angel with a soybean plant
in both hands. “No additives or preservatives. Tasty hot or
cold. Made with organic tofu and homemade barbecue sauce.
All vegetable protein. Excellent texture. On tub: Serving
suggestions. Great as a burger, in sloppy joes, in spaghetti
sauce, as burrito or enchilada filling, over rice, pasta, or
baked potato.” Label for burger. 1988. 3 inch diameter. Black
and yellow, with same logo.
Talk with Mara Devine. 1995. June 1. In 1995 Cajun
Barbecue Style was renamed and divided into two products:
Vegan Cajun Burger, and Cajun Tofu Sloppy Joe. She moved
from Miranda to Arcata, California, in June 1993.
5582. Product Name: Soya Nova Okara Spread (sold in
bulk).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soya Nova Tofu Shop.
Manufacturer’s Address: R.R. #2 Rourke Road, C-28,
Ganges, Saltspring Island, BC, V0S 1E0, Canada. Phone:
604-537-9651.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, brown rice,
tamari, unrefined oils, fresh onions, garlic, carrots, herbs,
spices.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Greg Lundh of
Silverking Soya Foods in Nelson, BC, Canada. 1990. Dec.
14. Soya Nova Tofu Shop introduced Okara Spread in 1987.
Leaflet sent by Deborah Lauzon. 1991. Feb. 6. “Soya
Nova Tofu Shop.” Describes the product.
5583. Product Name: [Soyastern Tofu Dressing].
Foreign Name: Soyastern Tofu Dressing.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyastern Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Osteratherstr. 26, 5000 Koeln 60,
West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Tofu (Water, soybeans*), soy oil, apple
vinegar*, honey+, sea salt, mustard*, yeast flakes, food
starch (Speisestaerke), spices (Gewuerze). * = Organically
grown (aus kontrolliertem biologischen Anbau). + = Cold
strained/extracted (kaltgeschleudert).
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 280 ml glass jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable, 6 month shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Bernd
Drosihn of Soyastern. 1987. Nov. 30. He is business manager
at Soyastern. Packed cold in a glass jar and not retorted,
this product is shelf stable (6 months) because of its low pH
(4). Label. 1987. 8 by 1.5 inches. Yellow, red, and green on
white. “Nur 23% Oel. Cremig unpasteurisiert.”

pineapple juice, soy sauce, pineapple concentrate, ginger,
garlic powder, ginger powder, onion powder.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.5 oz vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Billy
Bramblett. 1998. July. He says this product was introduced
in 1987, originally called Traditional Nama Agé, and made at
Wildwood’s plant in Santa Cruz.

5584. Product Name: [Soyastern Tofu Tomato Dressing].
Foreign Name: Soyastern Tofu Dressing Tomate.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyastern Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Osteratherstr. 26, 5000 Koeln 60,
West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Tofu (Water, soybeans [Soyabohnen]*), soy
oil (Soyaoel), apple vinegar*, honey+, tomato sauce, sea salt,
mustard*, yeast flakes, food starch, spices (Gewuerze). * =
Organically grown (aus kontrolliertem biologischen Anbau).
+ = cold strained/extracted (kaltgeschleudert).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 280 ml glass jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable, 6 month shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Bernd
Drosihn of Soyastern. 1987. Nov. 30. He is business manager
at Soyastern. Packed cold in a glass jar and not retorted,
this product is shelf stable (6 months) because of its low pH
(4). Label. 1987. 8 by 1.5 inches. Yellow, red, and green on
white. “Nur 23% Oel. Cremig unpasteurisiert.”

5587. Product Name: Yaupon Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yaupon Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 226 East Austin St., Elgin, TX
78621. Phone: 512-285-3810.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 fluid oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Chico
Wagner. 1989. June 20. 2 by 3.25 inches. Green, blue, and
white on brown. Self adhesive. The product was launched in
about 1987.

5585. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Thomas Jakobi.
Manufacturer’s Address: Fuerstenbergstr. 87, 7750
Konstanz, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Bernd
Drosihn of Soyastern. 1987. Nov. 30. He says they make
about 200 kg/week of organic nigari tofu.
Talk with Harry Whitford of West Germany. 1990. May
20. Thomas and some woman were sharing this company
at one time. He thinks they both stopped at about the same
time. Kurt Mueller may know the details.

5589. Butler, Mike. 1987. Keynote address at soybean
workshop. In: Desiree L. Cole, ed. 1987. Proceedings of
the Workshop for the Southern Africa Region on Basics
of Soybean Cultivation and Utilization, 24 February–7
March 1986, University of Zimbabwe. Harare, Zimbabwe:
University of Zimbabwe. 199 p. See p. 5-8. 20 cm.
• Summary: “The soyabean has been described by many
responsible and authoritative people as one of mankind’s
most remarkable foods. It is a description of great accuracy,
for there are few other crops which have been found to yield
such a variety of uses–for humans and animals alike–as
soyabeans. And in developing countries like Zimbabwe,
where these varied uses have not been fully developed, the
potential for a meaningful and significant contribution to
agriculture and human nutrition is enormous.
“Soyabeans are classed as an oilseeds crop, having first
been processed for oil. Today, processing is still very much
centered around the hexane extraction process, which yields
both oil and meal. However, although the meal was at first
considered a by-product of the process, its well-balanced
amino acid composition and high nutritional value soon
established the meal as an important source of protein for
animal feeds.
“More recent developments have seen the transition to
another important area–the use of soya proteins in foods. On

5586. Product Name: Traditional Nama Agé. Renamed
Pineapple Teriyaki Tofu Cutlets.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: 1998: Wildwood Tofu (filtered water, organic
soybeans grown in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990, nigari {magnesium chloride, a natural
firming agent}), hi oleic acid safflower oil, unsweetened

5588. Borkert, Clovis Manuel; Sfredo, Gedi Jorge; da Silva
Missio, Suely Lucia. 1987. Soja: Adubacao foliar [Soya:
Foliar fertilization]. EMBRAPA-CNPSo Documentos (Centro
Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja, Londrina, PR, Brazil) No. 22.
34 p. [49 ref. Por]
Address: [Brazil].
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an increasing scale, soya proteins are being used as extenders
for traditional animal proteins, while their usefulness in
improving the nutritional value of basic foods has been noted
to the benefit of millions of consumers.
“Soyabean meal has a large number of uses. In
consumer terms, it can be used as a bakery ingredient and
in meat products, as well as in cereals, baby food, candy
products and special diet foods. It also has a range of
industrial uses, such as in insecticide sprays, wallboards,
paints and yeast. In addition, its use in livestock, pet and fish
foods has been widespread and nutritionally beneficial.
“The relevance of soyabeans to the SADCC region is,
therefore, quite obvious. As a source of food for developing
countries, the crop has a good potential for improving the
quality of diet.
“People within the lower socio-economic groups of
developing countries suffer from a diet deficient in calories
and protein, both quality and quantity, with calories
apparently the more limiting in most cases. However,
children have considerably higher protein requirements
for catch-up growth following a period of acute infection
and failure to obtain sufficient protein appears to be a
major factor in the permanent stunting of such children.
Requirements for dietary energy increase much less for
catch-up growth, than requirements for protein.
“The addition of small quantities of soyabean protein
to a basic diet of either maize or wheat not only increases
the protein level of food quantity but also the quality of the
protein. Protein quality is measured by the protein efficiency
ratio (PER) and milk protein, known as casein, which is
considered an ideal protein far humans as a PER c. 2.6. The
addition of 8 per cent soyabean flour raises the PER maize
from 1.0 to 2.25 while a similar addition to wheat flour raises
the PER from 0.7 to 2.01.
“One hectare of land can produce one man’s protein
requirements for 190 days in the case of beef and 5,493 in
the case of soyabeans. Looked at another way, one hectare
of land can produce the protein requirement for 190 men for
one day in the case of beef, 11 days in the case of wheat and
29 days in the case of soyabeans.
“Part of the solution to Africa’s food crisis can be found
in increasing the production of high-protein crops such
as soyabeans. The crop is eminently suitable for African
farming conditions. Soyabeans are, in fact, well-suited to
almost any environment in which maize is grown and often
improves the yields of grain crops when grown in rotation
with them. The crop is also relatively free of disease and
insect pests when compared to indigenous legume crops.
“The crop, however, is not without its problems in
the region. Among these have been the search for suitable
cultivars; the storing of the seed, which does not store well
in heat and humidity; the lack of processing facilities and, of
course, the full utilisation of the crop as a food and not only
as a source of vegetable oil.

“The level of development of the crop in Zimbabwe has
helped solve several of these problems. It is to the areas of
production and utilization that I wish to draw attention. It is
generally understood that the Zimbabwean marketing system
could handle a soya crop twice its present size. Given the
right incentive, in the form of an equitable producer price,
the farmers could reach this level of production within two
years. What, then, to do with the crop?
“There is a great scope in Zimbabwe, as in the rest
of the SADCC region, for the greater use of soyabeans in
human food. A recent workshop held by scientists from the
international soya-bean programme showed that a number of
appropriate technologies had been developed to achieve this
greater use in African conditions. These included methods of
home preparation of soya milk, weaning or breakfast foods
and other foods that combine soyas with meat, vegetables
and fruit.
“Large-scale industrial processing is also of great
relevance to Africa. The production of soyabean milk at
special plants, as well as the production of textured vegetable
protein by means of extruders, are among the uses which
could be developed in this region to the benefit of the
consumers.
“In some parts of Africa, such developments have
already taken place. A recent report indicated that in Benin,
child health centres were buying full fat soyabean flour as
a nutritional supplement for malnourished children. In the
Cameroon, soyabean flour has been used to fortify a locally
popular cassava preparation known as ‘fufu’, which by itself
has a protein content of only two per cent. The addition of 10
percent soyabean flour raises the level of protein to seven per
cent. The introduction of soyabean flour has been undertaken
unobtrusively, and researchers say this is the best way of
overcoming the very real problem of consumer resistance in
traditional societies. This could prove a problem in countries
in the SADCC region and the subject must, therefore, be
approached with care.
“Zimbabwe has in recent decades developed a
successful soya-bean research programme which has, in turn,
provided an excellent production technology for the large
scale commercial farming sector. As a result the country
is now the second largest soyabean-producing country
in Africa. The Government has indicated its interest in
expanding production in small scale sectors.
“What is now needed is a strong research and
development programme for soyabean utilisation. A recent
draft proposal for such a programme, prepared by Professor
A.I. Nelson and H.E. Kauffman of the International
Soyabean Programme has suggested that a soyabean
utilisation programme in Zimbabwe should focus on several
product and process areas. These included extrusion cooking,
oil extraction, soya milk and dairy analogs, village and home
processing and residues for animal feeds.
“World production of the soyabean crop is now between
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80 million and 90 million tonnes, made up chiefly of 50.6
million tonnes from the USA, 15.7 million tonnes from
Brazil, 9.7 million tonnes from the People’s Republic of
China and 6.6 million tonnes from Argentina.
“The potential for Africa; therefore, is enormous. What
is needed in countries such as those of the SADCC region
is an overall strategic development plan that encourages
greater, more efficient production of the crop as well as
suitable development of the product utilization, particularly
in terms of a high-protein food or food supplement. We
in Zimbabwe have taken great strides in producing such a
successful programme and the example could be suitably
followed by our neighbours in the region.
“By world standards, Zimbabwe’s production is small
now between 85,000 and 90,000 tonnes annually. The
soyabean crop here is a regulated crop, which means it has a
Government-controlled producer price and the entire crop is
delivered to and marketed by the Grain Marketing Board.
“The Commercial Oilseeds Producers’ Association has
embarked on an exercise to promote greater production
of soyas, particularly in the large scale commercial sector,
as the heavier soils best suited to soyabean production are
generally found in this farming area. There is, however, a
certain amount of soyabean production in small scale and
communal areas, and this is to be encouraged wherever
possible.
“Tied up with this effort to encourage increased
production of the crop is an equally important exercise
to encourage greater utilization of soyas, particularly as a
human food or food supplement.
“Looking at soyabean production in Africa, total
production on the continent is 330,000 tonnes, of which
Egypt accounts for 140,000 tonnes. Africa also has
a substantial import of soyas from the United States,
equivalent to 400,000 tonnes of whole soyas each year.
“The purpose of this important workshop is to look
at soyabeans and to encourage greater production and
utilisation in the SADCC region. We in the industry look
forward to your discussions, findings and recommendations.
Above all, we will be highlighting the importance of this
vital crop and this is a factor that must be encouraged and
promoted.” Address: Chairman of the Agricultural Marketing
authority’s grain committee.
5590. Chicago Board of Trade. 1987. Weather and the
soybean market. CBOT Handbook Series on Agricultural
Markets 2(2):1-16.
• Summary: Contents: Growing characteristics. Other
soybean-producing countries. Seasonal price behavior.
Chicago Board of Trade soybean futures. An example. More
on weather and crop prices. A graph at the start of the booklet
shows CBOT Weekly Nearest Futures on the CBOT from
Dec. 1967 to Oct. 1978. One futures contract equals 5,000
bushels. From 1966 to 1971 the price was basically constant

at about $2.80/bushel. During 1972 it began a steady rise,
then began to skyrocket in Nov. 1972, reaching a peak of
$12.84 in May-June 1973. By late 1973, it had settled back
to a new steady state of about $6.40/bushel.
In most years, the largest fluctuations in crop prices
can be traced back to weather-related developments. Most
soybeans are planted during May and June, usually after
the completion of corn and cotton planting... But because
soybeans typically have a shorter growing season, they are
often used on land intended for, but not planted to, corn or
cotton because of unfavorable weather conditions earlier in
the year.
“In all growing areas but the northern half of the
Midwest, soybeans can be double-cropped with winter
wheat, a production practice that allows farmers to raise two
crops per year from the same field. Double-cropped soybeans
are planted in June and early July immediately following the
winter wheat harvest, and then winter wheat can be seeded
again after the soybeans have been harvested in September
and October...
“Soybeans are photoperiodic–that is, the start of
flowering (also referred to as blooming or blossoming)
is controlled by the number of hours of daylight. This is
in contrast to most other crops where the beginning of
the reproductive stage is determined by the planting date.
After June 21–the ‘longest day of the year’ in the Northern
Hemisphere–the daylight period shortens by a few minutes
each day. When the daylight period falls below the critical
level for a given variety, it triggers the start of the flowering
process.
“Soybean varieties used in the United States are divided
into maturity groups based on the daylength necessary to
trigger flowering. Earlier-maturing beans, which are raised
primarily in northern latitudes where the growing season is
shorter, will flower at a longer daylength–that is, sooner after
June 21–than longer-season varieties.
“Soybean flowers are self-fertilizing and eventually
develop into pods...Most U.S. soybean varieties are
indeterminate, meaning that they do not have the distinct
stages of development found in most other plants. As a
result, new flowers continue to be produced over a three
to four week period in July and early August while other
flowers elsewhere on the plant have already set.
“In soybeans, moisture needs increase rapidly at the start
of flowering in July. Requirements increase again in August
during the pod-setting stage when the flowers develop into
pods, and in the early pod-filling stages when beans begin
to develop with the pods. The indeterminate growth pattern
allows the soybean plant to withstand several weeks of
drought or other stress without suffering a significant yield
reduction...
“During August and September the pods continue filling
out, a process that can continue right up until harvest. It is
during this period that final yields are determined, making it
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very difficult to accurately estimate soybean yields earlier in
the growing season. Warm weather with frequent rains can
increase individual bean size and boost yields significantly,
while a drought can result in smaller beans and lower
yields... As a general rule, hot weather during pod-filling
increases oil content, while cool temperatures reduce it...
“Harvest usually runs from mid-September through
November and begins as soon as moisture levels in the beans
permit... When moisture levels are too high the beans will
be soft and can be damaged by harvesting and handling
equipment. In addition, excessive moisture can lead to
spoilage and storage losses because soybeans can be difficult
to dry in on-farm facilities.
“Conversely, when moisture levels are too low, the pods
become brittle and easily shatter as harvesting equipment
moves through the fields. When the pods shatter, the beans
drop out of the pods and onto the ground where they cannot
be recovered, causing harvesting losses to increase and
yields to drop...
“The United States typically raises 50 to 60 percent of
the world’s soybeans... The only other major producer in
the Northern Hemisphere is China... Brazil and Argentina
are the key players in the Southern Hemisphere, where
the growing season is ‘out of sync’ with the Northern
Hemisphere by six months. In Brazil, which raises 15 to 20
percent of the world’s production, most of the soybeans are
planted in November... and are harvested in March and April.
Production areas in Argentina, where 5 to 10 percent of the
world’s soybeans are grown, are located farther south than
those in Brazil. This makes the growing season somewhat
shorter, so each step occurs two to four weeks later than in
Brazil.
“Both Brazil and Argentina use soybean varieties that
are determinate and flower only once during the growing
season. This growth pattern makes South American soybeans
more susceptible to drought and other weather problems
because they do not have the ability to replace lost flowers.
“In an average year, U.S. soybean prices are typically
lowest following harvest, usually between November and
January when supplies are largest relative to demand.”
Address: Chicago, Illinois.
5591. EMBRAPA-CNPSo Documentos (Centro Nacional
de Pesquisa de Soja, Londrina, PR, Brazil). 1987.
Recomendacoes tecnicas para a cultura da soja na Parana
[Technical recommendations for the cultivation of soya in
Parana]. No. 23. 72 p. [57 ref. Por]
• Summary: The introduction is mainly about improvement
of soya for human nutrition. Address: [Brazil].
5592. Fenner, R.J. 1987. The fertilization of soyabeans. In:
Desiree L. Cole, ed. 1987. Proceedings of the Workshop for
the Southern Africa Region on Basics of Soybean Cultivation
and Utilization, 24 February–7 March 1986, University of

Zimbabwe. Harare, Zimbabwe: University of Zimbabwe.
199 p. See p. 89-90. 20 cm.
• Summary: “Summary: Soyabeans are no more efficient
users of a residual fertilizer phosphorus than any other field
crop; a significant amount of potassium is removed with the
crop; and there is a period in early growth when nitrogen
must be available in the soil. As a result, fertilizer nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium must be applied to ensure the
attainment of economic yields and the maintenance of
productivity, unless soil analysis indicates otherwise.”
Address: Asst. Director (Crop Research Div.), Dep. of
Research and Specialist Services, P.O. Box 8108, Causeway,
Harare, Zimbabwe.
5593. Fernández, Modesto; Ortega, J.; Berbe, A. 1987.
Posibilidad de la rotación soya-arroz respecto a los
fitonemátodos [The possibility of a soy-rice rotation with
respect to nematodes]. Ciencias de la Agricultura (Cuba)
No. 31. p. 14-18. [4 ref. Spa; eng]
Address: 1-2. 1-2. Instituto de Investigaciones
Fundamentales en Agricultura Tropical “Alejandro de
Humboldt”, Ministerio de la Agricultura [Alexander
Humboldt Inst. of Fundamental Research on Tropical
Agriculture, Ministry of Agriculture, Cuba].
5594. Gubels, Peter A.; Iddi, Alice. 1987. Case study:
Women farmers. Cultivation and utilization of soybeans
among West African women through family health animation
efforts. World Neighbors, 5116 North Portland Ave.,
Oklahoma City, OK 73112-2098. 18 p.
• Summary: Since 1979 World Neighbors has been working
with FHAS (Family Health Advisory Services), a Togolese
non-governmental organization, to introduce soybeans to
women in Togo, Mali, and Ghana. The program started in
about 1983 and by 1986 hundreds of women were growing
and using soybeans with excellent results. FHAS is run by
two dynamic West African women, whose roots are in the
village: Ayele Foly (Togolese) and since 1986, Alice Iddi,
a Ghanaian. The programs are aimed at helping women to
significantly decrease malnutrition among their children,
generate income for family use, and participate more fully
in family decision making concerning land allocation.
Typically 50-60% of the children in villages studied were
malnourished. Protein intake has dropped dramatically in the
last 10 years.
The main interest of African governments has been
in promoting soybeans not for home consumption but as
a commercial cash crop. Other constraints are poor seed
viability, need for rhizobial inoculants, and lack of a market.
Soybeans are now widely used in place of dawa-dawa seeds,
which are increasingly scarce, to make a mashed mustardlike seasoning (soumbala). The women also learn to make
soy flour and porridge. Rabbits are the most serious pest.
In the Savana region of northern Togo by 1984 at least
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326 women in 38 villages had been trained to grow and
use soybeans. The results in each village demonstrated that
soybeans produced at least double or even triple the yield of
local bean varieties, in half the time. In the Bassar district of
Central Togo 139 women in 15 villages were growing and
using soybeans by 1986. Mothers of malnourished children
were trained to prepare enriched porridge. The use of colorcoded plastic armbands has been a key tool in showing
mothers the progress made by their malnourished children.
In Jan. 1987, in the Sanando district of Mali, Alice Iddi
organized a 5-day village based training course on soybean
utilization. The research station in Cinzana is now having
good results growing local soybean varieties. And in northern
Ghana trial plots have been started. Address: Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma. Phone: 405-946-3333.
5595. Hanyama, D.M. 1987. Marketing of soyabeans in
Zambia. In: Desiree L. Cole, ed. 1987. Proceedings of
the Workshop for the Southern Africa Region on Basics
of Soybean Cultivation and Utilization, 24 February–7
March 1986, University of Zimbabwe. Harare, Zimbabwe:
University of Zimbabwe. 199 p. See p. 155-56. 20 cm.
• Summary: “Summary: Marketing of soyabeans has not
poised a big problem compared to other crops that the decontrol system does affect those organisations which finance
its production because farmers avoid loan repayments since
they can sell the crop to any organisation
“Marketing Policy in Zambia: The policy on
marketing of either crops or livestock in Agriculture aims
at: Minimising marketing costs at all levels in order to
increase the returns of the primary producers (farmers) and
ensuring fair prices for Agricultural products. It ensures
coordination between producers, marketing agents and
agricultural extension services. To ensure and achieve the
above mentioned policy, the government has established the
following institutions and organisations: National Agriculture
and Marketing Board (NAMBOARD), Provincial Cooperative and Marketing Unions, Lint Company of Zambia
Limited (LINTCO), Refined Oil Products 1975 Limited
(ROP 1975) and private agents.
“NAMBOARD: Is the principal grain handling
organisation in Zambia, which is responsible for holding the
Nation’s maize reserves. In addition to this major function, it
handles other crops including soyabeans.
“The Unions: Act as handling agents for NAMBOARD.
There are nine. They purchase the crop direct from farmers
and resell the crop to the processing mills or NAMBOARD.
“Lintco: Is responsible for production and marketing
of three crops, cotton, soyabeans and coffee amongst small
scale farmers. Like NAMBOARD or Unions it purchases
the soyabeans from farmers and resells the same to Oil
Processing Mills (ROP).
“Private Agents: They either operate as individuals
or companies. These either buy the crop from individual

farmers or from any of the above mentioned organisations
and these agents usually process the crop at their own plants
into human food or livestock feeds.
“ROP (1975) Ltd: This is the main processing agent for
soyabeans to be turned into edible oils and cake for livestock
in Zambia. ROP does buy soybeans straight from farmers if
they can deliver it to the plant in Lusaka.
“Buying of Soyabean in Zambia: Soyabeans have been
grown mainly by commercial farmers from 1976 up to 1983
when small scale farmers through Lintco involvement started
growing the crop. Commercial farmers grow the crop in
rotation with irrigated wheat. Table 1 gives the production
figures since 1976. Soyabean is uncontrolled i.e. it can be
bought or sold to anybody provided the ruling producer
price is not greatly reduced or exaggerated. Because of this
arrangement a lot of organisations do buy the crop from
farmers. Each organisation with an exception of ROP have
handling depots both along the line of rail and rural areas. At
each of these depots growers deliver their soyabeans, here
the crop is graded, weighed and documents are prepared
and signed by the farmers before he is paid. The payments
are made either by cash or cheques. Once the crop is bought
by any of the above organisations, it is then delivered to the
processing plants (ROP) where it is processed into edible oils
and cake for livestock.
“Problems of Marketing Soyabeans in Zambia:
Under the system explained above the following are most
commonly experienced problems:
“Difficult documentation system, late payment, high
transport costs, poor grading resulting into poor quality,
late distribution of packing materials and lastly the pricing
system.
“Conclusion: For the marketing agencies, there are many
snags as farmers can by free selling avoid loan repayments
into the organisation financing them.” Address: Soyabeans
Div. Development Manager, Lintco, P.O. Box 30178,
Lusaka, Zambia.
5596. Khadka, Bed B. 1987. Coarse grains and pulses in
Nepal: Role and prospects. CGPRT No. 6. 35 p. [47 ref]
• Summary: Production and yield of major grain legumes
in Nepal in 1983 was: Grasspea (18,700 tonnes; 380 kg/
ha), lentil (17,000; 382), chickpea (13,100; 381); soybean
(10,100; 548), horsegram (7,900; 381). Note that soybean is
by far the highest yielding.
“Soybean cultivation, formerly limited to the midhills, is now extending to inner and outer tarai. In the hills
and valleys soybean is cultivated in association with or
intercropped with maize. Mono-cropped soybean is grown
only in small areas, and sometimes it is grown on paddy
bunds. Soybean is a popular leguminous food in the hills,
where roasted soybean is taken along with puffed maize as
a morning or midday snack. Green pods are boiled and the
seeds are eaten as such, or fried or made into curry. Some
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soybean is used for its oil, and the cakes are then used in
feeds. In recent years, small industries have been set up to
convert soybean into soymilk, soybean curd [tofu], and other
products.” Research has been carried out in collaboration
with INTSOY, IITA, AVRDC and other agencies. Address:
Nepal.
5597. Khokan, K.I.; Horlings, George. 1987. Soybean
production and utilization in Bangladesh. Dhaka [Dacca],
Bangladesh: Mennonite Central Committee. 55 p. No index.
28 cm. [36 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Part I: Production. Introduction:
History, Soybeans in Bangladesh. Soybean plant parts and
growth. Climatic requirements. Selecting land and soil types.
Cropping pattern: Rabi season, kharif season. Cultivation
procedures: Varieties (Bragg, Pb-1), planting date, land
preparation, fertilizer, inoculant preparation, planting
method, weed control, irrigation, harvesting, threshing and
drying, storage for food purposes. Diseases. Insects. Seed
production. Seed storage. Seed testing.
Part II: Utilization. Nutritional quality: Protein, oil,
undesirable factors, rules for soyfood preparation. Oil
expelling. Traditional foods from soybeans. Appendix I:
Recipes with soybeans (Soyflour, roasted soybeans, soy satu
{with rice and sugar}, soya khichuri {with rice, vegetables,
and spices}, soya sweet pumpkin curry, soya potato curry,
soya shak {any green leafy vegetable}, soya chatni, soya
dhal, soya tok {sour} dhal, peaju, soya patora, soya halua,
soya bapa pita, soya milk, soya yogurt). Appendix II:
Soybean troubleshooting. Planting to emergence. Emergence
to flowering. Flowering to maturity.
“Soybeans were first introduced into Bangladesh
in 1942. In 1960 three varieties were selected for kharif
season production. These varieties were later found to be
susceptible to yellow mosaic virus In 1972-73 MCC began
research and extension work on soybeans, primarily as a rabi
season crop. In 1975 the Bangladesh Coordinated Soybean
Research Project (BCSRP) began research on soybeans.
This project involved the Bangladesh Agriculture Research
Institute (BARI), Bangladesh Agricultural University (BAU),
Bangladesh Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
(BCSIR), several other governmental institutions, Shilpee
Food Products and the Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC). In 1981 the BCSRP was discontinued. The two main
problems were felt to be: difficulty in producing high quality
seed and the lack of oil extracting equipment. Much research
has been done throughout Bangladesh which resulted in the
release of Bragg and Davis varieties for extension.” Address:
Mennonite Central Committee, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
5598. Kurnik, Erno; Szabo, Laszloval. 1987. A szoja [The
soybean]. Budapest, Hungary: [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.

5599. Macrobert, J.F. 1987. Plant populations, row widths
and seeding rates in soyabean production. In: Desiree
L. Cole, ed. 1987. Proceedings of the Workshop for the
Southern Africa Region on Basics of Soybean Cultivation
and Utilization, 24 February–7 March 1986, University of
Zimbabwe. Harare, Zimbabwe: University of Zimbabwe.
199 p. See p. 92-106. 20 cm. [39 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Soyabean yield response to plant
population and/or row width is variable and is dependant
on plant morphology and growth habit, and the cultural
environment. Small, short season determinate plant types
would be expected to respond positively to increases in
plant density and decreases in row width whilst large, long
season indeterminate types appear best suited to moderate
population and intermediate row widths. Under good
growing conditions narrow rows would be expected to have
a yield advantage over wide rows and this is largely due to
greater solar radiation interception and more efficient light
utilization. However, where environmental stresses occur, for
example drought, nutrient stress, pests or lodging, there may
be little difference in yield between wide and narrow rows
but narrow rows should not yield less than wide rows.
“Narrow rows show further advantages over wide rows
with higher pod clearances, less lodging and less combine
header losses. However, post emergent weed and pest control
with ground equipment is generally more difficult in narrow
row soyabeans. Whatever system of plant arrangement is
used the objective should be the establishment of a uniform,
vigorous stand that canopies completely by the early pod-fill
stage.” Address: Agriculture Research Trust, P.O. Box MP84,
Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe.
5600. Marini-Bettolo, G.B. ed. 1987. Towards a second
Green Revolution: From chemical to new biological
techniques in agriculture in the tropics. New York &
Amsterdam: Elsevier. 530 p. Proceedings from a symposium
held on 8-10 Sept. 1986 in Rome, Italy.
• Summary: The chance of moving from chemical to new
biological technologies promising new concept of great
potential importance to developing countries. Address:
Dipartimento Biologia Vegetale, Università di Roma “La
Sapienza,” Piazzale Aldo Moro 5, 00185 Rome, Italy.
5601. Morett, Emmanuel. 1987. La soya: Un cultivo
necessario [The soybean: A necessary crop]. Caracas,
Venezuela: Fundación Polar. 64 p. [16 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Origin and
characteristics. Importance of the soybean in Venezuela.
Possibilities for production of soybeans in Venezuela.
Industrial processing of soybeans to make oil and meal,
plus defatted soy flour and soy protein products (isolates,
concentrates). Contains numerous tables and statistics. “In
Venezuela, the activities of investigation of this legume
started to be realized since the fourth decade of this
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century, but only during the last 8 years has a program been
developed and carried out for genetic improvement and
agricultural understanding.” Address: Ing. Agr., Coordinator
de Proyectos Agricolas, Fundacion Polar, Venezuela.
5602. Mupawose, R.M. 1987. Opening address. In: Desiree
L. Cole, ed. 1987. Proceedings of the Workshop for the
Southern Africa Region on Basics of Soybean Cultivation
and Utilization, 24 February–7 March 1986, University of
Zimbabwe. Harare, Zimbabwe: University of Zimbabwe.
199 p. See p. 2-5. 20 cm.
• Summary: “It is very pleasing to note that this workshop
on soyabean cultivation and utilisation in the Southern
African Region is being held at a most opportune time when
memories of the recent food crisis in Africa are still fresh in
our minds.
“Food security has become a major concern of all our
governments in the Southern African region, particularly
in view of the fact that while food production has been
declining, population in the region is expected to rise from
the current 68 million to about 108 million by the year 2000.
To make matters worse one third of this population will be in
urban areas, implying an increasing demand for high quality
processed foods. Further, there is a large population of young
unemployed youths who, due to progressive education
policies, have achieved some education. There is not an
accompanied development in the job creation sectors.
“Your workshop, in focusing on soyabeans, a high
protein legume crop with tremendous scope for development
in Africa, is certainly in the right direction. Protein is a vital
component of human nourishment. Traditionally protein is
supplied through products of animal origin which include
beef, pork, poultry, eggs, fish and milk products. Quite
frankly these types of foods are very expensive to produce
and are frequently beyond the reach of most low income
families in developing countries. Soyabeans, being one of the
richest sources of vegetable protein, has proved to be a most
appropriate and relatively cheap alternative source of protein.
Its protein content exceeds 40 per cent compared with 4 per
cent for milk, 17 per cent for meat and 12 per cent for eggs.
“A major attribute of soyabean is the versatile and
multifarious nature of its potential and alternative uses,
which, apart from the production of edible oil and cake for
animal feed, include meal for direct human consumption,
soyamilk, weaning foods for children, flavoured drinks,
biscuits, soup dishes and several high protein health foods.
Such foods would greatly assist in meeting the needs of our
growing urban population and for institutional markets such
as schools, hospitals, armed forces, and other general feeding
programmes.
“Maize meal is the major food in the region. I often
wonder why we have not vigorously examined fortifying
mealie meal with soya flour, thus improving the quality of
this major food. In this way we would improve the general

health of poor sectors of the population. In addition it is
possible to incorporate 5-10 per cent of soyaflour into bread
production, thereby enhancing the nutritional quality and
shelf life of the loaf. This would assist in meeting the rapidly
growing demand for bread, and save on foreign currency for
wheat imports.
“The pig and poultry industries are likely to grow very
rapidly in many African countries, but the present limiting
constraint is lack of protein concentrates, which in future
can be supplied from soyabeans. Soyabean oil can also, be
used in the manufacture of paint, making soyabeans a useful
industrial crop. At present there exists an unsatisfied demand
for edible oils, fats and meal supplements for livestock feed
in many African countries, despite the important role being
played by soyabeans in modern agriculture.
“Zimbabwe is the leading producer of soyabeans in the
Southern African Region, with an average annual production
of 80,000 tonnes, over the past five years. About 98 per
cent of the crop comes from large scale farming enterprises,
where an average of 40,000 hectares are planted each year,
at yields ranging between 2 and 2.6 tonnes a hectare. The
potential of this crop in the small sector is limited by the
poorer performance of current cultivars on sandy soils.
“The bulk of the crop is sold to expressors for oil and
cake manufacture. Soyabeans at present supply about 16,000
tonnes of oil or 40 per cent of Zimbabwe’s vegetable oil
requirements, and more than 50 per cent of the oil cake used
by stockfeeders. At current market prices, the total value
of oil and cake to be produced from the 85,000 tonnes of
soyabeans delivered in the 1985/1986 marketing year exceed
$50 million. Producers will have received more than $27
million from soyabeans production in the same period.
“Our major task now is to promote soyabean production
by small farmers. A lot of research work is being done in
Zimbabwe to develop more suitable cultivars for small scale
farming systems. To increase the quantity and quality of
soyabean production in our region however involves more
than just developing new cultivars and introducing new
agronomic practices. It requires the introduction of viable
crop management packages capable of maximising economic
returns within the ecological environments of small farmers
who at present face numerous other constraints. The
potential of this crop in the small sector is constrained by the
poorer performance of current cultivars on the light sandy
soils more suitable for groundnuts. There is a need to step
up breeding and come up with suitable cultivars in these
environments.
“Research results produced elsewhere have shown that
some opportunity exists for developing soyabean cultivars
which are capable of nodulating with indigenous rhizobial
inoculants. This would be particularly relevant with respect
to soyabean production by small scale farmers, whose access
to commercial inoculants may be limited. Such cultivars
also seem to have greater yield stability. A further agronomic
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attribute of soyabeans is that they have few pest and weed
problems, which suits our sub-tropical climatic conditions.
“Soyabeans can be grown in nearly all environments
where maize is grown thus making soyabeans a logical
rotation crop. In addition, the early harvesting characteristics
of soyabeans permit the crop to be efficiently followed by
irrigated wheat, where the necessary facilities exist. The
incorporation of a legume in a production programme is an
essential ingredient for sustained good agriculture.
“It will thus be imperative for us to engender maximum
collaboration on a regional basis in order to come up with
suitable cultivars which will enhance the production of
soyabeans by small farmers in particular. Co-operation
between our countries should also be extended to include
industrial processing activities where significant economies
of scale can be achieved, as well as advantages of market
penetration within the region. Our Governments have given
priority to regional co-operation as a means of advancing
national efforts for increasing food production and it is up to
us as technicians to see to it that this common goal is taken
to its logical conclusion.
“In your deliberations you must also assess the potential
expansion of soyabean production and utilisation in the
context of our global objectives for agricultural policy.
The main objective in food production is of course to
achieve regional self sufficiency in each of the basic foods
which include grains, oilseed, beef and dairy production,
without seriously upsetting balanced production in each
line. Balanced production of different commodities is
more important than huge surpluses of one commodity
at the expense of all others. This does not lead to a good
agricultural production strategy. The important role of
soyabeans, due to their versatile use and growing demand
for their derivatives, does however, say a lot in favour of
increased production of that crop. It is not my intention,
though, to pre-empt or influence the conclusion of your
workshop at this stage, but rather to give you an assurance
that my Ministry, and indeed the SADCC [Southern Africa
Development Co-ordination Conference] Food Security
Secretariat, are going to take your recommendations at the
end of the workshop very seriously. You must work with this
goal in mind.
“Finally I want to sincerely thank the International
Soyabean Programme INTSOY and the University of
Zimbabwe for hosting this workshop, and all the delegates
who have come.
“It now gives me great pleasure to declare the workshop
officially open. I hope you will share ideas freely. Those
from outside Zimbabwe, I hope you shall enjoy your stay.”
Address: PhD, The Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of
Lands, Agriculture and Rural Resettlement.
5603. Narayan, Ranjana; Chauhan, G.S.; Verma, N.S. 1987.
Changes in the quality of soybean during storage. I. Effect

of storage on some physico-chemical properties of soybean.
Food Chemistry 27(1):13-23. [39 ref]
• Summary: Bragg variety soybeans were stored in jute bags
under ambient conditions for 1, 2, 3 and 9 years. The seed
weigh and density decreased whereas hardness increased.
The color changed from creamy yellow to brown. Seeds
stored for 3 years were slightly infested with insects whereas
those stored for 9 years were heavily infested.
Among chemical characteristics, moisture content, fat,
water-soluble nitrogen, nitrogen solubility index, sugars,
trypsin inhibitor activity, available lysine, pigment and
lipoxygenase activity of seeds decreased during storage,
whereas non-protein nitrogen, extent of browning, free fatty
acid content and peroxide value increased. Ash content and
phytic phosphorus first increased and thereafter decreased
with increasing storage period. Address: Dep. of Food
Science & Technology, G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture and
Technology, Pantnagar–263 145, India.
5604. Oliver, G.J. 1987. Land preparation: Tillage for
soyabeans in Zimbabwe. In: Desiree L. Cole, ed. 1987.
Proceedings of the Workshop for the Southern Africa
Region on Basics of Soybean Cultivation and Utilization, 24
February–7 March 1986, University of Zimbabwe. Harare,
Zimbabwe: University of Zimbabwe. 199 p. See p. 82-88. 20
cm. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: No one tillage system or operation
can be said to be better than the other for the production
of soyabeans; any system will be influenced more by
the other crops in the rotation than by the soyabean crop
alone, regardless of the actual cost of the tillage sequence.
Whatever methods are used, their effects on freedom of root
development and the improvement of water infiltration to
reduce run off are vitally important. The effects of tillage
practices on the ground conditions at harvest time are
probably more important with soyabeans than with most
other crops.
“Introduction: Smucker (1984) a researcher at
Michigan State University said ‘One of the least understood
and perhaps most important components that must be
investigated before efficient crop production systems can be
developed is the root-soil interface’.
“The processes of crop production which have the
greatest effect on: this root-soil inter-relationship are the
mechanical operations required to prepare for and produce
and finally remove the crop from the land.
“This paper concentrates on the tillage aspects of
production only, but it must be clearly understood that
the physically detrimental effects of the other mechanical
operations–and particularly (in Zimbabwe) of the harvesting
operation, dictate to a significant degree the type of tillage
operations required to achieve a satisfactory planting
condition. The effects of pulverisation on run-off and erosion
and the effects of sub-soil compaction on limiting root
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development and water holding capacity must be constantly
borne in mind.
“I will discuss briefly the effects of tillage on crop
yield, on subsequent operations, including their cost, and on
physical changes to the soil and erosion.
“Effects of Tillage on Yield: In Zimbabwe very little
research work is being done on soyabean tillage and this
is largely because the soyabean crop is regarded more as a
rotation crop than a cash crop in its own right...” Address:
Tillage and Mechanisation Specialist, ART Farm, P.O. Box
MP84, Harare, Zimbabwe.
5605. Oliver, G.J. 1987. Soyabean economics: Comparison
of costs of various methods of harvesting soyabeans in
Zimbabwe. In: Desiree L. Cole, ed. 1987. Proceedings of
the Workshop for the Southern Africa Region on Basics
of Soybean Cultivation and Utilization, 24 February–7
March 1986, University of Zimbabwe. Harare, Zimbabwe:
University of Zimbabwe. 199 p. See p. 148-54. 20 cm.
• Summary: “Summary: An examination of the main costs of
various methods of harvesting soyabeans highlights contract
combining as being the most expensive method and likely to
be increasingly so. The various methods of hand harvesting
and particularly the hand fed P.T.O. bean thrasher, are viable
alternatives for those farmers who do not own a combine.
The development of the system of swathing and pick-up
combining promises significant reductions in harvesting
cost and a considerable increase in the efficiency of the
combining operation and its management versatility.
“Introduction: It is estimated that in Zimbabwe 1520% of the soyabean crop is harvested by hand, 25-30%
is contract combined and 50-60% is combined by farmerowned machines. There is a small portion, perhaps 2-5%,
which is harvested using one combination or another of hand
and machine.
“This paper compares briefly some of the costs of
harvesting by various methods and makes recommendations
for future investigation to improve harvesting efficiency and
to reduce, if possible, the cost per bag of beans harvested.
The rapidly changing cost of mechanisation and the rises
in the minimum wage will no doubt alter the relation of the
various methods examined as time goes by.” Address: Tillage
and Mechanisation Specialist–ART Farm, P.O Box 592,
Harare, Zimbabwe.
5606. Pandey, R.K. 1987. A farmer’s primer on growing
soybean on riceland. Los Baños, Philippines: International
Rice Research Inst. 216 p. Illust. by John Figarola. No index.
23 cm.
• Summary: This is an excellent, practical book, “intended
specifically for farmers in the tropics whose productivity
and income could be significantly increased by raising
soybean.” Almost every page contains one or more clear,
lovely illustrations (line drawings). Contents: Part 1: The

soybean crop. 1. The soybean crop. 2. The seed. 3. Seedling
growth. 4. Growth stages–vegetative phase. 5. Growth
stages–flowering. 6. Growth stages–pod development.
7. The roots. 8. Root nodules and nitrogen fixing. Part 2:
Growing soybean. 9. Environment. 10. Water. 11. Choosing
the right variety. 12. Tillage and planting. 13. Fertilizer and
lime. 14. Growing conditions and dry matter production. 15.
Harvesting and storing soybean. Part 3: Increasing yields and
profits. 16. Yield components. 17. Production factors. 18.
Yield reducers–weeds. 19. Yield reducers–insect pests. 20.
Yield reducers–diseases. Part 4: Soybean in other cropping
systems. 21. Sequence cropping. 22. Intercropping. 23. Stripcropping. Address: International Rice Research Inst., Los
Baños, Philippines.
5607. Pater, Siegfried. 1987. Zum Beispiel Soja [For
example soya]. Bornheim-Merten: Lamuv Verlag. 128 p.
Illust. 2nd ed. 1993 [Ger]*
5608. Sheppard, S. 1987. Herbicides registered for use on
soyabeans in Zimbabwe. In: Desiree L. Cole, ed. 1987.
Proceedings of the Workshop for the Southern Africa
Region on Basics of Soybean Cultivation and Utilization, 24
February–7 March 1986, University of Zimbabwe. Harare,
Zimbabwe: University of Zimbabwe. 199 p. See p. 91. 20
cm.
• Summary: A full-page table has 3 columns: Common
name. Sold as. Method of use. Address: Windmill (PVT)
Ltd., P.O. Box 2208, Harare, Zimbabwe.
5609. Tetio Kagho, Fidele. 1987. Influence of plant density
and intercropping on maize and soybean growth, light
interception, yield, and efficiency indices. PhD thesis,
University of Florida. 150 p. Page 2003 in volume 49/06-B
of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
• Summary: Intercropping of maize (corn) with grain
legumes is a stable cropping practice for most farmers in
the tropics. This practice was studied at Gainesville, Florida
during 1985 and 1986. Time-weighted average plant density
is a more useful concept than average plant density for
evaluating results. Address: Univ. of Florida.
5610. Williams, Robert C. 1987. Fordson, Farmall, and
Poppin’ Johnny: A history of the farm tractor and its impact
on America. Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois. ix + 232
p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: A superb, highly readable yet carefully
researched and analyzed history of the tractor in America.
“It is divided into two large sections. The first (chapters
1 through 6) trace the chronological development of the
tractor. The second (chapters 7 through 9) describe some
of the social and economic consequences of the tractor and
examines its impact on the farm and the individual farmer.
“Of all the farm implements, the tractor has had the
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greatest impact on rural life.” “In one generation between
1920 and 1950, most farms in the United States changed
from dependence on draft animals to dependence on
mechanical power.” Clearly one of the most important
machines developed in the twentieth century, the tractor
played a pivotal role in the “great migration from the
countryside to the cities that began in the 1920s and
continued through the 1950s–a time when farm production
increased despite a decrease in the supply of farm labor.”
Wayne D. Rasmussen (1962) has argued that “there were
two major revolutions in American Agriculture: one occurred
when horses and mules replaced hand tools and human
muscle, and a second one when engines replaced equine
muscle.”
The early tractors were powered by steam from an
external fire source; thus they could be called “external
combustion engines.” Many were used primarily as a source
of power or threshing grains. They were large and unwieldy,
but by the early 1880s most were self-propelled. In about
1863, Henry Ford, at the age of 12 encountered such a steam
traction engine on a road near Detroit. It changed his life–and
the history of the tractor–for he was determined to improve
on it.
In 1892 John Froelich built the first mechanically
successful gasoline tractor; it powered a thresher and pulled
the rig from the field.
Surprisingly it was World War I that sparked the rise of
the farm tractor in America. The European War caused an
enormous drain on America’s supply of horses, mules, and
farm labor. “Tractor promoters used the threat of shortages
to full advantage. Beginning in May 1917, Raymond Olney,
the editor of Power Farming, pleaded with farmers to use
tractors to release men for the armed services and to provide
the food the allies needed. Even non-farm journals sounded a
similar plea. Tractors were good for the nation, and farmers
who bought tractors helped win the war... By prodigious
exertion, U.S. tractor makers rolled out 62,742 units in
1917. That same year, Henry Ford launched the Fordson
tractor–the first tractor produced by automobile-style massproduction assembly line methods. He first committed to
make tractors in Britain, yielding to intense diplomatic
pressure from the British government which desperately
needed tractors for the wartime food effort. The Fordson’s
price tag of $750 f.o.b. was far below that of the competition,
and it sold well. In Jan. 1922 Ford slashed the price to an alltime low of $395. Ford’s output of tractors was impressive.
In March 1918, eighty units a day were rolling off the
assembly line, with production expanding toward a goal of
300 units per day by December 1918. In 1920 Ford boasted
that he had sold 100,000 tractors. That number represented
almost twice the number of tractors in use when the Fordson
was unveiled just 3 years earlier. During the 1920s Fordsons
probably accounted for more than half the tractors built in
America (p. 49).

Ford’s big competitor was International Harvester (IH),
whose main product was tractors. Cyrus H. McCormick,
grandson of Cyrus Hall McCormick (who in 1831 invented
the reaper) and later president of the family’s IH empire,
described the two warring companies as they went to battle:
“Ford was backed by the most popular commercial name of
the time and by the uncounted millions earned for him by his
epoch-making car; and he was trying to capture a business
with which he had no previous contact. International had
on its side many years of training gained from contact with
farmers, less capital by far, and utter inexperience with
defeat.
“The six-year fight will stand as an epic in industrial
competition, but in 1927 International finally surpassed Ford
in the number of tractors sold to farmers. By 1928, Ford
Motor Company discontinued building the Fordson in North
America, and virtually withdrew from the tractor industry.
International Harvester and the implement industry won
its desperate fight, but the victory came in the middle of a
severe agricultural depression. It was, like most victories,
the result of several strengths in the winner and several
weaknesses in the loser.
“Ford’s mechanical surrogate in the battle with
International was the Fordson tractor. At the time of its
introduction, the Fordson was a remarkable machine. Henry
Ford’s refusal to update his tractor–similar to his freezing
of the designs of the Model T and Model A–should not
be permitted to overshadow the real contribution of the
automaker’s little gray machine.
“In its brief lifetime, the Fordson accomplished
some notable feats. It imposed its configuration upon so
many tractors that the design came to be thought of as
the conventional pattern for tractors. It introduced mass
production into the industry for the first time, making tractors
economically attractive to large numbers of farmers. And
despite its ultimate failure, it accelerated the trend toward
carefully designed ‘automotive type’ engineering. Each of
these accomplishments merits explanation.”
“The Fordson was the first mass-produced tractor, and
all of its other attributes were really ancillaries to this fact.
Mass production changed the tractor itself, it revolutionized
the industry, and it made the tractor effectively available to
the farmer for the first time. Even after the harrowing threat
that the Fordson gave to his company, Cyrus H. McCormick
still acknowledged the credit due to the Fordson. ‘It is
questionable,’ he wrote, ‘if the business of making tractors
would have become a large scale industry had it not been
for Ford...In 1918, the manufacturing methods employed by
all tractor manufacturers were derived from implement and
not automotive standards, and they were hardly up to date in
terms of manufacturing progress.’ The Fordson changed that.
“Mass production and the Ford-Harvester price war
lowered the price of tractors to the point where a tractor cost
‘less than the price of a good team of horses.’”
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“Perhaps the kindest obituary for the Fordson was
written long after the heat of rivalry had cooled. It was
written by one who could pensively reflect upon a noble,
fallen enemy. The Fordson, McCormick wrote, ‘would
operate successfully in so many conditions that huge
numbers were sold; but it failed in so many places that
ultimately farmers would have no more of it... The Fordson
was a perfect theoretical answer to an imperfect practical
problem.’
“By introducing mass production, the Fordson brought
down the price of the tractor to the point that a much larger
number of farmers could try using tractors. But it did not
issue in a perfectly adapted or even a mechanically perfected
machine. Rather, it increased the capital requirements
and market potential of the industry to a point that
such improvements were imperative. And it intensified
competition to the point that further innovation was virtually
inevitable.”
The early tractors were designed mostly for pulling
plows; they were not designed for row crops. Address:
Clarendon, Texas.
5611. World Neighbors. 1987. Soybeans: Part 1, Let’s
grow them. Part 2, Let’s eat them (Color filmstrips). 5116
North Portland Ave., Oklahoma City, OK 73112-2098.
Accompanied by a 6-page narration.
• Summary: The filmstrips ($20 for 2) were photographed
in East Africa and developed with the cooperation of
Ilonga Research Center, Tanzania, and Kawanda Research
Center and Africa Basic Foods Inc., Uganda. They show
techniques being used at that time by World Neighbors’
assisted programs in the area. Part 2 shows how to make
soy flour from soybeans boiled for 10 minutes, and to use it
in unleavened bread or snacks (1 cup soy flour with 3 cups
wheat flour), or porridge. The leaflet also describes how to
make soy sprouts and cook whole dry soybeans (with salt
for several hours; poor technique). Address: Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.
5612. World Neighbors. 1987. Annual report 1986-87. 5116
North Portland Ave., Oklahoma City, OK 73112-2098. 18 p.
• Summary: “World Neighbors is a people-to-people, nonprofit organization working to eliminate hunger, disease,
and poverty worldwide. Founded in 1951 and rooted in the
Judeo-Christian tradition of neighbor helping neighbor, it is
a non-sectarian, self-help movement supported by private
donations. It does not solicit or accept U.S. government
funding.” Emphasizing self-help, they currently have 62
programs in 17 countries. Innovative and very effective
soybean production and utilization programs to combat
infant and child malnutrition are underway in Mali and
Togo. Soybeans are used to prepare an enriched porridge.
The annual budget is $2.9 million, with 59% coming from
individuals. Address: Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Phone:

405-946-3333.
5613. Fundacion Polar. 1987? La soya: Patron tecnologico
para su produccion [La soybean: Standard technology for
its production (Brochure)]. Apartado Postal 70934, Caracas
1071-A, Venezuela. 4 p. Undated. [Spa]
• Summary: An outline of the basics in soybean cultivation:
Availability of land. Cultivation needs (altitude, soil,
rainfall, temperature, humidity). Availability of varieties.
Recommendations for production, incl. seeding and
fertilization and time of sowing in the eastern, central, and
western plains. Address: Caracas, Venezuela.
5614. Gonzalez-Navas, D.F.; Velasquez-Silva, J.M. 1987?
Efecto de micronutrientes en la produccion de soya [Effect
of trace elements on soyabean yields]. In: Informe de las
Labores de la Seccion de Agronomia, Centro Nacional
Experimental del Algodon. Leon, Nicaragua: Centro
Experimental del Algodon. See p. 57-64. Undated. [2 ref.
Spa]*
Address: Centro Experimental del Algodon, Posoltega,
Nicaragua.
5615. Gonzalez-Navas, D.F.; Velasquez-Silva, J.M. 1987?
Efecto del fosforo en los rendimientos de la soya [Effect
of phosphorus in the yield of soyabeans]. In: Informe de
las Labores de la Seccion de Agronomia, Centro Nacional
Experimental del Algodon. Leon, Nicaragua: Centro
Experimental del Algodon. See p. 50-56. Undated. [Spa]*
Address: Centro Experimental del Algodon, Posoltega,
Nicaragua.
5616. Hernandez-G, D.P.; Velasquez-Silva, J.M. 1987?
Evaluacion de densidad de poblacion en soya variedad
Cristalina [Evaluation of population density in soyabean
variety Cristalina]. In: Informe de las Labores de la Seccion
de Agronomia, Centro Nacional Experimental del Algodon.
Leon, Nicaragua: Centro Experimental del Algodon. See p.
65-71. Undated. [3 ref. Spa]*
Address: Centro Experimental del Algodon, Posoltega,
Nicaragua.
5617. Product Name: American Prairie Brand Organic
Black Soybeans.
Manufacturer’s Name: Mercantile Food Co. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: B.O. Box SS, Philmont, New
York 12565. Phone: 518-672-0190.
Date of Introduction: 1987?
Ingredients: Black soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb can.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Dana Jacobi,
cookbook author and consultant, of New York City.
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2000. Oct. 1. She has seen this product. Talk with John of
Mercantile Food Co. in New York. Phone: 518-672-0190.
The product is still on the market, and was introduced many
years ago. The can weighs 1 lb.

preparing nutritious snacks. Corn or wheat porridge. Making
soybean sprouts. Simple soy milk. Cooked dry beans.
Address: 5116 North Portland Ave., Oklahoma City, OK
73112-2098.

5618. Product Name: [Tofu Slices].
Foreign Name: Die Tofu-Scheiben.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojalpe.
Manufacturer’s Address: Saint Quentin sur Isère, 38210
Tullins, France. Phone: 76.93.60.21.
Date of Introduction: 1987?
Ingredients: Tofu, carrots, onions, rolled oats, salt, soy
sauce.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm, precooked.
How Stored: Refrigerated at 4-6ºC (39-43ºF).
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s brochure.
1987? In German. “Tofu Slices. Dishes of the fine kitchen.
The joy of eating... without putting on weight.” Tofu:
Holding high a tradition. Sojalpe tofu is handmade in
Dauphiné, following the traditional slow way of cooking,
which was commonly used in Asia. It is made from
organically grown soybeans, and without preservatives
or colorings. Nigari is the coagulant. The slices can be
either pan fried or baked. Serve with a sauce, or as an
accompaniment to salads, grains, or vegetables.
The company logo is a steepled building with 5 soyshaped leaves growing out of the steeple, set in front of
towering mountains. A photo on the front shows a tofu slice
(about 1/8 inch thick by 4 inches wide by 6.5 inches long) on
a plate, topped with a sauce. At the top is an illustration (line
drawing) of a laughing male chef in a white top hat.

5621. Product Name: Authentic Semolina Pastas: Jumbo
Ravioli (With Tofu Filling).
Manufacturer’s Name: American Chef Mfg. Co.
(Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 7051 N. Kilbourn, Lincolnwood
(near Chicago), IL 60646.
Date of Introduction: 1988 January.
Ingredients: Pasta Dough: Whole wheat semolina, water,
semolina. Filling: Tofu (organic soybeans, water, nigari),
spices, parsley, pepper, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (Four 3-oz ravioli).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Maurice Dyan.
1988. Feb. 15. The product was introduced in January 1988.
It is the main product in his filled closed pasta line. He
also owns American Soy Dairy Co., which makes Soy-Joy
imitation cheese. Label. 1988. 5.5 x 4.25 inches. Black on
light blue. “Authentic 100% semolina recipe–No eggs or
yeast. A great source of protein and food energy.” Can be
boiled or baked.

5619. Torres-Osejo, J.C.; Velasquez-Silva, J.M. 1987?
Rotacion sucesiva de dos cultivos al ano [Rotation of two
crops per year]. In: Informe de las Labores de la Seccion de
Agronomia, Centro Nacional Experimental del Algodon.
Leon, Nicaragua: Centro Experimental del Algodon. See p.
42-49. Undated. [2 ref. Spa]*
Address: Centro Experimental del Algodon, Posoltega,
Nicaragua.

5622. Product Name: Tofu Teriyaki (Flavored Tofu).
Manufacturer’s Name: Bud, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1100 Wicomico St., Baltimore,
MD 21230.
Date of Introduction: 1988 January.
Ingredients: Organic nigari tofu, soy sauce, honey & malt,
spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1988, Jan. (dated).
3.5 by 3 inches. Card stock. Brown and tan on white. Under
English product name is the Chinese name: Wu hsiang doufu
gan. “Keep refrigerated. Serving suggestions: Serve as is,
cube or slice, mix with salad, stir-dry with vegetable.”

5620. World Neighbors in Action (Oklahoma City). 1987?.
Soybeans–The meat that grows on plants. 9(3E):1-8.
Undated.
• Summary: This is a “Newsletter for Overseas Project
Personnel.” The topic of this entire newsletter is “Growing
and cooking soybeans.” Contents: Growing and cooking
soybeans at home: Soybeans can provide protein for
family, 1. Preparing the soil and planting seed (soil, seed
inoculation, planting, alternate method of seed inoculation),
2. Cultivation (flowering and setting of pods, planting
soybeans and maize together). 3. Harvesting and drying
soybeans (threshing, preparing beans for storage). Cooking
with soybeans: Making soy flour, making unleavened bread,

5623. Product Name: Nasoya Nayonaise (Tofu
Mayonnaise).
Manufacturer’s Name: Nasoya Foods, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 23 Jytek Park (P.O. Box 841),
Leominster, MA 01453. Phone: 617-537-0713.
Date of Introduction: 1988 January.
Ingredients: Nasoya tofu (well water, organic soybeans,
natural nigari), pressed sunflower oil, rice syrup, wood
aged apple cider vinegar, prepared mustard (vinegar, water,
mustard, salt, turmeric, spices, natural flavor), sea-salt,
natural vegetable gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 fluid oz (414 ml) glass jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
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Nutrition: Per 1 tablespoon: Calories 40, protein 1 gm,
carbohydrates 1 gm, fat 4 gm, sodium 45 mg (320 mg/100
gm).
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987, undated.
2.75 by 9.75 inches. Blue, green, red, and yellow on white.
“Half the calories of mayonnaise without cholesterol. 100%
natural. Made with fresh tofu. No sugar, low sodium, great
taste.” Talk with John Paino. 1988. Feb. 15. This product
was not commercially available until Jan. 1988. The new
design is from Saleme Design in Boston. They changed the
name to Nayonaise from Nasoyanaise “to make it easier for
consumers to recognize the product usage.” Ad in Vegetarian
Times. 1988. May. p. 51. Full page, color. “Award winning
taste without cholesterol. Naturally good from Nasoya.” Also
in East West. 1988. Nov. p. 98. Also in East West. 1989. Nov.
p. 27. Letter from John Paino. 1989. Nov. 12. This is the
same product as Nasoyanaise with a new name. Trademark
registration says the trademark was first used in commerce
on 19 Oct. 1987.
Dan Seamens. 1992. March/April. Natural Health.
“Nasoya Nayonaise.” This half-page article contains a color
photo of product.
5624. Reeve, Stewart. 1988. Pioneers trailblaze ridge till
techniques. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 28e, 28h.
• Summary: In 1967 John Alexander began ridge tilling
on his 300-acre eastern Indiana dairy farm. “Today he is
regarded as the first person east of the Mississippi River to
adopt ridge tillage successfully.”
“The planter doubles as the only tillage tool as it scrapes
the crop residue and roots from top of the old 4-inch to
6-inch tall ridge and plants directly into the row.
“The method lets you plan earlier... With less tillage, the
system reduces fuel and machinery expenses and saves time
and labor.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that uses the term “ridge tillage” or the term “ridge till”
(regardless of hyphenation).
5625. Product Name: Shiitake Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062.
Date of Introduction: 1988 January.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans grown in accordance with
Section 26569.11 of the California Health and Safety Code,
filtered water, nigari, fresh shiitake mushrooms.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jeremiah
Ridenour. 1988. Aug. 26. The company started production in
Jan. 1988. The shiitake mushrooms are shredded and layered
with the curds in the forming boxes. It is a delicious product
but has been discontinued because of a high spoilage rate.

Label. 1987. 2.5 inches diameter. Black on metallic silver.
Logo of birds flying over a forest silhouette. “Fresh. Slice &
saute, serve hot for best flavor.”
5626. Product Name: Cream of the Bean Soygurt [Tropical
Fantasy, Dark Sweet Cherry, Ambrosia Peach].
Manufacturer’s Name: Cream of the Bean, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3973 Grove Ave., Gurnee, IL
60031.
Date of Introduction: 1988 February.
Ingredients: Ambrosia Peach: Cultured organic soymilk,
organic ambrosia peaches, concentrated fruit juices, apple
pectin, enriched vegetarian calcium, natural flavors, active
cultures.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz plastic cup. Retails for
$0.99 to $1.15 nationwide (12/88).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 8 oz.: Calories 150, protein 7 gm,
carbohydrate 26 gm, fat 2 gm, sodium 15 mg, fiber 3 gm.
Contains 25% of the U.S. RDA for calcium and 12% for
protein.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Stuart Doblin.
1989. Aug. 14. In Jan. 1988 Cream of the Bean introduced
very attractive new labels for six Soygurt flavors. Each
label has one fruit plus flowers and a hummingbird in the
foreground and a lush paradise landscape with a rainbow and
streams in the background. Tropical Fantasy was launched
in Feb. 1988. The body of each container is heavy paper, but
the top and bottom is plastic. Labels. 1988. Sent by Stuart
Doblin 3 Aug. 1989. 2.63 inch diameter by 3.5 inch deep
cylindrical cups. Full color. “Soygurt is a dream come true...
it is a 100% natural, non-dairy, yogurt-style treat, made
from farm fresh organically grown soybeans and selected
fruits. Soygurt is sweetened exclusively with fruit juices
and contains no sugar or honey. We hope you enjoy Soygurt
and much as you enjoy making it. Write us! [signed] Stuart
Doblin. Non-Dairy. Be cautious. Real fruits may contain
pits.”
Talk with Liz Appel of Ambrosia Soy Co. 1989. Nov.
10. Cream of the Bean’s new labels are beautiful but illegal.
Because of the type of printing used, the ink can seep into
the yogurt. Doblin probably does not know this. Distributors
have reported problems with the containers leaking and
exploding in the warehouse. She has heard that Doblin
in no longer working with Aurotech. He was recently in
California working with a cook to start a completely new
venture. Aurotech has his equipment. His father and uncle,
who are very wealthy, have financed his operations. Aurotech
started out owning only 10% of Cream of the Bean. But by
the time that the product made by Aurotech hit the shelves,
Aurotech owned over 50% of the company. Doblin didn’t
catch on until it was too late. He signed it over, while he
was preoccupied with flying around and making deals and
marketing. A kosher distributor in New York paid him
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$20,000 up front and never got a thing from him. Their
money is gone.
5627. Egli, D.B. 1988. Alterations in plant growth and dry
matter distribution in soybean. Agronomy Journal 80(1):8690. Jan/Feb. [21 ref]
• Summary: The results suggest “that the fruit and seed
numbers may be more closely related to crop growth rate
than to the partitioning of assimilate.” Address: Dep. of
Agronomy, Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40546-0091.
5628. Ehmke, V. 1988. No-till improves with age. Soybean
Digest. Feb. p. 11, 13.
• Summary: It dramatically reduces loss of topsoil from
erosion. Under conventional till involving plowing or deep
turning, the organic matter quickly oxidizes. Soil is also
warmer and drier. Organic matter contents of the topsoil
averages 1.5% to 1.8%. But under the continuous no-till corn
rotation, one can maintain an organic matter content of 3.5%
to 4% in the top inch.
5629. Product Name: Homestyle Cottage Tofu Salad: A
Cottage Cheese Substitute.
Manufacturer’s Name: Homestyle Foods (Formerly
Sonoma Specialty Foods).
Manufacturer’s Address: 2317 Bluebell Dr., Santa Rosa,
CA 95403. Phone: 707-525-8822.
Date of Introduction: 1988 February.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic soybeans*, water, nigari), soy
oil, soy milk, vinegar, chives, dill, parsley, scallions, natural
spices, sea salt, and honey. * Grown in accordance with CA
H&S Code 26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz or 15 oz plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 2.66 oz.: Calories 137, protein 7.5 gm,
carbohydrates 4.4 gm, fat 10 gm, fiber 1.5 gm, sodium 0.21
gm, cholesterol 0.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987 and 1988. 4.5
inches diameter. Black, green and blue on white plastic lid.
“Improved! Non-Dairy. Cholesterol Free. Ready to Eat on
Sandwiches, as a Dip & in Salads. Natural. No Preservatives.
Nutritious. Delicious. Kosher.”
5630. Product Name: Impulse Soyfoods Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Impulse Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Radnor Business Centre, Radnor
Rd., Horfield, Bristol BS7 8QS, England. Phone: 0272
41690.
Date of Introduction: 1988 February.
Ingredients: Soya beans, rice flour, Rhizopus oligosporus
culture, cider vinegar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz in poly bag.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: 157 calories per 100 gm.

New Product–Documentation: Note from Simon Bailey.
1988. Sept. 29. “Producers of tempeh.” Letters from Cathy
Higginson. 1988. Oct. 5 and Oct. 21. “I started producing
tempeh as Impulse Foods in Feb. 1988. I presently produce
about 250 lb/week of tempeh, which sells throughout
England.” Label. 1988. 3.5 inches square. Black on orange.
“100% organic. Keep frozen. Serving suggestions: Slices
or cubes of tempeh can be deep or shallow fried, steamed
or baked, and used in casseroles, stir fries, etc. See recipe
leaflet for more information.” Leaflet. 1988. “Impulse Foods
Tempeh. A traditional Indonesian food made by culturing
cooked soya beans into a delicious, savoury soya bean cake.”
With color photo.
Recipe leaflet. 1989. 2.75 by 4 inches, 6 panels. Black
on orange. “Cooking with tempeh. Five [actually seven]
quick and easy recipes for this exciting new soya bean
product: Crispy fried tempeh. Tempeh burger. Tempeh &
vegetable stew. Tempeh tempura. Tempeh, egg & onion
saute. Tempeh kebabs with peanut sauce. Spaghetti sauce
with tempeh.”
Talk with Philip Marshall of Cauldron Foods. 1990. July
9. This company, run by a lady in Bristol, seems to be doing
all right. The company has changed hands about 3 times.
Letter from Linda Perfect of Impulse Foods (Typed with
signature on letterhead). 1990. “I am producing Tempeh here
in the UK, and you will be pleased to know that sales are
increasing slowly but surely.” Requests information about
the vitamin B-12 content of tempeh.
Letter from Alison J. Clark of Culture Foods Ltd., a
cooperative in Nottingham, England. 1991. June 17. “The
only tempeh distributed in this area is made by Impulse
Foods of Bristol.”
Label sent (24 March 1992) by Rosalind Binham for
Impulse Foods Herb and Garlic Organic Tempeh. Dark green
on light green. 227 gm (8 oz). The label was sent to Rosalind
by Amanda Sweet, author of The Vegan Health Plan.
Spot in Health Food Business (England). 1992. July. p.
17. The company is now named Impulse Foods.
5631. Kohn, Florrie. 1988. A scout in the sky. Soybean
Digest. Feb. p. 24n, 24p.
• Summary: From more than 500 miles straight up, satellites
can detect growing patterns in your crops that may alert
you to a stuck irrigation nozzle, a skipped band of fertilizer,
or inadequate drainage. Many costs associated with using
satellite-generated information are dropping.
5632. Product Name: [Moca Soy (Soymilk with Yannoh)].
Foreign Name: Moca Soy.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lima Foods (Belgium. Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Edgar Gevaertdreef 10, B-9830
Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1988 February.
Ingredients: Water, soya*, barley malt*, whole dried cane
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juice, barley*, rye*, malted barley*, chicory, acorns. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1988. 3.75 inches
wide by 3.5 inches high by 2.75 inches from front to back.
Brown and white on yellow. An illustration (line drawing)
shows soymilk being poured into a glass. “Filtrate of
organically grown soya with mocha flavor” written in 9
languages. Ingredients also written in 9 languages.
Lima catalogue, price list, and color product brochure.
1989. Shows the Tetra Brik Carton. “Moca soy, a mixture
of Lima Soy and Yannoh, is equivalent to barley malt as a
sweetener or in desserts. This drink pleases both adults and
infants.”
Label sent by Anthony Marrese of Bremen, Germany.
1991. Oct. 7. The ½-liter product now retails for DM 3.40
in Bremen. Nature et Progres organic certification symbol.
“Biogarantie.”
5633. Marking, Syl. 1988. Bolster your profit: 13 points to
strengthen farm income. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 40n, 40p.
• Summary: The average farmer could hike his gross income
on cropland by $100 per acre. “It simply requires doing
everything the top 2% of operators do,” says Edgar Urevig,
retired manager of Tilney Farms, Lewisville, Minnesota.
The 13 points are drainage, soil conservation, tillage, variety
selection, rotation, fertility, timeliness, plant population,
weed control, field losses, efficient drying, efficient row
widths, and marketing.
5634. McGee, D.C.; Misra, M.K. 1988. Combined
application of soybean oil and fungicides for dust
suppression and control of storage fungi in corn and
soybeans. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean Utilization
Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota Center for
Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 419-21.
• Summary: The objectives of this project were to:
Determine whether fungicides can be applied with soybean
oil, at the volumes recommended for dust suppression, and
still provide effective control of storage fungi. Determine if
soybean oil has any positive or negative effects on storage
fungi invasion. Indicate whether odor problems develop due
to rancidity. Thiabendazole (TBZ) and soybean oil could
be mixed, and applied successfully to corn and soybeans.
Address: Seed Science Center, Iowa State Univ., Ames,
Iowa.
5635. Soybean Digest. 1988. Seed for thought: A new era
dawns. Feb. p. 6.
• Summary: U.S. farmers have experienced two dramatic
eras during the past 50 years. In the 1930s, mechanical
horsepower began replacing horse-powered farm equipment.

During the 1950s, chemical fertilizer and pesticides were
introduced. Both eras resulted in increased efficiency and
productivity as farmers substituted capital for labor. But
agriculture is beginning to enter another era–biotechnology.
Crops that are resistant to certain insects, diseases and
herbicides hold the most immediate promise of returns from
this research. One in every 46 Americans lives on the farm.
Farmers represent 2.2% of the nation’s population; in 1920,
they accounted for nearly 30%. Today, about half of the farm
population is located in the Midwest, 29% in the South, 14%
in the West, and 6% in the East.
5636. DeBona, Don. 1988. Re: History of The American
Miso Co. Letter to Bob Carr at Cleveland East West Center,
March 13. 6 p. Handwritten.
• Summary: “The American Miso Co. was begun in 1979
by Barry Evans, Sandy Pukel, Joe Carpenter, John Belleme,
Michio Kushi, James Kenney, and several other partners.
It was arranged for John Belleme and his wife to travel to
Japan and study for 7-8 months with the Onozaki family of
traditional miso makers. John Belleme returned and began
making traditional miso for the then named Oak Feed Miso,
Inc., previously called the Erewhon Miso Co., and presently
the American Miso Co.
“Meanwhile, Barry Evans began a new company in
order to distribute our miso. This company was, and still is,
called The Great Eastern Sun Trading Co., located in nearby
Asheville, North Carolina. Barry Evans eventually became
the sole owner of the American Miso Co. I came to work
for Great Eastern Sun in 1983. Prior to this I had worked
for several years for Laurelbrook Foods, a large natural
foods distributor in Maryland, and then on a Permaculture
farm along the Maryland/Virginia border for two years
growing organic winter wheat, barley, soybeans and summer
produce according to the principles set forth in Masanobu
Fukuoka’s classic, The One Straw Revolution... We still do
some farming and quite a bit of gardening on our 100 acres
here at American Miso Co., in the foothills of the Blue Ridge
Escarpment. I met my wife at a macrobiotic study house in
1980.
“We arrived at American Miso Co. in February 1985 and
I took over the position of miso maker after John Belleme’s
departure in December 1985 [Note: Belleme was fired by
Barry Evans.] I was trained to make miso by Akinori Takei,
my Japanese teacher and friend, who had also studied with
the Onozaki family in Japan. Takei-san remained with me for
approximately another year; since then I have been on my
own. We are a small enterprise and make approx. 250,000
lb of miso a year with only 3 employees and myself. We
make all of our own koji (both barley and rice) by hand
in a centuries-old fashion.” Address: Route 3, Box 541,
Rutherfordton, North Carolina 28139.
5637. Product Name: [Yasoya {Soy Isolate-Based
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Cheese with Casein} (Natural, With Cereals, Four Seasons
Vegetables of Spring)].
Foreign Name: Yasoya {Sojaproduct mit Milcheiweiss /
Produit de Soja aux Protéines de Lait} (Nature, Mit Getreide/
Aux Céréales, 4 Jahreszeiten Fruehlingsgemuese/4 Saisons
Légumes de Printemps).
Manufacturer’s Name: Baer Weichkaeserei AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: Bahnhofstrasse, CH-6403
Kuessnacht am Rigi, Switzerland. Phone: 041-81-4444. Fax
041-81-4426.
Date of Introduction: 1988 March.
Ingredients: Natural: Soy proteins [isolates], Swiss coldpressed soy oil, milk proteins [casein], sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm: 2 cups in a paper
sleeve. Retails for 3.70 French francs (7/90).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Thomas Karas.
1989. April 21. This is a Swiss product similar to tofu but
made from soy isolates and casein by Baer, the largest soft
cheese (Camembert) producer in Switzerland. This is no
problem for tofu because the product does not contain “tofu”
in the name and it retails for 15 Swiss francs, which is much
more than the most expensive organic tofu in Germany.
Baer. 1989. [Experiences with Soy Products in
Switzerland]. The product was successfully launched in
March 1988.
Talk with Conrad Seewer of Galactina. 1990. May 17.
Baer is a soft cheese company in Kuessnacht that makes a
tofu-like product from soy protein isolates with 2-3% casein
added. It is sold in supermarkets. Co-op also now carries
Baer’s Yasoya. It is different in consistency from the isolate
tofu made for Co-op by PLL, and it is marketed completely
differently and is not private labeled for Co-op.
Talk with Peter Speck. 1990. May 23. This company
has one bland product and 3 spiced products. Each has
dairy protein added, and some have spices and organically
grown cereals and vegetables. Its more like a soft tofu
than like yogurt. You can fry it. They had a tremendous
amount of money for advertising and marketing. Peter heard
4 million Swiss francs, but that figure may be too high.
Baer introduced this product because the market for dairy
products in Switzerland was not growing. It is sold at Co-op
supermarkets, dairy shops, and many other types of stores
(except Migros) all over Switzerland. Note: Dairy shops
(Molkerei) are retail outlets that sell mostly milk and cheese,
but since turnover is slow they usually also sell bread,
vegetables, canned goods, etc. plus Galactina and Yasoya soy
products. They never sell Migros or Co-op products.
Labels (3 flavors) sent by Verena Krieger. 1990. July 5. 9
by 5.5 inches. Light background with classy colorful flecks.
The package is unique in form, shaped like an igloo. “With
recipes.” On the back of each sleeve (made from recyclable
paper) is information about how the product is made,
storage, and packaging. In each packet is a small brochure,

5 by 7.75 inches, with recipes and preparation instructions.
Ingredients for the Cereal flavor: Natural Yasoya, corn,
carrots, buckwheat, wheat, rye, spices. Ingredients for the 4
Seasons flavor: Natural Yasoya, horseradish, spinach, carrots,
corn, pumpkin seeds, leek, garlic, lovage, spices. Verena
adds that Baer now makes about 5,000 kg/week of Yasoya.
5638. Product Name: [Tofu–Organic (Medium Firm, with
Nigari)].
Foreign Name: Tofou–Bio.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ferme de Jas.
Manufacturer’s Address: Eourres, 26560 Séderon, France.
Phone: 92-65-10-95.
Date of Introduction: 1988 March.
Ingredients: Soja, water, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter and Labels sent by
Anthony Marrese. 1989. May and June 7. “Joel Pichon has
been familiar with making tofu on a personal basis since
1985. In 1987 he and his wife, Mary Jo, moved to Eourres
as associate members of Terre Nouvelle Community and
started producing tofu for the community and selling to the
small surrounding village to raise funds for the local Steiner
School (at which Mary Jo taught). Production was on a small
basis and the tofu was produced in a kitchen using kitchen
utensils.
“From late 1987 to March 1988 plans were made to
purchase equipment and start larger production... Used
equipment was purchased from Sojalpe of Valence, France,
and they also purchased a new German, Komet, vacuum
packer. Production began in March 1988 as a joint venture
with Jean-Marie Braun representing Terre Nouvelle.”
The company presently makes 50 kg/week of tofu. They
plan to introduce okara tempeh and soy tempeh in 1989.
Marrese will be actively involved with the tempeh.
Label. 2.75 inches diameter. Self adhesive. Black on
yellow. Illustration of a sun rising over a farm, and 3 soybean
leaves. “Préparation alimentaire à base de soja.”
5639. Product Name: Homestyle Tofu Dessert (Pudding)
[Vanilla Supreme].
Manufacturer’s Name: Homestyle Foods (Formerly
Sonoma Specialty Foods).
Manufacturer’s Address: 2317 Bluebell Dr., Santa Rosa,
CA 95403. Phone: 707-525-8822.
Date of Introduction: 1988 March.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic soybeans*, water, calcium
sulfate), honey, soy oil, almond butter, pure vanilla, tapioca,
maple extract, lecithin, annatto. * Grown in accordance with
CA H&S Code 26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4.5 oz in plastic cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 2.25 oz.: Calories 82, protein 3.2 gm,
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carbohydrates 9.5 gm, fat 2.8 gm, fiber 0.4 gm, sodium 0.3
gm, cholesterol 0.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 3 inches
diameter. Red and black on white lid. “Cholesterol &
Lactose Free.” Soy Power. 1987. Catalog. 4.5 oz. Interview
with Benjamin Hills. 1987. Sept. 7. Vanilla will be out in
early 1988. Talk with Homestyle. 1988. Aug. 10. It came out
in mid-March. New Label is black and blue on white. “NonDairy. Cholesterol free. Nutritious. Natural. Kosher. Ready
to eat.”
5640. Product Name: [Oriental Rice].
Foreign Name: Oriental Rice.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03/664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1988 March.
Ingredients: Brown rice*, soy sprouts*, onions*, carrots*,
mushrooms*, sunflower oil*, wheat flour*, soymilk*,
vegetable extract, curry, sea-salt, spices. * = Organically
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm.
Nutrition: Minerals 0.69%, protein 2.1%, fat 0.48%,
carbohydrates 13.2%. 65.5 calories (Kcal) per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988. 6.25
by 5.25 inches. Card stock. Color photo of rice with various
vegetables with item name in white on orange. “Vegetable
product.” Form filled out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989. Jan.
11. This product was introduced in March 1988.
In the list of ingredients in four languages, soy sprouts
are called sojascheuten in Belgian-Dutch, pousses de soya in
French, Sojakeime in German, and “soy sprouts” in English.
5641. Product Name: [Tofu with Cheese-Sauce].
Foreign Name: Tofulette met Kaassaus; Sauce Fromage;
Kaesesosse.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03/664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1988 March.
Ingredients: Tofu (soy-proteins)*, peppers, onions*, sesame
seeds, sea-salt, vegetable extract, herbs. Sauce: Cheese*,
soymilk*, sunflower oil*, wheat flour*, sea-salt, vegetable
extract, spices. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm.
Nutrition: Minerals 1.97%, protein 13.4%, fat 13.9%,
carbohydrates 7.13%. 207 calories (Kcal) per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988. 6.25
by 5.25 inches. Card stock. Color photo of two tofu patties
in sauce with item name in white on orange. “Vegetable
product.” Form filled out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989. Jan.
11. This product was introduced in March 1988.
5642. Product Name: [Tofu with Lentils].

Foreign Name: Tofuline met Linzen; aux Lentilles; mit
Linsen.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03/664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1988 March.
Ingredients: Lentils*, smoked tofu (soy-proteins)*,
peppers, leek*, carrots*, onions*, carob-flour, vegetable
extract, sea-salt, herbs. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm.
Nutrition: Minerals 0.97%, protein 6.7%, fat 2.24%,
carbohydrates 10.4%. 88.6 calories (Kcal) per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988. 6.25
by 5.25 inches. Card stock. Color photo of tofu cubes resting
on lentils with item name in white on orange. “Vegetable
product.” Form filled out by Jos van de Ponseele. 1989. Jan.
11. This product was introduced in March 1988.
5643. Organic Gardening. 1988--. Serial/periodical.
Emmaus, Pennsylvania: Rodale Press. Robert Rodale, editor.
Vol. 35, No. 5. April 1988.
• Summary: Previous title Rodale’s Organic Gardening.
Subsequent title OG. Continued until Vol. 48, No. 5, July/
Aug. 2001. Robert Rodale died on 20 Sept. 1990. Address:
Emmaus, Pennsylvania.
5644. Product Name: Vegetable Soyloaf.
Manufacturer’s Name: Spring Creek Soy Dairy, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 212-C East Main St., Spencer,
WV 25726.
Date of Introduction: 1988 March.
Ingredients: Okara (fiber from cooked organic soybeans),
organic whole wheat flour, organic cornmeal, organic rolled
oats, tomato sauce, tamari [soy sauce], sunflower oil, carrots,
onions, celery, peppers, nutritional yeast, spices, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Front and rear labels sent
by Tenley Weaver of Spring Creek. 1990. This product was
first sold commercially in March 1900. Labels are pressure
sensitive. 3.87 x 2.12 inches. Red and brownish gold on
white. On front panel: Spring Creek logo surrounded by
red rayed sun. “100% natural. No additives. High fiber. No
cholesterol.” Rear panel: “Serving suggestions: Soyloaf is
fully cooked and ready to eat. Simply heat and serve. Try
Soyloaf: As an entree served plain or with your favorite
sauce. Cubed and sauteed added to casseroles, sauces or
stuffings. Fried or broiled–it makes a terrific sandwich.”
5645. Vansickle, Janice. 1988. Soys take root in organic
market. Windsor Star (Essex County, Ontario, Canada).
April 9.
• Summary: Jon Cloud is a transplanted “dirt farmer” from
mountainous Vermont and now the production manager
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for Soy City Foods. Their products include soymilk, tofu,
tempeh, falafels, burgers, and granola. Cloud became a
[Vietnam] war protestor while in college, and opted into
being a 60’s back-to-the-land disciple after burning out in the
urban jungle. The Organic Crop Improvement Association
in Ontario has attracted 300 members during its five years of
existence and 50 now have their farms certified as organic.
A photo shows Jon Cloud with company products such
as Soyettes, Grain Tempeh, and Falafels. Address: Star
Agricultural Reporter, Ontario, Canada.
5646. Product Name: Amy’s Organic Vegetable Pot Pie
(With Tofu).
Manufacturer’s Name: Amy’s Kitchen Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 690, Petaluma, CA
94953. Phone: 707-762-6194.
Date of Introduction: 1988 April.
Ingredients: *Organic whole wheat flour, water, *organic
potatoes, *organic carrots, peas (*organic when available),
*organic tofu, grade AA unsalted butter, mochi rice flour,
*organic oat flour, soy extract, hydrolyzed vegetable protein,
whey powder, onion salt, natural xanthan gum, herbs and
spices. * = Organically grown and processed in accordance
with section 26569.11 of the California Health and Safety
Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz (255 gm) box.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Andy Berliner.
1988. March 7. Amy’s Original Vegetable Pot Pie is
scheduled for April, 1988, made by Old Chicago Foods;
Package from Lonnie Stromnes of White Wave. 1988. Sept.
The product uses White Wave tofu. The manufacturer is now
listed as Amy’s Kitchen Inc., P.O. Box 449, Petaluma. Label
is 5 by 5 by 2 inches. Full color with photo of pot pie, onefourth open on a white dish on a blue and white tablecloth.
Chunks of tofu are prominent. “Whole wheat crust.” A
convenience product with instructions for conventional or
microwave ovens.
5647. Product Name: Pacific Gardens Original Tempeh
Pasta Sauce with Chunky Vegetables, and Garlic &
Mushroom Pasta Sauce with Marinated Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Associated Cooperatives, dba Twin
Pines Distributing (Marketer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 322 Harbour Way, Suite 25,
Richmond, CA 94801. Phone: 415-232-1111.
Date of Introduction: 1988 April.
Ingredients: Original Tempeh: Italian plum tomatoes,
tomato paste, water, tempeh, fresh onions, fresh celery,
fresh bell peppers, fresh carrots, fresh zucchini, apple cider
vinegar, natural herbs and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 32 oz jar. 12 per case.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Soya Newsletter. 1988.

March/April. p. 8. Garlic & Mushroom contains the above
ingredients plus marinated tempeh, soy sauce, garlic, and
mushrooms. Talk with Terry Baird of Assoc. Co-ops. 1988.
July 15. The products will be introduced July 1. Pacific
Gardens is the brand and Twin Pines is the distributor.
Tempeh is made by White Wave. It emphasizes organic. The
products are made by a co-packer. Labels. 1988. Sept. Sent
by Lonnie Stromnes. 13 by 3 inches. Red, yellow, green, tan,
black, and white. “100% Natural. Better for you. Garden
Style Recipe. No added salt, No oil, No sugar, No animal
products. Nutritious tempeh in every bite!”
Talk with Knute Loken of Surata. 1990. March 6. Surata
makes the tempeh for this product. Associated Co-ops has
moved to Las Vegas.
5648. Product Name: [Formoja Soybean Delight with
Basmati Rice and Curry Sauce].
Foreign Name: Formoja Délice au soja au riz basmati sauce
curry.
Manufacturer’s Name: Cacoja. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar (CAC) (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France.
Date of Introduction: 1988 April.
Ingredients: Incl. organically grown soybeans, long grain
rice, curry.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm tins (cans).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 264, protein 3.5 gm, fat
2.5 gm, carbohydrate 13 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Cacoja leaflet. 1990. April.
“Cacoja has a line of alternative, organic soybean-based,
pre-cooked dishes. There are less than 300 calories in an
individual serving... The soybeans are accompanied by long
grain Suriname rice with curry sauce. A colorful, exotic
dish.”
Letter and Label sent by Sylvain Stievenard of Sojinal
(named Cacoja prior to Aug. 1990). 1990. Sept. 24. This
product was introduced in April 1988.
5649. Product Name: NuTofu (Soy Cheese with Casein)
[Monterey Jack].
Manufacturer’s Name: Cemac Foods Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address: 90 West St., New York, NY
10006. Phone: 212-964-8740.
Date of Introduction: 1988 April.
Ingredients: Tofu, soybean oil, casein (protein), sea salt,
citric acid, soy lecithin, guar gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz, 5 lb. or 20 lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soya Newsletter. 1988.
March/April. p. 8. “Made from 100% organic soymilk and
natural ingredients.”
Product with Label purchased in California. 1989.
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June. 5 by 3¼ inches. Green, red, blue, and white on yellow.
“Cholesterol free. Lactose free. 100% natural. Organic.”
5650. Product Name: International Mustard Oriental Miso
[Mellow].
Manufacturer’s Name: Edward & Sons Trading Co.
(Importer). Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1115 Lousons Rd., P.O. Box
3150, Union, NJ 07083. Phone: 201-964-8176.
Date of Introduction: 1988 April.
Ingredients: Stoneground mustard seeds, vinegar, organic
mellow barley miso (organic soybeans, organic barley, water
and sea salt), natural herbs, spices and sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1988. 2.75 by
2.5 inches. Wider at bottom than top. One label on front
and one on back. Parchment and black on red. On back:
“Oriental Miso Mustard. Mellow, rich, and full-bodied,
this delicious condiment derives its savory magic from
exclusive Oriental ingredients. It brings your foods a zesty
flair, while it enhances even delicate flavors. Powerful
yet subtle. An Oriental art.” Note: This product is closely
related to Naturally Preferred Miso Mustard, formerly
made by American Natural Foods, launched Sept. 1984.
Soya Newsletter. 1988. March/April. p. 8. May/June. p. 8.
This spicy mustard containing miso is one of three flavored
mustards that they sell.
5651. Product Name: Organic Rice Miso, and Organic
Brown Rice Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Junsei Yamazaki.
Manufacturer’s Address: Route 1, Box 1333, Orland, CA
95963. Phone: 916-865-5979.
Date of Introduction: 1988 April.
Ingredients: Brown rice: Organically grown soybeans,
organic brown rice, well water, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bulk. 15 lb costs $72.00 incl.
shipping.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Yamazaki. 1987. The
Junsei Yamazaki Miso and Umeboshi Story. 6 p. Talk with
Kazuko Yamazaki. 2001. April 20. Miso pioneer Junsei
Yamazaki, her husband, died last year. She is still selling the
miso he made but not making any new miso. The company
name is now Yamazaki Miso Co. The county changed
the address to: 4192 County Road S., Orland, CA 95963.
She sells the miso through Gold Mine Natural Foods in
California and the Grain and Sakt Society (distributor).
5652. Lang, Kerri-Sue. 1988. A growth market for organic
foods. Country Guide (Winnipeg). April. p. 20-22.
• Summary: In 1980, the USDA defined organic farming as
“a production system that avoids, or largely excludes, the use

of synthetically compounded fertilizers, pesticides, growth
regulators and livestock feed additives to the maximum
extent feasible. Organic farming systems rely upon crop
rotations, animal manures, legumes, green manures, off-farm
organic wastes, mechanical cultivation, mineral bearing
rocks, and aspects of biological pest control to maintain
soil productivity and tilth, to supply plant nutrients, and to
control insects, weeds and other pests. The Organic Foods
Production Association of North America (OFPANA) was
founded in 1985. About 25 farmers contract organicallygrown soybeans with Toronto-based Soy City Foods.
Organic food producers feel strongly that organic foods
are healthier and more nutritious than conventionally grown
foods, but scientific data does not yet support this claim.
Ontario farmers requesting organic certification must have
abstained from using prohibited fertilizers for at least one
year and pesticides for 3 years. Prohibited fertilizers include
anhydrous ammonia, ammonium nitrate, diammonium
phosphate, most sewage sludge, triple superphosphate,
muriate of potash, and potassium chloride. Prohibited soil
additives include quick lime and slaked or hydrated lime.
Certified organic growers are inspected annually at their
own expense ($150). They also sign a licensing agreement
and pay a fee to use the Ontario association’s logo. The logo
fee is based on gross sales. Organic soybean yields last year
were about 20% below the normal provincial average. Jon
Cloud, part-owner of Soy City Foods in Toronto, says most
of his contract growers experience a 25% yield reduction
in their first 3 years of organic production. But a premium
for the beans, along with reduced input costs, brings net
returns to at least the level that could be expected under
conventional crop management.
Last year, about 25 farmers grew organic soybeans on
about 320 acres under contract with Soy City Foods. Highest
yield was 45 bushels per acre; average was 32 bushels.
Right now, says Cloud, the company could use 2,000 acres
of organically-grown soybeans. Premium prices for organic
beans are $8.50 a bushel. The firm produces several soybased foods for human consumption. These include soy
burgers, falafel (spicy patties traditional in some parts of the
Middle East), a base for soy pate, tempeh, tofu, and soy milk.
Contract growers are supplied with seed because Soy City
wants beans with high protein and low oil content. Organic
farmers don’t spend $40 an acre on herbicides. Nor do they
put tonnes of commercial fertilizer on their fields. And they
sell their crops at a 15% to 20% premium. Weeds, he adds,
are controlled by non-chemical procedures such as crop
rotation and cultivation, which cost little.
Hugh Martin, a soils and crops specialist with the
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food says organic
farming will be a significant part of agriculture in the future.
Most organic growers he works with have an ingrained
stewardship ethic and are concerned about soil conservation.
He says, “After about 5 years of organic farming, the organic
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matter content of soil increases. Improved porosity allows
water to penetrate quickly. There’s less runoff.”
Color photos show the storefront of Soy City Foods
“Soy Food Information Centre” and 3 of the company’s
products: Soyettes, Tempeh, and Falafels. Address:
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
5653. Product Name: Vegi-dip (Tofu Based) [French
Onion, Creamy Dill, Eggless Salad, or Garlic & Herb].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nasoya Foods, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 23 Jytek Park (P.O. Box 841),
Leominster, MA 01453. Phone: 508-537-0713.
Date of Introduction: 1988 April.
Ingredients: Creamy Dill (7/92): Well water, organically
grown soybeans, pressed canola oil, brown rice syrup, grain
vinegar, citric acid, garlic, herbs, spices, seasalt, vegetable
gums. Eggless Salad (7/92): Well water, organically grown
soybeans, pressed canola oil, brown rice syrup, grain vinegar,
mustard, citric acid, onion, garlic, herbs, spices, seasalt,
vegetable gums.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz shallow plastic tubs (like
Kraft dips), with tamper-proof foil seals. Retails for $1.39
(7/92, Maryland).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Creamy Dill. Per 1 oz.: Calories 100, protein 1
gm, carbohydrates 4 gm, fat 9 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium
135 mg, potassium 40 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Note: This is the third
reincarnation of this product concept, first introduced in Dec.
1979 as a line of five spreads and salads, then repositioned
in Dec. 1982 as a line of seven Tofu Vegi Dips. Note that
the product name no longer contains tofu. Soya Newsletter.
1988. Jan/Feb. p. 8. Talk with Sjon Welters. 1988. March 10.
These will not be available until April. New Product News.
1988. April 4. “They are sold in health food store refrigerated
cases nationally.” Talk with John Paino. 1988. July. These are
being test marketed locally at Bread & Circus. Leaflet. 1988.
Nov. “Great tasting dips without cholesterol.” Shows the lids
of the 4 products “Naturally good from Nasoya.” Natural
Foods Merchandiser. 1989. Feb. p. 14. Nasoya’s four new
tofu dips are packaged in 8-oz. tubs with tamper-proof seals
(tamper-evident shrink neck bands over the caps/closures).
Products (Creamy Dill, Eggless Salad) with Labels
purchased at Fresh Fields, Rockville Pike, Maryland. 1992.
July 20. Tub lid is 4 inches diameter. Creamy Dill is green
and red on white. On lid: “100% cholesterol free.” On tub:
“Naturally good from Nasoya. Keep refrigerated. May be
used until date stamped.”
5654. Product Name: Tofu Pasta [Mixed Rotini, Whole
Wheat Fettucine, Whole Wheat Spinach Fettuccine, Whole
Wheat Herb Fettucine, Linguini, Buckwheat Linguini].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sooke Soy Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2625 Otter Point Rd., R.R. 2,

Sooke, Vancouver Island, BC, V0S 1N0, Canada. Phone:
642-3263.
Date of Introduction: 1988 April.
Ingredients: Herb Fettucini: Organic 100% whole wheat
durum, organic tofu (organic soybeans, water, nigari
[magnesium chloride–an extract of sea water]), herbs.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 320 gm / 11.3 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. 1988. 5.5 by 4
inches. Self adhesive. Blue, green, and yellow on white.
“Quick ‘n Easy. Cook in boiling salted water 3-4 minutes.
Serve with favorite sauce and garden fresh vegetables.”
Introduced April 1988.
5655. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1988. Recent developmental trends
in soybean research. Paper presented at the Training
Programme for District Level Officers of Madhya
Pradesh Academy of Administration, Govt. of Madhya
Pradesh, Bhopal. 10 p. May 10. Unpublished manuscript.
Mimeographed. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Nine main research
objectives. Varietal development. Seed production.
Production technology. Plant protection. Harvesting.
Threshing and storage.
Table 1 describes 6 recently released / identified soybean
varieties. Address: National Research Centre for Soybean,
Khandawa Rd., Indore 452 001 (M.P.), India.
5656. Spectator (Carmi, Illinois). 1988. Californian would
like to buy local soybeans. May 28.
• Summary: Jerry Ridenour, a Californian who wants
White County to think about producing soybeans without
chemical fertilizers or pesticides so that he can purchase
the organically-grown beans for his natural foods business.
While visiting Crossville, Illinois, he intends to talk with
some farmers about the proposal. Ridenour’s company,
“Wildwood Natural Foods,” makes meat-like products
from tofu, soymilk, and wheat gluten, such as tofuburgers,
meatless meatballs, and lactose-free soymilk. Other items
made from tofu include tofu hot dogs, tofu jerky, soymilk
yogurt, lactose-free tofu chocolate, etc. The business
currently uses about 48-50,000 pounds of soybeans per
month.
5657. Ontario Soya-bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1988.
Report on export market development mission of the Ontario
soybean industry, March 19th–April 3rd, 1988. Chatham,
Ontario, Canada. 23 p. May. 28 cm. Spiral bound. [Eng]
• Summary: This report was prepared by Owen Dobbyn,
John Cunningham, Maurice Waddick, and Fred Brandenburg
of OSGMB. Contents: Japan. The Japanese soybean market.
Visits: Japan Miso Co-operative Industrial Assoc. (M. Iida,
chairman), Japan Packaged Tofu Assoc. (H. Kijima, Exec.
Secy.), Federation of Japan Natto Manufacturers Cooperative
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Society (Mr. Ohse), Takano Foods Co. Ltd. (E. Takano,
president, uses 7,000 to 8,000 tonnes of soybeans annually
to make natto), Home Foods Co. Ltd (Home Shokuhin, Y.
Murai. managing director, has 160 employees and 3 tofu
factories that use 300 tonnes of soybeans/month; owned by
Wako Shokuryo, the #1 wholesaler of soybeans in Japan),
Japan Oilseed Processors Assoc. (JOPA; H. Higashimori,
managing director). Japan Oil and Fat Importers & Exporters
Assoc. (JOFIEA; I. Shimizu, exec. director), Canadian
Embassy, Tokyo.
Hong Kong. Soybean imports. Visits: The Hong Kong
Soya-Bean Products Co. Ltd. (makers of Vitasoy soymilk),
Amoy Industries (International) Ltd.
Malaysia. Soybean imports 1984, 1985, 1986. Visits:
Ace Canning (owned by Lam Soon). Yeo Hiap Seng
(Malaysia) Berhad (soymilk), Cheong Chuan (Hup Kee)
Sdn. Bhd. (traditional fermented soysauce), Sin Yong
Huat Enterprises Sdn. Bhd. (soybean importers), Syarikat
Perniagaan Cheon Fatt (tofu manufacturer).
Singapore. Soybean imports (1983-1986). Visits:
Sin Seng Lee Trading Co. (Pte.) Ltd. (claims to import
60% of soybeans to Singapore). Conclusions for each
country. Recommendations for future action. Future export
development missions. Accomplishments. Competition.
In Japan, 842,000 tonnes soybeans are used to make
foods, as follows (in tonnes, p. 1): Tofu 456,000, miso
180,000, natto 90,000, dried-frozen tofu 30,000, boiled
soybeans 23,000, soybean powder [probably kinako] 10,000,
soymilk, 7,000, soysauce 5,000, other 41,000. The suppliers
of these edible soybeans are (in tonnes): USA 400,000,
China 280,000, Japanese domestic 280,000, Canada 24,000.
Total Japanese soybean imports: 5,000,000 tonnes. Of this
4,036,000 tonnes (81%) are used for crushing, 842,000
tonnes for food, and 70,000 tonnes for feed (not crushed).
The Japanese market for soybeans is very large for both
crushing and food use, but is not growing. The beans for
crushing come mostly from the USA and South America.
Preferred characteristics of soybeans for each type of
soyfood are given. For example, for miso: Low oil, high
protein, high sugar, white hilum. For tofu: High sugars
(glucose, sucrose), moisture content 10-12.5%, new crop
preferred to old, protein 40%, oil 19-20%, hilum color is not
very important but white is preferred, varietal consistency;
preferred varieties are Beeson, Amsoy, Corsoy. Natto: Most
important is small size, 5.5 mm or less, clean beans free of
foreign material, high sugar content (saccharose, stachyose,
which bacillus needs to work), less oil, must absorb water
well. Soymilk: Good flavor, low moisture (10%), low
percentage of splits (too high can cause rancidity), low oil,
high protein.
In Japan, vegetable oil consumption has increased
2.5 times in the past 20 years to 45.17 gm/capita/day in
1986. Soyoil and canola oil together account for 85% of
production. Canola is replacing soybean oil. If the oil market

is strong, the 30 Japanese crushers crush more canola, but if
protein is strong they crush more soybeans. U.S. soybeans
have too much foreign material; new contracts have a penalty
for > 2% FM.
In Hong Kong, 6,000,000 cases of Vitasoy brand
soymilk are produced annually. The company uses 2,500
tonnes/year of soybeans, 80% of which are grown in Canada.
It uses 100 to 200 tonnes of organic soybeans for Vitasoy
exported to U.S. health food stores. Using 15 Tetra Pak
machines, production takes place 24 hours/day (3 shifts), 6
days a week. Contacts: Patrick Cheung (marketing manager),
and Raymond Yuen (commercial manager).
Amoy Industries, the largest maker of soy sauce in this
part of the world, produces 6,000 tonnes/year. The company
was established 80 years ago in Amoy, eastern China, moved
to Hong Kong in 1949; 50% was purchased by Pillsbury
in 1983. Uses 2 containers of soybeans/week, 100% from
Ontario for the past 5 years.
Malaysia soybean imports rose from 174,400 tonnes
in 1984 to 255,200 tonnes in 1986. The main suppliers in
1986 were China (56.2% of total), Vietnam (15.8%), and
Argentina (14.3%). Ace Canning uses ton tonnes/month of
soybeans (presently all from China) to make soymilk. They
have 7 Tetra Pak machines. Yeo Hiap Seng (Malaysia) is the
largest soymilk producer in Malaysia, making 25,000 liters/
year using 9 Tetra Pak machines. They use 1,250 tonnes of
soybeans (80 containers) per year, all Canadian.
In Singapore, soybean imports rose from 28,287 tonnes
in 1983 to 41,571 tonnes in 1986. In 1986, some 66% came
from Canada, 16.6% from China, and the rest from others.
The major competition for food quality soybeans in
these four countries at present comes from China. The
Chinese have improved their soybean quality and appear
to be actively seeking to increase their market share. In the
long run, however, China may choose to reduce its soybean
exports in order to increase meat consumption in China.
This could lead to new market opportunities for Canada in
these four countries. Address: P.O. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT
N7M 5L8, Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.
5658. Product Name: [Tofinelle Tofu Sausages {Soya
Mousseline with Capers} (Boletus Mushrooms, Paprika,
Emmenthal, Smoked Salmon)].
Foreign Name: Tofinelle: Saucisses/Quenelles au Tofou
(Cèpes, Paprika, Emmenthal, Saumon).
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix,
42400 Saint-Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.24.42.
Date of Introduction: 1988 May.
Ingredients: Smoked salmon: Tofu (water, soybeans*) 72%,
smoked salmon 15%, sunflowerseed oil, egg white, wheat
flour, spices, salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 x 100 gm in vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
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Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 14.4 gm, fat 11.7 gm,
carbohydrates 3.6 gm, calories 100.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1988. Front and
back. 6 panels. “These savory and light Tofinelles have a
texture like and are eaten like “quenelles,” reheated in the
frying pan or oven, accompanied by a sauce of your choice.”
Note: Cassell’s French-English Dictionary defines
quenelle as “forcemeat or fish ball.” Letter from Bernard
Storup. 1989. March 3. These products were all launched
in 1988, the Boletus mushrooms in May, the Paprika and
Emmenthal in July, and the Salmon in Dec. Two other flavors
were launched in early 1989.
Labels sent by Bernard. 1989. April. Smoked Salmon.
3.75 by 7.75 inches. Blue, red, green, and gold on white.
Background illustration of a jumping blue salmon. “Remove
the protective film at the level of the clip. Reheat the
Tofinelle for 7-8 minutes in a skillet or oven. Serve with
or without a sauce, accompanied by vegetables and whole
grains for a delicious meal.” Nature et Progres logo.
5659. Product Name: Tempeh Cutlet.
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1990 North 57th Court., Boulder,
CO 80301. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1988 May.
Ingredients: Tempeh (made with soybeans organically
grown in accordance with section 26569.11 of the California
Health and Safety Code and brown rice), natural soy sauce,
garlic, onion, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz (170 gm). Vacuum packed
in poly pouch.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3 oz.: Calories 190, protein 9 gm,
carbohydrates 6 gm, fat 3 gm, sodium 466 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1988, May. 2.75 by
3.75 inches. Blue on beige with rainbow border. “Perishable.
Keep frozen or refrigerated.” Formerly under the Soyfoods
Unlimited brand and weighing 7 oz. All White Wave
products are certified Kosher-Pareve by Rabbi Mordecai
Twerski of the Talmudic Research Institute in Denver. The
symbol looks like an M with the central leg bent to the left.
5660. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Bean Time Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Stockbridge, Wisconsin.
Date of Introduction: 1988 June.
Ingredients: Incl. organically grown soybeans.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Maija Penikis. 1988. PostCrescent (Appleton, Wisconsin). June 26. “Tofu: Made in
Stockbridge. Big-city dweller finds joy in rural enterprise.”
Before the day is through, the Bean Time Tofu company
has 100-150 pounds of white tofu, cut, wrapped, and
refrigerated. Includes three photos of Glenny Whitcomb and

her husband, Jerry Franzen.
E.G. Castleman. 1992. Herald-Times-Reporter
(Manitowoc, Wisconsin). Sept. 2. “Tofu can be nutritious,
simple part of diet.” The company, located between Chilton
and Stockbridge, Wisconsin, is now named Bean Time
Soyfoods. The owners are Glenny and Jerry Franzen. Note:
As of 12 Dec. 1992 neither this company nor the Franzens
are listed in the telephone directory of that area.
5661. Product Name: [Tofu with Toasted Nori, Tofu with
Toasted Sesame, Tofu Bars {With Millet}, Seitan in Soy
Sauce].
Foreign Name: Tofu mit geroesteter Nori-Alge, Tofu
mit geroesteter Sesam, Tofu Stange (mit Hirse), Seitan in
Sojasauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Geestland.
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedrichstrasse 19, D-2850
Bremerhaven, West Germany. Phone: (0471) 2 60 20.
Date of Introduction: 1988 June.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with founder and
present owner of Geestland, Paul E. Bremer. 1990. April 25.
About 2 years ago the company moved to: Friedrichstrasse
19, D-2850 Bremerhaven and in June 1988 Tofu with roasted
nori, and with roasted sesame were introduced.
5662. Munyinda, K.; Karamanos, R.E.; Legg, J.O.; Sanogho,
S. 1988. Nitrogen fixation by soybeans (Glycine max L.) in
Zambia. Plant and Soil 109(1):57-63. June. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans... are being introduced as a cash crop
to small scale farmers in Zambia for rotation in their farming
systems. A local nitrogen fixing cultivar (Magoye) rated
highest among three soybean cultivars... tested for its ability
to support symbiotic N2 fixation by B. japonicum under
the experimental conditions. Values of percent N derived
from atmosphere for this cultivar were in the order of 65 to
70%.” Address: 1. Dep. of Renewable Resources, Macdonald
College of McGill Univ., Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Quebec,
H9X 1C0 [Canada].
5663. Product Name: CheSoya (Soy Cheese with Sodium
Caseinate) [Cheddar, Mozzarella, or Jalapeño].
Manufacturer’s Name: Stow Mills (Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 816, Brattleboro, VT
05301.
Date of Introduction: 1988 June.
Ingredients: Incl. organic tofu, soy oil, calcium caseinate,
natural flavor, sea salt, citric acid, lecithin, guar gum, natural
coloring.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz.
New Product–Documentation: Soya Newsletter. 1988.
May/June. p. 8. These cheese alternatives are free of
cholesterol and lactose, and are 100% natural.
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5664. Product Name: Tofu Dressing [Mexican, Italian, or
Garden Herb].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wonder Natural Products
(Importer). Made in the Netherlands by Witte Wonder.
Manufacturer’s Address: 709 7th St., Hudson, IA 50643.
Phone: 319-988-3811.
Date of Introduction: 1988 June.
Ingredients: Filtered water, fresh tofu* (made from soya
beans and filtered water, coagulated with nigari), sunflower
oil* (pressed cold), dried vegetables and herbs, barley malt
syrup*, malt vinegar, seasalt, guar (vegetable binder). * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 1 tablespoon (14 gm): Calories 25, protein
0.4 gm, carbohydrates 0.5 gm, fat 2.5 gm, sodium 40 mg
(320 mg/100 gm).
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Ruth Young.
1988. Sept. 15. The product was first sold in America in June
1988. It is imported from Witte Wonder in the Netherlands.
Leaflet (glossy color, 2 panels each side, each panel 19.6 x
13.2 cm) sent by White Wonder Natural products, Hudson,
Iowa. 1988. Sept. 22. “Garden Herb. Italian. Mexican. Tofu
Dressing.”
Leaflet. 1988. Nov. “Tofu dressing.”

problem seems to be that Nasoya has been unable to work
out the technical details of the process for making Simply
Natural’s soft tofu cheese. Nasoya supplies them with some
fresh and spray dried tofu, off and on, but they also buy from
a local supplier. He has been supplying them with tofu for
1½ to 2 years. The new vegi-dips are being test marketed
locally, and will be formally launched in Sept. or Oct.
nationwide.
Nasoya made an offer to Tomsun at the creditors
committee and Tomsun did not accept it. Tomsun chose to go
with Panda Foods instead, probably because they wanted to
stay independent. Tomsun uses silken tofu in their Jofu and
Panda may be making that tofu for them. Panda also makes
their regular tofu, which competes with Nasoya. Nasoya’s
sales recently have gone way up as they pick up customers
that Tomsun may have difficulty keeping in stock during
the transition. This may be only a temporary increase. But
Azumaya is now actively promoting their tofu in the area. It
is not clear what will happen with Tomsun. A main question
is where Tomsun will get additional financing. Jofu was
the demise of Tomsun. They tried to grow too fast, and the
product was not really ready. Nasoya tofu is built on quality,
made from well water and organically grown soybeans.
Azumaya does not emphasize quality in this way. Address:
Nasoya Foods, Leominster, Massachusetts.

5665. Maeda, Toshiie. 1988. Mura okoshi–Tenpe sonjuku:
Mura okoshi was kore kara da [Revitalizing a village–the
tempeh village school: Now begins the village development.
III.]. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). July 1. p. 4. [Jap; eng+]
• Summary: On 31 Jan. 1988 the group held the first formal
meeting of its members. In February work on the equipment
began, and by Feb. 20 the tempeh starter room were finished.
In March, after many failures and trials, good tempeh
starter was produced, and from it the first good tempeh. Big
success! By mid-April the tempeh plant, with a production
capacity of 2 tonnes a month, was completed.
The purposes of the group: 1. To provide real good foods
to the household table. 2. Especially to provide nutritious
tempeh for the table to change people’s food life. And to
popularize tempeh as a food to maintain a healthy food life.
Therefore they are collecting information on nutrition and
trying to develop second generation tempeh products. Mr.
Maeda works as a food technology technician. Cooking
experiments are done by the wives of the members. They
use organically grown soybeans from Mr. Otsuki, a tofu
shop owner. Address: Kobe Women’s Junior College, food
processing.

5667. Wall, Richard. 1988. UT [Univ. of Tennessee] holds
new era for agribusiness. East Tennessee Business Journal
(Knoxville, Tennessee). July 25.
• Summary: Professor Dr. Peter M. Gresshoff, Racheff
Chair of Excellence at the University of Tennessee, is not
only pioneering plant molecular genetic applications that
will dramatically change agriculture, he’s also developed
a unique plan to interface this and other scientific efforts
with the business community. By genetically altering the
soybean the Australian scholar claims that he can eliminate
the need for fertilizer by establishing an optimum symbiotic
interaction between the plant and the soil, while maintaining
the same production levels. About $4,300 million was spent
in this country last year on biotechnology. Gresshoff’s
“super-nodulating” soybean would not only require no
application of fertilizer for itself, it would create enough
nitrogen in the soil for the next crop, say corn.

5666. Paino, John. 1988. Recent developments at Nasoya:
Simply Natural and Tomsun (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
July 19. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The proposed merger with Simply Natural
is stalled, and it is not clear how it will end up. The main

5668. Ali, Nawab; Gandhi, A.P.; Ojha, T.P. eds. 1988.
Soybean processing and utilization in India: Proceedings of
the national seminar on Soybean Processing and Utilization
in India, 22-23 November, 1986. Bhopal, India: Soybean
Processing and Utilization Project, Central Institute of
Agricultural Engineering. v + 431 p. Illust. Authors index. 26
cm. [50+ ref]
• Summary: Organized by the Soybean Processing and
Utilization Project, India. Contents: 1. Address by General
Director, Dr. N.S. Randhawa. Session I: Opening session: 2.
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Soybeans as economic protein source, by Prof. A.C. Pandya.
3. Present status of soybean in India: Constraints and future
strategies to increase its production and productivity, by Dr.
P.S. Bhatnagar. 4. Present status of soybean processing and
utilization in India, by Dr. Nawab Ali and Dr. A.P. Gandhi.
Session II: Harvesting, drying and storage (papers 5-16).
Session III: Physico-chemical and nutritional aspects
(papers 16-21). Including: 17. Physical and cooking
characters of soybeans, by T.S. Gourmama, D. Vijayalakshmi
and Dr. M.P. Vaidehi. 20. Varietal variability on soypaneer
preparation, by Dr. A.P. Gandhi and Dr. Nawab Ali. Note:
Soyapaneer is tofu.
Section IV: Processing and oil extraction (papers 2232). Including: 25. A simple soyapaneer pressing device
for rural people, by Dr. A.P. Gandhi and Dr. Nawab Ali.
26. Soyflaking–A low-cost technology at rural level, by
R.T. Patil, Dr. B.D. Shukla and Dr. A.P. Gandhi. 27. Simple
technologies for making some soybased products–by Dr. A.P.
Gandhi and Dr. Nawab Ali. 28. Full-fat soyflour-processing
technology, storage and utilization, by H.N. Mishra and
Dr. R.K. Mukherjee. 29. Preparation of soyblend snacks
at domestic level, by K.M. Sahay and Dr. R.P. Kachru. 31.
Extrusion process with special reference to soybean, by Dr.
Nawab Ali and R.T. Patil. 32. Development of a mini-mill
and its performance evaluation for soybean blended wheat
flour, by B.S. Bisht.
Session V: Utilization as food and feed (papers 33-47).
Most of these papers are cited separately.
The word “dosa” appears on 16 pages of this book
including 4 times on page 386, 3 times each on pages 316,
384, and 385, twice on p. 388, and once each on pages 224,
268, 291, 306, 344, 381, 382, 387, 391, and 392.
The word “dosai” appears on pages 169 and 341 of this
book.
The word “idli” appears on 19 pages of this book
including 3 times each on pages 374, 386, and 291, twice
on pages 316, 384, and 385, and once on pages 224, 291,
293, 306, 310, 341, 351, 373, 375, 382, 387, 388, and 391.
Address: 1. PhD, Project Director, Soybean Processing and
Utilization Project, Central Inst. of Agricultural Engineering
(ICAR), Nabi Bagh, Berasia Road, Bhopal-462 018, India; 2.
PhD, Soybean Processing and Utilization Project; 3. Central
Inst. of Agricultural Engineering.
5669. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1988. Present status of soybean
in India: Constraints and future strategies to increase its
production and productivity. In: Nawab Ali, A.P. Gandhi,
and T.P. Ojha, eds. 1988. Soybean Processing & Utilization
in India. Bhopal, India: Central Institute of Agricultural
Engineering (CIAE). v + 431 p. See p. 9-28. Held 22-23
Nov. 1986 at CIAE, Bhopal, India. [17 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. National potential.
3. Soybean and cropping system. 4. Progress in research.
5. Diagnostic analysis of constraints for exploitation of

soybean production potential in India: Poor plant population
(poor germination of the seed, improper sowing method,
unfavorable weather conditions), delayed planting, poor
fertilization, poor nodulation or low efficiency of nitrogen
fixation, inefficient pest and disease management, nonreplacement of low productive old varieties with new
improved varieties, non-irrigation, non-availability of high
yielding variety for stress conditions, lack of appropriate
market support, gap in transfer of technology. 6. Future
strategies. 7. Thrust areas: Research (diagnostic analysis
of decline in productivity of soybean, breeding of varieties
suitable under stress conditions of moisture and soil pH and
diseases or pests, development of varieties with promiscuity
to the bacterial strains and identification of strains of
rhizobium for more efficient nitrogen fixation, breeding of
varieties with longer storability and better germination, low
priced product process development based on defatted soy
flour as well as whole soybean, cultivation of soybean in
irrigated conditions), development.
Note: The land and premises for the National Research
Centre for Soybean were acquired in June 1986. Dr.
Bhatnagar took formal charge of the center in Dec. 1986.
He moved to Indore as Director of the centre in Jan. 1987,
at which time the center began operation. Address: PhD,
Director, National Research Centre for Soybean, Khandawa
Road, Indore 450 001, India.
5670. Bubny, Paul. 1988. Venerable soybean sprouts new
uses. Health Foods Business 34(7):72, 74, 76, 108. July.
• Summary: Lonnie Stromnes, national sales manager of
White Wave Soyfoods in Boulder, Colorado, reports that
White Wave recently “upscaled” the packaging on its tempeh
products; the new graphics depict tempeh in use, so that
customers do not have to bring a thorough knowledge of
the food into the store with them. Mitoku-USA, based in
Albany, New York, imports some 20 varieties of miso. At
least one manufacturer, the Asheville, North Carolina-based
Great Eastern Sun, saw its miso sales increase by 20% last
year. Bruce Sturgeon, the company’s vice president, said
Great Eastern Sun’s volume on miso alone was $400,000 in
1987. Shoyu and tamari are frequently aimed at the gourmet
market as well as the natural foods / specialty foods market.
Owner Dale Kamibayshi of Alfalfa’s Market in Boulder,
Colorado said, “I think many people are still intimidated by
(soyfood’s) preparation.” To help overcome the intimidation
factor, Alfalfa’s has scheduled a soyfood tasting fair for July
16; the first such fair which the store has devoted to soy.
Gary Barat, chairman of Legume, Inc. said, “I see the
natural foods and gourmet markets coming together,” said
Barat. “And the smart marketers are realizing that.” People
who shop specialty stores have both eyes turned toward
quality. Soy companies are increasingly making use of
organically grown soybeans. There is also a trend toward
using specific soybeans for specific products, a sign of a
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maturing industry. The trend is more prevalent in the U.S.
than in Far East Asia. Westbrae, for example, uses Vinton
beans for its Westsoy soy beverage. As the currency in Japan
remains strong against the dollar, you’re going to see more
and more (soy) products produced in America. Also there
will be greater growth in so-called “second-generation” soy
products–dairy analogs with soymilk, soy cheese, soy ice
cream and soy yogurt. Address: Associate Editor.
5671. Product Name: Emperor’s Kitchen brand Johsen
Shoyu, and Sakae Organic Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Great Eastern Sun (Importer).
Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: 92 Macintosh Rd., Asheville, NC
28806. Phone: 704-252-3090.
Date of Introduction: 1988 July.
Ingredients: Sakae: Well water, organic* whole soybeans,
organic* whole wheat, seasalt, koji (natural culture). *
Organically grown and processed in accordance with Section
26569.11 of the California Health and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Both in 5 and 10 oz bottles.
Johsen Shoyu also in 32 oz bottles.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Macromuse. 1988.
June/July. p. 3. “The finest Japanese liquid seasonings.
Identical to Mitoku & Mitoku Macrobiotic.” No address
or specific products are given. Talk with Barbara Holiday
of Great Eastern Sun. 1989. Feb. 28. These products are
imported in drums from Japan via Mitoku. GES started
bottling the drums in North Carolina in Oct. 1987 and the
products were in the stores by late 1987 or Jan. 1988. The
Johsen Shoyu and Wheat Free Mansan Tamari are not
organic. There are also non-soy products in the line. Sakae
Shoyu is made by Mr. Kiyoji Fukaya, Ogasawara-Gun,
Shizuoka-ken, Japan. Mansan Shoten is run by Enichiro
Oguri (President), Handa-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan.
Labels. 1989. 5.5 by 3 inches, and 6.25 by 3.5 inches.
Pink and black on silver. Illustration of a symbolic tree with
leaves. “In the Emperor’s Kitchen you find only the finest
seasonings. Johsen Shoyu is one of the world’s best soy
sauces. Traditionally brewed in cedar kegs for early 2 years,
Johsen Shoyu is made using only whole soybeans and whole
grain wheat. Split or defatted beans or wheat flour are never
used... Use it for all your wok cooking or as a dipping sauce
for sushi or sashimi.”
5672. Product Name: Emperor’s Kitchen brand Mansan
Tamari [Organic, or Wheat Free].
Manufacturer’s Name: Great Eastern Sun (Importer).
Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: 92 Macintosh Rd., Asheville, NC
28806. Phone: 704-252-3090.
Date of Introduction: 1988 July.
Ingredients: Wheat free: Water, whole soybeans, Mikawa

mirin (water, sweet rice, koji), seasalt, koji (natural culture).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 and 10 oz bottles. Mansan
Wheat Free Tamari also in 32 oz bottles.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Macromuse. 1988.
June/July. p. 3. “The finest Japanese liquid seasonings.
Identical to Mitoku & Mitoku Macrobiotic.” No address
or specific products are given. Talk with Barbara Holiday
of Great Eastern Sun. 1989. Feb. 28. These products are
imported in drums from Japan via Mitoku. GES started
bottling the drums in North Carolina in Oct. 1987 and the
products were in the stores by late 1987 or Jan. 1988. The
Johsen Shoyu and Wheat Free Mansan Tamari are not
organic. There are also non-soy products in the line. Sakae
Shoyu is made by Mr. Kiyoji Fukaya, Ogasawara-Gun,
Shizuoka-ken, Japan. Mansan Shoten is run by Enichiro
Oguri (President), Handa-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan. Labels.
1989. 5.5 by 3 inches, and 6.25 by 3.5 inches. Pink and black
on silver. “Mansan Tamari is an authentic tamari soy sauce
that is traditionally brewed in cedar kegs for over a year.
Real tamari was originally the liquid drawn from soybean
miso... Mansan tamari is blended with 40% Mikawa Mirin
which gives it a unique and subtly sweet savoriness. Use it as
a glaze for baked foods, a basting sauce for broiled fish, or a
dipping sauce for sushi.”
5673. Mennonite Central Committee. 1988. Station and
farming systems research results. Agricultural Program,
Report No. 15. 86 p. July. (Dhaka [Dacca], Bangladesh). [36
ref]
• Summary: The contents of the section titled “Soybean”
(p. 60-87) is similar to that in Report No. 14 (July 1987).
Address: Mennonite Central Committee, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
5674. Mennonite Central Committee. 1988. Soybean project.
Agriculture Program, Report No. 15. p. 19-26. July. (Dhaka
[Dacca], Bangladesh).
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Kharif season
(Chuadanga district)–Seed contracts and sales. Agronomic
observations: stand establishment, insect and diseases.
Seed production. Cropping pattern survey. Utilization and
marketing.
Rabi season (Noakhali, Lakshmipur and Comilla)–Seed
sales. Agronomic observations: stand establishment, insect
and diseases, yields. Utilization and marketing. Agronomic
Research: Chaudanga (Kharif season, rabi season), Noakhali
(Rabi season; Raipur, Char Bata, Chitosi). Seed storage
methods.
“The objective of the Soybean Project is to make
available a low price, high protein, nutritious pulse to lower
and middle income consumers, while establishing the
cultivation of soybeans as a viable cropping alternative for
farmers in Bangladesh.”
“... soybeans are a very inexpensive source of high
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quality protein. Also, their relatively balanced amino acid
pattern makes them nearly ideal as a supplement to rice.
“The primary extension efforts are concentrated in and
around Lakshmipur, Noakhali and Comilla districts, where
farmers planted 176 hectares (438 acres) in the 1987-88
rabi season. Seed for this crop is produced in and around
Chaudanga district where farmers planted 124 hectares
(310 acres) in the 1987 kharif season. The soybean acreage
represents increases of 30 and 123 percent respectively
over the previous year, and is credited to good performance
of the new variety Pb-1 in the previous two years and an
increase in market demand... After serving four years in
the Soybean Project, George Horlings completed his term
in November, 1987, and was replaced by Kevin C. Stout.”
Address: Mennonite Central Committee, 1/1 Block “A”,
Mohammedpur, Dhaka -7, Bangladesh.
5675. Product Name: Organic Nigari Tofu, Organic
Smoked Tofu, Tofu Mayonnaise, Tofu Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kaiora Natural Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: CPO Box 3007 (180 Victoria St.
West), Auckland 1, New Zealand. Phone: (09) 370 454.
Date of Introduction: 1988 August.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Austin Holden.
1988. Dec. This August they began to produce a wider range
of soy products. They use locally grown organically certified
soybeans (“Biogro” certified by IFOAM), Japanese nigari,
Artesian well water. The organic smoked tofu is solidified
with calcium sulfate. The standard block is sliced in two in
the horizontal plane and then woodsmoked with Manuka, a
variety of native tree wood. This is the wood traditionally
used to smoke fish in New Zealand.
Tofu Mayonnaise contains unrefined rapeseed (Canola)
oil, organic tofu, organic rice malt, organic lemon juice,
organic brown rice vinegar, sea salt, spices, and vegetable
gums. It is packed in glass. Tofu is sold in bulk and vacuum
packed trays. Smoked tofu is vacuum packed. Burgers are
sold only through the company’s retail store at present.
5676. Product Name: Organic Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kaiora Natural Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: CPO Box 3007 (180 Victoria St.
West), Auckland 1, New Zealand. Phone: (09) 370 454.
Date of Introduction: 1988 August.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Austin Holden.
1988. Dec. This August they began to produce a wider
range of soy products, including tempeh. They use locally
grown organically certified soybeans (“Biogro” certified by
IFOAM).
5677. Product Name: Unisoy Carob & Banana Organic
Drink.
Manufacturer’s Name: Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate,

Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire SK6 2RF,
England. Phone: 061-430-6329.
Date of Introduction: 1988 August.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Neil Rabheru
of Unisoy. 1990. July 2. Followed by letter (fax) of July
9. This product was launched in Aug. 1988. “It was and
probably still is the only organic soya drink to contain pure
carob syrup; the other products on the market still use carob
powder.”
5678. Product Name: Teriyaki Burger (Made with
Tempeh). Renamed Teriyaki Tempeh Burger by March 1996.
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1990 North 57th Court., Boulder,
CO 80301. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1988 August.
Ingredients: Tempeh (made with soybeans organically
grown in accordance with section 26569.11 of the California
Health and Safety Code and brown rice), natural soy sauce,
garlic, onion, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz (170 gm). Vacuum packed
in poly pouch.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3 oz.: Calories 190, protein 9 gm,
carbohydrates 6 gm, fat 3 gm, sodium 466 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Steve Demos.
1988. Dec. 20. The product was introduced in Aug. 1988.
Label. 1989. April. 4 by 4.5 inches. Yellow, white, and black
on red. Large photo of a tempeh, lettuce & tomato sandwich,
with a slice of tomato and 2 slices of dill pickles on top,
cheese slices and lettuce below. “All the sizzle... none of the
steak. Ready to eat in 1 minute. Makes a delicious sandwich
or entree–just brown in a lightly oiled pan or microwave 1
minute high power.” Leaflet. 1989. April. “Make your sales
sizzle with White Wave.”
5679. Kahan, Ben. 1988. Early history of health food
publications and protein powders (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. Sept. 24. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center. [2 ref]
• Summary: Ben Kahan was a founder of Kahan & Lessin,
a major health food distribution company. During the early
years of the health foods industry, in the 1930s and 1940s,
the main publications were: 1. California Health News,
which was started by Clarke Irvine in 1933 in Hollywood,
California. Its successor was Let’s Live. Then there was a
split in the family at Let’s Live; a son-in-law split off and
started a new competing magazine, Healthways, which still
exists. 2. Health Food Retailing, a trade magazine published
by Jack Schwartz of Syndicate Publications of New York
(Jack can be reached at 27 Highland Ave., Larchmont, NY.
Phone: 914-967-7556). 3. Prevention, founded by Rodale
Press in 1950. Note: Organic Farming and Gardening was
started by J.I. Rodale in May 1942. The title changed to
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Organic Gardening and Farming in Nov. 1942.
The first protein powder was Hoffman’s Protein Powder,
introduced in about 1948 by Bob Hoffman, a weight lifter
and owner of York Barbell Co. Bob’s right hand man was
John Terpak, who is still alive. Subsequent Hoffman soy
protein products included a high-protein powder, tablets,
etc. That product was followed 2-3 years later by Weider’s
Protein Powder, which was basically the same kind of
product. Hoffman and Weider were both competitors in the
weight lifting field. Both had weight lifting magazines and
made equipment/foundries as well, and both marketed their
products mainly to weight lifters. They belonged to rival
weight lifting organizations. The original marketing focus
was on weight lifters. Hoffman came into the health food
field first, followed by Weider. Protesoy was another product
of the same type but more specialized and just health food.
Hoffman was the real innovator. Instantizing with lecithin
made blending of protein powders with liquids in blenders
and mixers a lot easier.
Concerning the “protein craze” of the late 1970s, “the
government tried to collapse the market, but it quickly
recovered and was more effective. They could never prove
that many people had died. Once in a while the government
used to take after anything that smacked of health or dietary
products because they didn’t want any of them to get too
successful for some reason. I think it was pressure from other
food industries who didn’t like the nutritional claims made
by the health food industry. During the years of World War
II they tried to reclassify the health food stores in the came
category as grocery stores, which would have hurt them.
This industry has always been an embarrassment to the
government, a burr under their saddle; they said the RDAs
were too low.
There has never been a good history of the U.S. health
food industry because no one ever saw a market for it. The
editor of Jack Schwartz’s magazine put out a little paperback
but it didn’t do much. Address: 5530 Goodland Ave., N.
Hollywood, California 91607. Phone: 818-701-6632.
5680. Product Name: Earth Dance Vegetarian Jerki (Made
with Tofu) [Original, or Hot-n-Spicy].
Manufacturer’s Name: Earth Dance Vegetarian Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 209 Commerce Drive #2 (or 305
West Magnolia #133), Fort Collins, CO 80524. Phone: 303482-9213.
Date of Introduction: 1988 September.
Ingredients: Both: Organic soybeans, soy sauce (water,
wheat, soybeans, salt), vinegar, liquid smoke, nigari
(magnesium chloride from seawater) and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 oz Ziploc plastic bag. Retails
for about $4.35 (7/89, Colorado). Bulk: $0.27 per 0.38-oz
piece.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Letter and leaflet

(copyright 1988) from Jerry Manning, Sales/Marketing
Director. 1989. June 20. Letter, Labels, articles, and samples
from Jerry Manning. 1989. July 7. Label is 5 by 4.5 inches.
Blue-green and orange on beige. Stylized illustration, based
on an Australian rock painting, of 3 dancers in front of
the sun on the horizon. “All vegetable. Made in Colorado.
Created in the spirit of a love for life and respect for all of
nature’s creatures, Vegetarian Jerki is a spicy, chewy and
nutritious all vegetable snack which contains no residual
drugs or chemicals. Preserved naturally, Vegetarian Jerki has
no cholesterol. Convenient food for conscientious people.”
Articles (with no year, date, or page) about the product from
The Coloradoan (by Sally Norman), Denver Post, and Rocky
Mountain News. It was created by Fran Rikhoff, age 31, a
part-time housecleaner and full-time vegetarian. Soyfoods
Center product evaluation. 1989. July 15. Delicious! Chewy
texture and smoke-cured taste.
5681. Product Name: Ricewich (Rice Cracker Sandwich
Alternative) [Toasted Sesame, or Italian Vegetable].
Manufacturer’s Name: Glenn Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Offices: 99 Central Ave.,
Woodmere, NY 11598. Shipping: 112 Hudson St., Copiague,
NY 11726. Phone: 516-374-0135.
Date of Introduction: 1988 September.
Ingredients: In both flavors: Whole brown rice, sulfite-free
vegetables, sea vegetables, organic red miso, herbs.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1.75 oz package, 18 per a case.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Glenn Foods.
1989. Feb. 28. Of their 14 Ricewich products, two flavors
contain miso. These were launched in about Sept. 1988.
5682. Product Name: [Tofu Filaments].
Foreign Name: Filaments du Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Les Aliments Horium Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1050 rue Lacasse Street, C1-18,
Montreal, QUE, H4C 2Z3, Canada. Phone: 514-933-4605.
Date of Introduction: 1988 September.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, natural salt or sea salt,
purified water.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Mr.
Chong-Hong Ho, owner. 1988. Nov. 11. The product was
launched several months ago.
5683. Morooka, Yoshinori; Kosugi, Sho; Mayrowani, Henny.
1988. Socio-economic studies on soybean based farming
systems at the village level in Indonesia. Palawija News
(Bogor, Indonesia) 5(3):6-8. Sept.
• Summary: The study was conducted at a village (desa)
in Garut, West Java. The objectives were: 1. To identify
constraints on the wider adoption of improved technologies
by farmers through the analysis of current soybean-based
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farming systems in an upland area. 2. To analyse and
evaluate interactions among the crops involved as well
as among the farmers’ economic activities in the farming
system at the household and village levels. Address: 1.
National Agricultural Research Center, Japan; 2. CGPRT
Centre, Bogor; 3. Bogor Research Inst. for Food Crops.
5684. Product Name: Organic Tempeh [Mildly Spiced, or
Tasty].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrisoy Pty. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 255 Forest Road, Arncliffe 2205,
NSW, Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1988 September.
Ingredients: Mildly Spiced: Organic soybean, water,
cider vinegar, sea salt, spices, herbs, and culture (Rhizopus
oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm in plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels with dates sent by
Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling these products in March 1987. Seasoned: Blue,
yellow and red on white. On the front panel: “Nutritious.
Cholesterol free... For a high energy breakfast, quick lunch,
or hearty main meal. No artificial flavouring, colouring, or
preservatives. Improved quality. Fitness food.”
5685. Product Name: [Tof’in Tofu Burgers {Not Fried}
(Italian-Style, Chinese-Style, au Gratin, Provençale with
Tomato & Onions, or Forest Mushrooms)].
Foreign Name: Tof’in (Italienne, Chinoise, Gratinée).
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix,
42400 Saint-Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.24.42.
Date of Introduction: 1988 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 x 100 gm in vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 11.6 gm, fat 8.8 gm,
carbohydrates 8.1 gm, calories 158.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Bernard
Storup. 1989. March 3. Tof’in (low fat tofu burgers, cooked
without fat) in 3 flavors (Garlic & Fines Herbes, Provençale,
and Forestiere) were introduced in April 1986 and
discontinued in March 1988. Three other flavors (Italienne,
Chinoise, and Gratinée) were introduced in Sept. 1988.
Letter from Bernard Storup of Société Soy. 1990. June
6. Tof’in was introduced first (in 1986) and Croque Tofu
(deep-fried burgers) came second (Feb. 1987). They are the
same product but the packaging for each was different.
Talk with Bernard Storup. 1990. June 13. Tof’in
(pronounced toe-FEEN) was packaged for supermarkets. It
was the same as Croque Tofou (both were deep-fried), but
not the same as Croque Tofou Léger (which was not deepfried, and which came in Italienne, Chinoise, and Gratinée
flavors). Tof’in was discontinued about 2 years ago. Then

18 months later the company launched, for supermarkets,
a product named Doré de Soja, which is the same as Tof’in
(i.e. deep-fried).
5686. Product Name: Paul’s New and Original Brown Rice
Tofu Sandwich [Basic, Raw Onion & Radish, or Half Size
with Arame].
Manufacturer’s Name: Bert’s Place. Renamed Paul’s
Place. Renamed Paul’s Organic Food Works in March 1989.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 431, Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-453-2360.
Date of Introduction: 1988 October.
Ingredients: Basic: Short grain brown rice*, spring water,
nigari tofu*, sprouted wheat tortilla*, toasted tahini, barley
miso*, green onions* or leeks*, carrots*, seasonal green*,
lettuce*, clover sprouts*, shoyu*, sesame oil*, garlic*,
ginger*, apple cider vinegar, unrefined sea salt, spices. * =
Organically grown per Cal. Health Code Sec. 26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz. The basic and onion
retail for $3.75, the half size retails for $2.10 (8/89, northern
California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Paul
Duchesne. 1989 Aug. 11. 5.5 by 2 inches. Black on pink,
red, or blue paper. “12 happy ounces (6 ounces for arame).
For the best taste, remove from refrigeration one hour before
eating. To eat: Open bag–Tilt sandwich in bag–fold bag
down.” Illustration of animated product, with smiling face on
tortilla, arms, and legs. On the back of each is a statement,
which is changed every 2 weeks. For example: “Smile. Its
great exercise for both of us.” “The means are the ends.
Sonia Johnson.” “Mind is body is mind is body. Blumlein.”
Talk with Paul Duchesne. 1989. Aug. 16. The basic was his
first new product introduced in Oct. 1988, the Raw Onion &
Radish (the radish used to be daikon) in November, and the
half size in Dec. 1988. They were developed with the help
of Barbara Svenning Garvey. The new and original is now
different: The tofu is marinated and a seasonal green (usually
kale or collards) is added. The rice is cooked in spring water.
These changes are voluntary. Paul is now making and selling
about 360 brown rice and tofu sandwiches a week.
5687. Product Name: [Wheat & Soy Patties, Rice & Soy
Patties, Green Rye & Soy Patties].
Foreign Name: Dinkel-Laibchen, Reis-Laibchen,
Gruenkern-Laibchen.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1988 October.
Ingredients: Wheat & Soy: German wheat (spelt, Dinkel),
soybeans [okara], sunflower seeds (all organically grown),
wheat protein, tamari, onions, yeast flakes, salt, herbs, and
spices.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 patties, 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label, received 1989. Oct.
Red, black, green, and white on yellowish orange. 3.5 by 3
inches. Self adhesive. Logo is a green soybean plant against
a white circular background. “Just warm and serve. Free of
cholesterol. No flesh. Pure and from plants.”
Ingredients for the Rice & Soy Patties are: Brown rice,
soybeans, and whole wheat flour (all organically grown),
rolled oats, barley miso, tamari, yeast flakes, salt, herbs,
spices.
Ingredients for the Green Rye & Soy Patties are: Green
rye and soybeans (both organically grown), tamari, onions,
yeast flakes, salt, herbs, spices (curry).
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
May 28. The soy ingredient in these is okara.
5688. SoyaScan Notes. 1988. Products containing little or
no soya or seitan made by Jonathan in Belgium for which
Soyfoods Center has labels (Overview). Oct. Compiled by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: These labels were sent by Jonathan in 1988,
along with many labels for soyfood products. Most labels
have the product name given in English, German, French,
and Dutch. Only the English is given below. Many of the
products contain organically grown ingredients, with the
Cinab logo.
Spiced biscuits [with fructose], Bran biscuits [soy flour
is the 7th ingredient], Fruit biscuits (without addition of
sugar), Almond biscuits (without addition of sugar), Sesame
biscuits (without addition of sugar), Fructose biscuits, Fourcereal biscuits (with cane sugar), Spiced butter biscuits (with
cane sugar)
Mochi, Lasagna (vegetarian, with soy sauce), Pilav
rice (Pilaf), Risotto and lentils (with soy sauce). This line of
products (each 300 gm) has elegant labels with a color photo
on the front panel.
Wheat wafers (with soy flour), Muesli wafers without
sugar, Coconut cake with fructose, Wheat biscuits, Hasselt
spices biscuits (with soy flour; Speculoos, Spekulatius),
Baby-food. All self-adhesive labels, 4.5 by 2.25 inches.
Mushrooms in tomato sauce (vegetarian), Lentils (with
soy sauce), Lasagna, Whole wheat pasta.
Vegetarian entrees, each 500 gm: Brown rice casserole
with lentils + vegetables, Brown rice casserole with lentils
+ seitan, Pumpkin creme, Pumpkin soup with brown rice,
Mushroom soup, Millet-onion soup, Azuki bean soup, Lentil
soup, Seitan–Ratatouille (Wheat protein and vegetables),
Seitan-Goulash, Seitan, Nutmix spread, Hazelnut spread with
almonds.
Each 250 gm: Prepared azuki beans, Prepared lentils,
Seitan Bolognaise, Lentil spread, Seitan spread, Mushroom
spread, Mushrooms in tomato sauce, Apricot spread, Carob
spread, Fig spread, Date spread, Raisin spread, Peanut butter,

nutmix spread, hazelnut spread with almonds.
5689. Product Name: Tofu (Organic 10 oz. Water Pack)
[Hard, or Soft Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1990 North 57th Court, Boulder,
CO 80301. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1988 October.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, gypsum, nigari
(magnesium chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
6 to a case.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: White Wave News. 1988.
Oct/Nov. This is a new, smaller, more convenient size. “Like
all White Wave products, this new tofu is certified Kosher–
Pareve by Rabbi Mordecai Twerski of the Talmudic Research
Inst. in Denver. The new 10 oz. package uses our unique heat
treatment process, which provides a 50 day shelf life from
the date of manufacture. Coagulants: Nigari and calcium.
Made with Rocky Mountain glacier melt water.”
Label sent by White Wave. 1988. Red, yellow, blue, and
green on clear plastic film. A huge wave is breaking from the
left.
White Wave Tofu Fact Sheet. 1988. Sent by White
Wave. In vacuum pack, White Wave has Hard Style and Soft
Style tofu, each 1 lb. None is totally organic. Shelf life: 30
days. In water pack (totally organic) has Hard Style and Soft
Style, each 10 oz. The shelf life is 50 days. All types are
made with “Rocky Mountain glacier melt water.”
5690. Product Name: Whole Soy (Organic Textured Whole
Soybean Granules).
Manufacturer’s Name: Wysong Medical Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1880 N. Eastman, Midland, MI
48640. Phone: 517-631-0009.
Date of Introduction: 1988 October.
Ingredients: Organically grown whole soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Sealed 20 oz (net weight)
plastic bottle retails for $5.00 to $5.50.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Dennis Singsank
of Larkspur, California. 1989. Feb. 17. The product was
launched in Sept. or Oct. 1988. It is extruded, reaching a
maximum temperature of 280º for 25-26 seconds. Heating
or roasting oils is bad for them, causing the production of
free radicals. It is presently being test marketed in northern
California at about 35 stores. It has a bland flavor, with no
added seasoning. It needs no additional cooking. Use as a
salad topping, mix with cereal, etc.
Sample received by Soyfoods Center. 1989. March. No
label. This appears to be merely whole soybeans that have
been extrusion cooked [extruded]. The product is golden
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beige in color, has a slightly granular, slightly crunchy
texture, and a pleasant, mild, rich slightly nutty flavor. It
does not seem like a seasoning, but more like a protein-rich
topping. Talk with David Singsank of Wysong in Michigan.
1989. March. 17. He does not consider this product to be a
seasoning, but a topping as for salads or breakfast cereal;
he sometimes mixes it with water to make a mush. Spot
with photo in Food Engineering. 1989. May. “Nutritional
supplements from soy offered.” The product, made from
whole soybeans, is stabilized with Oxherphol, a natural
antioxidant derived from tocopherol epimers of vitamin E
and extracts of rosemary, sage, and cloves.
5691. Product Name: [Soja Biostar {Soymilk} (RaspberryViolet, Peach-Jasmine, Coffee, Mint-Chocolate, Pear-Orange
Blossom.)].
Foreign Name: Soja Biostar (Framboise-Violette, PecheJasmin, Café, Menthe-Chocolat, Poire-Fleur d’Oranger).
Manufacturer’s Name: Celia Group.
Manufacturer’s Address: B.P. 10, 45550 St.-Denis-del’Hôtel, France. Phone: 38 59 02 03.
Date of Introduction: 1988 November.
Ingredients: Incl. soy protein isolates.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 cl (1 liter) Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 3.8 gm, fat 2.3 gm,
carbohydrates 8 gm, calories 71.9, cholesterol 0, lactose 0,
calcium 20 mg, phosphorus 40 mg, sodium 30 mg, potassium
160 mg, iron 0.4 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Technique Laitiere &
Marketing. 1988. Nov. p. 65. Soja Biostar is a line of
soy products made by the Celia group, a dairy co-op.
Manufacturer’s brochure. 1988? Received March 1989.
“Soja Biostar.” 16 p.
Talk with (call from) son of owner in France. 1988. Nov.
14. Celia, a private dairy company with $200 million annual
sales, is planning to make soymilk in France.
Manufacturer’s leaflet. Received 1990. March 26.
“Boire du soja. L’idée vient de germer.” (“Soymilk. The idea
has just sprouted.”) A color photo shows all 5 labels. Onepage color flyer. “Santé Plaisir” (Healthy Pleasure). Shows
both large and small packages.
Letter (fax) from Bernard Storup. 1990. June 6. This
soymilk is made from isolates, not whole soybeans.
5692. Product Name: [Soja Biostar {Soymilk} (Natural,
Enriched, Breakfast-Style)].
Foreign Name: Soja Biostar (Nature, Enrichi, Petit
Déjeuner).
Manufacturer’s Name: Celia Group.
Manufacturer’s Address: B.P. 10, 45550 St.-Denis-del’Hôtel, France. Phone: 38 59 02 03.
Date of Introduction: 1988 November.

Ingredients: Nature: Water, extracts of soya [soy protein
isolates], fructose. Calcium fortified: Water, extracts of soya
[soy protein isolates], sugar (from red sugar cane), calcium.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 cl (1 liter) Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Calories per 100 gm: Natural 44.2. Enriched
50.9. Breakfast-style 93.5.
New Product–Documentation: Technique Laitiere &
Marketing. 1988. Nov. p. 65. Soja Biostar is a line of
soy products made by the Celia group, a dairy co-op.
Manufacturer’s brochure. 1988? Received March 1989.
“Soja Biostar.” 16 p.
Call from son of owner in France. 1988. Nov. 14. Celia,
a private dairy company with $200 million annual sales, is
planning to make soymilk in France.
Manufacturer’s leaflet. Received 1990. March 26.
“Boire du soja. L’idée vient de germer.” (“Soymilk. The idea
has just sprouted.”) A color photo shows all 3 labels. “The
Breakfast-Style, composed of soya, chocolate, vanilla, and
cereals, is a breakfast complete and ready, with a tasty flavor
which is a real treat for infants and also for parents because
of its qualities of lightness and digestibility.”
Talk with European soymilk producer. 1990. June 6.
Biostar is made from soy protein isolates. He thinks they add
oil and do not list it on the label.
Letter (fax) from Bernard Storup. 1990. June 6. This
soymilk is made from isolates, not whole soybeans. It is
not widely available and we have no figures on its sales. It
is sold mainly at supermarkets in the west of France. Celia
is the brand name of a group of 3 dairies (industry, not
cooperative) mainly in the west of France that make and sell
butter, milk, soymilk, and soy desserts in common under
the Celia label. The names of these dairies are Laiterie de
Craon (Craon, Mayenne, France), Fromagerie L. Gallais
(Montfaucon, Maine-et-Loire), and Laiterie du Parc (SaintFlorent-le-Veil, Maine-et-Loire).
Leaflet sent by Heather Paine of SoyaFoods in London.
1991. April 23. “Gamme Traditionelle.” Shows three
soymilk products in Tetra Brik Aseptic cartons. The flavors:
Nature (Natural), Enrichi en Calcium (Calcium Fortified),
and Petit Déjeneur (Breakfast). Lists the ingredients and
gives a detailed nutritional analysis of each. The calcium
fortified brand contains (per 100 gm): Protein 4 gm, lipids
2.3 gm, carbohydrates 3 gm, no lactose or cholesterol, 50.9
calories, calcium 50 mg, phosphorus 40 mg, sodium 30 mg,
potassium 160 mg, iron 0.4 mg. By comparison, the natural
brand contains: Protein 3.8 gm, lipids 2.3 gm, calories 39.9,
calcium 20 mg, potassium 160 mg.
5693. Krizmanic, Judy. 1988. Natural foods forecast.
Vegetarian Times. Nov. p. 32-33, 36-39.
• Summary: Organics: Organic products will soon become
the fastest growing category in natural foods. Even
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progressive mainstream supermarkets will add organic
produce to their inventory or, if they can afford it, will test
for pesticide levels on produce that may not be organic.
The California and Nevada-based Raley’s Superstore chain
already has done both.
Legume’s Gary Barat has plans to expand his selection
of tofu chocolate with a chocolate-covered rice cake (made
with Lundberg Farms rice cakes). “Plans are brewing for tofu
chocolate chips, fudge sauce, and just about any chocolate
product imaginable... Dairy-Free Replacements of Dairy
Classics... Expect egg replacers, tofu cheesecake and tofu
cream cheese,” and, hopefully, tofu sour cream.
“Soymilk. Within this next year, look for soymilk in
your supermarket’s dairy case... Imagine a soymilk creation:
a creamy, malty drink–made from a mixture of soymilk and
amasake.”
5694. Product Name: Soyboy Tofu Breakfast Links.
Renamed SoyBoy Vegetarian Breakfast Links by 1992.
Manufacturer’s Name: Northern Soy, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 545 West Ave., Rochester, NY
14611. Phone: 716-235-8970.
Date of Introduction: 1988 November.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (filtered water, organically
grown soybeans, natural calcium chloride nigari–a naturally
occurring mineral coagulant, not a preservative or artificial
ingredient), isolated soy protein, corn oil, tapioca flour, yeast
extract, molasses, natural flavoring, onion powder, garlic
powder, herbs and spices, vegetable gum, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz package, 12 per case.
Retails for $2.65 (7/92, Maryland).
How Stored: Refrigerated, 35 day shelf life. Or frozen.
Nutrition: 7/92. Per 2 oz. or 2 links: Calories 120, protein
10 gm, carbohydrates 5 gm, fat 7 gm (incl. saturated 1 gm
and polyunsaturated 3 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 270
mg.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1988. Nov.
“SoyBoy all natural meatless entrees. The finest tofu
products begin with the best tofu. Since 1977 nutritionally
superior and delicious foods made from organic soybeans &
quality ingredients.”
Product (Vegetarian Breakfast Links) with Label
purchased at Fresh Fields, Rockville Pike, Maryland. 1992.
July 20. Copyright 1991. Label is 7.5 by 3.5 inches. Self
adhesive on vacuum pack. Red, green, black, brown, and
yellow on white. Illustration of 2 links next to waffles on a
plate. “All natural. No cholesterol. Made with organic tofu.
Keep refrigerated or frozen. May be sold frozen for one year
after date on package.” Copyright 1991.
5695. Product Name: [Tofu Burgers {Deep-Fried} (Garlic
and Fines Herbes, Provencale with Tomato & Onions, or
Forest Mushrooms)].
Foreign Name: Doré de Soja (Ail/Fines Herbes,

Provençale, Forestière).
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix,
42400 Saint-Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.24.42.
Date of Introduction: 1988 November.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 x 100 gm in vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Bernard Storup.
1990. June 13. Tof’in is the same as Croque Tofou, but not
the same as Croque Tofou Léger. Tof’in was discontinued
about 2 years ago. Then 18 months later the company
launched, for supermarkets, a product named Doré de Soja,
which are the same as Tof’in. The packaging is very nice.
Letter from Bernard Storup. 1990. Dec. 26. “All the
confusion between deep-fried and not deep-fried Croque
Tofou comes from the fact that our first labels all said
“Léger,” even for the deep-fried products. Croque Tofou
Leger (not deep-fried) was the continuation of our former
Tof’in (not deep-fried). Since Jan. 1990 we have stopped
using the term “Léger” on our deep-fried products. Our
Croque Tofou Leger have new labels since Jan. 1990. They
are now called Doré de Soja, with 2 in each package.”
5696. Product Name: [Organic Barley Miso, Rice Miso,
White-Mellow Rice Miso, Organic Rice Miso with Herbs,
Organic Oat-Yellow Pea Miso, Organic Barley-Yellow Pea
Miso, Organic Rice Koji, Organic Barley Koji].
Foreign Name: Bio Kornmiso, Rismiso, Ljus Rismiso, Bio
Ört Miso, Bio Havre-Ärtmiso, Bio Korn-Ärtmiso, Bio Ris
Koji, Bio Korn Koji.
Manufacturer’s Name: Timoteus Kojiprodukter HB
(Handelsbolag).
Manufacturer’s Address: Härvstagård, 19 063 Örsundsbro,
Sweden. Phone: 0171-65106.
Date of Introduction: 1988 November.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Ted Nordquist.
1990. Nov. 23. The miso company, originally named
Malvabo (which see, 1979) has always been owned by Tim
Ohlund, never by Aros. From the beginning, Tim made the
koji at home in Malvabo near Örsundsbro, then cooked the
soybeans and mixed and ground them with the koji and salt
at Aros. He fermented the miso in the basement of Aros in
30-50 liter ceramic crocks. Initially Tim operated without
a company name and sold the miso directly to stores and
individual customers. Then in late 1988 he started a company
named Timoteus, which makes and sells two products: miso
and koji. Tim is now employed by Ted, manufacturing and
delivering tofu, but Tim still makes miso; he does not make
tempeh.
Letter and Labels for all of the above products from Tim
Ohlund, owner of Timoteus Kojiprodukter HB. 1991. May
14. In Dec. 1986 he started to produce miso on a larger scale
in anticipation of registering his company. In Nov. 1988 he
first registered the company at the local registrar’s office as
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Timoteus Kojiprodukter Handelsbolag (HB), Härvstagård, 19
063 Örsundsbro, Sweden. Phone: 0171-65106. He first sold
miso (rice miso and barley miso) commercially in Nov. 1988.
The largest amount of miso he has ever sold in one year is
about 1,000 kg. He has never made any other fermented
soyfoods commercially, but he has made tempeh for home
use. Tim tried to register Timoteus as a trademark at the
patent and trademark office. A preliminary check indicated
that the trademark would probably be granted, so Tim started
printing labels. After waiting nearly 2 years for bureaucratic
processing, he was informed that he could not register it as
a trademark. Hoechst, a big Swiss multinational company,
already had a registered product with a similar name
(Timote), and it was also a grain-based foodstuff. Now Tim
may have to change the name Timoteus and reprint all his
labels, or remain small and lay low. Present status: Timoteus
makes about 800 kg/month of all kinds of miso plus 5-6 kg/
week of dried koji. The 3 best-selling products are rice miso,
barley miso, and white-mellow rice miso, each selling 30
kg/week. Timoteus is owned equally by Tim and his wife
Annalena; Tim is the sole worker. The business uses about
7 square meters of storage space at Aros Sojaprodukter, and
uses the production facilities once a month. Sales last year
were 28,000 Skr.
Tim has been working at a natural food store for the
past 4 years; the ownership changed 4 times in those 4 years
and each new owner was worse than the one before, losing
idealism and becoming more of a pill shop. So Tim quit
last year and Ted Nordquist got him to return to working
at the Aros tofu factory again. Now Ted has sold half of
his company and will be moving tofu production to the
south of Sweden to make it more efficient. When Ted sells
that building, Tim will have no place to make miso that is
inexpensive enough. Miso sales are too small and weak to
allow for any even moderate investments at this time. There
are several places where he could make miso inexpensively
but they both require that he move, which he does not
want to do. So Tim is out of a job, with a family and 3 kids
to support, and with the natural foods sector in Sweden
apparently decreasing in size. Tim hopes to get a student
loan to return to Uppsala University to study economics and
ecology.
Labels sent by Tim Ohlund. 1991. May 14. Each is 2.5
by 1.5 inches. Self adhesive. One has black letters on glossy
white paper. Another has black letters on light golden brown,
with the company name, address, phone, and a striking logo,
showing a stylized person kneeling and receiving light from
heaven in an uplifted vessel. Talk with Tim Ohlund. 2001.
April 21. He stopped making miso commercially in about
1990 when Ted Nordquist moved his tofu factory. But he still
makes miso on a home scale for his family and friends.
5697. Product Name: [Organic Tofu].
Foreign Name: Bio Tofu.

Manufacturer’s Name: Tofurei Jutta Schoenemann.
Manufacturer’s Address: Doerflaser Weg 22, D-8521
Aurachtal, West Germany. Phone: (09132) 60143.
Date of Introduction: 1988 November.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans
(biologische Sojabohnen), nigari (orig. jap. Gerinnungsmittel
Nigari).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Protein 11 gm, fat 5 gm,
carbohydrate 1.5 gm, calories 87.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Jutta
Schoenemann, owner. 1989. Feb. 1. The company started
making soyfoods in Nov. 1988. Their first product was tofu.
They now make 500 lb/month (227 kg/month, 54 kg/week).
Label. 1988. 3 by 5.5 inches. Brown and orange on beige.
Tiny recipe booklet attached to label.
5698. Mangold, Grant. 1988. Bytes & beans: AGNET to shut
down this month. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 21.
• Summary: The granddaddy of electronic information
networks will cease operation after 13 years of service.
Rising costs and competition from other networks and
powerful new programs brought about the decision.
Interactive information networks have had a difficult time,
as many farmers seem to prefer the quick access to passive
systems, such as Dataline, Professional farmer’s Globalink
or Farm Bureau’s Acre-Satellite. Doane’s AgLine and
AgriData’s Agridaily are interactive services still on the
market.
5699. Marking, Syl. 1988. Conservation compliance deadline
draws near. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 5-7. Special supplement.
• Summary: The Food Security Act of 1985 states that
farmers with highly erodible land who fail to have
conservation plans in place and approved by 31 Dec. 1989
will lose eligibility for farm program benefits. The Soil
Conservation Service is administering this program.
5700. Product Name: New York “Doggie” (Tofu Hot Dog
& Brown Rice Rolled in a Tortilla).
Manufacturer’s Name: Paul’s Organic Food Works.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 431, Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-453-2360.
Date of Introduction: 1988 December.
Ingredients: Short grain brown rice*, spring water, sprouted
wheat tortilla*, tofu hot dog*, sauerkraut*, mustard, onions*,
tomatoes*, hot peppers*, sesame oil*, shoyu*, leeks* or
scallions*, mizuni* or arugula*, lettuce*. * = Organically
grown per Cal. Health Code Sec. 26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz. Retails for $4.25 (8/89,
northern California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Paul
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Duchesne. 1989 Aug. 11. 5.5 by 2 inches. Black on yellow
paper. “Brown rice sandwich. Sauerkraut–Mustard–Hot
Pepper. 12 happy ounces. For the best taste, remove from
refrigeration one hour before eating. To eat: Open bag–Tilt
sandwich in bag–fold bag down.” Illustration of animated
product, with smiling face on tortilla, arms, and legs. On the
back is the statement, “Resistance is the most subtle form of
cooperation.” The statement is changed weekly. The tofu hot
dog is made by Light Foods.
Note: Arugula or arrugula (pronounced uh-RUE-guhluh, an Italian term), an ingredient in this product, is a plant
of the mustard family resembling a fancy, slightly bitter
lettuce grown in Salinas, California. It is expensive and can
be replaced with parsley. It is also called “rocket” or “garden
rocket” after the French word roquette. Mizuni (pronounced
mi-ZU-ni) is a mustard green, which is grown in California.
It is not listed in any Webster’s Dictionary.

production goals called for the production of soybeans
to replace the fats and oils formerly imported from East
Asia and the South Pacific. By the end of the wartime food
shortage period, strong domestic and foreign markets had
developed. There was not much competition from foreign
producers during the 1950’s and 1960’s. U.S. soybean
production increased from 269 million bushels in 1953
to 1,169 million bushels in 1971. Soybeans can be grown
almost anywhere corn, cotton, or winter wheat can be grown.
Soybean yields have followed a slowly rising trend line with
scarcely a blip to indicate a year of drought. The available
data on soybean production provide no evidence that
droughts resulted in shortages in supply or price increases.
The run-up in soybean prices in the 1970’s was the result
of devaluation of the U.S. dollar and panic buying by some
foreign countries who relied heavily on U.S. suppliers.”
Address: Agriculture and Rural Economy Div., ERS, USDA.

5701. Product Name: B-L-T Brown Rice Sandwich (With
Tempeh, Tofu Mayo & Tomatoes).
Manufacturer’s Name: Paul’s Organic Food Works.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 431, Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-453-2360.
Date of Introduction: 1988 December.
Ingredients: Short grain brown rice*, spring water, sprouted
wheat tortilla*, Fakin’ Bacon (smoked tempeh), Tofu
Mayonnaise, tomatoes*, sunflower sprouts*, arugula* or
mizuni*, sesame oil*, shoyu*, leeks* or scallions*, lettuce*.
* = Organically grown per Cal. Health Code Sec. 26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz. Retails for $4.25 (8/89,
northern California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Paul
Duchesne. 1989 Aug. 11. 5.5 by 2 inches. Black on purple
paper. “12 happy ounces. For the best taste, remove from
refrigeration one hour before eating. To eat: Open bag–Tilt
sandwich in bag–fold bag down.” Illustration of animated
product, with smiling face on tortilla, arms, and legs. On
the back is the statement, “What is mind? No matter. What
is matter? Never mind.” The statement is changed weekly.
Note: Arugula or arrugula, (pronounced uh-RUE-guh-luh,
an Italian term), an ingredient in this product, is a plant of
the mustard family resembling a fancy, slightly bitter lettuce
grown in Salinas, California. It is expensive and can be
replaced with parsley. It is also called “rocket” or “garden
rocket” after the French word roquette. Mizuni (pronounced
mi-ZU-ni) is a mustard green, which is grown in California.
It is not listed in any Webster’s Dictionary.

5703. Product Name: Soya Kaas Cream Cheese Style
(Spreadable–With Casein) [Plain, Garlic & Herb, or Garden
Vegetable].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soya Kaas, Inc. A subsidiary of
Swan Gardens, Inc. Distributed by American Natural Snacks.
Manufacturer’s Address: Manufacturer: 218 Laredo Dr.,
Decatur, Georgia 30030. Distributor: P.O. Box 1067, St.
Augustine, FL 32085. Phone: 904-825-2057.
Date of Introduction: 1988 December.
Ingredients: Garden vegetable (July 1992): Silken tofu
(purified water, organically* grown soybeans, calcium
sulphate–a natural earth mineral), soy oil, caseinate,
vegetables (non-sulfited green onion, red pepper, carrot,
celery), onion powder, celery seed, parsley, vegetable gums,
lecithin, salt, natural flavor. * = In accordance with Sec.
26569.11 of the California Health & Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz plastic tub. Retails for
$3.55 (7/92, Maryland).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Garden Vegetable: Per 1 oz. Calories 90, protein
3 gm, carbohydrate 1 gm, fat 8 gm, sodium 60 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (half-page, color) in
Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1988. Dec. p. 40. “Spreadable
Cream Cheese Style Soya Kaas... Made with fresh organic
silken tofu (not powders or isolates).”
Ad (5.5 by 8 inches, black and white) in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1989. Jan. p. 22. “Garden vegetable cream
cheese style Soya Kaas. No cholesterol, lactose free, low
in sodium. Delicious as a sandwich spread, stuffed in
vegetables, in soups and sauces, and more. Try it on bagels,
rice cakes, and snack crackers. You’ll love its rich, creamy
flavor.” Note: The latter flavor may have been launched in
1990.
Products (Garden Vegetable, and Garlic & Herb) with
Labels purchased at Fresh Fields, Rockville Pike, Maryland.
1992. July 20. 4.5 inch diameter, 1.75 inch high tub. Red,

5702. Porter, Jane M. 1988. Drought in the United States:
A short history. USDA Economic Research Service, Staff
Report No. AGES881020. 9 p. Dec.
• Summary: “Soybeans and drought: Soybeans for beans
were not a commercial crop until World War II. Wartime
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green, and yellow on white. Illustration of silhouette of
windmill with low trees nearby. “No cholesterol. Lactose
free. Made with fresh, organic silken tofu. Naturally
delicious.”
Photocopy of Labels for Garlic & Herb, and Plain,
sent by Casey Van Rysdam, President of American Natural
Snacks. 1994. April 27. The ingredients for the Plain flavor
now read: “Tofu (organic* soy milk, calcium sulfate),
soy oil, caseinate (a milk protein), lactic acid, citric acid,
vegetable gums (carob, carrageenan), lecithin, natural
flavors, sea salt. * Organic ingredients are grown and
processed in accordance with the California Organic Foods
Act of 1990.”
5704. Product Name: [Bonneterre Sojade: Soymilk (Plain/
Natural)].
Foreign Name: Bonneterre Sojade: Boisson Nature à Base
de Soja.
Manufacturer’s Name: Bonneterre. Affiliate of Laiterie
Triballat (Marketer). Made in France by Triballat.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1, Place des Planteurs, 94538
Rungis Cedex, France. Phone: 46.87.26.34.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: Water, and soybeans (organically grown).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton, Retails for 9.80 French francs (10/89 France).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Protein 3.7 gm, lipids 2.0 gm,
carbohydrates (glucides) 1.7 gm, calories 39, unsaturated
fatty acids 61%, saturated fatty acids 14%, cholesterol 0
gm, phosphorus 21 mg, sodium 27 mg, calcium 30 mg,
magnesium 21 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. This product was launched in 1988. It is
made by some other company (probably Triballat) and sold
under the Bonneterre label. Bonneterre is a large distributor
to the natural/health foods trade.
Bonneterre color leaflet. 1989. In French. “Soya in
drinks and desserts. A line 100% vegetarian.” A color photo
shows a glass of soymilk, two cups and two plates of soy
yogurt, surrounded by whole and sliced fruits on a bed of
soybeans. An illustration (line drawing) on the back shows
this product in a Tetra Brik carton. A nutritional analysis is
given.
Bonneterre Catalog. 1989. Oct. There is only 1 flavor of
this product, natural.
Letter (fax) from Bernard Storup. 1990. March 10.
Laiteries Triballat makes two brands of soymilk. One, under
the Bonneterre trademark, is sold in health food stores. The
other, under the Triballat trademark, is sold in supermarkets.
5705. Product Name: [Sojadélice: Soya Dessert
with Living Active Cultures (Natural with Bifidus and
Acidophilus, Apricot-Guava, Prune-Alsatian Plum, Exotic

Fruits, Banana Orange, Raspberry-Passion Fruit, Cocoa)].
Foreign Name: Sojadélice: Dessert au Soja aux Ferments
Vivants Actifs (Abricot-Goyave, Pruneau-Quetsche, Fruits
Exotiques, Ananas-Orange, Framboise-Passion, Cacao).
Manufacturer’s Name: Bonneterre. Affiliate of Laiterie
Triballat.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1, Place des Planteurs, 94538
Rungis Cedex, France. Phone: 46.87.26.34.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: Natural: Water, soybeans*, selected cultures
including Bifidobacterium longum (Bifidus) and Acidophilus
from “Biogarde.” * = Soybeans organically grown in France.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 x 125 gm squat glass bottles
in a 250 gm paperboard sleeve. Retails for 8.6 French francs
for the Natural, but 10.2 for the others (10/89 in France).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Natural: Per 100 gm.: Calories 50, protein 4.5
gm, carbohydrate 2.4 gm, fat 2.5 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. This product was launched in 1988.
It is made by Triballat and sold under the Bonneterre
label. Bonneterre is a large distributor to the natural/health
foods trade. Production is now 400,000 x 125 gm bottles
per month. Label. 1989. 4.5 by 2 by 2 inch heavy paper
sleeve. Green, brown, and red on pale yellow and white. An
illustration (line drawing) shows a glass dish of the dessert
surrounded by soybean leaves, pods, and a spoon. “No
added sugar. Store at 2ºC (36ºF). Fresh dessert 100% from
vegetarian (végétal).
Bonneterre color leaflet. 1989. In French. “Soya in
drinks and desserts. A line 100% vegetarian.” A color photo
shows a glass of soymilk, two cups and two plates of soy
yogurt, surrounded by whole and sliced fruits on a bed of
soybeans.
Bonneterre Catalog. 1989. Oct. There are 7 flavors of
this product.
5706. Product Name: [Formoja Tofu Ravioli].
Foreign Name: Formoja Ravioli au tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Cacoja. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar (CAC) (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: Incl. tofu, tomato sauce.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm tins (cans).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 207, protein 3 gm, fat 1
gm, carbohydrate 12 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Cacoja leaflet. 1990. April.
“Cacoja has a line of alternative, organic soybean-based,
pre-cooked dishes. There are less than 300 calories in an
individual serving... An original ravioli dish in which the
meat filling is replaced by deliciously prepared and seasoned
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tofu. This dish is rich in protein and is free of cholesterol
and animal fat. It is accompanied by a tomato sauce. Tofu is
curdled soybean juice.”
Letter and Label sent by Sylvain Stievenard of Sojinal
(named Cacoja prior to Aug. 1990). 1990. Sept. 24. This
product was introduced in 1988.
5707. Daci, Fadil; Karaj, Selim. 1988. Ta kuptojme dhe ta
zbatojme drejt direktiven e Partise per shtimin e prodhimit te
sojes [Understanding and implementing the party’s directive
to increase soybean production]. Bujqesia Socialiste
(Socialist Agriculture) (Albania) No. 2. p. 6-8. [Alb]*
5708. Product Name: [GranoVita Organic Tofu Sausage
(Seasoned, or with Vegetables)].
Foreign Name: GranoVita Bio-Tofu (Gewuerzrolle, or
Gemueserolle).
Manufacturer’s Name: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: Seasoned: Organic tofu (water, organically
grown soybeans, calcium chloride), water, vegetable oil, egg
protein, paprika, seasonings, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm poly sausage chub,
inside a cellophane bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 10.1 gm, fat 5.8 gm, usable
carbohydrates 20.3 gm, calories 173. 1 BE (Broteinheit, or
diabetic exchange) = ca. 60 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s brochure.
1989? “Bio-Tofu for the High Quality Kitchen.” p. 4-5. A
color photo shows the Labels of both flavors. Form filled
out and Labels sent by DE-VAU-GE. 1990. June 11. These
products were introduced in 1988. Labels. 2 by 4.75 inches.
Self adhesive. Red, green, yellow, black, and peach (or
greenish yellow) on white. Each contains an illustration
of a pagoda on the front. “Practically cholesterol free.
Gluten free. Contains no flesh. To prepare, pan fry or grill.”
Neuform certification symbol.
5709. Product Name: [GranoVita Organic Tofu Vegetable
Patties {Meatless}].
Foreign Name: GranoVita Bio-Tofu Gemuese Bratling.
Manufacturer’s Name: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (water, organically grown
soybeans, calcium chloride), whole soybean product,
vegetable oils and fats in changing amounts, fine bread
crumbs (Paniermehl), mushrooms, paprika, carrots, leeks,

wheat protein [gluten], sunflowerseeds, wheat grits, oat
flakes, soy sauce, onions, egg protein, herbs, seasonings
(Wuerzmittel), spices (Gewuerze).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 125 gm vacuum pack poly bag,
3 pieces per bag. Retails for DM 2.98.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 13.1 gm, fat 10.2
gm, usable carbohydrates 19.5 gm, calories 222. 1 BE
(Broteinheit, or diabetic exchange) = 61.5 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 2.75 by 5 inches. Red, green, white, and black on
yellow. “Contains no flesh. Simply fry on both sides in a
pan.” A photo shows three ready-to-eat patties on a plate
with green peas, potatoes, a tomato, and parsley. Exklusiv
Neuform certification symbol.
Label sent by DE-VAU-GE. 1990. June 11. Date for
GranoVita Tofu-Gemuesebratling given as 1988.
5710. Dharmasena, Cecil D. 1988. Soybean production
in Sri Lanka, seasonal variation in management practices.
In: H.P.M. Gunasena and H.M.G. Herath, eds. 1988.
Proceedings: Improved Production and Utilization of Food
Legumes in Sri Lanka. Univ. of Peradeniya. *
Address: Sri Lanka.
5711. Edwards, J.H.; Thurlow, D.L.; Eason, J.T. 1988.
Influence of tillage and crop rotation on yields of corn,
soybean, and wheat. Agronomy Journal 80:76. doi:10.2134/
agronj1988.00021962008000010018x [37 ref]*
Address: Univ. of Florida, Dep. of Agricultural and
Biological Engineering, 1741 Museum Rd., Gainesville, FL
32611-0570.
5712. Herath, H.M.G.; Suraweera, D.E.F. 1988. Socioeconomic aspects of food legume production in Sri Lanka.
In: H.P.M. Gunasena and H.M.G. Herath, eds. 1988.
Proceedings: Improved Production and Utilization of Food
Legumes in Sri Lanka. Univ. of Peradeniya. *
Address: Sri Lanka.
5713. Hewavitharana, F. 1988. Processing and utilization
of soybean in Sri Lanka. In: H.P.M. Gunasena and H.M.G.
Herath, eds. 1988. Proceedings: Improved Production
and Utilization of Food Legumes in Sri Lanka. Univ. of
Peradeniya. *
Address: Sri Lanka.
5714. Product Name: [2 Seitan Burgers in Tomato Sauce].
Foreign Name: 2 Seitanburgers in Tomatensosse.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: Seitanburgers: seitan (wheat proteins)*,
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onions*, mushrooms, spices. Sauce: Water, mashed
tomatoes*, onions*, celery*, carrots*, mushrooms, vegetable
extract, maize flour, soya sauce, sea-weed, spices. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Minerals 1.38%, vegetable proteins 5.28%,
vegetable fats 1.77%, carbohydrates 12%. 80 calories (Kcal)
per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Jos van de
Ponseele. 1988. 6.25 by 10.5 inches. This card-stock sleeve
fits over the product. Color photo of two seitan burgers on
a white dish partly covered by a tomato sauce containing
carrots, onions, etc. The product name is written in English
and German, in white on a reddish-orange band. “Vegetable
product.” Code CINAB.
5715. Product Name: [Chopburger (With Organic Soy
Sprouts)].
Foreign Name: Chopburger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03/664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: Soy sprouts, onions, carrots, celery, leeks,
mushrooms, wheat flour 85%, vegetable fat, tamari, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Jonathan catalog. 1988. A
full-page color plate shows all these products.
5716. Product Name: [Risotto with Seitan].
Foreign Name: Risotto mit Seitan.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: Water, whole rice*, lentils*, seitan (wheat
proteins)*, leek*, onions*, mushrooms, soya milk*,
vegetable extract, sea-weed, sea salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Minerals 1.37%, vegetable proteins 7.74%,
vegetable fats 0.41%, carbohydrates 19.3%. 111 calories
(Kcal) per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Jos van de
Ponseele. 1988. 6.25 by 10.5 inches. This card-stock sleeve
fits over the product. Color photo of a slice of seitan on a
white dish partly covered by brown rice and a white sauce
containing green vegetables. The product name is written
in English and German, in white on a reddish-orange band.
“Vegetable product.” Code CINAB.
5717. Product Name: [Seitan in Hunter Sauce].

Foreign Name: Seitan in Jaegersosse.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: Seitan (wheat proteins)*, water, red wine*,
mashed tomatoes*, mushrooms, onions*, peppers, starch,
vegetable extract, sea-salt, sea-weed, spices. * = Organically
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Minerals 0.94%, vegetable proteins 11.2%,
vegetable fats 0.29%, carbohydrates 6.87%. 75 calories
(Kcal) per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Jos van de
Ponseele. 1988. 6.25 by 10.5 inches. This card-stock sleeve
fits over the product. Color photo of two slices of seitan
on a white plate covered with a mushroom and tomato
sauce, and uncut white mushrooms and green peppers in
the background. The product name is written in German
and English, in white on a reddish-orange band. “Vegetable
product. Dip the dish in hot water for ±15 minutes. Open
with a sharp knife. Or, pour the contents in a small pan and
warm up slowly.” Code CINAB. Best before 12/89.
5718. Product Name: [Tofu Burger, and Lumpia (With
Organic Soy Sprouts)].
Foreign Name: Tofuburger, Lumpia (With Organic Soy
Sprouts).
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03/664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
New Product–Documentation: Jonathan catalog. 1988. A
full-page color plate shows all these products.
5719. Product Name: [Triballat Sojade, and Sojasun:
Soymilks].
Foreign Name: Triballat Sojade, Triballat Sojasun: Boisson
Nature à Base de Soja.
Manufacturer’s Name: Laiterie Triballat.
Manufacturer’s Address: Rue Julien Neveu, B.P.
21, 35530 Noyal-sur-Vilaine, Brittany, France. Phone:
99.00.51.01.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: Water, and soybeans (organically grown).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Protein 3.7 gm, lipids 2.0 gm,
carbohydrates (glucides) 1.7 gm, calories 39, unsaturated
fatty acids 61%, saturated fatty acids 14%, cholesterol 0
gm, phosphorus 21 mg, sodium 27 mg, calcium 30 mg,
magnesium 21 mg.
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New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Bernard
Storup. 1990. March 10. Laiteries Triballat makes two
brands of soymilk. One, under the Bonneterre trademark,
is sold in health food stores. The other, under the Triballat
trademark, is sold in supermarkets.
Letter from Bernard Storup of Société Soy in France.
1990. June 6. Triballat does not make any flavors of soymilk
under their own brand. They have only plain soymilk sold
under 2 labels: Sojasun in supermarkets, and Sojade in the
health food market.
Note: These products may be made under license from
PLL: Produits Laiteries Lausanne SA. Soyfoods Center has
a document showing that in about 1991 Laiterie Triballat
acquired the Sojasun trademark (work and picture) from
Produits Laitiers Lausanne.
Leaflet sent by Heather Paine. 1990. Nov. Shows the
1-liter Tetra Brik carton of Boisson à base de Soja. Red,
green, yellow, and light blue. Illustration of a golden sun
against a light blue sky, over a green and a golden hill.
“100% végétal. Without added sugar.”
5720. Lieberg, Albert. 1988. Brasiliens
Sojawirtschaft: Konfliktfelder einer exportorientierten
Agrarindustrialisierung [Brazil’s soybean economy: areas of
conflict in an export-oriented agricultural industrialization].
Hamburg: Institut fuer Iberoamerika-Kunde. xvii +
140 p. Illust. 24 cm. Series: Arbeitsunterlagen und
Diskussionsbeitraege, No. 25. [Ger]*
5721. Product Name: Tempeh with Sea Veggies.
Foreign Name: Tempeh aux Algues.
Manufacturer’s Name: Noble Bean.
Manufacturer’s Address: R.R. 1, McDonalds Corners
(near Elphin), Ontario K0G 1M0, Canada. Phone: 613-2782305.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, spring water,
dulse, arame and tempeh culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 240 gm (8.5 oz).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Allan
Brown. 1998. Jan. 21. This tempeh was first sold in 1988.
Label sent by Allan Brown. 1998. June 30. 6 by 6
inches. Plastic bag. In French and English. Blue, red, and
green on white. “Made with fresh spring water. 240 gm
(8.5 oz). Vegetarian. Product of Canada.” “Subtle flavors
of the sea abound in this delicate blend of dulse, arame and
soy.” On back of label: Recipe for “North Atlantic Bake”–in
French and English. “Keep refrigerated or frozen (use within
5 days after thawing). Black or grey colour is due to normal
sporulation of the culture. Organic food from a country
cottage-industry.”
5722. Shannon, D.A.; Ngoyi, M.; Kilumba, N. 1988. On-

station agronomic trials with soybeans and groundnuts. In:
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture. Resource
and Crop Resource and Crop Management Program Annual
Report for 1986. Ibadan, Nigeria. See p. 163-65. *
5723. Shipley, Betsy; Pfaff, Gunter; Reed, Harry.
1988. [Betsy Shipley and Gunter Pfaff demonstrate the
manufacture of Betsy’s tempeh, a product made from
organically grown Michigan soybeans (Sound recording;
reel-to-reel tape)]. S&P Farm, 14780 Beardslee Rd., Perry,
MI 48872. *
• Summary: Elizabeth Shipley was born in 1933. Address:
Perry, Michigan. Phone: 517-675-5213.
5724. Product Name: Mexican Tofu-Vegie Burgers: 25%
Fresh Vegetables.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: 1996: Wildwood Tofu (filtered water, organic
soybeans grown in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990, nigari {magnesium chloride} or calcium
sulfate {natural firming agents}), onions, carrots, kale, potato
or rice flour, sea salt, herbs and spices, garlic crushed chilies,
hi oleic safflower oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.5 oz vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Billy
Bramblett. 1998. July. He says this product was introduced in
1988, and made at Wildwood’s plant in Santa Cruz.
5725. Giannakis, C.; Nicholas, D.J.D.; Wallace, W. 1988.
Utilization of nitrate by bacteroids of Bradhyrhizobium
japonicum in the soybean root nodule. Planta 174(1):51-58.
[45 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract. Bacteroids of Bradyrhizobium
japonicum strain CB1809, unlike CC705, do not have a high
level of constitutive nitrate reductase (NR; EC 1.7.99.4)
in the soybean... nodule. Ex planta both strains have a
high activity of NR when cultured on 5 mM nitrate at 2%
O2 (v/v).” Address: Dep. of Agricultural Biochemistry,
Waite Agricultural Research Inst., Univ. of Adelaide, Glen
Osmond, S.A. 5064, Australia.
5726. Glauber, Joe; Lowry, Mark; Miranda, Mario;
Helmberger, Peter. 1988. Theory of pricing and storage
of field crops with an application to soybeans. University
of Wisconsin-Madison, College of Agricultural and Life
Sciences, Research Report No. R3421. 58 p. [31 ref]
Address: Univ. of Wisconsin–Madison.
5727. Larcher, Jacques; Volper, S.; Aubin, J.P. 1988. Le soja
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en régions tropicales: une synthèse des recherches de l’IRAT
[The soybean in tropical regions: A summary of research
conducted by IRAT]. Memoires & Travaux de l’IRAT
(France) No. 15. 185 p. [91 ref. Fre]
• Summary: IRAT stands for Institut de Recherches
Agronomiques Tropicales (Tropical Institute of Agronomic
Research). Contents: Varietal improvement: Introduction
of varieties, screening varieties, creating new varieties.
Cultural practices: Preparing the soil, water needs of the
soybean, planting, harvest, production and storage of seeds.
Cultural systems: Crop rotations, companion crops, times
of working. Fertilizers: Mobilization minerals, diagnosis
based on foliage, nitrogen fertilizers, phosphate fertilizers,
potassium fertilizers, organic manure, preformulated manure.
Inoculation: Effects of inoculation on the nodulation and
the yield of soybeans, methods of inoculation, selection of
stocks of Rhizobium japonicum, determination of the dose of
inoculum suited to the field, production of inoculum, survival
of Rhizobium japonicum in tropical soils. Crop protection:
Bacterial diseases, fungal diseases, viral diseases, nematodes,
insects, chemical defoliation, herbicides. Technology:
Senegal, Cameroon.
Appendixes: 1. List of varieties. 2. List of the main
soybean varieties introduced to Benin, Burkina Faso,
Cameroon, Comoro Islands, Côte d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, French
Guiana, Madagascar, Mali, Niger, Polynesia, Central African
Republic, Reunion and Martinique, Senegal, Togo. 3.
Norms of observation and methods employed by IRAT. 4.
Improvement of the components of soybean yield. Technical
guide for growing soybeans in Senegal, Côte d’Ivoire, and
French Guyana.
The section titled “Introduction of Varieties” (p. 9)
notes that between the first and second world wars, the
French peasantry introduced the soybean to Madagascar and
cultivated it in the regions of Ambatolampy, Antsirabé, and
Ankazomiriotra. It is interesting to note that it was in the
latter locality that the first attempts were made to transform
soybeans into milk and cheese [soymilk and tofu] in
Madagascar. In Cameroon, eleven varieties, which originated
in the USA and East Asia, were introduced between 1924
and 1945.
In 1965 IRAT introduced the soybean into its research
programs and began, as a first step, by establishing soybean
varietal collections in the different countries where IRAT was
working: 1966 in Senegal, Madagascar, and Cameroon. 1967
in the Central African Republic and Mali. 1968 in the Côte
d’Ivoire. 1969 in Benin. 1971 in the Comoro Islands. 1972
in Ethiopia. 1974 in Togo and Niger. 1975 in Burkina Faso,
Réunion, French Guiana, Martinique, and Polynesia. The
first collections, established in 1966 from soybean varieties
originating in Rwanda, the USA, Rhodesia, and Tanzania,
were progressively disseminated to the other countries.
Subsequent participation of IRAT researchers in the
international variety trials conducted by INTSOY (USA)

and by IITA (Ibadan, Nigeria) enabled IRAT to diversify its
genetic resources and to test, mainly through the INTSOY
trials, the varieties that it had developed.
Varietal selection (p. 10-22): Senegal: From 1966 to
1970, 120 soybean varieties received were tested by CNRA
Centre National de Recherche Agronomique (French)
of Bambey (Baol), then at Nioro du Rip (Sine-Saloum),
where the best yields, of about 1,500 to 2,000 kg/ha were
obtained with the variety Geduld. Starting in 1970 Bambey
was abandoned and trials were continued at Séfa (Sefa,
Casamance) and Synthiou Malème (in eastern Senegal),
where the ecology was more favorable for soybean
cultivation. Breeding of new varieties started in about 1972
in Senegal (see p. 22-33).
Note 1. This document contains the earliest clear date
seen for cultivation of soybeans in Senegal (1966).
Central African Republic: In 1967, at the request of
the Ministry of Rural Development, via FAO, 80 soybean
varieties of very diverse origins were introduced and tested
at the Grimari station. The variety Avoyelles yielded 1,218
kg/ha.
Mali: The varieties G15 and G115 (Jupiter) from
Burkina were introduced to Mali in 1967. Then in 1969
IRAT introduced 26 new varieties, of which 11 originated in
the Central African Republic and 15 in Senegal.
Côte d’Ivoire: From 1968 to 1977 IRAT introduced 171
soybean varieties to the Côte d’Ivoire.
Togo and Benin: These two contiguous countries have
comparable ecologies. IRAT’s with soybeans in Benin began
in 1969. In 1970 IRAT introduced to Niaouli, Benin, 45
varieties originating in Taiwan, Central African Republic,
Madagascar, and Senegal. This collection was continued
from 1970 to 1974, because two crops a year were possible,
at the stations of Niaouli and Ina in Benin, and 3 stations in
Togo. In 1975 IRAT-Togo cooperated with INTSOY in the
first soybean trials in Togo. The first seeds were planted at
Davié in southern Togo on May 2, at Amoutchou in central
Togo on May 7, and in Kitangbao in northern Togo on July
8. Togo. Table 12 shows the average yields from 1970 to
1974 from the varieties Columbia, Mandarin, Clark 63, and
E 73. These yields were low due to the absence of any use
of fertilizers or inoculants, and the poor germination of the
seeds. [Note 2. From Whigham and Judy (1975) and Dumont
(1981) we have learned the exact dates that soybeans were
planted in Benin and Togo]. Comoro Islands: 63 soybean
varieties from the Madagascar collection were introduced in
1971 and tested on Grand Comoro (Comore) and at Anjouan
(800 meters altitude). At Anjouan the best variety was
Biloxi, which had an average yield of 2,000 kg/ha. On Grand
Comoro the yields were lower, about 1,500 kg/ha. Having
little future, soybean research was stopped in 1976. Note 3.
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in the Comoro Islands, or the cultivation of soybeans in the
Comoro Islands (1971) (one of two documents). The source
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of these soybeans was Madagascar.
Niger: In 1974 IRAT introduced from Senegal 17
varieties of various origins; the results were mediocre (in
part from absence of inoculation): ICA Toroa 662 kg/ha, ICA
Lili 312 kg/ha, Improved Pelican 335 kg/ha, Mandarin 300
kg/ha. Two INTSOY trials took place in 1975 at Maradi and
Gaya. This time the yields were very encouraging; at Maradi
the variety Forrest yielded 3,500 kg/ha.
Note 4. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Niger, or the cultivation of soybeans in Niger
(1974). The first 17 varieties introduced originated in various
countries.
Burkina Faso: The soybean was introduced to this
remote country in 1960. At that time IRHO (Institut de
Recherches pour les Huiles et Oléagineux) was in charge
of experiments on this plant. In 1975 IRAT participated in
an INTSOY trial at Farako-Ba; Jupiter gave the best yield,
2,405 kg/ha.
Réunion: Four varieties from the USA were tested in
1974, at the station of Mon Caprice, during two seasons. The
best yield during the cool season was from Chippewa (1,780
kg/ha), and during the warm season it was from Amsoy
(2,070 kg/ha).
Martinique: IRAT-Martinique participated in the 1975
INTSOY trials. Only one variety, Improved Pelican, with
a yield of 2,150 kg/ha [sic, 2,154 kg/ha, planted 10 April
1975] seemed interesting, but since soybean cultivation was
believed to have no future in the agriculture of the island, the
experimentation was abandoned.
French Guiana: The first soybean trials began in 1975
with the introduction of 4 varieties: Jupiter, Acadian, and
Improved Pelican from the USA, and Vada, which originated
in Java [Indonesia]. From 1976 to 1983 IRAT-Guyane
participated in INTSOY trials. In 1976 Jupiter gave the top
yield of 3,440 kg/ha.
French Polynesia: From 1976 to 1979 the INTSOY
trials continued during the two rainy seasons. The variety
Davis gave the best overall average yields (4,260 kg/ha
over 5 seasons), with a top yield of 5,286 kg/ha in 1976-77.
Address: France.
5728. Lawn, Dennis Andrew. 1988. Studies of nematodes
associated with maize, soybean, and sunflower in Illinois and
the Republic of Zambia. PhD thesis, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. 91 p. Page 2016 in volume 49/06-B of
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
• Summary: Agronomic trials were established in the
Republic of Zambia. Address: Univ. of Illinois.
5729. Montero R., Rafael A.; Mata M., Eduardo J. 1988.
La soya: Guia para sul cultivo y consumo en Costa Rica
[The soybean: A guide for its cultivation and consumption
in Costa Rica]. San Jose, Costa Rica: Editorial de la
Universidad de Costa Rica. 112 p. Illust. 21 cm. [11 ref. Spa]

• Summary: Contains 23 tables and 8 figures plus some
color photos. Contents: Introduction. The plant. Climate.
Photoperiod. The variety. The soil. Preparation of the land.
Times of planting. Inoculation. Fertilization and nutrition.
The analysis of the soil. Visual symptoms of mineral
deficiencies. Density of planting seeds. Considerations
concerning planting more or less seeds. Diseases. Soybean
diseases common in Costa Rica. Weed control. Calibration
of sprinklers. Control of insects. Management of the harvest.
Mechanical harvesting of soybeans. Aspects which must
be considered for a good harvest of the crop. Economic
considerations. Feeding and nutrition based on soy: The
soybean compared with other protein sources, percentage
of protein in various protein sources, diagram showing the
many products derived from soya. Preparation of meals with
soya: preparation of basic soyfoods at home (preparation of
whole soybeans, preparation of soymilk, preparation of soy
flour, vegetable stew with soybeans, salad, Oriental minced
meat, rice with soybeans, spaghetti in white sauce with
soybeans, soybeans in escabeche, cream of soybeans and
greens, oil roasted soynuts, soy pudding, homemade tofu,
mixed bread with soya flour, quick bread with soy flour).
Table of conversion: Measures, weights & equivalents.
Tables show: (1) Description of the vegetative and
reproductive states of the soybean plant (Source: Fehr
& Caviness 1977). (2) Origin and characteristics of the
varieties Jupiter, SIATSA 194-A, and IAC-8. (3) Dates
recommended for the harvest of soybeans in Costa Rica.
(4) Extraction of nutrients from each 1000 kg of yield of
soybean seeds. (5) General reference values for interpreting
the analytical results of the laboratory of soils of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Livestock, Costa Rica.
(6) Critical foliar levels of nutrients at the end of
flowering (Niveles críticos foliares de nutrimentos). (7)
Summary of generalizations about the essential nutrients
for the soybean. (8) Summary of the principal soybean
diseases in Costa Rica. (9) Recommended herbicides in
the cultivation of the soybean and the different doses for
different soil textures in pre-emergent herbicide application.
(10) Primary weeds that infect soybean fields and effective
herbicides for weed control. (11) Mix of pre-emergent
herbicides (herbicidas preemergentes) for the control of
weeds in soybean cultivation. (12) Recommended nozzletype for weed control. (13) Levels of economic damage
of the soybean from various soybean enemies in Costa
Rica. (14) Chemicals used for the control of insects in the
cultivation of the soybean.
(15) Marketing volume, consumption and grain reserve
for soybean cake / meal (torta) and soybean oil in the United
States and the world in the years 1984-1986. (16) Cultivated
area, average yield and price of the soybean in Costa Rica
during the period 1979-1987. (17) Monthly price of grain
(grano), oil and meal (torta) protein in dollars FOB Chicago,
Illinois, United States, from 1987 and the months January to
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May of 1988. (18) Price of a metric ton of yellow soybeans
(soya amarilla) in Caldera, Costa Rica. (19) Projection of
the apparent demand of cakes (tortas) and oleaginous flours
(harinas oleaginosas) 1984-1989.
(20) Budget for the production of soybeans in Costa
Rica, harvest of 1988. (21) Total cost of soybean production,
harvest of 1988. (22) Chemical composition of soybean milk,
breast milk, and cow milk. (23) Essential amino acid content
in soybean milk and cow’s milk.
Figures show: (1) Description of the principal parts of
the soybean plant. (2) Needs of the soybean (variety Jupiter)
for the various stages of growth. (3) Parts of different
types of nozzles for the application of agrochemicals. (4)
Various degrees of defoliation of the soybean estimated as
percentages of foliar tissue loss. (5) Method for measuring
the level of insects infesting soybeans. (6) Principal insects
in the cultivation of soybeans. (7) Location of sampled areas
concerning loss in the mechanical harvesting of soybeans.
(8) Utilization of soybeans (derived from soy flour, soybean
cake or meal, isolated soy protein, soy sprouts, whole dry
soybeans, tofu, infant formulas, soy sauce, refined soy oil,
lecithin). Address: Costa Rica.
5730. Sidiras, Nikolaos. 1988. Sojaanbau: Entwicklung
und Probleme im Sueden von Brasilien [Soybean
cultivation: Development and problems in southern Brazil].
Weickersheim, West Germany: Verlag Josef Margraf. 113 p.
[Ger]*
5731. Upfold, R.A.; Olechowski, H.T. 1988. Soybean
production. Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food,
Publication No. 173. 17 p. 28 cm. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climate and soil.
Growth and development. Choosing a variety. Tillage and
seedbed preparation. Inoculation. Planting. Reduced stands.
Fertility. Weed control. Diseases. Insects and mites. Other
problems. Harvesting and storage. Feeding soybeans.
Marketing. References. Address: 1. Crop Science Dep., Univ.
of Guelph; 2. Plant Industry, OMAF, Ontario, Canada.
5732. Product Name: [Tofu Press, or Tofu Kit].
Foreign Name: Tofu-Presse, Tofu-Set.
Manufacturer’s Name: Farm Gemeinschaft.
Manufacturer’s Address: 8821 Dornhausen No. 29,
Munich, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1988?
Ingredients: The stainless steel press, which makes 5 lb of
tofu, comes with instructions and recipes for DM 35. The kit
includes, in addition, a pressing sack, 100 gm nigari, and 500
gm organically grown soybeans for DM 45.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Vegetarische
Feinkost / Svadesha Urban. p. 11. Contains an illustration of
the press. Note: This community also sells tempeh starter.

5733. Product Name: [Tofucreme with Vegetables].
Foreign Name: Tofucreme met Groenten, aux Légumes,
mit Gemuese.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jonathan P.V.B.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 336, B-2080
Kapellen, Belgium. Phone: 03/664 58 48.
Date of Introduction: 1988?
Ingredients: Tofu (soya proteins)*, carrots*, sunflower oil*,
arrowroot, parsley*, vegetable extract, spices, well-water,
sea-salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received 1988. 3
by 2 inches. Self adhesive. Green, orange, and black on a
seaside background with sea gull. “Vegetable.”
5734. Gautam, H.C. 1989. Potential area under soybean
during kharif in India–An overview. Agricultural Situation in
India 43(10):821-24. Jan. [5 ref]
• Summary: “In India, soybean has been cultivated for
centuries in the Northern hill areas and Central part of the
country for local consumption. An ad-hoc estimate placed the
area under soybean at 17,200 hectares in 1958. Realising its
various merits, such as, high quality protein (38-42 per cent),
high quality edible oil (18-22 per cent), suitability for its
cultivation even on the black-soils, the Government took up
an ambitious programme for development of soybean during
Seventies. Due to concerted efforts of the Government, the
area under soybean increased from 32.3 thousand hectares in
1970-71 to 6.07 lakh [1 lakh = 100,000] hectares in 1980-81
and 13.92 lakh hectares in 1986-87. Considering soybean
areas in Maharashtra, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Bihar and
Assam, which till now have not been reported by Revenue
Department, the area during 1986-87 was between 15-16
lakh hectares. The per hectare yield which was 426 kg. in
1970-71 rose to 600 kg. in 1986-87, with the maximum of
768 kg. in 1984-85. The rate of growth too has been quite
impressive. The compound growth rate during 1970-85
was 33.2 per cent for area, 34.8 per cent for production and
1.7 per cent for yield. Though, area increased by about one
lakh hectares per year during the last fifteen years. the yield
level has remained low. There seems to be much scope for
increasing yield particularly when we look at the yields of
some other countries. As for instance, the per hectare yield in
1985-86 was 22.9 quintals in USA, 18 quintals in Brazil and
19.1 quintals for world as a whole.”
Table 1, “Availability of Kharif fallow (1982-84) in
some soybean potential areas of the country,” has 5 columns:
State, District/region, Area (‘000 ha.) divided into net, under
Kharif crop and Kharif fallow. The author believes that
soybean cultivation could be expanded onto acreage that is
now Kharif fallow. “Many farmers keep the land unsown in
order to preserve moisture for Rabi crops.” Address: Director
(Soybean), Ministry of Agriculture, New Delhi.
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5735. Product Name: Soy Tempeh, and Sesame-Soy-Rice
Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natural Pacific.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 11001, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii, HI 96721. Phone: 808-935-3220.
Date of Introduction: 1989 January.
Ingredients: Soy: Soybeans, okara, water, rice vinegar,
tempeh culture. Sesame: Soybeans, okara, brown rice,
sesame seeds, rice vinegar, tempeh culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1989, Dec.
Received. 2.5 by 2.75 inches. Rounded top. Self adhesive.
Green and orange on white, or Purple and red on white.
Illustration of sun over mountains. “Made with organically
grown soybeans.” The soy was introduced in Jan. 1989,
the Sesame-Soy-Rice in July 1989. Talk with (call from)
Benjamin Hills on the Island of Hawaii. 1993. May 28. This
company, run by Tyler (Ty) Katibah, makes refrigerated
tempeh. Benjamin offered to work for Ty and after 30
minutes of talking Ty offered to sell Benjamin the entire
company. Benjamin declined the offer.
5736. Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1989. Preisliste [Price list].
Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei Wien, Austria. 10 p.
Manufacturer’s catalog. [Ger]
• Summary: The company has two catalog/price lists: one
(green) for food processors and one (yellow) for retail
stores. Products made by the company have been marked
by the author with an “S.” In the front of each catalog is
an organic certificate. The retail catalog contains 20 fresh
products, 3 books, and 30 non-fresh products. Fresh products
made by the company include Tofu Natur, Tofu Mariniert,
Tofu Geräuchert, Tofu Pastete Siddhartha, Tofu Pastete
Toscana, Tofu-Burger, Soja-Getreide-Laibchen, Gruenkern
Laibchen, Dinkel Laibchen, Reis-Laibchen, Weizengluten
Laibchen, Weizengluten, Badener Bratwuerstchen, Badener
Grillwuerstchen, Brotaufstrich “Rusticana”, Brotaufstrich
“Holzknecht.” Fresh products sold but not made by the
company include soy tempeh, marinated tempeh, and soy
sprouts. The company sells 3 recipe books: (1) Their own
recipe book Wichtig für Ernährungsbewusste (Important
for understanding of nutrition); (2) Tofu: Essen mit Zukunft
(Tofu: Eating with the future) by Brigitte Vogenreiter and
Clemens Kuby, and (3) Schlank mit Tofu (Slim with tofu; 117
recipes) by A.W. Dänzer.
The company also sells many non-fresh products
including yellow soybeans (organically grown), soya
flakes (Sojaflocken, not defatted), whole soy flour, tamari,
shoyu, barley miso, Hatcho miso, brown rice miso, soba
(buckwheat) miso, nigari, Bonsoy soyadrink (natural and
cacao), Pinoccio Soybean coffee, and soynuts.
In the catalog for food processors, for example, the
regular tofu, marinated tofu, and smoked tofu are each sold

in 1 kg, 30 kg, 60 kg, 100 kg, and 200 kg amounts. Address:
Baden (near Vienna), Austria.
5737. Product Name: [Tofinelle Tofu Sausages {Soya
Mousseline with Capers} (Carrot, or Celery)].
Foreign Name: Tofinelle: Saucisses/Quenelles au Tofou
(Carrottes, Céleri).
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix,
42400 Saint-Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.24.42.
Date of Introduction: 1989 January.
Ingredients: Carrot: Tofu (water, soya*) 75%, carrot (10%),
sunflowerseed oil, egg white, wheat flour, spices, parsley,
aromatics, salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 x 100 gm = 200 gm poly bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 176, protein 14.3 gm,
carbohydrate 3.7 gm, fat 11.7 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1988. Front
and back. 6 panels. “These savory and light Tofinelles are
eaten like “quenelles,” reheated in the frying pan or oven,
accompanied by a sauce of your choice.” Cassell’s FrenchEnglish Dictionary defines quenelle as “forcemeat or fish
ball.” Letter from Bernard Storup. 1989. March 3. These
products were all launched in Jan. 1989.
Label. 1989. In French and Dutch. 3.75 by 7.5 inches.
Green, red, and yellow on white. Large background
illustration of a carrot. Shows Nature et Progres logo for
organically grown.
5738. Yadav, K.S. 1989. Evaluation of special project
on soybean in Indore District, M.P. [Madhya Pradesh].
Agricultural Situation in India 43(10):863-66. Jan.
• Summary: Madhya Pradesh is India’s leading soybean
producing state, accounting for more than 75% of the
nation’s total soybean area. Indore district is the homeland
of the soybean, therefore it was selected for a special project
to encourage farmers to grow more soybeans–to help bridge
the gap between the demand and supply for edible oils.
Under this project, 1,000 soybean production mini-kits were
distributed to farmers. Address: Research Officer in AgroEconomic Research Centre for Madhya Pradesh, J.N. Krishi
Vishwa Vidyalaya, Jabalpur.
5739. Kohn, Florrie. 1989. Ozone smothers soybean profits.
Soybean Digest. Mid-Feb. p. 32h-i.
• Summary: Scientists estimate that this harmful air pollutant
skimmed off between 3 and 15% of the U.S. soybean crop’s
potential last year. Soybeans show more sensitivity to ozone
than almost any other major crop.
5740. Alvarez Britos, E.R. 1989. La soja en el Paraguay–
Retrospectiva y perspectiva [The soybean in Paraguay–
Retrospective and perspective]. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989.
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World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires:
Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 551-63. [6
ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History of soya in
Paraguay. Production of soybeans in Paraguay (from 19641988, and distribution by state). Soils used for the cultivation
of soybeans. Preparation of the soil. Fertilization of the soil.
Crop rotation. Soybean varieties. The most important weeds
and their control. The most important insect pests and their
control. Diseases of soybeans. Cultural practices. Outlook for
soybeans in Paraguay.
The soybean was introduced at the beginning of this
century, in the National School of Agriculture, in Trinidad,
and in the Agronomic Station, situated in Puerto Bertoni,
Alto Parana, when the two institutions were under the
direction of Dr. Moises S. Bertoni. In 1921, Dr. Pedro N.
Ciancio, considered the apostle of soybean cultivation in
Paraguay, introduced the varieties Hollybrook, Manouth
[Mammoth?], Pekin [Peking], and Shanghai, from Argentina,
the USA, and Japan. Paraguayan soybeans originated
from mechanical mixes and natural crosses between these
varieties; they were cultivated for a long time in the zone of
Caazapa.
In 1936, with one of the first immigrations of Japanese
to Paraguay, the variety Abura [the term means “oil” in
Japanese] was introduced. Its area of cultivation lies in
la Colonia la Colmena. In about 1938 the Ministry of
Economics, undertook a plan of soybean production through
the Agricultural Bank of Paraguay. At the start of 1943, in the
National Institute of Agronomy, soybean lines and varieties
from different countries were introduced and evaluated. The
current Japanese immigrants, who settled in the south of the
country in 1958, introduced the variety Lee. Later, in 1961,
the enterprise Agro-Soya S.r.l. introduced new lots of seeds
of the varieties Lee and Hill. With private initiative and
that of the Ministry of Agriculture and Cattle, an expansion
of soybean cultivation took place. At the same time new
introductions were made by the IAN, the Regional Center for
Agricultural Research (CRIA), the Capitan Miranda, and the
Campo Experimental de la Cooperacion Publica del Servicio
Migratorio del Japon, at Pirapo.
New varieties from Brazil were introduced in 1967,
and tested at Faculty of Agronomy and Veterinary, IAN, and
CRIA. Again in late 1968, numerous lines were introduced
from Brazil. In 1970 the Ministry of Agriculture and Cattle
(MAG) initiated the Program of Soybean Research to solve
various problems.
Production of soybeans in Paraguay grew from 10,000
tonnes in 1964, to 51,000 tones in 1970, to 220,000 tonnes
in 1975, to 540,000 tonnes in 1980, to 1,172,400 tonnes in
1985, and a record 1,417,500 tonnes in 1988. Yields grew
from 1.61 tonnes/ha in 1964 to 1.85 in 1988. Soybean
product is concentrated in the departments of southeastern
Paraguay, especially Alto Parana (40.37% of the total),

Itapua (33.5%), and Canindeyu.
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Paraguay, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Paraguay (1921; One of two documents). The source of these
soybeans was Argentina, the USA, and Japan.
Note 2. From Alto Parana, most of the exported
soybeans are trucked eastward to the port of Paranagua
(which was given to Paraguay by Brazil) on the Atlantic
Ocean. Some of the soybeans exported from Itapua are
shipped southward down the Parana River to the ports of
Rosario or Buenos Aires. Address: Instituto Agronomico
Nacional, Ruta 2, Km 48, Caacupe, Paraguay.
5741. Arioglu, H.H. 1989. Effect of planting date on yield
and other characteristics of soybean. In: A.J. Pascale, ed.
1989. World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos
Aires: Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 77680. [14 ref]
• Summary: Calland variety of soybean has yielded up to
3.77 tonnes/ha as a main crop in Cukurova, a region located
in the southern part of Turkey. It covers Adana, Hatay, and
Icel provinces. Cotton and wheat are the main crops in this
region. Soybeans can be grow as either a main crop or a
second crop. Optimal planting time for double crop is June
1-20. Address: Univ. Cukurova, Faculty of Agriculture,
Adana 01330, Turkey.
5742. Blevins, R.L. 1989. An overview of no-tillage soybean
research and future needs. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. World
Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: Continuing
Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 586-90. [19 ref]
• Summary: “Double-cropping no-tillage soybean [Glycine
max (L.) Merr.] and wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is an
accepted cropping system in the midsouth, U.S.A. and
areas of South America. Advantages of this system in areas
that are climatically suited are reduced soil erosion, more
intensive use of land resources, better timing of planting
and harvesting, and increased cash flow since two crops are
marketed in one year...
“Beginning in the early 1960s, a new farming concept
caught the attention of farmers, conservationists and
scientists. This concept, called no-tillage, represents a radical
change from traditional methods of farming.” Address: Univ.
of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40546-0091.
5743. Brisson, Nadine; Bona, S.; Bouniols, A. 1989.
Adaptation of a soybean crop simulation model (SOYGRO)
to southern European conditions. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989.
World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires:
Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 279-84. [10
ref. Eng]
• Summary: A crop simulation model (SOYGRO).
developed at Gainesville, Florida, USA, was validated for
Mediterranean climate sites. Address: 1. Cirame, 84200
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Carpntras, France; 2. Univ. of Padova, Italy; 3. INRA
Agronomy, 31326 Castanet, France.
5744. Chandel, A.S. 1989. Soybean productivity constraints
in North Indian plain–an agronomist view. In: A.J. Pascale,
ed. 1989. World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos
Aires: Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 67276. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Poor plant population, weed infestation,
imbalanced crop nutrition, lack of stable potential variety,
and incidence of insects and diseases are important
constraints of soybean productivity in the north Indian
Plains.” Address: Soybean Agronomist, Dep. of Agriculture
and Technology, Pantnagar-263145, India.
5745. Eden Foods, Inc. 1989. A soy sauce for all seasoning...
(Ad). Natural Foods Merchandiser. Feb. p. 14; April. p. 34.
• Summary: This 5 inch square ad with a color photo shows
5 bottled Eden soy sauces. Four bottles bear the Japanese
character for “Hon” or genuine. These four are labeled shoyu
soy sauce (including low sodium, and organic) and one is
labeled tamari soy sauce (wheat free). “Our Low Sodium
Shoyu is double-brewed, requiring three years to mature.
Eden certified organically grown crops, aged to perfection,
create our Organic Shoyu. Each soy sauce is a masterpiece.”
An explanation on page 14 notes that two of these
sauces are domestically made [by San-J in Virginia]
(naturally brewed shoyu and wheat free tamari). Eden’s
popular soy sauce line has also been introduced: Traditional
Japanese, low-sodium, and organic. “All five items are
available in new, convenient sizes–5, 10- and 20 oz glass jars
and bulk 4.75- and 55-gallon containers.”
Also published in Let’s Live. 1989. March. p. 45. And in
East West. 1989. April. p. 9. Address: Clinton, Michigan.
5746. Galal, Sayed, Jr.; Metwally, A.A. 1989. Intercropping
corn with soybean as the only practical solution for
increasing soybean production in Egypt. In: A.J. Pascale,
ed. 1989. World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos
Aires: Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 200409. [13 ref]
• Summary: “A major objective for the Egyptian agricultural
policy maker is to increase the soybean acreage to about
105,000 hectares by 1988. The acreage planted to soybean
has dropped from 64,233 hectares in 1982 to about 39,900
hectares in 1987... More than 25 years of research at
Cairo University on intercropping enabled us to develop a
management package for intercropping corn with soybean
which resulted in maximizing grain yields of both corn and
soybean.” Address: Agronomy Dep., Faculty of Agriculture,
Cairo Univ., Giza, Egypt.
5747. Lattanzi, A.R. 1989. Secuencias de cultivos y sistemas
de labranzas conservacionistas para la production de soja

[Crop sequences and systems of conservation tillage for the
production of soybeans]. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. World
Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: Continuing
Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 2010-15. [6 ref. Spa]
• Summary: “Corn following soybean has yielded an average
of 37% more than continuous corn. Soybean following
corn yielded 10% more than continuous soybean. Wheat
following corn, with 40 kg/ha of nitrogen yielded 11%
more than continuous wheat. A large part of the beneficial
effect of rotation is due to the better soil water and nitrogen
availability. Weed control and some other factors may
contribute too.” Address: INTA–E.E.A. Marcos Juarez, 2580
Marcos Juarez, Argentina.
5748. Mercer-Quarshie, H. 1989. Performance of soya
bean varieties in Ghana. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. World
Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: Continuing
Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 677-82. [1 ref]
• Summary: “To substitute for imports of soya bean products
and also increase its use in the fight against malnutrition,
investigations on soya beans have been undertaken in the
last 15 years. Most of the varieties evaluated in the first ten
years were bred from outside West Africa. Yields obtained
from experiments had a range of 4000-1200 kg/ha. A major
shortcoming of these varieties was their poor storability and
consequently poor emergence in the field. New varieties,
developed in West Africa and tested mainly in Northern
Ghana, have given reasonable yields. They possess better
storability and have the ability to nodulate with native
rhizobia. Disease incidence and pest damage on these
varieties have been low. The major problem of soya bean
production now is the inadequate propagation of information
on its utilization...
“As a result of the importation in the early 1970s of
large quantities of soya meal for animal feed and soya oil for
cooking, it became necessary for investigations which had
been abandoned in the late 1950s to be resumed with the aim
of producing enough soya bean for processing to substitute
for imports of soya bean products...
“From 1973-1978 and also 1983-1986 more than 500
varieties/lines were introduced. The 1973-1978 varieties
came mainly from the USA but the 1983-1986 introductions
came mainly from IITA, Ibadan [Nigeria] in West Africa...
“Experiments in the last 15 years have clearly
demonstrated that soya beans can grow in most parts of
Ghana and give yields of 4.0-1.0 t/ha depending on the soil
and environment.” Address: Nyankpala Agric. Exp. Station,
Crops Research Inst., P.O. Box 52, Nyankpala, Tamale,
Ghana.
5749. Palaniyappan, K. 1989. Crop management and
production–cropping management: “Combined canopy crop
system” for soybean production in Tamilnadu (India). In:
A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. World Soybean Research Conference
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IV. Buenos Aires: Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p.
See p. 704-15.
• Summary: “Though soybeans are presently cultivated in
about 1.4 million hectares in the northern states of India, it
is new to the southern states. There was no enthusiasm to
enlarge the cultivation, even though it was found to thrive
well, and the area could not expand due to the lack of process
industries to utilize soybeans.
“Sakthi Soyas Ltd. is a joint sector undertaking between
Dr. N. Mahalingam and the government of Tamilnadu
through its Tamilnadu Industrial Development Corp. Ltd.
Dr. N. Mahalingam, the chairman of the Sakthi group
of companies is a leading industrialist and a farsighted
philanthropist in South India. Inspired by the thoughts of
Mahatma Gandhi, ‘Father of the Nation’, he initiated efforts
to introduce soybean cultivation as early as 1982 which
enabled the implementation of a full fledged 300 tonnes-perday Soybean Processing Complex in Tamilnadu which now
assures direct marketing of produce grown by farmers.
“Sakthi Soyas Ltd. have taken the responsibility of
funding the entire extension efforts by launching its Crop
Development Program. This program will ensure cultivation
of soybeans in 150,000 hectares under different cropping
systems to produce 90,000 tonnes of beans [yield = 0.6
tonnes/ha], to feed the processing complex.
“With their trials, demonstrations and interaction with
the farmers during the last six years, they have evolved a
low cost technology, “Combined Canopy Crop System” to
propagate soybeans in Tamilnadu. Under this system it is
proved that soybeans could be successfully cultivated as
an Intercrop, Mixed Crop and Catch Crop along with the
existing crops. The details of this system are explained...
“In the northern states of Madhya Pradesh, Uttar
Pradesh, Rajasthan, etc., there are more than 100 processing
units with installed capacities of more than 3.40 million
tonnes. But the bean availability is around 1.20 million
tonnes only and the units are suffering badly with low
capacity utilization. Hence, processors and agricultural
experts in these states of India are now showing keen
interest in learning and adopting these systems in their
areas also.” Address: Chief Executive, Sakthi Soyas Ltd.,
Coimbatore-641018, India.
5750. Park, Yang-Ho; Lee, Choon-Soo. 1989. Yield
increasing of soybean on the newly reclaimed hillside land
through phosphorus fertilizer management. In: A.J. Pascale,
ed. 1989. World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos
Aires: Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 73439. [18 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean is one of the most important upland
crops in Korea. But the total production of soybean and
Korea’s self-sufficiency have been decreasing every year.
The yield per unit acreage is very low, only 1,320 kg/
ha. In 1987, domestic production of soybean was 203,878

metric tons (tonnes) on 153,744 ha, and it was 14.2% in
total self-sufficiency. Thus this grain has had to be imported
from other countries. Korea imported 1,131,000 tonnes in
1987 and more every year. To solve these problems, the
government has tried to find out all the possible measures
to increase soybean production.” Address: Agricultural
Sciences Inst., Rural Development Administration, Suweon
440-707, Korea.
5751. Pascale, A.J. ed. 1989. IV Conferencia Mundial de
Investigacion en Soja: Actas [World Soybean Research
Conference IV: Proceedings. 4 vols.]. Buenos Aires,
Argentina: Continuing Committee and Asociacion Argentina
de la Soja. xxviii + 2152 p. 4 volumes. Held 5-9 March 1989
at Buenos Aires, Brazil. Author index. 23 cm. [Spa]
• Summary: See next page. These volumes, published
in February 1989, shortly before the Conference and
presented to the participants upon registration, contain the
following major divisions: Vol. I. Table of contents of all
4 volumes. Author index. 1. Plenary papers (p. 1-58). 2.
Crop management and production (p. 59-550): Ecology,
physiology, rhizobiology.
Vol. II. Crop management and production (continued,
p. 551-881): Cropping, seed production. 3. Genetics and
breeding (p. 883-1117): Genetic resources and breeding for
yield, breeding for physiological traits and crop adaptation,
breeding for product and seed quality.
Vol. III. 3. Genetics and breeding (continued, p. 11191268): Breeding for specific objectives. Biotechnology.
4. Vegetal protection (p. 1269-1605): Phytopathology,
nematology, entomology.
Vol. IV. 4. Vegetal protection (continued, p. 1607-1694):
Weeds. 5. Symposium on the Diaporthe/Phomopsis disease
complex of soybean (p. 1695-1724). 6. Industrialization
and uses (p. 1725-1878). 7. Economy [Economics] and
marketing (p. 1879-1937). 7. Papers not included in their
corresponding areas (p. 1939-2151). Address: Buenos Aires,
Argentina.
5752. Product Name: Paul’s New and Original Brown Rice
Tofu Sandwich [Less Spread, More Veg].
Manufacturer’s Name: Paul’s Organic Food Works.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 431, Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-453-2360.
Date of Introduction: 1989 February.
Ingredients: Short grain brown rice*, spring water, nigari
tofu*, sprouted wheat tortilla*, toasted tahini, barley miso*,
green onions* or leeks*, carrots*, seasonal green*, cabbage,
lettuce*, clover sprouts*, shoyu*, sesame oil*, garlic*,
ginger*, apple cider vinegar, unrefined sea salt, spices. * =
Organically grown per Cal. Health Code Sec. 26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Paul
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Duchesne. 1989 Aug. 11. 5.5 by 2 inches. Black on green
paper. “12 happy ounces. For the best taste, remove from
refrigeration one hour before eating. To eat: Open bag–Tilt
sandwich in bag–fold bag down.” Illustration of animated
product, with smiling face on tortilla, arms, and legs. On the
back of each is a statement: “Concentrate on the issues, not
the individuals...” The statement is changed weekly. Talk
with Paul Duchesne. 1989. Aug. 16. Introduced in Feb. 1989.
5753. Shannon, J.G. 1989. Breeding soybeans for resistance
to races of soybean cyst nematode. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989.
World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires:
Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 2071-76. [25
ref]
• Summary: “Major problems from cyst nematodes occur
world-wide on sugarbeet, potatoes, oats, barley, wheat,
rice and soybeans. Once land becomes infested there is no
practical way to eliminate the pest. Cyst nematodes have a
thick walled body to protect their eggs. This assures their
capacity to survive in the soil for long periods without
hosts... Since soybean cyst nematode (SCN) was first
recognized as causing problems in the United States in 1954,
known infestations have increased dramatically... Resistant
cultivars and crop rotation are the principal means of limiting
yield losses from SCN.” Address: Delta and Pine Land Co.,
Scott, Mississippi 38772.
5754. Singh, Chhotan; Chand, Puran; Sirohi, A.S. 1989.
Growth and prospects of production, import and requirement
of edible oilseeds and oils in India. Agricultural Situation in
India 43(11):945-49. Feb. [1 ref]
• Summary: With the advent of the Green Revolution and
improved production technology, “significant headway has
been made in the production of cereal crops, notably wheat
and rice. However the production of oilseeds has remained
almost stagnant.” In India the major edible oilseeds are
groundnut, rapeseed, and mustard. Sesamum, safflower,
sunflower, and nigerseed are less important. Table 3 shows
production, imports, availability, and requirement of edible
oils in India, from 1975 to 1985. Per capita availability from
production in India has stayed about constant at 4.5 kg/
capita. But imports have increased, so that total per capita
availability has increased to 6.44 kg/capita in 1984-85.
The authors conclude that “greater emphasis should be
given to the development of non-traditional oilseed crops
like sunflower, safflower, soyabean, etc.” Address: Div. of
Agricultural Economics, Indian Agricultural Research Inst.
(IARI), New Delhi.
5755. Xu, Bao; Pan, Tiefu. 1989. Ecotypes and
regionalization of wild and cultivated soybean (G. soja
and G. max) in China. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. World
Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: Continuing
Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 59-65. [14 ref. Eng]

• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Ecotypes and geographical
distribution of wild soybean: Distribution, photo-thermo
ecotypes and their geographical distribution, acreage and
distribution, cropping system and soybean production,
analysis of photo-thermo ecotypes. Regionalization of
cultivated soybean in China. Conclusion. “There were about
5,000 accessions of wild soybean (G. soja) and 9,000 ones
of cultivated soybean (G. max) in China. They distributed
roughly at 24-53ºN, 97-135ºE and 18-52ºN, 75-135ºE
regions respectively...
“In China, wild soybean distributes widely throughout
the temperate (mainly) and subtropical climate zone. Some
criteria of adaptation are as follows: annual cumulative
temperature (>10ºC) 1700-6900 C, annual precipitation
300-1600 mm, and day-length of summer solstice 13.6-16.9
hours.” Address: Jilin Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
Gongzhuling, Jilin province, China.
5756. Agri-Book Magazine (Exeter, ONT, Canada). 1989.
Beans in Canada. 15(5):1-38.
• Summary: This entire issue is about soybeans in
Canada, with emphasis on soybean production. Articles
include: Reduced tillage tests management. Genes and
genies. Bioherbicides target weeds. Weed control: What
happened, why, and what’s ahead. The American Seed Trade
Association (ASTA) and the Free Trade Agreement. ASTA
Conference. Quebec soybeans. What’s new in pest control.
Extruding soybean explained. Soybean pest perspective.
Think ink! (soybean ink). Board Briefs (OSGMB; a photo
shows Fred Brandenburg). Varietal variations.
5757. Product Name: Baccio Tofino Gourmet Ravioli (Tofu
Ravioli).
Manufacturer’s Name: Baccio Ravioli and Pasta
Company.
Manufacturer’s Address: 179 E. 19th St., Chico, CA
95928. Phone: 916-893-8324.
Date of Introduction: 1989 March.
Ingredients: Pasta: Organic whole wheat flour*, semolina,
tomato powder, purified filtered water. Filling: Tofu (made
from organic soybeans*, water, nigari), potatoes, onions,
carrots, bread crumbs, tomato paste, tamari, vinegar, garlic,
herbs & spices, olive oil, sea salt. * = Organically grown
and processed in accordance with Section 26569.11 of the
California Health and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz poly bag.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with (call from)
Amanda Leveroni. 1990. March 5. The product was
introduced in about March 1989.
Label sent by Amanda. 1990. March 13. 4.75 by 8.5
inches. Thick paper; its slips into the bag. Red, green, and
black on white. Illustration of a red lipstick print, all against
a background grid of fine green lines in 3/8 inch squares.
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“Egg free. Dairy free. Cholesterol free! Introducing the all
new Tofino! We’ve taken out the eggs and cheese to bring
you a robust tasting ravioli with zero cholesterol! Our zesty
blend of ingredients includes organic tofu and organic whole
wheat flour! Enjoy this unique delicious ravioli plain or with
Baccio’s new pesto sauce! Baccio Ravioli. The ultimate meal
in minutes [Boil for 4-5 minutes]. Let a Baccio kiss your
tastebuds tonight.” UPC indicia.
5758. Bretches, Ken. 1989. Agriculture enters a new era.
Soybean Digest. March. p. 16n-17n.
• Summary: “American agriculture has achieved its
preeminence in the world by substituting knowledge for
resources. That’s been the pattern since the era of 1920 to
1950 made the transition from horse power to mechanical
power. Machines increased productivity and capital
requirements of agriculture, while slashing labor needs.
“The chemical era of 1950 to 1980 further raised
productivity and the operating capital needed to farm by
boosting the use of chemical fertilizers and feed additives
and improving the ability to control pests and diseases.
“Now, in the 1980s, American agriculture is entering the
biotechnology and information technology era... Information
systems are coming that can drastically improve farmers’
abilities to make production, marketing and financial
decisions.”
Soybean yields grew at an average rate of 1.2% a year
during the period from 1960 to 1982; this was less than corn
(2.6%), milk (2.6%), or wheat (1.6%). That rate for soybeans
is projected to continue until the year 2,000, regardless
of advances in emerging technologies–biotechnology or
information technologies. But “new technologies will require
those who work on farms to upgrade technical skills. This
requirement will be coupled with increased management
skills [and computer literacy] in order to operate successfully
within a system of increased technical and economic
complexity... Future adjustments in farming will be dictated
less by large capital requirements than by the educational and
managerial skill requirements for farmers.”
5759. Daizu Kyokyu Antei Kyokai (Soybean Supply
Stabilization Assoc.). 1989. Daizu no kakô, ryûtsû nado ni
kansuru chôsa hôkoku-sho [Report on a survey of processing
and distribution of soybeans]. #2 Makoto Building 5th Floor,
Tora-no-mon 1-4-4, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan. 106 p.
March. 26 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Contents: 1. General conditions of the
productions of domestic soybeans. 2. Trends in the
production in the producing districts. 3. Trends in harvesting,
drying and processing. 4. Trends in collections of cargo,
storing, and shipping. 5. Trends in the promotion of
improvement of the commodity and the quality of domestic
soybeans. 6. Trends in the promotion of improvement of the
collections of cargo, storing and shipping. 7. Some studies on

the subject of the stages of harvesting, collections of cargo
and shipping for promoting the usage of domestic soybeans.
Appendixes: 1. General conditions of inspections. 2. The
actual results of the collection cargo by the collection cargo
groups. Address: Tokyo, Japan. Phone: 03-591-3879.
5760. Heriyanto, -; Krisdiana, Ruly; Manshuri, A. Chozi;
Soejono, Irian. 1989. Sensitivity of soybean production
in East Java to price changes. Palawija News (Bogor,
Indonesia) 6(1):3-6. March. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Conclusions: Based on the results of data
analysis of the five alternative crop enterprises (rice, peanut,
soybean, soybean intercropped with corn, and peanut
intercropped with corn) the following conclusions can be
made.
“1. Compared with other food crops in the post-rainy
and dry seasons in the survey period, soybean is more
profitable. More specifically, with current price ratios,
the planting of soybean as a monocrop is more profitable
than an intercrop of corn and soybean or any other crop. If
farmers actually grow soybean as an intercrop, this means
that they consider the risk involved in growing a monocrop
to be greater than the difference in income they would have
received by raising a soybean monocrop.
“2. Peanut and rice are competitive crops with soybean,
within the range of their current feasible price changes. By
setting the price of soybean at Rp 650/kg, for example, while
increasing the price of peanut to Rp 1575/kg or the price
of rice to more than Rp 160/kg, farmers would reduce the
area of soybean crop and substitute it with peanut or rice,
respectively. Shifts in cropping areas result if farmers are
profit-oriented. Within the limit of reasonable price changes,
the critical price of soybean is around Rp 915/kg. At lower
prices, substitution with peanut and rice crops for some of
the soybean area becomes feasible.
“3. At the current price ratio and production
technologies, corn does not seem to be very competitive with
soybean. Only when soybean prices are very low (i.e. less
than Rp 650/kg), does corn become economically feasible
to enter the local cropping pattern. At soybean prices around
Rp 483/kg, half of the crop area would be occupied by corn
during the dry season.
“4. The production, of soybean at the farm level depends
on technology application, in addition to the area cropped.
Current soybean farm technology has resulted in low farm
yields compared with the experimental plots. This implies
that the cost per unit of production at the farm level could be
reduced by using the improved technology. This would result
in greater competitiveness of soybean relative to other crops.
“5. In order to achieve self-sufficiency in soybean
production, the government of Indonesia should not only
consider the application of improved and appropriate
technologies, but also a suitable price policy which may
be imposed upon soybean and the competing crops. The
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latter is especially true, if self sufficiency in more than one
crop production is being considered, and where an optimal
reallocation of farm resources is needed. To solve these
problems, linear programming techniques may also be used
in planning appropriate policy changes.” Address: 1-2.
Malang Research Inst. for Food Crops (MARIF); 3. CGPRT
Centre.
5761. Product Name: Barbeque Chili with Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Homestyle Foods (Formerly
Sonoma Specialty Foods).
Manufacturer’s Address: 2317 Bluebell Dr., Santa Rosa,
CA 95401. Phone: 707-525-8822.
Date of Introduction: 1989 March.
Ingredients: Tempeh (organic soybeans*, culture),
tomatoes, onions, soy oil, mustard, lemon juice, molasses,
tamari, apple cider vinegar, natural herbs and spices. * Made
in accordance with California H&S Code 26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1989. 4.5 inches
diameter. Plastic lid. Red and black on white. Illustration of a
cottage. “Microwaveable. New! Non-dairy. Cholesterol free.
Heat or ready to eat in sandwiches & salads as an entree.
Natural. No preservatives. Nutritious. Delicious. Kosher.”
Talk with Benjamin Hills. 1989. June 6. The product
was launched in March. He is now working on a Tropical
Pudding. The company seems to be going downhill.
Product served at World Vegetarian Day in San
Francisco. 1990. Oct. 6. Note that Homestyle’s products are
now made by White Wave in their plant at 1990 N. 57th Ct.,
Boulder, Colorado.
5762. Product Name: Unisoy Gold Soya Milk (Enriched
with Calcium and Vitamins. Made with Organic Soya
Beans).
Manufacturer’s Name: Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate,
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire SK6 2RF,
England. Phone: 061-430-6329.
Date of Introduction: 1989 March.
Ingredients: Water, whole organic soya beans, pure apple
juice (Alar free), calcium, magnesium, emulsifier, lecithin,
vitamins B-12, A, and D-2.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for 0.42p (5/91, London).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 ml: Energy 45 kcal (calories), protein
3.3 gm, carbohydrate 4.1 gm, total fat 1.9 gm, saturated fat
0.25 gm, cholesterol 0.0 gm, calcium 95 mg, magnesium 20
mg, vitamin 53 mcg, vitamin D-2 0.03 mcg, vitamin B-12
0.6 mcg.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Neil Rabheru of
Unisoy. 1990. July 2. Followed by letter (fax) of July 9. This

product was launched in March 1989. It is a liquid (ready
to use, not concentrated) soyamilk enriched with minerals
(calcium, magnesium), and vitamins (A, D, B-12), made with
organic soya beans. It was developed to bridge the nutritional
gap between cow’s milk and soyamilk, and try to bring
the taste closer to cow’s milk. “This product is the closest
match to cow’s milk in terms of nutrition in the ready-to-use
form on the European market.” The level of vitamin B-12
was deliberately made higher than that of cow’s milk since
it can be difficult for people on non-dairy diets to obtain a
sufficient amount of this vitamin.
This new product, which led to the gradual phasing
out of the White Wave sweetened soya milk, has been
a phenomenal success for Unisoy. It was developed in
response to the hundreds of letters they used to get every
month asking about the calcium and vitamin content of
White Waves Soya Milk. Unisoy was the first company in
Europe to launch a ready-to-use, calcium-fortified soyamilk
for adults (not including infant formulas). [Note: Earlier
calcium fortified soymilks made in Europe for adults
included: Granose Soyagen (Powdered, 1967), Plamil Soya
Plantmilk (Concentrated, 1981), Semper Soja Dryck (Ready
to drink in plain and chocolate flavors, Jan. 1988)]. Alpro’s
calcium-fortified soymilk, which appeared on the UK market
in Jan. 1990, was developed in response to the success of
Unisoy Gold.
Label sent by Heather Paine of SoyaFoods in London.
1991. May. 3.75 by 3.5 by 1.25 inches. Tetra Brik carton.
Gold, black, red, and blue on light yellow. “Gold must be
shaken well before use. Non-dairy. Tea and coffee: Enjoy the
excellent taste of Gold in tea & coffee, by putting milk in the
cup first and allowing the beverage to cool slightly before
pouring. Refrigerate after opening. Use within 3 days of
opening.”
Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16.
The type(s) of calcium used to fortify this product is very
critical; Neil figured it out by himself. He uses a combination
of calcium types, and this is a trade secret, but neither is
calcium sulfate (which would cause coagulation) nor calcium
lactate (which would make the product non-vegan).
5763. AUSIMM–Auburn University Soybean Integrated
Management Model (Microcomputer software program).
1989. Dep. of Entomology, 301 Funchess Hall, Auburn
University, Auburn, AL 36849-5413. April. *
• Summary: AUSIMM is a model that predicts the
profitability of soybean management practices. It begins
with a file that ranks approximately 120 varieties according
to maturity group, relative productivity, and susceptibility to
nematodes and diseases. Potential yields of optimal varieties
are calculated given the location, soil type, planting date,
rotation, and pest histories of the field... The effectiveness
of any practice is compared to its cost. Address: Auburn,
Alabama. Phone: 205-826-5006 or 221-5006.
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5764. Product Name: Granose Sweet Sensation (Soy Ice
Cream) [Vanilla, Raspberry Ripple, Tutti Fruitti, Black
Cherry].
Manufacturer’s Name: Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer).
Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Howard Way, Newport Pagnell,
Buckinghamshire, MK16 9PY, England. Phone: (0908)
211311.
Date of Introduction: 1989 April.
Ingredients: Organic soya milk (water, dehulled organic
soya beans); raw can sugar; corn syrup; vegetable oil; vanilla
bean extract; emulsifier; vegetable mono-diglycerides;
Stabilisers: locust bean gum, guar gum, xanthan gum;
Natural colour: Annatto.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 750 gm paperboard box.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out and 4
Labels sent by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. In Jan.
1989 Granose’s entire factory and offices were moved
from Stanborough Park in Watford, to Howard Way in
Newport Pagnell. The frozen product, made by Genice
Ltd., was introduced in 1989. Label. 7.5 by 5 by 2.5 inches.
Paperboard box. Photo of product in a wavy-edged glass
next to fruit or flowers on front panel. The box background
is white printed with diagonal colored lines. “A delicious
non dairy frozen dessert, made with organic soya milk and
other natural ingredients.” Side panel: “Contains no artificial
colours or preservatives.” Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy.
1990. July 2. Much of Genice’s success comes from products
sold under brands other than its own.
Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb.
4 and 8. In April 1989 Sweet Sensation, another non-dairy
frozen dessert, was launched for Granose Foods in a 3/4 liter
pack composed of a rectangular plastic tub in a cardboard
sleeve, in 4 flavors–tutti fruitti, black cherry, raspberry
ripple, and vanilla. Genice made this product for Granose
before and after Granose was acquired by the Haldane
Group.
5765. Product Name: Mandarin Soyfoods Tofu Patties,
Tofu Patties with Cheese, or Garden Patties.
Manufacturer’s Name: Mandarin Enterprises Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 11031 Bridgeport Rd. #107,
Richmond, BC, V6X 3A2, Canada.
Date of Introduction: 1989 April.
Ingredients: Garden Patties: Tofu (organically grown
soybeans, water, magnesium chloride [purified nigari]),
soybean fibre [probably okara], soy grits, fresh onions, fresh
carrots, fresh celery, fresh green peppers, whole wheat flour,
sunflower oil, crushed tomatoes, sesame seeds, hydrolysed
plant protein, seasoning, sea salt, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 patties. 170 gm (6 oz).
Pinched ends box.

How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition: Garden Patties: Per 100 gm.: Calories 173,
protein 22.5 gm, carbohydrates 17.6 gm, fat 2.2 gm, dietary
fiber 3 gm, sodium 650 mg, potassium 300 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1989. April. “New.
Introducing... Mandarin patties. Three savory varieties.
Prepared with tofu and garden-fresh vegetables, Mandarin
Patties are ready to eat in just 5 minutes. So easy to prepare:
bake, broil or fry, pop in a pita, bagel, burrito, baste or
bar-b-que... Mandarin Enterprises has been making quality
soyfoods in Canada since 1976.” Shows color illustrations of
a patty in burger buns, and each of the three packages. Each
package contains 2 patties and has the name in French along
the bottom.
Soya Newsletter. 1989. May/June. p. 8.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, glossy color, front and back) sent
by Richard Rose from Natural Products Expo East. 1989.
Sept. “Introducing Mandarin Patties Three savory varieties:
Tofu Patties. Tofu Patties with Cheese. Garden Patties.” A
color illustration shows the front panel of each package.
Labels for all 3 products sent by Gerry Blanchard. 1992.
Jan. 22. 7 by 5.5 inches. Paperboard sleeve. Illustration of
a tofu burger with trimmings between buns, surrounded
by a tomato, green pepper, celery stalk, and sliced onion.
“Ready in 5 minutes. Prepared with tofu, savoury herbs
& vegetables. Cholesterol free. Microwaveable. Heat and
serve.” Called “Pâtés Jardinières” in French.
Two leaflets for all 6 Mandarin patties also sent. One
shows a huge illustration of a burger with the 6 packages
below it. The other shows the six packages lined up in a
typical produce case.
5766. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board
Newsletter. 1989. Soybean industry settles 1989 marketing
agreement. April. p. 1.
• Summary: “Representatives of Ontario’s soybean growers,
dealers and processors signed a marketing agreement for
the 1989 soybean crop year. The agreement establishes a
minimum pricing formula for Ontario soybeans and the
maximum fees charged to growers by dealers for handling
and drying the soybean crop. Ontario soybean prices are
based on international export markets.” Address: Chatham,
ONT, Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.
5767. Product Name: Rosewood Farms Tofu-Rella (Soy
Cheese with Casein) [Monterey Jack Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: Rosewood Products Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 738 Airport Blvd., Suite 6, Ann
Arbor, MI 48108. Phone: 313-665-2222.
Date of Introduction: 1989 April.
Ingredients: 51% real tofu, soy oil, casein*, sea salt, citric
acid, lecithin, natural flavor, guar gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
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New Product–Documentation: Photocopy of Label. 1989.
April. “The cheese alternative. No cholesterol. All natural.
*Casein is the protein in nonfat milk. It is free of cholesterol
and rennet and is what allows this product to be so similar to
cheese.”
5768. Product Name: [Jean de Preneuf Tofu Sausages
(With Boletus Mushrooms, Comté Cheese, Smoked
Salmon)].
Foreign Name: Jean de Preneuf Roulades de Tofu (Aux
Cèpes, Au Compté, Saumon).
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix,
42400 Saint-Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.24.42.
Date of Introduction: 1989 April.
Ingredients: Mushroom: Fresh tofu (water, soybeans*),
boletus mushrooms (3%), sunflowerseed oil, egg white,
wheat flour, spices, aromatics, salt. * = Organically grown
(Issu de l’agriculture biologique). Sauce: Tomato juice,
rapeseed oil, carrots, onions, white wine, spices and
aromatics, vinegar, starch, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 225 gm packet containing 4
sausages plus two 12-gm sachets of sauce.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 28 day shelf life.
Nutrition: Mushroom: Per 100 gm.: Protein 13.5%, lipids
10%, carbohydrates 2.8%, calories 648 Kj.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1988. Front and
back. 4 color with photo of mushroom sausage on front.
This line of 9 sausage products contains 3 groups: those
containing vegetables (13.5% protein), cheese (14% protein),
or seafoods (fruits de mer; 15% protein). Label. 1988,
undated. 2.5 by 8 inches long by 2 inches deep. Glossy card
stock, with 4-color printing. Photos on front and back of the
sausages with mushrooms or salmon. “New. With 2 packets
of sauce. Gourmet foods for your fitness (Le traiteur de votre
forme).” A very innovative concept with excellent packaging
and promotion. Letter from Bernard Storup. 1989. March 3.
These products are the same as Tofinelle but under a different
name for a different market. There are only three varieties,
and they will be launched in April 1989, at the same time
as three other lines (same products with other names and
packaging to come).
Note: In French, the term “traiteur” combines the
English terms “caterer” and “delicatessen,” but with more
of a gourmet, high class, and expensive feeling. It is very
prestigious to be a “traiteur.” However in this case there is
also the allusion to the French verb “traiter,” which means
“to treat or take care of.” The company is thus trying to say,
“We will take good care of your fitness with gourmet food.”
Spot in SoyaFoods. 1991. Spring. p. 5. “Tofu Roulades.”
They are packed in a barrier package that can “breathe” to
ensure natural preservation of the product. The company
name is given as “Jean de Preneuf.”

5769. Product Name: [Pasta with Tofu (Ravioli)].
Foreign Name: Pasta al Tofu (Ravioli).
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix,
42400 Saint-Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.24.42.
Date of Introduction: 1989 April.
Ingredients: Pasta: Whole hard wheat* semolina. Filling:
Tofu (water, soya*), whole hard wheat* semolina, Parmesan
cheese, tomato pulp*, fried onions, unrefined palm oil, spices
and aromatics, sea salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 258, protein 13 gm,
carbohydrate 38 gm, fat 6 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Bernard
Storup for Anthony Marrese. 1989. Nov. “This product was
launched in April 1989. The ravioli are made by another
company (a pasta company), but filled with our tofu.”Label.
1989. 3 by 5.5 inches. Green, red, brown, blue, and yellow
on white. Self adhesive. Illustration of an Italian villa. “Add
to 1.5 liters salted boiling water and cook for 15 minutes.”
The Nature et Progres logo is shown.
5770. Product Name: [Thai Spring Rolls {With Tofu}].
Foreign Name: Thailande Soynem.
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix,
42400 Saint-Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.24.42.
Date of Introduction: 1989 April.
Ingredients: Rice cakes, sunflowerseed oil. Filling:
Tofu (water, soya* 20%), carrot, onion, black Chinese
mushrooms, rice vermicelli, soy sauce. * = Organically
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 160 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out for Anthony
Marrese by Bernard Storup. 1989. Nov. The product was
launched in April 1989.
Label. 1989. 3 by 5.35 inches. Red, green, black, orange,
yellow, and blue on white. Illustration of a Thai-like wooden
sailing vessel in front of a large sun and palm trees. “The
soya epicure/gourmand.” Nem is the Vietnamese word for
“Spring Roll.”
5771. Product Name: Tempeh Barbecue.
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1990 North 57th Court, Boulder,
CO 80301. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1989 April.
Ingredients: Soy tempeh (cultured soybeans, water),
tomato paste, soy oil, honey, soy sauce, water, molasses,
concentrated lemon juice, onion powder, granulated
garlic, spices, salt. Our soybeans are organically grown in
accordance with Section 26569.11 of the California Health
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and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Steve Demos.
1989. May 13. These tempeh products were introduced in
April 1989. Talk with Lon Stromnes. 1989. May 15. Clarifies
names. The White Wave booth, with all its new products and
T-shirts, was the hit of the NFM show at Anaheim last April.
Label. 1989. April. Black, white, and yellow on red. “All the
sizzle... None of the steak.”
Soya Newsletter. 1989. May/June. p. 8.
5772. Product Name: Whole Grain Mix (Organic Extruded
Soybeans and Whole Grains).
Manufacturer’s Name: Wysong Medical Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1880 N. Eastman, Midland, MI
48640. Phone: 517-631-0009.
Date of Introduction: 1989 April.
Ingredients: Organically grown whole soybeans, quinoa,
amaranth, flax seed, brown rice, wild rice. Stabilized with
Wysong Oxherphol (a natural antioxidant consisting of
vitamin E tocopherols and botanical extracts of rosemary,
cloves and sage).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 20 oz.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with David Singsank
of Wysong in Michigan. 1989. March. 17. Though
soybeans are the predominant ingredient, there are roughly
equal amount of all ingredients. Spot with photo in Food
Engineering. 1989. May. “Nutritional supplements from soy
offered.”
5773. Product Name: Westbrae Oriental Style Dressings
[Lemon & Spice, Oriental Orange, Sesame, Sesame (No salt
added)].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 91-1181, Commerce,
CA 90091. Phone: (213) 722-1692.
Date of Introduction: 1989 May.
Ingredients: Lemon & Spice: Water, honey, expeller
pressed canola oil, grain vinegar, sea salt, egg yolk, miso
(soy bean paste), xanthan gum (vegetable gum), garlic*,
onion*, lemon peel*, lemon juice concentrate, lemon oil,
spices, celery seeds, poppy seeds, natural flavors. * = Dried.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 fl. oz. in tall-neck glass
bottles.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Westbrae sell sheet and
new product announcement. 1989. May. “Available May 1.”
The “Oriental Style Lemon & Spice” uses miso as the 7th
ingredient. All oils are expeller canola oil.
5774. Bhardwaj, H.L.; Bhagsari, A.S. 1989. Harvest index,
yield, and physiological characteristics of soybean as related

to seed size. Soybean Genetics Newsletter 16:133-36. May.
[4 ref]
• Summary: “Harvest index (HI) influences economic yield
more than any other yield determining plant trait. Donald and
Hamblin (1976) have reviewed the history of the concept of
harvest index and also the relationship of biological yield and
HI and concluded that HI may be used as a criterion for the
evaluation of cereal crops. Significant correlations have been
observed between HI and yield of field crops (Schapaugh
and Wilcox, 1980; Singh and Stoskopf, 1971). The objective
of this study was to evaluate soybean germplasm differing
in seed size for harvest index, yield, leaf area index, and
phytomass.” Address: Agricultural Research Station, Fort
Valley State Univ., Fort Valley, Georgia 31030.
5775. Product Name: [Taifun Sprout Tofu {With Mung
Bean Sprouts}].
Foreign Name: Taifun Sprossen-Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Life Food.
Manufacturer’s Address: Stuehlinger Strasse 9, D-7800
Freiburg, West Germany. Phone: 0761/50 61 55.
Date of Introduction: 1989 May.
Ingredients: Tofu (Made from organically-grown
soybeans), organically grown mung beans, herb salt, parsley.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm poly bag. Retails for
DM 3.60.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. 4 by 2.5 inches. Green, black, and red
on light green. Refrigerate at 2-7ºC. The now make 50 kg/
week. Marrese notes that the sprouts are mung bean sprouts,
lightly cooked, with spices.
Letter from Klaus Kempff of Life Food. 1990. June.
The company does not sprout real soybeans. This address is
correct.
5776. Product Name: Sunrise Iced Yoghert (Non-Dairy
Frozen Dessert) [Black Cherry, or Strawberry].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soya Health Foods, Ltd.
(Marketer). Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit 4, Guinness Road, Trafford
Park, Manchester M17 1AU, England.
Date of Introduction: 1989 May.
Ingredients: Unsweetened organic soya yoghert, raw
cane sugar, glucose syrup, vegetable oil, soya milk, black
cherries, emulsifier (vegetable mono-diglyceride), stabilisers
(guar gum, locust bean gum, xanthan gum), natural colour
(beetroot red), natural black cherry flavour.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label (paperboard sleeve
that fits over package) sent by Leah Leneman of Edinburgh,
Scotland. 1993. Sept. 4. 6 by 12.5 inches. Cherry red, pink,
green, bright red, and yellow on white. A photo shows a
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frosted dish filled with 4 scoops of this soy-based frozen
yogurt, topped with 2 cherries. Taste test by Leah Leneman.
“Dreadful.” Note: This may be the world’s first soy-based
frozen yogurt.
Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb.
10. This is a non-dairy soy-based frozen yogurt–resembling
ice cream. It was first launched in May 1989, made by
Genice, in black cherry and strawberry flavors.
5777. Product Name: Maranellis Ice Supreme (Non-Dairy
Soy Ice Cream Sweetened with Apple Juice) [Vanilla,
Chocolate, Raspberry Ripple].
Manufacturer’s Name: Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Ltd.
(Marketer). Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate,
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire SK6 2RF,
England. Phone: 061-430-6329.
Date of Introduction: 1989 May.
Ingredients: Vanilla (1994): Organic soya milk, apple juice,
vegetable oil, cocoa powder, guar gum, locust bean gum,
vegetable mono-diglyceride.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml rectangular plastic tub.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 100 ml.: Energy 86.0 calories, carbohydrate
10.8 gm, fat 4.6 gm, protein 1.6 gm.
New Product–Documentation: SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe).
1990. 1(1):3. Made with fresh organic soya milk and
sweetened with pure apple juice. Manufacturer’s leaflet (8.5
by 11 inches, full-color). 1990. “Maranellis Ice Supreme.”
A photo shows a long-stemmed glass chock full of soy ice
cream topped with 2 red raspberries and a wedge of wafer.
Text lauds the product as innovative and delicious. “Made
from the very best ingredients, Ice Supreme tastes every
bit as good as top quality dairy ice cream. With the flavour,
taste and smooth texture of Ice Supreme, you will be amazed
to find that it is a Non-Dairy product... Supported by an
extensive consumer advertising campaign... You can’t stock
them all, but there’s got to be room for the best.” Color
photos show the front panel of the label for each flavor. The
photo on the leaflet appears on the right side of each label.
Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1990. July 2.
Followed by letter (fax) of July 9. This product was launched
in May 1989. The Raspberry Ripple is a vanilla base rippled
with raspberry puree. “This product broke ground on three
fronts compared to products available on the market at the
time it was introduced: 1. It was made with fresh soya milk
as opposed to soya isolates; 2. It was made with organic
soya milk; 3. It was sweetened with pure fruit juice (apple).”
Previous manufacturers had used isolates because they did
not know how to make soymilk with a high protein levels.
Even today, all the soy ice creams in the UK are made from
soya isolates. Unisoy makes a special rich soymilk used
specially for making their ice cream. He developed the
product as if it were a protein-rich sorbet.

Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16.
The manufacture of this product has been transferred from
Unisoy to Genice. The Haldane Foods Group has about 99%
of the soy ice cream market in the UK.
Health Food Business (UK). 1992. May. p. 33. “Frozen
Desserts. Maranelli’s: Maranelli’s Soya Supreme (organic)
available in Chocolate, Raspberry Ripple and Vanilla
Wobbler, all with a rrp [or RRP = recommended retail price]
of £1.25 for 500ml, trade price £4.80 for 6 x 500ml. Made
with organic soya milk and sweetened with apple juice, nondairy and suitable for vegans.”
Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 4
and 8. In 1987 Genice began to work with Unisoy to develop
Maranellis Ice Supreme (before Unisoy was acquired by
Haldane). The product was launched in May 1989 in a
½-liter format, sweetened with fruit juice, in 3 flavors–
raspberry ripple, vanilla, and chocolate. The product was
made from fresh soya milk, delivered to Genice by Unisoy.
Labels (Vanilla, Chocolate) sent by Genice Foods
Ltd. 1994. Feb. 18. 5.25 by 3.5 inches. Fits in the lid of a
rectangular plastic tub. Chocolate flavor: Orange, red, white,
and black on chocolate brown and yellow. Photo of a coneshaped stemmed glass filled with ice cream, topped with
nuts and a wafer wedge. “Alar free. Made with organic soya
milk.” UPC indicia.
5778. Akwarius Almere. 1989. Akwarius prijs en bestelboek:
Natuurvoedingsprodukten [Catalog and price list. AprilJune]. P.O. Box 50070, 1305 AL Almere, The Netherlands.
77 p. [Dut]
• Summary: Akwarius is a larger importer and distributor
of natural food products. They have worked in this field
since 1971, and have a strong interest in macrobiotic and
anthroposophical foods. Contents (p. 2). Philosophy and
function (p. 3). Beverages (p. 7): Sojamelk naturel and
Bonsoy, Provamel Sojadrink (4 flavors in 500 ml and 4
flavors in 1 liter sizes), Provamel Soja dessert (puddings; 5
flavors in 525 gm and 1 flavor in 1050 gm).
Manna sweeteners (p. 12): Amasake drink in 350 and
700 gm sizes, and rice koji. Note that Akwarius imports and
distributes large line of Manna-brand macrobiotic products
from Muso in Japan. Manna vegetable protein products (p.
21): Dried tofu (non-organic). Bonsoy soymilk, Seitan, and
three types of dried wheat gluten (fu). Manna Soy Sauces
(Sojasausen, p. 21): shoyu (B = biological or organically
grown, and NB = not biological, i.e. non-organic), and tamari
(non-organic).
Witte Wonder (p. 22): Seitan, Tofu Spread (in paprika,
garlic, celery, dill, mushroom, and pepper flavors, 220 gm
sizes, all organic), Tofu in Sauces (peanut, curry-pineapple,
and tomato flavors, 340 gm, organic), Tofunaise (plain
and lemon flavors), Tofu Dressing (Italian, garden herbs,
Mexican, and plain flavors).
Yakso (p. 23): Seitan, Tempeh Spreads (in Indonesian
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poesta and doeloe flavors), Temmo (round tempeh burger,
deep fried then marinated, ¼ inch thick, sold 5 in a glass jar),
Soyaroma (tempeh spread like butter), Sweet Indonesianstyle soy sauce (Ketjap manis), Tofu Spreads (cream cheese
consistency, in salsa, dill, green, shallot, and pommodore
[apple?] flavors), Tofu Mayonnaise (Sojanaise), Smoked
tofu (paprika, mushroom, and celery flavors in 170 gm wide
mouth glass jars).
Akwarius soybeans and soybean meal/flour (p. 27-28,
35, organic). Manna Pasta (p. 28): Soya macaroni. Manna
black soybeans from Hokkaido (p. 35; 350 gm, nonorganic). Manna Tekka Condiment (p. 44), Manna soynuts
(Sojanootjes, p. 45, 3 flavors). Lima soyadrink (p. 47).
Manna Miso (Sojapasta; p. 48): Brown rice miso
(organic and non-organic), young rice miso (non-organic),
barley miso (organic and non-organic), natto miso (nonorganic), soybean miso (non-organic), instant miso soup
(with and without fish, non-organic), instant miso soup with
tofu. Manna sea vegetables (p. 49).
Note 1. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen that mentions soynuts, which it calls Sojanootjes.
Note 2. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Sept. 2013) that mentions soy cream cheese. Address:
Almere, Netherlands. Phone: 03240-20800.
5779. Benard, Marc. 1989. Celnat: La longue marche d’un
entrepreneur Celnat: The long march of an entrepreneur
[Robert Celle]. Compas (Le) (France) No. 46. p. 8-12. June.
[Fre]
• Summary: This is an interview with the founder of Celnat,
a company in Blavozy, France, that processes soybeans and
sells soymilk and soymilk desserts. He became interested
in macrobiotics in 1976. His family business, Les Moulins
Celle, had existed on the banks of the Loire since 1834. His
own business name comes from that of his family. It began
operation in 1979. In 1988 it had a turnover of 22 million
French francs, using only organically grown grains and
oilseeds, including soybeans. Contains a detailed discussion
of the company’s equipment.
Organic certification organizations include (1) Unitrab
= Union Nationale Interprofessionnelle de l’Agriculture
Biologique. (2) Cinab = Comité Interprofessionnel National
de l’Agriculture Biologique. (3) Nature et Progres.
5780. Brown, Peter J. 1989. Organic soybeans: Filling a
farmer’s need and a market demand. Soya Newsletter (Bar
Harbor, Maine). May/June. p. 1, 3-6.
• Summary: A Soyatech survey indicates that nearly 11,000
acres of organic soybeans were planted last year, yielding
415,200 bu (24.9 million lb), or 38 bu/acre, and worth nearly
$4 million. Some organic farmers feel these figures are too
low. They estimate 30,000 acres, with yields averaging
50 bu/acre and a total value of $10-$15 million a year. No
official statistics are available from USDA’s Low Input/

Sustainable Agriculture (LISA) research and education
program, according to director Neill Schaller, largely
because the market is so small. A summary of LISA’s work
and results is given. The states producing the largest amounts
of organic soybeans are Iowa, Nebraska, Illinois, Indiana,
and Minnesota. Most of these beans end up in tofu or
soymilk. Soyatech estimates that 17.5% of the 74.8 million
lb of soybeans used to make popular low-tech soyfoods for
consumption in the USA in 1989 were organically grown,
and that 53% of this organic crop will end up in soyfoods.
Many brokers could sell more if they had more. Dan Burke
of Pacific Soybean and Grain in San Francisco notes that in
the mid-1980s interest in organic soybeans began to decline,
but it has risen during the past 18 months, and especially
during the past 6 months. Minnesota has led the way in
setting organic standards, which include a 3-year chemicalfree requirement.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2020) that
mentions LISA, USDA’s Low Input / Sustainable Agriculture
program.
5781. Product Name: [Natto].
Foreign Name: Nattô.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natto Future Food.
Manufacturer’s Address: Tourslaan 35, 5627 KW
Eindhoven, Netherlands. Phone: 31 040-415257.
Date of Introduction: 1989 June.
Ingredients: Soybeans (organically grown), water, Bacillus
subtilis culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 gm plastic tub (free of
PVC).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Frans M.G.
van der Steen, founder and owner. 1991. Nov. 24. He is a
small manufacturer of natto. Letter, label, photo of product,
and brochure sent by Frans M.G. van der Steen. 1991. Dec.
22. He started making natto and selling it commercially on
14 June 1989. He got interested because macrobiotic friends
asked him to make natto after he had been making tempeh
for a while. At that time, the only way to get natto was to
buy it frozen at a Japanese grocery store in Amsterdam–60
miles away. A year later he found a natural food distributor
for his natto, but sales were too slow, so after a year he
stopped distributing the product. Frans now makes natto in
his home and sells about 10 kg/week. Recently Frans found
a “new” market: the Japanese grocer in Amsterdam. Now
Japanese people in Holland have become his best customers.
He is presently investigating the possibility of exporting his
natto to Dusseldorf, Germany, where approximately 15,000
Japanese live.
Label. 4.5 by 3.5 by 1 inch. Green on white. Thick
glossy paper sleeve. Illustration of green grasses–somewhat
resembling bamboo. “Natto is rich in protein and completely
free of lactose and cholesterol. Combined with rice, natto is
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a product rich in protein of the best quality and can replace
meat, fish and dairy products. Contains no additives.” The
6-panel brochure (copyright 1991) in Dutch tells about natto
and gives 6 recipes.
5782. Welters, Sjon. 1989. Soyfoods in Europe: Influenced
by a colonial past. Soya Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine).
May/June. p. 1, 12-15. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a historical overview of the introduction
of soyfoods to Europe since 1945. The Indonesians who
immigrated to the Netherlands after World War II played a
major role in introducing soyfoods (especially tofu, tempeh,
and a sweet soy sauce called ketjap) to that country and to
Europe. Ketjap was the most popular soyfood in Indonesia.
Asian immigrants started small manufacturing companies,
restaurants, and importing companies (such as Conimex and
Heuschen Schrouff). The macrobiotic movement also played
a key role in introducing soyfoods, especially soy sauce,
miso, and tofu. In Belgium, the Gevaert family founded
Lima and began to make miso on a large scale, but a fire and
other financial problems soon forced them to close the plant.
Only recently have they started to make miso again.
During the 1970s, especially in Belgium and the
Netherlands, inspired by the macrobiotic movement and
with information from books by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, a new
generation of non-Asian tofu makers emerged. “The first
tofu shop in Europe owned and operated by non-Orientals
was Manna Natuurvoeding. Opened in Amsterdam in 1977,
Manna was a macrobiotic manufacturer, distributor, and
retailer run by a non-profit foundation. Soon after opening,
Manna was visited by entrepreneurs from Germany, England,
Portugal, Denmark, France, Sweden, Austria, and Italy,
hoping to learn about making tofu.”
During the early 1980s, tempeh was rediscovered.
“Yakso Farms in the Netherlands was one of the first nonOriental companies to produce tempeh, made from organic
soybeans, and to process it into spreads, paté, sauces, and
marinated products.”
In the mid-1980s the focus shifted from production
to marketing and to second-generation soyfoods. Most
European soyfoods are made with organic soybeans.
Address: President, Craft International Consultants, 21
Wetherbee St., Acton, Massachusetts 01720. Phone: 617264-9511.
5783. Product Name: Organic Tofu Salad Dressing [Ranch,
and Bleu].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc. (MarketerDistributor). Made in Vashon, Washington, by Island Sping.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1989 June.
Ingredients: Bleu: Soybean oil, water, organic tofu (Water,
soybeans, calcium sulfate, glucono delta lactone), bleu

cheese, vinegar, grape juice, salt, modified whey solids,
spices, xanthan gum (a natural food fiber), garlic powder. No
more, No less.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 fluid oz (355 ml).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 tablespoon: Calories 60, protein 1 gm,
carbohydrates 2 gm, fat 5 gm, sodium 120 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Lon Stromnes.
1989. May 15. These are due out June 1. Labels sent by Lon.
1989, Nov. 8.75 by 3.5 inches. Full-color illustration of uncut
vegetables against a pastel background. “Cholesterol free.
Nothing artificial. Keep refrigerated.”
5784. Product Name: Meatless Healthy Franks (Tofu Hot
Dogs).
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1990 North 57th Court, Boulder,
CO 80301. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1989 June.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (water, organic soybeans, calcium
sulfate and nigari [magnesium chloride]), soy oil, wheat
gluten, egg white, tapioca starch, wheat germ, soy sauce
(water, soybeans, whole wheat, salt), dried yeast, natural
liquid hickory smoke, garlic powder, spices, natural flavor,
beet powder, oleoresin paprika for color.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz package, 12 per case,
retails for about $3.09 (7/89).
How Stored: Refrigerated, 60 day shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Steve Demos.
1989. May 13. This product will be officially launched in
June, but they have been in interstate sales to protect their
trademark. The use of the word “franks” was approved in
writing by the FDA. They have enormous advanced sales,
and they have done a lot of test marketing and sold a little
to health food stores. Leaflet. 1989. April. “Introducing:
Meatless Healthy Franks.” Shows label. Both retail and foodservice packs are available. Shelf life is 60 days at 38-40ºF.
White Wave News. 1990. 3(3):1. June. “Healthy Frank
meets nefarious Mr. Puppette.” A humorous portrayal of the
product and its competition. Healthy Franks are packaged
in state-of-the-art six color packaging. “Special Note: White
Wave will not use Carmine, a coloring agent used to achieve
a heat-stable red hot dog. Carmine appears on labels as
‘Natural Color’ and is made from cochineal (a small red
insect similar to a mealybug). Don’t be misled by the red.
Challenge any suppliers of heat- stable-red hot dogs about
their coloring.”
Talk with Lon Stromnes. 1993. April 14. This product
is coming out in an improved formulation with much better
texture.
5785. American Soybean Assoc. 1989. Computer
management aids available to soybean farmers. P.O. Box
27300, St. Louis, MO 63141. 28 p. July 1. [21 ref]
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• Summary: Gives detailed descriptions (1 page each) of 25
computer software programs available to soybean farmers,
and developed by universities and agricultural experiment
stations nationwide. The programs are divided into the
following 7 categories: Soybean production–general (6
programs). Soybean variety selection (7). Soybean weed
control (7). Soybean insect control (2). Soybean irrigation
(1). Erosion control (1). Soybean marketing (1). Address: St.
Louis, Missouri. Phone: 314-432-1600.
5786. Product Name: [Avita Whole Dry Soybeans, and
Small Soybeans (Regular or Large)].
Foreign Name: Avita Sojabonen, Soja Boontjes (Groot).
Manufacturer’s Name: Avita.
Manufacturer’s Address: Netherlands.
Date of Introduction: 1989 July.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans.
New Product–Documentation: Natufood Catalog. 1989.
July/Sept. p. 33, 35.
5787. Coffey, Rory. 1989. Lupins as an energy-rich protein
source for feed and food. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989.
Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable Protein
Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs.
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p.
See p. 410-14.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Lupin
consumption and usage. Dehulled lupin. Human
consumption: Lupin concentrate, miso soup, lupin tempeh,
lupin flour.
Miso soup: Although about 200,000 tons of soybeans
are used each year in Japan to make miso soup, there is
a problem with oxidation, which causes discoloring. The
Shinshu Research Institute has investigated the use of
lupins as a substitute for soybeans in an attempt to solve
this problem. Oxidation does not occur with lupins and to
date results have been encouraging. Table 8 shows a sensory
evaluation of the two types of miso (high score is more
favorable): Color–Lupin 12, soy 0; Taste–Lupin 10, soy 2;
Aroma–Lupin 7, soy 5; Texture–Lupin 6, soy 6.
Lupin tempeh: In 1986 an Indonesian company began to
investigate the feasibility of using lupins as a substitute for
soybeans in making tempeh–with the assistance of the Grain
Pool of Western Australia and R. Yu of the Victorian Food
Research Institute. Despite some problems at the beginning,
the efforts by all 3 parties have proved successful and the
Indonesian company is now using a significant tonnage of
lupins to make tempeh.
Lupin flour: In 1987, the Grain Pool initiated an
evaluation of lupin flour in human food products.
Lupins have been grown and used in Western Australia
for over 30 years. After extensive genetic engineering, the
composition of the present day varieties is far superior to
those grown originally. Over 90% of the lupins grown in

Western Australia, and all that are available for export, are
varieties from the species Lupinus angustifolius, a sweet,
white, narrow leaf lupin.
In terms of world lupin production in 1985, Australia
has the largest area (606,000 ha), followed by the USSR
(280,000), and Europe (148,000). In the USSR and Eastern
Europe much of the lupins are grown for forage or green
manure; not much grain is harvested. A photo shows R.
Coffey. Address: Grain Pool of Western Australia, Grain
Pool Bldg., 172 St. George’s Terrace, Perth 6000, Western
Australia, Australia.
5788. Hill, Lowell D.; Patterson, M.G. 1989. Handling,
shipping, and storage of oilseeds and meals to meet world
market quality requirements. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed.
1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable
Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs.
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p.
See p. 31-36. Contains 13 charts and graphs. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Quality
determines value. Purposes of grades and standards. Quality
attributes important to processors. Soybean processors.
Corn wet milling. Corn dry milling. Feed processing. Grain
quality problems. Acknowledgements. A photo shows one of
the authors. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics, 305
Mumford Hall, 1301 W. Gregory Dr., Urbana, Illinois 61801.
5789. Product Name: Grilled Tofu in Peanut Sauce, or
Grilled Tofu in Black Bean Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jaclyn’s Food Products, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1314, Cherry Hill, NJ
08034. Phone: 609-983-2560.
Date of Introduction: 1989 July.
Ingredients: Peanut Sauce: Organically grown brown rice,
tofu (organically grown soybeans, purified water, nigari,
calcium sulfate), peanuts, green beans, carrots, corn, onions,
peanut oil (non-hydrogenated), tamari, garlic, rice syrup,
sea salt, sesame seed oil (lightly roasted), natural herbs and
spices. Ingredients for the second recipe are identical except
that Black Beans are used in place of peanuts.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10.75 oz box, 6 per case.
Retails for about $3.09–$3.66 each.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 10.75 oz. serving: Calories 270, protein 19
gm, carbohydrate 44 gm, fat 9 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium
145 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1989. April.
“Jaclyn’s microwaveable frozen dinners.” Shows both
packages and lists all ingredients. “Jaclyn’s Food Products,
Inc. was begun about one year ago [4/88?] to develop
and market natural foods products for health and natural
foods stores. They are sold exclusively through health food
distributors.
Soya Newsletter. 1989. May/June. p. 8. Contact Robert
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Savar. Microwaveable. Tardosky. 1989. Whole Foods. Nov.
p. 50. They are natural TV dinners. Both come with a side
order of organic brown rice and a vegetable medley. The
dinners were developed by a five star chef says company
president Robert Savar.
Label. 1989. 7.5 by 6 by 1.25 inch deep paperboard box.
Brown, black, light blue and dark blue on pinkish tan. Front
panel has a color photo of the meal. “All natural. Cholesterol
free. Dairy free. High fiber. Reduced calories. Reduced
sodium. Heat and serve in your oven or microwave.”
Soyfoods Center product evaluation. 1990. Feb. 12-13. Both
entrees contain frozen tofu with a chewy texture. The black
bean sauce is nice. The peanut sauce could be much better.
5790. Product Name: [Taifun Hijiki Tofu].
Foreign Name: Taifun Hijiki-Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Life Food.
Manufacturer’s Address: Robert-Bunsen-Strasse 6,
D-7800 Freiburg, West Germany. Phone: 0761/50 61 55.
Date of Introduction: 1989 July.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic), hijiki sea vegetable. Marinade:
Natural soy sauce, shiitake mushrooms, kombu, ginger,
coriander, and smoke (from birch and juniper).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. March 22. 3 by 2.25 inches. Green, black,
yellow, and red on white. Refrigerate at 2-7ºC. The now
make 10 kg/week.
5791. Natufood B.V. 1989. Prijs-bestelboek [Natufood price
list and catalog, July-Sept. 1989]. Fahrenheitstraat 18, 3840
BN Harderwijk, Netherlands. 73+ p. [Dut]
• Summary: This catalog of a Dutch natural foods distributor
lists the farming method (organic or not), wholesale and
retail prices for each product: Page 8: Witte Wonder tofu
spreads (mushroom, chili, green peppercorn, garlic, paprika,
celery), Lima Limapast contains sunflower seeds, miso, and
soy flour. Page 30. Joannusmolen roasted soy flour.
Note. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that contains the term “roasted soy flour.”
Page 31. Natufood defatted soy flour (sifted). Ad for
the Vetara line of ready-to-eat foods, many of which contain
TVP. Page 33. Avita soybeans (Avita Natufood’s organic
food line). Natufood soybeans. Ad from Nutricia for canned
powdered infant foods. Nutri-Soja complete infant food
based on soy. Nutri-Soja Plus based on soy for infants
that have been weaned. Page 34. Nutricia infant formulas:
Nutrisoja in 400 gm or 1000 gm and Nutrisoja-Plus in
900 gm. Page 35. Avita little soybeans (regular and large,
organic).
Page 36. Witte Wonder soybeans in tomato sauce. Ad
for Vetara organic tofu, which is produced by HeuschenSchrouff B.V. in a completely new facility under extremely

sanitary conditions. It is made with organic soybeans with
a natural coagulant (Serempi) in the traditional way. “Best
quality, lowest price.” The product label (250 gm) is shown.
Page 37. Refrigerated miso products made in Europe. Lima
barley miso and rice miso, both unpasteurized. Page 38.
Meat replacers. Seitan is sold by Vetara, Witte Wonder,
Yakso, and Manna. Vetara herb tofu, Napolitan tofu, rice
tofu, bali tofu, rames tofu, rames tempeh, Tjap Tjoy.
Witte Wonder tofu in curry/pineapple sauce, and in peanut
sauce. Ad for Vetara vegetarian burgers, frankfurters, and
schnitzels.
Page 39. Soya meat replacers and vegetarian mixes:
Lists 11 Vetara products based on or containing TVP
(textured soy flour) or HVP (hydrolyzed vegetable protein).
Nutana meat replacers (9 products). Jonathan natural tofu.
Cenovis and Huegli bouillon tablets (14 types, probably
contain miso). [Sjon Welters adds that Huegli, a multimillion dollar Swiss food company, owns a major part of
Natufood B.V.]. Western bouillons (Miso): Lima barley
and rice misos. Heiwa Hatcho miso and instant miso soup.
Huegli ad.
Page 42. Vegetarian refrigerated products: Vetara
smoked tofu, natural tofu (EKO mark), saté tofu, vetaburgers
with pineapple, with cheese & onion, natuburgers.
Soyadrinks and desserts: Provamel (8 drinks and 6 desserts
[puddings]). Lima (3 drinks).
Page 43. Seasonings: Vetara sweet soy sauce (Ketjap
zoet). Yakso sweet soy sauce (Ketjap manis). Soy sauce.
Lima shoyu (orange label) and tamari (blue label). Heiwa
shoyu and tamari. Vetara shoyu. Page 44. Witte Wonder
organic tofu dressings (Italian, Mexican, Garden herbs, or
Natural). Mayonnaise and Tofunaise: Witte Wonder organic
tofunaise (regular or with lemon).
Page 52. A. Vogel products: Vogel Sojaforce. Page 67.
Natufood non-organic soynuts (natural, paprika, curry, or
onion). A photo of the soynuts is given at the bottom of
the page. Page 69. Non-organic soynuts in bulk (same 4
flavors as page 67). Page 73. Bulk defatted soy four, and
soybeans (organic or non-organic). Ad for Vetara Vegetable
Bouillon, which probably contains soy. Address: Harderwijk,
Netherlands. Phone: 03410-23240.
5792. Product Name: [Vetara Vegetarian Refrigerated
Products: Vetara Smoked Tofu, Natural Tofu (organic EKO
mark, or non-organic), Saté Tofu, Vetaburgers (Plain, With
Pineapple, With Cheese & Onion), Natuburgers, Frankfurter
Sausages, Wiener Sausages, Saté (Without Sauce), and
Schnitzel].
Foreign Name: Vetara Vegetarische Koelprodukten:
Vetara Tofu Gerookt, Tofu Naturel (EKO mark, or nonorganic), Saté Tofu, Vetaburgers (Plain, Ananas, Kaas-Ui),
Natuburgers, Frankfurter Worstjes, Wiener Worstjes, Saté
(Zonder Saus), Schnitzel.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natufood B.V.
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Manufacturer’s Address: Fahrenheitstraat 18, 3840 BN
Harderwijk, Netherlands.
Date of Introduction: 1989 July.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Natufood Catalog. 1989.
July/Sept. p. 42.
5793. Product Name: Tofu Life Naturally Smoked Tofu.
Renamed Tofu Life Original in about 1994.
Manufacturer’s Name: North Coast Finest Inc. Renamed
North Coast Distributors in July 1993.
Manufacturer’s Address: Soquel, California.
Date of Introduction: 1989 July.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, shoyu (a soy sauce), fresh
ginger, garlic, herbs and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Vacuum packed. Retails for
$1.66 for 0.30 lb (5/92 Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Open Sesame in Lafayette, California. 1992.
May 1. 2.5 by 1.5 inches. Blue letters on white. Self
adhesive. “Naturally smoked. No artificial ingredients, no
colorings, no liquid smoke flavoring.” Packed on April 30.
Sell by June 9. Tried to phone company on 4 May 1992 but
two phones numbers were no longer in service: 408-4621634, and 408-763-1441.
Talk with Hanan Onn. 1992. Dec. 10. His company
started making smoked tofu in Soquel in about July 1989.
He purchased his tofu from Buddy Hamel of Clearway.
In Oct. 1991 he moved the company to 381-P Pine St. in
Watsonville, California. Then in June 1992 he moved to his
present location at 2655 Cloverdale, Concord, California.
Phone: 510-798-4393 or 510-944-0599. His name is Israeli
and he belongs to a Kibbutz in Israel. The Kibbutz, which
now makes fruit juices, is looking to diversify into new food
products and may consider soyfoods.
Call from Onn. 1993. April 13. He is planning to
relocate his business making smoked tofu in Benicia.
Call from Onn. 1994. July 14. About a year ago he
changed the company name to North Coast Distributors. He
is now located at 1717 Solano Way, Concord, CA 94520.
Phone: 510-798-4393. He is disappointed that Buddy Hamel
of Clearway started making smoked tofu like his last year.
He started making his own tofu 1 month ago. He hopes to
introduce a new Tofu Pâté soon.
Product with Label purchased at Diablo Foods in
Lafayette, California. 1997. May 28. New label: 3.5 x
5 inches. Red, brown, green, and black on white. One
illustration on the front panel shows a cornucopia at the base
of a vertical sheaf of grain. Another shows three soybean
leaves and two pods. The border is bamboo. “No artificial
ingredients. The gourmet alternative for meat and cheese.
Firm.” 6 oz vacuum pack retails for $2.99. Label copyright
by NCD 1995. Chof-K kosher pending. Note: The company

is now located in Benicia but the label says Concord.
Product with new label, leaflet, and sandwich brought to
Soyfoods Center by Hanan Onn. 2006. Feb. 14. Ingredients:
Organically grown soybeans, water, natural calcium sulfate
(natural hardening agent), shoyu (water, wheat, soybeans,
salt), fresh ginger, garlic, lemon juice, herbs and spices.
Contains 15-18 gm of protein per 100 gm of tofu. 50-55 days
shelf life unopened and refrigerated. Soyfoods Center taste
test: Flavor, texture, aroma: All 10. Among the smoked tofu
types, the best sellers are: (1) Original. (2) Lemon-Garlic. (3)
Hot Teriyaki. All are now priced at $2.99 at Whole Foods.
5794. Product Name: Sweet Indulgence Cakes (Frozen,
European-style layer cakes): Lemon Almond Mousse Cake,
Carob Walnut Torte, Carob Apricot Torte, Zesty Orange
Cream Cake, Carrot Cream Cake, Carob Walnut Torte, Carob
Mousse Cake. Breakfast Cakes: Fruitty Pound Cake, and
Carrot Spice Cake.
Manufacturer’s Name: Now & Zen.
Manufacturer’s Address: Office: 1838 Golden Gate Ave.,
San Francisco, CA 94115. Bakery: 15th Ave. Baking Co.,
1401 Irving St., San Francisco, CA 94122. Phone: 415-5635099 OF. 415-753-6208 Bakery.
Date of Introduction: 1989 July.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Carol Harvey. 1990.
City Sports. June. p. 66, 68. Talk with Miyoko Nishimoto.
1990. June 4. Miyoko grew up in America and majored in
philosophy at St. John’s College in Annapolis, Maryland.
She started her business in San Francisco in July 1989. She
makes the products at a bakery and sells them all herself.
She has a line of 6 European-style layer cakes, and a line of
two loaf-type cakes. The former are made from both tofu and
okara, while the latter contain no tofu, only okara used as a
flour substitute. She buys her tofu from Quong Hop; she used
to buy from Wildwood. The tofu is firm nigari tofu made
with organically grown soybeans. She uses a Cuisinart to
puree the tofu and it takes much too long. The cake layers are
all make from okara, and the creams, fillings, and frostings
are made from tofu. She has a brochure describing the
products. She has gotten a lot of media coverage, incl. San
Francisco Focus (March 1990). Some of the cakes are sold
at the bakery where she makes them. Most of the ingredients
are organically grown. She uses only a little whole wheat
flour.
She is now writing a cookbook which may be titled Not
for Vegetarians Only that will be published by The Book
Publishing Co. at The Farm in Tennessee. It will be a vegan
cookbook that has mainstream appeal, with some French
cooking techniques. She is now 6 months pregnant and
wondering what will happen to her business. She wants to
find a baker.
Manufacturer’s brochure (full color, 11 by 8.5 inches).
1989. “Now and Zen: An enlightened bakery. Indulgence is
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good for you, but only Now & Zen.” A lovely color photo
shows 5 delectable looking round cakes and 3 rectangular
loaf cakes.
Leaflet. 1990. “Now & Zen: An Enlightened Bakery. 2
pages. Dessert for a main course? Okay, but only Now and
Zen!”

offer consultation, and a resume of Timmins past experience.
He graduated in 1967 from the University of Notre
Dame in Indiana with a BA degree, magna cum laude.
1972-73 he worked for Wadco Foods, Inc. in Estherville,
Iowa, as supervisor of shipping and receiving. 1973-75 he
was manager of Yellow Sun Natural Foods Cooperative
in Amherst, Massachusetts. This food co-op had 500
member families and was a pioneer in the organic farming
movement in New England. 1975-77 he was sales manager
at Llama, Toucan, and Crow, a natural foods distributor
in Brattleboro, Vermont. In 1977 he was a co-founder of
Tomsun Foods International, Inc., an early tofu manufacturer
in Greenfield, Massachusetts. In 1982 Tomsun was named
to the INC., Magazine 500, a group of the fastest growing
small companies in the country. In Dec. 1986 the company
conducted an initial public stock offering to support the
launch of Jofu, a refrigerated tofu and fruit snack.
Note: Timmins is no longer involved with Tomsun
Foods or Jofu. By Oct. 1991 he had developed a
vegetarian ham (using soy protein isolates made by Protein
Technologies International) and shipped 60,000 lb to Taiwan.
Address: Greenfield, Massachusetts. Phone: 413-772-0035.

5795. Product Name: Soy Deli Tofu Burgers [Barbecue
Style, Cajun Spice, Curry Spice, Garden Style, Italian Spice,
Original, Taco Spice, Tofu-Tempeh, or Teriyaki].
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1989 July.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.1 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Ad, quarter page blackand-white, in Whole Foods. 1989. Sept. p. 132. “Make a
healthy choice. New! From Soy Deli. The original organic
tofu burger. Nine organic meals in a minute. Strengthen your
health food line with the nine new international flavors of
Soy Deli organic tofu burgers. All natural ingredients, no
preservatives, made from the finest nigari tofu. Pre-cooked
with a delicious blend of natural spices. Simply heat and
serve, or add to your favorite recipes in place of meat. Good
shelf life. High protein, low sodium, no cholesterol, meat or
dairy products. Refrigerated or frozen.” A photo shows the
label. Note: Quong Hop & Co. first introduced a tofu burger
in Jan. 1979.
Talk with Ben Lee of Quong Hop. 1989. Sept. 1. These
products were launched in July 1979. The full-color label is
printed using a 6-color process. The company hopes the new
product will make the transition to the typical deli case in
delis; they are not shooting for the deli case in supermarkets.
Soyfoods Center product evaluation. 1989. Sept. 9. Soso. Quite dry and crumbly, not juicy. Poor cohesiveness.
No instructions for cooking in microwave oven. Flavors
are okay, but what is the need for so many? It is not clear
whether or not the product is fried.
Spot in Whole Foods. 1989. Nov. p. 83. Available in 9
international flavors. “The burgers are pre-cooked in higholeic safflower [oil]... contain no meat or dairy products.” Ad
(5 by 7 inches, black and white) in Whole Foods. 1990. Feb.
p. 36. “Make a healthy choice. New! From Soy Deli. Nine
organic meals in a minute.” Lists the 9 flavors.

5797. Montague, Sandy. 1989. Asians and soybeans in
Australia (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 30. Conducted
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Prior to 1973 the Australian government had a
“white Australia” policy that prevented Asians, blacks, and
Indians from immigrating. After the racially discriminatory
immigration policies were abandoned in 1973 (the year the
U.S. lost the Vietnam war and withdrew its troops), the main
group of Asians to enter Australia were Vietnamese. Today
(according to the World Almanac) Asians constitute only 2%
of Australia’s population. Any any person who now wishes
to immigrate must have either money, a skill/occupation,
or relatives in Australia. Thus the Asian soyfoods market in
Australia is quite small and must cater to Vietnamese.
The key factor in growing soybeans in Australia is the
availability and price of water. During the last 2-3 years the
price of water has tripled. Thus rice, which requires less
water than soybeans, is taking over soybean acreage.
Sandy sells rhizobium inoculants to Australian soybean
growers. Three natural foods importers in Sydney import
miso; they want organic miso. Address: Nutri-Life, “Teangri”
Bethanga, VIC 3691, Australia.

5796. Timmins, Thomas P. 1989. Timmins Group. 105
Beacon St., Greenfield, MA 01301. 10 p.
• Summary: Timmins, founder and president of Tomsun
Foods International, has started a new company, a consulting
firm named Timmins Group. He has 17 years management
experience in the food industry and 12 years with Tomsun.
This packet of information consists of a cover letter, a
description of five areas in which the Timmins Group will

5798. Product Name: [Sesam Tofu Balls].
Foreign Name: “Sesam” Tofu-Kloesse.
Manufacturer’s Name: Life Food.
Manufacturer’s Address: Robert-Bunsen-Strasse 6,
D-7800 Freiburg, West Germany. Phone: 0761/50 61 55.
Date of Introduction: 1989 August.
Ingredients: Tofu, sesame seeds, herbs, spices. Ingredients
predominantly organically grown.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 60 gm each.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label and price list sent by
Anthony Marrese. 1990. March. They currently make 30 kg/
week.
5799. Product Name: [Tofu Terrine (“Graffity”, or
“Rainbow”)].
Foreign Name: Tofu Terrine (“Graffity”, or “Regenbogen”).
Manufacturer’s Name: Life Food.
Manufacturer’s Address: Robert-Bunsen-Strasse 6,
D-7800 Freiburg, West Germany. Phone: 0761/50 61 55.
Date of Introduction: 1989 August.
Ingredients: Graffity: Tofu, vegetables, sea vegetables,
seasonings. * Preponderantly organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm poly bag. Retails for
DM 4.00.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels. Sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. 3.5 by 1.5 inches. Dot matrix printed
on a white self-adhesive label. Refrigerate at 4ºC or below.
Ingredients for the “Rainbow” are: Tofu, smoked tofu,
spinach, carrots, sesame, and vegetables. These are likewise
predominantly organically grown. These products were
launched in Aug. 1989 and the company now makes about
40 kg/week.
5800. Product Name: Lightlife Lemon Grill (Tempeh
Burger).
Manufacturer’s Name: Lightlife Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 74 Fairview St., Greenfield, MA
01301. Phone: 413-774-6001.
Date of Introduction: 1989 August.
Ingredients: Organic soy-rice tempeh (organically grown
soybeans, brown rice, water, tempeh culture), fresh lemon
juice, soy sauce, canola oil, olive oil, granulated garlic, onion
powder.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5.5 oz (155 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Richard
McKelvey, sales manager of Lightlife Foods. 1990. June
20. This round tempeh burger was launched in Nov. 1989.
It is marinated in pure lemon juice as a opposed to lemon
concentrate. The product is doing very well and growing. “If
you try the Lemon Grill, you’ll love it. So the company is
working to get people to try it.”
Label sent by Richard McKelvey. 1990. July 20. 4.25 by
5 inches. Green, yellow, and white on black. “Meatless. All
natural. Two tempeh cutlets. Delicious as an entree or in a
sandwich. Just grill in a lightly oiled pan, under the broiler or
on a grill. Microwavable: 1-2 minutes.”
5801. Product Name: Tempeh [Sari Ayam–Chicken
Flavour].

Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrisoy Pty. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 255 Forest Road, Arncliffe 2205,
NSW, Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1989 August.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, cider vinegar,
chicken flavour (salt, maltodextrin, flavour enhancer
{621}, wheat starch, chicken fat, chicken meat, beef fat,
yeast extract, onion powder, spices), and culture (Rhizopus
oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm in plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label with date sent by
Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling this product in Aug. 1988. Red, green and white
on yellow. Front panel: “Delicious. Nutritious. Fitness food.
Fry, bake, grill or steam for a quick & easy meal. Fitness
food. Bermutu Tinggi.”
5802. Product Name: Unisoy Soya Yogart [Raspberry,
Strawberry, Black Cherry, Peach Melba].
Manufacturer’s Name: Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products
Ltd. (Marketer). Made in southern England by Bridge Farm
Dairies. Made since late 1990 in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice
Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate,
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire, England.
Phone: 061-430 6329.
Date of Introduction: 1989 August.
Ingredients: Raspberry (1994): Soya milk, apple juice,
raspberries, vegetable oil, emulsifier (vegetable monodiglycerides), stabiliser (pectin), natural raspberry flavour,
Bulgarian cultures, colour (beetroot red).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 125 gm plastic cup.
How Stored: Shelf stable, 4-month shelf life at room
temperature. Refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Energy 266 Kjoules / 63 Kcal
(calories), protein 2.7 gm, carbohydrate 10.5 gm, fat 1.4 gm,
cholesterol 0.0 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Neil Rabheru
of Unisoy. 1990. July 2. Followed by letter (fax) of July 9.
“This product was launched in Aug. 1989 to replace White
Wave Soya Yogart. It is now offered in 125 gm servings.
Again it is the first product on the market which had the
fruit (such as raspberry) preserved in apple juice (instead of
sugar), used organic soyamilk, and was sweetened with pure
apple juice. Note that the original Honey & Muesli flavor has
been dropped and replaced by Peach Melba flavor.
Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. The
Haldane Foods Group has about 100% of the soy yogurt
market in the UK. These products are still on the market
and doing well. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1991. Annual
Report. Sept. Page 12 states: “Genice Limited added more
yogurts and non-dairy ice creams to its product range.”
Interview with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept.
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Unisoy was acquired by the Haldane Foods Group on
21 Dec. 1990. This has proved to be a very positive
development for Unisoy. The company now makes only
soymilk. Other companies in the Haldane Foods Group now
make the other soy products that Unisoy used to make–which
is more efficient. For example, Genice Foods Ltd. makes soy
margarine, yogurts, and ice creams.
Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1992. Annual Report. Sept.
Page 8 states: “Genice Ltd.–Wales: Manufactures non-dairy
ice cream, soya yogurt, yogice soya cream and specialty
margarines.”
Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb.
4 and 8. Unisoy Soya Yogart was made by Genice starting
in late 1990 in 3 flavors–raspberry, peach melba, and black
cherry. Genice made these yogurt products for Unisoy
before they joined the Haldane Group; before that, they
were made by Bridge Farm Dairies in southern England–
which attempted to make a shelf-stable product using dairy
technology.
Label (cup for Raspberry) sent by Genice. 1994. Feb.
18. 120 gm plastic cup. Red, pink, green, and blue on white.
Illustration of strawberries. “Naturally sweetened with apple
juice. Non-dairy.” Haldane Foods Group, Cromwell Rd.,
Bredbury, Stockport, SK6 2RF England. The word “organic”
does not appear on this container.
5803. Product Name: [Viana Deep-fried Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Viana Fritierter Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Neusserstr. 199, D-5000 Cologne
60, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1989 August.
Ingredients: Soybeans*, water, shoyu*, Rhizopus culture,
vegetable oil, sea salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Bernd Drosihn. 1989.
Tempeh: Ein traditionelles Nahrungsmittel mit Zukunft
[Tempeh: A traditional food with a future]. p. 38. Says the
company makes deep-fried (fritierter) Tempeh.
Label sent by Bernd Drosihn. 1990. April 8. The
company address is now Schmittenstr. 106, D-5030 Huerth 6,
West Germany. 4.75 by 1.5 inches. Self adhesive. Reddishpurple, brown, and yellow. Dot-matrix printed.
5804. Product Name: [Viana Seitan, Seitan Meatballs
{Meatless}, Skewered Seitan Kabobs].
Foreign Name: Viana Seitan, Seitan-Klopse, Seitan Spiesse.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Neusserstr. 199, D-5000 Cologne
60, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1989 August.
Ingredients: Seitan: Wheat*, wheat flour*, shoyu*, wheat
gluten, ginger*, kombu sea vegetable. * = Organically

grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm in a 350 gm jar. Or 80
gm.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Bernd Drosihn,
founder of Viana. 1990. April 7. He makes seitan; started in
Aug. 1989.
Label sent by Bernd Drosihn. 1990. April 8. 4.75 by
2.75 inches. Reddish purple, black, tan, and gold. The
company address is now 5030 Huerth 6, West Germany.
Leaflet (3 panels each side. Each panel: 27 x 10 cm.
Front and back), Black and brown on white. The front panel
reads: “Sometimes when all is quiet, someone says ‘Seitan.’”
A shadowy cartoon figure with turned up collar and mobstertype hat with the brim turned down is shown. Gives an
explanation of seitan and 5 recipes.
Brochure. 1990. “Pasteten und Brotaufstriche im
Pfandglas” The back panel states that Viana now makes
Seitan, Seitan-Klopse, and Seitan Spiesse.
Letter with new Labels from Bernd Drosihn. 1992. July
16. The company address is now: Viana Naturkost GmbH,
Willi Graf Str. 88, 5350 Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany.
They still make these 3 seitan products, however the Seitan
Klopse is now called Seitan Burger. Klopse is an old East
German word for meatballs. Spiess is a skewered product
like a kabob. All three products were first sold in Aug. 1989.
Labels brought by Bernd Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March
11. Dark red, black, and white on red. Self adhesive. 160 gm.
5805. Product Name: [Viana Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Viana Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Neusserstr. 199, D-5000 Cologne
60, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1989 August.
Ingredients: Whole soybeans*, apple vinegar*, Rhizopus
oligosporus**. * = Organically grown. ** = Beneficial/edible
fungus (Edelschimmelpilz).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Anthony
Marrese. 1990. March 22. This company was started by
Bernd Drosihn after he left Soyastern.
Talk with Bernd Drosihn, founder of Viana. 1990.
April 7. He started to make tempeh in about Aug. 1989 after
leaving Soyastern. He makes 3 types of tempeh, 2 tempeh
burgers, and 2 tempeh spreads (introduced in 1990). The
burgers and spreads are selling well. The basic tempeh is
going slower.
Bernd Drosihn. 1989. Tempeh: Ein traditionelles
Nahrungsmittel mit Zukunft [Tempeh: A traditional food
with a future]. p. 38. Says the company makes fresh tempeh
from whole soybeans, tempeh fritters, tempeh salad, tempeh
burgers, tempeh spreads, and tempeh in a glass. A source of
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tempeh starter culture. The company also makes seitan.
Tempeh Label sent by Bernd Drosihn. 1990. April 14.
4.75 by 2.75 inches. Self adhesive. Reddish-purple, black,
beige, and light purple. “Fresh, unpasteurized. A whole-food
fermented soy product. Contains much vitamin B-12, Rich
in bulk/fiber. Easily digested. Free of cholesterol. Try Viana
tempeh cut into thin slices and roasted or fried until crisp
or crunchy. Delicious!” The company address is now 5030
Huerth 6, West Germany.
Brochure. 8.5 by 11 inches. 6 panels. Black and brown
on white. The front panel reads: “Sometimes you should say
loud and clear, ‘Tempeh!’” Gives an explanation of tempeh
and how it is made, plus nutritional information and 2
recipes.
Note: This is the earliest record seen (Feb. 2003)
concerning Viana Naturkost GmbH of Germany. However
Bernd Drosihn, the founder of Viana, was an owner of
Soyastern by 1987.
5806. Schneider, Keith. 1989. Science Academy says
chemicals do not necessarily increase crops: Policy shift on
aid urged to discourage pesticides. New York Times. Sept. 8.
p. 1, A12. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The National Academy of Sciences has
found that farmers who apply little or no chemicals to
crops are usually as productive as those who use pesticides
and synthetic fertilizers, and today recommend changing
Federal subsidy programs that encourage use of agricultural
chemicals. In a long study, the Academy’s Board on
Agriculture said it was seeking to reverse Federal policies
that for more than 4 decades have been focused on increasing
the productivity of crop and livestock farms principally
through heavy use of pesticides, drugs and synthetic
fertilizers. The report’s authors said Congress and the [U.S.]
Department of Agriculture should change farm policies
that have discouraged farmers, particularly those who grow
crops subsidized by the Government, from trying natural
techniques.
“In the Federal corn program, for instance, farmers
are paid a subsidy of roughly $1 for every bushel they can
produce. The incentive is to produce the most bushels.
Since the end of World War II, farmers have been taught by
agricultural universities and the Department of Agriculture
that the best way to increase output is to use ample amounts
of chemical fertilizer and then protect the harvest with
generous applications of pesticides. If farm subsidies
were reduced, researchers say, it is likely that farmers
would no longer produce surpluses marketable only to the
Government, and might encourage farmers to try natural
farming techniques. That would bring supply in line with
demand, raising prices and making up for the subsidies. The
effect on consumer food prices is not expected to be dramatic
because the cost of grain is a fraction of overall food costs.
This year, farm subsidies cost the Government $13,900

million.
“The study by the nation’s pre-eminent body of
scientists is perhaps the most important confirmation of
the success of agricultural practices that use biological
interactions instead of chemicals.”
“’Well-managed alternative farms use less synthetic
chemical fertilizers, pesticides and antibiotics without
necessarily decreasing, and, in some cases, increasing peracre crop yields and the productivity of livestock systems,’
said the committee in the report, ‘Alternative Agriculture.’”
“The Department of Agriculture, which was suspicious
of natural farm practices during the 1980’s, greeted the study
enthusiastically, saying the ‘time was right’ to consider
changes in the direction of American agriculture.”
“In its study, which was begun in 1984, the Board
on Agriculture closely examines 14 farms in Ohio, Iowa,
Virginia, Pennsylvania, California, Florida and Colorado
which have developed successful natural production
methods. It is not known how many American farmers
practice natural techniques, but it is thought that at least
5% of the nation’s 2.1 million farmers have adopted such
techniques; the numbers may be much greater.”
“In addition to the problems of over-production, the
environmental costs of using large amounts of chemicals
have become more apparent in the 1980’s, the study said.
Weeds and insects develop genetic resistance to farm
chemicals, often forcing farmers to use ever greater amounts
to achieve the same effect.”
5807. SoyaScan Notes. 1989. Checklist for making and
selling premium quality, fresh (unpasteurized) tofu in
America (Overview). Sept. 15. Compiled by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Premium tofu has two basic components:
Flavor and freshness. It must be based on a comprehensive
“quality first” program company and generally retails for
a higher price than tofu which is produced on a large scale
and distributed over a wide area, and which is usually
pasteurized.
A. To get best flavor: 1. Use the best ingredients: Quality
water (ideally spring or well water with a low bacterial
count rather than municipal tap water), a variety of soybeans
carefully tested against at least 10-20 others to give both
the best tofu flavor and yield, organically grown soybeans,
and a nigari-type coagulant (ideally one such as calcium
chloride nigari that adds substantial calcium to the tofu). 2.
Follow strict sanitation procedures in the plant to produce
a bacteriologically clean tofu with a low plate count and a
long shelf life. Set bacterial standards for your tofu at the
time it reaches your walk-in cooler and have a program of
regular plate-count sampling: For example, standard plate
count less than 100, pH greater than 7.0, coliforms per gram
less than 5. Have an in-house lab (or work closely with a
nearby food testing lab which typically charges $12 for a
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plate count) to monitor bacterial levels. 3. Chill your tofu
rapidly (in a water-filled stainless steel tank with a recycling
standpipe overflow) in water below 35ºF (2ºC) as soon as it
comes out of the forming trays to draw the core temperature
of the tofu down to the water temperature as fast as possible.
Use a powerful refrigeration system with a large plate heat
exchanger (containing food grade glycol), a condenser,
a strong pump, two coarse filters for tofu particles, and a
two fine bacterial filters, pressure gauges on both sides of
each filter to tell when clogged filters should be changed.
4. Package the tofu as soon as it is chilled to the core to
avoid prolonged contact with water, which slowly leeches
out the tofu’s subtle nigari flavor and sweetness. If possible,
vacuum pack, which has numerous advantages other than
preserving good flavor: it presents tofu in the same type of
familiar container used for cheeses, extends shelf life, and
saves space and weight in shipping. Chamber-bag batch-type
vacuum packagers are relatively easy to operate and free of
problems, but high-volume continuous rollstock machines
are extremely complex, tricky and unpredictable. Do not
pasteurize the tofu; some people feel this process subtly
harms the flavor and makes the texture slightly rubbery. 5.
Rush the packaged tofu into a powerful walk-in cooler below
35ºF; 34ºF is ideal. Fans, air circulation and recycling, and
proper stacking should help pull any remaining heat out
of the tofu. 6. Date each package with a clear and realistic
“Use By” date based on bacteriological tests under typical
circumstances. Some price guns put a price and date on one
sticker.
B. For optimum freshness after the tofu leaves the
plant: 1. Own your own fleet of delivery trucks, each with
a powerful and fairly large refrigeration unit that will keep
the tofu below 40ºF in the summer. 2. Try to deliver fresh
to each retail store at least 3-4 days a week, early in the
day. 3. Train your driver/salesmen on how to monitor tofu
temperature at key points (each should carry a top-quality
pocket thermometer) and to avoid temperature abuse. 4. Do
NOT allow your tofu to be sold in the produce section of
a store (where the temperature is typically about 50-60ºF).
Insist on an space (as in the dairy department) where the
ambient temperature is below 40ºF, ideally below 35ºF. 5.
Have your drivers remove from the store shelves any tofu
that is past the pull date, puffed up or blown up on shelf,
mashed, or returned by a customer. 6. In close connection
with this, have each driver fill out a “Product Loss and
Temperature Report” which is a checklist that tells why
products are coming back. Aim for a return rate of less than
1%. Have your driver tell the store manager about any instore tofu temperature problems. 4. Limit your distribution
to a certain region, ideally having a radius of about 75-100
miles from your plant.
U.S. tofu companies that position themselves as makers
of premium tofu include Wildwood Natural Foods (Fairfax,
California), Northern Soy (Rochester, New York), The Tofu

Shop (Arcata, California), and many others.
The above information is based, in part on talks with
Jeremiah Ridenour, President of Wildwood Natural Foods
of Santa Cruz, Inc., a leading maker of premium fresh tofu.
Wildwood has a unique system that includes distributing a
wide line of natural food products together with their tofu
and offering full-service to stores. The latter includes free
direct store delivery (which, in bypassing warehouses, gets
fresh product on the shelves faster than a chain can), no
labor costs for the store (but the store now makes 25-28%
on a product rather than 35%), free shelf stocking, pricing,
code dating, rotating, and fronting up shelves. This system
has allowed Wildwood to get their line into the dairy case of
many Northern California supermarkets. They invite buyers
to taste test their braised tofu, baked tofu, or tofu burgers.
5808. Gaec de La Lix: United Macrobiotic Company. 1989.
Re: Work with soyfoods and seitan in France. Letter from
Ben of Gaex to Anthony Marrese, Sept. 25. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead. [Fre]
• Summary: “Since October 1985 we have been building up
our project. We are 20 adults and meanwhile three children.
Four years ago we bought a very nice farm in the beautiful
landscape of the Pre-Pyrenees 80 kilometers southwest of
Toulouse. Today we work on more than 90 hectares of land.
“At the beginning we started by establishing a common
macrobiotic kitchen. We worked mainly in the garden
and in the fields, trying ideas of permaculture and those
of Masanobu Fukuoka. In this behalf we were assisted by
Thomas Nelissen, who lived for some time at Fukuoka’s
farm in Japan, and Declan Kennedy, the most important
teacher of permaculture in Europe...
“This is our fourth year growing soybeans. We have a
garden of one and a half hectares, mostly for self-sufficiency.
“With a status as ‘transformateurs’ we set up a stand on
the organic market (“marche bio”) at Toulouse, shortly after
we started to make tofu for ourselves. In time we began to
make tempeh, natto... certain types of soyaburgers, sushis
and vegetable rolls. Today we deliver our products to more
than 40 biological [organic] health stores in the surrounding
100 kilometers...
“We teach the making of tofu and seitan, amasake,
mochi and tempeh as well as giving macrobiotic cooking
classes and agricultural seminars.”
A 1989 leaflet titled “What are Tofu, Tempeh, Seitan,
Kombu?” in French (4 panels) is included with the letter. A
color slide showing five people from the company waving
is taped to the letter. Address: 32260 Tachoires–Seissan,
France. Phone: 62.65.35.04.
5809. American Soybean Association. 1989. The
implications of LISA: How will it affect your farm? Soybean
Digest. Aug/Sept. 4-page insert after p. 44.
• Summary: This insert is an “American Soybean
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Association Supplement.” LISA stands for “low-input
sustainable agriculture.” ASA contends that farmers must
take the lead (or the public will do it for them) in shaping
this program and making it work. ASA discusses LISA
from the viewpoint of advocates, policymakers, researchers,
agribusiness, and a farmer survey.
5810. Product Name: Organic Soybean Tempeh, and Soy
& Cracked Wheat Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Central Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 11 W. 14th St., Lawrence, KS
66044. Phone: 913-843-0653.
Date of Introduction: 1989 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6-8 oz vacuum pack. Retails for
$3.50/lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Tom Ballew
of Central Soyfoods. 1990. March 24. This product is
pasteurized but not frozen. Only a small amount of the soy
& cracked wheat variety is made. Tom started working with
the company in Sept. 1987. Label sent by Tom Ballew. 1990.
March. It is a combination leaflet and label. 4 panel, with
each panel 4 by 5.5 inches. Photocopied black on white
on both sides. States that the company was established in
1978. “Made with a pure culture of Rhizopus oligosporus
and organically grown soybeans. From the land of Kansas.
Approximate weight: 6-8 ounces. Best if used by: The inside
2 pages contain a description of tempeh and the Rhizopus
fermentation, how Central Soyfoods tempeh is made (the
beans are steamed, not boiled); “the mature tempeh is then
steam pasteurized to deactivate the enzymes and vacuum
packed to ensure freshness.” There are recipes for Sweet &
Sour Tempeh, Tempeh with Indonesian Peanut Sauce, and
Curried Tempeh.
Talk with Jim Cooley. 1990. April 3. This product was
introduced in Sept. 1989. The tempeh is vacuum packed,
then this combination label and recipe leaflet is slipped in
between the tempeh bag and an outer poly bag, which is
sealed with a twist tie.
5811. Crowder, Brad; Davison, Cecil. 1989. Soybeans:
Background for 1990 farm legislation. USDA Economic
Research Service Commodity Economics Division No. AGES
8941. v + 55 p. ERS Staff Report. [25 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Foreword. Summary.
Introduction. Structure and performance of the soybean
industry: Production characteristics, soybean yields,
regional production differences, double-cropping soybeans,
domestic soybean uses, processing margins, soybean
product value, costs and returns, price trends. Soybean trade
and foreign competition: Soybean exports, soybean meal
exports, soybean oil exports, policies in other exporting
countries, prospects in importing countries. History of
soybean programs: Programs in the 1950’s and 1960’s,

programs in the 1970’s and 1980’s. Soybean program effects:
Producers, consumers, taxpayers, indirect effects of other
crop programs. Current issues: Production incentives for
soybeans, a marketing loan for soybeans, international issues
affecting oilseeds. Additional Readings. Glossary. Appendix
tables.
Glossary: Acreage reduction program (ARP),
agricultural inputs, Agricultural Research Service (ARS),
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS),
basic commodities, cargo preference, cash grain farm,
census of agriculture, commodity credit corporation (CCC),
concessional sales, conservation practices, conservation
reserve program (CRP), conserving uses, cost of production,
crop acreage base, crop rotation, crop year, deficiency
payment, developing countries, direct payments, Disaster
Assistance Act of 1988 (PL 100-387), economic research
service, ending stocks, erosion, European Community
(EC), exchange rate, export allocation or quota, export
credit guarantee program (GSM-102), export enhancement
program (EEP), export subsidies, exports, farm, farm
acreage base, farm value, farm-to-retail price spread, feed
grains, Food Security Act of 1985 (PL 99-198), Foreign
Agricultural Service (FAS), General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT), generic commodity certificates, GrammRudman-Hollings Deficit Reduction Act, gross farm
income, harvested acres, highly erodible land, import quota,
international trade barriers, International Trade Commission
(ITC), loan rate, marketing loan program, marketing quota,
marketing year, multilateral trade negotiations, National
Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS), net cashflow,
nonrecourse loans, oilseeds, paid land diversion, paymentin-kind (PIK), permitted acreage, price support programs,
producer, production expenses, program crops, program
yield, Public Law 480 (PL 480), resources, set-aside, spot
market, subsidy, target price, tariffs, trade barriers, upland
cotton, world price.
Tables: (1) Distribution of soybean farms, by acres
of soybeans harvested, 1982. (2) Soybean acreage, yields,
and production by region, 1950-88. (3) Use and ending
stocks for U.S. soybeans, 1953-89. (4) Soybean meal supply
and disappearance, 1960-89. (5) Soybean oil supply and
disappearance, 1960-89. (6) U.S. soybean sector costs and
returns, 1976-87. (7) World soybean exports, major exporters
and regions, 1964-89. (8) World soybean imports, major
importers and regions, 1964-89. (9) World soybean meal
exports, major exporters and regions, 1964-89. (10) World
soybean meal imports, major importers and regions, 196489. (11) World soybean oil exports, major exporters and
regions, 1964-89. (12) World soybean oil imports, major
importers and regions, 1964-89. (13) Farm-related program
costs for U.S. soybeans, 1961-88.
Appendix tables: (1) Distribution of soybean farms,
by value of sales, 1982. (2) Value comparisons for U.S.
soybeans, 1950-88. (3) Prices and ending stocks for U.S.
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soybeans, 1952-89. (4) Major oilseeds: World supply and
use, 1985-89. (5) World soybean production, consumption,
exports, and ending stocks, 1964-89. (6) World and U.S.
soybean production, exports, ending stocks, and U.S.
share, 1964-89. (7) Soybean production and exports, by
foreign exporters, 1964-89. (8) World soybean trade, annual
averages, 1978-82 and 1983-87. (9) Major protein meals:
World supply and use, 1985-89. (10) Major vegetable and
marine oils: World supply and use, 1985-89. (11) U.S.
soybean acreage, yield, and production, 1950-89. (12)
Ratios of world soybean exports and ending stocks to world
consumption, and U.S. exports to foreign consumption,
1964-89. (13) Coefficients of variation for U.S. soybeans.
Figures: (1, p. 5) Bar chart of planted soybean acreage,
by region. (2, p. 12) Line graph of soybean average market
prices and support prices. (3, p. 30) Line graph of soybeancorn price ration. Address: ERS.
5812. Product Name: [Royal Tofu Entrees {Like Quenelles,
Midway Between a Sausage and a Souffle; Canned} (Plain,
with Mushroom Sauce, or with Shrimp Sauce)].
Foreign Name: Royales au Tofu (Nature, Sauce
Champignos, Sauce Crevettes).
Manufacturer’s Name: Innoval. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole Silos de Valence.
Manufacturer’s Address: 441 bis Avenue Victor Hugo,
26000 Valence, France. Phone: 75.44.01.61.
Date of Introduction: 1989 September.
Ingredients: Plain: 67% tofu*, whole egg*, palm oil
(not hydrogenated), flour (mehl)*, salt*, vegetables. * =
Guaranteed organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm can.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Plain: Per 100 gm.: Calories 153, protein 8.1 gm,
carbohydrate 5.8 gm, fat 10.4 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Note: This same product
was previously made by Sojalpe. Manufacturer’s brochure
(full color). 1989. “Royales au Tofu. To vary your pleasures.
Natural. Cuisine tasty and lean (Cuisine saveur. Cuisine
minceur). Low in Calories. Discusses: The new gastronomy.
The modern cuisine. Soya. Tofu. Les Royales au Tofu.
These go nicely with tomato sauce, mushroom sauce, or
with a sauce for fish or shellfish. Innoval: l’alimentation
intelligente. The address given in the brochure is: C.C.V., BP
49–Quartier Grangeneuve–26800 Portes-Lès Valence. Phone:
75.57.33.99. A color photo on the front shows 4 objects
about the size and shape of small, yellowish potatoes, in a
plate with an orange sauce, shrimp, and mushrooms.
Form filled out by Gilles Charriere of Innoval. 1989.
Nov. Says that this product was launched by Innoval in
Sept. 1989. His address is Innoval S.A., Allée Joule, Zone
Industrial (Z.I.) des Auréats, B.P. 1418, 26014 Valence
Cédex, France. Phone: 75.41.41.50. He notes that in Sept.
1987 the enterprise Innoval S.A. was created. In Sept. 1988

the personnel were installed at the location. In March 1989
they finished installing the machines for making soymilk and
tofu. In Sept. 1989 they launched their first products.
Photocopies of Labels for all 3 flavors. 1989. 9 by
4 inches. “Food preparation from soya. The taste of
equilibrium.” A color photo of the food, ready to serve, is
on the front panel. On the back panel is an illustration (line
drawing) of a large-busted “hip” looking girl in a low-cut
swimsuit. Note that the word “tofu” appears only in the
ingredients listing. The plain/natural variety goes well with
tomato- or bechamel sauces.
5813. Kohn, Florrie. 1989. LISA: As environmentalists see
it. Groups advocate policies to defend the environment.
Soybean Digest. Aug/Sept. p. 34-36.
• Summary: LISA stands for “low-input sustainable
agriculture.” “Environmentalists push to reduce pesticide
and fertilizer use.” They believe “sustainable agriculture” is
going to be a key issue in the 1990s and beyond.
5814. Product Name: [Taifun Shoyu: Natural Soy Sauce].
Foreign Name: Taifun Shoyu: Natuerliche Sojasauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Life Food (Importer-Marketer).
Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: Stuehlingerstrasse 9, D-7800
Freiburg, West Germany. Phone: 0761/27 22 72.
Date of Introduction: 1989 September.
Ingredients: Soybeans, whole wheat, sea salt, water.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. March 22. 4 by 2.75 inches. Black, green,
and orange on pink. Self adhesive.
Letter from Klaus Kempff of Life Food GmbH. 1990.
June. This product was introduced in Sept. 1989.
5815. Smith, Preston. 1989. LISA: As policymakers see it.
Congress debates LISA’s merits. Advocates propose farm
policy changes. Soybean Digest. Aug/Sept. p. 30-32.
• Summary: LISA stands for “low-input sustainable
agriculture.” Some states already have programs that use
financial incentives to encourage conservation of energy and
water. The “Conservation Enhancement and Improvement
Act of 1989” (introduced by Senator Richard Lugar,
R-Indiana) includes a provision for “the standardization and
legitimization of labeling of organically grown food.” And it
“Creates a 2½ million acre wetland reserve program.”
Photos show: (1) Capital Hill in winter. (2) Senator
Richard Lugar (portrait photo).
5816. Product Name: Spring Creek Tofu Salads [Onion,
Missing Egg].
Manufacturer’s Name: Spring Creek Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 212-C East Main St., Spencer,
WV 25726. Phone: 304-927-1815.
Date of Introduction: 1989 September.
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Ingredients: Missing Egg Salad (1990): Organic tofu,
safflower oil, shoyu tamari, apple cider vinegar, onion flakes,
celery, parsley, garlic powder, celery seed powder, curry,
turmeric, ground mustard.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Richard
Rose from Natural Products Expo East at Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. 1989. Sept. Single sided, blue on beige.
Label sent by Tenley Weaver. 1990. Aug. 20. 3 inch
diameter. Green, blue, beige, and red on white.
5817. Tiwari, S.P.; Bhatnagar, P.S. 1989. Minimising podshattering in soybean. Indian Farming 34(6):23-34. Sept.
Series 2.
• Summary: Pod-shattering is the “opening up of pods and
dispersal of seeds at the time of maturity before as well as
during harvesting of the soybean crop.” During shattering
the beans pop out of the pods. “Pod shattering is aggravated
if there are rains followed by dry weather at the time of
harvesting.
“Reasons for pod-shattering: Genetic endowment
of a variety. Delayed harvesting. Mono-variety culture
necessitating en bloc harvesting in a short span of time.
Dependence on and scarcity of labour for harvesting. Nonavailability of a dependable soybean reaper / harvester
especially to medium and small farmers. Unfavourable
weather conditions shortly before or during harvesting. Lack
of technical know-how especially among inexperienced
soybean farmers.
Each reason requires its own remedy. For example,
the use of shatter-resistant or tolerant varieties. Address: 1.
Geneticist; 2. Director. Both: National Research Centre for
Soybean (ICAR), Khandawa Rd., Indore 452 001 (M.P.),
India.
5818. Product Name: Tofu Jerky: Natural Hickory Smoked.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1989 September.
Ingredients: Wildwood Dried Organic Tofu (organic
soybeans grown in accordance with Section 26569.11 of the
California Health and Safety Code, filtered water and nigari),
marinade (water, wheat-free tamari, honey and garlic)
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1.25 oz.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jeremiah
Ridenour. 1989. Sept. 18. The product was introduced this
month and is now in 3 stores. Label sent by Billy Bramblett
of Wildwood. 1990. 3 by 3.5 inches. Orange and black
on white. “Complete vegetable protein. No preservatives.
Cholesterol free.”

5819. Marrese, Anthony. 1989. Re: Soyfoods in France.
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Oct. 28. 2 p.
Handwritten. [Eng]
• Summary: The author conducted a soyfoods market study
in France for William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, sending
out forms which were filled out by 12 companies, visiting
or interviewing 9 companies, and visiting 5 companies at
the Diet Expo ‘89 held 21-23 Oct. 1989 in Paris. It seems
like there are four types of companies working with soya in
France:
1. Independents, both large and small, mainly in primary
soymilk, tofu, or tempeh production, or in second generation
burgers, smoked products, or desserts production, with either
organic (biological) or non-organically grown products.
Examples: Le Ferme du Jas, Innoval/Sojalpe, Société Soy,
Le Bol en Bois / Tama / Daizou, La Maison du Tofu, Les 7
Marches, Boulangerie Artisinale des Maures, Odile Corbel
& Dan Ludington [named Gaia Enterprises by Feb. 1992],
Communauté de la Lix (United Macrobiotic Company), Tofu
Kuehn.
2. Non-Independents owned by large companies or
agricultural co-ops: Gerblé, Bonneterre / Triballat, Sojadoc,
Cacoja (C.A.C.), Renaitre.
3. Bean or cereal (agricultural) companies: Celnat.
4. Specialty manufacturers for the Asian-European
(Japanese, Chinese, Korean, etc.) markets: Yamato.
“I had some very good talks with Bernard Storup of
Société Soy, the Bol en Bois people, Celnat, Bonneterre,
Gerblé and others. In general the market and usage seem
to be going nowhere but up and it is still in the very early
stages of ‘real consumer’ type foods, not just health store
specialties. Some French soybeans are used but a lot are
imported... Real quantity information is not available since
it is changing so fast (mainly in an upward direction and
mostly with secondary processed products which use tofu or
soya in them).” Address: c/o Terre Nouvelle, Eourres, 26560
Séderon, France. Phone: 92.65.10.95.
5820. Product Name: Jaclyn’s Non-Dairy Alfredo Sauce,
and No Tomato Pasta Sauce [Each Seasoned with Miso].
Manufacturer’s Name: Jaclyn’s Food Products, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1314, Cherry Hill, NJ
08034. Phone: 609-983-2560.
Date of Introduction: 1989 October.
Ingredients: Alfredo: Tofu, organic white miso, water,
organic brown rice flour, garlic, imported olive oil, sea salt,
natural herbs and spices. Pasta Sauce: Fresh organic carrots,
squash, water, onion, green pepper, garlic, imported olive oil,
organic red miso, red wine vinegar, sea salt, natural herbs
and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1989. April.
“The Alfredo sauce can be used in your favorite Fettuccine
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Alfredo recipe. Try it over noodles, whole grains, or steamed
vegetables.”
Tardosky. 1989. Whole Foods. Nov. p. 50. Talk with
Robert Savar. 1989. Nov. 13. The non-dairy alfredo sauce is
made with tofu and mellow white miso. The tomato sauce is
made with organic carrots, squash, and red miso. Label for
each sauce sent by Jaclyn’s. 1989.
5821. Lima N.V. 1989. Lima: Tarif détaillant [Lima Foods
catalog and price list]. Edgar Gevaertdreef 10, B-9830 SintMartens-Latem, Belgium. 9 p. [Fre]
• Summary: This macrobiotic food catalog was bound into
the back of the Bonneterre catalog at a 1989 food expo in
Paris. Lima sells the following soyfoods, each proceeded by
its product category: Fresh products: Skewered seitan/tofu,
Presto natural tofu, Presto tofu legumes/vegetables, Presto
tofu cheese. Legumes: Yellow soybeans. Sprouts: Green soy/
mung (500 gm or 5 kg). Flours: Roasted soy flour. Vegetarian
preparations: Lima soy sauce (500 ml or 1 liter), tofu, natural
tempeh, tempeh with shoyu. Dressings: Salad dressing with
soy and tomato, Salad dressing with soya herb. Specialties:
Organic miso (1 month), Hatcho miso, Barley miso (organic
or regular), Rice miso (organic or regular), Heiwa brand
Instant miso soup (regular or red, From Japan), Tamari (250
ml, 1 liter, 18 liters), Mansan Tamari from Japan, Shoyu
(250 ml, 1 liter, 18 liters), Sakai shoyu from Japan. They also
carry one book titled “Tofu dans le Cuisine Macrobiotique”
(Eddie Hara, 1982).
Accompanying the catalog is a packet of individual
full-color sheets with of photos of products in a folder
titled Lima: Quality is our passion.” There are sheets titled
“Vegetable products rich in protein,” “Tamari and shoyu,”
“Japanese specialties (incl. Heiwa brand shoyu and tamari),
and a brochure titled “Lima: 30 years as a producer of
organically grown (biological) foods.” It describes the life
and work of Edgar Gevaert (poet, artist-painter, ecologist,
and a leader of the European peace movement). Address:
Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium.
5822. Product Name: Soydance Pizza.
Manufacturer’s Name: Amberwave Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 201 Ann St., Oakmont, PA
15139.
Date of Introduction: 1989 November.
Ingredients: Divided into Crust, Sauce, and Topping.
Topping ingredients: Tofu made from organic soybeans,
water, casein, soybean oil, unrefined corn and sesame oils,
yeast cultures, sea salt, citric acid, beta carotene, spices.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
front and back, typewritten) sent by Richard Rose from
Natural Products Expo East. 1989. Sept. “We’ve finally
developed the best Lactose Free, Cholesterol Free, whole
wheat pizza–with our own Tofu Mozzarella! We make it all.”
Spot in Whole Foods. 1989. Nov. p. 84. Based on

the recipe for Graindance Pizza, it is topped with tofu
mozzarella, organic tofu, unrefined oil blends, and spices.
5823. Product Name: Pacific Foods Organic Soy Beverage
[Original, Honey-Vanilla, Cocoa].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 19480 S.W. 97th Ave., Tualatin,
OR 97062. Phone: 503-692-9666.
Date of Introduction: 1989 November.
Ingredients: Original: Water, organic whole soybeans*. * =
Organically grown and processed in accordance with Section
26569.11 of the California Health and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for $1.77 (12/90, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl. oz.: Calories 100, protein 10 gm,
carbohydrate 4 gm, fat 6 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 0 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased from Berkeley Natural Grocery Co., California.
1990. Dec. 28. 4 by 2.5 by 6.5 inches. White and black on
brownish red. “A flavorful and refreshing non-dairy drink
that offers a delicious change-of-pace. Try it: The great taste
will surprise you. Cholesterol free. Lactose free. Organic. No
preservatives. A significant source of protein. Sodium free.
No animal fats. No sweetener added. Great tasting.”
Talk with Pat Carey of Pacific Foods. 1991. Jan. 23.
This product was launched in about Nov. 1989. The contents
is basically the same as that of the previous Naturally
Northwest line, which has been discontinued and replaced
by this line. A new version of the label with graphics was
introduced in Jan. 1991. All three flavors, in liter cartons,
were introduced at the same time. Soyfoods Center product
evaluation for Cocoa: WRS. Delicious. AA. Good, but
slightly bitter aftertaste.
Product (Honey Vanilla) with Label purchased at
Berkeley Natural Grocery Co. 1994. Aug. 20. New package
design. Dark blue on purple. On the front panel is a blackand-white lake surrounded by snow, with a snow-capped
peak and a cloud banner from its top in the background.
“Made from organic soybeans and pure mountain water.”
Product (Honey Vanilla) with reclosable spout and Label
purchased at Berkeley Natural Grocery Co. 1994. Dec. 7.
New package design. Four strokes of pastel colors, almost
vertical going from lower left to upper right: Purple, pink,
green, and yellow. Product is now named: Pacific Original
Non Dairy Beverage–Honey Vanilla. It is made with organic
whole soybeans.
5824. Product Name: [Tempeh with Tomato].
Foreign Name: Tempé à la Tomate.
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix,
42400 Saint-Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.24.42.
Date of Introduction: 1989 November.
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Ingredients: Tempeh 90% (water, soybeans*), selected
cultures (ferments), sunflowerseed oil, tomato sauce
(5%; tomatoes*, onions*, carrots*, soy sauce, spices and
aromatics). * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 180 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 18.1 gm, fats (lipids) 10.7
gm, carbohydrates (glucides) 6.4 gm, calories (Kcal) 194
(812 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out for Anthony
Marrese by Bernard Storup. 1989. Nov. The product will be
launched in Nov. 1989.
Label sent by Bernard Storup. 1990. Dec. 26. 3 by 5.5
inches. Red, green, yellow, purple, and brown or white.
Illustration of palm trees in front of purple mountains. “A
world of equilibrium. Biona certification symbol. Nature
et Progres organic certification symbol. Dehulled soya is
cooked and inoculated with a mold (champignon; Rhizopus
oligosporus). From this fermentation is born tempeh, with
such a savory flavor. Reheat in a saucepan (casserole) over
low heat, stirring (remuant) from time to time.”
5825. Product Name: WestSoy Unsweetened (Soymilk).
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 5701 South Eastern Ave. Suite
330, Commerce, CA 90040. Phone: 213-722-9817.
Date of Introduction: 1989 November.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans*. * = Organically
grown and processed in accordance with Section 26569.11 of
the California Health and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 33.8 fluid oz (1.06 quart; 1
liter) Tetra Brik Aseptic carton. Retails for $2.04 (12/90,
California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl. oz.: Calories 100, protein 7 gm,
carbohydrate 5 gm, fat 5 gm (percent calories from fat 45,
polyunsaturated fat 3 gm, saturated fat 1 gm), cholesterol 0
mg, sodium 40 mg, potassium 330 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased from Berkeley Natural Grocery Co., California.
1990. Dec. 28. 4 by 2.5 by 6.5 inches. Red, blue, and white
on tan. Pale white illustration of a glass of white soymilk
with a straw in it. The front panel states: “All natural. New.
100% organic ingredients. Great tasting non dairy beverage.
No oil added. No cholesterol.” Side panel: “Not for use as an
infant formula.” Back panel: “Lactose free. Very low sodium.
Serve chilled. Pour over cereal. Cooking and baking.”
Talk with Julie Heiman, purchasing agent, Vestro
Foods. 1991. Jan. 23. This product was introduced in
Nov. 1990. It is made in America, not imported but the
source is confidential. It comes in one flavor and size only
(unsweetened liter).

5826. Rohrer, Hanspeter. 1989. Zu besuch... auf dem Hof
von Hasi Strahm in Muenchenbuchsee [A visit to the
soybean farm of Hasi Strohm in Muenchenbuchsee]. Zum
Beispiel (Switzerland) No. 12. p. 8-10. Dec. 21. [Ger]
• Summary: An interview with a Swiss farmer who has been
successful in growing soybeans organically for 2 years.
5827. Zum Beispiel (Switzerland). 1989. Soja, eine neue
Pflanze, hat bei uns Fuss gefasst [Editorial: Soya, a new
plant, has put down roots in our country]. No. 12. p. 3. Dec.
21. [Ger]
• Summary: This year 1,000 hectares of soya have been
planted in Switzerland. Note: This magazine is published
by the Research Institute of the Swiss Foundation for the
Development of Organic Agriculture, Bernhardsberg, 4104
Oberwil BL.
5828. Product Name: Really... it’s not Cream Cheese.
NuTofu (With Casein) [Plain, or Garlic ‘n Herbs].
Manufacturer’s Name: Cemac Foods Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address: Philadelphia, PA 19124. Phone:
215-288-7440.
Date of Introduction: 1989 December.
Ingredients: Plain: Organic tofu, calcium caseinate ([milk]
protein), canola oil, natural flavors, sea salt, citric acid,
vegetable gum, lecithin.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz (225 gm) rectangular
plastic tub. Retails for $2.55 (3/90).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 oz.: Calories 50, protein 4 gm,
carbohydrate 1 gm, fat 4 gm, calcium 65 mg, sodium 45 mg,
cholesterol 0 mg, lactose 0 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1990. Jan. p. 58. “NuTofu: The product you
use like cheese. New soft spreads. Made with organic tofu
and canola oil. Really... its not cream cheese! It’s the cream
cheese alternative. Low in saturated fat. Cholesterol free.
Low in sodium. Lactose free. Low calorie. 100% natural.”
Product with Label purchased 1989. March. Lid label.
4 by 2.5 inches. A color photo shows alpine snow-capped
mountains. “It’s the cream cheese alternative.” Side sleeve.
Has the same photo. “Cholesterol free. 100% natural.
Lactose free. Low sodium. Low in saturated fat. Low calorie.
Made with organic tofu and canola oil. Bottom: Medical
authorities now recommend reducing cholesterol levels
and limiting saturated fat to lower the risk of heart disease.
NuTofu is free of cholesterol, free of lactose, low in sodium,
and low in saturated fat because we use pure, premium
Canola oil.” UPC indicia.
A product packaged in almost the same way bears the
product name “NuTofu Really... it’s not cheddar cheese!”
And the text reads, “It’s the cheddar alternative.”
Soyfoods Center product evaluations. 1990. March 8. (1)
Pretty good. It is considerably firmer than dairy cream cheese
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and a little less white (more beige) in color. The lower fat
content makes it taste less rich and creamy. The description
of calcium caseinate as “protein” rather than “milk protein”
in the ingredient listing seems misleading or deceptive. (2)
Claire Wickens: “Standing alone it is disappointing. On or
with things (especially salty crackers, but not celery) I think
it is a great alternative.”
5829. Product Name: Really... it’s not Cheddar Cheese.
NuTofu: Its the Cheddar Alternative (With Casein).
Manufacturer’s Name: Cemac Foods Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address: Philadelphia, PA 19124. Phone:
215-288-7440.
Date of Introduction: 1989 December.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, calcium caseinate ([milk]
protein), canola oil, natural flavors, sea salt, citric acid,
vegetable gum, lecithin, annatto.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz (225 gm) rectangular
plastic tub. Retails for $2.55 (3/90, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 oz.: Calories 50, protein 4 gm,
carbohydrate 1 gm, fat 4 gm, calcium 65 mg, sodium 45 mg,
cholesterol 0 mg, lactose 0 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1990. Jan. p. 58. “NuTofu: The product you
use like cheese. New soft spreads. Made with organic tofu
and canola oil. Low in saturated fat. Cholesterol free. Low in
sodium. Lactose free. Low calorie. 100% natural.”
Product with Label purchased 1989. March. Lid label.
4 by 2.5 inches. A color photo shows alpine snow-capped
mountains. Side sleeve. Has the same photo. “Cheddar
spread alternative. Cholesterol free. 100% natural. Lactose
free. Low sodium. Low in saturated fat. Low calorie. Made
with organic tofu and canola oil. Bottom: Medical authorities
now recommend reducing cholesterol levels and limiting
saturated fat to lower the risk of heart disease. NuTofu is
free of cholesterol, free of lactose, low in sodium, and low
in saturated fat because we use pure, premium Canola oil.”
UPC indicia.
A product packaged in almost the same way bears the
product name “Really... it’s not cream cheese!” And the text
reads, “NuTofu: It’s the cream cheese alternative.” Soyfoods
Center taste test. 1990. Feb. Nice.
5830. CGPRT Centre; Central Research Institute for Food
Crops. 1989. Bibliography on soybean research in Indonesia
1978-1988. CGPRT Working Paper No. 3. 134 p. Dec. [568
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Acknowledgements.
Reader’s guide. Section I: References listed in alphabetical
order by author. Section II: References arranged under broad
subject headings as listed below: Agronomy (146 records),
breeding (74), general (79), mixed cropping/intercropping
(27), pests and diseases (167 records), post harvest and

seed technology (26), socio-economics (37), utilization and
processing (12). These documents are available in Indonesia;
many are written in Indonesian.
“This bibliography is the result of close cooperation
between the documentation section of the CGPRT Centre
and the libraries of CRIFC (Central Research Institute for
Food Crops, Bogor), BORIF (Bogor Research Institute for
Food Crops), MARIF (Malang Research Institute for Food
Crops, Malang, East Java), and CAER (Centre for AgroEconomic Research) under the guidance of Dr. Sumarno.”
Address: Indonesia.
5831. Product Name: Organic Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrisoy Pty. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 255 Forest Road, Arncliffe 2205,
NSW, Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1989 December.
Ingredients: Certified organic soybean (non genetically
modified), filtered water, natural nigari (magnesium
chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 350 gm and 750 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels with dates sent by
Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling these products in Dec. 1989. Orange, white, black
and green on red.
5832. Product Name: [Tofu Spread for Bread (Paprika,
Smoked, or with Herbs)].
Foreign Name: Tofu-Brotaufstrich (Paprika, Räucher,
Kräuter).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu-Manufaktur Christian Nagel.
Manufacturer’s Address: Osdorfer Landstrasse 4, D-2000
Hamburg 52, West Germany. Phone: 040/89 49 37.
Date of Introduction: 1989 December.
Ingredients: Tofu*, brown rice*, safflower oil*, paprika,
tomato pulp*, vegetable broth / stock (Gemüsebrühe), Sea
salt (Meersalz), herbs. * = Aus kontrolliert biolgischem
Anbau.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 180 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Calories 158, protein 8.9 gm, fat
11.3 gm, carbohydrate 5.2 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese after visit to Christian Nagel in Hamburg. 1989.
Dec. Name: Tofu–Brotaufstrich Nicely printed on selfadhesive label. 13 x 4 cm. Black, blue, red and green on
white. 180 gm.
5833. Product Name: [Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Atlantis Tofurei.
Manufacturer’s Address: Insterburgerstr. 7, D-6454
Bruchkoebel, near Frankfurt, West Germany. Phone:
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06181/71438.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
New Product–Documentation: Bernd Drosihn. 1989.
Tempeh: Ein traditionelles Nahrungsmittel mit Zukunft
[Tempeh: A traditional food with a future]. p. 38.
5834. Product Name: [Formoja Tofu Lasagna].
Foreign Name: Formoja Lasagne au tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Cacoja. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar (CAC) (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm tins (cans).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 97.5, protein 5 gm, fat 1.5
gm, carbohydrate 16 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Paul Tjomb. 1990. RIA
(Revue des Industries Agro-Alimentaires) No. 443. 14 May
to 5 June. “Le pâté nouveau est arrivé: Ingredients, soja.” A
large part of its activity is devoted to developing convenience
prepared foods (plats cuisinés) which contain an average
of 20% soya. The company also offers quenelles (like
sausages), ravioli, and lasagne which are distributed fresh
with a shelf life of 3 weeks.
Letter and Label sent by Sylvain Stievenard of Sojinal
(named Cacoja prior to Aug. 1990). 1990. Sept. 24. This
product was introduced in 1989.
5835. Product Name: [Tofu with Nori].
Foreign Name: Tofu–Alge.
Manufacturer’s Name: Christian Nagel Tofu-Manufaktur.
Manufacturer’s Address: Osdorfer Landstrasse 4, D-2000
Hamburg 52, West Germany. Phone: 040/89 49 37.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans*, nori (algae), spices,
magnesium chloride (nigari). * = Organically grown (aus
kontrolliert-biologischem Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm poly bag. Retails for
DM 1.90.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. Jan. 2.75 by 3.25 inches. Red and blue on
white. A protein preparation from soybeans. Cholesterol
free. After opening, store in cool water that is refreshed/
changed daily. This package is friendly to the environment
(umweltfreundlich). It has the approval of the Ministry of
Health.
Talk with Christian Nagel. 1990. May 4. This product
was introduced in 1989.
5836. Product Name: [GranoVita Organic Tofu Patties
(Curry, Greek-Style, French Country Herbs, Green Pepper)].
Foreign Name: GranoVita Bio Tofuletten (Curry,

Griechische Art, Kraeuter der Provence, Gruener Pfeffer).
Manufacturer’s Name: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Phone: (04131)-303-145.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Ingredients: Curry: Organic tofu (water, organically grown
soybeans, calcium chloride), vegetable oil, water, egg
protein, whole wheat, spices, carob bean meal as a plantbased thicker, honey.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 125 gm vacuum pack poly bag,
3 patties per bag. Retails for DM 2.98.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Curry. Per 100 gm.: Protein 10.3 gm, fat 27.1
gm, usable carbohydrates 11.5 gm, calories 331.
New Product–Documentation: Label for Curry sent by
Anthony Marrese. 1990. Jan. 2.75 by 5 inches. Red, green,
gold, and black on white. “Contains no flesh.” An illustration
(line drawing) shows a pagoda at the top of the label and a
pan containing the patties at the bottom. Exklusiv Neuform
certification symbol.
Manufacturer’s brochure. 1989? “Bio-Tofu for the High
Quality Kitchen.” p. 4-5. A color photo shows the labels of
all 4 flavors.
Form filled out and original Labels (for Curry, French
Country Herbs, and Griechische Art) sent by DE-VAU-GE.
1990. June 11. These products were introduced in 1989.
Form filled out and new Labels sent by DE-VAU-GE.
1990. June 11. The product was introduced in 1989. New
Label for curry. 5 by 8.5 by 1.5 inch paperboard box. Black,
gold, red, green, and orange on white. A stylish color photo
on the front panel shows the dish ready to serve next to rice,
garnished with 2 slices of tangerine and a spring of mint. At
the top of the front panel: “The whole foods kitchen for the
gourmet” (Die Vollwertkueche à la Gourmet). The subtitle
is “In curry-fruit sauce with pumpkin seeds & rice. A readyto-heat menu for 1 person. Enjoy without flesh.” The box
contains two pouches: one with the tofu cubes and curryfruit sauce; the other with the rice and pumpkin seeds. The
back panel shows how these can be heated in either a water
bath, a cooking pot, or a microwave oven. Ingredients: (1)
Organic tofu cubes: Organic tofu (water, soybeans*, calcium
chloride), vegetable oil, water, egg protein, raisins, spices,
wheat, plant thickener (carob seed meal), spices, honey. (2)
Curry & Fruit Sauce: Water, milk, fruits (peaches, apricots,
pears), cream, paprika, vegetable oils and fats in varying
amounts, wheat flour, rice flour*, spices, seasonings, sea salt,
plant thickener (carob bean seeds). (3) Water, natural rice,
pumpkin seeds (Kuerbiskerne), vegetable oil, sea salt. * =
certified organically grown (aus anerkanntem kontrolliertem
biologischen Anbau). Weight: 350 gm. Per 350 gm portion:
Protein 20.3 gm, fat 33.0 gm, carbohydrates 54.2 gm, fiber
6.7 gm, calories 595, 1 BE = 77 gm. Exklusiv Neuform
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certification symbol.
5837. Product Name: [GranoVita Organic Tofu Spread
(With French Country Herbs, Tomato, Vegetables, or Green
Pepper)].
Foreign Name: GranoVita Bio-Tofu-Pastete (Kraeuter der
Provence, Tomate, Gemuese, Gruener Pfeffer).
Manufacturer’s Name: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Ingredients: Bio-Tofu (water, bio-soybeans*, calcium
chloride), water, onions, plant oils and fats in changing
proportions, bio-soy flour*, lecithin plant emulsifier,
seasonings, provincial herbs. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 160 gm glass Jar. French
Country Herbs retails for DM 2.98.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 240, protein 4.4 gm,
usable carbohydrate 4.8 gm, fat 22.1 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label for French Country
Herbs sent by Anthony Marrese. 1989. 5 by 8.5 by 1.5
inches. Self adhesive. Green, red, and black on white. Color
illustration shows a pagoda and gate. Exklusiv Neuform
certification symbol. “French style spread for bread. Made
purely from plants.” Also received as a tiny (25 gm) package
of Granovita Sandwich Pastete: Hausmacher Art. “Sojamehl”
(Soy flour) is a minor ingredient in it. It retails for DM 0.75.
Manufacturer’s brochure. 1989? “Bio-Tofu for the High
Quality Kitchen.” p. 4-5. A color photo shows the labels of
all 4 flavors. Each contains the pagoda and a color photo.
The tomato has a delicate flavor, the vegetable is spicy, and
the green pepper is fiery.
5838. Product Name: So Good Soya Milk [Regular, or
Sugar-Free Organic].
Manufacturer’s Name: Haldane Foods Ltd. (ImporterDistributor). Made in Australia by Sanitarium Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 25 Hayhill, Sileby Road, Barrow
upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England. Phone:
050981-6611.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for £0.69.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Haldane Foods Group
catalog and price list. 1989. Oct. 2. This product is listed
in both documents under the Haldane Foods Ltd. product
line. A color photo in the catalog shows the label (1 liter
carton). It has black lettering and vertical stripes on a white
background. On the front panel is am impressionistic sketch
of a snow-capped mountain in the distance with several
soybean plants growing in the immediate foreground.

Talk with Philip Marshall of Cauldron Foods. 1990. July
9. Haldane’s soymilk used to be called Sojal. They may have
lost the fight over the name. It is very likely that the Haldane
group has this product made by some company outside of
the group. They do not have the equipment needed to make
a quality soymilk. There is no connection with Sanitarium
Foods in Australia.
5839. IITA Grain Legume Improvement Program (GLIP).
1989. How to grow soybeans in Nigeria. Ibadan, Nigeria:
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture. *
Address: Ibadan, Nigeria.
5840. Product Name: [Taifun Organic Tofu].
Foreign Name: Taifun biologisch Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Life Food.
Manufacturer’s Address: Stühlinerstrasse 9, D-7800
Freiburg, West Germany. Phone: 0761/27 2272.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans (organically grown), calcium
sulfate.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Color photocopy of label
brought to Soyinfo Center by Wolfgang R. Heck. 2011.
Nov. 25. The top half of the label is black, green and yellow
on white with a yellow sun in the upper right, a black grid
over the entire top half, and the word “Taifun” in green. The
bottom left half of the label reads: Hersteller: Life Food.
Inh. Klaus Kempff, followed by the address and phone
number. The bottom right half of the label reads: Ingredients:
Water, soybeans (organic = aus kontr. biol. Anbau), Nigari
Ko (Calcium sulfate [deceptive use of word “Nigari]).
Store at +2ºC to +7ºC. Beside the label the approximate
date of introduction is given in Wolfgang’s handwriting as
1988-1989. By about 1990, a new label shows that: (1) The
company name is now Life Foods GmbH. (2) The company
has moved to Robert Bunsen-Str. 6, 7800 Freiburg. (3) The
phone number has changed to: 07 61 / 50 6155.
Note: This label was used until 1992, but in 1993 the
logo was changed so that the irregular yellow sun had a red
center, and the word “Taifun” was written in stylish, bold
black letters.
Color photocopy of 1999 label brought by Wolfgang
Heck. Product name: Tofu- traditionell hergestellt [Tofu–
traditionally made]. 200 gm. Nutritional information.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans (organic) * = Kontrolliert
Oekologischer Anbau (Agreco). Below the bar code is a
recipe for pan-fried tofu. Phone: 0761 / 15210-0.
5841. Product Name: Soya Nova Marinated Tofu Slices
[Spicy, Curry, or Barbecue].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soya Nova Tofu Shop.
Manufacturer’s Address: R.R. #2 Rourke Road, C-28,
Ganges, Saltspring Island, BC, V0S 1E0, Canada. Phone:
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604-537-9651.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Ingredients: Tofu: Organically grown soybeans, nigari,
well water. Marinade: Water, tamari soy sauce, unrefined oil
(safflower and toasted sesame oil), herbs, spices, fresh onion,
garlic.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Greg Lundh of
Silverking Soya Foods in Nelson, BC, Canada. 1990. Dec.
14. Soya Nova Tofu Shop introduced this product in 1989.
5842. Product Name: [McSoyana Tofu-Burger (No. 1:
Gruyère Cheese, No. 2: Vegetables, No. 3: Brown Rice &
Sesame, No. 4: Paprika)].
Foreign Name: McSoyana Tofu-Burger (Nr. 1: Greyerzer
Kaese/Gruyère, Nr. 2: Gemuese/Légumes, Nr. 3: VollreisSesam/Riz complet-sésame, Nr. 4: Paprika).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyaquell [Soyana].
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, CH-8039
Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 01-202-8997.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Weight varies.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Verena
Krieger. 1990. May 31. The Tofuburger is one of Soyana’s
best-selling products. Labels sent by Verena Krieger of
Switzerland. 1990. July 5. Biona certification symbol.
5843. Product Name: [Soyaquell Tofu Sausage (With
Herbs, Cereal Grains, Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Mace, Head
Waiter/Butler, Morel Mushrooms)].
Foreign Name: Soyaquell-Tofuwurst (Kraeuter/aux Herbes,
Getreide/Céréales, Peperoni/Poivrons, Champignons,
Muskat/Muscade, Maîre d’Hôtel, Morcheln/Morilles).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyaquell [Soyana].
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, CH-8039
Zurich, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Weight varies.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Verena
Krieger of Switzerland. 1990. July 5. Note: The company
name on the label is given as Soyaquell; Soyana is not
mentioned. The Soyaquell line was introduced by Soyana in
1985 for the mainstream market.
5844. Product Name: [Spring Rolls: Piquant, Oriental!
(with Smoked Tofu)].
Foreign Name: Fruelingsrolle: Pikant Orientalisch!.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Neusserstr. 199, D-5000 Cologne
60, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Ingredients: Filling: Smoked tofu (Räuchertofu)*, white
cabbage (Weisskohl)*. carrots (Möhren)*, leeks*, vegetable
oil, spices (Gewürze)*, sea salt. Dough: Water, wheat, salt. *

= Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 3.25 x 4.75 inches. Red,
white, and black on dark red. Self adhesive.
5845. Product Name: [Grabowski: Tofu & Amaranth
Burger (Gluten-Free, Nutty!)].
Foreign Name: Grabowski: Tofu-Amaranth Burger
(Glutenfrei, nussig!).
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Neusserstr. 199, D-5000 Cologne
60, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Ingredients: Tofu*, amaranth*, carrots (Möhren)*,
amaranth flour (Amaranthmehl)*, hazelnuts*, vegetable
oil, spices (Gewürze)*, sea salt. * = Organically grown
(kontrolliert biologischer Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 80 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 3.25 x 4.75 inches. Red,
white, and black on orange. Paperboard. 3.5 x 2.5 inches x 2.
Folded over. Stapled on top of plastic bag.
5846. Product Name: [Green Rye Burger (with Tofu)].
Foreign Name: Gruenkernburger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Neusserstr. 199, D-5000 Cologne
60, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Ingredients: Tofu*, green rye (Grünkern)*, whole wheat
flour (Weizenvollkornmehl)*, rolled oats*, leeks*, vegetable
oil, spices (Gewürze), sea salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 3.25 x 4.75 inches. Red,
white, and black on green. Self adhesive. Patties made purely
from plants (Rein pflanzliche Bratlinge).
5847. Product Name: [Millet Croquettes (with Tofu)].
Foreign Name: Hirse Kroketten.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Neusserstr. 199, D-5000 Cologne
60, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Ingredients: Tofu*, millet (Hirse)*, carrots (Möhren)*,
leeks*, sunflower seeds*, rolled oats*, vegetable oil, spices
(Gewürze)*, sea salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 160 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
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Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 3.25 x 4.75 inches. Dark
red, white, and black on yellow. Self adhesive. Made purely
from plants (Rein pflanzliche).
5848. Product Name: [Robinson: Classic Tofuburger].
Foreign Name: Robinson: Tofuburger Classic.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Neusserstr. 199, D-5000 Cologne
60, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Ingredients: Tofu*, rice (Reis)*, carrots (Möhren)*,
leeks*, sunflower seeds*, rolled oats*, vegetable oil, spices
(Gewürze)*, sea salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm or 100 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 3.25 x 4.75 inches. Red,
white, and black on dark red. Self adhesive. Patties made
purely from plants (Rein pflanzliche Bratlinge).
Note: Also in 1989 Viana introduced Chickpea Spread
(Kichererbsen Pastete) in which soy sauce was the only soy
ingredient.
5849. Product Name: [Viana Tempeh Spreads (Regular, or
Chutney)].
Foreign Name: Viana Tempeh Pastete, Tempeh Chutney.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Neusserstr. 199, D-5000 Cologne
60, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Ingredients: Chutney: Tempeh*, apple-pear puree*, rolled
oats*, shoyu*, spices, sea salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Bernd Drosihn. 1989.
Tempeh: Ein traditionelles Nahrungsmittel mit Zukunft
[Tempeh: A traditional food with a future]. p. 38. Says the
company makes Tempehaufstriche (Tempeh Spreads).
Talk with Bernd Drosihn, founder of Viana. 1990.
April 7. He started to make tempeh in about Aug. 1989 after
leaving Soyastern. He makes 3 types of tempeh, 2 tempeh
burgers, and 2 tempeh spreads (introduced in 1990). The
burgers and spreads are selling well.
Label sent by Bernd Drosihn. 1990. April 8. The
company address is now Schmittenstr. 106, D-5030 Huerth 6,
West Germany. “4.75 by 1.5 inches. Self adhesive. Reddishpurple, black, gold or orange, and light purple. A fruity, sharp
spread for bread.” Ingredients for the pastete are: Organic
tempeh, onions, shoyu, herbs, spices, and sea salt. “A spicy
spread for bread.”
5850. Product Name: [Viana Tempeh Burger].
Foreign Name: Viana Tempehburger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Neusserstr. 199, D-5000 Cologne

60, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Ingredients: Tempeh*, rice (Reis)*, carrots (Möhren)*,
leeks*, sunflower seeds*, rolled oats*, vegetable oil, spices
(Gewürze)*, sea salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 80 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Bernd Drosihn. 1989.
Tempeh: Ein traditionelles Nahrungsmittel mit Zukunft
[Tempeh: A traditional food with a future]. p. 38. Says the
company makes Tempehburger.
Talk with Bernd Drosihn, founder of Viana. 1990.
April 7. He started to make tempeh in about Aug. 1989 after
leaving Soyastern. He makes 3 types of tempeh, 2 tempeh
burgers, and 2 tempeh spreads (introduced in 1990). The
burgers and spreads are selling well.
Labels brought by Bernd Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March
11. 3.5 x 2.5 inches, folded over. Red, black and white on
orange. Cardstock, stapled on top of plastic bag.
5851. Product Name: Mexican Braised Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 31 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Ingredients: As of 1998: Wildwood tofu (filtered water,
soybeans organically grown in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990, nigari/magnesium
chloride, a natural firming agent), marinade (soy sauce,
water, brown rice syrup, rice wine, honey, ginger powder),
water, green bell peppers, soy sauce, corn, onions, honey,
tomato paste, lemon juice, sesame oil, cilantro, cider vinegar,
garlic, jalapeño peppers, herbs, and spices.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Billy
Bramblett. 1998. July. He says this product was introduced in
1989, and made at Wildwood’s plant in Fairfax.
5852. Product Name: Savory Baked Tofu (Organic).
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 31 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Ingredients: 1998: Wildwood Tofu (filtered water, organic
soybeans grown in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990, nigari {magnesium chloride, a natural
firming agent}), soy sauce, unsweetened apple juice, apple
cider vinegar, mustard, onion powder, sesame oil, garlic
powder.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Original Label sent by
Billy Bramblett. 1998. July. He says this product was
introduced in 1989 at Fairfax.
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5853. Binnyei, Andras; Lindmayer, Nandorne; Manninger,
Sandor. 1989. Modern szoja-termesztes [Modern soybean
production]. Budapest: OMFB Feherje es Biotechnologiai
iroda. 98 p. [32 ref. Hun]
Address: Hungary.
5854. Bryan, Ford R. 1989. The Fords of Dearborn. Revised
ed. Detroit, Michigan: Harlo Press. 301 p. 1st ed. 1987. [23
ref]
• Summary: Chapter 19, titled “Henry Ford’s friend–Dr.
Carver,” discusses Ford’s work with farming and soybeans
and the Carver Laboratory at Dearborn.
“Henry Ford was intensely interested in agriculture,
although he seems to have been somewhat at odds with the
horse and the cow. As soon as Mr. Ford began to realize
a significant profit from the manufacture of automobiles
(1909), he began to buy land and operate farms in the
Dearborn area. With money to spend, he immediately
accelerated his experiments with a farm tractor designed to
replace the horse, and with a large ultra-modern dairy farm,
started experiments with milk and milk products.”
“When the Dearborn Water Works ceased pumping
water in the early 1930s, Mr. Ford was concentrating on
Greenfield Village. Within the Village grounds a chemical
laboratory and a greenhouse were built... Robert Boyer
was put in charge of the Chemical Plant. Mr. Ford’s stated
objective was to ‘find industrial uses for farm products...
In a separate building near the Engineering Laboratory
in Dearborn, Dr. Edsel Ruddiman, Henry’s boyhood
schoolmate, was working with wheat, soybeans, carrots and
tomatoes to ‘make milk without a cow.’
“In 1932 [sic, Dec. 1931], Mr. Ford issued orders to
concentrate on the soybean. His tractors began to plant and
harvest thousands of acres. In a 25-acre field on Greenfield
Village property some 500 experimental varieties of
soybeans were grown. In September, 1932, Dr. Ruddiman
and Mr. Boyer attended the American Soy Bean Association
Convention in Washington, D.C. That year the Village
Chemical Plant was extracting six tons per day of soybean
oil. The Rouge started with twenty-four tons a day, followed
by Milan and Saline Plants. These industries utilized the oil
in making paints and plastics. The small Village Plant led the
parade, however, with soybean milk, bread, ice cream and
an experimental plastic car (chassis excluded). The soybean
foods became standard fare at the Ford plant cafeterias and at
Ford Hospital. The ice cream–most delicious–was for years
sold as Del(icious) Soy(bean) Topping.
“In May, 1935, Mr. Ford hosted the First Dearborn
Conference of the National Farm Chemurgic Council. This
was the charter meeting of some 300 agricultural chemists
who, in Mr. Ford’s replica of Independence Hall, signed a
‘Declaration of Dependence Upon the Soil.’ Again, in 1936,
the same group met in Dearborn and Dr. Carver, then the
Director of Research at Tuskegee Institute, was invited to

attend. Mr. Ford visited with him in his suite at the Dearborn
Inn. This is perhaps the first time the two had met in person.
Dr. Carver now had a very competent research assistant, Mr.
Austin W. Curtis, Jr...
“Mr. Curtis spent a summer (ca. 1940) in Dearborn
working with Robert Boyer in The Soybean Laboratory.
During these years, reports of research being conducted
in Dearborn by R.H. McCarroll, Robert Smith and Robert
Boyer were being forwarded to Dr. Carver...
“The Fords traveled to Tuskegee in March, 1941, where
Henry and Clara dedicated the Carver Museum, inscribing
their names in the cement and donating soybeans and a
variety of soybean plastic car parts to be placed in the
cornerstone.”
In July 1941 Carver visited Ford in Dearborn. A log
cabin replica of Carver’s birthplace was dedicated. On 21
July 1942 a laboratory building on 8.3 acres on Michigan
Ave. was dedicated by Dr. Carver. Initially named the
“Nutritional Laboratory” of the Ford Motor Co., it later
became better known as the Carver Laboratory. Outside
the building a greenhouse was added and the land beside
the building was planted to corn, soybeans and potatoes.
“Both Dr. Carver and Mr. Ford were firm believers in natural
foods.” The Laboratory, which eventually housed a staff of
25 under Mr. Robert A. Smith, went into volume production
of soybean milk and ice cream. On 5 Jan. 1943 Dr. Carver
died in Tuskegee.
The Carver Laboratory operated for at least a while after
1945 when Robert Smith left to go into business for himself,
and Clem Glotzhober took charge. After Mr. Ford died in
1947 the building was essentially abandoned. Address:
Dearborn, Michigan.
5855. Eaglesham, Allan R.J. 1989. Global importance
of Rhizobium as an inoculant. In: R. Campbell and R.M.
Macdonald, eds. 1989. Microbial Inoculation of Crop Plants.
McLean, Virginia: IRL Press at Oxford University Press. xi +
118 p. See p. 29-48. Illust. 24 cm. Special Publications of the
Society for General Microbiology, vol. 25 [42 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: Although the restorative effects
of legumes on agricultural soils have been recognized since
antiquity, until a century ago root nodules were thought to be
storage organs or of pathological origin. At a meeting of the
Royal Society almost exactly 100 years ago (May 17, 1888),
J.B. Lawes, the founder of Rothamsted Experimental Station,
and J.H. Gilbert, his colleague of many years, presented a
paper entitled ‘On the present position of the question of
the sources of nitrogen of vegetation’. They described to
the British scientific establishment the landmark work of H.
Hellriegel and H. Wilfarth which had been reported a few
months earlier at a meeting in Germany.
“The new experiments were made with oats, buckwheat,
rape, peas, serradella and lupins. The experimental soil was
a pure sand, entirely free of nitrogen... to which were added
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the necessary mineral constituents. All the plants grew until
the nitrogen of the seed was used up. Then to each pot a
small quantity of the turbid watery extract of a surface soil
was added... containing 0.3 to 0.7 mg nitrogen... Neither
the oats, rape nor buckwheat showed any effect from the
addition of the soil extract, but remained in the condition
of ‘nitrogen hunger’. On the other hand, the Papilionaceae
after a time recovered from their nitrogen-hunger, suddenly
became dark green, and then grew luxuriantly... Thus, it may
be considered established that the Papilionaceae can take the
whole of their nitrogen from the air.
“Lawes and Gilbert concluded: It seems natural to
attribute the action to bacteria, and to connect it with the
organisms in the nodules.
“Beijerinck (1888) drew the same conclusion, and
within months isolated nodule bacteria (designated Bacillus
radicicola), and satisfied Koch’s postulates. In 1895, the
German scientists F. Nobbe and L. Hiltner, showing latterday entrepreneurial acumen, filed patents for the process
of inoculating seed with pure cultures of rhizobia. The
inoculants were marketed under the name `Nitragin’ and
at first were gelatin-based cultures (to be suspended in
water); later, jelly, sterile soil and, in the 1920s, peat were
developed as carriers (Fred et al., 1932). The impetus for
the development of the inoculant industry was the desire to
introduce leguminous species to areas where they had not
been grown before, with immediate success.”
Page 30: “Appraisal of the impact of rhizobial inoculants
on legume crop productivity is timely, and a global overview
rather than a thorough and comprehensive review is
presented in this chapter. A questionnaire was sent to 70
countries, to scientists with experience with rhizobia and
legumes, in order to obtain current information on legumes
grown and their importance, and on inoculant availability
and usage. In the hope of encouraging scientists to impart
information, the questionnaire was restricted to a single
page, with invitation to comment on additional sheets (Table
1). Therefore, the potential for accumulation of detailed
information was compromised by the objective of obtaining
a general picture.
“The information is presented below in ten sections
representing geographical and/or climatic zones. Countries
from which responses were received are listed for each zone,
as are grain/vegetable legumes and pasture/forage/green
manure/fibre legumes of importance.
Table 1. Questionnaire on legume cultivation, inoculant
availability and usage:
“Name
“Institution, country or location of expertise
“Legumes grown there
“Which are of major importance?
“Which are ‘traditional’ and which are recently
introduced?
“In your experience or opinion (delete as appropriate)

on which of these legumes will inoculant application usually
increase yield?
“In cases where inoculation does not increase yield–why
not?
“Are inoculants available to growers? [If ‘yes’ proceed
to (a), if ‘no’ proceed to (b)].
\ “(a) Of what type are they (peat-based) and where do
they originate?
“What fraction of growers use inoculants?
“On what legumes?
“(b) Is there a need to make inoculants available to
growers? If so, for what legumes?
“Is peat locally available?
“Other comments?” Address: Boyce Thompson Inst. of
Plant Research, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York 14853.
5856. Fernández, Modesto; Ortega, J.; Martinez, R.;
Medina Peteiro, P.; Medina Clausell, P. 1989. Importancia
de los restos vegetales y el laboreo en el mantenimiento de
poblaciones de Meloidogyne incognita en la rotación soyatabaco negro [The importance of vegetable residues and
tillage in the maintenance of populations of Meloidogyne
incognita in the soybean and black tobacco rotation].
Ciencias de la Agricultura (Cuba) No. 36. p. 15-19. [6 ref.
Spa; eng]
Address: 1-3. Instituto de Investigaciones Fundamentales en
Agricultura Tropical “Alejandro de Humboldt”, Ministerio
de la Agricultura, calles 1 y 2, Santiago de las Vegas 17200,
Provincia Ciudad de La Habana [Cuba].
5857. Fernández, M.; Ortega, J.; Medina Clausell, P. 1989.
Posibilidad de la sucesión de cultivos soya-tabaco respecto
a los fitonemátodes. III. Tabaco negro [The possibility of
alternating soybean and tobacco crops with respect to plant
nematodes. III. Black tobacco]. Ciencias de la Agricultura
(Cuba) No. 36. p. 20-28. [4 ref. Spa]
Address: 1-2. Instituto de Investigaciones Fundamentales en
Agricultura Tropical “Alejandro de Humboldt”, Ministerio
de la Agricultura, calles 1 y 2, Santiago de las Vegas 17200,
Provincia Ciudad de La Habana, Cuba.
5858. Hedberg, Inga; Edwards, Sue. 1989. Flora of Ethiopia.
Addis Ababa and Asmara, Ethiopia; Uppsala, Sweden. See
vol. 3, p. 158. [4 ref]
• Summary: This is an expanded and updated version of
Tentamen Florœ Abyssinicœ, by Achille Richard. Gives
botanical descriptions of Glycine wightii, Subspecies wightii
var. longicauda (Schweinf.), and Glycine max.
Page 158: After a brief botanical description: “Cultivated
for its edible seeds, rich in protein and oil, and also as fodder
and green manure. Recently introduced to Ethiopia where
it has been grown experimentally at a number of medium
altitude locations in AR (Asella) and SU, and on some State
Farms, particularly in GJ.
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“The soya bean probably originates from East Asia,
where its wild relatives are found.” Address: 1. Uppsala
Univ., Sweden; 2. The National Herbarium, Biology Dep.,
Science Faculty, Addis Ababa Univ., P.O. Box 3434, Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia.
5859. ISCAH (Instituto Superior de Ciencias Agropecuarias
de la Havana) Video. 1989. La soya–Mito o realidad en la
agricultura Cubana [The soybean–Myth or reality in Cuban
agriculture (Color videotape)]. Agricultural College of
Havana, Cuba: ISCAH. 17 minutes. [Spa]*
• Summary: This film was shown at agricultural
cooperatives, schools, and ministries; it was not shown on
television. Some 200,000 tons of soybeans are now being
imported to Cuba. The rhizobium bacteria on soybean
roots fix nitrogen in the soil, thus creating biofertilizer and
reducing imports of commercial fertilizer. This biofertilizer
works for both crop rotation and intercropping. Research on
soybeans is being conducted at INCA (Instituto de Ciencia
Agricola), the research center for agriculture in Havana,
under the Ministry of Higher Education.
In 1986 some 138 co-operatives planted soybeans. These
were mainly vegetable, dairy, or citrus enterprises located in
34 principalities in 6 provinces. Some of the soybeans were
mixed with bagasse from sugar cane for use as animal feeds.
In Cuba, one quintale (pronounced keen-TAL-ay) = 100
pounds weight. Sacharina is a type of bagasse which may
include soya. Soya is called “green gold,” because it requires
low agricultural inputs, brings much profit, and is the world’s
least expensive source of protein. Photos show commercial
soy products: (1) Taoro, a type of soy sauce (salsa de soya)
presently made in Cuba. (2) Three flavors of bottled soymilk,
which is good for infants allergic to cow’s milk. (3) Soy
yogurt in 1 liter bottles.
Some very interesting archival film footage shows
Fidel Castro speaking on 3 April 1959 at the opening of
a vegetable oil plant in Cuba. This was the first industrial
enterprise in Cuba built after the Revolution. After cutting
the ribbon, Fidel says: “We are going to start preparing the
way for the planting of soybeans, so that we don’t have to
import any more from abroad.” The video narrator then adds:
“After 30 years of this, we think that there are no technical
limitations to the development of this crop which can today
prevent us from turning Fidel’s words into reality.” Address:
Havana, Cuba.
5860. Lins, I.D.G.; Cox, F.R. 1989. Effect of extractant
and selected soil properties on predicting the optimum
phosphorus fertilizer rate for growing soybeans under field
conditions. Communications in Soil Science and Plant
Analysis 20(3-4):319-333. [21 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans were grown several years on five
Oxisols with a number of established soil P levels. A model
was developed to maximize net return as a function of the

P extracted by three methods and the optimum P fertilizer
rate at each site... Mehlich-3, Bray-1, and resin extractable P
accounted for 67, 57, and 6 2 % of the variation in optimum
P fertilizer rate, respectively.” Address: Dep. of Soil Science,
North Carolina State Univ., Box 7619, Raleigh, NC 276957619.
5861. MacDonald, June Fessenden. ed. 1989. Biotechnology
and sustainable agriculture: Policy alternatives. NABC
Report (National Agricultural Biotechnology Council,
Ithaca, New York). No. 1. [8] + 221 p. (Proceedings of the
NABC 1st annual meeting, held at Iowa State University,
Ames, Iowa, on May 22-24, 1989).
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Acknowledgments. 1.
Overview, by Ralph W. Hardy. 2. Workshop reports:
Biopesticides, herbicide tolerance in plants, disease
control in animals, animal growth promotants. 3. Keynote
addresses (“Biotechnology, Sustainable Agriculture and the
Family Farm, by Charles Hassebrook; “Biotechnology and
Sustainable Agriculture: Policy Alternatives,” by Robert M.
Goodman).
4. Lectures: Biopesticides, herbicide tolerance in plants,
disease control in animals, animal growth promotants. 5.
Reports. 6. Directory of participants.
NABC was formed in 1988 by the Boyce Thompson
Institute for Plant Research, with funding from the Joyce
Foundation and USDA, in collaboration with Cornell
University (Ithaca, New York), Iowa State University
(Ames, Iowa), and the University of California-Davis.
Today, NABC is a consortium of five major agricultural
research institutions–the four founders plus The Texas A&M
University System. Address: Deputy Director, NABC, 211
Boyce Thompson Inst., Tower Road, Ithaca, New York
14853-1801.
5862. National Academy of Sciences, National Research
Council, Committee on the Role of Alternative Farming
Methods in Modern Production Agriculture. 1989.
Alternative Agriculture. Washington, DC: National Academy
Press. xiv + 448 p. Illust. 26 cm.
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned throughout this book:
Animal feed from, p. 254, 281, 297. Costs of production, p.
38-39, 200-01, 210, 233, 264, 274. Exemption from crosscompliance rule, p. 11. Export trends, p. 27, 29, 94. Fertilizer
use on, p. 38-42, 200-01. Integrated pest management with,
p. 178, 180, 187, 210. Irrigation of, p. 52-53. Loan rates for,
p. 75. Soybean meal, p. 94. Monoculture, p. 147. Nitrogen
fixation by, p. 146-49. Pesticide use on, p. 5, 38, 44, 47-48,
83, 101, 175, 200-01. Pests, p. 186. Prices for, p. 237, 238,
254. Regional differences in farm income from, p. 61-62.
Rotations with, p. 9, 25, 146, 159, 186, 215, 232, 239-40,
249, 253-74, 275-85. Specialty markets for, p. 254. Tillage
of, p. 25, 187. Value of exports, p. 29. Yields, p. 34, 52, 20001, 216, 255, 262, 271, 277.
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Chapter 11 (p. 398-419) is an interesting case study
of “Rice production in California: The Lundberg Family
Farms.” The farm is located in northern California in
Richvale, Butte County, about 30 miles southeast of Chico.
A family partnership owned by four brothers, the farm
consists of 3,100 acres. The Lundbergs produce about 1,900
acres of rice each year using largely conventional methods
that include the use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides,
but in somewhat less than the recommended amounts. On
this land they dispose of rice straw by decomposition in the
soil rather than burning. In addition, they produce about 100
acres of rice without pesticides or chemical fertilizers. They
call this their organic rice because the methods they use
comply with the California organic farming laws. They have
been experimenting with the production of organic rice for
18 years. The organic rice enterprise first became profitable
in 1985 with a yield of 4,400 lb/acre. Rice is grown only
every other year in a rotation with legume-fallow-legume,
so the yield is only one-half the measured yield in a given
year. Includes a bibliography of 8 references. Address:
Washington, DC.
5863. Ndiaye, A. 1989. Programme diversification fleuve.
Rapport de synthèse 1988. Essais sur le soja et le sorgho
[Program of diversification along the Senegal River.
Summary report 1988. Trials with soybeans and sorghum].
Saint-Louis, Senegal (SEN): Centre de recherches
agronomiques (CRA). 5 p. [Fre]*
• Summary: Discusses irrigated cultivation in Senegal.
5864. Ohyama, Takuji; Saito, Keiko; Kato, Naoki. 1989.
Assimilation and transport of nitrate, nitrite, and ammonia
absorbed by nodulated soybean plants. Soil Science and
Plant Nutrition 35(1):9-20. [18 ref]
• Summary: “It was observed that the 15NH4+ or 15NO3applied was rapidly translocated into the nodules without a
lag-phase. However when 15NO3- was added, a time-lag was
observed in the incorporation of 15N into the nodules.
“The oxidation of nitrite to nitrate was assumed to
have taken place in the nodules, and the activity was also
detected in the isolated bacteroid suspension.” Address: Dep.
of Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, Niigata
Univ., Niigata, 950-21 Japan.
5865. Ono, Yoshimi. 1989. Vegetable soybean or edamame
in Japan. In: S. Shinohara, ed. 1989. Vegetable Seed
Production Technology of Japan Elucidated with Respective
Variety Development Histories and Particulars. Vol. II.
Tokyo: Shinohara’s Authorized Agricultural Consulting
Engineer Office. Series: Reference 5. See p. 200-04. Chapt.
30. 26 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Characteristics and adaptability:
General characteristics of edamame, suitable place for
seed production. Land preparation and seed sowing: Land

preparation, seed sowing, prevention of bird damage.
Cultivation management: Weed control, fertilizer application,
tilling and earthing up, chemical spraying (for aphids,
soybean pod borer, soybean beetle; it is necessary to spray
2-3 times during the high-temperature season of July and
August). Harvest and seed preparation: Harvesting, drying,
seed preparation, yield (117-204 kg per are). Diseases and
pest control: Diseases, pests (soybean cyst nematode, red
spiders, aphids, seed maggot, soybean pod gall midge),
nematodes.
Note 1. For general habits of the soybeans, see Chapter
26.
Note 2. Formerly, edamame became available in Japan
in mid-summer–especially in mid-July. So most edamame
varieties were of extra-early maturity, large seeded, and
tolerant to the pod borer, with very little pubescence
(hairiness). However today in Japan, edamame are available
all year round, since they are grown in plastic greenhouses
during the winter or imported from Taiwan. The optimum
germination temperature is 23-25ºC and the optimum soil
acidity is 5.5 to 7.0, with preference for a fertile alluvial soil
having good maintenance of moisture and good drainage.
Note 3. Vol. I of this book was first published in 1984.
Address: Tokita Seed Co., Ltd., 1069, Nakagawa, Oomiyashi, Saitama-ken, 330 Japan.
5866. Thulin, M. 1989. Fabaceae (Leguminosae). In: Inga
Hedberg & Sue Edwards, eds. 1989. Flora of Ethiopia.
Volume 3. Pittosporaceae to Araliaceae. The National
Herbarium, Addis Ababa University, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
and Department of Systematic Botany, Uppsala University,
Uppsala, Sweden. See p. 158. [5 ref]
• Summary: On page 158, under the genus Glycine are
entries for:
1. G. wightii (Wight & Arn.) Verdc. (1966), the climbing
perennial.
2. G. max (L.) Merr (1917), the bushy, hairy erect
annual.
After each is a brief botanical description.
Concerning G. max: “Cultivated for its edible seeds,
rich in protein and oil, and also as fodder and green manure.
Recently introduced to Ethiopia where it has been grown
experimentally at a number of medium altitude locations in
AR (Asella) and SU, and on some State Farms, particularly
in GJ.
“The soya bean probably originates from E. Asia, where
its wild relatives are found.” Address: Uppsala Univ. Dep.
of Systematic Botany, P.O. Box 541, S751 21, Uppsala,
Sweden.
5867. Product Name: [Marinated Tofu].
Foreign Name: Marinierter Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Byodo Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hirschbergstr. 9, D-8000 Munich
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19, West Germany. Phone: (089) 16 85 70.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, tamari and
spices, apple vinegar, beet sugar syrup, nigari (Traditional
Japanese).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. April 15. 4 by 3 inches. Blue on white,
printed on a 7 inch square plastic bag. “Sweet & sour. Serve
cold in salads or enrobed with flour like Bratschnitte. A fresh
soy specialty product. Store at 4-8ºC. Member of the Natural
Food Assoc. (Bundesverband Naturkost e.V.).”
5868. Product Name: [Soyo Soymilk Dessert (Chocolate,
or Vanilla)].
Foreign Name: Soyo Dessert (Chocolat, Vanille).
Manufacturer’s Name: Celnat.
Manufacturer’s Address: Z.I. de Blavozy-Saint-Germain,
43700 Blavozy, France. Phone: 71.03.04.14.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Vanilla: Water, concentrated apple juice,
dehulled organic soybeans (6%), corn starch, natural vanilla
aroma, sea salt. Thickeners: Guar flour and carob flour, plant
extracts.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml Tetra Brik carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Vanilla: Per 100 gm.: protein 3.0 gm, lipids 1.9
gm, carbohydrates 14.0 gm, calories 85.
New Product–Documentation: DietExpo ‘89 catalog.
1989. Oct. p. 42. The company is a manufacturer, broker, and
importer.
Leaflet. 1989. “Soyo: Soymilk from organically grown
soybeans. Soya: Food of health.” This 6-panel, black and
blue-green leaflet describes Soyo soymilk and desserts,
shows how to use the soymilk to make tofu at home, and
gives 4 recipes.
5869. Product Name: [GranoVita Organic Soya Drink
(Unsweetened/Sugar Free)].
Foreign Name: GranoVita Bio Soja Drink (Ungesuesst).
Manufacturer’s Name: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Water, soyabeans (grown in a biologically
controlled area), emulsifier: lecithin (of plant origin).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 ml: Protein 3.6 gm, fat 2.8 gm,
carbohydrates 1.7 gm, calories (kcl) 46 (197 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by DE-VAU-

GE. 1990. June 11. 12.75 by 9.5 inches. Red, orange, blue,
and green on white. Illustration of a blue glass of soymilk
with 6 green soybean leaves below it on the front panel. “A
pure plant protein source. Cholesterol-free (Rein pflanzlicher
Eiweisstraeger. Cholesterinfrei. Sugarfree).” The back panel
states: “Organic Soya Drink is made with 100% natural
ingredients. Easily digested. The fat and total sugar content
of Organic Soya Drink is less than that of cow’s milk. It’s
lactose free too, so it’s suitable for people with an allergy to
dairy products. Contains no animal produce. 100% non dairy.
“Totally free of artificial colouring or flavouring. A
blend of water and organic soya beans. A tasty and refreshing
drink, delicious served hot or cold. suitable for use in tea or
coffee (pour milk first), mashed potato, pudding, custards,
sauces and yogurt, etc.”
Label sent by Anthony Marrese of Hamburg. 1991. June.
½-liter Tetra Brik carton. The product name in German is
now written Bio-Soja-Drink. Green, black, yellow, and red
on white. Illustration of a large yellow sun rising behind a
red-roofed farmhouse. Retails for DM 1.69. Use by 26 Nov.
1991. Exclusive Neuform certification symbol.
5870. Product Name: [GranoVita Organic Tofu].
Foreign Name: GranoVita Bio-Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, calcium
chloride coagulant.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm poly bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 11 gm, fat 5 gm, usable
carbohydrates 0.3 gm, calories 89. 1 BE (Broteinheit, or
diabetic exchange) = 400 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s brochure.
1989? “Bio-Tofu for the High Quality Kitchen.” p. 4-5. A
color photo shows the Labels. Contains an illustration of
a pagoda on the front. Red, pea green, black, and yellow
on beige and white. “The plant alternative (Die pflanzliche
Alternative). For frying, baking, deep-frying (making into
fritters), or dicing in salads.” Gives instructions for making
fried tofu slices.
Letter from Eric C. Fehlberg, Director, International
Health Food Assoc. 1990. May 24. DE-VAU-GE began
making its own tofu in Luneburg in Jan. 1986. Before
that it purchased tofu from a Belgian [sic, actually Dutch;
Heuschen-Schrouff] soy milk company.
Label sent by DE-VAU-GE. 1990. June 11. The date
given for GranoVita Tofu is 1988 but no date is given for
Bio-Tofu.
5871. Product Name: [GranoVita Sandwich Spread
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(Homemade Style, Mushroom, Olive, Herb, or Natural)].
Foreign Name: GranoVita Sandwich-Pastete (Hausmacher
Art, Champignon, Oliven, Kraeuter, Naturell).
Manufacturer’s Name: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Water, vegetable oils and fats in changing
amounts, nutritional yeast, wheat grits, onions, buckwheat
groats, potato flour, sea salt, seasonings, soy flour
(Sojamehl)*, spices, herbs. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 80 gm can. Retails for DM
1.48.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 5.4 gm, fat 13.6 gm, usable
carbohydrates 12.8 gm, calories 195. 1 BE (Broteinheit, or
diabetic exchange) = 94 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label (can) sent by
Anthony Marrese. 1990. Jan. 2.75 inches diameter by 1
inch deep. Label is printed on the metal. “Vegetarian foods.
Made purely from plants. A pure vegetarian spread for bread,
practically cholesterol free.” A color photo on the bottom of
the can shows 2 pieces of bread on a plate covered with the
spread. Exklusiv Neuform certification symbol.
Ad (full-page, color) in Kurier/Neuform. 1989. Dec.
p. 17. “GranoVita quality. 90 years of experience.” A color
photo shows four of the sausage-shaped packages and five
rounds of dark bread each topped with a whirl of the spread,
topped with a garnish. “GranoVita Vollwertkost. Echt
guenstig” [Really beneficial].
5872. Product Name: [Fit & Active Vitalkost Soya Drink
(Strawberry, or Unsweetened)].
Foreign Name: Fit & Aktiv Vitalkost Soja-Drink (Erdbeer,
Ungesuesst).
Manufacturer’s Name: Dr. Fischer GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Postfach 13 20 43, D-2000
Hamburg 13, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Water, soybeans*, cane sugar, sea salt, naturaland identical to natural aromas, plant emulsifier, plant
stabilizer. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for DM 2.59.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 3.4 gm, fat 2.1 gm (linoleic
acid is 56% and linolenic acid is 7% of the total fatty acids),
usable carbohydrates 6.6 gm, calories 59, sodium 83 mg,
potassium 150 mg, calcium 20 mg, phosphorus 67 mg,
magnesium 24 mg, iron 0.6 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label for strawberry sent
by Anthony Marrese. 1989. Nov. 3.5 by 3.5 by 2.5 inch Tetra
Brik carton. Red, green, and pink on white. “Made 100%

from plants (100% pflanzlich). Cholesterol free. An active
drink–the plant alternative. Lactose free. Rich in several
unsaturated fatty acids. Soya Drink is made from whole
soybeans. Contains no added colorings. Shake before using.”
An illustration of a soybean plant with leaves and pods is on
the front panel.
Label for unsweetened sent by Anthony Marrese. 1990.
Dec. 12. Same size. Orange, red, light green, and dark green
on white. Retails for DM 1.29.
5873. Product Name: [Drei Pauly Natur Korn Tofu
Tortellini].
Foreign Name: Drei Pauly Natur Korn Tofu Tortellini.
Manufacturer’s Name: Drei Pauly Reform + Diaet GmbH
(Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: D-3557 Ebsdorfergrund 1, West
Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Hard whole wheat grits or middlings, tofu
(from organically grown soybeans), Whole wheat meal,
whole grain bread crumbs, water, unhydrogenated vegetable
oil, Parmesan cheese, tomato pulp, roasted or fried onions,
sea salt, herbs and spices, natural aromas.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm poly bag. Retails for
DM 3.95.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 13 gm, fat 6 gm, usable
carbohydrates 38 gm, fiber (Ballaststoffe) 9 gm, calories 258.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. 5.5 by 8 inches. Red, brown, green,
and white on yellow. “Without egg. Vegetables and tofu
are organically grown. Whole-grain pasta with hearty tofu
filling. Piquant and spicy. Enhanced with Parmesan cheese.
Bring to a boil in 2 liters broth or water and simmer for 1216 minutes.” Neuform certification symbol.
Letter from Bernd Drosihn. 1990. May 10. This
company just markets tofu products, they do not make any.
5874. Product Name: [Eden Organic Tofu Salad SingaporeStyle: with Whole-Grain Noodles and Vegetables (Mildly
Tart)].
Foreign Name: Eden Bio-Tofu-Salat mit Vollkorn-Nudeln
und Gemuese.
Manufacturer’s Name: Eden-Waren.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1229, 6232 Bad Soden/
Taunus, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Salad dressing: Water, vegetable oil, fruit
sugar, nonfat milk yogurt, herb vinegar, mustard, sea salt,
milk protein, starch, vegetable thickener, vegetables, vitamin
C (35 mg/100 gm). Vegetables: Tofu*, carrots*, cucumbers*,
onions*, whole-grain noodles*. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm jar. Retails for DM
4.75.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
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Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 5.8 gm, fat 9 gm, usable
carbohydrates 11.4 gm, calories 150. 1 BE (Broteinheit, or
diabetic exchange) = 105 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. Jan. 7.5 by 1.5 inches. Green, red, and black
on yellowish beige. “The Asiatic soybean gives us the gift of
tofu, its coagulated protein, one of the most valuable plant
basics for healthy nutrition. No chemical preservatives.” A
color photo shows diced tofu, with the colorful vegetable
ingredients. Exklusiv im Reformhaus. Neuform certification
symbol.
5875. Product Name: [Martin Evers Naturkost Soya Drink
(Unsweetened, With Honey, With Carob & Honey)].
Foreign Name: Martin Evers Naturkost Sojatrunk (Mit
Carob-Honiggesuesst).
Manufacturer’s Name: Evers Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: D-5418 Marienrachdorf, West
Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: With honey: Water, soybeans*, carob, honey,
sea salt, vanilla. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Unsweetened is also sold in 1 liter Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Carob-Honey retails for DM 2.10. Unsweetened liter
retails for DM 3.45.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 2.4 gm, fat 1.7 gm
(unsaturated fatty acids are 63% of total fatty acids),
carbohydrates 5.5 gm, calories 47, sodium 28 mg, potassium
140 mg, calcium 17 mg, phosphorus 45 mg, magnesium 17
mg, iron 0.4 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Labels for Honey and
Unsweetened sent by Anthony Marrese. 1989. Nov. 3.5 by
3.5 by 2.5 inch Tetra Brik carton. Red, brown, and green on
white. “Made purely from plants. With organically grown
soybeans. Shake before using. Refrigerate after opening.” On
one side is a brief description of how this soymilk is made.
An illustration of a soybean plant with flowers is on the front
panel.
5876. Product Name: [Bioferma Sojaghurt {Soy Yogurt
Starter Culture}].
Foreign Name: Bioferma Sojaghurt.
Manufacturer’s Name: Firma Bunge, Biologische
Erzeugnisse.
Manufacturer’s Address: Postfach 1206, D-2080
Pinneberg, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Freeze-dried microorganisms for making a
mildly acidic soy yogurt.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. March 22. 3.75 by 2.5 by 1 inch paperboard
box. Brown and white on chartreuse. Illustration of a daisy

on front panel. “Freeze-dried microorganism culture for the
production of a mildly sour soy yogurt (Sojaghurt) from a
soy protein drink.” Inside are three small foil packets each
containing a dose of culture, plus instructions in German
and French. Distributed in Switzerland by Somona and in
Austria by Vollkraft-Diät. Good until 31 Dec. 1995. Marrese
adds: “This company sells a line of cultures, including kefir,
as described in their leaflet. The soy yogurt is very good and
easy to make, both from soymilk I made my self and from
some I bought.”
5877. Product Name: [Unicorn Tofulini {Tofu Tortellini},
and Ravioli].
Foreign Name: Unicorn Tofulini, und Ravioli.
Manufacturer’s Name: Firma Unicorn (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: Pavillionstrasse 45, D-6630
Saarlouis, West Germany. Phone: 0 68 31 / 28 55.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Dough: Whole wheat semolina*, water.
Filling: Smoked tofu*, tofu* (a soybean product), bread
crumbs, roasted onions*, shoyu (soy sauce), sea salt, spice
mixture*. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm vacuum pack. Retails
for DM 4.95.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 9.2 gm, fat 2.8 gm, usable
carbohydrates 45.8 gm, calories 245.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989? 4 by 5.75 inches. Self adhesive with a hole/
window in the middle. Red and green on white. “Without
meat or eggs. Whole grain dough. Boil in salted water or
vegetable bouillon for 15 minutes. Serve with your favorite
margarine, herbs, or sauces. No preservatives.” Logo is a
unicorn head with an ear of wheat for a mane.
Letter from Bernd Drosihn. 1990. May 10. This
company just markets tofu products, they do not make any.
5878. Product Name: [Heirler Soya Soft Dessert {Soy
Yogurt} (Tropic with Bananas & Coconuts, Nuts & Caramel,
Peach & Maracuja Fruits)].
Foreign Name: Heirler Soja Soft Dessert (Tropic AnanasCocos, Nuss-Caramel, Pfirsich-Maracuja).
Manufacturer’s Name: Horst Heirler (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Grubmuehlerfeldstr. 52, D-8035
Gauting bei Munich, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Water, soybeans, fruit preparation with natural
aromas, lactic acid bacterial cultures.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm plastic cup. Retails for
DM 1.45.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Peach & Maracuja, or Tropic: Per 100 gm.:
Protein 3.6 gm, fat 1.8 gm, carbohydrates 11.9 gm, calories
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78. 101 gm = 1 BE (Broteinheit, or diabetic exchange).
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. 3 inch high plastic cup and 2.75 inch
diameter foil lid. Yellow, red, white, and orange on green. A
color illustration on the lid shows the fruits used. Logo is a
large yellow sun with red lines through it. “Free of lactose,
milk protein (casein), gluten, and cholesterol. A fresh product
made from organically grown soybeans. Contains no added
preservatives. Only with natural aromas. Soya soft dessert is
a pure product made from plants (rein pflanzliches product).
It contains the high-quality protein of the soybean. The fine
acidification with special cultures makes Soya soft dessert
so nourishing and digestible. With its delicious, fresh, fruity
taste, it offers a welcome change for each menu.” Exklusiv
Neuform certification symbol.
Note: Maracuja is name (in English, German, French,
and Dutch) of a tropical fruit (Passiflora alata) that has a tart
flavor; it can be eaten raw or made into drinks or sherbets.
5879. Product Name: [Heirler Tofu Broil- and Grill
Sandwich Slices (Nuremberg Style)].
Foreign Name: Heirler Tofu Brat- und Grillscheibe.
Manufacturer’s Name: Horst Heirler (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Grubmuehlerfeldstr. 52, D-8035
Gauting bei Munich, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Tofu (water, soybeans), vegetable oil, egg
protein, seasonings, sea salt, yeast extract, pure vegetable
thickener.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 gm poly bag. Retails for
DM 1.96.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 11.4 gm, fat 37.8 gm,
calories 395.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. 3 inches diameter. Red, white, and
light green on dark green. “Fresh, from organically grown
soybeans. Free of lactose, milk protein (casein), gluten,
and cholesterol.” A color photo on the back label shows the
round sausage-like slices, 3-4 inches in diameter, surrounded
by parsley and vegetables. Exklusiv Neuform certification
symbol.
5880. Product Name: [Heirler Tofu Sandwich Slices / Cold
Cuts (With Garden Vegetables, or Paprika), or Gourmet
Sandwich Slices (With Broccoli, or Nuts)].
Foreign Name: Heirler Tofu-Pastete (mit Gartengemuese,
oder Paprika), and Tofu-Pasteten Gourmet (mit Broccoli,
oder Nussen).
Manufacturer’s Name: Horst Heirler (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Grubmuehlerfeldstr. 52, D-8035
Gauting bei Munich, West Germany.

Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Tofu (water, soybeans), vegetable oil, broccoli,
egg protein, sea salt, yeast extract, mixture of seasonings,
pure vegetable thickener.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 gm poly bag. Retails for
DM 1.98.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 12.5 gm, fat 26.2 gm,
calories 287.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. 3.75 by 3.5 inches. Red, white, and
light green on dark green. “Fresh, from organically grown
soybeans. “Free of lactose, milk protein (casein), gluten,
and cholesterol.” The tofu is coagulated with lemon juice.
Exklusiv Neuform certification symbol.
Manufacturer’s catalog. 1989? Heirler Soja
Frischprodukte–Frisch aus der Sojabohne. A color photo
shows the “loaves” of this product. Each has a cross section
of about 3.5-4 inches square, is 4-6 inches long, and has a
dark brown rind. The ingredients have been firmly pressed
into the curd. A very innovative looking product.
5881. IITA Grain Legume Improvement Program (GLIP).
1989? Soybean research at IITA. Ibadan, Nigeria:
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture. Undated.
Unpublished manuscript. *
Address: Ibadan, Nigeria.
5882. Product Name: [Lima Tamari, and Lima Heiwa
Mansan Tamari].
Foreign Name: Lima Tamari, Lima Heiwa Mansan Tamari.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lima Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Edgar Gevaertdreef 10, B-9830
Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 ml dispenser, 1 liter bottle,
and 18 liters.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Lima catalogue, price
list, and color product brochure. 1989. A photo shows two
sizes of Lima tamari bottles. The Mansan comes in a 250 ml
bottle.
5883. Product Name: [Lima Organic Miso (1-Month,
Barley, or Rice)].
Foreign Name: Lima Bio-Miso 1 Mois, Bio Miso Orge, Bio
Miso Riz.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lima-Andiran.
Manufacturer’s Address: Moulin D’Andiran, 47170
Mezin, France.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm poly bag with gasrelease valve.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
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New Product–Documentation: Lima catalogue, price list,
and color product brochure. 1989. A photo shows the product
label and bag. The Label is Brown, orange, and white on
yellow. “Lima’s Bio-Miso is the first and only European
miso that is made from raw materials that are organically
grown.” It is produced at Lima-Andiran in France.
5884. Product Name: [Lima Organic Miso (Rice Miso)].
Foreign Name: Lima Bio-Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lima-France.
Manufacturer’s Address: Moulin D’Andiran, 47170
Mezin, France.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Whole soya beans*, rice*, water, sea salt. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm poly bag with valve to
release interior gas from fermentation. Retails for DM 11.95.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. Front and back. Each 3 by 4.5 inches.
Orange, brown, and white on yellowish beige. In Dutch,
French, German, and English. Control: Unitrab and
Nature et Progres logos. “The first European miso. Paste
from whole soya beans and rice, both organically grown;
fermentation: 18 months; made in the Southwest of France,
neither pasteurized nor sterilized. Use: in soups, stews, dips,
vegetable spreads, and sauces for vegetables or fish. Keep in
a cool place: 2-4ºC. Best before end of 1990.”
5885. Product Name: [New Way Whole Dry Soybeans].
Foreign Name: Neue Wege Sojabohnen.
Manufacturer’s Name: Naturwarenkontor Neue Wege
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Scheumuehle Schaeftersheim,
D-6992 Weikersheim, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Whole dry soybeans, organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm paper bag with
transparent cellophane window in front. Retails for DM 1.95.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. Jan. 3.25 by 9 inches. Green, red, and black
on beige. “Organically grown (Aus kontrolliert biologischem
Anbau).” These are packed by the community Neue Wege,
consisting of about 300 people living in Weikersheim/
Tauber. On the back of the package is a description of the
community.
5886. Product Name: [Neuco Tofunaise Salad Dressing
(Like Mayonnaise)].
Foreign Name: Neuco Tofunaise Salatcreme.
Manufacturer’s Name: Neukoellner Reformwaren GmbH
(Subsidiary of Huegli) (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 7660 Radolfzell, West Germany.

Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Tofu* (Soybeans, water, calcium sulfate
coagulant), cold-pressed soy oil*, corn starch syrup, apple
vinegar, mustard, sea salt, thickener (guar seed flour),
saffron. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 350 ml jar. Retails for DM 4.50.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 308, protein 7 gm,
carbohydrate 7 gm, fat 28 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. 5 by 7.5 by 2.5 inches. Self adhesive. Red,
black, yellow, and blue on white. Color illustration shows
a large cube of tofu and many small cubes on a plate
surrounded by a pitcher of orange juice, an onion, and a bowl
of dressing. Neuform certification symbol.
Letter from Bernd Drosihn. 1990. May 10. This
company just markets tofu products, they do not make any.
Their mother company is Huegli.
5887. Product Name: [Nuxo Tofu Salad Dressings or
Spreads (Swedish with Beets-Cucumbers-Apples, Hearty
with Cucumbers & Onions, Leek-Apple with Bananas &
Curry, and Devilish with Spicy Tomatoes and Mushrooms)].
Foreign Name: Nuxo Tofusalat (Schweden, Rustikal, Lauch
Apfel, Teuflischer).
Manufacturer’s Name: Nuxo-Werke Rothfritz + Co. KG.
(Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: D-2000 Hamburg 54, West
Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Swedish: Vegetable oil, tofu*, red beets,
water, onions, aromatic cucumbers, apples, vinegar, sugar,
thickeners (carob bean flour and guar seed flour), egg yolk,
mustard, mixture of seasonings, sea salt. * = Organically
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm jar. Retails for DM
3.75.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. 2.5 inch diameter with two “arms”
protruding, 3/4 by 2 inches. White, red, and green on blue. A
color photo shows tofu cubes containing bits of vegetables,
with sliced beets, apples, onions, and greens.
Leaflet. 1989. Nuxo Tofu Salads. Full-valued food for
gourmets/epicures. Healthful and delicious. A color photo
on the cover of this elegant and artistic, full-color brochure
shows slices of seasoned tofu next to a decorative sprig of
sliced fruits and greens, against a blue-green background.
The inside shows 4 different jars of the tofu dressing or
spread, each with lovely, clever labels.
Talk with Thomas Karas of Soyastern. 1990. March
14. This is presently Nuxo’s only tofu product. Their tofu is
probably made by Heuschen-Schrouff in the Netherlands or
by Linn.
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Letter from Anthony Marrese. 1990. March 22. In
a phone interview on 18 Dec. 1989 with Mr. Beck, the
company’s tofu manager, he learned that they do not
make any tofu or soymilk. They buy it all from other
manufacturers. From Christian Nagel he heard that Nuxo is
owned by Vitaquelle, a company with turnover of DM 25
million per year.
Letter from Bernd Drosihn. 1990. May 10. This
company just markets tofu and soymilk products, they do not
make any.
5888. Product Name: [Tofu Spread (Mushroom)].
Foreign Name: Tofu Austrich (Champignon).
Manufacturer’s Name: Origina. Made in The Netherlands
by Witte Wonder Natural Products B.V.
Manufacturer’s Address: Postfach 273, 1900 AG
Castricum, Netherlands.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Tofu*, sunflowerseed oil, apple vinegar,
apple concentrate*, pear concentrate*, barley malt syrup*,
yeast extract, mushrooms, herbs, sea salt, guar binder. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm jar. Retails for DM
3.90.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. 6 by 1.4 inches. Dark green and light
green on white. The Witte Wonder logo is an illustration
(line drawing) of a tofu maker with hands on hips; another
illustration shows three mushrooms. “Uses: Tasty on bread,
toast, rice crackers, and in sauces. Refrigerate after opening.”
Talk with Sjon Welters. 1990. March 3. This product is
made by Witte Wonder and exported by Origina/Terra Foods.
Note: Also sold under the Origina Luna brand are a
Fruitcake and a Carob Biscuit, each containing a small
amount of Roasted soy flour (Sojakernmehl / farine
d’amandes de soja).
5889. Product Name: [Tofu Salad Dressing (Carrot)].
Foreign Name: Tofu Salat Dressing (Karotten).
Manufacturer’s Name: Pro Natura.
Manufacturer’s Address: Elisabetenstr. 10, D-6074
Roedermark, West Germany. Phone: 06074-97437.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Tofu*, water, rice*, vegetable oil, carrots*,
apples*, celery*, onions*, lemon juice, herb vinegar, honey,
herb salt, yogurt, milk protein, garlic*, seasonings. * =
Organically grown [aus kontrolliert biologischem Anbau].
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 220 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. Jan. 7.5 by 2 inches. Purple and red on gray.
Logo of the world with tofu written large around the equator.
“We recommend Tofu Dressing on baked Tempeh Sticks,

Tofu Schnitzel or patties (Bratlingen). For souffles, soups, or
sauces. It is especially suited for cold buffets, delicatessen
salads, potatoes, noodles, or rice salads. Also great on
uncooked or vegetarian salads. Shake before using.”
5890. Product Name: [Boesen Soya Bread].
Foreign Name: Boesen Sojabrot.
Manufacturer’s Name: Reform- und Muehlenbaeckerei
Boesen GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Postfach 20 36, D-4018
Langenfeld, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Wheat flour type 1050*, sourdough, water,
whole rye grits*, whole soy grits, buttermilk, sea salt, yeast.
* = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm cellophane bag. Retails
for DM 2.79.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 14 gm, fat 5 gm, usable
carbohydrates 36 gm, calories 245. 1 BE (Broteinheit, or
diabetic exchange) = 34 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. 12 by 12 inches. Red, dark green, light green,
and yellow on white. “With organically certified and grown
grains.” (“Mit Getreide aus anerkanntem kontrolliertem
organisch-biologischem Anbau”). More plant protein,
less carbohydrates. The nutritious bread with the natural
bread flavor. Entirely free of preservatives. Exklusiv im
Reformhaus. Neuform certification symbol.
5891. Product Name: Free (Dairy-Free Tofu-Based Cheese
Alternative) [Jalapeno Jack, Garlic Jack, Cheddar, or Spice].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sharon’s Finest. Div. of Rose
International (Product Developer-Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 2687, Petaluma, CA
94953-2687. Phone: 707-778-7721.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Organic tofu, soy oil, tapioca, irish moss,
nutritional yeast, agar-agar, guar gum, sea salt, miso, carob
bean gum, kuzu, aloe vera, lecithin, citric acid.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 oz.: Calories 90, protein 2 gm,
carbohydrate 6 gm, fat 6 gm, sodium 110 mg, calcium 95
mg.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Richard
Rose. 1987. Sept. 17. This product should be on the market
by Oct. 1987. A U.S. patent is pending. Spot in Food
Processing. 1987. Oct. Contains added vitamin B-12. For
additional information contact Sharon’s Finest Div. of Rose
International, Petaluma, California. This product is FREE of
casein. It “tastes, looks, and melts like real cheese.” Spot in
Food Distributors Magazine. 1987. Oct.
Medoff. 1987. Whole Life. Sept/Oct. p. 79, 82. “New
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Soy Cheese Best Yet to Hit Market.” Sharon’s Finest
brand FREE, a new non-dairy cheese made from Rose
International, contains no casein. “They’ve managed to
create a soy cheese that is about as close to real dairy cheese
as any we’ve seen to date... Indeed its similarity to real
cheese is startling.” A U.S. patent is pending on the product’s
formulation and process. The product’s cheese-like qualities
result from the interaction of ingredients, rather than from
any one in particular. It contains 70% organic tofu, far more
than any other soy cheese on the market. It will be marketed
as tofu that is like cheese, rather than a soy cheese per se.
Article includes Label. “The first Tofu that melts and tastes
like real Cheese!”
Spot in Health Foods Business. 1987. Dec. “Rose
International has introduced a tofu cheese and nog.” The
cheese, named Free, “tastes, looks, and melts like real
cheese.” Contact “Rose International, P.O. Box 2687,
Petaluma, CA 94953-2687.”
Talk with Richard Rose. 1988 Feb. 15, and 1990 March
1. This product has not yet been put on the market. It is hard
to find a company to make an unconventional soy cheese.
But he is working and it will eventually be launched.
Talk with Sharon Rose of Sharon’s Finest. 1992. Feb.
10. This product is still in limbo, on the back burner. They
have developed a good formula, but Richard is still working
on minor improvements.
Letter (fax) from Richard Rose. 1994. April 21. This
product was never sold commercially, and Richard was never
wholly satisfied with it. It was the precursor to VeganRella
[first sold commercially in April 1994] “Plus Kraft beat us
to the name, legally.” It was the precursor to VeganRella.
“Although far better than Soymage [the only casein-free soy
cheese sold at the time], we felt it should, could, and would
be even better with more work.”
Note: This cheese, under this name, was never sold
commercially.
5892. Product Name: [Sobo Soya Munchies {Soynuts}
(Curry plus 2 other flavors)].
Foreign Name: Sobo Soja Knabbers (Curry).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sobo Naturkost.
Manufacturer’s Address: Goltsteinstr. 43a, D-5000
Cologne 51, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Soybeans*, peanut butter (Erdnussmus),
vegetable oil, potato starch, natural spices, sea salt. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 gm poly bag. Retails for
DM 1.85.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. Jan. 3.75 by 6.25 inches. Brown and green
on yellow. “Finely roasted soy kernels for munching. The
healthful snack alternative, with the valuable nutrients of the

soybean.” Illustration of a soybean plant on the front.
5893. Kanayama, Yoshinori; Watanabe, I.; Yamamoto,
Y. 1990. Inhibition of nitrogen fixation in soybean plants
supplied with nitrate. I: Nitrite accumulation and formation
of nitrosylleghemoglobin in nodules. Plant and Cell
Physiology (Japan) 31(3):341-46. Jan. 1. [23 ref]
• Summary: “Thus, it is suggested that nitrogen fixation
was inhibited primarily by a decrease in the function of
leghemoglobin, attributable to the formation of LbNO,
which was caused by the accumulation of nitrite generated
from nitrate by NR in the nodule cytosol.” Address: Dep. of
Agronomy, School of Agriculture, Nagoya Univ., Chikusaku, Nagoya, 464-01 Japan.
5894. Kanayama, Yoshinori; Yamamoto, Y. 1990. Inhibition
of nitrogen fixation in soybean plants supplied with nitrate.
III: Kinetics of the formation of nitrosylleghemoglobin and
of the inhibition of formation of oxyleghemoglobin. Plant
and Cell Physiology (Japan) 31(5):603-08. Jan. 1. [13 ref]
• Summary: “In order to elucidate the mechanism of
inhibition, by nitrite, of the formation of oxyleghemoglobin
(LbO2) and the mechanism of generation of
nitrosylleghemoglobin (LbNO), kinetic analyses of results
of measurements of oxygen uptake and spectrophotometric
assays of leghemoglobin were performed.” Address: Dep. of
Agronomy, School of Agriculture, Nagoya Univ., Chikusaku, Nagoya, 464-01 Japan.
5895. Kanayama, Yoshinori; Yamamoto, Y. 1990. Effects of
nitrate on nucleotide levels in soybean nodules. Plant and
Cell Physiology (Japan) 31(6):893-95. Jan. 1. [24 ref]
• Summary: “In soybean nodules, the ATP level and ATP/
ADP ratio decreased significantly upon the supply of nitrate.
Inhibition of nitrogen fixation by nitrate was caused by a
decrease in oxidative phosphorylation attributable to the
accumulation of nitrosylleghemoglobin in the presence of
nitrate. The synthesis of other nucleotides and UDP-sugar
was also affected.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, School of
Agriculture, Nagoya Univ., Chikusa-ku, Nagoya, 464-01
Japan.
5896. Howard, Clare. 1990. Soybean growers target tofu:
Farmers see market sprouting for soy-based foods. Journal
Star (Peoria, Illinois). Jan. 2. [1 ref]
• Summary: The article opens with a photo of the produce
manager at a supermarket in East Peoria, Illinois, holding
up 2 packs of Mori-Nu Tofu. “Soybeans could achieve a
$1 billion niche in the food industry by the mid-1990s,
and Illinois farmers stand to make additional inroads in the
Asian tofu market.” Jim Shearl, manager of the Illinois Crop
Improvement Assoc., worked with a team of agricultural
researchers at the Univ. of Illinois to develop “Illinois Tofu
No. 1,” a new soybean variety with all the characteristics
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ideal for making tofu. These soybeans, which should earn
a premium of $0.10 or more per bushel, must be stored and
shipped separate from other soybeans. Neither Argentina
nor Brazil nor other U.S. states have developed such a bean.
Lowell Hill, agricultural economist at the Univ. of Illinois,
noted “This is a significant steppingstone. Traditionally
farmers produce and then find a market. We’ve turned that
around and determined what the market wants and then set
out to produce a soybean to meet that need.” Hill said the
Koreans import about 300,000 tons of soybeans for tofu
manufacturing, representing a $61.7 million market.
5897. Korsak, David de. 1990. Work at Daizou SARL and Le
Bol en Bois in France, and at Paul’s in England (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 31. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: David, a Frenchman who speaks excellent
English, has a degree in Food Technology. He is now taking
a 1-year course to earn a Certificate in Business Studies at
Cal State, Hayward. From Aug. to Sept. 1987 he worked
on weekends for Daizou, located in an industrial zone just
southeast of Paris, France. It was his first experience with
tofu, but he did not make tofu himself. He did an internship
with them, setting up a computer system. The manager was
Takatoshi Hirayama. Daizou had about 8 employees total:
2 full-time tofu makers, 2 men frying tofu, 1 manager, 2
drivers who deliver products, and 1 secretary. The tofu
company was formerly in the basement of Le Bol en Bois in
Paris. They moved when they outgrew that space. They sell
mostly to Japanese (in water pack tubs), and their main outlet
is at Le Bol en Bois. They use 100-125 kg/day of soybeans
to make about 300-375 kg of tofu. They also sell some
vacuum packed tofu, made with organically grown soybeans,
to 1-2 health food shops in Paris. One of the company’s big
problems is employee turnover.
After working at Daizou, from Oct. to Dec. 1987, David
worked at Paul’s Tofu in England. Paul’s had recently won a
contest that allowed them to move into a small industrial part
in Melton Mobray (a city that was looking for employers),
Leicestershire, for several years without paying rent. He
renamed the company Soyfoods Ltd. The company made
tofu only 3 days a week. He was one of the tofu makers.
The company used about 5 x 60 lb bags of soybeans a day to
make about 2,400 lb/week of tofu. The other days they made
second generation products. This company also had big
problems with employee turnover, and was unable to grow.
In the future, he wants to work with tofu in France.
He will work as an intern at Wildwood Natural Foods in
California from Sept-Dec. 1990, then with Société Soy in
France selling their products in England. Address: Hayward
State Univ., Hayward, California. Phone: 415-886-0867.
5898. Product Name: Provamel Soya Milk (Calcium
Enriched. Naturally Sweetened with Apple Juice. Made from

Organic Soya Beans).
Manufacturer’s Name: Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: Alpro N.V., Vlamingstraat 28,
B-8610 Wevelgem, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1990 January.
Ingredients: Filtered water, dehulled whole organic soya
beans, apple juice concentrate, barley malt, calcium, seasalt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml and 1 liter Tetra Pak
cartons. Retails for 49p and 92p respectively (1/90, England).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 ml: Energy 46 kcal (calories; 196 kJ),
protein 3.6 gm, carbohydrates 3.3 gm, total fat 2.1 gm (of
which polyunsaturated fatty acids: 60%), cholesterol 0 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Provamel news release/
leaflet. 1990. Jan. “New healthy alternative to cow’s milk.”
This new soya milk contains more calcium and less sugar
than cow’s milk. The calcium content is 140 mg/100 gm
compared to 120 mg/100 gm found in cow’s milk, according
to Nigel Meadows, marketing manager for Vandemoortele
(UK) Ltd. The milk is naturally sweetened with apple juice
and made from organically grown whole soya beans. “A
major breakthrough in food technology at our new plant
in Belgium has achieved a close and unrivalled parallel to
cow’s milk.”
SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1990. 1(1): 3. Provamel
has launched this new product “with the help of Dolly the
cat. The promotion includes free in-store demonstrations
and customer taste kits. Containing 20 mg/kg more calcium
than cow’s milk, Provamel is sweetened with apple juice and
made from organically grown whole soya beans.”
Talk with Alpro. 1990. June 4. The promotion for this
product in England is handled by Alpro’s sister company,
Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd., which has its own distribution.
The cat has nothing to do with the product. It’s just the
British way of advertising. The name in French is “Provamel
Soya Drink (Enrici en Calcium).”
Label sent by Heather Paine of SoyaFoods in London.
1991. May. 3.75 by 3.5 by 1.25 inches. Tetra Brik carton.
Blue, green, yellow, and red on white. Illustration of green
leaves on front panel. “100% natural ingredients. Calcium
enriched. Naturally sweetened with apple juice. Made
from organic soya beans. Best served chilled. Shake before
using. When opened, Provamel will keep fresh for up to
three days when refrigerated... The soya beans have been
grown on soils which have been treated in accordance with
the organic standards for a continuous period of at least
36 months... New Provamel Calcium Enriched Soya Milk
contains 140 mg of calcium/100 gm compared with 120
mg of calcium/100 gm of cow’s milk. The delicious taste
of Provamel makes it an ideal alternative to cow’s milk that
the whole family can enjoy. Use Provamel on cereals and in
recipes where it is just as versatile as cow’s milk. In tea and
coffee pour the Soya Milk first. It is also a refreshing drink
by itself when served chilled.” Circled V vegetarian logo.
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Retails for 52p.
Form filled out by Philippe Vandemoortele of Alpro.
1991. Sept. 4. Provamel Soya Drink fortified with calcium
was introduced in Dec. 1989. It was sold in the UK
(Distributed by Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd.), Belgium, France,
the Netherlands, Spain, and Germany.
5899. Product Name: [Tempeh, Ready-to-Eat Tempeh,
Marinated and Grilled Ready-to-Eat Tempeh. Tempeh with
Fines Herbes, Tempeh Saté].
Foreign Name: Temeph, Tempeh Away, Tempeh–Plus
Away, Tempeh met Kruiden, Tempeh Sate.
Manufacturer’s Name: Food for Freedom.
Manufacturer’s Address: Nylense [Nijlense] Steenweg 72,
B-2270 Herenthout, Belgium. Phone: 014 / 51 7237.
Date of Introduction: 1990 January.
Ingredients: Basic tempeh: Organically grown soybeans,
water, Rhizopus starter.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter, label, and leaflet
sent by Lucio de Berti, owner of Food For Freedom.
1992. Jan. 4. This product, called simply “Tempeh,” was
introduced in Jan. 1990. The company now makes about 80
kg/week of tempeh. “Our company is meant to be mainly a
fresh tempeh producer, since we believe that tempeh is the
best way to use soyabeans for mankind. Our second goal is
to help spread the use of soya products integrated into a more
philosophical lifestyle, based on macrobiotics.” Note: Lucio
started making tempeh in Italy in the fall of 1987 with La
Finestra sul Cielo; he was Italy’s first tempeh maker.
Labels. 3 by 4 inches. various pairs of colors. In Dutch
and French.
Leaflet (in French). “Fresh tempeh.” Contents: What
is tempeh? Why does the fermentation of tempeh make it a
unique food? Why fresh tempeh? How we make Food for
Freedom tempeh. When did Food for Freedom start? For
more information. Four tempeh recipes.
Form filled out by Mr. Frederik Dossche and two leaflets
sent by fax. 2001. June 7. Food for Freedom and De Hobbit
seem to have merged. Both make tempeh at: Nijverheidslaan
7, 9980 Maldegem, Belgium. Phone: 050 71 70 20. Food for
Freedom makes Tempeh and Smoked Tempeh. De Hobbit
makes Tempeh, Smoked Tempeh, and Tempeh Bacon.
Label sent by Sjon Welters. 2004. March. “Tempeh.
100% Bio.” 4.5 by 3 inches. Blue, white, green and black on
orange. 300 gm. Maldegem. In Dutch.
5900. Gouvernement du Québec, Ministère de l’Agriculture,
des Pêcheries et de l’Alimentation, Conseil des Productions
Végétales du Quebec (CPVQ). 1990. Soya culture [Soybean
cultivation]. Quebec, Canada. 47 p. AGDEX 141/20. 28 cm.
[Fre]
• Summary: This French-language booklet about soybean

production and utilization in Quebec, was compiled by
a committee of 12 experts. Contents: Introduction: The
importance of soya, perspectives and the development of
the market. Preparation of the soil and seedbed prior to
sowing: The particular needs of soya, soil management,
reduced working of the soil. Fertilizers: The needs of soya.
Inoculation: The needs of soya, techniques of inoculation.
Sowing: Choice of the proper variety/cultivar, seed drills,
sowing. Harvest, drying and storage. Utilization of soya
in animal production: Advantages and disadvantages,
technological treatments applied to whole soybeans, feeding
of dairy cows, feeding of pigs and sows, feeding of poultry,
quality of processed soybeans, conclusion.
Table 1 shows that soybean area in Quebec increased
from 1,400 ha in 1981, to 12,500 ha in 1988, and an
estimated 19,000 ha in 1989. Soybean production grew from
7,200 tonnes in 1985, to 28,600 tonnes, to an estimated
45,000 tonnes in 1989. Table 2 shows 9 soybean processing
plants in Quebec; these have a total annual capacity of
95,000 tonnes. There are no solvent extraction plants. The
largest plants do extrusion and micronization. Address:
Quebec.
5901. Product Name: Redwood TofûCheese (With Casein)
[Garlic & Parsley, Mexican Pepper (Jalapeno), Mild Red
Cheddar, Mild White Cheddar, Mozzarella].
Manufacturer’s Name: Redwood Company (The). Div. of
J.R.J. Trading Co. (Importer-Marketer-Distributor). Made in
America.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1298, London N20
0YT, England. Or: 243 The Broadway, Muswell Hill,
London, N10, England. Phone: 01-444 7717.
Date of Introduction: 1990 January.
Ingredients: Mild Cheddar: Tofu (Soya curd), soya oil,
casein (non fat milk protein), sea salt, citric acid, emulsifier–
lecithin, natural flavour, thickener–guar gum, colour–annatto
seed.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 227 gm (8 oz) blocks, vacuum
packed. Retails for £1.39 per 8 oz (2/90).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 290, protein 28 gm,
carbohydrate 4 gm, fat 18 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 0.6
gm, calcium 0.494 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Article published about
Feb. 1990. Source unknown. “TofuCheese is launched in
UK.” “The first ever range of tofu cheeses to be available
in the UK has been launched by The Redwood Company, a
division of JRJ Trading.
“These healthy cholesterol-free alternatives to dairy
cheeses are produced by America’s leading manufacturer.
They are low in calories (only 282 per 100 gm) and are
suitable for those on a vegetarian diet.
Mozzarella is available only in bulk packs.
Talk with exporter, who wishes to remain anonymous.
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1990. July 12. The product is now exported, refrigerated,
from America.
Label sent by David Greenslade. 1990. July 13. 2.5
inches square. Red, blue, and black on white. “The nutritious
low saturate alternative to Mozzarella cheese. A blend of tofu
(soya curd), soya oil, and non fat milk protein. Vegetarian.
No animal fats. Low in saturates. Lactose free. Rich in
calcium.”
Spot in SoyaFoods. 1991. Spring. p. 4. “Tofu Cheese.”
This product is imported to the UK by J.R.J. Trading Co.,
P.O. Box 1298, London N20 OYT, England. Phone: (071)
368 9664. “Tofu Cheese is manufactured by the Redwood
Company in the U.S. and is now distributed exclusively by
The J.R.J. Trading Company in the UK. An alternative to
standard dairy cheese, Tofu Cheese is based on tofu with
added soya oil and casein powder. It claims to be very low in
saturated fats and high in calcium with 30% less calories and
15% less sodium than standard cheddar cheese. It is lactose
and cholesterol free and comes in 227 gm packs. There are 4
flavours...”
Talk with Richard Rose. 1992. May 5. This product is no
longer being sold in Europe. The people who were marketing
it were Sicilian.
5902. Product Name: [Jean de Preneuf Tofu Burgers {Not
Fried} (Garlic and Fines Herbes, Tomato and Basil, or With
Three Cheeses)].
Foreign Name: Jean de Preneuf Dorés de Soja (Ail et Fines
Herbes, Tomate et Basilic, Aux Trois Fromages).
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix,
42400 Saint-Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.24.42.
Date of Introduction: 1990 January.
Ingredients: With Three Cheeses: Tofu (water, soybeans*
51%), Emmenthaler (Swiss) cheese (8%), Comté cheese
(2%), Cheddar cheese (2%), soy sauce*, rolled oats*, sea
salt, spices and aromatics. * = Organically grown (issu de
l’agriculture biologique).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 x 100 gm round patties
vacuum packed in a paperboard box.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 12.4 gm, fats (lipids) 13.0
gm, total carbohydrates (glucides totaux) 9.6 gm, calories
(Kcal) 205 (857 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Bernard
Storup. 1990. Dec. 26. 3.25 by 4 by 2 inches from front
to back. Paperboard box. With three cheeses: Blue, green,
orange-brown, and yellow on white. Color photo of 2/3 of a
patty on front panel. “Light and balanced. Keep your vitality
with Tofu Burgers. For additional information write: Jean
de Preneuf, 42 L’Orangerie, 42580 Letrat, France. Store at
+4ºC. To use: Remove the protective film with the peel-off
tab. Re-heat, either: In a skillet over low heat for 5 minutes.
In an oven for 7-10 min. In a microwave oven for 2 minutes.

Or steam.”
“Soya, with exceptional natural qualities, rich in protein
and free of cholesterol, is finally cultivated in France. We
transform tofu, a traditional food that originated in China,
so that all of the vitality of soya is protected. Ground with
water, cooked, then filtered, the soya is transformed into
‘milk.’ Its coagulation gives us tofu. Easy and quick to
prepare, tofu burgers are delicious culinary preparations for
serving as a main dish, rich in vegetable proteins (riches en
protéines végétales).”
Spot in SoyaFoods. 1991. Spring. p. 5. “Dorés de Soja.”
The company name is given as “Jean de Preneuf.”
5903. Product Name: [Viana Soya Noodles with Shoyu].
Foreign Name: Viana Shoyu Soja-Nudeln.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
(Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: Schmittenstr. 106, D-5030
Huerth 6, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1990 January.
Ingredients: Hard wheat*, wheat*, soybeans*, shoyu*,
herbs*, sea salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm cellophane bag.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Bernd
Drosihn. 1990. May 10. 3.25 by 3.5 inches. Self adhesive.
Reddish-purple, black, brownish gold, and beige. “Spiced
with herbs and soy sauce. Noodles made without eggs.”
Introduced Jan. 1990.
5904. Product Name: [Viana Soya Noodles {Without
Eggs}].
Foreign Name: Viana Soja-Nudeln (Ohne Ei).
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
(Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: Schmittenstr. 106, D-5030
Huerth 6, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1990 January.
Ingredients: Hard wheat*, wheat*, soybeans*. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm cellophane bag.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Bernd
Drosihn. 1990. May 10. 3.25 by 3.5 inches. Self adhesive.
Reddish-purple, black, yellowish gold, and beige. “To
prepare, cook for 10 minutes in boiling, lightly salted water.”
Introduced Jan. 1990.
5905. Nielsen, Niels C. 1990. The Tofu Center at Purdue
University and research on food uses of soybeans
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 8. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Dr. Nielsen, a member of the USDA
Agricultural Research Service, is more a molecular biologist
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than a soybean breeder. He did post-doctoral research and
taught in the biochemistry department at the University
of California at Davis. The Tofu Center, established in
about Feb. 1989, is a corner of the pilot plant in the Food
Science Department at Purdue. They have accumulated
the equipment they need to make tofu, and they have had
people from Taishi Foods (Taishi Shokuhin Kogyo K.K.) a
large tofu manufacturer in Aomori prefecture, Japan come to
help them make tofu that meets Japanese quality standards.
Funding for the Tofu Center and his closely related Soybean
Protein Improvement Project comes from Central Soya,
Taishi Foods, Mitsubishi, and state grants to support value
added research (about $15,000)–plus his USDA/ARS funds.
Total funding is still small.
The purpose of the Center is to ask 2 kinds of questions:
(1) What is the effect of the way soybeans are stored while
being shipped to Japan on the quality for the final tofu? (2)
What kind of very small scale tofu preparation techniques
can be used in conjunction with soybean breeding programs
designed to incorporate into American soybeans traits that
will make them more suited for food uses in the USA and
abroad. Nothing has been published by the Tofu Center
about its goals and activities except for 1-2 news releases
from the Purdue Information Office, plus a little video on
that was shown at halftime during a recent Purdue basketball
game. Suzanne Nielsen (no relation), a food chemist, is also
active in the program. The lipoxygenase program is only
a very small part of his lab. The major thrust of the whole
program is to try to convert the soybean into an edible
food, and to make it more acceptable. This will open a
whole new market in the West. Most of the effort is aimed
at changing the quality characteristics of soy protein by
genetic engineering. The major problems they are looking at
now are flavor, protein quality, sedimentation value ratios,
and flatulence. Concerning flavor, they have made major
advances by removing lipoxygenase. Nielsen believes
that this is their most important advance to date and that it
may have a major effect in improving the acceptability of
soybeans for food use. They used backcrossing into Century
soybeans (a good-yielding, maturity group 2, field type
soybean) to get near isogenic lines. Soybeans missing the
L-2 and L-3 lipoxygenase isozymes make a very bland tofu
and soymilk, which is much more acceptable to American
taste panels. The absence of L-2 alone gives somewhat less
bland products. L-1, which has a high pH optimum, plays
little role in generating off flavors. Last year about 4,500
acres of soybeans missing the L-2 isozyme were grown in
Indiana. The lines lacking lipoxygenase yield the same as
Century, but Century no longer yields nearly as well as the
best-yielding varieties today. A lot of private and public
soybean breeders are now using this germplasm. Concerning
protein quality, they have learned how to change the sulfur
amino acid content (to increase methionine) and now they
are working to get it into a soybean variety.

Being able to change the ratio of 7S to 11S protein
sedimentation values (the S stands for Svedberg, who was an
early Swedish researcher on the subject) will be important
in adjusting the hardness or softness of tofu. But Japanese
tofu makers have no clear idea of what ratio they want.
Concerning elimination of flatulence factors, that work is just
starting.
The Japanese have learned to like soyfoods made
from large-seeded vegetable-type (LSVT) soybeans, but
American’s have not yet learned that. Tofu makers are
most concerned about taste and tofu yield, and they prefer
LSVT soybeans for their flavor. But they prefer American
soybeans for their swelling characteristics during soaking,
and this gives a more uniform product. Many Japanese tofu
makers plan to have LSVT soybeans grown in America
under special contract, but they cannot do that economically
due to (1) their poor yield due to problems of shattering
during mechanical harvesting, and (2) their thin seedcoat,
which leads to more damage during mechanical harvesting.
The way the Japanese have traditionally harvested their
soybeans, cutting the plants early by hand and hanging them
upside down on racks, shattering is an advantage, allowing
the beans to be manually threshed from the pods with a
minimum of effort. The thin seedcoat, which does not effect
shattering, does aid uniform swelling during soaking. Yet
he has heard that new-crop LSVT soybeans do not swell as
well as year-old ones. Nielsen feels it may not be necessary
to start with a vegetable-type soybean to produce the
characteristics that they want.
Nielsen believes that the program on food uses of
soybeans at Purdue will expand in the coming years.
Soybean breeders will be working much more closely than
ever before with food scientists. Other key people are Phil
Nelson (the department head in the food science department)
and Marv Phillips (the department head in agronomy). There
have already been 9-10 PhD theses in his soybean protein
improvement program. A few of his graduates now doing
important work in the area are Nilgen Tumer (from Turkey)
at Monsanto (working with cross protection by putting
the proteins of a virus into a plant to immunize it against
infection) and Paul Staswick at Univ. of Nebraska (working
with vegetative storage proteins).
Keith Smith of the American Soybean Assoc. has
been very supportive of Nielsen’s work. The early work on
preparing the low-lipoxygenase lines and modifying the
nutritional quality of the soy protein was all funded by ASA.
In Dec. 1989, at a meeting at ASA in St. Louis, he first heard
concern expressed with the quantity of protein in soybeans,
for the crushing industry. This seems like a major change of
attitude. They are not yet very concerned with the various
components of the seed and how those effect quality. At the
ASA board meeting, he pointed out that in the coming years,
especially because of the development of biotechnology, we
will be seeing the developing of niche markets. That will
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fragment the soybean industry as a commodity crop. A valueadded market will emerge, and this will be a major change
in the market. So ASA needs to establish better quality
standards. He is already working with Central Soya toward
component pricing. Indiana has a value-added program with
grants to specific projects; it does not have a Center as exists
in Iowa and Illinois.
Nielsen’s father was a plant breeder at the Univ.
of Wisconsin. He was personally more interested in
biochemistry and chemistry. So it was very apparent to him
due to the environment in which he was raised that there
was not enough of a connection between the basic sciences
and the applied sciences. The problem was to learn how to
establish those bridges. He, who does cutting and splicing
of DNA, now has developed close ties with the food science
department. The real question will turn out to be whether or
not we can find new places to put the improved soy proteins,
for example as extenders. Central Soya thinks that these new
soybeans will increase the use of isolates and concentrates
in foods. Gary Felger (Phone: 219-425-5403) is Nielsen’s
contact at Central Soya. David Swanson, the CEO, is also
very interested in this work. Address: Purdue Univ., West
Lafayette, Indiana 47907. Phone: 317-494-8057.

5907. Bhatnagar, P.S.; Tiwari, S.P. eds. 1990. Technology
for increasing soybean production in India. NRCS Technical
Bulletin (Indore, India) No. 1. 54 p. Feb. Illust. 25 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Foreword I, by M.V. Rao.
Foreword II, by R.S. Paroda. Preface, by P.S. Bhatnagar.
1. Introduction, by P.S. Bhatnagar. 2. Production and
productivity constraint analysis, by P.S. Bhatnagar and
S.P. Tiwari. 3. Augmenting soybean production, by P.S.
Bhatnagar and S.P. Tiwari. 4. Production technology, by
S.P. Tiwari and P.S. Bhatnagar. 5. Soybean seed production,
by P.S. Bhatnagar. 6. Major diseases of soybean, by A.K.
Shukla. 7. Insect-pests of soybean, by A.N. Sharma. 8.
Soybean utilization, by Nawab Ali and P.S. Bhatnagar. 9.
Improved agricultural implements for soybean cultivation,
by N.S.L. Srivastava.
The chapter on soybean utilization discusses soypaneer
(tofu, with a description of how to make tofu at home),
defatted soyflour, fullfat soyflour, and how to fortify wheat
flour with soya in villages by mixing 10% clean soybeans
with the wheat before it is ground into flour by a burr mill.
Address: National Research Centre for Soybean (NRCS,
ICAR), Khandawa Rd., Indore 452 001, Madhya Pradesh,
India.

5906. Avo Feinkost GmbH. 1990. Sofit: Tofu–
Vollwertkoestlichkeiten: Leicht, gesund–mit viel Geschmack
[Sofit: Tofu High-Quality Delicacies: Light, healthful, and
with lots of taste]. Postfach 1167, D-4500 Osnabrueck, West
Germany. Catalog. [Ger]
• Summary: The first 7 pages of this attractive brochure
describe what tofu is, how it is made, and its many benefits.
A photo on the cover shows 7 meatlike products in the Sofit
line. Tofu is free of cholesterol, lactose, milk protein (casein),
gluten, and sugar. Tofu is rich in protein, minerals and
vitamins, unsaturated fatty acids, linoleic acid (Linolsäure),
and natural lecithin. The last 6 pages list, then describe
in detail (giving all ingredients and a nutritional analysis)
21 tofu products made by Avo, divided into the following
categories: For the cheese counter (2 types of fresh seasoned
tofu), Roasted/fried foods (2 tofu bratwurst sausages and 5
tofu burgers), Wurst spreads (4), Pastete-type cold cuts (4),
and for the salad bar (4 tofu salads). “The soybeans, which
are used in making our products, are organically grown.”
Note: Soyfoods Center received a phone call from a
relative of Avo on 6 June 1988, stating that Avo is a spice
company that wants to import organic soybeans from
America for their tofu based meat analogs. They will be
launched soon.
Letter from Xavier Karis in Italy. 1990. June 15. “I am
enclosing a catalog for a line named Sofit. They started out in
Germany about 1-2 months ago. They managed to get their
products sold in a supermarket chain called Tengelmann.”
Address: Osnabrueck, West Germany. Phone: 05406/5080.

5908. Product Name: Sharon’s Finest Tofu-Rella (TofuBased Cheese Alternative with Casein) [Mozzarella Style,
Garlic-Herb Style, and Cheddar Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sharon’s Finest. Div. of Rose
International (Product Developer-Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 5020, Santa Rosa, CA
95402-5020. Phone: 707-576-7050.
Date of Introduction: 1990 February.
Ingredients: Garlic-Herb style: Organic tofu (water,
organically-grown soybeans+, calcium sulfate coagulant),
soy oil, casein*, salt, garlic, citric acid, herbs, lecithin,
natural flavor, guar gum. *Casein is the protein found in
nonfat milk. It is a high-quality protein free of cholesterol
and rennet, and is what allows this tofu product to be so
similar to cheese. + Organic in accordance with Cal. H&S
Code 26569.11. Diabetic exchange: 1 medium-fat meat.
Conforms to the reducing and maintenance diet. Contains
0.02% lactose.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz blocks, plastic wrapped.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition: Per 1 oz.: Calories 80, protein 8 gm,
carbohydrates 1 gm, fat 5 gm, sodium 170 mg, calcium 140
mg, cholesterol 0 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Sharon’s
Finest. 1990. March 1. 4 inches square. Self adhesive. One
label each for front and back of package. Black and one other
color on white. Illustration of two bamboo stalks with leaves.
The feeling of the label is one of elegant simplicity. The
front panel states: “Made with organic tofu. No cholesterol.
Low in saturated fat.” The back panel reads: “Thank you for
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buying Tofu-Rella, the delicious natural cheese alternative!
Years ago I developed Tofu-Rella for my friends who wanted
to cut down on calories, saturated fat, and cholesterol to
improve their health and well-being, but still missed eating
cheese.
“Since it’s made for my friends, I use only the finest
ingredients available, including Organic Tofu, and back it
with a satisfaction guarantee [see below]. Also, we happily
contribute 5% of the profits from Tofu-Rella to groups
committed to saving the world’s rainforests. So every
purchase you make brings us all a step closer to healing our
planet.
“I’m sure you will find Tofu-Rella great in any recipe
calling for cheese. If you have any questions, I invite you to
call or write me. We want to know what you think! If you
want free recipes and health information, please send a #10
SASE.” Warmly Yours, Sharon.”
“Your satisfaction is guaranteed! If for any reason you
are dissatisfied with Tofu-Rella, please send us the plastic
package and a note explaining the problem. We’ll gladly
refund your money.”
A table shows that compared with Cheddar cheese, TofuRella contains only 71% as many calories, 56% as much fat,
13% as much saturated fat, and no cholesterol compared to
30 mg per ounce.
Talk with Richard Rose. 1990. March 1. The first
of these new products was introduced in Feb. 1990. The
product still uses spray-dried tofu, but now it is made from
organically grown soybeans. It is ironic that Richard Rose is
allergic to casein and so is unable to taste his most successful
soy product.
5909. Product Name: SoyaLatté (Cultured Soy Yogurt)
[Peach, Blueberry, Raspberry, and Strawberry].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyeh Natural, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3458 Depot Rd., Hayward, CA
94545. Phone: 415-670-8621.
Date of Introduction: 1990 February.
Ingredients: Blueberry: Filtered water, organic*
whole soybeans, fruit, honey, active yogurt cultures. * =
Organically grown and processed in accordance with Section
26569.11 of the California Health and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz (170 gm) plastic cup.
Retails for $0.99.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 6 oz (170 gm): Calories 150, protein 5 gm,
carbohydrate 26 gm, fat 3 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 5
mg. Percentages of U.S. RDA: Protein 12%, vitamin C 4%,
thiamine 2%, niacin 2%, calcium 3%, iron 3%.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Woody (SingWood) Yeh. 1989. April 28. He hopes to start making a
cultured soy yogurt with active cultures in June/July 1989.
He has been paying rent since May 1989. Now looking for
a product name. Talk again. 1989. Aug. 3. He now hopes to

open by mid-Sept. Plumbers and electricians are taking a
long time. Soyfoods Center introduces him to Wildwood as a
potential distributor. Paul Orbuch says (Sept. 6) he has a lot
of money invested in his system. Paul visited his plant.
Talk with Woody Yeh. 1989. Sept. 7. The launch date
has now been postponed until about November. He has
investors and also has his own money invested. Product
name still not decided. Shurtleff suggests the name
SoyaLatté. The Wildwood distribution arrangement looks
very promising. Talk with Jeremiah Ridenour. 1989. Nov.
6. He visited Woody’s plant recently; it was damaged by the
Oct. 17 earthquake.
Talk with Liz Appel of Ambrosia Soy Co. in
Connecticut. 1989. Nov. 9. She has talked with Woody,
and heard his investors were either Korean or Japanese. He
was thinking of setting up a plant in Massachusetts but he
couldn’t find a site with a reasonable rent. Talk with Woody
Yeh. 1989. Nov. 9. He has decided to name the product
SoyaLatté. It will be on the market by December. The
artwork is almost done. He plans to use organically grown
soybeans; the fruits are not organic. Plans to start with 5
flavors (blueberry, raspberry, strawberry, vanilla, almond);
May do a peach flavor later. Everything in the Bay Area will
be distributed by Wildwood. The Oct. 17, 1989 earthquake
caused only minor damage; the sprinkler system went off in
the production area.
Talk with Woody Yeh. 1990. March 7. This product,
containing live cultures when it is shipped (it is never
pasteurized), was launched at the end of Feb. 1990 in 4
flavors. They don’t plan to introduce the vanilla or almond
flavors until they see how things go. The kosher certification,
Plain K, is by Rabbi Michael Schick in San Francisco.
SoyaLatte has 2 distributors: Wildwood in northern
California and Cedarlane in Los Angeles. It is selling pretty
well.
Labels (all 4 flavors) sent by Woody Yeh. 1990. March
7. Cups are 3.25 inches high, 3 inches diameter at top and
2 inches at bottom. Blueberry: Top: Dark blue and black on
white “Organic. Non-Dairy. SoyaLatté, with yogurt cultures.
Honey-sweetened. No cholesterol. Low fat. Cup: Color
illustration on front shows three blueberries and their leaves.
Three step instructions for opening. “Keep refrigerated.
Non-dairy. Cholesterol free. No preservatives. All natural
ingredients. Low sodium. Low calories. Low fat. Note: One
competitor complains that the prominent use of the term
“Organic” on the front panel when the fruits are not organic
seems deceptive.
Brochure produced for Soyeh Natural, Inc. by Organic
Marketing, San Rafael, California. 1990. “The search for
a better yogurt has ended.” 1 p. Front and back. Full color.
A color photo shows 6 flavors of the product. A blackand-white photo shows Sing-Wood Yeh. PhD, gives his
background and how the product was developed (over a
period of 12 years) starting at the University of Illinois, how
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the Illinois product’s “chalky mouthfeel” was eliminated, and
the product was named by William Shurtleff. This is “a true
yogurt (not tofu mixed with fruit).”
Product (raspberry and blueberry) with Label purchased
at Fresh Fields, Rockville Pike, Maryland. 1992. July. 20. 6
oz retails for $0.99.
Talk with Mr. Rong-Hua Li, President, American
Newland Inc. in San Francisco. 1993. Sept. He tried to visit
this company. They are no longer making soy yogurt, but
they are making soymilk and soy sauce. The company is not
in good financial shape.
Talk with Jim Pong of Pure Land Co. in Hayward.
1998. Oct. 21. Woody Yeh lost $3 million and had to declare
bankruptcy. Jim bought his used equipment and in about
1992 moved into the space he had been renting.
5910. Product Name: [Soy Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Soja Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yap Bwee Hwa Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Am Muehlenwaeldchen 1a,
W-6670 St. Ingbert-Rohrbach, Germany. Phone: 06894 /
53609.
Date of Introduction: 1990 February.
Ingredients: Soybeans*, vinegar, Edelpilz (Rhizopus
oligosporus). * = Organically grown (Kontrollierter biol.
Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter and Label sent by
Bwee Hwa “Flora” Yap, founder. 1992. March 16. She is
now a member of the “Kneipp Verein” and is introducing
tempeh to their cooking courses. “In order to give the
people a chance to continue cooking with tempeh, I started
selling fresh tempeh on a small scale. A health food shop
in Saarbruecken sells it for me (monopoly). In Germany
people are very strict. So, I have things officially registered
including applying for a health certificate. Since 18 Sept.
1990 I have owned a ‘tempeh firm’... To my knowledge,
right now there are only 4 places where fresh tempeh is
made in Germany. Two of them make it solely for their
own use in a café-restaurant.” Label. 2.75 by 3.75 inches.
Black on white. Self adhesive. “According to the literature:
Contains vitamin B-12. No cholesterol. Low in saturated
fatty acids. High in polyunsaturated fatty acids. Contains
trace elements and high-quality protein. Low in calories.
Refrigerate at 6-8ºC.” Letter from Flora Yap. 1992. April 5.
On 11 Feb. 1990 she first officially sold tempeh to “Mutter
Erde” a natural food shop in Saarbruecken. The tempeh sold
for DM3.20 per 200 gm and she sold 7 pieces per week,
increasing to 10 pieces per week. But since March 1989 she
had sold tempeh unofficially to friends and given it away free
at festivals.
5911. Welters, Sjon. 1990. Origina, Terra Foods, FVO,

OCIF, and Mercantile Development (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. March 3. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: In about 1983 Rob Jansen, a friend of Sjon’s,
left Manna and founded Terra Foods in Castricum,
Netherlands, as an import / export company in Holland.
Terra Foods, formerly a commodity company and owned
by a holding company named Centaur, created a new entity/
dba/company named Origina (pronounced or-uh-GEE-nuh)
through which it could enter the retail food consumer market,
exporting foods (from companies such as Witte Wonder)
to West Germany, the USA, etc., and importing foods from
the USA (as from Mercantile Development). Origina is also
sometimes used as a brand name. Note that the name Witte
Wonder does not appear on exported products. One brand is
Luna.
Mercantile Development, an American company in
Bridgeport, Connecticut, founded by Michael Marcolla (an
American) and Robert Shapiro. Mercantile started the FVO
(Farm Verified Organic) program in Europe about 10 years
ago when he found that he was exporting a lot of American
commodities to Europe. Because a certifying agency cannot
be connected to a commodities trader, FVO was made
separate from Mercantile. FVO now has a very extensive
program in America, as well as a newsletter. The owner of
Mercantile went to school at a Waldorf school and is very
interested in the anthroposophic and biodynamic methods
of farming. FVO and OCIF are certification programs used
mostly for commodities that are accepted in Europe as
being really organic. European standards used to be tighter
than those of the USA but the U.S. is now catching up. All
U.S. products in Europe must have a seal of certification.
Many European soyfoods (especially tofu) manufacturers
use certified organic soybeans grown in the USA. In fact,
soybeans were one of the first certified organic commodities
to be imported to Europe from the USA on a large scale.
FVO started its program in large part because of soybeans.
Address: Craft International Consultants, 21 Wetherbee St.,
Acton, Massachusetts 01720. Phone: 508-264-4011.
5912. SoyaScan Notes. 1990. Trends in the soyfoods
market in Western Europe, and comparison with the USA
(Overview). March 13. Compiled by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: 1. Since 1988, many more large food companies
have become soyfoods manufacturers in Europe than is the
case in the USA. A great deal of new money is pouring into
the soyfoods industry, especially from dairy and agricultural
co-ops, and from large food companies. There have been
many acquisitions and mergers involving dynamic small
companies with large established companies. Products
receiving the greatest attention are soymilk, dairylike
soymilk products (such as non-dairy yogurts), tofu, and
second-generation tofu products. Many industry leaders feel
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that the latter type of products have the greatest potential for
the future.
2. There is much more use of and interest in organically
grown soybeans and other ingredients in Europe. Organic
certification marks (such as Nature et Progres, or CINAB)
appear on the front panel of many products.
3. There is no U.S. equivalent of the huge and powerful
Reformhaus health food chain, found in German-speaking
countries. This chain helps to market soyfoods and set
standards. It requires that all manufacturers put its Neuform
certification symbol on all products sold by the chain.
4. Restrictive anti-soy labeling laws are more prevalent
in Europe than in the USA. This is because of the very
powerful dairy lobbies in most European countries. However
these will be weakened after 1992.
5. Laws governing the way soy ingredients are listed
on the label generally allow a more vague listing in Europe.
In Germany, for example, a company can say simply “soy
protein preparation,” without specifying whether they are
using a soy protein isolate, concentrate, textured isolate,
textured soy flour, etc.
6. There are no good publications or information centers
that focus on soyfoods in Europe, either for individual
countries or for the continent as a whole.
7. The European market is much more fragmented and
diverse. Much of the fragmentation comes from the fact that
each country has its own food culture, language, and labeling
laws. Exporting products, in an attempt to expand one’s
market, often requires duplicate or complex labeling, plus
dealing with tariffs, etc. This will become less of a problem
after 1992.
8. In most countries soyfoods are marketed primarily
to the health foods trade, but in France there is much more
focus on the mainstream mass market.
5913. Agri-Book Magazine (Exeter, ONT, Canada). 1990.
Beans in Canada. 16(5):1-36. March.
• Summary: This entire issue is about soybeans in Canada,
with emphasis on soybean production. Articles include:
Reviewing ridge tillage. Grading by oil and protein content.
Soybeans submit to taste test (by Japanese tofu buyers). The
Quebec bean comeback. Weed control in soybeans. Takeya
Miso Co. Soybean cyst nematode. Soybean breeding.
5914. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1990. Seed production techniques in
soybean (Glycine max L.). Paper presented at the Training
Programme for Seed Production Officers of National Seed
Corporation at the NDBB (National Dairy Development
Board), Anand on 30 March 1990. 9 p. Unpublished
manuscript. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Attributes of seed
quality. Maintenance of purity. Factors affecting seed
germination. Morphology and development of seed.
Environmental conditions during maturity. Harvesting and

threshing. Handling and storage of seed. Drying. Cleaning
and grading of seed. Seed treatment. Seed packaging and
storage.
“With the likely spread of soybean cultivation to
non-conventional regions and seasons, the requirement of
soybean seed will also increase from the present 1,350,000
tonnes to 1,875,000 tonnes. Most of this requirement will
have to be met by the farmers from his own production
because (a) soybean being a self-pollinating crop, genetic
deterioration does not take place up to 2-3 generations, and
(b) it is very difficult for seed producing organizations in the
country to produce such large quantities of certified seed.”
Address: Director, National Research Centre for Soybean,
Indore 452 001 (M.P.), India.
5915. Havlin, J.L.; Kissel, D.E.; Maddux, L.D.; Claassen,
M.M.; Long, J.H. 1990. Crop rotation and tillage effects
on soil organic carbon and nitrogen. Soil Science Society of
America Journal 54(2):448-452. March/April. [31 ref]
• Summary: “Sustaining or increasing soil productivity
depends in part on soil and crop management practices that
maintain or increase soil organic matter.”
“Crop management systems that include rotations with
high residue-producing crops and maintenance of surface
residue cover with reduced tillage result in greater soil
organic C and N, which may improve soil productivity.”
Address: 1. Dep. of Agronomy, Kansas State Univ.,
Manhattan, KS 66506.
5916. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1990. A
profile of the Canadian soyfoods market–Characteristics and
potential. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT N7M 5L8, Canada. vi +
40 p. March. 28 cm. Spiral bound.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: Background, study
objectives. 2. Research procedures: Data limitations, data
collection (data sources). 3. The soyfood market: Soyfood
production and utilization, domestic production, imports and
exports (introduction, whole soybeans, soy flours and meals,
soy oil, soy sauce, protein substances, cream and other
substances, bran & soy hulls, soy meal oil cake), balance,
conclusions regarding opportunities.
4. Soybeans for food purposes: Natto beans
(background, market characteristics, market potential), whole
bean soyfoods (introduction, soynuts, full fatted soy flours,
soymilk, tofu, soy sprouts, tempeh, miso, natto, soy sauce),
foods from soy ingredients (introduction, defatted soy flakes,
soy protein concentrate, soy protein isolates, textured soy
protein, consumption and imports). 5. Organic soyfoods:
Introduction, organizations (major players, labelling
requirements, certification), organic soybeans, organic
soyfoods, market opportunities, recommendations.
6. Market estimates: Introduction, conversion rates,
market characteristics (introduction, ethnic characteristics,
immigration trends, implications), soyfood consumption
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(production). 7. Soyfood products: Introduction, new
products (whole bean products, products from soy
components), existing products (products with potential for
growth). 8. Marketing strategy: Introduction, respondent
requests (background), market opportunities (traditional
soyfoods, new products), systems development (system
information needs, human resources, production research),
institutional needs.
This study was commissioned by the Ontario Soybean
Growers’ Marketing Board to provide a description of the
Ontario soyfood industry. “Production and utilization: In
the 1988 crop year, approximately 1.12 million tonnes of
soybeans were produced on 1.28 million acres in Ontario.
Approximately 86% of the soybeans were sold through the
Board, with the remainder being fed or retained on the farms
where they were grown. In 1988, 860 thousand tonnes of
soybeans were crushed in Canada to produce soybean meal
and soy oil, and 272 thousand tonnes were exported.
“Imports and Exports: Canada had a negative balance, a
deficit, of almost $190 million in the value of soybeans and
soy products traded. This is just over half a million dollars
per day. Our largest single area of exports is whole soybeans
for human foods. The percentage of these beans going to
the major markets in 1988 were: USA, 37%; Pacific Rim
Countries, 34%; and Europe and other 29%. Our greatest
imbalance in exports and imports is in soybean meal or oil
cake. Canadian crushers are unable to maximize their sales
of oil cake because of difficulties in selling surplus soybean
oil in the US. Soy oil being sold into the US presently faces
a tariff of 18% which is decreasing at the rate of 2.25% per
year as per the Canada United States Trade Agreement...
“Institutional development: We suggest the Board
initiate the establishment of a Soyfood Development
Association similar in structure and function to the Canola
Council of Canada... There is a need to begin to bring all
industry stakeholders together to systematically identify
problems, information and research needs; develop data
bases; and cooperatively promote the soyfood industry.”
Soybeans for food purposes: The total volume of
soybeans consumed as soyfoods in Vancouver (BC), Toronto
(Ontario), and Montreal (Quebec) was estimated at about
6,000 tonnes, and imports were estimated to be equivalent to
8,000 tonnes of soyfoods.
Miso: One large Vancouver producer and one Toronto
producer estimated that the volume of soybeans used to
make miso in Canada is only about 35 tonnes/year.
Modern Soy Protein Products: Soy flour, concentrates,
isolates, and textured soy protein products. Roughly 2,400
tonnes of soybeans are used in Canada for the production
of these products, and 5,600 tonnes of soybeans are used
to make the imported products (only bakery flour and
extruded flour are made in Canada). Almost 1,000 tonnes of
soy protein concentrates and isolates, and 400 texture soy
proteins were imported, 83% from the USA. Total exports

were 800 tonnes, of which 578 tonnes went to the USA.
Soy flour (full-fat): The term “flour” generally signifies that
the material has been ground finely enough to pass through
a 100-mesh screen. Only relatively small volumes of fullfat soy flours are used directly as human foods. Some are
used in bread, crackers, and pastry products. 5 companies in
Canada make 1,538 tonnes of soy flour worth $495,000.
Natto: Canadians sell roughly 8 to 10 thousand tonnes of
natto beans in Japan each year. Natto-type beans are “created
by screening out the small beans from among regular food
grade soybeans which have white hilums” (p. 15). In Japan
about 100,000 tons/year of soybeans are used to make natto.
Recently, Canada (via 3 companies–First Line Seeds, W.G.
Thompson, and King Grain) has supplied about 10% of this
market. Ontario produces about 8,000 to 10,000 tonnes of
natto beans. Competition is expected to increase from U.S.
seed breeders.
Soymilk: There are presently no large Canadian soymilk
manufacturers. A plant is being built by an international
trading company near Vancouver (YHS Pacific Fruit
Concentrates Ltd., owned by Yeo Hiap Seng). It will
supply both the local market and the Western U.S. market
when it goes on stream later this year. A high proportion of
imported soymilk is organic. Two brands account for 3/4 of
all imports: Edensoy and Vitasoy. A high proportion of all
soymilk imports are certified organic. This emphasis makes
it difficult for Canadian producers to compete because of
the shortage of organic soybeans in Canada. Consumption
of soymilk is increasing at about 10% a year. Prices range
from $1.50 to $2.75 per liter, with the organic product
commanding the higher prices. Just under 100 tonnes of
soybeans are used to produce soymilk in Canada: Vancouver
42 tonnes, Toronto 30 tonnes, Montreal 25 tonnes, plus
imports 240 tonnes. 1 kg of soybeans produces 16.5 kg of
soymilk.
Soynuts: The volume of soynuts made in Canada is
quite small. One Toronto company [Grove Country Foods
Canada, Inc.; they were in business 1-2 years, but were out
of business by Jan. 1991], which began operation in Nov.
1988, sells a line of roasted nuts, which are roasted in the
USA and chocolate-dipped in Ontario. Production was only a
few tonnes in 1989 and is estimated to be about 10 tonnes in
1990.
Soy sauce: In 1986, according to Statistics Canada data,
2,503 tonnes of soy sauce were produced by 6 firms. The
value was $2,161 per tonne for a total of $5,411,000. In
1988 Canada imported 5,680 tonnes of soy sauce valued at
$4 million, primarily from China, the United States, Hong
Kong, and Japan. Exports were 58 tonnes valued at $65,000.
The major Canadian producers are China Lily and Sun Fresh
in Toronto, Wong Wing and VH in Montreal, and Golden
Dragon in Vancouver. The value of Toronto production is
currently estimated to be about $5 million.
Soy sprouts: One Toronto manufacturer uses 20-25
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tonnes of soybeans per year.
Tofu: About 3,300 tonnes of soybeans are used to
produce tofu in Canada, more than any other soyfood.
The volume of soybeans used is estimated at 1,400 tonnes
in Toronto, 1,200 tonnes in Quebec (when a relatively
large operation in Hull [La Soyarie, Inc.], near Ottawa,
which exports to Ontario is included), 625-700 tonnes
in Vancouver, and 125 tonnes for imported tofu. 1 kg of
soybeans produces 2.4 kg of tofu.
Tempeh: Only about 33 tonnes of soybeans are used
to make tempeh in Canada, and an estimated 15-20 tonnes
in Ontario. Imports are relatively small. 1 kg of soybeans
produces 1.6 kg of tempeh. Very few firms produce tempeh
in Canada. One producer claims to have over half the Ontario
market. A major distributor suggested they sold 4-5 times as
much tofu as tempeh.
Soybean crushing: Since 1986 the number of firms
crushing soybeans and producing soy oil has decreased from
3 to 2 [Central Soya owns two plants; in 1990 they bought
the Canadian Vegetable Oil Processing (CVOP) plant in
Hamilton, Ontario, formerly owned by Canada Packers Inc.
They purchased Victory Soya Mills in Toronto in early 1985.
So now 2 firms own 3 plants]. In 1986 the three plants made
95,108 tonnes of crude soy oil worth $57,271,000. Two firms
made deodorized soy oil, but the volume and value were
confidential. Less than $2 million of any type of soy oil is
imported.
Consumption of soyfoods in Canada is strongly linked
to Asian-Canadians. A table (p. 32) shows that according to
the 1986 census, there were about 444,000 people of Eastand Southeast Asian origin living in three major Canadian
cities: Vancouver (155,105 people comprised 11.2% of
the city’s population), Toronto (234,325 people comprised
6.8%), and Montreal (55,585 people comprised 2.4%). Thus
Toronto was by far the largest market, but Vancouver had
the highest density of Asian-Canadians. A similar table (p.
33) updates the previous table to 1988. Immigration has
increased sharply since then.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2002) that
uses the term “food grade” (or “food-grade”) in connection
with Canadian soybeans (see p. 15). Address: Chatham,
ONT, Canada.
5917. Product Name: WestSoy Lite: Non Dairy Soy
Beverage [Plain, Vanilla, or Cocoa].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor). Subsidiary of Vestro Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5701 South Eastern Ave. Suite
330, Commerce, CA 90040. Phone: 213-722-9817.
Date of Introduction: 1990 March.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Water, whole organic soybeans*,
brown rice syrup (brown rice, water), natural vanilla flavor
with other natural flavors, xanthan gum (vegetable gum),
sea salt. * = Organically grown and processed in accordance

with Section 26569.11 of the California Health and Safety
Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 33.8 fluid oz (1.06 quart) 1
liter. Combibloc Aseptic carton. Use by 25 Oct. 1991.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Three products with Labels
purchased in Lafayette, California. 1990. Vanilla and Plain.
“Only 1% fat.”
Note: This is the earliest commercial soymilk product
seen (July 2013) with the word “Lite” on the front panel
(one of two products). It is also the earliest low-fat soymilk
seen. Such products are typically made by mixing 1 part
regular soymilk with about 1 part water–a practice known as
“watering” that might be illegal with most other beverages.
So far as we know, no one has ever found a way of removing
the fat from soymilk.
5918. Jefferson Bee (Jefferson, Iowa). 1990. Nichii Company
will build plant in Jefferson [Iowa]. April 24. p. 1-2.
• Summary: “Nichii Company of America Inc. will
construct a $2 million soyflake processing plant in Jefferson
adjacent to the West Central Cooperative (WCC) elevator
facility. Governor Terry Branstad made the announcement
at his morning press conference at the state capitol in Des
Moines...
“The plant will begin production this fall with an output
of 1,000 tons of soyflakes per month. The company’s plans
call for the eventual production of 3,000 tons per month,
with three shifts in operation on a round-the-clock basis.
“Employment initially will be about seven people,
with the work force expected to rise to more than 15 when
all three shifts go into production. When round-the-clock
operation is achieved, the Nichii plant will process soybeans
at the level of 1.5 million bushels per year...
“Mr. Toshimine Kobayashi, president of Nichii Co. Ltd.
of Osaka, Japan, plans to come to Iowa in November to open
officially the new plant.
“Mr. Kobayashi explained, ‘Due to its topographical
characteristics, proximity to a suitable soybean supplier, rail
and road access, and the economic incentives offered by the
city of Jefferson, this site was judged to best suit Nichii’s
needs. Representatives of Nichii Co. Ltd. also appreciated
the civic spirit and friendliness of the citizens of Jefferson
which seems to be characteristic of all Iowans.
“Nichii Company hopes to procure eventually for the
Jefferson plant ‘organically grown or chemical residue free
soybeans, which are going to be in larger demand as our
society is increasingly concerned with health and a cleaner
environment.’
“The new plant in Jefferson will process a flake which
allows tofu makers to prepare the product within a few
minutes of its purchase, therefore actually making the tofu
product in the store. Nichii Company is currently using that
process in several of its stores in Japan.”
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A large photo shows four Nichii executives, incl. Itaru
(Terry) Tanaka, David Nichols, Shigetaka Hamai, and
Shigeru Chikaarashi.
5919. Bates, Jonathan. 1990. West Coast tofu industry:
Soybean market outlook for Malheur County, Oregon.
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon. 33 p. [12 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean market:
World and domestic. The low technology soyfoods industry.
Processor requirements. Assessment of producing soybeans
in Malheur County. Conclusion. West Coast tofu and
soyfood processors: California, Oregon, Washington. Bean
warehouses and cleaners. Selected soybean brokerages and
growers. Other information. Literature.
“There is interest in Malheur County, Oregon in
introducing soybeans as an alternative rotation crop in
place of wheat.” Research is being done at the Malheur
Experiment Station. These would be food grade soybeans
destined for the West Coast soyfood processing industry.
“The purpose of this report is to investigate the west coast
food grade soybean market. Particular emphasis is placed
on the tofu market in Portland and western Oregon, Seattle
(Washington), and San Francisco (California). The main
objectives of the study are: 1. To determine the requirements
and/or preferences of soyfoods processors in regards to
soybean quality, bean variety, growing regimes (organic or
regular), packaging and delivery, and method of purchase. 2.
To determine the economic feasibility of using soybeans as a
rotational crop in the county in place of wheat. 3. To consider
the competitive advantages, if any, of growing soybeans in
Malheur county as opposed to the more traditional growing
areas of the Midwestern and Southeastern United States.
Information on soybean consumption is given for the
following tofu and soyfoods manufacturers, ranked here in
descending order of soybean usage. All produce tofu and/or
soymilk unless otherwise noted.:
Pacific Foods Inc., Tualatin, Oregon (57,700–77,000 lb/
week [expressed as 3-4 million lb/year] of nonorganic and
organic soybeans from midwest brokers, bulk and bagged,
for soymilk. “Growth is expected to slow unless soymilk can
be marketed to the general public”).
Azumaya Inc., San Francisco, CA (48,000–60,000 lb/
week of Vinton and Corsoy purchased from broker. Market
growing at 3-4% annually).
House Foods & Yamauchi, Los Angeles, CA (54,000
lb/week of nonorganic Corsoy and Vinton purchased from
broker-grower association. Steady growth. Expanded
capacity in 1987).
Mighty Soy, Los Angeles, CA (11,000–12,400 lb/week
of mainly Corsoy and Vinton, half organic and half not,
purchased from brokers or growers associations).
Wy Ky, Los Angeles, CA (7,800–9,000 lb/week of
nonorganic Corsoy, purchased from growers. 5% annual
growth).

Island Spring and Soy Resources Inc., Vashon, WA
(5,400–6,000 lb/week of organic Corsoy, purchased broker.
3-5% annual growth).
Surata Soyfoods, Eugene, Oregon (3,000–4,200 lb/
week of organic Vinton and Corsoy purchased from brokergrower).
Silver Sprout, San Francisco, CA (3,000–3,600 lb/week
of nonorganic Corsoy and Vinton purchased from broker,
bagged or bulk).
Dae Han & Co., Portland, Oregon (2,400–3,000 lb/
week of organic Vinton purchased from Midwest grower
association. Steady growth).
Turtle Island Soy Dairy, Husum, WA (2,100–2,400 lb/
week of organic Corsoy and Vinton purchased from Iowa
broker for tempeh. 5% annual growth).
Arcata Soyfoods, Arcata, CA (1,200 lb/week of organic
Corsoy purchased from grower).
Fuji Tofu Co., San Jose, CA (1,200 lb/week of organic
varieties purchased from broker).
Ashland Soy Works, Ashland, Oregon (1,800 lb/week of
organic Vinton and Corsoy, purchased from growers. Steady
growth).
Hoven Foods Co., Seattle, WA (1,655 lb/week of Lee 74
purchased from Jacob Hartz Seed Co. 5% annual growth).
Tacoma Soyfoods, Tacoma, WA (1,200 lb/week of
Vinton, Corsoy, Davis, Lee, and Holland, organic and
inorganic, purchased from Midwest Soy International
[grower assoc.]. 5% growth last year).
Kobayashi’s Soybean Products, Ontario, Oregon (420–
540 lb/week of Corsoy purchased from Midwest growers).
Address: Graduate research asst., Oregon State Univ.,
Corvallis, Oregon.
5920. Product Name: [Formoja Soybean Delight with
Financiere Sauce].
Manufacturer’s Name: Cacoja. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar (CAC) (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France.
Date of Introduction: 1990 April.
Ingredients: Incl. organically grown soybeans, olives, and
mushrooms.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm tins (cans).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 300, protein 4.5 gm, fat
6.5 gm, carbohydrate 6 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Cacoja leaflet. 1990. April.
“Cacoja has a line of alternative, organic soybean-based,
pre-cooked dishes. There are less than 300 calories in an
individual serving... A gourmet recipe to heat up, rich in
vegetable protein, accompanied by a delicious financiere
sauce with olives and mushrooms.”
5921. Product Name: Granose Country Delight: Organic
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Soya Dessert [Orange, Apricot & Nectarine, Peach &
Papaya, or Strawberry & Guava].
Manufacturer’s Name: Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer).
Made in southern England by Bridge Farm Dairies.
Manufacturer’s Address: Howard Way, Newport Pagnell,
Buckinghamshire, MK16 9PY, England. Phone: (0908)
211311.
Date of Introduction: 1990 April.
Ingredients: Peach & papaya: Organic soya milk (Water,
dehulled soya beans, sea salt), raw cane sugar, peaches,
vegetable oil, papaya, stabilisers, modified starch, guar gum,
pectin, agar, citric acid, natural flavouring, colour (Annatto).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 125 gm plastic cup with foil lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Energy 398kJ/95 kcal (calories),
protein 1.3 gm, carbohydrate 14.7 gm, fat 3.8 gm.
New Product–Documentation: SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe).
1990 1(1):3. “Granose too are introducing a soya dessert
called Country Delight in 3 flavours...”
Form filled out and four Labels (cups & tops) sent by
Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. States that the product,
made by Bridge Farm Dairies, was introduced in 1990. It is
now sold in the four flavors shown above. A color illustration
on the foil lid shows the main fruits used against an ivory
background. The name of the fruits is written in a banner
rectangle below the word “Granose” and above the term
“Country Delight.” A “Best before” date is stamped atop
each lid. The front of the cup contains a similar but more
elaborate drawing. “Best served chilled.”
Granose leaflet distributed at Helfex. 1990. April.
“Ingredients list for new products.”
Letter from Granose. 1990. July 11. This is an Ultra
Heat Treated product with a 15-week shelf life. It was
launched in April 1990 and is not an ice cream.
5922. Product Name: So Good Soya Yoghert (Peach &
Passion Fruit, Black Cherry, Strawberry).
Manufacturer’s Name: Haldane Foods Group Ltd.
(Marketer). Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 25 Hayhill, Sileby Road, Barrow
upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England. Phone:
050981-6611.
Date of Introduction: 1990 April.
Ingredients: Black Cherry: Soya milk, fruit juice, black
cherries, vegetable oil, emulsifier (vegetable monodiglycerides), stabiliser (pectin), natural flavour, Bulgarian
cultures, natural colour (beetroot red).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 120 gm plastic cup. Retails for
£0.32.
How Stored: Shelf stable, 4-month shelf life at room
temperature. Refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe).
1990. 1(1):3.
Haldane Foods Group. 1990. “Twenty-one Today.

Twenty-new and exciting products launched at Helfex
alone.” At least 12 of these are soyfood products. “Yogherts
made with organic soya milk and no added sugar. Sweetened
with pear juice.”
Note: This product may be made by a subcontractor
dairy. The source of the soymilk is not known.
Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb.
4 and 8. So Good Yoghert made by Genice, was launched in
early 1990 in 3 flavors–strawberry, black cherry, and peach
& passion fruit; this is the Haldane brand. The So Good
brand name has no connection with the same name used by
Sanitarium Foods in Australia. The soymilk used as the main
ingredient in this product is made by Unisoy (a member of
the Haldane Foods Group) in Stockport.
Label (cup for Black Cherry) sent by Genice Foods
Ltd. 1994. Feb. 18. Cherry red, green, and blue on white.
Illustration of 4 black cherries hanging below 2 cherry
leaves. “Hera. New yoghurt style dessert made of soya milk,
real fruit and sweetened with fruit juice, free from artificial
colouring and preservatives.” The address is now: Newport,
Pagnell, Bucks. Note: “Hera” was a brand of Haldane Foods
Ltd. of Leicester as early as 1982.
Label (cup) for Peach & Passion Fruit sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1994. May. It retails for £0.45. On the foil lid is
written: “Made with organic soyamilk. No added sugar.
Contains real fruit. Sweetened with fruit juice.”
5923. Product Name: Cold Mountain Miso (Made with
Organic Soybeans) [Red, Mellow White, or Light Yellow].
Manufacturer’s Name: Miyako Oriental Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4287 Puente Ave., Baldwin Park,
CA 91706.
Date of Introduction: 1990 April.
New Product–Documentation: Portfolio sent by Terry
Shimizu of Miyako Oriental Foods. 1999. Nov. 22. Talk with
Terry Shimizu. 1999. Nov. 29. This product was introduced
in April 1990. Only the soybeans are organic.
5924. Product Name: [Soilat Soymilk (Plain)].
Foreign Name: Bevanda Alla Soia Vegetale.
Manufacturer’s Name: Parma Soia (Marketer-Distributor).
Made in Belgium [by Alpro].
Manufacturer’s Address: Strada Logheretto 2, 43010
Corcagnano (Parma), Italy. Phone: 0521-639-148.
Date of Introduction: 1990 April.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, cane
sugar, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Xavier Karis
in Italy. 1990. June 13. About 2 months ago this company,
located in Parma, started a line of soya products: Soya milk
(Soilat) in plain and chocolate flavors, Soy Pasta, and Soy
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Sauce (which they probably do not make themselves). It
is not known whether or not they make their own soymilk.
Because this is a small company, nobody has made any
trouble yet over the Italian name of their soymilk, but if they
get bigger, they are bound to get in trouble because Italian
law forbids use of the terms “soia” and “latte” together. Their
phone is 0521-639-148.
Parma Soia brochure. 1990. Photo shows aseptic
package.
Letter from Xavier Karis. 1990. June 15. On the Soilat
brik from Parma Soia is written: “Produced in Belgium.” So
it is probably made by Alpro.
Label sent by Xavier Karis. 1990. June 27. 3.3 by 3.5 by
2.5 inches. Tetra Brik carton. Orange-red, green, yellow, and
tan on white. The large, semicircular logo on the package
shows a large field with long rows of soybeans. Across the
top in large letters is written: “Campi di Soia” (Fields of
Soya), while across the bottom, in the same letters is written
Parma Soia. There are three groups of soybean leaves at
the bottom two corners and the bottom middle of the logo.
On the back is a brief description of 5 other products made
by the company. A second logo shows two green leaves
upholding an orange sphere.
5925. Product Name: [Biosoy {Soymilk in Tetra Brik
cartons} (Natural/Plain)].
Foreign Name: Biosoy: Soja drink (Nature).
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix,
42400 Saint-Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.24.42.
Date of Introduction: 1990 April.
Ingredients: Water from the natural park of Mont Pilat,
soya* (9%). * = Organically grown. 100% vegetable without
added sugar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter (33.8 fluid oz) Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 3.8 gm, carbohydrates 2.5
gm, carbohydrates 2.5 gm, minerals 0.4 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from then talk
with Bernard Storup. 1990. March 10. The company will
start selling soymilk in Tetra Brik cartons for retail stores in
April 1990. The name will be Biosoy.
Label sent by Bernard Storup. 1990. June 6. Red, green,
and blue on white. Pointillist red sky over blue mountains,
behind green foreground. The word “Soy” is written in
medium and large letters around the base of the carton.
Nature et Progres organic certification symbol.
5926. Product Name: Nancy’s Cultured Soy... a non-dairy
Yogurt-style treat [Blackberry, Blueberry, Raspberry, or
Strawberry].
Manufacturer’s Name: Springfield Creamery Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 29440 Airport Rd., Eugene, OR

97402. Phone: 503-689-2911.
Date of Introduction: 1990 April.
Ingredients: Blackberry: Water, organic soybeans*,
amazake (water, white rice, amylase enzyme), Oregon
blackberries, white grape juice concentrate, nutritional yeast,
lecithin, agar-agar, vitamin C, vitamin E [as an antioxidant],
cultures (L. acidophilus and yogurt cultures). * = Organically
grown in accordance with Section 26569.11 of the California
Health and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (227 gm) plastic cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 8 oz.: Calories 207, protein 7 gm,
carbohydrate 38 gm, fat 4 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 29
mg.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Nancy Hamren
of Springfield Creamery. 1990. Dec. 10. These products were
all launched in April 1990. This is the first soy yogurt made
with amazake. Springfield buys organic soymilk from Pacific
Foods of Oregon. They make their own amazake (which
they use only in these yogurts; they do not sell amazake as
a beverage). They blend the two with the other ingredients,
then culture it with Lactobacillus acidophilus and yogurt
bacteria, and they add Bifidobacterium bifidum (formerly
Lactobacillus bifidus). They also add nutritional yeast for
the bacteria to feed on. The fruit is blended in rather then
being on the top or bottom. It is thickened with agar, which
is expensive and difficult to work with, but it gives the
desired soft gel. Since the product contains about 25% fruit,
it has a high solids content and does not gel as well without
agar. White grape juice is a fine sweetener. The company
is primarily a cultured dairy products company; it does not
advertise or promote this product. It is distributed in the
Bay Area by Rock Island. Springfield now makes about 500
gallons/week of the soy yogurt.
Concerning their soy yogurt cultures: They use nondairy cultures for the soy yogurt, purchasing them from
Fargo Cultures, a division of Microlife in Florida. But the
bifidum comes from Chris Hansen’s Lab, and may contain a
tiny amount of dairy. They used Bifidobacterium bifidum in
their cultured dairy products (incl. Nancy’s Nonfat Yogurt)
for 18-24 months before they started using it in their cultured
soy yogurt. This bacterium will coagulate dairy milk, giving
a soft coagulum with a milk flavor resembling buttermilk.
They made the decision to add bifidum to their soy yogurts
after they printed their cups, so its name does not appear
on the label. At one time they decided to send their yogurt
that contained bifidum to two laboratories so see whether
it survived, multiplied, decreased, etc. The results were
inconclusive since the labs could not tell the difference
between the bifidum and the Lactobacillus acidophilus–they
looked so similar.
Four Labels (plastic cups) sent by Nancy Hamren
of Springfield Creamery. 1990. Dec. 12. Blackberry is
purple, black, and green on white. Plastic lid is unprinted.
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Illustration of a purple sun rising from behind hills. “Recycle
this container.” UPC indicia. No mention of bifidum appears
on the soy yogurt carton. But on the side of Nancy’s Nonfat
Yogurt carton is written in large letters in a circle “with
Acidophilus and Bifidum Cultures.”
Leaflet (8.5 by 11 inches, black on pink). 1990. Dec. 12.
Sent by Nancy Hamren. “Springfield Creamery. Nancy’s.
New! Nancy’s Cultured Soy–A non-dairy yogurt style
treat. Zero cholesterol. Fully cultured. Real Oregon fruit.
Organic soybeans. Fruit juice sweetened. You know us for
top-quality cultured dairy products–now we invite you to
try our delicious organic soy-based yogurt-style treat! We
believe that Nancy’s Cultured Soy is an exciting alternative
for people who choose to reduce their consumption of dairy
products.” Lists the ingredients (though bifidum is not
mentioned) and nutritional information for the 4 flavors.
Leaflet. 1990. “Doing what comes naturally.” States that they
“Add the beneficial bacteria that humans need, including: L.
acidophilus for the upper g.i. [gastrointestinal] tract health.
B. bifidum for the lower g.i. tract health. And add cultures
after pasteurization so they can grow.”
Leaflet. 1990. “Nancy’s. What’s new at Nancy’s? We
are now adding another beneficial culture to your yogurt–
bifidobacterium.” Details are given in a separate record.
Update from Provender Journal 1994, late spring.
11(1):3. On Sunday night, May 22, the Springfield Creamery
in Eugene was greatly damaged by a fire. But they hope to be
back in production soon.
Product with Label purchased at Open Sesame in
Lafayette, California. 2000. March 14. 8 oz plastic cup is
green, black, and yellow on white. Retails for $1.19. Plain
flavor. Ingredients basically same as above. Soyfoods Center
taste test. Color is tan. Flavor is quite tart or acidic.
5927. Product Name: Multi-Grain Tempeh Italiano.
Manufacturer’s Name: Surata Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 302 Blair Blvd., Eugene, OR
97402. Phone: 503-343-8434.
Date of Introduction: 1990 April.
Ingredients: Sprouted organically grown soybeans, rice,
millet, water, apple cider vinegar, tempeh culture (Rhizopus
oligosporus). Plus: Organic oregano, garlic, basil, and other
Italian herbs and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz in poly bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Shevah
Lambert. 1990. July 2. Surata now makes about 625 lb/
month of this product. Production started in April 1990. It is
the multi-grain tempeh with 6 different herbs and seasonings
incl. oregano, basil, garlic, onion powder.
Label sent by Shevah Lambert. 1991. Jan. 16. Same as
the Multi-Grain Tempeh label with a 2 inch diameter round
stick-on label, red and green on white, that says: “New!
Italiano. Richly seasoned with organic oregano, garlic,

basil, and other Italian herbs and spices.” On the back are
recipes for Tempeh stroganoff, Tempeh burgers, and Tempeh
spaghetti balls.
5928. Product Name: Toby’s Tofu Paté [Original, Spicy
Jalapeño, Eggless, or Eggless Tomato].
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Palace Products.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2075 Madison St., Eugene, OR
97405. Phone: 503-345-4407.
Date of Introduction: 1990 April.
Ingredients: Jalapeño: Tofu (organic soybeans, water,
nigari), celery, mayonnaise (soy oil, lemon juice, eggs),
jalapeño peppers, sweet red peppers, nutritional yeast,
mustard, onions, parsley, spices, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 and 16 oz package. Retails
for $1.65 and $2.99, respectively.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 140, protein 8 gm,
carbohydrates 4 gm, fat 8 gm, sodium 305 mg, cholesterol 6
mg.
New Product–Documentation: Soya International. 1990.
April/June. p. 24. Contact: Toby Alves. Label brought from
Oregon by Tim Wickens. 1990. Dec. 27. 8 oz plastic tub.
Turquoise blue, orange, and beige on white. Illustration
of bamboo on lid and of flying birds on side of tub. UPC
indicia. “No preservatives. Toby’s Jalapeño Paté is a spicy
way to try tofu. Dip it with chips or vegetables to add a south
of the border zip. Spread it on a bagel or crackers to liven up
any snacks or a light meal.”
Talk with Toby Alves. 1992. April 14. The main product
her company makes is Toby’s Tofu Paté. She has on the
market 4 tofu pates, which are like a flavored tofu salad.
5929. Product Name: Tempeh [Soy, Wild Rice Rhapsody,
Indonesian Style, or Five Grain].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 218, Husum, WA
98623. Phone: 509-493-2004.
Date of Introduction: 1990 April.
Ingredients: Soy Tempeh: Organic soybeans, well water,
apple cider vinegar, rhizopus oliogosporus.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Soy Tempeh: 8 oz package.
Retails for $1.29. Wild Rice Rhapsody: 8 oz package. Retails
for $1.59. Indonesian Style: 10.5 oz package. Retails for
$1.89. Five Grain: 8 oz package. Retails for $1.49.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soya International. 1990.
April/June. p. 24. Contact: Seth Tibbott. Wild Rice Rhapsody
ingredients: Same as Soy Tempeh plus long grain rice, short
sweet brown rice, wehani rice, black japonica rice, wild
rice. Indonesian Style ingredients: Same as Soy Tempeh but
with a firmer texture. Five Grain ingredients: Same as Soy
Tempeh plus rice, millet, sunflower, sesame seeds. Products
listed in Fowler Brothers catalog. 1991. Jan.
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New Packages/Labels for all four products sent by
Turtle Island. 1991.
Leaflet. 1992. “Discover Turtle Island.” “Indonesian
Style Tempeh. A special recipe using traditional methods! It’s
thicker, whiter tempeh, which can be cut very thin without
falling apart.”
New Package/Label for Indonesian Style Tempeh
sent by Dave Wampler, business manager of Turtle Island.
1993. May 20. 5.5 by 8.5 inches. Yellow, black, green and
white. At the bottom of the front panel are two windows.
One is transparent so the user can see the tempeh. The
other contains an illustration of a Javanese shadow puppet
by Akiko Aoyagi from The Book of Tempeh. Front panel:
“Reusable / Recyclable bag. Since 1980. The superior taste.
A good source of vegetarian protein. Certified organic soy
beans. Versatile meat substitute. Recipe and recycling offer
on back. Keep frozen.” Back panel: “Made in the Cascade
Mountains.” There is a recipe for Sambal Goreng Tempeh
and a recycling offer for a Wham-O Frisbee. The company’s
address is now P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial Drive, Hood
River, Oregon 97031. Phone: (503) 386-7766.
5930. Product Name: Wild Rice Rhapsody Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Soy Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 218, Husum, WA
98623. Phone: 509-493-2004.
Date of Introduction: 1990 April.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, long grain brown
rice, sweet brown rice, wehani rice, black japonica rice, wild
rice, cascadian well water, vinegar, rhizopus oliogosporus
(Tempeh starter).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz package. Retails for $1.59.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 4 oz.: Calories 193, protein 14 gm,
carbohydrate 19 gm, fat 8 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 2
mg.
New Product–Documentation: Soya International. 1990.
April/June. p. 24. Contact: Seth Tibbott. Label sent by
Seth Tibbott. 1990. July. 4 by 5 inches. Yellow and red on
black. Illustration shows turtle logo. “Made in the Cascade
Mountains. Keep refrigerated. May be frozen.”
5931. Andersen, Thomas. 1990. History of pioneering work
with tempeh and tofu in Denmark (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. May 24. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: Thomas, a native of Denmark who speaks
flawless British English (in part because of his extensive
travels), got interested in macrobiotics in about 1982-83
and, looking for work, traveled to London to study at the
Community Health Foundation (founded in 1976 to teach
macrobiotics). There from Simon Brown (the expert on
soyfoods, who taught classes on how to make tofu and
tempeh), Jon Sandifer, Roger Green (presently in Australia),

and Andrew Leech, he learned how to make tempeh. There
was a small commercial tempeh shop in the kitchen of the
Community Health Centre; it started after the kitchen’s
closing time. He returned to Denmark and in 1985 he
started the country’s first tempeh shop, named Thomas
Tempeh, located on Tagens Vej in Copenhagen. He had two
problems. First, since many of his customers were interested
in macrobiotics, they did not want the tempeh frozen, and it
had a shelf life of only 8 days fresh. Second, the market was
very small. So Thomas realized that if he wanted to survive
working with soyfoods, he would have to make tofu as well
as tempeh.
The two earliest tofu companies in Denmark were
Dansk Tofu (owned by Ted Goldberg and some other guys)
and Soy Joy in the Valby district of Copenhagen. [Note:
Tofu Denmark in Valby was started in March 1982 by Per
Fruergaard from Christiania]. The owners of Soy Joy were
very idealistic. They never got a packaging machine for their
tofu; they just delivered it in bulk in water, which the Danish
health authorities, who are very strict, did not like. They
were only in business for about 3-6 months. In late 1985
Thomas bought most of the tofu equipment owned by Dansk
Tofu, which had been in business for about 1 year. The
company was owned by Ted Goldberg, and they had stopped
making tofu about 6 months earlier. At this time, Dansk Tofu
simply disappeared. And now Thomas started making tofu
and marinated tofu, still at Tagens Vej. On 1 Jan. 1986 he
moved the business to Soendergade in the city of Toelloese,
Denmark. The business was still named Thomas Tempeh.
He quickly expanded his product line to include Tofu Pâtés
and Smoked Tofu. All of his products were always made
with organically grown soybeans. Then he ran into problems
with the health inspectors. They did not like the fact that he
was making tofu and tempeh in the same place, that he was
smoking the tofu himself, and that there were problems with
the tofu pasteurization. Moreover, Thomas was overworked
(18 hours a day) and undercapitalized. He and one employee
were making 500 kg/week of soy products. So in September
or October 1986 he sold his business to Urtekraemmeren
(pronounced ur-te-KRAH-mer-en), which had previously
imported soyfoods from Japan but had never manufactured
any.
Then Thomas went to Switzerland to help out with
a tofu factory named Berner Tofurei, located in Bern and
owned by Infinity, a macrobiotic group. In about Dec. 1986
Urtekraemmeren moved their newly acquired tempeh and
tofu company to its present location in Soeborg, Denmark,
and renamed it Urten’s Tofu, and stopped making tempeh
since the health inspectors didn’t want tofu and tempeh to
be made in the same room. Tempeh was selling, but not
enough to justify buying a separate room and equipment for
it. In April 1988 Thomas returned to Denmark and began
to work as a tofu maker for Urtekraemmeren at Urten’s
Tofu, the company he had founded. The company was in
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bad shape: there were constant problems with the health
inspectors, the equipment was old and bad, a long pressing
time led to bacterial contamination, etc. In late 1988 or
early 1989 Urten’s Tofu started selling their tofu to Nutana,
a large manufacturer of vegetarian foods owned by the
Seventh-day Adventist church. This was a turning point in
the history of the business. In about May 1989 Thomas told
Urtekraemmeren that if they invested in new equipment
he could make the company successful. They liked the
idea so Thomas went to the SIAL food fair in Paris, met
Takai, and bought their largest pressure cooker (220 liters),
new pressing tables, a pasteurizing tank, etc. The next big
development came in Sept. 1989 when Urten’s Tofu got
their tofu into the Irma supermarket chain in Denmark. Then
tofu began to sell better on the health foods market as well.
Thomas, Tom Kristoffersen, and one other man now make
the tofu at Urten’s. But it is hard work and wages are low.
There are no tofu books in Danish.
Today Urten’s Tofu is the only tofu company in
Denmark. They make, on average, 750 kg/week of tofu
(range: 500 to 1,500 kg/week). Their three products are tofu,
marinated tofu, and tofu pâté. Production is growing nicely
but varies widely from week to week.
A new tofu company named Oy Soya Ab is now being
starting in Ekenäs, Finland, by people there who import
macrobiotic foods from Japan. One of the people is named
Elizabeth. Thomas will work as a consultant for this new
company. Address: Urten’s Tofu, Hoeje Gladsaxe Torv 2,
DK-2860 Soeborg, Denmark. Phone: 31 67 41 90.
5932. Ebner, Guenter. 1990. The tofu industry and market in
Austria (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 28. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: There are three large tofu manufacturers in
Austria: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl in Baden bei Wien (Vienna)
makes 4,000 kg/month. SoyVita in Lichtenwoerth makes
about 2,500 to 3,000 kg/month, and Schoen Tofurei (Tofurei
Wels) in Wels makes about 1,000 to 1,500 kg/month. There
is also a small tofu shop (name unknown) operated by one
person on a farm in Graz; he sells only to two retail shops.
Thus the size of the tofu market in Austria is about 8,000 to
9,000 kg/month or 1,840 to 2,071 kg/week.
This market is growing rapidly. Tofu production at
Sojarei Ebner-Prosl has increased 20-30% a year during
the last few years and Guenter thinks the entire market is
growing at about the same rate. Tofu is now changing from
an unknown product to one that is a little better known–just
as happened in America 10 years ago.
Austrian standards for organically grown foods are
quite strict and diverse; certification is required. There are
three classifications: (1) Organisch-Biologisch: His soybeans
are of this type and this standard is stricter than American
“organic” standards; (2) Biologisch-Dynamisch (Demeter);
(3) Biodyn.

The generic name for these certified organic crops
is “Austrian Certified Alternative Culture/Cultivation”
(Oesterreich Anerkannte Alternative Anbau). Address:
Sojarei Ebner-Prosl / Tofu Austria, Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden
bei Wien (near Vienna), Austria. Phone: 02252-85101.
5933. Product Name: [Tofu Line Soymilk Parfait/Ice
Cream (Vanilla, or Chocolate)].
Foreign Name: Tofu Line Vaniljanmakuinen Jäädyke,
Suklaanmakuinen Jäädyke / Parfait (Med Vaniljsmak, Med
Chokladsmak).
Manufacturer’s Name: Aros Sojaprodukter KB
(Marketer). Made in Sweden by AB Aroma (Winner AB).
Imported to Finland exclusively by Kotisaari-Ingman OY/
Helmholmen-Ingman AB in Helsinki.
Manufacturer’s Address: Bergsvagen 1, S-190 63
Orsundsbro, Sweden. Phone: 0171-604 56.
Date of Introduction: 1990 May.
Ingredients: Completely vegetarian chocolate ice cream:
Water extract of whole ground organically grown soybeans,
sugar, fruit sugar, palm oil, cocoa powder, emulsifier 471
(mono- and diglycerides from vegetable oil), salt, stabilizer
E410 (fruit seed flour), E412 (guar gum powder), E407
(carrageenan), vanilla.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 0.75 liters = 400 gm.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Vanilla: Per 100 gm.: Calories 190, protein 3 gm,
fat 11 gm (of which 2 gm polyunsaturated), carbohydrates 23
gm (of which 22 gm sugar).
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Ted
Nordquist. 1990. Oct. 2. Sales of the new Tofu Line ice
cream are about 9,000 liters/week. Hemholmen-Ingman OY
in Finland (the country’s second largest dairy, which sells 2
million liters/year of dairy ice cream) will begin selling with
an order of 35,000 liters/week starting about Oct. 21. About
17% of Finns are lactose intolerant. In Sweden you can call a
non-dairy frozen dessert “ice cream” but in Finland you must
call it a type of parfait. In Sweden a parfait must contain at
least 30% fat.
Finnish Labels given by Ted Nordquist. 1990. Nov. 23.
The label and plastic container are octagonal, 5.25 inches
across. Each is brown, red, green, black, and white with
the vanilla on parchment beige and the chocolate on light
chocolate background. In the center is a small illustration
of one green pod filled with yellow soybeans surrounded by
green leaves. “The healthy vegetable ice cream.” The words
“Kotisaari Ingman” appear in fairly large black letters near
the top of the label next to a yellow circle embraced by two
green leaves, all outlined in black. Ingredients and are listed
on the front panel in both Finish and Swedish. “Lactose-free.
Cholesterol free.” Soymilk is called “Sojaextrakt.”
Soyfoods Center product evaluation of vanilla and
chocolate flavors. 1990. Nov. 23 in Alameda. This is the
best vanilla soy ice cream that Akiko and Bill Shurtleff have
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ever tasted. It represents a major breakthrough in producing
soymilk with no beany flavor, and has the potential to
revolutionize soymilk and dairylike products worldwide.
5934. Product Name: [Tofu Line Soymilk Ice Cream
(Vanilla, or Chocolate)].
Foreign Name: Tofu Line Glass (Vanilj, Choklad).
Manufacturer’s Name: Aros Sojaprodukter KB.
Distributed in Sweden exclusively by Nutana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Bergsvagen 1, S-190 63
Orsundsbro, Sweden. Phone: 0171-604 56.
Date of Introduction: 1990 May.
Ingredients: Completely vegetarian chocolate ice cream:
Water extract of whole ground organically grown soybeans,
sugar, fruit sugar, palm oil, cocoa powder, emulsifier 471
(mono- and diglycerides from vegetable oil), salt, stabilizer
E410 (fruit seed flour), E412 (guar gum powder), E407
(carrageenan), vanilla.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 0.75 liters = 400 gm.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Vanilla: Per 100 gm.: Calories 190, protein 3 gm,
fat 11 gm (of which 2 gm polyunsaturated), carbohydrates 23
gm (of which 22 gm sugar).
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Ted
Nordquist. 1990. May 18. Contains details on the product,
which is made in conjunction with Trensums Musteri and
Winner (a division of Karlshamn, and the second largest ice
cream maker in Sweden).
Manufacturers brochure (Full color, 30 cm). 1990.
Sveriges första helt vegetabiliska glass (Sweden’s first
completely vegetarian ice cream). 4 p. A photo (p. 1) shows
the two products in their octagonal containers. Page 2 asks
“Why vegetarian/non-dairy (vegetabilisk) ice cream?” Page
3 asks “Why soya?” and gives 10 reasons. The back cover
contains brief information about both Aros and AB Svenska
Nutana.
Letter (fax) from Ted Nordquist. 1990. Oct. 2. Sales of
the new Tofu Line ice cream are about 9,000 liters/week.
Hemholmen-Ingman OY in Finland (the country’s second
largest dairy, which sells 2 million liters/year of dairy ice
cream) will begin selling with an order of 35,000 liters/week
in a semi-trailer starting about Oct. 16-21. About 17% of
Finns are lactose intolerant. It’s going well.
Talk with Ted. 1990. Nov. 23. In June 1990 this ice
cream was first produced for sale but it was not widely
distributed until the end of September. Dagab is the main
distributor to hospitals. Ted’s ice cream sales are now almost
the equivalent of $1,000,000/year. The goal is to sell 22,000
liters/week by Aug. 1991 in Sweden. Concerning prices,
inexpensive Swedish dairy ice cream retails for 9 marks/
liter, Ted’s while soy-based Tofu Line is 17 marks/liter and
superpremium dairy Mövenpick (made in Switzerland)
retails for 24 marks/liter. To restaurants, low priced dairy ice
cream is 55 crows compared with Tofu Line at 60 crowns.

Labels given by Ted Nordquist. 1990. Nov. 23. The
label and plastic container are octagonal, 5.25 inches across.
Each is brown, red, green, black, and white with the vanilla
on parchment beige and the chocolate on light chocolate
background. In the center is a small illustration of one green
pod filled with yellow soybeans surrounded by green leaves.
“The healthy vegetable ice cream.” Nutana’s name appears
prominently in green near the bottom. Ingredients and
nutritional composition are listed in a self-adhesive label on
the bottom of the container.
Soyfoods Center product evaluation of vanilla and
chocolate flavors. 1990. Nov. 23 in Alameda. This is the
best vanilla soy ice cream that Akiko and Bill Shurtleff have
ever tasted. It represents a major breakthrough in producing
soymilk with no beany flavor, and has the potential to
revolutionize soymilk and dairylike products worldwide.
Spot in SoyaFoods. 1991. Spring. p. 4. “Tofuline Ice
Cream.” This completely vegetarian ice cream is made by
Aros Sojaprodukter of Orsundsbro, Sweden. Free of milk
products, cholesterol, and lactose, it was launched last year
and is available in 0.75 liter hexagonal packs in two flavors,
vanilla and chocolate. “The product was developed using
new soya milk technology using a ‘dry bean method’ and is
being sold in Sweden and Finland.”
Ad in Health Food Business (England). 1992. July. p. 7.
The product is now named Swedish Glace (which see), and
the label is in English. The manufacturer is Winner. Available
from Foundation Foods, Chantry Place, Headstone Lane,
Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 6NY, England.
5935. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1990. Training manual on soyabean
production. New Delhi, India: Directorate of Extension,
Ministry of Agriculture, Dep. of Agriculture and
Cooperation. vii + 156 p. May. Illust. 21 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Land preparation.
2. Seed treatment. 3. Varieties for planting. 4. Sowing. 5.
Fertilizer calculations. 6. Weed control. 7. Sprayers and their
use. 8. Insect control. 9. Disease control. 10. Harvesting,
threshing, drying and storage. Address: Director, National
Research Centre for Soyabean, Indore (I.C.A.R.).
5936. Board, James E.; Harville, B.G.; Saxton, A.M. 1990.
Branch dry weight in relation to yield increase in narrow-row
soybean. Agronomy Journal 82(3):540-44. May/June. [19
ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Previous studies indicated total
dry matter at R5 (TDM,R5) played a more important role
in narrow-row yield increases at late compared to optimal
planting dates in soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.]. The
objective of this study was to test the hypothesis that
greater TDM(R5) in narrow vs. wide rows at late plantings
stimulates yield by increasing vegetative branch dry
matter (BDM,R8), branch yield components, and branch
reproductive dry matter (BRDM).” Address: Dep. of
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Agronomy, M.B, Sturgis Hall, Louisiana State Univ., Baton
Rouge, Louisiana 70803.
5937. Product Name: Nasoya Stuffed Pastas [Manicotti,
Ravioli, Tortellini, or Stuffed Shells].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nasoya Foods, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 23 Jytek Park (P.O. Box 841),
Leominster, MA 01453. Phone: 508-537-0713.
Date of Introduction: 1990 May.
Ingredients: Pasta (organically grown whole wheat flour,
100% durum semolina flour and water), filled with tofu
(well water, organic soybeans, calcium sulfate, magnesium
chloride [nigari]), imported olive oil, herbs, spices, sea salt,
natural flavor.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz box. Retails for $2.89 to
$2.99 (7/90).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Soya International. 1990.
April/June. p. 22. Contact: Pam Clark. Talk with John Paino.
1990. Sept. 9. These 4 non-dairy frozen pasta products were
launched in May 1990 after 2 years of product development.
All use tofu as a filling. They are already one of the Nasoya’s
best products. John is Italian, and has been using tofu in
lasagna and other pasta products at home for 12 years.
Nasoya recently installed $100,000 worth of equipment to
make the filling. The result tastes just like ricotta cheese. The
final pasta product is made by an outside contractor.
Note: The ancestry of these products can be clearly
traced to a similar line of products, with very similar names,
introduced by Simply Natural Inc. of New Jersey in Sept.
1986. Nasoya supplied Simply Natural with some of the
latter’s tofu during 1987 and 1988. In mid-1988 Nasoya
began tests on making Simply Natural’s Soft Soyalite, a tofubased cheese-like product and filling, and eventually worked
out the difficult pasteurization, product flow, and hot-pack
problems. By mid-1988 Nasoya and Simply Natural were
seriously considering a merger. Simply Natural has since
gone out of the soyfoods business because of legal problems
with financial partners.
5938. Urban, Svadesha Ruediger. 1990. The history of
Tofurei Svadesha, West Germany’s first tofu manufacturer
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. June 13. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ruediger Urban was born in about 1940. After
3-4 years of studying photography, in about 1969, he began
working in a restaurant named Hotel Brauneberg that had
been started by his brother in the city of Traben-Trarbach
on Mosel (Moselle) River. At the restaurant he came across
a large, high quality cookbook (covered in white silk)
by Werner Fischer [or perhaps Alfred Walterspiel] titled
Meine Kuenst in Kueche und Restaurant (My Art, Kitchen,
and Restaurant) that contained 2-3 pages of information
in German about how to make tofu. He started to buy the

ingredients, but he was so overworked that he had no time to
really start experimenting with tofu.
Then he went to work in a “Macro-Shop” in
Deggendorf, in the Bavarian Forest, but he did not do
anything with tofu there. Meanwhile he sold arts and crafts at
marketplaces for several years to support himself and his two
sons.
Then, in about 1979, he started on the side to make
tofu in a little farmhouse at Winterlehen 1½, Einweging, in
the Bavarian Forest (Bayerischer Wald). He ordered a copy
of The Farm Vegetarian Cookbook, from which he learned
more about tofu. He made only one product, tofu, using
organically grown soybeans and nigari coagulant. Initially
he tried making the tofu without removing the okara, but
he soon filtered the milk to removed the okara. He made
the tofu using a gas stove, which he sometimes used in the
kitchen and sometimes moved out into the garden. The tofu
was sold under his name Svadesha (he was a disciple of
Bhagavan Sri Rajneesh) but he had no officially registered
business. On weekends his two sons, Premdeva (the elder)
and Gyandeva, helped with the tofu business. Twice a week
he produced about 30-40 kg of tofu, which he packed in
small plastic tubs, loaded into his car? and drove more
than 200 km (120 miles) into Munich. There he personally
delivered it to a handful of the new generation of natural
food stores (Biolaeden) that sold all of his tofu. These
pioneer natural foods shops included Erdgarten (the first),
and Macro-Shop on Amalienstrasse. While still in Einweging
he introduced his second product, Kraeuter Tofu (Herb Tofu),
made by mixing and mashing herbs into finished pressed tofu
to make a sort of seasoned tofu cottage cheese.
After about a year making tofu at this location, he
decided to go to India for 6 months, so he entrusted his small
business to another person while he was gone. The company
fell apart during this time. Upon his return from India,
Svadesha moved the business to Aeussere Koetzingerstr.
52a, D-8492 Fuerth im Wald, very near the Czechoslovakian
border, and farther away (about 200 km or 120 miles) from
Munich. He knew a woman friend there where he could
work and stay. This new tofu shop began operation on 1
March 1981 and, because of pressure from retailers who
needed official invoices, he registered the company under the
name Svadesha Pflanzen-Feinkost. By mid-1982 was using
20 lb of soybeans each time to make tofu 3 times a week. In
Furth im Wald he introduced a new product, Tofu Pflanzarl,
a special kind of Bavarian meatless meatballs or “Bolleten.”
Soon he was getting more and more orders.
So in 1983 Svadesha moved his company into Munich,
his main market, and set up shop in Das Werkhaus at
Leonrodstr. 19. Alexander Nabben’s tofu shop was in the
same building, but Alexander kindly offered to stop making
tofu at that time. Svadesha changed his company’s name to
Tofurei Svadesha Naturkost Produkte. During this period,
at meetings of Germany’s various German tofu makers, the
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question arose as to which company had started first. It was
clearly decided and agreed that Svadesha had been the first.
Other early companies were Alexander’s Tofu Shop (an
underground business founded by Alexander Nabben at the
Werkhaus on Leonrodstr. in Munich; started tofu production
by Jan. 1981), and Auenland Tofu und Soja Produkte
(founded by Peter Wiegand at Prien-Chiemsee; started tofu
production in March 1982). Svadesha thinks (but is not sure)
that Biogarten sold tofu made by other companies (including
Svadesha’s) but never made their own. Note that all of West
Germany’s early tofu companies started in southeastern
Germany in the area around Munich.
In Munich, Svadesha kept making improved versions
of his regular tofu, herb tofu, and tofu meatless meatballs.
He also launched a new Tofu Pastete (Tofu Spread), and
Raeucher Tofu (Smoked Tofu, in 3 flavors).
In 1985 Svadesha moved again, this time to a suburb
east of Munich near Denning, into a former butcher shop
(at Ospreussenstr. 22, D-8000 Munich 81), the company’s
present location. There the company really started to earn
money. They introduced a new type of Tofu Pflanzarl, new
Tofu Pastete (one with herbs, and one with tempeh), Tofu
Burgers, Spice Tofu, Tofu Spring Rolls, and Tofu Schnitten
(Tofu Slices) marinated in shoyu then fried, and Sauerkraut
Schnitten (Tofu slices filled with sauerkraut). He also started
selling tempeh, which was made by Byodo Naturkost.
On 1 June 1990 Svadesha sold his company for a good
price to Robert Mayer and Erhardt Schwartz. He had learned
1 year before that he had cancer of the cheeks. At that time
the company acquired a new structure and the name became
Tofurei Svadesha Naturkost Produkte GmbH. The new
owners agree with Svadesha’s philosophy and have solid
business experience, so the future looks promising. The
company’s best selling products are now, in descending order
of popularity: Plain Tofu, Tofu Pflanzarl, Smoked Tofu, Tofu
Schnitten (marinated, deep-fried slices), and Tofu Spring
Rolls.
Aside from being the first tofu company in Germany,
Svadesha feels that his other major innovations were being
the first to make smoked tofu, Tofu Pflanzarl (tofu meatless
meat balls), Herb Tofu, Tofu Schnitten, and Sauerkraut
Schnitten. Address: Home: Waldstr. 4, D-8015 Ottenhofen,
West Germany.
5939. Product Name: Soydance Soycheese [Mozzarella,
Dill, Toasted Sesame, Garlic, Cheddar, or Jalapeño].
Manufacturer’s Name: Amberwave Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 201 Ann Street, Oakmont, PA
15139. Phone: 412-828-3040.
Date of Introduction: 1990 June.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, blend of unrefined oils, fresh
herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz package. Retails for $2.25.
How Stored: Refrigerated.

New Product–Documentation: Soya International. 1990.
April/June. p. 24. Contact: Tom Mulvey.
5940. Product Name: Soypreme Pizza [Soy Cheese, or
Garden Patch with Soy Cheese].
Manufacturer’s Name: Cedarlane Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1864 E. 22nd Street, Los
Angeles, CA 90058. Phone: 213-745-4255.
Date of Introduction: 1990 June.
Ingredients: Soy Cheese: Tofu mozzarella (organic tofu,
soy oil, casein, sea salt, citric acid, natural flavor, soy
lecithin, guar gum). Crust: 100% organic whole wheat flour,
filtered water, vital wheat gluten, soy oil, olive oil, honey, sea
salt, fresh yeast. Sauce: Tomatoes, olive oil, garlic, sea salt,
herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Soy Cheese: 11 or 17 oz
package. Garden Patch: 13 oz package.
New Product–Documentation: Soya International. 1990.
April/June. p. 23. Contact: Terry Mayo. Ingredients for the
Garden Patch: Same as above, plus bell peppers, red onion,
mushrooms.
Whole Foods. 1992. Feb. p. 70. These two pizzas with
soy cheese are vegetarian, lactose free, cholesterol, and
partially organic.
5941. Product Name: Soypreme Stuff’N’Spuds [Cheddar
Cheese Style or Sour Cream Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: Cedarlane Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1864 E. 22nd Street, Los
Angeles, CA 90058. Phone: 213-745-4255.
Date of Introduction: 1990 June.
Ingredients: Cheddar Cheese Style: Organic russet potato,
tofu cheddar cheese (soymilk, organic soybeans, soy oil,
calcium caseinate, tofu, natural flavor, salt, lecithin, natural
vegetable gum, annatto), soymilk, corn oil, sea salt, chives,
pepper.
New Product–Documentation: Soya International. 1990.
April/June. p. 23. Contact: Terry Mayo. Ingredients for the
Garden Patch: Same as above, plus bell peppers, red onion,
mushrooms.
5942. Product Name: Soypreme Tofu Dinners [Tofu
Marinara, Tofu Luau, or Tofu Stroganoff].
Manufacturer’s Name: Cedarlane Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1864 E. 22nd Street, Los
Angeles, CA 90058. Phone: 213-745-4255.
Date of Introduction: 1990 June.
Ingredients: Organic whole wheat (Kamut) pasta, tofu
(organic soybeans, filtered water, nigari), green beans,
carrots, corn, tomato puree, tomato juice, soy sauce, corn oil,
garlic, olive oil, honey, sea salt, herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 11 oz package.
New Product–Documentation: Soya International. 1990.
April/June. p. 23. Contact: Terry Mayo. Ingredients for
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the Stroganoff are: Organic whole wheat (Kamut) pasta,
tofu, green beans, carrots, corn, water, soy sauce, corn oil,
mushrooms, onions, organic whole wheat pastry flour,
cooking wine, arrowroot powder, garlic, pepper, hydrolyzed
soy protein, sea salt, parsley, kelp, dulse, papaya enzyme.
Ad in Whole Foods. 1991. July. p. 76. “Soypreme.
Substituting without sacrificing.”
5943. Product Name: Egg Rolls [Vegetarian, Pizza Tofu, or
Spinach Tofu].
Manufacturer’s Name: Health Is Wealth, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Sykes Lane, Williamstown, NJ
08094. Phone: 609-228-1150.
Date of Introduction: 1990 June.
Ingredients: Tofu Pizza: Stone-ground whole wheat flour,
tomatoes, mozzarella cheese alternative (organic tofu, canola
oil, casein, sea salt, citric acid, soy lecithin, guar gum), olive
oil, soybean oil, natural spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3 egg rolls per 9 oz package.
Retails for $2.49 (7/90).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Soya International. 1990.
April/June. p. 22. The only soy ingredient in the Vegetarian
Egg Rolls is soy sauce. Spinach Tofu ingredients are the
same as Pizza Tofu but with spinach instead of tomatoes.
Contact: Robert Giacoboni.
Ad (color) in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1990. Nov.
p. 22. “The great taste of cheese without the cheese.” Shows
3 types of Egg Rolls, 2 of which bear the word “tofu”
prominently atop the front panel. “Health is Wealth has
replaced the cheese in our ever popular egg rolls with tofu
mozzarella.”
Product (Egg Rolls [Pizza Tofu]) with Label purchased
at Open Sesame in Lafayette, California. 1992. Feb. 13. 5 by
4.75 by 1.75 inches. Paperboard box. Red, white, and blue
on black. Color photo of the prepared sticks. “The great taste
of tomatoes & cheese without the cheese! Handrolled with
Tofu Mozzarella, tomatoes, & stone-ground whole wheat.
All natural. Cholesterol free. No MSG. No preservatives.
Lactose free. Made with the cheese NûTofû alternative.” 3
egg rolls (9 oz.) retail for $3.99. The phone number is now
609-728-1998.
Soyfoods Center Product Evaluation. 1992. Feb. 13.
Package design: Excellent, however the text on the front
panel of the Spinach Tofu Egg Rolls that states “The great
taste of spinach and cheese without the cheese!” seems
deceptive, since the cheese in this product is made from
cow’s milk. The ingredients listing is likewise deceptive
since it lists “casein (protein)” rather than “casein (milk
protein).” Flavor: We liked the Spinach Tofu Eggs Rolls
best–by far.
5944. Product Name: Mozzarella Sticks [Veggie Tofu,
Pizza Tofu, or Spinach Tofu].

Manufacturer’s Name: Health Is Wealth, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Sykes Lane, Williamstown, NJ
08094. Phone: 609-228-1150.
Date of Introduction: 1990 June.
Ingredients: Batter (for all 3 products): Corn flour, sea
salt, spices. Breading (for all 3 products): Stone-ground
whole wheat flour, yeast, wheat gluten, sea salt. Pizza Tofu:
Mozzarella cheese alternative (organic tofu, canola oil,
casein, sea salt, citric acid, soy lecithin, guar gum), stoneground whole wheat flour, potato flour, vegetable gum, sea
salt, natural honey, onion powder, garlic powder, tomato
powder, natural spices, paprika.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz package. Retails for $2.49
(7/90).
New Product–Documentation: Soya International. 1990.
April/June. p. 22. Veggie Tofu ingredients are: Broccoli,
carrots, mozzarella cheese alternative (organic tofu, canola
oil, casein, sea salt, citric acid, soy lecithin, guar gum),
stone-ground whole wheat flour, potato flour, vegetable gum,
natural flavor, pepper, onion powder, garlic powder, celery
seed, tomato powder, lemon oil. Spinach Tofu ingredients
are the same as Pizza Tofu but with spinach and lemon oil
added. Contact: Robert Giacoboni.
Ad (color) in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1990. Nov. p.
22. “The great taste of cheese without the cheese.” Shows 3
types of Mozzarella Sticks, all of which bear the word “tofu”
prominently atop the front panel. “Health is Wealth has
replaced the cheese in our ever popular egg rolls with tofu
mozzarella.”
Product (Mozzarella Sticks [Pizza Tofu]) with Label
purchased at Open Sesame in Lafayette, California. 1992.
Feb. 13. 5 by 4.75 by 1.75 inches. Paperboard box. Red,
white, and blue on black. Color photo of the prepared sticks.
“The great taste of cheese without the cheese. Made with
Tofu Mozzarella breaded with stone-ground whole wheat.
Cholesterol free. Lactose free. Made with the cheese NûTofû
alternative.” 8 oz. retails for $3.69. The phone number is
now 609-728-1998.
5945. Martin, Ralph C.; Voldeng, H.D.; Smith, D.L.
1990. Intercropping corn and soybean for silage in a cooltemperature region: yield, protein and economic effects.
Field Crops Research (Amsterdam) 23(3-4):295-310. June.
[33 ref]
• Summary: “The concentration of crude protein was
significantly higher in intercropped than monocropped
silage in both years.” Address: 1&3. Plant Science Dep.,
Macdonald College of McGill Univ., Ste. Anne de Bellevue,
Que. H9X 1C0 (Canada).
5946. Product Name: Tofu Spicy, Tofu Teriyaki.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrisoy Pty. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 255 Forest Road, Arncliffe 2205,
NSW, Australia.
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Date of Introduction: 1990 June.
Ingredients: Spicy: Organic soybeans, water, soy sauce,
sunflower oil, spices, herbs, natural nigari (magnesium
chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels with dates sent by
Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling these products in June 1990. Spicy: Yellow,
red, black and white on green. On the front are four small
Chinese characters.
5947. Product Name: Vegie Kaas (Non-Dairy Spread)
[Regular, or Smoked].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soya Kaas, Inc. A subsidiary of
Swan Gardens, Inc. Distributed by American Natural Snacks.
Manufacturer’s Address: Manufacturer: 6029 Lagrange
Blvd., Atlanta, GA 30336. Distributor: P.O. Box 1067, St.
Augustine, FL 32085. Phone: 904-825-2057.
Date of Introduction: 1990 June.
Ingredients: Regular: Tofu (Organic* soy milk, calcium
sulfate), natural flavors, tapioca, lactic acid, carob bean gum,
xanthan gum, sea salt, annatto (natural color).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Richard Rose.
1994. April 25. Vegie Kaas is made without casein. It is more
like a dip or spread than a cream cheese. Talk with Vicki
at American Natural Snacks. 1994. April 26. She checked
the company’s records which show that this product was
introduced in June 1990.
Leaflet sent by Casey Van Rysdam of ANS. 1994. April
27. “Soya Kaas.” “No cholesterol. Lactose free. Made with
fresh organic soy milk and tofu.” Product with Label sent
by Casey Van Rysdam of Soya Kaas. 1994. May 15. 4.75
inches diameter by 1.75 inches high. Red and green on beige.
“100% dairy free. Alternative to cheese. No cholesterol.
Lactose free. No milk protein. No oil added. Made with
organic soybeans. Keep refrigerated.” Soyfoods Center taste
test. 1994. May 17. Nice flavor, texture, and color. Good as a
dip for crackers or a filling for celery.
5948. Tjomb, Paul. 1990. Le pâté nouveau est arrivé:
Ingrédients, soja [The new pâté has arrived: Ingredients,
soya]. RIA–Revue des Industries Agro-Alimentaires No. 443.
14 May to 5 June. [Fre]
• Summary: For some years, Cacoja has specialized
in soyfoods (food products based on the soybean; les
produits alimentaires à base de soja) made from organically
grown soybeans. This company is finishing studies on
the formulation of a new line of products, soya pâtés,
which will be commercialized about a month. Cacoja is an
affiliate of the Est-Lait [“East Milk] group. The company
presently markets an important line of products consisting

of desserts, of confections with 20% soya, of beverages,
and of mayonnaises. A large part of its activity is devoted
to developing convenience prepared foods (plats cuisinés)
which contain an average of 20% soya. The company also
offers quenelles (like sausages), ravioli, and lasagne which
are distributed fresh with a shelf life of 3 weeks. One of
this company’s flagship products is the soya medallions
(médaillion de soja). These are two round meatless patties
(gallettes, 125 gm each, about 3/8 inch thick), rich in protein.
They are vacuum packed in plastic film with a shelf life of 21
days. The medallions come in 4 flavors: carrot, mushroom,
tomato, and garlic and fines herbes. Mme. Chanterau is
director of product development.” Address: France.
5949. Product Name: Tofu Garden Patties [With Garden
Vegetables or With Mushrooms and Soya Cheddar Cheese].
Manufacturer’s Name: Yves Fine Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1138 East Georgia Street,
Vancouver V6A 2A8, B.C., Canada. Phone: 604-251-1345.
Date of Introduction: 1990 June.
Ingredients: With Garden Vegetables: Tofu, (water, organic
soybeans, magnesium chloride), stone ground whole wheat
flour, gluten, fresh carrots, green peppers, celery, onions,
crushed tomato, soy grits, garlic powder, seasonings, rice
syrup solids.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz package. Retails for $1.99
(7/90).
New Product–Documentation: Soya International. 1990.
April/June. p. 22. The ingredients for Tofu Garden Patties
with Mushrooms and Soya Cheddar Cheese are: Tofu,
soya cheese (tofu, soy oil, casein, salt, citric acid, lecithin,
natural flavor, guar gum, annatto seed), stone ground whole
wheat flour, gluten, mushrooms, soy grits, garlic powder,
seasonings, rice syrup solids. Contact: Yves Potvin.
Spot in Health Foods Business. 1991. Jan. p. 76. “The
burgers are made with either fresh vegetables and spices, or
with mushrooms and soya cheddar cheese.”
5950. Product Name: Yves Veggie Tofu Wieners.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yves Fine Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1138 East Georgia Street,
Vancouver V6A 2A8, B.C., Canada. Phone: 604-251-1345.
Date of Introduction: 1990 June.
Ingredients: Tofu (water, organic soybeans, magnesium
chloride), soy protein, canola oil, wheat gluten, unmodified
wheat starch, natural smoke flavors, beet powder (coloring),
paprika (coloring), tamari sauce, spices, guar gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz package. Retails for
$2.19 (7/90). 12 oz vacuum pack retails for $3.29 (6/92,
California).
New Product–Documentation: Soya International. 1990.
April/June. p. 22. Contact: Yves Potvin. Spot in Health Foods
Business. 1991. Jan. p. 76. Shows a small black-and-white
photo of the package.
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Ad (color, 2/3 page) in Natural Foods Merchandiser.
1992. April. p. 94. “Yves Veggie Cuisine.” Shows packages
of Veggie Wieners and Burger Burgers.
Product with Label purchased at Open Sesame in
Lafayette, California. 1992. June. 3.5 by 10 inches. Vacuum
pack. Red, yellow, blue-green, and black on white. Color
photo of a wiener with trimmings in a bun. “Contains no
meat. Cholesterol free. Made with 100% organic soybeans.
No preservatives. Low in saturated fat. Since 1985 we have
been committed to providing you with the highest quality
in healthy, easy to prepare entrées. Always cholesterol and
preservative free...” The company name is now Yves Veggie
Cuisine Inc. The president is Yves Potvin.
5951. Product Name: Believe (Soy Ice Cream with Tofu;
Hard-pack) [Vanilla, Chocolate, Strawberry].
Manufacturer’s Name: Believe Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Marketing: 320 Walnut St.,
Highland, IL 62249; Corporate Hdqtrs.: 6173 Cultus Bay
Road, Clinton, WA 98236. Phone: 1-800-777-0424 or 206221-8739.
Date of Introduction: 1990 July.
Ingredients: Organic rice syrup, acacia honey, organic rice,
organic tofu powder.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Hardpack pints, Retails for
$2.89 to $2.99 (7/90).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (8.5 by 11 inches,
color photo) in East West Journal. 1990. Aug. Inside back
cover. “Something wonderful is going to happen. Believe.
The gourmet non-dairy dessert. Free of cholesterol, refined
sugars, dairy and lactose, artificial flavors, colors, and
preservatives. So rich and creamy you may never want ‘ice
cream’ again. For more information and the store nearest
you call 1-800-777-0424. 10% of corporate profit goes to
the Global Goodwill Fund.” Photo shows a huge scoop of
vanilla ice cream. An inset shows a view of outer space with
a spiral nebula, shooting star, and crescent moon above, and
the curve of the earth below. Definitely bears the “sign of the
unicorn.”
Talk with Richard Rose of Rose International. 1990.
July 30. “Believe, Bob Davis’ new soy-and-rice ice cream,
was the best product at the recent NNFA show on the East
Coast. He has made a big, bold move and I think it is going
to succeed. This unique product is a cross between Ice Bean
and Rice Dream, the first product to provide complementary
soy and grain. It is sweetened with organic rice syrup and
it contains organic tofu. Realistically, Rice Dream is made
from essentially rice syrup–a very highly refined amazake.
He has pulled together an organization of good people. The
product is just now getting on the shelves. At the show,
the company had a custom-designed, elegant tent-style
booth. He is using a pull strategy, developing demand from
consumers and retailers to get distribution, which means

heavy advertising in consumer publications. The theme in
his ad is carried through to their aprons, point of purchase
materials, everywhere. The product is high fat, maybe 17%,
like a superpremium ice cream, and the price is also high at
$2.89 to $2.99 retail, with about 50% overrun. Flavors were
chocolate-toffee, vanilla with chocolate marble, blueberry,
and raspberry. One evening the company had a hospitality
suite where they served ice cream sodas, floats, and sundaes
with a classical guitarist playing in the corner. It was an ice
cream feast with 50-100 people in attendance.” Richard is
working with him to try to get some export business.
Talk with Rachel Walk, Marketing Mgr. at of Believe
Inc. in Illinois. 1990. Aug. 3. This company is separate from
Light Foods, but the corporate headquarters is at the same
address as Light Foods in Washington. The first 3 flavors
should hit the shelves in mid-August. The organic tofu in the
product is spray dried. Potential new flavors are Chocolate
Toffee, Vanilla Fudge, and Blueberry; they might be out in 3
months. Production is “up north” but they warehouse at U.S.
Growers in Los Angeles.
Ad in Vegetarian Times. 1990. Dec. p. 81. Gives a nice
history of the company, and of Robert Davis’ work with
soyfoods.
5952. Bruulsema, Tom. 1990. Agronomic research on
soybean conducted during kharif season 1989 and rabi
season 1990: A report. Bangladesh: MCC Soybean Program.
51 leaves. July. 29 cm. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Outline: Introduction, comments
on variety evaluation, weather conditions. Chuadanga
Kharif season 1989 results: Soybean on-farm variety trials,
soybean variety trial, soybean variety observation, soybean
Rhizobium trial, soybean/aus intercropping trial. Rabi season
1990 results: In Raipur, aripur, and Char Matua. Variety
evaluation for seed quality. Irrigation experiments 1989-90.
Acknowledgments.
This report summarizes the large amount of information
on soybean varietal seed quality collected over the last 7
years. “Soybean is currently extended by MCC in both
the Chuadanga area for Kharif season production and the
Noakhali area (including Lakshmipur and Comilla districts)
for rabi season production. Research for the Noakhali area
is mainly conducted at MCC’s Raipur research station in
Lakshmipur district.” Address: MCC Research Agronomist,
1/1 Block “A” Mohammadpur, Dhaka-1207, Bangladesh.
Phone: 317065 or 316461.
5953. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 1990.
Bibliography of soybean cultural practices, harvesting, and
storage: 2,108 references from 120 B.C. to 1990, extensively
annotated. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. 296
p. Subject/geographical index. Author/company index.
Language index. Printed July 29. 28 cm. [2108 ref]
• Summary: This is the most comprehensive bibliography
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ever published on soybean cultural practices. It is also the
single most current and useful source of information on
this subject available today, since 42% of all references
(and most of the current ones) contain a summary/abstract
averaging 100 words in length.
One of more than 40 bibliographies on soybeans and
soyfoods being published by the Soyfoods Center, it is based
on historical principles, listing all known documents and
commercial products in chronological order. Containing 26
different document types (both published and unpublished,
including many original interviews and partial translations
of Japanese and European works), it is a powerful tool
for understanding the development of this subject and
related products from its earliest beginnings to the present,
worldwide.
Compiled one record at a time over a period of 17 years,
each reference in this bibliography features (in addition to
the typical author, date, title, volume and pages information)
the author’s address, number of references cited, original
title of all non-English publications together with an English
translation, month and issue of publication, and the first
author’s first name (if given).
Details on how to use the bibliography, a complete
subject and geographical index, an author/company
index, a language index, and a bibliometric analysis of
the composition of the book (by decade, document type,
language, leading periodicals or patents, leading countries,
states, and related subjects, plus a histogram by year) are
also included. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234,
Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 510-283-2991.
5954. Product Name: Spring Creek Tofu Taco Dip.
Manufacturer’s Name: Spring Creek Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 212-C East Main St., Spencer,
WV 25726. Phone: 304-927-1815.
Date of Introduction: 1990 July.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, organic soy drink, safflower oil,
onion flakes, parsley, hot sauce (cayenne peppers, vinegar,
salt), sea salt, red chilies, garlic, onion, paprika, cumin,
oregano, celery seed, dried red and green bell peppers,
cayenne, bay.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz or 10 oz. The latter retails
for $1.30–$1.70.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Tenley
Weaver. 1990. Aug. 20. 3 inch diameter. Red, brown, green,
yellow, blue, and tan on white. The Mexican Taco Dip was
introduced in July 1990.
5955. Product Name: Health Valley Tofu Fast Menu:
Honey Baked Organic Beans with Tofu Wieners, Organic
Black Beans with Tofu Wieners, or Organic Lentils with
Tofu Wieners.
Manufacturer’s Name: Health Valley Foods, Inc. (Product

Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 16100 Foothill Blvd., Irwindale,
CA 91706-7811.
Date of Introduction: 1990 August.
Ingredients: Organic small white beans, water, tofu wieners
(tofu [organic soybeans, nigari, water], canola oil, wheat
gluten, wheat germ, nutritional yeast, natural spices, tamari
soy sauce [water, soybeans, wheat salt], natural hickory
smoked flavor, paprika, beet powder, sea salt, guar gum),
honey, tomatoes, onions, tomato paste, organic potato flakes,
unsulfured molasses, concentrated organic apple juice, carrot
powder, olive oil, apple cider vinegar, sea salt, paprika,
natural herbs and spices, onion powder, garlic powder,
organic oregano, organic sage, organic thyme.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 15 oz (425 gm) can. Retails for
$1.89 (1/91, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 7½ oz.: Calories 140, protein 11 gm,
carbohydrate 15 gm, fat 3 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 14
mg, potassium 260 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label (Honey Baked)
obtained at World Vegetarian Day in San Francisco. 1990.
Oct. 6. 9 by 4 inches. Paper can label. Reddish brown,
yellow, black, brown, green, and white on yellow. Full
color photo of crock of beans with tofu wieners and a spoon
dipping in. “3-minute main dish.” Date of 8/90 written
encoded on label.
Products with Labels (all 3) purchased at Open Sesame
in Lafayette, California. 1991. Jan. 31. $1.89 each. “Lead
free can from Health Valley. This can is enamel coated for
your protection.”
5956. Product Name: [Smoked Deli Tofu].
Foreign Name: Delikatess-Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, Postfach 8039,
CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 01-202-8997.
Date of Introduction: 1990 August.
Ingredients: Tofu*, yeast extract, sea salt, spices, natural
plant aromas. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 205 gm vacuum pack. Retails
for 4.05 Swiss francs.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 13 gm, fat 4 gm,
carbohydrates 0.1 gm, calories 90 (376 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Verena
Krieger. 1991. Jan. 10. 3 by 2.5 inches. Red, blue, black, and
white. “Delicately smoked. Naturally free of cholesterol.
From organically grown ingredients. Ready to eat, cold or
warm.” Biona certification symbol. Use by 17 Aug. 1990.
Sold in Swiss health food stores.
5957. Product Name: Spring Creek Tofu Onion Dip.
Manufacturer’s Name: Spring Creek Natural Foods.
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Manufacturer’s Address: 212-C East Main St., Spencer,
WV 25726. Phone: 304-927-1815.
Date of Introduction: 1990 August.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, organic soy drink, safflower oil,
apple cider vinegar, onion granules, onion flakes, sea salt,
parsley.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Tenley
Weaver. 1990. Aug. 20. 3 inch diameter. Green, blue, and
yellow, on white.
5958. Product Name: Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Surata Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 302 Blair Blvd., Eugene, OR
97402.
Date of Introduction: 1990 August.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Shevah Lambert.
1990. Oct. 31. This product was launched in Aug. 1990. The
company is planning to buy an homogenizer to aid in its
production. It is currently sold only out of the shop, and is
not distributed.
5959. Product Name: [Tofu, or Ready-to-Eat Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu, Tofu Away.
Manufacturer’s Name: Food for Freedom.
Manufacturer’s Address: Nylense [Nijlense] Steenweg 72,
B-2270 Herenthout, Belgium. Phone: 014 / 51 7237.
Date of Introduction: 1990 September.
Ingredients: Basic tofu: Soybeans, water, nigari. Readyto-eat Tofu: Tofu*, sunflowerseed oil*, water, soy sauce, sea
salt, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Basic tofu: 500 gm. Ready-toEat Tofu: 100 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter, label, and leaflet
sent by Lucio de Berti, owner of Food For Freedom. 1992.
Jan. 4. This product, called simply “Tofu,” was introduced in
Sept. 1990. The company now makes about 170 kg/week of
tofu.
Labels. 3 by 4 inches. Green on yellow. In Dutch and
French.
5960. Product Name: Munchees (With Soy Cheese)
[Spinach Tofu, Pizza Tofu, or Veggie].
Manufacturer’s Name: Health Is Wealth, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Sykes Lane, Williamstown, NJ
08094. Phone: 609-728-1998.
Date of Introduction: 1990 September.
Ingredients: Spinach Tofu (1/92): Stone-ground whole
wheat flour, spinach, organic tofu, canola oil, casein
(protein), sea salt, citric acid, soy lecithin, guar gum, olive
oil, soybean oil, natural spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz paperboard box contains

11-13 Spinach Tofu Munchees. Retails for $2.39 (1/92,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (color) in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1990. Nov. p. 22. “The great taste of cheese
without the cheese.” Shows 3 labels of Munchees, 2 of
which bear the word “tofu” prominently atop the front panel.
“Health is Wealth has replaced the cheese in our ever popular
egg rolls with tofu mozzarella. Also new are our exciting
pizza, veggie, and spinach munchees. Munchees contain the
same egg roll fillings but in an individual, bite size, stone
ground whole wheat pocket.”
Product with Label (Spinach Tofu Munchees) purchased
at Open Sesame in Lafayette, California. 1992. Feb. 13. 5 by
4.75 by 1.75 inches. Paperboard box. White, green, and blue
on black. Color photo of the prepared munchees which look
like 1½-inch square deep-fried pillows stuffed with spinach
and cheese. “The great taste of spinach & cheese without the
cheese. 11-13 Egg Rolls wrapped in a stone-ground whole
wheat pocket. Cholesterol free. No preservatives. Lactose
free. Made with the cheese NûTofû alternative.” The phone
number is now 609-728-1998.
Soyfoods Center Product Evaluation. 1992. Feb. 13.
Package design: Excellent, however the text on the front
panel of the Spinach Tofu Munchees that states “The great
taste of spinach & cheese without the cheese.” seems
deceptive, since the cheese in this product is made from
cow’s milk. The ingredients listing is likewise deceptive
since it lists “casein (protein)” rather than “casein (milk
protein).” A previous ingredient listing which broke out the
“soy cheese” and listed its ingredients seemed clearer and
more standard. Flavor: We liked the Spinach Tofu Munchees
best–by far.
5961. Product Name: Meatless Healthy Bologna (Made
with Tofu).
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1990 North 57th Court, Boulder,
CO 80301.
Date of Introduction: 1990 September.
Ingredients: Organic tofu [water, soybeans, gypsum, nigari
(magnesium chloride)], soy oil, wheat gluten, egg white,
tapioca starch, wheat germ, soy sauce (water, soybeans,
whole wheat, salt), dried yeast, natural liquid hickory smoke,
garlic powder, spices, natural flavor, beet powder and
oleoresin paprika for color. “No more, no less.”
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5.5 oz (156 gm) vacuum pack.
Retails for $2.10 (10/90, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1.5 oz.: Calories 120, protein 7 gm,
carbohydrates 5 gm, fat 8 gm (polyunsaturated 7 gm;
saturated 1 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 340 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Steve Demos.
1989. May 13. This product will be officially launched in
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Sept. Talk with Steve Demos. 1989. Nov. 1. The term Links
need not be approved by the FDA. Anyone can use the term.
The product is not yet out, nor has it been in any interstate
sales yet. It is made in Denver. It should be out soon,
probably by mid-December.
Label obtained at White Wave booth at World Vegetarian
Day in San Francisco. 1990. Oct. 6. 5 by 7 inches. Flat
vacuum pack with see-through front. Red, black, and yellow
on white. “Cholesterol-free! Great for kids! Hearty luncheon
slices.” Talk with Lon Stromnes. 1990. Oct. 6. The product
was introduced in Sept. 1990. Recommended retail is about
$2.10.
5962. Product Name: NuTofu Señor Picante Nacho Sauce
(With Casein) [Hot, or Mild].
Manufacturer’s Name: Cemac Foods Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1821 East Sedgley Ave.,
Philadelphia, PA 19124. Phone: 215-288-7440.
Date of Introduction: 1990 October.
Ingredients: Organic tofu, canola oil, natural flavors,
tomatoes, bell peppers, calcium caseinate, carrageenan gum,
sea salt, spices, lecithin, annatto color.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz round tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet obtained at World
Vegetarian Day in San Francisco. 1990. Oct. 6. Shows label
and ingredients. Copyright 1990. Illustration of a chili pepper
with a sombrero on. “All natural. Low sodium. Cholesterol
free. Low fat. Lactose free.”
Ad (½ page, black-and-white) in Whole Foods. 1991.
June. p. 18. “Now you can snack to your heart’s content!
Señor Picante Nacho Sauce (Hot or Mild). Made with
organic tofu and canola oil.” A large round Label (3.75
inches diameter) is shown. The label is copyright 1990.
5963. Product Name: [Biosoja Soja Delights: Tofu
Lasagna].
Foreign Name: Biosoja Soja Delights.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojinal. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar (CAC) (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France. Phone: 89 74 53 53.
Date of Introduction: 1990 October.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm can.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in SoyaFoods. 1991.
Spring. p. 5. “Ready meals from Biosoja.” Tofu Lasagna,
introduced at SIAL in Paris (Oct. 1990), supplements the
company’s existing line of 3 Soya Deli company’s existing
range of Soyabean Delights products which includes
Financière Sauce, Basmati Rice and Curry Sauce, and Tofu
Ravioli. These are portion controlled soya-based ready meals
for one person. Each meal is available in a 300 gm can and
contains less than 300 calories.

SoyaFoods. 1992. Autumn. p. 7. “A profile of Sojinal.”
See Table 2. “Biosoja retail food products.” Canned ready
meals with less than 300 calories.
5964. Product Name: Aduki Rice Miso. Renamed Azuki
Rice Miso in 1992.
Manufacturer’s Name: South River Miso Co. Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: South River Farm, Conway, MA
01341. Phone: 413-369-4057.
Date of Introduction: 1990 October.
Ingredients: Deep well water, organically grown brown rice
and aduki beans, sun-dried sea salt, koji culture. Organically
grown and processed in accordance with Section 26569.11 of
the California Health and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with then Label sent
by Christian Elwell. 1992. March 13. He started selling this
miso in Oct. 1990. Label. 3.5 by 2 inches. Black on white.
Self adhesive. “100% organic ingredients. Unpasteurized.
Please refrigerate.” On the plastic tub is beige, with black
and brown printing. A blue, brown, black, and white sticker
(1 inch square) on one side says “Aduki Rice. Vintage
11/91.” There is a statement about traditional miso making
signed by Christian and Gaella Elwell, a recipe for everyday
miso soup, and an illustration of a silhouette of a mother
handing a bowl of soup to her son seated across the table.
This miso contains no soybeans.
Soyfoods Center taste test. 1992. March 18. Delicious.
Has a little sweet taste like finger-lickin’ miso, and a nonpasteurized homemade miso flavor.
5965. AURI News (Minnesota). 1990. Minnesota takes a bite
out of Japanese snack food market. 1(3):1, 5.
• Summary: It all started with a call from Rico Westin
[Reiko Weston], owner of Fuji-Ya, a former Japanese
restaurant in the Twin Cities. She wanted to grow a crop
called Edamame rather than paying the costs of importing it.
“The same business savvy that enabled her to once carry the
titles of U.S. and Minnesota ‘Businesswoman of the Year’
sparked research in 1987 by the Jameson-Williams Company
into the viability of raising this new crop. Unfortunately,
Westin died shortly before the first year’s crop was
harvested.”
“Presently the Jameson-Williams is the only commercial
producer of Edamame in the U.S. ‘We’ve experimented with
hundreds of varieties including vegetable and tofu varieties,’
said Jim Lambert, President of the Jameson-Williams
Company. ‘We produce a smaller pod than Taiwan, but the
taste and color of our Edamame is better because we allow
only one hour between the time it is harvested and the time it
is processed so not as many sugars convert to starches within
the soybean.”
Bob Luedtke, Senior Consultant to the Edamame
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Project, calls edamame “the ultimate alternate crop.” Yields
average 58-62 bushels per acre, compared to regular soybean
yields of 45-50 bushels per acre.
“Jameson-Williams contracts with local farmers to
grow the Edamame. The company pays for the seed and the
harvesting. The contract with local farmers this year was for
a net profit of $0.06 per pound or a minimum of $240.00
per acre.” The profit from regular soybeans is about $230.00
per acre not including the costs of seed and harvesting.
“Generally, farmers producing Edamame net approximately
$75.00 more per acre. Quick calculations show a value added
agricultural product for Minnesota.”
AURI has given the project a lot of expert help in the
area of processing. Modification of harvesting equipment
reduced field losses to 20%, from 30%. “Jameson-Williams
has been steadily increasing their production of Edamame
from 7,000 pounds in 1988 to the 350,000 pounds they
harvested this year. The product moves directly from the
field to the processing facility, Tony Downs Foods in St.
James. The Edamame moves over shaker tables, onto a
visual inspection line, through a pressure wash, into a
continuous blancher, through a hydro-cooler and over a dewatering table. The product then enters an IQF (individual
quick freezing) freezer and is finally loaded into tote boxes
for temporary storage prior to packaging. Jameson-Williams
sells the Edamame in bulk to a trading company who
repackages it for the consumer.”
The next step for Jameson-Williams is to shell the
soybeans to make mukimame. The company is currently
requesting funding from AURI for expertise to develop the
shelling process.
“’The overall objective of our partnership with JamesonWilliams,’ says Virgil Smail, AURI Executive Director,
‘is to make the crop economically feasible, to provide an
alternative crop for farmers with minimal risks, and to
promote new uses of soybeans for both domestic and export
consumption.” Future plans: Use genetic engineering and
cross breeding to allow the pod to be more easily removed
from the plant, and to increase the size of the pod relative to
the size of the beans.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001)
that gives industry or market statistics on green vegetable
soybeans for individual companies.
5966. Blackbeard, John. 1990. Successful crop of soya
beans: Alternative crops. Arable Farming (England). Nov. p.
36-37.
• Summary: Essex farmer Andrew McTurk grew four
acres of soya beans on his 130-acre Caldecott Hall Farm
near Brentwood. On May 8 he precision drilled the beans
at the rate of 650,000 seeds per ha behind a crop of overwintered cabbage. This was his first soya bean crop and he
was “pleasantly surprised” with the outcome. He used the
new early-maturing variety named Major recommended by

Harlow Agricultural Merchants (HAM). This variety was
bred in France by Rustic Semences. “Believed to be the first
crop of soya beans ever grown in this country, Mr. McTurk
tried them as a spring-sown break crop in his predominantly
brassica rotation.”
He harvested the soya beans on Oct. 12; the yield was
around a ton an acre. McTurk believes the yield would have
been much better if an herbicide had not set back the growth
by about 3 weeks and if the beans had been planted on a
flatter field. There is a subsidy of around £200 a tonne on
soya. “HAM plans to develop a management package based
on the variety Major to offer growers next year on a limited
scale.” Two photos show McTurk with soya beans.
5967. Kalemi, Petraq T. 1990. Soja [Soya]. Albania: Shtëpia
Botuese–8 Nentori. 139 p. Nov. Illust. 18 cm. [2 ref. Alb]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (p. 3). 1. Significance
of soya for Albania’s economy (p. 5). 2. A brief history of
soya (p. 8). 3. The use of soya in industry and other sectors
of the economy (p. 10). 4. Special botanical features of the
soybean (p. 25). 5. Biological features of the soybean (p. 42).
6. Soybean physiology (p. 49). 7. The growth process and
metabolism (p. 62). 8. Soybean selection (p. 80). 9. Soybean
cultivation technology (p. 98). 10. Soybean diseases and
pests (p. 113). 11. The most significant soybean cultivars
presently grown in Albania (p. 129).
Chapter 2, “A brief history of soya,” does not say when
the soybean first arrived in Albania or when it was first
cultivated there. It notes that “it has been about 15 years that
great scientific work [on soybeans] has been done in our
country” (i.e., since about 1975). In 1987 soy milk was first
produced in Albania to feed cattle (calves?).
Chapter 11 states that the most important cultivars
presently grown in Albania are: Weber, Giada, Uells
(Wells), Evans, Azurra, Hodson, Hark, UxF-90, Vnimk,
Violet, Rampazh, Florida, Vatvorth (Wattworth), Depimore,
Rendodora-627, Azurra nos. 2 and 3, Por, Inota, Adagg,
Fiska-47A, Oka, Ada-66, BR-66, etc. Address: Albania.
5968. Product Name: Legume Vegetarian Franks & Beans.
Manufacturer’s Name: Legume, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 116 Fairfield Rd., Fairfield, NJ
07006. Phone: 201-263-1013.
Date of Introduction: 1990 November.
Ingredients: Navy beans, water, tomato paste, organic
tofu* [organically grown soybeans*, water, calcium sulfate
(a naturally mined earth mineral)], sweet potato puree,
apple cider vinegar, canola oil, molasses, honey, tamari soy
sauce (water, soybeans, sea salt), onion, soy oil, isolated
soy protein, mustard powder, garlic, spices, natural flavors,
sea salt, beet powder, paprika oil, guar gum. * = Grown in
accordance with California Health & Safety Code 26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz plastic bag (boil-in-the
bag).
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How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Gary Barat. 1990.
Oct. 31. Legume is now introducing 7 new boil-in-the-bag
products. All are non-dairy, cholesterol-free. The word “tofu”
does not appear on the front panel of any of the products
because a huge segment of the American population does
not have a positive image of tofu. These products will sell
for about $1 less each than the old Legume products. They
will sell the products where they do not need to pay slotting
allowing allowances, as in Southern California where 1520% of the company’s total business now is. Business is way
up in the kosher market. All will be introduced at the Natural
Foods Merchandiser show in Philadelphia this weekend.
Label sent by Gary Barat. 1990. Oct. 31. by 5.5 by
1.5 inches. Paperboard box. Green, white, and black. Fullcolor photo of the product in a white dish. “Low fat. No
cholesterol. Microwaveable. All natural. Legume main
courses.”
5969. Product Name: Legume Vegetarian Chili.
Manufacturer’s Name: Legume, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 116 Fairfield Rd., Fairfield, NJ
07006. Phone: 201-263-1013.
Date of Introduction: 1990 November.
Ingredients: Tomatoes, water, black beans, red chile beans,
onion, corn, organic* tofu [water, organically grown*
soybeans, magnesium chloride (nigari)], tomato puree,
canola oil, sweet potato puree, tamari soy sauce (water,
soybeans, sea salt), chile powder, garlic, natural flavors,
spices, sea salt. * = Grown in accordance with California
Health & Safety Code 26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz plastic bag (boil-in-the
bag).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Gary Barat.
1990. Oct. 31. This weekend at the Natural Foods
Merchandiser show in Philadelphia, Legume will introducing
7 new boil-in-the-bag products.
Label sent by Gary Barat. 1990. Oct. 31. by 5.5 by
1.5 inches. Paperboard box. Green, white, and black. Fullcolor photo of the product in a white dish. “Low fat. No
cholesterol. Microwaveable. All natural. Legume main
courses.”
5970. Product Name: Legume “California Style” Vegetable
Ravioli with Marinara Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Legume, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 116 Fairfield Rd., Fairfield, NJ
07006. Phone: 201-263-1013.
Date of Introduction: 1990 November.
Ingredients: Tomatoes, tomato paste, water, whole wheat
pasta (whole wheat flour, durum flour, water, wheat germ,
bran), organic* tofu [water, organically grown* soybeans,
magnesium chloride (nigari)], canola oil, onions, celery,

honey, parsley, garlic spices, sea salt. * = Grown in
accordance with California Health & Safety Code 26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz plastic bag (boil-in-the
bag).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Gary Barat.
1990. Oct. 31. This weekend at the Natural Foods
Merchandiser show in Philadelphia, Legume will introducing
7 new boil-in-the-bag products.
Label sent by Gary Barat. 1990. Oct. 31. by 5.5 by
1.5 inches. Paperboard box. Green, white, and black. Fullcolor photo of the product in a white dish. “Low fat. No
cholesterol. Microwaveable. All natural. Legume main
courses.”
5971. Product Name: Legume “California Style” Vegetable
Tortellini with Marinara Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Legume, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 116 Fairfield Rd., Fairfield, NJ
07006. Phone: 201-263-1013.
Date of Introduction: 1990 November.
Ingredients: Tomatoes, tomato paste, water, whole wheat
pasta (whole wheat flour, durum flour, water, wheat germ,
bran), organic* tofu [water, organically grown* soybeans,
magnesium chloride (nigari)], canola oil, onions, celery,
honey, parsley, garlic, spices, sea salt. * = Grown in
accordance with California Health & Safety Code 26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8½ oz (241 gm) plastic bag
(boil-in-the bag).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Gary Barat.
1990. Oct. 31. This weekend at the Natural Foods
Merchandiser show in Philadelphia, Legume will introducing
7 new boil-in-the-bag products.
Label sent by Gary Barat. 1990. Oct. 31. by 5.5 by
1.5 inches. Paperboard box. Green, white, and black. Fullcolor photo of the product in a white dish. “Low fat. No
cholesterol. Microwaveable. All natural. Legume main
courses.”
5972. Product Name: Lite Slice Cheesecake (With Casein).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyco Foods. Div. of Galaxy
Cheese Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: R.D. #3 Northgate Industrial
Park, P.O. Box 5204, New Castle, PA 16105. Phone: 800441-9419.
Date of Introduction: 1990 November.
Ingredients: Soy milk (water, organic tofu), soybean oil,
casein, egg whites, unbleached wheat flour, fructose, tapioca,
sea salt, citric acid, natural flavor, soy lecithin, natural
vegetable guar gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 18 oz.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3 oz.: Calories 170, protein 4 gm,
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carbohydrates 14 gm, fat 10 gm (polyunsaturated 1 gm,
monounsaturated 7 gm, saturated 2 gm), cholesterol 0 mg,
sodium 150 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1990. Nov. Poorly
typed on purple letterhead. “75% less calories. Cholesterol
free. Butterfat free. Lactose free.”
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1991. Jan. p. 26-27.
“New blossoms in the Soyco garden.” Shows color photo
of label. Front panel states: “75% less calories than regular
cheesecake. Cholesterol free. Butterfat free. Lactose free.”
Color insert ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1991.
July. Between p. 40 and p. 41. The front shows a whole
cheesecake and a slice, surrounded by fruit and berries.
“All natural. 35% less calories than regular cheesecake.
Cholesterol free. Lactose free. 75% less saturated fat.
Butterfat free.” The back gives nutritional information and
ingredients, and calls this a “guilt free cheesecake.” Note:
How can tofu be used to make soymilk? Only if its spraydried tofu.

[deep-fried] in canola oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 15 oz package of 5 egg rolls
retails for $2.99 (11/90).
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 3 oz. roll: Calories 270, protein 7 gm,
carbohydrate 17 gm, fat 19 gm, sodium 310 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Trader Joe’s Fearless Flyer.
1990. Nov. p. 19. The wrappers, though made of whole
wheat, have a “lovely light texture and delicate flavor...
The egg rolls contain no MSG or preservatives. Each was
individually hand-wrapped, then cooked in canola oil, an
oil very low in saturated fat. They are best when heated in a
conventional oven, but may be microwaved.”
Product with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s in
California. 1990. Nov. 5 by 3 inches. Dark green and yellow
on white. Self adhesive. Illustration of a yellow cattail
plant. Soyfoods Center product evaluation. 1990. Nov. 30.
Delicious, but we are almost certain that these egg rolls
contain some type of cheese, which is not listed on the label.

5973. Product Name: Surata Soy [Organic Original, or
Honey-Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Surata Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 302 Blair Blvd., Eugene, OR
97402. Phone: 503-343-8434.
Date of Introduction: 1990 November.
Ingredients: Honey-Vanilla: Organic soybeans, water,
honey, vanilla. Original: Organic soybeans, water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bulk, or 1 pint retail plastic
bottles.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Shevah Lambert.
1991. Jan. 15. This soymilk product was launched in Nov.
1990 in both bulk and retail bottles. The retail packs were
temporarily discontinued, but will be back on the market
in about April 1991. Labels sent by Shevah Lambert. 1991.
Jan. 16. 1.5 by 4 inches. Magenta or dark blue on beige. Self
adhesive. One label goes on the front of each bottle. The
front label reads: “An Oregon cooperative.” The back label
reads: “Shake well. Keep refrigerated. Please recycle this
container. Do not use as baby formula.” UPC indicia.

5975. Product Name: Natural Expeller Pressed Soybean
Oil (Organic, or Non-organic).
Manufacturer’s Name: Bar North America, Inc. / Seymour
Organic Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 205 S. Main St. (P.O. Box 190),
Seymour, IL 61875. Phone: 217-687-4810.
Date of Introduction: 1990 December.
Ingredients: Soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 55 gallon drum.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Ramlakhan
Boodram, owner. 1995. March 2. He started to make expeller
pressed soybean oil in Dec. 1990. Although it is technically
a crude, unrefined soy oil, it is very light golden, bland and
clear. Based on the NOPA specifications, it has the properties
of once-refined, once-deodorized soy oil. He can provide
either organic or non-organic soy oil. His pilot plant, which
he uses for training people, is certified by OCIA for organic
processing. His basic business is selling equipment, but if his
client places regular orders, he can be a reliable supplier of
the oil.
He can also pack oil in bottles, nitrogen flushed, private
labeled (using a label provided by the customer), with a
nice seal over the lid. A lot of his oils go into encapsulation
or capsules, often blended with other oils such as flax oil,
safflower oil, borage oil, evening primrose oil to give a
certain fatty acid profile. He can blend the ingredients then
send the blend to an encapsulator.

5974. Product Name: Trader Ming’s Enlightened Egg
Rolls: Spinach Tofu with Whole Wheat Egg Roll.
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (Product DeveloperDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 538 Mission St., South Pasadena,
CA 91030. Phone: 818-441-1177.
Date of Introduction: 1990 November.
Ingredients: Filling: Spinach, organic tofu (Organically
grown and processed in accordance with Section 26569.11
of the California Health and Safety Code), canola oil, bread
crumbs, sea salt, spices, dehydrated garlic. Egg Roll: Stone
ground whole wheat flour, water, eggs, sea salt. Cooked

5976. Product Name: Soy Grits, Soy Flour, and Textured
Soy Flour (each Organic, or Non-organic).
Manufacturer’s Name: Bar North America, Inc. / Seymour
Organic Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 205 S. Main St. (P.O. Box 190),
Seymour, IL 61875. Phone: 217-687-4810.
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Date of Introduction: 1990 December.
Ingredients: Soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 50 lb multiwall paper bag, often
with a plastic liner bag.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Ramlakhan
Boodram, owner. 1995. March 2. He started to make these
3 products in Dec. 1990. He offers both organic and nonorganic products. The grits are obtained directly from the
extruder without any milling. He uses a hammermill to mill
the grits into flour. He also makes and has sold in bulk a
low-cost textured soy flour; it contains more oil than such
products.
He always has several thousand pounds of organic
soybeans and of non-organic soybeans “on the floor.” When
the client places an order, he buys the desired soybeans.
His main business is selling equipment, but if his client
places regular orders, he can be a reliable supplier of these
products.
5977. Product Name: So Good Tofu Delights: Chunky Bars
of Vanilla Flavoured Iced Soya Dessert in a Thick Carob
Coating.
Manufacturer’s Name: Haldane Foods Group Ltd.
(Marketer). Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 25 Hayhill, Sileby Road, Barrow
upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England. Phone:
050981-6611.
Date of Introduction: 1990 December.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic soya beans, calcium sulphate),
raw cane sugar, vegetable oil, carob flour, vanilla bean
extract, emulsifier (vegetable mono diglycerides, lecithin),
stabilisers (guar gum, locust bean gum, xanthan gum),
colouring (beta carotene).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 x 75 ml foil-wrapped bars in
a paperboard box. Retails for £1.69 (4/91, London).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Haldane Foods Group.
1990. “Twenty-one Today. Twenty-new and exciting
products launched at Helfex alone.” At least 12 of these are
soyfood products. “A dairy free choc ice made with tofu and
enrobed with carob.”
Soya International. 1990. July/Sept. p. 5. “A vanilla
flavored carob coated iced soya dessert launched as the tofu
‘choc-ice.’ They contain no animal products and are suitable
for vegans.”
Article in Health Food Business (England). 1990. June.
p. 30. “Product news: Tofu ‘choc-ice.’” A color photo shows
2 boxes of Tofu Delights. Each box contains 6 individually
wrapped 75 ml bars.
Label sent by Heather Paine of SoyaFoods in London.
1991. April 23. 7 by 3.5 by 2 inch box. Dark brown, blue,
pink, and green on beige. Color photo of one bar, cut
crosswise into halves, on top of box. “Soya carob dessert.
100% natural ingredients. Dairy free. No animal produce.

Store below 18ºC/0ºF.” Purchased at Lifecycle. UPC indicia.
Two kosher symbols.
Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb.
10. At the time this product was launched, Haldane was
promoting So Good as their brand. They are no longer doing
this as much.
5978. Horlings, George Paul. 1990. The influence of seed
size and seed coat characteristics on seed quality of soybean
(Glycine max (L.) Merrill) in the tropics. MSc thesis,
University of Guelph. iii + 137 p. Dec. 28 cm. [207 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Table of contents. List of tables.
List of figures. Introduction. Literature review: 1. Soybean
production in the tropics. 2. Seed quality and environment.
3. Mechanisms of seed deterioration. 4. Pathogens of seed
quality. 5. Seed coat characteristics. 6. Seed size. 7. Seed
density. 8. Duration of productive development. 9. Field
weathering evaluation. 10. Seed testing: Germination, vigour.
I. Field weathering. II. Simulated field weathering.
General discussion. Appendixes.
Resistance to deterioration of soybean seed quality
has been associated with small seed size and seed coat
impermeability. “Soybean lines of similar maturity were
grown at the Asian Vegetable Research and Development
Center, Taiwan, in the summer and autumn seasons. The
major pathogen causing seed deterioration in the summer
was Phomopsis.” In the autumn, Fusarium and Alternaria
were minor pathogens. “Since deterioration occurred prior to
R8, hard seed coat and slow permeability failed to protect the
seed from deterioration. The resistance to field weathering
often associated with small-seeded soybean may be partially
related to a tolerance to environmental stress during the seed
filling period.” Address: Mennonite Central Committee,
Dhaka, Bangladesh.
5979. Schweitzer, Peter. 1990. Belize. Plenty Bulletin (Davis,
California) 6(4):1-4. Winter.
• Summary: Plenty USA first became involved in Belize in
1986 and 1987 when they were helping Majeedah Rahman
and her organization, African Connections, of Oakland,
California, in their efforts to introduce soyfoods as a locally
grown, high protein source of good nutrition. In 1990 Plenty
received a letter from the Corozal Soy Growers Cooperative,
composed of more than 25 farmers in the Corozal district
who have previously grown sugar cane. The author traveled
to Belize in November to visit the Co-op and others. In the
face of an unstable sugar market, the farmers are looking for
more secure crops. Belize imports large amounts of cooking
oil and the soybeans would also have a market as animal
feed. The government of Belize had deeded the co-op 800
acres of uncleared bush land. When Chuck Haren visited
this land, the co-op members asked him for technical advice.
“Then we rode out to look at their latest crops of soybeans
which were near-ready to harvest. We looked at three
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soybean fields. The fields were impressive. The plants were
full. The yields would be good. Before we left they showed
us two buildings they had already constructed. One was a
dryer for the soybeans and the other was an equipment shed.
Seeing the work and seriousness of this co-op alerted us to
the burgeoning potential for soy agriculture and processing
in Belize.”
Plenty plans to work closely with the Co-op to develop
plans and secure funding.
A photo shows Chuck Haren talking to members of the
Corozal Soy Growers Co-op in a field of soybeans. Address:
Executive Director, Plenty.
5980. Product Name: Hickory Smoked Style Soya Kaas
(Cheese Substitute).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soya Kaas, Inc. A subsidiary of
Swan Gardens, Inc. Distributed by American Natural Snacks.
Manufacturer’s Address: Manufacturer: 6029 Lagrange
Blvd., Atlanta, GA 30336. Distributor: P.O. Box 1067, St.
Augustine, FL 32085. Phone: 904-825-2057.
Date of Introduction: 1990 December.
Ingredients: Incl. organic silken tofu, soymilk, crunchy soy
bits with a smoked flavor.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soya International. 1990.
July/Sept. p. 4.
5981. Product Name: [Artisanal Tofu Burgers (From the
Forests, Indian, Pumpkin, Buckwheat, From the Sea, From
Provence, From the Mountains)].
Foreign Name: Galettes Artisanales au Tofou (Forestières,
Indiennes, Potimarron, Sarrasines, Marinières, Provençales,
Montagnes).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofoulie.
Manufacturer’s Address: St. Pierre, 26560 Séderon,
France. Phone: 75-28-55-05.
Date of Introduction: 1990 December.
Ingredients: Tofou* 77%, mushrooms from Paris* 32%,
rolled oats*, onions*, shoyu*, sunflower oil*, herbs and
spices*, unrefined salt, garlic*. * = Organically grown
(Ingrédient issu de l’agriculture biologique).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated (store at 4ºC).
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Fats (lipids) 7.6 gm, protein 13.5
gm, carbohydrates (glucides) 7.3 gm, calories (Kcal) 152
(635 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out and Label
sent by Joel Pichon. 1996. June 14. His company started
making tofu burgers in Dec. 1990, and now makes 3,700 lb/
month. Label is a yellowish-white transparent heavy plastic
bag, printed with brown and green letters. Near the bottom
of the back panel is a UPC indicia. Below that are two logos,
one for recycling. Between the logos is written: Produit de

l’agriculture biologique. Système de contrôle CEE, Ecocert
31076 Toulouse Cedex.
Letter from Michel Claude and Joël Pichon in response
to questions from William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
1996. July 4. Their company now produces 7 different
flavors of tofu burgers; a package with Label for each flavor
is enclosed. On average the following amounts of each flavor
are produced (in kg/month): From the Forests 400, Indian
450, Chestnut 400, Buckwheat 250, From the Sea 250, From
Provence 350, From the Mountains (300).
5982. Product Name: [Handmade Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofou Artisinal.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofoulie.
Manufacturer’s Address: St. Pierre, 26560 Séderon,
France. Phone: 75-28-55-05.
Date of Introduction: 1990 December.
Ingredients: Soybeans*, water, salt. * = Organically grown
(Ingrédient issu de l’agriculture biologique).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated (store at 4ºC).
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Yoshinori
Ito of Takai Tofu & Soymilk Equipment Co. 1996. April 24.
Names and addresses of new tofu shops in countries where
tofu is not well known. Mr. Michel Claude is the owner.
Form filled out and Label sent by Joel Pichon. 1996.
June 14. His company’s name is Tofoulie. They started
making tofu in Dec. 1990, and now make 4,500 lb/month.
Label is a yellowish transparent heavy plastic bag, printed
with red, brown, and green letters. At the top is a UPC
indicia. Near the bottom are the logos of Nature & Progres
and Cahiers des Charges de l’Agriculture Biologique. Joel
Pichon was formerly part of Ferme de Jas, also located in
Sederon. They started making tofu and tofu burgers in March
1988.
Letter from Michel Claude and Joël Pichon in response
to questions from William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
1996. July 4. Joël Pichon, who is manager of the company,
was introduced to tofu and its uses during a trip to Montreal,
Canada, in 1983. In Nov. 1990 Joël separated from Ferme du
Jas (where he had been making goat’s milk cheese) in order
to found Tofoulie and be independent. In 1988 Ferme du
Jas started using tofu equipment bought on the second-hand
market–a Sawa boy mill and hand press for okara. Michel
Claude has been employed at Tofoulie as the tofu maker
since July 1995, and has been a full partner since December
1995. He also takes care of equipment and technical matters.
SCOP is a French abbreviation for Société Cooperative
Ouvrière de Production, which means that nearly all workers
are owners, or “partners in the firm’s capital.” The official
name of the company is Tofoulie, not SCOP Tofoulie; the
letterhead reads “Scop Tofoulie.” They now make 4,500 kg/
month of tofu.
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5983. Barbosa, L.R.; Diaz, O.; Barber, R.G. 1990. Effects
of deep tillage on soil properties, growth and yield of soya
in a compacted Ustochrept in Santa Cruz, Bolivia. Soil and
Tillage Research 15(1-2):51-63. [11 ref. Eng]*
Address: 3. c/o F.C.O. (La Paz), King Charles St., London,
SW1A 2 AH, United Kingdom.
5984. Product Name: [GranoVita Organic Soya &
Fruit Dessert with 6-Grain Cereal {Cultured Soy Yogurt}
(Strawberry, Cherry, Peach-Maracuja)].
Foreign Name: GranoVita Bio-Soja-Frucht-Dessert mit
6-Korn-Getreide {Soja-Joghurt} (Erdbeer, Kirsch, PfirsichMaracuja).
Manufacturer’s Name: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Organic soya drink (Water, soybeans*) with
fruit preparation sweetened fruit juice concentrate, naturals
aromas and colors, 6-grain mixture (barley*, oats*, rye*,
wheat*, rice*, buckwheat*), vegetable thickener, yogurt
cultures. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm plastic cup with peeloff foil lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 3 gm, fat 2 gm, usable
carbohydrates 13 gm, calories 82. 1 BE (Broteinheit, or
diabetic exchange) = 92 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Alpro. 1990.
April 17. DE-VAU-GE is developing a soy yogurt. Form
filled out and Labels sent by DE-VAU-GE. 1990. June
11. This product was introduced in 1990. Note: Maracuja
is name (in English, German, French, and Dutch) of a
tropical fruit (Passiflora alata) that has a tart flavor; it can
be eaten raw or made into drinks or sherbets. The peel-off
foil lid, which is red or orange and green on a silver-white
background, contains a color illustration of the fruit(s)
used. “With yogurt cultures–free of milk components/
constituents. Sweetened only with fruit juice concentrate.”
The plastic cup is red, green, and black on white. Exklusiv
Neuform certification symbol. “Refreshing, made from
plants (pflanzlich), with the nutritional riches of the soybean.
The full sweetness of the fruit, natural aromas, and the mild
acidification with special yogurt cultures impart the fine,
fruity taste. A mixture of cereal grains, high in fiber, makes
this an ideal dessert. Store at below 10ºC. With at least 70%
dextrorotary L(+) lactic acid. Contains no preservatives.”
5985. Product Name: [GranoVita Organic Tofu Grain
Dumplings in Mushroom & Cream Sauce with Green Rye &
Vegetables].
Foreign Name: GranoVita Bio-Tofu Getreidekloesse in
Champignon-Rahmsauce mit Gruenkern-Gemuese.

Manufacturer’s Name: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Phone: (04131)-303-145.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Dumplings: Organic tofu (water, organically
grown soybeans, calcium chloride), onions, rye flakes,
fine bread crumbs (Paniermehl), egg protein, rolled oats,
soy sauce, herbs, seasonings (Wuerzmittel), sea salt, spices
(Gewuerze), garlic. Mushroom & Cream Sauce: Water,
cream, milk, onions, butter organically grown rice flour,
wheat flour, lemon juice, lecithin (vegetable emulsifier),
carob flour (vegetable thickener), spices (Gewuerze). Green
Rye & Vegetables: Water, corn, green rye, carrots, paprika,
onions, wild rice, vegetable oil, spices (Gewuerze).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 350 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 13.5 gm, fat 21.1 gm,
carbohydrates 47.8 gm, calories 435. 1 BE (Broteinheit, or
diabetic exchange) = 88 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out and new
Labels sent by DE-VAU-GE. 1990. June 11. The product was
introduced in 1990. Label: 5 by 8.5 by 1.5 inch paperboard
box. Black, gold, red, green, and orange on white. A stylish
color photo on the front panel shows the dish ready to serve
on a black plate with a green sprig, red tomato, knife and
fork nearby. At the top of the front panel: “The whole foods
kitchen for the gourmet” (Die Vollwertkueche à la Gourmet).
“A ready-to-heat menu for 1 person. Enjoy without flesh.”
The box contains two pouches: one with the tofu dumplings
and sauce; the other with the grain and vegetables. The back
panel shows how these can be heated in either a water bath,
a cooking pot, or a microwave oven. Exklusiv Neuform
certification symbol. There are three other similar products in
this line.
5986. Product Name: [GranoVita Greek Vegetable Stew
with Organic Tofu, Brown Rice, and Wild Rice].
Foreign Name: GranoVita Griechischer Gemuesetopf mit
Bio-Tofu, Naturreis- und Wildreis-Beilage.
Manufacturer’s Name: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Phone: (04131)-303-145.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Stew: Paprika, water, mushrooms, onions,
organic tofu (water, organically grown soybeans,
calcium chloride), vegetable oils, egg protein, tomato
pulp, organically grown rice flour, olives, seasonings
(Wuerzmittel), soy sauce, sea salt, guar flour (plant
thickener), spices (Gewuerze), herbs, garlic. Rice: Water,
brown rice, wild rice, vegetable oil, sea salt.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 350 gm.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 13.6 gm, fat 16.0 gm,
carbohydrates 61.7 gm, fiber (Ballaststoffe) 4.0 gm, calories
445. 1 BE (Broteinheit, or diabetic exchange) = 68 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out and new
Labels sent by DE-VAU-GE. 1990. June 11. The product was
introduced in 1990. Label: 5 by 8.5 by 1.5 inch paperboard
box. Black, gold, red, green, and blue on white. A stylish
color photo on the front panel shows the dish ready to serve
on a black plate with a green sprig, mushroom, knife and
fork nearby. At the top of the front panel: “The whole foods
kitchen for the gourmet (Die Vollwertkueche à la Gourmet).
A ready-to-heat menu for 1 person. Enjoy without flesh.”
The box contains two pouches: one with the vegetable &
tofu stew; the other with the grain and vegetables. The back
panel shows how these can be heated in either a water bath,
a cooking pot, or a microwave oven. Exklusiv Neuform
certification symbol. There are three other similar products
in this line. One of these, GranoVita Gruenkern Käsebratling
(Green Rye Cheese Patties in Mushroom sauce with
Vegetables & Rice) contains soy sauce as its only soy-based
ingredient.
5987. Product Name: [GranoVita Heideland Organic Tofu
& Grain Dumplings].
Foreign Name: GranoVita Heideland Bio-Tofu Getreide
Kloesschen.
Manufacturer’s Name: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (Water, organically grown
soybeans, calcium chloride), onions, rye flakes, fine Graham
bread crumbs (Graham-Paniermehl), egg protein, rolled
oats, soy sauce, herbs, seasonings (Wuerzmittel), sea salt,
spices (Gewuerze), garlic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 dumplings weigh 250 gm.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 10.4 gm, fat 3.6 gm, usable
carbohydrates 14.3 gm, calories 132. 1 BE (Broteinheit, or
diabetic exchange) = 84 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out and Label
sent by DE-VAU-GE. 1990. June 11. This product was
introduced in 1990. Label: 2.5 by 4.5 inches. Self adhesive.
Green, red, yellow, and black on white. Illustration of two
red-roofed traditional houses among trees and bushes.
“Contains no flesh. To prepare: Simply drop into lightly
salted, boiling water and allow to simmer for about 10
minutes. Recommended in the context of a natural whole
foods diet (Im Rahmen einer Vollwerternährung zu
empfehlen).” Exklusiv Neuform certification symbol.
Note: In German, Heide means “heath, moorland,
or moor.” Thus Heideland refers to the moorland around
Lueneburg where DE-VAU-GE is located.

5988. Product Name: [GranoVita Heideland Vegetarian
Bread Spread With Organic Tofu].
Foreign Name: GranoVita Heideland Vegetarische
Brotbelag mit Bio-Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Water, vegetable oils and fats in changing
proportions by weight, paprika, organic tofu (Water,
organically grown soybeans, calcium chloride), onions, egg
protein, olives, wheat protein (gluten), soy protein, plant
thickener agar-agar, spices (Gewuerze), natural aromas,
rolled oats, seasonings (Wuerzmittel), garlic, sea salt,
fermented rice flour, smoke.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 160 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out and Label
sent by DE-VAU-GE. 1990. June 11. This product was
introduced in 1990. Label: 2 by 2.5 inches. Self adhesive.
Green, red, yellow, and black on white. Illustration of two
red-roofed traditional houses among trees and bushes.
“Contains no flesh.” Exklusiv Neuform certification symbol.
Note: In German, Heide means “heath, moorland,
or moor.” Thus Heideland refers to the moorland around
Lueneburg where DE-VAU-GE is located.
5989. Product Name: [GranoVita Heideland Small
Vegetarian Sausage With Organic Tofu].
Foreign Name: GranoVita Heideland Vegetarische
Wuerstchen mit Bio-Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Water, vegetable oils and fats in changing
proportions by weight, organic tofu (Water, organically
grown soybeans, calcium chloride), onions, egg protein,
wheat protein (gluten), soy protein, plant thickener agar-agar,
spices (Gewuerze), natural aromas, rolled oats, seasonings
(Wuerzmittel), garlic, sea salt, fermented rice flour, smoke.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 dumplings weigh 200 gm.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 10.6 gm, fat 30.9
gm, usable carbohydrates 5.7 gm, calories 343. 1 BE
(Broteinheit, or diabetic exchange) = 210 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out and Label
sent by DE-VAU-GE. 1990. June 11. This product was
introduced in 1990. Label: 2.5 by 4.5 inches. Self adhesive.
Green, red, yellow, and black on white. Illustration of two
red-roofed traditional houses among trees and bushes.
“Contains no flesh. Simply heat or fry. Practically cholesterol
free. Recommended in the context of a natural whole foods
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diet (Im Rahmen einer Vollwerternährung zu empfehlen).”
Exklusiv Neuform certification symbol.
Note: In German, Heide means “heath, moorland,
or moor.” Thus Heideland refers to the moorland around
Lueneburg where DE-VAU-GE is located.
5990. Product Name: [Tofu, and Soymilk].
Manufacturer’s Name: Die Tofukueche Muenster.
Manufacturer’s Address: Rinkerodeweg 6, D-4400
Muenster, West Germany. Phone: 0251-785902.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Bernd Drosihn
of Viana Naturkost. 1990. April 8. This new soyfoods
company, run by Heinz-Gerd Bruns, distributes only fresh
tofu in water and fresh soymilk. A brochure is enclosed.
Brochure. 8.5 by 11 inches. 6 panels. Photocopied black
on gray-green. The fresh tofu is made from organically
grown soybeans grown in France. The company describes its
work as “Production, distribution, direct sale (Herstellung,
Vertrieb und Direktverkauf).” The tofu is made with nigari.
Contains 8 tofu recipes.
5991. Product Name: New World Foods Red Chile Tamales
(With Granular Tofu Curds).
Manufacturer’s Name: Food Plant Inc. (The) & Southwest
Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2889 Trades West Rd., Santa Fe,
NM 87501. Phone: 505-471-8979.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Organic* corn, Organic* Rico Soy (soybeans,
water, calcium sulfate–a natural mineral, caramel color),
organic* soy fiber, organic* corn meal, red chile pods
ground with water, soy oil, shoyu (water, soybeans, wheat,
salt), spices, salt. * = Organically grown & processed in
accordance with Section 26569.11 of the California Health
and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz vacuum pack–Contains
4 tamales. Or 13 lb 8 oz foodservice pack–Contains 72
tamales.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 2 tamales: Calories 275, calories from fat
98, total fat 11 gm (saturated fat 1 gm), cholesterol 0 mg,
sodium 365 mg, total carbohydrate 41 gm (dietary fiber 6
gm), protein 10 gm, vitamin A 25%, vitamin C 2%, calcium
26%, iron 64%.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Richard
Jennings of VPS, Inc. (Vegetable Protein Specialists). 1993.
Nov. 26. “New World Foods.” These tamales are made from
corn cooked in the traditional way and then stone ground.
The tamales are steamed in a vegetable parchment.
Talk with Richard Jennings of VPS. 1993. Dec. 1. This
product was introduced in 1990. A key ingredient was Rico
Soy (small, firm chunks of tofu), which was renamed and
trademarked Befine by Sept. 1993.

New Label sent by Richard Jennings. 1993. Nov. 29. 3
by 5 inches. Self adhesive. Black on gold. Illustration of a
symbolic Aztec crow. “Vegetarian.”
Letter and color labels sent by Richard Jennings of VPS,
Inc. 1994. Dec. 28. The first focus of New World Foods
products was foodservice. Starting in 1990 the company used
generic labels printed with a personal computer and label
printer. In the spring of 1994 they decided to go after the
retail market as well. So they developed attractive new color
self-adhesive labels for each product (see New World Foods,
1994).
5992. Product Name: So Good Soycreem: Non-Dairy
Cream Alternative.
Manufacturer’s Name: Haldane Foods Ltd. (Marketer).
Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 25 Hayhill, Sileby Road, Barrow
upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Organic soya milk, vegetable oils, corn
syrup, emulsifier (vegetable mono-diglycerides), stabilisers
(xanthan gum, locust bean gum, guar gum), natural colour
(beta-carotene).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 120 gm plastic cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Energy 1827 Kjoules / 437 Kcal
(calories), protein 3 gm, carbohydrate 12 gm, fat 36 gm (of
which polyunsaturates 47%, and saturates 23%), sodium
0.1%.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Leah
Leneman of Scotland. 1992. Jan. 2. 2.75 inch diameter
foil cup lid and 2.5 inch high cup. Yellow, white, gold and
light green on green. Illustrations of yellow daffodils and
a butterfly on foil lid. Lid: “High in polyunsaturates. Low
in saturates. Cholesterol free.” Cup: “Soycreem is a new,
cholesterol-free alternative to cream, made without animal
fats or milk derivatives. Pour over desserts in the same
way as fresh cream. (Not recommended for use in coffee.)
Suitable for vegetarians and vegans.”
Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice. 1994. Feb. 10. In 1990
chilled So Good Soycreem was launched as a non-dairy
alternative to dairy double cream, but low in cholesterol,
high in polyunsaturates, and low in saturates. It was made
for Haldane in a little beige plastic pot with a green foil lid,
packed at the Genice plant. It contains a trace of cholesterol
because law requires that it contain 36% oil, including some
palm oil. In 1991 a shelf-stable UHT version (completely
sterilized, with a 9-month shelf life), now named Granose
Soya Creem, was launched in a 225 ml Combibloc pack,
made for Genice by a large dairy in Ireland which had
Combibloc packaging equipment. The chilled So Good
Soycreem was discontinued.
5993. Product Name: Mandarin Soyfoods Garden Patties
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[Bar-B-Que, Cajun, and Teriyaki].
Manufacturer’s Name: Mandarin Enterprises Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 11031 Bridgeport Rd. #107,
Richmond, BC, V6X 3A2, Canada.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Bar-B-Que: Tofu (organically grown soybeans,
water, magnesium chloride [purified nigari]), brown rice,
soybean fibre [probably okara], soy grits, brown rice flour,
fresh onions, fresh carrots, fresh celery, fresh green peppers,
crushed tomatoes, sesame seeds, rice syrup solids, sea salt,
spices, tomato powder, powdered fruit solids, sunflower oil,
smoke and spice extracts, natural flavor, spinach powder.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 patties. 170 gm (6 oz).
Pinched ends box.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 255, protein 10.3 gm,
carbohydrates 27 gm, fat 6.0 gm (polyunsaturates 3.7 gm,
monounsaturates 1.1 gm, saturates 0.6 gm, cholesterol 0 mg),
dietary fiber 2.2 gm, sodium 1050 mg, potassium 425 mg.
New Product–Documentation: This is the line extension
of 3 products launched in 1989. Talk with Gerry Blanchard
of Natural Promotions, Vancouver, BC, Canada. 1992. Jan.
22. His company developed the packages / labels for these
products. Mandarin now has 10-11 distributors in the USA.
Six flavors are now available.
Label for Bar-B-Que sent by Gerry Blanchard. 1992.
Jan. 22. 7 by 5.5 inches. Paperboard sleeve. Red, brown, and
dark green on tan and light green. Illustration of a tofu burger
with trimmings between buns, surrounded by a tomato, green
pepper, celery stalk, and sliced onion. Silhouette of a cowboy
riding a horse and swinging a lasso. “Ready in 3 minutes.
Prepared with tofu, savoury herbs & vegetables. Cholesterol
free. Microwaveable. Heat and serve.” Called “Pâtés
Jardinières” in French.
Two leaflets for all 6 Mandarin patties also sent. One
shows a huge illustration of a burger with the 6 packages
below it. The other shows the six packages lined up in a
typical produce case. On the back is a list of ingredients and
nutritional composition for each flavor.
Ad in Vegetarian Times. 1992. April. p. 37. “Mandarin
Soy Foods. Since 1976 we have been committed to
producing the finest in great tasting soyfoods. For a free copy
of our newsletter “Soy News,” just circle our number below.”
5994. Product Name: [Natura–Naturana Soya Ragout].
Foreign Name: Natura–Naturana Soja-Ragout.
Manufacturer’s Name: Naturawerk.
Manufacturer’s Address: D-5000 Hannover, Germany.
Phone: (0511) 66 20 20 / 29.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Whole wheat flour (Weizenvollkornmehl)*,
soya protein, powdered cream, dried parsnips, dried peas,
starch, dried mushrooms, granular seasoning, sea salt,
mixture of spices.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 gm foil pouch in a
paperboard box. Retails for DM 3.95.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. Dec. 12. 4.75 by 6.75 by 1.12 inches. Orange,
white, red, and black. Color photo of the prepared stew next
to a bal of rice on a white plate, garnished with mushrooms
and snow peas. “Ready to cook.” Neuform Reformhaus logo.
5995. Product Name: [Amazing Grains–Roast Seitan
(Organic)].
Foreign Name: Amazing Grains Rôti de Seitan
(Biologique).
Manufacturer’s Name: Noble Bean.
Manufacturer’s Address: R.R. 1, McDonalds Corners
(near Elphin), Ontario K0G 1M0, Canada. Phone: 613-2782305.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Certified organic wheat flour, spring water,
peanut butter, canola oil, tamari, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Letter and photocopies
of Labels from Allan Brown. 1998. Jan. 21. This product
was made for 8 months in 1990. Scan of seitan label sent by
Allan Brown, founder of Noble Bean. 2019. July 15.
5996. Orellana, M.; Barber, R.G.; Diaz, O. 1990. Effects
of deep tillage and fertilization on the population, growth
and yield of soya during an exceptionally wet season on a
compacted sandy loam, Santa Cruz, Bolivia. Soil and Tillage
Research 17(1-2):47-61. [11 ref. Eng]*
Address: 2. c/o F.C.O. (La Paz), King Charles St., London,
SW1A 2 AH, United Kingdom.
5997. Product Name: San-J Organic Shoyu: Naturally
Brewed Soy Sauce (Bronze Label).
Manufacturer’s Name: San-J International, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Colonial Heights, VA 23834.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, salt, organic wheat,
organic alcohol (to preserve freshness).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 20 oz (592 ml) glass bottle.
Retails for $4.99 at Whole Foods in Lafayette (April 2012).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: 1 tablespoon (18 gm) contains 960 mg of salt
(40% of daily allowance).
New Product–Documentation: Bottle with label purchased
at Whole Foods Market in Lafayette, California. E-mail
from Misako Binford of San-J. 2012. April 21. In reply to
questions sent 30 April 2012. The product was introduced in
1990. San-J makes this product at their plant in Richmond,
Virginia. The product was originally available in 5, 10, and
20 oz bottles for retail stores and in 5, 30, and 55 gallon
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containers for industrial customers. The product was now
available in 10 and 20 oz bottles for retail and in 5 and 55
gallon containers for industrial customers.
5998. Product Name: [Sobo Soya Flakes].
Foreign Name: Sobo Naturkost Soja Flocken.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sobo Naturkost.
Manufacturer’s Address: Goltsteinstr. 43a, D-5000
Cologne 51, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Whole soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm cellophane bag. Retails
for DM 5.50 (1/92, Germany).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 37.3 gm, fat 20.6 gm,
carbohydrates 26.4 gm, crude fiber 2.2 gm, minerals 4.4 gm,
moisture 9.1 gm, calories (kcal) 408 (1,717 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Box sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. Dec. 12. Soja Flocken are listed on the side
of a box of Soja-Dreikorn Auflauf.
Label sent by Anthony Marrese. 1992. Jan. 13. 5 by
9 inches. Label printed on clear bag. Red, dark green, and
white on light green. Made from soybeans organically grown
in Austria. The nutritional composition shows these are
whole soy flakes–not defatted. Recipes are given for Muesli,
Sauerkrautpuffer, and Soya-Corn Pudding.
Ad in Schrot & Korn. 1992. April. p. 48. Sobo Naturkost
is located at the address shown above. The phone and fax
numbers are 0221-343277. The company sells Soja Flocken,
etc.
5999. Product Name: [Sobo fix Soya & Three-Grain
Souffle].
Foreign Name: Sobo fix Soja-Dreikorn-Auflauf.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sobo Naturkost.
Manufacturer’s Address: Goltsteinstr. 43a, D-5000
Cologne 51, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Spelt (Dinkel; German wheat)*, rye*,
soy flakes*, wheat*, potato starch, carrots*, yeast
extract, sea salt, miso, celery*, corn*, parsley roots
(Petersilienwurzeln)*, herbs*, spices. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm. Makes 2.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. Dec. 12. 5 by 5.75 by 1 inch. Brown, orange,
pink, and white on pastel blue and yellow. Dry mix in a
cellophane bag inside a paperboard box. “Can be prepared
quickly. Makes 203 portions.” Logo is a little bean with a
smiling face, arms, and legs.
6000. Product Name: [Sobo fix Soya & Three-Grain Soup].
Foreign Name: Sobo fix Soja-Dreikorn-Suppe.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sobo Naturkost.

Manufacturer’s Address: Goltsteinstr. 43a, D-5000
Cologne 51, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Spelt (Dinkel; German wheat)*, soy flakes*,
rye*, wheat*, yeast extract, sea salt, miso, onions*, parsley
roots (Petersilienwurzeln)*, parsnips*, carrots*, celery*,
herbs.* * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 0.75 liters.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. Dec. 12. 5 by 5.75 by 1 inch. Brown, orange,
blue, and red on pastel green and white. Dry mix in a
cellophane bag inside a paperboard box. “Can be prepared
quickly. Makes three bowls of soup.” Logo is a little bean
with a smiling face, arms, and legs.
6001. Product Name: [Sobo fix Soya & Vegetable Patties,
Soya Pies, Soya Coffee, Granulated Soya, Soya Flakes, Soya
& Vegetable Ready-Mix].
Foreign Name: Sobo fix Soja-Getreide Bratling, Soja
Pastete, Soja Kaffee, Soja Granulat, Soja Flocken, Soja
Getreide Fertigmischungen.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sobo Naturkost.
Manufacturer’s Address: Goltsteinstr. 43a, D-5000
Cologne 51, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
New Product–Documentation: Box sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. Dec. 12. These products are listed on the side
of a box of Soja-Dreikorn Auflauf.
Ad in Schrot & Korn. 1992. April. p. 48. Sobo Naturkost
is located at the address shown above. The phone and
fax numbers are 0221-343277. The company sells Soja
Flocken, Soja Pastete, Soja Kaffee, Soja Getreide (neu,
Fertigmischungen), Soja Knabbers, Soja Granulat.
6002. Product Name: [Biosoja Soja Delights: Financière
Sauce, Tofu Ravioli].
Foreign Name: Biosoja Soja Delights.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojinal. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar (CAC) (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France. Phone: 89 74 53 53.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm can.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in SoyaFoods. 1991.
Spring. p. 5. “Ready meals from Biosoja.” The company’s
existing range of Soyabean Delights includes Financière
Sauce, Basmati Rice and Curry Sauce, and Tofu Ravioli.
SoyaFoods. 1992. Autumn. p. 7. “A profile of Sojinal.”
See Table 2. “Biosoja retail food products.” Canned ready
meals with less than 300 calories.
6003. Product Name: [Miso-Cucumber Spread].
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Foreign Name: Miso-Kuerbis Pastete.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Schmittenstr. 106, D-5030
Huerth 6, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Cucumber*, miso*, celery*, onions*, sesame
seeds*, vegetable oil*, spices*, sea salt. * = Organically
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Bernd Drosihn,
founder of Viana. 1990. April 7. His company is now making
2 short-term misos, plus a miso spread. He started to sell
these 6 weeks ago and they are selling well.
Label sent by Bernd Drosihn. 1990. April 8. 4.75 by 1.5
inches. Self adhesive. Reddish-purple, black, brownish gold,
and light purple. “A spicy spread for bread.”
Labels brought by Bernd Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March
11. 4.87 x 1.5 inches. Red, black, and white on orange. Self
adhesive.
6004. Product Name: [Viana Vegetable & Tofu Terrine
{Spread for Bread}].
Foreign Name: Viana Gemuese-Tofu Terrine.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Schmittenstr. 106, D-5030
Huerth 6, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Tofu*, vegetables*, sea vegetables (Algen),
vegetable oil*, herbs*, sea salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Bernd Drosihn,
founder of Viana. 1990. April 7. His company introduced
2 tofu spreads in 1990. He buys the tofu from Tofuhaus
Tiefenthal because of its good quality.
Label sent by Bernd Drosihn. 1990. April 8. 4.75 by 1.5
inches. Self adhesive. Reddish-purple, black, white, and light
purple. “A spicy spread for bread.”
6005. Product Name: [Viana Smoked Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Viana Raeucher-Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Schmittenstr. 106, D-5030
Huerth 6, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Tempeh*, shoyu*, smoke, sea salt. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Bernd
Drosihn. 1990. April 8. 3.5 by 3 inches. Self adhesive.
Reddish-purple, gold, and pea green. “Tasteful, well
seasoned, and nourishing (herzhaft deftig). Ready to eat
immediately.”
6006. Product Name: [Viana Soy & Rice Miso].

Foreign Name: Viana Soya-Reis Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Schmittenstr. 106, D-5030
Huerth 6, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Soybeans*, rice*, koji. * = Organically grown.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Bernd Drosihn,
founder of Viana. 1990. April 7. His company is now making
2 short-term misos, plus a miso spread. He started to sell
these 6 weeks ago and they are selling well.
Label sent by Bernd Drosihn. 1990. April 8. 3.5 by 3
inches. Self adhesive. Reddish-purple, black, brownish gold,
and pea green. Dot matrix printed.
6007. Product Name: [Viana Tofu & Millet Spread (with
Fried Onions)].
Foreign Name: Viana Tofu Hirse Pastete (mit
Roestzwiebeln).
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Schmittenstr. 106, D-5030
Huerth 6, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Tofu*, millet*, roasted onions, herbs*,
vegetables, sea salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Bernd Drosihn,
founder of Viana. 1990. April 7. His company introduced
2 tofu spreads in 1990. He buys the tofu from Tofuhaus
Tiefenthal because of its good quality. The onions are fried
in oil.
Label sent by Bernd Drosihn. 1990. April 8. 4.75 by 1.5
inches. Self adhesive. Reddish-purple, black, golden brown,
and yellow. “Made purely from plants.”
6008. Product Name: [Viana Tofu & Cherry Cream: Spread
or Dessert].
Foreign Name: Viana Tofu-Kirschcreme (Brotaufstrich/
Dessert).
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Schmittenstr. 106, D-5030
Huerth 6, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Tofu*, cherries*, almond butter, raisins, sea
salt. * Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 350 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Bernd Drosihn,
founder of Viana. 1990. April 7. His company introduced
a tofu sweet cream dessert in 1990. He buys the tofu from
Tofuhaus Tiefenthal because of its good quality.
Brochure. 1990. “Have you heard? Spreads in glass
jars.” These include Tofu-Kirsch Creme.
Label sent by Bernd Drosihn. 1990. May 10. 3.5 by 3
inches. Self adhesive. Reddish-purple, black, brownish gold,
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and pea green. Dot matrix printed. “Without sugar! And
without honey!”
6009. Product Name: Westbrae Natural Ramen Express
(Instant Steamed Ramen Noodles in a Cup) [Oriental
Vegetable, Golden Chinese Style, Savory Szechuan Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 5701 South Eastern Ave. Suite
330, Commerce, CA 90040. Phone: 213-722-9817.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Oriental Vegetable: Noodle pasta: Whole
wheat flour, sifted wheat flour (sufficient for processing),
sea salt. Seasoning packet: Natural flavors, miso* (soybeans,
rice, salt), soy sauce powder (soybeans, wheat, salt), corn*,
green beans*, peas*, onions*, carrots*, garlic*, spices,
xanthan gum (vegetable gum), parsley*. * = Dried.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1.1 oz (31 gm) paper cup with
peel-off paper lid. Retails for $1.29 at Open Sesame (2/91,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: 1.1 oz (10 fl. oz as prepared): Calories 120,
protein 4 gm, carbohydrate 22 gm, fat 1 gm, % calories from
fat 7, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 745 mg, potassium 165 mg,
dietary fiber 1.5 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Open Sesame in Lafayette, California. 1991.
Feb. 16. 3.5 inch diameter at mouth by 3 inches high.
Paper cup. Red, black, green, and gold on white. On lid:
“Westbrae Natural meals in minutes.” On side: “Low fat. No
cholesterol. Recyclable. No hydrolyzed vegetable protein.
Directions: 1. Fold lid back halfway. Empty seasoning packet
into cup. 2. Add boiling water to ½ inch from top, stir well
and re-cover with lid. Let stand 3-5 minutes. 3. Remove lid,
stir and enjoy! Microwave: Boil water in separate container,
then follow directions above. Savory broth with real ramen
noodles, gently steamed, not fried, so there’s only 1 gram of
fat. Enjoy a delicious satisfying meal in minutes!” Soyfoods
Center product evaluation. Taste: very nice. The miso
enriches the flavor of the broth. We like the environmentally
friendly paper cup much better than the typical Styrofoam
cup, and the paper seasoning packet better than its common
foil counterpart. The package design is so-so. A counterpart
product sold in supermarkets retails for about $0.89 for 2.5
oz (with $0.25 discount coupon) or $0.356/oz. The Westbrae
product sells for $1.17/oz. or 3.3 times as much.
6010. Product Name: Westbrae Natural Fresh Miso (Instant
Soup) [Mushroom, Snow Pea & Ginger, Green Bean &
Sesame].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 5701 South Eastern Ave. Suite
330, Commerce, CA 90040. Phone: 213-722-9817.

Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: Mushroom: Noodle pasta: Whole wheat flour.
Miso packet: Miso (soybeans, brown rice, water, sea salt),
mushroom soup stock (shoyu, mirin, shiitake mushrooms,
kombu), barley malt, spices, onion*, xanthan gum (vegetable
gum). Spice packet: Honey powder, soy sauce powder
(soybeans, wheat, salt), garlic*, natural flavor, onion*,
mushrooms*, green onion*, spice. * = Dried.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 0.9 oz (25 gm) paper cup with
peel-off paper lid. Retails for $2.39 at Open Sesame (2/91,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: 0.9 oz (10 fl. oz as prepared): Calories 80,
protein 3 gm, carbohydrate 14 gm, fat 1 gm, % calories from
fat 11, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 730 mg, potassium 125 mg,
dietary fiber 2 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Open Sesame in Lafayette, California. 1991.
Feb. 16. 3.5 inch diameter at mouth by 3 inches high. Paper
cup. Mushroom: Reddish brown, orange, blue, and yellow on
white. On lid: “Westbrae Natural meals in minutes.” On side:
“Low fat. No cholesterol. Recyclable. Directions: 1. Fold lid
back halfway. Empty fresh miso packet and spice packet into
cup. 2. Add boiling water to ½ inch from top, stir well and
re-cover with lid. Let stand 3-5 minutes. 3. Remove lid, stir
and enjoy! Microwave: Boil water in separate container, then
follow directions above. Delicious fresh miso soup, ready in
minutes. Made with brown rice miso, fresh not dehydrated,
for a deep, rich flavor. Delicately seasoned, with a sprinkling
of tender noodles. A light, nutritious on-the-go soup.”
6011. Product Name: Westbrae Natural Noodles Anytime!
(Instant Soup) [French Onion, Country Style, Garden
Tomato].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 5701 South Eastern Ave. Suite
330, Commerce, CA 90040. Phone: 213-722-9817.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: French Onion: Noodle pasta: Whole wheat
flour. Seasoning packet: Onion*, honey powder, natural
flavors, salt, Parmesan cheese (part-skim milk, cheese
culture, salt, enzymes), garlic*, whey*, miso (soybeans, rice,
salt), buttermilk*, spices, parsley*, xanthan gum (vegetable
gum). * = Dried.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1.4 oz (39 gm) paper cup with
peel-off paper lid. Retails for $1.29 at Open Sesame (2/91,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: 1.4 oz (10 fl. oz as prepared): Calories 140,
protein 5 gm, carbohydrate 26 gm, fat 1 gm, % calories from
fat 8, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 800 mg, potassium 240 mg,
dietary fiber 3.5 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
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purchased at Open Sesame in Lafayette, California. 1991.
Feb. 16. 3.5 inch diameter at mouth by 3 inches high. Paper
cup. French onion: Blue, red, green, and yellow on white.
On lid: “Westbrae Natural meals in minutes.” On side:
“Low fat. Whole grain noodles. No cholesterol. Recyclable.
Directions: 1. Fold lid back halfway. Empty seasoning packet
into cup. 2. Add boiling water to ½ inch from top, stir well
and re-cover with lid. Let stand 3-5 minutes. 3. Remove lid,
stir and enjoy! Microwave: Boil water in separate container,
then follow directions above. Tender, satisfying whole grain
noodles in a tasty all natural broth. Just 1 gram of fat. No
cholesterol. A quick nutritious meal... anytime!”
6012. Product Name: Peanut Braised Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 31 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
Ingredients: As of 1998: Wildwood tofu (filtered water,
soybeans organically grown in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990, nigari/magnesium
chloride, a natural firming agent), marinade (soy sauce,
water, brown rice syrup, rice wine, ginger powder), peanuts,
onions, celery, red bell peppers, water, soy sauce, apple juice,
vinegar, tomato paste, honey, toasted sesame oil, ginger
powder, mustard, garlic, salt, and spices.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Billy
Bramblett. 1998. July. He says this product was introduced in
1990, and made at Wildwood’s plant in Fairfax.
6013. Celetti, M.J.; Johnston, H.W.; Platt, H.W. 1990. A
note on the incidence of soilborne fungi in six crops used in
rotation with potatoes. Phytoprotection 71(2):97-100. [18 ref.
Eng; fre]
• Summary: “The incidence of soilborne fungi was
determined in tissue immediately below the soil line of
clover (Trifolium hybridum and T. pratense), peas (Pisum
sativum), soybean (Glycine max), ryegrass (Lolium
multiflorum), barley (Hordeum vulgare), and winter
wheat (Triticum aestivum) grown in rotation with potatoes
(Solarium tuberosum)... The incidence of Fusarium
sambucinum was higher in soybeans than all other crops.
Fusarium oxysporum was isolated most frequently from
soybeans and barley.” Address: 1. Prince Edward Island
Potato Marketing Commission, c/o Agriculture Canada,
research station, P.O. Box 1210, Charlottetown, PEI C1A
7M8, Canada.
6014. Isern, Thomas D. 1990. Bull threshers and bindlestiffs:
Harvesting and threshing on the North American plains.
Lawrence, Kansas: University Press of Kansas. xiii + 248 p.
Illust. 24 cm. *
• Summary: The word “bindle” is derived from “bundle.”

In the argot of tramps and hoboes, a bindle stiff (the term
was first used about 1901) is a hobo, especially one who
habitually carries his clothes and/or bedding in a bundle. In
Australian slang, such a hobo might be called a “swagman.”
Address: North Dakota State, Dep. of History.
6015. Kurbanov, G.K.; Atabaeva, Kh.N. 1990. [Plant density
and yield]. Tekhnicheskie Kul’tury No. 6. p. 19-20. [Rus]*
• Summary: In irrigated trials conducted in 1986-88, three
soybean cultivars were grown at 350,000, 450,000 or
550,000 plants/ha and given either no fertilizer or 80, 120, or
160 kg/ha of phosphorus, in addition to 50 kg/ha of nitrogen
and 80 kg/ha or potassium.
Mid-season cultivars Uzbekskaya 2 and Dustlik
grown at 450,000 plants/ha (for both fresh fodder and seed
production) and given NK + 120 kg/ha of potassium, and
the late maturing cultivar Uzbekskaya 6 grown at 450,000
to 550,000 plants/ha (for fodder) and 350,000 plants/ha (for
seed) and given NK + 160 kg/ha of potassium, gave the
highest fresh fodder (39.9, 42.3, and 37.8-38.6 tonnes/ha,
respectively) and seed yields. Effects of these treatments on
yields of crude protein [CP] and fodder units [FU] are also
described.
Note: This journal was also titled Voprosy
Uluchsheniya Kachestva Sel’skokhozyaistvennoi
Produktsii, Trudy Nauchnoi Sessii Ukrainskoi Akademii
Sel’skokhozyaistvennykh Nauk (Problems of Improving the
Quality of Farm Production, Transactions of the Scientific
Session of the Ukranian Academy of Agricultural Sciences).
Address: Tashkent Agricultural Institute, Tashkent,
Uzbekistan.
6016. Maesen, L.J.G. van der; Somaatmadja, Sadikin. eds.
1990. Plant resources of South-East Asia 1: Pulses. ESCAP
CGPRT Centre, Jalan Merdeka 99, Bogor, Indonesia. 105 p.
Originally published at Wageningen, the Netherlands, 1989.
Index of scientific plant names. Index of vernacular plant
names. 25 cm. [57* ref]
• Summary: This publication deals with pulses currently
being used and those whose role could be expanded in
South-East Asia. Pulses are defined here as the dry edible
seeds of legumes, which are members of the family
Leguminosae.
Contents: Editors and contributors. Prosea project
personnel. Foreword. Introduction. Definition of pulses.
Role. Botany: Taxonomy and wild relatives, morphology,
growth and development. Ecology: Climates, soils.
Agronomy: Place of pulses in cropping systems, sowing
practices, management. Breeding and genetic resources.
Prospects. Alphabetical [by scientific name] treatment
of species: groundnut, pigeon pea, chickpea, soya bean,
lablab (Lablab purpureus), grass pea, lentil, horse gram,
tepary bean, runner bean, lima bean, common bean, pea,
faba bean, moth bean, adzuki bean (Vigna angularis), a re
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(Vigna dalzelliana), black gram (Vigna mungo), mungbean
(Vigna radiata), bambara groundnut [Voandzeia subterranea
(L.) Thouras var. subterranea], rice bean and cowpea.
Information on minor pulses. Legumes only occasionally
used as a pulse. Literature [bibliography]. Glossary
[extensive explanation of the terms used]. Acronyms of
organizations. Acknowledgements. Sources of illustrations.
The Prosea project.
The section on soya bean (p. 43-47) was written by
S. Shanmugasundaram & Sumarno, under the following
headings: Synonyms. Vernacular names. Origin and
geographic distribution. Uses. Production and international
trade. Properties. Description. Growth and development.
Other botanical information. Ecology. Propagation.
Husbandry. Diseases and pests. Harvesting. Yield. Handling
after harvest. Genetic resources. Breeding (including
wild soybeans and perennial Glycine species). Prospects.
Literature.
“Prosea, short for ‘Plant Resources of South-East Asia,’
is an international project focused on South-East Asia.
Its purpose is to make available the wealth of dispersed
knowledge of plant resources for education, extension,
research and industry through an illustrated multivolume
handbook.”
Note: As of 1995 the spelling of Bambara/Bambarra has
apparently not been standardized. The AGRICOLA database
shows the following number of records containing various
spellings: Bambara groundnut 40, Bambarra groundnut
23, Bambara groundnuts 5, Bambarra groundnuts 2. The
plant’s scientific name is now Vigna subterranea. Address:
1. Netherlands; 2. Coordinator for Legume Crops, Central
Research Inst. for Food Crops (CRIFC), Bogor, Indonesia.
6017. Pandzou, J.; Beunard, P.; Saint Macary, H. 1990.
Inoculation du soja (Glycine max [L.] Merrill) au Congo
[Inoculation of soybeans in the Republic of Congo].
Agronomie Tropicale (France) 45(3):199-204. [8 ref. Fre;
eng; spa]
• Summary: At Loudima, in the Congo, the effects of
soybean inoculation were evaluated during 3 crop seasons.
Increases in yield ranged from 25% to 41%. In the Congo,
the growing need for protein, driven by population growth,
had led agronomists to envision the introduction of the
soybean into the cropping system of this country. Since
1976, this plant has been the object of research at the Center
for Agronomic Research at Loudima (Centre de recherches
agronomiques de Loudima). Since 1987 an agricultural
experimentation project (un projet d’expérimentation
agronomique–PEA) has had for its goal determination of
the technical and economic conditions for the creation of a
mechanized farming system based on a corn-soya rotation
in the zone of Loudima. Address: 1. Centre de recherches
agronomiques de Loudima, BP 28, république populaire
du Congo; 1-3 (currently). CIRAD-IRAT, BP 5035, 34032

Montpellier Cedex 1, France.
6018. Product Name: Freeze-Dried Tofu-Rella (Tofu-Based
Cheese Analog with Casein) [Mozzarella Style, Garlic-Herb
Style, and Cheddar Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: Rose International.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 5020, Santa Rosa, CA
95402. Phone: 707-576-7050.
Date of Introduction: 1990?
Ingredients: Garlic-Herb style: Organic tofu (water,
organically-grown soybeans+, calcium sulfate coagulant),
soy oil, casein*, salt, garlic, citric acid, herbs, lecithin,
natural flavor, guar gum. *Casein is the protein found in
nonfat milk. It is a high-quality protein free of cholesterol
and rennet, and is what allows this tofu product to be so
similar to cheese. + Organic in accordance with Cal. H&S
Code 26569.11. Diabetic exchange: 1 medium-fat meat.
Conforms to the reducing and maintenance diet. Contains
0.02% lactose.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bulk.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Per 1 oz.: Calories 80, protein 8 gm,
carbohydrates 1 gm, fat 5 gm, sodium 170 mg, calcium 140
mg, cholesterol 0 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Richard Rose
of Rose International. 1990. July 12. This product has been
available for the past 2 months, but none has yet been sold. It
will be sold only to food processors/manufacturers who want
to use it on nacho chips, cheddar-flavored popcorn, dry pasta,
etc. to make them cholesterol free. It comes in the same
flavors as Tofu-Rella.
6019. Product Name: Sweet Soy Drink.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sacramento Tofu Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1915 Sixth St., Sacramento, CA
95814. Phone: 916-447-2682.
Date of Introduction: 1990?
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soy bean, sugar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: ½-gallon plastic jug.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Martin Lin of
Wa Heng Tofu Co. in Sacramento, California. 1991. Nov. 19.
Sacramento Tofu sells soymilk in a ½-gallon plastic jug (like
milk is sold in). It has a 20-day shelf life. Martin is unable to
get a shelf life of more than 10 days without preservatives.
Does Sacramento Tofu use preservatives in their soymilk?
Photocopy of Label sent by Martin Lin. 1991. Nov.
1.5 by 2.5 inches. “Fresh. Perishable. Keep refrigerated.”
Contains the Chinese characters for “Tou Chiang.” Note that
preservatives are not listed on the label.
6020. Product Name: [Soybeans (For Sprouts and
Sprouting)].
Foreign Name: Sojabohnen (Fuer Keime und Sprossen).
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Manufacturer’s Name: Vollwertkost-Service.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5412 Ransbach-Baumbach, West
Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1990?
Ingredients: Soybeans (Organically grown).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm cellophane bag with
paper liner. Retails for DM 2.95.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. March 26. 8.75 by 3.25 inches. Paper liner
printed black on yellow. Good until at least July 1991.
6021. Lo, K.S. 1991. Re: Cultivation of soybeans in Hong
Kong. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Jan.
9–in reply to inquiry. 2 p. Typed, with signature on personal
letterhead.
• Summary: Mr. Lo has been making soymilk in Hong Kong
on an increasingly large scale since 1940, but the soybeans
he has used have always been imported. 1. As far as I am
aware, “soya bean has never been grown on a commercial
scale in Hong Kong. Some of the New Territories farmers
might have grown some in small patches on and off, but, to
my knowledge, nobody has ever grown sufficient quantity to
harvest it for sale in cash.
“2. I have not come across any document, either in
Chinese or English, stating that soya beans were grown
in Hong Kong at any time. There is a book by the former
professor of Botany, the late Dr. Herclotts, called The Local
Plants and Flowers. In it, there was no mention about soya
bean.
“3. I have not seen any document stating that soya beans
were in Hong Kong before 1872. However, Hong Kong has
been handling the re-export of soya beans, soya bean cakes
and oil which were imported from China. This trade had
been going on before the war and probably from the last
quarter of the 19th century.” Address: Chairman, The Hong
Kong Soya Bean Products Co., Ltd., 41 Heung Yip Rd.,
Aberdeen, Hong Kong. Phone: 5-528211.
6022. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1991. Soya products
urge to be encouraged. Jan. 22. p. 18.
• Summary: Bombay–The use of soyabean products should
be encouraged in India, where they have the twin advantage
of reducing protein deficits and increasing the availability of
edible oil.
At a seminar on “Soyabean and its products” held here
recently, this point was emphasized by Dr. D.W. Rege, an
expert on nutrition. Organized by the Oil Technologists’
Association of India (western zone), the seminar was
attended by agricultural scientists, industrialists, and
technologists. Mr. N.B. Godrej, the industrialist, presided
over the meeting.
Prof. C.B. Singh, dean of Jawaharlal Nehru Agricultural
University, emphasized the need for enlarging R&D efforts

to augment soyabean output. Dr. K. Palniyappan, chief
executive of Sakthi Soyas (a division of Sakthi Sugars
Ltd.), who has years of experience in soya production, said
there were great opportunities to increase soyabean output
through multiple cropping systems and trap farming without
increasing the area of cultivation.
Prof. P.S. Bhatnagar, Director, National Research Centre
for Soybean (Indore), said that each soyabean varied differed
in its characteristics and in the agro-climatic zone for which
it was best suited.
It was unanimously decided that subsidies for soyabean
production should be avoided as they would be counterproductive.
6023. Product Name: Tofu Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ashland Soy Works.
Manufacturer’s Address: 225 Water St., Ashland, OR
97520. Phone: 503-482-1865.
Date of Introduction: 1991 January.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jim Muhs. 1991.
Oct. 14. The company introduced this product in Jan. 1991.
6024. Product Name: [Soya Based Drink (Natural)].
Foreign Name: Soja Drink (Natur).
Manufacturer’s Name: Bruno Fischer GmbH (ImporterDistributor). Made in France.
Manufacturer’s Address: Im Auel 88, 53783 Aetorf,
Germany. Phone: 49-2243-4021.
Date of Introduction: 1991 January.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans* (9%). * = Organically
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter glass bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Letter/Order for the book
Tofu & Soymilk Production from “Bruno Fischer jun [Jr.].”
1979. Oct. 7. He is located at Taunusstrasse 13, 5000 Köln
[Cologne] 91, West Germany. Phone: 02 21 / 83 26 51.
Talk with Bruno Fischer, who calls from Germany.
1993. Nov. 25. He sells soymilk, which he introduced in Jan.
1991, in glass bottles in Germany. In the unique sterile-filling
process, developed by Alfa-Laval and Bosch, the soymilk is
first UHT sterilized, then packed and sealed in sterile bottles.
It is sold non-refrigerated with a 9-month shelf life. He does
not make this soymilk; he imports it from a soymilk maker in
France.
He is a Seventh-day Adventist who is the fifth
generation of a family of butchers. His family quickly
stopped making pork products and closed their shop on
Saturday, the Sabbath–which was formerly their busiest
day. Now he is gradually switching the company from meat
products to alternatives. On 7-8 Oct. 1979 Bruno visited
Shurtleff and Aoyagi in Lafayette, California.
Labels sent by Bruno Fischer GmbH. 1994. Jan. 6. On
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each bottle are two labels, each 6 by 3.75 inches. The front
label has white letters with dark blue borders on a pastel
blue and green background. Four small square drawings
show that this soymilk can be used like milk, drunk from a
glass, poured on Muesli, or used in cooking. “Made purely
from plants. No added sugar. Versatile–use like milk.” The
back panel gives the product name and ingredients in six
languages. By each name is the flag of that country.
Product with Label sent by Bruno Fischer. 1998. April
15. Soja Drink–Natur. No added sugar. Ingredients and
nutritional value are given in five languages, each with the
flag of that country by the product name: German, English,
Italian, French, and Dutch. Talk with Bruno Fischer. 1998.
May 14. This product was named Soja Drink from the
beginning; The name Tônyû was used only in-house. The
current milk is made from organic soybeans grown mostly
in southern France. The resulting soymilk is the highest in
mono- and di-saccharides, and in lactones of any European
soymilk. Bruno thinks that his is the only soymilk in the
Western world today that is sold in a glass bottle. This is the
kind of environmentally-friendly container that his customers
at natural food stores in Germany want; Tetra-Pack is a
symbol of an environmentally unfriendly container. The
bottle and cap are steam sterilized, then filled with UHTtreated soymilk in a sterile environment. The filling plant is
at Rugensburg; the bottles are then shipped to a storehouse
at Saarbruecken, on the Saar River near the French-German
border. Sold in a brown 1-liter glass bottle, this soymilk has a
shelf life of 1½ years. It is made from soybeans that are drydehulled. Bruno has been in the plant where it is made and
seen the whole process.

6026. Product Name: Tofu [Hard Organic].
Manufacturer’s Name: EarthStar.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5 Kay Street, Murwillumbah
(P.O. Box 654), Murwillumbah, NSW 2484, Australia.
Phone: (066) 72 5931.
Date of Introduction: 1991 January.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 375 gm, 500 gm, and 750 gm.
Vacuum packed in plastic bags.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Greg NanceKivell, consultant. 1993. Aug. 12. The company letterhead
and business card now reads: “EarthStar–Manufacturers
of Quality Wholefoods, P.O. Box 654,...” They have
ordered 2 copies of Tofu & Soymilk Production, and note:
“We are a non-profit organisation with the aim of giving
work opportunities to people with disabilities. We produce
organic products based on soybeans, chickpeas, wheat, etc.
We produce under three brands and products include tofu,
soymilk, hommus [hummus], felafel, vegi sausages, and we
will market soy yoghurt desserts in the future. We took over
Chinese Farmhouse some 3 years ago.”
Letter (fax) from Greg Nance-Kivell. 1996. March
28. Which see. “In Jan. 1991 the Challenge Foundation (a
nonprofit organisation working with the disabled) bought a
small tofu business called Chinese Farmhouse.”

6025. Dzido, J.L.; Feuillette, B.; Marquette, J.
1991. Synthèse des travaux effectues par le Projet
d’Experimentation Agricole [Agronomique] (PEA) de
Loudima–Congo [The agricultural research project of
Loudima (Congo): Review of work/activities]. Montpellier,
France: CIRAD IRAT. 53 p. [20 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Agricultural authorities in the Congo, aware
of decreasing domestic food production and migration
out of rural areas, are conducting an experimental project
in the Niari valley to develop new crops and cultivation
techniques. PEA–The Loudima Project for Agronomic
Experimentation–is based at the Loudima Center, and both
IRAT and Congolese researchers are actively involved. IRAT
is responsible for the project, with funding from CCCE. The
program involves varietal improvement (through breeding
soybeans for mechanical cultivation and groundnuts for
hand cultivation), the development of crop rotations and
cultivation sequences (from soil preparation to crop storage),
and the identification of cropping systems.
Note: According to a March 1994 record from the SIS–
SPAAR [Special Program for African Agricultural Research]
database (World Bank, Washington, DC) [via Agrisearch] a

6027. Product Name: The Original Rice Crust Pizza [Soy
Cheese Variety with Casein] (on a Brown Rice Crust).
Manufacturer’s Name: Original Rice Crust Pizza Co.
(The).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1608-A West 5th St., Chico, CA
95928. Phone: 916-345-2446.
Date of Introduction: 1991 January.
Ingredients: Crust: Brown rice, water. Soy cheese: tofu
(made from organic soybeans), water, casein, unrefined
canola oil, unrefined sesame seed oil, virgin olive oil, sea
salt, and beta carotene.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet received 1991.
April. “The Original Rice Crust Pizza: Soy Cheese Style.”
Wheat free. Lactose free. Yeast free. Cholesterol free. A
unique, creative company... by the combined efforts of
Graindance Pizza and SnackCracks, Inc. (Chico, California,
and Oakmont, Pennsylvania).
Olivia Wu. 1992. Herald-Arlington Heights (Chicago,
Illinois–Rolling Meadows Ed.). Sept. 10. Food section. p.
1-2. “If it’s not junk, can it taste good?
Talk with Richard Rose of Sharon’s Finest. 1992. Dec.
16. He thinks this product is made by The Original Rice

small grant from the International Foundation for Science
was awarded to Mr. Celestin Mavoungou-Zaou, Laboratoire
des Legumineuses, Centre de Recherches Agronomiques,
B.P. 28, Loudima, Congo. The project, to study the drought
resistance of soybeans in the Niari valley, began in 1987.
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Crust Pizza Co. in Chico, California. Contact Gayle Kennedy
at 916-345-2446.
Talk with Gayle Kennedy, co-owner and daughter of
Robert Kennedy, former owner of Chico-San Inc. 1992.
Dec. 16. Her company is a partnership with Amberwave/
Graindance. This pizza was introduced in Jan. 1991, and the
same cheese has been used on it since day one. This cheese
is made by Amberwave in Oakmont, Pennsylvania, and
contains the ingredients shown above. This cheese is not
sold as a consumer product by itself, only as soy cheese on
pizzas. Amberwave makes a pizza named Soydance, which
uses soy cheese on a wheat crust. Gayle is now hoping to
buy out Amberwave’s interest in her pizza company. She is
not sure if, after that, she will use the soy cheese made by
Amberwave, but she is committed to using some brand of
soy cheese. Her company also makes a rice crust pizza with
an Italian dairy cheese; she sells 10 soy cheese pizzas to
every 2 dairy cheese pizzas.
6028. Pfeiffer, Jeanine M. 1991. Factors affecting adoption
of soybeans into cropping systems and diets by small
farmers, rural households and petty traders. In: Proceedings
of Symposium on Sustainable Agriculture in Africa: SocioCultural, Political and Economic Considerations. 1991.
Columbus, Ohio: Center for African Studies Held 25-26 May
1990 at Ohio State Univ. [27 ref]
• Summary: The author attributes the high rate of soybean
adoption in Ayepe, Oyo State, to instruction provided in
semi-annual workshops on production, cooking methods, and
the nutritional benefits of the soybean. The primary uses of
the soybean in Ayepe were as substitutes for melon seed in
sauces and for locust seed in daddawa.
Talk with Jeanine Pfeiffer. 1992. Oct. 10. This paper
contains her initial rough thoughts on the subject in very
unpolished form. She is now working on polishing the work
either for publication in another journal or for part of a PhD
thesis.
The paper was later published in the conference
proceedings by the Center for African Studies, Ohio State
Univ. Address: Dep. of Agronomy and Range Science, Univ.
of California, Davis, CA.
6029. Product Name: Fat-Free Soyco (Cheese Alternative
with Tofu and Casein) [Mozzarella Style, Cheddar Style, or
Jalapeño Monterey Jack].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyco Foods. Div. of Galaxy
Cheese Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 5181, New Castle, PA
16105. Phone: 800-441-9419 or 412-656-1102.
Date of Introduction: 1991 January.
Ingredients: Soy milk (water, organic tofu), casein, sea
salt, tapioca, citric acid, natural flavor, soy lecithin, natural
vegetable guar gum, beta carotene (vitamin A coloring).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. Retails for $3.09 (5/91,

California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 oz.: Calories 40, protein 8 gm,
carbohydrate 8 gm, fat 0 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 250
mg.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1991. Jan. p. 26-27. “New blossoms in the
Soyco garden.” Shows color photo of label. Front panel
states: “No cholesterol. No preservatives. 100% natural.”
Soyco Foods has been “an innovator in the creation and
development of cheese alternatives since 1968.” These
products are free of lactose.
Label sent by Claire Wickens from Berkeley. 1991.
May 20. 4.5 by 1.75 inches. Red, pink, green, black, and
white. “No cholesterol. No preservatives. 100% natural.”
Questions: How can the product be “fat free” if it is made
from tofu? Answer: The FDA allows a product that contains
less than ½ gm of fat per serving to be called “fat free.” An
expert in soy cheese thinks the product is probably legal for
this reason. Why would one make soymilk out of tofu and
water? Answer: Soy cheeses are not this company’s main
business. They represent only about 8% of Galaxy’s total
business. Thus the product may be labeled strangely largely
out of ignorance. Six phone calls to the company from
Soyfoods Center in June 1991 and a request for answers to
these questions elicited no response.
6030. Product Name: Super Soy Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyfoods Pty. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 14/2 Paton Place, Manly Vale,
NSW 2093, Australia. Phone: (02) 949 7314.
Date of Introduction: 1991 January.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, nigari (a natural seawater
extract), water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm, in printed plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Jennifer
Young. 1991. March. She bought this business on 1-7-1990
(probably 1 July 1990). The company is Great Australian
Tofu Pty Ltd., trading as Soyfoods Pty. Ltd.
Note: This company was originally founded in Dec.
1978 as The Soy Bean Factory in Sydney by Michael De
Campo, Yoshiko Wright, and Marcea Weber.
6031. Product Name: Special Delivery Organic Pizza (With
Soya Kaas).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tree of Life (Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1750 Tree Blvd., St. Augustine,
FL 32086. Phone: 904-829-3483.
Date of Introduction: 1991 January.
Ingredients: Crust: Organic high protein whole wheat
flour, water, organic rice syrup, yeast, sea salt. Pizza sauce:
Organic tomato puree, organic rice syrup, organic extra
virgin olive oil, organic unbleached wheat flour, organic
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dates, sea salt, organic spices. Topping: Mozzarella style
Soya Kaas (Organic soy beans, filtered water, soy oil,
calcium caseinate, tofu, salt, lecithin, citric acid, guar),
organic spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz paperboard box. Retails
for $4.99 (2/99 at Open Sesame, California).
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: 1/6 pizza (2.67 oz): Calories 175, protein 9
gm, carbohydrates 26 gm, fat 4 gm (monounsaturates 2.5,
polyunsaturates 0.5, saturates 1.0) cholesterol 0 mg, sodium
333 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Health Foods
Business. 1991. Jan. p. 71. Shows a black and white photo of
the box. Also available in organic cheese flavor. Product with
Label purchased at Open Sesame in Lafayette, California.
1991. Feb. 16. 11.75 by 11.75 by 1 inch. Paperboard box.
Red, yellow, blue, and white. Color photo of pizza with 1
slice cut out. “Organic pizza delivered right to your table.
Crispy crust made from organic high protein whole wheat
flour. Thick, rich sauce made from organically grown
tomatoes and organic extra virgin olive oil. Topped with pure
Soya Kaas, the delicious, nutritious alternative to cheese.
The first frozen pizza that tastes as good as fresh. Soya Kaas.
Lactose-free. No cholesterol... And Soya Kaas is the perfect
all-natural cheese alternative for those who prefer a dairy
substitute. It contains no cholesterol, is lactose-free and yet
has the taste and texture of real cheese.”
Soyfoods Center product evaluation: The label text
is deceptive, since Soya Kaas contains calcium caseinate,
which is derived from cow’s milk and which allows Soya
Kaas to melt. If you follow the “tip” of thawing before
cooking, the product is very complicated and messy to
prepare. Upon thawing, the product and box become soggy.
We could find no frozen pizza sold in a supermarket that
suggested thawing before heating. The instructions advise:
“Bake directly on oven rack until Soya Kaas melts,” but
when it melts it drips onto the oven and is hard to clean off.
The crust is very thin; our first try it turned out hard and
crunchy, almost like a whole wheat cracker. The pizza is
quite dry; Nothing special but not bad. It retails for about
69% more than a typical supermarket frozen cheese pizza
($0.31/oz vs. $0.18/oz).
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1991. Dec. p. 22.
“The first and still the only organic pizza.”
6032. Lumpkin, Tom. 1991. Work with edamamé (green
vegetable soybeans in the pods) in the state of Washington
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 27. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In about 1986 Tom founded the East Asian
Crop Development Program at Washington State University
(WSU), in Pullman, Washington. He is now full-time head
of a team of 12 people in this program, all of whom except
himself are working part-time, developing East Asian plants

to be grown in Washington state. It is an interdisciplinary
team with people from food science and marketing as well
as agronomists and himself who is interested (among other
things) in documenting the history of various East Asian
crops. The program is designed to benefit Washington state
farmers. One of these plants is edamamé, or vegetable-type
green vegetable soybeans.
Tom has collected about 400 varieties of edamamé as
part of his work; the germplasm is maintained at Pullman.
He has lived in East Asia and speaks some Japanese and
Chinese. His wife is Japanese. He obtained a National
Science Foundation grant to study at Kyoto University
in Japan, where for 18 months he did extensive research
on edamamé at about the same time that his student,
John Konovsky, was studying the same crop at Iwate
University. Of the many Japanese-language citations in
their bibliography on edamamé (most previously uncited
in English), John “discovered” about two-thirds and Tom
about one-third. Tom ran his program at WSU from Japan
and returned to Washington every 3 months to plant crops,
check details, etc. Tom is collecting documents on edamamé,
and has 60 from China. He has translated the titles of all of
them and has translated ten entire documents. In addition
he has about 150 Japanese journal articles on edamamé
from 1920 to the present; many of the more recent ones
have an English abstract. Some translators work with him.
These documents are part of a growing library on East
Asian crops, housed within Tom’s program. He is in the
process of finishing a book on edamamé in cooperation
with Dr. Sundar Shanmugasundaram and another scientist
at AVRDC, which plans to publish it. The book should be
ready in about 6 months. It will probably be titled Edamamé:
The vegetable soybean, and will contain a very lengthy and
original bibliography–one of the hallmarks of Tom’s work.
Tom is also working on a book on the azuki (adzuki) bean,
which will be published by CAB in the UK; soybeans are
mentioned throughout this book. He is also very interested in
wasabi. Tom prefers the term “edamamé” but AVRDC likes
“vegetable soybeans.” This summer a woman named Hu Jia,
who is a librarian at the Chinese Academy of Agricultural
Sciences in Beijing, is coming to work on his project for
about 1 year. Tom has been very close to her family for 12
years. She collects literature in China for him on all of the
basic crops he is working on. He has known her father well
for a long time. During the Cultural Revolution, she was
sent out to be a barefoot doctor for 10 years. She is age 40,
has a degree in library science, and speaks good English, in
part because her father, a native Chinese, earned a PhD from
a university in Minnesota, and is now a chairman emeritus
in the Chinese in the Chinese Academy of Agricultural
Sciences. Her father will be sending documents on Chinese
crops to Tom’s program. She will be in the USA for at least
a year, in part to learn more about computers, and in part to
help on Tom’s project.
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Edamamé are now being grown in Washington state.
In 1990 two farmers grew 20 acres and in 1991 3-4 farmers
are expected to grow about 100 acres. D&K Foods in Walla
Walla, Washington, is shelling, freezing and packing the
beans. Tom has never met a person who did not like them.
The Japanese think they are the best they have ever tasted,
probably because they are frozen so quickly after harvest.
The seeds are a bit smaller than their Japanese counterparts.
Dunn International in Waterloo, Iowa, is also growing
edamamé.
One of Tom’s graduate students, named John Konovsky,
is doing his thesis on edamamé, focusing and breeding and
agronomy. They are working with D&K in Walla Walla,
Washington on developing mechanical harvesting for
edamamé.
Tom presented a paper at the INTSOY soybean
conference in China last summer. The focus of the
conference was utilization. It was excellent. Address: Head,
East Asian Crop Development Program, Dep. of Crops and
Soil Sciences, Washington State Univ., Pullman, WA 991646420. Phone: 509-335-2726.
6033. Product Name: [Natto].
Foreign Name: Natto.
Manufacturer’s Name: Food for Freedom.
Manufacturer’s Address: Nylense [Nijlense] Steenweg 72,
B-2270 Herenthout, Belgium. Phone: 014 / 51 7237.
Date of Introduction: 1991 February.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, natto
starter.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter, label, and leaflet
sent by Lucio de Berti, owner of Food For Freedom. 1992.
Jan. 4. This product, called simply “Natto,” was introduced
in Feb. 1991. The company now makes about 8-9 kg/week
of natto. “During a lecture at the Kushi Institute level II in
Florence, Italy, I got interested in natto. I liked the strange
state, and I started to produce it on a very small scale for
my shop in Como, Italy. I grew to appreciate its qualities
more and more. When we started our company Food for
Freedom in Belgium, we decided to include natto in our
products, to complete the line of our soybean products, and
(since it was largely unknown) to help people get in contact
with it. Our company is meant to be mainly a fresh tempeh
producer, since we believe that tempeh is the best way to use
soyabeans for mankind. Our second goal is to help spread
the use of soya products integrated into a more philosophical
lifestyle, based on macrobiotics.”
Label. 3 by 4 inches. Black and pink on white. In Dutch
and French. “Serve cold with soy sauce and green onions
finely diced or daikon radish, or in soups. Peu misoté ou à la
friture aux legumes.”
Leaflet (in French). “Fresh natto (Le natto frais).”

Contents: List of the benefits of natto. What is natto? The
importance of eating natto regularly. How natto is made.
How to use natto. For more information. Seven natto recipes.
6034. Product Name: Tofu with Vegies.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrisoy Pty. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 255 Forest Road, Arncliffe 2205,
NSW, Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1991 February.
Ingredients: Organic soybean, water, carrot, onion, parsley,
sesame seeds, sea salt, spices, nigari (magnesium chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 350 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label with date sent by
Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling this product in Feb. 1991. Yellow, orange, red and
black on green.
6035. Product Name: Meatless Healthy Bacon (Made with
Tempeh).
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1991 February.
Ingredients: Soy tempeh (cultured organic soybeans,
water), soy sauce (water, soybeans, whole wheat, salt), miso
(soybeans, water, salt), dried yeast, beet powder for color,
dehydrated onion, granulated garlic, natural liquid hickory
smoke and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.5 oz (184 gm) plastic pouch.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 45-60 day shelf life.
Nutrition: Per 1 oz.: Calories 27, protein 4 gm,
carbohydrate 4 gm (incl. 3.3 g, dietary fiber), fat 1 gm,
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 310 mg.
New Product–Documentation: White Wave News.
1991. Vol. 4, No. 1. June. A photo shows the label. Like
all White Wave products, Meatless Healthy Bacon is made
with soybeans grown in accordance with Section 26569.11
of the California Healthy and Safety Code [i.e. organic
soybeans]. A comparison of 1 oz. broiled / fried bacon (pork)
with Meatless healthy Bacon shows: Fat: 14 gm vs. 1 gm.
Saturated fat: 4.95 gm vs. 0.15 gm. Cholesterol: 24 mg vs. 0
mg.
Label sent by Lon Stromnes. 1991. July 30. 4.5 by 10.25
inches. Plastic pouch. Red, black, and yellow on white.
“Cholesterol-free! Vegetarian breakfast strips. A great-tasting
choice.”
Leaflet (black and white, single sided, 28 cm) sent by
White Wave. 1993. June 22. “White Wave meat substitute
fact sheet. White Wave now sells four meat substitutes:
Meatless Healthy Franks, Meatless Healthy Links, Meatless
Healthy Bologna, Meatless Healthy Bacon.” The main
ingredient in each is organic tofu. Nutritional information
about and all ingredients in each product are given.
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6036. Downey, R.K. 1991. Re: Cultivation of soybeans in
Saskatchewan and Manitoba provinces, and in the Northwest
Territories, Canada. Questions answered on Soyfoods Center
letterhead (dated 10 March 1991) and returned to SC on 11
March 1991. Letters (faxes) to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, March 8 and 11. 1 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans were first grown in Saskatchewan
province at Indian Head in 1898, as reported by
Angus MacKay in 1899. At that time Indian Head and
Saskatchewan were part of the Northwest Territories.
“With regard to the cultivation of soybeans in
Saskatchewan, I doubt very much whether soybeans were
ever grown in any quantity for commercial purposes,
either for forage or grain. The number of heat units and the
length of the growing season are not sufficient to provide
a competitive yield to other competing crop plants in
Saskatchewan, particularly with the maturity of the early
soybean introductions.
“Soybeans were commercially produced, however, in
Manitoba, but I am not sure what year this cultivation was
first begun. You might want to inquire from Dr. Baldur
Stefansson at the University of Manitoba (Plant Science
Dept., Winnipeg, MAN, R3T 2N2. Phone: 204-474-8221)
since he was involved in breeding soybeans in the early
1950’s and he may have investigated their previous history
in that province. Stef is now retired but comes into the office
frequently.
“If soybeans were ever grown in what is today the
Northwest Territories, it would have been at the Canada
Agric. Research Farm at mile 1019 on the Alaska Highway.
If they were grown, it should be reported in the station’s
annual report. The station was closed about 10 years ago.
We’ll see if we can find anything in the reports of the retired
station head.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
showing that soybeans were once grown in the Northwest
Territories. However the boundaries have shifted. We known
of no documents showing that soybeans were cultivated in
today’s Northwest Territories, however this document offers
a lead. Address: Head, Oilseeds Section, Research Station,
107 Science Crescent, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, S7N 0X2,
Canada. Phone: 306-975-7014.
6037. Lequeau, J. 1991. Projet de developpement rural dans
les districts de Niefang, Anisok et Micomiseng: Rapport
annuel 1990 (Janvier à Novembre 1990) [Rural development
project in the districts of Niefang, Anisok and Micomiseng
in Equatorial Guinea: Annual report for 1990]. Paris: BDPASCETAGRI. 66 p. March. See p. 14-15. Source: CIRAD
(BDPA-C14478) Diffusion restricted. [Fre]
• Summary: The crops that were studied included soybeans,
peanuts, corn, cowpeas, cassava, sweet potato, and rainfed
rice. Pages 14-15 discuss Niébe [Niebe, niébés, niebes,

cowpeas, Vigna unguiculata] and soya. “The cultivation
of Niébe at the station of Dumasi has for its objective the
production of seeds for distribution to women who wish to
cultivate the plants themselves. This is the case in the district
of Niefang...” During the first season, soybeans (variety
IRAT 274) were planted on 28 March 1990, 25 cm between
seeds in rows 40 cm apart. During the second season, the
same variety was planted on 20 Sept. 1990, 30 cm between
seeds in rows 25 cm apart. Results of the first season: On an
area of 100 square meters (1 are), the yield of fresh pods was
30 kg, and of dry seeds was 15 kg. The latter was equivalent
to 750 kg/ha.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in Equatorial Guinea, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Equatorial Guinea. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Equatorial Guinea, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Equatorial Guinea (March
1990). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 2. At the top of the title page of this report is
written: Republique de Guinee Equatoriale, Ministere de
Agriculture, de l’Elevage et Forets. Below the title is written:
Ministère Français de la Coopération et du Développement
[French Ministry of Cooperation and Development].
Note 3. At the bottom of the title page is written: BDPASCETAGRI (the publisher of this report), headquarters
at 27 rue Louis Vicat, 75738 Paris Cedex 15, France.
Phone: (1) 46 38 34 75/76. BDPA stands for Bureau pour
le Développement de la Production Agricole. SCETAGRI
stands for Société Centrale d’Equipement de Territoire du
Secteur Agricole. Address: Paris, France.
6038. Sistachs, M.; Padilla, C.; Gomez, I.; Barrientos,
A. 1991. Intercropping of forage sorghum, maize and
soybean during establishment of different grasses in a
montmorillonitic soil. II. Guinea grass (P. maximum Jacq.).
Cuban J. of Agricultural Science (Cuba) 25(1):83-87. March.
[10 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The highest accumulated yield (18.86 tonnes
of dry matter per hectare) was achieved when sorghum was
intercropped with guinea grass, followed by a soybean/
guinea grass system (12.15 tonnes dry matter/ha). Soybeans
offered the highest percentage of protein, digestibility, and
content of calcium and phosphorus. Address: Instituto de
Ciencia Animal, San Jose de las Lajas, Havana, Cuba.
6039. Product Name: Organic Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soya Dairy (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit 16, Chaucer Yard, Countess
Road, Sheffield S1 4TE, England. Phone: (0472) 796586.
Date of Introduction: 1991 March.
Ingredients: Organic soya beans, Rhizopus oligosporus,
organic brown rice flour, organic cider vinegar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (227 gm).
How Stored: Frozen.
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New Product–Documentation: Letter from Andy McAuley
of The Soya Dairy. 1992. Oct. 23. “I am writing to you
on behalf of a small business making, and promoting the
virtues of, tempeh. As part of our promotion, we are trying
to persuade hospitals and schools to take on tempeh as part
of their meals service.” Note: Sheffield is in the north of
England, directly east of Manchester, and the center of the
British cutlery industry.
Letter and Label from Andy McAuley. 1992. June 11.
Andy and Dave Carless founded this company. Andy was
a member of the Sheffield Wholefood Cooperative, trading
as Bean Beanie, from Feb. 1988 to Nov. 1990, and he came
across tempeh while working there. Dave Joined the Coop in June 1990, after working in a similar operation in
Ipswich named Fruits of the Earth. While at Fruits, Dave had
run a small-scale tempeh kitchen for about 3 years named
Tempeh Foods. Andy was keen to promote tempeh and to
do something other than simply buying and selling food.
Dave taught Andy how to make tempeh, and they began
commercial production in March 1991. They switched to
using a new tempeh label in Jan. 1992. The present owners
of the Soya Dairy are Andy and Gen Harrison. Gen became
involved through her interest and experience in making tofu,
which the company continues, though not on a commercial
scale–simply as a source of fresh tofu, okara, and okara
tempeh for friends and associates.
Label. First used in Jan. 1991. 5.75 by 8 inches. Paper.
Black on tan. “A delectable Oriental food made from the
fermentation of organic soya beans with the culture Rhizopus
Oligosporus. Ideal for vegetarians, vegans and those who
prefer a gluten free diet.”
6040. Product Name: Spring Creek Great Balls of Tofu
(Italian Flavored Meatless Meatballs).
Manufacturer’s Name: Spring Creek Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 212-C East Main St., Spencer,
WV 25726. Phone: 304-927-1815.
Date of Introduction: 1991 March.
Ingredients: Tofu, okara (both made from certified organic
soybeans), whole wheat bread crumbs, walnuts, onion flakes,
granulated garlic, parsley, sea salt, black pepper, tomato
sauce.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz vacuum pack. Retails for
$3.65.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: News release. 1990. Dec.
20. The product will be available on 1 March 1990. Talk
with Bill Quick of Spring Creek. 1992. Jan. 10. This product
is now out. It is meatless meat balls made with tofu, okara,
bread crumbs, walnuts, and other minor ingredients in
tomato sauce.
6041. Chen, Keng-Feng; Lai, S.H.; Cheng, Shi-Tzao;
Shanmugasundaram, S. 1991. Vegetable soybean seed

production technology in Taiwan. In: S. Shanmugasundaram,
ed. 1991. Vegetable Soybean: Research Needs for Production
and Quality Improvement. Taipei, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center (AVRDC). 151 p. See p.
45-52. Proceedings of a workshop held at Kenting, Taiwan
29 April–2 May 1991. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Effect of
season and area on quality. Seed size, vigor and growth
relationships (small seeds within a variety germinate better
than larger seeds). Management practices. Influence of
seed moisture and threshing on seed quality. Influence of
seed storage on seed quality: Seed moisture and storage
duration, effect of container on moisture during storage,
effect of temperature, seed preparation prior to storage and
seed quality. Conclusions. Address: 1&3. Kaohsiung District
Agricultural Improvement Station, Min-Sen Road, Pingtung,
Taiwan; 2&4. AVRDC, P.O. Box 42, Shanhua, Tainan 74199,
Taiwan.
6042. Chiba, Yasuhiro. 1991. Postharvest processing,
marketing and quality degradation of vegetable soybean
in Japan. In: S. Shanmugasundaram, ed. 1991. Vegetable
Soybean: Research Needs for Production and Quality
Improvement. Taipei, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research
and Development Center (AVRDC). 151 p. See p. 108-12.
Proceedings of a workshop held at Kenting, Taiwan 29
April–2 May 1991. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Postharvest processing and
marketing: Utilization, marketing. Period of harvest. Quality
degradation. Quality maintenance.
Sugar in vegetable soybeans mainly consists of sucrose,
fructose, and glucose with the highest amount being sucrose.
The content of total sugar gradually increases at the early
stage of pod filling but does show much change at the mid
stage of pod filling. Address: Iwate Prefectural Horticultural
Experiment Station, 20-1 Narita, Iitoyo-machi, Kitakami-shi,
Iwate prefecture 024, Japan.
6043. Hsieh, Chin-Cheng; Su, Chung-Sheng. 1991.
Management inputs and mechanical harvesting of vegetable
soybean in Taiwan. In: S. Shanmugasundaram, ed. 1991.
Vegetable Soybean: Research Needs for Production and
Quality Improvement. Taipei, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center (AVRDC). 151 p. See p.
61-64. Proceedings of a workshop held at Kenting, Taiwan
29 April–2 May 1991. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Seeding and
fertilizing machine. Harvesting machine. Threshing machine.
Separating machine. Materials, installation and methods
[for each of the 4 machines]. Results and discussion. In
1985 researchers at AVRDC in Taiwan started research on
mechanical harvesting of vegetable soybeans. They have
developed two- and four-row reciprocating mower-type
commercial models. The damage rate of the pods is 1.0%,
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with a field loss of less than 4%. They found that the most
suitable velocity for a feeding chain is 0.72 meters/second,
and the optimum angular velocity for a threshing cylinder
is 400 rpm with an effective diameter of 36 cm (14.2
inches). To protect the pods from mechanical injury, they
developed two types of rubber threshing teeth. They also
developed a reciprocating vibration-type separating machine
to pick out pods containing only one seed. Address: Dep. of
Agricultural Machinery Engineering, National Pingtung Inst.
of Agriculture, Pingtung, Taiwan.
6044. Hung, A.T.; Cheng, J.H.; Ma, C.H.; Kobayashi,
H. 1991. Effect of fertilizer management and rhizobia
inoculation on yield and quality of vegetable soybean. In: S.
Shanmugasundaram, ed. 1991. Vegetable Soybean: Research
Needs for Production and Quality Improvement. Taipei,
Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center
(AVRDC). 151 p. See p. 73-84. Proceedings of a workshop
held at Kenting, Taiwan 29 April–2 May 1991. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Materials
and methods. Results and discussion: Effects of fertilizer
application rate on yield. Effects of fertilizer application time
on yield. Effects of different organic fertilizers on yield and
graded pod ratio. Effects of different organic fertilizers on
quality. Relations of soil properties with quality. Effects of
rhizobia and nitrogen on nodule number. Investigations on
graded pod yield, fertilizer, and profit increase by rhizobia
inoculation. Address: 1-2. Crop Environmental Improvement
Div., District Agricultural Improvement Station, Kaohsiung,
Taiwan; 3-4. AVRDC, P.O. Box 42, Shanhua, Tainan 74199,
Taiwan.
6045. Kamiyama, Yoshinori. 1991. Vegetable soybean seed
production technologies in Japan. In: S. Shanmugasundaram,
ed. 1991. Vegetable Soybean: Research Needs for Production
and Quality Improvement. Taipei, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center (AVRDC). 151 p. See p.
43-44. Proceedings of a workshop held at Kenting, Taiwan
29 April–2 May 1991.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Seed production and
supply system. Breeding. Cultivation methods. Future
developments.
In Japan, most vegetable soybean seeds are developed
and sold by private companies. This paper discusses work
in Iwate Prefecture. The Iwate Prefectural Agricultural
Experiment Station is concerned with breeding pure lines,
plus breeders’ and foundation stocks. The Iwate Seed and
Plant Center works on seed multiplication. Since most
vegetable soybeans are inferior to grain soybeans in their
resistance to disease and other damage, it is important to find
a variety with strong resistance. Address: Iwate Prefectural
Agric. Exp. Station, 737 Sunagome, Takizawa-mura, Iwate
gun, Iwate prefecture, Japan 020.

6046. Kokobun, Makie. 1991. Cultural practices and
cropping systems for vegetable soybean in Japan. In: S.
Shanmugasundaram, ed. 1991. Vegetable Soybean: Research
Needs for Production and Quality Improvement. Taipei,
Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center
(AVRDC). 151 p. See p. 53-60. Proceedings of a workshop
held at Kenting, Taiwan 29 April–2 May 1991. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Cultural
practices–Cropping patterns and cultivars. Raising of
seedlings. Planting, fertilizing, irrigation, and temperature
control. Control of weeds, insects and diseases. Harvest.
Cropping systems: Crop rotation including vegetable
soybean, effects of continuous cropping.
Table 1 (adapted from Kohno 1989) shows “Major
cultivars used for each cropping pattern of vegetable
soybean in Japan” (p. 55). Columns: Cropping type (forcing
{in glass house / greenhouse for harvest in February to
April} and semiforcing {for harvest from March to June},
early maturity, normal season, late cropping), earliness of
cultivars, days from sowing to harvest, cultivars [varieties].
The varieties (from early to late) are: Okubara-wase,
Hakuchou, Gokuwaseozaya, Sapporo-midori, Yuki-musume,
Hakuchou, Wase-midori, Tamasudare, Wase-shiroge,
Mikawajima, Shiratsuya Kegon, Tsurunoko. Note: Midori
means “green.” Musume means “daughter or girl.” Address:
National Agriculture Research Center, MAFF, Kannondai,
Tsukuba 305, Japan.
6047. Lumpkin, Thomas A.; Konovsky, John. 1991. A
critical analysis of vegetable soybean production, demand,
and research in Japan. In: S. Shanmugasundaram, ed. 1991.
Vegetable Soybean: Research Needs for Production and
Quality Improvement. Taipei, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center (AVRDC). 151 p. See p.
120-40. Proceedings of a workshop held at Kenting, Taiwan
29 April–2 May 1991. [187 ref]
• Summary: Contains the best bibliography of Japaneselanguage documents about edamame seen to date, found and
compiled mostly by Konovsky.
Contents: Abstract. Introduction (and history). Trends
in production and demand. Trends in research: Agronomy,
biochemistry and plant physiology, breeding and germplasm,
harvesting and processing, statistics and marketing, plant
pathology. Research information. Apparent research needs:
Agronomy, biochemistry and plant physiology, breeding
and germplasm, harvesting and processing, plant pathology.
Conclusion. Acknowledgments.
Early references to immature soybeans (nama daizu,
later aomame) appear in the 8th century A.D., when it is
described as one of the sacred food offerings used in Shinsen,
mentioned in the record book of a royal treasure house
called the Shosoin in the capital city of Nara*. Aomame
is mentioned in the Engishiki, a guide to the conduct of
government and religious affairs, published in 927 A.D.
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[Heian period] (Igata 1977). Later, in 1697, cultivation
methods for vegetable soybeans were published in the book
Nogaku Zensho [A Complete Book of Farming].
“In Japan, the earliest forms of immature vegetable
soybeans were called eda-nari-mame (branch-fruiting-bean)
or azemame (rice-bund bean)* and were probably not well
distinguished by the characteristic sweet, savory flavor of
current edamame until the Kamakura period (1192-1336)
or later, when they became part of Buddhist cuisine. By the
middle Edo period, vegetable soybean harvest had advanced
from October to August and farmers’ wives began selling
boiled stems with attached pods on the streets of Edo (early
Tokyo), particularly during the Festival of the Dead (Obon)
in August. At that time, vegetable soybean began being used
as it is today, i.e. as a snack food, hors d’oeuvre, or appetizer,
usually with alcohol consumption, which explains one of
its English nicknames: Beer Bean. (* Source: K. Yamauchi.
1990. “Travels to Study Riddles: Edamame” Nozogaku no
Tabi: Edamame. July 27. TV Mook, NTV/YTV, Japan. Note:
Shinsen is ritual preparation of food to purify the body).
“The dramatic increase in affluence and beer
consumption following the Meiji Restoration in 1868 can
be partially attributed to a large-scale import of European
technology, including German technology for beer
production. The culture which centered around drinking and
snacking expanded, creating a strong demand for vegetable
soybeans. The saltiness of the beans is thought to be the
perfect complement to beer. The increase in vegetable
soybean consumption resulted in it gaining the attention of
agricultural and food scientists, and the development of over
400 varieties. Vegetable soybean has now become so distinct
from soybeans in the minds of urban consumers that most do
not recognize it as the same species as soybeans.
“Demand for vegetable soybean in Japan is thought to
have evolved through four phases in society, in addition to its
routine use by farm families. The first was a sacred offering
to the Kami during the Nara period (Shinsen), the second
as a food for religious purification during the Kamakura
period (Shojin Ryori), the third as popular street fare among
the Samurai during the Edo period, and the fourth, after the
Meiji Restoration in 1868, when it became the most popular
accompaniment for beer. Figure 1, a graph, shows that the
meteoric rise in vegetable soybean consumption closely
parallels the increase in beer consumption in Japan because
of the complementary nature of the saltiness of the vegetable
soybeans and the taste of beer.”
“The second major impetus to vegetable soybean
production was the spread of refrigeration, first to the
commercial sector, especially to bars and beer gardens in the
post-war period, and later to the residential sector in the late
1960s and early 1970s when household refrigerators became
widely used. The commercial sector currently uses about
65% of frozen vegetable soybean, while the residential sector
uses about 35%. The year-round consumption of vegetable

soybean has increased in line with the growing popularity of
frozen foods in general.
“A current major impetus to the use of frozen vegetable
soybean is the changing role of women in Japan. More than
half of all Japanese women are now employed outside of the
home, and are thus becoming more unwilling and unable
to prepare elaborate meals from basic ingredients... Frozen
vegetable soybean is thought to have been marketed in Japan
after World War II, but large-scale distribution did not begin
until 1965, about the same time the Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry, and Fisheries began keeping formal production
statistics for vegetable soybean. Production in Taiwan
began around 1966, when several large, Japanese trading
companies introduced it as an export crop, and exports to
Japan began around 1972.”
Fig. 2, a bar chart (p. 123), shows vegetable soybean
area, production (of pods), and yield in Japan from 1946 to
1988. Total production in Japan gradually increased from
30,100 tonnes in 1946 to a peak of 121,900 tonnes in 1982,
after which it declined slowly to 105,000 tonnes in 1988.
Yields were highest in 1969, reaching almost 10 tonnes/ha,
then steadily dropped, falling to 7.3 tonnes/ha in 1988.
Fig. 3 is a chart titled “Pedigrees of popular vegetable
soybean varieties currently grown in Japan” (p. 126). Early
ancestors include: Wase-midori, Tsurunoko, Osodefuri
[Sodefuri]. Detailed information on each variety is given in
the text.
Research needed on harvesting and processing: “The
most difficult problem facing growers is knowing when to
harvest vegetable soybean... Second, to control production
costs, methods of mechanically harvesting vegetable soybean
need to be refined. If harvesters can be developed that do
not drop, bruise, or break pods, the technology can replace
expensive hand labor” (p. 130).
Note: This paper contains the best bibliography seen
of Japanese-language publications on edamame. The
Acknowledgments section (p. 130) states: “Most of the
following bibliography [187 references] was collected and
the articles translated while John Konovsky was a Fulbright
Fellow at Iwate University in 1990; special thanks go to Dr.
N. Kaizuma at Iwate University for his guidance.” Address:
East Asian Crop Development Program, Dep. of Crop and
Soil Sciences, Washington State Univ., Pullman, WA 991646420.
6048. Tsay, J.S.; Lai, S.H.; Tsai, C.L. 1991. Present and
potential cropping systems for vegetable soybean in Taiwan.
In: S. Shanmugasundaram, ed. 1991. Vegetable Soybean:
Research Needs for Production and Quality Improvement.
Taipei, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research and Development
Center (AVRDC). 151 p. See p. 65-72. Proceedings of a
workshop held at Kenting, Taiwan 29 April–2 May 1991. [3
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Climatic
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conditions and cropping systems in Taiwan. Present cropping
systems for vegetable soybean. Potential cropping systems:
Marketing potential, location and season, role of vegetable
soybean in sustainable agriculture, suitability in rice-based
cropping systems. Address: 1-2. AVRDC, Shanhua; 3. Tainan
District Agricultural Improvement Station. Both: Tainan,
Taiwan.
6049. Tsay, Lung-Ming; Sheu, Shyang-Chwen. 1991. Studies
on the effects of cold storage and precooling on the quality
of vegetable soybean. In: S. Shanmugasundaram, ed. 1991.
Vegetable Soybean: Research Needs for Production and
Quality Improvement. Taipei, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center (AVRDC). 151 p. See p.
113-19. Proceedings of a workshop held at Kenting, Taiwan
29 April–2 May 1991. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Materials
and methods: Packing, weight loss, vitamin C assay, color
measurement, hardness assay. Results and discussion.
Vegetable soybeans precooled in iced water (0ºC),
packed in polyethylene (PE) bags with ethylene absorbent,
and stored at 0ºC maintained the best quality during storage.
Stored this way, the soybeans maintained more than 99% of
their fresh weight after 16 days. Vitamin C (L-ascorbic acid)
decreases steadily, dropping to about half its original value
after 16-20 days. The color remained unchanged after 24
days, whereas the hardness increased. Precooling appears to
help maintain better quality. Address: National Pingtung Inst.
of Agriculture, Pingtung 91207, Taiwan.
6050. Weaver, D.B.; Akridge, R.L.; Thomas, C.A. 1991.
Growth habit, planting date, and row-spacing effects on lateplanted soybean. Crop Science 31(3):805-10. May/June. [16
ref]
• Summary: “When soybean... is double-cropped with small
grains, as is often done in the southeastern USA, it yields
less than full-season soybean. Incorporation of indeterminate
growth habit into adapted germplasm has been suggested as
a means of reducing the yield loss associated with delayed
planting of determinate soybean (the predominant plant type
grown in the Southeast). Little is known about management
of indeterminate soybean in late-planted systems.” Address:
1&3. Dep. of Agronomy and Soils and Alabama Agric. Exp.
Station, 202 Funchess Hall, Auburn Univ., Auburn Univ., AL
36849.
6051. Product Name: White Wave Tofu: Organic Hard
Style.
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1991 May.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans*, gypsum, nigari (magnesium
chloride). * = White Waves uses organic soybeans grown in

accordance with Section 26569.11 of the California Health
and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb vacuum pack, or 1 lb
packed in water in molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peeloff plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Postcard from White Wave.
1992. March. “Fresher in any case.” Shows a color photo
of the label, with a green and white wave breaking over the
principal display panel. Talk with Lon Stromnes. 1992. April
3. This new label was launched 8-12 months ago.
6052. Aslam, M.; Khan, A.R.; Mirza, M.S.; Ghafoor, A.
1991. Soybean in Pakistan. Eurosoya No. 7/8. p. 47-52. June.
• Summary: “There is an acute shortage of edible oil in
Pakistan. The present production is 276 thousand tons while
consumption is 1022 thousand tons. In order to meet the
deficiency, Pakistan has imported 746 thousand tons at the
cost of Rs. 7,520 billion in 1985-86, which is the second
highest import bill after petroleum...
“The commercial cultivation of soybean in Pakistan was
started in the 1970s. Some local black and chocolate colored
varieties of pulse now identified as soybean are being grown
from time immemorial in the hills of Northern Parts of
Pakistan, i.e. Hazara, Azad, Kashmir, Swat Dir and Kurram
Agency.
“To improve these varieties and/or introduce better
varieties extensive variety evaluations work is in progress
at Agricultural Research Institutes/Stations of the country
situated at NARC, Islamabad, Sariab, Quetta (Baluchistan),
Tandojam (Sind), Faisalabad (Punjab), Tarnab (Peshawar)
and Mingora, Swat (NWPF).” Address: National Agricultural
Research Centre, Islamabad, Pakistan.
6053. Product Name: [GranoVita Organic Whole-Grain
Tofu Ravioli].
Foreign Name: GranoVita Bio-Vollkorn Tofu-Ravioli.
Manufacturer’s Name: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1991 June.
Ingredients: Pasta shell: Whole wheat flour, egg, mineral
water. Filling: Bio-Tofu (water, soybeans*, calcium
chloride), sea salt, fine bread crumbs, Parmesan cheese,
spices. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm poly pouch. Retails for
DM 2.98 (6/91, Hamburg, Germany).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 12.8 gm, fat 4.8 gm, usable
carbohydrates 36.5 gm, calories (kcal) 240 (1021 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese of Hamburg. 1991. June. 6 by 7.5 inches. Poly
pouch. Red, light green, and dark green on white. Illustration
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of a plate, spoon, and pot surrounded by green and red
vegetables. “Vegetarian. Contains no meat.”
6054. Gretzmacher, R. 1991. The efficiency of irrigation
and different sowing rates on soybeans in eastern Austria.
Eurosoya No. 7/8. p. 5-9. June. [14 ref]
• Summary: “The experiment was performed to investigate
the efficiency of different irrigation quantities and irrigationtimes as well as four different sowing rates.
“In 1980 and 1981 we tested four sowing rates (50, 75,
100 and 125 kg/ha) and irrigation starting with flowering
and an unirrigated control. Sprinklers were used to water the
plots.
“During 1982-1986 we tested a drip irrigation system
to get on the same areas more treatments and used higher
sowing rates (75, 100, 125 and 150 kg/ha).
“There were 4 modifications of irrigation-times:
“Treatment 0: unirrigated control
“Treatment I: watering starting with emergence (Stage
VE-VC)
“Treatment II: watering before flowering (Stage last
V-R1)
“Treatment III: watering during pod filling (Stage R3)
“3-12 waterings with 584-116 mm water were the
irrigation frequency and quantity during the different
experimental years.
“The yields ranged from 500-3100 kg/ha. The highest
sowing rates produced the best yield with and without
irrigation. In the most years the irrigation increased the
yielding ability from 50 up to 100 percent, in respect to
average yielding, but with the exception of the moist year
1985. The highest yields were found beginning the irrigation
in growth stage last V-R1 (treatment II). The best efficiency
(7.2–9.6 kg additional seed yield/mm watering) was reached
with the treatment III. The measurement of the height of
soybeans proved to be a good indicator for the yield.”
Address: Inst. of Agronomy and Plant Breeding, Univ. of
Agriculture, Gregor Mendel-Strasse 33, A-1180, Vienna,
Austria (Institut fuer Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung,
Universitaet fuer Bodenkultur).
6055. Jameson-Williams. 1991. What is edamame? (Leaflet).
Fairmont, Minnesota. 2 p. Front and back. 28 cm.
• Summary: “Edamame is a traditional Japanese food.
Literally translated, the word Edamame means “Fruit of the
Stem.” It is a special variety of Soybean that is harvested in
late August and early September when the pods and beans
are still green and lush.
“At harvest, the pods are picked from the plant by a
special harvester, and the pods are blanched and frozen in a
process similar to peas or sweetcorn. The Edamame is then
packaged and shipped to distributors.
“The consumer then reheats the Edamame in boiling
water. The beans are then drained and served. The Japanese

eat Edamame like we eat salted in the shell peanuts, as a
snack food. Edamame has a nutty, delicious taste all their
own. Edamame is also shelled and served in salads, stir-fry,
and other mixed vegetable dishes. It is also served by itself
as a vegetable.
“Taiwan is the world’s largest supplier of Edamame.
Social and economic changes in the country have caused the
consumer nations to look at other sources for the Edamame.
Currently, Jameson-Williams & Co. is the only U.S.
company that is producing and marketing Edamame on a
commercial basis.”
“The greatest market potential lies with the shelled
Edamame–what we call Shelled Edible Green Soybeans–as a
substitute for peas, green beans, and other vegetables. They
add a new taste to salads, stir-fry, and other foods. They also
taste great served alone with melted butter.
“Edamame compares favorable with peas and green
beans in nutrition. They have a higher protein content, and
a higher level of fiber. As with other soybean products, they
can help reduce cholesterol levels.
“Edamame is the ‘Ultimate Alternative Crop’ for
growers. Our contracts with growers are similar to pea and
sweet corn contracts. The cultural practices are identical to
regular soybeans.
“The advantage of this crop over others is in the variety
of uses for one crop. If for some reason we cannot harvest
the soybeans for Edamame, the farmers let the soybeans
mature, and harvest as regular soybeans. These beans yield
as well as, if not better than, regular varieties in this area. In
certain instances, we can sell the beans for making Tofu. The
beans can also be sold as regular soybeans.
“In the coming years we hope to have the Midwest
become the world’s supplier of Edamame, Shelled Edible
Green Soybeans, and other soybean products.”
Note 1. This leaflet was published in part to encourage
other Minnesota soybean farmers to grow edamame for
Minnesota Edamame under contract. Note 2. The term
Edamame is used sometimes as a singular noun.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2001) that uses the term “Shelled Edible Green
Soybeans” to refer to shelled green vegetable soybeans.
Address: 2435 Albion Ave., P.O. Box 679, Fairmont,
Minnesota 56031. Phone: (507) 238-4728.
6056. Leidi, E.O.; Gomez, M. 1991. Influencia de los niveles
de hierro en la absorción de manganeso por plantas de soja
[Effect of iron supply on manganese uptake by soybean
plants]. Turrialba (Costa Rica) 41(2):266-72. April/June. [17
ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: “The uptake of manganese was studied in Mnsensitive and Mn-tolerant soybean cultivars grown over
a range of Fe [iron] and Mn supplies in solution culture.
The Fe levels in solution affected both Mn concentration
and content in all the plant parts analyzed. The decrease of
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Mn concentration by the increase in Fe supply was more
important at high Mn levels in solution, although certain
differences between cultivars were observed. Antagonism
and a dilution effect caused by the enhancement of growth
by increasing Fe levels could explain the changes in plant
Mn levels registered.” Address: U.E.I. Fisiologia Vegetal,
Estacion Experimental del Zaidin, Grenada, Spain.
6057. Product Name: Traditional Foods Hickory Smoked
Seitan, Seitan Curry, Seitan with Ginger, Seitan with Garlic
& Herbs.
Manufacturer’s Name: Santa Fe Organics.
Manufacturer’s Address: 906 Locust St., Columbus, NC
28722. Phone: (704) 894-3132.
Date of Introduction: 1991 June.
Ingredients: Hickory smoked: Organic wheat flour* &
vegetable broth seasoned with whole bean soy sauce, onion,
garlic, and natural hickory smoke. * = Organically grown
and processed in accordance with Section 26569.11 of the
California Health and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Retorted in a 1 pint (16 oz)
glass jar with a 2-piece canning lid. Retails for $3.99 on the
East Coast.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Lenny Jacobs.
1991. Nov. 15. The Bellemes’ new seitan products are now
on the market. They are expensive but good. The Bellemes
were going to spell seitan as “saytan” but they got a lot of
flack from the idea and decided to drop it.
Talk with Jan Belleme. 1991. Nov. 14. Santa Fe
Organics (run by John Belleme) started making four seitan
products in June 1991. They are made from high-protein
wheat flour. The plant is located near Rutherfordton, but not
on their property. The principal owner of the business, who
lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico, chose the business name.
Starting the business took much longer and was much more
complicated than expected. They do not yet have a brochure
describing the products, but every distributor who has seen
them immediately wants to carry them.
Small leaflet (3 panels each side. Each panel: 6.2 x 5 cm.
Black, brown, and silver on white. Front and back) sent by
John Belleme. 1991 June. “All about seitan.” One panel is:
“Cooking with Seitan–Traditional Foods Seitan.” Another:
“Try all Traditional Foods Heat & Serve Seitan Classics:
Chili Beans with Seitan. Seitan Sloppy Joe. Smokey Mt.
Seitan & Beans. Pasta Sauce with Seitan & Miso. Zesty
Pasta & Grain Topping.”
Talk with John Belleme. 1992. March 7. He makes his
seitan using a seitan machine that he ordered from Muso in
Japan.
Talk with a reporter. 1992. March 12. John Belleme
believes that it is not good to make seitan starting from vital
wheat gluten, since the latter is made from white flour and
the finished raw gluten does not absorb flavors nearly as well

as raw gluten made from whole wheat. This reporter found
that the Bellemes’ products had a flavor and texture that was
remarkably similar to that of meat.
Labels for all 4 products sent by Santa Fe Organics.
1992. April. 8 by 2.5 inches. Two pastel colors plus white.
Illustration of ears of wheat. Hang tag (neckhanger: 2.5 x
2-inch, 6-panel leaflet) attached to neck of jar with a rubber
band. “Seasoned Wheatmeat. All natural vegetarian entree.
Please recycle this container. Printed on recycled paper.
Copyright 1991 Santa Fe Organics.”
6058. Product Name: Shredded Soya Kaas (Cheese
Substitute) [Mozzarella Style, Mild American Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soya Kaas, Inc. A subsidiary of
Swan Gardens, Inc. Distributed by American Natural Snacks.
Manufacturer’s Address: Manufacturer: 6029 Lagrange
Blvd., Atlanta, GA 30336. Distributor: P.O. Box 1067, St.
Augustine, FL 32085. Phone: 904-825-2057.
Date of Introduction: 1991 July.
Ingredients: Incl. organic silken tofu, soymilk.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz resealable, reusable pouch.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (5 by 5 inches, black
and white, drawing) in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1991.
July. p. 18. “No cholesterol. Lactose free. All natural.
Made with fresh organic tofu and soymilk (not powders &
isolates).” Illustrations of a windmill silhouette, a slice of
pizza, and two tacos.
6059. Product Name: Snack’n Savory Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1991 July.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (water, soybeans, nigari
(magnesium chloride)), soy sauce, honey, soy oil, spices,
granulated onion, granulated garlic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 oz (114 gm) plastic pouch.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Lon
Stromnes. 1991. July 30. 3 by 5 inches. Plastic pouch. Red,
white, yellow, green, and blue on reddish-brown. “Ready to
eat! Delicious hot or cold! Great in salads.” Leaflet (black
and white, single sided, 28 cm) sent by White Wave. 1993.
Feb. “Lip snack’n good.” Soybeans organically grown
Note: This is a new version of a White Wave product
named Savory Baked Tofu, launched in Dec. 1979.
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1992. December.
Soyfoods 2000 (Special supplement insert, p. 6). Mentions
Snack’n Savory Tofu.
6060. Egerstrom, Lee. 1991. Bean trade to Japan ripens:
When Minnesota Edamame was launched in 1987, not many
people knew about one of Japan’s favorite food snacks,
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young soybeans. But this fall the Jackson, Minnesota,
company will ship 1 million pounds of the beans to Japan. St.
Paul Pioneer Press (Minnesota). Aug. 5. p. 10-D. Business
section.
• Summary: James Lambert of Minnesota Edamame in
Jackson, Minnesota, is growing immature soybeans or green
soybeans [green vegetable soybeans] and exporting them
to Japan. The Nishimoto Trading Co. of Tokyo liked the
taste and look of southern Minnesota soybeans so much
that they decided last week to place more than $100,000
worth of their bagging and packaging equipment in the
Minnesota Edamame plant. “In September the 4-year-old
Minnesota Edamame Co. will start using Nishimoto’s
equipment to ship 1 million pounds of partially processed
immature soybeans to Japan. That’s a big jump from the
7,000 pounds shipped in 1988. “Minnesota Edamame has
contracts to supply Nishimoto with 3 million pounds of the
soybeans from the 1992 Minnesota crop, 6 million pounds
in 1993 and 15 million pounds by 1996.” Total company
sales next year, primarily from the 3 million lb sent to Japan,
are expected to reach $1.8 million. The business began in
1987 when Minneapolis restaurateur Reiko Weston called
James Lambert, who owns Jameson-Williams Co., a grain
elevator at Huntley, Minnesota, and a farm management
company that does business in the Jackson and Fairmont
area. “Weston, founder and operator of the Fuji-Ya restaurant
in Minneapolis, wanted Lambert to find a small farm for
her to buy so she could grow her own soybeans. She served
edamame at Fuji-Ya and other Japanese restaurant properties
she owned, and it irritated her to import the soybeans into
prime soybean-growing country.
“Weston didn’t buy a farm, but she joined with Lambert
to experiment with growing and processing edamame
in Minnesota. She died in 1988, just as the first crop of
soybeans was being planted. ‘But she had me hooked by
then,’ recalls Lambert. The first 7,000 pounds were processed
and shipped as samples to Japan. In response, JamesonWilliams received orders for 3.5 million pounds for 1989.”
“Meanwhile, Lambert teamed up with a few outside
investors and risk-taking employees to build the edamame
business. They linked up with Nishimoto, received help from
edamame researchers at Washington State, Iowa State and
the University of Illinois, and secured technical help and a
$100,000 loan from Minnesota’s Agricultural Utilization
and Research Institute [AURI]. Lambert–who remains
the principal shareholder–plowed additional investment,
including a farm, into the company.
“Bob Luedtke, the project manager, and Dave Hanson,
plant manager, retooled a vegetable harvester to combine
the green soybeans. As they worked with the processing
equipment for the edamame, they accidentally discovered
a way to shell unripened soybeans without bruising the
delicate beans. Shelled soybeans, called ‘mukimame’ in
Japan and processed slightly differently than edamame, are

popular throughout the Pacific countries mixed in salads and
other dishes.”
“One reason Minnesota Edamame’s potential looks good
is the jerry-rigged equipment Luedtke and Hanson came up
with. Taiwan, which dominates the edible soybean product
markets in the Pacific Rim countries, uses field workers to
pick the edamame and mukimame beans by hand.”
“Meanwhile, contracts the company has signed with
seven southern Minnesota soybean farmers will generate a
premium of about $40 an acre more than nearby soybean
markets. Six other farmers are on a waiting list to grow
beans as production increases in each of the next four years.
About $30 of the growers’ premium comes in cost savings.
Minnesota Edamame will harvest the beans for the farmers,
saving them that expense, and the company also supplies the
special soybean seeds.”
Lambert’s company, Minnesota Edamame, is at Route 3,
Box 3, Fairmont, Minnesota 56031. Phone: 507-238-1675.
A large photo shows a close-up of Jim Lambert kneeling on
one knee in a field of soybeans.
Note: This is the earliest article seen in the America’s
Newspapers database with the word “edamame” in the
headline / title. A surprising 89 articles in this database now
(as of 15 June 2009) contain the word “edamame.” Address:
Staff writer.
6061. Product Name: Organic Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Culture Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4 All Saints Workspaces, 75
Raleigh St., Nottingham NG7 4DL, England. Phone: (0602)
788963.
Date of Introduction: 1991 August.
Ingredients: Organic soya beans, organic cider vinegar
(trace), Rhizopus oligosporus (tempeh culture).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (227 gm) aluminum foil
container with paperboard sleeve. Retails for £0.99.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Alison J.
Clark of Culture Foods Ltd. 1991. Aug. 23. 5.76 by 4.5
inches. Orange and turquoise blue on white. Heavy paper
sleeve. Logo resembling the Vegetarian Society’s “V” but
with a sunflower growing out of it. “No animal ingredients. A
delicious, versatile and high protein food. Fry, steam or bake
and use in place of meat in all your favorite recipes.” A letter
adds that the company, a worker’s co-operative, sold its first
order on 8 Aug. 1991.
Letter from Nadine Cook of Culture Foods Ltd. 1994.
Jan. 14. The company is at the same address shown above,
and they are still making tempeh and tempeh products.
6062. Product Name: Vitasoy Light (Non-dairy Soy Drink;
Liter Size) [Original, Vanilla, and Cocoa].
Manufacturer’s Name: Vitasoy (USA) Inc. (Importer).
Made in Hong Kong.
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Manufacturer’s Address: 99 Park Lane, Brisbane, CA
94005. Phone: (415) 467-8888.
Date of Introduction: 1991 August.
Ingredients: Creamy Original: Filtered water, organic
soybeans, barley malt, pearl barley, sunflower oil, seaweed
(Japanese kelp), sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8.4 fluid oz (250 ml), 1 liter
Tetra Brik Aseptic carton. $1.89 retail.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Per 6 fl oz.: Original: Calories 110, protein 7 gm,
carbohydrate 10 gm, fat 5 gm. Carob: Calories 150, protein 6
gm, carbohydrate 22 gm, fat 4 gm. Chocolate: Calories 160,
protein 6 gm, carbohydrate 24 gm, fat, 4 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (full page, color) in
Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1991. Sept. p. 40. “100%
satisfaction... with only 1% fat.” The three flavors are made
with organically grown soybeans and sold in liter Tetra
Brik cartons. A color photo shows the Original package. All
products contain only 1% fat. Note: Vitasoy still adds oil to
this product.
Talk with Hilton Tsui of Vitasoy. These products were
first retailed in late Aug. 1991.
Note: This is the earliest commercial soymilk product
seen (July 2013) with the word “Light” on the front panel.
6063. SoyaScan Notes. 1991. A brief history of soybean
cultivation in California (Overview). Sept. 28. Compiled by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [5 ref]
• Summary: The soybean was introduced to California in
March 1851, via San Francisco, by Japanese fishermen
who had been saved from a ship foundering at sea by
the American ship Auckland. But these soybeans were
apparently never grown in California; they were taken from
San Francisco by Dr. Benjamin Franklin Edwards to Alton,
Illinois, where they were grown successfully in the summer
of 1851 by Mr. John H. Lea in his garden. Soon they were
also grown in Iowa and Ohio (Hymowitz 1987).
In 1899 Walter C. Blasdale, an instructor in chemistry
at the University of California, became the earliest known
person to grow soybeans in California. He obtained the seeds
from a Chinese market in San Francisco, then grew them in
Berkeley, Alameda County.
The first soybean variety tests in California were
conducted in 1918 at the University farm at Davis, Yolo
County. It was found that soybeans did not thrive well in
the interior valleys of California (Hendry 1921; Beard et al.
1973). By 1926 soybeans were being grown in the irrigated
districts of California, especially in the orange section
of southern California (Morse 1926). By 1944 soybeans
were found to grow well on the bottom lands of the lower
Sacramento River and in the warmer coastal valleys (Madson
1944).
In 1951 soybean trials began in the Imperial Valley of
California, and from 1955-57 soybeans were grown with

good results throughout the San Joaquin and Sacramento
Valleys (Beard et al. 1973). By the 1970s and 1980s most
of the soybeans grown in California were grown in the San
Joaquin Valley.
6064. Gehl, David. 1991. Re: Field trials with soybeans at
the experimental farm, Indian Head, Saskatchewan, Canada.
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Oct. 1–in
reply to inquiry. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “In the early field trials, soybeans were found to
be unadapted for field production in this area because there
was insufficient heat units in most years. Soybeans were,
however, included as a green manure, fallow substitute in
a cereal rotation experiment. However, the 60 lb per acre
seeding rate for soybeans was a serious obstacle to adoption
of this practice. Since this early work soybeans have been
grown here off and on when earlier maturing varieties have
been introduced. The most recent tests conducted on the
Indian Head Experimental Farm were in 1982 when frost
prevented maturation and harvesting (as was the case in
1897). A Soybean Field Trial was sown and harvested in
1981. There were 13 varieties. The highest yielded 835 kg/
ha. An early variety from southern Ontario, Maple Presto,
averaged only 676 kg/ha.” Address: Head, Seed Increase
Unit, Experimental Farm, Box 760, Indian Head, SASK S0G
2K0, Canada.
6065. Product Name: [Soja Biostar Nectar (Raspberry,
Exotic Fruit, Passion Fruit)].
Manufacturer’s Name: Celia Group.
Manufacturer’s Address: B.P. 10, 45550 St.-Denis-del’Hôtel, France. Phone: 38 59 02 03.
Date of Introduction: 1991 October.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3 x 250 ml Aseptic cartons.
Retails for 13.50 French francs (4/91).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in SoyaFoods. 1991.
Spring. p. 5. “A first in soya fruit nectars.”
6066. Product Name: Tofu Burgers [Organic Tofu & Fresh
Vegetables, Savory Nut, Spicy Mixed Bean, or Curry and
Coconut].
Manufacturer’s Name: Dragonfly Kitchen.
Manufacturer’s Address: 19A Riverside Buildings,
Staverton Bridge Mill, Totnes, Devon TQ9 6AQ, England.
Phone: (0803) 865667.
Date of Introduction: 1991 October.
Ingredients: Curry and Coconut: Okara*, brown rice*,
tofu*, onion*, carrots*, raisins, coconut, tomato puree,
shoyu, herbs, spices, sea salt, sunflower oil. * = Organic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Four Labels sent by
Simon and Dawn Boreham of Dragonfly Foods. 1991. Nov.
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1. 3 inches diameter. Self adhesive. One color on white.
“Dragonfly original recipe. With Soya bean, fibre and
protein, naturally. Store below 4ºC. Ready cooked. Delicious
hot or cold. Heat right through. Freeze once only.”
Talk with Simon Boreham. 1999. Dec. 7. These meatless
burgers are now called “Beanies” and the company has ten
recipes or varieties. On 1 Jan. 1994 the company moved to
its present address: 2A Mardle Way, Buckfastleigh, Devon
TQ11 ONR, England. Phone: +44 1364 642700.
6067. Product Name: Granose Tofu Paté [Tomato, Herb, or
Mushroom]. Relaunched and renamed Granose Vegetarian
Patés in late 1992.
Manufacturer’s Name: Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Howard Way, Newport Pagnell,
Buckinghamshire, MK16 9PY, England. Phone: (0908)
211311.
Date of Introduction: 1991 October.
Ingredients: Incl. organic tofu, vegetable oils and fats,
spices and seasonings.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm squeezable tubes.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe).
1991 2(2):7. “Tofu pate’s from Granose.” The patés have
a shelf life of 9 months unopened and will keep for up to 4
weeks refrigerated after being opened.
Spot in SoyaFoods. 1992. Autumn. p. 5. “Vegetarian
Cheese Spreads and Patés in a Tube.” The launch of
Granose’s 3 new cheese spreads “coincides with the relaunch
of Granose Vegetarian Patés, with improved recipes and
smoother textures.” Soya flour is now used in place of tofu.
The name of one of the three flavors has been changed to
Italian Style Tomato, and the tube has been reduced in size to
150 gm. One tube retails for £1.15.
6068. Product Name: [Tempast {Vegetarian Tempeh
Spread}].
Foreign Name: Tempast.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lima Foods (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: Edgar Gevaertdreef 10, B-9830
Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 1991 October.
Ingredients: Water, tempeh*, sunflower seeds*, whole
meal bread*, sunflower oil*, miso, free range eggs, onion*,
pumpkin*, dulse (seaweed), ume [plum] vinegar, sea-salt,
herbs. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm glass jar. Retails for
DM 6.70 (10/91, Bremen, Germany).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese of Bremen, Germany. 1991. Oct. 7. 9.25 by 1
inches. Paper. Black on light orange. Color photo of the
spread on a slice of bread, topped with a slice of radish and
cucumber. CINAB organic certification symbol. Nature et

Progres organic certification symbol. Ingredients are listed in
Dutch, French, German, and English.
6069. Product Name: Kasha Miso [With Buckwheat Koji].
Manufacturer’s Name: South River Miso Co. Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: South River Farm, Conway, MA
01341. Phone: 413-369-4057.
Date of Introduction: 1991 October.
Ingredients: Deep well water, organically grown
buckwheat, organically grown soybeans, sun-dried sea salt,
koji culture. Organically grown and processed in accordance
with Section 26569.11 of the California Health and Safety
Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with then Label sent
by Christian Elwell. 1992. March 13. Soybeans are a major
ingredient in this miso, but the koji is made with buckwheat.
His company sold 300-400 lb. He started selling this miso
in Oct. 1991. Label. 3.5 by 2 inches. Black on white. Self
adhesive. “100% organic ingredients. Unpasteurized. Please
refrigerate.” There is a statement about traditional miso
making signed by Christian and Gaella Elwell, a recipe for
everyday miso soup, and an illustration of a silhouette of a
mother handing a bowl of soup to her son seated across the
table.
6070. Product Name: Organic Tempeh (Frozen).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tempeh Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Felin Geri, Cwm Cou, Newcastle
Emlyn, Dyfed, SA38 9PA, Wales, UK. Phone: 0239 87 891.
Date of Introduction: 1991 October.
Ingredients: Organically grown soya beans, Rhizopus
oligosporus (tempeh culture).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz 227 gm.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm (3.5 oz). Calories 165, Protein
18.3%, fat 10.2%, carbohydrates (incl. fiber) 9.4%, calcium
145 mg, phosphorus 240 mg, iron 5 mg, vitamin B-1 0.28
mg, vitamin B-2 0.65 mg, niacin 2.52 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with (call from),
followed by a letter and Label, from Tom Wells, now a
partner / owner with Louise Tonkin of Tempeh Foods in West
Wales. 1992. June 26 and July 22. The company has changed
hands. The former owners were Graham Lanman and Jennie
Greenhalgh, but they stopped making tempeh several years
ago. Tom and Louise started production in Wales in Oct.
1991, after their move from London, where they acquired the
name and equipment of Tempeh Foods from an acquaintance
of Graham and Jenny who had been interested in setting
up on his own account but never really got going. Tom and
Louise currently produce only one product, soy tempeh,
which is sold only in Wales at wholefood shops. They plan
to purchase an old unused schoolhouse, which will serve
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as both a residence and tempeh shop. That address, which
will probably be active by late 1992 will be: Yr Hen Ysgol,
Abercych, Boncath, Dyfed, Wales/Cymru, UK SA37 OEX.
Phone: 0239-87891.
Label. 4.75 by 4 inches. Green and yellow on white.
Front and back self-adhesive labels attach to a plastic bag.
“A natural soya delicacy. No preservatives. No cholesterol.
Gluten free. High protein. A natural soya delicacy. Delicious
easy to use sliced or diced, can be fried, boiled or steamed.
A versatile and nutritious food.” Below a V-shaped logo:
“Approved by the Vegetarian Society.” On the back panel
are recipes for and illustrations (line drawings) of a Tempeh
Burger, Crispy tempeh slices, and Tempeh Pate. “Any grey/
black spots are the natural result of the culture forming its
seeds which enhance the flavour of the Tempeh, much like
the blue veins in some cheeses.”
6071. Product Name: Jaclyn’s Salsa Chicken Style in
Mild Salsa with Mexican-Style Organic Brown Rice, Green
Beans, Corn and Organic Kidney Beans (Vegetarian).
Manufacturer’s Name: Jaclyn’s Food Products, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1314, Cherry Hill, NJ
08034. Phone: 609-983-2560.
Date of Introduction: 1991 November.
Ingredients: *Organic brown rice, vital wheat gluten,
tomatoes, tomato puree, green beans, corn, *organic red
kidney beans, green peppers, red peppers, canola oil, garlic,
onions, brown rice syrup, apple cider vinegar, sesame oil,
sea salt, rice bran, almond butter, kombu (sea vegetable),
chili powder, spices. * = Organically grown and processed in
accordance with Section 26569.11 of the California Health
and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 11.5 oz (325 gm) paperboard
box. Retails for $4.45 (11/91, California).
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 11.5 oz.: Calories 325, protein 28 gm,
carbohydrates 35 gm, dietary fiber 12 gm, fat 9 gm
(polyunsaturated fat 2 gm, saturated fat less than 1 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 290 mg, potassium 410 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Berkeley Natural Grocery Co. in California.
1991. Nov. 24. 7.5 by 6 by 1.25 inch paperboard box. Red,
blue, green, pink, and black on tan. Color photo of the meal
served on a white plate. “Vegetarian Dinner Classics. 100%
natural. Low calorie. No cholesterol. Low fat. High fiber.
Dairy free. Heat and serve in your oven or microwave. Do
not refreeze.” The main ingredient in this “wheat protein
which is derived from 100% whole grain wheat. The wheat
protein is blended with rice bran and almond butter to make
it tasty and easy to digest. Then it is cooked in a special
tamari broth flavored with poultry seasonings and cut
into bite-size pieces so that its taste and texture resembles
chicken.”
Soyfoods Center Product Evaluation. 1991. Dec. 2.

Package design: Very good. Flavor: Good, but a little too
spicy. A bit too expensive.
6072. Product Name: Jaclyn’s Sesame Chicken Style in
Sesame Sauce with Seasoned Organic Brown Rice, Broccoli,
Carrots and Water Chestnuts (Vegetarian).
Manufacturer’s Name: Jaclyn’s Food Products, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1314, Cherry Hill, NJ
08034. Phone: 609-983-2560.
Date of Introduction: 1991 November.
Ingredients: *Organic brown rice, vital wheat gluten,
broccoli, carrots, water chestnuts, tamari soy sauce (water,
soy beans, sea salt), unsweetened pineapple juice, sesame
oil, sesame seeds, brown rice syrup, apple cider vinegar,
rice bran, almond butter, kombu (sea vegetable), ginger, sea
salt, chives, spices. * = Organically grown and processed in
accordance with Section 26569.11 of the California Health
and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 11.5 oz (325 gm) paperboard
box. Retails for $4.45 (11/91, California).
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 11.5 oz.: Calories 325, protein 31 gm,
carbohydrates 40 gm, dietary fiber 15gm, fat 8 gm
(polyunsaturated fat 2 gm, saturated fat less than 1 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 635 mg, potassium 390 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Berkeley Natural Grocery Co. in California.
1991. Nov. 24. 7.5 by 6 by 1.25 inch paperboard box. Brown,
blue, green, pink, and black on tan. Color photo of the meal
served on a white plate. “Vegetarian Dinner Classics. 100%
natural. Low calorie. No cholesterol. Low fat. High fiber.
Dairy free. Heat and serve in your oven or microwave. Do
not refreeze” The main ingredient in this “wheat protein
which is derived from 100% whole grain wheat. The wheat
protein is blended with rice bran and almond butter to make
it tasty and easy to digest. Then it is cooked in a special
tamari broth flavored with poultry seasonings and sliced into
strips so that its taste and texture resembles chicken.”
6073. Product Name: Jaclyn’s Sirloin Strips Style in
Tamari-Ginger Sauce with Organic Brown Rice and Oriental
Vegetables (Vegetarian).
Manufacturer’s Name: Jaclyn’s Food Products, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1314, Cherry Hill, NJ
08034. Phone: 609-983-2560.
Date of Introduction: 1991 November.
Ingredients: Organically grown brown rice, vital wheat
gluten, broccoli, carrots, red pepper strips, water chestnuts,
bamboo shoots, tamari (water, soy beans, sea salt), brown
rice syrup, onion, garlic, canola oil (non-hydrogenated),
rice bran, almond butter, apple cider vinegar, kombu (sea
vegetable), ginger, natural spices. * = Organically grown in
accordance with Section 26569.11 of the California Health
and Safety Code.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 11.5 oz (325 gm) paperboard
box. Retails for $4.45 (11/91, California).
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 11.5 oz.: Calories 290, protein 27 gm,
carbohydrate 29 gm, fat 8 gm (percent of calories from fat
25%, saturated fat less than 1 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium
390 mg, potassium 640 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Berkeley Natural Grocery Co. in California.
1991. Nov. 24. 7.5 by 6 by 1.25 inch paperboard box. Brown,
blue, green, pink, and black on tan. Color photo of the
meal served on a white plate. “Vegetarian Dinner Classics.
100% natural. Low calorie. No cholesterol. Low fat. High
fiber. Heat and serve in your oven or microwave. Do not
refreeze.” The main ingredient in this “wheat protein which
is derived from 100% whole grain wheat. The wheat protein
is blended with fiber and seasonings to make it tasty and easy
to digest. Then it is cooked in a special tamari broth and cut
into sirloin-style strips so that its taste and texture resembles
meat.”
6074. Product Name: Organic Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: New Dawn Enterprises.
Manufacturer’s Address: Sheffield, Tasmania. Phone:
(004) 91 1663.
Date of Introduction: 1991 December.
Ingredients: Incl. organically grown soybeans (imported
from South Australia or Queensland), and natural nigari
(originally from Japan).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Brett Stephens,
436 Crisp St., Albury, NSW, 2640, Australia. 1991. Dec. 14.
There is a new tofu maker in Sheffield, Tasmania (which is a
state of Australia).
Letter from Trishala Shub. 1998. Jan. 8. She has been
the sole producer of organic tofu in Tasmania for the last
6 years. “I will soon be joining forces with people from
Organic Choice in the Hobart area and we hope to diversify,
offering miso and tempeh as well as tofu and soy dairy
products.”
Talk with Trishala Shub. 1998. Jan. 18. She and her
former husband, David, started this company in about 1991
by buying the tofu equipment from a church group that had
been making tofu in Tasmania. She had been a vegetarian
since about 1970-71. She made the tofu and her former
husband, David, took care of the business side of things–
until he found that they were earning only about $1/hour
for their time making tofu. They owned 60 acres of land
which was mostly bush, but 20 acres was used for organic
farming of berries, medicinal herbs, etc. Their first product
was organic tofu. In about 1992 they introduced Soyburgers,
which contained tofu, okara, wheat, and spices. They were
a formal business (paying taxes) for only about the first 6

months; after that they continued informally. After David left
Tasmania, she was able to run the business and farm with
the help of wwoof-ers (wwoof = willing workers on organic
farms) and local people who wanted tofu but could not
afford to buy it, so they worked for it instead. This system
is popular in Australia, where there is a national register in
which each farmer tells what kinds of things they do and
grow on their farm. Backpacking tourists come to stay and
work on the farms. They get free room and board, plus lots
of education, in exchange for about 4-5 or more hours of
work a day. Sometimes she would have 4 to 5 wwoofers at
a time working on her farm and helping make tofu. She has
taught tofu-making, yoga and leadlining to many Japanese
wwoofers. She sold the equipment in June 1997 to the people
from Organic Choice. Before starting her work with tofu,
Trishala worked as an Ananda Margha missionary in the
Philippines and India.
6075. Product Name: San-J Organic Whole Soybean
Tamari: Wheat Free Soy Sauce (Gold Label; Traditionally
Brewed Gourmet Soy Sauce; OCIA Certified Organic).
Manufacturer’s Name: San-J International, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2880 Sprouse Dr., Richmond, VA
23231. Phone: 800-595-9545 or 415-821-4040 (Perelman).
Date of Introduction: 1991 December.
Ingredients: Water, whole soybeans (OCIA certified), sea
salt, alcohol (to preserve freshness).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5.07 fluid oz (150 ml)
dispenser, 10 fluid oz bottle, 20 fluid oz (592 ml). The 10 oz
Gold Label retails for about $2.29, and the Black Label for
about $1.99 (13% less).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Gold label: Per 1 tbs.: Calories 11.34, protein
1.84 gm, carbohydrate 1.06 gm, fat 0 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Stephen Zoller
of San-J. 1992. July 6. This Gold Label product, certified
organic by the Organic Crop Improvement Association
(OCIA) was introduced in Dec. 1991. This wheat-free,
whole-soybean product itself is certified, not just the beans
going in. The company’s previous Gold Label Tamari was
made with Virginia-grown soybeans that were not claimed
to be organic. The company now uses ultrafiltration to do its
filtration. San-Jirushi in Japan liked this idea so much that
they decided to install it in Japan, i.e. reverse technology
transfer. Each year in the spring at San Jirushi, Japan, some
2-6 managers are promoted. After promotion, they typically
come to visit the U.S. plant.
Label sent by Steve Zoller. 1992. July 7.
Two labels sent by Misako Binford of San-J
International. 2012. May 14. The gold label now reads:
“Organic Tamari: Gluten Free Soy Sauce. 10 fl. oz. Made
with 100% soy.” Two logos on the front panel: (1) Non GMO
Project verified. (2) Certified Gluten Free. She notes: Gold.
Created 1988. Made organic around 1990 or 1991.
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6076. Product Name: WestSoy Plus (Non Dairy Beverage
with Calcium and Vitamins A & D Added) [Plain, Vanilla, or
Carob].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1065 East Walnut St., Carson,
CA 90746. Phone: 310-886-8200.
Date of Introduction: 1991 December.
Ingredients: Filtered water, whole organic soybeans*,
brown rice syrup (brown rice, water), tricalcium phosphate,
expeller pressed organic canola oil*, sea salt, vitamin
A palmitate, vitamin D-2, riboflavin (vitamin B-2). * =
Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter (1.06 quart) Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton. Retails for $1.89 (7/92, Maryland).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl. oz.: Calories 150, protein 6 gm,
carbohydrate 18 gm, fat 5 gm (percent calories from fat 33,
polyunsaturated fat 3 gm, saturated fat 1 gm), cholesterol 0
mg, sodium 140 mg, potassium 265 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (glossy color, front
and back, 28 cm) inserted into Natural Foods Merchandiser.
1991. Dec. After p. 42. “Westsoy Plus: Calcium rich with
vitamins A, D & riboflavin added.” “The first soy drink to
bring your customers a balance of the important nutrients
found in dairy milk!” Main benefits and a list of key
nutrients is given.
Product with Label purchased at Fresh Fields, Rockville
Pike, Maryland. 1992. July 20. 3.75 by 6.5 by 2.5 inches.
Orange, black, and yellow on white. Color photo of soymilk
being poured from a pitcher into a glass. “Lactose free.
Great tasting. Only 2% fat. No cholesterol.” Each glass of
Westsoy Plus provides the following percentages of the U.S.
Recommended Daily Allowances: Calcium 30%*, vitamin
D 25%*, riboflavin (vitamin B-2) 25%*, vitamin A 10%*,
protein 10%. * = As much as whole cow’s milk.
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1993. Sept. p. 23.
“Another important first for Westbrae was WestSoy Plus,
with calcium, vitamins A, D and riboflavin added. WestSoy
Plus was the first soy drink to bring your customers a balance
of the important nutrients found in dairy milk. Calcium
is added in the form of tricalcium phosphate, naturally
occurring in phosphate rock and lime. This is the same
calcium that is found in dairy milk... Vitamin A palmitate
is used as a vegetarian source of vitamin A.” Vitamin D is
derived from torula yeast. Riboflavin is formed through a
biofermentation process of ribose, which is a simple sugar.
WestSoy Plus has only 2% fat.
Westsoy Plus in ½ gallon Combibloc Aseptic carton
purchased on 30 April 1999 at Trader Joe’s in Concord,
California. Retails for $2.19. The front panel states:
“Delicious non dairy soy beverage. 7 times more calcium,

10 times more vitamin A, 25 times more vitamin D, 4 times
more riboflavin, than Original WestSoy. Contains 33 mg of
isoflavones. Made with Organic soy beverage. Lactose free.
Plain. A cholesterol-free food.” A table on the back compares
the amount of the following nutrients in WestSoy Plus,
Original WestSoy, and Whole Milk: Calcium, Vitamin A,
Vitamin D, and riboflavin (B-2). The levels for WestSoy Plus
and Whole Milk are identical for each.
Half gallon vanilla purchased in April 2000 at Trader
Joe’s in Lafayette, California, for $2.19. Carton copy 1988.
Each serving (1 cup) contains 31 mg of isoflavones. By Aug.
2002 the price has increased to $2.39 per half gallon organic
vanilla.
6077. Product Name: [Toform Tofu Patties (With
Mushrooms)].
Foreign Name: Toform Tofu Bratlinge (Champignon).
Manufacturer’s Name: Amaï.
Manufacturer’s Address: Sandweg 41, 7070 Schwaebisch
Gmuend, Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1991.
Ingredients: Tofu (water, soybeans*, calcium sulfate) 78%,
mushrooms 10.6%, rolled oats*, soy sauce, sunflowerseed
oil, parsley and spices, sea salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 x 100 gm vacuum pack.
Retails for DM 4.50 (1/92, Germany).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 11.7 gm, fat 10.8 gm,
carbohydrates 8.1 gm, calories (kcal) 176 (737 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1992. Jan. 13. 4 by 7.5 inches. Self adhesive.
Blue, white, green, and orange on tan. “Organically grown.”
Exklusiv Neuform certification symbol.
6078. Product Name: [Whole-Grain Patties: Wheat with
Mushrooms (Bulgur and Tofu)].
Foreign Name: Vollkorn Bratlinge (Weizen mit
Champignons).
Manufacturer’s Name: Amaï.
Manufacturer’s Address: Sandweg 41, 7070 Schwaebisch
Gmuend, Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1991.
Ingredients: Bulgur* 38%, tofu (water, soybeans*, calcium
sulfate) 35%, mushrooms 7.6%, vegetables 16% (carrots*,
onions*), soy sauce, sea salt, parsley and spices. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm vacuum pack. Retails
for DM 4.02 (1/92, Germany).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 7.0 gm, fat 5.0 gm,
carbohydrates 17.6 gm, calories (kcal) 143 (598 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1992. Jan. 13. 4 by 7.5 inches. Self adhesive.
Brown, blue, and green, on white. “Organically grown.”
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Exklusiv Neuform certification symbol.
6079. Product Name: Wonder-Vite Biodynamic Loaf.
Manufacturer’s Name: Blissquik Food Products.
Manufacturer’s Address: 37 Hammett St., Townsville,
QLD 4812, Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1991.
Ingredients: Organically grown whole grain stoneground
wheatflour, soyflour, yeast sea salt, water added.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 680 gm packed in plastic bag.
New Product–Documentation: Letter and Label sent by
C.H. Lee of Blissquik Food Products. 1992. Feb. 17. Plastic
bag. 7 by 9 inches. Blue and yellow on white. “Absolutely
no chemical additives, colour, or flavour... This loaf with
its natural organic minerals, protein, vitamins, and dietary
fibre will help give your body vitally needed nutrients. Once
tasted... always loved.” The date this product was launched is
unknown.
6080. Charpentier, H. 1991. Rapport analytique. Campagne
1990. Experimentation sue le terroir villageois de
Tcholelevogo (Cote d’Ivoire) [Analytical report, 1990
season: Agricultural experiments on Tcholelevogo village
land in the Ivory Coast]. Bouake, Ivory Coast: DCVRecherche Developpement, IDESSA [Institut des Savanes].
70 p. [Fre]*
• Summary: Soybeans were one of many crops tested in the
sub-Guinean area of the Côte d’Ivoire as part of a project
which used the concept of innovation-dissemination to
provide sustainable alternatives to traditional agriculture.
Address: Ivory Coast.
6081. Kupper, Urban. 1991. Sojabohnenanbau in Oesterreich
[Soybean cultivation in Austria]. Vienna: Thesis. [Ger]*
6082. Lambrecht, Hillary S. 1991. Soybean storage and its
effect on tofu and soymilk production. MSc thesis, Purdue
University, West Lafayette, Indiana. xviii + 224 p. *
6083. Lejeune-Henaut, I. 1991. Étude du comportement de
deux variétés de soja dans le Nord de la France. Influence de
la densité [Study of the behaviour of two soybean varieties in
the north of France. Comparison between semi-determinate
and indeterminate types and effects of plant population
density]. Agronomie (France) 11:659-67. [16 ref. Fre; eng]
• Summary: “The behaviour of 2 soybean varieties of
maturity group 000 was studied in the north of France in
1988 and 1989 under field conditions.” These 2 varieties
differ in their growth habit: indeterminate (Sito) and semideterminate (Fiskeby). This experiment was conducted on
populations of 40, 80 and 120 plants per square meter. At 40
and 80 plants per square meter, Sito grain production is more
important than that of Fiskeby. Under these conditions, grain
yield is positively related to maximum vegetative dry weight

(fig 3). The 80 plant per square meter population allows a
higher grain yield than the 40, by producing more vegetative
dry weight on the same area basis. At 120 plants per square
meter the semi-determinate variety Fiskeby shows a higher
grain yield than Sito. At this density, maximum vegetative
dry weight and harvest index are the same for both genotypes
(fig 3, tables III, IV) and cannot explain the yield difference.
Reasons for this behaviour have to be investigated at the
level of the canopy’s capacity for assimilate production and
translocation. Address: INRA laboratoire de génétique et de
amélioration des plantes, 80200 Estrees-Mons, France.
6084. Product Name: Mitoku Macrobiotic Mansan Organic
Tamari: Traditional Wheat Free Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Mitoku USA (Importer). Made in
Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: Tokyo, Japan.
Date of Introduction: 1991.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 fluid oz bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label seen at Open Sesame
in Lafayette, California. 1991. Feb. 16.
Mitoku Company Ltd. 1992. “Mansan Organic Tamari:
Incomparable Quality and Flavor.” Natural Health. Feb. p.
126. This ½-page ad has an illustration by Akiko Aoyagi
Shurtleff of a man standing on the rim of a huge vat ladling
liquid tamari into floating keg. A bold symbol of the
character for “tamari” appears in a box to the upper right.
“Mansan Organic Tamari is available in North America
under the Mitoku Macrobiotic and Emperor’s Kitchen label.
Exported exclusively by Mitoku Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan.”
6085. Olowe, V.O.; Alofe, C.O. 1991. Growth of two
soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) varieties as influenced
by row spacing in a tropical location. Nigerian Journal of
Science 25:17-21. *
6086. Olowe, V.O.; Alofe, C.O. 1991. Effect of row spacing
on grain yield and yield components of two soybean (Glycine
max (L.) Merr.) varieties in a humid tropical location.
Nigerian Journal of Agronomy 6:1-5. *
6087. Product Name: Veggie Burgers (Vegan, Frozen).
Later renamed Almond Grain Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy City Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2847 Dundas Street West,
Toronto, ONT, Canada M6P 1Y6. Phone: 416-762-1257.
Date of Introduction: 1991.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, organic soy mash, organic
spelt, almond butter, green lentils, tomato powder, fresh
carrots, fresh onions, organic amaranth, tapioca starch and
modified tapioca starch, almonds, olive oil, sea salt, engevita
yeast, soy milk, spices and seasonings, xanthan gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 patties 85 gm (3 oz).
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How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (glossy, color,
printed in about 2002) sent by Lorraine Guardino, sales
manager at Sol Cuisine. 2013. March 11. “Sol Cuisine:
Second Nature has found its Sol Mate.” This leaflet gives
a color photo of the front of the package, nutritional
information, and the ingredients. Lorraine adds a note
that this product was introduced in 1991 in retail and
foodservice. Lorraine also includes a current (2013) package
for the Almond Grain Burger (named Veggie Burgers when
introduced).

New Label sent by Richard Jennings. 1993. Nov. 29. 3
by 5 inches. Self adhesive. Black on gold. Illustration of a
symbolic Aztec crow. “Low in saturated fat.” “Try topping
with diced onions, cilantro, sliced jalapenos or low fat
cheese.”

6088. Product Name: “Beefy” Burrito (Renamed Mexican
Tofu Burrito), and Mexican Tofu Sloppy Joe.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Devine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Box 668, Miranda, CA 95553.
Date of Introduction: 1991.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Mara Devine.
1995. June 1. In 1995 Cajun Barbecue Style was renamed
and divided into two products: Vegan Cajun Burger, and
Cajun Tofu Sloppy Joe. She moved from Miranda to Arcata,
California, in June 1993.

6090. Product Name: [Seitan Burger].
Foreign Name: Seitan Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Neusserstr. 199, D-5000 Cologne
60, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1991.
Ingredients: Seitan: Wheat*, wheat flour*, shoyu*, wheat
gluten, ginger*, kombu sea vegetable. * = Organically
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm in a 350 gm jar. Or 80
gm.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. Red, black, and white
on orange. Paperboard. 3.5 x 2.25 inches x 2. Folded over.
Stapled on top of plastic bag.

6089. Product Name: New World Foods Hearty Chilli
(With Granular Tofu Curds).
Manufacturer’s Name: Vegetable Protein Specialists
(VPS), Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2889 Trades West Rd., Santa Fe,
NM 87501. Phone: 505-471-8979.
Date of Introduction: 1991.
Ingredients: 1991: Incl. Rico Soy, tomato, red chiles,
brown chiles. 1993: Chile broth (our special blend of chile
pods ground with water), organic* Befine (soybeans, water,
calcium sulfate–a natural mineral, caramel color), organic*
pinto beans, onions, green chile, shoyu, organic* corn
meal, tomatoes, spices, soybean oil, vegetable gum. * =
Organically grown & processed in accordance with Section
26569.11 of the California Health and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz vacuum pack. Or 24 lb.
foodservice pack.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup: Calories 275, calories from fat 98,
total fat 11 gm (saturated fat 1 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium
365 mg, total carbohydrate 41 gm (dietary fiber 6 gm),
protein 10 gm, vitamin A 25%, vitamin C 2%, calcium 26%,
iron 64%.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Richard
Jennings of VPS, Inc. (Vegetable Protein Specialists). 1993.
Nov. 26. “New World Foods.” Hearty Chilli contains red and
brown chiles with tomato.
Talk with Richard Jennings of VPS. 1993. Dec. 1. This
product was introduced in 1991. A key ingredient was Rico
Soy (small, firm chunks of tofu), which was renamed and
trademarked Befine by Sept. 1993.

6091. Product Name: Simply Delicious Vinaigrette UnDressing [Tofu Poppyseed, Lemon Tahini, Miso Sesame,
Herb Garlic], and Miso Magic.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wizard’s Cauldron, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 969, 108 S. Church St.,
Hillsborough, NC 27278. Phone: 919-732-9445.
Date of Introduction: 1991.
Ingredients: Tofu Poppyseed: Canola oil, well water, apple
cider vinegar, honey, organic tofu (White Wave), clear shoyu,
garlic juice, white wine, pepper mash, lemon juice, mustard,
poppyseeds, natural herbs & flavours, natural vegetable gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 fluid oz (300 ml) glass
bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with John Belleme.
1992. July 11. John Troy is back in business after American
Natural Foods went bankrupt–with the help of designer /
marketer John Fogg. He now owns and runs a company
named Wizard’s Cauldron, located about 100 miles from
where Belleme lives. Of his 30-35 products, the one Belleme
likes best is Miso Magic, which is a sauce and/or dressing
in his Simply Delicious line. John Troy has been very
successful. He just spent $200,000 upgrading his operation.
He has a totally automated bottling and labeling line. His
specialty is interesting combinations of esoteric ingredients.
He makes two lines for Joel Dee under the Edward & Sons
label.
Products sent by John Troy. Reddish brown and dark
blue on pastel labels. Stylish. Lemon Tahini contains “clear
shoyu” as the fifth ingredient. Herb Garlic contains “clear
shoyu” as the sixth ingredient.
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Talk with John Troy. 1999. May 3. His plant is now
located at 8411 Hwy. N.C. 86 N, Cedar Grove, North
Carolina 27231. He does a lot of work out of his home. Two
thirds of his business is private label; he makes 14 SKUs for
Whole Foods (such as Soy Ginger), Wizard’s Hot Stuff for
Joel Dee of Edward & Sons, Miso Mustard Dressing (fresh
refrigerated organic) for Alberts, etc. He is in the process of
removing the honey in some of his products and switching
to agave nectar, to make them vegan and to give them a
lower glycemic index; agave nectar is about to be approved
as a sweetener for diabetics. Products he makes under his
own Simply Delicious brand for the natural foods trade are
three flavors of organic vinaigrette–each of which has a soy
ingredient. They were introduced in about 1991.
6092. CETIOM (Centre Technique Interprofessionnel des
Oleagineux Metropolitains). 1991. La culture du soja: Guide
cultural 1991 [The cultivation of soybeans: Cultural guide
for 1991]. 17, rue de Fleurance, 31400 Toulouse, France. 26
p. Full color. 30 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Soya in France and in Europe.
Varieties: A vast choice, performance of individual varieties
by region. Preparation of the soil. Planting. Inoculation.
Protection of the seeds. Fertilizers. Herbicides. Irrigation.
Diseases. Insect pests. Harvest. Catalog of publications.
In 1990, Italy produced 82% of the 1,831,000 tonnes
of soybeans grown in Europe, France produced 15%, and
other countries produced 3%. In France, the main soybean
producing provinces are in the southwest and east central
areas. 14 provinces grow more than 4,000 ha and 3 other
provinces grow 2,000 to 4,000 ha. Address: Toulouse,
France.
6093. Mbuvi, Stephen Wambua. 1991. Green soybeans:
Physical and rheological properties, optimization of harvest
time, and mechanical harvesting and shelling. PhD thesis,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. xi + 144 leaves.
Illust. 29 cm. *
• Summary: Stephen Wambua Mbuvi was born in 1957.
Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
6094. Rehm, Sigmund; Espig, Gustav. 1991. The cultivated
plants of the tropics and subtropics: cultivation, economic
value, utilization. Translation of Die Kulturpflanzen der
Tropen und Subtropen. Weikersheim, West Germany: Verlag
Josef Margraf. viii + 552 p. Illust. (101 figures). Index. 21
cm.
• Summary: The soybean is discussed in detail on pages
94-97. It is also mentioned on pages 76-79, 81-82, 102, 112,
121, 124-25, 157, 167, 308, and 401.
Pages 76-79: Worldwide production of soya beans is
almost twice as large as the next largest oilseed, coconuts.
Fig. 19 shows world production of oilseeds, 1979-1988.
More than 90% of the oil plants are produced in the tropics

and subtropics. Fig. 20 shows world production of oils
from the most important oil crops. Soya oil is by far No. 1
followed by palm oil, sunflower oil and rapeseed oil. “The
characteristics of an oil are governed by the chain length of
the fatty acids, the proportion of unsaturated fatty acids, and
the number and position of double bonds in the chain.
Page 81: Soya oil is part of the linolenic group, one of
seven major plant oil groups. Vegetable oils are produced
from seeds. By-products of refining soya oil are phosphatides
[lecithin], phytosterols, tocopherols and protein; it contains
30-40% protein and about 18% oil.
Page 82: The largest producers of palm oil (from the
African oil palm) in 1988 are Malaysia (5.0 million metric
tons), Indonesia (1.37 million), Nigeria (0.75 million) and
Cote d’Ivoire (0.235 million). Palm kernel oil is a separate
product; the largest producer by far is Malaysia 0.53 million
tons exported.
Page 94-97: The section on soya bean has these
contents: Introduction. Morphology. Ecophysiology (“The
part of the subtropics which are always humid provide the
best climate for the soyabean, The optimal temperature
is 24-25ºC.” Since soya has a pronounced sensitivity to
photoperiod, most varieties only bloom when the daylength is less than 14 hours. “Very short days (12 hours or
less) lead to premature flowering, so that the plants remain
small and have reduced yields”). Cultivation. Diseases and
pests. Harvesting and processing (“More than any other
oilseed, soya is a plant with a dual purpose:” oil and protein.
“The unripe seeds are eaten in East Asia and the USA as
a vegetable [edamamé or green vegetable soybeans], like
peas and beans. The ripe seeds are difficult to digest, and
in the raw state, they contain toxic compounds (saponins,
goitrogens, protease inhibitors), and they also have an
unpleasant taste. It is therefore difficult to introduce them as
a foodstuff in new regions. They must be soaked and cooked
for a long time before they are edible. In East Asia, a range
of other preparation techniques are common which produce
valuable foods such as tempe [tempeh], shoyu (soy sauce)
and other products obtained by microbial processes, as well
as soya milk, from milled beans, and tofu (soya bean curd,
which is soya precipitated using acid and salt) (815, 1074).
Finally, soya bean sprouts are an important vegetable in East
Asia. The green plants can be used for grazing, or given to
animals as green forage. It is well suited to silaging).
There are also similar sections on groundnuts, sunflower,
sesame, and others.
Page 121: In the chapter on “Protein Providing Plants,”
table 20 gives “Production of crude protein by the most
important food plants.” Cereal grains supply 69.9% of total
crude protein, soya beans 13.5%, other oilseeds 7.7%, pulses
5.0% and root crops 3.9%.
Page 124: Table 22 gives “Rhizobia groups of important
legumes.” The 5 main groups are:
Bradyrhizobium japonicum: nodulating Glycine (soya)
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and Macroptilium.
Bradyrhizobium sp. nodulating many different legume
genera.
Rhizobium leguminosarum: nodulating 7 well-known
legume genera.
Rhizobium loti: nodulating 10 well-known legume
genera.
Rhizobium meliloti: nodulating 3 well-known legume
genera.
Page 308: “Steroid hormones: The most valuable of
the chemical compounds of plant origin which are available
from the pharmaceutical industry are the steroid hormones,
with an annual production of much more than 1000 tonnes of
pure substance. This development was initiated in the 1940s,
after the discovery that cortisone could be obtained from
diosgenin from Dioscorea species, Dioscoreaceae, through
the action of fungi and by chemical transformations. Then,
chemists and microbiologists discovered methods, whereby
sex hormones could be created from the same raw materials
which have formed the basis of hormonal contraception (307,
794). A small part of the steroid hormones are synthesized
from cholic acid or cholesterol, or by total chemical
synthesis, but over 90% originate from plant steroid saponins
and steroid alkaloids. At present, the most important sources
are diosgenin from Dioscorea species, mainly from Mexico
and Central America (“barbasco”, D. macrostachya Benth.,
D. floribunda Martens et Gal., D. spiculiflora Hemsl.),
and Asia (D. deltoidea Wall., D. prazeri Prain et Burk.),
stigmasterol from soya (USA),...”
Page 401: Soya is widely used for fodder (hay, straw,
residues, etc.) and for human food. Address: IAT, Inst. of
Agronomy in the Tropics, Univ. of Goettigen, Lower Saxony,
Germany.
6095. Sutardji, -. comp. 1991. Bibliografi khusus tanaman
kedelai Indonesia 1978-1991 [Bibliography of soybeans
(especially plants) in Indonesia, 1978-1991]. Malang,
Indonesia: Badan Penelitian dan Pengembangan Pertanian,
Pusat Penelitian dan Pengembangan Tanaman Pangan, Balai
Penelitian Tanaman Pangan Malang. 103 p. Author index. 28
cm. [641 ref. Ind]
• Summary: Within each of the following 11 subject areas,
the documents are listed alphabetically by author: General.
Agronomy: Cultivation, cropping systems, weeds. Plant
protection: Pests, diseases. Pre- and postharvest: Seed
technology, postharvest, processing. Socio-economics. At
least 90% of the references are entirely in Indonesian; the
rest are in English. Address: Malang, Indonesia.
6096. Product Name: [Natural Tofu (Bulk, or Vacuum
Packed)].
Foreign Name: Natur-Tofu (Lose, oder Vakuumverpakt).
Manufacturer’s Name: Die Tofurei (Formerly Berliner
Tofurei).

Manufacturer’s Address: Krefelderstr. 2, D-1000 Berlin
21, Germany. Phone: 030 / 393 0927.
Date of Introduction: 1991?
Ingredients: Water, soybeans (organically grown).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm, bulk or vacuum
packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1992. Jan. 13. 2.5 by 4 inches. Black and yellow on
white. “Handmade (In Handarbeit Hergestellt). A product
from soy protein. Uses: In salads, as a spread on breads,
in Pfannengerichte.” Refrigerate at 4-10ºC. In Japanese
characters is written: “Tofu. Mame de, yawaraka de, shikaku
de.”
6097. Product Name: Heart’s D’Lite (Fat-Free Cheese
Alternative with Casein) [Monterey Jack Style, Cheddar,
Jalapeno, Mozzarella, Garlic-Herb].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sharon’s Finest (Product
Developer-Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 5020, Santa Rosa, CA
95402-5020. Phone: 707-576-7050.
Date of Introduction: 1992 January.
Ingredients: Monterey Jack: Organic tofu, casein [protein
from nonfat milk], tapioca starch, salt, natural flavor, guar
gum, citric acid.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz vacuum pack. Retails for
$2.99 (7/92, Maryland).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 oz.: Calories 45, protein 8 gm,
carbohydrates 3 gm, fat less than 1 gm, cholesterol 0 mg,
sodium 170 mg, calcium 140 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1992. Feb. p. 19. “Melts and tastes like cheese
but without the fat! From the makers of TofuRella, in the
same great flavors. Call us at (707) 576-7050.”
Talk with Sharon Rose. 1992 Feb. 10. They started
shipping this product to fill up the pipelines in Nov. and
Dec. 1991, but it was probably first on the shelves in Jan.
1992. The term “Sharon’s Finest” does not appear on the
front panel, but the back panel reads: “Heart’s D’Lite is
made for Sharon’s Finest.” Over the past 8-12 months,
they have gradually been changing the company name to
Sharon’s Finest from Rose International, but the change
has not yet become official. All of their business cards and
printed product brochures have “Sharon’s Finest” and the
corresponding logo on them, not Rose International.
Product with Label purchased at Fresh Fields, Rockville
Pike, Maryland. 1992. July. 20. Label is 3.5 inches square.
Red, blue, and purple on white. Illustration of a red heart
outlined in blue on a blue-lined sky. Front panel: “Fatfree cheese alternative.” Back panel: “Fat-free. Low in
calories. Cholesterol-free. Dear Friends. Heart’s D’Lite is
a revolutionary new product! While it tastes and melts like
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cheese, it has virtually none of the fat and cholesterol, and
it is far lower in calories, too! I developed Heart’s D’Lite
for my friends who were cutting down on fatty foods for
health reasons but still missed eating cheese... Warmly Yours,
Sharon. Diabetic exchange: 1 low-fat meat. Contains <
0.02% lactose. This label uses recycled paper and non-toxic
ink and glue.” A table compares Heart’s D’Lite with Cheddar
and Monterey Jack cheeses, per 1 oz. Calories: 45, 113, 106.
Fat (gm): <1, 9, 8. Cholesterol: 0, 30, 30.
6098. Product Name: TofuRella Slices (Cheese Alternative
with Casein) [Cheddar, Mozzarella].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sharon’s Finest (Product
Developer-Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 2687, Petaluma, CA
94953-2687.
Date of Introduction: 1992 January.
Ingredients: March 1994: Organic tofu (water, organic
soybeans, calcium sulfate), casein, soy oil, sodium phosphate
(natural earth mineral), salt, cultures, natural flavor,
vegetable gums, citric acid.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1992. Feb. p. 19. “Individually wrapped slices
of TofuRella, the Rainforest Cheese Alternative. Greattasting, cholesterol-free cheese, perfect for lunches. Fax us at
(707) 545-7116.”
Talk with Sharon Rose. 1992 Feb. 10. They started
shipping this product to fill up the pipelines in Nov. and Dec.
1991, but it was probably first on the shelves in Jan. 1992.
The term “Sharon’s Finest” does not appear on the front
panel.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, black, purple, and green on tan
kenaf paper) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo West (Anaheim, California). 1994. March 10-13.
“Product information. Sharon’s Finest Healthy Alternatives.”
“Tofu-Rella Slices. The original tofu cheese alternative, in
individually-wrapped Slices. Convenient and delicious. Two
great flavors.”
6099. Young, Lawrence D.; Hartwig, E.E. 1992. Cropping
sequence effects on soybean and Heterodera glycines. Plant
Disease 76(1):78-81. Jan. [20 ref]
• Summary: “Nine soybean... cropping sequences were
compared for 11 yr in a field infested with the soybean
cyst nematode (SCN), Heterodera glycines. Continuous
cropping sequences included. six soybean lines resistant
to race 3 (Bedford, Forrest, Nathan, Peking, D72-8927,
and D75-10710) with varying levels of resistance to race
4 and a 70:30 Bedford / Forrest (susceptible to this SCN
population) blend. Two rotations, Bedford with corn (Zea
mays) and Bedford with susceptible Forrest and Essex, were
the other treatments. The most notable effect of continuous
cropping of resistant soybean was the increased reproduction

of the SCN population on resistant Bedford relative to
reproduction on susceptible Essex. The increase in the
ability to reproduce on Bedford was less in the continuously
planted blend treatment and rotation of Bedford with Forrest
and Essex than with continuously planted Bedford. Yield of
continuously cropped resistant Bedford was significantly less
than that of Bedford in rotation with corn in only one of two
treatments with this rotation when compared over the 11-yr
period. Yield of Bedford in rotation with Forrest and Essex
was not greater than that of continuously cropped Bedford.
In most years, continuously cropped Bedford had higher
yield than continuously cropped Forrest. Cyst population
density did not increase over time in plots of continuously
grown Bedford, which may explain the lack of yield
suppression.” Address: 1. ARS, USDA, 605 Airways Blvd.,
Jackson, Tennessee 38301; 2. USDA-ARS, P.O. Box 196,
Stoneville, Mississippi 38776.
6100. Agri-Book Magazine (Exeter, ONT, Canada). 1992.
Beans in Canada. 18(4):1-36. Feb.
• Summary: This entire issue is about soybeans in Canada,
with emphasis on soybean production. Articles include: Crop
management: The bean counter. Higher yields from subirrigation. Marketing. The Northrop King commitment. Bean
diseases and defences. Soyboard (OSGMB) activities: Beans,
automobiles and genetic taxi-cabs. Ad by Soy City Foods
offering to pay top dollar for organically grown soybeans and
teach farmers how to grows such beans (p. 21). Reducing the
tillage cost. Variety performance key to choice. Inoculation
with bacteria. Meeting the challenge of weed control. Ad for
Nitragin inoculants.
6101. Product Name: Chieko Tofu [Firm Organic Tofu with
Nigari, or Regular Tofu (Non-Organic) with Calcium Sulfate,
Soft Tofu with Calcium Sulfate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Chieko Tofu, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2450 Beekman Ave., Cincinnati,
OH 45214. Phone: 513-471-3300.
Date of Introduction: 1992 February.
Ingredients: Incl. water, organic soybeans, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb packed in water in molded
plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Brian Williams. 1992.
March 17. Cincinnati Post. “Entrepreneur pins his hopes
on a budding taste for tofu.” David and Chieko Kimbel
introduced their tofu in late Feb., 1992.
Talk with Chieko Kimbel. 1993. Feb. 7. They make
2 types of tofu. This business is in the same building
as Sunsprout. Talk with David Kimbel of Sunsprout of
Cincinnati. 1993. Feb. 8. After he decided to start making
tofu, he considered buying his equipment from Ben and Nina
Yamaguchi of Soya Food Products Co. in Cincinnati. They
were going out of business but their equipment was too old–a
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stone mill, cooking in buckets with a primitive steam wand,
pressing out of a bag with a hydraulic press, homemade
pressing boxes on a 2 pressing station homemade press with
the paint chipping off, into a cooling tank with warm water,
and 2 small packaging machines that were unreliable, an
old, small boiler, etc. Finally he bought his tofu equipment
(which includes a roller extractor) from Wally Rogers of
Bean Machines and Michael Lee of The Farm in Tennessee
came to Cincinnati and tried to teach him how to make tofu.
He also learned from Wally Rogers and from the book Tofu
and Soymilk Production. He uses Snow White brand calcium
sulfate (made in America), which is more refined than Terra
Alba. He finds it difficult to make soft tofu; it falls apart. His
tofu is distributed to 8-9 states by the Castellini Co., which
has access to all the Kroger supermarkets, etc. His main
competition is from Kyoto Food Corp. USA of Terre Haute,
Indiana; other competitors include Hinoichi, Azumaya (in
Louisville, Kentucky), and Morinaga. His tofu business is
not yet breaking even. It has not grown as fast as he and
Castellini had expected. His tofu has a shelf life of 7 weeks,
and his prices are competitive. Supermarkets don’t switch to
his local, fresher brand because “nobody cares. It ain’t broke
so we ain’t gonna fix it.” At the time the article cited above
was written he was actually producing about 200 cases/week
and predicting rapid growth; he has never actually produced
300 cases per week. His tofu business, though struggling, is
now doing better financially than his sprout business.
6102. Kunelius, H.T.; Johnston, H.W.; MacLeod, J.A.
1992. Effect of undersowing barley with Italian ryegrass
or red clover on yield, crop consumption and root biomass.
Agriculture, Ecosystems and Environment 38(3):127-37. Feb.
[15 ref]
• Summary: “Hordeum vulgare L. was undersown with
Lolium multiflorum Lam. or Trifolium pralense L. or grown
alone to assess the effects of undersowing on yields, root
biomass, disease incidence and total grain losses in the year
of seeding. Glycine max (L.) was grown in one of the studies
to determine the yield responses in cropping sequence.”
“G. max grown in alternate years had similar yields
regardless of the preceding species.” Address: Research
Station, Agriculture Canada, P.O. Box 1210, Charlottetown,
Prince Edward Island C1A 7M8, Canada.
6103. Product Name: Fromage de Soy (Soy Cheese with
Casein).
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrition Specialties International,
Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Riverside, California. Phone:
(909) 781-4401.
Date of Introduction: 1992 February.
Ingredients: Soy base (organic soybeans, filtered water),
canola oil, casein, sea salt, calcium phosphate, sodium
phosphate, natural non-dairy flavors, citric acid, carrageenan.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. or 5 lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Anders Lindner. 1992.
Spring. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 3(2):6-7. “Soyafoods
at Natural Products Expo West.” The 12th annual Natural
Products Expo West took place at the Anaheim Convention
Center, from 10 to 13 April 1992. Interesting new products
include: Fromage de Soy (soya cheese alternative in 6
flavors) from Nutrition Specialties International Inc./
Ltd., headed by Mr. Patrick E. Cochran. Profits go to the
International Nutrition Research Foundation Inc., a Seventhday Adventist organization promoting a rational, healthy,
dietary and life-style.
Note: This product was renamed Soy Gourmet in early
1993.
6104. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1992. Whole Earth Foods
and Country Grown Foods in joint venture. 3(1):3. Winter.
• Summary: Whole of Foods of London, one of the pioneers
of organic foods in Britain, has announced a joint venture
with Country Grown Foods of Michigan. The latter company
is the largest supplier of organically grown raw materials
in the USA, and the largest supplier of organic soybeans
in the world. Country Grown will represented exclusively
in Europe by Whole Earth Foods Ltd, 269 Portobello Rd.,
London W11 1LR, UK. Phone: 071 229 7545.
6105. Product Name: Crêpolette (Organic Pancakes)
[Vegetable, Madras Curry, Leek, and Cheese].
Manufacturer’s Name: Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Ltd.
(Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate,
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire, England.
Phone: 061-430 6329.
Date of Introduction: 1992 February.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe).
1990. 1(1):3. These products are scheduled to be launched in
May 1990. Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1990. July 2.
This product has not yet been launched. It is made by another
company located in continental Europe. Unisoy has been
appointed sole distributors in the U.K. It contains no Unisoy
products and is not really a soya-based product, containing
only 2-3% of soyamilk.
Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. This
product is scheduled to be launched in Feb. 1992 by the
Haldane Foods Group; it is not yet ready and it is not known
which brand it will bear. The artwork is ready.
6106. Deck, Cecelia. 1992. ‘60s roots bear fruit: Ann Arbor’s
Eden Foods takes checkered path to become an industry
leader. Detroit Free Press. March 2. p. 10F-11F. Cover story.
• Summary: One of the few food cooperatives and natural
food stores that has survived from the 1960s, Eden Foods
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“has made it through the wacky ‘70s and the excessive ‘80s
to the health-conscious ‘90s when, in a surge of reborn
interest in natural foods, it has emerged as a for-profit,
$20-million-a-year leader among organic food processors.
“Founded by idealists who cared more about getting
their message of healthy eating to the public than about
bottom lines... the company has never strayed from its
mission: to bring organically grown food to the public.” Tim
Redmond recalls the early days when Eden operated out of
an apartment on East William Street upstairs from Campus
Bike and Toy. “During the summer, when all of the co-op
members had left town or taken jobs elsewhere, former U-M
[University of Michigan] football player Bill Bolduc bought
out the company. ‘No one really seemed to mind,’ Redmond
says... By 1970 Eden was running the biggest natural food
store in the Midwest.”
A competitor for 20 years has been the Cooperative
People’s Warehouse, which has been losing money for the
past few years. After the retail store moved to Maynard
Street, the company “opened a restaurant which gained fame
for its chapati vegetarian sandwiches on Indian flat bread.
A colorful mural painted on the alley wall near the store’s
entrance is still vibrant, though the store and restaurant had
closed by the mid-1980s.”
Soon the company “started licensing outside
manufacturers to pack Eden-brand products such as canned
beans, and began importing packaged food from China
and Japan. Eden also started doing its own manufacturing–
bottling oils, roasting and grinding sesame seeds.”
After a fire in 1979 that caused about $800,000 in
damage, Eden regrouped and opened its warehouse and
manufacturing in an old factory in Clinton. “In 1982, Eden
bought Schmidt Noodle Co., a vintage 1923 noodle maker in
Detroit, that had been making Eden’s organic pasta for about
six years under license.
“The next year Eden began exporting organic soybeans
to Japan and then importing Japanese-made Edensoy, a milklike soy beverage that found an immediate market.” Tim
Redmond recalls that “Eden had never had a success like
this in one product.” According to Peter Golbitz, soymilk
industry sales “zoomed through the 1980s to reach $52
million at retail last year. Edensoy had about a 40 percent
share of the market.”
“But importing Japanese soy milk and living at the
mercy of the yen wasn’t good enough, and Potter believed
that the burgeoning soy milk market could justify a U.S.
plant. So in 1987, Eden opened a soy milk processing plant
in Saline in a joint venture with four Japanese companies.
With redesigned aseptic packaging, Edensoy sales grew
to 4,500 supermarkets nationwide as well as hundreds of
natural food stores.”
“Eden has had certification programs for its organically
grown products since the early 1970s, but in 1988 the
company joined the Organic Crop Improvement Association

[OCIA], which strictly monitors crops to show that they are
grown in soil that is pesticide free for three years and grown
to organic standards. An audit trail can trace a can of beans
to the field where the beans were grown.”
Color photos show: Timothy Redmond, vice president
of marketing at Eden’s soy milk processing plant in Saline,
standing on the plant floor surrounded by stainless steel
equipment. Nancy Potter, on the cover of the tabloid, beside
a painting of a huge Eden Foods delivery truck. Address:
Free Press business writer.
6107. Bolduc, Bill. 1992. Pioneering organically grown
crops in Michigan. More on the early history of Eden Foods,
Inc. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 14. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In the early years, Bill was strongly in favor
of developing local sources of foods, and especially
in developing organically grown sources. He was
philosophically opposed to importing foods. In 1970 he first
hit the road in his car in search of organic growers like Tom
Vreeland (who Erewhon ended up stealing from Eden), and
Amish farmers in Ohio and Indiana that supplied buckwheat
and molasses to Eden. Then he found the Schmidt Noodle
Co. and got them started as a supplier, plus all the original
juices.
Within Eden, Bill was the person who initiated the idea
of finding local organic farmers. The first organic farmer
that Eden contracted with was Tom Vreeland near Ypsilanti,
Michigan, and the first organic crops they bought were
soybeans, wheat, corn, and rye. These crops, organically
grown in Michigan, are shown in the Eden Foods Wholesale
Pricelist of 26 July 1971, so they must have been grown
during 1970. In July 1971 Eden was at 211 S. State Street.
Bill found Tom Vreeland through a chiropractor named Dr.
Blossom, who was a close friend, who supported Eden, who
was a member of the Church of God (a nationwide Christian
church), as was Tom Vreeland, and who attended the opening
of the store at 211 S. State St. Tom was already growing
crops organically before Bill met him; he had never switched
over to chemical farming. Bill was looking for farmers such
as Tom who were already growing crops organically; he was
not trying to convert chemical farmers to organic methods,
but if they wanted to convert, Bill would help them and give
them a market for their crops.
The inspiration for finding local organic farmers came
from 3 sources: Paul Hawken of Erewhon, Robert Rodale,
and Frank Ford of Arrowhead Mills. He talked with all
of them at about the same time. Hawken had crisscrossed
America in his BMW looking for organic farmers. Bill
happened to be in Boston, Massachusetts, when Hawken
returned from that expedition. Talking with Hawken
encouraged Bill to look for more growers over a wider area.
Bill also went to Emmaus, Pennsylvania and met with Robert
Rodale Jr. to get the names of names of organic farmers and
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specifications for organic crops. And he talked with Frank
Ford.
Then Bill found other organic farmers like Ernie Fordos
(he grew beans from the thumb area of Michigan, and still
grows for Bill), and Dale Kunkel (carrots, cabbage, sold
in the Erewhon retail store). When Bill couldn’t find local
organic growers for a desired crop, he would buy from a
non-organic source–as he did with sunflower seeds from
Ontario, Canada. Both he and Tim Redmond spent a great
deal of time finding organic sources. By 1973 when Bill left
the company, roughly 15-20 farmers were growing crops
organically for Eden.
Bill does not have any early Erewhon catalogs or Eden
Catalogs. Tim Redmond is the only person he knows who
has early Eden materials.
During at least one trip to China, another person went
along with Mike Potter. They bought all kinds of antiques
and “made a fortune” when they sold them back in the USA.
Address: Organic Processing Corp., 1430 Clifton Rd., Xenia,
Ohio 45385. Phone: 513-767-9266 or 1-800-647-2326.
6108. Prevedell, Donna. 1992. Soybeans: So organic? These
farmers substitute management for pesticides to fill market
niches. Soybean Digest. Mid-March. p. 38-39.
• Summary: Glen Spray and his brother Rex have been
growing soybeans organically for 20 years on their 700
acres of their farm in Mt. Vernon, Ohio. They earn $10.50 to
$12.00 a bushel and get yields of 50 bu/acre, “The Organic
Crop Improvement Association reports only about 90,000
soybean acres, less than 0.2% of the U.S. total, were farmed
organically in 1990. Why so few farmers are willing to
devote so few acres to highly profitable organic soybeans is a
mystery to veteran organic growers. From Nebraska to Ohio
they routinely raise 40- to 60-bushel per acre crops, earn
15% to 100% over market prices and spend less on inputs
than their mainstream neighbors. And they do it with the
same machinery and practices found on conventional farms.”
Spray notes that 50 years ago all farmers grew their soybean
organically. On level ground, they use a 4-year rotation of
corn, soybeans, wheat or oats, and red clover. Aside from
bedding from the cattle barn, no commercial fertilizer or
lime has been applied for 2 decades. They plant Amsoy
and Vinton varieties for the white hylum and higher protein
content required by the tofu market. Details of the crop cycle
are given. Four other farmers growing organic soybean can
be found in Edgar, Nebraska.
6109. Shimizu, Teruo. 1992. Recent developments at Miyako
Oriental Foods (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 23.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Their Caucasian-American miso market
is growing at about 10% a year. Miyako’s total sales in
America are growing at about 15% a year. They started using
organic soybeans about 2 years ago, and that has helped

the growth of their product in the natural foods market.
The Japanese yen has steadily become more expensive (i.e.
one dollar buys fewer yen), so the cost of miso imported to
America has risen approximately proportionally. Thus many
Japanese restaurants in America that formerly used imported
miso are now buying their miso from Miyako. Miyako is
not exporting any miso to Japan, because the freight is high
and there is also a high tariff on miso imported into Japan.
Address: Vice President, Miyako Oriental Foods Inc., 4287
Puente Ave., Baldwin Park, California 91706. Phone: 818962-9633.
6110. Keyser, Harold H.; Li, Fudi. 1992. Potential for
increasing biological nitrogen fixation in soybean. Plant and
Soil 141(1/2):119-35. March. [141 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction: Importance
of soybean in world agriculture, Recent soybean statistics,
The need to increase soybean productivity within sustainable
systems.
Biological nitrogen fixation in the soybeanbradyrhizobia symbiosis: Amounts of N2 fixed, Assimilation
of nitrogen, Host-strain compatibility, Competition for
nodule occupancy.
Research strategies to increase BNF in soybean:
Selection and engineering of bradyrhizobia, Selection and
breeding of soybean genotypes, Improved inoculation
techniques.
Production strategies to increase BNF in soybean:
Inoculant production, quality control and training, Matching
soybean genotypes to the environment, Management of other
inputs. Concluding remarks.
The soybean has the ability to grow symbiotically
on low-nitrogen soils. Address: NifTAL Project, Univ. of
Hawaii, 1000 Holomua Ave., Paia, HI 96779, USA and Lab.
for Biological Nitrogen Fixation, Huazhong (Central China)
Agricultural Univ., Wuhan, Hubei 430070, People’s Republic
of China.
6111. Marking, Syl. 1992. No-till, no difference: 20-year
study shows system yields as well as conventional tillage.
Soybean Digest. April. p. 42-43.
• Summary: The 20-year study was done on continuous corn
tillage–not soybeans.
6112. Product Name: Living Lightly (Light Non-Dairy
Frozen Dessert) [Almond Pecan, Carob Almond, Carob
Peppermint, Chocolate Almond, Espresso, Mint Carob Chip,
Peanut Butter Cup, Raspberry, Vanilla, and Vanilla Swiss
Almond]. Brand name changed to Living Rightly in 1994.
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 70, Junction City, OR
97448. Phone: (503) 998-6778.
Date of Introduction: 1992 April.
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Ingredients: Vanilla: Water, organic soybeans, brown rice
syrup, fruit juice concentrate, natural vanilla, carob bean
gum, guar seed gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 pint tubs.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Vanilla: Per 4 fl. oz.: Calories 110, protein 2 gm,
carbohydrate 22 gm, fat 1 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 15
mg.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo West at Anaheim,
California. 1992. April 10-13. “No oil added. Living Lightly.
Light Non-Dairy Frozen Dessert.” “Non-dairy fat fighters.
Percent calories from fat (vanilla): 8% Living Lightly, 53%
Ice Bean, 50% Tofutti, 48% Mocha Mix, 35% Rice Dream.”
On the rear, the ingredients and a nutritional analysis for each
of the 10 flavors are given. “1% Donation for Sustainable
and Organic Agriculture: We donate 1% of the sales of this
product. Half to Oregon Tilth Research and Education, P.O.
Box 218. Tualatin, OR 97062. And half to The Committee
for Sustainable Agriculture, P.O. Box 1300. Colfax. CA
95713. Both are nonprofit organizations which provide
information on farming, food processing and marketing
techniques that conserve and replenish soil resources and
decrease the use of toxic and synthetic chemicals.
“In keeping with our concern for a cleaner environment
and reducing landfill, our containers are 100% recyclable
and reusable. Most frozen dairy dessert ‘paper’ containers
are, in fact, plastic coated paper. They are not recyclable or
biodegradable. Copyright 1992. Turtle Mountain, Inc.”
Talk with Doug Furlong of Turtle Mountain. 1992. April
30. About 4 years ago, Mark Brawerman started two separate
companies, Turtle Mountain Inc. and Thousand Stars, which
are both in Oregon. Mark was a pioneer in the soyfoods
industry in San Francisco, starting in early 1981, with his
Living Lightly branded line of soy products, distributed by
his Pacific Trading Co. Mark and Doug Furlong developed
this new line of low-fat soy ice creams using soymilk made
by Pacific Foods of Oregon. They are sweetened with fruit
juice and brown rice syrup instead of white sugar. This
soymilk constitutes about 50% of the weight of the product.
The soy ice creams are made for Turtle Mountain by a local
ice cream manufacturer [Lochmead Dairy, in Junction City,
Oregon]. Turtle Mountain then markets and distributes the
products, which were introduced in April 1992 at Anaheim.
The Thousand Stars products are all based on cow’s milk.
They include 2 lines of non-fat frozen yogurts, a line of 8%
fat frozen yogurts, and premium ice creams. Mark spends
much of his time on the road selling products.
Leaflet sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo East. 1994. Sept. “Non-Dairy Fat Fighters.” The
company has changed its brand to “Living Rightly.”
6113. Product Name: White Wave Dairyless
(Nonfermented Soy Yogurt) [Plain Quart].

Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1992 April.
Ingredients: Water, cultured organic soybeans, organic
brown rice syrup, unmodified tapioca starch, citric acid.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Lon Stromnes.
1992. April 3. This product will be introduced at the
Anaheim Show in April.
6114. Product Name: Swedish Glace [Chocolate Flavour,
or Vanilla Flavour].
Manufacturer’s Name: Winner AB.
Manufacturer’s Address: 374 82 Karlshamn, Sweden.
Winner (UK) Ltd. Distributor: Davies House, 18 Horn
Lane, London W3 6QU, England. Made by AB Winner in
Karlshamn, Sweden. Winner buys its soybase from Aros
Sojaprodukter (Trensmusteri) in Tingsryd, about 30 minutes
by car from Karlshamn, then exports finished ice cream to
the UK. Phone: 081-992-3444.
Date of Introduction: 1992 April.
Ingredients: Organic whole soymilk.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 0.75 liters.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Note: Winner is
pronounced “VIN-ner.” Health Food Business (London).
1992. May. p. 34. “Frozen desserts. Winner’s Swedish Glace.
A winner from Sweden–Tasting is believing! Brand new
from Sweden is Swedish Glace. With the wonderfully rich,
creamy taste and texture of top quality ice cream, Swedish
Glace has two surprising added advantages–it is totally nondairy and it is competitively priced.
“Made by Winner, one of Sweden’s leading ice cream
and frozen dessert producers, Swedish Glace contains 100%
organic whole soymilk and has no lactose or cholesterol. It
is ideal for vegetarians, vegans and those allergic to dairy
products, but the unashamed luxury of the Chocolate and
Vanilla varieties deserves to be enjoyed by all lovers of
ice cream! Swedish Glace is available now, in distinctive
octagonal 0.75 litre packs. For information, prices and details
of your local distributor, call Winner.” A large color photo
shows the products. Ted Nordquist of Aros Sojaprodukter
in Sweden pioneered in the development of this delicious
soymilk ice cream, originally named “Tofu Line Glass
(Vanilj, Choklad)” in Swedish.
Spot in SoyaFoods. 1992. Spring. p. 5.
Ad (full page, color) in Health Food Business (England).
1992. July. p. 7. Color photos show each octagonal label,
and the product in frosted dishes. The labels state: “Soft
& creamy frozen dessert. Made entirely from non-dairy
products. Serve as ice cream. Suitable for vegetarians.
Made from organically grown soybeans.” Available from
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Foundation Foods, Chantry Place, Headstone Lane, Harrow,
Middlesex, HA3 6NY, England.
Color poster sent by Ted Nordquist. 1992. Aug. 26.
Shows chocolate and vanilla Swedish Glace. Made in
Karlshamn Sweden by AB Winner for Winner (UK) Ltd.
Gives the nutritional composition of each product.
Ad (full page, color, back cover) in BBC Vegetarian.
1993. Oct. “The natural choice.” Contains a large photo of 3
octagonal packs of Swedish Glace in vanilla, strawberry, and
chocolate flavors.
Ad (half page, color) in Vegetarian Living (UK). 1993.
Nov. p. 65. “The natural choice from Sweden–Swedish
Glace.” A color photo shows young men and women running
together on the sand. To the right are two octagonal boxes of
Swedish Glace.
Label for Swedish Glace Vanilla Flavour sent by Leah
Leneman of Scotland. 1993. Sept. 4. Octagonal, 5.1 inches
across. Orange, yellow, white, red, and blue. A color photo
shows several scoops of the ice cream; above them is a
yellow and blue Swedish flag, and below are some berries.
“Soft & creamy frozen dessert. Made from organically
grown soybeans. Made entirely from non-dairy products.
Serve as ice cream. Suitable for vegetarians.” Leah notes that
this is now also available in supermarkets. The price at Real
Foods is £1.59.
6115. Nordquist, Ted. 1992. Re: New developments with AB
Winner and with Aros in Sweden. Letter (fax) to William
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, May 5 and May 18. 2 p. + 1 p.
• Summary: Many changes. Ted has sold Aros, and has a
new company and address (see below). He is working fulltime as a consultant for AB Winner in Karlshamn, Sweden,
where he can also be reached: Phone: 454-88218. Fax: 45411375. He faxes copies of the new Swedish octagonal labels
for Winner’s Swedish Glace (Tofuline soy ice cream) in
chocolate, vanilla, and strawberry flavors. “Extra Creamy”
(Extra Krämig) is written prominently across the bottom of
each.
Ted is looking for a source of high-quality organicallygrown soybeans with given specifications. He and Winner
have begun talks with Whole Earth Foods, England (Country
Grown, USA), Purity Foods, and Pacific Soybean and Grain.
Address: President, Tan Nord AB, Eningbölevägen 54,
S-74082 Örsundsbro, Sweden. Phone: 0171-60568. Fax:
0171-60456.
6116. Okada, Yuko. 1992. Re: Muso’s soymilk factory in the
USA. Importing organic soybeans to Japan. Letter (fax) to
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, May 21. 1 p. [Eng]
• Summary: “Did you know that I have a soymilk factory in
the U.S.? It has been operating for almost 7 years. It was the
first soymilk company in the United States and is growing
every year. The company is located in Michigan, where most
of the organic soybeans are grown.” Note: The author is

probably referring to Muso’s 15% ownership in American
Soy Products, Inc., whose plant at Saline, Michigan, began
commercial operation in Nov. 1986.
Muso is also importing organic soybeans into Japan, and
has already imported about 300 metric tons this year. The
use of organic soybeans in Japan is growing on the part of
companies making shoyu, miso, tamari, tofu, etc. for Muso.
Address: Muso Co., Ltd., Kosei Bldg. 2nd Floor, Tanimachi
2-5-5, Chuo-ku, Osaka 540, Japan. Phone: 06-942-0341.
6117. Product Name: [Soja Biostar Crepes Bretonnes, or
American Crepes {Soya Crepes & Pancakes}].
Foreign Name: Soja Biostar (Crêpes Bretonnes, Crêpes
Americaines).
Manufacturer’s Name: Celia Group.
Manufacturer’s Address: B.P. 10, 45550 St.-Denis-del’Hôtel, France. Phone: 38 599 01 03.
Date of Introduction: 1992 May.
Ingredients: Incl. soymilk.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for 14-16 francs (Bretonnes) or 17-19 francs
(Americaines).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in SoyaFoods. 1992.
Spring. p. 5. “Soya Pancakes from France.” These readyto-prepare liquid pancake mixes are 100% vegetable origin.
They can be prepared in 30 minutes.
6118. Product Name: [Soja Biostar Blinis Pancake Mixes].
Foreign Name: Soja Biostar Blinis.
Manufacturer’s Name: Celia SA.
Manufacturer’s Address: B.P. 10, 45550 St.-Denis-del’Hôtel, France. Phone: 38 599 01 03.
Date of Introduction: 1992 May.
Ingredients: Soymilk, wheat flour, corn oil, soy protein,
wheat protein, soy lecithin, baking powder.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 750 gm and 900 gm.
How Stored: Shelf stable, 8 month shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in SoyaFoods. 1993.
Winter. p. 5. “Biostar Blinis now available.” Blinis are a new
addition to the Soja Biostar line of ready to prepare pancake
mixes. Just add liquid to the dry mix.
6119. Shannon, D.A.; Kueneman, E.A.; Wright, M.J.; Wood,
C.W. 1992. Fertilization effects of soybean growth and
yield in the Southern Guinea Savanna of Nigeria. J. of Plant
Nutrition 15(5):639-58. May. [20 ref]
• Summary: Soybean production is increasing in the savanna
regions of West Africa. Yet there is little information
concerning the soybean’s nutrient requirements in this
region. Trials were conducted at 5 locations in the Southern
Guinea Savanna of Nigeria to determine the response
of soybeans to phosphorus (P), potassium (K), and to a
combination of secondary elements and micronutrients.
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Responses to P varied with the P status of the soil and with
the application of the secondary elements and micronutrients.
Fertilization with K had no effect on yield.
This research was conducted under the auspices of the
Haiti Agroforestry Research Project, Southeast Consortium
for International Development / Auburn University, c/o
Lynx Air, P.O. Box 407139, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33340.
Address: Dep. of Agronomy and Soils, 202 Funchess Hall,
Auburn Univ., Alabama 36849-5412.
6120. Product Name: [Biosoja Soja Equilibre, Tonyu
Saveur, Vanilla Drink Bar, Coffee Drink Bar {Calcium
Enriched Soymilk–Aseptically Packaged}].
Foreign Name: Biosoja Soja Equilibre, Tônyû Saveur,
Drink Bar (Boisson Vanille), Drink Bar (Boisson Café)
(Enrichi en Calcium).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojinal. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar (CAC) (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France. Phone: 89 74 53 53.
Date of Introduction: 1992 May.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Tetra Pak Aseptic carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: SoyaFoods. 1992. Spring.
p. 1. “A taste of soyamilk to come: Editorial.” A photo shows
many different soyfood products in packages, including
Tonyu Saveur, Soja Equilibre, Vanilla Drink Bar, and Coffee
Drink Bar.
SoyaFoods. 1992. Autumn. p. 7. “A profile of Sojinal.”
See Table 2. “Biosoja retail food products.”
6121. Product Name: WestSoy Lite Non Dairy Creamer.
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1065 East Walnut St., Carson,
CA 90746. Phone: 310-886-8200.
Date of Introduction: 1992 May.
Ingredients: Filtered water, whole organic soybeans*,
brown rice syrup (brown rice, water), expeller pressed
corn oil, natural flavor, tricalcium phosphate, sea salt. * =
Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 fl. oz. foil retort pouch.
Retails for $0.98 in California.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per tablespoon: Calories 10, protein less than 1
gm, carbohydrate 2 gm, fat less than 1 gm, cholesterol 0 mg,
sodium 10 mg, potassium 20 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Lynne Minsky,
Marketing Manager of Westbrae. 1992. April 28. This
innovative product, Westbrae’s most recent soy product, was
introduced at the Anaheim trade show in April 1992, will be
shipped in late April, and should be in stores by May 1992.
The product is sold as a liquid, packaged like the Malteds

in a foil retort pouch. They would have preferred to put it in
a Tetra Pak but the process would not allow them to do it.
Vestro is a holding company, and they consider Westbrae to
be an independent company. Westbrae moved to this address
in Jan. 1992 from Commerce, California. Little Bear (which
makes natural food tortilla chips, Bearitos, etc.), also owned
by Vestro, moved into the same offices and warehouse with
Westbrae. Westbrae’s soy beverage line is a major growth
category and the company is putting a lot of energy into
developing and promoting it.
Product with Label, plus 2 new product leaflets, sent by
Lynne Minsky. 1992. April 28. 3.5 by 6 inches. Foil pouch.
Red, yellow, white, black, and brown on blue. Illustration of
a pitcher pouring the non-dairy creamer into a cup of coffee.
“All natural. Half the calories–Half the fat (of half & half).
Lactose free. Great taste. No cholesterol. No tropical oils.
Made with organic soybeans. For coffee, fruits, cereal, and
baking.” UPC indicia.
One leaflet claims that the product won’t separate in
coffee or tea. Soyfoods Center product evaluation. Label
design: Excellent. Product quality: Excellent flavor (tastes
like cream or condensed soymilk) and consistency. Does not
separate in hot coffee.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial nondairy
coffee creamer based on soymilk.
6122. Product Name: Barat (Non Dairy Chocolate with
Almonds).
Manufacturer’s Name: Barat, Inc. (Marketer-Distributer).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 609, Montville, New
Jersey 07045. Phone: (201) 882-9190.
Date of Introduction: 1992 June.
Ingredients: 100% organic* granulated can juice
(Sucanat)**, unsweetened chocolate, cocoa butter, tofu
(soybeans, magnesium chloride), almonds, soya lecithin (a
natural emulsifier), pure vanilla. * = Grown in accordance
with California Health and Safety Code 26569.11. ** =
Sucanat is an unrefined whole food sweetener made from
the juice of the sugar cane which retains the vitamins and
minerals from the sugar cane plant.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 oz. Retails for $0.87 (7/92,
Maryland).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Per 1 oz. bar: Calories 170, protein 3 gm,
carbohydrates 13 gm, fat 11 gm, sodium 10 mg. Calcium 4%
of U.S. RDA, iron 8%.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Fresh Fields, Rockville Pike, Maryland.
1992. July 20. This product is the successor to The Barat
Bar, developed by Legume, Inc. (also run by Gary and
Chandri Barat). The product is now named simply “Barat.”
Underneath that name, in much smaller letters, is written
“Non Dairy Chocolate with Almonds.” This upscale 1-ounce
(28 gm) product retails for a hefty $0.87. The word “tofu”
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appears in the ingredient listing which is hard to read
because it is hidden behind a fold in the wrapper and is
printed with brown ink on silver foil. Label is 6.5 by 1.5
inches. Silver foil. Dark brown, gold, white, and silver.
On front panel: “New. Sucanat: The organic whole food
sweetener. Made in USA.”
6123. Product Name: Impulse Foods Organic Tempeh,
Herb and Garlic Organic Tempeh, Organic Dried Tempeh,
Smoky Slices (Bacon-like).
Manufacturer’s Name: Impulse Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Radnor Business Centre, Radnor
Rd., Horfield, Bristol BS7 8QS, England. Phone: 0272
41690.
Date of Introduction: 1992 June.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 227 gm.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent (24 March 1992)
by Rosalind Binham for Impulse Foods Herb and Garlic
Organic Tempeh. Light brown on white. 114 gm (4 oz). The
label was sent to Rosalind by Amanda Sweet, author of The
Vegan Health Plan.
Ad in Health Food Business (England). 1992. July.
p. 17. The first 2 products come in 8 oz cakes. The dried
tempeh, launched in June 1992, comes in 4 oz packs. The
smoky slices (organic) were launched at the same time in the
same weight.
Label for Organic Tempeh sent by Anthony Marrese.
1994. May. 5 by 5 inches. Green on white. The company
address is now: Islington, Workshops, Bristol BS3 1QB,
England. “A delicious cultured soya bean product. Tempeh’s
distinctive flavor and texture make it ideal as the mainstay of
a non-meat diet. After thawing, slices or cubes of tempeh can
be deep or shallow fried, steamed or baked. Grey or black
mould is the natural result of the culture forming its seeds
and enhances the flavour of the Tempeh. The process can
be likened to the blue veins in some cheeses.” Sell by Aug.
1993.
Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1994. Spring, p. 5.
“A tempeh based alternative to bacon.” Smoky slices are a
frozen tempeh product. A 114 gm pack retails for £1.30.
6124. Board, James E.; Kamal, M.; Harville, B.G. 1992.
Temporal importance of greater light interception to
increased yield in narrow-row soybean. Agronomy Journal
84(4):575-79. July/Aug. [23 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Increased light interception is
considered the main factor explaining greater yield in
narrow- compared to wide-row spacing in soybean...
Controversy exists, as to when during the growth cycle
the greater light interception of the narrow rows has an
enhancing effect on yield. The objectives of this study
were to analyze crop growth rate and yield components to
determine the importance of greater light interception during

vegetative (E-Rl), early reproductive (R1-R5), and late
reproductive (R5-R7) periods to increased yield in narrowrow culture.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Louisiana Agric.
Exp. Station, LSU Agric. Center, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
70803.
6125. Product Name: Soyess (Soy Beverage) [Honey
Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Spring Creek Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 212-C East Main St., Spencer,
WV 25726. Phone: 304-927-1815.
Date of Introduction: 1992 July.
Ingredients: Filtered water, certified organic soybeans,
corn/barley malt syrup, orange blossom honey, pure vanilla
extract, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 pint plastic bottle.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 oz.: Calories 24, protein 14 gm,
carbohydrates 28 gm, fat 5 gm, sodium 6 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Fresh Fields, Rockville Pike, Maryland. 1992.
July. Label is 3 inches square. Orange and green on white.
“A fresh natural soy beverage. Not intended for use as an
infant formula. For recipes and product information, write
us.”
6126. Product Name: Dragon Organic Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Flatland Hydroponics (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 504 North Commercial, P.O. Box
478, Thomasboro, IL 61878. Phone: 217-643-7808.
Date of Introduction: 1992 August.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Packed in water in molded
plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Stacy Wolski of
Flatland Hydroponics. 1992. Oct. 28. The company, which
grows alfalfa and mung bean sprouts, began marketing this
tofu on 15 Aug. 1992. It is packaged in Cincinnati, Ohio.
6127. Product Name: Finger Lickin’ Miso [Ginger].
Manufacturer’s Name: Leo Risin’ Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1525 Rhode Island, Lawrence,
KS 66044.
Date of Introduction: 1992 August.
Ingredients: Ginger: Barley, organic soybeans, rice, water,
ginger root, sea salt, garlic, kombu, sorghum cane juice,
Aspergillus oryzae culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter and Labels sent by
Clayton McHenry, founder and owner of Leo Risin’ Foods.
1994. Feb. 22. In August 1992 Clayton began to make Finger
Lickin Miso (in only one flavor, ginger) for the Community
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Mercantile (a co-op grocery in Lawrence) and Clearly
Nature’s Own (a natural food store in Kansas City, Missouri).
6128. Product Name: Tofu Tempeh Burger, Tofu Vegies
Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrisoy Pty. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 255 Forest Road, Arncliffe 2205,
NSW, Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1992 August.
Ingredients: Organic soybean (non genetically modified),
water, soy sauce, sunflower oil, spices, natural nigari
(magnesium chloride), culture (Rhizopus oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label and letter (e-mail)
from Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started
making and selling these two products in Aug. 1992. Note:
He invented this interesting Tofu Tempeh Burger.
6129. Product Name: Meatless Tofu Steaks.
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1992 August.
Ingredients: Ingredients: Tofu (water, organically grown
soybeans, nigari (magnesium chloride)), soy sauce (water,
soybeans, wheat, salt), granulated garlic, granulated onion,
and spices. Soybeans grown and processed in accordance
with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz (170 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3 oz.: Calories 170, protein 20 gm,
carbohydrates 4 gm, fat 9 gm (saturated fat 1 gm,
polyunsaturated fat 8 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 350
mg. Percentage U.S. Recommended Daily Allowance (U.S.
RDA): Protein 30%, vitamin A 35%, calcium 25%, iron
25%.
New Product–Documentation: Vegetarian Times. 1992.
Aug. p. 83. ‘Meats’ to meet. White Wave makes marinated
Meatless Tofu Steaks. Label sent by Lon Stromnes of White
Wave. 1993. Feb. 26. 4 by 4.75 inches. Self adhesive. Full
color: Black, red, pink, and white. Photo shows a tofu steak
between buns on a plate with trimmings of onions, green
peppers, cheese, and lettuce. “Contains no meat.” Leaflet
(black and white, single sided, 28 cm) sent by White Wave.
1993. Feb. “Make mine meatless.” Made with organic tofu.
6130. Product Name: Edensoy Extra: Dairy-Free Soy
Beverage [Original, Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: American Soy Products, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1474 N. Woodland Dr., Saline,
MI 48176. Phone: 800-248-0301.
Date of Introduction: 1992 September.
Ingredients: Original: Purified water, organic soybeans,

malted cereal extract, calcium [calcium carbonate], kombu
(seaweed), job’s tears, organic barley, sea salt, vitamin E,
beta carotene, vitamin D-2. Vanilla: Same but vanilla extract
listed before calcium.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Tetra Brik Aseptic cartons. 250
ml (8.45 fluid oz), or 1 liter (33.8 oz, 1.06 quart).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: This product is marketed
by Eden Foods, Inc., 701 Tecumseh Rd., Clinton, Michigan
49236.
Ad in Whole Foods. 1992. Oct. p. 11. “Edensoy Extra.
Read all about it.” “New. Fortified with beta carotene,
vitamins E &D and calcium. A significant source of vitamins,
minerals and protein. Ideal for people who are lactose
intolerant. Made with OCIA certified organically grown
whole soybeans. Low in saturated fats and sodium; no
cholesterol... Sea vegetables provide a natural source of beta
carotene (for vitamin A) and soybeans provide the base for
vitamin E. Both are powerful antioxidants that protect the
body from free radical damage. We’ve also added calcium
carbonate from limestone...” A color photo shows the product
package. Yellow sunlight drifts down through a forest.
6131. Product Name: Amy’s Vegetable Lasagna (With Tofu
& Soy Cheese).
Manufacturer’s Name: Amy’s Kitchen Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 449, Petaluma, CA
94953. Phone: 707-762-6194.
Date of Introduction: 1992 September.
Ingredients: *Organic cooked lasagna pasta (*organic
whole wheat durum flour, *organic wheat flour, water),
*organic tomato puree, *organic zucchini, *organic tofu,
*organic spinach, filtered water, Mozzarella style soy cheese
(fresh soy milk made from organic soy beans and filtered
water, soy oil, caseinate, fresh tofu, salt, soy lecithin, natural
flavor, natural vegetable gums), onions, *organic carrots,
olive oil, sea salt, garlic, spices. * = Organically grown/
processed in accordance with the California Organic Foods
Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9.5 oz (269 gm) in paperboard
box. Retails for $3.85.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Health Foods
Business. 1992. Sept. p. 88. “Italian Meal.” A black-andwhite photo shows the front of the package, which says: “No
cholesterol. Lactose free. With tofu & soy cheese. Organic
vegetables and pasta.
Ad in Vegetarian Times. 1993. Jan. p. 20. “Something
for everyone at Amy’s.” New ethnic favorites include “Tofu
Vegetable Lasagna: Made with organic vegetables and tofu
in a flavorful organic tomato sauce layered between organic
pasta.”
Product with Label purchased at Berkeley Natural
Grocery Co. 1994. June 23. 6.5 by 5 by 1.5 inch paperboard
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box. Red, green, blue, yellow, and white. A color photo
shows the lasagna on a white dish with a sprig of basil at one
side. “No cholesterol. Lactose free. Organic vegetables, pasta
& tofu. Microwave or regular oven.”
2010 March 26. Same product purchased at Diablo
Foods in Lafayette, California. 9.5 oz. Retails for $5.89.
Round logo (white on green) in lower right of front panel.
“No GMOs. No bioengineered ingredients.” “Contains milk
protein” (in the Mozzarella style soy cheese, in the form of
casein–a milk-derived protein).
6132. Product Name: [Albios Lactosan {Soymilk}].
Foreign Name: Albios Lactosan: Bevanda a base di soia
buona e delicata.
Manufacturer’s Name: Giulianai S.p.A. (Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Via P. Palagi 2, 20129 Milan,
Italy.
Date of Introduction: 1992 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in SoyaFoods. 1993.
Winter. p. 5. “New calcium enriched soya milk.” This
slightly sweetened soya milk, enriched with calcium (140
mg of calcium per 100 gm of product), is distributed to both
supermarkets and pharmacies.
Label sent by Heather Paine of SoyaFoods in London.
1993. Nov. 3.
6133. Product Name: Ken & Robert’s Veggie Burger (With
Soybeans and Soy Cheese).
Manufacturer’s Name: Imagine Foods, Inc. (Marketer/
Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 299 California Ave. #305, Palo
Alto, CA 94306. Phone: 415-327-1444.
Date of Introduction: 1992 September.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic soybeans, mushrooms,
brown rice, bulghur wheat, soy cheese (filtered water,
organic soybeans, calcium caseinate [nonfat milk protein
derivative], canola oil, sea salt, citric acid, natural flavors,
carrageenan), onions, rolled oats, sea salt, corn starch, rice
starch, yam root starch, herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz (284 gm) paperboard
box.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 71 gm patty: Calories 130, calories from
fat 10, total fat 1 gm (2% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 260 mg (11%), potassium 330 mg
(9%), total carbohydrate 26 gm (dietary fiber 3 gm [12%],
sugars 1 gm), protein 5 gm. Vitamin A 0%, calcium 10%,
thiamin 6%, niacin 8%, vitamin C 2%, iron 6%, riboflavin
4%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (8 by 11 inches, color)
in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1992. Sept. p. 4. “Freedom

of Assembly.” A color photo shows an expanded blowup of
the burger with all its trimmings between buns. “Freedom
from cholesterol, freedom from saturated fat. And freedom
from a boring diet... This healthful assemblage of whole
grains, vegetables, soy cheese and seasonings is a truly
amazing low-fat meal.”
Product with Label purchased at Diablo Natural Foods
in Lafayette, California. 1995. Package is copyrighted 1993.
Box is 7 by 6 by 1.37 inches high. Red, green, and yellow on
white. Front panel is filled with a huge photo of a burger with
buns and all the trimmings. “Truly Amazing. Cholesterol free
and low in fat. A delicious meatless burger.” Back panel: “A
delicious cholesterol free, low fat burger made without meat
or eggs.”
6134. Product Name: Soymage Grated Parmesan Cheese
Alternative (100% Dairy Free–Casein Free). Renamed Vegan
Parmesan by March 2000.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyco Foods. Div. of Galaxy
Cheese Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando, FL
32809. Phone: 1-800-441-9419.
Date of Introduction: 1992 September.
Ingredients: Soy beverage (filtered water, organic tofu),
textured vegetable protein, rice starch, canola oil, sea salt,
citric acid, calcium phosphate, natural flavors, riboflavin.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bottle.
New Product–Documentation: Soymage Natural Products
Expo East–September 11-13. Soyco, Soymage, Lite ‘n’ Less
(Leaflet). “Parmesan: Grated style regular (3.5 oz), fat-free
(5 lb or 25 lb).
Spot in Vegetarian Times. 1995. March. p. 14. “Cheese
to please vegans.” Shows a color photo of the bottle and
front panel of the label.
Talk with technical representative from Galaxy. 1995.
July 31. They buy organic tofu powder from a company
in Minnesota, then mix it with filtered water to make “soy
beverage.”
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith
from Natural Products Expo West. 1997. March. “His cousin
[Lite & Less Grated Parmesan cheese alternative] says he’s
going to be a huge success!” On the rear are Nutrition Facts
and ingredients. Plus: “Parve. 100% dairy free. Casein free.
Cholesterol free. Lactose free. Low fat.” “Try our other
100% non-dairy Soymage products: Sour Cream, Mozzarella
and Cheddar Chubs. Available from your distributor.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith
from Natural Products Expo West. 2000. March. “Build
your healthy cheese section with Soyco Foods: The Dairy
Free Vegan Alternative.” A color photo shows a jar of Vegan
Parmesan. On the rear, the ingredients are given.
6135. Shannon, Dennis A. 1992. Work with soybeans in
Zaire (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 9. Conducted by
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William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Dennis was born in Zaire, the child of
missionaries, and speaks French. After working with
IITA in Nigeria, he spent 5 years with IITA in Zaire from
Sept. 1985, then left 2 years ago. For 4 of those years
he was an agronomist and principal advisor to the Zaire
government’s national Grain Legume Program (Programme
National Legumineuse, formed with USAID financing and
headquartered in Gandajika), working mostly with soybeans.
His first program was to introduce superior soybean varieties
developed by IITA in Nigeria. The soybean varieties grown
at the time in Zaire had been brought in by INERA (Institut
National pour l’Etude et la Recherche Agronomiques) and
yielded poorly, shattered badly, had small seeds or various
colors, and had weak stems. (INERA, located only in Zaire,
inherited the old Belgian agricultural research infrastructure
of INEAC, but the name was changed to INERA between
1968 and 1973). Dennis felt that the best way to establish the
credibility of the Grain Legume Program was by introducing
improved soybean varieties, developed at IITA in Nigeria
at the same distance from the equator and under similar
agronomic conditions as existed in Gandajika. In on-farm
trials in Gandajika, the IITA soybean varieties yielded 30%
better than the old Zaire varieties for 5 seasons from 198789. Some farmers would save seeds from the trials and grow
large plots. But one major problem was that the traditional
practice in Zaire was to eat or sell all grain legume seeds
at harvest to pay off debts and get food after the dry foodshortage months. Maize and cassava are the staple foods,
with legumes being only a minor crop. At planting time,
farmers by seeds from the market. Another problem was
that farmers like early varieties to get food fast after the
lean months, but to get earliness a breeder must (tragically)
sacrifice yield. Soon the Grain Legume Program released
2 new soybean varieties with Chiluba names. Dennis left
Gandajika in Oct. 1989, then worked in Lubumbashi on
maize until Aug. 1990, when he left Zaire to work for
Auburn University in a agro-forestry project in Haiti (not
related to soybeans).
Father G. Vanneste is a Belgian Catholic priest and
agronomist with an Ingineur Agronome degree from
Belgium. He set up and was in charge of ETSA (Ecole
Technique Secondaire Supérieure d’Agriculture, de
Tshibashi), an agricultural technical school. Working in
Kananga for many years, he played the key role in promoting
cultivation and food use of soybeans. He was named by
the president of Zaire as director of the national research
institute. Then he got sick and left the country. Now a fairly
old man, he has retired and is no longer in Zaire.
Since Zaire is a Catholic country, many Catholic priests
and brothers work there. They have set up many fine soybean
production and utilization programs all over the country. The
work started in Kananga, then spread from there to places
like Bukavu or Kivu in eastern Zaire. At a typical flour

mill, the Catholics will provide the soybean seeds, buy the
soybeans back from local farmers, roast and grind them to
make roasted soy flour, then sell this back to the people (as
flour or cookies in the local market) at little or no profit. In
1985 there was a big project to supply Kinshasa, the capital,
with roasted soy flour and soymilk; he does not know the
present status of the project. The Bwamanda Project, run by
an activist Catholic priest in the Equator region of northern
Zaire, is primarily a project to grow soybeans on a fairly
large scale (about 20 ha) using tractors. The soybeans were
shipped by barge down to Kinshasa, where the Catholics
had a big factory that made them into soy flour. The whole
project was very well organized.
Dennis’s brother now works in Kananga, Zaire as a
medical missionary doctor. Johnny Miller was a Protestant
doctor who was treating malnourished children. He strongly
encouraged mothers of malnourished children to use soy
flour in the family diet.
The system set up by the Catholic fathers was somewhat
paternalistic, but in the Gandajika area, where there are not
many missionaries, the people grind their soybeans (which
they roast in a pot over a home fire) using pre-existing small
village mills that had long been used to grind cassava and
corn (maize).
Ms. d’Heer (pronounced “deer”) worked in Zaire for
WHO, the World Health Organization, then later stayed on
as a lay sister working with the Catholic mission in Kananga.
She played a key role in expanding food uses of soybeans
in Kananga. Also a food scientist named Karl Weingartner,
working for INTSOY at IITA at the time, visited Zaire.
Dennis drove him to Kananga, where they met and
interviewed Ms. d’Heer. Weingartner wrote a trip report (not
very detailed) that was published in about 1987. The peak
year of the soy cookie factory was in about 1979.
In Oct. 1989 soybean utilization was on the increase
in Zaire. It is hard to say what is happening now given
the current political upheavals in Zaire; in Sept. 1991 all
foreigners had to be evacuated–his brother returned in June
1992. But since small farmers grow soybeans locally, they
would tend to be relatively unaffected by national problems.
Address: Asst. Prof., Dep. of Agronomy and Soils, 202
Funchess Hall, Auburn Univ., Auburn, Alabama 36849-5412.
Phone: 205-844-4100.
6136. Shannon, Dennis A. 1992. Work with soybeans in
Nigeria (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 9. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Dennis worked as a soybean breeder with
IITA in Nigeria, where the center of soybean production is
currently Benue state in south central Nigeria. Benue state
has been growing soybeans since the end of the 1930s, when
the variety Malayan was introduced. Soybeans were seen
as an export crop until the Biafran war; at that time exports
ceased but curiously production continued. When he was a
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graduate student in 1980-81 doing his research in Nigeria,
he found soybeans being grown in Benue state. Yet farmers
don’t eat the soybeans. Some farmers told him: “They used
to tell us that soybeans are good to eat but they would also
tell us that they are poison.” So the farmers sold the soybeans
to Hausa traders who would ship them to Kafanchan, in
Kaduna state, where they were made into dawa-dawa
(dadawa, iru). Kafanchan is the center of soybean dadawa
production. Hendrick C. Knipscheer had a Nigerian graduate
student who did a survey on dawa-dawa; he found that
some of it was even making its way into Niger and Chad. A
Peace Corps Volunteer named Woodworth worked with Ken
Dashiell at IITA in 1988-89 doing surveys on soybeans. He
found that quite a few people are eating soybeans now in
Benue state, either as dawa-dawa or as a partial substitute
for cowpea in moimoi (steamed cowpea flour) or akara
(dumplings). The soybeans were less expensive and more
nutritious than cowpeas. When he arrived in Nigeria in
the mid-1980s, there was almost no soybean production in
western Nigeria. Increasingly, soybeans in Nigeria are being
used as food.
In Nigeria IITA developed a cropping system named
“alley cropping” as a way of maintaining the productivity
of the soil, improving soil conservation, and reducing
erosion. You plant hedgerows of fast-growing trees (typically
Leucena species) about 12 feet apart, then before planting
crops between the rows you prune the trees and spread the
leaves on the ground to provide nitrogen and organic matter.
Between the rows you can plant maize, cassava, soybeans,
etc. You must prune the trees at least once while the ground
crop is growing to reduce shading and add more nitrogen.
Address: Asst. Prof., Dep. of Agronomy and Soils, 202
Funchess Hall, Auburn Univ., Auburn, Alabama 36849-5412.
Phone: 205-844-4100.
6137. Product Name: Whole Bean Natto.
Manufacturer’s Name: Leo Risin’ Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1525 Rhode Island, Lawrence,
KS 66044. Phone: 913-832-1521.
Date of Introduction: 1992 October.
Ingredients: Whole organic soybeans, and Bacillus subtilis
var. natto.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 oz.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Clayton
McHenry, founder and owner of Leo Risin’ Foods. 1994.
Feb. 21. He started making natto at the above address in Oct.
1992. He also makes mochi.
Letter and Label sent by Clayton McHenry. 1994. Feb.
22. Label. 3.5 by 2.5 inches. “Natto is a strong flavored,
fermented soyfood. Use as a topping for rice or noodles,
saute with vegetables, or use in soups.” An illustration shows
Farmer John and lots of animated little soybeans running and
dancing around the edge of the label.

6138. Product Name: [Soy Mayo (Plain, with Herbs,
Garlic, or Curry)].
Foreign Name: Majo–nach Mayonnaisenart (Feine Sauce,
Kraeuter Sauce, Knoblauch Sauce, Curry Sauce).
Manufacturer’s Name: Bruno Fischer GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Im Auel 88, 53783 Aetorf,
Germany. Phone: 49-2243-4021.
Date of Introduction: 1992 November.
Ingredients: Plain [Feine Sauce]: Water, sunflower oil*,
mustard*, spray-dried soymilk*, honey*, vinegar from
spirits*, sea salt, starch, spices, guar seed meal as a thickener.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 ml.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Bruno Fischer,
who calls from Germany. 1993. Nov. 25. He makes his Soy
Mayo using powdered soymilk that he buys from Sojinal
in France. In Nov. 1992 he launched two flavors, Plain and
Herbs, but because he used mechanically-pressed oil, the
products had a short shelf life due to rancidity. His company
will re-launch these two products in Jan/Feb. 1994, and at
the same time introduce two new flavors that are now under
development–Curry and Garlic.
He also uses soybeans in spreads, but they constitute
less than 5% of the total ingredients.
Labels sent by Bruno Fischer GmbH. 1994. Jan. 6. 8
by 2.28 inches. One unique color plus black, white, and red
on green and yellow. “50% less fat than in mayonnaise.”
Talk with Bruno Fischer. 1998. May 13. He now makes this
product in plain and herb (a recipe like remoulade, with
pickles, etc.) flavors, still using soymilk powder. They have
discontinued the garlic and curry.
6139. Diaz Carrasco, Humberto; Busto Garcia, I.; Velazquez
Diaz, O.; Fernandez Diaz-Silveira, M.; Gonzalez Mauri, J.;
Ortega Herrera, J. 1992. El cultivo de la soya para granos y
forrajes [The cultivation of the soybean for its seeds and as a
forage]. Havana, Cuba: Ministerio de la Agricultura, Instituto
de Investigaciones Fundamentales en Agricultura Tropical
[INIFAT]. 16 p. Nov. [37 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Origin and distribution of the
soybean. Importance worldwide. Soya in Cuba. Morphology.
Physiological aspects. Favorable attributes of the soybean.
Main issues to consider in planting, management, harvest,
and benefitting/profiting from the soybean. Rotations with
soya.
The section titled “Soya in Cuba” (p. 4-7) states: “The
first annual report of the Agricultural Experiment Station at
Santiago de las Vegas (Estación Experimental Agronómica
de Santiago de las Vegas), mentioned the acclimatization of
50 varieties of soya. Today this station is INIFAT (Instituto
de Investigaciones Fundamentales en Agricultura Tropical)
of the Cuban Ministry of Agriculture (MINAG). Note 1.
Santiago de las Vegas is a town located 10 miles south of
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Havana in Habana Province. Note 2. This report, published
in June 1906, covers work done during the period 1 April
1904 to 30 June 1905. It contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Cuba, or the cultivation of soybeans in Cuba
(1905; one of three documents).
“During the period 1917 to 1920 Calvino issued
information on the study of soybeans in Cuba; he indicated
that the variety Biloxi did well in Cuba. At the end of the
1920s, Francisco B. Cruz studied 8 varieties of soybeans. In
1937 the forage characteristics of the variety Otootan were
evaluated. In 1952 Calzadilla Cabrales delivered seeds of
the variety Improved Pelican to the Agricultural Experiment
Station at Santiago de las Vegas; this unique commercial
variety was used in Cuba until 1978. In 1955 a pamphlet
titled The cultivation of soybeans (El cultivo del frijol soya)
was published by this same station (Muller 1955).
“In 1958 the Cuban Bank for Agricultural and Industrial
Promotion (Banco de Fomento Agrícola e Industrial de
Cuba–BANFAIC), in cooperation with the Agricultural
Experiment Station at Santiago de las Vegas, published a
bulletin titled The cultivation of soybeans (El cultivo del
frijol soya) (Gonzalez et al. 1958). This bulletin described
the areas of soybean extension located in the savannah areas
of Santo Domingo (province of Villa Clara), in the estate
‘Pablo’ (Ciego de Avila), and in the rice-growing area of
southern Pinar del Rio. Other key documents published from
1968 to 1989 are cited and summarized.
“In 1978 at San Nicolás de Bari, in Havana province,
the first Cuban soy sauce (salsa soya) factory was started at
an investment cost of more than 4 million pesos and with an
annual production capacity of 2,000 tonnes/year.
“At the Food Research Institute of the Ministry of Food
Industry (Instituto de investigaciones para la Industria
Alimentaria del Ministerio de la Industria Alimenticia
(MINAL)), situated in El Guatao, there was installed [in
1984] the so-called “Mechanical Cow” (vaca mecánica).
This piece of equipment was acquired in Brazil for extracting
soymilk; it had a capacity of 200 liters/hour. The Food
Research Institute made soymilk (leche de soya) in vanilla,
chocolate, and strawberry flavors.
“As part of a continuation of previous investigations,
during the period 1981-1991, at INIFAT and at the “El
Tomeguín” Seed Station (Estación de Granos), both part
of the Cuban Ministry of Agriculture (MINAG), work was
undertaken on genetic improvement and introduction, with
the objective of obtaining soybean varieties that could be
planted at different seasons of the year to produce seed,
forage, or both, that were easy to harvest mechanically, and
were less susceptible to the principal diseases and pests
which attack this crop.
“As a result of this work, the following varieties are
now available for spring planting: Cubasoy-23, 42, Williams,
and Duocrop. The varieties IGH-24, R-315, INIFAT-112,
INIFAT-V9, Cubasoy-120, and 96 can be planted during the

months of July and August, and the varieties INIFAT-382,
INIFAT-V9, and Cubasoy-120 can be planted during the
months of December and January.
“In parallel to the work described above, within the
“Principal State Problem of Beans and Soybeans” (Problema
Principal Estatal de Frijol y Soya), in various Cuban
institutions (National Institute of Agricultural Science
{Instituto Nacional de Ciencia Agrícola, INCA}, Institute of
Animal Science {Instituto de Ciencia Animal, ICA}, INIFAT,
and others), investigations were conducted that made it
possible to maximize the utilization of the new crops. Among
these were rotation and intercropping with sugar cane,
citrus crops, tobacco, potatoes, and rice, rhizobium biology,
mineral nutrition, irrigation, mechanization, incidence and
control of pests, diseases, and weeds, uses and storage of the
seed, production of elite seed varieties, etc. which permit
integral crop management of the soybean under Cuban
conditions.” Address: Havana, Cuba.
6140. Product Name: [Biosoja Line “S”–Tofu Nature
{Long Life–Aseptically Packaged}].
Foreign Name: Biosoja Ligne “S”–Tofu Nature.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojinal. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar (CAC) (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France. Phone: 89 74 53 53.
Date of Introduction: 1992 November.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm Aseptic carton. Retails
for 14 French francs at supermarkets.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in SoyaFoods. 1992.
Autumn. p. 5. “Long-life tofu launched in France.” A photo
(p. 7) shows the package.
6141. Product Name: [Biosoja Soja Delight: Tomato Sauce,
Tofu Sausage with Lentils, Rice Salad with Tofu].
Foreign Name: Biosoja Soja Delight.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojinal. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar (CAC) (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France. Phone: 89 74 53 53.
Date of Introduction: 1992 November.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm can.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: SoyaFoods. 1992. Autumn.
p. 7. “A profile of Sojinal.” See Table 2. “Biosoja retail food
products.” Canned ready meals with less than 300 calories.
6142. Wallace, S.U.; Whitwell, T.; Palmer, J.H.; Hood, C.E.;
Hull, S.A. 1992. Growth of relay intercropped soybean.
Agronomy Journal 84(6):968-73. Nov/Dec. [21 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Relay intercropping of wheat
(Triticum aestivum L.) and soybean... allows for earlier
soybean planting than in conventional doublecropping
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systems, but shading and other influences of the wheat crop
may be detrimental to intercropped soybean development.
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of
relay intercropping on soybean growth and yield.” Address:
1-3. Dep. of Agronomy and Soils, Clemson Univ., Clemson,
South Carolina 29634-0359.
6143. Libby, Lawrence; Kugler, D.E.; Taff, S. 1992. The
power of choice. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 32-37.
Chap. 5. For the year 1992. New Crops, New Uses, New
Markets: Industrial and Commercial Products from U.S.
Agriculture.
• Summary: “Agriculture at a crossroads. As a Nation,
we are discovering that ‘agriculture is the foundation of
manufacture and commerce’ (as the motto on USDA’s seal
suggests). We are learning that agriculture provides much
more than food and fiber, that agriculture is a storehouse
of renewable chemicals and materials for the Nation’s
industries. This role was fundamentally and widely
understood in the past, but now we have come to rely largely
on synthetics, many of petro-chemical origin...”
“Today in another swing of the pendulum, public
attention–and market demand–may be moving away from
how much food, fiber, and other material is grown to how
it is grown.” In short, from quantity to quality. A growing
number of consumers, when they buy a bushel of soybeans,
want to know how it was grown “(including tillage and
chemical practices), the ownership of the farm, the relative
prosperity of the surrounding community... Demand for
environmental services from agriculture will be increasingly
evident throughout the world.”
Aside from soy, “some ornamental yews are a renewable
source of the compound taxol, which is being used to make
an anticancer drug.”
Photos show: (1) Two cupped hands holding several
opened soybean pods. (2) A field of soybeans planted
with no-till in wheat residue. (3) The 1991 Yearbook of
Agriculture which “was printed with soy ink on recycled
paper. Press Foreman Gary Crawford of the Arcata Printing
Company in Kingsport, Tennessee, and Warren Bell, Printing
Chief for USDA, check soy-ink-printed press sheets. A
particularly successful use of soybean oil has been a partial
replacement for petroleum in printing inks.” Address: Chair,
Dep. of Food and Resource Economics, Univ. of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida; 2. Director, Office of Agricultural
Materials, CSRS, USDA, Washington DC; 3. Agricultural
Economist, Dep. of Agricultural and Applied Economics,
Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota.
6144. Tu-Bich-Thuy. 1992. The current status of soybean
production in South Viet Nam. Palawija News (Bogor,
Indonesia) 9(4):1-7. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Soybean producing areas in South
Viet Nam: Dong Nai Province (this area in eastern South

Viet Nam supplies 25% of the nation’s soybeans), Mekong
River delta. Technical aspects of soybean production (in
each of the two regions mentioned above): Land preparation,
fertilizer use, varieties, weeds, pests and diseases, cropping
patterns, mixed cropping with maize, soybean before
tobacco, economic efficiency. Soybean utilization in Viet
Nam: Utilization as food (80% of the crop is used to produce
soybean curd, fermented soybean curd, soybean milk,
soybean meal and small quantities of soybean oil), utilization
for soybean glue, utilization as stock feed, utilization as
fertilizer. Policies necessary for the development of soybean
production in South Viet Nam: Government’s role in soybean
production. Production constraints. Research activities
conducted to date by U.A.F. Concluding remarks. Future
research activities of the U.A.F.
6145. Caujolle-Gazet, A. 1992. Travail du sol et profil
cultural dans des systemes de culture mecanises a succession
annuelle mais-soja en milieu equatorial humide: le cas de
la SIAB, Gabon [Tillage and crop profile in mechanized
systems of annual corn-soybean rotation in the humid
tropics: The case of SIAEB in Gabon]. Boumango, Gabon:
CIRAD IRAT. 36 p. [Fre]*
• Summary: Boumango is an agroindustrial company located
in southeastern Gabon, near the Congo border. The company
grows grain for fattening broiler chickens on more than
2,000 ha of land. The feed is based on corn and soybeans.
Soybean agronomic trials were conducted in 1991. Address:
Gabon.
6146. Centro de Investigación Agrícola Tropical (CIAT).
1992. Como reducir las pérdidas en la cosecha de soya
[How to reduce losses in harvesting soybeans]. Santa Cruz,
Bolivia. 7 p. [Spa]*
6147. Product Name: [Tofulini Whole-grain Tofu Tortellini,
and Tofulini Whole-grain Tofu Ravioli].
Foreign Name: Tofuloni Vollkorn Tofu Tofulini, Vollkorn
Tofu Ravioli.
Manufacturer’s Name: Gebr. Franz GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Pavillionstrasse 45, D-6630
Saarlouis, Germany. Phone: 0 68 31 / 4 10 87.
Date of Introduction: 1992.
Ingredients: For both: Pasta shell: Whole meal hard
semolina, water: Filling: Smoked tofu (soya bean, water,
smoke), whole meal crumb flour, vegetables (carrots, onions,
leeks, celery), spices, shoyu, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 11.2 gm, fat 3.3 gm,
carbohydrates 47.0 gm, calories (kcal) 263 (1,117 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Note a similar product
marketed by Unikorn, introduced in about 1989.
Ad in Schrot & Korn. 1992. April. p. 8. “Nudeln Sie
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jetzt mit!” Without eggs or meat. New, with Demeter cereal
grains. Pasta with tofu-, cheese, vegetable-, or mushroom
filling. Organically grown (Kontrolliert biologisch).
Color photos show the labels of all 4 products. Gebr. is an
abbreviation for “Gebrueder,” which means “brothers.”
Hence: Franz Brothers.
Leaflet sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo East. 1992. Sept. 11-13. Baltimore, Maryland. The
ingredients for each product are listed. The only flavors
that contain tofu are the Tofulini Vollkorn Tofu Tortellini
and Tofu Ravioli. Other products (apparently deceptively
labeled) are: Tofulini Vollkorn Gemuese Tortellini
(Vegetable), Vollkorn Käse Tortellini (Cheese), and Vollkorn
Champignon Tortellini (Mushroom). Why should a product
be named Tofulini if it contains no tofu? The company sells
its line of pasta products with 4 Cream Sauces in small jars:
Tomato, Cheese, Mushroom, or Herb.
6148. Narciso, G.; Ragni, P.; Venturi, A. 1992.
Agrometeorological aspects of crops in Italy, Spain and
Greece: a summary review for common and durum wheat,
barley, maize, rice, sugar beet, sunflower, soya bean, rape,
potato, tobacco, cotton, olive and grape crops, proceedings.
Luxembourg: Commission of the European Communities.
438 p. [Eng]*
6149. Product Name: Soy Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name: New Dawn Enterprises.
Manufacturer’s Address: Sheffield, Tasmania. Phone:
(004) 91 1663.
Date of Introduction: 1992.
Ingredients: Incl. organic tofu, okara, wheat, and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Trishala Shub.
1998. Jan. 18. In about 1992 they introduced Soyburgers,
which contained tofu, okara, wheat, and spices.
6150. Olowe, V.O.; Alofe, C.O. 1992. Comparative analysis
of grain yield and height characteristics of determinate and
indeterminate soybeans (Glycine max. (L.) Merr.). Tropical
Oilseeds Journal 1:17-26. *
6151. Utomo, W.H.; Sitompul, S.M.; van Noordwijk, M.
1992. Effects of leguminous cover crops on subsequent
maize and soybean crops on an Ultisol in Lampung. Agrivita
(Indonesia) 15:44-53. *
• Summary: Note: “Lampung is a province of Indonesia. It is
located on the southern tip of the island of Sumatra.” Source:
Wikipedia.
6152. Product Name: New World Foods Vegetarian
Chorizo (With Granular Tofu Curds).
Manufacturer’s Name: Vegetable Protein Specialists

(VPS), Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2889 Trades West Rd., Santa Fe,
NM 87501. Phone: 505-471-8979.
Date of Introduction: 1992.
Ingredients: Organic* Befine (soybeans, water, calcium
sulfate–a natural mineral, caramel color), whole chile pods
ground with chile broth, potatoes, spices, vinegar, salt,
vegetable gum. * = Organically grown & processed in
accordance with Section 26569.11 of the California Health
and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz vacuum pack. Or 24 lb.
foodservice pack.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 2 oz.: Calories 64.3, calories from fat 16.7,
total fat 11 gm (saturated fat 0.24 gm), cholesterol 0 mg,
sodium 414 mg, total carbohydrate 9.3 gm (dietary fiber
0.83 gm), protein 4.1 gm, vitamin A 162%, vitamin C 4%,
calcium 8%, iron 23%.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Richard
Jennings of VPS, Inc. (Vegetable Protein Specialists). 1993.
Nov. 26. “New World Foods.” “Chorizo is a sausage of
Spanish and Portuguese origins.” This vegetarian chorizo
was created by an expert chorizero, Mr. Oscar Tavarez, from
Chihuahua, Mexico.
Talk with Richard Jennings of VPS. 1993. Dec. 1. This
product was introduced in 1992. A key ingredient was Rico
Soy (small, firm chunks of tofu), which was renamed and
trademarked Befine by Sept. 1993.
New Label sent by Richard Jennings. 1993. Nov. 29.
3 by 5 inches. Self adhesive. Black on gold. Illustration of
a symbolic Aztec crow. “Low in saturated fat.” “Serving
suggestions: Scramble with eggs... Makes a great breakfast
burrito.”
6153. Asanuma, S. 1992. Nodulation of soybean grown
under field conditions and inoculated with Bradyrhizobium
japonicum strains. In: K. Mulongoy, et al., eds. 1992.
Biological Nitrogen Fixation and Sustainability of Tropical
Agriculture: proceedings of the Fourth International
Conference of the African Association for Biological
Nitrogen Fixation (AABNF),... Chichester, UK: Wiley. xiv +
488 p. See p. 155-59. [8 ref]
• Summary: “In order to study the survival of inoculants, a
soybean cultivar (Kitahomare) inoculated with a mixture of
two Bradyrhizobium japonicum strains (IRj 2114str and A
1017kas) was grown under field conditions; in the following
year, uninoculated seeds were planted. In both years, the
number of nodules increased between the pre-flowering and
early pod-forming stages; this increase was very low in the
basal part of the root but particularly high in the remainder
of the root. At the two growth stages in the first year, the
inoculants formed about 95% of the nodules in the basal part
and 45% of the nodules in the remainder. In the second year,
however, the proportion declined markedly to 10-20% in
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both portions of the root at the same growth stages, although
the number of the inoculated strains in the rhizosphere
was comparable to that of the indigenous ones. The results
indicate that it is necessary to investigate further the factors
controlling nodulation in the whole root system, particularly
in lateral roots, by the inoculated or the indigenous strains
where they co-exist.” Address: 1. Hokkaido Agric. Exp.
Station, 1 Hitsujigaoka, Sapporo, Japan.
6154. Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center.
1992. Vegetable soybean production: Proceedings of a
training course, Chiang Mai, Thailand, 18-24 February 1991.
Taipei, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research and Development
Center. 69 p. AVRDC Publication No. 92-369. No index. 28
cm. [5 ref. Eng; Tha]
• Summary: This conference was sponsored by AVRDC and
the Thailand Department of Agricultural Extension. These
proceedings were originally published in Thai. The technical
editor was M. Shanmugasundaram. Contains 14 chapters by
various authors, each cited separately. Also contains: Preface,
by Emil Q. Javier, Director General of AVRDC (p. 4).
Opening remarks, by Chavalvut Chainuvati (p. 5). Opening
address, by Petcharat Wannapee (p. 6-7). Directory of 68
participants (p. 67-68). Address: Taiwan.
6155. Bapna, S.L.; Seetharaman, S.P.; Pichholiya, K.R. 1992.
Soybean system in India. New Delhi, Bombay, Calcutta,
India: Published by Mohan Primlani for Oxford & IBH
Publishing Co. Pvt. Ltd. xii + 99 p. 21 cm. CMA Monograph
No. 147. [28 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Acknowledgements. List
of tables, maps, charts, figures. 1. Introduction: The problem:
Slow growth in production of pulses and edible oils,
significance of soybean, objectives of the study, methodology
and scope of the study. 2. Growth of soybean in India:
India’s place in world soybean, soybean in different states
in India, factors affecting adoption of soybean by farmers
in Madhya Pradesh. 3. Research and extension subsystem:
Introduction, research, extension–introduction, extension
efforts on creating awareness among consumers, extension
of processing technology, extension of farm production
technology, effectiveness of extension agencies.
4. Soybean cultivation: Introduction, average operated
holding of the selected farmers, cropping pattern, soybean
cultivation, three-year trend in area under soybean, potential
area for soybean cultivation, future plan for expansion
of soybean area, soybean yield, problems in soybean
cultivation, cost of cultivation (per ha), net return per
hectare, input output relationship, growth of area under
soybean in the selected districts, soybean as mixed crop,
comparative yield, comparative cost of cultivation, oilseed
growers federation,
5. Soybean marketing and processing subsystem:
Introduction, soybean processing, problems. 6. Consumer

subsystem: Soybean as an item of human consumption–
world scene, soybean utilisation. 7. Conclusions and policy
implications. Bibliography.
“The Centre for Management in Agriculture (CMA) at
the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, is actively
involved in conducting research on topics of management of
agriculture and rural development.” Address: India.
6156. Baten, M.A.; Agboola, A.A.; Mutsaers, H.J.W. 1992.
An exploratory survey of soybean production in Ayepe,
Nigeria. In: K. Mulongoy, et al., eds. 1992. Biological
Nitrogen Fixation and Sustainability of Tropical Agriculture:
proceedings of the Fourth International Conference of
the African Association for Biological Nitrogen Fixation
(AABNF),... Chichester, UK: Wiley. xiv + 488 p. See p. 33342. [10 ref]
• Summary: “In 1988 a field survey was conducted on
soybean... production trials at Ayepe in Nigeria. The survey
investigated yield variability, fertilizer requirements and
economic returns among small farmers. It revealed that the
soybean yield was low (524 kg/ha), while yield variability
was extremely high (from less than 150 kg/ha to over 1500
kg/ha). It also showed that available phosphorus in the soil
was below the critical level. The survey results indicated
that the main factor affecting yield was farmers’ experience,
followed by soil characteristics and plant population, and
that, if these factors were favourable, the gross margin could
exceed Naira 4000/ha.”
The average world yield for soybeans is 1700 kg/ha
and the African average is 1100 kg/ha (FAO 1989). Soybean
yields at Nigeria’s research stations range from 2000 kg/
ha to 3000 kg/ha. Address: 1. International Inst. of Tropical
Agriculture (IITA), PMB 5320, Oyo Road, Ibadan, Nigeria.
6157. Chainuvati, Chavalvut. 1992. Soybean production and
utilization in Thailand. In: Increasing Soybean Production in
Asia: Proceedings of a Workshop. 1992. Bogor, Indonesia:
CGPRT Centre. 187 p. See p. 1-15. Held 21-24 Aug. 1990 at
Phitsanulok, Thailand. [6 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Importance of
agriculture, establishment of the Department of Agricultural
Extension, DOAE’s functions & responsibilities, soybean
production, soybean production area, crop seasons,
cultivation practices, harvesting, vegetable soybean. Soybean
production and consumption campaign: Previous activities,
1990 activities, new creative work. Conclusion.
Thailand produces about 650,000 tons of soybeans each
year. Of this, the first-grade seed is used for either home food
industries (150,000 tons) or for next season’s seed and other
grain use. The remaining 500,000 tons are second grade seed,
which are crushed to yield soy oil and soybean meal. The
20% of production used for food is used as follows: Fresh
soybeans (toa rae) sold in open markets. Home industries:
Soymilk, curd (tofu), soy sauce, fermented soybeans (tao
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chiew), soybean sprouts, starch or protein isolate for hot dogs
or other sausages, and crisps (Tao Nao). Soy milk industries:
Instant powdered milk mixed with dairy milk, fresh soymilk
in packages, fresh soymilk in open market restaurants. “No
soy grain [soybean seeds] is exported, except for a small
amount of first-grade soybean to Singapore and Malaysia for
making the above mentioned food.”
“Vegetable soybean: Vegetable soybean is becoming
more popular in agri-business, as many frozen-product
companies are showing interest in this new crop. Seed is
imported from Japan and Taiwan. Production yield has
been impressive in several regions of the country such as
Chiangmai, Chachoengsao, Petchburi, etc. Two companies
which are close to the extension offices, are Chiangmai
Frozen Food Co. and Okada Corporation Ltd.
“The Department of Agricultural Extension plays the
role of middleman between private companies and the
farmer. Extension officers also transfer new information to
the local farmers. Additionally, a national plan on vegetable
soybean has been submitted to the policymakers and a future
plan includes the promotion of domestic consumption.”
“Previous activities: In 1972 the idea of a soybean
campaign was first thought of by scientists in the Institute
of Food Research and Product Development, Kasetsart
University and the Department of Agricultural Extension.
The major sponsor and co-creator, was the American
Soybean Association. The co-institutes organized a grand
dinner to open the campaign. Afterwards, the Department of
Agricultural Extension encouraged Bangkok and provincial
headquarters to organize exhibitions, field days and local
broadcasting or publications on soybean production and
processing. The home-economists from various provinces
and organizations met for training and a seminar. The Food
Institutes of Kasetsart University played a major role through
publications, technology transfer, demonstrations and
seminars.”
“Since the opening of the soybean campaign, we assume
that about 50 percent of the total population has received
information about soybean. At least 10 percent of the
population has started or increased soybean consumption,
both industrial and home made products. This evaluation
was carried out by the working group using stratified random
sampling with a well-designed questionnaire.
“From general observation, soybean has become more
popular than in the past. Urban people are now aware of
soybean products and do not object to consuming soybean in
their regular diet. Rural people, however, have very definite
ideas about food and it is difficult to change their traditional
food habits. The main target of our campaign was therefore
to introduce soybean products into the daily food pattern of
rural villagers.” Address: Div. of Crops Promotion, Dep. of
Agriculture Extension, Bangkok, Thailand.
6158. Chainuvati, Chavalvut. 1992. Vegetable soybean

production in Thailand. In: AVRDC, ed. 1992. Vegetable
Soybean Production: Proceedings of a Training Course,
Chiang Mai, Thailand, 18-24 February 1991. Taipei, Taiwan:
Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center. 69 p.
See p. 8-9. AVRDC Publication No. 92-369. [Eng; Tha]
• Summary: In 1988 vegetable soybean production
was established in Thailand by Japanese and Taiwanese
manufacturers. Most of the soybeans are exported to Japan.
Major Thai manufacturers include Chareon Pokapan C. Ltd.
and Amphol Frozen Food Co. Ltd. In Thailand, soybeans are
grown only during certain seasons as an intercrop. Therefore
processing plants typically operate only 1-2 months per year
due to shortages of vegetable soybeans.
Vegetable soybeans are presently one of the cash crops
promoted by the Thai government as a supplementary crop
to rice, corn, and cassava. Farmers can earn US$1000 to
1250 per ha growing this new crop. Since growing vegetable
soybeans for fresh pods is labor intensive, and farmers have
a limited supply of labor, each household can grow only 0.3
ha. Production is concentrated in the central and northern
regions of Thailand. Varieties preferred and promoted by the
manufacturers are AGS 292, Kaohsiung No. 1, Ryokkoh, and
Tsurunoko.
Harvest of the pods begins at 3:00 in the morning.
The pods are stored in nylon net bags that facilitate air
circulation. The pods are sprayed with water and covered
to maintain good quality. They must be transported to the
processor within 6 hours to prevent the glucose in the beans
from changing to starch. The value of vegetable soybeans
depends on their degree of sweetness.
Upon arrival at the processing plant, the pods are
cleaned in water. Only grade A and B pods are sorted out
for blanching in water at 100ºC for 2½ minutes. The pods
are then soaked in ice water, graded, and packaged in 1-kg
plastic bags. Address: Rice and Field Crop Promotion Div.,
Dep. of Agricultural Extension, Thailand.
6159. Cultivation of vegetable soybean and production of
good quality seeds. 1992. In: AVRDC, ed. 1992. Vegetable
Soybean Production: Proceedings of a Training Course,
Chiang Mai, Thailand, 18-24 February 1991. Taipei, Taiwan:
Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center. 69 p.
See p. 50-53. AVRDC Publication No. 92-369. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultivation of vegetable
soybean: Periods of cultivation, climate, cultivation
areas, soybean strains, land preparation, seeding method,
fertilization (fertilizers), weed control, irrigation, harvesting.
Seed production and quality control: Planting area selection,
farmer selection, planting seasons, cultivation, harvesting,
packaging, storing.
Three soybean strains grown in Thailand are suitable for
export: AGS 292 (Kaoshiung #1), TVB4 or 205 (Tzurunoko
[Tsurunoko]), and 305 (Ryokkoh).
Vegetable soybeans are harvested between the R-6 and
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R-7 stages, while the pods are still green, 65-75 days after
sowing, or 28-30 days after flowering, depending on the
variety. The plants are harvested by cutting or pulling them
out of the ground.
6160. Gresshoff, P.M. 1992. Supernodulation and nonnodulation mutants of soybean. In: K. Mulongoy, et al., eds.
1992. Biological Nitrogen Fixation and Sustainability of
Tropical Agriculture: proceedings of the Fourth International
Conference of the African Association for Biological
Nitrogen Fixation (AABNF),... Chichester, UK: Wiley. xiv +
488 p. See p. 189-97. [36 ref]
• Summary: “Modern agriculture requires high plant
productivity which, in turn, relies heavily on the input of
nitrogen fertilizer. This is costly in terms of production,
application and impact on the environment through runoff
ground water and surface water. The efficient use of
crop and forage legumes would reduce the input of the
agriculturally essential element, nitrogen. The application of
plant molecular biology to improve agricultural efficiency
represents an attainable challenge. In the research reported
here, two types of symbiotically altered mutants of
soybean were used. These mutants either supernodulate,
because of a diminished internal autoregulation system
of nodulation, or they fail to nodulate. The use of nonnodulation mutants allowed an analysis of the early stages
of nodule initiation. This paper describes the essential
characteristics of supernodulation, nitrate-tolerant symbiotic
(nts) soybean mutants, their agricultural properties and the
genetic linkage of the nts gene to restriction fragment length
polymorphisms.” Address: Plant Molecular Genetics and
Center for Legume Research, Univ. of Tennessee, P.O. Box
1071, Knoxville, TN.
6161. Gupta, Umesh C. 1992. Characterization of the iron
status in plant parts and its relation to soil pH on acid soils. J.
of Plant Nutrition 15(10):1531-1540. [18 ref]
• Summary: The highest concentrations of iron in plant
tissue in Prince Edward Island (P.E.I.) were found in
potatoes, carrots, broccoli, soybeans, and in the lower leaves
of tobacco. In the case of soybeans, the whole vegetative
tops contained as much iron as did the grain, indicating
greater translocation of minerals from the vegetative parts
to the seeds. Soybean seeds contained a much higher
concentration of iron than cereal grains. On most P.E.I. soils,
pH had no significant effect on the iron concentration of the
plant tissue. Address: Research Branch, Research Station,
Agriculture Canada, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island,
Canada C1A 7M8.
6162. Kim, Hong Sig. 1992. Cultural practices and varietal
improvement to bridge the soybean yield gap in Korea. In:
Increasing Soybean Production in Asia: Proceedings of a
Workshop. 1992. Bogor, Indonesia: CGPRT Centre. 187

p. See p. 107-17. Held 21-24 Aug. 1990 at Phitsanulok,
Thailand. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Improvements in
varieties and cultivation practices: Soybean varietal
improvements, soybean cultivation practices. Address:
Soybean Breeding Research Section, Upland Div. (I), Crop
Experiment Station, Rural Development Administration,
Korea.
6163. Markmoon, Chalermpol. 1992. Vegetable soybean
“information for farmers.” In: AVRDC, ed. 1992. Vegetable
Soybean Production: Proceedings of a Training Course,
Chiang Mai, Thailand, 18-24 February 1991. Taipei, Taiwan:
Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center. 69 p.
See p. 22-23. AVRDC Publication No. 92-369. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Farmers who grow vegetable soybean
for the first time need information and training. Four
sources of information. Two places that vegetable soybean
cultivation takes place in Nakhon Pathom and Kanchanaburi.
Six requirements of successful vegetable soybean cultivation.
Two methods of planting. Three methods of irrigation.
Two methods of applying fertilizer. Two manual harvesting
approaches. Four problems experienced by farmers. Address:
AVRDC Thailand Outreach and Regional Training Program,
Kasetsart Univ.
6164. Mulongoy, K.; Gueye, M.; Spencer, D.S.C. eds.
1992. Biological nitrogen fixation and sustainability of
tropical agriculture: proceedings of the Fourth International
Conference of the African Association for Biological
Nitrogen Fixation (AABNF), held at the International
Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), Ibadan, Nigeria, 2428 September 1990. Chichester, England; New York, NY.
John Wiley & Sons. xiv + 488 p. Illust. No index. 25 cm.
[300+* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Foreword. Introduction.
Part 1: Nitrogen-Fixing Systems (16 articles). Part 2:
Biotechnology and Modelling in Nitrogen Fixation (6
articles). Part 3: Measurement and Socioeconomic Impact
of Nitrogen Fixation (10 articles). Part 4: Sustainability of
Nitrogen-Fixing Cropping Systems (11 articles). Conference
Summary and Recommendations. Authors and Conference
Participants. Acronyms.
The Preface begins: “The African Association for
Biological Nitrogen Fixation (AABNF) was founded in
1982 with the support of the International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture (IITA) at Ibadan, Nigeria, as part of
the IITA/United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
project GLO/77/013 on ‘Maximising nitrogen fixation by
cowpeas and soybeans in farming systems in the humid
tropics’. The AABNF is a multidisciplinary group, bringing
together soil scientists, microbiologists, agronomists,
climatologists, social scientists, breeders, plant physiologists,
biotechnologists, nutritionists, policymakers and others
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interested in the promotion of biological nitrogen fixation
systems in Africa.”
The first AABNF meeting was held in July 1984 at
Nairobi, Kenya. The second was held in 1986 in Cairo,
Egypt. The third was held in 1998 at Dakar, Senegal.
The present conference was attended by over 100
participants from 25 countries–21% from IITA, 29% from
Nigeria excluding IITA, 27% from Africa excluding Nigeria,
and 23% from other continents. Fifteen percent of the
participants were women. Address: 1. International Inst. of
Tropical Agriculture (IITA), P.M.B. 5320, Oyo Road, Ibadan,
Nigeria.
6165. Neves, M.C.P.; Ramos, M.L.G.; Martinazzo, A.F.;
Botelho, G.R.; Dobereiner, J. 1992. Adaptation of more
efficient soybean and cowpea rhizobia to replace established
populations. In: K. Mulongoy, et al., eds. 1992. Biological
Nitrogen Fixation and Sustainability of Tropical Agriculture:
proceedings of the Fourth International Conference of
the African Association for Biological Nitrogen Fixation
(AABNF),... Chichester, UK: Wiley. xiv + 488 p. See p. 21933. [29 ref]
• Summary: “Seed yields of soybean (Glycine max) and
cowpea (Vigna sinensis) can be significantly increased by
seed inoculation with more efficient Bradyrhizobium strains.
The use of such strains, however, depends on their ability
to tolerate the prevailing biotic and abiotic soil conditions
of the cropping area and to compete for infection sites with
the established rhizobia populations. The research discussed
in this paper focused on adapting Bradyrhizobium strains
to the soils of newly cleared lands in the cerrados (edaphic
savanna) and the Amazonian region of Brazil. Observations
showed that cowpeas planted in the Amazonian region
seldom nodulated. After three to five cropping periods a few
nodules appeared on the roots. Efficient strains isolated from
these nodules could improve nodulation in such soils. The
gradual adaptation of soybean rhizobia to the prevailing soil
conditions of the cerrados, the major soybean producing area
of Brazil, was performed in field trials or in pots containing
soil from the target area. Soybean seeds were inoculated
with strain CB 1890 (a very efficient strain) in a soil free of
established soybean rhizobia. The few nodules formed were
tested individually for high acetylene reduction activity. By
repeating this procedure several times, it was possible to
significantly improve soybean nodulation.”
Note: “Edaphic” refers to the soil or ground. Address: 1.
Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuaria (EMBRAPA),
47 ant. Rio Sao Paulo, Seropédica, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
6166. Okereke, G.U.; Eaglesham, A.R.J. 1992. Selection of
soybean cultivars for a mixed cropping system in Nigeria
using the 15N dilution technique. In: K. Mulongoy, et al., eds.
1992. Biological Nitrogen Fixation and Sustainability of
Tropical Agriculture: proceedings of the Fourth International

Conference of the African Association for Biological
Nitrogen Fixation (AABNF),... Chichester, UK: Wiley. xiv +
488 p. See p. 289-96. [13 ref]
• Summary: “A preliminary experiment was conducted
to estimate the nitrogen fixation potential of 80 cultivars
of monocropped soybean..., using the isotope dilution
technique. Promising cultivars were then selected and a
second experiment was conducted to estimate the nitrogen
fixed by these cultivars when cropped with maize. In both
experiments, 100 kg N/ha of 1 atom % 15N excess in form
of ammonium sulphate was applied evenly in solution form
to the 15N subplots. There were wide differences in the atom
% 15N excess and the proportion of nitrogen derived from
atmosphere (% Ndfa). The selected cultivars varied in terms
of dry-matter yield, total nitrogen accumulation, atom % 15N
excess and amount of nitrogen fixed. On average, the % Ndfa
of all the cultivars was 55% at 78 days after planting. In
the case of cultivar TGx 1080-85E, the % Ndfa and amount
of nitrogen fixed was higher than that for other cultivars,
indicating that even with the application of a high level
of nitrogen fertilizer this cultivar maintained its inherent
potential to fix a substantial amount of nitrogen when
cropped with maize.” Address: 1. Agricultural Biotechnology
Research Centre, Anambra State Univ. of Technology, PMB
01660, Enugu, Nigeria.
6167. Olufajo, O.O.; Adu, J.K. 1992. Response of soybean to
inoculation with Bradyrhizobium japonicum in the northern
Guinea savanna of Nigeria. In: K. Mulongoy, et al., eds.
1992. Biological Nitrogen Fixation and Sustainability of
Tropical Agriculture: proceedings of the Fourth International
Conference of the African Association for Biological
Nitrogen Fixation (AABNF),... Chichester, UK: Wiley. xiv +
488 p. See p. 147-54. [14 ref]
• Summary: “Field studies were conducted at Samaru in the
northern Guinea savanna ecological zone of Nigeria over
a 7-year period to examine the effects of Bradyrhizobium
japonicum strains and fertilizer application on promiscuously
nodulating soybean... cultivars. Inoculation with B.
japonicum strain IRj 2123 significantly increased nodule
number and weight in one out of three trials. However, this
did not result in increased seed yield. Four strains, including
IRj 2123, were further evaluated either singly or in mixture.
All strains except IRj 2123 improved nodulation and seed
yield. Phosphorus application enhanced nodulation, whereas
nitrogen application had no consistent effect on nodulation.
Seed yields were also unaffected by nitrogen fertilization,
whereas the application of phosphorus increased seed yields.
Factors such as low numbers of indigenous bradyrhizobia
and low level of soil phosphorus were found to limit
nodulation and effectiveness of inoculation in the soils in
the study area.” Address: 1. Dep. of Soil Science, Inst. of
Agricultural Research, Ahmadu Bello Univ., PMB 1044,
Zaria, Nigeria.
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6168. Postharvest practices and management [for vegetable
soybean]. 1992. In: AVRDC, ed. 1992. Vegetable Soybean
Production: Proceedings of a Training Course, Chiang
Mai, Thailand, 18-24 February 1991. Taipei, Taiwan: Asian
Vegetable Research and Development Center. 69 p. See p.
54-56. AVRDC Publication No. 92-369. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Harvesting date.
Harvesting method: Plant uprooting, cutting with
sickle, direct pod collection (at 2-day intervals in three
installments). Harvest time. Pod collection method.
Packaging and transporting. Sorting and grading: Grades A,
B, C, and D. Quality control by manufacturer.
6169. Rosas, Juan Carlos; Young, Roberto A. 1992. El
cultivo de la soya [The cultivation of soya]. Tegucigalpa,
Honduras: Escuela Agrícola Panamericana, Departamento de
Agronomía. 60 p. Illust. 27 cm. [Spa]*
• Summary: Contents: 1. Overview: Economic importance,
chemical composition, history, taxonomy. 2. Morphology
of the soybean plant. 3. Physiology of the growth and
development of the soybean plant: Stages of development.
4. Environmental factors that affect the cultivation of soya:
Soil, water, irrigation, light / photoperiod, temperature,
period of growth. 5. Practical cultivation: Preparation of the
soil, time of planting, density of planting, quantity of seeds,
systems of cultivation, control of weeds (methods of weed
control, chemical control). 6. Mineral nutrition of soybeans
(and inoculation). 7. Diseases that affect the cultivation of
soybeans and their management: Bacterial, fungal, viral,
other, seed treatment. 7. Insects that attack soybeans. 8.
Harvest and storing. 10. Improvement of soybeans. 11.
Processing and utilization: Industrial processing (extraction
of oil, soy flours, soy protein concentrates {concentrados
proteícos de soya}, soybean cake). Direct consumption:
In the Far East, the soybean is consumed in the form of
fermented and non-fermented foods. Fermented foods
include shoyu, miso, mato [sic, natto], and tempeh, while
non-fermented foods include soymilk (la leche de soya),
tofu, yuba (juba), and kinako. 12. The cultivation of soya in
Honduras (history).
In 1972, the Ministry of Natural Resources (Ministerio
de Recursos Naturales) reported the initiation of commercial
soybean production on a small scale in various departments
of the country (Olancho, El Paraíso and Comayagua).
Three varieties were used at that time: Biloxi, Hardee and
Jupiter. However, before these reports were made, at the
Panamerican Agricultural School (la Escuela Agrícola
Panamerican (EAP)), some hectares had already been
planted with the varieties Jupiter and Pelican. Discusses
additional developments in 1974, 1982, 1986, 1987, and
1988. Address: 1. PhD; 2. PhD.
6170. Saint Macary, H.; Beunard, P.; Scaglia, J.A.;

Hakizimana, A.; Pandzou, J. 1992. Inoculation des
légumineuses en milieu tropical: recherche-développement
et aspects économiques [Inoculation of leguminous plants
in tropical areas: research and development and economic
aspects]. In: K. Mulongoy, et al., eds. 1992. Biological
Nitrogen Fixation and Sustainability of Tropical Agriculture:
proceedings of the Fourth International Conference of
the African Association for Biological Nitrogen Fixation
(AABNF),... Chichester, UK: Wiley. xiv + 488 p. See p. 34350. [12 ref. Fre; fre]
• Summary: The use of inoculum is not widespread in
developing countries and is still confined to soybean
cultivation. The reasons for this lack of use are numerous:
inefficiency of inocula in many cases; insufficient knowledge
of the recommended areas of inoculation; production of
inoculums of dubious quality. The few figures available
in Rwanda, however, demonstrate the profitability of the
technique for the farmer when it is used in the first year on
soybeans. The problem of reinoculation and its effectiveness
in the survival of soil rhizobia is discussed on the basis of
the results obtained in Congo: it is shown that the survival
of inoculated strains is not bad but that the development of a
native population obliterates the effects of inoculation in the
second or third year.
Note: Soybeans are discussed throughout. Address: 1.
CIRAD, BP 5035, Montpellier Cedex, France.
6171. Santos, D.T. 1992. Soybean cultivation in the
Philippines. In: Increasing Soybean Production in Asia:
Proceedings of a Workshop. 1992. Bogor, Indonesia: CGPRT
Centre. 187 p. See p. 137-50. Held 21-24 Aug. 1990 at
Phitsanulok, Thailand.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Development of the
soybean industry: Nestlé Philippines’ soybean operations
(Nestlé soya farm, commercial soy production, soy loan
and buy-back scheme, soy sourcing beyond Tupi, growth
requirements and adaptability of soybean, soybean cropping
systems), crop research and development, extension
programme. Appendix 1: Soybeans–maize monocropping
(crop rotation). Appendix 2: Maize–soybeans–crop
rotation (three consecutive maize followed by soybeans).
Appendix 3: Maize–soybeans intercropping (6 rows corn
-4 rows soybeans). Appendix 4: Wet season 1988–soybean
researchers at Nestle soya farm Tupi South Cotabato.
“Soybean, first cultivated in China during the eleventh
century BC, was introduced into trading regions of the
Philippines in the fifteenth century AD. Its cultivation
and use spread throughout the Philippines and then the
western hemisphere in the nineteenth century. Soybean... is
considered by scientists and economists to be a major food
source for the future. Although currently produced in small
quantities, both traditional and new soybean products such
as soya cheese, soybean curd, and miso, and Nestle’s Twin,
Vita, Soyex and Ceresoy, are popular with Filipinos.
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“Development of the soybean industry: Soybean
production in the Philippines has developed in response to
an increasing demand. Varietal selection and development
commenced in the early 1930s. In the 1970s, the Philippines
Council for Agriculture and Resources Research and
Development (PCARRD), in cooperation with the University
of the Philippines at Los Baños and the Department of
Agriculture, introduced the National Soybean Production
Programme (NSPP) which promoted development of, and
self sufficiency in, soybean... Under the programme, soybean
planting was established throughout the country. A large
soybean extraction plant with a 50 ton daily capacity was
built by the Philippines Asia Food Industries Corporation
in the early 1980s to produce the livestock industry’s
requirements of soybean oil and meal as well as soy-based
food products.
“However, the combined impact of limited raw
materials, the 1984 recession and some external political
pressures led to the closure in 1986 of the factory and the
NSPP. Individual initiatives among former participants
allowed research and development activities to continue.
“PCARRD is currently engaged in a comprehensive
nutrition-based programme covering soy production, postharvesting processing, marketing, product utilization and
development of improved varieties. This programme is
funded by the International Research and Development
Center of Canada.”
“Nestlé Philippines’ soybean operations: During the last
ten years, Nestlé Philippines has developed new soy-based
products with the assistance of Nestlé Switzerland. These
include Vita Choco Drink, Twin, Ceresoy and Soyex.
“Nestlé Philippines, through Nestlé Soya Farm,
continues to identify promising soy varieties and to generate
the appropriate production and post-harvesting processing
techniques to ensure its factory receives high quality raw
materials.
“Nestlé soya farm: This six hectare soy research and
demonstration farm in Tupi, South Cotabato has three main
functions: production, crop research, and development and
extension.” Address: Nestlé Philippines, Inc., Agricultural
Services Dep., 335 Gil Puyat Ave., Makati, Metro Manila,
Philippines.
6172. Sitatani, Krung. 1992. Cultivation practices for
vegetable soybean. In: AVRDC, ed. 1992. Vegetable Soybean
Production: Proceedings of a Training Course, Chiang
Mai, Thailand, 18-24 February 1991. Taipei, Taiwan: Asian
Vegetable Research and Development Center. 69 p. See p.
19-21. AVRDC Publication No. 92-369. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultivars at TVRC.
Cultivating season and location. Growing. Husbandry
(management). Address: AVRDC Thailand Outreach and
Regional Training Program, Kasetsart Univ.

6173. Summary of group discussions. 1992. In: AVRDC,
ed. 1992. Vegetable Soybean Production: Proceedings
of a Training Course, Chiang Mai, Thailand, 18-24
February 1991. Taipei, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research
and Development Center. 69 p. See p. 63-66. AVRDC
Publication No. 92-369. [Eng]
• Summary: Topic 1. Methods of vegetable soybean
production for domestic consumption: Current situation,
production limits and main issues, ways to develop,
marketing channels.
Topic 2. Promotional methods for the production of
vegetable soybean for export and coordination between
growers and factories: Main issues and problems, method of
development, amendment, and suggestions.
6174. Sunarlim, Novianti. 1992. Synthesis of agronomic
results of SYGAP II in four locations in Indonesia. In:
Increasing Soybean Production in Asia: Proceedings of a
Workshop. 1992. Bogor, Indonesia: CGPRT Centre. 187
p. See p. 57-66. Held 21-24 Aug. 1990 at Phitsanulok,
Thailand.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Research results:
Varietal adaptation, cultivation, pest control, seasonal
differences, package. Conclusion. Address: Agronomist and
Agronomic Programme Leader of SYGAP (Soybean Yield
Gap Analysis Project) in Indonesia. ESCAP CGPRT Centre.
6175. Vegetable soybean planting situations: Banhuafuay,
Maunglen Subdistrict, Sansai District, Chiang Mai Province
[Thailand]. 1992. In: AVRDC, ed. 1992. Vegetable Soybean
Production: Proceedings of a Training Course, Chiang
Mai, Thailand, 18-24 February 1991. Taipei, Taiwan: Asian
Vegetable Research and Development Center. 69 p. See p.
57-62. AVRDC Publication No. 92-369. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: General survey. Land preparation.
Planting. Fertilizer application. Irrigation. Harvesting
(Farmers cut the plants with sickles early in the morning. The
plants are then gathered for pod collection). Cost and return.
Observation tour of the Vegetable Soybean Demonstration
Plot at the Chiang Mai Agronomy Research Center (Sansai
District, Chiang Mai Province). Tour of Chiang Mai Frozen
Foods Company Ltd. (Sansai subdistrict, Sansai district): The
company was established in 1988 as a joint venture between
Japan and Taiwan, objectives, operating results, scope of
operation, promotion of vegetable soybean cultivation,
planting technology, vegetable soybean purchasing (price for
various grades), frozen vegetable soybean processing.
6176. Vegetable soybean production, consumption and
marketing requirements. 1992. In: AVRDC, ed. 1992.
Vegetable Soybean Production: Proceedings of a Training
Course, Chiang Mai, Thailand, 18-24 February 1991. Taipei,
Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center.
69 p. See p. 47-49. AVRDC Publication No. 92-369. [Eng]
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• Summary: Soybean is an important crop in Thailand.
Fresh soybean pods (“Tau Rae”) are used as vegetables
domestically and are also exported; their export volume
has increased rapidly during the past 2 years. Thailand now
exports about 5,000 tonnes (metric tons) per year, frozen,
to Japan. The main growing area is in northern Thailand.
Research is being conducted on variety improvement.
6177. Woomer, P.; Asano, W.; Bohlool, B.B. 1992. Predicting
the persistence of introduced Bradyrhizobium japonicum in
tropical soils. In: K. Mulongoy, et al., eds. 1992. Biological
Nitrogen Fixation and Sustainability of Tropical Agriculture:
proceedings of the Fourth International Conference of
the African Association for Biological Nitrogen Fixation
(AABNF),... Chichester, UK: Wiley. xiv + 488 p. See p. 23543. [24 ref]
• Summary: “An important initial step in predicting the
behaviour of introduced rhizobia in tropical soils is to
develop suitable mathematical models and relate the
coefficients of these models to specific environmental
conditions. In a study conducted on the Island of Maui,
Hawaii, three strains of Bradyrhizobium japonicum were
released into diverse soils at 150,000 cells/strain/g soil
and incorporated to a depth of 25 cm with repeated tilling.
The rhizobial densities were monitored at 2, 8, 14, 27, 41,
52, 78 and 106 weeks following release. The populations
declined rapidly, becoming non-recoverable or establishing
at stable levels. The persistence over time was best described
by the Mitscherlich equation, two coefficients of which
represent the rate of decline and the level of persistence.
These coefficients were regressed against a database of up
to 26 parameters which characterize the biotic, climatic,
chemical and physical properties of the sites. The resultant
models presented in this paper allow for the prediction of
rhizobial population sizes over time based upon measurable
soil parameters. Results are also presented indicating
that introduced rhizobia can successfully colonize soils,
depending on climatic and edaphic conditions.” Address: 1.
Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility (TSBF), P.O. Box 30592,
Nairobi, Kenya.
6178. Product Name: [Organic Barley Miso].
Foreign Name: Bio Miso Orge/Gerst.
Manufacturer’s Name: Danival.
Manufacturer’s Address: Moulin d’Andiran, 47170 Mezin,
France. Phone: 58-651-002.
Date of Introduction: 1992-.
New Product–Documentation: Letter and catalog sent
by Valérie Gevaert. 1997. March 25. Lima-Andiran was
acquired in early 1990 by Pierre Gevaert’s son (Daniel) and
his wife (Valérie), and renamed Danival. The location of
their factory in Mézin, France, has not changed.
6179. Product Name: [Honey Waffles].

Foreign Name: Honigwaffeln.
Manufacturer’s Name: De Rit Natuurprodukten.
Manufacturer’s Address: Zoelen, Netherlands. Phone:
03448-1653.
Date of Introduction: 1992?
Ingredients: Whole wheat flour*, honey, corn-malt syrup*,
corn syrup, vegetable fat (unhydrogenated), soya flour*,
emulsifier–soya lecithin, salt, baking powder, spices. * =
From controlled organic farming.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 175 gm paperboard box.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1994. May. 3.5 by 6.75 by 1.5 inch paperboard box.
Brown, green, yellow, and orange on white. The ingredients
are written in Dutch, German, French, English, and Italian.
6180. Product Name: Organic TofuBurgers [Original].
Manufacturer’s Name: Stow Mills (Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Chesterfield, NH 03443-0301.
Date of Introduction: 1992?
Ingredients: Organic tofu (filtered water, organically grown
soybeans, natural calcium chloride nigari–a natural mineral
coagulant, not a preservative), fresh carrots, rolled oats,
sunflower seeds, sesame seeds, dried currants, barley malt
syrup, red miso (water, rice, soybeans, salt), onion powder,
garlic powder, spices, guar gum, natural orange extract,
canola oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.5 oz (184 gm) vacuum pack.
Retails for $1.59 (7/92, Maryland).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3.25 oz patty: Calories 240, protein 14 gm,
carbohydrate 19 gm, fat 12 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 85
mg, dietary fiber 12 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Fresh Fields, Rockville Pike, Maryland. 1992.
July 20. Label is 4 by 5.5 inches. Self adhesive. Dark blue,
red, and black on light blue and light green. Color photo of
a Tofuburger with tomato slices, onion rings, and a lettuce
leaf. “All natural. Wheat free. Low sodium. Meatless. Dairy
free. No cholesterol. High calcium. High protein. Stow Mills
Tofu Burgers are precooked for your convenience. Please do
not overcook. To prepare, just grill, fry or microwave until
heated.”
6181. Agri-Book Magazine (Exeter, ONT, Canada). 1993.
Beans in Canada. 19(3):1-23. Jan.
• Summary: This entire special issue is about soybeans
in Canada, with emphasis on soybean production. The
magazine is printed with soy ink. Articles include: Top yields
with no-till. Ten myths about conservation tillage. Ontario
Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board Newsletter–new format
(insert). Ad for symposium “Soybeans in Canada: Beyond
100 Years,” organized by the Ontario Soybean Growers’
Marketing Board, to be held 28-30 March 1993 in Toronto,
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Ontario, Canada at the Regal Constellation Hotel; gives
names and photos of speakers. Breeding the soybeans of the
future. Genetic ingenuity.
In the Newsletter, an article titled “Profile of Larry
Miehls, Soybean Board Chairman,” notes: “Sixty-five
percent of Ontario’s soybeans are grown in five counties–
Essex, Kent, Lambton, Middlesex, and Elgin... Today the
majority of acres goes to two Ontario crushing plants.
Twenty percent of the crop is exported and half of that
is for human consumption.” Therefore breeders need to
concentrate on developing soybeans with more sugar, more
protein, and less oil. “There is also a trend toward whole
roasted beans for animal feed, and I see this as a major area
of growth... For food quality soybeans, Japan remains the
board’s largest export customer.
“Pacific rim customers are interested in buying Ontario
soybeans because of their high quality. Canada is also
credited with strict grading standards, good processing
people–the cleaners and the baggers–and farmers who keep
up-to-date. Natto and tofu quality soybeans are popular
among the Pacific rim customers. ‘The breeders have done a
good job of developing beans to meet customer needs...
“’The Harovinton, a tofu bean, was developed at the
Harrow Research Station with a lot of board support. It’s
really starting to take off,’ says Larry.”
6182. Product Name: Farm Foods Organic Pita Classics
[Barbecue Style, Fajita Style, Pizza Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: Farm Foods. Div. of Barricini
Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 49 Old Bloomfield Ave.,
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046. Phone: 201-334-0101.
Date of Introduction: 1993 January.
Ingredients: Barbecue Style: Pita: Whole wheat flour*,
wheat flour*, unrefined safflower oil*, sea salt, yeast. Filling:
Tofu*, tomato paste*, onions*, brown rice syrup*, apple
cider vinegar*, maple syrup*, unrefined safflower oil*, rice
starch*, natural flavor and spices. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz paperboard box.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Barbecue. Per pita: Calories 260, protein 10 gm,
carbohydrates 41 gm, fiber 2 gm, fat 6 gm, cholesterol 0 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Color leaflet sent by Farm
Foods. 1993. Feb. 9. “Organic Pita Classics: A delicious
innovation in natural foods cuisine.” A photo shows each of
the 3 boxes and labels. Ingredient and nutritional information
is given for each flavor.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, black-and-white) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West (Anaheim,
California). 1994. March 10-13. “Farm Foods Pita Classics.”
The three flavors are now named Sizzling Fajita, Zesty Pizza,
and Barbecue Blast. Each contains a tasty blend of fresh
vegetables, organic grains and tofu. They are completely
lactose and cholesterol free.

6183. Product Name: Organic Tofu–Fat Reduced!
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1993 January.
Ingredients: Rocky Mountain glacier water, OGBA
certified organic dehulled soybeans, gypsum, nigari
(magnesium chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 85 gm.: Calories 90, calories from fat
35, total fat 4 gm (6% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 5 mg (0%), total carbohydrate 5
gm (2%; dietary fiber 2 gm [6%], protein 8 gm, calcium 4%,
iron 6%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie
diet.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Steve Demos.
1993. Jan. 21. The company will start shipping product
tomorrow, and they will launch it in a big way at the Natural
Products Expo at Anaheim in February. It is made with
Nichii Microsoy Flakes and Nichii is helping in a big way to
promote the product. The label says that the product has 30%
less fat that regular tofu with the same water content, but
actually laboratory analyses show that the product contains
42% less fat. White Wave listed 30% to be on the safe side.
The product is certified organic by a third party organic
certification organization. The product is priced at about
10-15% above the price of regular tofu. Steve also hopes to
private label the product for other tofu companies.
News release from Susan L. Holden of Holden McClure.
1992. Jan. “White Wave launches first fat reduced tofu in
America.” “With 60 employees, White Wave sales have
grown over 20% annually for the last 5 years, with estimated
earnings [sic, sales] of over $4 million for 1992. In 1992,
White Wave was named Small Business Manufacturer of
the Year by the Boulder County Chamber of Commerce.”
The tofu is certified Kosher-Parve by Star K. “This premium
product will retail for approximately $1.14 to $1.49 per
pound... We’ve made a healthy product even healthier.”
Label sent by Lon Stromnes of White Wave. 1993. Feb.
26. 5 by 4.25 inches. Dark blue, red, and white on yellow.
Self adhesive (front and back labels). See-through window.
Front panel: “Third Party Certified. Fewer calories derived
from fat. Organic hard style. Fat reduced by 30%–with no
loss of protein.” In the lower right corner are the Japanese
characters Yûki Tofu meaning “Organic Tofu.” Back panel:
“White Wave reduced fat tofu. Serving size: 1/5 block. Write
for recipes.” Note: This is one of the first labels seen to use
the new FDA NLEA labeling format and information.
Color postcard used to advertise the product. 1993. Feb.
“Have a block party! You’ll want to celebrate a protein-rich
block of tofu with 30% less fat. It’s 100% natural and Third
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Party Certified Organic. And it cooks and tastes just like our
regular tofu. So wake the neighbors. Its party time.”
Talk with industry observers. 1993. March. The product
is somewhat dry and crumbly. White Wave is now private
labeling this tofu for Tree of Life, and has picked up a new
distributor on the East Coast, plus Mrs. Gooch’s on the West
Coast.
Ad (full page, color) in Natural Foods Merchandiser.
1993. March. p. 18, and April p. 33. “The story of White
Wave’s reduced fat tofu: A simple tale of the first and only
reduced fat tofu in America.” A colorful story, with cartoons,
a photo of the package label, and the “Nutrition Facts” panel.
An 85 gm serving contains 4 gm of fat and 90 calories, of
which 35 calories (38.8%) come from fat.
Leaflet of White Wave products. 1996. March. The
product name is given as “White Wave Organic Reduced Fat
Tofu™.”
Talk with Jonathan Gordon of White Wave. 1997. May
5. This tofu is coagulated with both calcium sulfate and
nigari. According to an outside lab analysis dated Dec. 1992
the product contains 48 mg of calcium per 100 gm of tofu.
6184. Product Name: White Wave Tofruit (Nonfermented
Soy Yogurt) [Strawberry / Fraise].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1993 January.
Ingredients: Water, organically-grown soybeans [made
into soymilk], brown rice syrup, strawberries, concentrated
pineapple, peach and pear juices, tapioca starch, natural
fruit flavors, vanilla, pectin, guar gum, carrageenan, natural
colour, citric acid, bacterial culture. Our soybeans are
organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz plastic (HDPE) cup.
Retails for $0.79 to $1.09.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 6 oz.: Calories 162 (600 kj), protein 6.0 gm,
carbohydrates 30 gm, fat 2.0 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Lon
Stromnes of White Wave. 1993. Feb. 26. This product,
introduced in Jan. 1993, is very similar to White Wave
Dairyless except that it is labeled for the Canadian market.
Red, dark blue, light blue, and white. “Made with live
bacterial cultures including acidophilus and bifidus.”
6185. Product Name: Organic Textured Soy Flour [Chunks,
Pieces, or Bits].
Manufacturer’s Name: Great Lakes Organics. Renamed
Organic Processing Corporation.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1430 Clifton Rd., Xenia, OH
45835. Phone: 1-800-647-2326.
Date of Introduction: 1993 February.

Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 25 lb bags.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Stuart Sapadin
of Atlanta, Georgia. 1992. Sept. 18. This company (whose
ad he saw in Vegetarian Times) makes a TVP-like product
from expeller pressed, organically grown soybeans. No
solvents are used in the extraction process. Note: This is the
same phone number as that owned by Bill Bolduc of Organic
Processing Corp., 1430 Clifton Rd., Xenia, OH 45385.
Talk with Jim Leuba who grows soybeans organically
near Dayton, Ohio. 1993. Feb. 12. He sells some of his
soybeans to Bill Bolduc for his organic TVP–which is on
the market. Bolduc also brokers some of Jim’s organic
soybeans to ADM; they are used to make tofu in England by
a company owned by ADM.
Talk with Bill Bolduc, president of Organic Processing
Corporation, 305 N. Walnut St., Yellow Springs, Ohio
45387. 1993. Aug. 16. Bill just returned from visiting with
his cousin David Bolduc, who owns a bookstore in Boulder,
Colorado. Bill’s business is going well. Originally he
wanted to call his product “Organic TVP” but ADM (which
owns the TVP trademark) would not agree to let him use
or license this term. So he has decided to call his product
Organic Textured Soy Flour. The term “hexane free” appears
on the label. Bill thinks (and Soyfoods Center agrees) that
this is the first commercial organic textured soy flour made
without hexane solvent processing. Another company makes
the product for him; the first production run was on 15
Jan. 1993, yielding 20,000 pounds. At his warehouse, his
company does the screening into 3 sizes: chunks (the biggest,
thumb-nail size), pieces (the size of a kernel of corn), and
bits (the smallest, granules). He will be sharing a booth with
several other Midwest natural foods at the NFM show on the
East Coast this fall. The product is on the market and interest
in the product has been outstanding. He has not been able to
produce enough to supply some of the larger accounts that
want to handle the product. But he expects to be able to have
sufficient capacity in September/October. He is waiting for a
twin-screw extrusion cooker right now. Most of the product
is sold retail. Stow Mills (in Chesterfield, New Hampshire)
is the product’s largest distributor. They sell it in bulk to
natural- and health food stores in the northeast. Some is also
sold wholesale to Little Bear / Westbrae, which uses it in
their new burritos-brand Vegetarian Chili; they label it as
Textured Organic Soy Flour.
6186. Product Name: Soy Gourmet (Soy Cheese with
Casein) [Cheddar, Mozzarella, Chili Pepper, or Herbs &
Garlic]. Previously named Fromage de Soy (Feb. 1992).
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrition Specialties International,
Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1660 Chicago Ave., Suite P-11,
Riverside, CA 92507. Phone: (909) 781-4401.
Date of Introduction: 1993 February.
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Ingredients: Soy base (organic soybeans, filtered water),
canola oil, casein, sea salt, calcium phosphate, sodium
phosphate, natural non-dairy flavors, citric acid, carrageenan.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. or 5 lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 oz.: Calories 50, protein 5 gm,
carbohydrates 5 gm, fat 1 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 198
mg, potassium 15 mg, calcium 170 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Two-page leaflet from
Natural Products Expo West. 1993. Feb. “New update
effective January 1993.” The company’s president, Patrick
Cochran, has over 23 years experience in the specialty foods
industry. Note: According to one industry observer, this
product is made by Phil Leisac & Sons of Portland, Oregon.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, brown and black on beige)
sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West
(Anaheim, California). 1994. March 10-13. “Soy Gourmet.
Simply the best! The gourmet quality non-dairy cheese
alternative made from organically grown soybeans... Less
than one ounce of fat per serving.” “We do not use spraydried or modified tofu products as many of our competitors
do.” The company address has changed to Suite P-13 from
Suite P-11. The ingredients have also changed–more casein
is used than canola oil: Soy base (organic soybeans, filtered
water), casein [dairy milk protein], canola oil, sea salt,
calcium phosphate, sodium phosphate, natural non-dairy
flavors, citric acid, carrageenan. A new size is 20 lb. Note:
This brochure claims that the product is non-dairy even
though it uses casein as a major ingredient.
Talk with Patrick Cochran, owner of NSI. 1994. April
19. This product line was launched in March 1993 at the
Natural Products Expo West in Anaheim. It no longer
claims to be non-dairy. It is sold refrigerated. Patrick was
formerly with Loma Linda Foods. This is still the company’s
only product line. The source of the company’s soymilk is
confidential.
Talk with Kevin Cross of Stonecrest Natural Foods.
1998. Nov. 13. Kevin now owns this Soy Gourmet product
line. He bought the company–a small L.A. firm that just
didn’t have the finances to get the product going. They
were about to go under, so Kevin’s company basically just
bought the inventory and the label/brand. They had it in
some supermarkets in the Los Angeles area. It has always
been sold mostly in the Los Angeles area, in Ralph’s, Whole
Foods, Wild Oats, Pavilions, etc., and at Andronico’s in
northern California. It has an upscale-looking label with gold
foil around it. He plans to introduce a “Rice Gourmet” line of
cheese alternatives next month.
6187. Voldeng, Harvey D. 1993. Work with breeding shortseason soybeans in Canada (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
March 2. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: The first soybean work at the Central

Experimental Farm was begun in the late 1920s by Dr.
Dimmock. Dr. Voldeng earned a BSc and MSc at the
University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon in crop science
with an emphasis on breeding and genetics. He then earned
his PhD in corn physiology at the University of Oxford
(Dep. of Agriculture) in England. Then in 1968 he returned
to Canada and began work at Ottawa until about 1974 in
field crop physiology of corn with Dr. Lorne Donovan, who
was the successor to Dr. Dimmock. Dimmock had worked
with both corn and soybeans, and when Dimmock retired
in about 1960, Dr. Donovan took over his work on both of
these crops. Before Dr. Donovan, other breeders had used
the Swedish germplasm and elite Fiskeby varieties (some
pure lines registered in Sweden by Dr. Sven A. Holmberg),
but Dr. Donovan used it in a much bigger way. “When you
look into Dr. Holmberg’s work, it was remarkable. He was a
very, very good soybean breeder. Nobody in Europe, even up
until now, has conducted breeding programs on the scale and
with the number of crosses that he did.” He got big results
on a small budget, with funding coming mostly from a small
private seed company and perhaps some from the Swedish
government.
Starting in 1974 (just after the U.S. soybean embargo)
Dr. Voldeng began to work mostly on soybeans with
Dr. Donovan, using growth chambers (artificial warm
environments) and manipulating photoperiod, to cross the
very early material from Sweden with Corn Belt (IowaIllinois) varieties such as Amsoy, Corsoy, and with Harosoy.
This work as very successful. The key to the success was that
the Swedish germplasm brought insensitivity to photoperiod
and tolerance to colder temperatures; moreover, the plants
matured very quickly.
The first really important soybean variety to come out of
the program run by Dr. Donovan and Dr. Voldeng was Maple
Arrow. Dick Buzzell made the cross at Harrow, Dr. Donovan
made the selections, and Dr. Voldeng took the variety
through the registration process. This variety introduced a
new era for soybeans in Canada. Not only was it early, it was
stable and reliable and high yielding. It allowed soybeans to
be planted farther and farther north in Canada and it raised
yields. The northernmost testing station for these varieties
in Canada was at Melfort (53º north latitude) in central
Saskatchewan. Maple Presto was an extremely early variety
with good shattering resistance and high oil content, but
it was never a success commercially because the extreme
earliness resulted in a sacrifice of too much yield.
The two varieties that have been most successful
commercially, Maple Glen and Maple Donovan, have come
out in the last 7-8 years. Each has good yield, stability,
earliness, and adaptation. In Ontario, high-yielding, stable
varieties such as Maple Glen, Donovan, Arrow, Amber have
made soybeans a competitive profitable crop. These varieties
have both increased yields and acreage on the edges of the
traditional southern counties and allowed soybeans to be
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grown profitably farther and farther north. Maple Arrow,
because it could be harvested in only about 120 days, was
found work very well in rotation with winter wheat. It
allowed the 2-crop rotation work better, allowing earlier
planting of winter wheat, making it more profitable, and
allowing it to move northward. Maple Isle and Maple Amber,
which are relatively early, have been key varieties on Prince
Edward Island. He knows of none of his varieties that have
been tested in Newfoundland.
The many new soybean varieties developed by Dr.
Voldeng’s program have been registered (including a full
description of the variety with a registration number) with
the Seeds Division, Food Production and Inspection, of the
Canadian government but he has not published many articles
concerning his work. Recently he, Dr. Wally Beversdorf
(the senior author) at Guelph, Dr. R.I. Buzzell at Harrow,
Dr. Gary Ablett at Ridgetown (Kent County, Ontario),
have written a chapter on soybeans in a book that will soon
be published on the history of plant breeding in Canada.
Address: Agriculture Canada, Central Experimental Farm
(CEF), Building #110, Ottawa, ONT K1A 0C6, Canada.
Phone: 613-995-3700 x 7653.
6188. Hardarson, Gudni. 1993. Method for enhancing
symbiotic nitrogen fixation. Plant and Soil 152(1):1-17.
March. [51 ref]
• Summary: “Biological nitrogen fixation of leguminous
crops is becoming increasingly important in attempts to
develop sustainable agricultural production. However,
these crops are quite variable in their effectiveness in fixing
nitrogen. By the use of the 15N isotope dilution method
some species have been found to fix large proportions of
their nitrogen, while others like common bean have been
considered rather inefficient. Methods for increasing N2
fixation are therefore of great importance in any legume
work. Attempts to enhance nitrogen fixation of grain legumes
has been mainly the domain of microbiologists...”
Note: The soybean is mentioned 39 times in this
article. Address: FAO/IAEA Programme, Soil Science Unit,
Agency’s Laboratories, A-2444 Seibersdorf, Austria.
6189. Product Name: [Biosoja Delisoja {Calcium Enriched
Soymilk Dessert–Aseptically Packaged} (Vanilla, Chocolate,
Caramel)].
Foreign Name: Biosoja Delisoja.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojinal. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar (CAC) (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France. Phone: 89 74 53 53.
Date of Introduction: 1993 March.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Tetra Pak Aseptic carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in SoyaFoods. 1992.
Spring. p. 1. “A taste of soyamilk to come: Editorial.” A

photo shows many different soyfood products in packages,
including Tonyu Saveur, Soja Equilibre, Vanilla Drink Bar,
and Coffee Drink Bar.
SoyaFoods. 1992. Autumn. p. 7. “A profile of Sojinal.”
See Table 2. “Biosoja retail food products.” “Desserts
(calcium enriched) packed in Tetra Pak.”
6190. Product Name: [Biosoja Italian Sauce {Based on
Soymilk}].
Foreign Name: Biosoja Sauce Italienne.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojinal. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar (CAC) (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France. Phone: 89 74 53 53.
Date of Introduction: 1993 March.
New Product–Documentation: SoyaFoods. 1992. Autumn.
p. 7. “A profile of Sojinal.” See Table 2. “Biosoja retail food
products.” “Sauces based on tonyu. Sauc’annaise, Sauce
Italienne.”
6191. Product Name: [Biosoja Sojatine {Calcium Enriched
Chocolate Bars} (Plain Chocolate Covered with Flavored
Soya Paste, or Fruit and Fiber Sojatine)].
Foreign Name: Biosoja Sojatine.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojinal. Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar (CAC) (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France. Phone: 89 74 53 53.
Date of Introduction: 1993 March.
New Product–Documentation: SoyaFoods. 1992. Autumn.
p. 7. “A profile of Sojinal.” See Table 2. “Biosoja retail food
products.” “Sojatine chocolate bars (calcium enriched).”
6192. Roller, Ron. 1993. The Andersons in Maumee, Ohio,
and Pioneer Seed Company’s “Better Life” label (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. April. 3. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The Andersons own a big elevator in Maumee,
Ohio. They have specialized in IOM soybeans for many
years. They trade with Mitsui (or perhaps Mitsubishi),
which sells the soybeans in Japan to food processors (Ron
does not know what type of soyfoods were made). When
American Soy Products started operations in Michigan, the
Andersons were the only people doing anything with Beeson
variety soybeans. They had a Beeson program where they
were contracting Beesons with growers and paying them
a premium of $0.50 per bushel; the soybeans were grown
“commercially” (i.e. non-organically). Beesons were the
only identity preserved soybeans that they handled. Now the
Andersons have an organic program and they are starting to
contract organic soybeans for the Japanese market.
Ron has had ongoing discussions with Pioneer Seed
Co., which is also involved with a number of Japanese
trading companies for organic soybeans. Pioneer has a
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Specialty Crop Division, which handles the “Better Life”
label. Soybeans sold under this label are guaranteed to have
been grown without pesticides or herbicides–but chemical
fertilizers may be used. These beans are sold in Japan. The
majority of very large farms (800-1,200 acres) in Ohio
and Nebraska grow soybeans organically without the use
of animal manure. They use green manure in the form of
cover crops, add soil balancing minerals (such as P and K,
phosphates and potassium) as needed, and practice crop
rotation. Ron has two main objections to the use of chemical
fertilizers: (1) They rely on petroleum products for their
nitrogen content; (2) They are harder on the environment and
ground water. Address: President, American Soy Products,
1474 N. Woodland Dr., Saline, Michigan 48176.
6193. Product Name: Fat Free NuTofu [Mozzarella,
Cheddar, and Monterey Jack].
Manufacturer’s Name: Cemac Foods Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1821 East Sedgley Ave.,
Philadelphia, PA 19124. Phone: 215-288-7440.
Date of Introduction: 1993 April.
Ingredients: Incl. organic tofu.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1993. April. p. 48. These fat free cheeses are
said to contain 51% organic tofu with 50% less saturated fat
than some alternatives.
6194. Product Name: Organic Soy Nuggets (Chunks of
Textured Soy Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name: Love Natural Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3 Masada Dr., Cohutta, GA
30710.
Date of Introduction: 1993 April.
Ingredients: Incl. defatted soy flour.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (237 gm) box.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1993. April. p. 48. Soy Nuggets are made
from organic soybeans that have had their oil expelled
mechanically rather than by the use of hexane solvent. They
are no longer flavored with soy sauce to eliminate excess
sodium.
Ad (half page, color) in Vegetarian Times. 1994. March.
p. 65. “Introducing Organic Soy Nuggets.” The company is
now at 5384 Blair Rd., Cohutta, Georgia 30718.
6195. Product Name: Natural Touch Nine Bean Loaf.
Manufacturer’s Name: Worthington Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 900 Proprietors Rd.,
Worthington, OH 43085. Phone: (614) 885-9511.
Date of Introduction: 1993 April.
Ingredients: Beans and barley (blackeye, green & yellow
split peas, pink, great northerns, pearled barley, kidney, red,
pinto, and turtle blacks), brown rice, tomatoes, onion, corn

oil, carrot, corn, egg whites, cheddar cheese alternative
(organic tofu, canola oil, calcium caseinate (protein), sea
salt, citric acid, natural cheddar cheese flavor, soy lecithin,
guar gum, annatto), jalapeno cheese alternative (organic tofu,
canola oil, calcium caseinate (protein), jalapeno peppers,
sea salt, citric acid, soy lecithin, guar gum), celery, defatted
wheat germ, ripe olives, soy lecithin, Italian & cheese
seasoning (tomato, natural flavor, Parmesan cheese, Romano
cheese, corn starch, onion, spices, garlic, paprika extract,
salt, lactic acid), green & red bell peppers, yeast.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Trudy
Cravens of Worthington Foods. 1993. July 1. “Made with a
variety of 9 beans, organic tofu cheese, tomatoes, & brown
rice.”
6196. Product Name: Natural Touch Garden Grain Pattie
(With Soy Cheese).
Manufacturer’s Name: Worthington Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 900 Proprietors Rd.,
Worthington, OH 43085. Phone: (614) 885-9511.
Date of Introduction: 1993 April.
Ingredients: Mushrooms, onion, brown rice, rolled oats,
bulgur, cottage cheese (grade A pasteurized cultured skim
milk, milk, salt, guar gum, locust bean gum, carrageenan,
natural flavors), mozzarella cheese alternative (organic tofu,
canola oil, calcium caseinate (protein), sea salt, citric acid,
soy lecithin, guar gum), corn oil, walnuts, cheddar cheese
alternative (organic tofu, canola oil, calcium caseinate
(protein), sea salt, citric acid, natural cheddar cheese flavor,
soy lecithin, guar gum, annatto), egg whites, corn starch, soy
lecithin, onion powder, calcium caseinate, sea salt, spices,
garlic powder, celery extract.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz. (4 patties in a paperboard
box).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Trudy
Cravens of Worthington Foods. 1993. July 1.
6197. Product Name: Organic Soybean Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Dreamhill Delights.
Manufacturer’s Address: 170 Dreamhill Dr., Williams, OR
97544. Phone: 503-846-7120.
Date of Introduction: 1993 May.
Ingredients: Cultured organic soybeans, vinegar, water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Judy IwataSmith. 1994. May 1. Her company bakes about 100 loaves of
bread and makes about 40 tempeh patties a week.
Form filled out and Label sent by Judy Iwata-Smith.
1994. June. Her company started making Organic Soybean
Tempeh in May 1993. They now makes 60 lb/month. This
is their only soy product. The so-called patties are simply
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8-ounce square cakes of tempeh. Label is 2.5 by 4.25 inches.
Black on white. “Excellent source of fresh vegetarian
protein. This label is printed on recycled paper. Tempeh may
have small black or gray spots which is normal of the tempeh
culture. Tempeh has a pleasant mushroomy aroma. Store
unstacked in refrigerator if using within a week or freeze for
longer shelf life.” Gives serving suggestions.
6198. Product Name: White Wave Dairyless (Soy Yogurt)
[Lemon-Kiwi].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1993 May.
Ingredients: Water, cultured organically-grown soybeans,
brown rice syrup, lemon puree, kiwi fruit, concentrated
juices (pineapple, peach and pear), unmodified tapioca
starch, natural fruit flavors, citric acid, vanilla, pectin,
carrageenan, agar gum, guar gum, lemon oil, natural color.
Our soybeans are organically grown and processed in
accordance with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz (170 gm) plastic (HDPE)
cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 6 oz.: Calories 160, total fat 1.5 gm
(saturated fat 0 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 50 mg, total
carbohydrate 32 gm (fiber 2 gm, sugars 19 gm), protein 5
gm.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Lon Stromnes.
1993. Feb. 9. This product will be introduced in about the
middle of this year.
Talk with Lon Stromnes. 1993. April 14. This product
will probably be on the market until in about May 1993. “We
are more excited about this product than any other. Its just
delicious–great for pies and just a wonderful product.”
Label brought by Steve Demos. 1993. July 31. 3.25
inches diameter at lid, 3 inches high. Plastic cup. Blue,
turquoise, light green, yellow, white. Illustration of a cross
section of a kiwi fruit in front of a whole lemon. Front panel:
“Low fat! Dairy free. Made with Acidophilus and Bifidus
cultures.” Lid: “If you enjoy the taste of yogurt, you’ll love
dairyless! Live cultures. Lactose free.”
Talk with Steve Demos. 1995. Aug. 15. This flavor is the
best seller among their line of soy yogurts.
6199. Product Name: Veggie Life Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1993 May.
Ingredients: Cooked rice (brown rice, water), organic* tofu
(water, soybeans, gypsum, nigari (magnesium chloride)),
wheat gluten, soy sauce (water, soybeans*, whole wheat,
salt), green peppers, mushrooms, onions, carrots, sunflower

seeds, oat flour, sesame seeds, granulated garlic. * =
Soybeans grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3.5 oz. (142 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition: Per 71 gm. patty: Calories 110, protein 5 gm,
carbohydrate 16 gm, fat 3 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 210
mg.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Steve Demos,
president of White Wave. 1993. May 22. On 15 May 1993
the burger hit the market with a new White Wave label that
reads: “White Wave Veggie Life Burger.” The retail product
consists of 2 patties vacuum packed (2.5 oz each), and the
3.5 ounce for foodservice.
Label sent by Leonardo Laudisio. 1993. June 15. 4 by
4.5 inches. Self adhesive. Red, black, orange, yellow, blue
and white. “No meat. No eggs. No dairy.”
Leaflet (single sided, green ink on yellow paper) sent by
Leonardo Laudisio. 1993. June 15. “Veggie Life Burger. A
healthy vegan alternative.”
Leaflet (black and white, single sided, 28 cm) sent
by White Wave. 1993. June 22. “White Wave Veggie Life
Burger: Food service information. Pack: 48 / 3.5 oz. burgers.
Ship weight: 11.0 lbs. Price: $24.000 / case FOB Boulder,
Colorado. Shelf life: 18 days refrigerated; 1 year frozen.
Shipping: Frozen. Case dimensions. Case cube: .321.
U.P.C. Kosher: Yes (Star K). Available: May 10. Then gives
detailed nutritional information. Vegetarian cuisine company
launches new Prime Burger, Chick’n Burger, and the new
Veggie Life Burger.”
Label sent by Paul Chasnoff of White Wave. 1996.
May 2. 5.5 by 4 by 3/4 inch. Paperboard sleeve. Dark green,
green, brown, tan, and beige. Color photo of the burger on a
little lettuce, topped with a sliced pickles, relish, and a bun.
The product name is now: “VeggieLife: Seasoned Grain &
Vegetable Patty.” The ingredients in this product are very
similar to those in the original May 1993 product, except that
the tofu is organic. The weight is now 6 ounces instead of 5.
“Cholesterol free.”
6200. Whiting, Kelly R.; Crookston, R. Kent. 1993. Hostspecific pathogens do not account for the corn-soybean
rotation effect. Crop Science 33(3):539-43. May. [30 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans “generally yield more when rotated
with another crop rather than grown continuously. The
specific reasons for this yield response are unknown.”
“Buildup of plant diseases is often a negative effect of
monoculture (Altieri, 1987; Curl, 1963; Power and Follett,
1987). Monocropping provides a continuous supply of
suitable substrate on which pathogens persist and multiply.
The problem is particularly evident with certain fungal
pathogens that are soilborne and host-specific (Cook, 1984;
Shipton, 1977). When a crop for which a fungal pathogen is
nonspecific is inserted into a cropping pattern, the life cycle
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is interrupted.” Address: 1. 1520 Wildwood Dr., Mt. Zion,
Illinois 62549.
6201. Product Name: Soyboy Garden Tortellini.
Manufacturer’s Name: Northern Soy, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 545 West Ave., Rochester, NY
14611. Phone: 716-235-8970.
Date of Introduction: 1993 June.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Health Foods
Business. 1993. June. p. 60. Shows the front panel of the
label, which states: “Vegetarian. Non-dairy. No cholesterol.
Low fat. Made with organic soybeans. Low sodium. Keep
frozen.” The product is said to be made with durum flour and
filled with pesto, made with organic tofu.
6202. Product Name: Organic Tofu (Flavored) [Hot
{Mildly}, or Curry {Mild}].
Manufacturer’s Name: Small Planet Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4452 Rocky Gorge Rd.,
Newport, WA 99156. Phone: 509-447-5146.
Date of Introduction: 1993 June.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Phil Spiegel.
1998. July 30. He introduced these two flavored tofu
products in about June 1993. The idea for these flavored tofu
products was developed by Silverking in British Columbia,
Canada; they shared the idea with Phil–who made some
small modifications.
Labels for Mildly Hot Organic Tofu and Mild Curry
Organic Tofu sent by Phil Spiegel. 2001. May 18. 3.75 by
5 inches. Self adhesive. “Non-GMO” logo. “Hand crafted
in the Northwest by Penrith Farms, 330112 Hwy #2,
Newport, Washington 99156. Phone: (509) 447-5146. www.
smallplanettofu.com.” A large illustration shows a river with
trees and mountains.
6203. Product Name: SuperBurger (Made with Tempeh).
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, Hood River, OR
97031. Phone: (503) 386-7766.
Date of Introduction: 1993 June.
Ingredients: Aug. 1994: Certified organic soybeans (grown
in accordance with Section 26569.11 of the California Health
and Safety Code), brown rice, Wehani rice, wild rice, water,
shoyu (soy sauce), lemon juice, onions, garlic, vinegar,
starter culture (Rhizopus oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3 oz. patty.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per patty (85 gm): Calories 122, calories from
fat 14, total fat 1.5 gm (1% daily value; saturated fat 0.5 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 339 mg (14%), total carbohydrate
15 gm (dietary fiber 8 gm, sugars 0 gm), protein 12 gm.

Vitamin A 110%, calcium 8%, vitamin C 0%, iron 2%.
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Voice of the Turtle (Hood
River, Oregon). 1993. May. p. 1. “New for June: Look! In
your refrigerator! Its SuperBurger.” “After 13 years of effort,
we have created a new burger that is low in fat (1.5 grams
per 3 oz. patty) and high in flavor.” A black-and-white photo
shows the burger on a bun with trimmings.
Product with Label purchased at Berkeley Natural
Grocery Co. 1994. Aug. 20. The product is now named
“Superburgers.” Two 3-oz. marinated tempeh patties are
sealed in a plastic pouch, and packaged inside a paperboard
sleeve. “The Ultimate Vegetarian Burger Experience.” Each
patty contains only 1.5 gm of fat.
6204. Product Name: White Wave Tofruit (Soy Yogurt)
[Raspberry / Framboise].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1993 June.
Ingredients: Water, organically-grown soybeans [made
into soymilk], brown rice syrup, concentrated pineapple,
peach and pear juices, raspberries, tapioca starch, natural
fruit flavors, vanilla, pectin, guar gum, carrageenan, natural
colour, citric acid, bacterial culture. Our soybeans are
organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz plastic (HDPE) cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 6 oz.: Calories 162 (600 kj), protein 6.0 gm,
carbohydrates 30 gm, fat 2.0 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label brought by Steve
Demos. 1993. July 31. 3.25 inches diameter at lid, 3 inches
high. This product is very similar to White Wave Dairyless
except that it is labeled for the Canadian market. Red, dark
blue, turquoise, and white. Front panel: “Made with live
bacterial cultures including acidophilus and bifidus. Cultured
soya dessert.” No writing appears on the lid.
6205. Product Name: Native Tempeh (With Soy & Millet).
Manufacturer’s Name: Native Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 71485 Painted Canyon Rd., Palm
Desert, CA 92260. Phone: 619-346-2939.
Date of Introduction: 1993 July.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, organic millet, water, rice
starter, vinegar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb plastic bag.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with (call from) Tanya
Malch. 1994. Feb. 4. She started commercial production
of Soy and Millet Tempeh at this new company which she
founded. She sells mostly to restaurants and is looking for
packaging and sealing equipment. Soy Power distributes
Lightlife tempeh in the Los Angeles area and offers bulk
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discount, but White Wave is the main brand. Tanya used to
run a restaurant named The MT Plate.
Label sent by Tanya Malch. 1994. Feb. 4. 5.5 by
8 inches. Photocopy black ink on chartreuse paper. An
illustration of two natives, flying at a 45 degree angle above
3 palm trees, one with a spear, both with rings in ears and
nose. One is saying “A native food from Bali,” the other
“Save our Earth!” The text below the product name reads: “A
clean, controlled, ‘come on’ food.” Another flyer notes that
under the name Chef Tanya Petrovna she teaches cooking
classes using TVP, tempeh, and seitan in southern California.
Spot in Vegetarian Times. 1996. March p. 112. Amy
O’Connor writes that Tanya Petrovna is owner of Native
Foods, Smoke Tree Village, 1775 E. Palm Canyon Dr., Palm
Springs, California. Phone: 619-416-0070. She makes her
own tempeh, seitan, and TVP.
6206. Bolduc, Bill. 1993. Current work with soymilk and
organically-grown soybeans (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
Aug. 16. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: Bill Shurtleff tells Bill Bolduc that he has heard
that Bolduc’s company is now making soymilk for Westbrae
Natural Foods. Bolduc admits that this is correct. Shurtleff
says that he cannot imagine how Bolduc is doing this, since
a modern soymilk plant typically costs about $1.5 million.
Bolduc answers that he purchased the soymilk plant owned
by Grove Country Foods in an auction on 4 April 1993.
This plant used the University of Illinois process for making
soymilk.
Note: Grove Country Foods, USA, is located at 720
S. Main St., Columbus Grove, Ohio. Phone: 419-659-5636
(office) or -2920 (plant). The two main people involved
in the company were Dr. Carl Hastings and Prof. Alvin I.
Nelson, both food scientists from the University of Illinois.
The basic idea of the company was to commercialize new
soy products and processes (such as soynuts, soy yogurt,
soy ice cream, and soymilk) developed at the University of
Illinois. By December 1988 they were in test production of
several products but were in need of funds for commercial
production and marketing. In early 1989 Grove Country
Foods Canada Inc. (located in Ridgetown, Ontario, Canada)
introduced Astronuts, a type of soynuts apparently made by
some other company, but the company went bankrupt after
1-2 years.
Bill has modified the Illinois process for making
soymilk extensively. For example, he removes the okara
from the soymilk. Completing these modifications has taken
several months, and his company is “now in a start-up mode
making soymilk.” Their refrigeration was under-sized so
they lost several loads of product to spoilage. This week
they are installing another compressor, etc. The system now
works very well if they go slowly, but they need to be able to
produce twice as much soymilk as they presently can before

he will be satisfied. Now it takes several days to produce
a tanker full of soymilk. Westbrae is being patient and
supportive even though the process is “a bit bumpy.”
Bill is only making Westbrae’s regular soymilks–not
their Malteds, which he thinks are still made by Hinoichi in
Los Angeles. The only soymilk Bill makes is Westbrae’s. He
ships this soymilk in a tanker to a separate facility nearby in
the Midwest that packages the soymilk in Tetra Brik Aseptic
cartons for Westbrae. Westbrae now has their regular soymilk
(the same product sold under the same brand) made by two
companies (Pacific Foods of Oregon and Bill’s Organic
Processing Corp.) using two different processes. Bill started
because Pacific ran out of capacity. Westbrae likes the flavor
of Bill’s soymilk as well as they like Pacific’s–even though
Pacific’s technology is much more expensive than Bill’s.
Bill has dramatically altered the Illinois process but he has
decided not to try to patent his altered process.
Within about 2 months Bill expects to have a new
soymilk product on the market with another partner (similar
to Westbrae, but whose name is confidential) in a new
package [perhaps an extended shelf-life (ESL) gable top
carton]. After that, Bill hopes to diversify his customer base
and his product mix. To do that he hopes to start by making a
fresh, UHT Processed, refrigerated soy-based frozen dessert
mix (for soft-serve soy ice cream) packaged at another
facility, located very nearby, in 2-gallon bags with a 60-day
shelf life.
Bill sees the future of soymilk packaging as being in
the relatively new extended shelf life gable top carton that
is sold refrigerated. This package, which is made by Tetra
Pak and Evergreen, is significantly less expensive than
the traditional Tetra Brik carton. It is now becoming quite
popular in the Midwest and the East Coast because of its
lower cost. It can cut at least $1.00 off the wholesale price
of a case (12 quarts) of soymilk, which leads to even bigger
savings at the retail level. And the product has a shelf life
of 60-90 days refrigerated. Co-packers nearby own the new
gable-top packaging equipment. Most of America’s major
soymilk companies are looking carefully at this package, it
requires a whole new distribution system–refrigerated trucks.
Bill knows that there will be a soymilk product on the market
in the extended shelf life gable top package by this fall. Bill
will make it for another company. The rest is confidential. He
just ran the first test batch last Thursday, and now he is doing
shelf-life tests. His smaller company has several advantages
over the bigger soymilk companies; his company is very
lean and can move very quickly. He is not controlled by any
multinational corporations.
Bill has a separate company named Organic Marketing
that exports organically grown soybeans to Europe; he
started Organic Marketing in about 1989 and it was
the precursor to Organic Processing. Bill was acting as
marketing coordinator for the Ohio Ecological Food and
Farm Association (the organic growers of Ohio). First he
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sold a lot of organically grown soybeans to Dan Burke of
Pacific Soybean & Grain, then he started exporting. He met
Jerry Fowler, a British-born man who has a company named
Manna International in Ontario, Canada. Bill likes very
much to do business with Jerry because he has a very good
overview of the market, is cooperative with the growers, and
pays good money to the growers for organic soybeans. Bill
exports his organic soybeans via Montreal to England, where
they are used by the Haldane Foods Group (which is owned
by ADM).
Update: Talk with Ron Roller, CEO of American Soy
Products (ASP). 1993. Sept. 4. Bill Bolduc is making plain
soymilk and shipping it up to Grand Rapids, Michigan, for
formulation and Tetra Brik packaging for Westbrae. ASP
negotiated with Westbrae for a long time, but Westbrae
finally went with Pacific Foods and Bolduc; there were
many reasons for this but they are mostly political. Address:
President, Organic Processing Corp., 305 N. Walnut St.,
Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387. Phone: 800-647-2326 OF.
6207. Product Name: Soyboy Tofu Lin (Marinated and
Baked Firm Organic Tofu).
Manufacturer’s Name: Northern Soy, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 545 West Ave., Rochester, NY
14611. Phone: 716-235-8970.
Date of Introduction: 1993 August.
Ingredients: Incl. tofu.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in New Product News.
1993. Oct. 12. Organic tofu is pressed until firm, soaked in
a marinade, then baked. It is ready to eat, or can be cut into
small cubes or sliced like cheese.
6208. Product Name: Cedarlane Organic Fettucini Alfredo.
Manufacturer’s Name: Cedarlane Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1864 E. 22nd Street, Los
Angeles, CA 90058. Phone: 213-745-4255.
Date of Introduction: 1993 September.
Ingredients: Incl. Soy Parmesan, soy Romano, and soy
cream cheese over organic fettucini noodles.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz package.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1993. Sept. p. 78. “Hold the cheese please!
Lactose free.” “What is Fettucini Alfredo without the
richness of cream, butter, and cheese? And lots of cholesterol
and butterfat? Well, now you can hold your cheese and eat
it too! Our Fettucini Alfredo is made with soy Parmesan,
soy romano and soy cream cheese (all made from organic
tofu) blended into a rich sauce and poured over our
delicious Fettucini noodles. Great taste, lactose free and no
cholesterol.”
Spot in Health Foods Business. 1993. Sept. p. 84.
6209. Centro de Investigación Agrícola Tropical (CIAT).
1993. Preselección de cepas de Bradyrhizobium japonicum

para la inoculación de la soya [Preselection of stocks of
Bradyrhizobium japonicum for inoculation of soybeans].
Santa Cruz, Bolivia. 18 p. Sept. [Spa]*
6210. Product Name: EdenBlend Rice & Soy Beverage
(Amazake & Soymilk) [Original].
Manufacturer’s Name: Eden Foods, Inc. (Distributor).
Made in Saline, Michigan, by American Soy Products, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 701 Tecumseh Road, Clinton, MI
49236.
Date of Introduction: 1993 September.
Ingredients: Purified water, organic brown rice, organic
soybeans, kombu (seaweed), carrageenan, Lima sea salt,
calcium carbonate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter (33.8 oz) Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl oz.: Calories 120, calories from fat
30, total fat 3 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat 0.5 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 85 mg (4%), potassium 270 mg,
total carbohydrate 16 gm (5%), protein 7 gm (10%), calcium
2%, iron 6%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000
calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Ron Roller,
President of American Soy Products (ASP). 1993. Two new
beverages, Rice Blend and Rice Soy, were introduced at
the Natural Products Expo East, Sept. 9-12, in Baltimore,
Maryland. They are both made from real, traditional rice
koji. The EdenBlend (made of amazake and soymilk) tastes
better than soymilk. These are really good products that
took a great deal of time and innovation to develop; they
should be on the shelves of natural foods stores in about midOctober.
Talk with Ron Roller. 1993. Oct. 19. These new products
are now expected to be in stores by December. Originally
they were going to be named Rice Blend and Rice-Soy,
but now the names have been finalized to EdenRice, and
EdenBlend. The packages are now being printed; it takes 5-6
weeks to print the film.
Talk with Ron Roller. 1994. Jan. 15. They have started
making EdenBlend commercially; a little may be in the
stores by now. Production of EdenRice will start tomorrow;
it may not be in retail stores until February.
Label sent by Ron Roller. 1994. Jan. 16. Tetra Brik
carton. White and black on light and dark green. “A delicious
blend of rice and soy. Grains and beans are the primary
foods of the human family. Combined they offer a whole
spectrum of nutritional building blocks. Many cultures have
intuitively combined grains & beans for balanced nutrition–
rice and soybeans in Asia, maize and beans in the Americas,
rice and peas in Africa. Grains and beans provide premium
nourishment. EdenBlend marries two healthy foods–certified
organic Lundberg Brown Rice (the best in the world) and
organic soy (the same as Edensoy)... EdenBlend is certified
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organically grown and processed by OCIA (Organic Crop
Improvement Association).”
Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1994. Autumn. p. 5.
“Eden Foods launches rice and soya drink.” A photo shows
the package of EdenBlend Rice & Soy.
6211. Product Name: Tofu Dessert [Strawberry, or
Apricot].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrisoy Pty. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 255 Forest Road, Arncliffe 2205,
NSW, Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1993 September.
Ingredients: Strawberry: Filtered water, organic soybean,
strawberry, honey, apple juice, pectin (extract of citrus peel),
natural nigari (magnesium chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels with dates sent by
Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling these products in Sept. 1993. Strawberry: Green,
yellow, red and blue on pink.
6212. Ogunkunle, A.O.; Onasanya, O.S. 1993. Relative
influence of management and topographic position on maize
and soybean yields at some sites in south-western Nigeria.
International J. of Tropical Agriculture (India) 11(3):155-62.
Sept. [7 ref]*
• Summary: The yields of relay-cropped corn and soybeans
were compared at 2 sites in Oyo, Nigeria, in 1989 and 1990.
Both improved management and the topographic position
improved yields. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of
Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria.
6213. Product Name: [Tofu Spring Rolls].
Foreign Name: Nems au Tofou.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofoulie.
Manufacturer’s Address: St. Pierre, 26560 Séderon,
France. Phone: 75-28-55-05.
Date of Introduction: 1993 September.
Ingredients: Tofu* 21%, rice cakes (galettes de riz),
carrots*, green vegetables*, onions*, water, millet*,
sunflower oil, shoyu*, sea vegetables, unrefined sea salt,
spices*. * = Organically grown: 75% of total.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 170 gm. plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Fats (lipids) 3.1 gm, protein 5.3
gm, carbohydrates (glucides) 28.3 gm, calories (Kcal) 162
(686 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out and Label
sent by Joel Pichon. 1996. June 14. Nem is the Vietnamese
word for “spring rolls.” His company started making Tofu
Spring Rolls (Nem au Tofou) in Sept. 1993; they now make
up to 1,000 kg/month. They plan to introduce a second flavor
Nem Potinoa au Tofou in the autumn of 1996. The Label is

a heavy plastic bag 4.75 by 9.75 inches. Red and black on
white. Illustrations of two red dragons with fiery breaths
descending on a rural village.
6214. Product Name: Farm Foods Fat Free Pizsoy
[Original/Cheese Style, Garden Style, Vegetarian Pepperoni].
Manufacturer’s Name: Farm Foods. Div. of Barricini
Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 49 Old Bloomfield Ave.,
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046. Phone: 201-334-0101.
Date of Introduction: 1993 October.
Ingredients: Garden Style: Organic stone-ground whole
wheat flour, tomatoes, non-fat tofu mozzarella (organic
soybeans, calcium caseinate [derived from non-fat milk],
corn and rice starch, sea salt, citric acid, natural flavor, soy
lecithin, vegetable gum), bell peppers, mushrooms, fresh
yeast barley malt, garlic powder, herbs and spices.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Health Food
Business. 1993. Nov. p. 10. “Farm Foods acquires Original
Pizsoy.”
Leaflet (black on orange) distributed at Natural Products
Expo East in Baltimore, Maryland. 1993. Oct. “Farm Foods.
Come taste the world’s best pizza. Fat Free Pizsoy. The
naturally delicious alternative to cheese pizza.”
Two leaflets (8½ by 11 inch, black-and-white) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West (Anaheim,
California). 1994. March 10-13. “Fat Free Pizsoy Nutritional
Facts.” Gives the ingredients and nutritional information on
the 3 types of Pizsoy. What used to be called “Origina;” is
now called “Cheese Style.”
6215. Stoorvogel, J.J.; Smaling, E.M.A.; Janssen, B.H.
1993. Calculating soil nutrient balances in Africa at different
scales. I. Supra-national scale. Fertility Research 35(3):227235. Oct. [33 ref]
• Summary: “Nutrient balances were calculated for the
arable soils of 38 sub-Saharan African countries. FAO
production figures and forecasts for 35 crops for the period
1982-1984 and for 2000 were used to define land use
systems, further characterized by fertility input through
fertilizers, manure, rain and dust, biological N-fixation,
and sedimentation, and fertility output through harvest of
crops and removal of residues, leaching, denitrification, and
erosion... The alarming annual average nutrient loss for subSaharan Africa was 22 kg N [per ha], 2.5 kg P, and 15 kg
K in 1982-84, and will be 26 kg N, 3 kg P, and 19 kg K in
2000.”
Note 1. This journal was later renamed “Nutrient
Cycling in Agroecosystems.”
Note 2. Soy is mentioned only once in this article, as
“harvested in rotation with soybean.” Address: 1-2. DLO The
Winand Staring Centre for Integrated Land, Soil and Water
Research (SC-DLO), P.O. Box 125, 6700 AC Wageningen,
The Netherlands.
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6216. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3270, South Pasadena,
CA 91031-6270. Phone: 818-441-1177.
Date of Introduction: 1993 October.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans*, calcium sulfate. *
= Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 19 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray, with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film
top. Retails for $0.89 (1997/09, Concord, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3 oz.: Calories 60, calories from fat 30, total
fat 3 gm (5% daily value; saturated fat 0.5 gm), cholesterol
0 mg, sodium 10 mg (0%), total carbohydrate 1 gm (dietary
fiber 0 gm, sugars 0 gm), protein 6 gm. Calcium 10%, iron
6%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Concord, California. 1993.
Nov. 4. 5 by 4¼ inches. Purplish-blue and pink on clear
plastic film. “No preservatives. Low fat. No salt added. Use
in blender dressings and dips. Scramble with eggs. Use as
cheese. Puree with fruit. Drop chunks in soup. Use in place
of beef in enchiladas.”
6217. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Vegetable Tofu Patties.
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (Product DeveloperDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3270, South Pasadena,
CA 91031-6270. Phone: 818-441-1177.
Date of Introduction: 1993 October.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (filtered water, whole organic
soybeans [Grown and processed to the California Organic
Act of 1990], natural nigari and/or calcium sulfate [naturally
derived coagulants]), onions, carrots, cabbage, mushrooms,
wheat pilaf, red bell peppers, tamari (water, soybeans, sea
salt, grain alcohol [a natural preservative]), sunflower seeds,
sesame seeds, currants, hi oleic safflower oil and/or hi oleic
sunflower oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz vacuum pack retails for
$1.49 (10/93, Concord, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1.53 oz.: Calories 160, protein 10 gm,
carbohydrates 12 gm, fat 8 gm, sodium 400 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Trader Joe’s Fearless Flyer.
1993. Oct. p. 13. “Vegetable Tofu Patties $1.49 for package
of two. Fully cooked, no eggs, no dairy. Here’s a good choice
when you want to prepare a meatless meal.”
Product with Label purchased from Trader Joe’s in
Concord, California. 1993. Oct. 10. 3.5 inch diameter. Black
and bluish green on light blue. Self adhesive. “No dairy.
No eggs. Fully cooked. Grill for 3 to 4 minutes or heat in

a toaster. Use in sandwiches or salads. Keep refrigerated.”
Soyfoods Center taste test. Delicious!
6218. Product Name: Low Fat WestSoy Soy Drink (NonDairy Beverage with Calcium and Vitamin D Added) [Plain,
or Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1065 East Walnut St., Carson,
CA 90746. Phone: 310-886-8200.
Date of Introduction: 1993 October.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Filtered water, whole organic
soybeans*, malted cereal extract, natural vanilla flavor with
other natural flavors, tricalcium phosphate, sea salt, vitamin
D-2. * = Organically grown and processed in accordance
with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter (1.06 quart) Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton. Retails for $1.39 (11/93, Trader Joe’s,
Concord, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl. oz.: Calories 100, protein 4 gm,
carbohydrate 16 gm, fat 2.5 gm (percent calories from fat 18,
polyunsaturated fat 2.0 gm, saturated fat 0.5 gm), cholesterol
0 mg, sodium 140 mg, potassium 170 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Products (plain and vanilla)
with Labels purchased at Trader Joe’s in Concord, California.
1993. Nov. 4. 3.75 by 6.5 by 2.5 inches. Orange or red, dark
blue, white, and black on light blue. Color photo of soymilk
being poured from a pitcher into a bowl of flaked breakfast
cereal with a glass of soymilk behind the bowl. “All natural.
No cholesterol. Lactose & dairy free. Great tasting.” Each
8-oz. serving of Low Fat Westsoy provides the following
percentages of the U.S. Recommended Daily Allowances:
Vitamin D 25%, calcium 25%. “Not for use as an infant
formula.”
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1993. Nov. p.
27. “We know the importance of customer satisfaction.”
“Westsoy Soy Drink–The first value-added enriched soy
drink.”
6219. Product Name: WestSoy Lunchbox Plus (Non Dairy
Beverage) [Plain, or Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1065 East Walnut St., Carson,
CA 90746. Phone: 310-886-8200.
Date of Introduction: 1993 October.
Ingredients: Filtered water, whole organic soybeans*,
brown rice syrup (brown rice, water), vanilla flavor with
other natural flavors, tricalcium phosphate, expeller pressed
organic canola oil*, sea salt, carrageenan, vitamin A
palmitate, vitamin D-2, riboflavin (vitamin B-2).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz. Tetra Brik Aseptic carton.
Retails for $1.39 (11/93, Trader Joe’s, Concord, California).
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How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1993. Nov. p. 27. “We know the importance
of customer satisfaction.” “Westsoy Lunchbox Plus–The first
convenient 6 ounce size enriched soy drink.”
Product with Label brought by Cheryl Ishida in her
kids’ lunch. 1996. April 23. 2 by 4.5 by 1.5 inches (tall
and slender, petite, handy size for a kid’s lunch). Aseptic
carton. Red, black, and tan on white. The word “Lunchbox”
is written with many fun colors: Red, yellow, blue, orange,
green. Below the product name on the front panel is written:
“6 times more Calcium, 10 times more Vitamin A, 20 times
more vitamin D, 5 times more Riboflavin, than Original
WestSoy. 2% fat.” A logo states: “Made with Organic
soybeans.” The product now comes in Plain, Vanilla, and
Cocoa [pronounced KO-ko] flavors.
6220. Centro de Investigación Agrícola Tropical (CIAT).
1993. La inoculatión de soya con Bradyrhizobium
japonicum. Resultados de los ensayos de campo en las
campañas de invierno, verano 1991/92 y verano 1992/93
[Inoculation of soybeans with Bradyrhizobium japonicum.
Results of field trials during the rainy season (winter) of
1991, summer of 1991/92 and rainy season of 1992/93].
Santa Cruz, Bolivia. 24 p. Nov. [Spa]*
6221. Sharaiha, Ramzi Khalil; Hattar, Butros. 1993.
Intercropping and poultry manure effects on yields of corn,
watermelon and soybean grown in a calcareous soil in the
Jordan Valley. J. of Agronomy and Crop Science–Zeitschrift
fuer Acker- und Pflanzenbau 171(4):260-67. Nov. [22 ref.
Eng; ger]
• Summary: Field trials were conducted during the 1988 and
1989 summer growing seasons at the University of Jordan
Research Station in the central Jordan Valley, about 250
meters below sea level on sandy clay loam calcareous soil.
They studied the potential and response of 3 summer crops to
intercropping and poultry manure application.
“Inorganic fertilizers have long been used for irrigated
field crops in the Jordan Valley without any environmental
safeguard especially for the expected leaching as well as
accumulation of fertilizers that might affect the soil as well
as ground water in the long run. However, this problem could
be reduced by shifting to more organic fertilizers along with
applying an intercropping system.” Intercropping often gives
more total yield than sole cropping and makes more efficient
use of resources. Legume crops have been found to have
particular significance in intercropping because they often
leave nitrogen in the soil for subsequent non-legume crops.
The soybean variety Merit was first planted in early
March 1988 and cultivated as a sole crop and as an intercrop
in 3 paired combinations, with 3 levels of poultry manure.
The highest yields for the two cropping systems were
obtained with the highest level of poultry manure (40

tonnes/ha). Soybeans gave the highest yield when grown
with maize, and vice versa, leading to increases of 35% and
34% over soybean grown as a sole crop at the same poultry
manure level in 1988 and 1989, respectively.
The land equivalent ratios values for all intercrop
treatments were greater than 1.0, indicating the superiority of
intercropping over sole cropping, especially were 40 tonnes/
ha of poultry manure were added. Address: 1. PhD, Assoc.
Prof., Plant Production Dep.; 2. Assoc. Prof., Soils and
Irrigation Dep. Both: Univ. of Jordan, Faculty of Agriculture,
Amman, Jordan.
6222. Agri-Book Magazine (Exeter, ONT, Canada). 1993.
Beans in Canada. 20(2):1-20. Dec.
• Summary: This entire special issue is about soybeans
in Canada, with emphasis on soybean production. The
magazine is printed with soy ink. Articles include: Making
production profitable. The key to success in soybeans
(ad for Pursuit herbicide by Cyanamid). Time savings
are considerable [with no till]. Machinery management:
Handling high residue. Soybean board activities–An
active year: 1993 Ontario soybean marketing agreement,
export market development, Japanese soybean mission
visits Ontario, Japanese soybeans for food use, Minimum
Compensatory rates gone in 1994, board fees reduced to
$0.90 per tonne effective 1 Sept. 1993, Canada’s centennial
symposium, soybean research and variety development.
Soybean planters and drill reviewed. Be prepared for control
of different weeds.
A table (p. 12) shows the sources of Japan’s soybeans
used for food in 1993: USA 922,000 tonnes, China 200,000
tonnes, domestic Japanese 170,000 tonnes, Canada 40,000
tonnes.
6223. Product Name: Herb Smoked Tofu [Organic].
Manufacturer’s Name: Smoke & Fire Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 955 S. Main St., Great
Barrington, MA 01230. Phone: 413-528-6891.
Date of Introduction: 1993 December.
Ingredients: 1998: Organic tofu (Soybeans, water, nigari
and/or calcium sulfate), organic tamari, organic apple cider,
herbs and spices, natural wood smoke.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5.5 oz (156 gm) vacuum pack.
Retails for $2.15 (1998/07, Massachusetts; Range: $1.89 to
$2.50).
How Stored: Refrigerated, 90 day shelf life (at 34-36ºF).
New Product–Documentation: U.S. Soyfoods Directory.
1998. Feb. New company listing, p. 27. Talk with José
Antunes (pronounced jo-ZAY ahn-TU-nays), founder
and president, who is Portuguese. 1998. June 29. He has
an invoice [of which he sent a copy to Soyfoods Center]
showing that he started making and selling smoked tofu
on 1 Dec. 1993 at 955 S. Main St., Great Barrington,
Massachusetts, 01236. The first sale was to Morganicus; 10
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cases at $22.50 per case. The company was located in a fish
smokehouse at this time until Nov. 1996. He incorporated
the company after this first product was launched. His friend,
Sjon Welters, told him that smoked tofu was widely made
in Europe, but that it was plain, not flavored. Sjon gave
him a copy of Tofu & Soymilk Production by Shurtleff &
Aoyagi, He buys his tofu from a tofu manufacturer. His first
product was Herb Smoked Tofu. He now makes five flavors
of smoked tofu: Herb, Lemon, Barbecue, Thai, and Sea
Vegetables (introduced in Dec. 1997). Each product is 5½
oz. and vacuum packed. The average retail price is $2.19;
the range is $1.89 (at Trader Joe’s) to $2.79 (out of state).
Interest in his products is growing rapidly; he basically has
a fan club. In about 1993/94 he moved the company to its
present address: P.O. Box 743, Great Barrington, MA 01230.
Products (five flavors) with Labels kindly sent by UPS
refrigerated by José Antunes. 1998. July 8. Label for Herb:
2.5 by 3.75 inches. Self adhesive. Green, orange, red, and
white on black. Front panel text: “Naturally cured in a real
New England smokehouse. Serve as is or in prepared dishes.
Imparts a delicate smoked flavor when used in cooking.
Please refrigerate.” On the back panel are Nutrition Facts,
ingredients, and an invitation to get in touch by e-mail
or to visit the company’s web site at http://smokeandfire.
com. Soyfoods Center taste test. 1998 July 11. Organoleptic
scores: Herb, Lemon-Garlic, and Sea Vegetable all = 10 (the
top score). Thai = 9 (could market it like a hot dog). BBQ =
7 (too spicy for our tastes). These some of the most delicious
tofu products we have ever tasted! The package design is
also excellent.
Talk with José Antunes. 1998. July 14. These are
excellent products. He does not buy his tofu from Nasoya
because their tofu is not firm enough. The product has a
shelf life of 90 days from the day of processing if stored
at 34-36ºF. His best-seller is Herb, followed by Thai, then
BBQ and Lemon-Garlic (tied for #3), and sea vegetable
(which is also the newest product, launched in early 1998).
The products were introduced in this sequence: Herb (Dec.
1993), Lemon-Garlic (1994), BBQ and Thai (1995). and Sea
Vegetable (early 1998). The idea for these products came
to José in the summer of 1993 when he was working for a
smokehouse that smoked fish. One day he decided to try
smoking some tofu that he had marinated with herbs–just
like the fish. It turned out very well. For about a year at this
time, just as he was going through a divorce and was under
great personal stress, he received many amazing insights
into life and good things started happening. “It was just like
a revelation.” He had not heard of smoked tofu at the time.
He first heard of tofu through macrobiotics–which he began
studying in 1974 in Portugal. After he got out of the air force
(in Africa) and was sick with typhus and in the hospital
for several months, he read a book by George Ohsawa. He
continued his studies at the Community Health Foundations
and Kushi Institute in London, England, in 1974-76 with Bill

Tara; there he first learned about tofu and amazake. Then
he studied in Boston. Being very independent, he wanted
to create his own business. He had learned how to make
amazake at cooking classes in the Kushi Institute in Boston.
So in about 1981 in Boston, he and his ex-wife, Melissa
Crane Morehouse, started making amazake at their home and
selling it at the first Erewhon store and the first Bread and
Circus store. Their amazake business was named Infinity,
and it lasted for only about eight months. He is now working
to develop a savory herb smoked tempeh (probably the first
in the world; Lightlife’s smoky strips are not really smoked,
but just smoke flavored); he sold a little in early 1998, but he
has no label yet. It will be more expensive than smoked tofu
and probably will not sell as well. His business is expanding
rapidly, and he wants to get more distribution in California
and the western USA. Last year he had a booth at the Natural
Products Expo. He served the smoked tofu sliced, on a
toothpick.
Letter from José Antunes. 198. July 20. His company is
presently smoking about 2,400 lb/week of tofu. This letter
contains photocopies of the earliest invoice showing that
each different flavor or product was sold. From 1 Dec. 1993
through 7 Nov. 1996 his company leased space in the fish
smokehouse where the product was created. On 8 Nov. 1996
they moved into their own production facility (at 1885 North
Main St., Sheffield, Massachusetts 01257) after installing a
smokehouse and vacuum packing machine. Their corporate
offices are listed as being at 21 Mechanic St. in Great
Barrington–which is the office of José’s accountant and
partner.
6224. Product Name: Fat-Free Soya Kaas (Cheese
Alternative Containing Casein) [Mozzarella Style, Jalapeño
Mexi-Kaas, or Mild American Cheddar Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: Swan Gardens, Inc. Distributed by
American Natural Snacks.
Manufacturer’s Address: Manufacturer: 6029 Lagrange
Blvd., Atlanta, GA 30336. Distributor: P.O. Box 1067, St.
Augustine, FL 32085. Phone: 904-824-8181.
Date of Introduction: 1993 December.
Ingredients: Mozzarella Style: Tofu (organic* soy milk,
calcium sulfate); caseinate, milk protein; corn starch**;
natural flavors; sea salt; lecithin; lactic acid; cellulose,
carrageenan, and guar gums. * Organic ingredients are
grown and processed in accordance with the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990. ** Modified by simply dividing/
fractionating; not chemically altered.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz vacuum pack retails for
$3.89 (6/86), or 7 lb deli block.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 oz.: Calories 78, protein 6.7 gm, fat 5.6
gm, carbohydrates 1.8 gm, sodium 168 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Labels for all 3 products
sent by Casey Van Rysdam, President, American Natural
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Snacks. 1993 (Copyright). Red and green, or red and blue, on
white. 4.5 by 3.5 inches. “No cholesterol. Lactose free. Keep
refrigerated. May be frozen.” The three flavors of Fat-Free
were first sold in Dec. 1993.
Letter from Atlanta Kashruth Commission. 1993. Dec.
12. Soya Kaas products are produced under the Orthodox
Rabbinical Supervision of the Atlanta Kashruth Commission.
The plant in which these products are made is located at
6029 Lagrange Blvd., Atlanta, Georgia 30336.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inches). Undated. “Why Soya Kaas?
Introducing Fat-Free!” In 3 flavors.
6225. Product Name: [Le Naturalezze Pearl of the Fields
Soymilk].
Foreign Name: Le Naturalezze Perle di Campo Soia L.
Manufacturer’s Name: Aliconf srl. (Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: S/s Cassia km 46,500 Sutri (VT),
Italy.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Extracted liquid of the soybean*. Organically
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Heather
Paine of SoyaFoods in London. 1990. Nov. 10.5 by 2.75
inches. Blue, red, yellow, green and brown on white. Paper
label wraps all around the container. “Contains no sugar.
Alimento vegetal. Contains no animal fats or preservatives.”
6226. Asociación de Productores de Oleaginosas y Trigo
(ANAPO). 1993. Cultivo de soya. Informe de campañas
1992/93 [Cultivation of soybeans. Report from the
countryside 1992/93]. Santa Cruz, Bolivia. 40 p. [Spa]*
6227. Barber, R.G.; Diaz, O.; Ponce de Leon, D. 1993.
Respuestas de la soya a labranzas y sus relaciones con la
lluvia estacional [Response of soyabeans to deep cultivation
and its relationship with seasonal rainfall]. In: R. VillegasDelgado, ed. 1993. Proceedings of the 11th Latin American
Congress and the 2nd Cuban Congress of Soil Science. Vol.
IV. Havana, Cuba: Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones de
la Cana de Azucar. See p. 1175-81. [4 ref. Spa]*
Address: Mision Britanica en Agricultura Tropical, Casilla
359, Santa Cruz, Bolivia.
6228. Bowman, D. 1993. Measured crop performance: I.
Soybeans. North Carolina Agricultural Research Service
Report No. 144. *
Address: North Carolina.
6229. Centro de Investigación Agrícola Tropical (CIAT).
1993. Recomendaciones técnicas para el cultivo de la soya
[Technical recommendations for the cultivation of soybeans].
Santa Cruz, Bolivia. 34 p. [Spa]*

6230. Product Name: [Bjorg Lentils with Tofu].
Foreign Name: Bjórg Lentilles au Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Distriborg.
Manufacturer’s Address: 217 chemin du Grand-Revoyet,
69230 Saint-Genis-Laval, France.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Green lentils 40%, smoked tofu 33% (tofu*
93%, soy sauce, spices and seasonings), water, carrots,
modified starch, salt, tomato concentrate*, mixture of
seasonings.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Heather
Paine of SoyaFoods in London. 1993. Nov. 3. If you have
any questions, contact Distriborg, 217 chemin du GrandRevoyet, 69230 Saint-Genis-Laval.
6231. Product Name: [Bjorg Tofu Quenelles with Basmati
Rice and Curry Sauce].
Foreign Name: Bjórg Tofunelles au Riz Basmati Sauce
Curry.
Manufacturer’s Name: Distriborg.
Manufacturer’s Address: 217 chemin du Grand-Revoyet,
69230 Saint-Genis-Laval, France.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Tofu quenelles 25% (Concentrated soymilk*
40%, egg white, non-hydrogenated palm oil, flour, salt,
seasonings), basmati rice* 25%, water, modified starch,
soymilk*, salt, onions, sugar, seasonings, curry 0.5%. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 280 gm.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Heather
Paine of SoyaFoods in London. 1993. Nov. 3. If you have
any questions, contact Distriborg, 217 chemin du GrandRevoyet, 69230 Saint-Genis-Laval.
6232. Product Name: Tempeh Delites [Cutlets (Regular, or
Spicy), Sticks (Regular, or Spicy), or Nuggets (Regular, or
Spicy)].
Manufacturer’s Name: Harvest Earth Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 816, Sterling Heights,
MI 48316. Phone: 810-469-1730.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Charles J.
Leonardi, owner. 2001. May 18. Harvest Earth Foods is now
located at P.O. Box 816, Sterling Heights, Michigan 48316.
Phone: 810-469-1730. Charles bought the company from
Dr. Jerry Skrocki, the founder, in 1993. The plant has never
moved. The company was making Tempeh Nuggets when
Charles bought it, but he does not know when the nuggets
were introduced. They make six tempeh SKUs.
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6233. Product Name: Legume Veggie Cutlet. Legume Taco
Pocket.
Manufacturer’s Name: Legume, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 112 Main Rd., Fairfield, NJ
07045. Phone: 201-263-1013.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Tomatoes, tomato paste, water, whole wheat
pasta (whole wheat flour, durum flour, water, wheat germ,
bran), organic* tofu [water, organically grown* soybeans,
magnesium chloride (nigari)], canola oil, onions, celery,
honey, parsley, garlic, spices, sea salt. * = Grown in
accordance with California Health & Safety Code 26569.11.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8½ oz (241 gm) plastic bag
(boil-in-the bag).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Food
Merchandiser. 1993. p. 80. “How to win a food fight (Lesson
#1). Come to Booth 219, 221, Organic Pavilion.”
6234. Product Name: Mocha Mix Fat Free Non-Dairy
Creamer.
Manufacturer’s Name: Presto Food Products, Inc.
Renamed Morningstar Foods, Inc. on 1 Jan. 1997.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 584, City of Industry,
CA 91747-0584. Phone: 626-810-1775.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: 1997: Water, corn syrup, partially
hydrogenated soybean oil (adds a dietarily insignificant
amount of fat), dipotassium phosphate (buffering salt–
controls acidity), soy protein, maltodextrin, mono- &
diglycerides**, cellulose gum, microcrystalline cellulose,
polysorbate 60**, sodium stearoyl lactylate** (not a milk
derivative), salt, titanium dioxide, artificial flavor, beta
carotene (for color). ** = emulsifier or stabilizer from
soybean or cottonseed oil–to keep oil and water from
separating.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart Pure-Pak carton. Retails
for $1.49 (1997/08, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 tablespoon (15 ml): Calories 10, calories
from fat 0, total fat 0 gm (0% daily value; saturated fat 0
gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 5 mg (0%), total carbohydrate
1 gm, protein 0 gm. Percent daily values are based on a
2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California.
1997. Aug. 24. Yellow, red, and white on blue. A photo on
the front panel shows creamer being poured into a cup of
coffee from the top. A photo on the back shows a side view
of the same scene. “No cholesterol. Fat free. Lactose free.
Now, creamier than ever.” Back panel: “Sinfully rich and
creamy. Without the sin.” Note: This is truly a non-dairy
product, containing no casein.

Talk with Donna in Consumer Affairs. 1997. Sept. 4.
Presto Food Products was purchased by another company on
1 Jan. 1997 and since that date has been named Morningstar
Foods, Inc. The Fat Free Mocha Mix was introduced in 1993.
6235. Product Name: San-J Organic Tamari: Organic,
Gluten Free Soy Sauce. Reduced Sodium (Platinum Label).
Manufacturer’s Name: San-J International, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2880 Sprouse Dr., Richmond,
VA 23231. Phone: 804-226-8333.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Incl. tamari soy sauce.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: E-mail from Misako
Binford of San-J. 2012. May 8. An attached Excel
spreadsheet gives that date each San-J product was first sold
commercially, starting in 1987. This product was first sold
in 1993. Most products launched in 1987 or before were
imported from San-Jirushi in Kuwana, Japan. Platinum label
is Organic wheat free (now it says gluten free with the same
formula) reduced sodium Tamari Soy Sauce.
Two labels sent by Misako Binford of San-J
International. 2012. May 14. The platinum label now reads:
“Organic Tamari: Gluten Free Soy Sauce. Reduced Sodium.
10 fl. oz. Made with whole 100% soy.” Two logos on the
front panel: (1) Non GMO Project verified. (2) Certified
Gluten Free. She notes: 1993. Platinum.
6236. Product Name: [Bjorg Tofu Lasagna].
Foreign Name: Bjórg Lasagnes au Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Setrab.
Manufacturer’s Address: E111–94538 Rungis Cedex,
France.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Pâte (wheat semolina* and water), water,
tomato concentrate*, tofu* 7.3%, carrots, tomatoes, modified
starch, soya proteins, grated bread crumbs, salt, onions,
sugar, seasonings.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Heather
Paine of SoyaFoods in London. 1993. Nov. 3. If you have
any questions, contact Distriborg, 217 chemin du GrandRevoyet, 69230 Saint-Genis-Laval.
6237. Smith, Joyotee; Woodworth, J.B.; Dashiell, K.E.
1993. Government policy and farm level technologies: The
expansion of soyabean in Nigeria. Agricultural Systems in
Africa 3(1):20-32. Also in IITA Research 11:14-18. IITA
Journal Paper No: IITA/92/JA/06. 24 p. [25 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Government policy,
soybean production and adoption of improved varieties:
Three periods of government policy (1960 to mid-1970s,
mid-1970s to mid-1980s, and mid-1980s to the present).
The study area and data collection. Empirical evidence:
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Production trend of soybean, home utilization and industrial
use of soybean, competitiveness of domestically produced
soybean vs. imports, soybean’s increasing competitiveness
as a cash crop, soybean’s contribution to nutrition and its
incorporation into rural diets, returns to farmers’ resources,
soybean’s compatibility with the cropping system.
Conclusions.
“In the continuing debate about the food crisis in SubSaharan Africa two major contributory factors are widely
recognized: the lack of technologies appropriate for smallscale producers and the existence of pricing policies which
discriminate against agriculture. This paper links the two
factors and presents empirical evidence, from the case of
soybean in Nigeria, which shows that overvalued exchange
rates not only led to a decline in soybean production but
also impeded the adoption of an appropriate technology
(improved soybean varieties).”
Nigeria attained independence from Great Britain in
1960. The history of soybeans in Nigeria after that time can
be conveniently divided into three periods. The first period
dates from 1960 to the mid-1970s. There was a traditional
market for palm and groundnut oil which was met by
village-level processing of domestic crops. In addition,
Nigeria exported large amounts of these oils. Soybeans were
exported in unprocessed form. “There was no domestic
demand for soybean oil, and no village-level processing of
soybean was carried out.” Disruptions from the Biafran civil
war in the late 1960s led to a sharp decline in exports of
soybeans and palm oil.
The second period, from the mid-1970s to the mid1980s, started with a boom in the price of petroleum,
Nigeria’s most important mineral resource. This was
followed by an over-valuation of the Nigerian currency
(Naira), which reduced the competitiveness of locally
produced products. Exports of edible oil and soybeans
ceased. Increased demand was met increasingly from large
imports, which included soymeal, groundnut cake, soybeans,
groundnuts, and palm oil. Some 50,000 tonnes of soy
oil were also imported and increasingly accepted. Cheap
imports reduced the incentives for domestic production.
There was a small local market for soybeans in Kafanchan
(Kaduna State), which was the center for the production of
a local seasoning named daddawa or dawadawa, the main
ingredient of which was locust beans. In the late 1970s
daddawa producers started substituting soybeans for locust
beans. This helped maintain a small demand for soybeans.
“In the early 1980s improved soybean varieties became
available, but were not adopted, presumably because with the
disappearance of the export market the demand for soybean
had become highly inelastic.”
The third period, from the mid-1980s onwards, saw
the occurrence of a number of changes which pushed up
the price of soybeans. In 1986 the Nigerian government
initiated a structural adjustment program (SAP) to stimulate

economic recovery. The Naira was devalued from 1 Naira
per U.S. dollar to 4 in 1986, then it further dropped to 9.25
Naira per dollar by 1991. Commodity marketing boards were
abolished and agricultural prices deregulated. The import
of major agricultural commodities such as corn, soybean
meal, and edible vegetable oils were banned from 1985
to the present. The import of soybeans and other oilseeds
was not banned. These changes stimulated production of
soybeans, oil, and meal. “Demand for soybean increased
more than other crops because around the mid 1980s
government and non-government organizations (NGOs) such
as hospitals, religious missions and health clinics started
promoting soybean consumption and its nutritional value.
This stimulated the incorporation of soybean into the local
diet and into processed food products.” The severe drought
of 1983/84 also increased the substitution of soybean for
locust bean in daddawa production. As demand for soybeans
grew, improved varieties were adopted, which reduced
costs, further stimulated production, and allowed Nigeriangrown soybeans to compete in price with imports. Thus
the increased soybean demand was met from increased
domestic production. Soybean imports began again in 1983
but remained relatively small. Thus soybean production fell
during the second period but rose during the third, especially
after 1986.
According to the Groundnut Marketing Board, during
the 1966-68 period, soybean production in Nigeria was over
15,000 tons/year. It decreased slowly until in the early 1970s
less than 9,000 tons/year were produced, falling to less than
2,000 tons/year in the 1972-76 period. Exports ceased after
1976. These trends appear consistent with USDA export
data.
Between 1987 and 1990 the number of markets in
Ibadan (in southwest Nigeria) increased from 2 to 19 and the
number soybean retailers in these markets increased from 4
to 419! Only one Nigerian company produced soybean oil/
feedcake prior to devaluation of the currency (production
was estimated at 500 tons), but in 1989 there were 6 such
producers and production was estimated at over 117,000
tons. “In addition, food processing companies had started
incorporating soybean in processed local foods, beverages,
breakfast and baby foods, presumably with the dual objective
of cutting costs and taking advantage of public awareness
of soybean’s nutritional qualities. Most of these processing
industries were started up after the devaluation of the
currency in 1986.
In Benue State, soybean was grown mainly as a cash
crop, and mainly by the Tiv ethnic group (in the eastern
half of the State), but it was also used by Tiv farmers in
96% of the villages for home consumption–often in the
preparation of daddawa or as a partial substitute for cowpea
in the preparation of local foods previously made entirely
from fried or steamed cowpea paste (moinmoin and akara).
Soybeans contain twice as much protein as cowpeas,
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cost less than half as much, and are highly acceptable to
consumers. Soybeans are also less expensive than locust
beans, and their cooking time in daddawa production is about
one-fourth that of locust beans.
Table 5 shows the results of a field survey on the
reasons for producing soybeans in Benue State. In the Tiv
area, 78% of the villages and 98% of the farmers were
surveyed. Percentage of those surveyed who gave various
reasons: Personal consumption / nutritional qualities 96%.
Compatible for intercropping with a variety of crops 85%.
Financial return 78%. Improves soil fertility and/or does well
without fertilizers 52%. Requires less labor 13%. Address:
International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture, P.M.B. 5320,
Ibadan, Nigeria.
6238. Product Name: Superfresh Tofu Avo [Sandwich].
Manufacturer’s Name: Superfresh Foods!
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 883551, San Francisco,
CA 94188. Phone: (415) 282-4438.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Sprouted whole grain bread (with organic*
wheat kernels), grilled marinated tofu (shiitake mushrooms,
red wine vinegar, olive oil, garlic, soy sauce, marjoram,
cloves, pepper), avocado, onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts,
mayonnaise, cracked black pepper. * = Grown and processed
in accordance with the California Organic Foods Act of
1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3-layer sandwich wrapped in
plastic wrap. Retails for $3.69.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Open Sesame in Lafayette, California. 1995.
March 11. Label. 3.5 by 3 inches. Black on pink. Illustrations
of veggies around the border. Talk with lady from
Superfresh. 1995. March 11. This product was introduced in
1993. The company started in the spring of 1992.
6239. Product Name: New World Foods Green Chile Stew
(With Granular Tofu Curds).
Manufacturer’s Name: Vegetable Protein Specialists
(VPS), Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2889 Trades West Rd., Santa Fe,
NM 87501. Phone: 505-471-8979.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Organic* Befine (soybeans, water, calcium
sulfate, caramel color), organic* posole, potatoes, water,
home roasted New Mexico chile, corn, carrots, onion, shoyu
(water, soybeans, wheat, salt), whole wheat flour, spices. * =
Organically grown & processed in accordance with Section
26569.11 of the California Health and Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz vacuum pack. Or 24 lb.
foodservice pack.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Richard

Jennings of VPS, Inc. (Vegetable Protein Specialists). 1993.
Nov. 26. “New World Foods.”
Talk with Richard Jennings of VPS. 1993. Dec. 1. This
product was introduced in 1993. A key ingredient was Rico
Soy (small, firm chunks of tofu), which was renamed and
trademarked Befine by Sept. 1993.
New Label sent by Richard Jennings. 1993. Nov. 29. 3
by 5 inches. Self adhesive. Green on gold. Illustration of a
symbolic Aztec crow. “Low in saturated fat.”
6240. Product Name: [Smoked Tofu Spread].
Foreign Name: Fumé: Feine Räuchertofu Pastete.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Smoked tofu* (water, soybeans, smoke),
carrots*, vegetable oil*, apple cider vinegar*, herbs
(Kräuter)*, spices (Gewürze)*, sea salt. * = Organically
grown (kontrolliert biologischer Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 125 gm. Sold in a glass jar.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 4.87 x 1.5 inches. Red,
white, and black on chocolate brown. Self adhesive.
6241. Product Name: [Inka: Amaranth Tofu Spread].
Foreign Name: Inka: Amaranth Tofu Pastete.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Tofu*, amaranth (Amaranth)*, hazelnuts*,
vegetable oil, vegetables*, herbs (Kräuter)*, spices
(Gewürze)*, sea salt. * = Organically grown (kontrolliert
biologischer Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 125 gm. Sold in a glass jar.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 4.87 x 1.5 inches. Red,
white, and black on grayish green. Self adhesive.
6242. Product Name: [Toto: Tomato Tofu Spread].
Foreign Name: Toto: Tomaten Tofu Pastete.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Tofu*, tomato pulp (Tomatenmark)*, vegetable
oil, olives*, herbs (Kräuter)*, spices (Gewürze)*, sea salt. *
= Organically grown (kontrolliert biologischer Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 125 gm. Sold in a glass jar.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
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Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 4.87 x 1.5 inches. Red,
white, and black on orange. Self adhesive.
6243. Product Name: [Viana Organic Tamari].
Foreign Name: Viana Bio Tamari: Kraeftige Sojasauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: 02251/56076.
Fax: 02251/75638.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Spring water, soybeans*, sea salt. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Bernd
Drosihn, founder and owner of Viana. 1994. Feb. 14. 5.5 by
1.5 inches. Red and yellowish gold on dark green. “Viana
Bio Tamari is a traditional soy sauce, which can lend a
powerful note to your foods. Dip tip: Tamari, water, a little
vinegar, peanut butter, garlic, pear concentrate or honey.”
6244. Product Name: [Viana Spreads for Bread (Chickpea
Spread, Vegetable Garden, Inka, Toto, Miso Squash Spread)].
Foreign Name: Viana Brotaufstriche (Kichererbsen Pastete,
Gemuesegarten, Inka, Toto, Miso Kuerbis Pastete).
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: 02251/56076.
Fax: 02251/75638.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 125 gm. Sold in glass jars.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Brochure titled “Sound im
Glas,” sent by Bernd Drosihn, founder and owner of Viana.
1994. Feb. 14. The ingredients for each spread are as follows
(* = organically grown): Chickpea Spread: Chickpeas*,
sesame seeds*, peanuts*, apple cider vinegar*, shoyu*
(water, wheat, soybeans, sea salt), garlic powder*, herbs*,
spices*, sea salt; Vegetable Garden: Tofu*, carrots*, leeks*,
vegetable oil*, celery*, sea vegetables, garlic powder*, onion
powder*, herbs*, spices*, sea salt; Inka: Tofu*, amaranth*,
hazelnuts*, vegetable oil*, vegetables*, herbs*, spices*,
sea salt; Toto (Italian): Tofu*, tomato pulp*, vegetable oil,
olives*, herbs*, spices*, sea salt; Miso Squash Spread:
Squash or pumpkin*, onions*, sesame seeds*, celery*, miso
(soybeans*, rice*, barley*, water, sea salt), spices.
Labels brought by Bernd Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March
11. Label for Gemüsegarten. 4.87 x 1.5 inches. Red, black
and white on purple. Self adhesive. All are now sold in glass
jars.
6245. Product Name: [Viana Brown Rice Miso].
Foreign Name: Viana Genmai Miso: Soja Reis Wuerzpaste.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.

Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: 02251/56076.
Fax: 02251/75638.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Soybeans*, rice*, water, sea salt. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Bernd
Drosihn, founder and owner of Viana. 1994. Feb. 14. 8 by 2
inches. Red and white on yellowish gold. “Ideal as a basis
for soups, dressings, creams and pastes. A savory spread for
bread. Light. Free of cholesterol and of yeast.”
Labels brought by Bernd Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March
11. 8 x 2 inches. Both types of miso are sold in glass jars.
6246. Product Name: [Viana Barley Miso].
Foreign Name: Viana Mugi Miso: Soja Gersten
Wuerzpaste.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: 02251/56076.
Fax: 02251/75638.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Soybeans*, barley*, water, sea salt. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Bernd
Drosihn, founder and owner of Viana. 1994. Feb. 14. 8 by
2 inches. Red and white on dark green. “Ideal as a basis for
soups, dressings, creams and pastes. A savory spread for
bread. Light. Free of cholesterol and of yeast.”
Labels brought by Bernd Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March
11. 8 x 2 inches.
6247. Product Name: [Vianaise {Plant-Based Salad
Dressing}: (Regular, or Tartar)].
Foreign Name: Vianaise {Rein Pflanzliche Salatcreme}:
(Regular, or Tartar).
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Regular: Water, soybeans (Sojabohnen)*,
sunflowerseed oil*. guar seed flour (Guarkernmehl),
carob flour (Johannisbrotkernmehl), apple cider vinegar*,
mustard*, whole cane sugar (Vollrohrzucker), sea salt, lemon
juice. * = Organically grown (kontrolliert biologischer
Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 8 x 2 inches. Red, white,
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and black on yellow (Regular) or Turquoise Blue (Tartar,
with added diced cucumbers). Self adhesive.
6248. Product Name: Antipasto Spread.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 31 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: Wildwood Tofu (organic soybeans grown in
accordance with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990,
filtered water, nigari/magnesium chloride, a natural firming
agent), black olives, olive oil, sundried tomatoes, okara
(soybean pulp), carrots, celery, zucchini, red onions, garlic,
red wine vinegar, salt, parsley, Balsamic vinegar, herbs &
spices, guar gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.0 oz. Retails for $1.99.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Wildwood Natural Foods
price list. 1995. Jan. 9.
Original Label sent by Billy Bramblett. 1998. July. He
says this product was introduced in 1993.
6249. Product Name: Thai Grill.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 31 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1993.
Ingredients: 1998: Wildwood tofu (filtered water, soybeans
organically grown in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990, nigari/magnesium chloride, a natural
firming agent), peanuts, water, onions, celery, rice syrup,
cilantro, honey, red bell peppers, carrots, vinegar, garlic, salt,
red chilies, lime concentrate, spices, rice flour, guar gum,
annatto.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10.5 oz. Retails for $3.29.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Wildwood Natural Foods
price list. 1995. Jan. 9.
Label sent by Billy Bramblett. 1998. July. He says this
product was introduced in 1993, and made at Wildwood’s
plant in Fairfax.
6250. Evans, L.T. 1993. Crop evolution, adaptation, and
yield. Cambridge, UK; New York: Cambridge University
Press. xi + 500 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [1913* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Acknowledgements. 1.
Introduction. 2. Crop yields and world food supply. 3. The
domestication of crop plants. 4. Adaptation and the ecology
of yield. 5. Physiological aspects of crop improvement.
6. Increases in yield: trends and limits. 7. Inputs and the
efficient use of resources. 8. The future of yield. References.
Appendix: List of acronyms and abbreviations.
Soybeans are discussed extensively throughout the book
as follows:

soybean (Glycine max), 47, 100, 133, 206.
adaptation, 133, 144.
atmospheric CO2, 376.
crop growth rate, 227-30, 257.
domestication, 77, 95-7, 104.
energy analysis, 356, 358.
export of assimilates, 232-3.
genetic vulnerability, 308.
grain growth, 257-9.
harvest index, 239-40, 247, 260.
maturity groups, 121-3.
photoperiodism, 16, 120-3.
photorespiration, 219.
photosynthesis, 189, 233. adaptation, 173-8, 211:
canopy, 214-17. (duration, 191, 207-8, 214-17. leaf nitrogen,
191, 193, 212). variation, 200, 204.
respiration, 220, 222
roots, 137, 252, 329
yield, 180: beyond origin, 141. compensation, 178, 181.
cross-over, 166, 343. gaps, 283-4. photosynthesis, 204, 208.
potential, 305. record, 284, 286, 289. world average, 281-2.
Page 121. Complete neutrality to daylength, which is
most valuable at high latitudes, has been found by Polson
(1972) and by Criswell & Hume (1972) in their careful
screening of maturity groups 0 and 00.
Page 286: “Record yields: Like all such records, the
highest documented yields have all the fascination of
ultimate performance and a few are now included in the
Guinness Book of Records.” “Record yield contests that run
for many years, like those for maize and soybean in Iowa
(Fig. 6.9 [p. 284]) can be valuable for the indication they
give of currently attainable maximum yields...” and rates of
increase.
Pages 288-89: Table 6.2 gives “Some record crop
yields.” For soybeans these range from 7.4 metric tons per
ha (Whigham 1983). Address: Born in New Zealand; PhD in
soil science at Oxford.
6251. Levenstein, Harvey A. 1993. Paradox of plenty: A
social history of eating in modern America. New York, NY:
Oxford University Press. ix + 337 p., [8] p. of plates. Illust.
(8 p. of plates). Index. 25 cm. [1473* endnotes]
• Summary: Contents: Prologue: Depression paradoxes.
1. Depression dieting and the vitamin gold rush (The New
Nutrition, Victor Lindlahr, Gayelord Hauser, the willingness
to eat for health more than for pleasure, Alfred W. McCann,
Prof. Elmer McCollum and acidosis). 2. The great
regression: The new woman goes home. 3. From Burgoo
to Howard Johnson’s: Eating out in Depression America.
4. One-third of a nation ill nourished? 5. Oh what a healthy
war: Nutrition for national defense [World War II].
6. Food shortages for the people of plenty. 7. The golden
age of food processing: Miracle Whip über Alles. Note:
Miracle Whip, developed by Kraft Foods in 1933, is a less
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expensive alternative to mayonnaise.
8. The best-fed people the world has ever seen? (InstaBurger-King chain of early 1950s, Ray Kroc visits San
Bernardino, the McDonald brothers, Clementine Paddleford).
9. Cracks in the façade: 1958-1965 (kitchen appliances do
not reduce time women spend on food preparation, growing
suspicion of the food industries, food additives, refined
and processed foods, Gayelord Hauser). 10. The politics of
hunger.
11. Nutritional terrorism (DDT and pesticides, Rachael
Carson and Silent Spring, USDA, mercury in fish from
the Great Lakes, Jerome Irving Rodale {ex-auditor for the
IRS “was quite unlike most of the others in the hucksterfilled health food business.” Circulation of his Organic
Gardening and Farming magazine soared from 60,000 in
1958 to 650,000 in 1970}. “Soon the doors were open to the
usual horde of health food advocates and fad diet promoters
impatiently waiting for the moments when they could again
hold center stage.” Gayelord Hauser, his women and his
Five Wonder Foods, Adelle Davis, Organic foods, natural
foods, health food stores, the government had sided with
the medical establishment to keep the public from turning to
vitamins–rather than to doctors–to solve health problems, the
FDA and Food Faddism, vitamin advocates, Ralph Nader,
agribusiness, cholesterol awareness, the AMA’s council on
foods, National Heart Association, Linus Pauling bankrolled
by Hoffmann-La Riche, the largest wholesaler of vitamin
C, in 1971 Michael Jacobson helped found the Center for
Science in the Public Interest, middle class was rapidly
losing faith in the food industry and government).
12. The politics of food (The New Left vs. Ralph
Nader, radicals, Ramparts magazine, Francis Moore Lappe,
vegetarianism, Berkeley radical Alice Waters opens Chez
Panisse, aphorism Man ist was er isst {Man is what he eats,
by Ludwig Feuerbach, 1804-1872, German philosopher},
avoidance of meat and white foods, natural foods, Zen
macrobiotic diet, Georges Ohsawa, Yin and Yang, Warren
Belasco, brown rice, soy sauce, granola, Fred Rohe, Charles
Reich, Mother Earth News, Berkeley Barb, “back to Nature,”
organic foods, the women’s movement, LSD, Theodore
Roszak, Frederick Stare sets up American Council for
Health and Nutrition. Jean Mayer, reviling white sugar, John
Yudkin, America’s puritanical streak, Robert Choate destroys
sugar and sugar-laden breakfast cereals, the public grows to
despise sugar).
13. Natural foods and negative nutrition (You are what
you eat {1969}, Fortune magazine predicts convenience
will win out over natural foods. Delaney Amendment,
cholesterol and heat disease, loss of faith in the core of
America’s postwar national credo: the ideal of the balanced
meal and faith in the Basic Four, Senator McGovern and
his committee’s special report Dietary Goals for the United
States {1977-1978}, which called for a complete about-face
in government nutrition policy. “All previous government

efforts had centered on getting people to eat more of what
was thought to be good for them. Dietary Goals emphasized
eating less of what was thought to be bad for them”–what
Levenstein calls “Negative Nutrition.” A great outcry came
from the beef, dairy, and egg producers).
14. Darling, where did you put the cardamom? (The
rise of gourmet, high ethnic, and upscale cuisines, French
food, Julia Child, Craig Claiborne, snobbery, ethnic food
boom, Oriental foods). 15. Fast food and quick bucks (Pizza,
McDonald’s, Kentucky Fried Chicken, franchises). 16.
Paradoxes of plenty. Abbreviations used in frequently cited
periodicals.
Born in 1938, Levenstein’s first book was titled
Revolution at the Table: The Transformation of the American
Diet. This is a carefully researched, generally well written
and very interesting cultural history of food and eating in
the USA from 1930 to 1993–and of America’s ongoing
food wars. However by trying to take a fair and balanced
centrist position, and by trying to prevent value judgments
from creeping in (e.g., a healthy, balanced diet is better than
an unhealthy one), Levenstein no doubt disappoints, and
perhaps even infuriates, all sides. His sources on natural and
organic foods and vegetarianism are scant and often very
negative. Address: Prof. of History, McMaster Univ., Univ.
of Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
6252. Qazi, M. Hanif.; Khaliq, Parvez. 1993. Country report
10–Pakistan. In: N. Chomchalow & P. Narong, eds. 1993.
Soybean in Asia: Proceedings of the Planning Workshop
for the Establishment of the Asian Component of a Global
Network on Tropical and Subtropical Soybeans. Bangkok,
Thailand: FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific. viii
+ 218 p. See p. 87-91. RAPA Publication (FAO), No. 1993/6.
• Summary: Contents: (1) Introduction. (2) Production:
Soil type, seedbed preparation, planting time, varieties,
intercropping. (3) Past research efforts: Maximization and
strengthening of research on oilseed crops, soybean research
and development project.
Tables: (1) Area and production of soybean in Pakistan.
Soybean planted area decreased from 5,446 ha in 1985-86
to 1,495 ha in 1989-90. Soybean production decreased from
2,585 tonnes (metric tons) 1985-86 to 849 tonnes in 1989-90.
Address: 1. Member (Crop Sciences). All: PARC, Islamabad,
Pakistan.
6253. Saleh, Narsir; Sumarno. 1993. Country Report 5–
Indonesia. In: N. Chomchalow & P. Narong, eds. 1993.
Soybean in Asia: Proceedings of the Planning Workshop
for the Establishment of the Asian Component of a Global
Network on Tropical and Subtropical Soybeans. Bangkok,
Thailand: FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific. viii
+ 218 p. See p. 50-63. RAPA Publication (FAO), No. 1993/6.
• Summary: Contents: (1) Introduction. (2) Production:
Production area, production systems and constraints,
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seed production, distribution system and constraints. (3)
Utilization. (4) Marketing. (5). Research contributions and
programmes: Research contributions, research priorities,
budget for research programmes, research organization and
management, research funding.
Figures: (1) Cropping pattern involving soybean planted
on wetland during early (March to June) and late (July to
September) dry season. (2) Cropping pattern involving
soybean planted on rainfed wetland during the early rainy
season (October to January). (3) Crop rotation pattern
involving soybean on dryland planted in the rainy season. (4)
Cropping pattern involving soybean on dryland, panted in
the rainy season.
Tables: (1) Area harvested, yield, and production of
soybean in Indonesia (1969-88). Area harvested grew from
582,000 ha in 1969 to 1,169,000 ha in 1988. Production
increased from 398,000 tonnes (metric tons) in 1969 to
1,270,000 tonnes in 1988. Yield grew from 0.68 tonnes/ha in
1969 to 1.09 tonnes/ha in 1988. (2) Area, average yield, and
production of soybean by region in Indonesia 1969-88. Java
was Indonesia’s leading soybean producing region with 58%
of the total, followed by Sumatra (24%) and Sulawesi (7%).
(3) Soybean utilization in Indonesia. The categories (every
5 years from 1968-72) are production, waste, seed, export,
import, consumption. Imports have grown dramatically. In
1968-72 Indonesia exported on average 5,000 tonnes (metric
tons) of soybeans a year. Then, in the early 1970s, the
country switched to being an importer. In 1973-77 Indonesia
imported on average a modest 14,000 tonnes of soybeans a
year, increasing dramatically to 211,000 tonnes in 1978-82,
and 359,000 tonnes a year in 1983-87. Soybean consumption
in Indonesia also increased dramatically (more than 3-fold)
during this 20-year period from 372,000 tonnes per year
on average in 1968-72 to 1,152,000 tonnes in 1983-87. (4)
Percentage of soybean marketing cost and profit margin
in selected provinces in Indonesia. (5) List of improved
varieties of soybean in Indonesia. Details on 24 improved
varieties. (6) Manpower of the CRIFC by qualification,
June 1989. Address: Scientist, MARIF, Malang, East Java,
Indonesia; Director, MARIF, Malang, East Java, Indonesia.
6254. Xu, Wuju. 1993. Country Report 3–China. In: N.
Chomchalow & P. Narong, eds. 1993. Soybean in Asia:
Proceedings of the Planning Workshop for the Establishment
of the Asian Component of a Global Network on Tropical
and Subtropical Soybeans. Bangkok, Thailand: FAO
Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific. viii + 218 p. See p.
30-33. RAPA Publication (FAO), No. 1993/6.
• Summary: Contents: (1) Introduction. (2) Production. (3)
Constraints. (4) Resolving the constraints.
Tables: (1) Area planted to soybean, yield, and
production during 1970-90. Soybean area decreased from
8.35 million ha in 1970 to 7.56 million ha in 1990. Yield
increased from 1,10 kg/ha in 1970 to 1,470 kg/ha in 1990.

Soybean production increased from 9.2 million tonnes
(metric tons) in 1970 to 11.1 million tonnes in 1990. (2)
Area sown to soybean during 1950-80. This area decreased
from 11.25 million ha in 1950 to 9.06 million ha in 1960.
(3) Soybean production during 1957-90. This production
decreased from 10.05 million tonnes in 1950 to 7.57 million
tonnes in 1978 (the next year given), then rose to 11.10
tonnes in 1990.
Why is soybean production in China in 1990 about the
same as it was in 1957? The writers give four main reasons.
(1) Although soybean production probably began in China
(incl. Manchuria), and China (incl. Manchuria) was the
world’s leading soybean producing nation for most of world
history until about 1940, the soybean was regarded as only
a supplementary food, not indispensable. Moreover it had a
lower yield than cereal grains and it was used, in part, as a
forage crop, and so was not as important as other crops. “The
nutritional value for people’s health and the needs of society
were neglected.”
(2) “Systems of production are poor, including
extension, cultivation, and management. Seeds were mixed
up; the technology of soybean production was far from
popularized; improved varieties of soybean were not used
widely; the necessary inputs were insufficient and the yield
was quite low.”
(3) With increasing population and decreasing cultivated
area, land use decisions were increasingly difficult; should
the available crop land be used to grow cereal grains (such as
wheat, rice, maize, etc.) or soybeans?
(4) “The return for the grower of soybeans is lower,
so that the farmers are not willing to grow it. Historically,
soybean production developed quickly during the period
1950-57, the per unit yield of soybean was a little lower than
maize, but the price of soybean was higher. For example, in
Jilin province, the farmers who grew 1 mu soybean earned
30-40% more than the farmers who grew 1 mu maize in
1953. Certainly, the farmers were willing to grow soybean
at that time. After 1958, owing to the government policy of
food supply to people, especially in the 70’s, the per unit
yield of maize production increased in the soybean growing
area. The benefit of farmers who grew 1 mu maize was
the same for farmers who grew 2 mu soybean. Moreover,
according to the government policy in economics, the
farmers who grew other crops received some reward in
material, for example, when growing oil crops farmers can
receive oil cake from the government after selling it. Farmers
obtained nothing if growing soybean. Therefore, the sown
area of soybean reduced gradually from 1958 to 1978. It
reduced 560.4 ha, 44%. The total output reduced 2,480,000
tonnes, 24.7% as compared with 1957.
“In 1980’s, the government became aware of the
situation, and decided to increase the purchasing price from
20.06 yuan to 23.06 yuan per 50 kg soybean in 1979. It
increased again from 34.5 yuan in 1981, 45 yuan per 50 kg
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soybean in 1990. The policy turned to promotion of soybean
production development. However, the per unit yield is
still lower, in spite of the policy of the price change, so the
benefit of soybean production still had no impact. For the
grower, the benefit was only 34.22 yuan per mu, it is 1.1
time lower than 72.19 yuan from per mu maize growing at
the same seasons, 83.96 mu lower than per mu green gram
growing at the same season. The sustainable development of
soybean in China still is a big problem which should be taken
into account.” Address: Professor, Faculty of Agricultural
Economics, BAU, Beijing, China.
6255. Product Name: Organic TVP and expeller pressed
soy oil.
Manufacturer’s Name: BAR Export/Import, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 205 S. Main St., P.O. Box 190,
Seymour IL 61875. Phone: 217-687-4810.
Date of Introduction: 1993?
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jeremiah
Ridenour. 1995. Feb. 28. Ramlakhan Boodram makes
organic TVP and expeller pressed soy oil.
6256. Product Name: Burritos brand Vegetarian Chili (With
Textured Organic Soy Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name: Little Bear / Westbrae Natural
Foods (Product Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1065 East Walnut St., Carson,
CA 90746. Phone: 310-886-8200.
Date of Introduction: 1993?
Ingredients: Filtered water, whole organic soybeans*,
brown rice syrup (brown rice, water), tricalcium phosphate,
expeller pressed organic canola oil*, sea salt, vitamin
A palmitate, vitamin D-2, riboflavin (vitamin B-2). * =
Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter (1.06 quart) Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton. Retails for $1.89 (7/92, Maryland).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl. oz.: Calories 150, protein 6 gm,
carbohydrate 18 gm, fat 5 gm (percent calories from fat 33,
polyunsaturated fat 3 gm, saturated fat 1 gm), cholesterol 0
mg, sodium 140 mg, potassium 265 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Bill Bolduc.
1993. Aug. 16.
6257. Thenkabail, P.S.; Ward, A.D.; Lyon, J.G. 1994.
Landsat-5 Thematic Mapper models of soybean and corn
crop characteristics. International J. of Remote Sensing
15(1):49-61. Jan. 10. [29 ref]
• Summary: “This study used Landsat-5 Thematic Mapper™
data to develop empirical models for determining soybean
and corn crop yield, leaf area index, wet biomass, dry
biomass and plant height. Ground-truth data was obtained
from more than 50 commercial farms in Ohio, USA, during

1988 and 1989. Significant linear, non-linear, exponential,
and power models were developed.” Address: 1-2.
Agricultural Engineering Dep; 2. Civil Engineering Dep. All:
The Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio.
6258. DeBona, Don. 1994. Early work with natural foods,
macrobiotics, and soyfoods in America (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 27. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Don was born in Eagle Pass, Texas, in 1955.
He had “hung around natural food stores since high school.”
While in high school, he worked as produce clerk at a natural
foods store named The Powerhouse in his home town on
Towson, Maryland. It was the town’s first natural foods store.
They bought foods from Erewhon.
In 1977 Don graduated from a small Catholic college
named Mount St. Mary’s College in Emmitsburg, Maryland.
He got interested in macrobiotics through books (such as Zen
Macrobiotic Cooking by Michel Abehsera) that same year
several months after he graduated; he had been a vegetarian
for about 6 months. His first job after college was in Virginia
at Appalachian Outfitters, a store which outfitted people
going on camping or river trips.
Don worked for Laurelbrook Foods in Maryland for
about a year, starting in 1981. He left shortly after the
company filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection on 15
Feb. 1982, then he went to work on a Permaculture farm
named Watkins Farm on the Maryland/Virginia border.
Run by a man named Law Watkins, it was testing no-till
agriculture, growing organic winter wheat, barley, soybeans
and summer produce according to the principles set forth in
Masanobu Fukuoka’s classic, The One Straw Revolution...
After working there for a year and a half, in December
1983 he went to Great Eastern Sun (GES, which had started
business in March 1982). GES was just starting to get
involved with soymilk (Ah Soy) when Don arrived; taking
charge of the soymilk was his first project at GES. Barry
Evans hired Don and was actively running GES at the time.
Marty Roth had just left for Westbrae when Don arrived;
Don took his place as general manager/sales manager.
John Belleme was still at American Miso Co. John Fogg
designed the package for Ah Soy; Don invented the phrase
“Nondairy Soy Beverage” which is now widely used on
other soy beverages. After working at GES for about a year
plus several months, Don and his wife went down to the
American Miso Company in Feb. 1985 to take over from
John Belleme. Bob Ballard took Don’s place at GES, but
Don was the general manager of GES until Nov. 1993, when
he hired John Swann. Don still owns part of GES (as well as
part of American Miso Co., along with Barry Evans) and is
paid by them, even though American Miso Co. is a separate
corporation. Bean Mountain Soyfoods in North Carolina
was shut down about 2 years ago; John Swann used to be in
charge of Bean Mountain. John Fogg worked with John Troy
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for a while; they started a company named American Natural
Foods. Then John Fogg did consulting for Arrowhead Mills,
but 2-3 years ago he left the natural foods business and was
writing books on motivation. Address: General Manager,
American Miso Co., Route 3, Box 541, Rutherfordton, North
Carolina 28139. Phone: 704-287-2940.
6259. Product Name: Soy-Um (Soymilk) [Plain, Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: J&G Inc. (Distributor). Made in
Oregon by Pacific Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 60 East Elm, Chicago, IL 60611.
Phone: 312-787-5157.
Date of Introduction: 1994 January.
Ingredients: Plain: Filtered water, whole organic
soybeans*, brown rice syrup (brown rice, water), expeller
pressed canola oil, sea salt, carrageenan. * = Organically
grown and processed in accordance with the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 32 fluid oz. (1 quart) 946 ml
Tetra Brik Aseptic carton. Retails for $1.39 (2/94).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per cup (8 fl. oz): Calories 100, calories from
fat 25, total fat 3 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 115 mg (5%), total carbohydrate 14
gm (5%; dietary fiber 0 gm), protein 4 gm, calcium 4%, iron
10%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Concord, California. 1994. Feb.
2. This is a delicious product at a great price in a beautiful
package! 3.75 by 6.5 2.5 inches. Pastel colors. At the center
of the front panel, a photo shows soymilk being poured
onto flaked cereal. On the left and right borders are pastel
vines with flowers. Above is the sun rising behind fields
and a farmhouse. Below are purple flowers. Note: The
manufacturer of this soymilk is not given on the package.
The price is about $0.20/quart less than other soymilks at
Trader Joe’s.
Talk with Ron Roller of American Soy Products. 1994.
Jan. 3. Soy-Um is made by Pacific Foods in Oregon. It is
sold to a man named Kim Jenkins in Chicago who used to
be with Hormel Foods and who has a lot of connections in
the grocery industry. J&G stands for Jenkins and Gournoe.
They are “marketeers.” There was some talk that Trader
Joe’s was going to introduce a soymilk under their own
label, but somehow they hooked up with J&G. Ron believes
that Jenkins wants to sell this as low-cost, grocery brand
style soymilk for food chains and the mass market. They are
going after the low end of the market, and they have gained
some shelf space because of their low price. The product is
not for the natural foods market. Their products (in terms of
flavor and ingredients) are styled after the Westbrae soymilk
products.
Soyfoods Center Taste Test. 1994. Feb. 12. We find the
flavor, consistency, and appearance of this product to be

excellent. These qualities, combined with its very low price,
make this one of the best, if not the best, soymilk buys in
America today.
Talk with Michael Gournoe’s secretary. 1994. March
4. Michael is located in Chicago, Illinois, and Kim
Jenkins (who has a background with Hormel) is located in
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Talk with Kim Jenkins of J&G. 1994. March 11. Which
see. As of June 1995 1 quart of Soy-Um retails for $1.39 at
Trader Joe’s in California.
6260. Product Name: Soy Tempeh with Lupin.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lean Green Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 10562, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii, HI 96721-562. Phone: (808) 985-8563.
Date of Introduction: 1994 January.
Ingredients: Certified organic soybeans (grown in
accordance with sec. 26569.11 of the California Health
and Safety Code), sweet white lupin, cider vinegar, tempeh
culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Letter and Label sent by
Benjamin Hills. 1994. Jan. 26. “Lean Green Foods became
official with the state of Hawaii in August 1993. Production
got rolling this week and the product bag with label are
enclosed.” He is making two products: Soy Tempeh with
Lupin and plain soy tempeh for the local Indonesian people.
His business card reads: “Lean Green Foods–Hilo, Hawai’i.
Protein for the Future. Benjamin Hills, P.O. Box 10562, Hilo,
Hawai’i 96721-5562. Phone: (808) 985-8563.”
Label. Plastic bag printed with green ink. 5¼ by 7
inches. Illustrations of the Island of Hawaii with a 5-pointed
green leaf (resembling a marijuana leaf) at the center, palm
fronds, and a “Made in Hawai’i” logo. “Sweet white lupin is
a recently developed legume increasingly grown by Native
Hawaiian peoples. It has higher protein content and dietary
fiber than soybeans, making it firmer than traditional all-soy
tempeh.” On the back of the bag is a large recipe for Tempeh
with Barbecue Sauce. “Black spots may appear, but are safe
to eat. They are mature spores and do not indicate spoilage.”
6261. Product Name: Pacific Lite: Non Dairy Beverage–
Only 1% Fat (Soymilk) [Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 19480 S.W. 97th Ave., Tualatin,
OR 97062. Phone: 503-692-9666.
Date of Introduction: 1994 January.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Filtered water, whole organic
soybeans*, brown rice syrup (brown rice, water), natural
vanilla flavor with other natural flavors, tricalcium
phosphate, sea salt, carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate,
riboflavin (B-2), vitamin D-2. * = Organically grown and
processed in accordance with the California Organic Foods
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Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for $1.79 (8/94, Berkeley, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl. oz. (240 ml): Calories 110, calories from
fat 20, total fat 2 gm (3% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 115 mg (5%), total carbohydrates
18 gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 9 gm), protein 4 gm.
Vitamin A 10%, calcium 30%, vitamin D 30%, vitamin C
0%, iron 15%, riboflavin 30%. Percent daily values are based
on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Berkeley Natural
Grocery Co. 1994. Feb. 3. Pacific Foods has three new types
of soymilk. They started carrying the products about 1 month
ago.
Product with Label purchased at Berkeley Natural
Grocery Co. 1994. Aug. 20. “A refreshing non-dairy
alternative. No cholesterol. No lactose. Calcium and vitamin
A & D added.”
6262. Product Name: Pacific Select: Non Dairy Beverage–
Lowfat (Soymilk) [Vanilla, Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 19480 S.W. 97th Ave., Tualatin,
OR 97062. Phone: 503-692-9666.
Date of Introduction: 1994 January.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Filtered water, whole organic
soybeans*, brown rice syrup (brown rice, water), natural
vanilla flavor with other natural flavors, expeller pressed
canola oil, sea salt, carrageenan. * = Organically grown and
processed in accordance with the California Organic Foods
Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for $1.39 (8/94, Berkeley, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl. oz. (240 ml): Calories 120, calories from
fat 25, total fat 3 gm (5% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 115 mg (5%), total carbohydrates
17 gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 9 gm), protein 4 gm.
Vitamin A 0%, calcium 4%, vitamin C 0%, iron 10%.
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Berkeley Natural
Grocery Co. 1994. Feb. 3. Pacific Foods has three new types
of soymilk. They started carrying the products about 1 month
ago.
Product with Label purchased at Berkeley Natural
Grocery Co. 1994. Aug. 20. Purple, green, pink, and yellow
on white. On the front panel are wavy pastel lines, as
from four crayons, in purple, pink, yellow, and green. “A
refreshing non-dairy alternative. No cholesterol. No lactose.”
Product with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s in
Concord, California. 1996. Dec. A quart of lowfat plain now
retails for $0.99, down from $1.39 two years ago. This may
be a different product since 1 cup contains only 100 calories

instead of the 120 calories in the 1994 product.
Product with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s in
Lafayette, California. 2001. Nov. 4. New package design.
“Pacific Soy Select Vanilla: Organic. Non GMO. All natural
non-dairy drink.” Purple, yellow, light green, and orange.
A photo shows soymilk being poured from a blue pitcher
in the upper left into a glass in the lower right. Contains
100 calories and 5 gm of protein per cup. 1 quart retails for
$1.69. The word “lowfat” no longer appears on the front
panel, but “low fat” does appear in small letters at the bottom
of the back panel.
6263. Product Name: Pacific Ultra: Non Dairy Beverage–
Calcium and Vitamin A&D Added, Plus L. acidophilus
Cultured Product Added (Soymilk) [Vanilla, or Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 19480 S.W. 97th Ave., Tualatin,
OR 97062. Phone: 503-692-9666.
Date of Introduction: 1994 January.
Ingredients: Plain: Filtered water, whole organic
soybeans*, brown rice syrup (brown rice, water), expeller
pressed canola oil, tricalcium phosphate, Lactobacillus
acidophilus and L. bifidus cultured product added, sea salt,
carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, riboflavin (B-2), vitamin
D-2. * = Organically grown and processed in accordance
with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for $1.79 (8/94, Berkeley, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl. oz. (240 ml): Calories 160, calories from
fat 45, total fat 5 gm (7% daily value; saturated fat 0.5 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 120 mg (5%), total carbohydrates
22 gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 11 gm), protein 6 gm.
Vitamin A 10%, calcium 30%, vitamin D 30%, vitamin C
0%, iron 15%, riboflavin 30%. Percent daily values are based
on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Berkeley Natural
Grocery Co. 1994. Feb. 3. Pacific Foods has three new types
of soymilk. They started carrying the products about 1 month
ago.
Product with Label purchased at Berkeley Natural
Grocery Co. 1994. Aug. 20. “A refreshing non-dairy
alternative. No cholesterol. No lactose. Only 2% fat.” On
front and left side of package is a splash of pastel colors:
Pink, purple, green, and yellow.
Soyfoods Center product evaluation. 1994. Aug.
4. Taste: Excellent, slightly sweet, no beany flavor.
Consistency: The top 2/3 of the carton is very nice,
somewhat creamy, but the bottom is somewhat lumpy, even
when shaken well before serving. Package design: Mediocre.
6264. Plenty International. 1994. A guide to growing and
using soybeans for food. Davis, California. 37 p. Jan. Illust.
22 cm.
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• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Introduction. Growing
soybeans: Planning, land preparation, planting, plant
growth, field sanitation, insect and disease control, harvest,
threshing, storage, vacuum packing for seed storage,
calculating growing costs. Home preparation of soybeans:
Cooking soybeans, soy flour, soy coffee and nuts, ingredients
for making soy milk, tofu and tokara, kitchen tools, soy
milk, tokara (tofu with the okara still in it), tofu, tempeh,
storing soybean foods, costs of processing soybeans
for market, expected yields of primary soybean foods,
recipes. Nutritional information. Resources and contacts.
Acknowledgments.
Note. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2013) that contains term “tokara,” which refers to
tofu with the okara still in it.
Businesses Plenty has worked with that make fresh
soyfoods and are listed on pages 30-32 include: Alimentos
San Bartolo (San Bartolo, Guatemala). Survival Foods
and Nature Island Foods (Roseau, Dominica, West Indies).
Natural Cafe and Health Plaza (Castries, St. Lucia, West
Indies). Kay Cuisine (Kingstown, St. Vincent, West Indies).
Country Farmhouse Soy Products (Kingston, Jamaica).
Deagbo Industries (Ibadan, Nigeria). Address: P.O. Box
2306, Davis, California 95617. Phone: (916) 753-0731.
6265. Product Name: [Tofu Burgers: Sea Vegetables from
Brittany].
Foreign Name: SOY Croque Tofou (algues de Bretagne).
Manufacturer’s Name: SOY (Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix,
42400 Saint-Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.24.42.
Date of Introduction: 1994 January.
Ingredients: Label of Dec. 2011: Tofu* 77.9% (water,
dehulled soybeans* 21%, coagulants: calcium sulfate,
nigari), water, flakes of whole oats*, soy sauce (water,
whole soybeans*, sea salt, Aspergillus oryzae culture), dried
sea vegetables (dulse, nori) 1.6%, yeast extract, sea salt,
parsley, bay leaf / laurel*. * = Organically grown ingredients.
Certified by Ecocert F 32600 L’Isle Jourdain.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm paperboard box. 2
burgers per package.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 4 week shelf life at 4ºC.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label brought
by Taro Mikuriya of the Nutrition & Santé Group (Revel,
France). 2011. Dec. 14. Paperboard box. 4 by 6 by 1.5
inches. Green, blue and black on white.
Letter (e-mail) from Bernard Storup, founder of
Nutrition & Nature (Revel, France). This product was first
sold commercially in Jan. 1994.
6266. Soybean Digest. 1994. He’s hooked on earthworms:
Jim Kinsella says they’re essential for his no-till operation.
Jan. p. 28d-e.
• Summary: Kinsella, who began no-till in 1975, has

not done any tillage on his 550 acre farm in Lexington,
Illinois, since 1978. Earthworms, which are nature’s tillers,
work at night. Their little holes provide better air and
water infiltration, and quicker root penetration. They also
help extend topsoil further below the soil surface. Some
insecticides do not harm earthworms–which generally come
to the surface when they die.
6267. Agri-Book Magazine (Exeter, ONT, Canada). 1994.
Beans in Canada. 20(5):1-40. Feb.
• Summary: This entire special issue is about soybeans
in Canada, with emphasis on soybean production. The
magazine is printed with soy ink. Articles include: Inoculant
report. Northrop King on the move–for you. Soybeans,
weeds, and management. Energy and efficiency (No till
requires less diesel fuel [but much more herbicides]).
Soybean board report: New [industrial] uses for soybeans,
soybeans in space, the oils and fats balance (trans fatty
acids). Long on life, short on emissions (Soydiesel), Quality
control (ISO 9002–an international set of standards covering
all industries, dedicated to total quality management). Plant
breeding: Looking back and ahead. First the market (Pioneer
Hi-Bred’s Specialty Plant Products Division). Bins for beans
(on-farm storage). Far East Market can double (selling
soybeans for food uses in East Asia). Trials a think of the
past (no-till). There’s profit in the coming soybean shortage.
Don’t let cyst nematodes manage you.
6268. Product Name: [Hazelnut Tofu].
Foreign Name: Haselnuss Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: 02251/56076.
Fax: 02251/75638.
Date of Introduction: 1994 February.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans*, hazelnuts, shoyu
(water, wheat, soybeans, sea salt), nigari (coagulant). * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm vacuum pack. Retails
for DM 4.50.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1994. May. 3.5 by 5.5 inches. Beige, reddish
brown, and black on chocolate brown. Use by 16 Feb. 1994.
6269. Konovsky, John. 1994. Work with edamamé. Part I
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 3 and 11. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: John grew up on a soybean farm in Indiana.
From 1983 to 1985, after graduating from Earlham College
in Richmond, Indiana, he felt like traveling outside the
USA so he went to Japan on an Earlham College program
as a paid English teacher, in a rather isolated area in Iwate
prefecture. At that time he had little interest in how the
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Japanese grew or used soybeans. But in Japan he found
that many of the people he knew were growing edamamé
(green vegetable soybeans) and quite a few grew them on the
bunds of rice fields as azemame. So he picked up an interest
in edamamé from this experience, and he collected some
germplasm, which he brought back to America and grew in
his garden.
After working for several years in the produce industry
in America, he decided to go back to Japan. He entered a
program at Washington State University (at Pullman, run by
Tom Lumpkin) to study Japanese crops–specifically wasabi
[Eutrema wasabi or Japanese horseradish]. He wanted to
introduce this as a new Japanese crop to America, grow it
in western Washington state, and sell it to American sushi
shops–where it is grated and added to shoyu, then served
with sashimi (raw fish) or soba (buckwheat noodles). Tom
Lumpkin was already very interested in edamamé, and
when he learned that John was growing edamamé, he began
trying to convince John to change his interest from wasabi
to edamamé. Tom felt edamamé would be a more successful
commercial crop than wasabi. Wasabi is very hard to grow–
it needs little mountain valleys with plenty of pure water
at 10ºC running year round, and it must be harvested by
hand. Moreover it is a virtual nightmare to get the necessary
environmental permits for growing plants in the water. This
requires discharge permits, etc. Finally Tom convinced John
to study edamamé; and his program had money that would
allow John to travel to Japan to study edamamé.
So after a year at Washington State University, John
went back to Japan on a Fulbright fellowship to study
edamamé for a little less than 2 years at Iwate University,
under the guidance of Dr. N. Kaizuma. Dr. Kaizuma had
been a student of Dr. Tadao Nagata, who had spent his
life doing very creative research on the dissemination of
soybeans to Japan and worldwide. John spent about half
of his time in Japan gathering literature and trying to track
down and cite every known Japanese-language document
on edamamé. He also spent a little time gathering wasabi
germplasm. Initially his research advisors told him “There
is nothing to find on edamamé.” As of 1991 he had what
he feels is a complete bibliography of Japanese-language
publications. The key man on edamamé in Japan today
is R. Masuda, who is at the National Food Research Inst.
at Tsukuba. In 1989 he published the only review of the
literature on edamamé, in the journal Reito (Refrigeration;
64:359-76). This is a key article.
John left the edamamé (green vegetable soybean)
program at Washington State Univ. (WSU) in 1992 to start
his own company. He plans to graduate from WSU with
a MSc degree in crop science in the fall of 1994. He is
presently breeding edamamé, and has a number of lines.
The WSU program conducted large scale edamamé trials in
Washington state from 1989 to 1992. Stokely USA invested
a lot of money trying to bring edamamé into production, but

the Japanese were never quite satisfied with the quality of
the crop. John did all the seed procurement and they used
top quality Japanese breeding lines, mostly Sapporo-midori
and Sayamusume. The edamamé were packed as frozen pods
in individual 500 gm plastic bags with labels for retail sale.
The Japanese really liked the taste of the edamamé but the
appearance of the frozen pods was always borderline. There
were three appearance problems: The pods were small, a
little too light green in color, and they tended to have bruises
on the surface as a result of being mechanically harvested.
More than 99% of the edamamé worldwide (basically
in Taiwan, Japan, and China) are harvested by hand, not
by machine. The Taiwanese are starting to experiment
with machine harvesting. Tom feels that each of these 3
appearance problems is basically a technical problem that
can be solved. Stokely USA shut down their edamamé
operations for various reasons: The Japanese lukewarm
reaction to the edamamé produced in Washington state,
Stokely’s tight financial condition, and orders from the
parent company. Continued. Address: East-West Seeds, 728
33rd Lane N.E., Olympia, Washington 98506. Phone: 206754-2423.
6270. Product Name: [Soya Based Drink (Vanilla)].
Foreign Name: Soja Drink–Vanille.
Manufacturer’s Name: Bruno Fischer GmbH (ImporterDistributor). Made in France.
Manufacturer’s Address: Im Auel 88, 53783 Aetorf,
Germany. Phone: 49-2243-4021.
Date of Introduction: 1994 March.
Ingredients: Water, soya beans* (9%), maize malt extract*,
dried sugar cane juice*, sea salt, natural vanilla extract. * =
Organically grown and controlled.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter glass bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label sent by
Bruno Fischer. 1998. April 15. Ingredients and nutritional
value are given in five languages, each with the flag of that
country by the product name: German, English, Italian,
French, and Dutch. Talk with Bruno Fischer. 1998. May 13.
This product was launched in March 1994.
6271. Product Name: Farm Foods Pizsoy Pockets [Broccoli
& Cheddar, Garden Pizza, Veggie Chicken BBQ, Veggie
Pepperoni, Spinach & Mushroom].
Manufacturer’s Name: Farm Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 49 Old Bloomfield Ave.,
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046. Phone: 201-334-0101.
Date of Introduction: 1994 March.
Ingredients: Broccoli & Cheddar: Outer crust: Organic
whole wheat flour, organic wheat flour, water, canola oil,
honey, olive oil, salt, yeast, vanilla extract. Filling: Fat-free
soy cheddar (organic tofu, calcium caseinate [derived from
non-fat milk], corn and rice starch, sea salt, citric acid,
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natural flavor, soy lecithin, vegetable gum, annatto), onions,
rice starch, water, nutritional yeast, corn oil, salt, garlic
powder, spices.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
black-and-white) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 1994. March
10-13. “Pizsoy Pockets: 5 Great Recipes.” Each contains
a tasty blend of organic grains, tofu, and vegetables. They
are completely lactose and cholesterol free. The outer crust
ingredients are the same for all varieties.
6272. Ohyama, Takuji; Ohtake, N.; Nishiwaki, T.;
Mizukoshi, K.; Minagawa, R.; Kobayashi, K.; Chinushi, T.;
Takahashi, Y. 1994. Effect of N fertilization on seed quality
and xylem transport forms in nodulating and non-nodulating
soybean isolines. Niigata Daigaku Nogakubu Kenkyu
Hokoku (Bulletin of the Faculty of Agriculture, Niigata
University) No. 46. p. 57-70. March. [22 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: “Abstract: Three fertilizer treatments: Control,
conventional basal dressing of 16KgN/ha as ammonium
sulfate; Basal deep placement of 100KgN/ha as 100d type
coated urea; and Top dressing of 100KgN/ha as 70d type
coated urea just after the flowering stage. Seed yield of nonnodulating isoline (T201) with control treatment was very
low at about 70g/m2 due to the limitation of N supply. Deep
placement and top dressing of coated urea increased seed
yield to about 230g/m2 by supplementing N from fertilizer.
Concerning to nodulating isoline T202, deep placement of
coated urea increased the amount of assimilated N in shoots
compared with control plants, but seed yield was almost the
same about 460g/m2 between control and deep placement
treatments. On the other hand, the seed yield of T202 with
top dressing of coated urea was decreased to 360g/m2,
possibly due to depression of N2 fixation in maturing stage.
“The seed quality of nodulating isoline T202 was not
significantly affected by three N fertilization treatments.
However, the concentration of starch, soluble sugar, oil, P,
K, Ca was higher in T201 than T202 in each treatment. This
phenomenon might be due to the lower accumulation of
storage protein in seed.
“The beta subunit of beta-conglycinin was specifically
absent in the seeds of non-nodulating T201 plants in
irrespective of fertilizer treatments. Relative abundance of
beta-conglycinin appeared to be affected by N status of the
plants.
“The concentration of N constituents in xylem sap was
periodically analyzed. In control treatment, the concentration
of ureide-N was consistently high in nodulating isoline.
Ureide-N was significantly low but steadily detected in
non-nodulating isoline. In deep placement of coated urea,
the ureide-N concentration in T202 was initially low, but it
became higher during maturing stages. Among amino acids
and amides, Asn and Asp were principal compounds in
xylem sap, and accounted for 60-80% of total amino acids-N.

When N was sufficiently supplied, Asn was a dominant
amino-N, but when the availability of N became lower, Asp
substituted for Asn in xylem sap. The relationship between
transport forms of N and beta subunit formation in seeds has
not decided.” Address: Niigata Agric. Exp. Station, Niigata,
Japan.
6273. Product Name: [Tofutissimo (Mountain Herbs, or
Plain)].
Foreign Name: Tofutissimo (Mit Bergkraeutern, or Natur).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarella, Hess und Drosihn GbR.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Str. 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: 02251-56076
OF.
Date of Introduction: 1994 March.
Ingredients: Tofu (Water, soybeans*), sunflowerseed
oil*, lemon juice, herbs*, vegetables*, spices, sea salt. * =
Organically grown (aus kontrolliert biologischem Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 220 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. Label is 8 by 2 inches.
Dark green, black and white on light green (Mountain
Herbs), or Red, black and white on light green (Plain). Both
with Sojarella logo. It can be used as a spread for bread or
can serve as the basis for dressings, sauces, etc. Cholesterol
free. Made purely from plant ingredients. Free of casein.
6274. Product Name: Lite ‘n’ Less Healthy Pasta Dinners
[Macaroni ‘n Cheese, Penne Pasta Alfredo, Penne Pasta
Primavera, Caesars Italian Garden Vegetable Pasta].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyco Foods. Div. of Galaxy
Cheese Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando, FL
32809. Phone: 800-441-9419.
Date of Introduction: 1994 March.
Ingredients: Macaroni ‘n Cheese: Macaroni: Durum
semolina, soy beverage (filtered water, organic tofu*),
unhydrogenated liquid canola oil, corn starch, rice syrup
solids, natural flavors, casein, calcium phosphate, potassium
phosphate, sea salt, citric and/or lactic acids (organic
acidulants).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz plastic bag.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1992. March. p. 19. “We’re back in business!”
A color photo shows the two labels. The front panel of each
states: “Lactose free. Cholesterol free. Cheese alternative.
1/3 less calories.”
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith
from Natural Products Expo West (Anaheim, California).
1994. March 10-13. “Soyco Foods cooks up another first:
Healthy pasta dinners.” The front shows Lite & Less
Macaroni ‘n Cheese alternative. The back lists ingredients
and nutritional information.
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6275. Product Name: Sita’s Organic Soy Burrito, Chile ‘n
Soy Cheese Tamale, Chorizo Tamale.
Manufacturer’s Name: Three Sisters Natural & Organic.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3139 Roosevelt St., Carlsbad,
CA 92008. Phone: 619-729-2528.
Date of Introduction: 1994 March.
Ingredients: Soy Burrito: Organic sprouted pinto beans,
organic brown rice, filtered water, organic soy cheese,
organic tomatoes, organic onions, garlic, spices, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Burrito–7 oz. Cheese Tamale–4
oz. Chorizo Tamale–4 oz.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West (Anaheim, California). 1994. March 10-13. “Organic
Sita’s Burritos & Tamales.” “The only Mexican food
available with sprouted beans.” The front shows the label of
each product; the back shows the ingredients.
6276. Product Name: Yves’ Original Bagel Dog, or Chili
Bagel Dog.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yves Veggie Cuisine.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1138 East Georgia Street,
Vancouver V6A 2A8, B.C., Canada. Phone: 604-251-1345.
Date of Introduction: 1994 March.
Ingredients: Bagel Dog: Veggie Wiener: Water, soy
protein isolate, wheat gluten, tofu (water, organic soy beans,
magnesium chloride), wheat starch, sea salt, ground mustard,
guar gum, natural liquid hickory smoke, beet powder,
paprika, brown rice syrup solids, wheat germ, spices. Bagel:
Whole wheat flour, unbleached white flour, water, vinegar,
yeast, malt, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4.4 oz (125 gm).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West (Anaheim, California). 1994. March 10-13. “Two great
ideas. A great new meal. Introducing Yves’ Original Bagel
Dog. Yves’ famous fat-free Veggie Dog, hand-wrapped
in a whole-wheat bagel and baked to perfection.” Front
side shows a color photo of 3 bagel dogs. Back side gives
ingredients and nutritional information.
6277. LaBarr, Connie. 1994. The Nebraska Soybean
Program’s work with soybeans, edamamé, and other
soyfoods (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 11. Conducted
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In early 1994 Connie and several other people
developed a very original and creative 6-panel leaflet
titled “What is Edamamé” for food writers and Nebraska
consumers. The Nebraska Soybean Program is now giving
away edamamé [green vegetable soybeans] to many people
in the state. Dr. Jim Specht, a soybean breeder in the
Department of Agronomy at the University of Nebraska (309

Keim Hall), has developed a soybean variety in which all of
the pods grow on the stem–and none grow on the branches.
This will make it easier to harvest and process the plants
for edamamé. The plants are now being grown in Nebraska,
and the seed supply is being expanded for commercial
production. Dave Lang, at the University of Nebraska’s
Food Processing Center, is involved with the marketing of
this new product; he sees Japan as the primary market for
the product. Based on what she has heard and seen, Connie
feels that there is also a large market here in America. Jim
Weyer (pronounced WEER), the director of the Nebraska
Soybean Program, is a very forward thinking person.
Both he and Connie think there is a big potential market
for soyfoods in Nebraska, so they presented a proposal to
the United Soybean Board (USB) to market soyfoods (in
addition to soy oil) in America. But USB and the American
Soybean Association (ASA) don’t seem to see that as a
valuable market–so the Nebraska proposal was not approved.
Nevertheless, the Nebraska program will being doing things
to market soyfoods, with focus on things like genistein in
cancer prevention and the ability of soy protein to reduce the
risk of heart disease. In talking to consumers, Connie finds
many people who are interested in soyfoods recipes. She has
served tofu cheesecakes and soy cheese to some groups with
excellent results.
Besides Nebraska, Minnesota is also doing some
work with edamamé. A company there named Minnesota
Edamame is selling edamamé to Japan; the pods which do
not have the desired number of beans are shelled, frozen, and
marketed as “Sweet Beans.” The response has been good.
Growers in some other states may be growing edamamé
under contract with the Japanese.
Note: The Nebraska Soybean Program is the primary
contractor for the Nebraska Soybean Board. Address:
Director, Consumer Information, Nebraska Soybean
Program, 301 Centennial Mall South, Box 95144, Lincoln,
Nebraska 68509. Phone: 1-800-852-2326.
6278. Ohnuma, Keiko. 1994. Latin American farmers aided
in organic trade. Oakland Tribune. April 22. p. C1-C2.
• Summary: Earth Trade, Inc. is a major new player in the
organic foods market. Headquartered in New York, they
are working with farmers cooperatives in Central America
(especially Nicaragua and El Salvador) to grow organic
crops there and take advantage of the burgeoning world
market for organically grown crops. Earth Trade sells these
crops in the USA and Europe. Founded in April 1992 by Eric
Weaver and Peter Camejo, Earth Trade is a for-profit venture
backed by $700,000 in startup loans and a $560,000 private
placement of stock last year. The business was started by
executives at the socially conscious mutual-fund company
Progressive Asset Management. In Nicaragua, Earth Trade
is now contracting with growers for 1,500 metric tons of
organic soybeans. A photo shows farmers standing in a field
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of soybeans in Nicaragua.
Update: Talk with Michael Lent of Earth Trade. 1994.
July 1. The seeds for the first crop of organic soybeans are
now in the ground in Nicaragua. Earth Trade is located at
150 Broadway, Suite 1104, New York, NY 10038. Phone:
212-349-3355. Or: 1814 Franklin St, Suite 710E, Oakland,
California 94612. Phone: 510-987-7222.
Note: A 19-minute color videotape (June 1994) also
describes the work of Earth Trade. Address: Staff writer.
6279. Product Name: Puffed Rice Cakes (with Crushed
Organic Soya).
Manufacturer’s Name: Kallo Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: West Byfleet, Surrey KT14 6NF,
England.
Date of Introduction: 1994 April.
Ingredients: Incl. organic whole brown rice, crushed
organic soya, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 130 gm pack. Retails for £0.86.
Nutrition: Per cake: 29 kcal and 0.8 gm protein.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Soyafoods (ASA,
Europe). 1994. Spring, p. 5. “Rice Cakes with crushed
organic soya.”
6280. Kath. Gemeinden St. Johann und St. Joseph. 1994.
Soja fuer Ghana [Soya for Ghana]. Duisburg-Hamborn,
Germany. 24 p. Illust. 21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Each year this group of German Catholics
has one development-help project in Ghana. In 1991 and
1992 it was trees for Ghana. In 1993 it was soya for Ghana.
Contents: Development help? by Gottfried O. Praem.
Africa’s need (incl. population growth, demographics, per
capita GNP, and infant mortality). Our new project: Soya
for Ghana. Why soya? Yields a variety of foods, healthy,
ethical (in relation to eating animals and protecting the
environment), good for agriculture. History of the soybean
plant. Food products from the soybean: Soymilk, tofu,
soy protein, soy sauce, miso, tempeh, soy oil, soy sprouts.
Cultivation of soybeans in northern Ghana. Planting and
harvest. Ghana–the land and its agricultural products.
Teaching hygiene in Ghanaian. Dear money: Where does
it come from and how is it spent? Past projects in Ghana
and the 1993 Soya for Ghana project. The Bole mission
station in northern Ghana (90,000 inhabitants of which
4,000 are Christian). Recipes. A talk with Brother Rudolf,
age 62, during his visit to Hamburg in Sept. 1993. Address:
Duisburg-Hamborn, Germany.
6281. Product Name: Zero-FatRella (Tofu-Based Cheese
Alternative with Casein) [California Cheddar Style,
Mozzarella Style, Jalapeño Jack].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sharon’s Finest (Product
Developer-Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 5020, Santa Rosa, CA

95402-5020. Phone: 707-576-7050.
Date of Introduction: 1994 April.
Ingredients: California Cheddar Style, March 1994:
Organic tofu, casein*, tapioca starch, salt, citric acid, betacarotene (vitamin A), natural flavor, guar gum. * Casein is
the protein found in non-fat milk. It is a high-quality protein,
free of cholesterol, and is what allows the product to be so
similar to cheese. Organic in accordance with Calif. Organic
Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: This product was formerly
named Heart’s D’Lite, introduced in Jan. 1992 by Sharon’s
Finest.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, black, purple, and green on tan
kenaf paper) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo West (Anaheim, California). 1994. March 10-13.
“Product information. Sharon’s Finest Healthy Alternatives.”
“Zero-FatRella. The original tofu cheese alternative in a
fat-free version. Also free of cholesterol and lactose, comes
in 3 delicious flavors. Melts, shreds, and stretches just like
cheese. Best served melted.”
Letter (fax) and photocopies of labels for 3 flavors sent
by Judy Bowhall of Sharon’s Finest in response to enquiry.
1994. April 20. This product (formerly Heart’s D’Lite) was
introduced in Feb. 1993 but all 3 flavors were first sold in
July 1993. The front panel states: “No cholesterol. Melts
and tastes like cheese.” On the back panel is a Comparison
Guide comparing 1 oz of Zero-FatRella with 1 oz of regular
Cheddar and Mozzarella cheeses. Calories: 45, 113, and 80.
Fat (gm): 0, 9, 6. Saturated fat (gm): 0, 6.1, 3.7. Cholesterol
(mg): 0, 3, 22.
6282. Product Name: [Melt: Fresh Tofu That Melts,
Tofutissimo: Fresh Tofu That Spreads, Tofutissimo with
Mountain Herbs (Soft Tofu Cheeses)].
Foreign Name: Melt: schmelzender frisch Tofu,
Tofutissimo: streichfaehiger frisch Tofu, Tofutissimo mit
Bergkraeutern.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarella, Hess und Drosihn GbR.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Str. 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: 02251-56076
OF.
Date of Introduction: 1994 April.
Ingredients: Melt: Tofu, water, soybeans*, vegetable oil,
carob bean gum, guar gum, spices, yeast extract, sea salt. * =
Organically grown (aus kontrolliert biologischem Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 220 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Bernd Drosihn.
1993. Nov. 29. Albert Hess (owner of Das Tofuhaus in
Lautersheim) and Bernd are in the process of founding a new
company, named Sojarella, which will start to make and sell
soy cheeses in early 1994. The address will be the same as
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Viana. They have developed a method for making soy cheese
products that contain no casein.
Leaflet (color) from Bio-Fach natural/organic foods
trade show in Frankfurt, Germany. 1994. March. Sojarella:
The idea that makes tofu melt! Enjoy the healthy melt of
Sojarella.” “Both types of Tofutissimo make delicious
spreads for breads. Sprinkled with fresh dill and diced leeks
or creatively combined with marmalade for tart-tongue
enjoyment! Tofutissimo also makes a wonderful base for all
types of dressings and sauces.” A melt [Schmelz] alternative
based purely on plants. Sojarella products have no casein,
no cholesterol, little saturated fats, and obviously no animal
ingredients.” The ingredients for Tofutissimo are: Tofu
(water, organic soybeans*), sunflowerseed oil*, lemon juice,
spices, sea salt.
Letter (fax) and photocopies of labels sent by Bernd
Drosihn of Sojarella. 1994. April 22. The name of the new
company is Sojarella, Hess und Drosihn. Their three soy
cheese products were first sold commercially on 1 April
1994. Bernd knows of no other soy cheeses made in Europe.
It is too early to tell how his soy cheeses are selling.
6283. Product Name: New World Foods Red Chile
Tamales, Green Chile Stew, Chorizo, Hearty Chili
(Vegetarian–With Befine).
Manufacturer’s Name: VPS, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2889 Trades West Rd., Santa Fe,
NM 87505. Phone: 505-471-8979.
Date of Introduction: 1994 April.
Ingredients: Red Chili Tamales: Organic corn, Organic
Befine (soybeans, water, calcium sulfate–a natural mineral,
caramel color), organic soy fiber, organic corn meal, red
chile pods ground with water, soybean oil, shoyu (water,
soybeans, wheat, salt), spices, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz vacuum pack–Contains 4
tamales.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 2 tamales: Calories 275, calories from fat
98, total fat 11 gm (saturated fat 1 gm), cholesterol 0 mg,
sodium 365 mg, total carbohydrate 41 gm (dietary fiber 6
gm), protein 10 gm, vitamin A 25%, vitamin C 2%, calcium
26%, iron 64%.
New Product–Documentation: Letter and color labels
for each product sent by Richard Jennings of VPS, Inc.
(Vegetable Protein Specialists). 1994. Dec. 28. The first
focus of New World Foods products was foodservice.
Starting in 1990 the company used generic labels printed
with a personal computer and label printer. In the spring of
1994 they decided to go after the retail market as well. So
they developed attractive new color labels for each product.
“Shortly after we started the retail venture, it became clear
that our future was with Befine. So we went completely
into that. We have exhibited at the IFT (Institute of Food
Technologists) in Atlanta (Georgia), and the FIE (Food

Ingredients Europe) in London (4-6 Oct. 1994). Enclosed
is our brochure (color leaflet) titled “Befine: The ideal meat
replacer. Eating is believing!”
Label. 1994, spring. 5 by 4 inches. Self adhesive. Red
Chile colors: Red, orange, black, blue and green on white.
Color illustration of many vegetables in a circle. “Delicious.
Satisfying. No cholesterol. Low fat.” Note: Befine is made
from firmly pressed, crumbled tofu curds.
Talk with Richard Jennings. 1995. Jan. 4. They are now
making Befine in Santa Fe and shipping everything they
make to Holland.
6284. Luedtke, Bob. 1994. Brief history of Jameson-Lambert
Co. and Minnesota Edamame (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
June 20 and 21. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: Bob started working for Jameson-Lambert
Co. in 1986, managing farmland for outside investors. Jim
Lambert was his boss. At that time Jameson-Lambert was
primarily a farm management company that also did some
brokerage work. He placed ads in the Minneapolis Tribune
advertising the company’s services. Reiko Weston (that is
the correct spelling of her name) contacted him; she wanted
to buy land to grow edamamé. He first met with Reiko in the
fall of 1987. He talked her out of buying the farmland and
got her to contract with local growers and a canning factory.
That project started taking a lot of Jameson-Williams’
resources. So the company spun off the brokerage firm that
it had and some other projects in order to concentrate on the
edamamé because the edamamé looked to have a brighter
future.
The first commercial edamamé crop in the Western
world was planted in mid-1988 (2 acres grown by one
farmer near Truman, Minnesota–about 17 miles north of
Fairmont) harvested in September 1988. The crop grew well,
giving a good yield. But there were problems in harvesting
the beans in the pods using a new mechanical picker that
required careful adjustment so that it harvested most of
the pods without damaging them. 7,000 lb came out of the
field–including green beans in the pods (of varying degrees
of maturity and quality), foreign material, stems, leaves,
everything. Only 2,000 lb was of saleable quality edamamé–
the rest went to a cattle feeder. Bob contracted with a local
processor (Fairmont Foods of Fairmont, Minnesota) and they
washed, blanched, froze, and packed the first crop. In about
October 1988, he sold the 2,000 lb to Nishimoto Trading
Company in South San Francisco (California). Nishimoto
used this product mostly as samples for their distributors.
The product name on the stick-on labels was simply
“Edamamé.” It was sold frozen in 1-lb plastic bags. Most of
the product was sold on the West Coast of the USA, where
it was sold mostly in Japanese grocery stores. The company
sent samples to Japan but never sent or sold any quantities.
In 1989 the company expanded its acreage dramatically
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to about 300 acres, rising to 350 acres in 1990. Mr. Lambert
owned a grain elevator in Huntley, Minnesota, so all of the
growers for these 2 years were located around Huntley. The
crop was pre-processed (washed and cooled) in Huntley,
then shipped to Tony Downs Foods in St. James, Minnesota
for the blanching and freezing. In 1991 Jameson-Williams
purchased a building and built their own processing plant
in Jackson, Minnesota; they still use this facility. Acreage
in 1991 grew to 400 acres. In September, the company
signed a 5-year contract with Nishimoto Trading Co. to
sell them edamamé. Nishimoto intended to distribute the
product mostly in the USA. But two nights into the harvest,
on September 18, there were 2 nights of unusually early
severe frost, that damaged the crop–even though edamamé
are typically harvested about a month earlier than typical
dry soybeans. The average first date of frost in that area is
October 5–so frost is not usually a big danger. Nishimoto
was unwilling to buy any of the 1991 crop–a disaster! Jim
Lambert was still president of the company; there were some
other things going on at the time that Bob would rather not
get into. The company has not dealt with Nishimoto since
1991 and the contract is no longer in effect.
Acreage grew to 450 acres in 1992 and about 500 acres
in 1993, but both years the crop suffered from rain–meaning
3 years in a row of weather-related damage. Yields were
pretty good but the pods were smaller than ideal. Bob
considers a good yield to be about 3,200 to 3,300 lb/acre of
saleable green beans in the pods. If the beans were allowed
to mature, the yield would be about 45 bushels per acre (1
bushel = 60 lb) of dry soybeans per acre (2,700 lb of dry
beans without the pods).
In about May of 1992, Jim Lambert, who was the owner
of Jameson-Williams Company, sold his company to another
man whose name is confidential. At that time Lambert
left the company and got out of the edamamé business.
One of the reason’s Lambert was “let go” had to do with
misrepresentations made in Sept. 1991 when the contract
was signed with Nishimoto. At that time the company name
was changed to Minnesota Edamame. The other man is still
part owner; they just finished another joint venture with
Minnesota Waxy, Bob is now the manager of Minnesota
Edamame. All of the company’s operations are now in
Jackson, Minnesota.
Essentially all of the edamamé that the company has
sold have been sold in the United States, mostly on the east
and west coasts. They generally sell the product, private
labeled in frozen 1-lb retail packs, to two Japanese-run
trading companies: Mutual Trading Co. (Los Angeles)
and JFC [Japan Foods Corp., with headquarters in San
Francisco and offices across America]. Nishimoto plans to
buy edamamé from the 1994 crop. They pack the product
under 4-5 different labels. Bob thinks the product ends up
mostly in Asian-American grocery stores, with a little sold
to restaurants. This year Bob’s company has also sold 3

truckloads (90,000 lb) of mukimamé (under private label)
primarily to a Chinese-American trading company in New
York; the generic name on the label is something like edible
green frozen soybeans. The company is now in the process
of developing its own label. The Japanese are not interested
in mukimame.
As for the future: The soybeans they are now using
have pods that are a little too small for the Japanese market.
The edamamé imported to the USA from Taiwan are the
second-grade products–not good enough to sell to Japan. The
Taiwanese edamamé beans don’t grow well in Minnesota.
He is working on breeding improved varieties with the
University of Minnesota, the University of Illinois (Dr.
Richard Bernard), Iowa State University, and some private
companies. It is quite easy to develop a large-seeded, good
tasting edamamé bean, but it is harder to breed in resistance
to phytophthora and other diseases–and the process takes a
long time. He is not discouraged and thinks the product has
a bright future. One new direction is to develop mukimame,
shelled green soybeans. They are working with the state of
Minnesota and some private individuals to introduce the
product as “Sweet Beans” to Caucasian-Americans. His
market research shows that there is enough of a stigma
associated with the word “soybeans” that they don’t want
that term to appear prominently on the label.
Bob has been in touch with Pillsbury, but they have
dropped their edamamé project–apparently because they
don’t want to be the first into the market. He is trying to sell
to natural and health food stores.
This year Bob’s company has planted about 700 acres of
edamamé, up from 500 acres last year. Last year’s bad rains
destroyed about half the crop. He could have sold twice what
he harvested. The variety of soybean he grows do not do
taste quite as good when grown further south (as in southern
Illinois) as they do in Minnesota. This year Richard Bernard
(who is partly retired) has 2,500 varieties of soybeans for
edamamé growing in his test plot at the University of Illinois.
He has grown edamamé for many years, and he has found
that the taste of one variety varies depending upon the area
where it is planted. The Japanese like the beans best that are
grown in southern Minnesota; they like a sweetness. He is
looking into breeding in more sweetness. Address: Manager,
Minnesota Edamame, Route 1, Box 53A, East County Road
34, Jackson, MN 56143. Phone: 507-847-3591.
6285. EarthTrade, Inc. 1994. EarthTrade, Inc. (Color
videotape). 1814 Franklin St., Suite 710-E, Oakland,
California 94612. 19 minutes. June.
• Summary: Describes the work of EarthTrade which buys
organically grown crops from farmers’ cooperatives in
Central America (especially Nicaragua and El Salvador),
then sells them in the USA and Europe. These crops include
organic soybeans and sesame seeds. Address: Oakland,
California. Phone: 510-987-7222.
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6286. Salama, Adel M.; Sinclair, Thomas R. 1994. Soybean
nitrogen fixation and growth as affected by drought stress
and potassium fertilization. J. of Plant Nutrition 17(7):11931203. June. [26 ref]
• Summary: Drought stress was found to have strongly
negative effects on symbiotic nitrogen fixation by soybeans
grown under greenhouse conditions. Seed yield was
optimized by the medium potassium treatment (50 mg
of potassium oxide per kg of soil); the total accumulated
nitrogen was lowest at the highest potassium treatment.
Overall, there was little effect of potassium treatment on
the nitrogen fixation of soybeans under drought. Address:
Faculty of Agriculture, Mansoura Univ., Mansoura, Egypt.
6287. Product Name: Soya Kaas Slices (Cheese Alternative
Containing Casein) [Mozzarella Style, Mild American
Cheddar Style]. Renamed Soya Kaas Singles by Nov. 1997
When Individually Wrapped.
Manufacturer’s Name: Swan Gardens, Inc. Distributed by
American Natural Snacks.
Manufacturer’s Address: Manufacturer: 6029 Lagrange
Blvd., Atlanta, GA 30336. Distributor: P.O. Box 1067, St.
Augustine, FL 32085. Phone: 904-824-8181.
Date of Introduction: 1994 June.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic* soy milk, calcium sulfate),
caseinate (a milk protein), non-hydrogenated soy oil, sea salt,
lactic acid, natural flavor, lecithin, cellulose gel, guar gum. *
= Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz (170 gm) resealable
vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 21 gm slice: Calories 50, calories from fat
27, total fat 3 gm (5% daily value; saturated fat ½ gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 180 mg (8%), total carbohydrate ½
gm (<1%), protein 6 gm. Percent daily values are based on a
2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Casey
Van Rysdam, President, American Natural Snacks, in
response to inquiry. 1994. May 6. This product is scheduled
for introduction in June 1994.
Product with Label sent by Casey Van Rysdam. 1994.
May. Copyright 1994. Eight individual slices are packed in
a resealable Ziploc bag, but are not individually wrapped to
minimize packaging. Each package has a self-adhesive label
on the front and back. 3 by 3.5 inches. Red, green, and white.
Front panel: “No cholesterol. Lactose free. Low in saturated
fat. Soya Kaas sliced Mozzarella style. 8 individual slices in
a resealable package. A natural cheese alternative made with
organic tofu. No hydrogenated oils. Best if used by 10 11
94.”
Note: This is the earliest commercial product seen (May
2020) that boasts of “no hydrogenated oils”–as a health

benefit.
Ad (¼-page, black and white) in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1997. Nov. p. 10. “Soya Kaas Singles. New!”
“9 convenient individually wrapped slices per package.
American Cheddar Style. American White Style.”
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1999. Dec. 10.
“Our Soy (tofu) is organic ensuring it is 100% GMO free.
Available in: Regular and Fat Free including Mozzarella,
Cheddar and Jalapeño; Cream Cheese, Vegi-Kaas (vegan),
Grated Parmesan, and Slices.”
Leaflet (black-and-white, single sided, 8½ by 11 inches)
sent by Patricia Smith from NFM Natural Products Expo
(Anaheim). 2000. Sept. Soya Kaas singles are now available
in “12 individually wrapped slices per package.” A new
flavor of wrapped slices is Soya Kaas Jalapeño Mexi-Kaas.
6288. Thenkabail, Prasad S.; Ward, A.D.; Lyon, J.G. 1994.
Impacts of agricultural management practices on soybean
and corn crops evident in ground-truth data and Thematic
Mapper vegetation indices. Transactions of the ASAE
(American Society of Agricultural Engineers) 37(3):989-95.
May/June. [33 ref]
• Summary: Landsat-5 Thematic Mapper™ gives satellite
imagery. Vegetation indices from observations on single
dates in August 1988 (a drought year) and August 1989 (a
year with wet early season conditions) were used to study the
impact of agricultural management and cultural practices on
soybean and corn crop growth and yield. Address: 1. Remote
sensing specialist, IITA, Ibadan; 2-3. The Ohio State Univ.,
Columbus.
6289. Product Name: [Seasoned Handmade Tofu (With
Herbs, With Olives, With Basil)].
Foreign Name: Tofou Artisanal (Aux Herbes, Aux Olives,
Au Basilic).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofoulie.
Manufacturer’s Address: St. Pierre, 26560 Séderon,
France. Phone: 75-28-55-05.
Date of Introduction: 1994 June.
Ingredients: With Herbs: Soybeans*, water, leeks*,
fennel*, celery*, salt, shoyu, sunflower oil*, herbs and
spices*. * = Organically grown: 100% of the total.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm. plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out and 3
Labels sent by Joel Pichon and Claude Michel. 1996. June
14. They started to make these products in June 1994. Label
is a heavy plastic bag (light pink in color). 5½ by 8 inches.
The company presently makes the following amounts of each
product (in kg/month): Tofu with Herbs (incl. vegetables,
parsley, spices) 550, Tofu with Olives (incl. provence herbs
and parsley) 450, Tofu with Basil 450.
Note: Tofoulie also makes a non-soy product named
Tofoulie Panisse Artisinale, which is made from chick pea
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flour, water, and unrefined sea salt.
Talk with Claude Michel. 1997. March 6. There are 8
people in this cooperative; all have invested money in it. Joel
Pichon is the founder. Claude makes tofu and orders new
equipment.
6290. Product Name: Italian Herb Tofu–Extra Firm.
Manufacturer’s Name: Twin Oaks Community Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Route 4, Box 169, Louisa,
Virginia 23093. Phone: 703-894-4112.
Date of Introduction: 1994 June.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (water, organic soybeans, nigari),
minced garlic, minced onion, basil, crushed fennel seed,
cracked black pepper.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label with date sent by
Jon Kessler. 1996. Jan. 29. Twin Oaks Community Foods
started selling this product in mid-1994 and it is still on the
market. The herbs are mixed with the curds before pressing.
It was first sold in bulk in buckets to a health food store in
Charlotteville, but now it is vacuum packed.
6291. Weaver, Eric. 1994. Growing soybeans organically in
Nicaragua (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 27. Conducted
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Eric also supervises the development of Earth
Trade’s project in Nicaragua and he spends a large amount
of time down there. During the last year or so, he has been to
Nicaragua 4 times, a total of a month. Before that he worked
for 10 years on the Central America Bulletin, an economics
and politics newsletter published monthly in the USA by the
Central America Research Group, so he went to Nicaragua
regularly.
Cottonseed oil was the basic food oil in Nicaragua until
1991, after the new government of Violetta Chamorro took
over from Daniel Ortega and the Sandinistas in national
elections on 25 Feb. 1990; the Chamorro government
changed the policies on subsidies in general and conducted
an economic rationalization. Before that, the Nicaraguan
government subsidized cotton production at huge losses.
The official justification was that they needed the oil, but
Eric thinks there were more complicated political factors.
The cotton crop has now basically collapsed in Nicaragua.
Starting in 1991, Nicaragua began to import soybeans, which
they processed in the country’s 9 or 10 cottonseed processing
mills. President Violetta Chamorro’s son-in-law, Antonio
Lacayo, who is actually the de-facto president, got into soy
oil processing even before the cotton was phased out. That
is another reason for the move toward soy oil–because he
had business interests in soya. Earth Trade is now starting to
do a feasibility study of organic oil processing in Nicaragua.
The company would like to set up an organic facility that
will process not only soy oil, but also peanuts, sesame, etc. to

produce a variety of organic oils.
Starting in the mid-1980s Nicaraguan breeders at
CEA (a cotton experimental center near Leon) developed
a soybean strain named CH86 from the Brazilian tropical
varieties of soybeans. Now CH86 has been grown
increasingly by farmers during the last few years–starting
in about 1991 or 1992. The variety that they call Cristalina
(which may be known internationally as light hilum) is
a tropical variety that grows pretty well in Nicaragua.
Nicaraguans calculate crop yields in hundredweights (cwt)
per manzana. Note: 1 hundredweight = 112 pounds. A
manzana, a traditional unit of land area in Central America,
is the area of a square 100 varas on a side; it therefore varies
according to the length of the vara. On average it equals
0.7 hectares or 1.7 acres. The CH86 averages 47-50 cwt/
manzana and the Cristalina averages about 30 cwt/manzana.
There is a big demand for the seed of these two varieties,
and that’s why there is a shortage on the market. Earth
Trade grows both varieties. Earth Trade has talked with
some Japanese buyers who are interested in Cristalina for
soymilk and CH86 for tofu. They were very close to signing
a contract then the price started to fall, so they backed off for
a while.
Earth Trade’s first organic soybean crop in Nicaragua
was harvested in December 1993 as a rotation for sesame.
They were planning to sell it on the international market
organically, but the producer sun-dried it and it got rained on
and became spotted; so Earth Trade sold those soybeans for
$12-$12.50 per cwt on the local Nicaraguan market for soy
oil Earth Trade presently has in the ground enough soybean
seeds to produce approximately 1,000 tonnes of the CH86
and 500 tonnes of the Cristalina. The CH86 was planted in
June and the Cristalina is being planted now, in July; both
should be ready to harvest in December.
In Nicaragua, all substantial agriculture is located on the
Pacific Coast; Earth Trade grows its soybeans in this region
to the northwest of Managua, around the city of León (the
capital of León Department) and in Chinandega. Address:
Secretary-Treasurer, Earth Trade, 1814 Franklin St., Suite
710-E, Oakland, California 94612. Phone: 510-987-7222.
6292. Product Name: Soyco Tofu [Hi-Protein Firm, Tasty,
Thai, Japanese].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyco Soyfood Product [Nutrisoy
Pty. Ltd.].
Manufacturer’s Address: 255 Forest Road, Arncliffe 2205,
NSW, Australia. Phone: 02-9695-7755.
Date of Introduction: 1994 July.
Ingredients: Thai: Organic soybean, water, soy sauce,
sunflower oil, spices, herbs, natural coagulant (magnesium
chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label with date sent by
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Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling this product in July 1994. Thai: Green, orange,
yellow, red and black on pale white.
6293. Product Name: Provamel Organic Soya Milk (With
Organic Wheat Syrup).
Manufacturer’s Name: Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd.
(Marketer-Distributor). Made in Belgium by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: Ashley House, 86-94 High
Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1NH, England. Phone:
(81) 577 2727.
Date of Introduction: 1994 July.
Ingredients: Incl. de-hulled soybeans, organic wheat syrup.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for £1.22 (7/94, England).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Soyafoods (ASA,
Europe). 1994. Summer, p. 5. “New from Provamel.” The
use of wheat syrup is innovative.
6294. Organic Processing Corp. 1994. The organic industry’s
ingredient supplier (Ad). Natural Foods Merchandiser. Aug.
p. 22.
• Summary: “Whole soybeans. Meal & flour. TVP & soy
oil. Liquid soy extract. Protein concentrate. Whole wheat
& unbleached flour. Degermed corn flour & grits. Corn
malt syrup.” Note: No address is given, but the company is
located in Ohio.
6295. Product Name: Fine Herb Tofu–Extra Firm.
Manufacturer’s Name: Twin Oaks Community Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Route 4, Box 169, Louisa,
Virginia 23093. Phone: 703-894-4112.
Date of Introduction: 1994 August.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (water, organic soybeans, nigari),
basil, chervil, tarragon, marjoram, chives.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz. vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label with date sent by Jon
Kessler. 1996. Jan. 29. Twin Oaks Community Foods started
selling this product in about August 1994 and it is still on the
market. The herbs are mixed with the curds before pressing.
6296. Lickteig, Greg. 1994. Re: Scoular Grain Company.
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Sept. 21. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Scoular is a supplier of organic certified
soybeans with OCIA and OGBA certification. It is also a
supplier of azuki red beans, black soybeans, and pinto beans.
Note: Greg’s surname is pronounced LIK-tai. This company
was founded in 1892. Address: The Scoular Building, 2027
Dodge St., Omaha, Nebraska 68102. Phone: 1-800-4883500.

6297. Tseng, Ming. 1994. Georgia biodiesel study review.
Letter to Jim Duffield, USDA, Sept. 26. Copy to Jim Gay
at NBB (National Biodiesel Board). 4 p. Typed, without
signature.
• Summary: A review of the thesis titled “A Comparative
Economic Analysis of Biodiesel for Transit Bus Systems.”
“Soybeans are rowcrops, which are quite destructive
to the soil as a carbon sink. Most soybean farmers in the
United States today do not practice conservation tillage, so
growth of soybeans as a feedstock actually contributes to soil
erosion, hence damage top the carbon sink.” Address: ABA
(American Biofuels Assoc.).
6298. Thompson, Keith; Brown, Edward. 1994. Breeding
soybeans for use in making tofu at Jacob Hartz Seed Co. Part
I (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 11-12. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In late 1987 Keith Thompson visited Soyfoods
Center and he and William Shurtleff worked together to
design a system that Jacob Hartz Seed Co. could use to more
effectively breed soybeans for food uses. The purpose of this
interview is to find out if that system was implemented, and
if so how, and how it is working.
Hartz has hired Dr. Keshun Liu, a PhD in food science.
His job is basically trying to interface between soybean
breeders, Keith, and the soyfoods industry.
There are three main problems in breeding soybeans
for use in making tofu. The first and biggest problem is that
most tofu makers never seem to be willing to pay a premium
price for their soybeans–unless the soybeans are organically
grown, in which case tofu makers will pay huge premiums.
The big market for tofu beans is in Japan. Hartz sells about
40,000 bags/year (each 50 lb) to tofu makers in the USA; one
tofu maker in Hawaii buys about half of these. From these
companies, Hartz is able to get a premium of about $2.50
per bushel over the CBOT (Chicago Board of Trade) price.
Until tofu makers are willing to pay a premium for soybeans
that give tofu with better yield and quality, they must be
willing to accept varieties that are already developed. Tofu
beans are pretty much a commodity, since there are a lot
of large-seeded, clear hilum beans grown in the Midwest
that perform pretty well for tofu. Natto makers are willing
to pay a good premium for their soybeans because natto
beans are inherently lower yielding and have many special
characteristics that are difficult to breed and select for.
Because Hartz has limited storage, they breed in the areas
where they can get the best premiums. Hartz hedges 100% of
its soybean transactions. So it tends to charge a fixed dollar
amount (its margin) over the CBOT price.
In growing out new varieties, Hartz contracts with
farmers to grow the beans, then buys back 100% of these
beans at a pre-determined price, bags them in a Hartz bag,
and sells them to soyfoods makers. It does not prefer that
farmers sell its beans to soyfoods makers, though farmers
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have the right to do this. Hartz’s 428-acre breeding farm is
used solely to produce breeder and foundation seed stock–
the first 2 generations. The Plant Variety Protection Act of
1972 gives plant breeders some rights over the products they
produce in their breeding programs, and prohibits farmers
from selling protected seed to other farmers–like a seed
company. But farmers can save their own seed and plant it
in the future–which means he doesn’t have to buy seed from
a seed company for a long time. Hartz doesn’t like that and
he thinks there is a movement to mitigate that. For example,
farmer-saved wheat seed was so extensive that Pioneer HiBred withdrew from the market. All Hartz’s varieties are
plant variety protected.
When Keith entered this business in 1978 there were 8-9
soybean varieties in 3 different maturity groups in the entire
southern USA (13 states) that the farmer could choose from;
now he has about 150-200 varieties to choose from. Breeders
have incrementally increased yield, disease resistance,
targeted soil type adaptability, etc.
Soybean farmers generally look carefully at and plant
the latest, best yielding varieties since they expect to get
better yield, disease resistance, etc.–and save money. Why do
soyfoods manufacturers not think the same way. Why would
they not be willing to pay more for a new bean that will give
them a 10% higher yield? Keith does not know. He thinks
these manufacturers get a variety that works well and don’t
want to change their process. He often cannot even get them
to test a new variety; its too much trouble (not surprising).
Another problems is that some tofu manufacturers like one
variety very much, and others don’t like it at all. But the
three missing links in this process are (1) research in the
breeder’s lab to show how the new soybean variety behaves
in making tofu (yield, taste, composition, price per pound
of tofu, etc.) and (2) comparing the performance of this
variety with varieties used by major tofu manufacturers; (3)
compiling the results of this research as information that can
be easily understood by any soyfoods maker. Breeders now
do this for soybean farmers but not for soyfoods makers.
Is the tofu market too small for a breeder to make this
investment? Not if you include East Asia, Southeast Asia,
the USA, and Europe. For many years Singapore and Hong
Kong have imported mostly Canadian beans with a pretty
low margin. Japan has a tradition of buying IOM beans
out of the Midwest, but IOM is no longer a meaningful
term because we change varieties so fast. It used to be a
large-seeded, clear-hilum mix of several varieties but now
it can be almost anything. A portion of the users of Japan’s
500,000 metric tons to make tofu is willing to pay a premium
for variety soybeans. Hartz exports about 3,000 tons/year
to Japanese tofu makers, but they still don’t have a good
variety. Continued. Address: 1. Food and Export Manager;
2. PhD, Soybean Breeder. Both: Jacob Hartz Seed Co., P.O.
Box 946, Stuttgart, Arkansas 72160. Phone: 800-932-7333.

6299. Thompson, Keith; Brown, Edward. 1994. Breeding
soybeans for use in making tofu at Jacob Hartz Seed Co. Part
II (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 11-12. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The second problem is that the science of
breeding soybeans for tofu is not well understood. We still
don’t understand the basic theory as to what constitutes a
good soybean for making tofu–a good tofu bean. What are
the main compositional factors that affect tofu yield, flavor,
and consistency (hardness or softness). It is not clear what
characteristics breeders should select for when breeding tofu
beans–except for the bean’s physical appearance. Keith has a
very close Japanese contact who is doing excellent work at a
lab in a university in Japan, trying to understand what causes
one soybean to be better than another for making tofu. He
has made a lot more progress than Hartz has, and his work
is quite confidential. Hartz has tried to get permission from
the Japanese for Dr. Keshun Liu to visit that lab, but they
won’t even talk about it. Keith’s talks about this university
researcher with Takashi Matsumoto who is in a large
trading company, but he doesn’t recall the name of the tofu
researcher at the university. The trading company is funding
the research and is very forward looking.
The third problem is that the Japanese who buy soybeans
that will eventually be used for making tofu have a number
of strong preconceptions about the way these soybeans
should look–regardless of the amount and quantity of tofu
that can be made from them. They want a soybean with very
large seed size (less than 2,000 seeds/lb), a clear hilum, and
dull-luster–that looks like a typical soybean grown in Japan.
If the soybean doesn’t look like that, they don’t care how
good the tofu yield or flavor are. The Japanese seem to prefer
what are called “Vinton-type” soybean varieties for making
tofu. These include Vinton [a Midwest variety introduced
in 1978 by breeder Walt Fehr and Iowa State University]
and Harovinton (from Harrow, Ontario, Canada). These are
large-seeded clear hilum beans [perhaps traditionally called
vegetable-type soybeans]. “Vinton-type” soybeans now sell
(cleaned and in bulk) for only about $0.80 to $1.75 over the
Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) price. That is not enough of
a premium to attract Hartz. Hartz has developed on soybean
that seems to have excellent characteristics for making tofu.
But the Japanese don’t want this soybean because it doesn’t
look like what they are used to. It is oblong and not as
uniform as usual.
Eddie Brown hasn’t given up on tofu beans; he is doing
a lot of work and making a lot of crosses. Hartz has 40
acres of a variety it will be harvesting in the next 2-3 weeks
and releasing next year that was selected primarily based
on seed size, but also protein content. This line is quite
large seeded, with 1,400 seeds/lb. Yet agronomically, it is
a second or third class variety, so Hartz must charge more
for it to counterbalance its lower yield. It is difficult to grow
large-seeded soybeans in the south since it is generally true
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for soybeans that the further you go north and the earlier
the maturity group, the larger the seed size and the more
the percentage of clear hilum varieties. Some of this is
genetic and some environmental. Varieties north of Boothill,
Missouri are usually indeterminate, whereas those to the
south are determinate. Determinate plants grow to a certain
height and then start blooming; indeterminate varieties start
blooming when the plants are very small and bloom until
they reach normal plant height.
Keith thinks that true Vinton is not grown much any
more. The new Vinton-types, developed by Midwest
breeders, look like a Vinton but the yield is much better for
the farmer. These Vinton-types sell for about $0.80 to $1.75
over the CBOT price.
One reason the Japanese may be demanding Vinton-type
soybeans having a certain appearance is so that they can
blend our $8/bushel beans with their domestic beans [Nihon
Daizu], which are much more expensive, then sell the blend
as if they were all Japanese-grown soybeans.
Japanese are limiting themselves greatly by demanding
large-seeded soybeans. Eddie has only 10-15 breeding lines
available to him in large-seeded soybeans compared with
2,000 to 3,000 lines of regular-sized soybeans. Breeders in
the Midwest have a much larger germplasm base to work
with on large-seeded clear-hilum varieties.
Hartz would like to have more of its soybeans grown
organically because they could get a huge premium for those
soybeans–no doubt about it. Hartz is already producing some
organic natto beans, primarily with one big rice grower who
is OCIA certified. His main crop is rice, and he has his own
rice mill, rice bagging, and rice marketing system. Most
rotations in the South are based on either rice or cotton. It
is very difficult to find organic acreage in the South unless
you find a rice farmer who is philosophically committed
to organic farming [like Carl Garrich of the Lone Pine in
Arkansas]. Even if Hartz offers farmers a premium of $4/
bushel over the CBOT price they are not interested. It
doesn’t work well with a rice rotation.
Once a soybean seed company makes the commitment
to breed soybeans for tofu, it must develop at least a small
bench-top tofu-making system in order to quantify and
compare different varieties. You need a program and a
systematic way of making tofu and measuring the results.
You must be able to prove that one soybean is significantly
better than another for making tofu–in terms of yield, or
flavor, or fat content, or genistein level, whatever. This
becomes the basis of marketing the soybean to tofu makers.
Address: 1. Food and Export Manager; 2. PhD, Soybean
Breeder. Both: Jacob Hartz Seed Co., P.O. Box 946,
Stuttgart, Arkansas 72160. Phone: 800-932-7333.
6300. Roller, Ron. 1994. Breeding soybeans to use for
making soymilk in America. Part I (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. Oct. 13. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods

Center.
• Summary: Ron finds that 1 pound of soybeans yields
roughly 8.8 pounds of regular non-flavored soymilk and
11.88 pounds of lite soymilk. For regular soymilk, the solids
content of flavored soymilk is less than that of “original” or
dairylike soymilk. In 1993 an estimated 9.8 million gallons
or 81.6 million lb of soymilk were sold in the USA and
Canada. Of this, about 80% was regular and the rest was
lite. To make this much soymilk required about 8.78 million
lb or 146,333 bu or 3,982 metric tons of soybeans. Almost
all of these soybeans were organically grown. Soyfoods
manufacturers have to pay about 70% more for organically
grown soybeans than for non-organic.
Ron knows that most soybean breeders are breeding
soybeans for food uses–especially large-seeded foodgrade soybeans for the export market. Many of the largeseeded soybeans are selected for high sugar content and
processability (cooking with the seedcoat on, dehulling, etc.).
Ron has contacted almost all the seed companies and has
asked them for “food use clear-hilum soybeans.” They say
they are working on such products but say they are all sold to
Japan. These seed companies are generally working on largeseeded, high-protein, Vinton-type, clear-hilum soybeans.
Ron does not think most companies are interested in
phytochemicals yet, but Prof. Maurice Bennink at Michigan
State is studying the effect of genistein on colon cancer.
Enrei is a very large-seeded Japanese soybean, with a
clear hilum, high sugar content, good taste, and seedcoat
that is suitable for both harvesting and dehulling during
processing. There is an Enrei industry (association and
breeding program) in Toyama, Japan. They treat this variety
as if each bean was a gold nugget. They hand-cultivate
the plants. Ron has had Michigan State working on Enrei
soybeans in their breeding program, and he is developing a
program to grow it.
When Ron chooses a soybean variety for making
soymilk, the most important factor is the taste of the
resulting soymilk. For good taste he wants a soybean with
high sugar content, high protein, and relatively low fat–but
he is not sure what causes a soybean to taste good. A panel of
5-6 experienced people from American Soy Products (ASP)
tests the soymilks in a 4-5 sample blind test, always with the
same control sample–where the control sample is their basic
soybean, that every panelist can distinguish from the other
samples every time with no problem whatsoever. Second
is the protein and oil content of the soybean: high protein,
low fat. Third is availability of the seed. Fourth is the price.
They pay a premium of 60-70% above the Chicago Board
of Trade (CBOT) price for specialty, organically grown
soybeans. In 1994 the price went as high as $18/bushel, but it
used to be $8-9. Many people are willing to pay high prices
for organically grown Vintons, but Ron is not willing to pay
that for Vintons, he doesn’t buy them. But there are other
soybeans he will pay more for. Other factors: The region in
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which it will grow. Processability (easily dehulled and does
not produce much foam when cooked). Clear hilum. Large
seed size. Many of these characteristics are interrelated. In
terms of the agronomic characteristics: Seed yield, including
disease resistance, lodging and shatter resistance, emergence,
etc.
Ron contracts directly with farmers for all the soybeans
he buys. Some varieties he uses are confidential, others are
not. ASP developing varieties that they do not want their
competitors to know about. He also buys some varieties
bred by Pioneer Hi-Bred: his growers can go to their local
elevator and buy that seed. Ron generally tells the farmers
with whom he contracts to grow his soybeans what varieties
he would like them to grow and where they can go to
buy those varieties. Once he tells this to the farmers, the
farmers generally tell the industry and ASP’s competitors
often grow the same varieties. “We are continually testing
soybeans to find the best ones for our process and product.
It’s more selection than breeding. We’re taking a number of
soybean varieties and storing them in specific bin locations,
then blending the varieties to create or maintain a certain,
consistent taste and product.” Ron generally buy’s largeseeded soybeans (but not the biggest), because experience
has shown that they taste best, and the sugar content seems
to have something to do with the good flavor. But for one
variety, the flavor changes from field to field, and from one
growing area to another. As ASP’s demand for soybeans has
grown, so has their growing area, and this requires the use of
more varieties of soybeans. Moreover, Ron would not take
the risk of growing all their soybeans in one geographical
area–since they could then all be destroyed by flood, frost,
drought, etc. A good soybean for soymilk must yield well
for the farmer and make good soymilk. Continued. Address:
President, American Soy Products, 1474 N. Woodland Dr.,
Saline, Michigan 48176. Phone: 313-429-2310.
6301. Roller, Ron. 1994. Breeding soybeans to use for
making soymilk in America. Part II (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. Oct. 13. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: How often does Ron change the soybean variety
he uses? He has several base varieties, which are kept secret
and which he tries to build on. Every year he tries to find
new soybean varieties which are like the base varieties but
which will grow in other geographic areas. Moreover the
acreage for a particular variety must be expanded slowly as
it proves itself both agronomically and from a food point
of view. When Ron contracts with a farmer he contracts
bushels, not acres. That is, guarantees to pay a certain
amount per bushel if the farmer plants a certain number of
acres, never just a certain amount per acre planted. This
way, both sides take a risk: If the farmer has a large yield,
then Ron must buy more soybeans than he wants to. ASP
has been hurt before by contracting acres, when there was a

flood or frost. Each farmer must get certified, which pretty
much guarantees that he has grown the soybeans organically.
After a while, ASP knows which growers it can trust, and
they become part of ASP’s steadily expanding grower base
or network.
There are probably very few U.S. soyfood
manufacturers that have enough volume that they need to
contract directly with farmers. But those that are big or have
a large need for organic soybeans must contract directly with
farmers to assure themselves an adequate supply of the type
of soybeans they want.
Ron would be very interested to know more about how
the composition of a soybean affects its flavor. He has a good
deal of respect for Pioneer Hi-Bred Seed Co. He thinks they
have good seeds, a good staff and research department, and
a good distribution system. And they have generally been
reliable. They have helped Ron find soybeans for certain
growing areas that they sell. He likes the fact that they are
national, spanning the breadth and width of the U.S. soybean
growing area, and selling all maturity groups. However,
3-4 years ago, Pioneer Seed Co. got into the cultivation,
cleaning, bagging, and export of organic soybeans–with their
Better Life program (no pesticides or herbicides, but they
can use chemical fertilizers). So they began to compete with
Ron for organic farmers to grow their seeds, and they pay the
farmers more than Ron does.
Pioneer has a pretty extensive base of soybean
customers in Japan for regular soybeans, Better Life
soybeans, natto beans, large-seeded soybeans, and organic
soybeans. Their Specialty Crops Division has penetrated
the Japanese market in many areas. Their employees travel
frequently to Japan, they speak Japanese, they have an office
there, and they’re plugged in. They study those industries in
Japan, find out what they want, then they come back and try
to breed that into a soybean. As far as Ron can tell, Pioneer
is the leader in breeding soybeans for food uses in terms of
both volume and specific varieties.
Another company doing research in this area is Jacob
Hartz Seed Co. in Arkansas. They are working on some
large-seeded soybeans but they are having a lot of trouble.
Ron has a low opinion of the soybeans Hartz breeds for
making natto; he studied that market intensively.
There has been a demand from Japan to supply some
organic beans, so many of the U.S. companies that supply
soybeans to Japan have begun small organic programs
(not because they want to–they hate it), just to satisfy their
Japanese customers. Even though Mitsui or Mitsubishi or
Marubeni don’t want a lot of organic soybeans, they want
enough in a tight market to drive the price way up. It was
because of the Japanese demand plus a small soybean crop
that organic soybean prices were so high in 1994. Country
Life went out of business, with unpaid debts of $400,000
to $500,000. Some of the farmers formed cooperative
marketing groups; they grow varieties desired by the
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Japanese, and pool their resources in cleaning and bagging,
so they can export containers to Japan and eliminate U.S.
middlemen or soybean brokers. Ron feels the price for
organic soybeans will stabilize at about $10-$12 per bushel.
If Ron worked closely with a soybean breeder and
seed company, he would want the right for the farmers with
whom he contracts to be able to buy the seed from the seed
company. His company is unique in having a large number
of cooperating organic growers, and that gives ASP the
lowest price and highest quality. If Ron contacts the growers
early and tells them what ASP will pay per bushel of organic
beans, that becomes the standard base contract price for
other companies too. Word travels fast. Nichii buys directly
from soybean farmers, but Ron thinks Vitasoy buys from a
middleman (a soybean broker or trading company such as
Pacific Soybean and Grain). Some soyfoods manufacturers
buy through soybean brokers–the biggest of which are
Pacific Soybean and Grain, American Health and Nutrition,
and Purity Foods. Domestic soyfoods manufacturers get
deluged with calls from farmers who want to grow soybeans
just for them at a premium price and sell direct without a
middleman. The middlemen or soybean brokers tend to
survive on export business.
This is a very complicated issue–particularly seen from
the viewpoint of a seed company that wants to breed better
soybeans for food uses. Address: President, American Soy
Products, 1474 N. Woodland Dr., Saline, Michigan 48176.
Phone: 313-429-2310.
6302. Demos, Steve. 1994. How White Wave selects
soybeans to make tofu, tempeh, and soy yogurt, and to create
value-added products (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 15.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: White Wave now uses 3 varieties of soybeans:
A blend of two varieties for making tofu, and one different
variety for tempeh. Steve selected these varieties over a
number of years by a trial and error process–but he would
like to be able to select them in a more scientific way. For
making soy yogurt, Steve is looking for a new variety,
which must have a low flavor profile (i.e. little beany flavor).
Within the last year, he began talking with a soybean breeder
who approached Steve saying that he had one soybean with a
low lipoxygenase content (which is thought to give soymilk
with little beany flavor), and another with a low fat content.
Steve is looking for better flavor and lower calories because
he is trying to develop value-added products out of former
commodities for his Vegetarian Cuisine line. The key to
doing this is developing products that taste better.
For many years, soyfoods consumers were willing
to sacrifice taste for ideology or price. Tofu and tempeh
have traditionally been bought and sold as commodities,
so manufacturers of these foods have traditionally paid
more attention to yield and functional properties than to
flavor–since the flavor quickly gets lost in the surrounding

water. “Most tofu makers won’t use only Vinton soybeans
because they are too expensive and that added expense
cannot be passed on to the consumer. Yet everyone knows
that vegetable-type soybeans produce a superior product–
bigger, glossier curds, meatier texture. Vintons also give a
superior tofu yield–but Steve does not know why and he
would be very interested in knowing the science and theory
behind this phenomenon. Is more of the protein in the bean
extracted in the soymilk? Does it have a higher nitrogen
solubility index? Do the curds trap more water? I think U.S.
tofu makers totally disregard flavor when buying soybeans
for tofu; they are concerned mostly with the quality and
texture of the curd–the size, firmness, and elasticity of the
curd. The majority of consumers believe that tofu has no
taste anyway.” But value-added products are judged in a
totally different way than commodities; consumers demand
good taste. White Wave’s way of making soyfoods is capital
intensive; therefore he would prefer to sell value-added
products rather than commodities. So Steve is now studying
how to transform his commodities into value-added products
that command a premium price and have consumer loyalty.
White Wave’s low-fat tofu is sold as a value-added product,
and it has recently become the company’s best-selling tofu
product. It allows him to “add a couple of higher gross
margin points to his profit.” Adding Bifidus also adds value.
A major opportunity is to associate soyfoods with medical
benefits [as by showing that eating soyfoods reduces ones
risk of a major disease, or by adding genistein–which Steve
had not heard of].
The main factor moving White Wave in this direction
is the “organic problem” that is emerging in America; high
prices and limited supplies. For a number of years, Steve
has contracted for his soybeans with a broker (also called a
consolidator) at a certain time of year each year; the name
of the broker and the time of year are confidential. Steve
contracts for specified amounts of certain identity-preserved
soybean varieties at a specified price, to be delivered over
a specified period of time. He also specifies the maximum
moisture content, foreign material, etc. The broker then
contracts with soybean growers and the broker stores the
soybeans after harvest until delivery. The broker takes the
risks associated with reduced yield or crop failure. It is much
easier to contract with farmers if they are located nearby;
but the farmers who end up growing Steve’s soybeans are
all far away. It would be hard (and too much trouble) for
him to keep in touch with weather conditions far away, and
to visit the farmers from time to time. The organic business
used to be based on affidavits issued by the farmer; now
it is changing to third-party certification, and that change
should be finished after about one year. Having soybeans
certified by a third party raises their cost to the manufacturer
by about 25%. It is virtually impossible to pass that on to
the tofu consumer, since tofu is seen as a commodity. The
federal organic law may be different in particulars from the
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California organic law–which has been the standard. All the
tofu Steve now produces is made from organically grown
soybeans, but soon he will offer both a low-cost regular
(non-organic) tofu, and a certified organic tofu that retails for
about $0.15 per pound more. Then the consumer will have a
choice. This has never really been done before.
In the future, Steve would like to work much more
closely with soybean breeders and seed companies to help
solve his problems, improve the flavor of his products,
develop new products, and learn more about the theory and
science that connects soybeans and soyfoods. In addition he
is planning to set up an in-house R&D department; White
Wave already has a test kitchen and a food technologist
on staff. A key function of the R&D department will be
to develop value-added products. White Wave is already
conducting in-house taste panels but is selecting soybeans
“from a grab-bag mentality rather than from an organized,
scientific project mentality... There is absolutely no question
that the long-term strategic development of soyfoods requires
this approach.” The timing is perfect and Steve would like
to establish such a relationship with a seed company as soon
as possible. White Wave is now in the process of strategic
planning for the next 5-7 years. But a company must be big
enough (as White Wave now is) to devote the focused mind
time and invest the resources to follow through for the seed
companies this way. As a company gets larger it has a greater
need and ability to base its choice of raw materials on a solid
scientific foundation. Smaller companies might agree to
work with seed companies but it would be hard for them to
do it properly over the long term.
In the past, White Wave has chosen one or two soybean
varieties and then stopped looking for better ones for
several years. But that will change as soon as the new R&D
department begins operation. Address: President, White
Wave Inc., 1990 North 57th Court, Boulder, Colorado 80301.
Phone: 303-443-3470.
6303. Product Name: [Soja Biostar Cream Alternative].
Foreign Name: Soja Biostar Douceur.
Manufacturer’s Name: Celia’s Soja-Biostar.
Manufacturer’s Address: B.P. 10, 45550 St.-Denis-del’Hôtel, France. Phone: +33 16 3846 3022.
Date of Introduction: 1994 October.
Ingredients: Based on soya milk.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 liter aseptic carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 ml.: Calories (kcal) 239, protein 2.2
gm, carbohydrate 3.6 gm, fat 24 gm (of which 19.2 gm is
monounsaturated), cholesterol 0 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Soyafoods (ASA,
Europe). 1995. Spring. p. 4. “Soya Douceur–world premier
at Sial ‘94.” The latest Sial was held in Paris, France, in Oct.
1994. This product, which is free of cholesterol and lactose,
can be used in place of cream in cooking. A photo shows the

package.
6304. Schutt, Marcia. 1994. Soybean crops patrol seed potato
borders. Ag Innovation News (AURI–Agricultural Utilization
Research Inst., Crookston, Minnesota) 3(4):4. Oct.
• Summary: In Minnesota’s Red River Valley, seed potato
farmers are fighting potato-virus Y infection by planting
soybeans around the borders of their fields.
6305. Shurtleff, William. 1994. Breeding and marketing
soybeans for food uses: A blueprint for changing our seed
company’s basic mission. Paper presented at A Symposium
on Breeding Soybeans (for an Incoming Soybean Technical
Mission). 9 p. 18 Oct. 1994 at Harrow Research Station,
Harrow, Ontario, Canada. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Why our seed company
must change. Why soybean breeders breed for farmers. Why
soybean breeders have been slow to breed for food uses.
The three categories of soyfoods products–from a breeder’s
viewpoint: Value added products, commodity + good theory
+ premium price, commodity + weak theory + no premium
price. The size of the soyfoods market. Repositioning our
company and taking advantage of our location in Canada.
The theory behind our long-range plan: Information,
specifications, research and development leading to scientific
theory, and education. How we plan to implement and apply
this theory: Hire a food scientist, develop a computerized
database and a bibliographic database, buy a computer
graphics program and a color printer, open new channels
of communication with many soyfoods manufacturers,
develop an ongoing an ongoing relationship with one large
commercial soyfoods manufacturer, develop questions,
hypotheses, correlations, and theories. Appendix 1. Questions
concerning the theory linking soybean characteristics with
soyfoods properties. Appendix 2. Soybeans for soyfoods:
Computer data entry screen. Appendix 3. What is the size
of the market for soybeans for food use? Address: Soyfoods
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone:
510-283-2991.
6306. Product Name: [Biosoja Salted Soya Paste].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojinal.
Manufacturer’s Address: 8 rue Merxheim, 68500
Issenheim, France. Phone: +33 89 74 53 74.
Date of Introduction: 1994 October.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Soyafoods (ASA,
Europe). 1995. Spring. p. 5. “Salted soya paste from Biosoja/
Sojinal.” At Sial 1994 in Paris Sojinal announced a “new
salted soya paste with less than 30% fat.”
6307. Tsevegsüren, N.; Ochir, G.; Otgonbajar, T.;
Dorshderem, P.; Tsend-Ajusch, A.; Badgaa, D. 1994.
Lipidchemical investigation of some oilplants for edible
oil production cultivated in Mongolia. Fett Wissenschaft
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Technologie–Fat Science Technology 96(10):397-98. Oct. [3
ref. Eng; ger]
• Summary: Mongolia depends entirely on imports to satisfy
its need for edible oil from plants. In the near future, the
Mongolian government plans to grow oil-bearing plants in
the country. Rapeseed, sunflower, soya, and mustard were
grown in different regions of Mongolia and harvested in
1990. Two varieties of soya (VNIIS-1 and Jantarnii) were
planted in the eastern part of Mongolia in the regions of
Buir. The oil content and fatty acid composition of the seeds
were studied in relation to cultivar and region of cultivation.
Seeds of each plant variety were not significantly different
in fatty acid composition but varied in oil content. The oil
content of the soybeans (wt %) was as follows: VNIIS-1
22.9%, Jantarnii 20.7%. By contrast, the rapeseed variety
Cubanski contained 54.7% oil and the sunflower cultivar
VNIIMC-8883 contained 53.0% oil.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2000)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Mongolia. This
document contains the earliest clear date seen for the
cultivation of soybeans in Mongolia (1990, in the Buir
region). The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address:
Chemistry Institute, Academy of Sciences of Mongolia, Lab.
for Lipid Chemistry, Ulan-Bator, Mongolia.
6308. Product Name: Veggie Pepperoni (Meatless).
Manufacturer’s Name: Yves Veggie Cuisine.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1138 East Georgia Street,
Vancouver, BC, V6A 2A8, Canada. Phone: 604-251-1345.
Date of Introduction: 1994 October.
Ingredients: March 1998: Water, wheat gluten, soy protein
isolate, tofu (water, organic soy beans, magnesium chloride),
spices, salt, wheat starch, yeast extract, etc.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 155 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Soyafoods (ASA,
Europe). 1995. Spring. p. 5. “Veggie Pepperoni–winner
of Sial d’Or.” This product won a Sial d’Or prize in the
delicatessen category at the Oct. 1994 Sial exhibition
in Paris. The product was also selected as winner of the
Canadian Grand Prix Best New Product Award in the Diet
and Biological Foods category. The product is high in protein
and low in fat.
6309. Cloud, Jon. 1994. Re: Work with organic farming in
Canada. Letters to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center,
Nov. 14 and Dec. 27–in reply to inquiry. 2 p. and 1 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: To the best of John’s knowledge, the first
soybeans grown organically in Canada (after 1960) were
produced in 1974 in Wainfleet, Ontario, under contract with
John. They started growing organically because John was
willing to “issue them contracts guaranteeing floor prices and
ready sales.” “Through extensive field work with these and

other growers, the quality and field yield of organic soybeans
have steadily increased.” John now works in a cooperative
arrangement with W.G. Thompson & Sons Ltd. in Blenhein,
Ontario, Canada. This arrangement “allows us to secure
soybeans at harvest, clean them, and store them in facilities
that maintain that quality. I’m still training farmers in organic
methods.”
“I’m no longer at Soy City Foods. I sold my interest
there on 1 Jan. 1994 and now I am gratefully involved in
taking the industry to its next level of expansion with W.G.
Thompson & Sons.
“I began working with Thompson in May 1994. We
have a partnership where they are responsible for marketing
the complete line of organic commodities. My responsibility
is the operational grower / production side of the business.
I train farmers in growing techniques so that the organic
acreage can be greatly expanded.
“Presently we have about 295 growers on our mailing
list. Approximately 50% of these growers produce organic
soybeans, and about 40-50 of them produce them in any
one year. However many of these growers have limited
soybean sales due to their dairy operations and/or position
in the 7-year crop rotation. In Ontario there are over 1,500
farmers growing crops organically but mostly on mixed
farms [with non-organic crops]. Probably no more than 6070 of these grow soybeans organically. Due to crop rotations,
the acreage in organic soybeans fluctuates dramatically
from year to year; anywhere from 1,000 to 2,500 acres of
organic soybeans would be under production in any given
year. This means that the bulk of their commodities are
going for beef and dairy operations. About one fourth of
the 1,500 are cash croppers. The number of farmers has not
changed appreciably in the past four years but the size of the
farms has. The smaller farms have opted for market garden
operations while the larger farms are more efficient at cash
cropping–things like soybeans, wheat, and spelt.
“At present we market a full line of organic commodities
including soybeans which we ship globally. Other organic
crops include spelt, soft white winter wheat, hard red
spring wheat, rye, buckwheat, barley, corn, and sunflowers.
When you take into consideration that soybeans constitute
only one of the commodities in the rotation, you can see
that the tonnage is greatly expanded by handling all of the
commodities. It is our hope that we will be able to move
quickly 4,000 to 5,000 acres of soybeans. The vast majority
of our current soybeans are high protein for tofu or soymilk.
“Ontario sells few organic soybeans to East Asia
because the bulk of our production has historically been
shipped to Europe. That has changed this year with Japan
receiving its first shipments. Other Pacific Rim countries
started receiving minimal amounts of organic soybeans in
1992 and 1993.
“Although I was forced to leave the Ontario Oil Protein
Seed Crop Committee because of excessive work load, I
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still sit as an ad hoc member of that committee in a technical
assistance capacity to the plant breeders in designing higher
quality soybeans. My two latest projects focus on soluble
protein increases and elimination of trypsin inhibitors in
soybeans.”
John encloses a leaflet titled “Training in organic
production techniques: Workshop schedule for the winter
of 1994-1995.” There are two 4-day workshops each
month, one in Blenheim and one in Toronto, Ontario. Each
workshop costs $25.
Update: 1995 May 17. Acreage of organic soybeans in
Ontario is up about 300% over last year and acreage for all
organically grown crops in Ontario is up about 100%. John
contracts 75% or more of the organic acreage in Ontario.
One crop that is rapidly expanding is spelt. It has a better
flavor and protein content than typical wheat, and it lacks
one of the glutens to which some people are allergic.
Update: 1999 March 20. Talk with an associate of
W.G. Thompson. Jon Cloud now has a very bad reputation
with at least one manager at W.G. Thompson. According
to this manager, Cloud misrepresented his relationship
with the company and did some unscrupulous things, then
disappeared leaving some unpaid debts. Address: Cloud
Mountain Inc., 342 Indian Rd. Cres., Toronto, ONT M6P
2H1 Canada. Phone: (416) 762-0940.
6310. Board, James E.; Harville, B.G. 1994. A criterion for
acceptance of narrow-row culture in soybean. Agronomy
Journal 86(6):1103-06. Nov/Dec. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Soybean... yield response to narrow
compared with wide rows in the southeastern USA has
usually been greater for late than for optimal plantings.
Identification of growth responses explaining this pattern
could help develop criteria for acceptance of narrow-row
culture. Narrow-row yield responses result from increased
pod number created by greater light interception and crop
growth rate between first flowering and seed initiation (R1
to R5).” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Louisiana Agric. Exp.
Station, LSU Agric. Center, Baton Rouge, LA 70803.
6311. Product Name: Hempeh Burger (Soy Tempeh Burger
With Hemp Seeds).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sharon’s Finest (Product
Developer-Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: Sharon’s Finest, P.O. Box 5020
(616 Davis St.), Santa Rosa, California 95402-5020. Phone:
707-576-7050.
Date of Introduction: 1994 November.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, organic brown rice,
hemp seeds, onion, vinegar, Rhizopus culture. Marinade:
Water, pineapple juice, soy sauce, ginger, garlic, roasted
sesame oil, black pepper, spice.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz. (2 patties).
New Product–Documentation: Sample label mechanical

sent by Richard Rose, CEO of Sharon’s Finest. 1994. Oct.
27. Richard conceived of and has developed this unique
product. “Barely legal. No THC, but hemp seeds do have
essential fatty acids. Contains 10% legal hemp seeds. 5% of
profits go to N.O.R.M.L. Yes, we’re the HempRella “cheese”
folks. To prepare: Cook it up on the grill, broiler, or pan ‘till
happy... Or use like meat!”
Leaflet sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo West at Anaheim, California. 1995. March. “Hemp
Food: As legal as Coca-Cola, as American as apple pie.”
A good overview of the value of hemp as a crop. Hempeh
Burger, which is a soybean and rice tempeh burger, contains
10% whole hemp seeds.
Ad (p. 18) and spot (p. 56) in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1995. Sept. Spot: “Sharon’s Finest introduces
Hempeh Burger, made from soy/rice tempeh with 10%
legal hemp seeds added. Hempeh Burger is high in essential
fatty acids and GLA,... is 100% vegan, and is drug free.”
Ad: “Absolutely no drugs here, just wholesome, nutritious
food from seeds that have been in the human diet (including
Buddha’s) for centuries.” For more information: Sharon’s
Finest. (707) 576-5070. hemp@rella.com.
Talk with Seth Tibbott of Turtle Island Foods. 2001.
May 15. The Hempeh Burger is now starting to sell well.
6312. Barber, R.G.; Romero, D. 1994. Effects of bulldozer
and chain clearing on soil properties and crop yields. Soil
Science Society of America Journal 58(6):1768-75. Nov/Dec.
[27 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Some 650,000 ha of land east of the Rio Grande
in the Department of Santa Cruz in tropical eastern Bolivia
have exceptionally fertile soils. Four different methods of
clearing low-biomass land were tested and none were found
to reduce the yield of corn or soybeans or significantly
degrade the soils. “Thus, under dry to slightly moist soil
conditions and with skilled operators, the clearing of a
low-biomass subtropical forest by bulldozer clearing with a
straight blade” is recommended. Address: 1. British Tropical
Agricultural Mission, Casilla 359, Santa Cruz, Bolivia, c/o
F.C.O. (La Paz), King Charles Street, London SW1A 2AH,
UK; 2. CIAT, Casilla 247, Santa Cruz, Bolivia.
6313. Holin, Fae. 1994. Chemical-free plant markets organic
soybeans. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 22. In “New Uses Digest”
section.
• Summary: Agronico, a small oilseed processing company
in southeastern Minnesota, claims to be the only one in
America using a chemical-free cold process to extract oil
from soybeans. Started by former commodity trader Mike
Vincent, the company operates a converted 6,000-square-foot
machine shed on a farm near Le Center, Minnesota. During
1993, Agronico processed 30,000 bushels of soybeans and
sold $400,000 worth of soy flour, meal, and oil. About 30%
of the company’s products are made from organically-grown
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soybeans. Vincent hopes to increase that to 50%. He buys
organic soybeans wherever he can, but his best source is
farmers in Minnesota.
Soy flour and meal are sold to the health food industry
to be used in soymilk powder and specialty foods, including
desserts and drink mixes. About 80% of the soy oil is sold to
local hog farmers, who mix it with commercial feed to keep
barn dust down and add nutrients. The remaining 20% is sold
to food processing plants.
By next summer, Vincent hopes to build a
20,000-square-foot processing plant in Le Center. His goal is
to reach $10 million in annual sales within 5 years.
6314. Product Name: Ginger Teriyaki Tempeh Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lean Green Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 534, Volcano, Island of
Hawaii, HI 96785. Phone: (808) 985-8563.
Date of Introduction: 1994 December.
Ingredients: 1998/12: Certified organic soybeans (grown in
accordance with sec. 26569.11 of the California Health and
Safety Code), ginger juice, soy sauce (water, wheat gluten,
soybeans), mustard, lemon juice, vinegar, fructose, sesame
oil, guar gum, tempeh culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz. (170 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Christmas letter sent
by Benjamin Hills. 1994. Dec. Lean Green Foods is now
making a ginger teriyaki tempeh burger. Color pictures of it
are “popping up all over restaurant tables of the Big Island to
sold out accounts on Kauai.” One secret to the flavor is the
24-hour soak in cold marinade–not hot!
Label brought by Benjamin Hills. 1998. Dec. 21. 3.5
inches diameter. Self adhesive. Green on white. Logo says
“Made in Hawaii.” “100% vegetarian. 2 patties–Keep frozen.
Try our tempeh chili. To cook: This precooked burger may
be grilled, fried or microwaved.” Address is now: P.O. Box
10562, Hilo, Hawaii 96721.
6315. Mozafar, A. 1994. Enrichment of some B-vitamins in
plants with application of organic fertilizers. Plant and Soil
167(2):305-11. Dec. [56 ref]
• Summary: “A review of the literature showed that plants
grown with organic fertilizers contain higher concentrations
of vitamins B-1 (thiamin) and B-12 (cyanocobalamin) as
compared with plants grown with inorganic fertilizers.” It
was recently shown that plant roots can absorb vitamins B-1
and B-12.
The two basic types of fertilizers are organic (various
animal wastes, composts, etc.) and inorganic (NPK).
Organically grown foods are usually fertilized using only
organic fertilizers.
Note: For a good, easy-to-read summary, see T. Colin
Campbell. 1996. New Century Nutrition. Nov. p. 1-2.
Address: Div. of Agronomy, Inst. of Plant Sciences, Swiss

Federal Inst. of Technology (ETH), ETH Zentrum, CH-8092
Zurich, Switzerland.
6316. Product Name: Textured Soya [Organic, or NonOrganic]. Later renamed Texturized Soy Protein [Granule, or
Chunk].
Manufacturer’s Name: Agronico, Inc. of Minnesota.
Manufacturer’s Address: 95 S. Park Ave., P.O. Box 55,
R.R. #1, Le Center, MN 56057. Phone: 612-357-4474.
Date of Introduction: 1994.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Mike Vincent,
president of Agronico. 1995. Sept. 30. This product,
introduced in about 1994, is the company’s best-seller. It
is available in both organic and inorganic forms, and sold
in 20-lb boxes to minimize breakage. The process uses no
hexane or other chemical solvents. They extrude the product
twice, using a twin-screw extruder, to reduce the oil content;
you cannot extrude a product with a high fat content. They
sell this product through many outlets, including The Farm’s
Mail Order Catalog (Bob & Cynthia Holzapfel).
They have recently received (as a “gift from God”)
a $600,000 extruder made by Baker Perkins. It will take
about $2.2 million to set this up in a major production
facility. Mike is looking for industry partners, people to put
in money, time, and expertise. He has all the engineers he
needs. He could use the equipment about 40% of the time,
but he needs to use it more. His business is growing. “We
have truckloads upon truckloads contracted.”
Letter in Vegetarian Journal. 1996. March/April. p. 5.
“TVP.” “Organic TVP can be purchased from Agronico in Le
Centre, Minnesota. Phone: (612) 357-4474. This company
does not use chemicals or hexane solvents for extracting the
oil from soybeans.”
Sample (product with handwritten Label) sent by Mike
Vincent, owner of Agronico. 1995. Dec. 7.
6317. Barber, R.G.; Navarro, F. 1994. The rehabilitation
of degraded soils in Eastern Bolivia by subsoiling and
the incorporation of cover crops. Land Degradation and
Rehabilitation 5(4):247-59. [31 ref. Eng]*
Address: British Tropical Agricultural Mission, Casilla 359,
Santa Cruz, Bolivia.
6318. Barber, R.G.; Navarro, F. 1994. Evaluation of the
characteristics of 14 cover crops used in soil rehabilitation
trial. Land Degradation and Rehabilitation 5(3):201-14. [27
ref. Eng]*
Address: British Tropical Agricultural Mission, Casilla 359,
Santa Cruz, Bolivia.
6319. Product Name: Vegenaise (Eggless Non-dairy
Mayonnaise).
Manufacturer’s Name: Follow Your Heart (Product
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Developer-Marketer). Made in Canoga Park by Earth Island.
Manufacturer’s Address: 21825 Sherman Way, Canoga
Park, CA 91303. Phone: 818-348-3240.
Date of Introduction: 1994.
Ingredients: 2005: Organic Expeller-pressed soybean oil*,
filtered water, organic apple cider vinegar*, organic brown
rice syrup*, soy protein (non-GMO), sea salt, organic lemon
juice*, organic mustard flour*.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bottle (starting 1994).
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Laura Tsakonas,
vegan lady from Campbell, California. 1996. Aug. 6. She
likes this product very much. Talk with Ryan Lewin, son
of one of the owners. This company was founded in the
1970s by Bob Goldberg and Paul Lewin. They own both
this company and Earth Island. They manufacture eggless,
vegetarian products. This product was first introduced in
1976 in bulk for restaurants. In 1994 it was introduced in a
retail bottle.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith
from Natural Products Expo West. 2005. March. “Spread the
good news! Organic Veganaise. Simply the best.”
6320. Mbuvi, S.W.; Litchfield, J.B. 1994. Mechanical
shelling and combine harvesting of green soybeans.
Applied Engineering in Agriculture 10:351-355.
doi:10.13031/2013.25863 *
6321. Thenkabail, P.S.; Ward, A.D.; Lyon, J.G.; Merry, C.J.
1994. Thematic Mapper vegetation indices for determining
soybean and corn growth parameters. Photogrammetric
Engineering and Remote Sensing 60(4):437-42. *
Address: 1. Remote sensing specialist, IITA.
6322. Product Name: Organic Tofu–Extra Firm, with
Dulse.
Manufacturer’s Name: Twin Oaks Community Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Route 4, Box 169, Louisa,
Virginia 23093. Phone: 703-894-4112.
Date of Introduction: 1994.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, and natural nigari
derived from sea water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Jon Kessler.
1996. Jan. 29. “Twin Oaks Community Foods tofu is made
by people who live and work together. We are a workerowned cooperative that is dedicated to cooperation, equality,
and non-violence. We take pride in producing this extremely
satisfying, premium tofu.” A small, round, purple and white
sticker that reads “with Dulse” is affixed to the front panel.
Another larger round sticker says “Virginia’s Finest–Virginia
Agriculture.” The product is certified organically grown by
VAFB in Charlottesville.
Talk with Jon Kessler. 1996. Feb. 9. Bean Mountain

Natural Foods (in Weaverville, North Carolina) was one
of the first companies in America to make tofu with dulse,
and they were making this product when Jon bought their
company. The dulse is mixed with the curds before pressing.
Jon buys his nigari from Great Eastern Sun, who gets it from
Mitoku.
6323. Product Name: [Deli Salads: Hawaii, Garden,
Mexican, Shanghai].
Foreign Name: Feinkostsalat: Hawai, Jardinière, Mexicano,
Shanghai.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Neusserstr. 199, D-5000 Cologne
60, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1994.
Ingredients: Shanghai: Seitan (Seitan)*, soymilk
(Sojamilch)*, corn oil (Maiskeimöl), soy sprouts
(Sojasprossen), wine vinegar*, corn malt (Maismalz)*,
paprika, wheat starch, herbs, sea salt, carob*. * = Organically
grown.
Note: The main ingredient in Hawaii flavor is smoked
tempeh, and in Garden and Mexican is soy tempeh.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm or 100 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 3.5 x 4.75 inches. Red,
white, and black on yellow (Hawaii), or light green (Garden),
or red (Mexican), or purple (Shanghai). Cardstock. 150 gm.
6324. Product Name: [Peanut Tofu Spread].
Foreign Name: Pinda: Erdnuss Tofu Pastete.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1994.
Ingredients: Tofu*, carrots*, peanut butter*. vegetable
oil*, herbs (Kräuter)*, spices (Gewürze)*, sea salt. * =
Organically grown (kontrolliert biologischer Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 125 gm. Sold in a glass jar.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 4.87 x 1.5 inches. Red,
white, and black on yellow. Self adhesive.
6325. Product Name: [Temptation: Tempeh Spread].
Foreign Name: Temptation: Tempeh Pastete.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1994.
Ingredients: Tempeh*, carrots*, onions*, peanut butter
(Erdnussmus)*, vegetable oil*, tomato pulp*, herbs
(Kräuter)*, spices (Gewürze)*, sea salt. * = Organically
grown (kontrolliert biologischer Anbau).
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 125 gm. Sold in a glass jar.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 4.87 x 1.5 inches. Red,
white, and black on dark green. Self adhesive.
6326. Product Name: [Tofu Creme: (Avellana / Italian,
Diavolo, or Olive)].
Foreign Name: Tofu Creme: (Avellana, Diavolo, or Olive).
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1994.
Ingredients: Avellana: Tofu*, carrots*, hazelnut butter
(Hazelnussmus)*, peanut butter (Erdnussmus)*, vegetable
oil*, herbs, spices, sea salt * = Organically grown
(kontrolliert biologischer Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 3.25 x 4.75 inches. Red,
white, and black on light purple (Avelana) or red (Diavolo),
or green (Olive). Self adhesive. All use tofu as the main
ingredient.
6327. Product Name: Soya Nuggets (Organic TVP).
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1994.
Ingredients: Organically grown, expeller-pressed soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jeremiah
Ridenour. 1995. Feb. 28. This product was introduced about
a year ago. It is made by Boodram of BAR North America,
Inc. in Seymour, Illinois.
6328. Product Name: Smoked Tofu [Garlic Teriyaki, or
Mild Szechuan].
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1994.
Ingredients: 1998–Garlic Teriyaki: Wildwood tofu [filtered
water, organic soybeans (grown and processed in accordance
with the California organic foods act of 1990), nigari
(magnesium chloride, a natural firming agent)], soy sauce,
Fruitrim (fruit juice, natural grain dextrins), rice vinegar,
garlic powder, molasses, onion powder, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.5 oz. Retails for $3.29.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Wildwood Natural

Foods price list. 1995. Jan. 9. Talk with Billy Bramblett of
Wildwood. 1998. June 23. Wildwood’s two smoked tofu
products were introduced in early 1994. They cut the tofu,
make a marinade, then send both to a smoke house in San
Jose–which cleans out their plant for each Wildwood run.
They marinate the tofu in tubs, then smoke it on racks in a
real smokehouse with real smoke made from cedar chips.
The smoking and baking chamber (about 8 feet tall and 4
feet wide) is next to the chamber where the fire is. The tofu
is kept in this chamber at a relatively low temperature (about
240ºF) for 24-36 hours. Of this time, it is being smoked
for about 6-8 houses using smoke that is ducted into the
chamber; the rest of the time it is just being baked. When
ready, it is vacuum packed.
6329. Al-Mustafa, W.A.; Modaihsh, A.S.; Abdallah, A.E.; ElShall, A.A. 1994. Evaluation of some chelates in estimating
available Zn for soybean in calcareous soils. Zeitschrift fuer
Pflanzenernahrung und Bodenkunde 157(6):415-419. [17 ref.
Eng; ger]*
Address: King Saud Univ., Soil Science, Dep., P.O. Box
2460, Riyadh 11451, Saudi Arabia.
6330. Borkert, C.M.; Sfredo, G.J. 1994. Fertilizing tropical
soils for soybean. In: Brazilian Agricultural Research
Enterprise, National Soybean Research Center (EMBRAPACNPSo), comp. and ed. 1994. Tropical Soybean:
Improvement and Production. Rome, Italy: United Nations
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). 254 p. See p.
175-200. Illust. Plant and Production Series, No. 27. [66 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil acidity and liming
for soybean: Constraints, liming, plant mineral nutrients,
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium,
sulphur, micronutrients. Plant analysis. Symptoms of
nutrient deficiencies and toxicities on soybean: Nitrogen,
phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium, sulphur, iron,
manganese, zinc, copper, molybdenum, boron, chlorine,
cobalt, aluminum. Soybean fertilization practices on tropical
soils. Soil fertility management programme for tropical soils.
Address: EMBRAPA-CNPSo, Londrina, PR, Brazil.
6331. Dancette, C.; Dintinger, J.; Marti, A. 1994. Cultures
irriguées dans la vallée du fleuve Sénégal [Irrigated
agriculture in the valley of the River Senegal]. Montpelier,
France: Département des Cultures Annuelles, CIRAD-CA.
417 p. 24 cm. Series: Les Bibliographies du CIRAD. [5 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: The Senegal River in West Africa is 1,015
miles long. It rises in the Fouta Djallon highlands of
Guinea, travels through Mali, and forms the border between
Senegal and Mauritania, emptying into the Atlantic Ocean
at Saint-Louis. This book reviews the literature on irrigation
in this area over the last 50 years, noting that currently
Mali, Mauritania, Niger and Senegal are working together,
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combining scientific resources, to tackle common problems
on a regional basis. The first experiments with irrigation
started in 1817, with fruit trees and rice; by 1988 some
39,317 ha were irrigated. Soybeans and groundnuts are
among the crops now grown on this irrigated land.
A map of the Senegal River (p. 14) shows the traditional
irrigated areas in the countries of Senegal, Mauritania, Mali,
and Guinea.
Pages 26-27 note that rice is the most important irrigated
crop grown along this river and its tributaries; other irrigated
crops which are of relative importance for researchers
include legumes, such as cowpeas (niébé / niebe), peanuts,
and soybeans.
In the section on diversification crops (p. 32-33),
soybeans, cotton, peanuts and cowpeas are discussed briefly,
but no details are given as to where they have been cultivated
in this area are given.
Note 1. CIRAD stands for Centre de Coopération
Internationale en Recherche Agronomique pour le
Développement.
Note 2. It seems possible (but unlikely) that soybeans
have been cultivated in Mauritania, but there is no way to
prove it from this document.
6332. Derevyanskii, Victor P. 1994. Soya [Soybean]. Kiev,
Ukraine (Ukrintei): Ukranian Academy of Agricultural
Sciences (Ukrainskaya Akademiya Agrarhykh Nauk). 216 p.
20 cm. [358 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction, p. 3
History, development and dissemination of soy (soya)
cultivation in various countries of the world, p. 5
Growing soy in Ukraine, p. 16
Botanical and biological features of soy, p. 20
Trends in soy breeding and cultivars, p. 23
Growing soy for grain / beans, p. 30
The place of soy in the crop rotation, p. 30
Basic and pre-planting soil tillage, p. 34
Soil-protective tillage, p. 38
Use of fertilizers and growth regulators, p. 44
Seed preparation for sowing, p. 61
Sowing schedules, methods and rates. Sowing machines,
p. 71
Harvesting, post-harvesting, and storage of soy grain, p.
96
Mixed plantings of soy, p. 108
Strip and coulisse plantings, p. 118
Protection of soy plantings from weeds, pests and
diseases, p. 127
Use of soy in fodder production, p. 165
Full-fat soy, p. 165
Soy flour, p. 174
Soymilk, 177
Soy meal and cake, p. 181
Herbage and silage, p. 188

Cost-effectiveness of the production of soy grains, p.
191
Bibliography, p. 201
The author has spent many years studying soybean
biology and production technology in the conditions of
the Western Wood-Steppe of Ukraine (Chernovitskii and
Khmelnitskii). He also has an excellent knowledge of both
the foreign and domestic scientific literature on soybeans,
as reflected in this book’s large bibliography. This book is
recommended for scientists, students at agricultural colleges
and universities, specialists at agricultural organizations, and
farmers.
Note that this book is written in Russian. According to
Wikipedia: According to the constitution, the state language
of Ukraine is Ukrainian. Russian is widely spoken, especially
in eastern and southern Ukraine. According to the 2001
census, 67.5 percent of the population declared Ukrainian
as their native language and 29.6 percent declared Russian.
Most native Ukrainian speakers know Russian as a second
language. Address: Director, Khmelnitskii State Experiment
Station, Samchyky Village, Starokonstantyniv Region,
281132 Khmelnitskii District, Ukraine.
6333. Galerani, P.R. 1994. Cropping systems and rotations.
In: Brazilian Agricultural Research Enterprise, National
Soybean Research Center (EMBRAPA-CNPSo), comp. and
ed. 1994. Tropical Soybean: Improvement and Production.
Rome, Italy: United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO). 254 p. See p. 145-52. Illust. Plant and
Production Series, No. 27. [24 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Crop rotations. Crop
rotation and the soil system. Labour-intensive cropping
systems. Adaptability of crops in rotations. Address:
EMBRAPA-CNPSo, Londrina, PR, Brazil.
6334. Gazziero, D.L.P.; Karam, D.; Voll, E. 1994. Weed
control. In: Brazilian Agricultural Research Enterprise,
National Soybean Research Center (EMBRAPA-CNPSo),
comp. and ed. 1994. Tropical Soybean: Improvement
and Production. Rome, Italy: United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO). 254 p. See p. 123-30. Illust.
Plant and Production Series, No. 27. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Main problem weeds.
Methods of control: Preventive control, eradication, cultural
control, physical control, biological control, chemical
control. Weed control in no-till cultivation. Integrated weed
control. Address: EMBRAPA-CNPSo, Londrina, PR, Brazil.
6335. Gazziero, D.L. Piza. 1994. No-till cultivation. In:
Brazilian Agricultural Research Enterprise, National
Soybean Research Center (EMBRAPA-CNPSo), comp. and
ed. 1994. Tropical Soybean: Improvement and Production.
Rome, Italy: United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO). 254 p. See p. 171-74. Illust. Plant and
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Production Series, No. 27. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Influence on the soil and
crop. Requirements for no-till. Address: EMBRAPA-CNPSo,
Londrina, PR, Brazil.
6336. Konovsky, John; Lumpkin, T.A.; McClary, D.C.
1994. Edamame: The vegetable soybean. In: A. Desmond
O’Rourke, ed. 1994. Understanding the Japanese Food and
Agrimarket: A Multifaceted Opportunity. Binghampton, New
York: Food Products Press. xiii + 217 p. See p. 173-81, 19699. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [52 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History. Quality. Variety
selection. Production. Current research. Summary.
Note: In the superb first draft of this paper: The authors
review more than 160 Japanese publications concerning
vegetable soybeans, concentrating on the period from 1920
to the present. More than 120 of the articles are in scientific
journals dating from 1921 to the present. In general these
research articles and publications can be categorized into
seven research areas: Agronomy and crop management
(37%), biochemistry (15%), breeding and germplasm (12%),
harvesting and processing (12%), statistics and marketing
(12%), plant physiology (9%), and plant pathology (3%).
Address: East Asian Crop Development Program, Dep. of
Crop and Soil Sciences, Washington State Univ., Pullman,
WA 99164-6420.
6337. Mesquita, C. 1994. Harvesting methods. In: Brazilian
Agricultural Research Enterprise, National Soybean
Research Center (EMBRAPA-CNPSo), comp. and ed. 1994.
Tropical Soybean: Improvement and Production. Rome,
Italy: United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO). 254 p. See p. 161-69. Illust. Plant and Production
Series, No. 27. [33 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Harvesting with
combines: Combine harvesting losses, shatter-loss reduction,
combine efficiency. Estimating harvest losses. Preventing
losses. Address: EMBRAPA-CNPSo, Londrina, PR, Brazil.
6338. Nguyen, Huynh Thi Le. 1994. Soybean production
in South Vietnam. In: Proceedings Training Course on Rice
Based Cropping System and Vegetable Cultivation. Rome,
Italy: FAO. See p. 307-15. Held 1-18 Nov. 1994 at Ho Chi
Minh City, Vietnam. *
• Summary: Also involved: Agricultural Operations Div.;
University of Agriculture and Forestry, Ho Chi Minh City,
Viet Nam. Address: Vietnam.
6339. Ohyama, T.; Ohtake, N.; Chinushi, T.; Takahashi, Y.
1994. [Effect of deep placement of coated urea slow release
nitrogen fertilizer on chemical composition of soybean
seeds]. Japanese J. of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition
(Tokyo) 65:41-47. [21 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “A new fertilization technique for soybean,

a deep placement of coated urea, promotes seed yield by
supplementing N without depressing N2 fixation activity.
The seed quality related to chemical composition of soybean
cultivated with deep placement was compared with those
with a conventional basal dressing of small amount of
ammonium sulfate or top dressing of coated urea.
“The N in seed was mostly distributed in 80% ethanol
insoluble fraction, and only a small fraction (2%) was in
soluble form. The concentration of soluble N, primarily in
the form of free amino acids, was almost the same among
treatments. The insoluble N concentration was almost the
same between control and deep placement.
“Also the concentration of starch and oil was similar
among treatments or years. The soluble carbohydrate,
especially sucrose, was significantly abundant in seed with
deep placement of coated urea. The level of oligosaccharides,
galactinol, raffinose, stachyose, was not consistently affected
by fertilizer treatments. The concentration of P, K, Ca,
Mg, Na, and Fe in the seed was almost the same among
treatments.
“Concerning the storage protein, the relative abundance
of glycinin and beta-conglycinin was not affected by
fertilizations, but the beta-subunit of beta-conglycinin
increased a little by top dressing and deep placement
treatments compared with control.
“Based on the analysis of chemical composition, it
was concluded that the seed quality of soybean was not
deteriorated by deep placement of coated urea and was
essentially the same as conventional fertilization treatment.”
Address: Niigata Univ., Niigata, Japan.
6340. Pepper, Gary E. 1994. Soybeans. In: Charles J.
Arntzen and Ellen M. Ritter, eds. 1994. Encyclopedia of
Agricultural Science. 4 vols. San Diego: Academic Press.
See vol. 4, p. 193-202. Illust. Index. 29 cm. [6 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Glossary: Bradyrhizobium, cation
exchange capacity, determinate growth, green manure crop,
hectare, herbicide, lodging, pH, photoperiodic response,
shatter, variety (cultivar), vegetable oil.
Introduction. Production practices: Variety selection,
crop rotations, seedbed preparation for planting, soil
fertility–mineral nutrition, date of seeding, planting row
space, plant densities, pest management (weeds, insects,
diseases and nematodes, scouting and pest management),
harvest.
U.S. production and utilization: Production regions
and costs, protein and oil separation [crushing; a bushel
of soybeans yields a little over 11 lbs of oil and 47 lbs of
protein-rich meal], consumption.
Tables: (1) U.S. soybean production and exports (19301991). (2) Soybean production by major world growers
(1972, 1982, 1992). USA, Brazil, Argentina, China. (3)
Seeding delay effects on soybean yield in central Corn Belt
states. (4) Double-crop planting of soybeans in selected
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states, average of 1990-1992 (% of acres seeded as double
crop; Georgia is highest at 46%). (5) Major soybean
producing states, average total production, and yield per
hectare for the period 1984-1993. In descending order of
tonnes produced, the states are: Illinois, Iowa, Indiana,
Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, total USA. (6) Sources of edible
oils for the fats and world, 1991. Soybean, corn, cottonseed,
coconut, palm, rapeseed, sunflower, others.
Figures: Distribution of soybean Maturity Groups
adapted to North America (from Scott & Aldrich 1983).
Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.
6341. Shannon, Dennis A.; Mwamba, Kalala M. 1994.
Adoption of soybean in sub-Saharan Africa: A comparative
analysis of production and utilization in Zaire and Nigeria.
Agricultural Systems 46(4):369-84. [18 ref]
• Summary: A survey was conducted of soybean production
and utilization among 115 soybean farmers in Gandajika,
Eastern Kasai Region, Zaire. Average production per
farmer in the previous season was 73 kg, which was either
consumed within the household or sold. Much of the soybean
production (42.6%) was consumed by humans, primarily
as roasted whole soybeans (81%), or the full-fat flour was
used as an additive to a maize porridge (80%), or to nshima
[pronounced “SHEE-muh, also called bidia; a popular thick
non-fermented mush or paste made from maize and cassava
flour, that is often eaten with the fingers] (60%), or as a
substitute for milk in tea or coffee (35%), or mixed with
the vegetable eaten with nshima. Farmers ranked soybean
second among grain legumes in area cultivated and fourth for
total sales. Most farmers considered marketing the principal
constraint to increased production.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “roasted whole
soybeans” to refer to soynuts.
A bar chart (p. 372-73) shows that 3 of the farmers
surveyed first began cultivating soybeans during the 1950s.
Most (72%) began growing soybeans between 1984 and the
date of the survey, April 1987. The increase in new soybean
farmers since 1984 seems to be related to increased seed
multiplication at the agricultural experiment station. The
increase in new soybean farmers in the late 1970s might be
attributed to the release of variety SJ 127, which was adapted
to local conditions.
In the second part of this paper, titled “Soybean
adoption in Nigeria” (p. 377+) survey results from Zaire are
compared with results of similar surveys conducted in two
geographically and culturally distinct areas of Nigeria. In
Benue State the Tiv tribe began growing soybeans about 50
years ago [i.e., about 1944]. After the Nigerian Civil War in
1967, the soybeans were sold to women in southern Kaduna
State; they processed the beans into daddawa, a fermented
condiment traditionally made from the locust bean. Around
1986, soybean production spread into non-Tiv areas of

Benue State, and tonnage expanded. In Oyo State, the
expansion of soybeans in Ayepe and Igangan is examined.
The author then compares soybean adoption in Zaire and
Nigeria, showing six elements that the four case studies have
in common. Page 382 notes: “As a food, soybean competed
only minimally with other grain legumes... Of the soy foods
consumed in Zaire, only roasted soybean grain is, however,
in any way similar to a traditional legume food, roasted
peanut. In Nigeria, soybean competes with seed of the locust
tree and with melon seed. In both cases, however, the use of
soybean saves time and money.”
The authors conclude that this research “refutes the
common misconception that soybean is not appropriate
for sub-Saharan Africa... As shown in this paper, efforts to
introduce home consumption of soybean were successful.
It is reasonable to conclude that the introduction of soybean
into new areas of sub-Saharan Africa can succeed provided
that information on soy food preparations that are compatible
with local foods and preparation methods are provided at
the same time.” This research was financed by the USAID.
Address: 1. Dep. of Agronomy and Soils, 202 Funchess Hall,
Auburn Univ., Auburn, Alabama 36849-5412; 2. Institut
National pour l’Etude et la Recherche Agronomique, B.P.
2037, Kinshasa I, Zaire [Formerly at Dep. of Plant and
Soil Sciences, Tuskegee Univ., Tuskegee, Alabama 36088].
Phone: 205-844-4100.
6342. Swift, M.J.; Dvorak, K.A.; Mulongoy, K.; Musoko,
M.; Sanginga, N.; Tian, G. 1994. The role of soil organisms
in the sustainability of tropical cropping systems. In:
J.K. Syers and D.L. Rimmer, eds. 1994. Soil Science and
Sustainable Land Management in the Tropics. Wallingford,
England: CAB International. xiv + 290 p. See p. 155-72.
Chap. 11. [32 ref]
• Summary: The diverse and varied soil microorganisms
play a variety of roles which can be grouped into five
categories:
“1. facilitating nutrient acquisition by the vegetation
through the agency of mycorrhiza and nitrogen-fixing
organisms;
“2. regulating the retention and flow of nutrients
in the system through the processes of decomposition,
mineralization, and immobilization;
“3. mediating the synthesis and breakdown of soil
organic matter (humus);
“4. influencing the availability of water to the plant by
modification of soil structure and water regimes; and
“5. modifying the health of the plant by parasitism and
pathogenesis.
“In this paper we will concentrate on the first two of
these roles, with some reference to the third.” Address:
1. Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Programme, c/o
UNESCO-ROSTA, PO Box 30592, Nairobi, Kenya; 2-6,
IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria.
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6343. Syers, John K.; Rimmer, D.L. eds. 1994. Soil science
and sustainable land management in the tropics. Wallingford,
England: CAB International, in association with the British
Society of Soil Science. xiv + 290 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Although soy is not listed in the index, it
is mentioned on pages 164 and 176. Address: Dep. of
Agricultural and Environmental Science, Univ. of Newcastle
upon Tyne, UK.
6344. Torres, E.; Saraiva, O.F.; Galerani, P.R. 1994. Soil
management and tillage operations. In: Brazilian Agricultural
Research Enterprise, National Soybean Research Center
(EMBRAPA-CNPSo), comp. and ed. 1994. Tropical
Soybean: Improvement and Production. Rome, Italy: United
Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). 254 p.
See p. 131-44. Illust. Plant and Production Series, No. 27.
[36 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. General tillage
concepts: Conventional minimum tillage systems,
subsoiling, traditional tillage systems. Tillage and the
physical characteristics of soil. Residue and organic matter.
Choosing tillage systems for soybean production. Address:
EMBRAPA-CNPSo, Londrina, PR, Brazil.
6345. Asahi Food Processing Co. 1994? Soybean materials
and tofu quality: Soybean use at Asahi. Gyoda-shi, Saitamaken, Japan. 13 p. 28 cm. Undated. [Eng]
• Summary: This very interesting report was produced by
the Tofu Research Team in the company’s Foods Laboratory.
It shows how a top Japanese tofu manufacturer evaluates
soybeans and processes for making tofu. Each year Asahi
uses 4,900 tonnes (metric tons) of soybeans, of which 3,000
tonnes (61.2%) are IOM from the USA and 1,900 tonnes
(38.8%) are grown in Japan. Contents: Flow sheet for
making soymilk and tofu.
Chemical composition and viscosity of soymilk and
hardness of tofu, made using 26 different soybean varieties
and 3 coagulants–GDL, calcium sulfate, and magnesium
chloride. The main soybeans are Enrei, Toyosuzu,
Suzuyutaka, Nanbushirome, Tachinagaha, Yamabe daizu
(+ or -), IOM, Vinton, Beeson, Kunitz, Zane, Forrest, 9
experimental Canadian soybeans bred at Harrow [Ontario],
Best One (Harrovinton [Harovinton]), plus soybeans from
Nepal, Celebes, and Chiang Mai.
Chemical composition of 26 soybean varieties and
subunit composition of their protein (11S, 7S, etc.).
Composition of other soybeans tested: Vinton organic,
Tachiyutaka, Tamahomare, Fukuyutaka, Murayutaka, Raisen,
Nakasennari, etc. Variables affecting tofu breakage, and
tofu compression. Graph showing effect of A-4 subunit on
viscosity change of soymilk after addition of magnesium
chloride. Graph showing viscosity curves after addition of
magnesium chloride coagulant (0.2%) to soymilk derived

from 8 different soybean varieties (Note: Enrei gives the
lowest viscosity and Vinton the highest). Dendrogram
of cluster analysis on principal component score for
Japanese soybean cultivars (Best suited for tofu are Enrei,
Toyosuzu, Fukuyutaka, Shirosennari). Note: Webster’s
Dictionary defines dendrogram (a term first used in about
1953) as “a branching diagram representing a hierarchy of
categories based on degree of similarity or number of shared
characteristics esp. in biological taxonomy.”
Three dimension chart of factor loading. Chart (2
pages) of variables affecting tofu quality: Vertical columns:
Deliciousness (Color, taste, flavor, texture), nutrition,
sanitation, cost. Horizontal columns: Points/characteristics,
soybeans, extraction of soymilk, coagulation operation to
make tofu, viewpoints (notes), Enrei, IOM. Address: 2-17-8
Mochida, Gyoda-shi, Saitama-ken, Japan.
6346. Product Name: [Seitan Appetizer].
Foreign Name: Friand au Seitan.
Manufacturer’s Name: Gaia.
Manufacturer’s Address: 11, rue François Chancel, 31190
Auterive, France. Phone: 61 50 67 39.
Date of Introduction: 1994?
Ingredients: Flour T55*, all-vegetable margarine (not
hydrogenated), wheat gluten*, rolled oats*, onions*,
sunflower oil*, shoyu (sauce de soja), aromatic herbs, sea
salt, corn starch. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 x 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Color leaflet (undated,
6 panels) sent by Jean-Luc Alonso. 1994. May 16. Une
gamme de pains spéciaux, goûtres et desserts naturels, 100%
végétals, biologiques et sans adjonction de sucre [A line of
special breads, snacks, and natural desserts. Made purely
from plants, organically grown, and without the addition of
sugar]. The printed address has been crossed out; the new
address is: 7, rue du Mail, 81300 Graulhet, France. Phone:
63 42 16 03. The following products are included in the
leaflet (the label of each is shown): Tof’délice–Caroube (A
fresh carob pastry based on tofu). Tof’quiche–Au tofu fume
(Tofu quiche based on smoked tofu). Friand au seitan (Seitan
appetizer).
6347. Product Name: [Fresh Tofu-Based Pastry (Carob)].
Foreign Name: Tof’délice (Caroube).
Manufacturer’s Name: Gaia.
Manufacturer’s Address: 11, rue François Chancel, 31190
Auterive, France. Phone: 61 50 67 39.
Date of Introduction: 1994?
Ingredients: Tofu*, sunflower oil*, corn syrup*, sea salt,
soymilk* [filtrat de soja], agar-agar, carob*, flour T65*. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Color leaflet (undated,
6 panels) sent by Jean-Luc Alonso. 1994. May 16. Une
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gamme de pains spéciaux, goûtres et desserts naturels, 100%
végétals, biologiques et sans adjonction de sucre [A line of
special breads, snacks, and natural desserts. Made purely
from plants, organically grown, and without the addition of
sugar]. The printed address has been crossed out; the new
address is: 7, rue du Mail, 81300 Graulhet, France. Phone:
63 42 16 03. The following products are included in the
leaflet (the label of each is shown): Tof’délice–Caroube (A
fresh carob pastry based on tofu). Tof’quiche–Au tofu fume
(Tofu quiche based on smoked tofu). Friand au seitan (Seitan
appetizer).
6348. Product Name: [Tofu Quiche (With Smoked Tofu)].
Foreign Name: Tof’quiche–Au Tofu Fume.
Manufacturer’s Name: Gaia.
Manufacturer’s Address: 11, rue François Chancel, 31190
Auterive, France. Phone: 61 50 67 39.
Date of Introduction: 1994?
Ingredients: Tofu*, soymilk* [filtrat de soja], smoked
tofu*, flour T65*, rolled oats, sunflower oil*, shoyu [sauce
de soja], miso [pâte de soja], aromatic herbs. * = Organically
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 130 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Color leaflet (undated,
6 panels) sent by Jean-Luc Alonso. 1994. May 16. Une
gamme de pains spéciaux, goûtres et desserts naturels, 100%
végétals, biologiques et sans adjonction de sucre [A line of
special breads, snacks, and natural desserts. Made purely
from plants, organically grown, and without the addition of
sugar]. The printed address has been crossed out; the new
address is: 7, rue du Mail, 81300 Graulhet, France. Phone:
63 42 16 03. The following products are included in the
leaflet (the label of each is shown): Tof’délice–Caroube (A
fresh carob pastry based on tofu). Tof’quiche–Au tofu fume
(Tofu quiche based on smoked tofu). Friand au seitan (Seitan
appetizer).
6349. Gaia. 1994? Une gamme de pains spéciaux, goûtres
et desserts naturels, 100% végétals, biologiques et sans
adjonction de sucre [A line of special breads, snacks, and
natural desserts. Made purely from plants, organically
grown, and without the addition of sugar]. Auterive, France.
6 panels. Undated. 21 cm. Catalog. [Fre]
• Summary: This undated color leaflet was sent by Jean
Luc Alonso on 16 May 1994. The printed address has been
crossed out; the new address is: 7, rue du Mail, 81300
Graulhet, France. Phone: 63 42 16 03. The following
products are included in the leaflet (the label of each is
shown): Tof’délice–Caroube (A fresh carob pastry based
on tofu). Tof’quiche–Au tofu fume (Tofu quiche based on
smoked tofu). Friand au seitan (Seitan appetizer). Address:
11, rue François Chancel, 31190 Auterive, France. Phone: 61
50 67 39.

6350. Rosas, Juan Carlos; Young, Roberto A. 1994? El
cultivo de la soya. Quinta edición [The cultivation of
soya. 5th ed.]. Departamento de Agronomía (Zamorano,
Honduras), Publication No. AG-9603. 68 p. Undated. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Overview: Economic importance,
chemical composition, history, taxonomy. 2. Morphology
of the soybean plant. 3. Physiology of the growth and
development of the soybean plant: Stages of development.
4. Environmental factors that affect the cultivation of soya:
Soil, water, irrigation, light / photoperiod, temperature,
period of growth. 5. Practical cultivation: Preparation of the
soil, time of planting, density of planting, quantity of seeds,
systems of cultivation, control of weeds (methods of weed
control, chemical control). 6. Mineral nutrition of soybeans
(and inoculation). 7. Diseases that affect the cultivation of
soybeans and their management: Bacterial, fungal, viral,
other, seed treatment. 7. Insects that attack soybeans. 8.
Harvest and storing. 10. Improvement of soybeans. 11.
Processing and utilization: Industrial processing (extraction
of oil, soy flours, soy protein concentrates {concentrados
proteícos de soya}, soybean cake). Direct consumption:
In the Far East, the soybean is consumed in the form of
fermented and non-fermented foods. Fermented foods
include shoyu, miso, mato [sic, natto], and tempeh, while
non-fermented foods include soymilk (la leche de soya),
tofu, yuba (juba), and kinako. 12. The cultivation of soya in
Honduras (history).
In 1972, the Ministry of Natural Resources (Ministerio
de Recursos Naturales) reported the initiation of commercial
soybean production on a small scale in various departments
of the country (Olancho, El Paraíso and Comayagua).
Three varieties were used at that time: Biloxi, Hardee and
Jupiter. However, before these reports were made, at the
Panamerican Agricultural School (la Escuela Agrícola
Panamerican (EAP)), some hectares had already been
planted with the varieties Jupiter and Pelican. Discusses
additional developments in 1974, 1982, 1986, 1987, and
1988. Address: 1. PhD; 2. PhD.
6351. Product Name: [Yamato Paprika-Tofu–Smoked].
Foreign Name: Yamato Paprika-Tofu–herzhaft geraeuchert.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyastern Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: 7660 Radolfzell, Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1994?
Ingredients: Tofu* (Water, soybeans*, calcium sulfate,
calcium chloride), paprika, spices, soy sauce (shoyu),
sea salt, smoke. * = Organically grown (aus kontrolliert
biologischem Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm vacuum pack. Retails
for DM 3.50.
How Stored: Refrigerated. Store at 2-5ºC.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1994. May. 2.5 by 5 inches. Self adhesive. Black,
gold, and yellow on green. On the label in large Chinese/
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Japanese characters is written: “Yamato Tofu-Ya.” In German
is written: “A soy protein product. Made purely from plants.”
This tofu was purchased at the store Kraut & Rueben in
Bremen. Note: This is a puzzling label. Has Soyastern started
business again? Why are they located in Radolfzell, where
Huegli is also located? Why is “Yamato Tofu-ya” written on
the label as if it were the company name?
Letter (fax–which see) from Bernd Drosihn of Viana
in Germany in response to enquiry. 1994. June 9. Huegli
owns Yamato and also owns the Soyastern brand. But this
tofu is actually made by Heuschen-Schrouff B.V. in the
Netherlands.
6352. Product Name: Marinated Tofu Cutlets.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1994?
Ingredients: Tofu (organic soybeans grown accordance
with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990, filtered
water, nigari/magnesium chloride, a natural firming agent),
hi oleic safflower oil, marinade (unsweetened pineapple
juice, soy sauce, fresh ginger, garlic powder, ginger powder,
onion powder).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.0 oz. (175 gm) vacuum pack.
Retails for $2.89.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Open Sesame in Lafayette, California. 1995.
March 11. Label. 2 by 4 inches. Red and black on gold.
Silhouette of a forest. “Wonderful, hearty texture. Marinated
in our pineapple teriyaki. Try it in stir fry, sandwiches, and
all vegetarian entrees. Made with organic tofu.” The plastic
pouch is about 4½ by 5 inches.
6353. Product Name: Grilled Tofu Mexicana.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062; Fairfax, CA 94930. Phone: 408-4764448.
Date of Introduction: 1994?
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10.5 oz. Retails for $3.49.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Wildwood Natural Foods
price list. 1995. Jan. 9.
6354. Product Name: Eggless Wonder.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 31 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1994?
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.0 oz. Retails for $1.99.

How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Wildwood Natural Foods
price list. 1995. Jan. 9.
6355. Product Name: Celentano Vegetarian Selects Stuffed
Shells Florentine.
Manufacturer’s Name: Celentano Bros., Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 225 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ
07044. Phone: (201) 239-8444.
Date of Introduction: 1995 January.
Ingredients: Tomatoes, tofu (Rocky Mountain glacier melt
water, organic soybeans {grown & processed in accordance
with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990}, gypsum,
nigari {magnesium chloride}), cooked pasta shells (enriched
semolina flour, water), spinach, water, onions, peanut oil,
salt, parsley, basil, pepper, oregano, garlic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz. Paperboard box.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Vegetarian Times.
1995. Sept. A color photo shows the front label, in which
each ingredient is pictured as well as listed. “All natural.
Totally vegan. Non dairy. No cholesterol. 240 calories per
serving.”
Talk with Donna Mangasarian (DKM Inc., 114
Dartmouth Rd., Manhasset, New York 11030. Phone: 516365-7260) who does the advertising and promotional work
for Celentano. 1995. Aug. 29. Celentano’s line Vegetarian
Selects products is all vegan and all contain tofu. These
products with tofu were first introduced in 1995.
Label sent by Donna. 1995. Sept. 5. 7 by 5 by 1 5/8
inches. Paperboard box. Red, green, and black on white.
Color photo of three of the stuffed shells on a white dish.
“All natural. Totally vegan. Non dairy. No cholesterol. 240
calories per serving.”
Note: Legume Stuffed Shells Provencale were
introduced in Dec. 1983.
6356. Product Name: Celentano Vegetarian Selects
Lasagne Primavera.
Manufacturer’s Name: Celentano Bros., Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 225 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ
07044. Phone: (201) 239-8444.
Date of Introduction: 1995 January.
Ingredients: Tomatoes, cooked lasagne pasta (unbleached
enriched extra fancy patent durum flour, water, enriched
semolina flour), tofu (Rocky Mountain glacier melt water,
organic soybeans {grown & processed in accordance with
the California Organic Foods Act of 1990}, gypsum, nigari
{magnesium chloride}), zucchini, broccoli, water, carrots,
onions, peanut oil, salt, parsley, basil, pepper, oregano,
garlic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz. paperboard box.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Donna
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Mangasarian (DKM Inc., 114 Dartmouth Rd., Manhasset,
New York 11030. Phone: 516-365-7260) who does the
advertising and promotional work for Celentano. 1995.
Sept. 5. 7 by 5 by 1 5/8 inches. Paperboard box. Red, green,
and black on white. Color photo shows two large squares
of lasagne primavera on a white dish. “All natural. Totally
vegan. Non dairy. No cholesterol. 210 calories per serving.”
Donna says these products with tofu were first introduced in
1995.
Note: Legume Vegetable Lasagna was introduced in
Dec. 1983.
6357. Product Name: Celentano Vegetarian Selects
Eggplant Rollettes.
Manufacturer’s Name: Celentano Bros., Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 225 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ
07044. Phone: (201) 239-8444.
Date of Introduction: 1995 January.
Ingredients: Tomatoes, eggplant, tofu (Rocky Mountain
glacier melt water, organic soybeans {grown & processed in
accordance with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990},
gypsum, nigari {magnesium chloride}), water, spinach,
broccoli, enriched wheat flour, breadcrumbs, onions, peanut
oil, parsley, basil, salt, pepper, oregano, garlic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz. paperboard box.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Donna
Mangasarian (DKM Inc., 114 Dartmouth Rd., Manhasset,
New York 11030. Phone: 516-365-7260) who does the
advertising and promotional work for Celentano. 1995. Sept.
5. 7 by 5 by 1 5/8 inches. Paperboard box. Red, green, and
black on white. Color photo shows two eggplant rollettes
on a white dish. “All natural. Totally vegan. Non dairy. No
cholesterol. 350 calories per serving.” Donna says these
products with tofu were first introduced in 1995.
6358. Product Name: Celentano Vegetarian Selects
Manicotti Florentine.
Manufacturer’s Name: Celentano Bros., Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 225 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ
07044. Phone: (201) 239-8444.
Date of Introduction: 1995 January.
Ingredients: Tomatoes, tofu (Rocky Mountain glacier melt
water, organic soybeans {grown & processed in accordance
with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990}, gypsum,
nigari {magnesium chloride}), cooked manicotti pasta
(unbleached enriched extra fancy patent durum flour, water,
enriched semolina flour), spinach, water, onions, peanut oil,
salt, parsley, basil, pepper, oregano, garlic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz. paperboard box.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Donna
Mangasarian (DKM Inc., 114 Dartmouth Rd., Manhasset,
New York 11030. Phone: 516-365-7260) who does the

advertising and promotional work for Celentano. 1995. Sept.
5. 7 by 5 by 1 5/8 inches. Paperboard box. Red, green, and
black on white. Color photo shows two rolls of manicotti
florentine on a white dish. “All natural. Totally vegan. Non
dairy. No cholesterol. 220 calories per serving.” Donna says
these products with tofu were first introduced in 1995.
Note: Legume Tofu Manicotti was introduced in Feb.
1983.
6359. Eshett, Susan. 1995. Sidi Modupe Osho: Nutrition for
Nigeria. IRDC Reports p. 11.
• Summary: “Food technologist Dr. Sidi Modupe Osho
attributes much of her recent success in research to a
somewhat unlikely source–a small cream-coloured bean
known as soybean. Simply stated, soybean is nothing less
than a ‘miracle crop,’ she says. Soybean was like ‘a vehicle
for me to carry out research activities.’
“However, most colleagues would likely say that
it is Osho’s own singular intelligence, enthusiasm and
dedication that have been vital factors in her achievements
in developing food products from soybean that now find
growing acceptance among her fellow Nigerians.
“Born thirty-five years ago into a large Nigerian family,
her love for information was evident from an early age. ‘As a
child, my parents said I was the most curious of my siblings,’
she says. Although science became her eventual vocation,
throughout her secondary education she was more inclined to
the arts. However, as she grew older she became fascinated
by science.
“At Delta College University Centre, in Michigan, she
obtained an associate degree in agriculture, followed by a
degree in food science from Michigan State University. Then
came a Master’s degree in food processing and technology
from Ohio State University in 1982.
“Osho’s first contact with soybean in Nigeria came
indirectly, through research she was conducting on cassava,
a staple in West Africa but a crop with very low protein
content–in some cases none at all. She began investigating
the potential of legumes that could improve the nutritional
value of cassava-based products.
“Years after that initial contact, Osho has succeeded in
popularizing soybean as an alternative source of protein, one
which is affordable and acceptable to Nigerians, particularly
among low income and rural communities. Most of her work
entails coordinating the soybean utilization and processing
program at the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
(IITA), located in Ibadan, southwest Nigeria. For the past
seven years, she has worked in a soybean utilization project
initiated by the IITA in collaboration with the Institute of
Agricultural Research and Training (IART), also in Ibadan,
the National Cereals Research Institute, Badeggi, National
Agricultural Extension Research and Liaison Services, Zaria,
and the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. The project is funded
by IDRC.
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“Osho came well suited to the project, owing to her
doctoral research on plantain processing and preservation
while at the University of Ibadan. This research allowed her
to live in a rural community in Oyo State and to learn from
villagers the technique of processing dodo ikire, a nutritional
plantain-based food product that had been developed locally.
“Osho worked with an economist, agronomists,
agricultural economists and a home economist. The team
was multidisciplinary because, as she notes, it had to
‘develop uses for soybean that were acceptable traditionally
in our food systems and interact with the rural household
to uncover simple technologies that will fit their own life
style.’ The main obstacle in the research was the negative
perception of soybeans. ‘The missionaries that introduced the
crop in Nigeria in the early part of this century told farmers
soybeans had a toxic component.’ The researchers had to
erase that belief, then prove to rural folk that soybean was
nutritionally beneficial.
“Osho recognizes the role of cultural factors in
introducing new foods such as soybean-based products to
Nigerians. ‘In the northern region they have a lot of cereals
so most of the soybean technologies that we developed were
to suit that part.’
“She points to the fact that soybean originated in China
and from there was introduced to other parts of the world,
and that most of the technologies now in use were borrowed
from China and the Asian sub-continent. ‘Drinking soybean
milk is a typical Asian habit, which we are now adopting in
Nigeria.’
“Osho and her husband, a biometrician, met as students
in the United States. They have three boys. ‘I am married
to a very understanding person,’ she explains. ‘He is also
a researcher, works in the University of Ibadan and knows
the dedication that research requires.’ He assists her in the
documentation of her work and statistical analysis.
“Osho envisages a great need for developing countries
to increase food production levels. But for now, what is
paramount for the Nigerian researcher is the sustainability of
the soybean project. The next challenge is to develop strong
research programs with national institutions in other African
countries. Her achievements in Nigeria could serve as a
springboard for spreading her experiences to other parts of
the African continent and even beyond.”
A portrait photo show Sidi Osho. Her soybean research
in Nigeria could help other countries seeking an affordable
alternative source of protein. Address: Correspondent for
NTA News, Nigeria.
6360. Fee, Rich. 1995. CRP projects boasts 70-bushel beans:
No-till drilled beans in sod yielded better than beans where
the sod was tilled. Successful Farming 93(1):32-33. Jan.
• Summary: David Dukes has long believed that tillage isn’t
needed to bring Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) land
back into crop production. So he grows no-till soybeans on

the land; in 1994 one plot yielded nearly 72 bushels/acre.
Address: Crops and Soils Editor.
6361. Product Name: Vegan Cajun Burger (On a Bun), and
Cajun Tofu Sloppy Joe (The Filling).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Devine.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1881 Fieldbrook Road, Arcata,
CA 95519. Phone: 707-849-8430.
Date of Introduction: 1995 January.
Ingredients: Processed organic tofu [frozen], tomato sauce,
onions, honey, mustard, cider vinegar, safflower oil, tamari
(Westbrae), peanut butter, garlic, miso, spices (incl. paprika,
cayenne, allspice).
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Mara Devine.
1995. June 1. Cajun Barbecue Style was first introduced
in 1987. In Jan. 1995 it was renamed and divided into two
products: Vegan Cajun Burger, and Cajun Tofu Sloppy Joe.
The latter product is sold as a product in its own right, but
also serves as the filling for the burger. She moved from
Miranda to Arcata, California, in June 1993.
6362. Lombardi, Joyce. 1995. Re: History of growing and
using soybeans in Chad. Letter to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, Feb. 4. 3 p. Typed, with signature. [Eng]
• Summary: “Thank you for your response and enthusiasm
for our soya work in Chad. I am forwarding your letter to
people in town who are very involved in spreading the good
bean throughout the land. One, an agronomist from Togo
named Dr. Akintayo, has come to Chad for soy propaganda
only. He has recently produced a book which will be of
great interest to you, and is also very involved in training
soybean trainers at the Centre de Formation Professionale
d’Agriculture (CFPA), a farm extension service launched
about 6 years ago by Swiss development workers.
“It is in fact from a Swiss-Italian development worker
that I got the idea, and later the seeds, for soybean cultivation
in my village. I had enjoyed ginger-flavored soymilk
at his villa, and had heard him extoll the soil-enriching
properties of the soy bean, so when people in my village
began complaining about the low rates they were getting
from the state’s cotton company, I asked if they had thought
about planting another cash crop, like soy. I was told it had
been done in the past, but people here don’t really known
how to do much with soy beyond what you call dawadawa, fermented sauce. So a few weeks later, after more
discussions with villagers, who told our health team that
famine was their biggest health worry, the Comite de Sante
de la Paix was born. Its mission–to grow, sell, and popularize
the soybean in the village of Bessada, Chad.
“As far as I can tell, the farthest back anyone can
remember planting soy in our region of southeastern Chad
is 10 years ago [i.e. in about 1985]. Most people credit the
above-mentioned CFPA with introducing the crop here 6
years ago. From its base in town, the CFPA also has several
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outposts in smaller towns (i.e. Koumra) and villages (i.e.
Modjibe) near, or within a 20 km radius of Bessada. Farmers
report success with the crop, especially as our soil is ‘tired’
from a constant rotation of cotton, millet and peanuts. People
report that one 100 kg sack fetches between 23,000–50,000
cfa ($41-90) compared to half that for a sack of millet. The
main buyers seems to be ONGs run by ex-pats [expatriates]
or missions. Local buyers make dawa-dawa, or ndi, as it is
called in the Sara language here, and several women in my
village report making sojateen, or soybean coffee. However
the cost, between 150-500 cfa per kg is prohibitive, and soy
is still seen as a luxury food here. For comparison, millet
is about 50-100 cfa/kg, and peanuts a bit less. Nonetheless,
people generally know that soy is good for the body and soil,
and were very interested in our collective soybean field.
“So, on July 17 1994, our rather ad hoc health team–
made up of four men previously elected as village health
delegates and 10 ten traditional birth attendants, old women
with lined, tribal-scarred faces, canes, strong wiry hands–
planted 6 kg of soybeans on a cleared ½ hectare plot, known
here as a corde... Millet and cotton had been planted on our
plot before, the debris cleaned away with the usual bushfire
method.
“Our yield, just barely over 100 kg, was dismal.
Reasons: we planted too late in the rainy season,
which begins in May/June, and harvested our beans on
Thanksgiving Day. Akintayo informed me that we planted
the 120-day variety, which is what the CFPA has made
available to folks here. Also, we only weeded twice, and very
late in the game. The tribulations of collective labor as I’m
sure you remember from your Peace Crops days. Third, our
soil is rather sandy, and I’m told soy prefers clay and shade.
Indeed, we remarked that the plants growing in the shade of
a karite tree produced very well while the plants in the shade
of an ndil tree produced a lot of foliage but not much bean.
A farmer 7 km away reported a yield of 250 kg from 4 kg of
seeds on a one-corde plot. He planted earlier and had better
soil. His village has a water table of 23 meters, ours is 47.”
“So, now, the sack of beans sits in my hut, away from
mice and thieves, until we move it to a communal silo with
another sack we’re buying on credit. We have siphoned
out some of the beans already to stage a big village-wide
soybean transformation day, January 25, run by two
animatrices sent by the CFPA in nearby Koumra. The two
women journeyed out on their red moped to teach the
health committee members, representatives from church
and women’s groups, 25 total participants, to make soy
milk, cheese (tofu), fried tofu, beignets (spicy tofuburgers
made with the residue [okara] whose name in Japanese I
saw in your Book of Tofu), cake, steamed pate with fish
and tomatoes, sweet donuts, and cake. The consensus was:
porridge (I forgot to mention it above), spicy beignets and
cake. Those were the big hits. People were shocked that
one could bake a delicious cake there under the mango

tree outside our clinic. Our tools were 3-rock fires, wooden
mortars, big iron cauldrons and manual labor. Perhaps Niger
was the same way, but Chad has next to nothing in the way
of time-saving tools. We did manage to borrow someone’s
hand-cranked meat grinder to make the soy milk.
“The fallout from soyday is this: the chef du canton, in
whose compound I live, wants to make our village a center
for soya cake, and we plan to serve it to the US Ambassador
and Minister of Health who are due out in the village next
week to inaugurate our newly renovated clinic, grâce à
USAID. New members of the health team want to launch
an infant-feeding program of soy porridge at the dispensary
each Saturday or vaccination day. There is one such program
started by a French doctor named Dr. Magguie Negri in a
village called Bekemba, about 60 km north of here. She
started the program in 1991, and reports feeding 103 children
in 1993, on a continued basis. She encourages mothers to
prepare the soy meals (porridge) themselves, and to aid with
a community soycrop. (Paperwork to follow if I can find
any).
“The infant nutrition program couldn’t come at a better
time for Bessada which now finds itself in the midst of a
fatal measles epidemic, compounded by the beliefs that
vaccinations give AIDS and measles, and that giving meat to
baby or child with measles will make her sicker.
“So, in my village, soybeans are growing fast and well,
and I will leave here knowing that at least I have made a
substantial contribution to the well-being of a place it seems
that history has forgotten. God, it’s hard here. People scrape
a living out of the sand with their bare hands.”
“So. The gospel spreads forth. Having seen the damage
wrought by so many other egos and programs come here to
save the Africans, plugging away for The Soybean is one
of the only acts of development I really feel comfortable
engaging in.
“So no, in answer to your question, soybean cultivation
is not a specific Peace Corps program or govt. program
here.”
“As for me, I was a Vanilla Edensoy and tahini
tofuburger fan back in the States, but I never knew much
about soy until now.”
Color photos taken by Joyce show: (1) Three African
men weeding a field of soybeans by hand, Sept/Oct. 1994.
(2) Soybean plants in Bessada growing in the shade of a
Karité tree, Aug. 1994. (3) Four Africans (two in traditional
dress) from the health team seated outside of Joyce’s round
mud-walled house with conical thatched roof. Atop a wooden
mortar are five glasses of soybean coffee on a white plate.
Enclosed is a recipe for “Bessadonian soya coffee deluxe,”
by Joyce. Season, if desired, with tumba (Arabic tea spice).
It’s cheap, nutritious, and you can eat the grounds. Address:
U.S. Peace Corps, B.P. 193, Sarh, Chad.
6363. Product Name: [Soghurt {Soy Yogurt} (Original,
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Peach, Cherry, Strawberry)].
Foreign Name: Soghurt {pflanzliche Zubereitung nach
Joghurt-Art} (Natur, Pfirsich, Kirsch, Erdbeer).
Manufacturer’s Name: Bruno Fischer GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Im Auel 88, 53783 Aetorf,
Germany. Phone: 49-2243-4021.
Date of Introduction: 1995 February.
Ingredients: Peach: Water, soybeans*, fruit preparation
(Peaches*, thick grape juice* [Traubendicksaft], corn syrup,
honey, corn starch*, natural aroma). * = Organically grown
(aus kontrolliert biologischem Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm reusable glass jar.
How Stored: Refrigerated at +6ºC, 21 day shelf life.
Nutrition: No information given.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Bruno Fischer,
who calls from Germany. 1995. March 22. His company
introduced this fermented product at Biofach in Feb. 1995.
The product has a 21-day shelf life.
Photocopies of 4 labels sent by Bruno Fischer. April 21.
The product is described on the front panel in German as
a plant-based preparation resembling yogurt “(pflanzliche
Zubereitung nach Joghurt-Art).”
Talk with Bruno Fischer. 1998. May 14. The same day
Bruno Fischer introduced this Soghurt, Life Food GmbH
introduced a soy yogurt under the Taifun brand. Bruno
Fischer had their product made in a small milk plant and
kitchen by an anthroposophic community that work with
drug addicts. The product was produced using fresh soymilk
made by Sojinal; Triballat was too far away. The ingredients
were organic soymilk, whole cane juice, yogurt cultures,
and fruit–that was mixed in. But in the long run they could
not guarantee the microbiological quality that was required.
This product was discontinued about 6 months after it was
launched. The Taifun product was also discontinued about a
year ago.
6364. Product Name: [Sweet Barley Miso, 6-Month Barley
Miso].
Foreign Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lion Health Food Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Zagorska 12/9, YU-11080
Belgrade, Serbia Phone: +381 11-106073.
Date of Introduction: 1995 February.
Ingredients: Organic barley, organic soybeans, spring
water.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Don DeBona
and Paul Chaplin. 1997. March 20. Two new miso makers
in former Yugoslavia are Sladjan Randjelovic and his wife,
Vladimirka, of Lion Health Food Co. (Zagorska 12/9, YU11080 Zemun, Belgrade, Serbia / Yugoslavia). Their business
card says: “Belgrade, London, and Beijing.” Vladimirka
is actively involved in the business. They are both very
macrobiotic. They already make mizuamé (rice syrup or rice

malt). Their miso was of fairly good quality. They also make
an interesting miso with added shiitake and kombu.
Talk with Sladjan Randelovic. 2001. April 21. He
learned how to make miso in Sweden from Tim Ohlund in
1992-93 (he lived in Tim’s house for several months) and
from Soyfoods Center’s books on miso. On 30 May 1992 the
United Nations imposed sanctions on the newly reconstituted
Yugoslavia as a means of ending the bloodshed in Bosnia;
these sanctions have been in effect throughout the life of
his business and have made it very difficult for him to order
ingredients, sell products, etc. Both his miso factory and
sales office are in Serbia; the factory has always been in a
small village named Barajevo about 50 km from the center of
Belgrade. He first began selling the barley miso he made in
Feb. 1995–starting with sweet barley miso (short term), then
6-month barley miso. The next year he sold 18-month barley
miso. These were made with all organic ingredients. He uses
much of his miso to make Imoplex, a cleansing product that
contains shiitake mushrooms, kombu extract, and herbal
extract. In 1997 he exhibited his miso and miso products at
Biofach in Germany. Neither Sladjan nor Soyfoods Center
are aware of any company that made miso commercially in
Eastern Europe before he began; thus he was probably the
first! Today his home is in Montenegro, very near the Serbian
border. He is married and has three children. A book he
wrote about food was published last year. He also makes tofu
for his own family.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made in Serbia.
6365. Product Name: Smoked Tofu Pâté.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1995 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.5 oz. Retails for $3.29.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Wildwood Natural Foods
price list. 1995. Jan. 9.
6366. Boodram, Ramlakhan. 1995. Changes in the name
and ownership of his company BAR North America, Inc.
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 1. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Mr. Boodram, a native of Trinidad, started
BAR Export/Import Inc. in 1980. In Dec. 1990 the name
of his company changed to BAR North America, Inc. from
BAR Export/Import Inc. Prior to this time, his company
was concerned solely with sales of equipment–especially
small-scale screw presses and systems containing them to
developing countries. He worked with INTSOY to develop
the technology.
In Dec. 1990 he reincorporated the company, created
a new division of the company named Seymour Organic
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Foods for his organic products, installed a pilot plant and
used it both as a training tool and to make products under
contract for the natural foods market–worldwide. Starting in
Dec. 1990 be began to make and sell organic or non-organic
Natural Expeller Pressed Soybean Oil, Soy Grits, Soy Flour,
and Textured Soy Flour.
Sales of equipment continued to be the company’s
main business. His company makes the lowest cost extruder
on the U.S. market. A person can get into business for
under $50,000 (and it could be as low as $30,000) using
his equipment. There is a choice between just extrusion or
extrusion and expelling. Ron Tribelhorn and his group at
Colorado State University were pioneers in the dry extruder
process, but during the last few years they have become less
active and innovative.
In addition to soybeans, he stocks and processes many
interesting organic seeds into flours–millet, kamut, teff, etc.
He can blend these, can them in 1-lb cans, and label them
at the rate of 10,000 cans/day on his canning line. Address:
BAR North America, Inc., P.O. Box 190, Seymour, Illinois
61875. Phone: 217-687-4810.
6367. Ofosu-Budu, K.G.; Noumura, K.; Fujita, K. 1995.
N2 fixation, N transfer and biomass production of soybean
cv. Bragg or its supernodulating nts1007 and sorghum
mixed-cropping at two rates of N fertilizer. Soil Biology &
Biochemistry 27(3):311-17. March. [29 ref]
• Summary: “N transfer to the sorghum component in
association with nts1007 accounted for 11 and 35% of the
N accumulated at 20 and 90 kg N per ha, respectively. The
consistent dilution of 15N in the tissues of the sorghum
component compared to the monocrops suggests that N
transfer rather than ‘sparing’ of fertilizer N accounted for the
improved N nutrition. It seems that the more the roots of the
companion crops were intermingled, the greater the amount
of N transfer.” Address: Faculty of Applied Biological
Science, Hiroshima Univ., 4-4 Kagamiyama 1-chome,
Higashi-Hiroshima City 724, Japan.
6368. Product Name: R.F.’s Gourmet Organic Brown
Rice Pudding (Made with Soymilk–Dairy Free) [RaisinCinnamon, Chocolate, or Banana].
Manufacturer’s Name: R.F. Bakery International, Inc.
(Gourmet Foods Div.).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8101 Orion Ave. Unit 6, Van
Nuys, CA 91406. Phone: (818) 785-6945.
Date of Introduction: 1995 March.
Ingredients: Raisin-Cinnamon: Organic* brown rice,
soy milk (organic* soybeans, filtered water), pineapple
juice concentrate, raisins, peach juice concentrate, pear
juice concentrate, pure vanilla, spices, lemon, sea salt. * =
Organically grown in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6½ oz tub.

How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (2 pages, with
all 3 labels) from the Natural Products Expo (Anaheim,
California). 1995. March.
6369. Product Name: [Tofrutti Soy Yogurt (Apricot, Peach,
Cherry, Muesli, Forest Berries, or Natural)].
Foreign Name: Tofrutti Sojajoghurt (Aprikose, Pfirsich,
Kirsch, Muesli, Waldtbeeren, Natur).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarella, Hess und Drosihn GbR.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Str. 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: 02251-56076
OF.
Date of Introduction: 1995 March.
Ingredients: Water, *soybeans, *fruit, whole raw sugar.
Contains no gelling or thickening agents. With living
yogurt cultures. * = Organically grown (aus kontrolliert
biologischem Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated (4-6ºC).
New Product–Documentation: Label brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. Label is 3.25 by 2.25
inches. Black and white on apricot pink. Sojarella logo.
6370. Product Name: [Chili con Tofu].
Foreign Name: Chili con Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1995 March.
Ingredients: Tofu*, kidney beans, tomato pulp*, vegetable
oil*, leeks*, carrots*, herbs*, spices*. * = Organically grown
(kontrolliert biologischer Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 425 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 9.62 x 4 inches. Red,
white, and black on orange. Recycled paper. Ready to heat
and serve (Fertiggericht).
6371. Product Name: [Seitan Ratatouille].
Foreign Name: Seitan Ratatouille.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323.
Date of Introduction: 1995 March.
Ingredients: Seitan (Seitan)*, tomato pulp*, vegetable
oil*, vegetables, paprika, leeks*, carrots*, onions*, wheat
flour (Weizenvollkornmehl)*, raisins (Rosinen)*, apple
cider vinegar*, herbs*, spices*. * = Organically grown
(kontrolliert biologischer Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 425 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels brought by Bernd
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Drosihn of Viana. 1995. March 11. 9.62 x 4 inches. Red,
white, and black on pea green. Recycled paper. Ready to heat
and serve (Fertiggericht).
6372. Fee, Rich. 1995. New techniques spur interest in
15-inch beans: Hybrid rigs combine planter units and drill
hoppers, and widen the choices for narrow rows. Successful
Farming 93(6):50-51. April.
Address: Crops and Soils Editor.
6373. Monsanto Company. 1995. Annual report to
shareholders–1994. St. Louis, Missouri. 64 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: In 1994, Monsanto reported record net income
of $622 million (up from 494 million in 1993) and record
earnings per share of $5.32 (up from $4.10 in 1993). Annual
dividends increased to $2.52 per share. “Monsanto has
paid quarterly dividends on its common shares without
interruption since 1928, and has increased the dividend in
each of the past 22 years. Since 1989, our dividend on a
calendar year basis has increased 49.7 percent.”
The Chairman and CEO is Richard J. Mahoney. The
company has 4 main operating units: The agricultural group,
the chemical group, Searle, and the NutraSweet Company.
Among the company’s well-known brands are Roundup and
Lasso herbicides, Ortho lawn-and-garden products (acquired
from Chevron Chemical Co. in May 1993 by Solaris), and
NutraSweet brand sweetener. Recently approved products
include Posilac bovine somatotropin (BST; bovine growth
hormone). The volume of Roundup herbicide sold worldwide
has doubled in 4 years from 100 units in 1990 to 200 units
in 1994. Roundup is now entering its third decade on the
market. Sales of Roundup increases proportionally as more
and more farmers adopt conservation tillage, where they
plow less and use more herbicides. “The growing global
popularity of conservation tillage extended to an estimated
7-10% of suitable farmland in 1994.
Posilac brand bovine somatotropin (BST) “increases the
efficiency of milk production in cows. After one year on the
market, roughly 13,000 U.S. dairy producers have purchased
Posilac. Monsanto estimates that those producers own
approximately 30% of U.S. dairy cows.” Address: 800 North
Lindbergh Blvd., St. Louis, Missouri 63167. Phone: (314)
694-5432.
6374. Product Name: Tofutti Chocolate Fudge Treats /
Pops (Dairy Free, Frozen).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofutti Brands Inc. (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 50 Jackson Dr. (P.O. Box 786),
Cranford, NJ 07016. Phone: 201-272-2400.
Date of Introduction: 1995 May.
Ingredients: Water, maltodextrin*, sorbitol*, polydextrose,
cocoa processed with alkali, soy protein [probably isolate],
tofu, mono and diglycerides, cellulose gum, carrageenan,
vanilla with other natural flavors, Aspartame, salt. * = Adds a

negligible amount of sugar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Twelve 1.75 fl oz (52 ml) bars.
Net weight 21 fl oz (621 ml).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Tofutti Brands Inc. 1996,
May. 1995 Annual Report. p. 1. New products introduced
during 1995: (1) Tofutti Chocolate Fudge Treats (spring),
the first dairy-free, sugar-free (using Nutrasweet instead),
fat-free fudge bar in the industry. This stick novelty offers
consumers the same taste as real fudge bars. It contains only
30 calories per bar.
One sample of this product with Label generously sent
frozen by David Mintz via FedEx priority overnight. 1996.
June 4. 6.75 by 6.75 by 2.5 inches paperboard box. “Wow!
Only 30 calories. Fat free! Sugar free! Living dairy free
symbol. Milk free! Contains Nutrasweet. 12 mouth watering
cholesterol free non-dairy fudge pops.”
6375. Product Name: [Soyeux Silken Soya Dessert
(Vanilla, Chocolate, Hazelnut, and Apricot)].
Foreign Name: SOY Soyeux: Soja Dessert (Vanille,
Chocolat, Noisette, Abricot).
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrition & Santé S.A. (Formerly
SOY / Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: B.P. 33, Z.I. de la Pomme, 31250
Revel (near Toulouse), France. Phone: +33 62 18 72 50.
Date of Introduction: 1995 June.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Soymilk* (Tonyu) 86.7% (water,
dehulled soybeans* 8.1%), red cane sugar*, modified starch,
pure vanilla extract 0.15% and other natural vegetable
extracts, unrefined sea salt, thickeners: carob seed flour, guar
seed flour. * = Organically grown products–88.8%.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 125 gm plastic cup, 2 per pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated, store at 4ºC.
Nutrition: Vanilla: Per 100 gm: Calories 89 (374 kJ),
protein 3.3 gm, carbohydrate 14 gm, lipids/fats 1.8 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Bernard
Storup with new Labels. 1995. Sept. 8. He encloses labels
for Soyeux in four flavors (Vanilla, Chocolate, Hazelnut,
and Apricot) and notes that this product is based on an old
product, put on the market again in June 1995. In French,
Soyeux means “silken” or “having the consistency of silk.”
Label for Vanilla: Paperboard sleeve, 5¼ inches long by 2¼
inches wide that fits over the top of 2 cups. Green, white,
yellow, and purple on light yellow. Background floral design.
On the front panel are the Soy logo (white on dark green),
and the Nature & Progres organic certification symbol. On
one side is a “Recycle” symbol/roundel.
6376. Product Name: Smoked Tofu (Organic) [Plain, BBQ,
Thai, Lemon-Garlic].
Manufacturer’s Name: Smoke & Fire Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 955 S. Main St., Great
Barrington, MA 01230. Phone: 413-528-6891.
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Date of Introduction: 1995 June.
Ingredients: Thai 1998: Organic tofu (Soybeans, water,
nigari and/or calcium sulfate), organic tamari, organic peanut
butter, lemon juice, herbs and spices, natural wood smoke.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5.5 oz (156 gm) vacuum pack.
Retails for $2.15 (1998/07, Massachusetts; Range: $1.89 to
$2.50).
How Stored: Refrigerated, 90 day shelf life (at 34-36ºF).
New Product–Documentation: Talk with then form filled
out and Label sent by José Antunes (pronounced jo-ZAY
ahn-TU-nays), founder and president, who is Portuguese.
1998. June 29. An invoice (sent to Soyfoods Center) shows
that the BBQ, Thai, and Plain flavors were first sold on 28
June 1995 (to Berkshire Co-op). One case wholesaled for
$30.75 to $35.80. The Plain was renamed Lemon-Garlic on
15 Oct. 1995.
6377. Spehar, Carlos Roberto. 1995. Impact of strategic
genes in soybean on agricultural development in the
Brazilian tropical savannahs. Field Crops Research
(Amsterdam) 41(3):141-46. June. [26 ref]
• Summary: The cerrados of Brazil are typical of lowlatitude tropical savannah areas in which agriculture is
limited by low soil fertility and pH [acidic] and high
concentrations of aluminium. Since the 1960s, the traditional
extensive cattle ranching has shifted to agriculture with the
cultivation of rain-fed rice and, more recently, soybean...
Introduction of soybean into these areas has depended on
selection of cultivars carrying strategic genes determining
a few key characteristics, principally late maturity, high
aluminium tolerance and calcium-use efficiency.”
‘Identification of the long-juvenile character and
selection of genotypes in which this stage is prolonged are
identified as keys in the systematic exploitation of plant
yield potential. New screening techniques reveal that these
savannah-adapted genotypes also carry genes for high-Al
and low-Ca tolerances, which allow deep rooting of plants
and, consequently, drought tolerance. The conjugation of
these favourable characters is essential to the development of
sustainable agriculture in the cerrados.”
Such soils also have low moisture-holding capacity.
Note. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2018) that contains the term “long-juvenile
character.” Address: Cerrados National Research Centre,
EMBRAPA-CPAC, Caixa Postal 08223, Planaltina, DF,
Brazil (CEP 73301-970).
6378. Strohl, Dick. 1995. Trying to grow soybeans in Cuba
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 27. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In 1991 the Ministry of Sugar in Cuba planted
about 15,000 acres of soybeans in Cuba. The result was a
total failure. Dick thinks the reason they did this was after
the Soviet Union broke up and Cuba no longer received

much money from the Soviet Union to keep their sugar
business going, they decided they needed another export
to earn money. Sugar is the most important crop in Cuba,
and an essential part of the economy and culture. They
produce excellent quality sugar with excellent yields at
very competitive prices. They think that sugar has a future,
but Dick feels that it has no future. Cuba is not making any
money growing sugar now. Other countries like Brazil can
grow sugar less expensively than Cuba and high fructose
corn syrup is eroding sugar’s market world-wide.
Cuba presently imports $50 million of soybeans a
year, mostly from Argentina, with some from Canada. The
Government of Cuba and the Central Bank (which are
essentially the same). They must pay for these soybeans in
hard currency (U.S. dollars), which they get from tourists.
Dick is working in Cuba to grow soybeans, primarily to
make money but also because he greatly enjoys working in
Cuba. There is a strong local demand for soybeans. He is not
trying to train Cubans how to grow soybeans. “If they catch
on, that’s fine; if they don’t, they don’t.” He plans to get a
long-term lease on land in Cuba. “It’s the best land I’ve ever
seen in my life.” Two or three years ago, the Cubans tried
to grow large acreages of soybeans when they realized they
would need them if production of soyfoods was to increase
dramatically. Unfortunately the whole farming project failed
and Cubans don’t like to talk about it. The person who
knows the details is a U.S. soybean farmer and agronomist
named Dick Stroh, with whom Pam talked during her visit
in June and who she found to be a fascinating, really good
guy. He has been there working with INIFAT (Institute for
the Fundamental Investigation of Tropical Agriculture,
“Alejandro de Humboldt,” Calle Ira Esq 2, Santiago de las
Vegas, Ciudad de Habana, Cuba. Fax: 536-83-2392) during
the last year, and he thinks Cuba should be growing large
amounts of soybeans. Pam thinks he got into Cuba through a
company in Jamaica that wants to set up a soybean crushing
facility. He thinks he can help Pam and Cuba get used
planters and harvesters into Cuba on a cargo ship or on the
Caravan. Address: 2648 Inglewood Ave. South, Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55416. Phone: 612-929-7649.
6379. Product Name: Tempeh (Soy & Short-Grained
Brown Rice).
Manufacturer’s Name: Marcus Tribelhorn Tempeh.
Renamed Upfull and Right in Oct. 1997.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1535 10th St., Los Osos, CA
93402. Since Oct. 1997: 1216 2nd St., Los Osos, CA 93402.
Phone: 805-528-2080.
Date of Introduction: 1995 July.
Ingredients: Soybeans*, short grain brown rice*, water,
apple cider vinegar, and Rhizopus oligosporus (Tempeh
culture). * = Organically grown and processed in accordance
with the California.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz pack. Retails for $1.49
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locally.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with (call from)
Marcus Tribelhorn. 1994. March 13. He would like to make
tempeh near San Luis Obispo. Talk with Marcus. 1997. Oct.
31. He started making this tempeh out of his home in June
or July 1995, and made it there for about 2 years. He sold it
to only one account, Natural Flavors vegetarian restaurant
in nearby San Luis Obispo; this restaurant is no longer in
business. He recently gave his little company a name (Upfull
and Right) and moved it into a commercial space at 1216
2nd St. in Los Osos, California 93402. They currently make
100 to 150 lb/week of tempeh, in 8-oz packages. It is sold
locally, unpasteurized, mainly at 3 natural food stores in San
Luis Obispo and at the salad bar in the university cafeteria.
He still works full time with his regular job–to provide a
steady source of income while he is building the business.
He would like to make an “Autumn Tempeh” with grains
representing the autumn colors.
Label and Recipe List #2 (with 3 recipes) sent by
Marcus Tribelhorn. 1997. Nov. 6. Label: 3 by 3.75 inches.
Black on beige. A tiny logo shows soy and rice holding
hands. “Organic, local tempeh. Unpasteurized. Best kept
frozen up to 4 months or refrigerated up to 4 days. Ripe dark
spots enhance flavor and do not indicate spoilage.”
At the bottom of the recipe sheet is written: “Upfull
and Right Tempeh is brought to you locally by Marcus
Tribelhorn and Sean Hendifar. Upfull is how you feel when
you eat it and right is how it’s grown.”
Talk with Tod Dalessio. 2001. April 30. Last month he
acquired the assets of Upfull & Right, which made tempeh
for a few local accounts, probably never more than 400
lb/month. The former owners wanted to see the business
continue. He plans to move the business to a new location
and rename the company Acorn Foods. He and his wife have
been making tempeh for the last month or two.
6380. Product Name: Soy Manna (Textured Soy Protein).
Manufacturer’s Name: American Health & Nutrition, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 508 Waymarket Dr., Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48103. Phone: 313-994-7400.
Date of Introduction: 1995 August.
Ingredients: Incl. organic soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bulk.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Organic Food
Business News (Altamonte Springs, Florida). 1995. Aug.
p. 8. “Certified organic. Made without hexane and other
solvents used in all non organic TVP. Wholesome nutty
flavor. Easily digestible. 45% high quality protein. Versatile
food uses such as burgers, breakfast and entree mixes.” In
an article accompanying this ad, David Singsank, co-owner,
says his company is now selling an organic soy protein
product named Manna to wholesalers for use in bulk bins in

co-ops and natural food stores. It has a chewy texture and
will cost wholesalers $0.75 to $0.90/lb.
6381. Blank, Christine. 1995. Organic soy products: Industry
remains optimistic. Organic Food Business News (Altamonte
Springs, Florida) 7(8):5-7. Aug.
• Summary: “Even though Japanese demand for organic
soy is falling this year,” new studies proclaiming the
health benefits of soy products have sparked optimism
among manufacturers for higher sales in the near future.
Supply of organic soybeans is now greater than demand
as the Japanese, who have been willing to pay premiums
for organic soybeans during the past two years, have lost
interest.
Terry Tanaka, executive director of Nichii Company of
America, Inc. (Jefferson, Iowa) exports 95% of its organic
soybean flakes to its parent company in Japan. Tanaka had
been planning to ship 140 tons/month of flakes to Japan,
but is now shipping only 50 tons/month, due to sagging
consumer interest. The company sends its flakes by rail to
Seattle, Washington, whence they travel by cargo ship to
Japan.
David Singsank is co-owner of American Health and
Nutrition in Ann Arbor, Michigan. His company is now
selling an organic soy protein product named Manna to
wholesalers for use in bulk bins in co-ops and natural food
stores. It has a chewy texture and will cost wholesalers $0.75
to $0.90/lb.
When prices skyrocketed last year, some soyfood
manufacturers had to raise prices or discontinue products.
For example, White Wave in Boulder, Colorado, started
using commercial (non-organic) soybeans in two of its
products that had been organic last season. Now the company
is reported to have switched back to organic ingredients
when many of its customers complained. White Wave is said
to use at least 95% organic ingredients in its soy products,
including tofu, soymilk, and tempeh.
New contract prices are about $14/bushel FOB for
cleaned clear hilum soybeans and $19/bushel FOB for
Vinton. OCIA (president Tom Harding) is the main certifier
of organic soybeans; others include Farm Verified Organic
(FVO), Oregon Tilth, and Quality Assurance International.
Reciprocity is a major issue for soyfoods manufacturers.
Jan Remak, vice president of marketing at Vitasoy
(Brisbane, California) says that Vitasoy soymilk is sold in
some major supermarket chains, such as Kroger, Fred Meyer,
Lucky, and Ralph’s. Address: Staff writer.
6382. Blank, Dennis. 1995. Street talk [Bill Bolduc].
Organic Food Business News (Altamonte Springs, Florida)
7(8):3. Aug.
• Summary: The last issue of this newsletter reported on the
financial difficulties of Bill Bolduc, who is said to have had
an outstanding debt of $200,000, owned mostly to growers
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of organic soybeans in the Yellow Springs, Ohio, area, where
Bolduc had set up Organic Processing Corp. His company
is now no longer licensed by OCIA and state agricultural
officials are investigating.
Bolduc told the newsletter that he has no immediate
plans to pay off his debt, but he does plan to offer them
shares of stock in his company. He now lives at 4015 Cherry
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45222. Phone: 513-533-9302. The
farmers are upset that they have not been paid. Address:
Publisher-Editor.
6383. Organic Food Business News (Altamonte Springs,
Florida). 1995. Organic commodity prices. Sept. 2 p.
• Summary: In this fax bulletin, commodities are listed in
three basic categories: (1) Fresh fruits; (2) Vegetables &
herbs; (3) Grains, beans & oilseeds. For each commodity the
following wholesale prices are given: Low, high, sales unit
(e.g., bushel, pound, each), current average, current farmgate
average.
Among the grains, beans & oilseeds we find: Soybeans,
clear hilum (cleaned); Soybeans, clear hilum (uncleaned;
least expensive at $13.75/bushel); Soybeans, transitional,
hilum/Vinton; Soybeans, Vinton (cleaned; most expensive at
$22/bushel); Soybeans, Vinton (uncleaned).
Other commodities include: Adzuki beans, blue corn,
quinoa, spelt.
6384. Product Name: Firm Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofuji.
Manufacturer’s Address: 664 “F” St., Fresno, CA 93706.
Phone: 209-498-8440.
Date of Introduction: 1995 September.
Ingredients: Certified organic soybeans, water, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Fujie Robesky calls. 1994.
Aug. 9–She says that San Jose Tofu Co. is for sale. She is a
microbiologist who wants to change professions. She now
owns or works for Hedge Computer Co. 1995 May 16. She is
working hard to upgrade the building and equipment; hopes
to open in 2 months. Aug. 14. She calls to say she hopes to
open by Sept. 1. She bought a building in Chinatown and
moved her computer store from nice northwest San Jose to
Chinatown. Has been getting lots of media coverage because
of moving to Chinatown.
Fujie calls. 1995. Oct. 16–She says she started
commercial production on 26 Sept. 1995. The company has
only one product, firm tofu, made from certified organic
soybeans and nigari. Several articles have been published
about her company. Her husband is named Bob. Fujie calls.
1999. July 9. Tofuji is doing well. They now have three
products: Regular nigari tofu, and two flavors of soymilk:
Vanilla and plain. Their new phone number is 559-696-0838.
Website: www.Tofuji.com.

6385. Hayes, Keri. 1995. Seeds sown for organic agriculture:
New regulations and farmer concerns support market
development. Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine) 2(3):3.
July/Sept.
• Summary: Organic standards, being developed by
the USDA and the United Nations’ Codex Alimentarius
Committee may well lay the foundation for what could be
huge increases in organically grown farm crops–including
soybeans. Dennis Strayer, general manager of Strayer
Seed Farms in Hudson, Iowa, has seen his sales of organic
soybeans take off during the last two years, increasing from
10% of his total soybean sales to almost 30% at present.
Strayer notes that although farmers have more work to do
in the fields and much more paperwork, the increase in
profits is worth it. SK Food International of Wahpeton, North
Dakota has been supplying organic soybeans to customers
worldwide for almost 10 years.
6386. Product Name: [Breaded Tofu Cutlets (With Garden
Herbs, Goat Cheese and Nuts, Salmon and Dill)].
Foreign Name: SOY CroustiSoy (aux Herbes Potagères,
Fromage de Chèvre et Noix, au Saumon et à l’Aneth).
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrition & Santé S.A. (Formerly
SOY / Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: B.P. 33, Z.I. de la Pomme, 31250
Revel (near Toulouse), France. Phone: +33 62 18 72 50.
Date of Introduction: 1995 September.
Ingredients: Garden Herbs: Fresh tofu* 73.5% (water,
soybeans), palm oil*, grated bread crumbs*, tapioca, spinach
greens*, pot herbs* 1.5% (parsley*, chives*, tarragon*),
unrefined sea salt, safflower oil*, natural aromas, garlic*,
pepper*, lemon concentrate. * = Organically grown products
89.8%. Certified by Ecocert 31 076 Toulouse Cedex.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm paperboard box, 2
cutlets per pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated, store at 4ºC.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Calories 213 (885 kJ), protein 10.4
gm, carbohydrate 7.8 gm, lipids/fats 15.6 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Bernard Storup
with 3 Labels. 1995. Sept. 8. This new product is just being
introduced now. Paperboard box. 4 by 6 by 1.5 inches.
Garden Herbs: Yellow, dark green, brown, white, and black
or light green. Color photo of a cutlet on greens on a white
plate, and a piece of it on a fork. On the front panel are the
Soy logo (white on dark green), and the Nature & Progres
organic certification symbol. On two sides are two different
“Recycle” symbols/roundels.
6387. Woerful, John B. 1995. Harvest, storage, handling,
and trading of soybeans. In: D.R. Erickson, ed. 1995.
Practical Handbook of Soybean Processing and Utilization.
Champaign, Illinois: American Oil Chemists’ Society Press;
St. Louis, Missouri: United Soybean Board. viii + 584 p. See
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p. 39-55. Chap. 4. [12 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Harvest, distribution.
Grading soybeans: Damaged kernels, foreign material, splits,
relation of grading factors to crude soybean oil quality, heat
damage. Drying soybeans. Storage facilities. Transportation
and handling. Damage in handling and shipping. Trading:
Cash markets, futures markets, hedging. Safety. Pest control.
Address: Consultant, Tucson, Arizona.
6388. Date, Vidyadar. 1995. Go back to basics, says noted
scientist. Times of India (The) (Bombay). Oct. 9. p. 3.
• Summary: Mr. A. Sankaram, a soil scientist for 79 years
and distinguished fellow at the M.S. Swaminathan Research
Foundation in Madras, has launched a campaign opposing
the excessive use of chemical fertilisers, which he believes
lead to soil degradation. Last week he spoke to officials of
the National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development
about the use of traditional methods to regenerate the soil.
He says it is the chemical fertiliser lobby that promotes
excessive use of their products, which injures the soil. In the
Punjab, for example, the soil has been found to be deficient
in trace minerals–specifically iron, zinc, sulphur, and
manganese.
“In India, the annual loss of soil is estimated to be 6,000
million tonnes, the nutrient loss being 2.5 million tonnes of
nitrogen, 3.3 million tonnes of phosphorus and 2.6 million
tonnes of potassium.”
It is estimated that nearly half of India’s is afflicted by
soil problems, such as soil erosion, salinity, formation of
gullies and ravines, or waterlogging.
Traditional practices such as crop rotation, use of
green manure crops, animal manures, plant residues and
growing legumes mixed cropping help to restore soil fertility.
“Besides, crops like the gram and soyabean fix atmospheric
nitrogen in the soil.”
He argues that yields of green revolution crops are
decreasing while inputs are increasing.
The problems caused by excessive use of chemical
fertilisers were recognized as long ago as 1934 by his
mentor, “B. Vishwanath, the first Indian director of the then
Imperial Agricultural Research Institute (today’s ICAR).”
He believes that with the use of sustainable, traditional
methods, poor farmers would be able to improve their
condition. Address: The Times of India News Service.
6389. Strohl, Dick. 1995. Proposed trip to Cuba to study
soybeans (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 30. Conducted
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Dick is planning a 2-week trip to Cuba in early
December. He flies to Nasau, Bahamas, and from there to
Havana. He can leave Minnesota early in the morning and
be in Havana that evening. He plans to ship a car to Havana
soon so he has his own transportation; without that it takes
too long to get things done. He stays in an apartment in

Havana for about $100 a week for room and board. Many
people are trying to rent out their apartments.
He would like me (Bill Shurtleff) to meet him there
after he has been there for several days. I would go as a
scholar. I would have several main goals: (1) Learn about
the soy yogurt, and other soyfoods operations so that I can
write an article about them for a U.S. magazine; (2) Share
my knowledge about soyfoods processing and history with
anyone interested, especially Dr. Alvaro Garcia of IIIA,
Dr. Gilberto Fleites (a cancer surgeon). (3) Learn about the
early history of soybean cultivation in Cuba, and see early
documents. The best scholar is Humberto Diaz; (4) Learn
about the recent history of soybean cultivation: How many
hectares of soybeans are grown today? Where are they
grown? What happened to the large crop that was planted
in about 1991? Especially what caused its failure? Weeds?
What species? Insects? Address: 2648 Inglewood Ave. South,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55416. Phone: 612-929-7649.
6390. Product Name: Tofurky: A Delicious Vegetarian
Holiday Alternative.
Manufacturer’s Name: Higher Taste (The); Turtle Island
Foods, Inc. (Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: The Higher Taste, 2402 SE
Belmont Ave., Portland, Oregon 97214. Turtle Island: P.O.
Box 176, 601 Industrial Ave., Hood River, OR 97031.
Date of Introduction: 1995 October.
Ingredients: Each Tofurky includes: (1) 2 lbs. seasoned,
baked & basted organic tofu roast: Organic tofu (organic
soybeans*, water, nigari), nutritional yeast, poultry
seasoning, salt, tamari, fresh ginger, organic pear sweetener;
(2) Stuffing: Organic whole wheat bread cubes, onion, celery,
walnuts, dried cranberries, canola and sesame oil. (3) 1 pint
Golden mushroom gravy: Water, nutritional yeast, chopped
fresh mushrooms, canola oil, unbleached white flour, diced
onion, shoyu soy sauce, salt and spices. (4) 8 tempeh-wild
rice & cranberry drumettes: Textured soy protein (soy flour
and water), soy tempeh (organic soybeans*, water, apple
cider vinegar, starter), grated carrots, organic wild rice*,
malt extract, natural flavor, dried cranberries, vegetarian
Worcestershire sauce, isolated soy protein, carrageenan,
herbs and spices. * = Organically grown in accordance with
Section 26569.11 of the California Health & Safety Code.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 lb 12 oz or 2¼ lb.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Audrey Van Buskirk. 1995.
Nov. 10. Willamette Week. “A different drumstick.” About
Tofurky. Early photos show: (1) The original Tofurky box
used for Thanksgiving 1995. Five hundred of these were
sold. (2) The original Tofurky Feast in 1995.
Polly Timberman. 1995. Nov. 15. Hood River News.
“Soy be it! Tofurky provides a holiday feast for vegetarians.”
Leaflet for Thanksgiving 1995. 8½ by 3.75 inches.
Printed black on orange paper. No gravy. Two sizes: 2 lb.,
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and 3 lb 12 oz.
Leaflet for Christmas 1995. Same size and color. Now
comes with gravy. Two sizes: 2 lb 12 oz, and 4 lb 4 oz.
Ad (2¼ inch square, black and green) in Vegetarian
Times. 1996. Nov. “Vegetarian Times Buyers Mart.”
Unnumbered pages at back of magazine. “100% vegan.
Cooks in minutes. Serves 8 hungry adults. At local natural
stores or via mail order. Call Toll Free: 888-Tofurky.
Next day US delivery: $49.95 + $7 S&H [shipping and
handling].”
Talk with lady from Simple Living Network (SLN).
1996. Oct. 31. This product, made by Turtle Island Foods (in
Hood River, Oregon), was launched in October 1995, before
Thanksgiving last year. Tofurky is also described on and can
be ordered from the SLN Web site: http://www.slnet/CIP/
Tofurky. There are 3,000 pages on this Web site.
Talk with Seth Tibbott, founder and owner of Turtle
Island Foods. 1996. Nov. 1. See interview titled “History
of Tofurky.” Talk with (call from) Seth. 1996. Nov. 5.
Tofurky will appear on the Today Show on Nov. 12 (Tuesday
morning TV).
Leaflet #1 or “rack card” (3 5/8 by 8½, color) titled
“Tofurky: A delicious vegetarian holiday feast.” Tells all
about the product in a question and answer format. Leaflet
#2 (8½ by 11 inches), printed black on gray, titled “Tofurky!
The meatless stuffed tofu roast.” “Tofurky! consists of 3
pounds of basted and baked organic tofu in a 9-inch pie pan
filled with a herbed, whole wheat bread crumb” stuffing.
“The tender tofu slices can be cut into 8 generous servings.”
Press release. 1996. Oct. 20. “Will that be turkey or
Tofurky.”
Box with Label sent by Seth Tibbott. 1996. Nov. 6.
The outer box is 13¼ by 10½ by 3¼ inches. Printed red
on cardboard color. New weight: 5 lb 15 oz. “The original
Tofurky: A delicious vegetarian feast. 100% vegan. Cooks
in minutes. Serves 8. Keep frozen or refrigerated. 1% of all
sales from this product to Farm Sanctuary Adopt a Turkey
Program.” The inner box is white. The label is printed black
on white. Net weight: 2 lbs. 12 oz. On the label are printed
two logos and addresses, and a UPC. The Higher Taste,
2402 SE Belmont Ave., Portland, Oregon 97214. Turtle
Island Foods, Inc., PO Box 176, Hood River, Oregon 97031.
Vegetarian Journal. 1996. Nov/Dec. p. 8. “Tofurky.”
Dinner with Bob & Pattie Gerner to test and give
feedback on Tofurky 97. 1997. May 10. A delicious sliceable
roast, made mostly of gluten and tofu, may replace the
former marinated baked tofu. The roast ingredients are:
Water, vital wheat gluten, organic tofu, natural vegetarian
seasoning, wild rice blend, shoyu soy sauce, fresh onions,
granulated garlic, tomato sauce, molasses, sea salt.
Talk with Seth in early 1997. He sold 800 Tofurky in
1995 and 4,000 in 1996.
6391. Rocher, Joseph. 1995. A chronicle of the USA-Europe

conflict. What place for African producers? Paper presented
at the Third Bi-Annual SoyAfrica Conference. 5 p. Held
3-5 Oct. 1995 at Johannesburg, South Africa. Organized by
Aproma.
• Summary: Contents: Background. Europe vs. USA: the
“Compromise.” The conflict within GATT. The world price
for soya and indirect dumping. Developing soya production
in Africa: actions at the macro level (1. Redefinition of
Article IV of the GATT/WTO dealing with “dumping.” 2.
Reform of the Common Agricultural Policy in the year 2004.
3. Right policies and agricultural protection in Africa).
This is a fascinating article expressing a viewpoint rarely
heard in the USA by an expert on GATT; he has written in
book titled GATT in Practice (1994).
“During the 1950’s European countries were rebuilding
their few processing plants; they were also looking for
alternatives to American soya. The Europeans continued
to allow US imports, but only as a compromise, a tradeoff which would allow the EEC to give better protection
to Europe’s cereal production. In 1962, the six European
member countries accepted a zero tariff on all US soya
imports. as a direct result, the American pattern of
protein consumption was allowed to penetrate European
agriculture.”
“It was not until July 1973 that the US embargo on
soya exports was announced with the Gatt permission: the
Article XI of the agreement defines conditions under which
quantitative restrictions on imports or exports are allowed.
Under this article, a country facing a drastic reduction in
agriculture production (due to a drought, for example) is
permitted to forbid exports (impose an embargo), in order to
maintain national market prices at a level acceptable to the
consumer.”
“Towards the end of the 1970’s the European
Community felt that it had made a mistake. In 1979, Brussels
put a mechanism in place–a major new support programme
for oilseed production within the Community which was
designed to reverse the trend of growing dependency on
American and, by now, Brazilian soya. The mechanism,
rather than erecting import barriers, gave incentives to the
processing industry to use European-grown raw materials.
At the same time, the US dollar rose on the international
currency markets. Cargill and other US-based traders (ADM,
Central Soya, ConAgra, Anderson Clayton) tried to maintain
downward pressure on the price paid to North American
farmers. This resulted in tension within the producers
lobbying organisation, the American Soybean Association
(Southern US farmers, whose costs are higher, sought a
‘marketing loan’ which would cover the difference between
the market price and a higher, subsidised price).
“In 1987, the American Soybean Association with
government backing lodged a complaint in GATT (a second
dispute panel on soya) in an attempt to condemn the EC
practice of giving subsidies for oilseed crushing; the US
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considered this a violation of the GATT Article III (National
Treatment) which states that national and imported products
must be treated on an equal basis.”
The EC responded again by making adjustments
acceptable to the USA.
“In 1991, the EC proposed a new oilseed’s regime,
based on direct compensatory payments to farmers, a
subsidy mechanism inspired by US ‘deficiency payments.’
But Washington [DC] attacked the proposal on two counts:
it was deemed to be a support to production, rather than
an income support; and it was considered contrary to the
concession granted to the US back in 1962 by the EC during
the Kennedy Round of GATT... of zero tariffs for soya sold
into Europe.”
“Finally, the ‘Washington Compromise’ (or ‘Blair House
agreement’) of 20 November 1992, limiting the amount of
European land for oilseeds to 5,128,000 hectares, seemed a
solution to the soya dispute. The ‘Compromise’ also included
a ceiling of 1 million tonnes of EC oilseeds for industrial
use.”
“A major issue not properly treated during the
Uruguay Round is the question of ‘indirect’ dumping.
Soya is produced in the USA without subsidies. However,
it is part of a crop rotation with two products (wheat and
corn) which receive subsidies (deficiency payments). This
situation creates an indirect subsidy system which puts
soya on the world market at a price lower than the real cost
of production. So we can consider that acceptance by the
GATT/WTO of the deficiency payment has two major effects
on African countries for their agriculture in general, for soya
production in particular: deficiency system means that a
major part of the agriculture policy is paid by the taxpayer
(i.e., state budget) rather them by the consumer.”
However the article contains a number of errors
concerning the history of soybean production in the USA.
Address: Director of Rongead, 14 rue Antoine Dumont, Lyon
Cedex 08, France. Phone: (33) 72 71 66 70.
6392. Product Name: Tree of Life Tamari, and Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tree of Life, Inc. (MarketerDistributor). Made in Richmond, Virginia, by San-J
International.
Manufacturer’s Address: St. Augustine, FL 32084.
Date of Introduction: 1995 October.
Ingredients: Incl. organic soybeans.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Spot with photo in NFM’s
New Product Review. 1995. Fall. p. 6. “Tree of Life” has
introduced domestically made Organic Wheat Free Tamari
and Organic Shoyu. Both new products are made with
organic soybeans. The tamari has the sodium content reduced
by 25%.
6393. Product Name: Soyco Lite & Less Veggy Singles

(Cheese Alternative with Casein) [Mozzarella Alternative,
Swiss Alternative, American Alternative].
Manufacturer’s Name: Galaxy Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando, FL
32809. Phone: 800-808-2325.
Date of Introduction: 1995 November.
Ingredients: Mozzarella: Soy beverage (filtered water,
organic tofu, isolated soy protein), casein, unhydrogenated
canola oil, natural flavors, tricalcium phosphate, potassium
phosphate (a source of calcium, potassium, and phosphorus;
naturally present in cheese), corn starch, fructose, sea salt,
citric acid, caramel color, vitamin E (antioxidant), vitamin A
palmitate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 x 3/4 ounce slices in a 6 oz
pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (full page color) in
NFM’s New Product Review. 1995. Winter (Vol. 2, No. 3). p.
2. “Its a wrap!”
Leaflet (front and back, 8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West (Anaheim,
California). 1995. March. “Soy nutritious. Tastes delicious.”
On the rear are Nutrition Facts and ingredients for each
product.
6394. Weaver, Eric. 1995. Update on EarthTrade and
growing soybeans organically in Nicaragua (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. Dec. 19. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Nicaragua is the only country in Latin America
where EarthTrade presently grows soybeans organically; the
first crop was planted in June and harvested in December
1994. The variety grew and matured well, but there were
many problems with the harvest. The crop was harvested wet
with a combine that did not have a soybean implement, so
many of the beans were cracked, crushed, or ground, creating
a powder that then adhered to the surface of the whole
soybeans. Thus, they were stained with soy powder, which
led to a poor appearance. So EarthTrade ended up selling the
entire crop for organic feed, even though they had several
Japanese customers who were are interested in buying them
for food use. The typical yields on nonorganic soybeans
grown by other farmers in Nicaragua are about 3,800
to 4,000 pounds per manzana; EarthTrade’s yields were
2,800 to 3,200 pounds per manzana on about 900 to 1,000
manzanas. Note: A manzana is larger than an acre; according
to FAO figures, in Nicaragua, Guatemala, and Costa Rica, 1
manzana = 1.75 acres or about 0.7 hectares.
The second crop is being harvested right now. He will
know the results by mid-January. In Central America, if
you have 100 problems, you try to solve 50 of them the
first year, 25 more the next year, etc. This year they hope to
have solved the harvesting problems, and they are operating
on a longer-term (2-3 years) perspective to work with their
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customers to choose specific varieties.
In the long term, Eric believes that organic soybeans will
be one of EarthTrade’s bigger crops. The company’s leading
crop now is organic sesame seeds, followed by organic flours
(mostly wheat and corn, but also some barley and rye). Sales
of all are growing rapidly. There is more profit in flours since
they are processed, value-added products. About 60-70% of
EarthTrade’s crops are grown in Third World countries; some
are also grown in the USA and Canada. Address: SecretaryTreasurer, EarthTrade, 1814 Franklin St., Suite 710-E,
Oakland, California 94612. Phone: 510-987-7222.
6395. Cuadra Fernández, Martha. 1995. La producción
orgánica de ajonjoli y soya en las empresas de UNAPA [The
organic production of cotton and soya in the enterprises of
UNAPA]. Managua, Nicaragua: Centro para le Investigación,
la Promoción y el Desarrollo y Social. 103 + [2] p. Dec. 28
cm. Series: Cuadernos de CIPRES, No. 20. [10+ ref. Spa]*
6396. Product Name: Tofu Balls with Organic Spaghetti
(Vegetarian).
Manufacturer’s Name: Gloria’s Kitchen.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 2071, Burlingame, CA
94011-2071. Phone: 650-579-0638.
Date of Introduction: 1995 December.
Ingredients: Organic* spaghetti noodles (organic* semolina
wheat flour, water), textured vegetable protein (soybean
flour), tofu, bread crumbs, parsley, shiitake mushrooms,
organic* carrots, celery, onion, sea salt, expeller pressed
canola oil, sauce (tomatoes, tomato puree, calery, organic*
carrots, filtered water, stewed tomatoes, extra virgin olive oil,
garlic), natural herbs and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (340 gm) paperboard
box. Retails for $4.39 (1999/04, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Open Sesame, Lafayette, California. 1999.
April 20. 7.25 by 5.25 by 1.75 inch paperboard box. Red,
white, black, green, and yellow. Large photo of the prepared
product, showing the balls, tomato sauce, and spaghetti.
Front panel text: “Vegetarian. Vegan. All natural. Low fat.
Microwave or conventional oven.” Back panel: “The Gloria
story–who’s cooking in the melting pot. As a vegetarian and
ethnic food lover, I have always found it difficult to find
quick, healthy nutritional entrees. It seemed like the only
place I could find good vegetarian food was in restaurants...”
Talk with company representative. 1999. April 23.
Gloria Shih started this company in late 1995. During 1996
they introduced 14 products, and by 1997 they had 27
products, including 20 entrees and 7 soups. Soyfoods Center
taste test: Fair. These meatlike balls contain very little tofu;
perhaps they should be called “Soy Balls.”
6397. Minnesota Soybean Research & Promotion Council.

1995. MinnSoy Digest: Annual report, September 1, 1994–
August 31, 1995 (Leaflet). North Mankato, Minnesota. 2 p.
Dec. 28 cm.
• Summary: During the 1994/95 fiscal the Minnesota
Council spent $2,064,626 as follows: Research–$919,525
(44% of total) spent on breeding and genetics, disease and
pest resistance, weed competitiveness, improving protein
and oil content (Toyopro, a new high protein special purpose
variety aimed at the food market was developed by the
University of Minnesota and released), food science and
nutrition (Research scientists at the University of Minnesota
examined the cancer-preventive properties of soybeans),
soybean production (studied conservation tillage).
Promotion–$333,553 (16%) spent on defending,
maintaining and expanding markets for soybeans. Consumer
information–$283,615 (14%). “Projects in this area were
designed to maintain the market share of soybean oil and
increase awareness of the benefits of all soy food products.
In addition, to educate and inform the consumer about the
everyday use of soy in order to increase the purchase of soybased food products.”
Producer communications–$198,323 (10%) spent to
inform producers about the activities and programs being
conducted with funding from the national soybean checkoff.
There were radio spots called “’Soy Minutes,’ sponsorship
of two pages in 8 issues of the MinnSoy Voice newsletter,
six inserts in the Soybean Digest magazine, three soybean
leadership conferences, and ongoing efforts to maintain good
working relationships with all media.”
Industry information–$160,379 (8%) spent on export
relations, trade teams, biodiesel, oil for soy ink (At the end
of fiscal year 1995 it was determined that 96% of the state’s
newspapers were using soy ink). Address: 360 Pierce Ave.,
Suite 110, North Mankato, Minnesota 56003. Phone: 507388-1635.
6398. Soybean Grower. 1995-2001. Serial/periodical. n.p.:
Meredith Pub. Co., Des Moines, Iowa. *
• Summary: This is published as a supplement (special
edition) to Successful Farming (NAL Call# 6 Su12). In 1996
and 1997 it was published twice a year; each issue was 42
pages plus front and back covers. The first issue was titled
“Planting” and the 2nd was titled “Spring.” From 1998 to
2002 it was published once a year; Iowa State Univ. owns
spring 1996 to 2000.
6399. Alofe, C.O.; Olowe, V.I.O.; Banmeke, I.O. 1995.
Response of soybean cultivar `Doko’ to poultry manure,
NPK fertilizer and row spacing in a humid tropical location.
Tropical Oilseeds Journal 2:144-47. *
6400. Product Name: Edensoy Extra: Organic Soy
Beverage [Vanilla with Vitamin B-12].
Manufacturer’s Name: American Soy Products, Inc.
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Manufacturer’s Address: 1474 N. Woodland Dr., Saline,
MI 48176. Phone: 800-248-0301.
Date of Introduction: 1995.
Ingredients: Purified water, organic soybeans, malted cereal
extract, vanilla extract, calcium [calcium carbonate], kombu
(seaweed), Lima sea salt, vitamin E, beta carotene, vitamin
D-2, vitamin B-12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter (33.8 oz, 1.06 quart)
Tetra Brik Aseptic carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: This product is distributed
by Eden Foods, Inc., Clinton, Michigan 49236. Label sent by
Eden Foods. A color photo on the front panel shows yellow
sunlight drifting down through a forest.
6401. Product Name: Organic T-Nugget (Vegetarian Tofu
Nuggets).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sol Cuisine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Mississauga, Ontario, Canada.
Phone: 905-502-8500.
Date of Introduction: 1995.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (printed in 2004)
sent by Lorraine Guardino of Sol Cuisine. 2013. March 11. A
small color photo shows the front of panel of this product’s
package. It weighed 10 oz, 280 gm. “Cubed, marinated and
baked. Wheat & gluten free. Certified organic. Kosher.”
E-mail from Lorraine Guardino (in reply to a request for
more information about this product). 2013. March 14. “Tofu
Nuggets: First made for our own Vegetarian Restaurant. 1995
or 96 (uncertain). Then added to our foodservice offering
(only had a very few customers). Put into small see through
packages in about 1996 and sold through the small retail
section of our restaurant. Continued making on a small scale
until approximately 2006. Sold only in the Toronto area.
Very labor intensive product to make. Cube tofu, marinate,
coat and bake, cool and package. The name never changed.
“Mysterious customer story: We were contacted by a
chef (cannot remember his name) who had heard about our
tofu nuggets and wanted to try them. He was in Los Angeles
and I sent a sample to the airport. He picked them up there.
Would not say who they were for. He began ordering a small
case every couple of months (approx. 10 lbs). I packed with
ice packs and took to the airport (cannot remember any
address, I believe I just dropped them at the cargo area).
The only thing he every told me was that he did not want
anyone to know who they were for. We all thought that was
very interesting and it was clear money was not an issue.
(They were a nice product when cooked properly they were
outstanding. However, a lot of people would over heat
etc...).”
6402. Product Name: Tofu Snack Sticks (Organic Alder
Smoked) [Original, BBQ, Spicy BBQ].
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.

Manufacturer’s Address: 100 Ericson Ct., Suite 150,
Arcata, CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1995.
Ingredients: Original: Tofu (filtered water, organic*
soybeans, magnesium chloride), soy sauce (water, organic
soybeans*, organic wheat, salt*), water, lemon, distilled
vinegar, garlic and kelp, natural hardwood smoke. * = Grown
in accordance with the California Organic Food Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 oz. vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Four Labels sent by
Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 9. The product was introduced
in June 1995. One label (Original) is from 1995: 3.75 by 2.38
inches. Self adhesive. Brown and green, or brown and red,
or brown and yellow on gold-beige. Illustration shows a tofu
shop on stilts near the ocean with a tree arching overhead.
Label from 1995: “Snack’ Fu” (trademark). “Real country
smokin.’ No ‘flavors’ added.” “With whole, organic, GMOfree soybeans.” Three labels are from Aug. 2002. Their size
is identical and design quite similar.
6403. Product Name: SuperBurger [Low Fat Original,
Smoked, TexMex].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, Hood River, OR
97031. Phone: (503) 386-7766.
Date of Introduction: 1995.
Ingredients: Sept. 2006 Smoked: Certified organic
soybeans* (grown in accordance with Section 26569.11 of
the California Health and Safety Code), brown rice*, wild
rice*, water, shoyu (soy sauce), lemon juice, garlic, apple
cider vinegar, culture (Rhizopus oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3 oz. patty.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet brought by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo at Anaheim. 1996. Sept.
“Superburgers: The Ultimate Vegetarian Burger Experience.”
Letter (e-mail) from Seth Tibbott, founder of Turtle
Island Foods. 2012. Oct. 23.
6404. Product Name: Royal Thai Baked Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1995.
Ingredients: 1998: Wildwood Tofu (filtered water, organic
soybeans grown in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990, nigari {magnesium chloride, a natural
firming agent}), soy sauce, lemon juice, fruitrim (fruit juic,
natural grain dextrins), rice wine, garlic, ginger, brown rice
syrup, cilantro, sesame oil, peanut oil, jalapeño peppers,
cayenne pepper, red curry paste, lemon grass.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10.5 oz. Retails for $3.49.
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How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Billy
Bramblett. 1998. July. He says this product was introduced in
1995, and made at Wildwood’s plant in Santa Cruz.
6405. Stirz, A.V.; Carter, M.R. 1995. Conservation tillage
systems, fungal complexes and disease development in
soybean and barley rhizospheres in Prince Edward Island.
Soil and Tillage Research 34(4):225-238. [34 ref]*
Address: Prince Edward Island Dep. of Agriculture, Fisheries
and forestry, P.O. Box 1600, Charlottetown, P.E.I., C1A 7N3,
Canada.
6406. Product Name: [Orgal Soy Drink Powder, Sweet
Cakes of Maize and Rice with Soya, Soya Medallions
(Baked, Organic), Organic Soy Fiber Drink].
Foreign Name: Orgal Bebida de Soja, Galleta Dulce de
Maiz y Arroz Inflado con Soja, Medallones de Soja (100%
Orgánico), Bebida de Fibra de Soja Orgánica (100%
Orgánico).
Manufacturer’s Name: Alimentaria Rosco S.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Buenos Aires, Argentina. Phone:
54 2477 497136.
Date of Introduction: 1995?
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, strawberry
pulp, rice, sugar, pectin, lactic acid bacteria (fermentos
lácticos), strawberry essence (esencia de frutillas).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm plastic yogurt cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Visit with Carlos Planes
at Soyinfo Center in Lafayette, California. 2012. Feb. 23.
Carlos brought an original sell sheet for these products (4
panels, each 8.25 by 6 inches). On each panel is a description
plus a photo of and recipes for each product. Carlos says
they used to make a tofu with 3 months shelf life at room
temperature.
6407. Product Name: Polenta Deliciosa.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 31 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1995?
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12.5 oz. Retails for $1.99.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Wildwood Natural Foods
price list. 1995. Jan. 9.
6408. Fritsch, Peter. 1996. Top-selling Monsanto herbicide
won’t die on the vine: vigorous price cutting and new uses
keep Roundup fresh after 20 years. Wall Street Journal. Jan.
2. p. 13.
• Summary: Monsanto introduced Roundup in 1974. Its
use increased in parallel with U.S. no-till acreage. But the
biggest new use is with biotech soybeans. Roundup’s profit

margin is more than 40%. Address: Staff reporter of The
Wall Street Journal.
6409. Martinez Viera, Rafael. 1996. Work with bioactive
products at INIFAT in Cuba (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
Jan. 10. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Dr. Martinez earned his PhD in Leipzig, East
Germany. For many years he was the editor of Ciencias de
la Agricultura (Agricultural Science) a biannual journal
published by the Cuban Academy of Sciences and INIFAT.
He is now writing a history of INIFAT and of eminent
agricultural scientists in Cuba.
His main line of research is sustainable agriculture,
specializing in bioactive products including biofertilizers,
biostimulants, and natural pesticides extracted from
plants. He has done considerable research on Azotobacter,
a nitrogen-fixing bacterium which began to be used
and studied with soybeans in other countries in the late
1960s; unlike Rhizobium, Azotobacter is associative, not
symbiotic. In most cases Azotobacter competes with or is
even antagonistic to Rhizobium in the soil. Its use allows
farmers to use about 40% less fertilizers with some crops.
Thirty days after planting soybeans, Dr. Martinez handsprays Azotobacter on the leaves; there the bacteria produce
vegetable hormones, such as cytokinins, auxins, gibberellins,
and amino acids–all of which stimulate the growth of the
plants and, more importantly in Cuba, reduce the rate of
flower abortion. Cuban scientists have developed special
strains that produce 14 amino acids and that cause a 20%
increase of soybean yield and a 30% yield increase in some
other plants. His group is now developing a solid form of
Azotobacter for export.
He has also done research with other bacteria which
transform organic phosphorus in the soil into a non-organic
form which many plants, including soybeans, can assimilate.
Humberto Diaz is the only breeder of new soybean
varieties in Cuba. Pelican was the best introduced variety,
but the varieties developed by Diaz have been significantly
better. In Cuba, there is a special need to develop different
varieties for planting in the three different soybean growing
seasons. The variety V-9 (named after the Russian geneticist
Vavilov) is now grown on a large scale in Cuba. It was first
grown 4-5 years ago for spring forage, of which it yields
about 30 metric tons/ha. In winter it produces about 2,000
kg/ha of seed. The best varieties grown for soybean seeds
yield about 3,000 kg/ha on small test plots, 2,000 kg/ha on
small farms, and 1,200 kg/ha on large farms.
In the area surrounding Cuban cities organoponic
agriculture (organoponics, derived from hydroponics) is now
becoming popular. In this form of urban agriculture, organic
matter is mixed with soil in raised beds, which yield up to 20
kg per square meter of fresh vegetables. Imported soybeans
are used mostly for livestock feed (for cattle, chickens, and
eggs) and for food.
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Note: Memories of INIFAT. A lovely place with a lush
garden of exotic palms in a huge central courtyard, and a
long driveway at the front lined with stately, tall Cuban
palms. Large archives with many old documents and very
helpful librarians. Very nice people. Not one photocopy
machine in the entire complex. Address: PhD, Chief of
Bioactive Products Dep., INIFAT, Santiago de las Vegas,
Cuba.
6410. Product Name: Jersey Farm Soya Yogurt (100%
Non-Dairy) [Honey-Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Alamar Farms, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Delta, BC, Canada. Phone:
(604) 946-5311.
Date of Introduction: 1996 January.
Ingredients: Filtered water, certified organically grown soy
beans, honey, concentrated soy protein, vanilla extract, live
bacterial cultures.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 450 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 175 ml.: Energy 166 calories, 697 kj, protein
10 gm, fat 2.8 gm, carbohydrate 26 gm, cholesterol 0 mg,
sodium 11 mg, potassium 430 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Dusty
Cunningham of Pacific ProSoya Foods, Inc. 1996. Feb. 5.
This product is made using her company’s soymilk. It was
launched in Jan. 1996.
Ann Behling. 1996. Soybean Digest. Mid-Feb. p. 56.
“New technology makes soy foods tastier: Canadian firm
makes concentrate for ice cream, milk, and yogurt.” About
Pacific ProSoya Foods and Jersey Farm Soya Yogurt.
Color photocopy of Labels sent by Dusty Cunningham.
1996. March 12. The circular label on the lid is 3¼ inches
in diameter. Red, yellow, blue, and green on purple.
Illustrations show a cow’s head and a flower. The label
around the carton, 11 by 4 inches, is the same colors. It
contains French and Chinese text as well as English. “No
lactose. No cholesterol. 100% natural. No preservatives.
Low in saturated fat. Excellent source of protein. Great for
infants and children. Contains live Acidophilus and Bifidus
cultures.”
6411. Product Name: D’Alterio Healthy Cuisine (All
are organic with Tofu): Cheese Ravioli Pergolese, Cheese
Tortellini Bologna, Pasta Shells Genovese, Pasta Shells
Veneto, or Pasta Fagioli Tuscany.
Manufacturer’s Name: D’Alterio Foods Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address: 109-18 Northern Blvd., Corona,
New York 11368. Phone: 718-779-4770.
Date of Introduction: 1996 January.
Ingredients: Cheese Ravioli Pergolese: Tomatoes*, durum
flour*, water, low fat ricotta cheese (skim milk, milk,
vinegar, salt, vegetable gums), onions, broccoli, corn kernels,
zucchini, red bell peppers, mushrooms, organic tofu (well

water, soybeans*, magnesium chloride–a natural coagulant),
basil, dried pineapple, canola oil*, imported Parmesan
cheese (part skim milk, cheese culture, salt, enzymes), garlic,
sea salt, extra virgin olive oil*, spices, vegetable gums,
parsley. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 11 oz. (312 gm). Retails for
$3.49.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Frozen Food Age.
1996. Jan. p. 48. “Organic frozens are enjoying healthy
growth.” The section on “D’Alterio Foods” states that this
company, of Corona, New York, “has rolled out six pasta
dinners and two soups under the D’Alterio Healthy Cuisine
Label.”
Article in Frozen Food Age. 1996. Sept. “We become
what we eat–Healthy Frozen Foods.” Guido Marchitelli
has spent 55 years developing food products and more than
20 years in food research, for Buitoni Foods and Lipton
Tea, and now as the R&D chef for D’Alteria Foods Corp.,
Corona, New York. In 1995 he won the “Gold Medal” chef
of the year award from the Chefs de Cuisine Association
of America. He has recently played an instrumental role in
D’Alterio’s introduction of a premium line of frozen organic
Italian foods.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, color–blue and red on yellow)
sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo East
(Baltimore, Maryland). 1997. Sept. “Healthy Cuisine. Low
fat, natural Italian. You’ve tried all the rest–Now go for the
best.” On the front is a color photo showing eight packaged
organic frozen entrees. Five of these contain tofu. On the
back is a nutritional analysis of each product. The front of
each box shows the following: Cheese Ravioli Pergolese:
Filled with ricotta, corn, tofu, and Parmigiano cheese.
Cheese Tortellini Bologna: Filled with ricotta, corn, tofu,
and Parmigiano cheese. Pasta Shells Genovese: Filled with
ricotta, corn, and tofu. Pasta Shells Veneto: Filled with
ricotta, broccoli, and tofu. Pasta Fagioli Tuscany: Filled with
tofu and Jerusalem artichoke.
Talk with Alberto Olavarria of D’Alterio. 1998. Feb.
17. These products were introduced in March 1996 at the
Natural Products Expo at Anaheim. The company started in
1972. The address has always been 109-18 Northern Blvd.,
Corona, New York 11368. Phone: 718-779-4770. Alberto
also sends: (1) Product description and ingredient statements;
(2) D’Alterio Healthy Cuisine–Products data sheet–incl.
nutrition facts on each product.
6412. Product Name: Silk (Soymilk Sold Refrigerated
in Quart or Half Gallon Pure-Pak / Gable Top Cartons)
[Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc. (Product
Developer-Distributor). Made in Vancouver, Canada
(by Pacific ProSoya Foods) and formulated in Gustine,
California (by Tan Industries).
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Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1996 January.
Ingredients: Water, whole organic soybeans*, brown rice
syrup, raw cane crystals, tricalcium phosphate, natural
vanilla flavor, sea salt, carrageenan, xanthan gum, vitamin A
palmitate, vitamin D-3, riboflavin (vitamin B-2). * = Grown
and processed in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart or half gallon Pure-Pak
Carton. Half gallon retails for $3.59 (Berkeley, California
2/96).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (237 ml): Calories 80, calories from
fat 20, total fat 2.5 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 85 mg (4%), total carbohydrate 11
gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 9 gm), protein 4 gm. Vitamin
A 10%, calcium 30%, vitamin D 30%, vitamin C 0%, iron
2%, riboflavin 30%. Percent daily values are based on a
2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Steve Demos
(who phoned), CEO of White Wave. 1995. Nov. 22. This
innovative new product will be launched in a very big
way, nationwide, on January 8, 1996. The soymilk will be
packaged in Pure-Pak cartons, like most milk, and sold
refrigerated. The use-by date will be 35 days from the date of
manufacture but it actually lasts 120 days. The milk will be
made at a plant that is not owned by White Wave, but Steve
hopes that White Wave will be making the product within
2 years and that it will be shipped in condensed form to 8
regional dairies, which will pack and distribute it.
Note: Steve Demos later wrote (Aug. 2013) that
Silk was formally launched in March 1996 at the Natural
Products Expo at Anaheim.
The regular price (with no discounts) will be about
$1.79 a quart. The product will compete based on the fact
that (1) Consumers prefer this package to aseptic Tetra
Brik packaging, and (2) Consumers prefer the flavor of
this product to that of all other non-dairy beverages tested–
including Rice Dream. The tests were run 3 times. The
product is being marketed for use with breakfast cereal.
Steve wants customers to first taste the product on the
end of a spoon with cereal. It will not initially compete
on price. It will be targeted initially to the natural foods
market, primarily as a dairyless soy beverage. In addition
it is organic, contains only 1% fat, is calcium fortified, etc.
Steve’s goal is to capture 10% of the market. Lactaid now
has sales of $120 million a year. The market for lactose-free
beverages is growing at a very fast rate.
News release from Holden McClure in Boulder,
Colorado. 1996. Jan. 10. “Don’t forget to drink your Silk.
Vegetarian Cuisine company launches refrigerated soy
beverage.” The dateline is Tofu Town, USA. White Wave,
Inc., one of the fastest growing vegetarian cuisine companies

in the U.S., “announced today that it is entering the beverage
market with the launch of Silk, a lactose-free, low-fat,
refrigerated soy beverage to be sold in the dairy case.
Packaged in a traditional milk carton, Silk is delicious and
100% dairyless. Beginning in February, Silk will be available
in natural food stores across the country.” In many blind
taste tests, Silk was consistently preferred to the soy and rice
beverages that consumers indicated they currently used. Silk
will be sold in quart and half gallon cartons at a suggested
retail price of $1.99–$2.49 and $3.99–$4.79 respectively.
“Ken Vickerstaff, White Wave’s VP of Sales and Marketing,
believes positioning silk as a refrigerated soy beverage in a
milk carton will be the key to success as White Wave enters
this $100 million market. ‘We’re the first company to offer a
nationally distributed soy beverage that isn’t mispositioned.
To date the category has been mispositioned, offering
product in a square dry box at room-temperature. That is just
foreign to how we eat.” Silk is fortified with calcium plus
vitamins A, B-2, and D, is low in fat (1% by weight), is made
from organically grown soybeans, meets the American Heart
Association guidelines and features the Heart Check seal.
The motto: “White Wave Silk. Pour it on.”
Letter from then talk with Dusty Cunningham of
Pacific ProSoya Foods. 1996. Feb. 8. Her company makes
the soymilk for Silk at their plant in British Columbia, then
ships it to the packer. It is not made at the ProSoya plant in
Ontario. Talk with Mark Brawerman. 1996 Feb. 10. Pacific
ProSoya now ships numerous tanker trucks of soymilk each
week to a UHT [Ultra High Temperature] packer in the
Bay Area. This is probably the soymilk used to make Silk.
Note: Talk with George Conquergood of IPC. 1999. May
10. Starting in Jan. 1996, the soy base for this soymilk was
made by Pacific ProSoya in British Columbia, Canada, then
was sent in tanker loads to Ted Nordquist of TAN Industries
for formulation at Avoset dairy [the Morningstar plant]
in Gustine, central California (29 miles west of Merced).
Note: Laura Tewnion and Ann Shaw, who were in the lab at
Gustine, helped Ted with the formulation. The Gustine plant
had a UHT pilot plant. George has photos of the first tanker
sent to Ted, with Lorne Broten and Dusty Cunningham
standing by the tanker. Soy base or Soymilk processed by
UHT has a longer shelf life than that processed by HTST
[High Temperature Short Time]. UHT is also held for a
shorter time at the higher temperature.
Talk with Jonathan Gordon. 1996. Feb. 21. Silk is being
sold in two sizes, quarts and half gallons, with only one basic
flavor for each size. The product is selling extremely well.
Talk with Steve Demos (who phoned). 1996. Feb. 23.
The product was released on Jan. 15. in 226 A-level natural
food stores nationwide and is selling very well, at the rate of
1,000 cases/week. Steve traveled 30,000 miles in 60 days to
get Silk off the ground. White Wave will host the Silk Soirée
dance at the Natural Products Expo at Anaheim in March.
Product (half gallon and quart) with Label purchased
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from Berkeley Natural Grocery Co. 1996. Feb. 28. Price of
half gallon: $3.59. Expensive! Deep blue, light blue, white,
red, and light brown. Front and back panels: Illustration of a
stream of soymilk splashing onto a bowl of breakfast cereal
topped with strawberries. “Dairyless Soy Beverage. Vitamin
A, B-2, D * calcium enriched. Lactose free. Cholesterol
free. Low in fat.” The American Heart Association logo
shows a white check on a red heart: “This product meets
American Heart Association dietary guidelines for healthy
people over age 2 when used as part of a balanced diet.” A
circular logo shows North and South America: “Made from
Organic Soybeans.” “Low 1% fat.” Side panel: Cartoon
motif. “Good morning. As you pour Silk over your morning
cereal, ponder this. If cows ran the world, Silk would be our
national beverage. Soy protein would probably look pretty
hip. Good health would be in. Cholesterol would be out. In
the Land of Silk and Honey, hunger is a thing of the past
and stress is replaced with deep breathing. White Wave has
labored steadily since 1977 to offer the world a taste of that
calm. Many have said we should take our enthusiasm for
good living and bottle it. We have. White Wave Silk. Pour it
on. White Wave’s mission is to creatively integrate healthy,
natural, vegetarian foods into the American diet.” Second
side panel: “Not to be used as an infant formula.” It is “made
from organic soybeans that are raised without herbicides,
pesticides, or chemical additives.”
Talk with Richard Rose of Sharon’s Finest. 1996.
March 5. White Wave’s Silk is being packaged at Avoset, a
company in Gustine (south of Modesto), central California.
Richard has heard that Silk has not been selling very well so
far. “If it fails, it could put White Wave on the ropes.”
Leaflet (19 x 13.5 cm, front and back, glossy) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo at Anaheim.
1996. March 15. Front (color): “Get Fresh–White Wave
Silk.” Rear (black-and-white): “New Silk. For cereal.
Deliciously friendly to open, pour and store.”
Leaflet (28 x 21 cm, single sided, black and white) sent
by White Wave. 1996. Feb. 16. “Silk Fact Sheet.”
Update: 1996. May 6. It costs about $4,000 to ship
a tanker of soymilk from Vancouver (BC, Canada) to the
Midwest.
Product with Label purchased at Open Sesame (natural
food store) in Lafayette, California. 1998. Dec. 23. Plain
quart of “Silk–Dairyless Soy Beverage” retails for $2.49.
A quotation on one side titled “Something worth hanging
onto” states: “Wish not so much to live long as to live well”–
Benjamin Franklin.
“Silk–Soymilk is cool”–Oval shaped sticker on envelope
sent by White Wave. 1999. Jan. 25. 2 inches long by 1¼
inches high. White on blue.
Talk with Denis Bolger of New York City. 2003. June
8. On sale at Pathmark supermarkets in New York City: Silk
refrigerated for $0.99/quart in Vanilla, SoyaLatte, and Plain.
Dec. 12-18. On sale at Pathmark: two ½ gallon cartons of

Silk (Vanilla, Plain, or Chocolate) for $5.
6413. Product Name: Chick’n Burger: Fat Free &
Vegetarian.
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1996 February.
Ingredients: Water, wheat gluten, brown rice, bean flour,
dehydrated vegetables (onions, celery, spinach, parsley,
carrot, garlic), wheat starch, soy sauce (water, soybeans,
wheat, salt), lemon juice concentrate, xanthan gum, green
chili peppers, canola oil*, dried yeast, spices. * = Adds a
negligible amount of fat.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz. paperboard box.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Holden McClure / White
Wave news release. 1996. Feb. “White Wave beefs up its
vegetarian burger line. Vegetarian cuisine company launches
new Prime Burger, Chick’n Burger, and the new Veggie Life
Burger.” A refrigerated packet of two burgers sells for $1.99
to $2.49.
Label sent by Paul Chasnoff of White Wave. 1996. May
2. 5.5 by 4 by 3/4 inch. Paperboard sleeve. Orange, brown,
tan, and beige. Color photo of the burger on a little lettuce,
topped with a slice of cucumber, tomato, a bun. “Lightly
seasoned meatless patty.”
Leaflet of White Wave products. 1996. March. The
names of Veggie Burger products are given as “Prime
Burger, Chick’n Burger, Veggie Life Burger, Tempeh Burger,
Teriyaki Tempeh Burger, Lemon Broil Tempeh.”
Leaflet (13.5 x 20.5 cm, glossy color) sent by White
Wave. 1997. June “Primal urge.” On the front is a color
photo of the front of the package. On the rear: “Three hot
new Burgers from White Wave.” Prime Burger, Chick’n
Burger, Veggie Life Burger.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2014) that contains the term “Chick’n Burger” (or
“Chick’n Burgers”).
6414. Board, James E.; Zhang, W.; Harville, B.G. 1996.
Yield rankings for soybean cultivars grown in narrow and
wide rows with late planting dates. Agronomy Journal
88(2):240-45. March/April. [24 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean in the southeastern USA frequently
has to be planted after the optimal planting period (early
May through mid-June), because of double cropping after a
winter cereal and/or adverse weather (Boerma and Ashley,
1982). Currently, about one-half of the soybean acreage in
the southeastern USA is double-cropped after winter wheat
(Wallace et al., 1992)...” Address: Louisiana Agric. Exp.
Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
6415. Product Name: It’s Soy Delicious (Organic Non-
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Dairy Frozen Dessert) [Type 1: Espresso, Awesome
Chocolate, Vanilla Fudge. Type 2: Vanilla, Raspberry, Carob
Peppermint. Type 3. Chocolate Peanut Butter, Espresso
Almond Fudge. Type 4. Chocolate Almond, Almond Pecan].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 70, Junction City, OR
97448. Phone: (503) 998-6778.
Date of Introduction: 1996 March.
Ingredients: Chocolate Peanut Butter: Water, organic
soybeans*, mixed fruit concentrate (pineapple syrup, pear
and peach concentrate), brown rice syrup (partially milled),
peanuts (roasted in peanut oil, salt), cocoa ([processed with
alkali], chocolate, soy protein, tricalcium phosphate, carob
bean gum, guar gum, natural flavor). * = Organically grown
in accordance with the California Organic Foods Act of
1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 pint tubs.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West. 1996. March. “Sweet Nothings presents
It’s Soy Delicious.” “Made with organic soybeans. Lactose
and milk free. A good source of calcium. 6 lowfat flavors.
Cholesterol free. Fruit & rice sweetened.”
A table shows: “Percentage of calories from fat
(Vanilla). It’s Soy Delicious 9%, Mocha Mix 29%. Rice
Dream 38%. Tofutti (Regular) 52%. “The tastiest dairy
free dessert ever.” An illustration shows a pint of It’s So
Delicious, Vanilla Fudge.
On the rear: Nutrition facts and ingredients for each
flavor. Per ½ cup (83 gm): Flavor type 1 has 120 calories,
45 mg of sodium and 2 gm of protein. Flavor type 2 has 110
calories, 35 mg of sodium and 2 gm of protein. Flavor type
3 has 140 calories, 65 mg of sodium and 3 gm of protein.
Flavor type 4 has 150 calories, 95 mg of sodium and 3 gm of
protein. “Enjoy the goodness of soy without preservatives or
artificial ingredients. We are a small family run company and
would love to hear from you. Distributed by Sweet Nothings,
a division of Turtle Mountain Inc.”
6416. Product Name: WestSoy Lite: Non Dairy Soy
Beverage [Plain, Vanilla, or Cocoa].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor). Subsidiary of Vestro Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5701 South Eastern Ave. Suite
330, Commerce, CA 90040. Phone: 213-722-9817.
Date of Introduction: 1996 March.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic soy beverage* (filtered
water, organic soybeans*), brown rice syrup, sea salt. * =
Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 64 fluid oz (1.89 liter)
Combibloc Aseptic carton. Retails for $1.99 (1997/12,

Concord, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (8 fl oz = 240 ml): Calories 100,
calories from fat 20, total fat 2 gm (2% daily value; saturated
fat 0.5 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 120 mg (5%), total
carbohydrate 15 gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 11 gm),
protein 3 gm. Vitamin A 0%, calcium 2%, vitamin C 0%,
iron 2%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie
diet.
New Product–Documentation: Note: This is the first U.S.
soymilk product seen sold in a half gallon carton. Talk with
Richard Rose. 1996. April. Westbrae introduced a half gallon
soymilk at Anaheim. Richard thinks that Pacific Foods no
longer makes any soymilk for Westbrae; it may now be
made in several places, including perhaps by Parmalat in
Michigan. This product is sold in a half-gallon Combibloc
carton. Tetra Brik does not have a 64-ounce low acid
capacity in the USA.
Product with Label (Plain) purchased from Trader Joe’s
in Concord, California. 1996. Nov. Retails for $1.99. 6.5
inches. Orange, blue, red, and black on white. Close-up
photo of milk being poured from the front of a pitcher into a
glass. “New Pour ‘n Seal! 1% fat. 50% less fat than Original
WestSoy. Lactose Free. A cholesterol-free food.”
6417. Acasio, Ulysses A. 1996. Soybean harvesting, storage
and transporting: problems and solutions. In: Alex Buchanan,
ed. 1996. Proceedings of the Second International Soybean
Processing and Utilization Conference: 8-13 January 1996,
Bangkok, Thailand. Bangkok, Thailand: Printed by Funny
Publishing Limited Partnership. Distributed by The Institute
of Food Research and Product Development, Kasetsart
University. xviii + 556 p. See p. 118-23. [25 ref]
Address: Asst. Prof., Dep. of Grain Science and Industry,
Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, Kansas, USA.
6418. Chandra Sekhar, C.N.; Manian, K. 1996. Influence
of potassium on the seed quality of soybean. In: Alex
Buchanan, ed. 1996. Proceedings of the Second International
Soybean Processing and Utilization Conference: 8-13
January 1996, Bangkok, Thailand. Bangkok, Thailand:
Printed by Funny Publishing Limited Partnership.
Distributed by The Institute of Food Research and Product
Development, Kasetsart University. xviii + 556 p. See p. 8891. [12 ref]
• Summary: Two forms of potassium were tested: KCl
(called potassium chloride or murate of potash) and
K2SO4 (potassium sulfate or sulphate / sulfate of potash).
Experiments were conducted to evaluate the influence of
these two forms of potassium on the quality and composition
of two soybean cultivars. Supplemental potassium applied
in both forms increased the oil content by 10% compared
to the control in both varieties. “There was a concomitant
decline in protein content which showed a clear negative oil
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to protein relationship.” In general, when soybean oil content
increases, protein tends to decrease. A 1% spray of potassium
sulfate “at the peak flowering stage improved both the oil
and protein contents compared to the control suggesting that
supplementation with K2O (potassium oxide) at the later
growth stages of soybean led to better seed quality.” Address:
Asst. Professors, Dep. of Crop Physiology, Tamil Nadu
Agricultural Univ., Coimbatore–641 003, Tamil Nadu, India.
6419. Product Name: Pizsoy Bagels.
Manufacturer’s Name: Farm Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 49 Old Bloomfield Ave.,
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046. Phone: 201-334-0101.
Date of Introduction: 1996 April.
Ingredients: Broccoli & Cheddar: Outer crust: Organic
whole wheat flour, organic wheat flour, water, canola oil,
honey, olive oil, salt, yeast, vanilla extract. Filling: Fat-free
soy cheddar (organic tofu, calcium caseinate [derived from
non-fat milk], corn and rice starch, sea salt, citric acid,
natural flavor, soy lecithin, vegetable gum, annatto), onions,
rice starch, water, nutritional yeast, corn oil, salt, garlic
powder, spices.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Natural Foods
Merchandiser New Product News. 1996. Spring. p. 6. “Farm
Foods introduces Pizsoy Bagels, combining the appeal of
pizza, the growth of bagels, and the ‘hot button’ nutrition of
soy. The frozen Pizsoy Bagels are lactose and cholesterol
free, and are made with organic whole wheat flour.” A blackand-white illustration shows the front of the package. Cream
cheese is not part (or sold with) of the product.
6420. Instituto de Investigaciones para la Industria
Alimenticia (IIIA). 1996. Primer Taller Nacional Soya:
Invitacion, programa [First National Soybean Workshop:
Invitation and program (Leaflet)]. Havana, Cuba. 3 panels.
Single sided. Each panel: 22 x 9 cm. [Spa]
• Summary: This pioneering 2-day workshop was held
on 11-12 April 1996 at the Food Research Institute (IIIA)
outside Havana. It was attended by about 200 Cubans.
Program: Thursday, April 11. 10:00 a.m.–Opening. 10:30–
Exposition and tasting of soy products. Exposition of
soybean varieties. 12:00–Conference on “Development and
perspectives on the use of soya for human consumption,” led
by Ing. Alvaro García, Director of IIIA. 1:00 p.m.–Lunch.
2:30–Reports from commissions (presentation of papers):
Commission #1 Industrial food processing and utilization
(restricted). Commission #2 Agriculture. 6:00–Recreational
activities.
Friday, April 12. 9:00 a.m.–Report of the agricultural
commission: Presentation of papers from the institutes and
national directors. 1:00 p.m.–Lunch. 2:30–Closing plenary
session. (1) Conference on the cultivation of soybeans, by
Dr. Humberto Díaz Carrasco, INIFAT. (2) Presentation of
the agricultural program, from 1996 with projections to the

year 2000. (3) Presentation of the industrial food processing
program, from 1996 with projections to the year 2000. (4)
Debate and discussion about these programs, from 1996 with
projections to the year 2000. Awards ceremony. Concluding
words.
For details see April 1996 interview with Pam
Montanaro, who attended the workshop. Address: Carretera
Guatao Km 3½, La Lis 19200, Havana City, Cuba. Phone:
216986.
6421. Rangaswamy, M.; Natarajan, C. 1996. Status of
soybean research in Tamil Nadu–India. In: Alex Buchanan,
ed. 1996. Proceedings of the Second International Soybean
Processing and Utilization Conference: 8-13 January 1996,
Bangkok, Thailand. Bangkok, Thailand: Printed by Funny
Publishing Limited Partnership. Distributed by The Institute
of Food Research and Product Development, Kasetsart
University. xviii + 556 p. See p. 83-87. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Area and production.
Research and varietal development in Tamil Nadu. Nutritive
value of soybean. Cropping pattern. Soya products. Reasons
for less area under cultivation and scope for improvement.
Conclusion.
“In Tamil Nadu, soybean occupies 11,000 ha with a total
production of 3,000 tonnes during 1992-93.” The average
yield is only 272 kg/ha, compared with the Indian average
yield of 862 kg/ha. After the establishment of the first
soybean crushing plant in Tamil Nadu, Sakthi Soyas Ltd.,
(a division of Sakthi Sugars Ltd.) soybean area is believed
to have increased substantially, to as much as an estimated
30,000 ha.
Total soybean production in India has increased
dramatically from 3,590 tonnes (metric tons) in 1979-80 to
25,000 tonnes in 1992.
6422. Product Name: Silk (Soymilk Sold Refrigerated in
Quart Pure-Pak / Gable Top Cartons) [Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc. (Product
Developer-Distributor). Made in Canada and California.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1996 April.
Ingredients: May 2000: Filtered water, organic whole
soybeans*, organic raw cane crystals*, cocoa (Dutch
process), calcium carbonate, natural vanilla flavor, sea salt,
carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D-2, vitamin
D-3, riboflavin (vitamin B-2), vitamin B-12. * = Grown and
processed in accordance with the California Organic Foods
Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart Pure-Pak Carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (240 ml): Calories 120, calories from
fat 20, total fat 2.5 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 95 mg (4%), total carbohydrate 18
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gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 14 gm), protein 5 gm. Vitamin
A 10%, calcium 30%, vitamin D 30%, vitamin B-12 50%,
vitamin C 0%, iron 2%, riboflavin 30%. Percent daily values
are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (20.5 x 13.5 cm,
glossy color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo East. 1996. Oct. On the front: Cartons of chocolate and
regular silk against a green blackboard. On the blackboard,
near the top, is written “No cow,” with an arrow pointing to
the regular carton. Further down is written “No cow, Now
brown” with an arrow pointing to the carton of chocolate
Silk. “How? Simple addition. Take pure, delicious White
Wave Silk. Add real chocolate. Result: Dairy-free, lactosefree chocolate fun. Class dismissed.”
Near the bottom is the White Wave: Vegetarian Cuisine
logo. And the American Heart Association logo. On the back
(in black on white). A photo of a quart carton of Chocolate
Silk. “Made from organic soybeans. Vitamin A, B2, B12, D
and calcium enriched. Contains 50% of the RDI for vitamin
B-12.” The ingredients for chocolate and regular Silk are
given.
Carton with Label sent by James Terman of White
Wave. 2000. May 11. 2.75 by 2.75 by 8¼ inches. Tetra Rex
package. “Organic–Third party certified. Calcium enriched.
Low 1% fat & vitamin enriched.” Talk with James Terman
of White Wave. 2001. May 29. Silk chocolate in quarts was
introduced in April 1996.
6423. Xia, M.Z. 1996. Moisture content and deterioration
of soybeans in storage. In: Alex Buchanan, ed. 1996.
Proceedings of the Second International Soybean Processing
and Utilization Conference: 8-13 January 1996, Bangkok,
Thailand. Bangkok, Thailand: Printed by Funny Publishing
Limited Partnership. Distributed by The Institute of Food
Research and Product Development, Kasetsart University.
xviii + 556 p. See p. 144-48. [8 ref]
Address: Xichang Agricultural College, Sichuan 615013,
China.
6424. Product Name: Soy Sprout Powder.
Manufacturer’s Name: Growth Technology.
Manufacturer’s Address: Mfg.: Denver, Colorado.
Headquarters: 1949 East Sunshine, Suite 2-100, Springfield,
Missouri 65804. Phone: 417-882-9604.
Date of Introduction: 1996 May.
Ingredients: Organically grown soy sprouts dried at low
temperature.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 50 kg box.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with (call from)
Rocky Sutton, owner. 1996. Sept. 27. This product was
introduced in May 1996. The 100,000 square foot soy
sprouting facility is in a suburb of Denver, Colorado. For
details, see Interview.

6425. Product Name: [Sprouted Tofu].
Foreign Name: Sprossen Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Willi Graf Strasse 88, 53881
Euskirchen-Kuchenheim, Germany. Phone: 02251/56076.
Fax: 02251/75638.
Date of Introduction: 1996 May.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans*, mung bean sprouts*,
parsley*, sesame*, herbs*, sea salt, nigari (magnesium
chloride coagulant; Gerinnungsmittel Magnesium Chlorid). *
= Organically grown (Kontrolliert Biologischer Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Bernd
Drosihn of Viana in early 1996.
6426. Eden Foods, Inc. 1996. Eden Foods protests USDA’s
proposed organic standards (News release). 701 Tecumseh
Road, Clinton, MI 49236. 1 p. June 4. Accompanied by
4-page letter to Hon. Daniel Glickman.
• Summary: “Clinton, Michigan–Eden Foods has informed
U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Dan Glickman of its objection
to the fact that, as now proposed, the national standards for
organically grown food under the Organic Foods Production
Act of 1990 would bar Eden Foods, or any other company,
from informing the public that it upholds higher standards
for certified organic food than those proposed by the USDA.
For over 25 years Eden Foods has worked closely with
180 family farms in developing standards for growing and
processing organically grown food; for independents thirdparty inspection and certification; and for audit trail record
keeping. The natural food consumer has come to expect
this high level of protection and authenticity for organically
grown food. These standards and practices are consistent
with those in place in Europe, Canada, South America, Asia,
Australia, Mexico, and India. These standards currently in
force further the development of sustainable agriculture by
providing incentive for improvement. The federally proposed
organic standards remove incentive to improve and make
federally mandated minimum standards the maximum by
outlawing any communication in the U.S.A. about higher
standards. Mr. Michael Potter, Chairman of Eden Foods,
states, ‘As proposed, the federal organic standards set
back the organic food movement thirty years. They allow
the use of food additives and processing aids heretofore
never allowed. At the same time they make it illegal to
communicate about our, or anyone else’s, higher standards.
The proposed federal standards would severely undermine
this country’s sustainable agriculture movement, and be
the laughing stock of the international organic farming
community.’”
Note: In the summer of 1970, Bill Bolduc of Eden Foods
established Eden’s first contact with an organic food grower–
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Bill Vreeland of Ypsilanti, Michigan, who grew organic
wheat and soybeans. The two Bills drew up a contract and
Bolduc soon made Eden’s first direct purchase of organically
grown wheat, which the company milled and sold. Soon
Bolduc also purchased organically grown soybeans, corn,
and rye from Vreeland. These crops, organically grown in
Michigan, are shown in the Eden Foods Wholesale Pricelist
of 26 July 1971, so they must have been grown during 1970.
Address: Clinton, Michigan.
6427. Hamilton, Martha M. 1996. Getting ready for the next
roundup: Monsanto reshapes products, strategies for the
eventual expiration of its herbicide patent. Washington Post.
June 25. p. D1, D5.
• Summary: At the top of the article, 3 graphics show: (1)
“Sales of Roundup have grown steadily...” from 100 in 1990
to about 260 in 1995. (2) “... helping Monsanto’s agricultural
products unit contribute more to operating income...” A
pie chart shows: Agricultural products contribute 46.5%.
Chemicals 30.7%. Pharmaceuticals 12.5%. Food ingredients
10.3%. (3) “... than its share of revenue would indicate.”
A second pie chart shows: Agricultural products contribute
28% to income. Chemicals 41%. Pharmaceuticals 19%. Food
ingredients 12%.
Four years from now Monsanto will lose its U.S. patent
on Roundup, the world’s best-selling herbicide, which
was launched in 1974. It is classified as a “nonselective”
herbicide, which means it kills anything green.
During the past 10 years Monsanto has marketed it as an
alternative to plowing in–for use in “conservation tillage” or
no-till agriculture. It is also sold with genetically engineered
soybeans–Roundup Ready soybeans–which are unharmed by
the weedkiller.
“In January, Monsanto also introduced Roundup Ultra,
a product made more effective by combination–with agents
that will be protected as trade secrets after Roundup’s patent
protection expires.” Address: Post staff writer.
6428. Hardy, Ralph W.F.; Segelken, Jane Baker. 1996.
Agricultural biotechnology: Novel products and new
partnerships. NABC Report (National Agricultural
Biotechnology Council, Ithaca, New York 14853). No. 8. 164
p. (Proceedings of the NABC 8th annual meeting, held 5-7
June 1996 at Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey).
• Summary: The preface begins: “The National Agricultural
Biotechnology Council (NABC) was founded in 1988
to provide an open forum to consider timely issues of
agricultural biotechnology. The ultimate objective was the
safe and efficacious development of products and processes
based on agricultural biotechnology... The NABC has a
record of early identification and broad consideration of the
major issues: sustainable agriculture in 1989; food safety
and nutritional quality in 1990; social issues in 1991; animal
biotechnology in 1992; risk in 1993; public good in 1994;

and discovery, access, and ownership of genes in 1995. The
issue of access and ownership of genes is of growing concern
to not-for-profit research institutions, and NABC Report 7
has served as a primary source of useful background, issue
identification, and recommendations.
“The NABC is a consortium of not-for-profit agricultural
research, extension, and educational institutions...” Of the 25
member institutions, 23 are major universities. The other two
are the Association of Research Directors, Inc. and the Boyce
Thompson Institute. The NABC also publishes a newsletter.
Contents. Part I: Agricultural biotechnology: Novel
products and new partnerships (2 papers and 2 summaries).
Part II: Workshop reports (3 reports). Part III: Keynote
addresses (two). Part IV: Plenary lectures (12). Part V: List of
participants (directory of 85 people).
Papers of special interest: (1) Workshop reports–Food
Industry, by Bill Lacey, et al. (p. 33+). (2) The public and
agricultural biotechnology: Key questions, by Caron Chess
(p. 93+). (3) Journey to the origin: Biological integrity and
agriculture, by Miriam Therese McGillis, Genesis Farm,
Blairstown, New Jersey. Address: 1. NABC President; 2.
NABC Executive Coordinator. 419 Boyce Thompson Inst.,
Tower Road, Ithaca, NY 14853. Phone: 607-254-4856.
6429. Tijani-Eniola, H.; Akinnifesi, F.K. 1996. On-farm
evaluation of soybean and cassava intercropping in southwest Nigeria. African Crop Science Journal 4(2):151-58.
June. [9 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: “Tuberous root yield of cassava was improved
by intercropping irrespective of the stage of development
of soybean. Relative total yield increased with growth stage
of soybean prior to introduction of cassava. Both crops
were least competitive with each other when intercropped
at 6 weeks after sowing soybean. Introducing cassava into
soybean in a relay-intercropping system is advantageous for
this agroecological zone” [Ayepe, in south-west Nigeria].
Address: Agronomy Dep., Univ. of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria.
6430. Product Name: Eden Organic Black Soy Beans
(Canned).
Manufacturer’s Name: Eden Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 701 Tecumseh Road, Clinton, MI
49236. Phone: 313 973-9400 & 517 456-7424.
Date of Introduction: 1996 August.
Ingredients: OCIA certified organic black soy beans, water,
kombu. “Organically grown and processed in a manner that
exceeds the requirements of the California Organic Foods
Act of 1990.”
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 15 oz (425 gm) can.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 130 gm.: Calories 90, calories from fat 15,
total fat 1.5 gm (2% daily value), sodium 0 mg (0%), total
carbohydrate 9 gm (dietary fiber 5 gm [20%], sugar 1 gm),
protein 9 gm (18%). Calcium 6%, iron 15%, thiamine (B-1)
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4%, riboflavin (B-2) 10%, niacin (B-3) 2%, phosphorus 15%,
magnesium 10%, zinc 8%. Percent daily values are based on
a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label sent
by Martha Johnson of Eden Foods. 1996. Oct. 8. Label
(copyright 1996) is red, black, and white. A color illustration
shows two children seated at a rustic dining table, with a
large pot of beans in the middle, each eating from a bowl of
beans. The front panel reads: “No salt added. Low fat.” A
wide vertical red band identifies all of Eden’s organic canned
beans. The side panel reads: “Quick, Safe & Delicious: High
fiber, low fat, vegetable kingdom protein. Eden Black Soy
Beans are creamy smooth. A most palatable and digestible
soybean. Canning yellow soys made no sense. Organic
farmers are society’s brightest hope for change. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Recycled paper & soy inks.”
Talk with Martha Johnson. 1996. Oct. 29. This product
was launched in August 1996. Martha recently presented
it at the American Dietetic Association annual convention,
served out of a crock pot, unseasoned. The dietitians loved
its mild flavor and creamy texture. These black soybeans
are grown in Michigan by a farmer who has grown beans
organically for Eden Foods for several decades. He had been
growing black soybeans for several years and exporting
them to Japan. The beans are canned in Eaton, Indiana, at a
factory where all of Eden’s organic beans are canned. Eden
purchased this factory in about 1993.
Letter (fax) of nutritional analysis sent by Martha
Johnson. 1996. Oct. 29. Includes an analysis of 12 individual
isoflavones by isoflavone expert Dr. Stephen Barnes. These
soybeans contain 40.59 mg of total isoflavones per ½ cup
serving. Total isoflavone content is 312.3 micrograms
(mcg) per gram. This is composed of 144.8 mcg/gm of
total daidzein + daidzin, 146.5 mcg/gm of total genistein +
genistin, and 21.0 mcg/gm of total glycitein + glycitin. The
three most abundant individual isoflavones are: daidzin 98.1
mcg/gm, genistin 85.8 mcg/gm, and genistein 6 OMalGlc 47
mcg/gm.
6431. Product Name: Oh, my dog! (Meatless Hot Dogs).
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co. (Exclusive
distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 161 Beacon St., South San
Francisco, CA 94080. Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction: 1996 August.
Ingredients: Water, soy protein isolate, wheat gluten, tofu
(water, organic soybeans*, magnesium chloride), yeast
extract, brown rice, syrup solids, wheat starch, canola oil,
wheat germ, mustard powder, salt, beet powder, nutritional
yeast, rice syrup, grape juice concentrate, natural flavors,
carrageenan, spices. * = Grown and processed in accordance
with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9.5 oz (275 gm) vacuum pack.
Retails for $2.99 (1998/92, Lafayette, California).

How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 link (46 gm): Calories 60, calories from
fat 10, total fat 1 gm (2% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 360 mg (15%), total carbohydrate
2 gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 1 gm), protein 10 gm. Iron
6%, calcium 2%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000
calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Bob Gerner of
Berkeley Natural Grocer. 1996. Sept. 3. About one month
ago Quong Hop introduced this meatless hot dog. He thinks
it is the best-tasting one on the market.
Product with Label purchased at Safeway Supermarket
in Lafayette, California. 1998. Feb. 15. Red, blue, and brown
on white. A line drawing shows a brown dog standing on
its hind feet. “Perishable. Keep refrigerated.” Back panel:
“Three ways to enjoy! Steam for 3 minutes, or barbecue for
4 to 5 minutes over a medium flame, or microwave for 2
minutes in a little water.”
6432. Product Name: Pacific Fat Free: Non Dairy Soy
Beverage [Plain, or Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 19480 S.W. 97th Ave., Tualatin,
OR 97062. Phone: 503-692-9666.
Date of Introduction: 1996 September.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Filtered water, brown rice, organic
soybeans*, natural vanilla flavor, soy protein [isolate],
tricalcium phosphate, natural flavor, sea salt, guar gum,
xanthan gum, carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D-2.
* = Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for $1.19 (1996/11, Concord, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl. oz. (240 ml): Calories 90, calories from
fat 0, total fat 0 gm (0% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 75 mg (5%), total carbohydrates 17
gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 12 gm), protein 3 gm. Vitamin
A 10%, vitamin D 30%, calcium 20%, vitamin C 0%, iron
8%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
(plain and vanilla) purchased at Trader Joe’s in Concord,
California. 1996. Dec. This is the earliest known U.S.
soymilk that claims to be “fat free.” Note that brown rice is
the second ingredient, ahead of soybeans. Label for vanilla.
Purple, green, pink, and yellow on white. A color illustration
shows a glass of soymilk surrounded by pastel colors.
Reclosable spout. “Shake before opening. A refreshing non
dairy alternative. No cholesterol. No lactose. Calcium and
vitamin A&D added.”
Talk with Pat Carey of Pacific Foods of Oregon. 1997.
May 5. This product was introduced in about Sept. 1996. It
is made from whole organic soybeans; no defatted soybeans
are used except for the soy protein isolate. The product does
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contain some fat from the whole soybeans, but less than 0.5
gm/cup, which appears as zero grams on the label according
to labeling regulations. The first fat-free soymilk was Soy
Moo, introduced by Hain Pure Foods about 5 years ago; the
second was Westbrae’s Non-Fat introduced in about Jan.
1996.
Leaflet (glossy color, 4 panels, each panel 28 cm) sent
by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West at
Anaheim. 1999. March. (but leaflet is dated “2/98”). “There’s
only one way to improve on Pacific’s great tasting soymilk
drinks–New packaging.” A wide color photo (2-page spread)
shows the following ten products (from left to right): Pacific
Original Soymilk, Pacific Select Soy Drink (in Plain or
Vanilla), Pacific Fat Free Soy Drink (in Plain or Vanilla),
Pacific Enriched Soy Drink (in Plain or Vanilla), Pacific
Ultra Soy Drink (in Plain or Vanilla).
All these non-dairy drinks are made with organic
soybeans–although the soy protein isolate is not organic.
A large pull-quote states: “’soy contains several naturallyoccurring compounds–phytochemicals like isoflavones,
protease inhibitors and saponins which seem to protect
against breast cancer’–American Institute for Cancer
Research.” On the last panel are given the nutrition facts,
ingredients, UPC numbers, and case/pallet information.
6433. Eden Foods, Inc. 1996. Great vegetarian chefs
celebrate soy. 701 Tecumseh Road, Clinton, MI 49236. 16
panels. Oct. *
• Summary: Letter (fax) from then talk with Lorna Sass.
1996. Sept. 8. She is working as a consultant for Eden Foods,
developing the recipes for this foldout brochure, which will
be distributed at the Natural Products Expo in Baltimore,
Maryland, in October, 1996. Address: Clinton, Michigan.
6434. National Soybean Research Laboratory Bulletin
(NSRL, Urbana, Illinois). 1996. CD-ROM opens up new
possibilities for teaching biological control: there are many
exciting possibilities in addition to the CD-ROM, including
the idea of putting the program directly on the Internet.
3(3):3-4. Oct.
• Summary: With the boom in organic gardening and the
widespread introduction of reduced tillage practices for both
soybean and corn production, interest in biological control of
insects has escalated in recent years. Yet, for many extension
specialists, crop consultants, farmers, and gardeners, there
has been a lack of easily accessible information on this
complex topic.
“As a first response to this critical need for education
on biological control, a group of scientists from several
universities launched the Midwest Institute for Biological
Control in 1991. The institute was designed to offer a series
of summer short courses on specialized aspects of biological
control. Since its inception, more than 100 students have
participated in at least one of the four rotating course

offerings. As the courses progressed, instructors identified
the need for a teaching mechanism that could provide
introductory information on biological control for all the
participants before they attended the summer short course.
Their attention quickly turned to the concept of developing
the material in a CD-ROM format.
“’The idea initially was that we were going to prepare
something that served two purposes–as a primer before
students arrived at the course and as a reference when they
got home after the course,’ says Joe Maddox, entomologist
with the Illinois Natural History Survey (INHS) and the
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental
Sciences at the University of Illinois.
“As Maddox began collaborating on this project with
Robert Wiedenmann, biological control expert with the
INHS, it quickly became apparent that the CD-ROM format
offered numerous possibilities for expanding beyond the
initial concept. Especially promising was the idea of adding
multiple layers of more detailed information while keeping
the first layer more basic for the beginning students.
“’It didn’t take us long to realize that there were lots of
other opportunities for using this technology,’ Wiedenmann
says. ‘What’s really nice is that, because we have parallel
lines of information, you don’t have to wade through
tremendous volumes of irrelevant information to access a
specific topic of interest.’
“The new technology provides users with the ability
to move instantly between completely different topics as
they explore the program. This structure allows the program
designers to target their audiences as broadly or as narrowly
as they want, all within the same program.
“’Users can move through the program both
vertically and horizontally or any combination of the two,’
Wiedenmann says. ‘Because people view things differently,
the idea is to allow them different means of accessing
information.’
“The CD-ROM format also provides the ability to use
graphics that are interactive rather than simply reproductions
of pictures from a book. In fact, work is already underway to
build a library of digital images on biological control.”
A photo shows: “Robert Wiedenmann (left) looks on
as his colleague Joe Maddox calls up interactive graphics
from a new CD-ROM on basic principles of biological
control. The two scientists from the Illinois Natural History
Survey and the University of Illinois are collaborating on the
computer program as a means to overcome the critical lack
of easily accessible information on this complex topic.”
6435. Product Name: UnTurkey [Meatless Turkey Made
from Seitan and Yuba].
Manufacturer’s Name: Now & Zen, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: South San Francisco, California.
Phone: (415) 695-2805.
Date of Introduction: 1996 October.
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Ingredients: Nov. 1998: UnTurkey–Water, vital wheat
gluten, yuba (soybeans and water), bread crumbs
(organically grown sprouted wheat berries*, etc.), onions,
celery, carrots, nutritional yeast, soy sauce (soybeans, wheat,
salt, water), expeller pressed canola oil, white wine, garlic,
salt, spices. Gravy: Water, unbleached wheat flour, expeller
pressed canola oil, soy sauce (soybeans, wheat, salt, water),
nutritional yeast, white wine, garlic, onion, salt, spices. *
= Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
How Stored: Frozen or fresh.
New Product–Documentation: Sinzinger, Keith. 1997
“Tempeh turkey heads east: Vegetarian innovations.”
Washington Post. Oct. 8. Miyoko Schinner, founder of Now
& Zen restaurant in San Francisco, first prepared a seitanbased bird one Thanksgiving. Later she published a recipe
for her UnTurkey, then began selling it at her restaurant
several years ago. Last year she sold about 1,000 UnTurkeys
in the Bay Area, and is hoping for sales of 10,000 this year.
Rosenthal, Lara. 1997. “The new Thanksgiving dinner:
Gravy, but turkeys not invited.” Wall Street Journal. Nov. 26.
Three alternative turkeys are profiled, including Unturkey,
made of seitan (wheat gluten) by Now & Zen of San
Francisco, California.
Reuters (Washington, DC). 1998. “Tofurky, Unturkey
give vegetarians good reasons to utter holiday thanks.”
Japan Times. Nov. 16. Robin Kaufer of Now and Zen says
they have sold 20,000 Unturkeys, up from 5,000 in 1997–the
first year they were available in stores. Previously they were
sold only in a restaurant.
Product with Label brought by Cheryl Ishida and kids.
1998. Thanksgiving. “The Small UnTurkey Feast.” “Fully
cooked–just heat and serve. Serves 2-4. All natural, vegan
UnTurkey meal complete with stuffing and gravy. Net wt.
3 lbs (1.36 kg). The skin is made of yuba. A color photo on
the front of the box shows the UnTurkey on a silver plate
surrounded by cranberries, next to a glass gravy boat or
sauceboat.
Talk with Dixie Mahy at Now & Zen factory in San
Francisco. 1999. March 10. Which see. She thinks UnTurkey
was first sold in commercial stores, outside the restaurant,
in 1996 or 1997. In 1998 it was sold frozen in two sizes: 7
pounds (5 lb of stuffed UnTurkey + 2 lb of vegan gravy) or 4
pounds (3 lb of stuffed UnTurkey + 1 lb of vegan gravy).
6436. SunRich. 1996. Soya food ingredients. Soybeans for:
(Leaflet). Hope, Minnesota. 3 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: These two closely related leaflets are in black
ink on a red letterhead. The first leaflet states that SunRich
offers “specialty soybeans... for specific soyafood uses:
Consistency. Quality. Identity preserved.” “Our extensive
grower base enables us to contract produce soybeans for your
special needs. Specific varieties with reduced antinutritional
factors (lipoxygenases, trypsin inhibitor enzymes and

oligosaccharides, stachyose and raffinose) available.”
“Soyamilk powders: For ingredient or beverage use.” A
table describes soya beverage powders, spray-dried soymilk,
spray-dried tofu powder, soy/dairy milk replacers.
“Sweet Beans–Frozen green soybeans–Podded [in the
pods] (Edamame) or peeled (Mukimame). Certified organic
soybeans and products available.”
The second leaflet states: “Tofu varieties–Vinton,
Beeson. Soymilk–Yellow or white hila. Sized over 6.7 mm
round. Natto–Sized through a 5.5 mm round. Miso–Yellow
hila. High soluble sugars. Boiling soybeans–Edamame
varieties, yellow or black seed coats, high soluble sugar.
Sized over 7.5 mm round screen. Frozen green soybeans.
Edamame, mukimame. New varieties and types–High
soluble sugars, high protein content, specific fatty acids.
Grower base of 500 growers in Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin,
South Dakota. Produce specific varieties for customers–
Container lots, bagged, bulk. Bulk barge. Organic or
conventional.” Address: P.O. Box 128, Hope, Minnesota
56046-0128. Phone: (507) 451-3316.
6437. Product Name: Soya Kaas Grated Parmesan Style
(Cheese Alternative Containing Casein).
Manufacturer’s Name: Swan Gardens, Inc. Distributed by
American Natural Snacks.
Manufacturer’s Address: Manufacturer: 6029 Lagrange
Blvd., Atlanta, GA 30336. Distributor: P.O. Box 1067, St.
Augustine, FL 32085. Phone: 904-824-8181.
Date of Introduction: 1996 October.
Ingredients: Tofu (organic* soy milk, calcium sulfate),
non-hydrogenated soy oil, sodium caseinate (a milk protein),
natural flavor, corn starch, salt, cellulose gel, lecithin, lactic
acid, guar gum. * = Organically grown and processed in
accordance with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3.5 oz (97.5 gm) cylindrical
shaker.
How Stored: New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (black-and-white,
front and back, 8½ by 11 inches) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo East (Baltimore, Maryland). 1996.
Oct. “Finally, a grated soy Parmesan worthy of the name
Soya Kaas.” “No cholesterol. Lactose free, No hydrogenated
oil. No saturated fat.” A photo shows the front of the shaker.
6438. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Low Fat Fresh NonDairy Soy Beverage (½-gallon Pure-Pak carton) [Original
Flavor].
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor). Made in Chico, California, by Healthy Harvest
Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3270, South Pasadena,
CA 91031-6270. Phone: 818-441-1177.
Date of Introduction: 1996 October.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic whole soybeans*,
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brown rice syrup, calcium carbonate, sea salt, carrageenan,
vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D-2. * = Organically grown and
processed in accordance with the California Organic Foods
Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Net 64 fl oz (½ gallon)
1.89 liters. Gable-top Pure Pak carton. Retails for $2.69
(California 1997/01).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl oz (240 ml): Calories 130, calories from
fat 25, total fat 2.5 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 80 mg (3%), total carbohydrate 22
gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 11 gm), protein 9 gm. Vitamin
A 10%, calcium 30%, vitamin D 25%, vitamin C 0%, iron
6%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Concord, California. 1997. Jan.
16. 3.75 by 3.75 by 9 inches. Rainbow colors in a woven
fabric. “Lactose free. Good source of protein. Fortified with
vitamins A&D and calcium.”
Talk with Steve Demos, president of White Wave.
1997. Jan. 27. This product is made for Trader Joe’s by
Healthy Harvest Foods, owned by Nancy Knudsen of Chico,
California. Nancy’s maiden name was Nancy Potter; she
ran Eden Foods (developer of Edensoy soymilk) while her
brother, Michael, was in jail.
Talk with Patricia Smith, an employee of Trader Joe’s.
1997. Feb. 10. She called the buyer who told her that this
product was introduced on 20 Oct. 1996. Update: Nov. 1998.
The price is still $2.69 per half gallon.
6439. Product Name: Veggie Pizza Pepperoni.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yves Fine Foods, Inc., a subsidiary
of Yves Veggie Cuisine, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1638 Derwent Way, Delta
(Vancouver) V3M 6R9, B.C., Canada. Phone: 604-2511345.
Date of Introduction: 1996 October.
Ingredients: Oct. 1996: Water, wheat gluten, soy protein
isolate, spices, tofu (water, organic soy beans, magnesium
chloride), yeast extract, salt, mustard powder, evaporated
cane juice, wheat starch, rice starch, beet powder, guar gum,
natural liquid smoke, carrageenan.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 155 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo East. 1996. Oct. On the
front is a large color photo of “Veggie Pizza Pepperoni: A
new generation of pizza toppings.”
On the rear: “Fat free–No cholesterol. No nitrates.”
Detailed nutrition facts. And ingredients. Yves Veggie
Cuisine, Inc. is now located at Delta (Vancouver), B.C.,
Canada V3M 6R9. Phone: 604-525-1345.
Spot in Vegetarian Journal. 1997. Nov/Dec. p. 15.
“Veggie Pepperoni. Yves Veggie Cuisine has introduced

Veggie Pizza Pepperoni, a fat-free vegetarian pepperoni
topping for pizzas.”
6440. Product Name: Jumbo Veggie Dog (Meatless).
Manufacturer’s Name: Yves Veggie Cuisine, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Delta (Vancouver), B.C., Canada
V3M 6R9. Phone: (604) 525-1345.
Date of Introduction: 1996 October.
Ingredients: Water, wheat gluten, soy protein isolate,
tofu (water, organic soybeans, magnesium chloride), yeast
extract, Sucanat (granulated sugar cane juice), mustard
powder, wheat starch, garlic powder, onion powder, salt,
paprika, rice flour, beet powder, carrageenan, natural flavors,
natural liquid smoke, spices.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo East (Baltimore,
Maryland). 1996. Oct. On the front is a large color photo.
“Make room for the hot & spicy Jumbo Veggie Dog (It’s
big!).”
On the rear: “Fat free–No cholesterol. No nitrates.”
Detailed nutrition facts. Ingredients.
Label sent by Yves Fine Foods, comb-bound in “Yves
Veggie Cuisine US Packaging.” 1998. March. There are now
two flavors: Hot & Spicy, and regular. Both are in a 15.9 oz
(450 gm) package.
6441. Product Name: SoyGold (Soy Methyl Esters;
Biodiesel); SoyGold Marine Clean Power Formula; SoyGold
1000, 2000 Industrial Solvent.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ag Processing Inc a cooperative
(AGP).
Manufacturer’s Address: Sergeant Bluff, Iowa.
Date of Introduction: 1996 November.
Ingredients: Soybean oil.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: AGP News. 1996. Dec. p.
1, 6. “Methyl esters: A new direction for AGP! New plant at
Sergeant Bluff, Iowa operational–Will serve new markets!”
“AGP’s new methyl ester production plant at Sergeant Bluff,
Iowa, became operational in late November,...”
“AEP has a biodiesel product called SoyGold Marine,
which is designed for the pleasure boating industry (see story
on page 7).”
“Another area that has great potential for modified
methyl esters is as an industrial cleaning solvent. Traditional
cleaning solvents have been targeted by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) for a phase out, and the chemical
makeup of methyl ester makes them an ideal substitute.
Methyl ester-based solvents clean as well as other solvents
and can be handled as a non-hazardous material. This
product is available from AGP as SoyGold 1000 and 2000
Industrial Solvent.”
Hager, Stacey. 1997. “Soydiesel gets on-farm debut.”
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Soybean Digest. May/June. p. 5. “Soybean growers in
seven states now can buy soydiesel at the pump and in bulk.
Freeman (South Dakota) Co-op Oil / Fertilizer recently
became the first retailer to offer diesel fuel containing
SoyGold for farm and commercial use.”
AGP Annual report. 1997. Industrial products: AGP
now produces methyl ester at its soybean processing plant
in Sergeant Bluff, Iowa; it is “the product remaining after
glycerin (a food and cosmetic ingredient) is removed from
soybean oil.” “’SoyGold’ is the flagship label [brand] of
AGP’s line of methyl ester products” (p. 26).
6442. Bello, L.L.; Ojo, A.A.; Adeyemo, M.O.; Omojor, Y.M.
1996. Effects of planting date on yield components and seed
viability in soybean in southern Guinea savanna, Nigeria.
African Crop Science Journal 4(4):393-97. Dec. [8 ref. Eng;
fre]
• Summary: There was “a progressive decline in average
seed yield with delay in planting after the recommended
date in both years. Pods per plant and branches per plant,
in early planting, were more than or comparable with those
planted within the recommended periods. However, there
was reduction in these parameters with late plantings. There
were no significant differences in seed viability after eight
to ten months of ambient storage of the cultivars. Thus,
flexibility of planting certain soybean cultivars earlier than
the recommended planting period in the Southern Guinea
Savanna is feasible without detrimental effect on quality and
quantity of the seeds produced.” Address: 1-2. Dep. of Crop
Production, Univ. of Agriculture, P.M.B. 2373 Makurdi,
Nigeria.
6443. Golbitz, Peter. 1996. Soyfoods take root in the
Caribbean: Basic food needs spur growth of a new industry.
Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine) 3(4):4-5. Oct/Dec.
• Summary: Dominican Republic: In August, the Mexico
City office of the American Soybean Association sponsored
a conference in the Dominican Republic titled “The
Importance of Using Soy Protein in the Treatment of Chronic
Disease.” Two companies are now making soyfoods in the
Dominican Republic and working to increase awareness of
their value. Engela Estévez, founder of Saluvid S.A., makes
a variety of meat alternatives from textured soy protein.; she
presents seminars, has written a book titled “112 Recipes
with Soya, The Vegetable of a Thousand Uses,” and has
helped to establish a foundation named FundaSoya to
educate consumers. Mr. L.R. Ubiera, founder of Nutrisoya in
1996, makes fresh soymilk and tofu as well as several meat
alternatives; he has written and published a book titled “Tofu
y Leche de Soya, a Practical Guide for Home Preparation.”
Cuba: A summary of the history of soyfoods in Cuba,
including recent developments, was extracted from a report
by William Shurtleff after his visit to Cuba in Jan. 1996.
A photo shows a soybean harvester in Cuba, donated

by Global Exchange. It arrived in the spring, just in time to
help with this year’s soybean harvest. From left to right: The
harvester’s mechanic. The director of the INIFAT station
where the soybeans will be grown. Segundo Panas of ECAP
(A Friends-of-Cuba organization). Pam Montanaro of Global
Exchange in San Francisco, California. Tomas Guzman of
INIFAT, director of the Cuban soybean production project.
6444. Holin, Fae. 1996. Conservation tillage tops 100 million
acres: No-till corn acreage declines. Soybean Digest. Dec. p.
31.
• Summary: “Farmers planted a whopping 103.8 million
acres using no-till, ridge-till and mulch-till systems in 1996.
That’s over a third of the total 290.2 million acres planted
this year.
“No-till plantings increased by 2 million acres, from
40.9 million to 42.9 million, according to a Conservation
Technology Information Center (CTIC) survey. Ridge-till
acreage was unchanged at 3.4 million and mulch-till gained
2.9 million acres, from 54.6 million to 57.5 million.”
A table shows the top 10 conservation tillage states; the
top 3 are Iowa, Illinois and Nebraska.
6445. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Soy-Um: Dairy-Free
Soy Drink [Low Fat Chocolate, Original, or Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: J&G Inc. (Distributor). Made in
Oregon by Pacific Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 60 East Elm, Chicago, IL 60611.
Phone: 312-787-5157.
Date of Introduction: 1996 December.
Ingredients: Low Fat Chocolate: Filtered water, whole
organic soybeans*, brown rice syrup (brown rice, water),
natural vanilla flavor with other natural flavors, cocoa
powder, tricalcium phosphate, sodium citrate, sea salt,
carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D-2. * =
Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 32 fluid oz. (1 quart) 946
ml Tetra Brik Aseptic carton. Retails for $1.39 (1996/12,
Concord, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per cup (8 fl. oz): Calories 160, calories from
fat 25, total fat 3 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat 0.5 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 260 mg (11%), total carbohydrate
27 gm (9%; dietary fiber 2 gm = 7%), protein 6 gm, vitamin
A 10%, vitamin C 0%, calcium 30%, vitamin D 30%, iron
20%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Concord, California. 1996. Dec.
This product, first introduced in Jan. 1994, was launched
under the Trader Joe’s brand, with a very similar label,
in about Dec. 1996. The formulation has been changed
to reduce the fat and add more calcium and vitamins.
Reclosable spout.” Copyright 1996. Distributed and sold
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exclusively by Trader Joe’s, South Pasadena, California
91031.” Soyfoods Center taste test. 1997. March. Delicious.
Excellent package design, great price, and great value. Talk
with Patricia Smith of Trader Joe’s, San Francisco. 1997.
May 5. This product was launched in late 1996. It comes in
the three flavors shown above.
Product (vanilla) with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s
in Lafayette, California. 2000. March 24. The front of the
vanilla carton (copyright 1999) has been redesigned. A bold
banner with a yellow blending to orange background reads:
“Contains natural isoflavones.” Below that are four checked
boxes: “Calcium enriched. No saturated fat. No cholesterol.
Isoflavones–35 mg per [1 cup] serving.” The product is now
made with certified “whole organic soybeans.” The headline
on the back panel reads: “Supporting our future through
organic agriculture.” The retail price is $1.39 for 1 quart.
Product (original) with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s
in Lafayette, California. The retail prices is now $1.49/quart.
6446. Product Name: Soy-Station (Cheese Alternative):
Lisanatti Premium, or Lisanatti Lite [Cheddar style,
Mozzarella style, Herb and Garlic, Pepper Jack style].
Manufacturer’s Name: P.J. Lisac & Associates (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 9001 S.E. Lawnfield Rd.,
Clackamas, OR 97015. Phone: (503) 652-1988.
Date of Introduction: 1996 December.
Ingredients: Incl. certified organic soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 11 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Soybean Quarterly
(Nebraska Soybean Board, Lincoln, Nebraska). 1997. Feb.
3(1):5. “Soy-Station, a line of great tasting cheese alternative
products that shred and melt like real cheese is now available
from P.J. Lisac & Associates, manufacturers of Lisanatti
Brand cheese products. Soy-Station is made with crushed,
certified organic soybeans and is available in four popular
varieties: cheddar style, Mozzarella style, herb and garlic,
and pepper jack style. All four varieties are available in
Premium and Lite versions.” Color photos show the label of
each product. A sidebar gives the nutrition facts.
News release from P.J. Lisac & Associates. 1999. Feb.
“Lisanatti: The good health cheese alternative.”
Leaflet sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo West. 1999. Match. “Lisanatti: The good health cheese
alternative.” Note: Lisanatti Foods is the largest U.S. pizza
cheese distributor.
6447. Product Name: Frozen Organic Sweet Beans.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sno Pac Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 379 South Pine St., Caledonia,
MN 55921. Phone: 507-724-5281.
Date of Introduction: 1996 December.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz box.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Dana Jacobi or
New York City. 1996. Nov. 3. 1996 Nov. 3. Sno Pac will be
introducing Frozen Organic Sweet Beans by Feb. of 1997.
These green vegetable soybeans are grown by SunRich
in Minnesota. Sno Pac sent her the artwork for a 10 oz
box. They were part of the Minnesota booth at the Natural
Products Expo in Baltimore, Maryland, in Oct. Sno Pac is a
small company but is growing very fast. Note: Caledonia is
the ancient name for northern Britain (Scotland).
Talk with lady at Sno Pac Foods. 1997. Dec. 16. The
company name is spelled correctly above. The product was
launched in Dec. 1996. It is sold mostly at natural and health
food stores.
Talk with Maureen Scaramella, registered dietitian from
New Jersey. 1997. Oct. 22. This product is currently sold at
some health food stores in New Jersey.
Talk with Allan Routh of SunRich. 1998. April 7. Sweet
Beans are still available under the Sno Pac label.
Leaflet (color, 3 panels each side) sent out by Soyfoods
Association. 1999. March. “Sweet Beans–Vegetable
soybeans.” Contains information and three recipes.
6448. Product Name: Tonzu Organic Tofu [Natural].
Manufacturer’s Name: Organic Soy Company, Ltd. (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit A, 2 Corban Ave.,
Henderson, Waitakere City, Auckland 0612, New Zealand.
Date of Introduction: 1996.
Ingredients: Certified organic soybeans (guaranteed to be
non-genetically modified), filtered water, natural coagulant
nigari (511).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 275 gm, vacuum packed inside
paperboard box.
How Stored: Refrigerate at 4ºC or less.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Elizabeth
Chalmers, owner. 2007. Jan. 22. The product was introduced
by this company in 1996, but it was first sold in this
paperboard box in 2001. They started using the Tonzu brand
name in 2002. Color photo of snowy mountains beyond a
deep green valley, on deep blue background. Superb label
design. GE [Genetically Engineered] Free logo. Certified
Organic logo.
6449. Product Name: [Organic Soyadrink].
Foreign Name: Soyadrink Biologico.
Manufacturer’s Name: Valsoia S.p.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Via Iacopo Barozzi 4, 40126
Bologna, Italy. Phone: +39 051-659-9900.
Date of Introduction: 1996.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Dr. M.
Bacci of Valsoia. 1995. Dec. 4. Valsoia plans to introduce
Organic Soyamilk in 1996.
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6450. Hasse, Geraldo; Bueno, Fernando. 1996. Captions
of 24 historical photos of the soybean in Brazil (Document
part). In: G. Hasse and F. Bueno. 1996. O Brasil da Soja:
Abrindo Fronteiras, Semeando Cidades [The Brazil of Soy:
Opening Frontiers, Sowing Cities]. Porto Alegre, Brazil:
L&PM Editores S.A. 256 p. See p. 187-92. Illust. 32 x 28
cm. [Por; Eng]
• Summary: These historical photos and English-language
captions appear on pages 187-92: 1. In the region of Santa
Rosa, the center of soy in the first decades of the 20th
century, German settlers gather at a celebration. 2. European
immigrants established wood as the pioneer activity of the
agricultural civilization in northern Rio Grande do Sul. 3.
Beginning in 1908, Japanese immigrants arrive in Santos
carrying the seeds of a new crop to be developed in South
America in their luggage. 4. In the planting fields run by
Instituto Agronômico of Campinas in the interior of Sao
Paulo in 1920, soy plants were practically as tall as a man.
5. For almost a century, the Instituto Agronômico
of Campinas, founded in 1887, was the main technical
reference center on soy in Brazil. 6. The pioneer of soy
cultivation in the South was the Escola de Agronomia Eliseu
Maciel (Agronomy School), once called Liceu Agricola RioGrandense, in Pelotas. 7. Sorol, which began operation in
the early 1950s in the harbor area of Pelotas, was one of the
first oil factories of Brazil. 8. At the factory in Horizontina,
farmer Carlos Sapiezinski removes the first threshing
machine manufactured in the region of soy.
9. In the 1960s, before extensive mechanization, the
fields previously dominated by the queen-of-the-meadow
grass in Planalto region of Rio Grande do Sul were
cultivated with a hoe. 10. In Sao Paulo, a technical meeting
on soy. From right to left: Shiro Miyasaka, José Drummond
Gonçalves, and José Gomes da Silva (“Zé Sojinha”). 11.
Studies of soy adaptation to cerrados climate of Central
Brazil began at the Federal University of Viçosa. 12. While
gathering a sample of soybean plants before harvest, a
worried farmer from Paraná evaluates the quality of beans.
13. In the 1970s, the boom of soy in the state of
Paraná is shown through the lines of trucks in the harbor of
Paranguá. 14. Taking advantage of the soy wave, Olvebra, a
fusion of four small factories of the interior of Rio Grande,
entered the stock market fever in 1972. 15. The settlement of
Mato Grosso followed the same method used in the southern
states for felling forests by offering official incentives. 16.
The first SLC harvester [combine] was created in 1965 in the
center of soy, based on a John Deere reaper-thresher, which
had been imported 10 years earlier. Note: SLC is the name of
a harvester manufacturer based in Horizontina.
17. At first, the super-harbor of Rio Grande was a wheat
and soy terminal given to Cotrijuí by the government. 18.
Since 1974, following the soy boom, serial manufacturing of
trailers for bulk transport in Caxias do Sul was developed by
Randon. 19. When Ceval was built in Gaspar during the first

half of the 1970s to take advantage of tax incentives due to
the Hering company, nobody imagined that it would become
the largest company of Santa Catarina in the 90s, thanks to
soy. 20. In Brazilian kitchens, soy oil slowly replaced peanut
and cotton oils. After 30 years, it was a necessity in Brazilian
kitchens.
21. Olacyr de Moraes, a pioneer in exploring virgin
lands in Ponta Pora, was named the “king of soy” because
of his extensive plantations in both states of Mato Grosso.
22. Since the 70s, the Centro Nacional de Pesquisa da
Soja [CNPSo, National Soy Research Center] in Londrina
has been the main agricultural reference on Glycine max
in Brazil. 23. The Centro Nacional de Pesquisa do Trigo
(Wheat Research National Center) in Passo Fundo. Soy
helped the wheat crop in the 60s, just as wheat helped the
soy crop in the 90s. 24. The no-tillage method, the latest
stage of agriculture mechanization, is a planting technique
which causes no erosion and preserves soil fertility. Address:
1. Journalist; 2. Photographer. Both: Brazil.
6451. Hasse, Geraldo; Bueno, Fernando. 1996. Chronology
of the soybean in Brazil (Document part). In: G. Hasse
and F. Bueno. 1996. O Brasil da Soja: Abrindo Fronteiras,
Semeando Cidades [The Brazil of Soy: Opening Frontiers,
Sowing Cities]. Porto Alegre, Brazil: L&PM Editores S.A.
256 p. See p. 198-99, 255-56. Illust. 32 x 28 cm. [Por; Eng]
• Summary: An excellent chronology: 1882–The earliest
known planting of soybeans in Brazil, at Bahia. 1889–The
first technical article on soybeans is published in Instituto
Agronômico (Campinas, Sao Paulo). 1900–Experimental
soybean plantations in Rio Grande do Sul. 1908–Japanese
immigrants cultivate soybeans at home in the interior of
Sao Paulo. 1914–In Porto Alegre, E.C. Craig teaches about
soy. 1921–Seed is distributed to settlers of Santa Rosa, Rio
Grande do Sul, by priest Albert Lehnbauer. 1923–Henrique
Lobbe begins the testing of American varieties in Sao Simao,
Sao Paulo.
1930–Planting and cooking in northeastern Rio Grande
do Sul is taught by Czeslaw Biezanko. 1934–Seeds are
brought from China to Minister Fernando Costa by actress
Patrícia Galvao. 1935–Neme Abdo Neme begins his
experiments in Agronômico from Campinas. 1938–The first
shipment from Rio Grande do Sul to Germany is exported by
Frederico Ortmann.
1941–Soy first enters agricultural statistical data of Rio
Grande do Sul. 1945–Soy first enters agricultural statistical
data of Sao Paulo. 1948–In order to add soy to Patroa cotton
oil, Swift encourages planting in the interior of Sao Paulo.
1950–José Gomes da Silva begins the Soy Campaign
in Sao Paulo, introducing new American varieties. 1951–
Francisco de Jesus Vernetti begins to research soy at Iapas,
Pelotas, Rio Grande do Sul; Incobrasa inaugurates its factory
in Gravataí, Rio Grande do Sul, and launches the Santa Rosa
oil, with technology brought by the Chinese who fled Mao
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Zhe Dong’s revolution. 1952–Sorol produces soybean oil in
Pelotas. 1955–Chinese entrepreneurs establish Igol in Santa
Rosa and soy is planted to recover frosted coffee plantations
in Paraná. 1957–In Porto Alegre, Merlin launches canned
oil. 1958–Samrig inaugurates a factory in Esteio, Rio Grande
do Sul, and launches the Primor oil and margarine; Shiro
Miyasaka discovers a soybean variety that is less sensitive
to the photoperiod in the Paraíba river valley; foundations of
the Federaçao das Cooperativas Tritícolas do Sul (Southern
Wheat Cooperatives Federation) (Fecotrigo).
1962–In Giruá, Rio Grande do Sul, Sadi Pilau
establishes a factory. 1963–The Federal University of Viçosa,
Minas Gerais, begins to study varieties adapted to the
cerrados.
1966–Santa Rosa, the first great Brazilian variety,
resulting from crosses of American strains, is launched at the
First National Soy Festival. 1967–Operation Armadillo, in
the interior of Rio Grande do Sul, a milestone of the couple
wheat-soy, is financed by Banco da Brasil; first Soy Festival
in Sao Joaquim da Barra, Sao Paulo. 1968–Romeu Kiihl
returns from the U.S. after studying soy’s ability to adapt
to different latitudes. 1969–Mineira and Viçoja varieties
launched by UFV.
1970–Soy begins to be planted in Mato Grosso (do
Sul) and penetrates the cerrados of Goiás. 1971–Olvebra
begins operation after the fusion of four factories from
Rio Grande do Sul; the National Commission on Soy
Research is established in the Ministry of Agriculture,
which is responsible for launching BR seed varieties. 1972
April 4–Ceval is founded by the Hering company. Oct.–
Begins regular operations in Gaspar, Santa Catarina. 1973–
Anderson Clayton, Cargill and Irmaos Pereira factories are
inaugurated in Ponta Grossa, Paraná. 1973–Soy prices boom
in the international market. 1974–Settlers from Rio Grande
do Sul visit the Chicago Stock Market.
1976–The National Center for Soy Research, of
Embrapa, begins operation in Londrina, Paraná. The Sadai
group, the biggest consumer of soybean meal, begins
processing soy in a factory in Toledo, Paraná; Perdigao
establishes a factory in Videira, Santa Catarina.
1980–Soy broadens the agricultural frontier to the
cerrados in Bahia. 1981–FT-Cristalina variety is launched,
suitable for the cerrados. 1982–The “Centralsul Scandal”
exposes the crisis of the southern agriculture cooperatives;
international credit to Brazil is cut by the International
Monetary Fund. 1985–Beginning of the transference process
of the soybean crushing industries to the Central-West.
1990–Soybean penetrates Maranhao and Piauí. 1994–
National production record, consisting of more than 25
million tons.
1995–The established capacity of the soybean
processing industry reaches 116,000 tons per day; soy
businesses represent U.S. $7.5 billion–more than 1% of
GNP. 1996–The federal government invests in waterways

and railways to consolidate the agricultural frontiers of the
Central-West. Address: 1. Journalist; 2. Photographer. Both:
Brazil.
6452. Product Name: [Fresh Seitan].
Foreign Name: Fersk Seitan.
Manufacturer’s Name: Scandinavian Soya Company.
Manufacturer’s Address: Denmark. Phone: 45-4738 0494.
Date of Introduction: 1996?
Ingredients: Water, shoyu*, gluten*, vegetable oil.* * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 275 gm tray with film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Report of visit to company
(Letter) and Labels sent from Denmark by Jon Kessler. 1996,
July.
6453. Product Name: [Smoked Tofu].
Foreign Name: Røget Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Scandinavian Soya Company.
Manufacturer’s Address: Denmark. Phone: 45-4738 0494.
Date of Introduction: 1996?
Ingredients: Water, soybeans*, shoyu, smoke.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm tray with film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Report of visit to company
(Letter) and Labels sent from Denmark by Jon Kessler. 1996,
July.
6454. Product Name: Soya Garden Dressings and Dips
[Thousand Island, Soyanaise].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunrise Soya Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 729 Powell St., Vancouver, BC,
V6A 1H5, Canada. Phone: (604) 254-8888.
Date of Introduction: 1996?
Ingredients: Soyanaise: Tofu (filtered water, certified
organically grown soybeans, vinegar), brown rice syrup,
canola oil, salt, apple cider vinegar, malic acid, xanthan gum,
spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 350 ml jar.
How Stored: Refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (glossy, black
and white, front and back). 1996? Undated. “Eggless.
Cholesterol-free, Low in fat. Dairy-free.” “Sunrise: the
leading tofu company.” Web = http://www.sunrise-soya.com.
6455. Roller, Ron. 1997. New developments with organically
grown soybeans in America (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
Jan. 16. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The demand for organic soybeans in America
is rising rapidly. Ron thinks this has nothing to do with
concerns over genetically engineered (transgenic) soybeans
such as Monsanto’s Roundup Ready soybeans. “Soybeans
have become, hands down, the main cash crop (the one
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that makes the most money) for organic farmers, at least
those in the Midwest. Organic growers in the Dakotas and
Montana still rely on wheat as their main cash crop, but the
corn, wheat, and soybean growers everywhere else rely on
soybeans.” The demand for organic soybeans is growing
faster than the supply–even though the supply is rising.
Increasing prices have attracted more and more farmers
to growing soybeans organically. The biggest demand is
still from Japan, as it has been for the past 4-5 years. As
interest in organic foods has grown in Japan, bigger food
manufacturers (primarily of tofu and natto) have started to
use organic soybeans. The American food companies that
use organic soybeans are still relatively small and few. Ron’s
company (if you add the organic soybeans Ron exports) may
be the single biggest.
The demand for organic natto soybeans from Japan
appeared suddenly and is now very large. Acreage that
was used to grow organic soybeans for tofu or soymilk
suddenly got switched to growing small-seeded organic natto
soybeans. Because of that, the acreage used to grow organic
soybeans for tofu and soymilk has decreased. Last year the
organic soybean crop in the Midwest (especially Michigan
and Ohio) was smaller than expected. So the combination of
the export demand (mainly to Japan but also to Europe), the
loss of acreage to natto beans, the bad crop, and the lack of
new growers, has made the price of organic soybeans rise–by
about 10%. But remember that the price of organic soybeans
were already more than double, very often triple, that of nonorganic beans. The highest prices are paid for Vintons and
natto beans. It is these premium prices that are so attractive
to the organic farmers. “This trend is of great concern to
me, and especially the effect it could have on the price of
soyfoods. In a free market economy, with lots of farmers
looking for value-added crops, you would think that many
more of them would start growing organic soybeans. But
it is a difficult chasm to cross. A farmer must learn a whole
new way of farming, and, he must wait for 3 years before
that land can grow organic crops. That 3-year lead time is
the big stumbling block; many farmers actually lose money
on that land during those 3 years. Some big farmers are now
starting to grow organic soybeans, but they getting involved
on a gradual basis, adding 50 to 100 acres a year. Those large
commercial growers, who have recently switched to growing
soybeans organically, are sitting in the catbird seat, and doing
extremely well.”
In Ron’s market, there have been very few questions
from consumers about genetically engineered (transgenic)
soybeans. “It hasn’t become a problem at all for ASP; I think
it will be an asset for us–because we don’t use them and we
can prove that we don’t. However a lot of growers want to
grow transgenic soybeans.” Address: President, American
Soy Products, 1474 N. Woodland Dr., Saline, Michigan
48176. Phone: 313-429-2310.

6456. Golbitz, Peter. 1997. NOSB says biotech crops not
organic. Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine) 4(1):2. Jan/
March.
• Summary: “Proponents of organic agriculture have moved
to exclude products produced by biotechnology from being
able to be labeled as “organic” under new rules soon to be
proposed by the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA).
“According to Katherine DiMatteo, executive director
of the Organic Trade Association, the National Organic
Standards Board (NOSB), at their September meeting in
Indianapolis, requested that the National Organic Program
(NOP) of the USDA prohibit all genetically engineered
organisms and their derivatives from organic production.
“In essence, the recommended rule would not allow
any crop which was grown using genetically modified seeds
produced with biotechnology to be labeled as `organic,’ even
if it was grown following the department’s rules covering
organic crop production. The exclusion would also cover
any products made from those crops, including vegetable oil,
protein, starch or other by-products.
“If included in the final rule, the exclusion would
provide a government sanctioned path for those producing
organic crops to state that their products are free of
genetically modified organisms.
“The NOSB is appointed by the Secretary of Agriculture
to make recommendations regarding the National Organic
Program. The NOP staff is working with the Secretary to
draft the proposed rule which will cover the labeling and
production of organic food and crops. A spokesperson for
the NOP stated that he believes the proposed rule will be
published in the Federal Register sometime soon.”
6457. Product Name: Nasoya Nayonaise: Veg-Dressing &
Spread [Fat Free].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nasoya Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 23 Jytek Park (P.O. Box 841),
Leominster, MA 01453. Phone: 1-800-229-TOFU (8638).
Date of Introduction: 1997 January.
Ingredients: Silken tofu (water, organic soybeans*, lemon
juice concentrate), distilled vinegar, can juice solids, corn
starch, salt, xanthan gum, guar gum, mustard seed, onion
powder, garlic juice, natural flavor, spices, oleoresin paprika.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz glass jar.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (half, color) in Natural
Foods Merchandiser. 1996. Oct. p. 123. “Our delicious
Nayonaise is now also available fat free!” Talk with woman
in marketing department at Nasoya Foods. 1996. Oct. 10.
The introduction of this product has been delayed; they
expect to start shipping in mid-December. The main soy
ingredient will be their silken tofu. Talk with Shari Ann
Peters, Marketing Assistant at Nasoya. 1996. Nov. 14. This
product is expected to be available for sale in Jan. 1997. A
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small batch was made for sampling at the Natural Products
Expo in October. Color brochure sent by Shari. Shows color
photos of jars of regular and fat-free Nayonaise.
6458. Product Name: Tofu-Cotta (Resembles Ricotta
Cheese) [Garlic Basil Flavor].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Devine.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1388 Haight St., Suite 222, San
Francisco, CA 94117. Phone: 415-339-8045 or 415-9290671.
Date of Introduction: 1997 January.
Ingredients: Organic nigari tofu*, organic apple cider
vinegar*, filtered water, fresh garlic, basil, evaporated cane
juice, sea salt. * = Grown in accordance with the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 15 oz (425 gm) plastic tub.
Wholesales for $2.00. Bulk price (4 lbs. minimum): $1.85/lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Call from Martha Devine.
1997. Jan. 16. She left Arcata in April 1996 and is starting
this month to make products in San Francisco in a new
kitchen. She buys her tofu from Quong Hop. This product,
which is a non-dairy ricotta cheese, works very well as
a shmear (Yiddish for “spread”) for bagels. Leaflet and
photocopy of Label sent by Martha Devine. 1997. Feb. 3.
Leaflet: “Sent from Heaven. Soy Devine presents TofuCotta: Garlic Basil Flavor.” “And the angel Glycine appeared
unto them and the glory of the Bean shown ‘round about
them.” Label: 3 inches square. “Organic vegan. A vegan
diet is kinder to animals, people & the environment. You’ll
eat a lotta Tofu-Cotta. Use Tofu-Cotta instead of cheese in
dishes like: Lasagna, manicotti, calzone, pizza, pasta sauce,
spanakopita, chili rellenos, enchiladas or your own favorites!
It’s a shmear! Its a dip! It’s ready to eat! Soy is joy.” Note:
Mara changed her name back to Martha (her name at birth)
in Dec. 1995.
San Francisco Bay Guardian. 1997. March 25. Dine &
Travel section. “The name game, by Eric Stephan.” This
restaurant critic visited a new vegetarian restaurant named
“Herbivore” and ordered lasagna ($6.95). It was made with
Soy Devine’s Garlic Basil Tofucotta, “which hardly gave a
clue that it wasn’t cheese.”
6459. Product Name: Smoked Tofu Spread.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 100 Ericson Ct., Suite 150,
Arcata, CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1997 January.
Ingredients: Tofu (filtered water, organic* soybeans,
nigari), organic* canola oil, soy sauce (water, soybeans*,
whole wheat*, salt), filtered water, lemon juice, kelp,
distilled vinegar, organic* cider vinegar, natural hardwood
smoke. * = Grown in accordance with the California Organic
Food Act of 1990.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
New Product–Documentation: Two Labels sent by
Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 9. The product was introduced
in Jan. 1997. Label #1 of Jan. 1997. “Smoked Tofu Spread.”
3 inches diameter. Self adhesive. Dark red on beige.
Illustration shows a tofu shop on stilts near the ocean with a
tree arching overhead.
Label #2 of Oct. 2002. “Organic Smoked Tofu Spread.”
3½ inches diameter. Self adhesive. Brown and orange-yellow
on white. A handsome, impressionistic watercolor illustration
shows a tofu shop on stilts on a cliff with a tree arching
overhead. “Low in saturated fat. Cholesterol free. Contains
170 mg Omega 3 fatty acids per serving.”
6460. Brunoeheler, Ron. 1997. Smart moves for spraying
Roundup Ready soybeans: University, Monsanto researchers
share their findings. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 6-7.
• Summary: How much of the herbicide Roundup Ultra you
should spray on Roundup Ready soybeans depends on where
you are, your spectrum of weeds, and the width of your
soybean rows.
George Kapusta, an agronomist at Southern Illinois
University, focused on no-till management of RR soybeans
in 7-inch and 30-inch rows. He had the best weed control in
the narrow rows, with the more difficult-to-control weeds
such as tall morningglory, ivyleaf morningglory, honeyvine
milkweed, horsenettle, trumpetcreeper and nightshade. Two
pints per acre of Roundup Ultra was recommended over
lower rates.
Kapusta recommends a pre-emergence treatment plus a
second application when weeds are 3-4 inches tall.
6461. National Soybean Research Laboratory Bulletin
(NSRL, Urbana, Illinois). 1997. Research focuses on
overcoming disease problems in no-till: there has been
a price to pay for no-till in terms of changing disease
management programs. 4(1):1-2. Feb.
• Summary: During the past ten years, the number of
soybean acres planted to no-till has risen dramatically. Even
though there are definite benefits to the soil-saving properties
of no-till, there also has been a price to pay in terms of
changing disease management programs.
“Under no-till, the crop residues act as a mulch layer,
which helps insulate the soil. As a result, the soils in notill fields are usually cooler and wetter at planting. Those
conditions are particularly favorable for the Pythium fungus,
which can cause seed rot and seedling blight.
“On soybeans, even light infection on the root tip may
cause plants to lose early season growth and remain smaller
than non-infected plants throughout much of the early
season.”
A photo shows: “Wayne Pedersen, plant pathologist at
the National Soybean Research Laboratory, views pathogen
spores through a microscope prior to inoculation. The culture
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is used to infect soybean plants as a way of studying the
mechanisms of resistance to Phytophthora root rot.”

apricots*, coconuts* (Cocos*), carob flour. Note: Hameln is
southwest of Hannover.

6462. Product Name: Soymeat Mealmaker (Formerly
Cajun BBQ Style and Vegan Cajun Burger) [Original Spicy
Flavor].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Devine.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1388 Haight St., Suite 222, San
Francisco, CA 94117. Phone: (415) 339-8045.
Date of Introduction: 1997 February.
Ingredients: Organic nigari tofu*, organic tomato sauce*,
fresh onion, filtered water, mustard, organic brown rice
syrup*, organic apple cider vinegar*, Bragg Liquid Aminos,
organic miso*, organic peanut butter*, fresh garlic, nonirradiated spices. * = Grown in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz (392 gm) plastic tub.
Wholesales for $3.00. Bulk price (4 lbs. minimum): $3.00/lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Call from Martha Devine.
1997. Jan. 16. She left Arcata in April 1996 and is starting
this month to make products in San Francisco in a new
kitchen. She buys her tofu from Quong Hop. This product,
which was launched in Jan. 1995 as Vegan Cajun Burger (On
a Bun), has been renamed and repositioned.
Photocopy of Label sent by Martha Devine. 1997. Feb.
3. This product will be coming soon. Label: Top–3½ inches
diameter. “Healthy delicious fast foods. A vegan diet is
kinder to animals, people & the environment.” “Use meatless
Soymeat Meal-Maker to replace the beef, pork, chicken,
turkey, tuna, or sausage in dishes like: burritos, chili,
enchiladas, nachos, tacos, tamale pie, tostadas, shepherd’s
pie, lasagna, spaghetti, hero subs, sloppy joes, rice or noodle
casseroles, or your own favorites! Pre-cooked. Delicious ‘as
is’ or just heat & eat! Soy is joy.” Note: Mara changed her
name back to Martha (her name at birth) in Dec. 1995.

6464. Carsky, R.J.; Abaidoo, R.; Dashiell, K.; Sanginga, N.
1997. Effect of soybean on subsequent maize grain yield
in the Guinea savanna zone of West Africa. African Crop
Science Journal 5(1):31-39. March. [21 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: “Two varieties of soybean and a maize control
crop were grown in replicated trials at 10 sites in the Guinea
savanna of Nigeria in 1993 followed by a test crop of maize
in 1994 with 20 or 60 kg of nitrogen per ha to test the effect
of soybean on subsequent grain yield.
Soybean in rotation may increase maize yield by as
much as 140% compared to continuous maize cultivation,
even though the soybean was not inoculated with rhizobia
and the above-ground soybean residues, except litter fallen
before harvest, were exported from the fields, as is the
current practice of farmers. Address: 1, 2-4. International
Inst. of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), PMB 5320, Ibadan,
Nigeria; 2. Nitrogen Fixation of Tropical Legumes (NifTal
Project), Univ. of Hawaii, Maui, Hawaii.

6463. Product Name: [Sweet Tofu (Rumba, Caramella,
Pina Colada, Vanilla, Caramella)].
Foreign Name: Sweet Tofu (Rumba, Caramella,
Pinacolada, Vanilla, Caramella).
Manufacturer’s Name: Bio Vita Naturkost.
Manufacturer’s Address: W.v. Selve Str. 2, 31789 Hameln,
Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1997 March.
Ingredients: Rumba: Tofu*, honey*, nuts*, raisins*,
Jamaica rum, spices* (Gewürze), carob flour
(Johannisbrotkernmehl). * = Organically grown (aus
kontrolliert biologischem Anbau).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bottle.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (4 by 5 inches,
4 panel, color) from Biofach, Germany. 1997. March.
“Sweet Tofu Premiere. The light spread with the heavenly
taste.” Ingredients in Pina Colada: Tofu*, bananas, honey*,

6465. Product Name: Let’s Do Lunch.
Manufacturer’s Name: Edward & Sons.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1326, Carpinteria, CA
93014.
Date of Introduction: 1997 March.
Ingredients: Apple cider vinegar*, tamari* (water, wheat,
soybeans, salt), molasses*, filtered well water, wheat syrup*,
salt, tamarind*, ginger root*, lemon juice concentrate,
garlic*, spices*, xanthan gum, shiitake mushrooms*, citrus
extracts*, spice extract*, natural smoke flavor.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 oz, 10 oz, and 8.5 oz bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Sell sheet (8½ by 11 inch,
black on light gray) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 1997. March.
“Lunch is ready!” It consists of natural Ham Style Meatless
Slices, Monterey jack cheese, wheat crackers made with
organic flour, and natural chocolate raisins–all packed in a
lunch box and ready to go.
6466. Product Name: [VivaSoya Soy Mousse (Apricot)].
Foreign Name: VivaSoya Mousse di Soya (Albicocca).
Manufacturer’s Name: Fonte della Vita S.r.L. (La).
Manufacturer’s Address: Via Monviso 18, 12049 Trinita
(Cuneo), Italy. Phone: (0172) 66 231.
Date of Introduction: 1997 March.
Ingredients: Soymilk*, apricot, cane sugar, natural aromas,
living lactic bacteria (Streptococcus thermophilus and
Lactobacillus bulgaricus). * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm; 2 x 125 gm plastic
tubs.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
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New Product–Documentation: Label from Biofach, March
1997. Orange, white, green and blue. “Rich in living lactic
acid bacteria. No preservatives.”
6467. Product Name: Mori-Nu Silken Tofu–Lite [Firm, or
Extra Firm].
Manufacturer’s Name: Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 9960 S.W. Potano, Tualatin, OR
97062. Phone: 503-692-3498.
Date of Introduction: 1997 March.
Ingredients: Lite firm: Water, soybeans, isolated
soy protein, gluconolactone*, calcium chloride. * =
Gluconolactone is a non-dairy coagulant derived from food
starch.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12.3 oz (349 gm) Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton. Retails for $1.19 (1997/06, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Art Mio of
Morinaga. 1997. June 16. These three products were first
sold commercially on March 1. They are made by a new
company named Pacific Nutritional Foods, Inc., which is a
joint venture between Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc. and
Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc.; the company’s sole purpose
at present is to manufacture aseptically packed tofu. The
building is located about 1 block away from the Pacific
Foods of Oregon factory.
Product (Lite–Firm) with Label purchased at Safeway
supermarket in Lafayette, California. 1999. March. Tetra
Brik carton. 4 by 3 by 2 inches. Light blue, dark blue,
purple, and red on white. “Low fat. 50% less fat and 33%
less calories than regular tofu. See nutritional panel.” Recipe
on one side for Strawberry banana shake. On back panel:
“Free video–Why tofu? Includes latest nutritional research
and 7 delicious recipes. Tofu & You, weight-loss plan and
healthy eating guide with 102 low fat recipes–28 featuring
tofu ($14.95). Free recipes.” Send a SASE to Mori-Nu. One
side panel states: “New ‘Lite’ from Mori-Nu is the world’s
first truly low-fat tofu with only 1 gram of fat per serving.
Mori-Nu is a good source of cholesterol-free vegetable
protein containing important soy isoflavones such as
genistein and daidzein. It is low in calories, fat and sodium.
Mori-Nu’s revolutionary package locks out light, oxygen
and microorganisms which can lead to spoilage. Guaranteed
quality. Always tastes freshly made. No preservatives. No
irradiation. Refrigeration not required until opened. Also
available in extra firm.”
6468. Product Name: Angelic Frosted Brownie.
Manufacturer’s Name: Now & Zen, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: South San Francisco, California.
Phone: (415) 794-0980.
Date of Introduction: 1997 March.
Ingredients: Organic whole wheat pastry flour*,

FruitSource (whole rice syrup and grape juice concentrate),
tofu, cocoa, coffee, aluminum-free baking powder, vanilla,
apple cider vinegar. Icing: FruitSource, cocoa, water,
cornstarch, vanilla. * = Grown in accordance with the
California organic food act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (336 gm).
How Stored: Frozen or fresh.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet with real Label
brought by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo at
Anaheim. 1997. March. Leaflet. 8½ by 11 inches. Printed
black on beige paper. “Rich, chewy, chocolatey, and 98% fat
free.” Label. Gold and black on red. “98% fat free. Vegan!
No dairy or eggs! No fat added! No refined sugar or honey!”
8 muffins per package.
6469. Product Name: Multi Grain: Healthy Non Dairy
Beverage [Original].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 19480 S.W. 97th Ave., Tualatin,
OR 97062. Phone: 503-692-9666.
Date of Introduction: 1997 March.
Ingredients: Filtered water, oat groats, triticale, barley,
organic soybeans*, brown rice, amaranth, sea salt. * =
Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton with reclosable spout. Retails for $1.89 (1997/05,
Berkeley, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per cup (8 fl. oz or 240 ml): Calories 150,
calories from fat 20, total fat 2 gm (3% daily value; saturated
fat 0 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 50 mg (3%), total
carbohydrate 31 gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 12 gm),
protein 3 gm. Calcium 15%, iron 0%. Percent daily values
are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Pat Carey of
Pacific Foods of Oregon. 1997. May 5. This product shown
at Anaheim in March 1997 and introduced commercially
at about the same time. Each cup contains 3 gm of protein
and 15% of the RDA for calcium. Product description and
specifications faxed by Pat Carey. May 5. “An innovative
new product containing all 8 essential amino acids.” On the
front panel of the label is a large glass of the white beverage,
surrounded by grains. Written in large letters on the white
background: “A great tasting nutritious balance of essential
amino acids. Simply the best.”
Product with Label brought by Bob Gerner of the
Natural Grocery Company, Berkeley, California. 1997.
May 13. Price: $1.89. Label. Yellow, green, tan and red on
white. Reclosable spout. Soyfoods Center taste test: Flavor:
Excellent, with nice balance of grains and soy. Consistency:
Nice and thick. Label design: Excellent. One of the best
all-around non-dairy beverages we have ever tasted. A taste
panel liked it better (10) than Pacific Almond (8) or Pacific
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Oat (6).
Product (Original flavor) with Label purchased at Trader
Joe’s in Concord, California. 1998. Feb. 22. Price: $1.49.
Price at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2001. Feb.
27. $1.69. The package design is new but the ingredients
are the same except that the oats are organic. The top onefourth of the front panel is orange with the word “Pacific”
in white script letters. The beverage is being poured from a
yellow pitcher into a glass. “Non GMO. Low fat. Original.”
Talk with Pam in customer service at Pacific Foods. 2001.
Oct. 24. This product contains no added sweetener. The
sweetness comes from the grains themselves. After all the
grains are ground and mixed together, an enzyme is added
which converts the starches to sugars, primarily glucose
with some maltose. No new sucrose is created. The enzyme
does not have to be listed with the ingredients because it is
a “processing aid” and does not itself appear in the finished
product. Pacific Foods uses the same process make its oat
beverage and rice beverage. The company also makes its
own brown rice sweetener. Pat Carey left the company
earlier this year.
6470. Soto Feinkost. 1997. Vegetarische FrischeSpezialitataeten: aus kontrolliert oekologischem Anbau
[Vegetarian fresh specialties: Organically grown (Leaflet)].
Breitbrunn/Chiemsee, Germany. 3 panels each side. Each
panel: 23 x 10 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: This leaflet from Biofach, March 1997, contains
a list of products made by the company. Address: Oskar
Schramm, Königstr. 3, D-83254 Breitbrunn/Chiemsee,
Germany. Phone: 08054/9107.
6471. Product Name: Meat Free Tender Deli Cuts (Fat
Free) [Hickory Smoked Turkey Flavor, Peppercorn Chicken
Flavor, Honey Smoked Ham Flavor].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyco Foods. Div. of Galaxy
Cheese Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando, FL
32809. Phone: 800-441-9419.
Date of Introduction: 1997 March.
Ingredients: Hickory Smoked Turkey: Soy beverage
(filtered water, isolated soy protein, organic tofu*), rice
& tapioca maltodextrins, maltodextrin, rice protein,
carrageenan (sea weed gum), sea salt, xanthan gum, Florida
Crystals (unbleached sugar), natural flavorings, citric acid,
acetic acid.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz. for 6 singles.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West (Anaheim, California). 1997. March. The front panel
states: “Individually wrapped meat slices for maximum
freshness. Enjoy the flavor of meat again. All natural.
Vegetable based. 100% meat free.” A color photo shows

the front of each package and label. The back panel states:
“Enjoy the great taste of meat with Soymage Meat Free
Deli Cuts.” Note 1. These are slices of soy cheese that are
flavored and colored like meat. The company is trying to
present its cheese alternative as a meat alternative–somewhat
deceptively we believe. Note 2. Galaxy Cheese Co. has been
publicly traded for the past 5-7 years. The symbol on Nasdaq
is GALX. They have done 7-8 stock offerings and sold
about $40 million worth of stock. Much of the stock is said
to be sold to non-U.S. citizens and as private placements to
sophisticated investors.
6472. Product Name: [Nagel’s Sojaki (Soy Yogurt)].
Foreign Name: Nagel’s Sojaki (Soja-Quark).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofumanufaktur Christian Nagel
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Osdorfer Landstrasse 4, 22607
Hamburg, Germany. Phone: 040/89 49 37.
Date of Introduction: 1997 March.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans*, Distelöl*, palm oil*, herbs,
spices, sea salt, lactic acid cultures.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm plastic cup with peeloff foil lid.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Fat 15 gm, protein 4.2 gm,
carbohydrates 1.69 gm, calories (kcal) 160 (670 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ x 11 inches,
color) from Biofach, March 1997. Color photos show the
Label and product. “Nagel’s Sojaki is a fresh soya cream
made purely from plants–a Quark made from soymilk. We
make this vegetarian food from soybeans. We add lactic acid
bacteria to the soymilk, and after a ripening process Sojaki
is ready.” Contains recipes for: Onion-Gratin with Sojaki.
Sojaki dessert with fruits. Also contains a list of products
made by the company.
6473. Hartz, Marion. 1997. More on the history of Jacob
Hartz Seed Co. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 28.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Marion’s older brother is Jake Hartz Jr. His
father was Jacob Hartz, Sr. and his grandfather was Gerhardt
“George” Hartz, born in Germany. Marion recalls that Mr.
Thorell told him that at the time he first bought 20 bushels
of soybeans (in about 1925 or 1926), he made an entry in the
company’s ledger books. Marion looked for these books, but
was not able to find them. The building where the books used
to be kept is still there; it is still possible that they might be
stored in some nook or cranny.
Most back issues of the Stuttgart Daily Leader are on
microfilm at the Stuttgart Public Library. The newspaper,
which still exists, has a small library itself.
Jacob Hartz, Sr. had great success during his early and
middle years of life, but during his ‘60s he was sidelined
by health problems–high blood pressure, heart trouble, and
kidney stones. He died at age 75. By contrast, his partner,
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A.R. Thorell lived into his 90s.
When the Hartz-Thorell Supply Co. split up in 1942,
Jacob Hartz, Sr. took the seed side of the business and the
company’s state-of-the art grain elevator built in about 1936
and located about half a mile from the equipment supply
company building. The company devised many refinements
in this elevator for the maintenance of seed purity and
germination. It was recognized as a model for a large-volume
seed cleaning and processing operation–particularly in the
South. A.R. Thorell kept the equipment supply side of the
business and the company headquarters building that housed
it. Much of the equipment in those days could be used
interchangeably on all the four crops in the rice rotation. The
use of combines to harvest rice did not start on the Grand
Prairie until about 1945-46; it took a much stronger, heavierbuilt machine to combine rice. Hartz and Thorell owned a
farm where they produced some seed. Several years after
the 194s dissolution, Jacob Hartz, Sr. bought A.R. Thorell’s
interest in that farm.
During the 1940s, roughly 50% of Hartz’s sales came
from soybeans; the other 50% came from rice, oats, and
lespedeza (which was the hay and pasture crop). All four of
these crops were part of the rice rotation on the Grand Prairie
in the 1940s. A farmer typically planted rice for one year,
then other crops the next two years.
The soybean business grew steadily, until they were
handling over 1 million bushels of soybeans a year. In one or
two years they sent 6-7,000 metric tons for seed to Mexico,
and 10-20,000 metric tons to the Far East [East Asia] for
food purposes.
Asgrow and Hartz Seed are now in the process of being
merged. Both will be moved to Des Moines, Iowa, in about
July 1997. Marion does not yet know the name of the new
company. Mr. Danny Kennedy, who is the current and rather
young president of Hartz Seed Co., is slated to be president
of the new company and Terry Hicks, an accountant who has
been office manager and the financial officer for Hartz Seed
Co., will be the chief financial officer.
Marion has 4 children–two sons and two daughters. One
of his sons, Douglas Hartz, is now on the national board of
the American Soybean Association. Douglas is in the farm
management business. “We have about 2,000 acres ourselves
in three farms, which Douglas manages. In one farm, all four
of my children are partners.” Address: Stuttgart, Arkansas.
6474. Brunoehler, Ron. 1997. Remote sensing is ready to
fly: Aerial images can deliver valuable crop information.
Soybean Digest. April. p. 18a-18c.
• Summary: Remote sensing, which provides high-resolution
images from satellites, promises to add to the various
information bases of precision agriculture, such as yield,
soil-type, and fertility mapping.
“Remote sensing is defined as any measurement taken
without touching whatever is being measured. It was tried

in the 1960s and ‘70s using infrared aerial photography, but
never really got off the ground.” An expert in the field is
Chris Johannsen, director of Purdue University’s Laboratory
for Applications of Remote Sensing, in Indiana. He says
remote sensing can or will be used to determine if a crop is
under any stress before it is evident to farmers on the ground,
monitor crop variability within fields, and estimate yield.
A color photo shows how satellite images covering
1,369 square miles can be broken down into individual fields.
A sidebar (p. 18c) is titled “Aerial imagery is progressing
fast.”
6475. Product Name: Smoky Tempeh Strips (Marinated,
Vegetarian): Fakin’ Bacon.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lightlife Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 870, Greenfield, MA
01302. Phone: 1-800-274-6001.
Date of Introduction: 1997 April.
Ingredients: Soy tempeh (organic soybeans, water, brown
rice, tempeh culture), water, soy sauce, vinegar, honey,
spices, beet powder, natural vegetable flavor, salt, natural
hickory flavor.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz (170 gm) vacuum pack.
Retails for $1.99 (1998/02, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition: Per 3 slices (57 gm): Calories 80, calories from
fat 25, total fat 2.5 gm (7% daily value; saturated fat 0.5 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 230 mg (9%), total carbohydrate 6
gm (dietary fiber 1 gm, sugars 0 gm), protein 8 gm. Calcium
9%, iron 5%, vitamin A 2%, vitamin C 1%. Percent daily
values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California.
1998. Feb. 22. Price: $1.99. The product is a marinated
cake of tempeh, about 2½ by 7½ inches, cut lengthwise into
thin slices. The bold name at the top of the back panel is
“Fakin’ Bacon.” Label: 4 by 9 inches. Plastic shrink wrap.
Red, yellow, and white on brown. Front panel: “Low fat.
Cholesterol free.” Back panel: Lightlife Fakin’ Bacon has no
cholesterol, 90% less fat than bacon, 60% less sodium, and
no nitrates!
6476. Monsanto Company. 1997. Annual report to
shareholders–1996. St. Louis, Missouri. 64 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: In 1996, Monsanto reported net income of
$385 million (down 48% from 739 million in 1995) and
earnings per share of $6.31 (down 2% from $6.46 in 1995).
But pages 4-5 state: “Financially, 1996 was by far the best
year in our history. Before giving effect to charges related
to the spinoff of the chemical business and other actions
in 1996 ($500 million aftertax, or $0.84 per share) and to
a nonrecurring gain in 1995 ($11 million aftertax, or $0.02
per share), net income of $885 million exceeded our 1995
record by 22 percent, and record earnings per share of $1.48
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were up 18 percent. Return on shareowners’ equity (ROE) of
22.3 percent, excluding one-time charges, marked the third
consecutive year in which we surpassed our historical 20
percent ROE benchmark.”
In a “Letter to shareowners,” Chairman and CEO
Bob Shapiro begins: “In late 1996, your board of directors
approved a plan to split Monsanto into two companies by
spinning off our chemical businesses.”
The theme of the report is “We’re starting up again.
In 1901, a 42-year-old high school dropout named John F.
Queeny founded a new company to make saccharin on the
shores of the Mississippi River in St. Louis, Missouri. He
named it after his wife, Olga Monsanto Queny. More than
95 years later, his little company–built on faith, hope, and
$5,000–is starting up again. Monsanto company is now
spinning off its chemical businesses and forming a new life
sciences company.”
Roundup herbicide, introduced in 1974, has proved to
be the agricultural growth product of the 1990s. In 1996,
Monsanto sold more than 3 times as much of it as they did in
1990. “Sales of Roundup Ready soybeans were limited only
by the availability of the seed” (p. 3).
Page 11A states: “Soybean growers who used Roundup
Ultra herbicide on Roundup Ready soybeans reported
extremely high satisfaction with the performance of the
technology, and indicated they would more than double their
Roundup Ready soybean acres in 1997. Our seed partners
expect to have enough Roundup Ready soybean seed to
plant between eight million and 10 million acres in the
United States. Another 250,000 to 300,000 acres have been
planted for the 1996-1997 growing season in Argentina.”
“Conservation tillage began as an environmental trend.
Farmers could reduce soil erosion by reducing or eliminating
tillage practices, often used as a way to control weeds. As
more farmers adopted this technique, they also found they
could reduce labor, energy and equipment costs. Roundup is
the herbicide of choice for conservation tillage because it is
effective and cost-efficient.”
“Agricultural products outlook (p. 37): Roundup and
other glyphosate-based herbicides face competition from
generic producers in certain markets outside the United
States. Patents protecting Roundup in various countries
expired in 1991, while compound per se patent protection for
the active ingredient in Roundup herbicide continues in the
United States through the year 2000. Management expects
the recent technological breakthroughs in manufacturing
processes and formulation advancements, as well as rapidly
expanding capacity to produce Roundup, to improve
Monsanto’s cost position and to help maintain its leadership
position. New value-added formulations of Roundup, such
as Roundup Ultra and Roundup Pro in the United States, and
Roundup Bioforce and Roundup Geoforce in Europe and
Australia, have been successfully introduced.”
“Principal acquisitions and divestitures: In February

1997, the company acquired the Asgrow Agronomics seed
business from Empresas La Moderna S.A. for $240 million.
In January 1997, Monsanto announced that it had reached
separate agreements to acquire Holden’s Foundation Seeds,
Inc., the world’s leading foundation seed corn company,
and Corn States Hybrid Service Inc. and Corn States
International S.a.r.l., the exclusive worldwide marketing and
sales representatives for Holden’s products. The total costs of
these acquisitions will be up to $1.02 billion. It is anticipated
that one-time charges associated with acquired research will
be recorded in conjunction with these acquisitions.
In March 1996, Monsanto acquired significant equity
positions in Calgene, Inc. and DeKalb Genetics Corp. In
November 1996, Monsanto acquired a controlling interest
in Calgene. This gave Monsanto the right to nominate five
of the nine authorized directors on Calgene’s board. The
combined investment in these plant-science businesses
totaled approximately $340 million. In May 1996, Monsanto
acquired the plant-science assets of Agracetus from W.R.
Grace & Co. for approximately $150 million.”
A 26-page report titled “Notice of annual meeting of
stockholders, April 25, 1997” accompanies the annual report.
Note: By 6 Oct. 1997 Monsanto had spun off the
chemicals portion of its business and named it Solutia, Inc.
For every 5 shares of Monsanto stock owned by an investor,
he or she was given one share of Solutia, which had an initial
value of $20/share. Address: 800 North Lindbergh Blvd., St.
Louis, Missouri 63167. Phone: (314) 694-5432.
6477. Product Name: Veggie Slices (Cheese Alternative
with Casein) [Mozzarella Flavor, Provolone Flavor,
American Flavor, Pepper Jack].
Manufacturer’s Name: Galaxy Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando, FL
32809. Phone: 800-441-9419.
Date of Introduction: 1997 May.
Ingredients: Soy beverage (filtered water, organic tofu,
and isolated soy protein), casein [a protein from cow’s
milk], unhydrogenated canola oil, natural flavors, tricalcium
and potassium phosphates (a source of calcium, potassium
and phosphorus; naturally present in cheese), corn starch,
sea salt, citric acid, vitamin E (antioxidant), vitamin A
palmitate, riboflavin. Tofu is made with organically grown
and processed soybeans in accordance with the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. for 12 single individuallywrapped slices. Retails for $1.50 (2 for $3.00) at Safeway
supermarket (1997/05, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California.
1997. May 25. Sold refrigerated from a large display in the
produce section. Label: White, black, yellow, and blue on
green. “New! Nature’s alternative to cheese. Made with
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organic tofu.” At the top of the back panel is written in large
red letters: “Low fat. Lactose free. Cholesterol free.” “No
animal fats are used in this product.”
Note 1. The word “Veggie” in this product name is
deceptive, because the product contains casein, made from
cow’s milk, as a major ingredient. Note 2. This is the first
time a cheese alternative containing tofu has been seen at
Safeway in Lafayette. Soyfoods Center taste test. Flavor:
Quite bland; the Provolone is “smoky.” Texture: Very good.
Color: Almost pure white. Package design: Excellent. Truth
in labeling: Poor. Price: The original sale price of $1.50 per
12 slices = 8 oz. was good. The next week the product was
placed in a cooler storage case with tofu and the price rose to
$1.99 per 8 oz. By comparison, Safeway pasteurized process
cheese food (12 slices, 8 oz) in Swiss or Monterey Jack
flavors sells for $1.89 and the equivalent Kraft product sells
for $2.59.
Monthly Insight (Galaxy Foods newsletter). 1998. April.
In Feb. 1997 Galaxy sold 6,000 cases of Veggie Slices. In
Feb. 1998, a total of 37,000 cases were shipped. “That’s
more than a 600% increase in sales!”
6478. Liu, KeShun. 1997. Agronomic characteristics,
production, and marketing. In: KeShun Liu. 1997. Soybeans:
Chemistry, Technology, and Utilization. Florence, Kentucky:
Chapman & Hall. xxvi + 532 p. See p. 1-24. Chap. 1. Index.
[36 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Origin. Early history
in Europe. Early history in North America. Agronomic
characteristics: Seed morphology, germination and
seedling development, growing stages and maturity groups,
seed development, nitrogen fixation, diseases and pests.
Harvesting, drying, and storage: Harvesting, drying, storage.
Marketing and trading. Grades, standards, and inspection.
Variety identification. Food beans and oil beans.
Figures: (1.1) Graph of total annual soybean production
in the USA and worldwide from 1955 to 1994. World
production increased from 20 million metric tons (tonnes)
in 1955 to 138 million tonnes in 1994. Note the huge
increases in 1992 and 1994. The United States’ share of
the total has been dropping since the mid-1970s. (1.2) Pie
chart of market share of world soybean production by major
producing countries between 1994 and 1995. USA 50.5%,
Brazil 18.2%, China 11.8%, Argentina 9.2%, all other 10.3%.
(1.3) Structure of a soybean seed (line drawing). Hypocotyl,
radicle, micropyle, hilum, epicotyl, plumule, cotyledon, seed
coat. (1.4) Stages in germination and early seedling growth
(line drawing). (1.5) Map of geographical zones of the
American continent where soybean maturity groups are best
grown. Extends from OO in southern Canada down to X in
southern Central America and northern South America. (1.6)
Graph of equilibrium level of soybeans with the temperature
and relative humidity of the surrounding air. Moisture
content of soybeans is the third variable plotted. (1.7) Graph

of allowable storage time for soybeans as functions of bean
temperature and percentage moisture content. (1.8) Diagram
of the general flow of grain from the farm through the
distribution system to the domestic and overseas processor.
(1.9) Diagram of a general outline of soybean food use
based on classification of oil and food beans. (1.10) Visual
differences between oil and food beans (photo). Left: oil
beans (3 cultivars in plastic bags). Right: food beans (top
and middle are two tofu bean cultivars, bottom is one smallseeded natto bean cultivar).
Tables: (1.1) The U.S. grades and grade requirements for
soybeans. Address: PhD, Soyfood Lab., Hartz Seed, a Unit
of Monsanto, P.O. Box 946, Stuttgart, Arkansas 72160-0946.
Phone: 870-673-8565.
6479. Liu, KeShun. 1997. Biological and compositional
changes during soybean maturation, storage, and
germination. In: KeShun Liu. 1997. Soybeans: Chemistry,
Technology, and Utilization. Florence, Kentucky: Chapman
& Hall. xxvi + 532 p. See p. 114-36. Chap. 3. Index. [59 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Changes during soybean
maturation: Dry matter and proximate composition, fatty
acid composition, vitamins, biologically active components,
food values of immature soybeans [green vegetable
soybeans]. Biological aging during soybean storage: Storageinduced protein changes, other changes, effects on quality
of soy products, mechanisms of biological aging, prevention
of storage-induced quality loss. Changes during soybean
germination: Dry matter and proximate composition, fatty
acid composition, amino acid composition, vitamins,
biologically active components, food values of germinated
soybeans, references.
Immature soybeans have some nutritional advantages
over whole dry (mature) soybeans. These include higher
contents of ascorbic acid and Beta-carotene, and lower
contents of trypsin inhibitors, phytates, and oligosaccharides.
They are also have a sweeter and better flavor, and a more
tender texture. Address: PhD, Soyfood Lab., Hartz Seed, a
Unit of Monsanto, P.O. Box 946, Stuttgart, Arkansas 721600946. Phone: 870-673-8565.
6480. Product Name: Café Westbrae (Coffee-Flavored Soy
Beverage) [Coffee, Mocha, or French Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1065 East Walnut St., Carson,
CA 90746. Phone: 310-886-8200.
Date of Introduction: 1997 May.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic soy beverage*
(filtered water, whole organic soybeans*), Florida Crystals
(dehydrated cane juice), natural flavors, expeller pressed
canola oil, organic spray dried coffee*, tricalcium phosphate,
potassium bicarbonate, sea salt, carrageenan. * = Organically
grown and processed in accordance with the California
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Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 fl oz (240 ml) Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton. A 3-pak retails at Trader Joes for $2.29
(1998/02 Concord, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per box (8 fl. oz.: Calories 130, calories from
fat 25, total fat 2.5 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 85 mg (3%), total carbohydrate 25
gm (dietary fiber 0 gm [0%], sugars 23 gm), protein 2 gm.
Calcium 25%, iron 2%. Percent daily values are based on a
2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (1/3 page, color) in
Vegetarian Times. 1997. May. p. 88. “The first non dairy
blended coffee beverage.” A color photo shows the label. A
coupon offers $0.30 off on any 3 flavors of Café Westbrae.
Product with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s in
Concord, California. 1998. Feb. 15. Front Panel: Colors:
Blue, white, tan, red, yellow, and green. A modernistic,
stylized illustration shows a man and woman seated at
a coffee table in a café. “Creamy, Low Fat, Non Dairy.”
Back panel: “Bring the coffee house to your house–bring
home Café Westbrae!... Café Westbrae is a unique blend of
organic coffee and organic soy beverage. No cholesterol,
no lactose, no grinding, measuring or brewing... just perfect
ready-to-drink coffee blends!” Free offer for a compact
disc containing ten Pop Rock hits from the 1960s. Just send
6 proofs of purchase +$3.50 for shipping and handling.
A message from Andrew H. Jacobson, president, titled
“Westbrae... Naturally” begins: “Back in 1970, when we
grew our own organic fruits and vegetables, people knew
that the Westbrae stamp on our products meant that only the
finest ingredients were used. Today we continue to continue
that tradition...” Questions or comments? Call (800) 7696455. http://www.westbrae.com.
Talk with Connie at Customer Support for Westbrae.
1998. March 30. This line of products was introduced in
about May 1997. The Kosher symbol is called “square box
K.”
6481. Product Name: Orange Peel Soy Chick with Organic
Brown Rice (Vegetarian).
Manufacturer’s Name: Gloria’s Kitchen.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 2071, Burlingame, CA
94011-2071. Phone: 650-579-0638.
Date of Introduction: 1997 June.
Ingredients: Organic* brown rice, textured vegetable
protein (soy bean flour), garlic, vinegar, soy sauce (water,
wheat, soybeans, salt), orange juice, granulated cane juice,
lemon juice, orange peel, sesame seeds, cornstarch, organic*
whole wheat flour, expeller-pressed canola oil, cayenne
pepper, natural herbs and spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz (284 gm) paperboard
box. Retails for $4.39 (1999/04, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Frozen.

New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Open Sesame, Lafayette, California. 1999.
April 20. 7.25 by 5.25 by 1.75 inch paperboard box. Red,
white, black, green, and yellow. Large photo of the prepared
product, showing the balls, with glaze and sesame seeds on a
bed of brown rice. Front panel text: “Vegetarian. Vegan. All
natural. Low fat. Microwave or conventional oven.” Back
panel: “The Gloria story–who’s cooking in the melting pot.”
6482. Product Name: Tofu Dessert [Mango].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrisoy Pty. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 15 Hannon St., Botany NSW
2019, Australia.
Date of Introduction: 1997 June.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic soybean, mango, peach,
honey, apple juice, pectin (extract of citrus peel), natural
nigari (magnesium chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label with date sent by
Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling this product in June 1997. Green, yellow, red and
orange on pale blue.
6483. Product Name: Tofu-Mexi Patties: 2 Baked.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 100 Ericson Ct., Suite 150,
Arcata, CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1997 June.
Ingredients: Tofu (filtered water, organic whole soybeans*,
nigari), fresh jalapeño peppers, carrots, cilantro, garlic, soy
sauce (water, organic soybeans*, organic wheat*, salt), lime
juice, arrowroot powder, sunflower seeds, celery, green
onions, distilled vinegar, chili powder, cumin, salt. * =
Grown according to CA Natural Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz. vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Two Labels sent by
Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 9. The product was introduced
in June 1997. Label #1 of June 1997. 3 inches diameter. Self
adhesive. Red, black, and white on yellow. “Perishable, keep
refrigerated. Good source of protein. Low in saturated fat.
Cholesterol free. Illustration of an adobe pueblo overlooking
waves and two stylized native American animals (rabbit and
squirrel).
Label #2 of Oct. 2002. “Mexi Patties: Baked Tofu.” Red
and orange-yellow on white. 3 inches diameter. No adhesive.
A handsome, impressionistic watercolor illustration shows
a tofu shop on stilts on a cliff with a tree arching overhead.
“Good source of protein. Low in saturated fat. Cholesterol
free.”
6484. U.S. Borax Inc. 1997. Question: Does your soybean
crop absorb more essential nutrients through the roots, or
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through the leaves? (Ad). Soybean Digest. May/June. p. 21.
• Summary: “Soybean plants absorb many more nutrients
through their roots. Our guess is you knew that. However,
what you may not know is roots alone aren’t enough. During
the critical reproductive stage, foliar applications of boron
can increase yields substantially. Here’s why.
“When pods are in the reproductive stage, make sure
they reproduce. In plants like soybeans, that pollinate during
warm weather, boron not only helps increase flowering, but
also moves the photosynthetic energy of the leaves to the
seeds, ultimately delivering increased podding, bean weight
and yield.
“Experts agree, even where soil tests for boron show
adequate amounts, roots alone can’t deliver the goods.
Soybean plants, particularly at pod fill, want their fill of
boron.”
A small map shows areas of the United States with a
likely boron deficiency.
20 Mule Team Solubar. Address: 26877 Tourney Road,
Valencia, California 91355.
6485. Demos, Steve. 1997. Organically grown soybeans are
not automatically free of genetically engineered material.
White Wave’s move to “transitional organic” (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 1. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: This is because of the seed-cleaning process.
As far as Steve knows, no seed cleaning house processes
exclusively organically grown crops. Therefore, a few
genetically engineered soybeans will inevitably roll into one
corner or cranny of the equipment and could easily get mixed
with the organically grown beans. Moreover, White Wave’s
soybeans are cleaned at a number of different factories.
White Wave now uses “two-year transitional organic”
soybeans, grown on fields that have not yet been organic for
the full 3 years required, but which have been grown without
chemicals for two years.
As the back of a box of White Wave Firm Style Tofu
stated (by March 1993):
“Healthy soil means healthy food. It’s one reason why
White Wave has been supporting organic farming practices
for over twenty years. Our soybeans are grown without the
use of synthetic pesticides, herbicides or chemical fertilizers.
“But more than that, we believe in a farming philosophy
that works with nature to produce strong, healthy crops
without relying on all those chemicals.
“It’s better for the Earth, it’s better for the plants, and it’s
better for all of us.
“Before crops can be certified organic, the land must be
farmed this way for at least three years.
“So what does transitional mean? Here’s where we can
all make a big difference. Transitionally grown soybeans are
farmed using organic methods, but for less than three years.
“When you purchase a transitionally grown product,

you’re supporting farmers making that three-year transition
toward organic certification. And that increases the growth
of organic farming in America. At White Wave, all of our
soy products are made from certified organic beans or
transitional beans. And we’re committed to keeping our food
free of genetically-engineered soybeans.”
The front of the box states: “Made with Transitional
Soybeans.” Address: President, White Wave Inc., 1990 North
57th Court, Boulder, Colorado 80301.
6486. Lai, C.C. 1997. Re: Earliest record of soybean
cultivation in Hong Kong. Letter to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, Aug. 7. 1 p. Plus enclosures. Typed, with
signature. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Thank you for your letter of 25 June 1997
which was referred to this department from the Hong Kong
Zoological and Botanic Garden.
“Please be advised that there is no formal record for
commercial soybean cropping in Hong Kong. However,
having dug up the old specimens of our Herbarium, it is
found that the oldest herbarium specimen of Glycine max
(=Glycine hispida) in Hong Kong was collected in the Hong
Kong Botanic Garden on 14 June 1887. The second oldest
specimen was collected on 15 September 1911 and was
found cultivated in Fanling [New Territories] of Hong Kong
where the agricultural field used to be located... Copies of
the specimens... are enclosed for your reference.” A 1-page
enclosure, dated 1987, is titled “The history of the Hong
Kong Herbarium.” Address: The Hong Kong Herbarium,
Agriculture & Fisheries Dep., 3rd Floor, Canton Road
Government Offices, 393 Canton Road, Kowloon, Hong
Kong. Phone: (852) 2733 2494.
6487. Product Name: Soymage SoySingles (Made with
Organic Tofu).
Manufacturer’s Name: Galaxy Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando, FL
32809. Phone: 800-808-2325.
Date of Introduction: 1997 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz (168 gm) 8 x 3/4 oz slices.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) from Natural Products Expo East. 1997. A photo
shows the front panel of six nondairy cheeses. Sept. Purple,
white, red, black and green. American alternative. 100%
dairy free and fat free. Casein free. Lactose free. Cholesterol
free.
6488. Product Name: Organic Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Organic Choice.
Manufacturer’s Address: Huonville, near Hobart,
Tasmania. Phone: (004) 91 1663.
Date of Introduction: 1997 September.
Ingredients: Incl. organically grown soybeans.
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New Product–Documentation: Letter from Trishala Shub.
1998. Jan. 8. She has been the sole producer of organic
tofu in Tasmania for the last 6 years. “I will soon be joining
forces with people from Organic Choice in the Hobart area
and we hope to diversify, offering miso and tempeh as well
as tofu and soy dairy products.”
Talk with Trishala Shub. 1998. Jan. 18. Organic Choice
is a business, but the people who work there want to start
their own community. They also own a restaurant, and she
thinks they have already made about 3 batches of tofu, which
they have sold to their restaurant. The tofu factory is located
in a former jam factory in Huonville, which is just south of
Hobart; she has the address at home. They may move the
factory onto a big farm in Molsworth (not far from Hobart)
and try to set up a community–a sort of Findhorn of the
southern hemisphere. She plans to buy one large building
that used to be used for hops processing. She would like to
convert it for dehydrating organic fruits and vegetables, the
tofu factory, and possibly tempeh and miso production. She
would also like to teach leadlining (making stained glass
windows) and have a healing center. The buildings are quite
large.
6489. Product Name: WestSoy VigorAid [Vanilla, or
Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1065 East Walnut St., Carson,
CA 90746. Phone: 310-886-8200.
Date of Introduction: 1997 September.
Ingredients: Creamy Chocolate (March 1999): Organic soy
beverage (Organic soybeans*, filtered water), filtered water,
dehydrated cane juice, natural flavors, natural cocoa powder,
brown rice syrup, vitamin mineral blend (magnesium
phosphate dibasic, potassium chloride, dicalcium
phosphate, sodium ascorbate, ferric orthophosphate,
vitamin E, niacinamide, zinc oxide, copper gluconate,
D-calcium pantothenate, manganese sulfate, pyridoxine
hydrochloride,...).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Myron Cooper,
President of Westbrae Natural Foods. 1997. Oct. 10. In Sept.
1997, at the Natural Products Expo in Baltimore, Maryland,
Westbrae launched VigorAid, a nutritional soymilk in the
same category as Ensure.
Ad (1/3 page, color) in Vegetarian Times. 1998. Jan.
p. 53. April. Special advertising section after p. 58. “Don’t
hate me because I’m good for you.” “Let me be your power
source through a balance of 25 vitamins, minerals and
fiber. Seek me when you desire the support of beneficial
phytonutrients and essential fatty acids. Enjoy all the
superior nutrition I provide when you drink a rich and
delicious VigorAid! Each satisfying serving is a non dairy,
low sodium, natural beverage made from organic soy... a

perfect choice for a snack or occasional meal! Just don’t hate
me because I’m good for you!
For energy and your good health drink VigorAid!
“WestSoy VigorAid nutritional drink. To learn more
about the benefits of VigorAid call us for a free brochure at
800-769-6455 www.westbrae.com.”
Sell sheet sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo. 1999 March. The two flavors are now Creamy
Chocolate and French Vanilla. Ingredients and nutritional
facts are given.
6490. Kauffman, Harold E. 1997. Celebrating the past
and future successes of soy: for a crop with virtually
no commercial market except in Asia at the turn of the
century, it is quite amazing that soybean has become one
of the world’s leading crops. National Soybean Research
Laboratory Bulletin (NSRL, Urbana, Illinois) 4(3):6-7. Oct.
• Summary: “A recent article celebrating the 50th
anniversary of the Soya Bluebook lists a series of key
activities that have contributed to the success of the soybean
in the United States during this century. The article highlights
the important role that the U.S. has played in this effort. But,
by not discussing activities in other parts of the world, one
might get the impression that soybean is not a global crop
and that there is no global demand for soybean products.
“In fact, for a crop with virtually no commercial market
except in Asia at the turn of the century, it is quite amazing
that soybean has become one of the world’s leading crops.
Today it is one of the largest agricultural commodities traded
globally, and billions of people now benefit from products
obtained from soy-food, feed, and industrial products.
“Why did soy production increase out of its center of
Asian origin? What role did other countries and regions play,
and what are the implications for the future of soy in the
world? As Paul Harvey would say in his well known radio
show, there is a need to tell the ‘Rest of the Story.’
“Dynamic production gains: At the turn of the century,
world soybean production was estimated at less than 3
million metric tons, essentially all of which was produced
in Asia. By 1994-1996, annual global production averaged
more than 130 million metric tons, a 50-fold increase during
the century.
“Clearly soybean production has increased most
dramatically in the Western Hemisphere–first in North
America and then in South America. But, modest gains
also have occurred in East and Southeast Asia, Europe, and
Africa. South Asia, especially India, has had a high rate of
growth during the past decade.
“To put this success into perspective, it is important to
note that soybean production has increased at a faster rate
during the last half of the century than the much publicized
‘green revolution’ in cereal crops–wheat, rice, and maize.
Soybean production increased nearly 700 percent during
that period, while the average production gain of the three
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cereals was slightly less than 300 percent. A much higher
share of soybean production gains, however, has come from
expanding the production area–a 300 percent increase for
soybean compared to a 62 percent increase for the cereals.
Much of the gain in cereals came from yield production
increases–an average gain of 142 percent compared to
only a 95 percent gain for soybean. Although total soybean
production has not yet reached the levels of the three major
cereals on a global basis, soybean likely will reach those
levels with sustained growth during the next century.
“Dramatic growth in demand: Of course, the push
behind the increase in soybean production has been the
dramatic worldwide rise in demand. Use of high-protein
meal for poultry and livestock rations has increased more
than 500 percent since 1960. By 1995, soybeans provided 60
percent of the world’s consumption of high-protein meal.
“Significant, although less dramatic increases have
occurred for soy oil and derivatives. For several decades, soy
has been the leading source of vegetable oil on a global basis,
with more than a 25 percent share. Soyfood consumption
has continued to increase in Asia where soyfoods have long
been a traditional part of the diet. More recently in North
America increases have occurred as the awareness of the
health benefits from consuming soyfoods has increased.
Truly a combination of new and traditional uses of soy have
provided the rapid growth in global markets.
“Global contributions to the success of soybean: People
in public and private institutions from around the world
and across all segments of the soybean value chain have
contributed to ‘globalizing’ the soybean industry during
this century. Soybean germplasm came from Asia to the
Americas in the early part of the century, where it was
improved through extensive research and development
programs.
“The genius behind mechanization and the increased use
of chemical herbicides and pesticides has come from North
America and Europe. The private sector has aggressively
developed new equipment and chemicals which have
dramatically increased production efficiency. More than 80
percent of current world production of soybeans come from
areas which are highly mechanized.
“Technology for the solvent extraction process, which
permits efficient extraction of oil, came from Europe in the
1930s. Processing efficiency was subsequently increased
by industry in both Europe and North America. Global
markets for a wide range of soy products resulted from the
development of handling, storage, and shipping systems
by global companies. Marketing activities of the American
Soybean Association assisted in these efforts in many parts
of the world. The soybean industry clearly has become
successful because of contributions from many companies
and institutions around the world.
“Lessons for the next century. Three lessons that I
believe we must apply for the next century are:

+ “the need to focus on yield gains. Soybean yield
gains have lagged considerably behind that of maize, wheat,
and rice during this century. If production is to increase
substantially during the next century, we must increase yields
as the opportunities for expanding the growing area will be
limited. Because yield gains in legumes are generally more
difficult to accomplish than in cereals, the challenge will be
a big one. It will be necessary to broaden the genetic base of
soybean and to use all of the tools available to the scientific
and production community, including conventional breeding,
biotechnology, enhanced inputs, and precision farming.
+ “the need to strengthen collaboration within the
soybean industry. All segments of the soybean value
chain must work together to address the many aspects of
production, handling, marketing, processing, and use which
will keep soybeans competitive and profitable. Cooperation
has begun in recent years on some aspects, but these efforts
must be enhanced and expanded to all areas of mutual
interest.
+ “the need to develop a new vision for global soybean
research and development. In recognition of the global
nature of the soybean industry, private companies and public
sector institutions in the U.S. must expand strategic alliances
around the world. In recent years successful private sector
companies have built strategic alliances with companies in
other countries. Partnership with public sector institutions
both in the U.S. and abroad will help increase production
efficiency, expand the output of products, and increase the
competitiveness of soy.”
“Harold E. Kauffman... was former director of the U of
I’s International Soybean Program (INTSOY).”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2019) that contains the term “value chain” or
“soybean value chain” in connection with soybeans. Address:
Prof. of International Agriculture, Dep. of Crop Sciences,
Univ. of Illinois.
6491. National Soybean Research Laboratory Bulletin
(NSRL, Urbana, Illinois). 1997. Industry leader foresees
major impact from biotechnology: these genetically
engineered crops will have an even bigger impact in
countries where the population explosion is pushing food
production to the limit. 4(3):3. Oct.
• Summary: “Genetically altered crops are destined to
dramatically change the way U.S. farmers produce soybeans
and other crops, but biotechnology ultimately will have
an even bigger impact on the rest of the world, according
to Robert T. Fraley, president of the Ceregen division of
Monsanto.
“Fraley presented his views on the current status and
future opportunities for transgenic crops during a recent
presentation at the National Soybean Research Laboratory.
“His visit to the NSRL came as part of the Daniel E.
Dayton Memorial Lecture Series, which is sponsored by
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the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental
Sciences at the University of Illinois. The event was
co-sponsored by the Department of Crop Sciences, the
Biotechnology Center, the Campus Genetics Program, the
NSRL, and the School of Life Sciences.
“The lecture series was established by gifts in memory
of Daniel F. Dayton, who served in the U of I’s Department
of Horticulture and was internationally recognized for work
in fruit breeding and genetics.
“As president of Ceregen, Fraley is responsible for
the discovery, development, and commercialization of new
biotechnology-based products. He is known worldwide for
his pioneering contributions to the development of gene
transfer technologies in plants. He received his Ph.D. from
the U of I.
“During his lecture, Fraley noted that farmers appear to
have already embraced the move to transgenic crops. One
particularly good example of this widespread acceptance
is the Roundup Ready soybean. ‘Roundup Ready soybeans
were sold out for the 1997 growing season,’ he says.
‘Farmers will plant nearly 9 million acres of Roundup
Ready soybeans this year, and that will increase to more
than 20 million acres next year. At the end of this year alone,
farmers will have grown a total of more than 15 million acres
of transgenic crops such as Bt-com and Roundup Ready
soybeans.’
“Fraley adds that surveys after the first season of
availability showed that 90 percent of the growers who used
Roundup Ready soybeans reported high satisfaction.
“He traces much of this acceptance by farmers and
the public to the environmentally sound nature of the new
transgenic crops. By using genetics to control weeds and
pests, these new crops provide an option to the use of
chemical products and plastic pesticide containers.
“’This takes us directly into the environmental area,’
Fraley says. ‘Because of that, many consumers will buy
these products even if they are clearly labeled as genetically
engineered.’
“He cites a supermarket study in which customers
preferred some products that were labeled as genetically
modified to the same products that were traditionally grown.
“’Clearly, the customers see a benefit from having a
more sustainable, more environmentally friendly production
system,’ he says.
“Fraley also foresees a day when crops can be
genetically designed specifically for a wide variety of end
uses. Manipulation of the amount of oil, starch, and sugar in
plants could soon be used to create functional food items.
“Most importantly, according to Fraley, these genetically
engineered crops will have an even bigger impact in
countries where the population explosion is pushing food
production to the limit. He notes, for example, that more
than 30 percent of the world’s crop production is lost each
year to insect damage. As a result, traditional crop protection

methods no longer are adequate to meet the rising need for
improved crop production.
“’We are at the beginning of a remarkable
transformation of agriculture and the food chain,’ he says.
‘When I started 16 years ago, people were getting prizes for
cloning genes. Now we can look at a whole array of new
products in the marketplace and see the enormous impact of
biogenetics.’”
A photo shows: “Grace Dayton (left) meets with Robert
T. Fraley, president of the Ceregen division of Monsanto,
at the NSRL prior to the annual lecture in memory of her
husband Daniel F. Dayton. At the lecture, Fraley presented
his views on the current and future opportunities for
transgenic crops.”
Note: Later Monsanto spent millions of dollars to
oppose labeling of genetically engineered soybeans. They
also stopped using the terms “genetically engineered” and
“genetically modified,” preferring instead the less descriptive
adjective “biotech.”
6492. National Soybean Research Laboratory Bulletin
(NSRL, Urbana, Illinois). 1997. Joint program at U of I aims
to launch agriculture into supercomputer age: the cooperative
program between the College of ACES and the NCSA will
apply the latest supercomputer technologies to four important
agricultural issues. 4(3):4-5. Oct.
• Summary: “The College of Agricultural, Consumer
and Environmental Sciences (ACES) at the University of
Illinois and the U of I’s National Center for Supercomputing
Applications (NCSA) have launched a joint effort aimed at
leading the U.S. food and agriculture sector more quickly
into the computer age.
“The NCSA serves as the leading-edge site for the
National Computational Science Alliance. The Alliance,
which is funded by the National Science Foundation,
was established to help develop a national information
infrastructure for the 21st Century.
“Operating under a formal memorandum of
understanding, the cooperative program between the College
of ACES and the NCSA will apply the latest supercomputer
technologies to four important agricultural issues that
represent fundamental changes in the way information will
be used and managed in the future. Bruce Hannon of the
Department of Geography will serve as overall coordinator
of the program.
“One of the major sub-groups will focus on applying
supercomputing technologies to genome mapping and gene
sequencing in both plants and animals.
“’Something as seemingly simple as the common
soybean plant has millions of DNA base pairs,’ said
Don Holt, senior associate dean in the College of ACES.
‘Mapping and sequencing of genes from the soybean and
numerous other species have produced huge, complex
databases. With this new partnership, we should be able to
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blind information from databases around the world in a way
that will greatly enhance the process of translating basic
genetic data into useful transformed plants and animals.’
“Holt notes that the College of ACES already has a large
group of scientists engaged in gene mapping and sequencing
and in basic studies of gene function, comparative genome
studies, and statistical genetics. At the same time, NCSA has
broad expertise in managing huge database and performing
complex calculations at enormous speeds.
“’Collectively this combination of talents will
constitute a new discipline known as bioinformatics that
will unite and integrate the many areas of study involved in
genetic improvement of plants and animals,’ he said. ‘The
result could be a whole new era of dramatic progress in
biotechnology.’
“As part of this joint effort, researchers from the College
of ACES and NCSA also are working on ways to collect and
archive the enormous amounts of site-specific data generated
by precision farming equipment. The data could then be
analyzed in ways that reveal important relationships between
yield and variables in the field.
“’Efforts are also underway to develop new sensors
that will collect more site-specific data on field and crop
conditions,’ Holt said. ‘NCSA’s pioneering work in
geographical information systems and other ways to process
spatial data makes them an ideal partner with the College of
ACES in this initiative.’
“The College of ACES and NCSA further are
cooperating on development of web-based systems for
delivering top-quality courses on food and agriculture
anywhere that there is a demand.
“’This project will transform not only conventional
education but also outreach and in-service training,’ he
said. ‘Ultimately it will blur the boundaries between work
and education and between formal education and in-service
training...’”
6493. Newshour with Jim Lehrer. 1997. ADM–Feeding the
world. Television broadcast. PBS. Oct. 1.
• Summary: The following three new ADM ads began
to be aired on the Newshour in early October, 1997. (1)
“Feeding the world is the biggest challenge of the new
century. Outside of the U.S. you’ll find 96% of the world’s
population. Inside, you’ll find the means to feed them.
ADM–Supermarket to the world.”
(2) “Feeding the world is the biggest challenge of the
new century. By the time this baby is old enough to vote, the
world will have nearly 2 billion new mouths to feed. ADM–
Supermarket to the world.”
(3) “Feeding the world is the biggest challenge of the
new century. In fifty years the world must have room at the
table for ten billion people. We’re setting new places every
day. ADM–Supermarket to the world.”
Note: These ads may be the opening salvo in an effort

to persuade American consumers that genetically engineered
foods are necessary and a good idea.
At about this same time, ADM also began to air three
more ads: (4) “Feeding the world is the biggest challenge
of the new century. That’s why ADM is promoting soil
conservation–so history doesn’t repeat itself. ADM–
Supermarket to the world.” (5) “Feeding the world is the
biggest challenge of the new century, which is why ADM
promotes satellite technology to help the American farmer
be even more productive. ADM–Supermarket to the world.”
(6) “Feeding the world is the biggest challenge of the new
century, which is why ADM is conducting research into
aquaculture and other new food sources. ADM–Supermarket
to the world.”
6494. Product Name: SoNice Soy Yogurt [Vanilla,
Strawberry, Raspberry, Black Cherry, and Fieldberry].
Foreign Name: SoNice Yogourt de Soja (Vanille, Fraise,
Framboise, Cerise Noire, Baies des Champs).
Manufacturer’s Name: ProSoya Foods Incorporated.
Manufacturer’s Address: 312–19292 60th Ave., Surrey
(Vancouver), BC, V3S 8E5 Canada. Phone: (604) 532-8030.
Date of Introduction: 1997 October.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Vanilla: Filtered water, certified
organic soybeans, cane sugar, glucose, natural flavor,
modified corn starch, pectin, locust bean gum, lemon juice
concentrate, active bacterial culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 175 gm (6 oz.) plastic yogurt
cup. Retails for $0.99.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 45 day shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Fred Webster,
head of International ProSoya Corp. office in New Hope,
Pennsylvania. 1997. Sept. 31. This product, made in British
Columbia, Canada, and packaged in New Jersey, will be
introduced to the U.S. market in mid-November, 1997, in
5 flavors (vanilla, strawberry, raspberry, black cherry, and
fieldberry), refrigerated (45 day shelf life) in a 6 oz cup;
expected retail price is $0.99/cup.
Talk with Lorne Broten, President and CEO,
International ProSoya Corp. 1997. Oct. 29. This product is
just now being launched in Canada.
Talk with George Conquergood of IPC. 1999. May 10.
This product was introduced in the fall of 1997 at the Natural
Products Expo in Baltimore, Maryland. It went on the
market right away, and was most widely available in western
Canada. But some product was available in eastern Canada.
Since it was a refrigerated product with a short shelf, it
disappeared rapidly from the shelves and was probably
totally out of stock by the summer of 1998. SoNice Yogurt
never peaked. The best yogurt they ever made was the first.
But the company president didn’t like its consistency; it
tended to be somewhat loose, almost like a drinkable yogurt.
“Then they started messing around with it on the fly–much to
my disgust. They kept on changing the formula. Our quality
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control person, who was also our R&D person, started
experimenting with starches and stuff–which totally ruined
the product. The last yogurt we produced–I was absolutely
livid that we shipped it. It was gross.” IPC could have kept
selling yogurt because they had complete control over both
the manufacturing and the packaging in the western Canada
plant. But when they withdrew the other products from sale
in July 1998, they withdrew the yogurt as well. George was
delighted since I felt that yogurt shouldn’t have been on the
market in the first place–it would eventually have given the
company a bad name.
Packages with Labels (plastic yogurt cups in five
flavors) sent by George Conquergood. 1999. May. Each cup
has a colorful design. The background color is that of the
fruit flavor, and a bold illustration of that fruit appears on
the front panel. “Cholesterol and lactose free. With active
Acidophilus and Bifidus cultures. Stirred.” UPC indicia and
Kosher symbol on each package.
6495. Product Name: ProSoya SoNice: Soy Beverage
(Fresh in 1 Quart ESL Gable-Top Cartons for USA) [Natural,
Chocolate, Vanilla Lite].
Manufacturer’s Name: SoNice Soy Corporation.
Subsidiary of International ProSoya Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 93009, Langley
(Vancouver), BC, V3A 8H2 Canada. Phone: (604) 5328030.
Date of Introduction: 1997 November.
Ingredients: Natural: Filtered water, certified organic
soybeans. Chocolate: Filtered water, certified organic
soybeans, cane sugar, cocoa, modified corn starch, tricalcium
phosphate, sea salt, carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate,
vitamin D-3, vitamin B-12, riboflavin, zinc gluconate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart ESL gable-top carton.
Retails for $1.99.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 85 day shelf life.
Nutrition: Chocolate: Per 1 cup (240 ml): Calories 130,
calories from fat 30, total fat 3.5 gm (5% daily value;
saturated fat 0 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 150 mg (6%),
total carbohydrate 18 gm (dietary fiber 0 gm [0%], sugars
15 gm), protein 6 gm (12%). Vitamin A 10%, calcium 25%,
vitamin D 20%, vitamin B-12 20%, vitamin C 0%, iron 8%,
riboflavin 20%, zinc 10%. Percent daily values are based on
a 2,000 calorie diet.
Natural: Per 1 cup (240 ml): Calories 70, calories from
fat 30, total fat 3.5 gm (5% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 5 mg (0%), total carbohydrate 3
gm (dietary fiber 0 gm [0%], sugars 1 gm), protein 7 gm
(14%). Vitamin A 0%, calcium 6%, vitamin C 0%, iron 4%.
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Fred Webster,
head of International ProSoya Corp. office in New Hope,
Pennsylvania. 1997. Sept. 31. This product, made in British
Columbia, Canada, and packaged in New Jersey, will be

introduced to the U.S. market in mid-October, 1997, in
quarts and half gallons. Refrigerated (45 day shelf life);
expected retail price is $0.99/cup.
Talk with Lorne Broten, President and CEO,
International ProSoya Corp. 1997. Oct. 29. This product was
launched in Canada in Jan. 1997. It is available in 1 liter and
2 liter gable-top ESL cartons.
Talk with Steve Demos, president of White Wave. 1998.
Aug. 10. He heard about 10-14 days ago that the SoNice
brand, both aseptic and gable top, is no longer being shipped
to market. The company’s first comment was “Packaging
problems,” and then it was “money problems.” Quart cartons
for Natural and Chocolate sent by George Conquergood of
IPC. 1999. April. The Chocolate front panel reads: “Fortified
with vitamins A, B2, B12 & D and calcium. Cholesterol and
lactose free... Made with certified whole organic soybeans.
1.4% fat.”
Talk with George Conquergood. 1999. June 2. The
quarts for the U.S. market were introduced in Oct. 1997
at the Natural Products Expo in Baltimore, Maryland, and
shipped in November. They were targeted at the mainstream
consumer, and so were sweetened with liquid white sugar;
the aseptic products, targeted at the natural foods consumer,
were sweetened with agave. Fortification terminology was
allowed on the U.S. products but not on many Canadian
products. U.S. and Canadian packages had different
nutritional labeling because: (1) U.S. products must bear
the heading “Nutrition Facts.” (2) The rules for rounding
off nutrient values are different in the two countries. (3)
The serving size is 1 cup (240 ml) in the U.S. vs. 250 ml in
Canada. (4) The U.S. prefers quarts while Canada uses the
metric system–like almost all other countries worldwide.
These differences created a packaging nightmare for IPC.
Fred Webster was and employee of IPC and the company’s
master broker for the USA, with focus on the East Coast.
IPC set up the West Coast complete separately from Fred.
6496. Golbitz, Peter. 1997. Demand exceeds supply: Short
supply forces U.S. processors to import organic soybeans.
Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine) 4(4):4-5. Oct/Dec.
• Summary: “This past summer, when soybean supplies were
tight and prices were high, a number of processors imported
soybeans into the United States, the world’s largest producer
of soybeans. This was happening while U.S. farmers were
watching the largest soybean crop ever grown in the country
mature and ready itself for harvest.
“The tight soybean supply situation is expected to ease
up this fall as a record U.S. bounty of 74.1 million metric
tons or 2.7 billion bushels fills local elevators and processor
silos.
“Demand is Very Strong for Organic Soybeans: One
market that was greatly affected by the short supply was the
one for organic soybeans. The recent shortage of organic
soybeans forced some of the larger soyfoods processors
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in the U.S. to import soybeans from Argentina, Brazil and
China. According to Dennis Singsank of American Health
and Nutrition, a supplier of organic grains and oilseeds, an
estimated 10% of the U.S. demand for organic soybeans is
now being filled by imports.
“The summer season is usually a time of short supply
for organic and other identity preserved (IP) soybeans, as
these types are often grown under contract and available in
only limited supply. But a number of unique factors this year
contributed to an even greater pressure on the market.
“’The organic market is growing in all areas, not just
soybeans,’ says Dan Burke, President of Pacific Soybean
& Grain, a major supplier of organic soybeans. ‘This is
happening domestically and in Europe as well.’
“Commenting on a recent drive down New York City’s
Broadway, Mr. Burke remarked, ‘Every produce market
window had a sign in it saying that they were selling organic
products.’
“That shouldn’t surprise anyone who’s been selling
organic products over the past few years. According to the
Organic Trade Association, sales of organic products in the
U.S. last year were $3.3 billion and were growing at 20% a
year. This demand should grow even stronger after the U.S.
Department of Agriculture finalizes its rules covering organic
food production and processing which will establish a set
of national standards for the terminology and labeling of
organic food products.
“The soyfoods industry has been a major player in the
organic foods marketplace. According to a 1996 survey of
U.S. soyfoods processors by Soyatech, Inc., 92% of those
interviewed indicated that they use some or all organic
soybeans for their production. This is up from the 75% figure
of two earlier studies conducted by the company in 1989 and
in 1994.
“Another major factor was the introduction of
genetically modified (GMO) soybeans into the market. Many
companies turned to certified organic soybeans as there
were no provisions made to segregate GMO soybeans, and
no certifying process in place to assure non-GMO crops. As
of now, organic certifying agencies are not allowing GMO
commodities, even when grown organically, to be labeled as
organic. “This marketing year a number of non-organic, IP
soybean suppliers have put their own non-GMO programs
into place.
“’There are plenty of GMO-free soybeans in the market,’
reports Mr. Singsank. ‘The silos just need to separate them.’
“Certification Takes Some Time: Organic soybean
supplies are also tight because of the time it takes farmers
to modify their growing practices. Most certifying agencies
require a three year period of no chemical input, along with
other provisions.
“’They can’t just turn it on,’ states Mr. Burke. ‘There
is a three year transition period, and in that time, there are
decreased yields and they can’t sell the beans for any more.’

“One would think that the 100% premium being paid for
organic soybeans would motivate more farmers to begin to
grow organically, but it takes more than money.
“’The change needs to be more than market driven,’ says
Mr. Burke. ‘It needs to be a concern for the environment and
the use of less herbicides and pesticides. It’s very difficult
for the larger farmer to do because he’s used to farming with
chemicals.’
“It’s an educational thing, a slow evolutionary thing,’
adds Mr. Burke. ‘It will take the universities and the ag
extension services to advise farmers on how to grow
organically and the USDA needs to go into more research in
this area.’
“Availability of Organic Soybeans Should Grow: Those
in the field believe that, although supplies are tight now, as
the harvest wraps up in the Northern Hemisphere, organic
soybeans will become more available.
“’There are adequate supplies, with thousands of metric
tons of certified organic soybeans available from China,
Brazil and Argentina,’ says Mr. Singsank. ‘And the quality is
good.’”
6497. Hager, Stacey. 1997. Conservation tillage tops
conventional: The plow takes back seat to friendly farming.
Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 34.
• Summary: For the first time in U.S. history, conservation
tillage (no-till + mulch-till + ridge-till planting systems)
passed conventional tillage in the acreage race, accounting
for 37% of the total 294.6 million acres of cropland
planted in 1997–according to the Conservation Technology
Information Center. Conventional tillage was used on 36%
of those acres, and reduced tillage was used on the remaining
27%. Total no-till acreage jumped to 46 million from 42.9
million in 1996. The leading states were Illinois, Iowa, and
Indiana. Total mulch-till acreage jumped to 60 million from
57.5 million in 1996. The leading states were Iowa, North
Dakota, and Kansas. Total ridge-till acreage jumped to 3.7
million from 3.4 million in 1996. The leading states were
Nebraska, Kansas, and Minnesota.
Concerning soybeans: Iowa has the most soybean acres
in conservation tillage with 7.3 million, followed by Illinois
(6.2), Indiana (3.6), Missouri (2.9) and Minnesota (2.8).
6498. Hager, Stacey. 1997. Conservation tillage tops
conventional: The plow takes a back seat to friendly farming.
Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 34.
• Summary: For the first time, conservation tillage has
passed conventional tillage in total U.S. acres.
“No-till, mulch-till and ridge-till planting systems
accounted for 37% of the 294.6 million acres of cropland
planted in 1997. Conventional tillage was used on 36% of
those acres.”
Iowa is No. 1 in the number of acres in conservation
tillage with 7.3 million, followed by Illinois at 6.2 million;
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Indiana 3.6 million; Missouri 2.9 million; and Minnesota 2.8
million.
Note: In the old days, farmers would plow the land the
kill weeds, but that led to much erosion. Using chemicals
to kill the weeds greatly reduces the erosion, but runoff of
chemicals can be a problem.
6499. Schnittker, John A. 1997. The history, trade and
environmental consequences of soybean production in the
United States. Washington, DC: World Wildlife Fund. vi +
110 p. Dec. No index. 28 cm. [34 ref]
• Summary: One of the best overviews of soybean
production in the USA seen to date. Written by a man
with long experience and expertise in the field. Contents:
Summary. List of tables. List of figures. 1. Introduction:
Overview of the commodity, the demand for soybeans,
overview of environmental impacts, overview of potential
environmental improvements, overview of potential
interventions. 2. Structure of soybean production: Producers,
farm finance, farm tenure, crop rotations, producers in
relation to soybean processing, Brazil and Argentina,
production methods, irrigation, seed, disease, pest and weed
control, fertilizer use on soybeans, the technological horizon,
processing technology. 3. Market structure: Introduction, the
product stream, processing, further notes on merchandising,
the pricing system, synopsis–flows of money, information
and control.
4. Environmental impacts of soybean production:
Introduction, soil erosion, water pollution, energy–air
pollution, biodiversity–wildlife impacts. 5. Potential
environmental improvements: Changing farming practices,
changing technology, the Conservation Reserve Program,
conservation compliance, new and revised authorities under
federal law, revised environmental approach for farms.
References. Appendix tables.
Tables: (1) Major World Oilseeds. (2) U.S. Soybean
Production, by State. (3) U.S. Soybean Yield, by State. (4)
U.S. Soybean Acreage, by State. (5) Distribution of Soybean
Farms, by Acres Harvested. (6) Distribution of Soybean
Farms, by Value of Sales. (7) Soybean Variable Production
Costs by Cost Group. (8) Soybean Variable Production
Costs by Region. (9) Cropping Patterns for Soybeans (e.g.
Soybeans-corn-soybeans). (10) Cropping Patterns for
Corn. (11) Cropping Patterns for Winter Wheat. (12) Brazil
Soybeans, Production and Yield by State, 1974-1995. (13)
Argentine Soybeans, Production and Yield by Province,
1974-1995. (14) Conservation Tillage and Other Tillage
Types, USA, 1989-1995 (no-till, ridge-till, mulch-till). (15)
Irrigated Acres by Crop. (16) Chemical Input Practices. (17)
Nutrient Use & Practices. (18) U.S. Soybeans: Disposition,
Acreage, Yield & Price, 1970-1996. (19) U.S. Soybean Meal
& Oil, 1970-1996 (20) U.S. Soybean Products: Value &
Crush Margin per Bushel, 1950-1995. (21) U.S. Soybean Oil
Utilization (22) Soybean Crush Margins, May 1996-March

1997. (23) 1985 Intrastate Shipments of Soybeans. (24) 1985
Interstate Soybean Shipments.
Appendix Tables (1) Soya Products and Uses. (2) U.S.
Oilseed Crushing Plants (sorted by state). (3) Projected
Annual Growth Rates of Meat Production, Annual, 19932020 (for beef, pork, sheep & goat, all poultry, all meat; in
China, India, USA, Major Regions, World). (4) Estimated
Quantity of Pesticide Applied to Crops. (5) U.S. Soybean:
Crop Value and Prices Received. (6) U.S. Soybean: Price
Support Operations and Price of #1 Yellow. (7) Official
United States Standards for Grain. (8) Soybean Government
Program Costs. (9) USDA Conservation Expenditures.
p. ii: “Soybean meal comprises about two-thirds of
the value of soybeans in recent years, with oil one-third.
This developed in the past 30-40 years as the demand
for protein for livestock and poultry increased rapidly,
while production of other, oil-rich seeds such as canola
and sunflower increased to dilute the demand for soyoil.”
Address: Economic and agricultural consultant, Santa Ynez,
California. Former Under Secretary of Agriculture.
6500. Product Name: Smoked Tofu (Organic) [Sea Veggie].
Manufacturer’s Name: Smoke & Fire Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1885 North Main St., Sheffield,
MA 01257. Phone: 413-528-6891.
Date of Introduction: 1997 December.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (Organically grown soybeans,
water, nigari and/or calcium sulfate), organic tamari, nori
and dulse sea vegetables, organic apple cider vinegar, onion,
garlic, spices, natural wood smoke.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5.5 oz (156 gm) vacuum pack.
Retails for $2.15 (1998/07, Massachusetts; Range: $1.89 to
$2.50).
How Stored: Refrigerated, 90 day shelf life (at 34-36ºF).
New Product–Documentation: Talk with then form filled
out and Label sent by José Antunes (pronounced jo-ZAY
ahn-TU-nays), founder and president, who is Portuguese.
1998. June 29. An invoice (sent to Soyfoods Center) shows
that the Sea Veggie flavor was first sold on 22 Dec. 1997.
Each case wholesaled for $14.54.
6501. Taylor, Owen. 1997. Precision farming: Which way
will it go? Changes are out there on dim horizon. Soybean
Digest. Dec. p. 24-25.
6502. Bundesherstellerverband ökologischer Sojaprodukte
Oekosoj e.v. 1997. Presseinformation–Genmanipulierte
Sojabohnen sind fuer Naturkostherseteller ökologischer
Sojaprodukte ein Tabu: Sojabohnen- und produkte aus
kontrolliert biologischem Anbau [Genetically engineered
soybeans are taboo for makers of ecological natural foods:
Soybeans and soyfoods from organically grown soybeans
(News release)]. Freiburg, West Germany. 3 p. 30 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: This organization was founded in response
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to the appearance of Monsanto’s genetically engineered
soybeans in Germany’s main soybean distribution system.
The names of the six German founding companies
are listed just below the title of this news release: (1)
Taifun-Sojaprodukte, Life Food GmbH, Freiburg; (2)
Soto, Breitbrunn. (3) Christian Nagel GmbH, Hamburg;
(4) Sojafarm, Trechtingshausen; (5) Alberts Tofuhaus,
Lautersheim; (6) Viana Naturkost GmbH, Euskirchen.
Address: Bebelstrasse 8, 79108 Freiburg, West Germany.
6503. Product Name: Real Roasted Soys [Honey Coated,
Organic Salted, Organic Unsalted, and Organic Salt and
Garlic].
Manufacturer’s Name: Dyshar Farms Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: R.R. #3, Woodstock, ONT N4S
7V7, Canada. Phone: 519-537-2199.
Date of Introduction: 1997.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, salt and/or garlic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 gm, 1 kg, or 15 kg plastic
bags.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Sharon Hart,
co-founder and co-owner of Dyshar Farms. 1999. April 20.
In 1997 they introduced honey coated plus organic Roasted
Soys in three flavors.
6504. Mebrahtu, T.; Mohamed, A.I.; Elmi, A. 1997.
Accumulation of phytate in vegetable-types soybean
genotypes harvested at four developmental stages. Plant
Foods for Human Nutrition 50:179-87. *
6505. Product Name: Soyboy LowFu Extra Firm: Low Fat
Tofu Made with Organic Soybeans.
Manufacturer’s Name: Northern Soy, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 545 West Ave., Rochester, NY
14611. Phone: 716-235-8970.
Date of Introduction: 1997.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organically-grown soybeans,
defatted soy flour, natural calcium chloride nigari (a mineral
coagulant, not a preservative), natural calcium sulphate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray (No. 2 HDPE) with heat-sealed, peel-off
plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3 oz (85 gm.): Calories 90, calories from
fat 20, total fat 2 gm (3% daily value; saturated fat 0X gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 0 mg, total carbohydrate 6 gm
(sugars 0.5 gm), protein 12 gm. Calcium 25%, iron 8%.
Not a significant source of dietary fiber, sugars, vitamin A,
vitamin C. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie
diet.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Maya Clarke.
1999. Jan. 26. She purchased this product with Label at Wild
Oats Community Market in Miami Beach, Florida. 3½ by

5 inches. Yellow, orange, blue, red, white, and black. Use
by 29 Jan. 1999. “2 grams fat per serving” [3 oz, about 1/5
block]. Copyright 1997.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, front and back, glossy color)
sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo East.
2000. Sept. “Greater protein: Better tofu.” Shows the front
panel of three tofu packages against a light green tiled
background: Soyboy Non-GMO LowFu Low Fat Tofu.
Soyboy Organic Tofu (Extra Firm). Soyboy Organic Tofu
(Firm Style).
6506. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu (Queso de Soja).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sanfu S.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Buenos Aires, Argentina. Phone:
552-8119.
Date of Introduction: 1997.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, strawberry
pulp, rice, sugar, pectin, lactic acid bacteria (fermentos
lácticos), strawberry essence (esencia de frutillas).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm plastic yogurt cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Zambrano, Jerónimo.
1997. “Tofu, un largo camino de Taiwan a la Argentina: Más
conocido por ese nombre, el queso de soja es un milenario
producto oriental que ahora se fabrica aqui” [Tofu, a long
road from Taiwan to Argentina: Better known by that name,
soy cheese is a thousand-year-old Oriental food product that
is now made here]. Nacion (La) (Buenos Aires, Argentina).
May 30. Sec. 2, p. 10.
Visit with Carlos Planes at Soyinfo Center in Lafayette,
California. 2012. Feb. 23. Carlos brought an original of the
1997 article cited above and a sell sheet titled “Tofu: Queso
de Soja” for the company’s tofu (4 panels, 8.25 by 4.75
inches each). The inner two panels contain 5 recipes, and
the back panel contains information about the company and
about tofu. Two large color photos (5 by 7 inches) brought by
Carlos show: (1) The front of three packages of tofu (regular,
firm, and extra firm) made by Sanfu S.A. in a supermarket
in Chinatown, Buenos Aires. Taken Feb. 2012. (7) The front
of three more (and different) types of tofu made by Sanfu
S.A. at the same Chinatown in Buenos Aires. One is named
“Tokan” [Pressed Tofu].
6507. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Soy Cheese [Jalapeño
Jack].
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3270, South Pasadena,
CA 91031-6270. Phone: 818-441-1177.
Date of Introduction: 1997.
Ingredients: Tofu (water, organic soybeans*, calcium
sulfate), sodium caseinate (nonfat milk protein), liquid
soy oil, red & green jalapeño peppers, sea salt, lactic acid,
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natural flavor, lecithin, annatto (vegetable color), guar gum.
* = Grown and processed in accordance with the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: About 1 lb, wrapped in plastic
film. Retails for $2.54 (1997/10).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 oz. (28 gm, about 1 inch cube): Calories
70, calories from fat 45, total fat 5 gm (8% daily value;
saturated fat 0.5 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 230 mg
(0%), total carbohydrate 1 gm, protein 5 gm. Percent daily
values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Concord, California. 1997. Oct.
3 inches square. Red and tan on white. “A natural cheese
alternative made with organic tofu. No cholesterol. Lactose
free. Keep refrigerated.” SKU# 016136.
Talk with Richard Rose of the Rella Good Cheese Co.
1998. Feb. 16. This product is made for Trader Joe’s by Soya
Kaas [American Natural Snacks].
6508. Product Name: Southwestern Wild West Tofu
Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1997.
Ingredients: 1997: Wildwood Tofu (filtered water, organic
soybeans grown in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990, nigari {magnesium chloride} or calcium
sulfate {natural firming agents}), corn, onion, kale, dried
tomato, garlic, jalapeño pepper, ginger, cilantro, parsley,
spices, salt, Fruitrim (fruit juice, natural grain dextrins), rice
flour, garlic & onion powders, safflower oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.5 oz vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Billy
Bramblett. 1998. July. He says this product was introduced in
1988, and made at Wildwood’s plant in Santa Cruz.
6509. Asia Foods Group. 1997. Product profile. Hong Kong.
12 p. 29 cm. [Eng; Jap; Chi]
• Summary: This company grows a wide variety of
vegetables in Taiwan and China. These include green
vegetable soybeans, sold in the pods or shelled (without the
pod). About six vegetable products are listed on each page.
Below each color photo is a description of the product,
its origin and varieties, written in English, Japanese, and
Chinese.
The last page, titled “Organic Vegetables,” states: “The
company has been test growing organic vegetables in Taian
and Weifang city of Shandong Province, Northern China.”
They are running into the 4th year in Taian and 2nd year
in Weifang. “As of March 1997, the vegetables could be

sold under the following label guided by Japan Ministry
of Health and Welfare: 1. Organic vegetables (transition
stage). 2. Low pesticide vegetables. 3. Low level chemical
fertilizer vegetables. Farming land area: Taian city: 66,000
square meters. Weifang city: 66,000 square meters. Six
organic products are currently available, incl. soy bean.
The company has two organic certification organizations in
China: One each in Beijing and Nanjing. They are applying
for certification by “OFDC which is under the supervision of
America’s OCIA authority, and follows their standards and
approval procedure.” The inside back cover states: “Instant
freezing for lasting freshness, texture, and flavor.”
Headquartered in Hong Kong (Asia Foods (H.K.) Ltd.),
the company has three other regional offices: (1) Taiwan:
Asia Frozen Food Corp, Kaohsiung, Taiwan. (2) Central
and South China: Asia Foods (LongHai) Co., Ltd., LongHai
City, Fujian, China. (3) North China: Asia Foods (H.K.) Ltd.,
Qingdao Rep Office, Qingdao, China.
Note: In May 1995 two inspectors from OCIA (Organic
Crop Improvement Association) International (Krista
Kennedy and Jodi Snyder of Lincoln, Nebraska) visited the
Zhou Chanzhong Beicun Farm at Wanjiawhang, East of
Wanguan Rd., Xujialou Township, Taishan District, Taian
Municipality, Shandong Province, China. They issued
organic certification for seven vegetable crops, including
“Young Soybean” for Crop Year 06-10-99–06/10/2000.
Member No. 14739. Certificate No. 14739-99. One
certificate is written in English, the other in Chinese.
Address: Suite 1508 Dominion Centre, No. 43-59 Queens
Road East, Hong Kong. Phone: (852) 2865-3216.
6510. Carsky, R.J.; Berner, D.K. 1997. Benefits of crop
rotation with soybean and cowpea in savanna cereal-based
systems. In Taye Bezuneh et al., eds. 1997. Technology
Options for Sustainable Agriculture in sub-Saharan Africa.
Ougadougou, Burkina Faso: OAU/STRC-SAFGRAD. xxi +
485 p. See p. 391-402. Illust. Maps. 24 cm. [22 ref]
• Summary: “Papers presented at the OAU/STRCSAFGRAD regional workshop held April 26-29, 1995.”
“It has been observed that some soybean cultivars are
capable of stimulating germination of S. hermonthica seed,
which would reduce the seed bank in the soil.”
“The results suggest that an efficacious cultivar of
soybean reduces S. hermonthica parasitism on a succeeding
maize crop and that the effect is increased by application of
P to the soybean.” Address: International Inst. of Tropical
Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria.
6511. Na Lampang, A. 1997. Soybean in the rice based
cropping system: A case in Thailand. In: Banpot Napompeth,
ed. 1997. World Soybean Research Conference V:
Proceedings. Soybean Feeds the World. Bangkok, Thailand:
Kasetsart University Press. xxiv + 581 p. See p. 538-41. Held
at Chiang Mai, Thailand, 21-27 Feb. 1994.
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• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Early
development (from 1931). Achievements. Recent approach.
Conclusion.
In ancient times, soybean was apparently introduced into
Thailand from China by inland traders and nomadic tribe. “It
is occasionally found that numerous hill tribes, long living in
those areas, still grow soybeans for their own consumption.”
It is used as a protein source in the staple rice diet of the
people of that region.
Soybean used in the rice-based system falls into
cropping patterns. “In the first and more popular pattern
soybean is planted in the dry season after the main rice
harvest with supplementary irrigation.” In the 2nd model,
soybeans are grown in the early rainy season on the middle
terrace and are followed by rainfed rice in the mid season.
“In 1931, the governor of Chiang Mai launched a
campaign to grow soybean after rice in the hope to generate
supplementary income for the farmers in the dry season.
Soybean, at that time, was considered a marginal crop.” Even
with minimal land preparation and yields of less than 1 ton
per hectare, farmers “appreciated growing soybean because
they noticed better growth and yield of rice in the following
season.”
In 1932 some farmers observed early-maturing soybean
varieties in their fields. Seeds from those plants were saved.
At the next planting these soybeans matured before the
water supply was depleted. The new trait spread throughout
Thailand’s northern valleys.
During World War II, early maturing soybeans were
intercropped with cotton. Later, the discovery of earliness
and daylength neutral ecotypes enabled the soybean to be
grown all year round.
Before 1970, the main use of soybean in Thailand was
for food. After that year it was increasingly crushed to make
oil and meal, and the meal for livestock feeds. Address: Dep.
of Agricultural Extension, Bangkok 10900, Thailand.
6512. Napompeth, Banpot. ed. 1997. World Soybean
Research Conference V: Proceedings. Soybean feeds the
world. Bangkok, Thailand: Kasetsart University Press. xxiv
+ 581 p. Held at Chiang Mai, Thailand, 21-27 Feb. 1994.
Illust. Author index. 30 cm. [1159 ref]
• Summary: See next page. The book contains the following
major divisions: Foreword. Preface. WSRC Continuing
Committees. WSRC V National Organizing Committee.
Opening addresses (4). Genetic improvement (31 papers).
Crop protection (24). Crop science (35). Technology
utilization (foods–13). Technology adoption (10). Plenary
sessions (3). Special symposium: Soybean in tropical
agriculture (10). Constitution for World Soybean Research
Conference. Address: National Biological Control Research
Center, Kasetsart Univ., Bangkok, Thailand.

of five soybean cultivars as influenced by stage of harvest,
storage temperature and relative humidity. Seed Science and
Technology (Wageningen) 25(1):93-99. [17 ref]
• Summary: “Optimum storage conditions were found to be
at temperatures of 25-30ºC and relative humidities of 5565%. Harvesting at agronomic maturity gave the best quality
seed lots for subsequent storage as such seeds exhibited the
highest germinabilities (83-90%) after storage. Among the
cultivars TG x 923-2E and SJ 239 exhibited significantly
higher germinabilities and were less susceptible to thermal
injury.” Address: Dep. of Biological Sciences, Univ. of
Calabar, Calabar, Nigeria.
6514. Palaniyappan, K. 1997. Soybean in South India–Start
of an integrated effort for processing, crop production and
yield maximization. In: Banpot Napompeth, ed. 1997. World
Soybean Research Conference V: Proceedings. Soybean
Feeds the World. Bangkok, Thailand: Kasetsart University
Press. xxiv + 581 p. See p. 563-69. Held at Chiang Mai,
Thailand, 21-27 Feb. 1994.
• Summary: This is the very interesting story of how Dr. N.
Mahalingam, Chairman, Sakthi Group of Companies, played
a key role in bringing soybean production to south India and
a full-fledged soya industry to Tamilnadu. The Sakthi Group
started primarily as a sugar cane crushing and sugar refining
company. By 1997 it had a chain of 7 sugar factories in India
crushing 15,000 tons of cane a day–making it the largest
manufacturer of sugar in India. The flagship company, Sakthi
Sugars, worked closely with its farmers to pave the way for
a massive rise in sugar production in India from 1.1 million
tons in 1950 to 13.4 million tons in 1991-92.
The company used this “sugar model” as the basis for
creating a soybean industry. The soybean crushing “factory
of Sakthi Soyas was commissioned in June 1990, but the
seeds for crop production in Tamilnadu were sown in
Tamilnadu soils years earlier.”
Contents: Preliminary efforts. Varietal adoption (the
Thailand selection UGM-20 proved to be best adapted to
Tamilnadu conditions. A closely related, excellent variety
was Co-1 {Coimbatore 1}). Tamilnadu cropping systems
and soybean introduction (intercropping in sugarcane,
intercropping in cotton, intercropping in banana). Sakthi
Soyas crop development program. Oilseeds, edible oils and
protein scenario in India.
Tables: (1) The salient features of Co-1 soybean variety.
(2) Varietal trials 1983-85 of 12 varieties. (3) Varietal trials
1987-1990. (4) Fertilizer response studies, 1986-88. (5)
Foliar spray trials with AP + potash + urea, 1989-90. (6)
Data on quantum usage of Rhizobial culture with organics.
(7) Experiments with soybean intercropping in sugarcane,
1987-90. (8) Soybean intercropping in cotton. (9) Soybean
intercropping in banana. (10) Data on spacing trial (sole
crop). Address: Sakthi Sugars Limited, Coimbatore, India.

6513. Nkang, A.; Umoh, E.O. 1997. Six months storability
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6515. Shahidi, E. 1997. Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merrill]
production and research in Iran. In: Banpot Napompeth, ed.
1997. World Soybean Research Conference V: Proceedings.
Soybean Feeds the World. Bangkok, Thailand: Kasetsart
University Press. xxiv + 581 p. See p. 570-71. Held at
Chiang Mai, Thailand, 21-27 Feb. 1994.
• Summary: In 1966 soybean production started in Iran–
along with research on other oilseed crops such as sunflower,
rapeseed, and safflower to meet the growing demand for
vegetable oil. The government encouraged farmers by
loaning inputs (fertilizers, seeds), and technical and financial
assistance. In 1968 Iran produced 2,055 [metric] tons of
soybeans, with an average yield of 536 kg/ha. By 1978
production had increased to 113,000 tons with an average
yield of 2,024 kg/ha.
Note: On 1 Feb. 1979 Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
arrived in Tehran, Iran, from Paris, France. This marked the
beginning of Iran’s Islamic Revolution.
The Islamic Revolution and, above all, the Persian
Gulf war for eight years [Sept. 1980 to 1988 between Iraq
and Iran] adversely affected soybean production in Iran. By
1986, Iran’s total soybean production had fallen to 26,624
tons, with an average yield of 685 kg/ha.
In recent years the annual consumption of vegetable
oil and soybean meal in Iran has reached 800,000 tons and
750,000 tons respectively. Soybean varieties in maturity
groups III, IV, V, and VI are planted in many parts of the
country on both irrigated and non-irrigated lands, using
both single- and double-cropping systems. In 1991-92 some
121,485 tons of soybeans were harvested from 66,175 ha. In
1991-92 the amount of land under soybean production had
increased to 104,000 ha, due to high prices and good weather
conditions. In 1994 production is projected to be about
190,000 tons. Address: Oilseed Research and Development
Co., No. 146 Ghaem Magam Farahani Avenue, Tehran, Iran.
6516. Wang, Lianzheng. 1997. Soybean: A world-wide crop.
In: Banpot Napompeth, ed. 1997. World Soybean Research
Conference V: Proceedings. Soybean Feeds the World.
Bangkok, Thailand: Kasetsart University Press. xxiv + 581
p. See p. 517-20. Held at Chiang Mai, Thailand, 21-27 Feb.
1994. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Versatile uses of soybean:
Soybean as a staple food, soybean as a foodstuff (e.g. “fresh
or dried bean curd, bean milk, soy sauce, soy sprouts,
fermented bean curd, jellied bean curd, and thin sheets
of bean curd” [yuba]), soybeans as a main oil crop (The
oil is classified as semidrying and intermediate between
the fast-drying oils, such as linseed and tung, and the
non-drying peanut oil), soybeans for industrial uses (high
grade industrial enamels, varnishes, alkyl resin paints, inks
and stains, pharmaceuticals, oilcloth, linoleum, synthetic
rubber, lecithin, hormones, vitamins, furfural, bakelite and
monosodium glutamate. Soy protein in used in adhesives,

paper coatings, water-thinned paints, plastics, printing
inks, textile fibers), soybean in livestock and poultry feeds,
soybeans fertilize and enrich the soil (nitrogen fixation by
Rhizobium bacteria), export importance. Soybean production
in the world and main countries. Technological advances
for the increase of soybean yield: Collection and exchange
of soybean genetic resources, breeding of new soybean
varieties, rational application of organic and inorganic
fertilizers, improved cultivation techniques, rational
irrigation, plant protection–Controlling insect pests, plant
diseases and weeds. Trends of soybean production in the
future: Enlargement of soybean acreage and readjusting of
crop structure, increasing soybean yield per hectare. Address:
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, CAAS, 30
Baishiqiao Road, West Suburbs, Beijing 100081, People’s
Republic of China.
6517. Schillinger, John A. 1998. History of Asgrow Seed
Co. and of his work with the company: 1994 to present
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 26. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In 1994 Upjohn decided to sell Asgrow Seed
Company to Empresas La Moderna (ELM), a multi-national
agricultural company based out of Monterey, Mexico.
In 1995 the fault-line between the vegetable and
agronomic sides of Asgrow, which had been growing ever
wider since 1968, finally split, as ELM divided Asgrow
into two separate divisions. The vegetable division, which
was still larger in terms of total sales than the agronomic
division, was merged with Petoseed and Ball Seed in 1995
to form Seminis Vegetable Seeds (still owned by ELM). The
agronomic division of Asgrow was sold to Monsanto, the
deal being finalized on 3 Feb. 1997.
Question: A recent survey conducted by Doane
Marketing Service contains a ranking of U.S. soybean seed
companies by quantity of seed sold (not value/dollars) The
top two companies are: (1) Pioneer Hi-Bred, which has a
little over 19% of the total market share, and (2) Asgrow
(not including Hartz), which has just under 12% of the
total market share. Do these figures seem accurate and fair?
Schillinger: Hartz is a part of Asgrow, with offices in the
same building in Des Moines, Iowa. If Hartz’s numbers
were included, Asgrow’s total would be significantly higher.
These figures also do not include seed saved by the farmer
(saveseed), and Asgrow’s surveys show that farmers save
more Asgrow soybean seed than any other variety. So if
saveseed was included, Asgrow’s total would be even larger.
There is a big difference between planted acres and newly
purchased seed. If you look at planted acres, Asgrow has
about 19.4% of the total. While this may still be somewhat
less than Pioneer’s total, the gap is smaller.
During the last 3 years, Asgrow’s sales have
skyrocketed. In the year just passed (calendar year 1997),
Asgrow sold almost four times as many Roundup Ready
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soybean seeds as the previous year. Before January 1, 1998,
Asgrow had already sold all of its soybean seed for the
coming 1998 crop year. John thinks that this year, Asgrow’s
volume of sold-seed will exceed Pioneer’s for the first time.
Question: Do you believe that profitably will be the main
determinant of what type or variety of soybeans farmers
plant in the future? Schillinger: Yes. Question: Do you have
figures showing that Asgrow’s Roundup Ready soybeans
are more profitable to farmers now than non-Roundup
Ready soybeans? Schillinger: Yes, we do have data and our
researchers and our sales staff could provide it. There are
two sets of data. When Roundup Ready soybeans are planted
using our system with Roundup herbicide, there is a definite
profit advantage to the Roundup Ready soybeans. But if you
treat the Roundup Ready soybean as if it were an ordinary
soybeans, the advantage is not nearly as great–but it is still
there. Our research shows that there is long-term stunting of
soybean plants from other popular herbicides such as Pursuit,
but none from Roundup. When you spray soybean plants,
even during stressful times, there is no effect on the plant
growth and development. If our Roundup Ready soybeans
were not the most profitable, why are farmers buying them
faster than we can supply them? “Our biggest challenge right
now is to tell our customers that we are very sorry we did
not have enough supply for them. The orders came in so fast
that we sold and oversold, particularly in areas like Illinois
and Indiana. It was embarrassing. So were are instituting
programs like going back to the farmers and saying ‘You
order right now what you want for next year, and we’ll
guarantee delivery.’ The market clearly seems to be saying
that there is a very high regard for Asgrow’s Roundup Ready
soybeans.
“Asgrow has an advantage and a lead because we were
the first company to get the gene that protects soybeans
from Roundup herbicide. That’s because we worked with
Monsanto in a collaborative project. In 1989-90 we were first
able to shoot Roundup gene into our soybean variety 5403;
in 1991 we began testing and growing out. So we were able
to use a different protocol from other companies that did not
get this gene until 2 or 3 years later. We just went through the
normal variety development process. We didn’t backcross
into old varieties that would be outdated by the time they
went to market. Rather, we proceeded with what we call
‘forward crossing’ which is crossing into other elite material
and then selecting for yield and performance. Our first
commercial soybean seed product containing the Roundup
gene was on the market in 1996.
Question: In food uses, Roundup Ready soybeans
contain no consumer health benefits. Some consumers
are reluctant to consume these soybeans in foods. What is
the main obstacle that needs to be overcome before these
soybeans will be accepted. Schillinger: “I think we need to
develop a strong message, based on science, that consumers
and advocate groups can understand. We have to develop

an education and communication system that will reveal the
truth of what these product have and don’t have. We need to
answer questions about possible threats to humans as well
as to the environment. I have four grandchildren that I love
dearly. People ask me, ‘Would you feed your grandchildren
these soybeans?’ I have no qualms at all; I would not
hesitate to do that. I’ve eaten them since 1991. But still we
have to communicate. I think that Greenpeace and others
have communicated through psychological warfare some
misunderstandings that are going to be difficult to overcome.
But that’s one of the key things we need to do. One
consumer benefit is that we can produce soybeans cheaper.
Our company supplies a major share of the tofu soybeans
for Japan–roughly a million bushels a year to Japan just
for making tofu. We grow the identity preserved soybeans
containing the Roundup gene under contract, then clean them
and sell them to Japan–not to farms but directly into the food
system.
Roundup Ready soybeans have already played a major
role in protecting the environment by enabling farmers to
move to conservation tillage practices. These soybeans plus
Roundup give them the tools they have needed to produce
soybeans with a lot of crop residue on their land; this holds
the soil and water, leads to less runoff. Roundup is probably
the safest herbicide, because as soon as it hits the soil, it
breaks down (decomposes) instantly into some very safe
and naturally occurring compounds; it doesn’t even get into
the soil. “You could even drink it and it wouldn’t hurt you.
I wouldn’t recommend it, but you can.” The plant (weed)
enzyme which the product binds to is not even present in any
humans or animals.
Two years ago, Asgrow started to introduce consumer
nutritional / health benefits into Roundup Ready soybeans–
such high oleic acid. These soybeans should be on the market
in 4-5 years. Address: Co-President, Asgrow Seed Co., 4140
114th St., Des Moines, Iowa 50322. Phone: 515-331-7111.
6518. John Deere. 1998. For accurate seeding in your
toughest conditions the answer is clear (Ad). Soybean Digest.
Jan. p. 60-61.
• Summary: “While seeding conditions have never been
tougher, selecting a drill is easy with a choice of three John
Deere box drills. All three get through tough surface barriers
to put seed in an ideal environment for germination. Which is
right for you? Here are a few helpful hints:
“Coulters or no coulters? Coulters, like any tillage tool,
help the seedbed warm faster. However, coulters can stir up
weed seeds, allowing them to germinate. This tillage action
also lets moisture escape from the area around the furrow.”
Color photos show three John Deere drills: (1) 750
no-till drill, with an 18-inch disk for true no-till; (2) 1520
integral drill; teamed with the 1570 Coulter Cart, it provides
accurate seeding through residue in narrow row spacing; (3)
1530 Tru-Vee Drill “gives you the depth control of a planter,
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capacity of a drill, and ability to plant in any conditions.”
Note: Webster’s Dictionary (1985) defines coulter
(derived from the Latin culter = plowshare), a word first used
before the 12th century, as “a cutting tool (as a knife or sharp
disc) that is attached to the beam of a plow [the part to which
handles are attached], makes a vertical cut in the surface, and
permits clean separation and effective covering of the soil
and materials being turned under.”
6519. Soybean Digest. 1998. Precision ag pays on smaller
farms, too. Jan. p. 98.
• Summary: Precision agriculture includes grid mapping,
variable rate technology (VRT), and a yield monitor. Dave
Alme, who farms about 550 acres of corn and soybeans near
Stoughton, Wisconsin, has been using precision farming
since the fall of 1995. He has 250 acres grid-mapped and
VRT-limed and fertilized by Danco Prairie FS of Stoughton.
He says it is affordable because cost is by the acre, and he
can see a “by-the-acre return” on his investment. A color
photo shows a man in the cab of an agricultural machine,
looking into a monitor as he prepares to apply variable-rate
fertilizer to a field.
6520. Jones, Jacob. 1998. Thoughts on seed and plant
introduction (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 11.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The archival records of the Bureau of Plant
Industry (Record Group 54) are now located at the second
National Archives building in College Park, Maryland; they
were moved there recently from the National Archives main
building in Washington, DC.
During the late 1800s and early 1900s, when plant
explorers scoured the globe for new or valuable species, it
is quite remarkable that they were generally given whatever
they asked for. One of Russia’s biggest crops was durum
wheat, used to make pasta. Yet Russia gave away these
precious varieties to American explorers, enabling America
to eventually pass Russia as the world leader in hard wheats.
Why were the Manchurians and Japanese so willing
to give Dorsett and Morse all the soybeans they asked for?
Were they short-sighted? Were they not afraid that the
Americans would take over their soybean export business?
In fact, they sometimes asked Dorsett and Morse about
this. They key is to remember that at that time in the USA
soybeans were grown largely as a forage crop–not for their
seeds. It was not until 1941 that the acreage of soybeans
harvested for beans (seeds; 5.889 million acres) surpassed
the total of that harvested for hay (forage; 3.546 million
acres) or grazed or plowed under (for green manure; 1.910
million acres). Moreover, since the Americans were not
collecting germplasm in their own colonies, they cannot
fairly be accused of imperialistic plant collecting. Nor were
they involved in germplasm theft, since they were given
what they requested.

The Division of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction
sent out something like fifty plant exploration expeditions,
but they did not start keeping official trip reports until
fairly late in the process. Jacob is not sure why. Maybe a
politician demanded to know how the taxpayers’ funds were
being spent. Or maybe it took a long time for leaders of the
Division to fully understand the importance of what they
were doing and the need to document it fully.
David Fairchild continued to be a student of Barbour
Lathrop’s throughout their relationship. At the Fairchild
archives in Miami, Florida, Jacob found several pocket
notebooks that Fairchild kept for 60 years. One whole
notebook is filled with detailed instructions that he wrote for
himself, based on Lathrop’s teachings, of how he should act
under different circumstances in various countries around
the world. For example: If you (Fairchild) are with a South
American gentleman who is superior to you in age and
rank, you should stand up, bow slightly when he is ready to
leave, pick up his gloves and cane, present them graciously
to him,... etc. Address: Graduate student, Purdue Univ., P.O.
Box 132, Lafayette, Indiana. Phone: 765-742-8530.
6521. Danielson, Kay. 1998. Avoid precision farming
pitfalls: It’s not necessarily for everyone. Soybean Digest.
Mid-Feb. p. S-8.
• Summary: “Farmers need to know that the GIS-GPS
technology may not make them any money and takes time,’
says Make Daniels. ‘It is still a new tool.’
“GIS and GPS are, of course, Global Information
Systems software and Global Positioning Systems hardware–
two main components of precision farming technology.”
6522. Quick, Graeme R. 1998. The early history of the
combine in the United States (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
Feb. 23-24. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: Graeme, an Australian who got PhD at Iowa
State University, is an expert on this history of the combine
and the co-author (with Wesley Buchele) of the classic
book on that subject, The Grain Harvesters. He is now
working on a new edition of that book, and welcomes the
suggestion to include a glossary of basic terms (such as
cutterbar, floating cutterbar, reel, pickup reel, header, etc.)
for the non-professional reader. Graeme’s PhD thesis was
about improvements in the combine for soybean harvesting.
The combine (and the word “combine”) existed as early
as 1883. Graeme is a Seventh-day Adventist and has been
a vegetarian for 40 years. Wes Buchele is now retired and
living in Baja California, Mexico; he often returns to Iowa
during the summer.
The Grain Harvesters includes a long and very original
chapter on the history of combines in soybean production
titled “Cinderella Soybean” (p. 235-32). One especially
interesting part of this chapter is the story of the invention
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and development of the floating cutterbar by Joe Zeb, Horace
D. Hume, and J. Edward Love. In 1976 Graeme conducted
in-depth interviews with Hume and with John E. Love, the
son of J. Edward Love, who now runs the family combine
business in Garfield. These interviews form the basis of the
story of the floating cutterbar. A floating cutterbar “floats” in
two directions to cut as low as possible on changing terrain.
The blade is flexible from left to right, like a long cross-cut
saw. Moreover, the header itself is mounted on shoes that run
along the ground and allow it to move up and down. Graeme
also invented the Kwik-Cut Head which was released in
1977 and improved the performance of the cutterbar.
The coulter is an ancient piece of farm equipment, which
goes back to the days of the horse-drawn plow, perhaps as
early as the 1820s. It is a blade (initially a knife, now a disc)
that runs in front of the plow, and makes a shallow cut into
the soil to help the plow. Note: According to the Oxford
English Dictionary, the word coulter (spelled cultre at the
time), was first used in about 1000 A.D. by Aelfric, an abbot
and writer in England (in the work Colloq.). It is defined as
“The iron blade fixed in front of the share in a plow; it makes
a vertical cut in the soil which is then sliced horizontally by
the share.”
Graeme has not done much research on the early
history of the soybean in Australia. The man to contact on
that subject would be Don Byth, who is known as “Mr.
Soybean” in Australia. He is probably still active at the Dep.
of Agriculture, Univ. of Queensland, St. Lucia, Queensland,
Australia.
Graeme had not realized that the tractor first began to
be used in soybeans at almost exactly the same time as the
combine. He thinks that is a very profound observation.
Tractors existed in the late 1800s, but why weren’t they
used in soybeans until about 1923? Graeme can think of at
least three reasons: First, in the early 1920s, soybeans were
generally grown in small fields / tracts–probably too small to
make efficient use of a tractor. Second, soybeans were grown
mostly for forage and hay at that time, and fed to livestock.
Farmers who did this would be more likely to get their draft
power from horses. Third, the early combines were very
large, and mostly of the pull type, which required a large
tractor, that would not fit well on a small soybean farm. The
horse was the dominant source of draft power until about
1919, the year of the peak number of horses on U.S. farms.
By this time, the number of tractors was increasing rapidly,
and it continued to do so until the Great Depression, when
they took a savage blow. Only after the Depression, with the
start of World War II, did they start to rise again.
The combine was one of the reasons that soybeans
switched from being a hay crop to a seed crop. Not until
1941 did acreage of soybeans planted for seed pass that
planted for forage and hay. Address: Dep. of Agricultural
Engineering, Davidson Hall, Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA
50011-3080. Phone: 515-294-1320.

6523. Marking, Syl. 1998. Earthworms till soil and add
nutrients: Reduced tillage favors these valuable creatures.
Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 38j-k.
• Summary: “What comes out the back end of an earthworm
is up to 10 times more useful than what goes in the front.”
“Earthworms add nutrients worth $34 an acre to a field.”
There are more than 1,300 species of earthworms.
6524. Product Name: Pacific Enriched Soy Drink [Plain,
Vanilla, Cocoa].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 19480 S.W. 97th Ave., Tualatin,
OR 97062. Phone: 503-692-9666.
Date of Introduction: 1998 February.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk* (filtered water, whole
organic soybeans*), brown rice sweetener (filtered water,
brown rice), natural vanilla flavor with other natural flavors
[for Vanilla and Cocoa flavored], cocoa [for Cocoa],
tricalcium phosphate, sea salt, carrageenan, vitamin A
palmitate, riboflavin (B2), vitamin D2.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (glossy color,
4 panels, each panel 28 cm) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo West at Anaheim. 1999. March. (but
leaflet is dated “2/98”). “There’s only one way to improve
on Pacific’s great tasting soymilk drinks–New packaging.”
A wide color photo (2-page spread) shows the following
ten products (from left to right): Pacific Original Soymilk
(53.5 mg isoflavones per 8 oz. serving), Pacific Select Soy
Drink (in Plain or Vanilla) (26.8 mg isoflavones per 8 oz.
serving), Pacific Fat Free Soy Drink (in Plain or Vanilla)
(2 mg isoflavones per 8 oz. serving), Pacific Enriched Soy
Drink (in Plain or Vanilla) (22.5 mg isoflavones per 8 oz.
serving), Pacific Ultra Soy Drink (in Plain or Vanilla) (34.8
mg isoflavones per 8 oz. serving).
All these non-dairy drinks are made with organic
soybeans–although the soy protein isolate is not organic.
A laree pull-quote states: “’soy contains several naturallyoccurring compounds–phytochemicals like isoflavones,
protease inhibitors and saponins which seem to protect
against breast cancer’–American Institute for Cancer
Research.”
On the last panel are given the nutrition facts,
ingredients, UPC numbers, and case/pallet information.
6525. Seifert Sales Co.; Rawson Control Systems. 1998.
ACCU-RATE: Variable rate control–on the go (Ad). Soybean
Digest. Feb. p. 107.
• Summary: “Precision farming with ACCU-PLANT.
Bringing technology down to earth! ™.
The ACCU-RATE is for all of your precision farming
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needs. Use for seeding, fertilizing and for liquid application
on constant volume pumps.
“Use manually or GPS.
“Multi-function independent control using two GIS
inputs.
“PC programmable.” A photo shows the earth and a
satellite. Address: 1. Auburn, Illinois; 2. Oelwein, Iowa.
6526. Product Name: Organic Tofu (Flavored) [Vegetable].
Manufacturer’s Name: Small Planet Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 330112 Hwy 2, Newport, WA
99156. Phone: 509-447-5146.
Date of Introduction: 1998 February.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Phil Spiegel.
1998. July 30. This product was introduced in Feb. 1998. He
uses a deluxe dehydrated soup blend (of dry vegetables) and
a vegetable broth powder; he mixes the two, then adds the
mixture to the hot soymilk before he adds the nigari.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, black-and-white) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West. 2000.
March. “Small Planet. ‘The micro-brew of tofu.’ Certified
organic tofu.” Small Plant Tofu in Newport, Washington, is
locally owned and operated by “Tofu Phil.” They make five
flavors of fresh tofu: Firm, Garlic & Herb, Curry, Hot, and
Vegetable.
Letter (fax) from with Phil Spiegel. 2001. May 17. His
website is www.smallplanettofu.com. A company named
Small Planet Foods was founded after his company and the
similarity company names has caused some confusion. So
he uses two names, but his official name is Small Planet
Soyfoods.
Labels for Vegetable Organic Tofu sent by Phil Spiegel.
2001. May 18. 3.75 by 5 inches. Self adhesive. “Non-GMO”
logo. “Hand crafted in the Northwest by Penrith Farms,
330112 Hwy #2, Newport, WA 99156. Phone: (509) 4475146. www.smallplanettofu.com.” A large illustration shows
a river with trees and mountains.
6527. Product Name: Organic Soy Beans.
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1065 East Walnut St., Carson,
CA 90746. Phone: 310-886-8200.
Date of Introduction: 1998 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Canned.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (one-third page, color)
in Vegetarian Times. 1998. Feb. p. 68. “Westbrae and the
Beanstalk.” This ad shows the can and label. “High Protein.
Rich in fiber. Low sodium.”
6528. Product Name: Tofu Slices (Cheese Alternative)
[Original, Italian Garlic Herb, Savory, Hickory Smoked].

Manufacturer’s Name: Galaxy Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando, FL
32809. Phone: 800-441-9419.
Date of Introduction: 1998 March.
Ingredients: Original: Soy beverage (filtered water, isolated
soy protein, organic tofu*, calcium sulfate), unhydrogenated
soybean oil, corn syrup solids, corn starch, maltodextrin,
carrageenan (sea weed gum), sea salt, citric acid, calcium
propionate (a source of calcium to control mold growth),
natural flavor. * = Tofu is made with organically grown
and processed soybeans in accordance with the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. for 8 slices.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet brought by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo at Anaheim. 1998.
March. 8½ by 11 inches. Full color. “Turn over a new
leaf... & discover new profits. Low fat. Organic. Delicious.
Convenient.” On the front, a photo shows 4 packages
(including the front label of each) of the product against a
bluish-gray stone tile background, surrounded by crackers
with pieces of the tofu slices on top, whole soybeans, and
fern leaves. On the back are ingredient listings, nutrition
facts, and product specifications.
Monthly Insight (Galaxy Foods newsletter). 1998. April.
“Another first from Galaxy.” Tofu Slices come in four flavors
and are made with organic tofu. Each pack contains eight
1-oz. slices.
6529. Product Name: Tofu Slices (Firm, Individually
Wrapped Singles, Made with Organic Tofu) [Savory, Italian
Garlic Herb, Hickory Smoked, Original].
Manufacturer’s Name: Galaxy Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando, FL
32809. Phone: 800-808-2325.
Date of Introduction: 1998 March.
Ingredients: Original: Liquid soy mix (water, organic
tofu powder, isolated soy protein, calcium sulfate),
unhydrogenated canola oil, corn syrup solids, corn starch,
maltodextrin, carrageenan (sea weed gum), sea salt, natural
flavour, carotenal color, citric acid, calcium propionate (a
source of calcium, to control mold growth).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 336 gm. 16 x 21 oz slices per
pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 1998. March, p. 32-33. Leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products West. 1998. March. On the
front: The front panel of four packages is show; each is
labeled in both English and French. For example: “16 Tofu
Slices / Tranches. Firm / Ferme. Smoked Hickory / Fumée
de Hickory.” On the rear: The ingredients for each flavor is
given in both English and French.
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6530. Golbitz, Peter. 1998. Organic rule is released: some
controversial issues are left for further review. Bluebook
Update (Bar Harbor, Maine) 5(1):1, 4. Jan/March.
• Summary: “The dream of a national standard for organic
food and agriculture has finally become a reality in the
United States although some key issues affecting the soybean
and oilseeds industry may take a while longer to sort out.
“On December 15 in Washington DC, Secretary of
Agriculture Dan Glickman announced that a new proposed
rule covering the National Organic Program (NOP) has been
published for comment.
“’The National Organic Program will strengthen one
of the fastest growing segments of the agriculture and food
economy,’ Secretary Glickman noted. ‘Although around for
nearly 40 years, just since 1986, the market for organic food
has exploded, growing over 40-fold, so that by 1996 sales
totaled $3.5 billion.’
“But an important question on the minds of many in the
oilseeds industry was whether or not genetically modified
seed stocks would be allowed to be certified as organic if
grown according to the new regulations.
“’I have deliberately left open some of the more
divisive questions–not the least among them how we handle
biotechnology,’ stated the Secretary. The USDA is hoping to
be able to better address the biotech question once all of the
comments are in from industry. Once the comment period is
over, they will review the comments and rewrite the rule. A
final rule is expected to be issued by the end of 1998.
“The Organic Trade Association was quick to comment
on what they consider an omission in the proposed rule.
“’We’ve been very supportive and involved in the
development of federal organic regulations that meet our
industry’s high standards for organic,’ says Katherine
DiMatteo, Executive Director of the trade group. ‘However,
we are very disappointed that the Preamble to the Standards
contains questions relating to the potential inclusion of
genetically modified organisms.’
“Molly Cline, Director of Food Industry Relations at
Monsanto Company welcomes the proposed rule but is on
the other side of the biotech argument.
“’I’ve been fielding all kinds of questions from different
reporters about whether we are doing a full-court press to
stop this. We just hope that folks don’t preclude things that,
down the road, could be very helpful,’ says Ms. Cline. ‘The
long term potential for biotech to improve food quality really
can’t be ignored. Long term it would be unfair if organic
farmers did not have access to this technology.’
“Background: The new regulations have come about
as a result of the Organic Foods Production Act (OFPA)
of 1990 which was adopted as part of the 1990 Farm Bill.
That act required the USDA to develop national standards
and regulations for organically produced agricultural
products and to ensure that agricultural products marketed to
consumers as ‘organic’ are consistent with these standards.

The OFPA requires all agricultural products labeled as
‘organically produced’ to originate from farms or handling
operations certified by a state or private agency that has been
accredited by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA).
“The OFPA further required that the USDA develop national
organic standards and establish an organic certification
program based on recommendations received from a
14-member National Organic Standards Board (NOSB).
“Accordingly, the NOSB was appointed by the Secretary
of Agriculture in 1992 and has held 12 meetings, devoting
an enormous amount of time and effort to collecting and
incorporating public comment on every aspect of the
organic standards. In August 1994, the NOSB delivered its
recommendations to the Secretary.
“Since that time, the Agricultural Marketing Service’s
National Organic Program (NOP) staff has been working
to develop the proposed rule. In addition to NOSB
recommendations and comments from the public, the
NOP staff reviewed state and private organic certification
organizations to help formulate USDA’s program. The
proposed regulations are similar to most of the standards
presently used by organic producers and handlers, and are
intended to be flexible enough to accommodate the wide
range of operations and products grown and raised in every
region of the United States.
“A national standard should go a long way towards
making organic products more marketable both at home and
abroad.
“’National standards would clear a similar hurdle on
the international front,’ Secretary Glickman stated. ‘Many
countries, including those in the European Union, our biggest
organic customer, have their own certification standards.
National standards allow us to negotiate greater access
country to country.’
“Dennis Strayer, President of Dennis Strayer &
Associates, a marketer of specialty soybeans says the rule is
long overdue.
“’Everyone in the industry–growers, traders and
customers, especially foreign customers–has been waiting
for a standard across all the states. And hopefully, there will
be an international standard very soon,’ says Mr. Strayer.
‘The demand for organic soybeans, especially in Japan, has
been much greater than the supply will meet. If I had access
to five times the supply, I could move it in the marketplace.’”
Note: A sidebar (p. 5) is titled “National Organic
Program Fact Sheet.”
6531. Marutani, Mari; Schlub, Robert. 1998. Vegetable
soybeans on Guam. Cooperative Extension, College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences, University of Guam. March.
6 p.
• Summary: Contents: Vegetable soybean plant: What is a
vegetable soybean, which part is edible, nutritional value,
how to grow vegetable soybeans, how to market. Suggested
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cultural practices: Choice of land, planting date, land
preparation, seed selection, root inoculant [seed inoculum],
fertilizers, planting methods, irrigation, diseases and
pests, harvest, storage of harvested plants before shipping,
processing, saving seeds and seed storage, soybean plant in
crop rotation.
Market survey: Objectives, findings. Survey conducted
to restaurant and bar owners in June, 1997. There were
41 responses. 73% of the people surveyed said they were
familiar with “Edamame.” 34% of the restaurants and
bars offer “Edamame” on their menu. 90% of those who
offer “Edamame” on their menu said they would buy
locally grown fresh vegetable soybeans. Address: 1. PhD,
Horticulturist, Agric. Exp. Station; 2. PhD, Plant Pathologist,
Guam Cooperative Extension. Both: College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences.
6532. Product Name: Soymage Low Fat Sour Cream
(Vegan).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyco Foods. Div. of Galaxy Foods
Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando, FL
32809. Phone: 800-808-2325.
Date of Introduction: 1998 March.
Ingredients: Soy beverage (filtered water, isolated soy
protein, organic tofu), unhydrogenated canola oil, corn
starch, sea salt, food stabilizers (xanthan, natural vegetable
guar & locust bean gums), sodium phosphate, citric acid,
natural flavors, vitamin E (antioxidant), vitamin A palmitate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West. 1998. March. “The all natural (vegan) way to make
profits.” Includes two photos of Soymage Low Fat Sour
Cream.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith
from Natural Products Expo West. 2000. March. “Build
your healthy cheese section with Soyco Foods: The Dairy
Free Vegan Alternative.” A photo shows the front panel of
five nondairy Soymage brand nondairy foods on a bed of
soybeans with tomatoes and lettuce in the background: Vegan
Chunk (Made with organic tofu). Low Fat Cream Cheese.
Low Fat Sour Cream. Vegan Singles (Made with Organic
Tofu). Vegan Parmesan (Made with organic tofu). “Lactose
free. Cholesterol free. Saturated fat free. Preservative free.”
6533. Product Name: Soy Delicious (Organic Non-Dairy
Frozen Dessert in Quarts) [Creamy Vanilla, or Chocolate
Velvet].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 70, Junction City, OR
97448. Phone: (503) 998-6778.

Date of Introduction: 1998 March.
Ingredients: Creamy Vanilla: Filtered water, organic
soybeans*, organic brown rice syrup, organic dehydrated
cane juice*, organic safflower oil*, natural vanilla, carob
bean gum, guar gum, soy lecithin, carrageenan. Tilth
standards and the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart tubs.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West. 1998. March. “Introducing organic
quarts.” For creamy vanilla and chocolate velvet. Spot in
Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1998. Sept. p. 186. “Turtle
Mountain Inc.” Introducing two flavors: Creamy Vanilla and
Chocolate Velvet.
6534. Product Name: Finger Lickin’ Miso–Hishio.
Manufacturer’s Name: Fermentations. A Div. of
Germinations.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1173 Hearst St., Berkeley, CA
94702. Phone: 510-540-5185.
Date of Introduction: 1998 April.
Ingredients: Organic barley, organic shoyu, organic
soybeans, organic carrots, organic daikon, organic burdock,
kombu, ginger, horseradish, koji culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz. glass jar. Retails for $5.00
(Berkeley, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Alex Hozven
who visits Soyfoods Center with product and Label. 1998.
April 12. This product was introduced in April 1998. It is
the first hishio made in the Western World. Label: 3½ by 2½
inches. Self adhesive. White on black. A small, tan hangtag
(4 panels, each 2 inches square) bears the company logo
on the cover and describes the product on one panel inside.
Soyfoods Center taste test: Texture: Chunky. Flavor: Good.
6535. Product Name: Veggie Spread: Nature’s Alternative
to Butter or Margarine. Renamed “Veggie Margarine:
Nature’s Alternative to Butter” by 31 May 1998.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galaxy Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando, FL
32809. Phone: 800-441-9419.
Date of Introduction: 1998 April.
Ingredients: Soy beverage (filtered water, organic tofu*,
isolated soy protein), hydrogenated canola vegetable oil,
casein (a dried skim milk protein), maltodextrins, organic
food acidulants (lactic and citric acids), tricalcium and
potassium phosphates, sea salt, carrageenan (sea weed
gum), natural vegetable locust bean gum, natural flavors,
annatto and turmeric colors, vitamin E (antioxidant),
vitamin A palmitate. *Tofu is made with organically grown
and processed soybeans in accordance with the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. white plastic tub. Retails
for $2.19 at Safeway supermarket (1997/05, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California.
1998. April 12. Sold refrigerated from a large display next
to the produce section. Tub is 3.75 inches in diameter and
2.375 inches high. Label on top of tub: 3 inches diameter.
Yellow, white, red, and black on green. “New! Made with
organic tofu.” Label on side: Fat per serving: This product: 3
gm. Margarine or butter: 11 gm. Website: www.galaxyfoods.
com. Soyfoods Center product evaluation: What is it? This
nondescript product/spread somewhat resembles a soft tub
margarine, but it doesn’t taste very good when used in place
of butter or margarine–as on toast. The flavor is unusual
and somewhat rancid. The package design is excellent. If it
contains any tofu, that must be so-called “spray-dried tofu,”
but it is not labeled as such. Price: $2.19–Very expensive.
Product with Label purchased at Safeway supermarket
in Lafayette, California. 1998. May 31. The product is
now named “Veggie Margarine: Nature’s Alternative to
Butter,” however it appears to be the same product described
above. The price is still $2.19. One ingredient has changed:
Hydrogenated canola vegetable oil has been changed to
“unhydrogenated canola vegetable oil.”
6536. Hayes, Keri. 1998. Flood of opposition threatens
organic standard. Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine)
5(2):1, 7. April/June.
• Summary: The USDA is working to create a “Certified
Organic” program with National Organic Standards. In late
February the USDA announced that it had received more
than 15,000 comments via mail and e-mail.
6537. Product Name: Silk (Soymilk Sold Refrigerated in
Half-Gallon Pure-Pak / Gable Top Cartons) [Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc. (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1998 April.
Ingredients: May 2000: Filtered water, organic whole
soybeans*, organic raw cane crystals*, cocoa (Dutch
process), calcium carbonate, natural vanilla flavor, sea salt,
carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D-2, vitamin
D-3, riboflavin (vitamin B-2), vitamin B-12. * = Grown and
processed in accordance with the California Organic Foods
Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart Pure-Pak Carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (240 ml): Calories 120, calories from
fat 20, total fat 2.5 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 95 mg (4%), total carbohydrate 18

gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 14 gm), protein 5 gm. Vitamin
A 10%, calcium 30%, vitamin D 30%, vitamin B-12 50%,
vitamin C 0%, iron 2%, riboflavin 30%. Percent daily values
are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Carton with Label sent
by James Terman of White Wave. 2000. May 11. 2.75 by
2.75 by 8¼ inches. Tetra Rex package. “Organic–Third
party certified. Calcium enriched. Low 1% fat & vitamin
enriched.” Talk with James Terman of White Wave. 2001.
May 29. Silk chocolate in half gallons was introduced in
April 1998.
Product with Label purchased in the dairy case at
Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California. 2010. Dec. 18.
One half gallon retails for $3.49. White Wave is now a brand
owned by Dean Foods. Soyinfo Center product evaluation.
Taste, texture and package design: All excellent. One of the
best soy products ever made in the USA.
6538. Monsanto Company. 1998. Achievements: Plant
biotechnology 1997. St. Louis, Missouri. 16 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: In the center of the front cover is a globe–
like a flower, with two leaves and a stem below it. The
company’s new logo, containing the words “Food–Health–
Hope” appears below it. On page 1 is the main message:
“Our lives depend on plants.” A graph (p. 4) shows the
commercial acreage planted to Roundup Ready soybeans
in three countries for the last few years: (1) USA–1 million
acres in 1996, 9 million acres in 1997 (nearly 13% of total
soybean acreage), and a projected 25 million acres in 1998.
(2) Argentina–250,000 acres in 1996, 3.75 million acres in
1997 (nearly 22% of total soybean acreage), and a projected
10+ million acres in 1998. (3) Canada–600,000 acres in
1997 (less than 1% of total soybean acreage), and a projected
175,000 acres in 1998.
Some 56% of U.S. soybean growers used conservation
tillage methods with Roundup Ready soybeans in 1997.
Page 5 states: “Grower results:... In 1997, 330 sideby-side comparisons in the Midwestern United States
showed the combination of Roundup Ready soybeans and
Roundup herbicide achieved an average yield advantage of
2.2 bushels per acre over traditional herbicide programs on
Roundup Ready soybeans. In the same type of comparisons,
an average yield advantage of 1.7 bushels per acre was
demonstrated in Canadian soybean fields in 1997. In addition
to yield improvements, crop quality improved because the
harvested crop included fewer weed seeds.
“In the United States, growers reported high levels of
satisfaction with Roundup Ready soybeans: 89 percent were
more satisfied with the combination of Roundup herbicide
and Roundup Ready soybeans than their regular soybeans
and traditional herbicide programs, 62 percent said the
Roundup Ready system was a better value, and 87 percent
said they definitely or probably will plant Roundup Ready
soybeans again in 1998.”
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“Roundup Ready soybeans are compatible with
conservation tillage methods that help prevent soil erosion.”
On pages 14-15 are Monsanto’s answers to the following
“Frequently Asked Questions”: Should biotechnology crops
be labeled? Why has Monsanto been active in the seed
industry? (buying up seed companies). How did Roundup
Ready cotton perform in the Mississippi Delta in 1997?
Will insect-protected crops promote the development of
insect resistance? Will Roundup Ready crops promote the
development of herbicide-resistant weeds? What is the status
of the delayed-ripening tomato? (Flavr Savr developed by
Calgene, now a wholly-owned Monsanto subsidiary).
Note: This report was sent with two others and a
cover letter on 21 May 1998 by Molly N. Cline, Director,
Food Industry Relations (Monsanto). Address: 800 North
Lindbergh Blvd., St. Louis, Missouri 63167. Phone:
314.694.1000.
6539. Rao, M.S.S.; Bhagsari, A.S. 1998. Variation between
and within maturity groups of soybean genotypes for
biomass, seed yield, and harvest index. Soybean Genetics
Newsletter 25:103-06. May. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Eighty two soybean... genotypes from maturity
groups (MG) III to VIII were evaluated during 1992 & 1993
for determining the inter- and intra-maturity group variations
for biomass, seed yield, and harvest index (HI) (the ratio of
seed yield to the above ground total biomass); and identify
genotypes superior in biological efficiency. In both years,
significant variations were found within and between MGs
for the parameters measured. The mean biomass ranged
from 5.9 for MG III to 12.8 Mg ha-1 for MG VIII in 1992
and from 4.6 for MG 111 to 6.9 Mg ha*1 for MG VIII
in 1993. In this study, the two-year mean biomass yields
showed a consistent increase from MG III through VIII, that
is, the higher the MG, the higher the biomass...” Address:
Agricultural Research Station, Fort Valley State Univ., Fort
Valley, Georgia 31030.
6540. Product Name: Veggie SourCream: Nature’s
Alternative to Sour Cream.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galaxy Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando, FL
32809. Phone: 800-441-9419.
Date of Introduction: 1998 June.
Ingredients: Soy beverage (filtered water, organic tofu
powder*), unhydrogenated canola, calcium caseinate (a dried
skim milk protein with calcium), maltodextrins, corn starch,
calcium and sodium phosphates, sea salt, carrageenan (sea
weed gum), natural vegetable guar and locust bean gums,
organic food acidulants (lactic & citric acids), sea salt,
natural flavor, potassium sorbate (to preserve freshness),
vitamin E (antioxidant), vitamin A palmitate. *Tofu is
made with organically grown and processed soybeans in
accordance with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. white plastic tub. Retails
for $1.89 at Safeway supermarket (1998/06, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California.
1998. June 28. Sold refrigerated from a large display next to
the produce section. Tub is 3.75 inches in diameter and 2.375
inches high. Label on top of tub: 3 inches diameter. Yellow,
white, red, and black on green. “New! Low fat. Made with
organic tofu.”
6541. National Soybean Research Laboratory Bulletin
(NSRL, Urbana, Illinois). 1998. Global Soy Forum to help
industry meet challenges of 21st century: Global Soy Forum
‘99 delivers a unique and important opportunity to show that
the soybean is essential to global well-being. 5(2):1-2. June.

• Summary: “A groundbreaking global forum designed to
bring together soybean producers, industry leaders, policy
makers, and consumers to celebrate the past successes and
chart the future for the soybean industry has been set for
Chicago from August 4 to 7, 1999. The worldwide meeting,
known as Global Soy Forum ‘99, is being organized by the
National Soybean Research Laboratory and the Soybean
Research Development Council, a joint venture of the
Illinois Soybean Checkoff Board and the Iowa Soybean
Promotion Board.
“Sponsors of the event include major agribusinesses, the
United Soybean Board, the Iowa Soybean Promotion Board,
and the Illinois Soybean Checkoff Board.
“’Global Soy Forum ‘99 delivers a unique and important
opportunity to show that the soybean is essential to global
well-being and contributes significantly to the world’s
economy,’ says U of I professor Harold Kauffman, one of
the forum organizers. ‘This event also should create and
enhance partnerships among decision-makers in countries
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that produce and consume soybeans.’
“Two conferences, the Sixth World Soybean Research
Conference and the Fourth Midwest Soybean Conference,
will serve as core components of the Forum. Nearly a week
of events will include a series of research presentations and
meetings of regional and international soybean organizations,
as well as special sessions centered on three themes–meeting
the demands of world customers and markets, creating
tomorrow’s world-class supply system, and responding to
society’s changing needs.
“’This venue will provide soybean producers with
increased global visibility and a better understanding of
the worldwide potential for soybeans,’ Kauffman said. ‘By
gathering the soybean industry together to discuss the future
amongst ourselves, we will be much better poised to respond
to the challenges and opportunities of the 21st Century.’
“A major focus for the NSRL and the U of I will be
the Sixth World Soybean Research Conference. This event
will provide a range of forums for scientists from around
the world to share recent research results and chart future
research and development activities.
“’The soybean industry has changed dramatically
since the U of I hosted the first World Soybean Research
Conference in 1975,’ Kauffman says. ‘Major advances in
science and technology are radically altering the way we do
research on soybeans. In turn, results from this research is
driving rapid changes in every segment of the soybean value
chain.’
“The goal of the conference is to help participants better
understand these recent changes and to position the research
community for a key role in shaping the soybean industry of
the future. Leading scientists from around the world will be
invited to present research results, with an emphasis on how
biotechnology and information technology will impact major
research areas.
“’One of the sessions will focus on germplasm,
breeding, molecular genetics, and other aspects of
biotechnology,’ Kauffman says. ‘These presentations are
expected to reflect how those disciplines are increasingly
linked through global cooperation.’
“He notes that the conference also will focus on
sustainable crop management practices, integrated pest
management, and precision farming. Plans also include an
exchange of research results on processing technologies
and product concepts that can meet an increasingly diverse
global demand for soy products. Other sessions will review
innovative ways to increase feed conversion of soy products
in livestock, poultry, and fish.
“’We also want to look closely at the role that soy can
play in improving the nutritional value of food,’ Kauffman
says. ‘Another major session will focus on soybean pricing
and global trade. This will provide opportunities for
participants from both importing and exporting countries to
better understand the factors that contribute to more efficient

markets and mutually beneficial trade.’
“He emphasizes that soybean research and development
has become a global activity that requires scientists to be
more and more aware of where research is taking place and
what strategic alliances are being formed to carry out that
research. These changes further require scientists to better
understand the whole value chain of the industry and the
ways that they can work effectively with different segments
of the industry.
“’New technologies today impact all aspects of research
and development across the industry value chain,’ Kauffman
says. ‘If scientists are going to be productive they must be
knowledgeable about the state-of-the-art technology and
the opportunities for its use on a global basis. Each person
attending this conference, hopefully, will leave with a better
understanding of the global economy and its impact on the
soybean industry.’
“Additional details on the Sixth World Soybean
Research Conference and Global Soybean Forum ‘99 are
available from WSRC VI, National Soybean Research
Laboratory, 1101 W. Peabody Drive, Urbana, I161801 or on
the internet at http://www.gsf99.uiuc.edu/wsrc.html”
A photo shows: “Harold Kauffman (right) and Pradeep
Khanna of the NSRL examine a globe in preparation for
the Sixth World Soybean Research Conference scheduled
for Chicago in 1999. The event will bring together soybean
scientists from around the world to share recent research
results and chart future research and development activities.”
6542. Product Name: Pacific Naturally Complete:
Complete Liquid Nutrition (Fortified Soy & Grain Drink)
[Vanilla, Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 19480 S.W. 97th Ave., Tualatin,
OR 97062. Phone: 503-692-9666.
Date of Introduction: 1998 June.
Ingredients: Multi Grain base (Filtered water, whole oat
groats, triticale, barley, brown rice, amaranth), organic
soymilk* (filtered water, whole organic soybeans), soy
protein isolate, cane juice sweetener, vegetable fiber, natural
vanilla flavor with other natural flavors [or natural cocoa
powder], expeller pressed canola oil, tricalcium phosphate,
natural flavors, sea salt, carrageenan, magnesium phosphate,
potassium chloride, vitamin C, etc.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (glossy color,
front and back, 28 cm) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West at Anaheim. 1999. March. (but leaflet is
dated “6/98”). Phytonutrients. Essential amino acids. “Each
serving of this rich, satisfying drink provides 26 vitamins and
minerals and 9 grams of high-quality protein.” Two sets of
color photos on the front show cartons of the two flavors plus
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the product in a tall glass.
On the rear is given the nutrition facts, ingredients, UPC
numbers, and case/pallet information.
6543. Product Name: WholeSoy Creamy Cultured Soy
(Soy Yogurt) [Mixed Berry, Apricot Mango, Strawberry
Banana]. Renamed WholeSoy Soy Yogurt in about 2001.
Manufacturer’s Name: WholeSoy Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Phone: 415-495-2870.
Date of Introduction: 1998 June.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Galeaz, Kim. 2000. “Great
tasting soy yogurt, great tasting recipes.” News (Okeechobee,
Florida). Jan. 26. The “many new, different and great tasting
soy yogurts on the market” include “WholeSoy Creamy
Cultured Soy, White Wave Silk Dairyless Soy, and Galaxy
Foods Veggie Yogurt.” These are sold in 6-ounce plastic
cups.
Talk with Ted Nordquist. 2000. Aug. 18. Sales of
Ted’s WholeSoy soy yogurt “are going through the roof”
= increasing dramatically. Ted is moving production from
Fullerton (in a plant owned by Morningstar) to SSI (Super
Store Industries) in Turlock, California–just south of
Modesto.
Leaflet sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2002. March. “New!”
Shows large color photos of packages of the three new
flavors of spoonable soy yogurt in cups. “Sales info: Oasis
Sales and Marketing, 144 Weeks Way, Sebastopol, CA
95472.”
Leaflet. 2004. Sept. 28 (dated). “Taste Matters! Eleven
delicious flavors from the best selling soy yogurt in natural
foods. Best selling because it’s the best tasting. Enjoy!” The
company name is now WholeSoy & Co. The eleven flavors
are lemon, raspberry, plain, strawberry, vanilla, mixed berry,
cherry, apricot mango, strawberry banana, blueberry, and
peach.
Letter (e-mail) from Ted Nordquist, founder and owner
of WholeSoy & Co. 2012. Sept. 18. Shurtleff’s questions
and Ted’s answers. Q: What was the name of your first,
pioneering cultured soy product in the USA? Ans: Soy
Yogurt. In 1998, at a plant in Fullerton, California (owned
by Morningstar) “Soy Yogurt” was already printed on our
cups. But a California inspector saw the cups before we
filled the first round and insisted we change the name from
“Soy Yogurt” to something else. So we changed the name to
“Creamy Cultured Soy.” Later, around 2001, we moved to
Super Store Industries in Turlock, California, for production
and changed the name back to WholeSoy “Soy Yogurt.”
Q: What year and month was this product first sold
commercially? Ans: Launched at Natural Products Expo
East (in Baltimore) in Sept. 1998. Steve Ford of Brown Cow
allowed me to demo it. That was so kind of the Ford family;

I wasn’t even on the program at the Expo. the father and
mother, Barry and his wife, Steve Ford and his wife were all
there. The soy yogurts were in a corner of his Brown Cow
Booth. Brown Cow was the master warehouse and general
distributor. So Steve and Barry Ford were taking the orders.
In Feb. 2003 Stonyfield Farm bought Brown Cow (Antioch,
California). We were forced to stay with Stonyfield / Brown
Cow until around 2009. They sued us for $850,000 when
we did leave, but Henry Glasser (Ted’s business partner)
won the lawsuit over their lawyers from France representing
Danone. We now handle all of our own warehousing and
logistics.
Q: Do you still have any graphics / sell sheets that
show this first product? Ans: Yes, but you will have to pay
Sugarman Designs for their time to go through their archives.
Note: Unfortunately Ted is unable to produce any evidence
of this 1998 date.
Q: What flavors were available when it was first sold
commercially? Ans: It was sold under the Trader Joe’s label
and the WholeSoy label in 6 oz. cups. The flavors were plain,
strawberry, peach, and raspberry.
Talk with Ted Nordquist. 2012. Sept. 22. When making
cups of Creamy Cultured Soy at the Morningstar plant in
Fullerton–we were too small for them. The plant manager,
who was very nice, told Ted that Ted’s volume was so small
that it was going to be very difficult in that plant to give
Ted a consistent product. The very first product Ted made at
the Fullerton plant was for Trader Joe’s–in all four flavors.
“The minimum we could make was 2 pallets (300 cases)
for each flavor–plain, peach, strawberry, and raspberry. So,
for example, we did 150 cases of Trader Joe’s Plain and
150 cases of WholeSoy Plain. This was in about May or
June 1998, before the Natural Products Expo East.” “We
had already signed on UNFI (United Natural Foods, Inc.)
warehouses; that whole distribution network was already in
place when I went to the Natural Products Expo East.” “We
were making it in Fullerton in May, 1998. We shipped it out
3 days after it was made. We were paid 10 days after we
shipped it to the distributor.” To the best of Ted’s memory,
the first Creamy Cultured Soy was first sold commercially,
at a retail store (Trader Joe’s), in late May or early June
of 1998. Soon after that the WholeSoy brand of Creamy
Cultured Soy started to be sold. Greg Hartman, of Oasis
Sales and Marketing, was Ted’s sales organization. So it
was Greg Hartman and the Fords who really put together
the distribution and sales of Creamy Cultured Soy. Ted is
sure that Trader Joe’s sold the product before it was sold as
WholeSoy. Ted made Creamy Cultured Soy once a week at
the Morningstar plant in Fullerton. That went on for more
than 18 months, until late 1999 or early 2000 when he moved
to Super Store Industries in Turlock.
Here is some background: Ted had his formulations
from Sweden. Ted bought soybase from Raj Gupta in
Ontario. Canada, had it shipped to the Morningstar plant in
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Fullerton, California. For two years, Ted had been making
Silk soymilk at a Morningstar plant in Gustine, California,
for White Wave in extended shelf life gable-top packaging.
During that time he started research on cultured soy yogurts
at the Morningstar plant in Fullerton (near Los Angeles)
because he “was going to sell these soy yogurts to Steve
Demos, who had this horrible tasting soy yogurt named
Dairyless, which was made in Boulder, Colorado at Steve’s
plant.” Ted did not make the soymilk from which Dairyless
soy yogurt was made. It was cultured, but then it was postpasteurized. “It was an ugly color and had a horrible taste.”
Ted wanted to sell the soy yogurt he was developing at the
Morningstar plant in Fullerton to Steve Demos of White
Wave. Ted even gave Steve prices. Then suddenly Steve
left Ted and WholeSoy with $320,000 in unpaid invoices.
Wondering what to do next, Ted realized that he had this
nice new soy yogurt. He was selling soymilk through Gary
Stein to Trader Joe’s. Ted had a contract with Steve Demos
which prohibited Ted from selling directly to Trader Joe’s.
Gary Stein formulated his own soymilk, using Ted’s soybase,
making in Gustine and selling to Trader Joe’s. Ted got half
of the revenue. It was through Gary Stein that Ted sold
his yogurt to Trader Joe’s in May or June of 1998. “At the
time we launched, Steve Demos was selling White Wave
Dairyless [soy yogurt] all over the United States. In 14
months (according to the SPINS report) sales of Creamy
Cultured Soy passed those of White Wave Dairyless. We’ve
never lost that first place position.”
6544. Product Name: Certified Organic Soymilk (Sold
in Quart Pure-Pak / Gable Top Cartons) [Regular, and
Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods
(Marketer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1998 June.
Ingredients: Filtered water, whole non-genetically
modified, certified organic soybeans*, certified organic
brown rice syrup*, naturally occurring calcium carbonate,
sea salt, carrageenan, xanthan gum, vitamin A palmitate,
vitamin D-2, vitamin B-2 (riboflavin), vitamin B-12. * =
Grown and processed without synthetically compounded
herbicides or pesticides in accordance with the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 32 fl. oz (1 quart). Pure Pak
carton. Retails for $2.29 (1998/07 California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Billy Bramblett
of Wildwood Natural Foods. 1998. June 24. Wildwood
recently introduced a new fresh soymilk, sold in gable-top
quart cartons. The flavor is excellent. Two packages with
Labels sent by Billy Bramblett. Green, red, blue, and orange
on white. The front panel states: “1% of sales donated

to the Breast Cancer Fund. Low fat. Non-dairy drink.
Calcium and vitamin enriched. Naturally lactose free.” One
side panel states: “A diet rich in soy contains a variety of
beneficial phytonutrients including*: Isoflavones. Genistein.
Phytoestrogens. * = Consult your physician concerning the
role soy may play in effecting specific chronic diseases.
Trusted purity since 1980: Naturally antibiotic and hormone
free. Vegan–No animal products. Enjoy other Wildwood soy
foods: Organic tofu. Wild Dogs. Vegie Burgers. Meltables.
Talk to us at 1-800-499-Tofu.” A second side panel, titled
“The fresh approach to healthy eating,” states that “1% of
sales of this product goes to researching environmental
causes of breast cancer.”
Talk with Bill Bramblett. 1998. June 9. The original
Wildwood soymilk was named Yo Soy! Ted Nordquist and
his company TAN Industries, Inc. have played a major
role in developing and making this soymilk. Jeremiah and
Ted have been friends for many years, and recently they
have been working together very closely on this soymilk.
They used to call it the “Ted and Wally Show.” Jeremiah
went to Ted 4-5 years ago; Ted had a new technology for
making non-beany soy base. Jeremiah and Ted came up with
a formulation for the final product made from Ted’s soy
base. They had dreams of building a plant together, where
Wildwood would do the tofu side and Ted would do the
milk side. But in the end, Wildwood didn’t have the funds
or energy to go that direction, so Ted went to White Wave
and told them about his great soymilk. Then White Wave
came up with their own formulation (which was different
from Wildwood’s formulation), resulting in Silk. Ted makes
his soymilk at a plant in southern California [Soyfoods of
America], then another California company [Morningstar,
formerly called Avoset] finishes and packages the product for
Wildwood. Ted is in the process of developing a new yogurt,
which is not yet on the market. He would like to make it for
Wildwood, but Billy doesn’t think it is ready. Also Ted wants
the yogurt package to bear the words “Made with TAN soy
base.”
Talk with Jeremiah Ridenour of Wildwood. 1998. Oct.
20. This product was first sold in June 1998. It may be the
first soymilk in America to have the word “Soymilk” in the
product name–to test the FDA. Wildwood has nothing to
do with the manufacture of packaging of the product; It is
made at one place and packaged in another. White Wave’s
Silk is this product’s main competitor. Jeremiah believes that
Wildwood’s formula is better. See also Oct. 1998 interview
with Jeremiah on the early history of this product. This
product states in the ingredient listing that it is GMO free,
but Jeremiah thinks that the term “organic” is still more
important to consumers than “GMO free.”
Leaflet (single sided, 8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West. 1999.
March. “Introducing Wildwood Natural Foods Organic
Soymilk. Low fat. Delicious non-dairy drink. Calcium
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& vitamin enriched. Naturally lactose free. 1% of sales
donated to the Breast Cancer Fund. Available in Regular and
Chocolate flavors.”
Product (chocolate, quart) with Label purchased at
Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California. 2001. April 1.
Both real vanilla and chocolate quarts are sold refrigerated in
the Odwalla cooler in gable-top cartons for $1.99/quart. One
side panel reads: “Wildwood has been making soymilk for
over 20 years. As a pioneer in American soyfoods Wildwood
has learned to make great tasting nutritious soymilks.” The
certified organic chocolate is produced from beans grown in
a bio-diversity preserve in Costa Rica and Panama.
The back panel states: “Wildwood Natural Foods.
Affecting dietary and agricultural change. Wildwood
owners Jeremiah Ridenour and Billy Bramblett both grew
up in Michigan, then migrated to California and became
evangelists for soy. Jeremiah comes from a soybean farming
family. While he was studying tofu production in Japan,
his future partner Billy was concocting tofu delectables at
the legendary Sleeping Lady Cafe in Fairfax, California.
Wildwood Natural Foods started producing organic Soymilk
and Tofu in 1980. Today these two lead their company’s
production of thirty-five delicious, premium, organic soy
products. More organic choice means less chemicals in your
environment...”
6545. Miles, Carol A. 1998. Re: Vegetable soybeans. Letter
(e-mail) to Dana Jacobi in New York City, July 14. 1 p. [2
ref]
• Summary: Dana Jacobi sent Carol the rough draft of an
article she is writing on green vegetable soybeans. Carol
responded that she has been conducting vegetable soybean
variety trials in southwest Washington state for the past 3
years. She has also been developing new vegetable soybean
varieties which should be ready for release in several years.
She has been working with Mark Musik [the farm advisor
for the Pike Place Market] and Hmong farmers [rhymes with
“mung.” They are hill people from Laos] for the past year,
and it looks like their work together next year will be even
better.
“I think it is important to state clearly that vegetable
soybeans, although the same genus and species as field
soybeans (Glycine max), are special varieties and they differ
biochemically from field soybeans. Vegetable soybeans have
different biochemical components which allow them to be
eaten after boiling for only 5 minutes. If a person were to
harvest field soybeans at the green stage and boil them for 5
minutes and eat them, they would get stomach cramps due to
the indigestibility of the beans.”
She has heard the SunRich did not pay close enough
attention to this point and used field soybeans when
developing their Sweet Beans. The company later got lots of
complaints about the indigestibility of Sweet Beans.
Carol has a web page at http://agsyst.wsu.edu on which

are several research-type papers that she has written about
edamame. The information about biochemical differences
between edamame and field soybeans is in these papers.
Talk with Carol Miles, PhD. 1998. Aug. 26. She got
her PhD from Cornell University (Ithaca, New York) in
vegetable crops, with a minor and dissertation in breeding
sweet corn. Now she is working on edamame with Tom
Lumpkin, who is at Washington State Univ. She has been
there growing edamame for 4 years. She and her coworkers like edamame very much, as do her two young
kids. Her information on biochemical differences between
vegetable-type soybeans and field soybeans comes from
a paper by Tom Lumpkin. They have a lower content of
trypsin inhibitors and of indigestible oligosaccharides,
and more vitamins. She has written some research reports
on edamame, but no refereed journal articles. The Pike
Place Market is the largest farmers’ market in the Pacific
Northwest. It is located in downtown Seattle on Pike Street.
A farmer’s market, by definition (largely for insurance
purposes), is one in which at least 50% of the products
must be produce sold by the people/farmers who grew it.
The other 50% can be crafts, produce sold by people who
did not grow it, etc. There is not yet a measurable acreage
of green vegetable soybeans in Washington state; this is a
new crop that is still in the development stage. Carol has a
variety testing program in western Washington and down
into Oregon where the climate is mild and the precipitation
high. Most of this seed is imported from Japan and costs
about $17/pound, which is prohibitive. So there is a big need
for her program to have its own seed production and its own
varieties. Therefore, she also has a variety development
program, where she is plant breeder using conventional
methods. Tom is trying to develop pod-shatter resistance.
The major constraint to developing varieties is pod shatter
during harvesting. Dr. Sundar Shanmugasundaram at
AVRDC in Taiwan has found that pod-shattering is linked to
one of the soybean’s oils. He is trying to isolate these oils in
vegetable-type soybeans. Carol was in Taiwan working with
him in November and December of 1997. Another constraint
is lack of good harvesting equipment; she has been trying
for several years to get the vegetable processing industry
interested in this problem since they have the equipment.
She is aware that work has been done on this in Illinois and
Colorado; Taiwan uses an FMC green bean harvester.
Carol believes that edamame must be adapted to
American culture by serving it as a good, wholesome green
vegetable, served on the table like green peas or used as
an ingredient in other dishes such as a stir-fry–rather than
as a snack food with beer as it is served in Japan. So she
would sell edamame shelled, rather than in the pods. She
heard a rumor that last year SunRich did not use vegetabletype soybeans for their Sweet Beans; they used field-type
soybeans and they had some major consumer problems, as
with indigestion.
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The Hmong farmers comprise the largest single
group of farmers selling through the Pike Place Market.
Traditionally a roaming tribal, patriarchal group from
Laos, they collaborated with the USA as “jungle guides”
during the Vietnam war and so our country brought them
here as refugees after the war about 15 years ago. A large
community of Hmongs lives in the Seattle area. Few of the
adults speak English, but the children are being raised in the
American system. They traditionally grew green vegetable
soybeans in Laos, but their seed, which was suited to a
tropical climate, would not flower in the Seattle area, which
has a cooler climate and a longer day-length. Carol has
supplied the Hmong farmers with seed. She works mostly
with seed companies from Japan, but she knows of two U.S.
seed companies that sell vegetable-type soybeans: Johnny’s
Selected Seeds in Maine and Nichols Garden Nursery in
Oregon. Nichols (located at 1190 North Pacific Highway,
Albany, OR 97321-4580. Phone: 541-928-9280) started
in 1997 to sell Buker’s Favorite Soybean–a breeding line
Carol has worked on. Dr. Robert J. Buker is a plant breeder
who worked in Illinois, then overseas for 20 years. Now he
works in Vancouver, Washington, which is just across the
river from Portland, Oregon. He received his material from
AVRDC several years before Carol got hers. Address: PhD,
Washington State Univ., Extension Agricultural Systems, 360
NW North Street, Chehalis, Washington 98532. Phone: 360740-1295.
6546. Product Name: Veggie Cream Cheese: Nature’s
Alternative to Cream Cheese (With Casein).
Manufacturer’s Name: Galaxy Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando, FL
32809. Phone: 800-441-9419.
Date of Introduction: 1998 July.
Ingredients: Soy beverage (filtered water, organic
tofu powder*, isolated soy protein), unhydrogenated
canola vegetable oil, casein (a dried skim milk protein),
maltodextrins, organic food acidulants (lactic & citric acids),
tricalcium and potassium phosphates, sea salt, carrageenan
(sea weed gum), natural vegetable locust bean gum, natural
flavors, vitamin E (antioxidant), vitamin A palmitate. *Tofu
is made with organically grown and processed soybeans in
accordance with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. white plastic tub. Retails
for $2.19 at Safeway supermarket (1998/06, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California.
1998. June 28. Sold refrigerated from a large display next to
the produce section. Tub is 3.75 inches in diameter and 2.375
inches high. Label on top of tub: 3 inches diameter. Yellow,
white, red, and black on green. “New! Low fat. Made with
organic tofu.” Label on side: “Fat per serving: This product:

3 gm. Regular cream cheese: 11 gm.” Website: www.
galaxyfoods.com.
6547. Product Name: I.M. Healthy SoyNut Butter (Chunky,
Creamy, or 100% Organic).
Manufacturer’s Name: SoyNut Butter Co. (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: Barrington, IL 60010. Phone:
1-800-288-1012.
Date of Introduction: 1998 July.
Ingredients: 100% Organic: Organic soybeans, organic
naturally pressed soy bean oil, sea salt. Creamy: Soybeans,
naturally pressed soybean oil, maltodextrin, soy protein
isolate, Sucanat (granulated cane juice), salt, mono- and
diglycerides (drived from vegetable oil).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Chunky and Creamy are 18 oz,
100% Organic is 17 oz.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Food Processing (Chicago).
1998. July. p. 54. “Jelly gets a new partner: SoyNut Butter
fills in for the real thing.”
Black-and-white photocopies of Labels sent by Len and
Irene Stuttman. 1998. Sept. 11. The Chunky label is red,
with these words at the bottom of the front panel: “Yes, its
wonderful–Buy Two” I.M.H. The Creamy label is blue, with
the same words as the chunky. The Organic label is green,
with these words: “Just the way it should be” I.M.H.” On the
side panel is written: “Made from fresh roasted soybeans. A
source of plant estrogen. 15% less fat than peanut butter (for
the Organic, but 30% less for the other two). Kids love it. A
natural product–Oil separation my occur. Stir and enjoy.”
Talk with Len & Irene Stuttman. 1998. Sept. Their
partners have formed a new company to focus solely on
making and marketing soynut butter made from soynuts oil
roasted by Sycamore Creek. The Stuttmans have a written
contract with this new company.
Color leaflet (back to back, 8½ by 11 inches) sent by
Stuttmans. 1998. March. “Mom–I Really like this stuff! Jelly
has a great new partner. I.M. Healthy SoyNut Butter.”
6548. Product Name: Silk (Soymilk Sold Refrigerated in
Quart Pure-Pak / Gable Top Cartons) [Plain {Dairylike}].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc. (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1998 July.
Ingredients: May 2000: Filtered water, whole organic
soybeans*, organic raw cane crystals*, calcium carbonate,
sea salt, natural flavors, carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate,
vitamin D-2, riboflavin (vitamin B-2), vitamin B-12. * =
Grown and processed in accordance with the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990. Silk soybeans are third-party
certified organic by QAI. Silk is certified to containno GMO
soybeans.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart Pure-Pak carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (240 ml): Calories 80, calories from
fat 20, total fat 2.5 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 75 mg (3%), total carbohydrate 8
gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 4 gm), protein 7 gm. Vitamin
A 10%, calcium 30%, vitamin D 30%, vitamin B-12 50%,
vitamin C 0%, iron 2%, riboflavin 30%. Percent daily values
are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Carton with Label sent
by James Terman of White Wave. 2000. May 11. 2.75 by
2.75 by 8¼ inches. Tetra Rex package. “Organic–Third
party certified. Calcium enriched. Low 1% fat & vitamin
enriched.” Talk with James Terman of White Wave. 2001.
May 29. Silk plain in quarts was introduced in July 1998.
This soymilk was formulated to taste and look as much like
dairy milk as possible.
6549. Demos, Steve. 1998. Brief history of White Wave’s
use of organically grown soybeans (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. Aug. 10. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center. Followed by a letter of 18 Feb. 1999.
• Summary: White Wave started making tofu on 27 Sept.
1977. Steve was one of the tofu makers. That original batch
of tofu was made using “organic soybeans,” as stated clearly
on the first tofu label. The original label was done in two
colors (blue–with small amounts of black shading–printed
on white), because the company could not afford to use more
colors. The labels were supposed to be self-adhesive, but
they came with no glue on the back, so for about 6 months
the workers had to figure out how to glue the labels onto
the top of the little Chinese paper carry-out pails which
contained the tofu floating in water. Steve still has samples of
the original art work because about five years ago Ginny, his
ex-wife, gave him an album (8-10 pages, double-sided, for
memory’s sake) containing almost all of White Wave’s early
labels and advertisements, including the deli and nut butter
business, plus some press clippings about the company.
The second version of the label, introduced in early
1978, is quite similar to the first except that the ingredients
are listed across the top of the oval. The first ingredient is
“Organically raised soybeans.” The third version of the
label, in about 1980, just after the company moved to Walnut
Street, has a little more color (especially green). Steve still
has the press sheet for that those horizontally oval labels
framed on his office wall.
“When White Wave started, our first priority was the
integration of vegetable-based foods; our second priority
was organic raised products. Organic has always been very
important to us–and to many of our customers.” Steve had
been in the natural foods industry before he started White
Wave. In 1974, in between one of his trips to India he
opened a store (in La Haska, Pennsylvania) that sold bulk
organic food. He soon sold the store, took the money, and

went back to India. It was while running this store that Steve
first learned about buying organically grown foods. At the
time that White Wave started business in Boulder, there
was a small distribution company in town named the Green
Mountain Grainery, run by Bruce Macdonald, that also had
a distribution arm in Denver, and a retail outlet in Boulder.
They were big on organics, so Steve bought his first organic
soybeans from Green Mountain Grainery; the soybeans
were grown by Living Farms in Tracy, Minnesota (Ardell
Anderson). Within a very short time, White Wave began
buying its organic soybeans directly from Living Farms. At
the first nationwide soycrafters convention in Ann Arbor,
Michigan (28-30 July 1978), Steve filled out a form titled
“Bean Supplies.” His supplier was “Living Farms, Tracy,
Minnesota. Price: 17.5 cents/lb.”
Once when Steve was on vacation, Pat Calhoun “had to
make the tremendous decision of buying 2,000 lb of them
at once. That was a huge amount, enough to last for a long
time–in those days.” After that, Steve drove to a meeting
of the Organic Growers Association in Iowa. He spoke to
solicit growers, saying: “This is the up and coming thing
and we will pay a premium for these soybeans but we need
reliable sources.” One big problem in those days was that
half the bag was soybeans and the other half was dirt. At the
Iowa meeting Steve met Marvin Kurpkeweight, who was
already growing soybeans organically in eastern Nebraska.
Shortly after the meeting, in the fall of 1978, Steve visited
Marvin’s farm. He recalls walking out on his beautiful
large farm, seeing how the crops and animals were nicely
integrated, meeting his family, discussing crop rotation,
etc. Steve contracted with him (at a price lower than he had
to pay Green Mountain Grainery) for a certain amount of
soybeans to be delivered at specified intervals throughout the
year–in much the same way White Wave does today. Steve
used Marvin as White Wave’s sole supplier of soybeans for
the next few years. Thus, all the soybeans White Wave used
during this time were (to the best of Steve’s knowledge)
totally organic.
Why didn’t Steve mention his work with organics during
several long interviews on White Wave’s early history in
1987? “There’s only one bullet you ultimately get across.
What are you? Are you the organic company? No, we’re the
vegetarian company. We always presented ourselves as the
soy vegetarian company. We constantly tried to reinforce
that basic identity.” Nevertheless, every year except one,
White Wave has made its products using organic soybeans–
either third-party certified organic or transitional organic.
The former are twice as expensive as the latter. On the
transitional organic label they asterisk the soybeans and
write: “Raised without the use of herbicides, chemicals,
or pesticides.” Address: President, White Wave Inc., 1990
North 57th Court, Boulder, Colorado 80301.
6550. Levar, Tom. 1998. BDL quality foods: Guaranteed
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chemical free (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 10.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Tom markets agricultural products with “below
detectable levels” of pesticide residues in the food and in
the soil. These levels are tested by Ingman Laboratories in
Minnesota and certified. The typical minimum detectable
level (MDL) is less that 0.01 parts per million (ppm). He
contracts with farmers and presently has large amounts of
BDL soybeans in Iowa, Illinois, and Minnesota. The price of
these soybeans is typically $3-4 less per bushel than the price
of organic soybeans. Tom is age 44; he was a professor of
soil science at the University of Minnesota for 17 years. He
started this business in 1996.
People involved with soybeans should be aware of the
EPA Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA). By the end of
1997 they had tested 60 pesticides; now they have tested 317
that are problematic.
Tom also works as a consultant for SummerSet Products,
Inc., 4817 Normandale Highlands Dr., Bloomington, MN
55437. Phone: 1-800-820-4817. Address: Diversified
Organics, 3690 Dana Rd., Duluth, Minnesota 55811. Phone:
218-727-3669.
6551. Miles, Carol A. 1998. Edamame harvesting and
marketing potentials (Web article). http://agsyst.wsu.edu/
edam.htm. 5 p. Aug. 26. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: About our edamame research
program. Edamame production. Plant stand. Mechanical
harvesting. Harvest quality. Edamame marketing potentials.
Acknowledgements. Additional information. Address: PhD,
Washington State Univ., Extension Agricultural Systems, 360
NW North Street, Chehalis, Washington 98532. Phone: 360740-1295.
6552. Kelly, Mary Sidney. 1998. Building a better bean:
Japanese soy sparks local crop, market. Boulder Planet
(Colorado, New Hope Comm.). Sept. 16-22. p. 1B-2B.
Business section.
• Summary: Ewell and Lauren Culbertson, owners of
Pachamama Organic Farm in Longmont, Colorado, are
growing edamame organically. Edamame is a Japanese word
meaning “bean on branches.” The couple recently toured
Japan on an organic farming exchange. They are the only
farmers in the Boulder area, perhaps in the state, growing
edamame. Last season Ewell was encouraged to grow a
test plot of edamame by Dwayne Johnson, a new crops
specialist at Colorado State University. Johnson is designing
a mechanical harvester that will strip the bean pods from the
plants. “Tom Lumpkin, professor of East Asian agriculture
and chairman of the crop and soil sciences department at
Washington State University at Pullman, Washington, said
they’re the perfect ‘junk food.’” Address: Staff writer.
6553. Product Name: Soy Dream (Soymilk) [Original,

Chocolate, Vanilla, Original Enriched, Chocolate Enriched,
Vanilla Enriched].
Manufacturer’s Name: Imagine Foods, Inc. (MarketerDistributor). Made in Manteca, California, by California
Natural Products.
Manufacturer’s Address: CNP: P.O. Box 139, Manteca,
CA 95336. Imagine: 350 Cambridge Ave., Suite 350, Palo
Alto, CA 94306. Phone: 650-327-1444.
Date of Introduction: 1998 September.
Ingredients: Chocolate enriched: Filtered water, organic
whole soybeans*, rice syrup, cocoa, tricalcium phosphate,
sea salt, vanilla, xanthan gum, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin
D-2, vitamin E, vitamin B-12. * = Organically grown and
processed in accordance with the California Organic Foods
Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz or 32 oz Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for $3.98 per three-pack of 8 oz or $1.99 per
quart (1998/09 California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per cup (8 fl oz): Calories 210, calories from fat
40, total fat 4.5 gm (7% daily value; saturated fat 0.5 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 150 mg (6%), total carbohydrate
35 gm (sugars 22 gm), protein 7 gm. Vitamin A 10%, vitamin
D 25%, vitamin B-12 25%, vitamin E 25%, calcium 30%,
iron 10%, thiamin (B-1) 10%, riboflavin (B-2) 4%, niacin
(B-3) 4%, pantothenic acid (B-5) 4%, folic acid (B-9) 15%,
vitamin B-6 8%, phosphorus 25%, magnesium 15%, zinc
6%, copper 8%. Not a significant source of fiber or vitamin
C. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (full page, color, trade)
in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1998. Aug. p. 7. “Finally, a
premium quality soy beverage line from a proven, consistent
supplier.” “From the makers of Rice Dream, the bestselling product in the natural foods industry.” “Six delicious
varieties in quarts and convenient 8 oz sizes.” Large photos
show the front of each aseptic package. Web: info@
imaginefoods.com.
Spot (quarter page, color) in Vegetarian Times. 1998.
Sept. p. 12. “Power pack.” After years of making ricebased non-soy products, Imagine Foods introduces its first
soy product, a soy beverage. “Perfect for stashing in lunch
boxes.” Made with organic soybeans and fortified with
vitamins E and B-12. “Even better: It provides as much
calcium and vitamins and D as whole milk.”
Talk with Ellen Weiser of Imagine Foods. 1998.
Sept. 16. Imagine Foods has been planning this product
since before April of this year. The quarts were first
available for sale in stores on about 9 Sept. 1998. The
suggested retail price is $1.79 to $2.59 for enriched and
$1.69 to $2.09 for non-enriched. The product is made by
California Natural Products at their factory in Manteca.
The Mitchells purchased the necessary equipment and
developed the process. Imagine Foods plans to celebrate
its 15th anniversary next year. In June 1984 Imagine Foods
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introduced Rice Dream, a non-dairy frozen dessert based on
rice beverage, in hard pack pints in the following flavors:
Vanilla, Carob, Carob Chip, Strawberry, Lemon, Orange, and
Carob Almond.
Product with Label purchased for $1.99 at Open Sesame
(natural food store) in Lafayette, California. 1998. Dec. 23.
Aseptic Chocolate Enriched with reclosable lid. Chocolate
brown and black on white. Illustration on the front panel
shows a thin stream of chocolate soymilk being poured
through the “o” in “Soy” into a tall, chilled class where it
forms a little wave. Text on front panel: “Soy beverage with
vitamins A, D, E, B-12. Rich in calcium. Lactose free.” Text
on back: “Health benefits of Soy Dream: Lactose and dairy
free. High in protein. As much calcium, protein, vitamins A
and D as whole milk. Rich in vitamins B-12 and E. Contains
soy isoflavones. Low in saturated fat. Cholesterol free.
100% vegetarian.” Lists five other lines of “Fine, non-dairy
products from Imagine Foods.” On one side panel, a table
compares the nutritional composition of this product with
whole chocolate milk.
Talk with James Terman of White Wave. 1999. May 20.
Soy Dream is coming out in a gable-top carton–fresh.
6554. Product Name: [Breaded Tofu Cutlets (With Spinach
and Fine Herbs)].
Foreign Name: SOY Croustisoy (Épinards et Fines Herbes).
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrition & Santé S.A. (Formerly
SOY / Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: B.P. 33, Z.I. de la Pomme, 31250
Revel (near Toulouse), France. Phone: +33 62 18 72 50.
Date of Introduction: 1998 September.
Ingredients: Fresh tofu* 69% (water, dehulled soybeans,
coagulants: calcium sulfate, nigari), grated bread crumbs*,
wheat flour*, spinach* 4%, flakes of whole oats, fine herbs*
3.7% (basil*, parsley*, chives*), olive oil*, sea salt, garlic*,
yeast extract, cider vinegar*, pepper*. * = Organically grown
ingredients 89.8%. Certified by Ecocert F 32600 L’Isle
Jourdain.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm paperboard box, 2
cutlets per pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated, store at 4ºC.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label brought
by Taro Mikuriya of the Nutrition & Santé Group (Revel,
France). 2011. Dec. 14. Paperboard box. 4 by 6 by 1.5
inches. Dark green, light green and black on white. Color
photo of a cutlet on greens on a plate. On the front panel
are the Soy logo (white on dark green), the two organic
certification symbols, and the company’s logo / statement:
Soybeans grown in France, not genetically engineered (Soja
français sans OGM). On the back: SOY, tofu pioneer in
France. The first French company to make tofu, starting
about 30 years ago. Since 1998 Soy has created the first
line of products in Europe guaranteed to be not genetically
engineered. More than 200 organic farmers in southwest

France (Haute-Garonne, Tarn, Gers,...) working in this way
in close partnership with SOY. For recipes and more visit
www.soy.fr.
Letter (e-mail) from Bernard Storup, founder of
Nutrition & Nature (Revel, France). This product was first
sold commercially in Sept. 1998.
6555. Product Name: Soynut Butter–Organic.
Manufacturer’s Name: Walnut Acres Organic Farms.
Manufacturer’s Address: Walnut Acres Rd., Penns Creek,
Pennsylvania 17862. Phone: 717-837-0601.
Date of Introduction: 1998 September.
Ingredients: Ground roasted soybeans*, canola oil*, salt. *
= Organically grown. OTA certified.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb glass jar. Retails for $5.99.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jane Mulrooney
at Walnut Acres. 1999. Feb. 25. Jane developed this product,
which was introduced in Sept. 1998 and is made from
soybeans grown organically at Walnut Acres in Pennsylvania.
The company has three farms in the area with roughly 300
acres growing crops organically. This product is available
for $5.99 plus shipping in the Walnut Acres catalog, and
at the Walnut Acres retail store (for 7% less), and at many
regular retail stores–for $5.99. Most people buy it to get the
health benefits of soy (isoflavonoids), and the company has
information about these benefits that it sends out with the
products. But a significant number of customers are those
who avoid peanuts and peanut products; the company uses a
separate grinder and a separate roaster from those used with
peanuts. The product has a smooth consistency.
6556. Product Name: Soynut Honey Sesame Spread–
Organic.
Manufacturer’s Name: Walnut Acres Organic Farms.
Manufacturer’s Address: Walnut Acres Rd., Penns Creek,
Pennsylvania 17862. Phone: 717-837-0601.
Date of Introduction: 1998 September.
Ingredients: Ground roasted soybeans*, canola oil*,
honey*, toasted whole sesame seeds*, salt. * = Organically
grown. OTA certified.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb glass jar. Retails for $6.29.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jane Mulrooney
at Walnut Acres. 1999. Feb. 25. Jane developed this
product, which was introduced in Sept. 1998 and is made
from soybeans grown organically at Walnut Acres in
Pennsylvania.
Note: In the spring catalog, 1999, the company will
introduce a new soy product–Soy Peanut Spread (organic),
containing equal amounts of soynut butter and peanut butter.
“It really tastes like peanut butter.”
6557. Product Name: Silk Organic Plain (Soymilk Sold
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Refrigerated in One Quart ESL Gable Top Cartons).
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave Foods Co.
(Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Colorado.
Date of Introduction: 1998 September.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk (filtered water, whole organic
soybeans), calcium carbonate, sea salt, natural flavors,...
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: One quart (946 ml) Tetra Pak
ESL gable top carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: News release (on White
Wave letterhead) sent by Holden McClure for White Wave.
“Nothing plain about new White Wave Silk Organic Plain
soymilk” “TofuTown, USA (Boulder, Colorado), August/
September 1998. White Wave announces the launch of
Silk Organic Plain. Third party certified by QAI. It will be
launched first in traditional quart cartons, then in half gallons
within a few months.
Note: This is the first organic product in the Silk soymilk
line. The company expects to have $13 million in sales this
year.
6558. Asgrow Seed Company LLC. 1998. Leadership.
Science. Relationships. Integrity. Quality of life (Brochure).
Des Moines, Iowa. 6 p. Nov. 10. 28 cm.
• Summary: On the cover of Asgrow’s latest corporate
brochure is a round color photo of a farmer and his son
looking at a leaf next to a color printout of a satellite map
of a field. Below that: “Our challenge is to feed the world,
feed it well, feed it safely and feed it economically.”
Contents: Our vision: An innovation for every farm. Our
values: Leadership, science, relationships, integrity, quality
of life. Key events in Asgrow history: timeline from 1858
to 1998. Global focus: “Asgrow is the world’s leading
soybean company. More than 600 Asgrow employees are
scattered around the world.” Asgrow of the future. Growing
knowledge–A new way. Precision agriculture (Asgrow has
a Precision Ag Concept Farm in Morris, Illinois). Monsanto
advanced genomics project. Map of Asgrow concept farms
and research stations in the USA and worldwide.
The timeline begins: “1856–Everett B. Clark’s cabbage
crop goes to seed ahead of its time. Rather than plow it
under, Clark sells it for $1.50 a pound. This is the beginning
of his commercial seed business. 1927–John H. Allen Seed
Co. and N.B. Keeney & Son join with Everett B. Clark Seed
Co. to become Associated Seed Growers Inc. ‘Asgrow’ is
coined as the cable code name. 1948–Associated Seeds
Inc. offers two soybean varieties for soil improvement.
1958–Associated Seed Growers Inc. officially changes
its name to Asgrow Seed Company. 1973–Asgrow begins
offering separate lines of agronomic and vegetable seeds.
1974–Asgrow’s proprietary soybean breeding program is
established. 1977–A2575, Asgrow’s first proprietary soybean
variety with iron-chlorosis tolerance, is introduced. 1979–

A3127, Asgrow’s first high-yielding, indeterminate soybean
variety, is produced.” Address: 4140 114th St., Des Moines,
Iowa 50322. Phone: 515-331-7100.
6559. Bernard, Richard L. 1998. Harvesting green vegetable
soybeans at maximum sugar content (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. Nov. 20. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: Farmers who grow green peas, snap beans, and
even sweet corn pay great attention to the exact date and
time of day time they harvest these crops so that the sugar
content is at its peak, which gives the best flavor and natural
sweetness. Soybean growers are not accustomed to thinking
this way–since oil and protein content do not change much
based on time of harvest–so they could probably learn a lot
from farmers who grow these crops.
Where a green vegetable variety is grown is often as
important, or perhaps more important in determining quality,
than the variety itself.
Many of the modern large-seeded vegetable-type
soybeans were developed at Iowa State University. This
includes varieties such as Disoy (1967), Kanrich (1956), Kim
(1956), Magna (1967), Vinton (1978), and Vinton 81 (1981).
Address: USDA/ARS Soybean Germplasm Collection,
Room 229 EASB, 1101 W. Peabody Drive, Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana, IL 61801.
6560. Wing, William Guy. 1998. Re: Rise and fall of the
Wing Seed Company (Mechanicsburg, Ohio). Letter to
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Nov. 23–in reply to
inquiry. 2 p. Typed, without signature.
• Summary: “My grandmother, Jane Bullard Wing, died
when I was six years old. My memory of her is very dim: I
know that she was a slight person, handsome, neat, but not
a strong person physically. Joseph Elwyn Wing was a son of
his mother; his father was a muscular, hard working man, but
my Uncle Joe was a weakling as a young man. So his parents
sent him to Utah, in his late teens, where he worked on a
ranch, and developed a healthy constitution. He also showed
remarkable intelligence, and was eventually made foreman
of the outfit
“The ranch grew alfalfa to feed to their steers; Joe saw
how they gobbled it down, and he saw that it was a very
deep-rooted plant, able to stand dry weather. And finally he
learned that it remained productive over a span of years. He
became convinced that it would be a valuable crop back in
Ohio. On the death of his father [William H. Wing in Sept.
1891] Joe was summoned to return to Woodland Farm to
help his younger brothers run the place.
“My father, Willis Orlando Wing, was in his freshman
year at Ohio Wesleyan college, when he too was asked to
return home to take up the reins. Like Joe, he was the son of
his mother, a youthful weakling, and he too had spent time in
Utah on a ranch but, afflicted by asthma, he never developed
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the physical stability that Joe gained.
“Charles Bullard Wing was the son of his father,
muscular, enjoying physical labor. As is evident, none
of the boys ever had a college education, but their native
intelligence stood them in good stead. For some years they
ran the farm as a unit, only later did they divide the land
into a section given explicitly to Charles, and a portion still
worked in common by Willis and Joe.
“Joe, the most intelligent of the three, became more
and more interested in promulgating alfalfa. He wrote a
regular column in the Breeders’ Gazette in which he told
of its merits; he wrote a number of books which at the time
were widely read, Alfalfa in America being the best known.
He held an annual picnic for farmers interested in learning
about it. I can vaguely remember one of them, held in the big
yard of his very fine home, attended by hundreds of people.
He became known as ‘Alfalfa Joe.’ He traveled widely
through the Midwest, and late in life went to South America
to observe agricultural practices there. Unfortunately he
contracted yellow fever, from which he died when he was
but 54 years of age.
“I don’t know how the three young men got started in
the seed business; it was, of course, a natural development
of Joe’s work. During the period when Europe’s fields were
ravaged by war [World War I], when Europe was avid for
grain, the farmers of the United States knew a prosperity
which made some of them wealthy. With wheat and corn
selling for unheard of prices, my father [Willis Wing] bought
his first car, and willingly sent my mother [Eva] back to
Wellesly for a class reunion. Joe died during the war [in Sept.
1915]; perhaps he would have been wise enough to foresee
what the end of the war would bring–very few farmers were
so wise. The grain fields of Europe brought in their first
harvests very soon after the declaration of peace, and the
bottom dropped out of the market in the United States. I
have heard that Uncle Charles had ordered five tons of rape
seed, which instantly became unsaleable. It compounded the
difficulties of the Wing Seed Company that Uncle Charles
was a great lover of flowers; he had invested thousands
of dollars in iris, peonies, and glands, and as the farming
communities lost their marvelous income, there was no
money for flowers. Uncle Charles borrowed money to tide
the company over; he and my father mortgaged their farms
as collateral. In the end, they both lost their land, and the
buildings and other properties of the Wing Seed Company
were sold to the highest bidders. Scott Seeds of Marysville, a
neighboring town, bought the buildings, which they used for
years for seed storage.
“All of this took place when I was between the ages of
5 and 14. My memories of the Seed Company buildings are
those of a youngster: there was the area where stenographers
sat, busily hammering out letters to customers, of slight
interest to me; there was the area where seeds were cleaned
and bagged by the bushel; and there was the area where

girls filled orders for garden and flower seeds from a host
of drawers and racks. The whole place had delightful odors,
alfalfa seed in particular is a happy memory. There was,
finally, a two-acre trial ground where seed and plants were
tested and observed. My father was trying to develop a new
breed of corn by a process of selection-of-best-formed ears,
when he died.
“Woodland Farm continued to operate for years, even
after the debacle, my widowed mother [Eva] clung to the
land as best she could, with Uncle Charles B. Wing as
operator. The old routines set up by the Wing Boys persisted:
three years of alfalfa, fed to fatten lambs during the winter;
one year in corn, also fed to the lambs; a year in wheat, sold
as a cash crop. The only fertilizer used, to the best of my
memory, was Basic Slag, a product of the steel mills. But
David Wing, who had a university education in agriculture,
was eager to claim his share of the fields, so a division was
made, and for a time my mother still tried, with teaching
school and renting her land, to make a go of it. The day came
when my youngest brother, Willis Guy Wing, was ready
for university training. She sold what interest she still held,
moved her family to Columbus, Ohio, and signed a contract
with the university to run a Cooperative Boarding House for
students.
“Briefly told, that’s The Rise and Fall of the Wing Seed
Company.
“From what I’ve said about the farming practices of
Woodland Farm it must be evident that soy beans were not at
my time on the farm sown at all. John Wing can fill you in on
that; I assume that he, at university, came to see their value;
perhaps, had my father lived longer, he too would have
planted them. It’s evident from the catalog descriptions that
Uncle Charles realized their merits, but I don’t remember
that he ever planted them.”
Note: Talk with William Wing. 1998. Dec. 9. He does
not know when the Wing Seed Company was founded; he
would guess that it was sold in about 1926. The Joseph Wing
Library in Mechanicsburg, Ohio (a public library dedicated
Joseph Wing, and the only library in the small town) might
well know these two dates. Address: 503 W. 2nd St., Pella,
Iowa 50219. Phone: 515-628-3077.
6561. Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine). 1998. U.S.
Soy opens its doors. 5(4):2. Oct/Dec.
• Summary: Newly opened U.S. Soy LLC has already
contracted with area farmers for the 1998 harvest–they have
made agreements to process 8,000 acres.
6562. Product Name: Soft Soy Sausage [Sunflower
Breakfast, or Betterwürst].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunergia Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1186, Charlottesville,
VA 22902. Phone: 804-970-2798.
Date of Introduction: 1998 December.
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Ingredients: Sunflower breakfast: Organic okara soybean
fiber (water, organic soybeans), water, organic whole oat
flour, organic tamari soy sauce (water, organic soybeans,
salt), organic sunflower seeds, spices (allspice, coriander,
whole fennel seed, black pepper, sage), organic onion flakes,
organic whole brown mustard seed. Organic content: 98%.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz. (340 gm). Chub pack.
Retails for $3.29.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Jon Kessler,
founder and owner of Sunergia. 1999. March 16. Talk
with Jon Kessler. 1999. March 21. These products were
introduced in mid-December 1998.
6563. Product Name: Soy Sausage [Spicy Italian].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunergia Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1186, Charlottesville,
VA 22902. Phone: 804-970-2798.
Date of Introduction: 1998 December.
Ingredients: Textured soy flour, vital wheat gluten, water,
red cooking wine, shoyu soy sauce (water, organic soybeans,
salt), red wine vinegar, natural canola oil, paprika, dry
ground sweet corn, organic whole oat flour, garlic, natural
smoke flavor, cayenne pepper, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz. (340 gm). Chub pack.
Retails for $3.29.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Jon Kessler,
founder and owner of Sunergia. 1999. March 16. Talk
with Jon Kessler. 1999. March 21. These products were
introduced in mid-December 1998.
6564. Product Name: Soy Spread [Savory Tofu, or Fine
Herb Tofu].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunergia Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1186, Charlottesville,
VA 22902. Phone: 804-970-2798.
Date of Introduction: 1998 December.
Ingredients: Savory Tofu: Organic tofu (water, organic
soybeans, nigari), textured soy flour, organic shoyu (water,
organic soybeans, organic wheat, salt, culture), organic
whole oat flour, garlic flakes, onion flakes, yeast extract,
portabella mushroom. Organic content: 97%.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz. (340 gm). Chub pack.
Retails for $3.29.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Jon Kessler,
founder and owner of Sunergia. 1999. March 16. Talk
with Jon Kessler. 1999. March 21. These products were
introduced in mid-December 1998.
6565. Product Name: More Than Tofu (Marinated) [Italian
Herb, or Savory Portabella].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunergia Soyfoods.

Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1186, Charlottesville,
VA 22902. Phone: 804-970-2798.
Date of Introduction: 1998 December.
Ingredients: Italian Herb: Organic tofu (water, organic
soybeans, nigari), okara soybean fiber (water, organic
soybeans), textured soy flour, onion flakes, garlic flakes,
basil, oregano, fennel seed, black pepper. Marinade: Shoyu
soy sauce (water, soybeans, salt, wheat).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. (340 gm). Reclosable
square vacuum pouch about 3/4 inch thick. Retails for $2.99.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Jon Kessler,
founder and owner of Sunergia. 1999. March 16. Talk
with Jon Kessler. 1999. March 21. These products were
introduced in mid-December 1998. They put the tofu in the
pouch, pour in the marinade, then vacuum pack it. It retails
for $2.99. These two products are the company’s best-sellers,
and the Savory Portabella outsells the Italian Herb.
6566. Product Name: [Meatless Diced Veal].
Foreign Name: Pfannen Geschnetzeltes: Vegetarisches
Pfannengericht nach Kalbfleisch-Art gewuerzt.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: D-54578 Wiesbaum /
Vulkaneifel, Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1998 December.
Ingredients: Tofu (Water, soybeans*) (32%), whole wheat
flour*, wheat gluten* (24%), sunflowerseed oil*, soy sauce
(water, soybeans*, wheat*), thickener (carob flour*, guar
seed flour), seasonings*, sea salt. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Color package sent by
Bernd Drosihn. 2004. Nov. 15. Size: 10 by 17.5 by 3.5 cm.
Paperboard box. Red, black, yellow, orange, and green
on beige. Color photo of the dish, ready to eat, on a white
plate. This meat alternative, ready to heat and serve, was
introduced in Dec. 1998.
6567. Dogbe, W. 1998. Green-manure crops for sustainable
agriculture in the inland valleys of northern Ghana. In: D.
Buckles, A. Eteka, O. Osiname, M. Galiba and G. Galiano,
eds. 1998. Cover Crops in West Africa Contributing to
Sustainable Agriculture. Ottawa, Canada: IDRC, IITA and
Sasakawa Global 2000. See p. 213-15. *
• Summary: One of the consequences of poor soil fertility in
northern Ghana in the past few decades has been the falling
agricultural productivity index.
6568. Ujjinaiah, U.S.; Sreedhara, M.V. 1998. Effect of
threshing methods on mechanical seed damage and quality of
soybean seeds during storage. Seed Technology News 28:3435. *
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6569. Product Name: Aloha Baked Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1560 Mansfield Ave., Suite D,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.
Date of Introduction: 1998.
Ingredients: 1998: Wildwood Tofu (filtered water, organic
soybeans grown in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990, nigari {magnesium chloride, a natural
firming agent}), unsweetened pineapple juice, soy sauce,
fruitrim (fruit juice, natural grain dextrins), pineapple juice
concentrate, ginger, orange juice concentrate, olive oil,
molasses, ginger powder, spices.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Billy
Bramblett. 1998. July. He says this product was introduced in
1998, and made at Wildwood’s plant in Santa Cruz.
6570. Product Name: Tofu Firenze: Spinach-Garlic Dip.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 31 Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. Phone: 415-459-3919.
Date of Introduction: 1998.
Ingredients: Wildwood tofu [filtered water, organic
soybeans (grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990), Nigari (magnesium
chloride, a natural firming agent)], spinach, olive oil, rice
vinegar, garlic, dijon mustard, parsley, spices, guar gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.0 oz. Retails for $1.99.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Billy
Bramblett. 1998. July. He says this product was introduced
in 1998.
6571. American Soybean Association. comp. 1998. Directory
of growers of organically grown or food quality soybeans. St.
Louis, Missouri. 10 p. Unpublished typescript. 28 cm.
• Summary: Part I–Organically grown soybeans: Name,
address, phone number, and fax number of 11 growers
or brokers, listed alphabetically by company name, in
California, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, New York,
Oregon, and Texas.
Part II–Food quality soybeans: Name, address, phone
number, and fax number, and type of soybean (tofu, general
food use, certified organic, etc.) of growers or brokers,
listed by state, in South Dakota (3 names), Indiana (6),
Iowa (15), Minnesota (27), Wisconsin (1). Note: These
names and addresses were compiled from Soya & Oilseed
Bluebook then printed in mailing list format, so they can
be photocopied and mailed to the growers. Address: ASA,
12125 Woodcrest Executive Drive, Suite 100, St. Louis,
Missouri 63141-5009. Phone: (314) 576-1770.
6572. Enikeeva, L.N.; Karazanova, L.N. comp. 1998. Soia:

Nauchno-proizvodstvennyi spravochnik [Soybean: Research
and production manual]. Moscow, Russia: Central Scientific
Agricultural Library (CSAL) of the Russian Academy of
Agricultural Sciences (RAAS). 204 p. Author index. 21 cm.
[817 ref. Rus; eng]
• Summary: This book is primarily a bibliography. Starting
on p. 49, the references are numbered sequentially from 1
to 817 and organized by subject. Most foreign-language
references have a very brief Russian-language abstract /
summary. Contents: Foreword. Soybeans: actual state of
growing, problems of cropping and use. Informational
search on “Soybean” matters: Bibliographical provision,
procedure of informational search on “Soybean” matters.
Soybean crop (topical reference index). General matters.
Economics and organization. Biology: Genetics, physiology,
nitrogen fixation, biochemistry, application of biotechnology
methods. Agrotechnics. Disease, pest and weed protection.
Breeding: Breeding methods, parent material, transgenic
plants production, genetic markers, assessment of breeding
material, breeding methods and techniques. Varieties,
variety testing. Seed growing, seed quality and storage.
Processing and use as human aliment. Use in livestock
production. Mechanization of cropping and processing.
Proceedings of research and scientific congresses,
symposia, conferences and meetings. Reference books.
Serials. Research: Completed research, research in course,
theses author’s abstracts. Inventions: Patents, applications.
Standards. Production catalogues. Research institutions
involved in soybean investigation (R&D institutes, high
schools, experimental stations). Processing enterprises.
Researchers of soybean matters: All-Russia Research
Institute of Soybean Growing, Siberian Research Institute
of Feedstuffs, Far-East State Agrarian University, Far-East
Research Institute of Agriculture, All-Russia Research
Institute of Oil-Bearing Crops, Kabardin and Balkar State
Agricultural Academy, Moscow Agricultural Academy and
Kaluga branch department, Ershovo Experimental Station
of Irrigated Agriculture, other institutions. Advertising
materials. References. Author’s index (for topical section of
the manual). Address: Russia.
6573. Robertson, Thyrele; English, Burton C.; Alexander,
Robert R. eds. 1998. Evaluating natural resource use in
agriculture. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press. xxi +
397 p. No index. 24 cm. [400+* ref]
• Summary: This book, about natural resource modeling,
shows that modeling was prompted or mandated largely by
three monumental pieces of Congressional legislation: (1)
The Soil and Water Resources Conservation Act of 1977
(RCA). (2) The Food Security Act of 1985 (FSA). (3) The
Food, Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990
(FACTA). Each of these acts contain numerous programs,
which require data collection and statistical analysis–such
as The 1985 Sodbuster Program, The 1985 Swampbuster
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Program, The 1990 Swampbuster Program, The 1990
Wetland Reserve Program, and the 1990 Agriculture Water
Quality Protection Program.
Chapter 3 (p. 57-85), titled “A historical perspective
and recent examples of low input sustainable agriculture
systems,” by Thyrele Robertson, Alfred J. Parks, and Burton
C. English, has this contents: Introduction. Historical
perspective. Example of sustainable agriculture. Summary.
Page 59 contains an excellent summary of the “Forces that
led to modern, conventional agricultural systems.” Soybeans
are mentioned (p. 70-71). Address: 1. Adjunct Prof., Averett
College, Richmond, Virginia.
6574. Jorgensen, Carl. 1999. Update on Genetic ID and
the testing of genetically engineered foods (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 4. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Genetic ID had its first profitable quarter during
the first quarter of 1998. When Carl arrived it was a startup company. He was hired to perform a specific service
(research, publish, and distribute their fax newsletter) and
not to get deeply involved with company management. But
as the company entered its most difficult, Carl ended up
basically running the company–which was definitely not
his plan. Jeff Wells, who had previously run the company,
couldn’t afford to work without pay, whereas Carl could.
So Jeff left in the autumn of 1997. Carl hung in there and
basically brought the company “over the hump” and through
the painful transition period when it was ahead of the market
and growing but not making money. Carl left in June 1998
(after Issue No. 21 of the Newsletter had been published)
after Genetic ID was “over the hump” and able to hire new
people to manage the company; an entrepreneur (he has
started a number of companies) rather than a day-to-day
manager, he had accomplished his objectives. Now the
company is on solid ground and growing. During 1999 it is
projected to grow from 9 to about 17 people. The company
has about 40 paying customers mostly in the USA, Europe,
and Japan. Most of the samples originate in North America.
Carl believes Genetic ID will be “hugely” successful–
at least in the near future. Bill Witherspoon is the CEO
who runs the company from day to day; Julia Wong is his
administrative assistant. Genetic ID has decided to try to
move worldwide very quickly. There was a need to bring
in lots of new funds (which is happening) and new people.
John Fagan is chairman of the company but does not do
day-to-day management. He oversees the science and toplevel decisions. He does not believe it is important it is
important to keep a neutral philosophy on the goodness or
badness of GMO. Carl believes strongly it is important to
keep a neutral philosophy in order to maintain objectivity. If
you are two strongly anti-GMO, your objectivity becomes
suspect–even if it is unjustly suspect. John is by far the
top scientist worldwide in the field if GMO detection. But

he is also a man with a mission; he believes very, very
strongly that agriculture is going down the wrong road
with GMOs–and he’s not afraid to say it. The big ongoing
debate within Genetic ID is how closely the company
should identify itself with an anti-GMO position. In the long
run, strangely enough, foreign companies (in Europe and
Japan) appreciated John’s stand because they knew where
the company stood on the basic issues. However the U.S.
companies were uncomfortable with this close identification.
The company was able to prove that the people who do the
analysis (in a separate lab down the street) have no idea
about the origin of the sample they are required to test.
Genetic ID has competitors in various countries, but
Carl believes that Genetic ID has the best, most accurate
and most reliable approach in terms of both sampling and
detection. One key to accuracy is to use a large sample–a
large number of soybeans taken from many different places
in the lot. This costs more money.
Carl believes that genetic engineering of crop plants
was one of the biggest stories of last year and of the late
20th century–but most Americans don’t know what is going
on and the American media isn’t covering it. The little
seed dealers Carl knows in Iowa know all about it and they
think the Europeans and Japanese are crazy for not buying
genetically engineered soybeans–or even being concerned
about it.
Carl is the founder and owner of a company named
Purely Organic Ltd. He is extremely busy importing organic
foods from Italy, then selling them to natural foods stores
and restaurants. Soon they will start selling them direct to
consumers via a website on the Internet–where they can pay
by credit card. That won’t be up and running before the end
of January.
Carl was the former editor of Genetic ID’s outstanding
newsletter. Another person who is a very skilled writer and
researcher in this field is Susan Marcus; she contributed to
the Mothers For Natural Law Newsletter–though she is no
longer doing that. She knows the issue inside and out, but
she does not understand how to send a newsletter to 500
people at once via e-mail or fax. Address: Owner, Purely
Organic Ltd., P.O. Box 847, Fairfield, Iowa 52556. Phone:
515-472-7873.
6575. Johnson, Duane. 1999. Update on work with edamamé
(green vegetable soybeans) in Colorado (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 8. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center. [1 ref]
• Summary: Duane considers there to be two basic types
of large-seeded vegetable-type soybeans: Tofu-type beans
and edamamé-type beans. Any good taste panel can tell
the difference. Duane has never done any analyses of the
composition of these two types, or of food-grade soybeans
vs. commodity soybeans, but he had read that edamamétype beans often contain only 6-7% oil vs. 16-17% oil in
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commodity-type soybeans. He would guess that there is also
a difference in the composition of the sugars (edamamé-type
beans taste sweeter) and of the volatiles–which contribute
to subtle differences of flavor. Duane has seen many studies
of volatiles in soy sauce but never a study on volatiles in
edamamé. Tom Lumpkin in Washington state might know
more about these questions of composition. Duane has
applied to the United Soybean Board for funding to do
more research on edamamé but they consider them to be a
vegetable rather than a soybean!
Duane is aware of two programs to breed soybeans
for edamamé run by state soybean boards, in Nebraska and
Minnesota; unfortunately in both places they have used tofutype beans rather than edamamé-type beans.
There are basically two types of harvesters used to pick
edamamé in East Asia. In China, where labor is cheap, they
use a single-plant harvester and thresher. In Japan they use a
machine that harvests one row at a time, similar to the Pixall
one-row green-bean picker. The Pixall is made by Oxbo, a
U.S. company based in Wisconsin, with offices in various
states. Duane has used a Pixall with pretty good results, but
he must discard about 20% of the pods for use as shelled
edamamé.
The best edamamé Duane has ever tasted are those
grown by Ewell Culbertson at Pachamama Organic Farm
in Longmont, Colorado. The farm is located at an altitude
of about 5,500 feet, which is the upper limit for growing
soybeans. The combination of cool or cold nights and warm
days leads to an unusually high sugar content, which makes
Ewell’s edamamé taste delicious. Address: Dep. of Soil and
Crop Sciences, PC118, Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins,
CO 80523. Phone: 970-491-6438.
6576. Lacina, Tom. 1999. Starting a tofu manufacturing
company on his farm in Iowa, and making the tofu from
soybeans he grows (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 24.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Tom is the founder and owner of Midwest
Harvest Corp. He began making and selling tofu this month.
His company currently makes only one product, firm tofu.
His distributor to the health food market is Blooming Prairie.
He is both a lawyer and a farmer (he started as a lawyer then
became a farmer) so he grows many of the soybeans used to
make the tofu on his own farm–without chemicals. He grew
up on this farm, and both his father and grandfather farmed
this land.
He has been growing identity-preserved soybeans for
the Japanese market for about 7 years. He started with the
Pioneer Better-Life program (no chemicals were allowed),
then that company was bought out by North Country Seeds
in Ormsby, Minnesota. The varieties he grew were LS301,
then HP204 (HP stands for “high protein”). Now he subcontracts out the organic soybeans, which he also uses in
making tofu, to small organic farmers in the area. He is

considering growing organic soybeans himself in the future.
When selecting a soybean variety to grow organically
or without the use of chemicals, its agronomic properties are
much more important than its characteristics that effect the
final tofu flavor, texture, or yield of tofu. Tom basically looks
for a soybean variety that will form a canopy quickly to
block growth of weeds; this becomes the key determinant of
soybean yield. His taste tests show that the effect of different
food-grade soybeans on the tofu flavor is very subtle.
Organic certification in Iowa is presently a mess;
growers are having great difficulty get the certifications
conducted. OCIA is having big problems; they are notorious
for not getting out to the fields on time and not getting their
paperwork done. It is very confusing. OCIA split with the
central certification organization. The good news is that
demand for organic soybeans is very strong.
Yet organic does not necessarily mean value added;
remember that soybeans are part of a 3-year or 5-year
rotation, and some of that time the fields are planted to cover
crops that create little or no income. Moreover, most organic
growers get 40 bu/acre compared with about 60 bu/acre for
most regular commercial growers.
Tom’s packaging is unique–a paperboard sleeve over a
plastic tub. On the sleeve is the story of how the soybeans
are grown and the tofu is made. He uses a Takai system,
that was ordered and installed for him by Bar N.A.; he did
not want to deal with the problems of importing equipment,
and he wanted some expertise to come with it. He watched
tofu being made at both INTSOY in Illinois and on the selfcontained Takai system at Iowa State University. He was
been in contact with Walt Fehr, a soybean breeder, and Dr.
Lester Wilson, who is “Doctor Tofu”–both at Iowa State. Dr.
Wilson has visited his tofu plant on his farm. “Quite a few
people in the state of Iowa are fascinated by the idea of a
farmer doing this kind of value-added agriculture.” His wife
and sister, who are called the “soy sisters” work at the end of
the tofu production line, doing the curding and controlling
the quality at that end; they are also developing tofu recipes
for the Midwest. Tom’s brother-in-law is the operations
manager.
Tom continues to work as a lawyer (partly to pay the
bills), and he works in the tofu factory several days a week.
Tom has no doubt that his business will survive; the big
questions are (1) How much do they want to grow; from day
one they have not been able to keep up with demand. (2)
What will they do if ConAgra decides to set up a big tofu
plant in Iowa.
Update: Talk with company representative. 2000. May
22. The company is doing “extremely well.” They are
looking for a source of organic calcium sulfate. Address:
Midwest Harvest Corp., 3635 Hwy 146, Grinnell, Iowa
50112. Phone: 515-236-5170.
6577. Fisher, Kate. 1999. Conservation tillage maintains
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small lead. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 43-43.
• Summary: A pie chart shows for 1998 soybeans: 32%
no-till. 25% intensive (conventional) tillage. 21% reduced
tillage 21% mulch till. 1% ridge till.
6578. Product Name: Natural Touch Organic Green
Soybeans.
Manufacturer’s Name: Worthington Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 900 Proprietors Rd.,
Worthington, OH 43085. Phone: 614-885-9511.
Date of Introduction: 1999 January.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans. Certified organic by OGBA.
Certified organically grown and processed in accordance
with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz (435 gm) Resealable poly
bag.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 2/3 cup (85 gm): Calories 110, calories from
fat 35, total fat 4 gm (6% daily value; saturated fat 0.5 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium <5 mg (0%), potassium 240 mg
(7%), total carbohydrate 9 gm (dietary fiber 5 gm [20%],
sugars 2 gm), protein 9 gm. Vitamin A <2%, vitamin C 8%,
calcium 8%, iron 10%. Percent daily values are based on a
2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Ron McDermott
of Worthington Foods. 1998. Oct. 7. Worthington introduced
this product at the Natural Products Expo in Baltimore,
Maryland, in Sept. 1998. The first products are expected to
be shipped in early December. This will be Worthington’s
first organic product. Worthington chose not to use the name
“Sweet Beans,” which is used by SunRich and Sno Pac. Ron
thinks this name derives from the concept of “sweet corn,”
as opposed to “field corn.” Among natural food buyers at
Baltimore, Worthington found that the name “Sweet Beans”
lead to questions as to whether the product contained added
sweeteners. The green vegetable soybeans are grown by
and obtained from SunRich in Minnesota. Worthington has
decided to monitor the total isoflavone content itself, using
an independent lab at Iowa State University, rather than rely
on figures from SunRich–which are roughly twice as high as
what Worthington has found.
Talk with Trudy W. Cravens, PhD, RD, at Worthington
Foods. 1999. Jan. 15. This product was packed by a copacker on 1 Dec. 1998. It was supposed to be available in
retail stores in late Jan. 1999, but she learned today that
the production introduction has been delayed, so she is not
sure when it will be shipped. Label sent by Trudy Cravens.
1999. Jan. 15. 6¼ by 8 inches. Plastic bag. Dark green, red,
yellow, and black on tan and light green. Color photo of
green soybeans in salad bowl with sliced tomatoes, carrots,
and lettuce. “Contains soy isoflavones–24 mg per serving.
Excellent source of fiber. Serve as a side dish, in casseroles,
or in soups.” On the back is a colored bar chart titled “More
nutritional value than corn, peas, or green beans.” Green

soybeans have more fiber, iron, calcium, and protein.
Cooking directions for stove top, microwave, or steamer.
Suggestions for use.
Leaflet (black on green, 3 panels each side). 1999. July.
“Natural Touch Organic Green Soybeans.” Contains six
recipes.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, color, single sided) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo East. 1999. July.
On the front is a color photo of the front of the package.
Spot in Frozen Food Executive (Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania). 1999. Fall. “Natural Touch introduces
Organic Green Soybeans.”
6579. Marking, Syl. 1999. Westward ho, soybeans! They’ve
pushed to the Missouri River in South Dakota. Soybean
Digest. Mid-Feb. p. 42-43.
• Summary: Soybean acreage is expanding rapidly in South
Dakota–especially along the east side of the Missouri River
in the central part of the state, where rainfall is as low as
15-17 inches per year. Most of these new soybean acres are
grown without irrigation–thanks to no-till or conservation
tillage, which help conserve moisture.
6580. Bender, Karen; Hill, Lowell; Wenzel, Benjamin;
Hornbaker, Robert. 1999. Alternative market channels for
specialty corn and soybeans. Department of Agricultural
and Consumer Economics, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign AE-4726. 19 p. Feb.
Address: 1. Senior Research Specialist; 2. L.J. Norton Prof.
Emeritus of Agricultural Marketing. All: Dep. of Agricultural
and Consumer Economics, College of Agricultural,
Consumer and Environmental Sciences, 1301 W. Gregory
Drive, 304c Mumford Hall, Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, IL 61801. Phone: 217-333-1694.
6581. Marking, Syl. 1999. No-till needs at least five years:
Long-term changes are dramatic. Soybean Digest. MidMarch. p. S16-S17.
• Summary: “Soil loss on highly erosive land can be reduced
50-100 times by no-tilling rather than using conventional
tillage.”
Photo caption: “Long-term no-till can provide up to
20% more plant-available water compared to conventional
tillage.”
6582. McInnis, Doug. 1999. A matter of survival: Grain
farmers and cattle feeders work to conserve the Ogalalla
Aquifer. Soybean Digest. Mid-March. p. S8-S9.
• Summary: Corn production and cattle feeding on the Great
Plains both depend on the huge Ogallala Aquifer–a source of
groundwater which is steadily being depleted. The Aquifer
covers 174,000 square miles, from Nebraska on the north to
the Texas Panhandle on the south. A very interesting belowground topographic color map shows water-level change
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in the Aquifer from 1980 to 1995. In parts of southwestern
Kansas, eastern Oklahoma, and northwestern Texas the water
level has fallen by more than 40 feet, and in about 25% of
the total Aquifer, it has fallen by 10 to 40 feet. In a few areas,
such as near rivers, it has actually risen.
Starting in the late 1950s, a series of innovations in
irrigation technology opened the Great Plains to high-yield
farming. But as farmers turned the one-time dust bowl region
in to the nation’s grain belt, they sucked huge amounts of
water out of the aquifer. Cattle feeders followed the grain
boom, building giant feedlots up and down the Ogallala.
Today, new regulations, awareness of the importance of
water conservation, and new more-efficient irrigation
technologies have reduced the rate that water is taken out of
the aquifer. For example, in southwestern Kansas, new wells
are banned in a areas where the aquifer is overtaxed. Despite
these efforts, the water is still being used faster than Nature
can recharge it. Hydrologists wonder whether the Ogalalla
can be made to last indefinitely.
6583. Stalcup, Larry. 1999. Treated seed pays: But should
you buy it or do the treating yourself. Soybean Digest. MidMarch. p. 56-57.
• Summary: The basic question for many soybean farmers
is whether to buy soybean seed treated commercially or to
buy the equipment and chemicals necessary to treat it onfarm. As reduced tillage increases, so do the advantages of
protected seed–since disease threat rises when crop residue
is left on the soil surface. Discusses various on-farm seed
treating systems.
6584. Cemac Foods Corp. 1999. Get great cheese taste!
(Leaflet). 1821 East Sedgley Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19124. 1
p. Front and back. 28 cm.
• Summary: Leaflet sent by Patricia Smith from NFM
Natural Products Expo West. 1999. March. Address:
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Phone: 215-288-7440.
6585. Product Name: Sprouted Ezekial Bagels: Certified
Organic, Yeast Free.
Manufacturer’s Name: French Meadow Bakery.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2610 Lydale Ave. South,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408. Phone: 612-870-4740.
Date of Introduction: 1999 March.
Ingredients: Sprouted organic wheat, sprouted organic
barley, sprouted organic lentils, sprouted organic millet,
sprouted organic spelt, sprouted organic soybeans, filtered
water, unrefined sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 bagels per 17 oz. package.
How Stored: New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo at Anaheim. 1999. March.
“New! No added oil. No sweeteners. Delicious! Kettle boiled
the old world way for real bagel taste.”

6586. Product Name: Power Dream: Natural Energy Drink
(Fortified Soymilk in Aseptic Cartons) [Chocolate, Vanilla,
Chai, Raspberry, Coffee].
Manufacturer’s Name: Imagine Foods, Inc. (MarketerDistributor). Made in Manteca, California, by California
Natural Products.
Manufacturer’s Address: CNP: P.O. Box 139, Manteca,
CA 95336. Imagine: 350 Cambridge Ave., Suite 350, Palo
Alto, CA 94306. Phone: 650-327-1444.
Date of Introduction: 1999 March.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk* (filtered water, organic
soybeans), rice syrup, soy protein isolate, gum arabic, cocoa,
vanilla, sea salt, vitamins and minerals.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 11 fl oz (330 ml) Tetra Prisma
Aseptic carton. Retails for $1.48 (2000/05, Open Sesame,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per package (11 fl oz): Calories 310, calories
from fat 45, total fat 5 gm (8% daily value; saturated fat 0.5
gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 180 mg (8%), potassium 460
mg (13%), total carbohydrate 59 gm (sugars 33 gm, dietary
fiber 5 gm (20%)), protein 10 gm. Vitamin A 20%, vitamin
C 20%, calcium 30%, iron 20%, vitamin D 25%, vitamin E
20%, thiamin (B-1) 35%, riboflavin (B-2) 25%, niacin (B3) 25%, vitamin B-6 30%, vitamin B-12 25%, biotin 20%,
pantothenic acid (B-5) 25%, phosphorus 40%, iodine 20%,
magnesium 35%, selenium 20%, zinc 30%, copper 35%,
manganese 25%, chromium 20%, molybdenum 20%. Percent
daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (glossy color, front
and back, each panel 28 cm) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo. 1999. “If you need energy, its time
to stop hitting the bars” [energy bars]. “More refreshing
than an energy bar. High in soy isoflavones. High in protein
and carbohydrates. Packed with 23 vitamins and minerals.”
A color photo shows the “new and unique 11 oz. cartons.”
Rear panel: “Multiple placements for maximum sales.” This
product can be placed in the non-dairy section, or in the
refrigerator case, or in the nutritional bar section.
Product with Label purchased at Open Sesame natural
foods in Lafayette, California. 2000. May 24. 2.5 inches
square by 5 inches high. Octagonal Aseptic package. Orange,
yellow, silver, brown and white. In the foreground is a wave
of chocolate soymilk breaking in a glass. In the background
is a photo of the Grand Canyon with a little snow on the
ground. On one side is text about the age and size of the
Grand Canyon: “It offers explorers great adventure and
challenges of endurance, as well as changing views of
awesome beauty.” Back panel text: “High in soy protein.
Soy isoflavones: 52 mg per serving.” Distributed by Imagine
Foods, Inc. 1245 San Carlos Ave., San Carlos, California
94070.
Talk with Molly of Consumer Relations at Imagine
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Foods. 2000. June 19. The product comes in four flavors:
Chocolate, vanilla, chai, and raspberry. All were introduced
in March 1999.
Nutrition Business Journal. 2000. Dec. p. 19. This
line of products, launched in June 1999, is currently being
repackaged to convey more of a “sport look.”
6587. Product Name: Soy Delicious (Organic Non-Dairy
Frozen Dessert) [Chocolate Peanut Butter, Mint Marble
Fudge, or Neapolitan].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 70, Junction City, OR
97448. Phone: (503) 998-6778.
Date of Introduction: 1999 March.
Ingredients: Chocolate Peanut Butter: Filtered water,
organic soybeans*, organic brown rice syrup, organic
dehydrated cane juice*, organic roasted peanuts, organic
safflower oil*, organic cocoa*, organic vanilla extract*,
carob bean gum, guar gum, soy lecithin, carrageenan,
natural flavor, salt. * = Organically grown and processed in
accordance with Oregon Tilth standards and the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart tubs. Retails for $2.99
at Trader Joe’s (2000/05, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 1999. March.
“Introducing three new flavors for 1999. Expanding our
award winning dessert line.” On the front is a photo of the
front of each of the three new cartons / flavors and the two
previous cartons / flavors. On the back are nutrition facts and
ingredients for each of the five products now in this line.
Product with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s in
Lafayette, California. 2000. May. Soyfoods Center product
evaluation: Superb flavor, texture and package design. One
of the best soy ice creams ever tasted.
6588. Product Name: WholeSoy Creamy Yogurt Style (Soy
Yogurt) [Peach, Strawberry, Raspberry, Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name: WholeSoy Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Phone: 415-495-2870.
Date of Introduction: 1999 March.
Ingredients: Peach: Pasteurized and cultured soymilk
(water and ground transitional soybeans*), organic raw
cane crystals, peaches, unmodified corn starch, unmodified
tapioca starch, natural flavor, lactic acid (from vegetable
source), annatto for color, calcium carbonate, active cultures
(L. acidophilus, bifidus, L. bulgaricus, and S. thermophilus).
* = Free from genetic engineering and grown without the use
of synthetic pesticides, herbicides, or chemical fertilizers.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz (170 gm) plastic cup.

Suggested retail price: $1.19 (1999/08, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 140, calories from fat
20, total fat 2.5 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 20 mg (1%), total carbohydrate 28
gm (dietary fiber less than 1 gm [3%], sugars 19 gm), protein
5 gm. Vitamin A 25%, calcium 8%, iron 6%, vitamin C 0%.
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo in Anaheim, California.
1999. March. “An incredibly rich, delicious yogurt-style
treat!” “Live active cultures. Nondairy. Lactose free. No
cholesterol.” Color photos show large packages of the four
flavors.
6589. Product Name: WholeSoy Premium Soymilk
[Original, Vanilla, Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: WholeSoy Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Phone: 415-495-2870.
Date of Introduction: 1999 March.
Ingredients: Original: Filtered water, whole organic
soybeans,* organic raw cane crystals, calcium carbonate,
natural flavors, sea salt, xanthan gum, carrageenan, vitamin
A palmitate, riboflavin (B2), vitamin D2, vitamin B12. *
= Grown and processed in accordance with the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 32 fl. oz (1 quart) ESL gabletop carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Glossy color leaflet (front
and back, 28 cm) sent by Ted Nordquist of WholeSoy. 2005.
May. “An incredibly delicious nondairy soymilk!” A photo
on the front shows all 3 flavors.
6590. Product Name: Veggie Milk (Fresh in Gable Top
Cartons) [Original, or Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Galaxy Foods (Product DeveloperMarketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando,
Florida 32809. Phone: 800-441-9419 or 407-855-5500.
Date of Introduction: 1999 April.
Ingredients: Original: Filtered water, organic soymilk
solids, isolated soy protein, brown rice maltodextrin and
protein, evaporated cane juice, sea salt, oat fiber, vegetable
mono & diglycerides (an emulsifier).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart and half-gallon gable-top
carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Monthly Insight (Galaxy
Foods, Orlando, Florida). 1998. Sept. p. 2. “Veggie Milk
to make its debut.” “Veggie Milk, Nature’s Alternative to
Milk, will make its debut on store shelves this fall.” It is a
“highly nutritious blend of organic soy, rice, and oats. Veggie
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Milk contains more vitamins, minerals (including calcium),
protein and fiber than any other milk on the market today.
It is the only milk fortified with folic acid. Veggie milk also
contains powerful phytonutrients like Isoflavones (found in
soy) and Toconutrients (found in rice)... As with all of our
Veggie products, Veggie Milk is lactose free, cholesterol
free and saturated fat free. And, because it is from the
Veggie Kingdom, it will never contain rBST hormones or
antibiotics that are often found in animal’s milk. Processed
by strategically located dairies, the 32 oz. carton of fresh
milk will be available in two flavors–original and chocolate–
and will be sold alongside conventional fresh milk. Veggie
Milk will also be available in a shelf-stable package that can
be sold in supermarket dry grocery aisles.”
Talk with Tina Nelson of Galaxy Foods. 1999. April 2.
Galaxy had Veggie Milk at the NFM show at Anaheim and
they are just now getting it on the shelves. It was first sold
at Ingles Market in Dec. 1998 or Jan. 1999. This soymilk is
now out in a 32 oz (1 quart) Tetra Pack carton in one flavor
(Original); they plan to introduce a chocolate flavor in June.
Tina thinks the product is packaged at several different
locations. They make the powder themselves and ship that to
the packager. She does not think the product is packaged by
Pacific Foods of Oregon. Galaxy manufactures the powder
portion of the product, which is a blend of soy (the main
ingredient), rice, and oats. At least part of the soy is soy
protein isolate, of which they are a major consumer. As far
as Tina knows it is the first commercial soymilk that contains
fiber (from the oats) and folic acid. They plan to introduce
the product in a fresh gable-top carton very soon; they may
have already shipped their first order.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inches, color) sent by Patricia Smith
from Natural Products Expo West. 2000. March. “New!
Fresh gable. Pour on the profits.” A large photo shows
Galaxy’s new Veggie Milk. The rear shows the ingredients
and nutrition facts.
6591. Product Name: Silk (Soymilk Sold Refrigerated
in Half-Gallon Pure-Pak / Gable Top Cartons) [Plain
{Dairylike}].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc. (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1999 April.
Ingredients: May 2000: Filtered water, whole organic
soybeans*, organic raw cane crystals*, calcium carbonate,
sea salt, natural flavors, carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate,
vitamin D-2, riboflavin (vitamin B-2), vitamin B-12. * =
Grown and processed in accordance with the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990. Silk soybeans are third-party
certified organic by QAI. Silk is certified to containno GMO
soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Half-gallon Pure-Pak carton.

How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (240 ml): Calories 80, calories from
fat 20, total fat 2.5 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 75 mg (3%), total carbohydrate 8
gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 4 gm), protein 7 gm. Vitamin
A 10%, calcium 30%, vitamin D 30%, vitamin B-12 50%,
vitamin C 0%, iron 2%, riboflavin 30%. Percent daily values
are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Carton with Label sent
by James Terman of White Wave. 2000. May 11. 2.75 by
2.75 by 8¼ inches. Tetra Rex package. “Organic–Third
party certified. Calcium enriched. Low 1% fat & vitamin
enriched.” Talk with James Terman of White Wave. 2001.
May 29. Silk plain in half gallon cartons was introduced in
April 1999. This soymilk was formulated to taste and look as
much like dairy milk as possible.
6592. Product Name: Organic Miso Tamari.
Manufacturer’s Name: American Miso Co., Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4225 Maple Creek Rd.,
Rutherfordton, NC 28139. Phone: 828-287-2940.
Date of Introduction: 1999 May.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 oz or 10 oz bottle.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with John Belleme.
1999. Nov. 18. This product was first sold in about May
1999, but it did not appear in the Great Eastern Sun catalog
until November.
6593. Product Name: Vegie Kaas (Non-Dairy Spread)
[Mozzarella, or Cheddar].
Manufacturer’s Name: American Natural Snacks
(Marketer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Manufacturer: 6029 Lagrange
Blvd., Atlanta, GA 30336. Distributor: P.O. Box 1067, St.
Augustine, FL 32085. Phone: 904-825-2057.
Date of Introduction: 1999 May.
Ingredients: Regular: Tofu (Organic* soy milk, calcium
sulfate), natural flavors, tapioca, lactic acid, carob bean gum,
xanthan gum, sea salt, annatto (natural color).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (color) sent by
Patricia Smith from NFM Natural Products Expo (Anaheim).
2000. March. Copyright 1999. “Soya Kaas: A natural,
delicious alternative to cheese. No cholesterol. Lactose free.”
On the rear near the bottom: Vegie Kaas. New: Mozzarella.
New: Cheddar.
6594. Welsh, Rick. 1999. The economics of organic grain
and soybean production in the midwestern United States.
Greenbelt, Maryland: Henry A. Wallace Institute for
Alternative Agriculture. 56 p. May. Illust. 28 cm. Series:
Policy Studies report No. 13. [86 ref]
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Address: Policy analyst, HAW Inst. for Alternative
Agriculture.
6595. Product Name: Silk Soymilk Creamer (Non-Dairy,
Liquid).
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1999 May.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk* (filtered water, organic
whole soybeans*), expeller pressed organic canola oil*,
organic raw cane crystals*, maltodextrin (from corn), soy
lecithin, potassium phosphate, sodium citrate, carrageenan,
tapioca starch, natural flavors. * = Organically grown and
processed in accordance with the California Organic Foods
Act of 1990. Certified by QAI.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Pint gable-top carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 tablespoon (15 ml): Calories 15, calories
from fat 10, total fat 1 gm (2% daily value; saturated fat 0
gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 5 mg, total carbohydrate 1
gm (dietary fiber 0, sugars less than 1 gm), protein 0 gm.
Vitamin A 0%, vitamin C 0%, calcium 0%, iron 0%. Percent
daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Steve Demos,
founder and president of White Wave. 1999. Aug. 27. Silk
Creamer was introduced in March 1999 at the Natural
Products Expo at Anaheim, California. Based on organic Silk
soymilk and non-hydrogenated oils, its sales have already
exceeded the first year’s sales after only 6 months. It’s a huge
category. Dean Foods is the No. 1 producer of non-dairy
creamers in the USA, but they make powders and Silk is a
liquid. Some new flavors are planned for the near future.
Leaflet (color) sent by Mia Fox, Marketing Manager
of White Wave. 1999. Aug. “The natural way to smooth
out your coffee. The non-dairy creamer you put into your
coffee or tea should be as full of goodness as it can be... We
include minimally treated, naturally occurring minerals and
compounds... to give you a silky smooth creamer that won’t
curdle in your beverage. Silk Soymilk Creamer is lactose
free, dairy free, cholesterol free, organic, and 100% natural.”
On the front is a large color photo of the product. On the
back are ingredients and nutrition facts.
Pint carton with Label sent by James Terman of White
Wave. 2000. May 11. 2.75 by 2.75 by 4 inches. Tetra Rex
package. “Made with organic soymilk. Organic–Third party
certified.” Talk with James Terman. 2001. May 29. This
product was first sold in May 1999.
6596. Caterpillar. 1999. You’re going to want a bigger farm.
Introducing Lexion combines, the most productive combines
in the world (Ad). Soybean Digest. June. p. 23.
• Summary: The top two-thirds of this full-page color ad
shows a yellow combine at sunset harvesting about 12 rows

of reddish corn. The text reads: “With up to 30% more
throughput capacity than any other combine, the new Lexion
combines from Caterpillar harvest so much, so fast, your
farm will suddenly seem too small.
“In fact, Lexion combines are the most powerfully built,
technically advanced combines available–providing you
cleaner, faster combining.
“Features include: smooth-feeding headers; a long
feederhouse; the patented APS threshing system and your
choice of straw walker or rotary separation. Add to this the
in-the-cab controls for concaves, sieves, reel and header; 2.5
bushels-per-second unloading; exclusive 3-D sieves; and
up to a 365-hp Cat diesel engine, and you get unmatched
separation, cleaning and grain handling.
“All told, it means your harvest takes a lot less effort.
Unless, of course, you have a sudden urge to add another
3,000 acres. Visit your local Caterpillar dealer today, call
1-800-882-4228 for a free brochure, or visit us on the
internet at www.CAT.com.” Address: [Claas-Caterpillar,
Omaha, Nebraska]. Phone: 402-861-1000.
6597. Product Name: Garlic & Dill Everyday Tofu Spread.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 100 Ericson Ct., Suite 150,
Arcata, CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1999 June.
Ingredients: Tofu (filtered water, organic* soybeans,
magnesium chloride), organic* canola oil, organic* cider
vinegar, lemon juice, garlic, organic* dill, salt. * = Grown in
accordance with the California Organic Food Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Two Labels sent by
Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 9. The product was introduced
in June 1999. Label #1 of June 1999. “Garlic & Dill
Everyday Tofu Spread.” 3 inches diameter. Self adhesive.
Dark green on beige. Illustration shows a tofu shop on stilts
near the ocean with a tree arching overhead.
Label #2 of Oct. 2002. “Organic Garlic-Dill Tofu
Spread.” 3½ inches diameter. Self adhesive. Dark green
and orange-yellow on white. A handsome, impressionistic
watercolor illustration shows a tofu shop on stilts on a
cliff with a tree arching overhead. “Low in saturated fat.
Cholesterol free. Contains 170 mg Omega 3 fatty acids per
serving.”
6598. Product Name: Hot Habañero Carrot Tofu Spread.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 100 Ericson Ct., Suite 150,
Arcata, CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1999 June.
Ingredients: Tofu (filtered water, organic* soybeans,
magnesium chloride), carrots, onions, organic* canola oil,
organic* cider vinegar, lemon juice, habañero peppers,
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sugar, garlic, salt, xanthan gum, peppercorns. * = Grown in
accordance with the California Organic Food Act of 1990.
Featuring hot pickled carrots from Arcata Pickle Co.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Two Labels sent by
Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 9. The product was introduced
in June 1999. Label #1 of June 1999. 3 inches diameter.
Self adhesive. Reddish brown on light green. Illustration
shows a tofu shop on stilts near the ocean with a tree arching
overhead.
Label #2 of Oct. 2002. “Organic Habañero-Carrot Tofu
Spread.” 3½ inches diameter. Self adhesive. Orange, orangeyellow, and black on white. A handsome, impressionistic
watercolor illustration shows a tofu shop on stilts on a
cliff with a tree arching overhead. “Low in saturated fat.
Cholesterol free. Contains 170 mg Omega 3 fatty acids per
serving.”
6599. Product Name: Sweet Pickled Beet Tofu Dip.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 100 Ericson Ct., Suite 150,
Arcata, CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1999 June.
Ingredients: Tofu (filtered water, organic* soybeans,
magnesium chloride), organic* beets, canola oil, cider
vinegar, lemon juice, sugar, garlic, salt, xanthan gum,
allspice, clove. * = Grown in accordance with the California
Organic Food Act of 1990. Featuring sweet pickled beets
from Arcata Pickle Co.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Matthew
Schmit. 2002. Sept. 9. The product was introduced in June
1999. 3 inches diameter. Self adhesive. Beet red on pink.
Illustration shows a tofu shop on stilts near the ocean with a
tree arching overhead. Discontinued Aug. 2002.
6600. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Soy Nuts [Roasted &
Salted, Organic Dry Roasted Salted].
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3270, South Pasadena,
CA 91031-6270. Phone: 818-441-1177.
Date of Introduction: 1999 June.
Ingredients: Salted: Soybeans, canola oil, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz (225 gm) plastic bag
retails for $1.89 (2000/08, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with manager at
Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2000. Aug. 23. These
two flavors of soy nuts were introduced in about June 1999.
SKU #024094 and #027291. Label: “No preservatives. No
artificial colors or flavors.”

6601. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Soy-Um: Dairy-Free
Soy Drink [Coffee].
Manufacturer’s Name: J&G Inc. (Distributor). Made in
Oregon by Pacific Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 60 East Elm, Chicago, IL 60611.
Phone: 312-787-5157.
Date of Introduction: 1999 July.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk* (Filtered water, whole
organic soybeans*), brown rice syrup (filtered water, brown
rice), natural milled cane sugar, Colombian spray dried
coffee, coffee flavor with other natural flavors, tricalcium
phosphate, sea salt, guar gum, xanthan gum, carrageenan,
locust bean gum, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D-2. * =
Organically grown and processed in accordance with Oregon
Tilth standards and the California Organic Foods Act of
1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 32 fluid oz. (1 quart) 946
ml Tetra Brik Aseptic carton. Retails for $1.99 (2000/05,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening and use
within 7-10 days. Best served chilled.
Nutrition: Per cup (8 fl. oz = 240 ml): Calories 130, calories
from fat 25, total fat 2.5 gm (4% daily value; saturated
fat 0 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 115 mg (5%), total
carbohydrate 21 gm (7%; dietary fiber 2 gm = 6%, sugars 16
gm), protein 4 gm, vitamin A 10%, vitamin C 0%, calcium
30%, iron 15%, vitamin D 30%. Percent daily values are
based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2000.
May 27. On the front of the carton (copyright 1999) a bold
banner with a yellow blending to orange background reads:
“Contains natural isoflavones.” Below that are four checked
boxes: “Calcium enriched. No saturated fat. No cholesterol.
Isoflavones–30 mg per [1 cup] serving.” The headline on the
back panel reads: “Supporting our future through organic
agriculture.”
Talk with Trader Joe’s manager in Lafayette. 2000. Sept.
4. This product was introduced in about July 1999.
6602. Product Name: Soy Flour and Soy Meal [Organic &
Non-GMO, Organic only, Non-GMO only, regular; Full-Fat,
Low Fat, Enzyme Active].
Manufacturer’s Name: US Soy, LLC.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2808 Thomason Dr., Mattoon, IL
61938. Phone: 217-235-1020.
Date of Introduction: 1999 July.
Ingredients: Whole soybeans.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jim Skiff,
founder and president. 2003. Nov. 21. This product was
introduced in Jan. 2000. The company’s special variety
of whole soybeans, carefully developed for soy flour, are
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ground to any mesh size the customer desires. Finer soy flour
is usually 200 mesh while meal is usually 40-60 mesh. Every
soy flour order is basically custom made, and each customer
can choose whatever characteristics he or she wishes. Soy
flour now accounts for about 75% of the company’s soyfoods
business, the other 25% being soynuts. Jim is now looking
for a brand for his various soy products.
Leaflet (front and back, 8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West (Anaheim,
California). 2005. March. “Answer Select Soy Flour” from
US Soy. www.ussoy.com.
6603. Warshall, Peter. 1999. The farmers’ watersheds:
Subsystem leverage points. Whole Earth (San Rafael,
California) No. 97. Summer. p. 82-83.
• Summary: Depending on the year, 83-97% of all soybeans
are grown in rotation with corn. Conservation tillage uses
herbicides in place of weeding.
6604. Product Name: The Organic Garden SoyNutty
Crunchies [Unsalted, Lightly Salted, Chocolate Carousel].
Manufacturer’s Name: American Health and Nutrition,
Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3390 Varsity Drive, Ann Arbor,
MI 48108. Phone: 434-677-5570.
Date of Introduction: 1999 August.
Ingredients: Lightly Salted: Dry-toasted soybeans,
1% expeller pressed canola oil, 1½% sea salt. All food
ingredients are QAI (Quality Assurance International)
certified organic. Grown and processed in accordance with
the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (227 gm) gusseted
resealable plastic bag.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 13 inches,
4 panels, color, glossy) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo at Anaheim, California. 2000. March 24.
Spot in NFM New Product Review. Spring. 2000. p.
11. Show three packages, incl. the front panel; they come
in three flavors. “SoyNutty Crunchies are made from whole
soybeans delicately toasted without oil.” Product with Label
(8 oz bag of Lightly Sea Salted, and 1 oz bag of Chocolate
Carousel) sent by Organic Garden. 2000. June.
Talk with Cindy Maynard, director of marketing and
public relations at The Organic Garden. 2000. Nov. 9. This
product (all three flavors) went on the market in Aug. 1999.
American Health and Nutrition started in 1989 trading
organic commodities. Soyfoods Center taste test. 2000. Nov.
9. Hard, dry roasted soynuts have a poor taste and texture
compared with the dry roasted type made by Solnuts or the
oil roasted type made by Sycamore Creek. The additional
ingredients (chocolate chips, sunflower seeds, pumpkin
seeds, raisins) in the Chocolate Carousel make the product
taste much better.

6605. Shanmugasundaram, S.; Yan, M-R. 1999. AVRDC
vegetable soybean for nutritional security, income generation
and soil sustainability (Abstract). In: H.E. Kauffman, comp.
1999. World Soybean Research Conference VI: Proceedings–
Invited and contributed papers. Champaign, Illinois: Superior
Printing. xxxix + 746 p. See p. 450-451. [Eng]
• Summary: “Cereals are the staple food crops in most
developing countries, but continuous cropping of cereals
leads to soil degradation and exposes farmers to considerable
risk. What is more, cereals do not provide balanced human
nutrition. Since its founding in 1971, the Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center has had soybean as
a principal research crop. In 1980, the Center turned its
attention to vegetable soybean. This paper reports research
results that demonstrate vegetable soybean’s nutritional value
and its usefulness in crop diversification, income generation,
and soil sustainability. The progress made by AVRDC in
promoting vegetable soybean and the status of vegetable
soybean production worldwide are also presented.
“Vegetable soybean is rich in protein, cholesterolfree fat (useful in absorption of vitamin A), phosphorous,
calcium, iron, thiamine, riboflavin, and vitamin E. The total
biological yield (BY) of vegetable soybean varies from 10
to 40 t/ha, depending on location and season. Pods account
for about 23% of the BY. The pods can earn between
US$1250 and US$5000 per hectare, depending on whether
they are sold on the domestic or export market. The stems
and leaves can be returned to the soil as green manure,
contributing as much as 150, 15, and 150 kg/ha of N, P, and
K, respectively. The crop duration is similar to other green
manure crops–about 65 to 75 days. Researchers in about 27
countries around the world are evaluating AVRDC vegetable
soybean, and total pod yield potential has been as high as 24
t/ha. Domestic promotion, especially to vulnerable groups,
is essential to popularize production of the crop. With this in
mind, AVRDC has developed lines lacking the lipoxygenase
alleles that produce vegetable soybean’s beany flavor, a
deterrent to acceptance of the crop in South Asia and Africa.
Innovative product such as green milk, green tofu, and
green noodles, present other avenues by which vegetable
soybean production and consumption can be promoted.”
Address: Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center
(AVRDC), Shanhua, Tainan, Taiwan, China.
6606. Product Name: Vegetarian Entrees: Sloppy Joe
Sandwich Filling.
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 1999 August.
Ingredients: Water, soy tempeh (cultured organic soybeans,
water), seitan...
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz box.
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New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (color) sent by Mia
Fox, Marketing Manager of White Wave. 1999. Aug. “Easy
and delicious vegetarian entrees–Just heat ‘n’ eat!” A color
photo of each product appears on the front of the leaflet. The
ingredients are listed on the back.
6607. Product Name: Enlightened Organic Soy Beverage
(Fresh, ESL Gable Top Carton) [Plain, Vanilla, Cappuccino,
Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Zen Don.
Manufacturer’s Address: 155-04 Liberty Ave., Jamaica,
NY 11433. Phone: 718-291-3333.
Date of Introduction: 1999 August.
Ingredients: Chocolate (1999/11): Filtered water, organic
whole soy beans, organic granulated cane juice, natural
cocoa, natural flavors, calcium carbonate, sea salt, vitamin A
palmitate, vitamin D-2, riboflavin (B-2), vitamin B-12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart and half gallon ESL
cartons.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: U.S. Soyfoods Directory.
1999. p. 45. Talk with Brian Lee of Zen Don. 1999. May 3.
A line of new ESL filling and packaging equipment will be
installed in the company’s Buffalo plant at the end of May.
The product will fresh (refrigerated) be sold in both quart
and half-gallon cartons. The quart should be out first. They
decided to do a refrigerated product (like Silk) because the
market for aseptic soymilk is so saturated. This company,
Zen Don, is a division of Worchester Creamery, owned by
Henry Schwartz. The soymilk is being made in Elma. This
product as expected to be on the market on 1 Jan. 1999; it
would be packaged at another facility. They decided to delay
the product launch until July 15 (they have a slotted run date
with Buffalo), after the new fillers were installed in their own
plant; they way, nobody got their formula.
Silas will be the president of this new company. Brian
will be one of the account executives. A sister company
introduced Juniper Valley Organic Milk, one of America’s
early brands of organic cow’s milk. The product was No. 1
in the New York Metro area until Horizon bought them out.
The sister company has a processing agreement with Horizon
in one of their other facilities, and that sister company is
an exclusive distributor of all the Horizon organic milk
products.
Newsday (Long Island, New York). 1999. Oct. 20. “Soy
milk goes mainstream.” A large photo shows a carton of Zen
Don Soy Milk.
Leaflet (color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo (Baltimore, Maryland). 1999. Oct.
26. “Introducing Zen Don Organic Soy Milk. ‘Soy as
Happiness.’” The product now comes in four flavors in 1
quart gable-top cartons: Plain, Vanilla, Cappuccino, and
Chocolate. The phone number is now 718-558-0692. An
illustration on the front panel of each quart shows a large

panda seated upright, drinking a glass of soy milk. “What
is Zen Don? Literally ‘Zen Don’ means ‘magic potion’ in
Mandarin.”
6608. Product Name: Enlightened Organic Soy Pudding
[Banana, or Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Zen Don.
Manufacturer’s Address: 155-04 Liberty Ave., Jamaica,
NY 11433. Phone: 718-291-3333.
Date of Introduction: 1999 August.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart and half gallon ESL
cartons.
New Product–Documentation: U.S. Soyfoods Directory.
1999. p. 45. Talk with Brian Lee of Zen Don. 1999. May 3.
This product will be packaged on the company’s standard
pudding filler. It is expected to be out by about July 1999,
and hopefully it will be in stores before the Natural Products
Expo in October in Maryland. Zen Don had a booth for
this product in Oct. 1998 at the Natural Products Expo in
Maryland–a year before the product was available. “We were
test marketing the product. We had mock-up packaging.”
6609. Product Name: Soy Pudding [Chocolate, or Banana].
Manufacturer’s Name: Zen Don.
Manufacturer’s Address: 155-04 Liberty Ave., Jamaica,
NY 11433. Phone: 718-558-0692.
Date of Introduction: 1999 August.
Ingredients: Chocolate (1999/11): Filtered water, organic
whole soy beans, organic granulated cane juice, modified
food starch, natural cocoa powder, natural flavors, potassium
phosphate, calcium carbonate, lecithin, sea salt, vitamin A
palmitate, vitamin D-2, riboflavin (B-2), vitamin B-12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Four x 4 oz cups in a sleeve.
Retails for $2.59 to $3.00 (1999/12, New York City).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (color) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo (Baltimore,
Maryland). 1999. Oct. 26. “Introducing Zen Don Soy
Puddings. ‘Soy as Happiness.’” The product comes in two
flavors in aseptic cups. An illustration on the side of each
sleeve shows a large panda seated upright, drinking a glass
of soy milk. “What is Zen Don? Literally ‘Zen Don’ means
‘magic potion’ in Mandarin.”
6610. Product Name: More Than Tofu (Marinated) [Garlic
Shiitake, Porcini Herb, Italian Herb, Savory Portabella].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunergia Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1186, Charlottesville,
VA 22902. Phone: 804-970-2798.
Date of Introduction: 1999 September.
Ingredients: Garlic Shiitake: Tofu (water, soybeans*,
nigari), textured soy flour*, garlic flakes*, cracked black
peppercorns. Marinade: Tamari soy sauce (water, soybeans*,
salt), shiitake mushrooms, yeast extract. * = Certified organic
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by OCIA.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10.5 oz. (300 gm). Reclosable
square vacuum pouch about 3/4 inch thick. Retails for $2.99.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Jon Kessler.
2000. Oct. 5. These two products were in local retail stores
on 1 Sept. 1999.
6611. Product Name: Joy Soy: Non Dairy Soy Beverage
[Original, Vanilla, Extra Rich Vanilla, Extra Rich Carob].
Manufacturer’s Name: Joy Soy Products, LLC.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 258, Clifton, TN
38425. Phone: 1-888-456-9769 (4-Joy-Soy).
Date of Introduction: 1999 October.
Ingredients: Extra Rich Carob (1999/10): Whole organic
soybeans, fructose (from corn), expeller pressed canola oil,
natural cane juice crystals, pure vanilla, carob powder, sea
salt, potato flour, guar and xanthan gum, carrageenan.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 21 oz can.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (color) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo East (Baltimore,
Maryland). 1999. Oct. 26. “Joy Soy. So delicious! So
nutritious!” On the back is “The Joy Soy story.” The
company, founded by Joyce, also makes soy-based Instead
O’ Butter, and Instead O’ Cheese.
6612. Product Name: Tofu (Curded with Calcium Sulfate)
[Regular Organic, or Soft Organic].
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 100 Ericson Ct., Suite 150,
Arcata, CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 1999 October.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic* soybeans, calcium
sulphate (gypsum from the earth). * = Grown in accordance
with the California Organic Food Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Two Labels sent by
Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 9. The product was introduced
in Oct. 1999. 4½ by 3½ inches. Self adhesive. Red or
green, black, and orange-yellow on white. A handsome,
impressionistic watercolor illustration shows a tofu shop on
stilts on a cliff with a tree arching overhead. “Good source of
calcium. Crafted in small batches from whole soybeans for a
sweet, delicate flavor. Low in saturated fat. Cholesterol free.
Contains 170 mg Omega 3 fatty acids per serving. Made in
Humboldt.”
6613. Product Name: Tofurky “Giblet” Gravy.
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031.

Date of Introduction: 1999 October.
Ingredients: Water, unbleached flour, expeller pressed non
genetically engineered canola oil, Tofurky Giblets (water,
vital wheat gluten, organic tofu...)... natural vegetarian flavor,
spices, organic cane juice, sea salt, onion, garlic, autolyzed
yeast, caramel color, non-dairy lactic acid culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz plastic tub. Retails for
$3.29 (2003/12, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California.
2003. Dec. 3. Paperboard sleeve has a round color photo of a
boat of gravy on a wooden table surrounded by natural foods,
against a blue background. “100% vegan. ‘The world’s best
vegetarian gravy.’” Soyfoods Center taste test: Poor flavor
and texture–especially compared with previous versions of
this once-delicious gravy. Very bland. The “giblets” are very
small. The texture is lumpy.
Talk with Seth Tibbott of Turtle Island. 2003 Dec. 4.
This product was introduced 4-5 years ago. It is very popular
and many people have said how much they like it. This year
Turtle Island has sold more than 8,000 cases, up from 6,700
cases last year.
6614. Product Name: Organic Soymilk [ESL Gable Top
Carton–Fortified Rich Chocolate, or Fortified Creamy
Original].
Manufacturer’s Name: Vitasoy USA Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1575 Burke Ave., San Francisco,
CA 94124. Phone: 1-800-328-8638 (= Eat Tofu).
Date of Introduction: 1999 October.
Ingredients: Rich Chocolate: Filtered water, whole nongenetically modified organic soybeans, organic cane juice
(dried), organic barley flour, cocoa (processed with alkali),
tricalcium phosphate, sea salt, zinc oxide, riboflavin (B-2),
vitamin A acetate, vitamin B-12, vitamin D-2.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: ½ gallon ESL Gable Top
Carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (color) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo (Baltimore,
Maryland). 1999. Oct. 26. “Mooove over! Vitasoy is in
the dairy case.” A large color photo shows the front of the
2-quart package, with red and white on blue. On the back
of the leaflet are nutritional facts and ingredients for each
product. Next to a photo of gold medal, which appears on
the top of each carton, is written: “Proven best taste: Vitasoy
is a premium organic product and the best tasting soymilk
you can buy. The proof? We won a Gold Medal and ‘Best
of Show’ from the American Tasting Institute in its oncea-year judging by world experts. Consumers consistently
rank Vitasoy No. 1 for best taste. Judge for yourself... take a
sip... and savor a long-lasting swirl of rich flavor and creamy
refreshment. Satisfying and nutritious... It’s ‘the delicious
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one!’” Across the bottom of the leaflet is a color photo of
each of the company’s other soymilk products. Across the
top of each carton is written: “Lactose free soymilk. 60
mg naturally occurring isoflavones per serving” [of 8 fluid
ounces].
6615. Product Name: SoyTreat (Non-Dairy Kefir–Probiotic
Cultured Soy Milk): [Peach, Caramel, Rum Raisin, Coffee
Latte, Coconut, Dutch Apple, or English Toffee].
Manufacturer’s Name: Lifeway Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6431 W. Oakton St., Morton
Grove, IL 60503. Phone: 847-967-1010.
Date of Introduction: 1999 November.
Ingredients: Soymilk, kefir cultures.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart (32 oz) plastic bottle.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Gorski, Donna. 1998.
Dairy Foods. Feb. p. 45. “Kefir and colostrum beverage.”
Lifeway Foods is a small Chicago-age dairy specializing in
the manufacture of kefir.”
Lifeway news release. 1999. Aug. 4. Lifeway’s “new
Soy Kefir, to be marketed as SoyTreat, has received wide
acceptance since its debut at the Fancy Food Show held in
New York City during July, 1999.” “Lifeway is America’s
leading supplier of the cultured probiotic dairy beverage
known as kefir.”
Portfolio sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo East (Baltimore, Maryland). 1999. Oct. 26. This is
America’s (and probably the world’s) first commercial soy
kefir. On the cover of the portfolio is the attractive front
panel label of the Peach Kefir. It contains seven active kefir
cultures: Streptococcus lactis, Streptococcus cremoris,
Streptococcus diacetylactis, Lactobacillus plantarum,
Lactobacillus casei, Saccharomyces fragilis, Leuconostoc
cremoris. Inside is a leaflet (color photocopy) showing the
bottle and describing the product.
Talk with Julie Smolyanski, Director of Sales and
Marketing at Lifeway. The product will first be available
to consumers in stores in the Chicago area late November,
1999. Lifeway is America’s leading supplier of kefir; this
is their area of expertise. When they first made soy kefir,
they found it was thicker than they expected, probably
because soymilk has more solids than dairy milk. So
they had to adjust the solids content of the soymilk. Now
typical American consumers find the soy kefir to be “really
delicious.” Most do not realize it is made from soy; they say
it’s like some kind of smoothie beverage. Kefir and other
cultured dairy products are much more widely consumed in
Europe than in America. The average American consumes
4 cups of cultured dairy products (mostly yogurt) per year,
whereas the average European consumes 28 cups per month!
So 84 times as much! The dairy case in most European food
stores is much bigger (roughly five times as big) as it is in
American stores.

6616. Product Name: WestSoy Low Fat Pudding
[Chocolate, or Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Uniondale, New York 11553.
Phone: 1-800-SOY-MILK.
Date of Introduction: 1999 November.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic soy beverage (filtered
water, organic soy beans)**, dehydrated cane juice, tapioca
starch (heat modified), cocoa processed with alkali, expeller
pressed canola oil, natural flavors, sea salt, pectin, lecithin.
** = Organically grown and processed in accordance with
the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 x 3.5 oz cups = 14 oz (37
gm).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per cup (99 gm): Calories 130, calories from
fat 25, total fat 3 gm (5% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 60 mg (2%), potassium 170 mg
(5%), total carbohydrate 25 gm (dietary fiber 2 gm [7%],
sugars 18 gm), protein 2 gm. Vitamin A 0%, vitamin C 0%,
calcium 2%, iron 2%. Percent daily values are based on a
2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Dana Jacobi.
1999. Oct. 26. At the Natural Products Expo in Baltimore,
Westbrae introduced (sort of) a soy pudding, in an aseptic
4-pack. They had samples but no literature. Hain Food
Group. 1999. Annual Report (Nov. 1999). A color photo
of the Westsoy Chocolate Pudding package is on the front
cover of this report. But it is not mentioned inside as a new
product–yet.
Product (Chocolate) with Label brought by Bob Gerner
of Berkeley Natural Grocery Co. 2000. March 13. The
product is sold in a 4-pack with a paper sleeve. Label: 6 by
10.75 inches. Paperboard. Chocolate brown, tan, and pink on
white. Photo of a spoon filled with a swirl of pudding. “Made
with organic soy beverage. All natural. No cholesterol.
Contains 7 mg of isoflavones per serving.” Soyfoods Center
taste test: Flavor and texture: Superb. Very chocolaty and
smooth. Package design: Good.
Talk with Elyse Kops, WestSoy brand manager,
Uniondale, New York. 2000. March 14. The puddings, which
come in chocolate and vanilla flavors, were first available
in retail stores in about Nov. 1999. The recommended retail
price is $3.39 per four-pack.
6617. Product Name: Silk Nog (Eggless Eggnog made with
Soymilk in Gable Top Cartons).
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc. (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1990 N. 57 Court, Boulder, CO
80301. Phone: 1-800-488-9283.
Date of Introduction: 1999 November.
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Ingredients: Organic soymilk* (filtered water, whole
organic soybeans*), organic raw cane crystals, natural
flavors, salt, carrageenan, annatto (vegetable color). * =
Grown and processed in accordance with the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990. Certified organic by QAI.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart Pure-Pak carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (color, 6 by 8½
inches) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
East (Baltimore, Maryland). 1999. Oct. 26. “Nog yourself
out. Only White Wave brings you soymilk made for the
holidays.” On the front is a large color photo of the Silk Nog
carton. On the back are ingredients and nutrition facts.
Lehndorff, John. 1999. “Times call for sharing family
recipes.” Camera (Boulder, Colorado). Nov. 3. Keep an eye
out for the new seasonal soy Egg Nog from White Wave
Vegetarian Foods of Boulder.
Note: Our clipping service picked up 11 newspapers
nationwide that ran a new release in early December for Silk
Nog–a new product.
Quart carton with Label sent by James Terman. 2000.
May 11. 2.75 by 2.75 by 8¼ inches. White, yellow. red, and
blue on green. Tetra Rex package. “Made with soymilk.
Organic–Third party certified.”
Glossy color leaflet (front and back, 28 cm) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo East. 2006. Sept.
“’Tis the season for Silk Nog: Silk’s best selling specialty
flavor.” It is now made by “WhiteWave Foods Company,
12002 Airport Way, Broomfield, Colorado 80021. Phone:
800-488-9283. www.silksoymilk.com
Product with Label purchased in the dairy case at
Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California. 2010. Dec. 18.
One quart retails for $3.29–very expensive! By comparison,
a half gallon of Safeway’s (Lucerne brand) “Holiday
Eggnog” retails for $2.99. So the Silk Nog is more than twice
as expensive (2.2 times as much) per fluid ounce. White
Wave is now a brand owned by Dean Foods. The ingredients
are no longer organic. “Evaporated can juice” has replaced
raw cane crystals. The package design is new. Soyinfo
Center product evaluation: Flavor: Good. Consistency: Fair,
too thin. Package design: Excellent.
6618. Roller, Ron. 1999. The complexities and details of
growing and certifying organic and GMO-free soybeans for
Edensoy beverages. Part I (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Dec.
3. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Not many people in the organic farming and
foods industries have begun to deal with the complex
problems of growing and procuring GMO-free soybeans.
Most believe, incorrectly, that organically-grown soybeans
are automatically GMO-free. “The problem is pervasive
and harder to deal with than the organic industry thinks it
is. Organic now has to be looked at less as a noble standard
and more realistically as a series of technical problems. To

assume that certified organic soybeans are GMO-free, unless
you have done something to monitor for GMO, is naive.”
Organic certifiers cannot be relied on to do this monitoring.
Ron first became aware of genetically engineered
soybeans several years ago during a talk with William
Shurtleff. Since that time, he has become increasingly
involved in ensuring the his organically grown soybeans are
also GMO-free.
As an example of the problems: This year Carl Garrich
of the Lone Pine Rice and Bean Farm, in Lone Pine,
Arkansas, bought GMO-free soybeans from Asgrow Seed
Company (now wholly owned by Monsanto) and grew them
organically on 600 acres. The seed was certified by Asgrow
to be 98% pure; the remaining 2% could be anything. Ron
met with him and showed him how to do the GMO strip test
developed recently by Strategic Diagnostics Inc. of Newark,
Delaware (phone: 1-800-544-8881). When he tested the
600 acres he found an unacceptably high level of GMO
soybeans. When he contacted Asgrow to ask them how that
could happen, they said that the GMO beans must have been
among the uncertified 2%. Carl took a huge loss, and had
to sell all 600 acres of his soybeans to the local elevator as
regular, non-organic soybeans–at the commodity price. It
was a nightmare for Carl, but if the news media picked up
the story it could become a public-relations nightmare for
Asgrow. Moreover, Asgrow could not afford to let him win a
lawsuit or pay him off on it; that would open up their liability
big-time. Though it’s not Carl’s style to file lawsuits, he
would probably tell the whole story if some reporter called
him. Carl’s experience shows that just because a crop is
organically grown, doesn’t mean it is automatically GMOfree. Finding a totally reliable source for the seed, outside
normal commercial channels, is the key to being sure that
seed is GMO-free.
Ron used to buy his soybeans from Pioneer Hi-Bred and
Northrup King, but with their increasing focus on GMO and
because the best food-grade soybeans usually give lower
yields and are not very popular, they dropped the varieties
he wanted for Edensoy. So about 3-4 years ago, Ron decided
to make a big change, due to the growing problems caused
by GMO soybeans and difficulty in finding the varieties
he wanted. He decided to start working with Iowa State
University; he contracted for them to grow foundation seed
(F1) of what Ron considered to be the single best variety for
Edensoy; they removed any unusual looking beans (e.g. dark
hilum beans) by hand before planting. Is there any chance
that there could be some GMO soybeans in the foundation
seed? Ron has learned the hard way that “There is a chance
of anything, anywhere, anytime. It doesn’t take much to
start the ball rolling. From one grain, ten thousand grains–as
George Ohsawa liked to say.”
Then Ron contracted with a seed grower in Michigan
to grow those seeds, certified organic, to create the next
generation (certified or F2 seeds). He started with one
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soybean variety at first; now he is growing four varieties
because Edensoy is best when made from a mixture of
varieties. Last year he supplied 3 varieties to about 60
growers who grew 85-90% of the soybeans he needed; the
farmers got the remaining 10-15% independently off an
approved seed list.
The main thing that Ron has done is to remove himself
from the commercial trade in soybean seeds. He now gets
his seed independently and stores his crop independently.
Because all of these problems and procedures are new, they
are both interesting and scary. For example, sending the
seed out to the growers is a bit scary. Supposing he supplied
non-GMO seed to them and they delivered a crop with some
GMO back to him. Whose problem is it?
Before the ASP plant started in 1986, Ron worked as a
buyer for Eden Foods, dealing with many different organic
crops–including soybeans. When he transferred to ASP,
he focused solely on soybeans. As the market for Edensoy
expanded, Ron had to constantly expand his “grower base.”
One of Ron’s biggest and most time consuming problems
is finding enough farmers to grow the organic soybeans
that he needs. Over the past 20+ years, he has worked to
develop trust with a growing core group of soybean farmers.
Ten growers have been with Ron for 20 years and 40-50
have been with him at least 10 years. These farmers each
have a deep personal interest in and commitment to organic
farming. “Once a farmer starts working with ASP, they stay–
because we treat them right. There is a physical building
here and a factory. Seeing that makes a big difference for
many growers–as opposed to selling to a trader who exports
their crop. They see what happens to their soybeans.” The
continuity over many years and Ron’s work “with each
person as another human being has made a big difference.
We develop trust. The organic soybean crop is keeping many
small farms alive because the premium is so much higher
than the commercial market. I have to have a price that most
growers will accept. I don’t pay the highest price or the
lowest.” Supply and demand almost requires that Ron try to
“steal” experienced organic growers from other companies.
The traders, who export organic soybeans, have often not
treated their growers well. They may sign a separate contract
with each one, try for as low a price as possible, not ship
their beans on time, etc. Today about 80-85 farmers grow
soybeans organically for Ron and ASP. Before 1997 he
would bring in a core group of soybean growers to discuss
prices for the upcoming contract period. At first it was 5-6
grower, then it became 10-12 growers.
It’s hard to grow soybeans organically on a big farm;
dealing with the weeds mechanically takes too much time.
Organic soybean farmers don’t spread manure (which must
be composted first) on their fields, but the good ones plow in
green manure, etc. Continued. Address: President, American
Soy Products, 1474 N. Woodland Dr., Saline, Michigan
48176. Phone: 313-429-2310.

6619. Roller, Ron. 1999. The complexities and details of
growing and certifying organic and GMO-free soybeans for
Edensoy beverages. Part II (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
Dec. 3. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Continued: Two years ago, in December 1997,
in anticipation of the plant expansion, he organized the first
big meeting at American Soy Products’ (ASP’s) Edensoy
factory in Saline, Michigan. He wanted to try dealing with
the farmers as a group, where he paid them all the same price
and had only one contract. Ninety-five growers showed up,
both former ASP growers and new farmers who thought
they might like to start working with ASP, depending on
the conditions; most were attracted by the premium price
offered, the chance to get a contract and the opportunity to
see the Edensoy plant. Most of the growers live near the
plant, in southern Michigan or northern Ohio, but some
come from as far away as Nebraska. Having the growers
spread over a fairly wide area reduces the risk the weather
damage to the entire crop. During the catered lunch, Ron
explained “Here’s who we are, here’s what we do, here
are the quality issues in terms of growing soybeans for us,
and here is the contract.” The variables in the contract are
price and varieties. Ron asked Chad Geater of Iowa State
to come to talk to the farmers (with a slide show) about
GMO soybeans. Over the years, ASP has become more and
more specific about acceptable varieties. Starting several
years ago, ASP made farmers who signed their contract
agree not to grow GMO soybeans. The issues of GMO seed
contamination were explained. Rather than negotiate for
price, Ron took a calculated risk. After lunch, asked them
to decide on a price themselves, then he left the room. They
decided on $19.00 per “net clean bushel delivered.” ASP’s
elevator does the cleaning; it does not clean any GMO
Products. This compared with $4.50 to $5.00 they would
get for regular soybeans at their local elevator. Not all the
farmers signed up, but those who did were happy, and so was
Ron–who acquired about 80% of his organic soybean needs
in one hour. In previous he might have to make 700-800
phone calls before he got all the soybeans he needed for the
coming year. “That meeting really increased our presence
among farmers. Its a pretty incredible to be in the room with
all these growers who normally never see each other or are
in the same place together, openly discussing the organic
issues that affect them.” New farmers generally learn organic
methods from another farmer who is already doing it. Years
ago, Ron used to do the organic inspections and certification
himself, but he did a little teaching of organic methods; he no
longer does any of these things.
ASP uses OCIA, a farmer owned and run group, as their
third-party organic crop certifier. Each participating farmer
must join a local chapter of OCIA, attend their meeting, etc.
Each chapter teaches organic methods and provides lots of
social interaction. Last year at the same type of meeting, 160
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farmers showed up.
Organic is one issue but GMO-free is quite another. The
term “GMO-free” is meaningless. You would have to test
(and destroy) every soybean to say a sample was “GMOfree.” So the heart of the matter is determining tolerance
levels, and testing accurately for those levels. ASP “fronts”
the soybeans to the growers; that means they do not pay for
the seed beans until the crop is harvested.
Previously tests to check for GMO (like that from
Genetic ID) were too expensive, at $300 a sample. But
a company named Strategic Diagnostics in Delaware
developed an “instant” GMO test kit which uses a “strip
test.” This crucial new tool was developed by Strategic
with Monsanto to identify genetically modified plants.
Now, for the first time, ASP can test every sample from
every farmer for a reasonable price. Each strip is like a little
piece of litmus paper made with colloidal gold. They key is
determining what tolerance level you want; the higher your
tolerance level, the more beans must be in your sample. A
0.1% tolerance level, for example, requires 600 soybeans.
To test: Put the beans in a regular blender and grind to a
powder. Add water, blend and dilute. Use an eye dropper for
them kit to draw off a certain amount of liquid, put that in
a test tube, add 3-4 drops of buffer, than put in the little test
strip and wait for 5 minutes. The strip will tell you whether
or not there are any GMO soybeans in that sample at your
level of tolerance. Each test requires two strips and 100 tests
cost $300. ASP’s new program works like this. Each grower
sends ASP a sample of each variety before they deliver any
beans to the elevator. Those beans are then graded for quality
and tested for GMO. A form is filled out and the actual test
strips are attached to that form, as a physical record of the
test. The sample is retained. That then goes to the elevator as
approved for delivery. The elevator then conducts the exact
same GMO test with each load that arrives, taking 3 probes
per load. In this year’s crop, one sample out of 85 tested
GMO-positive. Ron called the grower and asked what could
have happened. He said that his combine had broken and he
had his neighbor combine the soybeans. The neighbor grew
probably GMO soybeans and some must have been left in
the combine. Ron said he could not accept the load soybeans;
the grower was surprised but accepted Ron’s decision. The
system worked! Organic beans could also potentially become
contaminated during cleaning, storage, or shipping.
So when organic soybeans are said to be “GMOfree” one must also ask: To what tolerance level, and as
determined by what exact testing program? Because the
Strategic Diagnostics’ strip test is so new, the organic
industry still does not understand these key points.
Edensoy now has a little malted corn in its sweetener;
compared to soybeans, organic corn is a nightmare when it
comes to keeping it GMO free. Note: For example, pollen
from GMO corn can drift up to ½ mile in the air. Address:
President, American Soy Products, 1474 N. Woodland Dr.,

Saline, Michigan 48176. Phone: 313-429-2310.
6620. Product Name: Soyco Tofu [Hi-Protein Firm].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyco Soyfood Product [Nutrisoy
Pty. Ltd.].
Manufacturer’s Address: 15 Hannon St., Botany NSW
2019, Australia. Phone: 02-9695-7755.
Date of Introduction: 1999 December.
Ingredients: Organic soybean, water, natural coagulant
(magnesium chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 750 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label with date sent by
Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling this product in December 1999. Red, green,
orange, yellow and black on pale white.
6621. Aromolaran, A.B.; Olowe, V.I.O.; Ojo, B.J. 1999.
Analysis of the economic potentials of hectarage expansion
among small scale soybean farmers in the derived savanna
area of Nigeria. Tropical Oilseeds Journal 4:73-82. *
6622. Product Name: Balance Outdoor (All Natural Energy
Bar) [Honey Almond].
Manufacturer’s Name: Balance Bar Co. (Distributor–
Made in Canada).
Manufacturer’s Address: Carpinteria, CA 93013. Phone:
1-800-678-4246.
Date of Introduction: 1999.
Ingredients: Toasted soy pieces, EnergySmart (mixed
fruit juice concentrates and natural grain dextrins)*, organic
brown rice syrup, soy protein isolate, almond pieces, whey
protein concentrate, calcium caseinate, organic agave nectar,
FruiTrim (mixed fruit juice concentrates and natural grain
dextrins)*, whey, honey, ground almonds. Contains 2% or
less of: Soy cotyledon fiber, natural flavors, rice flour, soy
lecithin, canola oil, flax seeds, salt, mixed tocopherols. * =
Registered trademarks of Advanced Ingredients, Inc.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1.76 oz (50 gm) wrapped in
foil. Retails for $0.99 at Trader Joe’s (2000/04, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Per 50 gm.: Calories 200, calories from fat
50, total fat 6 gm (9% daily value; saturated fat 1 gm),
cholesterol < 5 mg, sodium 140 mg (6%), potassium 250 mg
(7%), total carbohydrate 21 gm (dietary fiber 3 gm [12%],
sugars 12 gm), protein 15 gm. Vitamin A 0%, vitamin C 0%,
calcium 10%, iron 8%. Percent daily values are based on a
2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2000.
April 23. This is a baked, uncoated bar. Label text: “15 gm
protein. Sustained energy. All natural–nothing artificial.
Uncoated, will not melt. Hunger satisfaction and sustained
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energy. Sweetened without refined sugars. 40-30-30 balanced
nutrition. 15 gm of high quality protein. Your complete
satisfaction guaranteed.” A simplified illustration on the front
panel shows a rayed sun rising over mountains, with a river
in the foreground. Soyfoods Center Taste Test. Delicious,
but much too sweet for our tastes. It is called an Outdoor Bar
because it does not have a chocolate coating, which melts.
6623. Product Name: Organic Veggie Bowl [Teriyaki
Rice].
Manufacturer’s Name: Cascadian Farm, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Rockport, Washington 98283.
Date of Introduction: 1999.
Ingredients: Organic brown basmati rice, organic sauce
(pineapple juice, water, organic soy sauce, organic sesame
oil, organic sugar, organic rice vinegar, corn starch, garlic
powder, spice, xanthan gum), organic peas, organic broccoli,
organic baked tofu (organic soybeans, water, nigari,
natural calcium sulfate, organic soy sauce, soy oil, spices,
dehydrated garlic), organic carrots, organic mushrooms.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz tray in paperboard
box. Retails for $3.69 at Safeway supermarket (1999/06,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California.
1999. June 14. 6 by 5 by 1.75 inch paperboard box. Red,
brown, green, and yellow on white a light orange. Cascadian
Farm logo–”Since 1972.” A color photo shows a dark
orange bowl of the product. Front panel text: “A tasty entree
with basmati rice, peas, baked tofu, broccoli, carrots and
mushrooms in a teriyaki-ginger sauce. Microwavable.”
6624. Product Name: Tonzu Organic Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Organic Soy Company, Ltd. (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit A, 2 Corban Ave.,
Henderson, Waitakere City, Auckland 0612, New Zealand.
Date of Introduction: 1999.
Ingredients: Certified organic whole soybeans, Rhizopus
culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm, vacuum packed inside
paperboard box.
How Stored: Refrigerate at 4ºC or less.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Elizabeth
Chalmers, owner. 2007. Jan. 22. The product was introduced
by this company in 1999, but it was first sold in this
paperboard box in 2006. They started using the Tonzu brand
name in 2002. 5.75 by 4.75 by 1 inch. Color photo of snowy
mountains beyond a deep green valley, on a bamboo green
background. Superb label design. Certified Organic logo. On
side panel: “Tempeh is a traditional high protein Indonesian
soy food and one of the few vegetarian sources of vitamin
B12. It is an excellent alternative to red meat, chicken, eggs

or fish... Consume within 24 hours once opened. Can be
frozen.”
Letter (e-mail) from Elizabeth Chalmers. 2007. Jan. 22.
“Today, after incubation in perforated plastic bags, we cool
the tempeh down to 4ºC, vacuum pack it, then pasteurize /
blanch it in boiling water in the cooker for 15 minutes. We
have had a few problems with shelf life. Tempeh can blow
up like a football on the chiller shelf in and even on occasion
has jumped off the shelf–tempeh with an attitude! We are a
bit puzzled as to why the occasional packet does this.”
6625. Walz, E. 1999. Third biennial national organic farmers’
survey. Santa Cruz, California: Organic Farming Research
Foundation. See p. 19-47. *
• Summary: Farmers making the transition to organic
soybean production cite weed management as their most
important challenge. Address: P.O. Box 440, Santa Cruz,
California 95061. Phone: 831-426-6606.
6626. Product Name: WestSoy Crème de la Soy: Non
Dairy Soy Creamer [Original, French Vanilla, Amaretto].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Natural Foods (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Uniondale, New York 11553.
Phone: 1-800-SOY-MILK.
Date of Introduction: 1999.
Ingredients: Original: Organic soy beverage (Filtered
water, organic soybeans)*, filtered water, brown rice syrup,
organic expeller pressed soy bean oil*, natural flavors,
dipotassium phosphate, carrageenan. * = Organically grown
and processed in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 fl. oz. (473 ml) aseptic
Combibloc carton. Retails for $3.19 (2000/06, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening and use
within 7-10 days.
Nutrition: Per tablespoon (15 ml): Calories 20, calories
from fat 10, total fat 1.5 gm (2% daily value; saturated fat
0 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 0 mg, total carbohydrate
2 gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 1 gm), protein 0 gm. Not a
significant source of vitamin A, vitamin C, calcium or iron.
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Open Sesame in Lafayette, California. 2000.
June 5. Combibloc carton. Bluish green, white, and blue on
a wood-colored (tan) background. The word “Soy” is written
with a small coffee cup in place of the middle letter (“o”).
At the bottom of the front panel: “All natural. Lactose free.
No tropical oils.” For more information: www.westbrae.com.
Note: In May 1992 Westsoy introduced its first such product
named “WestSoy Lite Non Dairy Creamer.” Talk with
Westsoy representative. 2000. June 5. This product comes in
three flavors (see above). All were introduced in Oct. 1999.
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Soyfoods Center taste test. 2000. June 5. The color is tan.
The flavor is bland and not too sweet.
6627. Bhatnagar, P.S.; Joshi, O.P. 1999. Soybean in cropping
systems in India. Rome, Italy: Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO). ix + 39 p. 30 cm.
Series: Integrated Crop Management, No. 3. [34 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface, by Marcio Porto, Chief,
Crop and Grassland Service, Plant Production and Protection
Div., Agriculture Dep. Acronyms. Glossary. Foreword.
1. Introduction. 2. Soybean cropping systems in Indian
agriculture. 3. Soybean-based cropping systems in different
zones. 4. Cultivation. 5. Impact of research-emanated
production technology. 6. Development of the Indian
soybean industry. 7. Socio-economic impact of soybean
cropping systems in India. 8. Narrowing of the technology
gap. 9. Epilogue.
Appendixes: 1. Soybean varieties of India. 2.
Conventional geographic zones and equivalent agroecological regions/sub-regions with reference to soybean
cultivation. 3. Appropriate technology of soybean production
for different agroclimatic zones of India. 4. List of plant
species appearing as weeds in soybean cultures during the
rainy season. 5. Statewise installed capacity of soybean
processing plants in India 1997/98.
Tables: (1) Area, production, and productivity of
soybean in India. (2) Area, production, and productivity
of soybean in India during 1997/98 (estimates). (3)
Remunerative cropping systems for different zones. (4)
Cost estimates for soybean production (per hectare) with
improved production technology. (5) Extent of adoption
of production technology in leading soybean producing
countries in the world. (6) Economic Threshold Level (ETL)
of some insect pests of soybean. (7) Impact of improved
production technology on productivity under real farm
conditions (1989/90–1994/95). (8) Cost estimates for
soybean production (per hectare) with partial adoption of
appropriate production technology.
Acronyms: AICEPS–All India Coordinated Research
Project on Soybean. ICAR–Indian Council of Agricultural
Research. MP OILFED–Madhya Pradesh State Oilseed
Growers’ Federation Ltd. NATP–National Agricultural
Technology Project. NRCS–National Centre for Soybean.
SOPA–The Soyabean Processors Association of India.
On the back cover: “Soybean has achieved an important
place in the agricultural and edible oil economy of India.
Besides contributing about 8% to the national edible oil
supply, its development has resulted in a rural revolution
and an improved socio-economic situation for farmers.
Apart from its role in making India almost self-sufficient
in edible oil, its offers good prospects for the alleviation
of pulse protein malnutrition which is widespread in the
country, particularly among the weaker sections of society.
This publication represents a critical analysis of the cropping

systems in the different agro-ecologies of India and also
discusses the overall situation of soybean within the cropping
systems of diverse conditions.” Address: National Research
Centre for Soybean, Indore, India.
6628. Heatherly, Larry G.; Hodges, Harry F. eds. 1999.
Soybean production in the Midsouth. Baton Rouge, Florida:
CRC Press, Inc. viii + 394 p. Illust. Index. 26 cm. Sponsored
by the Mississippi Soybean Promotion Board. [300+ ref]
• Summary: This book has one major weakness; it does not
define the word “Midsouth” and it does not have a map of
the “Midsouth.” Nor does Wikipedia have a clear definition
of “Mid-South.” But it does have a map and its says: “The
Mid-South in an informally-defined region of the United
States, usually thought to be anchored by the Memphis
metropolitan area and consisting of West Tennessee, North
Mississippi, Southern Missouri, Western Kentucky, Central,
Northeast, and Northeast Arkansas, and Northwest Alabama.
Southern Illinois (especially Cairo, shown on the map) is
sometimes included in this region.
Google Ngram Viewer offers four insights: Both words
began to be used in about 1920, the spelling Mid-South has
always been the most popular of the two, its use peaked in
about 1990, and in the year 2000 the spelling “Mid-South”
was about 4-5 times as widely used as “Midsouth.”
Contents: Preface. Foreword. Contributors. 1.
Economics of soybean production in Mississippi, by Bob
Williams. 2. Soil erosion and soybean production, by
Glover B. Triplett and Seth M. Dabney. 3. Variety selection,
planting date, row spacing, and seeding rate, by Larry
G. Heatherly, Alan Blaine, Harry F. Hodges, Richard A.
Wesley, and Normie Buehring. 4. Nutrition and fertility
requirements, by Jac J. Varco. 5. Root zone associations and
their influence on soybean production, by Ernest H. Flint,
Jr. 6. Tillage systems for soybean production, by Richard A.
Wesley. 7. The stale seedbed planting system, by Larry G.
Heatherly. 8. Early soybean production system, by Larry G.
Heatherly. 9. Soybean irrigation, by Larry G. Heatherly. 10.
Doublecropping wheat and soybeans, by Richard A. Wesley.
11. Crop rotation systems for soybeans, by Richard A.
Wesley. 12. Weed management, by Krishna N. Reddy, Larry
G. Heatherly, and Alan Blaine. 13. Seed quality, production,
and treatment, by Bennie C. Keith and James C. Delouche.
14. Soybean disease management, by Glenn R. Bowers and
John S. Russin. 15. Soybean insect management, by Joe
Funderburk, Robert McPherson, and Dave Buntin. 16. Plantparasitic nematode pests of soybean, by G.W. Lawrence and
K.S. McLean. 17. Sampling tips and analytical techniques
for soybean production, by J.L. Willers, G.W. Hergert,
and P.D. Gerard. 18. Dandy plumbing designs, by Harry
F. Hodges and K. Raja Reddy. 19. Use of crop simulation
models and decision support systems in soybean production,
by Frank D. Whisler, K. Raja Reddy, and Harry F. Hodges.
Note: Surprisingly, Edgar E. Hartwig is not mentioned in
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this book. Nor is there any sense of the history of soybeans
in the South. Address: 1. USDA Agricultural Research
Service, Stoneville; 2. Mississippi State Univ., Dep. of Plant
and Soil Sciences, Mississippi State. Both: Mississippi.
6629. Ogoke, I.J. 1999. Response of soybean to phosphorus
fertiliser and its residual effects on subsequent maize
performance in the Nigerian moist savanna. Ph.D. thesis.
Univ. of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria. [16 ref]*
• Summary: Ogoke showed that the net N contribution of
soybean grown in three locations in the southern Guinea
savanna (SGS [of Nigeria]) and northern Guinea savanna
(NGS) varied between -5 and -25 kg N per ha, and that the
residual effect of soybean on subsequent maize was similar
to that of a preceding rice crop. Thus, soybean depleted the
soil of nitrogen. Address: Univ. of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria.
6630. Bender, Karen; Hill, Lowell. 2000. Producer
alternatives in growing specialty corn and soybeans.
Department of Agricultural and Consumer Economics,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign AE-4732. 16 p.
Jan.
• Summary: Includes results of a 1998 survey on growing
tofu or clear-hilum soybeans, STS soybeans, and organic
or pesticide free soybeans. Address: 1. Senior Research
Specialist; 2. L.J. Norton Prof. Emeritus of Agricultural
Marketing. Both: Dep. of Agricultural and Consumer
Economics, College of Agricultural, Consumer and
Environmental Sciences, 1301 W. Gregory Drive, 304c
Mumford Hall, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, IL
61801. Phone: 217-333-1694.
6631. Miles, Carol A. 2000. Vegetable soybean (edamame)
production. In: Proceedings: New Jersey Vegetable Meeting.
See p. 13-17. Held Jan. 18-20.
• Summary: Contents: About vegetable soybeans (called
edamame in Japanese and maodou in Chinese). Selecting
a variety: Photoperiod sensitivity, cost of seed, seed and
pod characteristics. Soil and nutrition. Planting. Irrigation.
Weed control. Other pests. Harvest. Yield. Post harvest
storage. Marketing. Web site. Seed sources: Johnny’s
Selected Seeds (Albion, Maine). Lockhart Seed (Stockton,
California). Nichols Garden Nursery (Albany, Oregon).
Osborn International Seed Co. (Mount Vernon, Washington).
Territorial Seed Company (Cottage Grove, Oregon). Sakata
Seed America, Inc. (Morgan Hill, California). American
Takii, Inc. (Salinas, California). Pachamama Organic Farm
(Longmont, Colorado). Address: PhD, Agricultural Systems,
Washington State Univ. Cooperative Extension, 360 NW
North St., Chehalis, Washington 98532-1900. Phone: 360740-1295.
6632. Product Name: Soy Sausage (Organic) [Spicy Italian,
Smoked Portabella, Breakfast Style, Chorizo, Mild Italian].

Manufacturer’s Name: Sunergia Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1186, Charlottesville,
VA 22902. Phone: 804-970-2798.
Date of Introduction: 2000 January.
Ingredients: Spicy Italian: Water, textured soy flour*, vital
wheat gluten*, Italian balsamic vinegar, tamari soy sauce
(water, soybeans*, salt), oat flour*, canola oil*, onion*,
garlic*, paprika, natural smoke flavor, yeast extract, salt,
spices. * = Certified organic by OCIA.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. (227 gm) cellulose casing
with paperboard sleave.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Jon Kessler.
2000. Oct. 5. The first four flavors were in local retail stores
on 1 Jan. 2000. Made with Non-GMO soybeans. The Mild
Italian flavor was launched in March 2000.
6633. Product Name: Trader Joe San Marinated Tofu: Tofu
in a Soy Sauce and Red Wine Vinegar Marinade.
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor). Made in El Cajon, California, by San Diego Soy
Dairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3270, South Pasadena,
CA 91031-6270. Phone: 818-441-1177.
Date of Introduction: 2000 January.
Ingredients: Tofu (water, soybeans, nigari), marinade
(water, soy sauce [water, soybeans, salt, wheat * alcohol],
red wine vinegar {contains sulfites}, evaporated cane juice
[natural milled sugar], granulated garlic, powdered ginger,
red pepper flakes, sesame oil).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray, with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film
top. Retails for $1.59 (2000/03, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3 oz.: Calories 130, calories from fat 60, total
fat 7gm (11% daily value; saturated fat 1 gm), cholesterol 0
mg, sodium 300 mg (13%), total carbohydrate 2 gm (dietary
fiber 1 gm, sugars 0 gm), protein 13 gm. Vitamin A 0%.
Vitamin C 0%. Calcium 6%. Iron 10%. Percent daily values
are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2000.
March 24. 5.75 by 4.75 inches. Black, white, dark red, and
yellow on clear plastic film. “Perishable. Keep refrigerated.
SKU# 032448.
Soyfoods Center taste test: Quite good. Talk with Gary
Stein. 2000. March 28. He says this product was introduced
in Jan. 2000.
6634. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Organic Soy Beverage
(Quart Pure-Pak carton) [Chocolate, Vanilla, Original].
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3270, South Pasadena,
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CA 91031-6270. Phone: 818-441-1177.
Date of Introduction: 2000 January.
Ingredients: Chocolate (April 2000): Water, ground organic
soybeans*, organic cane sugar crystals*, organic natural
cocoa powder*, calcium carbonate, organic vanilla extract*,
sea salt, guar gum, carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin
D-2. * = Organically grown and processed in accordance
with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: One quart (946 ml). Gable-top
Pure Pak carton. Retails for $1.59 (California 2000/04).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl oz (240 ml): Calories 160, calories
from fat 25, total fat 2.5 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat
0.5 gm {3%}), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 75 mg (3%), total
carbohydrate 29 gm (dietary fiber 2 gm, sugars 25 gm),
protein 6 gm. Vitamin A 10%, calcium 30%, vitamin C 0%,
vitamin D 30%, iron 8%. Percent daily values are based on a
2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2000.
April 21. Black, white, and chocolate brown. Three panels
are identical. “Low fat & ultra pasteurized. Fortified with
vitamin A, vitamin D & calcium. Perishable.”
6635. Product Name: Whole Roasted Soynuts (Oil
Roasted) [Unsalted, Lightly Salted, Ranch, Mesquite /
Barbecue, Honey Roasted, Wasabi, Chips, Pieces].
Manufacturer’s Name: US Soy, LLC.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2808 Thomason Dr., Mattoon, IL
61938. Phone: 217-235-1020.
Date of Introduction: 2000 January.
Ingredients: Whole soybeans, organic soy oil.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jim Skiff,
founder and president. 2003. Nov. 21. This product was
introduced in Jan. 2000. The company’s special variety of
whole soybeans, carefully developed for soynuts, are roasted
(deep-fried) in organic soy oil. The initial name for Barbecue
was Mesquite. Chips and pieces are used in energy bars, trail
mixes, etc. Each customer can choose whatever flavors he
or she wishes. Soynuts now account for about 25% of the
company’s soyfoods business, the other 75% being soy flour.
Jim is now looking for a brand for his various soy products.
Leaflet sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo at Anaheim. 2005. March. “US Soy’s How to be a Soy
Nut.” The labels of two flavors of Health Nuts are shown:
Original and Cajun.
6636. Vollmann, Johann; Winkler, J.; Fritz, C.N.;
Grausgruber, H.; Ruckenbauer, P. 2000. Spatial field
variations in soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.) performance
trials affect agronomic characters and seed composition.
European J. of Agronomy 12(1):13-22. Jan. [31 ref]
• Summary: “In field trials exhibiting a high degree of spatial

heterogeneity, correlations between environmental covariates
of grain yield and protein content were highly positive.
This indicates that field conditions, which promote grain
yield, would also enhance protein content. Moreover, the
observed trend patterns considerably affected the calculation
of phenotypic coefficients of correlation between grain yield
and seed protein content. The results suggest that spatial
analysis should be applied to all characters of interest, when
field conditions are not homogeneous.” Address: 1, 3-5.
Agronomy and Plant Breeding Dep., Univ. of Agricultural
Sciences Vienna, Gregor Mendel-Str. 33, A-1180 Vienna,
Austria.
6637. Anderson, Barb Baylor. 2000. Organic answers:
Growers find profits in niche-market production. Soybean
Digest. Feb. p. B-5, B-8.
• Summary: Organically-grown soybeans can bring a grower
more profit per acre than regular soybeans.
6638. Product Name: Eddie’s Organic Soy Pasta (With
Durum Wheat Semolina) [Penne, Rotelli, Spaghetti].
Manufacturer’s Name: Mrs. Leeper’s, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 12445 Kerran St., Suite 200,
Poway (near San Diego), California 92064-6855. Phone:
858-486-1101.
Date of Introduction: 2000 February.
Ingredients: Organic semolina, organic soy flour.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (227 gm) plastic bag
retails for $1.49 (2000/05).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Dana Jacobi
of New York City. 2000. Aug. 30. This pasta comes in the
three shapes similar to those sold by Trader Joe’s but it has a
much better texture and flavor. Penne is a hollow tube with
diagonally-cut ends. Rotelli is twisted like a corkscrew.
Talk with Michelle Muscat, president of Mrs. Leeper’s
Inc. This company has been making pasta in California since
1927. The rollout date for the new soy pasta was 1 Feb.
2000.
Products with Labels and packet of information sent by
Michelle Muscat. 2000. Sept. 8. Labels: Red, yellow, black,
and white on turquoise blue. Contains soy heart health claim
in oval on front panel. Leaflets in packet of information: (1)
Cover letter from Michelle, on letterhead. (2) Mrs. Leeper’s
Pasta–A company history. In 1927 Vina Leeper began to
offer for sale the same noodles that she prepared weekly for
the tenants in her boarding house. In 1982 the Muscat family
purchased the family business. (3) Glossy color leaflet:
“Bringing you the finest organic pastas and sauces.” (4)
Eddie’s organic soy pastas. (5) Glossy color leaflet: Eddie’s
Spaghetti presents Organic Soya Pasta. (6) Wholesale
price list. (7) Kosher certification (Kashruth, by Rabbi Dr.
Yehudah Bukspan). (8) Organic certification, by Quality
Assurance International.
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6639. Product Name: Soy Fusion (Soy Beverage) [Berry,
or Matcha Green Tea].
Manufacturer’s Name: American Soy Products.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1474 N. Woodland Dr., Saline,
MI 48176. Phone: 313-429-2310.
Date of Introduction: 2000 March.
Ingredients: Berry: Filtered water, organic soybeans*,
organic evaporated cane juice [sugar], apple juice, raspberry
juice, carrot juice, and red cabbage juice (water, juice
concentrates), pectin, citric acid, calcium, natural flavor,
vitamin C, beta-carotene. * = Organically grown and
processed in accordance with the California Organic Foods
Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 ml and 1 liter Tetra
Brik Aseptic carton. The liter retails for $1.69 (2001/10,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflets (8½ by 11 inches,
color, glossy, front and back) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo at Anaheim, California. 2000. March
24. The front panel shows a glass (with a flex-straw) of the
whitish-pink berry beverage against a pink background.
“Less than 1% fat. Light, refreshing, delicious. Excellent
source of antioxidant vitamins A & C. Made with certified
organic soybeans (non-genetically altered). A good source
of calcium. 12 mg of soy isoflavones per serving.” A color
photo shows the front panel of all four aseptic packages.
The back panel states: “Sales of soy beverages through all
channels increased 52% in 1999.” The berry contains only 2
gm of protein per serving, and the matcha 3 gm.
Product (Matcha) with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s
in Lafayette, California. 2001. Oct. 6. This store carries both
Berry and Matcha. “Made with matcha–powdered whole
green tea leaves. 75 mg antioxidant catechins/serving.”
Soyfoods Center taste test. 2001. Oct. 13. Pretty good
flavor, but much too watery and diluted. The use of sugar
(a whopping 16 gm/serving) makes it undrinkable, so we
regretfully discard it. Overall: Poor.
6640. Product Name: Soy Nuts.
Manufacturer’s Name: Earthwise Foods (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 217 Cedar Dr., Hudson, WI
54016. Phone: 715-549-6822.
Date of Introduction: 2000 March.
Ingredients: Incl. organic popcorn, organic soybeans,
expeller-pressed hi-oleic canola oil, natural seasonings.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 oz (141 gm) gusseted foil
pouch.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
black photocopy on green) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2000.
March.

6641. Product Name: Eco Soy Pudding (Organic) [Vanilla,
Chocolate, or Chocolate-Orange].
Manufacturer’s Name: EcoFoods, Inc. (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Palo Alto, California 94303.
Phone: 650-978-9696.
Date of Introduction: 2000 March.
Ingredients: Organic soy beverage* (Filtered water, organic
whole soy beans*), fructose, tapioca starch (modified),
organic cocoa*, expeller pressed canola oil, organic agave
nectar*, natural flavor, calcium, carob powder, lecithin, sea
salt, carrageenan. ** = Organically grown and processed in
accordance with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 x 4.5 oz (128 gm) cups
= 18 oz (510 gm). Retails for $2.99 to $3.20 (4 pack in
California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per cup (128 gm): Calories 140, calories from
fat 25, total fat 3 gm (5% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 60 mg (2%), potassium 170 mg
(5%), total carbohydrate 25 gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars
18 gm), protein 2 gm. Vitamin A 0%, vitamin C 0%, calcium
20%, iron 0%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000
calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product (Chocolate) with
Label brought by Bob Gerner of Berkeley Natural Grocery
Co. 2000. March 13. The product is sold in a 4-pack with
a paper sleeve. Label: 6 by 10.25 inches. Paperboard.
Chocolate brown, green, blue, and pink on white. Illustration
of a spoon filled with a swirl of pudding. “Made with organic
soy beans. Excellent source of calcium. Low fat & non
dairy. 15 mg isoflavones per serving. Organic, genetically
unmodified soy beans.” Soyfoods Center taste test: Flavor,
texture, and package design: Okay.
Leaflet (8½ x 11 inches, glossy color, front and back)
brought by Bob Gerner. The front shows the three flavors
packaged in sleeves. “A great taste non-dairy pudding with
non GMO organic soy beans.” The back gives product
ingredients and specifications.
Talk with Carole Corb of EcoSoy and C.J. Corb Intl.
(phone: 805-773-8801). 2000. March 14. This product was
developed by Daniel Adam, who lives in Israel where he
runs a natural foods import business, importing Edensoy,
Garden of Eatin’ products, Galaxy soy cheeses, etc. The
product, which is made in Minnesota, was first launched in
Israel on 15 Jan. 2000, then in America in March 2000. Her
favorite flavor is Chocolate-Orange. The recommended retail
price is $2.97+.
6642. Product Name: Kôgi Café (Soymilk) [Amaretto
Mocha, or Swiss Almond Decaf].
Manufacturer’s Name: Flavor Organics, Inc.
Date of Introduction: 2000 March.
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Ingredients: Amaretto Mocha: Fresh brewed 100%
Colombian organic coffee, organic soymilk (filtered water,
soybeans), organic evaporated cane juice, organic brown
rice syrup, organic corn syrup solids, organic cocoa, organic
flavors, natural flavors.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9.5 fluid oz (281 ml) glass
bottle.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo West at Anaheim. 2000.
March.
6643. Product Name: Wholesome Valley (Organic Dairy
Cheeses), Chunks [Cheddar, Mozzarella]. Slices [American,
Mozzarella, Swiss, Pepper Jack].
Manufacturer’s Name: Galaxy Foods Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando, FL
32809. Phone: 800-808-2325.
Date of Introduction: 2000 March.
Ingredients: American: Organic cheddar cheese
(pasteurized milk, cheese cultures, salt, enzymes), water,
organic butter, organic non at milk. sodium phosphate, etc.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Slices: 8 oz (224 gm) 12 slices
per pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West. 2000. March. A photo shows the front panel of six
Wholesome Valley Organic nondairy cheeses on a cutting
board, with potted herbs and fresh vegetables in the
background. 12 slices in each sliced variety. “Reduced fat.
Pasteurized process cheese food. 1/3 less fat than process
cheese food.” “Good source of calcium & protein. No
artificial ingredients. No rBST hormones or antibiotics.”
On the rear we learn that these are dairy cheeses, made
with organic cheese and organic milk.
6644. Product Name: Veggie Burgers [Wild Mushroom,
Veggies & Grain, Mexican Red Bean, Veggie Chick-N
Patties, Ground Veggie Burger, Veggie Burger Patties].
Manufacturer’s Name: Hearty & Natural. A division of
Sunrich, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 147, Hope, Minnesota
56046. Phone: (507) 455-4054.
Date of Introduction: 2000 March.
Ingredients: Veggie Burger Patties: Certified organic soy
flour, purified water, certified organic onion, egg white,
certified organic potato starch, certified organic spices, sea
salt, certified organic garlic. QAI certified organic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz paperboard box.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inches,
color, front and back) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West. 2000. March. The first 3 products are
rice based, the last 3 are soy based. Non-GMO logo. Soy

Health Claim. “The first certified vegetarian burgers in the
industry.” On the front, the front of each package is shown.
The rear shows the ingredients for each product and the bar
code.
Note: A leaflet from March 2005 shows that Sunrich
makes four meatless, wheat-free (gluten free), organic
Veggie Burgers: Portabella Mushroom, Country Harvest,
Classic Soy, and Cheddar Cheese.
6645. Hungria, Mariangela; Vargas, Milton A.T. 2000.
Environmental factors affecting N2 fixation in grain legumes
in the tropics, with an emphasis on Brazil. Field Crops
Research (Amsterdam) 65(2-3):151-64. March. [135 ref]
• Summary: Biological nitrogen (N2) fixation is key to
sustainable agricultural systems in tropical soils, which
are frequently deficient in N. However, high temperature,
drought and soil acidity constrain legume root-nodule
formation and function in the tropics. In most cases, the
microsymbiont is the more affected partner, with plants
growing on mineral N usually less sensitive to these stresses.
High temperature and moisture deficiency are major causes
of nodulation failure, affecting all stages of the symbiosis
and limiting rhizobial growth and survival in soil. They may
also contribute to undesirable changes in rhizobia, including
plasmid deletions, genomic rearrangements and reduced
diversity.
“Acidity affects several steps in the development of
the symbiosis, including the exchange of molecular signals
between the legume and the microsymbiont. Liming is
effective in overcoming soil acidity and aluminium toxicity,
but in Brazil few soils are limed to near neutral pH. Selection
of rhizobial inoculant strains that are genetically stable under
the often harsh soil conditions of this region is essential, but
that task is impaired by a lack of knowledge of tolerance
in the microsymbiont. However, good results have been
obtained by selecting naturally occurring rhizobia from acid
tropical soils affected by water stress and high temperatures.
In Brazil, increases in grain yields of common bean and
soybean have resulted from inoculation with such stresstolerant strains. Appropriate soil management practices,
e.g. no-till, are other approaches that may decrease soil
temperatures and preserve moisture, thereby increasing N2
fixation.”
Note: Soy is mentioned 40 times in this document,
usually in the form “soybean.” Address: 1. Embrapa Soja,
Cx. Postal 231, 86001-970, Londrina, PR, Brazil.
6646. Miles, Carol A.; Lumpkin, Thomas A.; Zenz, Leslie.
2000. Edamame. Farming West of the Cascades PNW0525.
8 p. March. [16 ref]
• Summary: This is a Pacific Northwest Extension
Publication (Washington, Oregon, Idaho). Contents:
Introduction. About edamame (called edamame in Japanese
and maodou in Chinese). Variety selection: Maturation date,
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pod characteristics, cost. Soil pH. Fertilizer application
and seed inoculation: Phosphorus and potassium, nitrogen.
Planting: Seedbed preparation, timing, soil moisture, seeding
rate and planting depth. Irrigation. Weed control. Pest
control. Harvesting: Timing, method (most growers harvest
by hand, but some use a green bean harvester with some
mechanical adjustments), yield. Marketing: By the bunch,
by the bean. Seed sources: Johnny’s Selected Seed, (Albion,
Maine). Lockhart Seed (Stockton, California). Nichols
Garden Nursery (Albany, Oregon). Osborn International
Seed Co. (Mount Vernon, Washington). Territorial Seed
Company (Cottage Grove, Oregon). Sakata Seed America,
Inc. (Morgan Hill, California). American Takii, Inc.
(Salinas, California). Pachamama Organic Farm (Longmont,
Colorado). About the authors. Three tables. A photo shows
edamame pods growing on soybeans in a field. Address: 1.
Agricultural Systems Extension Specialist, Washington State
Univ. Cooperative Extension; 2. Chair, Dep. of Soil and Crop
Sciences, Washington State Univ.; 3. Sustainable Agriculture
Coordinator, WSDA [Washington State Dep. of Agriculture]
Organic Food Program.
6647. Mpepereki, S.; Javaheri, F.; Davis, P.; Giller, K.E.
2000. Soyabeans and sustainable agriculture: ‘promiscuous’
soyabeans in southern Africa. Field Crops Research
(Amsterdam) 65(2-3):137-49. March. [55 ref]
• Summary: This is a very important review article. Soybean
grain yields in most of sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) remain
relatively low compared to those achieved in South America
and USA.
Soybean has a relatively brief history of introduction and
commercial cultivation in Sub-Saharan African countries.
Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Specificity and
promiscuity in the legume / rhizobial symbiosis. 3. The
history of promiscuous soyabeans in Africa: Early reports of
promiscuity in soyabeans from southern Africa, Selection of
promiscuously nodulating soyabeans in Zambia, The genetic
basis of promiscuous nodulation: comparisons with the IITA
approach. Issues of rhizobial ecology and classification of
soyabean nodulating rhizobia. Development and potential
of promiscuous soyabeans in southern Africa: Zimbabwe,
Malawi, Zambia, Advantages of the promiscuous soyabean
varieties (the NifTAL Centre). Ensuring effective nodulation
and N2 fixation in soyabean: appropriate technologies.
Acknowledgements.
Page 138: It is unclear when soyabeans were first
introduced to Africa. In 1907 in Tanzania there are reports
of soybean cultivation (Chowdhury and Doto, 1982), and in
1908 in Malawi (Davis, 1979), “but it is likely that the crop
was first introduced much earlier by traders”
Note: No source is given for this last very interesting
and provocative statement. The earliest known reliable date
for soybean cultivation in Africa is March 1858 (Bulletin
de la Societe d’Acclimatation, p. 106). Address: 1&4.

Dep. of Soil Science and Agricultural Engineering, Univ.
of Zimbabwe, MP167, Harare, Zimbabwe; 2. FAO Grain
Legume Project, Lusaka, Zambia; 3. Capel Isaac, Llandeilo,
Wales, UK.
6648. Northland Seed & Grain Corp. Northland Organic
Foods. 2000. Northland Seed & Grain Corp. Northland
Organic Foods (Portfolio). 462 Holly Ave., St. Paul, MN
55102. 11 inserts. 30 cm.
• Summary: On the front and back of this portfolio is a color
photo of a large field of soybeans on rolling hills in pictureperfect, weed-free rows. The company’s two logos appear on
each cover. On the left side, inside, are five inserts describing
the seed and grain corporation: (1) Specialty seed breeding
program. The firm is a “specialty grain trading company
that was developed a decade ago by president and owner
Peter Shortridge. (2) Feb. 1995 “Soybean sample data”
for soybean varieties Toyopro and Vinton 81, incl. yields
of tofu and okara, and sensory analysis of tofu. (3) Press
release: Non-GMO verification / certification program. (4)
Northland: Leading the way naturally. (5) Ditto, but in color
and 5 languages, incl. German, French, Italian, and Japanese.
Several of the inserts for Northland Organic Foods Corp.
are for individual commodities, incl. soybeans, cereal grains,
flours, meals & feeds, and edible oils; each is written in five
languages. Address: St. Paul, Minnesota. Phone: 621-2210855.
6649. Product Name: Grandpa Po’s Nutra Nuts [Slightly
Unsalted, Slightly Sweet, Slightly Spicy].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutra Nuts, Inc. (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 8033 Sunset Blvd., Suite 780,
Los Angeles, CA 90046. Phone: 818-761-6502.
Date of Introduction: 2000 March.
Ingredients: Incl. organic popcorn, organic soybeans,
expeller-pressed hi-oleic canola oil, natural seasonings.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 oz (141 gm) gusseted foil
pouch.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color, glossy, single sided) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2000.
March. “Now there are three reasons to go nutty.” A color
photo shows the package for all 3 flavors with the Label
(front panel). “The all natural popcorn snack with soy
beans.” Web-site www.nutranuts.com.
6650. Product Name: Vegan Italian Garden Ravioli.
Renamed Garlic & Roasted Veggies Ravioli in 2001.
Manufacturer’s Name: Rising Moon Organics.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1695 Elkay Drive, Eugene, OR
97404. Phone: (541) 461-1122.
Date of Introduction: 2000 March.
Ingredients: Organic semolina flour, organic tofu, spinach,
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mushroom, organic squash, tomato, potato flakes, organic
garlic, fennel seed, sea salt, onion, black pepper, turmeric.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inches,
glossy color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo (Anaheim, California). 2000. March. The front is filled
with colorful labels. The back, titled “Distributor pricing
& spec sheet,” gives product information and ingredients.
“New!” A second, one sided, black-and-white photocopy
leaflet, titled “Why Rising Moon Organics?” gives five
reasons why.
Talk with Kirk Giudici. 2003. Dec. 19. This product
was renamed in 2001. It is still vegan. Label sent by Kirk.
2003. Dec. 22. 4 by 4.5 inches. Self-adhesive. Front panel:
Black and yellow on blue. Logo: Rising Moon Organics
with illustration of half moon. USDA Organic logo. “100%
organic. Lowfat. Vegan.” Back panel: “World peace begins in
the kitchen.” Cooking instructions. Nutrition facts. Barcode.
6651. Product Name: Soymage Low Fat Cream Cheese
(Vegan).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyco Foods. Div. of Galaxy Foods
Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2441 Viscount Row, Orlando, FL
32809. Phone: 800-808-2325.
Date of Introduction: 2000 March.
Ingredients: Soy beverage (filtered water, isolated soy
protein, organic tofu), unhydrogenated canola oil, corn
starch, food stabilizers (xanthan, natural vegetable guar &
locust bean gums), tricalcium phosphate, sodium phosphate,
organic food acidulants (citric acid and gluconic acid),
natural flavors, sea salt, vitamin E (antioxidant), vitamin A
palmitate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West. 2000. March. “Build your healthy cheese section
with Soyco Foods: The Dairy Free Vegan Alternative.” A
photo shows the front panel of five nondairy Soymage brand
nondairy foods on a bed of soybeans with tomatoes and
lettuce in the background: Vegan Chunk (Made with organic
tofu). Low Fat Cream Cheese. Low Fat Sour Cream. Vegan
Singles (Made with Organic Tofu). Vegan Parmesan (Made
with organic tofu). “Lactose free. Cholesterol free. Saturated
fat free. Preservative free.”
6652. Stalcup, Larry. 2000. Long rides bag higher prices:
Organic grower spends many hours on his tractor. Soybean
Digest. March. p. 38, 40.
• Summary: Ralph Diller, who has grown only organic crops
for 15 years, uses no herbicides, pesticides or chemical
fertilizers. He does lots of cultivating, uses good bugs and

feedyard manure. He contracts the majority of his production
with Arrowhead Mills of Hereford. His 120 acres of irrigated
soybeans yielded about 60 bu/acre.
Arrowhead Mills buys about 800,000 lbs. of soybeans
each year from four growers.
6653. Product Name: Soy Delicious Bars (Organic NonDairy Frozen Dessert) [Creamy Fudge, or Creamy Vanilla
Dipped in Rich Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 70, Junction City, OR
97448. Phone: (541) 998-6778.
Date of Introduction: 2000 March.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 fl oz. bar in foil wrapper.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2000. March.
“Introducing two delicious flavors! All organic! Non-dairy!”
On the front, a color photo shows the front of each label/
wrapper. On the back are nutrition facts and all ingredients
for each product.
6654. Product Name: Soy Delicious Novelties (Organic
Non-Dairy Frozen Dessert Sandwiches) [Fudge Brownie,
Mint Chocolate Chip, Big Buddy, or Chocolate Chip].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 70, Junction City, OR
97448. Phone: (541) 998-6778.
Date of Introduction: 2000 March.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4-5 fl oz. ice-cream sandwich in
foil wrapper.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2000. March.
“Introducing Organic Soy Delicious Novelties. All organic
non-dairy frozen dessert.” On the front, a color photo shows
the front of each label/wrapper. On the back are nutrition
facts and all ingredients for each product. A more detailed
of each product is given on the label as follows: (1) Fudge
Brownie: Brownies with vanilla non-dairy frozen dessert
center. (2) Mint Chocolate Chip: Chocolate cookie sandwich
with mint non-dairy frozen dessert center. (3) Big Buddy:
Wafer sandwich with vanilla non-dairy frozen dessert center.
(4) Chocolate Chip: Cookie sandwich with vanilla non-dairy
frozen dessert center.
6655. Product Name: Silk Soymilk Creamer (Non-Dairy,
Liquid) [French Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
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Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 2000 March.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk* (filtered water, organic
whole soybeans*), expeller pressed organic canola oil*,
organic evaporated cane juice*, natural flavors, soy lecithin,
potassium phosphate, sodium citrate, carrageenan, tapioca
starch. * = Organically grown and processed in accordance
with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990. Certified by
QAI. Silk is certified to contain no GMO soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Pint gable-top carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 tablespoon (15 ml): Calories 20, calories
from fat 10, total fat 1 gm (2% daily value; saturated fat 0
gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 5 mg, total carbohydrate 1 gm
(dietary fiber 0, sugars 3 gm), protein 0 gm. Vitamin A 0%,
vitamin C 0%, calcium 0%, iron 0%. Percent daily values are
based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Pint carton with Label sent
by James Terman of White Wave. 2000. May 11. 2.75 by
2.75 by 4 inches. Tetra Rex package. “Made with organic
soymilk. Organic–Third party certified.” Talk with James
Terman of White Wave. 2001. May 29. This product was first
sold in March 2000.
Leaflet (22 x 15 cm, glossy color) sent by Patricia Smith
from Natural Products Expo East. 2000. Sept. “More flavor
for your coffee. Naturally.” A large photo shows a package
of the creamer. “Lactose free. Dairy free. Cholesterol free.
Organic. 100% natural.”
6656. Product Name: Sprouted Soy Crunch Bread.
Manufacturer’s Name: Alvarado St. Bakery. Trader Joe’s
(Marketer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: South Pasadena, California.
Date of Introduction: 2000 April.
Ingredients: Organically grown high protein sprouted
wheat berries*, filtered water, 100% pure barley malt,
gluten, organically grown sprouted soybeans*, toasted soy
nuts, organically grown soy flour*, fresh yeast, unsulphured
molasses, sea salt, soy lecithin.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 24 oz (1 lb 8 oz). Sliced,
in plastic bag. Retails for $2.09 (2001/05, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Los Angeles Times.
2000. April 12. “The Crunch,” by Donna Deane. A color
photo shows the label. It is made by Alvarado St. Bakery.
Each slice has 70 calories and just 1 gram each of fat and
sugars. A 1½-pound loaf retails for $1.99 from Trader Joe’s.
Product with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s in
Lafayette, California. 2001. May 20. It is now sold under the
Trader Joe’s label. Label (printed on bag) is green and white
on purple. “Made with organic grains. No artificial colors or
flavors. No preservatives.”

6657. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Low Fat Fresh NonDairy Soy Beverage (½-gallon Pure-Pak carton) [Original
Flavor].
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor). Made in Chico, California, by Healthy Harvest
Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3270, South Pasadena,
CA 91031-6270. Phone: 818-441-1177.
Date of Introduction: 2000 April.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic whole soybeans*,
brown rice syrup, calcium carbonate, sea salt, carrageenan,
vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D-2. * = Organically grown and
processed in accordance with the California Organic Foods
Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Net 64 fl oz (½ gallon)
1.89 liters. Gable-top Pure Pak carton. Retails for $2.69
(California 1997/01).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl oz (240 ml): Calories 130, calories from
fat 25, total fat 2.5 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 80 mg (3%), total carbohydrate 22
gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 11 gm), protein 9 gm. Vitamin
A 10%, calcium 30%, vitamin D 25%, vitamin C 0%, iron
6%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Starting in Oct. 1996
this product was made for Trader Joe’s by Healthy Harvest
Foods, owned by Nancy Knudsen of Chico, California.
Nancy’s maiden name was Nancy Potter; she ran Eden Foods
(developer of Edensoy soymilk) while her brother, Michael,
was in jail.
Talk with Ted Nordquist of TAN Industries. 2000. April
12. Ted now makes the soymilk in this product at his plant
[at Soyfoods of America] in Duarte, California. Gary Stein
buys the soymilk from Ted and has it shipped from Los
Angeles to Gustine, where it is formulated and packaged.
It is then distributed by Rockview Farms, the company that
distributes all of Trader Joe’s fresh products. Gary started
making this product for Trader Joe’s in early 1998; he was
the first to package it in an ESL gable top carton. Before that
it was packed in a non-ESL gable top carton. Before Gary,
Trader Joe’s was getting this soymilk from John Yamauchi in
Los Angeles. Ted does not know when Gary or John began
making this soymilk for Trader Joe’s.
6658. Product Name: Silk (Soymilk) [Chai, or Mocha].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 2000 May.
Ingredients: Chai: Filtered water, organic whole soybeans*,
naturally milled organic cane*, black tea, green tea, caramel
color, cardamom, cinnamon, ginger, clove, natural flavors,
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calcium carbonate, carrageenan, disodium phosphate, sodium
citrate, zinc gluconate, vitamin A palmitate, riboflavin (B2), vitamin D-2, vitamin B-12. * = Organically grown and
processed in accordance with the California Organic Foods
Act of 1990. Silk soybeans are third-party certified by QAI
and contain no GMO soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart gable-top cartons. Retails
for $2.39 to $2.69.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (240 ml): Calories 130, calories from
fat 30, total fat 3 gm (5% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 125 mg (5%), total carbohydrate
20 gm (dietary fiber 1 gm, sugars 15 gm), protein 6.5 gm.
Vitamin A 6%, vitamin C 0%, calcium 30%, iron 6%,
vitamin D-2 20%, riboflavin 20%, vitamin B-12 15%, zinc
6%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with White Wave.
2000. May 8. These two new flavors will be available
later in May. New Soy Times (Carmichael Lynch Spong,
Minneapolis, Minnesota). 2000. May. “White Wave
announces two new flavors of soymilk: Introducing Silk
Mocha and Silk Chai.” p. 1.
Quart cartons with Labels sent by James Terman. 2000.
May 11. 2.75 by 2.75 by 8¼ inches. Tetra Rex package.
“Made with soymilk. Organic–Third party certified.” Chai:
“A premium beverage of teas, soy and spices.” Mocha: “A
premium blend of coffee, soy & chocolate flavor.”
Leaflet (color glossy) sent by James Terman. 2000. May
11. “Sip into something silky.” On the front, a color photo
shows quart cartons of both chai and mocha flavors against
a chocolate-brown background. In the foreground a portion
of a white mug filled with each beverage is visible. On the
back are the nutritional facts, ingredients, and case pack
information.
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2000. June. p. 71.
“Sip into something silky.”
Glossy color leaflet (front and back, 8½ by 11 inch)
sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo East.
2005. Sept. (dated 2005). “Silk quarts: Ideal size. Great taste.
Variety.” “America’s most popular soymilk brand.”
The company’s name has now been changed to
WhiteWave Foods Company; it is owned by Dean Foods
Co., one of America’s largest dairy companies.
Product with Label purchased by Martine Liguori
in Oakland, California. 2007. Jan. Package design is
copyrighted 2006. Front panel: “Silk Chai. Made with
organic soybeans. A premium beverage of teas, soy and
spices. Enjoy hot or cold. Vitamin fortified.” Retails for
$0.99, but regular retail price is about $2.79.
6659. Skiff, James. 2000. Non-GMO and organic foods in
British supermarket chains. US Soy offers a new service
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. June 20. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.

• Summary: Jim just returned from a business trip to Europe.
Britain is far ahead of the USA on issues related to GMOfree and organic foods. Iceland Frozen Foods was the first
British supermarket chain to guarantee that all of their
foods would be GMO-free. This move sent the company’s
stock sky high. The owner of the chain coined the term
“Frankenfoods” in a media interview. Jim’s contact is Bill
Wadsworth, head of technical issues and marketing. Jim
also met with the British Retail Consortium. Iceland is much
smaller than the big-three British supermarket chains which
are Tesco, Sainsbury’s, and Safeway. Iceland recently said
that all produce sold at its stores would be organically grown.
Jim has met a number of tofu makers in Europe who
are not even aware of the concept of soybean varieties. So
Jim is working with them to choose the best varieties for
making tofu. One of his favorites is Proto, a small-seeded
public soybean developed at the University of Minnesota
specifically for making tofu. Another good variety is Stein.
Jim’s company is now making and selling oil-roasted
soynuts. Address: US Soy, 2808 Thomason Dr., Mattoon,
Illinois 61938. Phone: 217-235-1020.
6660. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Organic Baked Tofu
[Teriyaki, or Savory].
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor). Made by Wildwood Natural Foods in
California.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3270, South Pasadena,
CA 91031-6270. Phone: 818-441-1177.
Date of Introduction: 2000 June.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (filtered water, organic
soybeans*, nigari {magnesium chloride, a natural firming
agent}), soy sauce (water, wheat soybeans, salt), rice vinegar,
tomato paste, rice wine, Fruitrim (fruit juice, natural grain
dextrins), brown rice syrup, garlic ginger, garlic powder,
safflower oil, ginger powder, arrowroot. * = Organically
grown and processed in accordance with the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Teriyaki: 7 oz (198 gm)
vacuum pack. Retails for $2.99 at Trader Joe’s (2001/01,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2001.
Jan. 25. 4 by 6 inches. Self-adhesive label on plastic bag.
Black and white on orange and gray. “Marinated and ready
to eat. Perishable. Keep refrigerated.” Contains two servings.
Soyfoods Center taste test: Delicious!
6661. Wollner, Joel. 2000. Mr. Kitani of Yamaki Co. in Japan
has a huge new shoyu and miso factory that uses 100%
organically grown ingredients (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
July 2. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In June 2000, on a trip to Japan and China,
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Joel (together with translator and guide Yoshi Nanabayashi)
visited Mr. Tomio Kitani, owner of Yamaki Jôzô K.K. in
Saitama prefecture, Japan. He is about age 60 and very
healthy and vital. Several years ago he moved from the
nearby town into the mountains, where he built a huge new
factory where he makes miso, shoyu, tofu (fresh and instant),
and pickles. The company’s address is (written Japanesestyle): Saitama prefecture, Kodama-gun, Kamiizumi Mura,
Oaza Shimo, Akuhara 955. Phone: 0274-52-7000. Fax: 027452-7001. Plant manager: Morikawa Kazuhiko. The nearest
railroad stop is Kodama station.
The company has about 80 huge shoyu vats filled with
moromi. Most of his miso is short-term–1 to 3 months. His
koji rooms are fully automated. Yamaki Co. is extremely
important in the world of organic miso and shoyu in Japan.
Joel thinks they make more of these products than Sendai
Miso Shoyu, and may be the biggest such manufacturer in
Japan. He also bottles and sells water from a spring he owns.
His company is flourishing, and growing very rapidly. Some
90-95% of his market is in Japan; the rest is miso and shoyu
exported to the USA. He is the 4th of 5th generation owner,
and he hopes his son will take over from him within the next
ten years or so. The main ingredient he uses is soybeans,
but all of his ingredients are organically grown in Japan by
MOA (Mokichi Okada International Association), a quasireligious, quasi-cooperative organic farmers organization
and movement. MOA is one of the pioneering and most
important organic organizations in Japan.
Joel first visited Yamaki in 1985 when he, Bob Kennedy,
and Herman Aihara were setting up Ohsawa America (after
Kennedy had sold Chico-San to Heinz). Joel later brought in
Martin Roth–who is now married, lives in Berkeley, and is
head of a marketing company with Kristin Brun (who lives
in El Cerrito). Ohsawa America, which traded with Ohsawa
Japan, no longer exists. Address: 76 Florida Ave., Berkeley,
California 94707. Phone: 510-524-4420.
6662. Product Name: MLO BioProtein [Chocolate Peanut
Butter, Double Chocolate, Honey Peanut Yogurt, Cookies &
Cream].
Manufacturer’s Name: MLO Products Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Fairfield, CA 94533. Phone:
1-800-228-4656.
Date of Introduction: 2000 July.
Ingredients: Double chocolate: Biocytein (engineered
synthesis of whey protein concentrate, milk protein isolate,
soy protein isolate, hydrolyzed protein, whey glutamine
peptide blend, egg albumin), Syrup blend (corn, brown rice,
cane juice), etc.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2.85 oz.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
East. 2000. Sept. “Superior taste. Incredible value.” A photo

shows the packages of the 4 new bars.
6663. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Cultured Soy Beverage
[Peach, and Strawberry].
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3270, South Pasadena,
CA 91031-6270. Phone: 818-441-1177.
Date of Introduction: 2000 July.
Ingredients: Cultured soymilk (filtered water, organic
soybeans*, live cultures: Lactobacillus bulgaricus, S.
thermophilus, L. acidophilus, B. bifidus), fruit juice
concentrate (pineapple, peach, and pear), peach puree,
natural flavor, tapioca starch, annatto, turmeric.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 fl. oz (480 ml) plastic bottle
retails for $1.99 (2000/08, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2000.
Aug. 10. This product was introduced in late July. Label:
Orange and white on a green and black background showing
soybeans in green pods. “Made with organic soybeans.
Soy protein: Contains 7 gm per serving. Shake well. No
preservatives. Perishable. Keep refrigerated.” On one side
panel is the soy-heart health claim plus: “Trader Joe’s
Cultured Soy Beverage is an all natural non dairy drink with
live and active yogurt cultures.” “Best by Sept. 16.” So it has
a refrigerated shelf life of about 5 weeks. Soyfoods Center
taste test. Flavor, texture, and appearance: A+. A delicious
new product.
Talk with Ted Nordquist. 2000. Aug. 18. He suggests
that I talk with Laura Lee, daughter of Ken Lee, of Soyfoods
of America; phone 626-358-3836. He is almost certain that
they make this product. Ted tasted it at the Natural Products
Expo at Anaheim, and thought it was excellent. They
actually had a prototype a year earlier. Ken Lee makes the
entire product himself, including the soy base; Ted’s base
is too expensive. Talk with Ken Lee, founder and owner
of Soyfoods of America. 2000. Aug. 18. This product was
developed by Tim Huang, who still works as a consult for
Ken, and now lives in Texas. It was introduced about two
weeks ago and is presently sold only under the Trader Joe’s
label. Ken has developed four flavors, but TJ took only two.
Ken will soon develop the product under his own SoyWise
brand.
6664. Product Name: WholeSoy Glacé: Soymilk Frozen
Dessert [Vanilla Bean, Very Strawberry, Swiss Chocolate,
Mocha Fudge].
Manufacturer’s Name: WholeSoy Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Phone: 415-495-2870.
Date of Introduction: 2000 July.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Pasteurized soymilk (water, organic
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soy beans*), organic sugar*, organic soy oil*, organic palm
oil*, organic vanilla extract*, salt, locust bean gum, guar
gum. * = Grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990. Third-party certified
by OCIA/QAI.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: One pint carton.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Ted Nordquist.
2000. March 7. Ted’s company will introduce a soy ice
cream at the Natural Products Expo this month (March 24) at
Anaheim. It will be named WholeSoy Glacé. Note: In 1990,
while in Sweden, Ted developed the most delicious soy ice
cream that Soyfoods Center has ever tasted.
Sell sheet (8½ by 11 inch, color, glossy, front and
back) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West (Anaheim, California). 2000. March. “WholeSoy: A
delicious, premium soymilk frozen dessert.” New. In four
flavors. Vanilla Bean, Swiss Chocolate, Mocha Fudge, and
Very Strawberry.
Glacé label (Vanilla) for cups and sell sheet sent by Ted
Nordquist and dated in his computer 2000. March 16.
Talk with Ted Nordquist. 2000. April 12. TAN Industries
debuted this product at the Natural Products Expo at
Anaheim last month (24 March 2000). The response was
just fantastic, from both individuals and distributors. Nearly
every natural food distributor in the USA has signed up
to carry this product–which should be on the shelves this
summer. A fourth flavor, Mocha Fudge (Ted’s favorite flavor)
will be introduced later this year. Ted regrets that he did not
take a video camera to record the reactions of people who
loved the product. He is doing this venture together with
Doug Stewart, owner of Howler Products, who gave Ted a
lot of help in developing this product, which was made at
Doug’s plant, Howler, LLC. An anthropologist and now a
very close friend, Doug used to work in the Latin American
rain forests. He started Howler in South San Francisco to
import tropical fruits to help the people with whom he had
worked. Every ingredient in the product is organic–organic
strawberries, etc.
6665. Product Name: SoyO’s [Original, Honey Nut, Apple
Cinnamon], and Soy Flakes [Original, or Raisin] (Breakfast
Cereals).
Manufacturer’s Name: Health Valley Company.
Manufacturer’s Address: 16100 Foothill Blvd., Irwindale,
CA 91706-7811. Phone: (626) 334-3241.
Date of Introduction: 2000 September.
Ingredients: Original SoyO’s: Organic oat flour*, wheat
starch, soy protein, organic oat bran*, organic cane juice*,
sea salt, baking soda, cream of tartar, natural caramel color,
natural beta carotene, natural vitamin E (for freshness). *
= Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
How Stored: Shelf stable.

New Product–Documentation: Leaflets for both product
lines (glossy, color, two-sided) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo (Baltimore, Maryland). 2000. Sept.
“Profit from the healthy benefits of soy! 8 grams of soy
protein in every delicious serving. No genetically modified
ingredients.”
6666. Product Name: SoySense (Enriched Organic
Soymilk) [Original, Vanilla, or Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Jasper Products, LLC.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3877 E. 27th St., Joplin, MO
64804. Phone: 877-769-7367.
Date of Introduction: 2000 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart (946 ml, 32 fl. oz.).
Aseptic carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet in portfolio sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo East. 2000. Sept.
Color photos show the front and back panels of two types of
aseptic cartons, one a new square carton with a screw top.
However, the ingredients are not given. “Lactose free. 31
mg isoflavones per serving. Vitamins A, D & E. Calcium.”
Contains all the natural fiber found in soybeans.
The front panel of the portfolio states: “Jasper products:
With over twenty years of experience in the food processing
business, Jasper Products is committed to excellence and
quality. The company has its roots in a privately held
business established in 1902. The fourth generation owners
are still active in the operations of Jasper Products to this
day.”
6667. Kureh, I.; Chiezey, U.F.; Tarfa, B.D. 2000. On-station
verification of the use of soybean trap-crop for the control of
Striga in maize. African Crop Science Journal 8(3):295-300.
Sept. [12 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: “In conclusion, intercropping is a good
agronomic practice for Striga management in maize due to
reduced striga infestation and high total crop value obtained.
Soybean varieties TGX 1019-2EB and TGX 1440-1E
exhibited similar potential for use as trap-crops.”
“The major obstacles to maize (Zea mays L.) production
in the West and Central African savanna are nitrogen
deficiency and Striga hermonthica parasitism.”
Note 1. Striga hermonthica commonly known as purple
witchweed or giant witchweed, is a hemiparasitic plant that
devastates major crops in sub-Saharan Africa.
“Even under good management condition, about 79%
reduction in yield was observed in susceptible hybrid maize.
The value of total annual crop loss due to Striga in Africa has
been estimated at US$7 billion.”
Note 2. A trap crop is a plant that attracts agricultural
pests, usually insects, away from nearby crops. This form of
companion planting can save the main crop from decimation
by pests without the use of pesticides. Address: Faculty of
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Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello Univ., PMB 1044, Zaria, Nigeria.
6668. Product Name: Cold Mountain Kyoto White Miso,
Kyoto Red Miso, Mellow Red Miso (Made with Organic
Soybeans; GMO Free).
Manufacturer’s Name: Miyako Oriental Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4287 Puente Ave., Baldwin Park,
CA 91706. Phone: (877) 786-MISO (6476).
Date of Introduction: 2000 September.
Ingredients: Filtered water, rice, organic whole soy beans,
sea salt, koji starter.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz (397 gm) plastic tub.
Retails for $4.19 (2002/10, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Open Sesame in Lafayette, California. 2001.
Oct. 5 inches diameter at top, 2.75 inches high. Blue, black,
tan, and light green on white. On the lid are recipes for: Miso
soup. Miso salad dressing. Ingredients and product name are
given in both English and French. “60% less sodium than
regular miso.”
Talk with Joe Arai at Miyako. 2002. Aug. 29. These
three products were first sold in Sept. 2000. The containers
for all Cold Mountain misos were redesigned and the number
of products in this line doubled to 6 from 3. This coming
September, Miyako will expand into the building next door.
6669. Product Name: [Tofinelle Tofu Sausages (Spinach
and Pine Nuts)].
Foreign Name: SOY Tofinelle (Épinards et pignons de pin).
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrition & Santé S.A. (Formerly
SOY / Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: B.P. 33, Z.I. de la Pomme, 31250
Revel (near Toulouse), France. Phone: +33 62 18 72 50.
Date of Introduction: 2000 September.
Ingredients: Tofu* 70.5% (water, dehulled soybeans*
17.6%, coagulants: calcium sulfate, nigari), spinach* 16.6%,
rice flour*, powdered egg white*, sea salt, pine nuts* 1.1%,
non-deodorized sunflower seed oil*, garlic*, nutmeg*,
pepper*. * = Organically grown ingredients Certified by
Ecocert F 32600 L’Isle Jourdain.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm paperboard box, 2
sausages per pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated, store at 4ºC.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
brought by Taro Mikuriya of the Nutrition & Santé Group
(Revel, France). 2011. Dec. 14. Paperboard box. 4 by 6 by
1.5 inches. Dark green, light green, dark blue and black on
white. Color photo of a cut sausage on a plate. On the front
panel are the Soy logo (white on dark green), two organic
certification symbols.
Letter (e-mail) from Bernard Storup, founder of
Nutrition & Nature (Revel, France). This product was first
sold commercially in Sept. 2000.

6670. Product Name: Edamame–Organic Blanched
Soybeans [in Pods, or Shelled].
Manufacturer’s Name: Seapoint Farms (Formerly Seaside
Farms). Imported from China.
Manufacturer’s Address: Huntington Beach, CA 92648.
Phone: 1-888-722-7098.
Date of Introduction: 2000 September.
Ingredients: Green soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz plastic bag.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Kevin Cross,
founder and owner of Seapoint Farms. 2000. Nov. 19.
Organic edamame in pods, in 14 oz bags, were introduced
in Sept. 2000. An ad for them appears in the November
issue of Natural Foods Merchandiser (p. 19). Package with
Label and news release sent by Seapoint Farms. 2000. Nov.
14. Package: 8 by 7 inches. Plastic bag. Black, tan, red and
white. In the center of the front panel is a circular black logo
with the large Japanese characters “edamame” for written at
the center. Across the top of the logo: “The wonder veggie.”
Across the bottom: “Cooks in five minutes.” At the top of the
label: “Organic. Low fat. High protein. At the bottom: “Heart
Healthy: 25 grams of soy protein a day, a part of a diet low
in saturated fat and cholesterol, may reduce the risk of heart
disease. A serving of Seapoint Farms Edamame provides 8
grams of soy protein.” On the back are serving suggestions,
cooking directions, and nutrition facts.
Seapoint Farms News release (dated 1 Sept. 2000).
“Organic Edamame in the pods.”
6671. Product Name: Melissa’s Organic Tofu [Soft, Firm,
or Extra Firm].
Manufacturer’s Name: World Variety Produce Inc.
(Marketer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 5325 S. Soto St., Vernon, CA
90021. Phone: 323-588-0151.
Date of Introduction: 2000 September.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Wright, Allison. 2000.
“Melissa’s/World Variety Produce introduces new soy
products.” Produce News (Fort Lee, New Jersey). Sept.
11. These organic tofu products are made with soybeans
that have been certified by the Organic Crop Improvement
Association (OCIA) and Quality Assurance International
(QAI).
6672. Kimura, Takuji “Tak.” 2000. Mechanical harvesting of
edamamé (green vegetable soybeans) (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. Oct. 17. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: In Taiwan, Tak saw a huge machine specially
designed to harvest edamamé and separate the green pods
from the stems and leaves. Thus, it might be called an
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“edamamé combine.” It is about 13 feet long, 13 feet high,
and 10 feet wide, and looks like a cotton-picker, a large peapicker. Two large and adjacent horizontal brushes sweep
the pods off the plants and up into the machine, then (inside
the machine) separates the pods from the leaves and any
accidental stems. It puts the pods gently in a huge container
in the machine, and discharges the leaves and chaff back
onto the field, where it serves as organic matter. When this
container is full, the edamamé are dumped into a similar
container in a truck alongside the harvester; this dumping
inevitably causes some bruising of the edamamé.
The Taiwan Edamamé Association, located in central
Taiwan, owns about 32 of these harvesters. The harvesting
of edamamé in China and elsewhere in East Asia is done
by hand. Of the edamamé grown in Taiwan, about 80% are
sold to Japan, 10% to the USA, and 10% to Europe. The soil
in Taiwan used to be quite polluted, but they have greatly
improved it as by bringing in peat moss.
The pods are rushed to the packing plant, where most
are dropped into lightly salted boiling water in a continuous
process. After the water returns to a boil, they are boiled for
about 6 minutes before being frozen. For customers (mostly
in the USA) who want shelled green beans, the tender green
beans are removed from the pods by hand–using human
labor; they have a machine to do this but it doesn’t work very
well.
The growing of edamamé is now spreading rapidly to
Vietnam and Thailand, which are located in Southeast Asia,
south of the southernmost part of China; there they can get
four harvests a year. In Taiwan and southern China they can
get only two harvests a year.
SunRich in Minnesota has a harvesting machine and a
separate machine that carefully removes the tender beans
from the pods. These may be similar to the machines that
harvest and shell green peas. But Tak thinks that green peas
are much easier to squeeze out of their pods than green
soybeans.
Photocopies of color photos show a huge edamamé
harvester at work in Taiwan: (1) Distant front view of
harvester at work in a field of green soybeans. (2) Closeup view harvester, showing driver in clear-walled cabin
at front left. A sign shows that this machine was made by
FMC corporation; it may be an FMC green-bean harvester.
(3) Rear view of harvester. (4) Close-up view of a row of
soybean plants that have been harvested. Many stems are still
standing upright and many leaves are lying on the ground.
(5-6) Dumping a container of pods from the harvester into
a truck waiting beside it. (7) Close-up view of the raised
harvesting mechanism at the front of the harvester; the two
adjacent cylindrical brushes are each about 14 inches in
diameter and as wide as the harvester (10 feet). Beneath them
is a sort of comb. Address: 3616 Delancey Lane, Concord,
California 94519-2357. Phone: (925) 687-2422.

6673. Barik, K.C.; Chandel, A.S. 2000. Effect of copper
application on yield and nutritional quality of soybean
(Glycine max L. Merrill). In: Kyoko Saio, ed. 2000.
Proceedings–Third International Soybean Processing and
Utilization Conference. Tokyo, Japan: Korin Publishing Co.,
Ltd. [xxiv] + 728 + 8 p. See p. 65-66. [6 ref]
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, College of Agriculture, G.B.
Pant Univ. of Agriculture & Technology, Pantnagar 263145,
U.P. India.
6674. Chinnamuthu, C.R.; Balusamy, M. 2000. Optimization
of phosphorus requirements in the soybean-sunflower
sequence. In: Kyoko Saio, ed. 2000. Proceedings–
Third International Soybean Processing and Utilization
Conference. Tokyo, Japan: Korin Publishing Co., Ltd. [xxiv]
+ 728 + 8 p. See p. 85-86. [6 ref]
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.,
Coimbatore, India.
6675. Cuniberti, Martha; Herrero, R.; Baigorri, H.; Croato,
D.; Masiero, B.; Parra, R.; Vicentini, R.; Piatti, F. 2000.
Effect of planting dates and latitudes on the industrial
quality of the Argentine soybean. In: Kyoko Saio, ed. 2000.
Proceedings–Third International Soybean Processing and
Utilization Conference. Tokyo, Japan: Korin Publishing Co.,
Ltd. [xxiv] + 728 + 8 p. See p. 108-109. [5 ref]
Address: Agric. Exp. Station, INTA. Marcos Juarez,
Córdoba, Argentina.
6676. Dong, Chunping; Thao, B.T.; Hirata, Y. 2000. Change
of storage protein in soybean during storage for long time.
In: Kyoko Saio, ed. 2000. Proceedings–Third International
Soybean Processing and Utilization Conference. Tokyo,
Japan: Korin Publishing Co., Ltd. [xxiv] + 728 + 8 p. See p.
159-160.
Address: Graduate School of Tokyo Univ. of Agriculture &
Technology.
6677. Fukushima, P.S.; Lanfer-Marquez, U.M. 2000.
Chlorophyll derivatives of soybean during maturation and
drying conditions. In: Kyoko Saio, ed. 2000. Proceedings–
Third International Soybean Processing and Utilization
Conference. Tokyo, Japan: Korin Publishing Co., Ltd. [xxiv]
+ 728 + 8 p. See p. 87-88. [6 ref]
Address: Dep. of Food Science and Experimental Nutrition,
FCF, Univ. of Sao Paulo, Av. Prof. Lineu Prestes, 580,
B1 14–CEP 05508-900, Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil; E-mail:
psinneck@usp.br, lanferum@usp.br.
6678. Product Name: SoyKasha Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Henry’s Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Address: Scott St., Kitchener, ON N2H
0A3, Canada.
Date of Introduction: 2000 October.
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Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, organic kasha
[roasted buckwheat groats], Rhizopus oligosporus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm vacuum pack.
Pasteurized. Retails for $3.75 to $4.50.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (e-mail) from Henry
Schmidt, founder of Henry’s Tempeh. 2011. Jan. 12. In Oct.
2000 he made and sold his first tempeh, SoyKasha Tempeh,
to a retail outlet. He used organic soybeans in all subsequent
tempeh products and organic kasha in this product from Day
1. He bought his organic soybeans in Ontario, within 100
miles of Waterloo, originally from Hensall, now from Ailsa
Craig.
Label for SoyKasha Tempeh sent by Henry Schmidt.
2012. Jan. 20. 3.5 by 4 inches. Self adhesive. Green, brown
and black on white. In French and English. Pasteurized.
Address: 237 Arnold St., Kitchener, ON, Canada N2H 6E8.
www.tempeh.ca. This label was printed at the same time the
product was launched.
6679. Jayanthi, C.; Chinnusamy, C.; Malarvizhi, P. 2000.
Intercropping soybean with cereal for quality livestock feed.
In: Kyoko Saio, ed. 2000. Proceedings–Third International
Soybean Processing and Utilization Conference. Tokyo,
Japan: Korin Publishing Co., Ltd. [xxiv] + 728 + 8 p. See p.
91-92. [7 ref]
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Centre for Soil and Crop
Management Studies, Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.,
Coimbatoree–641 003, India.
6680. Jayanthi, C.; Chinnusamy, C.; Rangasamy, A. 2000.
Integrated nutrient supply approach in rice-soybeansunflower cropping system. In: Kyoko Saio, ed. 2000.
Proceedings–Third International Soybean Processing and
Utilization Conference. Tokyo, Japan: Korin Publishing Co.,
Ltd. [xxiv] + 728 + 8 p. See p. 93-94. [5 ref]
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Centre for Soil and Crop
Management Studies, Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.,
Coimbatoree–641 003, India.
6681. Latha, K.R.; Singh, R. Durai. 2000. Increasing
productivity of rainfed orchards through soybean
intercropping. In: Kyoko Saio, ed. 2000. Proceedings–
Third International Soybean Processing and Utilization
Conference. Tokyo, Japan: Korin Publishing Co., Ltd. [xxiv]
+ 728 + 8 p. See p. 89-90. [1 ref]
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.,
Coimbtore, India.
6682. Product Name: Mori-Nu Silken Tofu (Made with
non-GMO Organic Soybeans) [Soft, Firm, Extra Firm, Lite
Extra Firm].
Manufacturer’s Name: Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 9960 S.W. Potano, Tualatin, OR

97062. Phone: 503-692-3498.
Date of Introduction: 2000 October.
Ingredients: Firm: Filtered water, organic soybeans*,
isolated soy protein, gluconolactone**, calcium chloride. *
= Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990. ** = Gluconolactone
is a non-dairy coagulant derived from food starch.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12.3 oz (349 gm) Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton. Retails for $1.69 (2000/10, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Samples of the four new
products with leaflet sent by Art Mio of Morinaga. 2000.
Oct. 17. These four products will be available in retail stores
by the end of October. Each product is made with nonGMO organic soybeans. On the right front of each package
are two green vegetable soybeans and two green vegetable
soybean pods. On the lower left corner are whole dry
(yellow) soybeans. Each texture is color coded: Soft = red.
Firm = blue. Extra firm = green. Lite Extra Firm = purple.
On one side of the package for each texture is a different
recipe, suited to that texture: Soft: Strawberry banana shake.
Firm: Savory spinach dip. Extra firm: Mixed medley stir
fry. Lite extra firm: Chocolate dream pie. On the top of each
package we read: “Non-GMO soybeans. No preservatives.
No irradiation. No cholesterol. Non-dairy. Low-fat soy
protein. Aseptic package locks out bacteria and protects from
spoilage; keeps Mori-Nu fresh without refrigeration until
opened.”
Leaflet (glossy color): “New from Mori-Nu. Made
with organic soybeans.” Shows the front of each package.
“Mori-Nu uses only O.C.I.A. certified organic soybeans in
its newest tofu.” On the back are details about each product.
Lite extra firm has the “Highest protein to fat ratio of any
tofu.” 6 gm of protein and 0.5 gm of fat per 3 oz serving.
Talk with Art Mio. 2000. Oct. 20. Morinaga has
been under pressure for a long time from its customers
to introduce organic tofu. These four new products are
not intended to replace the previous five non-organic tofu
products, but the market will decided which ones do best
and survive. Art thinks that health food stores will prefer the
organic but Asian-Americans will prefer the less expensive
($1.69 vs. $1.49) non-organic. It is not yet clear which
supermarkets will prefer, but they will probably not carry 9
SKUs.
6683. Singh, Daya S.; Singh, B.P.N. 2000. Heat and mass
transfer behaviour of soybeans in thin beds. In: Kyoko
Saio, ed. 2000. Proceedings–Third International Soybean
Processing and Utilization Conference. Tokyo, Japan: Korin
Publishing Co., Ltd. [xxiv] + 728 + 8 p. See p. 69-70. [5 ref]
Address: J.N. Agricultural Univ., Jabalpur, 482004 (MP)
India.
6684. Product Name: More Than Tofu (Marinated) [Indian
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Masala, Peanut & Ginger, Soy and Sea, Spinach Jalapeño].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunergia Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1186, Charlottesville,
VA 22902. Phone: 804-970-2798.
Date of Introduction: 2000 October.
Ingredients: Peanut & Ginger: Tofu (water, soybeans*,
nigari), textured soy flour*, roasted peanuts, fresh chopped
ginger, garlic flakes*. Marinade: Tamari soy sauce (water,
soybeans*, salt). * = Certified organic by OCIA.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10.5 oz. (300 gm). Reclosable
square vacuum pouch about 3/4 inch thick. Retails for $2.99.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) sent by Jon
Kessler, founder and owner of Sunergia. 2000. Sept. 28.
“More than Tofu–New flavors, fall 2000.” Shows labels of
four new products, with ingredients and Nutrition Facts. Tofu
is the first ingredient in each product. Made with non-GMO
soybeans. Talk with then Labels sent by Jon Kessler. 2000.
Oct. 5. These four new products were in local retail stores on
Oct. 1.
6685. Thao, Troung Ba; Thanh, V.C.; Hirata, Y. 2000.
Variation of tropical soybean storage protein in Vietnam.
In: Kyoko Saio, ed. 2000. Proceedings–Third International
Soybean Processing and Utilization Conference. Tokyo,
Japan: Korin Publishing Co., Ltd. [xxiv] + 728 + 8 p. See p.
121-122.
• Summary: “Abstract: 114 accessions were analyzed to
find out genetic variations in soybean storage proteins such
as lipoxygenase 7S and 11S.” “The results showed that 5
introduced accessions [from Cantho University in Vietnam]
lacked the A3B4 subunit, 22 local accessions lacked the
A4B3 subunit, and one lacked the beta subunit.” Address:
1-2. College of Agriculture, Cantho University, Vietnam; 3.
Graduate School of International & Environmental Science,
Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Fechu,
Tokyo 183-8509, Japan.
6686. Xia, Mingzhong. 2000. Effects of accelerated ageing
in storage on soybean quality and seedling growth. In:
Kyoko Saio, ed. 2000. Proceedings–Third International
Soybean Processing and Utilization Conference. Tokyo,
Japan: Korin Publishing Co., Ltd. [xxiv] + 728 + 8 p. See p.
125-126. [7 ref]
Address: Xichang Agricultural College, Xichang, Sichaun,
China.
6687. Associated Press (AP). 2000. Iowa soybean market
about to take off. Sioux City Journal (Iowa). Nov. 21. p. A5.
• Summary: Des Moines–Iowa Governor Tom Vilsack
predicted Monday that sales of organic soybeans to Japan
could increase 50% during the next year because of Iowa’s
labeling efforts and trips to Japan to cement relationships.

6688. Miles, Carol A. 2000. Update on work with green
vegetable soybeans (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 21.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [2 ref]
• Summary: Carol has developed a detailed website on
edamamé: http://agsyst.wsu. edu/edamhome.htm. She
has also developed several edamamé marketing tools for
small farmers in the Pacific Northwest, including a tri-fold
brochure (titled “Edamamé: A delicious fresh soybean...”,
published in June 1999) and some recipe cards. All are on
her website and can be easily printed. Carol emphasizes that
there must be a lot of consumer education in order to market
this crop. She started her grower trials in 1995. By 1997
they were ready to do on-farm testing for marketability. She
is part of a tri-state collaborative project with Washington,
Oregon, and Idaho.
Carol has published several articles on edamamé in
recent years, including an extension publication, one in
Organic Gardening (Jan. 2000), and one in the Vegetable
Grower. One article she wrote appeared in National
Gardening magazine–without mentioning that she was the
author. She has also done presentations at national meetings
of the American Society of Horticultural Science (ASHS),
and the Global Soy Forum (1999).
Carol prefers the word “immature” to “mature” when
referring to the maturity of edamamé–but she rarely uses
either word. Edamamé are not yet dry when harvested at the
R6 stage. As they dry, the biochemical composition changes
as the sugars change into carbohydrates. She often discuss
the size of the bean at harvest.
As for boiling time, she and her group recommend 3-5
minutes to get the best texture; longer than that, she believes,
creates edamamé that are too soft.
On Carol’s website are photos of the FMC Green Bean
Harvester used with edamamé in Taiwan. FMC [Food
Machinery Co. in the Midwest] sent a crew to Taiwan to
make small adjustments to the machines in order to optimize
them for harvesting edamamé. For machine harvesting
in Oregon this year, Carol has tested a Pixall one-row
green bean harvester. Plant structure has a large effect on
mechanical harvesting. The Oregon farmers that Carol works
with are much more interested in large-scale production and
processing, whereas those in western Washington are more
interested in small scale direct marketing.
Edamamé are increasingly grown in the Pacific
Northwest. There are two levels of production. Cascadian
Farms (now named Small Planet Foods, and owned by
General Mills) in eastern Washington state is growing and
marketing processed organic edamamé. On the west side
of the state, Carol now works with about six farmers who
grow edamamé and take it to one of four farmers’ markets.
Edamamé were first sold (by two growers) at the Pike Place
market in the summer of 1999. One sold them on the stems,
unpackaged. The other sold cooked edamamé on the stems–a
world’s first. This year, two farmers sold their edamamé
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in the Friday Harbor market in the San Juan Islands
between Washington state and Canada. One sold whole
plants (uncooked), the other sold picked pods (cooked, and
uncooked).
In California, Wyatt Brown and Mark Gaskins are doing
research on edamamé in San Luis Obispo. Address: PhD,
Washington State Univ., Research and Extension Unit, 1919
N.E. 78th St., Vancouver, Washington 98665. Phone: 360576-6030.
6689. SoyaScan Notes. 2000. How genetically engineered
soybeans took over the soybean storage and distribution
system and led to increased use of organic soybeans
(Overview). Nov. 27. Compiled by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In the mid-1990s U.S. farmers began to deliver
the first crop of genetically engineered (GE) soybeans to
their local elevators. There they were accepted without
question and mixed in with the traditional non-GE soybeans.
They had entered the “stream” and taken over the system
with no notification of soybean users, no discussion with
consumers, no debate in Congress. It was a silent coup
d’état. But the impact of this “non-decision” and “non-issue”
was immense.
Soyfoods manufacturers that for decades had purchased
their soybeans from the “stream” now suddenly found that,
like it or not, they were buying GE soybeans mixed in with
their regular soybeans. Magazines and newspapers began to
analyze foods and report that certain brands of tofu, veggie
burgers, or soymilk contained GE soybeans–even though
there was no mention of this on the labels. Consumers began
to call the companies that made their favorite soyfoods and
ask if those foods now contained GE soybeans. The honest
answer was a simple “Yes.” Many companies fudged by
saying that they were buying soybeans from the same source
they always had.
As consumer concern rose (starting in 1999 and 2000)
many company felt compelled to make products that were
free of GE soybeans. They had two choices: (1). Buy nonGE soybeans, or (2) Buy organic soybeans. Many chose
the organic approach. In this way GE soybeans helped the
organic movement to prosper.
6690. Product Name: Organic Brown Rice Miso, or
Organic Barley Miso (Aged 2 Years).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tradition Miso.
Manufacturer’s Address: R.R. #4-2090, Claremont, ON
L1Y 1A1, Canada. Phone: 905-649-2513.
Date of Introduction: 2000 December.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, organic rice or barley,
unrefined sundried sea salt [from Brittany, France], deep well
water, culture (Aspergillus oryzae).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 450 gm glass jar. Retails for
Canadian $10/jar (2001/04, Ontario, Canada).

How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jerry Lewycky
(whose last name is pronounced luh-WIK-ee), founder and
owner. 2001. April 20. Jerry and his wife and co-worker,
Suzanne Cardinal, first began selling their two long-term
misos in Dec. 2000. Their company name is Tradition Miso
and they sell their miso in glass jars. They now have two
distributors. Jerry and his wife make two vats of miso a year.
Each vat holds 7,000 lb. of miso. They have no plans for a
short-term miso. His miso should be refrigerated. The jar
has a special continuous-thread lid that breathes to enable
gas to escape. He sells his miso only in Eastern Canada at
about $10/lb. His biggest competition is Cold Mountain
Miso (from southern California) which retails in Ontario for
Canadian $7-8 for a 400 gm plastic tub. South River Miso
is more expensive than his at Canadian $14-15/lb glass jar,
but South River has more varieties of miso, so Jerry’s two
varieties have displaced only some of South River’s. The salt
he uses is gray, unrefined, and wet. It comes from Brittany,
France. Other misos use partially refined salt.
Labels for Organic Brown Rice Miso and for Organic
Barley Miso sent by Jerry Lewycky. 2001. April 27. Brown
Rice: Black and reddish brown on yellow. Barley: Black
and reddish brown on silver. On each, below the large word
“Miso” is printed “aged two years.” The logo looks like a
monk sitting in meditation.
New Labels brought to Soyinfo Center by Jerry,
Suzanne Cardinal, and their two kids, Katrina and Maxim.
2007. Jan. 2. (1) Organic Barley Miso: Black and reddish
brown on gray. Aged 3 years. Product with this label first
sold April 2006. (2) Organic Brown Rice Miso: Black
and reddish brown on light yellow. Product with this label
first sold Sept. 2006. Each is certified organic by OCPRO
Canada. The logo is still the black illustration of the monk.
6691. Product Name: Organic Edamame: Soybeans in the
Pod.
Manufacturer’s Name: Cascadian Farm, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Rockport, Washington 98283.
Date of Introduction: 2000.
Ingredients: Organic edamame in the pods.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz (284 gm) plastic
bag. Retails for $3.69 at Safeway supermarket (1999/06,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Tak Kimura,
food broker and edamame expert of Concord, California.
2000. June 7. He has just obtained a package of organic
edamame, but they are made from regular soybeans rather
than those specifically bred for use as edamame, so they are
not very tasty. They are blanched, but without salt, so they
are very bland. Package sent by Tak Kimura. 2000. June 9.
This plastic bag is 9 by 6.5 inches. Green, black, yellow,
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blue, and red on white. In the center of the front panel is the
large Cascadian Farm logo, with fields planted to row crops
in the foreground and snow-capped purple mountains in
the distance. Around the yellow border is written “Quality
organic foods–Since 1972.” To the right is a cluster of
edamame in their green pods, with green soybean leaves and
white flowers. To the left are pods in different degrees of
openness showing the green beans. In the upper left, in red
against a yellow background “New!”
On the back panel is a quote from The Breast Cancer
Prevention Diet by R. Arnot (Little Brown & Co., 1998):
“Soy is the only common food source of two important
isoflavones (genistein and daidzein), a class of plant
hormones that appears to offer protection against cancer.
Experts say even one daily serving of soy may substantially
cut the risk of cancer.” At the bottom are cooking and serving
instructions.
Note: Cascadian Farm is owned by General Mills. The
edamame are of fairly poor quality.
Leaflet (glossy, color, single-sided) sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo in Baltimore, Maryland.
2000. Sept. “Cascadian Farm Organic Edamame.” On the
front is a large color photo of the package. Contents of the
back, is titled “Offer your customers an organic choice
in Edamame”: The frozen vegetable category is strong,
soy products are hot, why Cascadian Farm Edamame?,
Organic Edamame will be introduced with a strong, targeted
marketing plan. A GMI consumer awareness study shows
that “67% of Americans have tried a soy product in the past
year.”
Spot in Health Products Business. 2001. May. p. 13.
“Organic Edamame.” New product.
Spot in Frozen Food Age. 2002. June. p. 47. “New
products: Soybeans now shelled.” These are 100% organic
shelled edamame. A color photo shows the plastic bag with
green beans on a white background.
6692. Product Name: [Smoked Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Smoked Temeph.
Manufacturer’s Name: De Hobbit.
Manufacturer’s Address: Nijverheidslaan 7, 9980
Maldegem, Belgium. Phone: 050 71 70 20. Food for
Freedom makes.
Date of Introduction: 2000.
Ingredients: Soy*, sea salt, rhizopus must ferment.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 170 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Mr.
Frederik Dossche and two leaflets sent by fax. 2001. June
7. Food for Freedom and De Hobbit seem to have merged.
Both make tempeh at: Nijverheidslaan 7, 9980 Maldegem,
Belgium. Phone: 050 71 70 20. De Hobbit makes Tempeh,
Smoked Tempeh, and Tempeh Bacon. Leaflet index card.
De Hobbit. Product cluster: Tempeh. A photo shows smoked

tempeh. “Description: Smoked in a natural way. How to use:
Together with raw vegetables and salads. Warm in pizza, in
spaghetti sauce.”
Label for Smoked Tempeh sent by Seth Tibbott of Turtle
Island after trip to Netherlands to study tempeh 2009. April
22. 170 gm. The maker is: De Hobbit, n.v., Nijverheidslaan
7-9, B-9990 Maldegem, Belgium.
6693. Product Name: Soy Dream (Non-Dairy Frozen
Dessert in Quarts) [Organic Green Tea].
Manufacturer’s Name: Imagine Foods, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1245 San Carlos Ave., San
Carlos, CA 94070.
Date of Introduction: 2000.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk* (filtered water, organic
soybeans*), organic dehydrated cane juice*, organic brown
rice solids*, organic expeller pressed safflower oil*, potato
starch, natural green tea flavor, carrageenan, locust bean and
guar gum, organic spirulina, sea salt. * = Organically grown
and processed according to the California Organic Foods
Act of 1990 and certified organic by Quality Assurance
International.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quarts. Paperboard carton.
How Stored: Frozen.
Nutrition: Per 70 gm.: Calories 140, calories from fat
60, total fat 7 gm (11% daily value; saturated fat 0.5 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 70 mg (3%), total carbohydrate 17
gm (dietary fiber 1 gm [4%], sugars 10 gm), protein 1 gm.
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Package with Label sent by
Robert Davis (Clinton, Washington), the product developer.
2005. Jan. 3. Copyright 2000, Imagine Foods. Paperboard
quart. Tea green, black, orange, and white on dark blue.
Swirls and stars in the background. Back panel: “Fall in love
with the dreamy taste of Soy Dream Organic Non Dairy
Dessert. Enjoy the benefits of soy in each luscious spoonful.
You’ll feel good about rewarding yourself with Soy Dream
because we use only the finest organic ingredients. Its a
delightful all-natural treat.”
Note: Along with this carton Bob sent a color photo of
himself and his son, Braelyn, standing together. On the wall
behind them is a photo of the Sphinx.
6694. Product Name: Papa Gonis’ Soybean Hummus.
Manufacturer’s Name: Papa Gonis Food Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Santa Rosa, CA 95402. Phone:
707-545-7272.
Date of Introduction: 2000.
Ingredients: Whole organic soybeans, fresh lemon juice,
extra virgin olive oil, organic tahini, organic vinegar, fresh
garlic, organic onion and fresh herbs, spices & sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (224 gm) plastic tub.
Retails for $2.99 at Berkeley Bowl (2003/03 Berkeley,
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California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased by Loren Clive at Berkeley Bowl. 2003. March
11. 4½ inches diameter by 2 inches high. Black, white,
red and green on tan. Illustration of Mama Melinda and
Papa Gonis, wearing red aprons, standing together. “Non
Dairy. No added preservatives.” Soyfoods Center taste test:
Excellent flavor and texture; slightly too spicy for our tastes.
Talk with Papa Gonis. 2003. April 1. The product was
introduced in the year 2000. He is now in the process of
moving the company from Santa Rosa to Sonoma. His
company also makes regular hummus from chickpeas.
Note from Mario Repetto. 2003. June 23. Marina Li
saw Mario selling this product at the Berkeley flea market.
He gave her two free samples of his Soybean Hummus with
a new label. He wrote a note to Soyfoods Center and said
he would call. His new address: 18760 King Ct., Sonoma,
California 95476. Cell phone: 415-845-1325. Office phone:
707-996-5625.
6695. Product Name: Barbecue Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Vermont Soy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 44 Foundry St., Waterbury, VT
05676. Phone: 802-244-5400.
Date of Introduction: 2000.
Ingredients: Organic tempeh (organic soy beans, vinegar,
culture), organic tomato sauce, water, soy bean oil, organic
onion, honey, unsulphured molasses, organic garlic, tamari,
organic lemon, chipotle pepper, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz (285 gm).
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out and two
labels sent by Megan Treadwell. 2001. June. Vermont Soy
is at 44 Foundry St., Waterbury, Vermont 05676. Phone:
802-244-5400. Label for Barbecue Burger is 4 by 4 inches.
Self adhesive. Green on white. “An organic cultured soy
product.”
6696. Okpara, D.A.; Ibiam, B. 2000. Evaluation of soybean
varieties for adaptability to a humid tropical environment in
South Eastern Nigeria. J. of Sustainable Agriculture and the
Environment 2(1):26-31.
• Summary: “Two field experiments, laid out in a
randomized complete block design with three replications
were conducted at Umudike, Southeastern Nigeria, in the
lowland humid forest zone of south eastern Nigeria in 1997
and 1998 to evaluate the adaptability of soyabean cultivars
to the environment. Ten early and ten medium maturing
cultivars were used in 1997 while twelve in each maturity
group were evaluated in 1998 for plant height, dry weight,
time to flowering, seed yield, and yield components.
The medium maturing cultivars, on average, produced
significantly greater dry matter and took a longer time to
produce flowers...”

The names of various TGX varieties are given, each
with a description or characterization. Address: College
of Crop and Soil Sciences, Michael Okpara Univ. of
Agriculture, Umudike, Abia State, Nigeria.
6697. Carbonell, Sérgio Augusto Morais; Vello, Natal
Antonio. 2001. Genetic analysis of soybean seed response
to mechanical damage. Crop Breeding and Applied
Biotechnology 1(1):35-43. Jan. [23 ref. Eng; por]
• Summary: Even though soybeans are very sensitive to
mechanical damage, it is possible to breed soybeans for
resistance to mechanical damage (MD) to the seeds during
harvesting. “The vital parts of the embryonary axis (radicle,
hypocotyl and plumule) are located under a very thin seed
coat, which offers little protection.”
“The coefficient of genotypic determination for MD
was estimated in 0.739, indicating large possibility to
select MD resistant inbred lines in a population represented
by the 45 diallel crosses. Expected and observed genetic
gains indicated the possibility of success in the selection
for resistance to MD among and within crosses. Based
on the low genetic correlations (<0.25) among MD,
PHM (plant height at maturity), and SY (seed yield), all
possible combinations of these traits could be found in a
same soybean plant, at least in the early maturity group.”
Address: 1. Instituto Agronômico (IAC), Centro de Plantas
Graníferas–Setor Genética, Caixa Postal 28, 13001-970
Campinas, SP, Brazil.
6698. Product Name: Edensoy Light: Organic Soymilk
[Original, Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: American Soy Products, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1474 N. Woodland Dr., Saline,
MI 48176. Phone: 800-248-0320.
Date of Introduction: 2001 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Tetra Brik Aseptic cartons. 1
liter (33.8 oz, 1.06 quart) or 250 ml.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser (8½ by 11 inches, color). 2001. Feb. p. 38.
“The best tasting soymilk just got a little lighter.” On the
large front panel is a prominent logo, black on yellow,
which reads: “Certified organic. Tested GEO free.” Near the
bottom: “Organic soymilk. Less than 1% fat. Fortified with
vitamin D2 & calcium.”
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser (8½ by 11 inches,
color). 2002. July. p. 18. “EdenSoy: Increase volume sales.”
A large color photo shows a woman in a food store facing an
aisle of foods and holding out a case of EdenSoy Light. Near
the bottom of the ad are photos of cartons of EdenBlend and
EdenSoy Original.
6699. Product Name: Nature’s Path Organic Optimum
Power Breakfast: Flax, Soy, Blueberry.
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Manufacturer’s Name: Nature’s Path.
Manufacturer’s Address: 7453 Progress Way, Delta, BC
V4G 1E8 Canada. Phone: 703-799-9660.
Date of Introduction: 2001 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz (400 gm) paperboard
box.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser (8½ by 11 inches, color). 2001. Feb. p. 27.
“Optimum’s the word (for soy).”
6700. Product Name: Soymilk [Natural Unflavored,
Vanilla, Chocolate, or Ginger].
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 100 Ericson Ct., Suite 150,
Arcata, CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 2001 February.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Filtered water, organic* soybeans,
organic* brown rice syrup, organic* cane sugar, vanilla,
calcium carbonate, salt. * = Grown in accordance with the
California Organic Food Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Pint and quart plastic bottles.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Four Labels sent by
Matthew Schmit. 2002. Sept. 9. The Vanilla was introduced
in 1980, the other three flavors (and their labels) in Feb.
2001. 2.37 by 4 inches. Self adhesive. Red, brown, or green
and orange-yellow on white. A handsome, impressionistic
watercolor illustration shows a tofu shop on stilts on a cliff
near the ocean with a tree arching overhead.
6701. Product Name: Westsoy Smart Plus Soymilk [Plain,
or Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Div. of The Hain
Celestial Group (Product Developer-Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: New York City, New York.
Date of Introduction: 2001 February.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk (filtered water, organic
soybeans*), filtered water, brown rice syrup, tricalcium
phosphate, natural flavors, sea salt, vitamin A palmitate,
vitamin D-2, riboflavin (vitamin B-2). * = Organically grown
and processed in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart (32 fl. oz.) aseptic Tetra
Pak carton–Liter square with spincap. Retails for $1.78
(2001/02, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 190, calories from fat
45, total fat 5 gm (8% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 90 mg (4%), total carbohydrate 22
gm (dietary fiber 5 gm [21%], sugars 14 gm), protein 11 gm
(22%). Vitamin A 10%, calcium 30%, iron 15%, vitamin D
25%, riboflavin 25%, phosphorus 25%, magnesium 15%.
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.

New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2001.
Feb. 3 by 3 by 7.75 inches. Aseptic carton. Purple, red,
white and blue. Front panel text: “33% more protein than
whole milk. Logo: Made with organic soymilk. Excellent
source of calcium. With vitamins A & D and riboflavin. 50
mg isoflavones per serving. Lactose and dairy free. Logo
of a red heart with a soy protein banner: See side panel for
information on the relationship between soy protein and
heart disease.” A color photo shows soymilk being poured
onto flaked breakfast cereal.
Talk with customer service rep. at The Hain Celestial
Group. This product was first available in stores in Feb.
2001.
Talk with Janice Palmer, soy beverage expert, of
Tetra Pak Inc., Pomona, California. 2001. March 26. This
new carton is called “Tetra Brik aseptic Liter square with
spincap.” It is resealable, so it will not leak when placed
on its side in a refrigerator. When you twist open the cap
to break the tamper-evident seal, a plastic claw is pushed
down so that it penetrates laminated layers of foil and
polyethylene, breaking the interior package seal. The foil
blocks light and oxygen and gives evidence of tampering;
the polyethylene provides the aseptic seal for the laminated
paperboard carton. SPINS refers to soymilk, rice milk,
almond milk etc. as the “Non dairy beverage category.”
6702. Product Name: Westsoy Low Fat Soymilk Drink
[Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Div. of The Hain
Celestial Group (Product Developer-Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: New York City, New York.
Date of Introduction: 2001 February.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk (filtered water, organic
soybeans*), filtered water, brown rice syrup, dehydrated
cane juice, natural flavors, cocoa powder (treated with
alkali), tricalcium phosphate, sea salt, carrageenan, vitamin
A palmitate, vitamin D-2, riboflavin (vitamin B-2). * =
Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart (32 fl. oz.) aseptic Tetra
Pak carton–Liter square with spincap. Retails for $1.78
(2001/02, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Calories 180, calories from fat
25, total fat 3 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 95 mg (4%), total carbohydrate 32
gm (dietary fiber 3 gm [13%], sugars 26 gm), protein 6 gm.
Vitamin A 10%, calcium 30%, iron 10%, vitamin D 25%,
riboflavin 25%, phosphorus 25%, magnesium 10%. Percent
daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2001. Feb.
3 by 3 by 7.75 inches. Aseptic carton. Chocolate brown, red,
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white, and tan. Front panel text: “33 mg isoflavones. Logo:
Made with organic soymilk. Excellent source of calcium.
With vitamins A & D and riboflavin. Lactose and dairy free.
Logo of a red heart with a soy protein banner: See side panel
for information on the relationship between soy protein and
heart disease.” A color photo shows chocolate soymilk being
poured into a tall glass.
Talk with customer service rep. at The Hain Celestial
Group. This product was first available in stores in Feb.
2001.
Talk with Janice Palmer at Tetra Pak. 2001. March 26.
This new carton is called “Liter square with spincap.”
6703. Syngenta. 2001. You work, and worry, and research,
and plan... Introducing Syngenta. The world’s premier
company dedicated to agriculture (Ad). Soybean Digest.
Mid-March. 4-page insert after p. 8.
• Summary: “Syngenta brings together the industry-leading
skills of Novartis Agribusiness and Zeneca Agrochemicals
to create a new potential in the world of agriculture. More
than 20,000 Syngenta employees worldwide are focused
solely on bringing you crop protection, seed and sustainable
agriculture solutions.” For information on Syngenta crop
protection products, call 1-800-334-9481. For information on
Syngenta seed products, call 1-800-445-0956 (NK [Northrup
King] brand),... Website: www.syngenta.com.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that mentions Syngenta.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
which states that Northrup King is now part of Syngenta.
6704. Board, Jim. 2001. Reduced lodging for soybean in
low plant population is related to light quality. Crop Science
41(2):379-84. March. [21 ref]
• Summary: In the southeastern USA, lodging is a common
soybean production problem. “Reducing plant height by
planting at a low optimal population (plant population
sufficient to optimize yield) is a recognized practice for
reducing lodging.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Louisiana
Agric. Exp. Station, LSU Agricultural Center, Baton Rouge,
LA 70803.
6705. Product Name: Power Dream: Soy Energy Drink
(Fortified Soymilk in Aseptic Cartons) [Vanilla Blast, Mango
Passion, X-Treme Chocolate. Sky High Chai, Java Jolt].
Manufacturer’s Name: Imagine Foods, Inc. (MarketerDistributor). Made in Manteca, California, by California
Natural Products.
Manufacturer’s Address: CNP: P.O. Box 139, Manteca,
CA 95336. Imagine: 350 Cambridge Ave., Suite 350, Palo
Alto, CA 94306. Phone: 650-327-1444.
Date of Introduction: 2001 March.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 11 fl oz (330 ml) Tetra Prisma
Aseptic carton. Retails for $1.48 (2000/05, Open Sesame,

Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 2001. March. p. 21. “Imagine Foods reintroduces Power Dream: Soy Energy Drink.” A photo
shows 5 packs of the various flavors against a deep blue
background. “Finally, an energy bar you don’t have to wash
down. All the benefits of soy. Organic soybeans... Huge
consumer advertising campaign. Over 65 million impressions
during the spring and summer.”
6706. Product Name: Soy Dream (Non-Dairy Frozen
Dessert in Pints and Quarts) [Organic Mocha Fudge,
Strawberry Swirl, or Chocolate Fudge Brownie].
Manufacturer’s Name: Imagine Foods, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1245 San Carlos Ave., San
Carlos, CA 94070.
Date of Introduction: 2001 March.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Paperboard carton.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 2001. March. p. 9. “Organic Soy Dream. Non
Dairy Frozen Dessert. Imagine introduces.” “Dreamwich.
Heavenly Pie. Lil’ Dreamers. Rocket Bar. Chocolate. Butter
Pecan. Chocolate Fudge Brownie. French Vanilla. Green
Tea. Mint Chocolate Chip. Mocha Fudge. Strawberry Swirl.
Vanilla Fudge Swirl. Vanilla.”
“Eye-popping packaging. Certified organic. All natural
flavors. Kosher. Dairy free. Huge consumer advertising
campaign. Nearly 30 million impressions during the frozen
dessert buying season. Natural Health. Vegetarian Times.
Delicious Living. Mothering. Taste for Life. Mother Jones.
Veggie Life. Yoga Journal. Psychology Today. Utne Reader.”
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2001. Oct. p. 25.
“Dreams can come true.”
6707. Product Name: Soy Dream Lil’ Dreamers (Organic
Non-Dairy Frozen Dessert Sandwiches) [Chocolate or
Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Imagine Foods, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1245 San Carlos Ave., San
Carlos, CA 94070.
Date of Introduction: 2001 March.
Ingredients: Soy Dream: Organic soymilk* (filtered
water, organic soybeans*), organic dehydrated cane juice*
[sugar], organic brown rice solids*, organic expeller pressed
safflower oil*, potato starch, cocoa (processed with alkali),
natural chocolate flavor, carrageenan, locust bean gum, guar
gum, sea salt.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
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Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2001. March.
“Dreams can come true.” A photo shows a package of Lil’
Dreamers [non dairy ice cream sandwiches]. On the rear:
Lil’ Dreamers Multipack Chocolate, or Multipack Vanilla
(Smaller Frozen Soy version of traditional ice cream
sandwich. Individually wrapped and packed 8 in a box).
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2001. March. p. 9.
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2001. Oct. p. 25.
6708. Product Name: Soy Dream Rocket Bar (Organic
Non-Dairy Frozen Dessert Bar) [Vanilla, or Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Imagine Foods, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1245 San Carlos Ave., San
Carlos, CA 94070.
Date of Introduction: 2001 March.
Ingredients: Soy Dream: Organic soymilk* (filtered
water, organic soybeans*), organic dehydrated cane juice*
[sugar], organic brown rice solids*, organic expeller pressed
safflower oil*, potato starch, cocoa (processed with alkali),
natural chocolate flavor, carrageenan, locust bean gum, guar
gum, sea salt.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2001. March.
“Dreams can come true.” A photo shows a package of
Organic Soy Dream Rocket Bar.
On the rear: Novelties: Rocket Bar Vanilla, and Rocket
Bar Chocolate (Vanilla or Chocolate Frozen Soy Dream on a
stick and dipped in chocolate).
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2001. March. p. 9.
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2001. Oct. p. 25.
6709. Product Name: Soy Dream Heavenly Pie (Organic
Non-Dairy Frozen Dessert Novelty) [Vanilla, or Mocha].
Manufacturer’s Name: Imagine Foods, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1245 San Carlos Ave., San
Carlos, CA 94070.
Date of Introduction: 2001 March.
Ingredients: Soy Dream: Organic soymilk* (filtered
water, organic soybeans*), organic dehydrated cane juice*
[sugar], organic brown rice solids*, organic expeller pressed
safflower oil*, potato starch, cocoa (processed with alkali),
natural chocolate flavor, carrageenan, locust bean gum, guar
gum, sea salt.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2001. March.
“Dreams can come true.”
On the rear: Novelties: Heavenly Pie Vanilla, and
Heavenly Pie Mocha (Oatmeal cookie topped with vanilla or

mocha frozen Soy Dream and dipped in chocolate).
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2001. March. p. 9.
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2001. Oct. p. 25.
6710. Product Name: Soy Dream Dreamwich Sandwich
(Organic Non-Dairy Frozen Dessert Novelty) [Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Imagine Foods, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1245 San Carlos Ave., San
Carlos, CA 94070.
Date of Introduction: 2001 March.
Ingredients: Soy Dream: Organic soymilk* (filtered
water, organic soybeans*), organic dehydrated cane juice*
[sugar], organic brown rice solids*, organic expeller pressed
safflower oil*, potato starch, cocoa (processed with alkali),
natural chocolate flavor, carrageenan, locust bean gum, guar
gum, sea salt.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2001. March.
“Dreams can come true.”
On the rear: Novelties: Dreamwich Sandwich
(Chocolate wafer cookie topped with vanilla Frozen Soy
Dream).
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2001. March. p. 9.
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2001. Oct. p. 25.
6711. Product Name: Naturade Organic Soy: Meal
Replacement [Whole Chocolate, Coffee Bean, Banana Split].
Manufacturer’s Name: Naturade, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 14370 Myford Rd., Irvine, CA
92606. Phone: 1-800-367-2880.
Date of Introduction: 2001 March.
Ingredients: Incl. isolated soy protein (Supro).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 17.8 oz can.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo, Anaheim, California.
2001. March. “Is there a major trend that new Naturade
Organic Soy doesn’t capitalize on?” The front panel of the
label of all three flavors is clearly shown. All are “nonGMO.”
6712. Product Name: Baby’s Only Organic Soy [Toddler
Formula].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nature’s One, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 12 Westerville Square, Suite 308,
Westerville, OH 43081. Phone: 614-898-9758.
Date of Introduction: 2001 March.
Ingredients: Organic brown rice syrup, organic soymilk
powder, organic high oleic sunflower oil, organic coconut oil,
tricalcium phosphate, calcium ascorbate (vitamin C), natural
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vanilla flavor, soy lecithin (non-GMO), calcium citrate,
sodium chloride, etc.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Can.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inches,
black-and-white, 6 panel front and back) sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo West (Anaheim,
California). 2001. March 8-11. “Baby’s Only Organic:
Supporting Your Baby’s Health Organically.” On the front
panel is an illustration of a can of this product. Contents of
leaflet: Frequently asked questions. Nutritional comparison
chart. Product description. Ingredients. Contact information.
Website: www.naturesone.com.
Talk with John Falk. 2002. Sept. 27. He has heard:
(1) They have a patented process for adding an enzyme to
break down the complex carbohydrates that cause flatulence.
(2) The product is not doing well–according to a product
manager at Ross Labs.
6713. Product Name: OdwallaMilk [Original, or
Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Odwalla, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Dinuba, CA 93618. Phone:
1-800-Odwalla (639-2552).
Date of Introduction: 2001 March.
Ingredients: Original: Organic soymilk (water, organic
whole soybeans*), organic basmati ricemilk (filtered
water, organic basmati rice*), organic oatmilk (filtered
water, organic whole oats), organic evaporated cane juice*,
peaches, mangoes, bananas, natural flavor, kosher sea salt,
Madagascar vanilla extract, carrageenan (natural seaweed
product), vitamins and minerals (tricalcium phosphate,
folic acid, vitamin B-12, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D-3,
vitamin E acetate). * = Organically grown and processed in
accordance with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 15.2 fl. oz. (450 ml), or halfgallon HTP plastic bottle. 450 ml retails for $1.69 (2001/04,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (8½ by 11 inch, color)
in New Product Review (Penton/NFM, Colorado). 2001.
Spring. p. 18. “Introducing OdwallaMilk.” This dairy-free
product is “A delicious blend of organic soy, rice and oat
milks. Nourishment at a glance: More calcium than whole
milk. Good source of protein. Vitamin A & D enriched.
Zero cholesterol. Drink it & thrive! No GMO. Udder(less)ly
fantastic.”
Talk with Odwalla customer service rep. 2001. March
30. This product was first available in stores on March 5.
Suggested retail prices are: 15.2 fl oz (450 ml; single serve)
$1.69, quart $1.99, half gallon $3.49. The chocolate flavor is
not available in the half gallon size. In retail stores it is sold
in the Odwalla cooler and sometimes also in the refrigerated
dairy case.

Product with Label (original, and chocolate) purchased
at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California. Plastic
bottle. Red, yellow, blue and black on white. Label text is the
same as ad above. Soyfoods Center taste test. The Original
is a delicious, very original product. The use of rice and oat
milks gives the product a thick, creamy consistency like that
of a milk shake. Excellent! The Chocolate is nothing special.
Brochure (6-panels, color) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2001.
March 8-11. “Introducing OdwallaMilk.” Gives “Four
reasons for OdwallaMilk,” photos of various products,
nutrition facts, and nutritional comparison of OdwallaMilk
(original) with whole dairy milk.
6714. Product Name: Pacific Heart Health (Healthy
Lifestyle Drinks): [Chocolate, Tropical Sunrise, Orange
Blossom Chai].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 19480 S.W. 97th Ave., Tualatin,
OR 97062. Phone: 503-692-9666.
Date of Introduction: 2001 March.
Ingredients: Tropical Sunrise: Filtered water, oat base
(filtered water, natural oat groats), organic soymilk* (filtered
water, whole organic soybeans*), natural cane sweetener,
soy protein isolate, oat bran, phytosterols, etc. * = Certified
organically grown and processed in accordance with the
Oregon Tilth standards and the California Organic Foods Act
of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. pack. Ready to drink.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inches,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West (Anaheim, California). 2001. March 8-11. On the front
is a color photo of the label. “Promotes healthy cholesterol
levels.” “Contains three ingredients–soy, oats, and
phytosterols–all approved by the FDA and proven to reduce
the risk of heart disease by lowering LDL ‘bad’ cholesterol.
Antioxidants (Vitamins A, C. E, and selenium) are added to
protect cells from free-radical damage.” “Non-GMO. Low
fat, cholesterol and dairy free.” On the back are nutritional
facts, ingredients, and three flavors with the UPC of each.
6715. Product Name: Pacific Bone Health (Healthy
Lifestyle Drinks): [Orange Smoothie, Strawberry Guava,
Mixed Berry].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 19480 S.W. 97th Ave., Tualatin,
OR 97062. Phone: 503-692-9666.
Date of Introduction: 2001 March.
Ingredients: Orange Smoothie: Organic soymilk* (filtered
water, whole organic soybeans*), orange juice (filtered
water, orange juice concentrate), filtered water, natural
cane sweetener, inulin/FOS (fructooligosaccharides from
chicory)... soy isoflavones, plus vitamins and minerals. *
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= Certified organically grown and processed in accordance
with the Oregon Tilth standards and the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. pack. Ready to drink.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inches,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West (Anaheim, California). 2001. March 8-11. On the
front is a color photo of the label. “Promotes healthy bone
density.” “A delicious, creamy, non-dairy blend of soy and
30% fruit juices, Bone Health contains 500 mg calcium, 80
mg soy isoflavones, and essential bone nutrients like boron,
magnesium, vitamins K and D along with FOS (3g/serving)
to synergistically enhance calcium absorption.” “NonGMO. Low fat, cholesterol and dairy free.” On the back are
nutritional facts, ingredients, and three flavors with the UPC
of each.
6716. Product Name: Pacific Fiber Balance (Healthy
Lifestyle Drinks): [Berry Lemonade, Strawberry Guava,
Pineapple Orange Banana].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 19480 S.W. 97th Ave., Tualatin,
OR 97062. Phone: 503-692-9666.
Date of Introduction: 2001 March.
Ingredients: Pineapple Orange Banana: Filtered water,
oat base (filtered water, natural oat groats), fruit juice
concentrate blend (pineapple concentrate, banana puree,
orange concentrate), natural cane sweetener, soy fiber,
vegetable fiber, inulin (a fiber source from chicory root), plus
vitamins and minerals. * = Certified organically grown and
processed in accordance with the Oregon Tilth standards and
the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Three 8 oz. cartons per pack.
Ready to drink. Retails for $1.99 (2001/04, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inches,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West (Anaheim, California). 2001. March 8-11. On the
front is a color photo of the label. “Promotes regularity and
a healthy digestive system.” “Fiber Balance is a delightful
blend of fruit juices combined with 13 grams (total) of both
soluble and insoluble fiber and our own blend of antioxidant
vitamins, minerals and B-complex vitamins, creating a
unique and completely natural alternative to bring balance
to your body.” “Non-GMO. Low fat, cholesterol and dairy
free.” On the back are nutritional facts, ingredients, and three
flavors with the UPC of each.
Product with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s in
Lafayette, California ($1.99 for 3-pack). 2001. April 23.
Yellow, purple, black and white on orange and red. A double
silhouette shows a slender person. Contains 30% juice, and
both soluble and insoluble fiber. 50% daily value of fiber.

6717. Pharmacia Corporation. 2001. Annual report–2000.
Peapack, New Jersey. 76 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: This is the first annual report since 31 March
2000 when Monsanto, the world’s leading agricultural
biotech company, merged with Pharmacia & Upjohn (a
large pharmaceutical company), and the new company was
renamed Pharmacia Corporation. During the year 2000
Pharmacia’s share price increased 72%.
The agricultural operations of the former Monsanto
Co., now a subsidiary of Pharmacia Corp., was given only
two pages (p. 30-31) in the body of this annual report.
Monsanto’s products include Roundup, “the world’s bestselling herbicide, and leading seed brands such as DeKalb
and Asgrow. Sales of Roundup and Monsanto’s glyphosate
herbicides exceed those of the next six leading herbicides
combined.” But Monsanto’s patent on glyphosate expired in
Sept. 2000. “Monsanto is meeting generic competition for
Roundup with new proprietary formulations and continued
cost management. Among the keys to the future growth of
Roundup is the expansion of conservation tillage, a farming
practice [that replaces plowing with use of herbicides] for
which Roundup is the herbicide of choice.
“Monsanto is the world leader in plant biotechnology...
The company has sharpened of its research to four key
crops–corn, soybeans, cotton, and wheat.” No longer
focusing on rice, it has developed a new Web site and,
through it, “opened up to researchers around the world its
rice genome sequence database. This valuable information
will accelerate the complete decoding and full public release
of the entire rice genome.”
Financial review (p. 33): On 23 Oct. 2000 Monsanto
completed a partial initial public offering (IPO) of 14.74%
of its common stock. More details are given under
“Agricultural sales” and “Seeds and genomics segment” (p.
38-40). Agricultural sales reached a record $5.5 billion, up
5% over the previous year. Earnings before interest and taxes
(EBIT) increased 21%. Revenues for seeds and genomics
fell slightly, but sales of seeds with biotechnology traits
rose 14%. Roundup Ready soybean acres increased 60%
worldwide from 1998 to 2000, and 46% during 1999 alone.
Accompanying the annual report is a “Notice of
Annual Meeting of Shareholders, April 17, 2001.” It shows
that Mr. Robert Shapiro, who was chairman and CEO of
Monsanto before the merger, became Chairman of the Board
of Pharmacia until 21 Feb. 2001. The year 2000 was a
financial bonanza for Shapiro, with “compensation” of more
than $14.5 million in one year! It included $8.8 million he
received from former Monsanto upon his retirement which
was effective as of the Merger, and $5.1 million paid upon a
change-in-control under the former Monsanto stock purchase
incentive plan. Address: 100 Route 206 North, Peapack, New
Jersey 07977. Phone: (888) 312-8333.
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6718. Product Name: Van’s Organic Soy-Flax Waffles.
Manufacturer’s Name: Van’s International Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Torrance, CA 90501.
Date of Introduction: 2001 March.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 waffles is 8 oz (227 gm) in
paperboard box.
How Stored: Frozen or refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (single sided, 8½
by 11 inch, color photocopy) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2001.
March. “All natural. Made with whole wheat flour. New.
100% organic flour. Eggless. Yeast free. Dairy free. No
cholesterol. Non-GMO canola oil. Fruit juice sweetened.
Rich in complex carbohydrates. Kosher certified (Chof K).
10 mg Soy isoflavones, Omega 3s, 1200 mg per serving.”
A color photo shows the front of the package with parts
of two waffles, each topped with sliced strawberries. “Rich
in Soy Isoflavones. Omega-3, 1200 mg per serving.”
6719. Ziska, Lewis H.; Bunce, James A.; Caulfield, Frances
A. 2001. Rising atmospheric carbon dioxide and seed yield
of soybean genotypes. Crop Science 41(2):385-91. March.
[20 ref]
• Summary: How will global warming affect the growth of
soybeans? Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Louisiana Agric.
Exp. Station, LSU Agricultural Center, Baton Rouge, LA
70803.
6720. Bartelme, Hans. 2001. Anruf genügt [One call is
enough]. Bioland (Germany). April. p. 17. [Ger]
• Summary: If Life Food GmbH, known by its brand Taifun,
needs some organic soybeans in a hurry, all they have to do
is phone or fax Reinhard and Lebrecht Schneider, who grow
their soybeans 10 km west of Freiburg. The beans will be
there in 630 kg sacks in a day or so. A small photo shows the
two brothers out standing in a field of soybeans. They own
a 120 ha farm and belong to the Richtlinien des BiolandVerbandes.
6721. Product Name: Royal Kaviar (Vegetarian–Made
from Soy Protein) [Beluga, or Osetra]. Spelled Royal Caviar
by March 2001.
Manufacturer’s Name: Royal Caviar, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4551 San Fernando Rd.,
Glendale, CA 91204. Phone: 818-546-5858.
Date of Introduction: 2001 April.
Ingredients: Purified water, organic soy protein, organic
soy oil, natural gums, sea salt, natural color, natural flavor.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 oz (110 gm) glass jar.
How Stored: Refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Two leaflets sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West (Anaheim,
California). 2001. March 8-11. One is 8½ by 11 inches,
color. On the front is a large color photo of five shallow jars

of the product, with all the label text legible. On the back is
information about the product and company. Website: www.
royalcaviar.com. This is an alternative to typical caviar which
are the eggs/roe of the sturgeon fish. The second, titled “It’s
finally here: Caviar for everyone!” states that Royal Caviar
is the “long awaited dream of all gourmet and fancy food
lovers.” Label with magnetic backing (refrigerator magnet
for “Beluga”). The colors of this label and the ingredients
are different from the label shown in the leaflet. At the center
of all labels are the words “Malosol ‘Beluga.” In English,
“Beluga” can refer to a large white sturgeon or the caviar
processed from its roe.
Talk with Ara Agadjanian, sales manager at Royal
Caviar. 2001. April 23. This product was first sold
commercially in early April, and is now widely available
in local Armenian stores. The company was started by
Armenians and they developed the product–which is
patented and has a 1-year shelf life refrigerated. The
president is Dr. Armen Kazanchian. They have recently had
to change the name from Black Gold Royal Caviar to Royal
Kaviar since Caviar can only refer to fish eggs. It retails for
about one twentieth the price of real caviar. The problem is
that the sturgeon is now on the endangered species list (in
the “Red Book”) in Russia, so Russian caviar production
has dropped to one-tenth of what it was last year. Then,
Beluga caviar (the most expensive) sold for $1,800/lb, but
the price is expected to rise 5-10 fold. To obtain real caviar,
the sturgeon fish is always killed and the belly cut open to
remove the eggs. To serve Kaviar, remove from the fridge
and allow contents to rise to room temperature. Lightly
butter a small cracker, then top with 1 teaspoon of caviar.
Enjoy.
Products with new labels sent by Ara. 2001. May 2.
The words “Black Gold” have been replaced by a UPC
indicia. Soyfoods Center taste test. A very creative product,
consisting of hundreds of tiny black “eggs” per teaspoon. It
is important to serve Kaviar as described above; when eaten
straight (alone), it is too salty. An accompanying sheet shows
that the soy protein in the product is ProFam 648, purchased
from ADM under their documented IP [Identity Preserved]
program.
6722. Product Name: SoyOnly Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Henry’s Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Address: Scott St., Kitchener, ON N2H
0A3, Canada.
Date of Introduction: 2001 May.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, Rhizopus oligosporus
culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm vacuum pack.
Pasteurized. Retails for $3.75 to $4.50.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (e-mail) from Henry
Schmidt, founder of Henry’s Tempeh. 2011. Jan. 12. A year
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after SoyKasha Tempeh was introduced, Henry launched his
second tempeh product, SoyOnly Tempeh.
Label for SoyKasha Tempeh sent by Henry Schmidt.
2012. Jan. 20. 3.5 by 4 inches. Self adhesive. Orangish
yellow, brown and black on white. In French and English.
Pasteurized. Address: 237 Arnold St., Kitchener, ON, Canada
N2H 6E8. www.tempeh.ca. This label was printed at the
same time the product was launched.
6723. Munsanje, Elliot M.; Holland, Mark A.; Joshi,
Jagmohan M. 2001. The significance PPFM foliar spray
on soybean yield. In: Robert B. Dadson and Nemat A.
Noureldin, eds. 2001. Soybeans in Egypt: Research,
Production, Economics, Nutrition, and Health. Proceedings
of The International Conference on Soybean Production
under Newly Reclaimed Lands in Egypt. Bethesda,
Maryland: University Press of Maryland. xvi + 201 p. See p.
69-75. Chap. 6. Held 28-29 Nov. 1998 in Egypt. [18 ref]
• Summary: PPFM stands for pink-pigmented facultatively
methylotrophic bacteria. Discusses foliar spray applications
of methanol and/or PPFM to increase soybean seed yield.
Seed yields up to 70% above the control were obtained.
A table shows: (1) Effect of PPFMs on soybean seed
germination.
A figure shows: (1) Model of mechanism by which
PPFMs stimulate C3 crop growth and seed yield. Address:
1. Dep. of Agriculture, Univ. of Maryland Eastern Shore,
Princess Anne, MD 21853, USA; 2. Dep. of Biological
Sciences, Richard A. Henson School of Science and
Technology, Salisbury State Univ., Salisbury, MD 21801,
USA.
6724. Product Name: O’Soy (Cultured Organic Soy)
[Strawberry, Peach, Chocolate, or Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Stonyfield Farm.
Manufacturer’s Address: Londonderry, NH 03053. Phone:
1-800-776-2697 (Pro-Cows).
Date of Introduction: 2001 May.
Ingredients: Strawberry: Cultured pasteurized organic
soymilk, naturally milled organic sugar, inulin, natural
flavor, calcium carbonate, pectin, beet juice concentrate (for
color), made from multiple organisms (S. thermophilus, L.
Bulgaricus, L. acidophilus, Bifidus, L. casei, L. reuterei–live
active cultures).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 x 6 oz (113 gm). Plastic cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Paul &
Gail King, The Soy Fan Club’s Drive-in (Methuen,
Massachusetts). 2001. June. They just tasted Stonyfield Farm
soy yogurt and liked it very much. Talk with Dana Jacobi.
2001. June 15. About 7-10 days ago, she read that Stonyfield
Farm is now selling soy yogurt. It is sold at Wild Oats.
Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2001. Oct. p. 59.
“Stonyfield Farm Organic: It’s a cash cow.” The company is

the volume and growth leader, up 23% over last year. Their
dairy milk contains no hormones. And: “Oh joy, its O’Soy”–
”lactose free organic cultured soy.” The product is available
in a multipack of 6 cups featuring Vanilla, Strawberry, Peach,
and Chocolate flavors
Label (4 flavors) sent by Paul & Gail King. 2001.
Nov. 21. One six-pack contains 3 chocolate and 3 vanilla
cups. The other contains 3 strawberry flavored and 3 peach
flavored cups. Package text atop paperboard sleeve: “Rich
in calcium. Six live active cultures. Natural dietary fiber.
Nondairy / lactose free.” On one is a color photo of five
chunks of chocolate near two white orchids. On the other is
a color photo of a peach and two strawberries. The company
name, logo, and product name is also printed on the side of
each plastic cup.
Nutrition Business Journal. 2002. Nov. p. 17. Stonyfield
Farm, maker of organic yogurt, sold 40% equity share to
Danone–which reserves the right to buy a majority share in
2004.
6725. Product Name: Westsoy Soy Smoothie [Banana
Berry, or Tropical Whip].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Div. of The Hain
Celestial Group (Product Developer-Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: New York City, New York.
Date of Introduction: 2001 May.
Ingredients: Banana Berry: Filtered water, organic soymilk
(filtered water, organic whole soybeans*), dehydrated cane
juice, banana puree (banana puree, citric acid, ascorbic acid),
juice concentrate blend (apple, strawberry, cherry, raspberry
and blackberry), natural flavors, pectin, tricalcium phosphate,
citric acid, sea salt, carrageenan (carrageenan and salt), beet
juice (for color). * = Organically grown and processed in
accordance with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart (32 fl. oz., 946 ml)
aseptic Tetra Pak carton–Liter square with spincap.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West (Anaheim, California). 2001. March. First ship 15 May
2001. A color photo shows the front panel (label) of each
product.
6726. Product Name: Westsoy Soy Shake [Chocolate, or
Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Div. of The Hain
Celestial Group (Product Developer-Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: New York City, New York.
Date of Introduction: 2001 May.
Ingredients: Chocolate: Organic soymilk (filtered water,
organic whole soybeans*), filtered water, dehydrated cane
juice, cocoa powder, natural vanilla flavor with other natural
flavors, tricalcium phosphate, sea salt, carrageenan, vitamin
A palmitate, vitamin D-2, riboflavin. * = Organically grown
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and processed in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart (32 fl. oz., 946 ml)
aseptic Tetra Pak carton. Retails for $1.79 (2001/10,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West (Anaheim, California). 2001. March. First ship 15 May
2001. A color photo shows the front panel (label) of each
product.
Product (Chocolate) with Label purchased at Trader
Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2001. Oct. 6. This store
carries both Chocolate and Vanilla. 3 by 7.75 by 3 inches.
A color photo on the front panel shows a tall, foamy glass
of chocolate soymilk with a straw (on which is a red spiral
pattern) in it. Soy protein heart health claim on lower right
front. “Excellent source of calcium. With vitamins A & D
and riboflavin. Lactose and dairy free.” On the back panel:
“Check out Westsoy’s benefits: 30 mg of isoflavones. No
soy protein isolates. Excellent source of calcium. Delicious
creamy taste–not ‘beany’ like others. A cholesterol free food.
Low sodium. Totally lactose & dairy-free.” Dated: 2001.
Soyfoods Center taste test. Nice thickness (like a shake), but
too rich and too sweet. Contains a whopping 23 gm of sugars
per serving–from cane sugar! Overall: 6.
6727. Product Name: Westsoy Green Tea Chai.
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Div. of The Hain
Celestial Group (Product Developer-Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: New York City, New York.
Date of Introduction: 2001 May.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic soymilk (filtered water,
organic whole soybeans*), dehydrated cane juice, organic
expeller pressed canola oil*, natural vanilla flavor with
other natural flavors, natural tea blend (black tea, green tea),
cinnamon, carrageenan, sea salt, guar gum. * = Organically
grown and processed in accordance with the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart (32 fl. oz., 946 ml)
aseptic Tetra Pak carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West (Anaheim, California). 2001. March. First ship 15 May
2001. A color photo shows the front panel (label).
6728. Product Name: Westsoy Unsweetened Vanilla
Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Westbrae Div. of The Hain
Celestial Group (Product Developer-Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: New York City, New York.
Date of Introduction: 2001 May.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk (filtered water, organic whole

soybeans*), natural vanilla flavor with other flavors. * =
Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart (32 fl. oz., 946 ml)
aseptic Tetra Pak carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West (Anaheim, California). 2001. March. First ship 15 May
2001. A color photo shows the front panel (label).
6729. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 2001. ASA Q&A
with Carl Casale, VP of North American Agricultural
Operations, Monsanto. 7(8):2. June.
• Summary: Monsanto is part of a coalition named the
Council for Biotechnology Information, whose goal is to
educate the public about the benefits of biotechnology. They
have already run about 1,200 TV ads and distributed 60,000
brochures to consumers. The program is estimated to have
reached about 1 billion people.
Monsanto has recently done a lot to promote
conservation tillage–using herbicides instead of a plow to kill
weeds. They have recently identified several varieties that
perform especially well under conservation tillage or reduced
tillage systems.
6730. Ash, Mark. 2001. Soybeans: Background and issues
for farm legislation (Web article). https://www.ers.usda.gov/
webdocs/publications/ocs070101/50732_osc0701-01.pdf
July. 9 p.
• Summary: See next page. Introduction: “Congress is
considering new farm legislation to replace the expiring
Federal Agriculture Improvement and Reform Act of
1996. As background for these deliberations, this report
provides information on supply, demand, and prices in
the U.S. soybean sector. Domestic policy effects on U.S.
exports and trade agreements are also evaluated because
international trade is an important component of soybean
demand. A description of the major features of the current
soybean program is included, as well as a discussion of some
proposed policy changes.
A color map of the entire United States shows
“Soybeans, harvested acres by county, 2000.” Those counties
with the most harvested soybean acres (150,000+ acres/
county) are colored red, whereas those with the next most
(100,000 acres/county) are colored yellow. Most soybeans
are grown east of 103ºW latitude (which is east of the
western border of the Texas panhandle).
Almost 60% of U.S. soybeans are grown in the Corn
Belt [sic]. More are currently grown in the West Corn Belt
(Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, North and South Dakota,
and Minnesota) than in the East Corn Belt (Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, Wisconsin, and Ohio).
“Overview of the U.S. soybean sector–Production:
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Soybeans are the second-highest valued crop in the United
States, trailing only corn. The farm value of soybean
production in crop year 2000 was $13.1 billion. More than
80 percent of U.S. soybean acreage is concentrated in the
upper Midwest, although the historically important areas of
the Delta and Southeast still account for a significant share.
Soybean acreage in the South has declined steadily since
its peak in the 1980s because yield growth there has lagged
that of other areas. In the United States, soybeans are most
commonly grown in a crop rotation with corn and other
grains. Double-cropping of soybeans with winter wheat
occurs mostly in the South.
“New seed varieties, more effective fertilizer and
pesticide applications, and improved management practices
have caused yields to rise, thereby encouraging expansion
of soybean acreage. Higher yields reduce per-bushel costs
of production, which enhances profitability. U.S. average
soybean production costs were $249 per acre ($6.23
per bushel) in 1999. Operational costs (including seed,
fertilizers, chemicals, fuels, and hired labor) averaged $76
per acre ($1.91 per bushel). Allocated overhead (such as
land cost, capital recovery of machinery, and taxes) averaged

$173 per acre, but tends to be lower for the largest farms
because it is distributed over more output. Thus, while nearly
all soybean farmers can cover their annual operating costs at
current prices, some smaller farms may have trouble paying
off debt on fixed investment and securing a reasonable return
on their own labor and management. Midwestern soybean
producers generally have higher yields and lower per-acre
cash costs than southern and eastern producers.
“In recent years, soybean farmers have increasingly
adopted conservation tillage practices to reduce production
costs, help protect soil and water resources, and provide
other environmental benefits. More than 45 percent of U.S.
soybean acres are conservation-tilled. After 1985, many
producers adopted conservation tillage to meet conservation
compliance requirements that were enacted in farm
legislation. Higher yields from improved retention of soil
moisture also contributed to the trend toward conservation
tillage. Tillage systems can also influence input use. With
less soil cultivation, weed control depends more heavily on
herbicide applications. Pesticide use (nearly all herbicides)
on soybeans ranks second only to corn. In 1997, commercial
fertilizer was applied to less than 40 percent of soybean
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acreage, a much lower rate than for most row crops (e.g.,
corn and cotton). Unlike other major crops, soybeans can fix
their own nitrogen and require minimal nitrogen fertilizer.
Irrigation was used on 4.2 million acres of soybeans in 1997,
or 6 percent of total acreage. Most of the irrigated soybean
acres are in Arkansas and Nebraska.
“Herbicide-tolerant soybeans were among the first
bioengineered [genetically engineered] crops to achieve
commercial importance. Since their general commercial
introduction in 1996, herbicide-tolerant soybean varieties
have gained rapid acceptance among U.S. farmers seeking
reduced costs and a simpler method of pest management. In
2001, these varieties account for 68 percent of U.S. soybean
planted acreage. Farm acreage surveys indicate that soybeans
account for most biotech crop acres, followed by corn and
cotton.
“The popularity of bioengineered soybeans with U.S.
farmers has ramifications for resource use, marketing, and
international trade. Preliminary ERS research indicates that
farmers adopting herbicide-tolerant varieties of soybeans
have reduced the number of per-acre herbicide treatments
and tend to use herbicides with less toxicity. Bioengineering
of oilseed crop traits initially focused on improving
production attributes, such as lower pest control costs.
But development of soybeans with enhanced functionality
characteristics-such as healthier oil attributes, improved
animal nutrition, and more palatable food quality-is
progressing.
“Whether U.S. farmers will continue to expand their use
of biotech seed depends, in part, on the acceptance of biotech
crops in domestic and foreign markets. Farmers in Argentina
and Canada are growing biotech crops as well. Some
governments, such as the European Union and Japan, require
labeling of foods containing biotech ingredients, and other
countries are considering similar labeling policies. There
is also some debate regarding whether to segregate biotech
and non-biotech crops in the marketing chain. Segregation
of non-biotech soybeans would add to producers’ and grain
handlers’ costs, but consumers’ willingness to pay premiums
necessary to cover these costs is uncertain.
“Farm Structure: Census of Agriculture data indicate
that 354,692 U.S. farms raised soybeans in 1997, down
from 511,000 in 1982. With more acreage and fewer farms,
harvested soybean acreage per farm increased from 114 acres
in 1978 to 186 acres in 1997. While 77 percent of the farms
growing soybeans were small farms (less than 250 acres),
these farms accounted for only 34 percent of 1997 soybean
production. Individual or family farms accounted for 82
percent of farms producing soybeans and 71 percent of
soybean production in 1997. Partnerships and small familyheld corporations accounted for much of the remainder,
while other corporations produced only 0.4 percent of the
total soybean crop. Tenant farmers accounted for 17 percent
of U.S. soybean production, full owners produced 15

percent, and part owners produced the rest.
“Domestic Uses of Soybeans: Domestically, nearly all
soybeans are processed (crushed) to extract the oil for food
and industrial use and the high-protein meal for animal feed.
A comparatively small amount of whole soybeans is used for
seed, on-farm dairy feed, and direct food uses such as tofu.
“Soybean crushing operations are generally located
near major soybean production regions, with easy access to
rail and barge carriers that transport products to domestic
feed markets and to export markets via ports located on the
Gulf of Mexico. Soybean meal is the most valuable product
obtained from soybean processing, ranging from 50 to
75 percent of total value (depending on relative prices of
soybean oil and meal). Soybean meal is the world’s dominant
high-protein feed, accounting for nearly 65 percent of world
supplies. Livestock feed accounts for 98 percent of soybean
meal consumption. The remainder is used in human foods
such as bakery ingredients and meat substitutes.
“Soybean oil’s contribution to soybean value is smaller,
as it constitutes just 18-19 percent of the soybean’s weight.
Yet soybean oil accounts for about two-thirds of the
vegetable oils and animal fats consumed in the United States.
It is used mainly in salad and cooking oil, bakery shortening,
and margarine, but also has a number of industrial
applications. Worldwide, soybean oil is the largest source
of vegetable oil, but palm oil, whose use has grown rapidly,
looks likely to displace soybean oil’s top ranking within a
few years” (Continued). Address: USDA Economic Research
Service.
6731. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Roasted Crunchy
Soybean Butter (Made with Organic Soybeans; Plastic Jar).
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016. Phone:
626-599-3700.
Date of Introduction: 2001 July.
Ingredients: Roasted organic soybeans*, cold pressed
soybean oil, soya concentrate, soya lecithin, salt. * =
Organically grown and processed in accordance with the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 15 oz (425 gm) plastic bottle.
Retails for $3.49 (2001/07, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Per 2 tablespoons (32 gm): Calories 170, calories
from fat 120, total fat 13 gm (20% daily value; saturated fat
1 gm {8%}), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 170 mg (7%), total
carbohydrate 5 gm (dietary fiber 2 gm {10%}, sugars 1 gm),
protein 9 gm. Calcium 6%. Iron 6%. Percent daily values are
based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2001. July
13. 20. Wrap-around self-adhesive label is brown, tan, green,
and reddish brown. Back panel: “Contains no peanuts. 100%
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soy protein. Use Trader Joe’s Roasted Soybean Butter as you
would peanut butter... SKU #032779.”
6732. Product Name: Purely Decadent Soy Delicious
(Super-Premium Non-dairy Frozen Dessert) [Chocolate
Brownie Almond, Praline Pecan, Peanut Butter Zigzag,
Purely Vanilla, Chunky Mint Madness, Cookie Avalanche,
Chocolate Obsession].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 70, Junction City, OR
97448. Phone: (541) 998-6778.
Date of Introduction: 2001 July.
Ingredients: Filtered water, *organic soymilk (filtered
water, *organic soybeans), *organic evaporated cane juice,
brownies (sugar, unenriched wheat flour, natural cocoa,
water, palm kernel oil, brown sugar, fructose, cream of tartar,
non-aluminated baking powder, cocoa processed with alkali,
vanilla, salt), *organic brown rice syrup, roasted almonds
(almonds, safflower oil, salt), *organic safflower oil, cocoa
processed with alkali, chicory root extract, vanilla extract,
carob bean gum, guar gum, algin (kelp extract), carrageenan,
yucca, natural flavor, potato sugar. * = Organically grown
and processed in accordance with QAI standards and the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 pint (473 ml). Retails for
$2.69 (2002/05, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Mark
Brawerman, founder and owner of Turtle Mountain. 2002.
Feb. This product was introduced about 6 months ago. He
wanted to make a super-premium non-dairy ice cream like
Ben & Jerry’s. The trick was getting the large chunks to stay
crisp and dry without using hydrogenated fats or artificial
ingredients.
Trader Joe’s Fearless Flyer. 2002. May 13. p. 10. “Super
premium non-dairy frozen dessert. We’ve finally found a
non-dairy ‘ice cream’ that we think is terrific. It combines all
the goodness of soy with the decadence of super premium’s
creamy richness and flavor, as tastes as close to real ice
cream as we’ve tasted. Made with organic soybeans and
other organic ingredients, this vegan non-dairy dessert is all
natural and contains no cholesterol and no hydrogenated oils.
It has less than half the fat and only 65% of the calories of
super premium ice cream. And its Kosher.
Talk with Lee Freell of Turtle Mountain. 2002. May 20.
Records show that the product was first sold commercially
in July 2001. The three flavors that people seem to like best
are: Chocolate Brownie Almond, Praline Pecan, and Peanut
Butter Zigzag or Cherry Nirvana. He will send one carton of
each flavor and a coupon.
All packages with Labels and Leaflet sent by Turtle
Mountain. 2002. May 20. “The first super-premium nondairy frozen dessert.” On the front is a large color photo of a

package plus the statement that the company is “The natural
foods non-dairy [frozen dessert] market leader” (according
to SPINScan data for the year ending 28 Feb. 2001). On
the back is detailed information about each of the 8 flavors,
including nutrition facts and ingredients.
“An ancient legacy: Sea turtles freely roamed the
oceans long before dinosaurs; today they are threatened
with extinction. Turtle Mountain, Inc. has proudly joined
forces with the Sea Turtle Restoration Project (STRP) by
providing much needed funds and promoting awareness of
STRP’s fight to save these gentle creatures. To learn more
about STRP’s efforts and how you can help save this ancient
legacy, visit the STRP website at www.seaturtles.org.”
6733. Product Name: WholeSoy Cultured Soy Drink
(Drinkable Soy Yogurt) [Strawberry, Apricot Mango, Peach,
Raspberry].
Manufacturer’s Name: WholeSoy Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Phone: 415-495-2870.
Date of Introduction: 2001 July.
Ingredients: Peach: Pasteurized and cultured soymilk
(filtered water, whole organic soybeans*), organic evaporated
cane juice crystals*, organic peaches*, unmodified tapioca
starch, unmodified corn starch, calcium carbonate, natural
flavors, lactic acid (from vegetable source), annatto (color),
live yogurt cultures (L. acidophilus, bifidus, L. bulgaricus,
and S. thermophilus). * = Grown without the use of synthetic
pesticides, herbicides, or chemical fertilizers.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (340 gm) plastic bottle.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl. oz (227 gm): Calories 200-210, calories
from fat 25, total fat 3 gm (4% 5% daily value; saturated
fat 0 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 75 mg (0%), total
carbohydrate 34-36 gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 29-31
gm), protein 7 gm. Vitamin 0%, calcium 30%, iron 0%,
vitamin C 0-2%. Provides 38 mg of natural soy isoflavones.
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: First Cultured Soy Drink
label (Apricot Mango) sent by Ted Nordquist of WholeSoy
& Co and dated in his computer 2001. April 11.
Leaflet sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo in Anaheim, California. 2002. March. “An incredibly
delicious cultured drink. Live active cultures. Organic
soybeans. Dairy free. Excellent source of calcium.
Cholesterol free. New!” Shows 12 oz. plastic bottles of
the four flavors. On the back: Our process is unique. Why
organic? The healthy soybeans. Ingredients for each flavor.
Nutrition facts.
Talk with Ted Nordquist. 2012. Sept. 22. When making
cups of Creamy Cultured Soy at the Morningstar plant in
Fullerton–”we were too small for them.” The plant manager,
who was very nice, told Ted that Ted’s volume was so small
that it was going to be very difficult in that plant to give
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Ted a consistent product. So Ted started looking for another
place, and he ended up at Super Store Industries, which
initially had no bottling line when Ted started making his
soy yogurts there. Then Shane Donovan who was having
his GlenOaks Drinkable Yogurts made by Altadena in Los
Angeles, had the problem that Altadena was not serving
him well. So Kelly Olds, who at the time was president of
Super Store Industries (SSI), called Ted and asked Ted if
he would like to do bottled drinkable soy yogurts. “If you
would combine your volume with Shane Donovan’s volume,
we could install a bottling line at the SSI plant.” As always,
they would clean out between the run of dairy yogurt and the
run of soy yogurt. “You have to CIP and for Kosher Pareve
you have to let the machines rest 24 hours between dairy
and soy.” Ted said, yes, thank you. So Ted designed and
launched his first line of WholeSoy smoothies (drinkable
cultured soy). This was the first drinkable soy yogurt sold in
the United States. Note: The smoothies were first launched as
WholeSoy Cultured Soy Drink.
6734. Han, Tianfu. 2001. Farming systems and ecotypes
of vegetable soybeans in China. In: T. Lumpkin, ed. 2001.
Second International Vegetable Soybean Conference.
Pullman, Washington: Washington State University. 202 p.
See p. 53-56. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Current status of vegetable soybean
production. Farming systems of vegetable soybeans: Single
cropping, dike maodou (tiangengdou or tianchengdou in
Chinese). Ecotypes of vegetable soybean varieties: Springsown type, summer and autumn-sown types. The roles of
local and introduced varieties in the vegetable soybean
production: Local varieties, introduced varieties. Prospect of
vegetable soybean production in China. Summary.
“Current Status of Vegetable Soybean Production:
Vegetable soybeans or maodou in Chinese, are cultivated
in almost all the soybean production regions in China,
especially in the middle and lower valleys of Yangtze River
and the southeastern coastal provinces. Since 1980s, the
production of maodou in the above-mentioned regions has
developed greatly, along with the increasing demand from
both domestic and international markets. In 1997, maodou
area in Fujian Province reached 6,700 hectares, the average
yield was about 6 tons per hectare, and about 30,000 tons
of frozen maodou products were exported (Xu and Liu,
1999). The area of maodou in Zhejiang Province was even
greater than that in Fujian. In 1998, maodou occupied 20,500
hectares and accounted for 20.0% of total soybean hectarage
in Zhejiang (Wu and Lu, 2000). Xiaoshan City is one of the
biggest maodou producers in Zhejiang. In 2001, farmers in
Xiaoshan planted 5600 hectares of maodou, accounted for
45.88% of spring-sown soybeans there (Agriculture Bureau
of Xiaoshan City, 2001). Jiangsu, Guangdong, Anhui,
Shanghai, Sichuan, Yunnan and other southern provinces
also produce maodou at a quite large scale.

“Farming Systems of Vegetable Soybeans: Maodou
is cultivated in single cropping, intercropping or on the
dike of paddy fields. Single cropping is predominant in
commercialized maodou production. In order to harvest
fresh pods earlier, plastic mulching, vinyl channel [row
covering], greenhouse and other protective cultivation
methods are popularly used in maodou production in recent
years. In 2001, 62.34% hectarage of maodou was planted
with protective methods in Xiaoshan City, Zhejiang Province
(Agriculture Bureau of Xiaoshan City, 2001).
“Single Cropping: Single-cropped spring-sown maodou
is planted in open or plastic mulched fields in late February
to early April in Jiangsu and. Zhejiang Provinces. The fields
are usually winter-fallowed. Some farmers sow the seeds in
the unheated vinyl channel or greenhouse to nurse seedlings
and transplanted later. After harvest of the single-cropped
maodou, farmers usually grow paddy rice. Summer-sown
maodou are planted after winter crops such as winter wheat
and rapeseed and followed by winter crops also. In the
Huanghe (Yellow River)-Huaihe-Haihe Valleys, summer
maodou is sown after winter wheat, and the spring-sown
maodou is planted in the winter-fallowed fields. Maodou is
a full season crop and sown in spring in the northeast and
northwest provinces.” Address: Inst. of Crop Breeding and
Cultivation, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
Beijing 100081, China, hantf@ihw.com.cn.
6735. Lee, Yeong Ho; Ryu, Y.H.; Kim, W.; Kim, S.D.;
Hwang, Y; Chung, K. 2001. Selection for vegetable soybean
and development of its production techniques in Korea. In: T.
Lumpkin, ed. 2001. Second International Vegetable Soybean
Conference. Pullman, Washington: Washington State
University. 202 p. See p. 79-82. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and methods. Results:
Selection for vegetable soybean, development of production
techniques for vegetable soybean. Summary. Address: 1.
yhlee13@rda.go.kr 2. ryuyh@rda.go.kr 3. kimwhsoy@rda.
go.kr 4. kim2101@rda.go.kr 1-4: National Crop Experiment
Station, RDA, Suwon 441-857, Korea 5. hwangyh@knu.
ac.kr 6. soychung@anseo.dankook.ac.kr.
6736. Product Name: Pathmark Soymilk [Original, Vanilla,
or Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pathmark Stores, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Carteret, New Jersey.
Date of Introduction: 2001 August.
Ingredients: Original: Filtered water, whole organic
soybeans, evaporated organic cane juice, natural flavors,
tricalcium phosphate, sodium citrate, potassium citrate,
carrageenan, tocopheryl, acetate, vitamin A palmitate,
vitamin D-2, riboflavin (vitamin B-2), vitamin B-12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 32 fl oz (1 qt) Tetra Brik
Aseptic Liter Square carton with reclosable cap and foil pull
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tab.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Three empty cartons sent
by Denis Bolger of New York, NY. 2001. Sept. 25. Each
carton has the same basic front panel design, showing a
stream of soymilk being poured into the top of a glass,
however original has a red background, vanilla a blue
background, and chocolate a brown background. “Made
with organic soybeans. 31 mg isoflavones per serving. Rich
in calcium. Lactose free. With vitamins A, D, E, B-2 &
B-12.” The right half of the back panel and the lower half
of one side panel are devoted to recipes: Original has Zesty
cornbread muffins, Strawberry banana frosty, and Creamy
Italian dressing. Vanilla has Cinnamon honey dressing,
Strawberry banana frosty, and Instant chocolate pudding.
Chocolate has Chocolate cream pie, and Hot chocolate.
On one panel is a heart health claim and “Quality assured:
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.”
Product with Label sent by Martine Liguori. 2007.
March. Purchased at Grocery Outlet, Oakland, California. 1
quart retails for $0.99. Taste test: Too sweet. Chalky taste.
Not good.
*
6737. Product Name: Soyco Tofu [Malaysian Peanut Satay,
Chinese Honey Soy].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyco Soyfood Product [Nutrisoy
Pty. Ltd.].
Manufacturer’s Address: 15 Hannon St., Botany NSW
2019, Australia. Phone: 02-9695-7755.
Date of Introduction: 2001 August.
Ingredients: Malaysian: Organic soybean (55%) (non
genetically modified), water, peanut sauce (peanut, onion,
chilli, lemon grass, coconut cream, vinegar, garlic, ginger,
spices, sugar, salt, modified maize starch), soysauce,
sunflower oil, natural coagulant (magnesium chloride).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels with dates sent by
Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling this product in Aug. 2001. Malaysian: Brown,
green, red, orange, yellow and black on beige. “Rich new
flavour. Ready to serve hot or cold.”
6738. Yan, Miao-Rong; Shanmugasundaram, S. 2001.
Vegetable soybean seed production–Recommendations.
In: T. Lumpkin, ed. 2001. Second International Vegetable
Soybean Conference. Pullman, Washington: Washington
State University. 202 p. See p. 191-194. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Crop management.
Harvest methods. Seed drying and storage. Seed yield
of vegetable soybean. Conclusions. Acknowledgement.
Address: 1. Research Asst., Program I/Legume Unit, Asian
Vegetable Research and Development Center, P.O. Box 42

Shanhua, Tainan 741, Taiwan, ROC. Email: yanmr@netra.
avrdc.org.tw 2. sundar@netra.avrdc.org.tw.
6739. Product Name: Mori-Nu Creamy Soup Made with
Organic Soy [Garden Pea, Corn, Tomato, Butternut Squash].
Renamed Creamy Soy Soup by Oct. 2002.
Manufacturer’s Name: Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2050 W. 190th St. #110,
Torrance, CA 90504. Phone: 1-800-669-8638.
Date of Introduction: 2001 September.
Ingredients: Garden Pea: Silken tofu puree (water, whole
organic soybeans*, magnesium chloride, calcium chloride),
pea puree, celery juice, raw washed sugar, onion powder,
salt, carrot puree, corn starch, carrageenan (thickener), garlic
powder, sodium citrate, natural flavor, spice.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 32 fl oz (1 qt) Tetra Brik
Aseptic Liter Square carton with reclosable cap and foil pull
tab.
How Stored: Refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (full-page, color) in
Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2001. “New rich, creamy
soups from Mori-Nu. Made with organic soy.” Aug. p. 26.
“Dairy free. All natural. Available soon.” A photo shows
the front panel of the four packages. Products (all 4) with
Labels and leaflet (color) sent by Morinaga. 2001. Aug.
Leaflet: The front is the same as the ad. The back contains
Nutrition Facts, ingredients, and bar codes. 4 gm of protein
per serving.
Products (4 flavors) with Labels sent by Morinaga. 2001.
Aug. Talk with Art Mio of Morinaga. 2001. Aug. 14. This
product will first be available in stores in Sept. 2001. The
most popular flavor is butternut, and the least popular is pea.
The recommended retail price is $3.79/liter, which is higher
than that of a similar product made by Imagine Foods. Trader
Joe’s says that they are cutting back on Imagine Foods’ soups
because they are not selling well.
Leaflet (glossy color, single sided). “Get rich. Quick.
(With Mori-Nu creamy soups made with organic soy).” A
photo shows the four flavors and two sizes–1 quart (32 oz)
and single-serving 11 oz.
Ad (full-page, color) in Natural Foods Merchandiser.
2002. p. 13. “Super soups.” They now come in four flavors:
Butternut Squash, Corn, Tomato, and Garden Pea. “4 grams
of soy protein per serving. 2 sizes–1 quart and 11 oz single
serving. All natural. Non-GMO ingredients. Call 1-800-Now
Tofu.”
6740. Product Name: Belsoy Soymilk [Great Tasting
Unsweetened, Great Tasting Original, Great Tasting Vanilla,
Great Tasting Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: Vlamingstraat 28, B-8560
Wevelgem, West Flanders, Belgium. Phone: +32 56 43 22
11.
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Date of Introduction: 2001 October.
Ingredients: Original: Filtered water, organic soybeans*,
organic raw cane sugar, tricalcium phosphate, natural flavors,
sea salt, zinc gluconate, riboflavin (B-2), vitamin A acetate,
vitamin D-2, vitamin B-12. Belsoy soybeans are third-party
certified by ECOCERT-BE-1.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 32 fl oz (1 quart) or 8.45 fl
oz. Tetra Brik Aseptic carton. Retails for $1.69 (2001/11,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (240 ml): Calories 120, calories from
fat 45, total fat 5 gm (8% daily value; saturated fat 1 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 180 mg (8%), total carbohydrate
9 gm (dietary fiber 3 gm [12%], sugars 7 gm), protein 9 gm.
Vitamin A 6%, vitamin B-2 20%, vitamin B-12 15%, calcium
35%, iron 6%, vitamin C 0%, vitamin D 20%, riboflavin
20%, zinc 8%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000
calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Alpro is trying again to
enter the U.S. market. Brochure (8½ by 11 inches, color, 4
p.) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West
(Anaheim, California). 2001. March 8-11. “Belsoy–The
taste of Europe!” Page 1: “Our company: Belsoy products
are produced at Alpro [in Belgium], a European company
producing only vegetable products. At Alpro, our life is Soy.
We have more than 20 years experience in the Soy business...
Today, Alpro is the market leader in Europe for Soy products
and one of the largest Soy manufacturers in the world. All
our products are produced with organic soybeans and are
GMO-free.” Product range: Soymilk in quart and 8.45 oz
sizes. Soypudding in 4.4 oz sizes. Website: www.belsoy.com.
Sales and distribution: Belsoy products will be sold in the
US through our partners American Natural Snacks (ANS;
phone: 904-825-2039) for the natural food trade, and Liberty
Richter (phone: 201-843-8900) for specialty food distributors
and other channels of distribution. Timing: Belsoy will be
available through your distributor from July 1st 2001. Color
photos at the bottom of page 1 show four flavors of Belsoy
soymilk in quart cartons. Pages 2-3 give ingredients and
nutrition facts for 10 SKUs (8 soymilk and 2 soypudding).
Page 4 contains barcodes, case and pallet information. Note:
Both ANS and Liberty Richter are divisions of Tree of Life.
Trader Joe’s Holiday Guide. 2001. Oct. 30–Dec. 31. p.
12. “More interesting new stuff... New! Soy milk fortified
with calcium, vitamins and minerals. Original, vanilla, and
Belgian chocolate.” “Belsoy Soy Milks are made by one of
the largest soy manufacturers in the world, with more than
20 years experience in the soy business... Belsoy Soy Milks
are made entirely from organic soybeans... They contain nine
grams of soy protein per serving... We were very impressed
with the clean flavors of all the varieties, and thought the
chocolate was terrific! Trader Joe’s is the first company in the
States to carry these Belgian soy milks. They come in quart
(32 fl. oz) shelf stable boxes. $1.69.

Product (Original) with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s
in Lafayette, California. 2001. Nov. 1. 1 quart Tetra Brik.
Light blue, dark blue, green, white and red. Front panel: A
light blue photo in the upper right shows a mother holding
two children. In the upper left is a green leaf with a drop of
water on it. An illustration shows milk being poured into a
glass. In a red heart at lower left is written: “Contains 9g soy
Protein per serving. See side panel.” The side panel states:
“Diets low in saturated fat and cholesterol that include 25
grams of soy protein a day may reduce the risk of heart
disease. One serving of Belsoy Soymilk provides 9 grams
of soy protein... Product of France. Distributed by Liberty
Richter, 400 Lyster Ave., Saddle Brook, New Jersey 076635910.” Back panel: “Belsoy products are produced by
Alpro, a European soy food manufacturer producing only
vegetable products.” Soyfoods Center taste test. Taste and
consistency: 9. We like very much the richness, high natural
protein content (9 gm/serving without using isolates), and
smooth consistency of the Original soymilk. However, for
us, the use of white sugar as a sweetener makes the product
unacceptable. Price: Excellent. Package design: 8.
Talk with Liberty Richter (Customer Service). 2001.
Nov. 5. They import, then sell to distributors. The first
products arrived two weeks ago and are just now starting to
appear in stores. They are not aware that the product will be
produced in the USA.
6741. Product Name: [Soy & Rice Miso].
Foreign Name: Miso de Soya et de Riz.
Manufacturer’s Name: Les Aliments Massawippi.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4530 Chemin Capelton, North
Hatley, Quebec, Canada J0B 2C0. Phone: 819-842-2264.
Date of Introduction: 2001 October.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, organic rice, salt,
Aspergillus oryzae, natural spring water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm, 500 gm, or 2 kg plastic
tubs.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Elwell, Christian. 2001.
“Miso more than food: Life! Healing in Rwanda.” River
Currents: News from South River Miso Company (Conway,
Massachusetts). Fall/Winter. p. 2. Nov.
Talk with Gilbert Boulay. 2002. Nov. 24. Their miso
is somewhere between a red miso and a light yellow miso.
They worked for 6 months adjusting the proportions of
ingredients so that, when dissolved in warm water, the broth
tasted as much as possible like chicken broth / soup; it is not
pasteurized. It was first presented at expos and shows in Oct.
2001 and was first sold commercially that same month; it
was first distributed in Dec. 2001.
6742. Liebold, Kelvin; Baumel, Phil; Wisner, B. 2001.
Brazil’s soybean production–Production inputs. Ag Decision
Maker: A Business Newsletter for Agriculture. Oct. See:
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www.extension.iastate.edu/agdm/articles/leibold/LeibOct01.
htm.
• Summary: Contents: Soils and fertility. Weed control.
Diseases and insects. Machinery.
“The estimated yield for Brazilian soybeans is 45
bushels per acre while the U.S. average yield has been
around 38 bushels.”
“Soils and fertility: Most of the soils in the new areas
being developed in Brazil are classified as tropical soils, or
what is known as Oxisols. The subsurface horizon contains
only hydrated oxides of iron and aluminum along with
kaolinite clays and quartz sand. The soils are subject to the
formation of “hardpans”. These are “old” soils. The two
largest areas of these soils are the Amazon Basin and the
Congo Basin of Africa.
“The Oxisols are highly weathered soils with low native
fertility and low organic matter. They can be very productive
when supplemented with lime and phosphorus. The addition
of lime and phosphorus helps minimize the aluminum
toxicity. Aluminum toxicity is often the major limiting factor
for crop production with very acid soils. As the toxicity
increases the root development decreases. Many native
plants have high tolerances to aluminum toxicity.” Address:
Professors of economics, Iowa State Univ.
6743. Mondini, Marcio Luiz; Vieira, C.P.; Cambraia, L.A.
2001. Epoca de semeadura: um importante fator que afeta
a protudividade da cultura da soja [Time of planting: an
important factor that affects the productivity of soybeans].
EMBRAPA-CNPSo Documentos (Centro Nacional de
Pesquisa de Soja, Londrina, PR, Brazil) No. 34. 16 p. [5 ref.
Por]
Address: Brazil.
6744. Product Name: Organic Silken Tofu, or Soft Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrisoy Pty. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 15 Hannon St., Botany NSW
2019, Australia.
Date of Introduction: 2001 October.
Ingredients: Silken Tofu: Organic soybean (non genetically
modified), filtered water, natural calcium sulphate, glucono
delta lactone.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels with dates sent by
Tony Wondal of Nutrisoy. 2005. April 26. He started making
and selling these products in Oct. 2001. Silken: Orange,
purple, green, yellow and red on salmon pink. A color photo
shows three slices of silken tofu in a bowl with a white sauce
and cut vegetables. Nutrition information is given.
6745. OG. 2001--. Serial/periodical. Emmaus, Pennsylvania:
Rodale Press. Vol. 48, No. 6. Sept/Oct. 2001. Editor: John
Grogan.

• Summary: Previous title Organic Gardening. Subsequent
title Organic Gardening. Continued until Vol. 50, No. 2,
March/April 2003. The president of Rodale Inc. is Maria
Rodale. Address: Emmaus, Pennsylvania.
6746. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Soy Milk [Original,
Vanilla, or Coffee].
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016. Phone:
626-599-3700.
Date of Introduction: 2001 October.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Organic soymilk*, (filtered water,
whole organic soybeans*), brown rice sweetener (filtered
water, brown rice), natural vanilla flavor with other natural
flavors, sea salt, carrageenan. * = Certified organically grown
and processed in accordance with the Oregon Tilth standards
and the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: ½ gallon (1.89 liters)
Combibloc aseptic carton with reclosable cap. Original and
Vanilla retail for $1.89; Coffee is $2.29 (2001/10, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (8 fl oz or 240 ml): Calories 100,
calories from fat 20, total fat 2 gm (3% daily value; saturated
fat 0 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 140 mg (6%), total
carbohydrate 15 gm (dietary fiber 2 gm [7%], sugars 11 gm),
protein 5 gm. Vitamin A 0%, calcium 2%, vitamin C 0%,
iron 6%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie
diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2001. Oct.
28. Label (Vanilla): Pink on white with purple and greenish
yellow. Front panel: “Made with organic soybeans. 25 mg
isoflavones per serving. Low fat. All natural. Non-dairy
drink.” Note the low price of these products.
Trader Joe’s Holiday Guide. 2001. Oct. 30–Dec. 31.
p. 16. “New! Trader Joe’s Soy Milks. Half gallon $1.89.”
“Trader Joe is one of the leading retailers of non-dairy soy
and rice beverages in the United States... Recently, we asked
our suppliers to develop a new line of non-dairy soy milks
that deliver great taste and an amazing value. From all the
submissions we chose these... We have four great flavors:
Original, Vanilla, Fat Free Original, and Fat Free Vanilla.”
New cap: Talk with Corinne Streit of Tetra Pak /
StirMarketing. 2005 July 3. The oblong “snap closure with
a foil barrier” (a flip-up white cap with the piece of pull-off
aluminum foil below it, that sometimes breaks when it is
being pulled off), has just been replaced by a circular, white,
“SlimCap” screw cap (“ReCap 3”; 2.8 cm in diameter and
0.8 cm high). The “SlimCap” was introduced in summer
2005. A tamper-proof feature requires a strong twist before
the cap is broken from two tiny plastic prongs on one side.
Below the screw cap is a circular white plastic “pull-tab
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barrier.” When pulled (by inserting one’s forefinger or thumb
into the circle), it also pulls off an aluminum foil seal or
barrier to the aseptic Brik Pak. This is a better design. Since
about 2002 the package has been purple on white and the
front panel text has read “35 mg isoflavones per serving.”
New ½-gallon refrigerated package design. 2006. Jan.
22. Vanilla and Original flavors. Bill bought Vanilla. Retails
for $2.99 per ½ gallon. Taste test: Flavor is excellent and
color is very white, but contains “can sugar crystals” = sugar.
6747. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Soy Milk [Fat Free
Original, or Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016. Phone:
626-599-3700.
Date of Introduction: 2001 October.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Organic soymilk*, (filtered water,
whole organic soybeans*), brown rice sweetner (filtered
water, brown rice), natural vanilla flavor with other natural
flavors, sea salt, carrageenan. * = Certified organically grown
and processed in accordance with the Oregon Tilth standards
and the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: ½ gallon (1.89 liters)
Combibloc aseptic carton with reclosable cap. Original and
Vanilla retail for $1.89; Coffee is $2.29 (2001/10, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2001. Oct.
28. Label (Vanilla): Pink on white with purple and greenish
yellow. Front panel: “Made with organic soybeans. 25 mg
isoflavones per serving. Low fat. All natural. Non-dairy
drink.” Note the low price of these products.
6748. Product Name: Rocamojo: Roasted Soy Coffee
(Regular, or Rocamojo Blend [Soy & Coffee]).
Manufacturer’s Name: Rocamojo LLC.
Manufacturer’s Address: 12215 Ventura Blvd. #207,
Studio City, CA 91604. Phone: 818-508-8575.
Date of Introduction: 2001 November.
Ingredients: 100% organic soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb multiwall paper bag.
Retails for $7.98 (2002/07 Berkeley, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label brought
to Soyfoods Center from Berkeley Bowl by Loren Clive.
2002. Aug. 1. 4.5 by 9 inches. Self-adhesive label (white and
light green on dark green) on glossy white bag. “Caffeine
free. A healthy coffee alternative. 100% organic.”
Talk with Michael Moss (customer service) at
Rocamojo. 2002. Aug. This product, introduced in Nov.
2001, was developed by Ron Marinaro, a chiropractor.
Both types contain a blend of soybean varieties. He sends a

letterhead with envelope.
Thomas, Cathy. 2002. “You want Java without jitters?
Here’s a soy ploy. Orange County Register. Oct. 31. Food
section, page 1. Los Angeles chiropractor Ron Marinaro and
his wife, Cathleen, developed Rocamojo after an increasing
number of patients sought advice about reducing caffeine.
They began to experiment with a roaster they installed in
their garage. They launched Rocamojo commercially 3
months ago; today it is 100 retail stores.
Note: By Oct. 2002 Rocamoja was sold in a blend of
equal parts soy and coffee.
CNS newswire. 2004. “Soy coffee trial.” Aug. 24. 1:00
PM. Starting in 1987, alleged Richert, he began to develop a
good-tasting coffee alternative made by roasting soybeans. In
1991 he and his main investor, the late actor River Phoenix,
opened a shop in Santa Monica to make a product called
Incognito. But when River Phoenix died of a drug overdose
on 30 Oct. 1993, Richert said he lost all enthusiasm for
selling the soy product. He closed the shop. However in 1999
Richert found his interest in the soy coffee returning. So he
began looking for investors again. At the time, he and his
wife were being treated by Marinaro, a chiropractor. When
Richert mentioned Incognito, Marinaro said he knew people
who would like to invest.
In April 2001, Richert and Marinaro made an oral
agreement to be partners, with a 60-40 split in Richert’s
favor. They also agreed to keep all secrets related to the
roasting process.
Over the next 6 months. alleges Richert, he was
pushed out of the company by Marinaro and Jeffrey
Dash, Marinaro’s friend, who was in charge of drawing
up partnership papers and applying for a limited liability
company.
Richert alleges that Marinaro took his roasting recipe
and began selling it as Rocamojo, which is now sold in
thousands of retail stores nationwide, including Erewhon
Natural Foods and Whole Foods Market. The Los Angeles
Superior Court Jury returned its findings yesterday.
“The $14.86 million award included $6.586 million in
compensatory damages, $8 million in punitive damages
against Marinaro and $250,000 in punitive damages against
Dash.”
Abrams, Gary. 2004. Daily Journal Newswire Article.
“Only in L.A. could soy coffee drink startup brew so much
bitterness.” Aug. 26. About the trial concerning a company
originally named Incognito but now called Rocamojo. This
week a Los Angeles Superior Court jury awarded William
Richert (an actor, producer, and writer), damages totaling
nearly $15 million against his former business partners,
including his onetime chiropractor Ronald Marinaro. Richert
alleged that in 2001 Marinaro offered to help set up and
financially back Richert’s new startup company that would
make and market a “soy-coffee beverage.” The partnership
developed as Richert and his wife were being treated by
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Marinaro. Later, when the startup began to show signs
of success, Richert alleged that Marinaro took over the
management and pushed him out. The trial lasted 11 days.
Richert was backed in his coffee venture by the famous
young actor, River Phoenix, who died of an infamous
overdose at age 23 in 1993.
Letter from William Richert, founder of Cabino. 2004.
Oct. 1. Rocamojo was first sold commercially in Nov. 2001,
in a 16 oz paper bag with an average retail price of $6.50.
Richert is at 1423 Euclid St., Santa Monica, California
90404.
6749. EMBRAPA Producao. 2001. Technologias de producao
de soja: Mato Grosso e Mato Grosso do Sul, safra 2001/2002
[Technology of soybean production: Mato Grosso and Mato
Grosso do Sul, crop year 2001/2002]. No. 1. 179 p. [5 ref.
Por]
Address: Brazil.
6750. Ontario Soybean Growers Newsletter. 2001. Profiles:
Paula Travado, Marketing Manager of OntarBio Organic
Farmers Cooperative. Dec. p. 11.
• Summary: Discusses organic farming of soybeans
and other crops in Ontario and Canada. “’One of the
conventional food industry’s biggest challenges in the
years ahead will be addressing the question of GMO,’
says Travado, acknowledging the controversial stand
of the organic industry, while noting the importance of
crop segregation to its survival. ‘For the organic soybean
producer, it’s a very serious issue because of the fact that
our national and international certification will not tolerate
GMO.’”
“Still, Travado is optimistic about the future of the
soybean industry, especially given its recently tremendous
growth, noting more has been grown in the past few
years than in the previous 20 years. She also states she’s
enthusiastic about the ongoing research into producing
soybean varieties for areas of lower heat units.” Address:
Chatham, ONT, Canada N7M 5L8.
6751. Product Name: [Tempeh Bacon].
Foreign Name: Temeph Bacon.
Manufacturer’s Name: De Hobbit.
Manufacturer’s Address: Nijverheidslaan 7, 9980
Maldegem, Belgium. Phone: 050 71 70 20. Food for
Freedom makes.
Date of Introduction: 2001.
Ingredients: Tempeh*, cornsyrup*, shoyu*, sea salt, yeast
extract, cane sugar*, spices*, red fermented rice.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 120 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 10 weeks shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: Form filled out by Mr.
Frederik Dossche and two leaflets sent by fax. 2001. June
7. Food for Freedom and De Hobbit seem to have merged.

Both make tempeh at: Nijverheidslaan 7, 9980 Maldegem,
Belgium. Phone: 050 71 70 20. De Hobbit makes Tempeh,
Smoked Tempeh, and Tempeh Bacon. Leaflet index card.
De Hobbit. Product cluster: Tempeh. A photo shows Tempeh
bacon. “Description: The vegetarian alternative for ordinary
bacon. How to use: Fry golden brown on both sides or can be
prepared like regular bacon, with cheese, eggs, etc., but very
healthy.”
6752. Fearnside, Philip M. 2001. Soybean cultivation
as a threat to the environment in Brazil. Environmental
Conservation 28(1):23-38. [26 soy ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans represent a recent and powerful
threat to tropical biodiversity in Brazil. Developing effective
strategies to contain and minimize the environmental
impact of soybean cultivation requires understanding of
both the forces that drive the soybean advance and the
many ways that soybeans and their associated infrastructure
catalyse destructive processes. The present paper presents
an up-to-date review of the advance of soybeans in Brazil,
its environmental and social costs and implications for
development policy.”
This article is based on a 72-page report to Conservation
International (Washington, DC) on 5 Feb. 2000. Study
supported by Centre for Applied Biodiversity Science,
Conservation International. Address: Dep. of Ecology,
National Institute for Research in the Amazon (INPA),
Avenida André Araújo, 2936 CP 478, 69011-970 Manaus,
Amazonas.
6753. Product Name: Tonzu Organic Tofu [Teriyaki].
Manufacturer’s Name: Organic Soy Company, Ltd. (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit A, 2 Corban Ave.,
Henderson, Waitakere City, Auckland 0612, New Zealand.
Date of Introduction: 2001.
Ingredients: Certified organic soybeans (guaranteed to be
non-genetically modified), filtered water, natural coagulant
nigari (511). Teriyaki flavour sachet: Fermented soy beans,
sea salt, cider vinegar, honey, ginger, garlic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 275 gm, vacuum packed inside
paperboard box.
How Stored: Refrigerate at 4ºC or less.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Elizabeth
Chalmers, owner. 2007. Jan. 22. The product was introduced
by this company in 1996, but it was first sold in this
paperboard box in 2001. They started using the Tonzu brand
name in 2002. Color photo of snowy mountains beyond a
deep green valley, on deep blue background. Superb label
design. GE [Genetically Engineered] Free logo. Certified
Organic logo.
6754. Product Name: Zenzo Organic Burger Patties.
Manufacturer’s Name: Organic Soy Company, Ltd. (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit A, 2 Corban Ave.,
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Henderson, Waitakere City, Auckland 0612, New Zealand.
Date of Introduction: 2001.
Ingredients: Certified organic ingredients: Soybeans,
onions, palm kernel shortening, rice flour, pea flour, sugar,
salt, spices, nigari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 220 gm, vacuum packed inside
paperboard box. 4 x vegetarian patties.
How Stored: Refrigerate at 4ºC or less.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Elizabeth
Chalmers, owner. 2007. Jan. 22. The product was introduced
by this company in 2001, but it was first sold in this
paperboard box in 2006. They started using the Zenzo brand
name (for second generation soy products) in 2002. 4 by 4
by 1½ inches. Color photo of waves, surf, and ocean under a
blue sky, beyond sand, green grass and a few yellow flowers,
on a green background. Superb label design. Certified
Organic logo. On side panel: “Consume within 24 hours once
opened. Can be frozen.” On one side is a list, with each item
followed by a white box inside of which is a red check (=
yes): Vegetarian. Vegan. Dairy free. Gluten free. Cholesterol
free. Certified organic. High protein. High energy.
6755. Osunlaja, S.O.; Olowe, V.I.O. 2001. Effects of plant
density and intercropping sesame with maize and soybean
on grain yield and stalk rot of maize. Ogun J. of Agricultural
Science 1:201-13. *
6756. Product Name: Pizza Ravioli with Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Rising Moon Organics.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1695 Elkay Drive, Eugene, OR
97404. Phone: (541) 461-1122.
Date of Introduction: 2001.
Ingredients: Pasta: Organic semolina, water, sea salt,
organic turmeric. Filling: Organic tofu (organic soybeans,
filtered water, nigari), organic carrots, organic dried
tomatoes, organic lemon juice, organic potato flakes, organic
garlic, sea salt, organic onion, organic parsley.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (227 gm) plastic tray with
sealed lid. Retails for $3.59–$3.99 in Oregon (2003/12).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Kirk Giudici
of Rising Moon. 2003. Dec. 19. This product was renamed
in 2001. It is made with organic tofu. Label sent by Kirk.
2003. Dec. 22. 4 by 4.5 inches. Self-adhesive. Front panel:
Black and yellow on red. Logo: Rising Moon Organics
with illustration of half moon. USDA Organic logo. “100%
organic. Lowfat. Vegan.” Back panel: “Proponents of the
ravioli revolution” Tells of the journal of Michaelangelo
Gitoni, Kirk’s great grandcousin, who sailed from Italy to
North America in 1875. “The story tells how the daring and
eccentric Michaelangelo created a Pizza Ravioli with tofu.”
Note: This story is pure fantasy. “Cooking instructions:
Never, never cook ravioli in rapidly boiling water. Always
bring water to a boil first. Lower heat and gently place

frozen ravioli in pot. Let simmer for 8-10 minutes, stirring
occasionally until they float and look pillowy. [Remove with
a slotted spoon. Let the boiling down cool before pouring it
down the drain lest you damage your plumbing]. Toss with
olive oil or serve with your favorite Rising Moon sauce.”
Talk with Kirk. 2004. Jan. 12. The palm with a spiral drawn
on it has no significance. Most typical ravioli today contain
cheese; traditionally, many contained meat (such as sausage)
and cheese.
6757. Turtle Mountain, Inc. (Marketer-Distributor). 2001.
Organic Soy Delicious novelties: Non-dairy frozen dessert
(Leaflet). P.O. Box 70, Junction City, OR 97448. 1 p. Front
and back. 8½ x 11 inches.
• Summary: Color leaflet sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2002.
March. But the copyright date is 2001. A photo shows
the front panel of seven Soy Delicious products (3 bars
and 4 open sandwiches). On the rear is nutrition facts and
ingredients for all 7 products. Address: Junction City,
Oregon. Phone: (503) 998-6778.
6758. Giller, Ken E. 2001. Nitrogen fixation in tropical
cropping systems. 2nd ed. Wallingford, United Kingdom:
CABI Publishing, a division of CAB International. xviii +
423 p. 1st ed. 1991. 3rd ed. 2011. Illust. [1705 ref]
• Summary: See next page. A superb book, which clearly
explains the complexities of biological nitrogen fixation.
Contents: Preface to Second Edition. Preface to First
Edition. Acknowledgements. Abbreviations
Part I: Introduction. 1. Tropical Environments: Climates,
Soils and Cropping Systems. 2. N2-fixing Organisms in the
Tropics. 3. The Process of N2-fixation. 4. Assessment of
the Role of N2-fixation. 5. Cycling of Fixed N in Tropical
Cropping Systems.
Part II: Tropical Crops and Cropping Systems. 6.
Cereal Crops and Grasses: Free-living, Root-associated
and Endophytic N2-fixing Bacteria. 7. Cyanobacteria and
Azolla as Green Manure for Wetland Rice. 8. Grain Legumes
for Food, Fodder and Soil Fertility. 9. Legumes as Green
Manures and Cover Crops. 10. Forage Legumes in Pastures
and Leys. 11. Plantation Crops: Understorey Legumes and
Shade Trees. 12. Agroforestry: N2-fixing Trees in Integrated
Agriculture.
Part III: Optimizing N2-fixation. 13. Environmental
Constraints to N2-fixation. 14. Approaches to Enhancing N2fixation: Inoculation with Rhizobia, Selection of Rhizobium
Strains, Improvement of Legumes for N2-fixation (Breeding
legumes for increased N2-fixation), Finding New Niches
for Legumes in Tropical Cropping Systems (Multi-purpose
food legumes, Multi-purpose fodder legumes, Multi-purpose
legumes for soil fertility replenishment), Conclusions. 15.
Future Impacts of N2-fixation in Tropical Agriculture.
Appendix: List of Common Names.
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Soybeans comprise only a small, but important, part of
this book. They are listed in the index under Glycine max.
Maize yield gains are largely due to increased soil N
availability following soybean cultivation. Address: Dep.
of Soil Science and Agricultural Engineering, Univ. of
Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe; and Dep. of Plant Sciences,
Plant Production Systems, Wageningen Univ., Wageningen,
The Netherlands.
6759. Schulz, Steffen; Carsky, Robert J.; Tarawali, Shirley A.
2001. Herbaceous legumes: the panacea for West African soil
fertility problems? In: G. Tian, F. Ishida, and D. Keatinge,
eds. 2001. Sustaining Soil Fertility in West Africa. SSSA
Special Publication Number 58. Madison, Wisconsin: Soil
Science Society of America. vii + 321 p. See p. 179-96.
Chap. 9. [75 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Adoption of
legume technologies: grain legumes, forage legumes, green
manure/cover crops. Biomass and nitrogen contributions
of legume technologies: biomass contribution, nitrogen
contribution. Maximizing legume contributions to soil
fertility maintenance: residue incorporation, legume-cereal
double cropping, increased crop–livestock integration.
Recommendations for increased adoption of legume
technologies: participatory, demand-driven research,
emphasis of collateral benefits of cover crops, promotion of
low harvest index grain legumes, improved profitability of
livestock enterprises. Miracle legumes? Conclusions.
Note: Harvest index is defined as the pounds of grain
divided by the total pounds of above ground biomass (stover
plus grain).
Page 180: Cowpea (Vigna unguiculata L. Walp.) has
been cultivated in Africa since ancient times and appears to
be a crop native to Africa (Purseglove, 1991). In contrast,
groundnut ([peanut] Arachis hypogaea L.) was imported by
the Portuguese in the 16th century (Cobley, 1976). Soybean...
was introduced in Nigeria, Africa’s largest producer of this
crop, in 1908; however, systematic soybean research was
initiated only in the late 1980s (Nyiakura, 1982; Singh and
Rachie, 1987).”
A graph (p. 181) shows area of cowpea (#1), groundnut
(#2) and soybean (#3) in West Africa from 1961 to 1999.
“The cultivation of soybean remained fairly constant at very
low levels until 1985 but has tripled since then to almost
600 000 ha. This reflects the successful collaboration of
IITA and national research and development systems for the
improvement and promotion of this crop (Ortiz, 1998).
Note: Soy is mentioned 29 times in this chapter.
Address: 1. IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria; 2. IITA, Cotonou,
Benin Republic; 3. IITA and ILRI (International Livestock
Research Inst.), Ibadan, Nigeria.
6760. Tian, Guanglong; Ishida, F.; Keatinge, D. eds. 2001.
Sustaining soil fertility in West Africa. SSSA Special

Publication No. 58. vii + 321 p.
• Summary: “Proceedings of a symposium sponsored by
Divisions S-4, S-8, and A-6 of the Soil Science Society of
America and the American Society of Agronomy. The papers
were presented during the annual meeting in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, 5-9 November 2000.”
Contents: Foreword. Preface. Acknowledgment.
Contributors. Conversion factors for SI and non-SI units
(SI = International System = metric system). 14 chapters by
various authors. Chapter 8 and 9 are cited separately.
Page 5: A full-page table shows “Total area harvested
for the principal crops in selected countries of West and
Central Africa in 1996.” The principal crops are maize,
sorghum, millet, rice, cassava, yam, cowpea, groundnut,
cocoa, and soybean (by far the smallest of all crops given).
Statistics are given for 4 countries in West Africa and the
total for West Africa, for 4 countries in Central Africa and
the total for Central Africa. The source is FAO. About 95%
of all soybeans in these two regions are produced in Nigeria
(502,000 ha), with only 2,500 ha in Cote d’Ivoire, and 1,655
ha in Benin, for a total of 506,155 ha in West Africa. In
Central Africa, the only producers are DRC (Democratic
Republic of Congo) 15,000 ha and Cameroon 530 ha, for a
total of 15,530 ha in Central Africa.
Page 13: Evidence is emerging from trials in the NGS
[northern Guinea savanna] (IITA, 2000; BNMS, 2000) that
use of soybean line TGx 1448 which was selected to have
both a heavy biomass litterfall and an adequate grain yield
in rotation with maize allows some accumulation of N in the
system after the soybean. This is in contrast to the previously
recommended grain soybean variety Samsoy which extracts
more N in its grain than it leaves behind. The yield of TGx
1448 appears to meet the farmer’s minimum requirements
for grain yield as well as contributing sufficient biomass to
give a positive N balance to the soil to satisfy the scientists’
drive for sustainability (IITA, 2000). Address: Soil Science
Society of America, Inc., 677 S. Segoe Rd., Madison,
Wisconsin 53711.
6761. Vieira, R.D.; TeKrony, D.M.; Egli, D.B.; Rucker, M.
2001. Electrical conductivity of soybean seeds after storage
in several environments. Seed Science and Technology
(Wageningen) 29(3):599-608. [18 ref]
Address: 1. FCAV/UNESP, Departamento de Producao
Vegetal, 1484-900 Jaboticabal, SP, Brasil.
6762. Popp, Michael P.; Keisling, T.C.; McNew, R.W.;
Oliver, L.R.; Dillon, C.R.; Wallace, D.R. 2002. Planting
date, cultivar, and tillage system effects on dryland soybean
production. Agronomy Journal 94(1):81-88. Jan/Feb. [22 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean yields from nonirrigated fields in
the midsouthern USA have consistently lagged behind
those from irrigated fields. Nonetheless, nonirrigated
fields still attract a larger share of soybean acreage in this
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region. This is likely due to various irrigation constraints,
which include land-leasing arrangements, water shortage,
lack of management time, and low levels of operating
capital.” Address: 1. Dep. of Agricultural Economics and
Agribusiness, Univ. of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701.
6763. Tanner, Jack W. 2002. The rise of soybeans in Ontario,
Canada, and Prof. C.A. Zavitz (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
Feb. 3. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Charles Zavitz was unquestionably the soybean
pioneer in Ontario, but he retired in 1927. Soybeans became
a fairly important crop in Ontario during World War II, when
they served as a source of vegetable oil. but the crop didn’t
really take off until the early 1980s. The increase in corn
acreage, starting in the early 1960s, was a major cause of
the subsequent increase in soybean acreage. Corn acreage
growth was related mainly to herbicides, single-crop hybrids,
early corn which would stand up, and cheap nitrogen–all
those things came together to cause growth in corn acreage.
This, in turn, did several things to cause soybean acreage to
increase: (1) It cleaned out the quackgrass. (2) The soybeans
moved onto farms where the grower had developed some
kind of a cash-crop philosophy / mentality. (3) Soybeans
became part of the rotation with corn. So until the corn crop
grew, the soybean crop could not. Jack recalls many failures
in the 1960s when they tried to move soybeans onto a farm
that didn’t have corn; the farmer would try soybeans once
and they would be taken over by weeds and/or groundhogs.
And they often wouldn’t bear seed due to insufficient
nodulation. So, after that failure, many farmers were
reluctant to try soybeans again.
Moreover, it was not until the 1980s that early soybean
varieties were developed. Before that time, in southwestern
and central Ontario, they had Harosoy and a couple of other
varieties. Maple Arrow was the first really good, early, highyielding soybean variety. It enabled soybeans to expand
northward into central and eastern Ontario. During the 1980s
the number of recommended varieties expanded greatly, into
the hundreds.
Nodulation was another big problem. “We were moving
onto land that had never grown soybeans before. Its not that
simple to just inoculate the first crop of soybean planted.
During the 1960s and 1970s Jack and a colleague spent a
lot of time on nodulation in soybeans. Farmers knew the
importance of inoculating soybeans. But no matter how
hard you tried, you could not get decent inoculation the first
year. At that all the inoculants were based on peat; it wasn’t
until the granular inoculants came along in about the mid1970s that you could really get the number of viable nodule
bacteria that you needed to get enough nodules the first year.
Finally in the 1990s all these technologies and practices
came together as a package for soybeans: Herbicides,
granular inoculants, good early varieties, and the cash-crop
philosophy.

Dr. Zavitz did pioneering research on soybeans from
1893 to about 1927 when he retired. He evaluated more
lines and did more production research, both for hay and for
the beans than anyone else at the time. But after Dr. Zavitz,
during the 1930s, basically nothing happened with soybeans
in the short-season part of Ontario. Moreover, OAC as an
institution was in the doldrums during the 1930s; true, that
was the decade of the Great Depression, but OAC was part
of the Ministry of Agriculture and the college became a
political football. Governments would change and people
would get fired. One of Canada’s premiers threatened to
close OAC completely. It was terrible what was going
on. So it was really until after World War II, when young
guys started coming it that OAC started moving again, and
agriculture became an outstanding department.
There was hardly any research going on there until
George Jones joined the faculty in about 1946-47. George
was a corn and soybean person and he had expertise in
herbicides; he was the one who really promoted the corn
crop here. He was called “The Christ of Corn,” he was such
a missionary for the crop that, for the first time, corn acreage
expanded greatly, setting the stage for soybean expansion.
The University of Guelph gave George an honorary degree
last year. George tried to get soybean acreage to expand, then
Jack did the same thing, but Dave Hume was the one who
really got it going because the whole soybean package came
together when he was promoting soybeans. Jack and Dave
did a lot of work jointly, published jointly, and their soybean
crews operated as one. They worked together on nodulation,
on row width, planting date, variety trials, cooperative
USDA trials, etc.
Starting with Dr. Zavitz, many people worked very
hard to promote soybeans in Canada, but perhaps the most
outstanding contribution to soybeans in Canada came from
Cass Owen, who took over the soybean research at Harrow
from Fred Dimmock. Owen developed Harosoy, which
occupied 95% of Ontario’s soybean acreage at one time; it
was also the leading variety in Ohio, Illinois, Iowa. “There
never was nor will there ever be a soybean variety that
dominated like Harosoy in both southern Ontario and in
central the U.S. Cornbelt. Harosoy was released in 1952 and
it was a dominant variety until the late 1960s. Any varieties
that came after it were crosses onto Harosoy. We needed a
short-season variety with a decent yields, but we also needed
the soybean package (herbicide technology, nodulation
technology, etc.) that we discussed previously.
For more details see: 125 years of achievements:
OAC–A proud tradition, an exciting future, 1874-1999. Look
for soybeans in the index. Jack, who is very interested in the
history of the soybean in Canada, wrote most of the parts
related to soybeans. Address: Retired Prof., Plant Agriculture
Dep., Crop Science Bldg., Univ. of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario
N1G 2W1, Canada.
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6764. CETIOM–Centre de Grignon. 2002. Le soja, une
culture de choix dan vos assolements [The soybean, a crop of
choice in your crop rotations]. March. p. 3-6. [Fre]
• Summary: A colorful overview, with many photos.
6765. Product Name: Skinny Soy Chips [Lightly Salted,
Honey Bar-B-Q, Wasabi Ginger].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nspired Foods / Skinny.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Leandro, CA 94577. Phone:
(510) 686-0116.
Date of Introduction: 2002 March.
Ingredients: Lightly salted: Defatted organic soy flour,
tapioca starch, Loriva sunflower oil (expeller pressed), sea
salt (Wheat free).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3.5 oz. (100 gm) bag.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2002. March.
“Another great reason to get Skinny. Uncompromisingly
delicious.”
6766. Product Name: Soga Organic Twin-Pack Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soga Soyfoods [Pulmuone U.S.A.].
Manufacturer’s Address: 4585 Firestone Blvd., South
Gate, CA 90280. Phone: 866-356-2800.
Date of Introduction: 2002 March.
Ingredients: Feb. 2007: Water, organic soybeans, calcium
sulfate, glucono delta lactone, magnesium chloride. Certified
by Quality Assurance International.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 15.5 oz (439 gm) packed in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
Retails for $0.99 (2007/02 Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3 oz (85 gm): Calories 80, calories from
fat 45, total fat 5 gm (8% daily value; saturated fat 1 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 5 mg (<1%), total carbohydrate
2 gm (dietary fiber <1 gm [3%], sugars 0 gm), protein 9
gm. Vitamin A 0%, vitamin C 0%, calcium 15%, iron 6%..
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with John Sim, head
of sales at Pulmuone. 2003. Nov. 10. This product was
introduced in March 2002 at the Natural Products Expo
West, at Anaheim, California.
Product with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s in
Lafayette, California. 2007. Feb. 4. “Organic Extra Firm
Twin Pack Tofu.” This packaging innovation is one of the
most original and important since water-packed tofu started
to be packaged in plastic tubs with a heat-sealed film lid. The
front panel is red, white, pink, blue, black and green. The
product name is in both English and Korean. The ingredients
(black on pink) are in English, French, and German. In the
upper right corner is a color photo of diced tofu served with
veggies on a blue dish. An illustration shows the twin packs,

with large arrows on each pointing in opposite directions: (1)
“Enjoy now.” (2) “Enjoy later.” Logo: USDA organic. Each
No. 5 PP plastic tub is 5.5 by 11 by 5 cm deep.
6767. Stonyfield Farm. 2002. Soy sales are sprouting up
(Brochure). Ten Burton Dr., Londonderry, NH 03053. 4 p. 28
cm.
• Summary: Color leaflet sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo in Anaheim, California. 2002. March.
On the cover is a huge photo of a package of O’Soy against
a yellow background. In this multipack are 3 chocolate
and 3 vanilla. A cow is saying: “Oh joy, its soy!” Below:
“Introducing organic cultured soy. The only one in the field.”
Page 2 shows a bar chart of the rising “Demand for
organic food and beverages,” which has grown from $5.4
billion sales in 1998, to $6.5 billion in 1999, to $7.8 billion
sales in 2000 (according to Organic & Natural News). And,
“Sales of multipacks are up 170% in natural foods and 37.6%
in supermarkets” (Source IRI 52 w/e 12/31/2000vs. last year;
SpinScan 52 w/e 11/2000 vs. last year). And a regular graph
shows that sales of cultured soy nondairy yogurt in natural
foods stores have doubled from 1998 to 2000–from about
$3.7 million in 1998, to $4.5 million in 1999, to $7.5 million
in 2000. And in supermarkets, sales are up 772% from last
year.
Page 3 discusses health benefits and Stonyfield’s
magazine ad campaign–on the theme “I do.” The back panel
gives ingredients, nutrition facts, and shipping information
for strawberry, peach, chocolate, and vanilla flavors.
Address: Londonderry, New Hampshire. Phone: 1-800-7762697 (Pro-Cows).
6768. Product Name: Soy Delicious (Organic Non-Dairy
Frozen Dessert Cookie Sandwich) [Mocha Mania, Vanilla
Sandwich].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 70, Junction City, OR
97448. Phone: (503) 998-6778.
Date of Introduction: 2002 March.
Ingredients: Non-dairy frozen dessert (organic soymilk
[filtered water, organic soybeans], organic brown rice
syrup and/or tapioca syrup, organic dehydrated cane juice,
organic safflower oil and/or organic soybean oil, natural
coffee flavor, organic coffee, carob bean gum, guar gum,
carrageenan, sea salt), organic oatmeal cookie (organic
evaporated cane juice, organic unbleached flour, organic
oats, organic palm oil, sea salt, sodium bicarbonate, organic
vanilla, organic cinnamon), organic chocolate coating*
(organic sugar, organic chocolate liquor, organic cocoa
butter, organic coconut oil and/or organic palm oil, organic
vanilla, soy lecithin). “Allergen information: Turtle Mountain
adheres to the highest standards of pasteurization, sanitation,
and kosher certification in the production of this product.
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This product was produced on equipment that also processes
tree nuts, peanuts and dairy products. * This ingredient was
produced on equipment used in processing dairy products
and likely contains trace amounts of dairy.”
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3 sandwiches weigh 11.1 fl
oz. (320 ml). Retails for $2.29 at Trader Joe’s (2003/09,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2002. March.
“Introducing... Two great new sandwiches. Vanilla Sandwich
and Mocha Mania.” A photo shows the front panel of
the package for the two new products plus six other Soy
Delicious products (3 bars and 3 other open sandwiches). On
the rear is nutrition facts and ingredients for all 8 products.
Product with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s. 2003.
Sept. 14. 9½ by 3 ½ by 1¼ inches. Paperboard carton.
Each sandwich is individually wrapped and sealed. Mocha:
Golden brown, black, and white. A full-color photo on the
front panel shows one sandwich with a bite out of it next
to some coffee beans. “With coffee center. Enrobed in rich
chocolate. Naturally a cholesterol free food. Lactose free.”
Certified organic logo.
6769. Product Name: Li’l Buddies (Organic Soy Ice Cream
Sandwich) [Vanilla, Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 21938, Eugene, OR
97402. Phone: (503) 998-6778.
Date of Introduction: 2002 March.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 x 3 fl. oz each per carton.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Color leaflet (front and
back, 8½ x 11 inches) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2002. March.
Copyright date is 2002. A photo shows the front panel of
four Soy Delicious novelty products: Li’l Buddies (Vanilla
and Chocolate)... “A delightful way to add the goodness of
organic soybeans to your life. Our Li’l Buddies deliver big
value–Get 50% more bite for your buck.” Heart K Parve.
An ancient legacy: Sea turtles.
Spot in Vegetarian Journal. 2005. April. p. 31. “Soy ice
cream–Now in sandwich form.” A color photo shows the
front panel of a package of Organic Li’l Buddies. Sold six
to a pack. Contact Turtle Mountain, Inc., P.O. Box 21938,
Eugene, Oregon 97402. Or www.turtlemountain.com.
6770. Product Name: Wildwood Soyogurt (Cultured
Soymilk) [Precocious Peach, Vivacious Vanilla, Razzmatazz
Raspberry, Blue Moon Blueberry, Strawberry Patch].
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Harvest Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 416 E. Riverside Dr.,

Watsonville, CA 95076. Phone: 1-800-499-8638.
Date of Introduction: 2002 March.
Ingredients: 1998: Wildwood Tofu (filtered water, organic
soybeans grown in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990, nigari {magnesium chloride, a natural
firming agent}), unsweetened pineapple juice, soy sauce,
fruitrim (fruit juice, natural grain dextrins), pineapple juice
concentrate, ginger, orange juice concentrate, olive oil,
molasses, ginger powder, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz. plastic cups.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo in Anaheim, California.
2002. March. “Wildwood introduces SoYogurt.” Certified
organic. Five flavors.
6771. Product Name: Mori-Nu CalipSoy Smoothie [Wild
Berries & Soy, Tropical Fruit & Soy, Strawberry Banana &
Soy].
Manufacturer’s Name: Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2050 W. 190th St. #110,
Torrance, CA 90504. Phone: 1-800-669-8638.
Date of Introduction: 2002 April.
Ingredients: Wild Berries & Soy: Silken tofu puree (water,
whole organic soybeans*, magnesium chloride, calcium
chloride), chicory syrup, white grape juice concentrate, red
raspberry puree, blackberry juice concentrate, natural flavors,
pectin, citric acid, gum arabic, red cabbage color. * = Grown
and processed in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 11 fl oz (325 ml) Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton with foil pull tab.
How Stored: Refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per package: Calories 270, calories from fat
50, total fat 6 gm (9% daily value; saturated fat 1.0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 35 mg (1%), total carbohydrate 43
gm (dietary fiber 1 gm [4%], sugars 39 gm), protein 10 gm.
Calcium 10%, iron 8%. Percent daily values are based on a
2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Products (all 3) with Labels
and leaflet (color) sent by Morinaga. 2002. April. 4 by 3 by
1.8 inches. Purple, red, or pink on white. Color photo of a
glass filled with smoothie; two straws are inserted, a berry is
wedged on the rim, and berries are clustered around one side
of the base. “Dairy free. All natural. Refrigerate for quality. 9
gm non-GMO soy protein.” The back panel states: “CalipSoy
Smoothies from Mori-Nu satisfy your body’s thirst for sunripened fruits picked at their peak of perfection blended with
our creamy tofu puree.” In the lower right is the heart health
claim. One side states: “33% pure juice. 54% tofu puree. No
preservatives. No irradiation. 9 gm soy protein per serving...
Lactose free. Kid-friendly.”
6772. Sanginga, N.; Okogun, J.; Vanlauwe, B.; Dashiell, K.
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2002. The contribution of nitrogen by promiscuous soybeans
to maize based cropping the moist savanna of Nigeria. Plant
and Soil 241(2):223-31. April. [30 ref]
• Summary: “Agronomic results indicate that maize
grain yields generally are higher when the crop is planted
following soybean than in continuous maize cultivation
in the moist savanna agroecological zones of West Africa.
Many factors have been hypothesized to explain this
phenomenon, including enhanced N availability and the socalled ‘rotational effect’”.
Soybean in rotation may increase maize yield by as
much as 140% compared to continuous maize cultivation.
Address: International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture (IITA),
Oyo Road, PMB 5320, Ibadan, Nigeria.
6773. Wilson, Marv. 2002. The American soybean industry is
following an outdated strategy: Brazil and Argentina are now
beating us at this strategy so we must change (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. May 10. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The old model we’ve built in the USA is not
sustainable; Brazil is going to beat us at our own game. They
can do it; they got room to expand, and they can develop
their infrastructure from almost a blank slate to serve the
commodity market. Brazil must export ag commodities,
such as soy, some specialty crops, and beef; to this they will
soon add swine and poultry. The United States has no choice
but to innovate; we must stop exporting commodities. If we
want to feed U.S. soybeans to livestock and poultry, we must
figure out a way to feed them soybeans that don’t pollute
our environment. We must learn to make soybeans a part of
the solution to our larger problems. Address: International
Marketing, Iowa Soybean Assoc. / Promotion Board, West
Des Moines, Iowa 50265.
6774. Vyn, Tony J.; Yin, X.; Bruulsema, T.W.; Jackson,
C.J.C.; Rajcan, I.; Brouder, S.M. 2002. Potassium
fertilization effects on isoflavone concentrations in soybean
[Glycine max (L.) Merr.]. J. of Agricultural and Food
Chemistry 50(12):3501-06. June 5. [27 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean isoflavone concentrations vary
widely, but the contribution of soil fertility and nutrient
management to this variability is unknown. Field
experiments from 1998 to 2000 on soils with low to high
exchangeable potassium (K) concentrations evaluated
K application and placement effects on isoflavone
concentrations and composition of soybean in various tillage
and row-width systems.” Address: 1. Dep. of Agronomy,
Purdue Univ., 1150 Lilly Hall, West Lafayette, Indiana
47907-1150.
6775. Product Name: Shelled Edamame–100% organic.
Manufacturer’s Name: Cascadian Farm, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).

Manufacturer’s Address: Rockport, Washington 98283.
Date of Introduction: 2002 June.
Ingredients: Organic edamame in the pods.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz (284 gm) plastic
bag. Retails for $3.69 at Safeway supermarket (1999/06,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Frozen Food
Age. 2002. June. p. 47. “New products: Soybeans now
shelled.” These are 100% organic shelled edamame. A color
photo shows the plastic bag with green beans on a white
background.
6776. Product Name: Frozen Cultured Soy (Frozen Soy
Yogurt) [French Vanilla, Chocolate Hazelnut, Black Cherry,
Crème Caramel]. Renamed Organic Soy Frozen Yogurt by
Dec. 2005.
Manufacturer’s Name: WholeSoy Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Phone: 415-495-2870.
Date of Introduction: 2002 June.
Ingredients: French Vanilla: Pasteurized and cultured
soymilk (water, organic soy beans*), organic sugar*, organic
tapioca syrup*, organic vanilla extract* and other natural
flavors, organic soy oil*, organic palm oil*, salt, locust
bean gum, guar gum. Live active cultures (L. acidophilus,
Bifidus, L. Bulgaricus, and S. thermophilus). * = Grown and
processed in accordance with Oregon Tilth standards and the
California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: One pint carton (16 oz).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inch, color photocopy) sent by Patricia Smith
from Natural Products Expo West (Anaheim, California).
2002. March. “It’s frozen. It’s cultured. It’s dessert.” “Low
fat. Nondairy. Smooth & creamy. All the benefits of living
cultures.” The text on the back begins: “They won’t let us
call it Frozen Yogurt, however that is precisely what we have
created–an incredibly rich, creamy, and delicious non-dairy
Frozen Soy Yogurt. Additionally, each delicious bite is alive!
Our famous WholeSoy Creamy Cultured Soy (soy yogurt) is
used as the base, providing the living cultures.”
Talk with Ted Nordquist of WholeSoy Co. 2002. June 3.
This product has been sold to distributors and will be in retail
stores by the end of June.
Products with Labels brought by Ted Nordquist. 2002.
June.
Talk with Ted Nordquist of WholeSoy & Co. 2006. May
8. This line of soy frozen yogurts has replaced has Glacé
line.
Sell sheet sent by Robin Webster of WholeSoy & Co.
2006. May 23. This was printed in Dec. 2005. “Savor the
soy. Frozen Yogurt. It’s cultures, its dairy free. Low fat.
No cholesterol. Rich & creamy. All the benefits of living
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cultures & tastes incredible. Non-GMO. Vegan. Kosher
pareve. Casein, whey & gluten free.” On the back: Nutrition
facts. Ingredients (for each flavor). He did it! “Ted Nordquist
deserves a standing ovation.” A portrait photo shows Ted.
Now comes in nine flavors: Vanilla bean, lemon ginger,
crème caramel, mocha fudge, Swiss dark chocolate, french
vanilla, very strawberry, black cherry, and chocolate
hazelnut.
6777. Product Name: Lactaid with Soy Protein.
Manufacturer’s Name: McNeil-PPC, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Fort Washington, PA 19034.
Phone: 1-800-522-8243.
Date of Introduction: 2002 July.
Ingredients: Fat free [dairy] milk, isolated soy protein*,
natural flavor*, calcium phosphate*, lactase enzyme*, soy
lecithin*, carrageenan*, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D-3. *
= Ingredients not in regular milk.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Half gallon (1.89 liter) gabletop carton with screw cap. Retails for $4.19 (New York,
2004/01).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Empty carton with Label
sent by Denis Bolger of New York City. 2003. Jan. 8. Purple
and milk white on purple. Illustration of milk being poured–
with splash–into a glass. Front panel: “Enjoy dairy again.”
Tango cow logo. “Great taste of milk with benefits of soy
protein. 100% lactose free fat free milk with soy protein
and calcium, vitamins A&D, ultra-pasteurized, Grade A.”
Side panel: “Contains 450 mg calcium per 8 ounce serving.
Regular milk and the regular soy milk contain 300 mg
calcium per serving.” American Heart Association seal on
both sides.
Talk with Lactaid customer service. 2003. Jan. 12. This
product was introduced in about July 2002. It is sold only
in half gallons and the main market is New York City; it
is not sold nationwide and is not selling very well in New
York City. A holding company named JNJ owns McNeil
Consumer Healthcare, which owns the Lactaid enzyme and
works with Hood Dairy (one of the largest milk processors
in the USA) to make Lactaid. JNJ also owns McNeil
Pharmaceutical (makers of Tylenol), McNeil Nutritionals,
and Ortho-McNeil (Rx drugs and prosthesis).
6778. Hayes, Alisa. 2002. From fuel to food: Exhibiting
cutting edge technologies. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa
Soybean Association, Urbandale, Iowa) 13(8):16. Summer.
• Summary: “All you need to know about soybeans will be
under one tent September 24-26 at the nation’s largest farm
show in Alleman, Iowa. The Iowa Soybean Association
(ISA) will host a tent for the Iowa Soybean Promotion Board
(ISPB) and The Soyfoods Council in the Farm Progress
Show’s ‘tent city.’
“’Farmers will see the opportunities provided by ISPB

and ISA,’ says Janine VanVark, ISPB project manager.
“The tent will feature soyfoods, new uses and
international marketing, on-farm research, production
research, soy biodiesel and more. Amidst 800 acres
of farmland, dozens of in-field demonstrations will be
conducted. All diesel farm equipment at the show will be
running on a B2 blend of soy biodiesel. In addition, John
Deere combines will display the machines’ paneling made of
soy plastics. These and many other products at the farm show
have been developed thanks to checkoff research.
“Provided at the tent will be a host of soy products
including: soymilk and cookies, crayons, candles and
pint-sized samples of soy biodiesel. Hourly giveaways
will include soyfood cookbooks, ISA wear, gallons of soy
biodiesel and a grand prize of a limited edition Latham print.
“ISPB and ISA board member representatives will be
available at the tent, ready to meet and greet visitors while
informing fellow producers of how the organizations are
adding value to and serving the rural sector.
“’I’m especially anxious to talk with farmers about
soy biodiesel, the environmentally friendly fuel that has
advantages for all growers,’ says Jim Legvold, ISPB
chairman. ‘In Iowa alone, we have experienced tremendous
growth with usage of the fuel due in part to the investment of
the checkoff funds.’
“Anders Knudsen, ISPB secretary, agrees. ‘It’s essential
for us to push the use of the soy biodiesel blend among
farmers,’ he says. ‘If we’re not using our own product, how
are we supposed to encourage others to use it?’
“In addition, farmers will have a hands-on opportunity
to learn about the latest and greatest technology and research.
See examples of a research network involving over 200
growers with Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and yield
monitors across Iowa. The tent will provide examples of
inexpensive remote sensing that does not require a GPS or
yield monitor, while cutting edge technologies will map out
subtle changes in soil type and map water runoff within a
field.
“For more information, contact Janine VanVark at 1 800383-1423, or log on to www.iasoybeans.com.”
6779. Product Name: Silk (Soymilk Sold Refrigerated in
One Quart ESL Gable Top Cartons) [Unsweetened Organic].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave Foods Co.
(Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Colorado.
Date of Introduction: 2002 August.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk (filtered water, whole organic
soybeans), calcium carbonate, sea salt, natural flavors,...
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: One quart (946 ml) Tetra Pak
ESL gable top carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: 8½ by 11 inches. Ad in
Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2002. Aug. p. 8. “Silk: Not
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your ordinary, everyday bean juice! New!” A color photo
shows the front of a carton of this Silk soymilk. White
letters on a green background. “Calcium enriched.” The
ad text continues: “Silk introduces the first great-tasting,
unsweetened soymilk with no added sugar. Call 1-800-4889283 ext. 885 to order. The #1 selling soymilk in America.
www.SilkIsSoy.com.”
6780. Ennin, S.A.; Clegg, M.D.; Francis, C.A. 2002.
Resource utilisation in soybean/maize intercrops. African
Crop Science Journal 10(3):251-61. Sept. [26 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: “Grain yield increase of intercrops over sole
crops was not significant (P < 0.05). Soybean and maize may
be planted as intercrops in alternating single rows in forage
production systems to take advantage of available solar
radiation and greater dry matter yields.” Address: 1. Crops
Research Inst., P.O. Box 3785, Kumasi, Ghana; 2-3. Dep. of
Agronomy and Horticulture, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE
68583-0910 USA.
6781. Product Name: Baby’s Only Organic (Toddler
Formula, Iron Fortified) [Soy, or Dairy Based].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nature’s One.
Manufacturer’s Address: Columbus, Ohio.
Date of Introduction: 2002 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Metal can.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser (8½ by 11 inches, color). 2002. Sept. “Your
organic formula choice.” “Conventional pediatric formulas
are known to obtain highly processed and objectionable
ingredients. Nature’s One offers... the first and only
organic pediatric formulas sold in the U.S.” “QAI Certified
Organic and Orthodox Union Certified Kosher-D.” For
more information phone 614-898-9758 or email retail@
naturesone.com.
Note: We are not told what the main soy ingredient is–
probably dry soymilk or soy protein isolates.
6782. NSRL Bulletin (National Soybean Research
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois). 2002. National study finds use
of biotech soybeans benefits environment. 9(3):4-5. Oct.
• Summary: “The Council for Agricultural Science and
Technology (CAST), a non-profit consortium of scientists,
released a comprehensive report on June 25, 2002 detailing
the environmental safety and environmental benefits
of commercial biotechnology-derived crops, including
soybeans.
“’In the past, isolated studies regarding the
environmental impact of biotechnology-derived crops
appeared to present conflicting results,’ says Teresa Gruber,
the executive vice president of CAST. ‘Teams of researchers
assembled by CAST have reviewed and analyzed the
published studies in the context of current farming practices,

and the results clearly show that soil, air and water quality
are enhanced through the responsible use of current
biotechnology-derived soybean, corn and cotton crops.’
“Three independent teams of CAST researchers
reviewed the available scientific literature to compare
the environmental impacts of biotechnology-derived
and traditional crops. The researchers are affiliated with
Washington State University, the University of Illinois,
Clemson University, and the National Center for Food and
Agricultural Policy.
“’The study was based on nine criteria including
changes in pesticide use patterns, impacts on beneficial
insects, pest resistance, soil management, land use efficiency,
impacts on biodiversity and, of course, human exposure,’
says Allan Felsot, Washington State University professor.
“Specific findings for one of the most widely planted
biotech-derived crops, herbicide-tolerant soybeans, include
the following:
“+ Soil Quality–No-till soybean acreage in the United
States has increased significantly since the introduction of
herbicide-tolerant soybeans. No-till often results in less soil
erosion, dust and pesticide runoff as well as increased soil
moisture retention.
“+ Water Quality–Use of biotechnology-derived
soybeans enable farmers to use a more benign herbicide that
rapidly dissipates in the soil and water.
“+ Air Quality–Greenhouse gas emissions from some
farm operations decreased by an estimated 88 percent as a
result of biotech soybeans planted in a no-tillage system,
which may help slow global warming.
“+ Biodiversity–The no-till practices commonly
associated with biotech soybeans provide a more favorable
habitat for birds and other wildlife. No-tillage systems
provide food and shelter for wildlife such as pheasants and
ducks.
“+ Land Use Efficiency–Biotechnology-derived
soybeans may lead to increased yields through improved
weed control and the adoption of narrow-row spacing.
“The study found similar benefits for corn and cotton
crops derived through biotechnology. David Onstad from
the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental
Sciences at the U of I was one of two scientists who prepared
the corn portion of the report.
“’We literally reviewed hundreds of scientific documents
and we concluded that biotechnology-derived corn has had a
positive effect on the environment,’ Onstad says.
“Corn was a more complicated crop to review because
there is Bt corn to control insects, there are herbicideresistant hybrids, and there are hybrids used for animal feed
as well as human food.
“’Definitely, Bt corn has reduced pesticide use,’ Onstad
says ‘And there was no evidence that non-target species
are affected, in a negative way, by biotechnology-derived
hybrids. There was no evidence that these hybrids have
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or will become off-site weeds either. Also, we expect that
human exposure to toxins has been reduced by the use
of biotechnology-derived corn hybrids–both toxins from
chemical pesticides as well as naturally occurring toxins such
as aflatoxin.’
“He points out that, although we have had positive
environmental impacts from biotechnology-derived
soybeans, corn, and cotton, we need to continue to monitor
present and future biotechnology-derived crops and conduct
public-based research to measure their efficacy.
“Onstad further notes that the report contains ten
recommendations about the research needed to effectively
monitor emerging biotech crops and technologies. The report
was commissioned by the United Soybean Board, a nonprofit organization representing soybean farmers in United
States.
“Founded in 1972, CAST is a non-profit organization
composed of scientific societies and many individual,
student, company, non-profit and associate society members.
CAST assembles, interprets and communicates sciencebased information regionally, nationally and internationally
on food, fiber, agricultural, natural resource and related
societal and environmental issues to our stakeholderslegislators, regulators, policy makers, the media, the private
sector and the public.
“The full report is available at the following website:
http://www.cast-science.org/biotechnology/index.
html#biotechcropsbenefit. “
6783. Ontario Soybean Growers Newsletter. 2002. Ontario
farmers quickly adopting herbicide-tolerant [Roundup
Ready] soybeans. Oct. p. 5.
• Summary: Note: Herbicide-tolerant soybeans have been
genetically engineered so that the herbicide kills weeds but
not the soybean plants on which it is sprayed.
“The rising trend of adopting herbicide-tolerant (HT)
soybeans and environmentally friendly no-till practices is
documented in a new report by the George Morris Centre.
“The study, surveying 352 Ontario soybean growers on
their cropping practices, found that 30 percent of Ontario’s
soybean acreage was planted to HT seed in 2001. The new
technology makes good economic and environmental sense,
because producers report making 1.7 fewer field passes than
they did three years ago.
“Put into the context of the 2002 soybean crop, farmers
continue to vote with their seeders. Adoption rates have
increased again from 30 percent in 2001 to an estimated 40
to 45 percent of 2002 soybean acreage.
“’Our study also found a positive correlation between
size of operation and the adoption of HT seed and no-till
practices,’ says Cher Brethour, lead researcher for the
George Morris Centre. ‘Larger farm operations with gross
farm income of more than $200,000 tend to use more HT
soybeans, use better conservation tillage practices and leave

more crop residue on the land.’” Address: Chatham, ONT,
Canada N7M 5L8.
6784. SoyaScan Notes. 2002. Growth habit of the soybean:
Viny vs. erect, the wild annual soybean, and its wild
perennial ancestors (Overview). Nov. 18. Compiled by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The ancestors of the cultivated soybean (all wild
perennial Glycine species) were all very viny, twining, and
procumbent in growth habit (having stems that trail along
the ground), with very small black seeds. The wild soybean
(Glycine soja), which is an annual, is also viny, twining and
procumbent with small black seeds that shatter terribly; it
is intermediate between the wild perennial soybeans and
the domesticated soybean (Glycine max). Because of this
ancestry, most of the world’s early domesticated soybeans
were of viny growth habit and had black seeds. Thus, it
would not be surprising to find a viny soybean in a farmer’s
garden in Ming dynasty, China. If it were a wild soybean
(Glycine soja), it would probably reseed itself each year;
the farmer would simply tend it. If it were a domesticated
soybean (Glycine max), it would probably have larger seeds
than its wild relative and might be erect, since farmers over
many generations selected for large seed size and erectness;
however, the growth habit might still be viny.
A small percentage of the early soybean varieties grown
in the United States were viny–like cowpeas. The vines
were either cut and used as forage for livestock, or left uncut
and used as pasture (including hogging off). These viny
soybeans, when interplanted with corn, would often climb
up the corn plant to the top. Soybean varieties adapted to
Southern U.S. daylengths but grown in the north, would
continue to grow–in a viny way–until they were killed by the
cold.
In 1910 Piper & Morse (in “The soy bean: History,
varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Bulletin No. 197) classified all 285 soybean varieties
introduced to the USA to date. The major grouping (p. 3739) was by habit of growth: (1) Plants bushy, the branches
without tendency to twine, the terminals rarely elongated:
202 introductions or 71% of the total. (2) Plants more
or less twining, especially the long slender terminals: 83
introductions or 29% of the total. Of this latter twining group
there were two subgroups: (2a) Plants erect or suberect,
slender, the internodes long; pods medium to small: 76 or
26.7% of the total. (2b) Plants procumbent, rather coarse;
pods small; very late: 7 varieties or 2.4% of the total. Of
these 7 varieties, none had a name. Four were from India,
and one each from Soochow (southeast China), Taihoku
(Formosa), and Tokyo (Japan; a wild soybean from the
Botanical Garden).
Thus by 1910 Asian farmers had been quite successful in
selecting for erect habit of growth (and large seed size).
In 1923 Piper and Morse (in their classic book The
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Soybean, p. 162-70) described the main characteristics of
the 43 varieties “that have been found agriculturally the
most valuable under American conditions up to 1922.”
A tabulation of the growth habit of the plants shows the
following: Erect and stout (and usually bushy): 34
Erect and slender: 7 (Laredo, Minsoy, Otootan, Peking,
Virginia, Wilson, and Wilson-Five).
Semi-erect with twining terminals: 1 (Chiquita). Rather
inclined to lodge (fall over) in rich soil: 1 (Barchet).
In summary: 80% were bushy and stout (like most
modern varieties), and 95% were erect. None were described
as “viny,” “vining,” “twining,” or “procumbent.”
The advent of the use of the combine (combined
harvester-thresher) to harvest soybean seeds in about 1924
created a new incentive for breeders to develop plants with
upright, stout, and bushy growth habit.
However in the USA most soybeans continued to
be used as forage, until 1941 when the number of acres
planted for seed first surpassed the number of acres planted
for forage. Address: Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. of Crop
Sciences, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
6785. Elwel, Christian. 2002. Small is beautiful and strong!
River Currents: News from South River Miso Company
(Conway, Massachusetts). Fall/Winter. p. 1, 5. Nov.
• Summary: On 4 Nov. 2002 Matt Rulevich of nearby White
Oak Farm delivered his first ton of certified organic soybeans
to South River Miso Co. They were, of course, grown in
Massachusetts, which is not known as a soybean producing
state. He will deliver another 5,000 pounds in December. For
the past 21 years South River’s organic soybeans have been
grown in the Midwest.
A sidebar, titled “Seed to Harvest,” describes the nine
main steps in growing organic soybeans at White Oak Farm.
A photo shows Matt carrying a bag of his soybeans.
6786. Gullickson, Gil. 2002. More glitz than glitter:
Precision farming finally lets you pocket some cash. Soybean
Digest. Nov. p. 6-7.
• Summary: This new technology enables farmers to create
colorful field maps that show yields, fertility, weed levels,
drainage, and nematode problems. As they build extensive
databases of information about their fields, more farmers are
discovering that precision farming, though expensive, can
be profitable. Color photos show (1) Five small “precision
farming” field maps related to fertilizer and chemical
applications. (2) Curtis Watson of Renville, Minnesota,
holding a 3-ring binder of multi-colored field maps. He has
“used precision farming technology for nine years.”
6787. Product Name: WholeSoy Cultured Soy Drink
(Drinkable Soy Yogurt) [Lemon, Orange].
Manufacturer’s Name: WholeSoy Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.

Phone: 415-495-2870.
Date of Introduction: 2002 November.
Ingredients: Peach: Pasteurized and cultured soymilk
(filtered water, whole organic soybeans*), organic evaporated
cane juice crystals*, organic peaches*, unmodified tapioca
starch, unmodified corn starch, calcium carbonate, natural
flavors, lactic acid (from vegetable source), annatto (color),
live yogurt cultures (L. acidophilus, bifidus, L. bulgaricus,
and S. thermophilus). * = Grown without the use of synthetic
pesticides, herbicides, or chemical fertilizers.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (340 gm) plastic bottle.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl. oz (227 gm): Calories 200-210, calories
from fat 25, total fat 3 gm (4% 5% daily value; saturated
fat 0 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 75 mg (0%), total
carbohydrate 34-36 gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 29-31
gm), protein 7 gm. Vitamin 0%, calcium 30%, iron 0%,
vitamin C 0-2%. Provides 38 mg of natural soy isoflavones.
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo in Anaheim, California.
2004. March. “New! Orange and lemon cultured soy drinks.
They’ll send you into orbit.” Talk with person at WholeSoy.
These two new flavors were first sold in Nov. 2002.
6788. Blackmer, Tracy. 2002. Reflecting back on your yield
maps. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean Association,
Urbandale, Iowa) 14(3):18-19. Dec.
• Summary: The main purpose of a yield map is to show
how seed yield differs from one portion of a field to the next.
New satellite technologies enable farmers to add four new
“layers” to their yield maps. Color photos show: (1) Contour
map. Each line represents a 1-foot contour. Black lines show
where water would run off the field. (2) Soil conductivity
shows lighter soils vs. heavier soils. (3) Digital aerial image
shows the variation in crop growth. (4) Yield and elevation
shows how different elevations and landscape positions can
affect yield. Green areas represent higher yielding areas and
brown the lower yielding areas.
6789. North Central Soybean Research Program (NCSRP).
2002. Celebrating 10 years: 1992-2002. Soybean Digest.
Dec. Insert. p. 1-12.
• Summary: Contains a NCSRP timeline: 1992–North
Central Soybean Research Program (NCSRP) is formed after
a meeting of farmers from five state checkoff boards: The
states included Iowa, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, and South
Dakota.
1993 spring–Indiana, Minnesota and Wisconsin became
members of NCSRP.
1993 Dec.–NCSRP-funded research on tillage practices
and soil borne pathogens began.
1995–Programs on SDS and SCN were launched.
1996–Missouri and Nebraska joined NCSRP.
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August 1997–The Soybean Cyst Nematode Coalition
was created with the key message to ‘Take the test. Beat
the pest.’ It was an innovative public/private partnership to
increase awareness of SCN.
November 1997–The public Expressed Sequence Tag
(EST) project was launched. It was one of the largest genome
studies ever conducted. Today, more EST’s have been
identified on the soybean than any other crop in the world.
1998–Kansas and North Dakota joined NCSRP.
October 1999–NCSRP launched a major communication
project, ‘Biotech Crops 2000: Separating Rumor from
Reality,’ to provide growers with factual information related
to the planting and global acceptance of biotech soybean
varieties.
October 2000–NCSRP approved a project to use remote
sensing data to diagnose soybean yield limiting factors.
2001–Plant Health Initiative (PHI) was created. The goal
is to provide growers and industry with access to the most
current research information on soybean diseases and pests
in the U.S. Address: 4554 NW 114th St., Urbandale, Iowa
50322-5410.
6790. Product Name: Tofu Life Naturally Smoked Tofu
Paté [Olives Tomatoes, or Garlic Teriyaki].
Manufacturer’s Name: North Coast Distributors.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4860 East 2nd St., Benicia, CA
94510. Phone: 707-747-0410.
Date of Introduction: 2002.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, natural
calcium sulfate (as hardener), shoyu (water, wheat, soybeans,
salt). All fresh: Onions, ginger, hot pepper, garlic green
onions, citric acid, herbs & spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7.5 oz plastic tub, vacuum
packed with nitrogen flush. Retails for $3.49.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 35-40 day shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label brought
by Marina Li of Moraga. 2005. June. It retails for $3.59 at
the Natural Grocery Co. in Berkeley. Products with labels
and leaflet brought to Soyfoods Center by Hanan Onn. 2006.
Feb. 14. He says both were introduced in 2002. His bestselling paté is Olives Tomatoes.
6791. Product Name: Soy Delicious (Organic Non-Dairy
Frozen Dessert) [Old Fashioned Vanilla, Twisted Vanilla
Orange, Mocha Fudge].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 70, Junction City, OR
97448. Phone: (503) 998-6778.
Date of Introduction: 2002.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart tubs. Retails for $2.99
at Trader Joe’s (2003/02, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,

color, copyrighted 2002) sent by Turtle Mountain. 2002.
May. “The market leader’s mountain of flavors has grown:
Introducing three exciting new flavors!”
Trader Joe’s Fearless Flyer. 2003. Feb. p. 17. “Delicious
new flavors from Soy Delicious. Looking for an ice cream
substitute?” Trader Joe’s is now carrying two new flavors of
Organic Soy Delicious: Twisted Vanilla Orange (smooth and
creamy), and Mocha Fudge (rich and fudgy). “Yet there’s no
cream–or any dairy, for that matter–to be found here... With
silky texture and rich flavor like this, you may never go back
to ice cream again. 32 oz container. $2.99.”
6792. Product Name: Soy Delicious Sandwiches (Organic
Non-Dairy Frozen Dessert) [Vanilla, or Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 70, Junction City, OR
97448. Phone: (541) 998-6778.
Date of Introduction: 2002.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk, beet sugar, brown rice syrup,
soybean oil and/or safflower oil, gum acacia, potato starch,
chicory root extract, carob bean gum, guar gum, carrageenan,
algin (kelp extract), yucca extract, potato sugar, annatto,
vanilla extract, wafer (unenriched flour, beet sugar, high
fructose corn syrup, soybean oil, caramel color, soy flour,
baking soda).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3 fl. oz. each; 6 per pack.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo. 2002. “Introducing a great value that tastes
great: 50% more product than the competition.” On the
front, a color photo shows three Vanilla Sandwiches on a
plate. “Naturally a cholesterol-free food. Lactose free.” 6
sandwiches, 3 fl. oz. (89 ml) each per pack. On the rear are
nutrition facts and ingredients. “No hydrogenated oils.” “An
ancient legacy: Sea turtles.”
6793. Turtle Mountain, Inc. 2002. Now... One box, multiple
servings (Leaflet). P.O. Box 21938, Eugene, OR 97402. 1 p.
Front and back. 8½ x 11 inches.
• Summary: Color leaflet sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2002. March.
Copyright date is 2002. A photo shows the front panel of
four Soy Delicious novelty products: Li’l Buddies (Vanilla
and Chocolate) and Rounded Enrobed sandwiches (Mocha
Mania and Vanilla Sandwich). On the rear is nutrition facts
and ingredients for all 4 products. “Made with the #1 selling
non-dairy dessert. Certified Organic, cholesterol free, nondairy, vegan certified. A delightful way to add the goodness
of organic soybeans to your life. Our Li’l Buddies deliver big
value–Get 50% more bite for your buck.” Heart K Parve.
An ancient legacy: Sea turtles. Address: Eugene,
Oregon. Phone: (503) 998-6778.
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6794. Product Name: Silk Soymilk Creamer (Non-Dairy,
Liquid) [Hazelnut].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1990 N 57 Court, Boulder, CO
80301. Phone: 800 488 9283.
Date of Introduction: 2002.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk* (filtered water, organic
whole soybeans*), expeller pressed organic canola oil*,
organic evaporated cane juice*,..
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Pint gable-top carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ x 11 inches, glossy color) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo West. 2004. March. Copyright 2002.
“The natural choice for smoother coffee.” White Wave now
has 4 Silk Creamers: Plain in 32 oz (quart), and Plain, French
Vanilla, and Hazelnut in 16 oz (pint).
6795. Product Name: [Organic Shoyu].
Foreign Name: Salsa de Soja (Shoyu) Organico.
Manufacturer’s Name: M.O.A. Internacional.
Manufacturer’s Address: Argentina.
Date of Introduction: 2002?
Ingredients: Soybeans, wheat, salt, water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 900 cc bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Visit with Carlos Planes at
Soyinfo Center in Lafayette, California. 2012. Feb. 23. He
brought this label in a scrapbook. Red, black and yellow on
green. 2.75 by 4.5 inches. Carlos says MOA is a well-known
company in Argentina, owned by Japanese, located on a
little farm near Buenos Aires. He does not know when MOA
started to make and sell Japanese-style soy sauce (shoyu) but
he obtained this label from the product in Argentina in about
2002. MOA also made (and probably still makes) Japanesestyle tofu.
6796. Dansby, Angela. 2003. Organic seed production
increasing due to NOP [National Organic Program]: Demand
drives up supply. Seed World 141(1):8-10. Jan.
• Summary: Max Ehrhardt, president of Albert Lea Seed
House, says that organic soybeans are a great cash crop
for growers. However the bean leaf beetle can cause seed
discoloration, rendering the beans unfit for sale as food grade
for premium prices; they must be sold for animal feed.
Most seed from foundation seed companies is now
chemically treated; it cannot be used to produce organic
crops. Address: Editor, Seed World.
6797. Mescher, Kelly. 2003. Using remotely sensed data
to understand soybean yield. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa
Soybean Association, Urbandale, Iowa) 14(4):22-23. Jan.

• Summary: “Can imagery from outer space help producers
determine if they have disease and pest infestation in their
fields? In the North Central Soybean Research Program
(NCSRP) funded project, ‘Using Remotely Sensed Data to
Diagnose Soybean Yield Limiting Factors,’ Bill Wiebold,
soybean extension specialist at the University of MissouriColumbia (UMC), aims to answer that question, among
many others.
“The focus of this project has been to determine which
data layers are important in determining differences in yield
and developing methodologies for computers to integrate
different kinds of data, such as elevation, grain yield and
aerial imagery.
“Ken Sudduth, agricultural engineer with the USDAARS Cropping Systems and Water Quality Research Unit, is
also participating in the project. ‘This project complements
a previous NCSRP-funded project, where we used datasets
collected on the ground to understand the factors affecting
soybean yields,’ Sudduth says. ‘Our ultimate goal is to use
the information about variability within a field to make
management decisions. This may range from variable
applications of fertilizer, treating only a portion of the field
infested with pests rather than the whole field, or employing
other management, like deep tillage, only where it’s needed.’
“To accomplish these objectives, the project investigates
five systems. Each system was selected because it involves a
stress agent known to limit soybean profitability in the North
Central Region. Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Missouri, South
Dakota and. Wisconsin were the six states participating in at
least two of the model system studies.
“Soil and Field Characteristics Related to Water Stress:
The soil and field characteristics related to water stress was
designed to use the large fields associated with the previous
project. Yield, topographical and electrical conductivity
maps were developed for these fields. Estimates of water
movement (run-on and run-off) along with water holding
capacity can be made to help predict where water stress is
likely to develop.
“’I think this research really gets to the heart of what’s
causing soybean yield variation in the field, and you can use
remote sensing to pick those out,’ Wiebold says. ‘It tells you
if it appears to be related to the water relations in the field.
We can pick up all of that information with remote sensing
images and satellite data.’
“Soybean Diseases: Most of the studies on soybean
diseases were conducted in small replicated plots on sites
that are most apt to show disease pressure. The goal has
been to define more accurately the micro-environmental
conditions so a producer can predict what parts of a given
field have the highest risk of developing one of these
diseases. This will direct crop scouting during the early
stages of the disease and aid in other management decisions
like variety selection or even variable variety planting some
day
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“’This research has been a little more difficult since
many of the diseases are so weather dependent, and they are
not always expressed,’ Wiebold says.”
6798. Product Name: Frozen Cultured Soy (Non-Dairy
Frozen Soy Yogurt) [Very Strawberry, Lemon Ginger, Mocha
Fudge, Vanilla Bean, Swiss Chocolate]. Renamed Organic
Soy Frozen Yogurt by Dec. 2005.
Manufacturer’s Name: WholeSoy Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Phone: 415-495-2870.
Date of Introduction: 2003 January.
Ingredients: Lemon ginger: Pasteurized and cultured
soymilk (water and ground organic soybeans*), organic
sugar*, organic tapioca maltodextrin*, organic ginger
puree*, organic soy oil*, natural flavor. salt, locust bean
gum, guar gum and live active cultures (L. acidophilus,
bifidus, L. bulgaricus, and S. thermophilus). * = Certified
organic by QAI.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: One pint carton (16 oz).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Sell sheet sent by Robin
Webster of WholeSoy & Co. 2006. May 23. This was printed
in Jan. 2003. “It’s cultured, it’s non-dairy! It’s Frozen Yogurt.
“Low fat. Nondairy. Smooth & creamy. Certified organic.
5 new flavors! All the benefits of living cultures & tastes
incredible. The text on the back begins: “They won’t let us
call it Frozen Yogurt, however that is precisely what we have
created–an incredibly rich, creamy, and delicious non-dairy
Frozen Soy Yogurt. Additionally, each delicious bite is alive!
Our famous WholeSoy Creamy Cultured Soy (soy yogurt) is
used as the base, providing the living cultures.”
Sell sheet sent by Robin Webster of WholeSoy & Co.
2006. May 23. This was printed in Dec. 2005. “Savor the
soy. Frozen Yogurt. It’s cultures, its dairy free. Low fat.
No cholesterol. Rich & creamy. All the benefits of living
cultures & tastes incredible. Non-GMO. Vegan. Kosher
pareve. Casein, whey & gluten free.” On the back: Nutrition
facts. Ingredients (for each flavor). He did it! “Ted Nordquist
deserves a standing ovation.” A portrait photo shows Ted.
Now comes in nine flavors: Vanilla bean, lemon ginger,
crème caramel, mocha fudge, Swiss dark chocolate, French
vanilla, very strawberry, black cherry, and chocolate
hazelnut.
6799. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Organic Baked Thai
Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor). Made by Wildwood Natural Foods in
California.
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016.
Date of Introduction: 2003 February.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (filtered water, organic soybeans,
nigari {magnesium chloride, a natural firming agent}),

organic soy sauce (water, organic soybeans, sea salt, organic
whole wheat, alcohol {to preserve freshness}), organic
lemon juice, Fruitrim (fruit juice, natural grain dextrins),
rice wine, organic garlic, organic ginger, organic brown rice
syrup, organic cilantro, organic toasted sesame oil, peanut
oil, jalapeno peppers, organic cayenne pepper, Thai curry
paste (garlic, red chili, lemon grass, galangal, salt, ginger
root, onion, pepper), organic lemon grass. Certified organic
by Quality Assurance International (QAI). Manufactured in a
facility that processes peanuts.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz (198 gm) vacuum pack.
Retails for $2.99 at Trader Joe’s (2003/02, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Trader Joe’s Fearless Flyer.
2003. Feb. p. 5. “One of the greatest things about tofu, aside
from its obvious health benefits, is its ability to absorb the
flavors of the marinades and spices with which it’s cooked.
We have two Organic Baked Tofus that will cause you to
seriously reconsider how you view tofu.”
Product with Label purchased at Trader Joe’s in
Lafayette, California. 2003. Feb. 16. 4 by 2 inches. Selfadhesive label on plastic bag. Red, purple, black, and white
on greenish yellow. “Perishable. Keep refrigerated. Ready to
eat.” USDA Organic logo. QAI logo. 2 servings. Soyfoods
Center taste test. 2003. Feb. 16. Delicious. Not too spicy.
6800. Brunoehler, Ron. 2003. Not convinced about no-till?
Adoption rate is slow despite advantages. Soybean Digest.
March. p. 28-29.
• Summary: “Conservation tillage–primarily no-till, ridgetill and strip-till–has a bevy of benefits. It saves soil, money,
time and equipment, and is generally equal in yield to fullwidth [conventional] tillage. Yet many farmers are still not
convinced.
“’Adoption of these systems has been slow, at best,’
says George Rehm, University of Minnesota (U of M) soil
scientist.”
6801. Product Name: The Wizard’s Organic Vegetarian
Worcestershire Sauce (Regular, Wheat Free).
Manufacturer’s Name: Edward & Sons Trading Co., Inc.
(Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1326, Carpinteria, CA
93014. Made in North Carolina.
Date of Introduction: 2003 March.
Ingredients: Apple cider vinegar*, tamari* (water, wheat,
soybeans, salt), molasses*, filtered well water, wheat syrup*,
salt, tamarind*, ginger root*, lemon juice concentrate,
garlic*, spices*, xanthan gum, shiitake mushrooms*, citrus
extracts*, spice extract*, natural smoke flavor.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5 oz, 10 oz, and 8.5 oz bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Sell sheet (8½ by 11 inch,
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color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West (Anaheim, California). 2003. March. Shows the bottles
of three products. Regular (5 oz, 10 oz), and Wheat Free. On
the rear is listed the ingredients and nutrition facts for each
product.
6802. Product Name: Organic Woman’s Bread with Soy
Isoflavones.
Manufacturer’s Name: French Meadow Bakery.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2610 Lydale Ave. South,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408. Phone: 612-870-4740.
Date of Introduction: 2003 March.
Ingredients: Organic whole wheat flour, organic low fat soy
flour, organic wheat flour, filtered water, organic flaxseed,
organic rice bran, oat fiber, soy germ isoflavone concentrate
(non genetically modified soy).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: How Stored: New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (2 p. Each page
front and back. Black on white. Photocopy) sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo at Anaheim. 2000. March.
“Yeast-free. New! Woman’s Bread™ w/Soy Isoflavones. 24
oz.” The ingredients are given. With the leaflet is a black on
beige postcard. On the front is an illustration of the label of
“Woman’s Bread. 80 mg Soy Isoflavones. Organic, Yeast
Free. 14 gm protein.” On the rear the “Frozen bread buyer”
can request a sample of Woman’s Bread or Healthseed Spelt
Bread.
Leaflet sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo at Anaheim. 2003. March. “Health benefits of woman’s
bread: 80 mg soy isoflavones. Organic sprouted grains. 10
gm fiber. Sprouted soy & flax seed. No sweeteners or oils...
A phytoestrogen bread. Non genetically modified soy...”
“French Meadow has developed a bread rich in organic
natural ingredients that caters to women experiencing PMS
symptoms, and the life changes brought on by Menopause
and the Postmenopausal years. Many dietitians and health
practitioners have endorsed this delicious bread, which
contains Natural Soy Isoflavones, flaxseed, sprouted grains,
and cranberries. These ingredients tend to counter the
severity of hot flashes, mood swings, weight gain, periodic
bloating, as well as bladder infections. Scientists indicate that
isoflavone consumption plays a major role in the prevention
of osteoporosis and in some studies, resulted in gain in bone
mass. Nutritionists at the USDA noted that isoflavones have
antioxidant effects that can potentially reduce heart disease
and cancer risks. For a hearty, low calorie, high protein
breakfast, toast two slices of Woman’s Bread... smart fuel for
your body.” www.organicbread.com.
Leaflets sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo at Anaheim. 2005. March. (1) “French Meadow
Bakery: Certified organic–Since 1985.” Front and back.
3 panels (each 21.7 x 12 cm, color). (2) “French meadow
bakery: Men’s Bread, Woman’s Bread, Healthy Hemp Bread,

Health Seed Spelt Bread.” These are low-carb unyeasted
breads.
6803. Product Name: Mori-Nu Silken Firm Tofu (Made
with non-GMO Organic Soybeans).
Manufacturer’s Name: Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 9960 S.W. Potano, Tualatin, OR
97062. Phone: 503-692-3498.
Date of Introduction: 2003 March.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic soybeans,
gluconolactone*, calcium chloride. * = Gluconolactone is a
non-dairy coagulant derived from food starch.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12.3 oz (349 gm) Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: New product and package
with leaflet sent by Art Mio of Morinaga. 2003. March 25.
This product no longer contains isolated soy protein. The
packaged has been redesigned to conform with the new
USDA organic regulations. Red, white, grayish-purple,
green, and black on light yellow. On the front panel: “Made
with organic soybeans. Great for entrées and desserts.” NonGMO logo. A color photo shows the wide end of a slice of
pizza. On a side panel is a recipe for Fresh spinach lasagna.
6804. Product Name: Pete’s Tofu 2 Go [Sesame Ginger
Tofu with Jazzed Ginger Soy Sauce, Lemon-Pepper with
Mango Chipotle Sauce, Santa Fe Sizzle with Pineapple
Mango Fusion Sauce, Thai Tango with Mango Wasabi
Sauce].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunrise Soya Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 729 Powell St., Vancouver, BC
Canada V6A 1H5. Phone: 1-800-661-2326.
Date of Introduction: 2003 March.
Ingredients: Sesame Ginger: Tofu (water, certified organic
soybeans, calcium sulfate), whole sesame seeds, dehydrated
ginger, dehydrated garlic, spices, soybean oil, soy sauce
(water, wheat, soybeans, salt), vinegar, brown sugar, salt.
Jazzed ginger soy sauce: water, soy sauce (water, wheat,
soybeans, salt), brown sugar, dehydrated organic ginger,
sesame seeds, sesame oil, vinegar, lemon juice, dehydrated
onion, dehydrated garlic, citric acid, xanthan gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14.4 oz (206 gm) in tray
inside plastic bag. Retails for $2.79 (2004/03, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West (Anaheim, California). 2003. March. “Pete’s Tofu:
Taking the guesswork out of tofu!” “Pete’s Tofu: A whole
new way to enjoy tofu.”
Product (Sesame Ginger) with Label purchased at Trader
Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2004. March 13. 4¼ by 8½
by 2 inches deep. Brown, green, black, and white on tan.
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Color photo shows four triangles of tofu around a square pan
of the sesame ginger sauce with mint leaves on a red plate.
“Made from organic soybeans. Cholesterol free, High in soy
protein. High in calcium. No preservatives added. Readyto-eat tofu with sauce for snacking and more.” Contains
two 6.2 oz pouches of tofu plus two 1 oz packets of sauce.
Logo: “Certified organic by Quality Assurance International
(QAI).” Soyfoods Center evaluation: This product comes in
innovative packaging. Four tofu triangles (which have been
marinated and baked, or deep-fried) are packed two-deep in
each of two vacuum pack cubes. These cubes are placed in
the two compartments (2½ inches square by 3/8 inch deep)
of a plastic tray. The sesame ginger sauce comes in small
plastic pouches. These three items are invisible inside the
outer plastic bag. To serve. Cut open the vacuum pack cubes.
Place tofu triangles in compartments of plastic tray. Cut open
pouches and pour sauce over tofu. Eat as a finger food or
with a food. Product concept: Excellent. Flavor and texture:
Very good, but there is too much liquid in the two vacuum
pack cubes; it must be drained off when they are opened.
6805. Product Name: Organic Chorizo: Spicy Spanish Tofu
Sausage.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 65 Frank Martin Court, Arcata,
CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7401.
Date of Introduction: 2003 March.
Ingredients: Tofu (filtered water, organic soybeans,
magnesium chloride), organic garlic, organic cider vinegar,
organic herbs and spices, roasted chilies, cayenne, organic
sugar, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (226 gm) vacuum pack.
Retails for $3.99.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Matthew
Schmit. 2003. Sept. 8. 2½ by 3½ inches. Self adhesive.
Multi-colored on white. A stylish illustration shows a female
flamenco dancer. “Ready to slice for sandwiches, or dice into
your favorite Latin dishes.”
6806. Product Name: Organic Tandoori: Savory IndianSpiced Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 65 Frank Martin Court, Arcata,
CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7401.
Date of Introduction: 2003 March.
Ingredients: Tofu (filtered water, organic soybeans,
magnesium chloride), organic tomato paste, organic lime
juice, organic herbs and spices, cayenne, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (226 gm) vacuum pack.
Retails for $3.99.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Matthew
Schmit. 2003. Sept. 8. 2½ by 3½ inches. Self adhesive.

Multi-colored on white. A stylish illustration shows a female
Indian dancer. “Dice it into your favorite South Asian dishes,
or steam it to bring out the flavor!”
6807. Product Name: Organic Thai: Zesty Thai Green
Curry Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 65 Frank Martin Court, Arcata,
CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7401.
Date of Introduction: 2003 March.
Ingredients: Tofu (filtered water, organic soybeans,
magnesium chloride), organic peanuts, organic coconut,
organic cilantro, organic jalapeños, organic herbs and spices,
sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (226 gm) vacuum pack.
Retails for $3.99.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Matthew
Schmit. 2003. Sept. 8. 2½ by 3½ inches. Self adhesive.
Multi-colored on white. A stylish illustration shows a female
Thai dancer. “Dice it into your veggies, or steam it to bring
out the flavor!”
6808. Product Name: Soy Delicious (Organic Non-Dairy
Frozen Dessert) [Dulce de Leche, Cookies ‘n Cream, Butter
Pecan].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 21938, Eugene, OR
97402. Phone: (541) 338-9400.
Date of Introduction: 2003 March.
Ingredients: Dulce de Leche: Non-dairy frozen dessert
[organic soymilk (filtered water, organic soybeans), organic
dehydrated cane juice, organic brown rice syrup and/or
organic tapioca syrup, organic safflower oil and/or organic
soybean oil, organic gum acacia, organic potato starch,
chicory root extract, natural flavors, carob bean gum, guar
gum, carrageenan, algin (kelp extract), yucca extract, nonGMO potato sugar, sea salt], organic caramel sauce (organic
tapioca syrup, water, organic molasses, natural flavors,
organic soy protein, organic cocoa butter, sodium citrate,
salt, carrageenan).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart tubs.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color, copyrighted 2003) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West. 2003. March. “Three new flavors, two
full shelves, only one great tasting organic, non-dairy frozen
dessert.” On the rear is Nutrition Facts and ingredients for
each of the 3 new flavors plus all of the 9 previous flavors in
this line. USDA organic logo. Certified vegan logo. Heart K
Parve Pas Yisroel logo.
6809. Turtle Mountain, Inc. 2003. Soy Delicious non-dairy
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frozen desserts: Driving category growth (Leaflet). P.O. Box
21938, Eugene, OR 97402. 2 panels each side. Each panel
8½ x 11 inches. Front and back.
• Summary: An impressive color leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo West. 2003. March.
Cover: “The non-dairy frozen dessert category continues
to grow at a phenomenal rate of more than 25% year to
year!* Turtle Mountain, Inc. continues to lead the way with
a variety of exciting line extensions and new product lines.
Our brands have met the growing demand for non-dairy
frozen desserts with innovation and excellence. Today Turtle
Mountain brands command over 50% share of the natural
foods non-dairy frozen dessert category.* Our new product
innovation strategy is broadening the consumer base and
driving the category. (* = SPINSscan 52 weeks ending
December ‘02). A large photo shows many Soy Delicious
frozen dessert products on a deep blue background.
Page 2: “The growth of natural foods frozen desserts
category is coming from non-dairy pints, quarts and
novelties.”
Page 3: “Turtle Mountain’s Soy Delicious brand
continues to own the dollars share of the pints/quarts nondairy category.”
Inserted into this 4-page leaflet are 10 glossy color
leaflets, several of them copyright 2003 and not seen before.
Address: Eugene, Oregon. Phone: (541) 338-9400.
6810. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Organic Edamame Dip.
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016.
Date of Introduction: 2003 April.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans [edamamé], organic soybean
oil, organic garlic, organic sesame seeds, organic lemon
juice concentrate, organic tamari soy sauce (water, organic
soybeans, salt, alcohol), cultured dextrose (cultured dextrose,
silicon dioxide), salt, pepper sauce (vinegar, red peppers,
salt), spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz (198 gm) plastic tub.
Retails for $3.19 at Trader Joe’s (2003/04, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2003.
April 13. 4.5 inches in diameter; 1.75 inches deep. Printed
lid and tub. Green and black on white. “Perishable. Keep
refrigerated.” USDA Organic logo. QAI logo. 7 servings.
“Distributed and sold exclusively by Trader Joe’s... Allergy
information: Processed in a facility that uses peanuts, milk,
wheat & tree nuts.” Soyfoods Center taste test. 2003. Feb.
16. Delicious. Flavor and texture similar to hummus. Not too
spicy. Too expensive.
6811. Product Name: La Fe Soy Milk [Plain, Vanilla].

Manufacturer’s Name: La Fe Foods (Importer / Marketer).
Made in Argentina.
Manufacturer’s Address: Plant: Via Mercedes, San Luis,
San Luis Province, Argentina. Importer: 230 Moonachie
Ave., Moonachie, New Jersey 07074. Phone: 1-866-BUYLAFE.
Date of Introduction: 2003 May.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk (filtered water, choice of
organic soybeans), cane juice (dried), tricalcium phosphate,
microcrystalline cellulose / carboximethylcellulose, artificial
flavor, lecithin, beta-carotene, carrageenan, salt, di-alphatocopherol, vitamin A acetate, vitamin D3.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter aseptic carton. Retails for
$1.00.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Denis Bolger of
New York. 2005. May 12. This is now his favorite soymilk.
It is imported from Argentina in 1 liter Tetra Packs. He
bought it for $1.00 at Econo, a discount store in New York
City. On the bottom of the carton is written: “Product of Via
Mercedes, San Luis, Argentina. Imported by La Fe Foods,
230 Moonachie Ave., Moonachie, New Jersey 07074.” When
he ordered 12 cases from the importer and paid in case, it
cost him $1.00/liter and was delivered free of charge.
Talk with representative of La Fe Foods. 2005. May 12.
These two products, which are private labeled for La Fe,
were introduced in May 2003. The name of the manufacturer
is confidential. His company (pronounced LA-fay) imports
foods that they market mainly to the Hispanic market in the
USA. Note: AdeS soymilk is made in a different province of
Argentina.
Product with Label sent by Denis Bolger. 2005. Oct. 22.
1 liter Tetra Brik Aseptic pack. Vanilla. Beige, green, blue,
white and yellow on tan. Illustration of soymilk being poured
into a glass against a field of green soybeans extending
to the horizon and a blue sky with clouds above. “Made
from 100% organic soy. Le Fe–Quality since 1968. High
source of calcium and vitamin D.” “Non-GMO: Contains no
genetically modified soybeans.”
6812. Product Name: Organic Whole Soybean Pasta
[Golden Soybean, Green Soybean, Black Soybean].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrition Kitchen, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 28909, Las Vegas, NV
89126.
Date of Introduction: 2003 May.
Ingredients: 100% Certified Organic Whole Soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (227 gm) package.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Glossy color leaflet (single
sided, 28 cm) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products
Expo West. 2003. March. Made from a single ingredient.
Talk with Jerry Maynard. 2003. March 28. In March
2003 Nutrition Kitchen introduced a dry pasta made of 100%
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whole soybeans at the Natural Products Expo in Anaheim,
California. Although they did not serve samples of the
product, the response from distributors and retailers was
excellent. They have three SKUs made from black, green,
and yellow soybeans. The product is good for use in diabetic
diets. It should be in retail stores in early May.
Glossy color leaflet (front and back, 28 cm) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West. 2004.
March. Color photos show each of the three products. The
address is now: Customer Service, P.O. Box 833, Lafayette,
California 94549.
Glossy color leaflet (front and back, 28 cm) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West. 2005.
March. Color photos show each of the three products. The
address is now: P.O. Box 396, Concord, MA [Massachusetts]
01742. Phone: 877-CALL NKI. “Wheat free, Gluten Free.
Naturally low glycemic index.”
6813. Ontario Soybean Growers Newsletter. 2003. The
Australian soybean industry. May. p. 5.
• Summary: “This article was written by Dr. Malcolm
Morrison, an Oilseed Physiologist with Ag Canada. He is
currently on a study leave in Australia.
“In 2002, Australia produced 70,000 tonnes (metric
tons) of soybean on 30,000 ha (74,000 acres) of land. Major
production areas are in southern Queensland and northern
New South Wales, with pockets in other irrigated regions of
the country. Soybeans are planted during summer and most
production is irrigated. Soybeans are used as a green manure
crop in sugar cane, returning 40 to 300 kg/ha (35-267 pounds
/ acre) of nitrogen, depending on whether the seeds are
harvested or the crop ploughed in green.
“Annual Australian demand for soybeans far outstrips
national production. The crushing industry imports about
40,000 tonnes of seed and the livestock industry imports up
to 360,000 tonnes of solvent extracted meal, mostly from
the United States. The baking industry uses another 14,000
tonnes of Australian grown, full-fat soy flour.
“With the drought of 2002-2003, soybean production
has dropped by 50%. Farmers have only planted the crops
that they could afford to irrigate. This year it was almost as
profitable to sell stored water as it was to plant and harvest a
field of soybeans. In the irrigated cash crop regions, soybeans
are last on the list of preferred crops after cotton, corn, grain
sorghum, and sunflowers.
“Phytophthora, white mold, mildew, and soybean
rust are major diseases, while insect pests are silverleaf
whitefly, green veggie bug, aphids, scale bugs and mites.
Plant breeders are developing disease resistant varieties and
pest specialists are releasing parasitic insects, and creating
viral and fungal biopesticides. Plant breeders are selecting
white hilum varieties with good yield, agronomics and
natto and tofu characteristics. Many of the new varieties
have Canadian parents and are being tested in Asia with

favourable results.
“The Australian soybean industry is beginning to target
the same high value soyfood markets in Asia that Canada
has been focusing on for years. Australia has a ‘clean/green’
reputation since they do not produce GMO food crops. They
intend to capitalize on this image to capture food grade
soybean niche markets in the near future. Producing an
assured supply of high quality, non-GMO soybeans will be a
challenge in the Australian environment.” Address: Chatham,
ONT, Canada N7M 5L8.
6814. Product Name: SoyQuick Iso 85 (Organic Hexanefree Soy Protein Isolate-like Product).
Manufacturer’s Name: American Health and Nutrition,
Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3990 Varsity Dr., Ann Arbor, MI
48108. Phone: (734) 677-5570.
Date of Introduction: 2003 June.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 25 lb bulk.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Cindy Maynard,
director of marketing and public relations at AHN. 2003.
May 28. They plan to introduce this organic product in June.
AHN has the exclusive distribution rights to this product. It
is made in Quebec (extruded by a company that has stateof-the-art equipment), and contains 85% protein. Talk with
Cindy. 2003. July 18. This product is now on the market.
Because it is organic, the FOB price to manufacturers is
about $4.20/lb.
Press Release. 2003. March 10. SoyQuick ISO 85
is the “result of a partnership between Oleanergie Co. of
Quebec, Canada, and American Health & Nutrition [AHN].
Oleanergie developed the product over 5 years, winning a
1st place award in all of Canada for new products benefitting
health, the environment and the economy.” It “contains the
highest % protein of any organic soy protein concentrate
in the world today.” It has superb functionality, such as
solubility, water absorption characteristics, emulsion and fat
binding properties. Since 1992 AHN has specialized in the
marketing and processing of Non-GMO Organic and other
Non-GMO soybeans and soyfoods ingredients such as soy
meal, soy flour, TSP and FSP Fine Soy Powder.
6815. Organic Gardening. 2003--. Serial/periodical.
Emmaus, Pennsylvania: Rodale Press. Vol. 50, No. 3. May/
June 2003. Editor: Scott Meyer. Publisher: Bernadette
Harison Haley.
• Summary: Previous title OG. Continued until at least
Sept. 2006. The chairman of Rodale Inc. is Ardath Harter
Rodale (the widow of Robert Rodale). The vice chairman
is Maria Rodale; her grandfather, J.I. Rodale, started this
small publishing business in 1930. Address: Emmaus,
Pennsylvania.
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6816. Product Name: Edensoy (Soymilk) [Organic
Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Eden Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 701 Tecumseh, Clinton, MI
49236.
Date of Introduction: 2003 July.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8.45 fluid oz (250 ml) and 1
liter (1.06 qt) Tetra Brik Aseptic Carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Natural Foods
Merchandiser (8½ by 11 inches, color). 2003. July. p. 8.
“Organic Chocolate Edensoy. New.” A color photo shows
the two cartons and a full glass with a straw. It “is made with
family farm organically grown whole soybeans combined
with Eden selected organically fair-trade cocoa, naturally
malted non-GEO organic barley and corn, with organic
maple syrup for a naturally smooth finish. Our cocoa is
grown in the Dominican Republic and milled in Holland.
Eden Cocoa is rich in polyphenol antioxidants. There is five
and a half times more antioxidant power in Cocoa than in
the same amount of Blueberries; 10.4 times more than in
spinach.”
6817. Brown, Lester R. 2003. Plan B: Rescuing a planet
under stress and a civilization in trouble. New York and
London: W.W. Norton & Co. xvii + 286 p. Illust. Index. 21
cm. [551 endnotes]
• Summary: Overview: “Our modern civilization is in
trouble. We have created a bubble economy, one whose
output is artificially inflated by overconsuming the earth’s
natural capital. Nowhere is the bubble economy more
evident than in the food sector where the world grain harvest
has been inflated by overpumping aquifers.” This books
shows the way to sustainable economic progress worldwide,
a clear “alternative to continuing environmental deterioration
and eventual economic decline.”
Contents: Dedication to Orville L. Freeman (19182003). Acknowledgements. Preface. 1. A planet under stress.
I. A civilization in trouble: 2. Emerging water shortages. 3.
Eroding soils and shrinking cropland (incl. The land-hungry
soybean, p. 51-53, 55-56, 137). 4. Rising temperatures
and rising seas. 5. Our socially divided world. 6. Plan A:
Business as usual.
II. The response–Plan B: 7. Raising water productivity.
8. Raising land productivity. 9. Cutting carbon emissions in
half. 10. Responding to the social challenge.
III. The only option: 11. Plan B: Rising to the challenge.
Concerning soil erosion (p. 42-48): No matter where the
land, the health of the people living on it cannot be separated
from the health of the land itself. A large share of the world’s
840 million hungry live on land where the soils are worn
thin by erosion.” “The thin layer of topsoil that covers much
of the earth’s land surface is the foundation of civilization.
Today perhaps a third or more of that foundation, the world’s

cropland, is losing topsoil through erosion faster than
new soil is forming, thereby reducing the land’s inherent
productivity. Where losses are heavy, productive land turns
into wasteland or desert” (p. 43).
Concerning the land-hungry soybean: A major
competitor for shrinking cropland is the soybean, which
is the world’s leading vegetable oil for table use and the
principal protein supplement for livestock, poultry, and
fish rations. Roughly 10% is used for food, 20% for oil,
and 70% for feed. More of the world’s vegetable oil comes
from soybeans than from all other oilseeds combined–
including olives, peanuts, sunflowers, rapeseed, cottonseed,
and coconuts. More of the world’s protein feeds come
from soybean meal than from all other high-protein meals
combined. Soybean production in the United States has
grown dramatically since World War II. In 1973 the
harvested area overtook that of wheat. In 1999 it surpassed
corn. In 2002 the U.S. soybean crop was worth $13 billion,
nearly twice that of wheat. Worldwide the soybean harvest
has jumped 11-fold from 17 million tonnes in 1950 to 194
million tonnes in 2003–compared with a 3-fold expansion
in world grain harvest during the same period. This huge
increase in world soybean production has been accompanied
by a 6-fold increase in planted area. Much of the new area
is in South America, especially in Brazil and Argentina.
Because the soybean devotes much of its metabolic energy
to fixing nitrogen in the soil and to producing large amounts
of high-quality protein, “yields have risen only slowly
compared with those of grain.” We get more soybeans by
increasing the planted area. In trying to help satisfy the
booming demand for animal protein, the soybean is being
grown on more and more land (p. 51-53).
The largest expansion of cropland in the world today
is in Brazil. South and west of the Amazon basin are huge
uncultivated tracts of savannah-like land called cerrado,
which is being cleared largely to grow soybeans. In addition,
some of Brazil’s grainland is being shifted to soybeans.
The result: Brazil’s soybean area has expanded from 10
million hectares in 1990 to nearly 18 million in 2002. The
combination of this land expansion with rising yields has
tripled Brazil’s soybean production since 1990, “putting it
in a position to soon eclipse the United States as the world’s
largest producer and exporter.” Brazil’s expansion into the
cerrado is the only large-scale, 21st-century initiative to
increase the world’s cropland (p. 55-56).
In 1996 the U.S. lifted restrictions on planting area,
opening new opportunities for multiple cropping. “The most
common U.S. double cropping combination is winter wheat
with soybeans as a summer crop.” Some 6% of soybean
production comes from land that also produces winter wheat.
In this rotation, the soybeans fix nitrogen in the soil, reducing
the amount of fertilizer needed for wheat (p. 137).
Tables: 2-1. Countries with extensive overpumping of
aquifers in 2002 (esp. China, India, USA, Pakistan). 7-1.
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Water productivity gains when shifting from conventional
surface irrigation to drip irrigation in India. 8-1. Gains in
world grain yield per hectare, 1950-2001 (the rate of growth
is slowing). 8-2. Annual percentage growth in world animal
protein production, by source, 1990-2002 (aquaculture is
the highest; oceanic fish catch is the lowest, and beef is the
next lowest). 9-1. Sales of hybrid cars in the USA, 19992003 (rapid growth). 9-2. Annual percentage growth rate of
different energy sources (solar photovoltaics and wind power
are growing fastest, over 30% a year). 10-1. Honduras: Ideal
and actual number of children born per woman, according
to socioeconomic level (the higher the level, the fewer the
children). 10-2. Additional annual funding needed worldwide
to reach basic social goals ($62 billion/year). 11-1. Military
spending in key countries, 2002.
Figures (graphs): 2-1. Total grain production in
China, 1950-2003 (it peaked in 1999). 3-1. World soybean
production, 1950-2002 (it doubled between 1950 and 1969,
doubled again between 1969 and 1986, then doubled a
third time between 1986 and 1998). 4-1. Average global
temperature, 1880-2002 (rapid rise since 1979). 8-1. World
meat production by type, 1950-2002 (No. 1 is pork, followed
by poultry, beef, mutton). 8-2. Milk production in India
and the United States, 1961-2002 (India passed the USA
ca. 1998). 9-1. World wind energy generating capacity,
1980-2002 (rapid increase since 1995). Address: President,
Earth Policy Inst., 1350 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 403,
Washington, DC 20036. Phone: 202-496-9290.
6818. Ohm, Karl. 2003. Flying high: Precision ag reaches
new heights. Corn and Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 32.
• Summary: Researchers at the University of Illinois (U of I)
have developed a remote-controlled mini-helicopter (only 3
by 4 feet) equipped with standardized software and a camera
that takes color and infrared field map images. The lowaltitude camera will make precision agriculture more precise
by providing farmers superior quality images compared
to those from satellites or conventional planes at higher
altitudes.
According to Lei Tan, an ag engineer with the Illinois
Laboratory for Agricultural Remote Sensing at the U of I,
most of today’s remote sensing systems aren’t advanced
enough to create good field maps. Bad weather, even just
clouds, can make the problem even worse. The prototype
mini-helicopter now requires two people to operate it–one
to control the copter and another to control the camera. A
color photo shows Lei Tan with his mini-helicopter. Address:
Editor.
6819. Rohter, Larry. 2003. Relentless foe of the Amazon
jungle: Soybeans. New York Times. Sept. 17. p. A3 (Intl).
• Summary: During the past year in the Amazon jungle, an
area larger than New Jersey (nearly 10,000 square miles)
has been burned over. The jungle, which recently offered

shelter for wild animals and birds, is being cleared to grow
soybeans, “Brazil’s hottest cash crop.” The boom in soybean
cultivation is being driven mostly by demand from the
emerging middle class in China; their newly disposable
income is being spent on a more affluent diet [including
more meat, fish, and fats]. In addition, the new governor of
the Brazilian State of Mato Grosso (“dense jungle”), Blairo
Maggi, was known as the “Soybean King” even before his
election in Oct. 2002 as a candidate of the Popular Socialist
Party. His company, Grupo Maggi, announced earlier this
year that it intends to double the area it has in soybean
production. A weak Brazilian currency has also made export
farming attractive. And in Europe, the recent outbreak of
“mad cow disease has led to a sharp shift away from using
ground-up animal body parts in feed, further increasing
demand for soy protein for cattle and pigs.”
Brazil has a new left-wing president, Luiz Ignácio Lula
da Silva. Environmental groups hoped he would combat
deforestation, but instead he “has emphasized increasing
agricultural production to swell exports and feed the urban
poor.” Both da Silva and Maggi agree: “The Amazon is not
untouchable.” Mr. Maggi advocates nearly tripling the area
planted to soybeans in Mato Grosso during the next decade.
He explained in an interview that he feels no guilt about
the 40% jump in deforestation last year, since the Amazon
occupies “an area larger than Europe that has barely been
touched.” Last year, clouds of smoke from burning the
forest were sometimes so thick that airplane flights had to be
cancelled. A photo shows Governor Blairo Maggi standing
in a field of soybeans. A map shows Brazil, including Mato
Grosso and areas of deforestation according to 2001 satellite
images. Two graphs show the increase in area (in 1,000
square miles) planted to soybeans in Brazil and in Mato
Grosso.
6820. Product Name: Kikkoman Pearl Organic Soymilk
(In Aseptic Quart Cartons) [Original, Creamy Vanilla, Green
Tea], or Pearl Soymilk (Made with Organic Soybeans)
[Tropical Delight with 7 Juices].
Manufacturer’s Name: Kikkoman International, Inc.
(Importer-Distributor). Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: 50 California St., Suite 3600,
San Francisco, CA 94111. Phone: 415-956-7750.
Date of Introduction: 2003 September.
Ingredients: Filtered water, whole organic soybeans,
organic evaporated cane juice, organic green tea powder,
tricalcium phosphate, organic natural flavors (lemon and
vanilla), sea salt, carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin
D2. Certified organic by QAI.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 32 fl oz (1 quart) Tetra Brik
Aseptic Carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Vegetarian Times.
2003. Sept. p. 11. Also: During late 2003 and early 2004 this
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product is advertised by Kikkoman on Japanese language
TV is the USA; an Asian-American young person is showing
drinking it.
Product with Label sent by Martine Liguori. 2007. Feb.
Purchased at Grocery Outlet in Oakland, California. Paid
$0.59 for 1 quart of Green Tea. Regular retail price is $2.29
to $3.29/quart.
6821. Product Name: Organic Savory Baked Tofu [Firm,
Garlic & Herb, Spicy, Curry, or Vegetable].
Manufacturer’s Name: Small Planet Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 330112 Hwy 2, Newport, WA
99156. Phone: 509-447-5146.
Date of Introduction: 2003 September.
Ingredients: Curry: Small Planet Organic Curry Tofu,
filtered water, organic wheat-free tamari, organic apple cider
vinegar, organic toasted sesame oil, organic garlic, organic
ginger.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7.5 oz vacuum pack. 6 count
per case.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Phil
Spiegel. 2004. March. “Handcrafted Organic Savory Baked
Tofu.” 3 panels each side.
6822. Product Name: SoyMoon (Gourmet Soy Cheese,
with Casein, sold in Chunks or Shreds) [Soy Gouda, Soy
Provolone–Smokehouse Style, Soy Mozzarella with Italian
Herbs, Soy Mozzarella, Queso Blanco–Mexican Picante
Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: Blue Moon Brands.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1220, Monroe, New
York 10950. Phone: 845-782-0178.
Date of Introduction: 2003 October.
Ingredients: Soy Gouda: Soy beverage (water, organic soy
protein), organic expeller-pressed soy oil, casein, natural
flavors, organic corn starch, sea salt, sodium phosphates,
lactic acid, sodium citrate, annatto (for color).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
East. 2003. Oct. “Introducing SoyMoon, real gourmet soy
cheese.” “Naturally cholesterol and lactose free. The only
one that deserves to be called Gourmet!” In the lower right:
“Makers & Purveyors of SoyMoon and WholeMoon.” The
latter is “Fine Organic Dutch Cheese”–a dairy product.
Attached to the leaflet is the business card of Dean Soicher
Vice President.
On the rear are the ingredients and nutrition facts for
each of the five soy cheeses. No information is given about
the weight of each package.
Spot in Vegetarian Times. 2005. Feb. “Edible Nirvana.”
p. 5. “Our taster couldn’t believe it when she tried this

cheese–its a soy cheese that tastes gourmet and melts well.
Her hands-down favorite: soy gouda from SoyMoon, $4/8
oz. 877.282.5400; www.bluemoonbrands.com.”
6823. Dietz, John. 2003. Get a grip on GPS: Yesterday’s
techno-toy is today’s cutting-edge tool. Corn and Soybean
Digest. Oct. p. 30, 32.
• Summary: A photo shows Ed Leininger who purchased his
first GPS receiver and yield monitor in 1995. Today, its fully
integrated into the farm.
6824. Product Name: Non-GMO and Organic RBD
[Refined, Bleached and Deodorized] Soybean Oil, NonGMO and Organic Textured Soy Protein, Non-GMO and
Organic Low-Fat Soy Flour & Grits. Non-GMO Soy/Rice
Nuggets (cereal and nutrition bar inclusion), IsoPro NonGMO Soy Protein Isolate.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nexsoy. A Division of Spectrum
Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3483, 2520 S. Grand
Ave. East, Springfield, IL 62703. Phone: 866.833.1748 or
217.391.0091.
Date of Introduction: 2003 October.
Ingredients: Nexsoy brand soy flour, rice flour.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz. (283 gm) bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inch, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo East. 2003. Oct. “You’ll love our Free nonGMO and organic soybean oil and soy ingredients.” They
divide their products into two types: (1) Dry soy ingredients,
and (2) Soybean oils.
(1) “Naturally processed without chemical solvents.
Absolutely no hexane used. No ‘off’ soy flavors or smells.
Naturally high isoflavone levels. ‘Identity-preserved’ nonGMO and certified organic by QAI.
(2) “Soybean oils. Expeller pressed. Physically refined.
Naturally stable: The unique processing releases naturally
occurring tocopherols (antioxidants) in high concentration.”
Free of trans-fats since not hydrogenated. “Naturally healthy.
Contains 6-8% of Alpha Linolenic Acid (Omega 3 fatty acid)
which is the parent fatty acid from which the human body
synthesizes long chain Omega 3 fatty acids that are believed
to be beneficial for cardiovascular health.”
6825. Product Name: Purely Decadent Soy Delicious
(Super Premium Non-dairy Frozen Dessert) [Mocha Almond
Fudge, Rocky Road, Swinging Anna Banana, Turtle Tracks,
Vanilla Swiss Almond, Raspberry à la Mode].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 70, Junction City, OR
97448. Phone: (541) 338-9400.
Date of Introduction: 2003 October.
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Ingredients: Mocha Almond Fudge: Filtered water, organic
soymilk (filtered water, organic soybeans), organic brown
rice syrup and/or organic tapioca syrup, roasted almonds
(almonds, safflower oil, salt), fudge sauce (beet sugar, water,
cocoa processed with alkali, tapioca starch, natural flavors,
chocolate liquor), organic dehydrated cane juice, organic
safflower oil and/or organic soybean oil, chicory root extract,
coffee, natural coffee flavor, carob bean gum, guar gum,
algin (kelp extract), carrageenan, yucca extract, potato sugar,
salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 pint (473 ml).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ by 11 inches, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo East. 2003. Oct. “Purely Decadent, purely
profitable. Six new flavors, two full shelves, only one superpremium non-dairy frozen dessert.
On the rear are Nutrition Facts and ingredients for each
of the six new and 8 previous flavors.
6826. Turtle Mountain, Inc. 2003. Singular sensations:
America’s favorite non-dairy frozen dessert is available in
convenient single servings (Leaflet). P.O. Box 70, Junction
City, OR 97448. 1 p. Front and back. 8½ x 11 inches.
• Summary: Color leaflet sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo East. 2003. Oct. Copyright date
is 2003. A photo shows the front panel of eight Soy
Delicious novelty products: Big Buddie, 3 rounded enrobed
sandwiches (Mocha Mania, Mint Mania, and Vanilla), 2
open sandwiches (Mint Chocolate Chip, Chocolate Chip),
and 3 bars. On the rear is nutrition facts and ingredients for
all 9 products. “Made with the #1 selling non-dairy frozen
dessert. Certified Organic, cholesterol free, non-dairy, vegan
certified. Heart K Parve. USDA Organic logo.
An ancient legacy: Sea turtles. Address: Junction City,
Oregon. Phone: 1-866-3TURTLE.
6827. Turtle Mountain, Inc. 2003. Nothing’s better: Fat free
non-dairy frozen dessert. New packaging. New flavors. P.O.
Box 70, Junction City, OR 97448. 1 p. Front and back. 8½ x
11 inches.
• Summary: Color leaflet sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo East. 2003. Oct. A photo shows 7
flavors of fat-free “Sweet nothings” in Vanilla, Chocolate,
Mango Raspberry, Mint Fudge, Mocha Fudge, Cool
Strawberry, and Vanilla Fudge.”
On the rear are nutrition facts and ingredients for each
of the 7 flavors. Certified vegan logo. Heart K kosher logo.
Copyright 2003.
An ancient legacy: Sea turtles. Note: None of these
flavors contain soy. Address: Junction City, Oregon. Phone:
1-866-3TURTLE.
6828. Product Name: Annie Chun’s Miso Soup: FreshPak

Noodle Bowl with Tofu and Scallion.
Manufacturer’s Name: Annie Chun’s, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 2418, San Rafael, CA
94901.
Date of Introduction: 2003 November.
Ingredients: Noodles: Wheat flour [white], water, tapioca
starch, lactic acid, salt. Soup: Soybean paste (water, soybean,
rice, salt), sugar, rice wine, sea vegetable, yeast extract,
onion, shiitake mushroom. Toppings: Tofu*, green onion*,
spinach*. * = dehydrated.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5.4 oz “biodegradable bowl.
Retails for $1.99 (2003/11, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2003.
Nov. 16. Paperboard sleeve has a color photo of the noodles
and soup in a white bowl. To the left are three Chinese
characters. “All natural Asian cuisine.” “Microwave 1
minute.” A small round portrait photo shows Annie Chun, a
working mom. www.anniechun.com. Soyfoods Center taste
test: Very unsatisfying because of the refined white noodles–
which are not natural.
New label purchased in June 2010 at Trader Joe’s. Annie
Chun’s All Natural Asian Cuisine: Soup Bowl (Miso). Still
contains unsatisfying white udon noodles.
6829. IITA. 2003. Annual report 2002. Ibadan, Nigeria:
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA). 52 p.
• Summary: Page 15: “High adoption rates of IITA
technologies were recorded in the dry savannas of Nigeria.
IITA maize (largely varieties Oba Super 1 and 2) was found
in nine out of ten villages and accounted for more than 45%
of the maize planted. Results for soybean (largely TGX10192EN and TGX1448-3E) were in eight out of ten villages
and 44% of the area planted. Six years ago, soybean was
mentioned in only two villages.”
Page 23: “A participatory on-farm fertility trial in the
northern Guinea savanna showed that maize yields were
similar (about 3.5 t/ha) with 136 N + 20 P + 37 K kg/
ha (mineral fertilizers) and with 86 N + 9 P + 17 K kg/ha
(mineral fertilizers) + 6 t/ha animal manure. However, in
the same fields, soybean yielded about 3 t/ha without any
fertilizer. Also, the residual effect of soybean on maize in the
following year was equal to 6 t/ha of animal manure. The
results indicate the importance of cereal-legume rotation and
crop-livestock integration in reducing the need for mineral
fertilizers and efficient management of natural resources.”
“A number of early, medium, and late maturing soybean
varieties were developed combining high grain and stover
yields with good nodulation, enhanced nitrogen fixation,
and low shattering. The most promising varieties were TGX
1910-11F (early), TGX 1905-2F (medium), and TGX 19108 (late) with about 2 t/ha grain and 2 to 3 t/ha stover yields.
Forty-two sets of soybean international trials involving
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20 improved varieties were sent to 36 collaborators in 21
countries on request.”
“It was demonstrated for the first time that stem
exudates of cowpea, maize, and soybean can stimulate
more germination of Striga hermonthica seeds than root
exudates. It was further shown that cowpea varieties
caused 42-70% germination of S. hermonthica compared
to 24-36% germination by soybean varieties. Cowpea
variety IT94K-440-3 was the most effective causing 70%
germination whilst TGX1844-18E was the most effective
soybean variety causing 36% germination.”
At the end is a long bibliography of publications by IITA
scientists. Address: PMB 5320, Oyo Road, Ibadan, Nigeria.
6830. Osunde, A.O.; Bala, A.; Gwam, M.S.; Tsado, P.A.;
Sanginga, N.; Okogun, J.A. 2003. Residual benefits of
promiscuous soybean to maize (Zea mays L.) grown on
farmers’ fields around Minna in the southern Guinea savanna
zone of Nigeria. Agriculture, Ecosystems and Environment
100(2-3):209-220. Dec. [31 ref]
• Summary: “Thus it appears that growing promiscuous
soybean in rotation, even without the residues being returned
to the field, will be beneficial to the subsequent maize crop.
This will mean greater yields for smallholder farmers at
minimal costs.” Address: 1-4. Dep. of Soil Science, Federal
Univ. of Technology, PMB 65, Minna, Niger State, Nigeria;
5-6. International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), PMB
5320 Ibadan, Nigeria.
6831. Sanginga, N.; Dashiell, K.E.; Diels, J.; Vanlauwe,
B.; Lyasse, O.; Carsky, R.J.; Tarawali, S.; Asafo-Adjei, B.;
Menkir, A.; Schulz, S.; Singh, B.B.; Chikoye, D.; Keatinge,
D.; Ortiz, R. 2003. Sustainable resource management
coupled to resilient germplasm to provide new intensive
cereal-grain-legume-livestock systems in the dry savanna
(Open Access). Agriculture, Ecosystems and Environment
100(2-3):305-314. Dec. [27 ref]
• Summary: ‘Dual-purpose’, promiscuous soybean varieties
were developed by the International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture (IITA) between the mid-1970s and early 1990s.
Their dual purpose nature stems from the fact that these
varieties produce a substantial amount of grain and leafy
biomass, resulting in a relatively low N harvest index.
“Abstract: Sustainable resource management is the
critical agricultural research and development challenge in
sub-Saharan Africa. The accumulated knowledge on soil
management gathered over the last 10 years, combined with
solid crop improvement and plant health research at farmers’
level, has brought us to a stage where we can now address
with confidence the intensification of cereal-grain-legumebased cropping systems in the dry savanna of West Africa in
a sustainable and environmentally positive manner.”
Soybean production has been rapidly expanding in the
cereal-based systems of the Guinean savannah. Driving

factors behind this rapid adoption have been the availability
of new, well-adapted, varieties, the high market value
of soybean grain, and the positive impact of soybean on
subsequent cereal crops. Address: International Inst. of
Tropical Agriculture (IITA).
6832. Singh, A.; Carsky, R.J.; Lucas, E.O.; Dashiell, K.
2003. Soil N balance as affected by soybean maturity class in
the Guinea savanna of Nigeria. Agriculture, Ecosystems and
Environment 100(2-3):231-40. Dec. [32 ref]
• Summary: “Legume-cereal rotation may reduce the
fertilizer requirement of the cereal crop and we hypothesize
that the benefit depends on the maturity class of the
soybean... Therefore, medium and late soybean should
be used as a preceding crop in legume-cereal rotation, if
possible, to minimize or avoid depletion of soil N by early
varieties of soybean.” Address: 1. Crop Science Department,
Usmanu Danfodiyo Univ., P.O. Box 1754, Sokoto, Sokoto
State, Nigeria; 2. International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture,
B.P. 08-0932, Cotonou, Benin; 3. Agronomy Dep., Univ. of
Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria.
6833. Syngenta. 2003. Overuse of glyphosate herbicide can
lead to weed resistance. For some weeds its too late. Corn
and Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 11-12.
• Summary: “With little new chemistry in the pipeline,
experts warn to take careful steps to protect the future of
glyphosate.
“Glyphosate resistance has spread rapidly in the last
few years, growing from a few fields in Delaware in 2000,
to over a half million acres in Tennessee alone in 2003 and
can be found in several other states. Waterhemp response
to glyphosate has hit the spotlight as more incidences of
variably-tolerant populations are reported in some Midwest
states. Other weeds are emerging that researchers are keeping
a watchful eye on as they become tougher to conquer,
including lambsquarters, morningglories and giant ragweed.
Researchers attribute this increased number of questionable
weeds to a continual and increased use of glyphosate. With
the world watching and the risk of losing the effectiveness
of glyphosate, it is increasingly important to use responsible
management practices to protect Roundup Ready® (RR®)
technology, glyphosate herbicides and conservation tillage
systems.
“A Growing Problem: Since the introduction of RR
crops, the use of glyphosate herbicides has increased
significantly. According to the EPA, glyphosate was the
second most widely used herbicide in 1999, behind atrazine.
And, the adoption of RR soybeans in the United States has
been tremendous in 2003, nearly 80 percent of soybean acres
were planted to Roundup Ready varieties...”
A map of the United States shows where resistant or
tolerant waterhemp and horseweed can be found.
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6834. Product Name: Tofu (Vacuum Packed; Curded with
Calcium Sulfate) [Regular Organic].
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 100 Ericson Ct., Suite 150,
Arcata, CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 2003 December.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic* soybeans, calcium
sulphate (gypsum from the earth).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Matthew
Schmit. 2004. March 8. The product was introduced in Dec.
2003. This is the company’s first vacuum-packed tofu curded
with calcium sulfate, and also one of the first to feature
information about the omega-3 fatty acid content. 4 by 2.75
inches. Self adhesive. Green, black, and orange-yellow on
white. A handsome, impressionistic watercolor illustration
shows a tofu shop on stilts on a cliff with a tree arching
overhead. “Good source of calcium. Contains 540 mg
Omega-3 fatty acids per serving. Contains 10g Protein per
serving. Low in saturated fat.” Logo: “Certified by California
Certified Organic Farmers.”
6835. Product Name: Tofu (Vacuum Packed; Curded with
Nigari) [Firm Organic].
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 100 Ericson Ct., Suite 150,
Arcata, CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7409.
Date of Introduction: 2003 December.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic* soybeans, magnesium
chloride (nigari from the sea).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Matthew
Schmit. 2004. March 8. The product was introduced in Dec.
2003. This is the company’s first vacuum-packed tofu curded
with nigari, and also one of the first to feature information
about the omega-3 fatty acid content. 4 by 2.75 inches.
Self adhesive. Blue, black, and orange-yellow on white. A
handsome, impressionistic watercolor illustration shows a
tofu shop on stilts on a cliff with a tree arching overhead.
“Good source of calcium. Contains 540 mg Omega-3 fatty
acids per serving. Contains 10g Protein per serving. Low
in saturated fat.” Logo: “Certified by California Certified
Organic Farmers.”
6836. Product Name: Soyatoo Soy Whip: Whippable Soy
Topping (in aseptic carton).
Manufacturer’s Name: Ceres Organics, St. Paul,
Minnesota (Importer / Marketer). Made in Germany by
Tofutown.com.
Manufacturer’s Address: St. Paul, Minnesota 55108.
Phone: www.ceresorganic.com.
Date of Introduction: 2003.

Ingredients: Organic soymilk (water, organic soybeans),
coconut oil, organic sugar-beet syrup, organic maltodextrin
(from corn or rice), fractionated palm oil, Contains less that
2% of: natural vanilla extract, tartaric acid, carrageenan, sea
salt, fractionated palm kernel oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10.14 fl oz (300 ml).
How Stored: Refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Ceres Sales sheet and
business card sent by Jon Kessler, Sales and Marketing
Director, Tofutown North America. 2012. July 30. The
sales sheet shows the front panel: “Vegan. Dairy-free. No
cholesterol. Best soy on planet earth.”
Letter (e-mail) from Jon Kessler. 2012. Aug. 10. Gives
the date each product was first sold commercially. The
labels were changed to the present more American and less
European labels in April 2012.
6837. Product Name: WestSoy Lite: Soymilk Drink [Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name: Hain Celestial Group, Inc. (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Melville, New York 11747.
Date of Introduction: 2003.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic soymilk (filtered
water, whole organic soybeans), organic brown rice syrup,
organic dehydrated cane juice, tricalcium phosphate, sea salt,
carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D2, riboflavin
(vitamin B2).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 64 fluid oz (1.89 liter) Tetra
Brik Aseptic carton. Retails for $1.89 (2006/06, Oakland,
California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label (Plain)
purchased by Martine Liguori at Grocery Outlet in Oakland,
California. 2006. June. Dark blue, white, yellow, red and
black on bluish green. Front panel: “70% less fat than
unfortified brands. Excellent source of calcium, vitamin D
and riboflavin... 18 mg isoflavones per serving. Lactose &
dairy free.” Martine’s taste test: Tastes like sugared water;
not good.
6838. Lacerda, A.D.S.; Lazarini, E.; Sá, M.E.; Filho, W.V.V.
2003. Storage of desiccated soybean seed and the evaluation
of physiologic, biochemical and sanitary characteristics.
Brazilian J. of Seeds 25:97-105. *
6839. Olowe, V.I.O.; Okeleye, K.A.; Durojaiye, S.A.;
Elegbede, S.A.; Oyekanmi, A.A.; Akintokun, P.O. 2003.
Optimum plant densities for soybean (Glycine max (L.)
Merr.) and sesame (Sesamum indicum L.) in maizebased intercropping system in south western Nigeria. An
International Journal of Agricultural Sciences, Science,
Environment and Technology (ASSET) Series A 3(3):79-89. *
6840. Product Name: Organic Teriyaki Sauce.
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Manufacturer’s Name: Organic Soy Company, Ltd. (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit A, 2 Corban Ave.,
Henderson, Waitakere City, Auckland 0612, New Zealand.
Date of Introduction: 2003.
Ingredients: Certified organic ingredients: Fermented soy
beans, sea salt, cider vinegar, honey, ginger, garlic, water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 275 ml glass bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Elizabeth
Chalmers, owner. 2007. Jan. 22. The product was introduced
by this company in 2003. White, black, and beige on red.
2.25 by 6.5 inches. “Ideal as marinade, condiment, or tasty
cooking ingredient.”
6841. Product Name: Pathmark Soymilk (Half Gallon
Gable-Top Carton) [Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pathmark Stores, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Carteret, New Jersey.
Date of Introduction: 2003.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk (filtered water, whole
organic soybeans), organic cane sugar, calcium carbonate,
natural vanilla extract, salt (sea salt), carrageenan, vitamin
A palmitate, vitamin D-2, riboflavin (vitamin B-2), vitamin
B-12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 64 fl oz (2 qts, 1.89 liters)
Dairy Pak ESL carton with screw-on cap.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per cup (240 ml): Calories 100, total fat 3.5 gm,
sugars 8 gm, protein 7 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Carton with Label sent by
Denis Bolger of New York, NY. 2004. April. Red and white
on blue. Front panel and both side panels show a stream
of soymilk being poured into the top of a glass. “Certified
organic soybeans. Non dairy. Soymilk is a cholesterol free
and lactose free beverage. Enriched with vitamins A, B-2,
B-12, D-2 and calcium” USDA organic logo.
*
6842. Product Name: ShopRite Organic Soy Milk
[Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Wakefern Food Group
(Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Elizabeth, New Jersey 07207.
Date of Introduction: 2003.
Ingredients: Filtered water, whole organic soybeans,
evaporated organic cane juice, natural flavors, calcium
carbonate, sodium citrate, potassium citrate, sea salt, vanilla
extract, carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D-2,
vitamin E, vitamin B2, vitamin B12, zinc sulfate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart plastic bottle.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased by Martine Liguori in Oakland, California. 2006.

June. Plastic bottle shaped like a bowling pin. 9.5 inches tall.
Front panel: Purple, red, black yellow and white on light
blue. “Certified organic by Quality Assurance International
(QAI). Delivers all the nutrition of milk and more! Lactose
free. Gluten free. No cholesterol. Good source of potassium.”
6843. Levenstein, Harvey A. 2003. Paradox of plenty: A
social history of eating in modern America. Revised ed.
Berkeley, California: University of California Press. ix +
353 p. Index. 23 cm. Series: California studies in food and
culture No. 8. [1529* endnotes]
• Summary: This revised edition is identical to the original
1993 edition except that: (1) The publisher and cover are
different. (2) It contains a new Epilogue (which updates the
book, p. 256-67) after the last chapter, plus 56 endnotes that
accompany it. The index appears to be the same. Levenstein
was born in 1938. Address: Prof. Emeritus of History,
McMaster Univ., Univ. of Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
6844. Rohweder, Dwayne; Peterson, David; Lauer, Joe.
eds. 2003. University of Wisconsin Agronomy Department:
The first hundred years. Madison, Wisconsin: University of
Wisconsin. x + 428 p. Index. Illust. 25 cm.
• Summary: Concerning soybeans–Page 12: “G.M. Briggs
(1919-1954) worked in extension, weed control (mostly
quackgrass and Canada thistle) crop production, and
soybeans. He was known as ‘Soybean Briggs’ because he
always carried soybeans in his pocket.” Note: He used them
like a calling card, giving a few to everyone he me whom he
thought might use them. By 1920 Briggs was the soybean
“sparkplug” in Wisconsin.
Page 18: Professor E.J. Delwiche saw that soybeans
were grown for forage. The varieties were Manchu and
Itosan. “The beans were harvested and placed in cocks to
dry. He remembers that ‘Soybean Briggs’ frequently stopped
in at the [agricultural experiment] station.”
In the chapter on “Extension” is a section titled
“Soybeans” (p. 75). Soybeans were grown in demonstration
plots. As with small grains, the Agronomy Department
supplied variety plot materials through the Foundation Seed
Stocks program. George Briggs, Don Peterson, Elwood
A. Brickbauer and Ed Oplinger conducted replicated yield
trials in Burnett, Monroe, Trempleau, and Racine Counties
to provide data on soil type, climatic conditions, etc. and
ultimately to find which varieties were best adapted where.
Page 78: “Memories of an ‘oldtimer’” by George M.
Briggs reproduces parts of his article in the Aug. 1970 issue
of Soybean Digest (p. 50-53). He was introduced to soybeans
in Sept. 1912 when he and a fellow agricultural student tried
to thresh out some at the University of Minnesota Farm.
Pages 165-80: An entire chapter is devoted to
“Soybean.” Its contents: Introduction (“UW researchers
began breeding new varieties and testing production methods
as early as 1912”). Soybean breeding activities: 1912-
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1974 (“Soybean breeding work at UW started with A.R.
Albert’s appointment in 1912... UW developed and released
Chippewa, Dunn and Rampage cultivars. The Chippewa
and Chippewa 64 cultivars were major improvements over
other early maturing cultivars and were soon the most
widely planted cultivars in Wisconsin and Minnesota”).
Soybean breeding and research activities: 1975-1996:
Cultivar development, USDA Uniform nursery, breeding
for cold tolerance, uneven stands, double cropping, brown
stem rot disease breeding research, Sclerotinia disease
breeding research, row spacing research. Production
research and extension activities: 1950s to 1970. Production
research and extension activities: 1970 to 2001: soybean
variety evaluation and testing methods, research equipment
development, soybean cultural practices: 1970-2002,
inoculation and fungicide screening, soybean extension
activities.
Page 298: “Soybean order: A Soybean Order was
formed in 1920 to encourage the production of soybeans and
standardization of the crop both as to varieties and better
distribution methods. Growers reported that more than 40
varieties were being offered for sale in the state. The order
was planning to reduce this number and provide purebred
seed of tested varieties.
“Officers of the new order were P.W. Jones, Black River
Falls, president; V.P. Atwell, Stevens Point; vice president;
and George M. Briggs, secretary. The order was charged with
determining the best varieties and cultural methods, and to
disseminate information regarding the production practices,
value and uses of the soybean in Wisconsin.” Great idea!
Was Wisconsin the first state to conceive and implement such
a plan?
Pages 318-19: On 2 Dec. 1919 a group of 52 crop
improvement association officials, agronomists and
farmers representing 13 states and Canada met at the Union
Stockyards in Chicago and, after discussion, formed “the
International Crop Improvement Association. A constitution
and bylaws were developed, with special emphasis on “the
improvement of field crops in general and seed improvement
in particular.
“The following were the objectives:
“A. Encouraging the breeding and improvement of field
crops and seeds;
“B. Husbanding, propagating and disseminating Elite,
Registered, Certified and Improved Seeds;
“C. Creating a more active interest in better seeds,
through circulars, reports and other publicity as well as
encouraging local, state, national and international shows;
“D. Assisting in the standardization of seed
improvement and certification work being done by member
organizations?” R.A. Moore, head of the Department of
Agronomy at the Univ. of Wisconsin, who had organized
the foundational meeting, “was nominated and unanimously
elected as president for the ensuing year.” On 5 Oct. 1968

the International Crop Improvement Association was
renamed Association of Official Seed Certification Agencies
(AOSCA). Address: Univ. of Wisconsin.
6845. Product Name: [Veggie Tuna].
Foreign Name: Veggie Tuna.
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: D-54578 TofuTown Wiesbaum,
Germany. Phone: +496593 9967-0. Fax: 6593 9967-225.
Date of Introduction: 2004 January.
Ingredients: Real nigari tofu (pure Eifel water, soybeans*)
(25%), wheat gluten, Viana real smoked tofu (pure Eifel
water, soybeans*, smoke), sunflower seed oil*, almonds*,
tomato pulp*, spices*, yeast*, red beets*, sea salt, sea
vegetables, carrageenan, carob flour*, rice flour*, cane
sugar* (0.4%), herbs*. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Color leaflet brought by
Bernd Drosihn. 2004. March 15.
6846. Product Name: [Non-dairy Philadelphia Cream
Cheese (Supreme, Fine Herbs and Pepper, Cheesy)].
Foreign Name: Veggiedelphia (Supreme, Fine Herbs and
Pepper, Cheesy).
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: D-54578 TofuTown Wiesbaum,
Germany. Phone: +496593 9967-0. Fax: 6593 9967-225.
Date of Introduction: 2004 January.
Ingredients: Supreme: Real nigari tofu (pure Eifel water,
soybeans*) (32%), sunflower seed oil*, palm oil*, almonds*,
spices*, yeast*, lemon juice*, sea salt, carrageenan, carob
flour*, ascorbic acid, rice flour*, cane sugar* (0.4%), herbs*,
natural vanilla extract*. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Color leaflet brought by
Bernd Drosihn. 2004. March 15.
6847. Product Name: Silk Soymilk (Fortified for Kids)
[Chocolate, Very Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 2004 January.
Ingredients: Very Vanilla: Filtered water, whole organic
soybeans, naturally milled organic evaporated cane juice,
natural vanilla flavor, sea salt, carrageenan. Vitamins and
minerals: Calcium carbonate, sodium ascorbate (vitamin
C), tricalcium phosphate, alpha-tocopherol (vitamin E),
zinc gluconate, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin B6, riboflavin
(vitamin B2), vitamin D2, vitamin B-12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8.25 fl oz (244 ml) metallic
Tetra Prisma Aseptic carton. Retails for $0.89 to $1.00
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(2004/04).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Product (1 case of each)
sent by James Terman of White Wave. 2004. March 7. The
text on each carton is very creative. On the Very Vanilla is
short description of what each of the added vitamins do (e.g.,
“Vitamin A. Keeps your eyes sharp. Helps you grow tall and
strong. Protects against disease”). On both cartons: “Its free!
Silk Soymilk is free of lactose, dairy, cholesterol, gluten,
eggs, peanuts, casein, MSG and worries. You still have to
pay for it, though.” The Very Vanilla was designed for kids.
Talk with James Terman of White Wave. 2004. April 15. The
first product was shipped on 19 Jan. 2004.
6848. Non-GMO Source (The) (Fairfield, Iowa). 2004. More
global competition seen in organic soybean market. 4(2):1-2.
Feb.
• Summary: “Demand for organic soybeans remains strong,
increasing 20% per year, driven by the growing consumer
demand for soyfood products such as soymilk, tofu, and
meat alternatives.
In the USA organic soybeans are grown on nearly
200,000 acres, making them the most widely grown organic
crop in the country; their acreage has increased 112% since
1997, according to USDA statistics. The leading states
producing organic soybeans are Minnesota, Iowa, and
Wisconsin; together they produce almost 45% of the total
crop. Yet organic soybeans accounted for only 0.24% of the
total U.S. crop in 2001.
Last year the crop of organic soybeans in the US was
25-50% smaller than anticipated, so today there is a huge
shortage of organic soybeans in the USA.
Brazil and China are starting to compete with the USA
as growers of organic soybeans.
A sidebar is titled “Difficult to gauge market for
organic soybeans.” There are many players but no reporting
requirements, so everything is done in secret.
6849. Non-GMO Source (The) (Fairfield, Iowa). 2004.
Taiwan’s demand for non-GM and organic soybeans
increasing. 4(2):3. Feb.
• Summary: Taiwan has a large market for soybeans for food
use, estimated at 225,000 tons. Most of the soybeans are used
to make tofu and soymilk. In 2002/03 about 7,500 tonnes
(metric tons) of the food-use soybeans came as identity
preserved, non-GM “food grade,” and organic. Of this total
the USA supplied an estimated 4,500 tonnes, Australia 2,000
tonnes, Canada 500 tonnes, and all other countries combined
500 tonnes.
6850. Non-GMO Source (The) (Fairfield, Iowa). 2004.
Farmers interpreting organic seed rule loosely. 4(2):6. Feb.
• Summary: “The National Organic Program [NOP] requires
farmers to plant organic seed but allows them to use an

equivalent untreated non-organic variety if commercial
quantities of organic [seed] are not available.”
Two leading companies supplying organic seed,
NC+Organics and Great Harvest Organics, both expressed
disappointment with the demand so far. They have produced
enough organic seed to meet the demands of the entire U.S.
market, but they attribute the lack of strong demand to the
“fact that many organic farmers use conventional, untreated
seed instead of organic seed.” These farmers seem to be
interpreting the NOP role loosely.
6851. Product Name: NutriSoy Organic Whole Bean
Powder.
Manufacturer’s Name: ADM Health and Nutrition.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4666 Fairies Parkway, Decatur,
IL 62526. Phone: 1-800-510-2178.
Date of Introduction: 2004 March.
Ingredients: Whole organic soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 20 kg net bags.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color, glossy, front and back) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2004.
March. It “is a revolutionary ingredient that has what most
soy products are missing–great taste.” Only hot water is
used in processing. Smooth mouthfeel–microfine texture.
Applications: “Soy milk. Soy beverages. Ice cream. Cookies
and crackers. Yogurt. Drinkable yogurt. Cream cheese. Sour
cream.”
6852. Product Name: Organic Soybeans, Organic Soy
Flour [Regular, or Low Fat], Organic Soybean Oil.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ceres Organic Harvest, Inc.
(Marketer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 106 Buckeye St., Hudson, WI
54016. Phone: (877) 462-4180.
Date of Introduction: 2004 March.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Glossy color leaflets (two,
single sided, 28 cm and 22 cm) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo West. 2004. March.
6853. Product Name: Organic Granola Bars [Pumpkin
FlaxPlus, Apricot ‘n Nut, Cranberry Soy, HempPlus].
Manufacturer’s Name: Nature’s Path.
Manufacturer’s Address: 9100 Van Horne Way, Delta, BC
V4G 1E8, Canada. Phone: 604-248-8760.
Date of Introduction: 2004 March.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz (400 gm) paperboard
box.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo at Anaheim. 2004.
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March. “Authentic 1960’s Organic Granola Bars.”
6854. Nutrition Business Journal (San Diego, California).
2004. Eden Foods maintains independence in a consolidating
industry. 9(3):18. March.
• Summary: A good interview with Michael Potter about the
history and organic philosophy of Eden Foods. The company,
“founded in 1969 as a retail food cooperative,” is the last
significant organic food manufacturer in the USA, according
to Potter, the company’s sole owner. Walnut Acres used to
be the oldest independent, until they were purchased and
eliminated by Acirca.
Refrigerated soymilk has hurt sales of aseptically
packaged soymilks, and Eden’s soymilk sales have been
down 8.6%/year for each of the past 4 years. But Potter is
optimistic about sales of Eden’s other products. In 2003
Eden’s sales were about $45 million.
Eden’s sales are 98% from organically grown products.
Potter estimates that Eden supports about 300 family farms
with 40,000 acres of organically managed farmland in the
USA and Canada. The advent of USDA organic regulations
[NOP] in 2002 brought major changes to Eden, from adding
new organic ingredients to having to redesign all labels.
Potter is critical of NOP for lax enforcement of organic
standards, but he does not agree with those who think that
the industry should work to make organic prices closer to
those of conventional foods. “The percentage of income that
Americans spend on food is the smallest in the world. Food
is undervalued, and when you think ‘cheap, cheap, cheap’
what you end up with is conventional American food, the
laughing-stock of planet Earth.” Instead of using lower prices
to attract new customers, Potter believes that educating
consumers about organic and conventional food should drive
future growth.
6855. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Greek Style Tofu Veggie
Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016.
Date of Introduction: 2004 March.
Ingredients: Organic tofu (filtered water, organic soybeans,
nigari–magnesium chloride, a natural firming agent), organic
spinach, feta cheese (goat milk, salt, vegetable rennet
cultures), organic onions, organic red bell peppers, organic
garlic, black olives, organic bread crumbs (organic whole
wheat flour, filtered water, organic rosemary, organic garlic,
olive oil, sea salt, yeast), organic olive oil, organic dried
tomato, tapioca flour, potato starch, nutritional yeast, organic
onion powder, organic spices, organic black pepper, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 burgers in 6 oz (170 gm)
vacuum pack. Retails for $2.69 (2004/03, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.

New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2004.
March 13. Label is 2.1 x 2.75 inches. Orange, red, black,
green, and light green. “Made with organic tofu, spinach &
peppers.” Logo: “Certified organic by Quality Assurance
International (QAI).”
6856. Product Name: Carb Escapes (Non-Dairy Frozen
Dessert) [Pints: Butter Pecan, Chocolate, Chocolate Almond,
Chocolate Peanut Butter, Mint Chip, Strawberry, White
Mousse. Multipack bars: Fudge Bar, Peanut Butter Fudge
Bar, Vanilla Bar. Singlepack bars: Fudge Bar, Peanut Butter
Fudge Bar, Vanilla Bar].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 21938, Eugene, OR
97402. Phone: (541) 338-9400.
Date of Introduction: 2004 March.
Ingredients: Butter Pecan: Organic soymilk (filtered
water, organic soybeans), filtered water, pecans, vegetable
glycerine, soybean oil and/or safflower oil, chicory root
extract, gum acacia, erythritol (sugar alcohol from natural
fermentation), guar gum, carrageenan, natural flavors, salt,
tricalcium phosphate (a natural source of calcium).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 pint tubs, etc.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (4 panels, each
panel 8½ by 11 inches, color, copyrighted 2004) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West. 2003.
March. “Carb Escapes: Non-dairy frozen dessert. All natural.
No artificial sweeteners. 1 gm net carbs. Low net carb.
Lactose free. No cholesterol. Naturally dairy free.” “Ideal for
the low net carb lifestyle consumer. www.carbescapes.com.
1-866-3turtle.”
Note: The low-carb bandwagon appears to be full
swing–but not for long. Turtle Mountain later realized that it
introduced this product just as the low-carb bandwagon was
dying.
6857. Turtle Mountain, Inc. 2004. There is a reason...
(Leaflet). P.O. Box 21938, Eugene, OR 97402. 3 panels each
side. Each panel 8½ x 11 inches. Front and back.
• Summary: Another impressive color leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo West. 2004. March.
A photo on the cover shows two freezers chock full of
Turtle Mountain non-dairy frozen desserts. Page 2. “Turtle
Mountain has become the #1 frozen dessert company in the
Natural Foods Supermarket channel surpassing all of the
market’s best-known brands. Driving the market through
market leadership.” A table shows $ sales ranking and $
growth compared with a year ago for six companies: Turtle
Mountain, Haagen-Dazs, Imagine Foods, Ben & Jerry’s
Stonyfield Farm Yogurt, Tofutti. Based on SPINSscan 52
weeks ending December 27, 2003.
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Page 3 contains 3 nice bar graphs.
Page 5 states (in a pie chart): In natural foods
supermarkets: “54% of the market is dairy desserts. 46% of
the market is non-dairy frozen desserts and its growing!”
Address: Eugene, Oregon. Phone: (541) 338-9400.
6858. Product Name: Nasoya Super Firm Cubed Organic
Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Vitasoy USA, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Ayer, Massachusetts. Phone:
1-800-4-Nasoya or www.viatsoy-usa.com.
Date of Introduction: 2004 March.
Ingredients: Water, organic whole soybeans, calcium
sulfate, magnesium chloride.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (227 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (dated 2004, 8½ by
11 inch, glossy color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West. 2004. March. “Straight from the
package to the pan.” On the front are photos of the package
and of the product being stir fried with noodles and veggies
in a wok, On the rear is nutrition information and product
specifications for Nasoya’s 15 tofu products.
6859. Boyett, Frank. 2004. Soybean co-op gave local crop a
big push. Gleaner (The) (Henderson, Kentucky). April 24. p.
78. “Historic Headlines” issue.
• Summary: Farmers began planting soybeans around
Henderson in about 1920. In an article published on 20 Dec.
1925 The Gleaner noted: “Henderson County has taken a
leading part in the producing of soybeans in recent years
and local farmers are rapidly being ‘sold’ on the merits of
the crop.” “There is a use for this crop on every farm in
Henderson County and the quicker it is adopted the sooner
will appreciation and respect for it be felt.
By 1925 in Henderson County, 180 acres of soybeans
were planted for seed purposes, 725 acres for hay, and 6,000
acres interplanted with corn for winter animal feed.
But before the crop could really expand, there had to be
a local market for the soybeans. That occurred on 18 June
1941 when the Ohio Valley Soybean Cooperative began
operations; the local price of soybeans, which averaged about
$1.40/bushel at the time, jumped about 20 cents a bushel.
“The soybean co-op began at the instigation of
Henderson County Farm Bureau President Ben Niles.” In
Feb. 1940, all farmers who were growing soybeans were
asked to buy shares of stock based on the acreage they had
planted. In all, 364 local soybean farmers invested in the
idea, according to a story published in Progressive Farmer in
about 1960.
“The $31,000 raised locally was supplemented with
loans and the co-op bought the old A. Waller grain elevator
on Fifth Street, which had been damaged by fire. After a
thorough renovation and additional construction, the plant

began serving farmers in Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois.
Portions of that plant are now part of the Bakery Feeds Inc.
operation.” For decades thereafter, Henderson Co. was one
of Kentucky’s top soybean producers and in many years it
held the No. 1 title.
At first the plant expressed the oil from the beans, but
soon converted to a solvent extraction system using hexane,
according to Al Reisz, Jr., whose father was the plant’s
general manager for most of its existence. It was a fairly
early solvent extraction plant, and industrial visitors came
from across the USA and around the world. “Press clippings
from the 1950s show visitors from France, Germany,
Belgium, and Holland. A visit that occurred at the end of
July 1959 included representatives from Vietnam, Ethiopia,
Bolivia, China, the Philippines, and Thailand.”
Most of the soybean oil found food uses, such as
margarine or vegetable shortening. But some was used to
make plastic products in the former Kusan plastics plant.
The cooperative was rocked by a scandal in the
mid-1950s “when two employees were charged with a
sophisticated scheme of falsifying receipt tickets. In.
February 1957, Thomas V. Greenwell was sentenced to five
years in prison, while Joseph N. Eggler received a one-year
sentence. Losses were estimated at $50,000.
“The soybean cooperative lasted until the early 1960s.
On June 19, 1962, its members voted 973 to 69 to dissolve
the co-op. Final dissolution occurred on June 17, 1963, after
all property had been disposed of.
“But the operation continued a few more years under
the auspices of Ohio Valley Mills of Henderson Inc., a
corporation formed by some of the co-op members, which
bought the plant on Fifth Street in 1962. That corporation
was dissolved in 1967, according to records at the
courthouse.” Address: Staff.
6860. Product Name: Silk Soymilk (Fortified for Kids)
[Very Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc. (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 2004 April.
Ingredients: Very Vanilla: Filtered water, whole organic
soybeans, naturally milled organic evaporated cane juice,
natural vanilla flavor, sea salt, carrageenan. Vitamins and
minerals: Calcium carbonate, sodium ascorbate (vitamin
C), tricalcium phosphate, alpha-tocopherol (vitamin E),
zinc gluconate, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin B6, riboflavin
(vitamin B2), vitamin D2, vitamin B-12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Half gallon (1.89 liters). Gabletop carton with reclosable cap.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 7-10 day shelf life.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (240 ml): Calories 130, calories from
fat 30, total fat 3.5 gm (5% daily value; saturated fat 0.5 gm),
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trans fat 0 mg, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 140 mg (6%), total
carbohydrate 19 gm (dietary fiber 1 gm [4%], sugars 16 gm),
protein 6 gm. Potassium 300 mg. Vitamin A 20%, calcium
35%, vitamin D 30%, vitamin C 35%, iron 6%, riboflavin
30%, phosphorus 10%, vitamin K 15%, vitamin B6 30%,
vitamin B12 50%, magnesium 10%, vitamin E 20%, folate
6%, zinc 10%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000
calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Safeway in Lafayette, California. 2004. Dec.
28. Front panel: “The taste kids love. Lactose free. With
vitamin C. 6.25 grams soy protein per serving. Powerful
good flavor! Made with organic soybeans. Calcium enriched.
Kids fortified with vitamins A, B, C, D & E.” Side panel #1.
“Fortify your family. Not to be used as an infant formula.
Silk soymilk is third-party certified organic by QAI. This
soymilk is made from soybeans that were not genetically
engineered. 100% vegan–The ingredients (including the
vitamins and minerals) do not contain animal products.
Satisfaction guaranteed. We bet you’ll like our soymilk. Try
it. If you don’t like it, we’ll give you your money back, no
questions asked.”
Back panel: “Shake well and buy often. Provides 15
essential nutrients. Demand authenticity. Mozart composed
his first music at age 5. Did you know? Soy plants have the
power to make the soil better.” FDA heart-healthy claim.
“Dem bones.” Silk is calcium fortified. Pig Latin.
Side panel #2. “Of the five species of tiger, Siberian
tigers have the least number of stripes. Knowing your
ABCs.” Explains in simple language the function of vitamins
A, B, C, and D, and what percent of the RDA is provided by
one serving of this soymilk. “Learn more about soy. You’ll
be amazed.” www.silkissoy.com.
6861. Boerma, H. Roger; Specht, James E. eds. 2004.
Soybeans: Improvement, production, and uses. 3rd ed.
Madison, Wisconsin: American Society of Agronomy, Inc.
xxv + 1144 p. Illust. Subject index. 24 cm. Agronomy series:
No. 16. [4843 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Preface. Contributors
(Directory). Conversion factors for SI (Système International
d’Unités = International System of Units) and non-SI units.
Contains 21 chapters by various authors, each cited
separately. Editorial committee: Richard M. Shibles,
James E. Harper, Richard F. Wilson, Randy C. Shoemaker.
Managing editor: Lisa K. Al-Amoodi. Address: Purdue
Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana.
6862. Buhler, Douglas D.; Hartzler, Robert G. 2004. Weed
biology and management. In: H. Roger Boerma and James
E. Specht, eds. 2004. Soybeans: Improvement, Production,
and Uses. 3rd ed. Madison, Wisconsin: American Society of
Agronomy. xxv + 1144 p. See p. 883-918. Chap. 18. [240
ref]

• Summary: Contents: 1. Basic concepts and impacts of
weeds: Definitions and characteristics, monetary impacts,
ecological concepts. 2. Weed population biology. 3. Weed
establishment and persistence: Additions to the weed
seed bank, seed losses and seed persistence. 4. Weed/
crop interactions: Competition and yield losses, thresholds
and weed management, noncompetitive effects. 5. Weed
control practices and weed management: Integrated
management, control practices, tillage and cultivation,
cultural practices, prevention, biological control, herbicides
(including glyphosate). 6. Factors affecting weed control
effectiveness: Tillage systems, cultural practices and
mechanical weed control, soil-applied herbicides, foliarapplied herbicides, risk management. 7. Weed population
shifts and herbicide resistance. 8. Future opportunities for
weed management in soybean: Herbicides and herbicide
resistant crops, intercropping, cover and smother crops, crop
competitiveness, fertility management, organic amendments
/ weed suppressive soils, site-specific management. 9.
Conclusion. Address: 1. Chair and Prof., Dep. of Crop
and Soil Sciences, 286 Plant and Soil Science Building,
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, MI 48824.
6863. Heatherly, Larry G.; Elmore, Roger W. 2004.
Managing inputs for peak production. In: H. Roger Boerma
and James E. Specht, eds. 2004. Soybeans: Improvement,
Production, and Uses. 3rd ed. Madison, Wisconsin: American
Society of Agronomy. xxv + 1144 p. See p. 451-536. Chap.
10. [294 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Cultivar selection. 2. Tillage. 3.
Soil fertility. 4. Planting practices. 5. Cropping systems. 6.
Post-planting management. 7. Summary. Acknowledgments.
Address: 1. Research Agronomist, USDA-ARS, P.O. Box
343, Stoneville, Mississippi 38776.
6864. Product Name: La Fe Soy Milk [Tropical Punch,
Pineapple].
Manufacturer’s Name: La Fe Foods (Importer / Marketer).
Made in Argentina.
Manufacturer’s Address: Plant: Via Mercedes, San Luis,
San Luis Province, Argentina. Importer: 230 Moonachie
Ave., Moonachie, New Jersey 07074. Phone: 1-866-BUYLAFE.
Date of Introduction: 2004 May.
Ingredients: Organic soy milk (filtered water, choice of
organic soybeans), cane juice (dried).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter aseptic carton. Retails for
$1.00.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with representative
of La Fe Foods. 2005. May 12. These two products, which
are private labeled for La Fe, were introduced in May 2003.
The name of the manufacturer is confidential. His company
(pronounced LA-fay) imports foods that they market mainly
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to the Hispanic market in the USA.
*
6865. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Organic Firm Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor). Made by Wildwood Natural Foods in
California.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 3270, South Pasadena,
CA 91031-6270. Phone: 818-441-1177.
Date of Introduction: 2004 May.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans*, filtered water, nigari (an
extract of sea water). * = Organically grown and processed in
accordance with the California Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz packed in water in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2004.
Brown, black, yellow, and white.
6866. Product Name: TofuTown Grilled Tofu Tenders
(Organic Frozen Entrees) [Tamari, Sesame Ginger Teriyaki,
Mediterranean Tahini, Havana Black Bean].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Boulder, Colorado.
Date of Introduction: 2004 May.
Ingredients: Sesame Ginger Teriyaki: Organic tofu (water,
organic soybeans, nigari [magnesium chloride], gypsum),
water, tamari soy sauce (water, soybeans, wheat, salt),
organic evaporated cane juice, apple juice, ginger, sesame
seeds, autolyzed yeast extract, caramel color, molasses,
xanthan gum, garlic, lime, orange peel, salt, citric acid. No
more, no less.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Akasha Richmond. 2004.
Vegetarian Times. March. p. 31. “Trends.” Shows the cover
of a package. Below the title: “Add vegetables, pasta, or
grains.” Talk with Akasha Richmond. 2004. Feb. 11. This
product will be demoed at the Anaheim show, but will not
be in stores until a few months after that. Article in Natural
Foods Merchandiser. 2004. Sept. p. 1, 9. “Demos to lead
combined brands.” White Wave has launched its TofuTown
line of prepared “tofu tenders.”
Leaflet (glossy color, front and back, 8½ by 11 inches)
sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West
(Anaheim, California). 2005. March. “TofuTown Grilled
Tofu Tenders: Marinated. Baked. Grilled. Delicious.”
Comes in four flavors: Tamari, Sesame Ginger Teriyaki,
Mediterranean Tahini, Havana Black Bean.
6867. Product Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Rhapsody Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 28 Main St., Montpelier, VT

05602. Phone: (802) 229-6112.
Date of Introduction: 2004 June.
Ingredients: Certified organic soybeans, filtered water,
Rhizopus oligosporus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz (227 gm) laminated,
printed plastic bag.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Sjon Welters.
2008. March 31. Sjon began making tempeh in his
restaurant, Rhapsody, in June 2004, after Todd Pinkham
stopped making tempeh in Vermont. Initially he made it only
for use in his restaurant, but shortly thereafter he started
selling and delivering it to natural food stores in the area–
such as Hunger Mountain Co-op in Montpelier, Buffalo
Mountain Co-op in Hardwick, City Market in Burlington,
and Healthy Living in Burlington. He has always used only
organic soybeans and recently they have been grown in
Vermont. He has always made this tempeh in his restaurant
kitchen; Initially it was made one day a week, but now it is
being made two days a week, using 300 lb/week of whole
dry soybeans. He now also has a distributor, Black River
Produce. He and has family own 14 acres of land, and he
plans to build a tempeh shop on the land, build rooms for
two workers above the shop, and then to make tempeh in that
shop.
Sjon has just sent a new label (6 by 8 inches) printed
in color featuring Rhapsody Tempeh in white and black on
red, with faint green edamame in the background. He started
using this label / package in Dec. 2007.
New label sent by Sjon Welters. 2008. March. Pea green
on white with edamame faintly in the background of the
front panel.
Letter (e-mail) from Sjon Welters. 2009. March 6. Our
tempeh business is contributing tremendously to the health of
our business and sees us through otherwise uncertain times.
As of yesterday we are in 12 Whole Foods stores with our
tempeh bringing an additional buffer of money.
6868. Product Name: Tofurky Deli Slices [Italian Deli,
Cranberry & Stuffing, or “Philly Style” Steak].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031. Phone: 1-888-TOFURKY
(863-8759).
Date of Introduction: 2004 June.
Ingredients: Philly Style Steak: Water, wheat protein, tofu
(water, organic soybeans, magnesium chloride, calcium
chloride), natural vegetarian flavors, non genetically
engineered canola oil, non genetically engineered corn
starch, white beans, garbanzo beans, spices, lemon juice
from concentrate, calcium lactate from beets, autolysed
yeast.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5.5 oz (156 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
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New Product–Documentation: Glossy color sell sheet for
Tofurky Deli Slices sent by Seth Tibbott. 2008. Jan. 1. “New
look!” Photos show the front and back panels for six flavors.
“Oven Roasted” was introduced in 1998 as “Original.”
Hickory Smoked was also introduced in 1998.
Letter (e-mail) from Seth Tibbott. 2009. Jan. 25. These
three products were first sold commercially in June 2004.
6869. Pena, Jennifer. 2004. Ag on the Web: Summer
events. Ag Innovation News (AURI–Agricultural Utilization
Research Inst., Waseca, Minnesota) 13(3):9. July/Sept.
• Summary: The section titled “The Seventh International
Conference on Precision Agriculture” (www.precision.
agri.umn.edu/Conference) states that it “offers a forum on
precision agriculture research and applications. This year’s
conference, to be held July 25-28 in Minneapolis, promises
to be the largest ever, with over 280 papers presented
by attendees from throughout the United States and 35
countries.”
6870. Product Name: Silk Live! (Soymilk & Fruit
Smoothie with Live Cultures) [Strawberry, Peach, Mango,
and Raspberry].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc. (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 2004 July.
Ingredients: Peach (Sept. 2005): Filtered water, whole
organic soybeans, organic evaporated cane juice, peaches,
dextrose, peach juice concentrate, pectin, sodium citrate,
natural flavors, paprika extract (for color), sea salt, yogurt
cultures (L. bulgaricus, S. thermophilus, L. acidophilus, B.
bifidum, L. casei, L. rhamnosus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart Pure-Pak Carton or 11 fl.
oz. single serve plastic bottle.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Akasha
Richmond, spokesperson for Silk. 2004. July 17. This new
product is named “Silk Live!” The previous name was
“Alive.” Steve Demos said it has started shipping and it
should be in retail stores soon.
Ad (full-page color) in Natural Foods Merchandiser.
2004. Sept. p. 41. “Silk Live! A live-cultured smoothie–with
the big fruit and berry taste. Lactose free. Nutrient packed.
All natural. From the makers of Silk soymilk.” A color photo
shows one 10 fl. oz. plastic bottle of each of the 4 flavors,
plus each of the 4 fruits and berries. On the strawberry
package, below the product name, is written: “A livecultured strawberry smoothie.”
Spot in Vegetarian Journal. 2005. Sept. (Issue 3). p. 30.
“Coming to you–live.” “You’ve seen those drinkable yogurts
in your local dairy case. Now, hale the soy version. Silk has
introduced Live!, a cultured soy smoothie that puts its dairy

counterparts to shame.” Contact White Wave, 1990 North
57th Court, Boulder, Colorado 80301. Or visit their website
www.silkissoy.com.
Leaflet (glossy color, 8½ by 11 inches) sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo East. 2005. Sept. “Silk
Live! Smoothies.” On the front is a photo of four chugs
(plastic bottles; each containing one of the four flavors) on a
Mandarin red background. The flavors are Peach, Raspberry,
Strawberry, and Mango. On the rear are the nutrition facts
and ingredients for Peach flavor, plus case information, UPC
and barcode information. The company’s name has now
been changed to WhiteWave Foods Company; it is owned by
Dean Foods Co., one of America’s largest dairy companies.
6871. Product Name: Organic Valley Soy (Soymilk Sold
Refrigerated in Half Gallon Pure-Pak / Gable Top Cartons)
[Original, Vanilla, or Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Organic Valley (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: La Farge, Wisconsin 54639.
Date of Introduction: 2004 September.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic naturally milled
cane juice, organic whole soybeans, organic cocoa (Dutch
process), calcium carbonate, sea salt, vitamin A palmitate,
carrageenan, organic flavor, riboflavin (B2), vitamin D2,
vitamin B12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Half-gallon Pure-Pak Carton.
Retails for $4.99 (2007/06, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (240 ml): Calories 120, calories from
fat 20, total fat 2.5 gm (3% daily value; saturated fat 0.5 gm;
trans fat 0.5 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 140 mg (6%),
potassium 280 mg (8%), total carbohydrate 19 gm (dietary
fiber 3 gm [11%], sugars 16 gm), protein 5 gm. Vitamin
A 10%, calcium 30%, vitamin D 30%, vitamin C 0%, iron
6%, riboflavin 30%, vitamin B-12 50%, folate 6%, zinc 4%.
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (8½ by 11 inch,
color) in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2004. Sept. “New:
Organic Valley Soy is making a big splash.” A photo shows
half-gallon gable-top SL cartons of chocolate, original and
vanilla.
Product with Label purchased at Open Sesame in
Lafayette, California. 2007. June. 3.75 by 3.75 inches by
10 inches. Front panel: Brown, red, white and green on
light blue. Color photo of a stream of chocolate milk with
little squares of chocolate in it, against an unfocused forest.
“Vitamin and calcium fortified. Family of farms. USDA
Organic” logo. One side panel, title “Who birthed my
bean,” states: “We’ve introduced organic identity preserved
soybeans. Whizz to www.organicvalley.coop/soy. Enter the
expiration date on your carton and prepare to meet your
bean’s maker. You’ll be virtually transported to the exact
form that your beans originated from.” An Iowa soy farmer,
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Wayne Wangness, says: “Our family is now part of Organic
Valley, the largest organic-farmer owned cooperative in
America.” “Oregon Tilth Certified Organic.” This soymilk
is made using the entire bean; the fiber is not removed. “Are
you aware that other leading brands of soymilk use chemical
masking agents to hide unpleasant beaniness? Not us!”
6872. Product Name: Mellow Organic Brown Rice Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tradition Miso.
Manufacturer’s Address: R.R. #4-2090, Claremont, ON
L1Y 1A1, Canada. Phone: 905-649-2513.
Date of Introduction: 2004 September.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, organic brown rice,
unrefined sundried sea salt [from Brittany, France], deep well
water, culture (Aspergillus oryzae).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 450 gm glass jar.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels for Mellow Organic
Brown Rice Miso brought to Soyinfo Center by Jerry
Lewycky, Suzanne Cardinal, and their two kids, Katrina
and Maxim. 2007. Jan. 2. Self adhesive. 2.6 by 10.5 inches.
Black and reddish brown on peach. Product with this label
first sold Dec. 2005. Product is certified organic by OCPRO
Canada. The logo is still the black illustration of the monk.
Letter (e-mail) from Jerry Lewycky (whose last name is
pronounced luh-WIK-ee), founder and owner. 2007. Jan.
22. Jerry and his wife and co-worker Suzanne Cardinal, first
began selling this miso on 13 Sept. 2004. “I used cut-up
Brown Rice Miso labels with printed stickers for the first
year.”
6873. Product Name: Li’l Buddies [Vanilla, Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 21938, Eugene, OR
97402. Phone: (503) 998-6778.
Date of Introduction: 2004 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 x 3 fl. oz each per carton.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Color leaflet (front and
back, 8½ x 11 inches) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West (Anaheim, California). 2005. Sept.
Copyright date is 2004. “The only certified organic frozen
sandwich just got more Buddies!”
6874. Product Name: Cultured Soy Smoothie (Drinkable
Soy Yogurt) [Strawberry, Apricot Mango, Peach, Raspberry].
Renamed Organic Smoothie by April 2006.
Manufacturer’s Name: WholeSoy & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Phone: 415-495-2870.
Date of Introduction: 2004 September.
Ingredients: Peach: Pasteurized and cultured organic
soymilk (filtered water and ground organic soybeans),

organic evaporated cane juice syrup, organic peaches,
cornstarch, lactic acid (from vegetable source), natural
flavors, calcium carbonate, annatto extract (for color), live
active cultures (L. acidophilus, Bifidus, L. bulgaricus, and S.
thermophilus). * = Certified organic by QAI.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (340 gm) plastic bottle
with wrap-around glue-on labels.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl. oz (227 gm). Servings per container:
1.5. Calories 210, calories from fat 25, total fat 3 gm (5%
daily value; saturated fat 0 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium
10-20 mg (1-2%), total carbohydrate 34-36 gm (dietary
fiber 0 gm, sugars 29-31 gm), protein 7 gm. Vitamin A 0%,
calcium 20%, iron 0%, vitamin C 0-2%. Provides 38 mg of
natural soy isoflavones. Percent daily values are based on a
2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Sell sheet (dated 28 Sept.
2004) sent by Robin Webster of WholeSoy & Co. 2006.
May 23. “An incredibly delicious cultured soy smoothie.
Live active cultures. Organic soybeans. Dairy free. Excellent
source of calcium. Cholesterol free. Non-GMO ingredients.”
Shows 12 oz. plastic bottles of the four flavors. On the back:
Our process is unique. Why organic? The healthy soybeans.
Ingredients for each flavor. Nutrition facts. Note: This is
basically a renamed version of the Cultured Soy Drink
launched in early 2002. The name “WholeSoy & Co.” first
appeared on this product, in Sept. 2004.
Sell sheet sent by Robin Webster of WholeSoy & Co.
2006. May 23. This was printed in April 2006. “Enjoy the
soy. Organic smoothie. Certified organic. Probiotic cultures.
40% RDV calcium. Vitamin enriched. Non-GMO. Casein,
whey & gluten free.” On the back: Try all four flavors!
Nutrition facts. Ingredients (for each flavor). He did it! “Ted
Nordquist deserves a standing ovation.” A portrait photo
shows Ted.
Talk with Ted Nordquist, founder of WholeSoy & Co.
2012. Sept. 22. Ted recalls being at the first Natural Products
Expo held in Washington, DC. Both of his sons, Andreas and
Tobias, were there. They had purchased both a booth and
a station at different places in the Expo. They were giving
away soy smoothies as fast as they could. “People loved
‘em. Absolutely. We reached about $2.5 million in sales.”
But in the meantime White Wave had been purchased by
Dean Foods, America’s biggest dairy company. So they had
plenty of new money to work with. “But then at that NFM
show, Oasis brought us a really beautiful-looking drinkable
soy yogurt; the name was Silk Alive, but before long it was
renamed Silk Live.” Note: It was never actually sold in stores
as Silk Alive. “That product soon knocked WholeSoy’s Soy
Smoothie off the shelf. There were two causes for this.”
This culminated in June 2006. Ted took his wife for her 60th
birthday to Barcelona, Spain, on vacation. He was gone for
3 weeks straight. When he returned, he was informed that
Super Store Industries (SSI) had yeasts and molds in both
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his cup yogurts and his drinkable yogurt. Ted got complaints
from many customers and distributors. SSI had noted this
problem in their computerized database but they did nothing
about it. The people who shipped out the product had not
been informed that it was contaminated. Ordinarily Ted did
the quality control every week, 4 days after each run, in the
SSI laboratory test room, checking and tasting products from
1 case of each flavor at the beginning of the run, 1 case from
the middle and 1 case from the end of the run. One cup from
the beginning is held to end of code–60 days later, at 85ºF at
which point Ted opens it and looks at it. So this huge product
loss over microbial issues was the first cause of Ted’s
drinkable yogurt being replaced by Silk. The 2nd cause was
that Silk spent a great deal of money to get their product on
the shelves.
6875. Product Name: WholeSoy Creamy Cultured
Soy (Spoonable Soy Yogurt) [Lemon, Raspberry, Plain,
Strawberry, Vanilla, Cherry, Blueberry, or Peach]. Renamed
Soy Yogurt in Aug. 2005.
Manufacturer’s Name: WholeSoy & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Phone: 415-495-2870.
Date of Introduction: 2004 September.
Ingredients: May 2012, Blueberry: Pasteurized and
cultured organic soymilk (filtered water and ground organic
soybeans), organic evaporated cane juice, blueberries,
organic cornstarch, organic rice starch, tricalcium phosphate,
natural flavors, lactic acid (from vegetable source), fruit and
vegetable juice (for color), live active vegan cultures (L.
Acidophilus, B. Bifidum, L. Bularicus and S. Thermophilus).
Note: “L.” stands for Lactobacillus. “B.” stands for
Bifidobacterium. “S.” stands for Streptococcus.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz (170 gm) plastic cup.
Retails for $1.19 (2012/05 Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Robin
Webster of WholeSoy & Co. 2004. Sept. 28 (dated). “Taste
Matters! Eleven delicious flavors from the best selling soy
yogurt in natural foods. Best selling because it’s the best
tasting. Enjoy!” The company name is now WholeSoy & Co.
The eleven flavors [incl. 8 new flavors] are lemon, raspberry,
plain, strawberry, vanilla, mixed berry, cherry, apricot
mango, strawberry banana, blueberry, and peach.
Sell sheet sent by Robin Webster of WholeSoy &
Co. 2006. May 23. This was printed in Aug. 2005. “Enjoy
the soy. Soy Yogurt. Made with organic soybeans & live
cultures. Contains 30% RDV calcium. Non-GMO. Vegan
& Kosher pareve. Casein, whey & gluten free.” On the
back: Try all four flavors! Nutrition facts. Ingredients (for
each flavor). He did it! “Ted Nordquist deserves a standing
ovation.” A portrait photo shows Ted. It is still sold in the
same 11 flavors shown above.
Product with Label purchased at Open Sesame in

Lafayette, California. 2007. June 26. Retail price: $1.29.
Across top of foil lid is printed: “Enjoy the soy.”
2012 May 5. Cup of Blueberry Soy Yogurt purchased at
Whole Foods in Lafayette, California. Retails for $1.19 for
6 oz. Package design: Excellent. Flavor: Excellent. On the
peel-off plastic lid are 4 small logos: 1. Heart Healthy Soy.
2. Non-GMO Project Verified. 3. Certified Vegan; vegan.
org [Vegan Action]. 4. K ORC Pareve [Kosher]. The large
“WholeSoy & Co.” logo is in the center of these. Printed in
black on white across the top: “Enjoy the soy!” Below the
logos: “WholeSoy is naturally crafted and made exclusively
from single source U.S. grown organic soybeans.” In smaller
letters around the bottom: “Made from pasteurized organic
soymilk. Cultures grown on 100% dairy free medium.”
6876. Product Name: Cultured Soy Smoothie Lite
(Drinkable Soy Yogurt) [Peach, Raspberry, Strawberry, or
Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: WholeSoy & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Phone: 415-495-2870.
Date of Introduction: 2004 September.
Ingredients: Peach: Pasteurized and cultured organic
soymilk (filtered water and ground organic soybeans),
organic evaporated cane juice syrup, inulin, cornstarch,
natural flavors, Lo Han fruit concentrate, sea salt, annatto
(for color), live active cultures (L. acidophilus, bifidus, L.
bulgaricus, and S. thermophilus). * = Certified organic by
QAI.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (340 gm) plastic bottle.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl. oz (227 gm). Servings per container:
1.5. Calories 70, calories from fat 17, total fat 2 gm (3%
daily value; saturated fat 0 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium
60 mg (4%), total carbohydrate 16 gm (dietary fiber 7 gm,
sugars 7 gm), Net Carb 9 gm (3%), protein 5 gm. Vitamin
A 10%, calcium 4%, iron 4%, vitamin C 10%. Phosphorus
11%. Vitamin D 30%. Vitamin B-12 50%. Riboflavin 30%.
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (dated 28 April
2004) sent by Robin Webster of WholeSoy & Co. 2006. May
23. “New. Low carb & low sugar. Vitamin enriched. Less
than ¼ the carbs, 1/3 the sugar, ½ the calories. Net carbs per
serving: 9.” Note from Robin Webster. 2006. May 23. This
product was first available for purchase in Sept. 2004. This
product has been discontinued.
6877. Product Name: Superearth Soy Protein: Dietary
Supplement Powder [Natural Toasted French Vanilla, or
Natural Chocolate Truffle].
Manufacturer’s Name: Bluebonnet Nutrition Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address: 12915 Dairy Ashford, Sugar
Land, TX 77478. Phone: 1-800-580-8866.
Date of Introduction: 2004 October.
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Ingredients: 1998: Wildwood Tofu (filtered water, organic
soybeans grown in accordance with the California Organic
Foods Act of 1990, nigari {magnesium chloride, a natural
firming agent}), unsweetened pineapple juice, soy sauce,
fruitrim (fruit juice, natural grain dextrins), pineapple juice
concentrate, ginger, orange juice concentrate, olive oil,
molasses, ginger powder, spices.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (full page, color) in
Natural Foods Merchandiser. 2004. Oct. p. 41. Web: www.
bluebonnetnutrition.com.
6878. Franke, A.C.; Schulz, S.; Oyewole, B.D.; Bako,
S. 2004. Incorporating short-season legumes and green
manure crops into maize-based systems in the moist Guinea
savannah of West Africa. Experimental Agriculture 40:463479. Oct. [23 ref]
• Summary: “Given the limited growing season of the
northern Guinea savanna, it is concluded that timing of field
operations is crucial for the successful application of double
cropping systems. In addition, high labour requirements are a
serious constraint for wide-scale adoption of double cropping
systems by small-scale farmers, stressing the need to reduce
soil cultivation operations, for example by maintaining a
uniform ridge distance for all crops in the rotation.” Address:
International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), Oyo Road,
Ibadan, Nigeria.
6879. Geld, Ellen Bromfield. 2004. The soybean boom and
the Amazon. Acres U.S.A. 34(10):20-22.
• Summary: In Brazil, despite heavy rains, no-till planting
of soybeans keeps the streams running clear. The covering of
roots, straw and leaves holds the soil of the croplands, even
under the weight of huge combines; this all-important fact is
also all too often ignored.
No-till farming originated in the United States. In Brazil
it was first tested–as a way of checking erosion–by farmers
of soybeans and wheat in the hilly lands of the state of
Parana–especially the members of the Batavo Cooperative
in Ponta Grossa. They abandoned the use of the plow and
drilled their seeds directly into the trash of the previous
season’s crops. It worked, and even the incredulous became
believers and practitioners. They call it “planting in the
straw.”
Today eroded fields of old are being rejuvenated.
“And in the Amazon basin, where all mechanized planting
is no-till, perhaps for the first time in history soil is being
improved even as new lands are being cleared. To me,
although generally ignored in discussions of the Amazon,
it is this new stabilizing phenomenon that makes such a
difference in the opening of this vitally important frontier.”
According “to Brazilian satellite surveys, during the year
2003, some 23,750 square kilometers (9,170 square miles) of
the Amazon was cleared of its natural vegetation.”

6880. Ginsburg, Lynn; Oliver, Hillary; Uhland, Vicky. 2004.
25 people who influenced the organics industry. Natural
Foods Merchandiser. Oct. p. 74, 76-78, 80, 82, 84, 86, 88,
90.
• Summary: To mark its 25th anniversary, Natural Foods
Merchandiser pays homage to the following visionaries
(with a color portrait photo of most), listed alphabetically
by last name. They built the organics industry into the $10.8
billion business that it is today. Roger Blobaum, Bena Burda,
Amigo Cantisano and Kalita Todd, Lynn Coody and Yvonne
Frost, Michael Crooke, Katherine DiMatteo (director of OTA
since 1990), Sam Farr, Jonathan and Katarina Frey, Drew
and Myra Goodman, Lewis Grant, Gary Hirshberg, Barclay
Hope, Eckhart Kiesel, Senator Patrick Leahy (D-VT), The
Lundberg brothers (Lundberg Family Farms, 35 years in
the industry), Marty Mesh, Nell Newman, Steve Pavich,
Anthony Rodale, Craig Sams (37 years in the industry), Bob
Scaman, Bob Scowcroft, George Slemon, Michael Sligh, Zea
Sonnabend.
Note: Unfortunately omitted: Paul Hawken and Michio
Kushi (Erewhon), Jerome I. Rodale and Robert Rodale
(Rodale Press), Michael Potter (Eden Foods).
6881. Product Name: Select Organic Plain Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Safeway, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 99, Pleasanton, CA
94566-0009.
Date of Introduction: 2004 October.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic whole soybeans,
organic cane sugar, tricalcium phosphate, sea salt, natural
flavor, carrageenan, zinc gluconate, ascorbic acid (vitamin
C), niacin, pantothenic acid, riboflavin (vitamin B-2),
vitamin B-6, vitamin A palmitate, thiamine mononitrate
(vitamin B-1), folate, vitamin D-2, vitamin B-12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Half-gallon Pure-Pak carton.
Retails for $3.69 (2004/12, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California.
2004. Dec. 28. 3.75 by 10 by 3.75 inches. Orange, white, and
black on light yellow. Front panel: “Nourish your body and
mind. Cholesterol free. Vitamin fortified. Calcium enriched.
Contains 40 mg of isoflavones per serving.” USDA Organic
logo near bottom. On one side is a recipe for Blueberry
Pie Smoothie, and “Certified organic by Quality Assurance
International.” On the opposite side we read: “Ancient
food enjoys a comeback. More than ever, soy is part of the
healthy lifestyles of people from all walks of life. A staple
in the diets of some cultures for thousands of years, soy is
being discovered by new generations as one of nature’s most
versatile foods. Scientific studies have shown the health
benefits of soy. And Safeway Select Organic Soymilk is a
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convenient and delicious way to add soy to your diet. Your
body–especially your tastebuds–will thank you!” This is
followed by three paragraphs with bullet-style logos: “Our
soybeans are certified organic. Heart health. Good, and good
for you.”
Talk with Peggy in customer service at Lafayette,
Safeway. 2004. Jan. 20. The product was introduced in Oct.
2004.
6882. Product Name: I.M. Healthy Low Carb SoyNut
Butter.
Manufacturer’s Name: SoyNut Butter Co. (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: Barrington, IL 60010. Phone:
1-800-288-1012.
Date of Introduction: 2004 October.
Ingredients: 100% Organic: Organic soybeans, organic
naturally pressed soy bean oil, sea salt. Creamy: Soybeans,
naturally pressed soybean oil, maltodextrin, soy protein
isolate, Sucanat (granulated cane juice), salt, mono- and
diglycerides (drived from vegetable oil).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Chunky and Creamy are 18 oz,
100% Organic is 17 oz.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Vegetarian Times.
2004. Oct. p. 20. “Goods: Healthy snacker.” Contains 30%
less fat than peanut butter, no cholesterol or trans fats, and 10
grams of soy protein per serving. Retails for $5 for a 15 oz
jar.
6883. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Organic Unsweetened
Soy Milk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016.
Date of Introduction: 2004 October.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic whole soybeans.
Certified organic by Quality Assurance International.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart (946 ml) Tetra Brik
aseptic carton with reclosable cap. Retails for $1.19
(2005/01, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (8 fl oz): Calories 90, calories from fat
40, total fat 4.5 gm (7% daily value; saturated fat 0.5 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 15 mg (1%), total carbohydrate
4 gm (dietary fiber 2 gm [8%], sugars 2 gm), protein 9 gm.
Vitamin A 2%, calcium 2%, iron 8%. Percent daily values
are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2005.
Jan. 9. This is plain soymilk, with nothing added. Top 1/3 of
carton has black letters on a pea-green background. Lower
2/3 has green vegetable soybeans and their pods on a slightly
pinkish-beige background. Front panel (lower right) has
USDA Organic and QAI logos. Back panel states that this

soy milk “has several health benefits. An added plus to the
great flavor! 70 mg of isoflavones per serving. Lactose free.
Gluten free. 9 grams of soy protein per serving.” Followed
by the FDA heart-health claim.
6884. Product Name: Wildwood Soyogurt Smoothie
[Wildly Berry, Mango Apricot Tango, Orange Orange,
Kickin’ Key Lime, or Vivacious Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Harvest Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 810 Blakely Circle, Grinnell,
Iowa 50012 & 416 E. Riverside Dr., Watsonville, CA 95076.
Phone: 1-800-459-TOFU or 813-728-4448.
Date of Introduction: 2004 October.
Ingredients: Kickin’ Key Lime: Organic soymilk (filtered
water, soybeans*), evaporated cane juice*, water, lime*,
tricalcium phosphate, pectin, natural flavors, locust bean
gum, sodium citrate, turmeric (for color), active cultures
(L. acidophilus, B. lactis, B. longum, S, thermophilus). * =
organic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 fluid oz. in white plastic
bottle.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Natural Foods
Merchandiser. 2004. Oct. p. 142.
Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch, single sided, color photocopy)
sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West.
2005. March. “Wildly delicious SoYogurt Smoothie!” “Less
carbs.” A color photo in the top half of the front shows the
5 flavors in bottles. The bottom half gives nutrition facts,
ingredients, case specifications, and pallet configuration.
6885. Lamp, Greg. 2004. My view: Big bump in no-till
acres. Corn and Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 4.
• Summary: Conservation tillage has increased by nearly 10
million acres since 2002. Bar charts show: (1) Conservation
tillage adoption in the U.S. It has increased from 99.3 million
acres in 1994 to 112.6 million acres in 2004. (2)No-till
adoption in the U.S. It has increased from 33.9 million acres
in 1994 to 62.4 million acres in 2004. Address: Editor.
6886. Product Name: Temptation (Non-Dairy Soy Ice
Cream) [French Vanilla, Organic Fair Trade Chocolate, or
Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough].
Manufacturer’s Name: Chicago Soydairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: Wheaton, Illinois.
Date of Introduction: 2004.
Ingredients: Mozzarella style: Organic soymilk (filtered
water, organic non-GMO soybeans), tapioca starch, soybean
oil, corn maltodextrin, palm oil, salt, carrageenan, vegan
natural flavors, corn-derived lactic acid (vegan), vegan
natural white color.
New Product–Documentation: Their website (www.
welovesoy.com) states: “Chicago Soydairy started in the
winter of 2002 in Ryan Howard’s FDA-approved basement.
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During this period, it was a weekend hobby for Ryan and
co-founder Dan Ziegler. It wasn’t until 2004 with the launch
of Temptation Vegan Ice Cream that the business really
took off. Temptation was simply the best-tasting non-dairy
ice cream on the market, and, in our humble opinion, it
continues to be the best to this day. Growth was fast and
Ryan’s basement was small. We moved into our current
facility in 2005 and have never stopped growing.” “Core
values: Veganism, environmental responsibility, commitment
to customers (service, quality, trust). Our promise: Our
promise to you is to make delicious cruelty-free food
products with taste and texture similar to their animal-based
counterparts.”
Leaflet (front and back, 8½ by 5½ inches, color) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo East. 2005. Sept.
“Non-dairy vegan ‘ice cream.’ Super premium.” A charming
little blue devil sits atop one flavor if ice cream cone. A
separate sheet for the Expo explains: New flavors in pint
size: “Mint Chocolate Chip, Green Tea, Fair Trade Organic
Coffee.” Five flavors are available in 1.5 quart size: French
Vanilla, Fair Trade Organic Chocolate, Chocolate Chip
Cookie Dough, Mint Chocolate Chip, Peach Cobbler. On the
back is stapled Ryan Howard’s business card. We Love Soy,
Inc., P.O. Box 1110, Wheaton, Illinois 60189. Note: Wheaton
is an affluent western suburb of Chicago. address is now
Vegetarian Journal. 2005. 24(4):35. Nov. “Chicago
Soydairy brings vegan treats to Midwest market and
beyond,” by Jim Dunn. A color photo shows the Chicago
Soydairy family–Russ Calderwood, Dan Ziegler, Ryan
Howard (with son Jude), Shane Lamers, and Dan Staackman
holding a banner that reads: “Chicago Soydairy Temptation.”
6887. Product Name: [Yakso Rice Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Yakso Rijst Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: FZ Organic Food Faan Zuidhorn
b.v.
Manufacturer’s Address: Wolvega, Holland. Phone:
E-mail info@fzorganicfood.com.
Date of Introduction: 2004.
Ingredients: Soybeans*, water, rice*, rhizopus culture. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Sjon Welters.
2004. March.
6888. Gupta, A.; Aneja, K.R. 2004. Seed deterioration in
soybean varieties during storage–physiological attributes.
Seed Research (India) 32:26-32. *
6889. Product Name: Westsoy Unsweetened Chocolate
Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hain Celestial Group (The)
(Product Developer-Marketer).

Manufacturer’s Address: Melville, New York 11747.
Date of Introduction: 2004.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk (filtered water, whole organic
soybeans), filtered water, natural flavors, cocoa powder
(treated with alkali), carrageenan.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart (32 fl. oz., 946 ml)
aseptic Tetra Pak carton. Retails for $0.99.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label sent by
Martine Liguori. 2006. June. Purchased at Grocery Outlet,
Pleasant Hill, California. Front panel: Color photo shows
chocolate soymilk being poured from a pitcher into a clear
glass, against a background of stripes of green and yellow
vanishing toward purple mountains. “Made with organic
soymilk. 1 g net carbs. 46 mg isoflavones per serving.
Lactose and dairy free.” Taste test: Nice flavor. Chocolate
taste pleasant. User can add sweetener, if desired, to taste.
Nice idea. Chocolate taste is pleasant.
6890. Product Name: [Organic BBQ Tofu Ribs].
Foreign Name: Côtes de tofu biologique à saveur BBQ.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sol Cuisine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Mississauga, Ontario, Canada.
Phone: 905-502-8500.
Date of Introduction: 2004.
Ingredients: 2013: Tofu* (filtered water, soybeans*,
calcium chloride, magnesium chloride), filtered water,
tomato paste*, evaporated cane juice*, olive oil*, wheat
free tamari sauce* (water, soybeans, salt), spice*, lemon
juice concentrate*, onion powder*, mustard powder*, garlic
powder*.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 280 gm (8 oz).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label (30.5 x 22.8 cm.)
sent by Lorraine Guardino of Sol Cuisine. 2013. March 11.
She ads a note that this product was introduced in 2004 by
Sol Cuisine.
6891. Product Name: [Sol Grounds. Renamed Organic
Veggie Crumbles in 2011].
Foreign Name: Miettes aux légumes biologiques.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sol Cuisine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
L4Z 2C7. Phone: 905-502-8500.
Date of Introduction: 2004.
Ingredients: 2013: Filtered water, soy flour*, molasses*,
onions, sunflower oil, tomato paste*, onion powder*,
evaporated cane juice*, garlic powder, flavour (sesame), sea
salt, yeast extract, spice*, vitamins & minerals.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 280 gm (8 oz).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: A 2005 Sol Cuisine catalog
describes this as a savory ground-beef alternative. Current
(2013) label sent by Lorraine Guardino of Sol Cuisine. 2013.
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March 11. She ads a note that this product was introduced in
2004 by Sol Cuisine as Sol Grounds; the name was changed
in 2011.
6892. Adebisi, M.A.; Daniel, I.O.; Ajala, M.O. 2004. Storage
life of soybean (Glycine max L. Merr.) seeds after seed
dressing. J. of Tropical Agriculture 42(1/2):3-7. [16 ref]
• Summary: “Effects of four seed dressing chemicals on
seed storability of three soybean varieties were evaluated
by probit modelling. Seeds treated with fungicides and/
or insecticides, viz., Apron Plus, Fernazan D, Almithio and
Aldrex T at manufacturer’s recommended doses, along
with control lots were stored under ambient conditions
for six months. Results show that seed dressing reduced
deterioration for two months in M-351 and three months in
`Samsoy 1’ and TGX 1740-3F. In particular, seeds treated
with Apron Plus, Almithio and Aldrex T showed significantly
longer storage life than untreated seeds, except for the variety
M-351. Probit analysis also indicated negative slopes...
implying that some deterioration occurred irrespective of the
seed lots and dressing treatments. Furthermore, no chemical
was able to completely arrest seed deterioration, and so
cannot replace conditioned storage, especially if storage
exceeded three months. Nevertheless, these treatments will
benefit small-scale producers, with low carryover stocks and
no resources for advanced conditioned storage.” Address:
Dep. of Plant Breeding and Seed Technology, Univ. of
Agriculture, P.M.B. 2240, Abeokuta, Ogun State, Nigeria.
6893. Clay, Jason W. 2004. World agriculture and the
environment: A commodity by commodity guide to impacts
and practices. Washington, DC: Island Press. xii + 570 p.
Illust. Maps. Index. 26 cm. [26 soy ref]
• Summary: Chapter 8, titled “Soybeans” (p. 173-202) has
the following contents: Introductory worldwide overview
table. Overview. Producing countries. Consuming countries.
Production systems. Genetically modified soybeans
(transgenic). Processing. Substitutes. Market chain. Market
trends. Environmental impacts of production: Introduction,
conversion of natural habitat, soil erosion, groundwater
contamination from fertilizers and pesticides, extraction of
limestone (in Brazil). Better management practices (BMPs):
Introduction, using zoning to restrict agricultural expansion,
adopt no-till or conservation tillage practices, encourage
fallowing and crop rotation, minimize fertilizer and pesticide
use, link adoption of BMPs to government subsidy programs,
eliminate soybean subsidies and market barriers. Outlook.
Figures: (1) Map of soybean production worldwide.
(2) Pie chart of area in production (million ha) for leading
soybean producing countries. USA 29.3%, Brazil 13.6%,
China 9.3%, Argentina 8.6%, India 6.2%, other 7.1%.
Tables: (1) Applications and substitutions of palm, seed,
and fish oils and animal fats. The applications are: Spreads,
margarines, and vanaspati. Shortenings. Confectionary fats.

Frying fats. Ice cream fats.
(2) Global vegetable oil production, 1998-99 (in
millions of metric tons). The leaders are: Soybean oil 24.3.
Palm oil 17.2. Canola (rapeseed) oil. 13.0. Sunflower oil 9.4.
Peanut oil 4.4. (3) Players in the U.S. soybean market chain.
Producers / growers (380,000). Grain elevators. Central
elevators / ports. Oil processors. European Union importers.
U.S. based animal feed and food manufacturers.
(4) Annual economic benefits of to-till adoption in
Brazil.
Soybeans are also mentioned on pages 214 (palm oil
contrasted with soybean oil) and 415 (corn as a substitute for
soybeans).
The section titled “Genetically modified soybeans”
(p. 180-81) presents (we believe) a balanced picture of the
benefits and disadvantages of this new technology:
“Genetically modified soybeans offer considerable
appeal for producers. With transgenic varieties of soybean,
producers report that they use fewer chemical inputs,
especially herbicides, because they can time the use better.
They also save money because they make fewer passes over
the field and have less wear and tear on their machines.
These factors appear to lower on-farm production costs
(although there is only data at this time for one to four
years, depending on how long producers have been using
the technology). There are reports of a 10 percent overall
increase in soybean production, but these reports are
anecdotal.
“From an environmental point of view, use of
genetically modified soybeans also has some positive
impacts. Transgenic soybeans allow producers to use no-till
cultivation practices for the first time in areas of continuous
cultivation. Because the soybeans have been bred to tolerate
a broad-spectrum herbicide, weeds are no longer managed
by plowing them under to kill them at the beginning of
the growing season or by cultivating the soil during the
growing season when weeds normally grow. Now, a onetime spraying of herbicides can kill weeds after the soybeans
are growing. This means that organic residue is left on the
surface to decompose, building up levels of soil organic
matter from year to year. The organic matter on the surface
also acts as mulch. It holds water like a sponge, protects the
soil from the sun, inhibits weed growth, and protects the
soil structure. Inputs are more effective when they become
attached to organic matter and are released more slowly.
In this way they are not washed away with the first rain.
Since ‘Roundup-ready’ soybeans permit the use of no-till
production practices, they can reduce soil erosion, in some
reports by as much as half.
On the other side of the issue, there are several concerns
about use of genetically modified organisms (GMOs).
First, there is a general concern that transgenic crops may
cross with other plant species. This could create pesticide
resistance and, as a result, super weeds or pests. In addition,
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the application of the same herbicide (in the case of
soybeans, glyphosate or Roundup) over long periods of time
will most likely create resistant weeds. This problem could
very easily force producers onto an herbicide treadmill.
Another concern with crops such as transgenic soybeans is
that the applications of pesticides can also kill life in the soil
that is essential to the maintenance of good soil structure.
It is not exactly clear what the net gain or loss is
from herbicide-tolerant soybeans. Even so, there appears
to be enough promise in the general approach to proceed
cautiously with it. The major issue, however, is that neither
Monsanto nor the producers have proceeded cautiously.
There are serious concerns that insufficient information
exists or is being collected about the potential long-term
impacts of GMOs in general (and transgenic soybeans
in particular) before they are released on a wide scale.
Insufficient field trials, insufficient monitoring, and perhaps
most important, insufficient transparency (access to the
corporate research protocols and results that document the
benign impact of the technology) were all part of the release
of this GMO as well as others.
Perhaps the most important issue raised for soybeans
by GMO research is how the same technology used in
producing herbicide-tolerant varieties can be used to
improve existing soybean breeding programs as well as the
production of conventional soybeans. GMO technology
could allow traits to be selected virtually overnight by
comparison to the hit-or-miss techniques of traditional
breeding programs.
“Conventional plant breeding created a fivefold increase
in new soybean varieties certified by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA) between 1961-64 and 1991-94. The
development of soybean varieties that tolerated low levels of
soil phosphorus and high levels of aluminum was critical to
the expansion of soybean production throughout the greater
Amazon. Whether traditional or gene-spliced, soybeanbreeding programs have implications for where and how
soybeans can be planted, how productive they will be, how
long it takes them to produce, and how resistant they will be
to pests and climate shifts.” Address: [World Wildlife Fund,
USA].
6894. Drews, Joachim. 2004. Die ‘Nazi-bohne’: Anbau,
Verwendung und Auswirkung der Sojabohne im Deutschen
Reich und Suedosteuropa (1933-1945) [The ‘Nazi-bean’:
Cultivation, utilization and consequences of the soybean
in the German Reich and southeast Europe (1933-1945)].
Berlin, Hamburg, Muenster: LIT Verlag. 332 p. Illust. 21 cm.
Series: Politik und Geschichte, Vol. 4. [672 + 1130 footnotes.
Ger]
• Summary: Based on his 2002 PhD thesis at Hannover
University. A very comprehensive bibliography, although
many of the references are incomplete.
Contents: Foreword. Introduction. History of the

soybean as a raw material and foodstuff until 1933. Biology,
origin and distribution. Breeding, cultivation and utilization
in Germany.
Part I: Breeding and cultivation of soybeans. Breeding
in National Socialism: The place of breeding research, food
freedom as a goal of Nazi agrarian and nutrition policy, plant
breeding on the upswing (Aufwind), reaction of soybean
breeders to the [Nazi] seizure of power, results of soybean
breeding and cultivation trials. Cultivation in National
Socialism: Reorganization of plant varieties, soybeans in
cultivation trials 1934-1942, from breeders to peasants–
growing out varieties and industrializing their production
from 1936, “The German soybean marches”–Soybean
cultivation and the press, new areas of cultivation in the in
the framework of German expansion of power in Europe.
Summary.
Part II: Utilization of soybeans. From the oil plant to
the protein plant–Soybeans as a foodstuff, the nutrition
policy of the “Third Reich,” from “nutrition in the world
economy” to “nutritional harmony,” making an ideology out
of food, soybeans, nutritional freedom, and the rationalizing
of food. The introduction of the soybean as a foodstuff:
Soya in private households, production and sale of soy flour
(Sojamehls), soybean flour in the feeding of the community,
the “Nazi-bean”–the soybean in the feeding of the armed
forces, summary.
Part III: Soybean cultivation in Southeastern Europe.
The greater European economic realm and southeastern
Europe, the world economy vs. the domestic economy,
the plan of the larger realm economy as a strategy for
solving crises, the concept of the larger realm economy
as an integration formula of the German elite, the Central
European economy’s day, the cultivation of trade politics
depending on southeastern Europe, the larger European
economy and the new order in the “Third Reich,” the
planes of economic development in southeastern Europe,
the world economic crisis and its consequences for German
trade in southeastern Europe, the interests of I.G. Farben in
southeastern Europe, the soybean contracts, the development
and significance of soya compensation, soybean production
in the specialty world (Fachwelt) and in the press.
Cultivation in southeastern Europe: Rumania, Bulgaria,
Yugoslavia, Hungary, and Greece, the role of soya imports in
the German economy. Summary.
Part IV: Concluding considerations. Summary. Outlook.
Appendices: Abbreviations (p. 299). Archival sources.
Bibliography (Literature): Primary literature (261 refs),
contemporary (with the Nazi period) articles and treatises
with no author given (84 refs), secondary literature:
Resources (Hilfsmittel) and compilations of sources
(Quelleneditionen) (18 refs), monographs and theses (22
refs).
List of illustrations. General index. Edelsoja goodtasting, long-lasting whole soy flour is mentioned on pages
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42-51, 127, 143-52, 158-59, 176, 183, 303, 310, and 327-28.
Ladislaus Berczeller, the Hungarian scientist who developed
Edelsoja in Vienna in 1923, Edelsoja, is mentioned on pages
42, 50-51.
Photos show:
(1) A notice about Edel-Soja in a publication for
housewives in 1932 (p. 50).
(2) An announcement of soybean cultivation in a weekly
publication in Kurmark in 1939 (p. 101).
(3) An advertisement from the Edelsoja works in Vienna
in 1939 (p. 144)
(4) The title page of the Little Edelsoja Cookbook (das
kleine Edelsoja-Kochbuch) (1936) (p. 145)
(5) An advertisement for whole soy flour (1941) (p.
182). At the bottom right is mentioned the New Edelsoja Co.,
Inc. of Berlin.
Note 1. I.G. Farbenindustrie is indexed as “IG Farben”
and is mentioned on at least 56 pages in this excellent book.
Edelsoja is mentioned on pages 40, 42-51, 143-46, 14850, 152, 159, 176, 182 footnote.
Note 2. William Shurtleff, who has a copy of this book,
has tried twice (first in Nov. 2013), unsuccessfully, to contact
its author, via his publisher. Address: Hanover, Germany.

ISP 90 Isolated Soy Protein.” “A unique environmentally
friendly processing method has been successful in
developing the first certified organic isolated soy protein...
American Health & Nutrition of Ann Arbor, Michigan,
announced the introduction of this unique soy protein after
years of development. The company says that their new
product is produced without hexane or other chemical
solvents. All other isolated soy protein products on the
market originate from soymeal extracted with these chemical
solvents. The company is also producing a non organic nonGMO medium priced alternative called ISP 90-NH, using the
same non-hexane technology.” For more: www.soy-n-ergy.
com.
Note: As of May 2008 the company has been renamed
“New Organics.”
6898. Stalcup, Larry. 2005. Pinpoint accuracy: A hands-off
approach to precision strip-tilling. Corn and Soybean Digest.
Feb. p. 19, 20, 22.
• Summary: The goal is strip-tilling with sub-inch accuracy.
It can be done using a GPS system.

6896. Simon, Karen. 2005. To till or not to till: How to pick
the right tillage option for your soil. Corn and Soybean
Digest. Jan. p. 6-7.
• Summary: Listening to a conversation about tillage
practices is somewhat like listening to one about religious
affiliation.

6899. Product Name: Cream Cheese Style Soy Spread
[Original, or Garlic & Herb].
Manufacturer’s Name: WholeSoy & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Phone: 415-434-3020.
Date of Introduction: 2005 February.
Ingredients: Garlic & Herb: Pasteurized organic soymilk
(filtered water and ground organic soybeans), organic soy
oil, organic stabilizer (inulin, organic cornstarch, organic
maltodextrin, guar gum, locust bean gum, xanthan gum.
Dispersed in organic evaporated cane juice), sea salt, lactic
acid (from vegetable source), sodium citrate, natural flavor.
Certified organic by Oregon Tilth.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz (198 gm) plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Sell sheet sent by Robin
Webster of WholeSoy & Co. 2005. Feb. “New! Certified
organic. Spread the soy. 1/3 less calories than regular cream
cheese. Non-GMO. Dairy free. Vegan. No cholesterol. 2
flavors. Original / Garlic & herb.”

6897. Product Name: Soy-N-Ergy ISP 90 Isolated Soy
Protein (Organic), or ISP 90-NH (Non-Organic, Non-GMO).
Manufacturer’s Name: American Health & Nutrition, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3990 Varsity Dr., Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48108. Phone: 734-677-5570.
Date of Introduction: 2005 February.
Ingredients: Incl. organic soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bulk.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Press release. 2005. Feb.
15. “New solvent free technology yields organic Soy-N-Ergy

6900. Gibson, Lance; Benson, Garren. 2005. Origin, history
and uses of soybean (Glycine max). Revised. Dep. of
Agronomy, Iowa State University. 2-3 p. March. https://web.
archive.org/web/20120614193010/www.agron.iastate.edu/
Courses/agron212/Readings/Soy_history.htm
• Summary: “History and Origin:
“The first domestication of soybean has been traced
to the eastern half of North China in the eleventh century
B.C. or perhaps a bit earlier. Soybean has been one of the
five main plant foods of China along with rice, soybeans,
wheat, barley and millet. According to early authors, soybean

6895. Lamp, Greg. 2005. How to hit 100-bu. beans: Follow
this seven-step plan to push the yield barrier. Corn and
Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 28-29.
• Summary: Palle Pedersen is a soybean production
evangelist. In the past year he’s criss-crossed the U.S.
preaching his 100-bushel yield story. His seven points are:
1. Cultivar selection. 2. Early planting. 3. Narrow row
spacing. 4. Crop rotation (corn and soybeans). 5. Soil fertility
(“Be sure to soil test every year”). 6. Plant populations
(125,000 seeds per acre). 7. Tillage (Soybeans don’t respond
to tillage). Address: Editor.
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production was localized in China until after the ChineseJapanese war of 1894-95, when the Japanese began to import
soybean oil cake for use as fertilizer. Shipments of soybeans
were made to Europe about 1908, and the soybean attracted
world-wide attention. Europeans had been aware of soybeans
as early as 1712 through the writing of a German botanist
[Engelbert Kaempfer, lived 1651-1716]. Some soybean seed
may have been sent from China by missionaries as early as
1740 and planted in France.
“The first use of the word ‘soybean’ in U.S. literature
was in 1804. However, it is thought that soybean was first
introduced into the American Colonies in 1765 as ‘Chinese
vetches’. Early authors mentioned that soybeans appeared
to be well adapted to Pennsylvania soil. An 1879 report
from the Rutgers Agricultural College in New Jersey is the
first reference that soybeans had been tested in a scientific
agricultural school in the United States. For many years,
most of the references to this crop were by people working
in eastern and southeastern United States where it was first
popular. Most of the early U.S. soybeans were used as a
forage crop rather than harvested for seed. Most of the early
introductions planted in these areas were obtained from
China, Japan, India, Manchuria, Korea, and Taiwan.
“For many years, soybean acreage increased very
slowly. There were only 1.8 million acres in the United
States in 1924 when the first official estimate became
available. At that time, most of the crop was used for hay. It
was not until the 1920’s that soybean acreage expanded to
any great quantity in the U.S. Corn Belt.
“Before World War II, the U.S. imported more than 40%
of its edible fats and oils. Disruption of trade routes during
the war resulted in a rapid expansion of soybean acreage
in the U.S. as the country looked for alternatives to these
imports. Soybean was one of only two major new crops
introduced into the U.S. in the twentieth century. The other
major crop, Canola was initially developed in Canada and is
now grown on some U.S. acres. Soybean was successful as a
new crop because there was an immediate need for soybean
oil and meal, its culture was similar to corn, and it benefitted
other crops in a rotation.
“Following World War II, soybean production moved
from the southern U.S. into the Corn Belt. The major
soybean producing states of Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota,
Indiana, Ohio, Missouri, and Nebraska produced 67 percent
of the U.S. total in 2003; the southern and southeastern
states of Arkansas, Mississippi, North Carolina, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Louisiana, Alabama, and Georgia produced 14
percent. Other states with significant soybean acreage are
South Dakota, Kansas, Michigan, Wisconsin, and North
Dakota.
“A record 2.9 million bushel soybean crop was produced
in 2001 on 74.1 million acres with an average per acre yield
of 39.6 bushels. The leading soybean states are Iowa and
Illinois. In 2003, Iowa had 10.6 million acres of soybeans

while Illinois had 10.3 million. The highest state yield
ever achieved was 50.5 bushels per acre produced by Iowa
farmers in 1994.
“The U.S. dominated world soybean production through
the 1950’s, 60’s, and 70’s, growing more than 75 percent of
the world soybean crop. The U.S. was the major supplier
of animal feed protein in the world during this period. A
worldwide shortage of feed protein in the early 1970’s
led to the initiation of large-scale soybean production in
several South American countries, most notably Argentina
and Brazil. By 2003, the U.S. share of the world’s soybean
production had shrunk to 34 percent, while Argentina’s and
Brazil’s had increased to 18 and 28 percent, respectively.
Most of the land suitable for soybean production in
Argentina has been put into production. Brazil has an
estimated additional 100 million acres of land that can still
be put into soybean production. This land, which comprises
an area larger than the U.S. Corn Belt, is remotely located
in the interior of the country and faces many obstacles to
further soybean production. One of the greatest problems is
the lack of an efficient transportation system.
“Uses of Soybean:
“Early Uses. Soybeans were grown for centuries in Asia
mainly for their seeds. These were used in preparing a large
variety of fresh, fermented and dried food products that were
considered indispensable to oriental diets. Soybeans were not
used to any great extent for forage in Asia.
“Early use of soybeans in the United States was for
forage and to some extent, green manure. It was not until
1941 that the acreage of soybeans grown for grain first
exceeded that grown for forage and other purposes in the
United States.
“Present Uses. Soybeans are the United States’ second
largest crop in cash sales and the number one export crop.
In 2003, the export value of soybeans was more than
9.7 billion dollars, or about one-sixth of all agricultural
exports. Normally, more than half of the total value of the
U.S. soybean crop comes from exports as whole soybeans,
soybean meal, and soybean oil. About 40 percent of the
world’s soybean trade originates from the U.S.
“China has become the largest single country customer
for U.S. soybeans with purchases totaling nearly $3 billion.
Mexico, the European Union, and Japan are the second,
third, and fourth largest international markets, respectively.
Major export markets for soybean meal are the Philippines
and Canada. Mexico and Korea are large customers of U.S.
soybean oil.
“The majority of the soybean crop is processed into
oil and meal. Oil extracted from soybeans is made into
shortening, margarine, cooking oil, and salad dressings.
Soybeans account for 80 percent or more of the edible fats
and oils consumed in the United States. Soy oil is also used
in industrial paint, varnishes, caulking compounds, linoleum,
printing inks, and other products. Development efforts in
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recent years have resulted in several soy oil-based lubricant
and fuel products that replace non-renewable petroleum
products.
“Lecithin, a product extracted from soybean oil, is
a natural emulsifier and lubricant used in many food,
commercial, and industrial applications. As an emulsifier,
it can make fats and water compatible with each other. For
example, it helps keep the chocolate and cocoa butter in a
candy bar from separating. It is also used in pharmaceuticals
and protective coatings.
“The high protein meal remaining after extraction can be
processed into soybean flour for human food or incorporated
into animal feed. Soybean protein helps balance the nutrient
deficiencies of such grains as corn and wheat, which are low
in the important amino acids, lysine and tryptophan.
“Use of vegetable proteins for human consumption
continues to expand in the United States. They can be used
as meat and dairy substitutes in various items. Most people
are aware of the use of soy proteins in baby formula, weightloss drinks, sport drinks, and as a low-fat substitute for
hamburger.
“Soy flour and grits, made from grinding whole
soybeans, are used in the commercial baking industry to aid
in dough conditioning and bleaching. They have excellent
moisture-holding qualities that help retard staling in bakery
products.”
Note: This document, unfortunately, contains many
errors–and no bibliographic references. Above all it fails to
mention that the soybean was introduced to North America
[Colony of Georgia] by Samuel Bowen in 1765. Address:
Iowa State Univ.
6901. Product Name: SoyBasil Tempeh, SoyCurry Tempeh,
SoyRedPepper Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Henry’s Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit #22, 237 Arnold St.,
Kitchener, ON N2H 6E9, Canada.
Date of Introduction: 2005 March.
Ingredients: SoyBasil: Organic soybeans, water, basil,
Rhizopus oligosporus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm vacuum pack.
Pasteurized. Retails for $3.75 to $4.50.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (e-mail) from Henry
Schmidt, founder of Henry’s Tempeh. 2011. Jan. 12. In 2005
Henry introduced three more tempeh varieties: SoyBasil,
SoyCurry, and SoyRedPepper. He has never made any other
foods besides tempeh since Day 1.
Labels for each of these three kinds of tempeh sent by
Henry Schmidt. 2012. Jan. 20. 3.5 by 4 inches. Self adhesive.
Purple, tan, or light red, brown and black on white. In French
and English. Pasteurized. Address: 237 Arnold St., Kitchener,
ON, Canada N2H 6E8. www.tempeh.ca. This label was
printed at the same time the product was launched.

6902. Product Name: [Tofu Burgers (Curry and Poppy
Seeds)].
Foreign Name: SOY Croque Tofou (Curry et Pavot).
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrition & Santé S.A. (Formerly
SOY / Société Soy).
Manufacturer’s Address: B.P. 33, Z.I. de la Pomme, 31250
Revel (near Toulouse), France. Phone: +33 62 18 72 50.
Date of Introduction: 2005 March.
Ingredients: Fresh tofu* 72.8% (water, dehulled soybeans*
19.7%, coagulants: calcium sulfate, nigari), marrow
squash*, onions, capsicum / hot red peppers*, rice flour*,
millet flakes*, whole maize semolina*, parsley*, tomato
concentrate*, non-deodorized sunflower seed oil*, chestnut
flour*, sea salt, garlic*, textured soy proteins*, poppy seeds
(0.55%), curry* (0.6%) (coriander*, cumin*, turmeric /
curcuma*, paprika*, cinnamon*), yeast extract*, dehydrated
black mushrooms*. * = Organically grown ingredients
Certified by Ecocert F 32600 L’Isle Jourdain.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm paperboard box, 2
burgers per pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated, store at 4ºC.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label brought
by Taro Mikuriya of the Nutrition & Santé Group (Revel,
France). 2011. Dec. 14. Paperboard box. 4 by 6 by 1.5
inches. Dark green, purple and black on white. Color photo
of a burger on a plate, with a wedge partially removed on
a fork. On the front panel are the Soy logo (white on dark
green), two organic certification symbols, and the company’s
logo / statement: Organic soybeans guaranteed not
genetically engineered (Soja Bio garanti sans OGM). Origin:
100% from southwest France. On the back: Since 1998 Soy
has created the first line of products in Europe guaranteed
to be not genetically engineered. For recipes and more visit
www.soy.fr.
Letter (e-mail) from Bernard Storup, founder of
Nutrition & Nature (Revel, France). This product was first
sold commercially in Sept. 1998.
6903. Product Name: Wildwood Soy Sour Cream
Alternative.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 810 Blakely Circle, Grinnell,
Iowa 50012 & 416 E. Riverside Dr., Watsonville, CA 95076.
Date of Introduction: 2005 March.
Ingredients: Cultured soymilk (filtered water, organic
milled soybeans, citrate, pectin, cultures), organic canola
oil, rice dextrin, salt, organic evaporated cane juice, natural
flavors, sodium alginate, tricalcium phosphate, locust bean
gum, guar gum, citric acid.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz. in plastic tub.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (single sided, 8½
by 11 inch, color photocopy) sent by Patricia Smith from
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Natural Products Expo West. 2005. March. “Wildly delicious
organic Soy Sour Cream.”
6904. Product Name: Wildwood Aioli Spread (Mayonnaise
Alternative) [Garlic, Creamy Chipotle, Lemon-Dill].
Manufacturer’s Name: Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 810 Blakely Circle, Grinnell,
Iowa 50012 & 416 E. Riverside Dr., Watsonville, CA 95076.
Date of Introduction: 2005 March.
Ingredients: Garlic Aioli: Expeller pressed soybean oil*,
filtered water, garlic*, brown rice syrup*, apple cider
vinegar*, soy protein*, sea salt, mustard flour*, lemon juice
concentrate. * = organic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 fl. oz. (335 ml) jar
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (single sided, 8½
by 11 inch, glossy color photocopy) sent by Patricia Smith
from Natural Products Expo West. 2005. March. “Wildly
delicious! Aioli spread. Vegan. Egg & dairy free. No GMOs.
No cholesterol.” www.wildwoodnaturalfoods.com.
6905. Product Name: Vegan Gourmet Sour Cream
Alternative, Cream Cheese Alternative (Non-dairy products).
Manufacturer’s Name: Follow Your Heart (Product
Developer-Marketer). Made in Canoga Park by Earth Island.
Manufacturer’s Address: 21825 Sherman Way, Canoga
Park, CA 91303. Phone: 818-348-3240.
Date of Introduction: 2005 May.
Ingredients: Cream Cheese alternative: Filtered water,
organic soybean oil*, organic palm oil, chicory root extract,
organic soy protein, organic agave, syrup, natural flavors,
organic rice starch, calcium lactate, lactic acid, xanthan and
locust bean gums.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Plastic tub
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo
West. 2005. March. “Vegan Gourmet. Dairy Alternatives.
Made with Organic Ingredients.”
6906. Pueppke, Steven. 2005. From the director’s desk.
NSRL Bulletin (National Soybean Research Laboratory,
Urbana, Illinois) 12(2):7. June.
• Summary: “I spent two weeks in Europe this summer
and learned the new meaning of the word bio,” which is
pronounced BEE-oh, not BUY-oh. It means organically
grown and Mr. Peupke is surprised to find it is so popular.
But he wonders if it will last. “I wonder sometimes about the
future sustainability of bio systems and locally grown food.
Are more western Europeans going to push their shopping
carts on past the meat case and purchase soy burgers? Will
they pay more for them, and will they keep on feeling good
because the beans are locally grown and organic?”
“I’m not sure of the answers, but its nice to know that

the NSRL will be there no matter what. Our research and
outreach programs are helping to make soy a healthy and
nutritious component of the human diet, but we are also
working to ensure that soy will help to meet the world’s
increasing demand for healthy and nutritious animal food
products. We’ve got the bases covered.” A portrait photo
shows Steven Pueppke. Address: Director, NSRL, Univ. of
Illinois, Urbana.
6907. Product Name: Mori-Nu Enriched Silken (Made with
non-GMO Organic Soybeans).
Manufacturer’s Name: Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 9960 S.W. Potano, Tualatin, OR
97062. Phone: 503-692-3498.
Date of Introduction: 2005 August.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12.0 oz (340 gm) Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton. Retails for $1.89.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: New release. 2005. Aug.
15. “Mori-Nu introduces silken tofu with added nutrients:
Mori-Nu Enriched Silken Tofu offers key nutrients, including
fiber and calcium.” A photo shows the front panel of the
aseptic package.
6908. Product Name: Soy Time (Fiber Enriched Organic
Soymilk) [Vanilla, Original, Banana].
Manufacturer’s Name: House Foods America Corporation.
Manufacturer’s Address: 7351 Orangewood Ave., Garden
Grove, CA 92841. Phone: 714-901-4350.
Date of Introduction: 2005 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart or 2 quart Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (glossy color,
front and back, 28 cm) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo East. 2005. Sept. “Soy Time: Fiber enriched.
Organic soymilk. On the front color photos show the front
panels of the three flavors in half gallon (2 quart, 1.89 liter)
aseptic cartons. “One 8 oz cup of House Soy Time contains:
Natural dietary fiber: 3 gm. Isoflavones: 53 mg. Soy protein:
7 gm.
On the rear panel, no ingredients are given. However the
UPC codes and case information are given. www.soytime.
com. www.house-foods.com.
Patricia also sent a glossy color leaflet (3 panels each
side; each panel 21.8 x 9.4 cm). “Soy Time. The key to good
health.”
6909. Product Name: Kikkoman Pearl Organic Soymilk
(In Aseptic Quart Cartons) [Tropical Delight, Chocolate,
Unsweetened].
Manufacturer’s Name: Kikkoman International, Inc.
(Importer-Distributor). Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: 50 California St., Suite 3600,
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San Francisco, CA 94111. Phone: 415-956-7750.
Date of Introduction: 2005 September.
Ingredients: Chocolate: Filtered water, whole organic
soybeans, organic evaporated cane juice, organic cocoa
powder, organic dutch processed cocoa powder, tricalcium
phosphate, sodium citrate, sea salt, carrageenan, organic
natural vanilla flavor. Organic–95% or more and less than
100%. Certified organic by QAI.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 32 fl oz (1 quart) Tetra Brik
Aseptic Carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Color photocopied leaflet
sent by Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo East.
2005. Sept. Two panels each side. Each panel: 28 x 21.5 cm.
For each of Kikkoman’s six soymilk products is given: A
photo of the front panel. Ingredients. Nutrition facts. A photo
of a recipe suggestion.
6910. Product Name: Silk Single Serve Soymilk (11 oz
plastic chugs) [Organic Plain, Vanilla, Chocolate, Coffee
Soyalatte, Spice Soyalatte].
Manufacturer’s Name: WhiteWave Foods Company
(Product Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1990 N. 57th Court, Boulder, CO
80301. Phone: 800-448-9823.
Date of Introduction: 2005 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 11 oz plastic chugs with
tamper-proof screw-on lid.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Glossy color leaflet (front
and back, 8½ by 11 inch) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo East. 2005. Sept. (dated 2005). “Silk 11 oz
Single Serve. The on-the-go snack that delivers great taste
and nutrition.” On the front: A color photo shows a plastic
bottle of each of the five different flavors.
On the rear are UPC codes, and case information. Note:
There are no nutrition facts, no ingredients, and no barcodes.
The product names are written as: Silk Organic Plain. Silk
Vanilla. Silk Chocolate, etc.
6911. Product Name: Soy Milk (Organic) [Plain, Vanilla,
Chocolate, Cappuccino].
Manufacturer’s Name: ZenSoy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 21 Empire Blvd., S. Hackensack,
NJ 07606. Phone: 201-229-0500.
Date of Introduction: 2005 September.
Ingredients: Plain: Filtered water, organic whole soybeans,
organic granulated cane juice, natural flavors, calcium
carbonate, sea salt, carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin
D2, riboflavin (B2), vitamin B12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart or 2 quart Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (glossy color,

front and back, 28 cm) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo East. 2005. Sept. “Certified organic &
delicious. New look!” On the front one large photo shows
three flavors of ZenSoy soy milk in half gallon aseptic
cartons (not including cappuccino), four flavors in 1 quart
aseptic cartons, and four flavors of ZenSoy Soy Pudding in
aseptic sleeves (4 x 4 oz. cups per sleeve).
On the rear are given ingredients, barcodes, UPC
numbers, and case/pallet information, plus four logos: USDA
Organic. Certified vegan (vegan.org). NONY Certified
Organic LLC. Non-GMO. www.zensoy.com.
Note: The words “New look!” suggest an earlier date of
introduction.
Leaflet (glossy color, front and back, 28 cm) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo East. 2007. Oct.
“The soy you enjoy.” On the front panel a photo shows a
carton of ZenSoy Soy Milk (Vanilla) being poured, against a
background of sky and clouds, into a glass held by a cartoon
figure of a giant panda (black and white). In the lower right
corner are photos of the front of 3 half-gallon cartons of 3 the
company’s 4 flavors of soymilk. Cappuccino is sold only in
quart cartons. On the rear are ingredients, UPC and barcodes,
and case information. Note: The company apparently no
longer sells soy puddings. Across the bottom are three logos
as in the 2005 leaflet as well as OU Parve.
6912. Product Name: Soy Pudding (Organic) [Chocolate,
Vanilla, Banana, Chocolate / Vanilla Swirl].
Manufacturer’s Name: ZenSoy.
Manufacturer’s Address: 21 Empire Blvd., S. Hackensack,
NJ 07606. Phone: 201-229-0500.
Date of Introduction: 2005 September.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Filtered water, certified organic whole
soybeans, certified organic granulated cane juice, certified
organic corn starch, certified organic flavors, natural flavors,
calcium carbonate, carrageenan, locust bean gum, sea salt,
lecithin, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D2, vitamin B2,
vitamin B12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 x 4 oz cups in Aseptic sleeve.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (glossy color,
front and back, 28 cm) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo East. 2005. Sept. “Certified organic &
delicious. New look!” On the front one large photo shows
three flavors of ZenSoy soy milk in half gallon aseptic
cartons (not including cappuccino), four flavors in 1 quart
aseptic cartons, and four flavors of ZenSoy Soy Pudding in
aseptic sleeves (4 x 4 oz. cups per sleeve).
On the rear are given ingredients, barcodes, UPC
numbers, and case/pallet information, plus four logos: USDA
Organic. Certified vegan (vegan.org). NONY Certified
Organic LLC. Non-GMO. www.zensoy.com.
Note: The words “New look!” suggest an earlier date of
introduction.
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6913. Barrett, Walter. 2005. Work with soybeans in Central
Asia (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 4 and 6. Conducted
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. Preceded by letter
(e-mail) of Oct. 3.
• Summary: Walter has worked with soybeans in 4 Central
Asian nations: Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and
Tajikistan. Kazakhstan and Georgia have the most history
with commercial soybean production, because Soviet
planners made it happen there. They designated other Central
Asian countries for cotton production, in part because cotton
needs less water. Latitude is part of the reason. The climate
is also very dry, so that all soybeans (and almost all crops) in
these countries must be irrigated, but with river water carried
by gravity. Of all the Central Asian countries, Kazakhstan
has been the most successful at understanding a market
economy and making it work.
Walter has many contacts in these countries. He
is willing to help Shurtleff try to get a better history of
soybeans in each of these countries. First, Shurtleff will send
Walter an e-mail containing a table showing the dates he has
for the earliest document seen showing soybeans in each in
each country, and soybean cultivation in each country. Then
the earliest date seen for soybean cultivation in each country.
Walter will forward this e-mail to an intermediary (Winrock
International or Mercy Corps), who will then mail or phone
or hand deliver the message to the network of indigenous
researchers Walter has developed over the years. The
message will encourage them to contact other researchers
who might be interested; then Walter will wait for replies.
Walter believes that Korean communities in at least
four of these countries (Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, southern
Kazakhstan, and Tajikistan) were growing soybeans for their
own use at an early date–probably since the early 1900s
and using them almost entirely for food–such as tofu, soy
sprouts, Korean-style miso and soy sauce, green vegetable
soybeans, etc. The Koreans raise chickens, for example, but
they forage for food and are not fed soybeans. Walter has no
idea when, or, why, or how these many Korean communities
came to be established in Central Asia. He has no idea where
the soybean varieties they grow came from. These Korean
communities are all found within a horizontal oval that cuts
across national boundaries, and includes the cities of Almaty
[Alma-Ata] (in southwest Kazakhstan), Toshkent [Tashkent]
(capital of Kyrgyzstan), Dushanbe (capital of Tajikistan),
and Ashgabat (capital of Turkmenistan). In this area are
numerous Korean restaurants where Walter has eaten; but
he has no idea how many Koreans live in this area. Most
individual Korean communities grew only one variety, but
each Korean community had its own variety. By contrast,
there are not many Chinese communities in these areas.
Walter expects his next trip to Central Asia to be in
the spring of 2006–probably Uzbekistan and possibly
Turkmenistan or Tajikistan. He is given drivers and

interpreters by the NGO sponsoring his trip. One of the
ongoing problems he faces is the limited abilities of
interpreters; communication is often difficult, and it is hard
to pursue agricultural or academic questions with farmers.
It is less difficult with educated researchers or academicians
(best is Tajikistan, followed by Turkmenistan–who might
help find others). The researchers in these countries don’t
talk much with each other, either within a country or
among countries. They have few opportunities to travel,
and little access to the Internet or e-mail. This is because of
government restrictions, difficulty of getting visas or money,
etc. Researchers are lucky if they have a working computer,
but most have a telephone and some have a cell-phone.
Of all Central Asian countries, Kazakhstan is the one
in which the soybean is the most important as a commercial
crop–by far. They probably have at least several thousand
hectares planted to soybeans. The soybeans in Kazakhstan
are run through an extruder (extrusion cooker) to make
soybean oil and meal. These same extruders are also used
to process cottonseed. Soybeans are grown in Central Asia
largely because of the demand for meal by the local poultry
industry for use in chicken feeds. Poultry is the driving
force, and Central Asia is a “protein-poor” region. Walter’s
main reason for being there is because of poultry and (to a
lesser extent) livestock; it is to help educate them about the
soybean, its value for producing soybean meal and oil, and
about the importance of protein. He helps farmers to grow
soybeans and to develop markets for their beans. Actually,
there is a ready-made market from poultry growers–who now
have to pay a lot of freight to import their soybeans from
Kazakhstan, Iran, Turkey, or India. The key is for Walter to
serve as the bridge–to help bring the poultry growers and the
potential soybean farmers together, to discover that they have
a common interest, and then to work out agreements.
NGOs do lots of impact studies; they want their
volunteers to work on projects that will have economic
impact. They believe that increasing poultry production will
have a positive impact on the economy and the people. The
oil is also appreciated, and refined using modern technology
within each country for use as a high-quality edible oil, sold
in bottles at retail stores. Kazakhstan is about one-half the
size of the United States, and is quite a progressive country
with a market economy, fairly advanced education and
technology. Soybeans are grown mostly in the very south.
They were a major crop during Soviet times (Russia was
a major market for the oil and meal), but after Kazakhstan
became independent in 1990, soybean production fell off to
near zero. The economies of Central Asian countries plunged
at about the same time (1989-91). They are now slowly
getting back to where they once were.
The second most important country for soybeans (a
very distant second, with maybe 300-500 hectares planted
to soybeans) is the Republic of Georgia, where the western
half is quite moist and the eastern half is very dry. They have
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a long history of growing soybeans. Walter knows of one
company there that is processing soybeans using an extrusion
cooker (similar to that made by Insta-Pro).
In third place might be Uzbekistan, followed by
Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan–but all with only about several
hundred hectares in soybeans.
Walter believes that soybeans could become a valuable
double crop in Central Asia, planted after the wheat harvest
in June. That would earn farmers more income, improve the
soil, and break various insect and disease cycles. They need a
legume in the rotation. The government does not help. They
seem interested only in short term profit, keeping the status
quo, and staying in power, not in innovation or long-term
thinking.
In Tajikistan, he met a village farmer, Mr. Mahmadullo,
who had the ability to build machines. He already had a
small business making wheat flour using two motor-powered
millstones. He worked with Walter to build a revolving
soybean drum roaster; the outside was heated by natural-gas
flames. After roasting a batch of about 20-25 kg of soybeans,
he ground them into roasted soy flour.
In Turkmenistan, Dr. Ashraf spent quite a bit of time
working with a Korean community in the town of Dashoguz
in making tofu. She also worked a lot with Peace Corps
Volunteers (PCVs) in that same town; one of the PCVs was
a Korean-American. Walter has not heard of any TVP being
made in Central Asia; if its is made, it must be in very small
quantity. In Uzbekistan, technologically the most developed,
soybeans are being grown–often spread by volunteers.
Address: 2804 Trent Drive, Fort Wayne, Indiana 46815.
Phone: 260-484-7493.
6914. Product Name: O Organics Organic Soymilk [Plain,
Vanilla, Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Lucerne Foods, Inc. (Safeway)
(Distributor). Made in Canada.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 99, Pleasanton, CA
94566-0009.
Date of Introduction: 2005 October.
Ingredients: Chocolate: Filtered water, organic whole
soybeans, organic cane sugar, organic cocoa, tricalcium
phosphate, sea salt, carrageenan, zinc gluconate, niacin,
pantothenic acid, riboflavin (vitamin B-2), vitamin B-6,
vitamin A palmitate, thiamine mononitrate (vitamin B-1),
folate, vitamin D-2, vitamin B-12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Half-gallon Tetra Pak ESL
gable-top carton. Retails for $3.79 (2006/07, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California.
2006. July 31. 3.75 by 3.75 by 9½ inches. Brown, blue,
yellow, light green, on white. Front panel: “Cholesterol free.
Vitamin fortified. Calcium enriched.” A color photo shows

chocolate soymilk being poured into a glass. Top front:
“Lactose free. Contains 40 mg of isoflavones per serving.”
Sometimes on sale for $2.49. Nice flavor.
Talk with Sherry at Safeway Corporate Brands. 2006.
Aug. 2. This line of 3 flavors was introduced in the USA in
Oct. 2005 and in Canada in Dec. 2005.
6915. Product Name: Tofurky Roast & Gravy.
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031. Distributor: P.O. Box 233,
Trout Lake, WA 98650. Phone: 1-888-TOFURKY (8638759).
Date of Introduction: 2005 October.
Ingredients: Roast: Water, vital wheat gluten, organic
tofu (filtered water, organic whole soybeans, magnesium
chloride, calcium chloride), expeller pressed non-genetically
engineered canola oil, natural vegetarian flavors, shoyu
soy sauce (water, non-genetically engineered soybeans,
wheat, salt, culture), non-genetically engineered corn starch,
white bean flour, garbanzo bean flour, lemon juice from
concentrate, onion, carrots, celery, salt, calcium lactate from
beets. Contains: Soy and wheat.
Stuffing: Organic brown rice, whole wheat bread cubes
(whole wheat, filtered water, unbleached wheat flour, organic
evaporated cane juice, organic palm oil, sea salt, yeast,
natural enzymes, ascorbic acid), onion, celery, expeller
pressed non-genetically engineered canola oil, organic wild
rice, natural vegetarian seasoning, granulated garlic, herbs
and spices. Contains: Wheat.
“Giblet” Gravy: Water, whole wheat flour, expeller
pressed non-genetically engineered canola oil, Tofurky
giblets (water, vital wheat gluten, organic tofu [filtered water,
organic whole soybeans, magnesium chloride, calcium
chloride], expeller pressed non-genetically engineered canola
oil, natural vegetarian flavors, shoyu soy sauce [water,
non-genetically engineered soybeans, wheat, salt, culture],
non-genetically engineered corn starch, white bean flour,
garbanzo bean flour, lemon juice from concentrate, onion,
carrot, celery, salt, calcium lactate from beets), natural
vegetarian flavors, onion, carrot, celery, corn starch, salt,
sunflower oil, thyme, rosemary. Contains: Soy and wheat.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 lb 8 oz (1.13 kg).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: This refrigerated product
was first sold in 2005 at Trader Joe’s. Package sent as a JPG
file by Seth Tibbott, founder and owner of Turtle Island
Foods. 2014. Aug. 5. Packaged in a colorful paperboard box.
Front: A large color photo shows the Tofurky Roast & Gravy
with a green background. “Family owned and independent
since 1980.” “Gourmet. Meatless and delicious. A 100%
vegan treat. Includes a tender, juicy stuffed tofu roast and
rich mushroom & ‘giblet’ gravy. Serves & delights 4. Keep
refrigerated. Vegan.”
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E-mail from Seth Tibbott, founder and owner of Turtle
Island Foods. 2014. July 30. “The green Tofurky Roast and
Gravy combo box has always been a refrigerated item. It was
first sold to Trader Joes in 2005. It has never been sold in the
natural channel (Whole Foods, etc) but is now sold in many
mainstream grocery stores coast to coast. The sales of both
items are mostly equal but the Roast and Gravy is growing
faster and we sell a few more of these at this point.
“The Tofurky Feast is frozen and primarily natural
channel; roast and gravy refrigerated. This is a nice
separation of channels so Whole Foods does not compete
with Safeway.”
6916. Okogun, J.A.; Sanginga, N.; Abaidoo, R.; Dashiell,
K.E.; Diels, J. 2005. On-farm evaluation of biological
nitrogen fixation potential and grain yield of Lablab and two
soybean varieties in the northern Guinea savanna of Nigeria.
Nutrient Cycling in Agroecosystems 73(2-3):267-275. Nov.
[28 ref]
• Summary: An improved soybean variety (TGx 1448-2E)
with a high biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) potentials
had been studied in on-station trials. The goal of this study
was to see how it compared with a local variety (Samsoy)
when inoculated with Bradyrhizobium strains and grown in
trials on the farms of 20 local farmers in the northern Guinea
savanna (NGS) of Nigeria in a soybean-maize rotation. More
than 50% of the fields had less than 50% of the critical level
of soil phosphorus (P). This poor soil fertility decreased the
soybean yield.
“For farmers in the study area to benefit from the BNF
potentials of the legumes, an external P fertilizer input was
necessary as well as suitable crop management practices
because all parameters measured in the researcher-managed
plots were higher than in the farmer-managed plots.”
The main reason farmers in the NGS of Nigeria include
legumes (such as cowpea, groundnut [peanut], and recently
soybean) is to stabilize yield and serve as sources of protein
for their families (Sanginga et al. 2001). The production and
use of soybean in the NGS have increased rapidly for over
a decade and it has become the 2nd crop after maize in this
area. Address: International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture
(IITA), PMB 5320, Oyo Road, Ibadan, Nigeria.
6917. Wszelaki, A.L.; Delwiche, J.F.; Walker, S.D.; Liggett,
R.E.; Miller, S.A.; Kleinhenz, M.D. 2005. Consumer liking
and descriptive analysis of six varieties of organically grown
edamame-type soybean. Food Quality and Preference
16(8):651-58. Dec. [38 ref]
• Summary: “In the affective tests, 54 panelists rated pods
and beans for appearance, and beans for aroma, taste, texture,
aftertaste, and overall acceptability on a nine-point hedonic
scale and willingness to buy on a nine-point category scale.
The taste of Sayamusume was liked significantly better than
all varieties except Kenko and Sapporo Midori. Kenko was

also rated higher than Sapporo Midori, Misono Green, and
Early Hakucho for pod appearance.” Address: Ohio State
Univ., Wooster, Ohio 43210.
6918. Product Name: [Organic Shiro-shoyu (clear soy
sauce)].
Foreign Name: Shiro shôyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hichifuku Brewing Co., Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2-7 Yamagami, Hekinan, Aichi
447-0869 Japan. Phone: +81 566-92-5213.
Date of Introduction: 2005.
Ingredients: Wheat, soybeans, salt, culture.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: The website www.pref.
aichi.jp lists this company at Certification No. 225. “Japan’s
only specialized manufacturer of shiro-shoyu soy sauce, in
Hekinan City, the home of this special ingredient. Executive
director: Atsunori Inuzuka. Company outline: Hichifuku
[Shichifuku] Brewing is the only company in Japan whose
shiro-shoyu soy sauce plant is organic–JAS certified. Wheat
accounts for 90% of the raw material used to produce this
soy sauce. The amber-colored product keeps intact the colors
of the other ingredients as they cook. Hichifuku Brewing
also manufactures shiro-dashi (a combination of shiro-shoyu
soy sauce and dashi broth of carefully selected dried bonito,
kombu, and shiitake mushrooms).”
6919. Product Name: Tonzu Organic Soy Yoghurt
(Natural).
Manufacturer’s Name: Organic Soy Company, Ltd. (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: Unit A, 2 Corban Ave.,
Henderson, Waitakere City, Auckland 0612, New Zealand.
Date of Introduction: 2005.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic soybeans, cultures
(incl. L. acidophilus and Bifidus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerate at 2º-4ºC.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Elizabeth
Chalmers, owner. 2007. Jan. 22. The product was introduced
by this company in 2005. Self adhesive label. 3¼ by
2¼ inches. Color photo of snowy mountains on deep
blue background. Superb label design. GE [Genetically
Engineered] Free logo. Certified Organic logo.
6920. Product Name: [Whole Wheat Bread Pudding with
Soy and Oranges].
Foreign Name: Budin Integral de Soja y Naranjas.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: M.T. de Alvear 1754, San
Martin, Provincia de Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Date of Introduction: 2005.
Ingredients: Organic soy pulp [okara], organic whole wheat
flour, sunflower seed oil (free of hydrogenation), organic
sugar, eggs, oranges, bicarbonate of soda.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 350 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Visit with Carlos Planes
at Soyinfo Center in Lafayette, California. 2012. Feb. 23.
Documents related to this tofu product he brought and gave
to Soyinfo Center: Label for this product. 6 x 10 cm. Green,
orange, and white on light orange. Carlos says: This product
was on the market for only a few months, largely because it
had such a short shelf life–only about 4 days–and many were
returned.
6921. Product Name: President’s Choice, Too Good to Be
True Non-Dairy Soy Beverage [Vanilla, or Original].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunfresh LLC (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 2821 Emerywood Parkway,
Suite 210, Richmond, Virginia 23294-3727.
Date of Introduction: 2005.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Filtered water, whole organic
soybeans, evaporated organic cane juice, natural flavors,
calcium carbonate, sodium citrate, potassium citrate, sea salt,
vanilla extract, carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin
D2, vitamin E, vitamin B2, vitamin B12, zinc sulfate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for $0.99 (2006/06, Oakland, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Vanilla: Per 1 cup (240 ml): Calories 90, calories
from fat 30, total fat 3.5 gm (5% daily value; saturated fat
0.5 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 160 mg (7%), potassium
560 mg (16%), total carbohydrate 10 gm (dietary fiber
2 gm [7%], sugars 5 gm), protein 6 gm. Vitamin A 10%,
calcium 30%, vitamin D 30%, thiamin 6%, vitamin B6 4%,
vitamin B-12 50%, magnesium 20%, copper 25%, vitamin
C 0%, iron 8%, vitamin E 25%, riboflavin 40%, folate 15%,
phosphorus 8%, zinc 10%, manganese 20%. Percent daily
values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label (vanilla
and original) purchased by Martine Liguori at Grocery
Outlet, Oakland, California. 2006. June. Green and black on
flecked white. Front panel: Color photo shows beige soymilk
being poured into a clear glass, against a field of green and
a blue sky with many clouds. “Lactose free. Cholesterol
free. Made with organic soybeans. Contains 6.62 g soy
protein per serving. Contains 31 mg isoflavones per serving.
Low in saturated fat. Excellent source of calcium, vitamin
D riboflavin, and vitamin B12... A source of dietary fiber.”
Taste test: Muddy flavor–Too sweet. Thickness OK for hot
tea.
6922. Kaewsuralikhit, Sirilak; Yokoyama, T.; Kouchi, H.;
Arima, Y. 2005. Comprehensive analysis of plant gene
expression in soybean root nodules at different growth
stages. Soil Science and Plant Nutrition 51(4):535-47. [48
ref]

• Summary: “Biologically fixed nitrogen, particularly that
fixed by the legume-rhizobium symbiosis in agricultural
practices, is a cost-effective and practical alternative or
complement to industrially manufactured N fertilizers
(FAO 2003). Future development of technologies related to
legume-rhizobium symbiosis will potentially benefit global
and regional environments and sustainable agriculture by
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, nitrogenous water
pollution and fossil energy consumption. Application of
rhizobium inoculants to particular leguminous crops such as
soybean, groundnut and common bean is important, because
these crops are significant components of the human diet
worldwide. Soybean is further important because it is mainly
used as a source of fodder and industrial oil.” Address: 1.
Faculty of Agriculture, Tokyo Univ. of Agriculture and
Technology, Fuchu, 183- 8509 Japan.
6923. Ruiz Sainz, J.E.; Zhou, J.C.; Rodriguez-Navarro,
D.-N.; Vinardell, J.M.; Thomas-Oates, J.E. 2005. Soybean
cultivation and BNF [biological nitrogen fixation] in China.
In: D. Werner and W. Newton. 2005. Nitrogen Fixation
in Agriculture, Forestry, Ecology, and the Environment.
Dordrecht, Netherlands: Springer. xix + 347 p. See p. 67-87.
Chapt. 5. [46 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Summary. 2. Soybean Cultivation
in China: Historical Aspects and Current Situation. 3.
Nitrogen-Fixing Bacteria that Nodulate Soybean. 4. The
Soybean Germplasm Collection in China. 5. Soybean
in Crop Rotation and in Continuous Cultivation. 6.
Conclusions. Acknowledgement.
Page 85: “Most of the soybean-cropping areas of China
contain high levels of indigenous soybean-rhizobia, which
represent a constraint for the successful use of soybean
inoculants.” Address: 1. Dep. of Microbiology, Faculty of
Biology, Univ. of Sevilla, Apdo-1095, 41080-Sevilla, Spain;
2. Dep. of Microbiology, Huazhong Agricultural Univ., Shi
Zi Street, P.O. Box 430070, Wuhan, People’s Republic of
China.
6924. Product Name: Mori-Nu Seasoned Tofu [Chinese
Spice, or Japanese Miso].
Manufacturer’s Name: Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2050 W. 190th St. #110,
Torrance, CA 90504. Phone: 1-800-669-8638.
Date of Introduction: 2006 January.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (340 gm) Tetra Brik
Aseptic carton. Recommended retail price $1.89.
How Stored: Refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: New release. 2006. Jan. 16.
“Mori-Nu introduces seasoned in two varieties.”
6925. Pocock, John. 2006. Robot farming, really? Automated
machinery may be paving the way for robots on this Iowa
farm. Corn and Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 38-39.
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• Summary: Its just a matter of time before robots find their
way onto soybean farms to perform a variety of different
functions. This farm has an auto-guidance combine system
with centimeter-level accuracy. A large photo shows the
combine.
6926. Thompson, James. 2006. Haves and have-nots. Corn
and Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 23.
• Summary: In Brazil the distinction between big and small
family farmers is carefully defined by the government. And
there is considerable tension between the two groups. There
is a political component to the term “family farming,” and
family farmers have their own ministry separate from the
Ministry of Agriculture. Called the “Ministry of Agrarian
Development,” it includes the “National Secretary of Family
Farming,” whose mission is “to promote local sustainable
development through respect for human life and political
negotiation with the representatives of society...”
In Brazil, as in so much of Latin America, there is a
great gap between the haves and have-nots. A shockingly
large percentage of the land is owned by very small
percentage of the population. Contag, an ag workers
confederation, says that “1% of all rural landowners own
nearly half of all the registered farmland in Brazil.” Even
squatters in the militant landless movement are considered
family farmers. The government says that 2 million such
people have been settled on to family farms in the past two
years.
Yet surprisingly, family farmers produce nearly twothirds of Brazil’s soybeans and about half of its maize / corn.
6927. Stalcup, Larry. 2006. Affordable auto-steer: Price
comes down, but not the benefits of high-tech systems. Corn
and Soybean Digest. Mid-Feb. p. 27-18, 20.
• Summary: Once too expensive for many growers, “GPS
auto-steer systems for tractors are now more affordable.” But
Jerry Brightbill of Plainview, Texas, advises not to “but the
cheapest system available and expect the pinpoint accuracy
that is needed for strip till and other precise production
techniques.” Brightbill installed his first auto-steer unit in
Jan. 2003. His present RTK (“real time kinematic”) system
enables him “to conduct precise field applications literally 24
hours a day. Darkness is no problem for sub-inch accuracy
units.”
6928. Product Name: Soyatoo Soy Whip: Whipped Soy
Topping (Non-Dairy, Vegan).
Manufacturer’s Name: Ceres Organics (Importer /
Marketer). Made in Germany by Viana.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2121 30th St., Boulder, Colorado
80301. Phone: 303-442-1559.
Date of Introduction: 2006 February.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk (water, soymilk), organic
coconut oil, organic fractionated palm kernel oil, organic

sugar-beet syrup, organic maltodextrin, tartaric acid,
carrageenan, sea salt, natural vanilla extract. Propellant:
nitrous oxide (laughing gas).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz (198 gm) net weight.
Pressurized metal container, 8½ inches tall (incl. cap) and 2¼
inches in diameter.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Two Samples (products
with Labels) with sales sheet and business card sent by
Dale Kamibayashi, Sales and Marketing Director, Ceres
Organics. 2006. Feb. 10. Has a white fluted plastic cap,
and a red and white body. Front panel below the product
name: “Vegan. Lactose-free. No cholesterol.” A color photo
shows a swirl of the snow-white whipped topping atop an
assortment of strawberries, raspberries, blueberries, and mint
leaves–against a red background. Soyfoods Center product
evaluation: Superb taste, texture, color, and whippability.
Not too sweet. 10+. A remarkable product, with excellent
package design.
Leaflet sent by Ceres Organics. 2006. Feb. 10. 8½ by
11 inches. “Introducing a new dairy-free whipped dessert
topping. 100% vegan and no cholesterol. 0% trans fat per
serving and heart healthy. 40% less fat than classic whipped
cream. Perfect with fruit, desserts & beverages. Incredible
flavor and texture. No soy bean aftertaste. GMO free.” A
color photo shows the front of the product.
New leaflet sent by Ceres Organics. 2007. Oct.
“SoyaToo! Soy Whip–Whipped Soy Topping.” “100% vegan
and no cholesterol.” Ceres is now in St. Paul, Minnesota
55108. Soyatoo! Best soy on planet earth (Memorabilia–
Button with safety pin on back). 2007. Sent by Soyatoo!
6929. Roseboro, Ken. 2006. GM crops fall short of promises
after 10 years. Non-GMO Report (The) (Fairfield, Iowa)
6(2):1-2. Feb.
• Summary: “Genetically modified crops have now been
grown worldwide for the past 10 years. Biotechnology
proponents have said that GM crops will increase yields and
farmers’ income, reduce pesticides usage, and produce more
nutritious foods to feed a growing world population. To date,
GM crops have not lived up to these promises.
“In terms of acreage, GM crops have been successful. In
2005 the number of acres planted to GM crops increased to
more than 200 million. About 80 percent of those crops are
produced in three countries–the United States, Argentina, and
Canada.
“Four crops account for the majority of GM plantings–
corn, soybeans, cotton, and canola. GM papaya is also
grown in Hawaii. These crops are genetically altered to
either tolerate sprays of herbicides, such as Roundup Ready
soybeans, or to produce their own pesticides, such as Bt
corn.
“The United States leads the world in GM crop
production with more than 120 million acres. In 2005, 52
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percent of US corn, 79 percent of cotton, and 87 percent of
soybeans were GM.
“Lower yields: Do GM crops increase yields? Several
studies indicate that GM soybeans yield slightly less
than conventional varieties. A 2001 study of Iowa farms
conducted by Iowa State University extension economist,
Michael Duffy, found that GM soybeans yielded 43.4
bushels per acre while conventional soybeans yielded 45
bushels per acre. A more recent 2005 study conducted by the
University of Maine Cooperative Extension found that GM
canola does not significantly improve yields or economic
returns compared to conventional canola (see page 17).
“Net farm income not increasing, market losses: Even
more important than yields is farmers’ income. A 2004 study
by the National Center for Food and Agricultural Policy
(NCFAP), which receives funding from the biotech industry,
says GM crops provided $2.3 billion in increase from the
previous year.
“Fred Kirschenmann, distinguished fellow, Leopold
Center for Sustainable Agriculture, disagrees. ‘GM crops
have not contributed to the net profit of farmers,’ he says.
Kirschenmann points to Michael Duffy’s study, which also
found that Iowa farmers who plant GM corn and soybeans
reap no greater financial gains than farmers who grow
conventional crops. Duffy found that nationwide farmers’ net
income has not increased since the early 1990s.
“On a larger scale, GM crops have hurt US corn and
soybean exports. Since the late 1990s, the US has lost more
than $1 billion in corn exports to the European Union, where
opposition to GM foods runs high. During the same time,
the US share of world soybean exports dropped from 65
to 45 percent. Speaking at the Midwest Specialty Grains
Conference last August, Soyfoods expert Peter Golbitz, said,
‘Many countries have problems with the US’s rapid use of
biotechnology and somewhat insensitive attitude regarding
their concerns about the technology.’
“Reduced pesticides? Another promise of GM crops
is reduced pesticide usage. The NCFAP study says that
GM corn, soybeans, and cotton reduced pesticide use by
an additional 34 percent, or 15.6 million pounds between
2003 and 2004. Larry Svajgr, executive director, Indiana
Crop Improvement Association, also sees less pesticide
usage. ‘Biotech traits in crops in the US has enabled farmers
to increase or maintain production with reduced chemical
inputs,’ he says.
“Charles Benbrook, an agricultural economist with
Benbrook Consulting, disagrees. ‘This was always a
ridiculous claim, as long as glyphosate, a relatively highdose herbicide, is the backbone of herbicide tolerant crops,’
he says. Benbrook’s research found that herbicide-tolerant
GM crops reduce pesticide applications initially, but usage
eventually increases as a result of weed shifts and weeds
become resistant to herbicides. Analyzing US Department of
Agriculture data, Benbrook found that total pesticide use on

soybeans, corn, and cotton, increased by 50 million pounds
between 1996 and 2003.
“Weed resistance: Another problem is weed resistance.
As more acres of herbicide-tolerant GM crops are planted,
more weeds are becoming resistant to glyphosate, the main
ingredient in Roundup and other herbicides. Researchers
have found eight weeds resistant to glyphosate that are
causing problems in several US states. Weed resistance
will force farmers to use even more herbicides, says
Benbrook. ‘US farmers will soon have to shift away from
heavy reliance on glyphosate, because of resistance, and the
alternatives will be costly and pose greater environmental
risks.’
“Helps farmers increase acreage: If there are doubts
about GM crops increasing farmers’ incomes and decreasing
pesticide usage, then why are US farmers adopting GM
crops so rapidly? Experts say GM crops help commodity
crop farmers, who are under increasing pressure to ‘get
bigger or get out,’ to simplify management and increase their
production. ‘Farmers are adopting the technology so rapidly
not because it increases profitably, but because it allows
them to increase their acreage to stay in business,’ says
Kirschenmann.
“Benbrook concurs. ‘GM crops help farmers cover more
ground with fewer people.’
“In particular, Kirschenmann says GM crops make weed
and insect management simpler. ‘Roundup Ready soybeans
allow farmers to plant beans, wait until all of the weeds
have emerged, spray with Roundup, and they have relatively
weed-free fields.’
“Svajgr sees other farmer benefits. ‘Biotech crops
have reduced fuel usage as crops need less tillage while
maintaining good weed control.’
“More nutritious foods? Biotechnology proponents say
that GM crops will produce more nutritious foods. But ten
years since their introduction, no GM crops directly benefit
consumers, and none are likely to be introduced in the near
future. ‘More nutritious foods remain a possibility and will
almost certainly be commercialized, but not for another
decade or so,’ says, Benbrook.
“Svajgr says US consumers have benefited indirectly
from GM crops due to lower production costs and increased
crop yields, which keep food costs low.
“Monsanto Company’s low linolenic Vistive soybeans,
which produce oil with lower trans fats, have been promoted
as a GM crop that benefits consumers. But the fact is that
Vistive soybeans are GM because they contain the Roundup
Ready trait, while the low linolenic trait was produced
through conventional breeding.
“Moreover, there are concerns that GM crops will
produce less nutritious foods or increase food allergies
and toxins. In the past year, three studies have raised
such concerns. An Australian research team scrapped
development of a GM pea after it was discovered that the
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pea caused allergic lung damage in mice. A study conducted
by Monsanto found that rats fed the company’s MON 863
GM corn developed smaller kidneys and variations in the
composition of their blood. A study by a Russian scientist
found abnormally high death rates in the offspring of rats
fed GM soy. “’No one has gotten sick?’ A commonly heard
sound bite regarding GM foods is ‘no one has ever gotten
sick eating genetically modified foods.’ Kirschenmann calls
such a claim preposterous. ‘To make a statement saying GM
foods have been out there for so many years and no one has
gotten sick is just nonsense. We just don’t know,’ he says.
“Little research has been conducted on possible negative
impacts of GM foods because scientists are afraid of
incurring the wrath of the biotechnology industry. Such was
the fate of Arpad Pusztai, a molecular biologist at the Rowett
Research Institute in Scotland, who found that rats fed GM
potatoes suffered damage to their guts, immune systems, and
other organs. Pusztai expressed his concerns about the GM
potatoes on a television program, and was suspended, then
forced to retire from his position. His reputation smeared by
biotech proponents.
“Looking back on 10 years of GM crop production,
many experts say the technology has not fulfilled its
promises of increasing yields, reducing pesticide use, and
producing more nutritious food. Margaret Mellon, director
of the Agriculture and Biotechnology Program at the Union
of Concerned Scientists told Reuters, ‘Genetic engineering
has not delivered on any of its promises for human health
benefits. There are a lot of failures scattered at the side of the
road.’”
6930. Product Name: Tempeh (bulk for Restaurants and
Institutions).
Manufacturer’s Name: Arto Moro Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 125 N.W. 23rd Ave. #17,
Gainesville, FL 32601. Phone: 352-226-5561..
Date of Introduction: 2006 March.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, tempeh culture
(Rhizopus oligosporus).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Frozen: 5 x 4 lb cakes, or 10 x
2 lb cakes (20 lb per package).
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Sam Guy.
2008. Dec. 29. His son is Art and the tempeh business
was Art’s idea. First Art bought a microbrewery, then a
small restaurant in the early 1990s. He started making
tempeh for the restaurant. The tempeh did well, so he
sold the restaurant (which is still in business) to focus
on the tempeh. For the first 3-4 months they sold their
tempeh only locally, in Gainesville; then they expanded to
Jacksonville and Tallahassee. His son delivers his tempeh
locally on a bicycle–which has attracted media attention.
The business provides detailed nutritional, health inspection,
and microbiological info on its product; this has made it
possible to attract large customers, such as Aramark food

service, a university cafeteria, Mexican restaurants, and
vegetarian restaurants. Their tempeh is frozen but not
pasteurized. Sam’s two favorite ways of serving tempeh:
(1) Saute squares in olive oil with miso. (2) Little chunks of
crispy fried tempeh in a salad with Mandarin orange pieces,
cranberries, walnuts, and Veganaise.
Artie’s Tempeh Burgers color postcard. The front has
a bold heading with a large photo of the burger and a rayed
sun in the background. Text: “Artie’s Tempeh is made the
traditional way, using a slow fermentation method unlike
any other commercial varieties.” On the rear is a “Nutritional
facts” panel, the company address (factory) and phone
number, the ingredients, and round logo, and “12 oz. A vegan
food.”
6931. Clark, Edward. 2006. Nebraska irrigators shift to
soybeans: Corn and soybean mix replaces continuous corn.
Corn and Soybean Digest. March. p. 7.
• Summary: Before the 1996 farm program, Freedom to
Farm, farmers generally planted for the farm program. They
couldn’t afford to jeopardize their government payments,
which were based on planting their base acres. Now they can
rotate crops more easily. With a corn and soybean rotation,
input costs are reduced, particularly nitrogen fertilizers.
A graph shows Nebraska soybean production and yield
from 1974 to 2004. Production has grown from about 25
million bushels in 1974 to almost 200 million in 2004. The
fastest growth in production has taken place since 1993.
Yield has grown from about 23 bu/acre in 1974 to about 45
in 2004.
Another major issue for irrigators in Nebraska is water
shortages and rights. Top soybean yields can be produced
with less water than top corn yields.
6932. Product Name: Soga All Natural Twin-Pack Tofu
[Extra Firm, Firm, Soft].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soga Soyfoods [Pulmuone U.S.A.].
Manufacturer’s Address: 4585 Firestone Blvd., South
Gate, CA 90280. Phone: 866-356-2800.
Date of Introduction: 2006 March.
Ingredients: Feb. 2007: Water, organic soybeans, calcium
sulfate, glucono delta lactone, magnesium chloride. Certified
by Quality Assurance International.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 15.5 oz (439 gm) packed in
molded plastic tray with heat-sealed, peel-off plastic film lid.
Retails for $0.99 (2007/02 Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 3 oz (85 gm): Calories 80, calories from
fat 45, total fat 5 gm (8% daily value; saturated fat 1 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 5 mg (<1%), total carbohydrate
2 gm (dietary fiber <1 gm [3%], sugars 0 gm), protein 9
gm. Vitamin A 0%, vitamin C 0%, calcium 15%, iron 6%..
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (e-mail) from
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John Sim, head of sales at Pulmuone. 2007. April 5. These
three products were introduced in about March 2006 at the
Natural Products Expo West, at Anaheim, California. Their
innovative package was first introduced in Oct. 2002 with
their Organic Twin Pack.
6933. Product Name: SoYummi GoLite Soy Mousse
[Black Cherry, Dark Chocolate, California Peach, Bavarian
Cream].
Foreign Name: Soyummi Golite Mousse de Soya.
Manufacturer’s Name: Les Aliments SoYummi.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3655 Redpath, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada H3G 2W8.
Date of Introduction: 2006 April.
Ingredients: Organic soy drink, chicory syrup (sweetener),
soy oil, modified cornstarch, modified rice starch, natural
flavors, modified vegetable gums, salt, agar, xanthan gum,
lactic acid, yucca extract.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 100 gm in a low plastic
(polypropylene) cup, with flat lid and individual sleeve.
Retails for Canadian $1.39.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 30 day shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: Cardwell, Mark. 2002.
“As good as it gets.” Food in Canada. May, p. 38. Talk with
Joanne Hollander. 2008. May 29. She wanted to develop
a product that contained no sugar and fewer calories. She
started developing this product in 2004 using basically the
same formula and finally launched it in April 2006. The
company got a new CEO at the end of 2004. The label was
equally French and English, but in Quebec they always write
the French first. “Chicory syrup is a great alternative to sugar
but it is expensive.” She wanted a product that diabetics
could eat–and they are allowed 15 gm of carbs per serving.
Another great sweetener is the Chinese fruit lohan guo
(Siraitia grosvenorii; literally “arhat’s fruit” or monk’s fruit),
from which a natural sweetener is extracted. Wikipedia says:
“The fruit extract is nearly 300 times sweeter than sugar and
has been used as a natural sweetener in China for nearly a
millennium due to its flavor and lack of food energy, only 2.3
kcal/g [calories per gram] (9.6 kJ/g). It has also been used in
traditional Chinese medicine.”
“I could go 100% organic but nobody would be able to
buy the product.” This product contained about 1/3 fewer
calories than the original SoYummi. They were trying to
compete with yogurt, so the Bavarian Cream is 86 calories
per 100 gm.
*
6934. Product Name: So Natural Soy Milk [Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name: NIZA S.A. Made in Argentina.
Manufacturer’s Address: Ruta Prov. 2B Km 8 (5730) Villa
Mercedes, San Luis, San Luis Province, Argentina.
Date of Introduction: 2006 May.
Ingredients: Soymilk (filtered water, organic soybeans),

sugar, tricalcium phosphate, microcrystalline cellulose /
sodium carboxymethylcellulose, lecithin, carrageenan, salt,
di-alpha tocopherol, artificial flavor, vitamin A acetate,
vitamin D3.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 liter aseptic Tetra Pak carton.
Retails for $0.99 (Concord, California 2006/05)..
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased by Martine Liguori. 2006. May 7. At 99cent store,
Clayton Road, Concord, California. Green, blue, black, and
beige on white.
*
6935. Rapoport, Irwin. 2006. A search for soy. Canadian
Organic Grower (The) 3(2):22-25. Spring. [2 ref]
• Summary: Total soybean production in Canada’s major
producing provinces (in hectares) is: Ontario 1,000,000.
Quebec 500,000. Manitoba 100,000. New Brunswick
1,000 to 2,000. Tables show: (1) Area of certified organic
pulses grown in Canada in 2004 in hectares (and acres). For
soybeans: Total 10,472 (25,867). Ontario 6,480 (16,005).
Quebec 3,715 (9,175). Prince Edward Island 142 (350).
Manitoba 103 (255). Saskatchewan 33 (81.5). Source:
Macey, Anne. 2005. “Certified organic production in Canada
2004.” Canadian Organic Growers. (2) Soybean varieties
recommended by Organic farmers: Arva, Marathon, SO8-80.
(3) A selection of varieties of certified organic seed: Casino,
AC Glenarry, CF 0703, NK SO8-80, OAC Prudence, OAC
Champion and OAC Oxford.
Discusses Quebec’s Semences Program. The work of
P. Marc Ham, Prograin’s director of international market
development. Prograin, which has been working with
Quebec’s Ministry of Agriculture via the Healthy Grain
Program (in which growers do not use pesticides, herbicides,
or fertilizers, but are not certified organic), is one of the
few private companies in Canada that maintains a breeding
program. Address: Freelance journalist, Montreal, Canada.
6936. Product Name: Source Foods: Organic miso (Hemp,
Rice & Soy).
Manufacturer’s Name: Source Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: Cwm, Wales, UK.
Date of Introduction: 2006 May.
Ingredients: * Brown rice cultured with aspergillus oryzae
(koji), * soy beans, * hemp, water, sea salt. * = organically
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 240 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent to Soyinfo
Center by Chico Leroux of Lyon, France. 2012. Feb. 8.
Green, yellow, orange and black on white. Chico says: This
“is the best miso I’ve ever had regardless of the presence of
hard rice grits and whole hemp seeds, which I don’t think
ferment at all since they aren’t de-hulled. I’m sure you’ll
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recognize the drawing of the bucket of miso.” Note: We are
not sure when the product was launched.
6937. Vitality (Toronto’s Monthly Wellness Journal). 2006.
Healthy product news: Tempeh, the soyfood with culture.
May. p. 98. [2 ref]
• Summary: Based on a 25th anniversary news release from
Noble Bean, “Canada’s largest and oldest tempeh producer.”
“Noble Bean is a family-run cottage industry nestled in the
rolling hills of the Ottawa Valley. There, on 10 acres of land,
Allan and Susan Brown and friends produce from 250 to 400
pounds of tempeh a day.” They firmly believe that “small is
beautiful.”
“After using certified organic ingredients for over 20
years, Noble Bean is now an OCPP (Organic Crop Producers
and Processors) certified facility.”
6938. Product Name: Laura Lynn Original Enriched
Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ingles Markets, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Asheville, North Carolina 28816.
Date of Introduction: 2006 June.
Ingredients: Filtered water, whole organic soybeans,
evaporated organic cane juice, natural flavors, calcium
carbonate, sodium citrate, potassium citrate, sea salt,
carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D2, vitamin E,
vitamin B2, vitamin B12, zinc sulfate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart plastic bottle. Retails
for $1.29 (2006/06, Oakland, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (240 ml): Calories 90, calories from
fat 30, total fat 3.5 gm (5% daily value; saturated fat 0.5 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 160 mg (7%), potassium 560 mg
(16%), total carbohydrate 10 gm (dietary fiber 2 gm [7%],
sugars 5 gm), protein 6 gm. Vitamin A 10%, calcium 30%,
vitamin D 30%, thiamin 6%, vitamin B6 4%, vitamin B-12
50%, magnesium 20%, copper 25%, vitamin C 0%, iron 8%,
vitamin E 25%, riboflavin 40%, folate 15%, phosphorus 8%,
zinc 10%, manganese 20%. Percent daily values are based on
a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased by Martine Liguori in Oakland, California. 2006.
June. Plastic bottle shaped like a bowling pin. 9.5 inches
tall. Red, black and gold on white. Front panel: Black and
white photo of a stream of white soymilk streaming into
a clear glass. “Lactose free. No cholesterol... Vitamins...
Calcium enriched. 31 mg isoflavones.” Back panel: “We use
the whole bean.” Taste test: Tastes good, not great. Good to
dilute in warm tea.
6939. Product Name: Quality Chekd Organic Soymilk
[Original].
Manufacturer’s Name: Super Store Industries

(Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Lathrop, California 95330.
Date of Introduction: 2006 June.
Ingredients: Filtered water, whole organic soybeans,
organic cane crystals, calcium carbonate, natural flavors,
sea salt, xanthan gum, carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate,
riboflavin (B2), vitamin D2, vitamin B12. Contains soy.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Half gallon gable-top Pure Pak
carton. Retails for $1.29 (2006/06, Pleasant Hill, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (240 ml): Calories 90, calories from
fat 30, total fat 3.5 gm (5% daily value; saturated fat 0.5 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 160 mg (7%), potassium 560 mg
(16%), total carbohydrate 10 gm (dietary fiber 2 gm [7%],
sugars 5 gm), protein 6 gm. Vitamin A 10%, calcium 30%,
vitamin D 30%, thiamin 6%, vitamin B6 4%, vitamin B-12
50%, magnesium 20%, copper 25%, vitamin C 0%, iron 8%,
vitamin E 25%, riboflavin 40%, folate 15%, phosphorus 8%,
zinc 10%, manganese 20%. Percent daily values are based on
a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased by Martine Liguori in Pleasant Hill, California.
2006. June. Blue, white and black on red. Front panel:
“Calcium fortified. Lactose free.” USDA Organic logo.
Martine’s taste test: Very pleasant. “Whole milk” (rich dairy)
taste.
6940. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Soy Milk (½-gallon
Gable-Top carton) [Lowfat Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016.
Date of Introduction: 2006 June.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybeans, brown rice syrup,
raw cane crystals, calcium carbonate, vanilla extract, sea salt,
carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D2.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Half gallon (1.89 liters). Retails
for $3.29 (California 2006/01).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 8 fl oz (240 ml): Calories 130, calories from
fat 25, total fat 2.5 gm (4% daily value; saturated fat 0 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 80 mg (3%), total carbohydrate 22
gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 11 gm), protein 9 gm. Vitamin
A 10%, calcium 30%, vitamin D 25%, vitamin C 0%, iron
6%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2006. May
21. Blue, brown, black and green on white. Illustration of a
small white flower with green leaves. Front and back panels:
“35 mg isoflavones per serving. Ultra-pasteurized. Fortified
with calcium & vitamins A & D. Lactose & dairy free. On
one side is a recipe for Berry banana shake.” On the other,
nutrition facts and ingredients. SKU 0042 4677 Processed
at plant 06-446. Contains 5 gm of protein, 100 calories, and
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2.5 gm total fat per cup Note: The soybeans are organic, but
there is no USDA organic seal and no organic claims.
6941. Product Name: Silk Soymilk (For Starbucks;
Organic) [Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave, Inc. (Product
Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 6123 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder,
CO 80303. Phone: 303-443-3470.
Date of Introduction: 2006 June.
Ingredients: Filtered water, whole organic soybeans,
organic evaporated cane juice, tricalcium phosphate, natural
vanilla flavor, sea salt, carrageenan, calcium carbonate,
vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D-2, vitamin B-12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart Tetra Brik Aseptic Carton
(946 ml). Retails for $2.49
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label brought by Akiko
Aoyagi. 2006. June. Purchased at Starbucks in Lafayette,
California. 7.75 by 3.5 by 2.25 inches. White, green, and
coffee brown on cerulean blue. Front panel: “Exclusively
formulated for Starbucks Lattes and Tazo Chai. Calcium
enriched. USDA Organic logo. Vitamin fortified. Cholesterol
free. Lactose free.” Right panel: Nutrition facts and
ingredients. Left panel: “White Wave is putting wind to
work.” Back: Cute stuff.
6942. Asoyia, LLC. 2006. Asoyia. Ultra Low Lin Soybean
Oil–The solution to the food industry’s needs! (Website
printout–part). www.asoyia.com 7 Retrieved July 8.
• Summary: Contents: Home page. Media center. Contact us.
2006 growers program. Awards.
Home page: “The smarter choice in cooking oil. Asoyia
is uniquely made from 1% linolenic soybeans, Finally,
trans fat free cooking combines with cost efficiency and
great taste.” “A lower saturated fat alternative that leaves
low transferable taste, offers an economically longer
fryer life, and addresses your customers’ needs for trans
fat free cooking.” Asoyia low linolenic oil “requires no
hydrogenation to maintain a stable shelf life and low
transferable taste. Linolenic acid is found naturally in all
soybean oils, and it causes it to become stale or rancid over
time. To extend its shelf life and stabilize its taste, processors
hydrogenate the oil. However this process also creates
unhealthy trans fats.”
“Asoyia is the only brand on the market today that offers
all these benefits in one oil: zero trans fats, lower saturated
fat, extended fryer life, low transferable taste. Asoyia is also
processed from non genetically modified soybeans (nonGMO).”
“Why is being trans fat free so important? Trans
fats raise LDL (bad) cholesterol and lower HDL (good)
cholesterol. Starting in 2006 the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration will require food manufactures to list the

amount of trans fats in their products on nutrition labels.”
“In extensive tests, Asoyia lasted 25% longer in frying
applications than conventional hydrogenated oils. This
extended frying life offsets any price differentials. The
extended fryer life means less frequent draining, cleaning,
and oil changing. As a result you’ll use less oil and less labor,
decrease fryer down-time, and ultimately increase profits.” A
photo shows a sample Asoyia label.
To find about the Asoyia organization, click “2006
Growers Program” then click “Asoyia seed brochure” near
bottom of page. The 2nd page is titled “Join a growing group
of farmers making a real difference. When you grow Asoyia
Ultra Low Lin Soybean Seed, you become part of a growing
alliance of farmers changing the face of soybean farming.”
“Asoyia, a farmer-owned company, produces low linolenic
soybean oil from these seeds and markets it straight to the
consumer.” “Asoyia was locally developed. Scientists at
Iowa State University spent more than 30 years researching
and developing this groundbreaking seed, and the result is an
agricultural breakthrough you can take price in.”
Now click “Asoyia contract information” to find out
about the “2006 Asoyia Low-Lin Soybean Program.” The
Cargill, Asoyia, and River Valley Cooperative logos span
top of page. “Program benefits: (1) 80 cent bushel premium
(55 cents paid at time of delivery, 25 cents paid from Asoyia
after delivery is complete). (2) Several high yielding nonGMO varieties to select from. (3) No tech fee charged on the
seed. (4) Plus potential Asoyia revenue sharing premium in
addition to the 80 cents.
“Program details: (1) Acreage contract. (2) Cargill
will take all production from Asoyia contracted acres... (4)
Grower must pass the non GMO test to receive the 55 cent
premium. (5) Grower must adhere to ISO 9000 process
standards. GPS coordinates of where beans are planted are
required.”
Letter (e-mail) from Rich Lineback, Vice President,
Sales & Marketing. 2006. July 10. “Asoyia was founded in
mid-2004. The company grew out of an ISO-certified group
of farmers, referred to as the Iowa Quality Agricultural
Guild.
“Asoyia is a Limited Liability Company–not a
cooperative. We are owned by 25 Iowa farmers. We contract
with other growers to grow our Identity-Preserved soybeans.
100% of our farmers are returned to the farmers who
grow our soybeans. We sell soybean seed, and the Ultra
Low Linolenic Acid soybean oil that is produced from our
soybeans. We have an 8-year agreement with Cargill, who
currently toll process our oil.
“We started out with genetics developed by Walt Fehr.
We continue to work very closely with both the Iowa State
University soybean breeding program (under Dr. Fehr), and
with the Dairyland Seed Company in Wisconsin.” Address:
102 South Locust, Winfield, Iowa 52659. Phone: 319-2573400.
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6943. Product Name: Silk (Soymilk Sold Refrigerated
in Half Gallon ESL Gable Top Cartons) [Unsweetened
Organic].
Manufacturer’s Name: White Wave Foods Co.
(Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Broomfield, CO 80021.
Date of Introduction: 2006 July.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk (filtered water, whole organic
soybeans), calcium carbonate, sea salt, natural flavors,
carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D2, riboflavin
(B2), vitamin B12. No more, no less.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Half gallon (1.89 liter) Tetra
Pak ESL gable top Carton. Retails for $4.49 (2006/07,
Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California.
2006. July 31. 3.75 by 3.75 by 9½ inches. White, blue, and
light purple on bluish green. Front panel: Color photo of
soymilk being poured into a bowl of breakfast cereal with
blueberries and sliced strawberries. “Calcium enriched. 4g
carbs per serving. Vitamin fortified.” Back panel: “Demand
authenticity. Check out our new website www.SilkSoymilk.
com. We’re looking good in green! (“Our wind energy
purchase exceeds 24,000 megawatt hours per year–that’s the
global warming equivalent of taking more than 3,000 cars
off the road.”). Akasha’s corner–Chef to the stars.” Recipe
for Crustless corn and pepper quiche, adapted from her book
Hollywood Dish. Note: ALA stands for “alpha-linolenic
acid,” a polyunsaturated omega-3 fatty acid. It is called an
“essential fatty acid” because it is essential in the diet of all
mammals.
6944. Holtcamp-Frye, Michele. 2006. Grain storage needs
are changing: Bin shortages, rising steel prices and more
ethanol plants reward marketing savvy and grain quality.
Corn and Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 26-27.
• Summary: Growers will have to learn to think differently,
and to develop some new marketing skills.
6945. Product Name: CrèmSo [Peach, Raspberry,
Strawberry, Tropical Fruit].
Manufacturer’s Name: Bloom Foods Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3100 Mill St., Suite 206, Reno,
Nevada 89502. Phone: 775-324-2005.
Date of Introduction: 2006 September.
Ingredients: Peach: Peaches, organic soy puree (water,
organic USDA #1 soybeans, magnesium chloride), pears,
evaporated cane juice, corn starch, natural flavors, inulin,
annatto extract (for color), lemon juice, carrageenan, guar
gum, vanilla.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 cups per unit, 4 oz per cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.

New Product–Documentation: Leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo East. 1996. Sept.
“CrèmSo–All Natural Fruit & Soy Crème.” www.cremso.
com. An illustration shows the four different packages.
6946. Product Name: Soyboy Round Ravioli (With
Organic Tofu Filling) [Original, Verde, Rosa].
Manufacturer’s Name: Northern Soy, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 345 Paul Rd., Rochester, NY
14624. Phone: 585-235-8970.
Date of Introduction: 2006 September.
Ingredients: Ravioli Verde: Pasta: Enriched durum flour,
filtered water, wheat gluten, spinach. Filling: Organic tofu,
tomato paste, fresh onion, tapioca, onion and garlic powder,
non-irradiated herbs and spices, vegetable gum, sea salt.
honey, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz package.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
front and back, glossy color) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo East. 2000. Sept. “SoyBoy artisan
round ravioli. Filling made with organic tofu. Non-dairy, No
cholesterol. Low fat.”
From www.soyboy.com: “Original Tofu Ravioli is made
with superior durum flour for a light texture and is filled
with a deliciously seasoned organic tofu filling. It’s perfect
for lactose-intolerant people and a great way to introduce a
friend to organic tofu!
“Ravioli Rosa combines the light taste of tomato pasta
with a roasted sweet red pepper and organic tofu filling.
Enjoy it with a light sauce or a simple vinaigrette dressing.
“Ravioli Verde starts with the subtle taste of spinach
pasta and adds to it a garden herb-seasoned organic tofu–
great with your favorite veggie sauce!”
6947. Product Name: Soyboy Baked and Seasoned Organic
Tofu [Italian Tofu, Tofu Lin, Caribbean Tofu, Smoked Tofu].
Manufacturer’s Name: Northern Soy, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 345 Paul Rd., Rochester, NY
14624. Phone: 585-235-8970.
Date of Introduction: 2006 September.
Ingredients: Caribbean Tofu: Organic Tofu, non-GMO soy
sauce, barley malt, onion powder, apple cider vinegar, nonirradiated spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz package.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inch,
front and back, glossy color) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo East. 2000. Sept. On the front: “Enjoy
the goodness of organic tofu in great tasting flavors.” Each of
the four products is shown on a green tiled background. On
the rear is given the ingredients, nutrition facts, and product
information for each product.
From www.soyboy.com/baked.htm:
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“Tofu Lin is our SoyBoy Organic Tofu marinated with
traditional oriental flavorings and baked so it is ready to eat
right out of the package. Low in saturated fat and cholesterol
free, it is a great substitute for meat in oriental stir-fries and
in salads and soups.
“Italian Tofu is SoyBoy Organic Tofu tastefully
seasoned with Italian flavorings. Great in salads, pasta
dishes, or in any casserole where you choose to add
healthful, organic soy in a unique, tasty form.
“Our Caribbean Tofu recipe is SoyBoy Organic
Tofu that has been marinated and baked according to a
Jamaican family recipe. Combine Caribbean Tofu with other
ingredients to add a delicious, exotic zest to your meal, or
enjoy it as a snack, straight from the package.
“Smoked Tofu is SoyBoy Organic Tofu that has been
baked, seasoned and smoked. Ready to eat right out of
the package. It’s great in sandwiches, hors d’oeuvres and
split pea soup. It also makes a great substitute for smoked
cheese.”
6948. Roonnaphai, Nareenat. 2006. Pathways out of poverty
through cassava, maize and soybean in Thailand. Palawija
News (Bogor, Indonesia) 23(3):1-4. Sept.
• Summary: “Maize, cassava and soybean are not staples
in Thailand, they are food supplements and ingredients...
Locally produced soybean is not large scale.” Large amounts
of soybeans and soy meal are imported because of booming
livestock production.
“Soybean farmers in Sukhothai: In any given year,
soybean can be grown three times: the early rainy season
crop, late rainy season crop and the dry season crop with
irrigation. Most farmers hold many farm plots and they
combine paddy [rice], mung bean, morning glory [Ipomoea
aquatica; phak bung, also called water spinach, water
morning glory, water convolvulus] and chili with soybeans
in their cropping pattern. Net family cash income from
soybean and other crops grown in the irrigated zone is higher
than multiple cropping in rainfed areas and also higher
than farmers who practice soybean mono-cropping in both
[either] irrigated or rainfed areas. Soybean enriches the soil
and therefore there is no need to use fertilizers for crops
grown after soybean reducing farm costs... Locally produced
soybean is suitable for making soy milk due to its freshness
and high protein content. Potential exists for simple
processing of traditionally fermented Chinese soybean by
farm housewife groups to expand production as well as
marketing.” Address: Director, Div. of Field Crop Economics
Research, Bureau of Agricultural Economic Research, Office
of Agricultural Economics (OAE), Bangkok, Thailand.
6949. Product Name: Purely Decadent Dairy Free (Super
Premium Non-dairy Frozen Dessert) [Cherry Nirvana].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, Inc. (MarketerDistributor).

Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 21938, Eugene, OR
97402. Phone: (541) 338-9400.
Date of Introduction: 2006 September.
Ingredients: Cherry Nirvana: Filtered water, organic
soymilk (filtered water, organic soybeans), organic
dehydrated cane juice, cherries (black cherries, fructose,
ascorbic acid, cherry concentrate, natural flavor, cultured
dextrose, citric acid), organic brown rice syrup and/or
organic tapioca syrup, chocolate flake (beet sugar, coconut
oil, cocoa processed with alkali. chocolate liquor, soya
lecithin, vanilla), organic safflower oil and/or organic
soybean oil, chicory root extract, vanilla extract, carob
bean gum, carob bean gum, guar gum, algin (kelp extract),
carrageenan, yucca extract, potato sugar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 pint (473 ml).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (4 panels, each
panel 8½ x 11 inches, color) sent by Patricia Smith from
Natural Products Expo East. 2006. Sept. “The #1 selling
super premium dairy free ice cream.” “With 15 outrageous
flavors, there is a flavor for everyone.” A photo shows a large
carton of “Purely Decadent Dairy Free.” Previously it had
been labeled “Purely Decadent Soy Delicious.”
Note: Only major change in the culture would have
caused such a basic name change. The word “Soy” was
starting to become unpopular to a significant degree.
On page 2 is a bar chart comparing total sales growth
and rate of sales growth for the 26 weeks (6 months) ending
31 Dec. 2005 according to SPINSscan. Purely Decadent
pints grew by +4.6% to $1,500,000. Soy Dream pints
decreased by 17% to $500,000. Whole Soy pints decreased
by 17% to $350,000. Tofutti pints decreased by 6% to
$300,000.
On the last two panels are Nutrition Facts and
ingredients for the one new and 14 previous flavors.
An ancient legacy: Sea turtles. Heart K logo. Certified
vegan logo.
6950. Product Name: Vitasoy Organic Soy Beverage
[Holly Nog, or Peppermint Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Vitasoy USA, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: One New England Way, Ayer,
MA 01432. Phone: 1-800-462-7692.
Date of Introduction: 2006 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quart (32 fl oz). Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Glossy color leaflet (front
and back, 8½ by 11 inch) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo East. 2006. Sept. “Two new ways to boost
holiday sales this season. New!” On the front: A large photo
shows one carton of each of the two new flavors, with a red
ribbon around the bottom of both. Dairy free. In the lower
left corner, the USDA Organic logo. On the rear: Nutritional
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information and products specifications (UPC Codes and
barcodes). No ingredients are given.
6951. Product Name: Organic Pesto Sausage Patties,
Curried Potato Patties, Original Breakfast Sausage (Replaces
Tofu Sausage Patties, launched Aug. 1982).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 65 Frank Martin Court, Arcata,
CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7401.
Date of Introduction: 2006 November.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.5 oz (184 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Matthew
Schmit. 2009. March 18. 3 by 3 inches. Self adhesive. Multicolored on white. A stylish water-color illustration shows a
tofu shop on stilts by the edge of the sea. All three products
are “Certified organic. Seasoned and baked. Perishable–Keep
refrigerated.” (1) Pesto: “Dice into pasta or add to pizza!”(2)
Curried: “Add to falafel, wrap, or toast.” (3) Original:
“Delicious sausage alternative.”
6952. Product Name: Miso-Cup: Japanese Restaurant Style
Natural Instant Soup (Soft-Pack Miso Soup).
Manufacturer’s Name: Edward & Sons Trading Co., Inc.
(Importer). Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1326, Carpinteria, CA
93014.
Date of Introduction: 2006 December.
Ingredients: Soft-Pack: Organic miso (Organic soybeans,
cultured organic rice, sea salt, yeast), water, kombu seaweed
extract, salt, shiitake mushroom extract, onion powder, yeast
extract, alcohol. Tofu and vegetable packet. Freeze dried
tofu (water, soybeans, calcium sulfate, rice starch), wakame
seaweed, freeze-dried green onions.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Three 8-oz. servings.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label sent
by Joel Dee of Edward and sons. 2006. Dec. 8. Gusseted
plastic stand-up pack 6 by 7.75 inches. Green, yellow and
white on red and black. A color photo on the front shows
a bowl of miso soup. A small illustration to right of bowl
shows a Japanese lady serving miso soup. Text on front
panel: “Made with organic miso. 3 individual servings.
Convenience without compromise. 60 calories per serving.
No MSG. Vegan logo. Gluten-free logo. Delicious miso
soup–To go. Just add hot water. Back panel text. The story of
miso cup. Directions. Source: The Book of Miso by Shurtleff
& Aoyagi, Ten Speed Press. Ingredients. Copyright Edward
& Sons Trading Co., Inc. a vegetarian company.” Nutrition
facts. Special offer for Miso-Cup Travel Mug.
6953. Syngenta. 2006. Things are looking up for beans:
ApronMaxx (Ad). Corn and Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 18a.
• Summary: The top two-thirds of this full page color ad

shows an illustration of a blue river snaking from lower
left to upper right across a square field containing rows
of soybeans plus some trees. The text reads: “More and
more growers are using seed treatments on their acres. And
consequently finding themselves with more and more beans
to harvest. AproxMaxx seed treatment fungicide protects
young plants even under conditions that can leave them
vulnerable to disease, including early planting in cool and
wet conditions and farms using conservation tillage.”
6954. Product Name: Trader Joe’s High Protein Organic
Tofu: Super Firm (Vacuum Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016.
Date of Introduction: 2006 December.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic soybeans, nigari
(magnesium chloride, a natural firming agent). Certified
organic by Quality Assurance International (QAI).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz (1 lb) vacuum packed.
Retails for $1.99 (2006/12 Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 85 gm.: Calories 100, calories from fat
35, total fat 4 gm (6% daily value; saturated fat 1 gm),
cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 45 mg (2%), total carbohydrate 5
gm (dietary fiber 1 gm [3%], sugars 0 gm), protein 24 gm
(28%). Vitamin A 0%, calcium 6%, vitamin C 0%, iron 10%.
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2006. Dec.
31. Green, black, red, and white. Front panel: “14 grams
soy * protein per serving.” “* Diets low in saturated fat and
cholesterol that include 25 grams of soy protein a day may
reduce the risk of heart disease. One serving of Trader Joe’s
High Protein Organic Tofu provides 14 grams of soy protein
per serving.” QAI logo. USDA Organic logo. Back panel:
“Made in a facility that processes peanuts, wheat, milk &
tree nuts.”
6955. Product Name: Soy Smart [Chai, Vanilla, or
Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Odwalla, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Dinuba, CA 93618. Phone:
1-800-odwalla.
Date of Introduction: 2006.
Ingredients: Chai: Organic soymilk (water and organic
soybeans), pure filtered water, banana purée, organic
evaporated cane juice, soy lecithin, tricalcium phosphate,
vanilla extract, natural flavors, green tea extract, DHA algal
oil, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 450 ml (15.2 fl oz) HDPE
plastic bottle.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: The Soy Daily. 2007.
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May 17. “Quick–Who is Ken Jennings?” Odwalla’s latest
beverage line is Soy Smart, a nourishing soymilk drink
brimming with nutrients. Product with Label purchased
for $3.99 at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California.
2007. June 26. Self adhesive label in many colors: purple,
green and yellow on white. Illustration of the head of a man
with an arrow pointing toward his green brain. “Nutritional.
Soymilk drink. A good source of protein. 32 mg of Omega-3
DHA an important component of the brain.” Label copyright
2006. On the back panel is text and little illustrations. On one
side panel: Nutrition mission. Every day better. Soyfoods
Center taste test: This is thick, rich, rather sweet soymilk.
Not nearly as tasty as Odwalla’s chai in 1999 (before
Odwalla was purchased by Coca-Cola Co.) and much, much
too expensive.
6956. Olowe, V.I.O. 2006. Soybean and sunflower–A
potential remunerative intercropping system for the
forest–savanna transition zone of south west Nigeria. An
International Journal of Agricultural Sciences, Science,
Environment and Technology (ASSET) Series A 6(1):79-88. *
6957. Olowe, V.I.O.; Ajayi, J.A.; Ogunbayo, A.S. 2006.
Potentials of intercropping soybeans (Glycine max (L.)
Merrill) and cowpea (Vigna unguiculata L. Walp) into
sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) at three growth stages
in the transition zone of south west Nigeria. Tropical
Agricultural Research and Extension 9:91-102. *
6958. Product Name: Purely Decadent Dairy Free (Super
Premium Non-dairy Frozen Dessert) [Very Strawberry,
Cookie Dough, Pomegranate Chip, Coconut Craze].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, LLC. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 21938, Eugene, OR
97402. Phone: 1-866-388-7853.
Date of Introduction: 2006.
Ingredients: Coconut Craze: Organic soymilk (filtered
water, organic soybeans), organic dehydrated cane juice,
roasted almonds (almonds, safflower oil, salt), organic
tapioca syrup and/or organic brown rice syrup, chocolate
flake (beet sugar, coconut oil, cocoa processed with alkali,
chocolate liquor, soya lecithin, vanilla), organic soybean oil
and/or organic safflower oil, organic dried coconut, chicory
root extract, natural flavors (coconut, lactic acid {from a
vegetable source}), carob bean gum, guar gum, algin (kelp
extract), carrageenan, yucca extract, potato sugar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 pint (473 ml).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (front and back,
8½ x 11 inches, color) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo East. 2007. Oct. Copyright 2006. “The
most decadent brand in dairy free ice cream just got more
indulgent: Four new indulgent flavors.” On the rear are

Nutrition Facts and ingredients for each of the four new
flavors. Certified vegan logo.
Note: These products have been renamed from “Purely
Decadent Soy Delicious” to “Purely Decadent Dairy Free.”
6959. Product Name: Silk Creamer (Plain Non-Dairy,
Liquid).
Manufacturer’s Name: WhiteWave Foods Co. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Broomfield, CO 80021.
Date of Introduction: 2006.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk (filtered water, organic whole
soybeans), palm oil, maltodextrin (from corn), organic
evaporated cane juice, soy lecithin, potassium phosphate,
sodium citrate, tapioca starch, natural flavors, carrageenan.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Pint gable-top carton. Retails
for $0.99 (2007/01, Pleasant Hill, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 tablespoon (15 ml): Calories 15, calories
from fat 10, total fat 1 gm (2% daily value; saturated fat 0
gm, trans fat 0 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 10 mg, total
carbohydrate 1 gm (dietary fiber 0, sugars less than 1 gm),
protein 0 gm. Vitamin A 0%, vitamin C 0%, calcium 0%,
iron 0%. Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie
diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased by Martine Liguori at Grocery Outlet in Pleasant
Hill, California. 2007. Jan. Paid $0.99 but retail value is
$2.79. Front panel: Pink, white, blue, brown and white on
purple. “Now smoother & creamier.” An illustration shows
Silk Creamer being poured into a coffee cup. Left panel:
“Coffee for folks who use their beans.” “Akasha’s Corner:
Chef Akasha’s Chocolate Truffles.” Back panel: “We’re
looking good in green. EPA green power partner.” “Our wind
power switcheroo eliminates 16,000 tons of greenhouse
gases. That’s like parking 3,200 cars for a whole year.” Back
panel: “This soy creamer is made from soybeans that were
not genetically engineered.” “100% Vegan.”
Note: This carton was introduced after White Wave was
purchased by Dean Foods. Notice that the word “soymilk”
no longer appears in the product name.
6960. Dean, Cheryl A.; Sun, W.; Dong, Z; Caldwell, C.D.
2006. Soybean nodule hydrogen metabolism affects soil
hydrogen uptake and growth of rotation crops. Canadian J.
of Plant Science 86(5):1327-31. Special issue. [14 ref. Eng;
fre]
• Summary: “Soil adjacent to hydrogen releasing (Hupstrain) legume nodules had a significantly higher hydrogen
uptake rate than that around the nodules containing the Hup+
strain. Barley grown following soybean inoculated with the
Hup- strain exhibited an increased grain yield under field
conditions.” Address: 1-3. Dep. of Biology, Saint Mary’s
Univ., Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3H 3C3.
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6961. Fromartz, Samuel. 2006. Organic, Inc.: Natural foods
and how they grew. New York, NY: Harcourt, Inc. xx + 294
p. No illust. No index. 24 cm. [270 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (the case of Arthur
Harvey, a small organic blueberry farmer from Maine). 1.
Humus worshippers: The origins of organic food. 2. The
organic method: Strawberries in two versions. 3. A Local
initiative: From farm to market. 4. A spring mix: Growing
organic salad. 5. Mythic manufacturing: Health, spirituality,
and breakfast (very interesting, largely about Steve Demos,
White Wave Silk soymilk and Dean Foods / Suiza, plus
Sylvester Graham, Dr. James Caleb Jackson, Dr. John
Harvey Kellogg and his brother Will K. Kellogg, Jeremiah
Ridenour, Ted Nordquist, The Book of Tofu by Shurtleff and
Aoyagi, Diet for a Small Planet by Frances Moore Lappe).
6. Backlash: The meaning of organic. 7. Consuming organic:
Why we buy. Acknowledgments. Notes.
A history (sort of) of the organic food industry in
the United States, and how the movement has gone from
fringe, to commercial, to mainstream. This is a niche or
underdog food culture involving many issues of morality–
the relationship of humans to agriculture and nature, and
specifically how a principled person or business can thrive in
the modern world without compromising ideals.
The author, a business writer, says in the introduction:
“I was particularly interested in the people who sought
to manifest their values in business... The intersection of
idealism and business was not an easy place to stand, since
one usually trumped the other.”
“Sales of organic food had shot up about 20% per year
since 1990, reaching $11 billion by 2003.” This industry,
which has its roots in utopian ideologies, will surely have an
interesting future.
A great deal of this book is devoted to the recent history,
and the early history of the organic food industry in the
United States is (unfortunately) extremely weak. The book
is hurt first by the lack of an index, second by the lack of
endnote reference numbers in the text (the 254 endnotes
themselves are excellent), and third by the lack of complete
references to key books cited in the endnotes (he gives the
author and title, but no year of publication or publisher; so
one who wishes to cite these books must take the time to
look up the missing information). Address: Business writer,
Washington, DC.
6962. Giller, K.E.; Dashiell, K.E. 2006. Glycine max (L.)
Merr. In: M. Brink, G. Belay, eds. 2006. Plant Resources of
Tropical Africa. 1. Cereals and Pulses. PROTA Foundation,
Wageningen, Netherlands/Backhuys Publishers, Leiden,
Netherlands/CTA, Wageningen, Netherlands. 297 p. See p.
76-82. Literature on p. 242-288. Illust. 24 cm. [28 soy ref]
• Summary: Contents: Protologue. Family. Chromosome
number, Synonyms. Vernacular names. Origin and

geographic distribution. Uses. Production and international
trade. Properties. Description. Other botanical information.
Growth and development. Ecology. Propagation and
planting. Management. Diseases and pests. Harvesting.
Yield. Handling after harvest. Genetic resources. Breeding.
Prospects. Major references. Other references. Sources of
Illustration. A map (p. 76) shows where Glycine max is
planted in Africa.
Page 76. The soybean may have been introduced to
Sub-Saharan Africa in the 19th century by Chinese traders
along the east coast of Africa (no source is given). Soybean
was first cultivated in Tanzania in 1907 and Malawi in 1909.
Today, soybean is widely cultivated in tropical, subtropical
and temperate regions worldwide. “The slow distribution
outside of Asia can be explained by the absence of soyabean
specific rhizobia in the soils of other regions; the crop only
developed in the United States at the beginning of the 20th
century, following the discovery of the nodulation process by
scientists.”
An interesting section (p. 76) discusses uses in Tropical
Africa.
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Nyasaland, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Nyasaland (1909). The source of these soybeans is
unknown. Address: 1. Plant Production Systems, Dep. of
Plant Sciences, Wageningen Univ., P.O. Box 430, 6700 AK
Wageningen, Netherlands; 2. USDA-ARS Northern Grains
Insect Research Lab., 2923 Medary Avenue, Brookings SD
57006, USA.
6963. Nakagawa, J.; Lemos, L.B.; Cavariani, C.; Penariol,
F.G. 2006. Seed quality of soybean cropped in rotation with
pearl millet. Revista Brasileira de Sementes 28(1):36-44. *
6964. Turtle Mountain, Inc. 2006. Consumer comment card.
Dear store manager, As a consumer I want: 1. Products that
taste great. 2. A variety of flavors and offerings. 3. Products
that are Dairy Free (A Must!). Call Turtle Mountain!!
(Leaflet). P.O. Box 21938, Eugene, OR 97402. 3 panels each
side. Each panel 8½ x 11 inches. Front and back.
• Summary: An impressive color leaflet sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo East. 2007. Oct. A photo
on the cover shows the front panel of four Turtle Mountain
non-dairy frozen dessert products. But wait. Upon more
careful examination, we notice that three of the four have
been re-labeled. The largest and central product, which was
labeled “Organic Soy Delicious” is now labeled “Organic
So Delicious Dairy Free.” Likewise, two flavors that were
labeled “Purely Decadent Soy Delicious” are now labeled
“Purely Decadent Dairy Free.”
Page 2 states that sales of Purely Decadent Dairy Free
Pints grew by 4.6% during the 26 weeks ending 31 Dec.
2005, whereas sales of Soy Dream pints and WholeSoy pints
each decreased by 17% and sales of Tofutti pints decreased
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by 6%.
Page 5 headline states: “Over 60 million Americans seek
dairy free alternatives. 50 million lactose intolerant. 2 million
with dairy allergies. 9 million (and growing) vegetarian and
vegan.” These consumers want a “Healthier alternative to
dairy ice cream.” “More and more retailers are catching on to
the dairy free trend.”
Note: This leaflet was printed after Jan. 2006 and
before Dec. 2006. Address: Eugene, Oregon. Phone: www.
turtlemountain.com.
6965. Pan, R.S.; Singh, A.K.; Kumar, S.; Rai, Mathura. 2007.
Stability of yield and its components in vegetable soybean
(Glycine max). Indian J. of Agricultural Sciences 77(1):2821. Jan. [6 ref]
• Summary: “’EC 384907’ (15 tonnes/ha) performed the
best in respect of graded (2-seeded, 3-seeded) green pod
yield and showed its stability and average response to
change in environmental conditions. The line was also better
performing, stable and suitable for favourable environments
for pods/plant (110.4), 100-green seed weight (49.1 g),
branches/plant (6.1), 2-seeded (2.1 g) and 3-seeded pod
weight (2.8 g). ‘EC 384905’ was better performing, stable
and suitable for favourable environments for graded green
pod yield (14.2 tonnes/ha), 100-green seed weight (49.9 g)
and shelling percentage (56.3). ‘EC 384906’ was stable and
very promising for early flowering (36.3 days after sowing)
and early maturity (73.3) and responsive in unfavourable
environments.” Address: Horticulture and Agro-forestry
Research Programme, ICAR Research Complex for Eastern
Region, Ranchi, Jharkhand 834 010 [India].
6966. Ohm, Karl. 2007. Virtual farming comes of age: Novel
crop-modeling program offers accurate predictions of yield
and field crop conditions. Corn and Soybean Digest. Feb. p.
20.
• Summary: The new program, named PALMS, models
the movement of water in a farm’s soil. It can help a farmer
make critical decisions.
6967. Ohm, Karl. 2007. In pursuit of precision: GPS and
auto-steer produce more high-tech converts. Corn and
Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 11-12.
• Summary: For example, much more accurate fertilizer
application, based on what the soil needs, can be one
immediate reward.
6968. Pocock, John. 2007. Top 5 precision farming tools:
Experts identify the best high-tech gadgets to save time and
money. Corn and Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 24.
• Summary: The top 5 picks are:
1. Computer queries.
2. Auto-guidance equipment.
3. Variable-rate technology.

4. Yield maps.
5. Sensor technology.
6969. Bharadwaj, C.H.; Tara Satyavathi, C.; Husain, S.M.;
Chauhan, G.S.; Srivastava, R.N. 2007. Divergence studies
in early-maturing soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merrill)
germplasm accessions in India. Plant Genetic Resources
Newsletter (FAO/IBPGR) No. 149. p. 17-21. March. [10 ref.
Eng; fre; spa]
• Summary: Summary: “Earliness has been a trait long
sought by both crop physiologists and breeders for drought
avoidance. In India, there is an obvious need for early
varieties of soybean, particularly when there is a break
in the monsoon and the crop has to complete its cycle on
the available moisture. Further, in the cropping system of
Malwan plateau, where farmers grow a soybean-potatowheat rotation, there is demand for short-duration varieties
(<90 days) to fit in the cycle. The non-availability of suitable
varieties in this early group (<90 days), with the exception
of the farmer variety ‘Samrat’, stimulated a study of the
germplasm available at the National Research Centre for
Soybean, Indore, for earliness; 87 accessions were evaluated
for plant height, branch number, pods per plant, 100-seed
weight, days to flowering, days to maturity, reproductive
period and seed yield per plant. All the genotypes showed
significant variability, indicating considerable diversity.
Based on the D2 Mahalanobis’ clustering, these 87 genotypes
could be grouped into eight clusters. The germplasm
accessions selected from this study could be used as parental
material in a soybean breeding programme for earliness.”
Address: 1. Plant Breeding, Div. of Genetics, Indian
Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa, New Delhi–110012,
India; 2. National Research Center for Soybean, Khanddwa
Rd., Indore 452 017, Madhya Pradesh, India.
6970. Lane, Mick. 2007. Look down and learn. Iowa
Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean Association, Urbandale,
Iowa) 18(6):18-19. March.
• Summary: This article is about remote sensing–using aerial
images to identify crop problems. A sidebar discusses where
to find aerial imagery on the Web.
6971. Crowell, Lewis. 2007. Shocked! Acres U.S.A. 37(4):7.
April.
• Summary: “I am shocked that your editorial staff endorses
the production of biofuels. Where would we find the acreage
to feed even a small fraction of our nation’s energy appetite.”
“Recent USDA-based studies estimate that to meet only
7% of gasoline production, we would have to convert all
U.S. crop land to corn. This excludes biodiesel and all food
crops. Even a fraction of this production would leave us a
countryside of ‘fuel farms,’ highly mechanized operations
requiring vast quantities of water, fertilizer, and pesticides.
As for the environmental costs: would the highly touted
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‘biofuel economy’ be worth eliminating our natural and
cultural landscapes. making even the worst urban sprawl
look tame?
“A few years ago my wife and I noticed large soybean
fields replacing many picturesque hay fields and pastures
in southern Ontario. Recently, we observe entire regions
throughout rural Ontario have become rolling seas of
soybeans and corn–many from horizon to horizon. In the
fall, herbicide ‘plowing’ [no-till] turns most of these fields
into grey poisoned moonscapes. We have also notice many
wildlife refuges have leased big chunks to crop growers...
Millions of acres of heavily sprayed corn and soybean fields
leave absolutely no room for wildlife.” Address: East Aurora,
New York.

New Product–Documentation: Talk with (call from) Todd
Pinkham, founder and owner of Vermont Soy. 2007. Dec. 10.
In April he started to make and sell the four types of soymilk
and two types of tofu show above. He uses a ProSoya VS200 system. Todd used to make tempeh.
Leaflet (glossy color, single sided, 28 cm) sent by
Patricia Smith from Natural Products Expo West. 2008.
March. “Now available, Vermont Soy. It’s fresh! It’s organic!
It’s local! made in Hardwick, Vermont.” A photo shows four
flavors (Original, Chocolate, Vanilla, Unsweetened) in half
gallon and quart plastic containers.
Outer package for Vermont Soy Artisan Tofu sent
by Sjon Welters. 2008. Dec. 26. 4 by 4.75 by 2 inches.
Paperboard box. Light green, dark green, black, white,
purple, and red. 14 oz. retails for $3.99. Fresh. “Handcrafted with Vermont-grown beans.” “Sell by 11 31 08.”
The tofu is vacuum-packed in a plastic pouch inside the box.
“Ingredients: Vermont-grown organic non-GMO soybeans,
nigari (magnesium chloride), calcium sulphate, pure Vermont
water.” Phone: 802.472.8500. Note the USDA Organic seal
at the lower right.

6972. Product Name: Organic BBQ Burgers, Mexi Burgers
(Replaces Tofu-Mexi Patties, launched June 1997), Vegie
Burgers (Replaces Tofu Veggie Patties, launched 1981),
Breakfast Sausage 12-Pack, Marinated Tofu Cutlets 12Pack, Alder Smoked Tofu 12-Pack, Original Tofu Cutlets
(Replaces Tofu Cutlets: Marinated and Baked, launched
1982).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 65 Frank Martin Court, Arcata,
CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7401.
Date of Introduction: 2007 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.5 oz (184 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Matthew
Schmit. 2009. March 18. Self adhesive. Products 1-3: 3
inches diameter. Multi-colored on white. A stylish watercolor illustration shows a tofu shop on stilts by the edge of
the sea. All three products weigh 7.5 oz (211 gm) and are
“Organic. Baked tofu. Perishable–Keep refrigerated. Good
source of calcium. Rich in vitamin C and iron. Cholesterol
free.”
Products 4-6. Label is one color on white. 4 by 3 inches.
No illustration. Product name, ingredients, nutrition facts (all
information) is on front panel. Product 7: 3.5 by 2.5 inches.
Multi-colored on white. A stylish water-color illustration
shows a tofu shop on stilts by the edge of the sea. 6 oz.
Certified organic. Marinated and baked. Enjoy our classic
marinade rich with organic soy sauce, garlic, and a hint of
lemon. Perfect for sandwiches, salads, stir-fry, and sushi
rolls. Perishable–Keep refrigerated.

6974. Monteiro, Sildomar Takahashi; Minekawa, Y.; Kosugi,
Y.; Akazawa, T.; Oda, K. 2007. Prediction of sweetness and
amino acid content in soybean crops from hyperspectral
imagery. ISPRS J. of Photogrammetry & Remote Sensing
62(1):2-12. May. [35 ref]
• Summary: “Hyperspectral image data provides a powerful
tool for non-destructive crop analysis... This method is
demonstrated using high-resolution hyperspectral data of
wavelengths ranging from the visible to the near infrared
acquired from an experimental field of green vegetable
soybeans. The best predictions were achieved using a
nonlinear regression model of the second derivative
transformed dataset. Glucose could be predicted with
greater accuracy, followed by sucrose, fructose and nitrogen.
The proposed method provides the possibility to provide
relatively accurate maps predicting the chemical content of
soybean crop fields.”
“Amino acids taste sweet or delicious (umami) to
humans.
Note: ISPRS stands for the “International Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing.” Address: Dep. of
Mechano-Micro Engineering, Tokyo Inst. of Technology,
4259 Nagatsuta, Midori-ku, Yokohama, 226-8502, Japan.

6973. Product Name: Organic Soymilk (Unsweetened,
Chocolate, Vanilla, Original), and Organic Nigari Firm Tofu
(in Bulk, or Vacuum Packed).
Manufacturer’s Name: Vermont Soy LLC.
Manufacturer’s Address: 180 Junction Rd. (P.O. Box 401),
Hardwick, VT 05843. Phone: (802) 472-8500.
Date of Introduction: 2007 April.
How Stored: Refrigerated.

6975. Product Name: [Vetara Organic Tofunaise].
Foreign Name: Vetara Bio Tofunaise.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natudis B.V.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 376, 3840 AJ
Harderwijk, Netherlands.
Date of Introduction: 2007 June.
Ingredients: Soymilk (45%) (water, soybeans*),
sunflowerseed* oil (39%), apple cider vinegar*, apple
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juice concentrate*, sea salt, mustard* (water, apple cider
vinegar, mustard seeds*, sea salt, cucumber*), guar gum. * =
organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 320 gm bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Sjon Welters
from the Netherlands. 2007. June. 2.5 x 8.25 inches. Dark
green, red, yellow, gold. Color photo shows the corner of a
salad and french fried potatoes. Vegetarian logo.
6976. Product Name: [Manna Unpasteurized Organic
Barley Miso].
Foreign Name: Manna Ongepasteuriseerde Bio
Gerstenmiso “Mugi.”.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natuproducts BV.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 376, 3840 AJ
Harderwijk, Netherlands.
Date of Introduction: 2007 June.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans*, barley (31%)*, sea salt,
Aspergillus oryzae (koji).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 400 gm. glass jar.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Sjon Welters
from the Netherlands. 2007. June. Red, black, and white on
yellow. An illustration shows two white cranes flying in front
of a red moon. 4 by 3 inches.
6977. Faller, Sylvia. 2007. Gluecksfall Sojabohnen:
Biobauern der Region profitieren von der Tofu-Nachfrage.
Sojapflanze passt gut in Fruchtfolge [Stroke of luck soybean:
Organic farmers in the region will benefit from the tofu
demand. Soybean plant fits well in crop rotation]. Badische
Zeitung (BZ, Germany). Sept. 21. p. 24. [Ger]
• Summary: Life Food GmbH says it is Europe’s largest
maker of organic tofu. It is growing these organic beans
nearby in Germany. A photo shows unthreshed soybean pods
in a person’s hand.
6978. Product Name: Artie’s Tempeh Burgers, and Artie’s
Fresh Organic Soy Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Artomoro Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 125 N.W. 23rd Ave. #17,
Gainesville, FL 32601. Phone: 352-226-5561.
Date of Introduction: 2007 September.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, Rhizopus
oligosporus.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Frozen: Burgers: 4 x 3 oz
burgers per pack; Not vacuum packed. Tempeh: 1 lb retail.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Sam Guy. 2008.
Dec. 29. His son is Art and the tempeh business was Art’s
idea. The tempeh burgers were introduced in Sept. 2007
and the retail tempeh in Oct. 2007, one month later. His son
delivers his tempeh locally on a bicycle–which has attracted
media attention. The business provides detailed nutritional

and microbiological info on its product; this as made it
possible to attract large customers; the company has about
80 customers, big and small. Their tempeh is frozen but not
pasteurized. See www.artiestempeh.blogspot.com. On this
website is a list of “Some of the fine grocery stores that are
selling Artie’s Tempeh.” Many nice recipes are given (each
with a color photo) on the website.
6979. Winsor, Susan. 2007. How far off are farm robots?
We asked leading ag engineers to share their vision of how
robotic agricultural equipment might evolve. Corn and
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 16-17, 20.
• Summary: Are you ready to give up driving your tractor?
“Robotics are most valuable when they can perform field
operations more accurately than is humanly possible.”
6980. Product Name: Silk Pumpkin Spice (Slightly Thick
Soymilk in Gable Top Cartons).
Manufacturer’s Name: Dean Foods / WhiteWave Foods
(Product Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 2515 McKinney Ave., Suite
1200, Dallas, Texas 75201.
Date of Introduction: 2007 October.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk (filtered water, whole organic
soybeans), organic evaporated cane juice, natural flavors, sea
salt, carrageenan.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart Pure-Pak carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (glossy color,
front and back, 28 cm) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo East. 2007. Oct. “Silk for the holidays. New.”
On the front panel photo show: (1) Three hands holding
beige mugs of Silk in a toast, each much containing soymilk
and a cinnamon stick. A fire burns in the background. (2) The
front of two Silk soymilk gable top cartons, one of Pumpkin
Spice flavor and the other of Nog. On the rear are given the
nutrition facts, ingredients, UPC and bar codes, and case
information for each product.
Product with Label purchased in the dairy case at
Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California. 2010. Dec. 18.
One quart retails for $3.29–very expensive! By comparison,
a half gallon of Safeway’s (Lucerne brand) “Holiday
Eggnog” retails for $2.99. So the Silk Pumpkin Spice is
more than twice as expensive (2.2 times as much) per fluid
ounce. White Wave is now a brand owned by Dean Foods.
Front panel: “Lactose-free. Seasonal flavor.” Back panel:
“Every drop of Silk is made from non genetically modified
soybeans, grown right here in North America.” Note: The
organic soybeans and evaporated cane juice used in 2007
have been replaced by so-called “all natural” soybeans and
evaporated cane juice.
Soyinfo Center taste test. 2010. Dec. 18. Flavor:
Mediocre. Consistency: Less thick and rich than expected.
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6981. Schrot & Korn (Germany). 2007. Taifun am
Oberrhein: Unabhaengig von Saatgut-Firmen wie Monsanto
[Taifun at Oberrhein: Independent of seed companies such as
Monsanto]. Oct. p. 72. [Ger]
• Summary: Half of the soybeans that Taifun now process
are grown organically in Germany. Color photos show:
Soybean pods hanging on a vine. Wolfgang Heck.
6982. Pereira, Alan Alves; Hungria, M.; Franchini, J.C.;
Kaschuk, G.; Oliveira Chueire, L.M.D.; Campo, R.J.; Torres,
E. 2007. Variacoes qualitativas e quantitativas na microbiota
do solo e na fixacao biologica do nitrogenio sob diferentes
manejos com soja [Qualitative and quantitative changes
in soil microbiota and biological nitrogen fixation under
different soybean managements]. Revista Brasileira de
Ciência do Solo 31(6):1397-1412. [68 ref. Por; eng]
• Summary: “Treatments were a combination of a crop
sequence (S) (soybean/wheat) and a crop rotation (R) (lupin/
maize/black oat/soybean/wheat/soybean/wheat/soybean),
either under conventional tillage (CT) or no-tillage (NT)...
Amounts of microbial biomass carbon and nitrogen (MB-C
and MB-N, respectively) were 114% and 157% higher in NT
than in CT.” Address: Embrapa Soja, Caixa Postal 231, CEP
86001-970 Londrina (PR) [Brazil].
6983. Hofer, Michaela; Schweiger, Peter. 2007. Die
Bedeutung der Kulturpflanze Soja fuer die biologische
Landwirtschaft on Oesterreich: Status quo, forschung
and Entwicklungspotential [The importance of cultivated
soybeans for organic farming in Austria]. Vienna. [Ger]*
6984. Mebrahtu, T.; Mullins, C. 2007. Efficiency of
mechanical harvest for immature vegetable soybean pods.
Virginia J. of Science 58:165-174. *
• Summary: The majority of the vegetable soybean
consumed in the USA is imported.
6985. Product Name: Organic Tofu [Sesame Ginger, or
Herb].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sol Cuisine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
L4Z 2C7. Phone: 905-502-8500.
Date of Introduction: 2007.
Ingredients: Sesame ginger: Filtered water, soybeans*,
sesame seeds*, ginger root*, calcium chloride, magnesium
chloride. * = Certified organic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 227 gm (8 oz).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Two labels sent by Lorraine
Guardino of Sol Cuisine. 2013. March 11. She ads a note that
these two products were introduced in 2007 and sold only in
Ontario.
6986. Product Name: Silk Soymilk (Aseptic Single Serve)

[Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: WhiteWave Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 12002 Airport Way, Broomfield,
CO 80021. Phone: 1-800-488-9823.
Date of Introduction: 2007.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk (filtered water, whole organic
soybeans), organic evaporated cane juice, calcium carbonate,
natural vanilla flavor, sea salt, carrageenan, vitamin A
palmitate, vitamin D2, riboflavin (B2), vitamin B-12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8.25 fl oz (244 ml) metallic
Tetra Prisma Aseptic carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (glossy color,
front and back, 28 cm) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo East. 2007. “Introducing Silk Vanilla Aseptic
single serve.” On the front, a large photo shows a white man
and a black woman with the product. Silk is now “in a handy
grab-and-go package.” On the rear: The product is sold in
3-packs and 18-packs. Nutrition facts, ingredients, UPC and
barcodes, and case information are given.
6987. Andrioli, Antônio Inácio. 2007. Biosoja
versus Gensoja: Eine Studie ueber Technik und
Familienwissenschaft im nordwestlichen Grenzgebiet des
Bundeslandes Rio Grande do Sul (Brasilien) [Organically
grown soybeans vs. genetically engineered soybeans: A study
of the technology and family agriculture in the northwest
border region of Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil)]. Frankfurt am
Main: P. Lang. 348 p. Illust. 21 cm. Series: Arbeit, Bildung
und Gesellschaft, No. 6 (Labor, Education & Society, No. 6).
[200+ ref. Ger]*
• Summary: Based on his 2006 PhD thesis at Univ. of
Osnabrück. Andriolo was born in 1974.
6988. Carpenter, Debra Jean Strouse. 2007. Determination
of plant spacing and time of planting in the production of
edamame soybeans for optimal yield and seed isoflavone
content in Tennessee. MSc thesis, University of Tennessee.
68 p. Electronic text. Illust. 29 cm. *
• Summary: The objectives of this study are three-fold: to
determine the within row plant spacing and time of planting
that will produce optimal yields and seed isoflavone content,
to explore the feasibility of incorporating edamame soybeans
[Glycine max (L.) Merrill] in a double-cropping system
with strawberries, and to study the potential as an edamame
soybean of newly identified line TN03-349. Address:
Tennessee.
6989. Dwivedi, A.K. 2007. Impact of fertilizer and manure
use for three decades on crop productivity and sustainability,
and soil quality under soybean-wheat system on Vertisol
in central India. Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, India: Indian
Institute of Soil Science (ICAR). 51 p. Illust (color). *
Address: Dep. of Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry,
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Jawaharlal Nehru Agricultural Univ.
6990. El-Hage Scialabba, Nadia. 2007. Foreword. In:
William Lockeretz, ed. 2007. Organic Farming: An
International History. Oxfordshire, UK; Cambridge,
Massachusetts: CAB International. xi + 282 p. See p. ix-xi.
• Summary: Some say it started thousands of years ago,
when hunter-gatherers settled down and took up agriculture.
“After all, farmers of the remote past certainly did not have
to deal with synthetic chemicals! However, true organic
agriculture is practised by intent, not by default; you do not
automatically become organic simply because you never
used prohibited chemicals anyway. This makes it clear
that organic agriculture started much more recently. It is
hard to specify exactly when, but early landmarks include
the founding of biodynamic agriculture in the 1920s, the
emergence of a strongly organized movement in the UK
in the 1940s and the promulgation of the first organic
production standards in the 1960s.”
Organic agriculture is an “oasis,” “a vibrant and
innovative movement for cultural and social development.”
Address: Senior Officer (Environment and Sustainable
Development), Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO).
6991. Simic, Branimir; Popovic, R.; Sudaric, A.; Rozman, V.;
Kalinovic, I.; Cosic, J. 2007. Influence of storage condition
on seed oil content of maize, soybean and sunflower.
Agriculturae Conspectus Scientificus 72(3):211-13. Special
issue. [13 ref]
• Summary: “In summary, the lowest seed quality losses
were in maize, then in soybean and the highest losses were
in sunflower. Decreasing of seed quality losses is possible
with suitable storage conditions, particularly for soybean and
sunflower.” Address: 1. Agricultural Institute Osijek, Juzno
predgrade 17, 31000, Osijek, Croatia.
6992. Product Name: [Soy Milanesas].
Foreign Name: Milanesas de Soja.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: M.T. de Alvear 1754, San
Martin, Provincia de Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Date of Introduction: 2007?
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, texturized soy protein,
wheat flour, wheat gluten, batter (rebozador; pan rallado),
salt, garlic powder, dehydrated parsley, soy sauce, natural
flavors.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 350 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Visit with Carlos Planes
at Soyinfo Center in Lafayette, California. 2012. Feb. 23.
Documents related to this tofu product he brought and gave
to Soyinfo Center: Label for this soy product. 12 x 16 cm.
Red, white and black on green. Carlos says: Milanesas is the

single most popular food in Argentina–like burgers in the
United States. “Mila” comes from Milan–the city in northern
Italy. The traditional main ingredient in Milanesas is beef.
Soy Milanesas have been on the market in Argentina since
the 1970s. A very big Argentinian food company named
Vegelex now makes soy milanesas, and may have been
making them since the 1970s. Not long after Carlos launched
his product, he switched to making and private labeling it
for a company named Molinos Rio de la Plata. It is sold as
part of their “Granja del Sol” line of products. Containing
defatted soy flour, corn meal and wheat, it is fried. This
company is very good at selling this product. Their basic
business is making noodles, like Vegelex; so the two
companies have competing soy Milansas products. Today
there are hundreds of different makers of “Milansas de soja”
in Argentina! But many are small companies.
6993. Product Name: [Provamel Organic Spread for Bread
(Fines Herbes)].
Foreign Name: Provamel smeerbare Soya à tartiner (Fijne
Kruiden).
Manufacturer’s Name: Alpro NV.
Manufacturer’s Address: Vlamingstraat 28, B-8560
Wevelgem, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 2008 January.
Ingredients: Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm in plastic tub. Retails
for 250 euros. March 2008.
How Stored: New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Sjon Welters.
2008. March 24. Vegan. No cholesterol.
6994. Product Name: Wildwood Tofu-Veggie Burgers
(Organic) [Original].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pulmuone Wildwood, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Fullerton, CA 92833.
Date of Introduction: 2008 January.
Ingredients: Jan. 2008: Tofu* (filtered water, soybeans*,
nigari {magnesium chloride, a natural firming agent}),
vegetable oil* (sunflower or canola), yellow onion*, carrot*,
kale*, tapioca starch*, sea salt, garlic powder*. * = Organic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6.5 oz (184 gm) vacuum
packed. Package of two retails for $2.69 (2008/01 Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s, Lafayette, California. 2008. Jan.
16. Green, tan, red, orange, and blue. Front panel: “2 readyto-enjoy burgers. 25% organic vegetables.” “100% U.S.
grown organic soybeans.” USDA Organic logo. Certified
organic by Oregon Tilth. www.wildwoodfoods.com. “Dairy
free, gluten-free & soy-isolate free, organic, vegan.”
6995. Roseboro, Ken. 2008. The 2008 non-GMO
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sourcebook: A buyers guide to global suppliers of non-GMO
and organic seeds, grains, ingredients, and foods. Fairfield,
Iowa: Writing Solutions, Inc. 102 p. Illust. (both color, and
blue and white photos). Index. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Editor’s introduction (by Ken
Roseboro, publisher and editor). Suppliers of non-GMO
products: United States, Canada, Europe, Africa / Middle
East, Asia / Australia, Latin / South America. The NonGMO Project special section (The Non-GMO Project rises
to forefront of natural food industry, Verification aims
to protect natural and organic foods from GMOs, assure
consumers, The Non-GMO Project facts, Michael Funk
[President and CEO of United Natural Foods, Inc., UNFI]:
“Time has come” for The Non-GMO Project, Company
profile: Straus Family Creamery becomes first company to
be verified through Non-GMO Project). Related products,
services, and organizations. Indexes: Index of non-GMO
suppliers by product category: Seeds, grains and oilseeds
(incl. soybeans {identity preserved, specialty, food- and
feed-grade}, soybeans–organic), canola / rapeseed products,
corn products, soy products (phytosterols, soy flakes, soy
flour, soy germ concentrate, soy grits, soy lecithin {including
organic}, soy meal {including organic}, soy nuts, soy oil
{including organic}, soy oil–low linolenic, soy protein,
isolates and concentrates, soy protein–textured, soymilk,
soymilk powder, soy sauce, vitamin E / tocopherols), other
ingredients and processing aids (citric acid, dairy ingredients,
enzymes, flavors, food colors, organic sweeteners, etc.), food
products, animal feed. Index of related products, services
and organizations. Index of related products, services, and
organizations. Comprehensive index. Order form for The
Organic & Non-GMO Report.
This comprehensive book gives the single best picture
of the growing industry, worldwide, opposed to genetic
engineering of foods and feeds. Address: Editor / Publisher.
Phone: 1-800-854-0586.
6996. Product Name: Tempeh [Spicy Veggie, Organic Five
Grain, Organic Soy].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031. Phone: 1-888-TOFURKY
(863-8759).
Date of Introduction: 2008 January.
Ingredients: Spicy Veggie: Organic soybeans, water,
dehydrated red peppers, dehydrated organic onions,
habanero peppers, organic apple cider vinegar, starter culture
(Rhizopus oligosporus). Soybeans certified organic by
Oregon Tilth.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz. paperboard box.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Labels (boxes) sent by Seth
Tibbott. 2008. Jan. 22. This is a very attractive and welldesigned box / label. 5.5 by 4.25 by 1 inch deep. Full color.

Front panel of Spicy Veggie shows tempeh slices and veggies
wrapped in a burrito on a yellowish-beige plate. Text: “Made
with organic soybeans. Family owned and independent since
1980. Gourmet, meatless, and delicious! Gluten free. Vegan.
Keep refrigerated or frozen. Rear panel: Nutrition facts.
Ingredients. Recipe for Tempeh fajitas. Cookbook offer (The
Tempeh Cookbook, by Dorothy Bates).” Note: This tempeh is
packed in recycled paperboard cartons.
6997. Wolf, Bill. 2008. Farmers for forty centuries: Organic
farming in China. Acres U.S.A. 38(1):33-35. Jan.
• Summary: A photo shows Bill Wild visiting with an
edamame and rice farmer in Wanzai Province, China.
Wanzai is located 1,000 miles south of Shanghai. Over 600
farmers are working there together as one certified organic
association, supported by the government.
6998. Product Name: Silk Soymilk Plus [Fiber, Omega-3
DHA].
Manufacturer’s Name: Dean Foods / WhiteWave Foods
(Product Developer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: 2515 McKinney Ave., Suite
1200, Dallas, Texas 75201.
Date of Introduction: 2008 March.
Ingredients: Fiber: Organic soymilk (filtered water, whole
organic soybeans), organic evaporated cane juice, dextrin
(soluble dietary fiber), calcium carbonate, sea salt, natural
vanilla flavor, carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin D2,
riboflavin (B2), vitamin B12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart Pure-Pak carton.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (glossy color,
front and back, 28 cm) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo West. 2008. March. “Introducing Silk
Plus.” “A re-launch of Silk Enhanced (same UPC) and an
innovative new companion sku, Silk Fiber Plus.”
6999. Product Name: R.W. Garcia Tortilla Chips [Soy &
Flaxseed, Spicy Soy & Flaxseed].
Manufacturer’s Name: Garcia (R.W.) Co., Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 345 Phelan Ave., San Jose, CA
95112. Phone: (408) 287-4616.
Date of Introduction: 2008 March.
Ingredients: Soy & flax: Organic stone ground yellow corn,
organic soy grits, organic brown flaxseed, sunflower oil or
corn oil, sea salt, water, trace of lime.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 oz. bag.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Glossy color leaflet (front
and back, 28 cm) sent by Patricia Smith from Natural
Products Expo East. 2008. March. “Premium tortilla chips
since 1982.”
7000. Product Name: Kikkoman Pearl Organic Soymilk
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(In Tetra Prisma Aseptic 8.25 oz. Grab-N-Go Cartons)
[Chocolate, Green Tea, Creamy Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name: Kikkoman International, Inc.
(Importer-Distributor). Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 420784, San Francisco,
CA 94142. Phone: 415-956-7750.
Date of Introduction: 2008 March.
Ingredients: Filtered water, whole organic soybeans,
organic evaporated cane juice, organic green tea powder,
tricalcium phosphate, organic natural flavors (lemon and
vanilla), sea salt, carrageenan, vitamin A palmitate, vitamin
D2. Certified organic by QAI.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 32 fl oz (1 quart) Tetra Brik
Aseptic Carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Glossy color leaflet sent by
Patricia Smith from NFM Natural Products Expo (Anaheim)
2008/03. “Kikkoman: Purely authentic.” A color photo on the
cover shows these three products.
7001. Product Name: Soy Feta (Feta Style Cheese
Alternative) [Tomato Garlic, Lemon Oregano, Mediterranean
Herb], Soy Bleu (Blue Style Cheese Alternative).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sunergia Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1186, Charlottesville,
VA 22902. Phone: 1-800-693-5134.
Date of Introduction: 2008 March.
Ingredients: Mediterranean Herb: Soymilk* (water, whole
soybeans*), extra virgin olive oil*, natural flavors, sea
salt, carrageenan, oregano*, rosemary*, marjoram*, nigari
(magnesium chloride). * = certified organic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz. (227 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (color, 8½ x 11
inches) sent by Patricia Smith from NFM Natural Products
Expo (Anaheim) 2008. March. “New! Soy Feta.” “Organic.
Gluten Free, Kosher. Dairy free. Low Fat. Low calorie.
Vegan. Low saturated fat.”
Letter (e-mail) from Jon Kessler. founder of Sunergia
Soyfoods. 2002. July 11. “I sold the two cheese alternatives
(Soy Feta and Soy Bleu) to Scenario International (Elke
Heitmeyer who also owns ‘The Organic Gourmet’ line of
veggie bouillon etc.; Sherman Oaks, California), on Jan. 15,
2011, and later (Feb. 3, 2012) the brand name, vegcusine.net,
was sold to Scenario as well.”
7002. Product Name: Tofurky ‘Foot Long’ Veggie Dogs.
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031.
Date of Introduction: 2008 March.
Ingredients: Water, vital wheat gluten, organic tofu puree
(water, organic soybeans, magnesium chloride, calcium
chloride), expeller pressed (non hexane extracted) isolated

soy protein, expeller pressed non-GMO canola oil, spices,
sea salt, onion powder, organic cane juice, pepper, natural
vegetarian flavors, natural smoke flavor, maltodextrin,
granulated garlic, xanthan gum, konjac flour (yam root).
carrageenan, wheat starch, natural caramel color, annatto.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 14 oz (397 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet (8½ by 11 inches, 1
panel each side, glossy color, front and back) sent by Patricia
Smith from Natural Products Expo West at Anaheim. 2008.
March. “Go beyond the bun. Tofurky ‘Foot Long’ Veggie
Dogs. Going boldly where no vegetarian hot dog has gone
before.” A photo of the hot dog and a ruler shows that the hot
dog is actually about 10 inches long. But it does stick out far
beyond both ends of a regular hot dog bun.
7003. Bern, Carl J.; Hanna, H. Mark; Wilcke, William F.
2008. Harvesting, storing, and post-harvest management
of soybeans. In: Lawrence A. Johnson et al. eds. 2008.
Soybeans: Chemistry, Production, Processing, and
Utilization. Urbana, Illinois: AOCS Press. viii + 842 p. See
p. 67-92. Chap. 3. [26 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Moisture content:
Moisture measurement, electronic moisture meters,
equilibrium moisture content. Soybean harvesting:
Functional areas and settings (gathering head, feederhouse,
rotor/cylinder and concave, cleaning shoe, other combine
areas), safety during field harvesting, loss measurements
and summary of combine adjustments for quality, clean-out
for identity-preserved soybean customers. Soybean drying:
Natural-air drying, low-temperature drying, high-temperature
drying, reconditioning over-dry soybeans. Soybean handling:
Hauling soybeans, conveying soybeans. Soybean storage:
Moisture migration, free fatty acid, mycotoxins, insect
problems with stored soybeans. Address: 1. Univ. Prof.; 2.
Extension Agricultural Engineer. Both: Dep. of Agricultural
and Biosystems Engineering, Iowa State Univ., Ames,
IA 50011; 3. Prof. Dep. of Bioproducts and Biosystems
Engineering, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.
7004. Cavigelli, Michel A.; Teasdale, J.R.; Conklin. A.E.
2008. Long-term agronomic performance of organic
and conventional field crops in the mid-Atlantic region.
Agronomy Journal 100(3):785-94. May. [59 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean yield averaged 19% lower in the three
organic systems (2.88 Mg per ha) than in the conventional
systems (3.57 Mg per ha) and weed competition alone
accounted for this difference. There were no consistent
differences in wheat yield among cropping systems.
Crop rotation length and complexity had little impact on
soybean and wheat yields among organic systems. Results
indicate that supplying adequate N for corn and controlling
weeds in both corn and soybean are the biggest challenges
to achieving equivalent yields between organic and
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conventional cropping systems.”
Note: The soybean is mentioned 66 times in this article.
Address: Sustainable Agricultural Systems Lab., USDA,
Agricultural Research Service, 10300 Baltimore Ave., Bldg.
001, Rm 140, BARC-W, Beltsville, MD 20705.
7005. Cole, Rhonda. 2008. GMO and organic supply of
soybeans. Paper presented at Soy New Horizons: 14th Soy
Symposium. 25 p. Held 17-18 April 2008 at Holiday Inn
Chicago Mart Plaza, Chicago, Illinois.
• Summary: An excellent PowerPoint presentation with 25
slides containing color photos and graphics. Down the right
side of every slide in large “background” letters: “sustainable
growth.” (2) Presentation overview: SunOpta Company
overview. Organic soybean supply & issues. US grain supply
& issues. Summary. (3) Our company. (4) About SunOpta.
(5) SunOpta value proposition: 30 year history in IP [identity
preserved] grains–industry leader (original focus on superior
output characteristics, 1973: waxy starch, high protein
beans, etc., 1990: organic market segregation {national
standards not finalized until 2002}, 1995: Non-GMO market
segregation more widespread with commercialization
of GMOs). (6) US soybean growing region. (7) Soy rust
confirmed regions. (8) Total US certified operations. (9)
Organic US soybean acreage declining?: According to a
recent report by the US Department of Agriculture Economic
Research Service (USDA-ERS), acreage of organic
soybeans has dropped in recent years after reaching a peak
of 174,467 acres in 2001. Organic soybean acreage in 2005
was 122,217, The USDA-ERS report also finds organic
corn acreage increasing, growing from 99,111 acres in 2004
to 130,672 acres in 2005. (10) Organic bean production:
Soybeans: 122,217 acres x 40 bu/acre = 4.9MM bushels
(133,000mt). (11) Imported organic soybeans. (12) Seed
selection issues. (13) Soybeans, corn, wheat, cotton, and rice
percentage change in global consumption 1990/91–2006/07
and forecast for 2007/08. (14) Global soybean production
and consumption 2001/02–2006/07 and forecast for 2007/08.
(15) GMO average. (16) U.S. soybean production 1995–
2007. (17) U.S. soybean ending stocks 2000/01–2007/08.
(18) US corn and soybean harvested area 1996–2007. (19)
U.S. soybeans ending stocks to use ratio. (20) 10 year CBOT
soy price. (21) Long term average future prices. (22) Value–
enhanced organic current challenges. (23) Value–Enhanced/
IP soybean current challenges. (24) Today commodity price
drivers. Note: Rhonda is also a member of the U.S. Soybean
Export Council (USSEC). Address: Director, SunOpta Grains
& Oils Sales, SunOpta Company, 26 East Sanilac Ave.,
Sandusky, Michigan 48471. Phone: 810-672-9011 or rhonda.
cole@sunopta.com.
7006. Johnson, Lawrence A.; White, Pamela J.; Galloway,
Richard. eds. 2008. Soybeans: Chemistry, production,
processing, and utilization. Urbana, Illinois: AOCS Press.

viii + 842 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. AOCS Monograph Series
on Oilseeds. [2559 ref]
• Summary: See next page. The single best book seen to
date on this subject. Contains 21 chapters by various authors.
Each chapter has been cited separately.
Contents: Preface. 1. History of the soybean, by
Theodore Hymowitz. 2. Breeding, genetics, and production
of soybeans, by James H. Orf. 3. Harvesting, storing, and
post-harvest management of soybeans, by Carl J. Bern, H.
Mark Hanna, and William F. Wilcke. 4. Effect of pests and
diseases on soybean quality, by John Rupe and Randall G.
Luttrell. 5. Economics of soybean production, marketing,
and utilization, by Peter D. Goldsmith. 6. Measurement and
maintenance of soybean quality, by Marvin R. Paulsen. 7.
Lipids, by Jose a. Gerde and Pamela J. White. 8. Soybean
proteins, by Patricia A. Murphy. 9. Soybean carbohydrates,
by Ingomar S. Middelbos and George C. Fahey, Jr. 10.
Minor constituents and phytochemicals of Soybeans, by
Tong Wang. 11. Oil recovery from soybeans, by Lawrence
A. Johnson. 12. Soybean oil purification, by Richard D.
O’Brien. 13. Soybean oil modification, by Richard D.
O’Brien. 14. Food use of whole soybeans, by KeShun Liu.
15. Food uses for soybean oil and alternatives to trans fatty
acids in foods, by Kathleen A. Warner. 16. Bioenergy and
biofuels from soybeans, by Jon Van Gerpen and Gerhard
Knothe. 17. Biobased products from soybeans, by John F.
Schmitz, Sevim Z. Erhan, Brajendra K. Sharma, Lawrence
A. Johnson, and Deland J. Myers. 18. Nutritional properties
and feeding values of soybeans and their coproducts, by
Hans H. Stein, Larry L. Berger, James K. Drackley, George
C. Fahey, Jr., David C. Hernot, and Carle M. Parsons. 19.
Soy protein products, processing, and utilization, by Nicolas
A. Deak, Lawrence A. Johnson, Edmund W. Lusas, and Khee
Choon Rhee. 20. Human nutrition value of soybean oil and
soy protein, by Alison M. Hill, Heather I. Katcher, Brent
D. Flickinger, and Penny M. Kris-Etherton. 21. Soybean
production and processing in Brazil, by Peter D. Goldsmith.
Reviewers. Contributors. Address: 1-2. Prof., Dep. of Food
Science and Human Nutrition, Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa
50111; 3. Consultant, self employed.
7007. Product Name: Viana Veggie Turkish Roast,
Viana Veggie Gyros, Viana Cowgirl Veggie Steaks, Viana
Mediterranean Veggie Sausages, (Non-Dairy, Vegan).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofutown North America (Importer
/ Marketer). Made in Germany by Tofutown.com.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1186, Charlottesville,
Virginia 22902. Phone: www.viana-usa.com.
Date of Introduction: 2008 May.
Ingredients: Viana Veggie Turkish Roast: Water, Tofu*
(soybeans, water, nigari), wheat protein*, sunflower oil*,
roasted onion (onions, palm oil, wheat flour, salt), soy sauce*
(water, soybeans*, sea salt, wheat*), spices, sea salt, raw
cane sugar, tomato paste, locust bean gum, herbs, yeast. * =
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Certified USDA Organic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7.05 oz (200 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: One sample of each
(product with Label) with sales sheet and business card sent
by Jon Kessler, Sales and Marketing Director, Tofutown
North America. 2012. July 30. Front panel of Veggie Turkish
Roast: Color photo of product ready to eat. USDA Organic.
“Listen to your heart. 0% cholesterol. GMO free. Gourmet
vegan meat alternatives. Heat and serve!”
Inside each paperboard box is the brown, often
amorphous product vacuum-packed in thick plastic film.
Letter (e-mail) from Jon Kessler. 2012. Aug. 10. Gives
the date each product was first sold commercially. The
labels were changed to the present more American and less
European labels in April 2012.
7008. Nordquist, Ted. 2008. (1) The increasing difficulty of
sourcing organic, non-GE, clear hilum soybeans for making
soymilk, etc. (2) SunOpta: Their role in the U.S. soymilk
market. (3) Stremick’s Heritage Foods (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. June 27. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo
Center.
• Summary: (1) Organic, non-GE, clear-hilum soybeans now
constitute only 0.03% of total U.S. soybean acreage. 96% of
that acreage is genetically engineered. For details see Rhonda
Cole’s 2008 PowerPoint presentation. She says (slide 10) that
organic soybean production in the USA in 2005 (according to
USDA Economic Research Service data) is 122,217 acres. At
40 bu/acre that is 4.9 million acres or 133,000 metric tons. A
major problem is contamination of soybeans from genetically
engineered crops. When that happens, farmers must sell their
soybeans at a low price for use as feed. Then they switch
to other soybean varieties that give higher yields than clear
hilum; they sell these organic, non-GE soybeans for organic
feed. The grower knows that Ted will check the soybeans to
be sure they meet non-GE standards, whereas Ted believes
that companies buying the soybeans for use as feed rarely
check. These developments have not led to an increase of the
organic, non-GE, clear hilum soybeans that Ted buys because
he has a long-term special relationship with a farmer who
supplies the soybeans. A year ago, from most suppliers (not
including Ted’s) the price for such soybeans was 39-42 cents/
pound; now it is more like 62-70 cents a pound. This gives
Ted a price advantage over his competitors, but it won’t go
on forever.
Ted is in the process of putting together a nationwide
private label soymilk program with Heritage Foods, which
recently bought the Jasper soymilk plant in Missouri. At this
plant they formulate the soymilk and package it into plastic
half-gallon bottles, UHT (=ESL) half-gallon cartons, and
Tetra-Pak aseptic packaging machines. UHT (ultra-high
temperature) is held at 185ºF for 1-2 seconds.
(2) By far the biggest soymilk manufacturer in the USA

is Dean Foods / Suiza. They have about 8 soymilk plants and
they used to have about 80-85% of the U.S. market, but Ted
thinks they have lost market share to private label soymilk,
so they may now be down to roughly 65-70%. SunOpta is
also a major producer; they took away the Costco soymilk
account from Dean / Suiza. To service this account, SunOpta
could have reopened their Wyoming plant (Ted is not sure).
Costco, the largest membership warehouse club chain in the
world based on sales volume, is headquartered in Issaquah,
Washington, with its largest warehouse in nearby Seattle.
SunOpta has soymilk extraction plants in Alexandria,
Minnesota; Huevelton, New York (the plant in upstate New
York they bought from Raj Gupta), and Afton, Wyoming.
They have plans to build a soymilk extraction plant in
Modesto, California (near Ted’s plant) but that plant will
probably not start operating for 18-24 months. They have
already started to pay rent on the building in order to start
getting their permits, waiting for stainless steel machinery,
etc.
SunOpta temporarily shut down its plant in Afton,
Wyoming, Ted’s company took the Bolthouse Farms
account, for soybase, away from SunOpta. Bolthouse,
headquartered in the San Joaquin Valley, California, makes a
line of healthy beverages including “Perfectly Protein Vanilla
Chai Tea with Soy Protein”–sold at Walgreens and Whole
Foods. (3) Heritage Foods (recently renamed Stremick’s
Heritage Foods) is a big dairy milk, beverage, and juice
company that has been around the dairy milk market for a
long, long time. Note: The Heritage website states that they
are Nestle’s largest distributor in the Western United States.
“The early stages of development were begun in 1988 when
our President and CEO, Lou Stremick, purchased Carnation
dairy in Los Angeles and changed the name to Main St. In
1990, Lou and a group of investors purchased Adohr Farms
and merged both Main St. and Adohr together. Adohr Farms
was founded in 1916 by Merritt and Rhoda (backwards,
that’s Adohr) Adamson, and became the worlds largest milk
producer. After a rich history including Spanish land grants,
a battle to overcome the Great Depression, and more than
two decades of ownership by Southland Corporation, Adohr
Farms was ready for a new vision and new direction.”
Lou’s son is Sam Stremick (he does all the organic
products) and Ted works with both men. They have many
plants that process and fill fluid products, for other people
and under their own brands.
Heritage owned half of the Adohr plant in Cedar City,
Utah. When Steve Demos left Ted at Morningstar (in
Gustine, California) and started having SunRich make his
Silk soybase, it was co-packed [cooperatively packed] at
this Adohr plant. So SunRich sent tankers of soybase to
the Adohr plant, where it was processed, formulated, and
packaged. SunRich was making more and more Silk soymilk
for Steve Demos (White Wave), so they decided to save
Steve money by building a new plant for making / extracting
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soybase in Wyoming, which was much nearer to the Adohr
plant in Utah. Why SunRich built the plant in Wyoming and
not in Utah, Ted does not know. The story is that, without
telling SunRich, Steve Demos purchased a APV-Crepaco
soybase plant and built it right next to the Adohr plant in
Utah. When he started piping soybase into the Adohr plant
next door, he just stopped ordering from SunRich–which
must have upset them greatly. Steve also has created a lot of
bad karma with Richard Rose (on soy cheese) and with Ted
(on soybase; Steve didn’t pay Ted $320,000 for 8 months,
until Ted took him to court), but he may not have done
anything illegal. “Steve is a very shrewd businessman.”
Back to Heritage Foods. At Gustine, Ted was working
with Neil Donavan, the man who invented Lactaid. Neil
was making Lactaid at the Gustine plant and distributing it
through Suiza. Neil and Ted designed cartons for WholeSoy
Soymilk, which they planned to piggy-back with Lactaid
through Suiza. All they needed was for Suiza to sign off
on it, when Tony O’Brien from Suiza in Dallas, Texas,
called Ted and said he was going to make his own soymilk
(SunSoy) so he didn’t need Ted. Apparently a man named
Loren Wallace from Good Karma Foods went to Dallas and
convinced Suiza that they didn’t need Ted Nordquist and his
soybase; they could by soy powder from him, and make their
soymilk from the powder. That’s what they did–and named it
SunSoy. After several years Steve Demos (White Wave) had
84% of the soymilk market and SunSoy had 14%. When Ted
and Neil got dumped by Suiza, Neil knew Sam Stremick,
so they both went to him and asked him if he could package
their soymilk at the Stremick packing plant in Santa Ana.
He said he could not, and Ted thinks this was because Sam
was half owner of the Adohr plant where they were packing
Silk. Sam has since purchased the Adohr plant and renamed
it Western Quality Foods. Today, Ted has a private label
soymilk program with Heritage Foods which started about 5
years ago, as soon as Ted started operating his own soybase
plant in Modesto. Ted ships soybase (12% solids) from his
plant in Modesto to the Adohr plant in Utah. There it is
processed, formulated, filled, and packaged. “Processing”
means the soybase is blended (at a certain temperature) with
the other ingredients (water, sugar, tricalcium phosphate,
a flavor, and some carrageenan) according to a proprietary
formula, then the soymilk (6% solids) it is pasteurized or
ultra-heat treated, homogenized, and filled into packages.
The same process is also used for dairy milk. Western
Quality Foods (Heritage Foods) then sells the soymilk. Ted
knows what all the private labels (presently four) look like
and which companies buy the product, but he does not know
how much soymilk is sold to what companies.
Today White Wave has roughly 7-8 extraction plants
where soybase is extracted from soybeans. Address:
WholeSoy & Co., 49 Stevenson St., Suite 1075, San
Francisco, California 94105-2975; 660 Vischer Ct., Sonoma,
CA 95476. Phone: 415-495-2870.

7009. Organic and Non-GMO Report (The) (Fairfield, Iowa).
2008. GM soybeans increasingly used for food. 8(6):6-7.
June.
• Summary: “Non-GMO soybeans have traditionally been
used to make soyfood products such as tofu, miso, and
soymilk, while GM soybeans have been used for animal feed
or processed into oil and soybean meal. But with higher food
prices worldwide and fewer non-GMO soybean varieties
available, more food manufacturers in Asia and even the
United States are using GM soybeans to make soyfoods.
“Syngenta Seeds Canada plans to increase production
of genetically modified Roundup Ready clear hilum soybean
seed in 2009, based on increasing acceptance of the GM
soybeans for food use in Asian nations, including Singapore,
Malaysia, Taiwan, and Indonesia.
“Gary Bowman of Syngenta’s technology and agronomy
services department says buyers in those countries want a
high-protein soybean for soyfood products such as soymilk
and miso, and they don’t mind that the soybean is GM.
“’They can’t afford to pay premiums for non-GMO,
so they are looking at GM varieties for food use,’ Bowman
says. ‘Multiplication of these (GM) varieties allows us to
serve those markets.’
“James Orf, professor in department of agronomy and
plant genetics, University of Minnesota, says he visited
Taiwan last fall and learned that clear hilum GM soybeans
are being used for tofu production. ‘Their concern about
GMOs is not as great as Japan,’ Orf says.
Clear hilum soybeans, which are high in protein, are
grown primarily to make soymilk and tofu. Most clear
hilum varieties are non-GMO, though GM Roundup Ready
varieties have been available for several years.
“Another way for Monsanto to control food markets:
Bowman says Syngenta plans to introduce three new GM
hilum varieties, one white and two colored, for food use.
The new varieties are high in protein and designed for easy
processing and good taste.
“Syngenta is introducing the new GM varieties based on
demand from Asian buyers and from farmers who want to
grow them.
“Bowman says some soyfood manufacturers in the
United States are also buying GM soybeans to make
soyfoods. ‘The US market has no opposition (to GMO),’
Bowman says.
“John Diehl, owner of Michigan-based DF Seeds, also
sees growing demand for GM soybeans for food use. Diehl
says he has been approached by major customers to develop
a Roundup Ready, clear hilum soybean for food.
“High food prices and the resulting world food crisis are
combining to loosen restrictions on using GM soy for food.
‘When people run out of food, they become less picky about
what they eat,’ Diehl says.
“Tim Daley, a representative with Stonebridge, Ltd.,
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an Iowa-based supplier of non-GMO and organic soybeans,
also sees the world food crisis as a factor, and says, ‘This is
just another way for Monsanto to control the industrial food
markets.’
“A lack of supply of non-GMO soybeans and high
premium prices for non-GMO are also factors contributing
to the trend toward GM for food use. ‘There is an inability
to fill the marketplace with non-GMO beans, and buyers are
looking for cheaper alternatives,’ Diehl says.
“Non-GMO market is at-risk: Though a major GM seed
producer, Syngenta has a strong breeding program for nonGMO soybeans, says company representative Don McClure.
‘It is a good market for us, and one we want to stay in.’
“While other Asian nations are now accepting GM
soybeans for food, Japan continues to demand non-GMO.
“McClure says it is because Japan is willing to pay the
higher premiums for non-GMO beans.
“Still, he says the non-GMO market is at risk. ‘If
growers can’t make money growing non-GMO, or if
Japanese buyers won’t pay the premiums, the market will fall
by the wayside,’ McClure says. ‘The non-GMO market will
stay around as long as someone wants to pay.’
“Japan recently purchased GM corn from the US for
food use, indicating a lack of supply of non-GMO corn.
“McClure and Diehl both say Japan follows Europe’s
lead on the GMO issue. Europe is known for its opposition
to GM foods. Europe buys most of its soybeans for feed;
soyfood products are not as popular there as in Japan and
other Asian markets.
“In the long-term, McClure sees the food-grade soybean
market splitting in two. ‘There will be the lower price, foodgrade type, which may or may not be GMO, and the higher
price non-GMO market.
“Daley says, ‘It looks like the market is gearing up for a
change.’”

7012. Product Name: Humboldt Organic–Vegan Sloppy
Joe.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 65 Frank Martin Court, Arcata,
CA 95521. Phone: 707-822-7401.
Date of Introduction: 2008 August.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (339 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Matthew
Schmit. 2009. March 18. Self adhesive. 3.5 inches diameter.
Red, yellow, blue, and black. An illustration (black on blue)
at top of label shows a small tofu shop, with an Oriental-style
roof, on stilts atop a small island, with a wind-blown tree
arching over over its roof. Text: “Healthy. Hearty. Easy to
serve. Cholesterol free. Low in saturated fat. Great for tacos,
chili, spaghetti, casseroles, burgers, or chips. Perishable–
Keep refrigerated.”

7010. Shelar, V.R.; Shaikh, R.S.; Nikam, A.S. 2008. Soybean
seed quality during storage: a review. Agricultural Reviews
29(2):125-31. June. [44 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean seed quality is affected during pre
and post harvest periods. Soybean seed reaches its maximum
potential for germination and vigour at physiological
maturity. The germination potential (viability) is very short
lived in soybean as compared to other oilseed crops and is
often reduced prior to planting time. This loss of germination
is much more acute under tropical conditions like India.
These environmental conditions make very difficult to
maintain its viability during storage. Such deteriorated seed
is one of the basic reasons for low productivity in soybean.
Further, the soybean seed is highly susceptible to mechanical
injury and damage occurring during post harvest handling,
which affect the viability and vigour of soybean seed during
storage. Besides these, large number of pathogens are also
associated with soybean seed which lead to the reduction

7013. Shelar, V.R. 2008. Role of mechanical damage in
deterioration of soybean seed quality during storage–a
review. Agricultural Reviews 29(3):177-84. Sept. [73 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean seed quality is affected during pre and
post harvest periods. The soybean seed is highly susceptible
to mechanical injury and damage occurring during post
harvest handling. The soybean seeds have only moderately
thick seed coat. The orientation of the embryo within the
seed and the nature of protection covering are important
attributes of any seed that is subjected to the numerous
mechanical and handling processes from harvest to planting.
Seeds may receive internal fractures from impaction. These
injuries were produced due to mechanical shock to the seeds
and were greater with reduced seed moisture. The type and
amount of mechanical damage caused during handling affect
the viability and vigour of soybean seed during storage.
The seed quality and viability during storage depend upon
the initial quality of seed and the manner in which it is

in germination and storability of the seed. However, the
seed quality and viability during storage depend upon the
initial quality of seed and the manner in which it is stored.
The rapid seed deterioration of soybean is thought to be
due to lipid peroxidation, subsequently resulting in loss of
seed viability. The research on these aspects of soybean
seed deterioration during storage has been reviewed in this
article.” Address: Seed Technology Research Unit (NSP),
MPKV, Rahuri 413 722, Dist. Ahmednagar (MS) India.
7011. Robinson, Elton. 2008. China and India waking up to
fertilizer with huge subsidies. Western Farm Press 30(22):16,
24. Aug. 2.
• Summary: China and India, concerned with food security,
are paying out huge government subsidies to help offset the
high cost of fertilizers to their farmers. Address: Farm Press
Editorial Staff, erobinson@farmpress.com.
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stored. The work on these aspects of soybean seed quality
deterioration and factors responsible during post harvest
handling has been reviewed in this article.”
“Thus the seed quality of soybean during storage
is greatly influenced by mechanical damage, if proper
management of threshing and processing methods, moisture
content of seed during storage, storage conditions, storage
containers is not done we may deprive of good quality seed.”
Address: Seed Technology Research Unit (NSP), Mahatma
Phule Krishi Vidyapeeth, Rahuri 413 722, India.
7014. Organic and Non-GMO Report (The) (Fairfield, Iowa).
2008. Japanese company to triple non-GMO soy production
in Canada: Market news. 8(9):9. Oct.
• Summary: In a few years, Kanematsu Corporation (Japan)
plans to triple planting of non-GMO (not genetically
engineered) soybeans for food use on 50,000 acres on Prince
Edward Island, Canada.
Next year, PEI’s soybean production is expected to be
15,000 metric tons grown on 15,000 acres–all for shipment
to Japan. PEI farmers are shifting to growing organic
soybeans from potatoes, which require high pesticide use and
are less profitable due to falling demand.
Japanese makers of tofu, soy sauce, and other food
processors use about 1 million tons a year of non-GE
soybeans from overseas in addition to domestic organic
soybeans. Kanematsu provides about 10% of those non-GE
imports.
7015. Organic and Non-GMO Report (The) (Fairfield, Iowa).
2008. Non-GMO association officially launched in Brazil.
8(9):9-10. Oct.
• Summary: The new association, named Brazilian
Association for Producers of non-GMO (not genetically
engineered) Grains (ABRANGE) is made up of grain and
seed growers / producers, cooperatives, crushers, transport
and warehousing companies, certification companies, as well
as research laboratories and some others. The first elected
president is César Borges de Sousa of Caramuru Alimentos.
The new organization will encourage the production,
development, and processing of non-GE grains, beans, and
seeds in Brazil.
Members of ABRANGE include Andre Maggi (the
world’s largest soy producing group), Caramuru, IMCO-PA,
Vanguarda, and Bejeiro. These five companies process 25%
of the non-GE soybeans grown in Brazil.
7016. Organic and Non-GMO Report (The) (Fairfield,
Iowa). 2008. Claire Hope Cummings and the Uncertain Peril
of genetic engineering: Interview. 8(9):10-13. Oct.
• Summary: Claire is the author of Uncertain Peril:
Genetic Engineering and the Future of Seeds. “She was an
environmental lawyer for 20 years, four of them” with the
USDA. In this interesting interview she asks: “Are we going

to let Monsanto decide what we grow and how we eat?” A
portrait photo shows Claire Hope Cummings.
7017. United Soybean Board. 2008. The new treasure map:
For specialty soybean farmers (Ad). Organic and Non-GMO
Report (The) (Fairfield, Iowa) 8(9):11. Oct.
• Summary: A full-page ad. Light green and white
“Connecting soybean farmers with specialty premium
programs has never been easier thanks to the new
SoybeanPremiums.org website. Every company offering
soybean premium programs is invited to post their
information on the site so farmers can learn about the
programs available to them.”
A photo shows two hands holding a treasure map,
with a pot of gold coins resting on a bed of soybeans in the
background.
7018. Product Name: [Provamel Tofu (Natural, Organic)].
Foreign Name: Provamel Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Alpro NV.
Manufacturer’s Address: Vlamingstraat 28, B-8560
Wevelgem, Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 2008 November.
Ingredients: Water, organic soya beans* (35%), coagulants–
calcium sulfate and calcium chloride. + = Organically grown.
Certified by CERTISYS-BE-1.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 x 200 gm = 400 gm in
paperboard sleeve. Price: 2.19 euros.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Sjon Welters
from the Netherlands. 2008. Nov. 15. Front panel: Color
photo of tofu cubes in a salad. Also: A few scattered dry
soybeans against a blue background. Text: Duopack. Bio
organic. Pasteurized. Paperboard sleeve is 8 by 15 by 7.4 cm.
Blue, green, white and red. www.provamel.com. Left side:
Preparation guidelines, storage instructions, and ingredients
are given in English, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Danish,
Dutch, French, and German (Funny!). A recipe for Tofu and
avocado spread is given in four languages inside (after you
cut it open) the paperboard sleeve. No other way to do it all
in 4-7 languages!
7019. Donley, Arvin. 2008. Soya summit: Experts discuss
ways to meet oilseed sustainability challenges as demand for
food, feed and fuel grows. World Grain 26(11):63-65. Nov.
• Summary: Soyatech’s “Soya & Oilseed Summit 2008:
Growing sustainable opportunities in global agribusiness,”
was held Sept. 17-19 in St. Louis, Missouri. It was the third
such annual conference, and was attended by several hundred
participants for 11 countries. A key focus was biodiesel
production.
7020. Product Name: [Taifun Demeter Tofu Fillets
(Japanese-style)].
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Foreign Name: Taifun Demeter Tofu-filets (Japans Aard).
Manufacturer’s Name: Life Food GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: D-79108 Freiburg, Germany.
Phone: (+49) 761-15210-0.
Date of Introduction: 2008 November.
Ingredients: Tofu 97% (water, *soybeans, coagulants:
nigari {magnesium chloride}, calcium sulfate), *vegetable
bouillon (sea salt, yeast extract, potato flour, *leek, *carrots,
*sunflower seed oil, *mace (from nutmeg), *parsley,
*celery), lemon juice, * sunflower seed oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 160 gm vacuum pack with 2
pockets.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Sjon Welters
from the Netherlands. 2008. Nov. 15. Orange, green and
black on beige. Full color photo of two tofu filets [cutlets] in
a skillet with veggies. 100% from plants. Preparation tip.
7021. Product Name: [Healthy Planet Knacks–Hearty
Smoked Sausages].
Foreign Name: Healthy Planet Knacks.
Manufacturer’s Name: Udea BV.
Manufacturer’s Address: Postbus 244, 5460 AE Veghel,
Netherlands.
Date of Introduction: 2008 November.
Ingredients: Tofu* (water, soybeans*, nigari) (38%),
water, wheat protein* (22%), sunflower oil*, spices*, sea
salt, raw cane sugar*, thickener, carob powder, celeriac. * =
organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 pieces. Price: 3.35 euros.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Sjon Welter
from the Netherlands. 2008. Nov. 15. Front panel: Color
photo of a long “hot dog” in a hot dog bun, with lettuce,
mustard, pickles, etc. on a white plate: Text: “The world of
tasty convenience products.” Paperboard sleeve is 10 by 18
by 3.5 cm. Red, black, orange, and white. www.udea.com.
7022. Product Name: [Oriental Mild Burger: Middle
Eastern Tofu Snack].
Manufacturer’s Name: Viana Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: D-54578 TofuTown Wiesbaum,
Germany. Phone: +496593 9967-0. Fax: 6593 9967-225.
Date of Introduction: 2008 November.
Ingredients: Tofu (water, soy beans*, nigari) (20%), water,
wheat protein* (15%), chick peas* (14%), carrots*, spanish
onions*, sunflower oil*. sea salt, spices*, rolled oats*, yeast
extract, rice flour*, palm butter*. * = organically grown.
flour*, cane sugar* (0.4%), herbs*. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm vacuum pack in
paperboard sleeve. Retails for 2.39 euros (Nov. 2008).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Sjon Welter
from the Netherlands. 2008. Nov. 15. Paperboard sleeve
is 9 by 13.5 by 1.75 cm. Red, black, orange, and blue on

beige. Front panel: A full-color photo shows the tofu burger
between buns. “2 burgers. 2 minutes. 100% vegetal. 0%
cholesterol. Bio soya power / Bio organic. Try it cold too.”
Rear panel: “Tofuism No. 17. Earth to mankind: Take global
warming seriously. Stop eating animals... Made with pure
volcanic Eifel water. Good source of soy protein. Suitable for
vegetarians and vegans. www.viana.com.”
7023. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Soy Milk Creamer
(Organic Non-Dairy, Liquid).
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016.
Date of Introduction: 2008 December.
Ingredients: Organic soy milk (filtered water, whole
organic whole soybeans), expeller pressed organic canola
oil, organic evaporated cane juice (natural milled organic
cane sugar), contains less than 2% of the following: organic
maltodextrin (corn), soy lecithin, potassium phosphate,
sodium citrate, natural flavors, carrageenan, organic tapioca
starch.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Pint (16 fl oz; 473 ml) gabletop carton. Retails for $1.49 (2009/01, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 1 tablespoon (15 ml): Calories 15, calories
from fat 10, total fat 1.5 gm (2% daily value; saturated fat
0 gm, trans fat 0 gm), cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 0 mg, total
carbohydrate 1 gm (dietary fiber 0 gm, sugars 1 gm), protein
0 gm. Vitamin A 0%, vitamin C 0%, calcium 0%, iron 0%.
Percent daily values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2009. Jan.
11. $1.49. Front and back panels: Light blue, white, brown
and green. “Made with organic soy milk. Non-dairy. Lactose
& dairy free. Ultra-pasteurized.” Left panel: “Perishable,
Keep refrigerated. Gluten free. Lactose & dairy free.
Vegan.” QAI logo. Right panel: Nutrition facts. Ingredients.
“Made on equipment shared with milk. Distributed and sold
exclusively by Trader Joe’s, Needham, Massachusetts 02494.
Certified organic by Quality Assurance International (QAI).
Use within 7-10 days after opening, no later than stamped
date. Shake well before serving.” Soyinfo Center evaluation:
Very nice and white. Quite sweet.
7024. Product Name: Teese Vegan Cheese (Mozzarella,
Cheddar).
Manufacturer’s Name: Chicago Soydairy.
Manufacturer’s Address: Chicago. Phone: (630) 6299667.
Date of Introduction: 2008.
Ingredients: Mozzarella style: Organic soymilk (filtered
water, organic non-GMO soybeans), tapioca starch, soybean
oil, corn maltodextrin, palm oil, salt, carrageenan, vegan
natural flavors, corn-derived lactic acid (vegan), vegan
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natural white color.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with receptionist at
Vegetarian Resource Group (VRG). 2011. Oct. 26. When
asked for the names of non-dairy cheeses, she can think of
three: Daiya, Galaxy Foods, and Teese Vegan Cheese (made
by the Chicago Soydairy).
Their website (www.welovesoy.com) states: “Teese
Mozzarella Vegan Cheese, a 100% dairy-free, gluten-free,
soy-based alternative to dairy cheese, is perfect for pizzas
and grilled cheese. Teese tastes, melts, and stretches better
than any other dairy-free cheese alternative on the market.”
It comes in a 10-oz chub and is described on the label as
a “vegan cheese alternative.” “Chicago Soydairy started
in the winter of 2002 in Ryan Howard’s FDA-approved
basement. During this period, it was a weekend hobby for
Ryan and co-founder Dan Ziegler. It wasn’t until 2004 with
the launch of Temptation Vegan Ice Cream that the business
really took off. Temptation was simply the best-tasting nondairy ice cream on the market, and, in our humble opinion,
it continues to be the best to this day. Growth was fast and
Ryan’s basement was small. We moved into our current
facility in 2005 and have never stopped growing. With the
launch of Teese Vegan Cheese in 2008 and Dandies Vegan
Marshmallows in 2009, Chicago Soydairy continues to make
some of the most innovative and best-tasting vegan products
on the market. And that’s not just us tooting our own horn;
we’ve received some awards and recognition along the way:”
These awards do not include the vegan cheese. “Core values:
Veganism, environmental responsibility, commitment to
customers (service, quality, trust). Our promise: Our promise
to you is to make delicious cruelty-free food products with
taste and texture similar to their animal-based counterparts.”
7025. Product Name: Purely Decadent Dairy Free (Super
Premium Non-dairy Frozen Dessert) [Blueberry Cheesecake,
Snicker Doodle, Dulce de Leche, Key Lime Pie, Belgium
Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, LLC. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 21938, Eugene, OR
97402. Phone: 1-866-388-7853.
Date of Introduction: 2008.
Ingredients: Belgian Chocolate: Filtered water, organic
soymilk (filtered water, organic soybeans), organic
dehydrated cane juice, organic tapioca syrup and/or organic
brown rice syrup, organic soybean oil and/or organic
safflower oil, cocoa processed with alkali, Belgian chocolate,
chicory root extract, carob bean gum, guar gum, algin (kelp
extract), carrageenan, yucca extract, tapioca sugar, natural
flavor.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 pint (473 ml).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: PDF of leaflet (front and
back, 8½ x 11 inches, color) sent by Mark Brawerman,

founder and chairman of Turtle Mountain. 2013. Sept. 23.
Copyright 2008. “The most decadent brand in dairy free ice
cream just got more indulgent.” Five new flavors. On the
rear are Nutrition Facts and ingredients for each of the five
flavors. Certified vegan logo.
Note: These products have been renamed from “Purely
Decadent Soy Delicious” to “Purely Decadent Dairy Free.”
7026. Product Name: So Delicious Dairy Free Minis
(Non-dairy Frozen Dessert Made with Soymilk) [Vanilla,
Chocolate, Neopolitan, Mint, Pomegranate].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Mountain, LLC. (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 21938, Eugene, OR
97402. Phone: 1-866-388-7853.
Date of Introduction: 2008.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Organic soymilk (filtered water,
organic soybeans)...
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 40 gm (2.3 fl. oz.) per
sandwich; 8 sandwiches per box.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: PDF of leaflet (front and
back, 8½ x 11 inches, color) sent by Mark Brawerman,
founder and chairman of Turtle Mountain. 2013. Sept. 23.
Copyright 2008. “The number one brand in dairy free ice
cream just got smaller. Pillow pack–No mess.” Two new
flavors: Mint and Pomegranate. “Stock them vertically to
fit 5 per shelf.” Low fat: 90 calories per sandwich. On the
rear are Nutrition Facts and ingredients for each of the five
flavors. Certified vegan logo. www.TurtleMountain.com.
7027. Dakora, Felix D.; Chimphango, S.B.M.; Valentine,
A.J.; Elmerich, C.; Newton, W.E. eds. 2008. Biological
nitrogen fixation: towards poverty alleviation through
sustainable agriculture: proceedings of the 15th International
Nitrogen Fixation Congress and the 12th International
Conference of the African Association for Biological
Nitrogen Fixation. Dordrecht, Netherlands: Springer Science
+ Business Media, B.V. xxix + 392 p. Illust. Author index.
25 cm. Series: Current Plant Science and Biotechnology in
Agriculture, vol. 42.
• Summary: The following chapters are about soybeans and
nitrogen fixation:
Page 33+: “Biological nitrogen fixation with the soybean
and common bean crops in the tropics,” by M. Hungria,
R.J. Campo, F.G. Barcellos, L.M.O. Chueire, P. Menna,
J.S. Batista, F.G.S. Pinto, D.R. Binde, L.P. Godov and A.A.
Pereira.
Page 61+: “Evaluation of seed and liquid inoculation on
biological nitrogen fixation and grain yield of soybean,” by
A.D.C. Chilimba.
Page 89+: “Mechanism of quick and reversible
inhibition of soybean nodule growth and nitrogen fixation
activity by nitrate and its metabolites,” by T. Ohyama, A.
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Yantazaki. N. Yamashita, T. Kimura, S. Ito, N. Ohtake and K.
Sueyoshi.
Page 91+: Inhibition of symbiotic nitrogen fixation
by dark chilling in soybean,” by P.D.R. van Heerden, U.
Schlüter, P.W. Mokwala, K. Kuneri and C.H. Foyer.
Page 113+: “Distribution of promiscuous soyabean
rhizobia in some Zimbabwean soils,” by J.S. Mukutiri, S.
Mpepereki, and F. Makonese.
Page 181+: “Functional genomics of soybean root-hair
infection,” by G. Stacey, L. Brechenmacher, M. Libault and
S. Sachdev.
Page 193+: “Comparison of leaf growth of
hypernodulation soybean mutants, NOD1-3, NOD2-4 and
NOD3-7, with their parent cv. Williams,” by S. Ito, N.
Ohtake, K. Sueyoshi and T. Ohyama.
Page 207+: “Effects of the overexpression of a soybean
cytosolic glutamine synthetase gene (GS15) linked to organspecific promotors on growth and nitrogen accumulation of
pea plants,” by J.K. Vessey, H. Fei, S. Chaillou, B. Hirel, P.
Polowick and J.D. Mahon.
Page 227+: “Proteomic analysis of secreted proteins
of Glycine max and Medicago spp.,” by M.A. Djordjevic,
M. Oakes, L. Kusumawati, G. Hocart, C. McKinlay, C.-H.
Hwang, D. Li and P.M. Gresshoff.
Page 299+: “Transcriptional profile of Bradyrhizobium
elkanii SEMIA 587 in symbiosis with soybean (Glycine max
L. Merrill) analyzed by DNA microarray,” by J. Marcondes,
M. Cantao, L.M.C. Alves and E.G.M. Lemos.
Chapter 3 (p. 19+) is about “Plant growth-promoting
diazotrophs.”
“Diazotrophs are bacteria and archaea that fix
atmospheric nitrogen gas into a more usable form such as
ammonia.
“A diazotroph is a microorganism that is able to grow
without external sources of fixed nitrogen. Examples
of organisms that do this are rhizobia and Frankia (in
symbiosis) and Azospirillum. All diazotrophs contain ironmolybdenum or -vanadium nitrogenase systems. Two of the
most studied systems are those of Klebsiella pneumoniae
and Azotobacter vinelandii. These systems are used because
of their genetic tractability and their fast growth” (Source:
Wikipedia at diazotroph Sept. 2018).
Page. xxv: “This volume is dedicated to the memory
of Edgar DaSilva, former Director of the Division of Life
Sciences at UNESCO, in recognition of his long-term
interest in biological nitrogen fixation.” A small portrait
photo shows DaSilva (1941-2007). Address: 1. Cape Town
Peninsula Univ. of Technology, Cape Town South Africa.
7028. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Update. 2009. Yield
challenge winners announced. Jan. p. 1.
• Summary: “Nine growers from across the province were
recognized for outstanding soybean yields at a special award
ceremony on December 18 in Guelph. The winners were

chosen from among the forty farmers who entered the firstever Ontario Soybean Growers’ Yield Challenge.
“Some interesting overall statistics were gleaned from
the entrants’ submitted harvest surveys. The average yield
reported was 59.4 bushels per acre, with a range from 47.5
to 72.1 bushels per acre. May planting was the norm, with
48 per cent using conventional seed and 52 per cent using
Roundup Ready varieties. Tillage practices were evenly split
between conventional, no-till and minimum till. The most
common seeding rate was between 200,000 and 225,000
seeds per acre. In terms of field rotation, 88 per cent of the
entrants grew corn in the prior year; the rest grew either
wheat, alfalfa or other beans. Thirty-two percent reported
using foliar fertilizer, and fifty-two per cent used foliar
fungicide.
“First, second and third place prizes were presented for
each of three provincial heat unit zones based on maturity
groups. All nine finalists received an OSG Yield Challenge
jacket. The runners-up received two complimentary tickets
each for both the Canadian International Farm Show in
Toronto, and Canada’s Outdoor Farm Show. First-place
winners received a cheque for their yield per acre, multiplied
by $10.00.
“OSG established the Soybean Yield Challenge to raise
awareness among growers of factors affecting soybean
yields. A panel discussion among the winners illuminated
their crop production management techniques.
A table shows: (1) The zone and cumulative heat units
(CHU). (2) Names of the winner, 1st runner-up, and 2nd
runner-up. (3) Location in Ontario. (4) Yield in bushels per
acre. (5) Variety–NK (Northrup King) varieties won the most
prizes.
Zone 1 is 2700 CHU and under. Zone 2 is 2725 to 3000
CHU. Zone 3 is 3025 CHU and above.
Note: Warmer areas generally have higher CHUs and
higher yields. The highest yield was achieved by Casey
Claver in Seaforth (Zone 3) at 72.1 bu / acre using an NKS21-N6 variety. Address: Guelph, ONT, Canada.
7029. Roseboro, Ken. 2009. The 2009 non-GMO
sourcebook: A buyers guide to global suppliers of non-GMO
and organic seeds, grains, ingredients, and foods. Eugene,
Oregon: Evergreen Publishing, Inc. 106 p. Illust. (both color,
and blue and white photos). Index. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Editor’s introduction (by Ken
Roseboro, publisher and editor). Suppliers of non-GMO
products: United States, Canada, Europe, Africa / Middle
East, Asia / Australia, Latin / South America. The Non-GMO
Project special section (Non-GMO verification of organic
foods begins, Non-GMO Project facts, Non-GMO corn
chips create a niche for healthy snack foods, Grain suppliers
express concern about the Non-GMO Project, First inspector
training for non-GMO verification held). Related products,
services, and organizations. Indexes: Index of non-GMO
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suppliers by product category: Seeds, grains and oilseeds,
specialty grains and crops, canola / rapeseed products and
ingredients, corn / maize products and ingredients, soy
products and ingredients (phytosterols, soy flakes, soy flour,
soy germ concentrate, soy grits, soy lecithin {including
organic}, soy meal {including organic}, soy nuts, soy oil
{including organic}, soy oil–low linolenic, soy protein,
isolates and concentrates, soy protein–textured, soymilk,
soymilk powder, soy sauce, vitamin E / tocopherols),
other ingredients and processing aids (citric acid, dairy
ingredients...), sweeteners, food products, animal feed. Index
of related products, services and organizations. Complete
index of listings. Order form for The Organic & Non-GMO
Report.
This comprehensive book gives the single best picture
of the growing industry, worldwide, opposed to genetic
engineering of foods and feeds. Address: Editor / Publisher,
P.O. Box 51137, Eugene, Oregon 97405. Phone: 1-541-3432272.
7030. Organic and Non-GMO Report (The) (Fairfield, Iowa).
2009. More U.S. farmers planting non-GMO soybeans this
year: For the first time since 1996, acres of Roundup Ready
genetically modified soybeans could drop as more farmers
decide to plant non-GMO. 9(3):4-6. March.
• Summary: Why? “Low commodity soybean prices,
attractive premiums, and rising prices for genetically
modified soybean seed...” Moreover, demand for non-GMO
soybeans is growing. In 2008, Roundup Ready soybeans
occupied 92% of U.S. soybean acres. But the premium for
growing non-GMO soybeans is now about $1.00 or more per
bushel. And ASOYIA (of Iowa) is paying farmers as much
as $2.75 per bushel to grow its non-GMO low-linolenic
soybeans.
7031. Product Name: Marinated Tempeh [Lemon Pepper,
Coconut Curry, Sesame Garlic].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031. Phone: 1-888-TOFURKY
(863-8759).
Date of Introduction: 2009 March.
Ingredients: Lemon Pepper: Organic soybeans, water,
shoyu soy sauce (water, non-GMO soybeans, wheat, salt,
culture), garlic, organic evaporated cane juice, lemon juice
concentrate, organic apple cider vinegar, salt, black pepper,
culture (Rhizopus oligosporus). Contains: Soybeans, wheat.
Certified organic by Oregon Tilth.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz. paperboard box.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Labels (boxes) sent
by Lisa Conway of Turtle Island. 2009. Jan. 9. This is a
very attractive and well-designed box / label. 5.5 by 4.25
by 1 inch deep. Full color. Front panel of Lemon Pepper

shows tempeh slices and veggies in a sub sandwich. Text:
“Family owned and independent since 1980. Gluten free.
Strips. Made with organic soybeans. Keep refrigerated or
frozen.” Rear panel: Nutrition facts. Ingredients. Preparation
instructions. Marinated tempeh strips cooking contest.
“Proud supporter of The Humane Society (with HS logo).
Box is 100% recycled paperboard. Low VOC inks.”
Letter (e-mail) from Seth Tibbott. 2009 March 23. “...
presented the new [Marinated] Tempeh Strips to rave reviews
at Expo West [Anaheim, California] earlier this month
[March 5-8] and came away with two awards for best new
product at the show. One award came with $30,000.00 of
sales data... We shipped the first shipment of Tempeh Strips
on March 13, 2009 so already in Whole Foods stores in the
northeast. Should hit full swing this summer.”
By summer 2011 this line of products had become a
best-seller for Turtle Island and had enabled the company
(for the first time) to enter major supermarket chains in the
southern United States (Georgia, Florida, etc.).
Product with Label purchased at Whole Foods in
Lafayette, California. 2014. Oct. 19. The product name is
now “Tofurky Tempeh: Marinated Strips.” It is Non GMO
Project verified. “Preparation instructions: Stovetop: Heat
1 to 2 T oil in pan (cast iron is best). When oil is hot, add
tempeh strips and cook 1½ to 2 minutes a side until nicely
browned.” Note that this product must be well cooked before
it is eaten. Soyinfo Center Taste Test: Nice but a little too
spicy.
7032. Product Name: [Yakso Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Yakso Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: FZ Organic Food.
Manufacturer’s Address: Oppers 58 8471, ZM Wolvega,
Holland.
Date of Introduction: 2009 April.
Ingredients: Soybeans*, water, rhizopus culture. * =
Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm. Retails for 2.29 euros
in a natural food store (April 2009).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Seth Tibbott
of Turtle Island after trip to Netherlands to study tempeh
2009. April 22. Red, black, brown and white against a
bamboo-brown colored background with horizontal stripes.
Vers produkt = New product.
7033. Dugje, I.Y.; Omoigui, L.O.; Ekeleme, F.;
Bandyopadhyay, R.; Lava Kumar, P.; Kamara, A.Y. 2009.
Farmers’ guide to soybean production in Northern Nigeria.
Ibadan, Nigeria: IITA. 21. *
Address: International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan,
Nigeria.
7034. Dugje, Ibrahim Yakamba; Omoigui, L.; Ekeleme,
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F.; Bandyopadhyay, R.; Lava Kumar, P.; Kamara, A.Y.
2009. Farmer’s guide to soybean production in Northern
Nigeria. Ibadan, Nigeria: International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture (IITA). 21 p. May.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Importance of soybean
in the global economy, Why grow soybean?, Conditions
necessary for soybean production.
Preparing to plant: Land preparation, Choice of variety,
Seed cleaning and preparation, Soybean germination test.
Planting: Date of planting, Seed rate, Seed dressing,
Plant spacing and sowing.
Fertilizer: Soil fertility enhancement.
Pests and diseases: Weeds and their control, Insects and
their control, Diseases and their control.
Harvesting soybean.
Postharvest operations: Threshing, Storage.
Note: This is available as a free digital book with a color

cover and all color photos. Address: IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria.
7035. Product Name: [Mushroom Rice Burger].
Foreign Name: Burger champignons et riz.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sol Cuisine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
L4X 2G6.
Date of Introduction: 2009 May.
Ingredients: 2013: Filtered water, vegetables (portobello &
button mushrooms, onions, carrots, red & green bell peppers,
black olives, potatoes, garlic), organic cooked brown rice,
soy protein concentrate, modified cellulose, sunflower oil,
organic wheat free tamari sauce (water, organic soybeans,
salt), yeast extract, spice, sea salt, organic evaporated cane
juice, citric acid.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Four meatless patties. 284 gm.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Current
(2013) label sent by Lorraine Guardino of
Sol Cuisine. 2013. March 11. She ads a note
that this product was introduced in 2009
(spring).
7036. Soyfoods Canada Newsletter. 2009.
Canadian soybeans–a sustainable crop.
Spring. p. 4.
• Summary: “Canada accounts for almost
2% of the world’s soybean production.
In 2007, approximately 2,700,000 tonnes
[metric tons] were produced in Canada,
on 2,870,657 acres (1,161,755 hectares).
Soybeans are grown in three provinces:
215,006 acres in Manitoba, 434,715 acres in
Quebec, and 2,224,936 acres in Ontario.
“Canadian soybean producers are known
for innovative and sustainable production
practices... Canada’s soybean industry is
known for its superior ability to segregate
and trace soybean crops from seed
through to end user, referred to as Identity
Preservation (IP).
“Over 40%, or about 1.7 million tonnes of
Canadian-grown soybeans are exported to
markets such as Japan, Malaysia, Singapore,
Hong Kong and Taiwan. They are used to
make Asian food staples such as tofu, miso,
natto, and soymilk. Japan only produces
about 12% of its own country’s food grade
soybean requirements, and their consumers
demand non-genetically modified product.
Japanese buyers value Canadian soybeans
because of our industry’s IP ability.
“Growing soybeans leaves a relatively
small carbon footprint. As a legume, the
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soybean plant’s ability to ‘fix’ its own nitrogen virtually
eliminates the need for petroleum-based nitrogen fertilizer.
The wide canopy of leaves formed by soybean plants helps
to minimize the need for herbicide sprays.”
7037. Fruehschuetz, Leo. 2009. Kann Tofu noch gentechfrei sein? Biosoja in Gefahr [Can tofu still be free of genetic
engineering? Organic soy in danger]. Schrot & Korn
(Germany). June. p. 50-52. [Ger]
• Summary: About 40 million tons of soybeans are imported
into the EU each year, above all from South America. A large
percentage of them are genetically engineered. Their traces
make the organic producers creative. Contains five photos.
7038. Reinprecht, Y.; Luk-Labey, S.-Y.; Larsen, J.; Poysa,
V.W.; Yu, K.; Rajcan, I.; Ablett, G.R.; Pauls, K.P. 2009.
Molecular basis of the low linolenic acid trait in soybean
EMS mutant line RG10. Plant Breeding 128(3):253-58.
June. [19 ref]
• Summary: “A possible solution to stability problems is to
genetically reduce the content of linolenic acid in soybean
seed. RG10 is a low linolenic acid line (<25 g/kg) produced
by ethyl methane sulfonate (EMS) treatment of the low
linolenic acid EMS mutant line C1640.” Address: 1-3. Dep.
of Plant Agriculture, Univ. of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario N1G
2W1, Canada.
7039. Schrot & Korn (Germany). 2009. Lord of Tofu: Nur
heimisches Soja [Lord of Tofu: Only soybeans grown in
Germany]. June. p. 53. [Ger]
• Summary: Since 1997 Dörte and Freddy Ulrich have
produced tofu in Lörrach [Loerrach] in the southwestern
corner of Germany–earlier under the brand Hexerküche,
today as “Lord of Tofu.” A small portrait photo shows
Freddy Ulrich.
7040. Schrot & Korn (Germany). 2009. Taifun: Aktiv gegen
Gentechnik [Taifun: Active against genetic engineering].
June. p. 52. [Ger]
• Summary: Last year Life Food GmbH processed about
1,600 tons of soybeans, of which about 750 tons were grown
organically in Oberrhein, Germany. In total about 38 growers
produce 330 hectares of soybeans for Taifun. The rest of the
soybean come from Demeter-farmers from southern Brazil.
A small photo shows Wolfgang Rainer Heck.
7041. Yusuf, A.A.; Iwuafor, E.N.O.; Abaidoo, R.C.; Olufajo,
O.O.; Sanginga, N. 2009. Grain legume rotation benefits
to maize in the northern Guinea savanna of Nigeria: fixednitrogen versus other rotation effects. Nutrient Cycling in
Agroecosystems 84(2):129-39. June. [38 ref]
• Summary: “The yield increases often recorded in maize
following grain legumes have been attributed to fixed-N
and ‘other rotation’ effects, but these effects have rarely

been separated. Field trials were conducted between 2003
and 2005 to measure these effects on maize following grain
legumes in the northern Guinea savanna of Nigeria. Maize
was grown on plots previously cultivated to two genotypes
each of soybean (TGx 1448-2E and SAMSOY-2) and
cowpea (IT 96D-724 and SAMPEA-7), maize, and natural
fallow. The plots were split into four N fertilizer rates...”
Address: 1-2. Soil Science Dep., Faculty of Agriculture/
Institute for Agricultural Research, Ahmadu Bello Univ.,
P.M.B. 1044, Zaria, Nigeria.
7042. Product Name: It’s All Good [Meat-Free Tuscan
Breasts in a Tomato and Basil Sauce, Meat-Free ChickenStyle Filets].
Manufacturer’s Name: Garden Protein International Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 12751 Bathgate Way, Richmond
(near Vancouver), BC V6V 1Y5, Canada. Phone: 604-2787300.
Date of Introduction: 2009 July.
Ingredients: Tuscan Breasts: Water, soy protein*, vital
wheat gluten, ancient grains (quinoa, amaranth, millet,
kamut), natural flavors (from plant sources), gum, potato
starch, expeller pressed canola and/or safflower oil, pea
protein, modified vegetable gum, carrot fiber, organic beet
root fiber, organic evaporated cane juice, yeast extract,
vinegar, sea salt. Marinade: Water, tomato paste, spices, red
bell pepper flakes, vinegar, citric acid. Contains Soy and
Wheat. * = Non-genetically engineered soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz (200 gm). Paperboard box.
Retails two for $6.00 (2009/07. Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Safeway in Lafayette, California. 2009. July
24. Paperboard box. 6½ by 6½ by 1¼ inches. Green, red and
black on white. A color photo on the front panel shows each
of the products on a white background. At bottom of front
panel is an innovative horizontal table: Protein 11 gm. Fat:
1.5 gm. Cholesterol: 0. Calories: 70. Carbs: 3 gm. On all four
panels is the logo of Garden Protein International Inc. “Made
with Gardein. Garden protein.” On one side panel: “Low fat.
No artificial flavors, colors or preservatives. A good source
of protein. And suitable for vegans and meat lovers alike.”
Manufactured for Its All Good Foods, Inc., Richmond, V6V
1Y5 Canada. www.itsallgoodfoods.com. Made in Canada,
On the other side panel: “Microwave. Stovetop. Grill. Bake.
Good with rice, couscous, pasta.” On the bottom panel:
“There are lots of good things growing at www.gardein.
com.” On the back panel are Nutrition Facts, ingredients list
and recipe ideas.
7043. Kenner, Robert. 2009. Food, Inc. (Color motion
picture). A documentary co-produced by Magnolia Pictures
and River Road Entertainment. 2.5 hours.
• Summary: “This is a very well-made movie featuring
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compelling stories, appeals to emotions via graphic
depictions of the growing and slaughtering of farm
animals; worker abuse, mild humor, and encouragement for
Americans to demand better food and more accountability
from the companies that produce it and the government
agencies that regulate them. Agribusiness companies are
generally depicted as showing ‘disdain, disrespect and a
callous type mentality.’
“The movie focuses primarily on meat production
practices and the uses of corn and the growth and control
of the corn industry. It is particularly harsh toward meat
producers (chicken, beef, and pork), portraying them as
unethical, money-hungry individuals who are willing to
subject animals and workers to horrifying conditions in
order to make more and more money. The corn industry
is portrayed as a subsidized, GMO-dominated monopoly
that acts as a vehicle for the development of cheap food
and ingredients which contribute to obese humans and sick
animals. Much attention is focused on Monsanto with other
food companies mentioned, but less often.”
Note: Surprisingly, the film does not encourage people
to eat less meat. Address: Director.
7044. Pfoutz, Arianne. 2009. Vermont soy focuses on local,
organic soyfood production: Fresh soymilk and tofu products
play key role in a regional renaissance. Organic and NonGMO Report (The) (Fairfield, Iowa) 9(7):8-10. July/Aug.
• Summary: “The buzz phrase ‘fresh, organic, local’ has
found its perfect expression at Vermont Soy, a manufacturer
of fresh soymilk and artisanal tofu at Hardwick, Vermont.
Recently rated one of the top five most trustworthy soy
companies in the US by the Cornucopia Institute, Vermont
Soy is a key player in the transformation of this small,
former granite mining town of 3,000 into an impressive
model for sustainable agriculture and community economy.”
Todd Pinkham and Andrew Meyer are the principals.
7045. World Soybean Research Conference VIII: Developing
a global soy blueprint for a safe, secure and sustainable
supply. 2009. Beijing, China. Held 10-15 Aug. 2009 at
Beijing, China.
• Summary: This year’s eighth forum was held in Beijing,
China, from August 10-15 and was hosted by the Chinese
Academy of Agricultural Sciences and the Crop Science
Society of China. It was organized by the Institute of Crop
Sciences, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences. Topics
during the WSRC VIII include: Germplasm, Genetics and
Breeding, Molecular Biology and Biotechnology, Physiology
and Crop Management, Crop Protection, Soybean Storage
and Processing, Soybean Products and Use, and Global
Demand / Trade / Strategy.
Note 1. The conference website in English is www.
wsrc2009.cn/en/index.asp. Note 2. As of June 2018 the
WSRC VIII program is available in English at: https://ainfo.

cnptia.embrapa.br/digital/bitstream/item/34424/1/id29749.pd
f.
The preface, by Gai Junyi begins: “The communities
of soybean science and technology, as well as soybean
industries, are ready to welcome their international
colleagues to join the World Soybean Research Conference
VIII to be held in Beijing, China. It will be a great
opportunity for the communities to show their research
advances, exchange their experiences and discuss the future
perspectives of soybean industry as is indicated by the
conference theme: `Developing a global soy blueprint for a
safe, secure and sustainable supply`.
“The soybean was originated in ancient China. Until
very late it was disseminated to west world in 18th century.
However, in the middle 20th century, soybean production in
the US started to be more than that in China and at the end
of the century the soybean production in north and south
Americas was accounted for about 85% of the world total
production. In 1952, the world soybean production was
about 19 million tons per year while during the recent 20 to
30 years it increased very fast and reached 232 million tons
per year, which is 12 times of that of 45 years ago. Along
with the development of soybean production, the soybean
processing and utilization developed correspondingly.
Based on the eastern soybean food processing, the modern
processing of oil, protein and functional components as
well as their various end products of ordinary food, health
food, feed, medical-related materials, even the textile and
engineering materials developed very fast. At the same time,
the traditional eastern food processing is reformed with
the modern equipment and technologies. The old eastern
soybean has been turned into a miracle crop in the world.
It is the contribution and honor of the ancient farmers who
domesticated the wild soybeans into cultivated ones making
profit to the people all around the world. We are very proud
of our ancestor`s great contribution to the mankind, including
their descendents all around the world.”
7046. Pharmavite / Soyjoy. 2009. During the Dust Bowl,
soybeans did more than just revive the earth. They helped
revive America (Ad). Martha Stewart Living (magazine).
Sept. p. 44.
• Summary: A full-page color ad. On the vertical left twothirds of this ad are a color illustration of a soybean plant
with deep roots, color photos of a compass, a small red
stock transfer certificate, and a green soybean pod with two
green soybeans, and black and white photos of a farm and
the inside of a farmhouse during the Dust Bowl days. On the
right one-third is a column of text with a color photo of a
Soyjoy bar at the bottom. The text begins:
“The 1930s, The Great Depression turned the land
of opportunity into a land of despair.” Unwise farming
practices, overgrazing and drought created the Dust Bowl.
“Enter the soybean. Packed with soil-replenishing
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nitrogen, it gave back to the land what crops like corn and
wheat stripped away. Planted in large quantities and utilized
in crop rotation practices first developed in China, soybeans
helped suppress erosion and hold the ground together.
“With the stabilization of the land helping to stabilize
the economy, America was slowly pulled out of the Great
Depression. Thanks in part to the amazing soybean–for over
5,000 years an integral part of cultures and diets.
“Today, it is the same historic soybean that we take, mix
with fruit, and bake to make Soyjoy.
“Packed with soy. Baked in history.” soyjoy.com.
This ad also appeared in Redbook magazine, Sept. 2009
(p. 8). Address: Mission Hills, California.
7047. Monsanto Co. 2009. Monsanto–Producing more,
conserving more, improving farmers’ lives (TV ad).
Newshour with Jim Lehrer. Television broadcast. PBS. Oct.
5.
• Summary: “That’s sustainable agriculture. More at
producemoreconservemore.com.”
Note: This website is all about sustainable agriculture
and the need to produce more food for a growing population.
The word “Monsanto” barely appears. “Tomorrow’s
challenge: By 2050, United Nations’ experts say our
planet must double food production to feed an anticipated
population of 9.3 billion people.”
Three videos now on the website are titled: (1) Spotlight
on sustainability. (2) Dr. Clive James on improving lives
through technology. (3) Brazilian farmers work to protect the
environment.
7048. Petrie, Dale. 2009. Big changes at Ontario Soybean
Growers (OSG) in Canada (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct.
16. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: OSG (Ontario’s trade association for soybean
producers) is now in the process of merging with the
Ontario’s Corn Producers Association (OCPA) and the
Ontario Wheat Producers’ Marketing Board (OWPMB)
groups to form the Grain Farmers of Ontario (GFO), one
provincial association representing the interests of Ontario’s
grains and oilseeds farmers.
On 29 April 2004 OSG moved from Chatham to Guelph,
to Suite 205, Second Floor, Research Park Center, 150
Research Lane.
Then on 30 Sept. 2005 (17 months later) all three groups
relocated to the new building of the Ontario AgriCentre, 100
Stone Road West, Guelph, Ontario, where they were able to
increase efficiencies by sharing office space there with OCPA
and OWPMB.
Shortly before the move, a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) was signed between the three
commodity organizations stating that they would eventually
join forces and become a new organization named Grain
Farmers of Ontario (GFO). All three organizations and their

crops were strong and in good shape at the time; they did not
merge out of weakness or because of a problem. They will
have a new website, a new magazine, etc. A lot of the staffing
and operational activities are underway, but the actual
legislation (from the Farm Products Marketing Commission)
which gives GFO the power to collect license fees
(somewhat like a tax collection, and somewhat like the U.S.
checkoff situation) has not yet been enacted. GFO expects
that this will become law in about December 1 of this year.
On that date, the three will become one. Some aspects of the
legislation are presently being negotiated. There are many
important details that must be in the new regulations. Very
little will be changed from existing powers. There are no new
requests for government money or subsidies.
Why did the three groups decide to merge? First,
they have the same grower base. Out of the 28,000
farmers across the province of Ontario, about 23,000 grow
soybeans, 21,000 grow corn, and about 16,000 to 17,000
grow wheat. Typically they grow all three in rotation or at
least two in rotation (corn and soy, or soy and wheat). In
the same geography, there used to be 45,000 farmers. Due
to consolidation, the farms have become much larger. So
the actual acreage of this 5 million acres of farmland has
changed very much. A small percentage of the farmland has
been lost as Toronto expands. Moreover, politically, when
a farm group goes to the government “for an ask,” they
always say something like, “Well, what does corn think?”
So then you have to go back to the corn (or wheat) growers
for consultation. “So in the near future, when GFO knocks
on the door with a unified voice, they certainly will listen
even more. And we will represent more farmers and more
potential voters.”
One organization (GFO) made sense to farmers for
many reasons. Things started to develop from the ground up.
For example, instead of going to three farmer meetings (for
soybeans, corn, and wheat), farmers started to consolidate
the three into one joint farmer meeting.
In short, the focus has shift from the three individual
crops to farmers in Ontario province. Farm organizations
and farmers in other provinces of Canada are watching the
formation and development of GFO with great interest.
There are also some economies of scale that will be helpful–
for example one receptionist, one set of photocopiers, one IP
system, one computer system, one magazine, one newsletter,
one letterhead, one set of lawyers–the savings add up fast.
GFO will have one board of directors composed of
15 farmers representing each of the 15 new districts into
which Ontario has been divided by GFO to get fair member
representation. “The soybean model (OSG) is probably
the closest to what the new organization will look like in
structure. Each of the 15 districts will carry a minimum of 8
delegates. So 8 x 15 = 120 delegates minimum. The district
is divided by 6.7% of the production.
“We have 30 delegates which are somewhat transferable
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depending on production by district. Some of the counties
[especially those near the southern tip of Ontario] produce
more than 6.7% of production, so we can add more delegates
from the pool of 30 delegates to those high-production
counties. For example, Lambton county has 17 delegates–
the most. Middlesex has 14, etc. This system gives a better
representation by total production of soybeans, corn and
wheat. In fact, the representation tends to be very close to the
soybean production because soybeans tend to be the common
denominator in any rotation. The producer delegates are
elected by their peers to represent the concerns and wishes
of all three crops.” So the total number of delegates will
be exactly 150, and average of 10 per district. From those
delegates they choose one director, who will sit on the new
board of 15 producers which will be formed in Feb. or March
2010. One member of the board will be chair, one will be
vice-chair a total of four executives. In addition, a CEO,
Barry Senft, has been hired; he will be Dale’s Boss when this
all gets enacted. For GFO, Dale will be director of strategic
planning and innovation–everything outside the organization
including government relations, market development,
research or communications. Ryan Brown, who is currently
head (general manager) of the Ontario Corn Producers
Association, will take care of all things that are inside the
organization, including wheat trading, accounts receivable,
accounts payable, etc.
About 35% of these three commodities are marketed as
“identity preserved” (IP). In Ontario, corn is predominantly
genetically engineered (GE); soybeans are 65% GE and no
wheat is GE. There is some interest in GE wheat, not for
weed control but for control of disease (especially Fusarium
head blight), or in nutritional composition, or in milling
quality.
Ontario Soybean Growers (OSG) still has its own
website and has continued to publish an 8-page (usually)
color monthly (or occasionally bi-monthly) newsletter. All
of these since Feb. 2001 are archived on the OSG website:
On the top bar click “OSG info” then click “Newsletter.”
They also have a monthly newsletter that goes into one of
the widely read farm publications, a tabloid-size newspaper
named the Ontario Farmer, but it doesn’t get mailed since
the mailing costs were too high.
Bottom line is: A new printed magazine (to be sent
by mail to 28,000 farmers plus 2,000 other stakeholders,
industry and media people) will soon be available, titled
Ontario Grain Farmer (Kim will send), which will include
all important news about soybeans. A PDF version of the
magazine will also be available on the new OGF website.
Looking at the big picture and the future of soybeans in
Ontario and Canada, Dale thinks that the future looks good
and promising. Acreage and yields continue to rise. The key
to expanding acreage (this year is a record of 2.4 million
acres) is the better, earlier varieties, which replace barley,
edible beans, canola, etc. and are grown further northward.

They have a yield contest to highlight the growers who
are getting the best yields. “Canada hasn’t gotten to the
biodiesel business because the economics of using soybean
oil for biodiesel has always been suspect.” Moreover, it
is basically turning one commodity into another. OSG is
more interested in adding value by transforming soybean oil
into high-value industrial uses, such as lubricants, greases,
special time-release coatings on pharmaceutical products,
cosmetics, foods, etc. Value-added products have long been
Dale’s major focus. OCS was the founding supporter in a
research organization at Trent University, studying higher
value applications and products. Dale believes that Canada
has an advantage over its soybean competitors because of
its excellent IP (identity preserved) infrastructure. IP is one
important key to adding value and getting away from selling
commodity soybeans, oil, or meal. Canada is too small to
compete in a straight commodity world market.
Why do Canadians grow Roundup-Ready or other GE
soybeans. Above all for the weed control of many annual
and perennial weeds found in Canada. “Its so easy. You
just plant GE soybeans, let the weeds grow, zap them with
1 liter / quart per acre of Roundup herbicide, you park and
you’re done. You don’t have to worry about going back
onto the field. And there is less stress on the farmer. Also,
it dramatically reduces the weeds in fields for the next crop
grown on that field. As in the USA, weeds always develop
resistance. But to minimize this, for that past ten years in
Ontario they have been very strict about avoiding continuous
use of Roundup herbicide on the same field; they preach this
important message year after year.
In short, the past 20 years have been good for soybeans
in Ontario and the future looks bright, in part because of the
new organization, Grain Farmers of Ontario. Address: OSG
General Manager, Ontario AgriCentre, Suite 201, 100 Stone
Rd. W., Guelph, Ontario CANADA, N1G 5L3. Phone: 519993-7692.
7049. Schrot & Korn (Germany). 2009. Alles in einer Hand:
Kontrolle gegen Gentechnik [Everything in one hand:
Control against genetic engineering]. Sept/Oct. p. 50-51.
[Ger]
• Summary: Genetic engineering is spreading. In 2008
genetically engineered plants were used commercially in 28
countries. In Germany Life Food GmbH is growing organic,
non-GE soybeans.
7050. Sheaffer, Craig C.; Moncada, Kristine M. 2009.
Introduction to agronomy: food, crops, and environment.
Clifton Park. NY: Delmar Cengage Learning. xii + 564 p.
Illust. Index. 26 x 21 cm.
• Summary: This is a textbook containing 20 chapters,
starting with “History of Agriculture.” It strives to introduce
controversial topics (such as factory farming), and to deal
with them in a fair and balanced way.
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Chapter 18, “Crop Profiles: Legumes,” contains a
section on “Soybean” (p. 452-55), with the following
contents: Introduction. Description and adaptation
(indeterminant, determinant; maturity groups). Use (oil for
food and industrial uses, including biodiesel; the meal is
widely used to supply protein as an ingredient in poultry,
swine, and cattle feed; and in human foods).
“Soybeans are extensively used in human foods as a
source of many essential nutrients. Products include soymilk,
infant formula, and flour. Soy protein can be processed
into textured vegetable protein for production of vegetarian
burgers. Soybeans are fermented to produce soy sauce. Tofu
is produced from the separation of the solids from soybean
milk. Sprouted soybean seeds are consumed in salads.”
Figures: (1) Illustration of a soybean plant, the world’s
most widely grown legume grain crop, showing pods and
seeds. (2) Some of the many types of soybeans. (3) Map of
soybean maturity group zones in the United States (OO to
IX). (4) P Pie chart of world oilseed production in 2007. 59%
of all oilseeds are soybeans; cotton is #2 (11%), tied with
rapeseed (11%). Peanut is #4 (8%).
7051. Vallaeys, Charlote; Kastel, Mark; Fantle, Will;
Christianson, Lynn; Hannah, Margaret. 2009. Behind the
bean: The heroes and charlatans of the natural and organic
soy foods industry. The social, environmental, and health
impacts of soy. Cornucopia, Wisconsin: The Cornucopia
Institute. 54 p. Illust. Index. 28 cm. Available free of charge
at www.cornucopia.org/ soysurvey/ OrganicSoyReport/
behindthebean_color_final.pdf. [109 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Executive summary. Introduction.
Part I: The organic soy scorecard. Commitment to organics.
Commitment to transparency and openness. Commitment
to stakeholders, in addition to shareholders. Commitment to
avoiding genetically engineered organism contamination.
Commitment to supporting North American organic family
farmers. Company ratings in the organic soy scorecard.
Private labels.
Part II: Unmasking the “natural” soy industry. Isolating
nutrients: Soy protein. Hexane: The processing of “natural”
soy with a neurotoxic pollutant.
Conclusion. Appendix A: Scorecard ratings. Endnotes.
Pacific Foods [Oregon]: “On their packages, they
have a “Certified to the Source”™ seal, and their web site
explains that this program is “an ambitious endeavor to
want to trace the origin of every single ingredient we use
in our foods...” On the web page for its organic soymilk,
Pacific Natural Foods writes that “We are very picky about
our soybeans.” “Cornucopia’s research indicates that Pacific
Natural Foods purchased close to half a million kilograms of
organic soybeans from China in the past year. When asked
simply to name the organic certifier of the farms where their
Chinese organic soybeans are grown, Pacific Natural Foods
did not respond. When asked if Pacific Natural Foods would

share with us the name of the third-party certifier for their
‘Certified to the Source’ program, they were silent. This
raises the question of whether this program is in fact thirdparty certified, or simply a marketing gimmick” (p. 26-27).
Vitasoy, USA: “Our research indicates that they
purchase organic soybeans directly from American
organic farmers in the Midwest, but they also purchased
approximately 200,000 kilograms of organic soybeans and
100,000 kilograms of organic tofu from China” (p. 27).
“Another brand of soymilk that chose not to participate
in our scorecard project was the industry’s largest producer
of soymilk, in addition to other soy products, Silk.
WhiteWave, which markets Silk soymilk, is a subsidiary
of Dean Foods. Dean Foods is the largest processor and
distributor of dairy products in the United States, with $11
billion in sales in 2007.”
“Since Dean Foods acquired WhiteWave, its founder,
Steve Demos, has left the company [he was fired], along with
almost all of the pioneering management–those who believed
in ‘green’ values. According to Demos, the company is now
all about ‘green, with the dead presidents on it.’
“In January 2009, the familiar Silk soymilk cartons lost
the green ‘USDA Organic’ seal and now state ‘natural’ where
they once said ‘organic.’ The carton’s design is the same,
and many loyal Silk customers who associate the brand
with organics may not be aware that they are now buying a
nonorganic product. Silk’s organic soymilk is now in a newly
designed carton. Most Silk products are no longer certified
organic or ‘made with organic soybeans.’ It also appears that
Dean Foods / White Wave raised the price of their few new
organic soymilk offerings, a very small percentage of their
product line. They kept the same pricing for the majority
of their product line, even though they switched to cheaper
conventional soybeans and introduced their new organic
offerings at a higher price point–a radical departure from the
origins of the company. Before Dean Foods acquired White
Wave and Silk, they were considered one of the true pioneers
in the organic foods industry” (p. 27-28).
Hexane residues in food: “The FDA does not set a
maximum residue level in soy foods for hexane, and does
not require that food manufacturers test for hexane residues.
Very little research has been conducted concerning the
potential effects of consuming hexane residues in edible
oils and other processed foods that contain soy protein, such
as infant formula, energy bars, protein powders, and meat
analogs. Food processors that use hexane tend to assume
that nearly all hexane residues evaporate before reaching the
consumer, but this may not be the case.”
“Moreover, residue testing has tended to focus on the
oil, but the protein and fiber that are left after extraction have
also come in contact with hexane. To test for the possibility
of hexane residues in these other soy components and
products, The Cornucopia Institute sent a sample of hexaneextracted soy oil, soy meal, and soy grits to an independent
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analytical laboratory (registered with the FDA and USDA).
While there was less than 10 ppm hexane residue in the oil,
both the soy meal and soy grits contained higher levels of
hexane residues. The soy meal contained 21 ppm hexane
and the grits contained 14 ppm. These tests raise important
questions regarding the presence of hexane residues in
everyday foods.”
“The Cornucopia Institute is petitioning the FDA to
examine the effects of hexane in foods. First, Cornucopia is
asking the FDA to test commonly consumed soy derivatives,
such as soy protein isolate, for hexane residues. Second, if
residues are indeed found to be common in foods, the FDA
should provide information to consumers regarding the
effects of these chemical residues on consumers, including
infants and children.
“We believe that this research is especially important
given the fact that most soy-based infant formulas contain
ingredients that have been hexane extracted. In fact, nearly
every major ingredient in conventional soy-based infant
formula is hexane extracted. Infants consume much greater
quantities of food compared to their body weight than
adults, and formula-fed infants consume the same foods day
after day, for many months. If hexane residues are present
in conventional soy-based infant formula, their effects on
infants should be investigated” (p. 36). Address: 1. Farm
and Food Policy Analyst, principal author; 2. Senior Farm
and Food Policy Analyst; 3. Research Director; 4. Research
Assistant; 5. Board President, Scientific Editor. All: The
Cornucopia Institute, P.O. Box 126, Cornucopia, Wisconsin
54827.
7052. Organic and Non-GMO Report (The) (Fairfield, Iowa).
2010. Scientist finding many negative impacts of Roundup
Ready GM crops: USDA doesn’t want to publish studies
showing negative impacts. 10(1):4, 6. Nov.
• Summary: “Robert Kremer is a microbiologist with the
US Department of Agriculture’s Agricultural Research
Service and an adjunct professor in the Division of Plant
Sciences at the University of Missouri. He is co-author of
one of five papers published in the October 2009 issue of The
European Journal of Agronomy that found negative impacts
of Roundup herbicide, which is used extensively with
Roundup Ready genetically modified crops. Kremer has been
studying the impacts of glyphosate, the primary ingredient in
Monsanto’s Roundup herbicide, since 1997.
“The Organic & Non-GMO Report interviewed Mr.
Kremer about his research and the reluctance of the USDA to
publicize the findings of the five papers.
“Please give me an overview of your research
“RK: We started in 1997 wanting to see if this new
system, Roundup Ready, would change the production of
nematodes in soybean. We started looking at organisms in
soybean roots and saw microorganisms colonizing the roots.
We suspected that glyphosate was having an impact. There

was a root fungi problem that seemed to be encouraging
sudden death syndrome (SDS).
“We saw the increase of these fungi in the Roundup
Ready (genetically modified) system, both soybeans and
corn.
“What types of things are you seeing in the Roundup
Ready system?
“RK: This system is altering the whole soil biology. We
are seeing differences in bacteria in plant roots and changes
in nutrient availability. Glyphosate is very systemic in the
plant and is being released through the roots into the soil.
Many studies show that glyphosate can have toxic effects on
microorganisms and can stimulate them to germinate spores
and colonize root systems. Other researchers are showing
that glyphosate can immobilize manganese, an essential plant
micronutrient.
“What are glyphosate’s impacts on beneficial soil
bacteria?
“RK: The most obvious impact is on rhizobia, a
bacterium that fixes nitrogen. It has been shown that
glyphosate can be toxic to rhizobia. (Nitrogen fixing bacteria
are important to soils because nitrogen is the most commonly
deficient nutrient in many soils.)
“What about research showing increased incidence of
Fusarium in Roundup Ready GM crops?
“RK: We’ve taken field surveys and seen an increase in
Fusarium with the use of glyphosate. Some Roundup Ready
varieties even without using glyphosate tend to be more
susceptible to being impacted by Fusarium. It could be an
unintended consequence of genetic manipulation that could
make it more susceptible.
“Your paper also mentioned the potential of glyphosate
to contaminate groundwater.
“RK: Yes, under certain circumstances. The big
assumption for claims that glyphosate is benign is that it isn’t
immediately absorbed by the soil. But research is showing
that isn’t necessarily true; that it is still available in the soil.
“If soil is full of phosphorous, glyphosate could leach
into ground water. For example, farmers may use manure
from confined animal feeding operations as a fertilizer. The
soil will then contain high amounts of phosphorus, which
overwhelms the soil. Any glyphosate that hits the soil will be
a potential contaminant. It can stay in the soil or it might run
off into streams or waterways.
“What about glyphosate resistant weeds?
“RK: We have eight different species of glyphosate
resistant weeds in Missouri. Some species of Johnson Grass
are found in fields where Roundup is used year after year. It
is a very aggressive weed.
“To solve the problem of weed resistance, genetic
engineers are developing soybeans that tolerate Roundup and
Dicamba, another herbicide. They are incorporating another
gene resistant to another herbicide. When resistance happens
again, will they then develop a plant resistant to five or six
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herbicides? It’s an illogical circle.
“With so much glyphosate being used, what types of
long-term impacts do you think could occur?
“RK: We are already seeing glyphosate-resistant weeds.
If we continue to use glyphosate in the same fields year after
year, it’s a matter of time until microbial communities in the
soil will shift to more detrimental species.
“The use of glyphosate stimulates detrimental pathogens
in the growing season but they go back down after the
growing season. Eventually, they may build up in the soil
and not go back down.
“Are many researchers looking at the possibly negative
impacts of glyphosate or Roundup Ready crops?
“RK: There are a handful of researchers. There is more
research looking at the production of these crops.
“The papers published in the European Journal of
Agronomy received no publicity in the United States. Why is
that?
“RK: I was working with USDA-ARS to publish a
news release about these studies. I’ve gone all the way to the
administrators, but they are reluctant to put something out.
USDA’s thinking is that if farmers are using this (Roundup
Ready) technology, the agency doesn’t want negative
information being released about it. This is how it is. I think
the news release is still sitting on someone’s desk.
“What about your future research?
“RK: We’re looking at some methods that could be used
to overcome negative effects if we continue to use Roundup
Ready crops, such as supplementation of nutrients by foliar
application. I’m more interested in sustainable agriculture.
More farmers are interested in using cover cropping to
maintain soil quality and other organic amendments. But its a
steep learning curve for them.”
7053. Roseboro, Ken. 2010. The 2010 non-GMO
sourcebook: A buyers guide to global suppliers of non-GMO
and organic seeds, grains, ingredients, and foods. Fairfield,
Iowa: Evergreen Publishing, Inc. 106 p. Illust. (both color,
and blue and white photos). Index. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Editor’s introduction (by Ken
Roseboro, publisher and editor). Suppliers of non-GMO
products: United States, Canada, Europe, Africa / Middle
East, Asia / Australia, Latin / South America. The Non-GMO
Project special section (includes comments by Michael
Potter and Nature’s Path {in Canada}). Related products,
services, and organizations. rBGH-free dairy processors in
the US. Index of non-GMO suppliers by product category:
Seeds (corn, soybeans), canola / rapeseed, processed
canola / rapeseed products, corn / maize, processed corn
/ maize products, soybeans (identity preserved, specialty,
organic), processed soy products (flakes, flour, germ
concentrate, grits, lecithin, meal, nuts, oil, low linolenic oil,
phytosterols, protein, textured protein, soymilk, soymilk
powder, soy sauce, tofu, vitamin E / tocopherols), other

grains / oilseeds and processed products (alfalfa / hay, barley,
cotton,...), other ingredients and processing aids (citric
acid, dairy ingredients...), sweeteners, food products, food
supplements, animal feed. Index of related products, services
and organizations. Complete index of listings. Index of
advertisers.
Note 1. In the Suppliers section, many company entries
have the Non-GMO Project logo (with an orange and black
butterfly on a green leaf) next to their company name (e.g.,
Eden Foods, p. 17; WholeSoy & Company, p. 42).
This comprehensive book gives the single best picture
of the growing industry, worldwide, opposed to genetic
engineering. Address: Editor / Publisher, P.O. Box 436,
Fairfield, Iowa 52556. Phone: 1-800-854-0586.
7054. Product Name: Megumi Natto (Organic).
Manufacturer’s Name: Japan Traditional Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3620 Frei Road, Sebastopol,
California 95472. Phone: 707-827-1788.
Date of Introduction: 2010 February.
Ingredients: Soybeans, Bacillus natto culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3 oz. (85 gm) plastic cup with
no sauces. One cup retails for about $2.99.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (e-mail) from
Minami Satoh, founder and owner of Japan Traditional
Foods Inc. Gives basic information about product at the time
it was launched. “Megumi” means “a blessing” in Japanese.
For details, see www.meguminatto. com. The package design
is a shallow plastic cup. The round label is white and black
on red. The soybeans are certified organic by QAI.
Product with Label brought by Tak Kimura. 2010. April
21. Plastic cup with paperboard sleeve. White, red, black,
and yellow on reddish brown. On the front panel: “Organic
Megumi Natto. Fermented soybeans. Fresh never frozen.
Natural energy food. Blessings from the bean. Product of
U.S.A. Perishable keep refrigerated.” Use by (30 day shelf
life).
The paperboard sleeve is designed to be opened without
damaging it so the back side can be read. Contents: About
Japan traditional foods. About natto. “A popular way to eat
natto.” Recipe (without any quantities) for brown rice topped
with natto (mixed with a little soy sauce and green onion).
“Also enjoy natto: In salad. On bread or crackers. With your
favorite pasta. In sushi rolls.” Discover more natto recipes
on the website www.meguminnatto.com. Make friends with
natto’s sticky strings.
The new Berkeley Bowl in west Berkeley is now (23
April 2010) retailing Megumi Natto for $2.95 per pack of 85
gm.
Taste test by Akiko Aoyagi. 2010. April. Akiko prefers
the Americanized, organic version of the two natto products
made by this company. Both taste very mild and both are
very unsatisfactory to Akiko, who loves natto and eats it
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regularly. She feels like both have been dehulled. She likes
a tougher texture and she craves a stronger (less mild) taste.
The price of this natto is 3 times higher than the natto she
buys locally. She does not care whether a natto product is
organic or not. The American design is too busy (gochagocha).
7055. Dion, Patrice. ed. 2010. Soil biology and agriculture in
the tropics. Berlin: Springer Science & Business Media. xiii
+ 325 p. Illust. (some color). Index. Series: Soil Biology, Vol.
21. [1200+* ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Soils of the Tropics. 2. Organic
Matter and Micro-Organisms in Tropical Soils. 3. Impacts of
Forest Conversion to Agriculture on Microbial Communities
and Microbial Function. 4. The Structural and Functional
Biodiversity of Soil: An Interdisciplinary Vision for
Conservation Agriculture in Brazil. 5. The Potential of Soil
Beneficial Micro-Organisms for Slash-and-Burn Agriculture
in the Humid Forest Zone of Sub-Saharan Africa.
6. Microbial Populations of Arid Lands and their
Potential for Restoration of Deserts. 7. Exploring the
Ecological Significance of Microbial Diversity and
Networking in the Rice Ecosystem. 8. Rhizobial Symbioses
in Tropical Legumes and Non-Legumes. 9. Mycorrhizal
Associations in Agroforestry Systems. 10. Agricultural
Development in Tropical Acidic Soils: Potential and
Limits of Phosphate-Solubilizing Bacteria. 11. Role of
Microbial Biofertilizers in the Development of a Sustainable
Agriculture in the Tropics. 12. Microbial Degradation of
Pesticides in Tropical Soils. 13. Soil and Crop Contamination
Through Wastewater Irrigation and Options for Risk
Reduction in Developing Countries. 14 Towards a New
Purpose for Traditional and Other Forms of Soil Knowledge,
by Patrice Dion.
Soybeans are mentioned as follows:
Page 66: In Brazil, 14 grain crops cover an area of
about 48 million ha, of which soybean accounts for slightly
less than half of the total. Agribusiness plays a key role in
Brazil’s trade, accounting for about 25% of Brazil’s GDP
during the years 2000-2007.
Page 95: “Spontaneous nodulation of some soybean
varieties with promiscuous indigenous LNB [legumenodulating bacteria] has become exploited by many African
farmers in Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia and
Zimbabwe...” Address: Prof. Dr., Département de phytologie,
Pavillion Charles-Eugène-Marchand, 1030, avenue do la
Médecine, Université Laval, Québec (Québec) G1V OA6,
Canada.
7056. Product Name: Amy’s Teriyaki Wrap (With Organic
Tofu, Brown Rice & Vegetables).
Manufacturer’s Name: Amy’s Kitchen Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 449, Petaluma, CA
94953. Phone: 707-762-6194.

Date of Introduction: 2010 March.
Ingredients: (Vegan): Organic brown rice, filtered water,
organic wheat and whole wheat flour, organic tofu (filtered
water, organic soybeans, nigari {magnesium chloride, a
natural firming agent}), organic broccoli, pineapple juice,
organic tamari...
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5.5 oz (156 gm) in plastic bag.
Retails for $3.29.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Diablo Foods in Lafayette. 2010. March 7 by
3 inch plastic bag. Dark blue, green, white and red. On front
panel: “Non-dairy. Keep frozen. Non GMOs.”
7057. Product Name: Amy’s Indian Spinach Tofu Wrap
(With Organic Spinach and Tofu).
Manufacturer’s Name: Amy’s Kitchen Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 449, Petaluma, CA
94953. Phone: 707-762-6194.
Date of Introduction: 2010 March.
Ingredients: (Vegan): Organic spinach, organic onions,
organic wheat and whole wheat flour, organic tofu (filtered
water, organic soybeans, nigari {magnesium chloride, a
natural firming agent}), filtered water, expeller pressed high
oleic safflower oil, sea salt, organic garlic. spices*, organic
jalapeño peppers, turmeric. Contains wheat and soy. * =
100% pure herbs & spices (no hidden ingredients).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 5.5 oz (156 gm) in plastic bag.
Retails for $3.29.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Diablo Foods in Lafayette. 2010. March 7 by 3
inch plastic bag. Lentil green, red, yellow, orange and white.
On front panel: “Keep frozen. Non GMOs.”
7058. Barnes, Stephen. 2010. The biochemistry, chemistry
and physiology of the isoflavones in soybeans and their
food products. Lymphatic Research and Biology 8(1):89-98.
March. [64 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: In this review of the chemistry,
absorption, metabolism, and mechanisms of action of plant
isoflavones, emphasis is placed on the isoflavones in soy and
the food products derived from them. Soybeans have been
part of food history in Asia for several millennia but did not
reach the Americas and Europe until the eighteenth century.
In the twentieth century, there was a tremendous increase
in the cultivation of soybeans in the United States and more
recently in South America. Soy foods have entered the U.S.
food supply in ever-increasing amounts both in the form
of traditional products (soy milk, tofu) and in more subtle
ways in dairy and bread/cake products. The isoflavones in
non-fermented foods are for the most part in the form of
glycoside conjugates. These undergo changes due to different
processing procedures. Isoflavones and their metabolites
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are well absorbed and undergo an enterohepatic circulation.
They are often termed phytoestrogens because they bind
to the estrogen receptors although weakly compared to
physiologic estrogens. This estrogenicity is not the only
mechanism by which isoflavones may have bioactivity–they
inhibit tyrosine kinases, have antioxidant activity, bind to
and activate peroxisome proliferator regulators alpha and
gamma, inhibit enzymes in steroid biosynthesis, strongly
influence natural killer cell function and the activation
of specific T-cell subsets, and inhibit metastasis. These
various properties may explain the much lower incidence of
hormonally-dependent breast cancer in Asian populations
compared to Americans and Europeans.
“History: History The soybean is a member of the
leguminosae family, plants that form root noodles that
house nitrogen-fixing soil bacteria (Rhizobia) in a symbiotic
relationship, an event that is essential for life on this planet.
Legumes have been used in a crop rotation system to restore
the nitrogen in the soil on ground used for agriculture. The
soybean, now called Glycine max, has had a long history
as a domesticated plant, with records of its use as far back
as the eleventh century BC in China. Missionaries took it
into Korea and Japan in the third and fourth centuries AD
[1=Hymowitz 1990]. It did not reach Europe until 1739
in Paris and 1790 in Kew gardens in London [1]. The first
recorded use in the United States was in 1765 in Savannah,
Georgia [1]... In 1960, the annual world production of
soybeans was 27 million tons, with 69% being grown in the
United States. By 2007, annual world production had risen
to 206.4 million tons with nearly 90 million tons grown in
Brazil and Argentina.
“Isoflavone Biosynthesis: The signals released by
the soybean that attract the rhizobial bacteria are the
isoflavonoids [3=Rolfe 1988] These are a subclass of the
much more common flavonoids. These in turn are members
of the large family of polyphenols that are widely found in
plants. Isoflavonoids are formed by the same biosynthetic
pathway for flavonoids [4]. First, phenylalanine reacts
with malonyl CoA to form 4-hydroxycinnamoyl CoA
(Fig. 1). Chalcone synthase catalyzes the reaction of this
intermediate with three more molecules of malonyl CoA
to form isoliquiritigenin or naringenin chalcone. Chalcone
isomerase catalyzes the ring closure of the heterocyclic
ring. Isoflavone synthase introduces a 2-hydroxyl group,
which in turn is removed by an isoflavone dehydratase to
yield daidzein (7,4’-dihydroxyisoflavone) and genistein
(5,7,4’-trihydroxyisoflavone) (Fig. 1). The biosynthesis of
glycitein (7,4’-dihydroxy-6-methoxyisoflavone), a major
isoflavone in the soy germ (hypocotyls) is not understood.
The numbering scheme for isoflavones is shown in Figure 2.
“Isoflavones in the soybean are converted to 7-O-glucosides by a glucosyltransferase and then to their
6"-O-malonates by a malonyl transferase. This chemical
form is stored in vacuoles until used by the plant and is the

major form in harvested soybeans. Although the yellow
or black soybeans are the most familiar forms, an early
harvesting before ripening results in a green immature
soybean. This is cooked by boiling still in the pod and is
served as edamame. It has similar levels of isoflavones to the
yellow and black soybeans [5, 6].
"Soy Foods in Asia: Although soybean-containing foods
have become more popular in the United States over the past
50 years, they are in general quite different from the forms
of soy consumed in Asia [7]. Unlike American soy foods,
the latter are often fermented. Soybeans are converted using
microorganisms to miso (added to soups and stews in Japan),
soy paste (in Korea) and tempeh (with a texture like meat
in Indonesia). Soy sauce is another familiar soy product
and is made either by acid hydrolysis (no isoflavones)
or by prolonged fermentation. The proteins and lipids in
soybeans are extracted with boiling water to form soy milk,
an important alternative to mother's milk in countries with a
high incidence of lactase insufficiency. Soymilk is curdled to
prepare tofu, which can be pressed to remove water. Tofu can
be fried or added to numerous other dishes.
"Soy Foods in the United States: In the United States,
soybeans are grown mostly as a source of edible oil using
a hexane extraction approach (Fig. 3). The defatted soy
flour is enriched in protein (50% by weight). This has been
traditionally used as the protein source in domesticated
and research animal diets [8]. The soy flour is heated to
produce a variety of related products–this includes toasting
at 250ºC. These are used in many bread and cake products,
particularly in doughnuts. Soy flour is washed with water
to remove soluble carbohydrates–this creates soy protein
concentrate, which contains 70% protein by weight (Fig. 3).
Alternatively, soy flour is extracted with hot, aqueous 65%
alcohol to remove carbohydrates, lipids, and other small
molecules, including the isoflavones (also color and taste).
This is another form of soy protein concentrate. Both the
soy protein concentrates can be extruded to form textured
soy protein, another meat-like product. Soy protein isolate
(SPI), >92% protein, is prepared by first solubilizing the
proteins in soy flour with a mild alkaline extraction (leaving
behind complex carbohydrates and lipids) and precipitating
the proteins by lowering the pH to 4.5 (Fig. 3). The soluble
sugars remain in solution. SPI is found in many canned
food products. It's added to improve the appearance of the
food. It is also widely used by serious athletes who are on
low-fat, high-protein diets. It's also used to prepare low-fat
forms of soymilk. As in Asia, these soymilks are converted
to tofu. However, this is typically done aseptically producing
shelf-stable products. In a recent development, soy products
are being made where microorganisms that hydrolyze the
isoflavones are added to soy protein preparations.
"Hidden Soy in Foods: Just as for those who suffer
from peanut or milk allergies, there are those for whom
avoiding soy is essential. And with the widespread presence
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of soy in food products, this can be a difficult task. Read the
food labels carefully–a product having added 'hydrolyzed
vegetable protein,' or just 'vegetable protein' contains soy.
Besides the clearly labeled new 'soy' foods (soy cheese, soy
ice cream, soy yoghurt), soy can turn up in strange, but often
familiar places. For instance, a soy-based batter is used to
coat doughnuts-it provides the needed mouth-feel. When
roasting the Christmas turkey, the expectation is that cooking
will produce profuse gravy-to ensure that will happen,
producers pump a solution of SPI into the turkey before
it is sold. In some brands of canned tuna, the tuna meat is
soaked in a soy broth. Chili often has added soy protein.
Energy bars that are low-fat and high in protein may contain
SPI. Licorice and licorice teas and most meatless products
contain significant amounts of isoflavones. Extensive
lists of common foods and their isoflavone content have
been published [9, 10]. There is also a compilation of the
isoflavone content of foods provided by a study funded by
the U.S. Departments of Agriculture and the Army that can
be obtained from the following website:
< http://www.nal.usda.gov/fnic/foodcomp/Data/isoflav/
isoflav.html >
The contents continues: Changing chemistry of the
isoflavones in foods. Other foods or supplements containing
isoflavones (especially the American groundnut, Apios
Americana), and the root of kudzu (Pueraria lobata).
Absorption, metabolism and excretion of isoflavones.
Mechanisms of action of isoflavones (“A new chapter in
estrogen action was opened in 1996 with the discovery of”
estrogen receptor beta, by Kuiper et al. It was related to
estrogen receptor alpha, which is located on chromosome 6,
it was instead located on chromosome 14). Address: Dep. of
Pharmacology & Toxicology, MCLM 452, Univ. of Alabama
at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL 35294.
7059. Product Name: Marinated Tempeh [Smoky Maple
Bacon].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031. Phone: 1-888-TOFURKY
(863-8759).
Date of Introduction: 2010 March.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, water, shoyu soy sauce
(water, non-GMO soybeans, wheat, salt, culture), molasses,
maple syrup, natural smoke flavor, autolyzed yeast extract,
salt, potato maltodextrin, gum arabic, organic apple cider
vinegar, starter culture (Rhizopus oligosporus). Contains:
Soy, wheat. Certified organic by Oregon Tilth.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz. paperboard box.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Labels (boxes) sent by Seth
Tibbott of Turtle Island. 2010. Dec. 15.
7060. Product Name: Tofurky Vegan Pizzas [Vegan

Cheese Pizza, Italian Sausage & Fire-Roasted Veggie Pizza,
Pepperoni Pizza].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031.
Date of Introduction: 2010 April.
Ingredients: Pepperoni: Ingredients: Crust: Whole wheat
flour, enriched wheat flour (niacin, iron, thiamine, riboflavin,
folic acid), potato flour, water, expeller pressed non-GMO
canola oil, yeast, organic sugar, salt, malt (malted barley,
wheat flour, dextrose). Sauce: Water, tomato paste, garlic,
expeller pressed non-GMO canola oil, salt, oregano, basil.
Tofurky Pepperoni: Vital wheat gluten, water, organic
tofu (filtered water, organic whole soybeans, magnesium
chloride, calcium chloride), expeller pressed non-genetically
engineered canola oil, organic brown rice, soy sauce (water,
non-genetically engineered soybeans, wheat, salt, culture),
non-GMO corn starch, annatto, garbanzo bean flour, white
bean flour, oat fiber, lemon juice concentrate, salt, natural
flavor, yeast extract, liquid smoke, garlic, fennel seed, red
pepper flake, black pepper, lycopene (from tomatoes),
calcium lactate, purple carrot juice, glycerin. Vegan Cheese:
Filtered water, tapioca and/or arrowroot flours, non-GMO
expeller pressed canola and/or non-GMO expeller pressed
safflower oil, coconut oil, pea protein, salt, vegan natural
flavors, inactive yeast, vegetable glycerin, xanthan gum,
vegan lactic acid (derived from sugar), titanium dioxide (a
naturally occurring mineral).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 pizza. Net weight 13.6 oz
(385 gm).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: All three Labels sent by
Turtle Island Foods, Inc. 2010. May. Seth Tibbott, founder
and owner of Turtle Island Foods, Inc., says these 2 pizzas
were first sold commercially in April 2010. The box is: 10.25
x 10.25 x 1 inch deep. Front: A color photo of one type of
pizza, with a wedge sliced out and being lifted up to show
the cheese stretching. “Family owned and independent since
1980.” “1st non-dairy cheese that really melts.” Meatless and
delicious. Zero cholesterol. Vegan. Keep frozen.
Rear: “No pizza eater left behind! In 1995, Tofurky
brought vegetarians back to the Thanksgiving table by
providing a high protein, cholesterol free option to people
who had been left out of the celebration. Today we continue
that mission by offering delicious, nutritious frozen vegan
pizzas in three bold flavors: Vegan Cheese, Pepperoni and
Italian Sausage with Fire Roasted Veggies.
This pizza must be baked in an oven; microwave won’t
work. Turtle Island Foods is a “Proud sponsor of” the
Humane Society of the United States, whose logo is shown.
7061. Nguyen, Hoang Quoc. 2010. Re: Soyfoods and
soybeans in Vietnam. Letters (e-mails) to William Shurtleff
at Soyinfo Center, May 4-12. 1 p. each.
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• Summary: Mr. Nguyen is the father of Andrea Nguyen,
author of Into the Vietnamese Kitchen (2006, Ten Speed
Press) and was kindly introduced to Soyinfo Center by
Andrea, who is now writing a book about tofu in Asia.
Mr. Nguyen was born and raised in Vietnam, and lived
there with his wife and family until April 1975 when he fled
to the USA just before the fall of Saigon and the American
defeat in what Vietnamese call the “American War.”
He was governor and military sector commander of two
provinces in the Mekong Delta of Vietnam (Vinh Binh {now
called Tra Vinh} from 1956, and Kien Phong {now called
Dong Thap Muoi} from 1956-1960), and of Binh Thuan, in
the south of central Vietnam, from 1960-1963. While he is
not a specialist in Vietnamese food, he knows as much about
it (or more) as the typical person born and raised in that
country.
Question: Do Vietnamese eat soybeans as a green
vegetable (green vegetable soybeans, edamamé)? Ans: No,
and there is no specific name for them.
Question: Please tell me about soymilk in Vietnam. Ans:
Its name in Vietnamese is sua dau nanh (with diacritical
marks). It was very popular, but mostly in the cities (as we
were in Viet Nam before 1975). Don’t know exactly at the
present time. Use it at breakfast or at any time during the day
as a beverage. It is sold in a plastic container, at tofu shops
or at marketplaces. Nobody made it at home at our time in
Viet Nam (before 1975). But soybean milk machines are
now on the market at non-expensive prices. Probably some
people are making it at home for freshness. It is typically
served sweetened or plain; not salty. It has a fairly long
history. Its popularity is increasing with the propagation of
the soybean’s benefits.
Question: Please tell me about yuba (the film that forms
atop soymilk when it is heated) in Vietnam. It is often called
beancurd skin or (when dried) beancurd sticks in Vietnamese
cookbooks. Ans: It is called phu chuc (dried rolled yuba;
dried yuba sticks) in north Viet Nam, and tau hu ky in south
Viet Nam. [Called Fuchu or fuzhu in Chinese]. Fresh dry
yuba is tau hu ky tuoi (it needs to be frozen or refrigerated
and thawed before using) and regular dry yuba is tau hu ky
kho.
All Vietnamese (north, center, and south) use only one
language but there are differences in tone and accent in
pronunciation, and also in the naming of some things and
objects. The phonetic adaptation from Chinese or French
words are also different, it may be the reason of Tau Hu Ky
for Fu Pi and Phu Chuc for Fu Zu.
Yuba is very popular, used in households, market stalls,
and restaurants–especially in place of meat in vegetarian
dishes and diets (influenced by Buddhism). It is sold in dry
form, either unfried or fried, in a package at any market
place. It is made only by special factories of Chinese origin.
It is served as a wrapper for shrimp or meat, then fried. Also
in soup–fried and served with broken steamed rice, and

many other dishes at home and restaurants from selected to
street corners. It is especially useful in the preparation of
vegetarian dishes as a substitute for real meat. In one popular
dish (called Chan Thien Ky), tau hu ky [yuba] is wrapped
around minced shrimp to make a little packet, which is
deep-fried; it is somewhat like the Cantonese dim sum item
of shrimp in “tofu skin” but Viet people commonly serve it
as a side dish on rice plates. Another popular yuba recipe in
Vietnam is Com Tam Tau Hu Ky Suon Bi (Broken rice with
yuba wrapped around shrimp, pork chop, and pork skin).
Note: A Google search for “tau hu ky” will bring up many
other recipes, images, and videos in Vietnamese and English.
Yuba has a long history in Viet Nam, being introduced along
with Chinese cuisine. Today its use is increasing along with
the demand for new recipes and awareness of the benefits of
consuming foods made from soybeans. Yet it is still not an
item in everyday meals, but is reserved for special occasions,
whether at home, in a restaurant, or at parties.
Question: When the French divided today’s Vietnam into
Tonkin (north), Annam (middle) and Cochinchina (south),
were there any cultural or language differences between
the three? Were the divisions based on these cultural and
language differences or not? Ans: No major difference in
culture or language existed between the three regions at that
time. The French made the division just for more efficiency
and convenience in their colonization of Viet Nam. The
French split Viet Nam up into many areas with different
administrative systems so as to maintain the division, in
order to make their occupation more efficient [and to try
to prevent or limit the growth of nationalist or resistance
movements].
Question: Please tell me about soybean cultivation in
Vietnam. Ans: At this present time, because of the huge
demand of soybean for edible oil and meal or cake for
animal feeds, milk for human consumption, large areas in
the South (east and west parts) are being used for cultivation
of soybean. Production in the North and Central regions,
due to limitation of available lands, may be sufficient only
for regional production of Tuong and Tofu. Five different
kinds of seeds are being introduced and tested and yield/ha
are much better. Areas in the south-west (Mekong delta) will
produce 3 crops per year.
For centuries soybeans have been cultivated in
Viet Nam. Before the vegetable oil from soybean was
introduced, each region produced what people need for daily
consumption. This has been changed completely because of
the demand for soybean oil, milk, sub-products for animal
feeds.
Soybeans are cultivated along the hillsides or high
level areas not submerged by water, or in between the rice
crops seasons. In the south western region (Mekong delta)
where the field is submerged under the water every year
for 4 months, farmers can now plant soybean after the rice
crop harvest. They burn the hay, make holes and put the
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seeds down, cover with hay, let it grow, fertilize (chemical),
use pesticides and herbicides. After 75-82 days they can
harvest (still by hand), or use a machine to pull out the
beans, then dry them. Viet Nam is presently divided into 62
provinces and towns; soybean is planted in 43 of them. At
the present time, no information is available about large size
farms using complete machinery like in the USA, but an
area like the Mekong Delta may open up and introduce this
kind of large farming process. The highlands in Viet Nam
offer tremendous opportunities for development of modern
farming (mechanized) but require enormous investments
in knowledge, experience, and quick flexibility of action
and funds. A state economy system cannot afford to let that
happen, I would say.
Viet Nam still has to import 400,000 to 500,000 tons of
soybean every year from China, Kampuchea [Cambodia],
Thailand, Canada and the USA.
Today, soybeans are most widely used as a food in the
south of Vietnam. My estimate of the amount of soybeans
used in traditional foods (in descending order of popularity)
is: Tofu, soy milk, tuong (a thick fermented soy sauce), chao
(fermented tofu), soy sauce (liquid), tau hu ky (yuba).
Additional remarks: Tuong should be considered in
this study, as tuong is a sauce made and used only in Viet
Nam. It is made from rice and soybean, plus salt, in a very
delicate way, serving as sauce for eating and cooking. Long
ago the northern Viet term for soybeans was “dou,” as in
Chinese. But soybeans were also called “dou tuong” because
they were so widely used in Vietnam to produce the popular
fermented sauce “tuong.” That’s why today the Vietnamese
term for soy sauce is either “nuoc tuong” [sauce + tuong;
a lingering reference] or “xi dau,” from the Cantonese
phonetic.
All the Vietnamese (old generation, of north and center
origin) living in the US, miss “tuong” very much as the
Tuong Cu Da being sold in the market places here is not
the real thing–in terms of composition, taste and flavor. The
three best kinds of Tuong are: (1) Tuong Cu Da. (2) Tuong
Ban, in north Viet Nam, and (3) Tuong Nam Dan, in Nghe
An (central Viet Nam).
Note: Andrea adds: “These are really cool tuong
sauces!” Address: San Clemente, California.
7062. Product Name: Organic Soy Yogurt [Unsweetened
Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name: WholeSoy & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Phone: 415-495-2870.
Date of Introduction: 2010 May.
Ingredients: Pasteurized and cultured organic soymilk
(filtered water, organic soy beans).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 24 oz (680 gm) plastic carton.
Retails for $3.39 (May 2012, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.

New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased from Whole Foods Market in Lafayette,
California. 2012. May 5. On the front panel (upper right) is
the USDA Organic logo. On the round plastic lid are 4 small
logos: 1. Heart Healthy Soy. 2. Non-GMO Project Verified.
3. Certified Vegan; vegan.org [Vegan Action]. 4. K ORC
Pareve [Kosher]. The large “WholeSoy & Co.” logo is in
the center of these. Printed in black on white across the top:
“Enjoy the soy!” Below the logos: “WholeSoy is naturally
crafted and made exclusively from single source U.S. grown
organic soybeans.” In smaller letters around the bottom:
“Made from pasteurized organic soymilk. Cultures grown on
100% dairy free medium.”
E-mail (in reply to question) from Robin Webster of
WholeSoy. 2012. May 9. Our first sales of the Unsweetened
Plain (UP) were in December 2010. The UP had no
predecessors and is only sold in the 24 oz. size.
This product was reintroduced in July 2014 but with
new probiotic cultures. E-mail from Ted Nordquist. 2014.
July 22. “To the many who helped this happen. For the first
time this morning I was able to eat WholeSoy Unsweetened
Probiotic Soy Yogurt in the 24 oz container. This product
was last produced at Provisions Food (Visalia, California)
back in March of 2013. In Sweden it was Filmjölk with
Muesli and fruit. Then it was my dream to create a breakfast
soy yogurt that tasted very similar to the Swedish `Filmjölk’
but made from organic soybeans. We created Tofu-Line Glas
(milk free frozen dessert) and six tofu based products in
Sweden. We then sold everything and moved to California
in 1994. We produced Silk Soymilk in January of 1996 and
WholeSoy yogurts in May of 1998. It was not until Dr. Luba
Sichel and Dr. Wesley Sing produced her Lactobacillus
plantarum and L. delbrueckii probiotic cultures at Vivolac on
a vegan medium that we were able to produce this fantastic
soy yogurt with 240 billion CFUs of probiotic cultures in a
8 oz serving. Today this product is back! To me personally,
this is the best soyfood that I ever was part of creating. I
believe the future will discover that this product will become
our best seller. Thank you all who made this possible.” A
color photo attachment shows “Ted’s breakfast.” A blue
bowl is filled with yogurt and topped with large blueberries.
Behind the bowl is the lid and cup of the WholeSoy Organic
Soy Yogurt. A second photo (taken 26 Oct. 2014) shows the
product on the shelf, with price, at Whole Foods Market in
Lafayette.
Note: Ted now drives to his soymilk plant in Modesto,
California, every Tuesday and Thursday. He writes July
23: “In April, nearly all of the equipment and some of the
employees from the Provisions Food plant in Visalia we set
up at our plant in Modesto.” “We went from 6 employees
in our Modesto WholeSoy plant (26,000 square feet) to
nearly 40 employees today.” Dr. Wesley Sing is the owner of
Vivolac Cultures in Indianapolis, Indiana. Dr. Luba Sichel
lives at home in Colorado with her husband. Luba was
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formerly from Ukraine were she worked at Kiev National
Technical University, in the biotechnology faculty, to
develop the Lactobacillus plantarum LM strain on a soybased medium. She is interested in using probiotic strains
and lysates for the treatment of specific diseases and health
problems.
7063. Ghosh, Prabal K.; Jayas, Divir S. 2010. Storage of
soybean. In: Guriqbal Singh, ed. 2010. Soybean: Botany,
Production and Uses. Wallingford, Oxfordshire, UK, and
Cambridge, Massachusetts: CAB International (CABI). xii +
494 p. See p. 247-75. Chapt. 12. [82 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Harvesting. Storage.
Drying: Mathematical models of drying soybeans, modelling
of stress cracks, other methods of drying soybeans.
Drying- and storage-related properties: Moisture content
determination, physical properties, thermal properties,
diffusion coefficient, activation energy. Quality changes
during drying and storage: Breakage, discolourization due
to internal heating, other quality changes (machine vision
systems, near infrared spectroscopy). Insect infestation and
control in soybeans: Insect infestation, insect detection,
control of insects, mites and moulds in stored seeds. Good
storage practices. Address: 1. Food Development Centre,
Portage la Prairie, Manitoba, Canada; 2. Dep. of Biosystems
Engineering, Univ. of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada.
7064. Oyekanmi, Edward O.; Fawole, B. 2010. Nematodes
of soybean and their management. In: Guriqbal Singh, ed.
2010. Soybean: Botany, Production and Uses. Wallingford,
Oxfordshire, UK, and Cambridge, Massachusetts: CAB
International (CABI). xii + 494 p. See p. 325-44. Chapt. 15.
[57 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Plant parasitic
nematodes associated with soybean production: Rootknot nematodes (epidemiology and biology, damage
threshold, management measures), soybean cyst nematode
(epidemiology and biology, damage threshold, management
measures), lesion nematodes (epidemiology and biology,
damage threshold, management measures), reniform
nematodes (epidemiology and biology, damage threshold,
management measures). Recent advances in soybean
nematode management: Stringent exclusion and quarantine
strategy, nematode suppressive soil, breeding for nematode
resistance and crop performance, remote sensing utilization
and host plant resistance, biofertilizer and biopesticide
utilization. Conclusions and future prospects. Address: 1.
Crop Protection and Environmental Biology Department,
Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry, Univ. of Ibadan, Ibadan,
Nigeria; Biological Sciences Department, Wesley Univ.
of Science and Technology, Ondo, Nigeria; Nematology
Unit, International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture, Oyo Road,
Ibadan, Nigeria.

7065. Singh, Guriqbal. ed. 2010. Soybean: Botany,
production and uses. Wallingford, Oxfordshire, UK, and
Cambridge, Massachusetts: CAB International (CABI). xii +
494 p. Illust. Map. Index. 25 cm. [1628 ref]
• Summary: See next page. An excellent book. Contains 20
chapters by various authors; each is cited separately.
Contents: About the editor. Contributors. Preface.
Part I: History and Importance. 1: The Origin and
History of Soybean. 2: The Role of Soybean in Agriculture.
Part II: Botany, Genetics and Physiology. 3: Soybean
Growth and Development. 4: Soybean Genetic Resources.
5: Varietal Improvement in Soybean. 6: Soybean Yield
Physiology: Principles and Processes of Yield Production.
Part III: Production. 7: Agro-techniques for Soybean
Production. 8: Nutrient Management in Soybean. 9:
Water Management in Soybean. 10: Weed Management in
Soybean. 11: Biological Nitrogen Fixation in Soybean. 12:
Storage of Soybean.
Part IV: Protection. 13: Diseases of Soybean and
Their Management. 14: Insect Pests of Soybean and
Their Management. 15: Nematodes of Soybean and Their
Management. Part V: Utilization. 16: Soybean Processing
and Utilization. 17: Nutritional Value of Soybean. 18:
Uses of Soybean: Products and Preparation. 19: Vegetable
Soybean. Part VI: Marketing and Trade. 20: Global Soybean
Marketing and Trade: a Situation and Outlook Analysis.
On the back cover the publisher states: “The soybean is
a crop of global importance and is one of the most frequently
cultivated crops worldwide. It is rich in oil and protein and
is used for both human and animal consumption as well as
for industrial purposes, such as biofuels. Soybean crops also
play an important role in crop diversification and benefit
other crops by adding nitrogen to the soil during crop
rotation.
“With contributions written by researchers from around
the world, The Soybean provides a concise coverage of
recent research on all aspects of this significant crop.
Chapters discuss the history and importance of soybean
production in agriculture, followed by details of the plant’s
physiology and developments in breeding and genetics. The
diverse cropping systems used in production are highlighted
alongside crop management and protection strategies.
Technology for processing and utilization, soybean’s
nutritional value and the outlook for global marketing and
trade are also addressed. Drawing together advances in
soybean research, this book will be an essential resource for
researchers in plant science, crop science and horticulture.”
Note: The references at then end of some chapters are
hard to understand because: (1) Chinese and other nonEnglish journal titles are not given, but are simply translated
into English. (2) Chinese and other non-English book titles
are not given, but are simply translated into English. (3) The
language of non-English documents is not given. Address:
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Senior Agronomist (Pulses), Dep. of Plant Breeding and
Genetics, Punjab Agricultural Univ., Ludhiana, India.
7066. Singh, Guriqbal; Shivakumar, B.G. 2010. The role
of soybean in agriculture. In: Guriqbal Singh, ed. 2010.
Soybean: Botany, Production and Uses. Wallingford,
Oxfordshire, UK, and Cambridge, Massachusetts: CAB
International (CABI). xii + 494 p. See p. 24-47. Chapt. 2.
[108 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean-based cropping
system. Biological nitrogen fixation by soybean. Effects of
soybean on soil properties. Effects of soybean on diseases,
insect pests and weeds. Residual effects of soybean on
succeeding crops. How to improve contributions of soybean
in agriculture. Conclusions. Address: 1. Dep. of Plant
Breeding and Genetics, Punjab Agricultural Univ., Ludhiana,
India; 2. Div. of Agronomy, Indian Agricultural Research
Institute, New Delhi, India.
7067. Singh, Guriqbal; Ram, Hari; Aggarwal, Navneet.
2010. Agro-techniques for soybean production. In:
Guriqbal Singh, ed. 2010. Soybean: Botany, Production
and Uses. Wallingford, Oxfordshire, UK, and Cambridge,
Massachusetts: CAB International (CABI). xii + 494 p. See
p. 142-60. Chapt. 7. [72 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Tillage / seedbed
preparation. Time of sowing. Method of sowing. Depth
of sowing. Plant population and planting geometry. Straw
mulching. Seed priming (soaking seeds in water prior to
sowing helps in obtaining higher and faster emergence).
Intercropping / mixed cropping. Nutrient management. Water
management. Weed management. Conclusions. Address:
Dep. of Plant Breeding and Genetics, Punjab Agricultural
Univ., Ludhiana, India.
7068. Singh, Guriqbal. 2010. Water management in soybean.
In: Guriqbal Singh, ed. 2010. Soybean: Botany, Production
and Uses. Wallingford, Oxfordshire, UK, and Cambridge,
Massachusetts: CAB International (CABI). xii + 494 p. See
p. 191-208. Chapt. 9. [74 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Water requirement
of soybean. Effects of moisture on soybean. Irrigation
scheduling: Irrigation depth, irrigation methods, irrigation
indices, effect of irrigation on soybean, Optimum irrigation
schedules. Irrigation management under saline conditions:
Salinity tolerance of soybean, management of poor-quality
water. Conservation and efficient use of rain water. Factors
effecting water use and water efficiency in soybean: Method
of sowing, selection of crop variety, growing season, plant
population, rooting characteristics, crop duration, sowing
time, method of irrigation, mulch application, irrigation
at the critical stage, weed control, fertilizer application.
Conclusions. Address: Dep. of Plant Breeding and Genetics,
Punjab Agricultural Univ., Ludhiana, India.

7069. Subba Rao, A.; Sammi Reddy, K. 2010. Nutrient
management in soybean. In: Guriqbal Singh, ed. 2010.
Soybean: Botany, Production and Uses. Wallingford,
Oxfordshire, UK, and Cambridge, Massachusetts: CAB
International (CABI). xii + 494 p. See p. 161-90. Chapt. 8.
[58 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil and climate
requirements. Nutrient requirements. Symptoms of nutrient
deficiencies and toxicities. Nutritional constraints of soils
supporting soybean-based cropping systems. Efficient
use of applied nutrients and biological systems: Nitrogen,
phosphorus, potassium, sulfur, calcium and magnesium.
Balanced and integrated nutrient management in soybeanbased cropping systems. Soil-test-based fertilizer
recommendations in soybean. Integrated fertilizer-water
management under dryland conditions. Economics of
fertilizer use. Summary and conclusions.
Note: DAP stands for diammonium phosphate. SSP
stands for single superphosphate. Sulfur deficiency is due to
some farmers’ preference for DAP rather than SSP. Address:
Indian Inst. of Soil Science, Nabi Bagh, Bhopal, Madhya
Pradesh, India.
7070. Product Name: Organic Spicy Yuba Strips.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hodo Soy Beanery.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2923 Adeline St., Oakland, CA
94608. Phone: 510-464-2977.
Date of Introduction: 2010 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb (453 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Shelf hanger brought to
Soyinfo Center from Cosco in Mountain View, California, by
a visitor, who said he found the product too sweet.
E-mail from Billy Bramblett of Hodo Soy. 2012.
May 14. “The current plant became a certified organic
processor in Sept. of 2010, about four months after I came
on board. Minh and his cousin-in-law, Dean, had started the
certification process with CCOF in the spring of that year,
but by the time we got all the paperwork in and had the
inspection, it was the fall. So, while Yuba and Yuba strips
were made by Hodo for several years, they weren’t Organic
until we rolled out our organic retail line in fall 2010.”
7071. Trautz, D. 2010. Sojaanbau in Deutschland [Soybean
cultivation in Germany (PowerPoint presentation)]. Berlin,
Germany. 21 p. Oct. 25. https://www.gruene-bundestag.de/
fileadmin/media/gruenebundestag_de/themen_az/agrar/PDF/
vortrag_dieter_trautz.pdf [Ger]
• Summary: Makes a strong case for growing more soybeans
in Germany–as part of a protein strategy for agriculture;
to improve self-sufficiency. Overview: Conditions,
opportunities, risks, outlook. Climate change: Comparing
1901 with 2006, Saxony (in southern Germany) is getting
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warmer.
Comparing 1951 with 2006, Saxony has a greater
percentage of sunshine hours than Germany. The quality and
quantity of soybeans is higher than that of other beans and
peas currently grown in Germany.
The world market for soybeans in 2008/08 shows
four categories: Cultivation area, production, imports, and
exports. The USA, Brazil, Argentina, and China are the
top 4 countries in the first 2 categories, whereas the EU27 is negligible. The top 4 importers are China (36 million
metric tons = mmt), EU-27 (14.2 mmt), Japan (4.1 mmt) and
Mexico (3.6 mmt). The four largest exporters of soybeans are
USA (27.8 mmt), Brazil (25.7 mmt), Argentina (15.2 mmt)
and Paraguay (5.4 mmt).
Protein gap in Germany in 2008–the huge gap between
the need minus the supply from home-grown protein sources.
Map of Germany showing heat units (Wärmesumme) of
frost-free days from 1961 to 1990. The areas with the highest

heat units are in Southwest Germany in Baden-Wuerttemberg
along the Rhine River that forms the border between SW
Germany and NE France.
Map of Germany showing the areas where soybeans
were cultivated in 2008.
Graphs of soybean cultivation area in Germany from
2003 to 2010. The area skyrocketed after 2008, in part
because of companies such as Taifun Life-Food which
contracts for soybeans in Germany and Alsace, etc. Address:
Prof., Dr., Berlin, Germany.
7072. Product Name: [Soy Party Mix (With Soynuts,
Almonds and Raisins, With Lightly Salted Soynuts)].
Foreign Name: SOY Soya Party (Graines de soja toastées,
amandes, et raisins secs; Graines de soja toastées finement
salées).
Manufacturer’s Name: Nutrition & Santé S.A. (Formerly
SOY / Société Soy).
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Manufacturer’s Address: Chemin de l’Horte, F-31250
Revel (near Toulouse), France. Phone: Web: www.soy.fr.
Date of Introduction: 2010 October.
Ingredients: Lightly salted: Whole soybeans 96%*,
sunflower oil*, salt. * = Organically grown ingredients.
“May contain traces of nuts, peanuts and sesame seeds.”
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 70 gm nontransparent plastic
bag.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Products (with Labels)
brought to Soyinfo Center by Taro Mikuriya. 2011. Dec. 14.
On the front panel of each: Pour des moments festifs en toute
légèreté (For festive moments, with all light-heartedness).
Soja Francais. Sans OGM (Made from soybeans grown in
France. Not genetically engineered). Certifie AB–Agriculture
Biologique (Certified organically grown).
Letter (e-mail) from Bernard Storup. 2012. Dec. 9. Soy
Party Mix was introduced in Oct. 2012. The products are
made for us by a nearby company.
7073. Product Name: Wildwood Probiotic Soyogurt
[Unsweetened Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pulmuone Wildwood, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: Grinnell, IA 50112.
Date of Introduction: 2010 October.
Ingredients: Soymilk* (filtered water, soybeans*), water,
rice starch*, chicory fiber (inulin). Contains 2% or less
of each of: Flaxseed oil*, calcium carbonate, tricalcium
phosphate, choline, dextrose*, tapioca starch*, guar gum*,
sodium citrate, agar, non-dairy active live cultures (S.
thermophilus, L. bulgaricus, L. acidophilus, L. casei, L.
rhamnosus, B. bifidum, L. lactis). * = Organic. Contains soy.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 24 oz (680 gm) in plastic cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Whole Foods in Lafayette, California. 2010.
Oct.
7074. Product Name: Tofurky Vegetarian Feast.
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031. Distributor: P.O. Box 233,
Trout Lake, WA 98650. Phone: 1-888-TOFURKY (8638759).
Date of Introduction: 2010 October.
Ingredients: Roast: Water, vital wheat gluten, organic
tofu (filtered water, organic whole soybeans, magnesium
chloride, calcium chloride), expeller pressed non-genetically
engineered canola oil, natural vegetarian flavors, shoyu
soy sauce (water, non-genetically engineered soybeans,
wheat, salt, culture), non-genetically engineered corn starch,
white bean flour, garbanzo bean flour, lemon juice from
concentrate, onion, carrots, celery, salt, calcium lactate from
beets. Contains: Soy and wheat.

Stuffing: Organic brown rice, whole wheat bread cubes
(whole wheat, filtered water, unbleached wheat flour, organic
evaporated cane juice, organic palm oil, sea salt, yeast,
natural enzymes, ascorbic acid), onion, celery, expeller
pressed non-genetically engineered canola oil, organic wild
rice, natural vegetarian seasoning, granulated garlic, herbs
and spices. Contains: Wheat.
“Giblet Gravy: Water, whole wheat flour, expeller
pressed non-genetically engineered canola oil, Tofurky
giblets (water, vital wheat gluten, organic tofu [filtered water,
organic whole soybeans, magnesium chloride, calcium
chloride], expeller pressed non-genetically engineered canola
oil, natural vegetarian flavors, shoyu soy sauce [water,
non-genetically engineered soybeans, wheat, salt, culture],
non-genetically engineered corn starch, white bean flour,
garbanzo bean flour, lemon juice from concentrate, onion,
carrot, celery, salt, calcium lactate from beets), natural
vegetarian flavors, onion, carrot, celery, corn starch, salt,
sunflower oil, thyme, rosemary. Contains: Soy and wheat.
Chocolate Cake: Filtered water, organic evaporated cane
juice, organic wheat flour, organic expeller pressed high oleic
safflower oil and/or sunflower oil, organic cocoa powder,
organic apple cider vinegar, baking soda, organic vanilla
extract, sea salt. Contains: Wheat.
Tofurky Jurky Wishstixs: Water, vital wheat gluten,
organic tofu (filtered water, organic whole soybeans,
magnesium chloride, calcium chloride), non-genetically
engineered canola oil, natural vegetarian flavors, shoyu soy
sauce (water, non-genetically engineered soybeans, wheat,
salt, culture), non-genetically engineered corn starch, white
bean flour, garbanzo bean flour, organic evaporated cane
juice, granulated garlic, lemon juice from concentrate, onion,
carrots, celery, salt, calcium lactate from beets. Contains:
Soy and wheat.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3 lb 8 oz (1.59 kg).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Package sent by Seth
Tibbott, founder and owner of Turtle Island Foods. 2010.
April. Packaged in a colorful paperboard box. 8½ by 6½
by 4 inches. Front: A large color photo shows the Tofurky
Feast, sliced and with gravy and “Now with Amy’s Dessert.”
White, red, black and green on reddish purple. Serves 6.
“Family owned & independent since 1980.” “New 20%
larger stuffed tofu roast. Tofurky “giblet” gravy. New organic
chocolate cake. Tofurky Jurky Wishstix. Happy Tofurky Day
card and coupons. Vegan.”
Side: Nutrition facts and ingredients. “Proud supporter
of The Humane Society of America” With Humane Society
logo. (c) 2010 Turtle Island Foods, Hood River, Oregon
91031 Product of the USA tofurky.com into@tofurky.com.
“America’s #1 turkey alternative since 1995.”
E-mail from Seth Tibbott, founder and owner of Turtle
Island Foods. 2014. July 30. “The Tofurky Feast is frozen
and primarily natural channel; roast and gravy refrigerated.
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This is a nice separation of channels so Whole Foods does
not compete with Safeway.
“The sales of both items are mostly equal but the Roast
and Gravy is growing faster and we sell a few more of these
at this point.”
7075. Product Name: Tofurky Roast & Gravy.
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031. Distributor: P.O. Box 233,
Trout Lake, WA 98650. Phone: 1-888-TOFURKY (8638759).
Date of Introduction: 2010 October.
Ingredients: Roast: Water, vital wheat gluten, organic
tofu (filtered water, organic whole soybeans, magnesium
chloride, calcium chloride), expeller pressed non-genetically
engineered canola oil, natural vegetarian flavors, shoyu
soy sauce (water, non-genetically engineered soybeans,
wheat, salt, culture), non-genetically engineered corn starch,
white bean flour, garbanzo bean flour, lemon juice from
concentrate, onion, carrots, celery, salt, calcium lactate from
beets. Contains: Soy and wheat.
Stuffing: Organic brown rice, whole wheat bread cubes
(whole wheat, filtered water, unbleached wheat flour, organic
evaporated cane juice, organic palm oil, sea salt, yeast,
natural enzymes, ascorbic acid), onion, celery, expeller
pressed non-genetically engineered canola oil, organic wild
rice, natural vegetarian seasoning, granulated garlic, herbs
and spices. Contains: Wheat.
“Giblet” Gravy: Water, whole wheat flour, expeller
pressed non-genetically engineered canola oil, Tofurky
giblets (water, vital wheat gluten, organic tofu [filtered water,
organic whole soybeans, magnesium chloride, calcium
chloride], expeller pressed non-genetically engineered canola
oil, natural vegetarian flavors, shoyu soy sauce [water,
non-genetically engineered soybeans, wheat, salt, culture],
non-genetically engineered corn starch, white bean flour,
garbanzo bean flour, lemon juice from concentrate, onion,
carrot, celery, salt, calcium lactate from beets), natural
vegetarian flavors, onion, carrot, celery, corn starch, salt,
sunflower oil, thyme, rosemary. Contains: Soy and wheat.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 lb 8 oz (1.13 kg).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: This refrigerated product
was first sold in 2005, however the box was slightly different
from this 2010 version. Package sent by Seth Tibbott,
founder and owner of Turtle Island Foods. 2010. April.
Packaged in a colorful paperboard box. 8½ by 6½ by 4
inches. Front: A large color photo shows the Tofurky Roast
& Gravy White, red, black and green on a green background.
Serves 5. Round Turtle Island logo. “Family owned &
independent since 1980.” “Gourmet. meatless and delicious.
Serves 5. A 100% vegan treat. Includes a tender, juicy stuffed
tofu roast and rich ‘giblet’ gravy. Keep refrigerated. Vegan.”

Side: Nutrition facts and ingredients. “Proud supporter
of The Humane Society of America” With Humane Society
logo. (c) 2010 Turtle Island Foods, Hood River, Oregon
91031 Product of the USA tofurky.com into@tofurky.com.
“America’s #1 turkey alternative since 1995.”
Note: This product is different from the Tofu Vegetarian
Feast in several ways: (1) It weighs 1 pound less and serves
5 instead of six. (2) It does not contain the Amy’s chocolate
cake or the Tofurky Jurky Wishstix. (3) The retail price is
less. (4) It is sold refrigerated.
E-mail from Seth Tibbott, founder and owner of Turtle
Island Foods. 2014. July 30. “The green Tofurky Roast and
Gravy combo box has always been a refrigerated item. It was
first sold to Trader Joes in 2005. It has never been sold in the
natural channel (Whole Foods, etc) but is now sold in many
mainstream grocery stores coast to coast. The sales of both
items are mostly equal but the Roast and Gravy is growing
faster and we sell a few more of these at this point.
“The Tofurky Feast is frozen and primarily natural
channel; roast and gravy refrigerated. This is a nice
separation of channels so Whole Foods does not compete
with Safeway.
“We still support Humane Society of the United
States (HSUS) but not on the package. Too controversial /
polarizing.
“We support a lot of non-profits and hope to do more.
Long story.
“Seven of our products are certified non-GMO by the
Non-GMO Project. Others hopefully on the way but they
are not set up to deal with products like ours. Long story but
everything here has always been sourced non-GMO.”
7076. Corn and Soybean Digest. 2010. Why not try cover
crops? Answers to your cover crop questions. Late Nov. p.
22d, 22f.
• Summary: This very interesting article is based on a mailin survey completed by 809 farmers.
Four sets of bar charts show: (1) Why are cover crops
not in your rotation? (11 reasons and the percentage of
people who gave that reason). (2) What would encourage
you to try some cover crops next season? (9 answers). (3)
What characteristics would you look for in a cover crop? (9
answers). (4) What do you think are the challenges of cover
crop management? (11 answers).
7077. Kelley, Kenneth W.; Sweeney, D.W. 2010. Longterm crop rotation and tillage affects wheat and double-crop
soybean and selected soil properties. Crop Management 9(1).
Dec. doi:10.1094/CM-2010-0707-01-RS [26 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Field studies were conducted from
1996 through 2006 in southeastern Kansas to evaluate
the influence of previous crop [corn, Zea mays L.; grain
sorghum, Sorghum bicolor (L.); and soybean, Glycine max
(L.) Merr.] and tillage system (conventional versus no-till) on
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grain yield of hard red winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.)
and double-crop soybean in a 2-year rotation. On average,
wheat yield was greater following corn or soybean than
following grain sorghum. Yield of double-crop soybean
averaged 20% greater when wheat followed corn or grain
sorghum than when wheat followed full-season soybean.
Tillage system influenced grain yield of double-crop soybean
more than it influenced wheat yield.” Address: Southeast
Agricultural Research Center, Kansas State Univ., P.O. Box
316, Parsons, KS 67357.
7078. Nelson, Kelly A.; Smoot, R.L.; Burdick, B.A. 2010.
Seed coat technology affects yields of relay intercrop, full
season, and double crop soybean in upstate Missouri. Crop
Management 9(1). Dec. doi:10.1094/CM-2010-0707-02-RS
[18 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Soybean... seeded early into standing
wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) using relay intercropping (RI)
and seed-coat technology may reduce mechanical damage
and soybean interference to wheat. Field research at Novelty
from 2003 to 2005 and Albany in 2004 evaluated effects
of seed coat technology on wheat and soybean response,
and gross profits of RI soybean using seed coat technology
compared with selected full season (FS) wheat or soybean
and double crop (DC) wheat-soybean.” Address: 1. Assoc.
Prof., Div. of Plant Sciences, Univ. of Missouri, Novelty,
MO 63460.
7079. Tarkalson, David; Shapiro, C.A.; Petersen, J.L. 2010.
Use of fly ash as a liming material of corn and soybean
production on an acidic sandy soil. Crop Management 9(1).
Dec. doi:10.1094/CM-2010-0426-01-RS [10 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Fly ash (FA) produced from
subbituminous coal combustion can potentially serve as a
lime material for crop production in acidic soils. A five-year
study was conducted to determine if FA was an effective
liming material in an acid sandy soil under corn and soybean
grain production. Fly ash and pelletized lime (PL) were
surface applied at rates ranging from 3,200 to 6,400 and
1,416 to 5,658 kg/ha (0.5 to 2 times the recommended rate)
at two sites near Brunswick, NE, respectively.” Address: 1.
USDA-ARS, Northwest Irrigation & Soils Research Lab.,
Kimberly, Idaho 83341.
7080. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Soy Essential: Soy
Beverage (Organic Non-Dairy).
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016.
Date of Introduction: 2010 December.
Ingredients: Organic soymilk (filtered water, whole organic
soybeans), filtered water, inulin, calcium carbonate, organic
flaxseed oil, natural flavor, sea salt, carrageenan, vitamin
A palmitate, vitamin D2, riboflavin (B2), vitamin B6, folic

acid, vitamin B12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart (32 fl oz; 946 ml) Aseptic
carton. Retails for $1.69 (2013/01, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (240 ml): 7 gm protein.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2103.
Jan. 9. $1.69. Front and back panels: Light blue, dark blue,
white, light and dark green. “Made with organic soybeans.
Unsweetened. Contains 500 mg Omega-3 ALA (alphalinoleic acid). Heart healthy. Good source of fiber. Enriched
with 7 nutrients. free. Ultra-pasteurized.” Left panel:
“Excellent source of calcium and vitamins D, B6, B12,
riboflavin and folic acid. Refrigerate after opening and use
within 7-10 days after opening.”
7081. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Soy Milk (Organic
Unsweetened Nondairy).
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016.
Date of Introduction: 2010 December.
Ingredients: Filtered water, organic whole soybeans. Made
on shared equipment with wheat, milk, eggs & tree nuts.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Quart (32 fl oz; 946 ml) Aseptic
carton. Retails for $1.69 (2013/01, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 1 cup (240 ml): 7 gm protein.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2103.
Jan. 9. $1.69. Front and back panels: Light green, black,
pink-beige, dark green. Rear panel: “Trader Joe’s organic
unsweetened soy milk as several health benefits. An added
plus to the great flavor! 70 mg of isoflavones per serving.
Lactose free. Gluten free. 9 grams of soy protein per serving.
* Diets low in saturated fats and cholesterol that include
25 grams of soy protein a day may reduce the risk of heart
disease. One serving of Trader Joe’s Organic Unsweetened
Soy Milk provides 9 gm of soy protein.” Right panel:
Certified organic by Quality Assurance International.
7082. Tubbs, R. Scott; Gallaher, R.N. 2010. Row spacing
and cultivar effects on yield and forage quality of fall-grown
soybean. Crop Management 9(1). Dec. doi:10.1094/CM2010-0316-01-RS [25 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Soybean... first came to the USA
as a forage, but is rarely used for that purpose today. Long
growing seasons in sub-tropical climates and lack of highquality forages in the fall may present new opportunities
for soybean as forage.” Address: 1. Dep. of Crop and Soil
Sciences, Univ. of Georgia, Tifton, GA 31793.
7083. Product Name: [Lima Smoked Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Lima Tempeh Fumé-Geräuchert.
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Manufacturer’s Name: Lima Belgium.
Manufacturer’s Address: Groendreef 101, B-9880 Aalter,
Belgium.
Date of Introduction: 2010.
Ingredients: Soybeans *, water, ferment (Rhizopus
oligosporus). * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 170 gm. plastic pouch.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent to Soyinfo
Center by Chico Leroux of Lyon, France. 2012. Feb. 8.
7084. Product Name: [Rice Miso].
Foreign Name: Reis Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Schwarzwald Miso.
Manufacturer’s Address: Helga Koch, Roemerweg 17,
78052, Villingen, Germany. Phone: 07721-504-911.
Date of Introduction: 2010.
Ingredients: Soybeans* (38%), water, rice koji,* seasalt. *
Organically grown. Ohne Gentechnik (Non-GE).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 220 gm
How Stored: Refrigerated preferably.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Sjon Welters
from Cologne, Germany. 2010. March 11. This product, if
kept at +2ºC to +7ºC will be good until 15 Aug. 2010. www.
schwarzwald-miso.de. info@schwarzwald-miso.de.
On the website we read (July 2015): 2005–Zen Master
K. Genjo from Kyoto, Japan, teaches students in the Black
Forest (southern Germany) how to make miso.
2006–Among them was Helga Koch, who founded
the company Schwarzwald-Miso in 2006. Her vision is to
produce the highest quality miso in the Black Forest. The
look, the smell and the taste should particularly inspire
people. Miso is a real treasure of high quality ingredients.
Schwarzwald-Miso enriches western cuisine. Two color
photos show Peter Koch and Helga Koch.
2014–The foundress, Helga Koch, passes the company
Schwarzwald-Miso to their son Peter Koch. Regional
raw materials (if possible) and the ancient Japanese
craftsmanship of Miso manufacturing inspire more and more
customers. Furthermore we are very pleased.
7085. Fraser, Evan D.G.; Rimas, Andrew. 2010. Empires
of food: Feast, famine, and the rise and fall of civilizations.
New York, London, Toronto, Sydney: Free Press. xiii + 302
p. Map. 24 cm. [600* ref]
• Summary: Ten thousand years of history suggest that
“sustainable agriculture” may be an illusion.
Contents: Part I: The price of food. The three gorges
dam. 1. Fairs: the food trade. 2. Larders: what do you do with
ten thousand tons of grain? 3. Farms: growing food for profit
and environmental rapine.
Part II: The price rises. An experiment in survival. 4.
Water: irrigation’s questionable cure. 5. Dirt: the chemistry
of life. 6. Ice: preserve us.

Part III: Empty pockets. Storm clouds. 7. Blood: the
conquest of food. 8. Money: tea and famine. 9. Time:
fair, organic, and slow. Conclusion: the new gluttony and
tomorrow’s menu.
For 95% of human history, people have eaten only
what they hunted and gathered. Before plant domestication,
there were no empires. The world’s short experiment with
agriculture is still ongoing, but agriculture seems to be fatally
flawed. It is not just a problem of returning to traditional
farming methods. “Bargain-priced energy is the reason
we’ve been free to breed and feed our population past the 6
billion tally. Remove the energy, and those billions, too, will
be taken away.”
For an excellent review of this book by Richard
Manning see OnEarth (2101 Fall, p. 70-71). “The flaw of
agriculture is inherent and fatal, based in the depletion of
soil. The phrase ‘sustainable agriculture’ has every bit as
much meaning as ‘clean coal.’ The rise and fall of empires
is driven by and rooted in agriculture.” The cultivation of
cereal grains (such as wheat, corn, and rice) inexorably
depletes the soil [unless biodynamic or organic soil building
practices are used]–not through oversight, negligence, or
greed but inevitably. When the soil is exhausted, the city or
country goes looking for more soil–and so builds an empire.
This is the cycle of history, based on soil depletion. But by
about 1960 there was no more new soil to be taken.
Soybeans are discussed on pages 26, 38, 67, 87-88,
and 119. Address: 1. Academic specializing in farming,
climate change, and the environment; 2. Journalist, Boston,
Massachusetts.
7086. Miyamoto, Tsuneichi. 2010. The forgotten Japanese:
Encounters with rural life and folklore. Translated by Jeffrey
Irish. Berkeley, California: Stone Bridge Press. 315 p. Illust.
Maps. 23 cm.
• Summary: “Described by translator Jeffrey S. Irish as
a man of ‘rare energy and practical insight,’ Miyamoto
Tsuneichi [1907-1981] was a leading Japanese folklorist
of the mid-twentieth century. In this lifetime he walked
100,000 miles along the backroads and throughout the
hill and island villages of Japan, conducting interviews,
taking photographs, and capturing a vanishing way of life.
Miyamoto’s descriptions of these meetings are presented
here–in the villagers’ own words, in narratives, and in
vignettes. The collection is as revealing as it is poignant
(from the publisher).
Page 167: “Many in Takihata had learned to make Kôya
tofu at Mt. Koya, and a lot of these people were originally
from Tajima.” “When I got well, because my family was
also making Kôya tofu, I went to Awa to buy soybeans, from
which tofu is made.”
“Meanwhile, people said there was no profit to be made
in Kôya tofu and they left” (p. 176).
Concerning the village of Kawame, Aomori prefecture
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(p. 248): Millet was planted in the first year of a 3-year crop
rotation, soybeans in the second year, and daikon radish in
the third. “Millet was the staple food, soybeans were used to
make miso, and daikon radish was pickled.”
Miso is mentioned on pages 50, 65, 66, 187, 248, and
315.
Soy sauce is mentioned on pages 43, 65, and 315.
Address: Ethnologist, Japan.
7087. Life Food GmbH. 2011. History (Leaflet). Freiburg,
West Germany. 1 p. Front and back. 30 cm. [Ger; Eng]
• Summary: “1985–It all started back in 1985 with the
cultivation of shoots and seedlings, and a weekly tofu
production of 4 kilograms under the company name Life
Food. The tofu was hand produced using simple equipment
in rented cellar space and sold fresh at the weekly market in
Freiburg. Note: The company was started by Klaus Kempff,
who started making tofu in July 1985.
“1987–Tofu production has now reached 80 kilograms
a Week. Using the Taifun brand name, a stall is rented in the
newly opened Freiburg ‘Markthalle’ (Market Hall) offering a
changing daily menu of tofu dishes. A photo shows Wolfgang
Hess in the Freiburg “Markthalle.”
“1990–Fresh tofu production has gradually increased to
include the first vacuum-packed tofu products. Life Food is
now able to introduce Taifun tofu products into the specialist
natural food retail market. Weekly production has now
reached 700 kilos. A photo shows the headquarters of Life
Food GmbH in the early 1990s at Robert Bunsen Strasse in
Freiburg’s Industrial Estate North.
“1995–The company now has 20 employees, and the
weekly tofu production has risen to five tons. The new, 2,500
square metre production area provides the basis for further
expansion. Note: In 1995 Life Food GmbH moved into
Freiburg’s Hochdorf Industrial Estate.
“1996–Organic cultivation of soybeans is initiated in the
southern Upper Rhine region to ensure a source of supply
free of genetically modified soybeans. What started as a pilot
project is now not just an enrichment of their agricultural
range of products for almost 40 organic farmers, but also a
sensible addition of the crop rotation.
“1997–40 employees now produce 13 tons of tofu
a week. For the first time it is now possible to set up an
apprenticeship. As the first tofu manufacturer in Europe,
Taifun becomes a member of the Demeter Association. Note:
In 1997, Life Food GmbH is the first Freiburg company
certified on the basis of an organic audit.
“2001–Weekly production has now grown to 30 tons. A
European sales network now enables customers to buy over
thirty different tofu specialties. The constantly increasing
demand for Taifun tofu products leads to the decision to
further expand the site. This secures around 70 jobs and more
jobs will be created in the coming years.
“2002–Life Food’s Taifun tofu products are honoured

as the company is declared one of the 100 most innovative
medium-sized businesses in Germany. Soy cultivation in
South Baden reaches record levels. Life Food builds new
cold rooms and dispatch rooms to create more capacity.
“2003–The year of consolidation. By increasing the
existing building by 500 square metres it was possible to
extend the social and office areas. We decided to change our
energy supplier for one that is heedful of both resources and
the environment.
“2005–The year of awards. At the February 2005
Biofach trade fair in Nuremberg, Life Food was awarded the
‘Fast Seller of 2005’ for its Tofu Rosso product. In October,
Life Food received the ‘Innovation Prize 2005–1st Prize in
the medium-sized business category’ at the Anuga trade fair
in Cologne. Domestic soy cultivation brings in a new record
harvest of 600 tons.
“2006–... and once again we will be increasing our
capacity with two building projects currently in planning.
There is still a great demand for Taifun tofu products. A topic
still dear to our hearts and which we still focus on is ensuring
that our products remain free of genetically modified raw
materials. We see how important it is to create standards that
will enable subsequent generations to develop and grow. We
are open for new challenges and look forward to any changes
associated therewith.
“2007–Our 20th anniversary year!!!
“2008–2011–acquisition of a new area and construction
of our Taifun logistic center. Creation of our new Taifun
Gastro line. 170 employees are working at Taifun right now.”
Address: Bebelstrasse, 79108 Freiburg, West Germany.
Phone: 0761 / 15210-0.
7088. Osman, Mahama. 2011. Growth a yield response
of early and medium maturity soybean (Glycine max (L)
Merrill) varieties to row spacing. MSc thesis, Kwame
Nkrumah University of Science and Technology, Kumasi,
Ghana. xiii + 64 p. Feb. [200 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: An experiment to investigate the
effect of different row spacings on the growth and yield of
three soybean varieties Ahoto, Anidaso and Nangbaar was
conducted at the Plantation Crop Section of the Department
of Crop and Soil Sciences, Kwame Nkrumah University of
Science and Technology, Kumasi in 2008 and 2009.
“The experimental design was a split plot, arranged in
a randomized complete block design with three replications.
The varieties were the main plots and row spacing, the
subplots. Data collected were plant height, number of
primary branches, shoot dry matter, leaf area index,
crop growth rate, nodule count, nodule dry weight and
effectiveness, number of pods per plant, number of seeds per
pod, 100 seed weight, grain yield per hectare and percentage
pod shattering. The data were analysed using ANOVA and
means separated by LSD (P<0.05) using MSTAT-C.
“The results showed significant (P<0.05) differences due
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to varieties for number of primary branches, leaf area index,
number of pods per plant and grain yield (ton per ha). Row
spacing effects were significant (P<0.05) on plant height
(cm), leaf area index, number of leaves, dry matter yield
kg per ha and grain yield (ton per ha). Correlation analysis
showed significant positive correlation between number of
pods per plant and grain yield (r = 0.597).
“Under the conditions of this study, the Ahoto variety
was the best in terms of grain yield, 3.15 ton per ha, and
the row spacing of 40x5 cm resulted in the highest grain
yield, 2.46 ton per ha. Among the three varieties, therefore,
Ahoto would give the highest grain yield to producers,
and the spacing recommended to soybean farmers is 40x5
cm.” Address: B.Ed, Agriculture, Dep. of Crop and Soil
Sciences, Faculty of Agriculture, College of Agriculture and
Natural Resources, Kwame Kkrumah Univ. of Science &
Technology, Kumasi, Ghana.
7089. Product Name: Soy Yogurt [Key Lime, Organic
Unsweetened Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name: WholeSoy & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Phone: 415-434-3020.
Date of Introduction: 2011 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Key Lime (6 oz) and
Unsweetend Plain (24 oz).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: E-mail sent by WholeSoy
& Co. 2011. Jan. 26. “WholeSoy & Co. releases two new
flavors.” “The Key Lime is a refreshingly tart and sweet
extension of the company’s 6-ounce soy yogurt line,
available in twelve other flavors. The Organic Unsweetened
Plain, available in a 24-ounce container, was a direct result
of consumer requests.
“Dr. Ted A. Nordquist, founder and CEO of
WholeSoy & Co., worked with a team, including Dr. Luba
Shynkarenko-Sichel of Pure Research Products, to create
WholeSoy’s Organic Unsweetened Plain soy yogurt. Dr.
Shynkarenko-Sichel developed a unique strain of probiotic
culture, L. Plantarum LM, over many years of research in
Ukraine. WholeSoy’s new Organic Unsweetened Plain soy
yogurt is the first non-dairy unsweetened yogurt to use the L.
Plantarum LM culture. The culture favors soy so much that
at production it develops 140 billion CFUs (Colony Forming
Units) per 8-ounce serving together with the other probiotic
cultures, L. Acidophilus and B. Bifidum. This breakthrough
eliminated the need for the addition of other carbohydrates,
such as organic sugar, to aid the development of probiotic
cultures.”
7090. Worku, M.; Astatkie, T. 2011. Row and plant spacing
effects on yield and yield components of soya bean varieties
under hot humid tropical environment of Ethiopia. J. of
Agronomy and Crop Science–Zeitschrift fuer Acker- und

Pflanzenbau 197(1):67-74. Feb. [23 ref]
• Summary: The best distance between rows was found to be
50 cm and the best distance between plants 2.5 cm. Address:
1. Dep. of Horticulture and Plant Sciences, Jimma University
College of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine, Jimma,
Ethiopia.
7091. Brown, Lester R. 2011. Can the United States feed
China? www.earthpolicy.org. March 23. 4 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: In 1995 Lester Brown wrote a book titled Who
Will Feed China? A previous article by Brown on the same
subject in the Outlook section of the Washington Post (Aug.
1994) “unleashed a political firestorm in Beijing.” The
Chinese leadership made a number of key decisions to try to
ensure food self-sufficiency (see Note at 1995 book):
“Lastly, the Party made a conscious decision to abandon
self-sufficiency in soybeans and concentrate their agricultural
resources on remaining self-sufficient in grain. The effect of
neglecting the soybean in the country where it originated was
dramatic. In 1995 China produced and consumed nearly 14
million tons of soybeans. In 2010 it was still producing only
14 million tons–but it consumed nearly 70 million tons, most
of it to supplement grain in livestock and poultry rations.
China now imports four-fifths of its soybeans. (See data.)
“China’s decision to import vast quantities of
soybeans led to a restructuring of agriculture in the western
hemisphere, the only region that could respond to such a
massive demand. The United States now has more land in
soybeans than in wheat. Brazil has more land in soybeans
than in all grains combined. Argentina, with twice as much
land in soybeans as in grain, is fast becoming a soybean
monoculture. For the hemisphere as a whole, there is now
more land in soybeans than in either wheat or corn.”
Graph 1 shows “Area harvested for wheat, corn and
soybeans in the Western Hemisphere, 1960-2010. Soybean
area has increased about eight-fold, corn area has increased
by about 20%, whereas wheat area is about the same in 2010
as it was in 1960.
“The United States, Brazil, and Argentina–the big three
soybean producers–now account for more than 80 percent of
the world harvest and nearly 90 percent of soybean exports.
Nearly 60 percent of world soybean exports go to China.”
Graph 2 shows “Share of world soybean exports
going to China, 1964-2010. China started to important a
small amount of soybeans in about 1972, but imports were
intermittent and nearly insignificant until 1995, when they
started to import significant amounts of soybeans (3% of
the world’s soybean exports). That figure rose to 20% of
the world’s soybean exports in 2001, to 40% in 2004, and a
record 60% in 2010.
“Despite China’s Herculean efforts to expand grain
output, several trends are now converging that make it
harder to do so. Some, like soil erosion, are longstanding.
The pumping capacity to deplete aquifers has emerged only
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in recent decades. The extraordinary growth in China’s
automobile fleet and the associated paving of land have come
only in the last several years.
“Overplowing and overgrazing are creating a huge dust
bowl in northern and western China. The numerous dust
storms originating in the region each year in late winter and
early spring are now regularly recorded on satellite images.
For instance, on March 20, 2010, a suffocating dust storm
enveloped Beijing, prompting the city’s weather bureau to
warn that air quality was hazardous, urging people to stay
inside or to cover their faces when outdoors. Visibility was
low, forcing motorists to drive with lights on in daytime.
“Beijing was not the only area affected. This particular
dust storm engulfed scores of cities in five provinces,
directly affecting over 250 million people. And it was not an
isolated incident. In early spring, residents of eastern China
hunker down as the dust storm season begins. Along with
the difficulty in breathing and the dust that stings the eyes,
people face a constant struggle to keep dust out of homes and
to clear doorways and sidewalks of dust and sand. But the
farmers and herders in the vast northwest, whose livelihoods
are blowing away, are paying a far higher price.
“Wang Tao, one of the world’s leading desert scholars,
reports that from 1950 to 1975 an average of 600 square
miles of land in China’s north and west turned to desert each
year. By the turn of the century, nearly 1,400 square miles of
land was going to desert annually. The trend is clear.
“China is now at war. It is not invading armies that are
claiming its territory, but expanding deserts. Old deserts are
advancing and new ones are forming like guerrilla forces
striking unexpectedly, forcing Beijing to fight on several
fronts. And in this war with the deserts, China is losing.
“A U.S. Embassy report entitled “Desert Mergers and
Acquisitions” describes satellite images showing two deserts
in north-central China expanding and merging to form a
single, larger desert overlapping Inner Mongolia and Gansu
Provinces. To the west in Xinjiang Province, two even larger
deserts–the Taklimakan and Kumtag–are also heading for
a merger. Highways running through the shrinking region
between them are regularly inundated by sand dunes.
“An estimated 24,000 villages in northwestern China
have been totally or partially abandoned since 1950 as sand
dunes encroach on cropland, forcing farmers to leave. Unlike
the U.S. Dust Bowl of the 1930s, when many farmers in the
Great Plains migrated to California, China’s “Okies” do not
have a West Coast to migrate to. They are moving to already
heavily populated eastern cities.
“Overpumping, like overplowing, is also taking a toll.
As the demand for food in China has soared, millions of
Chinese farmers have drilled irrigation wells to expand
their harvests. As a result, water tables are falling and wells
are starting to go dry under the North China Plain, which
produces half of China’s wheat and a third of its corn. The
overpumping of aquifers for irrigation temporarily inflates

food production, creating a food production bubble that
eventually bursts when the aquifer is depleted. Earth Policy
Institute estimates that some 130 million Chinese are being
fed with grain produced by overpumping–by definition, a
short term phenomenon.
“In a 2010 interview with Washington Post reporter
Steve Mufson, Chinese groundwater expert He Qingcheng
noted that underground water now meets three fourths of
Beijing’s water needs. The city, he said, is drilling 1,000 feet
down to reach water–five times deeper than 20 years ago. He
notes that as the deep aquifer under the North China Plain is
depleted, the region is losing its last water reserve–its only
safety cushion. His concerns are mirrored in the unusually
strong language of a World Bank report on China’s water
situation that foresees ‘catastrophic consequences for future
generations’ unless water use and supply can quickly be
brought back into balance.” Address: President, Earth Policy
Inst., 1350 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 403, Washington,
DC 20036. Phone: 202-496-9290.
7092. Brown, Lester R. 2011. Can the United States feed
China? (Continued–Part II). www.earthpolicy.org. March 23.
4 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: Continued: “At the same time, China is losing
cropland to residential and industrial construction, and to
paving land for cars as their numbers multiply at a staggering
rate. In 2009, vehicle sales totaled 14 million, surpassing
those in the United States for the first time. In 2010, sales
jumped to 18 million, and in 2011 they are projected to
reach 20 million, the highest ever for any country. Adding 20
million cars to the fleet means paving one million acres for
roads, highways, and parking lots. Cars are now competing
with farmers for cropland in China.
“Rural China is also facing a tightening labor supply.
As industrial wages rise, it becomes more difficult to find
young people to work at low-return jobs in rural areas.
Marginal cropland and smaller plots, no longer economical,
are abandoned. As the rural labor supply shrinks, so does
the potential for labor-intensive double-cropping (such as
planting winter wheat and then corn as a summer crop in
the north or producing two rice crops per year in the south),
a practice that has dramatically expanded China’s grain
production.
“As all these trends converge, China’s food supply is
tightening. In November 2010, the food price index was up
a politically dangerous 12 percent over a year earlier. Now
after 15 years of near self-sufficiency in grain, it seems likely
that China soon will turn to the world market for massive
grain imports, as it already has done for 80 percent of its
soybeans.
Graph 3 shows Grain imports by China, 1960-2010.
They rose from about 3 million tons in 1960 to a peak of
18.6 million tons in 1994, dropped to 2.5 million tons in
2002, and were 4.5 million tons in 2010.
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“How much grain will China import? How will it
compare with their soybean imports? No one knows for sure,
but if China were to import only 20 percent of its grain, it
would need 80 million tons, an amount only slightly less
than the 90 million tons of grain the United States exports
to all countries each year. This would put heavy additional
pressure on scarce exportable supplies of wheat and corn.
“For China, the handwriting is on the wall. It will almost
certainly have to turn to the outside world for grain to avoid
politically destabilizing food price rises. To import massive
quantities of grain, China will necessarily draw heavily on
the United States, far and away the world’s largest grain
exporter. To be dependent on imported grain, much of it from
the United States, will be China’s worst nightmare come
true.
“For U.S. consumers, China’s worst nightmare could
become ours. If China enters the U.S. grain market big time,
as now seems inevitable, American consumers will find
themselves competing with 1.4 billion Chinese consumers
with fast-rising incomes for the U.S. grain harvest, driving
up food prices.
“This would raise prices not only of the products made
directly from grain, such as bread, pasta, and breakfast
cereals, but also of meat, milk, and eggs, which require much
larger quantities of grain to produce. If China were to import
even one fifth of its grain, there would likely be pressure
from U.S. consumers to restrict or to ban exports to China, as
the United States did in the 1970s [only in 1973 for a short
time], when it banned soybean exports to Japan.
“But in dealing with China, the United States now
faces a very different situation. When the U.S. Treasury
Department auctions off securities every month to finance
the U.S. fiscal deficit, China has been a major buyer. It holds
over $900 billion worth of U.S. Treasury securities. China is
our banker. In another time, another age, the United States
could restrict access to U.S. grain as it did in the 1970s, but
with China today this may not be possible.
“For Americans, who live in a country that has been the
world’s breadbasket for more than half a century, a country
that has never known food shortages or runaway food prices,
the world is about to change. Like it or not, we are going
to be sharing our grain harvest with the Chinese, no matter
how much it raises our food prices.” Address: President,
Earth Policy Inst., 1350 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 403,
Washington, DC 20036. Phone: 202-496-9290.

oil, organic brown rice, soy sauce (water, non-genetically
engineered soybeans, wheat, salt, culture), non-GMO corn
starch, annatto, garbanzo bean flour, white bean flour, lemon
juice concentrate, salt, vegan natural flavor, yeast extract,
liquid smoke, garlic, fennel seed, red pepper flakes, black
pepper, lycopene from tomatoes, calcium lactate from beets,
purple carrot juice, vegetable glycerin. Contains: Wheat and
soy.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 4 oz (113 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Seth Tibbott,
founder of Turtle Island, 2011. July. 5 by 5.5 inches.
Paperboard box. White, green, gold and black on red. Color
photo shows a slice of the pizza. Front panel: “Family owned
and independent since 1980.” “Meatless, Gourmet and
Delicious. Vegan. KSA Parve.” On the rear panel is a serving
suggestions. And: www.Tofurky.com.
Letter (e-mail) from Seth. 2012. Nov. 13. “Pepperoni
Deli Slices first shipped June 1, 2011 according to my
records.”

7093. Product Name: Tofurky Slices [Pepperoni].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031.
Date of Introduction: 2011 June.
Ingredients: Vital wheat gluten, water, organic tofu (filtered
water, organic whole soybeans, magnesium chloride, calcium
chloride), expeller pressed non-genetically engineered canola

7095. Winsor, Susan. 2011. Soil savior: Son of billionaire
investor Warren Buffet tracks a different measure of wealth–
Soil organic matter that’s already half gone. Corn and
Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 34-36.
• Summary: Soil conservation is one of his biggest concerns,
but his biggest concern is loss of organic matter as cultivated
soils erode.
“In 2101, the Howard G. Buffet Foundation funded

7094. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Organic Soyonaise
Salad Dressing [Thousand Island].
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016.
Date of Introduction: 2011 August.
Ingredients: Water, organic soybean oil*, organic sugar*,
organic white wine vinegar, organic tofu powder*, organic
tomato paste*, salt, miso paste (organic fermented soybeans,
salt), organic dehydrated bell peppers*, guar gum, organic
onion powder*, xanthan gum, organic garlic powder,
natural tomato flavor, organic dehydrated garlic, spice. * =
Organically grown and processed according to the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 fl oz (354 ml) glass bottle.
Retails for $1.99 at Trader Joe’s (2011/08, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2011.
Aug. 29 Bottle is 8 inches high with a black neck wrapper.
Product is tan in color. Label is light green, black, and white
on beige. “Contains no eggs, dairy, or preservatives.” “Best
by 26 July 01.”
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$57.2 million in agronomic and water use research.” Buffet
practices conservation tillage, which saves him $30-$45
an acre. A color photo shows Howard Buffet, who farms in
Decatur, Illinois. He says that his farming life really changed
with the introduction of Roundup herbicide and the John
Deere 750 no-till drill. Howard is into “big iron” and he
loves to operate large, high-tech equipment.
7096. Aikins, S.H.M.; Afuakwa, J.J.; Nkansah, E.O. 2011.
Effect of different sowing depths on soybean growth and dry
matter yield. Agriculture and Biology J. of North America
2(9):1273-78. Sept. [25 ref]
• Summary: “The findings indicate that for improved growth
and dry matter yield, Anidaso soybean variety should be
sown at a depth of 5 cm.” Address: 1. Dep. of Agricultural
Engineering, College of Engineering, Kwame Nkrumah
Univ. of Science & Technology. All: Kumasi, Ghana: All.
7097. Product Name: Classic Soy Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Alive and Healing.
Manufacturer’s Address: 399 Business Park Ct., Ste. 312.
Windsor, CA 95462. Phone: 703-447-8316.
Date of Introduction: 2011 September.
Ingredients: Organic GMO-free soybeans, organic rice
vinegar, organic tempeh culture, organic tapioca starch.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz or 16 oz.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: 2012/11/10–Letter (e-mail)
from Stem Kent. He first sold his tempeh in Sept 2011 at
399 Business Park Court #312, Windsor, CA 95492. www.
aliveandhealing.com
“Alive & Healing Inc., located 10 minutes north
of Santa Rosa, CA, is a mission-driven food company
established in 2011 to produce the most sustainable, healthy,
versatile and delicious whole-food, plant-based protein
possible.
“We are committed to offering our clients 100%
Certified Organic, GMO-Free, Gluten-Free Tempeh that
remains unpasteurized to retain its natural, tender texture”
(accessed 18 Nov. 2019).
7098. Product Name: Barry’s Classic Soy Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Grown in Brooklyn.
Manufacturer’s Address: Brooklyn, New York 11232.
Phone: 718-321-3211.
Date of Introduction: 2011.
Ingredients: Cultured organic soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Barry. 2019.
Nov. 18. “Handling Instructions: Barry’s Tempeh comes
fresh frozen which maintains the freshness. Dark spots
on tempeh ore normal. Uncooked, it lasts 4 months in the
freezer, 2 days in the refrigerator. Allow an hour or two to

defrost and then cook. Do not microwave. Use as a meat
alternative in any dish. For recipe info visit Barry’s Tempeh
Facebook page. Best if used by...” Interview with Barry. Nov.
17.
7099. Product Name: Barry’s Soy, Oats & Barley Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Grown in Brooklyn.
Manufacturer’s Address: Queens, New York 11232.
Phone: 718-321-3211.
Date of Introduction: 2011.
Ingredients: Cultured 100% organic soybeans, oats and
barley.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 2019. Nov. 18.
Interview with Barry Schwartz. Nov. 17. Discontinued 2017.
7100. Rahman, Md. Moshiur; Hossain, M.M.; Anwar,
M.P.; Juraimi, A.S. 2011. Plant density influence on yield
and nutritional quality of soybean seed. Asian J. of Plant
Sciences 10(2):125-32. [37 ref]
• Summary: “The results revealed that soybean seed yield
increased with increase of plant density and the highest yield
was obtained at 80 to 100 plants per square meter depending
on variety and season. The further increase in plant density
reduced the seed yield. The seed yield, seed protein and
mineral contents such as phosphorus, calcium, potassium,
sulphur and zinc showed a quadratic relation with plant
density. Seed protein content decreased with increase in plant
density up to 80 or 100 plants per square meter and then
increased with further increase in plant density while reverse
occurred for seed yield and different minerals. The results
also showed that seed protein content was inversely related
with seed yield and mineral contents in seed.”
Note: “Md.” before a person’s name stands for
“Muhammad”–spelled in either of three different ways.
Address: 1. Dep. of Agronomy, Bangladesh Agricultural
Univ., Bangladesh.
7101. Turtle Mountain, LLC. 2011. Frozen desserts 2011:
Innovating to bring you the very best. So Delicious Dairy
Free. Change your milk. Change your life. P.O. Box 21938,
Eugene, OR 97402. 3 panels each side. Each panel 8½ x 11
inches. Front and back.
• Summary: Color leaflet sent by Mark Brawerman, founder
and chairman of Turtle Mountain, LLC. 2013. Sept. 23.
Copyright 2011. A photo on the cover shows a scoop of
coconut milk ice cream making a splash as it lands in cut-off
coconut.
Page 2. “Delivering taste and variety to 60 million
strong.” Shows three lines of soy ice creams, with photos
of two packages illustrating each line: (1) “Organic So
Delicious Premium Dairy Free Frozen desserts: Number
1 selling ‘premium’ dairy free frozen dessert and still
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growing.” (2) “Purely Decadent Premium Dairy Free Frozen
desserts: Number 1 selling ‘super premium’ dairy free frozen
dessert and still growing.” (3) “It’s Soy Delicious Fruit
Sweetened, Dairy Free Frozen desserts.”
Page 3: “New! Made with coconut milk. The hottest
trend in desserts.” Shows four lines of coconut milk ice
creams, with photos of 2-6 packages illustrating each line.
(1) “So Delicious Coconut Milk. Coconut milk based frozen
desserts have surpassed all other dairy free alternatives in
natural foods.” (2) “So Delicious Coconut Milk–No Sugar
Added. (3) “Purely Decadent [made with coconut milk] joins
the So Delicious family.” (4) “So Delicious Coconut Water
Sorbet.”
Page 4: “The largest & most delicious line of dairy
free frozen dessert novelties.” Shows 5 lines of novelties,
with photos of 2-5 packages illustrating each line. (1) “So
Delicious Coconut Milk Minis Sandwiches and Stick Bars.”
(2) “So Delicious Coconut Milk ‘No Sugar Added’ Stick
Bars. (3) “So Delicious Dairy Free Fruit Pops–Back by
popular demand!” (4) “So Delicious Dairy Free Stick Bars.”
(5) “So Delicious Dairy Free Sandwiches.”
Page 5: “Over 60 million Americans seek dairy free
alternatives” We also offer a wide variety of refrigerated
products [such as coconut milk, cultured coconut milk,
and coconut milk creamers]. “Committed to community
involvement. Proud sponsor of Sea Turtle Restoration
Program. Partner and sponsor of Farm Sanctuary.” www.
SoDeliciousDairyFree.com. Page 6: “2011 item ranking (by
shelf).” Shows the best-selling flavors for each of 11 product
lines. For example: Shelf 6: Purely Decadent pints–soy. 1.
Peanut Butter Zig Zag. 2. Chocolate Obsession. 3. Mint
Chocolate Chip. 4. Mocha Almond Fudge. 5. Turtle Trails. 6.
Cookie Dough. 7. Purely Vanilla. Address: Eugene, Oregon.
Phone: 1-866-338-7853.
7102. Turtle Mountain, LLC. 2011. So Delicious Dairy Free
[Frozen Desserts]. Change your milk. Change your life. So
Delicious says it all! Coconut milk pints (Leaflet). P.O. Box
21938, Eugene, OR 97402. 2 panels each side. Each panel
8½ x 11 inches. Front and back.
• Summary: Color leaflet sent by Mark Brawerman, founder
and chairman of Turtle Mountain, LLC. 2013. Sept. 23.
Copyright 2011. A photo on the cover shows the front panel
of 17 flavors of coconut ice cream pints. The flavors are
(left to right, top to bottom): Vanilla Bean. Mocha Almond
Fudge. Chocolate. Chocolate Peanut Butter Swirl. Coconut.
Cookie Dough. Turtle Trails. Green Tea. Cherry Amaretto.
Cookies ‘n Cream. German Chocolate. Coconut Almond
Chip. Pomegranate Chip. Passionate Mango. Vanilla Swiss
Almond. Chocolate Brownie Almond. Mint Chip.
“Coconut milk based frozen dessert items have
surpassed all other dairy free alternatives in natural foods...
Made with organic coconuts. 17 delicious flavors. NonGMO verified. Rich in medium chain fatty acids (MCFAs).

Certified by Organic Certifiers. Manufactured by Turtle
Mountain, LLC. Jillian Michaels, America’s health &
wellness expert & So Delicious Spokesperson.” She is
shown sitting in a diagonally cut-off coconut as if it were a
lounge chair.
On panels 2-4 are Nutrition Facts and ingredients for
each of the flavors. Address: Eugene, Oregon. Phone: 1-866338-7853.
7103. Turtle Mountain, LLC. 2011. So Delicious Dairy Free
[Frozen Desserts]. Change your milk. Change your life. The
most delicious brand of dairy-free frozen desserts offers even
more options with our Coconut Milk “No Sugar Added”
pints (Leaflet). P.O. Box 21938, Eugene, OR 97402. 1 p 8½
x 11 inches. Front and back.
• Summary: Color leaflet sent by Mark Brawerman, founder
and chairman of Turtle Mountain, LLC. 2013. Sept. 23.
Copyright 2011. A photo on the cover shows the front panel
of 5 flavors of coconut ice cream “no sugar added” pints.
The flavors are (left to right, top to bottom): Chocolate. Mint
Chip. Toasted Almond Chip. Vanilla Bean. Butter Pecan.
On the front panel of each flavor: “1 gm sugar per
serving. Soy free. Dairy Free.”
“Builds upon coconut milk growth in milk, ice cream,
and cultured products... Made with organic coconuts.
Verified Non-GMO. All flavors are naturally sweetened
with only 1 gm of sugar per sugar [erythritol, monk fruit
extract] per serving. Rich in medium chain fatty acids
(MCFAs). Certified made with organic ingredients by
Organic Certifiers. www.OrganicCertifiers.com. Distributed
by Turtle Mountain, LLC. Jillian Michaels, America’s health
& wellness expert & So Delicious Spokesperson.” She is
shown sitting in a diagonally cut-off coconut as if it were a
lounge chair. www.SoDeliciousDairyFree.com.
On the rear are Nutrition Facts and ingredients for each
of the flavors. Address: Eugene, Oregon. Phone: 1-866-3387853.
7104. Berbille, Hervé. 2012. Le soja, source exemplaire de
protéines végétales. Alimentation durable [Soy, an exemplary
source of plant protein. Sustainable food]. Vu Bien Vu: Le
magazine du développement durable en Aquitaine (France)
No. 14. March/April. p. 13.
• Summary: Note: The title of this periodical could be
translated as “Seen and seen well” or “Seen and well
seen.” Somebody who is bien vu is somebody who is well
looked upon. It can be seen as a play on words: (1) It means
the act of looking and asserting that one has carefully
observed. (2) It means that the periodical is seen and well
looked upon; noted and well noted; observed once and then
observed again, etc. Address: Food Scientist & Technologist
(Ingénieur Agroalimentaire).
7105. Product Name: [Organic Tofu].
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Foreign Name: Tofu Organica.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sábias Comidas Comércio e
Industria Ltda.
Manufacturer’s Address: RD BR-354, Coqueiros (CX
Postal 13), Itamonte, MG C.E.P. 37466000 Brazil.
Date of Introduction: 2012 April.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, calcium
chloride coagulant.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 400 gm or 2 kg in polyethylene
bag. 8 reais per kg.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (e-mail) from
Seemo. 2012. April 15. Yesterday we did the first sale (2 kg)
[of our tofu] to a local Pousada (hotel) and tomorrow we will
produce again some 16-18 kg–two batches.
April 16: “At the moment we do not have any label and
we are selling the tofu in polyethylene bags with water–both
the bulk and the retail. We will decide the type of label after
meeting some packaging suppliers–Printed polyethylene
bags or stick-on labels. I am also checking around for
suitable tubs but that will take time.
“We got the message from the hotel that they need tofu,
that we should open them an account page, and that we can
send the tofu with the masseuse who was going there. The
tofu was packed with water in a polyethylene bag and put in
a Styrofoam box, which was returned to us. We are relying
on freshness and strict cold chain.”
7106. Eaglesham, Allan; Ponce de León, F. Abel; Hardy,
Ralph W.F. eds. 2012. Food security: the intersection of
sustainability, safety and defense. NABC Report (National
Agricultural Biotechnology Council, Ithaca, New York). No.
23. 265 p. (Proceedings of the 23rd annual conference of the
NABC, hosted by the University of Minnesota, MinneapolisSt. Paul, June 15-17, 2011).
• Summary: “Acknowledgments: NABC’s twenty-third
annual conference-Food Security: The Intersection of
Sustainability, Safety and Defense-was hosted by Abel Ponce
de León, senior associate dean for research and graduate
programs at the College of Food, Agriculture and Natural
Resource Science, University of Minnesota.
“We are grateful to Dr. Ponce de León and to his
assistants, Jessica Weaver and Betty Davidson, for being
chiefly responsible for a smoothly run, highly successful
conference.” Address: 1. Executive Director, NABC, Boyce
Thompson Inst. B 15, Tower Road, Ithaca, NY 14853; 3.
NABC President. Phone: 507-324-4856.
7107. Organic and Non-GMO Report (The) (Fairfield, Iowa).
2012. Edamame offers good non-GMO opportunities to
US farmers: breeding programs aim to bring the “vegetable
soybean” to America’s dinner plates. No. 122. April. p. 1920.
• Summary: “American farmers lead the world in soybean

production, growing 75 million acres in 2011. But production
of the ‘vegetable soybean,’ called edamame, lags far behind
Asian countries such as China, Taiwan, and Thailand.
That may be changing as demand for nutritious, local,
and American-produced foods grows edamame production
is increasing. Initiatives in several states aim to boost
production, offering US farmers new opportunities to
produce a nutritious, good-tasting, easy-to-grow and nonGMO crop.
“Nutritious and good-tasting: Though edamame, which
means ‘beans on branches’ in Japanese, is considered a
vegetable it is still a soybean much like the crop that’s grown
on millions of acres. ‘Edamame is basically a soybean that
is harvested green,’ says Kerry Clark, a soybean breeder at
the University of Missouri. ‘They are genetically the same
as commodity soybeans, just different varieties developed by
plant breeders.’
“Edamame is a nutritious bean, rich in carbohydrates
and protein, and is a good source of fiber, omega-3 fatty
acids, and micronutrients. It also tastes good.
“’They are very satisfying when you eat them. People
are amazed at how good they are,’ says Patricia Stansbury,
owner of Epic Gardens, a Virginia-based seed company that
specializes in edamame seeds.
“As a crop, edamame is easy to grow and can be grown
anywhere soybeans are grown, Clark says.
“’They are a good crop for any farmers. They have
nitrogen fixing nodules on the roots, which helps the soil,’
Stansbury says.
“Unlike commodity soybeans, which are harvested after
they dry and turn brown, edamame pods are picked green
when the beans are sweet and tender.
“97% of frozen edamame imported from China: In the
United States, most edamame is grown by home gardeners
or on small farms where they are sold at farmers markets or
community supported agriculture (CSA) programs.
“Edamame is also sold as a frozen food by US-based
companies such as Seapoint Farms, Cascadian Farms, Sno
Pac Foods, and Sunrich (SunOpta). According to Corn &
Soybean Digest, sales of frozen edamame increased 40%
from 2003 to 2007 in the US.
“However, Clark says 97% of the edamame sold to the
frozen food market is imported from China and other Asian
nations. China exports 15,000 to 20,000 tons of edamame to
the US each year.
“But that is changing, says Mary Jo Wannamaker, owner
of Wannamaker Seeds, another supplier of edamame seeds.
‘I’m definitely seeing more interest in growing edamame
in the US. The time is right with the local movement and a
desire to have US grown,’ she says.
“American Sweet Bean Company: One US company
that has seized the edamame opportunity is the American
Sweet Bean Company, based in Seneca County, Ohio. The
company was founded in 2005 by farmers Charles Fry and
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his father Jerry, who were looking for new crop opportunities
and discovered growing demand for edamame.
“American Sweet Bean Co. grows, processes, and sells
edamame. The company’s products include packaged and
fresh edamame that is cleaned, chilled, and shipped to retail
stores.
“Charles Fry says he wants to eventually produce 3,0004,000 tons of edamame in Ohio on several thousand acres
and contract farmers in other states.
“Like all edamame grown in the US, the American
Sweet Bean Company’s edamame is non-GMO. The
company also started producing organic edamame in 2011.
“Wannamaker says other US food processors are
experimenting with edamame. ‘Vegetable processors are
trying to figure out how to grow it and get costs down,’ she
says.
“One of the biggest challenges with edamame is
harvesting, which is completely different than for commodity
soybeans. On small farms harvesting is done by hand.
On larger farms, special equipment, such as a green bean
harvester, is needed and this can be expensive.
“Developing seed varieties: Key to increasing US
edamame production is developing new seed varieties.
There are several initiatives underway. Pengyin Cheni, a
soybean breeder at the University of Arkansas, is developing
edamame varieties as part of a project to investigate its
potential as a new crop for the Arkansas River Valley.
“’Our breeding objectives include a large bean, high
sugar content, the right texture and high yield under
Arkansas growing conditions,’ Chen says.
“An edamame bean should be twice as big as a
‘commodity’ soybean. ‘The bean we have now is about
three-quarters as big as the Chinese edamame, which is okay,
and we will continue to increase the size,’ Chen said, by
further crossbreeding. Other edamame breeding programs
are underway at Washington State University, Iowa State
University, University of Kentucky, and North Carolina
State, according to Clark and Wannamaker.
“Dr. Mebrahtu’s work in Virginia: In Virginia Patricia
Stansbury of Epic Gardens is continuing the work to
introduce edamame as a food crop started by Tadesse
Mebrahtu, a soybean breeder at Virginia State University.
“Dr. Mebrahtu, who focused on developing nutritious,
good-tasting edamame varieties, received a three-year,
$226,000 grant that aimed to help Virginia’s tobacco farmers
grow edamame as an alternative crop. The grant provided
seeds to the farmers and assistance on how to grow them.
Funds were also used to purchase equipment including a
bean picker and a machine that threshes and shells edamame
“So far, five tobacco farmers have switched to growing
edamame. Stansbury also has two organic farmers producing
edamame seeds.
“She wants to increase the number of edamame farmers.
‘We want 10 in the grant program and more organic growers

also,’ she says. ‘We’re trying to make it a commercial size
venture.’
“Stansbury gives great credit to Dr. Mebrahtu, who died
of cancer in 2010. ‘He was very generous about sharing
information and giving seeds.’
“The varieties he developed were delicious and even
won a taste test. ‘Edamame was his specialty; he worked
with it because it is a good, nutritious food,’ Stansbury says.
“Edamame Resources: American Sweet Bean Company,
PO Box One, Old Fort, Ohio 44861. Phone: 888-995-0007,
ext. 101 Website: www.americansweetbean.com
“Epic Gardens, 7800 Epic Road, Bon Air, Virginia
23235-6120 Phone: 804-272-0725. Email: epicgardens@
gmail.com Website: www.epicgardens.com
“Wannamaker Seeds, P.O. Box 484 St. Matthews, South
Carolina 29135. Phone: 803-874-1381. Email: maryjo@
wannamakerseeds.com Website: www.edamameseed.com
A large color photo shows “The late Tadesse Mebrahtu,
who developed edamame soybean varieties.”
7108. Plenty Bulletin (Summertown, Tennessee). 2012.
Plenty International’s program report. 28(1):1-2. Spring.
• Summary: “Guatemala: In 2011, with funding provided by
the Atkinson Foundation, Plenty collaborated with... Escuela
Formation Agricultura (EFA) and Amado Del Valle to help
more than 40 farming families from 5 villages to grow
black beans, soybeans, corn, and vegetables, while learning
methods of mitigating soil erosion.”
“Students and teachers at Escuela Formation Agricultura
(EFA), the Solola Agricultural College, tested 8 non-GMO
soybean seed varieties during 2011.” A photo shows Amado
Del Valle, explaining to villagers in La Nueva Providencia,
Guatemala, how to make soymilk.
“Karen’s Soy Nutrition Project: At the Guatemala City
Dump Site Plenty continues to support the efforts of Grupo
de Soya Santa Maria (GSSM) as they provide bakery foods
fortified with toasted soy flour and soymilk to more than
300 undernourished children, as well as a few disabled and
elderly adults, two days a week. GSSM has not missed a
week of distributing foods to the children since starting in
early October of 2010.”
7109. Product Name: Viana Smoked Veggie Frankfurters,
Viana Veggie Bratwurst.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofutown North America (Importer
/ Marketer). Made in Germany by Tofutown.com.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1186, Charlottesville,
Virginia 22902. Phone: www.viana-usa.com.
Date of Introduction: 2012 April.
Ingredients: Viana Smoked Veggie Frankfurters: Tofu*
(soybeans*, water, nigari), water, wheat protein*, sunflower
oil*, tomato paste, spices, sea salt, raw cane sugar, garlic,
yeast, locust bean gum, almond flour, celeriac, onion,
mustard * = Certified USDA Organic. Contains almonds, soy
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and wheat.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 9.7 oz (275 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: One sample of each
(product with Label) with sales sheet and business card sent
by Jon Kessler, Sales and Marketing Director, Tofutown
North America. 2012. July 30. Front panel of Smoked Veggie
Frankfurters: Color photo of product ready to eat in a bun
with mustard and all the traditional garnishes / trimmings.
USDA Organic. “Kids love it. Listen to your heart. 0%
cholesterol. GMO free. Traditional German smokehouse.
Gourmet vegan meat alternative. Heat and serve!” Inside
each paperboard box is the brown, product vacuum-packed
in thick plastic film. Letter (e-mail) from Jon Kessler.
2012. Aug. 10. Gives the date each product was first sold
commercially.
7110. Product Name: Tofurky [Ground Beef Style, Chorizo
Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031.
Date of Introduction: 2012 April.
Ingredients: Ground Beef Style: Water, organic soy flour,
expeller pressed non-GMO canola oil, vinegar, autolyzed
yeast extract, natural vegetarian flavor, sea salt, garlic,
onion powder, spices, xanthan gum, gum arabic, non-GMO
caramel coloring, dicalcium phosphate. Contains: Wheat and
soy.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (340 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Both labels sent by Seth
Tibbott, founder of Turtle Island, 2012. Nov. 19. Seth says
these two products were both first shipped in April 2012.
7111. Product Name: Tofurky Hot Dogs, Tofurky Jumbo
Hot Dogs.
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031.
Date of Introduction: 2012 April.
Ingredients: Jumbo: Water, vital wheat gluten, expeller
pressed non-GMO canola oil, pea protein, organic tofu
(water, organic soybeans, magnesium chloride, calcium
chloride), spices, sea salt, onion powder, organic cane sugar,
natural vegetarian flavors, oat fiber, carrageenan, konjac
flour, natural smoke flavor, granulated garlic, wheat starch,
paprika, and annatto. Contains wheat and soy.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz (340 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Both labels sent by Seth
Tibbott, founder of Turtle Island, 2012. Nov. 19. Seth says
these two products were both first shipped in April 2012.

7112. Product Name: [Soy milk yogurt (Plain)].
Foreign Name: Leite de Soja Yogurte.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sábias Comidas Comércio e
Industria Ltda.
Manufacturer’s Address: RD BR-354, Coqueiros (CX
Postal 13), Itamonte, MG C.E.P. 37466000 Brazil.
Date of Introduction: 2012 August.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans, water, yogurt
cultures.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm and 500 gm plastic
(PET) cups.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (e-mail) from
Seemo. 2012. Sept. 18. We are now doing small sales of
Soy Yogurt here in Brazil, in an organic product market
in a nearby town and direct from the factory. Sold in the
local organic Market in Sao Lorenco and direct from the
production unit. It is being received (as well our one liter
packs of soymilk)–surprisingly well! We are planning slowly
to develop these two products and to make them more
available in our small town and to a few others nearby.
7113. Ibrahim, Seifeldin E. 2012. Agronomic studies on
irrigated soybeans in central Sudan: I. Effect of plant spacing
on grain yield and yield components. International J. of
AgriScience 2(8):733-39. Aug. [12 ref]
• Summary: “A field trial was conducted for two consecutive
seasons (2008/09 and 2009/10), at the Gezira Research
Station, central Sudan, to study the effect of plant spacing
on grain yield and yield components of soybean varieties.”
The effect of plant spacing was highly significant. The
highest grain yield and fodder yield were obtained from 4 cm
plant spacing in both seasons. Planting seeds close together
generally resulted in an increase in plant height and eight of
lowest pod.
Page 734: Brief history of soybean in Sudan: In 1910,
soybean was first introduced into Sudan by the colonial
Garden (Shurtleff and Aoyagi 2009), In 1912 further
introductions into Sudan were made. In 1949, soybean
was introduced into South-West Sudan to prevent severe
malnutrition among infants, children, and pregnant and
lactating women. As early as 1930, research started on
soybean in Sudan; between 1973 and 1977 soybean varieties
were tested at the Gezira Research Station, Wad Medani,
central Sudan (Salih 1977). In 1975 intensive research in
developing improved soybean varieties suitable for irrigated
and rainfed farming was begun by the Agricultural Research
Corporation (ARC), in collaboration with INTSOY–the
International Soybean program, and specifically its ISVEX
varietal testing program (Ageeb and Khalifa 1979). From
1977 to 1984 ISVEX trials were conducted Wad Medani,
Abu Naama and Kadugli. The results of these field trials
showed that Sudan had great potential for growing soybeans
as an irrigated or a rainfed crop. Presently ARC is focused on
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developing improved varieties.
Contains five tables. Address: Agricultural Research
Corp. (ARC), P.O. Box 126, Wad Medani, Sudan.
7114. Schweiger, P.; Hofer, M.; Hartl, W.; Wanek, W.;
Vollmann, J. 2012. N2 fixation by organically grown soybean
in Central Europe: Method of quantification and agronomic
effects. European J. of Agronomy 41:11-17. Aug. *
Address: 1-2. Plant Breeding Department, University of
Agricultural Sciences Vienna, Gregor Mendel Strasse 33,
A-1180 Vienna, Austria.
7115. Ibrahim, Seifeldin E. 2012. Agronomic studies on
irrigated soybeans in central Sudan: II. Effect of sowing
date on grain yield and yield components. International J. of
AgriScience 2(9):766-73. Sept. [19 ref]
• Summary: A field trial was conducted for two consecutive
seasons (2009/10 and 2010/11), at the Gezira Research
Station, central Sudan.
“The highest grain yield was obtained at mid June
sowing date, in both seasons. In the first season, TGx 19052E variety achieved a maximum grain yield at mid June
sowing date (2322 kg/ha) but declined 12.4 % when sowing
date was delayed to late June (2035 kg/ha). In the second
season, TGx 1905-2E variety achieved a maximum grain
yield at mid June sowing date (2209 kg/ha) but declined
19.9 % when sowing date was delayed to late June (1812
kg/ha). The result of this study illustrates the importance of
early sowing for maximizing the yield potential of irrigated
soybean. The optimum sowing date for irrigated soybean in
central Sudan is mid June.” Address: Agricultural Research
Corp. (ARC), P.O. Box 126, Wad Medani, Sudan.
7116. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 2012.
Fouts family of Indiana–Soybean pioneers (1882-2012):
Extensively annotated bibliography and sourcebook.
Lafayette, California: Soyinfo Center. 127 p. Subject/
geographical index. Printed 12 Oct. 2012. 28 cm. [1560 ref]
• Summary: Begins with a detailed chronology of the Fouts
family’s pioneering work with soybeans and Soyland.
The American Soybean Association was founded on the
Fouts Brothers’ farm in Sept. 1920. Contains 38 historical
illustrations and photos.
After the Index is an introduction to the genealogy of the
Fouts family and allied families: Bridge, Brosius / Brozier,
Getty, Grace Guard, House, Huber, Jones, Patton, Pfautz
/ Pfoutz, Pottenger, Wagoner, and Wickard. http://www.
soyinfocenter.com/books/157. Address: Soyinfo Center, P.O.
Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 925-283-2991.
7117. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Organic 3 Grain
Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).

Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016.
Date of Introduction: 2012 October.
Ingredients: Cultured soybeans, rice, barley & millet.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 piece weighs 8 oz (227
gm). Retails for $1.99 at Trader Joe’s (2019/07, Lafayette,
California).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2019.
July 20. 9 by 3½ by 5/8 inches high. In orange. green, black
and white plastic bag. Talk with customer relations at Trader
Joe’s; the product was launched in Oct. 2012.
7118. Lawton, Kurt. 2012. Three-decade crusade (Editorial).
Corn and Soybean Digest. Nov. (late). p. 4.
• Summary: A brief history of the No-Till and Conservation
tillage movements. Last month the Conservation Tillage
Information Center (CTIC) celebrated its 30th anniversary.
Ohio farmer Bill Richards, considered the “Grandfather of
No-Till,” says we need to focus on putting a price tag on the
value of what organic matter does to the value of a farm. He
believes that a 2% increase in organic matter is worth about
$2,000 per acre in the value of the land.
7119. Ruen, Jim. 2012. Roots of plant health: Root
physiology tools and agronomic basics aim to reduce stress
and boost yields. Corn and Soybean Digest. Nov. (late). p.
14.
• Summary: Work to build healthy plant roots. “Proper
seedbed preparation, residue management, adequate
nutrients, the correct variety selection, seed placement, and
good drainage are the fundamentals.” It is important to build
soil organic matter, as with reduced tillage and cover crops.
“The more organic matter, the higher the productivity will be
on any given soil. Cover crops put more organic matter back
in the soils, exude carbon compounds and feed soil biota,
aggregate the soil and improve its physical structure.”
“If you reduce microbial diversity, certain crop diseases
become more prevalent.”
7120. Sarkodie-Addo, J.; Mahama, O. 2012. Growth and
yield response of early and medium maturity soybean
(Glycine max (L) Merrill) varieties to row spacing.
International J. of Science and Advanced Technology
2(11):115-22. Nov.
• Summary: “Under the conditions of this study, the Ahoto
variety was the best in terms of seed yield, and the spacing
of 40 x 5 cm resulted in the greatest seed yield.” This
means, rows 40 cm apart, and soybeans 5 cm apart in each
row. Address: Dep. of Crop and Soil Sciences, Faculty
of Agriculture, Kwame Nkrumah Univ. of Science and
Technology, Kumasi, Ghana.
7121. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Nigari Silken Tofu.
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Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, CA 91016.
Date of Introduction: 2012 December.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans, isolated soy protein,
magnesium chloride (nigari*), sodium citrate, sodium
chloride. * Nigari is a natural component of sea water.
Contains soy.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 11.5 oz. (325 gm). Retails for
$1.49 at Trader Joe’s (2012/12, Lafayette, California).
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2012.
Dec. 3 x 4 by 1.81 inches wide. Aseptic carton Light green,
black, and red on white. On one side panel: “Using nigari, a
naturally occurring component of seawater to ‘firm’ the tofu,
Trader Joe’s Nigari Silken Tofu is smooth, soft & sweet, easy
to use for all kinds of preparations. And because it doesn’t
require refrigeration until after its been opened, you can keep
it in the pantry for when the inevitable tofu craving strikes.”
Use by: Oct. 11, 2013.
Soyinfo Center product evaluation. Flavor: Average.
Texture: Does not meet expectation. Label design: Drab,
uninspired.
7122. Mujawamariya, M. 2012. Identification of potential
niches for soybean cultivation in farming systems of eastern
and southern Rwanda. MSc. thesis, Wageningen University,
Netherlands. *
7123. Product Name: [Organic Soy Yogurt (Strawberry)].
Foreign Name: Soyana: Alimento a base de Soja Orgánica.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Date of Introduction: 2012.
Ingredients: Water, organically grown soybeans, strawberry
pulp, rice, sugar, pectin, lactic acid bacteria (fermentos
lácticos), strawberry essence (esencia de frutillas).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm plastic yogurt cup.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Visit with Carlos Planes
at Soyinfo Center in Lafayette, California. 2012. Feb. 23.
Documents related to this first tofu product he brought and
gave to Soyinfo Center: Color sell sheet (15 x 20 cm, printed
front and back) for Soyana Strawberry Soy Yogurt. The word
“Yogurt” appears at the top of the sell sheet in bold white
letters but not on the cup. On front of sell sheet is a large
color photo of the yogurt cup leaning to the left. To its left is
a color photo of all 3 of the company’s products, including
tofu and deep-fried tofu cutlets. The website address and
e-mail address are also shown prominently. On the rear is a
large photo looking down into the open soy yogurt cup with
a spoon stirring the red and white yogurt. To the right (each
with a symbol): Organic soybeans, free of transgenic. 0%

trans fatty acids. 0% cholesterol. 100% vegetal (contains
only plant products). Without gluten. Lists the ingredients.
A table shows the nutritional analysis (3.8 gm protein per
100 gm). On the left side of the rear: Soyana yogurt is a
food made from soymilk (organic, free of GMO), rice and
strawberry pulp. It is an excellent source of high quality
protein, energy and dietary fiber.
7124. Turtle Mountain, LLC. 2012. So Delicious Dairy
Free [Frozen Desserts]. “You’re SO gonna love this,” So
Delicious says it all! Coconut milk pints (Leaflet). P.O. Box
21938, Eugene, OR 97402. 2 panels each side. Each panel
8½ x 11 inches. Front and back.
• Summary: Color leaflet sent by Mark Brawerman, founder
and chairman of Turtle Mountain, LLC. 2013. Sept. 23.
Copyright 2012. A photo on the cover shows the front panel
of 16 flavors of coconut ice cream pints. The flavors are (left
to right, top to bottom): Cookie Dough. Chocolate. Chocolate
Peanut Butter Swirl. Turtle Trails. Cherry Amaretto. Green
Tea. Cookies ‘n Cream. Pomegranate Chip. Coconut.
Coconut Almond Chip. Chocolate Brownie Almond. Vanilla
Bean. Mocha Almond Fudge. Mint Chip. Passionate Mango.
German Chocolate.
Note: Vanilla Swiss Almond, launched in 2011, has been
discontinued.
“You can have it all, taste & health benefits. Coconut
milk based frozen dessert items have surpassed all other
dairy free alternatives in natural foods... Made with
organic coconuts. 16 delicious flavors. Non-GMO verified.
Rich in medium chain fatty acids (MCFAs). All flavors
are gluten free except Cookies ‘n Cream & Chocolate
Brownie Almond. Certified by Organic Certifiers. www.
OrganicCertifiers.com. Manufactured by Turtle Mountain,
LLC.
On panels 2-4 are Nutrition Facts and ingredients for
each of the 16 flavors. Address: Eugene, Oregon.
7125. Turtle Mountain, LLC. 2012. Frozen desserts 2012:
You’re SO gonna love this. P.O. Box 21938, Eugene, OR
97402. 3 panels each side. Each panel 8½ x 11 inches. Front
and back.
• Summary: Color leaflet sent by Mark Brawerman, founder
and chairman of Turtle Mountain, LLC. 2013. Sept. 23.
Copyright 2012. A photo on the cover shows a white
bowl full of scoops of chocolate non-dairy frozen dessert.
SoDeliciousDairyFree.com.
Page 2: A photo shows many almond milk frozen
desserts and novelties.
Page 3: Shows three lines of frozen desserts, with photos
of 3-7 packages illustrating each line. (1) “So Delicious
Coconut Milk pints. The hottest trend in frozen desserts. (2)
“So Delicious Coconut Milk pints–’No Sugar Added.’” (3)
“Organic So Delicious Soy Quarts and Purely Decadent soy
pints.”
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Page 4: “Coconut milk novelties plus two Organic Soy
Sandwiches.
Page 5: “Over 60 million Americans & counting seek
dairy free alternatives. Only one dairy free brand meets
all their needs, morning, noon and night. Turtle Mountain
also offers a wide variety of refrigerated products [such
as coconut milk, cultured coconut milk, and coconut milk
creamers]. “So passionate. So pure. So kind. So delicious.”
Sea Turtle Restoration Program. Farm Sanctuary.
Page 6: “2012 item ranking (by shelf).” Shows the bestselling flavors for each of 10 product lines. For example:
Shelf 6: Purely Decadent pints–soy. 1. Peanut Butter Zig
Zag. 2. Chocolate Obsession. 3. Mint Chocolate Chip. 4.
Mocha Almond Fudge. 5. Turtle Trails. 6. Cookie Dough. 7.
Pomegranate Chip. 8. Cookie Avalanche. Address: Eugene,
Oregon. Phone: 1-866-338-7853.
7126. Roseboro, Ken. 2013. The 2013 non-GMO
sourcebook: A buyers guide to global suppliers of nonGMO and organic seeds, grains, ingredients, feed and foods.
Fairfield, Iowa: Evergreen Publishing, Inc. 106 p. Illust.
(both color, and blue and white photos). Index. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Editor’s introduction (by Ken
Roseboro, publisher and editor). Suppliers of non-GMO
products: United States, Canada, Europe, Africa / Middle
East, Asia / Australia, Latin / South America. The Non-GMO
Project special section (p. 51+). Non-GMO shopping guide.
Related products, services, and organizations. rBGH-free
dairy processors in the US. Index of non-GMO suppliers by
product category: Seeds (corn, soybean, edamame), canola
/ rapeseed, processed canola / rapeseed products, corn /
maize, processed corn / maize products, soybeans (identity
preserved, specialty, organic), processed soy products (flakes,
flour, germ concentrate, grits, lecithin, meal, nuts, oil, low
linolenic oil, phytosterols, protein, textured protein, soymilk,
soymilk powder, soy sauce, tofu, vitamin E / tocopherols),
other grains / oilseeds and processed products (alfalfa / hay,
barley, cotton,...), other ingredients and processing aids
(citric acid, dairy ingredients...), sweeteners, food products,
food supplements, animal feed. Index of related products,
services and organizations. Complete index of listings. Index
of advertisers.
Note 1. In the Suppliers section, many company entries
have the Non-GMO Project logo (with an orange and black
butterfly on a green leaf) next to their company name
This comprehensive book gives the single best picture
of the growing industry, worldwide, opposed to genetic
engineering. Address: Editor / Publisher, P.O. Box 436,
Fairfield, Iowa 52556. Phone: 1-800-854-0586.
7127. Conley, Shawn; Mannes, Judy; Rehms, Marsha. 2013.
Coolbean: The soybean. Madison, Wisconsin: American
Society of Agronomy, Crop Science Society of America,
Soil Science Society of America. [2] + 26 p. Illust. by John

Lambert. No index. 26 x 26 cm.
• Summary: This is basically a comic book, printed (using
soy ink) on heavy, glossy paper, for use in teaching young
people (grades 3-5) about the versatile soybean. The book
is filled with sidebars containing “Cool facts” and “Do
something cool” activities (which require the reader to go to
www.coolbeanthe soybean.org.) Examples of sidebars: What
are crops? Think like a scientist. Making better soybeans.
What are offspring?
Besides Coolbean, the two other main characters in
the book are Haila (a woman farmer), and Aliah (a woman
agronomist).
Basic ideas explained: No-till farming. Testing the soil
moisture before planting. Planting with a modern planter.
The value of earthworms and loose, crumbly soil. How a
soybean sprouts. Crop rotation. Photosynthesis: How plants
make their own food. Root nodules filled with bacteria fix
nitrogen in the soil. Soybean enemies: aphids, nematodes,
and super weeds. One lady beetle can eat as many as 60
aphids a day. When to use insect spray to kill lots of aphids.
The stage of making white or purple flowers. The parts of a
flower and what each part does (The anther makes pollen,
the stigma traps pollen and sends its to the ovary, where the
eggs are stored. Pollen and egg combine into a seed). As
the soybean plant matures it produces pods. When the pods
turn brown and the leaves fall off, the soybeans in the pods
are ready to harvest. Haila drives the combine to harvest
the seeds. The main characters seated outdoors on a farm
around a white table filled with many products made from
the soybeans (soy milk, tofu, crayons, a candle, mayo, soy
sauce, biodiesel, feed for animals). More than half of all U.S.
soybeans will be exported to other countries, such as China.
Activities: Soybean seed calculator. Seed lifting power.
Soynut butter recipe. Soy scavenger hunt. Watch me sprout!
How many beans in a pod? (Edamame experiment).
A glossary on pages 24-26 defines common terms. A
photo shows Dr. Shawn P. Conley standing chest deep in a
field of soybeans. His daughters are named Haila and Aliah,
and his wife is Lori.
One cool fact (p. 22) that is incorrect: “The first soybean
seeds planted in America came from China. In 1765,
Benjamin Franklin imported them and sent them to a friend
to plant in his garden.” Actually, it was Samuel Bowen, not
Benjamin Franklin, who brought the first soybean seeds to
America from China in 1765. Bowen sent them to his friend,
Henry Yonge, who planted them in the spring of 1764 in
Savannah, Colony of Georgia. Address: Soybean Specialist,
Univ. of Wisconsin.
7128. Bennett, Jen. 2013. Farm app roundup: let your
smartphone help your farm. Corn and Soybean Digest.
March. p. 10, 12.
• Summary: Today there is a farm app for just about every
farm operation. A large color photo shows the front of a
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smartphone displaying many farm apps.
Note: The cover of the Digest is about to change.
7129. Eaglesham, Allan; Korth, Ken; Hardy, Ralph W.F.
eds. 2013. Water sustainability in agriculture. NABC
Report (National Agricultural Biotechnology Council,
Ithaca, New York). No. 24. 305 p. (Proceedings of the 24th
annual conference of the NABC, hosted by the University
of Arkansas and the University of Arkansas Division of
Agriculture, Fayetteville, June 11-13, 2012).
• Summary: “Acknowledgments: NABC 24–Water
Sustainability in Agriculture–was hosted by Ken Korth
(professor of plant pathology) and Rick Bennett (professor
and head of the Department of Plant Pathology) at the
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. We thank Drs. Korth
and Bennett and Cindy Morley (departmental administrative
manager) for a highly successful conference.” Address: 1.
Executive Director, NABC, Boyce Thompson Inst. B 15,
Tower Road, Ithaca, NY 14853; 3. NABC President. Phone:
507-324-4856.
7130. Product Name: Mellow Red Miso, or Sweet White
Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Rhapsody Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: 752 Danville Hill Rd., Cabot, VT
05647-9622. Phone: 802-563-2172.
Date of Introduction: 2013 April.
Ingredients: Mellow red miso (Nov. 2015): Deep well
water, certified organic soybeans, certified organic Rhapsody
koji (lightly polished organic brown rice, Aspergillus
culture), kombu, unrefined sea salt. This unpasteurized miso
has been aged for up to 6 months.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 oz. (454 gm) glass jar.
Mellow Red Miso retails for $9.75, Sweet White Miso for
$9.25.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (e-mail) from Sjon
Welters. 2015. Nov. 25. We introduced Sweet White Miso
in April 2013, and Mellow Red Miso in December 2013.
Rhapsody website at Products: “Miso is the miracle food
of the 21st century, yet ancient in origin. A hearty, high
protein fermented soy food, miso is used in soups, sauces,
and dressings. We age our miso in oak barrels and use water
drawn from our deep well.”
7131. Product Name: Tofurky Artisan Sausages [Chick’n &
Apple, Spinach Pesto, Andouille–Cajun Style].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031.
Date of Introduction: 2013 April.
Ingredients: Spinach Pesto: Vital wheat gluten, water,
organic tofu (water, organic soybeans, magnesium chloride,
calcium chloride), expeller pressed non-genetically

engineered canola oil, wheat flour, spinach, wheat berries,
shoyu soy sauce (water, non-genetically engineered
soybeans,, wheat, salt, culture), basil, natural vegetarian
flavors, maltodextrin, garlic puree, lactic acid, salt, onion
powder, potassium chloride, oat fiber, granulated garlic,
paprika, spices. Contains: Soy, wheat.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Four meatless sausages, shrink
wrapped. Net weight 14 oz (997 gm).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: All three Label sleeves sent
by Turtle Island Foods, Inc. 2014. July 27. A note says these
were all first sold commercially in April 2013. Four meatless
sausages per pack are sold in a black plastic tray, with the
sleeve around the middle, sideways. Each paperboard sleeve
is 2½ x 4½ x 1¼ inches thick. Front: The word “sausage”
does not appear on the sleeve. Instead there is an unrelated
color illustration that takes up most of the front panel. Across
the bottom: “Non-GMO. Meat free. Keep refrigerated.”
Rear: Nutrition facts and ingredients. At lower right: Tofurky.
com info@Toturky.com “Proud supporter of The Humane
Society of the United States.”
7132. Abd El-Mohsen, Ashraf A.; Mahmoud, G.O.; Safina,
S.A. 2013. Agronomical evaluation of six soybean cultivars
using correlation and regression analysis under different
irrigation regime conditions (Open Access). J. of Plant
Breeding and Crop Science 5(5):91-102. May. [61 ref]
• Summary: “Two field experiments were conducted during
summer seasons of 2011 and 2012 to study the effect of
irrigation regimes at different growth stages on seed, oil and
protein yields of soybean cultivars. The interrelationships
among seed yield per ha and its attributes through simple
correlation and stepwise regression analysis were evaluated.
The results indicated that the percentages of oil and protein
in the seeds were significantly affected by water regimes
and caused a decrease in oil percentage and increase in
protein percentage.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Faculty of
Agriculture, Cairo Univ., El-Gamaa Street, P. O. Box 12613
Giza, Egypt.
7133. Ablett, G.R.; Beversdorf, W.D.; Dirks, V.A. 2013.
Row width and seeding rate performance of indeterminate,
semideterminate, and determinate soybean. J. of Production
Agriculture 4(3):391-95. July/Sept. [23 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: In the northern-soybean-producing
areas of the USA and Canada, indeterminate (IND) soybean
cultivars predominate. Over the last several years, soybean
cultivars with semideterminate (SDT) or determinate (DET)
stem termination type have been developed, however, basic
agronomic information is limited for these types in the
Maturity Group I to II soybean growing areas of southern
Ontario.” Address: Ridgetown College of Agricultural
Technology, Ridgetown, Ontario.
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7134. Product Name: Tofurky Pockets [Turk’y Broccoli &
Cheddar, BBQ Chick’n, Pepperoni Pizza].
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031.
Date of Introduction: 2013 July.
Ingredients: BBQ Chick’n: Crust–Whole wheat flour,
water, enriched wheat flour (wheat flour, niacin, reduced
iron, thiamine mononitrate, riboflavin, folic acid), organic
cane sugar, non-genetically engineered soybean oil, dough
conditioner (calcium sulfate, garlic powder), salt, yeast,
starch, ascorbic acid, enriched durum flour (durum flour,
iron, niacin, thiamine, riboflavin, folic acid).
Filling–Tofurky Chick’n: (water, vital wheat gluten,
organic tofu [water, organic soybeans, magnesium chloride,
calcium chloride], expeller pressed non-genetically
engineered canola oil, natural vegan flavoring, organic cane
sugar, oat fiber, non-genetically engineered corn starch,
sea salt, sunflower oil, sesame oil, natural smoke flavor,
paprika, granulated garlic, calcium lactate from beets,
potassium chloride, spices, titanium dioxide [a naturally
occurring mineral], gum arabic, citric acid, onion powder),
water, tomato paste, distilled white vinegar, organic cane
sugar, molasses powder (molasses, identity preserved
maltodextrin), onion powder, garlic powder, natural smoke
flavor, sea salt, caramel color, spices, rice starch, brown
sugar. Contains: Wheat, soy.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 pocket sandwiches. Net
weight 9 oz (255 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: All three labels sent by
Turtle Island Foods, Inc. 2014. July 27. A note says these
three were first sold commercially in July 2013. Each
paperboard box is 6½ x 6½ x 1.5 inches thick. On the front
panel of each is a color photo showing the product. In the
lower rear corner is the Humane Society of the United States
logo. Turtle Island is a “Proud supporter of” this society.
7135. Product Name: Tofurky Sausage & Veggie Quiche.
Tofurky Chick’n Pot Pie.
Manufacturer’s Name: Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031.
Date of Introduction: 2013 July.
Ingredients: Quiche: Ingredients: Filling–Water, Tofurky
Italian Sausage (organic tofu [water, organic soybeans,
magnesium chloride, calcium chloride], vital wheat gluten,
expeller pressed non-genetically engineered canola oil,
water, shoyu soy sauce (water, non-genetically engineered
soybeans, wheat, salt, culture), sun-dried tomatoes, textured
wheat protein, basil, black pepper, spices, granulated
garlic, salt, chili pepper), organic tofu (filtered water,
organic soybeans, magnesium chloride, calcium chloride),
organic soy milk (filtered water, whole organic soybeans,

carrageenan, sea salt, natural flavor), zucchini, tomatoes,
green bell peppers, poblano chiles, red bell peppers, red
onions, non-genetically engineered soy protein, vegan
cheese (filtered water, tapioca and/or arrowroot flours, nongenetically engineered expeller pressed canola oil and/or
expeller pressed safflower oil, coconut oil, pea protein, salt,
vegan natural flavors, inactive yeast, vegetable glycerin,
xanthan gum, lactic acid [derived from sugar], titanium
dioxide [a naturally occurring mineral]), rice starch,
nutritional yeast flakes (inactive dry yeast, niacin [B3],
thiamine hydrochloride [B1], riboflavin [B2], pyridoxine
hydrochloride [B6], vitamin B12 [from natural fermentation,
not from a synthetic process or from an animal source]),
vegan natural flavors (contains maltodextrin, yeast extract,
lactic acid [derived from sugar], natural flavors, salt), spices,
dried spinach, carrageenan, konjac, dextrose, potassium
chloride, beta carotene (for color), modified vegetable
gum, baking powder (monocalcium phosphate, sodium
bicarbonate, non-genetically engineered corn starch),
xanthan gum, sea salt. Crust–Whole grain stone ground soft
wheat flour, organic Brazilian palm oil, enriched white flour
(wheat flour, niacin, reduced iron, thiamin mononitrate,
riboflavin, folio acid), water, sugar, salt. Contains: Soy,
Wheat, Tree Nuts (Coconut). The Tofurky Company, Turtle
Island Foods, P.0. Box 176, Hood River, OR 97031 Made in
the U.S.A.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 quiche or pot pie. Net weight
7.5 & 8 oz (213 or 227 gm).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Both Labels sent by Turtle
Island Foods, Inc. 2014. July 27. A note says these were
both first sold commercially in July 2013. Each paperboard
box is 6 x 5 x 1¼ inches thick. Front: A color photo shows
the product. At the lower left: “Meat, egg & dairy free.
Microwaveable. Vegan. Keep frozen.” Rear: Nutrition facts
and ingredients. At lower right: Tofurky.com info@Toturky.
com “Proud supporter of” The Humane Society of the United
States.
Note: Most quiches contain meat (bacon, ham, etc.),
eggs, milk, cheese, and vegetables.
7136. Qiu, L-Juan; Xing, L.L.; Guo, Y.; Jackson, S.A.;
Chang, R.Z. 2013. A platform for soybean molecular
breeding: the utilization of core collections for food security.
Plant Molecular Biology 83(1-2):41-50. Sept. [82 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean is an important crop not only for
human consumption but also for its addition of nitrogen to
the soil during crop rotation. China has the largest collection
of cultivated soybeans (Glycine max) and wild soybeans
(Glycine soja) all over the world. The platform of soybean
core, mini core and integrated applied core collections has
been developed in the past decade based on systematic
researches which included the sampling strategies, statistical
methods, phenotypic data and SSR markers. Meanwhile,
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integrated applied core collections including
accessions with single or integrated favorite
traits are being developed in order to meet
the demand of soybean breeding. These
kinds of core collections provide powerful
materials for evaluation of germplasm,
identification of trait-specific accessions,
gene discovery, allele mining, genomic study,
maker development, and molecular breeding.
Some successful cases have proved the
usefulness and efficiency of this platform. The
platform is helpful for enhancing utilization of
soybean genetic resources in sustainable crop
improvement for food security. The efficient
utilization of this platform in the future is
relying on accurate phenotyping methods,
abundant functional markers, high-throughput
genotyping platforms, and effective breeding
programs.” Address: 1. The National Key
Facility for Crop Gene Resources and Genetic
Improvement NFCRI, Inst. of Crop Science,
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
Beijing 100081, China.
7137. Wilde, Matthew. 2013. Winning back lost Iowa
soybean acres. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean
Association, Ankeny, Iowa) 26(2):16-19. Nov.
• Summary: In 2001 Iowa farmers planted 11.0 million
acres of soybean. In 2012 they planted 9.35 million acres
of soybeans–resulting in a loss of 1.65 million acres of
soybeans. Virtually all these lost soybean acres were planted
to corn. This according to a White Paper prepared by Market
Solutions LLC, commissioned by the Iowa Soybean Board.
“Iowa isn’t the only major soybean-producing state
to experience a significant decline–15 percent–in acreage,
according to the report. Illinois also lost 15 percent of its
soybean acres, while Indiana and Minnesota lost 8 percent
and 3 percent, respectively.
“Nationally, though, soybean acreage is up almost 4
percent since 2001, according to the White Paper. More
soybeans are being grown in Nebraska and the Dakotas
and double cropping beans after wheat is more prevalent in
southern states.
What are the top four reasons that corn has been
replacing soybeans? “(1) “Relative prices of soybeans
compared to corn.
“(2) Overall profitability of soybeans.
“(3) Variability of profitability of soybeans.
“(4) Growth of the biofuels industry.
But farmers know it’s much more sustainable to rotate
the two crops.
7138. Yagoub, Samia Osman; Hamed, Mohammed H.A.
2013. Effect of sowing date on two genotypes of soybean

(Glycine max. Merrill) grown under semi-desert region.
Universal J. of Agricultural Research 1(3):59-64. [18 ref]
• Summary: “In conclusion, the sowing date in mid June is
the best sowing date, and sowing date in late June must be
avoided due to reduction in yield and yield components.”
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, College of Agricultural Studies,
Sudan Univ. of Science and Technology.
7139. SoyaScan Notes. 2014. The world’s top five
soybean producers (1965-2013): Brazil poised to pass
USA (Overview). Jan. 8. Compiled by Earth Policy
Institute. http://www.earthpolicy.org/data_highlights/2014/
highlights43.
• Summary: The United States is the leading soybean
producer (88.7 million tons) followed by Brazil (88.0),
Argentina (54.5), China (12.2), and India (11.8).
Note that China’s soybean production peaked in 2004 at
17.4 million tons, and has been slowly decreasing ever since,
as China relies on soybean imports to fill its rapidly growing
demand for soybeans as a source of livestock feed for meat
and for vegetable oil.
Note also that growing soybeans reduces the need to
apply fertilizer. “The soybean, being a legume, fixes nitrogen
in the soil that can be used by subsequent crops. U.S. farmers
regularly plant corn and soybeans in a two-year rotation,
thus reducing the amount of nitrogen fertilizer that has to be
applied for the corn” (Earth Policy Institute, 8 Jan. 2014).
7140. Archuleta, Ray. 2014. Soil matters: USDA agronomist
teaches the value of soil as ecosystem. Acres U.S.A. Jan. p.
52-58.
• Summary: Soil is the engine of farm production. Healthy
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soil is the key to your farm. Healthy soil is high in organic
matter; the more organic matter in the soil, the less water you
need, and the better your soil will hold water, and withstand
both drought and flooding. Healthy soil is full of life–such
as earth worms, microorganisms, molds, etc. Dig into your
soil–you can learn a lot. Healthy soil should be covered
all the time–year round. That cover (the detritusphere and
cover crops) protects the soil and the living things in it, and
it slowly adds organic matter to the soil. Healthy soil is well
structured; that structure and porosity help it to hold water
and enable roots to penetrate deeply. One key to a healthy
soil: do not disturb! Do not plow it–use no till.
Ray, an agronomist, is known as “Ray the Soil Guy.”
He “charms audiences all over the country, blending humor,
visual aids and an effervescent personality to persuade
people of the importance of creating and maintaining soil
health... He works for the Natural Resources Conservation
Service [NRCS, which began life in 1933 as the U.S. Soil
Conservation Service], a division of that notorious promoter
of industrial agriculture, the USDA.” He graduated from
New Mexico State University with a degree in Agricultural
Biology. But in the classroom he “was taught a very
reductionist, linear view of soil and natural ecosystems;
reductionist science is a very fragmented way of looking
at natural systems. I did not learn critical thinking that
embraced a holistic, big picture ecological view of
farming systems or agroecosystems... Natural systems or
agroecosystems are dynamic living systems, not predictable
non-linear systems.
“Not one of my ag professors correctly stated the correct
premise for my education... The premise I learned from
school was to improve production... The correct premise
is production through biomimicry. Mimic the biology–in
other words, farm in nature’s image.” We need to understand
how our agroecosystems can mimic, collaborate with and
facilitate natural ecosystems. “But instead I learned the
control and command paradigm”–based on large capital
outlay and costly petroleum based inputs. Those in the “soil
health movement” are dramatically “reducing pesticides,
fertilizer and fuel usage.”
Soil is more than merely a medium for growing
plants. The elegant subterranean universe, home to a
myriad of organisms, is interconnected to our climate,
to all ecosystems, and to us. “I stress that everything is
interconnected and is one. I learned this by studying ecology,
quantum physics and theology.”
“Soils have over 50,000 species of bacteria in 1 gram of
soil.”
Question: Do conventional farmers “need to make a
crucial shift from regarding weeds as attackers to regarding
them as signals that tell you to do something different?”
Archuleta: “I like that... They are telling me that I’m
doing something wrong.” Usually tilling too much or overgrazing.” Weeds are also healers of unhealthy soil.

“I used to think that NPK were the most important
things in the soil... Now I say it is carbon. Carbon drives the
soil ecosystem.”
The soil health movement was driven from the bottom
up. It started with the farmers; it was not an administrative
decision.
Looking at wasted water as a runoff problem is the
wrong approach; it is an infiltration problem, a symptom of
poor soil function. Soil must be covered all the time, so we
can intercept that raindrop when it hits the ground.
People focus too much on carbon dioxide and climate
change; they need to focus more on soils that are naked
and uncovered. “If we fix the microclimate we can fix the
macroclimate by healing the soil.”
Check out Ray’s 1-minute talks at http://www.
nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/national/soils/
health/?ci d=stelprdb1048858. Address: Natural Resources
Conservation Service [NRCS], USDA.
7141. Product Name: Tofurky Gluten Free Pesto Supreme
Pizza.
Manufacturer’s Name: The Tofurky Company
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031.
Date of Introduction: 2014 January.
Ingredients: Crust: Rice flour, water, sugar, potato flour,
olive oil, tapioca flour, fresh yeast, gum (cellulose, guar,
xanthan), salt, garlic powder, enzymes. Pesto Sauce: Water,
basil, expeller pressed non-GMO canola oil, garlic puree,
olive oil, maltodextrin, potassium chloride, yeast extract,
xanthan gum, salt, vegan lactic acid, citric acid, pepper,
vegan natural flavors. Vegan Cheese: Filtered water, tapioca
and/or pea starch, non-GMO expeller pressed canola and/
or safflower oil, coconut oil, pea protein, salt, vegan natural
flavors, inactive yeast, vegetable glycerin, xanthan gum,
vegan lactic acid, yeast extract, titanium dioxide (a naturally
occurring mineral). Ground Tofurky Gluten-Free Sausage:
Water, organic soy flour, expeller pressed non-GMO canola
oil, vinegar, yeast extract, basil, sea salt, potassium chloride,
garlic, onion, spices, xanthan gum, vegan natural flavors,
gum arabic. Toppings: Red bell peppers and onions.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 pizza. Net weight 17.5 oz
(496 gm).
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by The Tofurky
Company. 2014. July 27. A note says this pizza was first
sold commercially in Jan. 2014. The box is: 10.25 x 10.25 x
1.25 inches deep. Front: A color photo shows the pizza, with
a wedge sliced out and being lifted up to show the cheese
stretching. “Family owned and independent since 1980.”
“Deliciously topped with gluten free, meat-free sausage.”
“Meat free. Non-GMO. Vegan. Keep frozen.”
Rear: “No pizza eater left behind! In 1995, Tofurky
brought vegetarians back to the Thanksgiving table by
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providing a high protein, vegan, cholesterol free option.
Today we continue to innovate by offering the first glutenfree vegan pizza with faux meat and veggie toppings.
“Join us in our goal for: ‘No pizza eater left behind.’”
This pizza must be baked in an oven; microwave won’t
work.
In the lower left is a color illustration of the “LEED
Platinum Tofurky plant, Hood Rover, Oregon.” Below it is
a color photo of many solar panels on the production plant
roof. The text beside them reads: “With the help of a Blue
Sky™ Community Project grant we were able to install 400
solar panels on our production plant which will produce
119 megawatt hours of electricity a year. This is enough
electricity to power 10½ average homes for 12 months.”
7142. Yang, Feng; Huang, S.; Gao, R.; Liu, W.; Yong, T.;
Wang, X.; Wu, X.; Yang, W. 2014. Growth of soybean
seedlings in relay strip intercropping systems in relation
to light quantity and red:far-red ratio (Open Access). Field
Crops Research (Amsterdam) 155:245-53. Jan. [37 ref]
• Summary: “Maize-soybean intercropping is a common
system in several countries. However, different spatial
patterns of maize and soybean can directly affect the light
environment of soybean growth under this system through
the combined effects of the altered light quality and the
reduced light quanta.” Maize and soybeans were planted in
alternate rows.
“Introduction: The amount of cultivable land is
gradually decreasing because of the rapid urbanization and
industrialization caused by the global population explosion.”
Address: College of Agronomy, Sichuan Agricultural Univ.,
Chengdu 611130, PR China.
7143. Product Name: [Tempeh: Savory Fermented Soya].
Foreign Name: Tempeh: Saborosa Soja Fermentado.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sábias Comidas Comércio e
Industria Ltda.
Manufacturer’s Address: Rodovia BR 354, s/n Coqueiros,
37466-000 Itamonte, MG Brazil.
Date of Introduction: 2014 February.
Ingredients: Organically grown soybeans [plus water and
tempeh culture].
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (e-mail) from
Seemo. 2014. Feb. 16. “Hello Bill, “Harvested and packed
92 packets of Tempeh + 2 for home use.
“Not the first batch of organic Tempeh made in Brazil
but definitely the first batch of ‘organically certified’ Tempeh.
The label (Attached, which will be improved on, one day)
now has the Organic Brasil symbol.”
“Label is dated 17th as we are not suppose to work on
Sundays...
“On average we sell about one batch a month. We also
get inquiries from many places to which we can not supply

due to lack of cold chain transport.
“Smoke chamber cum drier (gas heated and well
insulated) is already in place while for more then 6 months.
I am trying to find suitable ‘drier trays’ as the trays supplied
are with some kind of nylon mesh which we don’t trust. May
have to import suitable stainless wire mesh from China as
hopes to find suitable material in Brazil are diminishing.
“There is such a tight lock on imports; options are very
limited. Its a pity as I feel it limits creativity and innovation
on many levels.
“Wishing you a nice week. Yours always, Seemo.”
7144. United States Department of Interior, National Park
Service. 2014. National register of historic places registration
form: Adrian A. Parsons Farmstead. House and Gardens.
Avon, Hendricks County, Indiana. 34 p. 28 cm. [4 ref]
• Summary: This form was filled out by John Warner, 5018
Broadway, Indianapolis, Indiana 46205. Phone: 317-2885450.
Contents: Name of property. Location. State/Federal
agency certification, Classification. Function or historic use
functions. Description. Statement of significance. Major
bibliographic references. Geographical data. Form prepared
by. Map of site. Photographs (6 color photos).
Statement of significance summary paragraph (p. 7-8):
“The A.A. Parsons Farmstead is eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places under Criterion A for its
association with the development of the soybean industry
in Hendricks County, Indiana; in particular, as the property
where Adrian Parsons achieved his reputation as a ‘soybean
pioneer.’ The existing buildings and their physical integrity
demonstrate the level of efficiency and economy necessary to
survive in the difficult agrarian arena. The farmstead is also
eligible at a local level, under Criterion A, as an example of
late 19th and early 20th Century family farms throughout the
Midwest; particularly those progressive ventures that looked
to the future of farming.
“Under Criterion B at a local level, the A.A. Parsons
Farmstead is eligible for the National Register of Historic
Places for its association with Adrian Parsons, Hendricks
County, Indiana for his work in significant agricultural
endeavors for the period 1884 to 1929. He introduced
soybeans to Hendricks County, Indiana, in 1888, the first
introduction of the soybean in the state.”
Note: Adrian Parsons did not introduce the soybean to
Indiana. As Lee Parsons has always said: “Adrian Parsons
was the first farmer of record to engage in the purposeful and
sustained experimentation with and production of soybeans
in Indiana.”
“He experimented with varieties of soybeans to
enhance their ‘best’ characteristics years before serious
experimentation was conducted by a state university
experimental station. He harvested and sold soybeans
years before other farmers around the state. Although not
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acknowledged for his efforts on behalf of the soybean
and its usefulness until after his death, Parsons, through
sound applications of plant breeding techniques, developed
two new varieties of soybeans (Mikado and Auburn).
His experimentation with and advocacy of the soybean
influenced the agricultural community to accept the bean as
a staple for livestock feeding and as a nitrogen-fixing plant
useful in renewal of depleted soil. Parsons became a soybean
seed grower whose product was distributed by one of the
popular seed companies of the period, Wing Seed Company
of Mechanicsburg, Ohio. He shipped inoculated soil to
Midwest and Southern soybean growers to improve their
yields and quality of their harvests.”
“Narrative statement of significance (p. 16-19):
Parsons did not dawdle in his desire to make the new
farm he had purchased along the east bank of White Lick
Creek in Hendricks County a going concern. Entries in his
farm journal mention immediate improvements to the few
buildings on the property and expenditures for lumber, wire
fencing, and other needed materials to organize his endeavor.
By 1886, new equipment to plow the ground, sow seed, and
cultivate his fields was on hand and in use. In addition to the
new equipment Parsons began to purchase livestock for his
hog and dairy operation. Parsons kept detailed records of his
purchases, his breeding stock and their various productions
of off-spring, and what he paid for each and what he received
for their sale. His early crops were the staples for the time
and the environment; corn, oats, wheat, etc. and he continued
to grow them for years to come (footnote 4).
“Concurrent with his experiments and selection of
new soybean varieties, Parsons found the time to establish
(build) his farm as a model of the nearly self-sustaining
farm operation. The farmstead today reveals the thought
and effort invested in the physical layout of the farm and
the construction of the buildings within its boundaries.
The house has received some modifications to its original
materials and outer appearance but the location and a portion
of the original footprint remains. From a visual standpoint
the majority of construction occurred circa 1895 and
demonstrates the transition from timber-framed buildings to
those of the late-nineteenth century when sawn dimension
lumber became the material of choice...”
“While the day-to-day operation of the farm occupied
the majority of his time, Parsons’ penchant for experimenting
with different species of plants began in earnest once he and
the family moved to the new farm on White Lick Creek.
Although he spent time and energy on his experiments, it
can never be said that he was a gentlemen farmer and others
did the work; his experiments particularly with soybeans all
had a defined purpose and desired goal. On account of this
involvement with the soybeans related that he recognized the
need for a stable, nutritious fodder source for his stock and as
he determined soon after, probably from reading agricultural
publications, an added aspect of his search should also result

in a crop choice that help to renew the soil; i.e., a legume.
Legumes such as peas, beans, or clover are all plants that
bear nodules on their roots that contain nitrogen-fixing
bacteria and some of these bacteria remain in the soil after
the crops are harvested. Initially, Parsons had some idea
where he needed to go in his experimentation but was not
sure which road to follow (footnote 5).
“Accounts vary but it is generally agreed among family
and published articles, Parsons’s direct association with
the soybean began in the late 1880s when he purchased/
received a shipment of soybean seeds from Japan. China
and Japan were the normal sources for a plethora of
soybean varieties used not only by Parsons but by numerous
agricultural experiment stations around the country. These
stations normally associated with government (state and
federal) agencies like universities or the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA). In his quest for the
‘right’ plant, Parsons tried clover but later abandoned
this for soybeans. By 1888, Parsons had successfully
grown some soybean plants in his garden and the bean’s
introduction to Hendricks County in this year, the earliest in
any Indiana county, is documented in William Latta’s book
Outline History of Indiana Agriculture. Latta, a force in the
development of modern agricultural practices in the state,
planned and supervised Purdue University’s Indiana Farmer
Institute Program. These institutes were learning sessions,
conducted around the state, which introduced new farming
practices, crops, and techniques to raise the efficiency and
productiveness of the state’s farmers. Parsons attended some
of these and in his later years, after his championing of the
soybean became recognized, he presented his experiences to
his fellow farmers (footnote 6).
“Among the experiments Parsons undertook in his
garden was an attempt to get his first soybeans to develop
the characteristic nodules on their roots. He tried to use
red clover bacteria as a medium for the inoculation process
necessary to develop the nodules on the soybean plant roots.
Without these nodules the nitrogen-fixing capability and, in
fact, the plants themselves were destined to be substandard;
substandard was not a level Parsons found acceptable. As
mentioned earlier the ability of the soybean to utilize the
nitrogen in the air was dependent on the bacteria living in
the roots of the plant. Extensive experimentation by others,
in the 1910s, on the issue of inoculation and its effect on
soybeans proved what Parsons discovered through his work
with inoculation in the 1890s. After failed attempts using
inoculated soils from other legumes, Parsons contacted the
Kansas State University Experiment Station and procured
100 pounds of soybean-inoculated soil and his own plants
thrived. In a newspaper article he is quoted as saying about
the addition of the inoculated soil that ‘grew the first nodules
I ever saw, as large as peas.’ Other experimenters (1910s)
actually found that soybeans required inoculation by a
specific bacterium found in their root nodules. Out of studies
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of 18 legumes they found soybeans fell into their own group
bacteria-wise. Soybeans will grow in nitrogen-deprived
soil, they will grow in rich soil even though the bacteria
isn’t present but nitrogen will be taken from the soil and not
increased which obviously is not what a farmer is looking
for in this crop. In 1901, Parsons included experimental
activity with oats and vetch (an herbaceous, leguminous
plant used as green manure or fodder) along with his soybean
experimental plantings (footnote 7).
“During his continuing experimental trials, Parsons
noticed an odd looking plant amongst his other plants of the
Ito San and Mongol varieties of soybeans. This apparent
mutation declared itself as a tall, bushier, and more pod-laden
plant than its neighbors and it matured earlier than other
varieties. Parsons suspected it to be a mutation or natural
hybrid so he took the plant, placed it in his garden to see
how it would finish, and liked the end result. Plant breeding,
a selection process employed to improve inherent and the
best characteristics of a plant variety and carry them forward
to the next generations, really defined Parsons’s search for
that ‘right’ crop. Parsons saved some of the seeds from this
plant and sent them to the USDA for genetic evaluation. The
traits mentioned were carried forward and in 1905, Parsons
received credit for a new variety of soybean identified
as Mikado, a name he chose. The Mikado’s description
included the words, ‘Plant stout, erect, bushy, maturing in
about 120 days,’ all good things for farmers looking for those
qualities in their beans. Other comments about the variety
noted that it did very well in rain-scarce environments.
Later, he would propagate another variety known as Parsons’
Auburn (footnote 8).” Continued. Address: Hendricks Co.,
Indiana.
7145. United States Department of Interior, National Park
Service. 2014. National register of historic places registration
form: Adrian A. Parsons Farmstead. House and Gardens
(Continued–Document part II). Avon, Hendricks County,
Indiana. 34 p. 28 cm. [4 ref]
• Summary: Continued (p. 19): “Parsons’ interest in and
championing of soybeans, though earlier than anyone
in Indiana, had other proponents of the bean in the early
1890s. Experimental agricultural stations in Kansas, Iowa,
and Massachusetts were studying potential gains achieved
through selective breeding and improving various varieties
of soybeans. Parsons and the experimental stations were both
attempting to employ the soybean as a means of increasing
weight gain in pigs, cows, and sheep, judge the value of the
bean as a soil improvement rotation with nitrogen-depleting
crops, and maximize benefits while minimizing costs.
Parsons’ methods of conducting these evaluations may have
been more trial and error than those of the stations but his
results, his success, proved that he was a diligent applier
of sound breeding techniques. His appetite for reading the
agricultural literature of the day no doubt opened avenues

of discovery uncommon to many farmers of the period. He
discovered early on that pigs fed a combination of corn and
soybeans achieved a weight gain in lean mass not just gross
weight compared other feeding combinations. An article in a
1916 periodical, The County Gentleman, supported his early
findings that feeding corn and soybeans was an economical
method of achieving lean mass in hogs. He recognized
early on that the soybean is an excellent hay plant. By 1900,
Parsons entered the market selling soybeans (footnote 9).
“Adrian Parsons, Civil war veteran, educated farmer,
and inquisitive breeder of plants, particularly soybeans,
changed the agricultural face of Hendricks County, Indiana,
forever. His introduction of soybeans into the county in the
late 1880s initiated discoveries of the benefits of the soybean
to livestock feeding and eventually created a Midwest market
that survives today. Indiana’s agricultural community, except
for Adrian Parsons, did not involve itself with the soybean
to any great degree until the early 1900s. Parsons pioneered
the bean’s acceptance and its use in livestock finishing. He
‘spread the word’ about soybeans to anyone that would listen
and in spite of some level of derision from his peers, he
persevered. He developed a working farm during Indiana’s
agricultural maturation, built functional buildings with an
eye to efficiency and progress, and left an example of a
farmstead of the period. The numbers tell the tale. In 1920,
only 23,110 bushels of soybeans were harvested in Indiana;
by 1930, a year after Parsons’s death, Indiana farmers
harvested nearly 1.4 million bushels (footnote 10). The
bean’s popularity surely increased due jointly to the efforts
of Indiana state agencies and other market forces but in
Hendricks County, Indiana, it started with Adrian Parsons.”
Developmental History/Additional historic context
information Adrian A. Parsons began life in 1846 in
Guildford County, North Carolina. He came to Indiana in
1852, along with his parents and other Quaker migrants who
eventually settled in Hendricks County, Indiana. His father
took up farming in the vicinity of Avon, Indiana and Parsons
spent his formative years on that farm. For some unknown
reason, Parsons joined up with the Union Army in 1864 at
the age of 17 years. Looking back, especially in the context
of his Quaker upbringing, it is difficult to reason why he
signed up but this contrarian frame of mind would resurface
throughout his life and partially explain his internal drive to
succeed in any endeavor that challenged him.11
“During his assignment with Company I, 9th Indiana
Cavalry Parsons campaigned in Tennessee and North
Alabama. His unit participated in the defense of Nashville,
against the troops of Confederate General John Bell Hood. In
this battle in 1864, Parsons received a nearly mortal wound
that plagued him for years to come. According to notes
from Parsons’s personal note book, ‘... in the line of duty a
Minnie ball passed through my body’ and he lay with other
wounded and dying soldiers ‘in a long narrow cotton shed’
for five days. Medical attention arrived on the fourth day and
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shortly after, Parsons and others found themselves moved
into Nashville proper and according to his words they ‘were
treated royally’ (footnote 12).
“Parsons summarized the years immediately after
the end of the war thusly, ‘Well I pulled through that [his
wounding], came home, and married the girl I left behind
me...’ What he didn’t mention in his note book are the years
he spent increasing his education at the Danville Academy
in Danville, Indiana (a few miles west of the family farm)
and the short time he spent at Earlham College in Richmond,
Indiana. Somewhere in the early years of his life, Parsons
developed a real love and appreciation for the written word.
He was a regular recipient of various publications dealing
with agricultural issues of the day and later in life, after his
developed interest in soybeans became notable, he provided
articles to several of these publications on that subject and
other farm-related questions/practices (footnote 13).
“Using his advanced education as the means to earn
a living, Parsons obtained a teacher’s license in 1870 and
taught school during the winter months. To augment his
small teacher’s salary, he farmed during the growing season
at a farm south of the present-day town of Avon, Indiana. His
first crops were the traditional menu of corn, oats, wheat and
husbandry of hogs, poultry and, of course, the primary power
source of the day, horses. He began bee-keeping in 1876
and pursued a growing interest in horticulture in general and
the necessity for crop rotation in the specific. It’s obvious
that his reading habits were introducing him to the rapidly
growing bank of knowledge about the science of crops. 14
“In 1882, while farming for a living, Parsons ran on the
Republican ticket as a candidate for the county recorder’s
position and won. After winning the elected position, he
moved the family to Danville and served out his four-year
term there. With an eye to the future and no doubt motivated
by his interest in horticulture, Parsons purchased an 82acre farm along the east bank of White Lick Creek in 1884.
Situated in the southern portion of Washington Township,
the farm became the focal point for not only a means to
support his family but also became the site of his future
work in the cultivation of soybeans. Known locally as WaPa-Ka-Way Farm, a name Parsons gave the new purchase
in recognition of the Native American identification of the
creek that bounded the farm. 15 After Parsons became firmly
established in the world of soybean experimentation and
propagation, he became active in growing soybean seed for
sale and providing inoculated soil to other farmers around
the Midwest. As the acreage sowed in soybeans increased
over the early years of the twentieth century, Parsons
established contact with Joseph E. Wing of Mechanicsburg,
Ohio, the owner of the Wing Seed Company. Accurate
records of the actual amounts sold to Wing Seed are not
available but an account states, ‘He [Parsons] sold seed
by the carload to the Wing Seed Company of Ohio.’ As an
understanding for the need to use inoculated soil grew in the

agricultural community 1910s, Parsons developed a business
shipping inoculating soil to farmers in Iowa, Ohio, Kentucky,
West Virginia, and Illinois. A little bit of Hendricks County,
Indiana, went a long way to bring in a good crop of
soybeans. 16
“Parsons’ reputation as a soybean pioneer in the state of
Indiana is a matter of record. His introduction of the plant
in the late 1880s and subsequent propagation of interest in
the plant set the stage for its acceptance by even his most
vocal of critics. As one article from 1931 stated, ‘Soy beans
were a joke in former years,’ and he [Parsons] ‘practiced the
theory of inoculation while most men scoffed at it.’ To say he
was ahead of his time is an understatement. The experiment
station of Purdue University began seriously studying
soybeans in 1898, some years after Parsons began his
homegrown breeding activities. His work with soybeans and
hog fattening mirrored the work being done at the Kansas
Experiment Station where they found that ‘hogs fattened
with soybean meal’ went to market four to five weeks earlier
than those fed other fodder (footnote 17)
“Under Parsons’s management soybeans and soil were
not the only items for sale to other folks. His dairy operation
provided butter and milk to the local community. He sold
milk to a local manufacturer of ice cream (Ballard Ice
Cream), bred and sold livestock, sold chickens and eggs,
and, late in life, he took an interest in raising bees. Parsons
made presentations to the Indiana State Horticultural Society
on occasion. He kept records about almost everything on the
farm, including a home recipe spray for aphids, the purchase
of land for investment, what he paid for groceries in town, a
sugar cure for pork, and a recipe for a corrosive liniment for
treating all manners of ailments in horses. A note included
with the recipe mentions its use on humans but the list of
ingredients would scare most people (footnote 18).
Lee Parsons writes (29 June 2014): “This application
is NOT predicated on the erroneous contention that Adrian
Parsons was the first person to introduce soybeans to the
state of Indiana. It is instead predicated first on the antiquity
and exceptional physical integrity of the farmstead as an
example of a typical small self-sufficient Indiana farmstead
of over a hundred years ago, and second on the connection
of this farmstead to a person who made unique and lasting
contributions to the development of Indiana agriculture, as
Indiana’s acknowledged soybean pioneer. Whether Adrian
Parsons was or was not the ‘first’ soybean grower in Indiana
(and we all agree he likely was not) is irrelevant to the
qualifications of this property for the National Register.”
Address: Hendricks Co., Indiana.
7146. Product Name: [Tempeh Quinoa & Sésame].
Foreign Name: Tempeh Quinoa & Sésame.
Manufacturer’s Name: Noble Bean.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5333, Rue Casgrain, suite 902
Montreal, Quebec H2T 1X3, Canada.
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Date of Introduction: 2014 February.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, organic quinoa, organic
sesame seeds, filtered water, rhizopus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 248 gm plastic bag.
Unpasteurized.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Liam &
Mike Makhan. 2019. July 8. White, black and light green on
red. Front panel: “Fresh frozen living tempeh. Gluten free.
Product of Canada. Low sodium. Unpasteurized. Fermented
soy. An excellent source of protein.” Date and place in email
from Liam on 11 July 2019.
7147. Product Name: [Tempeh Original Soy].
Foreign Name: Tempeh Soya Nature.
Manufacturer’s Name: Noble Bean.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5333, Rue Casgrain, suite 902
Montreal, Quebec H2T 1X3, Canada.
Date of Introduction: 2014 February.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, filtered water, rhizopus
culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 248 gm plastic bag.
Unpasteurized.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Liam &
Mike Makhan. 2019. July 8. White, black and light green
on dark green. Front panel: “Fresh frozen living tempeh.
Gluten free. Product of Canada. Low sodium. Unpasteurized.
Fermented soy. An excellent source of protein.” Date and
place in email from Liam on 11 July 2019.
7148. Product Name: [Tempeh 3 Grain with Soy Tempeh
(Soy, Brown Rice & Millet)].
Foreign Name: Tempeh aux 3 Grains.
Manufacturer’s Name: Noble Bean.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5333, Rue Casgrain, suite 902
Montreal, Quebec H2T 1X3, Canada.
Date of Introduction: 2014 February.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, organic brown rice, organic
flax seeds, organic millet, filtered water, rhizopus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 248 gm plastic bag.
Unpasteurized.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Liam &
Mike Makhan. 2019. July 8. White, black and light green
on orange. Front panel: “Fresh frozen living tempeh. Gluten
free. Product of Canada. Low sodium. Unpasteurized.
Fermented soy. An excellent source of protein.” Date and
place in email from Liam on 11 July 2019.
7149. Product Name: [Tempeh with Sea Vegetables].
Foreign Name: Tempeh aux Algues.
Manufacturer’s Name: Noble Bean.
Manufacturer’s Address: 5333, Rue Casgrain, suite 902

Montreal, Quebec H2T 1X3, Canada.
Date of Introduction: 2014 February.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans, filtered water, arame, dulse,
rhizopus culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 248 gm plastic bag.
Unpasteurized.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Liam &
Mike Makhan. 2019. July 8. White, black and light green
on light blue. Front panel: “Fresh frozen living tempeh.
Gluten free. Product of Canada. Low sodium. Unpasteurized.
Fermented soy. An excellent source of protein.” Date and
place in email from Liam on 11 July 2019.
7150. Lv, Yue; Francis, C.; Wu, P.; Chen, X.; Zhao, X. 2014.
Maize-soybean intercropping interactions above and below
ground. Crop Science 54(3):914-22. March 21. [47 ref]
• Summary: China’s growing population means less
land available for agriculture and scarce irrigation water
resources. One way to increase productivity is through
intercropping, which makes better total use of environmental
resources. “Intercropping is practiced in many parts of the
world and has been a common cropping strategy in China for
centuries.”
“Although competition for nutrients, water, and sunlight
is the primary explanation often used to explain intercrop
advantages, our results indicate that competition for nutrients
was of more importance than competition for sunlight.”
Address: 1. College of Water Resources and Architectural
Engineering, Northwest Agriculture and Forestry Univ.,
Yangling, 712100, China.
7151. Matusso, J.M.M.; Mugwe, J.N.; Mucheru-Muna, M.
2014. Potential role of cereal-legume intercropping systems
in integrated soil fertility management in smallholder
farming systems of Sub-Saharan Africa (Open Access). J. of
Agricultural and Environmental Management 3(3):162-174.
March. [131 ref]
• Summary: “Sub-Saharan Africa’s population is growing
exponentially and it has to fulfill its food and nutrition
requirement. An attractive strategy for increasing
productivity and labour utilization per unit area of available
land is to intensify land use. Intercropping is advanced as
one of the integrated soil fertility management practices
consisting of cultivating two or more crops in the same
space at the same time, which have been practiced in
past decades and achieved the goals of agriculture. Also,
intercropping systems are beneficial to the smallholder
farmers in the low-input and/or high-risk environment of
the tropics, where intercropping of cereals and legumes is
widespread among smallholder farmers due to the ability
of the legume to contribute to addressing the problem
of declining levels of soil fertility. The principal reasons
for smallholder farmers to intercrop are flexibility, profit
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maximization, risk minimization, soil conservation and
improvement of soil fertility, weed, pests and diseases
control and balanced nutrition. This is a review paper that
explores the role of cereal legume intercropping systems in
integrated soil fertility management in smallholder farms of
Sub-Saharan Africa. The intercropping systems are useful
in terms of increasing productivity and profitability, water
and radiation use efficiency, control of weeds, pests and
diseases. The critical role of biological nitrogen fixation and
the amounts of N transferred to associated non-leguminous
crops determines the extent of benefits. In intercropping,
land equivalent ratio (LER), benefit cost ratio (BCR) and
monetary advantage index (MAI) are used to assess the
productivity and its economic benefits. In this study, the
work carried out by various researchers about different
intercropping system is discussed, and it would be beneficial
to the researchers who are involved in this field.” Address: 1.
Kenyatta Univ. (KU), Agricultural Resources Management
Dep., P.O. Box 43844 -00100, Nairobi, Kenya.
7152. Wilde, Matthew. 2014. Big data. Big money: The next
big thing is about to hit agriculture. Iowa Soybean Review
(Iowa Soybean Association, Ankeny, Iowa) 26(6):12-14.
March.
• Summary: “Experts say it’s just as big as John Deere’s
plow or John Froelich’s gasoline-powered tractor–two
inventions that changed farming and made the United States
the world’s agriculture leader. ‘Big Data’ is expected to
revolutionize the industry.
“Like the plow that quickly turned virgin prairie into
rich farmland and the tractor that made farming easier and
more efficient, farmers are beginning to use enormous
amounts of information–everything from yield and fertility
maps to weather modeling and seed research–like never
before to be more productive and profitable. Agriculture and
technology experts say Big Data, as it’s generally referred
to in farming circles, will maximize yields and minimize
inputs. Agriculture and technology companies are lining up
to supply it for a price.
“The upside is tremendous, supporters claim. But
potential pitfalls, skepticism and questions exist.
“Who will own the data? Will it pay off as projected?
Could data be used against a farmer or company? All were
questions raised at the December Iowa Soybean Association
(ISA) board and policy meetings.
“’I believe there are a lot of advantages in figuring
out how to mine these large data fields, but there are also
concerns,’ says Kirk Leeds, ISA CEO. ‘There are issues
with control and access. I think it’s critically important
ISA participates as a leader in a collaborative, coordinated
process... to understand what role commodity organizations
will play on behalf of farmers.
“’I don’t think there’s any doubt this is the next big
step,’ he adds.

“Iowa AgState–a group comprised of leaders from
farm organizations and businesses to develop a proactive,
futuristic vision for Iowa agriculture–devoted much of its
January meeting to Big Data. It’s an emerging trend that’s
relatively unknown to many producers, members concluded.
“Several ISA officials attended the AgState meeting at
the Iowa Farm Bureau office in West Des Moines, which
featured a presentation on Big Data from The Hale Group,
an agricultural consulting firm from Danvers, Mass. ISA
President Brian Kemp, who farms near Sibley, is chairman of
the organization and Leeds is on the board.
“According to Bob Ludwig of The Hale Group, there
is no single standard definition of Big Data. But one of
the more accepted versions is: ‘Big Data is data whose
scale, diversity and complexity require new architecture,
techniques, algorithms and analytics to manage it and extract
value and hidden knowledge from it.’
“Ludwig says 2014 is a pivotal year as Big Data picks
up steam. It can’t be stopped, he says, but farmers can shape
its progression.
“’It will bring great benefits to agriculture and the world
at large. But monitor how it’s rolled out to make sure it’s fair
to row crop farmers,’ Ludwig says...”
7153. Haspel, Tamar. 2014. Monocrops: They’re a problem,
but farmers aren’t the ones who can solve it. Washington
Post. May 9.
• Summary: “There are two sides–active, vocal sides–to just
about every food-supply issue on the planet. Are genetically
modified organisms, organics, pesticides or conventional
livestock good or bad? Depends whom you ask. There is one
issue, however, that gets universally bad press. Nobody, but
nobody, defends monocrops.
“I’m not exactly going to step into the breach–this
month, monocrops; next month, Stalin!–but I think any
discussion of our food supply has to include a look at just
what monocrops are, why farmers sometimes choose them,
and the degree to which they’re risky.
“A monocrop is exactly what it sounds like. A
monogamist has one spouse, a monoglot speaks one
language and a monocrop is one plant growing in the same
place, year after year.”
After the long body of the article comes the insightful
conclusion:
“If farmers can’t change things, who can? I can think of
two ways to start tackling our monocrop problem. The first
is to re-jigger farm subsidies (and regulations on ethanol;
30 percent of the corn crop goes to fuel), which could
change the economic reality for farmers. The second is to
cut back on our consumption of the meat and processed
foods that most of our corn and soy goes into. Worried about
monocrops? Look in your pantry, and see if you can’t help
solve the problem.”
Note: A vegetarian or vegan who eats soyfoods is
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probably not part of the monocrop problem. Address:
Freelance writer.
7154. Li, Jane [Xueqing]. 2014. China’s new leadership, new
policies on agriculture. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean
Association, Ankeny, Iowa) 26(7):22-23. Spring.
• Summary: “China’s agriculture sector has grown
tremendously over the past three decades. With new
leadership taking full power in 2013, areas of future
development include upgrading industrial technologies,
fostering urbanization, modernizing agricultural practices
and conserving the environment. Agriculture in China is
expected to undergo even more rapid development over the
next 5 to 10 years.
“China Discontinues Soybean Stockpiling: Earlier this
year, Chinese authorities announced the nation’s agriculture
development strategies for 2014 via the ‘No. 1 Central
Document.’ The existing system of government purchase
and stockpiling of soybean and cotton will be discontinued
and will be replaced with direct price subsidies to farmers
whenever market prices dip below government-set minimum
levels. Since 2004, China has set floor prices for rice and
wheat and implemented government reserve programs for
corn, soybean and cotton at fixed prices to ensure a fair
income for farmers.
“It is worth noting that guaranteed prices under the
stockpiling policy are often higher than global market prices.
For example, fixed soybean purchase prices have created
gaps between international and domestic prices, and the
nation’s dependence on soybean imports has surged.
“Crushers in soybean production areas are at a
disadvantage when they buy from farmers at government
prices. Their counterparts along the coastal areas are using
cheaper imported soybeans. Farmers are unwilling to sell
to inland crushers who seek to purchase beans at a price
lower than the government-established price. This loselose scenario forces many crushers in production regions to
operate at less than half capacity.
“For other products like corn, wheat and cotton,
domestic industries criticize that ‘buying up’ the domestic
production and placing strict quotas on cheaper imports are
not sustainable.
“China maintains large tariff rate quotas (TRQ) on
imports of corn, wheat, rice, cotton, rapeseed oil, and
soybean oil, with in-quota duties ranging 1 to 15 percent and
out-of-quota rate is around 50 percent.
“Limited Impact on Soybean Imports by New Price
Subsidies: Trials for the soybean price subsidy program will
be rolled out in the northeast and Inner Mongolia of China,
home to 70 percent of the nation’s soybean production. The
specific details on timing, structure of the program and size
of the subsidies remain unclear. Market discussions and trade
sources suggest that the government will likely announce the
details before spring planting and the size of the subsidy may

not be substantial. It is anticipated that the new program will
have limited impact on soybean imports, because:
“Imported soybeans will continue to dominate the
domestic market. China currently relies on imports for 80
percent of its domestic soybean consumption. This picture
is unlikely to change despite the newly implemented price
subsidy program. In 2013, China’s domestic soybean
production was 12.2 million tons. Imports reached a record
high of 63.38 million tons. Chinese crushers prefer foreign
beans because they are less expensive and produce more oil.
“Due to the uncertainties of the new program, it is
unlikely that domestic farmers will plant more soybeans this
year. Although the Chinese government is hoping that there
will be an increase in soybeans planting acreages as a result
of the new policy, the change, if any, may not take place
until 2015. Most farmers will take a wait-and-see attitude
to identify how the new program is implemented and if it is
more profitable for them to plant more soybeans.
“No significant domestic soybean production increase
is projected unless the current programs for corn, rice and
other grains change along with the implementation of new
price subsidies for soybeans. Farmers will continue to be
more motivated to grow corn and rice instead of soybeans. In
recent years, farmers are more likely to switch to producing
corn and rice due to corn price surges and the government’s
annual increases of floor price for rice and wheat. According
to some soybean farmers in Heilongjiang, China’s largest
soybean production province, their profit margins for corn
were as much as 3 times higher than that of soybeans in
2012 and 2013. In Heilongjiang, soybean planting acreages
dropped nearly 50 percent over the past 8 years.
“Major Agricultural Policy Changes in 2014: Along with
the discontinuation of soybean and cotton stockpiling, there
are several significant agricultural policy changes proposed
in the ‘No. 1 Central Document.’ This policy document,
jointly issued by the Central Committee of the Communist
Party and the State Council each January, sets annual policy
priorities for the country. China has put agriculture as the
theme for the ‘No. 1 Central Document’ since 2004.
“Subsequent ‘No. 1 Central Documents’ of the past 10
years have continued to address agriculture issues, including
boosting farmers’ income, improving production capacity,
and accelerating development of water conservancy, etc.
“This year’s ‘No. 1 Central Document’ reflects the
new leadership’s commitment to expanding rural and
agricultural reforms. Over the past decades, China has
faced an increasing number of difficulties and challenges
in rural reform, including land deterioration, labor loss,
and environmental damage. China’s rapid development
towards industrialization and urbanization also makes
the modernization of agriculture an imperative. The
‘No. 1 Central Document’ addresses the above concerns
and outlines the next stage of agricultural development.
Highlights include:
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“Improve the mechanisms for safeguarding food
security. China will continue to pursue self-sufficiency via
the encouragement of innovation and technology adoption,
while increasing the use of overseas markets and allowing an
‘appropriate’ amount of imports.
“Seek sustainable agriculture growth. By recognizing
that industrial contamination of water and soil and the
overuse of fertilizers and pesticides have caused severe
environmental damage in countryside, the Chinese
government has called for a campaign to fight rural pollution.
It has also committed to steadily increasing expenditures
in agriculture, improving subsidy policies, promoting
technological innovation, developing modern seed industry,
and promoting agriculture mechanization.
“Deepen rural land reform. The government will seek
alternatives to resolve how rural collectively-owned land
enter the market per market conditions and how rural
farmland be traded to promote grain productions by various
types of players.
“Introducing Xueqing (Jane) Li: Li is a Principal at Ag
Food Consulting (AFC), located in Washington, DC.
“Li has almost 15 years experience in the agricultural
field and benefits from an extensive industry, association
and government network in China. Prior to leading AFC, Li
was the founder and managing director of Promar’s China
office, responsible for all aspects of operations of the office,
including establishing, writing and delivering ISA’s weekly
and monthly China newsletter during her four years with
Promar.
“Prior to working at Promar, Li was senior advisor on
marketing to the USDA in the U.S. Embassy, China. She
served as an advisor and marketing specialist, consulting
to senior USDA officials, U.S. companies and producer
organizations on the Chinese market.” Address: AFC,
Washington, DC.
7155. Kamara, Alpha Y.; Ewansiha, S.U.; Boahen, S.; Tofa,
A.I. 2014. Agronomic response of soybean varieties to plant
population in the Guinea savannas of Nigeria (Open Access).
Agronomy Journal 106(3):1051-59. May/June. [29 ref]
• Summary: “Three agronomic responses of three contrasting
soybean... varieties to plant populations were examined
in two distinct agro-ecological locations (at Samaru Zaria
and Samaru-Kataf), both in the Guinea savanna of northern
Nigeria in 2009, 2010, and in 2011 growing seasons.
Three soybean varieties: TGx1835-10E, TGx1904-6F, and
TGx1448-2E differing in maturity duration (early, medium,
and late maturing, respectively), were evaluated at four plant
populations (266,700, 333,300, 533,300, and 666,700 plants
per ha).”
The results “suggest that soybean yields in the Guinea
savanna of northern Nigeria can be increased using higher
plant populations than those currently recommended.”
Address: International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture (IITA),

Oyo Road, Ibadan, Nigeria.
7156. Kuswantoro, Heru; Indriani, Febria Cahya; Patriawaty,
Nia Romania; et al. 2014. Performance of acid-adaptive
soybean expected lines in South Lampung, Indonesia.
Agrivita (Indonesia) 36(2):153-59. June. [27 ref]
• Summary: “Increasing soybean demand is not able to be
fulfilled by domestic production, and lead the increasing
soybean import. The decline in soybean production was
mainly due to a decrease in harvesting area up to 8.04% in
the period of 1994-1997 and 7.91% in the period of 19972006 (Supadi, 2009; Zakaria, 2010). The decreasing of
harvesting area in Java Island is due to the land conversion
of agricultural land into non-agricultural land. Hence, the
expansion of harvesting area should be conducted outside
Java Island. However, the lands outside Java Island are
usually a suboptimal land that has soil fertility problems.
One suboptimal land is dry land which covers 102,817,113
ha. This means that approximately 69% of dry land in
Indonesia is acid soil (Mulyani, 2006).”
In Indonesia, soybeans are mostly cultivated following
the yearly planting pattern of paddy-paddy-soybean,
hence an early maturing soybean is considered suitable
for those conditions. In term of seed size, it is important
character which contributes to the yield productivity and
also become the determinant factor of tempeh quality.
Address: 1-4. Indonesian Legume and Tuber Crops Research
Inst., Indonesian Agency for Agricultural Research and
Development, Jl. Raya Kendalpayak Km. 8, PO Box. 66
Malang East Java 65101 Indonesia.
7157. Organic and Non-GMO Report (The) (Fairfield, Iowa).
2014. Non-GMO soybeans have a bigger place in 2014. No.
144. June. p. 15.
• Summary: “Many US soybean farmers are looking for
non-GMO varieties and unconventional alternatives to boost
yields and improve profitability.
“Weeds resistance to glyphosate herbicide, which is used
widely with GM Roundup Ready crops, is leading many
farmers to consider non-GMO alternatives.
“Arkansas grower Gary Sitzer says, ‘I started looking
seriously at conventional soybeans several years back. There
are several non-GMO varieties that compete well with GMO
varieties.’ Sitzer sees a growing demand for non-GMO
soybeans.
“Most university studies indicate little, if any, difference
in yield of GMO and non-GMO soybean varieties.
“Missouri farmer Kip Cullers made worldwide news
with his then-record 161 bushels of soybeans per acre. Last
year, researchers in Texas produced 177 bushels of soybeans
per acre, using non-GMO varieties and a proprietary blend of
micronutrients and naturally occurring phytohormones.
“(Source: Minnesota Farm Guide).”
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7158. Product Name: Tofurky Vegetarian Feast.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofurky Company (The).
Manufacturer’s Address: Hood River, OR 97031.
Date of Introduction: 2014 October.
Ingredients: Roast: Water, vital wheat gluten, organic
tofu (filtered water, organic whole soybeans, magnesium
chloride, calcium chloride), expeller pressed non-genetically
engineered canola oil, natural vegetarian flavors, shoyu
soy sauce (water, non-genetically engineered soybeans,
wheat, salt, culture), non-genetically engineered corn starch,
white bean flour, garbanzo bean flour, lemon juice from
concentrate, onion, carrots, celery, salt, calcium lactate from
beets. Contains: Soy and wheat.
Stuffing: Organic brown rice, whole wheat bread cubes
(whole wheat, filtered water, unbleached wheat flour, organic
evaporated cane juice, organic palm oil, sea salt, yeast,
natural enzymes, ascorbic acid), onion, celery, expeller
pressed non-genetically engineered canola oil, organic wild
rice, natural vegetarian seasoning, granulated garlic, herbs
and spices. Contains: Wheat.
“Giblet” Gravy: Water, whole wheat flour, expeller
pressed non-genetically engineered canola oil, Tofurky
giblets (water, vital wheat gluten, organic tofu [filtered water,
organic whole soybeans, magnesium chloride, calcium
chloride], expeller pressed non-genetically engineered canola
oil, natural vegetarian flavors, shoyu soy sauce [water,
non-genetically engineered soybeans, wheat, salt, culture],
non-genetically engineered corn starch, white bean flour,
garbanzo bean flour, lemon juice from concentrate, onion,
carrot, celery, salt, calcium lactate from beets), natural
vegetarian flavors, onion, carrot, celery, corn starch, salt,
sunflower oil, thyme, rosemary. Contains: Soy and wheat.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 lb 8 oz (1.13 kg).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: This product was first sold
in 2005, however the box was quite different from this 2014
version. Package sent by Seth Tibbott, founder and owner of
The Tofurky Company. 2014. Nov. 25.
Seth adds in an e-mail on Dec. 1. “We had two great
Tofurky Trots on Thanksgiving morning. The one in
Pasadena at the Rose Bowl had 515 runners and the one at
Mt. Tabor Park in Portland had 550 runners, both record
numbers for Tofurky Trots and more than double what these
events totaled last year. Looks like over $10,000 raised for
our non profit partners. Here are photos of the Portland
event:” Seth was present at the Portland event. The two non
profit partners splitting the profits from the Portland Tofurky
Trot are Northwest Veg of Portland, Oregon, (60%) and
Wildwood Sanctuary Farm of Sherwood, Oregon (40%).
“In Los Angeles, Carolyn Merino Mullen, founder of
the National Museum for Animals and Society has run that
Tofurky Trot for the past two years. Her museum is the sole
recipient of money from the Pasadena Tofurky Trot.
“My only regret this year was we did not charge enough.

We charged $25 and I think we could have charged $30 to
$35 to raise even more money. We will get paid back for
about half of our expenses which include insurance, site
rental fees, promotion, organization, etc.”
7159. Product Name: Trader Joe’s Breaded Turkey-less
Stuffed Roast with Gravy. Made in Canada by Gardein.
Manufacturer’s Name: Trader Joe’s (MarketerDistributor).
Manufacturer’s Address: Monrovia, California 91016.
Date of Introduction: 2014 October.
Ingredients: Turkey-less Roast: Water, Soy Protein
Isolate, Vital Wheat Gluten, Expeller Pressed Canola Oil,
Yeast Extract, Organic Ancient Grain Flour (KAMUT®
Khorasan Wheat, Amaranth, Millet, Quinoa), Potato Starch,
Modified Cellulose, Corn Starch, Natural Flavors, Sea Salt,
Dehydrated Garlic, Organic Cane Sugar, Color Added,
Onion Powder, Pea Protein, Carrot Fiber, Beet Root Fiber,
Extractives of Paprika and Turmeric.
Stuffing: Water, Onions, Stuffing Crumbs (Wheat
Flour, Wheat Gluten, Sugar, Salt, Yeast), Celery, Wild and
Brown Rice, Cranberries, Organic Apple Puree, Expeller
Pressed Canola Oil, Yeast Extract, Soy Sauce (Water,
Wheat, Soybeans, Salt, Alcohol*, Vinegar), Natural Flavors,
Modified Cellulose, Sea Salt, Spices, Garlic Powder, Onion
Powder.
Breading: Rice Flour, Wheat Flour, Modified Corn
Starch, Wheat Gluten, Sugar, Salt, Spice, Garlic Powder,
Onion Powder, Yeast, Baking Powder, Malted Barley Flour,
Ascorbic Acid (added as a dough conditioner). Seasoning
Rub: Red Bell Pepper Flakes, Spices, Expeller Pressed
Canola Oil.
Gravy: Water, Expeller Pressed Canola Oil, Corn Starch,
Yeast Extract. Soy Sauce (Water, Wheat, Soybeans, Salt,
Alcohol*, Vinegar), Natural Flavors, Vital Wheat Gluten,
Organic Miso Paste (Organic Soybeans, Organic Rice; Koji,
Sea Salt, Water, Koji Spores), Soy Protein Isolate, Spices,
Garlic Powder, Onion Powder, Soy Lecithin, Extractives of
Turmeric.
*Product contains less than 0.5% alcohol.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 lb 8 oz (1134 gm). Retails for
$9.99 (2014/11, Lafayette, Calif.).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Product purchased at
Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2014. Nov. 24. This
refrigerated product was first sold in 2014 however earlier
versions go back two years. On one side: Heat instructions
using: Conventional oven. Stove top/toaster oven.
Microwave. Gravy. Holiday Roast (How to prepare and
serve). Vegan.
Note: In Nov. 2012 Trader Joe’s sent their “Trader Joe’s
Fearless Flyer” to all residents in Lafayette, California.
William Shurtleff received one and noticed that at the top
of the back page was an announcement of an “All New
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Alternative: Turkey-less Stuffed Roast.” With Gravy, it
retailed for $9.99. Could this be a competitor to Tofurky?
During his next visit to Trader Joe’s Shurtleff asked if
he could see the product. When he saw it, he asked a “team
member” if it were the same as Tofurky but now sold under
the Trader Joe’s label? After checking with the front desk,
the employee ensured him that it was indeed Tofurky. In fact,
it was not. It was made by Gardein in Canada and private
labeled for Trader Joe’s.
7160. Wilde, Matthew. 2014. Soybean center of attention
[new Iowa Soybean Research Center at Iowa State
University]. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean
Association, Ankeny, Iowa) 27(1):18-20. Oct.
• Summary: “It’s the decade of the soybean, according to
seed company officials.
“Farmers, researchers and industry officials believe the
newly opened Iowa Soybean Research Center at Iowa State
University (ISU) will help make the bold statement a reality.
The Iowa Board of Regents unanimously approved the center
in June, which will be housed in Agronomy Hall on the
ISU campus. It’s a partnership between the Iowa Soybean
Association (ISA) and ISU that will facilitate collaboration
between public and private entities regarding research and
education needs related to soybean production.
“A coordinated approach to research will enhance a
revolution that’s coming in soybean production, says Will
Cornelius, soybean lead at Cornelius Seed in Bellevue. The
independent seed company’s website says many biotech
traits and genetic advances will be made available in the next
few years.
The center could play an integral part.
“’I think it’s a great idea to align university researchers
with industry and farmers. We need that,’ says Will
Cornelius, whose company launched a new soybean brand
this past year.
“Advocates say the center will provide a more
disciplined approach when it comes to funding and
identifying priority-driven research, including projects
funded by the soybean checkoff. The goal is to improve
soybean competitiveness, the catalyst behind its creation.
“From 2001-2012, soybean acreage in Iowa declined by
about 1.65 million acres, data shows. The center will help
reverse that trend.
“’The path forward is to build upon past successes
in developing and delivering the very best and most
appropriately aligned and prioritized basic and applied
research to meet farmer and soybean industry needs, says
Dr. Ed Anderson, ISA senior director of supply & production
systems.
“’We want to bring farmers, soybean industry
representatives, academics and ISA officials to the table. This
will induce good dialogue and meaningful strategic planning
around what are today’s and future priority needs for

soybean farmers,’ he continues. ‘We hope to accomplish this
in a rigorous, accountable fashion to deliver the best research
results.’
“New heights: Historically, soybean yields have
annually increased about 0.4 bushels per acre, data indicates.
Corn, on the other hand, has enjoyed a yearly average yield
bump of 1.5 bushels per acre.
“Anderson and others believe soybeans can do better.
“The center was primarily developed to bring a sense of
urgency, leadership, discipline and accountability to research
programs. Anderson says an annual yield jump of 0.6 bushels
per acre, on average, for soybeans is a possibility in 10 years.
“He says two-thirds of the yield gain will come from
improvements in base germ plasm. Genetics and yield
protection–disease, pest and biotic and abiotic stressers–
research will likely be an early emphasis of the center.
“About one-third of the yield gain will come from
agronomic improvements, Anderson adds. A collaboration of
center and multi-state projects will study the best products
and production practices. Research funded by the North
Central Soybean Research Program promises to play a
significant role.
“’These are aggressive goals, but I don’t think they are
too lofty. They are attainable with a lot of discipline and
focus,’ Anderson says.
“Getting to work: Center Director Dr. Greg Tylka,
also an ISU professor of plant pathology and nematologist,
is in the process of assembling a staff, which includes an
operations manager and on-farm research and extension
coordinator. He hopes to fill both positions by the end of
the year. The operations manager will handle day-to-day
activities of the center, budgeting and help manage research
projects, among other things. The on-farm research and
extension coordinator will work with Tristan Mueller,
ISA’s On-Farm Network® operations manager-agronomic
research, and ISU Extension field agronomists.
“’We recognize all along that on-farm research is needed
to validate or verify many of our research findings,’ Tylka
says.
“The center will be funded by the ISA through the
soybean checkoff, ISU via state funding to the College
of Agriculture and Life Sciences and the Agriculture
Experiment Station and industry contributions. Anderson
estimates ISA’s annual contribution will range from
$100,000 to $500,000.
“Once the staff is in place, a strategic plan will be
written with the goals of the center in mind.
“Tylka and Anderson are putting together a list of
candidates to be on a center advisory council, which will be
approved by Dr. Wendy Wintersteen, dean of ISU’s College
of Agriculture and Life Sciences. The council will consist
of farmers, industry officials (seed, crop protection, etc.),
service providers, researchers and academia.
“The council won’t be an oversight committee, but
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provide advice, input and guidance.
“’We want a shared vision,’ Tylka says. ‘The idea is to
eliminate redundancy and identify opportunities and capture
synergies to improve soybean production in the state.’
“Anderson and Tylka plan to visit agriculture companies
to gauge interest in the center and possible partnerships.
“Monsanto Soybean Industry Affairs Lead Mindy
Whittle is excited about what the center will do for soybean
production. Though no specific deal has been struck between
the center and the company, Whittle says it’s a natural fit
given that ISU is a key collaborator on projects.
“Whittle says Monsanto is committed to improving
soybean yields and competitiveness in a sustainable way.
“’We continue to say this is the decade of the soybean.
We value the collaboration this center will bring. By pooling
resources and knowledge, we can achieve so much more.’
“The future: ISA farmer leaders have approved nearly
$49.5 million worth of soybean research at ISU since the
early 1970s. Checkoff-funded research at ISU has led to
higher-yielding soybean varieties, better plant resistance to
diseases and pests and improved management practices.
“According to the latest independent study paid for by
the United Soybean Board (USB), every checkoff dollar
earns farmers $5.20.
“’The goal of the center is to help drive efficiency and
effectiveness to get an even greater return on investment for
the next 50 years,’ Anderson says.
“ISA President Tom Oswald, who farms near Cleghorn,
believes the center will do just that. With a growing world
population hungry for more soy-based protein, Oswald says
the center will help Iowa farmers be in position to benefit
from increased demand.
“’We have to focus on what is the outcome for the
farmer and what research will impact the ability to compete,’
Oswald says.
“Timely research and production advice are key
elements farmers want from the center, Oswald says.
“A lack of information of how to manage soybean
aphids in 2003 is a good example, Oswald says. The yieldrobbing pest significantly reduced soybean yields statewide.
“’Farmers didn’t know what to do. Through the center,
more people will be involved to quickly act,’ he says. ‘Under
this model, we won’t end up with voids of information.’
“As ISA celebrates its 50th anniversary, ISA officials say
the center is a natural next step to meet the needs of soybean
growers for decades to come.
“With changes in production agriculture during the last
50 years that includes biotechnology, precision farming using
GPS and ‘big data,’ just to name a few, Oswald says a center
to coordinate information and research is a must.
“’It’s a new approach to making soybeans more
competitive,’ he says.”
7161. Mengistu, Alemu; Kelly, H.M.; Bellaloui, N.; et al.

2014. Tillage, fungicide, and cultivar effects on frogeye
leaf spot severity and yield in soybean. Plant Disease
98(11):1476-84. Nov. [37 ref]
• Summary: “Frogeye leaf spot (FLS) of soybean, caused
by Cercospora sojina, has been a problem in the southern
United States for many years but has become an increasing
problem in the northern United States more recently, causing
significant yield losses.”
“When fungicide was applied, disease severity was not
reduced as significantly in no-till as in treated tilled plots,
suggesting that fungicide programs under a no-till system
may require further study to minimize the risk of FLS
severity.” Address: 1. Crop Genetics Research Unit, United
States Dep. of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service
(USDA-ARS), 605 Airways Boulevard, Jackson, Tennessee
38301,.
7162. Wilde, Matthew. 2014. Soybean use, sales explode
over 50 years (Continued–Document part II). Iowa Soybean
Review (Iowa Soybean Association, Ankeny, Iowa) 27(3):1827. Dec.
• Summary: (Continued): Chronology of soybeans in Iowa
since 1964.
“1964–Several Iowa farmers came together to develop
new products, create new markets and improve profits for
soybean producers. That year, the Iowa Soybean Association
(ISA) was recognized as a legal state association under
the Code of Iowa with a representative on the Agricultural
Marketing Board, which helps secure funds for market
development.
“1964–121.2 million bushels of soybeans produced in
Iowa.
“1969–In an effort to increase membership and raise
funds, ISA signed an organizational agreement with the
Iowa Farm Bureau on March 1, 1969. The agreement called
for Farm Bureau to provide organizational advice and local
support to ISA in an effort to increase membership to 3,000
and to raise $10,000 for the soybean association through
contribution of a ½ cent per bushel from Iowa farmers.
“1969–Meanwhile, Iowa’s soybean production
continued to grow at a record pace. Iowa became the second
largest state in soybean acreage and production in 1969,
representing about 15 percent of production in the United
States by harvesting 171 million bushels from 5.5 million
acres.
“1970–Governor Robert D. Ray proclaimed January
as soybean month. Later, 12 counties carried out a kickoff
program for a voluntary ½ cent per bushel contribution in
support of market development and other activities related to
soybeans. The number of farmers contributing was 1,430.
“1971–The Iowa checkoff referendum passes. 1971
brought passage of the Soybean Checkoff legislation by a
narrow 51 percent majority. Iowa legislature passed Senate
File 296, which provided for the establishment of the Iowa
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Soybean Promotion Board (ISPB) to administer funding
generated by the checkoff. The Secretary of Agriculture
immediately conducted a referendum among soybean
growers. The checkoff referendum passed by a vote of 2,643
to 2,486.
“The voluntary market deduction program had been in
effect since the 1971 vote at the maximum legal rate of onehalf cent per bushel, checked off at the first point of sale.
The program raised about $900,000 yearly from 1971 to
1975 with money being used by state and national soybean
organizations to promote marketing efforts and to finance
soybean research.
“During that same period, ISA nominated 24 farmers
from its nine crop-reporting districts to serve on the newly
established ISPB. Twelve nominees were elected.
“1975–The first renewal of the checkoff was passed,
with 72 percent voting in favor. Les Rhodes was executive
director.
“1978–ISA reached separate agreements with ISPB and
ASA. ASA headquarters are moved to St. Louis [Missouri]
under the watchful eye of President Merlyn Groot, a farmer
from Manson, Iowa. A structural chart for ISA and ISPB was
approved and a coordinating committee was established.
“No-till agriculture gains popularity in the 1970s.
“1978–In an effort to expand leadership, ISA established
a county delegate system.”
1980 Jan.–A U.S. grain embargo by President Jimmy
Carter was enacted against the Soviet Union for its invasion
of Afghanistan in 1979. But this did not deter soybean
producers from approving the ISPB referendum with a 75
percent yes vote.
1980 May 22–A soybean bill is signed into law to
change the code and seek referendum on raising the checkoff
from a ½ cent to 1 cent per bushel.
1982 and 1983, ISA, led by President Raymond Heck,
became active in contract sanctity. All the state soybean
association presidents traveled to Washington, D.C., and got
federal legislation passed regarding contract sanctity. The 1
cent checkoff was passed in Iowa.
“1984–The [Iowa Soybean] association adopted the
long-range planning committee recommendation to switch to
a system of past president, president and president-elect.
“The major issues facing ISA during this period were
cargo preference and the balanced budget brigade to balance
the federal budget.
“Agriculture focused in on the 1985 Farm Bill debate.
The main goal was to get soybeans on equal footing not only
with other commodities, but with the rest of the world.
“1986–A statewide dustbuster program was
implemented, complete with mobile demonstration trailers.
The program was designed to show elevator managers the
benefits of using soybean oil as a dust suppressant in grain
handling facilities.
“1985-1988 Steve Pedersen was the executive director.

“Reverse referendum was passed by the Iowa
Legislature that year [1986]. The purpose of the legislation
was to eliminate the expense and staff time involved in a
referendum every four years extending or increasing the
Soybean Checkoff.
“1988-1991 Al Johnson was the executive director.
“More farmers using no-till or low-till methods in the
1980s.
“1989 July–The Iowa Legislature passed the Soybean
Oil Ink bill mandating the use of soy oil in government
printing operations.
“1989–Food companies using soy oil in their products
lined up to display the “SoyMark” on their packages in 1989.
The SoyMark symbol stands for “Good Taste and Good
Sense,” and ASA’s Section 301 Petition filed against unfair
European Community oilseed subsidies is decided in favor of
U.S. soybean producers. ISA celebrates its 25th anniversary.
“1990–ISA’s 74th and 75th county associations are
organized.
“1991-1992 Dan Hall was the executive director.
1991–The National Soybean Checkoff began; “Iowa
Soybean Review” entered its second year of publication.
“1992–Kirk Leeds is selected to serve as ISA executive
director in December 1992. His first task was to implement a
new strategic plan focused on strengthening ISA’s financial
position.
1994–The National Soybean Checkoff in Iowa passed
by a 8,237 to 6,129 vote.
“1994–With revisions in ASA’s bylaws, ISA picked
up another ASA director. ISA now has five directors on the
national board.
“1994 April–ISA was successful in securing passage
of the Agricultural Development and Rural Revitalization
Act by the Iowa Legislature. The Value-Added Agricultural
Products and Processes Financial Assistance Program
(VAAPFAP) became a reality during the summer of 1994.
“1994 Oct. 7–President Bill Clinton signed the
“Vegetable Ink Printing Act of 1994” into law.
“1996–ISA played an instrumental role in gathering
grassroots support to pass the Federal Agriculture
Improvement and Reform Act of 1996. ISA cooperatively
worked to enhance the ASA’s lobbying efforts for the
inclusion of farm bill provisions such as full planting
flexibility and an increased oilseed-marketing loan. These
were key elements to be inserted in the farm bill as directed
by ISA delegates. ISA also played an important role in
working with Iowa’s congressional delegation to reform
Swampbuster and Section 401 wetlands regulations. Without
question, ISA’s board of directors made available the
necessary resources to ensure Iowa soybean producers had a
voice in the farm bill debate.
“Conservation practices expand; new expectations lead
to addressing environmental outcomes in the 1990s.
“1996 Aug. 9-12–The first Midwest Soybean Conference
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was held in Des Moines, Iowa, with 300 in attendance from
15 Midwestern states, Canada and Russia. The conference,
which focused on providing timely information to producers
about soybean research projects with proven results, featured
70 speakers and more than 40 sessions.
“1997–Soybean Research and Development Council
(SRDC) was formed between the Iowa and Illinois
associations. Some of the first projects included a major yield
research project.
“1998–District 3 was split into two districts bringing the
number of directors to 17.
“1999–The Iowa and Illinois Soybean Associations
worked together to host The Global Soy Forum in Chicago
with more than 2,000 participants from around the world.
“1999–ISA and Iowa Corn Growers Association created
an alliance and joint membership program to build on
common interests and the long history of working together”
(Continued).
7163. Dlamini, Thula S.; Tshabalala, P.; Mutengwa, T.
2014. Soybeans production in South Africa (Open Access).
Oilseeds & Fats Crops and Lipids 21:D207. [17 ref. Eng;
fre]
• Summary: “Abstract–Soybeans are a small but important
and growing component of South Africa’s agricultural
economy. Large-scale production of soybeans did not begin
until the late 1990s in South Africa, and area planted to
soybeans has expanded rapidly. Rising yields supported by
a favourable agricultural policy environment backing the
commercialisation and use of agricultural biotechnologies,
has facilitated a smooth transition of commercial farmers
from the production of traditional grains to soybean
production and to be able to rotate soybeans with other
grain crops to maximise profits. Although soybeans are
produced in nearly all the 9 provinces in South Africa,
there is significant variation in output from one province to
the other. Using data from the Department of Agriculture
Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF), this paper examines the
production efficiency of each province with respect to area
under production, output and yield per hectare for the past
25 years. Despite the potential of the former homelands
in soybean production, there is little progress owing to
infrastructural problems and unfamiliarity with the crop. In
order to improve production and consumption of soybeans
in these areas of South Africa, it may help to set up soybean
out-grower schemes, which will encourage smallholder
farmers to pool their output and earn income from soybeans
whilst learning the food value of the crop.”
From 1976 to 2012, soybean area in South Africa
increased from an estimated 22,000 ha to 472,000 ha
while production increased from an estimated 17,900
tons to 650,000 tons. Address: 1. Agricultural Economist,
Agricultural Research Council, Hatfield, Pretoria, South
Africa.

7164. Mugabo, Josaphat; Tollens, Eric; Chianu, Jonas.;
Obi, Ajuruchukwu; Vanlauwe, Bernard. 2014. Resource use
efficiency in soybean production in Rwanda. J. of Economics
and Sustainable Development 5(6):116-22. [22 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Even though soybean... is currently
a minor crop in Rwanda, it is one of the crops that the
government of Rwanda is promoting because of its high
nutritional value, adaptability to the climate of the country,
and its good response to organic and mineral fertilizer
inputs. Since farm resources are limited in Rwanda, it is
critical to devise ways of improving their productivity and
use efficiency even in soybean production. This study used
on-farm data from Kamonyi district collected during two
agricultural seasons from September 2007 to July 2008 and
identified key factors determining soybean production and
resource use efficiency in soybean production. Cobb-Douglas
production function was fitted. Results indicate that, with an
elasticity of 0.46, plot size was the most important factor of
soybean production. It was closely followed by intermediate
inputs (fertilizers, pesticides and seeds), with a coefficient
of 0.44. When intermediate inputs were decomposed,
fertilizers with an elasticity of 0.062 appears to contribute
more to soybean production than pesticides (0.057) and
seeds (0.034). Technical inefficiency was responsible for
at least 93% of total variation in soybean output among the
survey farmers. The relative efficiency (allocative efficiency)
of resource use, expressed as the ratio of marginal value
product (MVP) to marginal factor cost (MFC), were 1.73 for
soybean plot size, 1.36 for fertilizers, and 1.92 for pesticides.
These indicate that too little of these inputs are being used
in relation to the prevailing market conditions.” Address: 1.
Socio-economics Research Program, Rwanda Agricultural
Board (RAB), Musanze, Rwanda.
7165. Sheidaei, Saman; Abad, H.H.S.; Hamidi, A.;
Mohammadi, G.N.; Moghaddam, A. 2014. Evaluation of
soybean seed quality under long term storage (Open Access).
International J. of Biological Science 5(3):214-19. [21 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: An experiment was conducted to
evaluate soybean seed vigor in natural aging condition as
factorial experiment based on completely randomized design
(laboratory section) and complete randomized design (field
section) with 3 replications in Seed and Plant Certification
and Registration Institute (SPCRI), Karaj, Iran in 2012-13.
The treatments included two cultivars of Williams and L17.
The seeds were stored in controlled storage at recommended
temperature and relative humidity for 6, 18 and 30 months
and germination & vigor tests were conducted. The cv.
Williams had significantly more germination percent
compared to L17. The germination percent significantly was
decreased by increasing the storage duration. Along with
decrease of germination percent; the number of abnormal
seedlings was significantly increased. Williams showed
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more resistance to seed deterioration that can be related to
genetic attributes of this cultivar or structural characteristics
such as seed coat, reserved matters, etc. The measured
field characteristics were similar to measured laboratory
traits. The higher primary and final seedling emergence,
more accumulated emergence rate and also higher seedling
emergence rate was related to cv. Williams. Approximately
25% reduction in final seedling emergence was observed
yearly by increasing the storage time. Higher reduction was
recorded in accumulated emergence rate and also it was
decreased more than 40% at 30 months of storage compared
to 18 months.” Address: 1-2, 4. Dep. of Agronomy, The
Science and Research Branch of the Islamic Azad Univ.,
(SRBIAU), Tehran, Iran.
7166. Yang, Feng; Wang, Xiaochun; Liao, D.; Lu, F.; Gao,
R.; Liu, W.; Yong, T.; Wu, X.; Du, J.; Liu, J.; Yang, W. 2015.
Yield response to different planting geometries in maizesoybean relay strip intercropping systems. Agronomy Journal
107(1):296-304. Jan/Feb. Epub 5 Dec. 2014. [37 ref]
• Summary: “Planting geometries directly affect crop yields
in intercropping systems.” “Total intercrop yields were
higher than those of sole crop maize and soybean, and the
land equivalent ratios of the intercropping systems were
above 1.3.” “The optimum bandwidth and maize narrow-row
spacing in maize-soybean relay intercropping systems were
200 and 40 cm, respectively.”
Note: We are unable to find a definition of “bandwidth”
in agriculture. Address: 1. Key Lab. of Crop Ecophysiology
and Farming System in Southwest, Ministry of Agriculture,
Chengdu 611130, P.R. China.
7167. Organic UA. 2015. [Brief biography of Ivan
Yevhenovych Ovsinsky (1856-1909) of Podolia, Ukraine].
http://organic.ua/ru/lib/1358-ivan-jevgenovych-ovsinskyj
Printed July 10. [Ukr]
• Summary: Ivan Yevhenovych Ovsinsky was born in
Letychiv County, Podolia Province (today’s Podilsk
Province), into a family of landowners. After studying at the
Kamyanets-Podilsk Academy, he trained at the Novorosiisk
University in Odessa.
He spent five years in exile in northern Russia for
his political activities. Thereafter he focused on studying
agricultural production experience worldwide and on refining
the traditional agricultural methods typical in particular for
in China in his native Ukraine. He was one of the first to
begin not only raising his own, but also propagating, soybean
(soya) among other crops, foreseeing their tremendous
potential for development for both plant cultivation and
animal husbandry. He was one of the first people in the
world to declare the dangers of the enthusiasm for mineral
fertilizers. Over the decades, 50 years ahead of his North
American colleagues, he successfully developed innovative
methods for no-till agriculture that went down in history as

“Ovsinsky’s new agriculture method.”
It took time to prove the thesis that a prophet is without
honor in his own land, but his successors finally began to put
into action the ideas developed by Ukraine’s great agrarian.
The Organic Movement Federation of Ukraine
(Federatsiya orhanichnogo rukhu Ukrainy) first published
I.Y. Ovsinsky’s fundamental work A New System of
Agriculture [Nova sistema zemlerobstva] in contemporary
Ukrainian in 2007. Just as it did a century ago, the book has
aroused fairly keen interest among general audiences. The
decision was made to look for other undeservedly forgotten
works by our countryman. The result of this work was the
next volume in the ORGANIC UA Library: Vybrani tvory
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I.Y. Ovsinskogo “Do krashchogo vrozhayu” [Selected Works
of I.Y. Ovsinsky: “Toward the Best Yield”].
Translated by Kathy Stackhouse (New York, NY).
Note 1. A book of his writings titled Better Yield:
Selected Works, can be found here: http://organic.ua/uk/lib/
books/7-books-oua/19-darwin.
Note 2. Thanks to Olha Aleksic, Jacyk Bibliographer for
Ukrainian Collections, Harvard Ukranian Research Institute.
Harvard University (Cambridge, Massachusetts).
Note 3. In the early soybean literature his name is often
transliterated as J. Owsinski / Owinsky / Ovinski of Podolia,
Ukraine. Address: Ukraine.
7168. United Soybean Board. 2015. We’re sustainable: We’re
proud U.S. soybean farmers. Corn and Soybean Digest. Aug.
6-page insert after page 18.
• Summary: Page 1 shows a huge field of soybeans with the
blue sky above.
Page 2: One the top half, in large white letters on brown:
“For soybean farmers, sustainability isn’t a buzzword, It’s
a way of life.” On the bottom half is a color photo of a man
standing in a field of soybeans. In a box near him is written:
“95% of U.S. soybeans are grown sustainably.”
Page 3 is titled “Crop rotation.” Near a sustainability
symbol in a box is written: “79% of U.S. soybean farmers
grow multiple crops on their farmers, contributing to
increased biodiversity.” [such as corn and soybeans]. The
bottom half of the page is titled “The impact of crop rotation
on sustainability.” The benefits of crop rotation fall into
two categories: 1. Pest- and weed-management benefits. 2.
Nutrients: If soybeans are in the rotation they add nitrogen to
the soil.
Page 4 is “Water management.” In a box: “75%
reduction of irrigation water use by U.S. soybean farmers
since 1980.” The bottom half of the page is titled “The
sustainable practice the whole nation is talking about: Water
management.” One key concern is “managing the flow and
drainage of water and minimizing nutrient loss.”
Page 5 is titled “Reduced tillage.” In a box: “91% of
U.S. soybean farmers use conservation tillage on their farms,
helping to reduce runoff and erosion.” The bottom half of the
page is titled “The elder statesman of modern sustainability:
No-Till.” “United States farmers lead the world in adoption
of no-till and reduced tillage farming practices...” According
to the USDA “70% of soybean farmers use reduced-tillage
methods.”
“Reducing tillage rebuilds organic matter in the soil,
increases moisture retention and reduces soil erosion and
runoff.”
Page 6: “Sustainability is more than just our values.
There is also value in our sustainability.” “See ways to be
more sustainable at sustainablesoy.com.” “Brought to you by
the soy checkoff.”

7169. Winsor, Susan. 2015. Adopt big data or else: Be an
early adopter or compete against those who will accelerate
farm consolidation. Corn and Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 11-13.
• Summary: We are at a Y in the road in the way farmers
farm. One road to the new domain of “digital agriculture”
where data-generated insights will lead to a whole new
way of farming. “There is a significant gap between those
prepared to adopt the new technology and those who are
skeptical or fearful of it.”
Lower farm prices are forecast for the next few years.
7170. Seemo (Hillel Shapira). 2015. Re: Organic tempeh and
tofu. Letter (e-mail) to William Shurtleff at Soyinfo Center,
Dec. 18. 1 p.
• Summary: Dear Bill,
“Summer greetings from steamy Brazil.
“Time came for label change. we are now ‘organic’
certified by the Brazil arm of the Swiss IBD (and now we
found out that they demand their logos in king size!)
“The Tempeh font is the best that our rural graphic
designer managed from ‘The book of tempeh’... and we
like it very much. We also gave a touch to the tofu label,
incorporating some elements from our India labels. The
colors are not 100% accurate but I will send you a scan when
we get the prints.
“Yours always, Seemo.” Address: RD BR-354,
Coqueiros (CX Postal 13), Itamonte, MG C.E.P. 37466000
Brazil.
7171. IITA. 2015. Annual report 2015. Ibadan, Nigeria:
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA). 76 p.
http://newint.iita.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/AnnualReport-2015.pdf [30+ ref]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned 50 times in this annual report.
Page 12: “The year 2015 also saw the addition of several
new items in IYA’s high-value snack food product lineup.
These new products included Tidbit Delight, Sneh balls, and
croquant which are produced from maize, cowpea, soybean,
and high-quality cassava flour.”
Page 42: Concerning CIALCA, “The Consortium
for Improving Agriculture-based Livelihoods in Central
Africa:” “More than 1000 trainers from partner organizations
were trained on novel production technologies, such as
new varieties and improved soil management, and novel
processing technologies, such as soybean milk.”
Pages 52-53: “Of grains and gains: Realizing the
potential of soybean in Mozambique, Steve Boahen, IITAMozambique. There is a lot going for soybean (or `soya’) in
Mozambique. Although a relative newcomer to the country,
the crop offers vast income opportunities for smallholder
farmers particularly those in the high rainfall areas such as
Zambezia, Lichinga, Nampula, Manica, and Tete provinces.
Production and prices are improving. Back in 2004, soya
production was estimated at 770-880 t [metric tons] with
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an average yield of 450 kg/ha (Estrada, 2004). Today, the
average yield is estimated at 1300 kg/ha and total production
is about 50,000 t (Luis Pereira, Technoserve, pers. comm.,
2014). In 2006, the prevailing farm-gate price/kg for soybean
grain was 7-9 meticais (MZM) ($0.25-0.33). By August
2013, the price had doubled, hovering at about 18 MZM/
kg ($0.64). The growing domestic poultry industry also has
a high demand for soybean which is largely met through
imports of soybean cake from Argentina, Brazil, and India.
“The available regional market and attractive farmgate prices with an inadequate domestic supply offer a huge
growth potential to soybean in Mozambique. Despite the
rosy outlook smallholder farmers are still hampered by low
production due to a lack of good quality seeds of locally
adapted varieties, and poor crop management practices. IITA
and USAID, with other partners, are changing that situation.
“Planting the grains of success: Through the USAIDsupported Platform Mozambique Project (2009-2015) and
in partnership with the Instituto de Investigaçao Agrária de
Moçambique (Mozambique National Agricultural Research
Institute, or IIAM), NGOs, and farmers associations, IITA
introduced five soybean varieties [Sana (TGx 1485- 1D),
Wàmini (TGx1740-2F), Zamboane (TGx 1904-6F), Wima
(TGx 1908-8F) and Olima (TGx 1937-1F)] that have been
officially released in Mozambique. The varieties were

selected through on-farm participatory variety selection,
ensuring that their characteristics are well suited to local
conditions and needs. The varieties are high-yielding, and
tolerant of drought and most of the common diseases; they
yield >40% more grains (2 t/ha) than the widely grown
local varieties. They can also fix a large proportion of their
nitrogen requirements from the atmosphere, thereby reducing
the need for nitrogen fertilizers and lowering input costs for
farmers.
“To get the best out of these varieties, the project
developed complementary management practices to
maximize their potential under smallholders’ farming
conditions. These practices included best planting
times in different production zones, appropriate rowspacing, optimum plant populations, phosphorus fertility
management, inoculation, and appropriate cropping systems.
These practices were then developed into `technology
packs’ and disseminated to smallholders and extension
agents across the soybean production zones through onfarm demonstrations, field days, field visits, and training
workshops. This was done in collaboration with various
other initiatives led by IIAM, IITA, CLUSA (Cooperative
League of USA), Technoserve, IKURU (Empresa Comercial
dos Productores Associados), and Inovagro. Through
these channels, farmers, for example, became aware of the
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negative consequences of late planting, such as a yield loss
of at least 50 kg/ha for every day of delay in planting after
the first planting date. At the prevailing farm-gate price, this
translates to a loss of $20/ha for every day that planting is
delayed.
“Gains on the ground: The combined efforts of IITA
and USAID are already starting to change the lives of
Mozambican smallholder farmers.
“Take the case of 48-year old Florinda Biriate, who
started producing soybean 10 years ago. ‘My initial foray
into soya production was in 2006 when I cultivated one
hectare. I harvested 13 bags (approximately 650 kg/ha at 1
bag equals about 50 kg) of grains which I sold at around 5-7
MZM/kg ($0.18-0.25). Encouraged with this, I gradually
increased my soybean area every year until I reached 8 ha in
2010. At that time, I produced 237 bags (about 11,850 kg) of
grains, selling them at 15 MZM ($0.54)/kg.’
“Florinda got the highest price for her soya in 2011
when she sold it at 17-19 MZM/ kg ($0.60-0.67). This, she
said, was a game-changer for her. ‘The price and the high
yield of soya motivated me to grow more of it than any other
crop,’ she explained.
“In 2014, she cultivated 6 ha of soya, with 5 ha for grain
and 1 ha for certified seeds. She harvested 1,500 kg/ha from
the first and 1,150 kg/ha from the second ‘I used to get just
600 kg/ha of soya, but now my harvests have more than
doubled!’
“Asked what turned things around for her, she said, ‘It
was the support that I received through the USAID project
with the technical backstopping of IITA and CLUSA. With
the knowledge gained from them, not only did I get better
yields but also reduced labor. I now plant my soya in early
December and in straight lines of 50 cm by 10 cm instead of
in the traditional scattered planting. Previously, I weeded 3 or
4 times before harvest but now I weed only twice, sometimes
even once. It is also easier to weed when the plants are in
line.’
“’I lost my husband two years ago so I farm alone now.
These technologies not only make things better but also
easier for me and my children,’ added Florinda.
“’With my earnings from soya, I was able to buy two
refrigerators, a motorbike, two bicycles, a television with
a satellite dish so I can watch news from around the world,
a DVD player so that my kids can watch movies any time,
and I have money to send them to school. Best of all I am
building a new house,’ she related happily.”
“Another farmer, Fernando Maliango, also recounted his
soya journey.”
Other gains in a grain: The Platform Mozambique
Project has trained more than 5700 farmers, 230 extension
agents, and technicians on improved soybean production
practices, and 1327 final-year students from local universities
and polytechnics on a 6-month field training internship.
In addition, it introduced soybean-fortified local dishes to

more than 26,000 people to enhance the quality of their diet.
The project also established 450 demonstration plots and
organized more than 100 farmers’ field days and field visits.
More than 100 t of foundation seeds were made available to
partners. It is estimated that the project has directly benefited
more than 50,000 households, and has indirectly reached
even more. Farmers continue to test different varieties to
find those with the highest potential on their farms. Average
yields have increased from 700 kg/ha at project start to 1300
kg/ha presently. Incomes from soybean have also increased
by about 56% among adopters of improved technologies
introduced by the project. Such technologies, such as
soybean-maize rotation planting, have also led to average
yield increases of 21-1000% for maize when planted after
soybean compared with the common practice of planting
maize-after-maize with no fertilization.
Photos (p. 53) show Florinda and Fernando.
Pages 54-55: “DeMISSTifying the soybean seed system
in Malawi, by Akinwale Gbenga, IITA-Malawi:
“In Malawi, soybean is the lifeblood of thousands of
smallholder farmers. It offers them a myriad opportunities:
a readily available market, attractive farm-gate prices, and
the potential to improve their nutritional security. However,
current production levels are low, averaging less than 1 t/
ha. There is minimal adoption of improved varieties and
agronomic practices because these farmers, in particular,
have limited access to better varieties.
“The Malawi Improved Seed Systems and Technologies
(MISST) project is led by IITA, supported by USAID’s
Feed-the-Future Initiative, and co-implemented by IITA,
ICRISAT, CIMMYT, and CIP.” Address: PMB 5320, Oyo
Road, Ibadan, Nigeria.
7172. Ramesh, K.; Aher, S.B.; Lakaria, B.L.; Kaleshananda,
S.; Singh, A.B.; Ramana, S.; Thakur, J.K. 2015. Effect
of organic farming practices on soil and performance of
soybean (Glycine max) under semi-arid tropical conditions in
Central India. J. of Applied and Natural Science 7(1):67-71.
*
• Summary: The soybean is an important oilseed legume
crop in the world occupying third position next to cowpea
and groundnuts.
7173. Georgia Historical Society. 2016. Marker Dedication
Ceremony: “Introduction of the Soybean to North America.”
Savannah, Georgia. 1 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: This marker says: “Georgia Historical Society
“Marker Dedication Ceremony
“’Introduction of Soybean to North America’
“Skidaway Institute of Oceanography McGowan Library
Auditorium
“2:00 PM, Saturday, January 9, 2016,
“Welcome and Introductions
“Dr. Roger Boerma, Executive Director Georgia Seed
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“Mr. Greg Mims, Chairman, GA Commodity
Commission for Soybeans
“Mr. Richard Wilkins, President, American Soybean
Association
“The Georgia Historical Marker Program is a
program of the Georgia Historical Society. Financial
support for the Soybean Marker was provided by
the Georgia/Florida Soybean Association and the

Development
“The Georgia Historical Society Marker Program
“Ms. Elyse Butler, Georgia Historical Society
“Georgia Agriculture
“The Honorable Gary Black, Georgia Commissioner of
Agriculture
“Soybeans Arrive in Savannah
“Dr. Ted Hymowitz, Emeritus Professor, University of
Illinois
“Soybeans in the United States and Beyond
“Mr. James Lee Adams, former President of American
Soybean Association
“Reception
“McGowan Library Lobby
“Historical Soybean Marker Unveiling
“Ms. Elyse Butler, Georgia Historical Society
“Mr. Walter Godwin, President, GA/FL Soybean
Association
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Georgia Commodity Commission for Soybeans.”
Two photos show the marker itself, which is on the
roadside near the Skidaway Institute of Oceanography, 10
Science Circle, Savannah. The marker is located in a semiwooded area. By using the Institute’s address, it ensures that
GPS routes you directly by the historical marker.
The text of the marker reads as follows:
“The Introduction of the Soybean to North America
“In 1764, Samuel Bowen, a former seaman employed by
the East India Company, brought soybeans (Chinese vetch)
to the Georgia colony from China via London. Not having
land available to sow seeds, Bowen asked Henry Yonge, the
Surveyor-General of Georgia, to plant what is believed to
be the first North American soybean crop in the spring of
1765. Yonge’s property, Orangedale, was located nearby on
Skidaway Island. Bowen’s successful cultivation led to a
1769 patent for the production of soy sauce for exportation
to England. Soybeans in Georgia were soon eclipsed by
other crops, and not widely cultivated in North America until
the late 19th century. But since the 1940s, soybeans have
become one of the most widely grown and lucrative cash
crops in the United States.
“Erected by the Georgia Historical Society, the Georgia/
Florida Soybean Association, and the Georgia Agricultural
Commodity Commission for Soybeans.” Address: Savannah,
Georgia.
7174. Bekele, Wodimu; Belete, K.; Tana, T. 2016. Effect
of soybean varieties and nitrogen fertilizer rates on yield,
yield components and productivity of associated crops under
maize/soybean intercropping at Mechara, Eastern Ethiopia
(Open Access). Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 5(1):1-7.
Feb. [33 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Due to decreasing land units
and decline in soil fertility integrating soybean in to the
maize production system is a viable option for increasing
productivity and protein source. In view of this, field
experiment was conducted during 2012 at Mechara
Agricultural Research Center with the objectives of
identifying best compatible combinations of maize with
soybean varieties and N rates for maximum yield and yield
components of the associated crops and productivity of
intercropping system. Three varieties of soybean (Awasa-95,
Cocker-240 and Crowford) were intercropped with early
maturing maize variety Melkasa-2 with three rates of
nitrogen (32, 64 and 96 kg N per ha). The experiment was
laid out in factorial arrangement in randomized complete
block design in three replications. Highest maize grain
yield (2196 kg per ha) was obtained from soybean variety
Crowford and 32 kg N per ha and lowest yield (1352
kg per ha) was recorded from maize intercropped with
soybean variety Awasa-95 at 96 kg N per ha. The grain
yield of intercropped soybean was increased from 586
kg per ha to 842 kg per ha as the nitrogen rates increased

from 32 kg N per ha to 96 kg N per ha. The highest LER
(1.10) was obtained from maize intercropped with soybean
variety Crowford and lowest LER (1.08) was from maize
intercropped with variety Cocker-240 due to main effects of
soybean varieties while due to main effects of N, the highest
(1.16) and the lowest (1.1) LER were obtained from higher
rate of nitrogen (96 kg N per ha) and lowest rate of nitrogen
(32 kg N per ha), respectively. On the other hand, the highest
Gross Monetary Value (17315 birr per ha) was recorded from
interaction of Cocker-240 at highest rate of nitrogen (96 kg N
per ha) which was not significantly different from Awasa-95
at 32 kg N per ha (15304 birr per ha) and Crowford at 32
kg N per ha (15103) while lowest GMV (12362 birr per ha)
was obtained from variety Cocker-240 at 32 kg N per ha.
Therefore, variety Awasa-95 at lower rate of nitrogen (32 kg
per ha) could be best in intercropping system to reduce cost
of fertilizer and maximize total productivity.”
Note 1. The birr is the unit of Ethiopian currency.
Note 2. LER (land equivalent ratio) is an index of
intercropping advantage. Address: 1. Oromia Agricultural
Research Inst., Mechara Agricultural Research Center, West
Hararghe Zone, Mechara, Ethiopia.
7175. Wijanarko, Andy; Taufiq, Abdullah. 2016. Effect of
lime application on soil properties and soybean yield on tidal
land. Agrivita (Indonesia) 38(1):14-23. Feb. [41 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean has been an important food crop in
Indonesia since ten years ago. Tofu and fermented soybean
(tempe) made of soybean seeds are the main component
of daily dietary food. Indonesia needs 2.0 million tons of
soy-bean per year, but the domestic production only meet
30% (Marwoto et al., 2008), and therefore Indonesia is a net
importer of soybean. The consumption of soy-based products
has increased from 14.21 kg per capita per year in 2009 to
15.01 kg per capita per year (Sutyorini and Waryanto, 2013).
Despite increasing the soybean productivity, expanding the
production area to sub-optimal land such as tidal land has
become the target of Indonesian government.” Address:
Indonesian Legumes and Tuber Crops Research Institute, Jl.
Raya Kendalpayak KM 8, PO Box 66, Malang, East Java,
Indonesia.
7176. Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. 2016. Sojabohne:
Deutschland [Soybean: Germany] (Web article). https://
de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sojabohne 1 p. Printed April 29. [Ger]
• Summary: In Germany, soybeans were cultivated on
approximately 5,000 hectares in 2011. Ideal climatic
conditions in the vegetation period of the beans between late
April/early May and mid-October that are possible within
this climate prevail only in some locations in Southern
Germany (the Upper Rhine Valley between Freiburg and
Mainz, the Neckar Valley between Stuttgart and Heilbronn,
and Southern Bavaria) (1).
Since 1996, there has been a concentration on ecological
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cultivation. According to the German Soy Promotion Group
(Deutscher Sojaförderring), soy that is free of genetic
engineering could achieve prices that are significantly above
the world market price (2).
In January 2011, a research project that was
coordinated by the Research Institute of Organic Agriculture
(Förderungsinstittut für biologischen Landbau = FiBL)
was started with support from the German Federal
Ministry of Food, Agriculture, and Consumer Protection
(Bundesministerium für Ernährung, Landwirtschaft und
Verbraucherschutz = BMELV) (today’s German Federal
Ministry of Food and Agriculture) (Bundesministerium für
Ernährung und Landwirtschaft) with the goal of expanding
soy cultivation in Germany, including beyond the traditional
cultivation zone in the South (3).
The research project will be supported over three
years with a total of around 1.2 million euros by the
Federal Program for Ecological Farming and Other
Forms of Sustainable Agriculture (Bundesprogramm
Ökologischer Landbau und anderen Formen der
nachhaltigen Landwirtschaft or BÖLN). The title of the
project is “Expansion of soy cultivation through adaptation
by growers as well as optimization of crop farming and
processing technology” (Ausweitung des Sojaanbaus
durch züchterische Anpassung sowie pflanzenbauliche
und verarbeitungstechnische Optimierung). The work
is carried out through a consortium consisting of the
Osnabrück University of Applied Sciences (Department
of Agricultural Sciences and Landscape Architecture)
(Hochschule Osnabrück {Fakultät Agrarwissenschaften
& Landschaftsarchitektur}), the Research Institute of
Organic Agriculture German and the Research Institute
of Organic Agriculture Switzerland, the Soy Promotion
Group at the Augustenberg Agricultural Technology
Center (Sojaförderring am Landwirtschaftlichen
Technologiezentrum Augustenberg), the Georg-August
University of Göttingen, the Federal Research Centre
for Cultivated Plants at the Julius Kühn Institute
(Bundesforschungsinstitut für Kulturpflanzen am JuliusKühn-Institut), Life Food GmbH (a German company active
in ecological soy cultivation), Naturland, the University
of Hohenheim, and the University of Kassel. Within that
context, at the Osnabrück University of Applied Sciences
comparative trials are to be carried out at two of the
university’s own trial centers for ecological and conventional
management systems (4).
References: (1) Sojabohnenanbau in Deutschland
[Soybean Cultivation in Germany], Proplanta.de, February
22, 2007.
(2) http://www.gemuese-online.de/Artikel.dll/
gemuese-10-02-62-63_MTI4ODU2NQ.P DF Report on
Practitioner Day at the University of Hohenheim.
(3) Forschungsprojekt zum heimischen Sojaanbau
gestartet [Research Project on Domestic Soybean Cultivation

Started] (PDF; 20 kB) Press information of January 28, 2011,
FiBL.
(4) Information from the company press on the research
project.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
7177. Thompson, Gary A.; Lipari, Susanne E.; Hardy,
Ralph W.F. eds. 2016. Stewardship for the sustainability
of genetically engineered crops: the way forward in pest
management, coexistence, and trade. NABC Report (National
Agricultural Biotechnology Council, Ithaca, New York). No.
27. 243 p. (Proceedings of the 27th annual conference of the
NABC, hosted by The Pennsylvania State University, June
2-3, 2015).
• Summary: “Acknowledgments: The 27th annual meeting
of the North American Agricultural Biotechnology Council–
”NABC 27”–was hosted by Gary A. Thompson (Associate
Dean for Research and Graduate Education, and Director
of the Agricultural Experiment Station at The Pennsylvania
State University, University Park, PA). We thank Dr.
Thompson and his team for a most successful conference.”
Note 1. As of 2015 all these NABC reports are available
at http://nabc.cals.cornell.edu.
Note 2. This appears to be the last of these reports.
A message at nabc.cals.cornell.edu (accessed 2017 Dec.
5) states: “We have closed our doors. For the moment, all
publications are still available on our Publications page [see
above]. But there will be no maintenance on this site, and
Cornell, as the hosting institution, may take the site down at
some point.
“Permanent access to NABC white papers and all
NABC Reports is at Cornell eCommons, where they will be
maintained in the future.
“The proceedings of the BIO World Congress on
Industrial Biotechnology and Bioprocessing can be accessed
by going to the Publications page on this site, but once this
site is taken down, there will no longer be electronic access
to these publications. They are the property of BIO. Please
contact them if you need access.
“NABC Newsletters will also be available at the
Publications page as long as this site is still up.” Address:
1. Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Education,
and Director of the Agric. Exp. Station; 3. Student Voice
administrator. Both: The Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, PA; 3. NABC President, B15 Boyce
Thompson Inst., Tower Road, Ithaca, NY 14853. Phone:
607-254-4856.
7178. Ibrahim, Seifeldin Elrayah. 2016. The current and
the future of soybean breeding in Sudan (Abstract). In:
Proceedings of 7th International Crop Science Congress. See
p. 16-17. Held Aug. 14-19, 2016 at Beijing, China.
• Summary: The soybean is a new oilseed crop in Sudan;
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it has recently gained significant attention due to its wide
adaptability and multi-end uses in human food and livestock
feed. Demand in Sudan has increased dramatically in the last
10 years, for the use of soybean meal in poultry feed. This
rapid growth in demand has promoted renewed interest in
introduction of the soybean crop into irrigated and rainfed
farming systems. Development of improved varieties
adapted to a wide range of agro-ecological zones is of great
importance. Address: Agricultural Research Corp. (ARC),
P.O. Box 126, Wad Medani, Sudan.
7179. Soybean Innovation Lab Weekly Digest. 2016.
Customized training available for smallholder thresher
fabrication. 1(3):1. Nov. 27. https://us10.campaign-archive.
com/?u=94232d99724faa322d3fa5543&id=88c0d8a6b9
• Summary: The Soybean Innovation Lab offers customized
training workshops on building low-cost, locally-produced,
small-scale crop threshers. These workshops provide
not only the technical skills to build the threshers, but
participants also construct a working threshing machine and
receive business training.
Learn more: Click here to download the brochure.
“Build it Local: Many smallholder farmers in the
tropics do not have access to durable and affordable harvest
equipment such as crop threshers. Imported threshers are
often too costly and too large and cumbersome for small
farmers, have too high of energy needs or end up in the scrap
pile if repair parts cannot be located or fabricated. Creating
a local, skilled workforce for the fabrication of small to
medium sized threshers can solve many of the problems
of availability and affordability that prevent smallholder
farmers from scaling up production. Locally-made also
means locally-repaired. Local fabricators can listen to
customer concerns and customize equipment to the needs of
the individual or groups of end-users.
“Instructor: Gabriel Abdulai, the Soybean Innovation
Lab primary trainer and small equipment engineer is a
graduate of the Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and
Technology in Kumasi, Ghana.
“Workshop Details: Workshops include designs and
fabrication of both motorized and bicycle powered threshers.
Workshops also include business training and ideas on how
to price to be profitable but still attract customers
“Workshops require 8 days. One day for discussion and
training on three-dimensional design reading, basic thresher
components, construction calculations, welding methods,
and safety. One day for business training and 6 days for
fabrication. Contracting organizations will have to supply a
facility with power, appropriate tools, and welders. Training
can also be contracted for Tamale, Ghana or Missouri,
U.S.A. where SIL will provide access to a training facility.
“Workshop Costs: Contracting organizations will need
to pay salary, travel costs and per diem for two SIL trainers
for twelve days. We suggest that trainee travel and per diem

costs be covered by your organization and that some seed
money be provided to participants so that they can build a
model thresher to attract customers on their return home.
“Example costs from a 2016 training in Ghana can be
found here. The costs of hosting a session are given, but will
change over time.
Color photos show (1) an African man standing next to
a thresher he built. (2) Three men building a thresher. (3) A
finished blue thresher.
7180. Betts, Lynn. 2016. UAVs: 10 tips from users. Drones
offer some benefits, but should you buy or hire a service.
Corn and Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 35-36, 38.
• Summary: UAV stands for unmanned aerial vehicle. The
two basic types are quadcopter and fixed-wing. They can
give you an immediate aerial view of a crop you can’t see
from the ground. Two other ways of getting this image are by
subscribing to a satellite service or from low-flight planes.
A table (p. 38) lists the pros, cons, and comparisons of
these four approaches.
Two color photos show two growers using UAVs.
7181. Lawton, Kurt. 2016. Getting unstuck: Think different
(Editorial). Corn and Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 3.
• Summary: Farmers who are not using data to make farming
decisions should make a New Year’s business resolution to
do so. Data is a key to increasing farm yields, revenue, and
hopefully profits. Using modern data is not easy, “but there
are many goo advisers and services to help.
A table titled “How are you using the data you are
collecting? shows 13 categories of usage, based on a
survey conducted before the 2016 Ag Data Conference. For
example, the top three are:
(1) 66% are using data to document their yields.
(2) 64% are using data to map fields.
(3) 57% are using data to apply variable-rate fertilizers.
Only 4% do not use data in decision making.
Note: Corn and Soybean Digest is owned by Penton
Agriculture, headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Address: Editor.
7182. Al-Kaisi, M.M.; Archontoulis, S.; Kwaw-Mensah, D.
2016. Soybean spatiotemporal yield and economic variability
as affected by tillage and crop rotation. Agronomy Journal
108:1267-80. doi:10.2134/agronj2015.0363 *
7183. Product Name: Organic Edamame Spaghetti,
Fettuccine.
Manufacturer’s Name: Seapoint Farms.
Manufacturer’s Address: 20042 Beach Blvd. #102,
Huntington Beach, California 92648.
Date of Introduction: 2016.
Ingredients: Organic soybeans. Contains soy.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7.05 oz (200 gm), paperboard
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box with 1-inch diameter window.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Product with Label, glossy
sell sheet, and date of introduction sent by Seapoint Farms.
2019. April 27. Paperboard box. Blue, yellow, black, red,
green and white. Front panel: Gluten free. High protein.
USDA Organic logo.
One side panel contains Nutrition Facts and the other
half panel is about the product plus cooking directions. “Boil
6-8 cups of water. Add Organic Edamame Spaghetti and turn
off heat. Leave the lid on for 3-4 minutes. Drain pasta and
add your favorite sauce.” “Packed exclusively for Seapoint
Farms. Product of China. Gluten free.”
7184. Soybean Innovation Lab Weekly Digest. 2017. How
to grow soybean in Ghana. 2(1):1. Jan. 1. https://us10.
campaign-archive.com/?u=94232d99724faa322d3fa5543&id
=2869ab7ae1
• Summary: The 29-page guide for Ghana has one large
color photo accompanying each block of text. As follows:
“Soybean is an excellent crop to raise on your farm. Soybean
is very nutritious and is a good substitute for meat. It can be
made into many different types of food including milk, flour
and curd. Soybean plants interact with bacteria in the soil to
grow better. All bean crops do this. Soybean has very deep
roots that can find water deep underground. Soybean can be
sold to make money. You can save your best seed to replant
the next year.
“Plant soybean about as deep as the space between your
finger joints. You can plant a little deeper, but must plant the
seed into moist soil. If the seed dries up it will not come up.
“Plant the rows about 2 foot steps apart. In the row, plant
about 8 seeds for each foot step.
“Soybean growth stages: from June to October.
Soybeans take about 4 months to grow.
“If your soybeans do not get taller than your knees when
they are completely grown, you may need to grow a different
variety of soybean.”
“There is a life form in the soil called bacteria. A certain
type of bacteria lives on the roots of all bean crops to make
them grow better. These bacteria can be bought to add to
your seed and is called inoculant. There may also be a little
bit of this bacteria already living in your soil.
“The dark green strips in the photo had inoculant added
to the seed when it was planted. The light green strips did not
have inoculant added to the seed. The dark green beans grow
more and produce more. Beans can grow without inoculant
but they do not grow as well.
“You may be able to buy the bacteria to add to your
seed. This is called inoculant. Inoculant may be brown
colored or white colored. Keep it in the bag it comes in until
you are ready to use it. Keep it cool and out of the sun and
heat.
“The bacteria in the inoculant makes these white bumps

on the root. It is good if your beans have lots of these.
“You have to mix the inoculant with your seed. Plant
your seed immediately after mixing or the bacteria will die.
“To make the inoculant stick to the seed you will have
to add a tiny bit of a sugary drink to the seed or some sugar
mixed with water. This makes the seed sticky.
“Add the sticky sugar water to the seed and stir.
“Then add the inoculant to the seed.
“Stir together the seed, sugar water and inoculant and
plant immediately.
“Fertilizer also helps plants grow bigger and produce
more for you to harvest. Phosphorus fertilizer is especially
important for soybean.
“Plants that don’t have fertilizer don’t grow as well and
may have yellow or purple colors instead of dark green.
Managing Your Crop Fields:
“Do not burn the dead stalks from last year’s crops. Try
to leave them on top of the soil like in this picture.
“If you leave lots of dead stalks on top of the soil your
crop will have more water because the sun doesn’t dry up the
soil as much. Also, weeds will not grow as well.
“This soil between these soybean rows is bare so the sun
will dry it out faster than if it was covered with dead stalks.
“Do not grow soybean in the same field every year.
Rotate it with corn, millet or sorghum.
“When your soybeans look like this, they are ready to
harvest.
“This is how many people harvest soybean in Africa
[with wooden flails].
“The women’s group in Bulenga, Ghana had a mechanic
in Wa build this soybean thresher for a cost of 750 cedis.
“Soybean: Eat Some. Sell Some. Save Some.
“Soybean is very nutritious. You can make soy milk or
soy flour with the dry soy beans.
“Make soy kebabs or soy patties.
“Wet the seed to make edible sprouts, or boil the green
pods in salt water and eat.
“Sell some of your soybean crop to make money.
“Save some of your best seed to replant next year. Save
seeds in good, waterproof bags [in a cool place].
“Save your best seed that is clean and healthy, like in
these photos.
“The seed in these photos is not healthy and will not
grow well. Do not save seed like this to replant. Keep only
the best seed for replanting.
“The hot sun will make your seed die. Store seed for
replanting in a cool, dry place out of the sun.”
“The house with the grass roof will stay cooler for seed
storage than the house with the metal roof.
“If you store seed under a grass roof, make sure it does
not leak rainwater.
“Growing soybeans can help make you and your family
healthier and happier.”
“This document is made possible by the generous
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support of the American people through the United States
Agency for International Development. The contents are
the responsibility of the Soybean Innovation Lab and do not
necessarily reflect the views of USAID or the United States
Government.”
7185. Soybean Innovation Lab Weekly Digest. 2017. Try
this okara pizza crust recipe! 2(1):1. Jan. 1. https://us10.
campaign-archive.com/?u=94232d99724faa322d3fa5543&id
=2869ab7ae1
• Summary: “This pizza crust recipe is made using okara,
the soy pulp which is left over from making soy milk. Okara
is highly nutritious, retaining 17% of the protein from the
soybeans and contains potassium, calcium, and niacin. This
recipe was developed by Bibiana Amalia Ferrari at “Quality
Food = Vital Future” in Argentina.
“Recipe: Pizza
“Ingredients:
“600 g regular wheat flour
“500 g okara
“10 g salt
“25 g yeast
“30 g oil or fat
“Sauce:
“oil
“salt
“crushed tomatoes
“seasoning for pizza
“Directions:
“Place all ingredients in a bowl and mix together. Place
the dough on the counter and knead until ready. Cut dough
into pieces of desired size and roll into balls. In a warm
place, allow dough to ferment to twice its volume. Lubricate
the pizza pan with a little oil. Stretch the dough into a flat
circle. Place dough in pan and allow to rest for 10 minutes.
Place the sauce on the dough. Cook at 200ºC [392ºF] for 15
min or until ready.”
A color photo shows many of the finished pizzas.
7186. Soybean Innovation Lab Weekly Digest. 2017. Como
crecer soja em Moçambique [How to grow soybean in
Mozambique]. 2(1):1. Jan. 1. https://us10.campaign-archive.
com/?u=94232d99724faa322d3fa5543&id=2869ab7ae1
[Por]
• Summary: The 29-page guide for Mozambique is the
same as that for Ghana but is written in Portuguese. Like
the Ghana guide it has one large color photo accompanying
each block of text. The last part has recipes and other ideas
for using soybeans and soyfoods, including soy sprouts and
edamame.
7187. Clark, Kerry. 2017. Know your community: tropical
legumes. Soybean Innovation Lab Weekly Digest. 2(2):1. Jan.
15. https://us10.campaign-archive.com/?u=94232d99724faa3

22d3fa5543&id=ed2c84b4f4
• Summary: “Soybean Innovation Lab researcher Dr. Kerry
Clark discusses the importance of collaboration between
international and U.S.-based legume researchers through
programs like the Soybean Innovation Lab (SIL). Programs
like SIL work to raise legume production and yields in the
tropics to improve the livelihoods of smallholder farmers
and enable their participation in global soybean value chains.
This story was featured in Crops, Soils, Agronomy (CSA)
News Magazine produced by the Alliance of Crop, Soil, and
Environmental Science Societies.” Click “Read story.”
“Legumes are a critical component of global food and
feed systems and are particularly important in the tropics
where protein energy malnutrition is associated with millions
of deaths each year. Legumes are attractive as a food security
and environment-friendly crop because of their symbiotic
relationship with soil microbes to fix atmospheric nitrogen,
thereby decreasing the reliance on nitrogen fertilizer inputs
and leading to improved production system sustainability.
“Long used as traditional food and legumes can serve as
a source of dietary protein, flour, vegetable oil, a component
of animal diets, a source of soil fertility as a green manure
or intercrop, and have a myriad of industrial uses. However,
many important legumes are not well adapted to tropical
environments, and many other tropical legumes as so low
yielding that they do not compete well in production priority
with higher-yielding grain crops. To help raise legume
production and yields in the tropics, the Tropical Legume
Community of ASA provides a forum for advancing and
sharing research on all aspects of tropical legumes including
breeding, germplasm adaptation, agronomic production,
nutrition, fertility needs, and smallholder access to legume
seed. The community will assist in bringing together both
U.S. and international researchers on tropical legumes to
build collaborations and networks that we hope will lead to
the strengthening of tropical legume research and funding
opportunities.
“In our community debut at the 2016 ASA Annual
Meeting in Phoenix, oral and poster presentations covered
the topics of legume nutrients, common bean physiology,
green manure intercropping, seed policies, symbiotic
nitrogen fixation, and building soybean breeding and
evaluation programs in Africa.
“Some examples of community members working in
tropical legumes include Julie Grossman at the University
of Minnesota, who is exploring ways to better manage
plant-soil-microbe relationships in order to enhance soil
fertility with the ultimate goal of developing sustainable
food production systems. Virupax Baligar is conducting
collaborative research on perennial legume cover crops in
Cacao plantations at the USDA-ARS Beltsville, Maryland
Agricultural Research Center and research institutes in Brazil
and Peru. At Michigan State University, the Sieg Snapp
lab and a team of national and international collaborators
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have conducted action agroecology research for more than
a decade with legumes in Africa where they have found
sustainable production practices such as rotation with food
legumes to be limited in scope.
“At Texas A&M, Forrest Smith and Jim Muir focus
on domesticating native legumes for regional use as
forage, rangeland reseeding, prairie restoration, wildlife
plantings, roadside revegetation, and ornamentals and
have conducted similar efforts in northeastern Brazil and
southern Mozambique. Kristin Bilyeu, with the USDA-ARS
in Columbia, Missouri, and Dennis Thompson and Brian
Diers, with the University of Illinois, are collaborators in
the Feed the Future Soybean Innovation Lab, which helps to
provide access to the global soybean revolution to African
smallholder farmers.
“Most of these programs have collaborations with
researchers in Africa, Asia, and Central and South America,
and many U.S.-based labs are actively involved in training
students from tropical countries in legume breeding,
physiology, and agronomy. Although the majority of
members of the Tropical Legumes Community are based
in the United States, we are actively seeking new members
from research programs in the tropics. We welcome
suggestions on future programming to our leadership, Kerry
Clark, chair, University of Missouri (clarkk@missouri.edu),
and Dennis Thompson, vice-chair, University of Illinois
(dennis@dennisthompsonllc.com).
Photos: “Above: A doubled up legume technology
with pigeonpea [pigeon pea] (Cajanus cajan) as an over
story crop and peanut (Arachis hypogaea) as the understory.
On-farm experiments are under way in Malawi evaluating
the competition, impact on resources, and production of
fuel wood, fodder, and nutritious food products. Photo by
Sieg Snapp. Top right: Perennial peanut cover crop in a
banana plantation. Photo by Virupax Baligar. Middle right:
Soybean farming in Nigeria. Photo by Akinwale Akinsitan.
Bottom right: Soybean production in Ghana. Photo by
Dennis Thompson.” Address: Chair of the Tropical Legumes
Community of American Soybean Assoc.
7188. Soybean Innovation Lab Weekly Digest. 2017. Three
farming communities receive locally-produced threshers to
minimize post-harvest losses. 2(3):1. Jan. 22. https://us10.
campaign-archive.com/?u=94232d99724faa322d3fa5543&id
=2601a2243a
• Summary: The Soybean Innovation Lab’s (SIL) low-cost,
small-scale and locally-produced soybean thresher reduces
labor and time burdens for smallholder farmers, improves
grain and seed quality, and reduces post-harvest losses. In
2016 SIL trained local blacksmiths in Ghana on how to
fabricate, market and sell the threshers and maintain and
repair the machines for their clients. Three of the threshers
produced during the training were distributed to women’s
groups in northern Ghana to ensure the mechanization was

accessible and useful for smallholder farming communities.
Watch the video to hear women who used the threshers
share their experiences about how this appropriate-scale
mechanization has impacted their community (video was
produced by Viasat 1 News, Ghana).
Watch video.
7189. Soybean Innovation Lab Weekly Digest. 2017. Finding
the best seeds to match Africa’s needs. 2(3):1. Jan. 22.
https://us10.campaign-archive.com/?u=94232d99724faa322d
3fa5543&id=2601a2243a
• Summary: “Annie Dee, President of Dee River Ranch in
Pickens County, Alabama, joins the Soybean Innovation
Lab (SIL) Advisory Board, a team rich with experience in
international agriculture development. SIL Advisory Board
members have a diverse and unique set of backgrounds,
providing direction and guidance to the SIL team in
international development, higher education and institutional
capacity building, and agricultural research to support SIL’s
mission of improving the African soybean value chain.” A
color photo shows Annie Dee. Learn more.
“Annie Dee is the President of Dee River Ranch, a
family owned and operated 10,000-acre multi-crop farm
operation located near Aliceville in Pickens County,
Alabama. Dee is a leader and innovator in conservation
practices and environmental protection in Alabama. She
is the recipient of numerous awards including USDA’s
National Excellence in Conservation Award and the Alabama
Governor’s Conservation Achievement Award for Soil
Conservationist of the Year.
“Annie Dee joins an Advisory Board rich with
experience in international agriculture development. The
Soybean Innovation Lab (SIL) Advisory Board is comprised
of ten members representing diverse and unique backgrounds
with experience in international agricultural development,
humanitarian work, higher education, agricultural research
and institutional capacity building.
“’We are fortunate to be able to draw on the Advisory
Board’s rich experience in international development–
humanitarian, government, and private sector–to provide
insight, guidance, and expertise to the United States and
African researchers involved in the program,’ said Dr.
Peter Goldsmith, the Principal Investigator for the Soybean
Innovation Lab.
“Annie Dee fills a pivotal role connecting the U.S.
Farmer to the Soybean Innovation Lab’s international
development community. Dee knows there’s a key
partnership opportunity for U.S. farmers who see soybean
as a driver for rural economies and part of the solution for
global poverty, greater food security and economic stability.
“Annie Dee participates in Harvesting the Potential, a
Howard G. Buffett Foundation (HGBF) program designed
to promote conservation, no till and cover crops. Dee also
serves as a Soil Health Champion with the Natural Resource
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Conservation Service for the Alabama National Association
of conservation districts. She is an ambassador to the HGBF
program, a member of the Invest an Acre program and serves
on the United Soybean Board (USB). An intensive leadership
course sponsored by USB has helped her to readily share
and communicate about agriculture at every opportunity that
arises. She will leverage these communication and advocacy
platforms to further the message, impact and reach of SIL’s
international agricultural development objectives to build
profitable, resilient and food secure smallholder farming
communities worldwide.
“Dee will be a welcomed addition to an already robust
team of board members which includes:
“Dr. Ken Dashiell, Deputy Director General for
Partnerships for Delivery at the International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture [IITA]
“Dr. Brady Deaton, Former Chancellor at the University
of Missouri and Chairman of the Board for International
Food and Agriculture Development
“Dr. Robert Easter, President Emeritus of the University
of Illinois, and Chairman of the Food and Agriculture Road
Map of Illinois (FARM Illinois)
“Daniel Gustafson, Deputy Director General of
Operations for the Food and Agricultural Organization of the
United Nations
“Dr. Mark Keenum, President of Mississippi State
University
“Dr. Earl Kellogg Senior Fellow at the Association
of Public and Land Grant Universities and Director of the
African-U.S. Higher Education Initiative
“Dr. Marc Linit, Associate Dean for Research and
Extension at the College of Agriculture, Food and Natural
Resources at the University of Missouri
“Paul Rose, Owner and Operator of the Sossi Company
in Kenya
“Dr. Abdulai Salifu, former Director General of the
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research in Ghana.”
7190. Soybean Innovation Lab Weekly Digest. 2017. Annie
Dee welcomed as new Soybean Innovation Lab advisory
board member. 2(3):1. Jan. 22. https://us10.campaignarchive.com/?u=94232d99724faa322d3fa5543&id=2601a2
243a
• Summary: “Throughout Africa soybean farmers may
have access to only a few local varieties with unimpressive
yield potential, or to a few high-yielding varieties without
performance data for their latitude and altitude. The Soybean
Innovation Lab, in partnership with the Syngenta Foundation
for Sustainable Agriculture, is working to address these
deficiencies and give African growers more and better seed
options.
“Click here to learn more about the Soybean Innovation
Lab’s Pan-African Variety Trial Program, currently underway
in nine countries across Africa. The trial program provides

third-party, transparent and reliable yield and performance
data on hundreds of varieties across multiple agro-ecological
zones (story was published in the AdvanCES in Research
magazine produced by the University of Illinois).
“Soybean farmers in the United States can choose
from a veritable candy store of soybean seeds–hundreds of
varieties of high-yielding seed with proven performance
traits for every region and latitude. Throughout Africa, by
contrast, soybean farmers may have access only to a few
varieties with unimpressive yield potential or to a few highyielding varieties without performance data for their latitude
and altitude. A new evaluation program will address these
deficiencies and give African growers more and better seed
options.
“’An important component to establishing a foundation
for soybean in Africa is a third-party trial program. It’s vital
to have independent confirmation about varieties, yield,
adaptation to a particular area, yield performance in area A
versus area B, and disease resistance,’ says U of I economist
Peter Goldsmith. ‘Through a partnership with the African
Agricultural Technology Foundation and the Syngenta
Foundation for Sustainable Agriculture, which operates
independently from its parent company, the Soybean
Innovation Lab is transforming soybean seed production by
introducing the concept of variety testing.’
“Goldsmith explains that the Syngenta Foundation has
extensive experience running variety and input trials across
Africa. ‘They have test plots and protocols, with managers to
make sure everything is done consistently. Planting soybean
trials at those same locations saves time and money.’
“The trials are running at 12 locations in Kenya, Malawi
[a landlocked country in southeast Africa formerly known as
Nyasaland], and Zambia [a landlocked country in southern
Africa]. Each research station tests about 25 varieties on
small standardized plots, about 12 by 15 feet each.
“’Varietal testing is a necessary part of assuring highquality seed is available to farmers. That in turn allows
farmers to be productive and profitable, which leads to
reduced levels of poverty and malnutrition,’ says Goldsmith.
‘You don’t always know if a yield response was due to
genetics, seed quality, or agronomics or was just the wrong
seed for that particular location. Varietal testing addresses
that question by growing a set of varieties in numerous
locations. Soybean seed is very sensitive to both latitude
and altitude, so this kind of varietal testing gives objective,
third-party assessment of yield, disease resistance, and other
factors.’
“U of I soybean geneticist Brian Diers and USDA-ARS
geneticist Randy Nelson are working with the Syngenta
Foundation on the project.
“’Collecting and distributing unbiased variety testing
results will be important as soybean production increases in
Africa,’ says Diers. ‘Only through testing varieties together
in field trials do we know which varieties have the best
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potential to help African farmers generate income that will
lift them out of poverty.’
“Goldsmith says the Feed the Future Soybean
Innovation Lab is looking at all of the pieces of the
puzzle–breeder training, breeder equipment, capacity,
ability to obtain and properly handle seed material, and
ability to test the varieties. ‘It’s like a pipeline, with the
farmer at the end of a long process of seed development
and commercialization. Without good varietal performance
information, breeders, multipliers, seed companies, and of
course farmers do not have the information to make informed
decisions. Varietal testing addresses that problem.’
“In Kenya, a pretest and one trial have been completed.
Malawi and Zambia are at the pretest stage and should have
a first harvest soon.
“’Having a public-private partnership is unique,’
Goldsmith says. ‘To work with the Syngenta Foundation
for Sustainable Agriculture on a common objective, we
combine University of Illinois science with the foundation’s
development objectives. This kind of trans-border seed
movement can be complicated. The Syngenta Foundation has
done all of the local regulatory work, such as how to bring
seed into the country. They have their own network through
the donor community and private sector seed growers with
their program called Seed2B. It’s educating African soybean
breeders and growers about why trials and third-party
information are important in countries that have had little
varietal improvement thus far.’
“Goldsmith says that since the Soybean Innovation Lab
began two years ago, numerous soybean breeders and public
and private seed organizations have come forward seeking to
benefit from SIL’s breeder development and varietal testing
programs. The varietal trial program is expanding to six
additional countries in the 2017 growing season: Ethiopia,
Ghana, Indonesia, Mali, Rwanda, and Zimbabwe.”
A large photo shows a field of soybeans growing in
front of a field of maize. The caption: “Representatives with
the Syngenta Foundation for Sustainable Agriculture put
out stake signs to mark the 23 tropically adapted soybean
varieties for blind evaluation at the Thika Practical Training
Centre near Nairobi, Kenya. Photo courtesy Syngenta
Foundation for Sustainable Agriculture.”
7191. Vincent, Paul. 2017. Early soybean harvesters quickly
found buyers. Daily Advance (The) (Elizabeth City, North
Carolina). Jan. 29.
• Summary: “Elizabeth City was no doubt at the forefront
of a budding agricultural industry when its cotton oil
mills began crushing soybeans on a commercial scale by
the winter of 1915. The N.C. Department of Agriculture
estimated some 200,000 bushels of beans were crushed that
year alone. The rapid growth of soybean production in the
following years necessitated the capability to harvest the
crop at an equally accelerated rate. As a result, Elizabeth

City became the base of operations for three prominent and
profitable soybean harvester manufacturers.
“The Gordon Bean and Pea Harvester Company, once
located at 314 East Matthews St., is considered the earliest of
the three harvester manufacturers in the city. Owner LeRoy
S. Gordon started producing harvesters in 1909 and was
labeled in the agricultural extension service’s September
1917 circular as being the ‘first machine made in the state
for harvesting beans.’ By 1916, business was booming and
his $120 Gordon Harvester was in high demand across much
of northeastern North Carolina. The Elizabeth City Advance
reported on May 2 of that year how, ‘orders for these
harvesters are coming in at a rate never before attained.’
The article went on to state that an order was placed for 40
harvesters from the company’s Hyde County distribution
agent.
“George E. Pritchard was another well-known soybean
harvester manufacturer in town at this time. This Camden
County native moved to Elizabeth City around 1913 and
began production of his machine soon after, setting up shop
for a time at 604 North Road St. Pritchard’s harvester was
touted in a 1915 publication, promoting the natural as well as
commercial offerings of the city as being, ‘the finest on the
market and has completely revolutionized the pea harvesting
industry.’ Popular among farmers and frequently advertised
in local newspapers, such as W.O. Saunder’s Independent,
his Big Jumbo harvester models retailed upwards of $135.
Remaining ever competitive in the market, Pritchard
patented many improvements on his designs, a handful of
which are held in MOA’s collection.
“The third soybean harvester manufactured in Elizabeth
City was the Scott Machine produced by the Pasquotank
Pea Picker Company. Selling for $140, the 600-pound Scott
Machine was named for Frank V. Scott who would later head
up the Scott Sales Company, which was once headquartered
in the former Hinton-Carolina Building. Scott marketed his
one- and two-man bean harvesters in the many flourishing
soybean growing regions throughout the country. A Nov.
3, 1922 article in The Independent reported his machines
were worked on farms in 12 states, including Illinois, South
Carolina, Ohio, and Mississippi. One harvester even shipped,
‘express to Locust Ridge in Louisiana right near the Texas
border.’
“We invite you to learn more about these harvester
manufacturers and their impact on the Albemarle region’s
soybean industry at MOA’s next History for Lunch event on
Feb. 1 at 12:15 p.m. Al Wood, agricultural extension agent
for Pasquotank County, will present a talk entitled ‘The Story
of Soybeans.’ Additionally, come see an authentic Gordon
soybean harvester now on display at the Museum.
“Paul Vincent is an artifact collections assistant here at
Museum of the Albemarle.”
Note: The North Carolina Bureau of Labor Statistics
annual report for 1916 lists the Gordon Bean Harvester
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Company as having been incorporated in 1909 and Leroy S.
Gordon as its president. This information is printed on pp.
158-59 under “Miscellaneous Factories,” item no. “1257.”
Address: Collections Assistant, Museum of the Albemarle.
7192. Guo, R.; Zhao, M.Z.; Yang, Y.Z.; Wang, J.G.; Yin,
H.; Li, J.D. 2017. Simulation of soybean canopy nutrient
contents by hyperspectral remote sensing. Applied Ecology
and Environmental Research (Budapest, Hungary)
15(4):1185-98. Jan. [33 ref]
• Summary: “Precision fertilizer management could help
reduce farming costs and maintain production sustainability
in current cropping systems.” Address: College of
Agronomy, Shenyang Agricultural Univ., Dongling Road
120, Shenyang, Liaoning, China, 110866.
7193. Ospanbayev, Zh. O.; Kurmanbayeva, M.S.; et al. 2017.
Water use efficiency of rice and soybean under drip irrigation
with mulch in the south-east of Kazakhstan. Applied
Ecology and Environmental Research (Budapest, Hungary)
15(4):1581-1603. Jan. [53 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract. Water saving was and remains
an acute problem in places with water scarcity and
inaccessibility. In order to solve this problem, drip irrigation
started to be used in many countries, and for the first time,
in Kazakhstan, there were used cultures that consume water
sufficiently in large quantities such as rice and soybean.”
Address: 1. Kazakh Scientific Research Inst. of Agriculture
and Plant Growing, Almaty, Kazakhstan.
7194. Soybean Innovation Lab Weekly Digest. 2017. See
how an American university and family-owned business help
farmers in Ghana cut costs. 2(5):1. Feb. 26. https://us10.
campaign-archive.com/?u=94232d99724faa322d3fa5543&id
=9dddc57c12
• Summary: In Sub-Saharan Africa, most smallholder
soybean farmers pull dry mature plants up by hand and
then hand-thresh them to separate the grain from the pods.
The work is difficult and time consuming, the grain losses
are high, and the resulting quality is poor. Smallholder
farmers have a great need for low-cost and locally produced
mechanization to reduce their labor and time burdens. Read
how ALMACO, a U.S. based company and researchers
with the Soybean Innovation Lab brought low-cost, locally
produced, small-scale threshers to smallholder farmers in
Ghana. (This story was published in the January 2017 issue
of the Feed the Future Newsletter)–which see.
A color photo shows a Ghanaian man, Gabriel Abdulai,
standing between three blue soybean threshers and one
yellow-and-black gasoline motor. His hands are resting on a
pedal-powered replacement for the motor.
7195. Yang, Feng; Liao, D.; Wu, X.; Gao, R.; Fan, Y.; Raza,
M.A.; Wang, X.; Yong, T.; Liu, W.; Liu, J.; Du, J.; Shu, K.;

Yang, W. 2017. Effect of aboveground and belowground
interactions on the intercrop yields in maize-soybean relay
intercropping systems (Open Access). Field Crops Research
(Amsterdam) 203:16-23. March 1. [36 ref]
• Summary: “This result suggested that reducing the
competitive ability of maize while increasing that of soybean
significantly improves intercropping advantage in maizesoybean relay intercropping systems.” Address: College of
Agronomy, Sichuan Agricultural Univ., Chengdu 611130, PR
China.
7196. Swiggart, Ethan M. 2017. Could winter annual
crop choice increase no-till double-crop soybean yield in
Kentucky? MSc thesis, University of Kentucky. 111 p. http://
uknowledge.uky.edu/pss_etds/87 [84 ref]
• Summary: About the author: Ethan Swiggart received
his B.S. in Plant and Soil Science with a Biology Minor
from Middle Tennessee State University in 2013. He has
been involved with research, starting in the Horticulture
department at Middle Tennessee State University in 2013.
There, he managed a container nursery at the Guy James
Farm. He became interested in allelopathy after conducting
research under Dr. Nate Phillips and consequently decided to
pursue a M.S. in Integrated Plant and Soil Science.
Note: Allelopathy refers to the beneficial or harmful
effects of one plant on another plant, both crop and weed
species, from the release of biochemicals, known as
allelochemicals, from plant parts by leaching, root exudation,
volatilization, residue decomposition, and other processes
in both natural and agricultural systems. The author’s
definition: Allelopathy may be broadly defined as “any
direct or indirect harmful or beneficial effect by one plant
(including microorganisms) on another through production
of chemical compounds that escape into the environment”
(Rice, 2012). Address: Lexington, Kentucky.
7197. Organic and Non-GMO Report (The) (Fairfield, Iowa).
2017. “Organic” imports of corn and soybeans not really
organic, investigation finds. No. 174. June. p. 22-23.
• Summary: “Three shipments representing millions of
pounds of so-called organic soy and corn were discovered to
be conventional, through a Washington Post investigation.
The mysterious transformation into ‘organic’ raises concerns
about the USDA’s lax enforcement system for organic
imports. The significant organic mark-up earned sellers
millions of dollars; over 20 million pounds were distributed
to unsuspecting mills and farms.
“Over 50 percent of U.S. organic corn and soybeans are
imported–mostly for animal feed. All three shipments passed
through Turkey; pesticide residue has been found on half of
products originating there. Between 2014 and 2016, Turkish
shipments of organic corn and soybeans rose astronomically,
arousing suspicion. The imports caused prices to drop by
25 percent, harming U.S. organic farmers who sometimes
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have crop gluts.” The second shipment, 36 million pounds
of soybeans, originated from Ukraine and Turkey, arriving in
Stockton, California. Documentation showed the soybeans
weren’t organic–pesticides were present, and the soy came
from ADM Ukraine that doesn’t trade in organics.”
“The Organic Trade Association called on ‘organic
businesses and consumers to join us by asking our elected
officials to call on USDA to up its game and protect organic
consumers and food makers from bad actors.’
“Meanwhile, organic watchdog Cornucopia Institute
called on the USDA to replace the leadership at the National
Organic Program.
“(Source: Washington Post)”
7198. Soybean Innovation Lab Weekly Digest. 2017. SIL
SMART farm to expand to Ethiopia. 3(2):1. Aug. 1. http://
mailchi.mp/illinois/soybean-innovation-lab-weekly-digestvolume-3-issue-2
• Summary: “SIL’s SMART Farm is on the move! Initiated
in 2014, a Soybean Management and Appropriate Research
and Technology (SMART) farm was started in three
locations in northern Ghana. The purpose of these farms is
to bring researchers, extensionists, the private sector, NGOs
and others guidance on appropriate agronomic practices to
maximize soybean yields.
“Soybean is a new crop to many regions of Sub-Saharan
Africa, and without proper inputs and agronomic practices,
yields can be low. Locally generated scientific knowledge
on how to maximize yields will help farmers successfully
grow soybean using readily available and appropriate
input combinations, planting populations, and production
practices.
“Under the management of Dr. Abush Tesfaye of the
Ethiopian Institute of Agricultural Research (EIAR), SIL is
establishing its second SMART farm in East Africa, making
it the first such farm to serve the region. Dr. Tesfaye will
work closely with the Ghana SMART Farm directors, Dr.
Dan Reynolds and Dr. George Awuni.
“The SMART Farm will be hosting trials testing a new
liming product Calciprill, produced by Swiss firm Omya, and
an inoculum product and herbicide products, produced by
BASF. SIL hopes to establish other SMART farms later this
year in Zambia, Malawi, and Kenya in collaboration with
local partners.
“SIL welcomes partnerships, so please contact us at
tropicalsoylab@gmail.com if you are interested in learning
more about the SMART farm.
“Click here to learn more about the SMART Farms.
“Click here to access:
“SMART Farm Year Three Activity Report 2016 [41
pages].
“SMART Farm Year Two Activity Report 2014-2015
[30 pages].
A large photo shows SIL’s SMART Farm in Nyankpala,

Ghana.
7199. Koraddi, Shruti; Basavaraja, G.T.; Boodi, Ishwar.
2017. Stability analysis in soybean [(Glycine max L.)
Merrill]. International J. of Current Microbiology and
Applied Science 6(9):945-48. Sept. [12 ref]
• Summary: “On the basis of stability analysis of individual
characters, the genotype DSb 21 was identified as stable
genotype for all the characters studied with higher mean
across environments.” Address: Dep. of Genetics and Plant
Breeding, ANGRAU, Agricultural College, Bapatla, India.
7200. Product Name: Soyboy Organic Veggie Bacon.
Manufacturer’s Name: Northern Soy, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 345 Paul Rd., Rochester, NY
14624. Phone: 585-235-8970.
Date of Introduction: 2017 September.
Ingredients: Organic tempeh (soybeans*, water, vinegar*,
tempeh culture), soy sauce* (water, soybeans*, salt),
vinegar*, evaporated cane sugar*, natural smoke flavor,
natural flavors, onion powder*, garlic powder.” * = Organic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 oz package.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: 2017 Nov. 3. e-mail from
SoyBoy with a photo of a pack of SoyBoy Organic Veggie
Bacon, which is now sold at “dozens of Wegmans stores.”
From the SoyBoy website (14 March 2020): “These
vegan marinated tempeh bacon strips offer a delicious
bacon-alternative experience! They’re great as a breakfast
side, added to a sandwich at lunch, crumbled on a salad or
veggie casserole, or as the finishing touch to enhance a vegan
dinner entree. Just add a bit of oil to the pan and they fry to a
beautiful crisp!
“Pound for Pound: If you’re new to plant-based bacon,
you might be wondering how much you’ll have left after
cooking. After all, pork bacon shrinks to a yield of around
30%, no matter how you cook it. For each pound of pork
bacon you buy, you wind up with just 4 or 5 ounces of
prepared food. SoyBoy Veggie Bacon is totally different
because its yield is very close to 100%. That means what you
cook is what you get.
“Certified USDA Organic. Non-GMO Project Verified.
Gluten-Free. Kosher Certified. No Preservatives, Nothing
Artificial No Trans Fat. No Cholesterol. Vegan. Naturally
Occurring Soy Isoflavones.”
7201. Ruen, Jim. 2017. Satellite imagery accuracy expands:
image data will enhance farm decisions, from improved
scouting to N recommendations. Corn and Soybean Digest.
Sept. p. 22-24.
• Summary: “Satellite imagery is exploding with higher
resolution, greater frequency and more availability than
ever before, and all three factors are increasing at record
rates. One image provider, Planet, whose images are used
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by FarmLogs, launched 88 Dove satellites in January and
another 40 in May with the goal of capturing every acre on
earth every day–except where clouds occur.”
7202. Soybean Innovation Lab Weekly Digest. 2017. Watch
the video! Improving mechanization through threshers.
3(9):1. Nov. 9. https://us10.campaign-archive.com/?u=94232
d99724faa322d3fa5543&id=ddb1a5849b
• Summary: SIL and its partners ACDI/VOCA, IFDC, CRS,
and the Tamale Implement Factory collaborated to provide
thresher fabrication training through an 8-day workshop.
Watch our video to learn more about why improved
mechanization is so critical to soybean farming and how
the training has contributed to reducing post-harvest losses,
improving grain and seed quality, and increasing farmer
profitability.
“Watch the video.” 9 minutes 49 seconds.
“Learn more about the training.
“Learn more about SIL’s work to improve
mechanization.
A large color photo shows: Five African men building
a metal thresher. The caption: “Blacksmiths and artisans
received training on how to produce local, low-cost soybean
threshers at a thresher fabrication training in Tamale, Ghana.
Image credit: Kerry Clark.”
7203. Kamara, Alpha Y.; Tofa, A.I.; Ademulegun, T.;
Solomon, R.; Shehu, H.; Kamai, N.; Omoigui, L. 2017.
Maize-soybean intercropping for sustainable intensification
of cereal-legume cropping systems in northern Nigeria
(Open Access). Experimental Agriculture (2017):1-15. Nov.
20. [29 ref]
• Summary: “In the past three decades, maize has spread
rapidly into the moist savannas of West Africa, replacing
traditional cereal crops such as sorghum and millet,
particularly in areas with good access to fertilizer inputs and
markets.”
“The results of this study showed that the productivity
of maize-cropping systems can be improved by intercropping
soybean between maize plants as confirmed by high LER
(Land Equivalent Ratio) and GMV (Gross Monetary Value).”
Address: International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture (IITA),
Oyo Road, Ibadan, Nigeria.
7204. Nguyen, Henry T. ed. 2017. Achieving sustainable
cultivation of soybeans. Breeding and cultivation techniques.
London: Burleigh Dodds Science Publishing. 286 p. Illust.
(color). Series: Burleigh Dodds Series in Agricultural
Science, No. 30. *
• Summary: This, the first volume of this two-volume
collection. contains many chapters by various authors.
Contents: Part 1: Plant physiology and breeding
1. Advances in understanding soybean physiology and
growth, by M.B. Zhang and X.T. Chu, Centre for Integrative

Legume Research, University of Queensland, Australia;
H.N. Su, University of Queensland, Australia, and National
Navel Orange Engineering Research Center, Gannan
Normal University, China; A.H. Hastwell, P.M. Gresshoff
and B.J. Ferguson, Centre for Integrative Legume Research,
University of Queensland, Australia.
2. Maintaining and utilizing the genetic diversity of
soybeans, by Randall Nelson, USDA-ARS and University of
Illinois, USA.
3. Advances in conventional soybean breeding
techniques, by E.E. Large, E. Beche, D. Mutoni and A.
Scaboo, University of Missouri, USA.
4. Mapping the soybean genome: Xiaobo Wang, Anhui
Agricultural University, China; and Lijuan Qiu, Chinese
Academy of Agricultural Sciences, China.
5. Advances in marker-assisted breeding of soybeans: T.
Vuong, University of Missouri, USA; and D. Walker, USDAARS and University of Illinois, USA.
6. Advances in genetic modification of soybeans:
Wensheng Hou, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
China.
7. Advances in the drought and heat resistance of
soybean: Heng Ye, Babu Valliyodan, Li Song, J. Grover
Shannon, Pengyin Chen and Henry T. Nguyen, University of
Missouri, USA.
8. Towards improving the salt tolerance of soybean:
Ailin Liu, Wai-Lun Cheung, Wai-Shing Yung, Carol Lee,
Fuk-Ling Wong, Kit-Wah Siu and Hon-Ming Lam, Center
for Soybean Research of the Partner State Key Laboratory
of Agrobiotechnology and School of Life Sciences, The
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, China.
9. Advances in flood-tolerant varieties of soybean, by C.
Wu and W. Hummer, University of Arkansas, USA; P. Chen,
G. Shannon, H. Ye and H.T. Nguyen, University of Missouri,
USA; G. Kaur and J. Orlowski, Mississippi State University,
USA; T. Carter, USDA-ARS, USA; and B. Buckley,
Louisiana State University, USA.
Part 2: Cultivation techniques.
10. Modelling the effects of temperature and
photoperiod on soybean reproductive development, by H.
Yang, University of Nebraska, USA.
11. Defining and implementing best management
practices in soybean production. by Daniel B. Reynolds,
Mississippi State University, USA.
12. Sustainable soybean production research and
practice: contrasting case studies from three soybean
production areas: Roger W. Elmore, Rodrigo Werle and
Charles Wortmann, University of Nebraska, USA; Phinehas
Tukamuhabwa, Makerere University, Uganda; and Nathan
Mueller, University of Nebraska, USA.
13. Supporting smallholders in soybean cultivation:
the example of Zimbabwe: Byron Zamasiya and Kefasi
Nyikahadzoi, University of Zimbabwe, Zimbabwe. Address:
Univ. of Missouri, USA.
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7205. Massey, Richard. 2017. Satellite remote sensing
of cropland characteristics in 30M resolution: the first
North American continental-scale classification on high
performance computing platforms. PhD thesis, Northern
Arizona University. 234 p. Dec. [172+ ref]
• Summary: From Chapter 1: Introduction.
“1.1 Global perspective of food security Food security
is a global concern. The global population recently
exceeded 7.5 billion and is projected to reach 9.8 billion
by 2050 (United Nations, 2017). With the increasing
global population there is a critical need to increase global
food production. Achieving the goal of increasing food
production both practically and sustainably requires inputs
and technologies for better yields through selective breeding
and genetic modification, reduction of post-harvest wastage,
crop intensification, conservation efforts for both water
quality and quantity, and broader economic and policy
changes (Bekunda et al., 2010; Foley et al., 2011). However,
progress towards increasing food production requires
timely quantification of the amount of land currently under
cultivation, crop yields, and water-use by accurate spatial
information on croplands, globally. Given this critical need
of accurate and timely spatial information on croplands,
this study is motivated by development and implementation
of new methods to identify spatial distribution of cropland
characteristics.” Address: Earth Sciences and Environmental
Sustainability, Northern Arizona Univ., Arizona.
7206. Raimi, Adekunle; Adeleke, R.; Roopnarain, A.
2017. Soil fertility challenges and Biofertiliser as a
viable alternative for increasing smallholder farmer crop
productivity in sub-Saharan Africa (Open Access). Cogent
Food and Agriculture 3:1400933. Dec. [223 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Low fertility and inefficient
management of sub-Saharan African soils have been the
major challenges facing productivity among smallholder
farmers. Unfortunately, inorganic fertiliser used as major
soil nutrient management is unsustainable, causing soil
degradation and environmental pollution. Therefore,
smallholder farmers may only realise their maximum
potential if a more sustainable, low-cost and efficient
integrated nutrient management system compatible with
their socioeconomic status is practised. Currently, the
increasing demand for sustainable agriculture is driving
the use of biological fertilisers, which are composed of
beneficial microorganisms; ranging from bacteria to bluegreen algae and fungi. Biofertilisers such as Rhizobium,
Azotobacter, Azospirillum, Pseudomonas and Bacillus
have invaluable use in sustainable agriculture owing to
their environmentally friendliness, cost-effectiveness and
improved productivity benefits. They improve plant nutrition
and yield through biological nitrogen fixation, nutrient
solubilisation, biocontrol activities and production of plant

growth promoting substances. This review specifically
focuses on biofertiliser potential as an efficient integrated
nutrient management in increasing smallholder farmer
productivity and profitability. It also suggests that increasing
biofertiliser awareness and use is an impetus for maintaining
and improving ecological stability and alleviating poverty,
especially among the rural dwellers. Importantly, efficient
biofertiliser strategies by stakeholders will improve adoption
of this technology among smallholder farmers.” Address: 2.
Dep. of Environmental Science, College of Agriculture and
Environmental Science, UNISA, P.O. Box 392, Pretoria,
South Africa.
7207. Vanlauwe, Bernard; AbelGadir, A.H.; Adewopo, J.;
Adjei-Nsiah, S.; et al. 2017. Looking back and moving
forward: 50 years of soil and soil fertility management
research in sub-Saharan Africa (Open Access). International
J. of Agricultural Sustainability 15(6):613-31. Dec. [96 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Low and declining soil fertility has
been recognized for a long time as a major impediment
to intensifying agriculture in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA).
Consequently, from the inception of international
agricultural research, centres operating in SSA have had
a research programme focusing on soil and soil fertility
management, including the International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture (IITA). The scope, content, and approaches of
soil and soil fertility management research have changed
over the past decades in response to lessons learnt and
internal and external drivers and this paper uses IITA as
a case study to document and analyse the consequences
of strategic decisions taken on technology development,
validation, and ultimately uptake by smallholder farmers
in SSA. After an initial section describing the external
environment within which soil and soil fertility management
research is operating, various dimensions of this research
area are covered: (i) `strategic research’, `Research for
Development’, partnerships, and balancing acts, (ii) changing
role of characterization due to the expansion in geographical
scope and shift from soils to farms and livelihoods, (iii)
technology development: changes in vision, content, and
scale of intervention, (iv) technology validation and delivery
to farming communities, and (v) impact and feedback to the
technology development and validation process. Each of the
above sections follows a chronological approach, covering
the last five decades (from the late 1960s till today). The
paper ends with a number of lessons learnt which could
be considered for future initiatives aiming at developing
and delivering improved soil and soil fertility management
practices to smallholder farming communities in SSA.”
Note: Soy is mentioned only once in this important
paper. Address: 1. International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture
(IITA), Nairobi, Kenya.
7208. Kühling, I.; Hüsing, B.; Bome, N.; Trautz, D. 2017.
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Soybeans in high latitudes: effects of Bradyrhizobium
inoculation in Northwest Germany and southern West
Siberia. Organic Agriculture p. 1-13. doi:10.1007/s13165017-0181-y. *
7209. Seifert, C.A.; Roberts, M.J.; Lobell, D.B. 2017.
Continuous corn and soybean yield penalties across hundreds
of thousands of fields. Agronomy Journal 109:541-548.
doi:10.2134/agronj2016.03.0134 *
Address: Univ. of Florida, Dep. of Agricultural and
Biological Engineering, 1741 Museum Rd., Gainesville, FL
32611-0570.
7210. Aminah; Ala, Ambo; Musa, Y.; Padjung, R.;
Kaimuddin. 2017. Strategy of soybean management (Glycine
max L.) to cope with extreme climate using CropSyst(c)
model. Agrivita (Malang, Indonesia) 39(3):324-28. [15 ref]
• Summary: “In conclusion, CropSyst(c) can be used to
predict the suitable planting time for soybean and as the
result, the suitable planting time for soybean on the dry
land is the end of rainy season (2nd June 2015). Tanggamus
variety is the most resistant variety based on slow planting
time, because the decreased percentage of production was
lower (8.3%) than Wilis (26.3%) and Anjasmoro (43.0%).”
Address: 1. Dep. of Agronomy, Faculty of Agriculture,
Universitas Muslim Indonesia Makassar, South Sulawesi
Indonesia.
7211. Morrison, M.J.; Cober, E.R.; Gregorich, E.G.;
Voldeng, H.D.; Ma, B.; Topp, G.C. 2018. Tillage and crop
rotation effects on the yield of corn, soybean, and wheat in
eastern Canada. Canadian J. of Plant Science 98(1):183-91.
Jan. [Eng; fre]
• Summary: “Farmers in Canada are adopting no-till (NT)
production at a high frequency. Conventional tillage (CT)
was compared to no till (NT) with
corn (Zea mays L.), soybean..., and
wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) grown in
monoculture or annual rotation in a longterm study established in Ottawa (1990).
From 1996 to 2000, all plots reverted
to NT conditions to study the transition
effects from CT to NT.” Address: Ottawa
Research and Development Centre,
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 960
Carling Avenue, Ottawa, ON K1A 0C6,
Canada.

intercropping system. J. of Integrative Agriculture 17(3):66476. March. [70 ref]
• Summary: “In China, the abuse of chemical nitrogen
(N) fertilizer results in decreasing N use efficiency (NUE),
wasting resources and causing serious environmental
problems. Cereal-legume intercropping is widely used to
enhance crop yield and improve resource use efficiency,
especially in Southwest China.”
A illustration shows “Maize-soybean relay intercropping
in Sichuan Province, Southwest China.” Address: College
of Agronomy, Sichuan Agricultural Univ./Key Lab. of Crop
Eco-physiology and Farming System in Southwest, Ministry
of Agriculture, Chengdu 611130, P.R. China.
7213. Du, Jun-bo; Han, T.; Gai, J.; Yong, T.; Sun, X.; Wang,
X.; Yang, F.; Liu, J.; Shu, K.; Liu, W.; Yang, W. 2018. Maizesoybean strip intercropping: achieved a balance between high
productivity and sustainability. J. of Integrative Agriculture
17(4):747-54. April. [42 ref]
• Summary: “In the past 13 years, maize-soybean strip
intercropping has been extended on 3 million hectares of
farmland in Southwest China, and produced 4.8 million
tons of soybean (Liu et al. 2016). Studies of maize-soybean
strip-intercropping have also contributed to the application
of other strip-intercropping systems, such as sugarcanesoybean, cassava-soybean, and potato-soybean strip
intercropping. Recently, soybean-strip intercropping has
been recommended by the Ministry of Agriculture of China
to farmers in maize and soybean planting regions.” Address:
1. Sichuan Engineering Research Center for Crop Strip
Intercropping System/Key Lab. of Crop Eco-physiology
and Farming System in Southwest China, Ministry of
Agriculture/College of Agronomy, Sichuan Agricultural
Univ., Chengdu 611130, P.R. China.

7212. Yong, Tai-wen; Chen, P.; Dong, Q.;
Du, Q.; Yang, F.; Wang, X-C.; Liu, W-G.;
Yang, W-Y. 2018. Optimized nitrogen
application methods to improve nitrogen
use efficiency and nodule nitrogen
fixation in a maize-soybean relay
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7214. Khojely, Dalia M.; Ibrahim, S.E.; Sapey, Enoch; Han,
T. 2018. History, current status, and prospects of soybean
production and research in sub-Saharan Africa (Open
Access). Crop Journal (The) 6(3):226-35. June. [94 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. History of soybean introduction
and cultivation in SSA (Sub-Saharan Africa). 2. Current
status of soybean production in SSA. 3. Soybean utilization
in SSA. 4. Soybean research in SSA. 4.1. Scientific staffing
of national soybean improvement programs in SSA. 4.2.
Breeding tropical soybean for SSA. 4.2.1. Introduction of
soybean germplasm to SSA. 4.2.2. Variety development and
adoption in SSA. 4.2.3. Breeding “promiscuous” varieties for
nodulation with Rhizobium. 4.2.4. Use of the long juvenile
(LJ) trait in tropical soybean breeding. 4.3. Soybean crop
management and soil fertility in SSA. 5. Potential of the
soybean industry in SSA. Acknowledgments. References.
1. History of soybean introduction and cultivation in
SSA: Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) is geographically the area
of the African continent that is situated south of the Sahara,
approximately between 15ºN and 35ºS. SSA comprises
48 countries and has a total area of 21.2 million square
kilometers and 600 Mha of arable land, of which <10% is
currently cultivated. Thus, SSA is the largest underutilized
land reserve in the world.
“Soybean has a relatively brief history of introduction
and commercial cultivation in SSA countries [1]. It was
introduced to SSA in the 19th century by Chinese traders
along the east coast of Africa [2]. The first record of
cultivation of soybean in South Africa was in 1903 [3].
Soybean was first cultivated in Tanzania in 1907 and Malawi
in 1909 [2]. In 1908, soybean was introduced to Nigeria
[3] and was cultivated as an export crop in a small area in
Benue state, where the introduced variety `Malayan’ was
adopted. The crop is usually grown in smallholdings in
mixed cropping with sorghum or maize or as an intercrop
in citrus orchards. Like Nigeria, Zaire has a long history of
soybean production by indigenous farmers. Soybeans were
introduced and promoted first by missionaries before the
nation gained independence, and are considered a medicinal
food to prevent and cure the wasting effects of malnutrition
in Zaire. Soybean was first introduced to Sudan in 1910 [3].
Further introductions in the country were made in 1912,
and in 1949, soybean was planted in southwest Sudan
to prevent severe malnutrition among infants, children,
and pregnant and lactating women [4]. Further soybean
introductions were continued [5] with special efforts to
encourage soybean cultivation in SSA. 2. Current status
of soybean production in SSA Agriculture is the primary
industry and the development driver in SSA. There is a
wide range of agro-ecological regions in SSA, including
three major zones: moist savanna, Sudan savanna, and
mid-altitude zones, representing respectively 29%, 31%,
and 40% of the total cropland in SSA. The three zones are
considered to be of high potential for growing soybean

[6]. The moist savanna zone, which has high potential for
crop and livestock production and is widely viewed as the
emerging breadbasket of SSA, is characterized by a growing
period of 150 to 270 days, adequate rainfall (900-1100
mm), high solar radiation, fertile soils, and low disease and
insect pressures. Late-maturing soybean varieties are most
suitable for this zone. The Sudan savanna has annual rainfall
of 600 mm [7]. This zone is frequently subject to drought
stress during crop growth and development, and extra-earlymaturing and drought tolerant soybean varieties are grown
and perform well in this zone. The mid-altitude regions
also have conditions favorable for high soybean yields,
including cool temperatures (permitting good crop growth),
adequate rainfall (700-900 mm) in most areas, and some
fertile volcanic soils. The soybean planting area in SSA has
increased dramatically, from 20,000 ha in the early 1970s
to 1,500,000 ha in 2016. This increase has been the primary
factor in raising soybean production in SSA by 177-fold,
from 13,000 t [metric tons] in the early 1970s to 2,300,000 t
in 2016 [8]. Average soybean yield in SSA has stagnated at
1.1 t per ha in the last four decades, in contrast to the world
average of 2.4 t per ha. The low soybean yields in SSA
may be accounted for largely by poor-performing varieties
and lack of sustained rhizobial inoculant use and fertilizer
application [9].
“In SSA, South Africa is the largest soybean producer in
2016, followed by Nigeria, Zambia, and Uganda [8]. Other
SSA countries, including Zimbabwe, Malawi, Ghana, Sudan,
and Ethiopia, have also experienced sizeable commercial
soybean expansion.” Planting area and production in the
leading soybean-producing countries in SSA during 19872016 are shown in Fig. 1; Fig. 2, respectively. Average
yields in South Africa, Nigeria, Zambia, and Uganda during
2012 to 2016 are presented in Table 1. In 2016, South
Africa (2290 kg per ha) and Zambia (1940 kg per ha) had
the highest average yields, followed by Nigeria (960 kg per
ha) and Uganda (600 kg per ha) in SSA. During the last two
decades, Nigeria, South Africa, and Uganda have maintained
their positions as leading soybean-producing countries in
the region. The reasons behind their successful soybean
production include (1) governmental policies to produce food
locally rather than depending on imports; (2) progress in
research to improve varieties and practices adapted to a wide
range of agro-climatic zones; (3) emphasis on developing
recipes that substitute or incorporate soybeans in traditional
foods; (4) willingness of local manufacturers to use soybeans
in baby foods and for vegetable oils and animal feeds; and
(5) promotion of soybean production and utilization by
organizations, agricultural development projects, hospitals,
schools, and local governments. South Africa and Nigeria
offer the best examples in SSA of the potential for soybean
production and use. Soybean production has increased
dramatically, from 84,000 t in 1987 to 1,320,000 t in 2016 in
South Africa and from 40,000 t in 1987 to 680,000 t in 2016
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in Nigeria (Fig. 2). Address: 1. MOA Key Lab. of Soybean
Biology (Beijing), Inst. of Crop Sciences, Chinese Academy
of Agricultural Sciences, Beijing 100081, China; Gezira
Research Station, Agricultural Research Corp. (ARC), Wad
Medani, Sudan.
7215. Behnke, Gevan D.; Zuber, S.M.; Pittelkow, C.M.;
Nafziger, E.D. 2018. Long-term crop rotation and tillage
effects on soil greenhouse gas emissions and crop production
in Illinois, USA. Agriculture, Ecosystems and Environment
261:62-70. July 1. [84 ref]
• Summary: “Two of the most important agricultural
practices aimed at improving soil properties are crop
rotations and no tillage, yet relatively few studies have
assessed their long-term impacts on crop yields and soil
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.”
Results from this long-term study indicate that a cornsoybean rotation has the ability to increase yields and reduce
GHG emissions compared to either continuous corn or
continuous soybeans alone, yet moving to a corn-soybeanwheat rotation did not further increase yields or reduce N2O
(nitrous oxide) emissions. Address: Dep. of Crop Science,
Univ. of Illinois, 1102 S. Goodwin Ave., Urbana, IL 61801.
7216. Franke, A.C.; van den Brand, G.J.; Vanlauwe, B.;
Giller, K.E. 2018. Sustainable intensification through
rotations with grain legumes in Sub- Saharan Africa:
A review (Open Access). Agriculture, Ecosystems and
Environment 261:172-82. July 1. [148 ref]
• Summary: “We conducted a systematic review of literature
on the residual effects of grain legumes in cereal-based
systems of sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) to quantify the
magnitude and variability of rotational effects, to explore
the importance of environmental and management factors
in determining variability and to evaluate the evidence of
the different mechanisms that explain rotational effects. We
retrieved 44 unique publications providing 199 observations
comparing continuous cereal performance with that of a
grain legume-cereal rotation. The overall mean yield increase
of 0.49 t [metric tons of] grain per ha, equal to an increase of
41% of the continuous cereal yield, is highly significant, but
the variability in residual effects is large. Effects were more
pronounced in southern Africa, the highlands of East Africa
and the Guinea savannah, and less in the humid forest/
derived savannah of West Africa and the Sudano-Sahelian
zone. Maize showed stronger yield responses after a legume
than millet and sorghum. Agro-ecological zone and cereal
type were however confounded. All grain legume types
significantly improved cereal yields, with stronger residual
effects observed after soybean and groundnut than after
cowpea. Fertiliser nitrogen (N) application to cereals reduces
the residual effects of legumes, but the response at 60-120 kg
N per ha still equalled 0.32 t per ha or 59% of the response
when no N is applied. The sustained benefits with large N

applications indicate the importance of non-N effects. While
mechanisms for improved soil phosphorus (P) availability
after grain legumes have been studied in some detail, it
remains uncertain how important these are in farmers’ fields.
Grain legumes are unlikely to have a major influence on the
availability of nutrients other than N and P, or on soil pH.
Beneficial impacts of grain legumes on soil organic matter
content can occur if legumes contribute to a greater overall
cropping productivity, but studies generally report no such
impacts. Evidence of impacts of grain legumes on weeds
is limited to striga. Studies on the impacts on nematode
pressure in cereals are inconclusive, probably because
legumes act as a host for some of the key nematode genera
that harm maize. The impact on the pressure of other pests
and diseases in cereals is probably important, but evidence
on this from SSA is lacking. Future research on N2-fixation
by grain legumes and residual N benefits should focus
on explaining the wide variability observed among sites.
There is a clear need for more detailed mechanistic studies
to assess the occurrence and relevance of non-N effects of
grain legumes, particularly in relation to common pests and
diseases in cereals.”
Note: Soy is mentioned 39 times in this article. Address:
1. Soil, Crop and Climate Sciences, Univ. of the Free State,
PO Box 339, Bloemfontein 9300, South Africa.
7217. Rurangwa, Edouard; Vanlauwe, Bernard; Giller, Ken
E. 2018. Benefits of inoculation, P fertilizer and manure on
yields of common bean and soybean also increase yield of
subsequent maize (Open Access). Agriculture, Ecosystems
and Environment 261:219-29. July 1. [41 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Common bean and soybean yield
poorly on smallholder farms in Rwanda. We evaluated
the benefits of inoculation combined with phosphorus (P)
fertilizer and manure on yields of common bean and soybean
in three agro-ecological zones (AEZs), and their residual
effects on a subsequent maize crop. In the first season, the
treatments included inoculum, three rates of manure, and
two rates of P fertilizer, with nine replications (three per
AEZ). Both legumes responded well to inoculation if applied
together with manure and P fertilizer. Grain yields varied
from 1.0 tonne/ha to 1.7 tonnes/ha in unamended control
plots to 4.8 tonnes/ha for common bean and 3.8 tonnes/
ha for soybean in inoculated plots with both P and manure
addition. The response of common bean and soybean to
inputs varied greatly between AEZs. In the AEZ with low
and erratic rainfall (Bugesera), yields of both legumes and
maize were low and maize after soybean failed to yield any
grain due to drought. In this regard, early maturing legume
varieties are advised in regions of low rainfall. Responses of
maize to an input applied to the legumes strongly increased
when other inputs were applied together to the legume. This
allowed greater maize yields which ranged from 0.8 tonnes/
ha in control plots to 6.5 tonnes/ha in treatments previously
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inoculated with P and manure added for maize grown after
common bean and from 1.9 tonnes/ha in control plots to 5.3
tonnes/ha for maize grown after soybean. The amount of
N2-fixed measured using the 15N-natural abundance method
differed between the two legumes and varied between 15 and
198 kg N2 per ha for common bean and between 15 and 186
kg N2 per ha for soybean and differed enormously among
treatments and AEZs. Application of inputs to the legumes
also resulted in enhanced N and P uptake of the subsequent
maize. The use of inoculum combined with manure and P
fertilizer is a good option for smallholder farmers growing
common bean and soybean in rotation with maize. We
observed strong effects of environment and call for care
when targeting crops and technologies for sustainable crop
production.” Address: 1. Rwanda Agriculture Board, P.O.
Box 5016, Kigali, Rwanda.
7218. Arslan, H.; Karkus, M.; Hatipoglu, H.; Arslan, D.;
Bayraktar, O.V. 2018. Assessment of performances of yield
and factors affecting the yield in some soybean varieties/
lines grown under semiarid climate conditions. Applied
Ecology and Environmental Research (Budapest, Hungary)
16(4):4289-98. [25 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract. The aim of this study was to
determine the performances of yield and factors affecting
the yield of 9 soybean lines and 2 standard soybean varieties
grown in the soybean production seasons of 2012 and 2013
under semi-arid climatic conditions. The results indicated
that performances of yield and other characteristics of
soybean varieties/lines obtained in both trial seasons were
significantly different from each other.” Address: 1. Field
Crops Dep., Faculty of Agriculture, Siirt Univ., Siirt, Turkey.
7219. Shepherd, Michelle J. 2018. Planting date and relative
maturity effects on soybean grain yield. MSc thesis, The
Ohio State University. xii + 64 p. Illust. 28 cm. [42 ref]
• Summary: The Abstract begins: “In Ohio, soybean
[Glycine max (L.) Merr.] yield has been greatly impacted by
in-season weather variations. High temperatures during the
month of July have been shown to cause the largest reduction
in grain yield. Over the past twenty years, for every degree
Fahrenheit increase in temperature, soybean yield decreased
by one bu per acre. To reduce this effect, planting soybean
early may help to extend the growing season and allow
for earlier canopy closure.” Address: Graduate Program
in Horticulture and Crop Science, The Ohio State Univ.,
Wooster, Ohio.
7220. Craft, John Clayton. 2018. Evaluating the response
of modern soybean cultivars to commercial foliar and soilapplied nitrogen fertilizers. MSc thesis, The Ohio State
University. ix + 99 p. Tables. 28 cm. [160+ ref]
• Summary: This thesis consists of four chapters: (1)
Literature review: Soybean history, soybean industry

overview, soybean growth and development, Ohio soybean
production practices, Soybean nutrient requirements, impact
of nodulation, nodule formation and N2 fixation, evaluating
N2 fixation and nodule activity, soybean N fertilization
practices, tables, references.
(2) Foliar N impact on soybean nodulation,
development, maturation, yield, and seed quality.
(3). Comparison of soil and foliar applied nitrogen in
soybeans. (4) Research reflection. “Conclusion: Soybeans
lack of response to N fertilization may be attributed to
another environmental factor limiting yield potential. This
research suggests rates of 30 lbs N per acre soil-applied
fertilizer and 5.9 to 11.8 lbs N per acre of foliar-applied N
fertilizer may not provide a yield return and therefore would
not an advisable practice under conditions similar to those
examined in this study. The N treatments did not impact
cultivars from different maturity group ratings as previously
hypothesized, but the conclusion (regardless of cultivar)
is similar. The results of this study should help in making
future recommendations for soybean nutrient management.”
Address: Ohio.
7221. Rahman, Karim Abdul. 2018. Farmers practices in
soybean (Glycine max) storage and their effects on viability
and vigour of seeds. M.Phil in Horticulture, University for
Development Studies, Nyankpala, Ghana. 135 p. Nov. [182
ref]
• Summary: “Thesis submitted to the Department
of Horticulture, Faculty of Agriculture Nyankpala,
University for Development Studies in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the award of degree of Master of
Philosophy (M.Phil) in horticulture.
“Abstract: The study was conducted to evaluate
farmers’ storage methods on the viability and vigour of
soybean seeds in Northern Region of Ghana. Soybean
seeds were obtained from certified seed producers in the
Tamale Metropolis and farmers’ seeds from four Districts
(Kumbungu, Savelugu, Tolon and Yendi). The work was
carried out in three phases; a survey was conducted in June
2016 using Snowball sampling method to identify farmers
and ascertain how they store their seeds for planting; field
work was also conducted from July to September 2016
to determine the viability and vigour of seeds obtained
from farmers and finally a laboratory experiment was also
conducted in the regional ultra-modern seed laboratory of the
Ministry of Food and Agriculture in Tamale, from October
to December 2016 to reaffirm the field experiment. The
field experiment was conducted using Nested design. For
the field and laboratory experiments, data were collected on
the following parameters: germination percentages, plant/
shoot height, number of leaves, root length and seedling dry
weights. Results from the survey shows that farmers store
their soybean seeds mainly in sacks placed on materials
(wood and stones). Again, it was also revealed that farmers’
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in Northern Region stored seeds on their own for planting
rather than patronizing certified seeds. Farmers reported
diseases and pests as the most important production
constraint in the production of soybean in Northern Region.
Results from the field and laboratory studies indicate that
certified seeds are significantly (P < 0.05) different from
farmers seeds in terms of vigour. Seed sources has an effects
on viability and vigour.”
Moreover: “From experience, farmers indicated that
soybean seeds stored for more than a year should not be used
for production.”
Recommendations:
“From the study, the researcher recommends that
farmers should patronize certified seeds rather than their own
stored soybean seeds to enhance vigour in the field
“The researcher recommends that seeds source should
be a key factor when obtaining soybean seeds from planting
“Further studies should be conducted into farmers’
soybean seeds storage conditions as well as methods
compared with standard storage for soybean
“The researcher also recommends that additional
research could be carried out by comparing yield of certified
seeds and farmers seeds.”
Note: The bibliography has a large number of
references, however in places it is poorly formatted and
many of the references are either incomplete or improperly
cited. Address: B.Ed, Agricultural Science, Dep. of
Horticulture, Faculty of Agriculture Nyankpala, Univ. for
Development Studies, Ghana.
7222. Tesfaye, Abush; Arega, A.; Atero, B.; Degu, T.;
Hailemariam, M. 2018. Progress of soybean [Glycine max
(L.) Merrill] breeding and genetics research in Ethiopia: a
review. Ethiopian J. of Crop Science 6(3):129-52. Special
issue [30 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Sub-Saharan African countries are
experiencing the highest malnutrition problem, which is
more acute on underage children, mainly manifested in
the form of stunted growth relative to children of their age
(Thoenes, 2004). Ethiopia is also among countries that
have the highest level of malnutrition, which is manifested,
according to Lemma (2014), in the form of stunting (40%),
wasting (9%) and underweight (25%) in children of the age
of below five. Chronic energy deficiency is reported in 27%
of all child bearing age women (FMOH, 2008). The same
report also indicated that the micronutrient deficiency in
Ethiopia is very high and described as `hidden hunger’ and
resulted from insufficient intake of micro-nutrients, such
as vitamin A, iodine and iron, and it is the main cause of
weak resistance to infections, chronic fatigue, poor mental
and physical development, blindness, complications in
pregnancy, delivery and low birth weight.
“Improving the dietary intake, especially protein, is the
appropriate strategy to alleviate the malnutrition problem.

However, subsistence farmers have very rare access to
livestock-based protein sources, such as milk and meat,
because of their low purchasing capacity that makes these
protein sources unaffordable. However, crops, such as
soybean, which contains 40 to 42% protein, and 20 to 22%
oil on dry grain basis (FAO, 1994), are rich and affordable
sources of protein that can be easily produced and accessed
by smallholder farmers. Soybean contains 2.5 times the
protein contents of wheat and four times the protein content
of maize. Soybean is highly digestible, high in unsaturated
fatty acids and contains no cholesterol (Singh et al., 1987).
According to Duvenage et al. (2016), soybean, not only
provides all the essential amino acids that children need
to grow, but also serves as a good source of some of the
essential micronutrients, such as folic acid; vitamins B1, B2
and E; zinc; iron; magnesium and calcium to the diet. It is
also a very important crop for rotation with maize and other
cereals, improving the fertility of the soil, because of its high
nitrogen fixing capacity.”
“Abstract: Breeding efforts have been underway since
the 1970’s to improve the low productive potential of
the improved varieties. Introduction of germplasm from
external sources and hybridization of selected parental
lines have been considered, as the priority approaches to
enhance soybean germplasm in the country. The introduced
germplasm has been utilized directly in variety trials, and as
parental lines for hybridization. Modified single seed descent
method was identified as the best procedure to evaluate
segregating populations and develop superior Recombinant
Inbred Lines (RILs). About 26 soybean varieties have been
released in the country with various merits by the different
research centers of the country. Generally, strategies that
improve the productive potential of the crop and farm gate
price that makes the crop attractive choice of smallholder
farmers need to be designed to help smallholder farmers and
the country exploits the multiple benefits of the crop. This
paper is aimed at reviewing the soybean breeding progresses
made over the last decade.” Address: 1. EIAR, Jimma
Research Center, P.O. Box 192, Jimma, Ethiopia.
7223. Acikgoz, Esvet; Goksoy, A.T.; Wietgrefe, G.; Azun,
A.; Sincik, Mehmet. 2019. Breeding forage soybean
genotypes: yield, characteristics, and selection criteria when
spring seeding and double cropping. Researchgate. Jan. doi:
10.13140/RG.2.2.29626.03521. [27 ref]
• Summary: The tried and tested soybean forage variety
is Laredo, which was introduced into the USA from
Yangping, China in 1914 as PI40658, and first planted here
in 1915. Address: 1-2, 4-5. Dep. of Field Crops, Faculty of
Agriculture, Uludag Univ., 16059 Bursa, Turkey.
7224. Saha, Anupam; Mandal, S. 2019. Nutritional benefit of
soybean and its advancement in research. Sustainable Food
Production 5:6-16. [51 ref]
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• Summary: Tempeh is mentioned 4 times in this article.
Address: NSHM College of Pharmaceutical Technology,
NSHM Knowledge Campus, Tollygunge, Kolkata,
India–700053, WB.
7225. Soybean Innovation Lab Weekly Digest. 2019.
SIL Partners in Tanzania and Burundi on MultiCrop Thresher fabrication. 5(4):2-4. March 28.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?pli=1#inbox/
FMfcgxwBWSwcnqbTLGJScRDPrhPxrGSB
• Summary: “The Soybean Innovation Lab recently
partnered with the International Center for Tropical
Agriculture (CIAT), the Tanzania Agricultural Research
Institute (TARI), and the Institut des Sciences Agronomiques
du Burundi (ISABU) to improve thresher production
capacity in Tanzania and Burundi.
“SIL’s multi-crop thresher was introduced to Tanzanian
fabricators, engineers, and vocational trainers March 1116 at the Centre for Agricultural Mechanization and Rural
Technology (CAMARTEC) in Arusha [Tanzania]. During the
six day workshop, three threshers were fabricated by trainees
and tested on dry beans and maize.
“Dry beans are second only to maize in total amount of
crop production in Tanzania and are very popular throughout
east and central Africa. Because dry beans have seeds
composed of two parts (dicotyledons) and relatively thin
seed coats, they can easily split during mechanical threshing.
When using the SIL multi-crop thresher for both maize and
dry beans, a motor with a wide range of power must be
used. The engine is run at a fast speed for maize and a very
slow speed for beans. Lowering engine speed also reduces
chaff removal, so the SIL designer is currently at work in
Burundi adding a secondary suction fan for improved chaff
removal in dry beans. Changing threshing speed can also be
accomplished in ways other than adjusting engine speed, but
other solutions require parts and materials that are not easily
found in African markets.
“Soybean is also a dicotyledon but withstands
mechanical threshing better than dry beans, probably due
to the high oil content of soybean and a stronger seed coat.
The SIL multi-crop thresher has passed field testing for
maize, soybean, sunflower, dry beans, cowpea, rice, wheat,
sorghum, and millet (check out the new video produced by
SIL on the multi-crop thresher, also clickable below).
“SIL presented two thresher models at the training in
Bujumbura, Burundi held from March 18-23. Burundi farms
are relatively small (less than 1 acre), and raw materials
are costly. The two threshers involved in the training were
SIL’s standard commercial multi-crop thresher, and a new,
smaller, and less expensive machine especially developed for
multiple crops including dry beans.”
Large color photos shows (1) An African man standing
next to a blackboard with engineering drawings on it in
white chalk. The caption: “SIL trainer Imoro Donmuah is

an equipment fabricator and designer from Tumu, Ghana.
Imoro has been making crop threshers for 15 years. Learning
to convert designs into products is an important component
of the SIL multi-crop thresher fabrication training. All five
image credits: Kerry Clark.”
(2) Many African men standing around a wooden
table with a flat sheet of metal on it. The caption: “Imoro
Donmuah shows trainees how to measure and mark thresher
components on sheet metal in Arusha, Tanzania. All of the
materials and parts used in the SIL multi-crop thresher can
be found locally.”
(3) An African man with an electric drill and a piece
of fabricated white metal. The caption: “SIL partners with
AgriCAD Africa and SAYeTECH Ghana (Sustainable
African Youth Enterprises and Technologies) to provide
design, training, and fabrication services for the multi-crop
thresher. AgriCAD Africa developed the fabrication manual
and SAYeTECH offers sales of pre-printed sheet metal
patterns and a United Soybean Board/mini United Soybean
Board flash drive with a CAD (computer assisted design)
animation of the fabrication process.”
(4) Five African men watching arc welding. The caption:
Finishing up last minute details by torchlight in Arusha,
Tanzania. Three threshers were built and tested at the six day
training.”
(5) Five African men watching fabrication. Caption:
Trainees in Bujumbura, Burundi line up sheet metal for
cutting thresher components. The SIL multi-crop thresher
can be fabricated using a small number of tools.”
7226. Flajsman, Marko; Santavec, Igor; Kolmanic, Ales;
Acko, Darja Kocjan. 2019. Bacterial seed inoculation
and row spacing affect the nutritional composition and
agronomic performance of soybean (Open Access).
International J. of Plant Production 13:1-10. *
• Summary: “There was no interaction between plant
spacing and inoculation; however, the inoculation treatments
enhanced protein content of seeds by 1.2 to 1.7%, and
increased yields of seed, protein and oil by a maximum of
6.8%, 8.3% and 5.9%, respectively, compared to the uninoculated control, which produced an average seed yield
of 4098 kg/ha.” Address: Dep. for Agronomy, Biotechnical
Faculty, Univ. of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia.
7227. Dierks, Cole. 2019. Evaluating the efficacy of foliar
insecticide and soybean seed treatment southern seed
treatment in South Dakota. MSc thesis, South Dakota State
University. vi + 85 p. 28 cm. [ref]
• Summary: Contents:
The utilization of cover crops and no-till practices
are important for the conservation of both soil and
moisture in South Dakota. However, it is unknown if
these practices impact the efficacy of insecticide seed
treatments. In soybean, insecticide seed treatments are
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used prophylactically to prevent potential crop losses from
early season insect pests. The prophylactic use of any
management strategy increases the likelihood for selection
pressure and also represents unnecessary input costs. The
purpose of the research conducted for Chapter 2 was to
determine the impact that tillage systems, cover crops and
planting populations have on the efficacy of insecticide
seed treatments. Two years of field data was collected from
established long-term tillage and cover crop rotation plots
at the South Dakota State University Southeast Research
Farm. During each year, four factors were evaluated for
their impact on yield (i.e., tillage, cover crop, seeding rate
and seed treatment). Stand counts, soil samples and yield
data were taken from each plot. In Chapter 3, we evaluated
pyrethroid resistance in soybean aphid, Aphis glycines
Matsumura (Hemiptera: Aphididae) populations in South
Dakota. In 2015, the University of Minnesota discovered
populations of the soybean aphid that were partially resistant
to pyrethroid insecticides. Due to the soybean aphid’s
capacity for rapid reproduction and its ability to travel long
distances in its alate (i.e., winged) form, it was determined
that South Dakota may have resistant populations present.
In 2017 and 2018, an efficacy study was deployed at three
locations, over two years throughout Eastern South Dakota.
A total of eight foliar insecticides were used in 2017 and
10 foliar insecticides in 2018. The results from chapter
2 indicate that seed treatment and cover crops have no
significant impact on soybean yield. The results from chapter
3 determined that pyrethroid resistant soybean aphids are
present in South Dakota. Address: Dep. of Agronomy,
Horticulture and Plant Science, Brookings, South Dakota.
7228. Purucker, Taylor Scott. 2019. Impact of seeding rate
and fertilizer application, placement, and timing on soybean
and corn plant growth and grain yield. MSc thesis, Michigan
State University. 111+ p. *
• Summary: “Domestically introduced in 1765 by
Samuel Bowen, soybeans were predominantly used as a
supplemental forage crop in the eastern half of the United
States (US) until grain production became prevalent in the
1940s.” Address: Dep. of Crop and Soil Sciences, Michigan
State Univ.
7229. Product Name: Alive & Healing Soy Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: SunRhize Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 399 Business Park Ct., Ste. 312.
Windsor, CA 95462. Phone: 703-447-8316.
Date of Introduction: 2019 August.
Ingredients: Organic GMO-free soybeans, organic rice
vinegar, organic tempeh culture, organic tapioca starch.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz or 16 oz.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Stem Kent, cofounder and co-owner of SunRhize Foods Inc. 2020. Feb. 8.

In Aug, 2019 Stem and Lawrence Johnson (North American
Director of the Salim Group–which is based in Indonesia)
started a new tempeh-making company at the same location.
The name, SunRhize Foods, Inc. (www.sunrhize.com)
incorporates the word Rhizopus, the tempeh mold. Alive
and Healing is now the company’s tempeh brand. Stem now
makes 1100 lb of unpasteurized tempeh a day, 4 or 5 days
per week. He sells 93-95% of his tempeh to foodservice,
especially restaurants.
7230. Antonangelo, Joao A.; Firmano, R.F.; Alleoni, L.R.F.;
Oliveira, A., Jr.; Zhang, H. 2019. Soybean production under
continuous potassium fertilization in a long-term no-till
oxisol. Agronomy Journal 111(5):2462-71. Sept/Oct. [38 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean yields were increased up to 40 kg
K [potassium] per ha applied. The additional K applied
annually beyond 40 kg per ha partially contributed to soil
K pool but not soybean yields. Therefore, our findings
emphasize the need to recommend K based on either soil test
and/or plant tissue analysis, to optimize yields and minimize
cost and K losses.” Address: 1. Plant and Soil Science Dep.,
Oklahoma State Univ., 368 Agricultural Hall, Stillwater, OK
74078.
7231. Khan, Ahmad; Fahad, S.; Khan, A.; et al. 2019.
Managing tillage operation and manure to restore soil carbon
stocks in wheat-maize cropping system. Agronomy Journal
111(5):2600-09. Sept/Oct. [52 ref]
• Summary: Soybean is mentioned 14 times in this article.
Minimum tillage improved stocks of carbon more than
shallow or deep tillage. Address: 1. Dep. of Agronomy, Univ.
of Agriculture, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa-Pakistan.
7232. Reed, Heidi K.; Karsten, H.D.; Curran, W.S.; Tooker,
J.F.; Duiker, S.W. 2019. Planting green effects on corn and
soybean production. Agronomy Journal 111(5):2314-25.
Sept/Oct. [46 ref]
• Summary: “Planting green refers to planting the main crop
into a living cover crop... Soybean yield was not influenced
by planting green.” Address: Dep. of Plant Science, The
Pennsylvania State Univ., 116 Agricultural Sciences and
Industries Building, University Park, PA 16802.
7233. Schlegel, Alan J.; Assefa, Y.; Haag, L.A.; Thompson,
C.R.; and Stone, L.R. 2019. Soil water and water use in longterm dryland crop rotations. Agronomy Journal 111(5):259099. Sept/Oct. [35 ref]
• Summary: “Crop residue produced and left on the soil
surface from previous crops, water used, and depletion depth
are among major factors that affect water accumulation
during fallow.” Address: 1. Kansas State Univ., SW Research
Center, 1474 State Hwy. 96, Tribune, KS 67879-7956.
7234. Agronomy Journal. 2019. Rotation effects on corn and
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soybean yield inferred from satellite and field-level data.
111(6):2940-48. Nov/Dec. [37 ref]
Address: Univ. of Florida, Dep. of Agricultural and
Biological Engineering, 1741 Museum Rd., Gainesville, FL
32611-0570.
7235. Doctor, Vikram. 2019. How India, overcoming
its prejudice for soy, now offers the world a model for
sustainable use of the bean Economic Times of India. Dec.
7. https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/consproducts/food/how-india-overcoming-its-prejudice-for-soynow-offers-the-world-a-model-for-sustainable-use-of-thebean/articleshow/72419266.cms [5 ref]
• Summary: The extended subtitle: “India is now the world’s
fifth largest producer of soy, with production centered in
regions like Vidarbha and Madhya Pradesh where planting
experiments took place in 1935.”
A very interesting article. Tofu and soymilk are now
widely available in India. Address: ET Bureau.
7236. Gagnon, Bernard; Pouleur, S.; Lafond, J.; Parent,
G.; Pageau, D. 2019. Agronomic and economic benefits of
rotating corn with soybean and spring wheat under different
tillage in eastern Canada. Agronomy Journal 111:3109-18.
[70 ref]
• Summary: “The crop rotation system affected the yield
and economic performance of grain crops grown on a poorly
drained clay soil under the humid temperate conditions of
eastern Canada. Corn grown in rotation had greater grain
yield than C-C-C or C-C-S regardless of soil tillage. Soybean
grown once every 3 yr produced consistently greater yields
than S-S-S, whereas inclusion of spring wheat to diversify
the C-S rotation increased the grain yield of both corn and
soybean as compared with either continuously cropped.”
Address: 1-2. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Quebec
Research and Development Centre, 2560 Hochelaga Blvd.,
Quebec City, QC, Canada, G1V 2J3.
7237. Roseboro, Ken. 2020. The 2020 non-GMO
sourcebook: A buyers guide to global suppliers of nonGMO and organic seeds, grains, ingredients, feed and food.
Fairfield, Iowa: Evergreen Publishing, Inc. 128 p. Illust.
(color photos). Index. 28 cm.
• Summary: “When we first started publishing The NonGMO Sourcebook in 2002, it was 32 pages with about 200
company listings. This year’s 128-page edition features
more than 850 companies-ranging from farmers and grain
suppliers to ingredient and food manufacturers.
“The growth of The Non-GMO Sourcebook parallels
that of the non-GMO market:
“35% of U.S. consumers place non-GMO at the top of
their food purchasing criteria.
“The Hartman Group reported that 46% of consumers
surveyed in 2018 said they ‘actively avoid bioengineered

ingredients,’ compared to just 15% of consumers surveyed
almost a decade before in 2007.
“According to the annual International Food Information
Council study, 40% of consumers view products with nonGMO ingredients as healthier than identical products made
with GMO ingredients.
“There are now more than 60,000 Non-GMO Project
Verified products, generating sales of $30 billion per year.
“The Non-GMO Project verification program grows
15-20% every year. Contents: Editor’s introduction (by Ken
Roseboro, publisher and editor). Suppliers of non-GMO
products: United States, Canada, Europe, Asia / Australia,
Latin America, Africa / Middle East.
Organic & Non-GMO Market News. Related services
and products: United States, Canada, Europe, Asia /
Australia, Latin America, Index of non-GMO suppliers by
product category: Animal Feed, Canola / Rapeseed, Corn /
Maize, Other grains, oilseeds, crops, and processed products,
Other ingredients and processing aids, Packaged foods
and beverages, Plant-based proteins... Processed soybean
products.
Note 1. In the Suppliers section, many company entries
have the Non-GMO Project logo (with an orange and black
butterfly on a green leaf) next to their company name
This comprehensive book gives the single best picture
of the growing industry, worldwide, opposed to genetic
engineering. Address: Managing Editor and Publisher, P.O.
Box 436, Fairfield, Iowa 52556. Phone: 1-800-854-0586.
7238. SoyaScan Notes. 2020. The visionary work of Henry
Ford and his researchers with soybeans–then and now:
Played a leading role in transforming the soybean from a
minor to a major American farm crop (Overview). Compiled
by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: During the 1800s and early 1900s the soybean
was such a minor a crop in America that the government
didn’t bother to measure its size. It wasn’t until 1910 that
the first statistics on soybean production were collected.
This was done as part of the 13th U.S. census. The results,
published in 1913, showed that in 1909 an estimated 16,835
bushels of soybeans were produced on 1,629 acres in the
USA. They were worth $20,577.
In May 1918 the U.S. Department of Agriculture
published its first statistics on U.S. soybean acreage and
production. In 1917 some 531,000 acres were planted (56%
of these were interplanted with other crops) and only 17% of
these were harvested for grain/seed, yielding 1.186 million
bushels. Most soybeans were grown for hay or forage.
In 1931 in America 17.260 million bushels of soybeans
were produced on 1,141,000 acres. That same year, Henry
Ford planted his first soybeans–about 500 acres near
Dearborn and by 1932 he was growing 8,200 acres of
soybeans in Michigan. By 1933 Henry Ford was growing
soybeans on 12,000 acres of his own land in Michigan. This
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made him the single largest soybean grower in America
and in the Western World, and (from 1933) in the United
Kingdom. He also urged Michigan farmers to plant soybeans
with the assurance that the Ford Motor Co. would buy them.
Henry Ford was active in promoting soybeans from
1931 to 1943. He was certainly not the only soybean
promoter during this period, but he was probably the
most influential–with the possible exception of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (largely through the work of
William Morse). Fortune magazine reported of Ford in
late 1933, ‘He is as much interested in the soya bean as he
is in the V-8.’ Ford’s great prestige–he was by now a true
American ‘folk hero’–and his strong, unswerving belief in
the future of the soybean, made Americans everywhere take
notice.
The Ford Motor Co. was also a major soybean user.
On October 21, 1935 Time magazine (p.34), in an article
on soybeans, noted: ‘This year Ford will use the crop from
61,500 soy-bean acres.’ That year a bushel of soybeans was
used in the manufacture of every Ford car. On October 12,
1936 Time magazine (p.76, 78, 80) ran another long article
on soybeans, noting that in 1935 soybeans had put $35
million into the pockets of U.S. farmers, outranking in value
rye and barley. Soybean trading had grown so active that the
Chicago Board of Trade in Illinois had just started trading
soybean futures. But their greatest praise was reserved for
Ford: ‘The number 1 U.S. soybean man is Henry Ford.’ A
portrait photo showed Ford with the caption, ‘Motormaker
Ford. A bean’s best friend.’
The soybean has unquestionably been the most
successful American farm crop of the 20th century. A graph
of harvested acreage of the major U.S. crops from 1924 to
the present, shows that while the total acreage off all other
crops was decreasing, soybean acreage was skyrocketing–
and taking their place. Soybean acreage passed that of barley
in 1940, cotton in 1956, oats in 1961, wheat in 1977, hay in
1978, and corn (harvested for grain) in 1979.
7239. SoyaScan Notes. 2020. When soy-related terms
first appear in the Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature
(Overview). Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo
Center.
• Summary: The Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature
began publication in 1894. Soybeans first appear as a subject
heading in the April 1949–March 1952 issue. Information
on soybeans and soyfoods is found under the following
subject headings: Central Soya Company. Coffee substitutes.
Cookery–soybeans. Cookery–vegetables. Diesel fuels
(from 1979-1980). Food substitutes. Lecithin. Soybeans
(divided into: Cost, cultivation, diseases and pests, drying,
export-import trade, harvesting, hybrids, marketing, prices,
seed, seeding (planting), yield; with See also: cookery–
vegetables). Multipurpose Food (from 1949). Plant proteins.
Root tubercles. Soybean industry. Soybean products (with

See also: okara, tempeh, tofu). Tempeh (from 1976-1977).
Tofu (from 1977-1978). Tofutti/Tofutti Brands Inc. (from
1984-1985). Vegetarianism.
7240. SoyaScan Notes. 2020. Chronology of the Fouts
family’s work with soybeans in Indiana: Solomon, Taylor,
Noah, and Finis. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo
Center.
• Summary: 1896 or 1898–Solomon Fouts (father of
Noah, Finis, and Taylor Fouts) receives two varieties of
soybean seeds, free of charge from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. He plants these in rows across a cornfield on
his farm near Deer Creek, Carroll County, Indiana. These
were probably the first soybeans grown in Carroll County.
Note: Soybeans were being grown experimentally in Indiana
by 1888, and perhaps as early as 1856. In 1892 they were
first grown at the Purdue Agricultural Experiment Station
(Lafayette, Tippecanoe Co., Indiana; see Plumb 1894).
Solomon’s soybeans attract considerable attention as a
legume that grows upright (erect) and produces abundant
seeds. A lasting impression was made on Taylor Fouts (born
14 Dec. 1880), the youngest of Solomon’s eight living
children.
1902–Taylor Fouts graduates from Purdue University
(which is Indiana’s state agricultural college) with a bachelor
of science degree in agriculture; he was the only member of
the Fouts family to graduate from college. During the early
1900s, several faculty members in the Purdue College of
Agriculture were very interested in soybeans; these included
W.C. Latta, John H. Skinner, Alfred T. Wiancko, and C.O.
Cromer. Taylor was now “convinced that the whole Cornbelt
needed soybeans and would like them for keeps.”
1904 spring–Taylor Fouts collects soybean seed from the
Indiana Experiment Station and “Soybean” Smith–an Indiana
soybean pioneer from Warren County–enough to plant 4
acres, 1 acre each of the Ogema, Ito San, Early Brown and
Hollybrook varieties. Since he planted them incorrectly, only
a few grew, but he saved that seed for another trial in 1905.
Each year he planted more “soys” and by 1907 his varieties
were Ito San and Hollybrook.
1907 Feb.–The first published report of Taylor Fouts’
growing of or experiments with soy beans appears in the
Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 117. Titled “Results of cooperative tests of varieties
of corn, wheat, oats, soy beans and cow peas.” by A.T.
Wiancko, it describes variety trials conducted in Indiana
during 1906. One of the three experimenters in northern
Indiana was Taylor Fouts of Camden, Carroll Co. He tested
Ito San, Early Brown, and “Soy Bean 12339.” Since his
yields were significantly lower than those of the other two
growers, they were not included in the averages.
1907 April 2–Solomon Fouts (born 16 Dec. 1826 in
Montgomery Co., Ohio) dies at his home near Deer Creek,
Indiana. He is buried at Deer Creek Cemetery, near Deer
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Creek, Carroll County, Indiana.
1907 Oct. 24–Taylor is married to Lillie May Wagoner
(born 4 Nov. 1883) at Flora, Carroll Co., Indiana. Lillie
May was obliged to postpone their wedding day until Taylor
finished threshing his soybeans. “We finally set October 24
as being amply late, but I just finished threshing at noon that
day. We were married at 3 p.m. and were off for the longplanned honeymoon.” Taylor now had 200 bushels of seed
soybeans–a unique possession.
1908 spring–Noah Fouts (born 25 Jan. 1864 in Indiana)
and Finis Fouts (pronounced FAI-nus, born 21 Nov. 1866),
join Taylor for the first time in planting soybeans. “We
ventured drilling soybean with the corn so that our western
lambs, to be purchased in September, would have a more
balanced ration. My two older brothers took readily to this
plan and thereafter grew soybeans as a habit.”
1908 April 1–Nellie M. Pottenger, Finis’ wife, dies in
California at age 35. Finis had gone with her to California to
help with her care, and he suffered a “nervous collapse” after
her death. He was in critical condition for a while, then left
to raise their five children. devastated by her death.
1909 April 21–Pauline Fouts, the first child of Taylor
and Lillie May Fouts is born at their home near Deer Creek.
They would have two more children: Frederic Fouts (born 20
Sept. 1910) and Mary Margaret Fouts (born 26 Dec. 1919).
1909 June–Taylor writes his first article for an
agricultural journal, the Purdue Agriculturist (p. 3-5). Titled
“Opportunities on the farm for the trained man,” it discusses
the many benefits of an agricultural education, but does not
discuss soybeans–or any other crops. He will later write four
more articles in various other ag periodicals.
1910 Sept.–The first “Soybean day” in Indiana is held
at Taylor Fouts’ farm–sponsored by the Purdue agricultural
extension department and the Carroll County agent. “It
proved quite a help in creating interest in the crop. Report of
this demonstration reached Illinois and a few days later in
drove two ‘suckers’–Chas. L. Meharry and Wm. Riegel, all
the way from Tolono.” They soon became close friends and
soybean pioneers in Illinois.
1914–Taylor buys an old pioneer-type elevator at
Camden. It is remodeled and equipped with a recleaning
and grading mill for preparation and storage of the growing
amount of seed beans. “This was perhaps the first soybean
elevator devoted exclusively to the handling and shipping of
soybeans in the U.S.”
1915 Jan.–Taylor writes his first article about soy
beans, titled “Soy beans–A coming crop,” in the Purdue
Agriculturist (p. 9-13). He discusses four advantages of
planting corn and soy beans (especially the Hollybrook
variety) together. Three photographs accompany the article–
including one of “hogging off” soybeans.
1916 fall–A second soybean day is held at the “Fouts
Bros. Farms–more acres, varieties, and experiences, and
more folks to see and talk.” Interest in the new crop is

growing.
1918–”The name Soyland was adopted for the farm
and seemed to fit.” The Fouts brothers soon find themselves
working as seedsmen, selling soybean seeds. For many years
the price had stayed around $2.00 to $2.50 a bushel, but in
1917, because of demand and shortages during World War
I, the price rose to $3.00, climbing to $5.00 in 1918, then
$6-8/bushel in 1919. “At the end of that period we were
offered $10.00 per bushel so we scoured the community for
remnants from seeding and shipped 30 bushels for $300.00.”
1920 Sept. 3–The biggest event in the history of the
soybean in America to date takes place on Taylor Fouts’
farm, Soyland. It’s “The Corn Belt Soy-bean conference,”
organized by W.A. Ostrander, of the soils and crops
department at Purdue University, and A.L. Hodgson, County
Agent at the Carroll County Farm Bureau, in co-operation
with the Fouts brothers, who planted a number of variety
test plots for the occasion; they grew 150 acres designed
for seed and hay, and planted soybeans in over 200 acres
of their corn. One thousand people attend and have a
great time. Taylor demonstrated a “small direct harvesting
machine” for soybean which he apparently developed or
invented. W.E. Riegel wrote of this machine in 1944 as a
forerunner of the combine, first used to harvest soybeans
in 1924 (in Illinois). The combine revolutionized soybean
production in America. Taylor wrote a song about soybeans,
which is sung by a quartet of local growers. Lunch includes
soybean salads and crunchy roasted and salted soybeans–”a
rare treat.” A panoramic photograph is taken showing all
attendees with the Fouts home in the background. Another
photo shows the three Fouts brothers, each wearing a hat,
coat, and tie, standing in front of the “Soyland” barn. The
National Soybean Growers’ Association is formed at this
meeting. Taylor Fouts is elected its first president and W.A.
Ostrander is elected secretary. It is unanimously agreed that a
soy bean field day be held each year as a vital activity of the
association.
1923–A 24-page mail-order seed catalog titled “Soyland
Seeds: Soybeans our specialty” is published by the “Fouts
Brothers” (company name) of Camden, Indiana. It describes
many soybean varieties that are for sale and gives details on
growing and harvesting soybeans. They also sell Michikoff
seed wheat, Victory Oats, Calico Seed Corn, and clover
seeds. By 1925 they have added Red Star fertilizer to their
product line.
1925 Sept.–Taylor writes an article titled “Putting
soybeans on the hoof,” published in the Proceedings of
the American Soybean Assoc. (p. 123-26). In late 1925
Taylor is one of four members of a committee that draws
up a constitution and by-laws for the reorganized The
National Soybean Growers’ Association, which is renamed
the “American Soybean Association” (ASA). Today it is
considered one of the world’s most powerful agricultural
commodity associations.
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1927 Jan. 14–Taylor Fouts is one of the first ten Indiana
Master Farmers honored by Prairie Farmer (Indiana)
magazine. He receives the prestigious Master Farmer award
and a gold medal in a public ceremony.
1927 Nov. 28–Taylor Fouts is elected president of the
ASA for a second time. He is the second person ever elected
to the ASA presidency for two terms; the first was William J.
Morse of the USDA in 1923-24, and 1924-25. Taylor, Noah,
and Finis write a light and witty article titled “Soyland–Fouts
Bros., Camden, Indiana,” published in the Proceedings of the
American Soybean Assoc. (p. 92-97).
1928–The Fouts brothers have sold their seed business,
Soyland Seeds, with its office by the railroad tracks in
Camden, to Roy M. Caldwell and Chester Joyce, who
rename the company Soy Seed Co. Soyland Seeds’ office
had been run by Rufus Fouts (son of Finis) until his untimely
death on 25 July 1926, at age 24 years and 8 months.
1929 March 5–Taylor Fouts home (built by his father,
Solomon, in about 1876-1877) burns to the ground. In 1930
Taylor and a hired man finish building a new house on the
foundation of the old one.
1938 Feb. 24–Noah Fouts dies in Dallas, Texas, as he is
returning home from a trip to California.
1943 April 3–Finis Fouts dies in Logansport, Cass Co.
1944 Sept.–Taylor writes “Soyland saga,” published
in Soybean Digest (p. 15-16). This is the single best history
of the Fouts brothers’ pioneering work with soybeans. It
contains two good photographs and the lyrics to the song he
wrote about soybeans in 1920.
1950 Aug. 29–Taylor Fouts is honored at the 30th annual
convention of the American Soybean Association, where
he is named an honorary life member and presented a goldplated medallion for his contribution to the soybean industry.
ASA’s first honorary life members were chosen in Sept. 1946
and 2-3 were named each year.
1952 Dec. 11–Taylor Fouts dies at his home near Deer
Creek, Carroll Co., Indiana. He had grown soybeans on his
farm for 49 consecutive years–longer than any other farmer
in America.
As of Oct. 1999 his son-in-law, Leo Bowman, continues
that tradition; soybeans are still being grown each year on
that farm.
As of Oct. 2012, soybeans are still being grown each
year on that farm, as part of a corn and soybean rotation.
The family farm is still a Hoosier Homestead, having been
owned by the same family for 100 years or more. Taylor’s
granddaughter, Mara Hendress, still lives in the house once
once owned by Tarlor. Dave Minich, the farmer who grows
the soybeans, has been recognized for his excellence as a
farmer both in Indiana and nationally.

(eng+) means that SOYINFO CENTER has done a partial
or complete translation into English of that document. An
asterisk in a listing of number of references [23* ref] means
that most of these references are not about soybeans or
soyfoods.

An asterisk (*) at the end of the record means that SOYINFO
CENTER does not own that document. A plus after eng
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SUBJECT/GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX BY RECORD
NUMBERS

Africa–Burkina Faso (Upper Volta before 4 Aug. 1984) 2872, 2898,
2957, 3968, 4008, 4788, 4840, 4841, 5128, 5219, 5220, 5408, 5415,
5727

Aarhus Oliefabrik (Aarhus, Denmark) 2214

Africa–Burundi (Part of the Belgian trust territory of RuandaUrundi or Belgian East Africa until 1962) 1320, 2369, 2389, 4822,
5128

Aburagé. See Tofu, Fried
Acid-base balance in diet and health. See Nutrition–Acid-Base
Balance
Acidophilus soymilk or soy acidophilus milk. See Soymilk,
Fermented
Adhesives, Asphalt Sealants and Preservation Agents, Caulking
Compounds, Artificial Leather, Foam, Polyols, and Other Minor
or General–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 898, 1330,
2272, 2400, 2790, 3381
Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building
Materials, Etc.–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins (Including Soy
Flour) 788, 815, 1763, 1810, 1839, 1881, 2033, 2172, 2225, 2249,
2272, 2286, 2362, 2403, 2439, 2454, 2460, 2547, 2667, 2798, 2828,
2870, 2920, 2933, 3059, 3151, 3198, 3381, 3489, 3615, 6144
Adjuvants, Carriers, and Surfactants for Pesticides, Herbicides, and
Other Agricultural Chemicals–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a NonDrying Oil 3034, 4061
ADM. See Archer Daniels Midland Co.
ADM Agri-Industries Ltd. (Windsor, Ontario, Canada). Formerly
named Maple Leaf Monarch, and before that Maple Leaf Mills Ltd.
(Including Maple Leaf Milling). Toronto Elevators Ltd. Merged
with Maple Leaf Milling in 1962 4021, 5111

Africa–Cameroon (Spelled Kamerun from 1884-1916; Cameroun
in French) 2419, 2427, 2824, 2872, 2898, 3802, 3832, 3833, 3873,
4038, 4158, 4269, 4800, 5003, 5062, 5128, 5154, 5220, 5589, 5727,
6760
Africa–Central African Republic (République Centrafricaine; Part
of Ubangi-Shari-Chad from 1906-1910. Then Ubangi-Shari or
Oubangui-Chari. Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910-1960.
Called Central African Empire from 1976-1979; Centrafrique in
French) 3834, 3873, 4158, 5128, 5727
Africa–Chad 5128, 6136, 6362
Africa–Comoros, Federal Islamic Republic of the. Isles Comores in
French. Also called Comoro Islands. Includes the islands of Great
Comoro (Grande Comore), Anjouan, Mayotte {a French Overseas
Territorial Collective since 1976}, and Mohéli 5727
Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Officially Democratic Republic of
the Congo (DRC or DR Congo). Also known as Congo-Kinshasa.
Named Zaire from Oct. 1971 to May 1997. Named Congo Free
State from 1855-1908, Belgian Congo (Congo Belge in French)
from 1908-1960, Republic of the Congo from 1960 to 1964, then
Democratic Republic of the Congo from 1964-1971 857, 946, 1320,
1821, 2244, 2260, 2275, 2313, 2369, 2389, 2426, 2445, 2447, 2507,
2560, 2755, 2831, 2882, 2910, 2946, 2973, 3048, 3205, 3321, 3342,
3362, 3455, 3688, 3692, 3703, 3940, 3942, 3943, 3944, 3946, 3947,
3948, 4822, 5003, 5128, 5220, 6135, 6341, 6760, 7214

Adulteration of Foods and its Detection 87, 728
Africa–Congo Republic (Officially Republic of the Congo or
People’s Republic of the Congo. Also known as Congo-Brazzaville.
Called Middle Congo {Moyen-Congo} from about 1880 to 1960.
Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910 to 1958) 3205, 3703,
5021, 5128, 6017, 6025

Adventists, Seventh-day. See Seventh-day Adventists
Adzuki bean. See Azuki Bean
Africa–Algeria, Democratic and Popular Republic of 196, 213,
219, 233, 378, 404, 405, 429, 570, 741, 775, 980, 1138, 1145, 1279,
1873, 2136, 2216, 2244, 2275, 2279, 2301, 2313, 2390, 2422, 2423,
2438, 2439, 2487, 2506, 2558, 2570, 2578, 2579, 2600, 2601, 2751,
2771, 2903, 3035, 3076, 3104, 3157, 3158, 3206, 3342, 5128

Africa–Cote d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast until Oct. 1985; Part of French
West Africa from 1895-1959) 2438, 2507, 2872, 2898, 2957, 3909,
3946, 3968, 4008, 4144, 4157, 4158, 4269, 4840, 5003, 5128, 5220,
5291, 5412, 5415, 5727, 6080, 6760

Africa–Angola 2136, 2378, 2379, 2695, 3005, 3362, 3688, 4269,
5128, 5542

Africa–Djibouti (Also Jibuti; French Somaliland–Côte Française
des Somalis–from 1892 to 1967. French Territory of the Afars and
Issas from 1967 to 1977) 5128

Africa Basic Foods. See Harrison, D.W. (M.D.), and Africa Basic
Foods (Uganda)
Africa–Benin (Bénin in French; Dahomey before 1975; Part of
French West Africa from 1904-1960) 688, 2438, 2507, 2872, 2957,
3342, 5003, 5128, 5220, 5589, 5727, 6759, 6760, 6832

Africa–Egypt. Named United Arab Republic (UAR) from 19581971 158, 783, 825, 860, 861, 1236, 1479, 1485, 1538, 1593, 1648,
1751, 2244, 2275, 2423, 2438, 2446, 2749, 2799, 3047, 3048, 3381,
3496, 3857, 3902, 4140, 4259, 4269, 4284, 4309, 4355, 4463, 4491,
4566, 4572, 5128, 5183, 5184, 5185, 5190, 5270, 5394, 5405, 5415,
5537, 5589, 5746, 6164, 6286, 6723, 7132

Africa–Botswana (Bechuanaland until 1966) 5128
Africa–Equatorial Guinea (Rio Muni + Fernando Po; Spanish
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Guinea before Oct. 1968) 6037
Africa–Eritrea (Part of Ethiopia PDR from 1952 to May 1993)
1832, 2275

Africa–Kenya (British East Africa Protectorate from 1895.
Renamed Kenya Protectorate in 1920) 656, 692, 2281, 3299, 3692,
3816, 3858, 4157, 4277, 5128, 6164, 6177, 6342, 7151, 7189, 7190,
7198, 7207

Africa–Ethiopia (Including Eritrea in Ethiopia PDR from 1952 to
May 1993. Formerly Part of Italian East Africa) 1832, 2275, 3110,
3182, 3712, 4157, 4158, 4269, 5128, 5220, 5727, 5858, 5866, 6859,
7090, 7174, 7190, 7198, 7214, 7222

Africa–Lesotho (Basutoland before 1966). Constitutional Monarchy
Surrounded by South Africa.. 2281
Africa–Liberia 4170

Africa–Gabon (Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910 to 1958)
5128, 5220, 6145
Africa–Gambia (The). Includes Senegambia.. 656, 692, 705, 787,
791, 794, 876, 1320, 1479, 1485, 2244, 2247, 2281, 3047, 3048
Africa (General) 425, 643, 654, 661, 697, 789, 1278, 1328, 1408,
1477, 1542, 2172, 2199, 2231, 2276, 2279, 2330, 2332, 2438, 2499,
2559, 2989, 3678, 3688, 4158, 4557, 5128, 5220, 5277, 5284, 5299,
5504, 5611, 5620, 5727, 5751, 6215, 6391, 6760, 6829, 6831, 6962,
7055, 7171, 7179, 7187, 7188, 7190, 7207, 7214
Africa–Ghana (Gold Coast before 1957) 692, 791, 796, 876, 1320,
1479, 1485, 2244, 2247, 2281, 2438, 3048, 3071, 3094, 3224, 3688,
3859, 4157, 4166, 4167, 4269, 4401, 4749, 5003, 5128, 5220, 5594,
5748, 6280, 6567, 6780, 7088, 7096, 7120, 7179, 7184, 7185, 7187,
7188, 7189, 7190, 7194, 7198, 7202, 7214, 7221, 7225
Africa–Guinea (French Guinea before 1958; Guinée in French; Part
of French West Africa from 1895-1958) 2872, 2898, 5128, 5220,
5727
Africa–Guinea-Bissau (Portuguese Guinea before Sept. 1974) 5128,
5220
Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain African country 137, 206, 558,
656, 692, 714, 803, 857, 946, 1832, 2136, 2140, 2244, 2275, 2281,
2369, 2872, 2898, 3703, 4170, 6037
Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not yet in)
a certain African country 688, 729, 774, 1320, 1832, 2507
Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African country
558, 656, 688, 692, 714, 803, 857, 946, 1832, 2136, 2140, 2244,
2275, 2281, 2369, 2872, 2898, 3703, 3834, 4170, 6037
Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain African country 137,
206, 558, 622, 656, 692, 714, 1320, 1832, 2140, 2244, 2260, 2275,
2281, 2369, 2378, 2379, 2389, 2872, 2957, 2973, 3703, 3858, 4157,
4158, 4170, 5727, 6037, 6962
Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African
country 558, 622, 656, 688, 692, 714, 946, 1320, 1832, 2140, 2244,
2247, 2260, 2275, 2281, 2369, 2378, 2379, 2389, 2872, 2957, 3703,
3834, 3858, 4157, 4158, 4170, 5727, 6037, 6962

Africa–Libya (Including Tripoli, Tripolitania, and Cyrenaica; Also
Spelled Libia) 1832, 2247, 2275, 5128
Africa–Madagascar (Malagasy Republic or Republique Malgache
before 1975) 1035, 1284, 2244, 2275, 3110, 3189, 3662, 3742,
3831, 3873, 4158, 4675, 4840, 5036, 5128, 5220, 5727
Africa–Malawi (Nyasaland from 1891-1964) 692, 780, 2082, 2260,
2281, 2841, 2964, 3079, 3080, 3120, 3146, 3230, 3235, 3324, 3339,
3358, 3392, 3455, 3720, 3873, 5128, 5542, 6647, 6962, 7171, 7187,
7189, 7190, 7198, 7214
Africa–Mali (Part of French West Africa from 1895-1960. Senegal
& Sudanese Republic from June 20 to August 20, 1960. Formerly
also called French Sudan (Soudan français, created on 18 Aug.
1890) and Upper Senegal-Niger (Haute-Sénégal et Niger)) 2244,
2507, 2872, 2898, 2957, 5128, 5220, 5594, 5612, 5727, 6331, 7190
Africa–Mauritania, Islamic Republic of (Part of French West Africa
from 1904-1960) 5128, 6331
Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice, Including Rodriguez, in the
Mascarene Islands, 450 Miles East of Madagascar) 714, 782, 787,
794, 1035, 1343, 1479, 1485, 2260, 2275, 2281, 3342, 3913, 3979,
3980
Africa–Morocco, Kingdom of (Including Western Sahara. Divided
into French Morocco and Spanish Morocco from 1912-1956) 2244,
2275, 2279, 2383, 2422, 2438, 2498, 2558, 2570, 2587, 2594, 2901,
2904, 2905, 3342, 3362, 3997, 4865, 5128, 5306
Africa–Mozambique (Moçambique; Portuguese East Africa before
1975) 774, 777, 813, 1343, 3253, 3266, 3322, 3661, 3682, 3683,
5128, 5233, 5542, 7171, 7186, 7187
Africa–Namibia (German South-West Africa from 1885 to 1915,
and South-West Africa from 1919 to 1966 as a mandate of the
Union of South Africa. Namibia came into popular use in 1966 and
became official in March 1990) 5128
Africa–Niger (Part of French West Africa from 1904-1959) 2507,
5128, 5727, 6136
Africa–Nigeria, Federal Republic of 692, 791, 876, 1320, 1479,
1485, 2244, 2247, 2281, 2438, 2824, 2898, 2910, 3047, 3048, 3110,
3237, 3241, 3243, 3321, 3342, 3344, 3362, 3394, 3455, 3528, 3583,
3594, 3614, 3632, 3653, 3703, 3728, 3765, 3789, 3793, 3816, 3830,
3834, 3859, 3883, 3941, 3997, 4023, 4024, 4134, 4143, 4144, 4151,
4157, 4170, 4269, 4300, 4349, 4350, 4422, 4423, 4449, 4683, 4689,
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4745, 4749, 4814, 4840, 4851, 4881, 4882, 4923, 4968, 4969, 4978,
5003, 5079, 5128, 5186, 5187, 5188, 5201, 5220, 5277, 5278, 5282,
5284, 5390, 5415, 5534, 5546, 5571, 5722, 5727, 5748, 5839, 5881,
6028, 6085, 6086, 6094, 6119, 6135, 6136, 6150, 6156, 6164, 6166,
6167, 6170, 6212, 6237, 6264, 6288, 6321, 6341, 6342, 6359, 6399,
6429, 6442, 6464, 6510, 6513, 6621, 6629, 6667, 6696, 6755, 6759,
6760, 6772, 6829, 6830, 6832, 6839, 6878, 6892, 6916, 6956, 6957,
7033, 7034, 7041, 7055, 7064, 7155, 7171, 7187, 7203, 7214
Africa–Reunion (Réunion is a Department of France, in the
Mascarene Islands, 425 Miles East of Madagascar) 2275, 5727
Africa–Rwanda (Part of the Belgian trust territory of RuandaUrundi or Belgian East Africa until 1962) 1320, 2369, 2389, 3362,
3703, 3858, 3873, 4103, 4157, 5003, 5128, 5220, 5727, 6170, 7122,
7164, 7216, 7217
Africa–Senegal (Part of French West Africa from 1895-1959.
Sénégal & Sudanese Republic from June 20 to August 20, 1960.
Includes Senegambia) 206, 1343, 1472, 2493, 2507, 3873, 3977,
4158, 4783, 4840, 5003, 5079, 5128, 5154, 5219, 5220, 5247, 5727,
5863, 6331
Africa–Seychelles, Republic of 2281
Africa–Sierra Leone 791, 876, 898, 1320, 1479, 1485, 2244, 2247,
2260, 2281, 4157, 4227, 4269, 4405, 4691, 5003, 5128
Africa–Somalia. (Formed in 1960 by the Union of British
Somaliland and Italian Somaliland. Formerly Part of Italian East
Africa) 1832, 5128
Africa–South Africa, Republic of (Including four former
Homelands–Bophuthatswana, Transkei, Venda, and Ciskei). Named
Union of South Africa from May 1910 to May 1961 516, 558, 566,
595, 604, 611, 622, 634, 656, 659, 670, 692, 705, 723, 728, 729,
748, 757, 766, 767, 772, 774, 775, 780, 787, 791, 794, 807, 830,
855, 875, 876, 898, 1035, 1278, 1330, 1479, 1485, 1751, 1773,
1819, 1884, 1955, 1956, 1958, 1992, 2044, 2064, 2087, 2091, 2094,
2124, 2181, 2247, 2275, 2281, 2293, 2296, 2305, 2319, 2361, 2423,
2438, 2472, 2474, 2541, 2560, 2572, 2618, 2698, 2723, 2824, 2878,
2900, 3036, 3048, 3049, 3067, 3092, 3110, 3114, 3193, 3230, 3235,
3275, 3322, 3324, 3362, 3455, 3564, 3612, 3621, 3686, 3703, 3744,
3784, 3787, 3816, 3834, 3858, 3873, 4152, 4158, 4286, 4474, 5128,
5220, 5277, 5498, 7027, 7055, 7163, 7206, 7214, 7216
Africa–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses 2427, 2777, 2957, 3110, 3594, 3816, 3858, 4157,
5201, 5405, 5412, 5537, 5542, 5589, 5746, 6760
Africa, soyfoods movement. See Soyfoods Movement in Africa
Africa–Sudan (Anglo-Egyptian Sudan from 1899-1956) 692, 2247,
2275, 2281, 2507, 3265, 3797, 4084, 4573, 4807, 5128, 5565, 7113,
7115, 7138, 7178, 7214
Africa–Swaziland, Kingdom of (Independent Kingdom Inside
South Africa; Formerly Also Spelled Swazieland) 2140, 4203,
4269, 4405, 4487, 4691, 5542

Africa–Tanzania, United Republic of (Formed the Bulk of German
East Africa 1895-1946. Tanganyika existed 1920-1961. Created in
1964 by Merger of Tanganyika and Zanzibar) 729, 736, 803, 1086,
1422, 1968, 1971, 2281, 2901, 2904, 3166, 3209, 3224, 3237, 3241,
3276, 3288, 3314, 3317, 3318, 3319, 3321, 3326, 3342, 3366, 3372,
3373, 3374, 3394, 3408, 3417, 3418, 3455, 3480, 3504, 3518, 3519,
3586, 3595, 3653, 3656, 3688, 3692, 3703, 3797, 3816, 3858, 3873,
3997, 4146, 4157, 4242, 4243, 4244, 4246, 4300, 4322, 4562, 4693,
4814, 4948, 4964, 5079, 5128, 5220, 5415, 5611, 5620, 5727, 6647,
6962, 7055, 7214
Africa–Togo (Togoland until 1914) 2438, 2957, 4372, 4373, 4374,
4791, 4840, 4841, 5003, 5128, 5219, 5220, 5594, 5612, 5727, 6362
Africa–Tunisia 121, 137, 138, 213, 570, 688, 775, 776, 980, 1025,
1279, 1380, 1538, 1873, 2247, 2275, 2279, 2438, 2498, 2651, 2653,
2901, 2903, 2941, 5128
Africa–Uganda 2281, 2328, 2490, 2566, 2693, 2699, 2774, 2777,
2778, 2832, 2833, 2883, 2886, 2887, 3366, 3816, 3858, 3929, 4291,
4848, 5128, 5220, 5611, 7204, 7214
Africa–Zambia (Northern Rhodesia from 1899-1964) 692, 763,
766, 1386, 1417, 2281, 2438, 2750, 2782, 2936, 3237, 3342, 3404,
3487, 3688, 3703, 3797, 3858, 3982, 3994, 4064, 4075, 4130, 4223,
4269, 5003, 5128, 5166, 5220, 5542, 5595, 5602, 5662, 5727, 5728,
6647, 7055, 7189, 7190, 7198, 7214
Africa–Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia from 1923-1970, Rhodesia
from 1970-79) 558, 692, 763, 766, 1386, 1417, 1755, 1794, 2082,
2184, 2244, 2275, 2281, 2364, 2438, 2474, 2614, 2734, 2750, 2782,
2824, 2936, 2951, 3156, 3204, 3237, 3321, 3339, 3362, 3392, 3393,
3394, 3487, 3504, 3658, 3682, 3690, 3695, 3703, 3720, 3744, 3797,
3858, 4152, 4269, 4456, 5003, 5128, 5220, 5504, 5542, 5589, 5592,
5599, 5604, 5605, 5608, 5727, 6647, 6758
Ag Processing Inc a cooperative (AGP) 6441
Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA). See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Adjustment
Administration
Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering, Bureau. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and
Industrial Chemistry
Agricultural colleges and universities, state. See Land-Grant
Colleges and Universities
Agricultural Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Experiment Stations in the United States 234, 241,
249, 250, 252, 272, 276, 277, 278, 285, 286, 290, 291, 293, 295,
302, 305, 308, 310, 311, 314, 315, 316, 318, 319, 320, 322, 324,
325, 326, 327, 329, 330, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 341,
342, 345, 347, 348, 349, 351, 352, 353, 355, 356, 358, 360, 362,
363, 366, 367, 368, 370, 371, 375, 379, 383, 384, 391, 392, 393,
394, 396, 398, 399, 409, 413, 415, 416, 418, 420, 435, 437, 439,
444, 448, 456, 457, 464, 470, 485, 486, 488, 490, 493, 494, 495,
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498, 499, 505, 507, 510, 511, 513, 515, 520, 521, 523, 524, 525,
526, 528, 538, 545, 553, 554, 555, 557, 562, 568, 573, 574, 575,
577, 579, 580, 582, 586, 587, 591, 593, 594, 598, 602, 603, 610,
613, 615, 623, 628, 636, 640, 641, 642, 644, 645, 655, 658, 660,
666, 669, 670, 671, 672, 677, 687, 756, 771, 779, 781, 795, 798,
799, 800, 805, 808, 810, 816, 817, 820, 822, 833, 839, 843, 845,
847, 853, 854, 869, 872, 874, 877, 879, 884, 887, 888, 889, 890,
894, 896, 900, 901, 902, 903, 904, 908, 912, 913, 914, 916, 917,
918, 921, 923, 924, 925, 926, 933, 934, 935, 937, 938, 940, 942,
947, 951, 953, 955, 957, 960, 969, 974, 976, 977, 979, 986, 987,
989, 1002, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1019, 1020,
1021, 1022, 1028, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1036, 1037, 1038, 1041,
1042, 1045, 1048, 1049, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1060, 1065, 1067,
1068, 1069, 1073, 1075, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1086, 1088, 1089, 1091,
1096, 1097, 1098, 1105, 1108, 1109, 1111, 1112, 1114, 1121, 1131,
1136, 1139, 1140, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1146, 1147, 1154, 1155, 1167,
1180, 1185, 1186, 1190, 1195, 1196, 1198, 1200, 1202, 1205, 1218,
1223, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1245, 1250, 1254, 1264, 1269, 1270,
1275, 1282, 1287, 1288, 1293, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1299, 1301, 1303,
1309, 1311, 1316, 1318, 1319, 1322, 1323, 1324, 1326, 1327, 1331,
1332, 1333, 1335, 1342, 1345, 1346, 1348, 1353, 1355, 1356, 1357,
1358, 1361, 1362, 1366, 1368, 1374, 1378, 1381, 1382, 1384, 1387,
1388, 1394, 1398, 1399, 1402, 1416, 1418, 1420, 1421, 1422, 1425,
1427, 1431, 1432, 1436, 1438, 1439, 1440, 1441, 1444, 1445, 1448,
1450, 1452, 1456, 1458, 1459, 1462, 1463, 1464, 1469, 1474, 1480,
1481, 1484, 1488, 1490, 1492, 1494, 1496, 1497, 1498, 1500, 1502,
1507, 1508, 1510, 1515, 1519, 1521, 1522, 1524, 1526, 1530, 1534,
1535, 1536, 1541, 1543, 1547, 1548, 1564, 1565, 1571, 1572, 1574,
1576, 1578, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1585, 1594, 1595, 1596, 1597,
1598, 1603, 1604, 1607, 1608, 1610, 1612, 1614, 1620, 1625, 1626,
1628, 1632, 1636, 1643, 1644, 1646, 1647, 1649, 1650, 1651, 1653,
1655, 1657, 1658, 1659, 1661, 1662, 1664, 1665, 1667, 1668, 1669,
1670, 1671, 1675, 1676, 1677, 1682, 1683, 1689, 1692, 1696, 1700,
1704, 1705, 1706, 1709, 1710, 1711, 1712, 1714, 1715, 1716, 1718,
1719, 1721, 1722, 1727, 1730, 1738, 1739, 1743, 1744, 1745, 1751,
1757, 1758, 1759, 1761, 1762, 1763, 1764, 1765, 1768, 1772, 1776,
1777, 1780, 1781, 1785, 1786, 1791, 1797, 1798, 1799, 1800, 1801,
1802, 1809, 1810, 1811, 1812, 1814, 1815, 1822, 1829, 1841, 1843,
1847, 1855, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1860, 1864, 1868, 1870, 1881, 1882,
1897, 1904, 1905, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1912, 1913, 1924, 1941, 1942,
1943, 1944, 1946, 1957, 1959, 1963, 1967, 1976, 1977, 1980, 1984,
1987, 1988, 1989, 2006, 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025, 2028, 2029, 2032,
2033, 2034, 2035, 2059, 2065, 2067, 2068, 2078, 2085, 2092, 2102,
2105, 2106, 2108, 2111, 2115, 2116, 2117, 2120, 2121, 2128, 2136,
2154, 2163, 2164, 2166, 2168, 2169, 2183, 2187, 2202, 2208, 2211,
2212, 2218, 2219, 2241, 2250, 2254, 2263, 2273, 2274, 2287, 2290,
2291, 2299, 2303, 2310, 2315, 2325, 2336, 2337, 2339, 2343, 2344,
2359, 2362, 2388, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 2399, 2401, 2405, 2406,
2409, 2416, 2417, 2438, 2439, 2444, 2462, 2478, 2482, 2496, 2516,
2536, 2555, 2561, 2573, 2588, 2592, 2593, 2596, 2597, 2598, 2599,
2603, 2612, 2613, 2633, 2634, 2636, 2646, 2650, 2654, 2655, 2657,
2660, 2665, 2668, 2675, 2676, 2681, 2682, 2689, 2697, 2707, 2714,
2717, 2718, 2719, 2720, 2721, 2722, 2724, 2725, 2727, 2730, 2732,
2733, 2735, 2737, 2739, 2740, 2741, 2744, 2745, 2756, 2757, 2762,
2768, 2773, 2780, 2781, 2785, 2791, 2792, 2794, 2795, 2798, 2801,
2808, 2810, 2812, 2813, 2822, 2823, 2827, 2838, 2839, 2849, 2850,
2856, 2858, 2861, 2864, 2885, 2888, 2891, 2895, 2911, 2913, 2914,
2915, 2918, 2919, 2920, 2921, 2927, 2929, 2930, 2955, 2974, 2981,
2983, 2992, 2993, 2999, 3000, 3009, 3012, 3015, 3017, 3025, 3026,
3027, 3062, 3078, 3083, 3086, 3089, 3103, 3106, 3107, 3109, 3112,

3123, 3125, 3127, 3131, 3133, 3134, 3141, 3164, 3167, 3169, 3171,
3172, 3180, 3198, 3200, 3212, 3215, 3218, 3242, 3247, 3252, 3257,
3261, 3262, 3279, 3284, 3285, 3287, 3289, 3292, 3296, 3298, 3302,
3303, 3304, 3307, 3308, 3329, 3330, 3332, 3335, 3336, 3338, 3349,
3350, 3376, 3383, 3386, 3387, 3388, 3395, 3402, 3422, 3425, 3426,
3427, 3430, 3431, 3433, 3439, 3440, 3441, 3442, 3463, 3466, 3468,
3470, 3472, 3473, 3474, 3475, 3478, 3482, 3484, 3488, 3513, 3514,
3515, 3521, 3527, 3542, 3558, 3563, 3576, 3579, 3580, 3596, 3597,
3606, 3608, 3615, 3617, 3633, 3654, 3655, 3657, 3676, 3698, 3702,
3706, 3727, 3735, 3745, 3788, 3822, 3835, 3839, 3840, 3893, 3895,
3918, 3936, 3939, 4001, 4009, 4012, 4013, 4014, 4016, 4026, 4053,
4068, 4093, 4139, 4153, 4154, 4164, 4175, 4222, 4249, 4260, 4303,
4342, 4359, 4361, 4410, 4413, 4417, 4425, 4428, 4451, 4453, 4483,
4550, 4636, 4647, 4712, 4766, 4771, 4817, 4823, 4824, 4873, 4894,
4965, 5012, 5022, 5045, 5075, 5085, 5086, 5088, 5093, 5200, 5202,
5244, 5491, 5496, 5527, 5529, 5785, 5919, 6545, 6551, 6631, 6646,
6688, 6797, 6844, 7003, 7144, 7145, 7240
Agricultural Marketing Service of USDA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Marketing Service
(AMS)
Agricultural Research Service of USDA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Research Service
(ARS)
Agronomy, soybean. See Cultural Practices, Soybean Production
Aihara, Herman and Cornellia–Their Life and Work with
Macrobiotics 4019, 5114, 6661
Ajinomoto Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan) 1723, 2991, 4860
Akwarius Almere. See Manna Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The
Netherlands)
Albert’s Tofuhaus (Lautersheim, Germany). Formerly named Albert
Hess Tofuhaus Rittersheim, Tofuhaus Tiefenthal, and Das Tofuhaus
5016, 5017, 6004, 6273, 6282, 6369, 6502
Alfa-Laval (Lund, Sweden) 4762, 5036, 5350, 5431, 6024
Alfalfa or Lucerne / Lucern (Medicago sativa) 141, 252, 295, 300,
302, 322, 325, 341, 345, 355, 393, 399, 418, 433, 434, 439, 488,
526, 538, 550, 558, 561, 593, 602, 605, 608, 618, 622, 628, 638,
658, 669, 674, 677, 719, 740, 743, 808, 837, 862, 873, 886, 889,
904, 905, 908, 911, 914, 962, 965, 967, 986, 987, 1010, 1021, 1043,
1047, 1058, 1062, 1065, 1069, 1076, 1092, 1107, 1117, 1136, 1146,
1153, 1223, 1226, 1230, 1234, 1258, 1283, 1285, 1293, 1310, 1326,
1328, 1334, 1335, 1349, 1355, 1356, 1413, 1430, 1443, 1457, 1481,
1484, 1492, 1498, 1504, 1506, 1530, 1571, 1582, 1600, 1601, 1602,
1687, 1708, 1746, 1756, 1814, 1868, 1909, 1914, 2067, 2102, 2110,
2216, 2235, 2303, 2530, 2571, 2754, 2861, 2927, 3193, 3386, 3430,
3469, 3577, 3647, 3714, 4116, 4817, 4891, 5064, 5190, 6126, 6560
Alfalfa or Lucerne / Lucern (Medicago sativa)–Other Uses for
Human Food or Drink, Including Tea, Flour, Tablets, and Leaf
Protein Concentrate (LPC). See Also Alfalfa Sprouts 3891, 5670
Alkaline food, ash, reaction, or balance in diet and health. See
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Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance

5636, 6258, 6592

Allergies. See Nutrition–Biologically Active Phytochemicals–
Allergens

American Natural Snacks (St. Augustine, Florida) 5703, 5947,
5980, 6031, 6058, 6224, 6287, 6437, 6507, 6593

Allied Mills, Inc. (Formed 6 Aug. 1929) by the Merger of American
Milling Co. (Peoria, Illinois) and McMillen Feed Co. Maker of
Wayne Feeds 2229, 2250, 2590, 2746, 3381, 3571, 3835, 4957

American Philosophical Society (Philadelphia). See Franklin,
Benjamin

All-India Research Project on Soyabean (ICAR). See Asia, South–
India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR)
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. (Milwaukee, Wisconsin). Made
Farm Equipment (Tractors, Combines) and Soybean Processing
Equipment (Driers, Rolling and Flaking Mills, Solvent Extraction
Units) 1950, 2411, 2469, 2767, 3006, 3623, 3836, 3990, 4209, 4314
Almond Butter or Almond Paste 5575, 6008, 6071, 6072, 6073,
6087
Almond Milk and Cream. See also: Almonds Used to Flavor
Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc.. 691, 6642, 7125

American Soy Products (Michigan). See Natural Foods Distributors
and Manufacturers in the USA–Eden Foods
American Soy Products (Saline, Michigan). Started Nov. 1986
6116, 6210, 6300, 6301, 6455, 6618, 6619, 6639
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities in the United
States and Canada, and General Information (Headquarters in
St. Louis, Missouri. Established 3 Sept. 1920. Named National
Soybean Growers’ Association until 1925) 1707, 1711, 1756, 1895,
2272, 2305, 2609, 2657, 2746, 3053, 3055, 3571, 3668, 3835, 3838,
3886, 4080, 4248, 4524, 4550, 4602, 5298, 5785, 5809, 7127
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offices, and
Influence in Asia 2907, 3605, 3786, 3838, 4248

Almond Oil 865
Almonds Used to Flavor Commercial Soymilk, Soy Ice Cream,
Soy Cheese, Amazake, Rice Milk, or Other Commercial Non-Dairy
Products 5015, 5060, 5134, 5203, 5378, 5439, 5502, 5523, 5575,
5639, 5794, 5909, 6008, 6112, 6122, 6533, 6587, 6622, 6653, 6654,
6732
Almonds (Prunus dulcis syn. P. amygdalus)–Especially Origin and
Early History of the Almond. Including Almond Bread, Almond
Meal, and Almonds Seasoned with Soy Sauce / Tamari 135, 281,
361, 525, 865, 886, 926, 1138, 1328, 2300, 3917, 6825, 6845, 6846,
6958, 7109, 7124
Alpro (Wevelgem, Belgium), Including the Provamel and Belsoy
Brands Sold in Health Foods Stores 4914, 4915, 5002, 5027, 5036,
5092, 5231, 5348, 5349, 5396, 5427, 5762, 5778, 5791, 5898, 5924,
6293, 6740, 6993, 7018

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offices, and
Influence in Europe (Western and Eastern) 3016, 3465, 3696, 3786
American Soybean Association (ASA)–American Soybean Institute
(1969-1973), an Industry-Wide Association 3838
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Checkoff Programs
(Legislated / Mandatory Funding. State Programs Starting in North
Carolina in Sept. 1966, National Programs–SPARC–Starting in
1989-1991), and State Promotion Boards (Research & Promotion
Councils) 3652, 3838, 6397, 6797
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Funding and Fundraising
Before Checkoff Program or 1971. Voluntary or from USDA (FAS
or ARS) 1678, 1722, 3838
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Honorary Life Members
2753, 3066, 3574, 7240

Alternative medicine. See Medicine–Alternative
Aluminum in the Diet and Cooking Utensils–Problems. Soy Is Not
Mentioned 3264
Amaranth, Grown for Grain / Seed (Amaranthus hypochondriacus,
A. caudatus, and A. cruentus. Genus formerly spelled Amarantus)
4481, 4694, 5467, 5476, 5478, 5772, 6244, 6469
Amazake. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake
American Lecithin Corp. (Incorporated 1930), American Lecithin
Company (Re-incorporated 1934-35), and Joseph Eichberg,
President of Both 2272, 2439

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Japanese-American
Soybean Institute (JASI) 3381, 3838, 4602
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Legislative Activities 1870,
1946, 3838
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Meetings / Conventions
(Annual) and Meeting Sites 1335, 1359, 1387, 1388, 1394, 1493,
1522, 1525, 1661, 1662, 1663, 1664, 1665, 1678, 1689, 1710, 1718,
1719, 1722, 1762, 1803, 1869, 1870, 1944, 1945, 2026, 2123, 2739,
2745, 3571, 3838
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Members and Membership
Statistics 1678, 1722, 2746

American Milling Co. See Allied Mills, Inc.
American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton, North Carolina) 5212, 5321,

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Officers, Directors (Board),
and Special Committees 1662, 1663, 1664, 1678, 1722, 1762, 1824,
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1870, 1946, 1947, 2657, 2739, 2753, 3022, 6473, 7240
American Soybean Association (ASA) or United Soybean Board–
Activities Related to Food Uses of Soybeans / Soyfoods, or Soy
Nutrition, Outside the United States (Not Including Soy Oil) 3016,
6157, 6443

Goitrogens, Hemagglutinins (Lectins), Trypsin / Protease Inhibitors.
See also: Phytic Acid 4524, 6436
Antioxidants and Antioxidant / Antioxidative Activity (Especially in
Soybeans and Soyfoods) 2767, 5690, 6130, 6400, 6639, 6714, 6716
Appliances. See Blender

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Periodicals, Including
Soybean Digest, Proceedings of the American Soybean Assoc.,
Soybean Blue Book, Soya Bluebook, Late News, etc.. 3381, 3838,
4248, 4602
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Soybean Council of
America (June 1956-1969). Replaced by American Soybean
Institute (Est. 11 July 1969) 3381, 3465, 3605, 3668, 3696, 3786,
3838
American Soybean Association (ASA)–State Soybean Associations
and Boards (Starting with Minnesota in 1962) 3652, 3827, 3838,
4248, 6277, 6397, 6628, 6789, 7162
American Soybean Association (ASA)–State Soybean Associations
and United Soybean Board–Activities Related to Food Uses of
Soybeans / Soyfoods, or Soy Nutrition, in the United States (Not
Including Soy Oil or Edible Oil Products) 1335, 1525, 1661, 1662,
1678, 2026, 2123, 2252, 2272, 2300, 2745, 4080, 6277, 6397, 6571,
6575
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Strayer. See Strayer Family
of Iowa

Appropriate Foods, Inc. (Brooklyn, New York). Founded by Robert
Werz and David Sibek in Nov. 1980. Incl. Tempeh Brothers and
Soy Source 4652, 4744, 4878, 4879, 4898, 4899, 5007, 5008, 5009,
5131, 5132, 5144, 5145, 5146, 5147, 5242, 5476, 5477
APV Systems, Soya Technology Division. Named Danish Turnkey
Dairies Ltd., Soya Technology Division until 1987 (Aarhus,
Denmark; DTD / STS) 5006, 5092, 5231, 5509, 7008
Aquaculture. See Fish or Crustaceans (e.g. Shrimp) Fed Soybean
Meal Using Aquaculture or Mariculture
Archaeology and Archaeological Discoveries of Ancient Soybeans
or Soyfoods 3846, 5101, 5547
Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM) (Decatur, Illinois;
Minneapolis, Minnesota until 1969) 2026, 2272, 2286, 2362, 2590,
3066, 3082, 3098, 3231, 3381, 3739, 4021, 4524, 4605, 4957, 4958,
5036, 5111, 5222, 5371, 5396, 5438, 5499, 5677, 5762, 5764, 5776,
5777, 5802, 5838, 5921, 5922, 5977, 5992, 6067, 6105, 6185, 6206,
6391, 6493, 6721, 6851
Argentina. See Latin America, South America–Argentina

American Soybean Association (ASA)–United Soybean Board
(USB, Established 1991, Chesterfield, Missouri) 6277, 6541, 6575,
6773, 6782, 7017, 7160, 7189, 7225

Arkady, British. See British Arkady Co. Ltd.
Arkansas Grain Corp. See Riceland Foods

Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition and Content. See also
Nutrition–Protein Quality; Soy Sauce, HVP Type 1723, 2234, 2362,
2417, 2681, 2892, 2953, 3381, 3507, 3784, 3903, 3915, 4029, 4119,
4198, 4602, 5603, 5674, 5729, 5905, 6409, 6479

Arlington Experimental Farm. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Arlington Experimental Farm

Anatomy, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and
Anatomy

Arrowhead Mills (Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas).
Established in Aug. 1960 by Frank Ford. Including Arrowhead
Distributing 3824, 3890, 3891, 3894, 3897, 3898, 4019, 4433, 6107,
6258

Anderson International Corp. (Cleveland, Ohio). Manufacturer of
Expellers for Soybean Crushing, Solvent Extraction Equipment,
and Extrusion Cooking Equipment. Formerly V.D. Anderson Co.
and Anderson IBEC 1437, 1948, 2745, 2767, 3381, 4958

Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa). Incl. Associated Seed Growers,
Inc. Acquired in Feb. 1997 by Monsanto Co. from Empresas La
Moderna, S.A. (ELM) 2754, 2948, 4769, 5042, 6473, 6476, 6517,
6558, 6618

Andreas Family of Minnesota and Iowa–Incl. Reuben Peter
Andreas, and his sons Albert, Glenn, Dwayne (1918- ), and Lowell
Andreas (1922- ) 4605

Asia, Central (General) 213, 6913

Ang-kak. See Koji, Red Rice

Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain Central Asian country 94, 95, 96,
2139, 3451, 3556, 3988

Ang-kak or angkak. See Koji, Red Rice
Animal Rights / Liberation. Avoidance of Exploitation of Animals
by Humans 7043

Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not yet in)
a certain Central Asian country 1194

Antinutritional Factors (General). See also: Allergens, Estrogens,

Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
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concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Central Asian
country 94, 95, 96, 2139, 3451, 3556, 3988
Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Central Asian country
94, 95, 96, 2139, 3556, 3988
Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains
the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain
Central Asian country 94, 95, 96, 2139, 3556, 3988
Asia, Central–Kazakhstan / Kazakstan (Formerly Kazakh SSR, a
Central Asian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 2139, 3003,
3544, 4116, 4298, 6913, 7193
Asia, Central–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 758
Asia, Central–Tajikistan (Formerly Tadzhik SSR, a Central Asian
Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991. Also spelled Tadzhikistan)
4123, 6913
Asia, Central–Turkistan / Turkestan. Its Western Part (Russian
Turkestan or West Turkestan) late 1800s to 1924. Its Eastern Part
(Chinese Turkestan, Kashgaria, or East Turkestan) 1700s to ca.
1884, when it Became Sinkiang 2438
Asia, Central–Turkmenistan (Formerly Turkmen SSR, a Central
Asian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 3988, 4188, 6913
Asia, Central–Uzbekistan (Formerly Uzbek SSR, a Central Asian
Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 4690, 5189, 5302, 6015,
6913
Asia, East–China–Chinese Restaurants Outside China, or Soy
Ingredients Used in Chinese-Style Recipes, Food Products, or
Dishes Outside China 1182
Asia, East–China (People’s Republic of China; Zhonghua Renmin
Gonghe Guo). See also Hong Kong, Manchuria, and Tibet 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 38, 40, 41, 42, 44, 47, 49, 50,
51, 79, 80, 84, 85, 86, 87, 90, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 102, 103, 106, 107,
111, 112, 117, 121, 126, 129, 131, 135, 136, 137, 138, 148, 149,
154, 159, 161, 162, 195, 196, 197, 198, 210, 211, 213, 218, 222,
229, 235, 239, 240, 241, 243, 248, 251, 254, 259, 260, 263, 270,
294, 307, 317, 328, 346, 359, 378, 393, 401, 410, 425, 429, 436,
444, 453, 521, 522, 541, 542, 575, 605, 629, 637, 639, 641, 651,
654, 656, 658, 663, 668, 673, 678, 705, 717, 723, 730, 735, 736,
741, 742, 744, 745, 746, 750, 753, 764, 770, 775, 778, 788, 793,
811, 815, 866, 867, 958, 959, 973, 985, 1006, 1025, 1027, 1094,
1133, 1142, 1145, 1154, 1173, 1184, 1189, 1199, 1212, 1224, 1276,
1279, 1325, 1376, 1400, 1407, 1408, 1455, 1479, 1487, 1491, 1504,
1537, 1538, 1540, 1542, 1599, 1603, 1627, 1648, 1665, 1723, 1733,
1751, 1763, 1818, 1820, 1839, 1893, 1896, 1916, 1922, 1926, 1927,
1929, 1930, 1939, 1948, 1953, 1954, 1964, 1965, 1986, 2033, 2035,
2040, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2134, 2142, 2148, 2149, 2160, 2199, 2231,
2234, 2243, 2245, 2260, 2272, 2275, 2276, 2279, 2295, 2301, 2330,
2332, 2335, 2365, 2394, 2408, 2423, 2438, 2452, 2498, 2508, 2509,
2558, 2560, 2565, 2587, 2590, 2632, 2702, 2741, 2767, 2834, 2900,

2901, 2903, 2904, 2932, 2942, 2945, 2948, 2956, 2991, 3012, 3047,
3048, 3049, 3074, 3098, 3101, 3142, 3171, 3191, 3206, 3214, 3226,
3231, 3240, 3273, 3305, 3325, 3370, 3414, 3465, 3481, 3505, 3523,
3545, 3549, 3630, 3631, 3635, 3689, 3696, 3722, 3723, 3743, 3775,
3814, 3825, 3835, 3846, 3913, 4024, 4031, 4131, 4132, 4155, 4158,
4170, 4295, 4311, 4392, 4395, 4466, 4481, 4482, 4592, 4596, 4599,
4609, 4681, 4682, 4686, 4707, 4739, 4740, 4790, 4811, 4861, 4862,
4863, 4952, 4958, 4965, 4966, 4967, 5006, 5019, 5020, 5053, 5074,
5083, 5100, 5101, 5105, 5120, 5123, 5124, 5127, 5129, 5181, 5271,
5277, 5286, 5385, 5443, 5512, 5527, 5544, 5547, 5590, 5657, 5755,
5916, 6021, 6032, 6110, 6171, 6222, 6254, 6423, 6451, 6478, 6509,
6516, 6575, 6672, 6686, 6730, 6734, 6784, 6817, 6819, 6848, 6893,
6923, 6997, 7011, 7045, 7051, 7082, 7091, 7092, 7136, 7139, 7142,
7150, 7154, 7166, 7192, 7195, 7212, 7213, 7214
Asia, East–China–Shennong / Shên Nung / Shen Nung–The
Heavenly Husbandman and Mythical Early Emperor of China 1, 3,
11, 1199, 2332, 2335, 2423, 2590, 3723, 3846
Asia, East–China–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 1479, 1537, 1538, 1593, 2330, 2908, 3505,
3814, 5544, 6254
Asia, East–Chinese overseas. See Chinese Overseas, Especially
Work with Soy (Including Chinese from Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Singapore, etc.)
Asia, East (General) 29, 30, 524, 882, 977, 1080, 1084, 1097, 1320,
1328, 1483, 1548, 1586, 1643, 1662, 1857, 1891, 2036, 2081, 2160,
2381, 2559, 2746, 2942, 3092, 3443, 3455, 5285, 5388, 5496, 5546,
5670, 5797, 5896, 6309, 6426, 6473
Asia, East–Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR)
(British Colony until 1 July 1997, then returned to China) 267, 637,
641, 659, 787, 794, 4010, 5006, 5277, 5525, 5657, 5916, 6021,
6298, 6486, 6509, 7036
Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain East Asian country 94, 95, 96, 98,
259
Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain East Asian
country 94, 95, 96, 98, 267, 4595, 6307
Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning
East Asia 121, 641, 5101
Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain East Asian country 94,
95, 96, 98, 259, 3846, 3951
Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain East
Asian country 94, 95, 96, 98, 267, 3846, 4595, 6307
Asia, East–Japan (Nihon or Nippon) 35, 36, 37, 39, 43, 47, 52, 57,
59, 60, 61, 62, 64, 65, 67, 70, 71, 75, 77, 82, 87, 89, 90, 93, 94, 95,
96, 97, 101, 102, 103, 121, 134, 136, 137, 140, 158, 162, 180, 190,
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195, 196, 219, 222, 233, 240, 243, 254, 259, 260, 261, 263, 266,
281, 282, 298, 302, 305, 306, 307, 313, 316, 317, 322, 326, 328,
330, 334, 336, 341, 350, 351, 358, 359, 393, 401, 402, 407, 413,
416, 425, 436, 439, 444, 448, 451, 453, 468, 521, 522, 542, 573,
576, 581, 585, 607, 628, 629, 630, 636, 637, 641, 648, 651, 652,
656, 658, 659, 661, 663, 664, 668, 671, 672, 693, 695, 705, 722,
723, 728, 730, 735, 736, 737, 744, 745, 746, 753, 768, 769, 771,
773, 775, 787, 788, 791, 794, 800, 802, 803, 804, 815, 821, 829,
835, 840, 876, 879, 934, 956, 958, 964, 975, 1006, 1015, 1016,
1017, 1035, 1106, 1142, 1184, 1189, 1212, 1222, 1257, 1271, 1279,
1313, 1317, 1325, 1329, 1336, 1397, 1403, 1407, 1408, 1415, 1479,
1487, 1491, 1537, 1538, 1542, 1593, 1599, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603,
1621, 1623, 1627, 1630, 1648, 1665, 1723, 1751, 1763, 1818, 1820,
1848, 1853, 1854, 1861, 1862, 1869, 1875, 1886, 1894, 1922, 1928,
1929, 1947, 1948, 1960, 1964, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1986, 1995, 2023,
2030, 2034, 2040, 2057, 2058, 2069, 2123, 2137, 2141, 2142, 2149,
2152, 2160, 2199, 2224, 2245, 2248, 2260, 2275, 2276, 2279, 2295,
2330, 2332, 2335, 2400, 2423, 2438, 2439, 2452, 2466, 2558, 2560,
2565, 2626, 2657, 2695, 2741, 2788, 2834, 2872, 2904, 2907, 2908,
2932, 2956, 2965, 2991, 3008, 3013, 3047, 3048, 3049, 3072, 3075,
3081, 3118, 3128, 3150, 3162, 3171, 3191, 3195, 3223, 3226, 3227,
3229, 3234, 3305, 3309, 3352, 3368, 3381, 3398, 3414, 3445, 3498,
3505, 3545, 3556, 3631, 3693, 3720, 3778, 3812, 3824, 3825, 3839,
3840, 3862, 3955, 4019, 4021, 4024, 4098, 4126, 4135, 4139, 4248,
4265, 4267, 4341, 4357, 4369, 4478, 4564, 4602, 4607, 4615, 4630,
4703, 4735, 4779, 4799, 4830, 4857, 4859, 4860, 4892, 4907, 4967,
4987, 4992, 5005, 5029, 5101, 5102, 5103, 5106, 5114, 5172, 5181,
5208, 5240, 5241, 5277, 5388, 5415, 5443, 5510, 5512, 5544, 5551,
5636, 5657, 5665, 5670, 5683, 5740, 5759, 5778, 5787, 5821, 5864,
5865, 5893, 5894, 5895, 5905, 5916, 6032, 6042, 6044, 6045, 6046,
6047, 6060, 6106, 6116, 6153, 6158, 6175, 6176, 6181, 6192, 6222,
6269, 6272, 6277, 6298, 6299, 6300, 6301, 6309, 6336, 6339, 6345,
6367, 6381, 6450, 6451, 6455, 6509, 6517, 6520, 6544, 6545, 6574,
6575, 6576, 6661, 6672, 6676, 6685, 6687, 6784, 6918, 6922, 6952,
6974, 7009, 7014, 7036, 7086

Asia, East–Koreans overseas. See Koreans Overseas, Especially
Work with Soy
Asia, East–Manchuria. See South Manchuria Railway and the South
Manchuria Railway Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K.)
Asia, East–Manchuria (Called Manchoukuo or Manchukuo by
Japanese 1932-45; The Provinces of Heilongjiang [Heilungkiang],
Jilin [Kirin], and Liaoning Were Called Northeast China after 1950)
87, 190, 229, 243, 453, 522, 575, 581, 618, 637, 643, 650, 651, 652,
654, 656, 659, 661, 663, 664, 668, 679, 692, 695, 696, 705, 723,
730, 731, 732, 734, 741, 744, 745, 748, 753, 754, 758, 768, 769,
770, 775, 783, 787, 788, 791, 794, 804, 822, 840, 848, 853, 855,
860, 875, 876, 898, 909, 933, 958, 973, 975, 1006, 1015, 1016,
1017, 1035, 1039, 1050, 1057, 1084, 1092, 1099, 1145, 1182, 1184,
1187, 1189, 1209, 1212, 1222, 1224, 1247, 1308, 1313, 1321, 1325,
1329, 1336, 1376, 1397, 1403, 1407, 1408, 1423, 1467, 1475, 1479,
1485, 1487, 1488, 1491, 1497, 1504, 1537, 1538, 1542, 1593, 1603,
1621, 1623, 1627, 1630, 1648, 1673, 1723, 1728, 1733, 1751, 1763,
1784, 1818, 1820, 1832, 1839, 1852, 1861, 1862, 1869, 1873, 1894,
1896, 1903, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1926,
1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1934, 1939, 1947, 1948, 1953, 1954, 1960,
1964, 1973, 1986, 1988, 1995, 2030, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2055, 2056,
2057, 2058, 2123, 2137, 2142, 2149, 2152, 2160, 2199, 2214, 2216,
2222, 2224, 2244, 2245, 2247, 2275, 2279, 2295, 2301, 2330, 2331,
2332, 2335, 2342, 2370, 2391, 2400, 2423, 2424, 2438, 2451, 2452,
2456, 2464, 2466, 2508, 2548, 2558, 2559, 2560, 2582, 2590, 2626,
2632, 2702, 2741, 2767, 2788, 2828, 2829, 2902, 2904, 2907, 2908,
2956, 2965, 3045, 3047, 3048, 3049, 3098, 3101, 3110, 3305, 3342,
3414, 3688, 3703, 3814, 3825, 3846, 4024, 4155, 4862, 5006, 5036,
5105, 5271, 5277, 5547, 5755, 6520
Asia, East–Manchuria–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 453, 663, 753, 1336, 1479, 1537,
1538, 1542, 1593, 1648, 1947, 1986, 1995, 2137, 2330, 2908

Asia, East–Japan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 313, 637, 664, 695, 730, 735, 1479, 1537,
1538, 1542, 1853, 1854, 1995, 2137, 2907, 3505, 3812, 3862, 5102,
5388

Asia, East–Mongolia (Mongol Uls; Outer and Inner Mongolia
Before 1911; Mongolian People’s Republic until 1992) 23, 94, 95,
96, 98, 101, 102, 103, 121, 136, 137, 162, 171, 190, 196, 322, 341,
651, 692, 787, 794, 815, 881, 1427, 1574, 1629, 1751, 3414, 6307

Asia, East–Japanese overseas. See Japanese Overseas, Especially
Work with Soy

Asia, East–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production and
Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 453, 643, 744

Asia, East–Korea (North and South; Formerly Also Spelled Corea
and Called “Chosen” by the Japanese [1907-1945]) 11, 406, 453,
584, 637, 641, 664, 695, 705, 730, 735, 744, 745, 775, 788, 958,
973, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1084, 1092, 1184, 1222, 1325, 1397, 1407,
1408, 1479, 1487, 1491, 1537, 1538, 1542, 1599, 1627, 1723, 1751,
1763, 1818, 1820, 1835, 1848, 1852, 1862, 1873, 1876, 1917, 1923,
1929, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1937, 1938, 1947, 1960, 1995, 2034,
2058, 2130, 2137, 2142, 2160, 2275, 2330, 2335, 2394, 2400, 2423,
2438, 2452, 2558, 2559, 2907, 2908, 2956, 2990, 2991, 3047, 3048,
3049, 3414, 3505, 3545, 3778, 3839, 3840, 3901, 4110, 4399, 4967,
5101, 5104, 5277, 5388, 5398, 5415, 5544, 5750, 5896, 6162, 6735

Asia, East–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses 1960, 5544

Asia, East–Korea–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 1537, 1538, 1542, 3505, 3778, 5104, 5388,
5544

Asia, East–Taiwan (Republic of China. Widely called by its
Portuguese name, Formosa, from the 1870s until about 1945) 135,
637, 695, 775, 1407, 1479, 1537, 1538, 1818, 1820, 1848, 1862,
1960, 2058, 2137, 2142, 2152, 2438, 2558, 3226, 3227, 3343, 3419,
3481, 3523, 3537, 3541, 3543, 3590, 3693, 3703, 3775, 3778, 3789,
3814, 3834, 3838, 3951, 3979, 3980, 4024, 4098, 4158, 4170, 4259,
4263, 4266, 4269, 4279, 4326, 4398, 4399, 4478, 4570, 4582, 4656,
4704, 4773, 4934, 4963, 4967, 5028, 5029, 5113, 5238, 5277, 5297,
5388, 5415, 5416, 5450, 5462, 5538, 5544, 5546, 5596, 5727, 5796,
5965, 5978, 6032, 6041, 6043, 6044, 6047, 6048, 6049, 6055, 6060,
6154, 6157, 6158, 6175, 6269, 6284, 6336, 6506, 6509, 6545, 6605,
6672, 6688, 6738, 6849, 7036
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Asia, East–Taiwan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 637, 1537, 1538, 5388
Asia, East–Tibet (Conquered by China in 1950; Also called Thibet
or, in Chinese, Sitsang) and Tibetans Outside Tibet 259, 3414, 3814,
4595
Asia, East–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and /
or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 5544
Asia (General, Including East, Southeast, South, Middle East, and
Central) 688, 2438, 3507, 6252, 6253, 6254

5405, 6641
Asia, Middle East–Jordan, Hashemite Kingdom of (Transjordan
until 1949) 4269, 6221
Asia, Middle East–Lebanon (al-Jumhouriya al-Lubnaniya) 2313,
3509, 3559, 3584, 3628, 3674, 3731, 4141, 4259, 4269
Asia, Middle East–Palestine (Divided between Israel and Jordan in
1948-49) 2275, 2281, 2661, 3037
Asia, Middle East–Saudi Arabia, Kingdom of (al-Mamlaka al`Arabiya as-Sa`udiya) 4157, 4259, 4269, 4309, 5206, 5301, 6329

Asia, Middle East–Afghanistan, Islamic State of 3047, 3048, 4269
Asia, Middle East–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 4142, 4967, 6515

Asia, Middle East–Cyprus 2275, 2281, 5397
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain Middle
Eastern country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported by
that date in this country 663

Asia, Middle East–Turkey (Including Anatolia or Asia Minor) 663,
1194, 1593, 2275, 2904, 2905, 3605, 4010, 4861, 4988, 5462, 5741,
5905, 6913, 7197, 7218, 7223

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain
Middle Eastern country. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported
by that date in this country 663

Asia, South–Bangladesh, People’s Republic of (East Bengal [See
India] from 1700s-1947, and East Pakistan [See Pakistan] from
1947-1971) 2243, 2275, 3110, 3775, 4193, 4224, 4250, 4253, 4264,
4362, 4363, 4711, 4777, 4797, 4816, 4849, 4861, 5173, 5238, 5277,
5341, 5342, 5399, 5410, 5415, 5516, 5544, 5597, 5673, 5674, 5952,
5978, 7100

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Middle Eastern country 1593,
2275, 2281, 2313, 2905, 3037, 3048, 4145

Asia, South–Bhutan, Kingdom of 651, 2243, 2275, 2331, 2532

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not
yet in) a certain Middle Eastern country 2275
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Middle
Eastern country 2275, 2281, 2313, 2905, 3037, 3048, 3509, 4145,
4269
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Middle
Eastern country 1593, 2281, 2313, 2905, 3037, 3048, 4145, 4157
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in
a certain Middle Eastern country 2281, 2313, 2905, 3037, 3048,
3509, 4145, 4157, 4259, 4269
Asia, Middle East–Iran, Islamic Republic of (Jomhori-e-Islami-eIrân; Persia before 1935) 140, 213, 257, 1593, 2438, 2904, 2905,
3051, 3838, 3933, 3949, 4142, 4148, 4269, 4308, 4967, 6515, 6913,
7165
Asia, Middle East–Iraq (al Jumhouriya al ‘Iraqia) 4145, 4157, 4355,
4809, 5182, 5275, 5411
Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism (State of Israel, Medinat
Israel; Established May 1948; Including West Bank, Gaza Strip, and
Golan Heights Since 1967) 2275, 2661, 3037, 3616, 3797, 4269,

Asia, South–India (Bharat, Including Sikkim, and Andaman and
Nicobar Islands) 44, 47, 101, 102, 117, 137, 162, 196, 213, 240,
259, 263, 264, 289, 381, 455, 477, 500, 542, 549, 561, 576, 600,
637, 643, 649, 650, 651, 654, 656, 658, 659, 661, 691, 692, 722,
724, 732, 734, 747, 775, 785, 787, 790, 794, 801, 802, 815, 821,
826, 844, 864, 899, 934, 950, 952, 1000, 1035, 1086, 1145, 1165,
1276, 1278, 1328, 1422, 1479, 1487, 1542, 1566, 1629, 1648, 1737,
1751, 1828, 1965, 2086, 2142, 2174, 2199, 2237, 2242, 2243, 2244,
2246, 2247, 2260, 2264, 2272, 2275, 2276, 2281, 2313, 2330, 2331,
2332, 2423, 2438, 2532, 2560, 2824, 2901, 2904, 2920, 2932, 2944,
3047, 3048, 3049, 3058, 3091, 3110, 3138, 3183, 3231, 3232, 3351,
3362, 3368, 3377, 3414, 3485, 3578, 3622, 3626, 3703, 3704, 3719,
3730, 3736, 3743, 3750, 3771, 3772, 3786, 3789, 3791, 3792, 3817,
3842, 3858, 3884, 3896, 3912, 3920, 3921, 3925, 3928, 3930, 3931,
3932, 3938, 3954, 3958, 3959, 3961, 3967, 3972, 3973, 3975, 3976,
4002, 4005, 4006, 4007, 4024, 4028, 4049, 4061, 4066, 4094, 4156,
4157, 4161, 4162, 4216, 4228, 4254, 4269, 4418, 4419, 4511, 4532,
4567, 4687, 4689, 4705, 4746, 4749, 4861, 4897, 4967, 5059, 5068,
5098, 5215, 5226, 5238, 5243, 5277, 5295, 5296, 5327, 5384, 5385,
5393, 5406, 5415, 5419, 5421, 5422, 5544, 5577, 5603, 5655, 5668,
5669, 5734, 5738, 5744, 5749, 5754, 5817, 5907, 5914, 5935, 6022,
6155, 6388, 6418, 6421, 6514, 6549, 6627, 6673, 6674, 6679, 6680,
6681, 6683, 6784, 6817, 6888, 6893, 6913, 6965, 6969, 6989, 7010,
7011, 7013, 7065, 7066, 7067, 7068, 7069, 7172, 7199, 7224, 7235
Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The Contiguous Seven
Sister States and Sikkim–Which are Ethnically Distinct. The States
are Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram,
Nagaland, and Tripura 259, 263, 477, 500, 651, 747, 785, 787, 844,
950, 2243, 2260, 2275, 2281, 2331, 2438, 2532, 3232, 3351, 4049
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Asia, South–India. Work of the Indian Agricultural Research
Institute (IARI, New Delhi) with Soyabeans in India. Established
in 1905 as the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute (Pusa
Samastipur, and Bihar) 826, 3091, 3138, 3377, 3485, 3578, 3736,
3772, 4156, 4419, 5754, 6388
Asia, South–India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural
Research (ICAR), the All-India Research Project on Soyabean
(ICAR, Uttar Pradesh), and the National Research Centre for
Soybean (ICAR, Madhya Pradesh)–with Soyabeans in India 3704,
3736, 3772, 3931, 4002, 4006, 4419, 4511, 4567, 5059, 5098, 5243,
5327, 5384, 5393, 5419, 5422, 5544, 5577, 5655, 5668, 5669, 5817,
5907, 5914, 5935, 6388, 6627, 6989

1086, 1184, 1422, 1832, 2001, 2260, 2275, 2281, 2313, 2412, 2438,
2445, 2448, 2450, 2824, 3362, 4062, 4147, 4157, 4196, 4220, 4261,
4269, 4275, 4403, 4612, 4689, 4738, 4858, 4861, 4917, 4919, 4967,
4997, 5196, 5246, 5251, 5277, 5512, 5516, 5544, 5710, 5712, 5713
Asia, Southeast–Brunei (State of Brunei Darussalam; Part of British
Borneo before 1984) 4404, 4449
Asia, Southeast–Cambodia, Kingdom of (Kampuchea from 1979 to
the 1980s; Also Khmer Republic) 597, 691, 705, 1266, 1329, 1412,
2244, 2247, 2275, 2438, 2872, 3703, 7061
Asia, Southeast (General) 76, 88, 358, 485, 658, 659, 661, 746, 809,
1165, 2335, 2381, 3305, 3414, 3825, 4399, 5285, 5393, 5415, 5544,
6016

Asia, South (Indian Subcontinent) 4399
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain South Asian country 44, 45, 2243
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not yet in)
a certain Southeast Asian country 651
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain South Asian
country 44, 45, 844, 2243, 4250
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning
South Asia 477
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain South Asian country
45, 2243
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains
the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain
South Asian country 45, 2243, 4250, 4264, 4850
Asia, South–Nepal, Kingdom of 45, 651, 785, 844, 1737, 2243,
2275, 2331, 2532, 4149, 4269, 4457, 4461, 4665, 4686, 4861, 4933,
4950, 4967, 5267, 5277, 5352, 5596, 6345

Asia, Southeast–Indonesia (Netherland(s) Indies, Netherlands East
Indies, or Dutch East Indies before 1945) (Including Islands of
Java, Borneo, Celebes, Lesser Sunda, Moluccas, New Guinea [West
Irian], and Sumatra) 40, 44, 87, 94, 106, 148, 162, 192, 196, 259,
260, 281, 393, 407, 451, 453, 461, 571, 599, 641, 651, 705, 744,
745, 753, 766, 773, 775, 793, 812, 815, 821, 832, 840, 858, 866,
867, 1006, 1184, 1197, 1276, 1407, 1479, 1542, 1593, 1627, 1684,
1723, 1751, 1818, 1820, 1852, 1862, 1873, 1927, 1947, 1986, 1999,
2013, 2034, 2038, 2039, 2152, 2160, 2178, 2196, 2197, 2198, 2199,
2205, 2246, 2260, 2270, 2275, 2281, 2313, 2330, 2331, 2335, 2365,
2381, 2400, 2423, 2429, 2432, 2441, 2452, 2558, 2559, 2560, 2630,
2767, 2824, 2872, 2892, 2898, 2900, 2901, 2902, 2904, 2908, 2910,
2932, 2975, 3047, 3048, 3049, 3174, 3237, 3315, 3342, 3363, 3394,
3505, 3545, 3653, 3678, 3688, 3703, 3743, 3789, 3790, 3957, 4024,
4180, 4269, 4312, 4399, 4594, 4684, 4689, 4749, 4851, 5112, 5179,
5269, 5277, 5345, 5347, 5372, 5373, 5377, 5385, 5387, 5390, 5391,
5404, 5407, 5414, 5441, 5444, 5445, 5446, 5447, 5448, 5449, 5450,
5451, 5452, 5453, 5458, 5459, 5460, 5461, 5462, 5463, 5464, 5474,
5524, 5544, 5555, 5683, 5727, 5760, 5782, 5787, 5830, 6016, 6095,
6151, 6174, 6253, 7156, 7175, 7190, 7210
Asia, Southeast–Indonesia–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 1537, 1538, 1542, 2330, 3505,
5544, 6253
Asia, Southeast–Indonesians overseas. See Indonesians Overseas,
Especially Work with Soy

Asia, South–Pakistan, Islamic Republic of (Part of British India
until 1947. Divided into West Pakistan and East Pakistan 19471971, when East Pakistan Became Independent as Bangladesh) 259,
263, 549, 651, 692, 732, 787, 794, 899, 2243, 2246, 2260, 2275,
2281, 2331, 2532, 2944, 3077, 3110, 3381, 3536, 3550, 3775, 3776,
3786, 3834, 3861, 4054, 4205, 4210, 4225, 4269, 4397, 4850, 4861,
5277, 5519, 5544, 6052, 6252, 6817

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Southeast Asian country 40,
41

Asia, South–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 643, 2243, 2331, 2532, 3232, 3485, 3703,
4147, 4157, 4419, 4457, 4511, 4567, 4816, 4897, 4967, 5215, 5295,
5384, 5393, 5419, 5544, 5596, 5749, 6155, 6252, 6421, 6627

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Southeast
Asian country 40, 41

Asia, South–Sri Lanka, Democratic Socialist Republic of (Ceylon
before 22 May 1972. Serendib was the ancient Arabic name) 496,
542, 563, 662, 681, 747, 753, 770, 773, 778, 793, 794, 840, 934,

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Southeast
Asian country 40, 41, 4449

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Southeast Asian country 40, 41, 4449
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Asia, Southeast–Laos 815, 1329, 2275, 2509, 6545

Dec. 1991. Also spelled Azerbaidzhan, Aderbijan) 1236, 3450,
3451, 3556, 4034, 4125

Asia, Southeast–Malaysia, Federation of (Including East Malaysia
Composed of Sarawak and Sabah. British Borneo or North Borneo
from about 1881 to 1963). Federation of Malaya before 1963 162,
663, 793, 1343, 1479, 1566, 1751, 2199, 2275, 2281, 2313, 2438,
2560, 2824, 3528, 3678, 3834, 4184, 4204, 4258, 4269, 4288, 4404,
4561, 4696, 4701, 4708, 4861, 5201, 5402, 5443, 5544, 5657, 6136,
6157, 7036
Asia, Southeast–Myanmar / Burma. Officially Union of Myanmar
259, 263, 651, 692, 732, 747, 787, 794, 840, 1479, 1629, 1737,
2242, 2243, 2260, 2275, 2281, 2331, 2438, 2559, 3047, 3048, 3110,
3678, 3743
Asia, Southeast–Philippines, Republic of the 747, 775, 793, 1104,
1157, 1166, 1479, 1505, 1542, 1732, 2199, 2260, 2275, 2423, 2433,
2438, 2461, 2540, 2558, 2560, 2824, 2932, 2988, 3014, 3047, 3048,
3069, 3110, 3195, 3237, 3321, 3467, 3522, 3609, 3678, 3775, 3789,
4057, 4122, 4211, 4269, 4297, 4306, 4393, 4396, 4399, 4485, 4591,
4692, 4815, 4832, 4861, 4949, 4967, 5078, 5176, 5216, 5285, 5385,
5389, 5403, 5415, 5443, 5462, 5520, 5544, 5606, 6171

Asia, Transcaucasia–Georgia, Republic of (Formerly Georgian
SSR, a Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1921 to Dec. 1991)
749, 758, 1236, 1972, 2141, 2925, 3556, 3981, 6913
Asia, Transcaucasia (Presently Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia.
Formerly Transcaucasian Soviet Republics from about 1917 to Dec.
1991) 94, 95, 96, 121, 137, 162, 749, 758, 1236, 2046, 2560, 3556
Asparagus bean. See Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean
Aspergillus oryzae. See Koji, Miso, or Soy Sauce
Associated Seed Growers, Inc. See Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa)
Atlantic Ocean islands. See Oceania
Auenland Tofu und Soja Produkte (Prien-Chiemsee, Germany).
Founded by Peter Wiegand in March 1982 4842, 5938
Australasia. See Oceania

Asia, Southeast–Singapore (Part of the Straits Settlements [British]
from 1826 to 1946) 663, 1325, 2199, 2281, 2313, 2438, 3678, 5277,
5443, 5509, 5657, 6157, 7036
Asia, Southeast–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 1986, 2160, 2391, 3481, 3523, 5544
Asia, Southeast–Thailand, Kingdom of (Siam before 1939) 821,
2199, 2275, 2423, 2438, 3047, 3048, 3110, 3362, 3678, 3703, 3956,
3971, 4024, 4040, 4048, 4202, 4262, 4265, 4268, 4269, 4399, 4704,
4846, 4856, 4861, 4967, 5110, 5277, 5385, 5392, 5420, 5442, 5443,
5544, 6154, 6157, 6158, 6159, 6163, 6168, 6172, 6173, 6175, 6176,
6511, 6512, 6514, 6672, 6799, 6804, 6807, 6948, 7061
Asia, Southeast–Timor-Leste (East Timor) 2160
Asia, Southeast–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil,
and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International)
5657
Asia, Southeast–Vietnam / Viet Nam, Socialist Republic of
(North and South) (Divided by French into Tonkin, Annam, and
Cochinchine from 1887-1945) 41, 47, 196, 265, 307, 359, 401, 597,
606, 691, 694, 705, 755, 769, 775, 815, 1266, 1329, 1412, 1479,
1537, 1538, 1986, 2275, 2279, 2391, 2423, 2438, 2509, 2560, 2630,
2763, 2872, 3047, 3048, 3444, 3445, 3481, 3495, 3523, 3813, 4110,
4762, 5544, 5657, 5797, 6144, 6338, 6672, 6685, 7061
Asia, Southeast–Vietnamese overseas. See Vietnamese Overseas,
Especially Work with Soy
Asia, Transcaucasia–Armenia (Formerly Armenian SSR, a
Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 1236,
3556, 6721
Asia, Transcaucasia–Azerbaijan (Azerbaijani Republic; Formerly
Azerbaijan SSR, a Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1917 to

Australia. See Oceania–Australia
AVRDC–The World Vegetable Center. Named Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center (AVRDC) from 1971 to 2008
(Shanhua, Taiwan) 4266, 4269, 4399, 4478, 4582, 4656, 4704,
4773, 4934, 4963, 4967, 5028, 5029, 5238, 5277, 5297, 5415, 5416,
5462, 5544, 5546, 5596, 6041, 6043, 6044, 6048, 6154, 6163, 6172,
6336, 6545, 6738
Azuki Bean–Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates/
Relatives in Various Languages 1, 2, 11, 89, 695
Azuki Bean. Vigna angularis (Willd.) Ohwi & H. Ohashi. Also
called Adzuki, Aduki, Adsuki, Adzinki, Red Bean, Chinese Red
Bean, Red Mung Bean, Small Red Bean. Japanese–Kintoki,
Komame, Shôzu. Chinese–Xiaodou, Chixiaodou, Hsiao Tou [Small
Bean], Ch’ih Hsiao Tou [Red Small Bean]. Former scientific names:
Phaseolus radiatus (L.), Dolichos angularis (Willd.), Phaseolus
angularis (Willd.) Wight, or Azukia angularis (Willd.) Ohwi 1, 2, 6,
7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 22, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 42, 89, 260,
266, 277, 303, 307, 313, 314, 320, 322, 326, 329, 336, 350, 401,
449, 453, 593, 637, 668, 695, 744, 745, 810, 889, 923, 958, 1199,
1266, 1443, 1473, 1479, 1602, 1733, 1848, 1853, 1869, 1875, 1876,
1916, 1923, 1927, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1937, 2137, 2248, 3191, 3265,
3370, 3689, 3814, 3824, 3825, 3951, 4019, 4478, 4481, 4596, 4811,
4891, 5101, 5104, 5113, 5181, 5540, 5551, 5688, 5964, 6016, 6032,
6296, 6383
Azumaya, Inc. (Started Making Tofu in 1930 in San Francisco,
California). Acquired by Vitasoy on 27 May 1993 5535, 5666, 5919
Bacon or bacon bits, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless
Bacon, Ham, Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products
Bacteria in intestines–beneficial. See Intestinal Flora / Bacteria
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Bambarra groundnuts (Voandzeia subterranea). Also spelled
Bambara 260, 263, 295, 307, 311, 317, 401, 1035, 1166, 1266,
1964, 3110, 3326, 3362, 3372, 3373, 3417, 6016
Barges used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of Mature
Soybeans to Market, Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to
Market by Water Using Barges, Junks, etc
Barricini Foods (Mountain Lakes, New Jersey)–Soy Ice Cream
Company. Acquired Farm Foods and Ice Bean on 31 May 1985.
Sold Farm Foods to 21st Century in 1993 6182, 6214
Bars–Energy Bars or Nutrition Bars Made with Soy (Not Including
Frozen Dessert Bars) 5661, 6622, 7046

Biloxi soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Biloxi
Binder for Sand Foundry Cores / Core Oil–Industrial Uses of Soy
Oil as a Drying Oil 1483, 1678, 2034, 2225, 2249, 2362, 3054,
3695
Biodynamic / Bio-Dynamic Farming and Gardening (General).
Closely Allied with the Natural Foods Movement 3437, 3894, 5274,
5911, 6079
Biographies, Biographical Sketches, and Autobiographies–See also:
Obituaries 407, 671, 1088, 1380, 2065, 2753, 2796, 3066, 3107,
3231, 3574, 5091, 6646, 7240
Biological control. See Integrated Pest Management (IPM)

Battle Creek Food Co. See Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.)
Biotechnology applied to soybeans. See Genetic Engineering,
Transgenics, Transgenic Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech

Bean curd. See Tofu
Bean curd skin. See Yuba

Black Bean Sauce or Black Soybean Sauce. Occasionally Called
Black Bean Paste. Traditionally Made in the Kitchen by Crushing
Salted, Fermented Black Soybeans, Usually with Minced Ginger,
Garlic, Chilis and/or Chinese-style Wine. Typically Not a
Commercial Product or Sauce. See Also Black Soybean Jiang (a
Commercial Product) 5789

Bean curd sticks, dried. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks
Bean paste. See Miso
Beef alternatives. See Meat Alternatives–Beef Alternatives,
Including Beef Jerky, etc. See also Meatless Burgers
Bees, Honeybees (Apis mellifera), and Apiculture–Making Honey
from Nectar in Soybean Flowers and Pollinating the Flowers 415,
844, 889, 890, 1603, 1619, 2335, 3002
Belleme, John. See American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton, North
Carolina)

Black Gram or Urd. Vigna mungo. Formerly Phaseolus mungo 477,
500, 889, 4455, 4971, 6016
Black soybean sauce. See Black Bean Sauce
Black soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Black, Soybean Seeds–Black
in Color, Soybean Seeds–Black in Color–Etymology
Black-eyed pea. See Cowpea–Vigna unguiculata

Benni, Benne, Benniseed. See Sesame Seed
Benzene / Benzine / Benzol solvents for extraction. See Solvents
Berczeller, Laszlo (1890-1955) 1568, 1593, 1851, 1856, 2040,
2112, 2127, 2272, 2456, 2532, 2904, 2942
Bibliographies and / or Reviews of the Literature (Contains More
Than 50 References or Citations) 196, 197, 694, 815, 1169, 1244,
1451, 1479, 1542, 1627, 1630, 1715, 1733, 1784, 1903, 1972, 2028,
2049, 2141, 2152, 2209, 2275, 2330, 2332, 2335, 2363, 2438, 2439,
2559, 2563, 2590, 2767, 2796, 2920, 2941, 2967, 2973, 2975, 2976,
3002, 3047, 3054, 3059, 3098, 3110, 3133, 3151, 3206, 3232, 3234,
3240, 3325, 3347, 3369, 3412, 3413, 3432, 3446, 3505, 3507, 3511,
3524, 3545, 3552, 3631, 3680, 3685, 3722, 3771, 3813, 3846, 3867,
3919, 3987, 3989, 3990, 3992, 4022, 4050, 4053, 4054, 4058, 4059,
4069, 4080, 4119, 4127, 4172, 4214, 4219, 4296, 4299, 4300, 4364,
4394, 4456, 4477, 4483, 4490, 4492, 4493, 4496, 4499, 4501, 4502,
4504, 4561, 4589, 4593, 4688, 4704, 4706, 4813, 4819, 4826, 4844,
4847, 4861, 4949, 4962, 4969, 5028, 5074, 5080, 5083, 5113, 5128,
5181, 5213, 5277, 5299, 5389, 5395, 5400, 5415, 5494, 5495, 5497,
5500, 5501, 5591, 5598, 5727, 5751, 5830, 5953, 5978, 6047, 6095,
6315, 6330, 6332, 6336, 6479, 6512, 6572, 6594, 6861, 6862, 6863,
6894, 6961, 7006, 7051, 7116

Blaw-Knox Co. (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania). Maker of Soybean
Crushing Equipment, Especially the Rotocel 3381
Blender, Electric (Kitchen Appliance)–Including Liquefier,
Liquidizer, Liquifier, Osterizer, Waring Blender, Waring Blendor,
Waring Mixer, Whiz-Mix, Vitamix–Early Records Only 2828, 4803
Boca Burger. See Kraft Foods Inc.
Books containing early formulas for basic food ingredients. See
Cookery Books
Botany–Soybean 40, 44, 47, 87, 196, 377, 405, 425, 571, 634, 775,
791, 815, 838, 842, 866, 867, 889, 890, 1197, 1320, 1336, 1461,
1479, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1900, 2275, 2276, 2279, 2313, 2330,
2332, 2381, 2385, 2438, 2488, 2559, 2560, 2695, 2755, 2776, 2829,
2901, 2942, 2973, 3042, 3142, 3339, 3507, 3722, 3781, 3813, 3825,
4394, 4483, 4561, 4703, 4810, 4923, 4962, 5031, 5858, 5866, 6016
Bowen, Samuel (1732-1777)–He Introduced the Soybean to North
America in 1765. See also: (1) His Ancestors and Descendants. (2)
James Flint 7127, 7173
Boyer, Robert. See Ford, Henry
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Bran, soy. See Fiber, Soy
Brassica napus. See Rapeseed

Bruno Fischer GmbH (Aetorf, Germany). Sold to DE-VAU-GE
on 31 Dec. 1998. Fischer Then Started a New Company Named
Natumi GmbH 6024, 6138, 6270, 6363

Brassica napus (L.) var. napus. See Canola

Buckeye Cotton Oil Co. See Procter & Gamble Co.

Brazil. See Latin America, South America–Brazil

Building materials. See Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other
Woods, Wallpaper, or Building Materials

Brazil, Deforestation in. See Latin America, South America–Brazil,
Deforestation in
Breeding of soybeans. See Genetic Engineering, Transgenics,
Transgenic Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech, Irradiation
of Soybeans for Breeding and Variety Development, Variety
Development and Breeding
Breeding of Soybeans and Classical Genetics 1253, 1407, 1408,
1459, 1467, 1479, 1683, 1716, 1886, 1966, 2208, 2230, 2233, 2242,
2243, 2244, 2245, 2246, 2247, 2265, 2275, 2320, 2335, 2559, 2656,
2716, 2755, 2935, 3002, 3081, 3254, 3342, 3432, 3463, 3484, 3507,
3524, 3565, 3574, 3633, 3693, 3726, 3736, 3772, 3781, 3813, 3816,
3825, 3846, 3916, 3951, 3957, 3987, 4024, 4027, 4050, 4136, 4151,
4213, 4269, 4296, 4492, 4535, 4536, 4537, 4538, 4543, 4589, 4593,
4704, 4773, 4811, 4844, 4851, 4955, 4965, 4978, 4988, 4991, 4999,
5000, 5001, 5042, 5077, 5098, 5100, 5105, 5106, 5111, 5112, 5113,
5243, 5268, 5298, 5299, 5300, 5329, 5390, 5395, 5413, 5416, 5546,
5571, 5600, 5601, 5751, 5817, 5914, 5945, 6181, 6200, 6377, 6558,
7006, 7204

Bunge Corp. (White Plains, New York). Including Lauhoff Grain
Co. (Danville, Illinois) since 1979 3838, 6450, 6451
Bureau of Crop Estimates (USDA). See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Statistical Reporting Service (SRS)
Burgers, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and
Patties
Burlison, William Leonidas (1882-1958, Univ. of Illinois) 582,
1002, 1068, 1218, 1331, 1335, 1353, 1387, 1388, 1661, 1716, 1798,
1799, 1870, 1881, 1905, 1947, 1963, 1989, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2250,
2395, 2444, 2496, 2590, 2709, 2740, 2745, 2791, 2918, 2919, 2985,
4550
Burma. See Asia, Southeast–Myanmar
Butter made from nuts or seeds. See Nut Butters
Butter-beans. See Lima Bean

Breeding soybeans for food uses. See Variety Development,
Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or Handling of Soybeans
for Food Uses

Cacoja (France). See Sojinal / Biosoja
Cajanus cajan. See Pigeon Pea, Pigeonpea or Red Gram

Brew flakes, soybean. See Soy Flour or Flakes–Use in Brewing
Cake or meal, soybean. See Soybean Meal
Briggs, George M. (1884-1970, Univ. of Wisconsin) 1293, 1300,
1326, 1331, 1335, 1356, 1358, 1387, 1388, 1394, 1522, 1576, 1598,
1643, 1661, 1662, 1663, 1664, 1678, 1722, 1857, 2067, 2745, 3169,
3835, 3838, 4550
British Arkady Company Ltd. and British Arkady Holdings Ltd.
(Manchester, England). Subsidiary of ADM of the USA. Including
the Haldane Foods Group 5036
British Columbia. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–British
Columbia
Broad Bean. Vicia faba L., formerly Faba vulgaris, Mönch. Also
called Faba Bean, Fava Bean, Horse Bean. Chinese–Candou
(“silkworm bean”). Japanese–Soramame. German–Ackerbohne,
Saubohne or Buschbohne. French–Grosse Fève, Fève de Marais,
Féverole, Faverole, Gourgane 89, 120, 135, 140, 145, 158, 162,
174, 198, 213, 232, 266, 350, 395, 426, 430, 450, 458, 521, 542,
550, 551, 561, 570, 889, 1199, 1468, 1733, 3689, 3768, 4706, 5124,
6016
Brown rice. See Rice, Brown
Brown soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Brown

Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybeans, and
Soybean Foods and Feeds 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 290, 451
Calf, Lamb, or Pig Milk Replacer
Replacers 1407, 1408, 5967
California. See United States–States–California
Canada 62, 64, 320, 395, 402, 403, 426, 427, 428, 430, 431, 432,
434, 443, 450, 454, 458, 459, 460, 469, 479, 480, 481, 501, 506,
510, 521, 527, 530, 547, 550, 551, 552, 567, 569, 578, 640, 658,
663, 664, 677, 741, 762, 789, 828, 852, 889, 890, 914, 958, 975,
1173, 1294, 1361, 1380, 1407, 1479, 1538, 1549, 1577, 1603, 1624,
1665, 1678, 1689, 1722, 1724, 1820, 1832, 1869, 1870, 1941, 1944,
1945, 1986, 2020, 2024, 2030, 2033, 2034, 2112, 2135, 2152, 2159,
2214, 2215, 2224, 2228, 2235, 2244, 2247, 2271, 2272, 2275, 2299,
2325, 2335, 2343, 2394, 2403, 2423, 2425, 2451, 2478, 2515, 2522,
2523, 2539, 2558, 2559, 2588, 2615, 2621, 2679, 2742, 2745, 2747,
2770, 2771, 2796, 2803, 2828, 2857, 2859, 2875, 2892, 2901, 2904,
2914, 2931, 2958, 2963, 2969, 2978, 3019, 3020, 3048, 3055, 3057,
3082, 3098, 3099, 3116, 3129, 3165, 3253, 3277, 3381, 3420, 3436,
3497, 3505, 3517, 3545, 3697, 3713, 3839, 3840, 3879, 3923, 3945,
3984, 3990, 4021, 4024, 4233, 4241, 4286, 4293, 4302, 4314, 4378,
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4424, 4470, 4502, 4504, 4507, 4513, 4530, 4562, 4588, 4611, 4622,
4643, 4648, 4655, 4700, 4723, 4770, 4839, 4868, 4869, 4870, 4893,
4911, 4970, 5018, 5034, 5097, 5107, 5111, 5133, 5157, 5167, 5174,
5175, 5277, 5317, 5378, 5413, 5415, 5426, 5434, 5511, 5531, 5550,
5556, 5569, 5582, 5610, 5645, 5652, 5654, 5657, 5662, 5682, 5721,
5731, 5756, 5765, 5766, 5841, 5900, 5913, 5916, 5945, 5949, 5950,
5993, 5995, 6013, 6036, 6064, 6087, 6100, 6102, 6161, 6171, 6181,
6184, 6187, 6204, 6206, 6222, 6251, 6267, 6276, 6298, 6299, 6305,
6308, 6309, 6345, 6378, 6394, 6401, 6405, 6410, 6412, 6422, 6426,
6439, 6440, 6454, 6494, 6495, 6503, 6538, 6543, 6622, 6678, 6690,
6699, 6722, 6741, 6750, 6763, 6774, 6783, 6804, 6813, 6814, 6843,
6849, 6853, 6854, 6872, 6890, 6891, 6900, 6901, 6914, 6933, 6935,
6937, 6960, 6971, 6985, 6995, 7014, 7028, 7029, 7035, 7036, 7038,
7042, 7048, 7053, 7055, 7061, 7063, 7126, 7133, 7146, 7147, 7148,
7149, 7159, 7211, 7236, 7237
Canada. See Ontario Soybean Growers (Marketing Board)
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in Canada or a certain Canadian province 62,
395, 402, 1624, 2135, 2478
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Canada or a certain
Canadian province 395, 402, 1624, 2135, 2478
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of Soybeans
from. Other or general information and leads concerning Canada
6036
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Canada or a certain Canadian
province 62, 395, 402, 2235, 2478
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in Canada or a
certain Canadian province 395, 402, 2235, 2478
Canada soy pioneers. See Zavitz, Charles Ambrose (1863-1942)
Canada–Soybean crushers, early. See Soybean Crushers (Canada),
Early (Before 1941)

1792, 2030, 2135, 2152, 2224, 2226, 2235, 2325, 2343, 2394, 2403,
2425, 2451, 2478, 2515, 2559, 2958, 2969, 3984, 4588, 5652, 6935,
7036, 7063
Canadian Provinces and Territories–New Brunswick 2135, 2325
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Newfoundland and Labrador
2478, 6187
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Northwest Territories 6036
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Nova Scotia 402, 430, 458,
550, 2135, 2425, 2478, 5097, 6960
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario 320, 402, 403, 428,
431, 434, 459, 480, 501, 506, 510, 527, 530, 552, 578, 640, 658,
677, 762, 828, 852, 889, 890, 1294, 1380, 1549, 1577, 1603, 1678,
1722, 1724, 1869, 1870, 1944, 2020, 2030, 2135, 2152, 2224, 2235,
2403, 2425, 2451, 2478, 2522, 2523, 2747, 2803, 2857, 2859, 2914,
2931, 2958, 2978, 3019, 3020, 3055, 3057, 3082, 3099, 3116, 3129,
3165, 3277, 3381, 3420, 3497, 3517, 3697, 3713, 3839, 3923, 3945,
3984, 3990, 4021, 4233, 4241, 4302, 4424, 4470, 4502, 4507, 4562,
4588, 4611, 4622, 4700, 4723, 4770, 4893, 4911, 4970, 5107, 5111,
5133, 5157, 5174, 5175, 5277, 5413, 5426, 5550, 5556, 5569, 5645,
5652, 5657, 5721, 5731, 5756, 5766, 5913, 5916, 5995, 6064, 6087,
6100, 6181, 6187, 6222, 6251, 6267, 6305, 6309, 6345, 6401, 6503,
6543, 6678, 6690, 6722, 6750, 6763, 6774, 6783, 6813, 6843, 6872,
6890, 6891, 6901, 6935, 6937, 6960, 6971, 6985, 7028, 7035, 7036,
7038, 7048, 7133, 7211
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Prince Edward Island 2135,
6013, 6102, 6161, 6187, 6405, 6935, 7014
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec (Quebec) 914, 975,
1173, 2135, 2152, 2235, 2425, 2451, 2588, 2958, 4513, 4530, 4868,
4869, 4870, 5662, 5682, 5756, 5900, 5913, 5916, 5945, 6741, 6814,
6933, 6935, 7036, 7055, 7146, 7147, 7148, 7149, 7236
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Saskatchewan 427, 443, 454,
469, 479, 547, 1361, 1380, 1792, 2024, 2152, 2235, 2478, 6036,
6064, 6187, 6935
Canadian soybean varieties. See Soybean Varieties Canada

Canada–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses 1722, 2135, 2152, 2803, 3381, 3505, 4021, 4770,
5111, 5657, 5900, 5916, 6935, 7036
Canada, soyfoods associations in. See Soyfoods Associations in
Canada
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Alberta 1624, 1792, 2030,
2135, 2152, 2235, 2796, 2958, 5018, 5034

CanAmera Foods (Plant at Hamilton, Ontario, Canada). Includes
Maple Leaf Foods. Named Central Soya of Canada Ltd. (May
1991-March 1992). Named Canadian Vegetable Oil Products
(CVOP; Div. of Canada Packers, Hamilton, Ontario) Before the
mid-1980s. Named Canadian Vegetable Oil Processing (1942-1984)
5111
Canavalia ensiformis. See Jack Bean (Canavalia ensiformis)

Canadian Provinces and Territories–British Columbia 432, 460,
481, 551, 789, 1380, 2030, 2135, 2425, 2478, 2958, 4648, 4655,
4839, 5167, 5317, 5378, 5434, 5531, 5549, 5582, 5654, 5765, 5841,
5916, 5949, 5950, 5993, 6276, 6308, 6410, 6412, 6439, 6440, 6454,
6494, 6495, 6678, 6699, 6722, 6804, 6853, 6901, 7042

Canavalia gladiata. See Sword Bean

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Manitoba 395, 426, 450, 1380,

Cannabis sativa. See Hemp

Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil
as an Hydrogenated Oil 791, 815, 1491, 1723, 1873, 2172, 3695,
4061, 6778
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Canola (Brassica napus (L.) var. napus)–An Improved Variety of
the Rape Plant or Rapeseed Having Seeds with Little or No Erucic
Acid 5480, 5657, 5675, 5828, 5829, 5916, 5944, 5962, 5974, 6186,
6535
Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber (Including Complex Carbohydrates,
Bran, Water-Soluble and Water-Insoluble Fiber) 116, 145, 234, 276,
278, 306, 313, 337, 756, 2175, 2185
Carbohydrates (General). See also: Starch, Dietary Fiber, and
Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars) 89, 162, 234, 334, 337, 420,
464, 470, 478, 597, 652, 659, 667, 1479, 3231, 3788, 3981, 6559

Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne, Indiana). Maker of Master Mix
Feeds. Acquired in Oct. 1987 by the Ferruzzi Group in Ravenna,
Italy. In 1991 became part of CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. [a holding
company], operating as a member of the Eridania / Beghin-Say
agro-industrial group, within Ferruzzi-Montedison. Acquired in Oct.
2002 by Bunge 2590, 2667, 2708, 2709, 2728, 2767, 2798, 2846,
2855, 2856, 2862, 3381, 3761, 5211, 5905, 5916, 6391, 7239
Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja (National Soybean Research
Center, CNPS or CNPSo). See Empresa Brasiliera
Cereol. See Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy)

Carbohydrates–Glycemic Index and Glycemic Load 6091

Certification of soybean seeds. See Seed Certification (Soybeans)

Cargill. See Lucas Meyer GmbH (Hamburg, Germany)

Ceylon. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka

Cargill, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis) 2443, 2457, 2908, 3381,
3652, 3841, 4957, 4958, 5077, 6391, 6451, 6942

Checkoff programs (state and national). See American Soybean
Association (ASA)–Checkoff Programs

Caribbean. See Latin America–Caribbean

Cheese. See Soy Cheese, Soy Cheese or Cheese Alternatives

Caribbean, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement the
Caribbean

Cheese, cream. See Soy Cream Cheese
Cheese–Non-Soy Dairy-Based Cheeses 7024

Cartoons or Cartoon Characters 2332, 2766, 2843, 5349
Cheesecake or cream pie. See Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie
Carver, George Washington (ca. 1864-1943, Tuskegee Inst.,
Alabama)–Work with Soybeans, Soyfoods, Peanuts, or Chemurgy,
and the Carver Laboratory in Dearborn, Michigan 498, 1984, 2586,
2605, 2606, 5854
Casein and Caseinates Used with Soy in Products That Are Labeled
or Advertised as “Non-Dairy” “Nondairy” or “Dairy Free” 5336,
6031, 6186
Casein or Caseinates–Problems in So-Called Non-Dairy Products
6186
Catering. See Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or Catering
Catsup or Catchup. See Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop,
Ketchap, Katchup, etc. Word Mentioned in Document
Cattle, Bullocks, Bulls, Steers, or Cows for Beef / Meat or
Unspecified Uses Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake
or Meal as Feed 77, 116, 128, 135, 162, 222, 263, 362, 393, 410,
413, 482, 623, 656, 664, 787, 821, 898, 947, 1028, 1070, 1209,
1231, 1410, 1628, 2035, 2102
Cauldron Foods Ltd. (Bristol, England). Founded by Philip
Marshall and Peter Fagan. Sold in Sept. 1987 to Rayner Burgess
Ltd. 1993 Oct. Cauldron. part of the Hero Group of companies,
builds a big new factory in Bristol 5396
Central America. See Latin America–Central America
Central America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement
in Mexico and Central America

Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis of Seeds, Plants,
Foods, Feeds, Nutritional Components 94, 95, 96, 99, 100, 101,
102, 104, 116, 121, 132, 145, 158, 161, 162, 164, 190, 193, 196,
197, 198, 210, 211, 213, 219, 220, 221, 223, 233, 234, 235, 236,
237, 240, 243, 249, 250, 251, 252, 257, 260, 261, 263, 271, 276,
278, 289, 291, 294, 306, 313, 314, 317, 318, 327, 330, 336, 337,
351, 358, 361, 362, 380, 393, 394, 396, 397, 411, 429, 436, 444,
455, 457, 470, 478, 487, 488, 491, 493, 521, 522, 538, 545, 561,
564, 565, 571, 577, 582, 587, 597, 605, 609, 615, 636, 651, 652,
658, 659, 661, 667, 683, 691, 699, 701, 705, 724, 746, 752, 754,
774, 786, 789, 791, 815, 821, 822, 836, 842, 844, 853, 855, 863,
894, 914, 926, 933, 964, 969, 975, 986, 990, 991, 1015, 1016, 1017,
1024, 1055, 1060, 1114, 1169, 1189, 1197, 1239, 1244, 1266, 1271,
1277, 1298, 1314, 1320, 1330, 1341, 1350, 1407, 1408, 1479, 1538,
1542, 1627, 1671, 1733, 1776, 1799, 2020, 2025, 2028, 2049, 2093,
2112, 2127, 2150, 2313, 2381, 2383, 2403, 2438, 2499, 2509, 2559,
2603, 2611, 2632, 2634, 2681, 2691, 2767, 2779, 2800, 2829, 2872,
2880, 2941, 3073, 3179, 3199, 3231, 3406, 3517, 3636, 3702, 3751,
3781, 3788, 3903, 3988, 4125, 4199
Chemistry and Soils, Bureau. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial
Chemistry
Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic Movement, and the Farm
Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to 1950s, Including Wheeler
McMillen, William J. Hale, and Francis P. Garvan) 2229, 2249,
2314, 2454, 2468, 2502, 2503, 2519, 2645, 2667, 2680, 2713, 2828,
2844, 2915, 2985, 3084, 5401, 5854
Chenopodium quinoa Willd. See Quinoa
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Chocolate
Chiang. See Jiang–Early Non-Soy Paste Made with Meat of Fish in
China or Japan
Chiang, soybean (from China). See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste
Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT, organized in April 1848) 2337,
3786, 5590, 6298, 6299, 6300, 7238
Chicago Heights Oil Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois; Started by I.C.
Bradley and George Brett) 2745, 3571
Chicken, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Chicken,
Goose, Duck, and Related Poultry Products. See also Meatless
Turkey

Chou doufu. See Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (pinyin: Chou
Doufu (W.-G. Ch’ou Toufu)
Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur. See Tofumanufaktur Christian
Nagel GmbH (Hamburg, Germany)
Chronology / Timeline 2590, 4953, 6451, 6558, 6789, 7116, 7139,
7240
Chufa / Chufas (Cyperus esculentus). Also Called Earth Almond,
Tiger Nuts/Tigernut, Nut Grass, Ground Almond, Hognut, Earth
Nut, Rush Nut, Zulu Nut. French: Voandzou, Souchet. German:
Erdmandel. Italian: Cipero comestible 87, 260, 307, 366, 388, 401,
525, 546, 889, 907, 1147, 1208, 1288

Chickens (esp. Layers & Broilers) Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage,
or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 42, 62, 64, 383, 482, 521, 565,
1074, 1092, 1285, 1352, 1577, 1967, 2059, 2102, 2208, 2272, 3872,
5226, 6145

Cicer arietinum. See Chickpeas or Garbanzo Beans

Chickpea / Chickpeas / Chick-Peas, Garbanzo / Garbanza Beans.
Cicer arietinum L. Including Hummus / Hummous 120, 266, 369,
863, 889, 1194, 2237, 2244, 2264, 2484, 3326, 3372, 3373, 3417,
3460, 3712, 3824, 4116, 4706, 4726, 4927, 5321, 5596, 6016, 6026,
6244, 6289, 6694, 6868

Claim or Claims of Health Benefits–Usually Authorized by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 6638, 6663, 6851

Chico-San Inc. (Chico, California). Maker and Importer of
Macrobiotic and Natural Foods. Founded in March 1962 3824,
4019, 4977, 4990, 4992, 5159, 5862, 6661

Cliffrose. See Natural Food Distributors and Master Distributors–
General and Other Smaller: Cliffrose, Shadowfax, etc.

Civil War in USA (1861-1865) 1741, 2065, 2084, 2400, 2443, 2945,
3723

Cleaning soybean seeds. See Seed Cleaning–Especially for Food or
Seed Uses

Climate change. See Global Warming / Climate Change as
Environmental Issues

China. See Asia, East–China
China–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 97, 744,
5544
Chinese Medicine, Traditional, Including Heating-Cooling or HotCold Foods and Medicines 11, 12, 27, 28, 30, 1199, 2142, 4811

Coconut Milk and Cream. Or Coconuts Used to Flavor Soymilk,
Rice Milk, etc.. 4973, 5035, 5222, 5535
Coffee Creamer, Whitener or Lightener (Non-Dairy–Usually
Contains Soy) 5349, 5992, 6121, 6234, 6595, 6626, 6655, 6794,
6959, 7023, 7101, 7125

Chinese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy (Including Chinese
from Manchuria, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, etc.) 40, 451,
571, 696, 733, 746, 750, 769, 775, 776, 815, 933, 1145, 1173, 1182,
1193, 1266, 1404, 1566, 1873, 2199, 2281, 2559, 3054, 3231, 3678,
4351, 4385, 4448, 4471, 4508, 4509, 4539, 4580, 4671, 4672, 4673,
4674, 4758, 4760, 4762, 4802, 4887, 4888, 4902, 4932, 5061, 5140,
5170, 5253, 5378, 5426, 5430, 5622, 6063, 6284, 6454, 7070

Coffee, soy. See Soy Coffee

Chinese restaurants outside China, or Chinese recipes that use
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese
Restaurants Outside China

Coix lachryma-jobi. See Job’s Tears

Chinese Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names 11, 453,
641, 744, 745, 973, 1491, 2559, 3049

Cold tolerance / hardiness in soybeans. See Soybean–Physiology–
Tolerance to Cold

Chinese-style soy sauce made with a significant proportion of
wheat. See Soy Sauce, Chinese Style. Made with a Significant

Color of soybean seeds. See Seed Color (Soybeans)–Specific
Varieties), Soybean Seeds (of different colors)

Chocolate substitute made from roasted soybeans. See Soy

Combines. Also called the Combined Harvester-Thresher in the

Coffee Substitutes or Adulterants, Non-Soy–Usually Made from
Roasted Cereals, Chicory, and / or Other Legumes 87, 260, 328,
525, 3824
Cognitive / Brain Function. Including Alzheimer’s Disease 4578

Coker Pedigreed Seed Co. (Hartsville, South Carolina) 2423, 4117
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1920s and 1930s (Combine) 998, 1096, 1149, 1172, 1235, 1250,
1311, 1355, 1374, 1437, 1445, 1475, 1483, 1488, 1497, 1501, 1519,
1542, 1609, 1611, 1612, 1613, 1616, 1639, 1672, 1678, 1695, 1713,
1716, 1718, 1720, 1722, 1734, 1752, 1753, 1757, 1770, 1781, 1787,
1788, 1790, 1792, 1795, 1798, 1799, 1800, 1805, 1806, 1810, 1814,
1823, 1829, 1842, 1843, 1847, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1868, 1878, 1881,
1885, 1889, 1892, 1895, 1897, 1908, 1940, 1944, 1948, 1950, 1951,
1952, 1957, 1961, 1967, 1977, 1980, 1989, 2003, 2034, 2035, 2074,
2109, 2115, 2147, 2162, 2168, 2187, 2211, 2225, 2229, 2232, 2251,
2257, 2258, 2306, 2308, 2352, 2354, 2356, 2388, 2399, 2400, 2407,
2411, 2413, 2414, 2431, 2469, 2470, 2471, 2530, 2586, 2605, 2606,
2657, 2742, 2743, 2745, 2746, 2747, 2753, 2808, 2811, 2814, 2817,
2821, 2859, 2925, 2953, 2999, 3006, 3047, 3066, 3152, 3153, 3163,
3215, 3222, 3241, 3245, 3252, 3277, 3298, 3327, 3331, 3338, 3394,
3397, 3400, 3420, 3435, 3461, 3466, 3545, 3651, 3668, 3701, 3710,
3803, 3820, 3829, 3835, 3836, 3839, 3840, 3847, 3848, 3849, 3852,
3855, 3867, 3872, 3879, 3911, 3986, 3989, 3990, 4014, 4018, 4068,
4074, 4093, 4127, 4189, 4221, 4280, 4480, 4494, 4499, 4500, 4547,
4602, 4609, 4610, 4637, 4699, 4723, 4830, 4863, 4873, 5011, 5111,
5512, 5538, 5599, 6060, 6337, 6450, 6473, 6522, 6575, 6596, 6672,
6784, 6925
Combines or Combined Harvester-Thresher–Etymology of This
Term and its Cognates 998, 1497, 1613, 1713, 1716, 1718, 1757,
1800, 3298, 3989, 4494, 6518
Commercial fermneted black soybeans. See Fermented Black
Soybean Production–How to Make Fermented black Soybeans on a
Commercial Scale
Commercial soy products–earliest. See Historical–Earliest
Commercial Product
Commercial Soy Products–New Products, Mostly Foods 2319,
3890, 3897, 3898, 3995, 4004, 4047, 4100, 4200, 4201, 4226, 4235,
4257, 4278, 4282, 4317, 4318, 4319, 4324, 4325, 4332, 4339, 4346,
4348, 4351, 4352, 4353, 4356, 4358, 4380, 4381, 4382, 4383, 4384,
4385, 4414, 4415, 4420, 4421, 4426, 4427, 4430, 4434, 4435, 4443,
4446, 4448, 4459, 4464, 4468, 4470, 4471, 4472, 4473, 4475, 4476,
4508, 4509, 4516, 4517, 4518, 4521, 4527, 4529, 4530, 4534, 4539,
4540, 4541, 4542, 4546, 4558, 4559, 4560, 4565, 4569, 4574, 4577,
4578, 4579, 4580, 4583, 4584, 4585, 4586, 4600, 4606, 4611, 4618,
4619, 4620, 4621, 4622, 4625, 4626, 4628, 4629, 4631, 4632, 4633,
4634, 4635, 4638, 4639, 4640, 4641, 4642, 4644, 4645, 4648, 4650,
4652, 4654, 4655, 4657, 4658, 4659, 4660, 4661, 4662, 4663, 4664,
4666, 4668, 4669, 4670, 4671, 4672, 4673, 4674, 4676, 4678, 4680,
4713, 4715, 4716, 4717, 4722, 4726, 4728, 4731, 4733, 4734, 4736,
4737, 4739, 4740, 4741, 4742, 4743, 4744, 4747, 4748, 4751, 4752,
4753, 4754, 4756, 4758, 4759, 4760, 4761, 4763, 4765, 4774, 4775,
4781, 4785, 4786, 4787, 4789, 4792, 4794, 4795, 4796, 4798, 4801,
4802, 4803, 4804, 4805, 4829, 4831, 4834, 4835, 4836, 4837, 4838,
4839, 4842, 4845, 4852, 4853, 4866, 4868, 4869, 4870, 4871, 4874,
4875, 4876, 4878, 4879, 4880, 4883, 4884, 4885, 4886, 4887, 4888,
4889, 4890, 4891, 4895, 4898, 4899, 4900, 4901, 4902, 4903, 4905,
4906, 4908, 4909, 4912, 4913, 4914, 4915, 4916, 4920, 4921, 4922,
4925, 4926, 4927, 4928, 4929, 4930, 4931, 4932, 4936, 4937, 4938,
4939, 4940, 4941, 4942, 4943, 4944, 4945, 4973, 4974, 4975, 4976,
4977, 4979, 4980, 4982, 4984, 4985, 4990, 4995, 4996, 5002, 5007,
5008, 5009, 5013, 5014, 5015, 5016, 5017, 5026, 5027, 5030, 5035,
5038, 5043, 5044, 5046, 5047, 5050, 5054, 5055, 5056, 5057, 5060,

5061, 5063, 5064, 5065, 5067, 5070, 5071, 5072, 5073, 5084, 5090,
5092, 5094, 5095, 5096, 5116, 5117, 5130, 5131, 5132, 5133, 5134,
5135, 5136, 5137, 5138, 5139, 5140, 5141, 5143, 5144, 5145, 5146,
5147, 5148, 5150, 5151, 5155, 5156, 5159, 5160, 5161, 5162, 5163,
5164, 5165, 5167, 5169, 5170, 5171, 5174, 5175, 5177, 5178, 5180,
5194, 5195, 5197, 5198, 5199, 5203, 5205, 5207, 5209, 5212, 5217,
5218, 5221, 5222, 5224, 5227, 5230, 5231, 5232, 5234, 5235, 5236,
5239, 5242, 5250, 5252, 5253, 5254, 5259, 5262, 5263, 5264, 5265,
5266, 5307, 5308, 5309, 5310, 5311, 5312, 5313, 5315, 5316, 5317,
5318, 5321, 5324, 5325, 5326, 5328, 5330, 5331, 5332, 5334, 5335,
5336, 5339, 5340, 5343, 5344, 5346, 5348, 5350, 5351, 5353, 5354,
5355, 5356, 5357, 5358, 5359, 5360, 5361, 5362, 5363, 5364, 5365,
5366, 5367, 5368, 5369, 5370, 5371, 5374, 5375, 5376, 5378, 5379,
5380, 5381, 5382, 5383, 5423, 5424, 5425, 5426, 5427, 5428, 5429,
5430, 5431, 5434, 5435, 5437, 5438, 5439, 5440, 5454, 5455, 5456,
5465, 5467, 5470, 5471, 5472, 5473, 5475, 5476, 5477, 5478, 5479,
5480, 5481, 5482, 5483, 5484, 5485, 5486, 5487, 5488, 5489, 5490,
5492, 5493, 5499, 5502, 5503, 5505, 5506, 5507, 5508, 5513, 5514,
5515, 5517, 5518, 5521, 5522, 5523, 5530, 5531, 5532, 5536, 5539,
5540, 5541, 5543, 5545, 5548, 5549, 5552, 5553, 5554, 5557, 5558,
5561, 5562, 5563, 5564, 5566, 5567, 5569, 5570, 5572, 5573, 5574,
5575, 5576, 5578, 5579, 5580, 5581, 5582, 5583, 5584, 5585, 5586,
5587, 5617, 5618, 5621, 5622, 5623, 5625, 5626, 5629, 5630, 5632,
5637, 5638, 5639, 5640, 5641, 5642, 5644, 5646, 5647, 5648, 5649,
5650, 5651, 5653, 5654, 5658, 5659, 5660, 5661, 5663, 5664, 5671,
5672, 5675, 5676, 5677, 5678, 5680, 5681, 5682, 5684, 5685, 5686,
5687, 5689, 5690, 5691, 5692, 5694, 5695, 5696, 5697, 5700, 5701,
5703, 5704, 5705, 5706, 5708, 5709, 5714, 5715, 5716, 5717, 5718,
5719, 5721, 5724, 5732, 5733, 5735, 5737, 5752, 5757, 5761, 5762,
5764, 5765, 5767, 5768, 5769, 5770, 5771, 5772, 5773, 5775, 5776,
5777, 5781, 5783, 5784, 5786, 5789, 5790, 5792, 5793, 5794, 5795,
5798, 5799, 5800, 5801, 5802, 5803, 5804, 5805, 5810, 5812, 5814,
5816, 5818, 5820, 5822, 5823, 5824, 5825, 5828, 5829, 5831, 5832,
5833, 5834, 5835, 5836, 5837, 5838, 5840, 5841, 5842, 5843, 5844,
5845, 5846, 5847, 5848, 5849, 5850, 5851, 5852, 5867, 5868, 5869,
5870, 5871, 5872, 5873, 5874, 5875, 5876, 5877, 5878, 5879, 5880,
5882, 5883, 5884, 5885, 5886, 5887, 5888, 5889, 5890, 5891, 5892,
5898, 5899, 5901, 5902, 5903, 5904, 5908, 5909, 5910, 5917, 5920,
5921, 5922, 5923, 5924, 5925, 5926, 5927, 5928, 5929, 5930, 5933,
5934, 5937, 5939, 5940, 5941, 5942, 5943, 5944, 5946, 5947, 5949,
5950, 5951, 5954, 5955, 5956, 5957, 5958, 5959, 5960, 5961, 5962,
5963, 5964, 5968, 5969, 5970, 5971, 5972, 5973, 5974, 5975, 5976,
5977, 5980, 5981, 5982, 5984, 5985, 5986, 5987, 5988, 5989, 5990,
5991, 5992, 5993, 5994, 5995, 5997, 5998, 5999, 6000, 6001, 6002,
6003, 6004, 6005, 6006, 6007, 6008, 6009, 6010, 6011, 6012, 6018,
6019, 6020, 6023, 6024, 6026, 6027, 6029, 6030, 6031, 6033, 6034,
6035, 6039, 6040, 6051, 6053, 6057, 6058, 6059, 6061, 6062, 6065,
6066, 6067, 6068, 6069, 6070, 6071, 6072, 6073, 6074, 6075, 6076,
6077, 6078, 6079, 6084, 6087, 6088, 6089, 6090, 6091, 6096, 6097,
6098, 6101, 6103, 6105, 6112, 6113, 6114, 6117, 6118, 6120, 6121,
6122, 6123, 6125, 6126, 6127, 6128, 6129, 6130, 6131, 6132, 6133,
6134, 6137, 6138, 6140, 6141, 6147, 6149, 6152, 6178, 6179, 6180,
6182, 6183, 6184, 6185, 6186, 6189, 6190, 6191, 6193, 6194, 6195,
6196, 6197, 6198, 6199, 6201, 6202, 6203, 6204, 6205, 6207, 6208,
6210, 6211, 6213, 6214, 6216, 6217, 6218, 6219, 6223, 6224, 6225,
6230, 6231, 6232, 6233, 6234, 6235, 6236, 6238, 6239, 6240, 6241,
6242, 6243, 6244, 6245, 6246, 6247, 6248, 6249, 6255, 6256, 6259,
6260, 6261, 6262, 6263, 6265, 6268, 6270, 6271, 6273, 6274, 6275,
6276, 6279, 6281, 6282, 6283, 6287, 6289, 6290, 6292, 6293, 6295,
6303, 6306, 6308, 6311, 6314, 6316, 6319, 6322, 6323, 6324, 6325,
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6326, 6327, 6328, 6346, 6347, 6348, 6351, 6352, 6353, 6354, 6355,
6356, 6357, 6358, 6361, 6363, 6364, 6365, 6368, 6369, 6370, 6371,
6374, 6375, 6376, 6379, 6380, 6384, 6386, 6390, 6392, 6393, 6396,
6400, 6401, 6402, 6403, 6404, 6406, 6407, 6410, 6411, 6412, 6413,
6415, 6416, 6419, 6422, 6424, 6425, 6430, 6431, 6432, 6435, 6437,
6438, 6439, 6440, 6441, 6445, 6446, 6447, 6448, 6449, 6452, 6453,
6454, 6457, 6458, 6459, 6462, 6463, 6465, 6466, 6467, 6468, 6469,
6471, 6472, 6475, 6477, 6480, 6481, 6482, 6483, 6487, 6488, 6489,
6494, 6495, 6500, 6503, 6505, 6506, 6507, 6508, 6524, 6526, 6527,
6528, 6529, 6532, 6533, 6534, 6535, 6537, 6540, 6542, 6543, 6544,
6546, 6547, 6548, 6553, 6554, 6555, 6556, 6557, 6562, 6563, 6564,
6565, 6566, 6569, 6570, 6578, 6585, 6586, 6587, 6588, 6589, 6590,
6591, 6592, 6593, 6595, 6597, 6598, 6599, 6600, 6601, 6602, 6604,
6606, 6607, 6608, 6609, 6610, 6611, 6612, 6613, 6614, 6615, 6616,
6617, 6620, 6622, 6623, 6624, 6626, 6632, 6633, 6634, 6635, 6638,
6639, 6640, 6641, 6642, 6643, 6644, 6649, 6650, 6651, 6653, 6654,
6655, 6656, 6657, 6658, 6660, 6662, 6663, 6664, 6665, 6666, 6668,
6669, 6670, 6671, 6678, 6682, 6684, 6690, 6691, 6692, 6693, 6694,
6695, 6698, 6699, 6700, 6701, 6702, 6705, 6706, 6707, 6708, 6709,
6710, 6711, 6712, 6713, 6714, 6715, 6716, 6718, 6721, 6722, 6724,
6725, 6726, 6727, 6728, 6731, 6732, 6733, 6736, 6737, 6739, 6740,
6741, 6744, 6746, 6747, 6748, 6751, 6753, 6754, 6756, 6765, 6766,
6768, 6769, 6770, 6771, 6775, 6776, 6777, 6779, 6781, 6787, 6790,
6791, 6792, 6794, 6795, 6798, 6799, 6801, 6802, 6803, 6804, 6805,
6806, 6807, 6808, 6810, 6811, 6812, 6814, 6816, 6820, 6821, 6822,
6824, 6825, 6828, 6834, 6835, 6836, 6837, 6840, 6841, 6842, 6845,
6846, 6847, 6851, 6852, 6853, 6855, 6856, 6858, 6860, 6864, 6865,
6866, 6867, 6868, 6870, 6871, 6872, 6873, 6874, 6875, 6876, 6877,
6881, 6882, 6883, 6884, 6886, 6887, 6889, 6890, 6891, 6897, 6899,
6901, 6902, 6903, 6904, 6905, 6907, 6908, 6909, 6910, 6911, 6912,
6914, 6915, 6918, 6919, 6920, 6921, 6924, 6928, 6930, 6932, 6933,
6934, 6936, 6938, 6939, 6940, 6941, 6943, 6945, 6946, 6947, 6949,
6950, 6951, 6952, 6954, 6955, 6958, 6959, 6972, 6973, 6975, 6976,
6978, 6980, 6985, 6986, 6992, 6993, 6994, 6996, 6998, 6999, 7000,
7001, 7002, 7007, 7012, 7018, 7020, 7021, 7022, 7023, 7024, 7025,
7026, 7031, 7032, 7035, 7042, 7054, 7056, 7057, 7059, 7060, 7062,
7070, 7072, 7073, 7074, 7075, 7080, 7081, 7083, 7084, 7089, 7093,
7094, 7097, 7098, 7099, 7105, 7109, 7110, 7111, 7112, 7117, 7121,
7123, 7130, 7131, 7134, 7135, 7141, 7143, 7146, 7147, 7148, 7149,
7158, 7159, 7183, 7200, 7229
Commercial soy sauce. See Soy Sauce Production–How to Make
Soy Sauce on a Commercial Scale
Commercial soy sprouts. See Soy Sprouts Production–How to
Grow Soy Sprouts on a Commercial Scale
Commercial soymilk. See Soymilk Production–How to Make
Soymilk on a Commercial Scale
Commercial tofu. See Tofu Production–How to Make Tofu on a
Commercial Scale
Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Office and
Commissioner of Patents (Forerunners of USDA)
Comoros. See Africa–Comoros, Federal Islamic Republic of the.
Isles Comores. Comoro Islands

Compact Discs (CD-ROM)–References to a Compact Disc in NonCD Documents 6480
Component / value-based pricing of soybeans. See Seed Quality
Composition of soybeans, soyfoods, or feeds. See Chemical /
Nutritional Composition or Analysis
Computer Software, Computerized Information Services, and
Modeling / Simulation Related to Soy 5294, 5320, 5322, 5763,
5785
Computerized Databases and Information Services, Information or
Publications About Those Concerning Soya 5916, 6025, 6305, 6717
Computers (General) and Computer Hardware Related to Soybean
Production and Marketing. See also: Computer Software 4545,
4637, 4855, 5280, 5433, 5527, 5556, 5631, 5698, 6305
Concentrated soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)
Condensed soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)
Congee or gruel made from whole soybeans. See Whole Dry
Soybeans Cooked with Plenty of Water for a Long Time to Make
Soybean Congee or Gruel
Conservation of soils. See Soil Science–Soil Conservation or Soil
Erosion
Cookery Books Containing Early Formulas for Basic Food
Ingredients, Such As Jiang, Miso, Soy Sauce, Tofu, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15
Cookery, Cookbooks, Cooking Videos, and Recipes–Mostly Using
Soy, Mostly Vegetarian. See also: the Subcategories–Vegetarian
Cookbooks, Vegan Cookbooks 22, 25, 71, 75, 102, 129, 131, 154,
211, 223, 322, 324, 406, 410, 564, 863, 909, 985, 1015, 1016, 1017,
1027, 1060, 1146, 1383, 1407, 1408, 1479, 1619, 2272, 2276, 2279,
2290, 2330, 2331, 2332, 2492, 2493, 2582, 2596, 2630, 2698, 2769,
2770, 2828, 2847, 2942, 3042, 3196, 3231, 4061, 4216, 4223, 4333,
4407, 4450, 4460, 4484, 4954, 5004, 5238, 5389, 5597, 6264, 6280,
6362, 6433, 6894, 7185, 7188, 7239
Cooperative Enterprises, Ventures, Research, or Experiments, and
Cooperatives / Co-ops, Worldwide. See also: Soybean Crushers
(USA)–Cooperative Crushers 498, 506, 723, 805, 845, 921, 1057,
1103, 1548, 1582, 1664, 1789, 2020, 2152, 2235, 2321, 2395, 2397,
2911, 2920, 3066, 3103, 3332, 3418, 3481, 3528, 3678, 3697, 3727,
3786, 3814, 3851, 3877, 4019, 4021, 4039, 4072, 4093, 4139, 4144,
4282, 4325, 4332, 4346, 4348, 4414, 4420, 4421, 4425, 4433, 4438,
4451, 4453, 4539, 4558, 4576, 4577, 4599, 4602, 4642, 4733, 4771,
4804, 4823, 4873, 4883, 4885, 4897, 5012, 5037, 5045, 5063, 5085,
5086, 5088, 5091, 5114, 5228, 5244, 5268, 5350, 5407, 5431, 5479,
5491, 5544, 5630, 5637, 5647, 5657, 5691, 5692, 5796, 5819, 5859,
5912, 5918, 5973, 5979, 5982, 6039, 6061, 6106, 6127, 6206, 6278,
6285, 6289, 6301, 6309, 6322, 6376, 6380, 6381, 6451, 6560, 6661,
6854, 6871, 6942, 7240
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Cooperative soybean crushers. See Soybean Crushers (USA),
Cooperative
Corn / Maize (Zea mays L. subsp. mays)–Including Corn Oil, Corn
Germ Oil, Meal, Starch, and Corn Gluten 60, 62, 64, 67, 70, 72, 74,
76, 77, 78, 83, 101, 162, 208, 210, 220, 221, 222, 228, 246, 254,
257, 260, 285, 302, 305, 310, 315, 322, 325, 330, 334, 336, 337,
342, 347, 351, 355, 358, 360, 362, 375, 379, 380, 383, 384, 388,
392, 393, 396, 398, 407, 409, 413, 420, 423, 434, 437, 439, 444,
456, 457, 464, 465, 478, 482, 486, 498, 502, 510, 511, 524, 541,
548, 560, 562, 569, 574, 577, 580, 589, 593, 601, 606, 608, 623,
636, 640, 644, 645, 653, 658, 660, 669, 670, 740, 743, 768, 784,
798, 799, 800, 805, 810, 831, 834, 837, 847, 849, 851, 852, 856,
873, 874, 878, 881, 882, 886, 887, 889, 893, 900, 903, 905, 906,
908, 909, 911, 912, 914, 916, 918, 922, 927, 933, 947, 953, 954,
962, 966, 967, 968, 973, 984, 986, 987, 989, 992, 995, 997, 999,
1004, 1006, 1008, 1010, 1014, 1021, 1022, 1028, 1030, 1031, 1033,
1040, 1044, 1047, 1048, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1060, 1064,
1065, 1070, 1072, 1074, 1076, 1077, 1079, 1082, 1085, 1093, 1097,
1101, 1102, 1103, 1105, 1107, 1112, 1117, 1140, 1146, 1147, 1149,
1151, 1152, 1156, 1158, 1161, 1163, 1165, 1172, 1173, 1179, 1188,
1190, 1191, 1195, 1198, 1204, 1206, 1208, 1210, 1215, 1223, 1226,
1227, 1229, 1230, 1231, 1233, 1237, 1238, 1241, 1248, 1250, 1253,
1261, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1267, 1269, 1273, 1280, 1281, 1283, 1285,
1288, 1290, 1291, 1292, 1293, 1294, 1296, 1297, 1299, 1301, 1303,
1305, 1307, 1308, 1310, 1315, 1316, 1319, 1322, 1323, 1324, 1326,
1327, 1331, 1335, 1340, 1342, 1349, 1353, 1356, 1358, 1359, 1360,
1361, 1364, 1366, 1371, 1373, 1374, 1387, 1388, 1391, 1392, 1394,
1395, 1396, 1398, 1410, 1411, 1413, 1414, 1416, 1421, 1422, 1424,
1425, 1427, 1429, 1430, 1431, 1439, 1441, 1442, 1448, 1454, 1458,
1463, 1469, 1470, 1471, 1476, 1478, 1481, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1487,
1493, 1494, 1496, 1497, 1500, 1501, 1502, 1504, 1506, 1508, 1509,
1517, 1521, 1522, 1525, 1530, 1535, 1541, 1543, 1547, 1548, 1549,
1550, 1552, 1555, 1574, 1576, 1578, 1582, 1590, 1596, 1600, 1601,
1602, 1604, 1607, 1613, 1614, 1625, 1628, 1637, 1643, 1649, 1650,
1657, 1663, 1664, 1666, 1667, 1669, 1674, 1676, 1678, 1695, 1709,
1718, 1719, 1721, 1722, 1743, 1744, 1745, 1747, 1750, 1751, 1754,
1756, 1759, 1781, 1798, 1799, 1802, 1813, 1814, 1829, 1841, 1850,
1857, 1860, 1863, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1881, 1882, 1897, 1909, 1952,
1957, 1967, 2006, 2012, 2029, 2030, 2034, 2056, 2058, 2061, 2065,
2067, 2102, 2107, 2110, 2111, 2128, 2143, 2147, 2164, 2169, 2180,
2183, 2202, 2208, 2211, 2232, 2252, 2263, 2268, 2286, 2287, 2291,
2336, 2337, 2343, 2348, 2368, 2376, 2377, 2397, 2405, 2417, 2419,
2440, 2508, 2520, 2583, 2613, 2633, 2678, 2689, 2739, 2745, 2746,
2753, 2754, 2759, 2828, 2861, 2879, 2908, 2909, 2924, 2945, 2992,
3004, 3048, 3066, 3084, 3121, 3194, 3212, 3239, 3250, 3252, 3287,
3330, 3335, 3350, 3364, 3386, 3410, 3429, 3469, 3472, 3477, 3478,
3487, 3496, 3499, 3521, 3535, 3538, 3551, 3566, 3571, 3577, 3578,
3579, 3589, 3603, 3629, 3634, 3718, 3763, 3768, 3769, 3792, 3806,
3824, 3827, 3838, 3839, 3840, 3863, 3886, 3891, 3950, 3989, 3991,
3998, 4003, 4009, 4019, 4022, 4026, 4065, 4101, 4120, 4155, 4164,
4175, 4217, 4233, 4252, 4349, 4353, 4355, 4380, 4395, 4400, 4412,
4417, 4444, 4448, 4461, 4463, 4491, 4514, 4571, 4594, 4605, 4665,
4712, 4791, 4823, 4844, 4894, 4908, 4911, 4933, 4953, 4958, 4972,
5004, 5033, 5062, 5075, 5121, 5177, 5184, 5185, 5189, 5200, 5202,
5234, 5303, 5328, 5372, 5394, 5411, 5414, 5526, 5590, 5609, 5620,
5628, 5634, 5667, 5702, 5728, 5746, 5758, 5788, 5806, 5854, 5942,
5991, 6038, 6055, 6071, 6107, 6108, 6145, 6148, 6185, 6212, 6221,
6257, 6288, 6294, 6321, 6383, 6394, 6411, 6426, 6455, 6476, 6519,

6545, 6559, 6560, 6578, 6580, 6582, 6596, 6603, 6619, 6630, 6717,
6739, 6784, 6816, 6817, 6859, 6931, 6943, 6971
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), and New York State
Agric. Experiment Station (Geneva, NY)–Soyfoods Research &
Development 3036, 3231, 3771, 4022, 4172, 4498, 4550, 4712,
4947, 6545
Cornucopia Natural Foods (Massachusetts). Founded in 1976 4574
Costs and/or Profits / Returns from Producing Soybeans 309, 413,
577, 623, 660, 663, 957, 1727, 1951, 2263, 2308, 3123, 3220, 3697,
3709, 3745, 4154, 4233, 4647, 4772, 5244
Cottage cheese, non-dairy. See Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based
Products, Other
Cotton Cloth, Fabric, Textile, Yarn, Fibers or Raw Cotton in Bales,
All from the Boll of the Cotton Plant (Gossypium sp. L.) 20, 31,
135, 195, 521, 788, 2199, 3814
Cotton Plant and Crop (Gossypium sp. L.). See also Cottonseed Oil,
Cake, and Meal 20, 50, 51, 73, 91, 264, 355, 360, 392, 453, 503,
515, 549, 743, 744, 745, 774, 787, 812, 813, 967, 1057, 1320, 1537,
1538, 1925, 2032, 2109, 2140, 2183, 2814, 2927, 3051, 3252, 3265,
3284, 3328, 3366, 3396, 3397, 3551, 3575, 3797, 3872, 6148
Cottonseed and Cotton (Gossypium sp. L.). See also Cottonseed
Oil, Cake, and Meal 647, 878, 2694, 4164, 6395
Cottonseed Flour. Previously Spelled Cotton-Seed Flour 1320
Cottonseed Meal and Cake (Defatted). Previously Spelled CottonSeed Cake 162, 294, 310, 351, 380, 383, 420, 464, 465, 470, 478,
482, 567, 569, 581, 649, 656, 658, 663, 669, 695, 709, 724, 769,
788, 820, 822, 831, 853, 869, 909, 914, 934, 935, 963, 967, 975,
987, 993, 998, 1010, 1019, 1037, 1052, 1070, 1079, 1093, 1107,
1117, 1149, 1162, 1186, 1191, 1226, 1277, 1310, 1368, 1375, 1456,
1525, 1582, 1628, 1662, 1683, 1839, 1841, 1909, 2035, 2109, 2147,
2152, 2170, 2365, 2397, 2417, 3098, 3464, 5111
Cottonseed Oil. Previously Spelled Cotton-Seed Oil or Cotton Oil
29, 30, 266, 453, 649, 654, 663, 695, 705, 744, 745, 748, 769, 788,
822, 898, 933, 976, 987, 998, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1037, 1097, 1189,
1203, 1212, 1224, 1437, 1474, 1475, 1839, 1852, 1873, 2034, 2035,
2109, 2167, 2172, 2187, 2212, 2286, 2455, 2457, 2558, 2590, 2694,
2908, 2967, 3381, 3606, 3689, 4142, 5082, 6291, 6450, 6451
Cottonseeds / Cotton Seeds–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates/Relatives in English 162, 250, 464, 581, 695, 709
Cottonseeds / Cottonseed. Previously Spelled Cotton Seeds / Seed
250, 363, 465, 549, 650, 876, 1099, 1278, 1475, 1881, 2337, 2609,
3051, 3872, 4145
Cover Crop, Use of Soybeans as. See also: Intercropping 428, 446,
449, 472, 473, 474, 476, 488, 493, 497, 504, 508, 512, 514, 539,
555, 557, 560, 562, 583, 584, 585, 603, 627, 641, 673, 674, 675,
685, 686, 698, 702, 714, 779, 795, 843, 850, 851, 853, 877, 926,
941, 954, 961, 1033, 1047, 1143, 1216, 1277, 1443, 1481, 1618,
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1640, 1658, 1667, 1693, 1711, 1712, 1780, 1821, 1882, 1893, 1965,
1973, 2084, 2123, 2260, 2344, 2368, 2502, 2522, 2523, 2529, 2655,
2802, 3020, 3080, 3171, 3207, 3232, 3347, 3469, 3514, 3575, 3588,
3678, 4399, 4694, 6151, 6317, 6318, 6576, 7232
Cowpea / Cowpeas / Black-Eyed Peas–Etymology of These Terms
and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 250, 560, 653
Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea. Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp. Formerly
spelled Cow Pea. Also called Blackeye Pea, Cowpeas, Pea Bean,
Yardlong Cowpea. Chinese: Jiangdou. Previous scientific names:
Vigna sinensis (L.) (1890s-1970s), Vigna catjang (1898-1920),
Vigna Katiang (1889) 68, 93, 250, 252, 272, 273, 285, 291, 295,
308, 314, 315, 316, 322, 323, 325, 326, 329, 341, 347, 349, 355,
358, 360, 366, 383, 388, 392, 393, 394, 398, 399, 407, 420, 423,
425, 433, 434, 435, 437, 449, 456, 457, 470, 472, 475, 482, 486,
488, 490, 492, 494, 503, 504, 506, 511, 515, 521, 525, 526, 538,
548, 554, 556, 558, 560, 561, 562, 568, 574, 577, 578, 579, 582,
586, 593, 594, 596, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 608, 612, 616, 618,
623, 628, 630, 636, 640, 645, 647, 653, 658, 660, 668, 669, 674,
677, 679, 709, 712, 714, 718, 719, 724, 727, 743, 747, 756, 761,
766, 774, 776, 782, 800, 803, 805, 808, 811, 813, 815, 834, 837,
839, 851, 852, 854, 862, 863, 870, 873, 874, 877, 878, 879, 881,
883, 884, 886, 888, 889, 892, 899, 901, 904, 908, 913, 918, 921,
923, 924, 925, 934, 947, 948, 955, 960, 961, 962, 968, 976, 977,
993, 996, 999, 1005, 1010, 1012, 1022, 1030, 1032, 1033, 1036,
1043, 1047, 1055, 1056, 1059, 1066, 1068, 1073, 1087, 1088, 1092,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1131, 1136, 1145, 1147, 1148, 1149, 1156, 1162,
1164, 1165, 1185, 1186, 1194, 1199, 1206, 1208, 1218, 1226, 1227,
1232, 1237, 1243, 1245, 1250, 1254, 1258, 1270, 1280, 1288, 1289,
1292, 1296, 1308, 1312, 1319, 1320, 1330, 1334, 1346, 1348, 1353,
1355, 1364, 1366, 1372, 1374, 1385, 1392, 1395, 1401, 1422, 1433,
1443, 1444, 1457, 1458, 1461, 1463, 1465, 1476, 1479, 1481, 1499,
1506, 1524, 1530, 1543, 1544, 1547, 1574, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1625,
1640, 1641, 1658, 1676, 1685, 1687, 1693, 1697, 1708, 1718, 1721,
1726, 1731, 1736, 1744, 1745, 1750, 1751, 1759, 1772, 1773, 1781,
1789, 1793, 1799, 1812, 1832, 1840, 1841, 1897, 1957, 1984, 2025,
2065, 2085, 2086, 2102, 2119, 2158, 2176, 2181, 2183, 2245, 2345,
2368, 2397, 2433, 2451, 2596, 2632, 2739, 2927, 2936, 2944, 2992,
3034, 3138, 3179, 3258, 3265, 3326, 3372, 3373, 3417, 3469, 3578,
3594, 3621, 3653, 4034, 4084, 4146, 4170, 4185, 4186, 4227, 4240,
4304, 4399, 4455, 4531, 4693, 4720, 4745, 4881, 4882, 4919, 5079,
5111, 5246, 5496, 6016, 6037, 6136, 6237, 6331, 7240
Cows / Cattle for Dairy Milk and Butter Fed Soybeans, Soybean
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 162, 220, 221, 257, 308,
326, 330, 337, 351, 359, 378, 380, 388, 393, 398, 405, 407, 410,
413, 433, 434, 439, 444, 464, 478, 482, 499, 510, 524, 526, 569,
573, 638, 656, 658, 663, 669, 724, 728, 740, 831, 876, 887, 999,
1022, 1048, 1059, 1064, 1070, 1077, 1092, 1099, 1107, 1117, 1190,
1213, 1229, 1262, 1283, 1285, 1320, 1363, 1410, 1426, 1430, 1479,
1482, 1483, 1506, 1524, 1681, 1683, 1692, 1699, 1746, 2106, 2116,
2275
Crayons. See Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax
Cream, sour, alternative. See Sour Cream Alternatives
Cream, soymilk. See Soymilk Cream

Creamer or soy cream for coffee. See Coffee Creamer / Whitener
Crop Rotation Using Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement 13, 151,
162, 164, 191, 240, 241, 288, 299, 302, 326, 338, 343, 355, 357,
400, 408, 409, 416, 420, 433, 462, 495, 498, 502, 503, 507, 515,
521, 525, 544, 566, 567, 568, 582, 594, 601, 611, 631, 632, 639,
666, 668, 676, 678, 680, 682, 693, 700, 703, 717, 723, 743, 757,
763, 784, 788, 797, 799, 801, 805, 806, 834, 846, 849, 854, 874,
879, 881, 882, 884, 899, 911, 917, 921, 923, 931, 932, 933, 942,
945, 947, 954, 958, 962, 979, 987, 996, 999, 1010, 1012, 1013,
1015, 1016, 1017, 1033, 1038, 1048, 1072, 1088, 1097, 1141, 1160,
1166, 1194, 1208, 1228, 1280, 1283, 1288, 1299, 1307, 1310, 1320,
1322, 1323, 1330, 1340, 1353, 1355, 1359, 1364, 1368, 1374, 1386,
1387, 1388, 1390, 1391, 1392, 1394, 1397, 1409, 1421, 1429, 1439,
1456, 1462, 1470, 1478, 1485, 1486, 1491, 1497, 1498, 1504, 1512,
1517, 1521, 1524, 1526, 1528, 1535, 1548, 1550, 1555, 1559, 1574,
1582, 1583, 1591, 1596, 1604, 1607, 1614, 1624, 1626, 1650, 1666,
1669, 1671, 1672, 1676, 1693, 1697, 1721, 1722, 1725, 1727, 1730,
1739, 1742, 1745, 1765, 1772, 1789, 1801, 1804, 1811, 1814, 1846,
1850, 1857, 1864, 1867, 1870, 1882, 1891, 1905, 1936, 1941, 1945,
1946, 1955, 1958, 1992, 2018, 2020, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2065, 2108,
2118, 2124, 2140, 2160, 2167, 2170, 2181, 2193, 2199, 2205, 2211,
2229, 2240, 2242, 2243, 2245, 2246, 2249, 2250, 2260, 2286, 2314,
2319, 2337, 2357, 2358, 2378, 2379, 2398, 2405, 2408, 2420, 2451,
2460, 2463, 2474, 2520, 2560, 2571, 2599, 2618, 2623, 2628, 2648,
2659, 2667, 2715, 2722, 2724, 2733, 2744, 2745, 2784, 2790, 2794,
2812, 2815, 2818, 2819, 2828, 2844, 2849, 2851, 2854, 2859, 2863,
2865, 2866, 2872, 2888, 2890, 2891, 2900, 2906, 2911, 2914, 2918,
2921, 2927, 2931, 2945, 2972, 2985, 2993, 2998, 3027, 3067, 3090,
3091, 3092, 3095, 3107, 3110, 3174, 3177, 3189, 3191, 3197, 3220,
3232, 3258, 3277, 3285, 3317, 3323, 3332, 3339, 3344, 3386, 3392,
3397, 3473, 3474, 3500, 3504, 3505, 3507, 3518, 3545, 3560, 3563,
3575, 3586, 3593, 3612, 3621, 3636, 3644, 3646, 3656, 3673, 3687,
3691, 3696, 3705, 3719, 3727, 3730, 3742, 3790, 3813, 3825, 3829,
3863, 3872, 3900, 3937, 3948, 3960, 3984, 4075, 4083, 4088, 4098,
4099, 4120, 4121, 4152, 4170, 4228, 4234, 4236, 4245, 4258, 4262,
4310, 4347, 4390, 4419, 4424, 4439, 4440, 4444, 4449, 4454, 4458,
4505, 4528, 4571, 4588, 4605, 4617, 4636, 4656, 4694, 4700, 4784,
4810, 4821, 4823, 4841, 4862, 4893, 4894, 4958, 5000, 5039, 5059,
5074, 5083, 5115, 5121, 5124, 5181, 5190, 5196, 5211, 5228, 5282,
5295, 5304, 5398, 5413, 5466, 5534, 5542, 5589, 5595, 5602, 5619,
5652, 5662, 5740, 5753, 5811, 5859, 5915, 5919, 5966, 6013, 6017,
6046, 6099, 6108, 6139, 6145, 6171, 6187, 6192, 6200, 6215, 6253,
6291, 6309, 6362, 6391, 6421, 6464, 6473, 6510, 6531, 6680, 6730,
6760, 6763, 6764, 6772, 6817, 6829, 6830, 6832, 6893, 6913, 6916,
6923, 6948, 6960, 6963, 6969, 6977, 6982, 7028, 7041, 7048, 7058,
7086, 7087, 7127, 7136, 7137, 7139, 7145, 7163, 7171, 7211, 7215,
7217, 7222, 7236, 7240
Cropping Systems: Intercropping, Interplanting, Mixed Cropping
or Mixed Planting (Often Planted in Alternating Rows with Some
Other Crop) 35, 36, 208, 258, 374, 396, 464, 477, 494, 500, 521,
524, 531, 532, 533, 537, 541, 593, 606, 659, 661, 674, 705, 714,
736, 740, 741, 761, 771, 776, 788, 815, 816, 821, 829, 840, 878,
886, 893, 918, 922, 923, 927, 989, 1022, 1033, 1035, 1058, 1059,
1070, 1076, 1077, 1101, 1102, 1147, 1149, 1152, 1156, 1163, 1188,
1205, 1206, 1210, 1226, 1248, 1253, 1263, 1264, 1267, 1288, 1292,
1293, 1305, 1319, 1320, 1326, 1331, 1335, 1339, 1356, 1366, 1425,
1431, 1441, 1448, 1461, 1487, 1496, 1500, 1504, 1513, 1517, 1537,
1538, 1566, 1574, 1577, 1578, 1607, 1649, 1650, 1682, 1683, 1687,
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1696, 1726, 1751, 1759, 1766, 1798, 1799, 1832, 1868, 1876, 1909,
1916, 1918, 1919, 1921, 1923, 1926, 1927, 1931, 1932, 1937, 1938,
1939, 1948, 1957, 1974, 1994, 2012, 2034, 2035, 2056, 2058, 2087,
2107, 2111, 2113, 2128, 2141, 2159, 2164, 2176, 2211, 2212, 2223,
2232, 2238, 2241, 2291, 2370, 2386, 2439, 2443, 2461, 2484, 2491,
2532, 2545, 2558, 2559, 2582, 2583, 2683, 2751, 2759, 2760, 2766,
2770, 2771, 2787, 2837, 2841, 2843, 2879, 2896, 2924, 2928, 2952,
2964, 2972, 2990, 2991, 3021, 3035, 3036, 3047, 3079, 3080, 3120,
3135, 3146, 3162, 3179, 3194, 3206, 3227, 3265, 3309, 3412, 3443,
3444, 3457, 3462, 3472, 3478, 3480, 3496, 3498, 3499, 3537, 3566,
3578, 3589, 3603, 3605, 3634, 3670, 3763, 3792, 3806, 3838, 3839,
3840, 3857, 3858, 3954, 3958, 3976, 4065, 4101, 4125, 4131, 4132,
4140, 4146, 4147, 4149, 4155, 4157, 4161, 4180, 4184, 4193, 4202,
4206, 4242, 4243, 4244, 4246, 4265, 4266, 4326, 4342, 4355, 4393,
4394, 4395, 4418, 4422, 4423, 4441, 4455, 4457, 4461, 4463, 4466,
4491, 4514, 4665, 4686, 4693, 4697, 4773, 4821, 4856, 4862, 4949,
4950, 4962, 4964, 4971, 4983, 5000, 5019, 5020, 5025, 5029, 5062,
5079, 5087, 5100, 5101, 5102, 5124, 5172, 5179, 5184, 5185, 5189,
5201, 5216, 5220, 5246, 5276, 5289, 5302, 5303, 5305, 5352, 5372,
5384, 5385, 5394, 5398, 5399, 5402, 5404, 5406, 5407, 5410, 5415,
5419, 5421, 5444, 5446, 5519, 5520, 5524, 5547, 5596, 5606, 5609,
5727, 5746, 5749, 5760, 5830, 5859, 5945, 5952, 6028, 6038, 6046,
6048, 6139, 6142, 6144, 6155, 6158, 6171, 6221, 6237, 6252, 6332,
6333, 6367, 6429, 6511, 6514, 6627, 6667, 6679, 6680, 6681, 6734,
6755, 6780, 6784, 6839, 6859, 6862, 6863, 6956, 6957, 7067, 7078,
7142, 7150, 7151, 7166, 7174, 7187, 7195, 7203, 7212, 7213, 7214,
7238
Crown Iron Works Co. (Minneapolis, Minnesota). Maker of
Soybean Processing Equipment. Acquired by CPM (Formerly
California Pellet Mill, Waterloo, Iowa) on 16 Aug. 2007 3381
Crushing, soybean–equipment manufacturers. See Allis-Chalmers,
Anderson International Corp., Blaw-Knox Co. and Rotocel, Crown
Iron Works Co., French Oil Mill Machinery Co.
Crushing statistics for soybeans, and soy oil and meal production
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia,
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations
within each region
CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. See Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne,
Indiana)
Cultural Practices, Cultivation & Agronomy (Including Crop
Management, Erosion, Planting, Seedbed Preparation, Water
Management / Irrigation) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52,
53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 69, 70, 71,
72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89,
90, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 106, 107, 108,
109, 110, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122,
123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135,
136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148,
150, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 163, 165,
166, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 179, 180,
181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 193, 195, 197,
198, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 211, 212,
214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226,

227, 228, 229, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 237, 238, 243, 244, 245,
246, 247, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 260, 261, 262, 263,
264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 272, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 281,
283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 289, 291, 292, 295, 296, 298, 300, 301,
302, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 311, 312, 313, 315, 317, 320,
322, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330, 333, 334, 336, 337, 339,
341, 342, 348, 351, 353, 356, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 366,
369, 372, 373, 375, 377, 378, 379, 380, 381, 383, 384, 387, 393,
395, 398, 399, 401, 402, 403, 405, 406, 407, 409, 411, 412, 413,
414, 415, 416, 419, 423, 424, 426, 427, 428, 429, 430, 431, 432,
433, 434, 436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441, 445, 450, 451, 452, 454,
458, 459, 460, 461, 465, 466, 467, 469, 470, 477, 478, 479, 480,
481, 482, 485, 488, 490, 494, 496, 499, 500, 501, 504, 505, 506,
507, 510, 511, 513, 520, 521, 522, 523, 524, 526, 527, 528, 529,
530, 540, 541, 542, 543, 545, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551, 552, 553,
554, 560, 564, 565, 569, 570, 571, 573, 574, 577, 588, 590, 599,
600, 601, 604, 605, 606, 607, 610, 613, 615, 616, 618, 619, 630,
634, 636, 640, 643, 645, 651, 652, 656, 658, 659, 665, 667, 668,
670, 678, 679, 681, 683, 684, 687, 688, 691, 692, 694, 696, 697,
699, 701, 704, 707, 711, 712, 713, 716, 717, 722, 728, 732, 734,
739, 740, 741, 742, 748, 749, 751, 752, 754, 755, 756, 758, 759,
760, 762, 764, 765, 766, 767, 769, 770, 772, 773, 774, 775, 776,
777, 782, 783, 786, 788, 789, 790, 791, 792, 799, 800, 802, 803,
804, 805, 809, 811, 812, 813, 815, 818, 821, 824, 825, 826, 827,
828, 830, 831, 834, 835, 837, 838, 844, 847, 848, 849, 850, 853,
859, 860, 861, 865, 866, 867, 868, 871, 872, 880, 881, 882, 886,
887, 888, 889, 890, 891, 892, 894, 896, 900, 902, 903, 905, 906,
907, 908, 909, 911, 913, 914, 915, 919, 920, 921, 922, 923, 924,
925, 928, 934, 935, 937, 939, 948, 949, 951, 953, 954, 955, 957,
959, 960, 962, 963, 964, 965, 966, 967, 969, 972, 973, 975, 976,
977, 978, 979, 980, 981, 982, 983, 985, 986, 987, 988, 989, 990,
991, 992, 994, 995, 997, 999, 1001, 1002, 1004, 1005, 1010, 1014,
1015, 1016, 1017, 1018, 1021, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1028,
1029, 1030, 1031, 1033, 1034, 1036, 1037, 1039, 1043, 1046, 1047,
1048, 1049, 1050, 1051, 1052, 1053, 1054, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058,
1059, 1060, 1061, 1062, 1064, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070,
1072, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1078, 1080, 1081, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1086,
1089, 1092, 1094, 1097, 1099, 1100, 1104, 1105, 1107, 1108, 1109,
1111, 1115, 1118, 1119, 1120, 1122, 1125, 1126, 1127, 1128, 1129,
1130, 1132, 1133, 1134, 1135, 1136, 1137, 1138, 1142, 1143, 1144,
1145, 1146, 1150, 1155, 1156, 1157, 1158, 1159, 1161, 1162, 1165,
1176, 1177, 1178, 1181, 1185, 1186, 1190, 1195, 1196, 1197, 1199,
1200, 1201, 1202, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1210, 1211, 1212, 1213, 1215,
1217, 1218, 1222, 1223, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1233,
1234, 1235, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1241, 1243, 1245, 1247, 1249,
1250, 1251, 1252, 1253, 1254, 1255, 1259, 1261, 1262, 1266, 1268,
1269, 1270, 1271, 1272, 1274, 1275, 1276, 1278, 1279, 1281, 1284,
1285, 1287, 1289, 1290, 1291, 1293, 1294, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1298,
1299, 1300, 1301, 1302, 1304, 1305, 1306, 1308, 1309, 1310, 1311,
1312, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1317, 1324, 1326, 1329, 1331, 1332,
1337, 1338, 1340, 1342, 1343, 1344, 1345, 1346, 1347, 1350, 1352,
1354, 1355, 1356, 1358, 1360, 1361, 1362, 1363, 1364, 1365, 1367,
1369, 1370, 1371, 1372, 1373, 1374, 1375, 1377, 1378, 1379, 1380,
1381, 1385, 1389, 1391, 1393, 1395, 1396, 1398, 1399, 1400, 1402,
1403, 1404, 1406, 1410, 1411, 1412, 1413, 1414, 1418, 1419, 1421,
1422, 1423, 1426, 1427, 1429, 1431, 1432, 1435, 1438, 1439, 1440,
1442, 1444, 1450, 1451, 1454, 1455, 1456, 1458, 1459, 1460, 1461,
1463, 1464, 1466, 1467, 1469, 1471, 1472, 1476, 1477, 1478, 1479,
1482, 1484, 1487, 1490, 1492, 1493, 1495, 1497, 1498, 1503, 1505,
1506, 1511, 1515, 1517, 1518, 1520, 1522, 1524, 1525, 1527, 1532,
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1533, 1534, 1536, 1539, 1540, 1541, 1543, 1547, 1549, 1551, 1552,
1553, 1555, 1558, 1560, 1561, 1563, 1564, 1565, 1566, 1567, 1568,
1569, 1570, 1572, 1573, 1574, 1575, 1576, 1577, 1578, 1579, 1580,
1581, 1583, 1584, 1585, 1586, 1587, 1588, 1589, 1590, 1592, 1599,
1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1605, 1608, 1617, 1619, 1621, 1622, 1623,
1624, 1628, 1629, 1630, 1631, 1632, 1633, 1634, 1636, 1638, 1641,
1642, 1644, 1645, 1647, 1649, 1650, 1652, 1653, 1657, 1658, 1661,
1666, 1670, 1671, 1675, 1677, 1679, 1680, 1681, 1682, 1683, 1684,
1686, 1688, 1690, 1692, 1695, 1698, 1700, 1701, 1702, 1703, 1705,
1706, 1707, 1709, 1714, 1715, 1716, 1717, 1719, 1725, 1727, 1728,
1729, 1732, 1733, 1735, 1736, 1737, 1743, 1744, 1746, 1747, 1748,
1749, 1750, 1751, 1754, 1755, 1756, 1759, 1760, 1762, 1771, 1773,
1775, 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, 1781, 1784, 1785, 1786, 1787, 1791,
1793, 1796, 1803, 1807, 1812, 1813, 1814, 1815, 1826, 1829, 1830,
1831, 1833, 1834, 1836, 1837, 1838, 1840, 1841, 1842, 1844, 1849,
1850, 1851, 1856, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1860, 1863, 1864, 1868, 1873,
1883, 1887, 1888, 1890, 1891, 1894, 1896, 1897, 1899, 1900, 1902,
1903, 1904, 1907, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1928,
1934, 1937, 1942, 1943, 1949, 1957, 1959, 1963, 1967, 1968, 1970,
1971, 1975, 1979, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1988, 1993, 1997, 1998, 1999,
2000, 2002, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015,
2016, 2017, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2023, 2024, 2025, 2026, 2027, 2029,
2030, 2031, 2032, 2036, 2037, 2038, 2039, 2040, 2042, 2045, 2046,
2047, 2048, 2049, 2050, 2051, 2052, 2053, 2054, 2055, 2056, 2057,
2058, 2059, 2061, 2062, 2063, 2064, 2066, 2067, 2068, 2069, 2071,
2072, 2073, 2075, 2076, 2078, 2080, 2081, 2083, 2086, 2088, 2089,
2090, 2093, 2095, 2096, 2097, 2098, 2099, 2101, 2102, 2103, 2104,
2105, 2106, 2107, 2108, 2109, 2111, 2112, 2115, 2119, 2120, 2121,
2122, 2126, 2127, 2129, 2130, 2131, 2132, 2133, 2134, 2135, 2138,
2139, 2142, 2143, 2144, 2147, 2148, 2150, 2152, 2153, 2154, 2155,
2157, 2159, 2160, 2161, 2165, 2166, 2172, 2174, 2176, 2178, 2180,
2182, 2183, 2184, 2188, 2189, 2190, 2191, 2192, 2194, 2195, 2196,
2198, 2200, 2201, 2202, 2203, 2204, 2205, 2206, 2207, 2208, 2209,
2210, 2213, 2214, 2216, 2217, 2218, 2219, 2220, 2221, 2222, 2224,
2225, 2228, 2229, 2231, 2232, 2233, 2235, 2236, 2237, 2239, 2241,
2253, 2255, 2256, 2260, 2261, 2264, 2265, 2266, 2267, 2269, 2270,
2271, 2272, 2275, 2276, 2277, 2278, 2282, 2283, 2284, 2287, 2288,
2289, 2290, 2292, 2293, 2294, 2297, 2301, 2303, 2305, 2308, 2309,
2310, 2313, 2316, 2317, 2318, 2320, 2321, 2322, 2323, 2326, 2327,
2328, 2330, 2331, 2332, 2333, 2334, 2338, 2340, 2341, 2343, 2344,
2346, 2347, 2348, 2349, 2355, 2357, 2358, 2359, 2360, 2361, 2364,
2365, 2366, 2370, 2372, 2373, 2374, 2375, 2376, 2377, 2378, 2379,
2380, 2381, 2382, 2383, 2384, 2385, 2387, 2389, 2391, 2392, 2393,
2395, 2397, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2404, 2406, 2410, 2416, 2418, 2419,
2421, 2422, 2423, 2424, 2425, 2426, 2427, 2428, 2429, 2432, 2433,
2437, 2438, 2440, 2441, 2442, 2444, 2446, 2447, 2448, 2449, 2450,
2451, 2458, 2459, 2462, 2464, 2466, 2467, 2473, 2474, 2475, 2476,
2477, 2478, 2481, 2482, 2483, 2484, 2485, 2486, 2487, 2488, 2489,
2490, 2492, 2494, 2495, 2496, 2499, 2501, 2502, 2503, 2504, 2505,
2506, 2507, 2508, 2509, 2510, 2512, 2513, 2514, 2515, 2517, 2518,
2519, 2524, 2525, 2526, 2528, 2533, 2535, 2536, 2537, 2541, 2542,
2543, 2544, 2546, 2547, 2548, 2549, 2551, 2555, 2559, 2560, 2562,
2563, 2564, 2565, 2566, 2567, 2569, 2570, 2572, 2573, 2574, 2575,
2576, 2577, 2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2584, 2585, 2587, 2588,
2589, 2591, 2592, 2594, 2596, 2597, 2600, 2601, 2602, 2604, 2607,
2610, 2611, 2612, 2614, 2615, 2616, 2617, 2619, 2621, 2624, 2627,
2629, 2630, 2631, 2632, 2635, 2637, 2638, 2639, 2640, 2641, 2642,
2643, 2644, 2645, 2647, 2649, 2650, 2651, 2652, 2655, 2658, 2661,
2663, 2664, 2665, 2666, 2670, 2671, 2672, 2673, 2675, 2676, 2677,
2682, 2684, 2685, 2687, 2688, 2689, 2690, 2691, 2692, 2693, 2695,

2696, 2698, 2699, 2700, 2701, 2705, 2706, 2708, 2709, 2711, 2712,
2714, 2719, 2720, 2721, 2723, 2725, 2726, 2727, 2729, 2732, 2735,
2749, 2752, 2755, 2756, 2758, 2759, 2760, 2761, 2763, 2766, 2769,
2770, 2771, 2774, 2775, 2776, 2777, 2778, 2779, 2780, 2781, 2783,
2791, 2792, 2793, 2795, 2797, 2799, 2801, 2803, 2804, 2807, 2810,
2813, 2817, 2824, 2825, 2826, 2830, 2832, 2833, 2834, 2835, 2838,
2839, 2840, 2842, 2843, 2845, 2846, 2847, 2848, 2850, 2853, 2855,
2856, 2857, 2862, 2869, 2870, 2871, 2873, 2875, 2876, 2877, 2878,
2880, 2881, 2882, 2883, 2886, 2889, 2895, 2898, 2899, 2900, 2901,
2902, 2903, 2904, 2905, 2909, 2910, 2912, 2916, 2917, 2922, 2923,
2925, 2933, 2935, 2937, 2938, 2940, 2941, 2942, 2943, 2944, 2946,
2949, 2950, 2951, 2953, 2954, 2955, 2957, 2958, 2959, 2960, 2961,
2963, 2965, 2966, 2968, 2969, 2971, 2973, 2975, 2978, 2979, 2980,
2981, 2983, 2984, 2986, 2987, 2988, 2989, 2992, 2993, 2994, 2995,
2996, 3000, 3002, 3003, 3007, 3008, 3010, 3011, 3012, 3013, 3014,
3015, 3016, 3019, 3022, 3023, 3024, 3025, 3026, 3032, 3033, 3034,
3035, 3037, 3039, 3040, 3041, 3042, 3043, 3044, 3046, 3047, 3050,
3052, 3053, 3057, 3058, 3060, 3062, 3064, 3065, 3067, 3069, 3070,
3071, 3073, 3074, 3075, 3076, 3077, 3079, 3084, 3085, 3087, 3088,
3090, 3094, 3099, 3100, 3101, 3102, 3103, 3104, 3105, 3111, 3112,
3115, 3116, 3119, 3122, 3123, 3124, 3125, 3126, 3127, 3128, 3129,
3130, 3131, 3132, 3134, 3135, 3137, 3142, 3144, 3145, 3147, 3148,
3150, 3151, 3152, 3154, 3155, 3157, 3158, 3159, 3160, 3161, 3165,
3166, 3167, 3168, 3169, 3170, 3172, 3173, 3176, 3178, 3182, 3183,
3185, 3186, 3187, 3188, 3190, 3192, 3195, 3198, 3199, 3200, 3201,
3202, 3203, 3205, 3206, 3211, 3216, 3217, 3218, 3221, 3222, 3223,
3226, 3228, 3229, 3230, 3231, 3232, 3233, 3234, 3235, 3236, 3237,
3238, 3239, 3240, 3241, 3242, 3243, 3246, 3247, 3248, 3250, 3252,
3253, 3255, 3256, 3257, 3261, 3262, 3264, 3265, 3266, 3267, 3268,
3269, 3270, 3273, 3274, 3275, 3276, 3277, 3278, 3279, 3282, 3283,
3284, 3287, 3288, 3290, 3291, 3292, 3293, 3294, 3295, 3302, 3304,
3305, 3307, 3308, 3311, 3312, 3313, 3314, 3316, 3317, 3319, 3320,
3321, 3322, 3324, 3325, 3326, 3327, 3328, 3331, 3332, 3334, 3335,
3336, 3337, 3339, 3340, 3342, 3345, 3346, 3347, 3349, 3350, 3352,
3354, 3356, 3359, 3360, 3361, 3363, 3364, 3365, 3366, 3367, 3368,
3369, 3370, 3372, 3373, 3374, 3376, 3378, 3380, 3384, 3385, 3388,
3389, 3392, 3393, 3394, 3399, 3401, 3402, 3403, 3404, 3405, 3409,
3410, 3411, 3414, 3416, 3417, 3418, 3421, 3422, 3423, 3425, 3426,
3427, 3428, 3429, 3431, 3432, 3433, 3434, 3438, 3439, 3440, 3444,
3446, 3447, 3448, 3449, 3450, 3451, 3452, 3453, 3454, 3455, 3456,
3457, 3458, 3459, 3460, 3463, 3467, 3468, 3475, 3479, 3487, 3489,
3491, 3492, 3493, 3495, 3498, 3499, 3501, 3502, 3503, 3505, 3506,
3507, 3508, 3509, 3517, 3518, 3519, 3520, 3521, 3523, 3524, 3526,
3527, 3528, 3529, 3530, 3531, 3533, 3534, 3535, 3536, 3538, 3539,
3540, 3541, 3542, 3543, 3545, 3546, 3548, 3549, 3550, 3551, 3553,
3554, 3559, 3564, 3568, 3570, 3573, 3575, 3577, 3579, 3581, 3582,
3584, 3585, 3586, 3587, 3590, 3591, 3592, 3593, 3595, 3596, 3597,
3599, 3600, 3601, 3602, 3604, 3607, 3609, 3610, 3611, 3612, 3621,
3623, 3626, 3628, 3630, 3633, 3635, 3637, 3638, 3641, 3645, 3647,
3648, 3649, 3653, 3654, 3655, 3658, 3660, 3661, 3662, 3663, 3664,
3667, 3668, 3674, 3676, 3677, 3679, 3680, 3681, 3682, 3683, 3684,
3685, 3689, 3690, 3692, 3694, 3697, 3698, 3699, 3700, 3701, 3702,
3703, 3704, 3706, 3708, 3709, 3711, 3712, 3713, 3715, 3716, 3717,
3718, 3721, 3722, 3723, 3724, 3725, 3726, 3727, 3731, 3732, 3733,
3734, 3735, 3736, 3737, 3738, 3741, 3743, 3744, 3745, 3747, 3749,
3750, 3751, 3753, 3754, 3756, 3758, 3761, 3767, 3768, 3769, 3770,
3771, 3772, 3773, 3775, 3776, 3777, 3780, 3783, 3784, 3787, 3789,
3791, 3793, 3794, 3795, 3798, 3801, 3802, 3805, 3807, 3808, 3809,
3810, 3811, 3812, 3813, 3814, 3815, 3817, 3821, 3822, 3826, 3828,
3834, 3842, 3845, 3850, 3851, 3853, 3854, 3856, 3857, 3859, 3860,
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3861, 3862, 3864, 3865, 3866, 3868, 3869, 3870, 3871, 3873, 3874,
3877, 3880, 3881, 3882, 3883, 3884, 3885, 3887, 3889, 3892, 3893,
3901, 3902, 3904, 3905, 3907, 3909, 3910, 3912, 3913, 3915, 3916,
3917, 3919, 3922, 3923, 3924, 3925, 3926, 3927, 3929, 3930, 3931,
3933, 3934, 3935, 3936, 3938, 3939, 3940, 3942, 3943, 3944, 3946,
3947, 3950, 3951, 3953, 3955, 3956, 3957, 3959, 3960, 3961, 3963,
3964, 3965, 3966, 3969, 3970, 3972, 3973, 3974, 3975, 3977, 3979,
3980, 3982, 3983, 3984, 3988, 3991, 3992, 3993, 3994, 3997, 3998,
3999, 4000, 4002, 4003, 4005, 4007, 4009, 4010, 4011, 4012, 4013,
4016, 4020, 4022, 4023, 4027, 4028, 4031, 4032, 4033, 4034, 4035,
4036, 4037, 4038, 4039, 4041, 4042, 4043, 4044, 4045, 4048, 4049,
4050, 4051, 4055, 4056, 4057, 4058, 4059, 4060, 4061, 4062, 4064,
4066, 4070, 4072, 4075, 4078, 4079, 4082, 4084, 4087, 4094, 4095,
4096, 4097, 4101, 4102, 4103, 4104, 4105, 4106, 4107, 4108, 4109,
4111, 4112, 4113, 4114, 4115, 4116, 4118, 4119, 4120, 4122, 4123,
4124, 4129, 4130, 4131, 4132, 4133, 4134, 4135, 4138, 4140, 4142,
4143, 4144, 4145, 4147, 4148, 4153, 4156, 4163, 4165, 4166, 4168,
4172, 4175, 4177, 4179, 4180, 4181, 4182, 4183, 4185, 4186, 4187,
4188, 4190, 4191, 4194, 4195, 4196, 4197, 4202, 4203, 4204, 4205,
4206, 4208, 4210, 4211, 4213, 4214, 4215, 4216, 4217, 4218, 4222,
4224, 4225, 4227, 4230, 4233, 4240, 4247, 4250, 4252, 4255, 4259,
4261, 4264, 4266, 4267, 4269, 4271, 4273, 4274, 4275, 4277, 4279,
4281, 4283, 4284, 4285, 4286, 4288, 4289, 4290, 4291, 4292, 4293,
4295, 4297, 4298, 4299, 4300, 4301, 4302, 4303, 4304, 4305, 4306,
4307, 4308, 4311, 4312, 4316, 4321, 4326, 4327, 4328, 4331, 4333,
4334, 4335, 4337, 4338, 4340, 4342, 4349, 4350, 4360, 4362, 4363,
4364, 4365, 4366, 4367, 4368, 4369, 4370, 4371, 4372, 4373, 4374,
4377, 4378, 4379, 4389, 4392, 4394, 4396, 4397, 4398, 4401, 4402,
4404, 4405, 4407, 4408, 4409, 4410, 4412, 4417, 4429, 4431, 4438,
4444, 4447, 4449, 4451, 4453, 4455, 4465, 4466, 4467, 4469, 4474,
4477, 4478, 4481, 4482, 4483, 4484, 4485, 4489, 4490, 4492, 4493,
4496, 4497, 4498, 4502, 4503, 4504, 4506, 4507, 4510, 4515, 4525,
4544, 4547, 4550, 4554, 4555, 4557, 4561, 4563, 4566, 4567, 4568,
4570, 4572, 4573, 4575, 4576, 4581, 4582, 4588, 4589, 4591, 4592,
4593, 4596, 4597, 4598, 4599, 4603, 4604, 4612, 4613, 4624, 4647,
4649, 4651, 4653, 4667, 4677, 4679, 4681, 4682, 4684, 4685, 4686,
4689, 4692, 4695, 4696, 4700, 4701, 4702, 4703, 4704, 4705, 4706,
4707, 4711, 4714, 4725, 4727, 4730, 4732, 4738, 4749, 4750, 4755,
4757, 4764, 4769, 4770, 4771, 4772, 4776, 4777, 4778, 4780, 4784,
4788, 4790, 4791, 4793, 4797, 4806, 4807, 4809, 4813, 4814, 4815,
4817, 4818, 4821, 4822, 4825, 4826, 4828, 4832, 4840, 4843, 4848,
4850, 4854, 4856, 4858, 4864, 4865, 4867, 4872, 4873, 4892, 4893,
4894, 4904, 4910, 4911, 4917, 4919, 4923, 4924, 4933, 4934, 4935,
4946, 4948, 4951, 4952, 4956, 4959, 4961, 4962, 4965, 4966, 4967,
4968, 4969, 4970, 4972, 4981, 4986, 4988, 4991, 4993, 4997, 4998,
4999, 5001, 5003, 5012, 5018, 5019, 5021, 5022, 5023, 5028, 5029,
5031, 5033, 5034, 5041, 5042, 5045, 5048, 5049, 5051, 5052, 5053,
5058, 5062, 5066, 5068, 5069, 5075, 5077, 5078, 5080, 5081, 5082,
5088, 5093, 5097, 5098, 5100, 5102, 5103, 5104, 5105, 5106, 5108,
5109, 5110, 5111, 5112, 5113, 5118, 5119, 5121, 5122, 5124, 5125,
5126, 5128, 5129, 5142, 5149, 5166, 5168, 5173, 5176, 5182, 5183,
5188, 5190, 5191, 5192, 5193, 5202, 5206, 5210, 5213, 5216, 5219,
5225, 5226, 5233, 5238, 5243, 5244, 5245, 5251, 5255, 5256, 5257,
5258, 5260, 5261, 5267, 5268, 5269, 5271, 5272, 5273, 5275, 5277,
5278, 5279, 5280, 5281, 5283, 5284, 5285, 5286, 5287, 5288, 5292,
5294, 5297, 5298, 5299, 5304, 5306, 5319, 5320, 5322, 5323, 5327,
5337, 5338, 5341, 5342, 5345, 5347, 5373, 5377, 5384, 5385, 5386,
5387, 5388, 5389, 5391, 5392, 5393, 5395, 5397, 5400, 5403, 5404,
5405, 5406, 5407, 5408, 5409, 5410, 5412, 5413, 5414, 5415, 5416,
5417, 5419, 5420, 5421, 5422, 5432, 5436, 5441, 5442, 5443, 5445,

5446, 5447, 5448, 5449, 5450, 5452, 5453, 5458, 5460, 5462, 5463,
5464, 5469, 5474, 5491, 5495, 5498, 5500, 5501, 5504, 5516, 5526,
5528, 5533, 5537, 5538, 5544, 5547, 5560, 5565, 5568, 5590, 5593,
5594, 5597, 5598, 5600, 5601, 5604, 5607, 5611, 5612, 5613, 5616,
5619, 5624, 5627, 5669, 5673, 5674, 5683, 5699, 5702, 5707, 5710,
5711, 5712, 5713, 5720, 5722, 5728, 5730, 5731, 5734, 5738, 5739,
5741, 5742, 5743, 5744, 5747, 5750, 5751, 5754, 5755, 5758, 5763,
5785, 5809, 5811, 5813, 5815, 5817, 5830, 5839, 5853, 5856, 5857,
5863, 5881, 5900, 5907, 5913, 5935, 5936, 5953, 5966, 5967, 5978,
5979, 5983, 5996, 6015, 6021, 6025, 6037, 6041, 6043, 6045, 6046,
6048, 6050, 6054, 6063, 6080, 6081, 6083, 6085, 6086, 6092, 6095,
6102, 6111, 6124, 6135, 6136, 6139, 6142, 6144, 6145, 6148, 6150,
6154, 6159, 6162, 6163, 6169, 6171, 6172, 6173, 6174, 6175, 6176,
6181, 6212, 6222, 6226, 6227, 6228, 6229, 6250, 6267, 6304, 6310,
6312, 6331, 6338, 6350, 6372, 6378, 6398, 6399, 6405, 6409, 6414,
6420, 6442, 6444, 6486, 6511, 6515, 6516, 6518, 6523, 6572, 6577,
6581, 6582, 6621, 6627, 6628, 6636, 6646, 6675, 6704, 6719, 6735,
6742, 6743, 6749, 6752, 6755, 6762, 6800, 6839, 6844, 6861, 6863,
6878, 6885, 6895, 6896, 6931, 6956, 6957, 6965, 6988, 7033, 7034,
7038, 7046, 7050, 7066, 7067, 7068, 7071, 7076, 7077, 7078, 7082,
7090, 7092, 7096, 7100, 7108, 7113, 7115, 7116, 7120, 7122, 7132,
7133, 7137, 7138, 7153, 7155, 7156, 7164, 7176, 7178, 7182, 7184,
7185, 7186, 7193, 7196, 7198, 7199, 7204, 7210, 7218, 7219, 7223,
7226, 7228, 7231, 7233
Culture Media / Medium (for Growing Microorganisms)–Industrial
Uses of Soybeans, as in Antibiotic / Antibiotics Industry 2917, 3736
Cultures of nitrogen fixing bacteria for soybeans. See Nitrogen
Fixing Cultures
Curds Made from Soymilk (Soft, Unpressed Tofu) as an End
Product or Food Ingredient. In Japanese: Oboro. In Chinese:
Daufu-fa, Doufu-hua, Doufu-hwa, Douhua, Toufu-hwa, Tow-foofah (“Bean Curd Flowers”) or Doufu-nao, Fu-nao (“Bean Curd
Brains”). In Filipino: Taho (Often Served as a Dessert with a Sugary
Syrup) 753, 1157, 1184, 1479, 1733, 2330, 2932, 4395, 5389, 5991,
6089, 6152, 6239, 6283
Cutlets, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Cutlets
Cyperus esculentus. See Chufa. Also Called Earth Almond, Tiger
Nuts, etc.
Dairy alternative, rice based. See Rice Milk Products–Ice Creams
Dairy alternatives (soy based). See Coffee Creamer / Whitener
or Cream Alternative, Sour Cream Alternatives, Soy Cheese–
Fermented, Soy Cheese–Non-Fermented, Soy Cheese or Cheese
Alternatives, Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie, Soy Cream Cheese,
Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse, Soy Yogurt, Soymilk,
Soymilk, Fermented, Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefir, Tofu (Soy
Cheese), Whip Topping
Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based Products, Other (Cottage Cheese,
and Icing). See also Non-dairy Whip Topping, Soy Ice Cream,
Soy Yogurt, Soy Cheese, Cream Cheese or Cheesecakes, Coffee
Creamer / Whitener or Cream, and Sour Cream 4565, 4585, 4995,
5530, 5629, 5794, 5938
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Daitokuji / Daitoku-ji natto. See Daitokuji Fermented Black
Soybeans–from Japan
Daitokuji Fermented Black Soybeans–from Japan. In Japan called
Daitokuji Natto or Daitoku-ji Natto 3631

2112, 2127, 2159, 2199, 2201, 2272, 2276, 2299, 2330, 2332, 2361,
2439, 2451, 2460, 2487, 2559, 2630, 2632, 2770, 2828, 2829, 2897,
2903, 2933, 3464, 3465, 3678, 4162, 4206, 4811, 6091, 6097, 6812,
6933
Dies, Edward Jerome (1891-1979) 2590, 2709, 2767

Dammann & Co. (San Giovanni a Teduccio {near Naples}, Italy)
597, 641, 688
Danshi / danchi (pinyin). See Fermented Black Soybeans, Unsalted
or Bland
Davis, Adelle (1904-1974). Author and Health Foods Advocate
6251

Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel–Interchem Industries,
Inc., Interchem Environmental, Inc., Midwest Biofuels, Ag
Environmental Processing (AEP), Bill Ayres and Doug Pickering.
Pioneer Biodiesel Makers and Marketers in the USA 6441
Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel, or Artificial Petroleum (Made
from Methyl Esters of Soybean Oil) 1627, 2275, 4601, 6267, 6297,
6397, 6441, 6971, 7019, 7048, 7050, 7127, 7239

Dawa-dawa. See Natto–Soybean Dawa-dawa
Daylength Neutrality. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiod
Insensitivity
Death certificates. See Obituaries, Eulogies, Death Certificates, and
Wills
Deceptive or misleading labeling or products. See Unfair Practices–
Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading Labeling, Advertising,
etc. See also: Adulteration
Deforestation in Brazil. See Latin America–South America–Brazil,
Deforestation in
DeKalb Genetics. Including DeKalb-Pfizer Genetics (DeKalb,
Illinois) from 1982 to 1990 6476, 6717
Delsoy Products, Inc. (Dearborn, Michigan). Soy Protein Company.
Renamed Whitehouse Products in 1963. Purchased by C.J. Christoff
& Sons in 1983 (Lowell, Michigan). Renamed Chadalee Farms,
Inc.. 2605
Demos, Steve. See White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado)
Detection of soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Detection
Detergents or soaps made from soy oil. See Soaps or Detergents
DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH (Lueneburg, Germany) 5092,
5231, 5708, 5709, 5836, 5837, 5869, 5870, 5871, 5984, 5985, 5986,
5987, 5988, 5989, 6053
Developing countries, soybean production in. See Tropical and
Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly in
Developing nations. See Third World
Development, sustainable. See World Problems–Sustainable
Development and Growth

Directories–Soybean Processors (Including Soyfoods
Manufacturers), Researchers, Conference Attendees, and Other
Names and Addresses Related to Soyfoods, Vegetarianism,
Macrobiotics, etc. See also Directories–Japanese American in USA
152, 2272, 2275, 2335, 2709, 3381, 3940, 4023, 4244, 4248, 4296,
4861, 5415, 5444, 5861, 6154, 6428, 6571
Diseases of Soybeans (Bacterial, Fungal, and Viral / Virus). See
also: Nematode Disease Control 49, 171, 263, 381, 439, 555, 557,
601, 603, 609, 693, 787, 794, 844, 866, 867, 889, 890, 1020, 1088,
1165, 1166, 1197, 1293, 1327, 1347, 1427, 1479, 1502, 1603, 1650,
1664, 1751, 1773, 1789, 1853, 1891, 1924, 1947, 1991, 2064, 2077,
2122, 2152, 2186, 2201, 2205, 2232, 2260, 2275, 2276, 2283, 2330,
2332, 2335, 2385, 2400, 2423, 2451, 2522, 2523, 2559, 2582, 2632,
2654, 2709, 2710, 2764, 2766, 2776, 2785, 2789, 2791, 2802, 2828,
2843, 2857, 2872, 2895, 2900, 2901, 2914, 2920, 2923, 2932, 2942,
2973, 2992, 3002, 3012, 3015, 3020, 3026, 3034, 3047, 3152, 3198,
3237, 3262, 3283, 3325, 3331, 3332, 3339, 3351, 3382, 3392, 3404,
3463, 3490, 3498, 3500, 3507, 3523, 3545, 3593, 3633, 3668, 3688,
3694, 3695, 3698, 3715, 3722, 3727, 3744, 3746, 3757, 3779, 3789,
3792, 3813, 3817, 3822, 3839, 3840, 3858, 3862, 3900, 3916, 3923,
3957, 3984, 3985, 3987, 4012, 4050, 4059, 4061, 4075, 4098, 4120,
4130, 4139, 4158, 4219, 4223, 4245, 4264, 4268, 4270, 4296, 4300,
4347, 4391, 4394, 4404, 4429, 4502, 4504, 4506, 4561, 4588, 4593,
4594, 4617, 4688, 4689, 4694, 4703, 4706, 4846, 4847, 4873, 4893,
4962, 4967, 4969, 4970, 4994, 5088, 5089, 5102, 5103, 5104, 5106,
5108, 5110, 5111, 5112, 5113, 5123, 5173, 5233, 5238, 5244, 5297,
5299, 5304, 5314, 5320, 5341, 5342, 5389, 5390, 5393, 5395, 5402,
5415, 5463, 5491, 5504, 5519, 5524, 5546, 5571, 5597, 5606, 5634,
5635, 5669, 5673, 5727, 5731, 5740, 5744, 5748, 5751, 5758, 5763,
5830, 5905, 5907, 5935, 5967, 6016, 6045, 6046, 6047, 6092, 6095,
6100, 6139, 6144, 6264, 6284, 6298, 6300, 6332, 6336, 6397, 6405,
6461, 6478, 6512, 6572, 6583, 6628, 6782, 6813, 7006, 7034, 7065,
7160, 7161, 7221, 7239
Diseases, pests, and other types of injury, plant protection from. See
Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury
(General)
Diseases, plant protection from. See Soybean Rust

Diabetes and Diabetic Diets 281, 287, 317, 359, 564, 661, 663, 691,
696, 723, 724, 728, 733, 787, 794, 815, 840, 863, 898, 909, 977,
986, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1035, 1145, 1165, 1206, 1404, 1407, 1408,
1487, 1537, 1538, 1839, 1873, 1881, 1964, 2020, 2030, 2033, 2040,

District of Columbia. See United States–States–District of
Columbia
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Diversity, Genetic. See Soybean–Genetic Diversity, Variability and
Population Structure
Documents with More Than 20 Keywords 11, 12, 15, 22, 28, 29,
30, 40, 42, 44, 47, 61, 62, 80, 87, 89, 90, 94, 95, 96, 98, 100, 101,
102, 116, 121, 128, 132, 135, 136, 137, 162, 171, 190, 196, 211,
213, 222, 237, 243, 250, 252, 254, 257, 259, 260, 263, 266, 281,
295, 305, 306, 307, 313, 314, 317, 320, 322, 326, 327, 334, 336,
351, 359, 362, 378, 383, 393, 401, 407, 411, 413, 434, 439, 444,
451, 453, 465, 468, 470, 478, 482, 486, 490, 511, 521, 522, 524,
538, 545, 548, 560, 569, 574, 575, 577, 582, 593, 597, 601, 608,
613, 615, 622, 628, 636, 637, 640, 641, 644, 651, 652, 654, 656,
658, 659, 661, 663, 664, 668, 674, 677, 688, 692, 695, 699, 705,
723, 724, 728, 744, 745, 746, 748, 753, 767, 769, 770, 771, 774,
775, 776, 787, 788, 789, 791, 794, 798, 799, 800, 805, 809, 810,
815, 821, 822, 836, 837, 842, 844, 853, 863, 867, 875, 876, 879,
882, 887, 889, 890, 894, 898, 905, 906, 908, 909, 913, 914, 921,
923, 933, 934, 955, 964, 965, 969, 973, 977, 986, 987, 989, 998,
1007, 1010, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1020, 1022, 1033, 1035, 1043, 1047,
1048, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1060, 1068, 1076, 1089, 1097, 1140,
1143, 1145, 1146, 1148, 1149, 1155, 1164, 1165, 1173, 1184, 1186,
1189, 1190, 1199, 1206, 1212, 1226, 1227, 1246, 1250, 1271, 1273,
1276, 1278, 1279, 1283, 1290, 1293, 1296, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1300,
1308, 1310, 1314, 1317, 1319, 1320, 1321, 1325, 1327, 1329, 1330,
1331, 1335, 1348, 1349, 1358, 1361, 1366, 1374, 1380, 1387, 1388,
1391, 1394, 1397, 1402, 1407, 1408, 1425, 1427, 1443, 1444, 1450,
1456, 1468, 1474, 1479, 1480, 1483, 1485, 1487, 1488, 1489, 1490,
1491, 1492, 1494, 1497, 1501, 1502, 1522, 1524, 1525, 1537, 1538,
1542, 1547, 1548, 1550, 1574, 1576, 1583, 1585, 1593, 1600, 1601,
1602, 1603, 1625, 1627, 1629, 1661, 1662, 1664, 1665, 1678, 1681,
1711, 1712, 1716, 1722, 1723, 1733, 1751, 1753, 1763, 1792, 1798,
1799, 1814, 1818, 1832, 1841, 1848, 1857, 1868, 1869, 1873, 1881,
1900, 1947, 1948, 1966, 1986, 1988, 1995, 2019, 2020, 2024, 2030,
2033, 2034, 2035, 2040, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2065, 2074, 2083, 2109,
2112, 2127, 2135, 2147, 2152, 2159, 2160, 2167, 2169, 2172, 2187,
2199, 2201, 2223, 2224, 2225, 2230, 2231, 2234, 2243, 2244, 2245,
2247, 2249, 2254, 2260, 2272, 2275, 2276, 2279, 2281, 2286, 2291,
2299, 2313, 2330, 2331, 2332, 2335, 2378, 2379, 2381, 2385, 2389,
2394, 2395, 2400, 2403, 2423, 2433, 2438, 2439, 2444, 2451, 2452,
2456, 2478, 2485, 2488, 2500, 2532, 2558, 2559, 2560, 2573, 2588,
2590, 2596, 2630, 2632, 2657, 2675, 2678, 2695, 2696, 2739, 2745,
2746, 2753, 2763, 2766, 2767, 2770, 2786, 2787, 2800, 2804, 2824,
2828, 2829, 2836, 2837, 2843, 2872, 2875, 2896, 2898, 2900, 2901,
2904, 2905, 2908, 2932, 2956, 2957, 2958, 2967, 2973, 2975, 2990,
2991, 2992, 3047, 3048, 3049, 3054, 3072, 3078, 3098, 3110, 3231,
3232, 3342, 3362, 3381, 3386, 3477, 3505, 3507, 3545, 3631, 3678,
3688, 3689, 3703, 3778, 3786, 3789, 3813, 3816, 3824, 3834, 3835,
3838, 3839, 3840, 3846, 3858, 4019, 4021, 4050, 4061, 4157, 4158,
4206, 4223, 4248, 4269, 4296, 4306, 4312, 4457, 4460, 4524, 4550,
4594, 4602, 4689, 4694, 4762, 4861, 4958, 4967, 5036, 5111, 5128,
5220, 5277, 5299, 5349, 5389, 5396, 5415, 5496, 5512, 5535, 5544,
5551, 5652, 5657, 5670, 5727, 5740, 5751, 5778, 5782, 5791, 5905,
5916, 5919, 6016, 6206, 6264, 6284, 6436, 6545, 6646, 6784, 6817,
6913, 7240

States 1057, 1245
Domestication of the soybean. See Origin, Domestication, and
Dissemination of the Soybean (General)
Dorsett, Palemon Howard (1862-1943, USDA) 1167, 1168, 1818,
1820, 1848, 1853, 1854, 1861, 1862, 1869, 1875, 1876, 1916, 1917,
1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930,
1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1947, 1953, 1954, 1960,
1974, 2272, 3839, 3840, 5091, 6520
Dorsett-Morse Expedition to East Asia (Feb. 1929 to Feb. 1931)
1818, 1820, 1848, 1853, 1854, 1861, 1862, 1869, 1875, 1876, 1916,
1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929,
1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1947, 1953, 1954,
1960, 1974, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2272, 2394, 2675, 3839, 3840, 5091,
6520
Douchi or doushi or dow see or dowsi. See Fermented Black
Soybeans
Drackett Co. (The) (Cincinnati and Sharonville [or Evendale],
Ohio) 2590, 3054
Dried yuba sticks. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks
Dried-frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole
Drying of soybeans. See Storage of Seeds
DTD–Danish Turnkey Dairies. See APV Systems, Soya Technology
Division
DuPont (E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.) and DuPont
Agricultural Enterprise / Products (Wilmington, Delaware).
Formerly spelled Du Pont 3474
Dust Suppressants and Dust Control–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a
Non-Drying Oil 3045, 5634, 6313, 7162
Dutch East India Company (VOC; Vereenigde Ost-Indische
Compagnie) 40
Earliest articles on soy in major magazines and newspapers. See
Media–Earliest Articles on Soy
Earliest commercial soy products. See Historical–Earliest
Commercial Product
Earliest document seen... See Historical–Earliest Document Seen
Eastern Foods, Inc. See Mainland Express (Spring Park, Minnesota)

Dogs, Cats, and Other Pets / Companion Animals Fed Soybeans,
Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed / Pet Food /
Petfood 4484

Ecology (“The Mother of All the Sciences”) and Ecosystems 1733,
1832, 2872, 3101, 3110, 3342, 3626, 3757, 3813, 3871, 3873, 3917,
4003, 4183, 4219, 4333, 4364, 4460, 4513, 4568, 4577, 4589, 4667,
5220, 5292, 5299, 5352, 5571, 5696, 5727, 5751, 6016, 6102, 6206,
6627

Domestic Science / Home Economics Movement in the United

Economic Research Service of USDA. See United States
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Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Economic Research Service
(ERS)

Biodiesel, or Artificial Petroleum
England. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom

Economics of soybean production and hedging. See Marketing
Soybeans
Edamamé. See Green Vegetable Soybeans, Green Vegetable
Soybeans–Edamamé
Edelsoja Whole (Full-Fat) Soy flour. Developed by Laszlo
Berczeller in Austria and Launched in May 1928 2456, 2904, 6894
Eden Foods, Inc. (Clinton, Michigan; Founded 4 Nov. 1969) and
American Soy Products (Saline, Michigan; Founded Aug. 1986)
3890, 3995, 4004, 5005, 5114, 5551, 5745, 5916, 6106, 6107, 6116,
6130, 6210, 6300, 6301, 6400, 6426, 6430, 6433, 6455, 6618, 6619,
6698, 6816, 6854, 6880, 7053
Edible or food-grade soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or Edible Soybeans
Edible Soy Products, makers of Pro-Nuts (Hudson, Iowa). See
Solnuts B.V.
Edmondson, J.B. “Ben” (1846-1929). Soybean Pioneer in Indiana,
and in Hendricks County, Indiana 1555, 1664, 1741, 1803, 1842,
1864, 1870, 2746
Efficiency of animals in converting feeds into human foods. See
Feeds–Efficiency
Efficiency of plants vs. animals in producing food. See
Vegetarianism–Efficiency of Plants... in Producing Food

Entomology and Plant Quarantine. Bureau of. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau Entomology and Plant
Quarantine
Environmental issues, concerns, and protection. See Vegetarianism,
the Environment, and Ecology, Water Use, Misuse, and Scarcity
Environmental Issues, Concerns, and Protection (General, Including
Deep Ecology, Pollution of the Environment, Renewable Energy,
etc.). See also Global Warming / Climate Change, and Water Use
5457, 6573, 6817, 6819
Enzyme active soy flour. See Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Enzyme
Active
Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Lipoxygenase (Formerly Called
Lipoxidase) and Its Inactivation 4524, 4608, 5905, 6302, 6436
Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Other 696, 1479, 1537, 1538, 1874,
2040, 2385, 2767, 3784, 4501, 5291
Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Urease and Its Inactivation 1298, 1537,
1538
Enzymes Produced During Fermentations Involving Koji or
Aspergillus Oryzae (Including Enzymes in Miso and Fermented
Soy Sauce) 4594
Enzymes Produced During Fermentations Involving Tempeh, Natto,
Fermented Tofu, or Fermented Black Soybeans 815

Egypt. See Africa–Egypt
Equatorial Guinea. See Africa–Equatorial Guinea (Rio Muni +
Fernando Po; Spanish Guinea before Oct. 1968)

Eichberg, Joseph. See American Lecithin Corp.
Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North
Carolina; 1915) 1015, 1016, 1017, 2590, 4896

Equipment for making soymilk. See Soymilk Equipment
Equipment for making tofu. See Tofu Equipment

Embargoes, tariffs, duties. See Trade Policies (International)
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties,
Embargoes, Moratoriums
Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuaria (Brazilian Enterprise
for Research on Management of Land for Animal Production;
EMBRAPA) (Brazil). Established 26 April 1973. Includes Centro
Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja (National Soybean Research Center;
CNPS or CNPSo) 4364, 4442, 4568, 4589, 4597, 5338, 5588, 5591,
6330, 6333, 6334, 6335, 6337, 6344, 6450, 6451, 6743, 6749, 7225
Energy bars. See Bars–Energy Bars or Nutrition Bars Made with
Soy
Energy Consumption during Crop Production, Food Processing,
etc.. 4022, 4082, 4172, 4178, 4252, 4321, 4329, 4498, 4623, 4718,
4911
Energy, renewable, from soybeans. See Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel,

Equipment for soybean crushing–manufacturers. See Anderson
International Corp., Blaw-Knox Co. and Rotocel, Crown Iron
Works Co., French Oil Mill Machinery Co.
Equipment for Soybean Processing (Not Including Farm
Machinery) 4884
Erewhon (Boston, Massachusetts). Founded April 1966 by Aveline
and Michio Kushi in Boston. Merged with U.S. Mills in 1986 3824,
3894, 3897, 3898, 4019, 4278, 4341, 5636, 5862, 6107, 6880
Erewhon–Los Angeles / West / West Coast. Established Sept.
1969. Purchased from Erewhon (Boston) by John Fountain & John
Deming on 1 Aug. 1975. Named Mondo in Oct. 1976. Then Broken
Up and Re-Sold in 1979. Part Became Erewhon West 4019
Ernst, Andrew H. (1796-1860)–Pioneer Horticulturalist and
Nurseryman of Cincinnati, Ohio 60, 61, 62, 63, 5496
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Erosion of soils. See Soil Science–Soil Conservation or Soil
Erosion
Estrogens in plants. See Phytoestrogens
Etymology. See the specific product concerned (e.g. soybeans, tofu,
soybean meal, etc.)
Etymology of the Word “Soyfoods” and its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 933, 2222, 2456, 4332, 4542, 6032
Etymology of the Words “Soya,” “Soy,” and “Soybean” and their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 2, 3, 6, 7, 20, 22, 40, 47,
70, 77, 79, 80, 81, 84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 90, 94, 95, 96, 98, 101, 112,
116, 135, 162, 222, 250, 253, 277, 282, 287, 292, 295, 314, 317,
322, 326, 330, 341, 351, 393, 407, 413, 425, 429, 451, 461, 470,
485, 530, 538, 570, 615, 641, 658, 696, 699, 722, 753, 853, 881,
882, 903, 909, 921, 987, 1000, 1057, 1080, 1165, 1173, 1181, 1199,
1246, 1321, 1324, 1335, 1338, 1423, 1455, 1479, 1521, 1660, 1751,
1851, 1863, 1913, 1944, 1945, 2020, 2080, 2086, 2112, 2125, 2127,
2199, 2205, 2231, 2232, 2275, 2276, 2381, 2385, 2456, 2484, 2532,
2632, 2635, 2695, 2745, 2776, 2828, 2903, 2959, 2965, 3033, 3232,
3339, 3370, 3392, 3477, 3680, 3685, 3686, 3846, 5272, 5279, 5283,
5285, 5305, 5415, 5547, 6381
Euronature (Paris, France). See Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (SintMartens-Latem, Belgium; and Mezin, France)
Europe, Eastern–Albania (Republika e Shqipërisë / Shqiperia) 3457,
3499, 3630, 3806, 3969, 4111, 4182, 4368, 4465, 4575, 4576, 4667,
5058, 5168, 5204, 5260, 5261, 5281, 5707, 5967
Europe, Eastern–Belarus (Formerly Byelorussian SSR, a Soviet
Republic from 1922 to Dec. 1991). Named Belorussia, Byelorussia,
or White Russia before 1991 262, 1970, 2046, 2047, 3585, 5051,
5255, 5256
Europe, Eastern–Bosnia and Herzegovina (Declared Independence
from Yugoslavia on 29 Feb. 1992) 1046, 3401
Europe, Eastern–Bulgaria 1350, 1619, 2098, 2138, 2182, 2204,
2269, 2278, 2279, 2282, 2424, 2438, 2439, 2452, 2456, 2464, 2498,
2558, 2564, 2569, 2767, 2901, 3035, 3046, 3047, 3048, 3154, 3460,
3531, 3538, 3589, 3592, 3634, 3675, 3681, 3703, 3714, 3718, 3721,
3763, 3767, 3768, 3769, 3810, 3815, 3851, 3877, 3903, 3922, 3926,
4029, 4030, 4039, 4046, 4060, 4124, 4183, 4198, 4199, 4207, 4212,
4213, 4215, 4218, 4307, 4389, 4402, 4438, 4627, 4813, 4959, 4972,
5128, 6894
Europe, Eastern–Croatia (Hrvatska; Declared Independence from
Yugoslavia on 21 June 1991; Includes Istria or Istrian Peninsula and
Rijeka (formerly Fiume)) 42, 121, 128, 136, 137, 171, 173, 180,
213, 239, 254, 982, 1013, 1026, 1046, 1239, 1409, 1533, 1538,
1846, 2096, 2381, 2428, 2438, 2687, 2904, 3105, 3346, 3410, 3411,
3416, 3434, 3459, 3680, 3685, 6991
Europe, Eastern–Czech Republic (Ceská Republika; Including
Bohemia or Cechy, and Moravia or Morava. From 1918 until 1
Jan. 1993, Western Part of Czechoslovakia, which also included

Slovakia or Slovensko) 100, 101, 102, 103, 115, 121, 124, 125, 132,
136, 138, 147, 149, 150, 154, 159, 160, 162, 169, 170, 174, 175,
177, 182, 188, 198, 211, 213, 217, 218, 222, 246, 258, 597, 815,
1013, 1018, 1023, 1024, 1046, 1460, 1979, 1985, 2194, 2200, 2209,
2904, 2905, 4375, 4646, 4679, 5066, 5258
Europe, Eastern–Czechoslovakia (From 1918 until 1 Jan. 1993;
then divided into The Czech Republic [formerly Bohemia and
Moravia], and Slovakia [officially “The Slovak Republic”]) 1460,
1633, 1634, 1645, 1846, 1887, 1890, 1979, 1985, 1993, 1997, 1998,
2021, 2031, 2073, 2097, 2104, 2126, 2180, 2190, 2194, 2195, 2200,
2206, 2209, 2267, 2268, 2269, 2275, 2313, 2318, 2340, 2341, 2346,
2348, 2366, 2370, 2374, 2376, 2377, 2381, 2387, 2419, 2423, 2458,
2500, 2558, 2559, 2560, 2563, 2901, 2904, 2905, 3047, 3048, 3712,
4054
Europe, Eastern (General) 3696
Europe, Eastern–Hungary (Magyar Köztársaság) 89, 100, 101, 102,
103, 117, 121, 128, 132, 136, 143, 149, 151, 155, 162, 169, 171,
172, 178, 180, 187, 194, 196, 204, 209, 211, 212, 222, 235, 239,
246, 254, 260, 281, 283, 284, 307, 351, 377, 401, 564, 634, 651,
741, 746, 815, 819, 842, 1026, 1027, 1046, 1479, 1533, 1560, 1561,
1562, 1567, 1568, 1570, 1586, 1587, 1589, 1593, 1679, 1751, 1774,
1836, 1846, 1856, 1883, 2131, 2132, 2275, 2322, 2323, 2437, 2438,
2439, 2452, 2456, 2483, 2500, 2509, 2539, 2551, 2558, 2560, 2562,
2567, 2631, 2637, 2759, 2760, 2767, 2770, 2901, 2902, 2904, 2924,
2941, 2976, 2982, 3047, 3048, 3097, 3119, 3233, 3364, 3365, 3369,
3507, 3531, 3630, 3681, 3703, 3721, 4143, 4214, 4299, 4776, 4989,
5048, 5400, 5560, 5568, 5598, 5853, 6894
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Eastern European country 42,
100, 101, 102, 171, 262, 387, 754, 1046, 3457, 3499
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not
yet in) a certain Eastern European country 89
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Eastern
European country 42, 100, 101, 102, 171, 262, 387, 754, 1046,
3428, 3457, 3499
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Eastern
European country 42, 100, 101, 102, 121, 128, 171, 387, 754, 1046,
1970, 3428, 5281
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Eastern European country 42, 100, 101, 102, 121, 128, 171,
387, 414, 754, 1046, 1970, 2904, 3003, 3428, 5281
Europe, Eastern–Lithuania (Formerly Lithuanian SSR, a Soviet
Republic from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991) 387, 688, 1538, 2539, 3342
Europe, Eastern–Macedonia (Formerly Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia. Officially Republika Makedonija. Declared
Independence from Yugoslavia on 8 Sept. 1991) 3354, 3415, 3428,
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3492
Europe, Eastern–Moldova (Moldavia until Aug. 1991; Formerly
Moldavian SSR, a Soviet Republic from 1917 to 26 Dec. 1991)
257, 848, 2179, 2279, 2367, 2439, 2498, 2548, 2560, 2904, 2925,
3003, 3048, 3581, 4020, 4150, 4169, 4281, 4371, 4376, 4469, 5329
Europe, Eastern–Poland 100, 101, 102, 115, 118, 121, 130, 132,
136, 151, 157, 158, 159, 162, 174, 190, 255, 257, 400, 411, 412,
1023, 1024, 1026, 1479, 1846, 1883, 2097, 2099, 2275, 2279, 2284,
2438, 2452, 2500, 2559, 2560, 2872, 2892, 2901, 2904, 2905, 2963,
3047, 3048, 3073, 3144, 3145, 3367, 3585, 4015, 4293
Europe, Eastern–Romania (Including Moldavia and Bessarabia until
1940-44). Also spelled Rumania 132, 136, 149, 754, 1027, 1836,
2100, 2125, 2144, 2179, 2186, 2205, 2216, 2221, 2275, 2277, 2279,
2367, 2421, 2423, 2424, 2438, 2439, 2452, 2456, 2464, 2498, 2500,
2548, 2560, 2567, 2677, 2901, 2982, 3003, 3035, 3047, 3048, 3316,
3491, 3493, 3566, 3581, 3603, 3607, 3751, 3760, 4020, 4150, 4169,
4281, 4376, 4387, 4388, 4469, 4989, 5128, 5329, 5395, 6894
Europe, Eastern–Russian Federation (Russia); Formerly Russian
SFSR, a Soviet Republic from 30 Dec. 1922 to Dec. 1991) 87, 104,
140, 141, 148, 166, 199, 213, 220, 221, 225, 243, 248, 251, 257,
301, 400, 406, 410, 411, 414, 436, 445, 651, 652, 654, 656, 659,
661, 663, 664, 667, 668, 688, 696, 705, 723, 730, 744, 745, 746,
749, 758, 769, 775, 791, 815, 842, 848, 875, 876, 879, 959, 980,
991, 1026, 1034, 1145, 1189, 1224, 1279, 1397, 1404, 1479, 1537,
1538, 1631, 1729, 1751, 1896, 1902, 1975, 2003, 2007, 2037, 2042,
2043, 2045, 2048, 2050, 2051, 2052, 2053, 2054, 2055, 2060, 2063,
2101, 2141, 2160, 2189, 2191, 2193, 2260, 2276, 2279, 2280, 2281,
2330, 2332, 2438, 2456, 2498, 2509, 2559, 2824, 2904, 2925, 2956,
2976, 3048, 3097, 3101, 3113, 3272, 3310, 3323, 3325, 3412, 3462,
3511, 3544, 3591, 3915, 3993, 4177, 4220, 4489, 4493, 4695, 4825,
6520, 6572, 6721, 6929, 7167, 7208
Europe, Eastern–Serbia (Republic of Serbia since 6 June 2006).
Including Belgrade, Novi Sad, Sajkaska, Vojvodina, and disputed
Kosovo. Formerly part of the loose State Union of Serbia and
Montenegro (2003-2006) 173, 754, 3155, 3228, 3239, 3274, 3311,
3312, 3313, 3371, 3529, 5115, 6364

848, 1145, 1380, 1404, 1467, 1479, 1538, 2046, 2191, 2279, 2280,
2367, 2381, 2438, 2439, 2498, 2560, 2871, 2876, 2925, 3048, 3101,
3310, 3508, 3546, 4177, 4490, 5256, 6332, 7167, 7197
Europe, Eastern–USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics or
Soviet Union; called Russia before 30 Dec. 1922. Ceased to exist
on 26 Dec. 1991) 1479, 1537, 1538, 1593, 1631, 1686, 1724, 1728,
1729, 1751, 1778, 1784, 1831, 1896, 1902, 1903, 1917, 1930, 1962,
1970, 1972, 1975, 1986, 2003, 2007, 2037, 2041, 2042, 2043, 2045,
2046, 2047, 2048, 2049, 2050, 2051, 2052, 2053, 2054, 2055, 2058,
2060, 2061, 2062, 2063, 2101, 2139, 2141, 2143, 2188, 2189, 2191,
2193, 2222, 2260, 2275, 2276, 2279, 2280, 2281, 2330, 2331, 2332,
2367, 2381, 2423, 2438, 2439, 2452, 2456, 2493, 2498, 2500, 2509,
2539, 2558, 2559, 2560, 2565, 2653, 2770, 2824, 2828, 2834, 2867,
2871, 2876, 2892, 2901, 2903, 2904, 2925, 2940, 2956, 2976, 2982,
3047, 3048, 3097, 3101, 3113, 3185, 3272, 3310, 3323, 3325, 3342,
3359, 3368, 3412, 3450, 3451, 3452, 3462, 3505, 3507, 3508, 3510,
3511, 3531, 3533, 3544, 3545, 3546, 3553, 3555, 3556, 3581, 3585,
3591, 3696, 3751, 3760, 3785, 3829, 3915, 3916, 3981, 3988, 3992,
3993, 4015, 4020, 4034, 4116, 4123, 4125, 4150, 4169, 4177, 4183,
4188, 4220, 4281, 4298, 4371, 4376, 4411, 4469, 4489, 4490, 4493,
4548, 4627, 4690, 4695, 4825, 5051, 5080, 5128, 5189, 5255, 5256,
5277, 5302, 5329, 5544, 5787, 6015, 6520, 6913, 7167
Europe, Eastern–Yugoslavia. Existed from 1918 to Jan. 1992.
Composed of Serbia / Servia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Slovenia, Macedonia, and Montenegro. Included Carnaro, Fiume /
Rijeka / Rieka 1947-1992; Formerly Also Spelled Jugoslavia. See
also Serbia and Montenegro 1239, 1409, 1538, 1883, 2095, 2096,
2192, 2205, 2321, 2381, 2424, 2428, 2438, 2439, 2452, 2456, 2464,
2481, 2489, 2498, 2558, 2687, 2761, 2767, 2901, 3035, 3047, 3048,
3085, 3105, 3117, 3155, 3190, 3228, 3229, 3239, 3246, 3267, 3271,
3274, 3282, 3311, 3312, 3313, 3316, 3340, 3346, 3354, 3356, 3371,
3401, 3410, 3411, 3415, 3416, 3428, 3429, 3434, 3454, 3458, 3459,
3476, 3492, 3498, 3503, 3526, 3529, 3534, 3554, 3593, 3599, 3629,
3680, 3685, 3703, 4649, 4768, 4989, 5115, 5128, 6894
Europe–European Union (EU) or European Economic Community
(EEC; also known as the Common Market), renamed the European
Community (Headquarters: Brussels, Belgium) 4762, 5036, 5211,
5349, 5391, 5811, 6391, 6893

Europe, Eastern–Slovakia (Slovak Republic, or Slovensko; Eastern
Part of Czechoslovakia from 1918 until 1 Jan. 1993) 121, 133, 149,
209, 212, 235, 284, 1846, 1890, 1997, 2126, 2200, 2209, 2348,
2376, 2377, 2381, 4054

Europe–Soybean crushers (general). See Soybean Crushers
(Europe)

Europe, Eastern–Slovenia (Slovenija; Declared Independence from
Yugoslavia on 21 June 1991) 110, 111, 119, 121, 126, 127, 132,
133, 136, 137, 149, 161, 178, 207, 208, 213, 220, 254, 981, 1025,
1046, 2438, 2439, 2687, 2904, 4649, 4768, 7226

Europe, Western 63, 314, 351, 525, 658, 699, 909, 1006, 1113,
1271, 1325, 1474, 1487, 1708, 1722, 2030, 2033, 2142, 2560, 2632,
3047, 4392, 5299, 5393, 5443, 5496, 5751, 5912, 6278, 6285, 6309,
6455, 6476, 6478, 6560, 6574, 6672, 6906

Europe, Eastern–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 2279, 2367, 2421, 2424, 2456, 2464, 2498,
2548, 3415, 3505, 3593, 3785

Europe, Western–Austria (Österreich) was independent before 8
June 1876 when the dual monarchy was formed. As the AustroHungarian Empire began to break up, the Republic of Austria
declared independence on 12 Nov. 1918 1061, 1239, 1240, 1255,
1274, 1304, 1407, 1408, 1409, 1479, 1511, 1537, 1538, 1560, 1562,
1603, 1766, 1833, 1834, 1836, 1837, 1838, 1846, 1851, 1883, 1891,
1899, 1910, 2011, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2065, 2071, 2089, 2090, 2275,
2276, 2279, 2330, 2332, 2378, 2379, 2393, 2398, 2420, 2438, 2456,

Europe, Eastern–Ukraine (Ukrayina; Formerly Ukranian SSR, a
Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 100, 102, 115, 121, 132,
136, 140, 141, 161, 166, 174, 197, 199, 220, 221, 225, 248, 257,
387, 400, 406, 410, 411, 414, 445, 489, 491, 597, 641, 688, 815,

Europe, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement in Europe
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2498, 2500, 2558, 2559, 2560, 2585, 2784, 2892, 2901, 2902, 2903,
2904, 2905, 2941, 3047, 3048, 3082, 4015, 4234, 4392, 4826, 4864,
5001, 5030, 5116, 5117, 5329, 5607, 5687, 5736, 5782, 5932, 6054,
6081, 6188, 6636, 6894, 6983, 7114
Europe, Western–Austria-Hungary (Austro-Hungarian Empire).
Officially Dissolved on 12 Nov. 1918 89, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99,
100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113,
114, 115, 116, 117, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 128,
129, 131, 132, 133, 134, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 142, 143, 146,
147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 153, 154, 155, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161,
162, 164, 165, 166, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177,
178, 179, 180, 182, 185, 186, 187, 188, 190, 191, 192, 194, 196,
197, 198, 201, 204, 208, 209, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 218, 220,
221, 222, 223, 224, 227, 234, 235, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244,
246, 249, 250, 254, 255, 257, 258, 260, 261, 266, 268, 270, 274,
281, 283, 284, 307, 317, 351, 361, 377, 401, 410, 411, 412, 564,
607, 628, 634, 651, 659, 661, 741, 746, 815, 842, 865, 915, 978,
980, 981, 982, 983, 985, 994, 1013, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027,
1046, 1054, 1081, 1115, 1119, 1145, 1274, 1279, 1533, 2381
Europe, Western–Belgium, Kingdom of 205, 206, 359, 661, 705,
793, 857, 946, 1279, 1320, 1404, 1479, 1538, 1542, 1821, 2036,
2244, 2247, 2260, 2275, 2313, 2369, 2389, 2426, 2445, 2447, 2452,
2507, 2533, 2543, 2558, 2560, 2755, 2828, 2882, 2901, 2904, 2910,
2946, 2969, 2973, 3048, 3205, 3342, 3688, 3977, 4019, 4317, 4318,
4320, 4486, 4615, 4618, 4619, 4620, 4621, 4654, 4715, 4731, 4767,
4789, 4822, 4871, 4914, 4915, 4984, 5027, 5036, 5038, 5092, 5231,
5334, 5349, 5358, 5359, 5396, 5427, 5484, 5506, 5507, 5508, 5551,
5566, 5632, 5640, 5641, 5642, 5688, 5714, 5715, 5716, 5717, 5718,
5733, 5778, 5782, 5791, 5821, 5882, 5898, 5899, 5959, 6033, 6068,
6135, 6293, 6391, 6692, 6740, 6751, 6993, 7018, 7083
Europe, Western–Denmark (Danmark; Including the Province of
Greenland [Kalaallit Nunaat]) 448, 663, 671, 1189, 1348, 1407,
1479, 1537, 1538, 2141, 2152, 2214, 2330, 2403, 2438, 2539, 2558,
2587, 2621, 2828, 4293, 5218, 5227, 5349, 5782, 5931, 6452, 6453
Europe, Western–Finland (Suomen Tasavalta) 5931, 5933, 5934
Europe, Western–France (République Française) 46, 79, 80, 84, 85,
86, 87, 93, 101, 121, 137, 144, 156, 158, 182, 183, 192, 193, 195,
196, 197, 198, 205, 206, 210, 211, 216, 217, 219, 220, 221, 222,
223, 227, 228, 230, 231, 232, 233, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 243,
246, 247, 253, 254, 256, 257, 260, 265, 271, 274, 281, 287, 289,
292, 306, 307, 317, 359, 369, 378, 387, 401, 404, 405, 414, 429,
434, 445, 482, 487, 489, 491, 564, 565, 570, 597, 606, 641, 651,
663, 674, 688, 691, 694, 696, 705, 706, 714, 723, 724, 728, 733,
741, 746, 751, 755, 759, 769, 775, 776, 783, 815, 842, 856, 907,
933, 980, 1025, 1026, 1035, 1138, 1145, 1199, 1206, 1207, 1217,
1225, 1244, 1247, 1259, 1266, 1268, 1276, 1279, 1284, 1329, 1343,
1380, 1404, 1405, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1412, 1435, 1451, 1467, 1472,
1477, 1479, 1537, 1538, 1751, 1817, 1832, 1873, 1911, 1964, 1978,
2032, 2136, 2137, 2151, 2160, 2172, 2177, 2179, 2201, 2216, 2224,
2244, 2245, 2247, 2275, 2276, 2279, 2280, 2284, 2289, 2298, 2301,
2309, 2313, 2330, 2332, 2338, 2349, 2361, 2378, 2379, 2381, 2383,
2389, 2390, 2391, 2392, 2404, 2405, 2418, 2422, 2423, 2427, 2438,
2439, 2442, 2450, 2452, 2466, 2467, 2473, 2475, 2485, 2486, 2487,
2492, 2493, 2494, 2495, 2496, 2498, 2499, 2500, 2501, 2504, 2505,
2506, 2507, 2509, 2510, 2511, 2512, 2517, 2518, 2521, 2524, 2525,

2526, 2528, 2535, 2537, 2539, 2542, 2543, 2544, 2546, 2547, 2558,
2559, 2570, 2574, 2575, 2576, 2578, 2579, 2581, 2582, 2587, 2589,
2591, 2594, 2595, 2600, 2601, 2602, 2604, 2607, 2611, 2615, 2621,
2623, 2624, 2629, 2630, 2635, 2638, 2639, 2642, 2643, 2644, 2647,
2651, 2653, 2658, 2662, 2663, 2664, 2666, 2672, 2677, 2683, 2691,
2692, 2700, 2701, 2704, 2705, 2711, 2751, 2763, 2769, 2770, 2771,
2775, 2776, 2797, 2835, 2842, 2845, 2848, 2867, 2870, 2871, 2872,
2873, 2874, 2877, 2898, 2901, 2903, 2904, 2905, 2910, 2916, 2917,
2922, 2923, 2933, 2952, 2957, 2968, 2984, 2989, 3018, 3035, 3048,
3076, 3082, 3090, 3104, 3157, 3158, 3206, 3342, 3455, 3662, 3703,
3732, 3742, 3794, 3798, 3802, 3831, 3832, 3833, 3834, 3873, 3909,
3968, 3977, 4000, 4010, 4015, 4038, 4051, 4157, 4158, 4276, 4293,
4316, 4331, 4335, 4337, 4338, 4360, 4370, 4372, 4373, 4374, 4392,
4409, 4554, 4615, 4616, 4643, 4675, 4762, 4767, 4791, 4800, 4806,
4810, 4840, 4841, 4852, 4853, 4884, 4951, 4989, 5002, 5021, 5026,
5036, 5095, 5096, 5128, 5154, 5198, 5199, 5219, 5220, 5232, 5237,
5247, 5250, 5254, 5268, 5277, 5291, 5309, 5330, 5331, 5349, 5350,
5354, 5356, 5386, 5391, 5431, 5437, 5475, 5486, 5487, 5488, 5489,
5490, 5511, 5562, 5579, 5580, 5618, 5638, 5648, 5658, 5685, 5691,
5692, 5695, 5704, 5705, 5706, 5719, 5727, 5737, 5743, 5768, 5769,
5770, 5779, 5782, 5808, 5812, 5819, 5824, 5834, 5868, 5883, 5884,
5897, 5902, 5912, 5920, 5925, 5948, 5963, 5966, 5981, 5982, 6002,
6017, 6025, 6037, 6065, 6080, 6083, 6092, 6117, 6118, 6120, 6140,
6141, 6145, 6170, 6178, 6189, 6190, 6191, 6213, 6230, 6231, 6236,
6265, 6289, 6303, 6306, 6346, 6347, 6348, 6349, 6362, 6375, 6386,
6391, 6554, 6648, 6669, 6690, 6740, 6764, 6902, 6993, 7061, 7072,
7104
Europe, Western–Germany (Deutschland; Including East and West
Germany, Oct. 1949–July 1990) 40, 87, 89, 97, 101, 115, 118, 121,
122, 127, 128, 129, 130, 132, 134, 137, 138, 142, 143, 145, 146,
152, 158, 162, 167, 168, 178, 179, 180, 189, 190, 200, 202, 211,
213, 220, 221, 223, 224, 226, 229, 234, 235, 245, 250, 253, 257,
261, 266, 268, 269, 275, 281, 294, 310, 313, 361, 377, 452, 521,
522, 607, 628, 641, 651, 656, 663, 677, 680, 696, 705, 729, 736,
737, 741, 744, 745, 754, 758, 760, 769, 803, 818, 838, 863, 865,
876, 891, 908, 920, 949, 958, 990, 991, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1023,
1024, 1026, 1027, 1029, 1046, 1051, 1059, 1073, 1094, 1115, 1120,
1133, 1135, 1145, 1158, 1181, 1184, 1199, 1201, 1236, 1252, 1279,
1404, 1407, 1408, 1437, 1455, 1479, 1518, 1537, 1538, 1542, 1557,
1560, 1561, 1562, 1568, 1606, 1615, 1617, 1627, 1703, 1733, 1766,
1837, 1852, 1900, 1916, 1918, 1927, 1930, 2008, 2057, 2065, 2072,
2075, 2076, 2080, 2081, 2088, 2093, 2098, 2099, 2100, 2103, 2114,
2125, 2130, 2137, 2141, 2150, 2152, 2157, 2159, 2165, 2183, 2186,
2205, 2210, 2214, 2220, 2224, 2236, 2261, 2265, 2275, 2276, 2277,
2279, 2280, 2285, 2309, 2317, 2320, 2327, 2330, 2332, 2334, 2335,
2347, 2367, 2370, 2372, 2373, 2375, 2381, 2415, 2421, 2423, 2424,
2429, 2438, 2439, 2449, 2452, 2456, 2459, 2464, 2465, 2468, 2480,
2487, 2493, 2498, 2500, 2529, 2532, 2539, 2548, 2549, 2550, 2552,
2553, 2554, 2556, 2557, 2558, 2559, 2568, 2582, 2610, 2616, 2617,
2625, 2666, 2667, 2686, 2695, 2763, 2764, 2767, 2769, 2770, 2828,
2901, 2902, 2904, 2905, 2935, 2941, 2942, 2950, 2963, 2982, 3003,
3010, 3016, 3021, 3023, 3042, 3101, 3196, 3231, 3381, 3432, 3549,
3570, 3838, 3887, 3977, 4010, 4015, 4027, 4065, 4143, 4206, 4286,
4392, 4585, 4586, 4594, 4602, 4627, 4734, 4842, 4891, 4913, 4924,
5003, 5016, 5017, 5036, 5037, 5067, 5083, 5097, 5141, 5150, 5151,
5155, 5156, 5160, 5194, 5195, 5205, 5209, 5214, 5217, 5219, 5221,
5222, 5224, 5307, 5308, 5310, 5340, 5349, 5355, 5376, 5424, 5425,
5485, 5503, 5514, 5515, 5561, 5576, 5578, 5583, 5584, 5585, 5640,
5661, 5697, 5708, 5709, 5720, 5730, 5732, 5775, 5782, 5790, 5798,
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5799, 5803, 5804, 5805, 5814, 5832, 5833, 5835, 5836, 5837, 5840,
5844, 5845, 5846, 5847, 5848, 5849, 5850, 5855, 5867, 5869, 5870,
5871, 5872, 5873, 5874, 5875, 5876, 5877, 5878, 5879, 5880, 5885,
5886, 5887, 5889, 5890, 5892, 5903, 5904, 5906, 5910, 5911, 5912,
5921, 5938, 5984, 5985, 5986, 5987, 5988, 5989, 5990, 5994, 5998,
5999, 6000, 6001, 6003, 6004, 6005, 6006, 6007, 6008, 6020, 6024,
6053, 6077, 6078, 6090, 6094, 6096, 6138, 6147, 6240, 6241, 6242,
6243, 6244, 6245, 6246, 6247, 6268, 6270, 6273, 6280, 6282, 6323,
6324, 6325, 6326, 6351, 6363, 6369, 6370, 6371, 6425, 6450, 6451,
6463, 6470, 6472, 6473, 6502, 6566, 6648, 6720, 6836, 6845, 6846,
6894, 6900, 6928, 6977, 6981, 7007, 7018, 7020, 7022, 7037, 7039,
7040, 7049, 7071, 7084, 7087, 7102, 7109, 7124, 7176, 7208
Europe, Western–Greece (Hellenic Republic–Elliniki Dimokratia–
Hellas. Including Crete, Kríte, Kriti, or Creta, and Epirus or
Epeiros) 252, 2438, 2828, 2901, 2904, 2905, 6894
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain western
European country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in
this country 663
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Western European country
46, 80, 94, 95, 96, 2201, 2695
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not
yet in) a certain Western European country 132
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Western
European country 46, 80, 94, 95, 96, 359, 1298, 2201, 2214, 2695
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning
Western Europe 132, 163, 204, 2500
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Western
European country 94, 95, 96, 1276, 1298, 1539, 1540, 2201, 2214,
2224, 2695, 2905
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in
a certain Western European country 94, 95, 96, 359, 1276, 1298,
1539, 1540, 2201, 2214, 2224, 2695, 2905, 3007, 3379
Europe, Western–Ireland, Republic of (Éire; Also Called Irish
Republic) 663, 1023, 1407, 1538, 2466, 4209, 4760, 5349
Europe, Western–Italy (Repubblica Italiana) 80, 87, 113, 121, 132,
136, 137, 213, 240, 252, 254, 260, 261, 540, 543, 597, 637, 641,
663, 674, 688, 705, 741, 775, 842, 980, 1059, 1259, 1271, 1276,
1328, 1389, 1407, 1408, 1466, 1479, 1537, 1538, 1539, 1540, 1542,
1603, 1622, 1629, 1680, 1735, 1737, 1751, 1830, 1832, 1873, 1888,
2152, 2213, 2260, 2275, 2276, 2279, 2330, 2332, 2423, 2438, 2439,
2466, 2487, 2513, 2558, 2559, 2684, 2685, 2690, 2828, 2872, 2912,
2933, 2941, 2949, 2966, 2971, 2972, 2996, 3068, 3102, 3110, 3362,
3642, 3660, 3696, 3703, 3977, 4010, 4015, 4143, 4367, 4989, 4998,

4999, 5000, 5191, 5192, 5211, 5349, 5510, 5600, 5743, 5782, 5924,
6033, 6092, 6132, 6148, 6225, 6449, 6466, 6574, 6648
Europe–Western–Italy–Soy Ingredients Used in Italian-Style
Recipes, Food Products, or Dishes Worldwide 4671, 4672, 4741,
4756, 4758, 4874, 4979, 5236, 5318, 5621, 5706, 5757, 5769, 5822,
5834, 5873, 5877, 5937, 5940, 5942, 5943, 5944, 5960, 5963, 5970,
5971, 6002, 6031, 6053, 6131, 6147, 6201, 6236, 6355, 6356, 6358,
6411, 6439, 6650, 6756, 6946, 6947, 6992, 7060, 7134
Europe, Western–Liechtenstein, Principality of 132, 136
Europe, Western–Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of (Occasionally
spelled Luxemburg) 1538, 5349, 6148
Europe, Western–Netherlands, Kingdom of the (Koninkrijk der
Nederlanden), Including Holland 40, 121, 181, 203, 281, 451, 461,
571, 599, 628, 663, 705, 812, 815, 821, 832, 858, 866, 867, 1026,
1145, 1197, 1407, 1408, 1479, 1537, 1538, 1542, 1593, 1684, 1723,
1898, 1927, 1999, 2013, 2034, 2038, 2039, 2133, 2152, 2160, 2178,
2196, 2197, 2198, 2199, 2244, 2247, 2270, 2275, 2313, 2330, 2335,
2400, 2423, 2432, 2438, 2441, 2452, 2539, 2558, 2559, 2587, 2621,
2771, 2828, 2872, 2877, 2901, 2904, 2905, 2910, 2975, 3047, 3048,
3049, 3090, 3174, 3381, 3391, 3977, 4200, 4201, 4223, 4352, 4473,
4689, 4739, 4740, 4803, 4829, 4938, 5044, 5055, 5073, 5180, 5263,
5332, 5349, 5553, 5564, 5778, 5781, 5782, 5786, 5791, 5792, 5888,
5911, 6016, 6179, 6215, 6351, 6859, 6887, 6975, 6976, 6993, 7021,
7032
Europe, Western–Norway, Kingdom of (Kongeriket Norge) 87, 663,
1538, 2330, 2558, 2621, 2828
Europe, Western–Portugal (República Portuguesa; Including Macao
/ Macau {Until 1999} and the Azores) 774, 777, 2136, 2201, 2378,
2379, 2624, 2643, 2695, 3005, 3253, 3266, 3322, 3362, 3661, 3682,
3683, 3786, 5454, 5782
Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom since 1707) 44,
663, 679, 1397, 2224, 2238, 2272
Europe, Western–Spain, Kingdom of (Reino de España) 663, 674,
1298, 1537, 1538, 1832, 2040, 2134, 2201, 2275, 2382, 2384, 2423,
2565, 2779, 2828, 2830, 2834, 2899, 2902, 2932, 3320, 3342, 3448,
3465, 3965, 3977, 3978, 4109, 4206, 4269, 4989, 5383, 6056, 6148
Europe, Western–Sweden, Kingdom of (Konungariket Sverige)
663, 1407, 1479, 1537, 1538, 2152, 2359, 2360, 2424, 2438, 2452,
2539, 2558, 2621, 2828, 2937, 2963, 3007, 3040, 3047, 3048, 3379,
3786, 4010, 4286, 4293, 4345, 4361, 4413, 4481, 5277, 5632, 5696,
5782, 5858, 5905, 5933, 5934, 6083, 6114, 6115, 6187, 6543
Europe, Western–Switzerland (Swiss Confederation) 121, 163, 165,
184, 196, 204, 206, 208, 728, 748, 1026, 1035, 1145, 1406, 1479,
1537, 1538, 1900, 2275, 2381, 2438, 2487, 2500, 2539, 2560, 2685,
2691, 2871, 2876, 3437, 3753, 3801, 3854, 4052, 4378, 4424, 4493,
4827, 4831, 4877, 4905, 4954, 5026, 5037, 5050, 5057, 5207, 5265,
5318, 5562, 5637, 5791, 5826, 5827, 5842, 5843, 5931, 5956, 6171,
6315, 6362
Europe, Western–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil,
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and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 661
Europe, Western–United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland (UK–Including England, Scotland, Wales, Channel Islands,
Isle of Man, Gibraltar) 44, 50, 87, 97, 101, 102, 122, 137, 158, 195,
196, 202, 206, 229, 245, 259, 261, 263, 453, 485, 521, 522, 542,
561, 576, 602, 637, 643, 649, 650, 652, 654, 656, 659, 661, 663,
665, 667, 674, 679, 681, 692, 695, 696, 697, 705, 723, 724, 728,
730, 735, 742, 744, 745, 748, 752, 753, 758, 768, 772, 780, 787,
791, 793, 794, 797, 801, 804, 821, 822, 836, 844, 855, 876, 879,
898, 934, 975, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1023, 1035, 1133, 1134, 1145,
1184, 1189, 1199, 1278, 1320, 1328, 1329, 1397, 1401, 1407, 1465,
1479, 1485, 1486, 1505, 1520, 1537, 1538, 1544, 1627, 1648, 1685,
1731, 1771, 1772, 1793, 1851, 1856, 1973, 2035, 2036, 2057, 2064,
2082, 2112, 2140, 2149, 2152, 2159, 2161, 2199, 2222, 2224, 2226,
2230, 2239, 2242, 2247, 2260, 2271, 2272, 2275, 2276, 2281, 2313,
2330, 2332, 2335, 2346, 2359, 2360, 2361, 2403, 2423, 2452, 2456,
2498, 2500, 2515, 2532, 2558, 2560, 2672, 2763, 2788, 2809, 2828,
2901, 2904, 2963, 2980, 3142, 3181, 3196, 3221, 3270, 3504, 3678,
3687, 3688, 3739, 3797, 3816, 3919, 3977, 3990, 4100, 4143, 4407,
4627, 4682, 4689, 4706, 4760, 4914, 4915, 4922, 4930, 4975, 5031,
5036, 5037, 5092, 5171, 5181, 5197, 5222, 5231, 5263, 5264, 5346,
5349, 5371, 5396, 5401, 5427, 5435, 5438, 5456, 5499, 5553, 5554,
5610, 5630, 5677, 5762, 5764, 5776, 5777, 5782, 5802, 5838, 5855,
5897, 5898, 5901, 5921, 5922, 5931, 5966, 5977, 5983, 5992, 5996,
6039, 6061, 6066, 6067, 6070, 6104, 6105, 6114, 6115, 6123, 6206,
6250, 6279, 6293, 6312, 6343, 6659, 6936, 6990, 7238

Extruders, Extrusion Cooking, Extrusion Cookers and Expanders.
See also Low Cost Extrusion Cookers (LEC / LECs) 4511, 5756,
5772, 5900, 5916, 6185, 6316
Faba bean or fava bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)
Fairchild, David (1869-1954). In 1897 founded Section of Foreign
Seed and Plant Introduction. After March 1901, Renamed Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction, then Office of Foreign Plant
Introduction, then Division of Foreign Plant Introduction 541, 2084,
5091
Family history. See Genealogy and Family History
Fantastic Foods, Inc. (Petaluma, California) 5923
FAO. See United Nations (Including UNICEF, FAO, UNDP,
UNESCO, and UNRRA) Work with Soy
Farbenindustrie, I.G. See IG Farben
Farm Food Co. (San Rafael, then San Francisco, California), Farm
Foods, and Farm Soy Dairy (Summertown, Tennessee). Div. of
Hain Food Group (Uniondale, New York). Merged with Barricini
Foods on 31 May 1985. Acquired by 21st Century Foods from
Barracini Foods in mid-1993 4565, 6182, 6214, 6271, 6419
Farm machinery. See Tractors

European Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names 206,
2370, 2559, 2591, 2770, 2874
Evans Seed Co. (West Branch, Ogemaw County, Michigan) and Mr.
Edward Ellsworth Evans (1864-1928) 470, 490, 511, 521, 524, 545,
575, 1297, 1387, 1388, 1402, 2224, 2299, 2451, 2746

Farm Machinery–Etymology of Related Terms and Their Cognates
62, 91, 334, 351, 407, 413, 431, 486, 524, 798, 800, 921, 1150,
1179, 1251, 1713, 1792, 1885
Farm (The) (Summertown, Tennessee). See also Soyfoods
Companies (USA)–Farm Food Co.. 4565, 4622, 5061, 5174, 5732

Exercise. See Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, and Exercise
Expellers. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and
Expellers
Experiment Stations, Office of. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Office of Experiment Stations
Experiment stations (state) in USA. See Agricultural Experiment
Stations in the United States
Explosives Made from Soy Oil or Glycerine–Industrial Uses of Soy
Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 791, 875, 898, 1165, 1483, 1487, 1520,
1839, 1881, 2074, 2439, 2456, 2460, 2466

Farmers Union Grain Terminal Association (GTA). Established in
1938 in St. Paul, Minnesota 4605
Farming and gardening, biodynamic. See Biodynamic / BioDynamic Farming and Gardening (General)
Fatty Acids for Non-Drying or Drying Applications (As in Hot-Melt
Glues or the Curing Component of Epoxy Glues)–Industrial Uses of
Soy Oil 1627, 2225, 2519, 2790, 3381, 4061
Fearn, Dr. Charles E. (-1949), and Fearn Soya Foods / Fearn
Natural Foods 2159, 2272, 2439, 3196, 4524
Feed manufacturing companies. See Ralston Purina Company

Exports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual
Soyfoods Exported

Feeds and Feedstuffs–General 186, 412

Extruders and Extrusion Cooking: Low Cost Extrusion Cookers
(LECs) 5690, 5976, 6366

Feeds–Efficiency of Animals in Converting Feeds into Human
Foods 3872

Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low Cost–Including Triple “F”
Inc., Insta-Pro International, Soy Innovations International, and
Heartland Agri Partners, LLC 6913

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay (Whole Dried Soybean
Plants, Foliage and Immature Seed Included) 88, 91, 222, 224, 249,
263, 270, 280, 293, 296, 300, 303, 305, 318, 322, 325, 334, 339,
341, 351, 352, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 362, 368, 374, 375, 376,
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378, 379, 383, 384, 388, 391, 392, 393, 395, 397, 407, 413, 416,
417, 418, 420, 421, 423, 424, 433, 435, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441,
442, 447, 456, 463, 465, 466, 470, 471, 482, 483, 485, 486, 490,
491, 492, 494, 502, 504, 519, 523, 524, 548, 558, 559, 560, 569,
574, 578, 580, 582, 588, 589, 590, 593, 595, 598, 601, 608, 612,
613, 615, 616, 622, 630, 634, 636, 638, 639, 653, 658, 659, 668,
669, 699, 701, 711, 715, 718, 719, 723, 724, 728, 736, 751, 759,
761, 762, 767, 774, 784, 787, 789, 791, 798, 799, 800, 805, 808,
810, 813, 815, 817, 824, 834, 836, 837, 847, 850, 851, 853, 854,
869, 873, 879, 880, 881, 882, 884, 886, 887, 889, 890, 894, 903,
905, 906, 908, 909, 911, 913, 914, 919, 921, 923, 924, 928, 929,
931, 933, 934, 936, 937, 938, 944, 947, 953, 959, 961, 962, 963,
965, 967, 974, 976, 987, 989, 998, 999, 1001, 1005, 1010, 1014,
1019, 1022, 1030, 1033, 1040, 1043, 1044, 1047, 1048, 1049, 1052,
1053, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1060, 1062, 1065, 1068, 1072, 1076,
1077, 1078, 1087, 1089, 1096, 1100, 1107, 1113, 1118, 1126, 1131,
1136, 1140, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1148, 1149, 1153, 1156, 1160,
1165, 1173, 1179, 1186, 1190, 1191, 1196, 1204, 1206, 1211, 1213,
1215, 1220, 1223, 1226, 1227, 1229, 1230, 1232, 1234, 1241, 1242,
1246, 1250, 1254, 1269, 1270, 1273, 1275, 1277, 1281, 1283, 1285,
1291, 1293, 1296, 1297, 1299, 1303, 1308, 1309, 1310, 1311, 1312,
1315, 1318, 1320, 1322, 1323, 1324, 1326, 1327, 1335, 1337, 1338,
1347, 1355, 1356, 1358, 1359, 1361, 1362, 1364, 1366, 1370, 1373,
1374, 1379, 1383, 1384, 1385, 1387, 1388, 1390, 1391, 1394, 1407,
1408, 1411, 1413, 1417, 1418, 1421, 1422, 1425, 1427, 1430, 1438,
1449, 1456, 1461, 1470, 1476, 1479, 1480, 1482, 1484, 1485, 1487,
1488, 1490, 1492, 1493, 1494, 1497, 1501, 1504, 1506, 1508, 1517,
1522, 1524, 1525, 1526, 1527, 1530, 1532, 1538, 1545, 1546, 1548,
1549, 1550, 1555, 1564, 1569, 1571, 1572, 1574, 1576, 1577, 1578,
1579, 1582, 1583, 1585, 1588, 1597, 1598, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603,
1625, 1627, 1628, 1632, 1637, 1641, 1643, 1646, 1647, 1649, 1650,
1651, 1654, 1656, 1658, 1660, 1661, 1662, 1663, 1664, 1670, 1671,
1674, 1677, 1681, 1682, 1683, 1687, 1688, 1692, 1696, 1700, 1702,
1709, 1711, 1712, 1714, 1716, 1718, 1721, 1722, 1725, 1727, 1731,
1741, 1743, 1746, 1747, 1750, 1751, 1754, 1756, 1758, 1763, 1765,
1773, 1780, 1781, 1791, 1794, 1796, 1798, 1799, 1818, 1822, 1829,
1836, 1841, 1842, 1845, 1857, 1859, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1867, 1868,
1872, 1876, 1879, 1882, 1891, 1898, 1904, 1908, 1909, 1912, 1914,
1924, 1935, 1951, 1954, 1957, 1967, 1982, 1987, 1988, 2006, 2011,
2019, 2020, 2034, 2044, 2051, 2059, 2064, 2067, 2102, 2106, 2108,
2111, 2115, 2135, 2159, 2164, 2208, 2211, 2218, 2219, 2232, 2263,
2287, 2303, 2307, 2308, 2310, 2314, 2315, 2325, 2336, 2343, 2344,
2378, 2385, 2397, 2406, 2410, 2417, 2434, 2444, 2451, 2484, 2505,
2535, 2559, 2572, 2653, 2668, 2672, 2735, 2745, 2766, 2781, 2786,
2812, 2836, 2843, 2861, 2878, 2920, 2921, 2927, 2947, 2965, 2974,
2977, 3015, 3017, 3026, 3030, 3036, 3047, 3133, 3194, 3331, 3380,
3462, 3487, 3564, 3748, 3835, 3836, 4017, 4543, 4550
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds (Including
Forage, Fodder {Green Plants}, or Ground Soybean Seeds) 11, 12,
16, 22, 23, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 42, 54, 60, 62, 64, 66, 70, 71, 72, 74,
75, 77, 85, 90, 92, 98, 116, 122, 141, 162, 171, 174, 180, 190, 194,
198, 204, 210, 220, 221, 223, 229, 234, 237, 252, 254, 260, 273,
274, 276, 278, 279, 282, 285, 286, 302, 312, 316, 320, 324, 345,
349, 370, 379, 396, 402, 403, 404, 405, 410, 411, 420, 425, 429,
436, 455, 459, 460, 467, 489, 496, 498, 511, 528, 530, 542, 546,
550, 551, 555, 556, 561, 564, 575, 577, 600, 605, 610, 618, 623,
637, 643, 651, 663, 666, 669, 671, 672, 691, 694, 705, 706, 714,
739, 750, 752, 762, 770, 771, 776, 782, 794, 797, 802, 804, 811,
821, 822, 842, 860, 871, 872, 875, 888, 891, 899, 904, 907, 954,

956, 960, 966, 973, 975, 988, 1001, 1004, 1008, 1021, 1039, 1046,
1075, 1079, 1080, 1082, 1085, 1092, 1097, 1099, 1104, 1114, 1125,
1126, 1127, 1128, 1129, 1130, 1137, 1145, 1146, 1155, 1158, 1210,
1213, 1214, 1235, 1238, 1248, 1260, 1263, 1267, 1277, 1287, 1288,
1302, 1306, 1307, 1314, 1330, 1331, 1334, 1340, 1348, 1349, 1350,
1352, 1363, 1395, 1410, 1414, 1419, 1423, 1424, 1454, 1461, 1465,
1475, 1477, 1495, 1496, 1498, 1537, 1538, 1563, 1572, 1583, 1588,
1605, 1607, 1608, 1622, 1674, 1698, 1699, 1700, 1724, 1725, 1743,
1794, 1832, 1897, 1900, 1912, 1915, 1995, 2006, 2016, 2030, 2033,
2040, 2052, 2072, 2084, 2086, 2116, 2118, 2119, 2121, 2134, 2142,
2151, 2153, 2163, 2166, 2172, 2176, 2181, 2184, 2230, 2235, 2244,
2246, 2249, 2260, 2276, 2279, 2297, 2330, 2332, 2336, 2338, 2339,
2361, 2383, 2423, 2425, 2474, 2559, 2568, 2571, 2612, 2614, 2651,
2698, 2824, 2875, 2899, 2925, 2944, 2951, 2956, 2992, 3037, 3048,
3091, 3110, 3133, 3315, 3323, 3339, 3353, 3365, 3377, 3498, 3559,
3630, 3662, 3678, 3686, 3694, 3724, 3822, 3923, 4084, 4125, 4149,
4177, 4206, 4302, 4484, 4593, 5281, 5412, 5491, 5596, 6038, 6139
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging
351, 383, 384, 393, 407, 413, 433, 434, 465, 502, 515, 568, 589,
593, 612, 615, 634, 640, 658, 660, 674, 699, 724, 728, 774, 784,
789, 800, 805, 810, 813, 837, 887, 909, 913, 914, 923, 925, 934,
953, 963, 971, 987, 996, 1022, 1048, 1055, 1057, 1065, 1068, 1069,
1076, 1077, 1097, 1102, 1107, 1118, 1143, 1144, 1147, 1156, 1165,
1179, 1190, 1191, 1206, 1227, 1250, 1270, 1293, 1320, 1366, 1394,
1422, 1476, 1479, 1484, 1487, 1496, 1501, 1502, 1526, 1530, 1532,
1571, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1658, 1662, 1700, 1702, 1704, 1711, 1712,
1725, 1750, 1751, 1763, 1841, 1868, 2020, 2033, 2034, 2083, 2084,
2092, 2112, 2113, 2121, 2127, 2152, 2231, 2232, 2234, 2254, 2275,
2287, 2335, 2385, 2484, 2560, 2653, 2696, 2766, 2813, 2843, 2895,
2943, 2961, 2967, 3560, 4389, 6520, 6784
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Pastures & Grazing–Hogging
Down / Off, Pasturing Down, Grazing Down, Lambing Down / Off,
and Sheeping-Down / Off 351, 413, 465, 486, 515, 521, 568, 583,
589, 634, 658, 660, 724, 728, 810, 851, 874, 882, 884, 887, 908,
911, 913, 914, 922, 925, 927, 953, 962, 970, 971, 987, 989, 992,
997, 998, 999, 1022, 1033, 1048, 1055, 1065, 1068, 1069, 1072,
1077, 1097, 1101, 1107, 1144, 1147, 1148, 1156, 1161, 1179, 1206,
1215, 1226, 1231, 1233, 1250, 1263, 1267, 1269, 1283, 1288, 1290,
1296, 1297, 1299, 1310, 1324, 1331, 1335, 1356, 1361, 1363, 1374,
1391, 1402, 1427, 1429, 1431, 1439, 1476, 1479, 1483, 1494, 1496,
1497, 1500, 1501, 1504, 1508, 1517, 1522, 1548, 1550, 1569, 1576,
1578, 1582, 1585, 1596, 1614, 1651, 1657, 1661, 1662, 1664, 1681,
1687, 1781, 1857, 1865, 1866, 1909, 2029, 2287, 2297, 2355, 2745,
3478, 3839, 3840, 6784, 7240
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Silage / Ensilage Made in a
Silo 196, 219, 222, 228, 233, 246, 272, 280, 291, 293, 300, 314,
315, 318, 319, 322, 326, 327, 332, 333, 334, 336, 337, 338, 342,
351, 357, 362, 363, 368, 374, 375, 380, 383, 384, 385, 388, 391,
395, 417, 423, 426, 427, 431, 433, 434, 435, 444, 464, 466, 470,
471, 478, 482, 483, 484, 486, 492, 506, 509, 510, 519, 521, 524,
527, 532, 533, 535, 536, 537, 538, 548, 558, 565, 567, 569, 583,
584, 585, 588, 589, 593, 595, 601, 608, 612, 615, 622, 634, 645,
658, 659, 661, 699, 701, 704, 715, 716, 723, 724, 728, 736, 740,
766, 789, 791, 792, 798, 799, 800, 805, 817, 820, 824, 831, 851,
853, 856, 868, 869, 873, 876, 882, 887, 889, 890, 903, 908, 909,
910, 911, 914, 918, 921, 923, 927, 928, 937, 938, 943, 959, 963,
968, 985, 987, 989, 992, 993, 995, 997, 998, 1014, 1019, 1022,
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1028, 1031, 1033, 1048, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1060, 1064, 1065,
1070, 1076, 1077, 1107, 1112, 1117, 1140, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1148,
1156, 1162, 1163, 1164, 1165, 1176, 1188, 1198, 1204, 1206, 1215,
1221, 1223, 1226, 1227, 1231, 1233, 1246, 1253, 1262, 1269, 1270,
1273, 1283, 1285, 1290, 1291, 1293, 1294, 1296, 1297, 1299, 1301,
1310, 1318, 1319, 1320, 1327, 1332, 1335, 1337, 1342, 1347, 1356,
1358, 1359, 1360, 1364, 1368, 1370, 1374, 1375, 1379, 1381, 1388,
1390, 1391, 1394, 1402, 1406, 1411, 1418, 1425, 1427, 1429, 1430,
1431, 1438, 1439, 1441, 1470, 1479, 1484, 1487, 1488, 1492, 1493,
1494, 1497, 1501, 1502, 1506, 1517, 1522, 1526, 1543, 1548, 1549,
1550, 1564, 1569, 1574, 1576, 1577, 1585, 1590, 1600, 1601, 1602,
1603, 1625, 1643, 1647, 1649, 1650, 1651, 1660, 1664, 1669, 1682,
1702, 1704, 1711, 1712, 1747, 1750, 1751, 1763, 1773, 1780, 1799,
1818, 1836, 1839, 1857, 1859, 1891, 1926, 1929, 1932, 1937, 1948,
1957, 1959, 1964, 2008, 2014, 2015, 2017, 2019, 2020, 2025, 2029,
2044, 2067, 2082, 2083, 2089, 2090, 2093, 2106, 2112, 2113, 2127,
2152, 2169, 2202, 2205, 2231, 2232, 2254, 2275, 2287, 2292, 2299,
2301, 2335, 2360, 2385, 2410, 2417, 2433, 2451, 2452, 2484, 2560,
2572, 2582, 2633, 2653, 2672, 2691, 2696, 2705, 2763, 2766, 2768,
2771, 2812, 2813, 2829, 2843, 2895, 2918, 2965, 2974, 3114, 3198,
3299, 3310, 3342, 3347, 3364, 3380, 3387, 3392, 3410, 3412, 3462,
3464, 3507, 3566, 3603, 3607, 3621, 3634, 3681, 3695, 3718, 3744,
3748, 3757, 3763, 3768, 3806, 3839, 3840, 4014, 4017, 4065, 4712,
4768, 4823, 5945, 6332
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Soilage and Soiling (Green
Crops Cut for Feeding Confined Animals) 291, 308, 314, 322, 326,
330, 341, 351, 375, 384, 395, 398, 433, 434, 444, 470, 499, 526,
558, 573, 589, 593, 601, 612, 615, 634, 728, 740, 756, 792, 798,
800, 805, 851, 868, 887, 909, 914, 934, 963, 986, 987, 998, 1048,
1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1060, 1068, 1072, 1076, 1144, 1165, 1190,
1227, 1270, 1337, 1422, 1479, 1484, 1493, 1650, 1651, 1704, 1763,
1841, 2020, 2065, 2152, 2232, 2234, 2451, 3839, 3840, 5103, 5496
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw (Stems of Whole Dried
Soybean Plants). Also Fertilizing Value, Other Uses, Yields, and
Chemical Composition 103, 104, 111, 112, 115, 121, 124, 128, 132,
134, 145, 152, 162, 171, 208, 211, 213, 248, 250, 257, 266, 300,
309, 329, 348, 361, 409, 454, 456, 470, 506, 507, 522, 538, 553,
593, 602, 622, 638, 669, 670, 722, 736, 743, 785, 800, 815, 853,
865, 902, 933, 957, 1002, 1007, 1030, 1060, 1066, 1068, 1083,
1095, 1140, 1165, 1186, 1275, 1323, 1374, 1385, 1487, 1488, 1519,
1564, 1609, 1628, 1637, 1713, 1727, 1757, 1758, 1792, 1798, 1799,
1805, 1810, 1814, 1868, 1879, 1948, 1982, 2020, 2035, 2106, 2152,
2159, 2201, 2258, 2385, 2451, 2484, 2593, 2653, 2746, 2766, 2843,
2895, 3195

horses, etc.
Fermented Black Soybean Extract (Shizhi / Shih Chih), and
Fermented Black Soybean Sauce (Mandarin: Shiyou / Shih-yu.
Cantonese: Shi-yau / Si-yau / Seow. Japanese: Kuki-jiru). See also
Black Bean Sauce 11, 13, 14, 15, 5789
Fermented Black Soybean Production–How to Make Fermented
Black Soybeans on a Commercial Scale 2433
Fermented Black Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 2433, 2932
Fermented Black Soybeans from Japan–Kuki 15
Fermented Black Soybeans–from The Philippines–Tau-si, Tausi,
Tao-si, Taosi 2433, 2932, 2975, 5389
Fermented Black Soybeans, Unsalted or Bland (Soybean Koji)–
Whole Soybeans Fermented without Salt in China (Danshi / Danchi
in pinyin, or Tanshih, Tan-shih, or Tan-ch’ih in Wade-Giles) 13
Fermented Black Soybeans–Whole Soybeans Fermented with
Salt–Also called Fermented Black Beans, Salted Black Beans,
Salty Black Beans, Black Fermented Beans, Black Beans, Black
Bean Sauce, Black Bean and Ginger Sauce, Chinese Black Beans,
Preserved Black Beans or Preserved Chinese Black Beans. In
Chinese (Mandarin): Shi, Doushi, or Douchi (pinyin), Tou-shih,
Toushih, or Tou-ch’ih (Wade-Giles). Cantonese: Dow see, Dow si,
Dow-si, Dowsi, or Do shih. In Japan: Hamanatto, Daitokuji Natto,
Shiokara Natto, or Tera Natto. In the Philippines: Tausi or Taosi /
Tao-si. In Malaysia or Thailand: Tao si. In Indonesia: Tao dji, Taodji, or Tao-djie 11, 13, 14, 15, 23, 28, 135, 196, 237, 307, 346, 401,
451, 571, 815, 1199, 1408, 1479, 1627, 1900, 2275, 2330, 2433,
2630, 2932, 2975, 2991, 3049, 3342, 3631, 3689, 4306, 5296, 5389,
5789
Fermented Soyfoods and Their Fermentation (General). See also:
Microbiology and Bacteriology–History of Early Discoveries 628,
4594
Fermented Specialty Soyfoods–Soy Wine, Cantonese Wine Starter
(Kiu-Tsee / Tsée), Soy Fermentation Pellicle or Bean Ferment (Tou
Huang), Soyidli / Idli, Dosa / Dosai, Dhokla, and Soy Ogi 15, 307,
401, 815, 1199, 2438, 3736, 3813, 4312, 5668
Fermented tofu. See Tofu, Fermented

Feeds Made from Soybean Meal (Defatted) 135, 229, 263, 650,
652, 656, 659, 663, 664, 665, 748, 789, 791, 815, 898, 977, 998,
1015, 1016, 1017, 1030, 1037, 1114, 1206, 1537, 1538, 1723, 1753,
1781, 1841, 1881, 2025, 2030, 2040, 2102, 2116, 2142, 2279, 2299,
2456, 2485, 2487, 2696, 2899, 3130, 3368, 3778, 3870, 3872, 4016,
4119, 4147, 4178, 4222, 4296, 4364, 4708, 5176, 5299, 5327, 5405,
5542, 5596, 5748
Feeds, Other Types (Okara, Calf Milk Replacers, Soybean Hulls,
etc.) 5036
Feeds–Soybeans, soybean forage, or soy products fed to various
types of animals. See The type of animal–chickens, pigs, cows,

Fermented whole soybeans. See Natto, Dawa-dawa, Kinema, Thuanao
Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy). Purchased Central Soya Co. (USA) in
Oct. 1987. European crushing operations renamed Cereol on 1 Jan.
1990. Cereol acquired by Bunge in April 2003 5211
Fertility of the soil. See Soil Science–Soil Fertility
Fertilizer, soybean meal used as. See Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber
(as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as a Fertilizer or Manure for
the Soil
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Fertilizers / Fertilizer (Incl. Foliar Sprays), Fertilization, Plant
Nutrition, Mineral Needs, and Nutritional / Physiological Disorders
of Soybeans (Including Chlorosis) 89, 111, 173, 189, 200, 224, 250,
264, 271, 272, 283, 288, 290, 297, 309, 310, 313, 314, 315, 316,
318, 319, 321, 326, 329, 332, 335, 338, 345, 347, 348, 356, 362,
374, 376, 384, 391, 394, 398, 409, 417, 430, 438, 447, 457, 458,
471, 485, 487, 489, 491, 507, 518, 520, 528, 534, 538, 540, 553,
581, 586, 587, 602, 610, 617, 622, 632, 635, 638, 647, 648, 660,
674, 677, 688, 690, 698, 708, 709, 711, 713, 715, 730, 735, 736,
737, 738, 746, 766, 776, 800, 802, 803, 805, 810, 814, 820, 832,
833, 837, 839, 854, 858, 866, 867, 874, 884, 896, 903, 909, 910,
912, 928, 934, 937, 942, 943, 944, 955, 957, 959, 971, 973, 974,
980, 1002, 1007, 1009, 1020, 1032, 1033, 1057, 1089, 1109, 1111,
1116, 1118, 1121, 1136, 1139, 1140, 1142, 1149, 1165, 1169, 1196,
1202, 1203, 1206, 1220, 1223, 1240, 1244, 1249, 1254, 1258, 1275,
1280, 1295, 1297, 1298, 1304, 1305, 1322, 1323, 1334, 1345, 1347,
1371, 1372, 1373, 1375, 1382, 1415, 1421, 1432, 1434, 1436, 1437,
1438, 1452, 1464, 1476, 1498, 1523, 1530, 1531, 1545, 1554, 1556,
1557, 1571, 1574, 1594, 1595, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1606, 1615, 1618,
1635, 1655, 1659, 1664, 1667, 1683, 1704, 1708, 1709, 1715, 1717,
1738, 1740, 1751, 1758, 1761, 1764, 1768, 1769, 1797, 1802, 1803,
1809, 1816, 1819, 1825, 1827, 1841, 1853, 1861, 1874, 1877, 1880,
1886, 1898, 1901, 1906, 1925, 1945, 1956, 1976, 1988, 1991, 2041,
2056, 2057, 2058, 2077, 2078, 2080, 2089, 2091, 2100, 2107, 2117,
2125, 2154, 2155, 2156, 2159, 2160, 2173, 2175, 2185, 2242, 2248,
2259, 2261, 2273, 2274, 2285, 2298, 2302, 2315, 2325, 2329, 2350,
2351, 2372, 2390, 2405, 2412, 2415, 2436, 2445, 2453, 2465, 2480,
2485, 2510, 2516, 2534, 2538, 2540, 2550, 2552, 2553, 2554, 2556,
2557, 2561, 2593, 2595, 2613, 2625, 2627, 2646, 2654, 2656, 2660,
2678, 2679, 2686, 2695, 2704, 2707, 2718, 2720, 2722, 2730, 2736,
2741, 2748, 2762, 2765, 2772, 2773, 2776, 2780, 2785, 2805, 2809,
2815, 2816, 2852, 2884, 2888, 2913, 2929, 2930, 2934, 2939, 2947,
2970, 2977, 3002, 3009, 3017, 3018, 3026, 3034, 3047, 3089, 3106,
3109, 3118, 3127, 3133, 3138, 3139, 3141, 3152, 3156, 3164, 3174,
3181, 3184, 3193, 3200, 3209, 3212, 3214, 3220, 3224, 3225, 3235,
3244, 3249, 3254, 3271, 3272, 3279, 3280, 3281, 3286, 3289, 3293,
3296, 3300, 3301, 3303, 3306, 3318, 3324, 3329, 3333, 3341, 3357,
3366, 3370, 3371, 3375, 3383, 3390, 3391, 3395, 3408, 3413, 3430,
3436, 3441, 3445, 3476, 3481, 3482, 3483, 3486, 3488, 3490, 3497,
3505, 3507, 3512, 3513, 3515, 3518, 3519, 3525, 3545, 3551, 3552,
3555, 3557, 3558, 3561, 3562, 3565, 3567, 3569, 3574, 3578, 3583,
3594, 3596, 3614, 3617, 3620, 3624, 3626, 3627, 3629, 3632, 3639,
3640, 3643, 3650, 3665, 3666, 3669, 3670, 3671, 3672, 3675, 3698,
3699, 3700, 3701, 3714, 3720, 3723, 3727, 3728, 3755, 3760, 3762,
3764, 3765, 3766, 3782, 3785, 3788, 3797, 3799, 3800, 3804, 3813,
3816, 3818, 3830, 3831, 3832, 3833, 3834, 3870, 3873, 3880, 3896,
3899, 3903, 3906, 3914, 3915, 3920, 3921, 3928, 3932, 3941, 3949,
3952, 3962, 3967, 3968, 3978, 3981, 3987, 3996, 4001, 4008, 4012,
4025, 4026, 4029, 4030, 4046, 4052, 4054, 4059, 4064, 4071, 4076,
4089, 4090, 4091, 4092, 4128, 4130, 4134, 4141, 4150, 4160, 4163,
4164, 4169, 4173, 4176, 4178, 4198, 4199, 4207, 4212, 4220, 4222,
4227, 4232, 4237, 4238, 4239, 4241, 4263, 4272, 4276, 4287, 4294,
4308, 4309, 4315, 4322, 4323, 4330, 4336, 4343, 4361, 4375, 4376,
4387, 4388, 4405, 4411, 4428, 4445, 4449, 4452, 4487, 4488, 4513,
4526, 4531, 4532, 4548, 4549, 4556, 4562, 4568, 4590, 4594, 4643,
4646, 4675, 4679, 4683, 4690, 4691, 4698, 4700, 4720, 4732, 4746,
4820, 4855, 4881, 4882, 4894, 4955, 4957, 4962, 4963, 4991, 4994,
5000, 5075, 5076, 5079, 5085, 5086, 5102, 5108, 5125, 5187, 5200,
5204, 5248, 5249, 5270, 5290, 5291, 5301, 5333, 5338, 5411, 5413,

5433, 5441, 5443, 5444, 5451, 5457, 5460, 5461, 5494, 5495, 5497,
5555, 5588, 5591, 5592, 5599, 5608, 5614, 5615, 5631, 5635, 5652,
5656, 5667, 5725, 5727, 5750, 5758, 5806, 5860, 5864, 5893, 5894,
5895, 5953, 6015, 6044, 6056, 6119, 6161, 6192, 6221, 6272, 6286,
6315, 6329, 6330, 6339, 6409, 6418, 6484, 6560, 6629, 6673, 6674,
6723, 6774, 7011, 7069, 7079, 7175, 7206, 7220, 7230
Fiber. See Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates
/ Relatives in Various Languages 28, 313, 1138, 2438, 3191, 6264
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, from Making Soymilk or Tofu–Value
Added Uses (Not Including Livestock Feeds) and Solutions to
Disposal Problems 28, 4774, 5550
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, the Residue Left from Making Soymilk
or Tofu. Also called Bean Curd Residue, Soybean Curd Residue,
Dou-fu-zha (Pinyin) 28, 313, 359, 637, 695, 753, 815, 1138, 1173,
1184, 1330, 1407, 1408, 1479, 1733, 2438, 2492, 2973, 3072, 3191,
3231, 3631, 4223, 4312, 4395, 4460, 4484, 4689, 4694, 5036, 5535,
5550, 5938, 6264, 6362, 6648, 6908, 7239
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial
Soyfood Products 4534, 4586, 4600, 4639, 4644, 4645, 4676, 4733,
4743, 4751, 4774, 4944, 4980, 5054, 5065, 5360, 5374, 5375, 5435,
5582, 5644, 5687, 5735, 5765, 5794, 5993, 6040, 6066, 6149, 6248,
6562, 6565, 6920
Fiber–Presscake, Residue or Dregs from Making Soy Sauce 195,
313, 451, 522, 2433, 3631
Fiber, Soy–Bran–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 1298, 1479
Fiber, Soy–Bran (Pulverized Soybean Hulls / Seed Coats) and Other
Uses of Soybean Hulls 211, 1298, 1479, 5396
Fiber, Soy–General, for Food Use (Specific Type Unknown) 6406,
6716
Fiber, Soy–Okara, Soy Bran (from Pulverized Soybean Hulls,
or Isolate Fiber)–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses–Individual Companies 4600, 4676
Fibers (Artificial Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein
Fiber, Including Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)–Industrial
Uses of Soy Proteins 2234, 2275, 2362, 2394, 2487, 2492, 2586,
2605, 2606, 2900, 3054, 5401
Fiji. See Oceania–Fiji
Fish, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfish, and
Other Seafood-like Products
Fish or Crustaceans (e.g., Shrimp) Fed Soybean Meal or Oil as Feed
Using Aquaculture or Mariculture 20, 6493
Fish or Crustaceans raised by Aquaculture / Fish Culture /
Pisiculture–Early–Soy Is Not Mentioned 13, 14, 15
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Fitness. See Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, and Exercise
Five-spice pressed tofu. See Tofu, Five-Spice Pressed (Wu-hsiang
Toufukan / Wuxiang Doufugan)
Flakes, from whole soybeans. See Whole Soy Flakes
Flatulence or Intestinal Gas–Caused by Complex Sugars (As the
Oligosaccharides Raffinose and Stachyose in Soybeans), by Fiber,
or by Lactose in Milk 3788, 4501, 5657, 5905, 6436, 6479, 6545
Flavor / Taste Problems and Ways of Solving Them (Especially
Beany Off-Flavors in Soy Oil, Soymilk, Tofu, Whole Dry
Soybeans, or Soy Protein Products, and Ways of Masking or
Eliminating Them) 80, 102, 822, 1173, 2234, 2252, 2678, 2904,
3047, 3231, 3232, 4608, 4936, 5197, 5905, 5933, 5934, 6263, 6302,
6544, 6726
Flax plant or flaxseed. See Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, or the
Flax / Flaxseed Plant
Flour, cottonseed. See Cottonseed Flour
Flour, soy. See Soy Flour
Flour, soy–Imports, Exports. See Soy Flour–Imports, Exports,
International Trade
Flour, soy–Industrial uses of. See Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–
Other
Foams for Fighting Fires–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins (Foam,
Foaming Agents) 3054, 3381

Forage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants, Feeds /
Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds
Ford, Henry (1863-1947), and His Researchers–Work with Soy–
Robert Boyer, Frank Calvert, William Atkinson, Edsel Ruddiman,
Bob Smith, Holton W. “Rex” Diamond, and Jan Willemse 1860,
1981, 2010, 2066, 2074, 2084, 2119, 2152, 2159, 2215, 2222, 2224,
2225, 2226, 2228, 2249, 2271, 2272, 2330, 2353, 2361, 2381, 2403,
2407, 2431, 2439, 2452, 2500, 2529, 2531, 2532, 2586, 2590, 2605,
2606, 2653, 2672, 2767, 2788, 2800, 2828, 2829, 2901, 3055, 3574,
3990, 4209, 4602, 5401, 5512, 5610, 5854, 7238
Foreign Agricultural Service of USDA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Foreign Agricultural Service
(FAS)
Formulas (early) for basic food ingredients. See Cookery Books
Foundry cores, binder. See Binder for Sand Foundry Cores
Fouts Family of Indiana–Incl. Taylor Fouts (1880-1952), His
Brothers Noah Fouts (1864-1938) and Finis Fouts (1866-1943),
Their Soyland Farm (1918-1928), and Their Father Solomon Fouts
(1826-1907) 466, 574, 843, 882, 911, 919, 922, 927, 989, 997,
1044, 1331, 1332, 1335, 1359, 1384, 1387, 1388, 1394, 1423, 1426,
1483, 1524, 1548, 1661, 1662, 1665, 1678, 1722, 1762, 1850, 1865,
1866, 1881, 2739, 2745, 2746, 2828, 3835, 3838, 4550, 7116, 7240
France. See Europe, Western–France
Frankfurters, hot dogs, or wieners–meatless. See Meat Alternatives–
Meatless Sausages

Fodder, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or FullFat Seeds

Franklin, Benjamin (1706-1790; American Statesman and
Philosopher), Charles Thomson, and the American Philosophical
Society (APS–Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 6412

Food and Drug Administration (FDA, U.S. Dept. of Health and
Human Services) 5517, 5784, 5961, 6029, 6183, 6251, 6544, 6714,
6843, 6851, 6886, 6942, 7024, 7051

French Oil Mill Machinery Co. (Piqua, Ohio). Maker of Soybean
Crushing Equipment. Also Named French Oil Machinery Co.. 1948,
2767, 3381, 4729

Food for Life (Illinois) 4019

French Polynesia. See Oceania

Food Production and Distribution Administration of USDA. See
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food
Administration (WFA)

Frozen desserts, non-dairy. See Soy Ice Cream

Food uses of soybeans, breeding for. See Variety Development,
Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or Handling of Soybeans
for Food Uses

Funk Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois). Founded in 1901
by Eugene D. Funk, Sr. (1867-1944). Started selling soybeans in
1903. Started Crushing Soybeans in 1924. Renamed Funk Seeds
International by 1983 502, 784, 1107, 1337, 1678, 1681, 1814,
2229, 2272, 2395, 2423, 2435, 2596, 2675, 2804, 2875, 2992, 3047,
3231, 4957, 4958

Food uses of soybeans in the USA, early. See Historical–Documents
about Food Uses of Soybeans (or Recipes) in the USA before 1900
Foodservice and institutional feeding or catering. See School Lunch
Program
Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or Catering, Including
Quantity or Bulk Recipes 5784, 6401, 6851, 6890

Frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-Frozen, or Dried Whole

Galactina S.A. (Belp, Switzerland) 5026, 5562
Galaxy Nutritional Foods, Inc. and its Soyco Foods Div. (Orlando,
Florida) 5972, 6029, 6134, 6274, 6393, 6471, 6477, 6487, 6528,
6529, 6532, 6535, 6540, 6546, 6590, 6641, 6643, 6651
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Not Including Soy Sprouts
Gandhi, Mohandas K. (“Mahatma”) (1869-1948). Vegetarian
Pioneer Worldwide, and in India and England 2276, 2330, 2332,
3842, 4419, 5749
Ganmodoki. See Tofu, Fried
Ganmodoki and Hiryozu. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional
Asian)–Ganmodoki and Hiryozu

Germplasm Collections and Resources, Gene Banks, and Seed
Stores 2763, 3830, 3839, 3840, 3910, 4050, 4126, 4131, 4132,
4457, 4593, 4599, 4656, 4773, 4824, 4965, 4967, 5031, 5086, 5277,
5446, 5527, 5544, 5755, 6032, 6782, 6923
Glidden Co. (The) (Chicago, Illinois, and Cleveland, Ohio). Incl.
Durkee Famous Foods. See also: Julian, Percy 2249, 2286, 2468,
2590, 2828, 3082

Garden Protein International (GPI), Maker of Gardein Meat
Alternatives (Founded by Yves Potvin, 2005, Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada) 7042

Global Warming / Climate Change as Environmental Issues 6817,
6943, 6959, 7022

Gardner, Henry A. See Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S.

Gluten. See Wheat Gluten

Gas, intestinal. See Flatulence or Intestinal Gas

Glycemic Index. See Carbohydrates–Glycemic Index and Glycemic
Load

Geese, Ducks, Pheasants, and Other Poultry Fed Soybeans,
Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 11, 12, 521
Gene banks. See Germplasm Collections and Resources, and Gene
Banks

Glycerine, explosives made from. See Explosives Made from
Glycerine
Glycine javanica or Glycine wightii. See Neonotonia wightii

Genealogy and Family History. See Also: Obituaries, Biographies
31, 40, 44, 45, 47, 79, 89, 134, 266, 282, 317, 407, 478, 671, 1380,
1479, 2065, 2381, 2582, 2753, 2791, 2796, 3066, 3107, 3574, 3990,
5091

Glycine soja. See Wild Annual Soybean

General Mills, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis) 2790, 2863, 3381,
6688, 6691, 6775

Goats Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as
Feed 860, 1485, 1687, 2040

Genetic Diversity. See Soybean–Genetic Diversity, Variability and
Population Structure

Golbitz, Peter. See Soyatech (Bar Harbor, Maine)

Glycine species, wild perennial. See Wild, Perennial Relatives of
the Soybean

Gossypium sp. See Cottonseed and Cotton
Genetic Engineering, Transgenics, Recombinant DNA, Transgenic
Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech 4991, 5635, 5667, 5751, 5758,
5861, 5905, 6373, 6408, 6427, 6428, 6456, 6460, 6476, 6485, 6491,
6492, 6493, 6496, 6502, 6517, 6538, 6541, 6574, 6618, 6619, 6648,
6659, 6689, 6717, 6729, 6730, 6782, 6783, 6789, 6833, 6848, 6893,
6926, 6929, 6987, 6995, 7009, 7015, 7016, 7028, 7029, 7030, 7045,
7047, 7048, 7049, 7052, 7053, 7106, 7126, 7129, 7157, 7160, 7177,
7222, 7237
Genetically Engineered Foods–Consumer Concern / Response and
Labeling. Includes Non-Soy Foods 7106, 7129, 7177
Genetics, soybean. See Breeding of Soybeans and Classical
Genetics
GeniSoy Products Co. (Fairfield, California). Including MLO and
Mus-L-On 6662

Government policies and programs effecting soybeans. See Policies
and programs
Grades and grading of soybeans. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material,
Damage, etc.)
Grain Farmers of Ontario (GFO). See Ontario Soybean Growers
(Canada)
Granose Foods Ltd. (Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire [Bucks.],
England). Founded in 1899 under the name The International
Health Association Ltd. Renamed Granose Foods Ltd. in 1926.
Acquired by Haldane Foods Group in Jan. 1991 5222, 5396, 5764,
5921, 5992, 6067
Granules, from whole soybeans. See Whole Soy Flakes

Georgeson, Charles Christian (1851-1931) of Kansas and Alaska
295, 300, 302, 303, 305, 306, 320, 322, 325, 330, 334, 351, 448,
521, 524, 671, 699, 4021

Grazing green soybean plants. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean
Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging
Great Eastern Sun and Macrobiotic Wholesale Co. (North Carolina)
5135, 5321, 5636, 5670, 5671, 5672, 6258, 6592

Germany. See Europe, Western–Germany
Germination / viability of seeds. See Seed Germination or Viability–
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Green Manure, Use of Soybeans as, by Plowing / Turning In
/ Under a Crop of Immature / Green Soybean Plants for Soil
Improvement 22, 40, 90, 92, 93, 105, 279, 280, 282, 293, 294, 303,
323, 331, 336, 338, 340, 341, 344, 346, 349, 350, 351, 352, 354,
362, 364, 367, 371, 386, 390, 392, 393, 404, 407, 416, 417, 418,
423, 425, 428, 433, 443, 448, 455, 456, 467, 468, 470, 475, 482,
490, 492, 493, 512, 514, 516, 517, 519, 538, 542, 556, 558, 560,
561, 563, 572, 576, 578, 580, 584, 594, 595, 602, 609, 610, 624,
626, 628, 633, 634, 637, 641, 643, 645, 648, 649, 650, 654, 657,
666, 669, 671, 672, 674, 675, 689, 690, 692, 693, 695, 698, 708,
710, 720, 721, 723, 733, 736, 738, 747, 750, 771, 774, 780, 781,
785, 787, 788, 789, 793, 794, 796, 799, 803, 805, 807, 822, 828,
830, 836, 837, 840, 843, 852, 853, 856, 862, 863, 864, 875, 876,
877, 879, 882, 883, 887, 895, 897, 898, 901, 909, 910, 914, 916,
928, 936, 938, 941, 944, 950, 952, 953, 954, 955, 956, 959, 962,
968, 970, 971, 976, 984, 986, 987, 993, 1033, 1035, 1036, 1038,
1045, 1050, 1056, 1063, 1065, 1068, 1072, 1073, 1097, 1106, 1109,
1110, 1112, 1139, 1143, 1148, 1161, 1164, 1165, 1191, 1192, 1193,
1196, 1207, 1219, 1221, 1226, 1228, 1242, 1246, 1249, 1253, 1293,
1297, 1318, 1327, 1328, 1345, 1348, 1356, 1366, 1369, 1386, 1401,
1402, 1426, 1428, 1433, 1457, 1465, 1473, 1479, 1481, 1499, 1509,
1514, 1530, 1543, 1544, 1548, 1560, 1562, 1603, 1627, 1646, 1651,
1657, 1685, 1693, 1697, 1704, 1724, 1726, 1731, 1780, 1783, 1794,
1818, 1820, 1821, 1828, 1832, 1835, 1839, 1848, 1852, 1853, 1854,
1861, 1862, 1865, 1866, 1868, 1869, 1872, 1875, 1884, 1891, 1919,
1920, 1926, 1927, 1930, 1936, 1953, 1957, 1960, 1964, 1966, 1974,
1982, 1988, 1990, 1995, 2001, 2009, 2022, 2028, 2033, 2034, 2044,
2082, 2083, 2085, 2086, 2094, 2110, 2112, 2127, 2136, 2137, 2149,
2151, 2152, 2158, 2163, 2169, 2176, 2197, 2208, 2211, 2226, 2227,
2230, 2232, 2234, 2244, 2245, 2247, 2254, 2256, 2260, 2262, 2281,
2283, 2291, 2294, 2301, 2310, 2331, 2336, 2344, 2378, 2379, 2383,
2390, 2405, 2410, 2417, 2434, 2452, 2454, 2455, 2457, 2468, 2497,
2502, 2531, 2560, 2568, 2580, 2582, 2632, 2652, 2680, 2694, 2703,
2733, 2734, 2750, 2754, 2766, 2768, 2782, 2786, 2829, 2836, 2843,
2861, 2889, 2895, 2896, 2897, 2900, 2907, 2927, 2936, 2943, 2948,
2954, 2956, 2965, 2967, 3005, 3017, 3020, 3035, 3047, 3048, 3049,
3054, 3068, 3079, 3081, 3082, 3096, 3128, 3136, 3138, 3140, 3174,
3189, 3204, 3232, 3248, 3258, 3299, 3310, 3315, 3339, 3342, 3353,
3357, 3358, 3362, 3377, 3380, 3387, 3392, 3393, 3406, 3412, 3419,
3424, 3437, 3464, 3469, 3477, 3485, 3505, 3511, 3545, 3575, 3598,
3678, 3686, 3693, 3757, 3781, 3835, 3839, 3840, 3951, 4012, 4014,
4017, 4098, 4131, 4162, 4326, 4543, 4609, 4712, 4823, 5087, 5091,
5111, 5120, 5152, 5214, 5496, 5652, 5787, 5855, 5858, 5866, 6064,
6332, 6340, 6388, 6520, 6567, 6605, 6618, 6758, 6759, 6813, 6878,
6900, 7144, 7187
Green soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Green
Green Vegetable Soybeans (Edamamé)–Machinery or Equipment
Used for Harvesting or Picking, Sorting, Cleaning, and / or
Shelling, Threshing, or Depodding 2395, 3774, 3796, 3888, 4501,
5538, 5965, 6032, 6043, 6047, 6055, 6060, 6093, 6269, 6284, 6336,
6545, 6551, 6552, 6575, 6646, 6672, 6688
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 27, 62, 74, 84, 136, 909,
1057, 1165, 1246, 1848, 1900, 1947, 2040, 2083, 2112, 2120, 2385,
2395, 2488, 2596, 3489, 3796, 4345, 6047, 6055, 6157

Vegetable or Commercially 74, 75, 195, 254, 260, 307, 401, 815,
1751, 2385, 2395, 2478, 2536, 2675, 2676, 2714, 2719, 3175, 3231,
3464, 3477, 3870, 3998, 4063, 4086, 4139, 4222, 4306, 4345, 4361,
4413, 4481, 4484, 5157, 5158, 5274, 5538, 6032, 6041, 6043, 6044,
6046, 6048, 6531, 6631, 6646
Green Vegetable Soybeans Industry and Market Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses–By Geographical Region 1995, 3862, 6047
Green Vegetable Soybeans Industry and Market Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses–Individual Companies 5965, 6032, 6060, 6284
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible
Soybeans, General Information About, Not Including Use As Green
Vegetable Soybeans 2232, 2291, 2597, 3729, 3839, 3840, 4265,
5004, 5905, 6298, 6299, 6300, 6301, 6302
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Leaves of the Soybean Plant Used as
Food or Medicine. Called Huo in Chinese 6, 7, 28, 3825
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Marketing of 6055, 6436
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Soybean Seedlings or Their Leaves
Served as a Tender Vegetable. Called Doumiao or Tou Miao in
Chinese 28, 346, 2199
Green Vegetable Soybeans–The Word Edamame (Japanese-Style,
in the Pods), Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type Soybeans–
Appearance in European-Language Documents 320, 336, 1848,
3631, 4345, 5101, 5965, 6032, 6047, 6055, 6060, 6269, 6277, 6284,
6336, 6436, 6531, 6545, 6551, 6552, 6575, 6631, 6646, 6670, 6672,
6688, 6691, 6775, 6810, 6988, 6997
Green Vegetable Soybeans, Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type
Soybeans 17, 25, 27, 37, 49, 62, 64, 70, 74, 75, 84, 85, 92, 136, 144,
190, 195, 196, 227, 237, 254, 260, 289, 296, 306, 307, 312, 317,
320, 322, 336, 346, 359, 386, 401, 451, 453, 542, 576, 641, 691,
723, 744, 745, 788, 815, 840, 844, 863, 875, 898, 909, 1035, 1057,
1060, 1080, 1165, 1173, 1206, 1246, 1330, 1407, 1465, 1479, 1731,
1751, 1798, 1799, 1848, 1869, 1873, 1900, 1911, 1922, 1923, 1932,
1939, 1947, 1948, 1995, 2023, 2040, 2083, 2112, 2113, 2120, 2127,
2152, 2159, 2208, 2234, 2260, 2272, 2275, 2286, 2287, 2290, 2295,
2299, 2336, 2381, 2383, 2385, 2394, 2395, 2400, 2417, 2423, 2433,
2438, 2451, 2478, 2482, 2485, 2488, 2499, 2509, 2536, 2547, 2555,
2560, 2573, 2590, 2596, 2614, 2659, 2670, 2671, 2675, 2676, 2678,
2691, 2695, 2696, 2714, 2719, 2766, 2768, 2770, 2776, 2828, 2843,
2875, 2881, 2885, 2897, 2900, 2932, 2951, 2956, 2975, 2990, 2992,
3047, 3048, 3049, 3078, 3175, 3196, 3231, 3232, 3377, 3464, 3477,
3489, 3621, 3631, 3653, 3686, 3695, 3757, 3774, 3796, 3813, 3862,
3870, 3888, 3998, 4047, 4050, 4063, 4086, 4139, 4149, 4155, 4222,
4223, 4256, 4268, 4306, 4345, 4395, 4413, 4457, 4478, 4481, 4484,
4501, 4608, 4682, 4686, 4709, 4812, 4861, 4863, 4950, 5101, 5112,
5157, 5158, 5274, 5277, 5352, 5389, 5538, 5774, 5865, 5965, 6032,
6041, 6042, 6043, 6044, 6045, 6046, 6047, 6048, 6049, 6055, 6060,
6093, 6154, 6157, 6158, 6159, 6163, 6168, 6172, 6173, 6175, 6176,
6269, 6277, 6284, 6320, 6336, 6436, 6447, 6479, 6504, 6509, 6531,
6539, 6545, 6551, 6552, 6559, 6575, 6578, 6605, 6631, 6646, 6670,
6672, 6682, 6688, 6691, 6734, 6735, 6738, 6775, 6810, 6867, 6913,
6917, 6965, 6974, 6984, 6988, 6997, 7061, 7065, 7107, 7183

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Horticulture–How to Grow as a Garden
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Green Vegetable Soybeans–Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or
Edible of Food-Grade Soybeans, General Information About,
Including Use As Green Vegetable Soybeans 1165, 1848, 2335,
2395, 2423, 2478, 2488, 2555, 2573, 2590, 2596, 2675, 2676, 2678,
2714, 2719, 2768, 2885, 2992, 3047, 3049, 3078, 3231, 3464, 3774,
3888, 3998, 4139, 4256, 4345, 4501, 4812, 5538, 6032, 6154, 6158,
6545, 6551, 6559, 6575, 6631

Group in fall 2006 3739, 5222, 5371, 5396, 5438, 5499, 5677,
5762, 5764, 5776, 5777, 5802, 5838, 5921, 5922, 5977, 5992, 6067,
6105, 6206, 6880

Griffith Laboratories (Chicago and Alsip, Illinois) 3381, 5550

Hamanatto / Hamananatto. See Hamanatto Fermented Black
Soybeans–from Japan

Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from Japan. In Japan called
Hamanatto or (formerly) Hamananatto 1479, 1627, 1900, 2330,
3342, 3631, 5296

Grilled tofu. See Tofu, Grilled. Japanese-Style
Grits, roasted soy. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark
Roasted with Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits

Hansa Muehle AG. See Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg,
Germany)
Hansa Muehle / Hansa Mühle (The Hansa Mill) and Hanseatische
Muehlenwerke AG. Incl. the Work of Hermann Bollmann and
Bruno Rewald, PhD 1542, 2008, 2103, 2498, 2767, 4206

Groundnuts. See Peanut, Peanuts
Growth regulators / substances -. See Soybean–Growth Regulators
/ Substances

Harrison, D.W. (M.D.) (1921-2011), and Africa Basic Foods
(Uganda) 5611

Guam. See Oceania–Guam
Gunther Products, Inc. (Galesburg, Illinois. Founded by J.K.
Gunter in 1949. Started in 1950. Acquired in April 1995 by Quest
International, a Unit of Unilever) 3381
Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany) 377, 641
Haberlandt, Friedrich J. (1826-1878, Hochschule fuer Bodencultur,
Vienna, Austria) 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104,
106, 107, 108, 109, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 119, 120,
121, 122, 123, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134,
136, 137, 138, 140, 143, 146, 147, 148, 154, 158, 159, 161, 162,
164, 165, 166, 171, 176, 177, 179, 186, 187, 190, 191, 192, 193,
196, 197, 199, 201, 204, 207, 211, 213, 214, 223, 224, 234, 237,
241, 243, 246, 249, 250, 257, 266, 274, 281, 351, 361, 377, 411,
584, 585, 597, 607, 634, 641, 699, 865, 985, 1023, 1024, 1025,
1026, 1027, 1094, 1115, 1145, 1236, 1240, 1252, 1407, 1408, 1479,
1560, 1891, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2419, 2438, 2901, 2903, 2904, 2905,
2941, 3047, 3082, 4392
Haberlandt soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Haberlandt
Hackleman, Jay C. (1888-1970, Extension Agronomist, Univ. of
Illinois) 913, 924, 1264, 1324, 1335, 1387, 1388, 1394, 1420, 1427,
1448, 1507, 1508, 1510, 1521, 1526, 1530, 1571, 1659, 1662, 1716,
1758, 1798, 1799, 1881, 1942, 1943, 2339, 2444, 2496, 2590, 2709,
2745, 2746, 4550, 4957
Hain Celestial Group, Inc. (Uniondale, New York). Hain Food
Group, Inc. before 30 May 2000. Hain Pure Food Co. since Nov.
1931. Founded in Oct. 1926 by Harold Hain as Hain Health Foods
6214, 6271, 6527, 6616, 6626, 6701, 6702, 6725, 6726, 6727, 6728,
6837, 6889
Haldane Foods Group Ltd. (Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire,
England). Including Regular Tofu Co., Realeat Foods, Direct Foods,
Haldane Foods, Vegetarian Feasts, Vegetarian Cuisine, Genice,
Unisoy, and Granose Foods Ltd. Acquired by The Hain Celestial

Hartwig, Edgar Emerson (1913-1996, North Carolina and
Mississippi). Soybean Breeder for the U.S. South 2716, 2792, 2851,
2852, 2888, 2892, 2911, 2913, 2915, 2929, 2930, 2953, 3000, 3030,
3065, 3137, 3140, 3159, 3164, 3202, 3203, 3213, 3219, 3247, 3255,
3292, 3331, 3382, 3396, 3397, 3426, 3427, 3505, 3545, 3563, 3644,
3694, 3723, 3836, 3839, 3840, 4059, 4117, 4323, 4394, 4505, 4766,
4824, 4962, 5085, 5086, 5527, 6099
Hartz (Jacob) Seed Co. (Stuttgart, Arkansas). Founded by Jacob
Hartz, Sr. (1888-1963) in 1942. Continued by Jake Hartz, Jr.
(1920- ). Acquired by Monsanto in April 1983. Headquarters at Des
Moines, Iowa, since Jan. 1998 2123, 2212, 2337, 2657, 3022, 3345,
3381, 4536, 4537, 4609, 4610, 4823, 5228, 5919, 6298, 6299, 6301,
6473, 6478, 6517
Harvesting and Threshing Soybeans (Including Use of Chemical
Defoliation and Defoliants to Facilitate Harvesting) 11, 57, 91, 149,
155, 178, 192, 194, 196, 199, 210, 211, 213, 230, 236, 239, 242,
248, 249, 258, 273, 275, 283, 351, 365, 368, 370, 377, 379, 382,
383, 384, 388, 389, 391, 407, 410, 413, 421, 422, 424, 433, 434,
435, 438, 439, 440, 441, 442, 444, 451, 463, 464, 465, 466, 470,
471, 483, 484, 486, 500, 509, 511, 522, 524, 533, 535, 536, 559,
560, 575, 579, 582, 589, 591, 592, 594, 596, 597, 598, 601, 605,
608, 612, 614, 615, 620, 621, 623, 625, 629, 634, 636, 642, 644,
646, 647, 653, 655, 658, 662, 663, 664, 693, 694, 699, 706, 718,
719, 723, 725, 726, 727, 728, 731, 748, 753, 762, 767, 768, 770,
776, 778, 787, 789, 791, 792, 794, 798, 799, 800, 805, 815, 817,
820, 823, 837, 841, 842, 845, 849, 868, 869, 870, 872, 873, 876,
882, 884, 885, 886, 887, 888, 891, 894, 904, 905, 908, 910, 911,
919, 921, 922, 923, 929, 930, 934, 940, 946, 954, 962, 965, 987,
993, 995, 998, 1000, 1001, 1003, 1008, 1010, 1011, 1030, 1033,
1040, 1041, 1042, 1044, 1048, 1052, 1055, 1058, 1060, 1064, 1070,
1071, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1077, 1079, 1087, 1090, 1091, 1092, 1093,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1103, 1113, 1114, 1117, 1118, 1123, 1124,
1131, 1140, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1146, 1149, 1150, 1151, 1153, 1154,
1155, 1165, 1167, 1168, 1170, 1171, 1172, 1173, 1174, 1175, 1179,
1180, 1182, 1183, 1184, 1186, 1187, 1190, 1198, 1199, 1203, 1204,
1206, 1209, 1212, 1214, 1215, 1224, 1227, 1229, 1232, 1235, 1238,
1246, 1250, 1251, 1256, 1257, 1260, 1265, 1269, 1270, 1273, 1277,
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1281, 1282, 1286, 1287, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1299, 1300, 1303, 1306,
1308, 1311, 1314, 1320, 1321, 1333, 1337, 1339, 1349, 1351, 1355,
1357, 1359, 1361, 1365, 1372, 1374, 1376, 1383, 1384, 1387, 1388,
1396, 1405, 1407, 1408, 1416, 1417, 1419, 1420, 1421, 1422, 1424,
1425, 1427, 1430, 1434, 1437, 1438, 1445, 1446, 1447, 1449, 1450,
1453, 1456, 1474, 1475, 1479, 1480, 1483, 1487, 1488, 1490, 1492,
1493, 1494, 1497, 1501, 1502, 1506, 1507, 1508, 1510, 1515, 1516,
1517, 1519, 1524, 1529, 1542, 1546, 1548, 1563, 1564, 1569, 1572,
1574, 1575, 1582, 1597, 1598, 1609, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613, 1616,
1620, 1637, 1639, 1643, 1649, 1651, 1654, 1656, 1657, 1660, 1662,
1663, 1665, 1668, 1672, 1674, 1678, 1681, 1683, 1689, 1690, 1691,
1694, 1695, 1699, 1702, 1704, 1709, 1710, 1712, 1713, 1716, 1718,
1720, 1722, 1734, 1741, 1743, 1752, 1753, 1757, 1763, 1770, 1773,
1780, 1788, 1790, 1792, 1795, 1798, 1799, 1800, 1805, 1806, 1808,
1810, 1822, 1823, 1824, 1841, 1843, 1845, 1847, 1849, 1855, 1857,
1864, 1865, 1866, 1868, 1878, 1879, 1881, 1885, 1889, 1892, 1895,
1900, 1908, 1912, 1922, 1924, 1929, 1935, 1940, 1944, 1947, 1948,
1950, 1951, 1952, 1954, 1961, 1977, 1978, 1980, 1981, 1986, 1987,
1989, 2003, 2020, 2025, 2035, 2043, 2052, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2060,
2067, 2074, 2079, 2092, 2108, 2112, 2116, 2121, 2127, 2135, 2150,
2152, 2159, 2162, 2168, 2171, 2172, 2177, 2186, 2187, 2211, 2215,
2225, 2232, 2242, 2244, 2247, 2251, 2257, 2258, 2263, 2279, 2287,
2293, 2296, 2299, 2300, 2304, 2306, 2307, 2311, 2312, 2339, 2344,
2352, 2353, 2354, 2356, 2363, 2388, 2395, 2397, 2399, 2403, 2407,
2409, 2411, 2413, 2414, 2425, 2431, 2435, 2451, 2469, 2470, 2471,
2472, 2474, 2479, 2484, 2485, 2487, 2493, 2527, 2530, 2559, 2560,
2583, 2586, 2592, 2597, 2598, 2605, 2606, 2608, 2612, 2614, 2620,
2626, 2632, 2636, 2645, 2651, 2653, 2657, 2662, 2663, 2668, 2669,
2675, 2691, 2695, 2696, 2697, 2702, 2717, 2721, 2731, 2732, 2739,
2742, 2746, 2747, 2749, 2753, 2755, 2798, 2800, 2806, 2808, 2811,
2813, 2814, 2817, 2821, 2827, 2828, 2867, 2875, 2885, 2893, 2894,
2900, 2901, 2915, 2916, 2929, 2932, 2951, 2958, 2962, 2974, 2976,
2997, 2999, 3002, 3006, 3029, 3030, 3031, 3037, 3038, 3047, 3056,
3063, 3066, 3078, 3097, 3108, 3112, 3113, 3114, 3117, 3121, 3149,
3152, 3153, 3163, 3170, 3195, 3208, 3213, 3215, 3219, 3237, 3241,
3245, 3251, 3297, 3298, 3299, 3304, 3322, 3331, 3332, 3338, 3339,
3370, 3380, 3382, 3392, 3394, 3396, 3400, 3404, 3415, 3420, 3435,
3438, 3442, 3461, 3463, 3466, 3484, 3487, 3505, 3507, 3510, 3516,
3545, 3571, 3572, 3576, 3580, 3608, 3612, 3615, 3618, 3619, 3621,
3631, 3633, 3651, 3659, 3688, 3695, 3707, 3710, 3727, 3744, 3748,
3759, 3774, 3789, 3796, 3803, 3813, 3819, 3820, 3836, 3837, 3847,
3848, 3849, 3852, 3855, 3858, 3862, 3867, 3870, 3876, 3879, 3888,
3895, 3900, 3911, 3948, 3971, 3984, 3986, 3989, 3990, 4006, 4012,
4018, 4021, 4024, 4040, 4059, 4061, 4068, 4074, 4075, 4080, 4085,
4093, 4117, 4120, 4127, 4130, 4136, 4137, 4139, 4151, 4189, 4192,
4206, 4209, 4219, 4221, 4222, 4229, 4251, 4253, 4254, 4260, 4261,
4270, 4280, 4306, 4312, 4354, 4394, 4442, 4456, 4480, 4484, 4494,
4499, 4500, 4502, 4545, 4553, 4564, 4588, 4602, 4610, 4637, 4699,
4723, 4735, 4766, 4783, 4811, 4813, 4824, 4830, 4863, 4873, 4893,
4896, 4923, 4987, 5006, 5011, 5028, 5088, 5118, 5157, 5158, 5181,
5233, 5244, 5247, 5274, 5278, 5279, 5296, 5300, 5384, 5395, 5396,
5401, 5413, 5491, 5495, 5512, 5538, 5559, 5590, 5605, 5610, 5620,
5655, 5668, 5727, 5731, 5759, 5774, 5854, 5865, 5900, 5905, 5914,
5935, 5953, 5965, 6014, 6016, 6032, 6041, 6042, 6043, 6046, 6047,
6048, 6055, 6060, 6092, 6093, 6094, 6146, 6157, 6158, 6159, 6168,
6173, 6175, 6209, 6220, 6264, 6269, 6277, 6280, 6284, 6320, 6336,
6337, 6387, 6417, 6443, 6478, 6504, 6513, 6522, 6539, 6545, 6551,
6552, 6559, 6568, 6575, 6596, 6631, 6672, 6688, 6697, 6738, 6962,
6984, 7003, 7006, 7107, 7179, 7188, 7190, 7191, 7194, 7202, 7225,
7239

Hawaii. See United States–States–Hawaii
Hay, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay
Healing arts, alternative. See Medicine–Alternative
Health claims. See Claim or Claims of Health Benefits–Usually
Authorized by the FDA
Health–Domestic science. See Domestic Science / Home
Economics Movement in the United States
Health food companies in England. See Pitman Health Food
Company
Health foods distributors and wholesalers. See Kahan & Lessin Co.
(California)
Health Foods–Manufacturers 2272, 2828
Health Foods Movement and Industry in the United States–General
(Started in the 1890s by Seventh-day Adventists) 2018
Health foods movement in Los Angeles, California. See Davis,
Adelle
Health Foods Stores / Shops (mostly USA)–Early (1877 to 1970s)
2239, 2272, 2828, 5679, 6251
Health Valley (Los Angeles, then Montebello, California). Acquired
by Natural Nutrition Group. Acquired by Hain Food Group of
Uniondale, New York, on 18 May 1999 4527, 5259, 5348, 5955,
6665
Hemagglutinins (Lectins or Soyin) (Proteins Which Agglutinate
Red Blood Cells) 4223
Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil (from the seeds of Cannabis sativa) 12,
266, 453, 744, 745, 1325, 1723, 3689
Hemp (Cannabis sativa)–Used as a Source of Fiber for Textiles or
Paper, Protein (Edestin), or Seeds (Asanomi). Includes Marijuana
/ Marihuana. See Also Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil. Does NOT
include Wild Hemp (Sesbania macrocarpa) or Sunn Hemp
(Crotolaria juncea) or Manila hemp (Musa textilis, a species of
plantain) 2, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 22, 24, 28, 30, 31, 45, 275, 453,
605, 618, 695, 744, 745, 1136, 1325, 1400, 1428, 1471, 1733, 2056,
2058, 2200, 2345, 2990, 3155, 3370, 3689, 6311, 6936
Herbicides. See Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use
Heuschen-Schrouff B.V. (Landgraaf, Netherlands), Including Its
Subsidiary SoFine Foods (The Latter Acquired by Vandemoortele
Group on 23 June 2006) 5564, 5782, 5791, 5870, 5887, 6351
Hexane. See Solvents
Hinoichi / Hinode, House Foods & Yamauchi Inc. See House Foods
America Corporation (Los Angeles, California)
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Historical–Documents about Food Uses of Soybeans (or Recipes) in
the USA before 1900 47, 52, 60, 62, 64, 68, 70, 71, 72, 74, 75, 76,
83, 90, 91, 105, 162, 250, 252, 270, 298, 305, 311, 314, 322, 393,
397, 928
Historical–Documents on Soybeans or Soyfoods Published Before
1900 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55,
56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73,
74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91,
92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106,
107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120,
121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133,
134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146,
147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159,
160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172,
173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185,
186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198,
199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211,
212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224,
225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237,
238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250,
251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263,
264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276,
277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289,
290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302,
303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315,
316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328,
329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341,
342, 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352, 353, 354,
355, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 367,
368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378, 379, 380,
381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392, 393,
394, 395, 396, 397, 398, 399, 400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406
Historical–Documents on Soybeans or Soyfoods Published from
1900 to 1923 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417,
418, 419, 420, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 428, 429, 430,
431, 432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441, 442, 443,
444, 445, 446, 447, 448, 449, 450, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456,
457, 458, 459, 460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 466, 467, 468, 469,
470, 471, 472, 473, 474, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481, 482,
483, 484, 485, 486, 487, 488, 489, 490, 491, 492, 493, 494, 495,
496, 497, 498, 499, 500, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508,
509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 519, 520, 521,
522, 523, 524, 525, 526, 527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534,
535, 536, 537, 538, 539, 540, 541, 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547,
548, 549, 550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 557, 558, 559, 560,
561, 562, 563, 564, 565, 566, 567, 568, 569, 570, 571, 572, 573,
574, 575, 576, 577, 578, 579, 580, 581, 582, 583, 584, 585, 586,
587, 588, 589, 590, 591, 592, 593, 594, 595, 596, 597, 598, 599,
600, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612,
613, 614, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619, 620, 621, 622, 623, 624, 625,
626, 627, 628, 629, 630, 631, 632, 633, 634, 635, 636, 637, 638,
639, 640, 641, 642, 643, 644, 645, 646, 647, 648, 649, 650, 651,
652, 653, 654, 655, 656, 657, 658, 659, 660, 661, 662, 663, 664,
665, 666, 667, 668, 669, 670, 671, 672, 673, 674, 675, 676, 677,
678, 679, 680, 681, 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 687, 688, 689, 690,

691, 692, 693, 694, 695, 696, 697, 698, 699, 700, 701, 702, 703,
704, 705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 710, 711, 712, 713, 714, 715, 716,
717, 718, 719, 720, 721, 722, 723, 724, 725, 726, 727, 728, 729,
730, 731, 732, 733, 734, 735, 736, 737, 738, 739, 740, 741, 742,
743, 744, 745, 746, 747, 748, 749, 750, 751, 752, 753, 754, 755,
756, 757, 758, 759, 760, 761, 762, 763, 764, 765, 766, 767, 768,
769, 770, 771, 772, 773, 774, 775, 776, 777, 778, 779, 780, 781,
782, 783, 784, 785, 786, 787, 788, 789, 790, 791, 792, 793, 794,
795, 796, 797, 798, 799, 800, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806, 807,
808, 809, 810, 811, 812, 813, 814, 815, 816, 817, 818, 819, 820,
821, 822, 823, 824, 825, 826, 827, 828, 829, 830, 831, 832, 833,
834, 835, 836, 837, 838, 839, 840, 841, 842, 843, 844, 845, 846,
847, 848, 849, 850, 851, 852, 853, 854, 855, 856, 857, 858, 859,
860, 861, 862, 863, 864, 865, 866, 867, 868, 869, 870, 871, 872,
873, 874, 875, 876, 877, 878, 879, 880, 881, 882, 883, 884, 885,
886, 887, 888, 889, 890, 891, 892, 893, 894, 895, 896, 897, 898,
899, 900, 901, 902, 903, 904, 905, 906, 907, 908, 909, 910, 911,
912, 913, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 920, 921, 922, 923, 924,
925, 926, 927, 928, 929, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934, 935, 936, 937,
938, 939, 940, 941, 942, 943, 944, 945, 946, 947, 948, 949, 950,
951, 952, 953, 954, 955, 956, 957, 958, 959, 960, 961, 962, 963,
964, 965, 966, 967, 968, 969, 970, 971, 972, 973, 974, 975, 976,
977, 978, 979, 980, 981, 982, 983, 984, 985, 986, 987, 988, 989,
990, 991, 992, 993, 994, 995, 996, 997, 998, 999, 1000, 1001, 1002,
1003, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013,
1014, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1018, 1019, 1020, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024,
1025, 1026, 1027, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035,
1036, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1041, 1042, 1043, 1044, 1045, 1046,
1047, 1048, 1049, 1050, 1051, 1052, 1053, 1054, 1055, 1056, 1057,
1058, 1059, 1060, 1062, 1063, 1064, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069,
1070, 1071, 1072, 1073, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1079, 1080,
1081, 1082, 1083, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1090, 1091,
1092, 1093, 1094, 1095, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1099, 1100, 1101, 1102,
1103, 1104, 1105, 1106, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1110, 1111, 1112, 1113,
1114, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1119, 1120, 1121, 1122, 1123, 1124, 1125,
1126, 1127, 1128, 1129, 1130, 1131, 1132, 1133, 1134, 1135, 1136,
1137, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1145, 1146, 1147,
1148, 1149, 1150, 1151, 1152, 1153, 1154, 1155, 1156, 1157, 1158,
1159, 1160, 1161, 1162, 1163, 1164, 1165, 1166, 1167, 1168, 1169,
1170, 1171, 1172, 1173, 1174, 1175, 1176, 1177, 1178, 1179, 1180,
1181, 1182, 1183, 1184, 1185, 1186, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1190, 1191,
1192, 1193, 1194, 1195, 1196, 1197, 1198, 1199, 1200, 1201, 1202,
1203, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1207, 1208, 1209, 1210, 1211, 1212, 1213,
1214, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219, 1220, 1221, 1222, 1223, 1224,
1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1229, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1234, 1235,
1236, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1241, 1242, 1243, 1244, 1245, 1246,
1247, 1248, 1249, 1250, 1251, 1252, 1253, 1254, 1255, 1256, 1257,
1258, 1259, 1260, 1261, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1265, 1266, 1267, 1268,
1269, 1270, 1271, 1272, 1273, 1274, 1275, 1276, 1277, 1278, 1279,
1280, 1281, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1285, 1286, 1287, 1288, 1289, 1290,
1291, 1292, 1293, 1294, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1300, 1301,
1302, 1303, 1304, 1305, 1306, 1307, 1308, 1309, 1310, 1311, 1312,
1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1320, 1321, 1322, 1323,
1324, 1325, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1331, 1332, 1333, 1334,
1335, 1336, 1337, 1338, 1339, 1340, 1341, 1342, 1343, 1344, 1345,
1346, 1347, 1348, 1349, 1350, 1351, 1352, 1353, 1354, 1355, 1356,
1357, 1358, 1359, 1360, 1361, 1362, 1363, 1364, 1365, 1366, 1367,
1368, 1369, 1370, 1371, 1372, 1373, 1374, 1375, 1376, 1377, 1378,
1379, 1380, 1381, 1382, 1383, 1384, 1385, 1386, 1387, 1388, 1389,
1390, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1394, 1395, 1396, 1397, 1398, 1399, 1400,
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1401, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1405, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1409, 1410, 1411,
1412, 1413, 1414, 1415, 1416, 1417, 1418, 1419, 1420, 1421, 1422,
1423, 1424, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430, 1431, 1432, 1433,
1434, 1435, 1436, 1437, 1438, 1439, 1440, 1441, 1442, 1443, 1444,
1445, 1446, 1447, 1448, 1449, 1450, 1451, 1452, 1453, 1454, 1455,
1456, 1457, 1458, 1459, 1460, 1461, 1462, 1463, 1464, 1465, 1466,
1467, 1468, 1469, 1470, 1471, 1472, 1473, 1474, 1475, 1476, 1477,
1478, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1485, 1486, 1487, 1488,
1489, 1490, 1491, 1492, 1493, 1494, 1495, 1496, 1497, 1498, 1499,
1500, 1501, 1502, 1503, 1504, 1505, 1506, 1507, 1508, 1509, 1510,
1511, 1512, 1513, 1514, 1515, 1516, 1517, 1518, 1519, 1520, 1521,
1522, 1523, 1524, 1525, 1526, 1527, 1528, 1529, 1530, 1531, 1532,
1533, 1534, 1535, 1536, 1537, 1538, 1539, 1540, 1541, 1542, 1543,
1544, 1545, 1546, 1547, 1548

4123, 4145, 4170, 4226, 4250, 4324, 4434, 4449, 4641, 6037, 6307

Historical–Earliest Commercial Product Seen of a Particular Type
or Made in a Particular Geographic Area 2319, 3890, 4226, 4317,
4324, 4348, 4380, 4434, 4446, 4559, 4622, 4641, 4652, 4760, 5135,
5141, 5174, 5515, 6121, 6364, 6432, 6615

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject 1, 3, 6,
7, 10, 12, 13, 15, 20, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 38, 40, 41, 42,
44, 45, 46, 47, 53, 57, 60, 61, 62, 65, 66, 68, 70, 73, 74, 76, 77, 79,
80, 82, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 94, 95, 96, 98, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104,
116, 121, 129, 132, 135, 137, 155, 162, 196, 200, 203, 206, 208,
213, 220, 221, 229, 250, 252, 257, 259, 262, 263, 264, 267, 274,
285, 287, 290, 294, 295, 300, 305, 308, 309, 312, 314, 316, 317,
320, 326, 327, 330, 334, 350, 351, 352, 355, 359, 360, 362, 373,
378, 379, 383, 387, 393, 395, 396, 402, 404, 407, 413, 428, 431,
433, 439, 453, 465, 466, 468, 470, 478, 486, 489, 490, 500, 502,
511, 521, 522, 524, 541, 545, 546, 554, 558, 571, 574, 577, 582,
585, 601, 608, 613, 615, 622, 637, 642, 644, 650, 651, 652, 654,
656, 658, 663, 664, 677, 688, 691, 692, 699, 705, 714, 728, 729,
746, 753, 754, 771, 772, 774, 783, 791, 798, 799, 800, 801, 803,
810, 821, 825, 826, 831, 834, 836, 843, 844, 853, 857, 867, 874,
877, 879, 881, 882, 894, 909, 911, 921, 923, 924, 933, 946, 964,
965, 968, 976, 977, 987, 998, 1002, 1010, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1018,
1020, 1044, 1046, 1058, 1068, 1145, 1149, 1150, 1155, 1165, 1166,
1173, 1179, 1190, 1194, 1199, 1223, 1238, 1250, 1251, 1257, 1271,
1279, 1285, 1293, 1296, 1298, 1319, 1320, 1324, 1326, 1335, 1348,
1354, 1361, 1366, 1380, 1391, 1401, 1427, 1443, 1450, 1456, 1468,
1474, 1479, 1480, 1483, 1484, 1497, 1508, 1521, 1537, 1538, 1539,
1540, 1548, 1555, 1593, 1609, 1611, 1624, 1665, 1711, 1712, 1713,
1716, 1718, 1722, 1723, 1751, 1753, 1756, 1757, 1758, 1763, 1773,
1784, 1798, 1804, 1810, 1828, 1832, 1865, 1866, 1868, 1884, 1885,
1911, 1914, 1947, 1950, 1966, 1970, 1990, 1995, 2030, 2074, 2083,
2109, 2112, 2135, 2136, 2139, 2140, 2152, 2169, 2172, 2201, 2214,
2217, 2224, 2225, 2230, 2239, 2243, 2244, 2245, 2275, 2281, 2313,
2335, 2336, 2353, 2369, 2385, 2394, 2395, 2438, 2443, 2451, 2456,
2478, 2580, 2590, 2596, 2654, 2708, 2777, 2803, 2804, 2808, 2828,
2872, 2875, 2898, 2922, 2931, 3012, 3029, 3048, 3055, 3112, 3171,
3182, 3194, 3196, 3232, 3235, 3250, 3298, 3415, 3424, 3451, 3457,
3485, 3490, 3494, 3499, 3504, 3509, 3702, 3703, 3704, 3715, 3719,
3723, 3729, 3886, 3891, 3897, 3988, 3989, 4022, 4047, 4082, 4083,
4123, 4145, 4170, 4223, 4250, 4296, 4324, 4383, 4449, 4457, 4494,
4589, 4595, 4762, 4921, 5160, 5262, 5916, 5965, 6036, 6037, 6060,
6307, 6703

Historical–Earliest Document Seen Containing a Particular Word,
Term, or Phrase 1, 2, 11, 17, 27, 29, 44, 45, 46, 47, 50, 53, 57, 60,
62, 70, 75, 87, 89, 90, 94, 102, 103, 106, 116, 121, 129, 131, 135,
151, 155, 162, 163, 177, 196, 203, 206, 218, 222, 224, 241, 250,
252, 259, 261, 263, 266, 272, 277, 278, 279, 281, 287, 289, 290,
294, 300, 305, 306, 310, 313, 314, 316, 317, 322, 326, 330, 334,
336, 351, 352, 362, 370, 378, 383, 393, 404, 407, 413, 428, 431,
433, 439, 464, 466, 470, 486, 489, 490, 493, 502, 507, 521, 524,
530, 548, 556, 560, 568, 569, 576, 581, 582, 592, 597, 601, 615,
622, 628, 637, 643, 653, 654, 656, 659, 663, 664, 668, 677, 695,
699, 705, 709, 723, 753, 764, 771, 774, 787, 789, 798, 800, 803,
821, 836, 842, 853, 863, 867, 874, 881, 882, 889, 890, 896, 898,
909, 921, 933, 964, 974, 998, 1001, 1020, 1057, 1080, 1102, 1146,
1149, 1150, 1165, 1173, 1179, 1185, 1190, 1199, 1212, 1214, 1238,
1239, 1240, 1276, 1278, 1285, 1290, 1304, 1326, 1328, 1330, 1331,
1335, 1390, 1479, 1484, 1497, 1548, 1551, 1593, 1594, 1603, 1611,
1613, 1627, 1661, 1662, 1716, 1753, 1848, 1851, 1854, 1869, 1885,
1900, 1914, 1947, 1990, 1996, 2030, 2083, 2109, 2112, 2120, 2152,
2234, 2272, 2275, 2276, 2351, 2378, 2379, 2385, 2395, 2400, 2403,
2433, 2456, 2488, 2531, 2580, 2678, 2695, 2708, 2716, 2828, 2898,
2932, 2990, 2992, 3232, 3250, 3263, 3298, 3485, 3489, 3527, 3528,
3631, 3688, 3691, 3736, 3738, 3796, 3886, 3989, 4021, 4119, 4157,
4223, 4255, 4345, 4390, 4395, 4416, 4486, 4494, 4602, 4727, 4871,
4921, 4958, 5201, 5262, 5408, 5433, 5512, 5624, 5778, 5780, 5791,
5916, 6055, 6060, 6264, 6341, 6377, 6413, 6490
Historical–Earliest Document Seen of a Particular Type 162
Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Geographical
Area–a Nation / Country, U.S. State, Canadian Province, or
Continent 11, 40, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 53, 62, 65, 66, 68, 73, 80,
82, 90, 94, 95, 96, 98, 100, 101, 102, 121, 128, 137, 162, 171, 206,
250, 259, 262, 267, 285, 295, 314, 317, 327, 334, 359, 360, 387,
393, 395, 402, 558, 656, 663, 688, 692, 714, 729, 754, 758, 772,
801, 803, 821, 836, 857, 898, 946, 964, 1194, 1199, 1298, 1320,
1348, 1401, 1443, 1444, 1468, 1539, 1540, 1593, 1624, 1826, 1828,
1832, 1911, 1966, 1970, 2112, 2135, 2136, 2139, 2140, 2201, 2214,
2217, 2230, 2243, 2244, 2245, 2275, 2281, 2313, 2319, 2369, 2427,
2478, 2695, 2804, 2872, 2898, 2904, 2905, 3037, 3048, 3322, 3424,
3451, 3457, 3490, 3499, 3509, 3556, 3656, 3703, 3834, 3988, 4083,

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject 1, 10,
11, 13, 15, 16, 20, 28, 29, 30, 40, 42, 57, 62, 65, 74, 77, 79, 87, 89,
90, 91, 94, 95, 96, 103, 151, 200, 208, 220, 221, 229, 234, 290, 308,
309, 312, 317, 320, 351, 377, 407, 428, 439, 453, 468, 500, 502,
521, 530, 541, 574, 637, 652, 654, 656, 664, 728, 744, 745, 746,
753, 771, 791, 800, 826, 834, 877, 879, 924, 998, 1002, 1010, 1044,
1165, 1184, 1293, 1331, 1551, 1555, 1665, 1723, 1756, 1868, 1950,
1995, 2074, 2123, 2214, 2239, 2243, 2394, 2433, 2443, 2456, 2881,
2898, 2931, 3194, 3232, 3263, 3494, 3729, 3824, 3890, 3891, 4019,
4022, 4201, 4226, 4318, 4325, 4348, 4353, 4383, 4385, 4426, 4430,
4586, 4652, 4736, 4762, 4768, 4891, 4913, 5016, 5160, 5221, 5350,
5433, 5805, 5965, 6261

Historical–Earliest Document Seen That Mentions a Particular
Soybean Variety 326, 327, 351, 393, 413, 439, 465, 470, 478, 486,
490, 511, 521, 545, 554, 577, 615, 622, 642, 644, 843, 844, 853,
879, 881, 882, 894, 923, 933, 965, 1058, 1068, 1155, 1165, 1190,
1250, 1257, 1296, 1319, 1327, 1361, 1391, 1427, 1456, 1480, 1751,
2030, 2135, 2169, 2395, 2451, 2596, 2804
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Historical–Important Documents (Published After 1923) About
Soybeans or Soyfoods Before 1900 1276, 3370, 3414, 3689, 3846,
4707, 7173

Holmberg, Sven A. (1894-1982, Fiskeby, Norrköping, Sweden).
Soybean Breeder for the Far North 3007, 4286, 4293, 4345, 4361,
4413, 4481, 6083, 6187

Historically Important Events, Trends, or Publications 11, 14, 63,
219, 233, 237, 349, 555, 809, 815, 1164, 1246, 1444, 1525, 1851,
1892, 1895, 2167, 2908, 3846, 4332, 4567, 5861, 5905, 6183, 7139

Home Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home
Economics

History–Chronology. See Chronology / Timeline

Home economics movement. See Domestic Science / Home
Economics Movement in the United States

History of the Soybean–Myths and Early Errors Concerning Its
History 1199, 2335, 2590, 3012, 3723
History. See also Historical–Earliest..., Biography, Chronology /
Timeline, and Obituaries 42, 196, 222, 252, 254, 257, 260, 307,
337, 401, 407, 434, 453, 524, 561, 577, 597, 628, 661, 671, 674,
688, 744, 745, 746, 753, 764, 775, 788, 789, 815, 837, 884, 886,
888, 889, 890, 933, 934, 954, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1035,
1044, 1052, 1055, 1085, 1086, 1114, 1116, 1145, 1184, 1199, 1246,
1250, 1262, 1276, 1279, 1287, 1298, 1337, 1348, 1389, 1397, 1407,
1408, 1415, 1450, 1472, 1479, 1514, 1524, 1526, 1530, 1537, 1538,
1539, 1540, 1542, 1550, 1562, 1586, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1613,
1627, 1661, 1662, 1663, 1664, 1665, 1678, 1710, 1722, 1723, 1747,
1751, 1756, 1776, 1792, 1797, 1798, 1799, 1804, 1826, 1828, 1868,
1891, 1900, 1981, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2020, 2025, 2033, 2040, 2049,
2056, 2057, 2058, 2065, 2068, 2083, 2084, 2086, 2134, 2141, 2159,
2165, 2172, 2205, 2215, 2217, 2224, 2239, 2240, 2271, 2275, 2276,
2279, 2281, 2299, 2321, 2330, 2332, 2335, 2337, 2342, 2355, 2381,
2389, 2392, 2423, 2438, 2443, 2444, 2485, 2492, 2520, 2532, 2549,
2559, 2590, 2611, 2687, 2695, 2709, 2739, 2745, 2746, 2753, 2761,
2791, 2800, 2803, 2811, 2817, 2824, 2828, 2829, 2830, 2852, 2869,
2875, 2901, 2903, 2904, 2905, 2908, 2915, 2925, 2929, 2930, 2941,
2973, 3022, 3035, 3047, 3048, 3055, 3066, 3078, 3191, 3204, 3332,
3414, 3420, 3437, 3465, 3511, 3571, 3574, 3613, 3615, 3631, 3653,
3704, 3715, 3723, 3736, 3750, 3813, 3816, 3825, 3835, 3838, 3839,
3840, 3841, 3846, 3858, 3862, 3863, 3866, 3927, 3935, 3990, 4013,
4014, 4019, 4021, 4023, 4055, 4098, 4221, 4223, 4248, 4255, 4269,
4282, 4300, 4319, 4392, 4409, 4437, 4497, 4499, 4543, 4550, 4585,
4586, 4589, 4593, 4602, 4605, 4609, 4610, 4615, 4636, 4681, 4699,
4712, 4766, 4767, 4816, 4823, 4827, 4829, 4842, 4850, 4877, 4884,
4953, 4957, 4958, 4983, 5005, 5037, 5055, 5074, 5085, 5086, 5091,
5101, 5102, 5103, 5110, 5114, 5150, 5151, 5152, 5153, 5161, 5181,
5192, 5211, 5213, 5219, 5223, 5224, 5228, 5238, 5254, 5289, 5395,
5401, 5496, 5510, 5535, 5547, 5550, 5601, 5610, 5624, 5636, 5643,
5666, 5669, 5679, 5702, 5727, 5740, 5758, 5779, 5782, 5796, 5812,
5854, 5897, 5911, 5912, 5931, 5938, 5951, 5953, 6014, 6021, 6047,
6063, 6107, 6109, 6115, 6171, 6187, 6237, 6251, 6258, 6284, 6309,
6336, 6340, 6362, 6391, 6394, 6443, 6450, 6455, 6473, 6476, 6478,
6499, 6511, 6515, 6517, 6520, 6522, 6549, 6553, 6560, 6745, 6763,
6815, 6843, 6859, 6880, 6900, 6961, 6990, 7006, 7065, 7116, 7139,
7144, 7145, 7162, 7214, 7240
Hogging down soybeans. See Forage from Soybean Plants–
Hogging Down
Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). Also spelled Hônen or Honen.
Formerly Suzuki Shoten (Suzuki & Co.) 1189, 1397, 1723
Holland. See Europe, Western–Netherlands

Homemade roasted whole soy flour (kinako). See Roasted Whole
Soy Flour (Kinako), Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a
Laboratory Scale, by Hand
Homemade soy flour. See Soy Flour, Homemade–How to Make at
Home or on a Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand
Homemade soy sprouts. See Soy Sprouts, Homemade–How to
Grow at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand
Homemade tempeh. See Tempeh, Homemade–How to Make at
Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand
Homemade tofu. See Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or
on a Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand
Honeybees. See Bees
Honeymead (Mankato, Minnesota)–Cooperative 4605
Hong Kong. See Asia, East–Hong Kong
Hormones from soybeans. See Sterols or Steroid Hormones
Horse bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)
Horses, Ponies, Mules, Donkeys or Asses Fed Soybeans, Soybean
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 22, 23, 25, 29, 30, 31, 33,
77, 210, 241, 242, 246, 254, 257, 260, 266, 294, 359, 376, 406, 410,
440, 441, 453, 482, 519, 521, 533, 551, 564, 565, 575, 580, 664,
701, 715, 723, 762, 823, 898, 919, 923, 973, 985, 989, 990, 1062,
1071, 1137, 1213, 1310, 1352, 1363, 1383, 1406, 1426, 1483, 1493,
1709
Horvath, Artemy / Arthemy Alexis (1886-1979) and Horvath
Laboratories. See also Soya Corporation of America and Dr.
Armand Burke 2026, 2272, 2828, 2917
House Foods America Corporation (Garden Grove, California).
Formerly Hinoichi / Hinode, House Foods & Yamauchi Inc.. 5439,
5535, 5919, 6206, 6908
Huegli Naehrmittel A.G. (Steinach-Arbon, Switzerland), Yamato
Tofuhaus Sojaprodukte GmbH (Tuebingen-Hirschau, Germany),
Horst Heirler (Gauting bei Muenchen, Germany), Soyastern
Naturkost GmbH / Dorstener Tofu Produktions GmbH (Dorsten,
Germany), and KMK (Kurhessische Molkerei Kassel) 4891, 4913,
5067, 5160, 5217, 5376, 5485, 5583, 5584, 5791, 5878, 5879, 5880,
5886, 6351
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Hulls, soybean, uses. See Fiber, Soy

Illinois. See United States–States–Illinois

Human Nutrition–Clinical Trials 436, 1479, 3199, 4492, 4689

Illinois, University of (Urbana-Champaign, Illinois). Soyfoods
Research & Development 2059, 2102, 2208, 2336, 2395, 2417,
2478, 2633, 3078, 4608, 4709, 6206, 6284, 6559

Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality
Worldwide 18, 20, 28, 406, 410, 1986, 3370, 3615, 3816, 4143,
4991, 5274, 5612, 5748, 6493, 6817, 7085
HVP type soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, HVP Type (Non-Fermented or
Semi-Fermented)
Hyacinth Bean. Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet; formerly Dolichos
lablab. Also Called Bonavist Bean, Egyptian Kidney Bean,
Egyptian Lentil. In South and Southeast Asia Called Lablab Bean.
Chinese–Biandou (W.-G. Pien Tou) 46, 158, 205, 350, 668, 746,
889, 899, 1199, 1697, 3189, 3372, 3373, 3417, 3689, 6016
Hydraulic presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic
Presses
Hydrogenated Products (Margarine, Shortening, Soy Oil) Industry
and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical
Region 2033, 2400, 2403, 2621, 4897, 5036
Hydrogenation. See Margarine, Shortening, Trans Fatty Acids,
Vanaspati, also Margarine and Shortening
Hydrogenation–General, Early History, and the Process. Soy is Not
Mentioned 2468, 2713
Hydrogenation of Soybean Oil, Soy Fatty Acids, or Soy Lecithin
1437, 1474, 1753, 2149, 2272, 2439, 2667, 2767, 2828, 3093, 3098,
3381, 4050, 4492, 6287, 6792, 6824
Hydrogenation–Safety and Digestibility Issues 6437, 6732
Hymowitz, Theodore (Soybean Historian and Prof. of Plant
Breeding, Univ. of Illinois) 3704, 3719, 3730, 3781, 3788, 3846
Ice cream, non-soy, non-dairy. See Soy Ice Cream–Non-Soy NonDairy Relatives
Ice cream, soy. See Soy Ice Cream
Ice creams (non-dairy). See Rice Milk Products–Ice Creams (NonDairy)
Icing, non-dairy. See Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based Products,
Other
Identity Preserved / Preservation 6192, 6302, 6436, 6517, 6576,
6721, 6849, 6871, 6942, 6995, 7003, 7005, 7029, 7036, 7048, 7053,
7126, 7237
IG Farben (I.G. Farbenindustrie), the German Dye and Chemical
Trust 2367, 2439, 2456, 2498, 6894
IITA (Nigeria). See International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
(IITA) (Ibadan, Nigeria)

Illumination or Lighting by Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps
Like Kerosene–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 210,
453, 637, 659, 667, 744, 745, 753, 789, 844, 875, 898, 1165, 1184,
1212, 1224, 1483, 1487, 1627, 1839, 1973, 2172, 2199
Illustrations (Often Line Drawings) Published before 1924. See also
Photographs 22, 40, 79, 90, 94, 95, 96, 135, 155, 165, 196, 237,
253, 262, 263, 266, 275, 287, 289, 292, 307, 322, 351, 361, 362,
369, 377, 378, 388, 401, 405, 413, 425, 435, 464, 478, 482, 510,
546, 548, 569, 578, 582, 597, 658, 693, 699, 724, 728, 742, 746,
748, 756, 767, 775, 791, 799, 815, 817, 846, 883, 887, 889, 890,
904, 1020, 1022, 1035, 1043, 1047, 1096, 1145, 1166, 1186, 1191,
1206, 1273, 1279, 1298, 1320, 1333, 1373, 1407, 1408, 1416, 1450,
1487, 1603
Illustrations Published after 1923. See also Photographs 1855,
1892, 1895, 1901, 1948, 1964, 1972, 2145, 2201, 2258, 2332, 2335,
2411, 2469, 2471, 2559, 2590, 2685, 2766, 2767, 2843, 2859, 2961,
3163, 3598, 3689, 3846, 3989, 3990, 4063, 4235, 4318, 4339, 4346,
4353, 4381, 4382, 4383, 4384, 4385, 4412, 4414, 4420, 4430, 4434,
4459, 4472, 4486, 4540, 4541, 4542, 4559, 4586, 4606, 4612, 4625,
4635, 4638, 4645, 4648, 4657, 4664, 4666, 4670, 4673, 4678, 4707,
4713, 4726, 4741, 4748, 4765, 4789, 4794, 4805, 4810, 4845, 4883,
4888, 4890, 4895, 4908, 4909, 4927, 4928, 4929, 4930, 4941, 4982,
5004, 5016, 5027, 5057, 5073, 5095, 5096, 5116, 5117, 5139, 5143,
5177, 5181, 5194, 5195, 5198, 5199, 5205, 5212, 5221, 5222, 5239,
5259, 5265, 5309, 5312, 5313, 5321, 5330, 5346, 5348, 5349, 5374,
5378, 5380, 5430, 5435, 5440, 5454, 5456, 5475, 5483, 5486, 5487,
5488, 5489, 5490, 5499, 5502, 5514, 5517, 5518, 5579, 5580, 5581,
5606, 5618, 5625, 5632, 5638, 5652, 5658, 5671, 5680, 5686, 5687,
5688, 5694, 5696, 5700, 5701, 5703, 5704, 5705, 5708, 5719, 5732,
5735, 5737, 5752, 5757, 5761, 5765, 5769, 5770, 5781, 5783, 5793,
5802, 5804, 5812, 5824, 5825, 5836, 5837, 5838, 5869, 5870, 5872,
5875, 5876, 5877, 5878, 5884, 5886, 5888, 5889, 5892, 5898, 5908,
5909, 5921, 5922, 5924, 5926, 5928, 5929, 5930, 5933, 5934, 5962,
5964, 5974, 5981, 5982, 5984, 5987, 5988, 5989, 5991, 5992, 5993,
5994, 5999, 6000, 6016, 6053, 6057, 6058, 6061, 6069, 6070, 6089,
6097, 6121, 6131, 6137, 6152, 6183, 6198, 6202, 6205, 6213, 6219,
6238, 6239, 6260, 6283, 6314, 6369, 6375, 6379, 6386, 6390, 6402,
6410, 6412, 6430, 6432, 6448, 6459, 6480, 6483, 6494, 6526, 6534,
6538, 6543, 6553, 6588, 6597, 6598, 6599, 6607, 6609, 6612, 6622,
6623, 6624, 6641, 6648, 6650, 6670, 6690, 6691, 6694, 6698, 6700,
6701, 6702, 6712, 6724, 6733, 6740, 6753, 6754, 6756, 6766, 6768,
6775, 6777, 6781, 6787, 6799, 6803, 6804, 6805, 6806, 6807, 6810,
6811, 6821, 6834, 6835, 6841, 6851, 6855, 6871, 6872, 6874, 6875,
6876, 6881, 6883, 6894, 6899, 6914, 6915, 6919, 6930, 6939, 6940,
6941, 6942, 6951, 6952, 6953, 6954, 6955, 6959, 6972, 6975, 6976,
6994, 7012, 7023, 7031, 7042, 7046, 7053, 7059, 7074, 7075, 7116,
7126, 7158, 7237
Imagine Foods, Inc. (Palo Alto & San Carlos, California). Rice
Dream / Beverage Manufactured by California Natural Products
(CNP, Manteca, California) 6133, 6553, 6586, 6693, 6705, 6706,
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6707, 6708, 6709, 6710
Implements, agricultural. See Machinery (Agricultural),
Implements, Equipment and Mechanization
Important Documents #1–The Very Most Important 1, 3, 6, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 38, 40, 41, 42,
44, 45, 46, 47, 53, 55, 57, 58, 61, 62, 65, 66, 68, 73, 74, 76, 77, 80,
82, 83, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 94, 95, 96, 98, 100, 101, 102, 103, 121,
128, 130, 132, 136, 137, 140, 151, 155, 162, 171, 186, 190, 196,
197, 198, 200, 203, 206, 208, 211, 213, 220, 221, 229, 234, 250,
252, 257, 259, 262, 263, 264, 266, 267, 272, 274, 285, 287, 289,
290, 294, 295, 305, 306, 308, 309, 312, 314, 316, 317, 320, 322,
326, 327, 330, 334, 349, 350, 351, 352, 355, 359, 360, 373, 377,
379, 387, 393, 395, 402, 407, 411, 413, 414, 416, 428, 433, 439,
453, 465, 466, 468, 470, 478, 486, 490, 500, 502, 511, 521, 522,
530, 541, 545, 546, 554, 555, 558, 562, 571, 574, 577, 585, 597,
608, 615, 622, 637, 640, 642, 644, 650, 651, 652, 654, 656, 658,
663, 664, 688, 692, 705, 714, 723, 728, 729, 744, 745, 746, 750,
753, 754, 758, 771, 772, 774, 784, 787, 789, 791, 800, 801, 803,
815, 821, 825, 826, 834, 836, 843, 844, 850, 853, 857, 874, 876,
877, 879, 881, 882, 889, 890, 894, 898, 909, 921, 923, 924, 933,
946, 964, 965, 968, 976, 998, 1002, 1010, 1018, 1023, 1044, 1046,
1058, 1068, 1107, 1148, 1149, 1165, 1166, 1184, 1190, 1194, 1199,
1238, 1250, 1257, 1271, 1276, 1293, 1296, 1298, 1319, 1320, 1324,
1327, 1335, 1348, 1350, 1361, 1391, 1401, 1427, 1437, 1443, 1444,
1456, 1468, 1479, 1480, 1484, 1497, 1508, 1521, 1539, 1540, 1548,
1555, 1593, 1603, 1609, 1611, 1613, 1624, 1665, 1672, 1711, 1712,
1713, 1716, 1723, 1726, 1737, 1741, 1751, 1756, 1758, 1773, 1792,
1798, 1799, 1800, 1804, 1810, 1826, 1828, 1832, 1848, 1865, 1866,
1868, 1891, 1911, 1947, 1950, 1966, 1970, 1995, 2030, 2033, 2034,
2056, 2057, 2058, 2065, 2074, 2083, 2112, 2123, 2135, 2136, 2139,
2140, 2152, 2169, 2201, 2214, 2217, 2224, 2225, 2230, 2235, 2239,
2240, 2242, 2243, 2244, 2245, 2246, 2247, 2260, 2275, 2279, 2281,
2313, 2328, 2336, 2363, 2369, 2378, 2379, 2389, 2394, 2395, 2427,
2433, 2438, 2443, 2444, 2451, 2456, 2478, 2488, 2491, 2500, 2507,
2580, 2590, 2596, 2654, 2695, 2739, 2745, 2746, 2767, 2803, 2804,
2828, 2872, 2898, 2901, 2903, 2904, 2905, 2922, 2926, 2929, 2930,
2931, 2957, 2967, 2973, 2991, 2992, 3003, 3007, 3037, 3047, 3048,
3072, 3112, 3194, 3196, 3232, 3235, 3250, 3253, 3260, 3263, 3298,
3322, 3370, 3404, 3414, 3415, 3424, 3428, 3437, 3451, 3457, 3485,
3490, 3494, 3499, 3504, 3509, 3544, 3556, 3563, 3630, 3656, 3661,
3682, 3683, 3703, 3715, 3719, 3723, 3729, 3731, 3796, 3816, 3824,
3834, 3838, 3839, 3840, 3846, 3858, 3890, 3891, 3951, 3988, 3999,
4010, 4019, 4021, 4022, 4043, 4050, 4054, 4058, 4059, 4082, 4083,
4123, 4145, 4157, 4158, 4170, 4201, 4226, 4231, 4250, 4259, 4264,
4269, 4312, 4318, 4325, 4332, 4345, 4348, 4353, 4383, 4385, 4426,
4430, 4449, 4494, 4586, 4595, 4652, 4762, 4768, 4850, 4891, 4913,
5016, 5101, 5152, 5160, 5221, 5277, 5281, 5350, 5433, 5494, 5495,
5497, 5500, 5501, 5538, 5594, 5727, 5740, 5751, 5805, 5815, 5965,
6036, 6037, 6047, 6139, 6307, 6339, 6391, 6451, 6615, 6647, 6703,
6861, 6862, 6863, 6962, 7091, 7116, 7139
Important Documents #2–The Next Most Important 79, 116, 195,
219, 237, 254, 278, 281, 300, 313, 336, 383, 404, 420, 431, 489,
493, 507, 524, 568, 641, 677, 691, 694, 748, 770, 776, 783, 793,
798, 809, 831, 845, 851, 896, 974, 987, 1020, 1080, 1094, 1096,
1102, 1145, 1146, 1150, 1173, 1179, 1181, 1201, 1251, 1254, 1285,
1308, 1326, 1330, 1474, 1488, 1489, 1493, 1542, 1566, 1718, 1757,
1784, 1790, 1797, 1851, 1885, 1892, 1895, 1900, 1914, 1986, 1990,

2020, 2040, 2103, 2109, 2120, 2159, 2199, 2212, 2272, 2276, 2327,
2330, 2332, 2335, 2370, 2400, 2403, 2441, 2490, 2532, 2559, 2563,
2566, 2611, 2657, 2678, 2693, 2699, 2708, 2774, 2777, 2778, 2800,
2808, 2829, 2832, 2833, 2883, 2886, 2887, 2975, 3002, 3029, 3049,
3182, 3231, 3362, 3420, 3432, 3489, 3507, 3559, 3626, 3688, 3778,
3814, 3835, 3886, 3989, 3990, 4012, 4068, 4074, 4114, 4223, 4296,
4300, 4364, 4499, 4593, 4602, 4688, 4699, 4969, 5028, 5128, 5415,
5512, 5556, 5657, 5778, 5953, 6095, 6305, 6512, 6518, 6572
Imports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual
Soyfoods Imported
INARI, Ltd. See Sycamore Creek Co.
India. See Asia, South–India
Indian Agricultural Research Institute. See Asia, South–India. Work
of the Indian Agricultural Research Institute (IARI, New Delhi)
with Soyabeans in India
Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR). See Asia, South–
India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR)
Indiana. See United States–States–Indiana
Indiana Soy Pioneers. See Central Soya Co., Fouts Family, Meharry
Indonesia. See Asia, Southeast–Indonesia
Indonesia–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and /
or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 7175
Indonesians Overseas, Especially Work with Soy 4739, 4740, 4785,
4786, 4787
Indonesian-style fermented soybean paste. See Tauco–IndonesianStyle Fermented Soybean Paste
Indonesian-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or
from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap)
Ketchup / Catsup
Industrial uses of soy oil. See Fatty Acids for Non-Drying or Drying
Applications (As in Hot-Melt Glues or the Curing Component of
Epoxy Glues)
Industrial uses of soy oil as a drying oil. See Adhesives, Asphalt
Preservation Agents, Caulking Compounds, Artificial Leather, and
Other Minor or General Uses, Ink for Printing, Paints, Varnishes,
Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective / Decorative Coatings,
Rubber Substitutes or Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)
Industrial uses of soy oil as a non-drying oil. See Dust Suppressants
and Dust Control, Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease
for Carts
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil (General) 659, 665, 748, 898, 989, 1146,
1771, 1810, 2030, 2228, 2286, 2363, 2385, 2400, 2467, 2504, 2531,
2535, 2559, 2560, 2829, 3076, 3232, 3299, 3489, 4050
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Industrial uses of soy proteins. See Fibers (Artificial Wool or
Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including Azlon,
Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk), Foams for Fighting Fires, Paints
(Especially Water-Based Latex Paints), Paper Coatings or Sizings,
or Textile Sizing, Plastics (Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic
Film, Disposable Eating Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to
Plates, and Packaging Materials)

Infinity Food Co. Renamed Infinity Company by 1973 (New York
City, New York) 4019

Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 2234

Information, computerized. See Computerized Databases and
Information Services, and Websites, Websites or Information on the
World Wide Web or Internet

Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins–General and Minor Uses–Galalith,
Sojalith, Celluloid, Cosmetics (Lotions and Soaps), Rubber
Substitutes, Insecticides, etc. See also Culture Media as for
Antibiotics Industry 898, 1407, 1408, 1537, 1538, 1627, 1810,
1873, 2172, 2199, 2272, 2363, 2400, 2467, 2485, 2504, 2535, 2559,
2560, 2630, 2800, 2829, 2920, 3076, 3151, 3489, 3593, 3678, 6516
Industrial uses of soy proteins (including soy flour). See Adhesives
or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, or Building
Materials
Industrial uses of soybeans. See Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic
Movement, and the Farm Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to
1950s) Including, Lecithin, Soy–Industrial Uses, New Uses
Movement (USA, starting 1987), Successor to the Farm Chemurgic
Movement (1930s to 1950s), Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–Other,
Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber (as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as
a Fertilizer or Manure for the Soil
Industrial Uses of Soybeans (General Non-Food, Non-Feed) 900,
951, 1021, 1060, 1105, 1378, 1520, 1537, 1538, 1903, 1997, 2026,
2215, 2262, 2279, 2299, 2381, 2394, 2443, 2485, 2492, 2499, 2695,
2696, 2766, 2767, 2770, 2776, 2779, 2825, 2843, 2869, 2923, 3003,
3035, 3490, 3680, 3685, 4016, 4055, 5496
Industrial Uses of Soybeans (Non-Food, Non-Feed)–Industry and
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical Region
791, 998, 1189, 2033, 2363, 2400, 2908, 2956, 2967, 6397
Industrial Uses of Soybeans (Non-Food, Non-Feed)–Industry and
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Larger Companies (Ford
Motor Co., I.F. Laucks, O’Brien Varnish Co., The Drackett Co.,
ADM, General Mills, etc.) 2249, 2353, 2828
Industrial uses of soybeans or soy products. See Culture Media /
Medium (for Growing Microorganisms)
Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics–Market Studies 3593,
4312, 5780, 5916
Infant Foods and Infant Feeding, Soy-based. See Also Infant
Formulas, Soy-based 863, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1881, 2033, 2112,
2127, 2319, 3199, 4149, 4157, 4419, 5542, 5612, 6712
Infant Formula / Formulas, Soy-based, Including Effects on Infant
Health (Alternatives to Milk. Usually Fortified and Regulated.
Since 1963 Usually Made from Soy Protein Isolates) 1537, 1538,
2272, 5791, 5825, 6781

Information. See Computer Software and Modeling / Simulation
Related to Soya, Computers (General) and Computer Hardware
Related to Soybean Production and Marketing. See also: Computer
Software, Libraries with a Significant Interest in Soy

Ink for Printing–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 791,
933, 1165, 1474, 1483, 1487, 1520, 1753, 1780, 1839, 1973, 2020,
2034, 2074, 2172, 2199, 2225, 2336, 2403, 2460, 2466, 2798, 2800,
3054, 3695, 5756, 6143, 6181, 6222, 6397, 7127, 7162
Innoval / Sojalpe (Affiliate of Les Silos de Valence–Valence,
France) 5579, 5580, 5618, 5638, 5812, 5819
Inoculum / inocula of nitrogen fixing bacteria for soybeans. See
Nitrogen Fixing Cultures
Insects–Pest Control. See also: Integrated Pest Management 28, 32,
33, 65, 67, 96, 106, 116, 120, 121, 128, 129, 131, 162, 171, 192,
205, 261, 263, 289, 322, 346, 368, 379, 393, 397, 407, 413, 424,
439, 465, 564, 601, 603, 693, 764, 776, 782, 787, 794, 815, 866,
867, 889, 890, 893, 906, 922, 946, 950, 990, 1162, 1165, 1197,
1203, 1208, 1217, 1242, 1347, 1427, 1437, 1444, 1457, 1462, 1479,
1513, 1524, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1607, 1650, 1742, 1751, 1766,
1851, 1853, 1875, 1881, 1897, 1916, 1917, 1927, 1936, 1941, 1947,
1956, 1962, 1963, 1966, 2012, 2025, 2040, 2102, 2109, 2122, 2140,
2170, 2186, 2205, 2208, 2232, 2275, 2276, 2283, 2286, 2288, 2307,
2330, 2332, 2395, 2400, 2406, 2409, 2423, 2451, 2488, 2559, 2599,
2632, 2737, 2738, 2756, 2757, 2764, 2766, 2828, 2843, 2860, 2900,
2901, 2923, 2953, 2975, 2992, 3000, 3002, 3012, 3026, 3030, 3034,
3047, 3082, 3086, 3123, 3127, 3152, 3159, 3194, 3237, 3260, 3262,
3284, 3325, 3327, 3331, 3339, 3343, 3347, 3351, 3392, 3404, 3481,
3487, 3498, 3507, 3514, 3516, 3523, 3545, 3571, 3593, 3598, 3612,
3665, 3668, 3688, 3694, 3695, 3698, 3715, 3722, 3727, 3744, 3748,
3757, 3779, 3789, 3792, 3812, 3813, 3817, 3818, 3858, 3862, 3900,
3916, 3923, 3938, 3957, 3984, 3987, 4012, 4014, 4023, 4050, 4061,
4075, 4089, 4119, 4120, 4130, 4132, 4139, 4145, 4151, 4219, 4223,
4227, 4245, 4254, 4264, 4268, 4270, 4296, 4300, 4312, 4333, 4343,
4394, 4405, 4502, 4504, 4506, 4547, 4561, 4588, 4589, 4593, 4594,
4617, 4647, 4656, 4687, 4688, 4689, 4694, 4697, 4703, 4706, 4732,
4773, 4807, 4814, 4817, 4819, 4841, 4846, 4847, 4873, 4893, 4923,
4962, 4969, 4970, 5003, 5012, 5019, 5020, 5033, 5083, 5088, 5102,
5104, 5106, 5108, 5110, 5112, 5113, 5119, 5123, 5125, 5173, 5196,
5233, 5238, 5244, 5277, 5278, 5292, 5297, 5299, 5304, 5341, 5342,
5352, 5395, 5399, 5402, 5415, 5441, 5463, 5491, 5504, 5516, 5519,
5524, 5537, 5546, 5571, 5597, 5603, 5606, 5635, 5652, 5669, 5673,
5674, 5727, 5729, 5731, 5740, 5744, 5748, 5751, 5758, 5763, 5785,
5806, 5830, 5865, 5907, 5935, 5967, 6016, 6046, 6092, 6094, 6095,
6144, 6174, 6264, 6266, 6332, 6387, 6397, 6434, 6478, 6491, 6510,
6512, 6516, 6531, 6572, 6627, 6628, 6646, 6742, 6813, 7003, 7006,
7034, 7063, 7064, 7066, 7160, 7168, 7214, 7221, 7227, 7239
Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT–Tropical
Institute of Agronomic Research) 3662, 3802, 3832, 3833, 3834,
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3873, 3909, 4038, 4158, 5128, 5154, 5220, 5247, 5727, 6017, 6025,
6037

5052, 5220, 5238, 5538, 5544, 5546, 5596, 5727, 6032, 6135, 6366,
6576

Institutional feeding. See Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or
Catering

Iodine number. See Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number
Iowa. See United States–States–Iowa

Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and Biological Control 2522,
2523, 3020, 4617, 5012, 5019, 5020, 5119, 5337, 5534, 5652, 5763,
5862, 6332, 6334, 6434, 6512, 6541, 6862
Interchem Industries (Kansas). See Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel,
Biodiesel–Interchem
Intercropping–use of soybeans in. See Cropping Systems:
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping
International Institute of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome) 1035, 2223,
2230, 2238, 2242, 2243, 2244, 2245, 2246, 2247, 2260, 2275, 2330,
2565, 2834
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) (Ibadan,
Nigeria) 3830, 4023, 4134, 4144, 4151, 4170, 4349, 4745, 4749,
4814, 4851, 4881, 4882, 4923, 4978, 5003, 5079, 5186, 5187, 5188,
5220, 5238, 5277, 5278, 5282, 5284, 5390, 5415, 5534, 5544, 5546,
5571, 5596, 5722, 5727, 5748, 5839, 5881, 6135, 6136, 6156, 6237,
6288, 6321, 6342, 6359, 6464, 6510, 6647, 6759, 6760, 6772, 6829,
6830, 6831, 6832, 6878, 6916, 7034, 7064, 7155, 7171, 7189, 7203,
7207, 7225
International Nutrition Laboratory. See Miller, Harry W. (M.D.)
(1879-1977)

Iowa State University / College (Ames, Iowa), and Univ. of Iowa
(Iowa City) 2573, 4524, 6299, 6559, 6576
IRAT. See Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT)
Iron Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybean Foods and
Feeds 261, 2505, 2630
Irradiation of Soybeans for Breeding and Variety Development
(Usually Gamma Irradiation to Cause Mutations) 4098, 4132, 5295
Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington). Founded by Luke
Lukoskie and Sylvia Nogaki 4257, 4464, 4529, 4600, 4613, 5239,
5483, 5523, 5552, 5783, 5919, 6390, 6868, 6915, 7074, 7075, 7158
Isoflavones in soybeans and soyfoods. See Estrogens, Incl.
Genistein, Daidzein, etc.
Isolated soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates
Israel. See Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism
Italian recipes, soyfoods used in. See Europe–Western–Italy
Ito San soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San

International soybean programs. See AVRDC–The World Vegetable
Center (Shanhua, Taiwan), INTSOY–International Soybean
Program (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois), International Institute
of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome), International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture (IITA) (Ibadan, Nigeria), United Nations (Including
UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, UNESCO, and UNRRA) Work with Soy,
Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT–Tropical
Institute of Agronomic
Internet. See Websites or Information on the World Wide Web
Internment / relocation camps in the United States. See Japanese the
the United States–Work with Soy in Internment / Relocation Camps
during World War II
Intestinal Flora / Bacteria and Toxemia–Incl. Changing and
Reforming (L. Acidophilus, Bifidus, L. Bulgaricus etc.) 5705, 5926,
6263, 6615
Introduction of foreign plants to the USA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and
Plant Introduction
INTSOY–International Soybean Program (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana,
Illinois). Founded July 1973. Initially (from 1971) named Program
for International Research, Improvement and Development of
Soybeans (PIRIDS) 4089, 4144, 4147, 4168, 4174, 4259, 4266,
4269, 4441, 4497, 4524, 4566, 4694, 4861, 4971, 5019, 5020, 5049,

Ivory Coast. See Africa–Côte d’Ivoire
Jack Bean. Canavalia ensiformis (L.) D.C. Also Called Sword Bean
(Erroneously; it is Canavalia gladiata) and Horse Bean (Rarely).
Chinese–Daodou (pinyin); formerly Tao-tou (Wade-Giles) 350, 803,
889, 1443, 1755, 3689, 3988
Jang–Korean-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Includes Doenjang
/ Toenjang / Doen Jang / Daen Chang (Soybean Miso), and
Kochujang / Koch’ujang / Gochujang / Kochu Jang / Ko Chu Jang /
Kochu Chang (Red-Pepper and Soybean Paste) 1938, 2990, 5104
Japan. See Asia, East–Japan
Japan Oilseed Processors Association (JOPA) 5657
Japan–Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo. See National Food Research
Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken, Japan)
Japan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 5544
Japanese in the United States–Work with Soy in Internment /
Relocation Camps during World War II 2619, 2783
Japanese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy or Macrobiotics 663,
1627, 2018, 2023, 2488, 2619, 2783, 3197, 3260, 3829, 4019, 4100,
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4157, 4257, 4278, 4341, 4345, 4530, 4892, 5114, 5159, 5165, 5254,
5511, 5636, 5745, 5819, 5897, 5918, 5923, 5965, 5997, 6019, 6033,
6063, 6075, 6084, 6109, 6116, 6223, 6235, 6284, 6392, 6467, 6661,
6668, 6682, 6739, 6771, 6795, 6803, 6820, 6880, 6907, 6909, 6924,
7000, 7046, 7054
Japanese Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names 87, 89,
196, 266, 277, 306, 314, 320, 336, 439, 641, 723, 803, 1165, 1479,
1491, 1848, 2423, 2559
Jerky, Soy. Including Jerky-Flavored Soy Products. See also: Tofu,
Flavored / Seasoned and Baked, Grilled, Braised or Roasted 5656,
5680, 5818
Jerky, tofu. See Tofu, Flavored / Seasoned and Baked, Broiled,
Grilled, Braised or Roasted
Jiang (Chinese-Style Fermented Soybean Paste), Made with a
Significant Proportion of Wheat or Barley 15, 23
Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented Soybean Paste / Miso (Soybean
Jiang {doujiang} or Chiang / Tou Chiang [Wade-Giles]). Includes
Tuong from Indochina, Tao-Tjiung and Tao-Tjiong from Indonesia
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 23, 25, 28, 29, 30, 33, 346, 705, 753, 815, 844,
1182, 1184, 1197, 1199, 1330, 1733, 1973, 2201, 2275, 2942, 2991,
3689, 3813, 4707
Jiang–Early Non-Soy Pase Made with Meat or Fish in China or
Japan 10

Kecap, Kechap, Ketjap, Ketchup. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style
or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap,
Kétjap)
Kecap manis. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis /
Ketjap Manis
Kefir, soy. See Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefir
Kellogg Co. (breakfast cereals; Battle Creek, Michigan). See
Kellogg, Will Keith,... Kellogg Company
Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) (1852-1943), Sanitas Food Co.,
Sanitas Nut Food Co., Battle Creek Sanitarium Health Food Co.,
and Battle Creek Food Co. (Battle Creek, Michigan). Battle Creek
Foods Was Acquired by Worthington Foods in 1960 2272, 6961
Kellogg, Will Keith (1860-1951), Kellogg’s Toasted Corn Flake Co.
Later Kellogg Company (of breakfast cereal fame; Battle Creek,
Michigan) 4602, 6961
Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop, Ketchap, Katchup, Kitjap,
etc. Word Mentioned in Document 260, 281, 451, 815, 1383, 1542,
2275, 4312, 5778, 5782, 5791
Ketjap manis. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis /
Ketjap Manis
Kibun. See Soymilk Companies (Asia)

Job’s Tears (Coix lachryma-jobi; formerly Coix lacryma). Called
Hatomugi or Hato Mugi in Japanese, and Adlay in South Asia.
Sometimes mistakenly called “Pearl Barley” (Since it is unrelated
to Barley) 453, 744, 745, 3205
Johnson Family of Stryker, Williams County, Ohio. Including (1)
Edward Franklin “E.F. Soybean” Johnson (1889-1961) of Johnson
Seed Farms (Stryker, Ohio), Delphos Grain and Soya Processing
Co. (Ohio), and Ralston Purina Company (Missouri); (2) Elmer
Solomon Johnson (1879-1920); (3) Perhaps E.C. Johnson and Hon.
Solomon Johnson (1850-1918) 1010, 1273, 1341, 1391, 1497,
1522, 1661, 2109, 2147, 2167, 2286
Johnson & Stokes (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 279, 439, 468
Jonathan P.V.B.A. (Kapellen, Belgium) 4317, 4318, 4320, 4486,
4618, 4619, 4620, 4621, 4654, 4715, 4731, 4789, 4871, 4984, 5027,
5334, 5358, 5359, 5484, 5506, 5507, 5508, 5566, 5640, 5641, 5642,
5688, 5714, 5715, 5716, 5717, 5718, 5733, 5791
Kaempfer, Engelbert (1651-1716)–German physician and traveler
121, 196, 254, 260, 307, 401, 1479, 2199, 3846
Kahan & Lessin Co. (Los Angeles then Compton, California).
Wholesale Distributor of Health Foods and Natural Foods. Formed
in 1945 by Merger of Two Companies Founded in 1932 and 1935
Respectively 5679
Kanjang / Ganjang–Korean-Style Fermented Soy Sauce. Also
spelled Kan Jang / Gan Jang 2990, 5104

Kikkoman Corporation (Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and
Worldwide). Incl. Noda Shoyu Co. and Kikkoman International
Inc., and Kikkoman Shoyu Co.. 5512, 6820, 6909, 7000
Kin, Yamei. See Yamei Kin (1864-1934)
Kinako. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with
Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits
Kinema (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus subtilis strains
from Eastern Nepal, Darjeeling Hills, Sikkim, and South Bhutan).
Occasionally spelled Kenima. Close relatives are from Northeast
India are: Aakhone, Akhoni, Akhuni (Nagaland), Bekang (Mizoram),
Hawaijar (Manipur), Peruyyan (Arunachal Pradesh), Tungrymbai
(Meghalaya) 4457
Kloss, Jethro. See Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and Their
Authors
Kloss, Jethro (1863-1946) and his Book Back to Eden 2272
Koji (Cereal Grains {Especially Rice or Barley} and / or Soybeans
Fermented with a Mold, Especially Aspergillus oryzae) or Koji
Starter. Chinese Qu / Pinyin or Ch’ü / Wade-Giles 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 23, 29, 30, 195, 243, 266, 313, 451, 842, 1181, 1199, 1276,
2279, 2381, 2630, 3231, 3631, 4341, 4521, 4594, 5004, 5309, 5365,
5454, 5510, 5512, 5636, 5696, 5778, 6069, 6661
Koji, Red Rice. (Also Called Fermented Red Rice, Ang-Kak /
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Angkak, Hongzao or Hong Qu / Hongqu in Chinese / Pinyin, Hung
Ch’ü in Chinese / Wade-Giles, or Beni-Koji in Japanese). Made
with the Mold Monascus purpureus Went, and Used as a Natural
Red Coloring Agent (as with Fermented Tofu) 23, 25, 29, 30, 196,
1199

1943 by Beatrice Creamery Co.. 2033
La Sierra Industries (La Sierra, California). See Van Gundy,
Theodore A., and La Sierra Industries
Lablab purpureus or Lablab bean. See Hyacinth Bean

Koji, Soybean (Soybeans Fermented with a Mold, Especially
Aspergillus oryzae), Such as Miso-dama or Meju 13, 15, 23, 451
Korea. See Asia, East–Korea
Korea–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 745, 5544
Koreans Overseas, Especially Work with Soy 4470, 4558, 4866,
4903, 4976, 5919, 6766, 6913, 6932, 6994
Korean-style fermented soy sauce. See Kanjang–Korean-Style
Fermented Soy Sauce
Korean-style fermented soybean paste. See Jang–Korean-Style
Fermented Soybean Paste including Doenjang and Kochujang

Lager, Mildred (Los Angeles, California) 2828
Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, and Their Origin with the
Land Grant Act of 1862 (the so-called Morrill Act) 162, 399, 1287,
1308, 2065
Large-seeded soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–LargeSeeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans
Latin America–Caribbean–Antigua and Barbuda (Including
Redonda) 2275, 2281
Latin America–Caribbean–Bahamas, Commonwealth of The (Also
Called The Bahamas, Bahama Islands, or Bahama) 2281
Latin America–Caribbean–Barbados 1966, 2275

Korean-style miso, etymology of. See Miso, Korean-Style
Kosher Products (Commercial) 4606, 4611, 4670, 4680, 4752,
4789, 4792, 4866, 4888, 4889, 4909, 4926, 4930, 4939, 5054, 5071,
5134, 5139, 5169, 5212, 5230, 5311, 5315, 5328, 5358, 5482, 5502,
5505, 5522, 5530, 5541, 5626, 5629, 5639, 5653, 5659, 5678, 5689,
5703, 5761, 5800, 5828, 5829, 5909, 5968, 5969, 5970, 5971, 5977,
6029, 6068, 6076, 6121, 6129, 6180, 6183, 6198, 6199, 6210, 6216,
6218, 6219, 6256, 6261, 6374, 6430, 6432, 6438, 6457, 6475, 6507,
6553, 6592, 6626, 6633, 6634, 6657, 6693, 6706, 6707, 6708, 6709,
6710

Latin America–Caribbean–Bermuda (A British Dependent
Territory) 1401, 1465, 1544, 1685, 1731, 1793, 2230, 2275, 2281
Latin America–Caribbean–British Dependent Territories–Anguilla,
Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands, Montserrat, Turks and
Caicos Islands. See also: Bermuda 2275, 2281
Latin America–Caribbean–Cuba 1271, 1317, 1341, 1479, 1835,
2025, 2027, 2275, 2288, 2294, 2423, 2500, 2729, 3176, 3186, 3295,
3804, 4092, 4163, 4197, 4287, 4961, 5593, 5856, 5857, 5859, 6038,
6139, 6378, 6389, 6409, 6420, 6443

Kraft Foods Inc. (Work with Soy). Including Anderson Clayton,
Boca Burger, and Balance Bar 4080

Latin America–Caribbean–Dominica 2266, 2281, 6264

Kudzu or Kuzu–Tropical Kudzu or Puero (Pueraria phaseoloides)
(Roxb.) Benth. Formerly Pueraria javanica 500, 3110, 3560, 3598

Latin America–Caribbean–Dominican Republic (Santo Domingo or
San Domingo before 1844) 2275, 2847, 4101, 4107, 4269, 6443

Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria montana var. lobata. Formerly Pueraria
lobata, Pueraria thunbergiana, Pachyrhizus thunbergianus,
Dolichos lobatus). For Rhodesian Kudzu Vine see Neonotonia
wightii. See also Tropical Kudzu or Puero (Pueraria phaseoloides)
12, 93, 260, 266, 307, 401, 668, 889, 1031, 1036, 1328, 1399, 1443,
1601, 1628, 1708, 1794, 1818, 1918, 1931, 1936, 1953, 2260, 2852,
3091, 3110, 3258, 3321, 3469, 3560, 3722, 3739, 3824, 4811, 5496,
5551

Latin America–Caribbean–French Overseas Departments–
Guadeloupe, and Martinique (French West Indies). Guadeloupe
(consisting of two large islands–Basse-Terre and Grande-Terre)
administers 5 smaller dependencies–Marie-Galante, Les Saintes, La
Désirade, St.-Barthélemy, and St. Martin (shared with Netherlands
Antilles) 1911, 2172, 2275, 4370, 5727

Kuki. See Fermented Black Soybeans from Japan–Kuki

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybeans in a certain Caribbean country
1348, 1401, 1911, 1966, 2281

Kushi, Michio (17 May 1926 to 28 Dec. 2014) and Aveline (27 Feb.
1923 to 3 July 2001)–Their Life and Work with Macrobiotics, and
Organizations They Founded or Inspired 4019, 4278, 4341, 5636,
6033, 6223, 6880

Latin America–Caribbean–Grenada 2281

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain
Caribbean country 1348, 1401, 1911, 1966, 2281

Kuzu. See Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria...)
La Choy Food Products, Inc.–LaChoy Brand–Purchased in Sept.

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain
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Caribbean country 1348, 1401, 1911, 1966, 2281, 6139

3011, 3041, 3110, 3845, 4045, 4190, 4194, 4269, 6278, 6285, 6443

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in a certain Caribbean country 1348, 1401, 1911, 1966,
2281, 6139

Latin America–Central America (General). Includes Mexico and
Mesoamerica.. 1001, 3173, 6443, 6478

Latin America–Caribbean–Jamaica 2122, 2275, 2500, 3110, 3362,
3881, 3907, 4088, 4291, 6264
Latin America–Caribbean–Lesser Antilles–Virgin Islands
(Including British Virgin Islands and Virgin Islands of the United
States–St. Croix, St. John, and St. Thomas), Leeward Islands
(Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda [Including Redonda], Dominica,
Guadeloupe, Montserrat, Saint Kitts [formerly Saint Christopher]
and Nevis), Windward Islands (Barbados, Grenada, Martinique, St.
Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago), and
Netherlands Dependencies (Including Aruba, Curaçao or Curacao,
and Bonaire off Venezuela, and Saba, St. Eustatius, and southern
St. Martin / Maarten in the Lesser Antilles). Note–Guadeloupe and
Martinique and the five dependencies of Guadeloupe, which are
French Overseas Departments in the Lesser Antilles, are also called
the French West Indies, French Antilles, or Antilles françaises 1348,
1828, 1893, 1911, 1965, 1966, 1969, 1996, 2122, 2172, 2260, 2275,
2281, 2558, 2670, 3653, 3816, 3881, 3907, 4088, 4089, 4269, 4290,
4370, 4441, 4531, 5727, 5740, 6264, 6366

Latin America–Central America–Guatemala 2275, 2484, 3805,
4208, 4694, 6264, 6443, 7108
Latin America–Central America–Honduras 2804, 2843, 3966, 4036,
4190, 4194, 4195, 6169, 6350, 6817
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans in a certain Central
American country 2275, 2804, 3490
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in
connection with (but not yet in) a certain Central American country
2083
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Central American country 2217, 2275, 2804, 3490, 4043
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to or
Dissemination of Soybeans from. Other or general information and
leads concerning Central America 3708

Latin America–Caribbean or West Indies (General) 521, 680, 6443
Latin America–Caribbean–Puerto Rico, Commonwealth of (A SelfGoverning Part of the USA; Named Porto Rico until 1932) 1246,
1346, 2255, 2275, 2500, 3034, 3357, 3362, 4269, 4641, 4702, 4847
Latin America–Caribbean–Saint Kitts and Nevis, Federation of
2281

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain
Central American country 287, 2217, 2804, 3490
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
This document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in a certain Central American country 2217, 2804, 3490,
4043

Latin America–Caribbean–Saint Lucia 2281, 6264
Latin America–Caribbean–Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 2281,
6264
Latin America–Caribbean–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 2172, 4290, 4441, 6378

Latin America–Central America–Mexico 156, 287, 521, 659, 741,
751, 759, 789, 1948, 2113, 2217, 2275, 2423, 2478, 2500, 2828,
3405, 3423, 3456, 3610, 3703, 3779, 3826, 3872, 3935, 3936, 4112,
4118, 4179, 4181, 4191, 4269, 4283, 4285, 4340, 4504, 4778, 4793,
5128, 5563, 6426, 6443, 6473, 6517

Latin America–Caribbean–Trinidad and Tobago 1828, 1893, 1965,
1966, 1969, 1996, 2122, 2260, 2275, 2281, 2670, 2824, 3653, 3816,
3881, 3907, 4088, 4269, 4290, 4441, 4531, 5740, 6366

Latin America–Central America–Mexico–Soy Ingredients Used in
Mexican-Style Recipes, Food Products, or Dishes Worldwide 3072,
4324, 4736, 4804, 5167, 5177, 5332, 5553, 5664, 5724, 5778, 5791,
5795, 5851, 5901, 5954, 5991, 6071, 6088, 6256, 6275, 6283, 6930

Latin America–Caribbean–Virgin Islands of the United States–St.
Thomas, St. John, and St. Croix (Danish West Indies before Jan.
1917) 1348, 2558

Latin America–Central America–Nicaragua 2083, 2127, 3110,
3741, 4043, 4165, 4195, 4333, 4441, 4953, 5614, 5615, 5616, 5619,
6278, 6285, 6291, 6394, 6395

Latin America–Central America–Belize (Named British Honduras
from 1840 to about 1975, Belize before 1840) 2275, 3797, 4441,
5979

Latin America–Central America–Panama 3490, 3708, 3999, 4237,
4238, 4239, 4240, 4269, 4271, 4272, 4273, 4961

Latin America–Central America–Costa Rica 2275, 2640, 2804,
2879, 2965, 4024, 4269, 4441, 5289, 5729, 6443
Latin America–Central America–El Salvador 2275, 2500, 2881,

Latin America–Central America–Soybean Production, Area and
Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 3872, 3935, 4441
Latin America–Central America–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also
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Trade (International) 3872, 6278, 6291
Latin America (General) 1702, 1807, 2033, 2559, 2766, 3610, 3703,
4961, 5299, 5751
Latin America–South America–Argentina (Argentine Republic)
274, 801, 806, 836, 859, 876, 898, 948, 1450, 1479, 1486, 1599,
2230, 2275, 2423, 2476, 2477, 2500, 2514, 2649, 2696, 2726, 2752,
2826, 2872, 2881, 3072, 3110, 3179, 3260, 3420, 3535, 3610, 3757,
3770, 3860, 3865, 3866, 3868, 3869, 3871, 4003, 4354, 4439, 4440,
4454, 4503, 5128, 5193, 5533, 5590, 5657, 5740, 5747, 5751, 5896,
6378, 6406, 6476, 6478, 6499, 6506, 6538, 6675, 6730, 6773, 6795,
6811, 6817, 6864, 6893, 6920, 6934, 6992, 7071, 7123
Latin America–South America–Argentina–Soybean Production,
Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 2230, 2649, 2881,
3260, 5533
Latin America–South America–Bolivia 2659, 3424, 3560, 3598,
4114, 4115, 4269, 4289, 4467, 4598, 5559, 5983, 5996, 6146, 6209,
6220, 6226, 6227, 6229, 6312, 6317, 6318, 6859
Latin America–South America–Brazil, Deforestation in Amazon
Basin 6742, 6752, 6819, 6879, 6893
Latin America–South America–Brazil, Federative Republic of 252,
266, 842, 958, 1272, 1344, 1461, 2005, 2112, 2207, 2230, 2275,
2316, 2342, 2430, 2488, 2632, 2652, 2688, 2829, 2881, 2938, 3044,
3072, 3096, 3100, 3124, 3130, 3147, 3151, 3173, 3178, 3197, 3199,
3210, 3217, 3268, 3269, 3294, 3361, 3362, 3368, 3406, 3407, 3438,
3446, 3447, 3489, 3501, 3505, 3506, 3545, 3551, 3587, 3598, 3610,
3677, 3684, 3703, 3717, 3724, 3754, 3789, 3800, 3807, 3808, 3828,
3829, 3834, 3850, 3853, 3892, 3904, 3906, 3914, 3917, 3924, 3934,
3937, 3960, 3964, 3991, 4003, 4024, 4033, 4041, 4056, 4090, 4091,
4105, 4119, 4120, 4128, 4129, 4137, 4144, 4187, 4192, 4219, 4230,
4236, 4245, 4251, 4313, 4315, 4330, 4364, 4390, 4408, 4439, 4440,
4442, 4454, 4479, 4488, 4494, 4497, 4568, 4587, 4589, 4597, 4732,
4772, 4818, 4867, 4892, 4935, 5040, 5069, 5077, 5108, 5208, 5240,
5248, 5338, 5412, 5415, 5417, 5526, 5588, 5590, 5591, 5607, 5720,
5730, 5740, 5896, 6139, 6165, 6330, 6333, 6334, 6335, 6337, 6344,
6377, 6450, 6451, 6478, 6499, 6645, 6677, 6697, 6730, 6742, 6743,
6749, 6752, 6761, 6773, 6817, 6819, 6848, 6879, 6893, 6926, 6963,
6982, 6987, 7006, 7015, 7071, 7105, 7112, 7143, 7170, 7230
Latin America–South America–Brazil–Soybean Production, Area
and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 3505, 3829, 3937,
4330, 5526, 5588
Latin America–South America–Chile (Including Easter Island) 252,
674, 2230, 2265, 2275, 2385, 2558, 3758
Latin America–South America–Colombia 2112, 2127, 2275, 2380,
2959, 2960, 2961, 3033, 3039, 3064, 3093, 3095, 3184, 3236, 3238,
3258, 3327, 3353, 3390, 3577, 3610, 3637, 3649, 3679, 3703, 3716,
3749, 3756, 3809, 3927, 3963, 4231, 4269, 4377, 4685
Latin America–South America–Ecuador (Including the Galapagos
Islands. Formerly also called Equator, the English translation of the
Spanish “Ecuador”) 2275, 3703, 3834, 4102, 4269, 4366, 5052

Latin America–South America–French Guiana (A French Overseas
Department, Guyane or Guyane française, formerly occasionally
called Cayenne) 317, 775, 3090, 5154, 5727
Latin America–South America (General) 1487, 1616, 1751, 3173,
5277, 5742, 6426
Latin America–South America–Guyana (British Guiana before
1966) 521, 772, 1479, 1486, 1969, 2275, 2281, 2500, 2824, 3221,
3799, 4025, 4269, 4441
Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans in a certain South
American country 317, 772, 821, 964, 1828, 2112, 2230, 3424
Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in
connection with (but not yet in) a certain South American country
206, 274
Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain South American country 317, 772, 801, 821, 836, 964, 1966,
2112, 2230, 2922, 3424
Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to or
Dissemination of Soybeans from. Other or general information and
leads concerning South America 2260, 4114
Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain
South American country 317, 836, 876, 1826, 1966, 2230, 2281,
2500, 3072, 3424, 4231, 5740
Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in a certain South American country 317, 836, 876, 1826,
1966, 2230, 2281, 2500, 3072, 3260, 3424, 4231, 5740
Latin America–South America–Paraguay 3072, 3110, 3703, 3974,
4003, 4041, 4129, 4439, 4440, 4454, 5740, 6893
Latin America–South America–Peru 252, 2260, 2275, 2500, 2869,
3068, 3453, 3539, 3540, 3582, 3703, 3856, 4042, 5049
Latin America–South America–Soybean Production, Area and
Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. See also Argentina and
Brazil 2558, 5740
Latin America–South America–Suriname (Also Surinam before
1978; Dutch Guiana before 1975) 821, 2275, 2901, 2904, 3090,
3174, 4441
Latin America–South America–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also
Trade (International) 2881, 4439, 4440
Latin America–South America–Uruguay, Oriental Republic of 964,
1826, 2088, 2275, 3110, 3703, 3964, 4108
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Latin America–South America–Venezuela 206, 1828, 1893, 1965,
1966, 2227, 2228, 2256, 2262, 2281, 2459, 2497, 2670, 2825, 2922,
3148, 3409, 3530, 3642, 3653, 3703, 3711, 3983, 4035, 4138, 4185,
4186, 4269, 4274, 4292, 4327, 4515, 4581, 4946, 5041, 5109, 5122,
5219, 5288, 5601, 5613
Laucks (I.F.) Co. (Seattle, Washington). Founded by Irving Fink
Laucks (3 July 1882 to 9 March 1981) 2249, 2272, 2286, 2828,
3151
Lauhoff Grain Co. See Bunge Corp. (White Plains, New York)
Laurelbrook Natural Foods (Bel Air, Maryland) 3891, 4433, 5262,
5636, 6258
Lea & Perrins. See Worcestershire Sauce

Lever Brothers Co. See Unilever Corp.
Leviton, Richard. See Soyfoods Association of North America
(SANA)
Li Yü-ying (Li Yu-ying; Courtesy Name: Li Shizeng (pinyin), Li
Shih-tseng (W.-G.); Chinese Soyfoods Pioneer in France; born
1881 in Peking, died 1973 in Taipei, Taiwan) and Usine de la
Caséo-Sojaïne (Les Vallées, Colombes (near Asnières), a few miles
northwest of Paris, and China) 696, 705, 733, 746, 769, 775, 776,
815, 819, 933, 1138, 1145, 1279, 1329, 1404, 1407, 1408, 1479,
1873, 2040, 2275, 2438, 2439, 2526, 2559, 2611, 3082, 3206, 3231,
3846, 4762
Libraries. See National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville,
Maryland)

Leaf Proteins and Leaf Protein Concentrate (LPC) As Alternative
Protein Sources 4492
Leaves of the soybean plant used as food. See Green Vegetable
Soybeans–Leaves of the Soybean Plant Used as Food or Medicine
Lecithin companies. See American Lecithin Corp., Lucas Meyer
GmbH (Hamburg, Germany)
Lecithin–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 2385
Lecithin, Non-Soy References, Usually Early or Medical, Often
Concerning Egg Yolk or the Brain 7239
Lecithin, Soy 581, 597, 648, 1120, 1135, 1479, 1839, 1916, 2114,
2149, 2159, 2234, 2252, 2272, 2275, 2286, 2335, 2385, 2389, 2438,
2451, 2452, 2459, 2467, 2485, 2487, 2492, 2504, 2535, 2559, 2568,
2667, 2763, 2767, 2788, 2790, 2828, 2863, 2933, 2942, 3042, 3054,
3196, 3231, 3232, 3327, 3381, 3485, 3489, 3507, 3593, 4050, 4119,
4206, 4811, 4857, 5226, 5679, 5729, 5931, 6995, 7029, 7053, 7126,
7237, 7239
Lecithin, Soy–Industrial Uses 2172, 2234, 2763, 2767, 2790, 2828,
3076
Lectins. See Hemagglutinins (Lectins or Soyin)
Legislative activities. See American Soybean Association (ASA)–
Legislative Activities
Legume, Inc. (Fairfield, New Jersey) 4741, 4756, 4874, 4979, 5670,
5693, 5968, 5969, 5970, 5971, 6122, 6233, 6355, 6356, 6358
Lend-Lease (Program and Administration). U.S. Program to Send
Key Supplies to Overseas Allies During World War II 2828

Libraries with a Significant Interest in Soy 4561, 4969, 5028
Life Food GmbH / Taifun-Tofuprodukte (Freiburg, Germany) 5221,
5514, 5515, 5775, 5790, 5798, 5799, 5814, 5840, 6502, 6720, 6977,
6981, 7020, 7037, 7040, 7049, 7087
Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. (Vancouver then Richmond, British
Columbia, Canada). And Nature’s Path Foods, Inc. Both founded by
Arran and Ratana Stephens 5434, 6699, 6853, 7053, 7126, 7237
Lighting by burning soy oil. See Illumination or Lighting by
Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps Like Kerosene
Lightlife Foods, Inc. (Turners Falls, Massachusetts). Started as
The Tempeh Works in Sept. 1979 by Michael Cohen in Greenfield,
Massachusetts. Then renamed Tempehworks, Inc. in Sept. 1985.
Acquired by ConAgra, Inc. (Omaha, Nebraska) on 14 July 2000.
Acquired by Maple Leaf Foods (Ontario, Canada) on 10 March
2017 4559, 4876, 4889, 5013, 5539, 5540, 5541, 5800, 6475
Lima Bean or Limas. Phaseolus limensis. Formerly: Phaseolus
lunatus. Also called Butter Bean 747, 883, 909, 968, 1057, 1080,
1165, 1173, 1206, 1391, 1443, 1708, 2120, 2159, 2290, 2395, 2530,
2596, 2932, 3175, 3231, 3477, 3737, 4399, 5538, 6016
Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium; and
Mezin, France). Owns Jonathan P.V.B.A. Owned by Euronature of
Paris, France, since 1989. Owned by the Hain-Celestial Group since
10 Dec. 2001 4019, 4615, 4715, 4767, 4789, 4852, 4853, 4871,
5027, 5036, 5038, 5358, 5359, 5438, 5551, 5632, 5778, 5782, 5791,
5821, 5882, 5883, 5884, 6068, 6178, 7083
Linolenic Acid and Linolenate Content of Soybeans and Soybean
Products. See also Omega-3 Fatty Acids 4524
Linolenic Acid–Omega-3 (Alpha-Linolenic Acid) Fatty Acid
Content of Soybeans and Soybean Products 6459, 6597, 6598,
6612, 6834, 6835

Lens culinaris or L. esculenta. See Lentils
Lentils. Lens culinaris. Formerly: Lens esculenta and Ervum lens
40, 116, 140, 144, 183, 198, 205, 213, 222, 263, 266, 295, 306, 521,
542, 622, 1407, 1408, 2244, 3689, 3824, 4116, 4147, 4494, 4891,
4897, 5073, 5596, 5642, 5688, 5716, 5955, 6016, 6141, 6230

Linoleum, Floor Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 654, 844, 875, 898, 933,
1015, 1016, 1017, 1097, 1154, 1165, 1300, 1337, 1474, 1483, 1487,
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1491, 1504, 1520, 1610, 1627, 1723, 1753, 1763, 1780, 1818, 1839,
1881, 1973, 2033, 2034, 2074, 2084, 2172, 2199, 2225, 2228, 2275,
2336, 2403, 2460, 2466, 2713, 2800, 3025, 3054, 3098, 3198, 3695,
6516

Lucas Meyer GmbH (Hamburg, Germany). Founded 1973.
Acquired Oct. 2000 by Degussa AG of Germany. Acquired in 2006
by Cargill 5092, 6894
Lucerne / lucern. See Alfalfa or Lucerne

Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, Lintseed, or the Flax / Flaxseed
Plant (Linum usitatissimum L.) 140, 222, 235, 275, 294, 297, 334,
352, 379, 383, 393, 413, 416, 420, 448, 464, 470, 486, 567, 569,
649, 650, 654, 671, 695, 705, 769, 781, 791, 801, 806, 822, 836,
853, 869, 875, 876, 886, 897, 898, 904, 914, 933, 935, 977, 1010,
1019, 1070, 1136, 1173, 1208, 1226, 1277, 1300, 1310, 1325, 1332,
1385, 1471, 1474, 1483, 1486, 1504, 1525, 1541, 1582, 1625, 1681,
1770, 1810, 1812, 1861, 1909, 2034, 2035, 2059, 2084, 2099, 2109,
2152, 2167, 2172, 2194, 2200, 2249, 2286, 2382, 2384, 2397, 2403,
2558, 2830, 2937, 2967, 3051, 3098, 3155, 3179, 3181, 3379, 3407,
3613, 3638, 3712, 4019, 4021, 5111, 5975, 6699
Lipid and Fatty Acid Composition of Soybeans (Seeds or Plant),
or Soybean Products (Including Soy Oil), and Lipids in the Human
Diet 94, 95, 96, 100, 102, 112, 219, 233, 252, 260, 271, 276, 317,
429, 455, 651, 692, 732, 746, 774, 787, 794, 801, 813, 842, 1048,
1169, 1186, 1244, 1317, 1320, 1341, 1485, 1683, 1966, 2125, 2230,
2244, 2247, 2678, 2872, 3116, 3746, 3751, 3920, 7006
Lipids. See Linolenic Acid–Omega-3, Linolenic Acid and
Linolenate
Lipolytic enzymes in the soybean. See Enzymes in the Soybean–
Lipoxygenase and Its Inactivation
Lipoxygenase. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Lipoxygenase and Its
Inactivation
Lists and Descriptions (Official and / or Extensive) of Early U.S.
Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers and Synonyms 658,
1165, 1479, 1751, 2395, 2423, 2992, 3002
Llama Toucan & Crow. See Stow Mills, Inc.
Loma Linda Foods (Riverside, California). Named La Loma Foods
from Feb. 1989 to Jan. 1990. Acquired by Worthington Foods in
Jan. 1990 2828, 6186
Los Angeles–City and County–Work with Soyfoods, Natural /
Health Foods, and / or Vegetarianism 2018, 2118, 3207, 3333, 3341,
4019, 4565, 4569, 4633, 4666, 4781, 4802, 4936, 5035, 5259, 5348,
5439, 5549, 5563, 5679, 5909, 5919, 5923, 5940, 5941, 5942, 6109,
6186, 6205, 6208, 6234, 6284, 6319, 6368, 6438, 6649, 6656, 6657,
6665, 6668, 6748, 6905, 6940
Low cost extrusion cookers. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking:
Low Cost Extrusion Cookers (LECs)
Low-cost extrusion cookers. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking
Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 664, 753, 844, 863,
875, 898, 1159, 1165, 1184, 1224, 1483, 1487, 1491, 1520, 1753,
1780, 1839, 1973, 2172, 2199, 2466, 4061

Lukoskie, Luke. See Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington)
Lupins or Lupin (Also spelled Lupine, Lupines, Lupinseed; Lupinus
albus, L. angustifolius, L. luteus, L. mutabilis) 98, 102, 104, 120,
140, 158, 211, 213, 235, 266, 275, 286, 295, 313, 314, 315, 318,
326, 345, 361, 388, 411, 434, 521, 622, 640, 677, 791, 889, 1073,
1136, 1703, 1708, 2260, 2750, 2782, 2936, 3005, 3110, 3113, 4706,
5787, 6260, 6314
Machinery (Agricultural), Implements, Equipment, and
Mechanization (Binders, Cultivators, Cutters, Harvesters, Mowers,
Pickers, Planters, Reapers, Separators, Thrashers, or Threshers). See
also: Combines and Tractors 91, 155, 186, 212, 215, 283, 284, 301,
316, 323, 332, 334, 341, 351, 356, 361, 363, 365, 368, 370, 382,
388, 389, 407, 413, 421, 422, 424, 431, 435, 438, 439, 440, 441,
442, 464, 465, 466, 470, 471, 483, 484, 486, 492, 499, 502, 509,
511, 521, 524, 526, 533, 535, 536, 558, 559, 560, 577, 578, 582,
589, 591, 592, 596, 598, 608, 614, 615, 616, 620, 621, 623, 625,
627, 634, 636, 642, 653, 658, 690, 699, 701, 704, 706, 710, 712,
725, 726, 727, 762, 766, 768, 770, 774, 786, 798, 799, 800, 805,
809, 815, 817, 820, 823, 828, 841, 843, 845, 849, 872, 873, 880,
881, 882, 884, 885, 887, 908, 910, 911, 913, 919, 921, 922, 923,
928, 930, 936, 937, 938, 940, 941, 954, 957, 962, 980, 982, 984,
987, 999, 1000, 1001, 1008, 1010, 1011, 1030, 1031, 1033, 1039,
1041, 1042, 1048, 1049, 1053, 1059, 1060, 1064, 1068, 1071, 1076,
1079, 1087, 1090, 1091, 1093, 1095, 1097, 1103, 1118, 1125, 1127,
1129, 1130, 1131, 1140, 1143, 1144, 1150, 1151, 1154, 1162, 1165,
1167, 1168, 1173, 1175, 1179, 1180, 1182, 1183, 1198, 1203, 1205,
1211, 1214, 1229, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1237, 1238, 1243, 1251, 1256,
1257, 1260, 1265, 1267, 1277, 1281, 1282, 1286, 1299, 1300, 1306,
1308, 1310, 1315, 1333, 1339, 1340, 1342, 1347, 1351, 1352, 1357,
1358, 1359, 1360, 1365, 1372, 1375, 1376, 1379, 1380, 1383, 1387,
1388, 1395, 1413, 1420, 1422, 1423, 1424, 1427, 1438, 1439, 1440,
1446, 1447, 1449, 1450, 1453, 1474, 1487, 1492, 1495, 1501, 1502,
1507, 1508, 1510, 1516, 1517, 1524, 1546, 1574, 1576, 1585, 1587,
1637, 1654, 1657, 1660, 1662, 1663, 1665, 1668, 1674, 1682, 1687,
1689, 1691, 1692, 1694, 1710, 1727, 1741, 1751, 1753, 1756, 1758,
1763, 1780, 1782, 1794, 1805, 1813, 1814, 1824, 1850, 1853, 1855,
1863, 1868, 1879, 1884, 1885, 1917, 1926, 1935, 1949, 1950, 1956,
1967, 1978, 2015, 2019, 2020, 2079, 2089, 2090, 2102, 2143, 2171,
2229, 2242, 2243, 2311, 2312, 2314, 2325, 2344, 2353, 2355, 2357,
2378, 2395, 2417, 2435, 2439, 2472, 2519, 2527, 2572, 2583, 2614,
2626, 2628, 2636, 2723, 2728, 2731, 2766, 2792, 2806, 2819, 2843,
2867, 2873, 2900, 2915, 2916, 2929, 2943, 2962, 2997, 3019, 3030,
3031, 3084, 3092, 3114, 3140, 3152, 3195, 3202, 3247, 3251, 3293,
3334, 3370, 3376, 3382, 3384, 3385, 3396, 3422, 3473, 3474, 3484,
3505, 3510, 3514, 3522, 3571, 3572, 3612, 3615, 3618, 3619, 3621,
3623, 3631, 3665, 3691, 3705, 3738, 3759, 3774, 3787, 3796, 3817,
3823, 3836, 3838, 3878, 3888, 4021, 4040, 4070, 4078, 4088, 4117,
4131, 4136, 4431, 4453, 4480, 4494, 4500, 4502, 4545, 4557, 4725,
4766, 4824, 4896, 5006, 5021, 5228, 5279, 5300, 5323, 5401, 5433,
5534, 5559, 5605, 5624, 5635, 5817, 5907, 6014, 6043, 6047, 6055,
6093, 6145, 6222, 6284, 6320, 6372, 6378, 6443, 6450, 6518, 6545,
6552, 6568, 6575, 6646, 6672, 6688, 6984, 7003, 7107, 7179, 7184,
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7188, 7191, 7194, 7202, 7225

3732, 3814, 3860, 4008, 4155, 4504, 4554, 4850, 5112, 5128, 5192,
5220, 5401, 6155, 6478, 6582, 6786, 6788, 6819

Machinery, farm. See Combines
Macrobiotics. See Aihara, Herman and Cornellia–Their Life and
Work, Kushi, Michio and Aveline–Their Life and Work, Muramoto,
Noboru–His Life and Work, Ohsawa, George and Lima
Macrobiotics. See also: George Ohsawa, Michio and Aveline Kushi,
Herman and Cornellia Aihara 2345, 3739, 3824, 3890, 3894, 3897,
3898, 3995, 4004, 4019, 4100, 4200, 4201, 4206, 4278, 4317, 4318,
4341, 4352, 4426, 4446, 4486, 4521, 4615, 4618, 4619, 4620, 4621,
4654, 4655, 4715, 4731, 4739, 4740, 4760, 4767, 4789, 4827, 4852,
4853, 4871, 4877, 4900, 4913, 4977, 4984, 4990, 4992, 5005, 5027,
5036, 5037, 5038, 5050, 5114, 5136, 5137, 5138, 5159, 5171, 5205,
5212, 5218, 5227, 5254, 5309, 5321, 5334, 5358, 5359, 5365, 5366,
5367, 5368, 5484, 5506, 5507, 5508, 5540, 5551, 5563, 5566, 5576,
5632, 5636, 5640, 5641, 5642, 5661, 5671, 5672, 5688, 5714, 5715,
5716, 5717, 5718, 5733, 5745, 5778, 5779, 5781, 5782, 5808, 5819,
5821, 5882, 5883, 5884, 5899, 5931, 5938, 5959, 6033, 6057, 6068,
6084, 6106, 6107, 6116, 6130, 6178, 6223, 6251, 6258, 6364, 6400,
6426, 6592, 6661, 6692, 6843, 6854
Madison Foods and Madison College (Madison, Tennessee).
Madison Foods (Then a Subsidiary of Nutritional Corp.) Was
Acquired by Worthington Foods in Aug. 1964 1872, 2123, 2272,
2300, 2529, 2671, 2828, 3231
Mainland Express (Spring Park, Minnesota). Div. of Goods, Inc.
Named Tofu, Inc. and Eastern Foods, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota,
from 1978 to March 1989 4903, 4976
Maize. See Corn / Maize

Maple Leaf Foods. See CanAmera Foods (Hamilton, Ontario,
Canada)
Maple Leaf Monarch or Maple Leaf Mills. See ADM AgriIndustries Ltd. (Windsor, Ontario, Canada)
Margarine 129, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1474, 1479, 1491,
2020, 2033, 2036, 2159, 2172, 2225, 2234, 2275, 2314, 2456, 2468,
2485, 2487, 2531, 2671, 2713, 2767, 2790, 2798, 2800, 2828, 2852,
2906, 2943, 3098, 3231, 3381, 3489, 3835, 3838, 4080, 4221, 4448,
4602, 5036, 5349, 5396, 6535, 6730, 6893, 6900
Margarine–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 789, 977, 3489
Margarine Made with Soy 652, 659, 748, 753, 789, 875, 898, 977,
985, 990, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1165, 1173, 1184, 1329, 1390, 1437,
1483, 1487, 1610, 1627, 1723, 1818, 1839, 1852, 1873, 2034, 2403,
2452, 2621, 2667, 2908, 2920, 2967, 2985, 3025, 3054, 3695, 3937,
6451, 6859
Market statistics. See the specific product concerned, e.g. Tofu
Industry and Market Statistics
Market statistics on soybean production. See Soybean Production
and Trade–Industry and Market Statistics,
Market studies. See Industry and Market Analyses
Marketing Association, Soybean. See Soybean Marketing
Association (1929-1932)

Malnutrition, hunger, famine, and food shortages. See Hunger,
Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality

Marketing of soyfoods. See Individual foods, e.g., Tofu–Marketing
of

Mame-maki. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)
Marketing soybeans. See Chicago Board of Trade
Mammoth Yellow soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow
Manchu soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Manchu
Manchuria. See Asia, East–Manchuria
Manchuria–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and /
or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 753
Manna Foods, Inc. (Scarborough, Ontario, Canada) 6206
Manna Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Named
Stichting Natuurvoeding Amsterdam until 1982. Absorbed by
Akwarius Almere in 1987 4200, 4201, 4352, 4473, 4803, 4938,
5044, 5778, 5782, 5791, 5911, 6976
Map / Maps 439, 695, 753, 798, 815, 1148, 1156, 1165, 1387, 1388,
1487, 1548, 1687, 1727, 1962, 2012, 2033, 2035, 2056, 2058, 2109,
2147, 2317, 2478, 2559, 2590, 2872, 2911, 2943, 2958, 2967, 2978,
2991, 2992, 3019, 3047, 3051, 3129, 3366, 3524, 3621, 3631, 3668,

Marketing Soybeans, Market Development, and Economics
(Including Futures Markets, Hedging, and Mathematical Models)
33, 891, 933, 939, 989, 1004, 1029, 1039, 1051, 1085, 1220, 1272,
1289, 1424, 1448, 1475, 1550, 1552, 1608, 1659, 1666, 1673, 1691,
1729, 1775, 1811, 1814, 1841, 1844, 1864, 1881, 1987, 2033, 2039,
2056, 2057, 2058, 2170, 2190, 2209, 2286, 2391, 2446, 2449, 2498,
2559, 2642, 2702, 2709, 2861, 2926, 2944, 3028, 3042, 3045, 3055,
3059, 3074, 3077, 3085, 3098, 3111, 3152, 3165, 3180, 3246, 3288,
3322, 3442, 3484, 3535, 3593, 3660, 3698, 3704, 3740, 3750, 3772,
3778, 3817, 3822, 3841, 3862, 3923, 3953, 3954, 3958, 4003, 4007,
4009, 4012, 4016, 4021, 4050, 4067, 4077, 4079, 4080, 4119, 4142,
4159, 4171, 4192, 4248, 4251, 4302, 4312, 4313, 4344, 4359, 4364,
4432, 4478, 4479, 4507, 4570, 4581, 4700, 4770, 4808, 4892, 4981,
5106, 5107, 5111, 5152, 5153, 5288, 5320, 5388, 5412, 5444, 5445,
5458, 5461, 5463, 5491, 5526, 5533, 5556, 5590, 5595, 5645, 5652,
5657, 5698, 5726, 5754, 5758, 5763, 5766, 5785, 5788, 6042, 6108,
6155, 6222, 6237, 6298, 6299, 6300, 6305, 6385, 6387, 6397, 6478,
6580, 6730, 7006
Marketing–Soyfoods and Soyfood Products 3605, 3703, 5912
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Markets and Crop Estimates, Bureau of. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural
Economics
Marusan-Ai. See Soymilk Companies (Asia)
Massachusetts. See United States–States–Massachusetts
Maturity groups. See Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry–
Maturity Groups
Mauritius. See Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice)
Meal or cake, soybean. See Soybean Meal
Meals for Millions Foundation (Los Angeles, California), MultiPurpose Food (MPF), and Freedom from Hunger 3231, 7239
Meat Alternatives–Beef Alternatives, Including Meatless Beef
Jerky, Chili Con Carne, Goulash, Lasagna, Meat Balls, Mince,
Mincemeat, Sloppy Joes, Spaghetti Sauce, Steak, Veal, etc. See also
Meatless Burgers 2083, 4486, 4654, 4734, 4741, 4789, 5177, 5374,
5656, 5680, 5761, 5804, 5818, 5834, 5942, 5963, 5969, 6040, 6073,
6088, 6129, 6131, 6233, 6236, 6256, 6283, 6356, 6370, 6386, 6401,
6566, 6606, 6868, 6891, 7007, 7012, 7110
Meat Alternatives–Commercial Products (Meatlike Meatless Meat,
Poultry, or Fish / Seafood Analogs. See Also Meat Extenders) 4619,
4739, 4785, 4836, 4839, 4931, 4941, 4996, 5050, 5056, 5130, 5198,
5205, 5235, 5318, 5340, 5369, 5370, 5383, 5428, 5430, 5465, 5472,
5480, 5487, 5532, 5563, 5566, 5622, 5659, 5661, 5701, 5716, 5717,
5771, 5803, 5841, 5849, 5851, 5879, 5880, 5988, 6057, 6059, 6067,
6232
Meat alternatives companies. See Tofurky Company (Hood River,
Oregon. Maker of Tofurky and Tempeh), Yves Veggie Cuisine
(Vancouver, BC, Canada)
Meat Alternatives–Documents About (Meatlike Meatless Meat,
Poultry, or Fish / Seafood Analogs. See Also Meat Extenders) 1173,
2828, 4056, 4223, 5551, 5688, 5808, 5821
Meat Alternatives–General and Other Meatless Meatlike Products.
See Also Meat Extenders 4739, 4789, 4834, 5277, 5531, 5566,
5716, 5717, 5804, 5991, 5994, 5995, 6012, 6053, 6057, 6068, 6323,
6355, 6357, 6358, 6371, 6396, 6465, 7007
Meat Alternatives–Gluten-Based (Incuding Seitan, Mianjin / Mian
Jin or Mienchin / Mien Chin) 3824
Meat Alternatives–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses–Individual Companies 6390, 6868
Meat alternatives makers. See Garden Protein International (GPI)
Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Bacon Bits, Ham, Chorizo,
and Other Pork-related Products. See also Meatless Sausages 1407,
1408, 4080, 4508, 4834, 5943, 6035, 6123, 6462, 6471, 6475, 6751,
6890, 7059, 7110

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties. See Also Meat
Extenders 2671, 3231, 4021, 4312, 4450, 4460, 4476, 4486, 4586,
4663, 4759, 4781, 4786, 4794, 4837, 4878, 4889, 4920, 4932, 4937,
4975, 5013, 5036, 5037, 5055, 5064, 5071, 5084, 5090, 5095, 5133,
5151, 5156, 5160, 5178, 5197, 5209, 5230, 5250, 5266, 5309, 5312,
5324, 5325, 5330, 5331, 5344, 5375, 5396, 5434, 5435, 5455, 5554,
5558, 5564, 5574, 5586, 5645, 5652, 5656, 5675, 5678, 5685, 5687,
5695, 5709, 5714, 5715, 5718, 5724, 5736, 5765, 5778, 5791, 5792,
5795, 5800, 5807, 5808, 5819, 5836, 5842, 5844, 5845, 5846, 5847,
5848, 5850, 5902, 5906, 5938, 5948, 5949, 5981, 5993, 6001, 6023,
6066, 6077, 6078, 6087, 6090, 6128, 6133, 6149, 6180, 6196, 6199,
6203, 6217, 6265, 6311, 6314, 6361, 6362, 6403, 6413, 6462, 6508,
6644, 6689, 6695, 6754, 6855, 6902, 6906, 6951, 6972, 6978, 6994,
7022, 7035
Meat Alternatives–Meatless Chicken, Goose, Duck, and Related
Poultry Products. See also Meatless Turkey 5521, 5801, 6071,
6072, 6271, 6413, 6462, 6471, 6481, 7042, 7134, 7135
Meat Alternatives–Meatless Cutlets 4671, 4674
Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfish, and Other Seafood-like
Products 4678, 4801, 5572, 5573, 5981, 6721, 6845, 7020
Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages (Including Frankfurters, Hot
Dogs, Wieners, Salami, Pepperoni, Breakfast Pork Sausage, etc.).
See Also Meat Extenders 815, 4450, 4534, 4642, 4676, 4733, 4743,
4744, 4748, 4751, 4753, 4774, 4775, 4805, 4895, 4980, 4982, 5054,
5339, 5360, 5396, 5535, 5542, 5543, 5580, 5656, 5658, 5694, 5700,
5708, 5737, 5768, 5784, 5791, 5792, 5812, 5843, 5906, 5948, 5950,
5955, 5961, 5968, 5989, 6141, 6152, 6214, 6271, 6276, 6308, 6431,
6439, 6440, 6483, 6562, 6563, 6632, 6669, 6805, 6951, 6972, 7002,
7007, 7021, 7060, 7093, 7109, 7111, 7131, 7135, 7141
Meat Alternatives–Meatless Turkey 4460, 6390, 6435, 6471, 6613,
6868, 6915, 7074, 7075, 7093, 7158, 7159
Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian)–Ganmodoki/Gammodoki and
Hiryozu (Deep-Fried Tofu Burgers and Treasure Balls) 3631, 5036,
5532
Meat Products Extended with Soy Protein, or Meat Extenders
(Marketed as Such) 220, 221, 257, 2033, 2385, 2400, 2456, 5905
Meatless burgers. See Vegetarian / Meatless Burgers
Media–Earliest Articles on Soy in Major Magazines and
Newspapers 3348, 3477, 3844
Media, Popular Articles on Soyfoods in Europe, or Related to
Europeans in Asia 735, 1851
Media, Popular Articles on Soyfoods in the USA, Canada, or
Related to North Americans in Asia 2456, 3477, 3737, 3844, 3894,
4019, 4086, 4267, 4341, 4416, 4519, 5114, 5512
Medical aspects of soybeans. See Cognitive / Brain Function.
Including Alzheimer’s Disease, Diabetes and Diabetic Diets,
Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health
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Medical aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian Diets–Medical
Aspects
Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Effects / Aspects (General)
1181, 1491, 4811
Medicine–Alternative–Incl. Acupuncture, Chiropractic, Drugless
Doctors, Herbal Therapy, Holistic / Wholistic Medicine,
Homeopathy, Natural Hygiene, Natural Medicine, Naturopathy,
Preventive / Preventative Medicine, 6748
Medicine, Chinese Traditional. See Chinese Medicine

Microscopic analysis and microscopy. See Soybean–Morphology,
Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its Seeds as Determined by
Microscopy or Microscopic Examination
MicroSoy Corporation (Jefferson, Iowa; Osaka, Japan). Formerly
Nichii Co. and MYCAL Corp.. 5918, 6183, 6301, 6381
Middle America. See Latin America–Central America; and Latin
America–Caribbean or West Indies, Latin America, Central
America, and Latin America, Caribbean or West Indies
Midwest Natural Foods Distributors, Inc. (Ann Arbor, Michigan)
5114

Meharry, Charles Leo (1885-1937), the A.P. Meharry Farms (One
Near Tolono, Champaign County, Illinois, and Three in Indiana),
and William E. Riegel, Meharry Farm Manager and Independent
Soybean Grower in Tolono, Illinois 1044, 1072, 1150, 1281, 1310,
1315, 1324, 1331, 1340, 1387, 1388, 1390, 1394, 1413, 1423, 1427,
1448, 1521, 1661, 1662, 1663, 1664, 1665, 1666, 1678, 1695, 1710,
1722, 1742, 1850, 1868, 1870, 1944, 1945, 1946, 2033, 2170, 2739,
2745, 2746, 2753, 4550
Mei Dou Za / Mei-Tou-Cha / Meitauza. See Tempeh, Okara

Miles Laboratories. See Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington,
Ohio)
Milk, almond. See Almond Milk and Cream. Also–Almonds Used
to Flavor Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc.
Milk, coconut / cocoanut. See Coconut Milk and Cream

Membrane Technology Processes–Microfiltration (MF),
Ultrafiltration (UF, including Diafiltration), Reverse Osmosis
(RO–also known as hyperfiltration, HF), Electrodialysis (ED), and
Nanofiltration (NF) 5365, 6075

Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and Creams Made from Nuts,
Grains, Seeds, or Legumes, Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews,
Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts, Hemp Seeds, Pecans, Pine Nuts,
Pumpkin Seeds, Sunflower Seeds, Walnuts, etc. See also: Almond
Milk, Amazake / Rice Milk, Peanut / Groundnut Milk, Sesame Milk
691, 3824, 6642

Mesoamerica. See Latin America–Central America

Milk, rice. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)

Mexican-style recipes, soyfoods used in. See Latin America, Central
America–Mexico

Milk, soy. See Soymilk
Miller, Harry W. (M.D.) (1879-1977) and International Nutrition
Laboratory (Mt. Vernon, Ohio) 2590, 2828, 3231, 3835, 6108

Mexico. See Latin America, Central America–Mexico
Mexico and Central America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods
Movement in Mexico and Central America

Minerals. See Aluminum in the Diet and Cooking Utensils–
Problems. Soy Is Not Mentioned, Calcium Availability, Absorption,
and Content of Soy

Meyer, Frank N. (1875-1918). USDA Plant Explorer in Asia 541,
641, 668, 750, 973, 1376, 1487, 1491, 1818, 1920, 2084, 5091

Minerals (General) 289, 815, 1469, 1479, 2505, 3231

Michigan. See United States–States–Michigan

Minnesota. See United States–States–Minnesota

Microalgae. See Single Cell Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic)

Miso companies (USA). See American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton,
North Carolina), Miyako Oriental Foods (Baldwin Park,
California), South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts)

Microbial Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic Single-Cell Proteins,
Including Fungi [Mycoproteins such as Quorn], Yeast, and Bacteria)
4492

Miso, early non-soy paste made with meat and fish in China or
Japan. See Jiang–Early Non-Soy

Microbiological Problems (Food Spoilage, Sanitation, and
Contamination). See also: Nutrition–Toxins and Toxicity in Foods
and Feeds–Microorganisms, Especially Bacteria, as Causal Agents
3746, 4427, 5485, 5625

Miso–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 597

Microbiology and Bacteriology–History of Early Discoveries 628

Miso–Imports, Exports, International Trade 637, 771, 3824, 4019,
4100, 4200, 4278, 4655, 4977, 4992, 5159, 5366, 5549, 5650, 5778,
6109, 6952, 6976

Microbiology and fermentation. See Fermented Soyfoods and Their
Fermentation

Miso in Second Generation Products, Documents About 3824
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Missouri. See United States–States–Missouri
Miso–Indonesian-style. See Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste

Mitoku–Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Tokyo, Japan)
4019, 4100, 4341, 5165, 5171, 5670, 5671, 5672, 6084, 6322

Miso Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 637, 1947, 1995, 2956, 3048, 4312, 5657,
5787, 5916, 6109

Mitsui & Co., Ltd. (Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, Japanese Trading Co.,
founded 1876) 652, 663, 667, 705, 1189, 2330, 6192, 6301

Miso Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 4615, 4767, 5636, 5670, 6109

Miyako Oriental Foods (Baldwin Park, California) 5549, 5923,
6109, 6668, 6690

Miso (Japanese-style Soybean Paste). See also: Jiang–for Chinesestyle Miso. Jang–for Korean-style Miso. And Taucho, Tauceo, Tau
Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho, or Taoetjo for Indonesianstyle Miso (Soybean Chiang, or Jiang [pinyin]) 87, 89, 106, 161,
196, 197, 211, 213, 222, 223, 237, 243, 248, 251, 261, 263, 266,
289, 307, 313, 317, 359, 377, 378, 401, 406, 410, 411, 542, 597,
607, 637, 641, 663, 664, 666, 672, 695, 730, 735, 746, 748, 771,
791, 838, 842, 844, 863, 879, 958, 985, 1017, 1023, 1024, 1025,
1026, 1027, 1029, 1133, 1276, 1279, 1437, 1479, 1537, 1538, 1542,
1561, 1570, 1627, 1766, 1853, 1869, 1876, 1900, 1916, 1918, 1927,
1931, 1933, 1947, 1948, 1960, 1995, 2023, 2040, 2086, 2272, 2275,
2279, 2330, 2331, 2381, 2433, 2438, 2488, 2499, 2509, 2630, 2691,
2763, 2770, 2829, 2917, 2932, 2956, 3048, 3191, 3342, 3631, 3778,
3824, 4019, 4100, 4200, 4265, 4278, 4306, 4341, 4416, 4450, 4460,
4478, 4521, 4564, 4594, 4602, 4615, 4655, 4767, 4827, 4853, 4908,
4977, 4987, 4992, 5004, 5005, 5006, 5103, 5106, 5110, 5114, 5136,
5159, 5212, 5277, 5296, 5321, 5366, 5389, 5454, 5510, 5512, 5513,
5535, 5549, 5551, 5556, 5636, 5651, 5657, 5670, 5696, 5736, 5778,
5782, 5787, 5791, 5797, 5821, 5883, 5884, 5913, 5916, 5923, 5964,
6006, 6057, 6069, 6109, 6116, 6127, 6157, 6169, 6171, 6178, 6245,
6246, 6258, 6280, 6350, 6364, 6436, 6534, 6592, 6661, 6668, 6690,
6741, 6785, 6872, 6913, 6924, 6930, 6936, 6976, 7009, 7036, 7084,
7086, 7094, 7130

Mizono family. See Azumaya, Inc. (San Francisco, California)
Mochi. See Rice-Based Foods–Mochi
Moldavia. See Europe, Eastern–Moldova
Monosodium glutamate. See MSG
Monsanto Co. (St. Louis, Missouri) and its HybriTech Seed
International subsidiary. Acquired Jacob Hartz Seed Co. in April
1983. Acquired Asgrow in April Feb. 1997. Merged with Pharmacia
& Upjohn on 31 March 2000 and was renamed Pharmacia Corp
3029, 3063, 3386, 3520, 3823, 4229, 4721, 5024, 5025, 5228, 5905,
6298, 6299, 6301, 6373, 6408, 6427, 6455, 6460, 6473, 6476, 6491,
6502, 6517, 6530, 6538, 6558, 6618, 6619, 6717, 6729, 6783, 6833,
6893, 6929, 6981, 7009, 7016, 7028, 7030, 7043, 7047, 7048, 7052,
7053, 7095, 7126, 7157, 7160, 7237
Monticello Co-operative Soybean Products Co. (Monticello, Piatt
Co., Illinois). Later also called Piatt County Soybean Cooperative
Co., and Viobin (Maker of Wheat Germ Oil) 1474, 1483, 1507,
1510, 1521, 2745

Miso, Korean-Style–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 2990

Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., and Morinaga Nyûgyô (Torrance,
California, and Tokyo, Japan) 5165, 5396, 5896, 6467, 6682, 6739,
6771, 6803, 6907, 6924

Miso, Non-Soy Relatives (Such as Modern Chickpea Miso, Oat
Miso, Etc.) 5321, 5787

Morphology, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure,
Anatomy, Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy

Miso products companies (USA). See Wizard’s Cauldron, Ltd.
(Cedar Grove, North Carolina)

Morrill Act. See Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, and Their
Origin with the Land

Miso Soup–Mainly Japanese 1869, 3191, 3631, 3824, 4426, 4908,
5038, 5549, 5778, 5787, 5791, 5821, 5964, 6010, 6069, 6668, 6828,
6952

Morse, William Joseph (1884-1959, USDA Soybean Expert) 624,
809, 825, 841, 860, 909, 910, 963, 1011, 1012, 1041, 1042, 1057,
1063, 1071, 1091, 1095, 1098, 1108, 1165, 1167, 1168, 1170, 1171,
1206, 1221, 1257, 1264, 1268, 1279, 1282, 1334, 1335, 1376, 1388,
1391, 1394, 1420, 1445, 1473, 1474, 1479, 1485, 1486, 1487, 1488,
1489, 1501, 1502, 1507, 1510, 1526, 1542, 1559, 1599, 1616, 1639,
1660, 1661, 1662, 1664, 1678, 1687, 1707, 1710, 1711, 1712, 1719,
1751, 1763, 1780, 1807, 1818, 1820, 1824, 1839, 1848, 1853, 1854,
1861, 1862, 1869, 1875, 1876, 1879, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920,
1921, 1922, 1923, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933,
1934, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1947, 1948, 1953, 1954, 1957, 1960, 1973,
1974, 1995, 2026, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2113, 2120, 2159, 2252, 2272,
2295, 2335, 2342, 2359, 2394, 2395, 2423, 2478, 2508, 2584, 2590,
2632, 2675, 2676, 2702, 2719, 2745, 2753, 2851, 2892, 2953, 2956,
2960, 2985, 2992, 3002, 3012, 3030, 3047, 3048, 3049, 3082, 3107,
3231, 3545, 3722, 3839, 3840, 3986, 4050, 4132, 4550, 4766, 5085,

Miso, soybean–Chinese-Style. See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste
Miso, soybean–Korean-style. See Jang–Korean-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste including Doenjang and Kochujang
Miso, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Products 4722, 4736,
4794, 4803, 4979, 5009, 5038, 5073, 5144, 5146, 5147, 5163, 5164,
5236, 5353, 5362, 5363, 5455, 5540, 5545, 5581, 5650, 5681, 5686,
5752, 5773, 5820, 5891, 5999, 6000, 6003, 6009, 6010, 6011, 6035,
6068, 6088, 6091, 6180, 6244, 6348, 6361, 6462, 6828, 6952, 7159
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5086, 5091, 5496, 6520, 6784, 7238

4425

Morse, W.J., on expedition to East Asia. See Tofu Dorsett-Morse
Expedition to East Asia (1929-1931)

National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR)
(USDA-ARS) (Peoria, Illinois). Named Northern Regional
Research Laboratory prior to July 1976. Named Northern Regional
Research Center prior to 28 Dec. 1991 2590, 2767, 2800, 2851,
2914, 2920, 2953, 2974, 2990, 2991, 3381, 3484, 3786, 4501, 4524,
4594

Motion Pictures or References to Motion Pictures. Also called
Movies, Films, or Documentaries 1665, 1758, 1947, 2962, 4314,
4543, 4957
Mottled, speckled, or spotted soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–
Mottled

National Food Research Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken,
Japan) 4564, 4607, 4630, 4735, 4799, 4830, 4857, 4859, 4860,
4907, 4987, 5208, 5240, 5241, 6269

Movies or films. See Motion Pictures
MSG (Monosodium Glutamate, the Sodium Salt of Glutamic Acid)
1723, 2991, 3231, 5974
Mucuna pruriens. See Velvet Bean
Mung Bean / Mungbean and Mung Bean Sprouts. Vigna radiata
L. Formerly Phaseolus aureus. Also called Green Gram. Chinese
(Mandarin)–Lüdou. Chinese (Cantonese)–Dau Ngah / Dow Ngaah.
Japanese–Moyashi. Indonesian: Kacang / katjang + hijau / ijo /
hidjau. German–Buschbohne. French–Haricot Mungo 22, 27, 32,
45, 61, 68, 322, 350, 451, 453, 663, 705, 744, 745, 889, 973, 1199,
1407, 1408, 1443, 1473, 1487, 1733, 1818, 1933, 1934, 2331, 2433,
2630, 3047, 3078, 3464, 3578, 3689, 3813, 3951, 4162, 4304, 4361,
4399, 4455, 4561, 4887, 4891, 4919, 4967, 4971, 5775, 5821, 6016,
6126, 6948
Muramoto, Noboru–His Life and Work with Macrobiotics,
Organizations He Founded, and Commercial Products He Made or
Inspired 5136
Muso Shokuhin–Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Osaka,
Japan) 4019, 4100, 4200, 4201, 4341, 5005, 5114, 5576, 5778,
6057, 6116

National Oilseed Processors Assoc. (NOPA) (National Soybean
Oil Manufacturers Association from May 1930 to 1935; National
Soybean Processors Assoc. (NSPA) from June 1936 to July 1989.
Washington, DC. Including Soy Flour Assoc. [1936-1949], Soya
Food Research Council [1936+], and Soybean Nutritional Research
Council [1937+]) 2033, 2250, 2286, 2300, 2362, 2365, 2454, 2590,
2709, 2746, 2767, 2828, 2863, 2943, 3381, 4543, 4550, 4957, 4958,
5087, 6499
National Soybean Crop Improvement Council. Organized March
1948 2943, 2986, 2987, 2993, 3052, 3060, 3084, 3177, 3202, 3203,
3290, 3668, 3725, 3876, 4080, 4296, 4524, 4543, 4550, 5087
National Soybean Research Laboratory (NSRL, University of
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois) 6434, 6461, 6490, 6491, 6492, 6541,
6782, 6906
Natto, Daitokuji / Daitoku-ji natto. See Daitokuji Fermented Black
Soybeans–from Japan
Natto–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 628, 1537, 1538, 1627, 1854, 3528, 4457, 5201,
5408
Natto from Nepal. See Kinema

Mycorrhiza. See Soybean–Physiology–Mycorrhiza / Mycorrhizal
Relations
Myths of soybean history–debunking / dispelling. See History of the
Soybean–Myths and Early Errors Concerning Its History
Names for soybeans–Fanciful. See Soybean Terminology and
Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and Names

Natto, Hamana. See Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from
Japan
Natto Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 5916
Natto Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 4446, 5781

Naphtha solvents for extraction. See Solvents
Nashville Agricultural and Normal Institute (NANI). See Madison
Foods and Madison College
Nasoya Foods, Inc. (Leominster, Massachusetts). Subsidiary of
Vitasoy Since Aug. 1990 4426, 4427, 4792, 4926, 5013, 5315,
5361, 5470, 5471, 5472, 5623, 5653, 5666, 5937, 6457, 6858
National Agricultural Library (USDA, Beltsville, Maryland) 510,
521, 569, 2754, 4117, 4425
National Agricultural Library (USDA, NAL, Beltsville, Maryland)

Natto–Soybean Dawadawa (From West Africa). Also called Dawadawa, Dadawa, Daddawa, Iru, Local Maggi, Ogiri, Soumbala /
Soumbara / Sumbala, or Tonou 2898, 3528, 4143, 5201, 5408,
5594, 6028, 6136, 6237, 6341, 6362
Natto (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus natto) 377, 411,
628, 663, 664, 705, 748, 791, 815, 863, 1029, 1330, 1407, 1408,
1479, 1537, 1538, 1542, 1570, 1627, 1854, 1869, 1900, 1947, 2040,
2201, 2279, 2330, 2438, 2499, 2509, 2630, 2691, 2770, 2898, 2917,
3342, 3528, 3631, 4143, 4446, 4457, 4564, 4735, 4830, 5103, 5106,
5201, 5277, 5296, 5408, 5510, 5594, 5657, 5781, 5808, 5916, 6028,
6033, 6136, 6137, 6169, 6181, 6237, 6299, 6301, 6341, 6350, 6362,
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6436, 6455, 6478, 6813, 7036, 7054

5727, 5728, 5751, 5753, 5763, 5857, 5865, 5913, 6099, 6267, 6340,
6628, 6786, 6789, 6797, 7064, 7065, 7127, 7216

Natural and Health Foods Retail Chains or Supermarkets: Alfalfa’s
(Mark Retzloff, Boulder, CO), Bread & Circus (Tony Harnett,
MA), Frazier Farms (Bill Frazier, Southern Calif.), Fresh Fields
(Rockville, MD), GNC = General Nutrition Corp. (Pittsburgh,
PA), Mrs. Gooch’s (Los Angeles, CA), Nature Foods Centres
(Wilmington, MA; Ronald Rossetti), Trader Joe’s, Wild Oats 3437,
5510, 5670, 5693, 6851, 6857
Natural Food Stores / Shops (mostly USA)–Early (1877 to 1970s)
3437
Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors (Canada). See
Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. (Vancouver then Richmond, British
Columbia, Canada), Manna Foods, Inc. (Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada)

Neonotonia wightii (Also called Rhodesian Kudzu Vine, Perennial
Soybean, or Soja perene / Soya Perenne; Formerly Glycine javanica
or Glycine wightii) 263, 2281, 3079, 3080, 3110, 3120, 3146, 3598,
4811, 5858
Nestlé (Nestle–The World’s Biggest Food Group) 2330, 4080,
4762, 6171
Netherlands. See Europe, Western–Netherlands
New Caledonia (French Territory of). See Oceania–Pacific Ocean
Islands that are Part of France–Territory of New Caledonia and
Dependencies
New England Soy Dairy. See Tomsun Foods, Inc.

Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors (USA).
See Arrowhead Mills (Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas),
Cornucopia Natural Foods, Eden Foods, Inc. (Clinton, Michigan).
Founded 4 Nov. 1969, Erewhon (Boston, Massachusetts),
Erewhon–Los Angeles / West, Food for Life (Illinois), Great
Eastern Sun and Macrobiotic Wholesale Co. (North Carolina),
Health Valley (Los Angeles, then Montebello, California), Infinity
Food Co. Renamed Infinity Company by 1973 (New York City),
Laurelbrook Natural Foods (Bel Air, Maryland), Midwest Natural
Foods (Ann Arbor, Michigan), Stow Mills, Inc. (Brattleboro,
Vermont) Lama Trading Co., Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida),
United Natural Foods, Inc. (UNFI), Westbrae Natural Foods, Inc.
(Berkeley, California)

New Uses Movement (USA, starting 1986)–Industrial Uses of
Soybeans. Successor to the Farm Chemurgic Movement (1930s
to 1950s). And Value-Added Industrial Applications. See also:
Research & Development Centers–USDA-ARS National Center
for Agricultural Utilization Research (Peoria, Illinois) 6143, 6778,
7048, 7162
New York. See United States–States–New York
New York State Agric. Experiment Station (Geneva, NY). See
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York)
New Zealand. See Oceania–New Zealand

Natural Foods Distributors or Master Distributors in the USA–
General and Other Smaller Companies: Cliffrose, Shadowfax 4353
Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Japan). See Mitoku
(Tokyo, Japan)

Nichii Company. See Whole Dry Soybean Flakes
Nigeria. See Africa–Nigeria
Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) 753, 1184, 1189, 1861

Natural Foods Exporters and Distributors (Japan). See Muso
Shokuhin (Osaka, Japan)
Natural Foods Movement and Industry in the United States (Started
in the Mid-1950s) 3348, 3437, 5551, 5693, 6251, 6843, 6880, 6961
Natural Foods Movement or Industry / Health Movement–
Periodicals 4437, 5223, 5643, 6745, 6815
Natural / Vegetarian Food Products Companies. See American
Natural Snacks, Boca Burger, Fantastic Foods, Gardenburger
Near East. See Asia, Middle East
Nematodes–Disease Control (Nematodes). Early Called Eelworms
/ Eel-Worms or Gallworms / Gall-Worms that Caused Root-Knot or
Root-Gall 601, 609, 889, 890, 1155, 1165, 1186, 1253, 1415, 1479,
1487, 1603, 1751, 1789, 1853, 1957, 2288, 2654, 2721, 2750, 2782,
2851, 3012, 3047, 3136, 3171, 3368, 3382, 3484, 3545, 3560, 3646,
3698, 3722, 3839, 3968, 4001, 4008, 4023, 4050, 4296, 4323, 4347,
4394, 4502, 4551, 4599, 4617, 4694, 4721, 4819, 4824, 4923, 4962,
4965, 5012, 5085, 5086, 5103, 5108, 5244, 5299, 5320, 5466, 5593,

Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company 602, 628, 677, 781,
908, 990, 1349, 1797, 2434, 2493, 3231, 3644, 3737, 4084, 4134,
4207, 5855, 6100
Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and Nodulation by
Rhizobium Bacteria 288, 290, 303, 310, 313, 314, 322, 333, 337,
338, 343, 344, 347, 351, 358, 362, 372, 378, 380, 397, 405, 416,
418, 421, 424, 425, 435, 437, 439, 444, 452, 462, 470, 471, 478,
483, 485, 495, 502, 510, 513, 516, 521, 524, 534, 538, 541, 546,
548, 556, 560, 561, 562, 569, 573, 578, 580, 587, 588, 592, 601,
602, 603, 608, 609, 612, 628, 637, 638, 641, 658, 659, 661, 674,
677, 680, 688, 693, 698, 699, 704, 712, 713, 716, 723, 724, 728,
740, 742, 743, 748, 753, 756, 764, 767, 774, 776, 779, 781, 782,
786, 788, 789, 791, 793, 798, 799, 800, 803, 804, 805, 807, 809,
811, 813, 815, 816, 818, 820, 821, 823, 824, 827, 828, 831, 837,
843, 846, 850, 853, 854, 869, 870, 872, 874, 876, 877, 879, 881,
882, 884, 887, 889, 890, 895, 897, 901, 903, 904, 905, 908, 909,
910, 914, 916, 919, 920, 921, 922, 923, 930, 932, 933, 934, 937,
941, 944, 946, 953, 955, 959, 961, 962, 963, 965, 967, 968, 969,
970, 975, 976, 984, 986, 987, 990, 996, 997, 999, 1001, 1007, 1009,
1010, 1022, 1032, 1033, 1035, 1038, 1043, 1045, 1046, 1047, 1048,
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1049, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1060, 1064, 1068, 1072, 1073, 1075,
1076, 1077, 1078, 1080, 1085, 1088, 1101, 1108, 1109, 1118, 1140,
1141, 1143, 1144, 1145, 1149, 1150, 1153, 1155, 1158, 1165, 1169,
1171, 1184, 1186, 1188, 1190, 1192, 1193, 1196, 1205, 1206, 1210,
1213, 1215, 1218, 1223, 1224, 1226, 1227, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1233,
1235, 1238, 1242, 1244, 1249, 1253, 1254, 1258, 1261, 1267, 1269,
1271, 1273, 1275, 1276, 1277, 1281, 1285, 1293, 1295, 1296, 1297,
1299, 1300, 1301, 1302, 1305, 1307, 1310, 1311, 1316, 1317, 1320,
1321, 1323, 1324, 1330, 1331, 1337, 1345, 1347, 1349, 1352, 1358,
1359, 1360, 1361, 1362, 1368, 1370, 1372, 1373, 1374, 1375, 1379,
1383, 1384, 1394, 1395, 1407, 1408, 1413, 1421, 1422, 1424, 1425,
1426, 1427, 1428, 1430, 1437, 1438, 1439, 1452, 1454, 1456, 1457,
1461, 1464, 1465, 1478, 1479, 1481, 1487, 1490, 1493, 1498, 1506,
1515, 1522, 1524, 1530, 1531, 1532, 1536, 1538, 1539, 1548, 1551,
1555, 1562, 1564, 1571, 1572, 1574, 1576, 1578, 1582, 1588, 1594,
1595, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1607, 1610, 1625, 1643, 1646, 1652,
1657, 1659, 1661, 1662, 1664, 1665, 1674, 1677, 1681, 1683, 1692,
1695, 1704, 1708, 1711, 1712, 1714, 1716, 1722, 1739, 1743, 1751,
1756, 1763, 1766, 1771, 1773, 1775, 1781, 1793, 1797, 1798, 1799,
1801, 1804, 1816, 1819, 1827, 1828, 1829, 1832, 1841, 1842, 1849,
1851, 1856, 1857, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1868, 1871, 1877, 1880, 1884,
1891, 1893, 1897, 1904, 1907, 1914, 1924, 1944, 1945, 1956, 1957,
1965, 1967, 1969, 1976, 1982, 1986, 1988, 1990, 2006, 2017, 2019,
2020, 2023, 2024, 2025, 2041, 2064, 2078, 2083, 2105, 2106, 2109,
2111, 2112, 2113, 2115, 2116, 2119, 2121, 2122, 2127, 2135, 2136,
2137, 2147, 2155, 2156, 2158, 2159, 2163, 2176, 2181, 2184, 2201,
2205, 2211, 2216, 2219, 2224, 2225, 2232, 2238, 2241, 2245, 2253,
2256, 2261, 2273, 2274, 2275, 2276, 2279, 2287, 2288, 2291, 2292,
2294, 2296, 2299, 2302, 2303, 2310, 2314, 2323, 2325, 2329, 2330,
2331, 2332, 2336, 2337, 2344, 2350, 2351, 2359, 2362, 2370, 2385,
2386, 2390, 2392, 2395, 2397, 2403, 2406, 2409, 2412, 2416, 2417,
2423, 2425, 2434, 2436, 2445, 2451, 2452, 2465, 2474, 2484, 2491,
2493, 2494, 2498, 2499, 2502, 2503, 2510, 2513, 2516, 2518, 2519,
2523, 2533, 2535, 2539, 2551, 2553, 2554, 2559, 2560, 2561, 2582,
2592, 2597, 2598, 2612, 2613, 2614, 2618, 2622, 2625, 2627, 2629,
2630, 2631, 2632, 2633, 2638, 2651, 2653, 2654, 2672, 2675, 2676,
2678, 2680, 2686, 2696, 2697, 2703, 2715, 2719, 2720, 2734, 2736,
2744, 2749, 2754, 2755, 2756, 2763, 2765, 2766, 2771, 2773, 2776,
2780, 2801, 2804, 2806, 2809, 2813, 2824, 2827, 2828, 2829, 2830,
2833, 2843, 2849, 2855, 2857, 2859, 2862, 2866, 2872, 2875, 2881,
2892, 2895, 2898, 2900, 2901, 2902, 2916, 2923, 2932, 2939, 2951,
2954, 2958, 2965, 2967, 2970, 2972, 2974, 2992, 3002, 3018, 3019,
3026, 3027, 3037, 3047, 3054, 3072, 3089, 3090, 3095, 3110, 3112,
3114, 3129, 3152, 3198, 3225, 3230, 3231, 3235, 3248, 3249, 3251,
3253, 3260, 3262, 3286, 3293, 3301, 3304, 3307, 3322, 3324, 3325,
3327, 3331, 3332, 3337, 3347, 3368, 3381, 3392, 3404, 3413, 3415,
3432, 3438, 3450, 3477, 3490, 3498, 3505, 3507, 3516, 3545, 3563,
3583, 3612, 3620, 3621, 3632, 3636, 3644, 3647, 3650, 3656, 3658,
3663, 3665, 3669, 3671, 3673, 3675, 3688, 3690, 3695, 3698, 3704,
3723, 3727, 3732, 3736, 3737, 3742, 3744, 3760, 3772, 3783, 3790,
3791, 3797, 3798, 3800, 3813, 3817, 3821, 3834, 3846, 3863, 3869,
3870, 3873, 3884, 3893, 3896, 3900, 3906, 3914, 3920, 3921, 3923,
3932, 3933, 3949, 3952, 3955, 3961, 3977, 3984, 3987, 3994, 4003,
4006, 4012, 4014, 4023, 4050, 4051, 4052, 4059, 4061, 4064, 4071,
4078, 4084, 4089, 4090, 4091, 4092, 4099, 4120, 4121, 4128, 4134,
4141, 4147, 4151, 4158, 4160, 4161, 4163, 4165, 4176, 4206, 4207,
4212, 4216, 4227, 4232, 4241, 4243, 4261, 4262, 4264, 4268, 4270,
4276, 4287, 4293, 4294, 4296, 4300, 4306, 4308, 4322, 4333, 4336,
4343, 4345, 4361, 4388, 4390, 4394, 4399, 4405, 4418, 4422, 4423,
4429, 4444, 4445, 4452, 4456, 4457, 4465, 4477, 4483, 4484, 4497,

4502, 4504, 4510, 4528, 4531, 4532, 4535, 4548, 4549, 4550, 4556,
4561, 4562, 4588, 4590, 4593, 4594, 4599, 4609, 4643, 4646, 4688,
4689, 4690, 4691, 4698, 4700, 4706, 4720, 4746, 4766, 4769, 4807,
4814, 4823, 4824, 4850, 4881, 4882, 4893, 4947, 4962, 4963, 4965,
4967, 4970, 5000, 5003, 5042, 5068, 5074, 5111, 5115, 5125, 5128,
5157, 5158, 5166, 5186, 5188, 5189, 5196, 5201, 5214, 5220, 5228,
5237, 5238, 5243, 5270, 5277, 5291, 5299, 5301, 5329, 5384, 5385,
5390, 5407, 5410, 5413, 5415, 5441, 5449, 5461, 5494, 5504, 5519,
5537, 5546, 5571, 5594, 5597, 5602, 5606, 5620, 5662, 5667, 5669,
5725, 5727, 5729, 5731, 5748, 5751, 5855, 5859, 5862, 5864, 5893,
5894, 5895, 5900, 5952, 6017, 6044, 6092, 6094, 6100, 6110, 6139,
6151, 6153, 6156, 6160, 6164, 6165, 6166, 6167, 6169, 6170, 6177,
6188, 6209, 6215, 6220, 6221, 6267, 6272, 6286, 6339, 6340, 6342,
6343, 6350, 6367, 6409, 6464, 6478, 6512, 6514, 6516, 6531, 6572,
6645, 6646, 6647, 6758, 6759, 6760, 6763, 6772, 6817, 6830, 6831,
6832, 6878, 6916, 6922, 6923, 6962, 6982, 7027, 7055, 7065, 7066,
7127, 7144, 7145, 7151, 7171, 7184, 7187, 7198, 7206, 7207, 7208,
7212, 7214, 7216, 7217, 7220, 7226, 7239
Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and Nodulation–
Etymology of Related Terms and Their Cognates 290, 310, 1594
Nitrogen Fixing Cultures / Inoculants (Commercial and
Noncommercial from government), of Rhizobium Bacteria for
Soybeans (Culture / Inoculant / Inoculum / Inocula) 546, 548, 602,
628, 677, 781, 908, 986, 1271, 1273, 1301, 1349, 1551, 1797, 1884,
1967, 2006, 2434, 2493, 2901, 2902, 3231, 3381, 3477, 3636, 3644,
3737, 3920, 3921, 4084, 4134, 4306, 4967, 5220, 5546, 5855, 6100,
6647
Noble Bean (Ontario, Canada). Founded by Susan and Allan Brown
in June 1980 4622, 5133, 5174, 5175, 5569, 5721, 5995, 6937,
7146, 7147, 7148, 7149
Noblee & Thoerl GmbH (Hamburg, Germany) 2498
Nodulation. See Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and
Nodulation by Rhizobium Bacteria
Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and
Confusion Concerning Names 658, 1165, 1479, 1751, 2395, 2423,
2992, 3002
Non-dairy, non-soy milk. See Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and
Creams Made from Nuts, Grains, Seeds, or Legumes
Non-dairy products. See Casein and Caseinates Used with Soy in
Products That Are Labeled as “Non-Dairy”
Non-dairy products (so-called) made from casein or caseinates. See
Casein or Caseinates–Problems in So-Called Non-Dairy Products
Nordquist, Ted. See WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN
Industries, Inc., California)
North America. See United States of America, and Canada. For
Mexico, see Latin America, Central America
North Carolina. See United States–States–North Carolina
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North Iowa Cooperative Processing Association, (Manly, Iowa).
Opened Sept. 1944. Renamed North Iowa Soybean Cooperative in
1962. See also Glenn Pogeler 3786
Northeast India. See Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The
Contiguous Seven Sister States and Sikkim
Northern Regional Research Center (NRRC) (Peoria, Illinois). See
National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR)
(USDA-ARS)
Northern Soy, Inc. (Rochester, New York) 4670, 4795, 5094, 5316,
5455, 5543, 5694, 5807, 6201, 6207, 6505, 6946, 6947, 7200
Northrup King Co. A subsidiary of Sandoz (1995), then Novartis
(1996), then Syngenta (2001) 468, 5300, 6100, 6267, 6618, 6703
No-till farming. See Soybean Cultural Practices–No Till Farming
Novartis, Including Novartis Seeds. Novartis was formed in March
1996 by the Merger of Sandoz AG and Ciba-Geigy (both based in
Basel, Switzerland) 6703
Nuclear Power, Weapons, War, Fallout, or Radioactivity Worldwide
4019
Nut Butters, Non-Soy. Including Butter Made from Nuts or Seeds,
Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews, Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts,
Hickory Nuts, Hemp Seeds, Macadamia Nuts, Pecans, Pignolias,
Pine Nuts, Pistachios, Pumpkin Seeds, Sunflower Seeds, Walnuts,
etc. See also: Almond Butter (from 1373), Peanut Butter (from
1896), Sesame Butter, Soynut Butter 4486, 5535, 6549
Nut milk or cream. See Milk–Non-Dairy Milks and Creams Made
from Nuts
Nutrition. See Carbohydrates (General). See also Starch, Dietary
Fiber, and Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars), Carbohydrates–
Dietary Fiber, Carbohydrates–Glycemic Index and Glycemic Load,
Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis, Claim or Claims
of Health Benefits–Usually Authorized by the FDA, Flatulence or
Intestinal Gas, Human Nutrition–Clinical Trials, Intestinal Flora /
Bacteria, Lipid and Fatty Acid Composition of Soy, Microbiological
Problems (Food Spoilage, Sanitation, and Contamination), Minerals
(General), Protein Quality, and Supplementation, Protein Resources
and Shortages, and the “World Protein Crisis / Gap / Problem”
of 1950-1979, Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–General,
Vitamin E (Tocopherol), Vitamins (General), Vitamins B-12
(Cyanocobalamin, Cobalamins)
Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance in Diet and Health, or Individual
Foods, or Acid-Alkaline Ash in Diet, or Acid-Forming and BaseForming Elements in Foods 2828, 3231, 4811
Nutrition bars. See Bars–Energy Bars or Nutrition Bars Made with
Soy
Nutrition–Biologically active phytochemicals. See Antioxidants,
Phytic Acid, Phytates, and Phytin, Saponins, Trypsin / Protease /
Proteinase Growth Inhibitors

Nutrition–Biologically Active Phytochemicals–Allergens, Allergy
/ Allergies, and Allergic Reactions Caused (or Remedied) by
Soybeans, Soyfoods, Peanuts, or Animal Milks 3464, 5859, 6309
Nutrition–Biologically active substances. See Antinutritional
Factors (General), Hemagglutinins (Lectins or Soyin)
Nutrition–Carbohydrates. See Oligosaccharides, Starch
Nutrition et Nature (Revel near Toulouse, France). Founded in June
1982 as SOY (Cerny, France). Named Nutrition et Soja, Div. of
Nutrition et Santé from 1 Aug. 1994 until 1 Jan. 2011 4762, 4884,
5095, 5096, 5250, 5330, 5331, 5349, 5356, 5437, 5475, 5658, 5685,
5695, 5737, 5768, 5769, 5770, 5819, 5824, 5897, 5902, 5925, 6265,
6375, 6386, 6554, 6669, 6902, 7072
Nutrition (General) 307, 401, 1023, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1077, 1570,
1732, 2120, 2272, 2276, 2290, 2304, 2330, 2332, 2336, 2385, 2417,
2568, 2596, 2633, 2842, 2881, 2973, 2991, 3042, 3064, 3072, 3130,
4061, 4206, 4296, 4688, 5226, 5299, 5327, 5512, 5751, 6359, 6512,
7204
Nutrition, human, USDA bureau of. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home
Economics
Nutrition–Lipids. See Linolenic Acid and Linolenate, Sterols or
Steroid Hormones
Nutrition–Medical Aspects. See Cognitive / Brain Function.
Including Alzheimer’s Disease, Diabetes and Diabetic Diets,
Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Aspects (General),
Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health
Nutrition–Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Aspects. See Chinese
Medicine, Traditional
Nutrition–Minerals. See Aluminum in the Diet and Cooking
Utensils–Problems. Soy Is Not Mentioned, Calcium Availability,
Absorption, and Content of Soy
Nutrition–Protein. See Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition
and Content
Nutrition–Protein–Early and basic research. See Protein–Early and
Basic Research
Nutritional aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian and Vegan
Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects
Nuts made from roasted soybeans. See Soynuts
Obituaries, Eulogies, Death Certificates, and Wills. See Also:
Biographies, Biographical Sketches and Autobiographies 2791
Oceania–Atlantic Ocean Islands that are Part of the United
Kingdom–Ascension (in south Atlantic), British Antarctic Territory
(Including South Shetland Islands and South Orkney Islands in
south Atlantic), Channel Islands (in English Channel), Falkland
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Islands {or Islas Malvinas} and Dependencies (in south Atlantic),
Isle of Man (in Irish Sea), South Georgia Islands (in South
Atlantic), St. Helena (1,200 miles off the west coast of Africa) 2224
Oceania–Australia, Commonwealth of (Including Tasmania, Cocos
(Keeling) Islands, Christmas Island, Coral Sea Islands Territory,
Norfolk Island, Territory of Ashmore and Cartier Islands, and
Australian Antarctic Territory) 195, 263, 283, 289, 297, 304, 312,
363, 373, 385, 423, 425, 518, 563, 630, 679, 739, 742, 752, 764,
765, 770, 778, 787, 794, 797, 811, 813, 821, 846, 875, 1199, 1328,
1433, 1457, 1479, 1616, 1648, 1693, 1697, 1725, 2119, 2153, 2158,
2231, 2239, 2245, 2275, 2276, 2281, 2304, 2330, 2332, 2333, 2438,
2870, 2875, 2900, 2923, 3047, 3048, 3110, 3188, 3192, 3362, 3380,
3420, 3449, 3516, 3568, 3613, 3638, 3656, 3748, 3834, 3900, 3910,
3970, 3989, 3990, 3997, 4097, 4104, 4173, 4270, 4300, 4365, 4499,
4590, 4593, 4601, 4689, 4697, 4782, 4821, 4845, 4900, 4901, 4902,
4921, 4973, 4983, 5043, 5162, 5165, 5172, 5257, 5277, 5293, 5343,
5344, 5415, 5423, 5473, 5544, 5667, 5684, 5725, 5787, 5797, 5801,
5831, 5838, 5946, 6014, 6026, 6030, 6034, 6074, 6079, 6128, 6149,
6211, 6292, 6426, 6476, 6482, 6488, 6522, 6620, 6737, 6744, 6813,
6849, 6995, 7029, 7053, 7126, 7237
Oceania–Fiji 2275, 2281, 3797, 4247, 4455, 4697, 4971
Oceania–French Polynesia (French Oceania from about 1903 to
sometime between 1946 and 1958. A French Overseas Territory in
the South Pacific Ocean, comprising the Marquesas, Society Islands
{Including Tahiti}, Gambier, and Tubuai Islands, and the Tuamotu
Archipelago) 4337, 4338, 5247, 5727
Oceania (General, Also Called Australasia, or Australia and Islands
of the Pacific / Pacific Islands) 312, 1276

(Ile des Pins–Kunié), Belep Archipelago (Iles Bélep), and Huon
Islands (Ile Huon) 2245, 2275
Oceania–Papua New Guinea, Independent State of (British New
Guinea from 1888, then Territory of Papua and New Guinea until
Sept. 1975. The northeast was German New Guinea from 1884 to
1914, then Trust Territory of New Guinea) 2281, 2438, 3636, 3790,
4083
Oceania–Samoa (Formerly Western Samoa; German Samoa until
1914) 4677, 4904
Oceania–Solomon Islands (British Solomon Islands Protectorate
until July 1978) 3504, 3656, 3687, 3797
Oceania–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses 3613, 3656, 3900, 4270, 4593, 4821
Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany). Founded in 1965
by incorporating Stettiner Oelwerke AG (founded 1910), Toeppfer’s
Oelwerke GmbH (founded 1915), and Hansa-Muehle AG (founded
1916 as Hanseatische Muehlenwerke AG) 769, 1542, 2008, 2103,
2498, 2767, 2942, 4206
Off flavors. See Flavor Taste Problems
Ohio. See United States–States–Ohio
Ohio Miso Co. (Founded in 1979 by Thom Leonard and Richard
Kluding). See South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts)
Ohio Valley Soybean Cooperative (Henderson, Kentucky). Started
June 1941 2520, 6859

Oceania–Guam 1443, 6531
Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain country in Oceania 1443, 2245,
2281, 4083

Ohsawa, George and Lima–Their Life and Work with Macrobiotics
(Also Sakurazawa Nyoichi, or Georges Ohsawa) 4019, 4615, 5159,
5365, 5366, 5367, 5368, 6223, 6251, 6618, 6661
Oil, soy. See Soy Oil

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain country in
Oceania 1443, 2245, 2281, 4083

Oil, soy, constants. See Soy Oil Constants
Oil, soy–industrial uses. See Industrial Uses of Soy Oil

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain country in Oceania 1199,
1443, 2245

Oil, soy–industrial uses of. See Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, Paint
Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Incl. Henry A. Gardner,
L.P. Nemzek and Industrial Uses of Soybeans

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain country
in Oceania 1199, 1443, 2245

Oil, soy, industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Industrial Uses of
Soy Oil

Oceania–New Zealand–Including Stewart Island, Chatham Islands,
Snares Islands, Bounty Islands, and Tokelau (formerly Union
Islands) 343, 363, 814, 1007, 2275, 2403, 2423, 2438, 2875, 3663,
3783, 3795, 3811, 3905, 5423, 5567, 5675, 5676, 6448, 6624, 6753,
6754, 6840, 6919

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Binder for Sand
Foundry Cores, Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, Linoleum, Floor
Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods, Resins, Plastics, and
Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–ESO), Rubber Substitutes
or Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)

Oceania–Pacific Ocean Islands that are Part of France–Territory
of New Caledonia (Nouvelle Calédonie) and Dependencies.
Dependencies are the Loyalty Islands (Iles Loyauté), Isle of Pines

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a hydrogenated oil. See Candles,
Crayons, and Soybean Wax
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Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a non-drying oil. See Adjuvants,
Carriers, and Surfactants for Pesticides, Herbicides, and Other
Agricultural Chemicals, Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel or
Artificial Petroleum, Dust Suppressants and Dust Control,
Explosives Made from Glycerine, Illumination or Lighting by
Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps Like Kerosene, Lubricants,
Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts, Release or Curing
Agents for Concrete or Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic
Fluids, and Other Minor or General Uses, Soaps or Detergents

6285, 6291, 6294, 6296, 6299, 6300, 6301, 6302, 6305, 6309, 6313,
6349, 6381, 6383, 6385, 6394, 6395, 6426, 6433, 6436, 6455, 6456,
6470, 6485, 6496, 6502, 6509, 6536, 6549, 6550, 6561, 6571, 6574,
6594, 6618, 6619, 6625, 6630, 6637, 6648, 6652, 6659, 6661, 6687,
6689, 6720, 6745, 6750, 6785, 6796, 6815, 6843, 6848, 6849, 6850,
6854, 6880, 6906, 6917, 6935, 6937, 6961, 6977, 6983, 6987, 6995,
6997, 7004, 7005, 7008, 7009, 7014, 7015, 7016, 7017, 7029, 7030,
7037, 7043, 7044, 7051, 7053, 7107, 7114, 7126, 7157, 7170, 7172,
7197, 7208, 7237

Okara. See Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, Fiber, Soy

Organically Grown Soybeans or Organic Soybean Products in
Commercial Food Products 3890, 3897, 3898, 3995, 4004, 4047,
4100, 4200, 4201, 4226, 4235, 4257, 4278, 4282, 4317, 4318, 4319,
4320, 4324, 4325, 4332, 4339, 4346, 4348, 4351, 4352, 4353, 4356,
4358, 4380, 4381, 4382, 4383, 4384, 4385, 4414, 4415, 4420, 4421,
4426, 4427, 4430, 4434, 4435, 4443, 4446, 4448, 4459, 4464, 4468,
4470, 4471, 4472, 4473, 4475, 4476, 4495, 4508, 4509, 4516, 4517,
4518, 4519, 4521, 4527, 4529, 4530, 4534, 4539, 4540, 4541, 4542,
4546, 4558, 4559, 4560, 4565, 4569, 4574, 4577, 4578, 4579, 4580,
4583, 4584, 4585, 4586, 4600, 4606, 4611, 4618, 4619, 4620, 4621,
4622, 4625, 4626, 4628, 4629, 4631, 4632, 4633, 4634, 4635, 4638,
4639, 4640, 4641, 4642, 4644, 4645, 4648, 4650, 4652, 4654, 4655,
4657, 4658, 4659, 4660, 4661, 4662, 4663, 4664, 4666, 4668, 4669,
4670, 4671, 4672, 4673, 4674, 4676, 4678, 4680, 4713, 4715, 4716,
4717, 4722, 4726, 4728, 4731, 4733, 4734, 4736, 4737, 4739, 4740,
4741, 4742, 4743, 4744, 4747, 4748, 4751, 4752, 4753, 4754, 4756,
4758, 4759, 4760, 4761, 4763, 4765, 4774, 4775, 4781, 4785, 4786,
4787, 4789, 4792, 4794, 4795, 4796, 4798, 4801, 4802, 4803, 4804,
4805, 4829, 4831, 4834, 4835, 4836, 4837, 4838, 4839, 4842, 4845,
4852, 4853, 4866, 4868, 4869, 4870, 4871, 4874, 4875, 4876, 4878,
4879, 4880, 4883, 4884, 4885, 4886, 4887, 4888, 4889, 4890, 4891,
4895, 4898, 4899, 4900, 4901, 4902, 4903, 4905, 4906, 4908, 4909,
4912, 4913, 4914, 4915, 4916, 4920, 4921, 4922, 4925, 4926, 4927,
4928, 4929, 4930, 4931, 4932, 4936, 4937, 4938, 4939, 4940, 4941,
4942, 4943, 4944, 4945, 4973, 4974, 4975, 4976, 4977, 4979, 4980,
4982, 4984, 4985, 4990, 4995, 4996, 5002, 5004, 5007, 5008, 5009,
5013, 5014, 5015, 5016, 5017, 5026, 5027, 5030, 5035, 5038, 5043,
5044, 5046, 5047, 5050, 5054, 5055, 5056, 5057, 5060, 5061, 5063,
5064, 5065, 5067, 5070, 5071, 5072, 5073, 5084, 5090, 5092, 5094,
5095, 5096, 5116, 5117, 5130, 5131, 5132, 5133, 5134, 5135, 5136,
5137, 5138, 5139, 5140, 5141, 5143, 5144, 5145, 5146, 5147, 5148,
5150, 5151, 5155, 5156, 5159, 5160, 5161, 5162, 5163, 5164, 5165,
5167, 5169, 5170, 5171, 5174, 5175, 5177, 5178, 5180, 5194, 5195,
5197, 5198, 5199, 5203, 5205, 5207, 5209, 5212, 5217, 5218, 5221,
5222, 5224, 5227, 5230, 5231, 5232, 5234, 5235, 5236, 5239, 5242,
5250, 5252, 5253, 5254, 5259, 5262, 5263, 5264, 5265, 5266, 5307,
5308, 5309, 5310, 5311, 5312, 5313, 5315, 5316, 5317, 5318, 5321,
5324, 5325, 5326, 5328, 5330, 5331, 5332, 5334, 5335, 5336, 5339,
5340, 5343, 5344, 5346, 5348, 5350, 5351, 5353, 5354, 5355, 5356,
5357, 5358, 5359, 5360, 5361, 5362, 5363, 5364, 5365, 5366, 5367,
5368, 5369, 5370, 5371, 5374, 5375, 5376, 5378, 5379, 5380, 5381,
5382, 5383, 5396, 5423, 5424, 5425, 5426, 5427, 5428, 5429, 5430,
5431, 5434, 5435, 5437, 5438, 5439, 5440, 5454, 5455, 5456, 5465,
5467, 5470, 5471, 5472, 5473, 5475, 5476, 5477, 5478, 5479, 5480,
5481, 5482, 5483, 5484, 5485, 5486, 5487, 5488, 5489, 5490, 5492,
5493, 5499, 5502, 5503, 5505, 5506, 5507, 5508, 5513, 5514, 5515,
5517, 5518, 5521, 5522, 5523, 5530, 5531, 5532, 5536, 5539, 5540,
5541, 5543, 5545, 5548, 5549, 5552, 5553, 5554, 5557, 5558, 5561,
5562, 5563, 5564, 5566, 5567, 5569, 5570, 5572, 5573, 5574, 5575,
5576, 5578, 5579, 5580, 5581, 5582, 5583, 5584, 5585, 5586, 5587,

Okara tempeh. See Tempeh, Okara
Okinawa / Ryukyu Islands / Great LooChoo (Part of Japan Since
1972) 664, 3191
Oligosaccharides (The Complex Sugars Raffinose, Stachyose, and
Verbascose) 3788, 4501, 5657, 6436, 6479, 6545
Olive Oil 80, 243, 359, 525, 933, 1332, 2034, 2172, 2422, 2558,
2908, 3605, 3844, 5195, 6031, 6756, 6817
Olive / Olives (Olea europea). See also Olive Oil 4460, 5580, 5871,
5920, 6148, 6244, 6289, 6790
Omega-3 fatty acids. See Linolenic Acid–Omega-3 Fatty Acid
Content of Soybeans and Soybean Products
Oncom, Onchom, or Ontjom. See Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives
Ontario. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario
Ontario Soybean Growers (Canada: Name Changes–Ontario
Soybean Growers Association, Nov. 1946 to 1949. Ontario SoyaBean Growers’ Marketing Board, 1949 to 1989. Ontario Soybean
Growers’ Marketing Board, 1989 to 1 Dec. 1999). Merged into
Grain Farmers of Ontario 2010 Jan 1 2931, 3055, 3381, 4021, 5550,
5657, 5756, 5766, 5916, 6100, 6181, 6222, 6267, 7028, 7048
Organic Farming and Gardening (General; Part of Natural Foods
Movement). See also: Organic Soybean Production (Commercial).
See also: Soybean Production: Organically Grown Soybeans or
Soybean Products in Commercial Food Products 3194, 3207, 3348,
3437, 3464, 3588, 3737, 4320, 4437, 5223, 5229, 5643, 5806, 5862,
6107, 6258, 6625, 6745, 6815, 6983, 6990, 7085, 7114, 7208
Organic Soybean Production (Commercial). See also: Soybean
Production: Organically Grown Soybeans or Soybean Products in
Commercial Food Products 3175, 3194, 3196, 3348, 3437, 3464,
3471, 3477, 3588, 3729, 3739, 3824, 3844, 3891, 3894, 3998, 4019,
4063, 4086, 4320, 4341, 4345, 4386, 4413, 4416, 4433, 4436, 4437,
4450, 4458, 4460, 4462, 4486, 4512, 4513, 4524, 4533, 4535, 4536,
4537, 4538, 4615, 4719, 4724, 4762, 4767, 4812, 4827, 4877, 4947,
4954, 4983, 4992, 5005, 5010, 5036, 5037, 5114, 5223, 5349, 5409,
5510, 5511, 5525, 5535, 5550, 5551, 5556, 5636, 5643, 5645, 5652,
5656, 5665, 5666, 5670, 5679, 5688, 5693, 5723, 5736, 5745, 5778,
5779, 5780, 5782, 5791, 5796, 5807, 5819, 5821, 5826, 5827, 5862,
5897, 5906, 5911, 5912, 5916, 5918, 5931, 5932, 5938, 5948, 5953,
6100, 6104, 6106, 6107, 6108, 6115, 6116, 6192, 6206, 6251, 6278,
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5617, 5618, 5621, 5622, 5623, 5625, 5626, 5629, 5630, 5632, 5637,
5638, 5639, 5640, 5641, 5642, 5644, 5646, 5647, 5648, 5649, 5650,
5651, 5653, 5654, 5657, 5658, 5659, 5660, 5661, 5663, 5664, 5671,
5672, 5675, 5676, 5677, 5678, 5680, 5681, 5682, 5684, 5685, 5686,
5687, 5689, 5690, 5691, 5692, 5694, 5695, 5696, 5697, 5700, 5701,
5703, 5704, 5705, 5706, 5708, 5709, 5714, 5715, 5716, 5717, 5718,
5719, 5721, 5724, 5732, 5733, 5735, 5737, 5752, 5757, 5761, 5762,
5764, 5765, 5767, 5768, 5769, 5770, 5771, 5772, 5773, 5775, 5776,
5777, 5781, 5783, 5784, 5786, 5789, 5790, 5792, 5793, 5794, 5795,
5797, 5798, 5799, 5800, 5801, 5802, 5803, 5804, 5805, 5808, 5810,
5812, 5814, 5816, 5818, 5820, 5822, 5823, 5824, 5825, 5828, 5829,
5831, 5832, 5833, 5834, 5835, 5836, 5837, 5838, 5840, 5841, 5842,
5843, 5844, 5845, 5846, 5847, 5848, 5849, 5850, 5851, 5852, 5867,
5868, 5869, 5870, 5871, 5872, 5873, 5874, 5875, 5876, 5877, 5878,
5879, 5880, 5882, 5883, 5884, 5885, 5886, 5887, 5888, 5889, 5890,
5891, 5892, 5898, 5899, 5901, 5902, 5903, 5904, 5906, 5908, 5909,
5910, 5917, 5919, 5920, 5921, 5922, 5923, 5924, 5925, 5926, 5927,
5928, 5929, 5930, 5933, 5934, 5937, 5939, 5940, 5941, 5942, 5943,
5944, 5946, 5947, 5949, 5950, 5951, 5954, 5955, 5956, 5957, 5958,
5959, 5960, 5961, 5962, 5963, 5964, 5968, 5969, 5970, 5971, 5972,
5973, 5974, 5975, 5976, 5977, 5980, 5981, 5982, 5984, 5985, 5986,
5987, 5988, 5989, 5990, 5991, 5992, 5993, 5994, 5995, 5997, 5998,
5999, 6000, 6001, 6002, 6003, 6004, 6005, 6006, 6007, 6008, 6009,
6010, 6011, 6012, 6018, 6019, 6020, 6023, 6024, 6026, 6027, 6029,
6030, 6031, 6033, 6034, 6035, 6039, 6040, 6051, 6053, 6057, 6058,
6059, 6061, 6062, 6065, 6066, 6067, 6068, 6069, 6070, 6071, 6072,
6073, 6074, 6075, 6076, 6077, 6078, 6079, 6084, 6087, 6088, 6089,
6090, 6091, 6096, 6097, 6098, 6101, 6103, 6105, 6109, 6112, 6113,
6114, 6117, 6118, 6120, 6121, 6122, 6123, 6125, 6126, 6127, 6128,
6129, 6130, 6131, 6132, 6133, 6134, 6137, 6138, 6140, 6141, 6147,
6149, 6152, 6178, 6179, 6180, 6182, 6183, 6184, 6185, 6186, 6189,
6190, 6191, 6193, 6194, 6195, 6196, 6197, 6198, 6199, 6201, 6202,
6203, 6204, 6205, 6207, 6208, 6210, 6211, 6213, 6214, 6216, 6217,
6218, 6219, 6223, 6224, 6225, 6230, 6231, 6232, 6233, 6234, 6235,
6236, 6238, 6239, 6240, 6241, 6242, 6243, 6244, 6245, 6246, 6247,
6248, 6249, 6255, 6256, 6259, 6260, 6261, 6262, 6263, 6265, 6268,
6270, 6271, 6273, 6274, 6275, 6276, 6279, 6281, 6282, 6283, 6287,
6289, 6290, 6292, 6293, 6295, 6298, 6300, 6302, 6303, 6306, 6308,
6311, 6313, 6314, 6316, 6319, 6322, 6323, 6324, 6325, 6326, 6327,
6328, 6345, 6346, 6347, 6348, 6351, 6352, 6353, 6354, 6355, 6356,
6357, 6358, 6361, 6363, 6364, 6365, 6366, 6368, 6369, 6370, 6371,
6374, 6375, 6376, 6379, 6380, 6381, 6382, 6384, 6386, 6390, 6392,
6393, 6396, 6400, 6401, 6402, 6403, 6404, 6406, 6407, 6410, 6411,
6412, 6413, 6415, 6416, 6419, 6422, 6424, 6425, 6430, 6431, 6432,
6435, 6437, 6438, 6439, 6440, 6441, 6445, 6446, 6447, 6448, 6449,
6452, 6453, 6454, 6457, 6458, 6459, 6462, 6463, 6465, 6466, 6467,
6468, 6469, 6471, 6472, 6475, 6477, 6480, 6481, 6482, 6483, 6487,
6488, 6489, 6494, 6495, 6500, 6503, 6505, 6506, 6507, 6508, 6509,
6524, 6526, 6527, 6528, 6529, 6530, 6532, 6533, 6534, 6535, 6537,
6540, 6542, 6543, 6544, 6546, 6547, 6548, 6553, 6554, 6555, 6556,
6557, 6562, 6563, 6564, 6565, 6566, 6569, 6570, 6578, 6584, 6585,
6586, 6587, 6588, 6589, 6590, 6591, 6592, 6593, 6595, 6597, 6598,
6599, 6600, 6601, 6602, 6604, 6606, 6607, 6608, 6609, 6610, 6611,
6612, 6613, 6614, 6615, 6616, 6617, 6620, 6622, 6623, 6624, 6626,
6632, 6633, 6634, 6635, 6638, 6639, 6640, 6641, 6642, 6643, 6644,
6649, 6650, 6651, 6653, 6654, 6655, 6656, 6657, 6658, 6660, 6662,
6663, 6664, 6665, 6666, 6668, 6669, 6670, 6671, 6678, 6682, 6684,
6690, 6691, 6692, 6693, 6694, 6695, 6698, 6699, 6700, 6701, 6702,
6705, 6706, 6707, 6708, 6709, 6710, 6711, 6712, 6713, 6714, 6715,
6716, 6718, 6721, 6722, 6724, 6725, 6726, 6727, 6728, 6731, 6732,

6733, 6736, 6737, 6739, 6740, 6741, 6744, 6746, 6747, 6748, 6751,
6753, 6754, 6756, 6757, 6765, 6766, 6767, 6768, 6769, 6770, 6771,
6775, 6776, 6777, 6779, 6781, 6787, 6790, 6791, 6792, 6793, 6794,
6795, 6798, 6799, 6801, 6802, 6803, 6804, 6805, 6806, 6807, 6808,
6809, 6810, 6811, 6812, 6814, 6816, 6820, 6821, 6822, 6824, 6825,
6826, 6827, 6828, 6834, 6835, 6836, 6837, 6840, 6841, 6842, 6845,
6846, 6847, 6851, 6852, 6853, 6855, 6856, 6857, 6858, 6860, 6864,
6865, 6866, 6867, 6868, 6870, 6871, 6872, 6873, 6874, 6875, 6876,
6877, 6881, 6882, 6883, 6884, 6886, 6887, 6889, 6890, 6891, 6897,
6899, 6901, 6902, 6903, 6904, 6905, 6907, 6908, 6909, 6910, 6911,
6912, 6914, 6915, 6918, 6919, 6920, 6921, 6924, 6928, 6930, 6932,
6933, 6934, 6936, 6938, 6939, 6940, 6941, 6943, 6945, 6946, 6947,
6949, 6950, 6951, 6952, 6954, 6955, 6958, 6959, 6964, 6972, 6973,
6975, 6976, 6978, 6980, 6981, 6985, 6986, 6992, 6993, 6994, 6996,
6998, 6999, 7000, 7001, 7002, 7007, 7012, 7018, 7020, 7021, 7022,
7023, 7024, 7025, 7026, 7031, 7032, 7035, 7037, 7039, 7040, 7042,
7049, 7054, 7056, 7057, 7059, 7060, 7062, 7070, 7072, 7073, 7074,
7075, 7080, 7081, 7083, 7084, 7089, 7093, 7094, 7097, 7098, 7099,
7101, 7102, 7103, 7105, 7109, 7110, 7111, 7112, 7117, 7121, 7123,
7124, 7125, 7130, 7131, 7134, 7135, 7141, 7143, 7146, 7147, 7148,
7149, 7158, 7159, 7183, 7200, 7229
Organoleptic evaluation. See Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or
Sensory / Organoleptic Evaluation
Oriental Show-You Company. Purchased in 1963 by Beatrice / La
Choy 2272
Origin, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of Soybeans
(General) 60, 74, 87, 121, 222, 307, 393, 401, 444, 787, 794, 815,
934, 1086, 1108, 1199, 1354, 2611, 2942, 3743, 3825, 4050, 4324,
4392, 5074, 5181, 5496, 5547, 5601, 5740, 6900
Origin, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of the
Soybean (General) 63, 208, 211, 219, 223, 233, 253, 292, 358,
1422, 2037, 2040, 2055, 2803, 3047, 3305, 3414, 3846, 4818, 6021
Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health 6715
Ostrander, Ward Adelbert (1888-1953, Purdue Univ., Indiana) 1331,
1332, 1335, 1384, 1482, 1483, 1493, 1502, 1525, 1661, 1663, 1678,
1864, 2745, 7240
Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc. (Tualatin, Oregon) 5823, 5919, 5926,
6112, 6206, 6259, 6261, 6262, 6263, 6432, 6445, 6469, 6524, 6533,
6542, 6587, 6601, 6653, 6654, 6714, 6715, 6716, 7051
Pacific Islands. See Oceania
Packaging Equipment 4938, 5535
Packaging Innovations and Problems 4358, 4508, 5159, 5637,
5807, 6206, 6804
Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Incl. Henry A.
Gardner, L.P. Nemzek and Industrial Uses of Soybeans 853
Paints (Especially Water-Based Latex Paints)–Industrial Uses of
Soy Proteins 1723, 1810, 2225, 2362, 2394, 2454, 2531, 2828, 6516
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Paints, Varnishes, Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective /
Decorative Coatings–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil
453, 652, 654, 659, 667, 744, 745, 781, 789, 791, 815, 822, 875,
879, 886, 898, 909, 933, 977, 989, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1057, 1097,
1099, 1143, 1154, 1159, 1162, 1165, 1173, 1182, 1271, 1300, 1306,
1329, 1332, 1337, 1457, 1474, 1479, 1483, 1487, 1504, 1520, 1525,
1610, 1627, 1651, 1662, 1681, 1723, 1753, 1758, 1763, 1780, 1810,
1818, 1839, 1873, 1881, 1947, 1973, 2020, 2030, 2033, 2034, 2035,
2059, 2074, 2084, 2102, 2149, 2152, 2172, 2199, 2201, 2208, 2225,
2228, 2229, 2234, 2249, 2272, 2275, 2336, 2394, 2403, 2439, 2460,
2466, 2487, 2519, 2590, 2621, 2667, 2713, 2791, 2800, 2828, 2852,
2908, 2915, 2920, 2925, 2956, 2967, 3025, 3051, 3054, 3098, 3107,
3198, 3381, 3415, 3516, 3615, 3621, 3695, 4061, 4636, 5854
Pakistan. See Asia, South–Pakistan
Paper Coatings or Sizings, or Textile Sizing–Industrial Uses of Soy
Proteins 1723, 1810, 2234, 2286, 2362, 2454, 2460, 2790, 2828,
3381, 3615
Papua New Guinea. See Oceania–Papua New Guinea
Parsons, Adrian Alkanh (1846-1929). Soybean Pioneer in Indiana,
and in Hendricks County, Indiana 442, 462, 463, 465, 483, 882,
905, 906, 908, 1501, 1502, 1741, 1803, 1804, 7144, 7145
Pasture from green soybean plants. See Feeds / Forage from
Soybean Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging
Pasture from soybeans. See Forage from Soybean Plants–Hogging
Down
Patent Office and Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. See United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Office and
Commissioner of Patents (Forerunners of USDA)
Patents 2145, 2146

435, 453, 456, 461, 503, 515, 521, 525, 548, 549, 558, 567, 571,
593, 600, 605, 618, 660, 666, 672, 691, 705, 724, 744, 745, 788,
791, 796, 839, 863, 865, 867, 879, 886, 889, 899, 904, 926, 936,
950, 967, 979, 1004, 1028, 1035, 1043, 1067, 1088, 1097, 1136,
1147, 1148, 1156, 1173, 1178, 1203, 1208, 1212, 1224, 1266, 1278,
1280, 1288, 1325, 1328, 1335, 1343, 1385, 1392, 1422, 1433, 1443,
1451, 1457, 1472, 1504, 1537, 1538, 1539, 1542, 1574, 1600, 1601,
1602, 1625, 1687, 1708, 1721, 1724, 1733, 1755, 1794, 1812, 1841,
1922, 1939, 1954, 1957, 1964, 1971, 1996, 2034, 2035, 2036, 2056,
2058, 2152, 2202, 2227, 2260, 2319, 2368, 2383, 2391, 2433, 2439,
2459, 2461, 2493, 2526, 2532, 2558, 2609, 2693, 2804, 2879, 2898,
2908, 2957, 2967, 2975, 2989, 2990, 3036, 3071, 3079, 3080, 3110,
3138, 3166, 3179, 3183, 3193, 3204, 3205, 3208, 3209, 3230, 3231,
3235, 3237, 3241, 3265, 3276, 3314, 3315, 3317, 3318, 3324, 3326,
3362, 3363, 3366, 3372, 3374, 3380, 3381, 3394, 3408, 3417, 3444,
3455, 3463, 3478, 3480, 3494, 3518, 3519, 3560, 3583, 3586, 3594,
3598, 3616, 3621, 3632, 3636, 3653, 3687, 3688, 3690, 3712, 3742,
3790, 3813, 3858, 3891, 3913, 3951, 3977, 3979, 4008, 4009, 4019,
4026, 4083, 4084, 4157, 4158, 4164, 4195, 4247, 4361, 4395, 4399,
4448, 4455, 4467, 4486, 4561, 4601, 4644, 4693, 4697, 4701, 4706,
4741, 4844, 4849, 4897, 4919, 4930, 4971, 5021, 5079, 5178, 5246,
5294, 5354, 5408, 5480, 5523, 5535, 5630, 5688, 5754, 5760, 5789,
5791, 5810, 5892, 5995, 6012, 6016, 6025, 6037, 6112, 6237, 6243,
6244, 6291, 6324, 6325, 6326, 6331, 6341, 6362, 6376, 6415, 6450,
6462, 6533, 6549, 6555, 6587, 6653, 6654, 6662, 6684, 6732, 6737,
6810, 6817, 6847, 6856, 6882, 6893, 6954, 6986
Peanuts–Historical Documents Published before 1900 44, 80, 135,
259, 260, 263, 266, 281, 296, 307, 311, 317, 351, 361, 362, 366,
373, 388, 399, 401, 461
Peking / Pekin soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow
Peoria Plan of 1928-29 for Growing, Selling, and Processing
Soybeans. Initiated in Illinois by American Milling Co., Funk Bros.
Co., and Grange League Federation (GLF) Exchange, New York
1810, 1814, 1881, 2033, 2229, 2746

Patents–References to a Patent in Non-Patent Documents 987,
1488, 1501, 1613, 2199, 2363, 2904, 3989, 3990, 4209, 4494, 5234,
5328, 6476, 6596, 6717, 6721

Periodicals–American Soybean Association. See American Soybean
Association (ASA)–Periodicals

Patties, meatless. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian), Meat
Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties

Periodicals–Soyfoods Movement. See Soyfoods Movement–
Periodicals

Peanut Brittle–A Brittle Toffee Containing Roasted Peanuts 1483

Pesticide carriers and adjuvants. See Adjuvants, Carriers, and
Surfactants for Pesticides, Herbicides, and Other Agricultural
Chemicals

Peanut Butter 2433, 3231, 4448, 4486, 4644, 5354, 5523, 5535,
5688, 5892, 5995, 6112, 6243, 6324, 6325, 6326, 6376, 6415, 6462,
6533, 6549, 6587, 6653, 6654, 6662, 6732, 6856

Pesticides–their Use and Safety (General) 3505, 4147, 4306, 5337,
5460, 5635, 5652, 5656, 5693, 5806, 5813, 5862, 6108

Peanut Meal or Cake (Defatted) 263, 788, 926, 1162, 3138, 6237
Peanut Oil 80, 263, 266, 629, 637, 705, 788, 1212, 1472, 1504,
1539, 2034, 2035, 2152, 2558, 3891, 4741, 6237, 6291
Peanut / Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea or A. hypogœa)–Also Called
Groundnut, Earthnut, Monkey Nut, Goober / Gouber Pea, Ground
Pea, or Pindar Pea / Pindars 44, 80, 135, 259, 260, 263, 266, 281,
296, 307, 311, 317, 351, 361, 362, 366, 373, 388, 399, 401, 433,

Pet food. See Dogs, Cats, and Other Pets / Companion Animals Fed
Soy
Peter Henderson & Co. (New York City). Founded 1847 282, 294,
314, 380, 395, 403, 439, 468, 478, 510, 569, 622, 791, 2395
Pfizer, Inc. Including DeKalb-Pfizer Genetics (DeKalb, Illinois)
from 1982 to 1990 4524
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Phaseolus limensis or P. lunatus. See Lima Bean
Philippines. See Asia, Southeast–Philippines
Photographs, Not About Soy, Published after 1923. See also
Illustrations 3437, 5566, 5717, 6071, 6072
Photographs, Not About Soy, Published before 1924. See also
Illustrations 668
Photographs Published after 1923. See also Illustrations 1351, 1551,
1572, 1574, 1576, 1610, 1624, 1625, 1627, 1648, 1661, 1662, 1663,
1664, 1672, 1681, 1687, 1693, 1695, 1696, 1697, 1704, 1707, 1708,
1710, 1716, 1718, 1719, 1720, 1723, 1727, 1741, 1742, 1750, 1751,
1752, 1756, 1757, 1780, 1781, 1790, 1792, 1795, 1798, 1799, 1800,
1804, 1805, 1814, 1824, 1842, 1847, 1848, 1850, 1853, 1854, 1860,
1863, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1867, 1868, 1876, 1879, 1881, 1885, 1907,
1914, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1926, 1927,
1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1940, 1943, 1947,
1948, 1950, 1951, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1957, 1960, 1961, 1977, 1986,
1987, 2017, 2019, 2020, 2030, 2033, 2035, 2056, 2058, 2064, 2065,
2074, 2079, 2088, 2105, 2109, 2111, 2123, 2142, 2147, 2155, 2159,
2167, 2168, 2176, 2183, 2201, 2217, 2256, 2257, 2258, 2262, 2265,
2276, 2279, 2286, 2291, 2295, 2331, 2332, 2335, 2344, 2352, 2353,
2354, 2356, 2361, 2394, 2399, 2400, 2407, 2408, 2409, 2411, 2413,
2414, 2431, 2435, 2469, 2470, 2471, 2497, 2508, 2527, 2530, 2531,
2544, 2580, 2582, 2583, 2586, 2599, 2605, 2606, 2607, 2609, 2617,
2641, 2654, 2655, 2671, 2680, 2702, 2703, 2715, 2722, 2724, 2739,
2741, 2742, 2745, 2746, 2747, 2753, 2754, 2767, 2771, 2783, 2790,
2791, 2798, 2804, 2811, 2818, 2819, 2846, 2849, 2850, 2863, 2865,
2866, 2890, 2900, 2901, 2905, 2908, 2913, 2914, 2915, 2925, 2930,
2941, 2948, 2954, 2956, 2985, 2990, 2991, 3003, 3019, 3022, 3034,
3047, 3054, 3066, 3114, 3131, 3153, 3163, 3182, 3191, 3197, 3202,
3203, 3231, 3330, 3380, 3395, 3399, 3420, 3424, 3464, 3470, 3477,
3571, 3574, 3605, 3622, 3644, 3656, 3678, 3723, 3734, 3737, 3779,
3789, 3796, 3813, 3820, 3821, 3835, 3836, 3838, 3839, 3840, 3841,
3870, 3918, 4062, 4068, 4078, 4080, 4117, 4132, 4209, 4230, 4318,
4358, 4411, 4416, 4420, 4450, 4527, 4559, 4565, 4574, 4586, 4599,
4602, 4606, 4609, 4610, 4611, 4612, 4621, 4627, 4633, 4645, 4654,
4655, 4657, 4667, 4682, 4694, 4729, 4732, 4733, 4741, 4754, 4768,
4852, 4873, 4883, 4888, 4891, 4896, 4917, 4930, 4954, 4958, 4970,
4990, 5010, 5011, 5027, 5032, 5038, 5061, 5085, 5086, 5092, 5134,
5165, 5171, 5186, 5222, 5250, 5251, 5325, 5326, 5332, 5334, 5342,
5348, 5350, 5358, 5359, 5371, 5396, 5401, 5431, 5433, 5434, 5491,
5499, 5506, 5507, 5508, 5509, 5512, 5523, 5525, 5535, 5580, 5618,
5623, 5630, 5640, 5641, 5642, 5645, 5646, 5652, 5660, 5678, 5688,
5690, 5691, 5692, 5704, 5705, 5708, 5709, 5714, 5716, 5729, 5745,
5755, 5756, 5764, 5768, 5772, 5776, 5777, 5781, 5787, 5788, 5789,
5791, 5794, 5795, 5812, 5815, 5821, 5828, 5829, 5836, 5837, 5838,
5859, 5870, 5871, 5874, 5879, 5880, 5882, 5883, 5887, 5896, 5902,
5906, 5909, 5917, 5918, 5924, 5934, 5943, 5944, 5950, 5951, 5955,
5960, 5966, 5968, 5969, 5970, 5971, 5972, 5977, 5979, 5985, 5986,
5994, 6029, 6031, 6035, 6051, 6060, 6062, 6068, 6073, 6076, 6087,
6106, 6114, 6120, 6129, 6130, 6131, 6133, 6134, 6140, 6143, 6147,
6180, 6181, 6182, 6183, 6189, 6199, 6203, 6210, 6218, 6234, 6259,
6262, 6274, 6276, 6278, 6303, 6355, 6356, 6357, 6358, 6359, 6362,
6386, 6390, 6392, 6396, 6400, 6401, 6403, 6406, 6411, 6412, 6413,
6416, 6422, 6432, 6435, 6437, 6439, 6440, 6443, 6446, 6448, 6450,
6457, 6471, 6472, 6474, 6478, 6480, 6481, 6487, 6506, 6509, 6518,

6519, 6524, 6528, 6532, 6542, 6543, 6553, 6554, 6558, 6566, 6578,
6586, 6587, 6588, 6589, 6590, 6595, 6606, 6607, 6613, 6614, 6616,
6617, 6623, 6624, 6639, 6643, 6646, 6648, 6649, 6651, 6653, 6654,
6655, 6656, 6658, 6662, 6666, 6669, 6672, 6688, 6691, 6692, 6693,
6698, 6701, 6702, 6705, 6707, 6708, 6713, 6714, 6715, 6716, 6718,
6720, 6721, 6724, 6725, 6726, 6727, 6728, 6732, 6739, 6740, 6744,
6751, 6753, 6754, 6757, 6764, 6766, 6767, 6768, 6769, 6771, 6775,
6776, 6779, 6785, 6786, 6788, 6792, 6793, 6798, 6803, 6804, 6809,
6812, 6816, 6818, 6819, 6826, 6827, 6828, 6851, 6857, 6858, 6868,
6870, 6871, 6874, 6875, 6880, 6884, 6886, 6889, 6894, 6902, 6906,
6907, 6908, 6909, 6910, 6911, 6912, 6914, 6915, 6919, 6921, 6924,
6928, 6930, 6938, 6942, 6943, 6949, 6950, 6952, 6964, 6973, 6975,
6977, 6978, 6980, 6981, 6986, 6997, 6998, 7000, 7002, 7005, 7007,
7016, 7017, 7018, 7020, 7021, 7022, 7037, 7039, 7040, 7042, 7046,
7049, 7060, 7062, 7074, 7075, 7084, 7086, 7087, 7089, 7093, 7095,
7101, 7102, 7103, 7108, 7109, 7116, 7123, 7124, 7125, 7127, 7128,
7134, 7135, 7141, 7144, 7158, 7173, 7180, 7240
Photographs Published before 1924. See also Illustrations 121, 250,
266, 290, 318, 329, 341, 350, 375, 380, 433, 434, 437, 439, 448,
453, 485, 486, 488, 502, 510, 513, 521, 524, 577, 613, 623, 628,
636, 638, 640, 658, 660, 666, 674, 677, 695, 724, 744, 745, 746,
748, 752, 753, 757, 764, 767, 770, 771, 784, 788, 791, 798, 800,
805, 809, 815, 831, 836, 837, 844, 849, 851, 853, 854, 860, 867,
870, 879, 882, 884, 886, 887, 888, 889, 890, 901, 905, 908, 911,
914, 920, 921, 922, 923, 927, 929, 933, 934, 941, 946, 947, 965,
967, 970, 972, 976, 986, 987, 989, 998, 999, 1008, 1010, 1020,
1022, 1033, 1038, 1046, 1048, 1056, 1058, 1060, 1062, 1064, 1071,
1072, 1077, 1078, 1079, 1080, 1085, 1087, 1088, 1094, 1095, 1096,
1097, 1101, 1113, 1122, 1137, 1144, 1146, 1147, 1149, 1158, 1165,
1172, 1173, 1179, 1180, 1182, 1184, 1190, 1197, 1203, 1205, 1215,
1218, 1226, 1227, 1233, 1238, 1248, 1250, 1251, 1253, 1254, 1261,
1269, 1271, 1273, 1276, 1277, 1281, 1285, 1288, 1290, 1294, 1297,
1298, 1299, 1300, 1303, 1307, 1308, 1315, 1317, 1320, 1326, 1328,
1333, 1335, 1339, 1340, 1349, 1355, 1356, 1358, 1359, 1362, 1365,
1368, 1373, 1377, 1379, 1389, 1390, 1391, 1393, 1394, 1395, 1396,
1397, 1402, 1411, 1422, 1423, 1425, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430, 1431,
1438, 1440, 1442, 1443, 1444, 1448, 1450, 1452, 1454, 1456, 1461,
1470, 1474, 1475, 1478, 1480, 1483, 1484, 1487, 1488, 1490, 1492,
1493, 1494, 1495, 1498, 1500, 1506, 1508, 1515, 1517, 1524, 1525,
1527, 1537, 1538, 1539, 1540, 1542, 1548, 1603
Photoperiod Insensitivity. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiod
Insensitivity
Photoperiodism. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiodism /
Photoperiod and Photoperiodic Effects, Soybean–Physiology and
Biochemistry
Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, Exercise, Endurance, Athletics,
and Bodybuilding 5679
Phytic Acid (Inositol Hexaphosphate), Phytates / Phytate, and
Phytin 4501, 6479
Phytoestrogens (Estrogens in Plants, Especially in Soybeans and
Soyfoods), Including Isoflavones (Including Genistein, Daidzein,
Glycetein, Coumestrol, Genistin, and Daidzin), Lignans, and
Coumestans 2767, 4501, 5369, 6076, 6277, 6424, 6430, 6445,
6467, 6544, 6547, 6553, 6555, 6578, 6586, 6590, 6601, 6614, 6616,
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6639, 6641, 6666, 6682, 6691, 6701, 6702, 6705, 6715, 6726, 6736,
6746, 6747, 6774, 6775, 6802, 6824, 6837, 6881, 6883, 6889, 6914,
6921, 6938, 6940, 6988, 7058
P.I. numbers of soybeans. See Lists and Descriptions (Official and
/ or Extensive) of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I.
Numbers and Synonyms

2083, 2160, 2484, 2488, 2493, 2494, 2653, 2691, 2696, 2895, 2942,
2973, 2975, 3198, 3240, 3325, 3404, 3464, 3680, 3685, 3723, 3736,
3772, 3862, 3870, 4155, 4177, 4222, 4295, 4296, 4311, 4364, 4379,
4402, 4405, 4561, 4701, 4811, 4850, 4988, 5001, 5069, 5077, 5098,
5157, 5158, 5192, 5243, 5384, 5413, 5442, 5444, 5450, 5491, 5594,
5655
Plantmilk Ltd. See Plamil Foods Ltd.

Piatt County Soybean Cooperative Co. See Monticello Co-operative
Soybean Products Co.
Pigeon Pea, Pigeonpea or Red Gram. Cajanus cajan (L.)
Millspaugh. Formerly Cytisus cajan 264, 747, 1443, 1693, 1697,
2670, 3189, 3326, 3372, 3373, 3417, 4304, 4399, 4693, 4697, 4971,
6016
Pigs, Hogs, Swine, Sows, Boars, Gilts, or Shoats / Shotes Fed
Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to
Make Pork 11, 12, 29, 30, 31, 62, 64, 71, 74, 77, 88, 171, 300, 302,
305, 351, 379, 383, 393, 407, 410, 413, 416, 439, 448, 453, 465,
482, 486, 515, 521, 551, 560, 565, 568, 569, 583, 589, 630, 634,
652, 658, 660, 671, 674, 724, 728, 739, 744, 745, 810, 851, 874,
876, 879, 882, 884, 887, 908, 911, 913, 914, 921, 922, 925, 927,
953, 962, 970, 971, 987, 989, 992, 996, 997, 998, 999, 1001, 1008,
1022, 1033, 1048, 1055, 1065, 1068, 1069, 1072, 1077, 1097, 1101,
1107, 1144, 1147, 1148, 1149, 1156, 1158, 1161, 1179, 1190, 1206,
1210, 1214, 1215, 1226, 1231, 1233, 1235, 1238, 1248, 1250, 1263,
1267, 1269, 1281, 1283, 1285, 1288, 1290, 1296, 1297, 1299, 1308,
1310, 1320, 1324, 1331, 1335, 1341, 1352, 1356, 1359, 1361, 1363,
1374, 1391, 1395, 1407, 1408, 1410, 1423, 1429, 1431, 1439, 1454,
1469, 1474, 1475, 1476, 1479, 1483, 1494, 1496, 1497, 1500, 1501,
1504, 1508, 1517, 1522, 1525, 1548, 1550, 1555, 1564, 1569, 1577,
1585, 1596, 1607, 1614, 1661, 1663, 1681, 1716, 1865, 1866, 1897,
2030, 2102, 2216, 2739, 3689, 4707, 5900
Pillsbury Feed Mills and Pillsbury Co. (Minneapolis, Minnesota)
5538, 5657, 6284
Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. (Des Moines, Iowa) 6192, 6267,
6298, 6300, 6301, 6517, 6618
Piper, Charles Vancouver (1867-1926, USDA) 554, 572, 578, 579,
591, 592, 624, 625, 631, 632, 641, 642, 644, 646, 655, 658, 668,
684, 687, 701, 704, 707, 717, 809, 844, 889, 890, 895, 921, 1043,
1047, 1071, 1091, 1171, 1221, 1257, 1428, 1479, 1485, 1486, 1487,
1488, 1489, 1491, 1510, 1526, 1559, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1625,
1639, 1665, 1687, 1711, 1712, 1763, 1920, 2068, 2159, 2335, 2394,
2590, 2898, 3002, 4766, 5496

Plastics (Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic Film, Disposable
Eating Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to Plates, and
Packaging Materials)–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins 898, 1610,
1723, 2074, 2225, 2249, 2286, 2353, 2361, 2362, 2394, 2403, 2407,
2438, 2452, 2454, 2460, 2492, 2519, 2529, 2531, 2586, 2605, 2606,
2698, 2763, 2798, 2828, 2900, 2920, 2933, 3051, 3054, 3489, 5512,
5854
Plastics, plasticizers and resins. See Resins, Plastics, and
Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–ESO)
Plenty International (Summertown, Tennessee). Starting 1981. Also
called Plenty USA 1983-1997 5979, 6264, 7108
Plenty (The Farm, Summertown, Tennessee). After Sept. 1983 see
Plenty Canada and Plenty USA 4694
Plums (salted / pickled), plum products, and the Japanese plum tree
(Prunus mumé).. See Umeboshi
Pogeler, Glenn Henry (1915-1995). Soybean Pioneer. Iowa
Cooperatives, Soybean Council of America (SCA), National
Soybean Processors Association (NSPA) 3786
Policies and Programs, Government, Effecting Soybean Production,
Marketing, Prices, Price Support Programs, Subsidies, Support
Prices, or Trade 1189, 2337, 2456, 2609, 2764, 2908, 3092, 3098,
3494, 3668, 3924, 4142, 4221, 4892, 5104, 5113, 5271, 5299, 5387,
5388, 5412, 5444, 5461, 5746, 5806, 5809, 5813, 5815, 6144, 6237,
6450
Pollination, Soybean (Self-Pollination, Cross-Pollination, etc.) 844,
889, 890, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 2231, 4260, 5914
Population Growth (Human) and Related Problems (Including
Poverty) Worldwide 6280
Pork, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Ham,
Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products

Pitman Health Food Company (Birmingham, England). Including
Pitman Stores. Factory renamed Vitaland in about 1930 2239

Potvin, Yves. See Garden Protein International (GPI) and Yves Fine
Foods

Plamil Foods Ltd. (Folkestone, Kent, England) and The Plantmilk
Society. Named Plantmilk Ltd. until 1972 5396

Poultry fed soybeans. See Chickens, or Turkeys, or Geese & Ducks,
Chickens, or Turkeys, or Geese, Ducks, Pheasants, etc.

Plant Industry, Bureau of. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Plant Industry

Poultry, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–- Meatless Chicken,
Goose, Duck, and Related Poultry Products. See also Meatless
Turkey

Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury
(General) 800, 1246, 1330, 1380, 1407, 1408, 1438, 1467, 1700,

Poverty, world. See Population Growth (Human) and Related
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Problems (Including Poverty)
Precision Agriculture / Farming (Based on GPS–Global Positioning
System), Including Auto-Steer, Auto-Guidance, Big Data, Digital
Agriculture, Remote Sensing, Satellite Imagery / Technology,
Smartphones, Grid Mapping, Variable Rate Technology (VRT),
Robot Farming 5433, 5631, 5698, 6257, 6288, 6321, 6474, 6490,
6492, 6493, 6497, 6501, 6519, 6521, 6525, 6541, 6558, 6778, 6786,
6788, 6789, 6797, 6818, 6819, 6823, 6869, 6898, 6925, 6927, 6942,
6966, 6967, 6968, 6970, 6974, 6979, 7064, 7091, 7128, 7152, 7160,
7169, 7173, 7180, 7181, 7192, 7201, 7205, 7209, 7234
Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce, or Early So-Called
Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy Sauce) 637, 3824,
5736, 5778, 5791, 5821
Price of Soybeans, Soybean Seeds, and Soybean Products–Except
Sauces (Which See) 76, 273, 279, 282, 314, 315, 316, 318, 350,
380, 384, 393, 398, 456, 478, 482, 490, 502, 510, 521, 546, 564,
569, 654, 656, 660, 661, 669, 822, 905, 907, 908, 965, 975, 987,
1102, 1164, 1191, 1325, 1397, 1529, 1726, 1814, 2167, 2422, 2427,
2609, 2657, 2900, 2957, 3381, 3494, 4231, 4653, 4782, 4960, 5760,
6383
Problems, urban, worldwide. See Urban Problems Worldwide
Processing capacity of individual soybean crushing plants. See
Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of
Individual Plants–Statistics
Procter & Gamble Co. (Cincinnati, Ohio). Including the Buckeye
Cotton Oil Co.. 2590
Production of soybeans. See Soybean Production

Increase Protein Quality of Mixed Foods or Feeds. See also
Nutrition–Protein Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition 2417,
2892, 3124, 3151, 4460, 4492, 4501, 4602, 4694, 5729, 5905
Protein Resources and Shortages, and the “World Protein Crisis /
Gap / Problem” of 1950-1979 4492, 5296
Protein sources, alternative, from plants. See Amaranth, Azuki
Bean, Bambarra groundnuts, Chufa (Cyperus esculentus) or Earth
Almonds, Cottonseed and Cotton, Leaf Proteins, Lupins or Lupin,
Microbial Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic), Peanut & Peanut Butter,
Peanuts & Peanut Butter, Quinoa, Single Cell Proteins (NonPhotosynthetic), Sunflower Seeds, Wheat Gluten & Seitan, Winged
Bean
Protein supplementation / complementarity to increase protein
quality. See Nutrition–Protein Quality
Protein Technologies International (PTI) (St. Louis, Missouri.
Established on 1 July 1987 as a Wholly-Owned Subsidiary of
Ralston Purina Co.) Sold to DuPont on 3 Dec. 1997 5796
Psophocarpus tetragonolobus. See Winged Bean
Public Law 480 (Food for Peace Program. Formally–Agricultural
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954) 3381, 3786, 4221,
4492, 5811, 6499
Pudding. See Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually
made from Soymilk or Tofu)
Pueraria. See Kudzu or Kuzu
Puero. See Kudzu or Kuzu–Tropical Kudzu or Puero (Pueraria
phaseoloides)

Products, soy, commercial (mostly foods). See Commercial Soy
Products–New Products
ProSoya–Including ProSoya Inc. (Ontario, Canada), and ProSoya
Corporation (Heuvelton, New York. No longer in Business),
ProSoya UK Ltd. (ProSoya PLC) (Livingston, Scotland). Pacific
ProSoya Foods, International ProSoya Corp. (IPC–British
Columbia) 6410, 6412, 6494, 6495, 6973, 7008

Pulmuone Co., Ltd. (founded May 1984 in Korea). Incl. Pulmuone
U.S.A., Inc. (founded Jan. 1991, South Gate, California). The Latter
Merged with Wildwood Harvest Foods, Inc. in July 2004 to form
POM Wildwood, which was soon renamed Pulmuone Wildwood,
Inc. Brands include Soga, Azumaya, and Nasoya 6766, 6932, 6994,
7073
Quality and grades of soybean seed. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material,
Damage, etc.)

Protease inhibitors. See Trypsin / Protease
Proteinase Growth Inhibitors
Protection of soybeans. See Insects–Pest Control. See also:
Integrated Pest Management, Nematodes–Disease Control,
Pesticides (General), Rodents and Birds–Pest Control–Especially
Rabbits and Woodchucks
Protection of soybeans from diseases. See Diseases of soybeans
Protein–Early and Basic Research 89, 158, 162, 234, 250, 252, 263,
276, 281, 1479, 2069, 2611, 3004, 3323, 4010, 4172, 4498
Protein products, soy. See Soy Protein Products

Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa Willd.). Also spelled Quinua 260,
307, 401, 4694, 5467, 5541, 5551, 5569, 5772, 6383
Quong Hop & Co. (San Francisco, California) 4320, 4351, 4358,
4471, 4508, 4509, 4580, 4629, 4634, 4671, 4672, 4673, 4674, 4758,
4802, 4932, 5060, 5061, 5064, 5324, 5325, 5326, 5369, 5370, 5572,
5573, 5574, 5575, 5795, 6431, 6458, 6462
Québec. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec
Rabbits as pests. See Rodent and Birds–Pest Control–Especially
Rabbits and Woodchucks

Protein Quality, and Supplementation / Complementarity to
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Railroad / railway / rail used to transport soybeans. See
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad

Farming (Based on GPS)
Republic of China (ROC). See Asia, East–Taiwan

Railroads / Railways and Special Trains and/or Exhibit Cars Used
to Promote Soybeans and Soybean Production 1450, 1624, 1641,
1719, 1740, 1758, 1814, 2300, 2599, 2828, 4957, 4958
Ralston Purina Co. (St. Louis, Missouri). Maker of Purina Chows.
Including Protein Technologies International, a Wholly Owned
Subsidiary from 1 July 1987 to 3 Dec. 1997 1341, 2109, 2147,
2167, 2272, 2286, 2590, 2709, 2821, 4823, 5796
Rapeseed Meal 61, 261, 263, 581, 695
Rapeseed Oil 29, 30, 61, 80, 266, 753, 1212, 2200, 2558, 3689,
4601, 4850, 5675, 6515, 6817
Rapeseed or the rape plant. See Canola
Rapeseed, the Rape Plant (Brassica napus), or Colza. See also
Canola 11, 29, 30, 61, 80, 327, 341, 345, 355, 361, 437, 465, 488,
502, 503, 526, 562, 568, 581, 603, 608, 637, 640, 695, 705, 753,
784, 844, 865, 877, 889, 925, 1069, 1079, 1147, 1212, 1263, 1325,
1361, 1471, 1500, 1504, 1537, 1538, 1625, 1733, 2200, 2391, 2439,
2558, 2905, 2937, 3010, 3179, 3379, 3642, 3689, 4850, 5754, 6148,
6307, 6560

Research & Development Centers. See (EMBRAPA) (Brazil),
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), and New York State Agric.
Exp. Station, Illinois, University of (Urbana-Champaign, Illinois).
Soyfoods, Iowa State University / College (Ames, Iowa), and Univ.
of Iowa (Iowa City), National Center for Agricultural Utilization
Research (NCAUR) (USDA-ARS) (Peoria, Illinois), National Food
Research Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken, Japan), U.S.
Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois).
Founded April 1936)
Research on Soybeans 57, 98, 100, 101, 102, 103, 112, 116, 119,
120, 121, 124, 125, 128, 130, 132, 134, 136, 137, 140, 145, 152,
165, 250, 272, 1389, 2277, 2426, 2547, 2820, 2914, 2918, 2919,
2996, 3015, 3192, 3743, 3812, 3817, 3822, 3867, 3931, 4002, 4012,
4013, 4014, 4144, 4177, 4192, 4217, 4227, 4251, 4259, 4264, 4296,
4313, 4589, 4688, 4689, 4873, 4894, 4966, 4988, 5052, 5085, 5086,
5100, 5104, 5105, 5106, 5112, 5113, 5172, 5201, 5286, 5299, 5327,
5329, 5393, 5412, 5443, 5444, 5446, 5474, 5519, 5529, 5544, 5547,
5655, 5727, 5742, 5751, 5830, 5881, 5952, 6421, 6512, 6572, 7160
Resins, Plastics, and Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–
ESO)–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 2074, 2713, 2790,
3198, 4061

Recipes. See Cookery
Restaurants, Chinese, outside China, or Chinese recipes that use
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese
Restaurants Outside China

Red rice koji. See Koji, Red Rice
Red soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Red
Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois).
See U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana,
Illinois). Founded April 1936)
Regulations or laws concerning foods (Use, processing, or
labeling). See Kosher Products (Commercial)
Regulations or Laws Concerning Foods (Use, Processing, or
Labeling), Especially Soyfoods and Food Uses of Soybeans 5349
Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or Asphalt, Industrial
Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, Antimicrobial Agents, and Other Minor
or General–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 791,
1627, 6441, 7239
Religious aspects of vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism–Religious
Aspects
Rella Good Cheese Co. (Santa Rosa, California). Named
Brightsong Tofu from June 1978 to June 1980; Redwood Valley
Soyfoods Unlimited from June 1980 to June 1982; Brightsong
Light Foods from June 1982 to June 1987; Rose International until
1990; Sharon’s Finest until Oct. 1997 4430, 4635, 4676, 4798,
4906, 5134, 5336, 5517, 5530, 5891, 5901, 5908, 6018, 6097, 6098,
6281, 6311
Remote sensing and satellite imagery. See Precision Agriculture /

Restaurants or cafeterias, vegetarian or vegan. See Vegetarian or
Vegan Restaurants
Reunion. See Africa–Reunion (Réunion is a Department of France)
Reverse osmosis. See Membrane Technology Processes
Reviews of the literature. See Bibliographies and / or Reviews of
the Literature
Rewald, Bruno (1883-1947) and Relatives. Lecithin Pioneer in
Germany, the United States and the United Kingdom 2008, 2103
Rhizobium bacteria. See Soybean Production–Nitrogen Fixation
Rice, Brown. Also Called Whole Grain Rice or Hulled But
Unpolished Rice 3824, 4278, 4341, 4521, 4648, 4747, 4876, 4898,
4908, 4920, 5004, 5007, 5365, 5366, 5549, 5551, 5651, 5675, 5686,
5687, 5688, 5700, 5701, 5716, 5736, 5752, 5778, 5789, 5842, 5929,
5986, 6010, 6027, 6071, 6072, 6073, 6112, 6195, 6210, 6245, 6251,
6368, 6379, 6432, 6469, 6481, 6690, 6872, 7054, 7056
Rice koji. See Koji
Rice Milk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 5926
Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake, Made with Rice Koji in the
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Traditional Way (Without Adding Commercial Enzymes). Also
called Rice Milk or Rice Drink 29, 30, 243, 5551, 5693, 5778,
5808, 5926, 6210
Rice Milk Products–Ice Creams (Non-Dairy) 5951, 6112, 6533,
6587, 6653, 6654
Rice, Red Fermented. See Koji, Red Rice 23, 25, 196, 1199
Rice Syrup and Yinnies (Called Mizuamé or Amé in Japan) 5315,
5382, 5439, 5465, 5549, 5623, 5653, 5789, 5851, 5917, 5949, 5951,
5993, 6012, 6031, 6071, 6072, 6073, 6076, 6112, 6113, 6121, 6182,
6184, 6198, 6204, 6219, 6249, 6256, 6259, 6261, 6262, 6263, 6274,
6276, 6319, 6404, 6412, 6416, 6431, 6438, 6445, 6462, 6468, 6533,
6544, 6553, 6587, 6601, 6626, 6634, 6653, 6654, 6657, 6837, 6905,
6940
Rice wine. See Sake
Rice-Based Foods–Mochi (Cakes of Pounded, Steamed Glutinous
Rice {Mochigome}) 3191, 3631, 4446, 4486, 4648, 4842, 5254,
5551, 5688, 5808, 6137

103, 107, 140, 149, 151, 171, 173, 199, 284, 379, 439, 462, 601,
658, 668, 714, 770, 776, 811, 889, 890, 906, 910, 986, 1043, 1047,
1055, 1067, 1108, 1163, 1165, 1188, 1236, 1457, 1561, 1603, 1624,
1650, 1725, 1751, 1909, 1912, 1966, 2158, 2232, 2451, 2531, 2535,
2588, 2672, 2676, 2719, 2992, 3047, 3175, 3380, 3689, 4504, 5083,
5246, 5278, 5418, 5865
Rosewood Products Inc. and Tofu International Ltd. (Ann Arbor,
Michigan, from 1987). Founded as The Soy Plant in Ann Arbor.
Started in Jan. 1977. An Early Tofu Cooperative, Worker Owned
and Operated 4320, 4325, 4346, 4420, 4421, 4433, 4448, 4524,
4533, 4631, 4632, 4678, 4801, 5767
Rouest, Léon (1872-1938). Soybean Pioneer in France 1279, 1380,
1404, 1405, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1467, 1472, 1477, 1537, 1538, 2279,
2280, 2284, 2309, 2438, 2439, 2493, 2500, 2526, 2559, 2582, 2591,
2653, 2672, 2763, 2770, 2771, 2845, 2874, 2901, 2903, 3206, 3977,
4015, 4392, 4762
Royal Wessanen NV Co. See Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida)

Rice-Based Foods–Rice Cakes (Round Western-Style Cakes of
Puffed Rice, About 4 Inches in Diameter and ½ Inch Thick) 4019,
5438, 5693, 5703, 6279

Rubber Substitutes or Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 875, 898, 1015, 1016,
1017, 1159, 1165, 1474, 1483, 1487, 1491, 1610, 1723, 1763, 1780,
1818, 1839, 1881, 2020, 2074, 2172, 2199, 2228, 2275, 2667, 2828,
2925, 3054, 4061

Riceland Foods (Named Arkansas Grain Corp. before Sept. 1970)
3494, 4609

Russian Federation (Russia). See Europe, Eastern–Russian
Federation

Riegel, William E. See Meharry, Charles Leo (1885-1937)

Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–Soybeans and Soyfoods 656,
661, 744, 753, 788, 791, 1092, 1542, 1973

Rio Muni. See Africa–Equatorial Guinea (Rio Muni + Fernando Po;
Spanish Guinea before Oct. 1968)
Roads or highways used to transport soybeans. See Transportation
of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or Highways

Rust, soybean. See Rust, Soybean
Ryukyu Islands. See Okinawa
Saishikomi. See Soy Sauce–Saishikomi

Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame) Used in the Bean-Scattering
(Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun (Lunar New Year) in Japan
5512
Roasted Soy Flour–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 1869, 5791
Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with Dry Heat,
Full-Fat) and Grits 40, 237, 259, 746, 1491, 1627, 1869, 1995,
2272, 2276, 2290, 2330, 2332, 2630, 2776, 2828, 2897, 3621, 3631,
5657, 5791, 5821, 5888, 6135, 6169, 6350, 6913, 7108
Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako), Homemade–How to Make at
Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand 2290

Sake–Rice Wine. In Japanese also spelled Saké, Saki, Sakki, Sacke,
Sackee, Saque. In Chinese spelled Jiu (pinyin) or Chiu (WadeGiles) 1869
Samoa. See Oceania–Samoa
San Jirushi Corp., and San-J International (Kuwana, Japan;
and Richmond, Virginia). Purchased in Nov. 2005 by Yamasa
Corporation 5567, 5745, 5997, 6075, 6235, 6392
Sandoz AG (Basel, Switzerland). Merged with Ciba-Geigy in
March 1996 to Become Novartis 5300, 6375, 6386

Roberts, F.G. See Soy Products of Australia Pty. Ltd.

Sanitarium Health Food Company (Wahroonga, NSW, Australia). In
2002 they acquired SoyaWorld of British Columbia, Canada.. 5838

Rodale Press (Emmaus, Pennsylvania) 4086, 4267, 4345, 4413,
4812

Sanitation and spoilage of food. See Microbiological Problems
(Food Spoilage, Sanitation, and Contamination)

Rodents and Birds–Pest Control–Especially Rabbits, Jackrabbits /
Jack Rabbits, Hares, Woodchucks, Pigeons and Pheasants 100, 101,

Saponins (Bitter Carbohydrates / Glucosides That Cause Foaming)
2767
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Sauce, soy nugget. See Fermented Black Soybean Extract
Sausages, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages

439, 468, 470, 478, 482, 502, 510, 521, 524, 546, 569, 575, 597,
622, 641, 658, 688, 723, 736, 784, 791, 889, 890, 903, 907, 987,
1102, 1107, 1145, 1191, 1254, 1273, 1321, 1347, 1402, 1405, 1477,
1550, 1574, 1603, 1640, 1681, 1692, 2201, 2224, 2299, 2389, 2435,
2570, 2657, 2903, 2904, 3206, 3737, 4345

School Lunch Program 3593
Scotland. See Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom)
Screw presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses
and Expellers
Sea Vegetables or Edible Seaweeds, Often Used with Soyfoods
266, 453, 744, 745, 958, 1869, 2433, 3631, 3824, 3894, 4460, 4486,
4541, 4618, 4619, 4620, 4632, 4654, 4678, 4731, 4736, 4789, 4801,
4898, 4941, 4943, 4984, 5008, 5014, 5015, 5067, 5073, 5163, 5194,
5205, 5313, 5334, 5340, 5348, 5437, 5439, 5479, 5482, 5518, 5531,
5540, 5551, 5563, 5566, 5570, 5576, 5661, 5681, 5686, 5703, 5714,
5716, 5717, 5721, 5778, 5790, 5799, 5804, 5808, 5835, 5891, 5921,
5926, 5942, 5988, 5989, 6004, 6010, 6062, 6068, 6071, 6072, 6073,
6090, 6127, 6130, 6186, 6198, 6210, 6213, 6223, 6244, 6265, 6322,
6347, 6364, 6400, 6402, 6430, 6459, 6471, 6500, 6528, 6529, 6534,
6535, 6540, 6546, 6713, 6732, 6792, 6808, 6825, 6828, 6845, 6918,
6933, 6949, 6952, 6958, 7008, 7025, 7073, 7130

Seed companies, soybean. See Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa), Coker
Pedigreed Seed Co. (Hartsville, South Carolina), Dammann & Co.
(San Giovanni a Teduccio {near Naples}, Italy), DeKalb Genetics.
Including DeKalb-Pfizer Genetics (DeKalb, Illinois), DuPont
(E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.) (Wilmington, Delaware),
Evans Seed Co. (West Branch, Ogemaw County, Michigan) and
Mr. Edward Ellsworth Evans (1864-1928), Funk Brothers Seed
Co. (Bloomington, Illinois), Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany),
Hartz (Jacob) Seed Co. (Stuttgart, Arkansas), Johnson & Stokes
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), Monsanto Co. (St. Louis, Missouri),
Northrup King Co., Peter Henderson & Co. (New York City),
Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. (Des Moines, Iowa), Soybean
Research Foundation, Inc. (SRF, Mason City, Illinois), VilmorinAndrieux & Co. (France), Wing Seed Co. (Mechanicsburg,
Champaign County, Ohio)
Seed Companies, Soybean–Other (Small) and Lists–Especially
USA, Not Very Early 1190, 1396

Seafood, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfish,
and Other Seafood-like Products

Seed companies–Thompson. See Thompson (W.G.) & Sons
Limited, Blenheim, Ontario, Canada

Seaweeds, edible. See Sea Vegetables

Seed Germination or Viability–Not Including Soy Sprouts 235, 601,
694, 764, 776, 791, 796, 801, 815, 851, 867, 889, 890, 946, 1107,
1116, 1165, 1190, 1195, 1197, 1317, 1330, 1374, 1380, 1457, 1467,
1476, 1485, 1488, 1489, 1537, 1538, 1574, 1603, 1655, 1738, 1739,
1817, 1828, 1864, 1893, 1957, 1996, 2070, 2129, 2331, 2681, 2789,
2868, 2874, 3102, 3155, 3343, 3355, 3522, 3784, 3787, 3953, 4167,
4403, 4848, 5459, 6479, 6838, 6888

Seed and plant introduction to the USA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and Plant
Introduction
Seed Certification and Certified Seeds (Soybeans) 1324, 1479,
1488, 1521, 1548, 1741, 1803, 1850, 1864, 1868, 2745, 2746, 3066,
3710, 3813, 4475
Seed Cleaning–Especially for Food or Seed Planting Uses 13, 14,
15, 753, 785, 1149, 1190, 1273, 1475, 1487, 1552, 1668, 1718,
1800, 1868, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2353, 2435, 2739, 2754, 3298, 4609,
4610, 4862, 5181, 5228, 5509, 5914, 6301, 6309, 6473, 6485, 6517,
6619, 7240
Seed Color (Soybeans)–Gives the Color of Seed (and Often Hilum)
for Various Specific Varieties. See also: Soybean Seeds of Different
Colors 87, 266, 306, 351, 521, 545, 659, 723, 767, 889, 890, 914,
923, 1007, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1033, 1058, 1068, 1226, 1299, 1314,
1327, 1407, 1489, 1502, 1574, 1603, 1886, 2064, 2105, 2115, 2135,
2187, 2299, 2313, 2335, 2395, 2406, 2425, 2444, 2451, 2559, 2596,
2875, 2958, 2969, 2990, 3047, 3049, 3078, 3102, 3797, 3957, 4511
Seed Companies and Seedsmen, Early Soybean, Worldwide
(Especially Before 1925)–Including Siebold & Co., VilmorinAndrieux, Wood & Sons, Haage & Schmidt, Dammann & Co.,
Peter Henderson, Thorburn & Co., Mark W. Johnson, Johnson &
Stokes, Harry N. Hammond, Burpee, E.E. Evans, Funk Bros. Seed
Co.. 76, 79, 85, 90, 206, 222, 246, 253, 254, 260, 282, 285, 292,
308, 312, 314, 315, 318, 327, 375, 380, 393, 395, 403, 416, 420,

Seed Quality, Composition, and Component / Value-Based Pricing
(Percentage and Quality of Protein, Oil, Fatty Acids, etc.) 2394,
2728, 4073, 5905, 5913, 7006
Seed Quality of Soybeans–Condition, Grading, and Grades
(Moisture, Foreign Material, Damage, etc.) 656, 1084, 1403, 1627,
1648, 1664, 1673, 1720, 1758, 1814, 1933, 2033, 2142, 2171, 2190,
2363, 2592, 2603, 2745, 2767, 2800, 2828, 2931, 3030, 3098, 3759,
4069, 4073, 4260, 4406, 4564, 4607, 4608, 4689, 4709, 4710, 4735,
4844, 4846, 4851, 4861, 4863, 5240, 5657, 5759, 5788, 6168, 6173,
6175, 6284, 6302, 6387, 6686
Seed Treatment with Chemicals (Usually Protectant Fungicides)
for Protection. (For Treatment with Nitrogen-Fixing Bacteria see–
Soybean Production–Nitrogen Fixation & Inoculation) 2173, 2654,
2857, 2860, 2895, 3000, 3019, 3114, 3198, 3214, 3262, 3283, 3304,
3331, 3332, 3505, 3545, 3695, 3727, 3923, 3984, 4059, 4061, 4429,
4588, 4846, 4967, 4970, 5314, 5384, 5634, 5914, 5935, 6169, 6350,
6583, 6953
Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight of 100 Seeds / Grains
in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound or Per Kilogram, and
Agronomic Significance of Seed Weight 103, 116, 120, 132, 196,
211, 271, 377, 411, 545, 577, 597, 659, 694, 754, 776, 844, 914,
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923, 1007, 1058, 1314, 1625, 1751, 1886, 2019, 2115, 2129, 2135,
2232, 2313, 2335, 2395, 2406, 2425, 2444, 2559, 2573, 2958, 2990,
3032, 3049, 3078, 3274, 3297, 3381, 3497, 3505, 3545, 3607, 3921,
3930, 3957, 3961, 4265, 4511, 4697, 4819, 5206, 5208, 5240, 5537,
5978, 6299, 6784
Seedlings, soybean. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–Soybean
Seedlings or Their Leaves Served as a Tender Vegetable. Called
Doumiao in Chinese
Seeds, soybean–Variety development and breeding of soybeans. See
Variety Development and Breeding
Seitan. See Wheat Gluten Made into Seitan
Sensory evaluation. See Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or Sensory /
Organoleptic Evaluation
Serbia. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia
Sesame Butter, Tahini / Tahina / Tahin, Sesame Halva / Halwa, or
Sesame Paste 3824, 4618, 4619, 4620, 4631, 4659, 4722, 4726,
4731, 5130, 5131, 5132, 5144, 5145, 5146, 5147, 5198, 5203, 5362,
5363, 5535, 5549, 5686, 5752, 6091, 6362, 6694, 6866
Sesame Meal or Cake (Defatted) 3327
Sesame Oil 22, 24, 29, 30, 80, 93, 140, 259, 266, 453, 705, 744,
745, 753, 844, 1184, 1224, 1451, 1852, 1861, 2989, 3824, 4384,
4395, 4534, 4632, 4722, 4996, 5146, 5353, 5465, 5479, 5551, 5572,
5573, 5686, 5700, 5701, 5752, 5754, 5789, 5822, 5841, 5851, 5852,
6012, 6027, 6071, 6072, 6311, 6314, 6390, 6404, 6623, 6633, 6799,
6804, 6821, 6868, 6915, 7074, 7075, 7134, 7158
Sesame Seed (Sesamum indicum, formerly Sesamum orientale).
(Also Called Ajonjoli, Benne, Benni, Benniseed, Gingelly, Gingely,
Gingelie, Jinjili, Sesamum, Simsim, Teel, Til). Including Sesame as
an Oilseed, Sesame Flour, Sesame Tofu (Goma-dofu), and Sesame
Salt / Gomashio. See also Sesame Butter / Tahini, Sesame Cake or
Meal, Sesame Milk, and Sesame Oil 10, 11, 12, 22, 24, 28, 29, 30,
32, 44, 80, 89, 93, 140, 259, 264, 266, 295, 361, 453, 571, 637, 705,
744, 745, 753, 844, 865, 867, 899, 907, 1184, 1278, 1325, 1397,
1451, 1537, 1538, 1733, 1839, 1861, 1923, 1964, 2383, 2433, 2439,
2558, 2693, 2696, 2989, 3041, 3047, 3179, 3183, 3258, 3276, 3321,
3326, 3370, 3417, 3594, 3598, 3642, 3689, 3712, 3739, 3814, 3824,
4142, 4148, 4278, 4384, 4395, 4476, 4481, 4486, 4534, 4632, 4658,
4722, 4726, 4743, 4775, 4785, 4786, 4899, 4920, 4930, 4932, 4996,
5015, 5050, 5084, 5146, 5151, 5160, 5230, 5324, 5339, 5353, 5430,
5434, 5455, 5465, 5479, 5481, 5521, 5535, 5540, 5541, 5551, 5557,
5558, 5569, 5572, 5573, 5574, 5641, 5661, 5681, 5686, 5688, 5700,
5701, 5735, 5752, 5754, 5765, 5773, 5789, 5798, 5799, 5841, 5842,
5851, 5852, 5929, 5939, 5993, 6003, 6010, 6012, 6027, 6034, 6071,
6072, 6091, 6106, 6180, 6199, 6217, 6244, 6285, 6291, 6311, 6314,
6390, 6394, 6404, 6425, 6481, 6556, 6623, 6633, 6799, 6804, 6810,
6866, 6868, 6891, 6915, 6985, 7031, 7072, 7074, 7075, 7158
Sesamum indicum. See Sesame Seed

Seventh-day Adventist work with vegetarianism. See
Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with
Seventh-day Adventists. See Harrison, D.W. (M.D.), and Africa
Basic Foods (Uganda), Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) (18521943), Sanitas Nut Food Co. and Battle Creek Food Co., Kellogg,
Will Keith,... Kellogg Co., Kloss, Jethro (1863-1946) and his
Book Back to Eden, Loma Linda Foods (Riverside, California),
Madison Foods and Madison College (Madison, Tennessee), Miller,
Harry W. (M.D.) (1879-1977), Van Gundy, Theodore A., and La
Sierra Industries (La Sierra, California), Worthington Foods, Inc.
(Worthington, Ohio)
Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and Their Authors, Dietitians
and Nutritionists–Ella E.A. Kellogg (1852-1920), Anna L. Colcord
(1860?-1940?), Jethro Kloss (1863-1946), Almeda Lambert (18641921), Lenna Frances Cooper (1875-1961), Julius G. White (18781955), Frances Dittes (1891-1979), Edyth Cottrell (1900-1995),
Dorothea Van Gundy Jones (1903-1979), Philip S. Chen (19031978), Frank & Rosalie Hurd (1936- ), etc.. 2828, 3231
Seventh-day Adventists–General and Historical 5401
Seventh-day Adventists–Influence Today of Seventh-day Adventist
Affiliated Organizations in the Fields of Vegetarianism, Health, and
Soyfoods (Not Including Original Medical Research on Adventists)
6024, 6103, 6270, 6522
Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods
(Europe). See DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH (Lueneburg,
Germany), Granose Foods Ltd. (Bucks., England)
Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods
(Europe, Asia, and Latin America). Other, Including Alimentos
Colpac, Nutana, Saniku / San-iku Foods, Spicer Memorial College,
Superbom 5135, 5143, 5791, 5931, 5934
Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods
(Oceania). See Sanitarium Health Food Company (Wahroonga,
Australia)
Seychelles. See Africa–Seychelles, Republic of
Shadowfax. See Natural Food Distributors and Master Distributors–
General and Other Smaller: Cliffrose, Shadowfax, etc.
Shakes–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Amazake, Soy Protein, etc.
Usually non-dairy 2828, 4435, 4460, 5135, 5439, 6726
Sharon’s Finest. See Rella Good Cheese Co.
Sheep, Lambs, Ewes, or Rams Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or
Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to Make Wool or Mutton 77, 222,
383, 397, 416, 433, 434, 439, 465, 502, 521, 551, 589, 608, 658,
724, 752, 784, 860, 876, 882, 887, 911, 921, 922, 923, 927, 989,
1022, 1068, 1158, 1161, 1179, 1206, 1281, 1290, 1299, 1310, 1320,
1331, 1335, 1359, 1423, 1426, 1429, 1479, 1483, 1485, 1487, 1493,
1525, 1548, 1607, 1661, 1681, 1683, 1687, 1692, 2102, 3133, 3969

Setsubun. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)
Shellabarger Grain Co. / Shellabarger Soybean Mills (Decatur,
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Illinois) 2272, 2590
Shennong / Shen Nung. See Asia, East–China–Shennong / Shên
Nung / Shen Nung
Shiro shoyu. See Soy Sauce, Pale (Shiro Shoyu)
Shortening–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 663, 2030
Shortening Made with Soy Oil 1818

Oil–Soap, Detergent 652, 654, 656, 659, 667, 696, 729, 750, 769,
780, 789, 791, 815, 822, 840, 844, 875, 886, 898, 909, 977, 1015,
1016, 1017, 1035, 1057, 1097, 1099, 1154, 1159, 1162, 1165, 1173,
1182, 1271, 1300, 1337, 1457, 1474, 1479, 1483, 1487, 1491, 1520,
1525, 1610, 1627, 1651, 1662, 1723, 1753, 1780, 1810, 1839, 1873,
1881, 1947, 2020, 2030, 2033, 2034, 2036, 2064, 2074, 2152, 2172,
2201, 2225, 2228, 2272, 2275, 2361, 2400, 2403, 2438, 2439, 2460,
2466, 2485, 2519, 2713, 2798, 2800, 2920, 2925, 2956, 2967, 3054,
3198, 3327, 3381, 3615, 3695, 4061
Societe Soy (Saint-Chamond, France). See Soyfoods Companies
(Europe)–Nutrition et Soja

Shortening (Usually Hydrogenated) 663, 898, 977, 1165, 1184,
1437, 1474, 1483, 1487, 1627, 1651, 1723, 1763, 1839, 1852, 1881,
1947, 2020, 2030, 2033, 2034, 2225, 2234, 2314, 2400, 2403, 2460,
2468, 2531, 2667, 2713, 2767, 2790, 2798, 2800, 2852, 2906, 2908,
2920, 2943, 2967, 3025, 3054, 3098, 3381, 6730, 6859, 6900

Society for Acclimatization (Société d’Acclimatation, France) 79,
84, 93, 101, 121, 192, 196, 197, 198, 205, 206, 210, 222, 227, 232,
236, 237, 247, 254, 256, 260, 274, 287, 307, 401, 1145, 1279, 1412,
1477, 2438, 2439, 2559, 2903, 4392

Shoyu. See Soy Sauce

Soil fertility. See Soil Science–Soil Fertility

Shurtleff, William. See Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California)

Soil Science 128, 171, 250, 263, 487, 493, 513, 552, 568, 610, 833,
839, 847, 854, 862, 896, 935, 974, 989, 1051, 1089, 1116, 1121,
1136, 1283, 1322, 1382, 1436, 1573, 1584, 1591, 1655, 1715, 1738,
1758, 1762, 1764, 1802, 1815, 1825, 1874, 1906, 1965, 2689, 3020,
3062, 3333, 3341, 3375, 3390, 3391, 3430, 3483, 3561, 3728, 3928,
3941, 4173, 4349, 4526, 4855, 5085, 5086, 5125, 5497, 5669, 5983,
5996, 6161, 6312, 6646

Siebold, Philipp Franz von (1796-1866)–German Physician and
Naturalist in Japan (1823-1829) 101, 121, 137, 317, 351
Silage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Forage
Used for Silage / Ensilage
Simply Natural, Inc. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). Founded by
Christine Pirello 5353, 5545, 5666, 5937
Sinaiko Family of Madison, Wisconsin–Incl. Joe Sinaiko of Iowa
Milling Co. and Decatur Soy Products Co. (1891-1988), His
Brother Ike Sinaiko of Illinois Soy Products Co. (1897-1977), and
His Brothers-in-Law Max Albert of Galesburg Soy Products Co.
(1893-1966) and Irving Rosen of Quincy Soybean Products Co.
(1907-1964) 2590

Soil Science–Soil Erosion and Soil Conservation 346, 877, 1536,
1675, 1731, 2111, 2260, 2405, 2457, 2463, 2613, 2633, 2655, 2703,
2724, 2791, 2818, 2819, 2850, 2909, 2954, 2986, 2987, 2992, 3047,
3263, 3362, 3383, 3446, 3505, 3545, 3792, 3813, 3886, 4146, 4162,
4178, 4255, 4303, 4507, 4563, 4571, 4718, 5079, 5099, 5149, 5213,
5229, 5269, 5278, 5283, 5284, 5287, 5299, 5409, 5436, 5500, 5628,
5633, 5652, 5699, 5742, 5785, 5811, 6136, 6297, 6388, 6405, 6450,
6476, 6493, 6499, 6517, 6538, 6573, 6628, 6817, 6879, 6893, 7046

Single cell proteins. See Microbial Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic)

Soil Science–Soil Fertility and Soil Health 1801, 2580, 2722, 2731,
2740, 2865, 2866, 7119, 7140

Single Cell Proteins (Photosynthetic, Including Algae / Microalgae
Such as Spirulina, Chlorella, and Scenedesmus) 4492

Soilage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Soilage
and Soiling

Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Rarely
called Chinese-Japanese War 453, 1723

Sojadoc (Clermond-Ferrand, France) 5219, 5349, 5819

Size of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight
of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound
Sizings for paper or textiles. See Paper Coatings or Sizings, or
Textile Sizing
Smoked tofu. See Tofu, Smoked
Smoothie–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Soy Yogurt, Soy Protein
Isolate, Rice Milk, or Other Non-Dairy Smoothie Ingredients. Also
spelled Smoothies or Smoothees 6615, 6715, 6725, 6727, 6733,
6771, 6870, 6874, 6876, 6881, 6884, 6924
Soaps or Detergents–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying

Sojarei Vollwertkost GmbH (Traiskirchen, near Vienna, Austria).
Formerly Sojarei Ebner-Prosl 5116, 5117, 5687, 5736, 5932
Sojinal / Biosoja (Formerly Cacoja; Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar–Issenheim & Colmar, France). Acquired by
B & K Holdings, of Switzerland, in mid-1993. Acquired by Alpro
(Belgium) on 22 April 1996 5095, 5350, 5431, 5648, 5706, 5819,
5834, 5920, 5948, 5963, 6002, 6120, 6138, 6140, 6141, 6189, 6190,
6191, 6306, 6363
Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa).
Including Edible Soy Products, makers of Pro-Nuts, founded
in 1970. Acquired by Specialty Food Ingredients Europe BV in
Dec. 1991. Acquired by the Kerry Group in Jan. 2000 and Name
Changed to Nutriant (Jan. 2002 to 2006) 5440
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Solomon Islands. See Oceania–Solomon Islands

Soy Cheese–Fermented, Western Style, That Melts. May Contain
Casein (Cow’s Milk Protein) 5666

Solvent extraction equipment. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–
Solvent extraction

Soy Cheese Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
By Geographical Region 5349

Solvents. See Soybean Crushing–Solvents

Soy Cheese Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 5637, 6029, 6477

Solvents–Hexane–Used Mainly for Soy Oil Extraction 6185, 6194,
6316, 6380, 6814, 6824, 6859, 6897, 7051
Solvents, industrial. See Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or
Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, and Other Minor or
General Uses
Solvents–Trichloroethylene (Trichlorethylene, Trichlor) 2767
Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans: Benzene /
Benzine / Benzol / Benzin (petrol, gasoline) 822, 1099, 1397
Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans (General,
Type of Solvent, Unspecified, or Other). See also Ethanol, Hexane,
and Trichloroethylene Solvents 243, 252, 576, 643, 1015, 1016,
1017, 1474, 1507, 1986, 2033, 2069, 2149, 2159, 2234, 3098, 3110,
3494, 4157, 4457, 5900, 6859
Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans: Naphtha /
Naphthas. Also spelled Naptha / Napthas 659

Soy Cheese–Non-Fermented, Western Style, That Melts. Typically
Made with Tofu or Isolated Soy Proteins. Usually Contains Casein
(A Protein from Cow’s Milk) 5336, 5517, 5637, 5649, 5767, 5891,
5901, 5908, 5939, 5943, 5947, 5960, 5962, 6018, 6029, 6097, 6098,
6103, 6133, 6134, 6186, 6193, 6196, 6214, 6224, 6271, 6274, 6281,
6282, 6287, 6393, 6437, 6458, 6471, 6477, 6487, 6528, 6529, 6584,
6593, 6643, 6822, 7001
Soy Cheese or Cheese Alternatives–General, Western Style, That
Melts. Often Contains Casein (Cow’s Milk Protein) 4888, 5349,
5663, 5670, 5829, 5980, 6058, 6171, 6446, 6641, 7008
Soy Cheese or Cream Cheese, Used as an Ingredient in Second
Generation Commercial Products Such as Entrees, Pizza, etc.. 5822,
5940, 5941, 5943, 5944, 5960, 6027, 6031, 6131, 6133, 6195, 6196,
6208, 6214, 6271, 6274, 6275, 6419
Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie, Usually Made with Tofu 4320, 4380,
4460, 4645, 4741, 4875, 4901, 5197, 5203, 5693, 5972, 6277, 6736,
6841

Soup, miso. See Miso Soup
Sour Cream Alternatives (Non-Dairy–Usually Contains Soy) 5693,
5941, 6532, 6540, 6903
South Africa. See Africa–South Africa
South America. See Latin America–South America
South America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement in
South America
South America trade statistics. See Latin America–South America–
Trade (Imports or Exports)
South Asia / Indian Subcontinent–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and
Meal Production and Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses
5327, 5406
South Manchuria Railway and the South Manchuria Railway
Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo Kabushiki Kaisha) 744, 745,
753, 958, 973, 1006, 1182, 1184, 1222, 1336, 1397, 1403, 1542,
1593, 1621, 1623, 1627, 1630, 1648, 1673, 1723, 1894, 1916, 1917,
1918, 1920, 1921, 1926, 1927, 1930, 1947, 1954, 1986, 2030, 2057,
2058, 2123, 2466, 2626, 2702
South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts). Including Ohio
Miso Co.. 4521, 4908, 5004, 5163, 5164, 5964, 6069, 6785
Soy bran. See Fiber, Soy

Soy Chocolate (Toasted Soy Flour) (Also includes use of nonroasted Soy Flour or Soymilk in Making Chocolate) 213, 220, 221,
257, 815, 821, 898, 1181, 1407, 1408, 1537, 1538, 1846, 1851,
1881, 1891, 1900, 2040, 2112, 2127, 2201, 2279, 2361, 2389, 2438,
2467, 2504, 2535
Soy Coffee–Made from Roasted Soy Flour or Ground Roasted
Soybeans 81, 87, 101, 102, 116, 117, 121, 129, 131, 132, 136, 137,
148, 177, 196, 208, 210, 211, 213, 218, 220, 221, 223, 239, 254,
257, 260, 261, 283, 287, 305, 314, 322, 324, 327, 328, 330, 341,
357, 362, 364, 377, 390, 410, 413, 425, 438, 439, 441, 452, 467,
485, 496, 527, 588, 696, 723, 724, 728, 734, 746, 787, 791, 794,
815, 819, 821, 875, 898, 909, 910, 921, 934, 985, 990, 1015, 1016,
1017, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1035, 1057, 1060, 1080, 1086,
1133, 1138, 1145, 1162, 1165, 1181, 1206, 1236, 1271, 1304, 1388,
1407, 1408, 1409, 1479, 1483, 1487, 1537, 1538, 1561, 1662, 1766,
1779, 1798, 1839, 1846, 1873, 1881, 1891, 1900, 1964, 2030, 2040,
2083, 2112, 2113, 2127, 2147, 2159, 2174, 2199, 2201, 2228, 2272,
2275, 2279, 2299, 2300, 2378, 2379, 2381, 2400, 2433, 2438, 2443,
2467, 2485, 2487, 2492, 2499, 2504, 2509, 2535, 2582, 2611, 2651,
2663, 2671, 2678, 2691, 2719, 2763, 2770, 2776, 2828, 2897, 2904,
2932, 3035, 3477, 3678, 3723, 4457, 4636, 5128, 5237, 5389, 5736,
6001, 6264, 6362, 6748, 7239
Soy Coffee (Roasted Soy Flour)–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 87, 821, 921, 1537,
1538, 2378, 2379
Soy Cream Cheese, Usually Made of Tofu or Soy Yogurt 4416,
5545, 5693, 5703, 5778, 5828, 5941, 6208, 6287, 6419, 6532, 6546,
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6651, 6846, 6899

7110, 7126, 7184, 7237

Soy fiber. See Fiber

Soy Flour, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory
or Community Scale, by Hand 2629

Soy flour companies (Europe). See Spillers Premier Products Ltd.
(Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, England)
Soy flour companies (Oceania). See Soy Products of Australia Pty.
Ltd
Soy Flour, Defatted or Partially Defatted, Used as an Ingredient in
Second Generation Commercial Products Such as Baked Goods,
Pasta, etc.. 4004, 4356, 4741, 4756, 4916, 4979, 5837, 5871, 5949,
6053, 6067, 6079, 6179, 6505, 6638, 6644, 6656, 6765, 6792, 6802,
6824, 7110, 7141

Soy Flour–Imports, Exports, International Trade 2361
Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–Other. See also: Adhesives or Glues
for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building Materials, Etc..
2272, 2286, 2531, 2828, 3151
Soy Flour Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 2456, 2798, 5916
Soy Flour Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies or Products 2319, 6313

Soy Flour Equipment 5976
Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Enzyme Active (Whole / Full-Fat,
Unheated) 6602
Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Use in Brewing Beer, Such as ADM
Pro-zyme Flakes and Soybean Brew Flakes 2286
Soy Flour, Grits and Flakes (Usually Defatted)–Etymology of These
Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 597,
663, 723, 789, 842, 933, 1276, 2828
Soy Flour, Grits, Meal, Powder, or Flakes–For Food Use (Usually
Defatted or Low-Fat). See also Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat 129,
131, 236, 281, 310, 361, 597, 652, 659, 661, 663, 664, 665, 667,
691, 692, 696, 723, 724, 728, 733, 748, 753, 769, 782, 789, 791,
793, 815, 821, 836, 842, 844, 863, 875, 898, 909, 910, 933, 985,
990, 998, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1057,
1060, 1080, 1086, 1097, 1098, 1142, 1145, 1146, 1165, 1167, 1173,
1184, 1206, 1236, 1246, 1266, 1276, 1298, 1329, 1330, 1368, 1407,
1408, 1474, 1479, 1487, 1520, 1525, 1537, 1538, 1560, 1561, 1566,
1567, 1619, 1627, 1662, 1678, 1711, 1712, 1723, 1753, 1763, 1766,
1771, 1780, 1798, 1799, 1810, 1839, 1873, 1881, 1891, 1916, 1948,
1964, 1965, 1973, 2020, 2023, 2030, 2033, 2036, 2064, 2074, 2083,
2112, 2113, 2123, 2127, 2135, 2147, 2152, 2159, 2160, 2174, 2201,
2216, 2217, 2228, 2234, 2240, 2252, 2255, 2262, 2271, 2272, 2275,
2276, 2279, 2286, 2299, 2304, 2314, 2330, 2332, 2335, 2344, 2378,
2379, 2381, 2383, 2385, 2389, 2400, 2409, 2425, 2433, 2438, 2439,
2449, 2451, 2454, 2459, 2460, 2466, 2467, 2484, 2485, 2487, 2488,
2492, 2499, 2504, 2509, 2519, 2531, 2532, 2535, 2539, 2559, 2560,
2565, 2568, 2582, 2590, 2596, 2611, 2623, 2629, 2630, 2632, 2662,
2663, 2664, 2667, 2671, 2675, 2678, 2691, 2695, 2696, 2698, 2724,
2763, 2766, 2767, 2769, 2770, 2776, 2779, 2790, 2798, 2804, 2824,
2828, 2843, 2847, 2852, 2881, 2897, 2899, 2900, 2908, 2912, 2915,
2917, 2923, 2933, 2945, 2956, 2958, 2973, 3016, 3033, 3034, 3047,
3049, 3054, 3076, 3151, 3196, 3231, 3232, 3294, 3327, 3368, 3377,
3381, 3464, 3485, 3489, 3593, 3613, 3615, 3631, 3695, 3737, 3757,
3778, 3788, 3824, 3829, 4003, 4016, 4050, 4061, 4147, 4149, 4157,
4206, 4223, 4258, 4261, 4306, 4312, 4394, 4484, 4486, 4511, 4602,
4689, 4811, 4897, 4958, 5098, 5128, 5211, 5233, 5238, 5243, 5277,
5296, 5299, 5327, 5389, 5396, 5594, 5597, 5601, 5602, 5611, 5620,
5669, 5688, 5729, 5751, 5778, 5791, 5903, 5904, 5907, 5916, 5976,
6169, 6264, 6294, 6313, 6332, 6350, 6366, 6424, 6602, 6665, 6765,
6792, 6802, 6824, 6852, 6894, 6995, 6999, 7029, 7050, 7051, 7053,

Soy Flour or Defatted Soybean Meal in Cereal-Soy Blends, with
Emphasis on Dry Products Used in Third World Countries, Often
Used as Weaning Foods (such as CSM, WSB, etc.) 597, 2319, 4004,
4356, 4419, 5296, 5542, 5903, 5904, 6638, 6718
Soy flour, roasted. See Roasted soy flour
Soy Flour, Textured (Including TVP, Textured Vegetable Protein)
4080, 4511, 4689, 4980, 5036, 5226, 5318, 5396, 5791, 5912, 5916,
5976, 5994, 6185, 6194, 6255, 6256, 6294, 6316, 6327, 6366, 6380,
6396, 6481, 6563, 6564, 6565, 6610, 6632, 6684, 6891, 6913, 6992
Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat 135, 211, 220, 221, 223, 248, 257,
273, 281, 317, 359, 378, 406, 410, 564, 597, 1298, 1568, 1593,
1851, 1856, 2033, 2040, 2082, 2112, 2127, 2159, 2228, 2234, 2272,
2330, 2361, 2370, 2456, 2532, 2621, 2904, 2942, 3072, 3232, 3789,
3890, 3897, 4333, 4473, 4905, 5226, 5327, 5589, 5668, 5736, 5907,
5916, 6332, 6602, 6813, 6851, 6894, 7046
Soy Flour, Whole or Full-fat–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 129, 211, 220, 221, 1298
Soy Flour, Whole or Full-fat, Used as an Ingredient in Second
Generation Commercial Products Such as Baked Goods, Pasta, etc..
2319, 5890
Soy ice cream companies (USA). See Barricini Foods (Mountain
Lakes, New Jersey), Tofutti Brands, Inc. (Cranford, New Jersey),
Turtle Mountain LLC
Soy Ice Cream–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 2828
Soy Ice Cream (General–Usually Non-Dairy) 1173, 2033, 2828,
2897, 3231, 3381, 4416, 4629, 4633, 4722, 4916, 5035, 5134, 5349,
5505, 5523, 5535, 5764, 5776, 5777, 5854, 5933, 5934, 5951, 5977,
6112, 6114, 6115, 6206, 6264, 6374, 6415, 6533, 6587, 6653, 6654,
6664, 6693, 6706, 6707, 6708, 6709, 6710, 6732, 6757, 6768, 6769,
6776, 6791, 6792, 6793, 6798, 6808, 6809, 6825, 6826, 6827, 6856,
6857, 6873, 6886, 6949, 6958, 6964, 7025, 7026, 7101, 7102, 7103,
7124, 7125, 7239
Soy Ice Cream Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
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Analyses–Individual Companies 5933, 5934

3987, 5183

Soy Ice Cream–Non-Soy Non-Dairy Relatives (As Made from
Amazake, Fruit Juices, Peanuts, Field Peas, etc.) 5134, 5951

Soy Oil–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 80, 196, 213, 723, 789, 933, 2378, 2379, 2488

Soy infant formula. See Infant Formula, Soy-based

Soy oil–industry and market statistics. See Soybean Crushing

Soy lecithin. See Lecithin, Soy

Soy Plant (The) (Ann Arbor, Michigan). See Rosewood Products
Inc. (Ann Arbor)

Soy Oil as a Commodity, Product, or Ingredient for Food Use (in
Cookery or Foods). Its Manufacture, Refining, Trade, and Use. See
Also: Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, and Nutrition: Lipids 28, 29, 30,
79, 80, 87, 98, 121, 122, 135, 190, 196, 213, 216, 229, 236, 237,
239, 243, 251, 254, 260, 261, 263, 266, 289, 307, 328, 346, 359,
361, 378, 401, 406, 410, 436, 453, 522, 542, 575, 576, 629, 637,
643, 649, 650, 652, 654, 656, 658, 659, 661, 663, 664, 665, 667,
679, 681, 695, 705, 723, 724, 728, 729, 733, 736, 744, 745, 748,
752, 753, 757, 767, 768, 769, 787, 788, 789, 791, 794, 797, 805,
815, 821, 822, 836, 840, 844, 864, 875, 876, 882, 885, 886, 898,
911, 933, 937, 938, 945, 958, 973, 976, 987, 998, 1001, 1006, 1015,
1016, 1017, 1035, 1037, 1039, 1055, 1056, 1060, 1071, 1080, 1097,
1099, 1114, 1138, 1140, 1143, 1173, 1184, 1189, 1199, 1203, 1206,
1212, 1222, 1224, 1270, 1276, 1278, 1298, 1308, 1313, 1320, 1325,
1329, 1332, 1368, 1388, 1397, 1407, 1408, 1427, 1435, 1437, 1448,
1451, 1457, 1467, 1475, 1479, 1483, 1485, 1487, 1490, 1502, 1504,
1505, 1507, 1520, 1522, 1525, 1526, 1530, 1537, 1538, 1539, 1542,
1545, 1546, 1552, 1593, 1610, 1648, 1662, 1663, 1664, 1678, 1695,
1709, 1711, 1712, 1723, 1733, 1753, 1771, 1775, 1798, 1799, 1810,
1818, 1839, 1841, 1852, 1861, 1868, 1869, 1873, 1894, 1913, 1916,
1917, 1919, 1920, 1923, 1926, 1927, 1930, 1944, 1946, 1947, 1948,
1954, 1986, 1993, 1995, 1996, 2004, 2012, 2016, 2020, 2030, 2033,
2035, 2040, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2083, 2109, 2112, 2113, 2114, 2122,
2127, 2135, 2137, 2142, 2147, 2152, 2160, 2167, 2174, 2216, 2217,
2229, 2230, 2240, 2249, 2279, 2299, 2301, 2313, 2324, 2330, 2332,
2335, 2336, 2339, 2361, 2378, 2379, 2381, 2383, 2394, 2396, 2403,
2407, 2409, 2422, 2425, 2435, 2438, 2451, 2457, 2468, 2484, 2488,
2498, 2499, 2509, 2531, 2557, 2558, 2560, 2565, 2586, 2587, 2590,
2594, 2605, 2606, 2611, 2621, 2627, 2628, 2632, 2633, 2657, 2695,
2696, 2697, 2698, 2705, 2746, 2766, 2770, 2771, 2790, 2798, 2800,
2827, 2829, 2834, 2843, 2869, 2875, 2881, 2900, 2904, 2906, 2920,
2928, 2933, 2941, 2956, 2958, 2967, 2973, 2978, 2985, 2991, 3001,
3012, 3048, 3049, 3059, 3076, 3093, 3111, 3178, 3197, 3218, 3294,
3323, 3342, 3344, 3362, 3465, 3484, 3605, 3615, 3631, 3678, 3686,
3689, 3695, 3696, 3722, 3746, 3778, 3786, 3813, 3839, 3840, 3872,
3887, 4010, 4016, 4019, 4021, 4056, 4061, 4062, 4080, 4142, 4147,
4172, 4206, 4258, 4300, 4419, 4492, 4497, 4567, 4593, 4602, 4688,
4689, 4707, 4807, 5052, 5098, 5106, 5110, 5112, 5183, 5192, 5238,
5251, 5277, 5285, 5299, 5327, 5389, 5395, 5396, 5405, 5406, 5442,
5537, 5542, 5544, 5596, 5601, 5657, 5702, 5748, 5754, 5854, 5916,
5975, 6021, 6094, 6157, 6237, 6255, 6280, 6291, 6294, 6307, 6366,
6387, 6450, 6499, 6512, 6824, 6852, 6904, 6905, 6942, 6995, 7048,
7050, 7051, 7061, 7094
Soy Oil Constants. Includes Index of Refreaction, Refreactive
Index, Solidification Point (Erstarrungspunkt), Specific Gravity.
See also Iodine Number 656, 791, 822, 2444, 2767, 5183, 5208,
5240
Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number / Value 656, 659, 822, 2394,
2444, 2767, 2958, 3025, 3032, 3049, 3098, 3116, 3169, 3291, 3517,

Soy Products of Australia Pty. Ltd. (Bayswater, Victoria, Australia).
Formerly F.G. Roberts Health Food Products (Melbourne) 2239,
3380
Soy Protein and Proteins–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 162, 252, 281, 597, 746,
774, 789, 836
Soy protein companies (USA). See Delsoy Products, Inc., Drackett
Co. (The), Glidden Co. (The), Griffith Laboratories, Gunther
Products, Inc., Laucks (I.F.) Co., Protein Technologies International
(PTI)
Soy Protein Concentrates, Textured 5912, 7035, 7058
Soy Protein Isolates, Concentrates, or Textured Soy Protein
Products–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 5916
Soy Protein Isolates, Concentrates, or Textured Soy Protein
Products–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 6185
Soy Protein Isolates, Textured (For Food Use Only, Including Spun
Soy Protein Fibers or Soy Isolate Gels). See also: Industrial Uses of
Soy Proteins–Fibers (Artificial Wool Made from Spun Soy Protein
Fibers) 5912
Soy Protein Products (General, or Modern Products). See also:
Nutrition–Protein, Protein Quality, and Amino Acid Composition
1407, 1408, 2531, 2602, 2920, 3151, 3184, 3615, 3660, 4206, 4296,
4306, 4419, 4492, 4501, 4688, 4958, 5111, 5207, 5226, 5299, 5389,
5434, 5491, 5751, 5950, 5988, 5989, 6118, 6512, 6721, 6877, 7006
Soy Proteins–Concentrates 4050, 4119, 5128, 5226, 5389, 5601,
5905, 6087, 6294, 6410, 6995, 7029, 7058
Soy Proteins–Concentrates–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 4119
Soy Proteins–Detection When Added to Other Food Products (Such
as Meat or Dairy Products, Wheat Flour or Baked Goods) 2152
Soy Proteins–Isolates–Enzyme-Modified Soy Protein with
Whipping / Foaming Properties Used to Replace Egg Albumen, and
Early Related Whipping / Aerating Agents or Products 2362, 2828
Soy Proteins–Isolates–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 2234, 2828, 3489
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Soy Proteins–Isolates, for Food Use. See also: Isolates, for
Industrial (Non-Food) Use 1479, 2499, 3231, 3822, 4050, 4119,
4206, 4629, 5006, 5036, 5128, 5134, 5226, 5327, 5389, 5439, 5543,
5562, 5601, 5637, 5679, 5691, 5692, 5694, 5729, 5796, 5905, 5916,
5968, 6157, 6234, 6236, 6276, 6308, 6374, 6390, 6393, 6431, 6432,
6439, 6440, 6467, 6471, 6477, 6524, 6528, 6529, 6532, 6535, 6540,
6542, 6546, 6547, 6586, 6590, 6622, 6651, 6662, 6665, 6682, 6705,
6711, 6714, 6777, 6781, 6814, 6822, 6824, 6868, 6882, 6897, 6915,
6994, 6995, 7002, 7029, 7042, 7051, 7074, 7075, 7121, 7158, 7159
Soy Proteins–Properties (Including Types {Globulins, Glycinin,
Beta- and Gamma-Conglycinin} Protein Fractions and Subunits,
Sedimentation Coefficients, Nitrogen Solubility, and Rheology)
266, 306, 789, 815, 973, 1407, 2234, 4860, 4907, 5240, 5241, 5459,
5556, 5603, 5905, 6302, 6345, 6685
Soy Proteins, Textured (General) 4206, 4478, 4492, 5112, 5128,
5396, 6380, 6443, 6995, 7029, 7053, 7126, 7237
Soy Proteins–Used as an Ingredient in or for Early Second
Generation Commercial Food or Beverage Products 6308, 6319,
6439, 6440, 6905
Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually made from
Soymilk. Non-Dairy Milk, or Tofu). See also Soy Yogurt–Not
Fermented 1173, 2040, 2272, 2279, 2828, 3381, 4320, 4460, 4495,
4558, 4886, 4902, 4915, 5007, 5008, 5014, 5046, 5311, 5350, 5396,
5431, 5502, 5522, 5639, 5729, 5778, 5791, 5869, 5998, 6368, 6466,
6608, 6609, 6616, 6641, 6736, 6912, 6920, 6933
Soy sauce. See Tamari, Teriyaki Sauce and Teriyaki (Soy Sauce is
the Main Sauce Ingredient), Worcestershire Sauce
Soy Sauce and Shoyu–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 10, 87, 89, 129, 196,
222, 597, 753, 1278, 2378, 2379, 3523
Soy Sauce, Chinese Style, Made with a Significant Proportion of
Wheat or Barley 47, 243

Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu). See Also Tamari, Teriyaki Sauce, and
Traditional Worcestershire Sauce 10, 13, 15, 22, 47, 87, 89, 90, 94,
97, 102, 122, 129, 158, 190, 195, 196, 197, 198, 211, 213, 222, 223,
237, 239, 243, 248, 251, 259, 263, 265, 266, 281, 289, 307, 313,
314, 317, 328, 350, 351, 359, 361, 377, 378, 401, 410, 411, 451,
522, 542, 571, 576, 597, 607, 637, 641, 652, 663, 664, 666, 672,
695, 696, 705, 723, 728, 730, 735, 747, 748, 753, 771, 787, 791,
794, 815, 821, 836, 838, 842, 844, 863, 866, 867, 875, 879, 898,
958, 964, 985, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1026, 1035, 1060, 1142, 1157,
1165, 1173, 1181, 1184, 1197, 1199, 1212, 1224, 1276, 1278, 1279,
1330, 1407, 1479, 1487, 1491, 1520, 1537, 1538, 1542, 1561, 1619,
1627, 1662, 1703, 1711, 1712, 1753, 1763, 1766, 1780, 1839, 1853,
1854, 1869, 1873, 1876, 1881, 1900, 1916, 1918, 1927, 1929, 1931,
1938, 1947, 1948, 1960, 1964, 1965, 1973, 1995, 2018, 2020, 2023,
2033, 2036, 2040, 2083, 2086, 2112, 2113, 2127, 2147, 2152, 2159,
2178, 2199, 2201, 2217, 2245, 2272, 2275, 2279, 2295, 2299, 2300,
2330, 2331, 2361, 2378, 2379, 2381, 2389, 2409, 2433, 2438, 2441,
2460, 2467, 2488, 2499, 2504, 2509, 2535, 2560, 2582, 2630, 2632,
2678, 2691, 2696, 2763, 2766, 2770, 2779, 2828, 2829, 2843, 2881,
2897, 2917, 2932, 2933, 2942, 2956, 2975, 2990, 2991, 3048, 3054,
3082, 3191, 3231, 3232, 3342, 3381, 3463, 3489, 3523, 3631, 3633,
3653, 3678, 3689, 3739, 3778, 3813, 3824, 4019, 4055, 4100, 4131,
4155, 4201, 4206, 4258, 4265, 4268, 4306, 4312, 4395, 4457, 4478,
4594, 4615, 4707, 4767, 4852, 4942, 4977, 4990, 4992, 5006, 5104,
5106, 5110, 5112, 5137, 5171, 5205, 5277, 5296, 5359, 5365, 5368,
5379, 5389, 5396, 5451, 5479, 5510, 5512, 5551, 5567, 5647, 5657,
5670, 5671, 5672, 5688, 5736, 5745, 5778, 5782, 5791, 5814, 5821,
5848, 5859, 5882, 5916, 5942, 5943, 5986, 5997, 6094, 6116, 6139,
6157, 6169, 6243, 6251, 6280, 6350, 6392, 6516, 6661, 6795, 6840,
6843, 6913, 6995, 7014, 7029, 7053, 7061, 7086, 7126, 7127, 7173,
7237
Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap,
Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap). See also Ketchup / Catsup 196,
260, 281, 451, 571, 815, 1542, 2178, 2199, 2275, 2381, 2441, 2630,
2975, 3678, 4312, 5112, 5778, 5782, 5791
Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis / Ketjap Manis.
Indonesian Sweet Thick Spicy Soy Sauce / Indonesian Thick Sweet
Soy Sauce 5778, 5791

Soy sauce companies (Asia & USA). See San Jirushi Corp., and
San-J International (Kuwana, Japan; and Richmond, Virginia),
Yamasa Corporation (Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon)

Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 359, 542, 637, 1995, 2245, 3048, 4312, 5916

Soy sauce companies (international). See Kikkoman Corporation
(Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and Worldwide)

Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 4615, 4767

Soy sauce companies or brands (USA). See La Choy, Oriental
Show-You Co

Soy sauce–Korean-style. See Kanjang–Korean-Style Fermented
Soy Sauce

Soy Sauce, HVP Type (Non-Fermented or Semi-Fermented, Made
with Acid-Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein; an Amino Acid Seasoning
Solution Rich in Glutamic Acid). Also Called Pejoratively Chemical
Soy Sauce 5791, 5942, 6009

Soy Sauce, Non-Soy Relatives 350

Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu and Worcestershire Sauce)–Imports,
Exports, International Trade 97, 190, 637, 663, 695, 771, 787, 1278,
1763, 2932, 3824, 4100, 4201, 4942, 4977, 4990, 4992, 5137, 5171,
5365, 5368, 5379, 5380, 5567, 5671, 5672, 5778, 5814, 6084

Soy sauce, price of. See Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce,
or Early So-Called Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy
Sauce)

Soy Sauce, Pale (Shiro Shoyu). Made in the Mikawa region of
Central Japan near Nagoya. Shiro Means White in Japanese 6918

Soy Sauce Production–How to Make Soy Sauce on a Commercial
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Scale 190
Soy sauce residue or dregs. See Fiber–Residue or Dregs from
Making Soy Sauce
Soy Sauce–Saishikomi Shoyu (Twice-Brewed) 5138
Soy Sauce, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Products 4382,
4383, 4384, 4421, 4508, 4534, 4541, 4569, 4618, 4619, 4620, 4625,
4654, 4659, 4663, 4668, 4669, 4676, 4731, 4739, 4743, 4744, 4759,
4775, 4781, 4785, 4789, 4794, 4801, 4805, 4836, 4837, 4839, 4878,
4889, 4895, 4906, 4909, 4912, 4937, 4940, 4941, 4980, 4985, 4996,
5009, 5013, 5047, 5050, 5054, 5056, 5064, 5071, 5084, 5090, 5095,
5116, 5130, 5131, 5139, 5147, 5148, 5151, 5169, 5175, 5177, 5195,
5198, 5209, 5266, 5310, 5325, 5330, 5331, 5334, 5340, 5344, 5358,
5360, 5369, 5370, 5375, 5382, 5425, 5428, 5434, 5475, 5479, 5480,
5487, 5488, 5489, 5493, 5514, 5521, 5531, 5558, 5563, 5566, 5567,
5570, 5572, 5573, 5581, 5582, 5586, 5618, 5622, 5659, 5661, 5678,
5680, 5685, 5686, 5687, 5695, 5700, 5701, 5709, 5714, 5715, 5716,
5717, 5752, 5757, 5761, 5770, 5771, 5784, 5789, 5790, 5793, 5795,
5800, 5803, 5804, 5824, 5841, 5849, 5851, 5852, 5867, 5877, 5902,
5903, 5942, 5943, 5946, 5950, 5955, 5960, 5961, 5968, 5969, 5985,
5986, 5987, 5993, 5995, 6005, 6009, 6010, 6012, 6035, 6057, 6059,
6077, 6088, 6090, 6128, 6129, 6199, 6323, 6328, 6346, 6352, 6361,
6371, 6390, 6435, 6452, 6483, 6623, 6660, 6790, 6799, 6801, 6804,
6810, 6840, 6865, 6866, 6915, 7074, 7075, 7158
Soy sauce used in Worcestershire sauce. See Worcestershire Sauce–
With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient
Soy Sprouts–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives
in Various Languages 1173, 1271, 1537, 1538, 1627, 2272, 2488,
2975, 4223
Soy Sprouts, Homemade–How to Grow at Home or on a Laboratory
Scale, by Hand 2678, 3078, 4361, 4812
Soy Sprouts Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
By Geographical Region 4312, 5916
Soy Sprouts Production–How to Grow Soy Sprouts on a
Commercial Scale 3631
Soy Sprouts (Sprouted or Germinated Soybeans) for Food Use 135,
453, 663, 746, 788, 815, 863, 973, 1173, 1199, 1271, 1407, 1408,
1479, 1487, 1537, 1538, 1627, 1848, 1900, 1929, 1947, 1996, 2112,
2113, 2127, 2147, 2159, 2199, 2272, 2276, 2279, 2330, 2332, 2345,
2381, 2385, 2400, 2433, 2438, 2451, 2467, 2485, 2487, 2488, 2504,
2535, 2582, 2596, 2629, 2630, 2676, 2678, 2696, 2763, 2766, 2770,
2776, 2789, 2828, 2843, 2868, 2874, 2897, 2900, 2975, 2990, 2991,
3049, 3054, 3078, 3214, 3231, 3232, 3342, 3348, 3381, 3464, 3477,
3489, 3631, 3678, 3737, 3746, 3778, 3813, 3870, 4147, 4149, 4167,
4206, 4223, 4256, 4258, 4260, 4306, 4312, 4361, 4395, 4425, 4457,
4478, 4484, 4501, 4804, 4812, 4885, 4887, 5104, 5110, 5112, 5277,
5389, 5611, 5620, 5640, 5715, 5718, 5736, 5821, 5916, 6157, 6280,
6424, 6479, 6585, 6656, 6913, 7050

Soy Yogurt–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 4223, 4921
Soy Yogurt–Fermented / Cultured 746, 815, 2438, 2492, 2630,
4061, 4149, 4460, 4921, 5234, 5328, 5499, 5597, 5626, 5705, 5776,
5802, 5859, 5876, 5878, 5909, 5912, 5922, 5926, 5984, 6113, 6198,
6363, 6369, 6389, 6410, 6466, 6472, 6494, 6543, 6588, 6724, 6733,
6767, 6770, 6776, 6787, 6798, 6870, 6874, 6875, 6876, 6919, 7062,
7073, 7089, 7112, 7123
Soy Yogurt (Generally Non-Dairy) 2691, 4223, 4416, 4870, 5670,
5921, 6410
Soy Yogurt Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 5626, 5705, 5926, 6198
Soy Yogurt–Not Fermented. Typically Made with Tofu (Includes
varieties “with active cultures” that are not actually cultured /
fermented) 5437, 5666, 5796, 6184, 6204, 6302, 6375
Soya Foods Ltd [Named Soya Flour Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (192942), and Soya Foods Ltd. (1933)]. See Spillers Premier Products
Ltd.
Soya Health Foods Ltd. (Manchester, England). Including Michael
Cole and his Soya International Ltd.. 5438, 5776
Soya Kaas Inc. See Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc.
Soya–Soybean Production and Soy Products 797, 1330, 1336, 2142,
2296, 2381, 2559, 2925, 2973, 3377, 3416, 3507, 4162, 4861
Soyana (Zurich, Switzerland) 4831, 4842, 4954, 5037, 5265, 5318,
5842, 5843, 5956
Soyanews: Monthly Newsletter Published by CARE in Colombo,
Sri Lanka (1978-1990) 4612, 4738, 4917, 4919, 4997, 5246, 5251
Soyastern Naturkost GmbH / Dorstener Tofu Produktions GmbH
(Dorsten, Germany). Acquired by Huegli in April 1991 4913, 5160,
5217, 5376, 5485, 5583, 5584, 6351
Soyatech (Publisher of Soya Bluebook and Soya Newsletter, Bar
Harbor, Maine. Note: In March 1980 Peter Golbitz and Sharyn
Kingma started Island Tofu Works, a tofu manufacturing company,
in Bar Harbor, Maine) 5780, 6106, 6443, 6456, 6496, 6530, 7019
SoyaWorld Inc. See ProSoya
Soybean archaeology. See Archaeology
Soybean Council of America. See American Soybean Association
(ASA)–Soybean Council of America

Soy whip topping. See Whip Topping

Soybean crushers (Asia). See Ajinomoto Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan),
Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd.
(Tokyo, Japan)

Soy wine. See Fermented Specialty Soyfoods

Soybean crushers (Canada). See ADM Agri-Industries Ltd.
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(Windsor, Ontario, Canada), CanAmera Foods (Hamilton, Ontario,
Canada), Victory Soya Mills Ltd. (Toronto, Ontario)

solvent) 987, 998, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1099, 1448, 1474, 1483, 1507,
1521, 1678, 1758, 1814, 1881, 2745, 2767, 4896, 4957, 4958

Soybean Crushers (Canada), Early (Started Before 1941)–Milton
Oil Refineries Ltd. (Milton, Ontario; March 1930–Renamed
Canadian Soyabeans Ltd. by Nov. 1932), Dominion Linseed Oil
Co. (Baden, ONT; 1932), Soy Bean Oil and Meal Co-operative
Company of Canada, Ltd. (Chatham, ONT; 1932), Dominion Soya
Industries / Dominion Soya Products Co. (Montreal, Quebec; spring
1935), Soya Mills Limited (Stratford, ONT; Jan. 1936), Edgar
Soya Products (Belle River, Ontario; 1936), Toronto Elevators Ltd.
(Toronto, ONT; 1938) 2152, 4021

Soybean Crushers (USA), Small Crushers–Arkansas Grain Corp.
(Helena & Stuttgart, Arkansas), Hemphill Soy Products (Kennett,
Missouri), Old Fort Mills (Marion, Ohio), Sioux Soya Mills
(Sioux City, Iowa), Soy Bean Processing Co. (Waterloo, Iowa),
Soybean Products, Inc. (Cedar Rapids, Iowa), Southern Soya Corp.
(Cameron, South Carolina), Soy-Rich Products (Wichita, Kansas),
Toledo Soybean Products (Toledo, Ohio) Western Soybean Mills
(Sioux Falls, South Dakota), etc.. 1678, 1681, 2590

Soybean Crushers (Europe). See Unilever Corp., Lever Brothers
Co., Unimills B.V. (Netherlands)
Soybean crushers (Europe). See Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy), Hansa
Muehle (Hamburg, Germany), Noblee & Thoerl GmbH (Hamburg,
Germany), Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany),
Stettiner Oelwerke (Stettin, Germany), Vandemoortele N.V.
(Izegem, Netherlands)
Soybean Crushers (Europe)–General 652, 656, 667, 724
Soybean crushers (USA). See Allied Mills, Inc., Archer Daniels
Midland Co. (ADM) (Decatur, Illinois), Bunge Corp. (White
Plains, New York), Cargill, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis),
Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne, Indiana), Chicago Heights Oil Co.
(Chicago Heights, Illinois), Pillsbury Feed Mills and Pillsbury
Co. (Minneapolis, Minnesota), Procter & Gamble Co. (Cincinnati,
Ohio). Including the Buckeye Cotton Oil Co., Ralston Purina
Co. (St. Louis, Missouri), Shellabarger Grain Co. / Shellabarger
Soybean Mills (Decatur, Illinois), Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc.
(Buffalo, New York), Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. (Decatur,,
Swift & Co. (Illinois)
Soybean Crushers (USA). See Seed Companies, Soybean–Funk
Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois)–After 1924, Sinaiko
Family and Iowa Milling Co. (Cedar Rapids, Iowa)
Soybean crushers (USA), Cooperative. See Ag Processing Inc a
cooperative (AGP), Farmers Union Grain Terminal Association
(GTA), Honeymead (Mankato, Minnesota), Monticello Cooperative Soybean Products Co. (Monticello, Piatt Co., Illinois),
North Iowa Cooperative Processing Association, (Manly, Iowa),
Ohio Valley Soybean Cooperative (Henderson, Kentucky), Riceland
Foods (Named Arkansas Grain Corp. before Sept. 1970)
Soybean crushers (USA), Early. See Elizabeth City Oil and
Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North Carolina; 1915)

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic Presses 1099, 1437,
1542, 1627, 1723, 2033, 2056, 2159, 2249, 2332, 2745, 2767, 2985,
2991, 3381, 3631, 3695
Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and Expellers
(Continuous, Mechanical) 1437, 1610, 1723, 1868, 1916, 1948,
2033, 2035, 2167, 2240, 2249, 2408, 2435, 2590, 2745, 2767, 2985,
3218, 3381, 3695, 4605, 4958, 5975, 6255, 6366, 6824
Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Solvent Extraction 576, 659, 822,
1015, 1016, 1017, 1099, 1397, 1474, 1479, 1507, 1593, 1723, 1839,
1986, 2033, 2056, 2058, 2069, 2149, 2159, 2353, 2417, 2767, 2985,
3098, 3110, 3218, 3381, 3494, 4157, 4457, 5238, 5900, 6813, 6824,
6859
Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Wedge Press and Hand-Turned
Screw Press (Early Technology from China and Manchuria) 22,
744, 1593, 1723, 1917, 2056, 2767, 2991, 3689
Soybean Crushing (General: Soy / Soybean Oil and Soybean Meal)
1030, 1145, 1521, 1627, 1681, 1709, 1763, 1780, 1814, 1891, 1909,
2149, 2187, 2205, 2215, 2250, 2297, 2337, 2353, 2400, 2408, 2455,
2460, 2598, 2667, 2709, 2728, 2745, 2942, 2943, 3055, 3098, 3110,
3284, 3494, 3593, 3638, 3740, 3814, 3837, 4067, 4296, 4457, 4543,
4605, 4609, 4729, 4823, 4850, 5082, 5111, 5215, 5243, 5512, 5749,
5751, 5766, 5900, 6378, 6391, 6421, 6514, 7006
Soybean Crushing, Including Production and Trade of Soybean
Oil, Meal or Cake, Margarine, or Shortening–Industry and Market
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–753, 998, 1097, 1184, 1189, 1308,
1325, 1479, 1627, 1841, 1881, 1986, 1995, 2034, 2036, 2167, 2249,
2403, 2456, 2590, 2767, 2900, 2908, 3381, 3778, 3872, 4016, 4142,
4157, 4593, 4958, 5036, 5052, 5098, 5111, 5176, 5327, 5442, 5537,
5749, 5916, 6627
Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of
Individual Plants–Statistics 1474
Soybean crushing–solvents. See Solvents

Soybean Crushers (USA), Early–Pacific Oil Mills and Albers
Brothers Milling Co. (Seattle, Washington; 1911), Elizabeth City
Oil and Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North Carolina; 1915. By
1917 six other North Carolina oil mills were crushing soybeans),
Chicago Heights Oil Mfg. Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois; 1920),
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. (Decatur, Illinois; 1922), Piatt County
Cooperative Soy Bean Co. (Monticello, Illinois; 1923–batch
solvent), Blish Milling Co. (Seymour and Crothersville, Indiana;
1923), Eastern Cotton Oil Co. (Norfolk, Virginia; 1924–continuous

Soybean Cultural Practices–No-Till, Conservation Tillage, and
Minimum Tillage Farming / Agriculture 2743, 3263, 3330, 3385,
3505, 3545, 3547, 3691, 3698, 3738, 3823, 3827, 3843, 3875, 3878,
3886, 4070, 4079, 4081, 4248, 4255, 4266, 4314, 4417, 4520, 4547,
4551, 4552, 4601, 4614, 4623, 4718, 4721, 4725, 4727, 4819, 4833,
4918, 4962, 4983, 5020, 5024, 5025, 5032, 5033, 5040, 5099, 5123,
5225, 5229, 5279, 5314, 5323, 5329, 5409, 5418, 5420, 5468, 5519,
5524, 5529, 5624, 5628, 5742, 5747, 5756, 5915, 6143, 6181, 6222,
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6258, 6266, 6267, 6297, 6334, 6335, 6344, 6360, 6373, 6397, 6405,
6408, 6427, 6434, 6450, 6460, 6461, 6476, 6497, 6498, 6499, 6517,
6518, 6538, 6579, 6583, 6603, 6645, 6717, 6729, 6730, 6782, 6783,
6833, 6879, 6893, 6953, 6971, 6982, 7028, 7077, 7095, 7118, 7119,
7127, 7140, 7161, 7162, 7167, 7168, 7189, 7196, 7211, 7215, 7227,
7230, 7231
Soybean–General and Other 5277
Soybean–General Comprehensive and Basic Important Publications
about Soybeans 121, 1479, 4050, 5501, 6861, 7006, 7065
Soybean–Genetic Diversity, Variability and Population Structure
7136, 7204
Soybean–Growth Regulators / Substances Such as Triiodobenzoic
Acid (TIBA), Gibberellic Acid, Gibberellins, Auxins, Cytokinins,
Dicamba, and Florigen 2534, 3567, 4059, 4216, 4483, 4547, 4991,
5290, 6409
Soybean koji. See Koji, Soybean
Soybean Marketing Association (1929-1932). Organized at Decatur,
Illinois on 16 Oct. 1929 1905, 1950, 2004, 2033, 2035
Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber (as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as
a Fertilizer or Manure for the Soil or for Fish Ponds–Industrial Uses
28, 29, 30, 135, 190, 195, 229, 254, 260, 313, 328, 346, 350, 453,
581, 606, 629, 637, 652, 659, 663, 664, 693, 695, 728, 730, 733,
735, 737, 744, 745, 748, 753, 769, 788, 789, 791, 815, 875, 879,
882, 935, 938, 958, 977, 998, 1001, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1184, 1189,
1199, 1206, 1212, 1224, 1337, 1397, 1474, 1479, 1483, 1593, 1610,
1627, 1648, 1723, 1733, 1818, 1839, 1852, 1861, 1881, 1918, 1919,
1927, 1947, 1948, 1973, 2142, 2149, 2152, 2159, 2201, 2275, 2365,
2485, 2568, 2630, 2696, 2766, 2843, 2985, 3381, 3464, 3477, 3814
Soybean Meal–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 581, 656, 774, 789, 898, 909, 1537,
2152
Soybean Meal (SBM) (Defatted). Formerly Called Bean Cake,
Beancake, Soybean Cake, Oilmeal, or Presscake 29, 30, 31, 121,
135, 190, 196, 213, 224, 229, 236, 239, 243, 254, 260, 261, 263,
289, 313, 328, 361, 411, 448, 453, 522, 575, 576, 581, 606, 629,
637, 643, 648, 649, 650, 652, 654, 656, 659, 661, 663, 664, 665,
679, 681, 696, 705, 715, 728, 730, 731, 733, 736, 737, 744, 745,
747, 748, 752, 753, 769, 770, 774, 775, 782, 787, 788, 789, 791,
794, 797, 815, 822, 836, 844, 851, 864, 875, 879, 882, 885, 898,
909, 911, 917, 933, 935, 937, 938, 958, 973, 975, 976, 977, 987,
998, 1001, 1006, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1019, 1027, 1030, 1035, 1037,
1039, 1050, 1056, 1057, 1060, 1071, 1080, 1097, 1099, 1107, 1114,
1140, 1149, 1162, 1165, 1184, 1189, 1199, 1206, 1209, 1212, 1224,
1270, 1278, 1300, 1306, 1308, 1325, 1330, 1337, 1341, 1397, 1403,
1407, 1408, 1424, 1435, 1437, 1448, 1469, 1474, 1479, 1483, 1487,
1491, 1520, 1525, 1526, 1537, 1538, 1542, 1545, 1546, 1593, 1610,
1616, 1628, 1643, 1648, 1659, 1662, 1663, 1678, 1681, 1683, 1695,
1703, 1711, 1712, 1716, 1723, 1733, 1739, 1753, 1758, 1763, 1766,
1781, 1798, 1799, 1818, 1829, 1839, 1841, 1852, 1857, 1861, 1868,
1869, 1881, 1894, 1913, 1916, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923,
1927, 1930, 1944, 1946, 1947, 1948, 1954, 1960, 1964, 1965, 1967,

1973, 1986, 1995, 2004, 2012, 2016, 2020, 2025, 2026, 2030, 2033,
2034, 2035, 2040, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2059, 2066, 2069, 2102, 2106,
2109, 2113, 2116, 2135, 2137, 2142, 2147, 2149, 2152, 2159, 2160,
2167, 2170, 2208, 2229, 2249, 2272, 2275, 2279, 2286, 2299, 2330,
2336, 2339, 2360, 2361, 2362, 2365, 2381, 2385, 2394, 2400, 2409,
2417, 2425, 2435, 2439, 2443, 2451, 2452, 2454, 2459, 2487, 2488,
2492, 2499, 2509, 2558, 2568, 2582, 2590, 2621, 2628, 2630, 2632,
2633, 2653, 2657, 2696, 2702, 2705, 2724, 2746, 2763, 2766, 2767,
2771, 2798, 2800, 2829, 2843, 2881, 2897, 2902, 2905, 2925, 2932,
2933, 2945, 2956, 2958, 2967, 2973, 2975, 2985, 2991, 3001, 3025,
3048, 3049, 3054, 3059, 3066, 3084, 3098, 3110, 3111, 3130, 3178,
3232, 3294, 3295, 3299, 3327, 3342, 3368, 3377, 3381, 3465, 3477,
3484, 3485, 3505, 3545, 3605, 3616, 3621, 3689, 3695, 3696, 3736,
3744, 3778, 3786, 3814, 3835, 3870, 3872, 3960, 3977, 4016, 4021,
4022, 4050, 4062, 4073, 4119, 4157, 4178, 4221, 4222, 4231, 4258,
4300, 4364, 4439, 4440, 4454, 4497, 4567, 4593, 4707, 4810, 4850,
4897, 4907, 4958, 5006, 5052, 5106, 5110, 5176, 5238, 5241, 5277,
5285, 5299, 5327, 5389, 5393, 5403, 5405, 5442, 5491, 5537, 5542,
5544, 5601, 5729, 5748, 5788, 5811, 5862, 5916, 6021, 6157, 6169,
6171, 6237, 6294, 6340, 6350, 6451, 6511, 6515, 6603, 6813, 6817,
6894, 6913
Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and
Its Seeds 47, 60, 121, 208, 306, 746, 844, 1479, 2800, 2901, 3316,
3490, 3507, 3985, 3987, 4012, 4069, 4300, 4483, 5296, 5395, 5914,
6016
Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its
Seeds as Determined by Microscopy or Microscopic Examination
815
Soybean oil. See Soy Oil
Soybean oil constants. See Soy Oil Constants
Soybean–origin and domestication. See Origin, Domestication, and
Dissemination of the Soybean (General)
Soybean paste. See Miso
Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry (Including Photoperiodism,
Photosynthesis, Translocation, Plant Water Relations, Respiration,
Photorespiration) 513, 746, 847, 1195, 1200, 1534, 1628, 1636,
1637, 1655, 1715, 1717, 1738, 1776, 1782, 1808, 1825, 1880, 1906,
1991, 1996, 2009, 2022, 2070, 2077, 2117, 2125, 2129, 2156, 2173,
2175, 2185, 2186, 2188, 2259, 2273, 2281, 2345, 2351, 2440, 2453,
2463, 2480, 2512, 2552, 2603, 2625, 2631, 2634, 2646, 2656, 2666,
2669, 2681, 2736, 2796, 2809, 2822, 2823, 2839, 2858, 2864, 2868,
2874, 2901, 2920, 2947, 2955, 2981, 2984, 3002, 3008, 3032, 3118,
3139, 3162, 3172, 3225, 3249, 3286, 3291, 3292, 3297, 3301, 3305,
3309, 3333, 3341, 3395, 3430, 3434, 3441, 3483, 3486, 3490, 3503,
3524, 3525, 3553, 3555, 3562, 3565, 3569, 3574, 3688, 3781, 3812,
3854, 3950, 3953, 3985, 3987, 4023, 4050, 4058, 4069, 4070, 4261,
4364, 4376, 4400, 4445, 4477, 4496, 4589, 4688, 4689, 4755, 4766,
4783, 4844, 4872, 4923, 4946, 5028, 5101, 5103, 5113, 5245, 5290,
5299, 5386, 5415, 5627, 5751, 5945, 6418, 6479, 6512, 6960, 7142,
7232
Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry–Maturity Groups 2992,
3137, 3169, 3873, 4014, 4410
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Soybean Physiology–Etymology of Key Terms and Relatives in
Various Languages 6377
Soybean–Physiology–Mycorrhiza / Mycorrhizae / Mycorrhizal
Relations with Vesicular-Arbuscular Soil Fungi of the Genus
Glomus or Endogone 3899, 4594, 4643
Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiod Insensitivity / Daylength
Neutrality 3997, 4097, 4773, 6187, 6377, 6451, 7214
Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiodism / Photoperiod, Photoperiodic
Effects, or Photo-Thermal Responses 3037, 3137, 3206, 3237,
3305, 3342, 3505, 3507, 3545, 3813, 3858, 3997, 4024, 4286, 4300,
4449, 4483, 4493, 4497, 4504, 4694, 5128, 5157, 5158, 5233, 5546,
5590, 5755, 6187, 6250, 6545
Soybean–Physiology–Tolerance to Cold, Chilling, or Low
Temperatures, and Cold Tolerant Varieties 4424, 4851, 5103, 6187,
6844
Soybean processing. See Soybean Crushing

2403, 2424, 2455, 2479, 2493, 2531, 2532, 2592, 2627, 2657, 2659,
2662, 2696, 2706, 2746, 2755, 2764, 2791, 2836, 2837, 2839, 2847,
2885, 2890, 2915, 2929, 2930, 2931, 2932, 2943, 2949, 2962, 2964,
2967, 2974, 2976, 2981, 2985, 2998, 3012, 3018, 3043, 3082, 3092,
3097, 3107, 3110, 3114, 3126, 3160, 3179, 3188, 3197, 3204, 3205,
3211, 3218, 3299, 3304, 3310, 3315, 3344, 3347, 3396, 3397, 3412,
3415, 3419, 3445, 3504, 3511, 3524, 3571, 3606, 3615, 3687, 3695,
3722, 3748, 3757, 3814, 3822, 3829, 3837, 3838, 3862, 3872, 3935,
3937, 3948, 3951, 3957, 4001, 4006, 4014, 4021, 4050, 4055, 4080,
4129, 4149, 4155, 4203, 4221, 4236, 4258, 4265, 4296, 4306, 4314,
4330, 4364, 4411, 4412, 4496, 4519, 4589, 4592, 4602, 4688, 4689,
4712, 4729, 4768, 4773, 4818, 4861, 4862, 4863, 4949, 5040, 5059,
5098, 5100, 5101, 5104, 5105, 5106, 5110, 5111, 5112, 5113, 5181,
5211, 5214, 5268, 5295, 5299, 5389, 5415, 5444, 5501, 5542, 5544,
5668, 5740, 5748, 5751, 5756, 5788, 5797, 5859, 5952, 6016, 6028,
6100, 6144, 6155, 6157, 6158, 6237, 6332, 6340, 6450, 6478, 6512,
6514, 6579, 6603, 6628, 6773, 6819, 6861, 6913, 6948, 6989, 7091,
7238
Soybean production in tropical and subtropical countries. See
Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly
in

Soybean production. See–Fertilizers and Plant Nutrition, Cover
Crop, Use of Soybean as. See also: Intercropping, Crop Rotation
of Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement, Cropping Systems:
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping, Cultural Practices,
Green Manure, Harvesting and Threshing, Identity Preserved /
Preservation, Organically Grown Soybeans, Peoria Plan of 1928-29
for Growing, Selling, and Processing Soybeans, Plant Protection
from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury (General), Precision
Agriculture / Farming (Based on GPS–Global Positioning System),
Price of Soybeans, Soybean Seeds and Soybean Products–Except
Sauces (Which See), Seed Germination or Viability–Not Including
Soy Sprouts, Seed Quality, Seed Treatment, Soybean Variety
Development and Breeding–New Soybean Varieties in the USA,
Yield Statistics, Soybean

Soybean Production–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses 3813, 3951, 4192, 4251, 4306, 4312, 4326, 4330, 4714,
4762, 4981, 5049, 5052, 5098, 5112, 5176, 5244, 5271, 5319, 5389,
5420, 5442, 5444, 5450, 5451, 5460, 5461, 5474, 5496, 5601, 5669,
5702, 5739, 5741, 5750, 5755, 5758, 5780, 5914, 5953, 6092, 6144,
6176, 6478

Soybean production and the soil. See Soil Science

Soybean production–Nitrogen Fixation and Inoculation. See
Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company, Urbana Laboratories

Soybean production–Marketing. See Chicago Board of Trade
(CBOT), Marketing Soybeans, Railroads / Railways and Special
Trains and/or Exhibit Cars Used to Promote Soybeans and Soybean
Production, Soybean Marketing Association (1929-1932)
Soybean production–Nitrogen fixation. See Nitrogen Fixation,
Inoculation, Nodulation–Etymology of Related Terms

Soybean production–Costs. See Cost of Producing Soybeans
Soybean production, organic. See Organic Soybean Production
Soybean production–Farm equipment. See Machinery
(Agricultural), Implements, Equipment, and Mechanization
Soybean production–Farm machinery. See Combines, Combines–
Etymology, Farm Machinery–Etymology

Soybean production–Plant protection. See Diseases (Bacterial,
Fungal, and Viral / Virus), Insects–Pest Control. See also:
Integrated Pest Management, Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
and Biological Control, Nematodes–Disease Control, Pesticides
(General), Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use

Soybean production–Farm Machinery. See Tractors
Soybean production–Research. See Research on Soybeans
Soybean Production–General, and Amount Produced 17, 29, 30, 31,
143, 193, 400, 420, 423, 453, 455, 522, 580, 582, 617, 664, 728,
736, 744, 745, 768, 806, 842, 848, 876, 929, 983, 984, 995, 1010,
1078, 1140, 1144, 1149, 1151, 1152, 1184, 1189, 1227, 1229, 1276,
1279, 1299, 1303, 1307, 1318, 1321, 1324, 1329, 1336, 1355, 1361,
1427, 1456, 1457, 1474, 1480, 1483, 1485, 1486, 1494, 1620, 1625,
1643, 1651, 1680, 1704, 1711, 1712, 1723, 1727, 1741, 1742, 1751,
1753, 1763, 1765, 1766, 1775, 1780, 1832, 1852, 1867, 1893, 1964,
1970, 1973, 1986, 2004, 2013, 2033, 2074, 2092, 2109, 2110, 2137,
2147, 2225, 2279, 2295, 2299, 2314, 2319, 2339, 2353, 2370, 2400,

Soybean Production–Sustainability or Sustainable Agriculture 4768,
5780, 5809, 5813, 5815, 5861, 6110, 6153, 6156, 6160, 6164, 6165,
6166, 6167, 6170, 6177, 6188, 6254, 6342, 6343, 6359, 6377, 6388,
6428, 6491, 6541, 6567, 6573, 6605, 6645, 6647, 6696, 6703, 6773,
6817, 6831, 6922, 6926, 6929, 6989, 6990, 7004, 7019, 7027, 7036,
7045, 7047, 7052, 7055, 7085, 7104, 7106, 7129, 7154, 7164, 7168,
7177, 7203, 7204, 7207, 7213, 7216, 7224, 7235
Soybean Research Foundation, Inc. (SRF, Mason City, Illinois)
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3579
Soybean Rust (Fungal Disease) 312, 786, 1166, 1956, 2378, 2433,
4098, 4262, 4656, 4773, 4967, 6813, 7005
Soybean Seeds–Black in Color–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 44, 87
Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned 23, 25,
26, 27, 29, 30, 32, 33, 38, 42, 44, 45, 49, 87, 94, 95, 96, 102, 103,
111, 112, 119, 121, 128, 132, 136, 137, 180, 208, 210, 211, 222,
223, 229, 232, 256, 261, 278, 306, 307, 312, 315, 317, 318, 326,
327, 336, 337, 346, 351, 358, 375, 377, 387, 393, 401, 406, 407,
411, 414, 434, 439, 444, 451, 453, 470, 486, 489, 491, 511, 521,
524, 538, 545, 564, 575, 577, 582, 583, 587, 601, 613, 615, 622,
636, 641, 642, 644, 651, 658, 659, 688, 706, 718, 723, 724, 742,
744, 745, 746, 752, 753, 764, 767, 771, 773, 774, 780, 781, 785,
787, 791, 794, 798, 799, 803, 805, 810, 813, 831, 843, 844, 853,
864, 867, 870, 882, 887, 889, 890, 894, 902, 903, 905, 906, 907,
908, 909, 913, 914, 921, 923, 927, 933, 946, 955, 964, 965, 966,
969, 973, 976, 986, 988, 989, 1000, 1007, 1009, 1014, 1015, 1016,
1017, 1020, 1022, 1033, 1043, 1045, 1047, 1048, 1055, 1056, 1058,
1059, 1060, 1062, 1064, 1066, 1068, 1071, 1073, 1076, 1079, 1089,
1094, 1095, 1113, 1140, 1143, 1145, 1146, 1155, 1165, 1176, 1184,
1186, 1188, 1190, 1197, 1206, 1223, 1226, 1227, 1229, 1234, 1250,
1273, 1274, 1277, 1278, 1279, 1283, 1285, 1290, 1291, 1294, 1296,
1297, 1298, 1299, 1300, 1305, 1309, 1314, 1319, 1320, 1321, 1326,
1327, 1328, 1329, 1341, 1348, 1349, 1358, 1361, 1363, 1366, 1374,
1380, 1389, 1391, 1394, 1396, 1400, 1402, 1404, 1405, 1407, 1408,
1425, 1427, 1433, 1444, 1448, 1450, 1456, 1457, 1467, 1476, 1477,
1479, 1480, 1481, 1487, 1488, 1489, 1490, 1491, 1492, 1494, 1495,
1497, 1501, 1502, 1517, 1519, 1522, 1524, 1525, 1532, 1535, 1542,
1543, 1547, 1553, 1572, 1574, 1576, 1577, 1585, 1593, 1603, 1624,
1625, 1629, 1637, 1641, 1647, 1649, 1652, 1657, 1658, 1662, 1667,
1670, 1676, 1681, 1706, 1711, 1712, 1716, 1719, 1743, 1750, 1751,
1756, 1764, 1765, 1789, 1794, 1798, 1799, 1800, 1826, 1841, 1857,
1869, 1907, 1914, 1924, 1942, 1943, 1965, 1970, 1987, 1988, 2019,
2020, 2024, 2030, 2034, 2035, 2040, 2056, 2058, 2067, 2080, 2082,
2083, 2084, 2086, 2105, 2109, 2110, 2115, 2116, 2134, 2135, 2147,
2152, 2164, 2169, 2184, 2187, 2208, 2211, 2217, 2223, 2224, 2227,
2230, 2231, 2244, 2245, 2247, 2254, 2258, 2271, 2291, 2299, 2325,
2331, 2335, 2337, 2342, 2343, 2362, 2370, 2385, 2388, 2389, 2406,
2410, 2423, 2444, 2451, 2497, 2509, 2559, 2565, 2573, 2601, 2614,
2651, 2670, 2721, 2753, 2754, 2763, 2779, 2824, 2834, 2875, 2898,
2900, 2902, 2904, 2948, 2951, 2957, 2961, 2969, 2973, 2992, 3011,
3041, 3049, 3071, 3072, 3102, 3163, 3227, 3241, 3253, 3295, 3353,
3362, 3380, 3424, 3598, 3620, 3631, 3662, 3682, 3689, 3704, 3743,
3749, 3797, 3834, 3836, 3839, 3840, 3957, 3997, 4117, 4300, 4481,
4511, 4567, 4609, 4766, 4823, 4851, 5226, 5228, 5364, 5408, 5496,
5727, 5740, 6139, 6296, 6784
Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Used as Food (Including in
Fermented Black Soybeans and Inyu), Beverage, Feed, or
Medicine, or Their Nutritional Value 22, 28, 40, 89, 116, 196, 266,
381, 436, 571, 597, 652, 815, 1092, 1199, 1408, 2199, 2290, 2675,
3047, 3653, 3824, 4086, 4267, 4521, 5551, 5617, 5778, 6430, 6436
Soybean Seeds–Brown in Color. Especially Early Records 47, 87,
98, 100, 101, 103, 111, 112, 116, 122, 124, 128, 132, 134, 137, 143,
145, 164, 171, 180, 196, 200, 208, 211, 222, 254, 257, 260, 282,

306, 320, 326, 375, 378, 387, 406, 411, 414, 486, 490, 511, 521,
524, 545, 560, 574, 577, 597, 601, 613, 615, 622, 636, 641, 658,
659, 688, 718, 724, 767, 770, 774, 785, 787, 791, 797, 813, 815,
844, 882, 889, 890, 894, 921, 923, 933, 966, 973, 989, 996, 1007,
1022, 1055, 1068, 1076, 1145, 1165, 1214, 1215, 1227, 1231, 1233,
1237, 1238, 1250, 1273, 1278, 1283, 1297, 1299, 1305, 1307, 1310,
1317, 1319, 1320, 1321, 1328, 1329, 1341, 1348, 1352, 1358, 1361,
1366, 1374, 1389, 1391, 1396, 1427, 1467, 1480, 1488, 1489, 1603,
1624, 1751, 1765, 2020, 2024, 2030, 2064, 2066, 2152, 2169, 2187,
2211, 2223, 2224, 2247, 2254, 2299, 2385, 2403, 2423, 2451, 2509,
2739, 2875, 2992, 3047, 4823, 7240
Soybean Seeds–Green in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned. Early
Named Varieties Include Aoda, Columbia, Giant Green, Guelph or
Medium Green, Medium Early Green, Medium Green, Samarow,
Sonoma, and Tashing 11, 87, 137, 196, 200, 254, 260, 266, 326,
327, 336, 337, 348, 351, 393, 407, 434, 437, 444, 453, 470, 478,
485, 486, 490, 506, 507, 510, 511, 521, 527, 530, 538, 545, 553,
556, 560, 569, 577, 582, 593, 597, 601, 608, 613, 615, 622, 636,
640, 641, 658, 659, 666, 724, 744, 745, 746, 767, 774, 780, 787,
791, 797, 798, 805, 810, 813, 815, 853, 889, 890, 894, 906, 908,
909, 914, 921, 923, 933, 965, 969, 971, 973, 986, 1010, 1020, 1022,
1033, 1056, 1058, 1060, 1062, 1068, 1076, 1078, 1079, 1080, 1095,
1108, 1113, 1117, 1140, 1143, 1145, 1165, 1186, 1188, 1196, 1198,
1204, 1206, 1215, 1226, 1227, 1229, 1246, 1250, 1253, 1256, 1273,
1290, 1294, 1296, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1300, 1301, 1309, 1314, 1319,
1320, 1328, 1358, 1361, 1363, 1374, 1380, 1389, 1391, 1407, 1408,
1411, 1487, 1488, 1489, 1491, 1494, 1497, 1498, 1519, 1522, 1574,
1576, 1585, 1603, 1737, 1751, 1763, 1798, 1799, 1869, 2020, 2223,
2230, 2423, 2588, 2875, 2992, 3047, 4404
Soybean Seeds–Green in Color. Used as Food, Beverage, Feed, or
Medicine, or Their Nutritional Value 909, 1869
Soybean Seeds–Mottled, Speckled, Spotted, Striped, Banded,
Flecked, Variegated, or Bicolored 87, 196, 266, 306, 658, 723, 746,
767, 787, 889, 890, 973, 1022, 1145, 1298, 1328, 1548, 1603, 3047
Soybean Seeds–Red in Color 42, 102, 136, 213, 266, 746, 764,
1298
Soybean Seeds–White in Color 11, 22, 42, 44, 45, 66, 134, 196,
265, 266, 306, 312, 315, 318, 326, 327, 336, 337, 351, 358, 393,
407, 439, 444, 453, 468, 486, 545, 582, 584, 613, 651, 718, 723,
724, 744, 745, 773, 787, 853, 867, 1068, 1165, 1199, 1491
Soybean Seeds–Yellow in Color. Including Yellowish White, Cream
Colored, and Pale (Pallida). Especially Early Records. See also:
Soybean Seeds–White 11, 12, 22, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 38, 42,
75, 87, 88, 98, 100, 101, 102, 103, 111, 112, 116, 119, 120, 121,
122, 124, 128, 132, 134, 136, 137, 140, 143, 145, 158, 164, 167,
171, 180, 190, 196, 199, 200, 206, 208, 211, 213, 220, 221, 222,
229, 243, 250, 253, 256, 257, 260, 263, 266, 292, 301, 306, 320,
322, 326, 330, 336, 346, 362, 378, 393, 407, 413, 436, 439, 451,
453, 465, 468, 470, 482, 486, 490, 491, 506, 511, 513, 521, 524,
527, 530, 538, 545, 554, 560, 564, 574, 575, 577, 582, 584, 585,
601, 608, 613, 615, 622, 636, 640, 641, 652, 658, 659, 666, 667,
674, 718, 723, 724, 744, 745, 746, 753, 754, 764, 767, 771, 774,
787, 791, 797, 799, 805, 810, 813, 815, 825, 844, 853, 860, 874,
880, 889, 890, 894, 906, 907, 909, 913, 914, 921, 933, 946, 955,
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966, 969, 973, 976, 986, 987, 988, 998, 1010, 1018, 1020, 1022,
1030, 1033, 1043, 1046, 1047, 1048, 1055, 1058, 1062, 1066, 1068,
1076, 1083, 1089, 1114, 1138, 1143, 1145, 1146, 1149, 1155, 1165,
1186, 1188, 1190, 1198, 1206, 1210, 1215, 1223, 1226, 1227, 1238,
1246, 1250, 1261, 1273, 1274, 1278, 1279, 1283, 1290, 1294, 1296,
1297, 1298, 1299, 1300, 1305, 1308, 1310, 1320, 1321, 1324, 1327,
1329, 1330, 1331, 1335, 1358, 1360, 1361, 1366, 1374, 1380, 1389,
1391, 1394, 1396, 1405, 1407, 1408, 1413, 1427, 1465, 1466, 1467,
1476, 1480, 1485, 1487, 1488, 1489, 1491, 1492, 1494, 1497, 1501,
1502, 1548, 1550, 1574, 1576, 1603, 1629, 1641, 1658, 1662, 1668,
1706, 1751, 1758, 1763, 1765, 1793, 1798, 1799, 1804, 1872, 1942,
1943, 2020, 2024, 2034, 2110, 2115, 2152, 2169, 2187, 2223, 2230,
2244, 2247, 2254, 2299, 2385, 2389, 2403, 2423, 2590, 2596, 2670,
2804, 2875, 2899, 2961, 2992, 3047, 3362, 3637, 3682, 3749, 4021,
4766
Soybean–Taxonomy / Classification 40, 44, 87, 263, 705, 746, 775,
1479, 1623, 1631, 2037, 2054, 2055, 2063, 2080, 2973, 3392, 3507,
3846, 5395, 6016

Soybean Varieties USA–Aksarben–Early Introduction 1391, 1456,
1488, 1643, 1716, 1750, 1751, 1798, 1799, 1988, 2024, 2223, 2230,
2231, 2342, 2423, 2430, 2444, 2875, 2961, 2992, 3637, 3749
Soybean Varieties USA–American Coffee Berry–Early
Introduction. Renamed Ito-San by about 1902 527, 921, 2875
Soybean Varieties USA–Amherst–Early Introduction 591, 592, 598,
625, 644, 805, 810, 921, 933, 1033, 1060, 1066, 1068, 1319, 1497,
1798, 1799, 2875
Soybean Varieties USA–Aoda–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2423, 2675, 2804, 2875, 2992, 3047, 3049, 3102
Soybean Varieties USA–Arlington–Early Introduction 805, 914,
923, 933, 964, 986, 1056, 1186, 1250, 1317, 1327, 1341, 1366,
1394, 1456, 1458, 1488, 1497, 1501, 1502, 1574, 1629, 1637, 1716,
1751, 1798, 1799, 2223, 2230, 2444, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Asahi–Early Introduction 439, 601

Soybean–Terminology and Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and
Names 1548, 1662, 2456, 2828, 3715, 5512
Soybean Varieties Canada–Harosoy 3387, 3589, 3631, 3783, 4021,
4515, 5111, 6763

Soybean Varieties USA–Auburn–Early Selection (1907) 798, 882,
906, 923, 944, 989, 1007, 1060, 1145, 1299, 1319, 1497, 2403,
7144

Soybean Varieties Canada–Harovinton–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 6181, 6299, 6345

Soybean Varieties USA–Austin–Early Introduction 658, 767, 799,
805, 881, 913, 923, 933, 1022, 1071, 1145, 1186, 1227, 1234, 1250,
1299, 1319, 1375, 1488, 1574, 1625, 1629, 1751, 1988, 2230, 2992

Soybean Varieties Canada–Maple Arrow 4554, 5037, 5111, 6187,
6763

Soybean Varieties USA–Baird–Early Introduction 641, 644, 770,
797, 805, 846, 889, 890, 969, 1089, 1186, 1489, 1603

Soybean Varieties Canada–O.A.C. 111–Early Development 2020

Soybean Varieties USA–Bakaziro / Bakajiro–Early Introduction.
Renamed Amherst by May 1907 521

Soybean Varieties Canada–O.A.C. 211–Early Development 1577,
1724, 2020, 2135, 2152, 2299, 2325, 2403, 2451, 2588, 2594, 2803,
2875, 4021, 5111

Soybean Varieties USA–Bansei–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2335, 2395, 2423, 2478, 2573, 2588, 2596, 2675, 2804, 2875,
2885, 2992, 3047, 3049, 3078, 3102, 3175, 3231, 3477, 3737

Soybean Varieties Canada–O.A.C. No. 81–Early Development 2875
Soybean Varieties Canada–Quebec No. 537–Early Development by
1914 914, 986, 1020, 2152
Soybean Varieties Canada–Quebec No. 92–Early Development 914,
986, 1020, 1143, 2020, 2152, 2451, 2559
Soybean Varieties Europe–Gelbe Riesen (“Yellow Giant” / Giant
Yellow)–Early Introduction 597, 622, 641, 1145
Soybean Varieties USA–Acme–Early Introduction 625, 644, 771,
874, 933, 1055, 1068, 1186, 1366, 1480
Soybean Varieties USA–Agate–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2423, 2573, 2675, 2875, 2992, 3047, 3049, 3102
Soybean Varieties USA–A.K.–Early Introduction 923, 1068, 1310,
1324, 1379, 1383, 1394, 1427, 1490, 1572, 1609, 1662, 1681, 1942,
1943, 2019, 2034, 2035, 2064, 2169, 2254, 2403, 2747, 2992, 3019,
4021, 5111

Soybean Varieties USA–Barchet–Early Introduction 771, 844, 909,
933, 1043, 1045, 1047, 1073, 1165, 1186, 1206, 1257, 1279, 1317,
1321, 1366, 1398, 1407, 1408, 1443, 1444, 1473, 1488, 1543, 1547,
1625, 1751, 2230, 2232, 2291, 2331, 2385, 2423, 6784
Soybean Varieties USA–Best Green–Early Introduction. Renamed
Hope by 1910 439, 601
Soybean Varieties USA–Biloxi–Early Introduction 1153, 1155,
1165, 1186, 1206, 1257, 1317, 1321, 1341, 1348, 1366, 1391, 1443,
1444, 1473, 1476, 1480, 1487, 1488, 1535, 1543, 1547, 1550, 1565,
1591, 1625, 1626, 1629, 1641, 1657, 1658, 1676, 1693, 1697, 1707,
1743, 1751, 1794, 1826, 1828, 1841, 1976, 2083, 2110, 2169, 2187,
2211, 2223, 2227, 2230, 2244, 2245, 2247, 2254, 2258, 2291, 2315,
2385, 2389, 2403, 2406, 2423, 2453, 2547, 2559, 2596, 2961, 2992,
3253, 3295, 3424, 3568, 3598, 3637, 3749, 3873, 4497, 4823, 5727,
6139, 6169, 6350
Soybean Varieties USA–Black–Early Introduction. Renamed
Buckshot by May 1907 582, 724, 933, 1055, 1068, 1480
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Soybean Varieties USA–Black Ebony–Early Introduction 1190,
1285, 1305, 1396
Soybean Varieties USA–Black Eyebrow–Early Introduction 969,
1058, 1108, 1165, 1176, 1206, 1226, 1250, 1279, 1290, 1293, 1294,
1296, 1297, 1299, 1314, 1317, 1319, 1321, 1341, 1358, 1361, 1366,
1374, 1391, 1402, 1407, 1408, 1425, 1427, 1488, 1494, 1497, 1522,
1532, 1574, 1576, 1577, 1583, 1585, 1624, 1625, 1629, 1643, 1716,
1751, 1756, 1798, 1799, 1857, 1913, 1914, 1942, 1943, 1988, 2019,
2020, 2024, 2034, 2111, 2169, 2223, 2231, 2254, 2388, 2403, 2410,
2423, 2444, 2588, 2753, 2763, 2875, 2901, 2904, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Brindle–Early Introduction 644, 805
Soybean Varieties USA–Brooks–Early Introduction 644, 799, 805,
1145
Soybean Varieties USA–Brown–Early Introduction 724, 923, 933,
1055, 1480, 1751, 2020, 2064, 2451
Soybean Varieties USA–Brownie–Early Introduction 591, 598, 641,
767, 797, 846, 889, 890, 1068, 1603, 1773, 5496
Soybean Varieties USA–Buckshot–Early Introduction 591, 598,
613, 636, 641, 658, 706, 767, 791, 805, 933, 966, 1022, 1071, 1145,
1229, 1319, 1380, 1479
Soybean Varieties USA–Butterball–Early Introduction 641, 767,
805, 1145, 1479
Soybean Varieties USA–Chame–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2423, 2596, 2675, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Chernie–Early Introduction 805, 889, 890,
921, 923, 1145, 1319, 1489, 1574, 1603, 1751, 2403, 2423, 2875,
2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Cherokee–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2596, 2675, 2804, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Chestnut–Early Selection (1907) 644, 805,
1033, 1060, 1066, 1068, 1076, 1140, 1145, 1226, 1227, 1294, 1296,
1361, 1391, 1425, 1488, 1494, 1574, 1625, 1643, 1751, 1798, 1799,
2019, 2020, 2024, 2105, 2423, 2444, 2763, 2875, 2969, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Chiquita–Early Introduction 1165, 1246,
1250, 1366, 1487, 1488, 1574, 1625, 1721, 1751, 1988, 2169, 2187,
2211, 2223, 2230, 2254, 2291, 2385, 2406, 2423, 2992, 6784
Soybean Varieties USA–Chusei–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2335, 2423, 2573, 2675, 2875, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Claud–Early Introduction 894, 969
Soybean Varieties USA–Cloud–Early Introduction 642, 805, 914,
921, 933, 955, 986, 1048, 1055, 1056, 1060, 1089, 1146, 1185,
1227, 1327, 1489, 1497, 2875
Soybean Varieties USA–Columbia / Columbian–Early Introduction
805, 1391, 1716, 1751, 1794, 1798, 1799, 1988, 2019, 2423, 2444,

2753, 2992, 5727
Soybean Varieties USA–Delsoy–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2804, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Disoy–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 3821, 6559
Soybean Varieties USA–Duggar–Early Introduction 642, 644, 844,
1574
Soybean Varieties USA–Dunfield–Early Introduction 1456, 1501,
1716, 1722, 1741, 1751, 1756, 1798, 1799, 1803, 1814, 1850, 1864,
1913, 1914, 1924, 1942, 1943, 1987, 2017, 2019, 2024, 2034, 2109,
2111, 2147, 2169, 2208, 2223, 2225, 2230, 2231, 2254, 2265, 2299,
2335, 2362, 2385, 2394, 2423, 2444, 2573, 2714, 2830, 2900, 2992,
3032, 3037, 3049, 3839, 3840
Soybean Varieties USA–Early Black–Early Introduction. Renamed
Buckshot by May 1907 470, 486, 511, 521, 524, 538, 545, 577,
613, 781, 887, 921, 966, 1068, 1176, 1277, 1293, 1297, 1299, 1300,
1427, 1517, 1629, 2299, 2451, 2875
Soybean Varieties USA–Early Brown–Early Introduction 490, 511,
524, 560, 574, 577, 601, 613, 636, 767, 843, 870, 882, 921, 989,
996, 1007, 1022, 1076, 1145, 1165, 1214, 1215, 1227, 1231, 1233,
1237, 1238, 1273, 1277, 1283, 1293, 1297, 1299, 1305, 1307, 1310,
1317, 1319, 1341, 1348, 1352, 1358, 1361, 1374, 1375, 1379, 1389,
1391, 1396, 1402, 1427, 1488, 1583, 1624, 1625, 1751, 2019, 2024,
2066, 2152, 2223, 2403, 2739, 2875, 2901, 2992, 7240
Soybean Varieties USA–Early Dwarf–Early Introduction 393, 407,
434
Soybean Varieties USA–Early Dwarf Green–Early Introduction
1250
Soybean Varieties USA–Early Green–Early Introduction 478, 510,
511, 545, 569, 608, 613, 615, 622, 791, 798, 805, 1108, 1165, 1176,
1246, 1277, 1358, 1374, 1751, 2423, 2588, 2992, 4404
Soybean Varieties USA–Early White–Early Introduction. Renamed
Ito-San by about 1902 326, 327, 336, 351, 358, 486, 582, 853,
1068, 1165
Soybean Varieties USA–Early Yellow–Early Introduction. Renamed
Ito San by about 1902 413, 439, 465, 470, 506, 511, 513, 518, 524,
527, 530, 601, 640, 805, 870, 921, 1068, 1076, 1146, 1165, 1176,
1296, 1331, 1360, 1389, 1494, 1751, 1804, 2020, 2024, 2152, 2403,
2423, 2875, 2899, 2992, 4021
Soybean Varieties USA–Easycook / Easy Cook–Early Introduction.
Large-Seeded and/or Vegetable-Type 1321, 1497, 1629, 1751, 2230,
2247, 2291, 2299, 2335, 2385, 2423, 2488, 2596, 2632, 2675, 2875,
2900, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Ebony–Early Introduction 598, 644, 767,
799, 805, 810, 882, 889, 890, 894, 909, 914, 955, 969, 986, 988,
1007, 1033, 1048, 1056, 1058, 1060, 1062, 1066, 1068, 1089, 1140,
1155, 1186, 1226, 1227, 1234, 1293, 1296, 1299, 1327, 1358, 1361,
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1366, 1375, 1391, 1427, 1488, 1489, 1494, 1497, 1543, 1547, 1583,
1585, 1603, 1625, 1649, 1681, 1716, 1751, 1798, 1799, 1914, 1988,
2019, 2034, 2035, 2147, 2169, 2223, 2230, 2254, 2335, 2403, 2423,
2444, 2875, 2992

Soybean Varieties USA–Gosha–Early Introduction. Renamed
Manhattan by May 1907 521, 538
Soybean Varieties USA–Green and Black–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2675

Soybean Varieties USA–Eda–Early Introduction 591, 805, 1479
Soybean Varieties USA–Eda Mame–Early Introduction. Renamed
Ito San by 1910 320, 326, 336, 2394
Soybean Varieties USA–Edna–Early Introduction 894, 955, 969,
1048, 1089, 1227, 1327, 1574
Soybean Varieties USA–Edward–Early Introduction 625, 771,
1055, 1155, 1186, 1480
Soybean Varieties USA–Elton–Early Introduction 771, 798, 825,
860, 1060, 1145, 1165, 1227, 1290, 1296, 1299, 1300, 1314, 1319,
1391, 1485, 1488, 1494, 1495, 1497, 1522, 1574, 1583, 1625, 1643,
1716, 1751, 1798, 1799, 1988, 2019, 2020, 2024, 2231, 2423, 2444,
2875, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Emerald–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 6559
Soybean Varieties USA–Emperor–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2395, 2478, 2596, 2675, 2992, 3078, 3231
Soybean Varieties USA–Etum or Eatum–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2573, 2675, 2768, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Extra Early Black–Early Introduction.
Renamed Buckshot by May 1907 470, 538, 723, 1145
Soybean Varieties USA–Extra Early Dwarf–Early Introduction 437,
439, 527
Soybean Varieties USA–Fairchild–Early Introduction 767, 805,
889, 890, 1489, 1603
Soybean Varieties USA–Flat Black–Early Introduction. Renamed
Flat King by May 1907 511, 583, 601
Soybean Varieties USA–Flat King–Early Introduction 583, 598,
625, 644, 767, 805, 1068, 1186, 1299, 1327, 1574
Soybean Varieties USA–Fuji–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2395, 2423, 2478, 2573, 2675, 2804, 2992, 3078, 3231
Soybean Varieties USA–Funk Delicious–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2395, 2423, 2596, 2675, 2804, 2875, 2992, 3047,
3049, 3078, 3231
Soybean Varieties USA–Giant Green–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2395, 2478, 2573, 2588, 2675, 2719, 2768, 2885,
3078, 3231, 3737
Soybean Varieties USA–Goku–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2423, 2675, 2992

Soybean Varieties USA–Green–Early Introduction 499, 511, 593,
613, 724, 1358, 1751, 2875
Soybean Varieties USA–Green Samarow–Early Introduction.
Renamed Samarow in 1907 490, 511, 601, 622, 1145
Soybean Varieties USA–Guelph–Early Introduction 591, 592, 598,
636, 658, 791, 797, 798, 805, 810, 889, 890, 894, 903, 909, 923,
933, 955, 969, 1010, 1022, 1033, 1058, 1071, 1089, 1095, 1145,
1165, 1196, 1206, 1227, 1279, 1314, 1319, 1374, 1389, 1407, 1408,
1438, 1479, 1487, 1489, 1497, 1574, 1583, 1603, 1751, 1798, 1799,
2423, 2444, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Habaro–Early Introduction. Also spelled
“Habara” in Canada 644, 921, 1060, 1068, 1146, 1296, 1488, 1489,
1494, 1497, 1564, 1678, 1711, 1722, 1751, 1798, 1799, 2019, 2020,
2024, 2105, 2129, 2230, 2231, 2343, 2423, 2451, 2588, 2875, 2992,
3049, 3177, 3839, 3840
Soybean Varieties USA–Haberlandt–Early Introduction 584, 625,
636, 642, 644, 658, 704, 767, 799, 805, 810, 841, 844, 874, 889,
890, 909, 910, 921, 933, 937, 987, 1022, 1033, 1043, 1047, 1048,
1055, 1058, 1066, 1068, 1071, 1118, 1140, 1142, 1145, 1146, 1155,
1165, 1186, 1206, 1227, 1246, 1250, 1279, 1283, 1290, 1299, 1300,
1314, 1319, 1321, 1327, 1330, 1347, 1355, 1358, 1361, 1366, 1374,
1380, 1388, 1391, 1394, 1407, 1427, 1433, 1443, 1457, 1464, 1467,
1480, 1488, 1489, 1490, 1501, 1502, 1524, 1545, 1546, 1572, 1574,
1585, 1603, 1625, 1629, 1641, 1662, 1670, 1674, 1677, 1704, 1711,
1716, 1751, 1794, 1798, 1799, 1907, 1956, 1988, 2019, 2034, 2064,
2169, 2223, 2230, 2247, 2254, 2288, 2313, 2378, 2388, 2406, 2423,
2427, 2444, 2601, 2643, 2728, 2770, 2875, 2898, 2900, 2904, 2929,
2930, 2992, 3037, 3049, 3092, 4766, 4824
Soybean Varieties USA–Hahto–Early Introduction. Large-Seeded
and / or Vegetable-Type 1165, 1279, 1317, 1321, 1341, 1380, 1391,
1394, 1407, 1408, 1443, 1467, 1487, 1625, 1629, 1751, 1988, 2083,
2230, 2232, 2291, 2299, 2335, 2385, 2423, 2488, 2632, 2675, 2719,
2804, 2875, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Hakote–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2423, 2573, 2588, 2675, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Hamilton–Early Introduction 1488, 1497,
1532, 1583, 1670, 1716, 1751, 1798, 1799, 1988, 2034, 2223, 2230,
2444, 2992, 5496
Soybean Varieties USA–Hankow–Early Introduction 521, 577, 613,
652, 1299
Soybean Varieties USA–Higan–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2335, 2336, 2395, 2423, 2478, 2596, 2675, 2875, 2992, 3078,
3231
Soybean Varieties USA–Hiro–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
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Type 2423, 2573, 2675, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Hokkaido–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2335, 2395, 2423, 2573, 2596, 2633, 2675, 2768,
2875, 2885, 2992, 3047, 3049, 3078, 3231
Soybean Varieties USA–Hollybrook Early–Early Introduction.
Renamed Midwest by 1948 1227, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Hollybrook–Early Introduction 598, 625,
636, 641, 644, 658, 706, 767, 771, 791, 799, 805, 810, 843, 844,
853, 870, 882, 889, 890, 894, 909, 911, 914, 922, 923, 927, 933,
952, 955, 969, 984, 986, 989, 997, 1007, 1010, 1020, 1022, 1028,
1033, 1055, 1056, 1058, 1060, 1068, 1070, 1071, 1086, 1089, 1101,
1114, 1118, 1122, 1140, 1143, 1155, 1165, 1186, 1188, 1198, 1214,
1215, 1227, 1231, 1233, 1234, 1238, 1250, 1279, 1283, 1290, 1297,
1299, 1300, 1305, 1307, 1310, 1319, 1331, 1335, 1359, 1360, 1361,
1366, 1374, 1375, 1391, 1394, 1396, 1402, 1407, 1408, 1413, 1427,
1433, 1456, 1457, 1465, 1470, 1488, 1492, 1495, 1497, 1547, 1548,
1574, 1576, 1583, 1603, 1625, 1751, 1868, 1987, 1988, 2385, 2403,
2423, 2739, 2745, 2961, 2992, 3072, 3749, 5740, 7240
Soybean Varieties USA–Hongkong / Hong Kong–Early
Introduction 644, 767, 1066, 1068, 1716, 1751, 1798, 1799, 2169,
2254, 2423, 2444, 2992, 3049
Soybean Varieties USA–Hoosier–Early Introduction 1299, 1716,
1751, 1988, 2230, 2423, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Hope–Early Selection (1905) 644, 805,
1327, 1574
Soybean Varieties USA–Hurrelbrink–Early Introduction 1497,
1629, 1716, 1798, 1799, 2033, 2034, 2169, 2223, 2423, 2444, 2753,
2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Illington–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2395, 2478, 2573, 2675, 3078, 3231
Soybean Varieties USA–Imperial–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2395, 2423, 2478, 2573, 2596, 2675, 2992, 3078, 3231

1352, 1358, 1359, 1361, 1366, 1374, 1380, 1389, 1391, 1394, 1396,
1402, 1407, 1408, 1411, 1425, 1427, 1450, 1456, 1465, 1477, 1479,
1480, 1487, 1488, 1489, 1494, 1495, 1497, 1498, 1501, 1522, 1525,
1532, 1547, 1548, 1550, 1574, 1576, 1577, 1583, 1585, 1588, 1603,
1625, 1629, 1637, 1643, 1680, 1681, 1716, 1727, 1737, 1751, 1763,
1798, 1799, 1857, 1924, 1942, 1943, 2019, 2020, 2024, 2034, 2083,
2129, 2187, 2223, 2225, 2230, 2231, 2265, 2299, 2313, 2385, 2410,
2423, 2444, 2588, 2739, 2745, 2875, 2992, 3102, 3988, 4021, 5496,
7240
Soybean Varieties USA–Jackson–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2675, 3140, 3304, 3703, 3873
Soybean Varieties USA–Jefferson–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2675
Soybean Varieties USA–Jet–Early Introduction 642, 644, 767, 810,
837, 889, 890, 905, 908, 923, 933, 965, 1014, 1055, 1068, 1076,
1113, 1349, 1391, 1425, 1489, 1574, 1603, 1751, 1798, 1799, 2019,
2875, 2992, 5496
Soybean Varieties USA–Jogun–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2335, 2395, 2423, 2478, 2573, 2596, 2675, 2768, 2804, 2875,
2992, 3047, 3049, 3078, 3231, 3464
Soybean Varieties USA–Kahala–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 4139
Soybean Varieties USA–Kailua–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 4139
Soybean Varieties USA–Kanrich–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 4345, 4361, 4812, 6559
Soybean Varieties USA–Kanro–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2335, 2423, 2559, 2573, 2675, 2804, 2875, 2992, 3047, 3049,
3464
Soybean Varieties USA–Kanum–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2573, 2675, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Kentucky A–Early Selection 1319

Soybean Varieties USA–Indiana Hollybrook–Early Development
1391, 1548, 1661, 1751, 2423, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San–Early Introduction. Synonyms–
Medium Early Yellow, Early White, Early Yellow, Kaiyuski Daizu,
Kiyusuki Daidzu, Kysuki, Yellow Eda Mame, Dwarf Early Yellow,
Early, Eda Mame, Coffee Berry 470, 486, 490, 511, 521, 524, 530,
538, 545, 554, 560, 574, 577, 582, 591, 598, 601, 608, 613, 615,
636, 640, 641, 658, 704, 767, 770, 771, 797, 798, 799, 805, 837,
843, 846, 853, 870, 874, 881, 882, 889, 890, 894, 902, 903, 905,
906, 908, 909, 913, 914, 921, 923, 933, 955, 957, 965, 966, 969,
984, 986, 989, 996, 1007, 1009, 1010, 1020, 1022, 1032, 1033,
1038, 1043, 1047, 1048, 1052, 1055, 1056, 1058, 1060, 1062, 1068,
1071, 1076, 1079, 1083, 1086, 1089, 1108, 1113, 1114, 1118, 1140,
1143, 1145, 1165, 1176, 1186, 1190, 1195, 1198, 1206, 1214, 1223,
1226, 1227, 1229, 1231, 1233, 1237, 1238, 1246, 1261, 1273, 1277,
1279, 1283, 1290, 1291, 1293, 1294, 1296, 1297, 1299, 1300, 1301,
1305, 1307, 1309, 1310, 1314, 1319, 1327, 1331, 1335, 1345, 1349,

Soybean Varieties USA–Kentucky–Early Introduction 853, 914,
986, 1020, 1056, 1058, 1327, 1629
Soybean Varieties USA–Kim–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 6559
Soybean Varieties USA–Kingston–Early Introduction 636, 658,
767, 805, 810, 1479, 2224
Soybean Varieties USA–Kiyusuke Daizu–Early Introduction. Also
spelled Kiyusuki, Kiuski, Kaiyuski, Kuiske, Keyuska, Kysuki 314,
320, 326, 330, 336
Soybean Varieties USA–Kura–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2335, 2395, 2423, 2573, 2596, 2675, 2804, 2875, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Laredo–Early Introduction 1257, 1321,
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1391, 1443, 1473, 1476, 1480, 1535, 1550, 1553, 1625, 1641, 1657,
1658, 1674, 1676, 1706, 1711, 1712, 1719, 1721, 1743, 1751, 1764,
1789, 1800, 1818, 1841, 1976, 1988, 2034, 2110, 2134, 2169, 2187,
2211, 2217, 2223, 2231, 2254, 2258, 2291, 2335, 2337, 2385, 2403,
2406, 2423, 2444, 2462, 2651, 2721, 2754, 2948, 2961, 2992, 3049,
3163, 3253, 3749, 3836, 4609, 4766, 4823, 5228, 6784
Soybean Varieties USA–Late Mammoth–Early Introduction 393,
407
Soybean Varieties USA–Lexington–Early Introduction 1165, 1227,
1299, 1374, 1394, 1427, 1501, 1502, 1716, 1751, 1798, 1799, 1988,
2223, 2406, 2423, 2444, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Magna–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 3821, 6559
Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth Brown–Early Introduction
1250, 1488, 1625, 1751, 1765, 2169, 2187, 2211, 2223, 2247, 2254,
2385, 2406, 2423, 2875, 2992, 4823
Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth–Early Introduction 465, 468,
486, 592, 598, 616, 625, 658, 668, 706, 767, 791, 805, 837, 844,
889, 890, 905, 908, 909, 933, 964, 965, 1022, 1058, 1071, 1086,
1113, 1118, 1145, 1165, 1206, 1250, 1278, 1279, 1309, 1317, 1321,
1349, 1374, 1407, 1408, 1450, 1479, 1487, 1488, 1489, 1600, 1601,
1602, 1603, 1637, 1751, 1773, 1988, 2025, 2064, 2653, 3322, 3362
Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth Yellow–Early Introduction 521,
601, 615, 636, 674, 727, 761, 768, 798, 799, 805, 810, 870, 874,
878, 880, 894, 903, 913, 933, 966, 976, 987, 988, 998, 1030, 1033,
1043, 1048, 1055, 1062, 1076, 1114, 1143, 1149, 1153, 1155, 1186,
1188, 1190, 1198, 1210, 1227, 1238, 1246, 1250, 1261, 1273, 1278,
1283, 1290, 1293, 1297, 1299, 1300, 1305, 1308, 1327, 1330, 1358,
1361, 1366, 1375, 1380, 1389, 1391, 1394, 1396, 1398, 1402, 1427,
1433, 1443, 1457, 1465, 1473, 1476, 1480, 1488, 1492, 1497, 1529,
1535, 1543, 1547, 1550, 1576, 1583, 1625, 1629, 1640, 1641, 1658,
1662, 1668, 1674, 1676, 1706, 1743, 1751, 1758, 1763, 1765, 1793,
1798, 1799, 1841, 1872, 1976, 2034, 2110, 2115, 2155, 2169, 2187,
2223, 2230, 2244, 2247, 2254, 2276, 2291, 2299, 2331, 2385, 2389,
2403, 2406, 2423, 2462, 2590, 2596, 2654, 2670, 2804, 2868, 2961,
2992, 3011, 3049, 3637, 3749, 3845, 4766
Soybean Varieties USA–Manchu–Early Introduction 923, 969,
1052, 1058, 1089, 1108, 1165, 1176, 1206, 1226, 1227, 1246, 1250,
1279, 1290, 1293, 1294, 1296, 1297, 1299, 1300, 1314, 1319, 1321,
1358, 1361, 1374, 1380, 1391, 1402, 1407, 1408, 1424, 1425, 1427,
1488, 1490, 1492, 1494, 1495, 1497, 1501, 1502, 1517, 1519, 1521,
1522, 1525, 1529, 1532, 1548, 1572, 1576, 1577, 1583, 1585, 1588,
1609, 1624, 1629, 1637, 1643, 1647, 1662, 1672, 1681, 1683, 1692,
1713, 1716, 1727, 1742, 1750, 1751, 1756, 1781, 1798, 1799, 1812,
1814, 1850, 1857, 1859, 1868, 1913, 1914, 1924, 1942, 1943, 1970,
1987, 2017, 2019, 2020, 2024, 2034, 2035, 2066, 2067, 2074, 2083,
2105, 2109, 2111, 2115, 2135, 2147, 2152, 2155, 2169, 2187, 2208,
2223, 2225, 2230, 2231, 2244, 2247, 2254, 2258, 2265, 2299, 2313,
2325, 2335, 2343, 2362, 2385, 2403, 2410, 2423, 2444, 2451, 2573,
2588, 2594, 2745, 2746, 2753, 2803, 2830, 2875, 2969, 2992, 3169,
3839, 3840
Soybean Varieties USA–Manchuria–Early Introduction 1056, 1060,

1361, 1497, 1629, 1751, 2147, 2427, 2597, 2824, 2992, 5496
Soybean Varieties USA–Mandarin–Early Introduction 1299, 1321,
1361, 1391, 1394, 1444, 1488, 1497, 1629, 1750, 1751, 1798, 1799,
1857, 2019, 2020, 2024, 2083, 2135, 2152, 2169, 2225, 2230, 2231,
2299, 2313, 2325, 2335, 2343, 2362, 2403, 2410, 2423, 2444, 2451,
2559, 2588, 2594, 2651, 2763, 2803, 2875, 2958, 2969, 2992, 3019,
3032, 3049, 3055, 3102, 3169, 3295, 3517, 3839, 3840, 3845, 4021,
4515, 5111, 5727
Soybean Varieties USA–Manhattan–Early Introduction 771, 805,
894, 914, 955, 969, 986, 1020, 1058, 1089, 1227, 1319, 1574
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Black–Early Introduction.
Renamed Buckshot by 1948 326, 327, 336, 337, 351, 444, 601,
1076, 1574, 1625
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Brown–Early Introduction 615,
966, 5496
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Black–Early Introduction.
Renamed Buckshot by 1907 351, 434, 439, 470, 521, 524, 577, 613,
921, 1277, 1299, 2875
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Green–Early Introduction.
Renamed Guelph by about 1907 351, 434, 444, 470, 485, 521, 704,
798, 1176, 1277, 1290, 1293, 1300, 1301
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early White–Early Introduction
545
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Yellow–Early Introduction
470, 521, 554, 560, 574, 577, 608, 613, 913, 1176, 1190, 1277,
1293, 1294, 1380, 1396, 1548, 1798, 1799, 1942, 1943, 2875, 5496
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Green–Early Introduction 326,
327, 336, 348, 437, 470, 486, 490, 506, 507, 511, 527, 530, 538,
553, 556, 560, 577, 582, 601, 613, 615, 636, 640, 658, 798, 805,
853, 903, 906, 908, 914, 921, 965, 971, 984, 986, 1010, 1020, 1033,
1056, 1058, 1060, 1062, 1068, 1076, 1078, 1079, 1095, 1113, 1117,
1140, 1143, 1165, 1186, 1188, 1198, 1204, 1215, 1226, 1227, 1229,
1253, 1256, 1273, 1294, 1296, 1297, 1299, 1309, 1314, 1319, 1361,
1363, 1374, 1375, 1391, 1402, 1411, 1479, 1487, 1488, 1494, 1497,
1498, 1519, 1522, 1574, 1576, 1583, 1585, 1751, 1763, 1988, 2019,
2020, 2223, 2230, 2423, 2875, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Late Black–Early Introduction
351
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium White–Early Introduction 327
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Yellow–Early Selection (1905).
Renamed Midwest by 1923 486, 582, 615, 636, 658, 724, 798, 799,
805, 825, 853, 860, 889, 890, 894, 909, 914, 955, 969, 986, 988,
1010, 1020, 1033, 1043, 1047, 1058, 1066, 1068, 1083, 1089, 1145,
1165, 1186, 1198, 1206, 1215, 1226, 1227, 1250, 1279, 1296, 1300,
1310, 1327, 1335, 1374, 1391, 1394, 1407, 1408, 1413, 1427, 1485,
1492, 1574, 1583, 1603, 1629, 1662, 1751, 2423, 2992, 3362
Soybean Varieties USA–Mendota–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
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Type 2992, 3047, 3049

Soybean Varieties USA–Ohio 9016–Early Introduction 1060, 1497,
1988, 2875

Soybean Varieties USA–Merko–Early Introduction 644, 1033,
1068, 1145, 1319, 1751, 1988, 2230, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Meyer–Early Introduction 618, 625, 642,
644, 658, 704, 767, 799, 805, 921, 923, 1022, 1048, 1066, 1068,
1145, 1229, 1327, 1380, 1391, 1489, 1574, 1818, 2875
Soybean Varieties USA–Midwest–Early Introduction 1456, 1488,
1490, 1492, 1494, 1495, 1497, 1501, 1522, 1548, 1550, 1574, 1576,
1583, 1585, 1637, 1662, 1681, 1716, 1727, 1741, 1742, 1751, 1798,
1799, 1850, 1857, 1907, 1942, 1943, 1987, 1988, 2019, 2024, 2034,
2035, 2169, 2187, 2223, 2254, 2410, 2423, 2444, 2745, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Mikado–Early Development 843, 882, 906,
914, 923, 927, 986, 989, 1007, 1033, 1060, 1076, 1083, 1165, 1227,
1291, 1299, 1319, 1361, 1374, 1488, 1490, 1497, 1501, 1502, 1716,
1741, 1751, 1988, 2019, 2223, 2230, 2403, 2875, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Minnesota 166 and Minnesota 167–Early
Selections 1296, 1494, 2020
Soybean Varieties USA–Minsoy–Early Introduction 1391, 1751,
2019, 2024, 2105, 2230, 2231, 2343, 2423, 2444, 2451, 2588, 2597,
2992, 3049, 6784

Soybean Varieties USA–Ohio 9035–Early Development. Renamed
Hamilton by 1923 894, 908, 955, 969, 1060, 1076, 1089, 1140,
1227, 1229, 1290, 1299, 1300, 1358, 1391, 1427, 1495, 1497, 1583,
1585, 1670, 1751, 2034, 2223, 2875, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Okute / O’kute / O’Kute–Early
Introduction 767, 805, 914, 986, 1020, 1056, 1319, 1574
Soybean Varieties USA–Olive Medium–Early Introduction 511,
521, 577, 601, 613, 1299, 1305
Soybean Varieties USA–Osaya–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2423, 2573, 2675, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Otootan / O-too-tan–Early Introduction
879, 1045, 1073, 1186, 1257, 1348, 1366, 1391, 1433, 1444, 1457,
1473, 1476, 1480, 1481, 1535, 1543, 1547, 1550, 1641, 1657, 1658,
1676, 1711, 1712, 1719, 1743, 1751, 1794, 1841, 1976, 2082, 2110,
2164, 2169, 2184, 2187, 2211, 2223, 2227, 2244, 2245, 2247, 2254,
2258, 2291, 2335, 2369, 2385, 2389, 2406, 2423, 2497, 2670, 2824,
2868, 2900, 2992, 3011, 3041, 3049, 3163, 3253, 3295, 3353, 3362,
3380, 3424, 3598, 3620, 3682, 3749, 3845, 4766, 6139, 6784
Soybean Varieties USA–Patuxent–Early Development 1327

Soybean Varieties USA–Mongol–Early Introduction 881, 913, 914,
986, 1033, 1060, 1076, 1083, 1140, 1165, 1226, 1227, 1229, 1234,
1281, 1290, 1291, 1296, 1297, 1299, 1300, 1310, 1314, 1319, 1324,
1331, 1335, 1358, 1361, 1374, 1375, 1379, 1383, 1391, 1394, 1413,
1425, 1427, 1492, 1495, 1497, 1532, 1547, 1548, 1574, 1583, 1625,
1629, 1661, 1662, 1751, 1942, 1943, 2875, 2992, 5496
Soybean Varieties USA–Morse–Early Introduction 805, 825, 860,
913, 914, 923, 986, 1007, 1056, 1140, 1186, 1227, 1327, 1361,
1374, 1394, 1485, 1488, 1490, 1492, 1495, 1524, 1583, 1585, 1625,
1629, 1662, 1674, 1716, 1721, 1751, 1798, 1799, 1907, 1914, 1943,
1988, 2019, 2064, 2187, 2223, 2403, 2423, 2444, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Nalrade–Early Introduction 439, 601
Soybean Varieties USA–Nanda–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2423, 2675, 2875, 2992, 3041, 3188, 3380, 3516, 3568

Soybean Varieties USA–Peking / Pekin–Early Selection (1907) 805,
837, 843, 844, 870, 882, 889, 890, 903, 905, 906, 908, 909, 913,
914, 923, 927, 933, 964, 986, 988, 989, 1007, 1033, 1043, 1048,
1055, 1059, 1060, 1079, 1095, 1140, 1165, 1185, 1186, 1188, 1206,
1227, 1250, 1279, 1291, 1296, 1299, 1305, 1314, 1317, 1319, 1321,
1327, 1341, 1361, 1366, 1374, 1391, 1394, 1407, 1408, 1425, 1427,
1444, 1450, 1487, 1488, 1492, 1495, 1497, 1501, 1519, 1522, 1574,
1603, 1625, 1629, 1647, 1652, 1670, 1681, 1716, 1751, 1798, 1799,
1859, 1914, 1970, 1988, 2017, 2019, 2034, 2083, 2109, 2169, 2187,
2208, 2223, 2230, 2254, 2335, 2362, 2403, 2406, 2410, 2423, 2444,
2633, 2875, 2992, 3072, 3102, 5496, 5740, 6784
Soybean Varieties USA–Perley’s Mongol–Early Selection (1912)
881, 1294, 1751
Soybean Varieties USA–Pingsu–Early Introduction 644, 805, 964,
1068, 1574

Soybean Varieties USA–Nemo–Early Introduction 805, 923
Soybean Varieties USA–Nigra–Early Introduction 3253

Soybean Varieties USA–Pinpu–Early Introduction 1456, 1750,
1751, 2024, 2223, 2423, 2992

Soybean Varieties USA–Nuttall–Early Introduction 613, 644, 791,
921, 1066, 1068, 1798, 1799, 2875

Soybean Varieties USA–Prize–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 3821, 4278, 4341, 4433, 5004, 6559

Soybean Varieties USA–Ogemaw / Ogema–Early Development.
Synonym–Dwarf Brown (Morse 1948) 521, 538, 574, 577, 591,
598, 601, 613, 641, 658, 805, 1022, 1068, 1143, 1145, 1283, 1297,
1299, 1361, 1402, 1479, 1574, 1751, 1763, 1798, 1799, 2030, 2224,
2231, 2299, 2403, 2423, 2451, 2515, 2739, 2992, 5496, 7240

Soybean Varieties USA–Proto–Specialty, High Protein 6659
Soybean Varieties USA–Provar–Specialty, High Protein 3821
Soybean Varieties USA–Riceland–Early Introduction 658, 771, 844,
1022, 1073, 1145, 1186, 1389, 2331

Soybean Varieties USA–Ohio 9001–Early Introduction 1060, 1497
Soybean Varieties USA–Rokugatsu–Early Introduction 521, 538
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Soybean Varieties USA–Rokusun–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2291, 2335, 2423, 2596, 2675, 2719, 2804, 2875, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Sac–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-Type
2573, 2675, 2992, 3047, 3049, 3464
Soybean Varieties USA–Samarow–Early Introduction 622, 636,
641, 658, 791, 1319, 1479
Soybean Varieties USA–Saskatoon–Early Introduction 1361, 2024
Soybean Varieties USA–Sato–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2423, 2573, 2675, 2804, 2992

Soybean Varieties USA–Tarheel Black / Tar-Heel Black / Tar Heel
Black–Early Introduction 1165, 1250, 1374, 1488, 1547, 1625,
1751, 1765, 2230, 2342, 2385, 2423, 2430, 2651, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Tarheel / Tar Heel / Tar-Heel–Early
Introduction. Renamed Tarheel Black by May 1915 894, 923, 955,
969, 1055, 1089, 1186, 1227, 1427, 1489, 1547, 1625
Soybean Varieties USA–Tashing–Early Introduction 644, 767, 805,
889, 890, 1007, 1068, 1299, 1319, 1489, 1574, 1603, 2403
Soybean Varieties USA–Tastee–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2573, 2588, 2675, 2804, 2992

Soybean Varieties USA–Sedo–Early Introduction 805
Soybean Varieties USA–Seminole–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2596, 2675, 2992, 3034, 3047, 3049, 3253, 3322,
3741, 3797
Soybean Varieties USA–Shanghai–Early Introduction 625, 889,
890, 1165, 1186, 1444, 1603, 1751, 2992, 3072, 5740
Soybean Varieties USA–Sherwood–Early Introduction 642, 644,
767, 805, 1066, 1068, 1186, 1299, 1798, 1799, 1988, 2223, 2230,
2875
Soybean Varieties USA–Shingto–Early Introduction 644, 921,
1060, 1145, 1489, 1497, 1574, 2875
Soybean Varieties USA–Shiro–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2423, 2573, 2675, 2875, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Sioux–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2423, 2675, 2719, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Sooty–Early Selection 799, 1374, 1751,
2169, 2423, 2992

Soybean Varieties USA–Toku–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2423, 2573, 2596, 2675, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Tokyo / Tokio–Early Introduction 585,
613, 636, 874, 933, 1043, 1047, 1055, 1165, 1186, 1206, 1227,
1246, 1250, 1279, 1321, 1366, 1374, 1380, 1389, 1404, 1407, 1408,
1443, 1444, 1467, 1473, 1488, 1574, 1629, 1751, 1841, 1976, 2083,
2169, 2187, 2223, 2244, 2247, 2254, 2291, 2385, 2403, 2406, 2423,
2444, 2596, 2992, 3102, 4766
Soybean Varieties USA–Verde–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 4812, 6559
Soybean Varieties USA–Very Dwarf Brown–Early Introduction
577, 613, 1299
Soybean Varieties USA–Vinton 81–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 6559, 6648
Soybean Varieties USA–Vinton–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 5670, 5919, 6108, 6299, 6300, 6302, 6345, 6381, 6383, 6436,
6455, 6559, 6648
Soybean Varieties USA–Vireo–Early Introduction 1145

Soybean Varieties USA–Sousei–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2335, 2423, 2573, 2675, 2768, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Southern Prolific–Early Introduction 1480,
1751, 1841, 2187, 2223, 2385, 2423, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Soysota–Early Introduction 1391, 1643,
1751, 2019, 2024, 2231, 2423, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Suru–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2423, 2573, 2675, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Swan–Early Introduction 771, 894, 902,
914, 923, 955, 969, 986, 1020, 1033, 1056, 1058, 1066, 1068, 1089,
1145, 1186, 1227, 1319, 1327, 1361, 1574
Soybean Varieties USA–Taha–Early Introduction 644, 767, 805,
1060, 1327, 1497, 2875

Soybean Varieties USA–Virginia–Early Selection (1907) 933, 976,
1048, 1055, 1073, 1118, 1140, 1165, 1186, 1227, 1234, 1246, 1250,
1297, 1314, 1317, 1319, 1321, 1327, 1341, 1348, 1358, 1366, 1374,
1375, 1380, 1391, 1394, 1398, 1402, 1407, 1408, 1427, 1443, 1444,
1448, 1458, 1467, 1480, 1487, 1488, 1490, 1492, 1497, 1524, 1543,
1547, 1572, 1574, 1583, 1585, 1594, 1625, 1629, 1637, 1640, 1657,
1662, 1670, 1674, 1676, 1681, 1711, 1712, 1716, 1719, 1721, 1743,
1751, 1794, 1798, 1799, 1800, 1812, 1818, 1841, 1907, 1914, 1924,
1929, 1947, 1988, 2019, 2034, 2035, 2083, 2109, 2115, 2147, 2169,
2187, 2211, 2217, 2223, 2230, 2244, 2247, 2258, 2299, 2335, 2385,
2388, 2394, 2403, 2406, 2410, 2423, 2444, 2601, 2651, 2654, 2721,
2875, 2992, 3049, 3102, 3163, 4823, 6784
Soybean Varieties USA–Waseda–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2423, 2675, 2992, 3102
Soybean Varieties USA–Wea–Early Introduction 1456, 1716, 1751,
1798, 1799, 1942, 1943, 2024, 2223, 2423, 2444, 2992

Soybean Varieties USA–Tamarat Sukun–Early Introduction 439,
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Soybean Varieties USA–White Eyebrow–Early Introduction 1361,
1593, 1751, 2875
Soybean Varieties USA–Willomi–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2395, 2423, 2478, 2573, 2596, 2675, 2875, 2992, 3078, 3231
Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson–Early Introduction 642, 644, 658,
706, 767, 799, 805, 837, 853, 882, 889, 890, 894, 902, 905, 906,
908, 909, 914, 923, 933, 955, 965, 969, 976, 986, 988, 989, 1015,
1016, 1017, 1020, 1022, 1033, 1043, 1047, 1048, 1055, 1056, 1058,
1059, 1062, 1068, 1073, 1076, 1089, 1092, 1113, 1140, 1143, 1145,
1155, 1185, 1186, 1188, 1206, 1226, 1227, 1229, 1234, 1250, 1273,
1279, 1291, 1296, 1297, 1309, 1314, 1321, 1327, 1349, 1358, 1363,
1366, 1374, 1375, 1391, 1394, 1402, 1407, 1408, 1425, 1448, 1450,
1488, 1490, 1492, 1494, 1495, 1497, 1501, 1524, 1550, 1572, 1574,
1583, 1603, 1625, 1629, 1637, 1662, 1667, 1670, 1676, 1681, 1721,
1751, 1798, 1799, 1907, 1914, 1924, 1947, 1970, 1987, 1988, 2019,
2034, 2084, 2109, 2147, 2169, 2187, 2223, 2254, 2258, 2299, 2331,
2388, 2394, 2423, 2875, 2992, 3102, 3163, 3797, 3834, 6784

Soybean Varieties USA–Yokoten / Yokotenn–Early Introduction
1165, 1629, 1751, 2423, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Yosho–Early Introduction 1060, 1497
Soybean Variety Development and Breeding–New Soybean
Varieties in the USA 468, 583, 584, 585
Soybeans, black. See Soybean Seeds–Black in Color
Soybeans, ground (used as food). See Whole Dry Soybeans
Soybeans, whole dry (used unprocessed as feed). See Whole Dry
Soybeans
Soybeans, whole dry (used unprocessed as food). See Whole Dry
Soybeans
Soybeans, wild. See Wild Soybeans (General)

Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson-Five / Wilson Five / Wilson 5 /
Wilson-5 / Wilson V–Early Selection (1912) 1165, 1297, 1317,
1319, 1327, 1341, 1380, 1391, 1402, 1407, 1408, 1425, 1427, 1467,
1625, 1716, 1751, 1798, 1799, 1988, 2019, 2034, 2083, 2115, 2169,
2223, 2230, 2335, 2406, 2423, 2444, 2992, 6784

Soyco Foods. See Galaxy Nutritional Foods, Inc. (Orlando, Florida)
Soyfood products, commercial. See Commercial Soy Products–New
Products

Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Extra Select Sable–Early
Development 837, 905, 908, 965, 1076, 1113, 1349

Soyfoods Association of North America (SANA). Founded 30 June
1978 in Ann Arbor, Michigan 4226, 4433, 4436, 4524, 4533, 4602

Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Mikado–Early Development 837,
905, 908, 965, 1020, 1113, 1349, 5496

Soyfoods Associations in Canada (Soyfoods Canada) 7036
Soyfoods Center. See Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California)

Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Mongol–Early Development 837,
905, 908, 965, 1056, 1113, 1349, 5496
Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Pedigreed Sable–Early
Development 906, 965, 1113, 1349
Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Sable–Early Development 837,
905, 908, 965, 5496
Soybean Varieties USA–Wisconsin Black–Early Introduction 524,
587, 658, 921, 1009, 1022, 1223, 1261, 1273, 1277, 1326, 1358,
1391, 1402, 1425, 1427, 1488, 1492, 1525, 1576, 1716, 1750, 1751,
1798, 1799, 1857, 2019, 2024, 2030, 2067, 2105, 2135, 2152, 2169,
2254, 2299, 2325, 2335, 2343, 2403, 2410, 2423, 2444, 2601, 2875,
2969, 2992
Soybean Varieties USA–Wolverine–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2573, 2675, 2992, 3078
Soybean Varieties USA–Yamagata Cha-daidzu / Yamagata
Chadaidzu / Yamagata-cha Daidzu–Early Introduction. Renamed
Eda by about 1907 314, 320, 326
Soybean Varieties USA–Yellow–Early Introduction 490, 511, 538,
613, 1068, 1165, 1751, 3682
Soybean Varieties USA–Yellow Soy Bean or Yellow Soy–Early
Introduction 320, 326, 336

Soyfoods companies (Asia). See Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. (Singapore
and Malaysia) and Affiliates
Soyfoods companies (Canada). See Yves Veggie Cuisine
(Vancouver, BC, Canada)
Soyfoods companies (Europe). See Albert’s Tofuhaus (Lautersheim,
Germany), British Arkady Company Ltd. (Manchester, England),
Bruno Fischer GmbH (Aetorf, Germany), Galactina S.A. (Belp,
Switzerland), Haldane Foods Group Ltd. (Newport Pagnell,
Buckinghamshire, England), Huegli Naehrmittel A.G. (SteinachArbon, Switzerland), Innoval / Sojalpe, Jonathan P.V.B.A.
(Kapellen, Belgium), Life Food GmbH (Freiburg, Germany). Taifun
brand, Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium;
and Mezin, France), Manna Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The
Netherlands), Nutrition et Nature (Revel near Toulouse, France)
Toulouse, France). Founded in June, Sojinal / Biosoja (Formerly
Cacoja), Soya Health Foods Ltd. (Manchester, England), Soyana
(Zurich, Switzerland), Tofutown.com (Wiesbaum / Vulkaneifel,
Germany), Triballat (Noyal-sur-Vilaine, France). Makers of
Sojasun, Valsoia S.p.A. (Bologna, Italy)
Soyfoods companies (USA). See Farm Food Co. (San Rafael, then
San Francisco, California), Farm Foods, and Farm Soy Dairy,
Galaxy Nutritional Foods, Inc. and its Soyco Foods Div. (Orlando,
Florida), GeniSoy Products Co. (Fairfield, California), Hain
Celestial Group, Inc. (Uniondale, New York), Lightlife Foods,
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Inc. (Turners Falls, Massachusetts), Rella Good Cheese Co. (Santa
Rosa, California). Previously Brightsong Tofu, SunRich Food
Group (Hope, Minnesota), Swan Food Corp. (Miami, Florida),
White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado)

Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc. (San Leandro, California). Founded by
John, Valerie, and Gary Robertson. Began Making Tempeh on 15
Feb. 1981. Acquired by White Wave on 1 Dec. 1987 4728, 4747,
4759, 4937, 5071, 5266, 5478, 5659

Soyfoods (General Food Uses of Soybeans) 1054, 1182, 1314,
1350, 1896, 1903, 2023, 2031, 2042, 2262, 2278, 2389, 2443, 2635,
2770, 2825, 3365, 3381, 3534, 3631, 3660, 4156, 4261, 4296, 4407,
4589, 4688, 5299, 5491, 5501, 5556, 5668, 5729, 5751, 5797, 5931,
6305, 6512, 6778, 6861, 7006

Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California). Named Soyfoods Center
until 1 Jan. 2007. Founded by William and Akiko Shurtleff 4602,
4762, 4796, 5006, 5157, 5158, 5512, 5535, 5556, 5782, 5819, 5953,
6298, 6305, 6389, 7116, 7139, 7235
Soyland Farm. See Fouts Family of Indiana

Soyfoods Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region. Includes per capita consumption of soybeans
3778, 4312, 5219, 5407, 5474, 5670, 5759, 5780, 5819, 5896, 5912,
5916
Soyfoods Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 5656
Soyfoods movement. See Farm (The) (Summertown, Tennessee),
Plenty (The Farm, Summertown, Tennessee), Plenty International
(Summertown, Tennessee), Rodale Press (Emmaus, Pennsylvania),
Soyatech (Bar Harbor, Maine), Soyfoods Association of North
America (SANA)
Soyfoods Movement in Africa 5611
Soyfoods Movement in Europe 4201, 4318, 4320, 4352, 4586,
4615, 4715, 4739, 4740, 4762, 4767, 4827, 4852, 4853, 4877, 4884,
4891, 4913, 4938, 4954, 4975, 5016, 5036, 5037, 5095, 5096, 5141,
5160, 5219, 5221, 5250, 5330, 5331, 5350, 5356, 5386, 5396, 5437,
5475, 5514, 5515, 5658, 5685, 5695, 5696, 5737, 5768, 5769, 5770,
5775, 5782, 5790, 5798, 5799, 5805, 5814, 5819, 5824, 5840, 5882,
5897, 5902, 5912, 5925, 5933, 5934, 6114, 6115, 6178, 6265, 6375,
6386, 6412, 6554, 6669, 6902, 6961, 6964, 7020, 7053, 7072
Soyfoods Movement in Mexico and Central America 4694, 5979,
6264
Soyfoods Movement in North America (USA & Canada, General)
4353, 4415, 4517, 4518, 4524, 4535, 4540, 4541, 4602, 4638, 4650,
4728, 4737, 4747, 4748, 4759, 4937, 4982, 5070, 5071, 5090, 5266,
5478, 5482, 5535, 5646, 5647, 5659, 5678, 5689, 5761, 5771, 5783,
5784, 5929, 5930, 5961, 6035, 6051, 6059, 6113, 6129, 6183, 6184,
6198, 6199, 6203, 6204, 6302, 6390, 6403, 6413, 6422, 6485, 6537,
6543, 6544, 6548, 6549, 6557, 6588, 6589, 6591, 6595, 6606, 6613,
6617, 6655, 6657, 6658, 6664, 6733, 6776, 6779, 6787, 6794, 6798,
6847, 6860, 6866, 6868, 6870, 6874, 6875, 6876, 6899, 6910, 6915,
6941, 6943, 6959, 6980, 6986, 6996, 6998, 7002, 7008, 7023, 7031,
7059, 7060, 7062, 7074, 7075, 7089, 7093, 7110, 7111, 7131, 7134,
7135, 7141, 7158
Soyfoods Movement in South America 7105, 7112, 7143, 7170
Soyfoods Movement in the Caribbean 6264, 6389
Soyfoods Movement–Periodicals, Including Soycraft, Soyfoods,
Soya Foods, Soya Newsletter, Soya International, Soyfoods Canada
Newsletter, etc 5219

Soymilk. See Calf, Lamb, or Pig Milk Replacers
Soymilk Companies (Asia)–Kibun, Marusan-Ai, Mitsubishi, Meiji,
and Saniku Shokuhin in Japan 5043, 5135, 5143, 5165, 5905
Soymilk companies (Canada). See ProSoya
Soymilk companies (Europe). See Alpro (Wevelgem, Belgium),
Plamil Foods Ltd. (Folkestone, Kent, England) and The Plantmilk
Society, Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products (Stockport, Cheshire,
England)
Soymilk companies (USA). See American Soy Products (Saline,
Michigan), Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc. (Tualatin, Oregon),
Vitasoy, WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN Industries, Inc.,
California)
Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed (Canned, Bottled, or Bulk).
Also Called Soybase or Soy Base 659, 815, 1165, 1479, 1487,
1873, 2040, 2083, 2234, 2438, 2485, 2492, 3757, 5350, 6121, 6412,
6544, 7008
Soymilk Cream (Rich, Thick Soymilk to Be Used Like Cream). See
also: Non-Dairy Creamer 1542, 2033, 2438, 2691, 5992
Soymilk curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk
Soymilk Equipment 5509
Soymilk Equipment Companies (Europe). See APV Systems, Soya
Technology Division. Formerly named Danish Turnkey Dairies
Ltd., Alfa-Laval (Lund, Sweden), Tetra Pak International (Lund,
Sweden)
Soymilk–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives
in Various Languages 378, 659, 789, 821, 933, 2378, 2379, 2403,
3232, 4416, 4871, 5349
Soymilk, Fermented, in Liquid or Viscous Form (Basic Research,
Acidophilus Soymilk or Soy Acidophilus Milk, Soy Viili,
Buttermilk, Koumiss, Lassi, Piima, etc.). See also: Soy Yogurt, Soy
Cheese, and Soy Kefir 1479, 2040, 2438, 2459, 2485, 2492, 2499,
3368, 4061, 4223, 6263, 6663, 6870, 6884, 6903
Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefir 815, 2492, 6615
Soymilk in Second Generation Products, Documents About 5688
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Soymilk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 5349, 5912, 5916, 5919, 6412, 6639
Soymilk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Larger Companies 4879, 5036, 5135, 5438, 5439, 5525, 5657,
5691, 5692, 5779, 5919, 6106, 6412
Soymilk Production–How to Make Soymilk on a Commercial Scale
6082
Soymilk shakes. See Shakes
Soymilk, Soy Drinks / Beverages, Soy-Based Infant Formulas, and
Nogs (Liquid, Non-Fermented). Note–For Soymilk Products See
Tofu, Yuba, Shakes, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Yogurt, and Soy Cheese
or Cheese Alternatives 359, 378, 451, 576, 652, 659, 661, 665, 691,
696, 705, 723, 728, 733, 734, 746, 753, 769, 782, 787, 789, 794,
815, 821, 836, 863, 875, 898, 933, 964, 985, 1015, 1016, 1017,
1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1035, 1060, 1092, 1099, 1120, 1138,
1142, 1145, 1146, 1165, 1173, 1182, 1184, 1199, 1246, 1271, 1276,
1298, 1309, 1329, 1330, 1390, 1404, 1407, 1408, 1467, 1479, 1483,
1487, 1537, 1538, 1542, 1593, 1619, 1627, 1662, 1771, 1835, 1862,
1873, 1881, 1891, 1900, 1948, 1964, 2020, 2033, 2036, 2040, 2083,
2112, 2113, 2127, 2134, 2141, 2159, 2160, 2174, 2199, 2201, 2216,
2217, 2222, 2228, 2234, 2262, 2272, 2275, 2276, 2279, 2280, 2290,
2295, 2299, 2313, 2330, 2332, 2335, 2378, 2379, 2381, 2383, 2385,
2389, 2400, 2403, 2433, 2438, 2439, 2451, 2459, 2467, 2485, 2487,
2488, 2492, 2499, 2504, 2509, 2529, 2531, 2535, 2559, 2560, 2582,
2590, 2611, 2630, 2632, 2651, 2671, 2675, 2678, 2691, 2695, 2696,
2698, 2763, 2766, 2770, 2776, 2779, 2804, 2824, 2828, 2829, 2843,
2847, 2869, 2881, 2897, 2900, 2903, 2923, 2932, 2973, 2990, 2991,
3047, 3049, 3054, 3072, 3082, 3091, 3151, 3199, 3231, 3232, 3294,
3342, 3368, 3377, 3381, 3464, 3477, 3485, 3489, 3631, 3678, 3736,
3757, 3778, 3789, 3813, 3835, 3897, 4056, 4061, 4062, 4119, 4147,
4149, 4206, 4223, 4261, 4312, 4317, 4319, 4320, 4333, 4346, 4381,
4395, 4415, 4416, 4419, 4427, 4457, 4460, 4484, 4492, 4511, 4527,
4564, 4577, 4584, 4635, 4639, 4650, 4662, 4689, 4694, 4742, 4761,
4762, 4765, 4774, 4810, 4816, 4859, 4866, 4868, 4871, 4879, 4880,
4914, 4931, 4954, 4973, 5002, 5005, 5006, 5026, 5027, 5036, 5043,
5060, 5063, 5092, 5098, 5106, 5114, 5135, 5143, 5165, 5197, 5219,
5222, 5226, 5231, 5233, 5238, 5243, 5253, 5259, 5265, 5277, 5296,
5317, 5327, 5335, 5348, 5349, 5350, 5378, 5389, 5396, 5408, 5423,
5427, 5429, 5438, 5439, 5485, 5502, 5511, 5518, 5525, 5535, 5548,
5551, 5562, 5576, 5587, 5596, 5597, 5620, 5632, 5645, 5652, 5656,
5670, 5677, 5691, 5692, 5693, 5704, 5719, 5727, 5729, 5736, 5762,
5778, 5779, 5780, 5791, 5819, 5821, 5823, 5825, 5838, 5854, 5859,
5869, 5872, 5875, 5898, 5905, 5912, 5916, 5917, 5919, 5924, 5925,
5958, 5973, 5990, 6019, 6021, 6024, 6062, 6065, 6076, 6082, 6106,
6116, 6120, 6125, 6130, 6132, 6135, 6139, 6144, 6157, 6169, 6206,
6210, 6218, 6219, 6225, 6258, 6259, 6261, 6262, 6263, 6264, 6270,
6280, 6291, 6293, 6294, 6300, 6301, 6302, 6309, 6345, 6350, 6359,
6362, 6381, 6382, 6400, 6412, 6416, 6422, 6432, 6436, 6438, 6443,
6445, 6449, 6455, 6469, 6480, 6489, 6495, 6516, 6524, 6537, 6542,
6544, 6548, 6553, 6557, 6589, 6590, 6591, 6601, 6607, 6614, 6618,
6619, 6634, 6639, 6641, 6642, 6657, 6658, 6665, 6666, 6689, 6698,
6700, 6701, 6702, 6713, 6714, 6715, 6716, 6728, 6736, 6740, 6746,
6747, 6779, 6811, 6816, 6820, 6837, 6841, 6842, 6847, 6848, 6849,
6854, 6860, 6864, 6871, 6881, 6883, 6884, 6889, 6908, 6909, 6910,
6911, 6914, 6921, 6934, 6938, 6939, 6940, 6941, 6943, 6948, 6950,
6955, 6961, 6973, 6986, 6995, 6998, 7000, 7008, 7029, 7036, 7044,

7051, 7053, 7061, 7080, 7081, 7108, 7126, 7235, 7237
Soymilk, Spray-Dried or Powdered 815, 1407, 1408, 1479, 1542,
2040, 2112, 2127, 2234, 2438, 2492, 5006, 5036, 5348, 6313, 6363,
6406, 6436, 6611, 6781, 6995, 7029, 7053, 7126, 7237
Soymilk, Spray-Dried or Powdered, Used as an Ingredient in NonBeverage Commercial Products Such as Ice Creams, Yogurts,
Cheeses, Desserts, or Entrees 6138, 6712
Soymilk, Used as an Ingredient in Non-Beverage Commercial
Products Such as Ice Creams, Yogurts, Cheeses, Desserts, or
Entrees 4443, 4632, 4671, 4672, 4676, 4801, 4915, 5046, 5139,
5334, 5360, 5431, 5486, 5521, 5629, 5640, 5641, 5716, 5868, 5954,
5992, 6105, 6117, 6118, 6121, 6189, 6190, 6191, 6231, 6303, 6323,
6347, 6348, 6368, 6466, 6535, 6540, 6586, 6595, 6608, 6609, 6616,
6617, 6626, 6655, 6705, 6725, 6726, 6727, 6794, 6822, 6836, 6903,
6912, 6928, 6933, 6959, 6975, 6980, 7023
Soynut Butter–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives
in Various Languages 2438
Soynut Butter (Soynuts / Roasted Soybeans Ground to a Paste
Resembling Peanut Butter; May Also Be Made from (Roasted) Soy
Flour Mixed with a Little Oil) 1390, 2438, 2828, 6547, 6555, 6556,
6731, 6882
Soynut companies (Europe & USA). See Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The
Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa). Including Edible Soy Products
Soynut companies (USA). See Sycamore Creek Co. (Mason,
Michigan). Before 1993, INARI, Ltd.
Soynuts–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 162, 863, 1271, 1331, 1390, 1661, 2083, 2112,
2400, 2438, 5778, 6341
Soynuts Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 5916
Soynuts (Oil Roasted or Dry Roasted / Toasted). See Also Irimame
Used in Bean-Scattering (Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun
(Lunar New Year) in Japan and Parched Soybeans 102, 162, 863,
973, 1057, 1080, 1146, 1162, 1206, 1271, 1330, 1331, 1332, 1335,
1390, 1479, 1483, 1537, 1538, 1661, 1755, 1798, 1799, 1848, 1869,
1947, 2083, 2112, 2127, 2147, 2201, 2272, 2300, 2381, 2383, 2400,
2438, 2596, 2629, 2651, 2678, 2770, 2776, 2828, 2881, 2932, 2975,
2990, 2991, 3047, 3049, 3078, 3231, 3232, 3477, 3485, 3844, 4080,
4149, 4223, 4457, 4484, 4511, 4686, 4950, 5112, 5277, 5354, 5596,
5597, 5729, 5736, 5778, 5791, 5892, 5916, 6206, 6264, 6341, 6503,
6600, 6602, 6604, 6635, 6640, 6649, 6659, 6853, 6995, 7029, 7072,
7240
Soynuts, Used as an Ingredient in Second Generation Commercial
Products Such as Trail Mixes, Granola, Cookies, Candy Bars, etc.
(Not Including Seasoned, Flavored, or Coated Soynuts) 6622, 6656
Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc. (Buffalo, New York) 2590, 3381,
4957, 4958
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Spillers Premier Products Ltd. (Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire,
England). Including Soya Foods Ltd [Named Soya Flour
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (1929-42), and Soya Foods Ltd. (1933)].
And incorporating British Soya Products (1932) 2033, 2040, 2082,
2159, 2271, 2272, 2276, 2330, 2332, 2361, 3196, 6171

became part of Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany) 769,
1094, 2452

Sprouts. See Soy Sprouts

Stinky tofu, etymology. See Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (Chou
Doufu). Etymology of This Term

Spun soy protein fibers. See Soy Proteins–Textured Soy Protein
Isolates
Sri Lanka. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka
Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. (Decatur, Illinois; Acquired by
Tate & Lyle PLC in June 1988) 1437, 1448, 1610, 1678, 1758,
1775, 1810, 1814, 1881, 2240, 2272, 2408, 2409, 2460, 2590, 2767,
2800, 2811, 2890, 2906, 2926, 2945, 2985, 3381, 3863, 4524, 4550,
4957, 4958, 5036
Standardization of nomenclature of soybean varieties. See
Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and
Confusion
Standards, Applied to Soybeans or Soy Products 1403, 2171, 2363,
2746, 4689, 5788
Starch (Its Presence or Absence, Especially in Soybean Seeds) 101,
250, 281
Statistical Reporting Service of USDA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Statistical Reporting Service
(SRS)
Statistics. See Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics, the
specific product concerned, e.g. Tofu Industry and Market Statistics
Statistics on crushing of soybeans, soy oil and meal production
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia,
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations
within each region
Statistics on soybean production. See Soybean Production and
Trade–Industry and Market Statistics,
Statistics on soybean production, area and stocks. See individual
geographic regions (such as Asia, Europe, Latin America, United
States, etc.) and nations within each region
Statistics on soybean yields. See Yield Statistics, Soybean
Stephens, Arran and Ratana. See Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. and
Nature’s Path (BC, Canada)
Sterols or Steroid Hormones in Soybeans (Phytosterols–Including
Beta-Sitosterol, Campesterol, and Stigmasterol from Which
Steroids Such as Progesterone, Hydrocortisone, and Cortisone Can
Be Made) 2767, 4811

Stinky tofu. See Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (Chou Doufu).
Etymology of This Term

Storage capacity of individual soybean crushing plants. See
Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of
Individual Plants–Statistics
Storage of Soybean Seeds, Viability and Life-Span During Storage
or Storability, and Drying of Soybeans 17, 91, 167, 270, 385, 397,
407, 453, 486, 546, 636, 658, 724, 744, 745, 770, 776, 791, 799,
805, 808, 817, 876, 887, 909, 921, 923, 933, 946, 1006, 1010, 1019,
1022, 1057, 1084, 1095, 1103, 1144, 1186, 1189, 1203, 1206, 1235,
1236, 1246, 1265, 1309, 1320, 1321, 1325, 1330, 1336, 1421, 1479,
1488, 1489, 1490, 1519, 1552, 1572, 1574, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1620,
1625, 1627, 1648, 1673, 1690, 1723, 1767, 1782, 1787, 1808, 1817,
1843, 1857, 1871, 1879, 1893, 1900, 1917, 1933, 1965, 1969, 1977,
1986, 1996, 2003, 2004, 2035, 2045, 2052, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2059,
2061, 2064, 2070, 2114, 2135, 2145, 2146, 2159, 2160, 2186, 2225,
2233, 2252, 2268, 2295, 2324, 2335, 2345, 2353, 2362, 2363, 2371,
2394, 2396, 2403, 2425, 2448, 2456, 2485, 2511, 2521, 2560, 2592,
2603, 2609, 2633, 2634, 2672, 2674, 2681, 2691, 2702, 2710, 2716,
2728, 2737, 2738, 2740, 2755, 2756, 2757, 2764, 2767, 2789, 2796,
2820, 2822, 2823, 2858, 2860, 2864, 2868, 2874, 2892, 2900, 2901,
2908, 2918, 2919, 2920, 2926, 2958, 2973, 3001, 3004, 3028, 3029,
3045, 3047, 3055, 3059, 3061, 3063, 3083, 3086, 3098, 3121, 3143,
3149, 3152, 3170, 3180, 3195, 3259, 3331, 3332, 3343, 3351, 3355,
3370, 3380, 3381, 3398, 3442, 3470, 3494, 3505, 3507, 3522, 3532,
3545, 3606, 3616, 3621, 3625, 3652, 3657, 3688, 3740, 3744, 3746,
3752, 3778, 3786, 3789, 3813, 3870, 3900, 3908, 3918, 3945, 3971,
3984, 3985, 4012, 4053, 4059, 4061, 4067, 4069, 4073, 4075, 4077,
4080, 4093, 4110, 4120, 4126, 4151, 4154, 4159, 4167, 4171, 4174,
4192, 4219, 4222, 4223, 4249, 4251, 4256, 4260, 4261, 4270, 4296,
4306, 4313, 4321, 4329, 4344, 4357, 4359, 4391, 4394, 4400, 4403,
4406, 4425, 4432, 4456, 4479, 4484, 4501, 4502, 4511, 4522, 4523,
4564, 4587, 4588, 4607, 4608, 4616, 4630, 4687, 4688, 4689, 4702,
4709, 4710, 4729, 4735, 4745, 4749, 4779, 4782, 4799, 4800, 4808,
4830, 4844, 4846, 4847, 4851, 4857, 4859, 4860, 4861, 4873, 4893,
4907, 4923, 4960, 4970, 4978, 4987, 5028, 5088, 5089, 5107, 5153,
5154, 5157, 5158, 5181, 5186, 5208, 5233, 5240, 5241, 5244, 5274,
5278, 5293, 5296, 5384, 5390, 5395, 5396, 5450, 5459, 5491, 5509,
5527, 5546, 5571, 5577, 5590, 5603, 5620, 5633, 5634, 5669, 5726,
5727, 5731, 5748, 5759, 5766, 5788, 5896, 5900, 5905, 5914, 5935,
5953, 5965, 6041, 6049, 6082, 6264, 6387, 6417, 6423, 6479, 6512,
6513, 6568, 6580, 6676, 6677, 6683, 6685, 6686, 6689, 6738, 6761,
6838, 6888, 6892, 6944, 6991, 7006, 7010, 7013, 7045, 7063, 7065,
7088, 7165, 7221, 7239
Stow Mills, Inc. Including Llama Toucan & Crow (Brattleboro,
Vermont), and Lama Trading Co.. 4426, 4939, 5663, 5796, 6180,
6185
Straw, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw

Stettiner Oelwerke AG (founded 1910), Including Toepfer’s
Oelwerke GmbH (also spelled Toeppfer’s and Toeppfer’s). In 1965

Strayer Family of Iowa–Incl. George Strayer (1910-1981; executive
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officer of the American Soybean Association 1940-1967), His
Father Bert Strayer (1880-1941), and His Nephew Dennis Strayer
(born 1938) 1756, 2746, 2753, 2820, 2828, 3016, 3055, 3231, 3348,
3715, 3838, 4524, 4602, 6385
Subsidies or support prices for soybeans. See Policies and
Programs, Government

Swift & Co. (Chicago, Champaign, and Oak Brook, Illinois) 2590,
3879
Sword Bean. Canavalia gladiata (Jacq.) D.C. Also Known as the
Knife Bean, Saber Bean 889
Sycamore Creek Co. (Mason, Michigan). Before 1993, INARI,
Ltd.–International Nutrition and Resources Inc. Purchased by W.G.
Thompson & Sons Ltd. of Canada, Jan. 1999 6547

Sufu. See Tofu, Fermented
Sugars, complex, such as raffinose, stachyose, and verbacose. See
Oligosaccharides
Sukiyaki–Famous Japanese Recipe and Dish. Its Basic Ingredients
Include Tofu (Usually Grilled) and Soy Sauce 2990

Syngenta AG (based in Basel, Switzerland)–Formed in Nov. 2000
by the Merger of Novartis Agribusiness (formed in March 1996 by
the Merger of Sandoz AG and Ciba-Geigy; both based in Basel,
Switzerland) and Zeneca Agrochemicals 6703, 6833, 6953, 7009,
7190

Sunflower Oil / Sunflowerseed Oil / Sunoil 4601, 4621, 5484
Sunflower Seeds and Sunflowers (Helianthus annuus)–Including
Sunflowerseed Oil, Cake, and Meal. Once called the Heliotrope,
Heliotropion, and Heliotropium 28, 724, 889, 1325, 1342, 1441,
1479, 1600, 1601, 1602, 2074, 2200, 2341, 2530, 2664, 2828, 2989,
3036, 3155, 3175, 3179, 3321, 3326, 3366, 3417, 3605, 3616, 3642,
3690, 3696, 3712, 3824, 3917, 4063, 4142, 4148, 4254, 4601, 4616,
4621, 4850, 4898, 5095, 5481, 5484, 5535, 5551, 5728, 5754, 5791,
5929, 6061, 6107, 6148, 6282, 6307, 6309, 6515, 6562, 6604, 6674,
6680, 6817
SunOpta, Inc. (Toronto, Ontario, Canada). Formerly SunRich
Food Group (Hope, Minnesota). Formerly Minnesota Waxy Corn
Growers Export Inc., Minnesota Edamame, Jameson-Williams Co.
Acquired by Stake Technology Ltd. (Norval, Ontario, Canada) in
July 1999, Stake changes its name to SunOpta on 31 Oct. 2003
5965, 6055, 6060, 6277, 6284, 6436, 6447, 6545, 6578, 6672, 7005,
7008

Table / Tables in Document 94, 95, 99, 102, 103, 104, 112, 116,
117, 120, 124, 132, 134, 137, 146, 149, 151, 158, 162, 164, 165,
189, 190, 196, 198, 200, 208, 210, 211, 212, 213, 220, 221, 222,
234, 241, 243, 250, 252, 257, 264, 266, 272, 276, 313, 314, 320,
327, 336, 337, 351, 352, 377, 394, 395, 396, 398, 409, 411, 420,
436, 439, 444, 453, 455, 470, 485, 486, 491, 501, 521, 524, 526,
527, 538, 545, 561, 564, 577, 581, 582, 587, 597, 600, 601, 602,
607, 615, 622, 637, 654, 656, 658, 659, 661, 663, 695, 705, 741,
746, 751, 767, 774, 775, 786, 787, 788, 789, 791, 805, 815, 830,
836, 846, 853, 861, 863, 874, 879, 889, 890, 897, 908, 914, 933,
935, 939, 947, 958, 964, 968, 986, 1006, 1007, 1019, 1024, 1033,
1035, 1048, 1056, 1060, 1089, 1112, 1142, 1146, 1148, 1180, 1189,
1193, 1195, 1199, 1212, 1250, 1277, 1278, 1297, 1319, 1320, 1325,
1329, 1330, 1355, 1361, 1374, 1380, 1385, 1397, 1407, 1427, 1428,
1441, 1443, 1603
Tahini or tahina or tahin. See Sesame Butter
Taifun-Produkte (Freiburg, Germany). See Life Food GmbH

SunRich Food Group (Hope, Minnesota). See SunOpta, Inc.
Taiwan. See Asia, East–Taiwan
Sunrise Markets Inc. (Vancouver, BC, Canada) 5378, 6454, 6804
Sunsoy Products Ltd. See Victory Soya Mills Ltd.
Sustainability. See Soybean Production–Sustainability or
Sustainable Agriculture
Sustainable Development and Growth, Including Low-Input
Sustainable Agriculture (LISA), Renewable Energy Resources
(Solar, Wind), Steady State Economics, and Voluntary Simplicity
Worldwide 5409, 5780, 6048, 6080, 6409, 6426, 6646, 6703
Suzuki Shoten (Suzuki & Co.). See Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo,
Japan)
Swan Food Corp. (Miami, Florida). Started in 1977 by Robert
Brooks and Mary Pung 4320, 4380, 4381, 4382, 4383, 4384, 4385,
4460, 4475
Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc. (St. Ignatius, Montana;
Atlanta, Georgia). Founded by Richard and Jocelyn McIntyre 4226,
4680, 5703, 5947, 5980, 6031, 6058, 6224, 6287, 6437, 6507, 6593

Tamari, Including Real Tamari (Soy Sauce Which Contains Little
or No Wheat) or the Macrobiotic Word Tamari Meaning Traditional
Shoyu 1627, 4019, 4100, 4201, 4383, 4460, 4615, 4676, 4794,
5095, 5171, 5310, 5365, 5368, 5369, 5380, 5510, 5535, 5551, 5567,
5670, 5672, 5687, 5736, 5745, 5778, 5791, 5821, 5882, 6071, 6072,
6073, 6075, 6084, 6116, 6235, 6243, 6392, 6592, 6866
Tanshi, Tan-shih, or Tan-ch’ih (Wade-Giles). See Fermented Black
Soybeans, Unsalted or Bland
Taosi or tao-si or tausi or tau-si. See Fermented Black Soybeans–
from The Philippines
Tariffs, duties, embargoes. See Trade Policies (International)
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties,
Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other Trade Barriers or Subsidies
Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or Sensory / Organoleptic
Evaluation of the Quality of Foods and Beverages 5787
Taste Problems. See Flavor / Taste Problems
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Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Also Spelled
Taucho, Tauceo, Tau Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho,
Taoetjo 451, 571, 866, 867, 1197, 1542, 2275, 2975, 3678, 4312,
5112, 5451
Taxonomy. See Soybean–Taxonomy
Tempeh companies. See Tofurky Company (Hood River, Oregon.
Maker of Tofurky and Tempeh)

Tempeh, Used as an Ingredient in Second Generation Commercial
Products Such as Entrees, etc.. 4668, 4669, 4744, 4748, 4759, 4775,
4781, 4785, 4786, 4794, 4801, 4837, 4878, 4885, 4889, 4920, 4927,
4937, 4982, 5009, 5013, 5047, 5055, 5064, 5071, 5084, 5090, 5130,
5133, 5151, 5175, 5178, 5180, 5235, 5264, 5266, 5324, 5325, 5358,
5362, 5363, 5374, 5375, 5425, 5480, 5486, 5487, 5488, 5489, 5490,
5515, 5521, 5557, 5558, 5570, 5575, 5647, 5659, 5678, 5701, 5761,
5771, 5795, 5800, 5824, 5849, 5850, 5899, 6005, 6035, 6068, 6203,
6232, 6311, 6323, 6325, 6390, 6403, 6475, 6606, 6692, 6695, 6751,
6915, 7074, 7075, 7158, 7200

Tempeh companies (Canada). See Noble Bean (Ontario, Canada)
Tempehworks. See Lightlife Foods, Inc.
Tempeh companies (USA). See Appropriate Foods, Inc. (Brooklyn,
New York), Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc. (San Leandro, California)
Tempeh–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 281, 2275

Teriyaki Sauce and Teriyaki (Soy Sauce is the Main Sauce
Ingredient) 4996, 5056, 5382, 5567, 5586, 5622, 5678, 5793, 5795,
5946, 5993, 6314, 6328, 6352, 6623, 6660, 6753, 6790, 6840, 6865,
7056

Tempeh, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory
Scale, by Hand 5097

Terminology for soybeans–Fanciful. See Soybean–Terminology and
Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and Names

Tempeh Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 4312, 5916

Tetra Pak International (Lund, Sweden) 5036, 5525, 5657, 5925,
6206, 7000, 7008

Tempeh Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Larger Companies 4516, 4559, 4753, 4754, 4760, 4885, 5030,
5150, 5151, 5515, 5630, 5927

Textiles made from spun soy protein fibers. See Fibers (Artificial
Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including
Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)

Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Onchom (Oncom, Ontjom)–A cake
of Peanut Presscake or Okara (Oncom Tahu) Fermented with
Neurospora (Monilia sitophila = Oidium lupuli) molds 451, 2275,
4312

Textured soy flours. See Soy Flours, Textured (Including TVP,
Textured Vegetable Protein)

Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Other Substrates Such as Winged
Beans, Lupins, Velvet Beans, Brown Rice, Cassava, etc.. 5787
Tempeh, Okara (Okara Tempeh), Incl. Mei Dou Za, Mei-TouCha, Meitauza from China, and Tempe Gembus (from Central and
Eastern Java) 4312, 4774, 5065
Tempeh (Spelled Témpé in Malay-Indonesian) 281, 451, 571, 866,
867, 1197, 1542, 2199, 2275, 2441, 2975, 3463, 3633, 3678, 3822,
4223, 4306, 4312, 4394, 4416, 4420, 4484, 4516, 4517, 4518, 4529,
4533, 4559, 4560, 4579, 4594, 4622, 4634, 4652, 4678, 4689, 4728,
4747, 4753, 4754, 4760, 4762, 4774, 4787, 4795, 4801, 4804, 4827,
4829, 4845, 4876, 4877, 4898, 4899, 4922, 4928, 4929, 4930, 4943,
4945, 4983, 5030, 5037, 5065, 5112, 5150, 5162, 5167, 5174, 5218,
5219, 5226, 5232, 5237, 5277, 5296, 5309, 5316, 5326, 5339, 5343,
5344, 5359, 5364, 5383, 5389, 5424, 5451, 5456, 5473, 5476, 5477,
5478, 5481, 5482, 5510, 5535, 5536, 5539, 5540, 5541, 5551, 5554,
5569, 5630, 5645, 5652, 5665, 5670, 5676, 5684, 5721, 5723, 5735,
5736, 5782, 5787, 5791, 5801, 5803, 5805, 5808, 5810, 5819, 5821,
5824, 5833, 5899, 5910, 5916, 5919, 5927, 5929, 5930, 5931, 5938,
6039, 6061, 6070, 6094, 6123, 6128, 6169, 6197, 6203, 6205, 6260,
6264, 6280, 6302, 6311, 6314, 6323, 6350, 6379, 6390, 6403, 6606,
6624, 6678, 6695, 6722, 6867, 6887, 6901, 6915, 6930, 6937, 6978,
6996, 7031, 7032, 7058, 7059, 7074, 7075, 7083, 7097, 7098, 7099,
7117, 7143, 7146, 7147, 7148, 7149, 7156, 7158, 7170, 7175, 7224,
7229, 7239

Textured soy protein concentrates. See Soy Protein Concentrates,
Textured
Textured soy protein isolates. See Soy Protein Isolates, Textured
(For Food Use Only). Including Spun Fibers
Textured soy proteins. See Soy Proteins, Textured
Therapeutic uses / aspects of soybeans, general. See Medical /
Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Aspects, General
Third World / Developing Nations 1832, 1996, 2560, 2692, 3362,
4024, 4393, 4594, 4689, 5028, 5546
Thompsons Limited. Before Jan. 2004 named Thompson (W.G.)
& Sons Limited, Blenheim, Ontario, Canada. Before 1963 W.G.
Thompson. Founded in 1924 by Wesley G. “Tommy” Thompson
5916, 6309
Tibet. See Asia, East–Tibet and Tibetans Outside Tibet
Tillage practices. See Soybean Cultural Practices–No Till Farming
Timeline. See Chronology / Timeline
Timor-Leste (East Timor). See Asia, Southeast–Timor-Leste (East
Timor)
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Tocopherol. See Vitamin E (Tocopherol)
Tofu (Also Called Soybean Curd or Bean Curd until about 19751985). See also Tofu–Fermented, Soy Ice Creams, Soy Yogurts,
and Cheesecake, Which Often Use Tofu as a Major Ingredient 22,
28, 29, 30, 40, 50, 85, 87, 135, 196, 213, 220, 221, 222, 229, 237,
239, 243, 251, 253, 257, 263, 265, 266, 281, 282, 289, 292, 306,
307, 313, 346, 350, 359, 361, 378, 401, 410, 451, 453, 542, 576,
597, 607, 637, 641, 659, 661, 663, 664, 665, 691, 695, 705, 728,
730, 733, 734, 735, 744, 745, 746, 748, 753, 769, 782, 787, 789,
791, 794, 815, 821, 836, 838, 842, 844, 863, 866, 867, 875, 898,
933, 958, 964, 973, 985, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1035, 1060,
1138, 1142, 1145, 1173, 1182, 1184, 1197, 1199, 1212, 1246, 1271,
1276, 1279, 1298, 1330, 1407, 1408, 1479, 1487, 1511, 1520, 1537,
1538, 1542, 1566, 1619, 1711, 1712, 1733, 1753, 1780, 1854, 1869,
1873, 1900, 1916, 1929, 1933, 1938, 1947, 1948, 1960, 1964, 1973,
1995, 2018, 2023, 2036, 2040, 2083, 2086, 2112, 2113, 2127, 2147,
2152, 2160, 2199, 2217, 2228, 2234, 2262, 2272, 2275, 2279, 2299,
2330, 2331, 2335, 2378, 2379, 2381, 2383, 2385, 2389, 2433, 2438,
2441, 2451, 2466, 2467, 2485, 2487, 2488, 2492, 2499, 2504, 2509,
2535, 2560, 2630, 2632, 2651, 2671, 2678, 2691, 2695, 2696, 2698,
2766, 2770, 2776, 2779, 2804, 2828, 2829, 2843, 2932, 2942, 2956,
2973, 2975, 2990, 2991, 3047, 3048, 3049, 3054, 3072, 3082, 3142,
3191, 3231, 3232, 3342, 3368, 3377, 3381, 3414, 3463, 3485, 3631,
3633, 3678, 3689, 3757, 3778, 3813, 4155, 4206, 4223, 4226, 4235,
4257, 4258, 4265, 4268, 4282, 4312, 4318, 4319, 4320, 4324, 4325,
4332, 4333, 4339, 4348, 4352, 4353, 4358, 4385, 4386, 4394, 4395,
4414, 4416, 4421, 4426, 4430, 4433, 4434, 4435, 4450, 4457, 4458,
4459, 4460, 4468, 4470, 4471, 4472, 4478, 4484, 4486, 4495, 4511,
4519, 4524, 4530, 4533, 4539, 4542, 4544, 4558, 4564, 4574, 4578,
4580, 4583, 4606, 4607, 4611, 4626, 4628, 4639, 4640, 4641, 4642,
4648, 4657, 4661, 4666, 4670, 4680, 4689, 4694, 4707, 4713, 4715,
4716, 4717, 4733, 4735, 4737, 4740, 4752, 4760, 4762, 4763, 4792,
4796, 4798, 4802, 4830, 4831, 4835, 4838, 4842, 4859, 4866, 4869,
4877, 4883, 4884, 4886, 4887, 4888, 4891, 4900, 4902, 4903, 4913,
4925, 4926, 4938, 4939, 4954, 4974, 4976, 4983, 5016, 5036, 5037,
5050, 5057, 5061, 5070, 5094, 5096, 5098, 5104, 5106, 5110, 5111,
5112, 5117, 5128, 5140, 5141, 5155, 5170, 5199, 5217, 5219, 5221,
5224, 5226, 5239, 5243, 5254, 5277, 5296, 5309, 5313, 5327, 5346,
5349, 5355, 5361, 5371, 5381, 5396, 5426, 5451, 5456, 5475, 5511,
5512, 5535, 5547, 5550, 5556, 5561, 5564, 5578, 5579, 5585, 5596,
5625, 5638, 5645, 5656, 5657, 5660, 5666, 5668, 5682, 5689, 5693,
5697, 5727, 5729, 5736, 5780, 5782, 5791, 5792, 5796, 5807, 5808,
5819, 5821, 5831, 5835, 5840, 5870, 5896, 5897, 5905, 5906, 5907,
5911, 5912, 5913, 5916, 5918, 5919, 5931, 5932, 5938, 5946, 5948,
5959, 5981, 5982, 5990, 6026, 6030, 6034, 6051, 6074, 6082, 6094,
6096, 6101, 6108, 6116, 6126, 6128, 6144, 6157, 6169, 6181, 6183,
6202, 6211, 6264, 6268, 6280, 6291, 6292, 6298, 6299, 6302, 6305,
6309, 6322, 6345, 6350, 6362, 6381, 6384, 6406, 6425, 6436, 6443,
6448, 6453, 6455, 6470, 6478, 6488, 6502, 6505, 6506, 6516, 6517,
6526, 6549, 6571, 6576, 6620, 6623, 6630, 6633, 6648, 6659, 6661,
6671, 6689, 6720, 6737, 6744, 6753, 6766, 6813, 6821, 6834, 6835,
6848, 6849, 6858, 6913, 6932, 6954, 6961, 6973, 6977, 6985, 7009,
7014, 7018, 7036, 7039, 7044, 7050, 7051, 7053, 7061, 7087, 7105,
7121, 7126, 7170, 7175, 7235, 7237, 7239
Tofu, baked or broiled at flavored / seasoned/marinated. See Tofu,
Flavored/Seasoned/Marinated and Baked, Broiled, Grilled, Braised,
or Roasted

Tofu companies (Canada). See Sunrise Markets Inc. (Vancouver,
BC, Canada), Victor Food Products, Ltd. (Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada)
Tofu companies (Europe). See Auenland Tofu und Soja Produkte
(Prien-Chiemsee, Germany), Cauldron Foods Ltd. (Bristol,
England), Heuschen-Schrouff B.V. (Landgraaf, Netherlands),
Sojadoc (Clermond-Ferrand, France), Sojarei Vollwertkost GmbH
(Traiskirchen, near Vienna, Austria). Formerly Sojarei Ebner-Prosl,
Soyastern Naturkost GmbH / Dorstener Tofu Produktions GmbH
(Dorsten, Germany), Tofumanufaktur Christian Nagel GmbH
(Hamburg, Germany), Tofurei Svadesha Naturkost Produkte GmbH
(Munich, Germany). Including Byodo Naturkost
Tofu companies (USA). See Azumaya, Inc. (San Francisco,
California), House Foods America Corporation (Los Angeles,
California), Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington), Legume,
Inc. (Fairfield, New Jersey), Mainland Express (Spring Park,
Minnesota), Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., and Morinaga
Nyûgyô (Torrance, California, and Tokyo, Japan), Nasoya Foods,
Inc. (Leominster, Massachusetts). Subsidiary of Vitasoy, Northern
Soy, Inc. (Rochester, New York), Pulmuone U.S.A., Inc. (South
Gate, California), Quong Hop & Co. (San Francisco, California),
Rosewood Products Inc. (Ann Arbor, Michigan), Simply Natural,
Inc. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya
Kaas Inc. (Atlanta, Georgia), Tofu Shop (The) (Telluride, Colorado,
and Arcata, California) and Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc.,
Tomsun Foods, Inc. (Greenfield, Massachusetts; Port Washington,
New York, Wildwood Harvest, Inc.
Tofu curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk
Tofu Equipment 746, 815
Tofu–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 40, 50, 87, 135, 196, 263, 281, 289, 597, 753,
787, 789, 821, 836, 842, 933, 964, 1276, 1330, 1900, 1948, 2378,
2379, 2385, 2488, 2695, 3485
Tofu, Fermented (Also Called Doufu-ru, Toufu-ru, Furu, Fuyu,
Tahuri, Tahuli, Tajure, Tao-hu-yi, or Sufu). See also Tofu-yo 85,
196, 197, 237, 307, 401, 746, 815, 1157, 1182, 1199, 1479, 1627,
1873, 2083, 2272, 2275, 2433, 2630, 2763, 2932, 2991, 3813, 4306,
4395, 5353, 5389, 6144, 7061
Tofu, Fermented–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 1627, 2083, 2932
Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (pinyin: Chou Doufu (W.-G. Ch’ou
Toufu). Also Called, Stinking, Smelly or Redolent Tofu / Bean
Curd) 4395
Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (Chou Doufu). Etymology of This
Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 4395
Tofu, Firm (Chinese-Style) 753, 1733, 1929, 2975, 4325, 4332,
4353, 4384, 4421, 4426, 4464, 4472, 4495, 4578, 4580, 4628, 4737,
4796, 4866, 5061, 5239, 5389, 6384, 6576, 6803, 6865, 6973
Tofu, Five-Spice Pressed (Wu-hsiang Toufukan / Wuxiang
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Doufugan) 4508, 5370, 5622

5638, 5656, 5657, 5799, 5919, 5932, 5937, 5938, 6183, 6345

Tofu, Flavored / Seasoned / Marinated and Baked, Broiled, Grilled,
Braised, or Roasted. Including Tofu Jerky and Savory Baked Tofu
2975, 4383, 4421, 4460, 4508, 4625, 4802, 4836, 4909, 4940, 4941,
4996, 5056, 5116, 5148, 5169, 5369, 5370, 5382, 5428, 5465, 5479,
5622, 5656, 5680, 5789, 5818, 5851, 5852, 5946, 6012, 6059, 6202,
6207, 6353, 6404, 6569, 6660, 6753, 6799, 6806, 6821, 6866, 6947,
7056

Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Smaller
Companies 4282, 4324, 4332, 4414, 4470, 4539, 4578, 4586, 4628,
4657, 4740, 4827, 4842, 4877, 4886, 4888, 4891, 5017, 5037, 5057,
5155, 5161, 5198, 5199, 5224, 5254, 5340, 5355, 5479, 5511, 5514,
5561, 5578, 5585, 5660, 5697, 5775, 5790, 5798, 5897, 5931, 5981,
5982, 6223, 6289

Tofu, Flavored, Seasoned, or Marinated, but not Baked, Broiled,
Grilled, Braised, or Roasted. Including most Five-Spice Pressed
Tofu (wu-hsiang toufukan / wuxiang doufugan) 4384, 4585, 4839,
5056, 5116, 5205, 5217, 5227, 5252, 5470, 5471, 5586, 5622, 5841,
5867, 5906, 5946, 6202, 6223, 6289, 6290, 6295, 6352, 6526, 6565,
6610, 6633, 6684, 6753, 6790, 6806, 6866, 6924, 7056
Tofu, Fried (Especially Deep-Fried Tofu Pouches, Puffs, Cutlets, or
Burgers; Agé or Aburagé, Aburaagé, Usu-agé, Atsu-agé or Namaagé, Ganmodoki or Ganmo, Hiryôzu / Hiryozu) 243, 1173, 1199,
1479, 1627, 1684, 1933, 2330, 3631, 4223, 4416, 4460, 4508, 4509,
4671, 4674, 4834, 4932, 5036, 5037, 5064, 5095, 5156, 5160, 5197,
5209, 5230, 5250, 5309, 5310, 5312, 5324, 5351, 5396, 5434, 5435,
5455, 5532, 5554, 5564, 5574, 5586, 5652, 5656, 5675, 5695, 5718,
5724, 5765, 5795, 5807, 5808, 5842, 5897, 5906, 5938, 5981, 5993,
6023, 6066, 6128, 6180, 6362, 6508, 7020
Tofu, Fried or Deep-Fried–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 3631
Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole (Not Powdered) 196,
243, 251, 261, 266, 313, 317, 637, 663, 664, 753, 836, 1184, 1279,
1330, 1479, 1542, 1627, 1733, 1869, 2330, 3631, 4223, 4460, 4495,
4741, 4756, 4758, 4874, 4979, 5106, 5205, 5367, 5512, 5551, 5657,
5778, 7086
Tofu, Frozen or Dried-Frozen–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 261, 266, 317, 664, 753,
1869
Tofu, Frozen or Dried-Frozen, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial
Soyfood Products 5581, 6088, 6361, 6828
Tofu, Grilled, Braised, Broiled, or Roasted (Yaki-dôfu in Japanese).
A Japanese-Style Commercial Product 3631, 4836, 5465, 5789,
5807, 5851, 6012, 6353, 6866
Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory or
Community Scale, by Hand 1408
Tofu in Second Generation Products, Documents About 4546, 5535,
6349, 6992
Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 1995, 3048, 4312, 5657, 5819, 5896, 5905,
5912, 5916, 5919, 5932, 6298
Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Larger
Companies 4226, 4257, 4318, 4325, 4352, 4353, 4416, 4426, 4680,
4760, 4884, 4913, 4938, 5050, 5203, 5221, 5530, 5535, 5564, 5579,

Tofu Kit or Press (Kits or Presses Used for Making Tofu at Home)
5732
Tofu, Non-Soy Relatives (Such as Winged Bean Tofu or Peanut
Tofu) 451
Tofu, Pressed, Chinese-Style (Toufukan / Doufugan / Dougan) 753,
1929, 2438, 3231, 4421, 4464, 4508, 4639, 4802, 5116, 5117, 5170,
5622, 5938, 6506
Tofu Production–How to Make Tofu on a Commercial Scale 4735,
4830, 6298, 6299, 6302
Tofu Shop (The) (Telluride, Colorado, and Arcata, California) and
Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc. Founded by Matthew Schmit 4348,
4657, 4658, 4659, 4660, 4661, 4662, 4663, 4664, 4805, 4890, 4895,
4941, 5014, 5015, 5807, 5919, 6402, 6459, 6483, 6597, 6598, 6599,
6612, 6700, 6805, 6806, 6807, 6834, 6835, 6951, 6972, 7012
Tofu, Silken (Kinugoshi). Made without Separation of Curds and
Whey 4464, 4936, 5254, 5361, 5396, 5511, 5552, 5666, 5703, 5896,
6140, 6457, 6467, 6682, 6739, 6744, 6771, 6803, 6907, 6924, 7121
Tofu, Smoked 815, 1407, 1408, 1487, 2083, 2234, 2763, 5067,
5194, 5197, 5205, 5309, 5371, 5376, 5456, 5475, 5484, 5514, 5554,
5564, 5675, 5680, 5736, 5778, 5791, 5792, 5793, 5799, 5818, 5832,
5844, 5931, 5938, 5956, 6223, 6240, 6328, 6348, 6349, 6351, 6365,
6376, 6402, 6453, 6459, 6500, 6528, 6790, 6868, 6947, 6972, 7109
Tofu, Spray-dried or Powdered 5666, 5778, 6535, 7094
Tofu, Spray-dried or Powdered, Used as an Ingredient in Second
Generation Commercial Products Such as Ice Creams, Beverages,
etc.. 5517, 5908, 5951, 6134, 6540, 6546
Tofu, Used as an Ingredient in Second Generation Commercial
Products Such as Dressings, Entrees, Ice Creams, etc.. 4351, 4380,
4382, 4383, 4384, 4448, 4508, 4509, 4540, 4541, 4565, 4569, 4585,
4586, 4621, 4625, 4631, 4638, 4639, 4644, 4645, 4658, 4659, 4660,
4663, 4664, 4671, 4672, 4673, 4674, 4726, 4734, 4741, 4756, 4758,
4774, 4803, 4805, 4834, 4836, 4839, 4874, 4875, 4890, 4895, 4901,
4906, 4909, 4912, 4916, 4932, 4940, 4941, 4944, 4975, 4979, 4985,
4995, 4996, 5007, 5008, 5014, 5015, 5017, 5044, 5046, 5056, 5064,
5067, 5072, 5095, 5116, 5131, 5132, 5134, 5139, 5144, 5145, 5147,
5148, 5156, 5160, 5161, 5169, 5177, 5194, 5195, 5197, 5198, 5203,
5205, 5209, 5227, 5230, 5235, 5236, 5242, 5250, 5252, 5263, 5307,
5308, 5309, 5310, 5311, 5312, 5315, 5318, 5324, 5330, 5331, 5332,
5334, 5336, 5340, 5351, 5357, 5369, 5370, 5376, 5382, 5425, 5428,
5430, 5434, 5435, 5440, 5455, 5465, 5470, 5471, 5472, 5479, 5483,
5484, 5492, 5493, 5503, 5506, 5507, 5508, 5514, 5522, 5523, 5530,
5532, 5543, 5545, 5553, 5554, 5564, 5572, 5573, 5574, 5580, 5583,
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5584, 5586, 5618, 5621, 5622, 5623, 5629, 5639, 5641, 5642, 5644,
5646, 5649, 5653, 5654, 5658, 5661, 5663, 5664, 5675, 5680, 5685,
5686, 5694, 5695, 5700, 5701, 5703, 5706, 5708, 5709, 5718, 5724,
5733, 5737, 5752, 5757, 5765, 5767, 5768, 5769, 5770, 5775, 5783,
5784, 5789, 5790, 5792, 5793, 5794, 5795, 5798, 5799, 5812, 5816,
5818, 5820, 5822, 5828, 5829, 5832, 5834, 5836, 5837, 5841, 5842,
5843, 5844, 5845, 5846, 5847, 5848, 5851, 5852, 5867, 5873, 5874,
5877, 5879, 5880, 5886, 5887, 5888, 5889, 5891, 5901, 5902, 5928,
5937, 5939, 5940, 5941, 5942, 5943, 5944, 5947, 5949, 5950, 5954,
5955, 5956, 5957, 5959, 5960, 5961, 5962, 5963, 5968, 5969, 5970,
5971, 5972, 5974, 5977, 5980, 5985, 5986, 5987, 5988, 5989, 5991,
5993, 6002, 6004, 6007, 6008, 6012, 6018, 6023, 6027, 6029, 6040,
6053, 6058, 6059, 6066, 6067, 6077, 6078, 6089, 6091, 6097, 6098,
6113, 6122, 6129, 6131, 6141, 6147, 6149, 6152, 6180, 6182, 6193,
6199, 6201, 6207, 6208, 6213, 6214, 6216, 6217, 6223, 6224, 6230,
6231, 6233, 6236, 6238, 6239, 6240, 6241, 6242, 6244, 6248, 6249,
6265, 6271, 6273, 6274, 6275, 6276, 6281, 6282, 6283, 6287, 6289,
6290, 6295, 6308, 6324, 6326, 6328, 6347, 6348, 6351, 6352, 6353,
6354, 6355, 6356, 6357, 6358, 6365, 6370, 6374, 6376, 6386, 6390,
6393, 6396, 6401, 6402, 6404, 6407, 6411, 6431, 6437, 6439, 6440,
6454, 6457, 6458, 6459, 6462, 6463, 6468, 6471, 6477, 6482, 6483,
6487, 6500, 6507, 6508, 6528, 6529, 6532, 6535, 6554, 6564, 6565,
6566, 6569, 6570, 6584, 6593, 6597, 6598, 6599, 6610, 6612, 6613,
6643, 6650, 6651, 6660, 6669, 6684, 6739, 6754, 6756, 6771, 6790,
6799, 6804, 6805, 6806, 6807, 6845, 6846, 6855, 6865, 6866, 6868,
6890, 6902, 6915, 6924, 6945, 6946, 6947, 6951, 6972, 6994, 7002,
7007, 7012, 7021, 7022, 7056, 7057, 7074, 7075, 7093, 7109, 7111,
7131, 7134, 7135, 7158
Tofumanufaktur Christian Nagel GmbH (Hamburg, Germany).
Previously Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur from 1984 to 1 Jan.
1989 5141, 5209, 5340, 5503, 5832, 5835, 6472, 6502
Tofurei Svadesha Naturkost Produkte GmbH (Munich, Germany).
Including Byodo Naturkost 4585, 4586, 4734, 5150, 5151, 5194,
5195, 5224, 5307, 5308, 5424, 5425, 5867, 5938
Tofurky Company (The) (Hood River, Oregon. Maker of Tofurky
and Tempeh). Started by Seth Tibbott in Dec. 1980. Named Turtle
Island Soy Dairy until Nov. 1991. Named Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
until 2 Sept. 2013 4748, 4982, 5090, 5919, 5929, 5930, 6203, 6390,
6403, 6613, 6868, 6915, 6996, 7002, 7031, 7059, 7060, 7074, 7075,
7093, 7110, 7111, 7131, 7134, 7135, 7141, 7158
Tofutown.com (formerly Viana Naturkost GmbH) and Bernd
Drosihn (Wiesbaum / Vulkaneifel, Germany) 4913, 5160, 5217,
5803, 5804, 5805, 5844, 5845, 5846, 5847, 5848, 5849, 5850, 5903,
5904, 6003, 6004, 6005, 6006, 6007, 6008, 6090, 6240, 6241, 6242,
6243, 6244, 6245, 6246, 6247, 6268, 6273, 6282, 6323, 6324, 6325,
6326, 6369, 6370, 6371, 6425, 6502, 6566, 6845, 6846, 6928, 7007,
7022, 7109
Tofutti Brands, Inc. (Cranford, New Jersey)–Soy Ice Cream
Company. Mintz’s Buffet Until Jan. 1982 5134, 6374, 7239
Tomsun Foods, Inc. (Greenfield, Massachusetts; Port Washington,
New York. Named New England Soy Dairy from 1978-1983) 4319,
4386, 4416, 4433, 4443, 4458, 4468, 4495, 4519, 4544, 4546, 4752,
5535, 5666, 5796

Touchi or tou ch’i. See Fermented Black Soybeans
Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds (General) 664, 5337
Tractors 1230, 1483, 1493, 1575, 1616, 1672, 1704, 1718, 1720,
1752, 1757, 1787, 1790, 1792, 1795, 1800, 1805, 1860, 1864, 1865,
1866, 1868, 1885, 1895, 1940, 1945, 1948, 1950, 1951, 1952, 1977,
1981, 2074, 2115, 2159, 2162, 2168, 2257, 2258, 2306, 2308, 2311,
2354, 2356, 2358, 2399, 2409, 2411, 2413, 2469, 2470, 2471, 2503,
2530, 2531, 2633, 2742, 2743, 2790, 2798, 2811, 2821, 2846, 2849,
2855, 2916, 2925, 2954, 2985, 2987, 3019, 3047, 3056, 3082, 3126,
3153, 3161, 3255, 3385, 3420, 3470, 3520, 3528, 3664, 3836, 3838,
3990, 4209, 4221, 4229, 4537, 4602, 4609, 4610, 4841, 5032, 5114,
5166, 5401, 5512, 5610, 5854, 6135, 6522, 6927, 7152
Trade (International–Imports, Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and /
or Soybean Meal. See also Trade–Tariffs and Duties 97, 243, 281,
361, 451, 453, 576, 581, 629, 643, 649, 650, 652, 654, 656, 661,
663, 664, 666, 667, 672, 679, 695, 696, 705, 724, 729, 730, 735,
739, 744, 745, 748, 753, 758, 768, 769, 771, 775, 782, 787, 788,
789, 791, 793, 794, 797, 821, 822, 848, 867, 879, 891, 898, 933,
958, 973, 975, 977, 1001, 1006, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1019, 1035,
1039, 1050, 1060, 1084, 1097, 1099, 1145, 1154, 1184, 1189, 1197,
1212, 1224, 1308, 1325, 1330, 1397, 1407, 1408, 1435, 1457, 1475,
1479, 1483, 1485, 1487, 1488, 1490, 1504, 1525, 1537, 1538, 1542,
1593, 1616, 1627, 1648, 1651, 1709, 1723, 1737, 1763, 1771, 1839,
1853, 1856, 1873, 1881, 1900, 1917, 1931, 1947, 1966, 1973, 1986,
1995, 2030, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2039, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2059, 2081,
2084, 2098, 2137, 2141, 2142, 2152, 2159, 2160, 2167, 2170, 2199,
2222, 2228, 2229, 2244, 2245, 2247, 2272, 2275, 2276, 2279, 2313,
2330, 2332, 2335, 2336, 2361, 2400, 2424, 2455, 2456, 2464, 2558,
2559, 2560, 2590, 2693, 2829, 2872, 2881, 2883, 2900, 2907, 2908,
2932, 2956, 2957, 2975, 3048, 3055, 3092, 3098, 3210, 3344, 3392,
3490, 3606, 3778, 3813, 3816, 3829, 3839, 3840, 3872, 3951, 3960,
4024, 4050, 4067, 4078, 4142, 4143, 4157, 4159, 4231, 4296, 4439,
4440, 4454, 4497, 4593, 4602, 4762, 4807, 4892, 4919, 4960, 4967,
5036, 5049, 5052, 5098, 5104, 5110, 5111, 5112, 5113, 5176, 5201,
5327, 5388, 5389, 5391, 5393, 5406, 5442, 5444, 5451, 5460, 5474,
5512, 5544, 5547, 5657, 5740, 5748, 5750, 5754, 5759, 5766, 5788,
5896, 5905, 5911, 5916, 6116, 6136, 6181, 6206, 6222, 6237, 6253,
6267, 6278, 6285, 6291, 6378, 6391, 6394, 6417, 6451, 6496, 6499,
6687, 6773, 6817, 6819, 6849
Trade of Soyfoods (Import and Export, not Including Soy Oil or
Soybean Meal, but Including Lecithin and Margarine) or Soyfoods
Manufacturing Equipment. See also: Soy Sauce–Imports, Exports.
Miso–Imports, Exports 97, 101, 190, 637, 663, 695, 771, 787, 1278,
1763, 2319, 3824, 4100, 4157, 4200, 4201, 4914, 4915, 4942, 4977,
4990, 4992, 5002, 5026, 5043, 5092, 5135, 5137, 5138, 5143, 5165,
5171, 5231, 5263, 5365, 5367, 5368, 5379, 5380, 5438, 5440, 5518,
5538, 5548, 5553, 5567, 5576, 5650, 5664, 5670, 5671, 5672, 5778,
5814, 5838, 5888, 5901, 5911, 5912, 5931, 6060, 6062, 6084, 6820,
6864, 6909, 6934, 6976, 7000
Trade Policies (International) Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products,
or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties, Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other
Trade Barriers or Subsidies 663, 769, 1189, 1435, 1763, 1775,
1946, 2012, 2030, 2033, 2034, 2159, 2532, 2746, 4602, 4892, 5237,
5916, 6109, 6187
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Trade statistics, Central America. See Latin America–Central
America–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics

or Highways Using Trucks, Carts, etc. within a Particular Country
or Region 229, 453, 744, 745, 788, 1487, 1627, 1723, 1864, 1869,
1947, 1948, 1986, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2159, 2295, 2702, 3047, 5807

Trade statistics, China. See China–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Water
(Rivers, Lakes) Using Junks, Barges, etc. within a Particular
Country or Region 453, 744, 745, 770, 1006, 1487, 2056, 2057,
2058, 2332, 2456, 2702, 3631, 3778, 3814, 6135

Trade statistics, East Asia. See Asia, East–Trade (Imports or
Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics
Trade statistics, Indonesia. See Indonesia–Trade (Imports or
Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics
Trade statistics, Japan. See Japan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics
Trade statistics, Korea. See Korea–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics
Trade statistics, Manchuria. See Manchuria–Trade (Imports or
Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics
Trade statistics, South America. See Latin America–South America–
Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean
Meal–Statistics
Trade statistics, Southeast Asia. See Asia, Southeast–Trade (Imports
or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics
Trade statistics, USA. See United States of America (USA)–Trade
(Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–
Statistics
Trade statistics, Western Europe. See Europe, Western–Trade
(Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–
Statistics
Trains, special. See Railroads / Railways and Special Trains and/or
Exhibit Cars Used to Promote Soybeans and Soybean Production
Trains used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of Mature
Soybeans to Market

Treatment of seeds. See Seed Treatment with Chemicals (Usually
Fungicides) for Protection
Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida). Purchased in Dec. 1985 by
Netherlands-based Royal Wessanen NV Co.. 4680, 4909, 6031,
6183, 6392, 6740
Triballat (Noyal-sur-Vilaine, France). Makers of Sojasun; and its
Affiliate Bonneterre (Rungis Cedex, France) 5704, 5705, 5719,
5819, 7083
Trichloroethylene. See Solvents–Trichlorethylene
Triple “F” and Insta-Pro. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking,
Low Cost–Including Triple “F”
Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly
in the Third World / developing countries) 317, 522, 1035, 1266,
1732, 1900, 2036, 2260, 2281, 2879, 2922, 2989, 3357, 3362, 3463,
3633, 4053, 4088, 4089, 4110, 4151, 4220, 4266, 4393, 4394, 4561,
4701, 4702, 4749, 4773, 4949, 4962, 4967, 5003, 5028, 5029, 5172,
5186, 5294, 5390, 5407, 5415, 5520, 5534, 5571, 5600, 5606, 5978,
6330, 6333, 6334, 6335, 6337, 6344, 7172
Tropical kudzu. See Kudzu or Kuzu–Tropical Kudzu or Puero
(Pueraria phaseoloides)
Troy, John. See Miso Products Companies (USA)–Wizard’s
Cauldron Ltd. (Cedar Grove, North Carolina)
Trucks or Carts used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of
Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or Highways
Trypsin / Protease / Proteinase Growth Inhibitors 4223, 4501, 4608,
5550, 5603, 6309, 6436, 6479, 6545

Trans Fatty Acids 6267, 6824, 6929, 6942, 7006
Transcaucasia. See Asia, Transcaucasia (Presently Armenia,
Azerbaijan, and Georgia)

Turkey. See Asia, Middle East–Turkey
Turkey, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Turkey

Transportation of Mature Soybeans to Market within a Particular
Country or Region–General and Other 4159, 4192, 4251, 4479,
4729, 6158, 6417
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad
/ Railway / Rail within a Particular Country or Region. See also
Railroads / Railways and Special Trains Used to Promote Soybeans
and Soybean Production 453, 744, 745, 788, 933, 1336, 1403, 1542,
1548, 1627, 1648, 1986, 2030, 2057, 2456, 2558, 2702, 2754, 2767,
2956, 3048, 3098, 3571, 4823
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads

Turkeys Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal
as Feed 521, 2272
Turkistan / Turkestan. See Asia, Central–Turkistan / Turkestan
Turtle Mountain LLC (Springfield, Oregon)–Non-Dairy Frozen
Desserts, Beverages, and Cultured Products Company. Formerly
Jolly Licks, Living Lightly, Turtle Mountain, Inc.. 4796, 4834,
4835, 4836, 4837, 4838, 4931, 6112, 6415, 6533, 6587, 6653, 6654,
6732, 6757, 6768, 6769, 6791, 6792, 6793, 6808, 6809, 6825, 6826,
6827, 6856, 6857, 6873, 6949, 6958, 6964, 7025, 7026, 7101, 7102,
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7103, 7124, 7125
TVP. See Soy Flours, Textured (Including TVP, Textured Vegetable
Protein)
Ultrafiltration. See Membrane Technology Processes
Umeboshi or ume-boshi (Japanese salt plums / pickled plums),
Plum Products, and the Japanese Plum Tree (Prunus mumé) from
whose fruit they are made 93, 1861, 3739, 3824, 4460, 5362, 5705
Unfair Practices–Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading
Labeling, Advertising, etc. See also: Adulteration 5336, 5828, 5909,
5943, 5960, 6031, 6103, 6186, 6309, 6477
Unilever Corp., Lever Brothers Co., Unimills B.V. (Netherlands),
and Margarine Union 728, 729, 753, 791, 855, 876, 898, 1184,
1278, 1320, 1330, 2272, 2438, 2439, 5036, 5111
Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products (Stockport, Cheshire, England) 5438,
5499, 5677, 5762, 5777, 5802, 5922, 6105

575, 592, 598, 618, 641, 668, 809, 889, 890, 1165, 1423, 1450,
1487, 1488, 1559, 1603, 1661, 1665, 1689, 1869, 1944, 2335, 2423,
2632, 2675, 5496
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry (1943-1953). Including
Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering (1938-1943),
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils (1927-1938), and Bureau of
Chemistry (1901-1927). Transferred to the Agricultural Research
Service (ARS) in 1953 2252, 2272, 2527, 2800, 2991
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Agricultural Economics (1922-1953). Including Bureau of Markets
and Crop Estimates (1921-1922), Bureau of Markets (1913-1921),
and Office of Farm Management and Farm Economics (1905-1922).
Transferred in 1953 to USDA’s Economic Research Service 834,
999, 1161, 1504, 1508, 1795, 1852, 1889, 1980, 2012, 2297, 2363,
2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2896, 2908, 2928, 2943, 2967, 3111

United Kingdom. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Entomology and Plant Quarantine (1934-1953). Including the
Bureau of Entomology (1904-1934). Transferred to the Agricultural
Research Service in 1953 1462, 1936, 1941

United Nations (Including UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, UNESCO, and
UNRRA) Work with Soy 2319, 3110, 3229, 3315, 3362, 3363,
3498, 3660, 3688, 3703, 3813, 4210, 4367, 4394, 4399, 4441, 4457,
4689, 4694, 4861, 4961, 4962, 4999, 5053, 5076, 5079, 5115, 5214,
5238, 5268, 5415, 5449, 5463, 5510, 5544, 5727, 6330, 6333, 6334,
6335, 6337, 6344, 6385, 6990

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Human Nutrition and Home Economics (1943-1953). Including
Bureau of Home Economics (1923-1943), Office of Home
Economics (1915-1923), and Nutrition and Home Economics Work
in the Office of Experiment Stations (1894-1915). Transferred to the
Agricultural Research Service in 1953 2290, 2675, 2828

United Natural Foods, Inc. (UNFI, Auburn, Washington state).
Formed in 1995. Includes Mountain People’s Warehouse (Nevada
City, California), Cornucopia Natural Foods (Connecticut) and
Stow Mills (Vermont and New Hampshire), Rainbow Natural
Foods, Albert’s Organics, and Hershey Imports Co.. 4426, 4574,
4939, 5663, 5796, 6180, 6185

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering (1943-1953).
Including Bureau of Plant Industry (1901-1943), Office of Plant
Industry (1900-1901), and Division of Agrostology (1895-1901).
Transferred to Agricultural Research Service in 1953 351, 362, 388,
448, 475, 492, 504, 548, 554, 555, 575, 578, 579, 591, 592, 598,
609, 616, 618, 625, 641, 642, 644, 655, 658, 666, 668, 671, 684,
687, 717, 809, 834, 841, 844, 852, 862, 879, 889, 890, 892, 895,
904, 909, 910, 921, 960, 963, 973, 1011, 1012, 1041, 1042, 1043,
1047, 1057, 1063, 1071, 1091, 1095, 1098, 1108, 1147, 1165, 1167,
1168, 1170, 1171, 1193, 1206, 1216, 1219, 1254, 1257, 1264, 1268,
1279, 1288, 1321, 1334, 1335, 1376, 1391, 1412, 1420, 1428, 1443,
1445, 1471, 1473, 1474, 1479, 1485, 1486, 1487, 1488, 1489, 1491,
1501, 1502, 1507, 1510, 1526, 1530, 1559, 1599, 1600, 1601, 1602,
1603, 1611, 1616, 1626, 1639, 1652, 1661, 1662, 1664, 1665, 1687,
1690, 1708, 1711, 1712, 1719, 1750, 1751, 1763, 1780, 1789, 1795,
1807, 1818, 1820, 1848, 1853, 1854, 1861, 1862, 1869, 1875, 1879,
1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1926, 1927, 1928,
1929, 1930, 1933, 1934, 1947, 1948, 1953, 1954, 1960, 1974, 1995,
2026, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2084, 2110, 2113, 2120, 2176, 2252, 2272,
2287, 2295, 2313, 2315, 2335, 2368, 2394, 2395, 2423, 2478, 2505,
2508, 2527, 2573, 2584, 2590, 2654, 2656, 2657, 2675, 2678, 2702,
2710, 2719, 2745, 2753, 2795, 2802, 2868, 2889, 2911, 2929, 2930,
2932, 2953, 2955, 2956, 2960, 2983, 2992, 3002, 3012, 3014, 3030,
3032, 3045, 3047, 3048, 3049, 3069, 3083, 3086, 3103, 3108, 3195,
3231, 3839, 3840, 4050, 4550, 5085, 5086, 5091, 5496, 6520, 6784,
7238

United Soybean Board. See American Soybean Association (ASA)–
United Soybean Board
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural
Adjustment Administration (AAA, 1933-1942) and Agricultural
Adjustment Agency (1942-1945) 2457, 2668, 2908
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural
Marketing Service (AMS) 2545, 3111, 3218, 3259
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural
Research Service (ARS, Established 1953). Including Agricultural
Research Administration (1942-1953) 2656, 2795, 2889, 2911,
2920, 2955, 2956, 2960, 2983, 2992, 3012, 3030, 3032, 3103, 3107,
3134, 3163, 3231, 3242, 3254, 3257, 3261, 3291, 3292, 3331, 3338,
3350, 3375, 3381, 3383, 3403, 3421, 3430, 3469, 3479, 3514, 3545,
3562, 3580, 3604, 3620, 3694, 3702, 3722, 3819, 3847, 3893, 3899,
4013, 4018, 4058, 4059, 4074, 4089, 4131, 4189, 4425, 4824, 4965,
5283, 5287, 5457, 5494, 5500, 5529, 5811, 5905, 6559, 6628, 6863
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Arlington
Experimental Farm at Arlington, Virginia (1900-1942) 475, 492,

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Economic
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Research Service (ERS) (1961-) 3740, 5033, 5152, 5153, 5225,
5702, 5811, 6730, 7005, 7008

Estimates, BUreau of Crop Estimates, Bureau of Statistics, Division
of Statistics 968, 1102, 1148, 1164

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Foreign
Agricultural Service (FAS, Est. 1953) Including Office of Foreign
Agricultural Relations (1939-1953). Foreign Agricultural Service
(1938-1939) 2956, 3260, 3344, 3465, 3778, 3786, 3829, 3838,
3872, 3937, 3960, 4157, 4230, 4231, 4330, 4439, 4440, 5811

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food
Administration (WFA), Including the Food Production and
Distribution Administration 2657, 2676, 2724

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA; Including Federal
Grain Inspection Service [FGIS], and War Food Administration
[WFA]). See also: Agricultural Marketing Service, Agricultural
Research Service (ARS), Bureau of Plant Industry, Economic
Research Service, Food and Nutrition Service, Foreign Agricultural
Service, and Section of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction 250,
328, 372, 407, 434, 437, 439, 466, 490, 492, 503, 511, 524, 531,
546, 567, 572, 591, 592, 594, 596, 598, 602, 613, 619, 624, 625,
631, 632, 639, 646, 649, 673, 677, 699, 707, 788, 795, 808, 815,
817, 844, 852, 928, 962, 964, 996, 1010, 1022, 1039, 1059, 1060,
1068, 1069, 1080, 1083, 1084, 1145, 1149, 1156, 1172, 1174, 1179,
1182, 1184, 1186, 1190, 1205, 1208, 1221, 1260, 1265, 1277, 1282,
1317, 1335, 1348, 1385, 1388, 1443, 1450, 1499, 1529, 1550, 1610,
1626, 1660, 1662, 1664, 1672, 1707, 1710, 1719, 1726, 1753, 1777,
1788, 1797, 1800, 1824, 1839, 1878, 1973, 1983, 2022, 2068, 2123,
2240, 2250, 2258, 2272, 2300, 2313, 2345, 2359, 2394, 2438, 2439,
2455, 2463, 2479, 2558, 2571, 2598, 2609, 2671, 2678, 2679, 2689,
2716, 2737, 2739, 2740, 2753, 2756, 2757, 2767, 2851, 2852, 2853,
2854, 2892, 2909, 2974, 3015, 3028, 3049, 3059, 3061, 3065, 3082,
3088, 3112, 3131, 3133, 3137, 3140, 3141, 3171, 3178, 3201, 3244,
3250, 3264, 3297, 3298, 3300, 3334, 3386, 3439, 3483, 3484, 3494,
3547, 3569, 3615, 3641, 3646, 3789, 3837, 3841, 3879, 3886, 3987,
4078, 4132, 4209, 4259, 4296, 4361, 4379, 4394, 4454, 4550, 4551,
4552, 4699, 4719, 4766, 4811, 4817, 4962, 4966, 5024, 5025, 5042,
5085, 5086, 5087, 5118, 5527, 5652, 5780, 5806, 5861, 6143, 6237,
6251, 6297, 6385, 6426, 6499, 6530, 6763, 6796, 6826, 6843, 6844,
6848, 6854, 6893, 6922, 6971, 7004, 7016, 7051, 7079, 7140, 7144,
7168, 7179, 7184, 7185, 7186, 7187, 7188, 7189, 7190, 7194, 7198,
7202, 7225, 7240
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Office of
Experiment Stations (1888-1955). Transferred to the Cooperative
State Experiment Station Service in 1961 498, 818
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Office and
Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture (Forerunners of USDA) 60,
61, 63, 65, 66, 67, 71, 72, 73, 74, 77, 82, 252, 2084
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction (Established 1898 within the
USDA with David Fairchild in Charge). Transferred to Bureau
of Plant Industry (1 July 1901). Later Referred to as the Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction and then the Office of Foreign
Plant Introduction 541, 575, 578, 641, 668, 750, 973, 1487, 1491,
1818, 1848, 1853, 1854, 1861, 1875, 1876, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919,
1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1926, 1927, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933,
1934, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1947, 1953, 1954, 1960, 1974, 2084, 2656,
5091, 6520
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Statistical
Reporting Service (SRS), incl. Bureau of Markets and Crop

United States of America–Activities and Influence Overseas /
Abroad 359, 731, 739, 758, 806, 840, 855, 1450, 1467, 1520, 1539,
1540, 1599, 1624, 1629, 1725, 1737, 1818, 1820, 1828, 1848, 1853,
1854, 1861, 1862, 1869, 1875, 1876, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920,
1921, 1922, 1923, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933,
1934, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1947, 1948, 1953, 1954, 1960, 1966, 1974,
2056, 2057, 2058, 2113, 2199, 2272, 2305, 2394, 2560, 2675, 2870,
2872, 2875, 2932, 2973, 2982, 3016, 3035, 3055, 3072, 3091, 3092,
3206, 3226, 3227, 3390, 3445, 3465, 3509, 3516, 3531, 3681, 3693,
3696, 3721, 3775, 3812, 3834, 3838, 3839, 3840, 3873, 3937, 4006,
4261, 4300, 4511, 4697, 4864, 5091, 5237, 5269, 5349, 5916, 6135,
6136, 6157, 6222, 6362, 6378, 6389, 6443, 6520
United States of America–Commercial Products Imported from
Abroad 4278, 4789, 4942, 4977, 4990, 5135, 5137, 5138, 5143,
5159, 5365, 5366, 5367, 5368, 5379, 5380, 5440, 5518, 5548, 5549,
5650, 5664, 5671, 5672, 5993, 6062, 6084, 6952
United States of America–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal
Production and Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 2455
United States of America–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 771, 968, 977, 1102, 1142, 1148,
1154, 1164, 1172, 1254, 1329, 1423, 1468, 1484, 1509, 1525, 1529,
1537, 1538, 1542, 1550, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1650, 1661, 1671, 1687,
1711, 1712, 1726, 1751, 1753, 1763, 1775, 1780, 1798, 1799, 1818,
1841, 1881, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2068, 2084, 2167, 2240, 2252, 2297,
2330, 2353, 2363, 2394, 2397, 2455, 2479, 2545, 2558, 2590, 2612,
2627, 2678, 2768, 2786, 2787, 2813, 2836, 2837, 2852, 2896, 2908,
2928, 2929, 2930, 2932, 2967, 2985, 3017, 3284, 3381, 3505, 3545,
3606, 3706, 3727, 3837, 4014, 4636, 5118, 5811, 6340, 6499, 6848,
7005, 7162
United States of America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods
Movement in North America
United States of America (USA) 47, 48, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58,
59, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77,
78, 81, 82, 83, 87, 88, 90, 91, 92, 105, 162, 234, 240, 241, 249, 250,
252, 261, 270, 272, 273, 276, 277, 278, 279, 280, 282, 285, 286,
288, 290, 291, 293, 294, 295, 296, 298, 299, 300, 302, 303, 305,
306, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 314, 315, 316, 318, 319, 320, 321,
322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 334,
335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341, 342, 343, 344, 345, 347, 348,
349, 351, 352, 353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 358, 360, 362, 364, 365,
366, 367, 368, 370, 371, 372, 374, 375, 376, 378, 379, 380, 382,
383, 384, 385, 386, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392, 393, 394, 395, 396,
397, 398, 399, 403, 407, 408, 409, 413, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419,
420, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 433, 434, 435, 437, 438, 439, 440,
441, 442, 444, 446, 447, 448, 449, 452, 456, 457, 462, 463, 464,
465, 466, 467, 468, 470, 471, 472, 473, 474, 475, 476, 478, 482,
483, 484, 485, 486, 488, 490, 492, 493, 494, 495, 496, 497, 498,
499, 502, 503, 504, 505, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514,
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515, 517, 519, 520, 521, 523, 524, 525, 526, 528, 529, 531, 532,
533, 534, 535, 536, 537, 538, 539, 541, 544, 545, 546, 548, 553,
554, 555, 556, 557, 558, 559, 560, 562, 567, 568, 569, 572, 573,
574, 575, 577, 578, 579, 580, 582, 583, 584, 585, 586, 587, 588,
589, 590, 591, 592, 593, 594, 596, 598, 601, 602, 603, 605, 607,
608, 609, 610, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619, 620, 621,
623, 624, 625, 626, 627, 628, 631, 632, 633, 635, 636, 638, 639,
640, 641, 642, 644, 645, 646, 647, 653, 654, 655, 657, 658, 660,
661, 663, 666, 668, 669, 670, 671, 672, 673, 674, 675, 676, 677,
682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 687, 689, 690, 695, 696, 698, 699, 700,
701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 707, 708, 709, 710, 711, 712, 713, 714,
715, 716, 717, 718, 719, 720, 721, 723, 725, 726, 727, 730, 735,
738, 740, 741, 743, 745, 750, 751, 753, 756, 759, 761, 762, 766,
768, 769, 770, 771, 775, 776, 778, 779, 781, 782, 783, 784, 786,
787, 788, 792, 793, 794, 795, 798, 799, 800, 805, 808, 809, 810,
815, 816, 817, 820, 821, 822, 823, 824, 827, 828, 831, 833, 834,
837, 839, 841, 843, 844, 845, 847, 849, 850, 851, 852, 853, 854,
856, 860, 862, 863, 868, 869, 870, 871, 872, 873, 874, 876, 877,
878, 879, 880, 881, 882, 883, 884, 885, 886, 887, 888, 889, 890,
891, 892, 893, 894, 895, 896, 897, 900, 901, 902, 903, 904, 905,
906, 908, 909, 910, 911, 912, 913, 914, 916, 917, 918, 919, 921,
922, 923, 924, 925, 926, 927, 928, 929, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934,
935, 936, 937, 938, 939, 940, 941, 942, 943, 944, 945, 947, 951,
953, 954, 955, 957, 958, 959, 960, 961, 962, 963, 965, 966, 967,
968, 969, 970, 971, 972, 973, 974, 975, 976, 977, 979, 980, 984,
985, 986, 987, 988, 989, 992, 993, 995, 996, 997, 998, 999, 1000,
1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1011,
1012, 1014, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1019, 1020, 1021, 1022, 1028, 1030,
1031, 1032, 1033, 1035, 1036, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1041, 1042,
1043, 1044, 1045, 1047, 1048, 1049, 1050, 1052, 1053, 1055, 1056,
1057, 1058, 1059, 1060, 1062, 1063, 1064, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068,
1069, 1070, 1071, 1072, 1073, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1079,
1080, 1082, 1083, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1090, 1091,
1092, 1093, 1095, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1099, 1100, 1101, 1102, 1103,
1105, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1110, 1111, 1112, 1113, 1114, 1116, 1117,
1118, 1121, 1122, 1123, 1124, 1125, 1126, 1127, 1128, 1129, 1130,
1131, 1132, 1136, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1144,
1145, 1146, 1147, 1148, 1149, 1150, 1151, 1152, 1153, 1154, 1155,
1156, 1158, 1159, 1160, 1161, 1162, 1163, 1164, 1165, 1167, 1168,
1169, 1170, 1171, 1172, 1173, 1174, 1175, 1176, 1177, 1178, 1179,
1180, 1182, 1183, 1184, 1185, 1186, 1188, 1189, 1190, 1191, 1192,
1193, 1194, 1195, 1196, 1198, 1199, 1200, 1202, 1203, 1204, 1205,
1206, 1207, 1208, 1210, 1211, 1212, 1213, 1214, 1215, 1216, 1218,
1219, 1220, 1221, 1223, 1224, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1229, 1230,
1231, 1232, 1233, 1234, 1235, 1237, 1238, 1241, 1242, 1243, 1244,
1245, 1246, 1248, 1249, 1250, 1251, 1253, 1254, 1256, 1257, 1258,
1260, 1261, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1265, 1267, 1268, 1269, 1270, 1273,
1275, 1277, 1280, 1281, 1282, 1283, 1285, 1286, 1287, 1288, 1289,
1290, 1291, 1292, 1293, 1294, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1300,
1301, 1302, 1303, 1305, 1306, 1307, 1308, 1309, 1310, 1311, 1312,
1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1320, 1321, 1322, 1323,
1324, 1325, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1329, 1331, 1332, 1333, 1334, 1335,
1337, 1338, 1339, 1340, 1342, 1345, 1347, 1348, 1349, 1351, 1352,
1353, 1354, 1355, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1359, 1360, 1361, 1362, 1363,
1364, 1365, 1366, 1367, 1368, 1369, 1370, 1371, 1372, 1373, 1374,
1375, 1376, 1377, 1378, 1379, 1381, 1382, 1383, 1384, 1385, 1387,
1388, 1390, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1394, 1395, 1396, 1397, 1398, 1399,
1402, 1407, 1408, 1410, 1411, 1412, 1413, 1414, 1416, 1418, 1419,
1420, 1421, 1422, 1423, 1424, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430,
1431, 1432, 1434, 1436, 1437, 1438, 1439, 1440, 1441, 1442, 1444,

1445, 1446, 1447, 1448, 1449, 1452, 1453, 1454, 1456, 1457, 1458,
1459, 1461, 1462, 1463, 1464, 1469, 1470, 1471, 1473, 1474, 1475,
1476, 1477, 1478, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1487, 1488,
1489, 1490, 1491, 1492, 1493, 1494, 1495, 1496, 1497, 1498, 1499,
1500, 1501, 1502, 1503, 1504, 1506, 1507, 1508, 1509, 1510, 1512,
1513, 1515, 1516, 1517, 1519, 1521, 1522, 1523, 1524, 1525, 1526,
1527, 1528, 1529, 1530, 1531, 1532, 1534, 1535, 1536, 1537, 1538,
1541, 1542, 1543, 1545, 1546, 1547, 1548, 1549, 1550, 1551, 1552,
1553, 1554, 1555, 1556, 1558, 1559, 1560, 1562, 1563, 1564, 1565,
1567, 1569, 1571, 1572, 1573, 1574, 1575, 1576, 1578, 1579, 1580,
1581, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1585, 1588, 1590, 1591, 1592, 1593, 1594,
1595, 1596, 1597, 1598, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1604, 1605, 1606,
1607, 1608, 1609, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613, 1614, 1615, 1616, 1618,
1620, 1625, 1626, 1627, 1628, 1632, 1635, 1636, 1637, 1638, 1639,
1640, 1641, 1642, 1643, 1644, 1646, 1647, 1648, 1649, 1650, 1651,
1652, 1653, 1654, 1655, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1659, 1660, 1661, 1662,
1663, 1664, 1665, 1666, 1667, 1668, 1669, 1670, 1671, 1672, 1673,
1674, 1675, 1676, 1677, 1678, 1681, 1682, 1683, 1687, 1688, 1689,
1690, 1691, 1692, 1694, 1695, 1696, 1698, 1699, 1700, 1701, 1702,
1704, 1705, 1706, 1707, 1708, 1709, 1710, 1711, 1712, 1713, 1714,
1715, 1716, 1717, 1718, 1719, 1720, 1721, 1722, 1723, 1724, 1726,
1727, 1730, 1734, 1736, 1738, 1739, 1740, 1741, 1742, 1743, 1744,
1745, 1746, 1747, 1748, 1749, 1750, 1751, 1752, 1754, 1756, 1757,
1758, 1759, 1760, 1761, 1762, 1763, 1764, 1765, 1766, 1767, 1768,
1769, 1770, 1771, 1772, 1775, 1776, 1777, 1779, 1780, 1781, 1782,
1783, 1785, 1786, 1787, 1788, 1789, 1790, 1791, 1792, 1795, 1796,
1797, 1798, 1799, 1800, 1801, 1802, 1803, 1804, 1805, 1806, 1808,
1809, 1810, 1811, 1812, 1813, 1814, 1815, 1816, 1818, 1820, 1822,
1823, 1824, 1825, 1827, 1829, 1832, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843,
1844, 1845, 1847, 1849, 1850, 1852, 1854, 1855, 1857, 1858, 1859,
1860, 1861, 1862, 1863, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1867, 1868, 1869, 1870,
1871, 1872, 1874, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881, 1882, 1885, 1889,
1891, 1892, 1895, 1897, 1898, 1901, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906, 1907,
1908, 1909, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1924, 1925, 1928, 1935, 1936,
1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, 1945, 1946, 1947, 1949, 1950, 1951,
1952, 1957, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1963, 1967, 1973, 1976, 1977, 1978,
1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991,
1994, 1995, 2000, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2006, 2009, 2010, 2012, 2017,
2018, 2019, 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025, 2026, 2028, 2029, 2030, 2032,
2033, 2034, 2035, 2036, 2041, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2059, 2065, 2066,
2067, 2068, 2070, 2074, 2077, 2078, 2079, 2083, 2084, 2085, 2092,
2102, 2105, 2106, 2107, 2108, 2109, 2110, 2111, 2115, 2116, 2117,
2118, 2120, 2121, 2123, 2128, 2129, 2136, 2139, 2142, 2145, 2146,
2147, 2152, 2154, 2155, 2156, 2159, 2160, 2162, 2163, 2164, 2166,
2167, 2168, 2169, 2170, 2171, 2173, 2175, 2176, 2183, 2185, 2187,
2202, 2203, 2205, 2208, 2211, 2212, 2215, 2218, 2219, 2222, 2223,
2224, 2225, 2228, 2229, 2230, 2231, 2232, 2233, 2234, 2240, 2241,
2249, 2250, 2251, 2252, 2253, 2254, 2257, 2258, 2259, 2263, 2265,
2271, 2272, 2273, 2274, 2275, 2276, 2279, 2281, 2283, 2286, 2287,
2290, 2291, 2292, 2295, 2297, 2299, 2300, 2301, 2302, 2303, 2305,
2306, 2307, 2308, 2310, 2311, 2312, 2313, 2314, 2315, 2324, 2326,
2329, 2330, 2332, 2335, 2336, 2337, 2339, 2343, 2344, 2345, 2350,
2351, 2352, 2353, 2354, 2355, 2356, 2357, 2358, 2359, 2360, 2362,
2363, 2365, 2368, 2381, 2386, 2388, 2389, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397,
2399, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2403, 2405, 2406, 2407, 2408, 2409, 2410,
2411, 2413, 2414, 2416, 2417, 2421, 2423, 2431, 2434, 2435, 2436,
2438, 2439, 2440, 2443, 2444, 2451, 2452, 2453, 2454, 2455, 2456,
2457, 2460, 2462, 2463, 2468, 2469, 2470, 2471, 2478, 2479, 2482,
2488, 2491, 2496, 2500, 2502, 2503, 2505, 2508, 2514, 2516, 2519,
2520, 2527, 2529, 2530, 2531, 2532, 2534, 2536, 2538, 2539, 2545,
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2555, 2558, 2561, 2571, 2573, 2577, 2580, 2583, 2584, 2586, 2588,
2590, 2592, 2593, 2596, 2597, 2598, 2599, 2603, 2605, 2606, 2608,
2609, 2612, 2613, 2619, 2620, 2621, 2622, 2624, 2627, 2628, 2632,
2633, 2634, 2636, 2641, 2642, 2643, 2645, 2646, 2648, 2649, 2650,
2653, 2654, 2655, 2656, 2657, 2660, 2664, 2665, 2667, 2668, 2669,
2671, 2672, 2673, 2674, 2675, 2676, 2678, 2679, 2680, 2681, 2682,
2689, 2694, 2697, 2702, 2703, 2706, 2707, 2708, 2709, 2710, 2712,
2714, 2715, 2716, 2717, 2718, 2719, 2720, 2721, 2722, 2724, 2725,
2727, 2728, 2730, 2731, 2732, 2733, 2735, 2736, 2737, 2738, 2739,
2740, 2741, 2742, 2743, 2744, 2745, 2746, 2747, 2748, 2753, 2754,
2756, 2757, 2758, 2762, 2763, 2765, 2766, 2767, 2768, 2772, 2773,
2780, 2781, 2783, 2785, 2786, 2787, 2789, 2790, 2791, 2792, 2793,
2794, 2795, 2796, 2798, 2800, 2801, 2802, 2805, 2806, 2807, 2808,
2810, 2811, 2812, 2813, 2814, 2815, 2816, 2817, 2818, 2819, 2820,
2821, 2822, 2823, 2824, 2827, 2828, 2829, 2838, 2839, 2840, 2844,
2846, 2850, 2851, 2852, 2853, 2854, 2855, 2856, 2858, 2860, 2861,
2862, 2863, 2864, 2865, 2866, 2868, 2871, 2880, 2884, 2885, 2888,
2889, 2890, 2891, 2892, 2893, 2894, 2895, 2896, 2897, 2900, 2901,
2906, 2907, 2908, 2909, 2910, 2911, 2913, 2914, 2915, 2916, 2917,
2918, 2919, 2920, 2921, 2926, 2927, 2928, 2929, 2930, 2934, 2939,
2943, 2944, 2945, 2947, 2948, 2953, 2954, 2955, 2956, 2958, 2960,
2962, 2963, 2967, 2974, 2977, 2979, 2981, 2983, 2985, 2986, 2987,
2990, 2991, 2992, 2993, 2994, 2995, 2997, 2998, 2999, 3000, 3001,
3002, 3003, 3004, 3006, 3007, 3009, 3012, 3015, 3018, 3022, 3024,
3025, 3026, 3027, 3028, 3029, 3030, 3031, 3032, 3038, 3040, 3043,
3045, 3047, 3048, 3049, 3050, 3052, 3053, 3054, 3056, 3057, 3059,
3060, 3061, 3062, 3063, 3064, 3065, 3066, 3070, 3077, 3078, 3083,
3084, 3086, 3087, 3088, 3089, 3098, 3099, 3101, 3103, 3106, 3107,
3108, 3109, 3111, 3112, 3115, 3121, 3122, 3123, 3125, 3126, 3127,
3131, 3132, 3133, 3134, 3135, 3136, 3137, 3139, 3140, 3141, 3149,
3151, 3152, 3153, 3159, 3160, 3161, 3163, 3164, 3167, 3168, 3169,
3170, 3171, 3172, 3173, 3175, 3177, 3178, 3180, 3194, 3196, 3198,
3200, 3201, 3202, 3203, 3204, 3207, 3208, 3211, 3212, 3213, 3215,
3216, 3218, 3219, 3220, 3222, 3225, 3231, 3242, 3244, 3245, 3247,
3248, 3249, 3250, 3251, 3252, 3254, 3255, 3256, 3257, 3259, 3260,
3261, 3262, 3263, 3264, 3278, 3279, 3280, 3281, 3283, 3284, 3285,
3286, 3287, 3289, 3290, 3291, 3292, 3293, 3296, 3297, 3298, 3300,
3301, 3302, 3303, 3304, 3306, 3307, 3308, 3321, 3328, 3329, 3330,
3331, 3332, 3333, 3334, 3335, 3336, 3337, 3338, 3341, 3342, 3344,
3345, 3347, 3348, 3349, 3350, 3355, 3360, 3362, 3368, 3375, 3376,
3378, 3381, 3382, 3383, 3384, 3385, 3386, 3387, 3388, 3389, 3394,
3395, 3396, 3397, 3399, 3400, 3402, 3403, 3413, 3420, 3421, 3422,
3425, 3426, 3427, 3430, 3431, 3433, 3435, 3436, 3437, 3439, 3440,
3441, 3442, 3461, 3463, 3464, 3466, 3468, 3469, 3470, 3471, 3472,
3473, 3474, 3475, 3477, 3478, 3479, 3482, 3483, 3484, 3486, 3488,
3494, 3500, 3502, 3505, 3507, 3512, 3513, 3514, 3515, 3520, 3521,
3522, 3524, 3525, 3527, 3542, 3545, 3547, 3548, 3552, 3557, 3558,
3561, 3562, 3563, 3565, 3567, 3569, 3571, 3572, 3573, 3574, 3575,
3576, 3579, 3580, 3588, 3593, 3596, 3597, 3600, 3601, 3602, 3604,
3606, 3608, 3611, 3615, 3617, 3618, 3619, 3620, 3623, 3624, 3625,
3627, 3633, 3637, 3639, 3640, 3641, 3643, 3644, 3645, 3646, 3647,
3648, 3650, 3651, 3652, 3654, 3655, 3657, 3659, 3660, 3664, 3665,
3666, 3667, 3668, 3669, 3670, 3671, 3672, 3673, 3676, 3678, 3688,
3691, 3692, 3694, 3698, 3699, 3700, 3701, 3702, 3703, 3704, 3705,
3706, 3707, 3709, 3710, 3715, 3719, 3722, 3723, 3725, 3726, 3727,
3728, 3729, 3730, 3733, 3734, 3735, 3736, 3737, 3738, 3740, 3741,
3745, 3746, 3747, 3752, 3755, 3759, 3761, 3762, 3764, 3766, 3771,
3773, 3774, 3777, 3778, 3780, 3781, 3782, 3788, 3789, 3791, 3794,
3796, 3803, 3816, 3818, 3819, 3820, 3821, 3822, 3823, 3824, 3825,
3827, 3829, 3835, 3836, 3838, 3839, 3840, 3841, 3843, 3844, 3846,

3847, 3848, 3849, 3852, 3855, 3858, 3863, 3864, 3867, 3870, 3871,
3872, 3874, 3875, 3876, 3878, 3879, 3880, 3882, 3885, 3886, 3888,
3889, 3890, 3891, 3893, 3894, 3895, 3897, 3898, 3899, 3908, 3911,
3918, 3920, 3925, 3928, 3936, 3939, 3950, 3952, 3953, 3960, 3962,
3977, 3985, 3986, 3987, 3989, 3990, 3995, 3996, 3998, 4001, 4004,
4009, 4011, 4012, 4013, 4014, 4016, 4017, 4018, 4019, 4021, 4022,
4024, 4026, 4047, 4049, 4050, 4053, 4054, 4055, 4058, 4059, 4063,
4067, 4068, 4069, 4070, 4071, 4072, 4073, 4074, 4076, 4077, 4078,
4079, 4080, 4081, 4082, 4085, 4086, 4087, 4089, 4090, 4093, 4095,
4096, 4097, 4099, 4117, 4121, 4127, 4131, 4132, 4133, 4136, 4139,
4144, 4145, 4152, 4153, 4154, 4155, 4157, 4158, 4159, 4160, 4164,
4168, 4170, 4171, 4172, 4174, 4175, 4176, 4178, 4189, 4209, 4217,
4221, 4222, 4226, 4229, 4232, 4235, 4236, 4248, 4249, 4252, 4255,
4256, 4257, 4259, 4260, 4263, 4264, 4266, 4267, 4269, 4280, 4282,
4286, 4294, 4296, 4301, 4303, 4304, 4305, 4310, 4314, 4316, 4319,
4320, 4321, 4323, 4324, 4325, 4328, 4329, 4332, 4334, 4336, 4339,
4341, 4342, 4343, 4344, 4345, 4346, 4347, 4348, 4351, 4353, 4356,
4358, 4359, 4361, 4378, 4379, 4380, 4381, 4382, 4383, 4384, 4385,
4386, 4391, 4394, 4395, 4398, 4400, 4406, 4410, 4412, 4413, 4414,
4415, 4416, 4417, 4420, 4421, 4422, 4423, 4425, 4426, 4427, 4428,
4429, 4430, 4431, 4432, 4433, 4434, 4435, 4436, 4437, 4439, 4440,
4443, 4444, 4445, 4446, 4447, 4448, 4450, 4451, 4452, 4453, 4454,
4458, 4459, 4460, 4462, 4464, 4468, 4471, 4472, 4475, 4476, 4477,
4479, 4480, 4481, 4483, 4484, 4488, 4492, 4494, 4495, 4496, 4497,
4498, 4499, 4500, 4501, 4502, 4504, 4505, 4506, 4508, 4509, 4510,
4512, 4513, 4514, 4516, 4517, 4518, 4519, 4520, 4521, 4522, 4523,
4524, 4525, 4526, 4527, 4528, 4529, 4533, 4534, 4535, 4536, 4537,
4538, 4539, 4540, 4541, 4542, 4543, 4544, 4545, 4546, 4547, 4548,
4549, 4550, 4551, 4552, 4553, 4555, 4556, 4558, 4559, 4560, 4563,
4565, 4566, 4569, 4571, 4574, 4577, 4578, 4579, 4580, 4583, 4584,
4593, 4594, 4599, 4600, 4601, 4602, 4603, 4604, 4605, 4606, 4608,
4609, 4610, 4613, 4614, 4617, 4623, 4624, 4625, 4626, 4627, 4628,
4629, 4631, 4632, 4633, 4634, 4635, 4636, 4637, 4638, 4639, 4640,
4642, 4644, 4645, 4647, 4650, 4651, 4652, 4653, 4657, 4658, 4659,
4660, 4661, 4662, 4663, 4664, 4666, 4668, 4669, 4670, 4671, 4672,
4673, 4674, 4676, 4678, 4680, 4688, 4689, 4694, 4698, 4699, 4702,
4704, 4709, 4710, 4712, 4713, 4714, 4716, 4717, 4718, 4719, 4720,
4721, 4722, 4724, 4725, 4726, 4727, 4728, 4729, 4730, 4733, 4736,
4737, 4741, 4742, 4743, 4744, 4747, 4748, 4749, 4750, 4751, 4752,
4753, 4754, 4755, 4756, 4757, 4758, 4759, 4761, 4762, 4763, 4764,
4765, 4766, 4769, 4771, 4774, 4775, 4781, 4782, 4785, 4786, 4787,
4792, 4794, 4795, 4796, 4798, 4801, 4802, 4804, 4805, 4808, 4811,
4812, 4817, 4819, 4820, 4823, 4824, 4827, 4828, 4833, 4834, 4835,
4836, 4837, 4838, 4843, 4844, 4846, 4847, 4850, 4854, 4855, 4861,
4866, 4872, 4873, 4874, 4875, 4876, 4877, 4878, 4879, 4880, 4883,
4885, 4886, 4887, 4888, 4889, 4890, 4892, 4894, 4895, 4896, 4898,
4899, 4903, 4906, 4908, 4909, 4910, 4912, 4916, 4918, 4920, 4925,
4926, 4927, 4928, 4929, 4931, 4932, 4936, 4937, 4939, 4940, 4941,
4943, 4944, 4945, 4946, 4947, 4949, 4953, 4955, 4956, 4957, 4958,
4960, 4962, 4965, 4966, 4968, 4974, 4976, 4979, 4980, 4981, 4982,
4985, 4986, 4991, 4992, 4993, 4994, 4995, 4996, 5004, 5005, 5007,
5008, 5009, 5010, 5011, 5012, 5013, 5014, 5015, 5019, 5020, 5022,
5023, 5024, 5025, 5032, 5033, 5035, 5036, 5039, 5040, 5042, 5045,
5046, 5047, 5054, 5056, 5060, 5061, 5063, 5064, 5065, 5070, 5071,
5072, 5075, 5081, 5082, 5084, 5085, 5086, 5087, 5088, 5089, 5090,
5091, 5093, 5094, 5099, 5103, 5109, 5114, 5118, 5119, 5121, 5125,
5126, 5128, 5130, 5131, 5132, 5134, 5136, 5139, 5140, 5142, 5144,
5145, 5146, 5147, 5148, 5149, 5152, 5153, 5157, 5158, 5161, 5163,
5164, 5169, 5170, 5177, 5178, 5200, 5202, 5203, 5210, 5212, 5213,
5223, 5225, 5228, 5229, 5230, 5234, 5235, 5236, 5239, 5242, 5244,
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5245, 5248, 5249, 5252, 5253, 5259, 5262, 5266, 5271, 5272, 5273,
5274, 5276, 5277, 5279, 5280, 5283, 5287, 5290, 5292, 5293, 5294,
5298, 5299, 5300, 5303, 5304, 5305, 5311, 5312, 5313, 5314, 5315,
5316, 5319, 5320, 5321, 5322, 5323, 5324, 5325, 5326, 5328, 5333,
5335, 5336, 5337, 5339, 5348, 5351, 5353, 5357, 5360, 5361, 5362,
5363, 5364, 5369, 5370, 5374, 5375, 5381, 5382, 5388, 5399, 5401,
5409, 5413, 5415, 5418, 5428, 5429, 5430, 5432, 5433, 5436, 5439,
5442, 5443, 5455, 5457, 5465, 5466, 5467, 5468, 5469, 5470, 5471,
5472, 5476, 5477, 5478, 5479, 5480, 5481, 5482, 5483, 5491, 5492,
5493, 5494, 5495, 5496, 5497, 5500, 5501, 5502, 5505, 5511, 5512,
5513, 5517, 5521, 5522, 5523, 5525, 5527, 5528, 5529, 5530, 5532,
5535, 5536, 5538, 5539, 5540, 5541, 5543, 5545, 5546, 5550, 5551,
5552, 5556, 5557, 5558, 5563, 5570, 5572, 5573, 5574, 5575, 5581,
5586, 5587, 5589, 5590, 5594, 5609, 5610, 5611, 5612, 5617, 5620,
5621, 5622, 5623, 5624, 5625, 5626, 5627, 5628, 5629, 5631, 5633,
5634, 5635, 5636, 5639, 5643, 5644, 5646, 5647, 5649, 5651, 5652,
5653, 5656, 5657, 5659, 5660, 5663, 5666, 5667, 5670, 5678, 5679,
5680, 5681, 5686, 5689, 5690, 5693, 5694, 5698, 5699, 5700, 5701,
5702, 5703, 5711, 5723, 5724, 5726, 5727, 5728, 5735, 5739, 5740,
5742, 5743, 5745, 5748, 5751, 5752, 5753, 5756, 5757, 5758, 5759,
5761, 5763, 5767, 5771, 5772, 5773, 5774, 5780, 5782, 5783, 5784,
5785, 5788, 5789, 5793, 5794, 5795, 5796, 5797, 5800, 5806, 5807,
5809, 5810, 5811, 5813, 5815, 5816, 5818, 5820, 5822, 5823, 5825,
5828, 5829, 5851, 5852, 5854, 5860, 5861, 5862, 5891, 5896, 5905,
5908, 5909, 5911, 5912, 5915, 5917, 5918, 5919, 5923, 5926, 5927,
5928, 5929, 5930, 5936, 5937, 5939, 5940, 5941, 5942, 5943, 5944,
5947, 5951, 5953, 5954, 5955, 5957, 5958, 5960, 5961, 5962, 5964,
5965, 5968, 5969, 5970, 5971, 5972, 5973, 5974, 5975, 5976, 5979,
5980, 5991, 5997, 6009, 6010, 6011, 6012, 6014, 6018, 6019, 6023,
6027, 6028, 6029, 6031, 6032, 6035, 6040, 6047, 6050, 6051, 6055,
6057, 6058, 6059, 6060, 6063, 6069, 6071, 6072, 6073, 6075, 6076,
6082, 6088, 6089, 6091, 6093, 6094, 6097, 6098, 6099, 6101, 6103,
6104, 6106, 6107, 6108, 6109, 6110, 6111, 6112, 6113, 6115, 6116,
6121, 6122, 6124, 6125, 6126, 6127, 6129, 6130, 6131, 6133, 6134,
6137, 6142, 6143, 6152, 6160, 6177, 6180, 6182, 6183, 6184, 6185,
6186, 6192, 6193, 6194, 6195, 6196, 6197, 6198, 6199, 6200, 6201,
6202, 6203, 6204, 6205, 6206, 6207, 6208, 6210, 6214, 6216, 6217,
6218, 6219, 6223, 6224, 6228, 6232, 6233, 6234, 6235, 6238, 6239,
6248, 6249, 6251, 6255, 6256, 6257, 6258, 6259, 6260, 6261, 6262,
6263, 6264, 6266, 6269, 6271, 6274, 6275, 6277, 6278, 6281, 6283,
6284, 6285, 6287, 6288, 6290, 6294, 6295, 6296, 6297, 6298, 6299,
6300, 6301, 6302, 6304, 6305, 6310, 6311, 6313, 6314, 6316, 6319,
6320, 6322, 6327, 6328, 6336, 6340, 6345, 6352, 6353, 6354, 6355,
6356, 6357, 6358, 6360, 6361, 6365, 6366, 6368, 6372, 6373, 6374,
6376, 6379, 6380, 6381, 6382, 6383, 6384, 6385, 6387, 6390, 6391,
6392, 6393, 6394, 6396, 6397, 6398, 6400, 6402, 6403, 6404, 6407,
6408, 6411, 6412, 6413, 6414, 6415, 6416, 6417, 6419, 6422, 6424,
6426, 6427, 6428, 6430, 6431, 6432, 6433, 6434, 6435, 6436, 6437,
6438, 6441, 6444, 6445, 6446, 6447, 6455, 6456, 6457, 6458, 6459,
6460, 6461, 6462, 6464, 6465, 6467, 6468, 6469, 6471, 6473, 6474,
6475, 6476, 6477, 6478, 6479, 6480, 6481, 6483, 6484, 6485, 6487,
6489, 6490, 6491, 6492, 6493, 6496, 6497, 6498, 6499, 6500, 6501,
6504, 6505, 6507, 6508, 6509, 6512, 6517, 6518, 6519, 6520, 6521,
6522, 6523, 6524, 6525, 6526, 6527, 6528, 6529, 6530, 6532, 6533,
6534, 6535, 6536, 6537, 6538, 6539, 6540, 6541, 6542, 6543, 6544,
6545, 6546, 6547, 6548, 6549, 6550, 6551, 6552, 6553, 6555, 6556,
6557, 6558, 6559, 6560, 6561, 6562, 6563, 6564, 6565, 6569, 6570,
6571, 6573, 6574, 6575, 6576, 6577, 6578, 6579, 6580, 6581, 6582,
6583, 6584, 6585, 6586, 6587, 6588, 6589, 6590, 6591, 6592, 6593,
6594, 6595, 6596, 6597, 6598, 6599, 6600, 6601, 6602, 6603, 6604,

6606, 6607, 6608, 6609, 6610, 6611, 6612, 6613, 6614, 6615, 6616,
6617, 6618, 6619, 6622, 6623, 6625, 6626, 6628, 6630, 6631, 6632,
6633, 6634, 6635, 6637, 6638, 6639, 6640, 6641, 6642, 6643, 6644,
6646, 6648, 6649, 6650, 6651, 6652, 6653, 6654, 6655, 6656, 6657,
6658, 6659, 6660, 6661, 6662, 6663, 6664, 6665, 6666, 6668, 6670,
6671, 6672, 6682, 6684, 6687, 6688, 6689, 6691, 6693, 6694, 6695,
6698, 6700, 6701, 6702, 6704, 6705, 6706, 6707, 6708, 6709, 6710,
6711, 6712, 6713, 6714, 6715, 6716, 6717, 6718, 6719, 6721, 6724,
6725, 6726, 6727, 6728, 6729, 6730, 6731, 6732, 6733, 6736, 6739,
6740, 6745, 6746, 6747, 6748, 6756, 6757, 6760, 6761, 6762, 6763,
6765, 6766, 6767, 6768, 6769, 6770, 6771, 6773, 6775, 6776, 6777,
6778, 6779, 6780, 6781, 6782, 6784, 6785, 6786, 6787, 6788, 6789,
6790, 6791, 6792, 6793, 6794, 6796, 6797, 6798, 6799, 6800, 6801,
6802, 6803, 6805, 6806, 6807, 6808, 6809, 6810, 6811, 6812, 6813,
6814, 6815, 6816, 6817, 6818, 6820, 6821, 6822, 6823, 6824, 6825,
6826, 6827, 6828, 6833, 6834, 6835, 6836, 6837, 6841, 6842, 6843,
6844, 6847, 6848, 6849, 6850, 6851, 6852, 6854, 6855, 6856, 6857,
6858, 6859, 6860, 6861, 6862, 6863, 6864, 6865, 6866, 6867, 6868,
6869, 6870, 6871, 6873, 6874, 6875, 6876, 6877, 6879, 6880, 6881,
6882, 6883, 6884, 6885, 6886, 6889, 6893, 6895, 6896, 6897, 6898,
6899, 6903, 6904, 6905, 6906, 6907, 6908, 6909, 6910, 6911, 6912,
6913, 6914, 6915, 6917, 6921, 6922, 6924, 6925, 6927, 6928, 6929,
6930, 6931, 6932, 6934, 6938, 6939, 6940, 6941, 6942, 6943, 6944,
6945, 6946, 6947, 6949, 6950, 6951, 6953, 6954, 6955, 6958, 6959,
6961, 6964, 6966, 6967, 6968, 6970, 6971, 6972, 6973, 6978, 6979,
6980, 6984, 6986, 6988, 6990, 6994, 6995, 6996, 6998, 6999, 7000,
7001, 7002, 7003, 7004, 7005, 7006, 7007, 7008, 7012, 7016, 7017,
7019, 7023, 7024, 7025, 7026, 7029, 7030, 7031, 7043, 7044, 7046,
7047, 7048, 7050, 7051, 7052, 7053, 7054, 7056, 7057, 7058, 7059,
7060, 7061, 7062, 7070, 7071, 7073, 7074, 7075, 7076, 7077, 7078,
7079, 7080, 7081, 7082, 7085, 7089, 7091, 7092, 7093, 7094, 7095,
7097, 7098, 7099, 7101, 7102, 7103, 7106, 7107, 7108, 7109, 7110,
7111, 7116, 7117, 7118, 7119, 7121, 7124, 7125, 7126, 7127, 7128,
7129, 7130, 7131, 7133, 7134, 7135, 7137, 7139, 7140, 7141, 7144,
7145, 7152, 7153, 7154, 7157, 7158, 7159, 7160, 7161, 7162, 7168,
7169, 7171, 7173, 7177, 7179, 7180, 7181, 7183, 7184, 7185, 7186,
7187, 7188, 7189, 7190, 7191, 7194, 7196, 7197, 7198, 7200, 7201,
7202, 7204, 7205, 7209, 7215, 7219, 7220, 7223, 7225, 7227, 7228,
7229, 7231, 7232, 7233, 7234, 7237, 7238, 7239, 7240
United States of America (USA)–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also
Trade (International) 1015, 1016, 1017, 1154
United States–States–Alabama 270, 413, 498, 548, 625, 655, 687,
795, 953, 968, 1008, 1125, 1155, 1156, 1162, 1164, 1186, 1257,
1282, 1366, 1468, 1529, 1764, 1984, 2034, 2121, 2558, 2596, 2757,
2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2851, 2896, 2911, 3078, 3342, 3479, 3505,
3545, 3608, 3762, 4026, 4070, 4080, 4096, 4164, 4248, 4329, 5228,
5763, 6050, 6135, 6136, 7058, 7189
United States–States–Alaska 448, 671, 2033, 2757
United States–States–Arizona 1219, 1444, 1468, 1481, 1711, 1712,
1751, 2035, 2478, 2757, 3168, 3342, 3386, 4014, 4348, 5157, 6387,
7205
United States–States–Arkansas 73, 270, 392, 442, 456, 525, 578,
641, 828, 889, 890, 1128, 1148, 1164, 1453, 1603, 1620, 1653,
1706, 1710, 1719, 1721, 1743, 1870, 1920, 2032, 2123, 2169, 2173,
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2187, 2211, 2212, 2254, 2337, 2395, 2462, 2478, 2519, 2545, 2558,
2619, 2657, 2697, 2735, 2753, 2757, 2786, 2787, 2827, 2836, 2837,
2851, 2852, 2896, 2911, 2967, 2985, 3015, 3022, 3057, 3070, 3087,
3103, 3168, 3170, 3180, 3247, 3248, 3256, 3278, 3283, 3336, 3337,
3342, 3345, 3349, 3381, 3386, 3402, 3431, 3494, 3512, 3527, 3576,
3600, 3654, 3655, 3657, 3706, 3786, 3838, 3894, 3898, 3936, 3962,
4019, 4176, 4248, 4347, 4536, 4543, 4558, 4609, 4610, 4721, 4742,
4743, 4823, 4940, 4965, 5012, 5065, 5086, 5118, 5137, 5138, 5228,
6298, 6299, 6301, 6473, 6478, 6479, 6618, 6730, 6762, 7129, 7157,
7204
United States–States–California 60, 63, 240, 252, 331, 601, 1015,
1016, 1017, 1216, 1219, 1354, 1381, 1428, 1640, 1711, 1712, 1751,
1954, 1973, 2018, 2065, 2118, 2249, 2439, 2478, 2664, 2721, 2757,
2828, 3078, 3153, 3168, 3191, 3196, 3207, 3244, 3262, 3284, 3333,
3341, 3381, 3420, 3421, 3525, 3575, 3588, 3631, 3702, 3709, 3824,
3844, 3893, 3894, 3990, 4012, 4013, 4014, 4016, 4017, 4019, 4217,
4320, 4345, 4351, 4356, 4358, 4379, 4430, 4460, 4471, 4476, 4488,
4508, 4509, 4527, 4528, 4538, 4565, 4569, 4580, 4629, 4633, 4634,
4635, 4638, 4650, 4657, 4658, 4659, 4660, 4661, 4662, 4663, 4664,
4666, 4671, 4672, 4673, 4674, 4676, 4698, 4728, 4737, 4747, 4758,
4759, 4761, 4765, 4781, 4785, 4786, 4787, 4796, 4798, 4802, 4805,
4817, 4821, 4834, 4835, 4836, 4837, 4838, 4875, 4888, 4890, 4895,
4906, 4912, 4931, 4932, 4936, 4937, 4941, 4942, 4943, 4944, 4977,
4990, 4992, 4995, 4996, 5005, 5014, 5015, 5035, 5046, 5060, 5061,
5064, 5072, 5082, 5091, 5114, 5134, 5136, 5139, 5140, 5143, 5157,
5158, 5159, 5259, 5266, 5274, 5311, 5312, 5313, 5324, 5325, 5326,
5336, 5348, 5365, 5366, 5367, 5368, 5369, 5370, 5379, 5380, 5381,
5382, 5439, 5465, 5467, 5478, 5480, 5481, 5496, 5513, 5517, 5518,
5521, 5522, 5525, 5530, 5532, 5535, 5548, 5549, 5556, 5563, 5572,
5573, 5574, 5575, 5581, 5586, 5625, 5629, 5639, 5646, 5647, 5651,
5656, 5679, 5686, 5693, 5700, 5701, 5724, 5752, 5757, 5761, 5773,
5780, 5793, 5794, 5795, 5807, 5818, 5825, 5851, 5852, 5861, 5862,
5891, 5908, 5909, 5917, 5919, 5923, 5940, 5941, 5942, 5953, 5955,
5968, 5974, 5979, 6009, 6010, 6011, 6012, 6018, 6019, 6027, 6028,
6062, 6063, 6076, 6088, 6097, 6098, 6103, 6109, 6121, 6131, 6133,
6186, 6205, 6208, 6216, 6217, 6218, 6219, 6234, 6238, 6248, 6249,
6256, 6264, 6275, 6278, 6281, 6284, 6285, 6291, 6305, 6311, 6319,
6327, 6328, 6352, 6353, 6354, 6361, 6365, 6368, 6379, 6381, 6384,
6394, 6396, 6402, 6404, 6407, 6412, 6416, 6431, 6435, 6438, 6443,
6458, 6459, 6462, 6465, 6468, 6480, 6481, 6483, 6484, 6489, 6499,
6507, 6508, 6527, 6534, 6543, 6544, 6553, 6569, 6570, 6571, 6575,
6586, 6588, 6589, 6597, 6598, 6599, 6600, 6603, 6612, 6614, 6622,
6625, 6631, 6633, 6634, 6638, 6641, 6646, 6649, 6656, 6657, 6660,
6662, 6663, 6664, 6665, 6668, 6670, 6671, 6688, 6693, 6694, 6700,
6705, 6706, 6707, 6708, 6709, 6710, 6711, 6713, 6718, 6721, 6731,
6733, 6739, 6746, 6747, 6748, 6765, 6766, 6770, 6771, 6776, 6787,
6790, 6798, 6799, 6801, 6805, 6806, 6807, 6810, 6820, 6828, 6834,
6835, 6855, 6865, 6874, 6875, 6876, 6881, 6883, 6884, 6899, 6903,
6904, 6905, 6909, 6914, 6924, 6932, 6939, 6940, 6951, 6952, 6954,
6955, 6972, 6994, 6999, 7000, 7008, 7012, 7023, 7046, 7054, 7056,
7057, 7061, 7062, 7070, 7080, 7081, 7089, 7094, 7097, 7116, 7117,
7121, 7158, 7159, 7183, 7229, 7240
United States–States–Colorado 252, 892, 1468, 2024, 2035, 2070,
2395, 2478, 2597, 2598, 2757, 3012, 3722, 4019, 4320, 4348, 4353,
4415, 4517, 4518, 4540, 4541, 5070, 5071, 5136, 5333, 5478, 5482,
5535, 5659, 5678, 5680, 5689, 5771, 5783, 5784, 5961, 6035, 6051,
6059, 6113, 6129, 6183, 6184, 6198, 6199, 6204, 6302, 6366, 6381,
6412, 6413, 6422, 6424, 6485, 6537, 6543, 6545, 6548, 6549, 6552,

6557, 6575, 6591, 6595, 6606, 6617, 6631, 6646, 6655, 6658, 6779,
6794, 6847, 6851, 6860, 6866, 6870, 6910, 6928, 6941, 6943, 6959,
6980, 6986, 6998, 7023, 7062
United States–States–Connecticut 280, 286, 290, 291, 305, 308,
323, 342, 344, 347, 357, 394, 444, 457, 472, 609, 620, 853, 914,
984, 986, 1020, 1056, 1074, 1083, 1192, 1329, 1468, 1538, 1651,
1669, 1717, 2065, 2272, 2279, 2359, 2478, 2741, 2754, 2948, 3078,
3175, 4063, 4341, 4519, 5409, 5502, 5911, 6517
United States–States–Delaware 82, 316, 345, 365, 488, 493, 613,
805, 822, 828, 853, 889, 890, 1185, 1227, 1432, 1468, 1529, 1603,
1618, 1635, 1665, 1667, 1711, 1761, 1769, 1809, 1882, 2558, 2627,
2654, 2757, 2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2896, 2967, 3136, 3251, 4248,
4617, 6618, 6619, 6833
United States–States–District of Columbia (Washington, DC) 60,
63, 280, 328, 362, 388, 407, 448, 475, 490, 492, 541, 555, 575, 578,
591, 592, 594, 596, 598, 624, 625, 631, 632, 641, 646, 658, 668,
677, 684, 707, 717, 735, 788, 808, 841, 862, 890, 895, 908, 909,
910, 973, 996, 1039, 1043, 1047, 1057, 1063, 1095, 1159, 1165,
1168, 1170, 1171, 1182, 1205, 1206, 1216, 1219, 1221, 1254, 1257,
1260, 1265, 1317, 1373, 1376, 1388, 1412, 1420, 1473, 1474, 1479,
1485, 1486, 1489, 1491, 1502, 1526, 1559, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603,
1639, 1663, 1665, 1678, 1687, 1689, 1690, 1711, 1712, 1719, 1741,
1751, 1763, 1780, 1789, 1818, 1848, 1853, 1862, 1869, 1875, 1876,
1879, 1923, 1928, 1929, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1937, 1938, 1939,
1947, 1948, 1954, 1974, 1995, 2020, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2113, 2123,
2272, 2300, 2313, 2335, 2394, 2423, 2438, 2478, 2508, 2545, 2558,
2609, 2675, 2702, 2724, 2746, 3028, 3047, 3048, 3049, 3054, 3107,
3469, 4594, 4602, 4726, 5225, 5702, 5862, 6143, 6391, 6520, 6752,
6817, 6961
United States–States–Florida 503, 598, 1156, 1289, 1383, 1468,
2757, 2851, 2911, 3137, 3140, 3159, 3247, 3292, 3463, 3514, 3580,
3633, 3701, 3899, 4089, 4248, 4256, 4291, 4320, 4339, 4380, 4381,
4382, 4383, 4384, 4385, 4460, 4475, 4504, 4625, 4626, 4680, 4755,
4909, 4946, 5012, 5322, 5609, 5711, 5743, 5947, 5980, 6031, 6058,
6134, 6143, 6274, 6392, 6393, 6437, 6471, 6477, 6487, 6520, 6528,
6529, 6532, 6535, 6540, 6546, 6590, 6593, 6643, 6651, 6765, 6930,
6978, 7173, 7209, 7234
United States–States–Georgia 88, 90, 273, 365, 400, 413, 548, 586,
598, 625, 647, 653, 660, 709, 727, 761, 878, 1050, 1055, 1153,
1164, 1177, 1178, 1257, 1258, 1292, 1392, 1453, 1468, 1473, 1480,
1529, 1547, 1658, 1665, 1710, 1855, 2272, 2389, 2439, 2478, 2529,
2558, 2735, 2757, 2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2851, 2852, 2896, 2911,
2929, 2985, 3078, 3125, 3386, 3488, 3617, 3701, 3745, 4009, 4248,
4282, 4336, 4539, 4555, 4574, 4647, 4721, 4751, 4757, 4843, 4887,
4910, 5170, 5178, 5253, 5703, 5774, 5947, 5980, 6058, 6194, 6224,
6287, 6297, 6340, 6437, 6539, 6593, 6900, 7031, 7058, 7082, 7127,
7173
United States–States–Hawaii 353, 521, 663, 664, 666, 672, 771,
775, 815, 879, 917, 935, 1022, 1045, 1073, 1328, 1479, 1751, 1789,
2023, 2033, 2120, 2275, 2395, 2478, 2673, 2757, 2828, 2840, 2892,
2918, 2932, 4139, 4399, 4578, 4720, 5056, 5546, 5735, 6110, 6177,
6260, 6298, 6314, 6464
United States–States–Idaho 1792, 2035, 2395, 2478, 2783, 4494,
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6646, 6688, 7079
United States–States–Illinois 60, 63, 249, 333, 351, 352, 356, 358,
363, 365, 368, 370, 372, 376, 383, 389, 393, 397, 407, 418, 439,
468, 486, 495, 502, 589, 591, 593, 598, 601, 602, 641, 642, 644,
658, 699, 743, 784, 786, 809, 834, 862, 863, 891, 900, 912, 918,
924, 951, 953, 954, 962, 966, 1002, 1012, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1019,
1021, 1044, 1053, 1066, 1068, 1072, 1088, 1093, 1098, 1105, 1107,
1132, 1148, 1150, 1164, 1190, 1218, 1226, 1230, 1234, 1262, 1264,
1281, 1310, 1315, 1324, 1331, 1335, 1337, 1340, 1353, 1368, 1377,
1378, 1379, 1383, 1384, 1387, 1388, 1390, 1394, 1396, 1410, 1413,
1420, 1423, 1427, 1437, 1445, 1448, 1453, 1459, 1468, 1474, 1479,
1483, 1502, 1507, 1508, 1510, 1513, 1521, 1525, 1526, 1529, 1530,
1541, 1547, 1552, 1571, 1585, 1609, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613, 1616,
1628, 1632, 1659, 1661, 1662, 1666, 1672, 1678, 1681, 1683, 1688,
1692, 1694, 1695, 1711, 1713, 1716, 1719, 1722, 1736, 1740, 1742,
1748, 1749, 1751, 1752, 1753, 1757, 1758, 1763, 1767, 1770, 1772,
1775, 1780, 1781, 1782, 1787, 1792, 1795, 1798, 1799, 1805, 1808,
1810, 1814, 1829, 1839, 1847, 1850, 1868, 1870, 1874, 1880, 1881,
1885, 1895, 1897, 1898, 1905, 1913, 1917, 1920, 1941, 1942, 1943,
1944, 1945, 1946, 1947, 1949, 1950, 1951, 1952, 1963, 1967, 1980,
1989, 2000, 2004, 2006, 2012, 2019, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2059, 2077,
2092, 2102, 2109, 2147, 2152, 2155, 2162, 2167, 2169, 2170, 2175,
2185, 2187, 2208, 2215, 2223, 2229, 2231, 2232, 2233, 2234, 2240,
2244, 2247, 2250, 2251, 2252, 2254, 2257, 2263, 2272, 2275, 2299,
2306, 2307, 2308, 2310, 2311, 2312, 2314, 2336, 2339, 2354, 2356,
2362, 2388, 2394, 2395, 2400, 2405, 2408, 2409, 2411, 2413, 2414,
2417, 2434, 2435, 2439, 2444, 2452, 2453, 2454, 2455, 2460, 2463,
2468, 2469, 2471, 2478, 2479, 2496, 2502, 2503, 2519, 2520, 2527,
2530, 2545, 2558, 2577, 2590, 2593, 2627, 2633, 2641, 2642, 2645,
2654, 2657, 2665, 2667, 2668, 2679, 2682, 2707, 2709, 2713, 2715,
2716, 2722, 2724, 2728, 2733, 2735, 2737, 2738, 2739, 2740, 2741,
2742, 2743, 2744, 2745, 2746, 2747, 2753, 2756, 2757, 2767, 2780,
2786, 2787, 2791, 2795, 2800, 2805, 2807, 2810, 2811, 2815, 2818,
2819, 2820, 2828, 2836, 2837, 2846, 2850, 2851, 2852, 2853, 2854,
2855, 2856, 2861, 2890, 2892, 2893, 2896, 2906, 2911, 2914, 2918,
2919, 2920, 2926, 2928, 2943, 2945, 2953, 2967, 2985, 2986, 2987,
2990, 2991, 2993, 3001, 3004, 3006, 3016, 3024, 3027, 3032, 3045,
3052, 3056, 3057, 3060, 3066, 3078, 3083, 3086, 3089, 3098, 3115,
3121, 3134, 3139, 3153, 3177, 3196, 3202, 3215, 3250, 3251, 3261,
3290, 3291, 3330, 3376, 3381, 3384, 3385, 3386, 3388, 3389, 3403,
3420, 3436, 3461, 3474, 3484, 3505, 3520, 3521, 3545, 3561, 3562,
3565, 3569, 3571, 3572, 3573, 3574, 3596, 3597, 3618, 3624, 3646,
3664, 3668, 3700, 3704, 3719, 3725, 3726, 3730, 3733, 3734, 3736,
3780, 3781, 3786, 3788, 3789, 3803, 3819, 3823, 3836, 3838, 3839,
3840, 3841, 3846, 3847, 3852, 3855, 3863, 3870, 3875, 3878, 3879,
3886, 3895, 3911, 3920, 3925, 3928, 3939, 3950, 3986, 3989, 3990,
4018, 4019, 4021, 4024, 4055, 4058, 4074, 4093, 4121, 4131, 4132,
4155, 4159, 4168, 4174, 4189, 4209, 4221, 4222, 4229, 4232, 4248,
4252, 4260, 4269, 4294, 4296, 4303, 4310, 4391, 4395, 4406, 4422,
4423, 4433, 4445, 4453, 4494, 4501, 4504, 4505, 4524, 4537, 4543,
4547, 4550, 4551, 4566, 4594, 4601, 4602, 4605, 4608, 4609, 4613,
4617, 4689, 4699, 4702, 4709, 4725, 4727, 4764, 4771, 4824, 4827,
4847, 4861, 4877, 4894, 4957, 4958, 4962, 4965, 5019, 5020, 5022,
5023, 5024, 5025, 5040, 5045, 5086, 5118, 5126, 5157, 5228, 5234,
5245, 5249, 5277, 5279, 5304, 5328, 5399, 5415, 5494, 5495, 5496,
5505, 5527, 5529, 5546, 5590, 5621, 5626, 5728, 5729, 5780, 5788,
5896, 5905, 5909, 5951, 5975, 5976, 6060, 6093, 6126, 6200, 6206,
6255, 6259, 6266, 6284, 6340, 6366, 6434, 6445, 6460, 6461, 6490,
6491, 6492, 6493, 6497, 6517, 6541, 6547, 6550, 6558, 6559, 6561,

6571, 6580, 6596, 6601, 6602, 6615, 6628, 6630, 6635, 6659, 6730,
6763, 6782, 6784, 6789, 6797, 6818, 6824, 6844, 6851, 6859, 6882,
6886, 6900, 6906, 7024, 7095, 7137, 7162, 7173, 7179, 7184, 7185,
7186, 7187, 7188, 7189, 7190, 7191, 7194, 7198, 7202, 7204, 7215,
7225, 7238, 7240
United States–States–Indiana 321, 352, 383, 384, 391, 418, 420,
442, 462, 463, 465, 466, 467, 468, 475, 483, 517, 554, 556, 560,
574, 577, 579, 589, 591, 594, 598, 612, 613, 658, 718, 719, 779,
834, 843, 870, 882, 884, 888, 889, 890, 905, 906, 908, 911, 916,
919, 922, 927, 930, 939, 943, 944, 989, 992, 996, 997, 999, 1007,
1010, 1044, 1049, 1053, 1070, 1072, 1083, 1093, 1098, 1101, 1122,
1148, 1162, 1164, 1214, 1215, 1226, 1231, 1233, 1237, 1242, 1251,
1267, 1283, 1285, 1299, 1305, 1306, 1307, 1308, 1316, 1331, 1332,
1335, 1340, 1359, 1372, 1379, 1384, 1387, 1388, 1391, 1394, 1423,
1426, 1429, 1453, 1454, 1456, 1462, 1468, 1469, 1470, 1474, 1478,
1482, 1483, 1488, 1493, 1497, 1501, 1502, 1508, 1524, 1525, 1529,
1548, 1552, 1555, 1575, 1585, 1592, 1603, 1661, 1662, 1663, 1664,
1665, 1678, 1711, 1722, 1727, 1730, 1741, 1751, 1752, 1753, 1762,
1780, 1788, 1790, 1792, 1795, 1801, 1803, 1804, 1805, 1806, 1811,
1814, 1842, 1843, 1850, 1863, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1867, 1868, 1870,
1881, 1924, 1942, 1944, 1945, 1946, 1957, 1977, 1980, 1982, 1987,
2012, 2019, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2079, 2085, 2092, 2109, 2147, 2167,
2168, 2169, 2223, 2250, 2252, 2254, 2272, 2275, 2299, 2337, 2344,
2353, 2362, 2388, 2399, 2400, 2409, 2444, 2455, 2478, 2502, 2503,
2520, 2527, 2538, 2545, 2555, 2558, 2590, 2609, 2627, 2628, 2641,
2657, 2660, 2682, 2703, 2708, 2713, 2717, 2718, 2719, 2725, 2727,
2730, 2731, 2732, 2733, 2735, 2736, 2739, 2745, 2746, 2757, 2762,
2780, 2781, 2786, 2787, 2794, 2818, 2828, 2836, 2837, 2852, 2854,
2855, 2856, 2862, 2880, 2885, 2896, 2914, 2920, 2934, 2943, 2953,
2967, 2985, 2986, 2987, 2992, 2993, 3024, 3032, 3052, 3062, 3078,
3084, 3137, 3172, 3177, 3250, 3290, 3303, 3329, 3334, 3381, 3385,
3386, 3482, 3515, 3552, 3557, 3574, 3646, 3669, 3700, 3761, 3764,
3835, 3836, 3838, 3839, 3840, 4021, 4076, 4248, 4459, 4550, 4716,
5118, 5497, 5501, 5624, 5780, 5815, 5905, 6082, 6340, 6430, 6474,
6497, 6517, 6571, 6730, 6774, 6789, 6859, 6861, 6900, 6913, 7116,
7137, 7144, 7145, 7240
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybeans in a certain U.S. state 47, 53,
58, 61, 62, 65, 66, 68, 73, 82, 162, 270, 295, 314, 327, 334, 349,
393, 1444, 1468
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with
(but not yet in) a certain U.S. state 305
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain
U.S. state 47, 53, 61, 65, 66, 68, 73, 82, 90, 162, 250, 285, 295,
314, 327, 334, 349, 360, 393, 1444, 1468
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain U.S. state
47, 53, 55, 58, 61, 62, 65, 66, 68, 73, 82, 162, 295, 314, 327, 334,
349, 393, 921, 1444, 1468, 2065
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain U.S. state 47, 53, 55, 61, 65, 66, 68, 73, 82, 90, 162, 285,
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295, 314, 327, 334, 349, 360, 393, 850, 921, 1444, 1468, 2065

7191, 7204

United States–States–Iowa 74, 261, 299, 302, 305, 330, 334, 354,
368, 374, 382, 383, 408, 419, 421, 483, 497, 966, 1052, 1190, 1191,
1226, 1264, 1294, 1296, 1301, 1303, 1333, 1340, 1357, 1387, 1388,
1411, 1424, 1425, 1431, 1440, 1448, 1484, 1491, 1492, 1494, 1495,
1498, 1502, 1517, 1525, 1578, 1605, 1638, 1644, 1647, 1664, 1665,
1678, 1682, 1696, 1720, 1722, 1747, 1754, 1756, 1792, 1796, 1797,
1813, 1827, 1858, 1868, 1870, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1944, 1957, 1981,
1994, 2019, 2034, 2035, 2078, 2106, 2111, 2128, 2163, 2167, 2169,
2202, 2252, 2254, 2275, 2357, 2400, 2401, 2434, 2455, 2478, 2545,
2558, 2573, 2580, 2590, 2599, 2627, 2636, 2641, 2650, 2656, 2682,
2689, 2703, 2710, 2713, 2716, 2722, 2733, 2741, 2744, 2745, 2746,
2753, 2757, 2773, 2786, 2787, 2798, 2806, 2818, 2819, 2828, 2836,
2837, 2839, 2844, 2849, 2852, 2854, 2856, 2865, 2866, 2896, 2909,
2914, 2920, 2928, 2943, 2953, 2967, 2981, 2985, 2986, 2994, 2995,
2997, 2999, 3002, 3006, 3009, 3016, 3031, 3032, 3052, 3057, 3078,
3084, 3098, 3112, 3177, 3242, 3250, 3251, 3257, 3261, 3287, 3334,
3348, 3381, 3385, 3386, 3441, 3464, 3474, 3558, 3593, 3625, 3644,
3650, 3651, 3673, 3700, 3705, 3707, 3710, 3729, 3747, 3759, 3766,
3780, 3786, 3823, 3838, 3841, 3847, 3848, 3849, 3864, 3867, 3878,
3879, 3882, 3886, 3889, 3939, 3989, 3990, 4054, 4073, 4209, 4221,
4229, 4248, 4280, 4303, 4451, 4480, 4499, 4500, 4504, 4512, 4520,
4524, 4535, 4536, 4543, 4550, 4601, 4602, 4605, 4647, 4699, 4724,
4727, 4819, 4820, 4965, 5118, 5157, 5299, 5300, 5314, 5440, 5495,
5535, 5664, 5751, 5780, 5861, 5905, 5918, 6032, 6060, 6250, 6284,
6299, 6340, 6381, 6385, 6398, 6436, 6441, 6473, 6497, 6517, 6519,
6522, 6541, 6550, 6558, 6559, 6560, 6571, 6574, 6576, 6618, 6619,
6687, 6730, 6742, 6763, 6773, 6778, 6788, 6789, 6797, 6884, 6900,
6903, 6904, 6925, 6942, 6995, 7003, 7006, 7029, 7030, 7053, 7073,
7126, 7137, 7152, 7154, 7160, 7162, 7237

United States–States–Maine 447, 1468, 2478, 3078, 4235, 4386,
4413, 4481, 4640, 4774, 6545, 6631, 6646, 6961

United States–States–Kansas 285, 295, 299, 300, 302, 303, 305,
306, 314, 320, 322, 325, 330, 334, 353, 362, 368, 370, 372, 379,
382, 383, 393, 408, 413, 416, 419, 420, 421, 422, 424, 439, 443,
444, 448, 449, 468, 511, 513, 521, 524, 567, 640, 645, 670, 671,
800, 808, 834, 853, 889, 890, 1145, 1387, 1388, 1468, 1479, 1490,
1572, 1582, 1603, 1662, 1675, 1741, 1804, 1812, 1909, 2169, 2254,
2275, 2395, 2397, 2478, 2558, 2599, 2612, 2735, 2753, 2757, 2786,
2787, 2836, 2837, 2896, 2920, 2928, 2953, 2967, 3078, 3175, 3248,
3381, 3728, 3823, 3952, 4021, 4049, 4078, 4095, 4209, 4248, 4543,
4647, 4873, 5088, 5810, 5915, 6127, 6137, 6417, 6497, 6582, 6730,
6789, 6900, 7077, 7144, 7145, 7231, 7233
United States–States–Kentucky 66, 503, 548, 592, 598, 658, 799,
817, 853, 889, 890, 896, 1148, 1149, 1164, 1319, 1322, 1323, 1335,
1362, 1374, 1387, 1388, 1394, 1425, 1468, 1475, 1502, 1603, 1661,
1662, 1674, 1677, 1698, 1741, 1904, 2169, 2219, 2254, 2478, 2505,
2520, 2558, 2745, 2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2896, 2992, 3200, 3279,
3386, 3505, 3545, 3827, 3843, 3886, 4081, 4248, 4314, 4550, 4614,
4710, 4872, 5089, 5528, 5627, 5742, 6251, 6859, 7145, 7196
United States–States–Louisiana 352, 584, 598, 639, 963, 1001,
1003, 1028, 1030, 1031, 1036, 1037, 1102, 1153, 1398, 1399, 1453,
1458, 1463, 1468, 1543, 1547, 1565, 1591, 1626, 1664, 1710, 1760,
1777, 1792, 1860, 1870, 1946, 2022, 2123, 2164, 2291, 2558, 2735,
2746, 2757, 2767, 2786, 2787, 2802, 2836, 2837, 2838, 2851, 2892,
2896, 2911, 2967, 2974, 2985, 3140, 3168, 3201, 3252, 3381, 3386,
3727, 3741, 3786, 3838, 3841, 3879, 3908, 4019, 4071, 4248, 4433,
4452, 4543, 4828, 4910, 5228, 5936, 6124, 6310, 6414, 6704, 6719,

United States–States–Maryland 78, 276, 434, 548, 588, 590, 624,
658, 712, 863, 988, 1048, 1148, 1164, 1167, 1288, 1291, 1327,
1468, 1665, 1671, 1689, 1944, 2115, 2272, 2275, 2359, 2478, 2558,
2676, 2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2896, 2953, 2960, 3047, 3048, 3049,
3078, 3306, 3342, 3375, 3385, 3386, 3433, 3439, 3440, 3471, 3479,
3483, 3547, 3620, 3786, 3879, 3891, 3987, 4050, 4248, 4522, 4523,
4697, 4811, 4958, 5262, 5335, 5351, 5430, 5527, 5622, 6258, 6520,
6723, 7004
United States–States–Massachusetts 47, 48, 90, 252, 272, 277, 278,
305, 309, 310, 314, 315, 318, 319, 327, 328, 329, 337, 338, 345,
348, 351, 363, 365, 380, 383, 409, 434, 439, 444, 464, 471, 478,
484, 507, 510, 521, 528, 545, 546, 553, 569, 575, 578, 626, 641,
658, 800, 809, 853, 873, 877, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1083, 1117, 1141,
1143, 1163, 1188, 1192, 1204, 1287, 1468, 1479, 1538, 1768, 2035,
2065, 2129, 2272, 2275, 2478, 3078, 3231, 3824, 3894, 3897, 3898,
4019, 4278, 4319, 4341, 4416, 4426, 4427, 4443, 4446, 4458, 4468,
4492, 4495, 4519, 4521, 4524, 4544, 4546, 4559, 4719, 4752, 4753,
4754, 4775, 4792, 4876, 4889, 4908, 4926, 5004, 5013, 5047, 5084,
5130, 5163, 5164, 5230, 5273, 5315, 5339, 5361, 5470, 5471, 5472,
5535, 5539, 5540, 5541, 5557, 5558, 5623, 5653, 5666, 5782, 5796,
5800, 5911, 5937, 5964, 6069, 6223, 6376, 6457, 6475, 6500, 6785,
6812, 6858, 6950, 7085, 7145
United States–States–Michigan 53, 55, 57, 58, 61, 339, 434, 470,
494, 521, 524, 538, 575, 593, 609, 671, 809, 823, 996, 999, 1063,
1083, 1161, 1273, 1297, 1331, 1335, 1381, 1387, 1388, 1391, 1402,
1437, 1468, 1488, 1502, 1522, 1588, 1613, 1661, 1792, 1825, 1906,
2010, 2066, 2074, 2222, 2224, 2225, 2228, 2249, 2272, 2299, 2353,
2407, 2431, 2451, 2478, 2529, 2545, 2558, 2586, 2590, 2605, 2606,
2713, 2745, 2746, 2757, 2767, 2786, 2787, 2788, 2836, 2837, 2896,
2914, 2920, 3078, 3231, 3332, 3381, 3390, 3524, 3671, 3879, 3890,
3952, 3995, 4004, 4021, 4209, 4248, 4320, 4325, 4346, 4420, 4421,
4433, 4436, 4448, 4496, 4497, 4533, 4550, 4602, 4631, 4632, 4678,
4769, 4801, 5005, 5042, 5114, 5235, 5401, 5535, 5551, 5610, 5690,
5723, 5745, 5753, 5767, 5772, 5854, 6104, 6106, 6107, 6116, 6130,
6206, 6210, 6232, 6300, 6301, 6359, 6380, 6381, 6400, 6426, 6430,
6433, 6455, 6544, 6547, 6549, 6571, 6604, 6618, 6619, 6639, 6698,
6730, 6789, 6814, 6816, 6854, 6862, 6897, 7005, 7228, 7238
United States–States–Minnesota 393, 407, 423, 433, 434, 524, 658,
792, 868, 869, 897, 904, 923, 1091, 1294, 1296, 1301, 1342, 1437,
1468, 1522, 1549, 1564, 1660, 1792, 1824, 2019, 2035, 2105, 2303,
2395, 2400, 2534, 2545, 2558, 2599, 2603, 2634, 2674, 2681, 2757,
2786, 2787, 2789, 2796, 2822, 2823, 2836, 2837, 2858, 2864, 2895,
2896, 2908, 2914, 2920, 2985, 3066, 3078, 3098, 3135, 3198, 3250,
3335, 3360, 3381, 3386, 3484, 3486, 3520, 3567, 3601, 3627, 3670,
3737, 3746, 3786, 3835, 3838, 3879, 3985, 3996, 3997, 4019, 4121,
4209, 4248, 4278, 4341, 4433, 4435, 4436, 4462, 4494, 4506, 4514,
4524, 4534, 4605, 4613, 4722, 4903, 4957, 4958, 4976, 5010, 5118,
5433, 5633, 5780, 5965, 6055, 6060, 6143, 6277, 6284, 6304, 6313,
6316, 6340, 6378, 6397, 6436, 6447, 6497, 6549, 6550, 6571, 6575,
6576, 6578, 6585, 6641, 6644, 6648, 6659, 6672, 6730, 6736, 6786,
6789, 6802, 6836, 6841, 6844, 6848, 6869, 7003, 7008, 7106, 7137,
7181
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United States–States–Mississippi 88, 523, 602, 727, 795, 928, 933,
968, 1102, 1123, 1148, 1156, 1164, 1165, 1168, 1221, 1257, 1289,
1453, 1468, 1476, 1496, 1535, 1553, 1608, 1650, 1657, 1665, 1676,
1678, 1698, 1707, 1709, 1710, 1718, 1719, 1722, 1763, 1854, 1885,
1944, 2110, 2169, 2254, 2275, 2302, 2350, 2351, 2400, 2406, 2558,
2716, 2735, 2742, 2757, 2786, 2787, 2792, 2795, 2836, 2837, 2838,
2851, 2852, 2892, 2896, 2911, 2914, 2928, 2953, 2967, 2974, 2985,
3006, 3065, 3078, 3137, 3140, 3159, 3164, 3168, 3201, 3202, 3203,
3213, 3219, 3244, 3247, 3248, 3252, 3255, 3292, 3355, 3382, 3386,
3396, 3397, 3422, 3425, 3426, 3427, 3442, 3505, 3513, 3522, 3545,
3563, 3643, 3667, 3723, 3752, 3836, 3838, 3839, 3918, 4053, 4069,
4077, 4078, 4117, 4121, 4154, 4248, 4249, 4260, 4323, 4359, 4361,
4400, 4505, 4510, 4536, 4543, 4766, 4824, 4844, 4846, 4861, 5012,
5085, 5086, 5228, 5277, 5292, 5418, 5527, 5753, 6099, 6538, 6628,
6863, 7189, 7191, 7204
United States–States–Missouri 65, 83, 305, 314, 370, 383, 439, 548,
810, 834, 880, 881, 888, 893, 913, 924, 1075, 1085, 1148, 1158,
1164, 1173, 1248, 1295, 1387, 1388, 1394, 1395, 1416, 1421, 1442,
1448, 1468, 1490, 1524, 1536, 1607, 1612, 1614, 1616, 1639, 1662,
1675, 1717, 1722, 1753, 1780, 1785, 1791, 1822, 1870, 1877, 1880,
1907, 1908, 1920, 1935, 1944, 1946, 1990, 1991, 2000, 2009, 2012,
2028, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2041, 2108, 2109, 2147, 2166, 2167, 2169,
2218, 2223, 2241, 2252, 2254, 2272, 2273, 2274, 2275, 2310, 2329,
2434, 2436, 2478, 2505, 2516, 2519, 2545, 2558, 2561, 2571, 2590,
2599, 2627, 2646, 2655, 2709, 2713, 2720, 2735, 2740, 2741, 2742,
2745, 2757, 2765, 2786, 2787, 2801, 2812, 2818, 2819, 2821, 2836,
2837, 2852, 2854, 2856, 2896, 2911, 2920, 2939, 2953, 2955, 2967,
2983, 2985, 3029, 3078, 3108, 3152, 3168, 3225, 3301, 3334, 3381,
3383, 3385, 3386, 3395, 3399, 3505, 3545, 3574, 3579, 3604, 3773,
3786, 3838, 3839, 3840, 3886, 4178, 4248, 4323, 4524, 4543, 4550,
4606, 4644, 4645, 4823, 4962, 4965, 4980, 4985, 5086, 5118, 5432,
5785, 6297, 6299, 6340, 6373, 6424, 6476, 6497, 6538, 6571, 6666,
6730, 6789, 6797, 7008, 7019, 7047, 7078, 7107, 7157, 7162, 7179,
7187, 7189, 7204
United States–States–Montana 1468, 2035, 2395, 2478, 4019, 4226,
4361, 4560, 6455
United States–States–Nebraska 305, 555, 557, 562, 921, 1146,
1456, 1468, 1750, 1797, 2416, 2478, 2558, 2577, 2592, 2599, 2648,
2714, 2757, 2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2896, 3078, 3149, 3168, 3386,
3879, 3886, 4248, 4428, 4556, 4717, 5210, 5457, 5535, 5780, 5905,
6108, 6192, 6277, 6296, 6497, 6509, 6549, 6575, 6582, 6596, 6619,
6730, 6780, 6789, 6931, 7137
United States–States–Nevada 252, 6812, 6945
United States–States–New Hampshire 61, 345, 375, 417, 508, 852,
1058, 1198, 1468, 2478, 3078, 3588, 4939, 5535, 6180, 6724, 6767
United States–States–New Jersey 58, 162, 234, 398, 425, 593, 610,
628, 635, 677, 690, 809, 816, 833, 849, 853, 869, 872, 883, 894,
901, 902, 955, 957, 969, 986, 1032, 1038, 1069, 1089, 1109, 1111,
1112, 1116, 1121, 1148, 1164, 1169, 1195, 1196, 1200, 1202, 1227,
1244, 1275, 1287, 1329, 1345, 1452, 1464, 1468, 1534, 1594, 1595,
1636, 1655, 1704, 1715, 1738, 2065, 2136, 2272, 2439, 2440, 2478,
2558, 2768, 2786, 2787, 2812, 2813, 2836, 2837, 2896, 2917, 3078,
4248, 4413, 4481, 4741, 4756, 4854, 4874, 4956, 4979, 5075, 5093,

5203, 5303, 5353, 5418, 5545, 5650, 5789, 5820, 5943, 5944, 5960,
5968, 5969, 5970, 5971, 6071, 6072, 6073, 6122, 6182, 6214, 6233,
6271, 6355, 6356, 6357, 6358, 6374, 6419, 6494, 6495, 6717, 6740,
6811, 6824, 6842, 6864, 6908, 6911, 6912
United States–States–New Mexico 847, 1381, 1468, 1711, 1712,
1751, 1983, 2035, 2395, 2478, 2927, 3735, 4320, 4324, 4410, 4433,
4472, 5063, 5177, 5374, 5375, 5991, 6057, 6089, 6152, 6239, 6283
United States–States–New York 53, 54, 56, 58, 59, 61, 67, 69, 71,
81, 252, 273, 282, 294, 303, 314, 318, 327, 380, 383, 403, 425, 434,
446, 448, 449, 478, 486, 510, 512, 514, 529, 532, 535, 539, 545,
548, 569, 582, 605, 609, 671, 675, 676, 682, 700, 703, 708, 720,
721, 723, 740, 798, 809, 817, 831, 863, 883, 921, 1015, 1016, 1017,
1092, 1148, 1182, 1194, 1381, 1437, 1468, 1499, 1506, 1532, 1579,
1588, 1590, 1616, 1779, 1805, 1810, 1871, 1881, 2002, 2033, 2035,
2065, 2092, 2107, 2116, 2123, 2254, 2272, 2275, 2292, 2299, 2345,
2359, 2360, 2394, 2402, 2407, 2452, 2478, 2558, 2586, 2605, 2606,
2766, 2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2894, 2896, 2947, 2977, 3003, 3054,
3078, 3173, 3175, 3196, 3231, 3660, 3771, 3838, 4019, 4022, 4160,
4172, 4334, 4429, 4433, 4498, 4550, 4652, 4670, 4712, 4744, 4795,
4878, 4879, 4898, 4899, 4916, 4947, 4968, 5007, 5008, 5009, 5094,
5131, 5132, 5144, 5145, 5146, 5147, 5236, 5242, 5293, 5316, 5360,
5455, 5476, 5477, 5543, 5617, 5649, 5679, 5681, 5694, 5807, 5861,
5962, 6201, 6207, 6278, 6284, 6411, 6428, 6505, 6545, 6571, 6607,
6608, 6609, 6616, 6626, 6701, 6702, 6725, 6726, 6727, 6728, 6777,
6822, 6837, 6889, 6946, 6947, 6971, 7008, 7098, 7099, 7200
United States–States–North Carolina 241, 249, 250, 288, 293, 296,
305, 322, 324, 333, 424, 452, 482, 503, 520, 598, 621, 647, 653,
658, 725, 726, 776, 786, 810, 827, 828, 850, 885, 889, 890, 909,
910, 934, 936, 937, 938, 942, 945, 960, 967, 968, 970, 976, 977,
979, 987, 998, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1008, 1011, 1015, 1016, 1017,
1030, 1037, 1039, 1041, 1042, 1057, 1090, 1091, 1095, 1096, 1097,
1099, 1102, 1118, 1123, 1129, 1131, 1148, 1149, 1151, 1152, 1154,
1160, 1162, 1164, 1165, 1167, 1171, 1172, 1173, 1180, 1182, 1183,
1210, 1211, 1235, 1250, 1257, 1280, 1286, 1289, 1308, 1321, 1351,
1355, 1366, 1371, 1419, 1420, 1422, 1423, 1434, 1437, 1438, 1446,
1447, 1453, 1468, 1474, 1475, 1479, 1487, 1488, 1502, 1508, 1526,
1527, 1529, 1545, 1546, 1550, 1558, 1603, 1610, 1615, 1639, 1641,
1642, 1651, 1660, 1678, 1710, 1751, 1753, 1763, 1765, 1780, 1802,
1839, 1841, 1854, 1881, 1944, 1946, 1961, 2012, 2026, 2033, 2034,
2035, 2065, 2117, 2167, 2223, 2229, 2240, 2250, 2252, 2275, 2287,
2335, 2400, 2408, 2423, 2468, 2478, 2479, 2545, 2558, 2583, 2590,
2654, 2669, 2716, 2735, 2748, 2757, 2772, 2785, 2786, 2787, 2816,
2836, 2837, 2851, 2852, 2853, 2868, 2884, 2888, 2896, 2906, 2911,
2913, 2915, 2929, 2930, 2945, 2947, 2953, 2967, 2974, 2977, 2985,
2992, 3000, 3065, 3078, 3107, 3127, 3133, 3140, 3160, 3171, 3201,
3208, 3220, 3245, 3247, 3505, 3545, 3615, 3652, 3666, 3698, 3764,
3818, 3838, 3875, 3899, 3986, 4001, 4071, 4078, 4117, 4248, 4301,
4452, 4574, 4636, 4688, 4689, 4699, 4736, 4766, 4824, 4896, 4958,
5085, 5086, 5135, 5212, 5248, 5321, 5636, 5670, 5671, 5672, 5860,
6057, 6091, 6228, 6258, 6322, 6512, 6592, 6801, 6938, 7145, 7191
United States–States–North Dakota 1468, 1750, 2176, 2343, 2478,
2757, 2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2896, 2920, 3025, 3078, 3098, 3386,
3676, 4019, 4343, 6014, 6385, 6455, 6497, 6789, 7137
United States–States–Ohio 52, 58, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 72, 77, 341,
364, 367, 371, 383, 415, 416, 418, 441, 463, 473, 544, 591, 598,
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608, 615, 638, 641, 674, 683, 686, 701, 704, 800, 824, 834, 837,
845, 869, 886, 889, 890, 903, 905, 908, 918, 923, 931, 959, 965,
968, 972, 974, 995, 1010, 1014, 1019, 1040, 1060, 1078, 1079,
1083, 1100, 1110, 1113, 1140, 1148, 1164, 1220, 1225, 1226, 1229,
1230, 1232, 1233, 1237, 1241, 1242, 1256, 1267, 1269, 1273, 1305,
1311, 1314, 1316, 1323, 1329, 1331, 1335, 1347, 1349, 1352, 1360,
1361, 1365, 1372, 1374, 1375, 1387, 1388, 1391, 1439, 1441, 1468,
1474, 1483, 1488, 1497, 1500, 1502, 1503, 1508, 1509, 1516, 1519,
1522, 1556, 1581, 1584, 1596, 1597, 1603, 1604, 1629, 1637, 1649,
1656, 1661, 1662, 1665, 1678, 1701, 1739, 1741, 1776, 1780, 1803,
1859, 1870, 1881, 1901, 1941, 1943, 1959, 1981, 2019, 2029, 2034,
2035, 2109, 2147, 2167, 2169, 2254, 2272, 2275, 2279, 2299, 2331,
2353, 2355, 2357, 2358, 2400, 2409, 2455, 2478, 2505, 2545, 2558,
2590, 2613, 2627, 2641, 2645, 2657, 2703, 2733, 2741, 2745, 2746,
2757, 2773, 2786, 2787, 2794, 2798, 2817, 2836, 2837, 2852, 2855,
2856, 2875, 2891, 2896, 2914, 2920, 2921, 2943, 2967, 3017, 3024,
3038, 3078, 3109, 3212, 3222, 3249, 3250, 3286, 3289, 3307, 3350,
3381, 3386, 3400, 3430, 3461, 3466, 3470, 3472, 3548, 3672, 3820,
3821, 3822, 3835, 3838, 3939, 4021, 4058, 4068, 4074, 4175, 4209,
4248, 4342, 4417, 4479, 4521, 4525, 4550, 4579, 4639, 4668, 4669,
4699, 4729, 4794, 4908, 4927, 4928, 4929, 4958, 5054, 5118, 5200,
5202, 5323, 5357, 5362, 5363, 5364, 5491, 5492, 5493, 5496, 5500,
5535, 5570, 6101, 6108, 6185, 6192, 6195, 6196, 6206, 6257, 6288,
6294, 6340, 6359, 6382, 6455, 6560, 6578, 6619, 6712, 6730, 6763,
6781, 6789, 6917, 7118, 7144, 7145, 7219, 7220, 7240
United States–States–Oklahoma 295, 311, 355, 366, 399, 435, 515,
582, 594, 598, 1149, 1164, 1468, 1912, 1946, 2035, 2314, 2362,
2400, 2558, 2654, 2657, 2757, 2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2851, 2892,
2896, 2911, 3026, 3078, 4248, 5594, 5611, 5612, 5620, 6582
United States–States–Oregon 601, 1108, 1468, 2395, 2478, 2588,
4086, 4320, 4332, 4450, 4481, 4516, 4583, 4584, 4613, 4713, 4748,
4763, 4804, 4866, 4880, 4885, 4886, 5148, 5428, 5429, 5479, 5823,
5919, 5926, 5927, 5928, 5929, 5930, 5958, 5973, 6023, 6103, 6112,
6186, 6197, 6203, 6206, 6259, 6261, 6262, 6263, 6381, 6390, 6403,
6415, 6432, 6445, 6446, 6467, 6469, 6524, 6533, 6542, 6545, 6571,
6587, 6601, 6613, 6631, 6646, 6650, 6653, 6654, 6682, 6688, 6714,
6715, 6716, 6732, 6756, 6757, 6768, 6769, 6791, 6792, 6793, 6803,
6808, 6809, 6825, 6826, 6827, 6856, 6857, 6868, 6871, 6873, 6907,
6915, 6949, 6958, 6964, 6996, 7002, 7025, 7026, 7029, 7031, 7059,
7060, 7074, 7075, 7093, 7101, 7102, 7103, 7110, 7111, 7124, 7125,
7131, 7134, 7135, 7141, 7158
United States–States–Pennsylvania 58, 69, 76, 78, 279, 368, 434,
439, 499, 526, 537, 545, 548, 689, 698, 710, 711, 756, 809, 820,
905, 908, 926, 971, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1033, 1062, 1077, 1138,
1139, 1148, 1164, 1207, 1230, 1273, 1302, 1309, 1363, 1364, 1367,
1368, 1468, 1563, 1583, 1639, 1665, 1788, 1792, 1844, 2026, 2074,
2272, 2300, 2478, 2482, 2558, 2590, 2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2896,
3194, 3348, 3387, 3437, 3464, 3477, 3824, 3825, 4019, 4047, 4248,
4437, 4628, 4812, 4920, 4925, 4960, 5161, 5223, 5229, 5535, 5643,
5649, 5822, 5828, 5829, 5939, 5962, 5972, 6027, 6029, 6193, 6274,
6549, 6555, 6556, 6584, 6745, 6777, 6815, 7177, 7232
United States–States–Rhode Island 314, 326, 329, 332, 335, 336,
485, 809, 1083, 1319, 1468, 2741, 3078
United States–States–South Carolina 68, 91, 270, 273, 314, 482,
936, 1114, 1148, 1164, 1172, 1257, 1438, 1453, 1468, 1529, 1641,

1665, 1678, 1700, 2183, 2254, 2315, 2395, 2478, 2505, 2558, 2654,
2735, 2753, 2757, 2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2851, 2896, 2911, 2929,
3123, 3167, 3168, 3298, 3338, 3386, 3479, 3606, 3665, 3691, 3838,
4079, 4117, 4153, 4248, 4550, 4721, 4766, 4843, 4965, 5012, 5244,
5320, 6142, 7191
United States–States–South Dakota 334, 349, 1071, 1165, 1263,
1361, 1394, 1515, 1569, 1711, 1712, 1750, 1792, 2478, 2757, 2786,
2787, 2836, 2837, 2896, 2920, 6436, 6455, 6571, 6579, 6730, 6789,
7137, 7227
United States–States–Tennessee 58, 61, 90, 437, 519, 568, 592, 596,
598, 614, 617, 620, 621, 623, 625, 631, 632, 636, 646, 658, 669,
684, 707, 738, 768, 820, 839, 841, 854, 874, 889, 890, 910, 940,
947, 968, 1091, 1124, 1127, 1130, 1148, 1164, 1258, 1468, 1475,
1529, 1603, 1698, 1744, 1745, 1753, 1759, 1780, 1803, 1854, 1872,
1976, 2034, 2035, 2123, 2169, 2187, 2215, 2254, 2272, 2300, 2478,
2529, 2536, 2558, 2671, 2676, 2706, 2735, 2757, 2786, 2787, 2821,
2828, 2836, 2837, 2851, 2852, 2892, 2896, 2911, 2929, 2974, 2985,
3043, 3078, 3126, 3140, 3211, 3285, 3293, 3302, 3347, 3774, 3796,
3838, 3880, 3888, 4067, 4072, 4248, 4609, 4694, 4824, 5085, 5086,
5536, 5667, 5979, 6143, 6160, 6264, 6611, 6988, 7108, 7161
United States–States–Texas 62, 64, 298, 360, 382, 448, 639, 671,
1000, 1067, 1097, 1164, 1468, 1936, 2035, 2169, 2254, 2395, 2478,
2558, 2657, 2754, 2757, 2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2851, 2896, 2911,
2948, 2985, 3218, 3304, 3502, 3786, 3838, 3890, 3898, 3995, 4019,
4117, 4248, 4542, 4945, 5587, 5610, 5861, 6258, 6411, 6571, 6582,
6730, 6877, 6927, 6998, 7008, 7157, 7240
United States–States–Utah 252, 340, 357, 657, 674, 1468, 2035,
2478, 5294, 6560, 7008
United States–States–Vermont 305, 327, 396, 1076, 1148, 1164,
1468, 2478, 4413, 4939, 5563, 5663, 6695, 6867, 6973, 7044, 7130
United States–States–Virginia 70, 75, 270, 285, 293, 308, 314, 352,
363, 380, 383, 389, 440, 468, 475, 478, 482, 490, 492, 496, 503,
548, 559, 575, 583, 584, 592, 598, 618, 624, 641, 658, 685, 702,
809, 889, 890, 968, 1000, 1082, 1086, 1126, 1127, 1128, 1130,
1148, 1164, 1165, 1245, 1257, 1270, 1312, 1420, 1423, 1450, 1468,
1488, 1502, 1507, 1508, 1529, 1547, 1551, 1559, 1574, 1603, 1625,
1640, 1660, 1661, 1665, 1668, 1678, 1689, 1710, 1787, 1792, 1800,
1824, 1840, 1841, 1854, 1869, 1870, 1901, 1941, 1944, 1961, 2033,
2034, 2035, 2250, 2300, 2324, 2388, 2396, 2478, 2505, 2558, 2590,
2622, 2632, 2675, 2742, 2757, 2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2851, 2852,
2896, 2911, 2929, 2974, 3215, 3292, 3308, 3381, 3478, 3505, 3545,
3786, 3986, 4248, 4699, 4726, 4766, 4974, 5496, 5745, 5997, 6075,
6235, 6290, 6295, 6322, 6562, 6563, 6564, 6565, 6573, 6610, 6632,
6684, 6836, 6921, 7001, 7007, 7109
United States–States–Washington state 339, 572, 601, 753, 863,
1184, 1437, 1468, 1648, 1861, 2249, 2272, 2395, 2590, 2680, 2712,
2746, 3078, 3106, 3131, 3141, 3475, 3542, 4019, 4257, 4464, 4494,
4529, 4600, 4605, 4613, 4883, 4982, 5090, 5239, 5457, 5483, 5523,
5552, 5783, 5919, 5929, 5930, 5951, 6032, 6047, 6060, 6202, 6269,
6336, 6381, 6390, 6526, 6545, 6551, 6552, 6575, 6623, 6631, 6646,
6688, 6691, 6775, 6821, 6868, 6915, 7008, 7074, 7075, 7158
United States–States–West Virginia 923, 925, 1142, 1148, 1164,
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1254, 1338, 1468, 1625, 1670, 1705, 1786, 1815, 1988, 2154, 2254,
2275, 2359, 2478, 2558, 2786, 2787, 2836, 2837, 2896, 2911, 3078,
4434, 4642, 4733, 5644, 5816, 5954, 5957, 6040, 6125, 7145
United States–States–Wisconsin 334, 339, 368, 393, 407, 434, 505,
524, 573, 580, 587, 593, 603, 627, 677, 781, 809, 852, 869, 887,
1009, 1064, 1065, 1083, 1136, 1144, 1148, 1164, 1176, 1223, 1228,
1249, 1261, 1277, 1290, 1293, 1300, 1301, 1318, 1326, 1331, 1335,
1356, 1358, 1369, 1377, 1381, 1382, 1387, 1388, 1393, 1394, 1418,
1427, 1436, 1437, 1468, 1471, 1479, 1488, 1493, 1510, 1521, 1522,
1525, 1576, 1598, 1624, 1643, 1646, 1661, 1662, 1663, 1664, 1699,
1722, 1746, 1751, 1787, 1792, 1816, 1845, 1857, 1870, 1892, 1940,
1942, 1944, 1946, 2030, 2067, 2145, 2146, 2156, 2169, 2254, 2259,
2272, 2275, 2290, 2313, 2325, 2352, 2386, 2394, 2395, 2403, 2410,
2411, 2414, 2434, 2444, 2452, 2469, 2470, 2478, 2491, 2505, 2534,
2558, 2599, 2745, 2757, 2786, 2787, 2798, 2811, 2836, 2837, 2896,
2914, 2920, 3066, 3078, 3169, 3386, 3468, 3567, 3623, 3835, 3838,
3874, 4082, 4099, 4209, 4248, 4263, 4305, 4314, 4325, 4414, 4433,
4547, 4550, 4577, 4808, 5032, 5169, 5252, 5660, 5726, 6436, 6519,
6571, 6575, 6640, 6730, 6760, 6789, 6844, 6848, 6852, 6871, 6942,
7051, 7127

Valsoia S.p.A. (Bologna, Italy) 6449
Van Gundy, Dorothea. See Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and
Their Authors
Van Gundy, Theodore A. (1874-1935), and La Sierra Industries (La
Sierra, California) 2439
Vanaspati (Vegetable Shortening, Vegetable Ghee, or Vanaspati
Ghee) 4061, 4850, 6893
Vandemoortele N.V. (Izegem, Netherlands). Including Alpro (Early
Years Only) and Vamo 4914, 4915, 5027, 5036, 5092, 5231, 5348,
5349, 5427, 5778, 5791, 5898
Varieties of soybeans–Earliest document seen... See Historical–
Earliest Document Seen
Varieties, soybean. See Soybean Varieties, Soybean Varieties USA–
Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type, Soybean Varieties USA–Special
High Protein

United States–States–Wyoming 1468, 2478, 7008
Upjohn, Inc. Named Pharmacia & Upjohn since 2 Nov. 1995 6517

Varieties, soybean–Chinese. See Chinese Soybean Types and
Varieties

Urban Problems Worldwide, Including Tangible Problems
(Urbanization, Scarce Jobs, Money, Housing, Poor Schools, Welfare
Abuse, Drugs, Gangs, and Crime) and Values Problems (Racism,
Despair, Poor Work Habits, Lower Class Problems) Worldwide
2319

Varieties, soybean–European Chinese. See European Soybean Types
and Varieties

Urbana Laboratories (Urbana, Illinois), Maker of Legume
Inoculants. Founded by Albert Lemuel Whiting in 1919 1816

Variety Development and Breeding of Soybeans (General,
Including Varieties and Seeds) 615, 642, 644, 699, 722, 732, 748,
757, 767, 780, 785, 787, 791, 794, 796, 805, 811, 845, 860, 879,
887, 889, 890, 898, 909, 960, 966, 1012, 1033, 1043, 1047, 1050,
1057, 1066, 1083, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1094, 1108, 1143, 1144, 1145,
1155, 1165, 1186, 1206, 1222, 1234, 1237, 1256, 1296, 1309, 1311,
1354, 1366, 1387, 1388, 1390, 1403, 1407, 1408, 1429, 1438, 1495,
1522, 1541, 1544, 1550, 1580, 1603, 1631, 1641, 1645, 1647, 1649,
1653, 1661, 1662, 1663, 1670, 1685, 1699, 1724, 1731, 1732, 1743,
1751, 1755, 1791, 1794, 1807, 1814, 1841, 1857, 1864, 1882, 1891,
1912, 1924, 1947, 1965, 1988, 2008, 2010, 2030, 2037, 2040, 2054,
2056, 2057, 2058, 2066, 2068, 2074, 2082, 2086, 2088, 2103, 2108,
2134, 2135, 2139, 2141, 2159, 2165, 2169, 2187, 2214, 2225, 2254,
2287, 2293, 2304, 2325, 2349, 2372, 2389, 2394, 2397, 2401, 2412,
2423, 2445, 2451, 2474, 2482, 2488, 2512, 2549, 2588, 2590, 2591,
2597, 2612, 2615, 2628, 2646, 2651, 2696, 2709, 2734, 2755, 2768,
2817, 2828, 2829, 2845, 2900, 2902, 2911, 2918, 2919, 2920, 2966,
2967, 2975, 2984, 2992, 2993, 3002, 3007, 3009, 3015, 3016, 3032,
3036, 3047, 3049, 3058, 3071, 3072, 3088, 3092, 3103, 3131, 3140,
3150, 3174, 3177, 3178, 3184, 3192, 3200, 3223, 3229, 3230, 3234,
3235, 3236, 3238, 3241, 3243, 3279, 3324, 3336, 3349, 3358, 3363,
3380, 3382, 3387, 3392, 3394, 3410, 3439, 3449, 3468, 3475, 3498,
3531, 3568, 3589, 3610, 3611, 3626, 3679, 3680, 3685, 3688, 3692,
3694, 3698, 3699, 3700, 3701, 3704, 3716, 3719, 3720, 3723, 3730,
3732, 3735, 3747, 3749, 3753, 3789, 3797, 3809, 3813, 3817, 3839,
3840, 3859, 3862, 3866, 3869, 3909, 3923, 3935, 3955, 3965, 3970,
3978, 4021, 4023, 4038, 4051, 4061, 4072, 4089, 4110, 4131, 4132,
4144, 4147, 4152, 4156, 4157, 4170, 4194, 4218, 4224, 4227, 4234,

Urease. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Urease and Its Inactivation
U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana,
Illinois). Founded April 1936. Analytical Section Merged into
Northern Regional Research Lab. (Peoria) 1 July 1942 2335, 2362,
2394, 2400, 2401, 2423, 2520, 2527, 2573, 2590, 2603, 2620, 2646,
2656, 2657, 2665, 2668, 2679, 2707, 2709, 2714, 2716, 2735, 2746,
2757, 2767, 2795, 2810, 2828, 2838, 2839, 2849, 2851, 2852, 2853,
2854, 2892, 2911, 2914, 2920, 2929, 2930, 2953, 2955, 2983, 3002,
3016, 3052, 3098, 3099, 3103, 3137, 3139, 3140, 3247, 3291, 3436,
3484, 3505, 3545, 3565, 3574, 3839, 3840, 4018, 4155, 4189
U.S. Soybean Export Council (USSEC) 7005
USA. See United States of America
USA–Food uses of soybeans, early. See Historical–Documents
about Food Uses of Soybeans (or recipes) in the USA before 1900
USDA. See United States Department of Agriculture
USDA National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, Maryland).
See National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, Maryland)
USSR. See Europe, Eastern–USSR

Varieties, soybean–Japanese. See Japanese Soybean Types and
Varieties
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4270, 4286, 4293, 4300, 4302, 4307, 4316, 4322, 4326, 4364, 4367,
4369, 4394, 4405, 4410, 4456, 4478, 4496, 4511, 4651, 4688, 4745,
4749, 4766, 4769, 4771, 4800, 4807, 4814, 4824, 4843, 4923, 4934,
4946, 4967, 4969, 4998, 5003, 5028, 5031, 5042, 5045, 5085, 5086,
5101, 5102, 5103, 5104, 5108, 5110, 5173, 5179, 5186, 5188, 5196,
5201, 5206, 5238, 5258, 5267, 5281, 5282, 5295, 5341, 5342, 5385,
5397, 5408, 5415, 5419, 5450, 5491, 5501, 5504, 5516, 5520, 5524,
5537, 5544, 5546, 5547, 5577, 5597, 5633, 5669, 5673, 5674, 5727,
5741, 5753, 5785, 5830, 5978, 6025, 6064, 6135, 6162, 6187, 6332,
6388, 6512, 6861, 6969, 7222, 7223
Variety Development, Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or
Handling of Soybeans for Food Uses 4341, 4524, 5004, 5037, 5111,
5538, 5550, 5556, 5657, 5670, 5896, 5905, 5913, 5919, 6041, 6045,
6046, 6108, 6176, 6181, 6277, 6298, 6299, 6300, 6301, 6302, 6305,
6345, 6381, 6455, 6942, 7009

(1869-1948)
Vegetarianism–Concerning a Diet and Lifestyle Free of Flesh
Foods, But Which May Include Dairy Products or Eggs. See also:
Veganism 313, 695, 788, 815, 863, 1173, 1182, 2018, 2331, 2438,
2630, 2828, 3231, 3844, 3989, 4478, 4486, 4495, 5037, 5226, 5535,
6251, 6433, 6470, 6843, 7061
Vegetarianism–Efficiency of Plants Much Greater Than Animals in
Producing Food from a Given Input of Energy, Land, or Water. Also
Called Political Economy 788, 3989, 4022, 4082, 7104
Vegetarianism–Religious Aspects–Religions of Indian Origin–
Buddhism (Including Zen), Hinduism, Jainism, Yoga, and Ayurveda
5226
Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with 2828, 3231

Variety development of soybeans. See Breeding of Soybeans and
Classical Genetics, Germplasm Collections and Resources, and
Gene Banks, Irradiation of Soybeans for Breeding and Variety
Development

Vegetarianism–Statistics and Analyses on the Number of
Vegetarians or the Size of the Vegetarian Products Market 695
Vegetarianism, the Environment, and Ecology 6573

Variety names / nomenclature–standardization. See Nomenclature
of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of
Variety names of early U.S. soybeans. See Lists and Descriptions
(Official) of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers
and Synonyms
Veganism. See Vegetarianism–Veganism
Vegetable oils. See Specific Oilseeds such as Peanut Oil, Sesame
Oil, Sunflower Oil, etc
Vegetable soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans

Vegetarianism–Veganism–Concerning a Plant-Based or Vegan
Diet and Lifestyle Free of All Animal Products, Including Dairy
Products, Eggs, and in Some Cases Honey and Leather 192, 2671,
3739, 6087, 6134, 6361, 6532, 6650, 6651, 6756, 6928, 7007, 7012,
7024, 7060
Velvet Bean. Mucuna pruriens (L.) DC. Formerly: Mucuna utilis.
Formerly called Banana Bean (Rarely) or Velvetbean 392, 456, 498,
504, 521, 628, 889, 899, 960, 968, 1036, 1043, 1123, 1147, 1148,
1156, 1210, 1258, 1280, 1289, 1292, 1334, 1366, 1371, 1443, 1457,
1600, 1601, 1602, 1794, 1812, 1936, 2368, 2936, 2992, 3080, 3469,
3621

Vegetable-type or edible soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans, General
Information About, Not Including Use As Green Vegetable
Soybeans

Vereenigde Ost-Indische Compagnie. See Dutch East India
Company

Vegetable-type soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or Edible or Food-Grade Soybeans

Viability and life-span of soybean seeds. See Storage of Seeds

Vestro Foods, Inc. See Westbrae Natural Foods

Viana Naturkost GmbH. See Tofutown.com
Vegetarian and Vegan Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects–
Children and Teenagers 3231

Victor Food Products, Ltd. (Scarborough, Ontario, Canada).
Founded by Stephen Yu in 1978 5426

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Diabetes and Diabetic Diets 815
Vegetarian Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects–Vitamins 2828
Vegetarian / Meatless Burgers–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 4021, 4486, 6413
Vegetarian / Natural Foods Products Companies. See Imagine
Foods, Inc. (California)

Victory Soya Mills Ltd. (Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Started in Nov.
1944 as Victory Mills Ltd. Named Sunsoy Products Ltd. from 1936
to 1945. Renamed Victory Mills, Ltd. from 1945 to 1954. Owned
by (Subsidiary of) Canadian Breweries Ltd., then by Procter &
Gamble from 1954, then by Central Soya Co. from 1985) 2859,
2978, 4021, 4970, 5111, 5916
Videotapes or References to Video Tapes 5859, 5905, 6278, 6285,
6467

Vegetarian or Vegan Restaurants or Cafeterias 3739, 4478
Vietnamese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy 4974
Vegetarian pioneers. See Gandhi, Mohandas K. (“Mahatma”)
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Vigna sesquipedalis. See Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean

6596, 6626, 6631, 6649, 6688, 6703, 6712, 6717, 6721, 6740, 6828,
6860, 6869, 6870, 6871, 6877, 6897, 6913, 6915, 6918, 6942, 6943,
7074, 7075, 7158

Vigna unguiculata or V. sinensis. See Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea

Wedge press. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Wedge Press

Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. (France). In 1975 Vilmorin joined the
Limagrain Group (Groupe Limagrain) and is now officially named
Vilmorin s.a.. 79, 85, 144, 156, 192, 206, 222, 246, 253, 254, 260,
292, 597, 641, 723, 907, 1145, 1277, 1404, 1405, 1408, 1477, 1873,
2201, 2389, 2438, 2559, 2570, 2770, 2845, 2903, 2904, 3206, 4392

Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use 24, 26, 30, 32, 33, 85, 111, 120,
129, 135, 171, 179, 212, 234, 263, 283, 319, 333, 356, 368, 379,
413, 424, 451, 465, 466, 483, 511, 578, 608, 609, 715, 786, 824,
877, 906, 919, 921, 929, 937, 973, 1001, 1010, 1026, 1118, 1150,
1224, 1231, 1276, 1324, 1352, 1360, 1374, 1440, 1442, 1478, 1487,
1492, 1493, 1495, 1575, 1576, 1600, 1601, 1660, 1678, 1682, 1692,
1695, 1714, 1723, 1731, 1736, 1754, 1756, 1757, 1777, 1796, 1799,
1806, 1850, 1859, 1863, 1864, 1867, 1868, 1885, 1932, 1937, 1944,
1945, 1949, 1957, 2017, 2019, 2092, 2101, 2111, 2147, 2171, 2186,
2211, 2229, 2253, 2258, 2260, 2275, 2279, 2280, 2303, 2311, 2312,
2337, 2344, 2345, 2357, 2358, 2359, 2409, 2417, 2474, 2503, 2519,
2539, 2559, 2614, 2629, 2641, 2680, 2708, 2716, 2791, 2792, 2806,
2813, 2846, 2849, 2855, 2865, 2888, 2891, 2895, 2921, 2930, 2945,
2951, 2963, 3000, 3002, 3015, 3019, 3029, 3038, 3047, 3052, 3056,
3108, 3112, 3115, 3127, 3129, 3135, 3137, 3175, 3198, 3202, 3203,
3237, 3247, 3251, 3255, 3263, 3285, 3322, 3331, 3332, 3334, 3336,
3381, 3382, 3385, 3386, 3396, 3399, 3422, 3440, 3473, 3474, 3498,
3505, 3507, 3514, 3520, 3523, 3545, 3547, 3588, 3601, 3618, 3621,
3664, 3668, 3670, 3695, 3698, 3704, 3705, 3715, 3723, 3727, 3732,
3738, 3744, 3785, 3789, 3791, 3792, 3795, 3798, 3811, 3813, 3816,
3821, 3823, 3843, 3862, 3870, 3875, 3878, 3886, 3895, 3923, 3935,
3939, 3957, 3978, 3984, 3987, 4001, 4006, 4012, 4018, 4022, 4048,
4050, 4051, 4059, 4061, 4062, 4065, 4070, 4082, 4088, 4093, 4115,
4130, 4131, 4146, 4151, 4152, 4163, 4165, 4177, 4197, 4219, 4222,
4229, 4254, 4255, 4263, 4296, 4300, 4301, 4310, 4342, 4361, 4387,
4405, 4411, 4417, 4422, 4453, 4502, 4504, 4506, 4507, 4520, 4535,
4536, 4537, 4538, 4551, 4552, 4588, 4593, 4647, 4688, 4689, 4700,
4719, 4721, 4724, 4725, 4727, 4732, 4750, 4769, 4783, 4810, 4819,
4841, 4873, 4893, 4962, 4970, 4983, 4988, 5024, 5025, 5032, 5033,
5042, 5085, 5088, 5104, 5108, 5123, 5181, 5225, 5229, 5244, 5278,
5295, 5297, 5299, 5304, 5329, 5384, 5463, 5468, 5491, 5524, 5534,
5597, 5606, 5608, 5633, 5635, 5652, 5727, 5729, 5731, 5740, 5744,
5747, 5751, 5756, 5785, 5806, 5861, 5865, 5913, 5935, 5966, 6046,
6092, 6095, 6100, 6139, 6144, 6159, 6169, 6192, 6222, 6267, 6301,
6332, 6334, 6340, 6350, 6373, 6397, 6408, 6460, 6476, 6490, 6491,
6496, 6499, 6512, 6517, 6538, 6603, 6628, 6631, 6646, 6667, 6717,
6729, 6730, 6742, 6782, 6783, 6786, 6833, 6844, 6862, 7034, 7036,
7061, 7065, 7067, 7068, 7095, 7127, 7140, 7151, 7157, 7198, 7216

Vigna mungo. See Black gram or urd

Vitamin E (Eight Forms of Tocopherol, Natural Powerful
Antioxidants) 5690, 5772, 6824, 6995, 7029, 7053, 7126, 7237
Vitamins B-12 (Cyanocobalamin, Cobalamins) 4221, 6315, 6400
Vitamins (General) 1479, 1484, 2069, 2120, 2336, 2417, 2633,
2767, 2828, 3151, 3231, 4256, 5906
Vitamins in a vegetarian diet. See Vegetarian Diets–Nutrition /
Nutritional Aspects–Vitamins
Vitasoy International Holdings Ltd. (Hong Kong Soya Bean
Products Co. Ltd. before 24 Sept. 1990), and Vitasoy (USA) Inc.,
(Brisbane, California–south of San Francisco). Including Nasoya
Foods (from Aug. 1990) and Azumaya Inc. (from May 1993).
Founded by K.S. Lo (Lived 1910 to 1995), in Hong Kong. Started
in March 1940 5006, 5518, 5525, 5657, 5916, 6062, 6301, 6381,
6457, 6614, 6858, 6950, 7051
Voandzeia subterranea or Voandzou. See Bambarra groundnuts
Walnut Acres (Penns Creek, Pensylvania). Grower of Organic
Foods. Miller of Stone-Ground Flours and Cereals. Seller (in Store
and by Mail Order) of Natural Foods. Founded about 1946-1949 by
Paul and Betty Keene 3437, 4019, 4047, 6555, 6556, 6854
War, Civil, USA. See Civil War in USA (1861-1865)
War Food Administration of USDA. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food Administration (WFA)
War, Russo-Japanese. See Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–
Soybeans and Soyfoods
War, Sino-Japanese. See Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans
and Soyfoods
War, world. See World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods, World War
II–Soybeans and Soyfoods
Water Use, Misuse, and Scarcity–Environmental Issues 5457, 6582,
6817, 7193

Weight of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–
Weight of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound
Westbrae Natural Foods, Inc. (Berkeley, California). Founded in
Feb. 1971 by Bob Gerner. Later in Carson. Subsidiary of Vestro
Foods, Inc. Acquired by the Hain Food Group of Uniondale, New
York, 14 Oct. 1997 4356, 4942, 5143, 5379, 5380, 5439, 5548,
5549, 5670, 5773, 5825, 5917, 6009, 6010, 6011, 6076, 6121, 6185,
6206, 6218, 6219, 6256, 6258, 6416, 6480, 6489, 6527, 6616, 6626,
6641, 6701, 6702, 6725, 6726, 6727, 6728, 6837, 6889

Waterproof goods or cloth. See Linoleum, Floor Coverings,
Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods

Western Samoa. See Oceania–Samoa

Websites or Information on the World Wide Web or Internet 6223,
6384, 6390, 6480, 6489, 6526, 6535, 6540, 6545, 6546, 6553, 6574,

Wheat Gluten and Seitan Industry and Market Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses–Individual Companies 4739, 5563
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Wheat Gluten. Chinese–Pinyin: Mianjin / Mian-jin. Wade-Giles:
Mienchin / Mien-chin 266, 359, 564, 789, 1206, 1881, 2234, 2828,
3231, 4741, 4756, 5401, 5656, 5709, 5784, 5940, 5944, 5949, 5950,
5955, 5961, 5988, 5989, 6118, 6199, 6276, 6308, 6309, 6371, 6390,
6413, 6431, 6439, 6440, 6563, 6566, 6613, 6632, 6656, 6845, 6868,
6915, 6946, 6992, 7002, 7007, 7021, 7022, 7042, 7060, 7074, 7075,
7093, 7109, 7111, 7131, 7134, 7135, 7158, 7159
Wheat Gluten–Historical Documents Published before 1900 266,
359
Wheat Gluten Made into Seitan (Including Wheatmeat, Tan Pups,
and Tan Pops) 3824, 4486, 4619, 4654, 4739, 4789, 5037, 5050,
5205, 5531, 5551, 5563, 5566, 5661, 5714, 5716, 5717, 5778, 5791,
5804, 5808, 5821, 5995, 6057, 6071, 6072, 6073, 6090, 6323, 6346,
6349, 6371, 6435, 6452, 6606
Wheat used in Chinese-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Chinese
Style, Made with a Significant Proportion of Wheat or Barley
Whip Topping (Non-Dairy–Resembles Whipped Cream or
Whipping Cream and Contains Soy Protein) 2605, 4416, 4460,
5854, 6836, 6928
Whipping or foaming in soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates–
Enzyme-Modified Soy Protein Isolates with Whipping / Foaming
Properties Used to Replace Egg Albumen
White soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–White
White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado). Founded in Sept. 1977 by
Steve Demos. Including Soyfoods Unlimited. Owned by Dean
Foods Co. since 8 May 2002 4320, 4353, 4415, 4433, 4517, 4518,
4540, 4541, 4728, 4747, 4759, 4937, 5070, 5071, 5266, 5478, 5482,
5535, 5646, 5647, 5659, 5670, 5678, 5689, 5761, 5771, 5783, 5784,
5961, 6035, 6051, 6059, 6113, 6129, 6183, 6184, 6198, 6199, 6204,
6302, 6381, 6412, 6413, 6422, 6485, 6537, 6548, 6549, 6557, 6591,
6595, 6606, 6617, 6655, 6658, 6779, 6794, 6847, 6860, 6866, 6870,
6910, 6941, 6943, 6959, 6961, 6980, 6986, 6998, 7008, 7023, 7051
Whitehouse Products, Inc. See Delsoy Products, Inc.

Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Food Products 4618, 4619,
4620, 4731
Whole Dry Soybeans, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Food
Products 4534, 4984, 6133
Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Boiled but Otherwise Unprocessed as
Food) 17, 39, 62, 64, 68, 70, 75, 76, 83, 90, 91, 116, 190, 196, 208,
211, 223, 236, 237, 252, 254, 260, 266, 270, 287, 294, 298, 307,
322, 324, 346, 377, 386, 401, 406, 453, 663, 691, 728, 744, 745,
753, 815, 863, 909, 964, 1001, 1057, 1060, 1080, 1086, 1097, 1142,
1146, 1184, 1206, 1271, 1310, 1372, 1383, 1390, 1407, 1416, 1479,
1487, 1537, 1538, 1566, 1755, 1798, 1869, 1873, 1911, 1931, 1948,
1964, 2004, 2023, 2033, 2083, 2112, 2127, 2145, 2146, 2159, 2199,
2201, 2275, 2279, 2299, 2383, 2385, 2389, 2395, 2438, 2560, 2573,
2582, 2596, 2603, 2614, 2621, 2629, 2630, 2634, 2651, 2691, 2695,
2698, 2702, 2719, 2770, 2804, 2828, 2847, 2881, 2897, 2932, 2951,
2975, 3035, 3047, 3054, 3078, 3231, 3232, 3485, 3528, 3631, 3653,
3678, 3757, 3824, 3844, 3890, 3891, 3898, 4056, 4061, 4223, 4306,
4312, 4419, 4457, 4475, 4476, 4686, 4689, 5101, 5106, 5111, 5238,
5262, 5389, 5611, 5612, 5620, 5648, 5729, 5772, 5786, 5791, 5885,
5920, 6020, 6247, 6264, 6527, 6812, 6852
Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Unprocessed as Feed) 210, 254, 266,
294, 379, 406, 453, 593, 1383, 2275
Whole Foods Market. Founded in 1978 in Austin, Texas, by John
Mackey and Renee Lawson 7008
Whole Soy Flakes (Flaked Soybeans), Grits, Granules, or Textured
Products, Made from Whole Dry Soybeans (Not Defatted). See
Also: Soy Flour: Whole or Full-fat 3995, 5356, 5467, 5690, 5736,
5918, 5998, 5999, 6000, 6001, 6183, 6279, 6381
WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN Industries, Inc.), Modesto
WholeSoy Co. (California), and Aros Sojaprodukter (Örsundsbro,
then Enkoeping, Sweden; Founded by Ted Nordquist. Started Feb.
1981) 5696, 5933, 5934, 6114, 6115, 6412, 6543, 6544, 6588, 6589,
6657, 6664, 6733, 6776, 6787, 6798, 6874, 6875, 6876, 6899, 6961,
6964, 7008, 7053, 7062, 7089
Wiancko, Alfred Theodore (1872-1949, Purdue Univ., Indiana) 554,
574, 577, 579, 594, 843, 884, 888, 1010, 1299, 1335, 1429, 1456,
2745, 7240

Whiting, Albert Lemuel. See Urbana Laboratories
Whole Dry Soybean Flakes. See Microsoy Corp., Formerly Nichii
Company
Whole Dry Soybeans Cooked with Plenty of Water for a Long Time
to Make Soybean Congee or Gruel 22

Wild Annual Soybean (Glycine soja Siebold & Zuccarini, formerly
named G. ussuriensis Regel & Maack, and G. angustifolia Miquel)
263, 317, 351, 425, 641, 892, 973, 1923, 3047, 3081, 3507, 3846,
4967, 5103, 5527, 5755, 6016
Wild, perennial relatives of the soybean. See Neonotonia wightii

Whole Dry Soybeans for Food Uses–Industry and Market Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses–Individual Companies 5356, 5918
Whole Dry Soybeans, Ground or Mashed to a Paste After Boiling,
or Ground Raw with Water to a Fresh Puree or Slurry (Including
Japanese Gô) 116, 197, 436, 869, 1077, 1525, 2116, 2590, 2630,
5594, 6694, 6993
Whole Dry Soybeans, Ground to a Paste, Puree, or Slurry, Then

Wild, Perennial Relatives of the Soybean–Glycine Species (Glycine
albicans, G. aphyonota, G. arenaria, G. argyrea, G. canescens,
G. clandestina, G. curvata, G. cyrtoloba, G. falcata, G. gracei,
G. hirticaulis, G. lactovirens, G. latifolia, G. latrobeana, G.
montis-douglas, G. mycrophylla, G. peratosa, G. pindanica, G. G.
rubiginosa, G. stenophita, G. syndetika, G. tabacina, G. pullenii
tomentella) (Former Names and Synonyms Include G. sericea, and
G. tomentosa) 263, 3110, 3684, 3724, 5527, 6016, 6784
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7126, 7237
Wild Soybeans (General) 162, 393, 407, 785, 2242, 2394, 3686,
4131, 4132, 4599, 4965, 5101
Wildwood Harvest Foods, Inc. Formed on 24 Aug. 2001 by the
merger of Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc. (Santa Cruz and Fairfax,
California; started Nov. 1977) and Midwest Harvest, Inc. (Grinnell,
Iowa; started Jan. 1999) 4638, 4650, 4761, 4943, 4944, 5072, 5312,
5313, 5381, 5382, 5465, 5480, 5481, 5532, 5586, 5625, 5656, 5686,
5724, 5807, 5818, 5851, 5852, 6012, 6248, 6249, 6327, 6328, 6352,
6353, 6354, 6365, 6404, 6407, 6508, 6544, 6569, 6570, 6576, 6660,
6770, 6799, 6865, 6884, 6903, 6904, 6961, 6994, 7073
Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc. See Wildwood Harvest, Inc.
Williams, Charles Burgess (1871-1947). North Carolina Soybean
Pioneer 934, 942, 960, 976, 977, 979, 1011, 1015, 1016, 1017,
1091, 1097, 1131, 1167, 1420, 1422, 1710, 1765, 1841, 2915, 3107,
3615, 4636, 4766
Wilson soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth
Yellow
Wing Seed Co. (Mechanicsburg, Champaign County, Ohio).
Founded 1909. Including Joseph Elwyn Wing (1861-1915), Charles
Bullard Wing (1878-1949), and David Grant Wing (1896-1984)
608, 674, 837, 905, 906, 908, 965, 1014, 1020, 1033, 1056, 1060,
1076, 1113, 1349, 6560
Winged Bean (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus) (Also Called FourAngled Bean, Goa Bean, Goabean, Asparagus Bean, Asparagus
Pea, Segidilla, Seguidilla or Seguidillas Bean, Square Podded Pea,
Square Podded Crimson Pea, Botor tetragonoloba, Dolichos-, or
Lotus tetragonolobus, Pois Carré, Kecipir or Ketjeper, Calamismis
or Kalamismis) 44, 87, 317, 747, 889, 1035, 1443, 1600, 1601,
1602, 2433, 3362, 4083, 4561, 4694, 4701, 4706
Wizard’s Cauldron, Ltd. (Cedar Grove, North Carolina). Formerly
Linden’s Elfworks, then Elf Works, Ltd., then American Natural
Foods. Founded by John Troy 4736, 5650, 6091, 6258
Woodworth, Clyde M. (1888-1960, Plant Breeder, Univ. of Illinois)
1387, 1388, 1394, 1445, 1662, 1664, 1913, 2633, 2682, 2709, 2735,
2918, 2919, 2953, 4024, 4550

World problems. See Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food
Shortages, and Mortality, Nuclear Power, Weapons, War, Fallout, or
Radioactivity, Population Growth (Human) and Related Problems
(Including Poverty), Protein Resources and Shortages, and the
“World Protein Crisis / Gap / Problem” of 1950-1979, Sustainable
Development and Growth
World problems–Environmental issues & concerns. See
Environmental Issues, Concerns, and Protection (General, Including
Deep Ecology, Pollution of the Environment, Global Warming, etc.)
World–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production and
Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 663
World–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses 2330, 2908, 3381, 3505, 4594, 6817
World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also known as the “First
World War” and “The Great War” 977, 1006, 1094, 1113, 1138,
1145, 1158, 1189, 1266, 1281, 1329, 1349, 1408, 1475, 1530, 1537,
1538, 1593, 1662, 1723, 1952, 2093, 2159, 2336, 2739, 2904, 2945,
2956, 3048, 3839, 3840, 3990, 4762, 5610, 6560, 7240
World War II–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also Called the “Second
World War” 2098, 2456, 2520, 2529, 2532, 2577, 2582, 2599, 2603,
2608, 2609, 2612, 2619, 2620, 2627, 2629, 2636, 2640, 2652, 2657,
2661, 2668, 2670, 2671, 2673, 2676, 2678, 2688, 2693, 2697, 2703,
2712, 2719, 2724, 2725, 2729, 2753, 2756, 2764, 2783, 2791, 2799,
2807, 2814, 2821, 2827, 2828, 2900, 2905, 2907, 2908, 2925, 2937,
2945, 2991, 3003, 3007, 3019, 3048, 3078, 3092, 3206, 3420, 3528,
3653, 3816, 3838, 3839, 3840, 3858, 3862, 3894, 3990, 4021, 4209,
4234, 4543, 4550, 4602, 4609, 4864, 4958, 5001, 5103, 5111, 5219,
5237, 5410, 5679, 5702, 5782, 5806, 6047, 6251, 6522, 6763, 6817,
6894
Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington, Ohio). Including Battle
Creek Foods (Michigan) from 1960, and Madison Foods
(Tennessee) from 1964. A subsidiary of Miles Laboratories from
March 1970 to Oct. 1982. Including Loma Linda Foods from Jan.
1990 3381, 4080, 4492, 6195, 6196, 6578
Yamasa Corporation (Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon) 1627

Worcestershire Sauce–Brands Made by Companies Other than Lea
& Perrins 6801

Yamato Tofuhaus Sojaprodukte GmbH. See Huegli Naehrmittel
A.G. (Steinach-Arbon, Switzerland)

Worcestershire Sauce (Soy Sauce Was the Main Ingredient before
the 1940s). Including Lea & Perrins in England 522, 705, 821,
1173, 2036, 2159, 2161, 2228, 2361, 2467, 2504, 2535, 2678, 6801

Yamei Kin (1864-1934). First Chinese Woman to Take a Medical
Degree in the United States. Also Miss Y. May Kin and Mrs. Kin
Eca da Silva 750, 1182, 1193

Worcestershire Sauce–With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient 522,
705, 821, 1173, 2036, 2159, 2467, 2504, 2535, 2678, 6801

Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean–Vigna sesquipedalis (L.)
Fruw.. 879, 1199

World 767, 815, 1479, 1514, 1839, 1852, 1900, 2081, 2230, 2275,
2283, 2500, 2559, 2829, 2867, 2928, 3047, 3048, 3305, 3342, 3484,
3545, 3960, 4269, 4296, 4497, 4566, 4582, 4594, 4688, 4689, 4811,
4960, 5003, 5029, 5149, 5277, 5282, 5299, 5501, 5512, 5751, 6512,
6703, 6773, 6817, 6861, 6893, 6990, 6995, 7029, 7045, 7053, 7085,

Yellow soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Yellow
Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. (Singapore and Malaysia) and Affiliates 5657,
5916
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Yield Statistics, Soybean 6, 7, 77, 78, 83, 90, 98, 101, 115, 116, 118,
128, 130, 132, 145, 152, 162, 167, 171, 180, 190, 208, 222, 234,
250, 261, 264, 270, 271, 276, 277, 285, 291, 297, 300, 306, 309,
310, 312, 315, 316, 319, 320, 326, 327, 334, 337, 347, 348, 351,
359, 360, 361, 362, 366, 375, 377, 378, 379, 380, 381, 383, 384,
388, 394, 395, 398, 402, 403, 405, 407, 413, 414, 416, 418, 420,
426, 427, 428, 430, 431, 432, 437, 439, 444, 445, 450, 453, 454,
456, 457, 458, 459, 460, 461, 466, 468, 478, 479, 480, 481, 486,
489, 490, 499, 501, 505, 506, 510, 511, 522, 523, 524, 527, 530,
538, 545, 547, 548, 550, 551, 552, 553, 573, 574, 577, 582, 583,
584, 585, 597, 600, 602, 608, 610, 612, 613, 618, 622, 630, 634,
636, 637, 640, 645, 651, 653, 664, 666, 669, 670, 692, 695, 699,
722, 728, 730, 741, 751, 753, 754, 756, 757, 759, 767, 768, 770,
771, 774, 776, 778, 780, 782, 785, 787, 788, 791, 794, 797, 800,
802, 805, 810, 813, 815, 821, 822, 826, 833, 836, 837, 842, 844,
845, 846, 854, 860, 862, 876, 889, 890, 898, 902, 903, 905, 906,
908, 914, 921, 922, 923, 933, 939, 946, 947, 957, 964, 968, 969,
973, 977, 986, 987, 989, 996, 998, 1000, 1007, 1028, 1033, 1039,
1046, 1055, 1056, 1058, 1060, 1066, 1068, 1072, 1076, 1089, 1097,
1100, 1108, 1145, 1146, 1148, 1149, 1169, 1184, 1186, 1190, 1191,
1211, 1215, 1217, 1226, 1244, 1246, 1249, 1250, 1271, 1273, 1275,
1276, 1291, 1296, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1308, 1317, 1320, 1322, 1323,
1327, 1330, 1331, 1335, 1342, 1345, 1348, 1361, 1373, 1374, 1424,
1432, 1443, 1450, 1464, 1465, 1468, 1479, 1480, 1484, 1485, 1488,
1497, 1527, 1529, 1530, 1535, 1539, 1540, 1547, 1574, 1593, 1600,
1601, 1602, 1603, 1625, 1641, 1649, 1650, 1667, 1669, 1670, 1672,
1676, 1678, 1682, 1687, 1690, 1694, 1716, 1721, 1727, 1735, 1745,
1750, 1751, 1756, 1757, 1773, 1780, 1790, 1794, 1800, 1814, 1826,
1829, 1832, 1868, 1869, 1879, 1881, 1882, 1942, 1943, 1947, 1968,
1971, 1983, 1988, 2020, 2024, 2030, 2034, 2035, 2048, 2056, 2057,
2058, 2066, 2076, 2082, 2086, 2088, 2109, 2112, 2127, 2135, 2136,
2140, 2147, 2151, 2152, 2160, 2164, 2167, 2174, 2187, 2208, 2224,
2225, 2226, 2230, 2239, 2242, 2243, 2244, 2247, 2260, 2261, 2264,
2265, 2275, 2279, 2280, 2291, 2292, 2313, 2325, 2369, 2383, 2389,
2392, 2395, 2397, 2401, 2403, 2410, 2424, 2425, 2474, 2479, 2480,
2485, 2490, 2499, 2508, 2512, 2532, 2540, 2545, 2548, 2556, 2558,
2560, 2565, 2573, 2588, 2596, 2597, 2598, 2612, 2614, 2651, 2663,
2678, 2695, 2721, 2734, 2743, 2755, 2804, 2807, 2810, 2817, 2824,
2834, 2849, 2861, 2862, 2875, 2881, 2888, 2896, 2900, 2905, 2913,
2930, 2931, 2940, 2943, 2944, 2957, 2958, 2961, 2967, 2988, 2990,
3003, 3006, 3013, 3057, 3062, 3084, 3087, 3094, 3098, 3112, 3114,
3116, 3117, 3161, 3170, 3174, 3205, 3220, 3230, 3232, 3235, 3237,
3239, 3241, 3247, 3253, 3260, 3262, 3271, 3274, 3276, 3284, 3287,
3288, 3296, 3298, 3299, 3311, 3312, 3316, 3317, 3318, 3319, 3321,
3322, 3324, 3326, 3332, 3339, 3346, 3353, 3360, 3362, 3370, 3371,
3372, 3374, 3378, 3380, 3384, 3387, 3388, 3392, 3393, 3394, 3404,
3408, 3411, 3415, 3417, 3418, 3424, 3428, 3432, 3441, 3451, 3455,
3470, 3481, 3487, 3504, 3515, 3516, 3517, 3518, 3523, 3531, 3564,
3568, 3592, 3593, 3595, 3596, 3597, 3598, 3602, 3606, 3607, 3621,
3626, 3629, 3639, 3640, 3648, 3651, 3652, 3653, 3656, 3682, 3692,
3693, 3695, 3699, 3700, 3701, 3703, 3714, 3719, 3720, 3725, 3727,
3733, 3734, 3735, 3744, 3749, 3771, 3773, 3774, 3777, 3780, 3782,
3783, 3789, 3790, 3795, 3797, 3813, 3814, 3815, 3816, 3818, 3823,
3834, 3839, 3840, 3842, 3845, 3854, 3858, 3863, 3876, 3880, 3881,
3893, 3895, 3899, 3900, 3903, 3907, 3920, 3925, 3926, 3935, 3951,
3959, 3983, 3988, 3999, 4011, 4014, 4021, 4028, 4034, 4035, 4039,
4046, 4066, 4075, 4076, 4078, 4083, 4087, 4094, 4104, 4130, 4133,
4140, 4142, 4143, 4153, 4158, 4166, 4169, 4170, 4175, 4179, 4196,
4199, 4206, 4207, 4212, 4215, 4216, 4217, 4220, 4225, 4239, 4245,
4247, 4250, 4259, 4263, 4264, 4265, 4269, 4270, 4279, 4290, 4291,

4292, 4293, 4298, 4305, 4306, 4308, 4312, 4326, 4362, 4402, 4404,
4410, 4411, 4412, 4419, 4424, 4441, 4444, 4449, 4456, 4457, 4478,
4506, 4511, 4514, 4567, 4572, 4651, 4656, 4683, 4690, 4694, 4788,
4807, 4816, 4817, 4821, 4849, 4850, 4854, 4862, 4863, 4865, 4894,
4924, 4946, 4948, 4956, 4967, 4971, 4972, 4983, 4986, 4991, 4993,
4994, 5001, 5031, 5049, 5052, 5075, 5093, 5102, 5109, 5111, 5120,
5125, 5129, 5142, 5185, 5189, 5200, 5201, 5202, 5206, 5220, 5270,
5271, 5273, 5276, 5281, 5285, 5294, 5297, 5302, 5345, 5347, 5373,
5377, 5389, 5391, 5399, 5405, 5406, 5410, 5412, 5413, 5415, 5420,
5441, 5442, 5443, 5447, 5450, 5452, 5459, 5461, 5462, 5463, 5464,
5468, 5537, 5538, 5546, 5555, 5571, 5596, 5609, 5614, 5615, 5652,
5727, 5740, 5741, 5744, 5747, 5748, 5749, 5750, 5751, 5780, 5900,
5916, 5965, 6015, 6016, 6037, 6038, 6044, 6047, 6064, 6108, 6119,
6156, 6162, 6174, 6212, 6221, 6250, 6252, 6253, 6254, 6284, 6291,
6360, 6409, 6515, 6538, 6738, 6817, 6895, 7005, 7028, 7100
Yogurt, etymology. See Soy Yogurt
Yogurt, soy. See Soy Yogurt
Yuba as a Step in the Tofu- or Soymilk-Making Process 1212
Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks or Rolls, and Sweet Dried Yuba–ChineseStyle. In Chinese (Mandarin): Fuzhu (pinyin; zhu = “bamboo”). Fu
Chu (Wade-Giles). In Cantonese Chinese Foo Jook / Fu Jook / Joke
or Tiem Jook / Tim Jook / Tiem Joke. Also: Bean Curd Sticks, Bean
Curd Bamboo 2630, 7061
Yuba–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 243, 266, 753, 1212
Yuba Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 4312
Yuba (The Film That Forms Atop Soymilk When It Is Heated). In
Chinese (Mandarin): Doufu Pi (“Tofu Skin”) or Doufu Yi (“Tofu
Robes,” pinyin), Toufu P’i or Toufu I (Wade-Giles). EnglishLanguage Chinese Cookbooks and Restaurants: “Bean Curd Skin”
243, 266, 317, 607, 748, 753, 791, 863, 1184, 1199, 1212, 1279,
1479, 1627, 1733, 1869, 1900, 2275, 2330, 2381, 2389, 2630, 3054,
3231, 3342, 3631, 4312, 5512, 6169, 6350, 6435, 6516, 7061, 7070
Yugoslavia. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia and Montenegro
Yves Fine Foods (Founded by Yves Potvin, Feb. 1985, Vancouver,
BC, Canada). Renamed Yves Veggie Cuisine in 1992. Acquired by
Hain Celestial Group in June 2001 5949, 5950, 6276, 6308, 6439,
6440
Zaire. See Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Officially Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DR Congo). Also known as CongoKinshasa
Zavitz, Charles Ambrose (1863-1942) of Ontario Agricultural
College, Canada 320, 506, 527, 530, 640, 1577, 1724, 4021, 5111,
6763
Zea mays. See Corn / Maize
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